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Portable Smelting Farnaoe.

Growth of the HiniDg Indnstry.
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The £ey Monument.
Our people are just beginning to realize how
much the late James Lick did for them when he

the

left his

2.

in California.
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LVI.I

Number

of Paying Qcartz Miaes.

While this may include
ele- United States at 150.
They all the larger companies operating, it by no
who, like the writer, reads the ** interior" have adjustable bottom plates the same as means takes in the much greater number of
papers published in the Tariooa mining towns the large furnaces illustrated in the Press smalt ones who make a livelihood at this busiand oamps on the Pacific Coast, this realization last week, and are aho of the water- ness, and generally some money besides. There
complete.
lo alt dtreotiona jacket type. They are made of thinner iron are, in fact, more than 150 companies who make
however,
is,
hnndreds of men are prospecting for, working, and separated into parts lo as to be trans- quartz mining pay in California alone, some of
within the paat few years
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great estate for the benefit of the public
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Yet there are possibilities in all,
owners are working to develop them,
It is work, work, work, in all directions; but
there is encouragement always. Never a week
passes but there are numerous "strikes" reare located.
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their

corded, and each of these eerves to show that
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is

now many new camps
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America " bearing a flagfrom which falls in graceful and massy
On two of the four
folds the famous banner.
panela the words of the poem are engraved.
On the third is the inacription, and on the
fourth a lyre in emblematic device. The whole
structure is 52 feet high, and the figure of
" America " with the colors ia 13 feet, and that

many of the evils have been done away
The top-heavy system is fast going out
of style and more money is spent for actual
work than for style in officials. To cheapen

regions

with.

of the poet 8 feet.

An immense

are working mines more systematically
and carefully, having the future in view more
than was formerly the case. Altogether, the
whole outlook cf the mining industry is encour-

This was

W. H,

by Park Commissioner Hammond,

M.

Scott,

L.

and

Mayor Pond. National airs were played by the
when **The Star Spangled Bmner "

band, and

PORTABLE SMELTING FURNACE WITH WILLIAM'S IMPROVEMENT.

was given by the band and 100

voices, the

great audience joined in the chorus.

great

hand apparatus, such as is shown in
These furnaces will
mines, Washington Territory, where the minera
amelt from one to five tons in 10 houra, accordrioting.
are
ing to the amount of blast and nature of the
France takes more of our crnde mineral oil ore. These furnaces are also made by Messrs.
than any other country, but in rehned oil Ger- W. T. Garratt &. Co. of this city aod furnished
with all the required fittings.
many takes the lead.
again trouble at the Wilkeaon coal

people gathered to

Barnea, T. J. Clunie, Irving

mining suit which haa been pending for years
ported by pack mules. There are four tuyerea theae consisting, of course, of only a few indibetween the Eureka Hill Mining Co., and the
connected to an annular wind-box in the usual viduals. The above estimate must therefore be
Bullion-Bsck Mining Co. of Tintic, Utah, haa
manner but with flexible pipes and detachable grossly out of proportion to the whole number
been compromised upon a basis satisfactory to
nozzles, so the tuyerea can be bared for exami- of companies so engaged.
both parties. The property involved in these
In other sections of the country theae comnation instantly. There are four arches, so
Ex Goversuits is valued at over $2,000,000.
that every part of the interior ia acceasible for panies are not so numerous as in California, and
nor Perkins ia president of the California comcleaning.
Two of the arches are cut through that because we have here more deposits of this
pany that purchased the Bullion Beck interest, at the bottom to permit a lead-well and siphon kind than are to be found elsewhere, the faciland John 0. Packard ia president of the Eareka
ities for working them being also especially
to be used if required.
Hill Mining Co. The basis of compromise is
The blast required for these email fur- good. Our people, through long experience,
vertical lines from the surface down, and connaces can be provided by any of the well- have become masters of the business, while our
cessions have been made on both sidta.
known means, and when power is not avail- methods and appliances for carrying it on have
is

of

one of the most imposing features of the celebration of the 4th. Addresses were delivered

pie

There

throng

witness the ceremonies of unveiling.

water-power and electricity are reFao*
steam wherever practicable.

— The

Corinthian fluted pillars

stafl,

cheaper than ever before, and our metallurgicdl
In the older mining
skill is greatly improving.

Mining Suit Compromised

rise four

the female figure of

be-

aging.

Francis

which, in a sitting posture, is the bi'onze figure
On the top of the cupola stands
of the poet.

if

mines abandoned in our
days of extravagance are being re-opened and
worked with profit. Ore ia being worked

placing

the statue of

in

bearing aloft a handaome marble canopy, under

ing opened, but old

matters,

Key

each corner

not.

are there

SpangUd Banner."

most imposing structure of the kind in California, Three stepa lead up on each side to a
square pedeatal amply ornamented with corner
buttresaes, bevels, panela and mouldings. From

chan-

benefited

—

erect a statue to

Golden Gate park. The sum of
$60,000 bad been set aside to build this, and to
an American sculptor, W, W. Story, was given
the task. This monument is the largest and
Scott

mines tbat make the immense difference
between "total product " and " dividends " in
the statistics at the end of the year. Even the
mines worked at a loss add something to the
wealth of the commanity. If it costs $2000 to
get out $1000 there is $1000 more than there
was. The original $2000 has merely changed
in the

remained for him

day of the Nation were the ceremonies attendant on the unveiling of

is

little

is

it

first to

Appropriate to the celebration of the birth-

the mine that advertises its dividends in the
Yet in the aggregate it is these
thousands.

hands, and the amount realized

—to be the

the author of the " Star

we hear little, but every crushing of
rook adds so mach to the wealth of the commnnity. The miner who realizes his few buQ>

ing ore

dred from a

It wilt be

remembered that Mr. Lick left sums for several
statues and gronps. Some people among us
thought this rather a waste of money and a
queer thing to do, but aa a community we have
too few objects of art among ua.
There is no
public art gallery of note as in older cities, and
in statuary there ia nothing here.
The group
that James Lick has provided as an ornament

mines are entirely unknown and
outside the little camps where they

of these

unheard

be available, and one of the statues for which

alao

The terma under which the Calumet and
Hecla and the other American mines passed into
the Copper Trust were 13 cents per pound for
all the copper the mines could produce during a
period of three years.
figure the

mines going into the combination

theae other exceptionally favorable conditions.

in the

paying quartz companies
in the entire country as fixed on by our contemporary is much too small is evident.

district,

tion.

That the number

of

was further agreed

should receive half the profit accruing from the

advance over 13 cents.

also

the drawing, can be used.

It

that should the price of copper go above that

been brought to a high degree of perfecWe have for our population an unusually
large number of self employers, a fact dne to

able,

This was

done with the national anthem, America."
The occasion was one to stir the patriotism of
the people, and will be long remembered by all.
'*

The

Virginia CArojitcie says the developments

Wild Goose and Harris mines

in

Jumbo

near Franktpwn, caused great excitement among miners, and the foothills west of
Mt. Davidson are swarming with prospectors.

Mining and Scientific Press
[Trarslated for the Press from the French
admit, uniodorsed, opinions of correspondents.

We

Editors Press:

In his poetic manner, the eminent French

—Djubtless a few noteafrom

this secluded locality -will be of interest to

of your readers, for

by M. N. M.]

-Eds.

Kernville Notes.

some

though mioing has ceased

to be the leading industry of California, still
the miners are not all dead, and there are indications that the mining industry may yet revive and be established upon a more enduring
basis.

There are many leads here which have not
been worked since the time that flour was hauled from Stockton with ox teams, a distance of
300 miles; and yet many of those leads, now
abandoned, have yielded fortunes to the prudent miner, or a poker stake to the average mining superintendent.
For the most part the placer mines were exfew placer deposits
hausted 30 years ago.
remain, but as a rule the young men now herding sheep and cattle look upon placer mining

A

Astronomer Camille Flammarion says: *'Ihad
a dream which was not all a dream. In it I
found myself observing people who about a
hundred millions of years ago inhabited a
planet situated in the cortege of one of the remote stars in space, in the midst of a sidereal
universe analogous to that which now exists,
though not the same, because the universe of
that time is destroyed and the universe of to
day did not then exist. There were, as in our
epoch, conatellitions and stars, but they were
not the same constellations, nor the same stars.
There were suns, moons, inhabited worlds, days,
nights, seasons, years, centuries, beings, impressions, thoughts, facts; bat they were not
the same.
Our earth was not yet formed. The materials which composed it were fioating in space
in

a state of diffused nebulosity, gravitating

around the solar center, which was gradually
condensing. There was neither water, nor air,
nor soil, nor stones, nor vegetables, nor aniQuartz mining is still indulged in
as a lost art.
mals, nor even any of the bodies reputed simby a few workmgnien who have arastras or
ple by the chemist, as oxygen, hydrogen, azote,
littleBve stamp millp, by which they are settled
The gas which
carbon, iron, lead, copper, etc.
with their families and doing a legitimate and
would by its condensations and ulterior transquiet business.
The great Sumner mill, erected at a cost of
$1,000,0000, and in connection with which
more than §2,000,000 have been recklessly
squandered, stands listlessly idle. The main
ledge (the Big Blue) has baen worked to the
level of Kern river, and an incendiary destroyed

the

ponderous

hnifiting

works and pumping

gear, which cost $65,000. The main body of
the yield of this mine undoubtedly came from

small feeders coming in from the southwest;
and as the extraction of ore from these is necessarily slow and tedious it would not pay to
The fact is if we ever
refifc an SO-stamp mill.
expect to place gold mining upon an enduring
have
down with "Eogliah
must
basis here we
syndicates" and ^250,000 mills.
talk of a railroad having been
projected through the Kern river canyon, and
two or three corps of engineers have examined

There

is

much

the ground. Having passed the canyon and
attained an attitude of 2600 feet, there is an
open way through the Monachee valley and to
the Colorado desert beyond. The canyon offers
as feasibla a pass as any river gorge in California, and could be passed with an absolutely
level grade, coming out among the foothills of
Posa creek. This route would pass to the East,
where the early prospector bought water by the
quart and wood by the pound. It would doubtless revive the spirit of mining and open a new
Dorado. Kern river probably outranks any
other mountain stream in the State during the
Its principal branch
dry part of the year.
courses southward across Tulare county and a
part of the way across Kern (a distance of 100
miles) before taking to the canyon through
which it passes to the valley. Immense areas
of timber are adjacent to either bank, and the
water of the canyon would furnish milling
power to mill all the ores west of the Colorado.
Mr. Sherman, of Havilah, at one time used a
part of this power to drive two quartz mills at
that place.
The power was transferred a
distance of six miles by means of compressed
But inair conveyed through four inch pipes.
cendiaryism has followed up a very genial and
worthy gentleman from one point to another

through some six confligrations, until now it
be difficult for him to resuscitate his

may

fortune.
Thanks to the law, the devil is in the
penitentiary.
The experiments of Mr. Sherman
with compressed air are sufficient to explode
many theories in regard to the transmission of
power by that means, and good engineers have
declared that a sufficient power could be generated and shipped under a pressure of 500 pound
to the inch, to propell all the traffic of this
coast across the mountains.
S. B.
Kernville^ Cat.

formations give birth to the divers substances,
solids, which at the present
time constitute the earth and its inhabitants,
was a simple gas, homogeneous, containing in
itself unconscious chrysalis, the possibilities of
future times.

gases, liquids or

But No Prophet Could Forecast
The unknown which was slumbering in
mystery. Our planet presented then, the

its

as-

pect of those vague nebulie of gas, which the
telescope discovers in the depth of the skies.and
which the spectrescope analyzes. In thp midst
of the stars the nebulous sun was floating in
Humanity, with
process of
condensation.
all its history, each one of us with all his energies, all terrestrial beings were in germ in that
nebula and in those forces ; but the beings and
the things that we know were only to exist after
a long incnbation of centuries.
In the place of
what was to he the Earth, there was nothing
but a gas, fioating in the starred immensity.
Y"et it was not in the actual place where we
are at present, because the Eirth, the planets,
and all the solar system came from afar and
*
*
*
*
*
travel speedily,
In the history of creation, 100,000,000 of
years pass like a day; like a fugitive dream they
are effaced, and vanish into the bosom of eter*
*
^
nity, which absorbs all.
Though our

planet did not then exist, there were, as today,
systems and inhabited worlds.
The beings that peopled those worlds lived
stars, suns, solar

their lives as we live ours.
It was an exciting spectacle for the thinker
to contemplate the great labor of all those bainga.
In indifference, or in passion, in pleasure or in sorrow, in smiles or in tears, they were
living, agitating, reposing, combating, pardoniog, accusing, forgetting, loving, hating; swept
away in the fatal whirlwind; coming into the
world, dying; succeeding each other blindly,
through generations and centuries; ignorant of
their origin and of the future fate of monads
and of souls; sports of nature which inflates
worlds and boings, stars and atoms, centuries
and minutes, like those bubbles of soap which
a child blows in the air.
It was the spectacle
which the earth presents to us to-day; multitudes waging a battle for life and ending only
with death. The view that must strike us
most in that retrospective contemplation is,
that the earth did not thenexiat.

No Human Being Approached
Anywhere near

—

—

Wm.

A

life.

from

a white artificial stone
sand, which has been used for polishing

plate glaEs.

-

It

Would be Without Doubt

useless as it would be childish to lose ourselves in the nebulosities of metaphysics by trying to find a solution which will probably always escape us, but is it not a subject of- contemplation worthy of our thoughts, to refiect
upon that particular aspect cf creation, Time;
to reflect that throughout eternity other earths
inhabited like ours, have floated in the light of
their suns, that through all eternity there have

As

been beings enjoying life, and that during all
time, the hour of the end of their worlds has
sounded on the secular dial of destiny their
doom, shrouding in turn the universe and beings in the winding-sheet of destruction and of
oblivion ? It is impossible for us to conceive a
beginning which had been preceded by an
eternity of inaction, and so far as science conit shows us everywhere forces in perpetual activity. If infinite space dazzles us by
its immensity without limits, eternity without

The History of the Eternity
which precedes
kingdoms, and

not only of peoples, of
empires which have dis-

us, is
of

peoples, Moses, Herodotus, ManMa-Tuan-Lin, Titus Livius, Tacitus,
Gregory of Tours, Bossuet, all you who imagine
yourselves writing ** universal history," and

terrestrial

ethon,

thou, great Leibnitz, who didst commence at
the creation of the world the history of a small
German duchy, and thou, also, charming
author of the Metamorphoses, who to us haet
related of old the origin of heaven and the
gods, the astronomer smiles at your famous
annals, as he smiles at the genealogies of kings
and the conquests of the Cseiars,
Combats cf ants upon small spaces, natural
illusions of children who caress their puppets
Let some one invent a new microscope that will
enable us to distinguish Charlemagne and Nipoleon in the ant- hill of Lillipnt.
no
longer find them. And the whole earth, where
then is it? The abstraction of the thonght
comes to us of living bsfore and after it. The
entire history of it has vanished like a flish of
lightning wbich passes over in the Btillness of
*
*
*
*
a long summer's day.
As I contemplated those panoramas of time
and space, which the centuries of the past
defiled slowly before me with their large corteges of disappeared glories, the beings who
peopled the revived worlds to their furthest
extent cast away their shrouds and walked in
the flowery paths of life; all that secular and
prodigious past became present, and the millions of extinct suns, of era upon era, became relighted and resplendent. Innumerable stars
appeared in the sky, which our mortal eyes
have never seen, and the light of lite radiated
upon celestial shores which succeeded each
other to infinity. Suddenly, an immense black
veil fell from the bight of the skies in front of
those luminous bodies, and I beheld no more.
Before that veil the planet on which we are
was turning with its velocity of a hundred
thousand kilometers an hour, and I was again
in the condition of the other inhabitants of this
earth, who live without seeing btyond their
horizon, and who imagine that in time, as in'
space, our mediocre race of human beings is
the only one that ever had a place in the uni-;
!

We

verse.

ducts us,

beginning and without end rises up more formidable still, perhaps, before our terrified contemplation.
The voices of the past speak to
US from the depths of the abj^ss and they speak
to us of the future.
The^cw^ of the worlds
which have disappeared, is the future of the
*

*

:

to the time when ic could be
one of its inhabitants. Nothing, nothing of
what exists around us now, was then in existence.
Nevertheless, upon those ancient worlds
80 long since vanished, those who were enlivening them had their corrent history, flourishing cities, cultivated fields, social organizaLos Burros Mines.
tions, wars and battles, laws and tribunals,
sciences and arts, historians, economists, politiEditors Press: Los Barros Mining district, cians,
theologians, and men of letters who were
22 miles west of Jolon, Monterey county, sit- striving to discern the true from the false, and
uated in the San Lucia range of mountains, on to write conscientiously what they too called
" universal history." For them, all creation had
the coast, three miles from the ocean, is begin'
been stopped in their time and at their place;
ning to receive considerable attention.
This for them,
everything was finished; the rest of
district is a little over one year old, the first
the universe without bounds, the rest of eterndiscovery having been made in April, 1SS7, by
ity without limits was lost in insignificance,
Crnckshank & Son on their claim known eclipsed
by their actuality.
They did not
as the List Chance.
This mine has a well know
that eternity was before them and would
defined ledge 4 feet wide, 35 feet from the surbe after they had passed away.
face and averaging from $300 to $400 per ton.
They lived, the learned and ignorant, the
three-stamp mill has been erected.
The illustrious and obscure,
the rich and poor, the
mine has paid all expenses and left a handsome opulent and
miserable, the religious and the
sum in the owners' hands besides. Other lo- skeptical, as if
their lives were never to have an
cations are the No. 2 Manchester with a good
end. These, were accumulating, without forpay ledge, Otihir with a good pay ledge six getting
for an instant, a fortune which their
feet wide, and Ajas (a free gold).
sons were eager to dissipate; those, were dreamThere are a great many other locations in the ing
and contemplating, without care of the
district, some of them with good prospects.
morrow; here some bittallions were ii Aiming
There is plenty of water and timber and an ex- the
populace by their patriotic clamors; yonder
cellent climate.
The nearest railway station is some couples
were uniting in mystery their
Kings City, thence by stage to Jolon (20 miles), quivering
souls.
Pressed as they believed they
then 22 miles over a good trail to the mines.
were, by affairs ot imperious importance, carThere is a good wagon road half way and from ried
away by the allurements cf pleasure, or
there pack train or saddle horaes may be
lifted up on the wings of ambition, they ot that
obtained,
J. L. Bovle.
time, as of this, were plunging in the vortex of

M. Htonette makes

it is of entire worlds, of groups of
worlds, of archipelagos of planets, and of universes. To eternity there is no beginning. The
forces of nature have never been inactive. In
nature, our measures of time, our conceptions
For it, there is
of duration, do not exist.
neither past nor future, only a perpetual
present.
It continues unchangeable through its
incessant transformations and manifestations.
It is we who pass away; it remains.
I cannot refiect without terror upon the innumerable beings who have lived in the worlds
that have disappeared; upon all the superior
intellects which have thought, acted and guided
humanity in the path of progress, of light and ot
liberty. I cannot think of those Platos, Marcus
AureUuses, Pascals and Newtons of the vanished worlds without asking myself what has
It is very easy to reply that
becoThe of them.
nothing of them remains; that they have died
as they were born; that all is dust and returns
to duet; the reply is easy but not very satis
*
*
fying.
Assuredly I have not the simple pretension
of resolving the great mystery.
It seems to
me that in treating these unfathomable problems of eternity and of infinity we are pretty
much in the condition of ants endeavoring to
inform themselves of the history of France.

appeared;

The Astronomer's Dream.

COF^I^ESPO^IDENCB
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earth.

*

*

*

In 100 000.000 of years, the earth on which
we are will no longer exist, or if any ruin of it
vet remains, it will be only a mournful desert.
The divers worlds of our solar system will have
fiaished their vital cycle, and the varied histories of mankind which succeeded each other
will have been long extinct.
Our sun itself,
will without doubt, have lost its light, and will
roll a dark obj tot in the nocturnal immen'iity.
Thrown back, perhaps, by the laws of destiny
into the crucible of perpetual metamorphosis,
it will be reunited with a supreme shock to that
defunct old sun, and, hurled like it through the
eternal void, may be revived from its athes a radiant pha^aix, relighted by the transformation of
the movement into heat.
In Thac Time, Moreover as Now,
The nebulie will have produced suns, and as

to-

day, bouniiless space will be studded with stars
without number, gravitating in the harmony of
theirreciprocal attractions; then, as now, earths
will be balmced in the light of their suns, the
mornings and evenings will succeed each other,
blue skies will expand, clouds will float in the
of twilight, and perfumed atmos^hefes
blow over woods and valleys. Nature will

charm
will

sing the marvelous budding of life, as today,
and chant the hymn of youth and happiness
and imperishable spring-time, in that immense
universe where the historian of the past sees
*
*
*
«
•
*
only tombs.

no

If there are

limits to

space,

if

toward some

point of the heavens to which our thought
takes its course, it can fly evermore, without
anothing to stop it, whatever may he the rapidity of its flight, whatever may be the duration
cf its indefatigable soaring, if,
in a word,
space is inflnite in every sense, it is the same
as eternity.
Infinite space is actually gemmed with incipient worlds, with worlds wbich have attained a virile age, it is strewn with worlds in

decadence and worlds dead, it disseminates in
all the boundless regions of immensity, gaseous
nebu!re, suns of hydrogen, oxyd stars, planets
in formation, satellites
cooled, and comets
disintegrated.
The forces of nature show
themselves everywhere in activity the energy
of creation remains constant, without possibility of augmentation or diminution, and all the
;

sciences coincide in testifying that what we call
destruction, annihilation, is only transformation.
Astronomy reveals Time to us, as it reveals
Space ; it shows that our present epoch has
nothing particular in the history of nature any
more than has our present place, and invites us
to recognize duration as well as space, those two
forms of reality, contemplating in the same synthesis the grand aspects of the universe.

This
For

the

Dream Was Not
beings

All a

who have

Dream

lived

upon the

worlds in space during the eras
anterior to our solar system, the earth, with all
its history, was only a possibility of fecundations for
the
future.
Historiographers of
diS'erent

Laziness and Luck.
About three years ago Frank Martin sold
Horn Silver mine at Era for S56,000. By

his
bis

drinking and gambling he has reduced this to
about SIOOO, and his wife now petitions the
Portland court, to have a guardian appointed
for him.
Idaho Per/hter.
To read the above paragraph, saya the Ntz
Perce (Idaho) News, one would naturally say
that there was nothing in it; that it was a common every-day occurrence. But read this:
Three years ago Frank Martin was as worthless
a vagabond as could well be produced one of
those who never missed a meal nor paid a cent.
He resided at a place called Era, in Alturas
county, in this Territory, had no o6oupation

—

and sponged his living from his brother, who
had a small ranch and kept the postoffije by
the roadside. One day his brother's wife requested Frank to cut some' wood. He refused,'
whereupon she beat him out of the house with
a rolling-pin and forbade him to ever enter her
doors agam. Sad and dtjected at the condition
of affairs, Frank walked up a hill in the rear of
bis once happy home, until within a short distance of its summit, when he sat down upon a
flat rock, at the same time stretching out his
legs and braoing his feet against a small bowlder in front of him. He had not been there
long when the bowlder gave way and went
rolling down the hill.
Frank raised himself and
listlessly followed after the rolling stone, and
just here will we digress and say that his then
experience exploded the aphorism that a "rolling stone gathers no moss " and picking it up,
was surprised at its weight and general appearance. He showed the stone to some' miners
soon after, and they pronounced it horn silver
ore ot the richest character.
Thereupon Frank
prospected the place and soon found a ledge
that paid big from tbe start, so that in less than
a month after opening the mine Mr. Ff:ank
Martin's check was worth its face, from @3000
He had hosts of warm friends into S5000.
deed his friends were red hot reaching from
Houston on the north to Blackfoot in the center and Hailey and Salt Lake in the Eist.
One evening, after delivering a shipment of
his ore to the reduction works at Hailey, Mr.
Martin dropped into a restaurant and ordered a
square meal. He was promptly served by a
comely waiter girl, and, being in a somewhat
hilarious mood, challenged tbe girl to marry
him then and there. She accepted his proffer,
a Justice of the Peace was sent for and tbe
twain were made one. About six months after
this he sold bis mine for the sum above stated,
and, naturally enougb, the transition from exr
treme indigence to much wealth unshipped
what little intellect he had.
Moral Wealth is a blessing to some but a

—

—

—

—

curse to others.

Photographing from the Light of FireDr. John Vansant, of the United States
Marine Hospital at St. Louis, claims to be the
first to have taken photographs by the light of

flies.

—

firefiies.
He placed 12 fireflies in a three-ounce
bottle, covering its mouth with fine white bobinet.
The average duration of the flash of each
insect was half a second, and the Inminous area
on the abdomen was about one-eigth of an inch
square. The time of exposure wasSOflishea.

Salt Lake City
school.

is

to

have an

industrial
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7.

Some

Way

of

Prosperity.

The

'*

old claim

is

pretty well worked oat, io

hu

beea for a good while; but it is bard
for two old ohapa to move. So Pard aud I have
picked over and up the bedrock, cleared up the
faot

—

potatoes and take our line of march for the
there have been more and better developments
The Prospeotor.
Lord only knows where."
made the post three years in quartz than durThe old man knocked tbe ashes oot of his
The prospeotor is seldom a man of means, ing any similar period in the history of the
pipe with a vioioaa whack on his thumb-nail,
county.
Instead of two quartz-mining dissays the Nevada Co. Herald. Neither is he a
cast aside-long glance at an old rifle that hangs
tricts, which the county had five years ago, it
on the cabin wall and went oat. Nevada scientific mineralogist. The man of means does now has five. Graes Valley is the oldest disTranttcript,
not care to dig in the earth for gold-bearing trict, and it is better today than ever. Nevada
ledges, and the mineralogist finds everything City district has had a " b»d eye " for a time,
but it is certainly shapine itself for a hie
ehowCost of MiniDg.
_*^
u
n>i.
«*, cuww
hut quartz.
,.
Ihe c<Simon-pure
prospector
ts a
..,
f
K
t~
^
,og nfter a while. 1x^1.1
While extensive work has
poor man, and he goes to prospeuting knowing been suspended in this district for awhile, deDr. George C. Munson of the Denver miot in
his report of the production of the Colorado that he may find something which will remove velopments of an important character have been
mines, gives the following as the output of some poverty from him, and place him in a position going on in the interior which will prove our
to enjoy the real pleasures of life.
With this assertions. Washington, Eureka, and Columof the Clear Creek county mines:
hope be goes into the hills and canyons, into bia Hill are safe fur a good showing for years
Coloniilo l'oite.I
Sl»l.lll 04
From private letters we are informed
olondo Cuntral
283 806 7» tbe woods and thickets, and hunts for gold- to come.
DUiiiuiid T\iori«l
141,084 82 bearing ledges.
It is not a pleasant task, of very flattering prospects in two other counPreeUntI
105.8^6 9'J Diy after
day
he searches, and day after day ties, and these strikes have been made by men
Io Ko>ooldj»
175 17G 40
But he does not give up, who have been liberal in prospecting for years
60.301 10 he IS disappointed.
Albro.
Little Matllu
52.342 41i and at last he finds that for which he is hunt- without favorable results until now.
God bless
11.1.4aa 75
PmtUH
ing.
A
ledge which ** looks good " is struck. the liberal gold prospector
They deserve suo143,i:Jl 67
Seveii-Thfrtv
He
fixes his ciimp there, and proceeds to sink a cess and in the end they always get it.
Mining
Two Siatcra
03,600 04
shaft.
He is alone and the work proceeds is coming into great prominence again in CaliHe gives the f^lLowiug aa the total products slowly. He may be oaved on and killed, or fornia. E<^ery good strike kindles a desire for
since 1850 of three ol the oldest mining coun- any one of a hundred accidents may befall him, investment of capital.
Mining, when successties:
and there is no one near to offer assistance ful, afl'ords greater profits than any other field
$36,502,693 63 Yet he does not fdlter, but digs steadily, only
of work.
CI«r Clear
It will attract its share of capital
e.Ujiln
47.463,818 76 pausing long enough to go to town or to a from
this
time on,
and mining counties
Sjummit
13,704,(31 03
country store and lay tn a fresh supply of pro- will jump into a new era of prosperity. NevaThe estimated cost per ounce of mioing gold visions. Sometimes weeks, or even months, da Co. Herald.
and silver iu the different counties is as follows: are spent npon the " prospect." At last he
Boulder, Sl-TO; Chaffee, .145; Clear Creek, .48; strikes a body of good ore. He feels sure that
Historic Calirornia Town.
Custer, A'Mi; E'lgle, .21; Gilpin, .54; Gunnison, a fortune is near at hand.
But he caunot deHe must enlist capital or sell hie
48; Hinsdale, 64; Lake, 1^516: La PlaU. $2 50; velop it.
Generally by a historic town in California we
Ouray, .755;' Park, $1.29; Pitkin, .165. 8a- proipeot. To this end he selects a quantity of
mean a town which has lived through the MexKuacbe, .4.'!: Sao Juan, .13; San Miguel, .SL.47; specimens and goes to town. Then the hardest
part of all the work begins—that of getting 'ca° regime and continued throogh American
Summit, .145
occupation, but we refer now to a town which
The estimated value of the bullion produced somebody interested in the *' find."
in Cjlorado from the date of the first discoveries
If the rock shows a large quantity of free sprang up since the occupation and is one of
the oldest towns
of

The Close Fist Company.
Things That Stand In the

,

.,

t.

I
'

,

..

,

worked poor dirt year after year.
But recently Pard aaid he wu going to see if he
could not buv or loaae a piece of ground owned
by the Close Fist Mining and Water Oumpany.
He said he know just what the company paid
for the ground ten years ago, and as they have
crevicea and

never stuck a pick iuto it he thought they
would be glad to get what they gave for it or
to lease it on reanonabte terms. So he saddled
up the old mute and lit out. He returned yessaw ho was disappointed and had
I
terday.
After
loaded him.
seen things that had
sapper I asked:
" Well, what did you do?"
**
Nothing," said he rather short.
He drew several long whiffs from his pipe and
then said:
**1 don't onderstand some things.
I could
not get that ground for love or money unless I
*

;

j

1

1

!

|

|

'

.

'

I

!

—

*

.

{

'

paid ten times what I oould afford to. The
company that owna it have not touched it for
ten years, in fact, have never stuck a pick into
AU I could
it; but that makes no ditJerenae.
have no ground
get out of the agent was:
to sell.' Of course that settled it. In going
and coming I saw at least a dozen old claims
that I know would pay decent wages to Uboring men that are and have been idle for years,
and not the remotest hope of their being worked. I heard mal-

'

(

I

'

[

<

i

A

j

We

.

,
'

!

'

i

|

l

with

loud

edictions,

a

and deep, poured
out on the own-

American

patents
of
ers
that cover bunthoureds and

town

lory.

purely

his-

It

is

the

of Benicia,

mining

which was founded by the early
American settlers
and was designed

ground that is
good for these

as the metropolis
of California.

One man
times.
aaid to me: * The
peoanti-debris
ple are hard
enough, the Lord

of the State,

sands of acres of

good

The place was
made the capital

knows, but they
are not one-half
as poison as this
infernal law that
few
permits a
men to hold thousands of acres of

vagaries for
which

trade is
noted, the scene
of busy commerce
shifted, the capi-

ground

mining

tal

in idleness year
after year,' Well,
I had to give up
the mining proj-

the

if I could get
that farm old Bill

see

to

go

could

raising fruit

garden

There

to

and

truck.
is

as

of its early promise.
It baa a per-

nice

a farm, or rather
a nice piece of
land as lays out
doors, and worth
four times the
price asked, but
there is no title.

manent

i|!

.,

,.|||i:.'v

,','
\
[

.,,

y

mining patent covers the ground, and so we
For
liable to be bounced any day.
mining, the 160 acres ain't worth 10 cents, but
it would make a lovely home for anybody with
muscle and brains. It saw a place all grown up
to brush and weeds, and my attention was
arrested by seeing a scrubby peach tree and a
tangle of roses among the general waste. 1 wae
told that a few years ago there was a fine orchard of apple, peach, pear and plum trees and
It
a good set of farm buildings on this place.
A mining patent covers it and
is now a wreck.
drove out tbe farm-owner. I saw five of these
abandoned and wrecked orchards and farms on
my trip places that seem to curse their present
owners. Not one of these places I saw will
ever be mined, but the mining law baa ruined

—

left them monuments of either the
law*s stupidity or somebody's rascality, blamed
It seems to me our lawn
if I know which.
ought to permit the cultivation of ground until
the owner of the mineral wants to take the
mineral out. Again, does it not seem tough
that mining ground can be held year after year
in great tracts aud oot ba worked, when there
are hundreds of men that would be glad to get
Between the valley farmers and the miniog
it ?
patent owners, it looks as though the people ot
the mountains would have to leave."
*' Well," I asked, " what are you going to do

them and

it ?"

am

going to stay here a little while longer
and then git, and the Close Fist and its
allies can take the county and put on all the
Chinamen they want to. I am too old to enter
a fight with millions of money, owned and
manipulated without fear of God or men, so
when we have skinned the last particle of dust
out of this old claim we will dig our few hills
I

>^

>
.

^
,

would be

**

popula3000 or
is about
VIEW OF A PORTION OF BENICIA, LOOKING SOUTHEAST.
.30 miles from San
Francisco, and 57
from Sacramento.
railroad
runs
through the
Pacific
The
Central
getting
men
in
trouble
gold there will be no
who have money to go and examine the ledge. town, crossing the Caiquinez straits upon the
which
conveys
cars and
But in many cases the inspectors declare it is monster ferry Solano,
too small, or not as good as represented. They locomotives across the stream. At Port Costa,
have a long consultation, have assays made of on the other side of the straits, connection is
made with the Southern Pacific railway, which
the rock, decide that it is not what they sup
posed, and finally decline to put any money runs to Los Angeles. There is thus a converinto it.
Then the proapector begins again. Hs* gence of railway lines at Benicia and Port Costa
goes from one capitalist to another. The months that makes this locality favorable for manufactdrag by, and at last he finds that he must uring and shipping, and immense wharves and
Somebody has warehouses have sprung up, and there has been,
either sell his find or leave it.
results that
offered him a low figure for his claim, and he established, in some measure, the
tion

of

more. It

A

about

promised

Benccia, with its
wealth of natural
advantages,
i s
yet one of the
smaller municipalities
the
of
State, and awaits
with never-dying
hope tbe fruition

his
lives

widow who
somewhere in the
East, and if I
could, you and
I

moved,

interests

to contribute to
a city's growth
were diepereed,
and the town of

thought
I would go and

left

was

which

ect, BO I

D.

and

seemed

that
the substantial*
ity of the city
was assured. But
by one of those
it

Vl
'

''

'

'•

'(iVv
'';;i:\;;

in 1859, to the close of the year 1887, ia as fol-

lows:
92
176,145,640 8u

Gold

.?32,67.3,125

bUver

§257,818,766 72

Total

—

The Copper Qukkn Kuau, Active work
has begun oo the new line of railroad to run
from Fdirbank, on the New Mexico and Arizona RiiU'oad, a branch of the Sinta Fe, to
Biibee, where the mines of the famous Copper
Queen Mining Company are located. The dia

not accept it. Nobody recognizee
Tbe road will may or may
They tell
his ritjht to ask a fair price for it.
run through Tombstone mining district, but
him it is only a prospect; it may pinCh out, or
It is
will not strike the town of Tombstone.
be only a pocket-ledge, or anything bat a good
said that the road will be built by the Copper
mine in embryo. At last he sells the property,
Queen Mioing Company, through probably it
and the new owners develop it. It becomes a
will bB operated by the Sinta Fe Company.
good paying mine a valuable property. The
For the present the road ia intended to supply
proapector, who has spent months upon it, has
a local demand, but the probability is that it
received a few hundred dollars, and the new
will eventually be extended to the rich mining
owners reap a harvest of many thousands. It
country in Sonora, Mexico, immediately south
capiis this method of treatment on the part of
of Bisbee.
talists that puts a check on the prospector's
John Williams, a well-known mining man work. The man who hunts for gold is not enemail.
He must
and an old resident of CUifornia, died at Placer- oooraged. His reward ia too
his own expense, and
ville on Tuesday of hemorrhage of the lunca. do his prospecting at
willing
John Williams has been io California since 1852, then, if he is aucceaaful, there is nobody
time and
and has traveled through Brazil, Central Amer- to give him a fair compensation for his
would
man
every
contrary,
the
On
labor.
connection
with
ica, Africa and Australia in
sooner take advantage of him. This checks
mining matters.
in
checked
is
prospecting
when
prospecting, and
A Useful Device. A rubber funnel which a mining region, the prosperity and development
may be fitted over the head, big end up, so as of the region itself ia checked.
to enclose all the hair while the barber shamMining Prospebity. There ia no question
poos a customer. A tube hangs down behind,
so as to carry away the ends, while a hose for about the splendid outlook for the mining inIn all our exchanges we
flushing out the hair, funnel and tube is pro- dustry of California.
seeaccounts of good striken, aud in this county
vided.
cance will ba about forty miles.

—

—

—

But the
the early settlers of Benicia foresaw.
Could they have
intereata are now Ecattered.
been concentrated in Bmicia, the city would
be one of the most flourishing in the State
to-day.
The favorable conditions, however,
are being more and more appreciated, and
Benicia undoubtedly has a proeperous era ahead.
The site of the city cousists of hills (ind sloping or rolling land. The hights back from
the water front offer elegant building spots,
and fpretenand already numerous showy
The view
tious dwellings are to be seen.
from these elevated sites is fine indeed, looking
out upon the turgid waters of the straits, and
over to the highlands of Contra Costa county
beyond. To the west, the waters of San Pablo
bay spread out, offering a water stretch as far as
the eye can reach.

Our view

of

Benicia

looking toward the

southeast, shows a part of the town in the foreground. Beyond flows the magnificent Strait
of Carquinez, a mile in width, connecting the

upper bay of Suisun and the lower bay of San
Pablo. Opposite lie the low rolling Contra Costa
while away to the southeast looms up the
purple dome of Mount Diablo, as shown on the
hills,

left of

the distance in the picture.
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SUMMAF^Y.

publifihed
la mostly condensed from journala
mentioned^
in the interior, in proximity to the mines

The

following

CALIFORNIA.
Amador.

One
regular pay.
5 to 10, either as tributers or on
has
of the most encouraging features of the work
drift
north
the
in
ore
good
Day
of
finding
been the
of the No. 6 level, where the finding of good rock
had not been anticipated. The general appearance

encouraging. The water has been
pumped out of the Lone Jack shaft to the depth of
403 feet, audit is being found a tedious and troublesome job, as owing to the mine having been idle for

of the

mine

is

over 20 years there

a great deal

ol

slum

in

the

About 600 tons of rock from
prospect was better.
The Buffalo
the tunnel and shaft are on the dump.
company has consolidated with Henry Carpenter,
who owned the south side of the creek and worked
on and exposed the ledge, while mining in his claim
was
tor gravel, but did not know the fortune there
A lower tunnel, started near the creek,
in sight,
good
securing
tunnel,
upper
shalt
and
their
will tap
The ledge was reached
air and deeper backing.
with the lower tunnel the other day, and the rock
It is intended shortly to put up a
prospects well.
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the hoisting works, and the other operates the mill.
A feature worthy of notice in the machinery department is the boiler. This is a novel combination of
the locomotive and tubular boiler, and gives great
satisfaction.

NE7ADA.
Bristol District.

—

Copper Bullion. Pioche Record, June 30: The
small copper furnace at Bristol, erected recently by
2o-stamp mill.
C. L. Rje. and of which mention was made some
Active
7Vii^«»c,
June
29:
Mine.—
Buffalo
The
time sincp, was fired up a week ago yesterday, and
work is going on at the Buffalo mine. Six men are
In all probability they will sink loo ieirt,
time.
a three days' run made, the result of which was
employed there and they are pushing ahead the work seven tons of bullion, containing
which will, we hope, develop an excellent mine.
95 per cent copThe upper tunnel has been run 350 feet
with vigor.
The mill in the meantime will be run if possible.
per, produced from 14 tons of ore. The bullion carore.
ol
body
splendid
up
a
and therein is opened
eJcperimental
Newton Copper Mine.— Some 10 or 12 men,
ton
in
«ilver.
This
but
per
run
ries
$2
work at this mine, and go, and relieving them of the accumulated debris is No. 2 adit last Sunday was in 50 feet. It will take resulting successtully, the furnace will be fired up
all while, have been started to
operations. going to be slow work, but Supl. Mainhart will " get but a short time to run this tunnel a long distance
it
relined,
whxh,
however,
are filing up preparatory to underground
soon
as
is
may
again as
boaroing- there all the same." The Lone Jack was once a into thehiU, when it is safe to wager the owners will
Sieve Moyle of Sutler creek is foreman. A
be some weeks, as it may be necessary to procure
pay-shoot will be have somt thing that will open the eyes of fjeople.
In the mean time
house was started last Monday for the accomoda- good gold producer, and that the
fire-brick from Salt Lake City.
mine
that
throughout
obtained
be
to
believe.
prospects
wears
a
reason
to
The
Altogtther everything
found again there is every
tion of the hands.
ore will be hauled to the furnace from the mine.
vouch
for
The writ:;r can
are something immense.
property.
this
around
outlook
busy
Flumas.
The compary is About 200 tons of ore are mined and are now on the
this as he was there last Sunday.
Miscellaneous.— Martin Jones, president of the
Pluck Rewarded.— Plumas National, June well satisfied with the condition of their propei ty, dump.
Cherry Oreeli District.
Amador gold mine, came up to Jackson from San 30: F. B. Whiting has been the owner of the and they propose as soon as possible to arrange tor
Francisco last Saturday. 10 fix up matters connected French Ravine quartz ledge for years and has
Waiting for a Railroad.— Salt Lake Tribune.
the building of a milt.
Queen.
with the mill-site purchased Irom the Amador
June 28: Forty-five miles south of Spruce mountiin
always expressed his unlimited faith in its richSisb:t70U.
right-of-way has been secured over a small strip ness.
is the well'known camp of Cherty creek, on the line
short time ago he started a turnel
Amaof the Doyle claim, but the mortgagees of the
in the ledge, and last Monday he was rewarded by
Quartz and Hydraulic— Yrekayt??^/-/?^/, July of the old Overland Stage Co. This cimp has
the
conveying
deed
sign
the
yet
to
have
dor Queen
striking a rich vein, finding one piece valued at 4:
The San Francisco Co., operating the quarii shipped $3,000,000 worth of ore. The ores are
raill-siie.
The bulk of the mineral is
$500, with indications of a permanent paying ledge. mine at Gold Hill, Scott river» with Mr. Sbt-pard principally milling ores.
Live Oak.— Amador Dispatch, June 30: The
Johnson as superintendent, have struck an extraordinary rich silver, but there is a sprinkling of gold. Below wa•iRAVEL.— Plumas National, June 30
Monday
to
last
up
level
character
of
the ore changes to base
started
ter
the
was
the
mine
three
inches
wide
in
roill at Live Oak
and Richwine, on Mill creek, near Rich Bir, are lead or seam, about two or
crush the rock taken out of that mine a sample sack taking out good pay.
Horace Reynolds will push center of their ledge, which is over half free gold. ores, yet running very high in silver and lead,
be
looks
to
and
heavily
chlorides.
There are thousands
this
office,
in
at
streaked
of which has been left
He has just ar- Their mill of ten stamps, run by water-power is kept
his tunnel for pay on Mill cr^ek,
a very high grade. The shrlt is down about 180 rived from below with a large supply of provisions in operation all the time, crushing quartz from the and thousands of tons of ore in this camp on the
and
growwide
of
inches
the
advent
dumps waiting
a railroad to ship them
feet with a ledge 18 or 20
and mining supplies. Camille Girard, at Lower In- main shaft to see what the average qaariz pays, leavportion to be cruihed separate, alter to market.
ing richer as they go down.
dian Bar, on the North Fork, is making good ing the richest
Garfield
DlstMtit.
secured by hand.
It is re*Oalaveras.
wages. Whiting's French Ravine ledge is panning taking out what can be
intend adding more stamps to
THE Argo.— Esmeralda News, June 30: Z.
were shown out satisfactorily. The big China company on ported the company
Gold.— Angels Record. July 3
Warlren quartz mill, Lyford has been doing the assessment work on the
The
in a short time.
mill
want
of
the
work
for
the
suspended
hill,
has
Fale's
a specimen that came from the Whittle mine, which
set
on
Yreka
F^ts,
Greenhorn
and
up
mine, and while so engaged extracted 28 sacks
Argo
Points, removed from
Bennett & Morton, at Five
looked first-class, ii being covered with gold. About water.
cleaning
bed rock with good result-. Just west of town, is now in running order, and a of ore, carrying both gold and silver. Six sacks of
100 tons of the ore is being hauled to Smith's mill are
lor
threshing,
was
the ore are con>idered very valuable and will be
have
struck portable steam engine used
Henry Orr and Hank Luman
to be crushed.
mill last Thursday, so that it will be shipped to Selby's for reduction. The other 22 sacks
a good streak of gravel at the Orr claims and hauled to the
The
Chrotikle,
June
30:
Calaveras
Mine.
VoGT
It will
of ore will be worked at the Mt. Diablo mill, SodaPorter and Fogarty are driving in readiness for crushing just alter the 4th.
are looking happy.
Vogt gravel mine on the Mokelumne river, about their tunnel into Claremont, and expect to strike the be operated by H. B. Green, giving all the quartz ville.
three miles above the Big Bar bridge, upon which •'Blue Lead'' in a short time.
Hawthotne District.
Dunk
McDonald miners of Yreka and vicinity, who have good ledges
.Mr. H. Vogt has been prospecting for about a year
Rich Ore.— Esmtralda Neu^s^ Juhe 30: Thfe
and ]no.Augu-t, on Mill creek, are regularly pan- in the Humbug mountains west of here, a good oppast, has, we understand, shown evidence sufficient- ning out the dust in paying quantities.
Hon. R. figures $16,780, show the result of the working of
quartz portunity to thoroughly test thetr claims,
The
ly satisfactory to justify the erection of machinery.
windihg up the Working of his the 15 tons of Pamlico ore crushed at the Kinkeid
mill at the Orr, Bushman & Co. mine, is p-ogressing H. Campbell is now
in the way of hoisting gear and pump, to operate sat'sfactorily, and will be in running order some time hydraulic claim in Quartz valley as water is getting mill last week.
In the last issue of the Nettys it was
are iniormed that the machinery is
upon it.
next month, when we expect to hear of some good short, and will make a final cleanup in about two assei t d that the result of the working of this batbh of
now at Valley Spring awaiting tiansportation to the cleanups. Johnnie Higgins, at Michigan Hill, is weeks. He has had an exceUent run this season, wiih ore would " surprise the natives,'' and if it has not
mine.
Just think of
prospering, and wears a smiling countenance, a good returns, and the prospects look more promising sut-prlsed them it certainly ought to.
\]-v\c\.—Mt. Echo, June 27: The boiler at the sure indicition of good diggings. Duncan & Patten for future seasons, with the additional faciht es for it, over $1113 per ton, and the beauty of it is,
Utica mme was badly slra'ned last Monday morn- have a force of men at work on the Ohio Point quartz working on a more extensive scale than heri. tofore. there is a quant ty of the same class of ore in sight in
ing, necessitating the drawing of the fire from the ledge, running a tunnel, with every indication of a The old Steamboat mine on McAdams creek, now the mine, only awaiting the action of the pick,
furnace. Work was suspended in the mine for good paying mine,
E. Mills still has a force of owned by a San Frahcisco company, is being shovel and stamps. As has been stated all along,
J.
several hours, pending the repairing of the boiler. men on the Halstead mine at Rich Gulch.
The worked on a large scale, employing many miners in the Pamlico is the biggest little mine in the Unittd
Everything is again running in full blast. Prepara- 2000-foot tunnel of the Consignee Co., near Crom- drifting and other work. A new shaft has been sunk States, and it is only a matter of timb before other
for
the
erection
mine
the
Utica
making
at
tions are
There are and the water kept pumped out by means of the reg- mines equally as valuable will be in operation in
berg, is being pushed steadily ahead.
The frame work will be about 12 or 15 men at work on the Plumas Co.'s ular 25-horse power engine assisted by a donkey en- Hawthorne district. If many of our prospectors had
of the new hoisting works.
and
will
be
the
completed,
when
hight
new boiler is also on the way tj replace the capital with which to open up their mines, such
75 feet in
bedrock that are doing well. The Plumas liarcka gine.
largest ever built in the county; 40 stamps more will is working about 250 men. and it reported as paying the old one, not able to stand as mut:h steam as the a stream of gold would be flowing out of Hawthorne
enin
operation.
The
20
now
soon be added to the
The old mine engine can carry. Some fine prospects have lately district that would soon fill the coffers of many a
better than at any time for 20 years.
gine and boiler for the Confidence mine arrived is inexhaustible.
Goodwin have sus- been taken out of the Sorrenson quartz mine on poor man. As it is, the mines in the district are
Johnson
during the week, and will be put in position as soon pended operations on the Middle Fork for the sea- Indian creek, now owned by John Stewart, which producing admirably well. One prospector, who
as practicc'tble. The mill, we understand, will start son, on account of the scarcity of water.
Erichson averages generally about $38 a ton. Geo. Baker of has been at work on his claim but a short time, was
up in a few weeks. Everything is progressing finely and the Murdock brothers, on Waponsie, have good Indian creek is in the town and showed us some eX' made an offer of $7000 for his interest, but he
in the mine and a very good grade of ore is being ex- claims, and are in good paying gravel.
He has qu'Ckly refused the offer^ saying that there was that
ceedingly rich specimens from his cliim.
Samuel Gillman will resume work on the
traded.
found an old channel of the creek, 70 feet wide, amount of money itt s'ght in the mine.
Green Mountain mine, situated about three miles
San Benito.
ground
gravel,
up
bowlders
and
filled with cement,
Tuscarora District.
west of Angels. The ledge is now seven feet in
Quicksilver.— San Benito Advance, June 30: quartz, which requires crushing in a quartz milK
Width and prospects well. It is worked by means of Six hundred pounds of quicksilver were shipped For some months past he his been digging a cut 10
Improvements. Tuscarora Times Kevieio, June
a tunnel.
from the Gypsy mine last week. The miners are drain the water by connecting with an old tunnel 30: Tuscarora is now on the high road to prosperity
Fresno.
now working in ore that contains 75 per cent of built in early t mes, and is now able to work the and is bound to become one of the most pemanent
Coal Measures.— .£'.v^(3j/V(?r, June 28: C. D. metal.
He had eight tons mining cimps in the Stale of Nevada. The develclaim with the greatest success.
Davis, from the Coast Range, reports that there is
San Dieso.
of this conglomerate crushed last week and realized opments during the past year in the 400-foot level of
of
the
specimens
great excitement there in reference to coal. Prospectsome
found are the North Belle Isle> as well as those in the lowest
but
ton,
per
Sale. Julian Sentinel, June 29: Wm. Miher $13.06
visible to the naked eye.
levels of contiguous mines, from the deepest point
ors are scouring the hills and valley in search of coal
has disposed of a one-third undivided interest in the near.y half gold, plainly
They have discovered many indications, but Fraction mine at B inner, to David Edwards, for The indications are favorable for finding very rich yet reached and extending upward to the sUl'fd.cie,
veins.
as yet little has been done toward developing their
Messrs. Martin have attracted the attentioh of capit ilisls from abroad
all through the channel.
pockets
Rowlan,
toThoraas
same
consideration.
same
$500;
Coal and petroleum exists there, and indifinds.
Squiers and Chas. Taylor have also lound very rich who have Invebl-d larg-ly in shares in the leading
STRUCK It Rich.— On Tuesday afternoon last, prospects in their quartz ledge on Indian creek and mines. Having upon several occasions visited Tuscations are found in many places, but it will take
time and money to develop the finds sufficiently to Messrs. D. Ferguson, Ed. Armstrong and S. Fergu- will soon take out a big stake, which their Industri- carora in the interest of their investments and to
judge of their extent. The great trouble with the son marched into the office and commenced piling ous perseverance eminently merits.
Weldman & note the developments beloW ground, they have beHav- specimens of ore upon our desk. Upon examination Co. of Greenhorn own a very rich quartz ledge from come fully convinced as to the extent and richness
coal veins is in the manner in which they lay.
ing been thrown up by upheavals of nature the veins we found the rock to contain considerable free gold, which they have 100 tons or more on the dump. of the ore bodies as well as their permanence.
Bebut when we asked where it came from the boys
stand on an incline.
They piy all their expenses by simply pounding out ing farseeing, practical and competent business
were suddenly taken with a severe attack of dumbInyo.
few weeks men, they foresee that the population ol this place
quartz occasionally in a hand mortar.
have struck a good ledge, but
Prospecting. Inyo Independent, June 30: For ness. Thpy claim to
ago they sold a fine specimen (or $125 to a San will be greatly augmented and as a consequence its
location, saying "it's only a litfe
some weeks past C. K. Fox his been prospecting in refuse to give its
Francisco man stopping at the Franco, and refuse to needs increased in a corresponding ratio. To fethedV
The
boys are highly elated over
here."
way
from
the foothills east from Independence station. Toward
the lack of facilities for reducing the large bodies of
sell out for less than $60,000, offers having been
discovery,
the end of last week he struck a ledge that is open- their
made to bond the mine for $20,000. This claim is ore in their mines, the Commonwealth and Queen
Shasta.
ing out big. The vein is now about four feet wide
almost within sight of Yreka, and the hills surround- conipanies are about to erect a 20-slamp mill in the
Prospecting.— Redding Free Press, June 30: ing us on the north and west are full of rich quart* vicinity of their mines, which will be equipped with
and gives every indication of being a large ore body.
The ore is galena, carrying a high percentage of Andy Woodward has returned to his home at Stella ledges if the proper effort is made to develop them. the largest and latest improvements in the way of
resumed prospect ng on Mad Ox Gulch. I-.0U
and
Henry Galvin is inlead and a good deal of silver.
roasting appliances for desulphurizing their ores and
Tuolumne.
Gross started up the country the other day to view
terested with Fox.
reducing the cost of reduction to the minimutn.
.<;ome extensive deposits of fire clay that has been
Fine Ore, Union-Democrat, June 30: It is re- When completed it is thought the mill will reduce
Lead. During the pist ten days there has been
up near Siale creek; he found it in abundance, ported that the Piatt and Gilson mine is sending the ores at a coit not exceeding $12 per ton. The
opened
considerable advance in the price of lead. Miners
superior quality.
This will be a great advant- forth some very fine ore. Soulsbyville is surrounded site selected for the mill is upon the ea-tern slope of
who had quit work are resuming operations again. and of
age to our growing city. Ed. Reid has resumed with eood and profitible mines. Messrs. Cullers the Commonwealth property above the Diana hoistWhittier, Fuller & Company of Melrose, Alameda
operat'ons on the Samson mine, wiih a view to pro- and Evart are re-opening an old quaitz mine on the ing works in Independence gulch, and ground will
county, have sent orders for shipments 10 operators;
Messrs. Van Burgen, Mono road near the Excelsior hotel.
viding for campaign expenses.
are told be broken for the buildings in a few days.
The
they offer $4.12 per hundred. The terms offered for
Thorne & C0..0I San Francisco, have bonded the that present appearances indicate a good property. concentrating works of the North B-lle Isle and
silver are also a little better than for some months
Carson Mine on the Igo road for $3,000. As McTarnahan and staff went up last week to survey Queen, now in course of construction, will materially
Kit
past.
This is causing better feeling at the lower end
The Haggin mine has been leased they informed our reporter, they will go down one the North Fork mine, and also ditch to convey water add to the wealth and prosperity of the mines and
of the county.
thousand feet if necessary to test the capacity of the to the grounds. Operations will very likely be com- the camp by rendering available the immense numby Mr. Anthony. The mine is located 24 miles from
ground, and they have the capitdl to do it.
menced on the mine soon after the Fourth. From ber of tons of low grade ore now lying useless on the
the Riley mill and the ore will be hauled there to be
Mr. Scott who was in town Thursd-iy, we learn that dumps and in the slopes of all the mines which have
worked. Several miners have been at work in the
Sierra.
the hoisting works will be done in about three weeks. been worked for any length of time, and which unmine for some weeks past. Recently quite a body
Rich Quartz Ledge.— Cor. Mt. Messenger,
of ore was struck; assays give over 300 ounces of June 30: The Huifilo mine, ha.lf a mile below the Then the work of sinking the main shaft will be der the ordinary process would not pay for extractsilver per ton.
In the mine the ground is soft and Primrose, in Hog canyon, I recently had the pleas- prosecuted at once. The permanent character of the ing and working.
now well established, and pre.-ent
will be expensive to work; timber must be hauled 50 ure of visiting and
Washoe District.
was shown around by one of the Black Oak mine is
miles.
Mr. Anthony will go to the mine at once and partners, Mr. Lee. The public may be prepared to returns from the mill are of a most gratifying nature.
Alpha,— Virginia Enterprise, June 30: The
intends to push the work rapidly. The district is in hear in a short time of it turning out to be one of the
Hyde. From Louis Blanding who returned from
a mountainous and desert country about 100 miles richest quartz ledges in the mountains. It is a most the Hyde mine Thursday, we learn that the outlook work of sinking the shalt to the 500 level is making
good progress.
southeast from the railroad at Keeler,
singular formation but prospects extraordinarly well is very bright. The main shaft on the large lode is
Overman.— Are extracting and shipping to the
from wall to wall, and is in width from 8 to 20 feet. down to a depth of 350 feet. At that depth a crossNevada.
The ledge is mostly a decomposed mass except cut has been run toward the west, showing the lead mills 300 ions a week.
High-Grade Ore. Transcnpf, June 28: There where the white quartz stirts like an immense honey- to be fully 26 feet in width and of very good grade.
Bullion.— The south drift from the 600 station is
has just been crushed at J C. Locklin's custom-mill comb, and from the decomposed matter has been The parallel ledge is also looking well— it is from 3 making good headway.
a 20-ton batch of ore that yielded $75 a ton. It was panned as high as $12 to the pan in free gold, and to s feet in width and a tunnel taps it 100 feet from
Con. Imperial. Are making good progress in
extracted above water level in a recently developed in many pans from %i. and upward, and in one I ob- the surface.
This lead is distint laterally from the
mine of this district, and there is plenty more equal- tained 50 cents. The white honey-comb quartz that main one about 150 feet. The ore of this lode is of the work of retimbering the north Irit^ral diilt.
Andes.— Oil the 240 level are sinking a winze be*
A few days ago one seems to keep the ledge in position is often spangled high grade. About 200 feel south of the main shall
ly good yet to be taken out.
ton taken from another mine in the same neighbor- richly with gold, besides some galena and sulphurets. on the large lead, another shaft is beiny sunk for low ,ihe north drift and are drifting south on the
lt;vel.
hood yielded $90 worth of gold.
350
The dark, soft matter is full of small quart?, crystals, development purposes. The work of exploration
Eenton.— Considerable prospecting work is bePkosi'ECTING. Grass Valley Union, June 28
and, in places, it might be shoveled out into sluices; done on this mine in the last three months has
ing
done on the 725 level.
File mine is being
The prospecting work that is being done in the and what would be taken in other ledges for scat- proved it to be a splendid property. The m'll which
Brunswick mine is quite encouraging. The work of tered masses of porphyry here is the color of that is of the improved Huntington pattern is furnished worked through the Alia shaft.

Sutter Ckeek.— Cor. hm?idoT Ledger, June 30;
the
PrepaTations are being made for sinking at
Wildman mine, whicli will be commenced in a short

is

not nice material to handle. There
former working
is but little known in reference to the
of the Lone Jack, and in pumping out the mine it is
At the depth of
like exploring an unknown region.
400 feet it is found that two shafts are sunk below,
one following the hanging and the other thefootwall
It is not known how deep these shafts
of the ledge.
shaft,
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sinking a shaft on the Ford & Reilly ground (now
There is
the Oro Hill mine} is going on regularly.
a great deal of work being done in the Omaha mine
now, men being at work on all the levels from No.

with the consistency of clay, and might
with a spade.
The company have in a
the ledge, 350 feet that prospects as
shaft was put djwn 50 feet, and on the

on

be dug out
tunnel north
favorably.

A

bottom the

with the blanding rock breaker, wbfdiby reason ofi
crushing the rock very fine,, enables the mill 10
have a capacity of 25 tons per 2-4 hours. There are
two separate engines ia tlie plant, one of which runs
it

Savage.— On the 450 level are sloping ore from
the north and south drifts, also from the south drift
on the 500 level. They are extracting about 80
tons of ore per day from between the 400 and 900

Jolt

Mining and Scientific Press.

1888.

7,

CHAi.LENfiii.— The joint Confidence
gressing (avor-ibly and good headway
the ootth drill on the 100 level

S<:oKi'iuN.— The south
out a di^t mce of 353 )<^t<

same as

the

drift

raise is pro-

is

making

in

—

level is

luateiiAl

about

is

hereiolurc reported.

down 80
!

Alta.— Arc

extracting ore from the usual po'ntf.
mill and concentrators are krpt sleadify ruuning.
concenlraiors are doing good work.

The
The

Utah.— 37a level: Opposite the south drill the
north drill haa been extended 38 (ret; loial length,
The formation is vein porphyry.
116 feet.
Best

am>

Bki.ciikk.
nortiwesi drift Irom the

extended 46
porphyiy.

fert; total,

— El

336

mam
feet,

Uorado

level

west dii

t

— 1 he

has been

the forcnaiion

bemg

—

BALriMoKic. The work of clearing out the west
1 he
on the 3C0 level is about completed.

drifts

pomt where ore was lound some months ago

will

shortly be reached.

W&ST Yeli-ow Jackkt, — The
ID

80

northwest drift is
At the bolloni of the drift a stratum of

feet.

blue clay

is

coming

In

in.

this

clay arc

some

rich

steaks of chloride ore.
Iowa.— During the past week the south drift from
the east drill has tieen extended 25 feet, giving it a

Ihe face is in promising
vein material in which quartz predoininntes.
total length of 100 feet.

Lauy

Wasiiingio.n,

—The

crosscuts

at

points

no

and 210 feet above the 735 level are still in a
mixture of quarlxand porpbyry. A hoisting engine
is being set up at the Keystone shaft, which is now

down

186

feel.

Sec. Belcher.— The joint 1300 east drift has been
stopped since last report, and a raise started in the
south lateral drift Irom the first raise ata point about
It is now up nine
100 feet south ot the north line.
feet above the top of the drift in fair grade ore.
in

,

Belchkr. — The west
35 leel. The face is

crosscut on the 500 level is
On
in clay itnd poryhyry.

The
the 1300 level the cabt drift has been stopped.
Dew hoiatmg works at the old shaft are nearly comThey expect to commence work in the shall
ple.cd.
about July

ist.

—

Goui.u & Ci;rry.— Eldorado level The southeast
from the top of the upraise Irom the drain tun-

dr. ft

has been cviended 37
This drift is in fair grade
there has been extracted from the 250 and
300 levels and shipped to the Douglass mill 216 tons
ot ore; average baitery assays, $23.40,
total length, 154
milling ore.
During

feet;

nel

feet.

the

Maiiier.
The Silver Ouecn his a shaft
feet on a strong contact vein, the cont<ct
being porphyry and diosite.
It is a sulpho-carbonate of lead, carrying from 50 lo 100 ounces ol silver,
of lead.
and Irom 30 lo 40 per
The pay streak
The Wilson is a coois from 18 inches 10 3J4 'ceL
tinualion of the same, adjoining the Queen on the
south, with a 60-fooi shaft of the same ore.
The
Hamer and Gad has a 30 foot shaft of a higher grade
of lead, though not as yei so much in silver, it going
about 4 ounces of silver and 60 per cent lead, with
The ore dump is a beauty to
a good, strong vein.
look at. and is increasing very fast as they sink,
'lliis bell will be the coming camp of the northern
Fred Maronev is workpari of the Territory soon.
ing on the Red Cloud, with a good showing of galena ore. [Several prospectors are here, and you need
not be surprised to hear of some new strikes soon.

Wilson and

on the 300

The

the Wide West property, dcstimd to bean important
factor in determining the pro:>pcriiy of this camp.
The Idaho lode is one of the oldest in this camp and
runs iJinillel with the Vishnu,
li has
not been
worked until recently for many years, Mr. Fitzgerald, one of the prop'ieiors, struck a fine body of
ore there on Mond.iy of last week.
The Ophir mine
is gelling out seven or eight tons of very promising
ore each day.
The superintendent, Mr. Foljambt-,
will have a mill* t^st ol from 60 to 75 tons made
within the next fortnight at Jake Reeser's mill.
If
this should hn a success, the New York company
will at once proceed lo put up a mill.
The force of
men al work upon this lode has been small thus far,

ores their Ubors will meet with a reward (ar bfvond
They are now working seven
iheir expectations.
men, sinking and taking out ore and senuing it to
'I'en thousand pounds will
the Piescott sampler.
accompany this Icitcr. There are three of the mines
that are being worked at present
Silver tjueen,

average twiiery assays $20 per ton.
'I h«
Thfry have bullion on hand and previously shipped
lor thi^ niooth amounting to $20,350.
levels.

week

Crown Point.— On the 600 level the raise has
been advanced 22 feet. The ground is of about the
sjme characiT as at date of last report. On the 700
level the southeast drift has heen advanced 44 feet
The lace is in quailz giving
The quartz is a good deal mixed with
porphyry.
The drill Irom the Sutro tunnel side is
out 300 feet
totil length, 132 feet.

tow assiys.

—

Hale & Nokcross. During the week they have
hoisted 1647 tons of ore Irom the 600 and 700 levels,
and have shipped to the Mexican mill 951 tons
average battery assays, $32 65. All the slopes
throughout the mine are looking very well. No.
east crosscut from the 400 level north drill has been
advanced 45 leet. They have bullion on hand and
previously shippedthis month amounting to $135,200,

—

Occidental. Upper tunnel: At 150 feet below
the upper tunnel in ihe boiler winze the north drift

cm

—

NEW

—

I

—

led the expedition, returned with him.

the heaviest producers of high-grade ore in the State.

DAKOTA.

Mr. Catherwood, one of the proprietors, recently
took a sample of the ore to San Francisco. I'ne
sample weighed 93 pounds and yielded $407 in gold
and J15 in silver, or $9 73 per ton. At tne mill and
mine 30 men are now employed. The boilers and
engine are in place and it is expected work will begin crushing ore about three weeks hence. Palmetto
IS about 47 miles distint from Alvordon the C. & C.
railroad, and 16 miles southeast from Piper's ranch.

ARIZONA.
Eureka District.— Cor. Arizona /o«r«a/-VI//«^r,
June 30: This district is situated about 65 miles
west from Piescott, and near the divide b t*een
Santa Maria river and Burns' creek. The mines ot
this company, Walters, Smit^, Rybonand Wilson,
are 12 in uumber, and situated on the top of the
mountain near old Gray Back. The mines of this
are all grouped together in the fool-hills
among the cedars, close to a never-failing spring ol
water, good grass, and eisy of access by wagon roid,
close to the big copper property of Lawler & Co.,
on Copper creek, and on the same mineral belt of
the celebrated Hillside mine of Riggs & Liwler, the
belt being encased between two large dykes of copper, the one on the west b;ing a good sirpng vein
of copper, carrying from 20 to 30 ounces of silver,
owned by John Long and called the Copper Queen;
the one on the east being a big ledge of copper and
silver, owned by W. N.
Kelly, Fred Gaines, and
Morrow & Caldwell, and is a fine prospect, carrying
copper, silver and lead. The mines of Waters,
Smith, Rybon and Wilson hart been partially developed by Mr. Waters, the locbtir, before the Colonel
look hold of them, and who induced Mr. Rybon
and Wilson, of your city, to take hold with him and
bring them to the front by further development, and
testing the ores by shipping and reducing them,
thereby proving to their own satisfaction the exact
value of the mineral therein contained, and from the
present outlook of the quantity and quality of the

Bartlettsays

—

It is astonishing
to notice the
possibly more.
To Start Up. The Telegraph mines on the
amount of ore taken out and awaiting shipment. they did not succeed in getting to the rich diggings Gila river will be started up by the new company as
Lake City certainly has the largest and richest mining which Boyles told them of, where they had expected soon as preliminary arrangements can be settled.
territory tributary to her of any camp in the San to find placer mines which would enrich them in a Five more stamps will be
added to the mill, making
Juan. The developments this season will be ex- few weeks. They got away up into the northermost 15 in all, and a wire tramway will soon be erected to
tensive and add greatly to the output of the camp. part of the territory and may have been across the convey the ore from the mines to the mill, which
Jias
At
any
rate
they
Good buildings have been erected at the mine, in- line into the Briiish possessions.
heretofore cost $1 per ton to haul.
The mill is run
cluding a spacious engine house. They have a 15 got where the Indians were altogether too numerous by water power, and as tj:ie ore occurs in large
bodhorse-power boiler, pump, bolster, and other ma- for their peace ot mind. They were placed under ies, it has been estimated by good amhority that eightMuch more is to be added and it would surveillance by the Piegans and required to report ounce rock can be mined and milled at a handsome
chinery.
not surprise us to see the Hamilton become one of twice per day. They were practically under arrest and

were not permitted to proceed on their way. There
was no use staying where they were, as they could
do nothing there and were in danger of losing their

Lou Wintenburg came down from where

They are still firm in
stock, so they turned back.
the faith that a golden land lay just beyond, and
may perhaps make another attempt at some future

mosa Hydraulic Co.

time.

30:

At Palmetto, over in Esmeralda county, Nevada, a
new leaching, plant is being put up. Cornish roils
will be used in connection with pans and settlers. It
is calculated to work about 15 tons of ore per diy.
The property is owned by the Catherwood Bros.,
bankers, of New York. Some very rich gold ore has
been taken out. From a claim called the President,

—

I

ples, $22.25.

company

Thk

T. V. PowDEKi.Y, owned by Hensley Bros.,
Higginsft; Chaffee, is developed by a tunnel 120 feet
lo the lop of the lead at a depth 80 feet.
It shows a
carbooaie ore which carries from 25 to 100 ounces
of silver and 30 lo 40 per cent of lead.

The Shamrock, owned by Graham & Currie,
one mile from Robin<;on, is developed by a shaft 50
feel deep; have a three-fooi ore body carrying galena
and silver from 30 I050 ounces.
The Mother Lode, owned by Martin & OrOko Fino. Idaho Avalanche, June 30: The pur- schall, has a shaft down 50 feet and quiic a large
chasers ol the Oro Fino group of mines hive regis- ore body, which assays from 50 lo 70 ounces of silver. 50 to 60 per cent of lead and one-hali ounce of
tered in London under Ine name of the Oro Fino
Limited Co., by which name this famous group ot gold. Very few of the prospects here show any
gold.
The Belle of the Castles and the Blue Belle,
producers will hereafter be known. Judging from
Black Hawk, with a number of others, have a fair
the way the owners are pushing matt-irs Silver City
showing
for the amount of development work done.
will soon l)e a lively camp. The superintendent here
The Alice, located 12 miles from Robinson
the company proposes
is quite reticent about what
is cerHinly one of the
to do; but the fact thai a new millsiie has bt-'cn lo- toward the springs,
best
It
cated in town and the work of preparing the samefor properties in the dislricL
is now being operated
Bullion.— Arizona l-.nUrprise. June 30: On the a mill been begun. 1500 cords of wood advertised by the Barker ik Davis, under a lease and bond for
26th, the Vekol shipped three bars of bullion, aver- for, and bids for hauling 150,000 pounds of mill ma- $100,000,
We learn
chinery asked for, tells more than ta'k.
aging 444 pounds, valued at about $4700.
MKXIOO.
Casa Grande.— Another mine in the Casa that he is also making arrangements lo put up a
bucket
tram
to
transport
ore
to
the
mill
Irom the
Grande mining district has been sold to Easlcrn
mine, iK miles distant.
Banner.— Silver City Enterprise, June 29: The
parlies, and Chris. Johnson is the lucky man this
Chris, has worked long and faithfully to
Sale. It is loo early yet to learn the particulars, Banner mine gives promise of making one of the big
time.
The ore has been continuous
bring the Golden We^t mine out lo the front, and but we take pleasure in announcing that a sate has mines of this stction.
been about consummated here almost equalling the and occurs in large bodies. The development is
his late strike of a fine body of chloride ore in the
progressing
another
chincher
thai
the
transaction
few
since.
steadily.
Malcomb McGregor brought
mines in that Oro Fino
made a
months
The
crosscut is
Mr. Charles Eistman is in Casa famous Poorman group of mines, some 12 in num- over 60 tons of third-class ore from the Boss mine
district go down.
this
which
week,
was worked at the Bremen mill with
Grande from his Mountain Cjueen mine near the ber, among which are included the Belle Peck, Belle
Vekol, and reports the tunnel in 265 feet, with Peck Tunnel, Poorman, Silver Cork, North Empire, satisfactory results. J. B. Malonewasin irom Pinos
abundance of ore. Eastman and his partners will Oso and others, by this sale will pass into the hands Altos this week making arrangements to go down
soon commence shipping ore to El Paso. Mr. J. A. of a syndicate of English capitilisis, who will at once 35 feet further on his claim, having already sunk 90
This leel. It is probable that in the near future the BreConlee, superintendent of the Monarch mining com- bfgin to work them for all they are worth.
pany, came up from Casa Grande and went to great combination of mines, placed under one man- men mill will pass temporarily under the control of
A rich strike is report?d in agement, with abundance of capital, will be likely to the Azlec company, and will be run on ores from the
Riverside Wednesday.
Messrs. Crawford and Milstead conthe face of the 220 foot tunnel on the Silver Monarch make things very lively on old War Eagle mountain. Aztec mines.
mine. This mine is the coming bonanza of Pmal
Seai'OAM. Cor. Idaho Messenger^ June 30: template giving the mill up in a short time, as they
running
are
short
of ore.
M. W. Bremen has purcounty.
Many of our own people, as well as many of the
chased the Wyman interest in the Yankee Girl, al
strangers, have gone into the Seafoam country.
Hill.
Gold
The
mine
is
now owned by Goodwin
OOLORADO.
That seems to be the objective point this season.
The reports from there are very favorable as to the and Bremen. It is one of the finest prospects in the
whole
counlry,
and
will,
no doubt, prove to be a
Lake City VixHts.— Sentinel, June 28: The mining outlook. A large proportion of the old dis.
Oneida Chief, owned by Reynolds Bros, was started covered quartz veins there are owned by men in this payer. George Goodwin will have charge of the
development
of
the
mine.
Last week Jake Long
up June ibt. The assays taken are said to average vicinity, either by purchase or discovery, and we are
about 1000 oz. Considerable work will be done on all more or less interested in the success of Ihat end struck a 15-inch vein of ore in the Osceola, a northA large force will of Custer county. Its distance is only 30 to 40 miles ern extension of the Deep Down, at Pinos Altos,
the property the coming season.
soon be put to work on the Montecello, owned by from Bjnanza, over a fair mountain trail. A large which is very rich in free gold. A good portion of
Reynolds Bros. Utica, N. Y., and managed by H. number of prospecting parlies have purchased sup- the vein will average about $1000 per ton, while the
E. Wright, A crosscut of 150 feet will be run, which plies at Bonanza and Custer for the new El Dorado. whole of the vein is very rich.
The Park It is understood that arrangements have been made
will give employment to a large force.
Placers.— Silver City Enterprise, June 29: The
View people have stopped sinking and begun a with the Dickens-Custer Co. to work the milling ores placers which were spoken of last week as having
This is a very that may be brought in during the summer from the been recently struck in some part of the Pinos Altos
crosscut tunnel at a depth of 50 feeL
valuable property, and a large force of men will be Seaform and neighboring districts. All who return mountains, have been located on Bear creek just beput on at once. The "Seward County" mine, from Iht re speak in glowing leims of the prospects low the mouth of Webster gulch, hence, the location
owned by T. E. Clauson, is expected to resume op- of the new camp. Recent explorations on a number is no longer a secret. Old timers have washed gold
now that of the cUims, prove that the ore veins are not con- there before. The dirt pays about ten cents per
erations soon, as Mr. C. has determined
the D. & R. G. R'y has begun to build— to put a fined to meresurfacecroppings, but that they go down pan, which is quite good.
The gold is heavy and of
large force at work and develop this unusually valu- in regular veins of rich ore, and can be traced over a splendid quality. The boys who have the placers
able property. E. B. Coleman is one of the owners the hills from one location to another.
located are taking out water, and fortunately they
of the Hamilton mine in Carson camp and is here to
have a suflicient amount for present purposes, and
make some examinations, with a view to putting on
are preparing for a season of active work.
The inMONTANA.
once.
This
property
is
one
force
at
of
the
a large
formation that M. W. Bremen has been made agent
Over 15,000 tons of ore was
richest in that locality.
for the Bremen Mining Co., will be gratifying news
Return of Gold Hunters.— ////"tfrMj^/w/a/w, to many people of this section, as it foretells the retiken out last season which averaged over 1000 ozs.
The ore output of Lake City, beginning with the June 25: "Punk" B^rtlett and Lyndon got back sumption of operations in the Bremen mine. Quite
the north last night, and Doc Gleason will be a force of miners will be put to work as soon as the
from
&:
R.
R'y,
G.
say Oct. 15 to the
completion of the D.
end of the year, is estimated at fully 30,000 tons, in with the team some time to-day. Boyles, who right class o( men can be secured.

Lower
has been extended 10 feet; total, i8 feet.
tunnel: 75 feet south of the norti incline winze the
incline upraise has been carried up 20 feet; total, 120
feet.
At 150 south of the same winze the south drift
In the
has been extended five feet; total, 114 feet.
winze leading lo the lower levels, 50 feet below the
north
drift
has
been
advanced
io
feet
and
tunnel, the
Extracted 134 tons of ore.
the south drift six feet.
Shipped to Ihe Excelsior mill 157 ions and to the
Atlanta milt 139 tons. Average assay of wagon sam-

Palmetto District.
Leaching Plant.— Inyo Indepatdent, June

of the shaft short lev<-ls have been run anri all show
a fine body ol ore, the same character as that in the
Yellowstone and Corliss.

Gravel

—P/Yi?/, June 28:

M.

R.

Phillippi

and

the Herworking on Monday, and report that the two weeks' cleanup, which occurred
Sunday, amounted to $1400. But few realize that
so much money is being taken out of the ground
within a few miles of Hermosa.

Placers.

is

— Deadwood

Pioneer,

June

28;

Placer

miners have had no reason to complain of an insulficient supply of water this season. All stream? have
run bank full for the last three or four weeks,
and the supply of water has been all that the most
exacting gum-boot miner could desire.

—

Castle District. Butte Inter-Mountain, June
The Castle mountains lie south of White Sul-

30:

phur Springs, between the heads of Smith river and
The mines are located on the
the Musselshell.
Musselshell side of the group and extend over a distance of seven miles.

•The Town of Castle

contains about 100 residences and business houses and is about two miles
below the Cumberland mine, the original discovery of
the camp, which was taken up by the Hensley |Bros.

Very little was known of the camp until
Since that time over 400 localast year.
have been recorded and a large amount of development work done. The Cumberland Mining
and Smelting Co. developments are two shafts one
125 feet deep and one 150 feet deep, with levels run
for a short distance andshowafine body of carbonate
Returns from a shipment made to the Aurora
ore.
The general run
smelter netted them $30 per ton.
of their assays vary from 25 to 35 ounces silver and
They
are now at work
cent
lead.
per
to
from 40
65
grading for Iheir smelter, the machinery for which
Chalmers
of Chic.igo, on
Frazer
&
by
was shipped
the 19th of this month, and if they get clear weather
running at
stack
have
40-ton
soon
a
enough will
home. The American, owned by Hensley Bros, and
only
dry
ore
yet struck
really
the
is
J. D. Rhoades,
Developed by a tunnel 150 feet on
in the district.
have
a threefeet
they
down
40
the lead and a shaft
foot contact vein between slate and granite, and
Several
ounces.
than
150
have had no assay of less
extensions of the American have been located, but
YelThe
been
done.
no development work has yet
lowstone, owned by Hensley Bros., located about
three
Robinson
and
one mile from the new town of
miles from Castle, is a contact vein between lime
porphyry, and development shows a very large body
of about the same grade and character of ore as the
Cumberland. This mine is under a bond to Helena
in 1886.

IDAHO.

August of

Pine Grove..— Inter-Idaho, June

28:

We obtain

from Mr. John M. Banfield some figures relative to
the present prospects of Pine Grove, and what it
really is now, that represent the present actual condition of affairs there, from which every one can deduce their own ideas of its future. Pine Grove is
one ot the mining camps which are not "coming,"
but has already come. The population numbers
about 200, and there is one 20-stamp mill. The
company employs about 70 men, and need more
machinists and carpenters. The Gold Hill M. & M.
Co. is composed of St. Louis men. They expect to

Frank Andrews
running the Franklin mine and shipping ore to
Rocky Bar. The ore goes from $40 to $90 gold.
Sloan has leased the Valley Buck, and is taking out
high-grade ore. The mines generally are all looking
well and several are shipping ore.

start the mill in three or four weeks.
is

'

The Venus Mine.— Wood

River Times, June

27: Vladislay Domski, from the East Fork of Wood
River, says he has been doing deadwork since last
fall, but that he is now in where he can soon begin
extracting ore.
After running the tunnel 190 feet
he cut the vein and found it quite hard, but showing a streak of copper i\i inches wide.
By drifting
about 50 feet from this point, he expects to cut the
continuation of the ori; chimney struck above, and
which yielded high-grade ore. He will then begin
sloping as soon as the vein is drained.

Rocky Bar.— Cor, Idaho
The

mill

Statesman, July i:

and other buildings on Red Warrior gulch
up speedily and they look well. This is

are going

tions

—

profit.

OREGON.
Rich Strike.— Bedrock Democrat, June 27: A.
came in from Connor creek yesterday. He
reports a rich strike having been made in the mine
Mr. G. says
at that place two or three days since.
that the new find is a vein of ore four feet thick, and
that the gold fairly glistens all over and through it.
The Connor creek is and has been one of the " big"
mines of Oregon for some 12 or 15 years.
Geiser

Wallowa

—

Mines. The mines of the Wallowa
are assuming considerable prominence in mining
The
principal
property of that section is the
circles.
Wallowa Silver Mining and Tunneling Co., under
the general management of T. L. Brophy, an experienced and practical miner. Work has been in
progress on this mine for the past 10 months, and
the developments thus far are beyond the most sanguine expectations. The main tunnel is in about
200 feet and there are 500 tons of ore on the dump.
Assays average all the way from $70 to $2000 a ton.
Two carloads of the ore was shipped to Porland a
few days since and awaits reduction,

UTAH.
Review.

—Salt

Lake Tribune, June

29:

There

has been a slight relief in the lead market, which has
brought ores in freely during the past week, but the

improvement
scarcely any

The

ill

gal

what make

in price was so small that there is
relief in the general gloomy feeling.
importations of Mexican lead ores aie
the main slaughter of the market. The

receipts in this city for the week ending June 27th,
inclusive, were to the value of $199,654,18, of which
$103,217.27 was bullion, and $96,476,89 was ore.
For the previous week the receipts were $71,976.19 in
bullion, and $40,794. 28 in ore, a total of $112,770.47.
The output of the Ontario for the week was of bullion. 17,283,40 fine ounces; from ore sales, $22,863.-

TheDalypro62; total, approximately, $40,147.02.
duct lor the week was, bullion, 19,645.99 fine
ounces.
Fine bar receipts in this city for the week
were to the value of $63,794.80; base bullion, $23,-

The Hanauer
008.60; copper m^tte, $3246.05.
a quarter of a mile smelter produced for the week bullion valued at $ir,have
a
O''^ receipts in the
280; the Germania, $8622.44.
from Robinson, owned by Dunn & Donovan,
city for the week were to the value of $55,578.54 by
shaft down 100 feet and have some very fine ore.
The Great Eastern, owned by Chapin & Wells, Fargo & Co.; $31,650 by McCormick & Co.,
by T, R. Jones &; Co.
Lewis, have a shaft down 200 feet. At many points and $9208,35
parties for $50,000.

The Hidden Treasure,

Mining AND Scientific Press.
friends,

n^ECHA^lGAL PP.OC^RESS.
Progress of American Iron Indastries.
Mr. Swank's last anDaal report of the induaof this country is awakening a most
lively interest in the activities of this country,
throughout Europe, and particularly in Great
Britain. The English Colliery Ouardian, in
alluding to the facts set forth in that report,
triea

says that "the progress of American industry
is one of the moat striking facts of modern
No country has ever developed her intimes.
Particuternal resources so rapidly before.
larly is this the case as regards minerals and

The circumstance that the
steel."
of the railroads in America for iron
very heavy, and that in England steel for

Bessemer

demands

largely

has

shipbuilding

superseded

iron

"sufficiently," remarks this authority, "accounts for the relative positions of the two
processes (the Bessemer and the open-hearth)
ID the two countries."
America's steel rail production the same
critic denominates as "a most striking fact" the
circumstance that the steel rail production of
the United States at the present time is more
than twice the extent of the output in our own
"The position which
works, and concludes
America has attained as an iron and steel and
mineral producer should not be cause wholly of
envy, but rather of admiration, for is not
America the child of the mother country ?"
The British Iron and Coal Trade ./Review comments upon " the wonderful advances which
that great country (America) has made in recent years in the manufacture of iron and steel,
and in that spite of the fact that it has practically no export business such as ours. But up to the
present the United States has not felt the need
of an export trade, as within its own territory
:

there are consumers for all the iron and steel
that is made there, and a good deal more besides."
"Mr. Swank has a surprising record to present," continues the Review^ "as to the increase of the trade of 1S87, which was undoubtedly the moat active year that the American iron trade has ever experienced. The
year 1BS6 was counted a wondeifal period, but
1887 far exceeded it, and in no leading industry has such marked progress ever been recorded as is now reported in connection with
the iron and steel trade."
"One thing," says the editor, "in this return is very remarkable it is that in face of
the vast increase in the consumption of steel
the output of rolled iron should increase. This
would show that the puddling furnace is more
than holding its own against the encroach-

—

ments

of steel."

Manganese Steel
introduction
bars, plates,

ness

ateel, in

favor,

their

etc.,

vs.
of

'

Ikon.
bolts

from a tough,

— The

is

practically lost to the rest of the

this iron are so well known that
sary to enlarge upon them.

iron and steel manufacture."
figures," the Guardian con*' Mr. Swank's
tinues, "demonstrates that the United States
continues to lead the world as a producer of

keep

and

He is never heard from afterward, and
whether he lives or dies, all trace of him is forever lost. There have been several desperate
attempts made to steal or betray the secret,
but in every instance it has resulted in the
death of the would-be traitor. In one ease a
letter attached to a kite, which was allowed to
escape, was picked up by soma peasants, and,
despite their protestations that they could not
read, they vpere at once put to death by the
guards to whom they delivered the letter, and
it was afterward decreed that the guards themselves should pass the remainder of their days
within the works. The wonderful properties of
world.

and

pronuts,

soft,

manga-

place of iron, haa met with much
alleged superiority having been

abundantly proved.

it is

unneces-

Soperseding; Steam.

A
A

Novel Amplication of Naphtha.
says the New York Herald, was made
Uarlem river on Thursday last of an in-

vention which, it is claimed, will furnish speed
for small craft without eteam, and with an enIt is well known
tire absence of heat and dust.
that the loss of energy is less in liquid fael than
in
the
way of utilizonly
difficulty
in coal, the
ing the former being its volatilization and the
danger of an explosion. The invention in question, and in which naphtha is used both as motive

power and

fuel, claims to

have overcome these

difficulties.

In the bow of the boat a bulkhead is perforated to admit sea-water, which circulates
around a copper tank fitted with a tap screw.
In this magazine liquid naphtha is stored, and
from the reservoir a feed and two exhaust pipes
lead to a retort aft, and to another bulkhead,
which contains the mechanism. The engine
and boiler consist of a series of spiral coils, beneath which is the steam chest, vertical cylinders and piston rods.
Forward of the retort is
an injector which feeds naphtha vapor to the
furnace, and a damper admitting fresh oxygen
to aid consumption.
By this arrangement the
pressure of gas is increased or diminished, and
the speed regulated. At the lower end of the
retort is the cumbastion chamber which admit
the vapor.
When ignited the flame reaches
every part of the spiral, boils the naphtha, and
generates a pressure of 60 pounds per square
inch in a few minutes.
Only about six per cent
of the gas generated it consumed as fuel, the
remainder, after being utilized, being condensed
in the exhaust pipes and entering the reservoir
again as liquid naphtha. The engine, after being once started, runs itself as long as there is a
supply of naphtha in the tank, and as the feed
fails to supply liquid the fire goes out automatically, and there can be no explosion.
The launch on which the teat was made waa
30 feet long, and designed to develop six-horse
power. At a pressure of 60 pounds a speed was
gained a little under eight knots. The boat
consumed about two gallons of naphtha an
hour, which at the market value to*day is a cost
of 20 cents.
Any person can learn to run one
"f these engines and to steer at the same time,
'^he entire engine and fittings are leas than one*^fth the weight of othera of the same pow^r,
^od occupy a compiratively amall space,
sides this, there are no cinders or aahea,

In London some interest*
ing tests of a severe and decisive character
have been made, with a view to ascertain
Bull's Metal. A new malleable alloy of the
whether bolts of such material were really bronze kind has been produced by Mr. John
strong as against the very heavy stresses and Bull of London, by a process for which it is
strains to which they are sometimes subject in claimed that it secures the introduction and
practice, and to determine whether the sceel of admixture of the component metals in accurately
which they are made would withstand bending, controllable and defiuite proportions, forming
hammering close, and severe treatment in true alloys of high strength and uniformity.
various ways, or whether the steel would only Some of the specimens of cast, rolled and turned
withstand heavy
atresses
slowly
applied. rods show remarkable uniformity in extension
Under these trials the metal exhibited a tough- throughout the whole length of the test part,
ness unsurpassed by any other, being easily and not so marked a contraction in one spot
nicked and bent round
away from or only, as is usual. In one of the teat specimens
closed up at the nick.
Bolts up to ginch were the elastic limit waa reached at 24 tons per
tested by holding the nut fast in a vice, and square inch, above which the metal suddenly
then hammering the bolt until it was bent extended about two per cent; it then dropped
down at the screwed part through an angle of a little in tenaile resiatance and recovered, as in
130°, then taken out and doubled down and the case of mild steel, further extension being
closed up with a heavy hammer on an anvil
very alight up to 30.6 tons. After this the ex;
but though the screw threads were thus jammed tension waa uniform up to the point of rupture
up and compressed upon each other on the in* at 34.76 per square inch.
side of the bend, and opened out to double
their pitch on the outside, the steel did not
Fine Wire Drawing. A correspondent of
break. Its value for piston and other rods, the English Mechanic
writes as follows in a reand also in slabs for forging and welding into cent labue: "The Asiatic wire drawers have
screw propellers for torpedo boats, likewise very long ago used castor
oil in preference to
seems assured.
any other kind. Their dexterity ie surprising,
the wire for the Trichinopoly chains of gold
Drawing Canal Boats With a Locomo- and silver being like hair, and every good worktive.
The experiment of drawing canal boats man draws his own.
manmade me a plate
with a locomotive engine was recently tried by for the fine gauges from a flat rasp of English
officials of the London & North Western rail- steel, which I atill poseeas.
He drew copper,
way with great success. A short track of zinc and brass equally welt. Castor oil, being
eighteen inches guage was laid along the tow- one of the cheapest in India, is used to soften
path of the canal and a little locomotive weigh- harsh leather shoes and ropes. The fresh leaves
ing about a ton, drew a number of boats at the of the castor oil tree, too, are gathered, bruisspeed of six or seven miles an hour with ease. ed and rubbed in the hand, then stuffed tightThere are still a few canals left in this country ly into stiff European boots, male or female,
upon which the substitution of the locomotive and 80 remain all night; the leather then befor the mule might be. tried to advantage.
comes quite supple. For feeding large drilla, I
like this oil mixed with soft soap."
Russia Iron. Probably the only secret process which has been kept inviolate, and for ages
Propeller Blades. From experiments made
openly defied the world of science, is the iron last year in the
Danish navy it appears that
trade of Russia.
The secret of making Russian there is but little difference in the efficiency of
sheet iron is owned by the Government, and is the two-bladed
and four-bladed propellers, the
such an immense monopoly that it is currently same blades being
used in each case, so that
supposed to defray the entire expenses of the the loss of one-half
of the propeller surface waa
Government. The works constitute an entire balanced by the lessened
friction.
At speeds
city, isolated and fortified against the rest of greater
than twelve knots, however, the vibrathe world.
When a workman enters the aer- tions with the two-bladed propeller waa exvice, he bids a last farewell to his family and cesaive,
I
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The Action of Watek Upon Lead Pipes.
Br. W. H. Thomas, in a recent lecture upon
poisoning from drinking water gave the rationale of the action of water upon lead in pipes as
" Water generally contains a certain
follows:
amount of carbonic acid. This acid acta upon
the inner surface of the pipe, forming an in*
soluble internal coat of oxy •carbonate of lead,
which effectually prevents the water from further acting upon the pipe. Hence old pipes
which have been down for years are far lees
dangerous than new ones. Water which contains lime salts, as the carbonates and sulphates,
also assist in forming an internal insoluble coat,
as the carbonates and sulphates unite with the
lead.
New pipes are apt to be acted upon by
the oxygen which the water contains.
soluble oxide is formed, which contaminates the
water. The nitrites, nitrates and chlorides
found in water contaminated by sewage are
very injurious, as they disBolve the lead; so
also peat and other vegetable matter have a
similar deleterious effect. The Sheffield water
from a certain source is acid, and most certainly
dissolves the lead. The water in other towns
has had a similar effect upon the lead. For
some time the inhabitants of Keighley suffered
from plumbism, as we do now, from drinkingwater. Mr. Jarmaine of Huddersfield, recommended the authorities of Keighley to use limestone to counteract the acidity of the water.
This was placed in conduits and the water was
allowed to pass over it. They found at Keighley that it has been necessary occasionally to
add quicklime to aid the limestone, especially
in summer when the water is scarce.
This
plan, which has been adopted at Keighley, and
found to succeed, is now being tried in Sheffield, and I trust it will be equally successful
here, ft is a matter of vast importance to the
town of Sheffield, as the drinking water containing lead is now giving rise to a great

A

test,

on the

[July

7,

1888

ing 1887, but there was a remarkable development of its practical applications. One of the
most important scientific discoveries was that
sparks in tubes dissociated iodine, bromine and

Immense improvements have been
the construction of dynamos, motors,
accumnlators and secondary generators, and in
consequence the electric lighting and working
of railroads and tramways has entered upon a
commercial and useful stage. The application
of powerful electric currents to smelting, as in
the Cowlea process for producing aluminum, and
to welding, as proposed by Eiihu Thomson, ia
gaining rapid progress, while the use of enorm*
ous dynamos for the deposition of pure copper
from impure ores is gaining ground with giant
chlorine.

made

in

strides.

Conversion OF Heat Into Electricity.

—

Messrs. Hurghauaen and Neruat have recently performed an experiment which is very
carious from a acientific point of view.
On
placing a thin aheet of metal in a magnetic
geld and keeping its two extremities at unequal
temperatures, they remarked that the extremities exhibited a very feeble, yet appreciable different of potential.
Moreover, the
direction of the current varied according to
the direction of the lines of force of the magnetic field.
The experimenters operated with
a plate of bismuth, 5 centimeters square and
2 millimeters in thickness placed in a field of
5,000 units. The difference in temperature
was obtained by placing against the ends of the
plate two sheets of mioa, one of which was dipped
into cold water and the other was heated by
the flime of a gaa burner.
Under such circumstances, a difference of potential of 0.00125
volt waa obtained.

A Remarkable Telephone. —The

Hartford

Courani remarks: The adjutant-general's office
at the capitol has been connected with the room
of the quartermaster-general on the third floor
by means of a Hall short-distance telephone

line.
The wire employed is composed of six
strands of steel, wound around a cord covered
with a preparation of paraffine, which prevents
Man in His Relation to Coal. The last of induction.
No battery is required, and the
a course of six lectures upon scientific subjects,
voice of a person standing in tne room at a dia*
which have been delivered last winter ac the
tance of twentv feet from the instrument can
Brooklyn Institute, was given on March 1st, by
be distinctly beard at the other end of the line.
Professor J. S. Newberry, before a large and
By means of thia remarkable invention the adappreciative audience. His aubjsct waa "Man
jutant-general and his asaociatea can carry on a
in His Relation to Coal." The lecturer gave
conversation with those connected with the
an extended history of the discovery and use
" The other departments without leaving their desks.
of coal, and ita effecta upon civilization.
The new telephones have been used with great
growth," he said, "of industrial business is the
success in other cities. The limit is five miles,
distinctive feature ot modern life, and the cause
but the inventor hopes to exceed this in the
that has maintained and sustained the mechanical Bciences is coal.
Should our supply of coal near future.
cease, all the wheels of industry would be
Where Phosphorous and Manganese are
stopped and we would soon go back to the dark
According to Herr C.
ages. Tbe force given out by a ton of coal is IN Basic Pig Iron.
Reinhardt,
the proportion of phosphorous and
equal to the force exerted by six men and a boy
manganese
in
basic
pig-iron
is almost invariably
throughout a year. Coal waa an element entirely wanting among the ancients.
The Eng- greater at the edges of a section than it is in
the
center.
In
the
case
of slowly cooled gray
lish coal mines have been the secret of British
wealth and commercial supremacy.
Eaglish cast iron the quantities of phosphorus and manstatesmen acknowledged this, and in speaking ganese vary throughout the mass, but appear
to do so together.
In a mass of the metal,
of the power of their country invariably connect it with her coal production. The coal and phosphorous is very unevenly distributed in the
various Uyers, and its amount appears to be
industries
of
a
oonntry
are
inseparable,
iron
and it is fortunate for us in America that there greatest at the aarface. The same may be said
of manganese, and with a rapidly cooled samis, to all appearances, aa inexhaustible supply
ple both metals are found in the largest proporhere of both of these precious minerals."
tion, not only in the surface layer, but upon the
whole exterior'surface of the pig-iron.
Dust Particles in the Air. Mr. John
Aitkin, a well-known investigator of the atEdison and Flying Machines. Mr. Eiimosphere, has recently made a series of experiaon is now working on an electrical flying maments on the number of dust particles in ordichine wbich the Spanish Government has comnary air. So far his results show that outside
miaaioned him to construct for the purpose of
air, after a wet night, contained 521,000 dust
observation in time of war. The lifting and
particles per cubic inch; outside air in fair
propelling machinery will consist of revolving
weather contained 2,119,000 particles in the
fans to which power will he supplied through a
same space, showing that rain is a great pujiwire connecting with an electric dynamo on the
The air of a room was
fier of the atmosphpre.
earth. No doubt aerial navigation to the length
found to contain 30,318,000 particles in the
of a wire is practicable, but inventive genius
same apaoe; that near the ceiling containing
will hardly be content to rest thus circum88,346,000 per cubic inch. The air collected
scribed.
Man certainly will yet be able to soar
over a Bunaen flame contained no less than
through tbe air as freely as the feathered por489,000,000 particlea per cubic inch. The numtion of creation.
bers for a room were got with gaa burning in
the room, and at a hight of four feet from the
The Curves of Fish. A paper was read at
These figures, though not absolute,
floor.
show how important is the influence of a gas-jet the recent meeting of the American Society of
Mechanical
Engineers by Mr. Parsons, on the
on the air we breathe, and the necessity for
good ventilation in apartments. Mr. Attken subject of the "Area Curves of Fish," which
remarks that there seem to be as many dust developed some interesting data, which may
prove serviceable to ship builders.
It was
particles in a cubic inch of air in a room at
claimed as an invariable law in the natural for>
night when gas is burning as there are inhabitmation of fi^h, that tbe cross section of greatest
ants in Great Britain, and that in three cubic
area in the fi^h was always found to be at exinches of the gases from a Bunsen flame there
actly tbe same relative distance from the tip of
are as many particles as there are people in the
the snout, thus indicating a constructive law of
world.
great importance.
Utilizing Sun Heat. One of the most inThe Earth Crust Under the Sea. The
teresting and practical methods of utilizing the
heat of the sun is that recently invented in S-i- attention of the French Academy of Sciences
has
been drawn by M. Faye, the eminent asarrangement
consists
lem, Mass. The
of a
shadow box, the bottom of which is of corru- tronomer, to the apparent geological law that
gated iron, and the top of glass. This is placed the cooling of the terrestrial crust goes on more
outside the building in such a position that the rapidly under the sea than with a land surface.
sun shines directly upon it; the heat rays of t>he From thia he argues that the crust must thicksun pass through the glass and are absorbed by en under oceans at a more rapid rate, so aa to
the iron, heating it to a high temperature, and give rise to a swelling up and distortion of the
by a system of ventilation a current of air is thinner portions of the crust; in other words, to
passed through the apparatus and into the room the formation of mountain chains.
to be heated. By thia means the air has been
When vessels or timbers sink to great deptbs
heated on sunny days to about 90" Fahr. by
in the ocean, the pressure is so great that the
paasing over the iron.
water is by this means forced into the pores,
Electrical Progress in 1887. The Elec- and the wood becomes too heavy to rise again.
trical Review, in a recent review of the progress It is the fact of this same pressure that makes
of electrical science during 1887, says: *' Little it impossible for divers to descend to any great
was added to oar knowledge of eleotrioity dur* depth.

amount
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of many physicians, who dare not apeak out
their honest convictions becanse they know if
they do bo they go counter to the ethics of the
profeasion, and will be made to suffer for it.

KOOD H&^LTH,
state Board of Healtii.

What we have done

of the State Board of Health for
fuTDiahea retaroa from 90oitie8 aud towuu,
which give a mnrtftlity of 10>t5 id aa aggregate
population of 7-'^. ^50. Thia average of death-'
rate indicAtea a very favorable uooditioD of
public health throutihoat the State, being a perWhen this is
u«Dtage of only 10. S per annum.
rootraaced with the aggregate mortality of the
Ktaturn Statts, the great aalubrity of Califoraia
beoomes notably favorable.
Id Ihe Hat of fatalities conaumptioD leada,
Dumbering 174. Of coarse a large proportion
of these cases owe their origin to an Ktstern
climate, the parties having come to California
to improve their condition.
PueumoDia comes next, numbering 7-, a decrease from the last report, but giving more
than a general average for the month of May.
Diphtheria claims 36 deaths, 15 of which occurred in S»D Francisco, but not more than its
proper average according to population.
Bronchitis was fatal in 25 cases; congestion of
the lunge, 14; oroup, i'2; ecirlet fever, 9;
typhoid fever, 28— a alight increase over last
month's report. The dreaded and deadly
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Cancer
of which are
placed to the oiodit of this city. The very
large excesa of cancer cases in this city over
other portions of the State is due to the fact
la

charged

with

30 cases,

AND Scientific pres^

2.'l

all persons who are attacked with
malady, and who can afford the means,
to Sin Francisco for relief, but generally
too late to be of any avail.

that nearly
this

come

Cancer Can be Cured.

We

are in the frequent receipt of letters and
inquiries asking if the party in this city, to
which we have made such frequent reference,
successful practice, and
in
continues
still
whether we still have as much contidence in her
invariably answer in the afskill as ever.
firmative, for cases of successful cures are consome of which
stantly coming under our notice
are fully as remarkable as any which we have
heretofore noticed.
few weeks aince we met a lady from Vic'
toria who was then under treatment for cancer
on the tongue. The case had been pronounced

We

acres of rich farm land in Vernon township,
and great damage hae bean done to growing
oropB.
The soil is saturated and rendered uaeless by reaaon of being poisoned by crude oil,

without pay or hope of
reward. If the preaa would take up the mat
ter much good would be done.
One of our

some landa

ia

!

leading dailies recently sent a reporter to interview ua. He was introduced to the doctor
and a number of her patients, was thoroughly
satifetijd that we were correct in this discuaaioD, and wrote out a column fully endorsing
the same. The article was aubmicced to the
managing editor of the daily, who refused to
insert it without the payment of one hundred
dollars.
He was refused even one hundred
cents, consequently the article never saw the

j

|

life.

Prevestion of Scarlet Fevek.— Sulphur ia
recommended aa a preventive of ecarlet fever.
I think it might be uaeful, but the standard
specific for that purpose is belladonna in some
form, allopathic or homeopathic.
Tde latter
form is easier to manage with children, as it can

such as

effects,

J.

affec-

P. Rohinaon.

Crematories. It cannot be denied that cremation is a growing practice. Crematories are
beginning to pay expenses in this country, and
at the crematories of Europe there were 14,000
A
incinerations last year.
There are 22 crema*
tories in Europe, of which 10 have been bailt
within the past vear. Tnere have been (iOO
one of unmistakable characterby the leadingphyincinerations in Germany and 800 in Italy.
siciana of Victoria, who could give the patient
There are seven crematories in the United
no assurance of relief. By the advice of friends
who knew Mrs. Dr. Cook she came at once to States, and six in progress of construction. One
will soon be conHtructed for this city.
this city, and in due time returned home
a ivell woman, without submitting to either
Constitutional treatment
the knife or plaster.
INFORJVIATIOI^J.
with some simple healing salves were the only
remedies employed. It stands to reason that a
oancer thus cured is cured for all time, while
A Valuable Plant. The espinosilla, or
the application of the knife or plaster, without
thorn plant, says Marchial Oropeza, a wellcoDstitutionrtl treatment, simply aggravates the
known Mexican naturalist, ia native to Mexico,
trouble in 19 cases out of 20.
and abounds in various parts of the republic,
There ie a gentleman from Victoria now principally near this capital, at San Angel, Texunder treatment for oancer under the tongue, ccco, Santa Fe, etc. It is one of those beauHis malady has
sent here by this same lady.
tiful wild plants which adorn the plains of
made great progress, and but little encourage- Mexico, and it is found particulaily in cold,
ment was first given of any possible help; but dry spots. It has been thus christened because
the symptoms have since became highly favoron touching it a sensation is felt similar to that
able, and there is now a strong probability of a
which a plant covered with thorns would prosuccessful issue.
duce.
The Aztecs lacking soap so necessary
There is another case to which we would to their health and happiness found its subbritfly allude of a very elderly lady in New
stitute in the espinosilla.
They agitated a
Bedford, Mass., in a family in whose welfare we
bough in water and it produced a lather, with
have long felt a deep interest by reason of old which they washed, using the plant aa scruba
acquaintance. Contrary to her usual custom,
bruah.
Even to-day it is used by women aa a
Dr. Cook allowed herself to be persuaded to do hair preservative, having extraordinary powers
what she seldom does send remedies with in that direction. But its moat uaeful applicawritten inslroctions for use without personal intion is as a medicinal agent to fight fevers, aa it
terview. The ease was one of long standing
is an excellent diaphoretic.
Its ancient name

DSEFUL
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the patient, in the opinion of her physician, beHoltz-itilxochitl, a compound
beautiful.
is
ing too old and feeble to endure a surgical word.
Holtz-it il humming-bird, and xochitl
operation.
The remedies were sent, and her flower; thus translated being flower of the
physician had the manliness to watch the case,
humming bird. It is a perrennial plant of variand when he saw it was fully cured, had the in- able height, but never more than three feet in
dependence to say so and write to that effect in height ; of a pivotal root, rather flexible, of
a letter of congratulation which h.e addressed to
white surface, corrugated, from which spring
Mrs. Dr. Cook. There was no hesitation in secondary roots, thin and separated. In genpronouncing it a case of unmistakable cancer.
eral, the plant is rough and thoiny, mord bo as
If the physicians of this city would drop their
The taste ia bitter, esas its age increases.
cruel aud antiquated system of medical ethics
pecially of the leaves, but the root has two
and adopt the course pursued by the New tastes when first tasted bsing sweet, after
Bedford physician, the monthly reports of death which
it is bitter.
from cancer here would dwindle to the very
lowest ecale of mortality of any in the long list
Life-Saving Ropes. The leeiflature
of
But how can we expect
of human maladies.
such a result so long as respect for medical New York passed a law in 1887 requiring
ethics is held more sacred than that for human every hotel keeper in the state to keep a life
saving rope in every room in his hotel ; but
life ?
let patients exercise thus far the law has been practically a dead
If the faculty would
Of 246 hotels rpcently examined in the
their own discretion in choeing a physician in letter.
this special malady it would soon almost dis- city of New York, 228 were found not to
appear from this city, and in this connection have complied with the law. The authorities
we would repeat the statement which we have have now determined to test the validity of the
before made, that no person has ever applied law, and as a test is to be made in the case of
to Mrs. Cook in the early stage of the disease a prominent hotel keeper, it promises to be one
have of peculiar interest. The efficiency of the rope
who has not been permanently cured.
had several such cases of failure reported to us; as a means of saving life in case of a fire in a
but in every one we have found them to be with- big hotel has not been determined but it seems
will publish any such case plain that a rope ia a good deal better than
out foundation.
The expense of providing the ropes
It is nothing.
of failure that is proven to be genuine.
true she has lost many cases, but not one and the proper fastenings is said to be large
which has not been treated for a greater or still, it can be only a mere bagatelle compared
leas length of time by other physicians, while with the possibility of aaving even one life in
ahe has cured great numbers who have been an emergency.
have given
given over to die by others.
A New Source of Trouble from Oil Pipe
these three cases as a sample of the many recent ones to which we have not yet made any Lines. There was conaiderable excitement in
reference.
dwell at this length upon this Sussex County, N. J., a few weeka since over
subject beoause of our interest in humanity, the bursting of the pipe line of the Standard
and we know we have the secret sympathy Union Oil Company. The oil haa spread over
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" The wonders

country are juat beginning to be

opened up. The lateat report of discoveries
comes from Elko county, Nevada, where what
is claimed to be the most valuable mica
mine
in the world haa just been purchased by G. D.
Schell of thia city, for himself and John J.
Buckout of St. Paul, Minn., at the moderate
price of §00,000.
The mine, however, ia not a
uew find; it haa been located, and assessment
work has been done for several years, but it haa
remained for Mr. Schell, an experienced miner,
to catch on to the mine's true value, and now
the property could not be bought for $100,000.

ia up in the Ruby mountains, 10,000
feet above the sea level, and it is 4000 feet up
from Ruby Valley to the mine.
Mr. Schell went over there last week to examine it, and now he ia in possession of mica deposits superior even to those of North Carolina.
Mica ia found in Wyoming, New Mexico and
Hampden county, Massachusetts; but the upheavals seem to have shattered the plates, aud
contact with iron had discolored them, ao that
the demand for good stock has far exceeded the
structed.
It would seem from tlie following, supply.
The Ruby range vein is 12 feet thick
which we clip from an exchange, that socceas and crops out here and there ou the surface for
in this direction has been fiually accomplished
1000 feet. Shafts have been sunk which show
A successful test of the Elltthorpe air cushion that the further down you go the faster the
for elevators waa made recently in a New mica improves.
At a depth of 50 feet platea
York dry-goods house. Oae of the largest two feet square prevail just aa clear when held
Otis elevators, weighing 2li00 pounds, equipped up in the light as the average window glass.
with plate glass mirrors and fragile electric The platea are firm, and free from the crackle
light globes, and loaded with baskets of eggs characteristic of surface mica, so that at a
and with glassware filled with water, was cut depth of 75 or 100 feet stock might be found aa
loose from the top floor and allowed to fall to free from dtfect as crown plate.
Work haa bethe bottom of the shaft.
It shot down eighty gun under Mr. Schell's superintendency , One.ton
feet in about two seconds.
The " cushion," daily will be extracted from the mine and shipwhich stands seventeen and one-half feet high ping in 100-pound boxea will begin aa aoon aa
from the bottom of the abaft, and is constructed possible. The two fept square platea of mica
of wood and glass so as to be air-tight, received are not of a commercial siiie, aa the largest used
the elevator with ao little shock that not even in store windows are 4x6 inches; so they are cut
an egg was broken nor a drop of water spilled. UP into assorted sizes to fill orders. The 2iK
The test was considered a complete success. 2^ inch plates are worth 70 cRnts per pound,
The force of the compressed air of the *' cush- wnolesale; the 4x4 inch size, §9 per pound, and
ion '* gently pushed the elevator up
again the 4x6'8 §12; eo that prices per ton range from
Mr. Schell will put a full
about four inches, when it descended again to SUOO to S24,000
its place without jar.
The force of the descent line of his mica mine stock in the Daseret Agwaa estimated at the top of the *' cushion " as ricultural Fair, and hopes similar veins may be
found in Utah, He haa brought back to the
indicating GO, 000 pounds.
Continental hotel a full line of samples from the
Metallic Cement for Stone. The restor- mine, and is showing them to hie friends with
ation of some of the most important stone justified pride."
structures in Paris, such as the colonnade of the
Louvre, of the Pont Neuf, and of the ConserLucky Miner.
vatoire des Arts et Metiers, has been mainly
accomplished by means of a metallic cement
The lease under which Dart, Oliver and
invented by Prof. Brune. It consists of a powJohnson worked the Bonanza mine the past
der and liquid, the first composed of two parts
by weight of oxide of zinc, two of crushed two years expiree in a few days. When they
limestone, and one of crushed grit, the whole cleaned up the last pocket a few days ago,
intimately mixed and ground, ocher in suitable without assuming more expenae for the short
proportions being added as a coloring matter ;
time left for the lease, they notified J. G.
the liquid employed consists of a saturated soDivoU that the mine was at hia disposal. Mr,
lution of zinc in'commercial hydrochloric acid,
DivoH came to Sonora, Wednesday, and proto which is added, a part by weight, of hydroposes to work it himaelf, having unbounded

The mine
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A

chlorate of ammonia, equal to one-sixth that of
the dissolved zinc, and this liquid ia diluted
One
with two-thirds of its bulk of water.
pound of powder is mixed with 2^ pints of
liquid.

—

Don't Use Shot foe Wasuing Bottles.
Small white globules of porcelain are made in
Munich. They are made to take the pUce of
ordinary lead shot used for cleaning wine and
medicine bottles, as porcelain is entirely free
from the objection of producing lead contam-

Wonderful luck, if
luck, has attended DivoU in all his mining
operations.
Coming here in 1862, he was engaged at different times in various pursuita,
which he often left to try hia fortune in mining,
which always proved profitable to him. Working pockets in different minea on Saratoga Hil',
at short periods he made strikes that always
faith in its great richness.
it is

kept him supplied with money. A few years
ago he acquired an interest in the Bonanza
mine. It waa worked several months without
ination, which is often the result when ordi- result. Not until DivoU's direction waa followed
nary shot is uaed. Tneir hardness and rough did the mine yield, and then it gave up several
surface producing, when shaken, greater fric- hundred thousand dollars, making each owner
After the big yield the entire mine came
tion, adapt the porcelain shot well for quickly rich.
cleaning dirty and greasy bottles, and as into DivoU's possession, and a few days after
they are not acted upon by acids or alka- he pointed out where more gold was situated,
more were added to his pile.
If and $60,000
lies,
almost any liquid can be used.
nothing better is at hand, use tacks ; but don't Thinking he had a bank to draw upon at will,
plenty
of
money for hia usee, he left the
with
use ehot.
property lie idle for a time. Two years ago he
To Make a Good Polish. Take one ounce leased it to Dirt and Oliver. They worked for
oil vitriol, one half gill sweet oil, one gill pow- a while, but not until DivoU pointed out where
dered rotten stone, 1^ pints rain water mix the pockets would be found did they meet sucand shake well before using ; add to the mixt- cess. During the terms of the lease nearly, if
ure one half ounce nitro-myrbane to make it not quite, ^150,000 was taken out. Now that
smell good, stick on a French or German labal DivoU himself intends working the mine, there
that nobody can read, boom it in the papers as will be no surprise here to learn that another
a newly discovered polish just imported, and fabulous amount has been added to the circuyou can do a good buainess. At any rate you'll lating medium of the country. Every time he
have a No. 1 polish, and if your customers gets to mining it seems that what he touches
don't read the papers too closely, you may get turns to gold, and those who were connected
Put on with cotton waste and with him have enjoyed the benefit of his luck.
rich Belling it.
polish with woolen or chamois.
Whether he bs a good miner or not he has thus
far been successful, and that is the best test to
Varnish from Sugar. The Scientific Amer- be had. He seems to have an intuitive knowlican advises the use of a varnish ot sugar.
edge cf the way lodes and leads run, and can
Dissolve equal parts
This is made as follows
tell by a fissure or seam what will be found by
of white and brown sugar in water to a thin
He ia confident that larger sums
following it.
syrup, add alcohol, and apply to hot glass remain than has yet been extracted. With his

—
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plates.
The film dries very readily, and furnishes a surface on which it is perfectly easy
The be^t ink to
to write with pen or pencil.
use ia India ink, with sugar added. Tbe drawing can be made permanent by varnishing with
a lac or mastic varnish.
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Salt

;

be given in sugar pills.
Belladonna fulfills
three purposes.
It is a preventive.
In a caee
where the attack of fever is inevitable and cannot be prevented, it is then a preparative aud
pallative, mitigating the severity and danger of
the attack when it oomea. It is also a specific
remedy for the disease. As soon as it is suspected that a child has been exposed to scarlet
fever, four or six belladonna sugar pills, such
as are need for homeopathic medicines, should
be given morning and evening until the time is
passed when the disease should have appeared.
If one prefers allopathic treatment, let him not
fail to obtain directions from a physician as to
the dose to be given. The remedy should not
be used carelessly and unadvisedly, but it is the
specific for scarlet fever, whether the olject
sought is prevention, mitigation, cure or avoidtions of the ear or eye.

reported, completely
ruined, at lea^t temporarily. A great quantity
of the oil haa flawed into the streams, and fish
are dying by handreda.
The fish commissioners are doing all in their power to avert the
disaster that threatens the fishing interests.
The Neakill river bridge nirrowly escaped being destroyed by fire, owing to some maliciona
person setting fire to the oil one night. The
Standard Oil Cumpany, it is said, will be aued
by the farmers for the damages austained by
the oil flood.
it

Ax Elkvator Cosbion.— Many devices have
been tried to preveuc serious conaetjuences
from the breaking of elevator ropes ; but
nothing has yet appeared to be in any special
degree satisfactory.
A properly constructed
air cushion would seem to be the thing to be
deaired.
Such a device was projected a few
years aince in Boston, we believe but as a
serious accident occurred the first time it was
tested, the thing was abandoned.
It was evidenlly faulty in conatruction, for it is not possible for such a device to fail if properly con-

light.
Many lives might have been saved by
such an endorsement. But no, the almighty
dollar was more to that journal than human

ance of unfortunate after

being,

The Elko Mica Mine.
The

To make a flange joint that won't leak or
burn out on steam pipes, mix two parts white
lead to one part red lead to a stiff putty; spread
on the flange evenly, and cut a liner of ganze
wire like mosquito net wire and lay on the
putty, of course cutting out the proper holes ;
then bring the flanges "fair," put in the bolts
and turn the nuta on evenly, For a perma-
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nent joint this

is

A

I.

knowledge and luck there will be no surprise
any amount of gold he may yet take out of
Tuolumne Democrat.
the Bonanza,
at

—

Shields, Martha J. Trebilcox and
John H. Paul have brought suit in the Supreme
Court against the Empire Mining Co. of Grass
Valley tor damages aggregating $37,000. At
the explosion at the Empire mine a few months
since Paul was badly injured, Mrs. Shields'
husband was kUled and Mrs. Trebilcox'a son
The complainants allege criminal
lost his life.

Mart

J.

'

carelessnees^

The ChoUar mine yielded $24,551
average value of ore, |21.73,

'

last

.

month;

Mining and Scientific Press.
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18S2 the scale ha^ been signed in conference gratuitous causes. But for the efforts made to
with but one exception, and that was in 1885, disparage silver in the interest of the creditor
when a strike was declared. One by one the classes it would have been worth 20 per cent
firms signed the scale that year, and the strike more than it is to-day.
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W, B. EWER.

DEWEY.

DEWEY &
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220 Market St., N. E. cor. Front St. , S. F.
tm" Take the Elevator, Ho. IS Front Sf.'St

There has been no over-production of this
On the contrary, it has not kept pace
with the industrial and commercial expansion
of the times, nor has it been relatively very
much greater than that of gold. During the
past 10 or 12 years the coinage of the various
mints of the world has been larger than the
Its Effects. product of silver made meantime, disclosing the
general popularity of thia metal and the im-

was over and the mills were all in operation
within a month. On the other hand, the manufacturers aseert that their mills are in good repair and that they could run all summer, but
they will not pay more than $5 per ton for pad-
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what improved, but even the present condimarket is having a very depressing
effect on the production of that metal, and
unless an early advance in the price occurs,
both this and many other industries are bound
That such advance will
to suffer severely.
New Broad take place there is good reason to believe.
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chances of procuring legislation more friendly to
the white metal seem somewhat improved.
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It is pretty well understood that Senator
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own

hia preference for his

and supported the Beck bill on the ground that
the latter seemed at the time to have the betTABLE OF CONTENTS.
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own party might be expected

to

their support.

That

this

policy of seeking to restrict its free coinage in
this country.

measure or even the

unrestricted

coinage of silver should meet with so

much

position in this silver-producing country

op-

some-

is

thing strange, seeing none of the evils predict-

ed as likely to attend the increased coinage of
this metal have here been experienced, nor has

Two

Shafts.

by which the men underground could escape in
main shaft. The recent fire
in the mine near Ophir, Placer county, offers a
case in point. There, when the works at the
shaft got on fire, three men below were asphyxiated.
There was no way for them to escape.
The men above were powerless until the fire
was out.
In some countries there are lavrs compelling
the companies to have two shafts, bat if we
case of tire in the

ury that

it

is

with

difficulty

And

of the antiquity

the perusal

methods now

of all

A

densely

in

ignorant

instructed by
more enlightened than
themselves, they have ever been and still are

those

who were

people,

scarcely

in the condition of the

And

blind.

into the ditch,

already

are

blind being led by the

the only reason they do not

maybe found
at the

very

not spend the

money

in that

way

unless

it

was

the mine.

they

And

bottom.

as

the laws of gravitation are not conducive to
falling

up

hill,

their present

they will probably remain in
condition until

the

ness in which they were born,

necessary for the proper working of

all fall

in the fact that

a hardship as entailing additional expense to
poor owners, aud owners of rich mines would

of progression shall

advancing

move them

aside, or
the light of a better education dispels the dark-

and

in

which

they have been contented to live.
Some of the mining advantages are as follows:
Pirat:

That there are large quantities of discarded

With the mere object of providing safety for ore on the dumps of different
the men alone, few such shafta would be sunk with proper appliances, would

mines, which,

give a good
That there are not only
literal- mines, but groups of mines unworked, which,
ly take their lives in their hands when they with proper machinery and a thorongb knowl*
leave the surface. A fire at the hoisting works edge of mining and milling, might be made to
would be fatal to them below. If men would pay moat handsomely. Free gold exists in cerrefuse to work in such places a remedy would tain localities, in more or less large quantities,
be found.
The difficulty is to get concert of but in all parts which I have visited, it requires
action among miners generally. At all events a considerable outlay of capital to accomplish
it wouli be posible to have s^me arrangement anything worth speaking of.

was compulsory.
There are many mines where the men

unless

it

below, which could not be
destroyed or put out of order in case of a tire
for furnishing air

The present

Academy

the

to

of Trouvelet aatronomical

$100, by
U, S. treasnot wish
tbe Government

so accumulating in the

in

and justly popular paper, and
thinking that some of your readers might take
an interest in mining matters from a region of
which I believe that there is as little known as
of any civilized country existing, I therefore
send you the following remarks on the mining
advantages and disadvantages of Bolivia.
Of the mineral wealth of Bolivia, it may
truthfully be aaid, the " half was never told,"

wave

being produced at a dangerously rapid rate,
it is

Having taken much pleasure
of your valuable

had such a law here it is not probable it could
be enforced. In some instances it would work

cut.

or that

of Oniro,

as a

—

is

by Santiago Black,
Bolivia.]

methods of, and machinery for treating ores
mine has commenced to attain cheaply or economically, it may with equal trath
any advanced depth, and give employment to a be said that the half woald never be believed,
nmmber of miners, facilities should be provided even if it were told.

As soon

any inconvenience attended a like policy in at the mouth of the shaft. Mines having no
other countries where its coinage, compared more than one means of escape are never perwith its currency value, contains mnch less fectly safe.
metal than our silver dollar. Among the naAcademy OF Sciences, At the meeting of
tiona of Europe the coinage rate varies from
the Academy of Sciences on Monday evening
14.9 to 15 5, the average being 15 ounces of
tbe following donations to the museum were resilver to one of gold, wbereas our standard silceived: A collection of shells and echinoderms
ver dollar is 16 to 1.
by Mrs. Van Gnrden of San Simeon; fosail
Why such a peraistent warfare ahould be kept shells by C. W. Kaow of Parissima
Creek; an
up on this coin or on a more general use of
obsidian arrowhead, found in Golden Gate
silver in a country where this metal forms a
Park by B. P. Secor, a visitor from Connectistaple is something inexplicable.
The impression that obtains in certain quarters that silver

Mining In Bolivia.
[Written for the Passs

use for treating that mineral, and of the almost
complete ignorance of all the most modern

Recently the price has some-

ing the century.

Advertising Rates.
Per Line (agate)
Haltinch (1 square)

Silver has not long since been selling at 87

cents per ounce, the lowest figure touched dur-

metal.

1888

7,

member

a

of the

of a full set

drawings, valued at

Academy, who did

be known, was announced by the
librarian, who also reported the receipt of 48
to

working.

profit for

This

is

a country almost destitute of fuel, but

water-power

can be obtained in abundance,
which does away with the absolute necessity of
running the machinery by steam.
Especial

working

opportunities are

offered

in

the

That metal, which is steadily
increasing in value, and for which the world is
constantly finding new uses, abounds in certain
of tin.

districts of thia country.

An enterprise which could scarcely fail to
pay well here would be an ore crusher, with
good concentrators, either treating ore for so
much per ton or buying the ore and treating on
one's

own

account.

When

one considers that

worked in a very unsystematic
manner, and the ore washed in the most primithe tin mines,

tive

way have formerly

paid dividends, and also

that the bulk of the ore

is

still

untouched in

seen how well the abovepayment of its creditors, is
books from correspondenta and 13 books by mentioned enterpriae would pay.
wholly without warrant. The world's annual
donation. Dr. H. H. Behr read an interesting
There is a dearth of practical men in Bolivia.
product of this metal amounts at present to only
paper on the sudden appearances and disappear- Most of the foreigners who visit Bolivia,
if not

Tour Hard

can get rid of

Exhausting Back into the Boiler; Copper vs
Iron or Steel Pipes; The Test Preeaures of Marine
Steel Boilers; Steam vs. Water Power; The Corliss vs.
Slide Valves; To Prevent Foaming; To Avoid Tearing
ihe Manhole Gasket; Repairing Steam Pipe BreaksCaitor Oil in Boilers, 11
-Evolution of Cotton
Seed; Reclamation of Waste Products in Wonl Scouring; Cotton ( ultivation n Russia; Our American Angoras; The Quality of Cotton; Gotten Mill BuildingSheep Shearing; Evolution, 12.
NOTES.-A Flour Mill Run by
Electricity; Briti-h and Ameiican Wheat GrowinpFlour Millers' Convention, 12.

it

in

about $108,000,000. Of this the United States
produces §53,000,000, Mexico ^26,000,000,

COTTON AND WOOL

South America $15,000,000, and
tries $14,000,000.

'

PLOUB MILL

much

When

it is

of this total is absorbed

otherwise disposed

of,

all

other coun-

conaidered
in the

arts

a

butteifly that appears in myriads at times in
California,

how haps

and then

is

not seen again for per-

15 years.

•

and

the coinage of the re-

mainder instead of causing
meet the growing wants of

Vanessa Californica, a beautiful

ances of the

glut can hardly
actively com-

Leaching,

—We shall

commence next week

the publication of a series of articles describing
the

those mines,

it

will be

of a dissolute sort, are at least of a sort who
have no peculiar choice of the manner in which
they shuffle through this life ao long as it costs

them no great exertion, and who,

after a life of

debauchery, are apt to blame the country for
the misfortunes they have brought upon themselves,

treating ores.
The
Bolivia was first mined for gold and silver by
and will be of interthe Indians, who also put a price on the precious
The observance of the National holiday has,
est to the mining commanity, as all details will
metals, though for what reaaon cannot at the
as uaaal, caused a cessation of buaineas during to have
occurred there during the year ending be given.
present day be eatiafactorily explained. And
the week. In addition to the usual festivities October Slat a decrease
of more than $20,000,000,
of the day in this city, the monument to Francis
St. Louis realizes about $400,000 a month from when the Indiana were reduced by the Spaniards
and that the department has for the past few
Scott Key, author of the "Sbar Spangled Ban- months
the investments of citizens in gold and silver to almost abject slavery, they were not only
paid out more silver than has meantime
compelled to labor for a mere pittance, but
ner," was unveiled in Golden Gate Park.
been coined. For some time past, in fact, it is mines. The St. Louis people are investing
were forced to impart to the harsh laahmaaters
The Idaho gold mine, Grass Valley, Nevada gold that haa been increasing
largely in mining property.
in tbe treasury
all the knowledge they had of the country.
county, this State, paid its 225th consecutive while the
So
amount of silver has declined.
TheU. S. Treasury now contains the sum of that I believe there is not one square mile of
dividend this week. The ore now coming out
It is time this warfare on the white metal
Of
the public debt, $14,429,503 Bolivian country accessible to
$629,854,087.
of this famous mine is about as;rich as any they
the white man
should cease, as its cheapness is beginning to tell
was paid off in June. The total public debt is which was not thoroughly prospected
have had. Few mines can show such a record with fatal
long beeffect on that branch of mining. Only
now
$1,717,784,791.
fore the present generation came into existence.
as this.
under specially fivorable conditions can it be
The strikes among the iron-workers in promi- made to pay any longer.
There is a hitch in the building of the Cuy- Consequently, to the poor prospector Bolivia ofSome companies enfers few inducements; and to the working man
nent Eastern foundries have assumed large pro- gaged in this
business have in consequence sus- amaca railroad, and the projectors are stopping
(unless he be a good mechanic), it offers much
proportions. Most mill-men believe the sus- pended
operations and others are threatening to to raise $70,000 before they proceed.
less.
But for the man having sufficient capital
pension will not continue longer than two or do so, Unleas
the market for this metal meets
The redaction of duty on pig iron proposed to work upon and bringing the necessary machinthree weeks. A shut-down is always necessary with
early improvement, wide-spread disaster is
at this time of the year for repair and stockby the Mills bill is from the present rate of ery there awaits a fortune both certain and
to be apprehended.
Nor is it the miners alone
taking. The manufacturers, they claim, have who
large.
$6.72 to $6 per ton.
suffer from this cause; all the debtor and
used the same arrangements for years, and al- producing
classea are more or less affected by it.
The
stage from Hildreth to Maderia was
The Idaho mine at Grass Valley on Monways opposed the Amalgamated Aaauciation
What makes the situation the more intolerable robbed on Monday and, bullion valued at $10,day declared its 225th dividend. The ore now
Vigorously as at present. Since the strike of is
the fact that it isbrgdy "dae to extrinsic and 000 was stolen.
coming out ia very rich.

Passing Events.

mercial age.

As

this

regards the accumulation of
silver in the National treasury, thereJs reported

|

Russell

process

of

articles will be illustrated

July
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GolDg for the Secondary Deposits.

Gbate

with chutes, since wharves cannot be main-

Landings.
i

namber

la a late

waa said about thit
gravel formations

clans

koowD

The immense lumber trade

the Pkl.-ss Bomethtng

of

our auriferous

of

coast

two

on as far

carried

is

of

tbe California

shipping

as

Tbe Cipher

fa-

under disadvantages
There are viry few good
and the other in Shirt Tail canyon, being there harbors anywhere on the coast line, and from
spoken of aa constituting the m^st important of those places where the lumber is shipped, there
We have, since the may be siid to be none at all. The result is
these secondary deposits.
publication of that article, been informed that that a system has been devised for placing the
active measnres are in progress for opening the lumber on the vessels, which is different from
last named deposit, which it is calculated will
that in vogue anywhere else in tbe world.
be in operation within the next few months.
Wherever there are lumber mills in email
The quintity of stuff to b3 handled here is settlements, a " chute landing " i^ built, and at
enormous, amounting to something like 10,C00,- thete chutes all the freight by sea is handled.
000 cubic yards, all of which is more or less A9 there is as yet no railroad running anyof

which, the od9 resting

How much

auriferous.

as tailiog deposits,

bed

in the

gold

carries

it

well be determined, though the experts

we

believe, on

prospecting the bidrock as
the pan

as a

That

coarse.

being

through the great mass

count,
lo

dollar to

distributed

of the material is,

how-

the improved gold-saving apparatus

even the emalUst particles

now

With
in use,

contained in those tailings can be arrested and
\

saved, nor will the cost of rehandling them be

This

very large.

known

1632; these folios are in the well

library of Mr.

toiijal plays in

the

Adolph Sutro. The his
folios 163*2 have every

bracketand hyphen faithfully preserved.
pages

two
95
I

pages

arc

59,

We

is

V

Jlenry

of

are

slightly

94

incorrect,

have

not

common

have no

and

to

give

the remarkable results arrived at since writing our review of Mr. Djnnelly's book.
As,

ailing at

bear

to

the

"Trade is dull," with perhaps
much more so than a year ago
When any considerable number

will be dull

the addition,

to

it,

at this time."

people are

of

and are constant-

idea,

will be so.

it

who

because those

It

all.

expression

'*

ly giving voice

49,

space

in truth, they

quite

The impressed with such an

different

is

when,
is

Business

unconsciously

work to that eud make it so.
The disposition of the American people
activity, to quick trading, to rapid

is

new ones

There are
however, where the chutes have

are

other places,

built

from the jyrimary root number

each season.

,

Ofl

taking 29 from 836, that

is

523,

is,

on

*'

modify-

heavy millionaires do not continue in business
merely for the love of money, or for what it

will,

will bring

them

so

much

in fact, be the simplest

as for the pleasure

and least expensive kind
of mining extant, neither

excitement of getting

complicated machinery,

ple

science nor costly meth-

" trade

cds being required

on

carrying

it

At the
cut

sions

But to return;

for

on.

an opeQ

start

will

have

be

to

through

blasted

and

if

it.

peo-

instead
is

of saying
dull " should

agree in the

all sides

remark that bnainesB is
good, as good or better
than it was a year ago,

sntBcient dimen-

of

to

progress in

—

metal

of the precious

1623 and

of

More often than otherwise business depressions are merely the result of our imaginations;
jast as people often imagine themselves sick,

,

ever, rather tine, being such as in former wash-

ings escaped from the hydraulic sluices.

Through the courtesy of Mr. Mo33, we have
been allowed free access to tbe original folios

realize.

Depressions.

where near the coast in Sonoma, Mendocino however, much fivorable comment has been the developments of trade and industry. They
and Humboldt counties, about all the lumber passed upon it, we give tbe following fir the would like a continuous boom.
They are
and freight tratU; is done by schooners, and for benefit of aaoh of our readers as may feel in- never satisfied with steady, legitimate trade.
them the chute landings are necassary.
tereattd.
Money most be made rapidly; fortunes moBt
The number S36 is obtained by multiplying be accumulated quickly. Some are thus iu a
A? a general thing these chutes are built on
the south side of the points, so as to be pro- 76 by II; (the number cf bracket words on col- hurry to the end that a period of rest and
re*
tected from the prevaiTng northwest winds of umn 1 p. 74). Oa subtracting 284, the number of pose may be secured; bat perhaps the majority
the summer months. Many of them are very words on column 1, page 74, from 836 we ob- continue the active pursuits of business for the
expensive structures to build and maintain. At tained 552. This number is greater than 523 by mere love of excitement which it brings.
The
some places it is expected that the chute will be 29 (bhe modifier at end of column 2, page 74); litter is more apt to be the case with the very
carried away by the storms of winter, so that one of Mr. Donnelly's root numbers derived wealthy with the many
millionaires.
Our

sometimes obtained, the most of the

is

here

gold

much

the Shakespeare Plays.

in

concerned

are

which few

caunot

per cubic yard, at least.

>=1

cilities

of Slate creek

Business

tained.

so it will bj.

the

there

0! course

some times

are

rocky ledge that crosses

causes for genuine de-

the channel below tbe

pressions

and

deposits

prevents

in

businese;

their being carried out

but as a general thing,
such
depressions
are

by the

greatly

winter

floode.

intensified

by

This done, and the bottom of the cut paved

the masses

with wooden blocks or

stantly complaining and

bowlders,

remain
a

are con-

only

imagining

conditions

which do not

exist, just

terial into the outletting

race,

who

the ma-

will

it

to get

the unconscious acts cf

service that

many make them-

as

vented for moving this

through the
There is
probably no part of the
world where these

deposits, aided

things are more observ-

to

be performed by

machine
class of

recently

is

selves sick

a

imagination.

in-

by the water that runs

able

down the canyon.

California,

The above

will be the

in

out of
little

spare cash, the question

plant and the
for.

is

than

business and has a

required to be done, as

cedure here called

real

man

a

If

VESSELS AT A CHUTE LANDING ON THE CALIFORNIA COAST.

only preliminary work
also the style of

and

mode

Simple

enoQgh considering the big

and

stood for years.

of pro-

cheap

is

miy

At moat

of the landings there

only one chute, but in several ioetances there

ing" SSG by 29,

we obtained

SOT,

and now by

counting in the brackets and hyphens on col-

it.
umn 1, page 74 in addition to the 284 words on
shows the chutes the same column, we obtained 284-t-18b&h;
at Coffey's Cove, in Mendocino county, and the
+ 10b; 4-7fi; + IS- bracket h- 302, 294, 291,
Utilizing Furnace Slag.— In one of the ad- little coast steamer Yaquina loadin£[ at one 301. On taking these numbers from 807 we obdresses delivered at the meeting of the British chute, and a lumber schooner at the other.
tained 505, 513, 516, 506 {and 523),
Association, held at Abardeen some two years
From the cut the general appearance of the
These are Mr. Donnelly's root number?, and
ago, it was remarked that the iron smelters had chute is shown, and some idea of its construc- the primary root number i«, thertfore, 836.

results

that

are two or three, where the trade warrants

Tbe

here reasonably be expected.

illustration on this page

I

|

'

not b3en particulirly active in their efforts to! tion
discover methods cf utilizing the blast furnace

!

is

also given.

ly secured to

The shears

rocks, and the

or

legs are firm-

apparently

frail

There would be no room now for any structure is secured to them, held in position
complaint on that score. The attention of the and braced by strong iron cables.
The old
iron and steel trades are largely concentrated cables of the cable railways are now utilized
on this point, and much progress has been made for chute building. The lumber is slid down
of late.
The Skinningrove Iron Company, at the chute to the vessel, and by means of a brake
Loftus, are putting down a crushing plant to at the extreme end its speed is checked before
reduce the slag for cement. In most of tbe at- it goes to the deck, In lowering freight and
tempts yet made to util'ze cement, the outlets baggage to steamers a sled is used, and horses
considered likely have been for cement, road- draw this sled up with whatever is to come
making and paving fiig-stones. More atten- ashore from the steamer.
tion is being given to this mitter in EngThe outer end of the chute is so arranged
land than in this country. It should not be so. that it may be raised or lowered to suit the tide
The utilization of waste materials in every de- or bight of vessel. Many of these chutes are
partment of industry should claim the earnest very long and quite expensive. Certain speci-

slag.

j

!

;

I

I

is

gener jlly "

he

is

What

shall I

quite too often

do

down

?

to

"

In this state
the stock ex-

change, or allured by theseduction of corner

do either. If you
and don't see just
how you can get into any bstter bueinesB,
get yourself a small piece of land that you
know you can handle, set out fruit trees, sow a
small patch of alfalfa to feed a cow or horse or
both, if you can make a profitable use of them.
W. G. H.
Plant a few vegetables for yourself and family,
Lost Bonds and Notes. The lost bonds of Kiise a few chickens as broilers and for eggs.
this city amounting to severalthousand dollars, You can always sell the surplus over and above
about which so much has been said within a your own wants. In the meantime, while your
few days, calls to mind the fact that something fruit trees are growing, improve as best you can
like §59,000,000 of the paper money issued by the ground between them.
It will neither imthe United States has been lost or destroyed, poverish the trees nor prevent their growing.
by which the government is so much the gainer. By such a course you will soon place yourself
During the last fiscal year the government beyond want, and you will be able to add from
lot

have

Don't

speculations.
a

little

money

—

coined $33,266 831 silver doUirs from $24,563,-

615 worth of silver bullion.
large gain.

It is well

known

Here

also

is

a

that a large pro-

portion of the profits of banks which issue paper

money

ia

derived from

bills

which are

time to time to your possessions, until you are
quite independent. Of people who will do this
the country will never have enough.
If all

our people

who

are

out

of business

lost or

velopment in this direction than has heretofore moored, so a? to remain as nearly in one posi>
prevailed both in our own country and abroad. tion as possible, but many are lost every year
owing to the poor harbor facilities. Nearly all
KrUPP AND THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT.
these chute landings are exposed in the winter
According to news from Berlin, Krupp has months when the touthwest or southeast gales
lately made an arrangement with the Japanese blow.
Nearly the entire lumber trade of the
Government to establish a branch of hia can- northern coast is carried on by vessels which
non-making business in Jipan, and ia to manu- load at these chute landings. Of course, at
facture all the heavy artillery the Government such places as Humboldt bay there are wharves,

would pursue this or some similar course of life
destroyed, and, of course, never presented for and cease repining over the lack and dullness
redemption.
of work, we should have fewer " depressions of
business, " less poverty and want, and a univerMint Coinage, Daring the month of June sal and continuous reign of prosperity and hap$1,882,000 was coined in the mint in this city, as piness.
Double eagles, $l,195,000j
Gold
follows:
S l^er— Standard dollars,
eigles, $370,000.
Industries Grow Apace. In 1878 twenty
The total tons of basic steel were made in Eogland. The
$239,000; quarter dollars, $78,000.
coinage at this mint for the fiscal year ending yearly production now is nearly 5,000,000 tons.
June 30bh was $25,701,284.80, divided as fel- Other countries have within recent years, and
Double eagles, $12,555,000; contrary to former experience, increased their
Gold
lows:
eagles, $7,260,000; half-eagles, $2 995,000. Sil- production of iron and steel in a far greater
ver—Standard dollars, $2 304,000; quarter dol- ratio than Great Britain, which was formerly

may

lars,

attention of all persons engaged in industrial

employments.
future a

We

expect to see in the near

much wider and more

require.

far-reaching de-

fied

charges are made, these rates being fixed

by law.

own

The

large mills of course

private chutes.

The

vessels

have their

are securely

but the majority of the lauding places are fitted

—

—

—

—

$192,000; dime, $395,284 80.

the chief factor in the world's supply.
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Russia in Asia.
I

was wildly excited over the prospect of a war
between England and Riseia on account of
Russian military advances into the neighborhood of Herat, which city it was thought the

[Jdly

have been settled and a company formed for
producing metals from the rich mineral re-

British Investments in America.
in Eiglish

and

The frequent announcements
American journals of British companies organVery few people realize the large amount of
ized for carrying on the various industries in
of active
work and engineering skill involved in the im- Russians intended to make the base
this country has become a topic of much
pushRassiaia
India.
British
against
which
operations
railroads
of
menBe system
thought and speculation. There are two classes
least
or
was
at
Asia,
alirm
Central
that
the
known
and
well
is
now
Northern
It
ing forward into
the one
of organizations of this character
direct
farther
commercial,
made
no
has
and
Russia
premature.
the vast influence, political
merely furnishes the capital acd transfers all
effectand
quite
Eiatern
have
generals
approach, but her
which it is destined to exert on
the profits thereof to England; the other is a
sec - ually flinked it, and the matter of possession is
Central Asia, the most densely populated
bonafide investment cf both capital and profits
demand
which assured whenever circumstances may
tion of the globe, and the source from
The first is a leach upon our
in this country.
So far as actual evidence goes, the operoriginally emanated the germ of almost every it.
peopb, and should not be encouraged. True,
purething in religion, science, production and popu- ations of Rassia in Central Asia are
No it furnishes employment for labor and adds
ly commeicial and absolutely peaceful.
lation, which the world now enjoys.
somewhat to our population, but the business
obor
other
first
the
any
of
she
has
opening
that
can
say
and
one
The completion
is generally of that character which employs
marCaspian
of
trans
opening
great
the
than
ject in view
Simarcaud section of the
the Urgett amount of capital and the least
in
of
and
section
Aeia
kets in Western China, Ctntral
road has just been announced. This
amount of labor.
Eathe road is about 1000 miles in length and has Persia and Siberia. This is just what the
The most noted of this class of investments,
The commercial
been constructed in the short time of three glish are doing on the south.
and the one most pernicious to our interests, is
years at the comparatively small cost of a little possibilities in this direction are immense

The Grea'est Undertaking of the Century.

—

of

Russia and for the world at large. Russia
has complete command of the Caspian sea, with

roads which Russia has laid out for Asia, work
upon which has been commenced at several
This system of railroads is the most
points.

the magnificent navigable waters of the Volga
penetrating for a thousand miles to the very
Her Siberian road
center of that vast country.

for

over §31,000,000.

This

is

the pioneer of the great system

stupendous one which has ever been entered will cross

upon

in

dwarfs our

own

and greatly

of the world,

any quarter

transcontinental system.

river,

which empties

midway

sea, about

of

the Okhotsk
it may ba

into,

the same;

or

continued southerly down to the southern extremity of the province of Amoor, to about the
central portion of the west shore of the Sea of

Japan. The entire distance will considerably exceed 5000 milse. Most likely there will be an-

—

—

other road an extreme northern branch leaving the main road at some point before it reaches
the province of Amoor, running north of the

Okhotsk sea and reaching the Pacific Ocean at
the most available point at or south of Behrings
straits.

We

have next the trans-Oaspian system,
from the southeastern shore of the
Caspian sea, and runs in an easterly direction
just north of and parallel to the northern bound-

which

starts

ary of Persia.

This road has already been com-

pleted through

Merv

of 1000 miles.

It will be continued still further

to

Simarkand, a distance

in a northeasterly direction to Tashkend.

At
be

this point

within

it

easy

will rest for the present,

distance

— 100

miles

— of

western frontier of the Chinese Eaipire.
this point it will

be carried

still

and
the

From

farther east

and connected with the system of roads which
must eventually be opened up in China.
Commercially speaking, this will be the
most important of the entire system, as it follows very nearly an ancient highway of trade,
and passes through several large cities which
have been for ages the center of the great caravan trade of Central Asia. The country which
it traverses is very level and highly productive
the most, probably, of any portion of the
earth.
Notwithstanding its commercial importance, it has been thus far constructed as a

—

military road.

number

Its object in that direction has

been to consolidate and secure Russian control
in Central Asia, and to prepare the way, when
the proper time comes, for ready entrance into

China or British India. It will eventually become the great central highway from Northern
Europe to Pek:u.
Still another road has also been initiated by
the Russian Government, exclusively within
the bounds of Persia, starting from the southwest corner of the Caspian sea, and running
eastwardly direct to Teheran, the most im-

of magnificent rivers,

city

the road will fork, one

From

that

firm in Scotland has

furnished statistics which show that the British
capital

invested in cattle companies in this

country exceeds §20,000,000. The statistics referred to enumerate eleven companies who own
in the aggregate nearly 700,000

head of cattle

alive with
all

sources at Talladega, Alabama, under the au-

Mr. G. W. Chambers. About six
Mr. Joshua Lancaster, managing

spices of

months

ago,

& Darwen Iron Company,

partner of the Mostyn
paid a visit and

made

a careful inspection of the

mineral lands in Alabama, and the result of the
visit is highly favorable.
A company has been

formed with a capital

of

100,000, and

.f

it is

pro-

posed to erect a blast furnace for smelting the
rich minerals of that district which abound with

ChamThe minerals comprise manganese, specular ore, and brown hematite, and the company
will undertake the making of chrome iron, manganese, speigel and hematite metals.
valuable depoeits on the property of Mr.
bers.

Improvements
One

most interesting features

oE the

ern progress

by

The

I
mod-

of

modes of warand mechanical dispractice and paraphenalia

the influence or

is

fare exercised

coveries.

in Warfare.

scientific

entire

been revolutionized within the
past 30 years. The armored ship, the heavy
guns made possible by modern improvements in
manipulating iron, the use of machine gans for

of warfare has

service as small arms, improvements in explosive
material, the

much

greater efficiency of shells

due to improved explosives and especially the
very latest improvements in employing these
new explosives, by the use cf pneumatic gons,
marvels of progress

etc., are all

in

way

the

of

deBtruction.

The

bicycle will be

made

supercede the

to

horse under certain circumstances

the next

in

:

great

German war, and dogs

also

are

being

by the French to harass and worry
the enemy. As a finality of all these improvetrained

ments,

we now hear

An
This

latter

of.

Electric Sword.
certainly

is

shocking

a

if

and deadly weapon,
which strangely enough comes to us from
China, where all things seem to have had their
beginning. A soldier in using this weapon has
not

most

a

efficient

an electric battery concealed in his waist, with

.

—

himself in a foreman's position;

who never

man
who spends

but the

reads and never thinks,

his out-of-shop hours in a groggery, will

be able to take a leading position.

never
Edison or

Weatinghouse carousing in the beer shop would

unknown to the
branch running end of the chapter."
eastward and noithward to connect with the
There are 140,000 miners engaged in the anroad already described at or near
Merv,
thracite and bituminous coal mines in PennsylAnother branch will leave Teheran and run
vania.
The Bureau of Labor report shows that
south to some point on the Persian Gulf. This
the average daily wages is §2, and there were
road is being constructed under the authority
15S idle or lost days.
In the bituminous reof the Persian Government, bat by a Belgian
gions the theoretical wages are S16.20 a week,
syndicate, enjoying the warm support of the
but when the lost days are subtracted, the
Russian Government. Material for the road is
average is only §7. 10. The average miner's
already arriving from Europe.
wages, by the report of 1S86, is $6 67 a week.
By a careful study of the map of Asia in conMechaxicsToolsWaxteuin Mexico.— Vicenection with these lines, it will be observed
'that Russia is sending out two immense iron consul Charles Winslow, at Guerrero, Mexico,
portant city in the north of Persia.

A

and occupy 3,319,000 acres of land. The first
steamers which
organized of these companies, which was started
Northern Siberia
in Edinburg, declared dividends for the first
through
country
of
the
rail.
Most
direct to the
few years of about 20 per cent on its investextremely
level
and
which these roads pass are
ment. This sQCcesB quickly kd to the organifertile and more or less filled with minerals,
zation of ten other companies, which are
The roads can be
especially iron and coal.
enumerated.
The heavy profits that were
built with the cheapest labor on earth, and the
realized at first led to such close competition
right of way will cost but little or nothing.
that little or nothing has been made by these
Could the jealousies of the Eoglish and Ruscompanies during the two years last passed.
these
roads
adjusted,
all
be
sian Governments
The London Financial ^ews speaks of the prescould ba completed in a very short time and an
ent condition of these companies as follows
immense commercial business built up which
The Eoglish investors in American ranch
would greatly enrich the world and in no way
companies, who are at present quarreling with
injure British commerce. Such a thing, how- their directors or their managers in this counever, can hardly ba looked for during the pres- try [England], and are attributing their diminent century, although the work of road-building ished dividends to mismanagement, will do well
to study the report of the International Range
will go on continuously but with comparative
Association.
This organization was the outslowness. Rufisia will use every possible effort come cf the convention of cattle owners recently
It declares that such a proto convert her Asiatic railroads into the actual held in Denver.
development of Central Asiatic resources, but clucera' combination as this is ominous of
trouble ahead, even for a "ring " so immensely
at the same time she will be always prepared to
poweiful as that which owes its existence to
use them for military purposes whenever occi- the so-called '* butcher kings " of Chicago. All
roads lead to Rome, and it is becoming exceedthese
aire
The
possession
of
sion may req
Western producer,
roads, when completed, will be worth millions ingly difficult for the
whether of cattle or corn, to clear his produce
of men at arms and whole fleets of ships in any
for the Eastern seaboard without leaving his
conflict which may be precipitated in Central entire profit in the hands of one section or another of the Chicago middlemen. It is notorious
Asia.
that these gentlemen have obtained such freight
In the meantime England will exert her every
concessions from the trunk line railroads between
muscle to paralyze the execution of the prr ject Chicago and all Eastern points that they have
and keep Russia confined within her hyper- secured the complete monopoly of the Western
borean bounds. Bat the effort will be futile. meat trade. In addition to this, the Western
The march of progress cannot and shonld not be farmers and ranchmen in these depressed times
have become largely indebted to Western banks,
arrested. Who can tell the inestimable bless- and these banks aie in turn controlled by the
ings which would be conferred upon Central great wealth of the Chicago kings.
But the
Asia if peace and good-fellowship could be set countermine thrown oat by the Convention at
Denver, which promises to combine and control
up between these two great powers, and Russia
all the local stock associations from the GuU of
and England jMned by a mutual connection of Mexico to Paget Soand, may well ccmmend
the trans Caspian and Anglo-Indian lines of the consideration of this, the greatest ring
America has ever known.
railroad and commerce ?
So it appears that the railroads are getting
The Studious Mechanio. No mechanic the chief portion of the profits of the British
ever excels or becomes prominent in his line of cattle companies. It also appears that these
industry without much thought and study. It foreign investments have served the useful
is not enough that he should
get tbrongh his purpose of lessening the price of beef in this
day's work and do it well; he must spend his country, and such being the case no one here is
leisure evenings and days when he has them, disposed to find much fault.
At the same
in improving his mind, in acquiring general in- time the occupancy of such an enormous area
formation, as well as a knowledge of bis own of lands by these capitalists is a constant source
particular calling.
A cotemporary truly says: of irritation and adverse criticism on the part
** The
man who by thought and reading makes of our people; bat if they don't make any more
himself fit to bs a foreman will some day find money for the next year than they did last,
which are already

can bring the products of

The main feature of the system, which is already well under way, contempUtea first a road
from the northern pirt of the Cispiau sea, following close along the southern border of Russia
in Asia to some point near the mouth of the

Amoor

a large

that of cattle-raising.

1888

7,

be Edison and Westinghouse

insulated wires running to the

When

aword.

the point of the weapon touches an adversary,
is paralyzed, and the wielder of the
sword can be said to have made an electric
charge.
There is much that is curious and pos-

the latter

sible in connection

with this latest invention

of

our celestial neighbor. The victims are not hewn

down

in a

quickly.

slow and bloody death.
Of course, such

They

scientific

perish

execution

would take away much that is poetical about a
field.
"Rivers of blood" would no
longer flow nor " gory pools " be seen.
In the
electric sword there is much that is scientific and
battle

practical.

If

warfare

man's existence,
of the

let

it

is

really

necessary to

be kept as near abreast

times as poseible.

Possibly the electric

sword may prove an important advance in the
construction and use of the great symbolic instrament and ensignia of war. But perhaps
some genius may yet outdo Frankl n by the invention of some form of lightening conductor
which will shield an army from a charge of
Something similar has heretoelectric swords.
fore been the result of all the modern improvements in this direction. One inventor devises
dome new mode of defense or attack and
another inventor immediately brings out some
other device to overcome or supercede the latest
they may be willing to sell out cheap, for there improvement. It is to be hoped that this mode
is such a thing in this country as a man or a of procedure will be continued until all modes
company becoming " land poor."
of warfare become so inglorious or bo generally
The kind of capital which is most beneficial fatal that men will no longer engage in such
to our people, however, is that which is seek- an inhuman and unnecessary mode of settling
ing investment in the manufacturing and pro- international disputes.
ducing interests in the Eastern and Southern
States.

A

large

number

of plants in

the

silk,

wcol, cotton, and iron business have recently

Little Industries of the

South.

— Small

up all over the South.
been either removed to this country from En- Wagon works, furniture works and works for
gland, or established here as new enterprises. many other industries in wood and iron are
As a general thing the owners of these enter- being established to produce at home a large
prises accompany them and bring large nuifibers portion of the articles which have heretofore
Such in- been imported from the Northern and Western
of their own workmen to run them.
vestments add to the permanent and material States. These minor industries are prospering
wealth and population of the country, and all over the South where they are properly conindustries are springing

be, in every proper way encouraged. ducted.
The character of the work is improvUncle Sam can, and is ready to take them all in ing, and the improving demand for good wagand do for them as he would for his own native- ons is leading to farther enlargements and
arms upon the north and south by which she says carpenter's, blacksmith's and shoemaker's born children.
additions.
There is no good reason why South*
will soon have Central Asia completely within tools are in great demand, and sell rapidly and
We notice among recent movements in this em wagons should not sell in Northern and
at good prices in that State.
Tools of Amer- direction one in the Iron and Steel Trades Western markets, and enterprise will yet solve
a firm grasp.
It is only about two years since the world ican manufacture have a decided preference.
Journal for May 19th, that the preliminaries that problem.

should

July

7.

Mining and Scientific Pres^
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Bhop

hexagon nuts and bjlt
heads. Tbeee nuts were ofteiier chipped and
filed than any other way; but when a specially
nice job was rfcjaired, they were strung on a
mandrel and {.laned.
Forty years ago the lathes in use were poor
tnaohines compared to the present tools. The
*'slide lathe," asit was called, was oonfioed to
straight work and bjring; anything that required exact workmanship wus done in handbar, " (or

X^otes.
<

Do Tools Grow Tired?

I

1

A correspondent of the Iron Induitry GirMU
grow "tired." I
like men,
Tools,
says:
have seen a first class chisel get "tired," and

\

|

act as though it was possesded of the King of
Sbeol.
It would not keep its edge, and the
more I sharpened it the sooner it would lope its
edge.
IckUed the attention of a shopmite. a gr i^*
zled old veteran, to the peculiar behavior of the
obisel.

He

looked

tome, saying:

*'

it

The

tool

is all

off

lathes.

Forty yeara ago tradition ruled in machine
work, and book lore had no rart or lot in de-

j

bick
right only a

over and handfd

aiilliDg

it

It
Ii»y it away and let it rest.
will come out all right again, just like a man
who is tired."
I did not believe the o*d fell)W, and I really
thought he was crai^y to talk of a tool getting
**
tired," but as there was no help for it the
little tired.

I

aigning or

1

pUns

oonstructiog.

Mon

followed the

and any departure or innovation was but slowly adopted. There were
qq text-bookn or hand-bookfi, and technical
schools were unheard of
Forty years ago steam worked expansivtly
was the exception; full stroke was the rule
everywhere, and steam pushed the piston to
the very end tf the stroke, the valve only clos*
ing in time to open again.
Piston speeds were
slow, friction was an enormous percentage of
the power, and boiler pressures of 50 to 60
pounds were considered high.
Forty years ago the condition of the machine
and workingmen was far below what it now is.
In 40 years the social status and appreciation

,

|

|

i

was laid away. I do not remember how
it was left to " rest," but when it was
sgam sharpened and used it appeared to hold
ita keenest edge as well as it did before it got
tool

long

of their fatRers,

*'
tired."
lUrbers tell me their razors in constant use get "tired "in the same way, and
woodchoppers say their axes sometimes seem to of craftsmen generally have advanced. Legisget " soft " all at once.
lation has had no part in this.
Men cannot be
PoBsibly constant and hard usage may oause voted into intelligence, and an ambition to learn
Exchanges in orystallization that would account the why and wherefore of their callings.
satisfactorily for the peculiarity alluded to. ample and individual acbievments have raised
Locomotive engineers often observe peculiar the mass. Men have emulated the efforts of
misbehavior iu their machines, which may pos* others who rose from poverty to aflluence by
sibty be the result of continued heating, fric- hard study.
The improvements in machinery have also
tion, and pounding. When a tool gets "tired,"
aided the multitude, and the trades stand highor a machine " balky," give each a rest.
Mechanics who are not well informed, in er, are more intelligent, more economical, betthese days of cheap valuable books, have only ter citizeup, in short, than their fathers.— Afe-

the tool
Generally
themselves to blame.
handler who " gets on " in the world is the one
who has read what has been printed concerning
AVhen a foreman is incapacitated by
his work.

chanical Engineer.

—

PcLLEY AND Belt. There
among machine builders to use

is a tendency
pulleys that are
too narrow for the belts to drive with, for the
reason, perhaps, that a wide-face pulley will
give the impression that a large amount of
power ia required to make them operate; so
narrow baits are prepared with the idea that
Orderly Shops and Good Tools.
they can be laced up till the machine is set in
motion. It would take a great deal of the load
There are few mechanics who realize the imfrom off the bearings if the wide belts could be
portance of keeping their tools in perfect order;
used, that they may not ha strained all out
nevertheless the experience of every one having
of shape in transmitting power to the drivingto work with a set of toch ought to prove that

sickness or accident, it is the intelligent subordinate who is called to till his place either temporarily or permanently.

,
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^TE/rM ]BoibEF^ X^OTES.
Soften

Your Hard Water.

The enormous waste

of fuel,

and damage

to

ebakenitr. though their ioflaenee was not
yet
dead, and by tlow degrees it had been resized
that the ordinary rules of mechanics might
be
applied to steel boilers as safely and as
surely
as to any other structares.
The " factor of
safety" in the wot king steam pressures allowed
to be carried with a given thickness of
plates
waste a great extent an allowance for want of
knowledge. But the necRssity tor this no
longer existed, since with the introduction
of
high steam pressure and steel plates much
greater attention was now paid than formerly
to materials and workmanship.

consequent on the use of " hard " water,
in solution a large percentage of Itme,
should incite some one to devise some means to
purify such water before it eaters the boiler, remarks the Stationat}/ En(/ine>?r. The great expense and loss of service imposed upon railroad
companies by the use of lime water in locomotives, should have led to some plan by whiah
C.\s A Steam Boiler or pip? bscome hot
the lime in feed-water could be eliminated. enough to ignite a
match purt ly from heat,
That it has not been done efi'^ctually before this without the least possible
friction? At what
True, heat would it ignite,
is occasion for surprise, to say the least.
and what wouli be the
we have a vast array of devices and compounds highest number of degrees
of steam heat that
that propose to keep boilers clean, and plenty could be brought to bear
upon the outeide cf a
of testimonials are shown to prove that they do steam boiler
underpressure ? Also, could steam
it, but these are remedies, or meana, for removpipes set fire to anything else? ^1. A phosing the deposits left when the water is evap
phorus match will ignite at 140 degrees Fahorated.
renheit; steam at the boiling point is 21'2 dePractical men of experience with steam will grees; under high
pressure of 240 pounds to the
admit that it ought to be easier to remove the inch steam can be htated
to 403 degrees, but
lime from the water than to clean the scale this is not hot enough to
set fire to wood, as dry
from the shell and tub^, after the heat has pine wood ignites at SOD
degrees, and charcoal
caused it to deposit and adhere closely. In at 580.— ^r. Paul Pioneer
Png^.
view of the general diffusion of chemical knowlNevertheless we have seen it
A pine board
edge among all classes in this nation, it is sur- laid on pipes through which
fiup9r heated steam
prising that the steam-users and engineers have was passed from the
boiler to an oil retort charnot given the subject more attention. That car- red black in a few
hours.
The woodwork on
bonate of lime can be removed from water by which heating pipes were
hung 300 feet from
changing its condition or form, should have oc- the boiler became so
charred that the screws
curred to some one before this, and that it can let go and the pipes fell down.
We cau cite
be done easily and cheaply ought to have been actual occurrences by
the dozsn.
In': urajice
demonstrated before this.
Monitor, N. Y.
The carbonate of lime which makes water
hard, is kept in solution by the presence of exSteam vs. Water Power.— The cost c f steam
cess of carbonic acid; now if caustic lime-water
be mixed with hard water, sufficient to neutral- power in small amounts is greater than in large
ize the carbonic acid, the lime added and that amounts, bat for mills requiring oOO-horse
in solution will be precipitated as lime carbon- power or more as economical results can bs obtained with steam as with water, in almost
ate, ita specific gravity being greater than water.
The water being left to stand without agitation, every case. To this add the advantage of a
the
bottom
as
a
uniform steady power, independent of the rise
lime
has
settled
at
until the
white mud, the clear water can be drawn and fill of a river and the saving which this
boilers,

canytng

!

—

may mean; also considar the better results atpart of the precipitated lime may be drawn tained by steam power and we can plainly see
proper precautions and care are not pres- why thia statement is practically proved at
There is no reason Fall River and elsewhere, ahd there is no better
ent, to prevent this result.
why all steam plants and watering stations that proof than this that steam mills can successare troubled with lime-water cannot adopt this fully compete with other mills driven by water
simple and inexpensive plan for securing water power.
shaft.
that will bs cheaper, cleaner, and less damaging
he should love his tools and regard them with
than hard lime-water.
The Corliss vs. Slide Valves.— The fact
scarcely recollect a single instance
pride.
Bearing Surfaces. Too much bearing surthat a long-stroke Corliss engine is more ecoof a really good workman who did not possess face, if badly fitted and poorly lubricated, may
Boiler,—
A
gennomical
than the best constructed slide-valve
Into
the
Back
Exhausting
implements
in,
the
pride
and
this affdctionfor,
be much worse than too little surface. A notwhich enabled him to torn out hia work well. able case illustrating this is said to have oc* tleman in New York has contracted to furnish engine is sufficiently proven by the further fact
experimental
enthat
good
Corliss engine will, for a tdrm of
building
an
a
If hammers are rusty and with faces covered curred in the United States Navy some years about $10,000 for
invention is one year, five years, or any number of years,
with careless nicks, and fitted with ill-shaped ago. In order to provide plenty of bearing sur- gine of recent invention. The
and broken handles; if sharp-edged tools are face, the crank shaft was carried in brasses nothing less than an engine which shall exhaust save one-third the fuel required by the best
condenser slide-valve engine ever built to develop the
badly ground and covered with rust; if cold 4 feet long, the shaft being about LS inches in back into thebjiler, instead of into a
That is," the steam which has same amount of power, running under the same
or the open air.
chisels are made very much like old shanks diameter.
All the resources of the enginestroke is to be conditions. There
are
numerous ioatances
taken at random from the scrap-pile, and litter, room could not keep these bearings cool, and pushed the piston through a full
into the boiler by the same piston. where the change from a slide valve to a Corliss
dirt, tools and fragments are clustered together they had ultimately to be reduced in length forced back
one,
it
engine
has
demonstrated
practical
this
be
made
a
to be a fact; but
cau
invention
the
If
in a close conglomeration, it will convey about one-half.
will be of great value, for if the steam can be no instance where any gain in economy has rethe same idea to the observer that a beggar in
exhausted into the boiler the loss from friction sulted from changing from a Corliss to a slidetattered habilimenta wouH in the parlor of a
Good Mining Saperintendents.
and radiation, will be so small that from 70 to valve engine.
Every one would fetl a great desire to
prince.
apartment
or
80 per cent of the fuel used to drive an engine
the
from
either eject the intruder
to-day
is
Black
Hills
The greatest need of the
The engine consists of four sinwill b? saved.
To Prevent Foaming.— The ev'l effects of
at once leave the place himeelf. There are inbeing placed horizontally, foaming may be in a measure remedied, and
stances where this affection for and pride in im- of men with experience to superintend and gle cylinderp, .two
abaft
of
the
each
side
on
other,
above
the
one
become
'and
much drier steam delivered to the engine by
plements have gone extremely far
work the mines. The experience of the past in
them. The pistons are con- using flaring connections on the boilers with
almost a monomania; so much so that the jour- this country, unless it be entirely worthless, to be turned by
nected with the shaft, so that the piston in the wide mouth for the entering steam. The action
neyman could scarcely bear to see you examinIf the money that upper cylinder on one aide works in conjunction
will justify this statement.
of ateam flowing from the comparative quiet of
ing his chisels, files, etc., and seemed to have a
has been nnprofitably and unwisely employed with the piston in the opposite lower cylinder. the boiler to the high velocity in the pipe profear, whilst ycu were looking at them, of some
management, Steam being admitted to either pair of cylin- duces something in the nature of a violent aucincompetent
outward effect like that which the Indians at- and wasted through
through impracticable undertakings could ders, the pistons are forced out to the end of tion at their connection. In the opening where
tribute to an evil eye, but which merely arose and
it would be found there would be
their stroke and the shaft is turned half-way this suction is small the intensity is concentratfrom a species of eelfiah affection for these chil- be estimated
enough, if placed in the hands of good practical round. At this instant they are, by means of ed so that water is likely to be drawn over in
dren of his handicraft.
of
the
resources
entire
develop
the
to
cogs, two cams and a link, uncoupled from the the form of spray, while if the opening ia large
Every tool should have a place and be kept miners,
a moment's shaft and connected with each other, becoming the steam starts gradually, leaving more time
1 will agree to this upon
there when not in use. The amount of time hills. A'
We have but to think of the enter- aa one piston, with the steam pressing e'qually for the water to separate and fall back.
saved in a year by having everything in order reflection.
undertaken and abandoned, the hard and on each side. At this moment the other two
It often happens that when a prises
is astonishing.
performed and lost, most of which pistons are coupled to the ahaft and forced by
labor
costly
time
more
job is to be done in a hurry there is
To Avoid Tearing the Maxhole Gasket.
now was undertaken without due the steam to the end of their stroke, keeping
wasted looking for tools than would be required as regarded
On opening a boiler much trouble is often exconsideration and with but little chance of euc- the shaft turning, and pushing the other two
to do the job. This does not pay, and, besides,
from the tearing of the manhole gasperienced
from the start, and the wonder then be- pistons to the heads of their cylinders. The
the customer goes away in an unpleasant condi- cesB
this may be avoided by putting a little
kets;
pistons are then uncoupled and
how
it is possible that men could act so
pair
of
comes
second
take
an*
apt
to
be
will
not
tion of mind, and
white lead on the face of the gasket that rests
and with 80 little judgment in matters treated in the same way. The theory is said
other job to that shop if he can help it; but he rashly
on the manhole plate, and by chalking heavily
so much labor, time and money.
to be correct, but the machine somewhat cumwill be almost glad of the opportunity of visit- involving
the other face of the gasket, as also the part of
of this is not difficult, how- bersome, and perhaps slow motioned.
explanation
The
and
promptly
done
work
is
ing the shop where
the manhole frame with which it comes into
This was done in times of great excitepleasantly. The people soon find out the best ever.
On subsequently opening the boiler
contact.
when fortunes were expected to be made
shop to deal at, and the best shop gets the ment,
The
LonPipes.
the gasket will generally be found to adhere
Steel
Lros
or
Copper vs.
lavish outlay of a few
the
and
single
year
a
in
growl
fogies
old
the
cream of the trade, while
subject of copper firmly to the plate and to separate from the
dollars in work in any part don ^7?^ineer. in discussing the
and grumble while the dust is settling on hundred thousand
the explosion on the frame without tearing.
golden region was expected to develop in steam pip?8, brought up by
them, which they are too lazy to shake off.— of this
The
remarked
recently
steamer Elbe,
return a mine with several times the amount British
Mechanicn.
consideration. Why use copRepairing Steabi Pipe Breaks. An inexpended. Men did not stop to reason calmly question deserves
at all? It is difficult to see what genious means of repairing a break in a steam
or to weigh the chances of success or failure; per piping
Forty Years Ago.
advantage it posaesaes over good lap- pipe consists in binding the break with wood
they inverted almost entirely upon the theory, precise
tubes. It appears, moreover, strips, laid close together, and well served
risked, nothing gained," which is a welded steel or iron
Forty years ago, in the machine trade, plan- *' nothing
made of thin around with stout cord or rope, endwise sepIt was not that a very good pipe might be
true one properly interpreted.
ing machines were the exception; the hammer
Such a pipe could not be aration being prevented by more rope crossing
however, that the risk should bs taken ateel riveted.
and the chisel were the only reliance for obtain- meant,
be
brazed steam
might
but
tight,
steam
caulked
consideration of the
the break diagonally, and tied so as to draw
In those days men chipped without the slightest
ing plane surfaces.
tight, its strength depending mainly on the the broken parts together; on the wood and the
of success.
and filed, and removed pounds of iron by hand, chances
would
be a aubatibrazing
rivets, while the
company
is
mining
of
a
cord getting wet with steam, the joints become
superintendence
The
where machines now remove ounces only to accaulking. Now that a doubt baa been even tighter than before, as the wood swells
a most important and responsible position, and tute for
complish the same purpose.
of copper for high-pressure
merits
the
on
cast
be
a
position
should
such
a
and the cords shorten.
man chosen for
Forty years ago castings were made much the
that some ingenious indiman of long experience in practical mining. work, it ia poaaible aomething as new and as
heavier and rougher than they now are, and
produce
will
man who combines all the qualifications vidual
Castor Oil if^- Boilers.— writer in the
were not so sound. Pattern-makers^ were in- That a
suitable for its intended purpose as the corfor a successful superintendent is difficult to
American Machinist recommends the use of
structed to allow more stock to finish, and
rugated flues which render high pressure poaaimany
very
are
not
There
evident.
very
is
find
castor oil in boilers where alkaline water is
blacksmiths compelled machinists to do work
them out of a job or waiting for an offer. ble at sea.
used. He says that from two ounces to a pint
on the lathe and in the vise, which should have of
aalpaid
large
and
They are picked up eagerly
prevent foaming all day. The oil
been done at the forge. Their forgings were
The Test Pressures of Marine Steel of oil will after the engine shall have started
value of
the
understand
that
companies
ariea
by
rough and covered with scale, and they ran
the sessional meeting of the In- ia put in
at the head of their enter- Boilers.— At
persona
such
having
all
shall begin.
Was
foaming
it
if
where
close to the size in places
Naval Architects, recently held in
But men of this character can be had stitution of
prises.
engineer of the
straight work, and far away from it in others
services. London, Mr. R. Sennett (chief
their
for
sufficient
them
paying
by
Waste Silk has been shown to be the moat
where it was hard work to get the stock off.
read an important paper upon
They are a restless class of men generally, ready admiralty)
" Working and Test Pressures for Marine Steel effective non-conductive covering for steam
Forgings, in most cases, were only an approxand
liberal
offjr
upon
a
to go to a new place
The price is high, but the demand is
imation to the thing required.
Boilers." He explained that the old bad tra- pipes.
eager to build up a reputation among a new
great.
Forty years ago the milling machine was unditione in regard to testing boilers had besn very
Pioneer.
*' slabDeadioood
people.
the
was
known. The seed or germ of it
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Evolution of Cotton Saed.
ever there a history, this side of Cinderthe uprising ol humility, like that of
cotton seed ? Sae
For 70 years, despised as a nuisance and
bjrned or dumped as garbage; then discovered
soil was hauto be t'ne very food f )r which the
of
gering, and reluctantly admitted to the rank

Wa3

ell

I,

solution.

in

the water runs into

of

!

ugly utilities.
Shortly afterwards found to be nutritious
thereupon
food for bsasts as well as soil, and

which

From

this

vesse

amther cootiming milk

it is

mixed

of

until thera is a de-

The

solid

cided disengagement ol ammonia.
other
matters then fall to the b )ttom. Toe two
withdrawal of the
layers, now mingled by the
middle one, are thrown upon another fil:er of
acids.
the same kiod which retain the f itty

due princiwhose process
pally to Miumne and Eigelet,
seats of wool
in operation at most of the great

The development

of this in^lu itry is

manuf loturing is very simple. They evaporate
the resithe waste liquors to dryness and pi ice
the
due in retort and distill it in very much
gasworks.
same minner as coal is distilled at
evolved,
is
gas
much
while
rciuU is that

The

which is used to light the factories, and much
d with something like respect.
and
admitted to the circle of farm hus- ammmia is expelled, which is collected
gallona
of
used in many ways, there remiins a product
bandries, it was found to hold 35
and chloride
pure oil to the ton, worth, in the crude state, consisting cf cirbonite, sulphate
separated by the
§U to the ton, or 840,000,000 for the whole of potassium, These salts are
commsrce.
usual method and pass into
crop of seed.
thit the
It has b;en shown by Chevrene
But then a system was devised for rehniog
the
and
gallon,
a
value
of
$1
wool yolk forms at least one-third of the weight
to
a
oil
up
this
yolk is
wool
frugal Italianj placed a cisk of it at the root of of raw merino wool, and that this
the sheep
every olive tree and then defied the Birean a peculiar potash compound which
draw from the land on which they graz), and
breath of the Alps.
And then experience showed thlt the ton of which is eventually excreted from the skin
better
a
along with the sweat. According to Maumne,
cotton seed was a better fertilizir,and
contains 600
stock when robbed of its 35 gallons of oil than a fleece weighing four kilogrammes
the grammes of grease, in which is 193 grs. of pure
before, and that the hulls of the seed made
to data
was
according
It
carbonate of potash; and
best fuel for feeding the oil mill engine.
yield
next discovered that the ashes of the hulls published since, 1000 kilogrammes of wool
scooped from the engine's drift had the highest 140 to ISO kilos, of dry salt or 70 to 03 kilos, of
"
Djhren,
ref- potash.
At the wool-washing works of
commercial value as potash, and that the
potash
use" of the whole made the b3st and purest near Hinover, they get 152 kilos, of raw
soip stock to carry to tha toilet the perfumes out of five tons of wool, and it contains 80 per
andRicent of carbonate. In 1867 Miumne
cf Lubin or Colgate
About this time people b )gan to spell cotton gelet produced at their works at Rheims and
letters.
capital
E bee if 150 tons of pare potash from grease, and
seed with
Next it traveled abroad in its various dresses. there are similar works at Riuoaix, Antwerp,
of
EiVorviers, L-ega, Bruges, Hanover, Djhren and
As meal cakes it whitened the meadows
gland with woolly fiseoes and fattened the Brit- Breme.
the
These are facts that cannot be denied, and as
ish cattle under the oiks; it sputtered on
treats

Oace

!

stoves of the Dutch in lieu of lard; it glistened
seals
in the cafes of Paris as olive oils under
and signatures it couldn't even pronounce to
save its life, and from under the dikes of Holland it went forth to parade in all the bravery

and butterine.
In our own country it removed the wasting
strength of Southern fields and clid them with
whiteness that would shame the fleeces of England, or yellow that would pale the fleeces of
Argonauts. It knocked the Western hog into
spots and poured the Western lard out of the
fryingpan into the fire. It furnished the Armours and Fairbankaes with a pnre subjtitute
for the rancid fat they had been shipping us,
and suggested the possibility of a clean and
of butter

cheap

lard.

And abjut this time Congress jumped onto
cotton seed with both feat, and proposed to
cheek its further career by a prohibitory tax.
And now comes a gentleman with a process
by which he extracts 30 gallons of fine oil from
every ton of cotton seed meal after the oil mills
have done with it. In the "tailings" of the oil
mills he fiuds this unexpected and ample store,
which he deftly extracts with naphtha, Uaving
the meal more nutritious as food for beast or
field than before he took SIO per ton from it.
This invention will add 40 per cent to the quantity of oil taken by the old process from a
given quantity of seed.
More than this, it suggests the splendid possibilities yet undeveloped for this rural Cinderella that has risen all so swiftly from the ashes
Atlanta OonstitiUion.
of the waste heap.

Reclamation

of

Wool

Waste Proiucts

in

Scouring.

[Jdly

near Birnett
ia to be built
proj ictor
Merchantville, N. J
machin
knitting
will put up a Urge amount of
N.
C,
Spartansburg,
N.
C.
Monbi,
ery at
Timea-Dtmto have a §100,000 mill.— JV.

thread

S'loals,

factory

Gi.

A

,
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ocrat,

Odr American Anooras

—The

foundation

flocks was imported
from Asia. Richard Peters cf Georgia, we
believe, was the one who brought the first into
this country.' Fabulous prices were paid for
these animals. The stock waa introduced into

American Angori

three-inch

of thrsading and tapping machitery, including
some emery heads. It tikes less than 20-horBe
power to drive this shaft, and it delivers a uni-

A

Flour Trnst,

—

Evolution. The cotton seed bjoome cotton,
A convention of the flour millers cf the
the cotton becomes thread, the thread becomes United States met at Buffalo, N. Y., during
print
a fabric, the fab. ic becomes a print, the
the past month. It appears from the prooeedb;comea a wrappsr, and the wrapper becomes a ings, so far as we have received them, that the
N. Y. San.
boantifal woman.
millers have also fallen into the general desire
The proposition is to ento form a "trust."
roll all the leading millers of the country into
ff^ILL XiOTE^S- the organization. When that is done the or

]E{bOUR

ganization will be in a position to dictate the

A

Flonr-MiU

Run by

Some Very Remarkable

Electricity.

Results Obtilned

b 7 this Power.
Toe Ekc'rical JForid gives an

soription of the

illustrated de-

M

alongside the mill, counting the necsssary loss
by friction in running long shafting and belts,
The arrangement just
as ia invariably done.
suggested, a subdivision of power into tnree
friction and be preferthe
units, would reduce
remain idle
able, aa cleaning machines could
much of the time; and, beaides, the preaent
necessarily
would
quantity of shafting and belts

price of wheat and
and another price,

home consumption,
deemed advisable, tor ex-

flonr for
it

The plan also involves the abrogation of
the present 20 per cent tariff on foreign wheat.
Ibis is simply a new movement to place the control of the bread stuff of the country in the hands
of a few speculators; a movement much more
easily effected and involving far less capital than
the *' corners " in wheat heretofore attempted,
that is, provided the proposed organization can
port.

be accomplished.
The Call of this city
ter

as follows:

comments upon the mat"They," the millers, " want

It is not neceethe duty on wheat removed.
sary to travel far a-field to discover what the
The millers
object of the last proposition is.
in convention aak no less than that the Amerbe
delivered
over
to them
farmer
shall
ican
bound hand and foot. This is what the woolen

manufacturers were encouraged to do with regard to the wool-growers the fruit-canners in
the matter of tin plate to the fruit-growers.
The 20 cents per bushel now charged as duty on
Canadian wheat saves our farmers from the
If
clutches of the millers just to that extent.
the duty were removed they would have to

—

prices, when transporOur farmers would
tation charges were equal.
lose wh<at may he called the border trade in
wheat altogether. Canadian wheat can be laid
down more cheaply in Buffalo than whsat from
the interior of the State of New York.
But the special point to be noted is that the
millers do not think that they can succeed in
setting up their " trust " unless the duty on
wheat is repealed. They want to use foreign
wheat as A club to baat down the prices of our
own farmers. But President Cleveland gave
expression to the opinion in his last meseage
that it is the tariff which has made "trusts"
possible.
Some of his defenders have asserted
that it was the 75 cents per ton levied on coal
which haa sent the price in this city from S7 to
$17 per ton. O.her wholly wonderful results
have been noted in other parts of the field. But
the millers in 'convention have knocked the
"
bottom out of the absurd notion. The "trusts
which are strongest in this country are those
which are least protected.

come down to Canadian

British and American Wheat-Growing.

The English economists are puzzled by the
problem presented by wheat cultivation in
To that they ascribe many of their woes
Remarkable Results Noted,
and many of the uncertainties cf the future.
at
conrun
mill
Laramie
the
The motors in
The first export of wheat from India was in
more
stant speed. Mr. Jones states they are
1868, and the quantity was 559,000 bushels.
constant as to any sudden change than the There was a slow increase for a few years until
industry have become wealthy. Oi late, how- best-regulated automatic engines in the market. 1876, when the amount was 4,687,000 buEhels.
ever, the prices for hair have declined so that The only change they are subj !ct to is a gradIn 1881 the amount was 13,896,167 bushels.
many have abindoned the biainesa. We do ual, but slight, increase in speed from the time For the six years, 1882-87, the average eximported
been
complete.
have
goats
is
any
run
not think that
of starting until the day's
port has been 35.530,000 bushels. In the earlier
Do not see why it cannot This increase appears to be due to an increase years most of this wheat went to Great Britain,
for some years past.
require much less in the temperature of the armature, and has
reapscts. These are facts which cannot be de- be made profitable; they
at least four-fifths of it; but latterly, say 1882
Thus
care, and will subsist on food that sheep will been found to be in these proportions
nied.
to 1887, the proportion has been less than onethe
than
revohardier
much
makes
219
are
They
shaft
touch.
line
not
roller
Wade's Fibre and Fabric refers in this diat starting the
'The price of India wheat at the place of
half.
way from lutions per minute, which is the right speed, export has been a few cents less than that of
rection to a patent which has recently been hardiest of sheep. Hair sells all the
see
why
cannot
revoluWe
issued in France to M. Marx for a new process 35 to 50 cents per pound.
at night the speed has increased to 224
our wheat, but the ocean freights have been
with success in the tions, and at intervals during the day the speed
of utilizing the residue from wool scouring, by they could not be raised
about as much in favor of the American product
Terriand
result
States
Southwestern
which
and
proportion,
Southern
through
true
passed
a
almost
waste
iquor
is
the
varies
in
which
and on arrival the latter is found to be cleaner
will give.
coarse cloth stretched on a wooden frame form- tories.— SAeep breeder and Wool-growsr.
is more uniform than engines
and better, and ia not prejudiced for best uses
but
are
volts,
220
The meters are wound lor
ed like a baker's trough, by which all the wool
by the India grain. Much haa been aaid and
an
current
in
requires
it
removed.
and
suspension
are
volts,
matter
in
226
and coarse
at
written concerning the poasible rivalry between
The Quality of Cotton. The cotton brok- run
to drive the mill to its the wheat product of India and that of the
amperes
of
150
The waste is then allowed to overflow into a
average
ers declare that the cotton now in use in Fall
A variation of pressure on these United States, and the posaible expulsion of
gutter of masonry wnich is partially barred at
full capacity.
River is the best that was ever landed there.
intervals by backs ts arrest the solid matter in
machines will vary the speed in about the same the Utter from the markets of Europe. This
If this ia so, and there ia little reason to doubt
the forni of mud, whic'i is then sold as a most
proportion as steam pressure will vary the speed possibility may be regarded aa very remote for
the brokers, the spinners have lost one of their
So far as observed, a vari- various reasons; such as the imperfect methods
valuabls manure. The water ia then received
of the heat engines.
causes of grievance. Some of the members of
prowhere
it
rests
for
several
cistern,
into a large
ation of one volt electrical preaaure will
of culture and harvesting in India, the cost of
the Spinners' Union had made plana to aak the
hours, and deposits the rest of the matter ia
duce about the same effect on the motors as one interior transportation, the inferior quality of
manufacturers
for batter cotton during the
good
It is then drawn off by a pump into
steam pressure would vary a
irrigation, etc.
solution.
summer months, but this will not now be neces- pound of engine. However, it is easy to con- grain, the neceasity of
a wooden vat, and is mixed with suffiaient
India raises one bushel to a head of the popusary.
The manufacturers have come to the automatic
two
or
one
within
to
pressure
hydrochl )ric acid to saturate the free alkalies
electrical
seven, India haa one
States,
United
trol
lation, the
conclusion that the best is the cheapest in the
ste.^m presand that which forms part of the soap, decomvolts, while it is difficult to control
mile of railroad to 20,000 people, the United
long run. The mills are prosperous and there
which
pounds,
deposition
three
few
in
position takes place, and
within the limit of a
States one to 435. The people of India require
strong probability that business will be sure
The middle layer, which has a milky is a
layers.
showa that the motor is superior as to variable by far the largest proportion of their wheat
good and the factories running fnll time. F£.
.appearance, contains various animal matters;
changes in speed.
production for food and seed (and their home
the upper and lower layers contain fatty, acids
appetite increases every year) while the people
Electricity in an Iron Rolling Mill.
Cotton-Mill Building in the South is beand also a matter the same aa the middle layer.
the United States, after appropriating five
Mr. Jones has been so well pleased with the of
The middle layer is conveyed into a cylindrical ing pushed with almost blind zeal. Within two
capita, have a surplus for export
in the flour-mill bushels per
motors
electric
the
of
work
made
of
60
been
months
announcements
have
vessel charged with large pieces of limestone
entire crop of the British
placed a 20 horse power equal to one-half the
which disengages the hydrochloric acid from its new mills. One at Athens is to double its that he has recently
Ewt.— American Agriculturist.
A Sprague motor in the Laramie rolling milla. Emuire in the
of lime. capacity from 5000 to 10,000 spindles.
first combination, forming chloride

Too little attention is paid in this country to
the reclamation of waste products in most of
our manufacturing operations, and none, probably more than in the waahing and manuOar French and G.-rman
facture of wool.
competitors are far ahead of us in taking advantage of any new discovery in connection
with the industrial arts; in fact, almost all new
discoveries and their application to the industrial arts are the product of E iropean brains,
and with all our hoaated go-lheadness as a nation, we are behind the times in a great many

principal Angora
For years these breeders
districta of America.
have found a larger demand for their mohair
than they could supply, high prices were realizid, and the maj )rity of those engaged in this

C ililornia and

Texaa, the

now

be reduced.

India.

:

—

-

of

shafting, containing many heavy pulleys. This
shafo d(i/es four spike machines, two bolt
headers, two nut presses and a large quantity

How

—

of the

feet

1888

Sheep Shearing is actively pregressing in form speed to all machines. Previous to placEiatern 0;egon, and wool is alrealy being ing this motor, the power was transmitted nearhauled to points on the railroad. The clip be- ly 300 feet by belts and shafting, and probably
ing hauled to Arlington and the DiUes is in fair required nearly 50h9rse power to do the same
The staple is better than last year, work now done with less than 20.
condition.
the Motors Increase the Working Caexcept from localities where the ranges are
pac'.ty of itxe Men.
crowded. Umatilla and Snake river wools are
Biker
and
Union
average in appearance.
Careful observation has shown that the rollinthe
owing
to
clijf,
heavier
counties show a
ing-mill men are doing much more work now
(Jrant county
troduction of bitter blO)d.
than by the oil-belt system, owing to the fact
wools are light, and on the whole the clip of that during much of the time spsed was EO
heavier
cant
five
per
Oregon may bs considered
slow, caused by low steam, that some of the
classed
in shrinkage than last year, but wools
machines had to be abut down.
as railroad wools by the trade are as much as
10 per cent heavier.- PortZnii Chronicle.

1 ing and
Laramie Wyoming
Elevator Company's flour-mill, operated entirely
by electric-power.
The mill is a fine specimen of design and
workmanship throughout. Its capacity is 100
barrels of flour per day, and it turns out work
this industry is in successful operatic i in France, in this proportion regularly, without crowding.
in
and
country
this
in
done
be
The mill is equippei with steam heat, the
why cannot it
and Sprague electric
this Siate as well, and these valuable products Elison electric light
thit are at present going to waste and polluting motors. These motors are used exclusively for
and
reclaimed
All parties interbe
mill.
streams,
the
the power to drive
our rivers and
utilized ?
ested are entirely satisfied with the power now
in nae; It is not probable a change will ever be
Cotton Coltivation in Russia. Russia, it made in this respect. The mill machinery coninohea
imNovosti,
the
of
sists of seven double sets of rolls 7x18
appears from the statement
capacity
ports annually 360,000,000 pounds weight of each, with purifying machinery of a
The equal to the rolls.
cotton, chiefly from America and Ejypt.
The power ia divided in units of 25 horserecent acquisitions to Central Asia of the Czir
suited
well
territory
him
given
power each. Oae motor in the corner of the
have
to
are said
machinery on the
to the cultivation of this articls, and the Rus- builling drivea all purifying
machine,
sian papers are asking why the country should floora above, also the wheat (cleaning)
which, if they
to
the
conveyors,
roubles
and
gold
elivatora
100,000,000
all
and
continue to pay
foreigners when they can grow it at home. S jme were all stretched out in ons line, would measure
The other motor runs
Asiatic cotton from Khiva and Bjkhara has over a mile in length.
already been Boi J on the Russian market, but the seven double sets of rolls and the flourthe prospect from the new pUntations on the packers.
From the experience gained, Mr. Jones, the
Murghab is still more promising and abundant.
The Czir'a domain on that river, where General manager, would advise mill-builders who uae
Puoked and the expert M. Poklevsky Koz;ll electric motors to subdivide their power into
have been making experiments, ia considered three units, by taking all wheat-oleaoing and
specially well suited to this particular cultiva- scouring machines, and all elevators and convation.
M. Poklsvsky believes that after the veyors running directly in their interest, from
restoration of the Sultan Bsy dyke this tract the purifier line, and to apply a motor of proper
alone will be sufHsieut to supply the whole de- capacity directly to them by means of a counThe prelimi- tershaft. This he would suggest owing to the
fioieny of the Russian Empire.
nary essential to these operations is the com- intermittent use of these maohlnea, especially
pletion of the irrigation works, and as these where the wheat-dampening process is used.
will occupy the next two years, it ia uncertain
He maintains that he has a lower percentage
some of loss of power than he would obtain from an
till they are achieved whether cotton or
other crop will be the most remunerative.— engine placed in a building prepared for it

Cotton Fa'Aory Times.

which now runs about 120

7,
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in advance, and the sawing will
order of the parchaaers.

sold

Coast IndQstrlal Notes.

all

be to

Tbe

to 40 acres, and that the price of logs on the
stump in the East is from ^l to $3 per thousand,
while out here it is from 50 cents to Si per thousand feet. The intention io to ship large quan-

Etna, Siskiyou Co., formerly called Rough
TaonerB, Curriers and FtoiBhers' Union
now numbers some 200 members and and Ready, is situated at the base of Mount
Etna, a mountain of 9000 feet elevation, and a tities of lumber from Western Washington
making rapid progress.
TuK cDltivation of bamboo for fencing mate- peak in the great Salmon rang'^, about midway Territory to tbe markets of the Eiat.
SuMK of the numerous men from the East
rial has been begun in California.
It is said and on the west side of Scott Valley, Siskiyou
that an aore will produce pickets enough each Co., Cil. Nestled beneath the shadow of this who have come to buy timber-land, feel a little
great monntain range, with the beautiful, rich nervous when they see the size of the Oregon
year to make six miles of fence.
fertile valley stretching out to the south, east trees.
They have had no experience in handOnk side of the Paoitio Lumber Cn.'a mill at and
north, makes its site grand and picturesque. ling such logs or in cutting them. They reSootia, says the Humboldt Standard, has been
The town is noted for its water-power and mill- alize at a gUnce the vast difference between
shut down to remain until there shall be an infacilities, there being formerly three grist sawing up a log of tough fir five feet and a soft
creased demand for lumber.
We are told that ing
mills and two sawmills besides other smalt fao
pine log two feet in diameter, and know that
some to men are thrown out of employment by
tories.
It is the base of supplies for the ex- different modes of transportation and different
these suspensions.
tensive Sdmon River mining! district, all the machinery must be used here from what they
The Paget Sound Loggers' Association has supplies being packed on mules from Etna into have been accustomed to. They however, reaunanimously agreed to oartail one-third the out- this mining region.
lize the value of our timber and the lirge
put of logs for the balance of the year, comThe report of the Board of Survey on the amount of it on an acre. In regard to the lummencing July Ist. It was generally agreed that
Mooongahela, now at the Mare Island Navy ber bfing brought to Denver from New Mexico
too many logs were being put on the water to
Yard, says
The general condition of the and Texas, which has shut out our lumbermen
keep prices at living rates. This assooiation
Monongahela is fair. She is very suitable for a from that market, one of these men says that
represents three-fifths of the logging interest on
store ship.
An extension of the berth deck, as millmen take portable saw-milts into the woods
Puget sound, and the action taken will make a
recommended, would add to her efficiency as there and hire colored men for SO centi per day,
difference of 80,000,000 feet in the output for
well as strength.
The board estimates the cost and the trees being comparatively smal) but tall
the rest of the year.
of labor and material to refit her for her present and straight, make a good quality of lumber
A Letter from Sutter Creek, Amador county, duty to be about $45,150, or a little over 13 very cheaply. Before our lumbermen can com
says: "Operations have commenced at the new per cent of the estimated coat of a new ship of pete with them they must have a very considersawmill of Tarr Bros. They say it works the same aize and like material. The Bureau able reduction of freight rates.
charmingly, and is good for 15 years. In fact of Construction recommends that she be refitted
There has b3en more than usual aotivity in
there are not many better to be found in the in accordance, with the recommendation of the
the basalt block interests of Sonoma the past
State,
The supply of first class lumber being board, and requests authority to proceed with
year.
New quarries have been opened in order
abundant, this milt ought to do a rushing busi- the work at an early day, as any delay will into meet the demand for basalt blocks to pave
ness, notwithstanding that it is further off than crease the cost.
the streets of San Francisco, Stockton, and
the other mills. An excellent road all the way
In speaking of the Willow Brook shtnglemill other large cities on the coast. Owing to the
obviates to a great extent the extra distance."
the Humboldt Standard says: " The plant and fine quality of the rock and tbe comparative light
Forty- Five Thousand shingles manufactured
buildings are all new, commodioas and conve- coat of shipment, and owing to the accessibilat the Frazter mill, says the Visalia Times, were
nient.
A 35 horse power engine moves the ma- ity of Sonoma quarries to S in Francisco, there
brought to this city on Tuesday last and sold to
chinery. The shingle machine is the Perkins' ia a constant and growing demand for blooks.
the San Joaqnin Lumber Co. This is the largest
patent; 60,000 shingles are made each day. This industry gives remunerative employment
lot of home-manufactured shingles ever brought
The shingle saw makes 1900 revolutions per to a large number of men the year round, and is
to this city at one time. Heretofore the s&inglee
minute and the bolt saw 1000, The mill was by no means a small source of revenue to the
on sale, in this county have been manufactured
erected by John McAfee, who ia now the en- Sjnoma Valley railroad, which carries the
on the coast or in Washington Territory, but
gineer.
Ohas. Armstrong is general manager; blocks to D 'nahue Landing from whence they
now that our own people have engaged in their
Willard Wilson ruus the bolt saw; C. Perrott is are shipped by schooner to San Franoisco.
maoafacture the money to be expended for them
From Jan. 1, 1887, to Jan. 1, 1888, there were
jointer; packers, H. Mooney and L. Winsted.
will be retained at home.
The last named will pack from 40,000 to 45,000 shipped over the above railroad 22,458,180
The California Sash, Door and Blind Manu- shiogles per day and do it in aplendid style. He pounds of paving blocks. Eaoh block weighs
factory, located in West Oakland, whioh has ia one of the most efiScient men in thia line in between 20 and 27 pounds and the number of
the largest capacity of any in the State, has thia State. Seven men are employed about the blocks shipped in 1887 amounted nearly to
been closed. How long it will remain inoper- mill and five in the woods."
1,150,000. The shipments from last January
ative is not known.
The mill is owned by a
to date have aggregated 6,529,600 pounds. The
CoL. Waring has completed his plana for a magnitude of thia business may be better unsyndica'e of capitalists of San Franeiaco, B. and
J. S. Doe being prominently interested.
The system of sewage for San Louis Obispo, has derstood when it ia stated that the value of the
factory was formerly operated at San Qaentin placed his reports, maps, estimates, etc., in the blocks ahipped in 1887 amounted in roand figby convicts, but after San Q dentin authorities hands of the city board of trustees, and now ures to about $84,000, and it took 1490 flit cars
refnsed to take th's work longer, the company awaita the further action of the community. to transport the blocks to Sonoma Landing.
It can hardly be doubted that no error is poesibuilt the West Oakland milh.
The foundry and machine-shops of George G.
ble in the plan ao far as relates to the gathering
May was the banner month of exports from of
the sewerage in the city. It is comprehen- Allan, Nevada city, Nevada county, has been in
Puget sound, surpassing all others, 38,302,816
The business of the
sive, taking in the whole town site, from Palm existence since 1855.
feet of lumber being exported from the nine
to Islay streets, and from above the Ramona to foundry consists principally in the manufacture
porta of the Sound. Tacoma was in the lead,
steam-engines,
hoisting
of
and milling works,
the depot. It can be extended as necessity deshipping 9,985,215 feet. The coal shipments
mands to sewer every dwelling in the city limits, castings for quartz-mills, amalgamating pans,
were 57,842 tons, Seattle leading with 36 520
The
lb is not too extensive in its scope for present water-wheels, and other mine supplies.
tons, and Tacoma shipping 21,340 tons.
Tne needs; but it involvea no conetruction which worka are capable of turning out the heavieat
total exports from Tacoma for the month of
quartz-mills
and
kinds
of
machinery
used
around
will not be valuable and essential should the
May, including lumber, coal, wheat, flour and
The buildings are extensive and all the
city grow to five times its present dimensions. mines.
merchandise, are vilued at §434 540, and from
The macinC'Shop
Every part of the city is alike sewered, and is appliances are complete.
all the porta, 31,215,270.
The tonnage was 88,ia
80x40 feet in dimensions. In this deproper
interested in having the entire system con568.
partment is a complete outfit of lathes, planes,
8truc*;ed.
The San Bernardino Index says
drill-presses, bolt-cuttera, etc., capable of doing
The San
The San Diego iron and nail manufactory is the heaviest as well as the lightest kinds of
Bsrnardino, Arrowhead & Waterman motor
road has been completed as far as Harlem, and located at Roseville, and the immense buildings work. At the present time there are bat 12
henceforth regular trains wiU be run to that to be occupied are nearing completion. These men employed, but whsn the works are running
popular resort. The timber industry alone buildings will cover four acres of ground, and to their full capacity, 35 find employment. At
would justify the building of tbe road, to say will be very substantial in character. Four thi) present time the force is engaged in caatiog
nothing of the local trafi&j. It will enable the hundred thousand feet of lumber was used in mortars for quartz batteries, after the D Ihi
timbsr-growers and millmen in the mountains their construction, and it took 20 tone of style known as the Collins pattern, which are
When in working said by experts to be the finest yet made. A
to place their timber in this market several corrugated iron for roofing.
dollars per thousand cheaper than at present, order the factory will use 25 tons of iron and pump and boiler for Blnomfield are ready for
One hundred ahipping. A hundred 12 inch car-wheels for
turn
500
kegs
of
nails
daily.
out
the only transportation now being by means of
men will be employed. The company has a the Derbec mine at Bloomfield are now finished.
freighting teams.
capital of $250,000. The officers are, president, Four
iron cars for the Manzinita are also ready
The new steel steamer Pomona, just com- N. H. Conkiio; vice president and secretary.
to be shipped.
Castings for the Rooky Glen,
pleted by the Union Iron Works of this city,
Col. W. J. Farrow; treasurer, Bryant Howard; Cilifornia, Washington, Blue Bell, Yuba and
will be pat on the San Francisco and San Pedro
general manager and superintendent, G. P. Delhi are being made.
The foundry haa freline, in place of the Lis Angeles, which latter
Clapp. Dlrectora, E. W. Bashyhead, P. W. quent orders from the North Star and Empire
steamer goes in the northern coast trade. This
Putnam, E. W. Hendricks, J. A. Allison.
Work
has been slack of
mines
of
Grass
valley.
new steamer is 240 feet in length, 33 feet
breadth of beam, IS feet deph of hold with a
A Large force of laborers ia now kept at late, but orders are now beginning to come in
registered capacity of li:,45 tons.
She will con- work by the Contra Costa Water Company and things will aoon be in full blast.
tain 45 staterooms, 35 of whioh will be on the laying new pipes and maina in the many growThe display of California goods at Meldeck and 10 in the saloon, and will have a speed ing districta on the outskirts of Oakland, Durbourne will be better than was expected. The
of 15 knots per hour, and will be equipped with ing the past week between 3000 and 4000 feet
following is a complete Hat of exhibits to be
electric lights and electric bells.
In finish, im- of twc-inch pipe has been laid in the northern sent, with the names of the exhibitors, from the
provement, and for comfort and convenience part of the city, in a district that but two years Pacific Coast: From the San Franeiaco Prodshe will not have a superior on the Pacific ago was only marked by an occasional houae.
uce Exchange, an elegant oaken cabinet conNow, however, with the subdiviaion of the taining samples of all cereals dealt in bv the ExCoast.
The Tuolumne Independent says that the large tracts of land formerly held by individual change. Mining machinery from the following
steam traction engine destined for logging at owners such tracts as Paradise Park, the firms will be an important feature of the exthe Empire mill arrived all right. The tests were Watt's tract, Harmon's and othera the in- hibi*-: P^rk & Lacy, H. P. Gregory & Co., F.
Bucoessful.
Considering that the engine was crease in house building has been truly won- A. Huntington & Oj., Pac fie and Risdon Iron
only guaranteed to haul 14 to 16 tons on a dead derful. Until recently these districta were Works, Joshua Hendy Machine Company, E.
level, this test of hauling 18 tons up a grade of without city water, the company not deeming
G. Dennison, and San Francisco Novelty and
So the
it a profitable investment to lay pipea.
18:J inches to the rod, and the second test of
Pliting Company. Flour mill machinery from
hauling 12 tons up a 25inch grade which newcomers were obliged to sink wells, many of Joseph Wagner & Co., and the California Screen
expense.
There
are
them
at
considerable
inusually requires eight stout horses to do
vi&s
Company, together with agricultural implemore than satisfactory. More than this, no stances where the wells, pumps, windmilla, ments from Biker, Hamilton & Co., will com
such heavy grade exists where the engine is to tanks and frames have cost individual property plete the mechanical display. The other exhiwork, and no more than eight tons at a load owners as high as $1000.
bitions will be of mixed paint from tbe Califorwill be required.
The load was font times the
Mr. J. B. PuGSLEY of St. Paul, who is now nia Paint Company; patent shades from E. H.
weight of the engine.
interested at North Vakima, says that in addi- Marwedel; leather goods from S. Bliom & Co.
On Pine ridge, Fresno county, Musick'a mill tion to the Griggs Lumber Co. and others re- and A. M. Kron & Co; glovea from the Leak
is running and so is the old Donahoo now
-ken- ported in the Takoma papers, who will erect manufactory; upholatery from C. M. P»um;
don's, and the Bannett mill also. John Hum- large mills on the sound, nearly all of the large wines from Alf. Greenbaum & Co. and Arpad

of this city
is

1

:

:

—

—

—

phreys is putting in a new mill of large capacity about two miles beyond the Muaick mill in a
body of splendid timber, on what is knpwn as
the Reynolds' place. One feature of the lumber business this aeaaon, while entirely satisfactory to the millmen, is going to create a bad
feeling among those who have been expecting to
bay lumber at the mills and haul it direct to
where they wish to use it, and that is, that
nearly the entire oat of tbe presert reason is

lumbering firms along the upper Misaissippi
river anticipate putting

up

mills

in

Western

Washington. The reason of thia westward
movement on tbe part of lumbermen are many,
among whioh he names the fact that the lumber
has been cut out of woods which are readily acc^ssible in the Northwestern Sbatea, and that
the timber there yields only about 20,000 to 40,000 feet to 40 acres, while in Western Washington the product ia from 100,000 to 300,000 feet

Haratz'hy & Co.; tule life preaerverH from C.
Hendry; salted fish from Lynde & Hough;
honey from Schact &, Lerake; earth oils from
Woodbury O.l Company; candies from Ehrenpfort & Rothschild; doors from Sierra Lumber
Company; wine casks from R. Armstrong; silk
thread from Carlson, Currier »fc Co.; rope and
cordage from Tubbs & Co.; cotton flour aacks
from Neville & Co.; borax from the Pacific
Borax and Salt Soda Company; laundry starch
J.

13
from J. Everding
Co.; sewer pipe and brick
from CLirke A, Son; consolidated soupa from
Consolidated Food Company; pianos from T.
M. Antisell k Co.; oompresBiog machinery from
W. S. Duncombe & Co.; butchers' supplies from
O^lifornia Casings Company; saddlery from
Hart & Brandenstein
canned eatmon from
Dilafield, Morgan, Kissel & Co., and G. W.
v^,

;

Hume &

Co.
Geo. W. Meade & Co. will make
a large oisplay of dried fruits, and there will
also be an extensive display of raisins from A.
B. Butler of Fresno, and olive oil from Ellwood
Cooper of Santa Barbara. California hops from
Lilienthal & Co.; germea from Sperry & Co,;

mustard from the Hudson Manufacturing Company; leather belting from A. D. Cook; canned
meats from A. Mau & Co.; and a large display
of perfumery by the Western Perfumery Company, will complete this splandid array of California's products.

Stockton is'shortly to have a new manufacone which will give employment to a large number of mf^n.
The
Stockton Combined Harvester
Works, of
which corporation Mayor Shippee is at the
head, is going into tbe busioeas of manufacturing railway cars. Mayor Shippee was interviewed upon the subj-ict, and said it was
true that the corporation had decided to engage in that busiioess, in cor junction with the
manufacture of agricultural machinery. In
fact, they were at work now making the necessary additions and modifications in thtir already large establishment.
He went on to say
that the association had every facility for the
business.
With few exceptions the machinery
turing industry, and

necessary for the construction of railway cars
was the same aa that used in the manufacture
of harvesting machinery.
The only thing they

would have to get was a large power press.
Mr. Shippee said the company had on hand a
large quantity of lumber which had been seasoned for two years, and which was juat the
material for cars.
He thought that everything
would be in readiness to commence operations
by the5.h of next moith. Mr. Shippee said
that it was the intention to manufacture all
kinds of railway oars, both passenger and,
freight, also street cars and cars for motor
roada.
He predicted that before a year had
elapsed the new industry would be tbe means
of giving employment to three hundred men.
They already have a contract with the Southern Pacific Co. to build 100 oars.

Good brick clay is found in this vicinity,
mainly on the bay shore in Marin county, between Point Tiburon and San Rafael, and in
Contra Coata county batween Point Isabel and
Point Pedro. The deposits on the Marin
county shore are abDut worked out, but on the
Contra Cl>^ta side there are several in operatiou.
New deposits of brick clay have been
found in the hills back of Fruitvale, Alameda
county, and a successful industry is promised
Brick can be made on the ground and
there.
shipped to Oakland by the new Alameda
County Railway, and thence by schooner to
thia city at a very low freight rate.
The deposit is a large one and it is said to contain
some

of the tineat clay yet discovered in thia
State.
In view of the fact that our contraotora
and builders have been load in their complaints
of the poor quality of brick supplied to them re>
cently, it will be a source of satisfaction to he
able to get good brick from a readily accessible
point. "The discovery of the deposit was made by
the working force on the Alameda County Railway. J, H. Woodard, who is president of the
company, says that ateps will at once be taken
to develop the deposit and start a brickyard

on tbe ground.

He

thinks that the discovery

a valuable one, and that the industry will
prove very prcfibable. The deposit is on the
ia

Laundry Farm

in the vicinity of the Mills
the demand for good brick continues at the present rate the owners of the de-

Semioacy,

If

posit will feel justified in erecting
which they can turn out from six
loads a day.

works from
to

ten

oar-

The result of the experiment of illuminating
Crown Mills at Stockton, San Joaquin Co,,
with natural gas has proved entirely satisfactory
The interior of
to the manager, Mr. Welsh,
the building is illuminated by means of 36
powerful incandescent lamps of the latest improved pattern, aituated in different departmenta of the mill. The flame is much brighter
and steadier than that produced by manufactured gas. The lights burn without the slightThe grinding department, conest flickering.
taining 40 double sets of rollers and seven run
of stone, which requires plenty of light, is supThe packing, bolting
plied with six lights.
and purifying departments, on the third, fourth
and fifth floora, are each tupplied with three
the

lampa, which furnish all the light necessary to
carry on the work of each department. The
well from whiclj the supply of gas is obtained
ia located on the north side of tbe mill close tQ
The work of boring it was comthe building.
menced last August, and at a depth of 1000
feet below the surface the present aupply of
The depth of the well is now
gas was struck.
1330 feet and the cost of its construction about
total
cost of introducing the
Tbe
$2500.
natural gas to the mill and utilizing it for illuminating purposes will not exceed $3000. Mr.
Welsh explained that the gas that was Itftover
after illuminating the building was run under
the boilera and used as fuel. The company, at
the lowest calculation, makes a saving of $150
a mouth in fuel, in addition to $100 a month
that has heretofore been expended for manufactured gas for illuminating purposes,
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This Mill as a Crusher and Pulverizer is without rival,
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HOISTING

PUMPING
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LEAD PIPE,
SHEET LEAD,
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SHOT,

HAGHINERT,

Etc., Etc.
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WIRE ROPE

CORNISH

Shot-Gun

Cartridges,

Under Chamberlin Patent.

POMPS. ^^
DENVER OFFICE

Fulton and Union Streets, Ohlcaeo,

NEW YOBK

JOHN TAYLOR &

TRAMWAYS.

aBNBRAL OFFICE AND WORKS

:

No. 248 Eighteenth Street, Denver, Colorado.
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UTAH OFFICE—SALT LAKE

No. 11 Calle de Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico.
CITY. UTAH.

Tlieae Wheelfl are designed for all purpoaoa where limited quantities of water and
hi^h beads are utilized, and are giiaraDteed to give more power witb less water than
any other wheel made. Being placed on horizontal shaft, tho power is transmitted
direct to shafting by belts, dispensing with gearing.
Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted ic

capacity to suit any particular case.
Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free of cost,
by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES LEFFEL &
or

CO..

110 Liberty

St.,

Kew

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

Mining Companies, Milling Companies, Prosflectors, eto.
to our full stock of Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Cruc
bles, Scorifiers, etc., including, also, a full stock o

Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

Spring^eld, Ohio,

Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these supplies sfnoc
the Qrst discovery of mines on the PaciQc Coast, we fee
confident from our experience we can well duit the de
mand for these goods, both as to quality and price. Oui
New Illustrated Catalogue, witb prices, will be sent oc
application.

i^"0»ir Gold and Silver Tables, showing the value pei
ounce Troy at different degrees of fineness, and valuable
tables for computation of assays in grains and grammei.
will be sent free upon application.
Agents for the Patent
Plumbagfo Crucible Co., London, England. Also for E.
G. Drnnihton's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
plates of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly
reliable, and full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Orders
taken at his lowest prices.

JOHN TAYLOR &

York.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

PARKE

General Agents,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, Col.
LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

St

TIie princii-le of pulverization consists in the

employment

PULVERIZER.
of

Ores Sampled,

Assaying in all its Branches.
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters,

two

Working Testa

Of dry juper-lieated steain, so arranged that they continuously charge themselves with crushed or granulated material, and by
the Ljrtat force and velocity of the steam curreats the minerals are dashed Eigainet each other with such power of concUBnioii as to cause the hardest ores to be pulverized to any degree of fineness desired. The hi^h temperature of the aaperlieated steam currents empioyed, through which every miiinte particle of ore mu<-t pass, causes them to become very
hot' and dry, which produces a beneficial efl'ect upon Sulphurets and ores containing rusty Gold. The light weight
and simplicity of conetruction of the -Puherizi-r, tie extremely Hinnll and inexpensive wearing parts, are tho WONDER
aiid tiURPKISE of all who witness its operation.
The Company is prepared to furnish complete plants for pulverizing
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TO 200 TONS PER DAY,

supplying

all

.tUltlUIIU-tLUdUlLIU^

HOLMAN, Pres't.
LUCKENBACH, Sup't.

J.

2 and 4 Stone Street.

\A/r±to for

of Pulverizer.
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Marcb and

Engineers and MetallurfflatB.

EUSTBb.

•

METALLURGICAL
318 Ptne

WORKS.

St. (Basement.,

SAN FRANCISCO

Corner of Leldesdorff Street,

X'«*,i"tlc5-u.Xa.rfiiOres Sampled and Assayed, and Teats made by

PERFECT PULLEYS

Sept.,

each year. It is an encyclopedia of useful information for all who purchase the luxuries or the

my

First

Premium Awarded

of life. "We
furnish you with

at Mechanics' Fair,

1884.

Asaayiug and Analysis of Ores, Minerals and Waters.
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Treating Ores by mPractical Instruction given
proved proceases.
CO.,
Q.
Ulntnsr Engineers and MetallurtristB.

KUSTEL &

GO TO

necessities

can clothe you and
all the
necessary and unnecessary
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, work, go to church,

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

Medart Patent "Wrought

Rim

Pnlley

For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, WashingtOD
Lightest, Strongest, Cheap'^it and
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Also Manufacturers of
Best Balanced Pulley in the World.

or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities, Just figure out
what is required to do all these things
COMFORTABLY, and you can make a fair
estimate of the value of the BUYERS'
GUIBE, which will be sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage,

MONTGOMERY WARD &

eto.

Made.

Process.

BUYERS' GUIDE ia

issued

NEW YORK.

(practical)

Plans and Specifications furnished for tbe
most suitable Process for Working Ores.
Special attention paid to Examinations of
Mines; Plana- and Reports furnished.
O. A. LUOKHARDT & OO^
(Formerly Huhn &, Luckhardt,
Mlnlnfic

the power required.

PNEUMATIC PULVERIZER COMPANY.
L. F.
F. A.

Near First and Market Streets, S. F.
Estabubbbd 1800
Ldokhardt, Manager.

Ores worked by any Prooesa.

POWERFUL OPPOSING CURRENTS

Including a Sectional Steam Boiler

OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 23 STEVENSON STREET.
C. A.

PNEUMATIC

CO..

IHPORTBRB AND DBALBRS IN

CHEMICAL APPARATUS AND CHEMICALS, DRUG
GISTS' GLASSWARE AND SUNDRIES, ETC.
63 & 65 First St., cor. Mission, San Francisco.
We would call the attention of Assayers, Chemists

JAMES LEFPBL'S

View

1888

7,

QUARTZ MILL

ing amelting woris

and

[July

PAT. GOT. 26, 1881.

&

AND APPURTENANCES

SHAFTING, HANGERS
g^ SaNQ

No3. 129

American Exchange HoteL

FOR ClROniiAH AST) PRIOR LiBT. "£1

131 Fremont Street,

-

-

.

.

san Francisco.

Cal.

CO.

111-114 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.

THOMAS
WINCHESTER HOUSE.
44 Third

Street,

San Francisco,

Cal,

This Fire-proof Brick Building le centrally located, in
the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from
the Grand ana Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat
and i^ilroad Offices.

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento

Street,

San Francisco,

Cal.

The above Hotel Is situated in the midst of the Bankand Commercial Houses of the city, and is by fai the
most home-like and desirable Hotel to stop at.
ing

Laundry Free for the use of Pamiliee
OHAS. & WM. MONTGOMERY. Prop'rs.
COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.
THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMP'Y.
WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And upward.
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.
C. A, STETEFEIDT, President.
ROOMS WITH OR WITHOUT BOARD.
FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE. Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed NEW YORK OFFICE, 18 BROADWAY
J. POOLEY.
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.
Room 708.

July
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

Ml

!l

in

SHAFT-SINKING,

TUNNELING,

CO.,

Iron

UAflVFACTVKIU Of

CONTRACTORS,

and othen interested

15

UP TO

ETC.

'i^

MW

StBBl
WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS.

True to pattern and euperlor

In etrenfftb, touerbneas and durability to
In any position or for any service.

Works

Atlas Iron
J. B.

hh

apd f^achipe

JARDINE,
-

Proprietor,

—

MVSt',A.TI'KKR Of

ENGINES,

BOILERS, SHAFTING,
— AND —
ALL KINDS OF MACHINERY,

Oaet or Wrought

Iron
Tables of Progress
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA- 213 & 215 Mission St., bet. Main & Beale,
WITH MAPS, ILLUSTRATIONS
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Detcription.
AND FDLL DESCRIPTION OK TUB
Eatimatos given for any k:nd of iron work. Punching

Engineers'

and sliraTing machinery a Hpetlalty.

NEW YORK

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL
16x16

Section

feet;

Length 36

miles.

iS" Orders

Fremont
FRANCISCO, OAL.

SAN

and

have prompt attention.

Send

for Catalogues.

FAaPIC ROLLIKQ MILL

21

Steam

Dredsrlng Machines
Brodle Rock Cruehere,
Steam Power. Hydraulic,
Side Walk and Hand-Power

ELEVATORS.
made and

CO.,

202 Uarket

St.,

UNION IRON WORKS,
8A0RAMENTO, CAL.
OO.,

manuvacturbrb of

Steam

1855.]

&

BOOT, NBILSON

Proprietors.

[ESTABLISHED IN

tS'Ou.OHns Soi^icithd.

repaired.

San Francisco.

IRON WORKS
HINCKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES,

St.,

Enerlnes, Flour Mill,
Mining:, Saw Mill and

Manufacturers of B. E. Heurickson's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches (or Elevators. All kinds of machioory

Address

FULTON

PARKE & LACY.
St.,

will

CO.,

HBVaKSRNTRD HY

8 California

Merchant

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STBKL.

For Catalogues, ^timatcB, Etc. addrotw:

DRILL

Wagon, Buggy, and IVuck

T

San Francisco

-

-

BtnLDIIR OF

Steel Rods, from } to 3 inch diameter and Flats from 1 to 8 inch.
Angles, Tees, Channels and other shape
Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to aizo and lengths
from 12 to 45 pounds per yard.
ALSO, Railroad and
Iron, Rolled
Beams, Angle, Channel, and
I'"". Bridge and Machine Bolta, Lag Screws. Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forylnga of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

NOW READY.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
ENOINKER8 AND MACHINISTS,
No. 119 Beale St.,

ALSO

STEEL KAILS

HIltD EDITION

ROCK

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORGINGS.
Steel

INGERSOLL

SOFT and DUCTILE.
.

Engines,

Boilers,

ASD ALU KINDS OF

GREAT

REDUCTION!

-UANUFACTDRKRS

BATTERY~~SCREENS.
Beflt

and Cheapest

lu

OP—

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.Propeller Engines, either

America.

High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

Imitation, no deception, no planished or rotten
Only tfenulne Kuesia iron in (Quartz Screens.
Iron used.
Planialicd iron 8<reon9 at nearly half my former rates.

No

MACHINERY.—

Hoisting Engines and
MINING
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Emciues
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Colunms, Air Com-

lia\e a lar^'e »uuply of Battery Screens on hand
suitable for the Huiuiii(,'ton and all Stamp Mills, which 1
will 8«ll at 20 per I'ent. .li-^.-.^unt.
I

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL. MACHINERY.-Batteries

for Drj- or

Wet

Flouring Mills, Sa«v Mills and Quartz Mills Machinery
const ructed, Qtted up and repaired.

Front

St.. hot

Golden State

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
Fliiiir

and

Uii;e

Orders promptly attended

Mold-Board

Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging
Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels,

Millf, Gr;iin

Tustin's Pulverizer

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
Saia VraDcisco, Cat.
& 2S3 First St.,
JOHN W, QUICK, Proprietor.

WORKS ORE WET OR

TUSTIN'S FULVF.RIZBR.

A

between Howard

'Irsi at.

Folaom.

THOMPSON BROTHERS.
129 and 181 Beale St., between Mission and

ENGINESsBOILERS

0. K.

OF ALL KINDS,
Pipe,

Pnmp

ORTON.

Correspondence

Steam and Gag Engines.
ratfie.

OPxiaacL-p.

SPECIALTIES

solicited.

W. SPAULDING

N.

AQKNTS FOR THK PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

^

Manufacturers of

and Tugtin Ore Pnlverlzers.
DBANB STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Peed Water Purifier and Heater.
CorllsB Engines

iii^W

SPAULDING'S

Tooth

Inserted

Gives the hichest efficiency of any Wheel in the world'
and is everywhere recognized as "the standard tor high
pressure service.

UPWARDS OF
From

can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
It 1ft not only most economical of water, but the most
mple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, Hoisting,
Pumping, or any other purpose where water power can
used.

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION.
Power from these Wheels can be transmitted by

elec-

tricity several miles with Praall loss, and n ade available
for running: Mills. Pumping and Hoisting Works, Tr^m

cars, etc.

Address

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO. CAT,.

A^^>

THE RAND DRILL COMPANY.
23 PARK PLACE,

600 IN USE.

12 to 20 per cent better renults guaranteed than

NEW

CHISEL

YORK,

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
made

Jf all kinds
lOffue.

C.

mine

in

Mexico, and to

to order.

17 and 19

H.

Send for Descriptive Cata

Fremont

St..

San Francisco.

EVANS &

(Succescors to

110

in the field for the business.

CO.,

THOMSON 4 EVANS),

&

112 Beale Street,

F.

S.

MACHIME WOKKS,

Compressor just built for the Batopilaa
the Compound Engine Compressor now being built tor the Anaconda mine in Montana.
is

BIT

CIRCULAR

Are now so situated with their new works as to offer to the miners of the Pacific Coast small Air Compressing
Plants at such prices that almost any email mine can afford to put in power drills if they have none in use.
By their new and patented systems (by which the duty or pertormancra of drills is not reduced with use) it is
no longer necessary to buy a Compressor of double capacity than the drills are expected to require, in order to
keep up the supply of air necessary on account of the wear of drills and comp:es3or.
Besides having the newest and lightest desirned small drill plants, the Rand Drill Company, as is well known,
has built, and is now building, the largeit Compressor plants in this country, and has patterns for all sizes up to
40-inch diameter of cylinder.
In respect to capacity in speed of drilling, perhaps it is in order to say that in evcy authoritative contest for
speed jet initiated, the Rand Drills have, without exception, been victorious. This fact, coupled with another important one, that the drills use much les-* air and cause less repairs, has won for them nearly all of the Eastern
mining trade, which has kept their works always busy.
Since the reasons which formerly restrained them from the California market no longer exist, they are now

^^SPKCIAL ATTENTION

WILLIAMS.

cfi3

Works, No. 315 Mission St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to Woodwork ii.;; Machinery,

or Air Colnmns, Fish

X>eetzie Stea.zxi.

J. H.

Oartoatx,
MANDF'BS UF GENERAL MACHINERY.
'\^rilll£LXkxs

Tanks

for Salmon Canneries
OF KVKRr DK8CRIPTI0N.
Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at vtry moderate

Howard, S.F,

HANCFAQTnRRRB OP OASTINQS OP BVHRT DBSORIPtION.

Either for uee on Steamboats or for use on Land-

Water

P

S.

tHORNTON THOMPSON

rUOUAB TtlOMPaON

EUREKA FOUNDRY,

DRY.

Zi

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL

AMALGAMATORS,

Golden State Pressure Blowers.

Mill

to.

& Miners Iron Works.

STEVENSON'S PATENT

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.-Flour

Separators, Revnlvint,'
Sh'-t Screens, Stamp Batteries and all khids of Min
iron, Steel, Cupper, Brass,
lilt' and MillinjT Machinery,
Zinc and other melalu punched for all uaes.
Inventor and Manufacturer o( the celebrated 31ot~Cut
burred and Slot Punched screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (finej.

For
and

etc.

Sacramento. Gal.

.sts.,

lacaractnre Iron Castings ana Machinery
of all Kinds at Oreatly Eedaced Batea

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settl' rs, Furnaces, Retorts, Concentrators, Ore Fpeders, Rock Breakers, Furnaces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets,

N &o

called to the latest designed sectional

11

Steam Pumps Steam Engines
and

all

kinds of

MACHINERY.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufaoture Tliree Kinds

of

Powder, which are acknowledged by

all

the Great Chemists of the World ae

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

QUARTZ SCREENS

in

the Market.

A

specia'ty.
Round, slot
Or burred slot holes. Genuine Russia Iron, Homogeneous Steel, Cast Steel or

Of

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes.
fornia Perforatinff Screen Co.. 145 & 147 Beale St

INVENTORS,
L.

TAKE

GELATINE-DYNAMITE,
.

CaliS. F.

NOTICE

Stronger than Dynamite and

I

petersonTmodel maker,

evca Safer in Handling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPBOVED.
FOR RAILROADS AND LAND CLEARING.

Market St,N. E. eor. Front (upstairs), San Francisco
E^erlmentai machinery uid all kinds of metal, tic,
topper and broaa.
.

Different StrenerthB as Required.
which contains 94 per cent of Nltro-Glycerlne, and

NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE,"

'

American planished Jron.

San Francisco Cordage Factory,

from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blasting Powder, and is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
saves time and money. It is aa dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs is freely.

58

.

OAFS and

NIELSEN & CO.,
BANDMANN,
FUSE
QENBBAL AGENTS, SAN FRANCISCO
for Sale.

Established 1856.

Is

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope,
Rope, Tarred lUanila Rope, Hay Rope, Whale

Siea

Une,

etc., etc.

Bxtta sizes and lengths

CAL.

made

to order on short notice
Ai CO.

TUBES

Oil and SIS Front St., San Francisco.
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Mining Bureau

List of D. S, Patents for Paoiflo Coast

Inventors.

Reported by Dewey

&

Co..

Pioneer Patent California State Mining Bureau are

the ofiBclal report of U. S. Patents In Dbwsy 4
Patent Office Library, 2S0 Market St., 3. V.

for week. ending june 26, 1888.
Shoe Tongue Fastening--C.
385,045.
Crowell, Portland, Ogn.

~

385.101.— Car Coupling~W. M.
ville,

F.

Cutter, Marys-

mento, Cal.
385,314.

etc— E. Hawes,

Sacra-

Station Indicator— Benj. W. Lyon,

S. F.

384,996.— Time Ball— Cha5. Muller, S. F.
385,133.— Rivet Burr Remover— E. H.

Per-

kins, Visalia, Cal.

Three Trade Marks— H.

S.

Crocker

&

Co.

S. F.

NOTB.—Copies of U. 3. and Foreign patents furnlahed
by Dewey & Co., in the ehortest time poaaible (by mail
or telegraphic order). American and Foreign patents
obtained, and general patent buainess f or PaciOo Coa jt
Inventors transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
rates, and in the shortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Patent

Agency,

the

Steatite, five polished specimens of

Opoaura, Sanora, Mexico,

colors,

J.

various

H. Cross-

Idaho, J. C. Nealon.
Building atone, handsome carved column of
'*
brownatone," from the Loa Angeles
Granite and Brownstone Co.
Gold quartz, rich in free gold and telluride
A. H. Moore.
of golH, Coos county, Or
Gold in iron Jasper, Tuolumne Co., T. F. McArdle.
Petzite (telluride of gold), Sonora, Tuolumne
Co., J. Z. Davis.
Gold quarlz from the Calumet group of mines
(six), Shista Co., Alraarin B. Paul.
Gold crystals on rhyacolite, Summitville,
Colorado, J. B. Farish.
Trtlluride of gold, Boulder Co., Colorado, J.
seepe

,

Company.
AltaM Co

Location. No, Am't. Leyied. Delinq'nt. Sale.
Seoketaby.
Nevada.. 37..
50..May 12..Junel8....July 9..W H Watson
Nevada 40.
25.. June 5.. July 10
July 31.. L Oaboru
California.. 15..
25., June 5.. July 9....July 31. C C Harvey
Nevada.. 2..
25 June 30 Aug 1
Aug 22
Tenney
Nevada.. 4..
50. .May 28.. June 29
luly 18..C L McC>.y
ornia.,3U..
Cah
10..May ll..JimelS....July 10..
'z 1
...Oa'ifornia., 1,.
10.. Apr 18.. May 24... .June 25.. J O Hanacow
Nevdda.. 7..
10.. June 5.. July 10.. ..July 31..J WPew
0l..Muy28..Juue 18 .. July 30 .N A Eldred
..Ua iforuia.. 2.
Nevuda..59..
50..June22..Jnly 2i)
Aug 10.. A K Durbrow

M

Co
Best & BelcLier
Bodie Tunnel M. Co
Co
Baltimore
Challenge Con
Co
Co..
Champion

following

are

S. F.

JOURNALS.

M

.

M

M

California Slate

Oo

Gfi: S M Co
Co
Gould & Curry S M Co

Diana

Eldred

M

Live Oak Drift

Nye

M to

G la Co

Con

Seg Belcher & Mides
&
Southern
„ (';il Coal
_
Scorpion
Co
Western Mineral Co

M

.

.

.

05. May 2>1,. July
20.. May 29.. July
Co. .California.. 2..
10.. June 6.. July
Arizona.. 1..
50.. June 22.. July
0..
10.. June 8.. July
Calif rma..l0..
25.. June 5.. July
Con
Co... .Nev.. 1..
Clay Co
Cal.. 1. .10.00. .May 26 June
,Nevad*.,25..
10.. May 15.. June
Califoruia.. 2.. 1.00.. June 21.. July

Nevada..

Nev

.

.

.

.

.

(5..Junel3..Jidy ]7....Aug

California.. 9..

M Co
Itusaell Keductiou & M
Silver King MCo
Summit M Co
Occidental

Place of Business
302 Montgomery St
309 Montgomery St
303 Calirorma St
402 Montgomery St
3i9 Pine St
322 Mou^gamery St
10 Cahftruia St
310 Pine St
1!):<3 California St
309 Mnutgomery St
328 Moutgomery St
90> Cahfornia St
309 M- ntgomcry St
328 Montgomery St
328 Montgomery St
309 Montgomery St
3G9 Montgomery St
10 California St
310 Phie St
328 Montgomery St

,

1..

da.. 2..

M

5....July

.

WW
TW

J Morizio
24..WJDorlon
ti

AK

2..,. July 25..
Durbrow
9
July 3l..JMorizio
30. ...Aug 23. .J Nash
11... .July 31..
Session
9.... July 30
B Holmes

GW
G Mugau

E

26....Juiy

2G..W

22.... July IG, .G
30.... Aug 20..A

R Spinney
Chemerant

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
Name or Company.
Eeck&

Bullion

<^

alifornia

Benson Con M Co
Great Western Q M Co
North Ee'le Jsle M Oo

Overman

M

M Co

A

G M Co

M Co
Uniou Con MCo

California..

H

Nevatla..E

Savage

330 Pine

310 Pine
414 Califoruia
320 Sau some
309 Montgomery
3U3 Califoruia

D

lidwdrds
Pichoir

E Holmes

Mbetino

F.

Da.tp
July 13
July 27
July H>
July 27
July 12
July 7
July 19
July 10

Annual..

Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

Sfc

Moutgomery St

328

WPew

Nevada. J
Nevada.. G

Office in S.
Montgomery St

322

R

Ciiliforuia..V
Allen
California..
Halsey

Co

Spring Valley

Sbcretary.
A Badlam

Location.

St
St
St
St
St

Nevada.. J M Buffiugton
LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.

B. Farish.

Graphite in six-sided cry stab, Colfax Co.,
Location.
Secretajiy.
Name of Oompant.
>iew Mexico, J. B. Farish.
Nevada.. A W Havens
Con California & Va M Oo
Nevada. A S Groth
Gold on slickensides. Keystone mine, Amador Confldei ce S M Co
Nevada..HRP Button
Eureka Con MCo
Co., Cal., from the company.
Nevada. .J W Pew
North Belle Isle M Co
Gold quartz, Arrow-weed District, San Ber- Halei, Norcross 3 M Co
Nevada.. J F LigUtner
Oregon.. RB Williums
Oregon Coal & Navigation Co
nardino Cj., Cal., E, WoUeb.
Pacific Borax. Salt & Soda Co.. California.. A H Olough
Silver ores from the Waterloo mine, Calico, Standard Con M Co
California. .J W Pew

309

Office in S.
Moutgomery St

Payable

Amoitnt.

F.

Juue
June

50

'.

2 .00

.

Among the patents recently obtained through
Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press U, S. and
Foreign

:

man.
Gold on garnet and on epidote, Oneida mine,

Cal.

384,973.— Can-Ox'EN£R,

as follows

1888

ASSESSMENTS.

the

of

Silver ore, with native silver, Rialito Chihuahua, Mexico, from E. E. Cunningham.

Ffom
Co.'a

museum

7,

DIRECTORY.

COMPILBD BVBRT THURSDAY PROM ADVBRTISBMKNTS IN MlHING AKD SOIBNTfflO PRBSB AND OTHKR

H?cent contributions to the

Solicitors for Pacific States.

SHAREHOLDERS'

MINING

Statistics.

[July

306 Pine St
310 Pine St

309

Mo tgmery

May 7
May 7
Mar 2

50
50
1.50
l.CO
(5

St

211 Sai^aome St

230

Montgomery St
3J0 Pine St

11
12

July 9

2fi

Juie
June

U

12

Cal.

Section of iron water-pipe, completely filled
with crystallized cinnabir, from the Sulphur
Bank quicksilver mine, Like Co., Cal., Melville

worthy of special mention:
Table of Lowest and Highest Sales Is
Station Indicator. Bbdj W. Lyon, S. F.
S. F. Stook Exchange.
No. 385,314. Dated June 26, 1SS8. This is Atwood.
A half intf rest in a gold bearing quartz mine, situated
one of that clasa of station indicators in which
at Mokolumoe Hill, Calaveras Countj'. Two shafts sunk
Eighteen specimens of minerals from the
Week Week
Week Week 60 and 110 feet, rcpectively; also a level run at the botName of
a ribbon bearing the names of the streets or Eastern States.
Ending Endino Rndino Ending tom of the 110 foot
shaft about 100 feet The ore body
June H. June 21. Juue 28. July 6.
Company.
atationa is caused to travel periodically by
Gold and Silver ore, Mexico, E. WoUeb.
averaged three feet stirong, and varied from $10 to ?20
means of power derived from contact of suitable
Aragonite (onyx marbL), Siskjyou Co. C. J.
per ton. A tunnel wis sinDe run 300 feet, and a ledge
has been struck which is four feet in width. This ore
mechanism with lugs or obstructions in the Smith.
1.25 1.75 1.65 1.80 1.56 1.75 1.55 1.70
Alpha
will jield $5 to S6 per ton.
.75 l.UO 1.55 1.70 1,60 1.6 l.tO 1.65
It is only s'xty feet from the
road-bed; and the invention consists in a novel
Granite from new quarry at Mb. Riymond, Alta
.95 1.25 1.25 1.4. 1.25 1 35
surface. Tne object of selling the above-named intertat
automatically operating pneumatic mechanism Fresno Co. (laid to be the best eo far found in Argenta
.10
.15
15
.15
is to obtain some responsiijlc jiarty, with means, to sink
3! 15 i'.ib i.50
6i i'is 4.50 4.10 4 55 a shaft 300 feet, and run several Ui-irts along the ledge.
by which the power is tranmitted to the indi- California), McLellan & Co., and many others.
The present owners ceased ojjerations for want of workcator, and in a novel arrangement of the ribbonBust a. Belcher.... 3.0) 3.90 1:66 4'.50 3:65 4 05 3.65 3 95
ing capital. None but principals need apply. The party
1 6 1.25
1.30 1.15 1.25
.90 1.3i. 1.25
driving mechanism within the box or casing.

—

San Franoisoo Metal Market.

The

object of the invention is to provide a simple and effective station indicator and advertising medium to be used upon steam and street
cars and in other suitable places.

Rivet-Burr Remover.
Viaalia.

No. 385,133.

—Elijih'H.

D^ted June

Perkins,
26,

I8SS.

The object of thia implement is to remove the
burrs of rivets so the rivets may ba taken out.
The invention consists in a bit having on its
lower end cutters, said bit being mounted and
adapted to rotate within a casing or stock, the
lower end of which is provided with teeth for
holding the stock stationary around the rivet
burr while the cutter withiu operates upon the
burr and outs off the swaged portion of .the rivet.

Car CoDPLiNO. — Wm. M.
No. 385,101.

Dated June

Cutter, Marysville.

20, 1888.

This de-

vice for automatically coupling cars consists in
the combination with the car-bumper and drawbead of a pin-holder and means for releasiog the
s^^me at the instant when the cara come together, ao as to al'ow the pin to drop into its
proper position through the link of the carcoupler.

WHOLES AXE.
Thursday.

Antimony — French

July

Star

61@

Concentrated

^
@
— @
—@
— @28
— ®27
— @31

Bolt

26
20

Sheatluug
Ingot
Fire Box Sheets
[RON— Glen gar aock ton
Eglliiton, ton
American Soft, No, 1, ton
Oregon Pig.ton
Clay Lane White
Shotta,

-

—

S

Sheet
Pipe
Shot, diduoimt 10%, on 500 bag

Drop,

V ha«.

much snow

in the Sierras.

We quote shipments since our last, and shall
be oleased to receive further reports:
Mnulton, June 27, S14,000; Mt. Diablo, 30,
$8269: Cons. California and Virginia, 30. $104,601; Confidence, 30, $17 897; Swase, 30, $26,3o0; Hale and NorcrosB. 30 S140,000; Hunauer,
26. $1900; Germania. 27. $1479; Hinauer, 27,
$1380; Germania, 28. $1360; Hanauer, 28.
$4500; G„-rmania, 29, $1488; Hanauer, 29,
$2100.

Ck)niplimentary Samples.
Persons receiving this paper marked are requested to examine its contents, term of subscription, and give it their own patronage, and
as far as practicable, aid in circulating the
journal, aQd making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
Subscription
the cause it faithfully serves.
rate, $3 a year.
Extra copies mailed for 10
cents, if ordered soon enough.
If already a
subscriber, please show the paper to others.

Mf. J. S. Ewen, 123 Cilifornia street, is the
Pacific Coast agent of the American Railway
Publishing Co., of New York and Chicago, and
has famished us with copies of the Street Bailway Journal. He will be glad to receive any
items of interest conoerning railway matters,
such as matter relating to novel appliances, exIn connection with
teusions, new roads, etc.
the papers he represents, Mr. Ewen has opened
a purchasing agency for the convenience of ,interior patrons.
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to Write.

Should this paper be received by any snhscriber who
Joes not want it, or beyond the time he intends to pay
for it, let him not tail to write us direct to stop it.
A
postal card (costing one cent only) will suffice. We will
not knowingly send the paper to any one who does not
wish it, but if it is continued, through the failure of the
subscriber to notify us to discontinue It, or some irresponsible party requested to stop it, we shall positively
demand paymentfor the time it is sent. Look garb fdll^
VT TBF b^RRL ON YOUR PAPKR.
J- A. Johnson, 307 Montgomtry sfeet (the Nevada Bank building) is the general agent of the Stiles
quartz machinery, and offers easy terms for iniro-

duction.
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LefTel's

Construction

Dams and

of Slill

Millwright
Mechanic.
A STANDARD WORK.

Bookwalter's

and

This practical work of 2SS pages gives with full illustrations and complete detail how to build or repair all
kinds of mill dams. Pains have been taken to thoroughly illustrate dam construction and rudimentary hydraulics.
It contains fine cuts of all the well-known
dams now in use, with a complete description as to their
mode of cofistruction. Mill owners will find this a valuable work of reference. Besides complete directions for
building and repairing all kinds of dams, it contains much
other valuable information rega'^ding hydraulics, in all
its branches.
No engineer can afford to be without this

handy pocket

assistant.

Price 50 cents, po t-paid. For sale
220 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Practical Treatise on
J.

by

DEWEY &

CO.

Hydraulic Mining.

BOWIE,

Jr.

3.95
4.90

new and important book is on the use and conDams, Pipes, Flowof Wnter
Heavy Grades, methods of mining sliallow and deep
placers, liistory and development of n\ines, records of

i.25
2.05
4.10
2.80
3.75
1.50
4.95

gold washing, mechanical appliances, such as nozzles,
hurdy-gurdys, rockers, undercurrents, etc.; also describes
methods of blasting; tunnels and sluices; tailings and
dump; duty of miners' inch, etc. A very practical work
for gold miners and users of water. Price, §5, post-paid.
For sale by Dbwet & Co., Publishers, 262 Market St., San
Franciaco.
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Our Friends can do much in aid of our paper and the
cause of practical knowledge and science, by assistins
Agents In their labors of canvassing, by lendlD{; their influence and enoouraginEt favors. We intend to send nonf
but worthy men.
JounIG. H. LA-MPADina- Ventura Co.
G. W. IngaxjLS— Arizona Territory.A. F. Jewktt— Tulare Co.
C. E. WiLLiAMS-Yuba RUd Sutter Co.'s.
B. 0. Huston
Montana Territory.
Wm. Wilkinson- Butte and Tehama Co.'s.
.1.
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Silver

JOHN
St. (room 35),

^ff'The h-ist advertisin:? medium in their
world. Rates ou application.
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purchasing must commence operations within thirty
days from date of signing contiact and work continuously and systematically till the shaft is completed. It
is patented property.
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Owing to the national holiday coming on
Wednesday this year, the Stock Exchange adjourned from Sicurday, June 30th to July 5^h.
Therefore no bilsinesa of any moment has been
done in mining stocks. Up on the Comstock
the mines are yteldiog bullion in larger quantiThe water is
ties than they have for years.
rather low in the Carson river. How it will
hold out is a question. From all reports there

5.
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A New Paper Binder

— A.

Dewey's

T.

paient

for penodi-

elastic binder,

musicand other printed
sheets, is the handiest, and
verj' cheapest of all economical and practical file binders. Newspapers ai e qiiickcals,

1\

placed in

and held

it

{as received)

as in a
It is
book.
durable, and so simple a
use
it.
Price
(size
child can
Harper's
of this paper.
neatly,

cloth-bound

and

Weekly,

Scientific

American), 75 cents; postage 10 cents. Postpaid to
purchasers of this paper, 50

For

cents.
fice.
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sale at this offor illustrated
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SCHOLARSHIPS,

$75.

Vacations.
Day and Evbninq Shssions.
Ladies admitted into all Departments.
Address: T. A. ROBINSON, M. A.. President.

This paper Is printed wltn Inb: Manufactured by Oharles Eneu Johnson Ss Go., 60O
South 10th St, Philadelphia. Branch Offices— 47 BoBe St., New York, and 40 La Salle
St., Ohlcaeo. Affent for the Paclflo CoastJoseph H. Dorety. 599 Oommerolal 81^, S. F-
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Dewey &

Mining Engineers.

Co.'s Scientific Presj

Patent Agency.

N.

S.

KEITH,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
Invi-ntor and Manufacturer of

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,
Contractor

for the Constrnction of Elkctkic

Etc.

GALVANIZED SHIP MGGING.MININCTILLER,
Elevator .Tinned, ic Goppbr Rop&, Sash 6oi?ds.
LARGEST WIRE ROPE WORKS IN THE WORLD.

RAiLWAys

AND

Plants for the Transmission and Oistribu;ion of Power by Means
Electricity.

of

i^Send
Office,

il RON& STEEL W IRE OF EVERY

for CirrulurH Ki^'inu i>articiilars.

AM>

Home Agency over ali others, by reason of lonj
fiatablifihment, great experience, thorough ays
tem, intimate acfjuaiutance witli the subjects a
inventions in our own commuuity, and ou)
most extensive law and reference library, con

I-I'KCIIABINU

AORST

OfBce,

SOZZOOX.I

taining otHcial American and foreign reports
files of scientific and mechanical publications,
8tc,
All worthy inventions patented througt
our Agency will have the benefit of an illuetra
tion of a description in the MiMvri anu Scien
riFio Press.
We transact every branch 0)
Patent business, and obtain Patents in all coub
tries which grant protection to Inventors
Tht
large majority of U. S. and Foreign Patentt
issued to inventors on the Pacific Coast have

SmeylDg,

ELECTRIC D EVELOPIVIE NT COMPANY.

and

Civil,

kumi

DnwlDg ui

Arcliitectflre,

Oal.

OOP"

Mechanical
Mining Engineering,

Practical,

The History Building.

Indoor and, Outdoor Illumination of every kind.

President.

AseaylDjr of Orep. ?25: Bullion and Chlorination Assay,
Blowpipe Asaay, 5:10 fcuU course o( assaying, §50.
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DEWEY.

EWER.
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more with
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SAN FRANOISOO, OAL.

-IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF-

No. 307 Saxsomb St., San Francisco.

SIIBFKIRLD.

K. W. 8PaUI>DIN0.
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ROCK

ENGINES,

SAW MANUFACTURING

CO.

17 and 19 F*remont

BREAKERS,

BOILERS,

advanced age of owner.
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whom

and Showrooms, 323 PINE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

21 and 23 Frement Street,

ry; mill race,

Will

ARC

Mining- and Hydraulic Engineer,

J. p.

ftnd attic; well equipped with machinewith abuodanco of water; 40 acres of good
land; two-fltory celled dwelling, barn, warehouse and
iem-es; pood businees. healthy location. Price, $6600.

Reduction Works,

PARKE & LACY,

ROSS E BROWNE.
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Flour Mill
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MINING EXPERT AND GEOLOGIST.
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W.

Mills,
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Systems

Electrical

satisfactory imrandoBccnt system. Lights require no attentioii and are under complete conOver 500.000 lights in use in the United States
SEl^F-REGUL ATING
LIGHTS turn night
into day and afford a means of working f^e whole 24 hours; invaluable to contractors and others to
time Is an object. Eutiniatea and designs on application.

and Mining Enginee r,

Civil

Co., Patent Agetita,
Elevator 12 Front St

St.

S. F.

klnda of

The only complete and

circular.

W. A. GOODYEAR,

Circulars free.

Market

all

trol.

lilutern States, while our advantages for Pacific
Coast inventors are far superior. Advice and
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Arc Electric

EDISON INCANDESCENT LIGHT,

^l^\;

Send tor
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For Mines, Hoisting Works,

San Francisco.

VAN DER NAILLEN,

A.

patentability of new inventions. Our prices
are as low as any flrst-claas agencies in the

No.

Incandescent

Electric Motors, Dynamog, Tramcarfl, Elevators, Sisals and
tiansDiisBion of power, either direct or with Btorage Batteries,

733 Marfcet Street,

been obtained through our Agency. We can
give the bfBt and most rclhthh advice as to thf

t)EWEY &

'

JRENTON,N.J. X14DRUMMST5ANFRANCISC0,CAL.

Furnishod.

San Francisco,

St..

pEi^ot wihe,

CRUCIBLE STEEfVyipg

& Supplies.

Reports and FHtiiiiatcs
Contracts made, tU\

387 First

Wires of iron & copper.

SWEDISH IRON WIRE,

I'OK

Mines, Miniiig^ Machinery
Mlntia t'xamiDcd,

'^D

'

Mining and Mechanical Engineer

AND Foreign Patent AouNa
many and important advantages as i

OtTR U. S.

I

40 Nevada Bloct, ban Francisco. Cal.
Factory, 1 1 <<» 23 Stevenson St

ISRAEL W. KNOX,
pftistiuts

KIND.

J

St., S. F.

MARION GRIFFIN,
Cottonwood,

Shasta

HORACE
Ores,

D.

STEAM

California

RANLETT,

MontgoroBry

GIANI EOeK BEBAKER.
Wesllnghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Rocl< Drills and Air CompressSaw and Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,
ors.

St., S- F.

BiJSINESS MANAGER, OK

Co..

Co.

CorrcBpondnnt as Agent for Smelters in London, Liverpool, New York, Bostoti and Baltimore.

Twenty years
in

ejcperieoce, in California, purchasing Ores

Mines.

Special attention given to

management and

mined and purchase and shipment

of copper

Price, complete, with PacificSaw Manufacturiiig Uo.'s extra quality blade.

Society, 526 California
the half-year
30, 1888, a dividend has been declaied at the rate
of four and one-half (4}) per cent per annum on lerm
depo its. and three and three quarters l3J) per cent per
annum on ordinary Uepoiita. Pavable on and after

June

2 Triumph Concentrators.
1 New 1 2-inoh, 35 H. P. Engine.
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Books on Working Ores.

A. L. OTT.

By Guido Kustel, M. E.

MaMfactiiriDi Jeweler & Diamond Setter,

Or, ks (Second Edition) an
Respective Metals without

Roasting of Go;,d and Silver

ELECTRIC APPARATUS for the generation and distribution of electricity
ana POWER. Keith Sy.stem.
FIOUR HILL ROLLS ground and corrugated. Gear Cutting a SPECiALTr.
IS" Pkices

co.,

Cor. Fourth and Channel Sts., San Francisco.

GAL.
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WATER METERS
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Mills,
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Doors, Windows,
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Stamp
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Sierra
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Works and Pumping
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rfil

On Hand and Made to Order.
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sales of

produce
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CONCENTRATORS.

PUMPS.

UNION COPPER MINE. Calaveras
NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador

and deahng

PULVERIZERS,

and Commission,

Mining,
4flO

County,

of

their

By Guido Kustbl,

M. E.

1S80.

This rare book on the treatment of gold and silver ore
without quicksilver is liberally ilhiatrated and crammed
fullcf facti. It gives short and conci-te descriptions of
various processes and apparatus employed in this country
and in Europe, and the why and wherefore. It contains 156
pagC3, eiiihracing illustrations of furnacrs, supplements
and ^^orkin«r apparatus. It is a work of great i.ierit, by
an author whose re piitation is unsurprvssed in his specialty
Pricf, S3, coLi, postage free. Sold by Dkwbv & Co , FubUshers, 252 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

By C. H. Aaron.
Aaron's LBAcniSG Gor-o and Silver OitEfl, the most
coniplpto hand-book on the subject extant; 164 pages
octavo. Illustrated by 12 lithographic engravings and
wood cuts. Bully indexed. Plainly written for
men. In cloth, S3. Sold by Dewey & Co., S. F.
Bound Volumes.— Back lilcs of this paper bound in

No. 13
Above Montgomery,

oubstantial cloth binding with leather back, cotahaing
six months' numbers in each, indexed, can b? had at this
sffice at

$4 per volume.

Bush and Sutter, San Francisco.

Designs and Estimates furnished on application.
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Boiler

acknowledged by the most eminent Engineers in the
country to he the greatest improvement that has
ever been made in a Steam Generator.

Is

1

7,

S. A.

IT

PI, A NTS FOR GOI-D ANr> SIIV EK MILLS.
machinerv of LATEST UF-IGN and

UNEQUALED

IS

A Saving

embracins

MOST IlVleROviED construction. We offer our
BEST BEMJLTS OF 38 YKAKS'
SPECI.AL LINE of
EXPEBIENCK in
work, and arc PREPARED to furnisll the MOST
APPROVKD cliaracter of MINING AND REDUCTION MACHINERY, adapted to all (rradea of
ores and SUPERIOR to that of any other malte, at
the LOWEST l-OSSIBLE PRICES.
We are aljn prepared to CONSTKUCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING OKDKR,
any locality,' MILLS, CONCENTRATION
in
WORKS. WATER JACKET SMELTIVG
FURNACES. HOISTING WORK.S, PUMPING MACHINKRY, ETC., ETC., of any DEcustomers the

FOR

ECONOMY

SUFETY.

AND

DURABILITY.

Least 20 per cent Guaranteed
over any other form of Boiler.

in Fuel of at

tllis

SEND FOE CIRCULAR.

PACIFIC IRON WORKS,
127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Sole Manufacturers for the Pacific Coast,

SIRED CAPACITY.

COMPRESSED AIR

WATER POWER MACHINERY.

and

RIX & FIRTH, 225 and 227
NATIONAL AIR COMPRESSORS.

First St.,

San Francisco.

SINGLE OB DUPLEX, STEAM OR BELT POWER.
6a Sold on the Pacific Coast.

WATER

KNIGHT'S

WHEEL,

MINERS' HORSE WHIM.
MILLS,

PUMPING AND

Over 300 in

HOISTING.

All wrought iron.

anteed.

No gears, nobreakage.

horsf; will easily handle rock or water to a depth
feet, giving entire sntiBfaction to the prospector.
Price, complete, $200. 160 sold on this Coast.

One

All eHtimateH guarSend for Circular.

use.

'S

50

NATIONAL KOCK DRILL.
200 Sold on this Coast. Has
lesH repairs than any other
Drill.

ATTENTION, GOLD MINERS!
WE ARE SELLING
Silver-Plated Amalgamating Plates
For Saving Gold

in

QUARTZ. GRAVEL and PLACER MINING,

At reduced
and

rates.
Get our prices. Three thousand orders filled.
far superior to others in weit^ht of silver and durab lity.
Old

purchased of
B.

«3.

JOHN TA\I.OR &

Fifteen medals awarded.
mining plates replated.

and Missiou

CO., cor. First

Our plates have proved the best,
Thest) plates can also be

tits,

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
DENNISTON, Proprietor.
65S & 655 Mission St., Sau Francisco,

Cal.
NOTICE. — Our yilved Plated Plates have always proved as represented. We have been manufacturinjr them tnr 20 years,
and use only the best Lake Superior Copper and Refined Silver. Comparing our pbtes with those of other manufucturers,
after repeated tests, we can safely guarantee much better plates for the same money. Our plates are used hv all the prominent mining men on the Pacific Coast, hENO K OR CIRCULAR.

LIDGERWOOD

M'P'G CO,

H.H.H.

MASDFACTURKR OF

HORSE UNfMENT.

ENGINES

HOISTING

and BOILERS, 300 Sizes

^

WATER TANKS
CALIFORNIA WINE

lULDA
SO

to

PA EKE, LACY & CO,,
San Francisco

96

WINiilANKSI
COOPERAGE CO.,

THE

I^Snip, Mining, and Water Tanks

New

for tha
care of Bpraine, Bmises, Stiff Jointo,
Spavjns, Wmagalls, Sore Shcmlders, etc.

York.

Mid for

a Specialty.*^!

CLAYTON

LRnSHER PLATES,

— AND—

COMPRESSORS,

Chrouie Cast Steel for

Kock

For Working

Coal

Drills,

I>rills,

DEY

ST.,

Cutters,

of the .Mining and Scirntific PRF«a) unhoum\)-csii: be had for $3 per vohinio of six months.
Per

Inserted in Dewey's patent bind-

er, 50 CQuts additional';.-

volume.

San Francisco,

St.,

MANnFACTUBLRS'

ail

PnRCHASmG ACEHT.

ie

withont an eqnal

Settle.

For Sale by

all Druetelsts.

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.
AHAMANTINE shoes and

AI>AIUANTIXR.

New Almaden

Quicksilver.

die's Guaranteed to prove belter and cheaper than any otheis.
Orders solicited, subject to above conditions.
H. D. MORRIS.

NATURAL GAS & O
B

>VELl-

_

NEW YORK.

Back Filks

year (two volumes) $5.

220 Fremont

MORRIS,

Etc.

Clayton Air Compressor Works,

43

H. D.

iamUy Use

tor Khemnatasra, Neoralgia, Aches,
Pains
Brniees, Tnte .and Sprains Of all oharactera
Jhe H. H. H. Liniment has many iraita
Sons, and we caption the Public to sea
that the Trade Mark " H. H. H." ie cr9very nntUe before purchasing. For
eaie
syerywhers for BO oento andf J1.0C per

Special attention given to purchase of

Hoisting Engines and Water
Pumps in Mines and Tunnels,
Sinking Caissons, Elevating
Acids, Transmitting Natural
Gas, Atomizing Petroleiim, &c
For Catalogues, Etc., address,

I

tmong farmers and Stockmen

SOLE AOB.VT FOR

Rock

H. H. H. Horse Lmiment pnta
lite
Horee
H. Horee
l^jumont has been the leading remedj

BBOS., Proprietors,

40 Spear St.,
San Francisco.
ALL KINDS OF CASKS, TANKS, Etc.

AIR

T new into taeAntiqnated
^
|or the last 14 veara the H. H.

Liberty St.

J.

Room

22,

B.

RANDOL,

320SansomeSt.,

Saxx X'l-anclsoo.

I

TOOLS.

L

Revolving:, Jettiujr. Hydraulic, DiaProspectiiifr Well Tools, wind

mond.

Engines and Deep Well Pumps. Trea•"' on Natural
Gas, or our Encyclojlpedia,
|l2oc.

mailed for

The American

HEALDS
BUSINESS
FOR

Collepe instructs in Shorrhand, Type Writinjr, Bookkeeping, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Driwing, all the English branches, and everything- pertaining to bui-inehs,
for six full months.
We have sixteen teachers, and give
individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
its graduates in every part of the State,

jtS"SBND POR Circular.

jjWell Works.

Aurora, |U

COLLEGE.

24 POST ST.. S. P.
svventy-five dollars this

E. P.
C. S.

HALEY,

Secretary.

HEALD,

President.

|

Mining and Scientific Press*
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,000
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HUNDRED ^ND SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

FIVE

PRICE
OVEn

1400

(9S75.00)

ARE NOW

I

O.

r*.

33.

IN USE,

Conmntntlons «ro cloan rrom the flret working. Tbe wiur >nd
tc»r aru merely nominal. A machine can be Been in worJiing order anil ready to make testa at
200 Fremont
Street, 6ao Frmooiaco.
Tim MONTAKA CouPAKT (Limited), LoinwN, October 8, ISS.'i.
DiAB Sjks:— Having tested three of your Fnic Vanoers in a oompotltive trial with othir similar niachioei
(Triumph), we have satlsfled ournelves of the superiority of your VannurR, as la evidenced by the fact uf our havinir
ordered twenty more of your nioohines (or immediate dcli\ery. Yours truly,

THB MONTANA COMPANY
B.— Since

N.

tional Frues and

Protected by patents May 4, 18(i9; December 22, 1874; September
ary ao, 18S3; Bepteinber 18, 1883. Patents applied for.

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR
MAOHINE,

ADAMS & CARTER,

OR VANNING

$1,000

Room

{l.imito.l).

the above was written the 20 Vanners having been started gave such satisfaction that 44 add
liave been purchased,
ADAMS & CAKTEK.

more stamps

7. No.

109

2, 1870;

April 27, 1880;

March

22, 1881-

Febr

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

California Street,

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED,
PR Pp

FIVE

I

HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS

The present improved form of the celebrated *' Triumph " Ore Concentrator posaesseB many advantages over any
other Btyle of Vanners, Vanning Machines, or Concentrators, yet introduced to the notice of mining men. These advantages consist in the superior features which enter into their construction, and facilitate their operation.
They are constructed in the beat manner; their frames being of iron, insures their solidity, durability, and perfect
steadiness of motion when operated. They are built as compactly as their requisite strength will permit, weigh less, re.
quire less freight space in boxes, by which their cost of transportation is reduced, and occupy less mill room when set upAn important improvement has recently been introduced into their construction, which consists of a Riffle Tableplaced in front of and which takes the discharge from the feed and amalgam bowl. The improvement is in the recipro,
cal motion which is imparted to this table by the longitudinal motion of the shaking frame to which the table is attached. We have at hand many testimonials, from well-known Superintendents of mines in different mining districts
of the United States, bearing evidence of the eflScienoy and superiority of this form of Concentrator, and we shall be
pleased to send Circulars covering such letters of testimony, and, as well, directions for setting up and operating these
machines, and are ready to quote special prices for any considerable order.

"TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR.
WM.

INTos.

H. TAYIiOR, President.

R.

S.

39

-to

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
5X X'z-ezta.ozi't St.,

MOORE,

Superintendent.

L. R.

Oa.1.

MEAD,

Secretary.

RISDON IRON & LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
Location of Works, S. E. Cor. Beale and

Howard

Sts.,

San Francisco.
Has

Manufacturers and Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast for

the Following Advantages:

HEINE SAFETY

WATER TUBE

AND FACILITY OP INSPECTION
Hone Power now

60,000

BOILER.

and REPAIRS.

in ase.

Boilers can be seen working in San Francieco at Palace Hotel, Spring Valley
& Co., California jute Mills, and other places.

Hueter Bros.

Water Works

.

Oaarauteed More

Efficient than

any other Boiler made.

:]bttzxjX3:e:x^^ of«
jf alt kinds.
REFRIGERATING MACHINERY (or Steamships, Breweries, and Cellars.
QUARTZ
AIR
WILSON'S PATENT GAS-PRODUCER.
HYDRAULIC PUMPING
STEAM
BOILERS of all descriptions.
Specialty.
Have
Notr.—
WKOUGHT-IROX WATER PIPE a
Just completed order for 35 miles of 44-incb
pipe of i-inch Irun for Spring Valley Water Works Company, San Francisco,
SUGAR MACHINERY—Sugar Mills, Vacuum Pans, Clarifiers, Double EfTects, etc.
SAW-MILL MACHINERY of kinds.
STEAMSHIPS —Steam Yachts, Marine Engines and Boilers, Screw Propellors, Centrifugal Pumps, Steamship
STJflAM ENGINKS— CorlisB, Slide-Valve, Poppet Valve Automatic, Single, and Compound.
Pumps, Steam Capstans, Cargo Winches, etc.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS (or Pacific Coast ot the Celebrated "Heine" Patent Safety Boiler (Water Tube); i^'Builders
of 120-stEbmp Qold Mill for the Alaska Mill and Mining Company; 80-stamp Mill for Quartz Mountain
60,000 horse power now in use.
Mining Company.
MACBETH PATENT STEEL-RIM PULLEYS—Fifty per oeot lighter and 25 per cent cheaper than
MILLS—Gold and Silver, Copper and Lead Smelting Works, Roasting Furnaces
COMFRESOORS— Rope Power TranamiBaion.
and Hoiatint; Machinery.
all

tuat-

Senrl for Clrcnlar anrl Price LlRtH.

iron pulleys; will not break in transportation.

NOTICE. — All
the

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

full

our plates are guaranteed to have
weight of silver agreed upon, and are tested be

fore leaving our works, thereby avoiding the complaints

about light weight, made so often before we started
branch of industry.

in this

JUSTINIAN CAIRE, Agent,

F"or

521 & 523 Market

f&JSJ\7-IJSrC3r C3lrOIL.I>:

St.,

San Francisco,

-DEAbKR IN
MADE OP BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER
OB PLACER MINES.
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.
Assayers' and MiDing Material.

IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL,

GET OUR PBICBS BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SAN

FRANCISCO

—MANUFACTURER OF

BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

AND PLATING WORKS.

NOVELTY

Agent

for

HOSKINS'

HYDRO-CARBON ASSAY FURNACES

F'.

jA..

HTJISTTIKTCarT^CDTSr,
MANUFACTURER OF

Centrifugal

Quartz

Roller

Mills,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS.
Mining Machinery

of

Every Description,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
CentrUagal Roller Quartz Mill.

No. 45

FREMONT STREET,

-

-

SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL.

ORH CBUSHEB

Mining and Scientific Press:

20

[Jdlt

1888

7,

-THE-

Cor.

&

GREGORY

H. P.

Fremont and Mission

Sts.,

San Francisco,

-

-

DOUBLE "ECONOMIC" STAMP MILL.

CO.
Cal.

IMPORTERS AND DEALBSIS IN ALL CLA SES OF

MACHINERY
SOLE AGENTS FOB
WILLIAMSON

FAY a CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
FRANK & CO.'S WOODWORKINa
MACHINERY.
NEW HAVEN MANUF'O CO.'S MA3 A.

ANti BOILERS.

PAYNE'S VERTICAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

BLAKE'S
PUMPS.

AND

HORI-

SON'S MACHINISTS

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

POWER

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

TOOLS.

BICKFORD'S

HOISTING

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

BEMENT &

BROS'

ENGINES.

DRILLS.

IMPROVED STEAM

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

WEBBER CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

PERIN BAND SAW BLADES.

STURTEVANT

BLOWERS

AND

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTINQ INJECTORS AND EJEC-

EXHAUSTS.

SHIMER MATCHER HEADS.
BRAINARD MILLING MACHINES.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
SCHLENKER'S BOLT CUTTERS.

TORS.

DISSTON-S CIRCULAR SAWS.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACK-

ING CO.'S RUBBER GOODS.
LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS.
li.

HOLLOWAY FIRE EXTINGUISH-

W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACK-

ING, PAINT, ETC.

ERS.

YACHT ENGINES.

AN AUTOMATIC ORB FEEDER

ENGINES and BOILERS
FKOM

MILL

2 TO 100 H.

P.,

AND

SUPPLIES

FRISBEE

ALWAYS IN STOCK

Goes with each Mill.

We

also

have a suitable

Several Mills are now in the mines doing excellent work. The
mill for small mines, but we believe it is destined to scfebsede the

"Eoonomin" is not only a
old stamp in mills of the

LAEOEST CAPACITV.

LUBRICATING

WET

We

have here the Stamp Mill in a cheap and simple form. The high drop of the old stamp
more than compensated for by the great weight (1200 lbs. each) of our stamps, and the raThere are 4 shoes in each stamp, ao
pidity (300 strokes each per minute) with which they run.
that there are 4800 strokes of the shoes on the dies per minute. Less power is required than in
any other mill to do the same amount of work.
The Mortar has screens at both ends, giving ample discharge. There are no cams or tappets to wear or be adjusted. The stamps adjust themselves as the shoes wear.

is

OILS.

FREMONT STREET,

34 and 36

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

Manufacturers of Mining and Sawmill Machinery, Engines, Boilers, Etc.
L. C.

MARSHUTZ

CANTRELL.

T. G.

IRON
WORKS
MILL. NATIONAL
Howard
W.
Corner Main and

N.

Sts.,

— MANUFACTUREKS OF
Engines,
Compound
and

San Francisco,

-

This Mill, with a weight of less than 90OO pounds,
Flour, Sugar. Saw
Stationary
has a capacity equal to 30 stamps, reducing
and Quartz Mill Machinery.
two and a half to three tons per hour
AMALGAMATING MACHINES. CASTINGS AND FORCINGS ^LZTiln
of hard quartz to 40 mesh.
ALL WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED.

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

NATIONAL ROCKER OUARTZ MILL.
KENDALL'S PATENT, AUGUST
±n. 34=
Xa

24, 1886.

Tons

O.A.JE'.A.OI'nr,

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL,

3E3Cc»-u.ns.

H.

3

JE*.

Sole Manufacturers.
The Patentee and MaDufacturera
cordially invite miners to critically

examine and pass judgment upon
this improved system of milling
and amalgamating ores in the following particulars:
1.

The

2.

The

cost

is legs than one-half of
of same capacityfreight to mine is less than
one-half of stamps.
3. The cost of erecting is less than

etampn

one-fourth of stamps,
4.

The power todriveitis

5.

The wear

6.

There

7.

shoes and dies.
In point of araa'gamation it Is
superior to any other machine

8.

In

leas

than

one-half nf stamps.

"j:^,

\~y_^

is

less

than one-quar-

ter of stamps.
is

no wear except on
.

s

in use.

^

it-j

simplicity of construction.

We

challenge competition with
Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or and

other ore crushing machines

now

before the public.

IT

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

di^Send for Circulars and Price

renewals will not cost over one-half as moch as for stampa. The attention of parties having Cement Gravel is called to this Mill, as it will run 100 tons per day to No. 8 mesh.
MILLS are the most economical ever built, and are extensively used with
OUR
record of several years. No srinding in pans. Mill finishes to any fineness desired.

Are you going to make any change in machinery? Are vou freighting hy team or packing on
mules? Do you want Pulleys on Shafting already up? If so, don't fail to look into the
merits of

DRY

THE DODGE PATENT INDEPENDENCE

WOOD SEPARABLE OR

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY.
HOOKER & LAWRENCE,

...

Gen'l Ag'ts,

461 Howard

St.,

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL.

ARE YOU GOING TO PUT UP MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?

And

GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,

List.

SPLIT

PULLEYS.

They are the

liightest. Strongest, Best Balanced and Most
Convenient Pulleys Made in the "World,

San Francisco

145 Broadway. New York.

Entirely

new and

original.

Adapted

Also Agent for the

^r Price List and

to

aov power required.

Time, troubleand moueysaved by usiogthese pulleys,

DODGE SYSTEM OF ROPE TRANSMISSION. Estimates furnished,
free.
JOHN SIMONDS, Pacific Coast Agent» SOO-51 3 Mission St.» S. F*

Catalogues mailed

BY DEWBY &

CO.

VOLUME

SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY. JULY

Publishers.

One man stands

2.

and each auooeeding pit ia ao dumped. The
What is a Mine?
sluices are usually two to four strings, being
Aa defined by the lexicographer and the
ground, where he has a full view of everything set on the pay gravel in the pit, on the proper
around, and by the use of levers, with suitable grade, and the necessary water brought from scientist, a mine is a subterraneous work or
attachments to the machinery below, he has the surface to do the washing. After passing excavation which has for its object the discovperfect control, &nd handles all the machinery through the sluices, it passes with the seepage ery and extraction of metallic ores or other
with ease and accuracy. The cut shows one water through culverts underground to the mineral substance. But in addition to the
bucket on each derrick, one open and the other pumpbouse, 200 to 400 yards distant, where it underground works which constitute the mine
shut.
The buckets are opened and closed by is raised to the surface 36 feet high by power- proper, the term in its general acceptation insteam or compressed air. The power exerted ful centrifugal pumps, built especially for hand- cludes also the ground itself, together with the
inclosing is 31. 000 pounds, if necessary, in hard ling very muddy water and even sand and plant, whatever the kind, such as hoisting,
ground. When the bucket is opened and on gravel. The water, or so much of it as may be pumping, and reduction works; buildings for
the ground, the man in the lever-bouse, near required, is then returned to the sluices, where the accommodation of workmen, coal-bunkers,
the derrick oar.

Deep-Greek and River-Bed Mining.

LVI.

Number

in the lever-

house, near the top of the mast, 50 feet above

There are

in this State

and eUewhere many
deep creeks and

depoaitfl of aariferoas gravel in

Tbougb known

river-beds.

to be

ricb,

tbey

were too deep and wet to be worked in the
early days of California mining, and in many
instances tbey are now covered ap deeper by
the galohes, ravines and creeks having been
worked out and the debris dumped in and on
the beds of
often

the large

knew them

streams.

to be richer than

The miners

many

small

streams which they were working, but the extra labor of deep *' stripping" by hand-work

the top of the mast, turns on steam or air to

it ia

again used for washing.

This, however,

is

etc.

According

to

capital

less

being

also

a simple

defioition

this

mineral claim or loca-

was against them and
there was more profit
shallower
in working
though poorer diggings,

on which no deep
underground work
has been done would

tion

or

not constitute a mine,
,

notwithstanding the

required.

36 years in almost every
way that gold is mined,

custom that obtains to
the contrary. Throughout our mineral regions
every such claim, even
though no work has
been done upon it, is

turned his attention to

called a mine.

Some years

since J.

Lambing, a man who
bad conducted mining
P.

operations for the past

of

Even in common usage

Knowing

this sabject.

the existence of ex-

it

seems to us that the

but

distinction above taken

deep depoeibs of gravel

ought to be observed,

creek and river-beds,
be started in to devise

since

suitable steam machin-

and

tensive

rich

in

ery to enable
the

handle

pay

mineral

lode or other

to

deposit

a

earth

or

misrepresent

method

Such claim ia
wanting in the first and
moat essential feature

ing.

It

was

of

min-

extraction

also neces-

nsnally

met with

river-beds.

We might with

water
deep

propriety

in

After

claim a

MINING DREDGERS AT THE ARROYO SECO MINE, NEAR lONE, AMADOR COUNTY. GAL.

and money experimenting for some
of labor

away 220

feet,

and

up, allowing the water only to pass

stream.

pila it

down

close

it,

and moved to the rear as the excavating pro-

pre-

Three

men

are

required

to

operate

one

farm

as to call

It

was shown

in

when water ia scarce, which hap- theee colnmns not long since that as many
pened last fall. But a small stream of water is as 30,000 mining claims had, first and last,
necessary when handled in this way, the heavy been taken up and recorded in the State of
only done

sediment settling, while passing to the pump- Nevada, with presumably six or eight times
house and returning to the sluices again. Mr. as many in the other Pacific States and
Under the
J. P. Lambing, the superintendent of the Ar- Territories— say 250,000 all told.

who furnishes us the usage that prevails, all of these claims, or at
above information concerning the process de- least as many of them as have been kept good,
scribed, has had miny inquiries about the sys- are spoken of as mines, which not even five per
tem of working adopted, and this description cent of them really are.
royo Seco Mining Co.,

will interest

the

many miners who have ground

of

a similar character.

—

Mr. Lambing uses two large steam derricks derrick one leverman, one fireman and one
deep deposit of barren sur- track-layer. After excavating to the depth of
These derricks are 27 to 30 feet at the Arroyo Seco mine, they
face sand, gravel and loam.
shown in the engraving. The derrick car is reach the pay gravel. It is from four to nine
56 feet long, 16 feet wide and 18 feet high. It feet deep, the surface of it paying a few cents
is strongly built, covered with corrugated iron per pan, and getting richer as they go toward
and weighs about 75 tons with the enginea.boilers bedrock, where it often pays as many dollars
and machinery. The mast at the front end is per pan. When they first open the mine in
56 feet high, and boom 110 feet long, the outer the spring, if the pits or excavations have been
filled up by the winter floods, they strip off a
end elevated 56 feet above the ground.
There ia a self filling bucket or dredger at- pit say 60 to SO feet square, and hoist the pay
tached to a steel-wire rope (as will be seen "by gravel out on the surface, where they wash it in
cut) at one end, the other passing up over a sluices while the stripping goes on. The next
shear in the end of the boom and thence down pit BO uncovered is washed in the pit and
on the topside of the boom to the machinery in dumped where the first pit was worked out,

for stripping 09" the

much

a

such a mineral claim a
mine.

and hoists it up. He then swings it
around to any pi ice within a circle of 220 feet,
drops the load of from I^ to 2 cubic yards,
back, lets it down on the
in Amador county, in this State. The machin- swings the bucket
one to two minutes,
ery was made by Knight & Co. of Sutter ground open, all in from
Creek. It may be stated, by the way, that the according to distance to be moved. The dersystem may be applied in some places where ricks are capable of hoisting a load of 10 tons
hydraulic mining is not allowed, enabling the 50 feet high. They are placed on a solidly
miner to hoist his debris away from the tail of built railway track, which ia taken up in front
he has now at work the most completepl ant to be found in the country.
The mine is called the A.rroyo Seco, and ia
five years,

it

as

call

emption or a homestead

ex-

pending a large amount

the flume, swing

or

ore

of

other mineral product.

sary to handle the large
flow of seepage

mine, the under-

a

ground work prosecuted
for the discovery and

in practice

in ordinary placer

mine is to
and mis-

lead.

more

gravel

economically and expeditiously than by the
old

a

undeveloped

him

**strippiDgs " overlying

the

designate

to

wholly

This loose sort of phraseology came into
vogue during the earlier stages of mining in
California,

when

up

digging

the

auriferous

A

Suit has been bsgun against the North gravel with a pick and washing it in a rocker
Bloomfield Gravel Mining Company, asking was termed mining, though hardly more like
that defendant be enjoined from dumping deb- the real business than digging and housing
Gradually, as deep pits were opened
ris into the Yuba river, and also from selling potatoes.
water for mining purposes. The action was in- on the river bars, and shafts were put down
stituted by the United States, represented by and tunnels run for reaching the drift or openAttorney General Hart. This is the first time ing up the vein deposits, the business began to
take on t'le proportions and otherwise assume
a suit has been brought in this way.
the characteristics of substantial mining.

The Oregon
has 300 men

Iron and Steel Co. at
at

work.

will be ready for use

Oawego

Now

that this industry has so changed,

The new furnaces should begin

to speak

of

it

with a

by August, New bonkers discrimination as well as show better
The company will work in our classification of what belongs to

for ore are being built.

on a larger scale than ever before.

we have been accustomed

to do.

we

more
judgment

little

it

than
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SoF^f^ESPOj^DENCE.
We

admit, uniudoraed, opinions of correspondents.

-Eds.

Dutch Flat and Vicinity,
Editors Press:

— Perhaps

it

is

safe

to con-

clude that not one person out of a thouaand of
the present population of California has ever

heard of the circumstance from which Dutch
Flat took its name. Since my arrival a few
days ago I have been regaled with numerous
stories relating to the matter. They have varied

muoh

so

that I

am

certain that all of

them can-

not be quite correct, so I am left to decide for
myself which ie most entitled to credence,
stripping the subject of all the romance with
has been connected, I find that in the
an adventurous Dutchman, in
of gold, after wandering among the
rugged canyons, spied a little flat, now the
site of the town, and, Dutchman-like, squatted
upon it and began to mine near by. The miners
of other campa in the neighborhood at first referred to the digging as the flat where the
Batchman lived. In those busy times the miners were not long in hitting upon an apt abbreviation of titles, and, accordingly, the camp
which BO suddenly sprang up, was soon known

which

it

early
search

fifties,
'

Dutch

as

Flat.

of the town, once numbering
thousands of busy, prosperous miners, has been
last few years to between
the
reduced within
700 and SCO all told. The disastrous termina-

The population

tion of the debris question, which a few years
ago caused the operation of hydraulic mining to
cease, has worked a great hardahip upon the
Very many, whose fortunes
poor miner.
seemed assured, if not already within their
grasp, found themselves, on the enforcement of

the Anti-Dabris Act not only " broke," but
tbonaands of dollars worse than nothing. They
had invested their all, and more, in the machinery and appliances necessary for the prosecution

of

their

legitimate

enterprises,

which

they were not allowed to continue. All
possess is the empty satisfaction of
knowing that within the soil they possess,
granted them for mining pnrposes, there are
thousands, and perhaps millions of dollars,
which they dare not use profitable means to
make avaiUble. Tell me, is it not a little hard
to say that such a state of affairs is even-handed
justice? While a full measure of sympathy is
claimed for the hard-working and honest granger,
it would aeeni highly fitting that at least a mite
should be loaned to the poor but equally honest
miner.
The country for miles and miles aroand
Dutch Flat is strewn with the piping, once used
in hydraulicing, which is being gathered at the
railroad depot to be shipped to the mining regions of Oregon, where thus far no kicking
against the " slickens" is going on. The webfooter, unlike the tar head, seems to have
enough to engage his attention without meddling in the affairs of his neighbors.
It will not do, however, to take too gloomy a
view of the outlook for the mining interests of
finally

they

now

region.
There ia ground for hope that
mines of untold wealth will sooner or later be
discovered in the vicinity, from the fact that at
no time within the history of this part of the
country has there been more skillful attention
this

paid by a greater number of men to proBpecting
quartz exclusively, nor have the labors of
the prospector been devoid of encouragements.
Reports from various directions are of a character to cheer up the drooping spirits of the inhabitants of this region. Near Gold Run, but
a few miles west of here, the Everhart Bros,
have discovered an eight-inch ledge, which
tested, lowest ore, $152; highest, $300. It is
situated in the secret town mining district;.
The test was made of rock at the depth of 74
ieet, where the ledge was lost.
They are now
trying to get on the ledge with pay shute. The
main tunnel is now 490 feet. These same gentlemen lately sold Mr. J. A. Parker of Sacramento a ledge for $900, which the latter is exploring.
Eighty five feet descent has been
made already and prospects as well on the surface.
This ledge averages 2^ feet.
It ia hard for those who have long followed
gold mining and become infatuated with the
pursuit to give it up. It ia next to impossible
for the miner to aee any satisfactory reward in
but few other callings. Were this not the case
much of his grievaoce, so far as this section is
concerned, would, in due time, vanish. By
actual experiment it has been made clear that
for the production of some varieties of fruit, no
section of famous Oalifornia can excel this. The
difficulty, so far, seems to be to get general interest on the subject duly awakened.
To the
credit of such men as Messrs. H. A. Frost, J.
C. Chester, Chas. E. Kidd, Kinney and a few
others I might name, who are directing acientitio attention to the matter, and who have each
cheering promises in fruit production, it is no
longer a queation of producing the finest apples,
pears and plums grown in the State, and perhapa uaexcelled anywhere in the United States.
Some of these gentlempu can show last year's
apples to-day apparently as sound and well
preserved as on the first day of this year. The
altitude and consequent temperature aeems
specialty suited to the production of the varieties I have named.
That this branch of industry must soon bacome prominent, if not paramount to every other, requires no great sagacity
for

to foresee.

Then again there is wealth in the climate of
this region, and the appreciation of it will inits excellence
crease as the knowledge of
spreads out and reaches our less fa von d brethren of the Eastern Statea. When the senaeless
craze concerning Southern California climate
shall have died out, as we have abundant reason
to believe that it will shortly, and people become aware of the fact that California is
notin'Los Angeles, but simply the reverse,
then, beyond doubt, the middle and northern
sections of the State will receive their due share
of attention, and the western foothills of the
Sierras will be sought out and appreciated.
And there is comfort in the assurance that the
boom, wiiich shall sweep over this portion, will
not collapse with the season, but will be solid
and enduring.
As regards the healthfulness of this region
but little need be said. All know, or, at least,
should know that mountain life and healthful*^
ness are well nigh inseparably connected, especially in so far as reference is made to such
mountains as these. Numbers are beginning to
find out that this is one of the places to come
to pass a really pleasant spell. Reasonable
hotel accommodations are furnished at Gold
Run, where B. Moody of the National hotel
pays strict attention to his line of buainesa.
While at this place W. A. Sharon of the Dutch
Flat house not only makes an effort to pleasci
his guests, but succeeds so well that guests are
This gentleman takes an esloth to depart.
pecial interest in making known the various at*
tractions which the region possesses for tourist
and others who lay over here. On my arrivi^l
Mr. Sharon alluded to eome of the claims of
this neighborhood upon the public aa a resort.
I told him that I was not aware that anything
of special importance existed here to interest
travellers.
"That is just the reason why I

mention

it

to

you," he said,

"comparatively

Dams
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with ordinary prudence is absolutely safe. I
fancy that perhaps the judge may have lost
money in mines in the past.
The Operations at North BloomfleldThese considerations, including tboae preEditors Press:— Sait has been commenced sented
by yourselves, and some others,; lecall
by the U. S, against the North Bloomfield the often asked but seldom answered question,
Gravel Mine. The iDJunction of this mine as " what are we coming to ? " And I fancy the
an open hydraulic some five years ago, ia an answer to be, to unbearable tyranny of (.fficiala
and monopolists first, and to disruption ot this
old story, but for some time past operations
for

Mining Debris.

great commonwealth, or to imperialism at last.
have been carried on under great disadvanAmericans boast of their country aa the land
tages on the plan of impounding the debris. of freedom, par excellence, but California is not
near
so free as any one of the Australian ciloOf course the work has been very muoh crippled under this limitation, but the company nies, else would the Chinese question have been
has managed to do a profitable business. Now Betted long ago, and this debris matter would,
aa it could, be arranged speedily and juatly.
it seems that even this resource must be out off,
C, H. Aaron.
and the once famous mine will be added to the
North Bloomfield, Nev. Go.^ July, 1S8S.
long list of non- producers.
I have just visited this mine. The manner
of working, as many of your readers know, is
Ores for Leaching in Mexico.
to elevate the tailings from the monitora to a
bight of 90 feet, by meana of the hydraulic
Editors Press: Hdving read the interesting
elevator.
They use 675 inches of water under
articles of C. A. Schenk on the leaching proceaa,
a pressure of from 350 to 530 feet for piping,
and 1400 inches under 530 feet in the elevator. published some months since in your valuable
All of this water and all of the tailings pass to paper. I asked him lately if he knew para reservoir 2500 feet long, formed by a dam ties that would take
a controlling interest in
aoross a portion of the worked out hydraulic
large deposits of crushed ore fit for lixiviation,
ground. The dam is 20 feet thick, stands at
and he refers me to you as in a position proban angle of about 66 degrees, and ia made of
ably to bring me in contact with moneyed men,
small pine trees laid aoroea its length, and
who might be interested in the subject. Thus,
gravel.
The present higbt of the dam :a 40 feet, but I beg leave to trouble you in a matter which
may interest some of your frienda. The facta
it was not built to this bight in the first place,
are simply these: From a bonanza lasting over
but gradually, as required. This is a feature,
45 years and producing weekly 2590 tons of ore,
of debris dama which seems to have escaped
crushed hastily and run through the patio as
the attention of some, including the judges of
Supreme Courts, who have expressed opinions quick as possible, there is a vast amount of
tailings, and these tailings assay about 8 to 10
aa to the feasibility' of impounding tailinga on a
ounces per ton. I would say the actual test
large aoale. A debris dam need never b3 exruns yielded 12 ounces per ton of silver and
posed to a very considerable preaaure of water,
some little gold. The location ia near a town
being built only to a very moderate hight at
of 7000 inhabitants, three miles from a Mexican
firat, and gradually raised as the bottom under
Central R. R. station, in a col 1 climate excelthe water is raised by accumulation of the imlent for health; by cold, I mean tabluland, with
pounded material. In this particular case the
dam ia absolutely safe becauae it ia at the up- fresh temperature and practically no winter.
stream end of the reservoir, and the inlet ia ao Coal will there now soon be delivered at §10 a
while fuel ia a little more expenaive, and
near to it, or at least one inlet is, that the ton,
salt costs $7 a ton.
For 20,000 tons of selected
coarse gravel, not the slickens, is that which
remains banked against it, and in fact, at this ore of 10 CO 12 ounces, one-third interest is retained and a royalty of S2 per ton has to be
writing, there is a strip of dry, solid land, 100
paid.
In exchange, a hacienda ia offered nith
feet wide, adjoining and forming a part of the
dam. The angle of stability of such material water supply for use of the new plant, which
would be paid by the surplus value of this ore
is not greatly leas thaq the alope of the dam,
and the gravil soon becomes in a measure ce- and mure, because half the quantity of ore
mented by the infiltra ion of aand and ferregin- would be sufficient for it. After amortisation

few, if any, strangers are aware of what grand
scenery is here; one view in particular that is to
be seen within four miles of this place. I will
take you to it to-morrow if you wish. It is off
the line of the railroad is one reason, I suppose,
that so few know of it," I assured him that it
would be a means of much gratification to me
to behold such a view as he gave me to understand it to be.
So on the following morning, after breakfast,
we were not long in making ready for the trip.
The team being in readiness, we soon mounted
and found ourselves whirling along at a rapid
speed behind spanking steeds part way over
the old stage road and partway along the old emi- oua watsr. No large atream of water can ever
grant grade, but for the most part along a road, fiow from the reservoir over this dam to cut it,
had long been because the flow ia the other way, and if the
if road it might be called, that
abandoned, and was now obstructed with caved brush of which the dam ia made (pine trees)
banka and fallen trees; but withal it was a should rot in course of time, and it would
pleasant ride, which brought us to one of the scarcely do so during the life of the mine, the
highest eminences overlookiug the American gravel would by that time have acquired, if it
river that exists in the neighborhood.
Alight- does not now possess, stability independent of
ing from our bugy and tying the horses in the the dam. A' d if the dam could break to morshade of a pine tree, my escort led the way a row, and all the contents of the vast reservoir
few rods beyond, when suddenly there broke could run out, which they could not. the only
upon our vision a chasm of over 3000 feet in result would be that the mine would be to that
depth. The rook upon which we stood over- extent refilled by its original material.
hung almost perpendicular walls of granite.
The present outlet of the reservoir, through
Through the bottom of perhaps 1000 acres which flows the dirty water and a little susflowed a stream apparently about 10 feet wide, pended slickens, is at a point about 1500 feet
but which I was assured was at least sixty. distant from the inlet and from the dam. This
This proved to be the American river and the outlet consists of a cribbed and planked shaft
spot ia known as Green valley.
At the edge of connecting with the mouth of the old drain or
the river Mr. Sharon pointed oat an upright tailinga tunnel of the mine, which tunnel, by
stone which is called Pyramid Rock, 100 feet the wav, coat the company half a million dolhigh, but from our position it had the appear- lara.
This shaft ia built up pari paau with the
ance of less than ten. Miners' cabins, of which dam, in proportion as the reservoir tilla with dethere are a number, were seemingly mere bird- bris, and so as to maintain such a depth of
cages, and adults presented the diminutive water constantly as to insure the settling of all
stature of iofants. Looking to the eastward, but a amall percentage of aolid matter.
Old Man Mountain, a prominent snowcapped
A new outlet 2300 feet from the inlet ia now
peak of the Sierras, loomed skyward, while to in process of construction by meana of an inthe south and southweat Indiana Hill, Iowa clined tunnel or drift on an angle of 20 degrees
Hill, Forest Hill and other old mining camps of to connect with the drain tunnel.
This drift
lesser note were pointed out to my admiring will be 615 feet long, of whiob about 100 feet
gaze.
At the mouth of the drift
is now completed.
A little farther to ray right in dimmer dis- another box-shaft will be built up as required
tance I could behold the great Sacramento to retain the tailing^. The drain tunnel deliv*
valley spread out and presenting in the glim- era the muddy water into the South Yuba
mering sunbeams the appearance of a vast in- river.
land sea. For more than an hour I was an atWhether it is that the water escaping from
tentive listener to a narrative of the scenes and this reservoir still carries suspended a sufficient
experiences of early mining days, aa given by quantity of silt to be appreciab'y injuriom to
one who had participated in peraon. *' Do you the rivers and valleys, or whether it Is that the
see that riffle in the stream just below Pyramid company is in contempt of court by working in
Rock?" said Mr. Sharon. "That ia where any way, I do not know. The case seems a
Waterloo claim was located.
It was
not hard one, and it is just such cases as this that
thought to be valuable at one time and was are
breath and
taking the
the courage
sold to Chinamen for $400.
Within three from the miners, many of whom are convinced
months they cleaned up $125,000 from it. A that even drift mining is doomed and quartz
short distance above, where you aee that will sooner or later come under the ban; and
cluster of cabins, ia Hidden Hill.
At this place why not? The same string runs through
was located the famous Golden Ring claim. It all, and that string sounds ever the same note,
was among the richest claims of- the American varying only the octave.
river diggings. I would not venture to say
I have read the article of your correspondent,
how many millions of dollars were taken out of L, who has taken the word out of my mouth,
it."
My companion then related the Indian and your editorial remarks on judicial decisions,
legend connected with the rook on which we in regard to which I plead guilty of being " in
were sitting. Aa the story runs, it appears contempt "too profound for utterance, or at
that in the long, long ago, before the intrusion least for printing. I know of a case near Colof the paleface, there dwelt in Green Valley a fax, an injunction by a supreme (God save the
tribe of natives to which belonged a certain mark) judge, whose charge to ajary some years
Indian maiden whom the chief's son longed as ago moved my deep disrespect. It is not that I
his wife.
But the damsel willed otherwise. have any direct personal interest in mines. I
An imperative injunction was finally issued by should not care if every mine in California were
those in authority over her to the effect that cloaed to morrow, on my own account; and I
she must yield to the ardent wish of her royal concede, and the miners with wbem I have conlover.
Finding entreaty on her part unavail- versed concede, that the rights of the farmers
ing, one evening, as the sun was hiding hia face and other valley dwellers should hecpnsidered;
behind the lofty mountain-tops, this courageous but I have no patience with the judicial stupiddaughter of the woods climbed to this point and ity which cannot see the difference between a
cast herself down the precipice. From this debris dam and a water dam, and which permits
circumstance it is since aptly termed by the the latter, which is dangerous in spite of all
whites, "Lovers' Leap."
F. B. L.
precaution, while prohibiting the former, which,

—

of all expenses the controlling interest of a little over half would be to the owners of the

plant and hacienda, and thus a runniog or continuous profit without expense secured.
I know of quite considerable depoeits of ore
fit for leaching and claimed to run 50 ounces
per ton, but some distance off the railroad,
though in a part where wood and timber ia very
cheap, and all quiet and safe. The examination
of both thcEe orea on the ground is so easy,
and teat runs could be so cheaply made, that
the calculation of profits to be secured should
be reliable.
For amalgamation I control 75,000 tons of
rather free-milling ore, which leaves 38 per ton
for treatment, while the same ore tested at
Luckhardt's in San Francisco has been calculated to cost from §1.15 to $1.20 per ton. Even
supposing fuel double in price here, yet profits
would be considerable and only a " Boss" plant
wanted.
40'Stamp mill is idle here, for
which I could get all the ore it could treat at

A

Max

good profits.
Ouanajuato, Mexico.

Koelul.

Tin Plate Manufacture.
Editors Press
an

:

— A local journal haa copy of

article recently published

by you recounting

operations which have been taken in connection

with the working and development of tin mines
your State, also stating that tin plate had

in

been satisfactorily produced with

tin

made from

the output of these minea; and, further, that it
was contemplated to proceed with this industry for the supply of tin plate to the western
portion oi the cootinent,
I have not a knowledge of any of the parties
interested in the movement, and would therefore ask the favor of your inserting thia letter
in yoor journal, 80 that in attracting their attention it may possibly lead to opening up the
subject of tin plate manufacture with myself.
Meanwhile let me state that I am a practical
tin-plate maker from South Wales, England,

now engaged in this country in advocating its
manufacture, and know my contributions to the
Eistern press are known and recognized as an
authority upon the subject.
I am interested in patented appliances in general use at tin-pUte works for reducing cost of
production, and am therefore in the most favorable position to undertake the making of tin
plate under the most advantageous conditions.
Trusting this letter may elicit a reply from tho&e
connected with the movement, I am yours
faithfuUv,
WiLKiKS Frick.
1S12 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, HI.

TuE Technical Society of the Pacific Coast,
which has not published any of its proceedings
for some months, has a number of papers in the
hands of the printer, and the rfgalar "transaction" will soon be ready for distribution.

Many

teachers have

already

arrived from

theEistto attend the National Educational
Association.

July

14, 1888.
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Taolamne Coanty Mines.

The Rassell Process.

River MiDloer. Mills and Mines.
Its Practical Appllcatloc and EcoDomlc
Results.
Editoes Pkk-ss:— On the SUDisUuo river,
Cherlea
Mesere.
ferry,
[The following article, which will be cootinJQSC above Reyoolds
Fitch k CompaDy have jast completed their ncd in several numbers of the Misino and Scitaonel through aDd arouod the Horeesboe entific Press, was compiled from Mr. Rassell'a
bend, 1200 feet in Ifingth by 7 feet in bight notes by Kllsworth Diggett of Salt Lake City,
aod 5 in width. This will drain nearly l\ Utah, and was originally read before the Amermilea of the riverbed. Tbey propoee start- ican Institute of Mining Kngioeers.
Eds.
Much of this ground I'kess].
ing in work immediately.
baa been worked by means of wing dams fur the
In the first paper on the RuastU prooesa prepast 30 years, always prnviog remunerative and sented by Mr. Stetefeldt, in May, 1834 (pubpaying all the way from $:{ op to as high as $200 lished in the MlNINil AM> SOIKNTIKIU PuK.SS),
per day to the hand. This taooel will enable the process was treated from a purely theothem to get at the eotire bed of the river as sood retical standpoint. In his nennnd paper of
Ootober, ISSti ( rran^fao^ioni, AT), the details
as the wbeel and pumps are io place.
Proceediug up the main riJge toward Tuttle- of the plant, the chemicals used, and the manipbold
of
this
ulation in both mill and laboratory, were
town, we find new life has taken
new discovery made treated. The aim of the present paper is to
part of the county.
only a few years ago, and called the Long Ouloh present economical results recently attained,
mine, was hooded by the owot, Mr. Frank new data affcjctiog the preparation and manipu
Groes, to Victor Hansen of Sid Fraociaco, who lation of ore in the mill, and a more complete
immediately wont to work and erected a 6ve- and systematic scheme of laboratory work.
This paper is compiled mainly frnm Mr. Russtamp mill with frame for 15 stamps. They
have now been running the mill for the last two sell's notes cf his own experience. Man> of these
weeks, with tbu results thus far showing an notes, particularly those relating to work at
average of ore paying $10 per ton. The owner Cusibuiriacbio (called for short in this paper,
pounded out the oeat little sum cf $8000 in a as in common use among mining men, " Cuai "),
mortar before he gave a bond of the property. Mexico, have been upon work directly under
understand they are now down only about the personal obaervatton of the compiler, who
SO feec in depth, and the mine gives great takes pleasure in thus presenting data and considerations of much interest and value not only
promise af permanency.
to users of the Husaell process, but to millmen
Tuttletown.
generally.
The description of the chemicals
At Tnttletown, the once tumbled-down relic used and of the preparation oF the mill solutions
'-10,
life
new
lease
of
seems
a
of
by-gone
days
of
being in part the same now as when Mr. Steteto have set in. Improvements in the shape of feldt's second paper was published, some use is
new houses and mills and a perfect regeneratioo here made of portions of that paper. Ko
in the way of repainting and beautifying the theoretical matter is here given.
For a treatise
old ones is going on.
containin^-aUo the theory of the prooese the
Mr. J. K. Ritchie has just completed a new reader is referred to Mr. Stetefeldt's complete
fivo'Stamp m)ll just below the Patterson, and work on '* Lixiviation of S.lver Ores by Hypohas set to work on an old abandoned mine di- sulphite Solutions," now in preparation.
rectly alongside the stage road. The rock taken
I. Laboratory Work.
out runs from about $5 to $S per ton, with an
average width of three feet of ledge.
Learhintj Tests by Extra Solution or RusA.
The Patterson Mine and Mill
sell Process.
DiBerent ores require diflfrrent
This property treatment on the small scale, in the aseay office,
Is now running in full bUst.
Consequently, for the
as
well
as
in
the
mill.
is under lease to Fred Morns, although we hear
Whether the present reasons explained further on, eight different
the lease expires soon.
party will take a new tease, or some other party leaching tests ara used in testing raw ores, and
get it is not yet decided. The ore now being eight for roasted or chloridized ores. Of the
extracted is of a low grade, yet sufficient to eight methods, the one giving the highest per
justify all expenses with a margin of profit. cent extraction is then selectt^d for all further
This mine in former days produced the hand- leaching tests on that particular ore.
Id making the tests the following points
somest sppcimeus of ouba sulphurets in perfect
form and varying in size from an eighth of ao should be noticed: Toe metric system and asThe
inch up to two inches square, all covered with a 8ay-'on weights are supposed to be used.
thin film of pure gold, and was largely remuaer- weight of ore taken is one-third or one half an
assay ton, and is placed in a beaker of about
ative to its owners.
There has also been erected at this same little 300 CO. capacity.
If the fire assays are made by scorification, of
town a two stamp mill, whioh is owned by a
Mr. Ferguson of Sonora, who is working a small course a smaller amount of ore should be taken,
but no change need be made in the amount of
ledge of very fair ore near by.
chemicals or solution used. Also, if beakers
The Old Leonard Mine
of 300 c.c. are not at band, smaller sizes and
Adjoining the Patterson on the gulch is sl'O be- less volume of solution can be used, without alThe given proing worked after being abandoned for the past tering the weight of chemicals.
portion between hyposulphite and b'.uestone
10 years.
The Alabama.
should be observed.
The preliminary washing with water in the
Crossing over Table mountain toward James*
roasted or chliridized ores is by decantown, we come to the Alabama mine. This im- case of
tat
on, the clear liquid being decanted upon the
mense ledge (or rather quarry) is owned by Mr.
filter that is afterward used to receive the ore.
Thos. Bell of San Francisco and a Mr. Harris livThe amount of hyposulphite of eodi used is 20
ing near the ground. The component parts of
grams, unless otherwise stated. The ** bluethis ledge consiste largely of talcoae slate mixed
"
is a 20 per cent sowith aulpburets of iron and stringers of quartz, stone solution referred to
made by dissolving 200 grams bluestone
This property, if properly handled, and worked lution
water
and
diluting
to
1 000 c.c.
Unless
in
hot
as it should be, that is automatically, with amotherwise stated, 25 c.c. of this solution is used.
ple milling facilities and proper appliances for
the
contents
beakers
of the
should
reducing large quantities of ore, should and Id all cases
occasionally stirred.
could be made a first class paying claim as it is be
The
washing
with
water
at the end of the
economically
and
working
very
sitnated for
operation is to remove the last traces not only
cheaply.
of dissolved silver, but also of hyposulphite of
The Chrystalline.
soda, which would interfere with the burning
Adjoining the above, and similar in char- of the filter. After the final washing with
acter of ore, is the Chrystalline mine and mill, water, the filter and ore are transferred to a
which, although now running 15 stamps, ex- fldt dish and dried. When dry the ore is seppect to have to shut down within the next arated from the filter and the filter burned the
month for lack of water. This property belongs ash being added to the ore, which is then ready
to the Seeber Bros, and is being run by them- to be assayed.
If the fire-aseays are made by
selves and a few others in interest who are all Bcorification, the presence of the filter-ash is in
personally engaged io and around the works, convenient.
For such at<says, the last traces of
looking closely sf Cer their own interests by de- the ore are removed from the dry filter with a
veloping the same continuously.
stiff brush, and the filter-paper is not assayed.
The following are the methods of making lixThe Harris.
iviation tests by the extra-solution (Russell
over
mile
and
not
a
quarter
of
a
Adjoining,
down the gulch, we come to the once-famous process) in the assay iffiie. The first eight are
*'Gem" or Harris mine and mill. At tbepreeent for raw ores and tailings the second eight for
time this mine is lying idle on account of it be- roasted or chloridized ores. For brevity the
"
ing full of water below the SO foot level and not terms ''Hypo "and "Blue are here u^ed for
having proper pumping apparatus. This mine the salt hyposulphite of soda and the blue-stone
baa proved in the past one of the richest, as far solution respectively.
Leaching-Testafor Haw Ores and for Taila.
as worked, in Tuolumne county, as I believe
Mr. Harris originally took out over §60.000 IvfjA. I. Ada 250 c. c. cold water and20grm.
Hyp'^;
let stand 12 to 16 hours cold; decant;
within a very short time with very meager apThere is no good reason why it add 25 c. c. Blue; dilute to 300 c. c. with cold
pliances.
should not continue to pay as well as ever if water; let stand 12 to 16 hours cold; add 20
grm. Hypo; let stand 12 to 16 hours cold; filter
properly worked and a good pump put in.
and wasb.
Quartz Mountain Mine and Mill.
Add 250 c. c. cold water and 20 grm.
2.
This mine has a 25-8tamp mill at work which Hypo; let stand 12 to 16 hours cold; add 20
grm. Hypo and 25 c. c. Blue; let stand 12 to
is reducing from 36 to 45 tons of ore per day,
although the ore is very low grade. The upper 16 hours cold; filter and wash.
3.
Add 100 c. c. cold water and 25 c. o.
works are all stoped out, and. unless sinking is
done before long, they must close down or run B'ue; let stand 12 to 16 hours cold; dilate to
out of ore. Then, again, the mill is very old 300 c. c. with cold water; add 20 grm. Hypo;
and will require an entire n(^w outtit to make it let stand 12 to 16 hours cold; filter and wash
the success it should be. The ledge is about on filter with hot Hypo solution.
4.
Add 100 c. o. cold water and 25 c. o.
20 feet in widtb and the walls stand well withBlue; let stand 1 hour cold; add 200 c. c. cold
W. A. K,
out requiring any timbering,

A

We

—

—

water and 20 grm. Hypo; heat to about 130^ F.;
filter and wash.
5.
Add 250 o. c. cold water and 25 c. o.
Blue; let stand 1 hour cold; add 20 grm. Uypo;
heat on sand bath to 130° F.; decant; add 200
o.
c. cold water and 25 c. c. Blue; let stand 1
hour cold; add 20 grm. Hypo; heat, filter and
wash.
6.
Add 200 o. o. cold water and 90 c. o.
Blue; let stand one*balf hour cold; add 90 grm.
Hvpo; heat to about loO"* F. and wash.
Add 250 c. c. cold water and 25 c. c.
7.
Blue; heat to about 130^ F.; decant; add 20
grm. Hypo and 25 o. c. Blue; dilute to 300 o. o.
with cold water; heat to about l.SO"^ F.; filter
and wash.
8.
Add 200 c. o. hot water and 00 o. o. Blue;
let stand one-half honr; add 90 grm. Hypo;
heat to about 150^ F.; filter and wash.
h.
Leachinn Tetts for Jioantfd or Chloridized
Ores, Mattes and Taiiings.
l.
No washing;
add 50 0. o. cold water and 25 c. c. Bluf let
stand 2 hours cold; dilute to .tOO c. c. with cold
water; add 20 grm. Hypo; let stand 2 hours
cold; filter and wash.
2.
No washing; add 250 c. c. cold water and
25 0. c. Blue; let stand 12 to IS hours cold; add
20 grm. Hypo; let stand 12 to IS hours cold;
filter and waeh.
3.
No washing; add 250 c. o. cold water and
25 c. c. Blue; let stand 2 hours cold; add 20
grm. Hypo; Idt stand 2 houis oold; filter and
wasb.
4.
Wash with cold water; add 25 c. c. Blue;
dilute too 300 c. o. with cold water; let stand
12 to 18 hours oold; add 20 grm. Hypo; let
stand 12 to 18 hours cold; filter and wash on
filter with hot Hypo solutioo.
5.
No washing; add 250 c. c. oold water and
25 0. c. Blue; let stand 1 hour cold; add 20
grm. Hypo; heat to about 130"^ F ; deeaot; add
250 c. c. cold water and 25 c. c. B ue; let stand
1 hour cold; add 20 grm. Hypo; heat to about
130" F.; filter and wash.
6.
Wash with hot water; add 200 o. c, hot
water and 90 c. c. Blue; let stand one half hour;
add 90 grm. Hypo; heat to about 150^ F,;
filter and wash.
Wash with hot water; add 90 c. c. Blue;
7.
let stand one-half hour; add 90 grm. Hvpo;
dilute to 300 c. c; heat to about 150' F.; filter
and wash.
Wash with hot water; add 20 grm. Hypo;
8.
let stand (with residue of wash water, ab^ut
30 to 40 c. c ) 1 hour; add 25 c. c. Bluf; dilntn
to 300 c. c. with cold water; heat to about 130"
F.; filter and wash.

Bat on the Lake Valley ores, the use of the
iron mortar reduced not only the extraction by
the ordinary solution to the extent of 25 3 per
cent, but also the extraction by the extra solution IS per cent.
No explanation can be
given of the change taking place in this case.
Oq some roasted ores the percentage of extraction by the ordinary solution in the assay office
is reduced 50 to GO per cent by the use of a
metal mortar.

TABLE

Value in nuncoBperton

Ore.

In the treatment of roanted oreci, and sometimes of raw ores, assay cffije leaching tests by
the " ordinary '* solution also, as well as by the
** extra," should
frequently be made.
If these
tests are made by the mill solution, as is done
in some mills, the results may be very mislead
ing.
For instance, if caustic soda or lime were
present in the mill solution, such a solution of
many ores would give very low results, both in
assay office and mill. The low extraction
would then be laid to a change in the character
of the ore or to the furnace-work, whereas the
true cause of the difficulty would be the im
parity in the solution. By the use of a frebh
hyposulphite solution in the assay office test,
the cause of the low results in the mill would
become immediately appareat.
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4.1
3.0
3.8
6.4

1.1.40

3.09

4.7

12. 9 J

3.7

As observed by Mr, Frank Johoson, of the
mill, in making leaching tests by the
ordinary solution, the solution should never be
heated io a copper vessel. Table II shows the
difference in the results by the ordinary leaching tests in the assay office, caused by heating
the ordinary solution in a copper vessel, as
compared with a glass or wooden one. This
difi^erence is caused by the dissolving of a very
small portion of the copper vessel by the hot
ordinary solution, thus making a very weak
extra solution.
(7*0 be Continued.)

Kern Conniy Mines.
Editors Press:— There are but few miners
working throughout the county, although there
is

great hopes of extensive

work being done

soon.

At Kernville things are very dull. The Big
B'ue mill and mine are idle. Judge Sumner
employs a few men in his claim at Keysville
and we hear he is doing well. There is great
hopes of the Big Blue starting upon again, which
wiU give employment to a namber cf men.
At Havilah there are about 15 men mining.
We think after a short time there will be a
great many more men mining.
Heretofore the
milling facilities were very poor, two large mills
having been burnt. However, Mr. Hays is
putting up a five-stamp mill which will be soon
running. We wish him all success in his undertaking.

J.

PlantlDg a Sequoia.

A

pleasing incident in connection with the

graduation of

the 34th

Normal School

at

class

San Jose

from the State

lately,

was

their

planting of & sequoia gigantea on the grounds.

M.

Lane, president of the

graduating

an address in the course of
which he said: **The benefits we have here
received are not ephemeral, but renewed on
every day of our lives. * • * We are unable to leave behind us anything that will adequately show our appreciation. Yet we feel
that something should be done in that direction to be a meaning reminder of the past and
suggestive of the future, and we have, therefore, left a sequoia tree, whioh grows up as
quietly and unostentatiously to its immense
amplitude and altitude as has this normal
school, which has sent out thousands of graduates to all points of the compass; being, as redelivered

its

surprising capabilities of diseeminating

the State."

slips of

Ordinary!
Miln'inn,

Per

—

10,82
13.00
9.12
10.98

4.32
1.44
4.33
6.36
4.!6
1.68
3.06
1.88
2.64
1.02
2.11

tion'

Tai>.nct-|

from

Valuti of

tototoio
OiOJCOOO

Vessel.

from Extra Solu-

Screen
io Assa)

of

Valuti of
9.0 3.0 7.2 3.7

SW 2

Value of Ore

c

.112

Copper

knowledge, the guardian angel of education in

Office.

fi.7

VcBAel.

Per cent
Favor of

in

Prof. I. S. HoUoway, in behalf of the faculty
'• as
a visible
of the school, accepted the tree
token tending to keep growing the bonds of
sympathy between you and us. * * * As
the tree at present affects but little the general
landscape, so your infiuence is as yet nnfelt;
but as the tree grows, eo we hope your infiuence
will enlarge. As the tree is ever green, so we
hope that you may be ever fresh and vigorous,
retaining sympathy for and interest in the
young, never becoming dry, barren, useless

sh

Uned

O

Favor of
Copper

Yedras

gards
3 W_3

in

24.84
10.32
16.24

8.«8
1

olasB,

i

M

73.80
74.76
77.40
co.ro
72. OJ
70.60
70.32
03.90
00.30
72.78
72.73

F.

Name

Lake Valley

Ounces

TallinEB

Tftilii)^^

SnIutiOD

Roasted

;

B.— Leaching Tests by Ordinary Solution

II

EtK«CT or Ubiko * OorpiiR Vmsbi. 0» TUB LBiCHlSQ-TKfcT
RY TIIK ORDINAHY SOLETIlUN IK TUB Abbay.Offick.

—

—

.
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(ient

'Jatlir-cs

Fxtraiteo

by Ordinary.
Per cent by Extra.,;

o -^ ci oi o<

In the case of roasted or chloridized ores
which have been so coarsely crubhed in the
mill as to require for assaying a re-crushing in

pedagogy.

ing that you anH
orous maturity."

it

So we accept the tree, hopmay grow to a stalwart, vig-

—

Copper The French copper syndicate has
secured the output for three years of two of
the principal cooper mines in Japan, comprising
seven-eighths of the entire product in that
This syndicate has already concountry.
tracted for most of the output of the prinincluding
country,
this
mines
in
cipal

the assay office, a metal mortar should never be
used, as may be seen from Table I. As there those OQ Like Superior, Montana and in
shown, the per cent of extraction by the ordi- Arizona, and has control of the copper market
nary solution in the assay office, on Cuai ore, of the world. The Japanese purchase is believed to foreshadow another very marked adis reduced 10 to 11 per cent by the use of the
gigantic
iron mortar, while the results by the extra vance in the price of copper. The
solution are practically unaltered. The cause operations of the syndicate must necessarily
this
coast.
of this is probably the reduction of part of the stimulate the production of copper on
silver to the metallic state, in which state it is
A Large portion of Flagstaff, Arizona, viai
much more soluble iu the extra solution than
destroyed by fire lately.
in the ordinary.
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indicate

eceived

in

interest

increasing

per cent lime and 30 per cent iron (as pyrites).

The Rnssell Prooess.

Reports

never in a more proeperous condition.

[July 14, 1888

Concentrates containing 80 per cent of iron,

this

With

branch of mining in California.

this issue, of the

Mining and Scien-

tific Press appears the first of a aeries of artisilver-mining craze in Australia brought
cles on the ''Ruaaell Froceaa in Its Practical
on a mintng-stock speculative boom which the
Application and Economic Reanlta." As the
Peess predicted would have a bad result. Late
subject will be continued through several numAustralian
many
that
states
news from there
bers, it will be well to give here a short descriprui'.ed.
investors have been financially
tion of the process, and a summary of the re-
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The

extra solution."

copper compound

object of the use of the

partly the neutralization

is

the above purpose, the auriferous gravel on them of cuprous hyposulphite. Whether
is raised to the surface in large buckets oper- the copper compound is added to the ore dur
ated usually by windlass or horae*power. ing the leaching with a hyposulphite solution
Where tunnels are in use the material is or before, in some other solution, is immaterial.

amount

far the

From

the experience thua

or form of occurrence

The values

appre-

by the proc-

ciable difference with the results
ess.

the

of

make no

base metals in an ore aeema to

of the materials ao far treated

vary from 8 ounces tailings to 14 ounces raw
ore, and from 12 ouncea to 100 ounces roaated

For roasted ores containing lime, the expenses of treatment are usually less than for
those that contain none.
In all cases the

ore.

amount

of salt required for roaeting la leas

for either the

ordinary

leaching

than

process

or

Requiring only one-fifth as

ess is used.

much

water for roasted ore, and about one-thirtieth
as

much

raw

for

aa

ore,

amalgamation, the

great applicability of the procesa to dry regions
is

A very

apparent.

wide application

proceas will probably be in the
of ores,

but a

still

of the

raw treatment

wider application in connec-

tion with concentration in the

treatment of
low-grade raw ores containing lead. The small
over
tramways.
run
compound
of
copper
solubrought out on cars
In the former case a
coat of the plant required, the high extraction
The following conatitute the most notable ble in hyposulphite solution is dissolved in it of the silver and saving of the lead by the two
drift localities in California: Vicinity of For- and the reaulting compound solution allowed processea, combined with the low coat of treatCity and Slate Creek, Sierra county, where to pass through the ore. la the latter case a
of the tannels driven exceed a mile in copper compound in an aqueous or any other
length; along Little and Big Butte creeks solution is introduced into the ore before the

—from $2 to $3 per

est

ment

some

promising

and about Magalia, Butte county, moat of the
mines along these oreeks being small but very
productive. At Magalia also a few of the
Of all the drift dis.
claims paid enormously.
tricts in the State the mines on the Forest
Hill divide. Placer county, have yielded the
most steadily and in the aggregate perhaps the

The closing of the hydraulic
most largely.
mines haa tended of late to give additional importance to drift mining by divertiug to the
latter much of the capital and labor formerly
in hydraulic operations.

employed

From

the hyposulphite solution.

use of

solution the copper

is

carbonates or other compounds exiating naturally in the ore

or

The

up a very

no machinery,

is

plete in itself,

the process, needing

for

entirely independent and com-

and may be situated wherever

The redis- convenient, without reference to the position of
copper by the hypo- the crushing plant for raw ores, or the crushing

mixed with

solving of the precipitated

it.

sulphite solution subsequently used forma the

and chloridizing plant

" extra

solution " in the ore.

ing, except as

ac'd

for the purpose

is

—opena

Plant.

The plant required

this

precipitated in the ore by

ton

field.

of

The use

of the

destroying caustic

alkali in the leaching solution.

It

ia

not re-

of

for ores requiring roast-

regards the easy transportation

the raw or roasted ore between the two
Consequently, when either of the two

plants.

quired in the treatment of raw ore, and aeldom
in the treatment of roasted ore, as the " extra
solution

*'

above-mentioned plants for the preparation of
the ore already exists in connection with amalcaustic gamation or concentration, the change to the

a neutralizer of

also acts as

As the aolution dissolves no more Russell process alone, or to this procesa in conlime from orea containing 50 per cent than from nection with concentration, can be made withthose having one-half of one per cent, the out stopping or interfering with the above

impurittea.

The Stewart Mining
As

Bill.

before stated in the Press, there

probability of the

amendmenta

to

is little

the mining

laws proposed by Senator Stewart of Nevada
passing Congress this session. As, however, the

amount

of acid

required

ate

may

be used:

ia

independent of the planta.

The

lime contents of the ore.

aoluble

Firet, for the

carbon-

purpose of re-

moving impurities other than caustic

alkali

that the period within

amendments provide
from the solution; or for precipitating the lead
which annual work must be commenced on the in the ore. Second, for precipitating the lead
1st day of August instead of the 1st day
by itself from the solution containing the preof January, as heretofore, many miners have
cious metals and lead. In the first case the oar*
been anxious to learn the fate of the bill. bonate is added to the solution before using
We wrote aome time since to Senator Stewart upon the ore, and in the second case to the solufor the exact status of his bill, and this week
tion already used.
received the following letter

the various counties

MINING STOCK MARKET.—Sales

Power— N. B. Keith.
Sampling Works— Gillespv &

wide area, the Pliocene chan
rivers " constituting the sites of

cent after roaating.

above chemicals the most important is the com- amalgamation. The preaence of araenicor antiponnd of copper from which is formed the mony in an ore seems to make the uae of salt
cuprous hyposulphite generally known as the practically unnecessary when the Russell proc-

for

Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, MonMexico. Oreson, Utah. Wyoming, 28-9.

Electric

is

of caustic impurities accumulating in the stock
from which the work of their further exploita- solution, but mainly the dissolving and removWhen shafts are employed ing of gold and silver compounds by the action
tion is carried on.

of California,

tana.

method

the deposits deeply buried in these old riverbeds, recourse is had to shafts and tunnels,

A New

Process for Wire Manufacture; The Sand Blast for
Cleaning Walls; German ImitatorR; Steel for Smith's
Use; Phenomenal Wire Drawing; Corrugated Iron for
Dwelling Houses; To Determine Manganese Steel, 26.
Contradicting Mr.
SCIENTIFIC
Darwin; Feeding the Flames; Prize Studies of Tornadoes; Velocity of the Sound of Fire Arms; Resolving
Hydrogen, Oxygen, etc., into their Elements; Electricity in Probing; Platinum in the Sun's Atmosphere;
Contracting Effect of Alcohol; Diamonds in a MeteorCracks in
lite; Silvering Iron; A Cement for Stopping
Sinks, 26.

drift

most extensive operations.

its

Literature of
MECHANICAL PROGRE3S.-The
Tube-Making Process; New
Different Irons;

by the

carried on over a

AdvertlsinB Bates.
1

markable reaulta so far attained by it.
The chemicals used in the process are any
This business, pursued in Cilifornia from an form of copper soluble in a hyposulphite soluearly day, continues one of the most active apd tion, an acid and a carbonate of an alkali this
profitable branches of gold mining in the State. term including, as in works on chemistry, both
Though confined mostly to the central mining the mono-carbonate and bi-carbonate. Of the

Drift Mining.

and copper sulphides yielded 90 per

lead, zinc

Editor

**

:

United States Senate,
Washington, June 30,
Mining and Scientific PrcM

Application of the Process.

\
1888.

'*

Mechanically

in its ability to treat

the finest

J"

Deak and

my return from Chicago I found your
favor of the S.h inat. Inclosed I send you a
copy of the mining bill introduced by me as it
passed the S3nate, It is still pending in the
Sir :— On

coarsest

as well

material,

as

chemically,

Except
the process has a wide applicability.
in one case, that of raw elaty tailings from ore

The estimated total cost of a 35-ton
now being constructed as an adto the Marsac mill at Park City, Utah,

leaching plant
dition
ia

$3500, including grading, foandation, build-

ing, tanks, apparatua, etc.,

The

up

to the

shipment

pUnt of the
same capacity for the treatment of raw ores
would be about $2500.
The erection of a
of the

product.

cost of a

plant for the Rnaaell procoBS, in connection
with the crushicg or the cruahing-chloridizing

plant of

many amalgamaiing-mills^andleaching-

mills

would

and

roasting

result in a doubling of the crnahing

capacity,

in

addition

to

the

expense of treatment and higher results
obtainable. The cost of treatment by the Rusless

sell process,

including the preparation of the

amalgamation and ore, varies from $1.25 for raw tailinga to $3
House Committee on Mines and Mining. I do through a 50*me3h screen, no diffiaulty has for raw ore (including crushing). The cost of
not know what action the committee proposes been experienced in the mechanical treatment crushing, chloridizing, leaching, etc., varies
to take on it during the present session. It may
In the case referred to, the from $4 to $5.50.
of any material.
be amended in aome particulars. I have reWe commend the above figures particularly
the amalgamating pans, and
in
ground
ore
was
mining
from
men
suggestmany
letters
ceived
ing amendments to the bill, and I may submit subsequently, before being subjected to the to the mine-owners of Leadville and Aspen,
some of them to the House Committee. A sug- leaching process, re-treated and again ground in Colorado. At the former place dry ores congestion in a letter I have just received from
Even in thia case of extremely fine taining 15 to IS ounces are thrown over the
pans.
Eureka, Nevada, seems worthy of consideration. the
dump. On ores from Aspen the smelter's reIf the same per- material the drying of the tailinga at a low red
It is to the following eflfect
aon, corporation or association own several heat removed .the difficulty entirely. In the turns are based on 95 per cent of the ore value,
freight and smelting charges varying from
claims which combined do not exceed 1500 feet
treatment of well-roasted material there can be with
in length by 600 feet in width, the owner may
At that place 15 ounces ore ia
difficulties even in the case of $20 to $25.
mechanical
no
make a relocation of the same and obtain a
thrown over the dump, 15 to 30 ouncea ore is left
Well-roasted
fine
dust
material.
finest
one
application,
provided
adthe
therefor
in
patent
and only such ore aa asaaya over 30
verse rights are not afi'ected thereby.
from the dust-chambers of a Stetefeldt furnace untouched,
I have not pressed the bill in any haste; there
ounces can be disposed of. The total expenses
of such a fineness that 90 per cent passes a
passing
it
when
perfected.
is no difiBculty in
connected with the ahipplng and disposal of
My anxiety has been, and still is, to have the screen of 150 meabes per running inch, leaches the product from the Russell process, including
bill when passed remedy the defects which have as rapidly, owing to its light condition, as the
been discovered by experience under existing coarsest material from the *' shaft." On the the difference between the New York price of
laws. Any suggestions, therefore, in regard to
silver and gold and the price actually obtained,
other hand, ore crushed by rolls through an
Yours truly,
the bill are very welcome.
amount to 2^ to 3 per cent of the value of the
cent
by
leaching.
yielded
92
per
screen,
8-mesh
Wm. M. Stewart.
ore treated. At the Ontario the corresponding
Lack of space prevents our printing the bill Chemically speaking, the applicability of the
expenses on bullion from amalgamation are 2|
process seems to have no limit. Partial analycrushed

originally

for

:

FassiDg Events.
The Cracker Greek mineB, in Oregon, are
now attracting great attention. Some
heavy sales have been made. The new mining
town of Cleveland is at the junction of Silver

jnat

and Cracker creek, and prospectors are arriving
there from all directions.
The first dividend of the North Star Co.,
Grass Valley, Nevada county, this State, is
announced. It amounts to $50,000. This mine
is

taking out ore from the depth of 1600 feet on

the incline, and the famous Idaho, which has
been a regular dividend-payer for 19 years, is
getting

its

ore at a depth as low as 2200 feet.

This looks well for gold ore as

**

in full in this issue, but

the next

number

we

will publish

it

in

ses of

of the Press.

some

of the ores so far treated are given

in the following table:

going down."

per cent of the ore value. If we here take into
account the less price paid for gold in the prod-

uct from amalgamation as compared with that
PbS ZnS FeS2 PbC03 CaC03 MgCOS Cu
patient waiting, the Black
The Consolidated California and Virginia
1.5
25% 8% 20%
Sombrerete
of the Rusaell process, the expense amounts to
in
the
Comstock
produced
$405,S34;.0S
have
their
leaching
mine
on
Dakota,
are
to
Hilla people,
"
2.6
50
15
10
«•
1.4 3J per cent of the ore value.
8
25
.10
The
gold
conlumber
the
plant
havfrom
tons
of
ore.
for
June
13,030
works, the brick and
0.0
33%
....
19 82 37.2 ....
^Tedras
Comparative Tests.
04
ing been purchased. Exhauetive experiments tained in this bullion was valued at $197,935.29 Cusihuiriachic.. 7.6 11.9 5
03
S
13
1%
H
Ontario
As to the superiority of the Rusaell process
have already been made with the ores, and the and the silver at $207,898.79, the proportions
'•
0.5
2
02
0.5
2
l.r>
0.5 over the ordinary leaching process and amal3 Trace T)ace5
leaching process decided on as the beat by being unusually even. The average yield of Marsac
0.0
....
4
4%
3
Lake Valley
gamation, both as to expenses and results, the
the ore per ton in bjllion was $31.14, and the
0.0
which to work them.
....
5
2

At

last,

after

.

It

is

not probable that Stewart's Mining

bill

average assay value was $36 92 per ton.

Sach

3
"'Yedras ore also contained 9.8% of arsenic.

In some of the ores so far treated the pershowing of any one mine in one montb in a
miners can go on as usual without change of newer mining region would at once create a centages of various elements met with have
great boom.
Yet many persons imagine the risen as high as 4 per cent copper, 20 per cent
law for the present.
arsenic, 18 per cent zinc, 25 per cent lead, 35
The quartz-mining industry in this State was Comstock "played out."

will

be acted on by Congress this session, and

a

statistics

given are most oonvinciug.

parative runs between

ordinary

made

in

this

Six com-

process and the

leaching process have ao far

been

the varioua mills in which the proceaa

has been introduced.

These runs each cover a

Jdly
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two montha in which the ordinary process alone the total net difference over $S per ton, or at
was used. In the months when the Russell the rate of $172,000 per year.
the number of tons treated per day varies from process alone was used on all the ore, the net
The fifth comparative mill-mn was begun at
mill profits per ton were 90 per cent greater, the Oatario mill in November last, and is still
25 to 70.
At the Ontario, in tbu two*ton experimental and the net mill profits per mouth 219 per cent being continued. From various causes, but
plant erected for the pnrpoae of testing the greater corresponding to $15,000 per month
chiefly from lack of sulphur in the ore, amalRuaeell process and comparing it with amal- than when the ordinary process alone was used. gamation during the above period gave very
gamation and the ordinary leachtog process The total net mill profits, due to the use of the poor results. The foremau, Mr. Moffat, reboth as to expenses and results, and in whioh Russell process over the ordinary leaohing moved the ditiioulty to a considerable extent,
the comparative tests were continued for over procees, were at the rate of over $190,000 per however, as shown by the difference in results
two years, the extraction by the Russell process year.
between May and Jane, by mixing pulverized
LizlvlatloD vs. AmBlffamatloiL
on ohloridized ore exceeded that by the ordisatphur with the salt used in roasting. This
period

years,

raogiog

and

from

montba

two

in each, except that

to

—

nary leaching process to^the extent of *Jti '2 per
Five competitive runs have been made at vacent of the value of the ore, or 22 6 ounces per rious mills between the Russell process and
On ore roasted without salt the extrac- amalgamation. The first covers a period of
ton.

by the ordinary process was only 35 per
and by the Russell process $5 per cent, a
difference of about 'iij ounces per ton.
The second competitive teat between the two
processes occurred at SiWer City, New Mexico,
tion

two years

cent,

the Ontario mill.
first

io

the two-ton experimental plant at

In this plant were made the

experiments on the Russell procesa, and to

the liberal management of the Ontario Silver

Mining Co. will be due much of the benefits
on the raw tailings from the Bremen mill. The mining and metallurgical interests may obtain
test was on a scale of 15 to SO tons per day for from the process.
three months, the average difference in extraction for the whole run amounting to 25i per

cent of the value of the ore in favor of the RusIn the test at this and other
sell process.

The result of the first comparative ran on
Ontario ore showed that on ore crushed through
a 16-mesh screen and roasted with 12^ per cent

comparative run shows not only how great

but also how

the results of the Russell

little

process are affected
position

by a change

The

the ore.

of

in

the com-

difference in mill

workings by the two processes, and in
Russell's, LB given below by montha:

fjivor of

Differcncf

per cent.

November, 1SS7
December, 1887

11,6
S.5

,

January, 1888
February. 1888
March, 1SS8
April, 18S8

10.

May, 18SS

20.4
12.0
13.4
19.5

,

June, 1888

8

of salt the results

*'

covering

a

period

of

eight

months, the amount of ore treated varying
from 20 to GO tons per day. The result showed

The

for the last five months only 12 ounces
per ton, but continued to be profitably treated

nace ever constructed, and

the primary power is to drive a
dynamo-electric machine to produce electrical
energy which is reconverted to power by the

motor or

electric

The

motors

electrical energy

which

receive

it.

the condition of the
power during transformation and translation.

pounds

is

expressed in foot-pounds.

is

That

is,

mass multiplied by feet of motion.
Electrical energy is expressed in volt-amperes.
of

That

is, a pressure multiplied by a velocity.
makes no difference in a horse-power
whether one pound moves 33,000 feet or 33,000
pounds move one foot; nor whether the pounds
be more or less, as long as the feet are of the
number which when multiplied by the pounds
the product be 33,000. It makes no difference
in one-horse power of electrical energy whether

It

746 amperes have one volt electro-motive force
or 746 volts produce one ampere; nor whether
the amperes or volts be more or less, as long as
their product be 746 volt-amperes.
For short
the volt-ampere is called a " watt," and 746

watts equal one horse-power or 33,000
pounds.

By

foot-

the constant potential system of electrical

transmission of power the

ary power

dynamo

(water-power

for

at the prim-

instance)

is constructed to produce its electrical energy having

of volts

varies

conatantly in proportion

variations in the

Russell

to'

the

work done by the motors on

its circuit.

This

Under the "constant potential" system the
in number and the amperes
large.
Under the oonstant current ayatem the
volts are large in number and the amperes

Stetefeldt fur-

leaching

constant current."

its electrical energy having
a constant,
unvarying number of amperes; but the number

a large

Mining Co.

*'

office of

duce

was exhausted.

At Sombrerete, Zicatecaa, Mexico,
mill is now being constructed for the
mill will have rolls, the largest

The

By the ** constant current " system the dynamo at the primary power is conatructsd to pro-

ore treated in this mill

process by the Sombrerete

called

is

other the

of trans-

electricity.
" and the

number of amperes variea constantly, as the
work done by the motors on the oironita varies.

averaged

until the supply

One

by

the " constant potential

aconatant, invariable number of volts; but the

the average difference in extraction in favor of
the Russell proceBS to be 30 per cent of the

value of the ore.

There are two fnndamental systems
mitting and distributing power

may Power

be the difference between the two processes,

by the Russell process were
Average difference
13.8
mills, it should be understood that when the higher than on ore cmahed through a SO-mesh
The average extraction in gold by the Rassell
ditlerence between the results by the two proc- screen and roasted with 17 per cent of salt and
esses was great, the tailings from the ordinary treated by amalgamation. On ore roasted with- process for the same eight months exceeds that
'* extra solation
out any salt the results by amalgamation were of amalgamation by 15 per cent of the gold
process were treated by the
only 35 per cent, while those by the Ruasell value of the ore. In regard to the gold there
before being thrown away.
The third opportunity for comparing the two process were 85 per cent, a difference of 50 per is a still farther difference on the side of the
processes occurred at Lake Valley, New Mexico,
the comparison

Electric Motors.

at the Ootario,

volte are small

tanks of

such a capacity as to hold 50 tons per charge.
In the comparative test made in the old mill,
and which was continued for two months, the

small.

= 100

between the results by the ordinary
leaching process and those by the Russell process were in favor of the latter to the extent of
22 6 10 per cent of the value of the ore, or about

difference

For instance: 110 volts x 678.2 amperes
3000 volts x 24.8
100

^

horse-power;

horae-power.

Under the former ayatem the copper condynamo and motors must
be large in order to accommodate a large number of amperes. Under the latter system the
ductors between the

11 ounces per ton.

competitive run between the two
iOstamp mill of the

conductors are email, because they have to carry a amall number of amperes.

Anglo-Mexican Mining Co., at Yedras, Sinaloa,
Mexico, and lasted 14 months. This run was

The conductors in the constant potential system may be likened to a large ditch carrying
water to many water-wheels, which it reaches

The

fifth

processes took place at the

through pipes from the ditch, a pipe to each

plant was being altered for the Russell process,
the time occupied in altering being very long on

cent, or

35 ounces per ton.

leaching

may

account of the location of the mill in the most
inaccessible portion of Mexico. Baring the
first two months the RuBsell process was run

ton less

on a scale

of

only two tons per day, and the

or-

dinary process on 40 tons per day. The extraction by the Russell process exceeded that by the

CURRENT ELECTRIC MOTOR.

KEITH'S OONSTANr

divided into three parts, the relative numbsr of
tons treated by each process varying, as the

time.

The expenaea

also be put at

The second run was made at the Maraac

mill,

This ore being crushed and ohloridized solely with reference to obtaining the

on Daly ore.

by amalgamation, and not with
reference to the leaching, the results by leaching fell 2 per cent short of those by amalgamation during the first two weeks of the ran,
but at the latter part of the run averaged 1^ per
cent higher than by amalgamation. In this
best results

by 18 110 per cent of the
11 2 10 ounces per ton,
or at the rate of about 155,000 onnocs per
year. During the second part of the 14 months
the Russell process was run on about 15 tons
per day and the old process on about 25. The caae, as for Ontario ore, the expense per ton
reanlt of the run was in favor of the Russell would be considerably less than by amalgamaprocess by 17 1-10 per cent of the value of the tion.
During the third part of the 14 months
The third competitive mill-run between the
ore.
the Russell process was run on a scale of about two procesaea was made at Lake Valley, New
30 tons per day, and the ordinary process on Mexico, extending over a period of two months,
10 tons. The difference was in favor of the and on a scale of .30 to 50 tons a day by the
former by 16 per cent of the value of the ore, Ruasell process, and five to six tons by amalor about $1X0,000 per year, the grade of the ore gamation, the leaching charges being 18 to 20
to 2
being somewhat lower than on the first run.
tons each, and those by amalgamation
The sixth competitive run between the two tons. Not only were the expenses of the Ruaprocesses took place at the 60-stamp mill of the aell procesa much less, but also the extraction
Cusihniriacbic Mining Co. in Chihuahua, Mex- by it was 12.4 per cent greater.
ico, the tests covering a period of over a year
The fourth competitive run between the two
and included the treatment of about 20,000 processes took place at Cusihuiriaohic, Chihuatons of ore, containing 750,000 ounces of silver. hua, Mexico. Two pane and one settler having
The main part of the competitive run between a capacity of I^ tons to the charge were ran in
the two processea took place inside of nine competition with the Ruasell process in tanks
months, the whole time being divided into of 8 to 10 tons each. Although both the crushthree periods of two to four months each. The ing and the roasting were conducted solely
results showed that during the months in whioh with reference to obtaining the best results by
the Russell process was used on one-half of the amalgamation, and not for leaohing, the results
ore and the ordinary leaching procesa on the were in favor of the Russell process by an addiother half, the net mill profits per ton were 70 tional extraction of 11.4 per cent, or 5.7 ounces
per cent greater and the net mill profits per per ton more than by amalgamation. This,
month were 85 per cent greater than in tboae taken with the less expense in leaching, made

ordinary process

value of the ore, or

H

I

Ruaaell process in that the gold in the product

wheel, and the same number of feet fall to each.
from $5 to $6 per by that process is paid for at the rate of $20 The larger must have large pipes, and use more
than those of amalgamation at that per ounce, while for the gold in the bullion water than the small ones, and in proportion to
from amalgamation nothing is obtained. Re- their size and power. So from the large conof

ferring again to the extraction

of silver, the

average amount of silver in the Ontario battery

doctor smaller ones

branch

to

the

eleotrio

motors, and eaoh motor uses of -the amperes of

sample being 47 ounces per ton and the number electricity in proportion to its capacity or work.
of tons treated daily being 90, the additional Whatever water goes to each wheel goes to no
extraotion in silver alone by the Rnsaell process

other wheel.

exceeds that by amalgamation at the rate of over

goes to a motor goea to no other motor.

200,000 ounces per year.

Taking into account

Whatever amperes

The conductors

may

in the constant current sys*

be likened to a stream having a num-

also the decreased expense of about $4 per ton,

tern

the total net difference on the side of the Rua-

ber of successive falls in

aell

procesa

is

at the rate of over $300,000 per

year.

Lack

of space

prevents

us from

entering

further here into the details of this remarkable
process.

We can

only

commend

this subject to

the careful consideration of mining

men and

metal Inrgiats.

water-wheel, the

perea

and at each

it,

fall

a

varying in bight with the

all

flow

ancceaaively

through

all

the

motors, and the motors vary in their power by

leas

are very anx-

falja

power required from the wheel. Each wheel
uaea all the water, and the water flows from
wheel to wheel. So from the dynamo the am-

their aize

The Wood River mine-owners

of electricity

and capacity

number

utilizing a greater or

of

of the volts.

Constant potential motors are constructed to

ious to have a reduction of freight rates on ore.

automatically vary the number of amperes o

Many

electric current

small claims have had to cloae down, and

the majority of even the heaviest producers are

work they do,

they nee in proportion to the
Conetant current motors are

only extracting and shipping enough to pay ex-

conBtructed to automatically vary the number
with reasonable ore of volts of electric energy they use in proporrates even the smaller claims would ship from tion to the work they do, as does a ateam-enone to five carloads a day. The quantity of gine governor vary the amount of steam admitpenses.

It is claimed that

Wood

River ore that would seek a market ted to its cylinder in proportion to the work.
would be about 250 tons per day. They do not
In our issue of June 9th last we illuatrated
want to pay over 810 per ton.
one of Prof. Keith'a constant potential motors.

Iron
uable

In this issue

we

illustrate

Hood's canal,

at the pulley serves to

The

Army,

We

sustain the governor.

an early occasion to describe the
Engineers of the United construction and operation of this latter ingenious mechanism.

President has nominated Colonel Thoa<

L. Casey Chief of
States

one of his constant

whioh bid fair to become val
current motors. It will be observed that their
have been discovered on
forma are substantially the same. The bracket
near Lake Oashman, W. T.

deposits,

properties,

shall take
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and important addition to its metallurgical inThe London Siemens Sbeel Co. are
dustries.
about fitting up extensive works for utilizing a
new method of manufacturing steel and copper
since
pipes, invented some two or three years
The Literature of D.fferent Irons.
by Herr A. Mannesmen, and now in successful
firm
English
The
country.
in that
A Philadelphia corresponclent of the N. Y. operation
confine themselves to the manufacture of
Iron Age calls attention to the fact that while will
A concession has also been granted
very much is being done in the way of investi- steel pipes.
inventor to a French firm in Paris who
gation into the chemistry of B isaamer pig metal, by the
method in that city for the
same
the
very little is being done toward determining will use
of
foundry irons by actual manufacture of copper pipes. An estimate
the character of
new process may be gathWe condense from his communica- the importance of the
analysis.
Gerthe
of
capital
that
the
fact
the
ered from
tion as follows:
The principle inThe paper of Mr. Meissnerupon the " Chem- man syndicate was S300.000. adjustable core,
contri- volved consists in casting an
the
following
Irons,"
Foundry
of
istry
contraction of
the
to
itself
butions of Messrs. Keep, Fleming and Ojter- which accommodates
and thus prevents crackbridge in this country, and Turner in Eagland, the metal on cooling,
The steel cup obtained in this manner is
indicates that the attention of chemists and ing.
train. The special
physicists is being directed in a channel too then rolled in an ordinary
chemical
and
of the core used in the casting oonstifeature
the
long neglected. For years
The principle is also
physical properties of Bessemer pig metal have tntea the patent granted.
and by it the difiBoult
been thoroughly investigated, and the composi- applicable to gun-making,
is avoided.
boring
of
process
etc.,
plate,
expensive
and
tion and characteristics, of rails,
made from it have received almost a monopoly

IQECHA^ieAL PP.OGRESS.

The results of these investiga
of attention.
tions have amply compensated for the labor and
money devoted to them by the marvelous advance made in the production of manufactured
Bat
steel, both as to quantity and quality.
while this progress has been taking place, we
have practically stood still in the investigation
of foundry and mill irons, although in the latter
specialty more has b?en accomplished than with
foundry irons; but the literature on the subjsct
of foundry irons is less than its importance demands.
An approximate estimate nf the quantity of
foundry iron produced in 1S87 is between 1,000,000 and 1,500,000 tons, and yet how little of it
is used with a full appreciation of either its
composition or other qualities. The mere matter
of grading pig iron is but little understood, and
traditions or customs have too often more to do
with an order sent to the furnace than an intimate knowledge of the composition or chiracteristics of the metal used.
It is an open secret that a coating of rust
upon a broken pig many times makes it acceptable and satisfactory, when, if the true face or
fracture were visible, the iron would be condemned untried. Again, the product of certain
f urrraces is deemed essential, either by the foundry or by the parties who patronize the foundries, and a few tons of these standard irons
kept in stock or a few pounds added to a cupola
charge satisfy the supposed necessity.
This notion is not confined to pig iron, but
some ores come under the same category, and
the fact that ore from a certain mine or iron
from a certain furnace is used is accepted as
fulfilling all the requirements, whether the
proportion is large or small. But that practice
without investigation is not to be compared
with that which carefully tires and proves the
adaptability of the material used
Mr. Meissner emphasizes the fallacy of some

New Process roK Wibe Mancfactcke.—It
recorded that Mr. H. A. Williams nf the
Williams Manufacturing Co. of Taunton, Mass.,
has invented a machine for cheapening and improving steel or iron wire, which is calculated
to make a change in many branches of industry
in which iron, steel, copper and brass wire are
used.
The invention, which has just been

is

patented, consists of a series of rolls in a continuous train, geared with a common driver,
each pair of rolls having a greater speed than
the pair preceding it, with an intervening frio
tion clutch adapted to graduate the speed of
the rolls to the speed of the wire in process of
The entire process of manufacturing
rolling.
the smallest sized wires from rods of one-half
inch is done cold. The new process obviates
the danger of unequal annealing, and of burning
in the furnaces, and the wire is claimed to be
more fljxible and homogenous than that pro-

duced by the common processes, and capable

of

sustaining greater longitudinal strain. It is,
therefore, specially adapted for screws, nails,
cables, pianofortes, and many other uses, and
copper wire made by this process is claimed to
be possesed of greatly increased electrical connew corporation, called the
ductivity.
Williams Wire Machine Co., will be formed to
^

A

manufacture the machines at Taunton.

The Sand-Blast

— Amateura adopt

tor Cleaning Walls,

uew ways and improved
methods more readily than your skilled workman. Aa occasion offers, let amateurs try the
sand blast for cleaning old stained and dingy
stonewalls of buildings instead of using wire
brushes; also for cleaning rust from iron and
sand from castings without scraping. Possibly
the sand-blast may answer for cleaning floors,
stairs, interior walls, ceilings and without
washing or scrubbing. No patent on these
notions, as to the necessity of certain irons, by
adaptations of the sand-blast.
the analysis of Scotch pig irons, which are
deemed so essential to success that they have
Making so-called
German Imitations.
within two years been carried into the Missis'* wrought-iron " anvils in Germany, and brandsippi river and by rail to Chicago and other
"
after
the New Jersey
Trenton,"
them
ing
points.
The question arises: Is this iron imported b scause of its cheapness, or on account town of that name, is, do doubt, an enterprieof its quality ? If for the former reason, our ing procedure, bui; the Eigle Auvil Works of
Scotch friends have the ideal cheap iron, or our Trenton finds the joke has a serious side, aa a
Birmingham iron producers are sadly deceiving good many of the German anvib get broken,
themselves for taking the cost of Birmingham and are sent to them by users to be repaired,
iron at a price which is above the estimates under the mistaken impression that they were
made by them. Each of theirs bears an eagle as
sent out from that district.
An analysis of the figures shows that it is a distinguishing brand.
not cost but quality which causes this importation, and if quality, what were the very valuSteel for Smith's Use. The Railroad
able characteristics which make it so necessary Oazetie reports that a firm which has added
for foundry use? If the chemical constitution BsBseiJner converters to their original irondoes not show the desirable qualities, what do making plant, lately aent out a large number of
These bars
physical tests determine ?
ateel bars and rode for smiths' use.
It is hardly presumable that, as one contrib- were supplied to customers who had formerly
utor to the limited literature asserts, "we be- used the wrought-iron bars made by this firm.
lieve that the time is coming when pig iron The users have, however, made no complaint,
will be sold on its chemical analysis, instead of and apparently found that the steel conld be as
the crude methods of grading at present in readily worked and welded aa the iron formervogue." An investigation of the reasons why ly supplied.
ETC

—

—

irons of certain compositions give specific results will be to the advantage of both producers and consumers.
Our blast-fnrnace managers will find intereatiog nuts to crack in some
of the analyses presented by Mr. Meissner, and
a public comparison of results obtained will
do much to awaken both the producer and consumer to a realization that without assuming
that we must closely follow any fixed rules of

Phenomenal
R'ddell

&

Wire Drawing.

— William

Co., Glasgow, has finished for the

Gliagow exhibition two pieces of wire, one of
brass, 65 miles long and 4S w. g. in diameter.
The other is of copper. 111 miles long, 4S w. g.
in diameter, and waa reduced at one prooess

from 22 w. g. to 48, taking 40 houra continuous
running to run it off. Except in the precious
chemical composition much can be done toward metala, thi'i length has probably never been exproperly appreciating the merits and demerits ceeded, and certainly never without annealing.
of iron of cetain grades or analyses.
Such appreciation will then be based upon characterCorrugated Iron for Dwelling Houses.
istics of the metal as determined by specific
An English writer urges the introduction of
tests, and not upon visionary or uncertain readwelling; houses made of corrugated iron.
He
Bons.
claims that they would be much cheaper than
are all familiar with the statement of a
dwellings of brick or stone, and would thus
manager of a large Southern industry who effect reductions in rent. Being lined with
facetiously asserts that " whether iron goes to
wood they would necessarily be warm in winter.
one grade or another depends upon the conTo make them cool in summer he suggests that
dition of the grader's liver." Unfortunately we
they may be built on the plan of the Indian
have relied upon a method it cannot be called bungalow.
which varies so much that the only
a system
grade which approaches uniformity is white
To Determine Manganese Steel.
The
iron; and from this, d fferent blast furnaces American Analyst says that an approximate
grade upward to 4 to 6, to 16 or even to 20 idea of the amount of manganese contained in
grades, making the determination a fine art, ateel can be ascertained by the means of the
requiring an expert's opinion and probably in magnet. A magnet capable of lifting 30 pounds
many cases developing no chemical change be- of ordinary steel or iron wiU only lift a few miltween two or three numbers.
ligrams if the' metaL -Contains 20 per cent of
manganese. So ama,ll.a quantity of 8 per cent
New Tube-Making Process. An English of manganese will nearly neutralize, the magpaper reports that Swansea is to receive a new netic attraction.
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Hia experiments ahow that if a bullet is fired
from a rifle againat a plate of cast iron, then so
long as the velocity of the bullet is in excess of
the normal velocity of sound through air, the
Contradicting Mr, Darwin.
noise of the detonation and of the bullet etriking the plate reach an observer situated in the
When Darwin waa a young man the work plane of fire behind the plate at the same inthat did more than anything else to give him a stant. It the distance of the plate from the
wide reputation as a rising man of science wae rifle is increased till the velocity of the ballet
his investigation of the coral reefs of the Pacific before reaching it ia reduced below that of
during the cruise of the Baagle, and his famous sound, then the noise of the detonation reaches
theory with regard to their origin, which, for an observer before that of the shock against the
half a century, was accepted by the scientific plate.
Hence the author concludes that the
world aa the correct explanation. Dirwin*s bullet, so long as its velocity ia greater than the
theory is now rejected by some of the leading normal velocity of sound, is the seat of aonorone
authoritiea on deep-sea investigation. The moat disturbance, resembling in character that due
recent contribution to this subject ia the work to an explosion, and this view he has substantijust published by Prof. Alexander Agasaiz on ated by further experiments.
the oceanic researches of the United States
steamer Blake, during which his investigations
Resolving Hydrogen, Oxygen, etc.. Into
of the coral reefs oflf the coast of Florida have Their Elements.
A paper by Professor
led him to reject the D-irwinian theory aa cor- Gruenwald, recently published in the Chemical
rectly explaining their origin.
New8y upon the spectra ol hydrogen, oxygen
It was Professor Darwin's belief that the reef and aqueous vapor, is an extremely important
building polypi, which exist only at compara- one. Gruenwald claims to have discovered,
tively short distances below the surface, laid from the spectra of these gases and vapors, that
the foundation of their coral stracturea in shal- hydrogen ia a compound of one volume of a
low waters, and that the gradual subaidence of primary substance (&), with four volumea of
the ocean had enabled them continually to add another primary substanoe (a), and ia therefore
to the hight of their structures, while they a compound substance, analogous to ammoniam
themselves remained in the limited depths of (N. H.4 ), the volume of which, on its dissociathe reef coral zone. In this way he believed the tion at a sufficiently elevated temperature, ia
great oceanic groups of atolls which rise from in the proportion of two to three. The subvery deep water were formed, and he wholly atance (a) is the lightest of all gaseous bodiea
rejected the assumption that immense piles of much lighter than hydrogen; and (6), if we resediment heaped on the floor of the oceans far gard (a) as a univalent element, is a pentavaremote froin land could have made the baaia for lent gaseous element similar to nitrogen. He
the coral formations.
has also found oxygen, carbon and nitrogen to
In Mr. H. P. Gappy'a recent paper on coral be compnunda of similar aubatancea. The elewhich
explanation,
that
this
reefs he ahowa
ment (6), noted above, corresponds with the
Darwin rejected for lack of evidence, is the assumed element occurring in the sun and
very theory that the recent reaearches have known as ** helium," thus proving that hydrotended to support; that many of Darwin's areas gen is dissociated in the sun's atmosphere.
of subaidence are, in fact, areas of elevation, Another unknown snbatance present in the
and that the discoveries of Murray, A. Agassiz, sun'a corona which gives the spectral line 1474,
Bachanan aod others go to show that, upon vast he concludes, is due to the other constituent of
deposits of calcareous ramains, deep-see corals hydrogen (a). Much more extended observaare reared until they reach a level suitable for tions will be necessary to prove the correctness
the growth of reef corals.
of this alleged discovery; bnt the facta brought
Pfofesaor Whitney tella us that as late as forward by the author are sufficiently confirm1794 the pleading text-book on geography atory to justify the most thorough investigation
nsed in American schools announced that the of the matter.
AUeghanies were the most considerable mountains in North America and that " the Andees
Electricity in Probing. Dr. John H,
and AUeghanies are probably the same range, Girdner haa made an extremely ingenious apinterrupted by the Gulf of Mexico." In the
plication of electricity in a telephonic bullet
present state of geographical knowledge such
The operator covers both ears with telprobe.
blunders are go longer possible, but some of our
ephonic receivers to which are connected two
long-cherished views on problems in physic il
wires. One of these terminates in a piece of
geography are receiving severe treatment at the
steel, which the patient holds in his mouth,
hands of the Uteat investigators.
or which may be applied to other parts of the
body where a good contact can be obtained.
Eeeding the Flames. London Iron says The other wire is attached to a delicate ateel
"Most people are familiar with the expression probe. Now, when the probe paaaea through
feeding the fiimes,' which is usually to be met flesh or tissue, or touches bone, nothing ia heard
with in accounts of eocflagrations which are sus- by the operator, but when the point of the
tained and extended by reason of the devouring needle touchea a lead bullet, the circuit is comelement attacking inflammable substances with
pleted, and a clicking and scraping is heard in
It is, however, in another sense the telephone.
in its reach.
The probe may be left in place,
that we now use it, namely, that of aaataining and serve as a guide to the knife. The manipof
materials
by ulation of the probe is not difficult or painful
a domestic or other fire by means
which humanity has hitherto been fed. To put and ia not attended with danger. The inventhe matter plainly, we received a short time tion is destined to increase largely the efficiency
since a sample of block or what is generally of surgical practice in cases of gun-shot wounds.
known aa patent fuel, with a request that we
would test it and publish our opinion." The
Platinum in the Sun's Atmosphere.
editor remarks that he will take an early op- Messrs. Hutchins and Holden recently gave an
portunity to experiment with the fuel and gives account of certain inveatigatione upon the solar
the following as the formula by which the fuel spectrum, which seem to prove the presence of
Add to 1 ton of smudge 5 the metal platinum in the sun's atmosphere.
is manufactured:
pounds of flour, 5 pounds of reain, 1 pound of This ie the farst time any lines corresponding to
aodium,
5 pounds of augar, and
of
pound
1
salt,
They also
that element have been obierved.
from 2 to 3 per cent of pitch. The cost of the find additional evidence of the presence of cadwhole of the ingredients bought wholesole is mium, bismuth and silver, which have always
about Is. Id. The editor then continues: *'Bat been considered doubtful, while the presence of
what we do not at all see is the force of literally lead, tin, potassium, lithium, and the cerium
on those commodities group ia not confirmed.
feeding the flames
which so many thousands have such a struggle
to obtain for feeding themselves and their chilContracting Effect of Alcohol. It is
It may be that this point can be satisdren.
well known that sponge, wood, etc., when satfactorily Bellied by Mr. Jackson, and therefore
urated with alcohol contract, while if saturated
we pause for
to use another old expression
with water they expand. The cause of the
a reply. This is certainly ' feeding the flames
may not be ao well
dissimilar action
!"
with a vengeance
know, but is no doubt due to the fact that alcohol abstracts the moisture from porous subPrize Studies of Tornadoes. The Ameri- stances. It is from this peculiar property of
can Meteorological Journal, desiring to direct alcohol, in withdrawing water from organic
the attention of students to tornadoes, in hopes tissue, that it derives its chief value as a preserthat valuable results may be obtained, offers vative agent in the arts,
the folbwing prizes: For the best original

SeiENTIFie PR.OGRESS.
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essay on tornadoes or description of a tornado,
S200 will be given. For the second best, $50.
And among those worthy of special mention,
S50 will be divided. The essays must be aent
to either of the editors. Professor Harrington,
Astronomical Observatory, Ann Hirbor, Mich.,
Meteorological
or A. Lawrence Roth, B'ue
Observatory, Readville, Masp., U. S. A., before
the first day of July, 1889. They must be
signed by a nom de plume, and be accompanied by a sealed envelope addressed with same
nom de plume and enclosing the real name and
addreas of the author.

HU

Velocity of the Sound of Fire Arms.

—

experiments have proved that the velocity of sound, obtained' by observing from a
known distance the instant of the discharge of
a rifle and the arrival of the sound of the detonation at the place of observation, is frequently
greatly in excess of the normal rate of propagaTo determine the cause of this increase
tion.
and. the laws which govern it, a series of experiments have recently been carried out by M.
Journe, who has presented a memoire on the
subject to the Paria Aoademie des Scienoea,

Many

Adaiiascobite ia the local name of a mineral
which is said to be found only in one place in
the world and that is the State of Miaaouri.
The stone is very peculiar in ita structure and
Ita cutting power is diamond-like,
properties.
cutting away steel very rapidly, and still retaining an exceedingly fine edge.

—A

Diamonds in a Meteorolite.
from St. Petersburg, dated July
.

number

lat,

cablegram
says:

A

men have

discovered a quantity of small diamonds in a meteorolite that fell recently in the neighborhood of
of Prussian scientific

Kiew.

—

Silvering Iron. By a recent Austrian invention iron is given a silver surface by covering the iron with mercury and silvering by the
galvanic process; then by heating to 300" C.
the mercury is evaporated, and the silver firmly fixed.

A Cement
Take

—

for Stopping Cracks in Sinks.
20 parta and one of burnt lime

of litharge

in fine,

dry powder.

linseed

oil.

Make

into a putty .with
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and cry
a auccesaral rival to the be»t fegetable oils. likes and dislikes, stamp and cheer,
I]otes.
the sentiments
a buehel of corn, costing iij cents, a gal- theiiieelves hoarse, according as
them.
reverse
to
Ion of clear amber oil is ob:uned, worth 75 expressed are agreeable or me
great numbers of
cents, and the solid sabstaoce remainiDg is said It 18 the stimulus produced by
Windmills as Sources of Power.
It is exhausting,
Cbinese Carpenters.
to be a better article of animal food than any minds acting on each other.
reIf anticl- and every one of the partioipaois feels the
of the oil cakes now on the market.
There is a very general opinion that a windSun,
mill is too old-fashioned a motor to be ecoA correspondent of the N. ^ Iron Atjv pations in regard to the business are realized, action within a few hoore. y. Y.
the farmer will be enabled to obtain a good
nomical and etticient. This opinion is, after
writes to that joornal as follows:
Bee Sxisiis It is a common mistake to sup- all, not very well founded, even although the
"llive jost been haTiiig a time with the p^i^e for hiscom and feed it to his utook attergood ward to oat his cake and have it, as it were.
pose that an angry bee is certain to sting on clumsy specimens to be seen in this country
oarpentere trying to get them to make a
alighting upon a human hand. On the contrary, would lend countenance to the notion.
The
are framing timbers for a shaft;
joint.
should
joints
device
the
that
LiyciDS.—
A
Cask
fob
she will usually examine the skin very carefully windmill has been very much neglected by our
necessary
Mailino
^
quite
and it is
per- f,j, beeen patented for use in transmitting bot- first with the palpi— very delicate and nervous millwrights and engineers.
When once they
be well made, for the sins of one joint are
the come
to devote as much time and attention to
petuattd in all the other timbers as they are ([j, through the maiU or otherwise, with a feeling organs, which are situated near
the ^j^^
preventing injury to goods which may sting. It may seem that she stings at once and it as they have to other machines, we may exput in. The natives do very well with
All their saws are like the ^^^^ ;„ contact with them from the breaking of without care or reflection, but a bee can do a pect to see very great improvements effected in
tools they have.
in
Our electrical engiueers, it
its construction.
ordinary bucksaws, and they are all sharpened (i,e bottle and the spilling of its contents, great deal in a very short space of time,
for rip- -phis mailing case consists of a round wooden proof of wbioh it may b? mentioned that "she seems to us, would do well in their own interest
as rip.saws, but are used indifferently
snap- (jg, ^in, ^ mrew top, there being inside the box can flap her wings more than 400 times per sec- to extend a little of their attention to the windping or crosscutting. A line is made by
extension mill as a means of obtaining power for generatping a string run through india ink and water ^ thick lining of absorbent material, which, in ond, and that each flap ^involves the
of
ing electricity.
instead of a chalk line, and their pencil is a ^^^ o( breakage, will quickly absorb the liquid and contraotion, through a nerve impnlse,
dipped ^^j prevent damage that might otherwise oo- the muscles employed in the wing movements."
An article on " Windmills for Generating
piece of bamboo split op at the end and
"
we
^j ^ result of this construction it is This being the case, aa Mr. Cheshire says,
Electricity," by Mr. A. R. Wolff, in the
The chisels are like ours, only far ^min ink.
is
ffuulty
save
time
d
also,
ours
not
once
the
no
like
bottle
is
that
are
the
hall
see
at
Slecena Indicator, draws attention to the emohiimed that the breaking of
clumsier. Their pUnes
cross
followed by the escape from the mailing case of is removed." When a person has been stung by ployment of windmills as a source of power for
that they are pushed by both hands on a
bs any of the bottle's contents.
a bee, be should remove the sting immediately, charging accumulators. The writer maintains
bar handle across the top of the plane just
" if possible, by the nail, running it in the di- that the reason windmills have not thus far
hind the blade. Squares, bevel squares and the
has en- been put to practical use for the generation of
they
wood
as
from
themselves
by
like are made
To find (approxi- rection opposite to that by which it
of Ppmps.
Capacity
hold of the electricity is not due to the first cost of the
are wanted. Kibbeting planes and other spe- mately) the amount of water a pnmp will move tered." On no account let him take
forceps,
wanted,
a
finger,
or
when
sting with his thumb and
motor nor to any Uck of economy in its operacial tools they likewise make
per minute, assuming a hundred feet piston
A miter speed
then he will probably squeeze more of the tion. The windmill, also, he points out, is not
starting on a basis of a plane blade.
as the standard, square the diameter of for
which so irregular in its revolution as many suppose,
box they know not, and I think I most show the water cylinders and divide by four; and in- virus into the wound from the poison bag,
them its virtues. Their hatchets are about the versely, to find the size of a pump to pel form a is generally left attached to the sting. Although the fact being that the leading American
but with
the virus of a bee sting is a strong acid, it does makers employ governing apparatus which ausize and shape of our lath hatchets,
required duty in gallons, divide the number of
cure it. tomatically so varies the extent of surface preabout three times the amount of metal in them. gallons by four and extract the square root of not always follow that an alkali will
is
Much depends upon the temperament and con- sented to the wind that a practically uniform
A broad axe ihey do not have, but the adze
the quotient. The result is the diameter of
mon- rate of revolution is obtained irrespective of
arnica
about
is
while
adze
and
the
the
patient,
of
of
stitution
The blade
in constant use.
water cylinder required.
inches
tana and ledum palustre will give relief in direction and varying velocities of wind, for all
three inches wide and over all some four
Opposite the blade is a socket fitvery good brass is made of many cases, in others they are injurious. winds exceeding a velocity of six miles per hoar.
Bkass Alloy.
in length.
straight 16 pounds of copper, 8 pounds of zinc, and onemay dismiss the subject of bee stings by
This latter velocity must be reached before
ting on a wooden shank, which carries a
shank.
wooden
a
fit
into
drills
Their
lead.
The lead should be added giving the young bee-keeper two pieces of com- windmills of good design, as ordinarily conhandle.
half pound of
which is revolved by a strip of leather with one ^f^^^ j[,g copper and zinc have been melted to fort—the first, that at swarming time the bses structed, operate at the rate of revolution for
with the gether. These proportions of the different are nearly always in an exceedingly good tem- which they are set. It has been found, by exor more turns around the spindle and
is
is stung he
perience, that on an average, for at least eight
metals makes the best brass that can be made per; the'eecond, that each time he
ends fastened to a straight stick, which
become less soaceptible to the hours oat of 24 hours of each day, the wind
^_
sawed like a fiddle-bow across the shank. The with zinc and copper. For very light castings will probably
,
iron.
Review.
Sa(urrfay
exceeds this velocity of six miles per hour, the
drills are sharpened like our drills for
the lead should be omitted, as it makes the effects of bee poison.—
average velocity of wind, during the eight
constant source of surprise is the suppleness alloy less fluid; but in heavy castings it makes
Natore's " Safe Cure " for kidney diseases, hours of run, being 16 miles per hour. Total
carsee
a
often
You
workman.
native
solid
and
clean.
more
the
them
of
So
water.
purified
strictly
is
others,
many
and
calms in excess of two days' duration are pracpenter standing by a waist-high bench with one
a
A Handy Fdrnitore Polish. Make a mix- important to health is strict purity in water tically unknown in the United States. The fact
foot on the ground and the other holding
saws
or ture of olive oil one part and vinegar two parts. that it may be reasonably presumed that one of that the windmill is at rest, often at short inhe
while
bench
the
wood
on
of
piece
flan- the causes of the remarkable increase of kidney tervals, aggregating not quite 16 hours out of
planes it. They are very fond of sitting down Apply it to the furniture with a Canton
assume. nel cloth. Rub dry with another cloth of the complaints is in the increasing imparity of the 24, ia no objection to the use of this motor
to their work in positions we could not
housekeeper who uses this water, consequent upon our multiplying popu- for the purposes of driving dynamo machines to
A cramped posi' ion to a native is an impossi- same material.
Says Professor charge electrical accumulators, for one of the
by forcing polish on the finest varnished furniture says it lation, manufactures, etc.
bility, though it might be achieved
"Of the thousands of chemical very features and acknowledged requisites of
Charles Mayr
has no equal.
him into a trunk."
compounds and waste products formed in the such accumulators should be that they can be
human system many require pure water for charged spasmodically, at will, and at odd
Dead.
is
Trade
The Ivory
their solution and elimination; and water so times.
Mr. Wolff is of opinion that the reason
overloaded with salts, etc., as average^weU why windmills are not more employed than
the
Celluloid has or soon will eefectually kill
water will not work satisfactorily.
they are is because the accumulators are not
ivory of
ivory trade. The chief portion of the
Those who have never drank pure water do yet a satisfactory and assured success. The
Shun Worry and Excitement.
commerce has heretofore been derived from
effect such water has upon windmill at the present day, he maintains, is in
what
an
realize
not
large
Africa and consists of the tusks of the
effect is better than that of ace
these
a developed state, a practical success, ready and
Regarding the preservation of youth and the kidneys; its
elephants of that country. The largest of
tates, nitrates, opiates or alcohol, and for peo- available for this new use at once.
It awaits
longevity
greater
pounds
of
average
130
find
the
as
we
much
vigor,
as
weighed
tusks sometimes
disease or dropsy
kidney
to
tendency
with
ple
the elec'rical accnmnUtor that is a thorough
find some men and
and were valued as high as $800; but tnere is than 50 years ago.
Sanithere
is no better drug than pure water."
World.
Mechanical
success.
practical
old
much
sooner
present
growing
the
and
women decaying
not much doing in the business at
find one man as fresh and tary Era.
and that little is constantly growing lass, than others.
igorous at 55 or 60 as another may be at 35.
Electrical Transmission of Power.
Nearly everything that was made of ivory a few
Faith Cdres.— The latest addition to the list
great
There must be causes for these differences in of victims to the " faith cure" mania is a young
years ago is now made of celluloid, and a
there
And
as
pianos
the
body.
many
of
preservation
ago
How
weeks
the
Some
besides.
As an interesting instance of the transmission
many other things
lady at Dis Moines, Iowa.
Only the most are causes for such variations in the condition she sustained internal injuries by reason of a of power by electricity over long distances, the
in these days have ivory keys?
still
causes,
expensive; and then, too, combs and brushes, of the body, may there not be other
During this time she has been treated by London Electrician refers to that of the Phceuix
fall.
physical
is
umbrellas and cane handles, billiard and pool unknown, which may tend to preserve
an exponent of the doctrine of healing through gold mines in New Zialand. The current
even
longer ?
which
years,
or
each
100
celluloid
vigor
for
mental
of
and
made
are
dice
even
balls, and
faith; but, filling to receive benefit therefrom, generated by two No. 8 Brush machines,
Mental worry and ditquiet, arising from any she at length resorted to medical advice. Had capable of giving 26-horse power. They are
one can scarcely tell from ivory, so perfectly
The latest thing, however, in cause, is the strongest agent in " aging " men she done this at the time of the accident, all driven by Pelton water-wheels, with a head of
are they done.
playingof
shape
women. It is an incessant source of exhaus' would have been well, but physicians now pro- 180 feet. The current is convoyed to the
in
the
or
is
line
the celluloid
fashioned tion to the vital forces. You do so exhaust
cards, and they will supplant the old
nounce her ease hopeless, as the morbid condi- motor about three miles distant, and back again
genmore
yourself when you worry about your business, tions have existed too long to be susceptible to by a No. 8 B. W. G. copper wire (0.165 inch
cards altogether when they become
carves
teleanything.
It
about
and
family,
your
erally known.
medical treatment. We are along-suffering peo- thick) nearly six miles long, supported on
peewill occur graph poles.
The power lost in the line is only
Old and broken billiard balls that are only lines on the face and bleaches the hair. A
ple, and probably a few more deaths
old
at
used,
will
look
is
turned
20
30,
motor
vish young woman at
slightly chipped or broken are readily
through the treatment of workers of miracles three-horse power. A Victoria
down into balls suitable for bagatelle or parlor because her peevish or worrying thought rep- ere legifUtive aid ia invoked against this form running about 350 revolutions per minute, and
her
we had the power is transmitted to the machinery by a
games, but those that are badly broken are resents so much of her force used to tear
of fanaticism; but it wool I seem aa if
thrown away as useless. If the billiard-rooms down instead of building her up.
nearly reached the point beyond which for- be", c
u
without
alwaya
do
responsibilities
little
to
have
find
can
should
You
virtue.
At Hatfield, on the Marquis of Salsbnry s
should all close up we
bearance ceases to be a
not make things
do
first-class worrying over them.
You
All
is utilized to generate
manufacture.
L'ia
River
ivory
the
of
estate,
line
the
in
balls, a bit better through such worry. You only make
Coriods Phase of Deafness.— It is often electricity, which is transmitted to the house and
billiard saloons are provided with ivory
but litjle them worse. Worry does not plan. It does said that persons atllicted with certain forms of over the estate for a variety of purposes. Two
for the celluloid imitations have found
With- not make a clear head. It does but fume, fret, deafness can hear peifeotly in the midst of a turbines are used, one to drive a 40horse power
favor in the eyes of billiard players.
old age. It affects tumult.
locomotive engineer, upon exami- Siemens alternating current dynamo for lighting
the pool table, however, the case is different, and cause indigestion and
otllu
of
are
made
your sleep at night. It canses you either losa nation by a medical expert, was found to be the house and the other to drive a lehorse
for the majority of pool sets
could power Brush machine for arc lighting at night,
In New York, where 100 sets of ivory of sleep or a poor rest when you do sleep. If deaf, and, although he protested that he
loid.
20 you carry your cares to bed with you and they hear perfectly well while in the cab, he was and in the day for working the motors at the
pool balls were sold two years ago, less than
"
**
made house and on the farm. Those at the house
slumhaving
fall
into
excluwhen
you
afterward,
mind
almost
your
time
on
are
Celluloid is now
suspended. Some
are now sol 1.
ber, they will stay on your mind all night and vain attempts to better his defect, he applied drive pumping and ice making machinery, and
sively used in that branch of manufacture.
cause you troubled dreams. There is a health- for reinstatement, again urging the fact of his a 24 inch Blackman air propeller fixed in the
to satOn the farm the motors
roof for ventilating.
Soldering Holes —The American Artisan ful sleep coming of the permanent, cheerful, perfect hearing while on duty. Finally,
think it is composed, non-worrying frame of mind, two isfy him, the physician rode with him upon a are used for elevating hay and corn sheaves to
says; There are many people who
will give you ten times more locomotive for a long distance and put him to the tops of the stacks for thrashing, for cutting
an easy thing to solder a hole in an old tin pan, hours of which
refreshment than the un- every possible test. To the doctor's surprise, rough grass with chaff-cutting machine, for enbut, like many other tricks of the trade, can rest, strong h and
coming
of the mind which en- be found him able not only to hear ordinary silage in fields extending to a distance of two
trousleep
great
healthful
The
practice.
only be acquired by
and makes them con- sounds without difficulty, but also to distinguish miles, for grinding corn, etc., to make fodder,
ble with most persons when they try to solder tertains care and worry
whispers and faint movements that were inaudi- and for other purposes. The motors have also
anything is that they do not get the work tinual guests.
cofferBoiton Post.
often use up our force faster than we ble to the physician.
been used for pile-driving, for making
that is, scraped bright; then the tin
clean
work through a whole day's exdams where necessary in the river, and also for
may be all scraped off, and if they try to solder make it.
of
inspector
drain
The
weeds.
theater
or
Draining.of
at
a
it
House
dredging the river and cleaning
with rosin the solder does not stick. When citing business, and are then
not
arti- some place of amusement until 10, 11, or 12 Montreal says that housekeepers should
acid is used, there may be so much on the
sol- o'clock.
the body is awake there think so hardly of draughty, cool houses in
the
long
as
So
Then
good.
no
does
acid
Locomotives and Canals.— It is supposed
the
that
cle
There winter. He believes that many people are
irreconcilsustain it.
dering copper is apt to be too cold or too hot, must be outUy of force to
by many that railways and canals are
in badly drained houses,
search
for
exsickness
in
this
from
exhaustion
done.
much
saved
j-b
is
as
poor
be
that
a
can
Recently, however, an experable antagonists.
and the result will be
"
Often
ventilation.
canal
get owing to unpremeditated
citement or amusement as in work.
iment was made on the Shropshire Union
ex-drafts and often," said Mr. Lowe, " the houses we
Worleston, Eng., by officials of the London &
Steel.Tired Wheels.— It is stated that the force to sustain the body in these
best is the one at
and
warmest
of
artificial
the
through
consider
suggestive
either
ways
would
is
to
two
obliged
it
in
which
is
upon
Northwestern Riilway,
Pennsylvania Railroad Company
or artificial mental stimulant. where sickness prevails, owing to the imperfect the lion lying down with the lamb. A set of
replace annually one out of every 250 of its material stimulant
ventiUtion.
like
nothine
is
disexThere
a
meant
the
for
On By artificial mental stimulant is
drainage.
laid down on the canal bank
chilled cast iron wheels, or four per cent.
attention to rails -was
locomotive
as citement caught and absorbed by crowds sim- Housekeepers do not pay sufiBoient
""' tance of about a mile, and a small
the Like Erie line the figure is still higher,
Closed sinks will get dirty and
occupied
as oursplvea at the sinks.
every
and
influenced,
replaced
ilarly
be
to
there
Crewe Railway Works was placed on
have
the
from
six per cent
disease.
of
ropes to
natural
source
by
prove breeders
It ia not a healthful nor
the line. Two boats were attached
year. The steel-tired wheels on the Pennsyl- night.
along easily
eventually, if relied upon,
the locomotive, which drew them
vania give much better results, as only .01 per of supply. It will **
the
<";«°Pa'«'°
forbid
towns
SOME European
prematurely.
it " p„M.......^.
and age x.
the body
oooy ano
strain
rain line
seven miles an hour. Four boats
cent have to be renewed yearly.
four months after at the rate of
of newly
was atuiouv^i luguAioaintoxioa- V.
U.J...J built houses until
and the
mo mental
stimulant auu
Mental
iyientai stimuiaui.
Kt\nn
lln«o nf were then attached, and the same speed
as there are nearly 5000 gallons oi
completion,
tarnoisy,
evidenced
at
ia
worked very smoothly
from
it
coming
party
tion
locomotive
tained. The
Oil from Indian Corn.— A St. Louia
ou,oi
building
and
mortar
the
water used in
as a success.
of expressing oil bulent public meetings, where thousands oomand the experiment is looked upon
is engaged in the business
should first dry out,
together, infiaenoed by partisan prejudioes, 000 bricks, which
from Indian corn, and the new industry prom- ing
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they first struck it. This is the same chute which packing the machinery for the above-named mine. els. The pulp assays average $20 a ton. The amount
they have in the bottom of their lower shaft, and He will have the work of packing completed in a few of bullion on hand and heretofore shipped for the
which has continued down from the grass roots, so days, when the construction of the mill will be be- month of June amoiints to $34,550.
that now they have over 125 feet of backs which gun in earnest and pushed to completion as early as
Mexican. East crosscut No. i from the main
The following Is mostly condensed from joumala published
It will probably be several months b.:fore
Messrs. Nmnis, Jensen & possible,
they can stope out.
north drift is out 172 feet and continues in vein porin the interior, in proximity to the mines mentioned.
Fritch appear just as happy as the Peterson Bros., any bullion will be shipped from the mill. Several phyry.
for their copper prospect has turned out even better locations have been made during the past month,
CALIFORNIA.
Segregated Belcher.— Good progress is makthan they anticipated. They have a large pile of and some of them show very flattering prospects.
ing in the east drift which is to connect with the
Messrs. Hutchison
first-class ore on their dump.
Deadwood.^Jo. Falan is working on the old Overman winze.
Aznaaor.
Sutter Creek Mine.— Amador Ledger, July 7: & Sharp have quite an amount of ore out which is Willey mine and is taking out very rich rock. Geo.
Alta. The ore-producing sections are looking
vein is Klein has two locations on Deadwood and is getting
Have extracted and milled 65 tons of ore from cross- now being shipped or about to be. Their
about as usual, and the mill and concentrators are
four feet in width, and their ore assays as good prospects on the North Pole location in two
cut No. 2, drift from same crosscut driven 12 feet. now about
steadily at work.
are still places.
The latest discovery was in the tunnel just
Ore in face 8 feet wide. Mill has been closed down high as 70 per cent. Messrs. Wyatt & Co.
Confidence.— The daily shipments of ore to the
creek mine.
above the mill, and looks well; he is now sinking on
few hours on account of slackness of water. At working their Fancher
the ledge.
The other prospect on the North Pole Brunswick mill average 182 tons, and the battery aspresent running steadily.
Mono.
says average $28 per ton.
yielded $60 to the ton from 7 tons crushed.
Mr. E.
Calaveras.
Diana Mill Burned.— Inyo Register, July 5: B. Lamb has run the tunnel on the Red Diamond
Utah.— On the 372 level opposite the south drift
AND B Mine.— Calaveras Chronicle, July 7: Benton suffered a loss last Saturday night in the mine in about 60 feet, and has struck the ledge a north drift is advanced i6o feet. The formation
paid a visit to the A and B mine, owned by total destruction of the Diana mill. The fire, when which he is now following. The vein is 30 inches is vein porphyry and quartz.
Messrs. Allen and Bishop and located near the head first discovered, was a small patch of blaze, but by wide and looks well; the quartz carries free gold and
PoTOSi.— The stopes joint with the Chollar are
the time the townspeople could reach the scene the the sulphurets are rich.
of Poorman's gulch, about two miles from here.
Mr. Lamb's location is on yielding the usual quantity and quality of ore,
which
It is supposed that a spark
Operations were commenced on this mine about a entire roof was on fire.
the north side of Deadwood creek and contains three is being worked at the Nevada water-mill.
year ago. Water-power hoisting works were put up from the engine, which hard been running till some ledges; the other two prospect better in free gold
shingles
Scorpion.—The
in
the
and
had
caught
south
the
evening,
drift
on
According
to
time
that
the
level
300
has
and an incline tunnel started.
" burned slowly for some hours, at last attaining than the Red Diamond, but are smaller ledges. The now a total length of
370 feet. The formation is
survey the expectation is to reach the " channel
ledge of the Red Diamond is well defined and hes
about the same as at date of former report.
with an incline in the neighborhood of 1000 feet in dangerous size. Jno. F. Millner, the owner, says between porphyry walls.
The tunnel is now in about 800 feet, but $20,000 would not compensate for the loss, which is
Best and Belcher.— EI Dorado Tunnel: Northlength.
Good Cleanup. Journal, July 7: Mr. W. west
drift from main west drift advanced 32 feet;
a great flow of water has just been encountered all the heavier because the mill was just now making
Leavitt came in from East Fork Tuesday, with
total, 368 feet.
which will require an additional amount of machin- a very profitable run. A quantity of rich pulp J.
The face is in porphyry.
At the present time about 900 awaiting further work was almost all lost in the $2600 worth of bullion as a result of a cleanup from
ery to overcome it.
Lady
Washington.— The crosscuts from the
Mr. ashes. The insurance on the property was light, 27 tons of ore from the Enterprise mine. The quartz upraise
gallons of water per hour are being drawn out.
at points above the 725 level are in a promare told that there of the Enterprise is very uniform, averaging $100 to
Arrowsmith, the superintendent, went below this not above J5000 at the most.
the ton, since the present owners have taken charge ising formation of quartz, clay and porphyry.
week for pumping machinery which will be put in 3 a possibility of rebuilding. The disaster will be a
of
the
mine.
West
Con. Va. & Cal.— The new hoisting maFurther progress is im- severe one for Benton.
place as soon as possible.
Did Well. The Segalia placer mine on Red chinery is working well and smoothly, and good
possible until pumps are put in.
Nevada.
Hill has made an exceedingly good cleanup.
The headway is making in sinking the main shaft.
Contention Mining Co. The Contention Gold
The Neversweat. Nevada City Herald, July paities
interested were happily disappointed by obUnion Con.— The north drift from west crosscut
Mining Co. was organized July 2, 1888. to operate 7: The owners of the Neversweat mine are liable
taining much more than they anticipated.
They
No. 2, on the 1300 level, is out 93 feet, and the
of
this
district.
W,
Meyer
in Mill Valley mining
to wake up this section by showing a mine of great
J.
heavy
expense
were
put
to
a
in
putting
a suspension south drift started from the same is out 32 feet.
p'ace is president of the company and Joshua Al- value.
The shaft is down 300 feet. Three years
There are eight ago the company started a tunnel to strike the shaft bridge across Trinity river last summer and many exBullion.—The south drift from the bottom of
bright secretary and treasurer.
The company has 260 acres of at that depth. They have got in i6o3 feet, and will perienced miners talked discouragingly concerning the winze on the 640 level is making favorable progshareholders.
As far be under the shaft some time this week. The tunnel the affair. Nearly all the debts incurred in conse- ress. There is no change of material woi thy of note.
placer ground in the above-named district.
as prospected the gravel yields from eight to ten was run on the line of the ledge.
The width of the quence of bringing the water into the mine will be
Sierra Nevada.
the 520 level the southpaid off this season, and if a fair run is secured for
cents to the pan. They are down 65 feet on a por- ledge in the bottom of the tunnel is now two feet.
west drift is out 1769 feet. Its face is in a mixture of
next season there will be a surplus for the owners.
tion of the claim, passing through 15 feet of gravel A crushing was made last month from the rock taken
quartz, clay and porphyry.
It still shows some
without yet reaching bedrock. The channel is trace- out while running the tunnel.
Part of it was sent to
Tuolumne.
water.
able for two miles and a half and extends through the the Selby Smelting Works, San Francisco, and part
Yellow Jac^ket.- The daily ore shipments averExperimental.— Tuolumne Independent, July 7:
entire location.
worked by mill process here. That sent to San The Experimental mine made a cleanup last week, age 90 tons. The stopes continue to look well.
El Dorado.
Francisco yielded $200 per ton. That crushed here and as a result a nice brick was obtained. The run good deal of prospecting work is in progress
at sevGold Quartz. Placerville Ol>se>-ver, July 5: yieldedabout $80 in free gold, exclusive of the sul- was 26 days, yielding the boys very fair wages. eral points.
Chas. A. Gardner has opened a fine vein ot gold- phurets. The mine will be worked by water-power, Many disadvantages and drawbacks hindered the
Challenge Con.— On the 1000 level the northbearing quartz, in the old tunnel in Big canyon, on which is obtained from Slate creek. They use an operations. These will be overcome next time. The
east crosscut is out 33 fett.
The face continues in
which some work was done four or five years ago by 8-foot hurdy-gurdy wheel and double nozzles. Not company is composed of Messrs. L, A. and John
vein material.
Good headway is being made with
D. J. Knighton.
Mr. Gardner was in town Satur- much water is required for power.
Engelke, J. P. Conlin, Henry Dunn, Geo. Stayton all repair work.
day last and had some quartz tiken from a pocket,
North Star Mine Dividend.— Grass Valley and Geo. Bonnifoy.
West Yellow Jacket.— A large belt of rock
that was literally alive with the precious metal.
Union, July 7: The North Star Mining Co. has
Closed Down. The Buchanan mine closed
VoLCANOViLLE.— Georgetown Gazette, July 7: declared its first dividend, payable on the nth inst., down last Saturday. About 60 men were discharged. has been encountered in the face of the driit, but it
appears
to be a mere rib, aud will probably be passed
This old mining camp lies in a northeasterly direc- of 50 cents per share on the capital stock of the cor- No definite reason for this sudden stoppage of work
through in a few days.
tion, by trail 8 miles, and 16 miles by wagon-road poration, which amounts to $50,000 on the 100,000 is given, but rumors of " Fourth of
July, s^le of half
Alpha. Explorations are still continued on 222
from Georgetown. The Josephine mine was first shares. This is a good dividend, and no doubt it is interest, change of management, rock don't pay,
visited.
found Mr. Neugues absent.
The the forerunner of others, as the mine is understood etc., etc.," continue to circulate. This was the and 382 levels, and good headway is making in sink20-stamp mill is temporarily hung up, awaiting to be producing profitably. This is encouraging for largest, and gave employment to more men than ing the main shaft, which will be put down to the
the setting up of the Triumph concentrators which a mine that was permitted to lie idle for years upon any mine in the county.
500 level before drifting.
It was supposed to be in
will be ready in a few days, and the mill run- the theory that its wealth was exhausted.
Baltimore. —Some good ore is being cut into on
a thoroughly prosperous condition, had formed quite
ning.
With the Triumph concentrators the Josephthe 300 level west, and the outlook is good for findaround
town
it,
and
the
closing
down
was
sura
a
Placer.
ine mill will be the best equipped mill in the county
ing a large body that will pay for milling. The
prise to every one.
Mining
Situation.
Herald,
In
the
July 7:
and one of the best in the State for economic workQuartz. Sonora Democrat, July 7: It is said pumps are now doing good work.
ing of quartz. Several levels have been run in on mining sections a great deal of work has been done
Belcher.— AH is now nearly in readiness for
the steep mountain-side, all in pay ore.
The mine in opening mines and preparing for further develop- that a recent crushing of rock from the lower
lies along the east side of the serpentine belt.
The ment. Sufficient time has not yet elapsed to de- levels of the Patterson mine yielded handsomely. starting up the hoisting works recently erected at the
old
shnft. The starting up of these works will greatGillis
Rice
of
Tuttktown
taking
out
&
are
Cooley gravel mine, owned by Barklage, has been termine the channels, but the prospects show that Messrs.
before the present season shall have ended several considerable gold right along in their pocket mines ly facilitjte all underground operations.
bonded by
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Judge Edmondson and

St. Clair

Nye,

—

for

three years, price $[ooo.
This mine paid well in
years past, but lay idle for a period.
The present
parties found that with a little capital and much
hard work the pay channel could be reached with a

new
and

new and paying mines will be in operation. Quite
a list of mines on the Forest Hill Divide have been
purchased by San Francisco capitalists who are preparing to operate them as soon as men and machinery can be set to work.
Thus the whole country is
doing well, and no one except the hydraulic miner
has any reason to complain or growl.
He has a
right to complain, and should keep up his fight until
the Government
assists
him to work his claim
unmolested by spies or sheriffs.

tunnel' and drifted upon to good advantage,
receiving favorable terms from Mr Barklage,
they entered into the work last winter. They expect
to cut into the channel some time this summer.
mile to the southeast is the Last Chance claim worked by Richard CoHict, Chas. Kane and Merrick
Creigh.
They have a tunnel and shaft with 100 feet
Plumas.
face.
The lode averages about four feet, b<^tween
Paying. Plumas National, July 7: The Lucky
blue slate and porphyry.
It is thought the rock will
" fa " quartz mine, under the management of Uncle
mill $6 or %j per ton.
They are getting ready to put
up a three-stamp mill (the old Potter mill), and ex- John Hardgrave, is paying $25 per ton. Chatty
Bro., in Granite bisin, are working $60 rock.
The
pect to begin crushing in a few weeks.
D. C. Webledge is about one fool thick.
ster and C. F. Lloyd are drifting in iheir claims on
the Ross channel.
Immense deposits of material,
San Dleeo.
supposed to be of volcanic origin, covtrs much of
Pacific Mining District. San Diego Union,
the country about the old camp, as it does about Mt.
July 7: The Pacific raining district is highly spoken
Gregory and other portions of the upper divide. of by T. Ramsdell, the mining
expert who has just
This deposit often reaches a depth into hundreds of returned from a visit to the mines.
Only developfeet.
Beneath these great deposits of material exist ment is necessary, he says, to produce an immense
remnants of the bed of an ancient river. Con- output of mineral gold and silver.
The mines will,
siderable wealth has been mined from accessible he says, finally be classed
as silver and are exceedplaces beneath this deposit in years gone by. but of ingly rich.
The mineral development alone, he
late years little has been accompUshed, owing to the
says, will demand the completion of the Cuyamaca
want of capital and good engineering skill.
railroad, and with reduction works at San Diego,
will be a great source of wealth to the city.
Inyo.

A

—

&

—

Soda.— Inyo

Independent, July

7:

pumps water from

ground tanks, and
has a capacity of 500 gallons per minute with a modthe lake

into

The water evaporates quickly from
and the soda that remains is then easily
The windmill method of pumping is
much cheaper than steam-power, and the latter will
erate breeze.

the tanks
gathered.
likely

be dispensed with as the former is proved sucThese windmills are cheap and quite re-

cessful.

liable to furnish all the

power required.

Free Press, July 7: The
Squaw creek mines still enworld.
learn that Joe Josephs
brought in from the Riley and Bliss mine on Monday last, $4000; and Jack Conant, from the Uncle
Sam mine, about $5000. Jack took half of this to
San Francisco with him.
riches

the

We

Iron Mountain Silver,— Sixteen

silver bricks

from the mine at Iron Mountain were shipped from
Redding Thursday to the Selby Smelling Works.
These bricks average $1000 apiece, making $16,000

It.

— Messrs.

Louis

Page and

David

big in the Old Fuchs claim
above Saw-MiU Flat.
do not know the exact
amount, but it certainly will reach well up in the
thousands. The bonanza came in during the early
part of this week, and at last reports the gold was
still coming out in large
quantities.
As much as
$4000 was taken out in two days. It will be remembered that this is the claim on which Louis Page
Even under aderected hoisting works last winter.
verse conditions he worked away with strong hope
and much energy. The considerable depth of the
lowest workings (on which the pockets are now
found), the terrible caving condition of the walls, and
the large quantity of water to contend with did not
discourage him. Success came at last.
His partner, David Oliver, seems to be attended by fortune

have struck

it

We

No one
wherever he goes.
so singularly fortunate.

in this

county has been

Cement and Gravel.— Messrs.

C. C. Gurnee
and othtrs have purchased a cement and gravel
miles
above
Byrne's
ferry
on
the
Stanislaus
mine x %
river. The name of the Stanislaus Tunnel and Mining Co. has been adopted and big works will shortly
becommsnced. From Mr. Frank McCann, one of the
parties, we learn that it is proposed to erect a quartzmill and several mammoth rock- breakers, the latter
being intended to crush the cement and gravel very
fine preparatory to going into the mill. Thus by the
larger pat t of the reduction work being performed
it is estimated that about five
tons of material to the stamp can be crushed. The
works will have a capacity of at least loo tons per
24 hours. The claim embraces 480 acres. Initial
oper^.tions will be commenced 300 feet above the
bed of the river at a spot which physically and in
Mr. Mcvaluation is the key to the entire channel.
Cann states that the entire cost of mining and milling the material will not exceed $r per ton.

by the rock-breakers

NEVADA.
Washoe

Sierra.

Fresno Y-Lh.ts.— Expositor, July

4: Mr. Taylor,
froni Fresno Flats, reports wonderful activity in that
mining district. The Surprise mill is running with

a force of 50 men. The Grub Gulch mine is in a
flourishing condition and paying well.
A new 20stamp mill is now in course of construction. The
Crystal Springs, a new mine, is expected to pan out
well.
A road is already being built to it, and a mill
is in contemplation.
The Nob Hill and Gambetta

mines are also in a flourishing condition, and are
paying well. There will be four mills running during the present season.
Expositor, Ju'y 4:

Gold Bars.— Redding

gold product from the

Hill.

Struck
Oliver

New

Find.— Sierra Tribune,

Cook brought a batch

July

of fine rock

canyon the other day.

It

7:

Frank

down from Hog

was taken from a new

find.

SoDNTO Arrive.— Nevada

Transcript, July 7:
The 40-stamp mill to be put up on the Red Chief
quartz mine on Kanaka creek, Sierra county, wiJ
probably arrive here next week, and will be transported by wagon as rapidly as possible to the claim.
The Red Chief Co. appears to have a long purse

behind

it,

pectors in this district are still active. A vein of finelooking copper ore has been struck on Kings river
by the McDowell Bros., which not only carries a
great deal of copper but considerable silver. The
Peterson Bros, have crushed several tons of rock
from their Valley Vein mine which has paid them
handsomely. In their tunnel the vein is about a foot
in width, and they have run about 30 feet into
this
chute and it looks no more like giving out than when

—

—
on the 280
headway in the drift
—Are making
that
being run north on the 725
Overman. — About 280 tons of ore a week are being extracted from drifts on the old upper
Andes. — The winze that being put down below
level.

fair

level.

is

levels.

Siskiyou.
Pros-

—

Iowa. Virginia Enterprise, July 7: East drift
is in vein porphyry and clay with some quartz.
Con. Imperial. Are still engaged in repairing
the main north lateral drift.
Keves. Good prospects are still being obtained
face

Benton.

Steamboat Claim.— Yreka Journal,

The Fort Jones Gravel M.

Co.,

is

July

11:

now working

the
creek,

old Steamboat claim, near mouth of McAdams
cleaned up a few days since from the gravel washed
during reopening of claim, and realized 20 ounces.

Trinity.

East Fork.— y(7;/?-//a/, July 7: Capt. Weaver
superintendent of the Golden Chest, has 30 mules
on the trail between North Fork and East Fork

the 240 level
ance.

Ophir.

is still

—No.

track floor.

It

in quartz of

—

bering.

Gould and Curry.— From the 250 and 300 levextracted and shipped to the Douglass mill 105
tons of ore during the week, battery samples of which
show an average assay value of $30.30 per ton.
West crosscut No. 2, started from the main southwest drift, has been advanced 33 feet. The formation is quartz and clay.
There have been worked at
the Douglass mill during the month of June 1000
tons of ore, which yielded $16,026 in bullion.
els

Occidental.— Shipped

to the Atlan'a mill

during

week 113 tons of

ore, and to the Excelsior mill
The former showed a value of $23 per ton
and the latter the same per ton, from assays made
from wagon samples. Worked during the month of

the

26 tons.

June

at the Atlanta mill 465 tons of ore, which
yielded $5903.16.
Worked at the Excelsior mill
during the same month 300 tons of ore, the bullion
yielded by which is now at the assay office in Virginia City.

Hale and Norcross.— During the paFt week
there were hoisted 1819 tons of ore Irom the 600 and
levels, and shipped to the Mexican mill iioo
tons, and to the Nevada mill 525 tons.
All the oreproducing sections of the mine continue to look well.
The extraction of ore from the west upraise will be resumed next week. On the 400 level No. i east
crosscut has been extended 36 feet.
There is on
hand and heretofore shipped bullion for account of
amounting
to
Full
returns
from the
June
$[50,000.
mills for June account have not yet been received.
700

Va.— On the 1465 level the ore-proto look well, and are yieldthe usual quantity of ore.
The east crosscut
from the top of the north upraise on the 1500 level is
still in ore of good quality.
The north drift from the
north stopes at the north end of the main north drift is
still in quiitz that shows value by assay.
The ore
slopes on the i6oo level are still looking and yielding well. The south drift from the Ophir east crosscut is out 60 feet in Con. Virginia ground.
The
usual amount of ore will be shipped to the river mills
during the week.
ducing sections continue

District.

in the exploring drift

Crown Point.— On the 600 level the raise is still
showing streaks of ore of good grade. On the 700
level the southeast drift is out 45 feet, and the east
crosscut started from the end of it is being pushed
ahead in promising vein material,
Chollar. The mine is looking well in all the
ore-producing sections, and the usual amount of
ore is being reduced at the Nevada mills.
The station at the foot of the main incline on the Sutro tunnel level is about completed, and ready for the tim-

Con. Cal. &

in silver.

Fresno.

Copper.— Cor. Fresno

Shaeta.

Mr. T. H.

Flagler has been at Keeler for some weeks past putting up a windmill and pump.
The machinery

on Jackass

promising appear-

2 upraise is up 102 feet above the
shows no important changes of ma-

ing

Aurora District.
Good Indications. — Esmeralda

A'e7vs, July 7:

M. Carabantes has been working on the Consolidated No. 2, of which he is the owner. He has a
tunnel in 53 feet, with good indications of striking

He expects that when the tunnel
the ledge.
eight feet further the ledge will be exposed.

is

in

terial.

Eureka Districtstoping ore from the north and
Ore Shipments. —5£«//«(?/, July 7: The followon the 400 level, also from the south drift
of
tons
of ore were shipped from the
ing
number
per
are
tons
of
ore
d^y
About
80
on the 500
being mined at points between the 400 and 900 lev- mines of the district to the furnaces during the week;
Savage.

south

—Are

drifts

level.

Jolt

Mining and Scientific Press.
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Silver Lick mine. 34 tons; Duoderberg, 42>i tons;
While Pioe. 5% tons; Gcddcs
Benrand, lajf
tons. Bob Waters.
ton; Kl l>orado, 3>i tons;
West End, 6}i tons; Marrion Farrel, 2 if tons, and
the Needle. 3 ions.
From Woodchopper, g% tons,
and Leonie, 3 tons.

A

H

Bristol District.
Kaord^ July 3:

— Piochc

They

face.

will

reach the line within a week, after

\-

tons of

Warner.

Ophlr Oaoyon District.
Mill Running.— iJelmont C(>«r/>/-, July

k.

7:

H. Robinson of Ophir reports his gold-mill running
steadily and doing good work.

Osceola District.

Thb Plackrs.— Virginia

lintcrpriie,

July 7:

These mines, situated on the west side of Mount
Wheeler, White Pine county, are 10 be thoroughly
worked. They cover a large area, and water is to
be brought to them at a cost of $(20,000. The supply of water will be 2600 inches for seven months
each year. All parts of the ground have been prospected by shalts and by actual workings.
In all,
over $40,000 have been liken from these pbcers.
much of which was in large nuggets. Heretofore
the great trouble attendant upon the working of
these placers has been lack of water.
In the mount-

on which these placers are situated, are
doubtless immensely rich quartz veins, which will
probably be found when the placer ground comes to
be washed over by hydraulic process.
ain slopes,

Ploche

Dlatrlct.

WoKK. — i'loche

Stopim-:d

A'ecord, ]\x\y y.
It is
found that the Yuba ore does not contain a sufficient
per cent of lead to admit of il5 being successfully

concentrated, and yesterday the vanning machines
were shut down. A good portion of the silver in
the ore is com lined in gangue so light that ii floats
over the tables and is lost in the tailings. The
vanning machines erected for the purpose of concentrating the ore work well, and successfully concentrate the old t^i'ings now at the mill, though the percentage of lead contained in them is small. .Arrangements will probibly be made by which all the
old pit will be worked over.

ALASKA.

—

PiMTiNUM. Juneau Mining Record, June 30:
Glacier Bay district is attracting some attention and
several good claims have been located.
Messrs.
Summers & Van Brocklin have about 35 tons of ore
on their dump, some of which ii is said will assay
nearly $400 to the ton.
It is said that miners in the
Yukon country, while working the placers, find large
quantities of platinum, which they throw away, believing it to be of no value. This is a great oversight,
as that metal has quite a commercial value.

ARIZONA.
Various Mining CAhWs.-^/onmai-Miner, July
The Old Reliable, in Uradshaw di-lrict, main4:
Liins the liile to its name.
The Last Chance, in the
Bradshaw mountains, is siid to show up for the
amount of development as well as any claim in the
county.
Philip Richardson,
from the Congress,
says the main shaft is now down over 400 feet, the
ore body being continuous the entire distance. The
second shaft is also down now over 200 feet with
good ore all the way. Jolin Curtin and Nelson
Gible have made good progress in running the tunnel on the Lion mine, in i\Iaple gulch, and are in
exceedingly good ore. The ore body is increasing
in size as well as in richness as progress is made in
Waller Wright was in town yesterday
the work.
with 49 ounces of gold bullion which he had extracted in the Del Pasco mill from rock from the
Wild Pigeon mine. He says that the mining outlook was never so bright for the Bradshaw country
as at present.
All the chims which are being
worked are looking well. Brann S: Mitchell have
over 400 tons of good ore on the dump of the Veteran mine and have btitied up the Wonder mill
crushing it.

COLORADO.

SeligmaD District.
Notes. — Denver Republican, July 7: Work has
The Concentrating Works —Eureka Sentinel. been
resumed on the Iron Mask mine at Red Cliff.
July 7: S. k. Krom. the New York inventor and
The Republican mountain mines at Georgetown are
owner of the Krom Machine Works, returned here
increasing their output.
Some good ore has been
from Seligman last Wednesday morning,

having
complel-d some important alterations in the concenlraling works at that place.
It appears that the
original plans of the mill were not followed, and
these alterations therefore became necessary.
Mr.
Krom thinks that there will be no trouble about the
mill doing its work efTectivety after this, and expects
shorily to receive orders from Eugene N. Robinson
for nine additional concentrators, the machinery of
the mill being adapted to the requirements of 18.
nine of which are already kept working to their full
capacity.
Recent work and developments have
shown that the ore in the Pursell series of mines is
practically incxhau=tible, and while no one has even
attempted to show Ihat the ore is very rich, there is no
reason why it should not improve in quality, as we
learn that it does, as depth is attained.
From Mr.
Krom we learn that Mr. Robinson contemplates
erecting smelters at Seligman for the reduction of
the concentrates near the mill, but this will depend
necessarily on their chemical contents and the facilities for obtaining the requisite fluxes on the spot.
Taylor District.
Argus.— White Pine Ne^os, July 7: Bf iter ore is
being encountered in ihe lower levels of the Argus
mine and the force is being increased as necessity
demands.

Tybo District.
Producing Ore.— Belmont Courier, July 7:
Hank MlU informs us that the Ma Alta mine, T>bo,
looking well and producing good ore.
In fact as
developmtfnts progress the mine looks better and
better.
The first-class ore is shipped to Salt Lake
for treatment, and the second-class is sold to the
Nye Mining Co. of Tybo. Mr. Metz thinks that
Tybo is on the eve of prosperous and busy times.
N, S. Trowbridge is now working successfully ores
that contain 15 ounces of silver to the ton, and netling a satisfactory profit for the Nye Mining Co.
Custom ores are worked in this mill and the chloriders of Tybo and contiguous camps need not ship
their ores for treatment away from home.
is

Tuscarora

Grand

Prize

Dlatrlct.

lAii.u~Times-Review, July

6:

All is now act viiy at the Grand Prize mill.
Preparations are being made for a lengthy run on the ore
the slopes last winter, and the new ore development recently made on the 200-foot level which daily
left in

and richness as the drills are exmill is being put in working order as
rapidly as possible and fuel and other supplies are
increases in

tended.

size

The

accumulating.

Navajo Queen.— Fair
the northeast

drift,

progress
2oo-(oot level.

Found Treasure.— Some
ing liken out.

is

being made

high-grade ore

Water continues

North Belle Isle.— The

is

in

be-

to decrease.

winze from the 300-

fool level has been connected with the 400-foot level,
materially improving the ventilation.

North Commonwealth.— North drift

from west
crosscut on the first level has been exi-^nded 25 feet.
The vein is looking very favorable, yielding some
high-grade ore.

The

south

drift

has been extended

16 feet.
The vein is about two feel wide, but the
ore is not as good as in the north drift.

Nevada Queen.— On

the

gold

free

and

will

day, the 8th instant

Two

ore on the dump and that three men are kept busily
eng^aged exir<icting more.
There is an eight-foot
ledge of copper ore in the Black Prince, average assays of which give 22 per cent. This mine is further
developed than any mine in Moss district, and is

owned by Knapp. Laws

rock showed considerable

which the »^»ueen willcontioue ihework. It is a fine probably run S400 or $500 a ton. He also exhibited
development and has every appearance of being the a gold button which had been taken from a quancontinuation of the ore body opened on the 350-foot tity ol the rock.
level.
.Average cir samples for Ihe week, $232 per
ton.
Repairs on ihe mill will be finished by SunMONTANA.

Commonwealth.— Work has been resumed in
copper bullion were brought in (roni Brisiol. Wed- No. I north drift to open up the ore body cut in the
nesday, for shipment to Salt Like. It is a part of shaft, wh'ch has been followed north about 90 feet,
East drift, south of the
the product of the recent short run of the smalt fur- and is extremely rich ore.
shaft, has been connected with th*; main south drift.
nace there.
150-focl level, by a crosscut, making the ventilation
Uosa Dlatrlct.
Black Prince.— Esmeralda News, July 7: The first rate. I Live resumed work on the ore going
Black Prince mine is about 3)^ miles from Kinkead. east, which is looking well. Average assay (car
We are informed that there are 300 ions of copper samples) of ore hoisted, $619 per ton.
Copper.

The

29

350-fool

level

the

slopes have been extended both north and ^uth,
improving both ways, and are looking well the entire distance.
Very fine ore is being extracted 130
feet above, where the chute from the 200-foot level
is being straightened.
The vein is large and high
grade.
The 400-fool level of North Belle Isle is
very close t^ the line, and very high-grade ore in the

found near Pitkin, on the north side of Hall's gulch,

in

a well-defined contact.

San Miguel. —Journal,

July 7: Owners of proson Bear creek now have an opportunity to test
Cropsy mill. Frank Maumey and
French Joe made a new discovery on Mill crtek this
week that bids fair to develop into something unusuallygood.
Another tunnel to cut the Sheridan mine
500 feet lower down than the one now being run was
surveyed and started this week. The Silver Bell at
Ophir is making regular shipments and is showing
better than ever before.
The Gold Chicken mill is
now running full blast under the supervision of John
Flood. The mine is al present working a small
pects

their ores al the

lorce.

DAKOTA.

PROSPEcrs.- .^nacond* Revir.o, June 29; A trip
up Foster creek reveals some very fine prospects.
Ontario, which Messrs. Davidson and .Sawtelle
have bonded to Ed*ards &, Barker is looming up.
'I hey are
sticking some beautiful carbonate ore.
Just above the dam we find a group of cabins, one
of which is owned by .\Ir. Ciinov.in.
John has a
good miner working with him and ihey are sinking
an incline on their claim. They will probably send
a carload of ore out some lime this summer. Messrs.
Young and Churches have a fine vein of fire clay

The

near by, which we learn st.inds as high a test as
anything in the country. Mr. Young is working on
a claim irom which he is sacking a little ore diily.
It is high grade (200 ounce>), but the pay streak is
small, although It gives good indications of widening.
At the next cabin the owntrs of the ranch,
Messrs. John Cadle and Ben Caspar, are working
on the Casius Bennington lode and piling up some
150-ounce ore. They have several more lUtt ring
prosp-cis up here, probably the next best of which
is the E. L. K., from which they have sacked considerable 500-ounce ore, but the pay st'eak is narrow and the headway is small. The formation here
is mostly lime although tie lime capping is shallow,
as granite is plainly seen at most anywhere at the
creek level.
The boys have some claims located further up which are in granite on both sides and which
show good ore at the surface. The general impression one gives of this section is a most favorable one,
and there is no doubt but the head of Foster will be
heard from soon in a manner not to be forgotten.
Good reports continue to come to us from Olsen's
River View, in Olsen gulch, in which a rich strike

A

NEW

MEXICO.

Malone. — Soiii/nocst Se/iiinel. July 7: Several
men are employed on the Young Man mine near
step has been taken toward preparing the grounds
Malone, all being engaged in development work.
for the erection of the Deadwood Reduction Works
company's leaching plant. Surveys and maps have The directors of the company are expected daily,
and
on their arrival will make a thorough inspection
been completed by Engineer Thos. H. While, and
yesterday a force was taken to the site and started
at work on trenches, ditches and other excavations
necessary to be made before the building is erected.
Plans and specifications are looked for from Mr.
Clark.
Al once these are' received, so that ihe
directory will be enabled to intelligently proceed
with^execulion of the plans, a larger force will be
employed and work on the building begin.

Good for the Schoolboy. —Wood River Times^
July 7: A four-ton lot of first class ore was brought
down from the Schoolboy claim, in Croy gulch, this
week, and sampled and sold. It carried 82 J^ ounces
silver and 62K per cent lead, and netted the owners
about $100 per ton. This was only a sample lot.
Now that they know its value, the owners will exmore

The Buttercup a Mine —Very encouraging

—

A General Sample from the Lead

Belt.

—

About

2 J^ tons of ore were brought in yesterday
from the lead belt near Era— the same being onehalf of a general sample made up from their properties by the mine-owners in the vicinity.
The other
half of the sample lot will be received in about one
week. When received the whole will be sampled,
and if the returns are remunerative shipments will
be made from several mines there.

LOWER CALIFORNIA.
— Pasadena Union, July

Lower

Lake Valley.— Silver

City Enterprise, July 7:
The Silver Mining Co. of Lake Valley, successor
to the Sierra Grande Mining Co., has paid a five
per cent dividend, and will probably pay another of
the same amount, after which it will still have $50,-

will start the mill again in a few days.
He has
about 40 men at work. Work was resumed on the
Grand Tower of Gold Hilt, by Lewis & Cottrel, four
weeks ago. In dressing up the mine an i8-inch
vein of $175 ore was discovered on the hanging-wall
which is now being taken out, and will probably be
shipped to the Fiagler works of this city lor treatment.

and

who

returned

Saturday

7:

Frank

from Ensenada,

California, brought some very rich gold rock
from that section into the Union ofl&ce this morning.

mine.

big strike in the Oak'and
Not long ago Mr. Huson came from Den-

ver and opened up this mine, taking from or near
the surface a carload of ore and shipped it to Denver, which netted him a nice little profit, since
which time he has been sinking on the vein and is
now down 50 feet. About a week ago the vein

commenced widening and growing

richer.

Now

will require crof scutting to ascertain the width.

it

The

m

solid quartz with two pay
shaft is 5x7 feet and is
streaks of high-grade ore, one 16 inches wide and
the other four inches, that will run from $200 to $500
per ton; the balance is good milling ore that will
run from $20 to $80 per ton. There is on the dump
from 200 to 300 tons of ore that will average $50
for milling, and two-thirds of its value is gold.

—

G.ld Hill. Silver City Sentinel, July 7: The
increased activity in mining circles has been the
means of centering and directing attention to Gold
Hill, the most promising gold-bearing ore in the
Burro mountains.
in

1884,

mining

The

first

discoveries were made
attention in

and attracted considerable

The

year following these, the first
locations, little was accomplished aside from the
annual assessment, but enough was ascertained to
prove to the mo t skeptical that the new camp was
infinitely better than the surface croppings indicated.
The Indian troubles of 1885 in a great measure retarded development, and it is a well-established fact
that negotiations for properties in the Gold Hill discircles.

The

Billevue, Eureka, Excelsior, Columbia, Herculean,
California, and a dozen other wellwill bring a mining boom in the

Gray Eagle,
future.

Bakeh Co. Mines— Bedrock Democrat, June
29: Dr.

from a

Thibode,
vis

t

who hadja^t

ol this city,

Cracker creek

to

district,

returned
favored the

Democrat reporter with the following notes; The
La Bellevuf, owned and operated by the Cabell
Bros., the Dr. pronounces one among the finest ore
producers tliat he has ever seen. The mine proper
has an elevition ol 7340 feet above spa level. Observations taken on the south side show a tunnel 700
feet long; vertical depth 225 feet.
The ore body is
450 fett in length with an average width of 4 feeL
Crosscut al the face shows 10 feel of ore and no
foot wall.
The hanging wall is porphyry; foot wall
gneiss; 150 feet of hanging wall is almost perpendicular and foot wall nearly flat.
On north side,
tunnel on ledge is in 175 (eel. winze 55 feel from
level;
ore between walls, 4 feet; pay ore, 2 feel;
distince between tunnels, looo feet.
On this side
the ledge can he tapped at the de| XS of 1500 feet.
There is 00 the dump 100 tons ot shipping ore,
averaeing from $350 to $400, and from 700 to 800
ions of ore averaging between $75 and $150. The
Wide West, owned by Messrs. Klaheriy, Lucas and
Garrison, is another property that b'ds fair to some
day create a stir in mining circles. Tunnel, 500 feet;
crosscut, 350 fct; vertical depth, 140 feet below
upper tunnel. Uppsr tunnel is too feet long; crosscut, 80 feet; vertical depth. 80 feet; ledge in upper
tunnel, 4 to 5 feel; lower tunnel, 5 to 6 leet; can be

tapped 500

Baker

feet

deeper by tunnel.

County Mines.— Bidrock

Democrat,

It is ag-iin gratifying to us to be able to
July 7:
note the rapid strides made in the development of
mines and sales made in Baker county. Our county
records to-day show Ihe fact that another great mining sale has been consummated. Messrs. Henry and
Erwin Cable yesterday transferred the first extension
south of the great Eurtka and Excelsior mines on
Cracker creek, known as the Columbia, to an Eastern syndicate for a handsome figure.
This mine
was bonded on the 28th d.iy of May by H. Stevenson of Salt L^ke City, who has succeeded in selling
it to men who, ere long, will have a mill on the mine
turning out gold bars.
Mr. J. E. Meacham of
Caldwell, Idaho, an oid-time mining superintendent,
has taken charge of the mine as foreman, and will
push the work vigorously for" his company. The

Cable Bros, have been working mines in Baker
county for the last 15 years, and are experienced
miners. They aLo own the great California mine, in
the Cable Cove, which they now expect to develop,

and

are

large

a mine of

perfectly

have 1000
Hon, John Bragaw now
the ore vein in

COONEY Camp.— A
re-

ports come from the Buttercup claim a somewhat recent location owned by McFarland & Sutherland.and
situated about four miles north of Clarke's station,
at the upper crossing of Willow creek.
This claim,
it is stated, is showing a huge vein of first and sf condclass ore, and a tunnel driven in depth has demonstrated the existence of a high t of over 200 feet of
solid galem. and a width ot about 18 inches of firstclass, and from one to three feet of second-class ore.
The properly is already spoken of as one of the
best shown up on Wood river, and as being second
only to the Minnie Moore.

Voighi,

first-class

ore.

Rich Rock,

will

coo in its treasury. Good, thiit!
Irom Georgetown says that T. B. Pheby is taking
out more ore than was ever taken out at Georgetown,

IDAHO.

tract

and it is rumored that a full force of
be employed and the mine opened in
manner.

of the property,

miners

Democrat. July 4:

Dcmotrat reporter had the pleasure yesterday of
J. B. Cabell, one of the owners of
the Li Beilevue mine on Onion crerk, this county.
In regard to his mining property, the I^ Beilevue,
" We now have a tunnel in on the
Mr. Cabell said:
ore vein 450 ft et. at which point the ledge is 11
feel in width bi tween walls, and the ore will average
$50 per ton throughout
In depth on the ledge we
are 250 feet, and can tap the ore body 1500 feet below the surface by driving a tunnel low down on the
mounnin. We are now taking out ore which we
will ship to Denver for reduction.
Fifteen tons are
now in this city ready for the car?, and 30 tons more
will be here as soon as teams cm deliver it.
The
ore we ship works from $250 to $5co per ton, and we
are now taking out some ore that will go $3000.
We
employ eight men constantly, and will most likely
put up a concenfaior and work ;ibout 20 men before
winter comes on.'' The 1-a Belltvue has more than
pa'd exp-nses of development from thesiari, and cannot now be purchased of iis owners for less than a
quarter of a million dollars. Such mines as the La
conversing with

District.— Helena Mining near

New Quartz

Revicio, July 6: There is no longer any reason to
doubt the richness or the vast extent of the ores
lat-ly discovered on Cold Spring creek, 20 miles
south of Horse Plains, Montana. Several soecimens fioni various claims there would indicate
wealih for their owners.
It is believed by experts
that these leads are the ones from which came the
placer gold that was taken out on Quartz and Cedar
creeks, in such vast quantities, 20 years ago. , Several shalts are now down 20 to 100 feet and the
ledges grow richer in the precious metals as the
work prog'-esses. Capitalists from Helena, Butte,
Anaconda, Porllind and the East have been att acted
to these new mines, and after making personal inspection of the claims have made several
heavy investments. E. M. Parks, an old prospector
of Missou'a county, one of the first on the ground,
located a good slice of the gold quartz, and a lew
days ago sold a one-third interest in it to a Portland
syndicate for $30,000 cash.
He asks an equal sum
for another third, and says the remaining inierest remains with him to comfort his declining years. Colonel Geo. W. Irwin of Butte and B. B. Taylor of
Anaconda lately spent several days there, pronounced the indications the best they had seen in
years, and are reported to have secured some important options.
This district has been but sparsely
prospected and there is doubtess a rich fit-Id here
for expert prospeciors.
great many of them are
going in from Hor^e Plains, realizmg the fact that
this i": the nearest and most practical railroad point
at which to outfit and from which to start.
There is
a good ferry there and one of the bebt mountain
trails in the West runs direct to the mines.
Fifteen
men have been at work for two weeks past clearing
out the old Adams trail, over which parties can now
ride into the heart of the new diggings in five hours.

Reduction Works. —Deadwood Pioneer, July
It is with genuine pleasure that we are al length
4:
able tomtke the announcement that the first acuve

OREGON.
La Bellrvue.— Bedrock

known bonanzas,

was recent'y made.

Rich

trict were sLispended, l.eciuse of the unsettled
condition oi tlu- oinury as they related to Indian
alTiirs.
'Ihe miner and prospector, notwitlistanding
the risks to life and limb, pursued his calling, and
to-day is the proud possessor of miningclaims which
are destined in sevenl instances to yield him fortunes.
The Standard mill is running full time; and the results obtained under the manaRement of Mr. Coleman are very flattering. A run of 48 hours, followed
by a pailial cleanup only, gave a return of S1800
in gold.
The Grand Tower, the properly of Lewis
& Cottrell. is rapidly taking a leading position among
the coming silver mines of the coun'ry.

assured that they can

this as there

is

make as
They

in the State.

tunnel on the mine, exposing
three places from which they have
^hipped rich ore to Denver and San Francisco, and
have made considerable money in this way. There
is also some rich placer grouud in the district which
(ett of

has been located.

OTAH.
Review.— Salt Lake

Tribune, July 7: The week
has seen t'le close of the half-year w.th a rather
diminished metal production. The receipts in this
city of bullion, excluding all ores, for the six months
past were as follows, as per current reports;
January. $327,141.43; February, $285687.79; March,
$283,263.98; April, $224,019.60; May, $385,735.14;
June, $333,899.42;
total,
Several
$1.839747.36.
operations which make no current reports are
necessiri'y not carried in the above.
The slight rise
in the price of lead has continue i to help throughout the week, and the receipts ofore have been good.
For the week ending July 4th, inclusive (really the
3d, the 4th being a holiday), five days, the receipts
of ore wera to the value of $61,23649; of bullion,
For the previous
$93-497-23; total, $154,733.72.
week the receipts were $199 654.18, of which $103,217.27 was bullion and $96.47689 was ore.
The

On tirio product for the week was $20,56847 from
ore sales, and of bullion 7835.12 fine ounces.
For
June the Ontario product was $77,614.85 from ore
sales, and of bullion. 104,977.39 line ounces.
The
Daly output for the week was of bullion, 14,285.38
fine ounces. For June the Daly output was 67,295.94
fine ounces of bullion and $7688.92 from ore sales.
Fine bar receipts for the week were to the value of
$52,760.30; gold bars, $3351.03; base bullion, $17.The product of the Hanauer smelter for the
050.
week was $11,180 in bullion; of the Gerraania,
82.
Ore receipts in this city for the week
$9155
were $4r, 580.85 by Wells, Fargo & Co., $14,500 by
McCornick & Co. .and $5155.64 by T, R. Jones

&

Co,
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About Obtaining Patents.

theevi'encccf thecont act, is oot execQtei in compliauce
withthere-iuiremeatiof the law, it may be aonullcd and
ITenc^, it is of the greatest importance to
ren.lered void
cT ry inventor that liii patent or contract be ekiUfu'.iy and
iLzcur^telj drafted, ia nrdei- that i may afford him corapkte

Cor.

Fremont and Mission

THE ROLLER ORE FEEDER

&

GREGORY

H. P.

Patents are Virtually Contracts,
The Patent Law provides that in. case a patei-t, -which Is

[JoLY 14, 1888.

CO.

[Patented

San Francisco,

Sts.,

May

28, 1832.]

Cal.

IMPORTEKS AND DEALEBS IN ALL CLA SBS OF

.

MACHINERY

\irotectiou for bi5 invention during the life of his ijate-t.

Secure a Good Patent.
inventor should first a3C?rtain whether or not his improvement has beeii p.tented to another. This requires an
tibaustive search among ail the patents in the class to

An

W

ieh the invenLrion relates.

If,

by this "preliminary ex
found to have been pre-

amination,"the improvement
viously i vented, our client wx'. receive, for the small sum of
£o for the examination, a verbal or written report showing
anticipated,
definiteJy -wherein hia invention has been
I'lereby saving him further expense and perhaps much time,
is

SOLE AGENTS FOB
WILLIAMSON

A. FAT & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
(oxiety, etc.
To avoid all needless delay, however, and secure patents FRANK & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
the earlitst moment practicible, inventors will do -well to
drawing or sketch, -\vith a plain, full and NEW HAVEN MANUF'G CO.'S MAforward a mod
J.

BROS'

HOISTING

ENGINES.

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

AND

BOILERS.

B.t

PAYNE'S -VERTICAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

1,

comprehensive description of their invention (stating distinctly -what the particular points of improvement are), with
Sloasafirstin tallmentof fees. If the improvement appears to us to be novel and patentable, the necessary papers
for an applica'ionfor a patent -will be prepared immediately

and forwarded

and finds it duly
and return the same plainly addressed to

us,

the preliminary steps.]

ta

aIlr)WPd the inventor will

be duly

"When the

notified,

pat- nt is

and on sendiog

the final Government fee of §20 to us, we will order the
isBueof the patent, and forward the same as Boon as it Is

secured from the Patent

Office.

Th payments are tbiLS divided and made easy. We make
no pretense of doing cheap work, in order to entice custom,
nor do we af forward make additional charges to bring the
We do our work honestly
bill up to a fair compensation.
and thoroughly, and we never give up a case so loug as there
The Agency charge, inis a ch*Dce of obtaining a patent.
cluding dra-wings, rarely exceeds §40, and for this we do a')
we can -without appealing the case.
>

Models and Drawings.
Models are now seldom required by the Commissioner of
Patcts, and genera'ly only in intricate cases. Perfect drawings f practical working machines are more satisfactory to
the Patent Office than the old cumbersome system of storing up an immense bulk l f countless models.
Drawing or sketches, sufficient to illustrate the invention
clearly, w tb a description tbat will enable us to make a full
set of perfect drawings for the Patent Office, is all that we
require. A model will answer our purpose as well, however,
i
cases where the inventor can more eas'ly furnish it.
>The value and even the validity of a patent oEt.n depends
on the character, clearness and sufficiency of its drawi-igs.
There are thousautU of existing patents in which tlie im
provementa ere but partially or poorly illustrated in the
drawin-p ;^ When an attempt is n-,ade to di.'pose of such
paten s, thevaguenesi and defects ot the drawings eft u
prejudice capitalistsand manufacturers against the invention, whil In reality it may be of g eat value, and would
meet withiead/sile had it been Ftillfully, completely and
I tistically j^ortrayed.
In all cases prepared by u^. the
drawings are made under our personal supervision, by
skilled draftsmen In our constant employ, and every precaution is taken to have the inven ion fully and clearly shown
by different views, bo that the improvement will be readily
understood by the Examiners in the Patent Office, and comprehended by the public when the patent Is granted.

SON'S MACHINISTS-

POWER

AND HORI-

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

TOOLS.

BICKFORD'S

When he BLAKE'S
PUMPS.
prepared, he will

with postal money order or express receipt for our o-wn fee.
The case -will then be promptly filed by us in the Patent
OfBce, and vigorously prosecuted to secure the be^t patent
possibla ^[This course is the most expeditious and satisfa tory, as no time is lost in transmitting correspondence
relative

BEMENT &

to the inventor for his signature.

receives the application
carefully Fign

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

DRILLS.

IMPROVED STEAM

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

WEBBER OENTKIFUGAL PUMPS.
P2RIN BAND SAW BLADES.
STCP-TEVANT BLOWERS AND

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTINQ INJECTORS AND EJEC-

EXHAUSTS.
SHIMER MATCHER HEADS.
BRAINARD MILLINQ MACHINES.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
SCHLENKER'S BOLT CUTTERS.
HOLLOWAY FIRE EXTINGUISHERs.

TORS.

Tura 18 the beat and cheapest Ore Feeder now lo use.
It has fewer parts, requires less power, is simpler in
adjustment than any other. Feeds coarse ore or soft clay
alike uniforralj*, under one or all the stamps in a battery
as required.
Id the Bunker Hill Mill it has run continuously lor two
years, never having been out of order or costing a dollar
for repairs.

Qolden State and Miners' Iron Works,
Sole Manufacturers,

DISSTON-S CIRCULAR SAWS.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACK- S27
ING

.^

CO.'S

RUBBER GOODS.

vS LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS.
II.

-

W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACK-

ING, PAINT,

irrc.

San Francisco,

First Street,

H. M.

RAYNOR,

No. 25 Bond St
NEW YORK

;:

YACHT ENGINES.

ESTABLISHED
1858.

FOR ALL

ENGINES and BOILERS
FEOM

2

TO 100 H.

Laboratory
Manufectnring Purposes.

ALWAYS IN STOCK

P.,

Cal.

Wholesale and Ketaii.
Native Platinum and Scrap purchased.

i

SUPPLIES

MILL

AND

LUBRICATING

H.H.H

OILS.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
Nos.

39

to

51

FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL.

T^HE H. H, H- Horse Liniment pute
* new hfo into t'ae Antiquated Korea
'

For the

^or

i

eliable advice,

and the bust

facilities f jr

and

*

'

3very Bottle before lonrchaeing.

For Sale by

BUSINESS
FOR

Caveats,

i

D'^WBY

&

CO.,

C£0. H. STBONQ,

YT. B.

EWEB,

Market

A. T. PEiray.

pes

Drucglats.

COLLEGE.

24 POST ST.. S. P
SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS THIS

Collefre instructs in

A

Pat^«nt Solicitors, Office of Scientific Press, 252
Elevator entrance, !No. 12 Froat Hi., H. !F.
4) 'it.

sais

Shorthand, Type Writiner, Book-

keeping, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the Eneverything pertaining to bui-inei-s,
We have sixteen teachers, and give
individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
its graduates in every part of the State.
jm^SmHO FOB. ClKCULAA.
E. P. HEALD. President.
C. S. HALKY, Secretary.

interested in the subject of his invention.

I

all

For

tlM

glish hranches, and
for six full months.

(alculated to -widely inform the clisi of readers espEalally

ta.n their prospects of Bucc ss by further efforts, are invited
to avail themselves of our unr.valed facilities for secu ing
f i,vorable rtsuifci. "We have been successful in securing Letters Patent in many previously abandoned cases. Our terms
are always reasonable^
Inventors doing business -with nB-wilt be notified of the
Btate of their application in the Patent Office whenever it ia
possible for us to furnish such iuformatioo,

and

ymtm

sccur

Rejected Applications.

csnti"

Bottle

dispatch. a(

Inventors who have rejected ca'^es (prepa-ed either h?
themsehes or for them by other ageotsj an desire to ascer-

Neoralffia, Aches. Pains

^^-'^''ii'iSprainsof all characters

everywhere £oe EG

uniformly reasonable rates.
Every patentee of a worthy Invntion is g^iaranteed the
pratuitous \iublicatiou of a clearly-stated and co rcct deBcr'ption of his invention, in cne or mere of our iuQucri'ial
and reliab'e newspapers, affording ]uct the circulation best

Caveat is a confidential communication ma-^a to tha
Futont O Lice, and ijLaerefore filed witiiiu its sccrub archives
The privilege secured under a caveat is, hat it entitles the
caveator to receive notice, for a period of one year, of any
application for a patent subsequently filed, which is adjudged to be uovlI and is likely to iutei fere with tUe inviution described in the caveat, and the ca.veator is then required to c^imple' e his appl cition for a patent within tbreo
won hfl from the date of said notice. Caveat papers should
be very carefully prepared. Our fee for the service varies
from SlJ to S2J. The Government fee is SO addi ional.
To enable us to prepare cave t papers, we require only a
sketch ai.d uoscripi>lou of the iuventioo.

Rheumadsm

Mi?^'T/*iho
H. H. H. Liniment has many imit&
t:ons. and we caution the PubHo co ess
hat the Trade Mark
H. H H." is ©a

a period of 23 years. Pew agents, who are sti 1 engagel in
the business, hav- had so long-extended practice in p:teut
soliciting. Tho members of the firm give person I attention to the applications intrusted to their care; and theli
f.imilimty with inventions and with local affairs in the
Pacific tates and Territories, enables them to uuderstand
the wants of inventors on this coast Tcore readily and
th iroughly, as wo believe, than any other agents in America,
Thus there Is saved a great deal of the time which ordlna-ily
—when d stan*. agen s are employed -is wasted in p elimioary -writing back and forth.
Th's happy combination of Ion? business ex:>erience together, and wid J connections, has placed our firm iu a positiin unquestionably most fortunate fur affording inventor-ing their full patent ligiits with s.fety

H- H. Horse

md

Coast
& Co. has edited and published the
Mining axd Scibntifiq Press continuously slice ISbO.
of De-wt:t

prompt and

H

the leading rercely
£j::ong Farmers and Stockmen for ti'
cure of Sprains^ Braises, Stiff Jointa.
fcpaviDs, WindfraJls. Sore rfhoalders, etc.
for Ifamily Use is without an eqaeA

A-dvantages to Inventors on the Pacific
The firm

last li yeara the

Lniment hae oeea

San Francisco Cordage Factory,
Established 1850.
Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Ropej
Siea Rope, Tarred Manila ftope, Hay
Rope, Whale
Line, eta, etc.
Sxtia sizes and lengths made to order on short notice

"HENDY" IMPBOVBD

"

TUBES

OHALLENGE " ORB FEEDER.

fin

The best form of Feeder ever devised, and pronounced by reputable mining men to be
superior to any form of "Roller" Feeder manufactured.
We refer to the following gentlemen who have furnished us with testimonial letters to the
above effect, which can be seen at our office, viz.:
ST.

W. Crocker, Supt. Bunker
ing Co., Amador City, Cal.

Hill Gold Min-

D.

O.Wiokham, Taylor Minp, Greenwood,

Cal.

Tkegloan, Sapt. South Spring Hill Gold
Mining Co., Amador City, Cal.
WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF TnE

W. G. Roberts, Greenwood, El Dorado

J. R.

Co., Cal.

'CHALLENGE," "STANFORD," "TULLOCK," & "ROLLER" FEEDERS,
And

will furnish descriptive Catalogues

and quote prioes upon appUoation,}

and 813 Front

St..

St

OO

San Francisco.

far

rOE THE BEST HIPSOVED

^^i

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS l^g
UC
ADDRESS
MENZO SPRING, "^i?!
c|
9 Geary St. 1^ ^"^-^^
aJ

——

e|SAN FRANCISCO,

r

Cal.

I a ^®S
D.

0)^30

their Patents through Uewey&Co.'a
Mining and Scientific Prbbs Patent Agency, Uo. 220
Market St., S. F..
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STURTEVANT MILL
"
This MUl
verizer

"

afl

withoat

is

Ib in operation in

Hnntlngtoii

& CHALMERS

fRASER

"

& Crusher and Pul
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Centrifngal

MILL.

rival.

and

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

mills,
J

mo

CATiuraui

MACHINERY

TROMMELS.

JIGS and

Tibtuioniaia

for

SELBY

traOfD FOB CATALOOUK-St

ead*

ing amelting wor^s

SiJTD rot

apd Ore?.

(fletallljfgy

QUARTZ

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING. SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

V

PUMPING

ORES.

of

HOISTING

416 Hontgomery

St.,

AND SILVER

GOLD

And Assay
Highest Prices Paid

CO..

San Francisco.

REFINERY

Office.

for Gold, Silver

and

Lead Ores and Sulphorets.

ENGINES

ENGINES,

HAMVPAorURBRa OF

BLUESTONE,
LEAD PIPE,
SHEET LEAD,

->^ HALLIDIE'S

SHOT, Eic,

MACHINERY
AI.80

Standard

WIRE ROPE

CORNISH

Shot-Gun

TRAMWAYS.

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..
IMPORTKIiS

DENVER OFFICE

OENEEAL OFFICE AND WORKS:
Fulton and Union Streets, Cblcaeo,

NEW YOHK

MEXICO OFFICE:

OFFICE:

Boom

48,

No.

a

Wall Street.

UTAH OFFICE—SALT LAKE

No. 11 Oalle de Juarez, Oblhuahua, Mexico.
CITY. UTAH.

Mining Companies, Milling Companies, Prospectors, eta.
to our full Block of Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Cruel'

These Wheels are designed for all purposes where limited quantities of water and
high heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with leas water than
any other wheel made. Being placed on horizontal shaft, the power is transmitted
direct to shaftini^ by belts, dispensing with gearing.
Eetimatea furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in
capacity to suit any particular case.
Further information can be obtained of this form of coustruction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free of cost,
by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES LEFPEL &
Springfield, Ohio,

or

CO.,

110 Liberty

St.,

New

WINCHESTER HOUSE.
San Francisco,

Street,

Cal,

First

Thifl Fire-proof Brick Building la centrally located, in
tbe healthiest part of the city, only a half block from
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and cloae to all Steamboat
and Railroad Officea.

And upward.
ROOMS WITH OB WITHOnT BOARD.

H.

110

s

Medart Patent "Wrought

Rim

Pulley

PAT. 001. 26, 1881.

&

SHAFTING,
i^ SBIH}

ISl

Fremont

HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES

for ClROnLAR AND PRIOB

LiST.

'

San Frandflco.

St.reflt.

Cal.

POOLBY.

i^"Our Gold and Silver Tables, shovring the value pBi
ounce Troy at different degrees of fineness, and valuable
tables for computation of assays in grains and gramme),
Agents for the Patent
will be Bent free upon application.
Plumbaeo Crucible Co., London, England. Also for E.
G. DENNiSTON'a Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
well-known
manufauturer
are thoroughly
plates of this
reliable, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders
taken at hia lowest prices.

JOHN TAYLOB

CO.,

Are you going to make any change in machinery? Are you freighting by teaiu or packing on
mulca? Do you want Piilleya on Shafting already up? If_ bo, don't fail to look into the
merits of

Street, S. F.

THE DODGE PATENT INDEPENDENCE

Near First and Market Streets, S. F.
Estabusbbs 1869

Ores worked by any ProoeBB.
Ores Sampled,
Assaying in all its BrancheB.
AnalyaeB of Ores, Minerals, WaterSi etc.
Working Testa (practical) Made,
Plans and Specifications furnished for the

most suitable Process for Working Ores.
Special attention paid to Examinations
Mines; Plana and Reports furnished,
O. A. LUCKHARDT & OO^
(Formerly Huhn &, Luckhardt,

WOOD SEPARABLE OR

Steam Pumps. Steam Engines
and all klnda of MACHINERY.

SPLIT

PULLEYS.

Xilgrhteat, Strongest, Best Balancer! and Most
Convenient Pulleys Made in the World.

They are the
Entirely

•

METALLURGICAL
318 Pine

new and

.Also

original.

Adapted to any power required.

Aeent for the

Time, trouhle and money aaved by using these pul leyB.

DODGE SYSTEM OF ROPE TBANSfllIS3ION. Eatimatea furnished.
free.
JOHN SIMOND.S, Pacific Coast Affent, 509-513 Mission St., S. r.

New Almaden
J.

BUTERS' GUIDE is

issued

March and

Sept.,

is an encyclopedia of useful infor-

each year. It

mation for

all

who

Room

22,

B.

Quicksilver.

SAN FRANCISCO

_ Revolving, Jettinfr, Hydraulic, DiaImond, Prospecting Well Tools, Wind
Engines and Deep Well Pumps. Trea'
Jtise on Natural Gas, or our Encyclo
•ipedia, mailed for

RANDOL,
320 Sansotne

St.,

my

Process.

Assaying and Analysis of Ores, Minerals and Waters.
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Treating Ores by mPractical Instruction given
proved prooeaaea.

G.

KDSTEL &

CO.,

Mlnlnir Eneineerw and Metal lureists.

GrO a"0

NATURAL GAS & OIL

WELL TOOLS.

WORKS.

St. (Basement,,

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Tests made by

^^ Price List and Catalogues mailed

OThe

of

and MetallurcrlRtn

Corner ot Leidesdorff Street,

MACHINE WOKKS,

^2
hd P

OO.

ARE YOU GOING TO PUT UP MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?

THOMSON & EVANS),

& 112 Beale

ft

C. A. Ldokhari>t, Manager.

UtnlnflT EnflTlneern

EVANS &

(Succestora to

oxjiOO?

at Mechanics' Fair, 1884.
ct3 Ai: :e3 !£:
£3

For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territoriea of Idaho, WaBhington
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Lightest, StroDgeet, Cheap'^nt and
Best Balanced Pulley in the World.
Also Manufacturera of

FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE. Nos. 129
J.

Premium Awarded

application.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 23 STEVENSON STREET,

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

Laundry Free for the use of FamilieB
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.
Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day

General Agenta,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, Col.
LACY, Generar Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

PERFECT PULLEYS

^

hies, Scorifleis, etc., including, also, a full stock of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these supplies sinot
the Qrst discovery of mines on the Pacific Coaat, we fee
confident from our experience we can well duit the de
mand for these goods, both as to quality and price. Oui
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will be sent oc

York.

PRASBB & CHALMERS.
Si

IK

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,
CHEMICAL APPARATUS AND CHEMICALS, DRUG
GISTS' GLASSWARE AND SUNDRIES, ETa
63 & G5 First St., cor. Miselon.San Francisco.
We would call the attention of Aseayere, Chemists'

Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

PARKE

AND DBALHRS

:

No. 248 Eighteenth Street, Denver, Colorado.

111.

JAMBS LBFFBL'S

C.

Cartridges,

Under Chamberlio Patent

POMPS.

44 Third

Etc.

UANUFACTUTUUU OF

American Exchange Hotel.

D'-^'^-ThoAmopican
JjWell Works.

Aurora, lU

pxir-

chas© the luxuries or the
necessities

of

life.

We

can clothe you and furnish you with
necessary and unnecessary
all the

'

appliances to ride, "walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities, Just figure out
what is required to do all these things
COMFORTABLY, and you can make a fair
estimate of the value of the BUYERS'
GUIDE, which will bo sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage,

MONTGOMERY WARD &

THOMAS

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento

Street,

San Francisco,

CO.

111-114 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.

This paper Is printed with In& Manufactured by Charles Eneu Johnson Ss Co., 600
South 10th St., Philadelphia. Branch OfScea-47 Rose St., New York, and 40 La Salle
St., Ohlcaso. Aseat for tbe Paclflo Coast—
.Joseph H. Dorety, 639 Oommerolal St., &. F-

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

Cal.

The abive Hotel is situated In thef midst of the Banking and Commercial Houses of the city, and is by fat the
most home-like and desirable Hotel to stop at.

OHAS.

&

"WM.

MONTGOMERY,

Prop'ra.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMP'Y.
WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.
G. A. STETEFEIST, President.
Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed NSW YOBK OFFICE, 18 BBOADWAT
of in tbe Open Market to the Highest Bidder,
Boom 709.
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SHAREHOLDERS'

Notwithstanding the favorable outlook of the
Comatock mines, the shares in the market show
Reported by Dewey & Co., Pioneer Patent rather a decline than otherwise. The more
Solicitors for Pacific States.
bullion the mines turn out the lower shares go.
While ore which promises many more dividends
From the official report ol U. S. Patenta In Dbwit A
Co.'B Patent Office Library, 220

Market

St., 3.

DIRECTORY.

COHPtLBD SVBRT THDRSDAV FROM ADVBRTIBKMKNTB IN AflNlKO AKD SOIKNTIFIO PBBUS AND OTHBR

Inventors.

known

is

P.

to be in sight,. yet the rapid decrease

volume of water in the Carson river fore
bodes a decrease in milUog facilities and a con'

of

WEEK ENDING JULY 3, l388.
385.401.— Windmill— F. Boccard, Oakland,
FOR

Company.

Location. No. Am't. Levied. Dblinq'nt. Sale.
Sboretary.
Nevada. .40..
25. .June 5.. July 10
July 31..L03bom
California.. 15..
25.. June 5.. July 9....July 31. C C Harvey
N evada 2
25. .June 30.. Aug l...,Aug 22..W
Tenney
Nevada.. 4..
50.. May 28.. June 29. ... July J8..C L McCoy

Bests BelcherMCo
Bodie Tunoel
Co
Baltimore M Co
Challenge Con M Co
California Slate Co
Diana G& S M Co
Eldred M Co
Gould &. Ourry S M Co
Gray Eagle M Co
LivH Oak Drift G M. Co
Nye M Uo

^

,

.

.

California.. 1..

Nevada..

Ca

7..

iforuia., 2..

Nevuda..59.

May

O

10.. Apr 18..
24.. .June 25..J
Hanacom
10.. June 5.. July 10.... July 31.. J
Pew
;8 .. July 30. .N
Eldred
60.. June 22.. July 26.. ..Aug 16..
Durbrow
05.. July 7. .Aug 11.. .Aug 31..
Wetzel
^5..J^Ule 13..Ju]y 17....Aug 6 JMorizio..
C5..
2d. .July
July 24..
J Dorlon
20..
29.. July 2... .July 25. .A
Durbrow
10. .June 6. .July 9...,.July 31. .J Morizio
50. .June 22. .July 30.....Aug 23.. J Nash
10. .June 8. .July 11.. ..July 31..
Session
25.. June 5.. July 9.... July 30
10.00. .May 26. June 26.. .July 26.
Mugau
10..
15.. June 22... . July 1G..G
Spinney
25.. July 10..
14. ...Sept
Aug 25.. Hancock
05.. July 5..
7
35.. July 3.. July 31....
20..JCalver
1.00..JuLe 2t.. July 3J....
20. .A Chemeraut
.

W
A

OL.May 28..Juue

AK

.

W

—

fit

—

W

—

385,473.— Harmonica

Holder— W.

Mulhollan,

385 423.— Insecticide— M. Ongerth, Alameda,
Cal.

385,372.

—

Carpet Stretcher

— S.

S.

Pearl,

Halsey, Ogn.

385.431.— Slide
lito,

Valve— W.

Thomas, Sauce-

J.

Cal.

385,486.— Lamp Bracket— A. Thurber, S. F.
385,389.— Device fob Fumigating Trees— L.
i iius, San Gabriel, Cal.
Benj. Wright, Los Gatos,
385,653.— Nozzle

H.

The following companies have an indebtedness
Beat and Belcher, $5123 89; ChoUar, §46.555.48;
Del
Monte.
Commonwealth,
$11,761 03;
$3701.41; Gould and Curry, $8096.64; Grand
Prize, $30,182 35; Locomotive. $6107.41; Nevada Qieen, §28,381.75; North Commonwealth,
$9036.42; Potosi, $55,570.49; Peer. §1643 07;
Balcher, $28,Seg.
Savage,
$46,937.40;

303 California St
402 Montgomery St
3^9 Pine St
10 California St
310 Pine Stl&:^3 California St
303 Mnutgomery St
322 Montgomery St
328 Moutgo'mery St
'40i California St
309 Mintgomtry St
328 Montgomery St
328 Montgomery St
319 Montgomery St
309 Montgomery St
10 California St
310 Pine St
309 Mootsomery St

Grass Valley
Fourth St

152
328

Montgomery St

BIeetinq
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

July 27
July 16
July 25

Datp

Aug
July
July
July
July
July

Special

W

Portland, Ogn.

Montgomery St

309

W

.

M

Ogn.

JOURHALB.

Place of BuaiK ess

W

.

Califo'nia,. 8.,
T
assessments.
Cal. sequent liability of
California.. 9.,
According to the monthly financial state
Nevada. 1.
May
385,500.— Car Coupling— S. Byrne. Brown's
Co
Nev da.. 2..
May
K
ments, the following companies have cash on Occidental CoQ
Valiev, Cal.
Kusaell Reduction & M Co. .California.. 2..
A'pha, $14 307.48; Andes, $14,626.82; Silver Kiug M Co
Arizona.. 1.,
385',6oo.— HvDRAULic Well-Boring Machine hand:
Calif
ruia.-lO.
Bullion,
Bulwer,
Summit
M
Co
G
Cal.
$19,048.88;
Angeles,
Belcher,
$6879.66;
Los
G W. Durbrow,
Nev.. 1,.
EBHolmes
Seg Belcher & Mides Con IM Co
385^346.— Billiard-Table— W. P. Flint, Marys- $9738 32; Bodie, $42,053 31; Balle Isle, $8148 54; Southern Civl Coal Clay Uo
.. Cal.. 1..
.W G
Nevada.. 25..
ville, Cal.
May
K
Grown Point, $16,027; Con. Cilifornia and Vir- Scorpion M Co
Nfvadft.,92..
Aug
L.ELParker
385,551.— Ore Concentrator -"G, F. Gould, ginia, $172,932 93 in cash and $178,392.61 in un- Sierra Nevada M Co
California 36..
Aug
Union M Co
R
Grass Valley, Ca\.
Calif ornia,. 3.,
sold bullion, and about $165,000 more in bullion Venus M Co
Aug
California.. 2..
385,457.— Stump Extractor— A. C. Hall, Cedar to arrive; Crocker, $15,270.85; Con. Imperial, Western Mineral Co
Aug
Mill. Ogn.
MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
A. $4229 99; Dudley, $489.16; Exchequer, $10,Dvnamo-Electric Machine
385,458.
Looation.
Secretary.
Name of Company.
Office in S. F.
522 56', Found Treasure, $266 51; Independence,
Harding. Oakland, Cal.
California.. V R Allen
Benton Con M Co
330 Pine St
385,460.- Hydraulic Step— F. G. Hesse, Oak- $4835 80; Julia, $1524 88; Mexican, $7130.63; Great Western Q M Co
California.. A Halsey
328 Montgomery St
Belle
North
Nevada,.
Mono, $18,625 24; Navajo, §714 05;
H Watson
Lady Wasliiugtou M Co
3s(2 Montgomery St
land, Cal.
California.. L V Doraey
Grass Valley
Cor- Isle.: $30,08707; Ophir, $2221.35; Occidental, Maryland M Co
385,5 [6.— Spirit Level
J. C. Hutton,
California,. J Morizio
328 Montgomery St
Mayflower Gravel M Co
vallis, Ogn.
§8181.51; Pondere, $150; Peerless, $18,867.01; North BeUelBle M Co
Pew
Nevada. J
310 Pine St
Cal.
Sin
Matlock,
Jose,
B
Nevada..
E
Holmes
Fence—
D.
Savage
E
309
Montgomery
St
M
Co
385,466.—
Sierra Nevada. $3537.25; Syndicate, $9853.89;
Nevada.. J J Scovitle
.309 Montgomery St
385,467.— Fence— D. B. Matlock, San Jose, Cal. Standard, §42.651.92; Ucah, §17,606.33; Wel- Tusc roraCon M Co
Nevada.. J M Buftiugton
303 Califoruia St
Union Con M Co
Umatilla,
McRae,
D.
Haystacker—
385,470.loo. §4326 30.

—

S. F.

ASSESSMENTS.

Annual
Annual
Annual..

Annual

28
21
27

19
19
16

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.

Looation.
Skceetaby.
Nam:k of Oompant.
Nevada.. A
Havens
Con California & Va M Co
Nevada. A S Groth
ConiideLce S M Co
..Nevada..H R P Hutton
Eureka Coo M Co
Nevada.. J
Pew
North Belle Isle M Co
Oa"iforoia..D A Jennings
North Star M Co
Nevada.. J F Lightner
Hale& Norcross SM Co
California.
Idaho M Co
._
Pacific Uorax, Salt & Soda Co.. California.. A H Clnugh
California.. J
Pew
Standard Con M Co

W

309

Office in S.
Montgomery St

50

.

.

306 Pine Bt
310 Pine St
401 California St
309 Mo- tg niery Sc

2ft

..July 10
...July 9

.

...May

50..
50..
50..

230

W

Montgomery

July 9

..July 11
July 10
June 12

l.CO
C5

tit

310 Pine St

7

..July 11
. .

Gr.B8 Valley.

.

July 12

.

2.00.

W

.

Payable

Amount.

F.

.

719.63.

New

—

rable of Lowest and Highest Sales in The Lick Observatory— Illustrated and

Incorporations.

Stock Exchange.

S. F.

Described.

Cal.

385,495.- Commode— W, R. Wythe, Santa Barbara, Cal,
of U. S. and Foreign patenta furnished
, in
the ehorteet time possible (by mail
or telegraphic order). American and Foreign pateo'iB
obtained, and general patent businees f or Pacifio Coa jt

NOTB.—Copies
by Dewey & Co.

following companies have been incorporated, and papers filed in the office of the
Superior Court, Department 10, San Francisco:

The

Auto- Pneumatic Car Motor Co., July 9.
$1,000,000. D. rectors— R. H.
Marchant, A. A. Hibbard, W. H. H. Graves,
Chas. Hadenfeldt and John C. Rend.
California Bituminous Block Manufact
Notices of Recent Patents.
URING Co., July 9. Capital stock, §200,000.
Among the patents recently obtained through Directors— H. Datard, A. Halsey, M. B. Pond,
W. C. Watson and A. Jndson.
Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press U. S. and
Virginia & Gold Hill Electric Light
Foreign Patent Agency, the foUowing are
DirectCipital stock, §250,000.
Capital stock,

Inventors transacted with perleot seourlty, at reasonable
rates, and in the shortest possible time.

Co., July

9.

Name

Week "Week Week Week
Ending Ending Ending Ending

of

Company.

June
1.55
1.55
1.25

Andes

sections, eo that the parts
may be easily separated or assembled. The different parts of the armature are perfectly and

completely separated from each other and the
commutator, by its construction, overcomes the

common
Lamp Bracket. — Alfred Thurber,

difficulty of short-circuiting.

385,486.

D.ited July 3,

ISSS.

S. F.

No.

This bracket

for supporting lamps consists of a pair of semicircular jaws, the outer ends of which are made

to receive and hold the lamp body, while the
inner ends are hinged together with a peculiar
arrangement of the box within which the inner
ends are contained and the spring by which the
jaws are closed. By the construction devised
all the parts may be put together without the use
of the screws, and are very easily adjusted or
taken apart whenever desired. By extending
the rear portion of the j iws behind the pivotpin within the case they serve to steady the
jiwa and prevent them from swinging from side
to side.

.15
'(sSi

since our last,

Portland Mining Co. (Oregon), July

Object,
development of mines in Oregon and
Idaho. The company owns four mines on B3aver creek, Ccear d'Alene, the Silver Tip. Sitting
Capital
Bull, Red Dragon and Mule Deer.
Directors— John C. Davenstock, $5,000,000.
port, J. H. Smith. P. 0. Kanffmao, J. P. Kohler, John Markle, G. B. Markle, Jr., W. H.
Sherman and O. F. Paxton.

and

shall

Best & Belcher....
Bullion

1.25
.85

2:36

Benton
Bodie Tunnel

of June 23d
a 32-page edition and devoted mainly t> an exinieiligent
description
of
the
Lick Obhaustive and
A perusal of this issue
servatory at Mt. Hamilton.
of the Press will repay those who are int-'rested in
matters telescopic, and also those who wish to keep
posted on California's progress as an enteiprising
State.
North San Juan Times.
)

Wellington". June 3, 1888. |
I have to inform you that hav:

—

ing received no copies of the Mining and Scientific Press by the last mail, I feel untasy, as 1
have each volume bound as it comes out, and there-

nel (for June), $16 026; Sivage, 7, $34,550;
Hale and Norcross, 7, 1^155,000; Con. California
and Virginia, 10, §68,806- total for June, $405,834. Shipment of Eureka Con., quoted in
Press as $4000 Jane 30bh, was really $16,000.

a. Gordon,
Inspecting Engineer, Mines Dep't, New Zealand.

lu

aoription, and give it their own patronage, and
as far aa practicable, aid in circulatiog the
journal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
the cause it faithfully serves.
Subscription
rate, $3 a year.
Extra copies mailed for 10
oenta, if ordered soon enough.
If already a
aubaoriber, please show the paper to others.

Sampling Works

for Sale.

The works are s'tuat'^d on A. & P. R. R., Calico
Mining District, Daggeit, Cal., andcontiin a firstclass Engine and Boiler with Ore Crusher and other
machinery, Plat'orm Scales, Mill Scales, Assaying
Also upon the premOutfit, etc., all nearly new.
ises an oftice building and a comfortable dwelling
house (portable). The above can be had at a bargain.
Apply to Gillespy & Childs, 123 California street,

San Francisco,
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Forty one mining companies on the ComBtock paid out in wagea last month $257,999.

is

the latest and most complete for all

interested in this, the

arc

most complete observa-

Extra copies containing the above In addition to the
UEual weekly contents of the paper, embracing 32 pages,
ten

will be scut post paid for

cents

Dbwey &

lastp.

220 Market St.,

while the edition
Co., Publiahers,

S. F*.

New York

Metal Market.

York prices;

Bar Silvkr— 92ie per
BOKAX— 9c.

oz.

COPPBR- Lake— 810.90
Iron— No. 1,$22 00.

Lead—»4.06@—
Tin— S1H.50{<5
The following is the latest by mail from the " New
York Metal Exchange Market Report":
Coppbr— Firm, spot closing at S16.50@16 05. Trans-

'iro

.65
.20

SJO 3.3)
551.40 1 5M.40

5.004.25

5.004 70

(Lake) issued at S10.5Oti*
Lbad- Firm, at 64.021(rt4.07 spot. Transferable Notices
Issued at $4.00.
Tin— t/uiet at SlT-S^caiS-OO.
Prices generally ruling for metals not regularly dealt
in on call at the N. Y. Exchange, oovering extremes of
buyers' and sellers' views. All prompt delivery. Australian
Tin,
Billiton
Tin,
Banca Tin.
Baltimore Copper, SH.75@15.00;
Orford Copper, $16.50@X7.76; P. S. C. Copper,
Foreif^n Lead,
S4.50@4 60; Foreign Spelter,
S5.00@6.10. Antimony, S10.12@13.30.
ferable Notices

.

@

@

@

;

;

@

;

.75

5.00

Our Agents.
Our Fribhds can do much

in aid of our paper and the
:au8e of practical knowledge and science, by assisting
labors of canvassing, by lending tbelr Induence and encouraging favors.
intend to send none
i^gentfl in their

We

but worthy men.
6. W. Imoallb— Arizona Territory.
A. F. Jbwbtt-Tulare Co.
C. K. Williams— Yuba and Sutter Co.'s.
R. G. Huston— Montana Territory.
Wm. Wilkinson- Butte and Tehama Co.'s.
W. W. TiiROBALBS- Sonoma, Napa and Yolo Co.'s.
F. B Logan- Placer Co and Nevada State.
S. J. LiTiLFFiHLD— Santa B.irbara, Los Angeles and

San Diego

Co.'s.

Sales at San Prajioisoo Sto ok Exohange.
2f0
120
3U0
,1.60i 550
70c 2C0
150
.4.20 200

12,1888.

(($

2J.@

Ihe infoimation

tory and largest telescope in the world.

1,8!

s'so
1.55

7

Powdered

tory, dwelling-houses, water-supply, etc.

Telegraphic advices dated July 12th give the following

.35

JTorthernBeUe....

12, 1838.

y

tianait-house, pbotograpbic labora-

ridian circle-house,

.55

....

i^BO i'io
4.41 3.75
3.60 ...

..
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7@ —
—
6i(^
—
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— @ 26
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— 027 00
— @3i &o
21 (323 00
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con

.

[ndependence

1

15cl

.1,95

Star

23, 1888,

Observatory and all i^s appliances. The hifonnation
given is very full
all dttails. There is a history of
the Observatory from its inception, and a biographical
sketch of tho founder, James Lick, with portrait.
The description of the buildings includes the main
buildinj,', library, dome tor the 12-inch eciuatorial, me-

New
e'si
1:26

WHOLESAX-E.

Antimony— French
Borax— Refined

June

tnins an elaborately illustrated description o( the Lick

1.10

....

EureKaOon

S.B.

"m

45

Thursday, July

San Francisco Metal Market.

Uouceutrated

Persona receiving this paper marked are reqaested to examine its contents, term of sub-

.76
.50

Central

Dudlty

1.70 1.76
1.55 1.55
1.30 1,25

Hknrv

Germania, July

Complimentary Samples.

,80
,65

"m

1,60

do not wish to lose any of the numbers. 1 Silver
Scorpion
upon your paper as the ^most valuable one Syndicate
thit comes into this colony for the mining class, and
Utah
therefore regret the temporary stoppage very much.
7ellow Jacket
Yours fdithiully,
fore

look

12.

who
'.35

pPr^,

Government Buildings,

July

-

t.l5

The Mining and Scientific Press

5.

.10

4.10

.75
.55

.90
.Oi

1.45

is

1.65
l.fO
1.00

4 05 3!r5
1.30 1.15

Martin White

Appreciative.

Mountain, July 7, S16,000; Riley &
B'.iea, 7, §4000; Uncle Sim, 7, S5000; Con. California and Virginia, 7, $92,203; El Dorado Tun-

3, $1496; Hanauer, 3, $3900;
Queen of the Hills, 3, $1100; Silver R-jef, Ucah
(rorJunp), $21,517; Germania, 4, $1340; Hanauer, 4, $1880.

ilso 3!6.5
1.5. 1.25

i!66

BeUelsle
Bodie Con

Lady

be pleased to receive further reports:
Iron

7,

4 15

5i

1.75
1.65
1,35
15
4.50

Brophy

Crown Point

B gelow.

Editors Press

Balllon Shipments.

We quote shipments

C.

1.80 1.55
1.70 1.50
1,40 1.25

Argenta

—

commutator

Jnly

28.

Scientific Prbss of

m

Alpha
Alta

worthy of special mention:
ors— W. E. Sell. C. T. Bridges. N. D. Auder- Con. Va. &Cal
Challenge
Dynamd-Electbic Machine. August Hard- aon, Chaa. S. Wheeler and A. W. Rdss, Jr.
Champion
TuscARORA Water Co., July 9. Location, OhoUar
iug, Oakland.
No. 385,458.; Dated July 3,
TuBcarora District, Elko Co., Nev. Capital Confidence
18S8. The object cf this iaventioa is to proCou. Imperial
Directors— Th OS. Ball, Daniel
stock, §500,000.
vide an improved and convenient conatructiou
Meyer. John F. Oaaswell, P. 0. Hyman and S. Con. Pacilio
of the frame of the revolving armature and of
the

Jime

21.

Tub Mining and

.1.25
.2 60

ChaUeDse
Con Va a Cal.

400 Con. Imperial.

Mexican.
Mono....
N. Belle 1 s
Nev. Que en
100 Overman.
100
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860
200
970
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220
18
75
.1.05 100
5'»

120
150

.6.00
..lOJ
.4.60
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Cent rnl
Goul rl *r urry
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Hale a No t
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E

aierra

ntah
Union

SM
Nevada
...

Yellow Ja*

liet.

45c
3.15
2.40

Mining and

3.80
1.66
3.80

Tub Best Practical Mining Journal

7

Established in 1S60, this paper has been eminently

1.76

successful as a popular and useful mining and mechanical

3.06
3.60
1.40
3.70
4.80

journal.

__^

The 8teel cruiser Charleatown, the firat manof-war ever built in a private yard on this coast,
will be launched from the Union Iron Works
shipyard on Thursday, Jnly 19th, at 7.30 p. m.
Silver City, Sierra county, this State,_ is
earning for itself the reputation of a very rich

Relative to precious metals especially,

it is

the

leading mining paper of the world.
Subscription, S3 a year.

Advertising rates, moderate.
Send for samples and further information.
It is

mining camp,

tub World.

in

6J

1.75

Reduction Works are to be constructed at
National City, San Dtego county, and $30,000
The projectors
will be expended on the plant.
claim they can handle $10 ore, and will begin
expect
ore from
They
lat.
Bmelting Sept.
Arizona, Lower California and San Diego
The plant will be one of 50-ton
county.
capacity.

Piess.

Scientific

7i

largely patronized

by the leading Miners, Mine

Owners, Superintendents, Engineers, Metallurgists, Chemists, Manufacturers, Mechanics, Scientific, Professional
and Industrial " Men of Progress" on the Pacific Coast"

and many leaihng Mining Men throughout the mining
fields of

It is

the world.

by far the best advertising medium in the

Pacific

States and Territories for Mining, Mechanical, Engineering,

and Manufacturing Tools and Implements
Goods, Supplies, etc
Being thoroughly able and reliable in its editorial and
business management, and long established in the most
Building

progressive industrial portion of the Union, at present
jts power as an advertising medium is unsurpassed.

DEWEY &

CO., Publishers,

XSO Market Street,

San Frandsco-

Mining and Scientific Press.
FOR SALE.
ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT

Jolt 14, 1888.]
A New

— A.

Binder

i'Ai'ER

Dewey's

T.

paieni

elastic binder, for pcnodicals. musicand other primed
is the handiest, and
very cheapest of all fconomical and practical tile binders. Newspapers aj e quickly placed in it (as received)
and held neatly, as in a

shevis,

cloih-boucd
durable,
child

of

book.

It

is

aod so simple a

can use

Price (size
Harpt!r's

iL

paper,

this

Weekly,
and
Scientific
American), 75 cents; postage 10 cents. Postpaid to
purchasers of this paper, 50
cents.
For sale at this ofAce.

Send

circular.

for

illustrated

Afifents

and

offers easy

ABAAM SBEAR,
No. 606 Battery

8an Fraocleco.
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SKUF-UfCGULAll N<}
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ROCK
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Setter,
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and Commission,
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anpllcation.

Ja.

Correspondent as Agent for Smelters
New York, Boston and Baltimore.

and dealing

on the use

on*'

MANAOBR OF

con-

struction of Ditches, Flumes, Dame, Pipes, Flow of Water
on Ifea^7 Grades, methods of mining sliallow and deep
placers, historj' and development of mines, records of
^old woshiuKi mei^hanic-al appliances, such as nozzles,
hurdy-jTurdys, rockers, undercurrenta, eta; also describes
methods of blasting; tunnels and sluices; tailing's and
dump; duty of miners' inch. etc. A very practical work
for gold miners and users of water.
Price, j5, post-paid.
For sale by DtWBT & Co., Publishers, 252 Market St., San
Francisco.
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Practical Treatise on

Mills,

EWEN,

S.

SecrcUo'.

MaMactiiriBg Jeweler & DiamoDiI

DoAgns and Estimates tornished on

and

Kates on application.

world.

A. L. OTT,

bet. Butjh

JOHN

Bkphrbbxtbd by

an<lii)g

Abovo Montgomery,

for linhtlng

Gas, Oil and Candles su|>eniodel bj the

trol.

Power— Steam."

.\

June 30, 1&8S. ft dividend bu buen (Iccla'cd at the rate
of (oorand one-b»lf (4l)pcr cent per annum on turni
deposits, and thrm and three ijuartors (HJ) p«r cent per
annum on orHinary dcpo«itd. I'ayablu on and after
Uonday, July 2, ISSS.

No. 13

Systems

Electrical

The only romplete and

or

Street Railway Jonrnal," **The American ilourual of Railway Appliances,"

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

WU. HERRMANN,

Arc Electric Lights.

For Mines, Hoisting Works,
Indoor and Outdoor Illumination of every kind.

and CHICAGO,

"The

l>-26

&

Electric Motor*. Iiyntmne, Tramcata. Ekvators, SiffDals and all kinds of
power, either direct or with btorage Batteries,

w=.'uimiAsii>n of

Cal.

American Railway Publishing Co.
l-t'BLISIilKB

Sock-ly.

Incandescent

COMPANY.

TIIE

j- .\. JoHNsciN, 307 Monlgomtry street (the Nevada Bank building) is the eeoeral agent of the Stiles

quartz machinery,
duction.

A half Interest in a gold bearing <(uartz mine, tituatoc'
at UokcluMinv Hill, Calaveras County. Two ehaftv BUDk
60 and 110 fttt. rv^pfctively; aUo a luvel run at the bottom of the 110 foot aliaft about 100 f«eL The ore bodv
averigod three tttt alrung, and varied from 010 tu 1^
t<er ton.
A tunnel \v\a iloi-u r^n 300 feet, and a tedgv
has ti«on rtnick which b (oar feet in width. TbU ore
will j l«ld «£ to >6 per ton.
It ie only sixty feet frcni the
surface. Toe object <>( tielllng the al)Ove-uanicd mtcrcst
is to ulitain tiuniu rfS(.onhii<lc t-'arty, with ineaiiH, to sink
;iOO
Icot,
a shaft
and run several drifts ali>ntr the ledge.
The pre-eut ownerH c<.-&Bed oi'iratiunH for %vunt of working capital. None but principals neul apply. The party
purchasing must commt-nce oporations uitblri tblrty
(lays from d«t« uf slguini; contract and work oontlnuou»ly and systematlcalls till tlio shaft Is compltted. It
i« patented property.
AddreFrt,
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purchasing Ores

Mines.

GIANT ROCK BEEAKER.

Special attention given to nianatroment and sales of

mines and purchase and shipment

of copper

produce

Westinghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Rocl< Drills and Air CompressSaw and Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,
ors.

FOR SALE.

Injectors, Oil Cups,

2 Triumph Concentrators.
1 New 12-inch, 35 H. P. Engine.
VERY CHEAP.
130

Apply
SanBomc St. room

and Lubricators.

BELTING.OILSand GENERAL SUPPLIES.

12.

We

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

are prepared to give estimates for Hoisting

Works and Pumping

Plants,

Stamp

Mills,

Smelters and Concentrators.

COMPANY,
THE23-RAND DRILL
ISTex^r
I^arlx. I»l£»,ce,

We are now so situated
with our new work? as to
offer to the mioerB of the
Pacific Coast amall Air ComPlants at auch
pressinir
prices that almost any email
mine can afford to put in
puwer drills if they have
none

in use.

By our new and patented

ABOVE C^T ILLUSTRATES THE IMPROVED FORM OF noUBLE- JOINTED HYTBK
DRAULIC GIANTS which we manufacture. We guarantee purchasers this farm of Giants agninat
of

expenses or ilaniaecs which may arise from any a-iverse
furnish Slnj^ln-JolDted Giants when required. Prices,
draallc Mining Machinery sent on application.
roBts,

all

suits or action'^ at law. We are further prepared to
discounts and Catalogues of our specialties of Iiy-

JOSHUA HENOY MACHINE WORKS, 39

to

51 Fremont

St.,

San Francisco.

POWER
MINE and MILL.

ELECTI^IC
For

For Circulara giving particilirs, send to

N.
40 Nevada
First

S.

Preminm,

KEITH,
SAN FRANOISOO, OAL.

Block,

syatems (by which the duty
or performancG of drilla is
not reduced with use) it is
no longer necessary to buy
a Compressor of double ca-'

"Srorli..

pacity than the drills are
expected to require, in order
to keep up the supply of air
necessary on account of the

i(iu:iiiiiii(.i

wear

AIR COMPRESSORS &(
GENERAL MACHINERY

FOR,

Ml NINCTUNNELING,

RAND

DRILLCo

-'""*

of
pressor.

drills

and

com-

Besides having the newest
and lightest dustcutsd email
drill planls, the Band Drill

Company,

23 Park Place

iiEwYORK*i';i

as is well knowu,
has built, and is now building, the larireit Compressor
I>laiit8 in thJB country, and
has patterns foral' Bizesup to
40-inch diameter of cylinder.

In respect to capacity In speed of drriing, perhaps it is in order to aay that in every authoritative contest for
speed J et initiatefJ, the Rand Drills have, without exception, been vjctorioua. This fact, coupled with another important one, that the drilla use much les'» air and cause less repairs, has won for them nearly all of the Eastern
milling trade, which has kept their works always busy.
Since the reasons which formerly restrained us from the California market no longer exist, we are now
in the field f>>r the business^SPECIAL A ITENTION is called to the latest designed sectional Compressor just built for the Batopilaa
mine in Mexico, and to the Compound Engine Compressor built for the Anaconda mine iu Montana.

Dewey Engraving Company,
No.

220

MARKET

SAN FRANCISCO,

STREET.

CAL.

Engravings made from photographs, drawings and oripnal designs, for newspaper, hook, card and job printing.
Engraved prints enlarged or reduced, cheaply and quickly. Also copies of manuscript, legal documents, wills,
contracts, signatures, portraits, buildings, machinery and printed documents reproduced with accuracy. Photographs, stereoscopic viewa, etc., duplicated, enlarced or reduced. Slides for maciclanterna mad e froni photographs,
itJiographs, and steel or wood engravings, etc.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Agents wanted in all cities and in all
towns. Address, for further information. Dbwet Engraving Co.. 220 Market St, San Francisco.

Medal,

Gold

1887,

WORKS.,
1

14 &

1

16

BEALE

ST..

MANUFACTUItEKS OF

Compound Pumping' Engines

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

STE-A.avn
for

Water Works

Service,

At

^sasiiSil''

Ibe

UI^I=»!

Last

Ueciianics'

Fair

FOR EVERY possiblf: duty.

Mining Pumps, Irrigating Pump^, Independent Air Pumps, and Oondensgrs

ary Engines or Steam Pumps, Power Pumping Machinery, Improved

Eiposition.

Compound Air Compressors,

etc,, etc.

for Station-

Mining and Scientific Press.
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PACIFIC EOLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

CONTRACTORS,

and

SHAFT-SINKING,

UP TO

ETC.

tfork^.

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,
No. 119 Beale

WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS.

San Fraaclsco

St.,
BDILDBR OP

Steam Engines, Flour

Mill,

MlnlnGT, Saw Mill and
True to pattern and superior in strengrth, toughness and durability to Oast or Wronffht
Dredelns Macblnes
Iron in any position or for any service.
Brodle Rock Crushers,
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
Side Walk and Hand-Power

Tables of Progress
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MAWITH MAPS, ILLUSTRATIONS
CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.
AND FUIil. DESCKIPTION OF THE

Engineers'

ELEVATORS.
Hanufacturen of B. E. HenricksOD's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches for Elevators. All kinds of machinery

made and

NEW YORK

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL
Section

apd fflachipe

Irop

I

and others interested in

TUNNELING,

CO.,

.UANUFACTDRBRS OF..

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

[Jolt 14, 1888

16x16

feet;

Length 36

miles.

HIRD EDITION NOW READY.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION

SOFT and DUCTILE,
SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

,

ROCK

INGERSOLL

Ettc.

address:

DRILL

Solicitbd.

UNION IRON WORKS,
SACRAMENTO, OAL.

ROOT, NBILSON &

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.

OO.,

MANOFAGTtmBEB OF

ALSO

from } to 3 inch diameter and Flats trom 1 to S inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and other shape
Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
STE£L RAILS from 12 to 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and merchant Iron^ Rolled
Beams, Angle, Channel, and
iron. Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forglngs of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.
Steel Rods,

Steam

Engines,

'

tS" Orders

will

have prompt attention.

Send for Catalogues.

PACIFIC ROLLING HILL

CO.,

B'ront St.,

202 Market

St.,

Saw

Mills

and Quartz Mills Hachioery
up and repaired.

coDstructed, fitted

Address

CO.,

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flouring Mills,

STSBI..

Boilers,

AKD ALL KINDS OF

T

HIOHGST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND
For Catalogues, Estimates,

I^Ordbrs

repaired.

N&o

bet.

Sacramento, Oal.

Sts.,

San Francisco.

&

Golden State

Miners Iron Works.

REPRBSBNTBD BY

FULTON

PARKE & LACY,
8 California

St.,

and

21

Fremont

IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES.

lUacaActnre Iron Oastlnge and Machinery
of all Kinds at Qreatly Bednced Bates.

Proprietors.

St.,

[ESTABLISHED IN

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

STEVENSON'S PATENT

1855.]

REDUCTION!

Golden State Pressure Blowers.

-MANUFACTtrRBRS OF-

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS-

BATTERY~~SCREENS.

Propeller Engines, either

Best and Cheapest in America.

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

223 First

Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging
Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

THE PELTON

MAMtTFAOTURBAS OP OASTINeS OP VVHRT DBSORIPTIOII.
C. K.

WATER WHEEL

ORTON.

'. U.

W1LLIAU8.

"W llllc^XKXfii c£3 Ox-toxi,

WORKS ORE WET OR

TU3TIN*S PUI#VRRIZBR.

Pump

Tanks

for

Mining Engineers.
N.

S.

KEITH,

Inventor and Manufacturer of

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

or Air GoItuhiu, Fish

Etc.

Contractor for the Construction of Electric Railways

Salmon Canneries

AND

OP BVBRT DBSCRIPTION.
Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at vgry moaerate rates.

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means

AOBNTS FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

of

I>©aj3.© Stefi/Xxx I*vun."K5.
SPECIALTIES

solicited.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,

OP ALL KINDS,
Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.
Pipe,

Correspondence

DRY.

ENGINESsBOILERS
Water

Woodworking Machinery,

Special attention given to

Steam and Gas Engines.

Cal.

Proprietor.

F

EUREKA FOUNDRY,

Tustin's Pulverizer

to.

San Francisco,

St.,

S.

rHORNTON THOMPSON

129 and 131 Beale St., between Mission and Howard, S.F.

Mill

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,

JOHN W. QUICK,

A Folsom.

OF GENERAL MACHINERY.
MISCELLANEOUS MACfllNERY.-Flour MANOP'RS
Works, No. 315 Mission St., San Francisco.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL

Si.

betTreen Ho^Tard

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

MINING MACHINERY.—

Hoisting Engines and
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

For Flour and Rice Milla, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Miu
ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc and other metals punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot^Cut
burred and Slot Punched screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (fine).

%\.

St..

mOUAS THOMPSON

MILL. MACHINERY.-Batteries for Dry or Wet
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settl rs. Furnaces, Retorts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Furnaces lor Reducing Ores, Waier Jackets, etc.

Orders promptly attended

nrst

High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

No imitation, no deception, no planished or rotten
iron used. Only genuine Russia iron in Quartz Screens.
Planished iron sLTeene at nearly half my former rates.
I haie a large suoply of Battery Screens on hand
suitable for the Huntington and all Stamp Mills, which I
will aeli at 20 per rent discount.

AMALOAMATORS,

Mold-Board

j9£&xx X*xr<%3a.olfiioo.

GREAT

iarSend

:

Office,

and Tostin Ore PnlverlzerB.
DBANE STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.
Corliss Engines

Electricity.

for Circulars giving particulars.

40 Nevada Block, Saa FranclBCo, Oal.
«e 28 Stevenson St.

Factory, 11

ISRAEL W. KNOX,
Gives the highest efficiency of any Wheel in the world'
and is everywhere recognized as the standard for high
pressure service.

UPWARDS OF

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three Kinds

of

Powder, wliich are acknowledged by

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

in

used.

the Market.

GELATINE-DYNAMITE,

which contains

elec-

tricity several miles with pmall loss^ and i>ade available
for running Mills. Pumping and Hoisting Works, Tr^m
cars, etc.
Addrejs

mg Powder,

and

is

used by

saves time and money.

Ofiaee,

Stronger than Dynamite and

N.

OAL.

W. SPAULDINQ
SPAULDING'S

gpecia'ty.
Round,
or burred slot holes.

Inserted

slot

Tooth
BIT

CIBCULAK

,

Saws.

1

ST.,

NEW YORK.

A.

58 Market

St.N.E. cor. Front (upstairs), San Frandsco
Experimental machinery and all kinds of metal, tir

copper and hraea.

San Francisco.

VAN DER NAILLEN,

President.

Assaying of Orefl, 825; Bullion and Chlorination Assay,
Blowpipe AsRay, SIO full course of assaying, $50.
Send for circular.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Civil

and Mining Engineer,

MINING EXPERT Ann GEOLOGIST.
office

of this paper,

San

Prancisco.

AND

CHISEL

all

DEY

DrawiDg

Address " Business Box A,"

QUARTZ SCREENS

A

Hoisting Engines and Water
Genuioe Russia Iron, HomoPumps in Mines and Tunnels,
geneous Steel, Cast Steel or
American planished Iron,
Sinking Caissons, Elevating Zinc,
Copper or Br-sa Screens for
purposes. CaliAcids, Transmitting Natural fornia Perforatinir Screen
Co.. 145 & 147 Beale St S. F.
Gas, Atomizing Petroleum, &c
For Catalogues, Etc., address, INVENTORS, TAKE NOTICE
L. PETERSON, MODEL MAKER,
Clayton Air Compressor Works,

43

ArcMtectEre,

and

723 Market Street,

Manufacturers of

Cutters,

Oal.

$25;

For Working

Coal

SnrYETiDg,

The History Building,

for Sale.

COMPRESSORS,
Drills,

Civil, Mechanical
Mining Engineering,

Practical,

CLEARING. Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary BlastRailroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

CLAYTON
Rock

San Francisco,

St.,

even Safer in Handling.

BANDMANN,
NIELSEN & CO.,
GENERAL AGENTS, «AN FRANCISCO

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
OAP.S and FU.SE
J27 PIBST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAt.

237 First

94 per cent of Nltro-Olycerlne, and

all the

It is as

& Snpplies.

Mines Examined, Reports and Estimates Furnished.
Contracts made, etc.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
rOR RAILROADS AND LAND

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION.
Power from these Wheels can be transmitted by

Mines, Hining Machinery

Of Different Strengths as Required.

NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE,"

AND PURCHABIKQ AGBNT POR

the Great Chemists of the World as

500 IN USE.

From 12 to 20 per cent better remilts guaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel in the countrv.
It is not only most economical of water, but the
most
mple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, Hoistins,
Pumping, or any other purpose where water power can

AIR

all

Mining and Mechanical Engineer

SAW MILLS AND MACHINBEY
Of

all

logue,

kinds made to order.

Send for Descriptive Cata

17 and 19 Fremont

St.,

San Francisco.

ROSS

E.

BROWNE,

Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,
Ko. 307 Sa^'somb St., Sa^i Francisco.

Back Piles of the Mining and Scikntific Prr»8) unbound) can be had for §3 per volume of six months. Per
year (two volumes) S5. Inserted in Dewey's patent bin^i
er, 50 cents additional per volume.

July

Mining and Scientific Press.

14, 1888.]
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NOTICE.— All

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

our plates

ftro

guaranteed

to havo

the

full weight of Bllvor agreed upon, and are tested bo
fore leaving our worke. thereby avoiding the complaints
about light weight, inado BO often before we started
hi thit branch of industry.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.
521 & 523 Market

GRAVEL, OR PLACER MINES.
MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.
Assayers'

;,

GET OUR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SAN

FRANCISCO

NOVELTY

St.,

— DRALKR

San Francisco,

IN

and Mining Material.
— MASIIFACTURRE

OK—

BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

AND PLATING WORKS.

Agent

tor

HOSKINS'

HYBRO-CARBON ASSAY FURNACES

WET

FRISBEE

MILL.

-THE-

DOUBLE "ECONOMIC" STAMP MILL.

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9000 pounds,
has a capacity equal to 30 stamps, reducing
two and a half to three tons per hour
of hard quartz to 40 mesh.

We

have here the Stamp Mill in a cheap and simple form. The high drop of the old stamp
more than compensated for by the great weight {1200 Iba. each) of our stamps, and the rapidity {300 strokes each per minute) with which they run.
There are 4 shoes in each stamp, so
that there are €^00 strokes of the shoes on the dies per minute. Less power is required than in
any other mill to do the same amount of work.
The Mortar has screens at both ends, giving ample discharge. There are no cams or tappets to wear or be adjusted.
The stamps adjust themselves as the shoes wear.
is

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

IT

And
ing

renewals will not coat over one-half as

mnch

as for stamps.

The

AN AUTOMATIC ORB FEEDER
Goes with each Mill.

attention of parties hav-

Cement Gravel is called to this Mill, as it will run 100 tons per day to No. 8 mesh.
OUR. DRY MILLS are the most economical ever built, and are extensively used with

record of several years.

No

Several Mills are

Mill finishes to any fineness desired.

grinding in pans.

now

mill for 8m^Il mines, but

We

also

have a suitable

in the mines doing excellent work.
The **Economin" is not only a
believe it is destined to supersede the old stamp in mills of the

we

LARGEST capacity.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY.

...

GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,

HOOKER & LAWRENCE,

IMPROVED

Gen'l Ag'ts,

FORM

OF

461 Howard

St.,

145 Broadway. New

HYDRAULIC

San Francisco 34 and 36

FREUONT STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

Manufacturers of MiniDg and Sawmill Machinery, Engines, Boilers, Etc.

York.

GIANTS.

HOSKINS
IMPROVED

ONE-JOINTED

HYDRAULIC MACHINE.
Mr Joshua Heiuly that ant style of machine i3
mtnufa tured by him, he kno\^s to he abso
lutelv false. The Supreme Court of the United States on March l!>th decided that the pretenried patent (or infringing, which he has for leara
heen fleecing miners for royalty, is ausolutelt void, with (;ost3 of suit
I am the inventor of all styles in use, and am preto Bendy & Kisher.
pared to fill orders to suit customer?. Send for hstof prices of Hydrauhc
Tlie s'tatement of

infri'igement on any style

IMPROVEO FORM OF DOITBLE-JOINTEO HYDRAULIC

The above out

illustrates the
with levo- attichnicrit, which we mariufficture. All similar styles are infringeraentg upon this form,
jinl'tmeiit stands of record to that tffect, under a decision of Sawyer, Judge of the U. S. Circuit Court, in the
case '! 11 jndy and Fisher vs. 11. Hoskin et alg.

GtANT.S,
and a

Machinery.

R. HO^aKJN,

Empire Foundry, Marysville,

Cal.

Wc

also manufacture the ^ingle-Joiutefl Giants.
Prices and Cataloyues of Hydraulic Mioinj? Muchinery furniFhcd

upon application.

JOSHUA HBNDY MACHINE WOEKS,
39 to 51 Premont
SOLK AGENT

KOIt

lEUSHER PLATES,

— AND—
Chrnine Cast Steel for
Rock Dnllg Etc.

St.,

H. D.
220 Fremont

San Francisco,

Cal-

ENGINES

HOISTING

MORRIS,

St.,

MAHnf ACTURERS' aM

San Francisco,
PURCHASfflG ACEBT.

FOR MINES.
1, 2,

or

4 Drums, with Reversible Link

Motion or Pat. Innproved Friction.
MADE OSbT BY TUB

Special attention given to purchase of

LIDGERWOOO

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.
ADAMANTINE SHOES AND
1I>

vniATINF.

DjCEQ.— Guar-

anteed to prove better and cheaper than any otheiB.
Orders solicited, subject to above conditions.
H..D. MORRIS.

M'F'G

96 Liberty

St.,

COMPANY,

New

York.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS,

PARKE, LACY &
SAN FRANCISCO.

CO.

Mining and Scientific Press.
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S1,000 OSZ^A^LXjEHSTG-E
FIVE

HUNDRED /ND SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

PRICE
OVER

1400

($575.00)

ARK NO^V

A
San IPrauclsco.

tear are merely Domlnal.

Street,

I

DE'.

O.

IN USE.

ConceDtrat'oDB are clean from the Srst working. The wear and
machine can be Been in working order and ready to make teats at 3!i0 Fremont

The Montana Company

(Limited), Londok, October S, 1885.

—

Having tested three of your Frue Vanners in a competitive trial with other similar machines
Dear Sirs
(Triumph), we have satisfied ourselves o( the superiority of your Vanners, as is evidenced hy the fact of our having
:

ordoreci

twenty more

of

your machines for immediate delivery.

Yours

truly,

THE MONTANA COMPANY

(Limited).

N. B.— Since the above was written the 20 Vanners having been started gave such satisfaction that 44 add
ADAMS & CARTER.
and more stamps have been purchased.

tional Frues

Protected by patents May 4, 1869; December 22, 1874; September
ary 20, 1883; September 18, 1SS3. Patents applied for.

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR
MACHINE.

ADAMS & CARTER,

OR VANNING

Room

7, No.

109

BUlTiBERS OF

MINING MACHINERY.
GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS
San Francisco, Cal., U.
New Xork Office, 145 Broadway.

First St.,

IT

UNEQUALED

IS

A Saving

FOR

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Boiler

ECONOMY

SAFETY.

AND

DURABILITY.

Least 20 per cent Guaranteed
over any other form of Boiler.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
are also prepared to CONST KUCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING ORDER,
in
any locality, MILLS, CONCENTRATION
WORKS, WATER JACKET SMELTING
We

WORKS

PACIFIC IRON

FURNACES, HOISTING WORKS, PUMPING MACHINBRV, ETC., ETC., ol any DESole Manufacturers for the Pacific Coast,
SIRED CAPACITY.

TAYLOR,

R.

President.

S.

MOORE,

127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
L. R.

Superintendent.

Howard

Location of Works. S. E. .Cor. Beale and

Sts.,

MEAD,

Secretary.

WORKS

RISDON IRON & LOCOMOTIVE

San Francisco.
Has the Following Advantages:

Manufacturers and Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast for

HEINE SAFETY

i>xjh.-a.:bixjIT"S',

WATER TUBE

AND FACILITY OP INSPECTION
60,000

BOILER.

Hone Power now

and REPAIRS.

in use.

Boilers can be seen workinjr in San Francisco at Pr,lace Hotel, Spring Valley

Hueter Bros.

&

Co., Galiiortiia Jute Mills,

Guaranteed OCore

:^xtxj:jX>x::ei.j5

and other

Efficient than

'

,

all

any other Boiler made.

os*

Pumps, Steam Capstans, Cargo Winches, eta
i^Buildera of 120-stamp Gold Mill for the Alaska Mill and Mining Company; 60-atamp
Mining Company.
Send for Clrcnlar and Price Llstn.

iJtst-

iron pulleys; will not break in transportation.

Mill

for

Pumps, Steamship
Quartz Mountain

ATTENTION, GOLD MINERS!
WE ABE SELLING
Silver-Plated Amalgamating Plates
For Saving Gold

in

QUARTZ, GRAVEL and PLACER MINING,

At reduced rates. Get our prices. Three thousand orders filled. Fifteen medals awarded.
and far superior to others in weight of silver and durab'lity. Old mining plates replated.
purchased of JOHN
& CO., cor. First and Mission Sts.

TAYLOR

E. «.

Our plates have proved the best,
These plates can also be

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
DBNNISTON, Proprietor.
653 & 665 Mission St., San Francisco,

Cal.
NOTICE.— Our Silred Plated Plates have always proved as represented. We have been manufacturing them for 20 years,
and use only the best Lake Supciior Copper and Refined Silver. Comparing our pLtes with those of other manufacturers,
after repeated tests, wo can safely guarantee much better plates for the same money. Our plates are uacd by all the prominent milling men on the Pacific Coast. fc.ENl> bOA CIRCULAR.

DP--

-A..

HTJISTT-IlVOTOIVr,
MANUFACTURER OF

Centrifugal

Quartz

Roller

Mills,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS.
Mining IVIachlnery of Every Description,

SEajD

No. 45

FREMONT STREET,

FOR CIRCULAR.
-

-

Water Worffs

places.

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY for Steamships, Breweries, and Cellarp.
WILSON'S PATENT GAS-PRODUCEK.
STEAM BOILERS of all descriptions.
SUGAR MACHINERY—Sugar MCls, Vacuum Pans, Olariflera, Double Effects, etc
STEAMSHIPS—Steam Yachts, Marine Engines and Boilers^ Screw Propellers, Centrifugal

QUARTZ MILLS—Gold and Silver, Copper and Lead Smelting Worka, RoaatiDg Furnaces jf all kinds.
AIR COMPRESSORS— Rope Power Tranemiasion.
HYDRAULIC PUMPING and Hoiafcin? Machinery.
WKOUGHT-IRON WATER PIPE a Specialty. Notb. —Have just completed order lor SB miles of 44-Inch
pipe of i-inch iron for Spring Valley Water Works Company, San Francisco.
SAW-MILL MACHINERY of kinds.
8TJEAM ENGINES— Corliss, Slide- Valve, Poppet Valve Automatic, Single, and Compound.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS for Pacific Coast ol the Celebrated "Heine" Patent Safety Boiler (Water Tube);
60,000 horae power now in use.
MACBETH PATENT STEEL-RIM PULLEYS—Fifty per cent lighter and 25 per cent cheaper than

CentrUugsl Boiler Qnartz UiU,

Febr

in Fuel of at

the

H.

22, 1881;

S. A.

PLANTS FOR GOLD ANT> SILV ER MILIS.
embracinff machinery ol LATEST DK-IGN and
MOST IMPROVED conatruction. We offer our
customers the BEST RESULTS OP 38 YEARS'
EXPJilKIENCB in this SPECIAL LINE ol
work, and arc PREPARED to furnish the MOST
APPROVED character ot MINING AND REDUCTION MACHINERY, adapted to all grades of
ores and SUPERIOR to that of any other malce, at

WM.

March

acknowledged by the most eminent Engineers in the
country to he the greatest improvement that has
ever been made in a Steam Generator.

Is

27

April 27, 1880;

California street,

The Hazelton
1

2, 1879;

SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL.
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screws.

The Cruiser "Charleston."

The

stem, etern-post, rudder and shaft

tabes and brackets are of cast steel.

A GovernmeDt
Od

page

Vessel Built In California.
an eograviog

of

mainder

of

the TCBsel

ia

of

wrought

The

re-

or rolled

The

21,

VOLUME LVL

1888.

Number

3.

made en- one each. Every room in the vessel will be
Tbebuba are held ventilated by artificial means.
over which acrew
The armament will consist of two eight-inch

propellers are 14 feet diameter,

tirely of

manganese bronze.
by big nuts,

to the abaft

tbe U. S.

steel.
The outiide plating is 7-16 to ^ inch in pointed bronze caps, giving a very fioisbed ap- breech-loading rifles, one forward and one aft;
when thickness, the inner bottom plating \ to 5 16 of pearance. Three blades are strongly secured weight, 28,000 pounds. The charge of powder
oompleted. Thia ebip is the Brat ateel manof- an inch, the shear strokes ^ to i inch.
to each hub in auch a manner that the required will be 125 pounds, the shell will be 250 pounds
The conning tower is on the forward ridge, pitch, 18^ feet, may be changed if necessary, to and the range about eight and one-half miles.
war ever built on thia coast by private enterpriae, and her launch occara to-day (Tfauraday) and is two inches thick on tbe sides with a any desirable pitch.
The penetration at 1000 yards is 15.1 inches,
from the yard of tbe Union Iron Worha, at the three-quarter inch top.
Her boilers and machinery will be placed in wrought iron; the penetration at 2000 yards is
The hull is completed, but the voBsel
Potrero.
All the steel used in the oonatruotion of the the lower or protected deck, below the water- 13.6 inches, wrought iron.
baa yet to receive her propellera, armament hull and all for tbe engines (except the crank line. The other two decks will be used as storeSix six-inch, mounted in broadside; weight,
and maobinery. She ta laanched now in order and line shafts, wbicb were made by Krupp, at rooms, sleeping-room a and the like.
11,000 pounds; charge, 50 pounds; shell, 100

thia

Cruiaer

**

is

Charleston,'* aa she will appear

THE CRUISER CHARLESTON -THE FIRST STEEL MAN-OP-WAR BUILT

IN CALIFORNIA.

domestic manufacture, known as
For the greater part of the ship's length, pounds; penetration at 1000 yards, 10.8 inches,
made by the open-hearth process.
running parallel with the bottom plaiting up to wrought iron.
Secondary battery Two Catling guns; four
The vessel has a steel ram projectipg six feet three feet above the bilge-keels, is the inner
This fine specimen of naval architecture is
no experiment, two vessels of simiUr design hav- ahead of the perpendicular line of the bow. bottom; between the two bottoms is a space six-pounders, Hotchkiss rapid-flring guns, peneing been previously constructed. One of them The stem weighs 13,000 pounds, and the steel varying from 36 inches deep in the middle to 27 tration, ateel plate at point blank, 5,1 inches;

to

make room

for another cruiser for

which the

is

of

same works have a contract.

mild

was the Chilian cruiaer Esmeralda, the other
the Naniwa Kan, built for the Japanese Government. This latter ship was used for a guide
when the Charleston was designed. The contract for building the Charleston was signed
December 26, 1886, and the cost of the hull
and machinery was to be §1,017,000. Owing

stern-post weighs 11,000 pounds,

steel,

—

made

at the sides, perfectly watsr^tight and
subdivided into 11 water-tight compartments,
to which entrance, if necessary, is had through

and were both inches

in this State.

There are two main engines; they are comdirect-acting, with a high -pressure manholes closed with brass doors. By a syscylinder of 44 inches in diameter and & low. tem of piping, as many of these compartments
pressure cylinder of 85 inches in diameter, both a>s desired may be flooded with water, thereby
cylinders being inclined a little from the hor- sinking the ship further bslow the surface.
The engines weigh about 50 tons
There are 29 different water-tight compartto delay in obtaining the steel plates, the keel izontal.
plate was not laid until August 27 th of last apiece, and are supported by a rigid foundation ments on the protective deck, which is also
year, though much of the steel angles, bars, built up from the inner bottom and calculated made water-tight, so that if in action water is
to reduce vibration to a minimum.
The stroke let into one, or if several of them are knocked
etc., were prepared here in readiness for the

pound and

inches, and the maximum
power is to be obtained with 90 ponnds of
the Charleston: Length over all, 320 feet; steam in the boilers.
There are six main boilers, three in either
length between perpendiculars, 300 feet; ex*
treme breadth, 46 feet; depth, 34 feet; draught boiler-room; those in the forward room are 11
of water forward, llh feet, aft, 19\ feet; mean feet in diameter and 19 feet 3 inches long;
draught, 18^ feet; displacement, 3730 tons. those in the after, 11 feet 6 inches in diameter
She is built entirely of steel and has twin and of the same length.
of the pistons is 36

work.

The

following are the principal dimensions of

into one, the ship will

The Charleston
with

will

incandescent

still float.

be lighted throughout

lamps.

Two

independent

dynamos, with a light-producing capacity

of

3200 candle-power each, will be provided, one
to be used in case of accident to the other.
There will be about 400 lights, even the Catling

gun

btjitions at the

mastheads being

fitted

with

two

three-poundera,

Hotchkiss

rapid-firing

guns, three inchee; one one-pounder, Hotchkiss
rapid-firing guns, 2.87 inches; four 37
inches), revolver cannon, projectile

mm.

{1.45

weighs 1.87

pounds.

The work done on
Iron

Works

is

this vessel

by the Union

greatly to their credit and must

redound to the benefit of the industrial interIt was not thought that facilities for such work existed on this coast until
the Union Iron Works put in their bid. The
proprietors of these works have shown in a
practical manner that we are able to compete
with the East in an important branch of indusIt is expected that in about five months
try.
the Charleston will be ready to make her trial
trip.
As the launch occurs after we go to
press, we can give no description of it nntil
next week.

ests of California.
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Amador County

COF^F^ESPOJMDENCE.
We

admit, unindorsed, opinioDS of correspondent3.-EDS.

Debris Dams.
Editors Press

:

—Touching

the subject of
that some of your read-

with water, bat also from the introduction of
gaees that would smother it.
Now, there seems to hang a mystery about
the closing up, for there is no concealing the
fact that the mines are most excellent paying
properties and can and will continue to be so
for an age to come. The question is in everybody's mouth: What does it mean? Yet none
can answer; none can solve the problem. The

Mines.

The Zeile Mine.
Kditors Press: This mine keeps constantly
in motion and is the life of Jackson, employing
The mill of 40 stamps
a large force of men.
puts through about 100 to 125 tons of ore per

—

Some seven or eight years ago when the
day.
present superintendent came in there the mine
proposition.
the
understand
quite
not
largely
in debt and the ore being of so low
do
was
ers
outlook was almost discouraging
It is conceded that not the coarse sand and a grade the
enough to close down the works. Bat since
finer gravel, and much less the coarse gravel,
Deters
has not only made it pay, but
then Mr.
which scarcely reaches the rivers in any case, the indebtedness was all paid up very shortly,
but the fine silt and mud (slickens), constitute and now there can be no question as to its
the chiefly objectionable element of mine debris. future permanency.
It is also conceded that a reservoir to retain
The Amador Gold-Mlnicg Compatiy,
the slickens, so that the water may become as Between Butte City and Jackson, has arranged
clear as is required, would of neceesity be of for and is just about starting to build a 40*
very large area and of great depth, so that it stamp mill. The contract has been given out
would have the dangerous elements of a water and this company will, ere long, be another to
reservoir; that is to say, an immense volume of add to the wealth of not only the county but
water and heavy pressure on the dam. It may also the State, as they have some five ledges,
also be allowed that an extensive accumulation all of which have been thoroughly prospected,
of any kind of loose material in the channel of justifying them in the large undertaking they
a mountain river would be objectionable be- nave entered upon. This will give employment
cause, although such accumulation might be to a large number of men and materially add
confined to the coarser sand and gravel, which to the output of gold for this district. The
may be retained without any great or danger- property, we believe, is owned principally by
ous depth of water, and therefore without great Jno. J. Minear.
hydraulic pressure on the dam, by the simple
The Amador Reduction Works
expedient of raising the dam and the outlet only
as required from time to time, allowing the At Sutter Creek are now in full blast, receiving
muddy water and suspended silt to pass ofi"; sulphurets from not only this county but from
yet, in the channel of a river which is exposed various other adjoining counties for reduction
to heavy freshets, as are all of our mountain and treatment. They have a complete plant
This company also
rivers, the occurrence of such a freshet, which quite equal to the best.
no artificial outlet could accommodate, would purchases sulphurets from parties who prefer to
endanger the integrity of any dam which it sell by sample and realize ready cash.
would be feasible to build for the purpose. If
The Boston Mill and Mininflt Company.
the dam should give way, although the result
This company having suspended operations
would not be such a deluge as would occur in
for a long time past on account of litigation, is,
the case of a large reservoir of water, yet the
we understand, on the eve of an adjustment
accumulated sand and gravel would be
that will shortly, it is to be hoped, plaoe them
"
*' ground-sluiced
out by the continued torrent,
in position to again come to the front and soon
and the object and purpose of the dam wou?d
be numbered among the gold-producers of the
be defeated.
county.
But the idea of sensible thinkers on this subThe Sutter Creek foundry is in full operaject is, neither to retain all the slickens by
tion, turning out
mining machinery for the
means of artificial reservoirs, nor to obstruct
mines
throughout this and the adjoining connthe channels of mountain rivers by retaining
debris dams,

it

may be

the coarser material therein.
The plan which may be feasible, which is
surely possible, in some cases at least, and
which therefore ought to be investigated by
competent engineers, is to conduct the water
and tailings into such natural or artificial (as
worked-out hydraulic mines, etc.) hollows,
ravines or basins as may be adapted to the purpose by means of dams and outlets to be raised
periodically as required, and which are not
exposed to freshets of sufficient force to endanger the dams; there to retain the coarser sand
and the gravel, and then to conduct the overflow, carrying the silt, etc., by means of canals
and flumes when required to the tule basins or
other low-lying lands which would be benefited by an accretion of from 2 to 20 or more feet
of material which experience has proved to
form an excellent quality of arable land. In
some cases it might be necessary to throw up
levees on one or more sides of such low tracts,
but this would not be required for the tule bottoms.
Any flames which might be needed for the
conveyance of the coarser material to a place of
deposit would, if propeily constructed, pay for
themselves by retaining a quantity of gold
which the continued washing
would release
from imperfectly disintegrated cement and
gravel, and the attrition of auriferous stones.
There in the valleys are immense tracts of
veritable, not merely technical, "swamps and
overflowed land," and other large areas of nearly barren mesa, to which the advent of this
mud-laden water would be as the annual overflow of the Nile to the otherwise barren regions
through which that river flows; and here are
mountains of earth, with money in their pockets, so to speak, to reward the enterprise which
shall put them where they will do the most
good, and with untold and incalculable potency
for productiveness, locked in their '* molecular
constitution," which only awaits the advent of
a favorable environment to develop a fertility
equal to that of the river bottoms, which are
nothing but the slickens of Nature's hydraulics.
Here is an engineering proposition with pay
at both ends, or at least with probable proflc at
the first and a certain remuneration at the last.
And there sits supreme authority (!) and from
out the folds of the judicial ermine solemnly
proclaims an impossible impoasibiUty
I say it is impossible that it should be impossible to do this thing
The engineers of England and France stand
ready to bridge or tunnel the British channel.
De Lesseps is cutting the western hemisphere in
twain; the Suez canal, once declared "impossible." has long been an accomplished fact.
Hundreds of triumphs of engineering skill attest
the possibility of impossibilities; and
shall American skill, courage and capital recoil
from a simple question of ditching ?
Whether such a work would pay or not is
not the present question. I believe it would,
in the long run, it not immediately, but I opine
it is not within the province of the courts to
pronounce on this matter, which concerns
rather those who might be willing to take the
risk, and I feel sure that, if not we, our poster!

!

ity will find

some way

the seemingly

in which to reconcile
antagonistic interests of the

July, 1SS8.

universal dullness caused

0.

H, Aaron.

by

this closing

down

manifested everywhere around the vicinity,
for money is scarce and credit is at a discount.
The ranchers around have no money, nor can
they support the town. What will be the out^
come none can tell but the owners, and they
won't.
This brings to memory the famous Seaton
mine, only about four miles distant, owned also
by one of the same parties. This property has
lain idle for some few years past, yet everybody knows it is as good as any in the county,
but the owner will not work it himself or let
any one else.
The ditches and reservoirs have been permitted to go to ruin and become filled up and
broken down, though they could have been
utilized by ranchers for irrigating purposes, if
no other. Yet all seems to have been permitted to go to destruction together, all cf which
is as mysterious as the other.
This shows the great importance of the mining industry of the State and the fostering of
the same. Stoppage of the work means ruin to
Even when temporary, it takes a
the'district.
long time to recover from the effects, and is
greatly to be deplored, under any circumis

W.

stances.

The Stewart

A. K.

ffliniug Bill.

The Proposed Changes

In the Law.
In the last number of the Press we published
a letter from
in

which he

the qnining

Hon. W. M. Stewart

miners,

we

become a law

As

the matter

at this session

is

bill as it

of

letter,

The Spring Hill mine, under the able man- h\\ in full. It should be kept
of John H. Tregloan, is in full running all interested in the subject.

passed

importance to

here republish, from last

Press, Senator Stewart's

ties.

Nevada,

In answer to our request he has

sent us a complete copy of the

the Senate.

of

states that it is not probable that

bill will

of Congress.

week's

and append the
by

for reference

agement

30 Etamps continuously going, water
United States Senate,
abundant, and everything about in a prosperous
Washington, June 30, 18S8
condition.
The ore, like most on the lead, is of
"
Mining
Editor
and Scientific Press " Deah
low grade.
:— Oa my return from Chicago I found your
Sir
The Keystone mine and mill is running the
favor of the 8 th inst. Inclosed I send you a
full complement of stamps, 40 in number, and
copy of the mining bill introduced by me as it
employing about 100 men. This is one of the
permanent mines of the county, and under the passed the Senate. It is still pending iu the
management of Mr. 0. C. Hernett as superin- House Committee on Mines and Mining. I do
not know what action the committee proposes
tendent.
to take on it during the present session. It may
The "Wlldman Mine
At Sutter Creek is now down about 500 feet. be amended in some particulars. I have rC'
They have just put in a new pump, and are ceived many letters from mining men suggest
ing amendments to the bill, and I may submit
running ten stamps. The ore pays from about
some of them to the House Committee. A sug.32.50 to @10 per ton. It is the intention of the
gestion in a letter I have just received from
owners, very shortly, to erect an additional ten
Eureka, Nevada, seems worthy of consideration
stamps, making 20 iu all. They have excellent
It is to the following effect
If the same perhoisting works, and have a water pressure of
son, corporation or association own several
450 feet for power purposes.
claims which combined do not exceed 1500 feet
The Bunker Hill Mine,
in length by 600 feet in width, the owner may
Just below Amador City, with Mr. Parker as make a relocation of the same and obtain a
superintendent, is getting out large quantities patent therefor in one application, provided ad'
of ore, and transporting it to mill some dis- verse rights are not affected thereby.
tance below, requiring two mules to bring back
I have not pressed the bill in any haste; there
return cars, which held about three tons each is no difficulty iu passing it when perfected
when full. This ledge is a very large one, and My anxiety has baen, and still is, to have the
although of very low grade, yet leaves a large bill when passed remedy the defects which have
margin for profit over and above expenses. It been diaoovered by experience under existing
is surprising how cheaply ores can be mined
laws. Any suggestions, therefore, in regard to
and milled with proper facilities for hand- the bill are very welcome. Yours truly,
ling.
It is now well understood among practiWm. M. Stewart,
cal mining and millmen that where large bodies
Bill
of regular pay ore occur, with advantageous To amend Chapter six of Title thirty-two of the
handling and sufficient milling facilities, ores Revised Statutes, relating to mineral lands and
that pay only as low as SI per ton can be mining resources.
mined and milled to a profit, as not only this
Bf it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa
but other counties adjicent have practically tivesoftlie United States of America i» Congress
demonstrated.
assembled, that section twenty-tkree hundred and
nineteen of the Revised Statutes be aynended by adding
The Mahoney Mine
thereto the following:
Is now lying idle, although it is considered a
" But no person shall acquire, by location or
most excellent property. The three brothers
possession, more than one mining claim on the same
Mahoney all took out a fortune each from this vein, nor shall
any person relocaie a claim which he
mine, and it was perhaps a misfortune that they has previously located."
did, for it led them into dissipation, which has
Sec. 2.
fhat section twenty-three hnndrsd and
ended the days of all of theui, the last surviv- twenty four of the Revised Statutes be amended so
ing one having been buried only a few days ago. to reaA:
"Sec. 2324. The miners of each mining district
The Gover Mine and Mill
order,

—

_

:

be issued therefor. The period within which
the annual work required to be done by this section
shall commence at twelve o'clock meridian on the
first day of August of each year:
Provided, That
upon claims already located previous to the first day
of March in any year the annual work shall be performed on such claim for that year prior to twelve
o'clock meridian of the first day of August next sue*
ceeding
And the time for performing annual work
on claims heretofore located is hereby extended to
the first day of August at twelve o'clock meridian.
When the labor required by this sect'on shall haVe
been performed or the improvements made, ah
affidavit shall be filed with the officer '^authorized to
record deeds in the county in which the mine is
situated, particularly describing the labor performed
and improvements made, and the value thereof,
which affidavit shall be j*/-2W?(2 /(?£:/> evidence of the
facts therein stated.
And upon a failure to comply
with these conditions, the claim or mine upon which
such failure occurred shall be open to relocation in
the same manner as if no location of the same had
ever been
made: Provided, That the original
locators, their heirs, assigns, or legal representatives,
do not resume work upon the claim after such failure
and before such location, and continue the same
with reasonable diligence until the required amount
of labor shall have been performed or improvements
made. Upon the failure of any one of several coowners to contribute his proportion of the expendi"
tures required hereby, the co-oWners who have performed the labor or made the improvement may, at
the e.Vpiration of the year, give such delinquent coowner personal notice in writing or notice by publication in the newspaper published nearest the claim,
forat least once a week for ninety days, and if at the
expiration of ninety days after such notice in writing
or by publication, such delinquent shall fail or refuse
to contribute his proportion of the expenditure required by this section, his interest in the claim shall
become the property of his co-owners who have
made the required expenditures, and such co-owner
may relocate such individual interest in his own
name. When a person or company has or may run
a tunnel for the purposes of developing a lode, owned
by said person or company, the money so expended
in said tunnel sh^ll be tiken and considered as expended on said lode, and such person or company
shall not be required to perform labor or make improvements on the surface of said lode in order to
hold the same.'"
Thai section twenty-three hundred and
Sec. J".
iiocntyfivc of the Revised Statutes be amended by add-

shall

ing thereto the following:
**
But no more than three thousand feet in length
along the vein of claims located prior to the tenth
day of May, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, and
not mors than one claim located after said date shall
be included in the same application for a patent,
and not more than one hundred and sixty acres of
placer ground shall be included in the same application for a patent."
That section twenty-three hundred and
Sec. 4.
ih irty-five of the Revised Statutes be amended so as to
read:
"Sec. 2335. All afl^davits required to be made
under this chapter may be verified before any cfTicet
authorized to administer oaths in any St-ite or Territory of the United States or in the District of Columbia, and all testimony and p''oofs may be taken before any such officer, and, when duly certified by the
officer taking the same, shall have the same force
and efF ct an if taken before the register and receiver
In cases of contest as to the
of the land office.
mineral or agricultural character of land, the testimony and proofs may be taken, under such regulations as the Commissioner of the General Land
Office

may

may make regulations, not in conflict with the laws
Of 40 stamps is pounding out reck constantly, of the United States, or with tbe laws
of the State
which is paying from $9 to S13 per ton. This, or Territory in which the district is situated,
governconsidering the size of the ledge, is an exceed- ing the location, manner of recording amount of
ingly valuable mine. We hear that a purchaser work necessary to hold possession ofa miniDgc'aim,
made an oflfer for it fully equal to the price subject to the following requirements: The location
asked only a short time since, but the owners must be distinctly marked on the ground so that its

prescribe."

Amend section twenty-three hundred and
Sec. J.
thirty-eight of the Revised Statutes so as to read:
*'
SEC. 2338. As a cond tion of sale, each patent
shall reserve the right of way throngh or over any
mining claim for roads, ditches, canals, cuts and
tunnels, for the purpose of working other mines:
Provided, That any damages occasioned thereby
be asses*;ed and paid in the m inner provided
by the laws of the State or Territory in which such
mine is situated for assessments and pnyments for
land laken for public use under the right of eminent
domain. And the rights and easements reserved
under the provisions of this section in patents heretofore issued shall be regulated and made available
as herein prescribed,''
shall

A

Quicksilver Ores in Mexico.

By

the courtesy of the

officials of

the State

Mining Bureau we are permitted to publish the
appended letter from Jno. W. C. Maxwell.
This gentleman has presented to the Bureau
several
ores,

interesting

specimens

of

quicksilver

among which were two specimens

Livingstonite

{a

sulph-antimonide

of

of

mer-

cury) from Mexico, and accompanied the same

by the
tve

letter to

the State Mineralogist, which

here publish:

Wm. Irdan,

Jr., Esq., StaU Mineralogist of
Francisco Dear Sir
The
quicksilver ores herewith presented to the State Mining Bureau are selections from among a number of samples I had
occasion to take recently in an examination of
mines of thia metal in the Republic of Mexico.

California,

specimens

San

—

:

of

While but two of the specimens differ maAll records of
sell, thinking its value increased much boundaries can be readily traced.
mining claims hereafter made shall contain the name terially from the general character of ores of
more than double. The
or names of the locators, the date of the location, this metal produced by the mines of California,,
Potosl Mine,
and such a description of the claim or claims located those from the mine of Santa Rosa, located on
Near Drytown, has shut down on account of as will identify the claim. On each claim located the line dividing the States of Mexico and
want of water, but we hear they will soon add after the tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and Morelos, possess an especial value from a hie*,
20 stamps to the mill, making 40 in all. They seveniy-two, and until a certificate of entry has been toric point of view. The mining literature oL
will also arrange to bring in a water supply issued therefor, not less than one hundred dollars' Mexico accredits this property with having
refused to

worth oflabor shall be performed or improvements

for all purposes required.

Plymouth Mines and

made during each year. On all claims located prior to
the tenth day of May. eighteen hundred, and seventytwo, ten dollars' worth of labor shall be performed
or improvements made during each yeai;, for

Mille.

This pretty little mountain town, only a
short time since so flourishing and lively, is now
each
almost dead, the cause being the closing one hundred feet in length along the vtin until a
down of the Empire and Pacific mines and certificate of entry has &),''en issued therefo^; and for
placer claims, and for each submills.
This was caused by the fire in one of each twenty acres
division thereof l^&s than twenty acres, fifty
dollars'
the mines some months ago. but which
has worth of !^lQor shall be performed or
improvements
been put out long ere this not only by flooding
made during each year until a cenifica^te of e.t^trv
<s,\

_

mountains and the valleys.

[Jdlt 21, 1888

|

be^n the first producer of quicksilver in that
cDfl,ntry, if not on this continent. Certain it is,'
however, that as early as the year 171S, it was
in operation, for by a "Oedula" (an order of the
Spanish sovereign) dated at San Lorenzo, July
dth of that year, directed to the **presidente
and oydores of tbe andiencia of the City of
Mexico, in the province of New Spain," D.
Juan Joseph de Veitia was commanded to
*cloBe and, destroy the works and mines or

Mining and Scientific Press.
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veiDi of qoicksilTer discovered io the vicinity
of the city of Caernavaca, diataot '25 leagues
•oath of the City of Mexico." This is the ooly
mine of thftt metal in the vioioity meDtioned.
It is now known as the Sinta Rosa miue, and
three of the 8[>ecimena sent you came from this
property. The antiquity of the work done here
is evidenced by the fact that the old openings
to the underground workings are overgrown
with rank vegetable matter* io some oases
reaching the dignity of tree size. The interior
mcuonrtf supports of the mine are in an excellent ooDditiou, though showiog oigoi of age.
is donbtleas a well-known f»at that every
effort was made by the authorities of Spain to
grevent the development of such industries in
er colonial provinces as would secure to those
provinces a measure of independence of the parent government. In the case already cited,
we find the evidence that the production of
quioksilver was one of the prohibited industries,
and that evidence was emphasized by a repetition of the ** Cedula" of July 5, 17 IS, under date
Again in 1745 a similar orof Nov. 24, ll'M.
der was issued prohibiting the working cf mioes
find, too, in the " Or
of this ore in Tioos.
denaozas de Mineria," Article 22 of Title VI,
that while "the free discovery and denounce'
meot of quicksilver mines is permitttrd," "the
sovereign reserves, always the right to work
them for its own account." In view of such
prohibitions and reservations, we can, of course,
find a reasonable apology for the ineigniticant
interest which ba^, heretofore, found invest
ment in this branch of the mining iodustry of
Mexico. It m.iy possibly be ankcd why such
restrictions were imposed upon the working of
quicksilver mines, but the answer ia simple
The Spanish mines of Almaden, the property of
the Crown, were then, as now, the largest pro
duoers of this metal in the world, white the
Spanish provinces in America were the Urgest
consumers. It was naturally sought to protect
this field of consumption, and compel labor to
investment in that channel which promised the
This was obtained
largest return io royalty.
from the working of gold and silver mines.
The revenue derived from this colonial iodastry,
as is well known, was for a long period the
main Snanoial support of Spanish grandeur and
arrogance.
In view of the hostile rfotrictions imposed
npoD quicksilver mining in Mexico during the
period cf its colonial condition, it is not surprising that this iodoBtry was finally absolutely

U

The Russell Process.
[Continued

Jrom our Last

)

O.— The Beet Aneay Office Leaohlns Methods by the Bxtra Solution for Varloue
Roanted Ores, and the Reeulta Obtained.
1*abte III gives the results obtained by aasayleaching tests by extra solution on aver*
age samples of IH roasted ores, of which four
were roa«t«d in Stetefuldt, six in Howell, three
in reverberatory and five in Bruckner furnaces.
The table gives also for each ore the two best
methods of leaohlog tette by extra solutiou in
the assay office.
cflice

TABLE

III.

AND RRHfl.rs OV LRACBIItO TK)tTS ItV KXTRA
SOLUTION, tN ABHAV DlilICR, ON OKRH H0A>«TKD IK HTBTKrSLDT, lEOWIU., RKVRKniKAT^nr A.<(U SHUCKVia PtTK-

HBTIIODIt UHKD,

KACIS

this direction was not again revived until some time after Mexico had in the
early part of the present century freed herself
of the yoke of Spanish domination; then some
feeble effort was made to develop mines cf

Interest in

qnicksilver.

How

successful

these

efforts

proved we may infer from the fact that the new
Government sought to foster them by offers of
special rewards, even as late as the year 1S43.
A " decree " was issued that year by the
**
Minister of KeUciones" bestowing a reward
of $25,000 upon each of the first four producers
of 2000 quintals (equal to 200,000 poundu) of
quicksilver in any one year from any mine io
Mexico freeing the works and product from
taxes of every kind and exempting the operatives and workmen from the performance of
military service and the payment of personal
taxes.
The records of the "D^pirtment ot
Fomento " show that the mines of QaadalcaZir,
in the State of San Luis Potosi, tell heir to
These
$25,000, but are silent as to any other.
mines are still in operation, but it is stated that
their output of metal at this time does not exceed 50 quintals per month, and that their condition and prospects are most unsatisfactory.
The mines of Huitzuco, in the State of
Guerrero, are to-day undoubtedly the largest
producers of quicksilver in the Republic of
Mexico, and I was informed by their owner, D.
MeRomero Rubio, Secretary of State of the
Mexican Government, that the yield for the
month of May last was 500 fiiaks. The ores
from this mine, of which you have specimens,
are marked by many peculiarities of mechanical
structure and chemical combination. One of
the specimens is practically an ore of antimony,
but as it yields largely in quicksilver it is
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in the first

teiting of an

ore

St. Joe Co., Missouri, is
lead at the rate of 14.000 tons per

turning out

annum.

are as

:

The

assay-offioe extraction,

Mexico.
3i. If the best one of only two or three
methodti is used in the assay office, the extraction in the mill may be greater than in the assay office. Examples of this may be pfen in
Table IV, in the cases of Ontario, Like Vdlley
and Sombrerete ores. At Lake V<il<ey (and also
at the Rabio mill in Parral) the extraction in the
mill was sometimes six to ten per cent above
the extraction in the a<i8ay office.

TABLE

In calculating the apparent percentage of silver < xtracted in the mill from roasted ores, it
necessary to know the percentage of salts
which have beeo extracted from it by the first
wash-water and tbe leaching solutions.
If tbe ore contains no hydrate or sulphate of
lime, or other salts of about the same solubility
in water, the determioation of the solubility is
a simple operation: 10 or 20 grammes of the ore
ia placed on a weighed filter aod leached with
500 to 600 0. c. of hot water. The residue and
filter are then weighed.
This method will give
the amount of soluble salts extracted from tbe
ore in the mill, usually within one-half and
nearly always within three-quarters of one per
cent, the amount of gold, silver, copper aod
lead salts which are extracted by the regular
leaching solutions rarely exceeding one half of
one per cent.
But if the roasted ore contains hydrate or
sulphate of lime, tbe above method gives too
high a solubility, owing to the solubility of
For inthese salts in a large amount of water.
etance, at Vedras, the solubility as determined
by the above method was over three times as
great as it actually was io the mill. In such
cases the determination of tbe solubility is as
follows: 10 or 20 grammes of the roasted ore is
placed on a weighed filter and the same amount
of the mill tailings correspondmg to that ore is
placed on another weighed filter.
Eich is leached first with 300 to 500 c. c. of
cold water and then with 2000 to 2500 c. c, of
a strong (8 to 12 per cent) hot hyposulphite

CO

solution. These volumes will be sufficient to
diesolve all the salts which are in the least degree soluble in water or hyposulphite. The
two residues and filters are then dried and
weighed. The difference between the percentage of solubility of the ore and that of the tailings gives, with sufficient exactoess, the perceotage of salts which has beeo extracted in
the mill by both water and solutions. The
slight error is due to fact that the ore and tailthe latter
ings are not of the same nature
having baen concentrated previously to the
solubility
the
amount
equal
to
an
weighing, by

—

IV.

COMPARIBON BRTWEEN TUB KKSOLTa B7 BUBSEbL PROCESS
IN TUB A8HAY OFFICK AND THB RKHOUTB BV BUSSKLL
PR0CEH8 IN TUB MILL.
CO

But the determination is sufficientin the mill.
ly exact for practical purposes, as an error of
in
the solubility makes very little
one per cent
difference in the apparent extraction, as shown
in the following table, which also illustrates
the mode of determining the apparent extracThe two aolubilities are assumed as being
tion.
9 and 10 per cent respectively:
Example
25.0 oz.
roasttrj ore
P'r c'tof solubility in assay office. 9.
27 47 oz.
Calculated value of ore
25 ox,
Value of mill tailings
90.9 %
Apparent mill extraction

Value of

a-

I,

Exarop'e
25.0

11.

uz.

10.

27.78 oz.
2.5 oz.

^l-^

'(

The determioation of the percentage of solubility should be made each day, or if tbe leaching-tanks have a capacity of 20 to 50 tons,
should be determined for each charge of ore.

it

B.— Determination of the Strength of the
Hyposulphite of Stoct Solution.
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As it is important that the proper relation
should be observed between the amount of hyposulphite and that of blueatone in the extra
solution, the strength of the hyposulphite or
stock solution should be determined whenever
the extra solution is to be made up for a large
charge of ore. For small charges, say of ten
tons each, a determination of the strength for
each charge would be inconvenient; hence the
strength is tested only once each day.
The beat method of determining the strength

o

bs to to to to to

(S to ro <0 CD to <o

D

of the hyposulphite solution is by starch and
The reactions for this method are
iodine.
given in works on chemistry, but a description
of the practical application of this method to

owyoo-

»^^

?"j

'^ C

the leaching process cannot safely be omitted
here. If a small quantity of starch ia present
in a hyposulphite solution, aod a solution of
1-1-1111^1+ a3-5g+ + -I-H-+I
iodine is added, drop by drop, tbe sensitive
M ^ en -J CO bi « o en ^- n; g gj o. 3_
n 1-. b> iK -I io ~J
blue color of iodide of starch will continue to
r ^3 5be destroyed as fast aa it is produced, aa long
hyposulphite exists. As soon as the
4th, If the best one of only two or tjirep as any

ra

O

*- to 31 OS

i<

hyposulphite hae been converted into tethrathionate, the least excess of iodine will act upon
the staich, and the blue color will be permanent. This method will give the total amount
of hyposulphite, no matter in what form it
exists, whether as sodium, calcium or silver
hypusolphite, except as it exists in the extra
solution, or in the presence of caustic alkali.
In the latter case, the method will indicate the
presence of more hyposulphite than actually
exists.
Consequently, the hyposulphite solution used for the test should be neatralized (if
alkaline), particularly in treating roasted lime
ores, by the addition of a few drops of dilute
sulphuric acid, before adding tbe iodine solu*
tioo.
No hnrm is done if the solution is slightly acid, provided the iodine and starch are immediately added. As just stated, the method
is not applicable for tbe determination of tbe
hyposulphite in the extra solution, so that the
sample of stock solution must be taken from
the solution which is to be used for the extra
solution before the bluestone is added to it.
The standard iodine solntioo for a volume of
ooe liter is made up as follows
The iodine is
such as can be obtained at any drug-store, no re*
subliming being necessary; 5.11 grammes of the
iodine is placed in a beaker of at least 200 or
300 o. o. capacity, which is set io a moderately
warm place on the sand-bath at an angle of 20
or 30 degrees from the perpendicular. The
iodine is then covered with about its own
weight of iodide of potassium and about 15 c. c.
of water.
In about 20 minutes the iodine will
be nearly or quite dissolved.
About 200 c. c. of
cold water is then added and the clear liquid
decanted off. If any iodine still remains undissolved, about three or four more grammes of
iodide of potassium is added. As a little water
has probably been left in the beaker from the
decantation, no more need be used. The beaker
is placed as before in an ioolioed position io a
warm place. Usually this second addition of
iodide of potassium will result io the complete
eolutioD of tbe iodioe.
If not, the second operation should be repeated. The whole solution
is then diluted to 1000 c. c. with cold water and
placed in a glass-stoppered bottle; 100 c. c.
of this solution should correspond to one gramme
of
hyposulphite of soda (Naa §2 O3 +5aq).
But, as the solution may slightly decompose
during the first few days after its preparation,
it is best to use 5.5 grammes of iodine instead
of 5 11 grammes in making up the standard solution.
After a few days, the solution may
then, if necessary, be diluted by the addition of
a small amount of water, so that 100 c. c. shall
correspond to one gramme of bypoeutphite. This
exact proportion is only necessary for the convenience of the man in charge of the leaching
in the mill, by whom the solution is used.
The preparation of the starch solution is as
:

About 10 grammes of common starch
boiled or heated io about 500 to 1000 c. c. of
water.
Euough salt ia theo added to this solution to completely saturate it.
The clear or
turbid liquid ia then decanted into a stoppered
bottle, leaving the undissolved salt behind. The
object of the addition of salt is to preserve the
starch solution, which would otherwise decern*
pose, and have to be made fresh every few days.
To atandardize the iodine solution, about .1
to .2 of a gram of a clear crystal of commerfollows:

ia

hyposulphite of soda is weighed out in the
used for weighing gold and
It ia placed in a beaker with
about 20 c. c. of water and 2 to 4 drops of
starch solution. The iodine solution is then
run in from a burette until the bine color of
iodide of starch is permanent.
The determination of the strength of the
stock solution is made in the mill by the man
in charge of the leaching at the time the extra
solution is to he prepared.
The reagents required are tbe iodioe solution, the starch aolution, and, if the ore is alkaline roasted,
some very dilute sulphuric acid. Tbe apparatus consists of a 10 0. c, pipette, a 100
graduated to one fifth or onec. c. burette
tenth of a c. c, a glass beaker or tumbler
and a glass stirring-rod.
These are kept
in a small closet oear the leachiog-tanks.
As
each charge of ore weighs nearly the same, each
charge of extra solution is always of the same
volume. Consequently, a table can be prepared
showing the number of pounds of hyposulphite
present in tbe solution, to which the bluestone
is to be added, corresponding to any percentage
of hyposulphite as shown by the test.
In making up the extra solution, therefore, the man in
charge measures out 10 c. c. of the stock solution, adds a few drops of starch solution, runs in
the iodine solution from the burette and reads
off the percentage of hyposulphite. By referring
to the table, he finds opposite this percentage,
the amount of hyposulphite, say 390 pounds
present in the volume of stock solution which
is to be uaed for the preparation of the extra.
As the amount of bluestone for a 50-ton charge
at the rate of, say, 5 pounds per ton, woald be
250 pounds, and as tbe amount of hyposulphite
for the extra solution must be twice as great as
the weight of bluestone, the amount of hyposulphite to be added with the blueatooe is 110
pounds.
cial

fine asaay balances

silver buttons.

(7^0 be Continued.)

It is Raid that a mill will probably be erected
on the Truckee for the purpose of grinding gypthe immense deposit of that mineral
discovered a few months ago at a point near
Lovelock.

sum from

-
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Thk
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employing eight different

which serves
as a standard for millwork, should always b3
the highest attainable by any use of .hyposul*
phite and blueatone.
21. Collecting all the resnlts by various
methods on many samples of roasted ores, it i^
found that in the eight methods given are com>
prised all those which give the higtieet results
on one or more samples of the ore investigated,
these samples representing the ores treated in
the principal mills of the United States and
Ist.

modern

The United States produced 160,700 tons (rf
lead in 1SS7, as compared with 135,629 tone the
previous year.

«

•

—

Barnard is assiduously observing comets and
nebulae with the fine 12-inch Equatorial, and
getting the photographic appliances in readiHe
ness to be used with the great telescope.
has already discovered 20 new nebulae found in
.the coarse of his sweeps for new comets.

cflnt

Salt Used.
*

(-

work

science, the position of the
*'
fundamental stars " with the Repsold meridian circle. The time service for railway use
is now conducted by Mr. Hill (late assistant to
Prof. Davidson), which leaves Mr. Keeler free
to make the necessary studies of the great star
spectroscope, which is one of the most impor
taut accessories of the 36 inch Equatorial, Mr.

of

Screen.

begun, and the purpose for
was founded to be
**asefuliD promoting science "—is in the way
of being accomplished.
Prof. Schatberle, late
of Ann Arbor, hae commenced the long task
which has been assigned to him, namely, to
fix, with the very highest degree of precision
of observing has

which the observatory

It
should be observed that' the terms
strong " and *' weak " do not mean the same
office, the weakest
extra used in the assay office being stronger
than the stroogost in tbe mill.
In general, the method most applicable in
the assay oUice ia not the most applicable in the
mill, and frequently, as in the case of the Yed>
ras ore, they are directly opposita. As pointed
oat further on, the proper methods for millwork on roasted ores are very accurately indicated by the alkalinity or acidity of tbe first
wash'water. For all raw ores the manipulatioos are simpler and the methods very much
more uniform.
in the mill as in the assay

is

=
actual

milt.

D.— Determination of the Percentage of Soluble Salts In Roasted Ore.

Crushed.

treated exclusively for the latter metal.
Youis
truly,
Jxo. W. C. Maxwell.

The Lick Observatory.

Ib used in testing a new ore,
the applicability of the process to that ore is not determined.
Usually there is not much difference io the
results obtained by the eight methods, but
sometimes, as in the case of the Yedras roasted
ore, the difference is considerable.
On that ore
a strong hot extra solution io the assay office,
as io method 6 or 7, gave ooly 36 per cent extraction.
The mill results on the same ore with
a strong hot solution were S6 per cent. If
ooly methods 6 or 7 had beeo employed io the
preliminary testing of Vedras ore, the process
might have been supposed inapplicable to that
ore.
On that ore the highest percentage in the
assay office was obtained by a cold weak extra
solution, the result of which agreed with the
results of a strong hot extra solution in the

*'

We

suppressed and abandoned.

39

methods

It cost the Con. California and Virginia mine
month $47,497 for labor and $91,210 for reduction of ore.

last
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River— What It
What Becomes

Reese

The following paragraph

Like and

is

of

strange, considering the

which

A. T.

W. B. EV'EB.

DEWEY &

it

from the 380 to the 505 level, from which blue
was hoisted to supply the aerial gear. While the

aerial gear was running they hoisted 111,394
moving west from Salt Lake City, loads of 10 cubic feet.
keeping to the north of Great Salt Lake and
A new shaft was started at the west end of

mon

colonists

newspaper press, quoted, we suppose, beIt has an incline of 66 degrees.
thought to show the extent to which striking across to the headwaters of the Hum- the mine.
This be- Thia ia a two-compartment shaft, is completed
irrigation is being practiced in the locality des- boldt, had followed down that river.
of the

DBWET.

circumstances under

was discovered.

Prior to about 1850,
the overland immigration, including the Mor-

it.

going the round

is

[JnLT 21, 1888

caase

it is

ing a very circuitous route. Col. Reese, who to the 685-foot level, and will be an important
"Although Reese river in Nevada is had already made several trips from Salt Lake addition to the workings. The mine was usualfice, 220 Market St.y J^. E. cor. Front St.^S. F,
bank full near the head, its waters never reach City to the Mormon settlements in Western ly worked as an open quarry down to 400 feet,
tSS" Take Ike Elevator, No. IS Front St."^
the Humboldt. All the water is turned aside Utah, conceived the idea of finding a shorter aerial trams being used. But this method was
Senior Editor for irrigation."
W. B. EWER
one between these two points. In pursuance ruinously expensive, and tunnels and galleries
As stated, Reese river, near its head, is now of this purpose, on leaving the former place, he were cut. These galleries are worked out 18
Terms of SubBcription.
Annual Subscription, $1 New BubacriptiouB will bo running bank full, that is, as full as they usual- kept to the south of Great Salt Lake, following feet wide, IS feet high, leaving a roof of 12
declined without cash in advance. All arrearages must
ly get, this being the time of year when, owing what became afterward the Overland Stage and feet of aolid blue which forms the floor of the
be paid for at the rate of S3.60 per annum.
Having encountered level above, and a solid pillar 18 feet thick beto the melting of the snow on the adjacent the Pony Express route.
Advertisine Rates.
In this but few springs and no large creeks, this desert tween galleries. By the first working of the
1 week. 1 month. 3 mos. 12 mos. mountains, it reaches its highest stage.
?. 80
S 2.20
S 5.00 particular the paragraph quoted is right enough, stream, when he came upon it, seemed to Col. galleries, 30 per cent
Per Line (agate)
S .25
of blue is taken out.
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New Broad

though in one or two others

it is

open to

cor-

And

Reese,

being

rection.

be premised that Reese river,

we can well believe, a veritable river, The tops of galleries or highest levels are then
much the largest running water he had taken out, and the galleries filled with debris

seen since leaving the Jordan.

Perceiving by

ering a good deal of linear space,
all;

to level.

the osier willows that fringe

its

banks that

it

extended a long way up and down the valley,
is no river at
though nearly a hundred miles long, it is the " path-finder " is to be excused if in his imAddress all literary and business correspondence
not, as regards the volume of water it carries, agination the proportions of the brooklet
and Drafts for this paper in the name of the firm.
even a good-sized creek. Thereis hardly a place seemed unduly great.
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Mr. Williams estimates that he has "in
sight" 7,150,000
year,

loads of

blue.

During the

among other work, they drove 21,621

feet

main tunnels.

Mechanical haulage will soon
be used, consisting of an endless wire rope
driven by engine, the same as the cable railway
system in use here.
of

la width it varies from 12 to 15 feet an eccentric stream. Though small compared
from 2 to 3 feet, these measure- with most California rivers, it does not, like
some of them, become a raging torrent in the
ments being quite uniform.
Nearly all underground labor is done on the
Keeping
It runs with few sinuosities and a rather winter and dry up in the summer.
brisk current through a broad sagebrush plain within its low banks, it flows quietly but quick- contract system at set prices per foot or load.
Reese River valley. Its immediate banks, ly along and with little meandering. It mur- The average number of white men employed
though low, are never overflowed except when murs and ripples, but does not break into vio- in the mine is 214 and of natives 1350. To ina " cloudburst " may happen to break within its lent rapids, nor does it anywhere throw itself sure a constant supply of laborers, they have
ming,
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and
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from above;

lastly, the pillars are removed, and
thus nearly the whole of the blue ia extracted.
This method of working is repeated from level

first let it

while marked by certain peculiarities and cov-

in depth

—

Grad- over precipices creating falls, cascades or other
notable object. Stopping short of its goal some

the accommodation of the " compound " so that they now have 2300 natives in
water flow increases until early in July, when, 25 miles, it forms the marshes and fens about the West End compound, which covers about
Within this area the
"Charleston," 37. having reached its highest stage, it as gradual- which the wild rye and the bunch grass contest five acres of ground.
water-shed, a thing of rare occurrence.
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ually, as the

snow on the mountains

increased

melts, the

without ever overflowing the river- with the omnipresent sage for supremacy. natives are confined during their term of servthem quite full. The mount- Though it presents little of interest to the ice and closely guarded, so aa to reduce the
ains that hem in this valley consist of the sightseer, it ia of great service to the cultivator stealing of diamonds. No alcoholic liquors are
Shoshone on the west and the Toiyabe on the of the anil, aince neither fruit, grain nor vege- allowed inaide the " compound."
east, the two uniting at its head.
The Toiyabe tables can be raiaed here without irrigation.
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Passing Events.
The launch

of the steel crniser

Charleston

from the yard of the Union Iron Works is
quite an important event in connection with the
industrial interests of this coast.

This is the
man-of-war built here at any private yard,
and another one is to be commenced immedi-

first

ately.

The

enterprise of the

Union Iron Works

greatly to be commended.
The collapse of the great mining-stock excitement in Australia was anticipated by all who
had passed through similar experiences here.
ia

Inflation

worse

values

of

effects

is seldom attended with
than in connection with mining

shares.

The great Educational Convention now
session in this city has brought
intelligent

in

many thousand

visitors to this

State. Gatherings
bring good results to

broad expanse of ager of the Da Beers Diamond Mining Co., "washing floors " they have 180 white men and
it so completely
South Africa, the report of the operations there 1400 natives at work, including 300 convicts
that there is here no surface channel or sign of during the past year. During the year, 873,178 hired from the Government. Eioh convict
there ever having been any.
Why at this point loads of "blue ground" have been hauled by costs £58 per year.
the stream should have been so arrested and the De Beers Co., and 857,906 washed, yielding
The convict labor is the best native labor, for
swallowed up, or why at the lower margin of 919j7Z2h carats of diamonds, realizing £984,085, they are obliged to work some time, while free
this oasis it should have gathered itself up and 143. 6d.
The expenditure connected herewith natives only work about two months at a time.

resumed its course, is ^ puzzle to
have studied this phenomenon.

those

who was £415,188

la.

lid., leaving a profit of £508,-

897 12a. 7d. on the actual working.

The restored rivulet, after journeying north
another 50 miles or more, makes its final exit,

The

aver-

age yield per load was 1142 carata. This year's
working has been solely underground, and the

but here not quite so abruptly as at the meadows above. Having gotten thus far, it disap-

heavy expenditure incurred in previous years
The
for reef work has been done away with.
pears in a succession of pools standing along Working expenses, however, will be largely reits well-marked bed, dies, not suddenly, but in duced, now that the underground works and
convulsions, as it were.
Its objective point is machinery are approaching completion.
The
evidently the Humboldt, but it seldom reaches company was fully justified in its anticipathat river, at least above ground, though some tion of the output from the sloping shaft, as the
of its water no doubt gets there through sub- average of the current year has been 2540 loads
terranean channels or by percolating through per day. A second sloping shaft at the west
the porous soil. Not more than two or three end of the mine will enable them to double the
times during the past 30 years, that

is,

since

Nevada has been settled or much
by the whites, has this rivulet been

this section of

traversed

known
the

to

above ground

flow

Humboldt,

That

it fails

to

all

the

do so

way
is,

to

how-

Aa soon

as mechanical haulage

the natives will be

is

completed

all

placed in compounds, as

there will then be no communication between
the laborers on the floors and the outside world
as there

is

at present through the truck-drivers.

The natives on the

floors

have to be strictly

guarded.

The working of the mine has been suddenly
changed (when Mr. Williams took charge) from
a huge open-quarry to the underground system.
The mine will soon be in a position to furnish
blue ground equal to any

demands that can be

made.

" That the * blue will
Mr. Williams says
continue to be diamond -bearing to an unlimited
amount.
Convict labor has continued to prove satis- depth there can be no doubt, and to my mind
factory. Complete success continues to attend the best proof of thia is that we constantly find
the system of "compounding" the free native fragments of broken diamonds imbedded in the
The buildings accommodate 2500 blue, and the corresponding pieces are not found
laborers.
:

'

in the same neighborhood.
The inference ia
The balance-sheet and statement of profit and that the diamonds were crystallized at a great
for that purpose.
loss of this company show a balance of profit depth and were thrown up with the blue ground
When this stream happens to reach an un- for the year after payment of dividends {§508,- aud were not formed in situ."
usually high stage these stagnant ponda fill up 042) of £237,772, being an increase on the year
The employes of the Oro Fino Mining Co.,
and becoming united form one of those broad, of £58,686. The Oriental and Victoria Comshallow and often evanescent lakes known as panies' properties have been amalgamated with Idaho, have formed themselves into a library
" sinks " in the hydrography of the great Utah
association, and propose to employ their leiaure
the De Beers mine, and the company has purbasin, this being laid down on the maps as the chased the French Company's property on the hours more profitably than is commonly done
in mining camps.
Nearly every one connected
"sink of Rsese river." Not elsewhere in all the Kimberley mine.
with the mine haa joined, in this moat praisearid interior do so many considerable streams
Since 1881 this company has paid in divigive out and die in these sedge-bound " sinks " dends £1,013,299, and 41 per cent has been dis- worthy movement; subscribing liberally to the
ever, not because its water
irrigation,

is

diverted for land

though the most of

it is

natives.

now used

fund raised to procure books, magazines and
Neither in this State, in tributed in bonus shares.
,
newspapers.
Utah
nor
in
Trans-Sierra
Mr.
Williams
took
charge
When
of
the
propCalifornia, since these visitors will advertise its
California does more than a small proportion of erty a year ago the only available means of exadvantages all over the United States.
The Tacoma Ledger says: The bridge at
the water flow to the ocean. The most of it is tracting diamond-bearing ground ("blue") from
There is nothing that ia new in the mining
Pasco over the Columbia river, which is 2700
gathered into lakes and "sinks," whence it underground works was through a west end
situation aside from what we give in our "sumfeet long, is completed.
It was built by Prinescapes by evaporation, a process that, in the
This was originally constructed
incline shaft.
mary" on another page. All over the coast
cipal Assistant Engineer Huson of the Northdesiccated and rarified air, goes on rapidly. to haul 1200 or 150O loads of 16 cubic feet
per
the miners are engaged in development work,
Having no outlet, these bodies of water become day of 24 hours, but thia capacity haa been in- ern Pacific, and the superintendent was Enand the
of

this kind are sure to

as here in

the

Nevada.

Territory

of

general results are very gratifying.

intensely saline.

The Idaho

gold

mine,

State, has to

date

paid

dends.

Grass Valley, this
$1,500,000 in divi-

gineer A. S.

Rifl^le.

creased to 2540 loads.

That such a petty stream as this we are
To increase the output, a tunnel was made
A Great deal of ore and concentrates is now
speaking about should have been called a river
380 feet from surface and an aerial tram con- coming to the Selby Smelting and Lead Co. of
by the man who first came upon it ia not at all
structed.
A vertical shaft was sunk in the blue this city.
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Tbe Copper Syndicate and

The Aastralian Stock Boom.

Its Under-;

IrvlDg M. Scott.

4L
partner in the

new

firm of

&

Booth

II. J.

Co.,

H.J, Booth, Ceo. W,
Probably no ooe individual has been more Prescott and Irving M. Scott. In 1875 Mr.
prominently identified with the industrial in- Booth retired and a new partnership was orterests of this coast than Irving M, Saottof the ganized under the title of Prescott, Scott & Co.,
Union Iron Works. Commencing as a draughts- the younger brother of Mr, Scott, Henry T.
man in these works as far back as ISGS, he has Scott, joining tbe firm. Later on the firm was
seen them rise to the first position among simi- reorganized under the title of the Union Iron
the firm consisting of

takings.
There appeared in these columns not long
some cautionary remarks addressed to
French Oopper Syndicate are getting to be the people of Australia warning them against
something of a puzzle to ontaideri, if, indeed, the probable effeota of the speouUtion in silver
the managers of the great " trust " are not mines and shares then raging in that country.

The operations and prospects

of

the Anglo-

since

themselves beginning to entertain some doobts

In .those remarks

we counseled

these people to

beware of the fatal consequences that always lar enterprises in California, and has himself Works, an incorporated company.
The old premises on Mission, Fremont and
lation; evidently things have not gone quittf as and inevitably attend speculations of this kind, advanced from a humble emplcye to an owner
A man of exceptional enter- First streets became too small for the operations,
expected.
citing our own experience as evidt^noing the and manager.
This syndicate was formed toward tbe end of aoundness of our advice, which latest acconnts prise and public spirit, he has imbued others and extensive works were erected on the
New machinery of the latest designs
last year for the purpose of controlling the cop- from that country demonstrate was more than with his ideas until an establishment has been Potrero.
was purchased, splendid brick buildings put
per markets of tbe world, to which end, as a warranted by the situation. This wild and built up which is a credit to the coast,
Irving M. Scott was born at Hebron Mills, op, a large dry-dock was built, and an iron and
tirat movement, they contracted for the entire widespread excitement had already, before the
product of the leading copper mines on both con- ingd Bteamer sailed from Melbourne, met with a Baltimore county, Maryland, in December, steel shipbuilding plant was added to the
tinents, the quantity to be delivered, and the collapse more sudden and disastrous than any
1837, and received tbe rudiments of his eduoa- works, which are now the most extensive on

as to the final outcome of their gigantic specu-

\

^

I

Hxed

price being

this coast,

This

the contract.

in

done, the price of oopper was at once ad-

vanced,

When

up within the next 99

going

and among the largest
it

was

found that the Government

days from 10 to 17 cents per pound

was

$140 per ton.
For the accomplishment of their pur-

cruisers were to

pose the conditions existing at the time

these cruisers for this coast.

build a new navy, and that
be constructed, an effort was
made to obtain the work on one or more of
to start in to

without

The Union Iron
works was prepared to do any of this work,
and put in bids. Mr. Irving Scott went to
Washington, conferred with the Secretary of
the Navy and those in authority, and convinced
them that the work could be done here. In

as their plant could not at

the face of great ditUculties he finally succeeded

were extremely favorable.

Stocks were

limited and prices were tow.

being at hand,

The winter
was imposaible for the
Montana and Michi-

it

big

companies of

gan

to

their output

increase

some delay,

that season of the year well be enlarged.

in getting the

The

persistent

destrnotive

before had

fire

that a few months

broken out

It

One

secured.

age.

shortly be commenced,

middle of June

to the

last,

ity as a

nized.

all sorts of machinery for genand special purposes.
In mining and
pumping machinery he has had wide experi-

ence incident to the peculiar conditions existing on this coast.

'*

himself on

these

averting a break in the marbet.
the question

how

is,

tinue to do this
undek*

such

long will

fioancial

something gives way

strain
It

?

is

it

are that

gradually

be

before

said that

probabil-

they will allow prices to

way,

give

high

and thus avoid

By

reason of tbe

prices,

manufacturers

any sudden crash.
prevailing

The

?

have bought oopper sparingly, hoping
all the while to see a drop in the market.

Holding

off in this

manner

soon

be

replenished.

He

is

tal-

connected with

organizations in this city, and in

proper to suppose that

all

has

when

further extensions

made.
For the portrait on this page

are deeirable, they will be

IRVING

UNION IRON

SOOXr, GBNEBAIi

for six

or eight months, consumers' supplies as well

thing which has ever occurred on this coast.
The nominal value of mining shares has, dur-

low and roust
Well advised of tbe ing the past

as stocks in second hands are

of

of art

upon to serve as director and president
most of those he has joined. The industrial
clasBes of this coast owe to Mr. Scott and his
partners in the Union Iron Works a debt of
gratitude for building up and maintaining the
magnificent enterprise at the Potrero, where between 1000 and 2000 mechanics are constantly
employed. Large as these works were when first
designed, their scope has gradually been
broadened and the interests extended, and it is

afford to let go; but, all the same, can

ities

man

of

the syndicate and their friends cannot

they afford to hold on

a

called

Bat

long can they con-

How

?

a

is

taken an active interest, so that he has been

their standard, thereby

to

He

and refinement, fond

matters in the State.

many

of the copper offering, succeeded in keep-

up

topics not immediately con-

and
literature, and fostering them in every way.
There is no better posted man on industrial

are entering the

outsiders

many

ent, education

market and underselling tbe syndicate.
Thus far the latter has, by buying much
ing prices

While Mr. Scott is known as a practical,
self-made " man, he has found time to inform

nected with his business.

metal

has not only been largely augmented,

but

mechanical engineer is widely recoghas been engaged in tbe design and

He

eral

to work.
result, the product: of this

week, and the other will

construction of

would be curtailed. But in this they
have been disappointed.
Encouraged
by the high prices ruling for copper,
new mines have everywhere been
opened.
Companies already operating
have increased their output, while others
that had long been idld have again gone

As a

this

writer of

production

that

was

Mr. Scott is a fine public speaker, and a
more than ordinary ability. His published addresses and articles always attract attention.
He is known to be a thinker, and one
who expresses bis ideas clearly, whether from
the platform or on the printed page.
His abil-

the

amounted, with cargoes afloat, to 70,000
tons, the largest ever accumulated; nor
is there any reason to believe this accumulation will soon be checked. On
the consammation of their scheme this
caloolated

to his

this

of these vessels, the Charleston,

was launched

stocks of copper in Eagland and France

syndicate

was mainly due

intelligent efforts that

accomplished, and contracts for two cruisers

Calumet

in the

work.

and

and Heels, largely diminishing production there, also worked to their advant-

Up

United

of the

States.

six

months, been depreciated to the

tion in the Baltimore public schools, and afterward pursued an academic course at the Milton

After completing
his course of study, he in June, 1854, entered
the manufactory of Obed Hussey, the cele-

Academy

in the

same

city.

of

Mr. Scott,

we

are indebted to the Resources of California.

It

was made direct from a photograph a couple
and is a good picture of the sub-

of years since,

ject of this sketch.

—

The Gila Monstek. At the last meeting of
manipulators of the ** trust," extent of $40,000,000 in the Broken Hill disthe California Academy of Sciences, Prof. Ward
of the exigencies of buy- trict alone, the drop during the two weeks premachine, of Rochester, N, 5^., described a museum coners, count
on keeping np prices for some ceding the sailing of the steamer having brated inventor of the first reaping
nected with the Coronado Beach hotel, San
where he learned a great deal of vood and irontime to come.
amounted to §7.500,000.
ambitious to be- Diego county. This brought up the subject of
was
As
he
details.
working
bubble
miniog-share
this
Meantime, the copper-mining interest flourof
The bursting
poisonhe obtained the Gila monster, which people thought
ishes, the late advance in price having proved seems to have been followed by a business and come an expert mechanic, in 1857
it was ^harmless.
of Mur- ous, but Dr. Behr stated
works
iron
extensive
the
in
position
a
of especial benefit to this class of properties in financial panic, which, becoming general, inHis little
Prof. Ward agreed with the doctor.
California.
Our copper-ore deposits are not volved thousands in rnin, besides those who ray & Hazelhurst, Baltimore, He soon became
daughter had one for a plaything for three
employers
his
and
draughtsman,
apt to be large nor generally of high grade. had been crushed by their unfortunate stock an expert
fatal biting
of ma- months^ before its reputation for
Operated in the rather limited way here prac- speculations; and now the mourners go about transferred him from the department
son has had
and placed him in reached the family. Since then his
ticed, they have not, except in a few instances, the streets of Melbourne, Sydney and other chinery to that of design,
and fire three healthy Gilas bite pigs, chickens, doge,
paid much profit. Lately, however, they have cities on the far-off insular continent cursing charge of the construction of stationary
chipmunks, squirrels, etc., but with the exbeen doing much better, and this under largely the tricksters that robbed them of their pounds engines.
chicken all recovered withWhen he came to California ** to grow up ception of one sick
increased ore extraction. That the business and shillings and bewailing their own cupidity
by the out any manifestations of distress or inconvenemployed
was
he
country,"
the
with
has elsewhere experienced a like impetus it is and folly.
ience from the bite.
needless to say.
While copper mining is at
We knew weeks ago when the article alluded late Peter Donahue, then owner of the Union
there as draughtspresent so prosperous, the immediate future of to was penned, as well as we know now, what Iron Works. He remained
Mr. John L. Doyle left San Francisco this
took charge of the
the industry may be said to be encouraging. was to be the outcome of this Australian stock man until 1862, when he
for a trip through Oregon, Idaho and
week
Works,
Iron
Miners'
the
While the price of this metal may at an early boom, though we hardly looked for the catas- drawing department of
in the interests of tbe Mining and
Montana
Works
in
Union
day be expected to suffer some decline, it ^ill trophe quite so soon. That the denouement has returning, however, to the
hope that our friends
superintend- Scientific Press.
not very soon be likely to drop to former low come thus early is to be accounted for, we sup- 1863. On his return he was made
will assist him in his mission
When Col. Donahue retired from active whom he meets
figures, the great indnitrial activity prevailing pose, on the theory that a short horse is soon ent.
and give him such information as he desires,
connection with the works Mr. Scott became a
the world over, forbidding such result.
carried and a spring gosling is easily picked

situation,

the

taking advantage

We

I
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Wire Netting and Fencing,
The UBC of wire netting and fencing, embracing all kinda of woven fabric made by twisting
wire into meehes, has grown with wonderful
rapidity in this country in the past five yeara.
It is by no means a new article of manufactare.
It has been in use in Europe for many years.
Anstralia eonaumes it annually by the thousand
miles for sheep ranches and kangaroo fencing.
Prior to 1S83 it was imported in considerable
quantities into this country from Europe, and
atrennoua attempta were made to popularize it.
At that time it waa being manufactured here to
a limited extent, the Gilbert & Bennett Manufacturing Company of Georgetown, Connecticut, having embarked in the businesa some 15
years previously, with machinery for the production of all sizes. The Clinton Wire Cloth
Company of Clinton, Mass., and Sedgwick
Broa. of Richmond, Ind., also made netting
with coarse meahea for a few years prior to
1883, but the development of the business was
very slow, owing to the low rate of duty on
wire producta, which enabled foreign manufacturers to control the trade. In 1883 this
duty was changed to harmonize with the tariff
on other manufactured products of a similar character, and the whole aspect of the
trade was almost immediately altered.
As a result of the enlarged opportunity thus
afiforded to waiting capital, the number of manufacturers of wire netting has more than
doubled within the last ten years. There are
now six large eatabliabments in the Atlantic
States and one in this city, while the home
product has increased fully ten-fold within the
past five yeara. The consumption of such goods
has largely broadened, being now used for purposes wholly unanticipated but a short time
since.

Moreover, under the sharp competition, the
improvements introduced and the fostering influence of an increased tariff, the importation
has fallen off, practically to nothing, while the
price haa been reduced fully one-third.
la the
manufacture of netting aome establiahments use
galvanized wire, while others galvanize the wire
after the fabric is woven, some advantage being claimed by those who uec the latter proc-

The gauges of wire used range from No.
20 to Ko. 13. The aize of the meshes varies
according to the use to which the netting is to
be put, ranging from one-half inch to five
inches. The width of the netting nnually made
runs from 6 inches to 6 feet. When wider
netting is needed for a special purpose, two
widths are taken.
ess.

The multiplied uaea of wire netting ia stated
by the Iron Age as foUowa: Tfle netting with
meahes up to one inch in size is used for making a perforated or open aurface on which to
spread articles for drying, auch as glue, cardboard, printed matter, tobacco, etc. Wire glue
netting has completely revolutionized the mode
of drying glue.
The fine meah netting ia alao
uaed for divisions in fish ponds, fish weirs and
traps, and to keep birds from building nesta
around cupolas and the tops of buildings. The
netting with 1| to 1^ inch meshes is used for
labbit fencing, game-mclosures, pigeon -houses,
aviaries, park cages, wire partitions between
parts of a room, etc.
Two-inch meshes are a
suitable size for poultry yards, coops, wire
trellises, lawn borders, pea or other vine supports, and for inclosing lawn tennis grounds.
Coarser meshes are adapted to lawn and garden
fencing, and even stock and farm and railroad
fencing, being sufficiently strong to turn cattle.
The manufacturera of netting for fencing have

thoroughly developed
line,

its

and are furnishing

capabilities in this
gates to correspond

with the netting uaed, together

with metal
Among the miscellaneous uses to which
the various kinda of netting are put can be
mentioned office railinga, desk railings, wire
signs,
tree guards, borders for flower beds,
croquet ground borders, ornamental summerhouses, etc. It has been used with good effect
in large public buildings to prevent an echo,
being hung from the ceiling and almost invisiposta.

ble.

So rapidly are the uses multiplying to which
netting aeema specially adapted, that the manufacturers are excusable for their enthusiasm
over it. They look forward to the expansion
of their industry to much larger proportions
than it has yet attained. In many portions of
the county its use haa just begun. It is not an
article that ia used only by farmers and owners
of extensive grounds, but its consumption ia
greatest in thickly-settled districts, and will
increase with the growth of the country.

A Curious

German Nail

haa recently made
its appearance.
It very much reeemblea a wire
nail, with the exception that it is square. Like
the wire nail, it ia of uniform size from head to
foot.
correspondent of the Iron Age speaks

A

*'
A few days ago I received from Germany a large case of goods. It
was rather a serious matter to open it. Crowbars were necessary, and the only way to get the
goods out was by breaking the case into small

of this nail as follows:

pieces. The nails were different from any which
I have ever seen, and I can bear testimony
to their tenacity in holding wood. I send you a
handful of these nails as a contribution to your
museum of hardware curios. From their peculiar shape one might imagine they were made

They have been a source
speculation to our carpenters and pat-

from old bayonets.
of

much

tern-makers, who cannot agree as to the way
be driven with relation to the
grain of the wood. One shrewd old fellow,
after looking one of these nails over very carefully, remarked that he could not see aa it made
much more difference about the direction of the
grain than it would in cutting; a barrel>head out
of a board."

they should

Iron

or Sleel for

Ship-BuildiDg—

Which?

We

clip the following from a letter of the
regular Eoglish correspondent of the American

Manufacturer
Evidences are increasing to the minds of our
steel-makers and ship-builders and constructive
engineers that the more rapid corrosion of "steel,
aa compared with iron, is a fully established
fact which is likely to have a more important
bearing upon the steel trade than haa hitherto
been generally supposed. To such a degree is
this evidence growing that some of our ironmasters are now putting on more courage regarding the future of their industry in branches
where steel has threatened to become supreme
than has previously been apparent.

W^hich

Is

the Best

?
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SeiENTIFie FR.OGRESS.
Illusions

of

Sight

and

Motion.

— The

senses are subject to illusions in proportion to
the remoteness of the information that they
give from the immediate neceesitiea of the organism. Touch, the most immediate and least
inferential of the senses, is least subject to illusions, while sight is so very mnch so that the
blind often say they have an advantage over
the seeing in being free from visual illusions.
The illusions of bodily motion are mnch nearer
to those of touch than to those of sight, and yet
they can under certain conditions be induced
through visual impressions. Of this the writer
has recently had two interesting examples. He
was standing upon the fioor of a railroad depot,
the boards of which were laid with a considerable open space between them; and the shadow

which are visible to the naked eye
are white or bluish, and therefore at a high
temperature; but many are yellow or orange,
like our sun, showing that they have passed
their youth; while others are from dark orange
to dark red, showing that their sidereal evolution ia far advanced.
of the stars

—

Scientific and Mechanical Progress.
Toronto, Canada, paper truthfully says: *' After
the moral and religioaa inatruction of the family
ia secured, we know of nothing more interesting and instructive than a record of the progress of modern science
and its marvelous
achievements." The eatablishment of journals
in all our leading cities of an educational character, devoted to acientific, mechanical and industrial progreas, is one of the most hopeful
signs of the times. Such journals promote industry, progress, thrift and intelligence wherever they are read, and exert a good, healthy,
of an electric light was moving up and down by
the swinging of the light in the wind. Looking moral influence in any community which extends to them a liberal patronage.
present
at the floor, it seemed as though the shadow
were stationary, and the floor-boards moving. this and its sister journal, the Pacific Rural
From this it followed that the person on it was Press, as two publications of this character,
moving, too, and the writer distinctly felt the which are eminently deserving of patronage
swinging sensation; in fact, his attention was and of special value to every machinist, mecalled to the phenomena by the feeling of mo- chanic, manufacturer, engineer, and to the
tion.
The other observation was as follows: farming and mercantile community aa well.

We

It might be fancied that this question had While riding in the cars and looking out of the
long ago received its answer. But there are window, the trees and all are seen to move in
those among us who contend that iron ia not yet the opposite direction.
If, now, one looks in a
60 entirely auperaeded aa had in aome circles mirror so situated that it reflects the passing
been imagined. Although almost all the ves- landscape, which, however, must not be visible
sels now built are nominally of steel, they yet except in the mirror, one has the illusion of
contain a considerable quantity of iron. The moving in the opposite to the real direction of
floors, engines and boiler seatings, bulkheads, motion, owing to the reversal of the image in
bunkers, and even deck-plates, are increaaingly the glass. In both these cases an immediate
being composed of the older material.
bodily sensation is induced by a more or less
"atetlahip" may, consequently, now contain unconscious inference through visual sensafrom one-fifth to one-half of all the metal-work tions. Science.
of iron.
The more iron ia used under the existing conditions the more saving can be effected
Cohesion of Lead. It has long been known
in the cost of a vessel.
that perfectly clean surfaces of lead, when
pressed
together, would adhere to each other
Iron Not Yet Done For.
The thickening of the scantlings, as ordered with some force. The experiment ranks as one
classics in simple science.
very good
by the Lloyds Register, has aho to aome extent of the
diminished one of the chief advantages claimed way to show it is with bullets. Small surfaces,
flat and clean, are prepared on two bullets by
for steel ships, namely, their superior lightness
and carrying capacity. Certain of the steel- cutting off a little alice with a knife. When
maaters on the northeast coast contend that the preased together with a wrenching motion, the
third bullet may
time is approaching when the shell alone will two will remain attached.
be of steel, all the other metal-work being of now be fastened to one of the pair, and in this
iron.
In this expression of opinion my readers way a string of bullets, six or more in length,
must not assume that I am pledging my own can be built up. As the phenomenon depends
view. I am merely recording the views which on the absolute cleanness of the surfaces, and
are finding exponents in circles where ahip- as it is a case of adherence of like to like, it is
often invoked aa an illustration of cohesion.
bnilding is prominently to the front.
Pure India rubber shows the same tendency,
but in a far stronger degree relatively speaking.
Nature-Smelted Ikon.
On the North Whether it is true cohesion or not is uncertain,
Saskatchawan river in the Northwest Territory especially in the case of lead. The method of
of Canada, about 70 miles above the town of obtaining this cohesion by employing mechanEdmonton, Alberta, there is an interesting ex- ically prepared surfaces is a far less attractive
ample of naturally-reduced iron. Along the method than the one which Faraday used in his
river bank a lignite formation crops out for lectures.
He melted the lead and poured it out
several miles, overlaid by clay shales and soft in two pieces upon a flat stone.
After they
argillaceous sandstones containing nodules of had cooled, he pressed together the smooth
clay ironstone. These nodules are similar to lower surfaces of the lead, and thus obtained
others fonnd at Edmondton, and proved by atrong attachment. The flat plane on which
analysis to be carbonates of iron, containing the lead rested gave the essential true aurface,
34.98 per cent of metallic iron. The Saskatcha- while during the cooling it was perfectly prowan seam of lignite has at some time or other tected from oxidation or dust. When lead is
been burnt, leaving a bed of ashes, clinkers thus treated, even the upper surfaces which
and burnt clay, in places 20 feet thick, and have been exposed to the air will answer for
now covered by a dense growth of grass and the experiment.
Underwood. From this mass of burnt clay
pieces of metallic iron can be picked out,
Echo-Maker. The Popular Science Month
weighing in aome caaea 15 or 20 pounds.
Z.ydt scribes a curious and ingenious device
They have evidently been reduced from the called the *' Echo-maker," to be used on ships
nodulea above mentioned by the heat of the
fliring funnel is screwed to the muzat sea.
burning lignite. Most of the pieces of iron are zle
When a supposed obstacle is
of a rifle.
much rusted; but when scratched with a file near the vessel the rifle ia fired in its direction,
they show a bright surface. The observation
and if the obstacle ia there the beam of aound
is interesting, and to acme may help to explain
projected through the funnel strikes the obatahow primitive man originally diacovered the re- cle and rebounda, and as the echo is more or
duction of iron ore.
leaa perfect in proportion as the obstacle is
more or less paralleled to the ship from which
Softening Cast Iron.
correspondent of the gun is fired, and as it is near or remote,
the American Machinist suggests the following the position of the obstacle may be inferred.
*'
for softening cast iron:
Heat the cast iron to The inventor claims that a sharp sound proa red heat and quench in water about the aame jected at or nearly at an object, and only
when
heat, and use the eame judgment as you would so directed, will in every case
return some of
in quenching a piece of steel, then heat again
the sound sent, so that, theoretically, there
to a red heat, and allow to cool slowly, the
will always be an echo, and the difference in
same as you would anneal steel. The above the time between the sound sent and the echo
method has given me perfect satisfaction. There will indicate the remoteness of the object. The
may be a difficulty in large pieces, from their naval board tried the echo-maker and fonnd
liability to crack in quenching,
but it will that a return sound could be heard from the
soften them."
aide of a fort one-half mile away; from pasaing
steamers one-quarter mile off it broadside to;
Long Tramway Cables.
rope just finished from bluffs and sails of vessels at about the
for the Edinburgh Cable Tramway is 17,000 aame distance, and from spar buoys 200
(yards
feet long.
This is the longest unapliced cable away.
in uae in Great Britain, but for the Melbourne
The Age of the Stars.
very interest(Australia) tramways ropes 20.000 and 26,000
feet in length, and without splicing, have been ing address delivered at the annual public session of the five academies of France, October
supplied. The latter weighs 24 tons.
25, 1887, by M. Jannsen, the director of the
Boats Made of Iron and Steel are gradu- obaervatory at Meudon, France, ia published in
ally coming" into use on our Western rivers. the December number of Citl et Terre and the
The largest steel hull boat for the Western riv- January and February numbers of L^Aatroner trade waa launched a few days ago at Du- omie. The principal thought is that the idea of
buque, and the large iron coal boat recently evolution may be applied to the stars as well as
The stars are not fixed
built at Ptttsburg is giving a good account of to terrestrial things.
and eternal, but are subject to change and
herself.
time. They have a beginning, a period of activCast Iron will expand and contract between ity, a decline, and an end. By recent advancea
the extreme ranges of temperature in this coun- in the atudy of celeatial physics, especially with
try with a force equal to 4^ tons per equare the spectroscope, we are enabled to know someinch of surface exposed.
thing of the actual condition and relative age of
some of the stars. We may assume that the
^VHAT is said to be the only locomotive engin age of stars, other things being equal, will deever constructed wholly in the South, so far
pend upon their temperature, and that their
as can be learned, has been bu ilt in Anniaton
temperatures are higher in proportion as their
Alabama.
spectra are richer in violet rays.
The majority
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Interesting Discoveries in Spain. Recent
explorations in Spain by two Belgian aoientista
have resulted in aome very interesting diacoveriea.
Relics of a prehiatorio race have been
found in great abundance, ranging from the
atone age to that of bronze and metals.
These
people buried their dead not only in stone
gravea or cells, but also in great jars of burnt
clay, accompanied by pieces of pottery and other articles of use and value.
This form of jar
burial is very widespread, and examples have
been found from Japan to Peru. These relics
are supposed to belong to that ancient race

which lived in Europe previous to the Aryan
immigration, the various branches of which are

known as Iberians, Pelasgian, Ligurians, etc.,
according to the conntry in which they lived.
Several skeletons were found adorned with silver and gold ornaments. One of the moat remarkable relics is a female skull encircled by a
band of silver, to which ia attached a thin plate
of the same metal.

—

A

Curious Phenomenon. A cnrions illasion
made the subject of investigation by a French scientist, the result of
which, it is thought, may account for the apparent oscillations or swinging of stars sometimes observed; that is, on the eye looking constantly for a considerable period of time at a
small, feebly lighted body, itself being in complete darkneaa, the body appears to oscillate or
to describe certain curves.
atudy of tbia
phenomenon haa led to the conclusion that it is
of the subjective order, appearing to be, in
fact, of the aame nature aa the movement of a
star observed when a person leans his hand
against a wall and fixes his eye upon the star,
the star appearing to be agitated in its place
and to oscillate rapidly. In order that the motion be noticed, there should be no moon, and
the sky should be clear.
of vision has been

A

Experiments with Soap-Bubbles.— At a
recent meeting of the Physical Society, London,
0. V. Boys described and performed aome experiments on soap-bubbles, and by their, aid
demonstrated in a remarkable manner the phenomena of surface tension, diffusion, and the
magnetic properties of gases. By blowing one
bubble inside another he showed that there ia
no electrical force iuaide a closed conductor.
peculiar property of soap-bubblea ia their refusal to come into contact when knocked against
each other; they may receive violent shocks and

A

remain separate. If, however, an electrical
body be brought in the vicinity they immediately coalesce. So aensitive are they to electrical attraction that a potential difference due to
still

one Leclanche
calisea

them

cell

between the two bubbles

to unite.

Origin of Electricity in Thunder Storms.
Investigations made by Sohneke have led to the
conclusion that the electricity which ia diecharged during a thunder-storm is produced by
the friction of water and ice that is, the ice
iselectrifitd by friction with water; just before
a thunder-storm, water clouds (cumuli) and ice
clouda (cirri, cirrosrati) appear simultaneously
in the aky« and the friction of these particlea
of ice and water ia, according to this theory, a
sufficient cause of the electricity which ia gen-

—

erated.

—

To Find the Sun in a Fog A coi-respondent writes to the Boston Journal
''Reading
accounts of ao many being lost in the snow and
fog, I would call your attention to a simple
means of determining the position of the sun at
any time of the day, which is by placing the
point of a knife-blade or sharp lead pencil on
the thumb nail, which will cast a shadow directly from the sun, no matter bow thick the
anow or fog ia. Try it."
:

A PHOsrHORESCEMTGLOw ia observed upon
cutting into brown sugar which has been caked
in its receptacle, which haa been suppoaed by
some to depend upon the phoaphorus contained
in the boneblack uaed in refining it.
The actual
cause of the phosphorescence is, however, unknown, bat is an inherent qualify of the sugar.
Upon breaking the large sugar lozenges sold by
druggists the same phenomenon is observed.

Mining and Scientific fress.
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Care of the FiDger-Nails,
Ooe ooneidcntion that makee the

care of the

importaooe U the fact that every
person who labors with the hands is li^ible to
gather, aoder their free margin, matter which
may be very poiaonous. Many cases have oc*
corred in which slight scratches of the skin by
roeans of finger*nails have resulted in malignant
and even fatal intlimmatlons.
If, from any cause, the nail becomes thick
and inelastic, it soon becomes rough and assumes the appearance of an excrescence rather
than an ornament. In this condition it is much
more ditlicult to keep clean. To avoid this the
hand should not be subjected to the action of
strong alkalies, snoh as (|uickUme, etc.; neither
should foreign subataoces be removed from the
surface by aurapiog, as this will usually cause
oaila of high

the uail to thicken.
To cleanse the surface and the margin adjoining the skin, a soft nailbrush, mild soap,
and soft water should be applied once each day;
while the foreign matter accuroalated under the
margin should be removed as often as the hands
are washed, with the use of a hard wood or
ivory nail-cleaner.
This being done while the nail is wet, one
movement will generally be sutticient to remove
the substance completely. A knife-bUde is objectionable for this purpose becaase it scratobes
or roughens the nail surface.
The paring should also be done while the nail
is

from washing, with an instrument which

soft

will make a perfectly smooth edge, and sufficiently often to limit the breadth of the free
margin to about one-twelfth of an inch. This
breadth is best, especially in the case of persons
who have to do rough work with the hands, for
two reasons: It prevents the breaking of the
nail and also the accnmulation of much foreign

substance.

The corners should not be very

closely cut, or the troublesome condition known
as an ingrown nail may be produced.
To prevent the breaking of the skin near the root of
the nail (uotnmonly called ** hanging-nail") the
skin should be pressed, not scraped, by a dull
instrument, back from the nail, once a week.

Whisky Not

in

October and November.

Diph*

tberia is more evenly distributed through the
year, and is most dangerous a little later than
scarlet
fever.
Measles and whooping-cough
seem to be somewhat aggravated by cold weather, but are most fatal in May and June.
Hot
weather is adverse to smallpox, and favorable
to disorders of the bowels, particulaily in chiU

dren.

of Col<jr Bli.vl»nkss.— An article
in the Medical Preiu advances the idea that
the particular defect which gives rise to colorblindness ties not in the eye itself, but in the
brain.
Certain persons cannot distinguish between two musical tones; yet, as they hear
both, the defect is not deafness, or any fault of
bearing. Prof. Kimsay, the advocate of the
idea, therefore argues that in people who have
no musical "car," the brain is at fault, and assumes that it may be equally true that the inability to perceive certain colors is not due to
any defect of sight, but to the mental lack of
power in interpreting the impressions conveyed
to the brain by the optic nerve.
If this be
true, the question of color-blindness ceases to
be a physical problem, and may be classed
among oases for the mental physiologist to deal
with.

The Nose.— It is said by M. Le Bee, a French
savant, that "the nose is gradually losing its
power to discharge its traditional function in
the case of civiliited people; when the sense
of smell vanishes altogether, as will infallibly
be the case some day, the organ itself will follow its example sooner or later, ae nature never
conserves useless organs and the nose must go."
The olfactory sense is keener in the savage than
in the civilized man.
Somebody else declares
that the nose is the source of most of our
physical woes, this organ being largely responsible for headache, cough, dyspepsia, earache,
neuralgia, hay fever, etc.
It may also be added
that it is the source of many social troubles, by
poking into other people's business. Will the
coming man be noseless ? Who knows
'i

—

A New Remedy

HoWto

Infori^iatiojm.

—

—

minimum from January to May, and

at its

snow, and found the

—

The Secret or Painting Cuj.vaware.
Jenny June, in the American Mayazine, says
that the present manufacture of porcelain is a
comparatively recent industry, and is constantly reaching fresh results.
The underglize treatment of china, for example, was not known here 25
years ago; it was a secret guarded most carefully
and coofined to a few European and Kistern factories and workers.
It was a girl who disjovered it Miss McLaughlin and now it has become the property of all china decorators. Her
success was not alone important to china
painting as an art; it was specially valuable in
raising the estimate put upon the work of her

—

own

sex,

—

and

has perhaps

done more than

aught

else to stimulate to good results the
of women in this branch of industrial art.

work

The Rabbit's Leap.

— When

speaking of the
distance a rabbit can cover in a single leap, a
sportsman writing on the subject says he once
measured the spaces cleared by an old Mexican

Calaveras Coanly Mining Notes.
EoiTdRs I're.-^s:— The Albany Flat quarts
mine and mill has within the past week changed
hands, two of the partners having aold out to
Measra. Hay ward
llobart.
These gentlev't

men

are

now

of Securing the Flap of an
secure the flip of an envelope
80 that it may not be readily opened without
betraying the fact that it had been tampered
with, has been the ambition of a good many inventors.
An envelope constructed aa follows
is the subject of a recent Eagliah patent:
The
flap is so cut and shaped as to bring the point

— To

ofittothetop right hand corner of the front
side of the envelope, where the gammed surit to the front of the
envelope. The postage atampiethen fixed over
the flap so that the envelope cannot possibly
be unfastened without destroying the stamp.

face of the flip secures

—

To Make Platinum Adhere to Gold.
Platinum can be made to adhere to gold by
soldering in the following manner: A small
quantity of

fine

or

18 carat gold should

be

—

investing largely in mines and

Tuolumne aud Calaveras counties.
This mine has a good strong- vein of 8 to 20
feet of high-grade ore which pays from $25 to
$500 per ton. Some of the rock which the
mills both in

writer saw would go away up in the thousands.
to the permanency of the lead there can be
no question, and ere long new works will go up
which will give employment to large numbers
of men, greatly helping Angels, and adding to
the permanent prosperity of the pUoe.
New
buildings are now in process of construction on

As

the ground.

The Tryon Mine,
At Albany
moat

Flat, is now being prospected with
flattering results, the ledge showing aim*

black spots of ore to the mine just aold to
Hayward & Hobart, and which has proved so
exceedingly rich.

ilar

New Method

Envelope.

in a

—

at its

in the

for Night-Sweats. Dr. sweated into the surface of the platinum at
communication to the Thera- nearly a white heat, ao that the gold shall aoak
peuiic Gazette, calls the attention of the pro- into the face of the platinum.
Ordinary solder
teseion to an indigenous drug for the relief of will then adhere firmly to the face obtained in
night-sweats.
He says: " The remedy is one this manner. Hard solder acta by partially f uaindigenous to the whole country; it is, there- iog and combining with the surfaces to be
fore, within reach of us all.
It is the cinque- joined, and platinum alone will not fuse or compotentilla
eanadensia^ called by some bine with any solder at a temperature anything
foil,
botanists, potentilla earmentosa. I have stopped like the fusing point of ordinary gold solder.
night-sweats with it when atropine failed to re-

Sampson Pope,

Useful

that some diseases have special seasons in which
they are most likely to prevail, it is not shown
that occasional variations in temperature have
much influence in the matter. Scarlet fever is

when running

two leaps equaled 12 feet each, and the
third more than IS feet, but he never saw that
distance exceeded by that species.
Ilesaysthe
common rabbit will, when frightened, leap six
feet, and on one occasion he measured a jump
Chat was more than seven feet.
When moviug
at an ordinary rate the rabbit jumps about two
feet, and the hare rather more than four feet at
a single leap.
first

Cacsb

a Cure kor Snake Bite.— Dr.
0. Yarrow, whose name is juat now
prominently before the public as one of the
physicians attending General Sheridan, contributes to the ForfM and Slrftam a detailed
and extremely intereeciog account of the recent lieve. It is pleasant to take; when drawn it
series nf experiments conducted by him at the baa an agreeable odor much like table tea. The
National Museum to discover an antidote for manner of preparation is to pour boiling water
rattlesnake venom.
Alcohol in various forms on a handful of the vine, leaves and root. Lst
the patient drink ad libitum."
is probably to-day the agent in which the great
portion of the people of the world have the utmost confi'lence aa an antidote, a faith unfortunately not well founded if we may believe
the many experiments which have been tried,
Acoordiog to Mitchell, it is merely a counterUse Glce. For glue to be properly
active agent, a stimulus simply, which may
buoy the patient over the prostration produced effective, remarks the Scientific American, it
by the venom, but as a direct antidote It fails, requires to penetrate the pores of the wood;
and this is proved by the fact that a mixture of and the more a body of glue penetrates the
alcohol and venom is no less deadly than the wood, the more substantial the joint will revenom itself. It has been claimed that persons main. Glues that take the longest to dry are
in an intoxicated condition, or those habitually to be preferred to those that dry quickly, the
liquor,
in
alcoholic
cannot be slow drying being always the strongest, other
indulging
poisoned by venomous snakes, but abundant things being equal. For general use, no method
proof to the contrary exists, notably in the case givea such good results as the following: Break
of Adam Like, reported by Dr. Horner in the the glue up small, put it into an iron kettle,
North American Medical and Surgical Journal, cover the glue with water, and allow it to soak
This man had been in the habit 12 hours. After soaking, boil until done.
1831, XI, 227.
of taking from half a pint to a pint of alcoholic Then pour it into an air-tight box, leave the
Aa
liquor daily, and was intoxicated when bitten cover off until cold, then cover up tight.
by a rattlesnake. Notwithstanding the serv- glue is required, cut out a portion and melt in
Expose no more of the made
ices of excellent physicians, a number of reput- the usual way.
ed antidotes being used, he died in less than 24 glue to the atmosphere for any length of time
than is necessary, as the atmosphere is very dehoars.
Never heat made glue
structive to made glue.
Salt the Great Regulating Agent of in a pot that is subject to the direct heat of the
Life.
In a recent work by Prof. Burggraeve fire or of a lamp. All such methods of heating
Do
of Ghent, the prominent theory maintained is cannot be condemned in terms too severe.
that salt is the great regulating agent of life, not use thick glue for joints or veneering. In
and on the proper use of which human lon- all cases work it well into the wood, in a simgevity largely depends. Among the interesting ilar manner to what painters do with paint.
facts recited by Prof. B. is that about the end Glue both surfaces of your work, except in
of the last century a terrible epidemic, bearing cases of veneering.
Never glue hot wood, as
some analogy to scurvy, broke out in Saxony, the hot wood will absorb all the water in the
rapid
making such
progress among the poorer glue too suddenly and leave only a small resiclasses that the Government ordered an inquiry due.
into its nature and course.
The result was the
The Birds to Have a Respite,— Ladies are
establishment of a singular fact, viz., that miners, although reduced to the same misery as no longer to wear birds on their bonnets and
other workmen, remained with their families hats. Thus, saya London Queen, has it been decompletely exempt from the malady. The diet creed by fashion. The benevolent edict comes
of the miners differed from the others only in juat in time to save the last remaining memone point, viz., that being employed by the bers of the race of hummingbirds and birds of
State they were supplied with salt gratuitous- paradise. The great forests of India, Brazil,
ly.
Salt was then prescribed as a curative and the banks of the Mississippi have been ransacked, and have yielded up their treasures of
measure, and the epidemic disappeared.
winged jewels to adorn the feminine headgear.
To Remove Tartar from the Teeth. Now at last there is to be a truce to the masShould any little incrustation (tartar) appear sacre, and the pretty denizens of the woods
on the sides or at the back of the teeth, which may sing and fly awhile in peace. To estimate
illness and very often the constant eating of the extent of slaughter perpetrated for the aake
sweetmeats, fruit, and made dishes containing of womankind's adornment, we may take the
acids will cause, put a little magnesia on your statement of a London dealer, who admitted
brush, and after a few applications it will re- last year he sold 2,000,000 email birds of every
possible kind and color, from the soft gray of
move it.
the wood pigeon to the gem-like splendor of the
Diseases and the Seasons, While it ap- tropical bird. Even the friendly robin has
pears from the records of Eogliab health officers been immolated to adorn the fashionable bonnet.

Henry

hare
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At Angels,

The Smyth Mine.
now down only 24

feet with the
vein-matter shows solid
This not only shows up
sulphuret, but also conVery shortly this wilt
mine; it is not for sale.
The owner having stuck to his prospecting for
12 years past, now backs up his judgment by
hanging to it and working it -himself. He has
100 tons of ore in mill from the Whittell mine,
to crush which promises to pay very well.
Angela is having an unusual mining boom, the
claims all around there paying handsomely.
Claims which Ave years ago could be bought for
a few hundred dollars now cannot be touched
for as many thousands.
Improvements of a
permanent character are going up in tbejtown,
and it is not presumption to say that within
the next Ave yeara it will lead any other in the
State aa a gold-producer.
New milla are going up, and buildinga are being built, all pointing to prosperity and aucceas.
Such general pay, from low-grade ores
with immense ledges to the higher class of small
ledges, or those of say three to five feet, the
writer haa not seen or heard of for years past.
is

shafc, yet the ore or
for six feet in width.
a body of high-grade
tains visible free gold.
prove a most valuable

The Union Mine,

Near San Andreas, has again started up the
A process baa mill under the management of Mr. Rioketts.
drawing upon Twenty atampa out of the .30 are now running.

New Process of Drawing.
been perfected and patented for
wood by means of a fine metallic point kept
redhot, so that the lines are actually burned
into the surface. A powerful oxy-hydrogen or
other flame keeps the point always at a high
temperature, and yet the apparatus is so compact that it may be used with the ease and
freedom of a pencil. It is, furthermore, ao adjusted as to produce at will all shades of
brown, from the lightest to that verging on

Like moat of the minea in thia part of the county, the ore is low grade, but with good and ample mi ling facilities pays expenaea with a good
margin for profit.

The Irez Mine,

six miles above Mokelumne
Hill, has just completed building a new mill of
20 stamps, which is one of the finest and beat
black.
arranged of any in the Sliate. They expect to
be in runniog order on the 15th of the present
To Remove Oil Spots on Paper. Oil spots month, turning out bullion thereafter.
on wallpaper caused by persona leaning their
W. A. K.
heads against the walla may be removed by

At Rich Gulch,

—

makiog a paste of fullers' earth and cold water,
and laying some gently on the surface to be

Tuolumne County Mines.

until dry, when it may be
brushed off, and the spot will have disappeared.
It works best on plain paper, but it does not
succeed ao well on thoroughly colored.

cleaned, leaving

it

Editors Press :— The Keltz mine has been
down for some time past owing to lack
of funds for needed improvementa and proper
development. Meantime some vandal (in the
Firecrackers.— It ia curious that all attempts to produce firecrackers in this country abaence of a keeper at the mill) broke in and
have failed to secure a home-made article that stole a quantity of ailver-plated plates. The
can compete with the firecrackers from Japan superintendent, Mr. Sharwood, has offered $100
and China. The importation from these two reward for the capture of the thief.
countries this year will amount to 300,000
closed

The Hyde.

boxes, an increase of 100,000 over last year's
importation.

Curing a Smoking Chimney.
aoientiat of

—A

This fine piece of property has been under
lease for some time past, but the lease has
about expired, and unless some further understanding can be arrived at is likely to close
down for awhile. The mine is without doubt
a moat excellent aa well as large one, and can
easily be made a large-producing property under good management.

profound

the nineteenth century living in

Boston had a smoking chimney in his house.
After he had spent $400 for various devices to
cnre it, a ragged tramp came along and suggested that he build it six inches higher, which
was done and the evil eradicated. Detroit Free

North Star Mine and Mill (Somerville).
Thia property is in charge of and managed
by Dr. F. J. Corbatt. The mill is now running in good order, and the grade of the ore,
we understand, is of a very satisfactory character, yielding an average of about S15 to $20
per ton, with ten stamps running.

Prea».

—

Renovating Picture Frames. You may
improve dingy or rusty gilt picture frames by
simply washing them with a small sponge
moistened with spirits of wine, or oil of turpentine, the apoDge only to be sufficiently wet to
take off the dirt and fly marks. They should
not be wiped afterward, but left to dry of themselves.

_^.^

Experimental Gulch Mine (Columbia).
Thia mine haa been banded to Valentine &
Co. of San Francisco, who erected thereon a
ten-stamp milt, and after making several runs
found it did not pay. Consequently they have
given it up. Since then some of the men working for them got out a small lot of rock and put
it through the mill, realizing aatiafactory reaults, but the future is not assured.

—

New Method of Destroying Insects.
Moths or any summer-flying insects may be enticed to destruction by a bright tin pan half
filled

room.
will

with kerosene aet in a dark corner of the
Attracted by the bright pan, the moth
his death in the kerosene.

meet

The Shanghae and Morgan Mines

—

The Corn Canning Business. Eighty corn- Above Columbia are still dormant, although the
canning factories have baen in operation this owner is considering the placing of a mill on
year in Maine, and over 14,000,000 cana of sweet the property in the near future. Mr. Morgan
corn have been put up, besides large quantities haa stuck to these mines for about 20 years
of apples, beana, tomatoea and other vegetables past.
Such ia his confidence in them that he
and fruits.
haa not only done the work, but also put
The rock cerCalifornia has thousands of dollars in them.
California Newspapers.
rich in free gold,and
520 newspapers and periodicals published with tainly shows up exceedingly
abundance of
where
are,
they
aa
situated
This is an average of exactly being
in her borders.
Pretty good water-power can be obtained easily, should
10 to each county in the State.
make a valuable property at small coat, W,
showing for a young State,

—

I

I

Mining and Scientific Press.
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The pipe to conduct the water is already fornia, but before attaining a great depth the payand the water tank is finished. Years ago this chute was lost and subsequent operations have been
ground was rich and there is no doubt much of the confined to prospecting for it.
same kind yet untouched. These drift mines will
Martin Mine.— Nevada City Herald, July 9;
yet make this section flourish.
W. G. Benalleck & Co. own a very promising quartz
Omega.— The owners of the Omega mine have ledge about two miles east of Sierra City. It is a
been for some time working the claim by a hydraulic north and south ledge; is about seven feet in width
It is
elevator similar to that used at the North Bloomfield and the rock shows free gold throughout.
mine. As soon as Scotchman's creek is worked out, heavily charged with iron sulphurets, which bear
which
will
puttingin
adam
gold.
There
is
100
tons
proposes
of
good
ore
on
the
dumps.
Co.
the Omega
hold the tailings from several years' washing. The The developments thus far are a shaft no feet deep
The ledge lies belocation is admirably adapted for a dam, which can and a tunnel 75 feet in length.
Free water for power is
be built cheaply and so strong that there will be no tween porphyry and slate.
permanence.
and
abundant,
timber enough for all purposes bequestion about its safety and
Good Mines. Mr. Aaron, who was in this sea longs to the property. Mr. Benalleck is superintendent.
The location of the mine is such that it
tion a few days since, making observations of the
mines in this district, after a visit to the North Ban- can be worked by tunnel for years.
Tunnel. Mountain Messenger^ July 14: H.
ner and Union mines, at Banner Hill, gave it as his
opinion that those claims bid fair to make first-class Laferie was down from the Pliocene shaft, Tuesmines. They possess all the requisites, and the for- day, and reported the pumps in good running ormation surrounding tbem is such that there is al- der, and the boys blasting merrily away at the new
most a certainty of being rich and extensive deposits Extension air-line tunnel, in near 2000 feet, with rath
er tough rock in the face.
there.
Alaska. North San Juan Times, July 13: The
The Emancipation Mis'E.— Herald, July 10:
The mine known as the Emancipation is located in Alaska mine at Pike City is steadily increasing its
It
Deadwood
mill.
is
crew
of workmen.
Monday last several men passed
Valley,
near
the
Willow
It consists of three
through our town en route to Pike, from Nevada
owned by Edward Gegan.
worked
was
City and down the ridge.
Who said the Alaska was
ledges.
The one which is now being
discovered a few months ago while running a tunnel no good ?
Siskiyou.
When struck, the
to strike one of the other ledges.
owner took out 17 tons of ore which yielded $495.30,
River Claims. Yreka Jovrnal, July 14: The
exclusive of sulphurets.
There has been another McConnell claim at Klamath river is now being
crushing taken out since and it was crushed last worked with good success, rich pay gravel having
week.
There were about 20 tons and it yielded been found at both derricks. We hear that gravel
The work has all hoisted by one of the derricks paid 19 ounces in one
$1623.30, exclusive ot sulphurets.
been done within tbe past two months and mostly day lately. The Centennial Co. has an open cut
proprietor
himself.
By
driving
from this down nearly 40 feet, or within 15 feet of bedrock,
the
by
ledge across to the next, a distance of 153 feel, the and expect to realize big pay when ready to bottom
location
on up. The claim is being worked in the most systemowner will strike another ledge in the
the croppings of which, ig years ago, the rock paid atic manner by Marsena Mott, one of the best river
The Chinese Co. working the
$9 per ton, the ledge being about 18 inches on the miners on the coast.
surface.
The third ledge embraced in this location claim near the Fort Jones claim is taking out big
crosses the second one, and the rock from that paid money this season.
Another Chinese claim just be$22 per ton 18 years ago, and $3660 was taken out low the above is also paying well. They took out
at that time.
The tunnel, when in at that point, 100 ounces in a very short time after reaching bed
will have 140 feet backs.
This is a pretty good rock lately, a distance of 70 feet from surface of
showing for Nevada district, and shows what is still river. This claim pays from 20 feet below surface Io
in store for the energetic prospector.
bedrock, hence open cuts are more successful than
No QtJfCKSiLVER.— Nevada City Herald. July drift mining. The Phil Mott claim, further down
12:
Wnen passing the Tilton camp, on the Bloom- on the Klamath, is also being worked with good
Other river claims are being industriously
success.
field road, Mr. Aaron asked for a specimen of the
rock being taken out there, and it was given to him worked both below and above Humbug creek, on
Klamath
river,
and considerable dust is brought to
by Mr. 'iilton. He sent the piece to the State
Mining Bureau to see if there were any traces of Yreka every week for general circulation.
quicksilver in it.
The answer received yesterday
Quartz. Messrs. Mallow and Allison of Scott
was to the effect that it is a very hard quartz, con- valley have discovered a rich ledge of quartz beyond
taining oxide of iron, but no quicksilver in any form. the summit of Humbug mountain, above the old
Mr. Aaron says if Tilton has quicksilver up there he Eliza ledge, which prospects exceedingly well, all the
does not know the kind of rock that contains it, for quartz pounded out in a mortar yielding rich pay.
he selected the piece assayed himself.
Ihe Hamilton Brothers & Humphrey, of Fort Jones,
The Rainbow. Tbe reported rich strike at the have also discovered a ledge at summit of Humbug,
Rainbow mine, at Alleghany, must be correct, as on north fork, which prospects very rich. We learn
H. K, Noble, one of the plucky owners, who has that a party ot prospectors discovered an exceedingly
staid by it through thick and thin, went up this rich quartz ledge in the Siskiyou foothills, last week,
morning in response to a telegram announcing the between Empire creek, on Klamath river, and Hun^
strike.
When Noble got busted in stocks he went gry creek.
Trinity.
to the mine and with drill and hammer went to
work with his own hands. He has put up money
New River.— Humboldt Standatdy July 7: We
for development work ever since.
His persistence is have received a visit from John S, Thomson of New
deserving of reward.
River.
He tells us that there is a steady flow, exOmaha Consolidated. Tidings, July 12: In ceeding $10,000 in gold bullion monthly, from this
addition to 20 tributers and contractors, 40 miners camp, which is handled mostly at the Selbv Smeltare employed at the Omaha Consolidated at day's ing and Refining Works and Price's assay office, San
The ten-stamp mill is now running on com- Francisco. The Uncle Sam mill is running on ore
pay.
pany rock of fair grade and it is believed the run will from the mine of the same name and doing custom
be continuous.
This applies to the ore from the work. Colgrove & Clement's mill three stamps
Omaha shaft. In Lone Jack shaft the water is being is kept busy on ore from the Excelsior and MountThe Thomson & Smith mill
steadily lowered and of course more or less timbering ain Boomer mines.
being done. At a point 320 feet from surface two six stimps, double battery— keeps three stamps busy
shafts were discovered, but these were found to con- crushing ore from the Carrie mine, and three runsolidate at a depth of 420 feet.
The water is at pres- ning on custom work. Sherwood's arastra is kept
ent just below this point and the shaft is in very good at work on ore from the Sherwood mine. The
condition.
A week ago a drift to connect the Oma- Mountain Boomer mine has cleared up over $10,000
ha and Lone Jack shafts was started from the Omaha. thus far this season. The ore averages $So to the
This will be 150 feet in length and is calculated to ton. Six men are kept busy working in the mine
and an f qual number about the mill. The Excelsior
penetrate the Lone Jack at a depth of 400 feet.
has produced over 200 tons of ore this season which
Pltunas.
averaged $30 to the ton. The mine has six men emDevelopment Work. — Greenville Bulletin. July ployed getting out rock, and there is a good dump
11:
The Crescent mine is being worked steadily, now ready for crushing the mill not being able to
and it is reported that satisfactory results are obtiin- work up the rock as fast as it is taken out. Besides
The Indian Valley runs regularly. Mr, Prentiss these regular producers of bullion, much ore is
ed.
gives it his personal supervision.
It is understood
brought from mines in course of development, Al
that the ore is yielding a good profit
Work con- Campton of Rohnerville has a mine on Pony creek,
tinues on the Drury, the ore being crushed at the
and has been getting some rich rock worked up at
Arcadia mill. The ore body in the mine is simply
His mine prospects well,
the Thomson-Smith mill.
immense, and is paying. Geo, Standart cont'nujs A. Yocum of Areata has been having ore from the
working the Pacific, Fifteen stamps of the Kettle Little Gem mine worked at the same mill, and it
mill have been kept busy, and the ore is supposed to
shows well. The Hunter mine, belonging to Clebe paying well. At Wolf Creek, development work
ment & Co., has been getting good rock worked at
is progressing.
It is intended to put up a mill this
The mines owned by Billy Mills, Capt.
this niilL
fall.
The Sunnyside mine is said to be paying well Buhne, D. R. Jones, all Eurekans, have also had good
at present, and quite a number of men are employed.
rock worked at the mill. Several other mines are
On a bar in the river below the Sunnyside mine, a showing splendid prospects, but as yet are only
company of Chinese, a few days ago, obtained a spoken of as outside mines. It is not only New
nugget weighing S300. The claim is rich. The
River, but for miles in all directions new prospects
Glazier drift mine on the North Fork is paying handare being opened up. Especially is this true on
somely. Wm. Roedde and August Goeble are reportKnownothing creek, 12 miles northwest of New Rived to have a rich surface claim on Rush Creek.
er, where Hansen & Raddelfinger have opened up a
mine, and the day our informant left New River, it
San Dleso.
Sinking.— Julian Sentinel, July 13; On Mon- was reported that Bennett and his partner had found
rich ledge on the opposite side of Knownothing
a
day morning work was commenced sinking a shaft
creek, from the mines of Raddelfinger & Hansen.
at the new Magazine mine, the property of Messrs.
miles east of New River, on East Fork,
Twenty
L. and Duncan Ferguson.
J. Marks and S.
At
present they have gone down about ir feet, and Pearson of Junction City is putting :n a five-stamp
Many capitalists
work
ore from his mine.
mill to
good prospects are reported.
and mining experts are in this section looking up
HiddenTreasure.— F. M. Carrell, J. M. Parks, good gold prospects. Mr. Thomson says that a
G. R. Moore and E, H. Lee are working the Hidcareful estimate of the output of bullion from the
den Treasure mine at Banner under lease. They
New River mines shows that over $2 has been taken
are taking out some very fine rock.
out for every $1 invested in the camp. This is no
idle assertion; it can be substantiated by figures,
Sierra.
chinery.

IQlNljMG SUMMAF^Y.
The

following

laid

mostly condensed from joumalfl published

Is

io tbe interior, in proximity to the

nunea mentioned.

CAIilFORNIA.

Amaaor.
Cleveland.— Amador

Ledger, July 14: Six minfrom Colorado have taken this mine on trial for
a montb, with the intention of purchasing it at the
expiration of that time should tbe developments
prove satisfactory.
Miscellaneous.— The Dane mill is running on
some rock from Pioneer district. The Grass Valley
The
gravel claim is proceeding with cleaning up.
water supply is failing fast, and will be barely sufficient to enable ihem to finish the season's work.
An effort is to be mad^ to incorporate the Doyle
ers

and to sell enough of the stock to provide
working capital to develop the mine. The prevailclaim,

ing opinion is that there is every prospect of this
turning out a good mine, and it is hoped the scheme
it on a working basis will prove successful.

to place

—

WiLDMAN. Sinking has commenced at the
Wildman mine. The sump has been cleaned out
and work has been commenced on the solid ground.
The calculation is to sink 100 feet and start a drift.
As there is a nice little ledge at the bottom now,
strong hopes are entertained of an improvement in
the new sinking, that will make it one of the best
paying mines in the county. The mill will in all
probability be kept running during the sinking.

—

Drytown. Cor. Amador Ledger^ July 14: They
are still sinking at the Cosmopolitan and everything
wears a busy outlook around the property. Teams
are engaged in hauling sulphurets from the Keystone and Gover to the reduction works here. They
The
will be able to start up in a couple of weeks.
wood teams are numerous around here hauling
wood to the Keysione and Bunker Hill. Mr, Geo.
Gates of New Chicago has just completed his new
concentrator and got it into successful operation.
It promises to surpass anything of the kind now in
The sulphuruse for doing rapid and clean work.
ets saved thus far look to be nearly pure.
Cleanup.

—Amador

Dispatch,

July

14:

The

Goat Shed mine at Pine Grove made a cleanup of
14 tons last week that averaged about S27 per ton.
are down about 36 feet with the prospect shaft
the ore is improving both in richness and width
of ledge as they go down.

They
and

Star of India. — Mountain Echo,

July it: It is
currently reported that the noted Star of India,
a quartz mine situated near Smith's Flat, and owned
by Courtis & Co., is about to pass into the hands of
capitalists. There is an immense body of good milling ore in sight.

—

Angels. Former residents of Angels who have
removed to other parts, and have not seen the old

camp

for the past three or four years, would be
greatly astonished at the wonderlul strides it has
made in improvements and progress within thit
period.
They would scarcely know the place now.
The fact is, however, the town has just commenced
to grow, and will, in all probability, loom high above
all other mining towns in the mountains within the
next three years.

—

Confidence. The furnace at the Confidence
mine is completed and the boiler has been placed in
and the work of putting up the engine will

position,

Everything is lookbe commenced in a few days.
ing well in the mine and is proving quite satisfactory
to the owners.

—

Plenty OF Mines. That many of our valuable
mines have already passed into the hands of capitalists is very true, but it is not true— as has been said
by some of our wiseacres and would-be mining experts
that there are no mines worthy of notice save
those located on what they term the mother lode,
which runs through the town. In fact, there was
never a greater mistake made, as there are other
quartz lodes both east and west of this town, which,
if properly developed, are as rich, if not richer, than
any of the mines now being worked on this lead.
Besides, there are the Carson Hill mines, which are
not on this mining belt, and yet they have produced
more gold for the amount of labor expended than
any other quartz mines in the county. Capitalists
who desire to invest their money in mining property,
cannot find, anywhere in the country, more desirable sections for that purpose than Angels, Carson
Hill, Smith's Flat and Murphys, all ot which are
situated within a few miles of tnis town.

—

Nevad.a.

A

Silver Mine.— riV/77j'.r, July 10: Less than
two years ago Nevada City mining men were crazy
about a reported

strike in silver on a property situI % miles south of Banner mountain and owned
by the Central Gold and Silver Mill and Mining Co.
One " Capt."' Channell obtained a 30-day bond
of the property and endeavored to enlist Comstock
capital in the enterprise, a project Channell did not

ated

possess sufficient influence to carry through.
Then
he claimed that his bond was to endure for a year,
and, as the owners had fatuously neglected to keep
a copy of the bond, he by bis representations kept
the property tied up, so at least declared one of
the owners to us to-day.
Mr. Cooptr, who formerly owned a smelting works on Hill's Flat, has a lease
of the Central Co.'s properly and has shipped several lots of ore to Nevada City and San Francisco
for reduction. Thirty dollars a ton— a profitable
yield— has been the average return. This ore came
from the croppings. A tunnel can be run which
will tap the ledge at a point which will furnish several years' work in ore extracting.
Below the water level ruby silver is found; above, the metil is carried in black sulphurets.
A reduction plant is wanted, for profits are now eaten up by extracting, transportation and other charges, including the working
of the ore.

Enterprise.— ^(7;-fl/d?,

Jalv g:

On

the

Selby Flat side of Manzaniia Hilt, Jerry Blake has
commenced operations for a drift mine. He has
started a double compartment shaft, and is now
down in the neighborhood of 40 feet. He suspended sinking by hand a few days since for the purpose
of putting in pumping and hoisting works.
understand the company doing this work is well fixed

We

financially

ments.

and

He

is

is

starting for extensive developin putting in the ma-

now engaged

—

—

—

,

—

Calaveras.

A New

—

—

—

—

—

Tribune, July 14: At
^ New Mills.— Sierra
Scotts Flat, about six miles below Alleghany, parties
are engaged in building a 40-stamp mill upon what
is known as the
Red Chief mine. In the same
vicinity another party is putting up two Huntington mills.

Strike at the Rainbow,— Nevada Transa-ipt,
July 14: The town of Alleghany, Sierra county,
was wild with excitement Thursday over a strike in
the Rainbow mine at Chips Flat.
The richest kind
of ore is said to have been developed by the new
tunnel, which taps the ledge at a much greater
depth than it has ever before been worked. The
Rainbow has in years gone by produced some of the
richest quartz ever extracted from any mine in Cali-

Tuolumne.

—

[July 21, 1888
pay from $20 to $25 per ton. It runs obliquely
across the country rock, which is slate, and its course
will necessarily bring it in contact with ojher quartz
lodes and with feeders.
will

Dutch.— Messrs, D. Lucas. Geo, Katf^an, James
and Chas. Fitzgerald purchased this week a most
valuable piece of property at Quartz mountain. It
is known as the Dutch mine and is the north end of
the Heslep and App mines.
Both of these mines
converge until at last they unite in the above lode.
Mill.— Although the Stanislaus Tunnel & Min
ing Co. intend erecting large works on the Stanislaus
river in the near future, yet they are not going to
hastily conclude on the details of machinery.
Mr.
McCann thinks of furnishing the mill with the new
Blanding rock breaker which is giving such general
and

signal satisfaction.

Leased,— Messrs. D. W. Cameron and

A. A,
the lead belonging to Mark
southern part of Sonora and are going vigorously at work. The lead is considered one
of the best in this district.
The lode is, considering its pocket nature, a large one, and is attended
with all of the favorable conditions.

Grant have leased

Hughes

in the

—

Placers. The company which last year made
arrangements to work extensive placers below Reynolds' Ferry on the Stmislaus river is now following
up the preparations with all possible dispatch. They
are building a large wheel, and as soon as the river
subsides, which it is now doing rapidly, it will be
turned into the long tunnel.

—

Tuttletown. Tuolumne Independent, July 14:
Mr. Fischer is sinking a new shaft on the Leonard
mine; it is down 60 feet, and shows a ledge 6 feet
wide, prospecting well in free gold.
He is using the
Ritchie mill to crush the ore.
Fred Sutton is working the Grass vein of the Ames mine, crushing the
rock at the Patterson. The men who bonded the
Long Gulch claim are well satisfied with the fine ore
that

is

coming

out.

NEVADA.
Central District.

Millionaire O^^.— Silver State, July 16: A.
H. Ruse sent out about nine tons of second-class ore
from the Millionaire mine to J. F. Clark's concentrating works on the Humboldt. It produced nearly
half a ton of concentrates which assay $702 to the
ton.
The ore carries $58 per ton in chlorides, which
is saved by pan process, besides the concentrates.
Silver.

—

Surefca District.
'E.MTQka.

Sentinel, July 14:

A

streak of

rich silver ore has been found in the Alturas mine,
on the northern ridge of Prospect mountain, near
the Eureka Con. mine.
It is said to go 284 ounces
per ton.
The discovery was made in a shaft about

70

below the surface.

feet

Hawtborne District.
The Evening Star.— Walker Lake

Bulletin,

The

present lease of the Evening Star mine
on the i8th inst., and the lessees are determined to "make hay while the sun shines." They
expect to have between 1200 and 1300 sacks of ore
ready for shipment before the lease expires. This
will amount to about 70 tons.
Frank Thorne, one
of the lessees and part owner in the mine, estimates

July

1

1

:

will expire

that the rock will mill over $200 to the ton.

no wild estimate, but

is

This is
based upon frequent assays

and daily hornings. When it is taken into consideration that less than $iooo has been expended on the
mine so lar, the result is most cheerful. Six cars
have been engaged to transport the rock to the
Briggs mill, near Silver City.
representative of
Caiitornia capitalists made a tour of inspection
through the mine on Saturday, with a view of purchasing.
The owners are not over-anxious to let go,
however, as they are satisfied they have one of the
best mines in the district.

A

Lodi District.

—

Good Results.
Belmont Courier, July 14:
Alfred Welsh continues to work the Illinois mine*
Lodi, Nye county, with very flattering results.
At
a distance of 200 feet from the mouth of the tunnel
a winze has been sunk 80 feet which has developed
an immense body of high-grade ore that will work
over $400 per ton.
Four men take out a ton of ore
very easily per day.
It is smelting ore
carbonate
and galena and is shipped to Reno for treatment.
The Silver King an extension of the lUinois is
being worked .by James Graham and A. Farrington.
A shaft has been sunk on the ledge to a depth of
114 feet and shows ore in its bottom that assays $128
in silver and $19 in gold per ton.
A tunnel is being
run which will tap the ledge at a depth of over 200
feet.
This tunnel is now in -200 feet and the ledge
will be cut when it is run about 50 feet further.
The indications are considered favorable for a big
body of ore. Streaks of mineral are coming in.
The chances for a live camp at Lodi are remarkably
good.
Sellgman District.

—

—

—

—

—

Progress, Eureka Sentinel, July 14: W^e learn
that the concentrating works at Seligman are running constantly and successfully, except as to the
du;t, the separation of the metal from the gangue
This is merely one of
of which is somewhat tardy.
the contingencies that are seldom avoided at the
commencement of a new enterprise. Several wells
have been sunk at Seligman and the supply of water
has been considerably increased.
Frue vanner
concentrator will be set up in the machine-shop for
the purpose of treating the dust and handling it with
greater expediency.
If it proves successful, several
more will be added. In the meantime the work of
exploration in the Pursell series of mines continues
with unabated energy.
large amount of ore is exposed in tbe tunnels and inclines, those on the Pursell
No. 2 mine looking the best at present. Sloping
has commenced in good earnest. The working
force has been increased to 177 men, besides 22
Chinamen that are employed,

A

A

Closed. Sonora Democrat, July 14: The Hyde
mine is closed down for a time, owing to some disMorey District.
agreement respecting the conditions of the bond,
It is expected
held by Messrs. Spencer and Green.
iMPROVENfENT IN THE VEINS. Eureka Sentinel,
work
shortly.
that the mine will rSsume
July r4: We learn that a number of tribulers are at
Great Western,— Messrs. Paul Morf, Eugene work in the mines of Morey district, Nye county,
Abbott and F. Cullers are opening their mine, the and we are reliably informed that they never looked
Great Western. It is situated about 15 miles from better than they do at present. The veins are true
Sonora in a northeasterly direction and about six fissure?, which cross the country in an east and west

—

The
miles from Confidence in a westerly direction.
parties are running a tunnel on the lead, and by
those who are judges of quartz we are told that it is
not at all refractory and that it will yield readily to
simple amalgamation process. It

is

thought the lead

course, at a distance of about 1000 feet apart.
The
mountain in which they are situated is very steep and
precipitously
from
the
foothills.
The
mines
rises
have been opened principally by tunnels entering
The country
the foothills and following the veins.
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rock

graoiie, which, (or
considerable distance
along the line of Ihest tunnels, ii very much broken
up and the veins arc displaced at several points, but
the tunnels, gaining great depth as they arc driven
westward into the heart of the mounlain, arc now
entering a more permanent formation, where the
veins being consequently undislurtx-d arc I.kewisc
IS

.-»

— that

hope such will be the case
duction and the resumpijon
comp.iny

follow.
'ITie
obligations.

is

increased ore

of dividends

will

pro-

soon

now promptly meeting

its

The

Oi.n CiUARiJ.— Toml)ston'- Efiif.iph, July r4:
Ihe financial emUirrassment of iht company has
been caused in England, where slock subscribed has
showing a more permanent condition as greater not been paid for. and is not lrace.»blc to the mandepth is attained, Messrr;. Moore Sc Shendel have agement of Ihe property here nor to the directors,
lately been working the Magnolia mine under tease,
who have ably discharged their duties. We have
and Are developing a line ledge of ore, a part of the assurance of Mr. Williams that every dolUir of
whtLh is high grade and easy of reduction. They indebtedness will be paid in a few days and work rehave just completed a shipment of 36 tons to Salt sumed as per agreement made with him while in
L^kc, which, by careful sampling on the dump, lx>ndon. More than that, when the mill starts up
shows a value of $300 to the ton, about $10 of which custom ore will be purchased at living prices, and if
is in gold.
'I'he low-grade ore,
which contains the business justifies additional stamps ihcy will be
blackjack and is of a rebellious character, is not immediately added.
touched, but the mine, under the conditions of the
A Grand Coi'PEr Property.- Horcnce Enierlease, is kept open, in order that this material can
pri%e. July 7:
A representative of the Enterprise
be utilized by (he owners at a future day, when it
visited the l^ke Shore copper mines in Casa Grande
can be mined profitably to them under improved
district, and he places his views of it in the following
facilities.
As the saying goes, "blackjack rides a language:
"Cochise county has her Bisbce and
good horse," and the pfpsence of this nuterial is re- Copper
Queen; Gila county has her Old Dominion;
garded as a good augury.
but Pinal county can well bo.isi of a copper property that is destined to keep lit her smelter fires for
Taylor District.
Closed Down.— White Pine AVi.j, July 14: years to come. The Lake Shore is 23 miles from
Casa Grande on the Southern Pacific railroad.
!..ast Saturday morning, under orders from Supt.
Carothcrs, the Argus series of mines were closed This property has a large amount of work done on it,
down and al! hands discharged The following day and in no instance has a shaft or drift been run but
Mr. Underbill came up and paid ofT. The order what large bodies of ore have been encountered.
came unexpected, even to Mr. L'ndcrhill, who rep- The <_>ld Dominion under ilie greatest disadvantages
resents the l:^stem owners, or five-eighths of the has proved the life of Gila county, ihe Copper Queen
property.
Since the company commenced opera- of Bisbce is upon a career and basis so prosperous
tions here lour years ago ihey have taken out near- that they have raised ihcir workmen's wages from $3
to $3.50 and informed their employes that their
ly a million dollars gross, with crudest of working
appliances and a management more fickle and money could be drawn upon any day that they
needed it, and now the mine itself is building a
changeable than the lunar phases.
It is true that
this vast amount of money was spent in working the branch railroad to connect with the Southern Pacific
property and paying for it, and little, if any, found road. This iLself is a standing manifest to the deits way into the owners' pockets.
As it is a private gree of prosperity which our copper properties will
company, that always promptly met its obligations, yet advance us. That smelter fires will be kept
neither the press nor public had any right to criti- ablaze by the Lake Shore for years to come is a forecise its mode of operation, ajd we have refrained gone conclusion; that they have not been ablaze befrom doing so. The Argus mines after four years' fore this must be attributed to the modesty and inwork have been barely scratched, certainly not pros- diflfereiice of the owners, Messrs, Aitchison & Traut,
pected, and all the indications piint to extensive who have seemed indiflTerent whether the outside
mineral deposits that when economically extracted world were cognizant of this great wealth being in
During the year 1883 $100,000
will keep their mill running for a score of years to their possession.
cash was asked for this properly. There are 1000
come.
tons
on
the
dump
and
300,000 tons in sight."
Tuscarora District.
r^AVAjO QUEF.N. —Tuscarora
Timts-J^eviciu.
OOLORADO.
July 14: Northeast drift, 200-foot level, continues to
look favorable.

Ore,

Belle Isle.— The

slopes are yitlding about as

usual.

Navajo.— The
usual

amount

350-fool level stbpes produce their

of ore.

FoundTreasure.— Small
being

made

shipments of ore are

10 reduction works.

Del Monte.— No.
extended 30
high-grade ore.
drift

2 crosscut north from tunnel
feet, passing through seams of

North Belle Isle.— North

400-fooi level,
extended 10 feet; the vein in the face is increasing
In width and the ore is very high grade. Everything
is running smoothly in and about the mine.
The
grade for the conceniraiors is finished and the mechanics have begun on the buildings.

(iRAND PRtZE.— Preparations

drift,

for

the extraction

of ore, such as

timbermg, starting chutes, etc., on
the 2oo-foot level drifts, are being pushed as much
as possible.
Slopes above the 300-foot level are
looking and yielding belter. A night crew has been
put on at the hoisting works to lower the water, and
as soon as the winze on the west vein, 300(001 level,
is

drained, the rich ore left showing in the bottom
be followed on down, (jood progress is being
repairs at the mill.

will

made on

—

Commonwealth.
East crosscut from south
100-foot level, has bten extended eight feet,
passing through a good grade of ore; have not
reached the footwall.
Intermediate drift from top
of No. 8 upraise has been extended six feet, all in
high-grade ore assaying $556 per ion.
North intermediate, west of the shaft, is showing extremely rich
ore.
The east lateral drift, from main south drift,
has been extended eight feel, there being four feel
of $200 ore in the face.
1 he mill was started Monday and is doing good work. BatKry pulp assay,
per
ton.
$474
Nevada QiTEEN.— The 400-fool level of North
Belle Isle is within six feel of Queen line.
The ore
is improving in width, very high grade and carrying
a large percent of gold. The work on Ihe slopes in
the 350-foot level is progressing nicely, Ihe ore opening up well even better and larger than was expected.
South drift from bottom of the winze, 90
feel below the 200-fcol level, is being cleaned out
and put in shape for sloping. The ore is looking
well all along the drift and is high grade.
The 150foot level drill from Commonwealth has been extended five feet; the ore is improving. Average assay from car sample of ihe week— 125 Ions dumped
North Belle Isle orehouse $212 per ton; 200
tons on concentrating dump, $30,23 per ton.
drift,

—

m

—

Washington District.
DeLong Mine.— Belmont Courier^

ARIZONA.
Silver King Co.— Silver

Bel/. July 7:

We

learn from a reliable source that the affairs of the
Silver King Mining Co. are in a serious plight The
company's checks were allowed to go to protest for
two successive months, and an arrangement was
finally effected whereby the Bank of California lakes
up the King Co. 's paper and issues its own notes
payable several months hence. An assessment, the
first, has been levied upon the slock, and shares have
declined to $t.
hope the company's affairs are
not so bad as these reports indicate. The Silver

We

King mine

famous, has paid 69 dividends aggregating $2,000,000, and has always been honestly and
intelligently managed, although the management
has not escaped the charge of extravagance. The
last annual report of the superintendent was very
favorable, suggesting large ore reserves.
The company has been at heavy expense during the past
year for additions toils plant and in exploiting its
mine, and it is not improbable— and we certainly
is

Courier, July 12:

Sixty-seven

cars of ore were shipped from Georgetown during
the month of June.
A contract has been let for the
remainder of the machinery at the Florence tunnel.
The entire plant, with buildings, will cost neatly
It is expected to have the machinery in
$15,000.
operation by the first of August.
Mr. Colburn figured up the development on the Sporting limes
property a few days ago, and found he had 1362 feet
of adiis, drills, winzes, etc., which, together with
the patents on the several lodes, has cost him $14.He intends to commence a 60-foot shaft
346.
shortly on an eight-inch vein of $60 ore.

baso bullion, weight 438.24; pounds, and one carload of kamshorn ore, 27,252 pounds, consigned to
the Pennsylvania I-ead (.0. at Mansfield, Pa.
A. J.
Crook \ to., of Clayton, have shipped during the
same lime 11 airloadi of bullion, weighing 249,463
pounds, and 9 carloads o( Skylark ore, 236,805
pounds. Thus the base bullion shipments from
Custer county, via Ketchum, in 60 days, were 29
carbads weighing 687.710 pounds, and the total ore
shipments, 264.057; total ore and bullion. 951.767
[X)unds, or about 106,000 pounds per week, all of
which has been promptly ddivered to the railroad at
this |>oini in about that amount weekly.
Most of
this bullion was on hand when shipping began and
consequentiv the shipments to date have been greatly in excess of the current yield of the works, especially In the case of the Ramshorn ( o.

MONTANA.

List of D. S. Patents for Paoifio Coast

Inventors.

Reported by Dewey

2i Co..

Pioneer Patent

Sollcltora for Pacific States.
Fioni the

offlcljkl

report of U. 8. Pfttents In

Ca'a Pfttent Office Llbrftry, 220 Ibrket

FOR

WEEK RSniNG JULY

DiwiT A

St., 8.

F.

ID, 1888.

385,985.— Station Indicator— Mark Anthony.
S. F.

385,696.— Cmurn- J. C. Cole, Brents, W. T.
385.793-— I-*TME Chuck Attachment— Flndlay
Cumniing, S. F.
385.701.— Railway Rail-K. Euphrat. S. F.
385.8S9-<-»iMKNT— I. C. Hatch, Santa Cruz,
Cal.

385,812.— DREDGEk— Knight & Lambing. Sutter
Gazette, July 7: The
work on the Helena smelier is progressing with all Crrek, C^l.
385 936.— Dental Engine- W. .-V. Knowles.
rapidity, and it is hopefully expecti d that the great
works will be prrpired to receive ores by the first of AUmeda, Cal.
386,024 —Cak Brake— I, Nichohon, S F.
December. About 40 men are now employed on the
385,780.— Instrument i-oK Plotting Contours
siie and on the various necessary outbuildings, beotGround— M, Sti.vrud, Sejutle. W. T.
sides 18 teamsters who operate 2-horir teams. Prof.
38O 046.— Lamp Shade
Raht is .superintending the work, but James L.
Genevieve Watson,
Seiit
le, U. T.
McKay has the operations under his immediate
386,049. — Railway Signal
direction.
G. H. Wright,
The men are at present engaged in leveling off the ground for the site of the buildingsand in S. K.
the tilling and culling of ground for the hne of railNoTi.— CopfBB ol U. 3. and Foroljfn patents furnlahed
road which is to be used to carry the material to the by Dewey & Co., in the shortoBt time poeslble (by mall
buildings, and the appearance of the place is one of or teleirraphic order). American and Foreign pateD».B
obtained, aoJ ^'crieral patent business for PaclBo Coa jt
bustle and business.
As soon as the work is far Inventors transacted with
perfect acourity, at reasonable
enough advanced, the Northern P.tcific proposes to rates, and in the shortcat possible time.
lay an elaborate system of tracks, which will run to
and through the buildings.
Notices of Recent Patents.

Helena Smelter. —Billings

—

—

West Granite.— Phillipsburg Mail, July 7: In
the Butte crosscut the condition is unchanged from
last week, wiih the one exception of there being a
liille more water than heretofore.
The contractors
are making a iiiile better progress than lor the last
two weeks. The tunnel header is now in 795 feel,
with the f,ice of the working showing a hard, flinty
granite country rock.
Work in the east drift on the
400-foot level of the Rattlesnake still continues, with
no further indications to report, A crosscut north
and south in the drift in the Fraction ground is being talked of in order to thoroughly prospect the
country.
Hatta.— From E. D. Holland, who returned lasl
Saturday from Dunkleberg, we learn that the incline
shaft on the Hatta will be completed to the old
workings in about three weeks. The old drift on
the vein will be continued and sloping will follow.
The ore is to be shipped to Omaha immediately on
extraction.
From the same gentleman it is learned
that work has been suspended on the Little Joe and
Silver Bell claims, lately

jEi-KERSON

worked by Scott

ik

Hower.

County Mines.— Butte /«/tfr-;1^(?«/7/-

Among the patents recently obtained throngb
Dewey & Co.'b Suientific Press U. S. and
Foreign Patent Agency, the
worthy of special mention:

Dredojno

foUowiDg are

MachIxVE.— Satnuel N. Koigbt,
F. Lambing. lone,

Sutter Creek, and Isaac

Amador

county.
No. 385,759. Dated July 10,
1888.
This patent covers an improved dredging bnoket and meohaniam for opening and olosing the same.
It is intended to be applied tu
the machine illustrated in the Miniko ani>
ScrENTiFia Press of July 14, 1888, for deepcreek and river-bed mining. This bucket is
very strong and is operated by steam.
When
closed the bucket forme a nearly tight and perfect hemisphere, and the whole apparatus, with
its load, is lifted by the crane and transported
over the dump. By constructing the bucketsections of the hemispherical form and with
the sharp points, their effectiveness in digging
the material is very great.

In the vicinity of Wickes a large
14:
amount of activity in mining is being shown. Three
new steam hoists are being erected al the present
lime— one on ihe Bluebird, owned by Maulspagen
Lathe-Chuck and Attachment for Turn& Co.; one on the Overland, owned by Gunnersole
& Co and one by the Boulder Chief Mining Co. ing Treenails, Findlay Camming, S. F. No.
DAKOTA.
The Evening Star, owned by Briscoe & Co., will 385,793, Dated July 10, 1888. In the turnLookout. Deadwood Pioneer, July 13: As was start up in a short lime, as they are now busy get- ing of treenails or similar articles in which it is
ting things in shape.
A St. Louis Co. is placing a deoirablo to do the work speedily, considerable
staled a few days ago in the columns ot a Rapid City
6o-ton concentrator close by to work custom ores, delay occurs because it is necessary
to stop the
paper, a fortunate discovery has recently been made
and
this, in connection with having two railroads
lathe after eaoh one is fiuisbed and remove it
in the Lookout, one of the best developed claims in
the group owned by the company.
The discovery, near, is encouraging the owners of prospects to and place a new one in to be turned, after
struggle to do something for themselves.
due in a measure to accident, was made by cutting make a
the lathe must be started.
This invenThe Placer companies at Radersburg are running which
through some eight or ten feet of barren rock, before
tion consists of a chuck by which the square
their giants, while the water season lasts, and from
supposed to be a wall, but which proved to be a
pieces
from
which
the
treenails
are
turned can
previous records will net good results.
In quartz
horse, and finding not only that the ore body is
be instantly seized and released while the lathe
much larger than the owners believed, but that this the Keating mine is being worked steadily by two
companies. The Toston Co. has the portion owned is in motion, and an adjustable traveling cutter
portion of it al least is of much belter grade than
in former years by Blacker, and John Keating is by which the square strips are turned into
that on which the mill has been running. Twenty
stamps have been dropping for ten days; the other running his own interest. The ore is mostly shipped cylindrical form, with the exception of tbe
the Tosion smelter. A lo-stamp gold-mill is run- head, which is held in the chuck, said cutter
20 stamps, making 40 in all, were set in motion to
Tuesday. The mill is run by water-power, and the ning on some of the ore from near the surface. being eelf-adjuatiug, so as to adapt itself to
There is quite a number of very promising prospects strips, which may be warped
ore brought to it by a chute, so arranged titai a
or not, perfectly
on Uncle Johnnie's gulch, some three miles from
loaded car descending to the mill furnishes motivestraight.
power to haul the empty car up the incline to the Radersburg, and considerable development has
been done here during the past winter. In the Dogmine. Everything is conducted on principles of the
Ballion Shipments,
strictest economy.
The totdl cost for mining ami town mines things are just now at a standstill. The
milling is rather under than over $1 per ton.
The Blackhawk mine has a large amount of high-grade
ore sacked and ready for shipment.
We quote shipments since our last, and ahall
In the Indian
ore is said to average, milling lest, $2.12^ per ton.
An apparently inexhaustible body is in sight, and creek district a few men are working in the placers. be pleased to receive further reports:
Wheeler Kimberlaod and partner have lately struck
the mine promises lo prove a bullion-producer for
Confidence, 16, S18,183, total to date on
some very fair pay; $25 to $30 to a six-foot set
many years to come.
The Liule Giant mine that July account, $36 282; Oest, 15, $12,000; Iron
ot timbers is not bad.
Reduction Works.— Plans and specifications, has been worked for the past iB or 20 years is yel Mountain, 6, $16,000; Mt. Diablo, 14, $8347;
expected several days since for llie leaching plant, panning out belter than wages to ihe owners. This Blue Bird,
14, $46,.S36; Pollock, 14, $8896;
have not yel been received. The reason assigned is certainly one of the most continuous of Montana
Lexington, 14, $24 .336; Moulton, 14, $11,120;
was unavoidable delay in execution of them, owing gold quartz mines. It was always small (from four
Hanauer.
12,
$2500; Germania, 12. $2279;
lo the absence from New York, at the lime Messrs.
to eight inches of ore is all they have), but they work
Hickok & Clark reached there, of the pattern-maker it right along year alter year. It runs about $503 Hanauer. 13, $1800; Pollack. 10, $9040; Cons.
California and Virginia, 14, $68,806; Richmond
at the foundry from which machinery has been or- ton.
John Murray has a mine on the right-hand
President Franklin, yesterday, however, re- fork of Indian creek, called the Iron Mask. He has Cons., 14, $17,739; Eureka Cons., 14, $12,730;
dered.
ceived a telegram announcing the drawings were at shipped some very fair ore from it, running about Hale and Norcross, total for June, $149,365.
length complete, and that Mr. Hickok would last $100,
He hasa shaft down 200 feet on this proper- List week tbe shipments from Salt Lake were
evening start from New York with them.
ty, and it promises well.
Frank Wells of Raders- as follows: Wells, Fargo & Co., $82,140; Meburg has an extension on this same lead called the Cornick&Co., $34,780; T. R. Jonts & Co.,
IDAHO.
Lookout, with a shaft 50 feet deep and showing $16,728.
some good ore. A large amount of prospeciing is
Oro Fino, Idaho Avalanclie, July 7: The Oro now going on in this vicinity. A Helena company
New Incorporations.
Fino Mining Co. is not only pushing work under has 12 men at work on a prospect that is not far
the superintendency of Mr. M, F, Leech on the Oro from the Old Jaw-Bone mill (one of the old-lime
The following companies have been incorFino and Sinker mines, but also the grading for the failures) that shows some very handsome ore. John
50-stamp mill which will be erected on the east side Murray is cleaning up a very handsome amount porated, and papers filed in the office of the
of town as soon as the grading is completed. A from his old Hog 'Em hydraulic mines. The conSuperior Court, Department 10, San Francisco:
survey for the tramway lo run from the Oro Fino tinued wet weather will give him a good season's
Occidental Construction Co., July 14.
mine to the mill al this place is being made. When water lo operate with. The old I'-on Age mill on
completed,
it
will
be Beaver creek is stamping away on ore averaging $10. Object, to build, maintain and operate gas,
the tramway shall have been
about I J^ miles long. While excavating is being This, with its facilities lor working, will net the own- electrical and water works. Directors L. L.
done, and the mill is being built, the company will ers a handsome monthly dividend, and they have Bromwell, General W. Lynch, John D. Yost,
At the quantities of ore in sight.
be developing the mines and extracting ore.
H. Wadsworth aud M. S. Newell.
present lime work is progressing rapidly, and good
Rich Copper Samples. Helena Herald^ July
Mussel Slouoh Canal Co., July 14, CapiThe
ore is being extracted from the Sinker lode.
rich specimens of copper ore are exhibited tal stock,
Some
7:
$200,000. Object, acquiring and
Oro Fino Co. has enterprise, and money lo back
in the city by Col, Hawkins, an experienced Cali- selling water rights and operating canals for
irits undertakings, and before the year shall have

ain, July

—

;

—

—

July 14: It
expected that considerable work will be done in
the DcLong mine» San Juan canyon, Nye county,
this summer.
The ore is of a smelting character
and can be profitably reduced near to the mine, as
wood and water are plentiful and cheap.
is

The

— Georgetown

45

—

—

will be shipping bullion weekly from its
valuable properties.
Struck it Rich. The upper crosscut struck the
Sullivan
Philips lode on Tuesday last, and although
a sufficient amount of work has not been performed
to fully develop the extent of the ore body, it is
known to be rich, as specimens shown us fully verify.
Drifts will be started each way from where the crosscut intersects the vein, and the mine opened as
rapidly as possible.

passed

&

—

Ore AND Bullion Shipments.— Ketchum
stone, July 14:

Key-

The Ramshorn Mining and Smelting

Co., at Bayhorse» has shipped through the Ketchum
Fast Freight Line, since May 7lh, 18 carloads of

—

have

miner, whose recent explorations
ex- rigation
Durposes.
Directors Charles L. Lind,
developing mineral districts in
George H. Malter, William H. Jordan, FrankWestern Montana. The ore samples referred to
lin P, Bull and Lee W. Mix.
come from the Home mine in the Bitter Root country.
The discovery claim is said to show a vein nine
The Educational Convention.— San Franfeet in width.
Col. Hawkins, in his discoveries, has
also uncovered very promising veins of galena and cisco has received several thousand visitors this
fornia

tended to newly

He is in Helena, having assays
gold ores.
the samples he bears with him.
Sydney Con.

—The

made

of

of pumping out the
mine is still going on with success. SupL Gable
gives it as his opinion that by the first of the week
three shifts of men will be employed and at work
sinking the shaft.

work

week, who are in attendance on the National
Educational Convention. These teachers come
from all parts of the United States, and many
of them will spend several weeks in California
yiBiting the different points of interest.
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MANDFACTURER OP

Roller

Centrifugal

Quartz

Mills,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS,
Mining Machinery of Every Description,

3%Ca.cl3.lJ3.es.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

PNEUMATIC
The

SAN PRANCISOO,

PEBMONT STREET,

No. 45

Centrifugal Roller Qaartz Mill.

prinoiplo of pulverization consists in the

employment

ORE CRTTSHBR

CAL.

PULVERIZER.
of

two

POWERFUL OPPOSING CURRENTS
Of dry inper-lieated steam, so arranged that they continuously charge themselves with crushed or granulated material, and by
the yrbat force and velocity of the steam currents the minerals are dashed against each other with such power of concusThe high temperature of the saperflioii as to cause the hardest ores to be pulverized to any degree of fineness desired.
lieated steam currents employed, through which every minute particle of ore mupt pass, causes them to become very
hot and dry, wiiich produces a beneficial efifect upon Sulphurets and ores containing maty Gold. The light weight
and simplicity of conatruction of the Pulverizer, the extremely small and inexpensive wearing parts, are the WONDER
and SURPRISE of all who witness its operation. The Company is prepared to furnish complete plants for p^^lve^izing

TO 200 TONS PER DAY,

10
Including a Sectional Steam Boiler

supplying

all

WATBB TANKS WINE TANKS
1

the power required.

PNEUMATIC PULVERIZER COMPANY,
HOLMAN, Pres't.
A. LUCKENBACH, Sup't.

L. F.

F.

View

&

GREGORY

H. P.
Cor.

2 and 4 Stone

T^^rlto for

of Pulverizer.

Fremont and Mission

Sts.,

•

NEW YORK.

ALL KINDS OP CASKS, TANKS,

I*«,rtlcti.la.i-s.

Water Tanks

tS'Suip, MiNiNQ, and

Etc.

a Specialty.*^

THE
DOUBLE "ECONOMIC" STAMP MILL.

GO.

San Francisco,

-

Street,

1

CALIFORNIA WINE COOPERAGE CO.,
EUI.DA BROS., Proprietors,
30 to 40 Spear St.,
San Francleco.

Cal,

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN ALL CLA SES OF

MACHINERY
SOLE AGENTS FOB
J.

WILLUMSON

A.FAY & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.

FRANK &

CO.'S

WOODWORKINa

MACHINERY.
NEW HAVEN MANUF'G

MA-

SON'S MACHINISTS

POWER

AND HORI-

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

TOOLS.

EICKFORD'S

BOILERS.

PAYNE'S VERTICAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

BEMENT &

HOISTING

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

AND

CO.'S

BROS'

ENGINES.

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

DRILLS.

IMPROVED STEAM

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

WEBBER CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
?ERIN BAND SAW BLADES.
STURTEVANT BLOWERS AND

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

EXHAUSTS.
SHIMER MATCHER HEADS.
BRAINARD MILLING MACHINES
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
SCHLENKER'S BOLT CUTTERS.

DISSTON'S CIRCULAR SAWS.

BLAKE'S
PUMPS.

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

NATHAN AND DRESFUS OILERS.
KORTING INJECTORS AND EJECTORS,

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACK-

RUBBER GOODS.
3S^^, LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS.
ING

HOLLOWAY FIRE EXTINGUISH-

p

ERS.

CO.'S

H. W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACKING, PAINT, ETC,

YACHT ENGINES.

AN AUTOMATIC ORB FEEDER

ENGINES and BOILERS
FROM

MILL

2

TO 100

SUPPLIES

H.

P.,

ALWAYS IN STOCK

AND

LUBRICATING

We

have here the Stamp Mill in a cheap and simple form. The high drop of the old stamp
more than compensated for by the great weight (1200 lbs. each) of our stamps, and the rapidity (300 strokes each per minute) with which they run.
There are 4 shoes in each stamp, so
that there are 4800 strokes of the shoes on the dies per minute. Less power is required than in
any other mill to do the same amount of work.
The Mortar has screens at both ends, giving ample discharge. There are no cams or tappets to wear or be adjusted. The stamps adjust themselves as the shoes wear.
is

Goes with each Mill.

OILS.

34 and 36

FREMONT STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAI

Manufacturers of Mining and Sawmill Machinery, Engines, Boilers, Etc.

SOLB AGENT FOR

LRnSffER PLATES,
— AND—
Cbrome Cast Steel for

ENGINES

Rock

and BOILERS, 300 Sizes

Drills, £tc.

PARKE, LACY & GO,, AiBltS,
San Francisco Cal.

H. D.
220 Fremont

MORRIS,

St.,

San Francisco,

MAUnf ACTURERS' aM PnRCHASING

ACEUT,

Special attention given to purchase of

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.
ADAMANTINE

96
A.DATIKA

Liberty St.
York.

"Economic" is not only a
old stamp in mills of the

LARGEST capacity.

MASUFACTURKR OF

New

have a suitable

also

Several Mills are now in the mines doing excellent work. The
mill for small mines, but we believe it is destined to soperskde the

LID GER WOOD M'F'G CO.

HOISTING

We

DEWEY &

NTINE.

AND

SHOE«?
DiESJ.— Guaraoteed to prove better and cheaper than any others.
Orders solicited, subject to above conditions.
H..D. M0RBI3.

CO.,{^B°ielS?o??i1.*F^?n^tlt^}

PATENT AGENTS.
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"ILL

'I""™'NI
verizer

withoat

ifl

la in operation in

Bnntlngton

& CHALMERS

FRASER

This Mill as a Cruaher and Pul-

47

Centrifngal

irSKND FOU

e«d*

MILL.

SELBY

CATAiX>OUK.-St

ing amelting wor<a

and

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

mills.
J

SbMD

FOft

CaTALOOUB AMD TurTDfONIAIA

MACHINERY

\

PUMPING

of

ORES,

HOISTING

ENGINES

416 Montgomery

TROMMELS.

JIGS and

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING. SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

for

apd Ore3.

I^etalliirgy

QUARTZ

rival.

GOLD

And Assay

CO.,

San Francisco.

AND SILVER

REFINERY

Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Sulphorets.

ENGINES,

MAHOFACrURBRa OP

BLUESTONE,
LEAD PIPE,
SHEET LEAD,

^HALLIDIE'S

MACHINERY

St.,

SHOT,

Etc., Etc.

ALSO HAKVPACTURBIUI OP

Standard

WIRE ROPE

CORNISH
POMPS.
DENVER OFFIOB:

FultoQ and Union Streets, Obicaso,

NEW TOBK

No. 248 ElKbteenth Street, Denver, Colorado.

HI.

2 Wall Street.

No.

48,

These Wheels are iIoBigncd for all purposes where limited quantitlce of water and
high heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with leas water than
any other wheel made. Being placed on horizontal shaft, the power is transmitted
direct to shafting by belts, dispensing with gearing.
Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in
capacity to suit any particular case.
Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free of cost,
by applying to the manufacturers.

Springfield, Ohio,

or

CO.,

110 Liberty

St.,

New

York.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

PARKE

EVANS &
THOMSON

&.

CO.,

•

S.

General Agents,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, Col.
LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

F.

First

MACHINE WORKS,

Premium Awarded

Steam Pumps, Steam Engines

at Mechanics' Pair,

1884.

Sole Liiensed Manufacturers of the

Medart Patent 'Wronglit

Noa. 129

&

131

SHAFTING,

Fremont

Rim Pnlley

HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES

tS" SSND FOR CiROniiAR AND PrIOB
Street.

application.

i^Our Gold and Silver Tables, showing the value pei
ounce Troy at different degrees of fineness, and valuable
tables for computation of assays in grains and grammes,
will be sent free upon application.
Agents for the Patent
Plumbatro Crucible Co., London, England. Also for E.
G. Dbnniston'b Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
plates of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly
reliable, and full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Orders
taken at his lowest prices.
Sx CO.

JOHN TAYLOR

C. A-

Near First and Market Streets, S. F,
Ldgkhardt, Manager.
Bbtabushrd 1868

Ores worked by any Frooesa.
Ores Sampled,

Assaying in all its Branches.
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, WaterS|

Working

For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washington
Lightest, Strongest, Cheap'^nt and
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Also Manufacturers of
Best Balanced Pulley in the World.
PAT. OCT. 26. 1881.

Chemicals.
Having been engaged In furnishing these supplies sinoc
the first discovery of mines on the Pacific Coast, we fee
confident from our experience we can well duit the do
mand for these goods, both as to quality and price, Oui
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will be sent oe

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 23 STEVENSON STREET.

PERFECT PULLEYS

EVANS),

110 & lis Beale Street,

St

-

Special

attention paid

Cal.

to Examinations of

Mines; Flans ajid Reports furnished,
O. A.

San Francisco.

eto.

Tests (practical) Made.

Flans and Specifications furnished for the
most suitable Frocess for Working Ores.

LI8T. "Sft

'

MINE

Mining Companies, Milling Companies, Prospectors, etc.,
to our full stock of Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, Scoriflers, etc, including, also, a full stock of

Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

JAMES LEFPEL &

MATERIALS,

CHEMICAL APPAllATUS AND CHEMICALS, DRUG
GISTS' GLASSWARE AND SUNDRIES, ETC.
63 & 05 First St., cor. Mission, San Francisco.
We would call the attention of Assayers, Chemlstfa'

JAMBS LEFPBL'S

(Sucoeflfcors to

ASSAYERS'

AND MILL SUPPLIES,

No. 11 Calle do Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico.
OITY. UTAH.

UTAH OFFICK—SALT LAKE

CO..

IHPOHTRRS AND DKALBRB IN

MEXICO OFFICE:

OFFICE:

Boom

H.

Cartridges,

JOHN TAYLOR &

TRAMWAYS.

OENEBAL OFFICE AND WORKS:

C.

Shot-Gun

Under Chamberlin FatenL

LUCKHARDT

00^

JU

Huhn Sl Luckhardt,
Mlnltur EnKineers and MetallurarlstH.
(Formerly

ARE YOU GOING TO PUT UP MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?

OTho

Are you going to make any change in machinery? Are you freighting by team or packing on
mules? Do you want Pulleys on Shafting already up? If so, don't fail to look into the

BUYERS' GUIDE ia

issued

March and

merits of

THE DODGE PATENT INDEPENDENCE

Sept.,

is an. encyclopedia of useful inforall who purchase the luxxu'ies or the
necessities of life. "We
can olothe you and furnish you "with
all the
necessary and unnecessary
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these things
COMFORTABLY, and you can make a fair
estimate of the value of the BUYERS'
GUIDE, which will bo sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage,

WOOD SEPARABLE OR

MONTGOMERY WARD &

They are
Entirely

new and

111.

PULLEYS.

Adapted to any power required.

Time, trouble and money saved by using these pulleys.

DODGE SYSTEM OF KOPE TRANSMISSION. Estimates furnished,
free.
JOHN SIMONDS. Pacific Coast Ag:ent, 509-G13 Mission St., S. I<\

New Almaden

WELU TOOLS.

Street,

San Francisco,

my

Assaying and Analysis of Ores, Minerals and Waters.
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Treating Ores by mPractical Instruction given
proved prooeises.
CO.,
G. KUSTEIi
Mining Engineers and MetaUurgists.

&

€3rO

TO

American Exchange Hotel.

devolving. Jetting, Hydraulic, DiaProspecting Well Tools, Wind
Engines and Deep Well Pumps. TreaStise on Katural Ga.s, or our Encyclo

J.

Room

B.

mond.

RANDOL;

mailed for
jj,Q American
JWell Works,

^liedia,

22,

320 Sansome

St.,

Ijiijc.

Aurora,

111

Cal,

Thie Fire-proof Brick Building la centrally located, in
the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat
and Railroad Offices.

Laundry Free for the use of Families
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.
Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And upward.

BOOMS WITH OR WTTHOUT BOARD.
FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE.
J.

SAN FRANCISCO

_

WINCHESTER HOUSE.
44 Third

WORKS.

St. (Basement,,

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Tests made by

NATURAL GAS & OIL

Quicksilver.

818 Pin©

Process.

flie I^ightest, Strongest, Best Ba1ance<1 and Most
Convenient Pulleys Made in the World.

^r Price List and Catalogues mailed

CO.

111-114 Michigan Avenue, Chicago,

original.

Also Apent for the

SPLIT

METALLURGICAL

Corner ol Letdesdorfl Street,

each year. It

mation for

•

POOLBY.

Tbls paper is printed with Tnte- Manufactured by Charles Eneu Johnson & Co., 600
South loth St., Philadelphia. Branch Offlce8-47 Rose St., New York, and 40 La Salle
St, Chicago. Agent for the Pacific Coast—
Josepb E. Dorety, 639 Oommerclal St., S. F-

THOMAS

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento

Street,

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS

San Francisco,

Cal.

The above Hotel is situated In thef midst of the Banking and Commercial Houses of the city, and is by far the
most home-like and desirable Hotel to stop at.

OHAS. &
IN

WM. MONTGOMERY,

Prop'ra.

24 HOURS.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMP'Y.
WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.
C. A. STETEFEIDT, President.
Ores Received on Oousignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed NEW YORK OFFIOB, 18 BHOADWAT
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.
Boom 709.
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SHAREHOLDERS'

MINING

Mining Sliare Market.

DIRECTORY.

COMPILBD BVBKT THURSDAY FHOM ADVBRTUSBMBNTS IN MlNlNO AKD SOIBNTIFIO PRBBB AND OTHER
inactive, the only
topic of interest being the contest at the SavThis
afternoon.
Thursday
on
age election
takea place too near the hour of going to press

Mining stocks have been

the result. Up on the ComBtocb changes are being made at the California
battery and pan mill in the manner of transmitting power from the Pelton wheels in the Con.
C. shaft. The surface wheel, which was at the
mouth of the shaft, has been taken down, and
The wateris being set up at the bittery-mill.
pipe which supplies it with propelling power
will now course from the side of the mountain
and course around direct to the battery-mill.
After the water passes the wheel it will pass to
a winze and he caught in a tank. It will then
be taken by a large pipe, led down the winze
660 feet through the Litroba to the shaft, and
then go to the 500-level as formerly, and then
The changes in the
to the 1000 and 500 levels.
shaft are insignifieant, being only that the
be aggregated on
wheel
will
each
from
power
the surface-shaft independently of one another.
Placing a Pelton wheel at the mill, lands 95
per cent of its power on the tools and does away
with wire ropes. It will also enable the mill to
run when cleaning-up is going on at the panmill a big advantage.
On the surface, transmission of power will be
exactly as formerly, but its distribution at the
mill will be quite different.
for us to report

—

San Franoisoo Metal Market.

Antimony— French
Borax— Kefincd

—

Copper—

„„

26
26

Bolt

Sbeathiug
Ingot

Box Sheets
ton

EgliDton, ton

Oregon

Bott,
Pig, ton

CUy Lane

No,

1,

ton
•

Ear
Sheet
Pipe
Hhoc, discount 10% on 500 bag

Buck,

l>rop,

—

Hammer

Pick and

Machinery
Toe Calk

TiNPLATE— Coke
UiCKaiLVEK—By
Flasks, new

1

t)5

85

Plaska, old

New York
New

g^ive

@23

Office in

V B Allen

California..

E

California..
C Landes
Dorsey
Calif ornia.,L
California. .J Morizio

@&

Name of Company.
Con California & Va M Co
ConfideueeSM Co
Eureka Con MCo
North Belle Isle M Co
North Star M Co
Halefi; Norcross 3 M Co

MCo

& Soda

M Co

313

W

DA

California..

F

Nevada.. J
California
Co.. California..

Jennings
Lightner

@
®

July

5.

July

July

12.

1.75
1.55

2 10 1.70

1.00
10
4.10

1.25

1,

Belcher

Brophy
Best& Belcher...

3. £5

3 95 3.90
1.25 1.25

Champion
OhoUar

C

1.65 1.50
1.10
3.65

4.30

4.50 3!55
1.30 1.10

4^20
1.25

.80

.75
.50

.80
9i

@40

@
@

HORACE

For a fuU and comp'ete description
and prices of the same, address

KELLY BROTHERS,
1738 Twelfth Avenue,

EAST OAKLAND,

CAI,.

28

May

7

July 11
July 9
July 11
July 10

June

12

4.00
3.75

3 65

173

39i
.45

.65
2.

,40
,50

.70
.50

2.i5

2.6J
2.00

.85 .R5
l"i 9S
5i 5.i5

3.95 3.55
£0
19i

BUSINESS MANAQBR OF

1.10
1.85

1 15
2.25
3.05
7.23

7.50

.95

11

Iti^

6.50

5.7a

3.90 2^70
21

3!i5
ISJ

4.9i 4.30

4.95

1.00

1. 00

1.10

.45

45

7.00
1.25
2.4! 2.25
3.2i 3 05

7.50 6.25

@

@

1.05
2.70 2,70

,35

,35

1.45 1.45
4 10 ,60
3.45

1.50 1.60
3.90 3.50

I. 00

Mono

1.40
3.75

Mexican
Mt. Diablo

1.35
2.50
3.20
7.50
1.75

1.05
2.25
2.70
5.75

1,20
2.45
3.05
6.50

2S0

Navajo
North BeUelale...

3.40 3.S5

1.20 1.00
3.25 3.25

1 JO
3.35

1

1.B5
3.80

3 95 3.40
3.25

2.15
4.00

1.75
3.25

4.?0

4,85 4.90

6.25

1.30

1.35 1.3)
7.25 6.50
1.90 1.65
3,
3.20
2 P5
00
.70
65

1.75

IM

1.70

7S

6',

7!

C

Occidental

1.20
7.50
1.95
3.70

Ophir

6;

1.75

3 30

Pe<r
P. Sheridan

—

3 90

3.95
2 75
3 60

.B.&M
Sierra Nevada.
Silver Hill
Silver King

l.S 1.60
3.65 2.65
2.25 1 85
.75
65

1.95
3.40
1.95
.70

3 65

.

2 70

4 10 4.05
2.95 2.75

3 25

3 45

3.75I3 30

3.

3 65

Scorpion
Syndicate

NEW YORK

R. R., Calico
Mining District, Daggelt, Cal., and contiin a firstclass Engine and Boiler with Ore Crusher and other
machinery, Plaf^orm Scales, Mill Scales, Assaying
Outfit, etc., all nearly new.
Also upon the premises an office building and a comfortable dwelling
house (portable). The above can be had at a bargain.
Apply to Gtllespv & Childs 123 CaliP,

Union Con
Utah

3.65
1.40
4.70

Vellow Jacket..,

San Francisco.

JOHN

S-

BUSINESS

EWEN.

24

world.

FOR

POST

COLLEGE.

ST., S. P.

S»fVKNTY-FIVE

DOLLARS THIS

College instructs in Shorthand, Type Writing, Bookkeeping, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the English branches, and everything' pertaining to buhiness,
for six full months.
We have sixteen teachers, and give
individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school baa
its graduates in every part of the State, ,
tiS'SasD FOR Circular.
E. P. H£ALD, President.
C. S. HALEY. Secretary.

Rates on appHcatioa.

This new and important book is on the uee ao'' construction of Ditches, Flumes, Dams, Pipes, Flow of Water
on Heavy Grades, methods of mining shallow and deep
[Placers, history and development of mines, records of
gold washing, mechanical appliances, such aa nozzles,
hurdy-gurdys, rockers, undercurrents, etc also describes
methods of blasting; tunnels and sluices; tailing's and
dump; duty of miners' inch, etc. A very practical work
for gold miners and users of water.
Price, 35, post-paid.
For sale by Dbwbt & Co., Publishers, 252 Market St.. San

GO TO TH£ OLDEST AND THE BEST

3 50
1.40
t.25

20
3.703.31
1 5'!1.40

5.00 4.70

San Francisco Cordage Factory.
Established 1856.
Constantly on hand a [uU assortment of Uanlla Rope
Siaa Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay
Rope, Whale
Line, etc, etc
Extra sizee and lengths made to order on short notice

TUBES &

I.IFG
No

CO.

200 Alpha
100 Alta
ino Andes
350 Baltimore
150 Belcher
100 B.&Belcher

I

1.80
1.551
1.15'

40c
3.85

50 Gould & Curry.
100 Hale&Nor
450 Justice
50 KentucK
500 Locom..

A. L. OTT,
FOR SALE.

!26

3.60!
50
1.20l 100

Bullion

300 Bodie
200 Burner
200 Chollar
150 Con VaiOal
100 Crown Point

2 20
80ci
a. 95

9^
4.2U|
50cl
174
95ci
1.10'

700 Con. Imperial
40 Confideuce
100 Crocker
100 Exchequer

250

.

N. Belle la ...
Nev. Queen
Overman.

20 Occidental Con..
175 Savage
250- S. B. &
100 Sierra Nevada...
inO Utah
40 Union
150 YeUow Jacket....

M

$7S.

611 and 613 Front St., San Francisco,

1.25
4.25

MannfadnriDg Jeweler & Diaionil

Sales at San Franoisoo Stock Ezchange.
19, 1S3S.

SCHOLARSHIPS,

Vacations.
Day and Evbnino Sbbbions.
Ladies admitted into all Departments.
Address: T. A. ROBINSON, M. A.. President.

2 Triumph Concentrators.

S'-O

Druvelsta

HEALDS

Ameri-

115 Kearny St. (rooms IS & 19), San Fianciaco.
i^The best advertiein? mediums in their line in the

1

New

1

Los Ans^eles and

for Sale.

and CHICAGO,

Street Railway Joarnal,** "Tlie

.35
.65

.75

Thursday, July

all

American Railway PDblistiiDg Co.

.60

.6'

1.00

Go.'s.

Co.'s.

For Sale by

Francisco.

Silver Star

Ona PRIENDB can do much in aid of oar paper and the
cause of practical knowledge and science, by assisting
Agents Id their labors of canvassing, by lending their Influence and encouraging favors. We intend to send none
but worthy men.
G. W. iNGAbiiS- Arizona Territory.
A. F. Jewett— Tulare Co.
C. E. Williams— Yuba and Sutter Cn.'a.
John L. Doyle Oregon, Montana and Idaho.

Bottle.

;

Potosi
Peerless

Oar Agents.

Ihe H. H. H. Lmiment has many iraitaSone, and we camion the Public to ees
chat the Trade Mark " H. H. H." is OE
9very Bottle before parchasine. FiiPaaJe
svurywhers fee 60 cento and Sl.Ofi nai

Practical Treatise on Hydraulic Mining.
By AUG. J. BOWIE, Ja.

.95

Northern Belle..,.
Niagira
Nev. Queen
North G. &

Bruises, OntsandSprainsofailcharactero,

can Jouraal of Kail way Appliances,"
*• Power— Steam."

Martin White

Overman

S10.12(5ll3.30.

2 10

Keutuck
Lady Wash

Co.

PUBLISnSRS CF

.75

Julia
Justice

»nd for lamily Dse ia without an equal
j;or Khenmatism, Neuralgia, Aches,
Paino,

Correepoadent as Agent for Pmeltera in LoodoD, LiverNew Yorit, Boston and Baltimore.
Twenty years experience, in California, purchasing Ores
and dealing in Mines.
Special attention given to management and sales of
mines and purchase and shipment of copper produce

.bt

Iowa

care of Sprains, Bruises, Stiff Joints,
ispavms, WindgallB, Sore Shouiders, etc..

Co.,

pool,

Rkprbbentkd bt

3 35

I

St., S. F.

THE
1.00

EastB.&B
EureKaCou

THE H. H. H. Horse Liniment pnta
new lite into tae Antiqnated Horse
™
For the last 14 s'eara the H. H. H. Horse
Lzniment has been the leading remedy
tisong Farmers and Stockmen for ths

and Goimission,

MiDiDg,

UNION COPPER MINE, Calaveras
NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador

"The
4.604.2')
1.25 .90
.45 ,40

4.30
1.00

;

D. RANLETT,

420 Montgomery

Dudley

@
Baltimore Copper, Sll.75@15.00;
Orford Copper, S15.50@17.75; P. S. C. Copper,
;
Foreign Lead, S4.6i@5 00; Foreign Spelter,
Banea Tin,

fornia street,

St
310 Pine St

^

Confldence
Con. Imperial.,..
Caledonia
Oon. PacLtic
Crown Point
Crocker
Ceutral

7

—

&

The accompanying cut illustrates the
Cylinder and its working parts, which ia
very simp'e in its construction and not
liable to get out of order.
We are now offpriop for sale the entire
patent, either hy State Rights or as a
whole, at amazingly low figures considering the actual worth of such an article.
Parties desiring to purchase territory
may reap the benefit of our lowest possible terms.

July 12
July 10
July 9

50
2.00
25
50
50
50
50
l.tO
(5

Montgomery

19.

1.95
1.60
1.25
15

1.15
.65

2.4u 2.25

Bodie Tunnel,,,,
Bulwer
Con. Va. &Cal...
Challenge

Copper Easier, soot closine at Sl6.5n@16.80. Trans.
ferable Notices (Lake) issued at §1C.50(<6
Lkau — Firm, at $4.02i@4,07 spot. Traiiaferable Notices
issued at S3.97(r(-1 05
Tin— Dull at SIS.40@18.50.
Prices Kcnerally ruling for metals not regularly dealt
in on call at the N. Y. Exchange, covering extremes of
buyers' and sellers' views. All prompt delivery. Aus:
(3)
tralian
Tin,
Billituu
Tin,
;

A.

Cyl-

Payable

Amount.

F.

Pine St
310 Pine St
401 California St
309 Mo tg->mery St

Ores,

Week

Benton

.

are s'luated on

Office in S.
Montgomery St

Grtsa Valley

[ndependeuce

S. J. LiT'iLFFiELD— Santa Eirbara,

Siierpil
Deep fells,

MONTHS.

.306

230

W Pew

1.55

Bodie Cou

Tin— SIS.SOO*
The foUowing is the latest hy mail from the " New
York Metal Exchange Market Report":

The works

309

THRBifl

Aug

your special attention to

iufler for

Stock Exoiiange.

June 28.

Exchequer

Sampling Works

Annual
Annual

..310

Montgomery St

'

A H Clnugh

California.. J

Belle Isle

—

San Diego

Pine St

July 21
July 27
July 30

.-..

B Leigh ton

W

Week

Grand Prize
Gould & Curry...,
Hale S Norcross.,
Holmes

—

Special

Grass Valley

Location.
Secbetart.
Nevada.. A
Havens
Nevada.. A S Groth
Nevada.. H K P Hutton
Nevada. .J
Pew

Baltimore

((('

the following

Grbrnodqu— Humboldt Co.
W. W. TiiROBALDS Sonomfi, Napa and YoIo
P. E, Logan- Lake Co and Nevada State.

Montgomery St

328

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN

Bullion

Lb4,d—s3.92i(a)—

E. B.

July 27
July 25
July 26

Montgomery St
216 Sansome 3t

V

W Pew

Nevada. J
Cabfornia..J

Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

3J2

invite

CoiiWe-ActiDs

Datf

Mebtino

F.

S.

330 Pine St

,WH Wat'jon

Nevada.

ATgeuta

per oz.

Antimony,

GW

Seobetaby,

Looation.

M

Andes

Copper- Lake Si G. 75
Iron— No. l, S22 00.

S5.10(&'5.15.

AK

EB
.W G

M
M
M

Company.

York prices:

Uar SiLVKR— 91Jc
Borax— 9c.

W

May
May

Ending Ending Ending Ending

Metal Market.

Telegraphic advices dated July 19th

--.-.-

,

Nabte of Company.
Benton Con MCo
Lady Washington MCo
Mountain Tunnel G
Co
Maryland M Co
Mayflower Gravel
Co
North Be'le Isle
Co
New York HiU Co

1-50
1.25

38 50

the flask.

A

"

We

1SS6.

our uew

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

Alta

5 75

T

R

21 &2'i

G 75

Charcoal

,

.

Name of

1 55
^
@
H^
1 95 @
lb &
^^
^
8 (S
4 @
^ja

Chilled, do
Stebi. Englisb, lb
Black Diamond tool...

M
M

1.55

7

,

W bag.

^bag

WPew
NA
K

iforuia.. 2..

3..
Nevada. .59..
Califo'-nia.. 8,.
Cal foru a.. 1..
California,. 2..
California.. 9..
Nevada. 1.
Nev da.. 2..
Nevada.. 20..
2..
California..
Co..
Arizona.. 1..
Califi mia..lO..

Western Mineral Co

Alpha

8

7..

;8... July 30..
Eldred
01.. May 28..
"~ June ""
62.-. July 12.. Aug 17..
Sept 7..J Stadfdd Jr
Aug 16. .A Durbrow
50.. June 22.. July 26..
05.. July 7.. Aug
Wetzel
„ 11.. AuB 31..
Halsey
10. .July 17.. Aug 24.... Sept 14..
10.. July 11.. Aug l(!....Sept 7.. J J ScoviUe
^
Aug 6. J Morizio
15. .June
13. .July 17..
July 24..
05. .
2S.. July 5..
JDorlon
20..
Durbrow
29.. July 2.. .July 25..
50,. July 13.. Aug 16.. .Sept 5..C EEIli.ttt
10.. June 6.. July 9... July 3l..JMorizio
50..June23..July 30. -Aug 23.. J Nash
10. .Junes. .July 11.,
July 31..
Session
Holmes
25. .June 5. .July 9.... July 30
Co... .Nev.. a.
Mugau
Cal.. 1.. 10. 00.. May 26. Jute 26.... July 26.
Co
2S..JuIy 10.. Aug 14.... Sept 1..E L Parker
Nevada.. 92..
Aug 25.. Hancock
California.. 35..
05.. July 5.. Aug
7
35.. July 3. Juiy 31.... Aug 20.. J Calver
California.. 3..
CaUforuia.. 2.. 1. 00.. June 2t.. July 30. ...Aug 20..A Cbemerant

Oa

Co

S. F.

^~

Lkaj>—Pig

.

M

M

Nevada
Union
Co
Venus
Co
Sierra

p
„
@
@

-- <a29
2|,@ —
5 0"
5 23

^Mb

MCo

M Co

Nevada..

1

....Nevada..

Seg Belcher & Mides Con
SoTitbern Cal Coal & Clay

—@
~^
— («28
— @27
— @31
—

White

Shotta, No. 1
Bar Iron (base price)

Kjug

Summit

.

,

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

'f^

1

6i(ff

Fire

Silver

M

fit

.

..
-^
, ^
"
12.. J
Crockett
.Sept
10. .Apr 18. .May 24,
June 25. .J O Hanacom
iO..Jilne5..Jury 10.... July 31..J

50..July 18..Aug 22

2.S,

MAMcTDRERS:

PUMP

(^

OouceDtrated

American

RuBsell Reduction

California

Montgomery St
303 Califomia St
St
402 Montgomery
..-a^ ...
„.
327 Pine St
10 Cabftrnia St
310 Pine St
15-3 California St
3i.9 Montgomery St
309 Montgomery St
322 Montgomery St
328 Montgomery St
309 Montgomery St
328 Montgomery St
40' California St
309 Mi ntgomery St
309 Moi.tgomery St
328 Montgomery St
328 Montgomery St
319 Montgomery St
309 Monrgomery St
10 California St
309 Moutaomery St
Grass Vulley
152 Fourth St
328 Montgomery 3t
309

W

Nevada.. 2..
Nevada.. 3>..

TO

188

19,

y

California. .15..

California Slate Co
Diana G&; S M Co
Eldred M Co
Fouod Treasure M Co
Gould & Curry S M Go
Gray Eagle M Co
Great We.stero Q M Co
Loue Jack M Co
Live Oak Drift G M Co
Nye M Co
Occidental Con M Co
Potosi M Go

Place op Business

Seobetabv.

25., June 5. .July 10....,Tuly 31..L08boni
25.. June 5. .July 9. ...July 31. C C Harvey
25. .June 30.. Aug l....Aug 22..W
Tenney

Nevada.. 40..

M

M

M

Idaho

Powdered

Iron— Gleugamock

M

Co
EestA: Eelcber
Co
Bodie Tunnel
Baltimore
Co
Belcher
Co

CYLINDER.

Patented Sept.

IiocATioN. Ko. Am't. Levied. Delinq'nt. Sale.

Company.

Standard Con

Star

NEW

KELLY'S

S. F. JotJRNALB.

ASSESSMENTS.

Pacific Borax. Salt

WHOLESALE.
Thursday, July

[July 21, 1888

Sansome

WORKS

:

First

3 30

room

and Stevenson

...1.50
...3.80
...3 50
...3.10
...1.45
...4.45

St.,

Above Montgomery,

12.

Setter,

TRINITY STREET,
bet.

Bush and Sutter, San Franciaco.

Designs and Estimates furnished on application.

SAN FRANCISCO TOOL

3 06

...1.85

2-inch, 35 H. P. Engine.
VERY CHEAP. Apply
130

...2.80
51
...1.05
...1.75
....10c

No. 13

CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO,

Sts.,

CAL.

MAKERS OF

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

Johnson, 307 Montgomtry sfeet (the Nevada Bank building) is the general agent of the Stiles
quartz machinery, and offers easy terms for intro-

^

J- A.

Don't Fail to Write.
Should thiB paper be received by any B"bacriber who
does not want it, or beyond Ou time he intends to pay
for it, let bim not rail to write ub direct to stop it, A pos^l
card (costing one cent only) will suffice. We will not knowinglv send the paper to auyoue who doea not- wish it, but
If it is continued, through the failure of tbe subscriber to
notify UB to discontinue it, or Bome irresponsible party requested to stop it, we shall positively demand payment for
the time it is sent. Look oarefullt at the labsllon

BACKPiLKSof the Mining and Sciknttfio Prfhs) unbound) can be had for §3 per volume of Pix months. Per
year (two volumes) S5. Inserted in Dewey's patent binder, 50 oentji ndditional per volume.

YOUK FAJKR.

J. Elam, a mining operator well known
Utah and Nevada, waa drowned in SAi, Lake
OD Wednesday, while bathing.

Advertiser wishes to bond good mines for the foreign
required

The mining town

of Calico,
coanty, has again been vieited

San Bernardino
by a serious fire.

Those

in

active production

preferred.

Time

Address,

"O.,"

Box 255 (B)
San Francisco,

^o^ freight

and paesenger

uBe, both

worm

in slock.

gear and patent double capacity

hydraulic.

R.

market.

STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS of all kinds,
MACHINE TOOLS, and full line of
MACHINE SHOP APPLIANCES carried
ELEVATORS

MINES JVANTED.

in

IRRIGATION AND RECLAMATION.

duction.

Cal.

WATER METERS

of the

Worthington pattern.

ELECTRIC APPARATUS f™ the generation and diatribntion of electricity
and POWER. Keith System.
FLOUR MILL ROLLS ground and corrugated, Geak Cuiting a Specialty,
iW Prices on

application.

for

LIGHT

Send for Catalogue, "SS

Mining and Scientific Press.
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ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

Incandescent
Electric Uotors,

&

Arc Electric Lights.

Dynamos, Tramcais, Elevators, Signals and

UiTismiasion of power,

oitlier direct

all

kinds of

Electrical Sj-stoma for lighting

and

or with Btonigo Battorie;*,

For Mines, Hoisting Works,
Indoor &nd,Outdoor niuminutlon of every kind.

Gas, Oil

Mills, Reduction Works,
and Caodltia supersudcl by tho

EDISON INCANDESCENT LIGHT,
Tho only complete and

satisfactory incandescent system.
Lights reriniro no attentioii and arc under complete conO\err.(>0.000 lights in use in tho United States
SE:i..F-KE<ii;t.AT]NG
tvini ni^-ht
into day and afford a means of working tl>e wholu -24 hours; invaluaide to contractors and otIierH to whuiu
time is au object. Eetiniatos and designs on application.

AKC LIGHTS

trot.

Offices

and Showrooms, 323 PINE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

Sytaiioy,

E'oi-tlcni.ci, Ox-.

a>ar.

s. "w.

PARKE & LACY,
SAN FRANOISOO, OAL.

21 and 23 Frement Street,

-mrORTEliS AND MANUFACTURERS OF-

S- IS-ESITH,
PLANTS FOR ELECTRIC POWER
3\r.

ROCK

ENGINES,

-MANUFACTURER OF-

ADDRESS
L. C.

40

:

HEVADA BLOCK, SAN FRANCISCO,

MARSnOTZ

CAL.

T. G.

Corner Main and

Sts.,

s

STEAM

CANTKELL.

WORKS
IRON
NATIONAL
Howard
W.
N.

BREAKERS,

BOILERS,

San Francisco,

a.NT

MANUFACTURERS OF

Stationary and

Compound

M\

and Quartz
AMALGAMATING MACHINES.

Engines, Flour, Sugar,

Saw

Machinery.

Js

PUlttPS.

PULVERIZERS,

CONCENTRATORS.

ROCK BREAKER.

Westlnghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Rocl< Drills and Air Compressors.
Saw and Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,
Injectors, Oil Cups, and Lubricators.

CASTINGS AND FORCINGS ^LZViZ.

BELTING.OILSand GENERAL SUPPLIES.

ALL WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED.

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

We

MILL.
NATIONAL ROCKERraUARTZ
PATENT, AUGUST
KENDALL'S

are prepared to give eatimatea for Hoisting

24, 1886.

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL,

WET

FRISBEE

Sole Manufacturers.

Works and Pumping

Plants,

Stamp

Milla,

Smelters aud Concentrators.

Tho Patentee and Manufacturers

MILL.

cordially invite nainera to critically

examine and pass judgment upon
this improved system of milling
and amalgamating ores in the following particulars:
1.

Tho

2.

The

3.

The cost

4.

The power to drive

5.

The wear

cost is less than one-half of
stamps of same capacity.
freight to mine ia less than

one-half of stamps.
of erecting is less than

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9000 pounds,
has a capacity equal to 30 stamps, reducing
two and a half to three tons per hour
of hard quartz to 40 mesh.

one-fourth of stamps.
itis less

than

one-half of ataraps.
is less

than one-quar-

ter of stamps.
6.

7.

There is no wear except on
shoes and dies.
In point of amalgamation it is
superior to any other machine
in use.

S.

In

its

We

simplicity of construction.

challenge competition with

Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or and
other ore crushing machines now
before the public.

^Send

for Circulars

and Price

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL.

List.

DRILL COMPANY,
THE RAND I*la-oo,
"STorls.23

I*^x*l^_

We are now so situated
with our new works as to
offer to the miners of the
Pacific Coast small Air ComPlants at such
pressing
prices that almost any small
mine can afford to put in
power drills il they have
none

in use.

By our new and patented
systems (by which the duty
or performance of drills is
not reduced with use) it ia
no longer necessary to buy
a Compressor of double ca-

nsrox\7-

I
1

UlIHJiliniM
AIR COMPRESSORS^.^
GENERAL MACHINERY

roR,

I

I

I
1

MlrflNC.TuNNELING,""'*
I

RAND

DRILLCo

23 Park Place NEW YORKJ

I

pacity than the drills are
expected to require, in order
to keep up the supply of air
necessary on account of the

wear

of
pressor.

drills

and

com

Besides having the newest
and lightest designed small
drill plants, the Band Drill
Company, as is well known,
has built, and is now building, the larcest Compressor
plants in this country, and
has patterns for all sizes up to
40-inch diameter of cylinder

In respect to capacity In speed of drilling, perhaps it is in order to say that in every authoritative contest for
epeed yet initiated, the Rand Drills have, without exception, been victorious. This fact, coupled with another important one, that the drills use much lesi air and cause less repairs, has won for them nearly all of the Eastern
mining trade, which has kept their works alwaj's busy.
Since the reasons which formerly restrained us from the California market no longer exist, we are now
in the field for the businees.
SPECIAL A'lTENTION is called to the latest designed sectional Compressor just built for the Batopilas
mine in Mexico, and to the Compound Engine Compressor built for the Anaconda mine in Montana.

J^

And
ing

A.

W.

T Dewev

B. Ewer..
Geo, H. Stkong.

}Deiey &

Co.'s Scientific Press Patent

Agency!

Established

1860

Investors on the Pacific Coast will find it greatly to their advantage to consult this old, experienced, first-class
Agency. We have able and trustworthy Associates -and Agents in Washington and the capital cities of the principal
nations of the world. In connection with our editorial, seientifie and Patent Law Library, and record of original
coses in our office, we have other advantages far beyond those which can be offered home inventors by other agencies
the information accumulated through long and careful practice before the Office, and the frequent examination of
patents already granted, for the purpose of determining the patentability of inventions brought before ub, enables
us often to give advice which will save inventors the expense of applying for Patents upon Inventions which are not
new. Circulars of advice sent free on receipt of postage. Address DEWEY & CO., Patent Agents, 220 Market St., S. F

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

IT

renewala will not cost over one-half as

Cement Gravel

is

OUR DRY MILLS
record of several years.

much

aa for stamps.

The

attention of parties hav-

day to No. 8 mesh.
are the most economical ever built, and are extensively used with
No grinding in pans. Mill finishes to any fineness desired.

called to this Mill, as

it

will run 100 tons per

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY,
GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,

HOOKER & LAWRENCE,

...

Gen'l Ag'ts,

461 Howard

St.,

145 Broadway, New

San Francisco
York.

Mining and Scientific Press.
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

.MANUTACTCKBES OF..

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

CONTRACTORS,

and others interested

in

SHAFT-SINKING,

TUNNELING,

Cast Steel Castiis
UP TO

ETC.

M

CO.,

Fniis

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,
No. IIQ Beale

St.,

WITH MAPS,
AND FCtl. DESCRIPTION OF THE

NEW YORK

CHINERY CASTINGS

Steam Engines, Flour

16x16

feet;

length 36

miles.

HIBD EDITION NOW READY.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION

SOFT and DUCTILE,
SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

For Catalogues, Estimates, Etc. address:

ROCK

INGERSOLL

DRILL

Manufacturers of B. E. Henricksou's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches for Elevators. All kinds of machinniy
i^'OaoBRS Solicttbd.
made and repaired.

UNION IRON WORKS,
SACRAMENTO. CAL.

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.

ROOT, NEILSON &

from ^ to 3 inch diameter and Flats from 1 to S inch. Angles, Tees, ChanDols and other shape
Steel Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
STEEI. RAILS from 12 to 46 potmds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled
Beams, Angle, Channel, and
iron, Bridge and Machine BoUa, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forgings of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.
Steel Rods,

Steam

Engines,

will

have prompt attention.

Send

PACIFIC ROLLINO MILL

CO.,

CO.,

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flouring Mills, Saw Mills and Quartz Mills Machinery

STEEI,.

Front

202 Market

St.,

N & O Sts.,

St., bet.

FULTON

St.,

and

21 Fremont

IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES.

&

[ESTABLISHED IN

GREAT

—MANDFACTURBRfl OPMARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-

BATTERY~SCREENS.

Propelior Engines, either

Best and Cheapest in America.

Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Care, Pumping Eneines
Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

Sau Francisco,

St.,

JOHN

QUICK, Proprietor.

TV.

THE PELTON

MACHINERy.-Btttteries

for

Dry or Wei

Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging
Machinery, Powder Mill Machioery, Water Wheels.
Mill Machinery,

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

Pnmp

Pipe,

for

Manufacture Three Kinds

of

Powder, which are acknowledged by

all

or

GH.A.3sa"T I"0"\7\riD:E3lt

which contains

in

the Marl<el.

Is

St.

AND PURCIIASIKG AGBNT POR

& Supplies.

Mines Examined, Keports and Estimates Furnished.
Contracts made, etc

237 First

San Francisco,

St.,

Cal.

even Safer in Handling.

Civil, Mechanical and
Mining Engineering,

Practical,

from three to four times stronger than ordinary

for Sale

Blast-

»»"" -' Snrve7lD&

CO.,

Rock

aM

Issayiiig.

A.

Inserted Tootli

San Francisco.

VAN DER NAILLEN,

Preeident.

Aseayinp: of Oren, S25; Bullion and Chlorination Assay,
S25; Blowpipe As^ay, f^lO Full course ol assaying, 850.

Send

for circular.

W. A. GOODYEAR,

Manufacturers of

SPADLDING'S

For Working

Drawing

723 Market Street,

W. SPAULDINQ

COMPRESSORS,

Arcliltectnre,

The Hiatory Building,

FRANCISCO CAL.

QUARTZ SCREENS
Drills, Coal Cutters,
A specialty. Round, slot
or hurred slot holes. GenHoisting Engines and Water
uine Russia Iron, HomoPumps in Mines and Tunnels,
geneous Steel, Caat Steel or
American planished Iron.
Sinking Caissons, Elevating Zinc,
Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes. Call
Acids, Transmitting Natural forma Pcrtoratinj Screen Co.. 146 & 147 Beale St S. P
Gas, Atomizing Petroleum, &c
For Catalogues, Etc., address, INVENTORS, TAKE NOTICE
L. PETERSON, MODEL MAKER,
Clayton Air Compressor Works,

23 Stevenson

ISRAEL W. KNOX,

Office,

Si^Xn^!js^J?^SsS^?^A^^ ^.^:""^ '>"'™^'^-

N.

1 1 ««

94 per cent of NUro-GIycerine, and

BANSMANN,
NIELSEN &
OENERAL AGENTS. HAN

OAFS and FUSE

Etc.

Electricity.

Mines, Hining Machinery

la-g-ixr.A.ivrxi'-ci,

Stronger than Dynamite and

^?P.J^^^f3?^^?J^^!^J'i^^^ CLEARING.

KEITH,

Mining and Mechanical Engineer

the Great Chemists of the World as

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
"^

S.

Factory,

Of Different Strengths as Required

QELAXINE-DTNAMITE,

solicited.

Mining Engineers.

of

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

sieSrin^d-iref

Correspondence

i^'Send for Circulars giving particulars.
Office, 40 Nevada Blocb, San Francisco. Cal.

:

NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE,"

Woodworking Machinery,

Special attention given to

Steam and Gas Engines.

AND

CLAYTON
AIR

WILLIAMS.

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY

used.

OATL..

J. H.

Salmon Canneries

SPECIALTIES

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO,

S.F.

Contractor for the Construction of Elbctrio Railways

Corliss Engines and Tnstin Ore Pulverizers.
DBANE STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.

Power from these Wheels can be transmitted by electricity several miles with pmall loss, and tirade available
for running Mills. Pumping and Hoisting Works, Tr=im
cars, etc.
Address

ORTON.

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

or Air Columns, Fish

AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

ElECTRICAI, TRANSMISSION.

C. K.

Howud,

SBBORIFliON.

Inventor and Manufacturer o!

X>ea.rxe Stecizao. I^iiaaof^.

12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
It is not only most economical of water, but the most
mple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, Hoisting,
Pumping, or any other purpose where water power can

between Mission and

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

OF BVER7 DBSCRIPTION.
Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at v^ry moaerace rates.

€PWAKI>S OF 600 IN USE.

St.,

H ANOFACTDRBRfi OP OASTINQa OP BVBRT

N.

OP ALL KINDS,
Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.

Tanks

From

EUREKA FOUNDRY,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,

ENGINESiBOILERS
Water

Gives the highest efficiency of any Wheel in the world'
and is everywhere recognized as the standard for high
pressure service.

rHOKNTON THOMPSON

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

DRY.

Cal.

WATER WHEEL

St Folsozn, S. F.

OF GBNEBAL MACHINERY.
MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.-Flour MANDF'RS
Works, No. 315 Mission St., Sao Francisco.

to.

ZZS First

between Ho^rard

129 and ISl Beale

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settl. rs. Furnaces, Retorts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Furnaces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc

For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc and other metala punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot^Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. I to 15 (finej.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,

St.,

Engines and

Iind

PERFORATED SHEET METAL

^rst

fHOUAB THOMPSON

MINING MACHINERY.— Hoisting

MILL

&

AMALGAMATORS,

Golden State Pressure Blowers.

High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

imitation, no deception, no planished or rotten
Iron used. Only genuine Russia iron in Quartz Screens.
PlaniBhed iron screens at nearly half my former rates.
T ha\e a large supply of Battery Screens on hand
suitable for the Huntington and all Stamp Mills, which I
will sell at 20 per cent discount.

Wo

Orders promptly attended

STEVENSON'S PATENT

1855.J

Uold-Board

REDUCTION!

Miners Iron Works.

MaEufactnre Iron Oastlners and Machinery
of all Kinds at Greatly Bedncad Bates.

Proprietors.

St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

repaired.

Sacramento, Oal.

San Francisco.

Golden State

PARKE & LACY.

up and

constructed, fitted

Address

for Catalogues.

Boilers,

AKD ALL KINDS OP

T

SS" Orders

REPRESKNTED BY

OO.,

MANUPACTORERB OF

ALSO

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON ANI>

Si

Mill,

ELEVATORS.

Every Description.

of

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.

AOUEDUGT TUNNEL

8 California

San Francisco

-

-

BUILDER OP

WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS.

W3.

apd ^achipe

Irop

Mining, Saw Mill and
True to pattern and superior In strength, toughness and durability to Oaet or WrouBbt
Dredging Machines
Iron In any position or for any service.
Brodle Rock Crushers,
Tables of Progress
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
Side Walk and Hand-Power
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MAItLBSTBATlONS

Engineers'

Section

-^
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Civil

and Mining Engineer,

MINING EXPERT and GEOLOGIST.
Address " Business Box A,"

office

of

this

paper, San

Francisco.

AND

'

CHISEL

BIT

CIRCULAR

,
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DEY

ST..

NEW YORK,

^p™Hm.n't-|''-^M'-^'°"' <"?""'")«=« Pranoisco
°"' ""* '^' """^ °' ™""' "-

ooppTr a^dbrilsr

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of

all

lOErue.

kinds made|to order.

Send for Descriptive Cata

17 and 19 Fremont

St.,

San Francisco.

ROSS

E.

BROWNE.

Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,
No. 307 Sansomb St., San Francisco.

Back Files of the Mining and Scibntific Prkbs) unhouud) can be had for ^3 per volume of six months. Per
year (two volumes) S5. Inserted in Dewey's patent binder, 50 cents additional per volume.

JtJLT 21,
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HUNDRED ^ND SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

FIVE

PRICE
OVER

1400

(9570.OO)

ARK NOW

tear an- uiuroly DODiln&l.

I

O-

r».

OB.

IN USK.

ConcontrmtloM are clean from tho flret workiotr. The wear and
A nmctalD« oui b« Beco lo wurkiog order and ready to lu&ke teste at 220 Freiuonl

Street, Sao FranelHCo.

The Uontaka Company (Limited), London, October H, 1885.
DiAR Sirs:— Havtni; tested three of your Pruc Vanner« Iq a comi>otltlvo trial with othtr Bfmllar machines
(Triumpb), wo have eatUfled oureelves o( tho auperiorlty of your Vaiinor«, att is Bvlduucod by the fact of our havlug
orderea twenty more of your moohlaes (or Unmcdiatu dullvery. Yours truly,

THE MONTANA COMPANY

—

N. B. Since the above was written tho 90 Vaoners havinff been started
tional Fruoa and luure stamps have been purchased,

i^avc

Protected l.y iiatonttt May 4, 1801); Docomtwr 2^, 1874; September
ary 20, 1SS3; Septunil*er 18, 188:1. PatonU applied for.

April 27, 1880;

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR

ADAMS & CARTER,

OR VANNING MACHINE.

Room

7. No.

109

ADAMS & CARTER,

2, 187D;

March

22, 1881;

Febtu-

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,

California Street,

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED,

$1,000

PR PF

f'VE

I

<

TnlUIVIPn

{Limited).

such satisfaction that 44 adilU

HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS

The present improved form of the celebrated " Tridmpu " Ore CoDcentrator possesses many advantages over any
other style of Vanners, Vanning Machines, or Concentrators, yet introduced to the notice of mining men. These advantages consist in the superior features which enter into their construction, and facilitate their operation.
They are constructed in the best manner; their frames being of iron, insures their solidity, durability, and perfeci
steadiness of motion when operated. They are built as compactly as their requisite strength will permit, weigh less, re.
quire less freight space in boxes, by which their cost of transportation is reduced, and occupy less mill room when set upAn important improvement has recently been introduced into their construction, which consists of a Riffle Tableplaced in front of and which takes the discharge from the feed and amalgam bowl. The improvement is in the recipro,
cal motion which is imparted to this table by the longitudinal motion of the shaking frame to which the table is attached. We have at hand many testimonials, from well-known Superintendents of mines in different mining diBtricts
of the United States, bearing evidence of the efficiency and superiority of this form of Concentrator, and we shall be
pleased to send Circulars covering such letters of testimony, and, as well, directions for setting up and operating these
machines, and are ready to quote special prices fo^ any considerable order.

w^ »

Unt LONLuNTnATUn.

COMPRESSED AIR

33 to BX

ro-os,

Saxx I'ranolsoo, O^X.

JE'roMcxoxi.t: St.,

WATER POWER MACHINERY.

and

RIX & FIRTH, 225 and 227
NATIONAL AIR COMPRESSORS.

San Francisco.

First St.,

SINGLE OR DUPLEX, STEAM OR BELT POWER.
63 Sold on the Pacific Coast.

WATER

KNIGHT'S

WHEEL,

FOK

MILLS,

PUMPING AND

Over 300

in use.

anteed.

HOISTING.

All estimates guar-

Send for Circular.

MINERS' HORSE WHIM.
NATIONAL ROCK DRILL.

Anwrnu«..tiro„. No ^ears. nobreaKa.e.

200 Sold on

honjp. will eaailv handle rock or water to a depth
3 50 feet, givinjr entire satisfaction to the prospector.
Price, complete, $200. 150 sold on this Coast.

One

leai*

NOTICE.— All

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

this Coast.

Has

repairs than auy other

Drill.

our plates are guaranteed

to have

the full weiyht of silver apreed upon, and are tested before leaving our works, thereby avoiding the complaints

about light weight, made 80 often before we started
in this branch of industry.

I

IN

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.

CStOTLmT^
F^OJT f&JSSST'XlsrCSr
MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER
QUARTZ, GRAVEL. OR PLACER MINES.
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.

GET OUR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SAN

NOVELTY

FRANCISCO
XUTo.

XOS

AND PLATING WORKS.

DF'IH.Sn?

STTH^ET.

521 & 523 Market

For Saving Gold

in

and Mining Material.
—MANUFACTURKR OF—
BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
Agent

E. «.

for

HOSKINS'

HTDRO-CARBON ASSAY FURNACES

QUARTZ, GRAVEL and PLACER MINING,
.

San Francisco,

IN—

Assayers'

GOLD MINERS!
ATTENTION,
WE ABB SELLING
Silver-Plated Amalgamating Plates
asvrirdei
At reduced rati-B. Got our pricen. Three thousand orders Oiled. Filtoon niodala
and tar superior to others in weight ot silver and duralulity. Old mining plates replated.
purcliaoed of JOHN TA\LOK & CO., cor. First, aud Misslou ht«.

St.,

—DBALBR

tlic best.
Our platc8 have
,„-provcil
„„ „,.,.,,„
b.,
TliesB J.lates can alsu
.

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
653 & 65B Mission St., San Francisco,
DENNISTON, Proprietor.

Cal.

them tor 20 years,
NOTICE -Our Silved Plited Plates have always proved as represented. Wo have been nianulacturing
those of other inanufaeturers.
and use only the best Lake Superior Copper and Refined Silver. Comparius our plates »ith
all the prominused
by
are
plates
Our
same
money.
plates
lot
the
much
better
guarantee
attor repeated tests, we can sately
'""" •"^" ^„n.^TTT . r.
ent mining men on the Pacific Coast, SEND FOR CIRCHLAK.
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WM.

H.

TAYLOR,

R.

President.

S.

MOORE,
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L. B.

Superintendent.

Manufacturers and Sole Agents

for the Pacific

Howard

Sts..

San Francisco.
Has

Coast for

Secretary.

WORKS

RISDON IRON & LOCOMOTIVE
Location of Works, S. E. Cor. Beale and

MEAD,

the Following Advantages:

HEINE SAFETY

WATER TUBE

AND FACILITY OF INSPECTION
60,000 Horse Power now in

Boilers can be seen workinp in San FranciHCO at Palace Hotel, Spring Valley
& Co., California Jute MiUa, and other places.

BOILER.

Water Works

Hueter Bros.

Guaranteed 9Ior«
j=t

OUABTZ MILI-S—Gold and Silver, Copper and Lead Smelting Works, Roasting Purnacea
AIR COMPBESS'ORS—Rope Power Transmission,
HYDRAULIC PUMPING and Hoisting Machinery.

and REPAIRS.
use.

u xx^x) j<: Jr<.)5 ^z^
REFRIGERATING MACHINEKT

il all kinds.

W^ILSON'S

for

Efficient

than any other Boiler made.

SteamaUps, Breweries, and

Cellare.

PATENT GAS-PRODUCER,

WROUGHT-IRON WATER PIPE a Specialty. Nora.—Have just completed order for 35 mllefl of 44-lDCh STEAM BOILEBS of all descriptions.
SUGAR MACHINERY—Sugar Mills, Vacuum Pans, Clariflera, Double Effects, etc.
pipe of i-inch iron for Spring Valley Water Works Company, San Francisco.
SAW-MILL MACHINERY of all kinds.
STEAMSHIPS —Steam Yachts, Marine £]ngines and Boilers, Screw Propellers, Centrifugal Pumpe, Steamship
eTEA3I ENGINES—Corliss, Slide-Valve, Poppet Valve Automatic, Single, and Compound.
Pumps, Steam Capstans, Cargo Winches, etc
BoUer
(Water
Tube);
SOLE MANUFACTURERS for Pacific Coast ol the Celebrated "Heine" Patent Safety
i^Builders of 120-Btamp Gold Mill for the Alaska Mill and Mlnine Company; 0O-8tamp Mill for Quartz Mountain
60,000 horse power now in use.
Mining Company.
AKACBETH PATENT STEEL-RIM PULLEYS—Fifty per cent lighter and 25 per cent cheaper than nnstiron pulleys;

vnU not break

Send for Circular and Price

in transportation.

I<ists>

The Hazelton

acknowledged by the most eminent Engineers in the
country to he the greatest improvement that has
ever been made in a Steam Generator.

Is
1850.
-BUILDERS OF-

MINING MACHINERY.
1
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GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS
San Francisco, Cal., U.
New York Office, 14S Broadway.

First St.,

Boiler

S. A.

IT

IS

UNEQUALED

FOR

SAFETY.

ECONOMY

AND

DURABILITY.

PLANTS FOR GOID ANT> SII.VER MltlS,
machinery of LATEST DKslGN and
MOST Improved construction. We offer our
customers the B£ST RESULTS OF 38 TEARS'
EXPJCRIENCE in this SPECIAL LINE of
worI(. and arc PREPARED to furnish the MOST
APPROVED character of MINING AND REBoiler.
DUCTION MACHINERX, adapted to all prades of
ores and SUPERIOR to that of anj' other make, at
SEND FOR CIRCULAR,
the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
We are also prepared to CONSTKUCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING ORDER,
In
any locality, MILLS, CONCENTRATION
WORKS, WATER JACKET SMELTI^G
FURNACES. HOISTING WORKS, PUMPING MACHINERY, ETC., ETC., o( any DESIRED CAPACITY.
Sole Manufacturers for the Pacific Coast,
127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A Saving

embracinc:

Least 20 per cent Guaranteed
over any other form of

in Fuel of at

PACIFIC IRON

WORKS

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
(INCORPOBATBD SEPTEMBER
Nos. 39 to 51 Fremont Street,

NEW

of

.^1"^'^^

Makes,

all

1882.)

San Francisco,

Oal.

SECOND-HAND BOILERS, ENGINES and MACHINERY

and Dealers in

Steam Pumps

29,

Stationary,

11

Portable,

and

Hoisting

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS,

ENGINES and BOILERS.

MINING PUMPS.
Shafting,
BLOWERS

AND

LEATHER

EXBAUST
and

FANS.

RUBBER

Boxes,

]BE3 Xj T" I n>a- C3rLUBRICATING

Pulleys,

J^;

COMPOUNDS

SPECIAL AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
[Manufactured by the

and

Cummer Engine

Hangers.

Co., of Cleveland, Ohio.

WOODWORKING

OILS

OF THE BEST MAKES.

MACHINERY,
-COMPRISING

PIPE and PIPE FITTINGS.

BAND SAWS, STICKERS,
PLANERS, SHAPERS,
SHINGLE MILLS.

Goods

Brass
AND

Single and Double Circular

FITTINGS.

Etc.

Saw-Mills.

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OP
Hydraulic

Mining,

Quartz,

and

"Cummer"

Bnginea, from Cleveland. Ohio,
Porter Manufacturing Co.'s Engines and Boilers.
"Baker" Rotary Pressure Blowers.
"Wllbraham" Rotary Piston Pumps
Clarke"' Centrifugal Pumps.

MaHy-

Saw-Mill

chinery, Hydraulic Gravel Elevators,
draulic Giants, "Triumph" Ore

Concentrators, Automatic
Ore Feeders.

Boggs &
The Volker

&

Felthousen MTjj Co.'s

Buffalo Duples

Upright Engines and Boilers Connected.

Steam Pumps.

P. Blaisdell

&

Co.'s Machinitts' Tools.

An

llluBtrut

BY DBWBY &

ao.

SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, JULY

Publiabers.
property.

Cable Railroads.

The oonvenience

of

frequent and

28,

VOLUME

1888.

The Cogswell Polytechnic

porch.

College.

cable*, there are no electric

roada, thouRh sev-

made. We are
more cable roads than ever in San
Francisco. The Market-street system is runhave been

eral experiments

bailding

oiog 21 hours a day, with cars 40 seconds apart,
doing its work cheaply and regularly, with no

On each

side of the door

is

4.

a niche for

There are
The tirst session of the Cogswell Polytechnic also two side entrances one for boys and the
where there are cable roads. It is a proof that
they are good properties when so roach new College will open for the reception of students other for girts. The main entrance porch is
approached by a broad flight of stone steps.
road is being built in the city where cables have Monday, Anguet 6, 1888.
The object of this institution is not to teach The main hallway is 10 feet wide, and opens
been known the longest.
trades, bat tD prepare students to enter sue
into a cross-hallway 12 feet wide, which crosses
Tme Eclipse. The total eclipse of the moon cessfnlty upon any line of useful work. The the building from end to end. From the orosswhich occurred on Sunday night was not ob- aim is to fully develop the boy and girl mental- hall, stairways lead to the second story; stairs
served in this city or Oakland, owing to the pre- ly, morally and physically, thereby producing also lead to the stage at the rear and to the
the placing

rapid transit attracta people to those looalitiea

In this city, where cable roada origioated and
where wa have had the f;reate«t experience with

LVI.

Number

of

pieces of statuary.

—

—

i

wm JjfPiisiiiSiPiSis
K

/T2\.!f^t-s
COGSWELL POLYIBCHNIC COLLEGE, SAN FBANCiSCO.

aerioaa stops or breaks.
ter

street,

Allister

Presidio,

street,

Geary

vailing fog.
At Mount Hamilton, however, self-reliant and self-helpful men and women.
Mc- they had an excellent night for observing. Prof. The school and bailding are the result of a doCogswell,
Powell street, Holden and Messrs, Scbaeberle, Keeler, Bar- nation of $1,000,000 by Dr. Henry D.

The Clay
California
street,

street, Sut-

street,

front of the assembly hall, in
It will thus

the story above.

be seen that the means of egress

are unusually excellent, there being three wide

doorways from the ground floor ts the street and
Hayes street, Castro street, nard and Hill were all engaged in the observa- and the collfge is located at the corner of 26.
Haigbt
two from the second story to the aesembly hall.
streets in this city.
Folsom
and
reduced
and
work
will
shortly
be
and
branch
the
the
main
tion,
and
all
and
street,
Larkiu
The bailding is three stories high, and from
Forty-seven drawings were made
lines work successfully day and night, win- discussed.
Health Officer Bargee statas that the
its imposing and substantial appearance is the
A four-mile double track at the telescope, and 11 with the naked eye.
ter and summer.
street,

is

being put

down on Howard street, and two
Oak streets to the park. On

miles on Fell and

ArfTHOxr Clark, the veteran miner

of For-

Clay and Sacramento streets 11,000 feet of track est Hill, says the Dardanelles mine, with a tenbeing pat down as a branch to the Powell- stamp mill, is good for $20,000 a month. At
street road. It will not be long before another present there are only five stamps, and they
orosB-tjwn road will be built on Third, Mont- are not run right along on account of scarcity
gomery and connecting streets. The city will of watar. List week the cleanup amounted to
@2600, although the mill was not run all the
soon be a network of cable roads.
is

southwestern por- quarantine stition at this port, for which $103,width by 85 000 has just been appropriated, will be located

most notable structure

in the

tion of the city.

71 feet in

in depth, not

feet

On

It

each side there

is

is

including the projections.

on Angel island, and constructed under the

a wing two stories in bight,

supervision of the Marine Hospital service.

surmounted
with a high roof, covered with ornamental
metal Queen Anne shingles, and has a handsome
lu front a high tower
cresting on the ridges.
127 feet, the apex topped
While the first cost of these cable roads is week. This would be an average of more than rises to a bight of
with a revolving crystal star s6t in a copper
large as compared with horse-oar or motor lines^ $10 to the carload.
pinnacle. On the face of the tower, above the
they are so built as to need little repair, and
John Hays Hammond, M, E., has gone to third-story line, is the dial o^ a clock, and still
immense traffic can ba maintained. The cable
name of the school. The main
roads pay well, and, wherever built, have re- inspect a mine about 100 mites south of the lower down the
entrance is spacious and surrounded by a wide
sulted in enhancing the value of contiguous City of Mexico.
each 35x40

feet.

The

bailding

is

The

appropriation will probably be disbursed in part
follows: Disinfecting machinery, $20,000;
warehoase and wharf, $1000; steam tug, $30,-

as

000; small boats, $1000; hospital buildings, $24,000, and annual expenses, $18,000.

In many of the mines of Butte, M. T., the
system of payment has been changed from pay
by the day to the contract system of payment
per car of producing ore.
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solution theory to all their explorations, and
study the affinity of minerals and the primitive
componnds t'aat form them. Geology has juat

KOF^F^ESPO^DENCE.

[July 28, 1888

quite a percentage of aulphurets of good qualThis undertaking will require not only a
ity.
force of men, but also a large expenditure of

A New

Mining Enterprise.

—

Editors Press: Believing that most of your
independence of my- capital.
The Taylor mine, near Georgetown, in Gar- readers are more or less intereated in whatever
iti
sister
same
of
The two aciencea com- den valley, ia running ten stamps. This mine pertains to the welfare of the mining industry
Bcience, astronomy.
Miner's View of Geology.
bined will soon be able to shame mythol- is paving handsomely and giving entire satis- of our coast at large, I submit a few facta conhave no existence in faction in its results. It is in charge of Mr.
Editors Press :— Mythology is reaponsible ogy, until it will
incorporation denominated the

We

admit, unindorsed, opinions of correspondenta.— Eds.

commenced assuming
and

thology,

its

the

A

for a great

many

foolish

ideaa

taught in oar

the

human mind,

schools

Very

diflferent ia a

topographical and underground explorations.
When our standard works on geology teach the
igneous formation theory, and that the world
inside is a molten mass of liquid heat» it ia misWhen they teach that the aqueous
leading.
formation is subsequent to the igneous, it is
misleading, etc. In tracing back to find what
the human family were about the beginning of
the world, I soon found myself in Hindostan.

the

new

era that

coming

about geology and astronomy.
miner's view of geology, as short
demonstrated by chemical and microscopical
aaalyaie, and practically applied in the field by
high

What

in will require, will be
strated facts, and will be satisfied with
ia

demonnothing

Miner.

of that.

Como, Nevada.

Editors Press

:

—Aa we said in our

last,

**

If

and prosper, you should
hear from us again," and aince those conditions
prevail, we must make our promise good.
Our population is nowy about 35. We were
patriotic enough to remember the Fourth, and

we continue

to increase

Our fireworks
celebrating.
They had a mythology with a Board of Gods, all spent about $30 in
in Virginia City, a distance of 20
baring some creative ability. Buddha, about were seen
600 years B. C, gave a good code of moral laws,
and his gods made the world and were not very
particular what they made it of. The next
place I found myself was in China. I found
thinga developing there from way back, but
coming on up to Confucius' time. They had a
mythology with a code of moral laws very good,
and their god had some buainees systemi fcr
each god had his conatractive department
allowed to him. They jointly made the world,
but did not classify the material used in the
Now I passed over into Egypt
construction.
and found Moses and his mythology. He had
a wide-awake God that headed anything prior
to his time. This God made everything the
world and our solar system Himself, with no
help; but He did not tell Mosea what He made
all these thinga of, so I found it was left" for the
human family to find out the material used in
the construction of the earth.
I find they commenced by noticing the debris, coming down from higher elevationa, and
forming what we call soil. This they settled
npon as a water formation aqueous. Next
they noticed redhot lava coming out of volcanic
craters. This led them tD believe that the inside of the earth was a molten liquid mass of
lava, and from this molten mass rocks were
formed. These are classed as igneous rocks.
This idea ia tanght in all our high schools
throughout the civilized portion of the world up
to data, coupled with Moses' mythology and his
God. Great effort has been made to make
geology agree with Mosea' mythology.
Later on another element came in astronomy. Science has developed that there is
unity bettveen geology and astronomy, and
they both declare war against Moses' mythology and that of all other nations.
There is no quest'on in my mind about this
fight.
All mythology has got to surrender
and be wiped out from the human mind.
Now we come to a period of record where
theories and facts are compiled and preserved
for future analysis, coming up to our present
age.
We have chemicals and appliances that
enable us to analyze and microscopically exam-

—

—

—

—

miles.
Our weather ia deliehtfully cool and pleasant
to-day, July 11th— 62". Highest temperature
for the season thus far, 92°, and that only one
day.
This ia an old camp, and was first prospected
and worked about 1861. The palmiest days
were from '61 to '65, when the town of Como
contiined about 500 inhabitants. Thousands
of dollars have been squandered here in prospecting, running tunnels, sinking shafts, etc.,
but always stopping before going far enough to
develop anything. The deepest abaft is not
over 250 feet, but considerable ore has been
taken ont from near the surface in different
places, and all mining experts who have ever
visited the district are agreed that the surface
indications point to the fact that a bonanza

exist here somewhere, and they all think
will be found when sufficient deptn has been
Very rich free milling ore haa been
attained.
recently discovered in the Buckeye at about
100 feet, but in what quantity has not yet been

must
it

determined.
The only mine in the district upon which
active operations are being carried on at present
is the Eureka Como, but there ia talk of commencing operations on two or three others in
the camp, soon.
The Eureka Co. are going ahead with their
development work as fast as posaible and will
soon have their shaft down to the 300-foot level,
from which they may run a drift to tap a 10foot ledge which is known to exist, and from
which quantities of good paying ore have been
taken above the 200 level. They have machinery sufficient to sink to a depth of 600 feet.
Thia mine may be the meana of developing the

whole district.
A heavy growth of nut pine once covered this
country, but during the last 25 years it haa all
been cut and hauled away, until to-day not
even the stumps remain to tell where a forest
once stood. Ic ia said that Uncle Sam has been
robbed of at least $3,000,000 worth of wood in
this district alone.
There is now a sparse
growth of young pines springing up all over the
hills which might amount to something within
the next century if let alone. The scarcity of
wood will be the most serious drawback to extensive mining operations in this district, pro-

The result of this work
shows us that every known sub ttnce is a compound, and the primitive parts are in a gaseous,
liquid or aqueous solution.
Que part has an
Chromo,
affinity for a second; the first and second vided rich strikes are made here.
Como, Nevada, July 20th.
nnited make an affinity for a third part, and
so on, forming all substances by affinities. The
granite and trap families are classed by the old
El Dorado County Mines.
standard as igneous rocks. Analysis shows us
just what the compounds are. The two princiPress: The Davidson mine, at
Editors
pal compounds are silicates of magnesia and
silicatas of alumina.
Other compounds are sili- Shingle Springs, ia st II idle, although a most
cates of potash, Eoda, lime, iron and manganese, excellent propeity.
Thia is owing to a want of
that make up the compounds of all claases of funds to work it since the mill was burnt down.

ine any substance.

—

rocka. By acid all tbese propeities are held in
solution in boiling wat^r (a heat as low as 212
degrees). When our science haa advanced to this
perfection, we can demonstrate these factj to
a certainty.
Cdin any man who has followed mining for a
buainess practically say that granite is net
formed from aqueous solutiona ?
have
classed rocks down to four grand divisions,
thus: Igneous, aqueous, aerial and metamorphic. These terms are all right except when
misapplied. Igneous should apply to lava

We

The

mills of the following mines are all shot

down

at present, viz.:

all in

tie vicinity of Shingle Springs; also the
Morey and Melton, near Grizzly

The Con. California, El
Dorado, Crystil, Oro Fino, Vdante and Crane,
Mt.

Pjicaaant,

Fiat.

The Josephine mine, VolcanovillG, above
Georgetown, is now erecting a new 20-6timp
mill, most of the machinery having reached
Georgetown. The whole is under the superin*
tendence of Jos. M. Nouges, a San Francisco at-

anything produced from a molten mass. Aque- torney.
ous applies to mechanically, chemically and
The Z^ntgraff mine, at Wild Goose Flat, is
originally formed soil or rock. Aerial applies to being worked and the ore being milled by the
debris and dutt deposits from currents of air. Zsntgraff Bros, ia yielding very satifictorily.
Metamorphic applies to argillaceoua, calcareous
The Grand Victory mine, three miles above
and cretaceous forraationa. This fourth divis- Diamond Springs, on the old emigrant road, at
ion includes all rocks mechanically, chemically Squaw Hollow, is one of extreme propoitioue,
and originally formed from aqueous and acid having been worked some 250 feet in width and
solutions.
This division takes ia all quartz, about 200 feet in depth. It ia a quarry of
feldspar, basalt, trap and the granite family, porphyry, containing gold.
All the ore taken
that the old standard claims to be igneous rocks. out has been pub through the SO-stamp mill.
For the igneous theorist I will state that we The material was very liw grade, yet always
claim no heat higher than boiling water and paid with a profit, as it required but a few men
acid in solutions for aqueous formations of all to do the whole.
The mill ia now closed down.
rocks; and that there are no igneous rocks or
The Gopher Boulder mine, near Kelaeys, ia
formations except those formed from the melt- now owned by Geo. OuUen Pearaon of London,
ing of the original aqueous rocks or clay; and Eogland, who ia now on his way here
to comthere is no heat coming from the earth but mence active operations.
The foreman in
that coming from chemical decomposition of charge has a force of men at work preparing.
the deep aqueoua formations that were once at The company is about to introduce
electricity
the surface. Now, when we go among the as a mctive-power by transmission
from their
human family to find the origin of aqueous dynamo driven by water power. By this
rocks, we find no authority higher tSan Moses* method not only all their machinery
will be
mythology and hia God. When we go into driven for hoitting and milling, but it is also
chemical analysis, we find there is no compound their intention to supply Placerville and
Georgeof mineral or vegetible matter, but their ele- town with electric lights from the
same aource.
ments are found in our atmosphere.
This mine is directly on the "mother lode,"
I ask all mining men to apply this aqueous- and ia an immense ledge, carrying at times

Cbesley as superintendent.
The Alpine mine and mill

cerning a

new

Galena Conaolidated Mining Co. The properties
three miles from Georgetown. It ia owned by embraced in this consolidation are the wellthe Walker Bros, of Salt Lake, and is under
known Shannon claims, situated in Washoe
The
t|ie management of J. H. Morton, supt.
mill is a new one of 10 stamps, l>ut unfortu- county, Nevada, about three milea by wagon<
nately is not built as solidly as it should be, and road west of Galena station on the V. & T. K. K.
certain defects now exiBting should be remeIn early mining days large quantities of ores
The mine in my opinion is a good one,
died.
were taken from these properties, then known
and will pay if the ore is properly milled.
The owner of the Esperanza mine is a work- as the Indian Boy mines. A large proportion
ing man who has spent some years past on the of the ore was hauled by teams to Califoruia
propeity preparing to tie to it to the end, know- for reduction. The remainder was treated at
ing he haa one of the best in the county. Al- a smelter located on Galena creek.
though of low grade, the ore body is of a
Owing to the fact that the treatment of lead
width of 52 feet in the bottom of shaft. Prep ores then waa a new industry in this part of
arations are now in progress by which work Nevada and of course imperfectly understood,
will be resumed in sinking immediately, as the and furthermore the great expense of fuel and
present hoisting works will do to go down to a fluxes for proper smelting of the ores and high
depth of 500 feet.
price of labor, the business of smelting was not
The Church Union mine after having been a success and the rainea were temporarily abanworked for the past 25 years to a depth of doned. Since then the only method of devel1700 feet, has finally been shut down by the oping the claims has been performed principally
owners, Messrs. Hayward and Hobait. Not by leaae-holders, who instead of pursuing a
because it would not pay, as the last winze sunk systematic ooarae have simply "surface robbelow that level shows better ore than ever. bed " the property. Under this system many
Nevertheltfss the mine haa been stripped of the carloads of good ore have been shipped to San
hoisting works, engine, boilers, mill-stamps and Francisco, Sdlt Lake and Denver for reduction.
all the appurtenances, a patt of which is being
With reduced smelting charges, even with
transported to Angels camp, and the balance to exorbitant freight rates, the lessees have all,
the Dead Horse mine in Tuolumne county, both with a single exception, met with gratifying
of which are new purchasea by the above gen- success in their ventures.
By reason of inadetlemen. A^arions are the surmises as to whether quate facilities the orea and watte were handled
this mine ia to be closed for good or whether on a half-dozen times, where, under systematic
account of insufficiency of machinery to oper- management, the needless expense of handling
Anyway, more than onoe might have been avoided.
ate to a greater depth in the future.
a stagnation
it is to be regretted, as it creates
The ores are chiefly a hard carbonate,
in thia pait of the county which will be severely although a large poition carry sufficient iron
K.
felt.
and lime to make them self fluxing ores, consequently may be reduced at a far Icrs cost than
Tfvo Shafts in Mines.
where flaxes muat be procured. One mine in
this consolidation shows a ledge of hematite ore,
Editors Press: In your paper of date 7th and, although of a low grade aa to gold and silgreat value to a smelting plant on acinst,, I found a short and sensible article head- ver, is of
count of ita superior qualitiea as a flux. The
ed " Two Shafts.'* The item ia, however, ervalue of the company's propeities here may be
roneous to this extent: it was written under the bett judged from the fact of their once having
idea that we had no law in this State upon that been worked at a profit when all mining expenses and shipping were much greater than at
subject, but we have, as you will find in Stats,
is

located about

—

1871-72, p. 413.

It

is

true

its

proviaiona are

applicable only where shafts have been sunk to

the depth of 300 feet, and 12 or more

men

are

employed daily
It was the best we could do at the time, for
mine owners fought the proposition all the
time, and defeated the bill at the previous session, notably the opposition coming from the
leading miners in Nevada and Amador counties.

present.

The reeuH from a millrun at the Melrose
smelting works showed a total average value
per t)n of §25. 35, being silver §19.35, gold .$6,
and iron 85 per cent, with a small perceutage of
By adding a small quanlead (leaa than 10).
t'ty of lime in connection with the carbonat3
ores, it would enable a home smelter to handle
any ores from thia and adjoining properties.
This will necessarily be accomplished in time.
The returns from orea shipped to the variona
smelting works more recently averaged in
silver 52^ ounces; gold, two-tenths ounce; lead,
32 per cett, making tctil value per ton over $75.
By a cheap preparatory treatment of ore and
by concentrating, as now proposed, before shipping, the balk of ores will be greatly reduced
and the value per ton shipped consequently inIn view of the fact that smelting fa*
creased.
oilities are now within 16 miles of the mines,
instead of hundreds as formerly, moat of the
ores heretofore considered valueless may now
be shipped at a profit. Thia fact waa demonstrated last April when a small lot of 4800
pounds waa worked at the Reno reduction
worka, returning a total value of $93 13, being
silver $38.95 and lead $54.18— the proportion of
lead being 38 per cent and all this taken for a
trial wholly from the waste portions of the
mine.
Samples of ore from stopfs, taken
carefully for an average test by E. D. Boyle,
Esq.. assayed: Silver, $138.91; gold, $12.56;
and lead, 68 per cent.
Thia is a fine carbonate ore and lies west of
first workings, the ore now showing in upper
stopes running lower in silver, no gold, but a
little higher in lead, viz., silver, $53 57; lead,
70 per cent. From present indications a large
amount of these classes of ores may be taken
out and shipped whenever thought advisable to
do so. To be profitable, proper facilities both
for mining and for hauling will of necessity have
to be provided.
Several noted mining experts, having ex-

I drew the first bill (session of 1869-70) for
T. Oates, then assemblyman from thia
county, who, baing an operative miner, desired
the honor and credit of the law. It was a
hobby of his. John K. S^les engineered the
thing in our county at home by getting up a
numerously signed petition. The original idea
had been previously advanced by myself, and
the groundwork laid by talking about it among
onr people during years before.
Oitea gotour bill pushed through the Assembly by hard work, and because it was about the
only bill he had introduced. I took charge of
it in the Senate, procured a favorable report
from the Committee on Mines, being on the
committee, made a " big speech" in its favor,
and had it killed by the lobby the corporations and mine-owners quicker than a wink.
Sam Gates aat beside my chair while I spoke
and while the vote was being taken, and was
hugely disgusted, notwithstanding I had advised him beforehand that the opponents of the
bill had allowed it to pass through the House
only aa ** a tub to the whale," and that they
had a dead thing all cut and dried on beating it
aa they did, and I knew it
in the Senate
had the liet of yeas and nays made out lying on
my desk, almost as the roll-call resnlted.
At the next aeasion, Hon. J. M. Daya, how of
San Francisco, being then assemblyman from
Nevada county, introduced the present law,
and as we had made it pretty hot for the opponents of the measure before the people in the
election that year, we were able to carry it
amined these properties, are unanimous in their
through. The law is good as far as it goes. It
that the main ore body will be found
should read 200 feet and employing six men; opinions
westerly from old workings. This is deterperhaps that is the only improvement we could
the main feeders pitching in that dimined
by
make. Suppose you publish the whole law.
rection.
In consequence, a shaft will be sunk
E, W. Roberts.
Very truly yours,
at a point where, at a depth of 200 feet, it will
Grass Valley^ Nevada Co.
intersect the vein. From thia point the mine
may then be properly and conveniently worked.
Candles. An item of interest to the mining At thia stage great reaulta are expected aa the
community is that a pool or trust has been reward.
formed Eist between the 16 or 18 candle fac
The company feela warranted in asking the
tories, aud for some time the trust has been
public to take a hand with them in developiog
trying to induce the three candle factories here the property and thereby sharing the results.
Two of the companies The capital stock ia $100,000, divided into
to come into the ring.
desire to go in, but are unwilling to do so with- 100,000 shares $1 each.
It is proposed to aell
out the third. Candles have advanced recent- one-half of the atock now at ten cents per
ly two cents per pound in the Eist, and this share, the balance, if necessary, at whatever
advance would be made here if the home manu- valuation future developments may seem to
facturers would come in.
warrant. The board ia composed of E. D.
Boyle, Pres.; F. C. Lord, Sec; E. G. StevenThe Northern coast coal mines are doing son, F. E. Fielding and W. H. Armstrong,
Any further information will be
good work and are steadily increasing their Trustees.
shipments. So far they have found ready sale cheerfully given by J, L. Stevenson, Supt.,
for their entire Output without making conces- Reno, or by the secretary at Virginia City.
Renoy July IG, ISSS.
sions in price.
F. B. h.

Sam
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—

—

—

—

—
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The Castle iMouutain Mines.
The New

Dorado of Meaerber County.

El

Mo Q tana.
[From oar Tnrclioff CorTcspoDdent, B. O. IIcrton

]

These mineB are loc&ted in the Castle moaotaiiu and receive their name from the resemblaoce tbey bear to the

Earope.

The miaea

are

*J5

oM

cattU raiDa

miles soath of

of

White

Sniphur Sprioga and aboat (iO mil« north of
LivinKBton on the North PAoi6c railro»d. The
made here by Hem ley
firat looatiooB were
Brothers some two years

ago, but outside of

their development nothing woe done until last
September. By that time their mines were
opened ap nicely and the information leaked
Ihat a strike had been made by the Hensley
Brothers io the Cumberland, and their prospects
were so Hittering that quite an excitement was
gotten up on the strength of their showing.
They now have Messrs. King & Ash interested
with them and have two shafts down, one 125
feet and one 150 feet; some levels have also
been mn.
Their first shipment of ore to the Aurora
•melter netted them clear of all expenses $:iO
per ton. They had 100 tons in transit at the
time of my vieit.
They had also begun gradiof; for a smelter of
The castiugB and machinery neoestheir own.
aary for a 40 t>D stack were shipped from Chioapo on the 20th of June.

the ore is perfectly free
melting. In most of prospects opened in the
camp the lead percentage runs very hif^h. In
the Cumberland the lead runs from 40 to 70

The character

road, which is being built from White Sulphur
Springs, shortening the distance to less than 20
miles, and the mercbaoti and bnsinees men of
the springs will spare oo expense to hold their
share of the Cattle mines' patronafie.
Castle mines are progreaaing aa rapidly as is
healthy for a new cimp. They have already a
very sprightly little paper fully alive to the
general interests of the oamp. The North Picitio K. R. can make a connection with Caatle
from two pointi by building about <>0 miles of
road from Livingston, with no intermediate
travel, and 60 miles east from Townsend, taking
10 the county seat of Whitd Sulphur Sprin2S
and the travel of Smith River valley. While
the grade is probably not quite as good, it is
sorely the most desirable for tratlio.

White Sulphur SprlngB.
seat of Meagher county, is destioed to beocme quite a health resort as soon
as they have toe bemtits of railroad transportation.
Not many aick men have the nerve to
tike a 40-mile ttige trip.
It ia a very nice little burg of about 1000 inhabitiDt^ and located
in a central point, for they have gronps of
mines at each point of the compass. To the

The coanty

t some mines have been discovered in the
Crazy mountains, and 35 miles north they have
the Niehart district. Oo the west are the
Biroh Creek and Confederate Guloh mines.

eat

per oent and an average of 25 ounces io silver.
The Yellowis limestone.
stone is a short distance from the Cumberland,
owned by Heneley Bros., and carries about the
same value. It is a contact vein between
porphyry and lime. The shaft ia down 100
feet, and a '.:0 foot ore body has been crosscut.
This property is under a bond ti Messrs. HauThis
ser and Holter of Helena for ¥50,000.
bond expires August let, and as these parties
are heavily interested in the new smelter going
np at Helena, there is a strong probability of
their taking up the bond.
The Hidden Treasure is about two miles
noith of the Cumberland, and is owned by
Messrs. Dunn & Donovan. They have a shaft
down 100 feet, and have some very fine ore.
Some of the sound carbonatas run as high as
100 ounces ia silver and from 30 to 45 per cent

The Russell Process.
Its

Economic

Practical Application and
Results.
{Continued from our

last.)

-AssaylDg of the Sulphides for Silver.
The set of experiment! shown in Table V
was made by Louis Janin, Jr., when in charge

F.

In experiments 1 and 2, of
the 55 grammes of granulated lead, 15 were
first placed in the aoorifier and hollowed out
to receive the sulphides, which should not t^uch
the sides or bottim of the scorifier.
The remaining 40 grammes were placed oo the t^p of
the sulphides.
In No. 4, the sulphides were firtt treated
with nitric acid and the silver was precipitated
from the filtrate with hydrochloric acid and
filtered off— this filter, with its contents, then
being added ts the filter containing the residue
undiasolved by nitric acid. The two filters and
their contents were then dried and assayed.
For assaying cupels, pulverize the cupel
through a 30 menh screen. Use 30 grammes
fused borax, .SO grammes litharge and 30
in lead.
grammes of carbonate soda, and cover with
The CorllSB,
salt.
Use a slow fire until nearly fused. If the
On the same vein aa the Yellowstone, owned by crucible tends to boil over, throw in 20 to 25
Lewis & Chapin, is developed by a tunnel 150 grammes of salt. For slags, all the slag from
They have the assay is saved and pulverized through a
feet long and a shaft 50 fett deep.
3i fett of solid ore that will run from 70 t^ 80 20 meah screen, and mixed with fiux used in
cent
lead.
For
40
per
and
30
to
silver,
ounces
experiment No. 4.
the amount of work done here it is a fine showof the mill at Cuai,

ing.

The Great Eastern

i-KJI-

Is another location on the same vein, apparentThey have a larger amount of development
ly.
work done than any other mine in this district.
One shaft down 200 fett, and in ore all the way.

Some

short levels have been run

a tine

body

and

all

show

v. PoTderly
la owned by Hensley Bros., Higgios & Chaffee.
They have a tunnel run 120 feet, which taps
the lead at a depth of 75 feet, and have three
feet of fine carbonate ore that assays from 50 to
130 ounces silver and 40 per cent lead.

The

-

the sand-bath.

Dilute with about 400 o. o. of pure
hot water; let stand about an hour, and filter
residue.
Dry the residue
and filter-paper and barn the latter. As the
residue wi.l contain considerable silver undissolved, no more need be added on account of
the gold.
ceases.

off the uudiaaolved

H.~DeflDltlon of

"special extra solution" is an extra sowhich has already been used on one
charge of ore, and is to be used on -a second
charge juit previously to the use of a fresh extra solution on that charge.
"Apparent extraction "is the extraction in
percentage or in ounces by leaching in the mill,
calculated from the value of the tailings and
ore per ton, or, in other words, is the difference between the value of the tailings and that
The
of the ore charged to the leaching tinka.
apparent extraction is calculated each day.
" Actual extraction *' is the amount of silver
actually obtained in the bullion or sulphides.
When expressed in percentage, it is the amount
of silver actually obtained, compared with the
silver in the ore actually charged into the leachThe actual extraction is known
ing tanks.
only at the end of each leaching run, asually
of 100 to 1000 tons of ore.
Neither the apparent nor the actual extrac
tion refers to any losses occurring previously to
the charging of the ore into the leaohing tanks.
An " acid ore " as used in this paper is a
roasted ore, the firat waah-watsr from which
Of this class are the
gives an acid reaction.
ODtirio(in 1883-84) Sombrertt?, San Antonio
and San Bartolo.
A " simple alkaline ore " is a roasted ore with
an alkaline first wash-water, of which the
Sierra Grande, Daly and Veta Grande ores are
examples.
An " alkaline arsenical ore " is an ore with
considerable araenical compounds and an alkaThe Yedras ore is the
line firet wash-water.
only one of this class so far treated by the Rus-

The "first wash-water " ia used before the
regular leaching solutions and only on roasted
ores, being employed to extract all salts formed
in the roatting which are soluble in water.
The " second wash-water " is used after the
regular leaching solutions, on all ores, for the
purpose of extracting the portion of the hyposulphite solution remaining in the ore, and also
for the purpose of maintaining the volume of

Number of Experiment.

j

my

visit they were all busy getting a
During
lot of eample ores to ship to the different cities,
and I dare say that ere this a portion of these

are on exhibition in

Another
a good wagon

San Francisco.

advantage Kobinson will have

is

TABLE VI.
LEACH1S':-RATF, SIZK OF CRl'SHINfl. ASD VALUE PER
TON, OF MATKR[AL TO WHICH THE RU08ELI.
PROCESS HAS llEKN APPLIED.
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the stock solution.

Weight

"Volume to saturate," for raw ores, means
the volume of liquid which the charge of dry
ore has absorbed per ton by the time the surface of the liquid stands level with the surface
For roastid ores, it means the
of the charge.
volume of liquid which a charge of wet ore will"
absorb in the same way. By a " wet charge
or solution
is meant a charge from which water

of ouJphides,

A. T.
bi -I c» to oi t5

Litharge, grins.

firms.

Borax, grms.
ir'titatiBimn

has just been drained, but which still retains
from 10 to 20 per cent of moisture.
" Rate of leaching " is the nomber of inches
depth of liquid, measured on the surface of the
charge, which will pass through that charge

Cyanide,

srms
Charcoal, grms.

Urauuiaied

Lead,

per hour.
•'
Circulation " is the re-passing of the solution (usually the extra solution) through the
charge of ore. after it has already passed
through one or more times.
By "tailings" ia nodertt')od any matsrial
which has been treated by leaching or amalgamation, either raw or after roasting. In this
paper, the term "roatting" or "roatted ore"
will include chloridizing and chloridized ore.
The term "Howell furnace" will include any
self-discharging revolving furnace, either par-

grms.

UnroTrected assay value,
07.. per ton.

O -J O ^ OS J- cr y.
O tJ OQ fC
OOCr- 0^0>'

Silver in Slug, per cent.
Silver in Cupel, per cent.

-.O

Slag
per cent^

'lotal in

and

Cupel,

Corrected Assay Vfclue,
oz. per ton.

wholly lined with brick. All expenses
are given in U. S. currency, and the value of
tially or

one ounce

—

of fellows located here.

prooeHH.

sell procesa.

oped by a tunnel 160 feet, run on the vein.
^s
There is a three-foot body of free-milling ore,
As shown in Table V, the method by ecorifithe only dry ore thus far found in the district.
No assays have been made from this ledge that cation, using one-tenth of an assay ton, gives
were leas than 150 ounces, and as high aa 6400 the highest ** uncorrected " as well as the highounces have been obtiined a very encouraging est " corrected " assay; but, with the exception
outlook for the owners.
of No. 3, carries the most silver (1,32 per cent)
The Cistle district, as it now stands, em- into the filag and cupel. Noa. 5 and S, which
braces a Bcope of count''y eight miles in length contain the moat litharge {77 and 85 grammes)
and five in width, and sioce Sept. 1, 1887, have the least silver in the alag and cupel (0.2
abont 500 mineral locations have been made per cent); Noa. 6 and 9, with cyanide of potaa
Two cities in embryo have sprung up. sium, have a little more silver (0 32 per cent) in
here.
The original town of Caatle is by far the larg- the slag and cupel. No. 3 ia a common crucible
est at present, containing over 100 houses. assay, made with a nail, but only 22 grammes
Nearly all branches of business are here repre- of litharge. The slag and cupel contain the
About four miles north, the town of most silver (1 36 per cent) of all the methods.
sented.
Robinson is building. Here I think the princiG.— Assaying of the Sulphides for Gold.
pal mining town will be situated, as it ia more
convenient to a large portion of the mines.
What building is being done here has an air of
permanency. There is a very enterprising set

leaching tanka, in which case the leaching rate
is abont the same as for raw ores.
The fineness
of crushing has, within certain limits, no appreciable effect on the rate of leaching, if the
ore is well chloridized and ia charged dry into
the leaohing tanks.
For instance, when treating Ontario ore, a charge of the finest flue-duat
from the farthest duet-chamber of the Stetsfeldt furnace leaches just aa rapidly as a charge
of the coarsest material from the furnace shaft.
This is due to the perfectly roasted oondition
of the fiue-dufct, which causes the charge to
maintain a soft and half-doating condition during the whole of the leaching, unless it is allowed to drain and settle for a considerable
time. Oo the other hand, at Lake valley, with
a Howell furnace without an auxiliary fire,
the flue dust was so poorly roasted that even
when mixed with the coarseitore it proved a
great hindrance to rapid leaching.
Table VI gives the average rate of leaching
in the mills for various ores cruebed through
different screens and treated by the Russell

The

3BB^a^OO
o o o — o --a D

Mine

devel-

"simple"

lutiona alone are used.
The t^frm *' Uussell process" includes the
use of cuprous hyposulphite, ac;d, or any al>
kaline carbonate, as soda ash, one or more of
them, either without or in connection with the
use ot the sodium or calcium hyposulphite solution aa used in the Kiss and Patera process.
**
Extra solution " properly means the
cuprous hyposulphite solution of the Russell
process, and, to save reptt.tton, the tx^o terma
are used interchangeably in this paper.

Sodium Carbonate,

is

old," or

hyposulphite solution and prooeae, refer to the
sodium or calcium hyposulphite solution and to
the Kiss and P..l)ra process in which these so-

3 2

The Alice

The American,
Owned by Hensley Bros. & Rhodes,

Terms Used.

The terms "ordinary," "

T.

is some five miles north of the Cumberland location, and ia under a bond for $100,000
to Carter, Barter and others. It is being developed by three shafts, 50 feet deep, and they
struck water at this depth. They are shipping
ore to the Toston smeHer, and getting very satThey have an immense body
isfactory results.
of ore that ranges from 25 ounces to over 100
ounces in silver, and from 45 to 60 per cent
They are now employing about 25 teams
lead.
hauling ore. This, with only a 50 foct abaft to
extract from, is a wonderful output. Wherever
they have crosscut the lead, they have from 15
to 18 feet of ore.

After action has nearly ceased,

add a few more centimeters of acid. If action
begins again, continue to add the acid until it

coo
n

sad p-d V:

of ore.

with a watch-glass and add 200 c. c. of C. F.
nitric acid, at the rate of 6 or 8 o. o, at a time.
Set the beaker in a moderately warm place on

lution,

of

The formation here

55

II.

Mill

of silver is

estimattd at $1.

Work. A.-Preparatlon of the Ore

for the ProcesB.
The CruHhing and the Effect of Various
of Crushing on the Rate of Leaching,
Roasting and Mill /?esKi«fl.— All crushing of raw
be dry. Also
as well as of roasted ores must
be treated by any
all tailings, which are to
they contarn
if
dried
be
leaching process, must
be
any wet slimes. For ores which are to
a.
Sizes

is apparroasted, the reason for dry crushing
In the case of raw ores, a wet cruahmg
ent
parti^ne
and
coarse
the
of
separation
cauaea a
very objectionable. Table VI
In assaying for geld the sulphides shoulii cles, which ia
procRussell
the
for
of crushing
always be first treated with concentrated nitric elves the size
The extraction from bilmills.
acid and only the residue assayed. Without ess in various
Raymond and Ely raw ores would
the preliminary treatment with acid the amount Ter Reef and
be increased by a finer crushing.
of gold obtained by assay will usually fall con- probably
rate of roasted ore is greater
leaching
The
The folsiderably short of the true amount.
soluble salts
than that of raw ore, onleaa the
lowing is the exact method
have first been dissolved
Weigh out into a beaker (600 to 800 c. o. ca- formed in roasting
it ia charged into the
before
ore
roasted
pacity)! to 3 assay tons of sulphides. Cover from the
:

I

!

Note,— All the above rates of leaohing, except lor
the Bremen tailings at Silver City, are without
syphons or vacuum.

For ores which are to be roasted

in a Stete-

feldt farnaoe, or which are to be thoroughly
roa'eted in a Howell or reverberatory, there is
practically no limit to the fineness of orushing
allowable. But a roasting in a Bruckner furnaoe may have a very bad effect on the rats of

shown further on.
For raw ores, if rolls are used, the limit of
coarseness may be put at an eight-mesh screen.
In the case of raw tailings, the limit of fineness
allowable has only been reached in the treatment of the Bremen tiilingsat Silver City, New
Mexico. The average fineness of that part of
those tiiliogs which could be successfully treated was such that 87.8 per cent would pass
through a screen of 150 holes to the linear inch,
or 22,500 holes to the square inch. With this
fineness of material, a vacuum of 14 inches of
mercury produced a leaching rate of about onehalf inch per hour, measured on the surface of
These tailings came from the upthe charge.
leaching, as

per end of the Bremen tailing-pits, which, being nearest to the mill which had produced the
The
tailings, coEtiined the coarsest mateiial.
tailings gradually became finer, the leaching
one-seventh
to
rata decreasing until it became
one-tenth of an inch per hour. The treatment
The ore
of the tailings was then abandoned.
from which these tiilings had been produced
screens
of 40 to
through
crushed
was originally
60 meshes ti the linear inch. Subsequently
amalgamated
and
the tailings had been once
once concentrated. The extreme finen' S3 of
these tailings was due to the elate and lime

composing the ore, which had decomposed and
weathered during the three previous treatments,
and during years of exposure to air and moisture in the tailing-pits.

[To he Coiitinufd,)

An
mill

power plant to drive a 50-stamp
being put up at Silver City, Idaho.

electrical

is

The

directors of the Mechanics' Institute are

busy preparing

for the

coming

fair.
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even in the ore-smelting districts, where
may be little or no other use for this sort
of wood, but where for the smelters charcoal is
indispensable.
The Commissioner holds the
opinion that it would be better to let this timber remain where it is till it finally rots or
burns up, greatly increasing meantime the
danger of forest fires, than to have the carbonaros convert it to such beneficent use. There
maybe law to warrant such decisions, but how

Lower

this,

Timber Depredations.

California Gold Mines.

there

PENTIFIC PRESS!
A. T.

W.

DEWBY.

DEWEY &

EWER.

E.

CO., Publishers.

O^ce, 220 Market St„ J^. E.cor. Front Si.,S. F.
ta' Take the Elevator, No. IS Front St."^

The Commissioner

of the General

Land

Office

telegram from the
special timber agent on duty at Eureka, Nevada, to the effect that the depredations committed on the public lands by two corporations have
has,

it is

said, received

a

amounted in that district to 810,000,000; the
two corporations alluded to being, presumably,

We had
E. Mills,

a conversation this

who

week with Geo.

has just returned from the gold

mines in Calmalli

district.

Lower

California.

These mines are about 260 miles south of Ensenada by land. Erom the seaport of San
Domingo they are 50 miles inland, over a sandy
road, with one large mountain to cross,
Mr.
Mills has a very poor opinion of the mines,
which he says amounts to little, though many
people have been going into the district, some
of them even walking all the way from Ensenada and San Diego, taking from 25 to 35 days
for the trip.
The placer mines are played out.
The old Mexicans and others who have been
working there have been using dry washers,
but many have abandoned the ground and left
their washers and implements behind. Shot

mining companies.
of the thing ?
It
How these two companies or any number of about the practical sense
Sbnwr Editor mining companies could have caused such ex- must be inferred that the timber so taken was
W. B. EWER
found on non-mineral lands, otherwise the use
tensive timber spoliation in that part of Nevada
Terms of Subscription.
purpose would be warranted
there never was of it for the above
Annual Subscription, ?3. New aubacriptionB will bo is matter for surprise, seeing
by the law already quoted. But even then, as
declined \vithout cash in advance. All arrearages must grown a single tree within 300 miles of the
be paid (or at the rate of S3.50 per annum.
removal of these dead trees could result in
Eureka district suitable for making good lum- the
Advertlsinsr Rates.
nothing but good all around, there was no need
well
as
section,
as
that
in
woodlands
The
ber.
1 week. 1 month. 3 mos. 12 mos.
S 5.00 throughout the entire State, save a narrow belt for the Commissioner interposing to prevent it.
g. 80
S 2.20
S .25
Per Line (agate)
4.00
24.00
10.00
Kalf inch (1 square)..... 1.50
Every public officer, being empowered with a
2.00
5.00
14.00
45.00 along tlie eastern slope of the Sierra, consist
One inch.
Large advertisements at favorable rates. Special or almost wholly of nut pine, mountain mahogany certain amount of discretion, is expected to gold is found, the fine gold of course being lost.
appearing
notices
advertisements,
legal
noticea,
reading
paper, and juniper, all scrubby trees, and having a exercise the same in the discharge of his official Three men working a claim there said they
in extraordinary type or in particular parts ot the
were making from $5 to $7 a week.
at special rates. Four insertions are rated in a month.
much scattered growth. There occur in a few functions.
The quartz mines are *' pocket *' claims, and
London Agbnt— Alfred E. Ann, 63 and 64 New Broad places small patches of white pine, a somewhat
Street, E. C.
Aliens and Mineral Lands.
from some of the pockets very rich ore
larger tree, though it seldom reaches a hight of
indeed is found. The veins run from one to
Address all literary and business correspondence more than 40 or 50 feet, and a diameter of two
and Drafts for this paper in the name of the firm.
Eepresentative Hermann of Oregon, from the three feet in width. On some claims they have
The wood is soft, and when converted
feet.
favorably
reported
Lands,
Public
mail
matter
Committee
on
second-class
Entered at S. F. Post Office as
sunk 40 feet, but nothing rich has been fouqd
If two saw-loga are
into lumber, warps badly.
to the House on Tuesday the Senate bill pro- except at or near the surface. Some of the ore
Our latest forms go to press on Thursday evening. cut from this tree the upper one will be full of
viding that the Alien Land Act shall not affect will soon arrive in this city and is not enough
knots, rendering it almost worthless for lumber.
SCIENTIFIC PRESS PATENT AGENCY. As for the other trees mentioned, while they the title to mineral or mining claims in the Ter- to attract attention, but there is very little of
ritories, which may be acquired or held under this sort of ore to be had.
DEWEY & CO., Patent Soucitorb.
There is a fivemake good fuel, not even the most inferior kind
q. h. strong.
w. b. swbr.
A. t. dbwet.
the mineral laws of the United States, or any stamp mill in the camp whioh has been at work
them.
nianufactured
from
If
be
lumber
can
of
The com- some years.
mills or other improvements thereon.
SAN FRANCISCO
they are sometimes employed for building
mittee has added an amendment to the bill proA good many men have been disappointed by
Saturday Morning, July 28, 1888. cabins and corrals, palisade fashion, this is the viding that .the Act shall not be construed so
going to these mines. There are not more than
only use ever made of them except for fuel.
as to authorize the acquisition or holding of any 60 men in the permanent population.
Mr.
The congressional law regulating timbercoal or iron lands in any of the Territories of Mills saw some men come in nearly
TABLE OF CONTENTS.
barefoot,
cutting on the public domain, enacted June 3,
States by any alien or foreigner.
having walked the whole 650 miles to get there.
EDITORIALS.— Cable Railroads; Cocswell Polytech- 1878, authorizes citizens of the United States to the United
Passing Events; Timber Depredanic College, 53.
The proposed amendment will have the effect They get away as soon as they can. It is only
agricultural,
building,
minLane's;
Investitrate
remove
for
Mineral
To
the
fell
and
Aliens
and
tions;
the
opposition
to
the
some
of
withdrawing
of
occasionally that a steamer or vessel comes to
Debris Problem; Lower California Mines, 56. Big
ing or other domestic purpose any trees or tim*
Assays; The Late H. P. Gregory; The Launch of the
bill, and will be rather a benefit than otherwise.
San Domingo to bring freight. Mr. Mills himCharleston; Condensing Chambers in Smelting Plants, ber growing on public mineral lands, under
mines
in
the
It is the gold, silver, copper and lead
57.
self waited from the 19th of April to the Ist of
ILLUSTRATIONS. — The Cogswell Polytechnic such rules and regulations as the Secretary of Territories that the miners want to be able to
July before he got a chance to get back to EaReverbatory Furnace and Dust ChamCollege, 53.
the Interior may prescribe. Any one guilty of
ber at Leadville, 57where they can get the best price. The senada by sea. The common experience is that
CORRESPONDENOB.—A Miner's View of Geolo- violating the provisions of this Act or of the sell
coal and iron interests of the Territories are less the longer one stays the less money he has.
gy; Como, Nevada; El Dorado County Minps; Two
and regulations made in pursuance
Shafts in Mines; A New Mining Enterprise, 54. The rules
important, and it is well that no large tracts be Provisions and clothes are very high. Corn is
Castle Mountain Mines, 55thereof, is liable to a 6ne of $500 and to imMISOELLANBOUS.— The Russell Process, 55.
But the English companies that
sold to aliens.
MECHANICAL PROGRESS. — The Secret of prisonment for six months. Cutting timber on buy mines of gold, silver, copper or lead gen- 12 cents a pound; deer meat, 37 to 40 cents.
Cast Steel; Rolling Out Chains of Wrought Iron; An
four-bit pair of overalls costs $4, and everythe mineral lands for sale or willfully destroy-
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of California,

tana.

New
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Passing Events.
The

closing

down

Germania emelter,

of the

expected to be followed by the closing

Utah,

is

down

of other establishments.

This action

is

work them in a
thing else in proportion. The gold is worth
manner, put up big reduction works, employ $1S an ounce, but has to be sold for goods at
many men and benefit the region where they the store, so it really brings about $5 per ounce,
This has been the ex- considering the prices
operate in many ways.
charged.
ted in violation of some one or more of the
perience so far. They pay less attention to
Some of the men who leave for there is no
the
same,
it
provisions;
but,
all
puzzles
above
" stock " operations than our own people are acwork for them go over to the copper mines
us to see how any such amount of damage as is
customed to. It was a hardship to prospectors above Muleje. The Eoglish company^s mines
here alleged could have been done by these
pass
law
a
and miners in the Territories to
on the gulf side, where the seaport is Los Anmining companies. Ten million dollars is a
which prevented their selling their mines to geles, have stopped work.
large sum, more, we opine, than all the trees
We There are about 12 quartz mines opened at
foreigners if they had the opportunity.
ever grown in Central Nevada would sell for
get big prices for our properties on the Eoglish Calmalli. An effort is to be made to sell the
were they cut and corded up or converted into
market, and a great deal of harm was done to claims in this city, and the owners expect to get
lumber.
mining industry when these sales were about $300,000. If the mines showed any per*
A little figuring will disclose what an amount the
It is to be hoped that the proposed manence, with ore half as rich as the
stopped.
pockets
of improbability is involved in this statement.
change in the law will be made at once.
have yielded, they would be very valuable. As
As above remarked, the tree growth throughit is, however, no value can be placed on them,
oat all that portion of Nevada is not only
the Debris Problem. everything depending on the occasional pockets
stunted but exceedingly sparse. Over large To Investigate
which are found.
areas it will not yield more than two or three
A Washington dispatch states that Reprecords of wood to the acre, the average yield of
The Forest Hill Mine Fike.—
Biggs' bill, providing for an approAlthough not so stated, the depredations complained of must, of course, have been commit

—

—

rates exacted

a ton.

Ores that come from Nevada and Utah points so preposterous that no one, except perhaps a
going East have a certain rate to Salt Lake, timber agent, would entertain it for a moment.
which is much lower than on ores landed in Salt If a few thousand acres of these stunted and
Lake for the home smelters. On the 233 inst., straggling forests have been so cleared off, this
the rate on bullion from SaltLake to the Missouri
river was reduced from ^18 to $15 per ton.

The

W.

T.,

is

new

of the

failure

smelter at Colville,

bad for that region.

ed on the ores

Still it

depend-

one district, and there was
Bufficient capital to conduct the business.
of

in-

Information printed in another column conLower California mines bears out

cerning the

made

Press at the time
That region has so litwater available that it is hard to make any

the prediction

in the

the excitement began.
tle

The

sentative

the whole not exceeding five cords per acre.

managements by the As this wood, before being cut, is worth not over
by the rail- $1 per cord, the corporations complained of, to
The rata on bullion has been $1S per cause a damage of $10,000,000, must have deroads.
nuded 2,000,000 acres of their trees, an idea
ton, while the roads carry ore out for §12
freight

vigorous,

erally

ing the same are also unlawful acts.

forced upon the smelting
disastrous

systematic

is

probably about the extent of these alleged

depredations.

As

the

non-mineral

public

fire in

an examination and the Forest Hill mine, in Placer county, which
survey of the rivers and lands adjacent thereto cost J. Bowering and Robert McKechnie their
in California, will be recommended for passage lives, was caused by the pipe from the blackby the Senate Committee on Mining, in the smith shop setting the timbers on fire. The
priation of $100,000 for

hope that information looking to a settlement shop is located 5S0O feet from the mouth of the
Over 70 men were inside the
of the debris problem will be the outcome of main tunnel.
the work, which will be prosecuted by Govern- fire in the tunnel. They retreated to the side

ment

drifts,

officials.

It is well that this

subject should be thor-

oughly examined by competent and disinterIt seems somewhat strange
ested engineers.

lands,
valuable
chiefly
for
their
timber
that there should be organized opposition to the
but unfit for cultivation, are sold at the rate of
measure on the part of certain Californians. If
$2.50 per acre, the injury done
by stripto permit the hydraulic mines to
it is

the

where the

fire

side,

air

remained pure, and when

subsided, and they started to rush out*

they were horrified to find the bodies of
men who had rushed in in the hope of

over 30

rescuing the inside miners, and had suffocated.
All but the

two named above were resuscitated.

possible

In making test of Oocidental tin ore at the
ping these sparsely timbered mountains of their
again be worked without injury or detriment
Dakota School of Mines one day recently, the
trees could in no event be large.
it
know
it.
If
to
ought
we
interests,
to other
It was evidently the intent of the Act first
matters will remain as fact was developed that it carried a consideris not possible, of course
alluded to that the parties therein named should
able quantity of gold. This was a revelation
they are. There is no reason, however, why
even to the men who performed the work upon
be permitted to use all the timber required for
the subject should not be properly investigated.
mine.
their several purposes.
nothing, the Government the

It was evidently the intent of the Act regugold-mining operations successful.
The mines of this State generally were never lating timber- cutting on the public mineral
in a more prosperous condition, and the quartz lands that the occupants of those lands should
be permitted to cut and use all the timber reindustry is making rapid progress.

It

costs

the State

paying the
tion

bills.

on the part

There
of the

is,

moreover, no objec-

Government

since it sold the auriferous gravel

to do this,

land to the

The Maxwell Creek

mines,

which were tak-

en to London eome time ago by

Wm.

Letts

been successfully placed
miners, who bought in good faith. Then the in strong hands on that market. The BJg Oak
The recommendation of the committee favor- quired for their several purposes, yet the course U. S. Courts enjoined them from working the Flat ditch will be run in connection with the
able to the Biggs bill, on the debris question, pursued of late years by the Secretary of the ground.
In fact this scientific examination ot mines.
will please the mining community of California. Interior and the Commissioner of the General
the problem should have been made long since.
The Frisbee wet mill, illustrated and describLand Office would seem to evince on their part
have
It will be a great benefit to the State to
The water of the north fork of the Feather a desire to frustrate such intent.
ed in the Pre.ss not long since, is in successful
the whole matter studied and then definitely
river, says the Biggs Argus^ has been turned
operation at the Copper Qaeen mine, Arizona,
As evidence of this take the ruling of Comsettled one way or the other.
into the Big Bend tunnel, and very soon a large missioner Sparks, deciding that the charcoalreducing ore for concentration.
We shall
body of men will be working on the river burners must not make use of dead and fallen
CoppEE ore is being shipped from Pioche, shortly give a report of the results aocom"
plished.
bottom left dry by the tunnel.
trees, or pinon found on the public domain, and Nev., to Salt Lake.
Oliver, have,

it is said,
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The Late H.

Big Assays.

We

much

don't K«t bo

exoiked in CaUfornia

" aufayiog " $00,000

over gold ore

Henry

(

we do over that worth $C0; and, in fact, $lo
and $20 rock la pretty good in these days, and
pays well if there lb enough of it. Whenever
we hear of people rinding S.'iO.OOO or $tiO,000
ore we thiok some follow hav found % ** speoimen" or a little pocket. It is pocket mines
great

mines
In auoh

value, but pocket mines and specimen

do not bring high

prices

ai mines.

who

died at

fine

hU home

The Lauuch of the Charleston.
The launch

of the steel cruiser

from the shipUnion Iron Works, on Thursday
Mr. Cregory entered as a volunteer in the evening of last week, was an occasion which
of prominence among the dealers in machinery
on this coast. In his death, the community U. S. Navy at the beginning of the war, and will long be remembered in this city. No inch
loses a valuable member and an honorable and served as an engineer.
He was in aotiv« serv* immense orowd ever before gathered in this
upright gentleman.
Among his associates he ice and in many of the great naval battlee. At State at anything connected with our industrial
was well liked for his genial and pleasant man- the cIoBe of the war he oame to this oity. He interests. All the roadways leading to the
nere, and he had acquired an enviable reputa- was a member of the Bohemian Club and the works were crowded with people; the steamers,
Pacific Club.
oirclea.
tion in business circles.
He was also a member of the tugs, yachts, and all sort) of craft were loaded
After having been employed with Treadwell Loyal Legion, the Anoient Order of United with passengers; the shipyard was filled with
Workmen, the Knights of Honor, and a Knight an expectant multitude, and from every point
Si Co. for some years, he went into business (or

I

to the ton as

generally that ihow bunches of ore of

Gregory,

raocb oear the sboree of Monterey bay,
between Aptos and Sequel, where he had a comfortable country reeidence with pleasant aur*

Gregory.

P.

57

'.

!

I

1'.

in

tiklaod on Tueaday night, ocoapted a position

yard

roundings.

'

the

of

j

j

what is in actual himself in lb74, under the firm name of H. P. Templar. His cheerful disposition, natural of vantage were masses, crowds and groups of
The old-fashioned (iregory & Co., and afterward established politeness and pleasant manners endeared Mr. people to watch the launch.
We have before described the vessel, which is
§1000 a ton rock we used to hear about is sel- branch houses in Portland, Oregon, and Sydney, Gregory to a wide circle of friends. His business
dom mentioned in these days for fear those who N. S. W. His brother, Silas P. Gregory, was associates will join with bis personal friends in still incomplete, the hull having been launched
to make room in the yard for the other cruiser
know anything of the
which is to be built. The arrangements for the
subject will "copper"
launch were perfect, and there was no delay or
statement
and
the
hitch of any kind.
At the appointed hour the
have nothing to do
well to count on

claims

it is

sight

and nothing more.

|

'

I

,

|

with

huge mass of

man who

the

speaks of

ly

it.

we

men

this

It

M,

are told

have

It

the rich rock.
as

worth

way

the

thou-

into

No more successful launch was ever made.
There was no delay, and no accident of any
kind, and the whole affair reflects credit on
those who had it in charge. The people were
proud to know that we had in our midst an industrial establishment that was enabled to ac-

on

complish so great a work so successfully.

Condensing Chambers in Smelting

dynamite, which
exposed a rich pocket

Plants.

of gold-bearing quartz.

In recent numbers of the Press we have given

nothing was done, be-

descriptions of the Leadville smelting furnaces

cause the property was

from the U. S. Geological Survey monograph
No. XII, by Emmons, on the *' Mining Industry of Leadville." In the Press of May 12,
18SS, was given the elevations and sections of
Smelter A. On this page we give engravings
showing the reverberatory furnace and dust
chambers of the same smelter. In Fig. 3 the
chamber is seen in horizontal sections, divided
into three parts by means of partition walls Wt

owned by the Lake
Superior Iron Comwould
it.

sell

Last summer the company put a few miners

work on the prop-

and a teat abaft
was sunk about 18
feet, at the bottom of

erty,

the arrows indicating the circulation of the

$40,000

/V

ton.

S^ale

)

/,

REVERBEHATORY

FirRMAr.Iv

The

done until two months
Rich rock has
RE7ERBEBATORY FURNACE AND DUST CHAMBER AT LEADVILLB.
been encountered all
to
along, and the wonderful find has thus set the associated with him In business until about a paying the last tribute of respect
shaft

is

now down 22

feet,

year since,

when he

his

mem

ory,

died.

The firm started in a small way on First
about 13 feet wide at the bottom."
A BALCONY will soon be built around the
.This is rather a curious ahaped *' shaft," 22 street between Market and Stevenson, but soon museum-room of the State Mining Bureau. The
They must be go- enlarged their buslneas and moved to the foot balcony will ba placed about tan feet from the
feet deep and 18 feet wide.
ing to have a triple compartment outfit on that. of Market street. Soon after the completion of floor, and will be nine feet broad. The want
But it is easy to get up an excitement over gold Union block, they took the corner store on Fre- of the additional room thus obtained has long
Out here when a fellow strikes a mont and Mieaion streets. The premises are been felt, as all the available space had already
in the East.
pocket like that he is congratulated and people the finest in the city for the class of business been crowded with specimens.
hope he will get another, but they are by no conducted, and a very large and varied stock is

and

is

means sure

of it.

Some pocket mines

in this

State have paid handsomely, but there are bo

many chances
big price

is

to be tiken that it

ia

aeldom any

paid for a mine of that character.

carried.

Mr. Gregory

made frequent

visits

Eist and abroad, and secured many valuable
agencies, which he conducted with marked
ability. Being an enterprising man, he has built

up a
The Prescott Journal-Miner declares that
Ever
the
way
of
the
developneeds
in
what Arizona
been
ment of her mines is men of means who are will-

from very small beginnings.
since he was established for himself he has
a constant advertiser in the Press, and was
fine businesB

many of

rook falling upon him in the upraise from No.

known,
Mr. Gregory was a man in the prime of life
and with everything to make life attractive.
Successful in business, he had made for himself
one of the pleasantest homes in Oakland. He
was peculiarly a domestic man and enjoyed his
home life. He leaves a widow and three chilMr. Gregory has
dren, two boys and one girl.

9 tunnel, Sierra Buttea mine, Sierra Oity.

of late years greatly interested himself in

ing to invest their capital in legitimate mining
eoterpriees,

who

and

not

kid-gloved mining men,

take hold of auch a proposition to float the

stock

among

their

friends,

regardless

of

the

merit of the property.

Charles Reed was

in

six

roasting furnace

is

shown

in elevation in

view of giving the dimensions, for it presents no peculiarity in construcIts width (not indicated in sketch) is 12
tion.
feet.
The sketch shows the system of bracing
by rails; the hinged cast-iron doors d and the
Fig. I, chiefly with a

ago.

The

same

months.

ind. to 6 fBei.jr Vtj

All work was suspended then and nothing

people wild.

a vertical section of the

dust were collected in this chamber

assayed
the

to

ia

chamber, and the construction and working are
shown by the drawings. About 150 tons of

gold-carrying

which

Fig. 2

fumes.

which a small pocket
was struck which prorock

yard to join their voices in the
As soon as the launch was

were given for all who had been
prominently identified with the event.

of

dnced

**

over, cheers

with the exception of
exploding one charge

at

moved slowly down
The Star Spangled

great hull

national song.

which the shaft was
sunk was discovered
three years ago by
lehpemiog men, but,

which

As the

of people in the

quart/, vein

not lease nor

Mayor,

officials,

Banner,'' and the music inspired the vast orowd

hut take a mortar
to find out the value.

pany,

near the

don't

We

stuff in this coun-

The

a platform

the waya, the band played

try,

'*

of the State, the

vessel.

often assay that kind
of

On

bow were the Governor

show

the assays will

§00,000.

the appointed hour.

the
the army and navy and the Government band. Miss Alice Scott christened the

some say

sands, and

prond moment for Irving
whose energy the whole
He and his associates were
a

to

officers of

is

estimated

man

Supervisors and Federal and State

pounds of

'iOO

must have been

Scott, the

busy with the preparations until shortly before

They

mines.

into the bay,

thing was due.

week brought

rook from the
Superior Iron

Co.'s

and smoothamid the blowguns, and shouts and

steel slid majestioally

ways

obeers from thousands of people.

in gold

Lake

the

ing of whiettes, firing of

These remarks are
by the dispatches from Michi-

called out

gan, where

down

killed

last

week by a

well

personally, to

our readers.

his

The mining machinery
the

ia

being removed from

Noonday and Bsd Cloud mines, Bodie, and

taken to Anaconda, Montana, but Capt. John
Kelly says there will be more machinery arriving in Bodie within a short time than has ever
been hauled out of the camp.

dotted lines indicate the internal disposition of
the furnace.

The

roasting furnaoe

roasting the
ing.

is

used at Smelter

A

for

chamber duet previous to resmelt-

In the study of metallurgical products,

will be seen that it is

operation,

and that

trary, to use
speisB.

it

it

were

for the

better,

on the con-

roasting of matte and

The former being roasted

lose a great deal of the

in

heaps,

and the latter is
The main point of

silver,

not treated in Leadville.
interest in this roasting furnace

which a good deal

it

an expensive and useless

is

the flue C, in

of the products

utilized durcondensed; so that this furnace is admirably adapted for the treatment of
matte, accretions and speiss all products containing a great deal of silver. S represents the

ing the roasting

is

—

A California company with $15,000,000 stick of the furnace; O the damper of the stack.
nominal capital is about to expend $1,000,000 The ashpot of the furnace is not visible, but is
in a plant for developing iron, coal and lime- placed at h.
stone deposits at Iron Oity, Utah Territory.
Sonoma Quicksilver.— The Great Eastern
in Marin county quicksilver mine, Sonoma county, is shipping
ounces gold and 14 upward of 100 flasks of quicksilver monthly.
ounces silver to the ton, but the mine is not The Mount Jackaon mine, adjoining the Great
Eastern, has been bonded for $111,000.
developed to any extent.

There

is

a quartz vein

which has ore assaying

H
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Lead-Coated Sheet-Metal Plates.

II^ECHAJNISAL PROGRESS.

A
The Secret of Cast

Cneap and Valuable Substitute

SeiENTiFie Pf^ogress.

for Gal-

Pace-Reading

vanizing Iron.

Steel.

In view of the interest attached to protective

The

hiBtory of

cast

Bteel,

remarks a con- coating for sheet metal,

temporary, preHentj a carious iDstance of a
manufactaring secret stealthily obtained under
the cloak of an appeal to philanthropy. The

main distinction between iron and steel, as
mo&t people know, is that the latter contains
converted into the other
carbon.
by being heated for a considerable time in
contact with powdered charcoal in an iron box.
Now, steel thus made is nnequal. The middle of a bar is more carbonized than the ends,
and the surface more than the center. It is,
Nevertheless, before the
therefore, unreliable.
invention of cast steel, there was nothing
In 1760 there lived at Attercliffe,
better.
near Sheffield, a watchmaker named Hnntiman. He became dissatisfied with the watchspring in use, and set himself to the task of
making them homogeneous. ** If," thought
he, *'I can melt a piece of steel and cast it
into an ingot, its composition should be the
same throughout." He succeeded. His steel
Boon became famous. Huntsman's ingots for

The one

is

work were in universal demand. He did
not call them qaat steel. That was his secret'.
About 1780 a large manufactory of this peculThe
iar steel was established at Attercliffe.
process was wrapped in secrecy by every
means within reach. One midwinter night, as
fine

the tall chimneys of the Attercliffe steel
works belched forth their smoke, a traveler
knocked at the gate. It was bitterly cold,
the enow fell fast, and the wind howled across
the moat. The stranger, apparently a plowman
or agricultural laborer seeking shelter from the
Scanning the
storm, awakened no suspicion.
wayfarer closely and moved by motives of
humanity, the foreman granted bis request and
let him in.
Feigning to be worn out with cold
and fatigue, the old fellow sank upon the floor
and soon appeared to sleep. That, however,
was far from his intention. He closed his eyes
apparently only. He saw workmen cut bars of
steel into bits, place them in crucibles and
thrust the crucibles into a furnace. The fire
was urged to its extreme power until the ateel
was melted. Clothed in wet rags to protect
themselves from the heat, the workmen drew out
the glowing crucibles and poured their contents
into a mold.
Mr. Huntsman's factory had
nothing more to disclose. The secret of making
oaEt steel had been discovered.

—

Rolling Oot Chains of Wrought Iron.
The process, some time since announced, of roll-

ing out chains of wrought iron from the solid
bar, has, with certain improvements, been successfully resorted to
the principle of forming
the rollers and the process of rol ing out a
chain being, in this case, similar in some respects to the method employed for casting the
links and having them come out together in a
chain from a mold. In the latter operation,
the fiask is made to part equally in four ways,
and the chain molded while the links are separated so as to divide the spaces equally between
them, giving as little clearance as possible,
which will not change their appearance per-

—

ceptibly

— the

divided, the chain ia
moved, and one is cast in the mold. Similarly,
a piece of chain is awedged oat of a bar of iron
in an analogous manner, by means of four converging dies. Thus, in producing a continuous
chain in this way, the dies are made continuous
by having them formed on the circumference of
four rollers, arranged with dies distributed in
equal divisions, and the rollers driven by gear
wheels, so that the four parts of a link will meet
accurately in place; proper clearance ia given to
the dies, so as to allow the material to leave the
matrix freely as the roller revolves. Aa the
blank ia carried forward between the rollers,
the dies partially press or swedge out the links
at right angles to each other, breaking the fin
or feather edge that is left on the inside of the
flask

is

link.

An Unsolved Mystery.— Iron,
is

of all others,
the metal in most general use, and unlike

wood and other materials, which " perish in
the using," iron when it has served its purpose
one position goes to the foundry or forge, as
scrap iron, and returns for some other use as
good as new, with very little loea. Old castings
are recast in some new form and are no way inferior to castings made of new pig iron. Old rails
are re-rolled and come out new. It ia only in the
form of naila and some other small matters that
iron ia lost. Now when we obaerve the millions
of tons of pig iron, fresh from the ore, that ia
added to the stock on hand every year, the
mystery is that the demand still remains unsupplied. The conatantly increasing use of
iron, in all of its forma, would account for the
increased output from the furnaces every year,
if, like
other materials, it perished with the
first usej but as it returns to the common stock
as new material, why is the demand still maintained ? Boston Jouvnal of Commerce.
in

it ia

appropriate to di

which has recently
been adopted by the Ajax Metal Company of
Philadelphia, the coating used by them being
lead.
The procees is worked under patents
granted to Mr, Francis J. Clamer of the company, and embraces a special treatment for
cleaning and preparing the sheet metal and a
separate method of treating the lead'Coating
bath.
It baa been fonnd that where acids
alone were relied upon to clean the plates this
rect attention to a process

—

—

being the method in current use the surface of
the plate is not entirely freed from impurities;
in other words, not chemically cleaned, and the
coating subsequently applied will therefore not
adhere perfectly. The Ajax Company, therefore, use the acid bath, when it is employed at
all, only as a preliminary step in the cleaning
process for removing quickly tbe greater portion of the impurities before thorough cleaniog
These form the esis effected by other means.
sential features of their process, and, in cases
where time is no great object, the acid bath is
The plate to be
entirely diapenaed with.
cleaned, whether having been first treated in an
acid bath or not, ia placed in a bath of cyanide
of potassium and water in about the proportion
of six ounces of tbe former to one gallon of the
latter.
The plate is then subjected to the action of a galvanic current, being placed in the
position occupied by the anode in an ordinary
electro-plating bath.
The result is a perfectly clean surface on the plate under treatment.
After being thus chemically cleaned, the plate
ia immersed in a bath of chloride of zinc, made
by diseolving metallic zinc in hydrochloric acid
until the latter ia thoroughly saturated and will
take up no more of the metal. This bath prepares the plate for a more ready adhesion of
the coating to be applied and constitutes an important step in the process.
The method of treating the final bath of
molten lead which is to be used as the desired
coatiog is the subject of a separate patent.
will explain here that lead, while in a molten
state, absorbs various gases from its surroundinga and from the atmosphere. These absorbed
gasea prevent the lead from adhering closely
to the surfaces of different metals which are
dipped into it, and cause the small holes and
blisters which are frequently found in ordinary
lead-coated sheet metal.
Molten lead, furthermore, as many of our readers may know by ex
perience, is somewhat thick and sluggish, and
a coating formed in the ordinary way ia there
fore very apt to be full oE ridges, the reault of
uneven distribution. To overcome all this the
Ajax Company treat the lead in a molten state
with salammoniac, arsenic and phosphate of
lead.
The salammoniac has great cleansing
power and drives out from tbe lead all the gases
and impurities which it has absorbed from its
surroundings,

We

Tbe arsenic, by its hardening and solidifying
qualities, renders the lead incapable of taking
up anv further impurities. It has been found,
in fact, that it permanently protects the lead
against these influences, and the metal may be
melted over and over again without losing the
The phosphate of lead finally renders
the mass more flaid. The combined effects of
the three materials on tbe molten lead have
been found to be aucb as to make it an excel*
effect.

lent coatiog.

In preparing tbe lead bath, ordinary pig lead
melted in a suitable vessel and covered with
powdered charcoal to prevent oxidation. This
having been done, there are added for every
100 pounds of lead, first three ounces of sal*
ammoniac, then one-half ounce of arsenic, and
after this three ounces of the phoaphate of lead,
and finally one-half ounce of borax or similar
flax.
The substances, it should be noted, are
introduced separately and immediately, one
after the other, the molten lead being gently
agitated in the meantime so as to produce a
homogeneous mixtare. The plate to be coated
with the lead, after having been prepared by
the variona processes above described, is then
dipped into this bath in the aame manner as
when coating with zinc. If the bath is not
needed {or immediate use, the lead may be run
jnt> bars or ingot j and nsed at any future time.
We understand that the propoitiona cf salammoniac, arsenic, phosphate of lead and. b:>rax
may be varied, and the use of the borax or flux
omitljed entirely.
The best results, however,
are apparently obt iined when the above proper
is

We

tiona are retained.
may remark here, incident dly, that the claim of the Ajax Company is that their coating consists of pure lead,
and not of any combination, such as tin, lead,
zinc and others.
Mr. J. G. Uendrickson of

company informs us thit a separate company is being organized to develop the process,
and will probably be ready for business in a
the

As we underatand it, it is proposed
sub-companies and lease plant rights
throughout the Unitad Statea. A small plant
showing the working of the process is in nae at
aboit time.
to start

Locomotive Building.

— There

are

15 pri-

vate locomotive-building establishments in the
United States, which built 1912 engines last
year, while the railroad-shops turned out 318.
It was the largest production on record, the
coat of the locomotives being near $20,000
each.

Mucilage of acacia, made with acetic acid in
makes a good liquid cement. It
cannot be used for marble.
place of water,

their
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Philadelphia works in a practical way.
Mr, Hendrickson further writes that they have
advanced far enough to prove that leaded iron
or steel can be put on the market at a price
fully 50 per cent lower than galvaniziag can be
done for, with a good profit. The electric
cleaning process is said to save a good deal of the
labor which is ordinarily required in cleaning
sheet-metal surfaces,
Iron Age,

is

not a Science.

The CounteDance

Is not a Refles of the
Soul, but Often Only a Mask.
"Physiognomy is rather a vagary of the im-

agination

than a sofence," said a prominent

student of

human

nature the other day,

" and,

therefore," he continued, " I deny that the expression of a man's face is really an index of the
person's soul, as it is generally conceded to be,
and as tbe object of language ia said to be the
concealment of thought, so the expression of
one's countenance ia but the mask to conceal
one's inner self.
"There is a tradition that far back in the
days of which history tells ns nothing, there
was no speech or language among men, but
that men read each other's wants and wishes in
their faces, and as the world was pure nothing
but purity appeared in the expression of the
human face. Bat wickedness crept in and
men songht to keep from their faces the evil
that was in their heaits, thus preventing

the countenance from becoming the index of
the soul.
**No," the speaker went on, *I have no
faith whatever in physiognomy as a science,
for as a science it is fanciful and wild. Take,
for instance, the portrait! of men who have
become famoas in the world of statesmanship,
philosophy, science, art and lettera, and search
and scan their faces for traces to mark their
fame, and how often you will be disappointed.
The same is the case with men adepts in
vice, cunning and crime.
Little can be told
from the external appearance of individuals as
to their peculiar traits

and characteristics by

which they are known to their fellow-men.
" That certain habits of life affix their stamp
to face or form is, no doubt, trae, but the solu-

It is a question whether the blind are better
able to determine the direction of sound by ear
than are seeing people. It is possible that their
senses of touch and smell are so highly developed that their instantaneous action with that
of the ear give tbem a decided advantage over
seeing people in this matter. I have known a
blind man to be ao senaible of the current of air
put in motion by the speaking of a single word
in a room that he could select the speaker by
his location, though others were present.
So,
too, I have known a blind man to locate and
identify the various people in the room, he saying he did it by tbe different scent evolved from
each, the seeing people there not being sensible
of any scent from any one.
And yet he, when
Btanding in the middle of the room with his
nose stopped, could not give the direction of
one single speaking person.
Profeasor Alexander Graham BsU reports at
Saratoga in 1S79 a series of experiments in
binaural audition, showing, among other things,
that direction cannot be appreciated by monaural observation; that when the source of aound
is at the nadir of the observer the perception
of its direction is absolutely unreliable, and
that not one of the many on whom he tried the
experiment had the alightsat idea of the true
direotton of a sound produced beneath him.
are so much accustomed to the aid of our
other senses, especially that of sight, that we
incline to give more value to audition in determining direction than it deserves. That is one
reason why we err ao largely when so placed
that the eye cannot correct the error of the ear
in fact, many people seem to be unaware that
they have any inability to locate sound by tbe
ear until they have learned the fact by experience, and even then they appear to consider
marked instances as abnormal.
Popular
Science Monthly.

We

—

—

—

The Phenomenon of Color. A writer on
the nature and phenomena of color now asserts
not in the reflex action
that, contrary to what has been the genof the mind and soul, but for the reason that a
eral opinion, its causes and effects are decert=iin set of muscles are brought habitually
terminable solely by the wave theory of light;
iuto play and cause a special development.
Is
that color depends, in fact, upon the number of
the man necessarily all smiles and laughter who
tight waves reflected from any object infringhas wrinkles at the outer corners of the eyes
and upward-curving lines aronnd his mouth? ing upon the retina of the eye. According to
this theory there are in red about 40,000 wavea
Yet those are the mechanical lines, which would
to the inch, and these will strike the eye at
indicate a merry*hearted man, if the science of
the rate of four hundred and forty-aeven millThose lines are only
phyaiognomy is true.
iona of millions of pulsations per second; in
muscular, simply the reault of habit, and may
violet there are 57,000 waves to the inch and
be dictated by the rankest hypocrisy.
six
hundred and ninety milliona of millions of
" Naturally the brutal and ignorant classes
pulsations per second, and tbe other colors have
will have coarser features, and will poEsess
wave lights iutarmediate between these two.
brotil and animal faces, generally resulting
from inherited qualities, and, therefore, they From all this the conclusion ia arrived at that
color does not exist either in the object or in
will do coarse and brutal things.
It would be
the mind or the brain of the observer it ia an
an easy matter to trace a resemblance between
effect. This ia illustrated by tbe fact that there
the faces and the crimes of aucb people, in
can be no appearance of a fire on a desert island
whom brutality and coarseness predominate;
where there is no eye within seeing distance;
but where will you find the lines and ear-marks
the chemical proceas known by the term comof brutality in the
faces of the handsome
bustion goes on, but there is no appearance of
Wilkes Booth or the cultured and elegant
the fisime save when its light waves strike npon
Eugene Aram? Look upon the canvaaea bearthe retina of an eye.
ing tbe portraits of the beautiful aud angelic
fiends that ruled the Emperors of Home, and
Drying Effect of Natural Gas. It has
vou will see only patrician faces, but they
been remarked that the heat of natural gas ia
brought tbe empire to destruction.
drying to a marked degree above the heat from
** Instances of
this character might be given
burning coal or wgod. The knowledge of thia
indefinitely, but every one who has made a
fact enablea builders in the cities where gas is
careful stady of the subject will agree that the
be bad to virtually dispense with winter.
connection between the facial expres^iion and to
Inclosed buildings are easily and cheaply heatthe inner spiritual nature is a very difficult one
ed
for the paintera and the plasterers, and even
to trace." A'. Y. Mail and Expresa.
exterior conaumption of gas ia reaorted to succeaafully in some ioat^tnces to aid the masons.
The Direction of Sounds.
The time is coming when such oonveniencea
will not be confined to the favored regions
The difficulty in det3rmining the trae and where the Trenton rock cornea up near enough
exact direction of tbe sounds we hear meets us to the surface to be tapped.
Lights Beat and
The hnnter hears the note of Poioer.
in various ways.
a bird, the bisa or whistle of a deer, and the
sound indicates identity and proximity, but not
A t'RAOMENT OF THE Iliad. The explorer of
direction. The hunter waits for repeatsd re- the Fayum, Mr. Petrie, baa discovered " a
sound
aaceitiin
to
its exact posi- aplendid fragment of the Second Book of the
newal of the
tion, and even then verifies hia audition by his Iliad, written on papyrus in the flneat Greek
The hnnter by his campfire may aim band, before the rounded uncial or curaive
vision.
between the luminous dots of reflected light, scripts came into use. This precious document
which he knows to be the eyes of a wolf; but was found rolled up under the head of a mummy
he would scarcely be able to aim at or even which was buried simply in the sand without
near that spot on simply hearing the howl from tbe protection of a tomb. It measures apparthe wolf that owns the eyes. The plainsman ently from three and a half to four feet in
hears a about in the distance. He may recog- length. The date of the manuscript ia about
nize it as the voice of a comrade, and fix the tbe second or third century.
It will be edited
general direction, as notth, south, east or west, by Prof. Sayce."
but hardly more. He may shout back, and the
two may come together; but if it be dark, and
An Ancient Globe —In the National Lithere is no fire or other signal, the shouting brary at Paria there is a Spanish globe 350
back and forth must be frequently repeated years old, on which the Cougo follows in a reand varied from a simple to a complex sound, markable manner the course now given to that
that each may correct the error of his own river on the maps. All the best maps in the
and.tion, eliminate bis personal equatioo, and sixteenth century showed the Congo as rising
the found will appear to swing, pendulum-like, in a lake far inland, while in this century we
right and left, with ahoit^r and shortar stroke, first tried to identify the Congo with tbe Niger,
How many of and then for many years made it flow north.
till tbe comrades come together.
us going to the next street, running at right angles to the car trackp, can tell from hearing the
The Horse. The origin of the wild horse ia
bell of the approaching street-car bafore the car traced through tradition to Central Asia as the
comes in sight whether that car is going north aboriginal abode of the horae, aaya Mr. Steele
or south ? It does not seem that animals can in his paper on ** Wild Horses," while ear Mexdetermine the direction of aound much better ican mustang and bucking broncho are descendthan man. The sleeping dog, roused by his ants of domesticated animals introduced from
mastdr's call, is all abroad as to his master's lo- Europe, He gives ns the date of 1537 as the
cation, and dctsrmines it by sight or scent, or landing of the first horse in America at Buenos
both, frequently running in several different di- Ayres,
rections before bitting the right one. The deer,
on being startled by the unseen hunter's tread,
Virtue and "Vice. A scientist has discovis not always right in bis selection of tbe route ered a curious regularity in the geographical
tj get out of harm's way.
flock of geese, distribution of certain virtues and vices.
Inducks or ether birds, on bearing a gun, is as temperance is found north of the forty-eighth
likely to flv toward as from the sportsman, if parallel; amatory aberrations south of the fortyhe has kept entirely out of sight, and the flash fifth; financial extravagance in large seaports;
of hia piece has not been seen.
thrift in pastoral highland regions.
tion of that condition

is

—

—

—

—

—

—
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plications.

liOOD MEy\LTH.

The character

of the physicians re-

Grant.

uoais.

hold that

it

is

due to science and hu-

The Bcaodaloas discaBsioo in regard t) the
manity that such oasea or similar new ones,
dUeue, treatmeot aod death of the Ut6 Kmperwhich may be prevented, ahoold be subjected
or Frederick of Oermaoy, does DOt indicate a

a striking parallel between the
ex-Tresident Irani

is

and that

the

of

I

|

both cases the

In

heroism manifested in connection with their
and doom was far superior to
the valor which each had shown upon the bat*

j

terrible suffering

With the exception

tle-6eld, great as that was.

the

of the case of (wen. Garfield, the history of

world doea not afford a parallelism to the pro-

was

found and world-wide sympathy which
manifest

those

of

behalf

in

:d

distingutshed

each case

aofferera.

The medical

bnlletins

became

many weeks

the one engroaaing sub-

for

cases the malidy was probibly

known from

the

and was considered incurable

to be cancer

by the physicians

In both

world.

ject of intsrest to an anxious

firfet

in

in attendance.

aigoitioance undoubtedly

Some political

had to do with the

in-

decision of the faculty in the case of Prederiofe.

Sympathy and hope

against hope kept the real

character of Grant's disease in the dark ae long
as possible.
In view of these two notable be-

reavements,

and

the

of

spread of this terrible

rapidly

disease

increasing

all

over the

world, the question naturally comes up,

has

many times

before under similar

as

careful

it

aggravat-

Can Cancer be Cured?

If

their

preventionand cures, in alluding

to this quettion, says:

Nor is it quita established that cancer is an
incurable disease. That there have been cases
of cure by methods unrecognized by practitionera of the older schools of medicine is quite well
established, and the belief is gaining ground
that there is something oatside of them yet to
be learned in the healing art. But whenever a
cure is effected by a specialist it is usual for opposing schools to dispute that the patient was
really a cancer subject.

We would

call especial attention to

but reiterating what

works extant
titled

—a

" Cancer,

we have

It

is

often said in

Further, in the same direction,

we quota from one

of

the most reliable medical

English

book en-

Varieties, their

Histology

standard
its

and Diagnosis," by Henry Arnott, F. R. 0. S.
On page 77 that author, in speaking of the vari*
ens forma of growths commonly called cancers,
says:

extremely unlikely that all these
he met with the same remedy.
Granted that so*called *' constitutional remedies " have always failed to cure new growths,
it is yet a matter of history that hosts of tumors
have been permanently arrested in their progrean^ and it is also a matter of history thai
among these have been included not a few instances of genuine cancer.
The same author, on the second page of his

For

it

Scotia Ship Railway.— Mr,
of Eugland'e most celebrated mechanical engineers, recently visited
the EiBtern Statea and Canada in the interest
of the proposed ship railway across the noithern

—

—

—

National Educational Association
did
not include the subject of hygiene iu our
common schools among the numerous educational problems to be considered by that
body.
The other dieeaaes not enumerated above
were as follows: Alcoholism, 9; erysipelas, 1;
cerebro-spinal fever, 6; remlttmtand intermittent fevers, 7; typhoid fever, 35; whooping
cough, 5; measles, 2; scarlet fever 9; croup, 8;
diphtheria, 20; congestion of lungs, 10; acute
bronchitis, 16; other causes, 417.
Among the
latter, 12 are set down for cancer, which ia an
unusually small mortality from this cause.

the above

paragraph from so distinguished a source.
these columns.

—

The Nova

Benjamin Baker, one

the faculty continaea

Uaira Journal of HtaUh^ one of the ablest
and mo&t reliable jonrnals devoted largely to
the popularization of matter pertaining to dis- our

and

Engijmeef^ing I]otes.

—

ing oircumstancea.

eases

tion of its capacity.

consideration

medical commisaion.

<

Emperor.

only makea a daily average of 10,000 gallons. These wel la vary very much in
depth, and the depth of the well is no indicait

A CcRiors Insthument. A writer in the
by a competent Chicago New* aays: It ia a ourioua thing that portion of the peninsula of Nova Scotia. Mr.
Biker is an enthusiastic supporter of ship railthe Italian ocarina, or earth-flute, baa not reways. While on a visit to Pittebnrg, he met
to refuse to take such a step, the State author- ceived more attintion from music-lovers in this Col. Jamea Andrews, the chief
engineer of the
country. 0/ course it is sold in the stores here,
ities will soon be called upon to aot in the
Tehuantepeo Ship RiilwayCo., to whom he reand you occasionally hear it in a minstrel show,
marked:
"My
visit
to
America
is to submit
matter. Money from the State Treasury is be- bat DCt one man in a hundred knows anything
the plans for a ship railway across the isthmus
ing applied by the Stats Board of Health in about it. I have beard it played in Italy, and
of Chignecti, in Nova Sootia, to the Kliniater
many ways of infinitely leas importance th«n the muaic from a quartet of the inttrumentt is of Publio Works of Canada. They have met
exquisitj.
Itj range is limited, but the quality
with his entire approval, and I sail for London
that which is proposed.
of its tone when skillfully played ia pure and
on Saturday to make a repoit to the syndicate
queer. It has a paatiral flavor, reminding one
of Eoglish capitalists who are backing this
State Health Report.
of piping shepherds, and a cluaical environscheme. The work on this railway will likely
ment. The ocarina ia very simple. In shape
The report of the State Board of Health for it is 8om(:thing like a pear or a small gourd. It be commenced in the coming month of July,
June shows a very satisfactory condition for is made nf baked clay. Its range ia about 12 and will be finished, it is expected, within two
years' time. The total outlay will be §5,000,the month.
Reports were rtoeived from 87 notes. No instrument can be more oaaily
000, all of which has already been subscribed,
oities and towoEj, aggregating estimated popula- learned, for it almoat plays itaelf when one has
tion of 70*2,050.
The total number of deaths maatered the scale, and tnere are no keys nor the Canadian Government guaranteeing in reannual dividend of $175,000.
The
was 904, a percentage of 1.3 per thousand for any elaborate fingering to embarrass one. The turn an
railway will be 17 miles long, and, owing to the
the month, or an annual death rate of 16.3 — Noith Italian peasants use it oonatantly in the
heavy
tide in the Biiy of l<'uudy, which rises at
the lowest death rate reported for the year.
fields, and when you hear one of their peculiar
AmoDg the diseases enumerated, ooosomption melodies from a practiced quartet you wonder times as high as 70 feet, ships will have to be
raised 42 feet by hydraulic pressure.
The
as usual leads with 156 fatalities; heart disease such simple means can prodace so beautiful a
largest vessel that we will be able to take
follows next with 67; pneumonia counts 66; result.
across will be 2500 tons burden.
The
Tehuandiseases of the &t)mach and bowels count 117.
tepeo railway will endeavor to carry ships of
These latter are more or lesa preventable and
Eaules Pdrsue and DESTKor Deer. Capt.
4000 tons burden, but they will have to be
are almost always brought on
by excess in Thomas Frazer of the Argyll and Sutherland
raised only 14 feet.
In other respects the
diet or bad hygienic surroundings, such as Highlanders writas to the Loudon Field: On
smaller railway in Canada will be similar to the
high temperature, etc. It ia hoped that in the March 22d, as my father's Stroneldirg keeper,
one in which Col. Andrews is interested. This
near future the time will come, as it surely John Rose, was walking over his ground aoCanadian road will be of much benefit to the
should, when our young people will be more compauied by Lord Covat's keeper, they saw
marine traffic bet>veen the Gulf of St. Lawrence
thoroughly educated in matters peit lining to five red deer leave a small piece of birch wood
and American ports. It will save a distance
health when such matters will be considered and stand looking about them for a little.
of 600 miles of ocean travel.
I think that the
quit3 as essential in education as reading, writ- Three golden eagles appeared and immediately
will be a tuccees."
ing and arithmetic.
Under such circumstances attacked one of them a hiud. She immediate ship railways
t!ie application of such knowledge will so con- ly bolted at full speed, followed by the eagles,
De Lesseps and His Canal. Da Leaseps ia
trol the appetite, habits and habitations of our and after going about 300 yards, one of the
people as t? reduce all preventable diseases to eagles drew himself together, hovered, ponnced either the most sagacious or the moat fortunats
of engineers which the world has produced.
their minimum.
and fixed on her head, holding on for about
other man ever lived who could have
It is a matter of regret that the program of five of her strides, when she fell head over No
discussions at the last week's session of heels, and thus ridded herself of the first eagle unshed such an enterprise as the Panama Canal
a

to

very credit ible conditioo of affiira between the
phyiioiaoa involved in the controversy. In many

own lamented

and

feet,

We

reap«cti there

only 550 fed deep, discburgea 90,*

it is

wc repeat, will not admit that they 000 gallons daily. The deepest well is at Third
avenue and Sixty-seventh street, it being 1250
could have made a "mistake" in their diagferred to,

Emperor Frederick and Gen.

oases of our

while
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is

t'jmora are to

preface, says:

Fasting and Poisons.

—It

has been ascer-

tained by careful experiments conduoted by
M. Roger that poisons lose one fifth of their
toxic power when taken into the system by
fasting.

Useful

Inforjviatiojm.

Flowees in China.— The Chinese have a
passion for flowers. Yon may see on the hundreds of canals that cut up the country around
Shanghai, boats whose dingy and miserable appearance betokens the poverty, even the beggary, of their occupants; and yet near the stern,
on top of the sawbang or cooking canopy the
"galley" you will see from two to a dozen
pots of flowers. Little Ohinese girls nearly
always place a sprig of some bright flower in
their glossy tresses of raven black, and they
sometimes show a good deal of taste in the arrangement of their nosegays. Just about the
first of February, or near the Chinese New

—

—

Year, one may see men and boys selling
Hitherto our modes of treatment of cancer branches of a small bush that bears a yellow
have been, confessedly, unsatisfactory; and so flower, somewhat resembling the spice bush
long as our ignorance of the pathology of the
disease prevented us from being able to suggest
a reliable prognosis in most cases, the result of
the various remedies from time to t'me proposed could net possibly be weighed, for, when
a remedy appeared to be succesBful, there always remained a doutt as to the nature of the
tumor treated, and, consequently, of the share
of the remedy in its removal.

This flower has, to a
flowers of Virginia.
Chinese, associations bright and pleasant as
those that clung around the far-famed hawthorn that bloomed in old Eugland on "Old

You can bay

Christmas Day."
in the market
for a few chien, or cash, a -little flower pot with
a few bulbs of daffodil in it, and by keeping it
in the window of your room, soon have a few
bright-looking flowers. The Chinese do not
In regard to the laltar portion of the above pUnt in their parka such elaborate flower-bsds
Americans and Europeans, but they are
paragraph, we would remark that the evidence as the
Vick's Magazine.
very fond of pot fliwera,
which has been heretofore given in these
would
seem
ti
set
columns
at rest all doubts as
Artesian Wells in New York City. It is
any mistxke could be said that there are over 1000 artesian wells in
t:) the possibility that
Many establishments,
the
cit)' of New York,
made in regard to the character of many of the
such as breweries, malthouses and manufacto*' tumors " which have been cured in this city.
ries, which require a large supply of water,
We have given the names of patients and the have found it to their advantage to sink wells
attending and operating phyaicians in quite a so as to save paying the city water rate. The
successful, for the pronumber of cases where ** tumors " have been re- wells are not always
jectors cannot always tell the nature of the
moved once, and sometimes twice, by our most tormation they are going to bore through until
distinguished surgeons, whose repatations will they get there.
A contractor agrees to sink a
not admit of a doubt as to their knowledge of well at from $6 to $12 per foot, according to
the hardness of the strata he has to go through;
the charactar of the tumors after they have rethen he goes to work with the aame methods
moved them. In the cases referred t?, the perfected in the oil regions, and bores at the
**
timers " have come again, presenting pre- rate of about 20 feet a day, and after going
400 feet he probably strikes water,
cisely the aame characteristics, have been pro- down about
though sometimes not until much deeper, and
nounced most unmistakably cancerous^ and have sometimes not at all. The one which discharges
been cured by constitutional treatment, aided the largest amouut of water is located at the
to some extent by aimple, painless, outward ap- foot of West Thirty-ninth street, which,

—

—

This occurred about a dozen
coming to the attack in turns.
In abouttan minutes the hind seemed exhausted,
and then the keepers were able to get up to
her, finding that the poor beast was quita stupefied, her left hind leg broken, her tongue
banging six inches out and her mouth open.
for

the time.

times, the eagles

The Horses of Japan are not numerous and
are used for saddle purposes and for the army.
They are mostly of the pony build. They are
the moat gallant brutes on earth, as every lady
horse they meet on the thoroughfares calls forth
The saddle horses go when
all their chivalry.
they please and stop when they will, and are
all shod with iron; all others, as well aa the
park cows and bulls, have their feet protected
by a shoe of straw, and very excellent shoes
they are. The straw sandals for a man cost
about \^ cents of our money, and a full set of
shoes do not cost but a trifle more. In some
parts of the roads they are literally padded
with worn-out shoes and men's sandals. Whenever a wearer finds his foot protection too much
worn he discards it and dons another, of which
he usually has an extra pair, and the animals of
burden are served the same way. The mares
are employed in raising colta and carrying
packs.

such a favorable point of success as that
great work now holds.
The work has been
carried on under most discouraging and unexpected obstacles, bi^th physical and fiuancial.
Mure than once the best engineers have thought
that a crisis had been reached which no energy
Bat De
or skill could possibly overcome.
Leaseps has triumphed eveiy time. The recent
reported failure of the lottery scheme and the
violent opposition of a heavy financial syndicate, seemed, a few days ago, to have crushed
out all possibility or hope of success; but late
telegrams announce that the great engineer has
once more triumphed, and is now in a position
He has become
to fairly command success.
reconciled t3 Christophele, Governor of the
Credit Foncier, whose persistent opposition was
the principal cause of the great difficulty lately
The Credit
in placing Panama lottery bands.
Foncier will now receive 120,000,000 francs,
the sum which is necessary for the company to
meet its regular payments due on bonds. The
opposing interests are harmonized, and there
will be no more trouble with the new loan.

tt

The Eads

—A

recent examination
on the Mississippi, below New Orleans, shows that they are entirely
successful in preserving the depth of the chanFor two and a half milea they reach out
nel.
into the gulf, opening a broad channel naviand
Color
Calcimine.
How TO Prepare
water.
Soak one pound of white glue over night; then gable by ateamers drawing 30 feet of
the encroachdissolve it in boiling water and add 20 pounds The cuter line of defense against
was
which
waters
of
the
gulf,
the
ments
of
of Paris white, diluting with water until the
insufficient, aa
mixture is of the consistency of rich milk. To made of artificial stone, proved
init.
Then
an
over
and
sand
broke
this any tint can be given that is desired. both aea
Add to the calcimine two parts of Prus- ner line of defense was made by driving two
L,ilac
deep into the sand, laying
sian blue and one of vermilion, stirring thor- rows of cypress piles
between them and loading it
oughly and taking care to avoid too high a a willow mattress
The sea and sand conloose
rock.
with
down
Gray Raw umber, with a trifling
color.
wall, but
amount of lampblack. Rose Three parts of tinued to break over the outer stone
the
sand was imprisoned
receded
vermilion and one of red lead, added in very as each wave
till a barrier
outer
walls
inner
and
the
between
small quantitiea, until a delicate shade is prowhich promises to withstand the
duced. Lavender Make a light blue and tint was formed,
Straw Chrome ravages of the gulf Et^rms for all time. Behind
with vermilion.
it slightly
jetty a great stretch of shoal
right-hand
the
yellow, with a touch of Spanish brown. Buffsolid beach, extending
Two parts spruce, or Indian yellow, and one hai gradually grown into
its shore-line seaward till it is nearly flush with
burnt sienna.
Jetties.

of Captain Kids' jetties

—

—

—

—

—

—

part

the extremities of the jetties.

A New Fuel for the Prairies. — An inventive genius of Pocahontas, Ind., grinds cornstalks and coarse prairie grass together and
this commoistens them with water.

The Largest Drawbridge in the world is
now being erected by the Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad Company over the Arthur Kill. This
draw is to be 512 feet long, allowing a clear
space of 200 feet on each side of the draw beinto blocks 12 inches long and 4 inches thick. tween the piers.
This bridge will give to the
When these are thoroughly dried they burn Baltimore & Ohio and other trunk lines access
heat
than
readily, and, it is claimed, give more
to 10 miles of water-front of Staten island. The
the same amount of soft coal.
entire length of the bridge from ehore to shore
The draw,
is 800 feet and its bight is 30 feet.
Japanese Newspaper Reporters must have which is operated by steam-power, alone weighs
do
not
that
they
is
said
is
It
structure
good memories.
450 tons. The total cost of the
writ i anytaing themselves, but gather the news $450,000. Trains will pass over the bridge in
and tell it to the news writers. Japan has 250 December next.
newflpapers, 1000 milea of railway and 2000 or
Deterioration of Storage Batteries,— It
3000 miles of telegraph line.
is reported that the storage batteries on the
assessmentThe
Values.
of
Brussels tramway have deteriorated so that the
Rapid Increase
mile,
roll of Fresno county for 1888 shows a total of cost is increased to nearly 11 cents per oar
In 1887 the amount waa S16,- as against 10 cents for horse-power.
$38,657,000.
the
census,
school
the
922,586. According to
There ia no doubt that electric railways are
population of the county is fully 40,000.
growing in popularity. The advocates of other
It is said that Ignatius Donnelly systems must look to their laurels.
It Pays
has made $100,000 from the sale of his book,
The South African diamond-fields last year
and yet there are those who call hia alleged disyielded gema valued at over §20,000,000.
covery a

When

pound has been reduced to pulp he presses

—

—

failure.

it
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Preston), and one arastra, which is operated by
Fluent and Geo. McFariand, and a little of the hidden treasure is unearthed day by day. adding to the
wealth of the country.

&
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The

following

SUMMAf^Y.

moatly condensed from journalfl published
minea mentioned.

Is

)D the interior, in proximity to the

CALIFORNIA.
Amador.
Plymouth Consolidated.— i^-if^er,

July 21:

A

was current last week to the effect that the
mine was to be opened on Monday last, but that
day passed without anything being done in that di-

report

It is generally believed that the fire is out.
rection.
the
It is said that it would be next to useless to open
mine now, as by the time they got it in running order the failure of water supply would compel ihem
Under these circumstances it is perto close again.
haps thought best to keep the mine closed, and
thereby insure beyond a doubt the extinction of the
promfire, UDtil the approach of the fall rains gives a

ise of

enablmg the machinery

to

Nothing, however, is definitely
tention of the managers.

be kept running.

known

as to the in-

Napa.

The .^tna Mine. — Calistogian,

July 20:

Busi-

ness at the .^tna quicksilver mine is again quieL
The furnace was shut down more than two weeks
ago, and the usual cleanup following such act was
finished Saturday last, at which time the company
had on hand 100 flasks of quicksilver. Fifty of these
Mr.
were shipped to San Francisco Monday last.
Rhodes, the superintendent, hopes to find more
cinnabar, and some prospecting is being done, but
parties interested in the mine do not feel disposed to
great
risk much capital looking after more ore.
deal of metal has been taken from the -^tna company's ground during the past few years, and stockholders must have realized very fair profits.

A

A

Nevada.
Mine.— Nevada

Good

Herald^

July

20:

Melville Attwood went down into the Nevada county
mine to-day and was well pleased with the appear-

ance of the ledge at the bottom. Though small, it
Amador Gold Mine.— The superintendent of has every appearance of a fissure vein, and the rock
this mine hands us the following account of opera- is of unexceptionally good quality.
Mr. Attwood
While tliis company does not work as many speaks encouragingly of the prospects there. He
tions:
men as some others on the lode, yet it keeps steadily has several times visited the mine when it was in
The rock in
at it, with a force of about 20 men.
operation and says it is undoubtedly a good mine
the mine of late has been very hard, and the work and would pay well with systematic work and good
in sinking and drifting has not advanced as fast as business
Gold
management. Tributers in the
we would like, but now that we will soon have three Tunnel and California ground have made a crushing
National drills at work in the mine, we will be able of about 20 tons, which yielded in the neighborhood

The compressor,
to make much better progress.
wheel-pipe and lumber are now on the ground, and
millwrights are at work setting it up, under the supervision of J. B. White & Co., who have just finThe south or shaft
ished the Itex 40-stamp mill.
No. 3, where the large hoisting works are to be
The south drift from
erected, is down 180 feet.
shaft I to connect with the south shaft i'^ in about
210 feel, and the west crosscut from shaft No. i is
expect to cut the west vein about
over 350 feet.

We

36

feet further on.

Ihe company has
Amador Queen, at

secured a tine
the lowtr end
gets 400 feet pressure

from the
Doyle mine, where it
for power, which will save the company at least
$1000 a month in water bills. The company is now
grading for the mill, and lumber is being delivered
on the ground. A force of men is at work on the
road to the millsite. The contractors, J. B. White
& Co., will commence on the mill as soon as the
compressor is finished. The Pacific Iron Works of
San Francisco has the contract to furnish all the machinery.
A large rock-breaker of the Gates pattern,
with a capacity of 300 tons daily, will be put in the
mill 90 feet above the lower floor.
mill-site

of the

of $30 per ton.

Washington District.— Grass
July 20:

Alf.

Tregido,

who

is

Valley Union,
superintendent of

is considerable prospecting
the time, and the district is receiving much attention from mining men, as although the ores are generally of low grade the lodes
are large, and water-power affords cheap milling
facilities.
The mines now operating are doing well,
as ores yielding only $6 and $8 per ton can be
milled and mined at a good profit. There is no
question that the Eagle Bird is a valuable mine, and
Its present idleness is owing to the unbusinesslike

There

of the district.

work going on

all

—

Gazette, July 20:

erty.

We

to allow

him

to regain his health.

Inyo.

Courier, July

21:

sight in the mine.

As they are not

practical

mill-

men, we understand that they would be willing to
worked on
sell their ore at the du^np or have it
shares by a competent and reliable operator.

—

Pockets. Several pockets of free gold have recently been struck on Rock creek, and miners who
have " walked right over them ' for years are disIt takes diggin* to find " pockets," and
gusted.
then when they are found, oftentimes there is not
enough in them to pay for a week's grub and a plug
smoking tobacco.
SislElyou.

of

—Yreka yor/rwa/,

July 21: Our
mines are the main prop of Siskiyou county, and
those of our citizens who are engaged in mining are
entitled to much credit for the good they are doing.
Probably the heaviest mine-owner in the county is
George Smith of Etna, who has been at the head of
nearly every large mining enterprise in Scott valley

Mine-Owners.

—

—

Suspended.— Georgetown

Shasta.

Good Gold Ore.— Shasta

Frank Panter, of the firm of Garrecht, Panter &
Yung, owners of the Mammoth mine in Old Diggings district, went to Selby's Reduction Works
The selected
last week with two carloads of ore.
ore went $1017.83 to the ton, nearly all gold, and
The
the unassorted went over $100 to the ton.
boys have 1000 tons of quartz on the dump, just as
rich as that sent down, and any quantity more in

Washington and Blue Bell quartz mines in and on Salmon river that has been inaugurated dur
Washington district, and who was in town yester- ing the past few years. To him and such enterprisR. H. Campbell, Ball & Co.,
day, spoke well of the mining outlook of that section ing men as Hon.
ol the county.
He said besides the mines under his Wright & Fletcher, Eastlick Bros., Hon. John Dag
others,
Scott valley owes a part of its
many
gett
and
regusuperintendence the Yuba mine was running
present prosperity.
larly, making the number of stamps constantly going
Chrome. Yreka Journal, July 21: A superior
at 45, and that there is a likelihood of the Eagle
Biro mine starting up again this season, which quality of chrome ore has been found in the Forest
would add 20 more stamps to the milling capacity House mountain, six miles south of Yreka, but no

methods on which it is conducted, and not from
the unproductiveness of the mine.
informs us
that the New York claims, three miles southwest of
Placer.
Jackson, are looking well. The tunnel is being
Mayflower. Placer Argus, July 21: F. Chappushed ahead, and rock of good grade has been pellet, superintendent of the Mayflower, reports good
taken out.
The Live Oak mine near Stony creek is gravel at the Live Oak, some of it paying as high as
also looking more prosperous than ever.
The drift $5 to the pan. The company has just reached the
at the depth of 180 feet in the main shaft has re- lim where the pay was anticipated.
vealed the ledge richer and larger than heretofore enBreece & Wheeler.— Work was interrupted in
countered.
the Breece & Wheeler mine at Bath last week, by
Sutter Creek.— Cor. Amador Lcd^er,]\i\y 21: the falling in of the timbers. The br^ak is now
Sinking in the Wildman is making rapid progress. nearly repaired. They are working about 25 men
The ground is found to be quite soft, and hence the at present.
deepening process goes ahead speedily. There are
Mill Sold. The Plantz quartz-mill at Ophirhas
two shifts of eight hours each employed in sinking. been sold to some gentlemen who are moving it to
Another shift of eight hours is employed in hoisting Plumas county.
rock for the mill. By this system they expect to
The Dorrer Mine.— Nevada City Herald, July
keep the mill running steadily, and thereby take out
20: Seven miles from Alta, on the north fork of the
sufficient gold to defray the expense of sinking.
American river, in Placer county, there has bren
Butte.
some extensive prospecting done for the past 5 or 6
Spring Valley Mine. —Oroville Register, July years on the ledge known as the Dorrer. The own21: This rich and well-known mine is having a ers are Wm. Sexton, Geo. D. Dornin, M. M. Drew,
streak of hard luck this year between injunctions and H. D. Chase and W. L. McEwen.
I,ast fall work
attachments.
Supt. Gregory has made it pay hand- was commenced putting in a dam for water-power
somely, but no sooner is the mine released from one and the erection of a lo-stamp mill, which was all
lawsuit than another comes forward.
While we completed about the middle of April. The ledge is
have hopes that Mr. Gregory will be able to get into in a slate formation and is a north and south vein.
smooth sailing after a little with his big craft, yet we It runs from two to 20 feet in width. The ledge
have serious doubts about the mine being able to runs up a mountain from the river and the upper
stand the storm that is now breaking over it.
portion of the claim is 2000 feet above the river level.
OalaversB.
The opening where ore is now being taken is 3000
Leonard,— San Andreas Prospect, July 20: It feet from the river, at an elevation of 1400 feet.
From this point the rock is transported to the mill,
is reported that the Leonard quartz mine will soon
be opened, as arrangements are now being made to which is on the river, on a tramway 3100 feet long.
One
tunnel is in 210 feet and another is 100 feet,
develop this valuable piece of property.
Excellent
rock is already in sight and as the shaft is being and still another 50 feet.
Rock for milling purposes
sunk deeper the prospects are more and more flatter- is being taken from all these tunnels. The mill is
ing.
The new steam engine to be placed on Blue run by free water-power. The rock is low grade,
Lead Spinoli & Co. mine was steamed up Tuesday running from S3 to $7 per ton. The gold is very
evening and gave entire satisfaction to the owner. fine quality, being worth $17.50 an ounce.
The
The Thorn mine is making great progress. Hoist- size of the ledge, its near proximity to free water,
ing works are now being erected, and the mine is and the fact that fully 2000 feet of backs can be
already working night and day shifts.
worked by tunnel, make this a very promising prop-

understand that work at the Alpine mine has been
temporarily suspended.
Mr. Morton, the superintendent, has been in poor health for some time,
and work on the mine has been stopped for awhile

Indian valley, owned by Jerry Watts. They have
been bonded for four months,, and meantime will be
thoroughly prospected. At the expiration of the
bond the parties interested have the privilege of
Work
taking all or a certain portion of the ground.
will be commenced next week.

the

Miscellaneous.— W. G. Anderson

El Dorado.
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San Diego.

—

Julian. Julian Sentinel, July 20: The High
Peak mine has been located by Messrs.
Marks,

regular ledge.

Warren quartz-mill is now
in running order, and commenced Monday in crushhauled
there
from
the ledge of Mills & Co,
quartz
ing

Crushing.— The

Humbug

at

gulch.

old

Other parties have considerable

quartz on hand for crushing, as their turn comes,
four-foot quartz ledge has been found at the Shasta

A

county line on railroad, by W. J. Root and others,
which contiins considerable silver and some gold.
The last cleanup of the Mountain Laurel quartz
mine, at Salmon river, realized $30 a ton. The
Black Bear mine at Salmon river looks well at present, and will no doubt pay well at next cleanup from
Radlelinger & Co. have a fine
present crushing.
three-foot ledge at Know Nothing creek, which pays
rich, and Hensen & Co. and Clark »fc Co. also have

The

feet.

south

has been extended

drift

8 feet; total, 18 feet.
Lower tunnel— Seventy-five
feet south of the north incline winze, the incline upraise has been carried up 17 feet; total, 157 feet.
One hundred and fifty feet south of the same winze
the south drift has been extended 7 feet; total, 130
feet.
In the winze leading to the lower level, 50 feet
below the lower tunnel, the north drift has been extended 8 feet; total, 31 feet. Extracted 90 tons of
ore.
Shipped to the Atlanta mill 125 tons ore, the
wagon assay value of which was $27 a ton.

Gould & Curry.— El Dorado

West

tunnel:

crosscut No.

2, started from the main
southeast
has been extended 39 feet; total length, 90
feet.
The formation is quartz, giving low assays.
The south drift from west crosscut No. 2 has been
extended 23 feet; total length, 55 feet. It is still
showing milling ore. During the week there have
been extracted from the 250 and 300 levels, and
shipped to the Douglass mill, 265 tons of ore, the
average battery samples of which were $25. 81.
Shipped to San Francisco ofifice bullion of the assay

drift,

value of $3132.25.

Hale & Norcross.— All

the stopes throughout

the mine are looking very well
No. i east crosscut
on the 400 level has been advanced 20 feet, making
a total length of 45 feet.
Good headway is making
with the new station on the 500 level. The milling
troubles prevent the usual extraction of ore at the
present time.

Belcher.— Work has been resumed through the
old shaft by means of the new hoisting machinery.
The east crosscut on the 500 level continues in fair
vein material.
Good headway is making in the connecting drift that is being driven from the Sutro tunnel, though the rock coniinues very hard.

Exchequer.— On

the 122 level the northwest
out a distance of 70 feet. The face is in
The east crosscut on the 222 level is out
250 feet, with the face in clay and porphyry. The
north lateral drift on the 380 level is out 360 feet.
drift is

quartz.

The

face

is in

Choll.\r.

day and

quartz.

— The north

raise from the 650 level is
feet, and is in fair grade ore.
On the 450
the north drift is out 25 feet.
The face is
low-grade quartz. The electric station on the Sutro
tunnel level will be completed in three or four days.

up 65

m

If vel

— The south

PoTOSi.
240 feet.
675 feet.

drift on the 65 level is out
the 550 level the south drift is out
face is in quartz giving low assays,
Evist crosscut No. 2 on the 550 level is out 90 feet,
and the face is in clay and porphyry.

On

The

Savage.

— The

stopes on the north and south
still looking and yielding
well.
Good ore is also found in the south driit on
The low stage of water prevents the
the 500 level.
usual extraction and shipments of ore.

on the 400

drifts

level are

Crown Point.— Good
north

started

drift

above the 600

level.

progress

is

making

in the

to cut the ore found in the raise
the 700 level the east cross-

On

cut continues in a mixture of clay and porphyry with
some seams of quaitz.
silver and gold, and there are several other com
Seg. Belcher. Paying ore is being found in
panies at work on Know Nothing and Methodist bunches and feeders in the raise above the 1300 level.
rich ledges

on the same creek.

York

&

Ball,

on

Methodist creek, have a rich ledge containing both

creeks,

all

doing

indications are good for finding a large
paving ore in this part of the mine.

Trinity.

East Fork.^/c7/;7/(//, July 21: Capt C. P.
Weaver informs us that the mill which is in process
of construction on the Golden Chest mine, at Eisl
Fork, will be completed about the first of September.
If satisfactory arrangements can be agreed upon in
reference to some of their mines by that time, work
will be pu.'ihed and ore crushed as rapidly as possible;
development
if such arrangements are not made,
work will be done on some of the locations that the
company has, until such time as an agreement is
This company is doing much for the camp
reached.
of East Fork.

Running a Tunnel. — Joseph

Falan of Deadwood is at present running a tunnel to tap his recently discovered ledge. In 17 days he run 100 feet,
and about 150 or 200 feet more will have to be run
Mr. Falan says the
before the' ledge will be tapped.
ore prospects well and he has a great deal of faith
It is farther
that It will prove to be a good mine.
south than any that has been discovered about the,
old Vermont mine and is thought to be an extension
of the Montezuma ledge, recently purchased by Wm.
T. Coleman & Co.

Tuolumne.

Men at Work. — Tuolumne
at

Independent,

Hayward & Hobart have placed a

20:

force of

body of

Yellow Jacket,— The shipment of ore has been
discontnued on account of the low stage of water in
the Carson river. The usual exploring and development work is being done.

Utah,— On the 372 level, opposite the south
the north drift has been extended 50 feet; total
length. 258 feet.
This drift continues in a porphyry
drift,

and quartz formation.

Iowa.— Preparing to open a level from the main
sha'ton the south side of the mine to explore the
vein stripped in the south drift from the McBee tunnel at greater depth.

—

The prospecting drifts on the 300
developing feeders of good ore. The pumps
are running well and smoothly.
They handle the
water very readily.
Baltimore,

level are

Sierra Nevada.— The west
main south
face

is

drift

on the 520 level

in vein material

from the

crosscut
is

composed

out 60

The

feet.

of quartz, clay

and

porphyry.

West Yellow Jacket.— Good

progress is making in the upraise which is to connect in a few days,
where it is thought good ore will be found.

Andes. — The usual prospecting work is being
July
done on the 240 and 350 levels. Some bunches and
men stringers
of fine ore are being found.

work on the Eureka Consolidated, nearSummers-

ville,

—

The

well.

intending to get everything in readiness for

working the property on a large scale. This mine
is ranked by experts as one of the best in the county,

—

Union Con. The face of the north drift frrm
west crosscut No. 2 on the 1030 level is still in vein
material of a promising character.

and should the venture prove a financial success, it
West Con. Va. &. Cal.— The new hoisting plant
will be a God-send to those holding mines in that is working well and good progress is making in sinkdistrict, and a help to the county in general.
ing the main shaft.
Hoisting Works. The new hoisting works on
Alta. The stamps and concentrators are kept

—

J.
Duncan Ferguson, H. Garland andS. L. Ferguson, the Black Oak of Soulsbyville have just been comand the work of opening up the old tunnel will be pleted, and part of the mile of pipe has been laid.
commenced next week. It is a noticeable fact that The company expects to soon have the new machin-

of all the mines which have been opened around
Julian, there is but little quartz lying on the dumps,
It all having been
milled.
This is a good sign, and
shows that what rock was taken out was paying.
Marks
went
Joe
out Wednesday forenoon and sur-

48

total,

ery going.

—

"Ventura.
Ventura Democrat, July

Soda Works.— ///o'fjf, July 18: Mr. John
Silver Ore.
19: Chas.
Fiehman tells us that the Inyo Development Co.
Ostrom brought some specimens of silver ore to this
has recently erected a 30-foot windmill
office during the week, which were taken from a
for the
purpose of pumping water from Owens Lake into veyed a new mining claim located
by a stock com- location he has just made in the vicinity of Frazier
the evaporating vats.
The water is raised 15 feet pany composed of Charles Hale, S. L. Ferguson, mountain, that contained a fair amount of silver.
in quantity, sufficient to fill the flume, which is two
Joseph Decker and Joseph Marks. The quartz now Mr. Ostrom has made a location on the ledge which
feet in width and 20 inches high.
There are about on exhibition contains copper, iron, gold and silver. he will begin prospecting in a few weeks, and hopes
IS acres of vats which are filled to the depth of six
to develop a valuable mine.
Sierra.
to ten inches and evaporate in 24 hours.
As there
is wind every evening, the windmill does about all
Mountain.— rw/i^/z/f, July 20: Fifteen men
NEVADA.
the work required in raising water, but when it is are employed at the Mountain mine under the forefound insufficient the steam engine is used. It is manship of Wm. Jenkins. No. 2 tunnel is being
Washoe District.
understood that the Inyo Development Co. will soon pushed ahead, but it will take some months yet beBest & Belcher. Virginia Enterprise, July 2t:
erect soda refining works at or near Keeler.
fore the ledge is reached in that quarter.
In what El Dorado level; The main northwest driit from
'^i^uxs-Y^.— Independent, July 21: A prospector is termed Harry Warner tunnel, work is also pro- the main west drift has been extended 58 feet; total
named Cunha has made what promises to be a lucky gressing. The ledge opened up in this tunnel is from length, 468 feet The formation is clay and porfind over near Deep Spring, in the Inyo range.
He 12 to 15 feet wide and yields big prospects in free phyry.
struck a vein of metal that was new to him and he gold.
Con. Cal. Virginia. The upraise from the rsco
New Tunnel.—The new tunnel at the Sacred level
couldn't tell what it was.
He sent samples to Selby
The north drift from
is in low-grade quartz.
& Co., who assayed them and reported that the Mount mine is in about 70 feet. It is expected that the north stopes on the 1500 level is in vein porphyry
metal was bismuth, and the ore carried 50 per cent the ledge will be reached within two weeks.
A sou;h drifi from
that shows bunches of good ore.
of that metal.
Cunha is now taking out a quantity
Young America. ~Mou?itain Messenger, July2i; the Ophir east crosscut on the 1500 level is now in
of the ore which he will send to Selby & Co. as a Forty stamps are steadily running at the Young Con. Cal. & Virginia and is in ore of fair grade.
working test. There appears to be a large body of America quartz mine, and 125 men employed. There The ore shipped during the past week will show
the ore in sight.
are four boarding-houses for the miners.
Under the about the u^ual average assay value a ton. The
Lassen.
able direction of Stephen A. Moore the work pro- California mill will start up next week.
Hayden Hill.— Lassen iV/7//, July 21: There gresses favorably.
Occidental. Upper tunnel: One hundred
are two lo-stamp mills at work here (Harbert &
New Company,— a company has been formed to and fifty feet below the upper tunnel, in the boiler
Lewis having added their battery to that of Howard develop the gravel claims on Humbug creek, near winze, the north drift has been extended 10 feet;

—

—

—

—

const int operation.
tons of quartz a day.
in

The

mill

Lady Washington. — The
raise

above the 725

level are in

works about 25

crosscuts from the
quartz carrying some

metal.

Bullion.— Good headway
south

is

making

in the

main

from the bottom of the winze on the 640

drift

level.

—
—The only

Mexican. East crosscut No. i from the main
north drift on the 1300 level is still in vein porphyiy.
Benton.

work being done is on the
where some prospecting is in progress.
Alpha. The main shaft has been sunk and
timbered to a point 90 feet below the 380 level.
Scorpion. —The south drift on the 400 level is
725

level,

—

out 378

feet.

The

face

is

in vein

porphyry.

—

Ophir. Upraise No. 2 on the 1465 level
mixture of quartz and porphyry.

Imperial Con.— The south
is

drift

is in

on the 1100

a

level

being reopened and repaired.

—

Sureica District.

Copper. Kureka. Scfitinef, July 2r: The owners
of the Silver Connor mine, on Prospect mountain,
:ihipped to Salt Lake during the week trial samples
of one ton of copper ore, and ten tons ofirongangue
gold ore, the results from which we will furnish to
our readers as soon as they are received.
From 350
to 390 cars of material are handled during 12 hours
of the day at the Eureka Con. slag dump by means
of the new hoist, and in order to push work .with
greater dispatch, hoisting in the future will be continued during the night.
shed has been built over

A

Mining and Scientific Press.
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We

the engine.

learn thai the Silver I.ick

mine on

of Sylvaniie ore

Adams Mill never looked so well as il does at present.
The tributers have lots of ore. and (roni reliable sources we hear that a great dt*al of it is very
rich.

JefferaoD District.
BclmoPt Louti<r, July =i: The
and It-aching works tit Jcffeison are
and producing bullion. The miners

LEAf HiNc;.
Kanrohai null
running nicely

of that district are all busy developing
and extracting rich ore.

ihcir claims

rich ore.

San AntoDio District.
Pkoducinc — lieiniont Courier. July ai: The
New Near mine is producmg its usual amount of
good

ore.

Tuacarora

Olatrlcc.

BkllE XsYjf.. — ime>-titvieiu, July ai: The
usual amount of ore has been taken Irom the slopes.
Nevada Quces.— The south drift from the 150foot level of Commonwealth has advanced 15 feet m
'!

very bard rock.
A joirt upraise has been started
near the line and extended up 12 leet, exposing fine
I he
j^ofoot stopes have been
ore all the way.
extended both north and south. North, the ore
continues and looks well; an upraise has been put
up 18 feet at the extreme north end ot the stopes, in
which an ore chute will be made. .South end stof}c
is within a few feet of North Belle Isle line, the ore
being high grade; in fact, all the stopes look as well
as at any lime heretofore.
The south intermediate,
90 feet below the 300 foot level, is following ihe ore,
which is very high grade. The ^so-foot l^vel is being opened up through
the North Belle !slc.
ihey having driven their drift to the line, where it
was turned over to the Queen. The ore is very high
grade, carrying 33 per cent gold. Seventy tons sent
to the North Belle Isle ore-house average assay from
car samples, $210.31 per ton; 279 tons of concentrating .ore hoisted 10 the surface, average assay
from car samples, $25.59 per ton.

—

A

CuMMONWEALTH. loo-foot level:
drift was
started and run 15 feet north from No. i east crosscut, following the ore, which is two feet wide in the
Thisdrifi
face, assaying from $40 to $353 p;rr ton.
has been stopped, and a drill south started on ore,
to connect with the upraise from south drift 150foot level.
This raise is near the line and has been
extended up 13 feet, exposing very fine ore all the
way. .\ piospect shall hxs been started on the
eastern pan of the mine and has been sunk so feet,
following a vein of chloride which has widened out
to six Itei of low-grade ore.
Mill is running all
right and doing good work.
Average battery assay
$478.98 per ton.

Grand

Prize.

— West

drift,

200-foot

level, ex-

Face showing two feet of good
chloride ore.
Stopes above the 2oo-foot level are
looking well. The ore is now turning from sulphuret to chloride as they ascend and the vein intended 13

feet.

The

crt?asing in width.

on this level are now
and slopes started the

drifts

timbered for gbnut 250 feel
Slopes above the 300-fool level are
entire length.
yielding the usual amount of sulphurel ore.

North

Isle.— Good progress has been
work at all points. Work on llie
is under good headway.
ioUND Treasure. The usual amount of ore

made

Bi:i.i.e

with

the

concentrating plant

—

has been taken out and sacked ready for shipment.

Tybo

To Start

District.
Ui'.--BeImont Conru-r, July 21:

It

is

of the district.

ARIZONA.

— Prescoli

CourUr, July

19:

John

Pueblo,

which netted

it

as it is possible for anything of the kind to be.
The
ore that has been shipped and is stilt on hand to be
shipped IS of a very rich characier.
.\t

DAKOTA.
mining camps the past week, the reliability of which
cannot be questioned and which must surely stimu-

mming in that part of the hills to a great degree.
Mention was made of the new strike in the Castle
Chief, and of the excellent condition and prospecu
The amount of work done by the
of the Lookout,
present management of the Lookout to get it in
l.tte

working order

is

considerable, amounting

in

round

Col. Bean is better satisfied wiih Copper
Basin than ever before.
Ledges are growing in size
and richness. Mr. Williams, the superintendent, is
also in a pleased mood.
Two routes for a narrowgauge railroad have been examined. The shortest
is 15 miles.
Miners from Tiptop are here with ore
and say they can do better by bringing ore here
than by shippmg it south. Mr, Van Name of Big Bug
was here ye^t^rday. He said his mill is doing first
rate.
T he Tuseumbia and Del Pasco mills are runMessrs. Cockburn & Jungk are en
ning regularly.
route to Eureka district, where a smeller may, ere
long, be put up and run.
Van Name's mill is making a successful run on gold rock.
Another smeller
will soon be running out copper at Jerome.

safe, and the flume required considerable repairs also before it would carry the water satisfactorily.
There is no better flume or tramway in the
Black Hills now, probably, than those ol the LookOne of thcchief dilticuliies in the way of the
out.
successful treatment and s;iving of the ore of this
nunc is the presence of plumbago in many of its ore
The bodies of ore in which this substance
bodies.
is found are the richest in the entire properly; several
large tunnels have been opened up in all of which
plumbago is found in large (|uaniiiies, and being of
a black, grea'^y nature, is dilliculi to Sep irate from
The former company found it almost imthe gold.
possible to work this ore, but Prof. C. E. Bailey,
who is connected with the present company, has discovered a plan whereby the plumbago may be successfully separated from the ore at very little cost.
He is now preparing plans of the additional machinery to be presented to the company for their approval.
There is little doubt that the plans will be

substince can be moved with little
cost, ore assaying from $5 to $6 per ton can be found
in unlimited bodies almost, all of which can be

adopted.

If this

worked.

IDAHO.

—

Silver Mountain. Idaho City World, July 18:
The Julia and Cleveland mines bting developed by
the Silver Mountain Mining Co. now loom up
grander than ever before. All old quartz miners
who have visited these locations give the same accounts of the ore bodies as to the quaUiy and quanpredict that Silver Mountain district will
prove to be one of the greatest quartz camps in
North America, and their predictions are backed by
mountains of quartz, the croppings of which make
mlly as good a showing as did the croppings of the
The coming fall, the mill, one
Julia and Cleveland.
of the finest in the Territory, will be making music
in a section that a little over a year ago was a silent,
tramway, over a mile in
solemn wilderness.
They have 13
length, will carry the ore to the mill.
locations, and two of them have been sufficiently demines
of
great value.
veloped to prove that they are
tity,

and

all

A

River

July 18: Superintendent Bailey, of the
Mill and Mining Company, was in town
to-day.
He stated that his mill would commence
He
crushing between the ist and loih of August.
says that he has solved the water question and that
he has now more water at his mines than there is in
Camp creek, which is dry.

Times,

Champion

MONTANA.
Around Butte.— /l'//«t'/-,

July

18:

Operation-

have again been suspended on the Amy i^ Silvers
smith. The new amalgamating pans that have been
placed at the Silver Bow mill will be ready to start
Monday morning. Drifting is in progress on the
ledge at the 250-foot level of the Hope with a very
showing. The hoisting of ore on the Anselmo
will be resumed in a few days, as a large body of
'Ihe ore of
first-class ore is known to exist there.
Buite shaft is sunk to 100 feel and sinking still continues.
A crosscut was run in on the loo-fooi level
before going any deeper and a strong body of ore
fine

developed that encouraged further progress. The
masonry work on the foundation for the Frazer &.
Chalmers engine at the Goldsmith mine has-been
commenced. Crosscuiling has begun at the 200-foot
Ore Shipments.— Prescoli C(7//Wer, Julyg: Aleck level of the Volunteer. This is one of the most
Thompson, whose teams have been hauling ore to promising prospects in the camp. The Mountain
the 1-ltia mill, has arrived here.
Aleck thinks he can View mine is producing its regular quantity of ore
make more money hauling machinery for Mr. White, The Parrot is at present down 700 leel.jproducing
of the Boaz mining company.
He says he lelt the its regular quantity of ore to supply the second
Etta running finely.
Four of Shull & Austin's big largest smelter in the Territory, which, besides, does
teams came in Saturday last from the Congress much cuttom work. One of the largest shafts being
mine, with ore which will be shipped by the Arizona sunk in this district is that on the Green Mountain,
Ore Co. Same teams will take machinery to the situated midway between the Mountain Consolidated
At present it has attained a
mine.
C. Douglas Brown has acontract for erection and Wake-Up Jim.
of the Senator mill.
Machinery is at the depot. depth of 200 feet Three eight-hour shiits of eight
Capt. Brann is running the Wonder mill in Turkey men each are at work on it. When the shaft has
creek district, on gold ore, which, it is said, pays been sunk to the required depth the largest pump in
A check for $15,282.15 was recently the camp will be erected, as well as the largest hoistpretty well.
piid one individual, for ore, by the Arizona Ore Co. ing works in Montana, which will be capable ol
of this place.
Joe Chambers, who is taking out ore hoisting all the ore from the Mountain Consolidated,
Wake-Up Jim and Green Mountain.
in Big Bug district, will have it worked in Van
Name's milt.
Bearmouth District.— Phillipsburg Mail, July

COLORADO.
New

DiscovEKV.— ElkML/'Z/o^ July 20: Anew
discovery was made a Jew days ago in the Rainbow
lode, situated on East Brush creek, and Mr. Roblee,
the owner, is very happy over it.
The tunnel was
driving through very hard quartz, when all of a
sudden the drill struck into a soft, decomposed
matter, and on examination by those who claim to
know, the decomposed matter is sand carbonates.
Other mine-owners in the vicinity have courage and
prospects on Brush creek are very hopeful.
Messrs.
Wykoff and Frost are very much pleased with the
developments on one of their Brush creek properties.
They were driving the tunnel on the footwall on a
very fair streak ol mineral, when Mr. Wykoff to^ok
a notion to crosscut for the hanging-wall. He
started to follow a small crevice which eventually
led 10 the hanging-wall and also disclosed a pay
streak of mineral, that is evidently the main pay
streak.
Returns have been received on the carload

for puiting in a small mill to
work the cres of the
Oolden Chariot and
other gold-bearing leads owned by him in Vogo.
Mr. Gardner of
Maiden puts
the
mill
in
and will oixrale it. He c»n put through eight to
ten tons ol ore a d.iy and clean up monthly a nice
lol of the " shining mrtal."
This will be an important ac(|uisition (or Yogo and will help to bring that

camp

to the Ironl.

in the Burg
repoits plenty of water so
far in the placer-mining regions of this section, and
that work has been going on uninterruptedly during
the entire spring and summer and that it will probably continue for some time to come. People
owning quartz ground are beginning to awaken.

James Early
Tuesday evening.

21;

of

Bearmouth arrived

He

Hatta. — Louis

stites that reJ. Hendrikson
New Chicago from several of the
from Dunkleberg district, announce
that things are looking exceedingly well at the Hatta

ports received at

mining men
mine.

The

in

contractors at work sinking the shaft

have come across some excellent ore.
Black Pine. The mine of the Butcher Bros, in
this district is proving to be quite a valuable propA recent strike is reported as having been
erty.
made, in which some very valuable ore has been

—

encountered, the mine looking belter at present than
it ever has.
San Francisco.— Operations still continue in
this mine and the indications are still as favorable

—

The (astlk

.Smki.tek.
The construction of
rapidly going forward under the push
and energy of the superint-'udcnt. Mr. King.
The
frame was raised last Friday and the building is
nearly inclosed.
the smelter

is

At Sunsbt Peak.— On the Custer lode, near
Sunset Peak, the Portf r brothers struck a ledge four
feet wide in their tunnel.
The ore assays $3co per
ton.

NBW

dered

Ciirlin,

rich.

made arrangements

The tramway was badly
figures 10 nearly $5000.
out of repairs, and had to be reconsirucied and ren-

who

is tunneling in the Lion lode for
Mr. Leavick,
has bored into it about 100 feet, and speaks encourof
the
vein.
of
good
size and quite
agingly
It is

Y*Kj4X— /«/*r-iJ/i^««/<iiV/, ]uly 21: T. E. ColFalls Tribune that he has

informs the Great

lins

Castle Creek.— Deadwood Pioneer, July 15:
l^ncouraging news has come from the Castle creek

Another Mill to be Started.— Wood

expected thai the Nye Mining Co.'s mill will soon
be started up on ores from the 2G and other mines

Notes.

shipped to

While Itiai is pretty good and crrlainly
was not up to what was expected from
the Sylvanitr.
Other shipments will be made at
once, and all concerned wilt soon be considerably relieved.
SupL Murphy has a force of 19 men employed at present, and is doing some good work.
There will soon be quite a large ore traftic from the
bteaker when the .-\ugusti gets to shipping and
uhat ore comes from the Djisy is loaded there.
This mine loads three cars this week.
here $2500.

61

City

5f'/////c/.

—

force

creased to the full capacity of the mint*.
N. Bsll,
while in St. Louis, sold the Pacific No. 2 for $75,000,
the
During
short
oart in cash and part in stock.
tme Mr. B 11 has had possession of this property
he took out 471 tons which ran $14,231.16; the cost
of liking out was $5608.15, leaving a net profit ol
$8623. Lirge quantities of fine ore have been struck
in various places in the Central City camo, but the
great difficulty encountered has been from water,
which usually appears at the 50-foot level. The locators are, as a general thing, poor men, and are
not able to purchase the necessary machinery to
keep the water out of the shall and drifts. When
capital is induced to invest in this camp, as it will
be shortly, the Central City district will become one
of the most flourishing in the Southwest. The recent
discovery of extensive deposits of carbonates of lead

Hatchet mountains in the extreme southwestern portion of the county is an event of great
imporiance to Silver City and the country at large.
The geological cond lions are quite as favorable lor
large deposits as those surrounding Leadville, and it
may be confidently expected that the developments
now being made will prove the locations to be of
more than ordinary value. A new mining district
among the latest of the late finds for the week. The
d scovery is lead in carbonate form of sufltcient width
and value to justi'y three of Leadvill-^'s old and wellknown miners to open up and thoroughly explore
the new district, which is located in the Diavolo
range of mountains, north and east of Pinos Altos,
in the Big

'

Copper Plant.— 'Silver

City Entci-prin:, July 20:
Fitzgerald of El Paso has organized a St.
Louis company of $500,000 ctpjtal to operate the
A copper plant
International smelter at El Paso.
has been ordered. The Gipsy Queen mill of Shakespeare district was sold last week by Shfritf Laird
C.
for $873. the amount of the judgment and costs.
H. Wilkie has finished moving one of the Bremen
hoists to the Wagner mine of the same group, where
Milton Miller came in
it is now in running order.
where they hav
yesterday from the Alhambra,
made another strike of 15 inches of rich sulphides
and native silver, equal to the lot first taken to El
The
It will run
over jioio to the ton.
Paso.
Thunderboldt prospect at Pinos Altos is showing
The
claim
few
feet.
finely,
although
down
only
a
up
belonged to the Carter boys, but is being developed
bv St. Louis capital. The contract on the Golden
Giant, the old Gopher mine at Pinos Altos, will be
millrun is to be made,
finished in a day or two.
150 tons being on the dump, and the owners expect
Since the last
to soon be working 30 or 40 miners.
issue of the Enterprise two bricks have been shipped
by Captiin Cooney ol Silver Creek, in the Mogollons,
weighmg respectively 26 and 30 pounds. The bullion contains quite a per cent of gold, which makes
the bricks worth more than ordinary silver bullion.
Captain Cooney has been short of water until the
C. C.

A

last

week, but

now has an abundance and

will

keep

His
his 5-stimp mill running steadily from now.
mill is turning out about $8000 per month at the
present rate of shipment. Something over three
miles of the workings of the Santa Rita copper mines
have been cleared of waier, leaving about ten miles
It was estimated that
of water still in the mines.
the mines could be cleared of water in about two
have not been
pumps
months and a half, but the
working satisfactorily, hence more lime will be rethe
mine is in bad
quired. Some of the limbering in
condition, which will be rep'aced by new timber
now being sawed at the company's mill. As yet it
company will resume
is not known here when the
operaiions, but il is probable that il will be very
soon after the mines are cleared of water.
Relief Hill. North San Juan Times, July 20:
Relief Hill, 3mileseastof North Bloomfield, has seen
flourishing days in its time and it is by no means
deadyeL Formerly, before Judge Sawyer assumed
the robe and scepter, the hill g^ive employment to
100 men; at present-about one-quarter that number

—

Among the drift claims (old hyare working there.
draulic diggings) now in operation is the Eureka,
which has yielded largely for 15 years and is at presIt is operated by Jepent producing satisfactorily.
son Brothers. The Union is another gravel mine at
Messrs.
Relief and its operation dales b ick 30 years.
Jepson, Morgan, Jeikinson, Rossan and Beck are of
They hire several men. The Euits shareholders.
reka Lake Co. also owns claims at the Hill, the Eagle
being one of them. A good deal of work has been
and is now being done on the Wakeshaw, in which
are interested five gentlemen bearing the name Williams and three who answer to " Mr. Jones." These
eight men are working parlners, and are running a
prospect tunnel at present. They expect to strike
the channel most any time now, as the bedrock in
The Wakeshaw
the tunnel is pitching steadily.
workings are further in than has as yet been mined

in this claim,

Two

years ago the prop<*rty was sold lor taxes and
in by D. K. McKdIican of North

was bought
BloomtWld.

T. P. Crandalt also became an owner
These gentlemen commenced a still hunt for

in it.

whom to associate themselves
form a company, in the meantime keeping up
assessment work ^o as to prevent their claim bejumped. The Derbec channel pitches toward
Bonanzi's ground, and the owners of the latter
correspondingly elated. At present these ownerscomprise Messrs. D. K. McKillican. T. P. Crandalt. John M. Williams. A
]. Ross, William
Davis
(foreman at the Derbec), Richard R. Jones, Thomas
H.irris of North .San [uan. John Jones, D. WiUiams

suitable parties with
iind

the
ing
the
are

and Mrs. Hickman of Relief Hill. The Bonanza
Co. has expended considerable money in surveying,
etc.. and but little opening-up work has as yet been
ilone.
Il is the wish of the Bonanza's owners to
deed half their ground to a party of men who] will
for thai compensation develop the property.

OREGON.
July 21:

Mountain Key Co. is now working two full
night and day — and has re-employed a large
of men.
Bell & .Siephens made a run of 67.}
tons of Mountain Key ore and got 134 ounces 01
gold oflf the plates; the yield of the concentrates was
between jojoo and $7050. The company is said to
be in need of men. Air connections have been
made in the Mountiin Key mine. The ventilation
is now perfect, and the working lorce of mineis in-

shifts

Ix-ad is located north of the Wakeshaw.
has a pros|>eci tunnel in 2000 feet, and its workers
hourly anticipate striking it big.
In the vicinity of
Ihe Hill is a gra%el claim known as the Bonanza. It
was originally tiken hold of by a company of 28.

MESXIOO.

Mountain Key.— Silver
Tlu;

The Blue

and good ground

is

looked for shortly.

Granite District. — Bedrock Democrat, July 16:
The Vetnoc rat o\\\ce yesterday received a pleasant
call

(rom Mr.

J.

E. sharp,
valuabl*^

and now owner of

an ex-newspiper man,
mining croperties in the

Granite creek district.
Mr. Sharp gives an inicresiing account of mining operaiions in his section,
and lells us what has been done in the way of develoi^nit^nt work
on the Golden Monarch mine,
own* d by himself and Wm. (Iraham. The Golden
Monarch mine is about 20 miles southwestof Cracker
creek in one o( the best mineral districts in Oregon,
surrounded with abundance of timber and water,
and evi'rything available for its successful working.
Messrs. Graham & Sh<irp have been doing develop-

ment work on the Ciold n Monarch for the past two
years and have run a crosscut iCo feel in length,
lapping the ledge, which is about lour feet in width,
depth of 125 (c-ef, and run a level from that of
On the middle of the ledge a
140 feel in length.
surface tunnel has been run, lapping the ledge 40
feel deep.
They are taking out ore and running it
through an araiira, which averages, per 100 tons,
Adjoining the Golden Monarch
over $ro per Ion.
is the Red Boy, owned by Graham, Hanlon & Mansfield, the ore of which is being worked by arastra,
averaging $20 per ton.
Mr. Sharp has great hopes
for the future of the mines of Granite creek and is
content to await their developmenL
at a

UTAH,
Review.— Sail Lake

Tril'taie.
July 20: The
closes with the dolorous announcement of the
bhutiing down of the Germania smelter, and the
prospect of the other smelters in this valley following suit presently. The relief of $3 a ton on railroad ratis (which did not come till the day of the

week

Germania shutdown)

will probably have no effect
on the question, as the rate is still higher on bullion
than on ore, and ores from abroad are given belter
rales proportionately if they are sent beyond Salt
Lake than if ihey are stopped here. The Germania
shut-down will be a heavy blow lo the business and

industrial activity ot this valley; if the others also
shut down, as now talked, it will rise to the dignity
Better railroad rates would give
of a calamity.
=ome relief; but the cau-^es that operate against us
lie even deeper, and a change in the rule of customs
as to imports of lead ores is also essential to our
prosperity.
The receipts in this cily for the week
ending July i8lh, inclusive, were to the value of
$99 993-26 in aggregate, of which $75,585.11 was in
bullion and $24,408,15 was in ore.
For the previous week the receipts were $96,403.31 in bullion
and $37,245,67 in ore, a total of $133,648.98. The
product of the Ontario lor ihe week was $17,914.96
from ore sales, and of bullion 20,371.93 fine ounces,
an approximate I tal of $38,786 89, The Daly output lor the week was of bullion, 10957.47 fine
ounces; no ore sales.
During the week the Daly
has declared dividend No. 17, of 25c. per share,
Receipts of bullion in this cily
payable July 30th.
for the week were valued at $29,933,11; fine bars,
The Hanauer smelter produced for the
$30,152.02.
week $15,500 in bullion. Theie are rumors that
the Horn Silver contemplates a resumption of sinking
400 feet lower, but the reticence of the management
prevents a ratification of the rumor, which is not at
all probible in view of the condition ot affairs in the
mining world. Ore receipts in this city for the
week were to the value of $rr,45o by Wells. Fargo
& Co.; $ri,6oo by McCornick & Co., including
$1900 Queen of the Hills; and $1358,15 by T. R.

Jones

&

Co.

WASHINGTON.
The Iron Developments. — Ellensburgh
taly

July 18:

Capi-

The Moss Bav Co., after examining
made in their iron mines in the

the developments

Upper Cle-Elum

district,

work more vigorously, and

concluded
this

to

prosecute

week have doubled

The mines are showing up better than
was antcipated and the ledges wider, and the iron

their force.

improves with depth. This is very encouraging to
the owners and insures the establishment of the extensive steel w^rks in Kiilitas county at no distant
The fact of continued development on a more
day.
extensive scale and the txistence of the contract between the Northern Pacific and the Moss Bay Co.,
indicate that the works will be built in this county
along the line of the Northern.

Seeking Mines.— During the pa=t few days,
Ellensburgh has been visited by several prominent
mining men from Montana and Idaho, whocmie
for the purpose of investigating the mineral resources
of Kittitas county and the Conconuily and Okanogan country. They are men of experience and
means and have made their money by the development of mines and the working of ores in their respective Territories, and are willing f^ invest in mining properties in this section of the Northwcbt, proThe
viding they can find what they are seeking.
developments thus lar made give promise of great
results,

but tack of capital has prevented the pros-

and early owners of the mines from opening
them up on a scale commensurate with their promand
worth.
As rich and extensive deposits of
ise
gold, silver, copper and lead as have been discovered
in America are here awaiting capital,
pectors
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THE ROLLER ORE FEEDER

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
Nos.

39

to

51

fPnt.pnfpH
[Patented

Mnv
May

Jewey

&

Co.'s Scientific Press

9H.
1882.]1
28, TRft9.

Patent Agency.

FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Ottb U. S. and Foreign Patent Agehc
many and important advantages as
Home Agency over all others, by reason of lonj

preaeats

ci^
Tins is the best and cheapest Ore Feeder now in use.
It has fewer parts, requires less power, is simpler in
adjustment than any other. Feeds coarse ore or soft clay
alike uniformly, under one or all the stamps in a battery
as required.
In the Bunker Hill Mill it has run continuously for two
years, never having been out of order or costing a dollar

i

eatabliahment, great experience, thorough syatern, intimate acquaintance with the subjects a
inventions in our own community, and out
most extensive law and reference Ubrary, con
-.aining ofiQ.cial American and foreign reports.
tiles of scientific and mechanical publications,
etc.
AU worthy inventions patented through
our Agency will have the benefit of an illustra'
tion or a description in the Mining and SoiEifriFio Press,
transact every branch O)
Patent business, and obtain Patents in all coud
tries which grant protection to inventors
Tht
large majovity of U. S. and Foreign Patents
issued to inventors on the Pacific Coast have

We

for repairs.

Golden State and Miners' Iron Works,
Sole Manufacturers,

S27 First

San FranQisco,

Street.

Cal.

been obtained through our Agency, We can
give the best and most reliable advice as to the
patentability of new inventions. Our prices
are as low as any first-class agencies in the
Eastern States, while our advantages for Pacific
Coast inventors are far superior. Advice and
Circulars free.

DEWEY

& CO.. Patent Agents.
No. 220 Market St.
Elevator 12 Front St
S. F. Telephone No. 658.

"HBNDY" IMPROVED "CHALLENGE" ORE FEEDER.
The best form of Feeder ever devised, and pronoanced by reputable mining men to be
We refer to the followsuperior to any form of "Roller" Feeder manufactured.
ing gentlemen

above

who have
effect,

far

furnished ua with testimonial letters to the

which can be seen

at our office,

CaocKER, Supt. Bunker Hill Gold Min- D. C.WiCKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal.
Amador City, Cal.
J. R. Tregloan, Supt. South Spring Hill Gold
Mining Co., Amador City, Cal.
W. G. Roberts, Greenwood, El Dorado Co., Cal.
WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

C^.

A. T.

DEWEY.

W.

EWER.

B.

GEO. H. STRONG,

viz.:

VV.

PHE

ing Co.,

CHALLENGE," "STANFORD," "TULLOCK," & "ROLLER" FEEDERS,
And

will furnish descriptive Catalogues

and quote prices upon application.

For the

American Railway PnblisIiiDg Go.

H. H, H- Horse Liniment pnta
lite into tiie Antiqoated Horee
last 14 years the H. H. H. Horse

new

jf-

NEW YORK

I

Ijiniment has been tiie leading renredy
for tYs
cure of Sprains, Braises, Stiff Jointa,
bpavins Windgalls. Sore Shoulders, etcind for lamily Use is without an equel
mr Rheumatism Neuralgia, Aches, Paiuis
urmses, 'uts and Sprains of all characters.
The H. H, H. Liniment has many iraitsv
fcons, and we caution the Public to oea
that tlie Trade Mark " H. H. H." ia ^u
9very Bottle before purchasing. F-oc ea.ie
everywhere for &0 centa and fl.OG e-3L'

cmong Farmers and Btockmen

"

The Street Railway Jiinrnal," "The American Journal of Kailivay Appliances,"
** Power— Steam."

(

FRISBE E

WE T

MILL

JOHN

Rbprbbbntkd by

S.

EWEN,

116 Kearny St. (rooms IS & 19), San Francisco*
l^The best advertising mediums la their line in the
world.

Rates on applicatioD.

BotfJe,.

For Sale by

This Mill, with a weight of less than 90OO pounds,
has a capacity equal to 30 stamps, reducing
two and a half to three tons per hour
of hard quartz to 40 mesh.

and CHICAGO,

PUBL19IIKRS CP

all

San Francisco Cordage Factory.

DruRetsta.

Established 1856.
Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope
Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay Roi;>e, Whale
Une, eta, etc.
Elxtra eizee and lengths made to order on short notice

Slea

HEALDS
BUSINESS
24

POST

TUBES & CO

611 and

ST.. S. F.

SFVENTY-FIVE DOIiLARS THIS
FOB
Shorrhand, Type Writinj?, BookCollege instructs
in

all

the En-

Above Montgomery,

We

£irSKND FOR Circular.
E. P,

HALEY,

HGALD,

San Franclsen,

bet.

Bush and Sutter, San Francisco.

Designs and Estimates furnished on ay^plication.

FOR SALE.
President.

Secretary.

Practical Treatise on Hydraulic Mining.
By AUG. J. BOWIE. Ja.

2 Triumph Concentrators.
1 New 1 2-inch, 35 H. P. Engine.
VERT CHEAP.
130

new and important book

on the use an-^ construction of Ditches, Flumes, Uams, Knes, Flow of Water
on Heavy Grades, methods of mining shallow and deep
placers, history and development of mines, records of
y:oId washing, mechanical appliances, such as nozzles,
This

St..

MannfactnrlDi Jeweler & DiaioDJ Setter,
No. 13 TRINITY STRBBT.

glish branches, and everything pertaining to but^ineps,
have sixteen teachers, and give
for six full months.
individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
its graduates in every part of the idtate.

C. S.

Front

A. L. OTT,

COLLEGE,

keeping, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing,

fll.1

Apply
Sanaome St room

]2.

is

FOSIESBESIQICSOVED

3.0?

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS I^S
Ua*
ADDRESS
MENZO SPRING, §5|
9 Geary St.
'"^.iS

hurdy-gurdys, rockers, undercurrents, etc; also describes
methods of blasting; tunnels and sluices; tailin^-s and
dump; duty of miners' inch, etc. A very practical work
Price, 35, post-paid.
fjr gold miners and users of water.
For sale by Dewby & Cp., Publishers, 252 Market St., San

<?l

e

„

Francisco.

I.S

SAN FRANCISCO,

Cal.

-r-

S hS'SS
o.

(D.33on

COMPANY,
THE RAND DRILL
KTexv "STorls..
23

We

witti
offer to the
Pacific Coast

IT

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

And

renewalB will not cost over one-halt as much as for stimps. The attention of parties having Cement Gravel is called to this Mill, as it will run 100 tons per day to No. 8 mesh.
OUR DRY MILLS are the most economical ever built, and are extensively used with
record of several years. No grinding in pans. Mill finishes to any fineness desired.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY.
GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,

HOOKER & LAWRENCE,

-

-

-

Gen'l Ag'ts,

461 Howard

St.,

San Francisco

145 Broadway, New York.

I»a,i-ls.

I"la,c©,

now so situated
our new worki as to
are

miners

of

,

the

small Air Comat such
Plants
pressing
prices that almost any small
mine can affoid to put in

power drills if they have
none in use.
By our new and patented
systems (by which the dutj'
or performance of drills is
not reduced with use) it is
no longer necessary to buy
a Compressor of double ca-

UlIHIillHIld
AIR COMPRESS0RS&
GENERAL MACHINERY

FOR |'

MlNINcTuNNELING,^"-"

RAND

DRILLCo

"

23 Park Place mvim<iT>»vi

pacity than the drills are
e.vpected to require, in order
to keep up the supply of air

necessary on account of the

wear of
pressor.
I

I
1

drills

aud

com-

Besides having the newest
and lightest desitruad small
drill plaols, the Rand Drill
ia well known,
has built, and is now building, the larareit Compressor
plants in this country, and
has patterns for all sizes up to

Company, as

40-iQch diameter of cylinder

In respect to capacity In speed of drilling, perhaps it ia in order to say that in eve-y authoritative contest for
speed jet initiated, the Rand Drills have, without exception, been victorioua. This fact, coupled with another imporfant one, thot the drills use much lean air and cause less repairs, has won lor them nearly all of the Eastern
mining trade, which has kept their works always busy.
Since the reasons which formerly restrained us from the California market no longer exist, we ate now
in the field for the buaineea.
.,
t.
,.
SPECIAL ATTENTION is called to the latest designed sectional Compresaor just built for the Batopilaa
mine in Mexico, and to the Compound Engine Compressor built (or the Anaconda mine in Montana.

^"

i.
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STURTEVANT
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Mill

verizer

MILL.
u a Crusher aod Pulwithout
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&

PHASER

HnntiDgton

CHALMERS,
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GeDtrifngal

trSKSD FOR

ead*

SELBY

CATALO<]US.-C»

ing amelting worxa

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,
J

SuD

MACHINERY

for

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING. SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

of

ORES.

HOISTING

PUMPING

416 Montgomery

TROMMELS.

JIGS and

roa Catalooub u(d Tutihohiala.

apJ Ofeg.

(^etalltjfgy

QUARTZ MILL

rival,

St.,

CO..

San Francisco.

GOLD AND

SILVER REFINERY
And Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid

for Gold, Silver

and

Lead Ores and Snlphorets.

ENGINES

ENGINES,

:M
HALLIDIE'S

lUMITFAOnjRBfW OP....

BLUESTONE,
LEAD PIPE,
SHEET LEAD,
SHOT,

MACHINERY,
Standard

WIRE ROPE

CORNISH

'S

POMPS.

DENVER OPFIOB

OBNBRAL OFFICE AND WOBES:
Fulton and Union Streets, Ohloaso,

NBW TOBK

M-

No.

2

Wall Street.

:

JAMBS LBFFBL'S
These WheclB are designed for all purposes where limited quantities of water and
hii,'h heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with less water than
auy other wheel made, Beiny placed on horizontal shaft, tho power is transmitted
direct to Bbaftinic hy helts, dispensing with gearing.
Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and eidapted in
capacity to suit any particular case.
Further information can be obtained of this form of coustruction, ae well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free of cost,
by applying to the manufaflturers.

JAMES LEFFBL &

CO.,

110 Liberty

or

St.,

New

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

Mining Companies, Milling Companies, Prospectors, etc.,
to our full stock of Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Cruci-

Mining Turbine Water Wlieel.

Springfield, Ohio,

bles, ScoriHers, etc., including, also, a full stock of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing: these supplies bIdoe
the first discovery of mines on the Pacific Coast, we fee
confident from our experience wc can well <iuit the de
mand for these goods, Doth as to quality and price. Oui
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will be sent oc

application.

i^ Our Gold and Silver Tables, shoeing the value pei
ounce Troy at different degrees of fineness, and valuable
tables for computation of assays in grains and gramme;,
will be sent free upon application.
Agents for the Patent
Plumbago Crucible Co., London, England. Also for E.
Dbnniston'b Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
well-known manufaeturcr are thoroughly
full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Orders
taken at hia lowest prices.

G.

plates of this
reliable, aiid

JOHN TAYLOR &

York,

FRASEB & CHALMERS,

PARKE

H.

EVANS

(Successors to

110

THOMSON &

8z

CO.
S.

General Agents,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, CoL
LACY, Qeneral Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

F.

First

MACHINE WOBES,

Premium Awarded

all

kinds of

Near

Medart Patent 'Wronglit

MACHINERY.

Rim

Pulley

PAT. GOT. 26, 1881.

SHAFTING.
i^ Send

Noa. 129

Ss

HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES

for Cirodlar and Priob

181 Fremont Street,

,

-

List.

"Ck

San Prancfaco.

-

.

Cal.

and Market Streets, S. F.
Ebtablisbbd 1869

Manager.

Ores worked by any Frooeaa,
Ores Sampled,

1884.

For tbe States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washlng^ton
Lightest, Strongest, Oheap'^^t and
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Also Manufacturers of
Best Balanced Pulley in the World.

First

C. A. LtroEBARDT,

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

Steam Pumps, Steam Engines
anJ

at Mechanics' Pair,

Afi8ayiai|g>

in all its Branches.

Analyses

^

Working

Testa (practical) Made.

Ores, Minerals, Waters, etc.

Plans and Specifications furnished for tbe
most suitable Process for Working Ores.
Special attention paid to Examinations of
Mines; Flans and Reports fumiahed.
O. A. LUCKHARDT & OO^
(Formerly Huhn & Luckhardt,

Mloinsr Engrlneers

ARE YOU GOING TO PUT UP MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?

OThe

Are you going to make any change in machinery? Are you freighting by team or packing on
mules? Do you want Pulleys on Shafting already up? If so, don't fail to look into the

BUYERS' GUIDE is

Issued

March and

merits of

THE DODGE PATENT INDEPENDENCE

5ept.,

It is an encyclopedia of useful information for all who purchase the luxuries or the
necessities of life.
can clothe you and furnish you with
all the
necessary and unnecessary
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these things
COMFORTABLY, and you can make a fair
estimate of the value of the BUYERS'
GUIDE, which will be sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage,

They are

We

MONTGOMERY WARD &

Entirely

new aod

111.

Adapted

to

any power required.

Quicksilver.

San Francisco,

Street,

•

METALLURGICAL
318 Pine

Estimates furnished,

WELL TOOLS.

J.

Room 22,

B.

RANDOL,
320 Sansome

Kcvolving,

mond,

St.,

Jettinpr,

SAN FRANCISCO

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Tests made by

my

Assajiug and Analysis of Ores, Minerals and Waters.
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Treating Ores by mPractical InstructioD given
proved processes.

Q.

NATURAL GA S & O

WORKS.

St. (Basement,,

I

KUSTEL &

CO..

Hlnlne; Engineers and Metallurgists.

<3rO

L

TO

American Exchange Hotel.

Hydraulic, Dia-

Well Tools, Wind
lEnginesand Deep Well Pumps. Treo*
oa Natural Gas, or our EncycloipecUa, mailea for
1125c.
The American
^Well Works,
Aurora* lU
Prospeptiiif;

Cal,

This Fire-proof Brlclc Building Is centrally located, in
the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat
and Railroad Offices.

Laundry Free for the use of Families
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.
Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And upward.

ROOMS WITH OR WITaOUT BOARD.
FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE.
J.

Time, troubleand money saved by usingthese pulleys.

.

WINCHESTER HOUSE.
44 Third

KUSTBli.

JOHN SIMONDS, Pacific Coast Agent, 509-513 Mission St„ S. F.

New Almaden

MetallursrlstB.

Process.

tite Lig:hte6t, Strong^est, Best Batanoefl and Most
Convenient Pulleys Made in the World.

AUo A^ent for the DODGG STSTEM OF ROF£ TBANSAIISSION.
i^ Price List aod Catalogues mailed free.

00.

111-114 Michigan Avenue, Chicago,

original.

PULLEYS.

SPLIT

J.

and

Corner ot Leldesdorff Street,

each, year.

WOOD SEPARABLE OR

CO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 23 STEVENSON STREET.

PERFECT PULLEYS

EVANS),

112 Heale Street,

Jt

Si

CO..

IHP0HTKK8 AND DBALRR8 IH

CHEMICAL APPARATUS AND CHEMICALS, DRUG
GISTS" GLASSWARE AND SUNDRIES, ETC.
63 Si G5 FtrHt St., cor. Mission, .San Francisco.
We would call tho attention of Assayers, Chemistb'

No. 11 Calle de Juarez, Ohlbuahua, Mexico.
CITY. OTAH.

DTAH OFFICK—SALT LAKE

Cartridges,

JOHN TAYLOR &

TRAMWAYS.

MEXICO OFFICE:
43,

Shot-Gun

Under Chamberltn Patent.

No. 348 Elsbteenth Street, Denver, Colorado.

III.

OFFICE:

Room

C.

Etc., Etc.

ALSO MAMtTFAOTURKIUi OF

POOLBY.

This paper la printed wltb Ink Manufactured by Cbarles Eneu Johnson & Co., 600
South lOtti St, Philadelphia. Branch Offlces-47 Rose St, New York, and 40 La Salle
St., Ohloago. Agent for the Fadflo Coast—
Joseph H. Dorety, 639 Commercial St, &. F-

THOMAS

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento

Street,

San Francisco,

Cal.

The above Hotel Is situated in the'midst of the Banking aod Commercial Houses of the city, and is by fai the
most home-like and desirable Hotel to stop at.

OHAS.

&

'WM:

MONTGOMERY,

Prop'rs.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMP'Y.
WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.
C. A. STEIEFKLST, President.
Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed NEW YOBK OFFICE, 18 BROADWAT
Boom 709.
of in the Open Market to tbe Highest Bidder.
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San Bernardino County Mines.
Exchequer Mining

District.

Editors Press:— As you received no answer
to my communication in your edition of May
12th, I will now answer it myaelf.

The owners of the claim in qaeation, in
which the vein at 60 feet deep was apparently
cut off by a perpendicular wall of porphyry, as
so clearly in the cut on page 297,
concluded to put in a few thousand dollars and
go through the porphyry dyke which they supposed waa as wide at the point 60 feet below
the surface as it appeared to be on the surface,
when, to their surprise, two shots broke
through the porphyry and revealed to them a
continuation of the vein in all its former size,
and containing much better ore than where it
waa cut by the porphyry. The porphyry was
only four feet thick, and the owners of the
property called the Caebier mine had only a
few feet farther to go, when the vein formation
widened out to 16 feet from foot to hanging
illustrated

wall.

The key to the whole district has now been
discovered, tlie incline A on diagram (May 12th)
has been extended and sunk about 40 feet, and
has cut through ore going as high as $2000 per
ton. The amount of the ore body or pay streak
cannot be determined, owing to the immense
The incline has been sunk on
size of the vein.
the hanging-wall 5^ and 4i feet wide in ore.
let a contract to
have
The owners
j uat
Messra. Batchelder & Janzen for 60 feet of a
shaft or incline 54x4?,, cut through from the
hanging- wall. Nothing is known about the
footwall which waa left ten feet under the
shaft, but at the expiration of this contract
they propose to make a crosscut to the footwall.
As they are men of limited means, they could
not afford to take out the entire 16 fett of the
vein formation. Every one rejoices in their
good foitune in having found the vein on the
other side of the porphyry. Experts and experienced miners gave it as their opinion that
the ledge had faulted, perhaps, several hundred
feet.

The camp was

discovered in 1SS3, and some

hundred or two of claims were located, and several carloads of ore were shipped by chloriders.
Great excitement prevailed and every one supposed they had made a big strike, and so it appeared from assays obtained, which ran up into
the thousands, and returns from chloriders corresponded with assays. All at once they ran
against porphyry dykes, or so they appeared to
be, when really they were nothing but the
ehrinkage of the veins, having contracted and
the apace tilled in with porphyry, as has been
discovered in exploring the Cashier.
But one by one the chloriders and owners of
the location became discouraged and abandoned

which were locatsd by Spawforth

their claims,

Spencer, with the exception of one or two
parties, whom they had bought out previous to
commencing work. They are now the owners
of some 40 claims, which prospect on the croppings remarkably rich, and should they be
found on the other aide of the porphyry aa
was the Cashier, they have a valuable lot of
mining property, which ought t^ make them
millionaires, which they truly deserve to be for
the pluck and energy they have displayed, at a
time when the district was condemned by every
one, far and near; and they had given the district such a black eye, so to apeak, that they
could not induce any one to help them in what
appeared to be a gigantic tisk, i. e., the solving
and every
of the porphyry dyke problem;
one supposed they would never find the vein
again, or if at all, at such depth as to coat more
than it would be worth, when only tfl'o charges
of giant powder, a cap or two, and a few feet of
Now they are gofuse, unlocked the myttery.
ing down nearly 100 feet, the vein getting betBat development work is exter all the time.
peuaive, particularly as you go deeper.
They
are ambitious to see what the vein is at 400 or
500 feet. Several parties have been to see the
strike, and the owners can well afford to share
with one or two more partners bringing capital
into the concern. They will then have enough,
and if only one-quarter of the locations prove
good, one-quarter's interest ought to give
them a good bank account.
I will drop you a line once a week from here,
which you can place under the head of "Mining Summary," aa we have no paper here, or in
this vicinity nearer than 100 miles.
I will
make the heading as follows, until your readers

&

know

us:

"Exchequer Mining

DiBtrict^

Sin

Bernardino County."

The following notes explain the condit'on of
afliirs in the camp at present:
The Oaehier ia
looking well and sinking ia progressing very
favorably. Bitohelder & Janzen have complet ^d
ten feet of their contract, and are in very highgrade ore, extending the full size of the shaft.
Soft ore ia coming in at the bottom of incline
and sinking will proceed much more rapidly,
which is greatly to the benefit of the contr-actThe ore is remarkably
ors as well aa ownera.
heavy, being heavily impregnated with iron and
copper; the heavier the ore, the richer in gold
and silver. Assays oltan give from 1 to 3^
ounces gold to the ton, besides.the silver. I saw
one bead weighed when I was over to their
camp (an average of one foot of ore) which
kicked the beam at 50S ounces silver. I did
A
not learn how much gold it contained.
singular feature of the Cishier ia the porphyry
walls comiog in at dietinces of ten fett. The
firat extends from the surface down to the foctwall; the second did not exteod above the

hanging-wall, but formed an arch extending
from the banging down most probably to the
footwall, which cannot at present be determined. But what Is more important than anything else, the vein gets better altar going
through these porphyry walls. If they should
be a charact'rietio feature of the mine, and the
same rule hold good, a few more porphyry
walls will make the owners a mine without going very deep.
The entire mineral belt which extends about
three miles east and west and about the same
dibtmce north and south, is split up in an
easterly and westerly direction with these
porphyry dykes or veins, and wherever a vein
cut3 through them it seems to be highly fertilThe strike of the Cashier is due east and
ized.
west, dipping to the north at an angle of about
45 degrees. The entire width of the formation
or network of veins is about 100 feet. The
owners expect to find the ledge dipping almost
vertical at the end of the 60-foot contract,
when they look for the entire 16 foot vein to be
Crosscutting will then be
filled with ore.

commenced

to tap the other three parallel veins
in the hill which resembles a blow-out of ore,
and may result in their finding an immense

chimney. The most experienced miners are
very favorably impressed with an east and west
veir dipping to the north; this being a granite
formation with porphyry dykes, seems to warrant the belief that they will go down to a
great depth.
In the Laurentian systems of the older rooks,
viz,, granites, the east and west veins have
never been bottomed by engineering skill. It
is supposed, when the minerals were in an elementary state, that the magnetic currents pass*
ing from the Aotjrctic to the Arctic, when they
met a vein with an east and west strike dipping to the north, it acted like a dam on the
watsr and the magnetic currents were deflect 3d
downward to unfathomable depth; and althoagh
they did not pay as well on the top, the deeper
they went the richer they became. Oa the contrary, a vein dipping to the south is almost always richer on the surface, but becomes poorer
as it goes down, the magnetic current being
deflected to the surface, leaving it in a state
of barrennesB.
Two openings are being made on the Cashier
at distances of 100 feet apart from which very
rich ore is being taken and would seem to in*
dicate that there must be an ore chimney of
great size and wonderfully rich at some point
between the three inclines.
Ore has been
picked up on both sides of the Cashier hill on
the surface very rich.
One piece aesiyed 740
ounces silver, another a boulder of 25 pounds
went 421 ounces silver and one ounce gold;
another, 299; another, 378 ounces silver and 2^
ounces gold, indications which gave courage
and heart to them to put in their money after
repeated attempta on their part to give away
one-third of the property to any one to come in
and lend them a helping hand, and share with
them. Then, becoming discouraged in trying to
give away a fortune to some one, they conclud-

ed to go

it.

Prospector.

alone.

Angels, Calaveras County.

—

Editors Press: "Angels is to day the best
mining town in the State," that is the verdict
of the best mining men and they are backing
their opinion with the coin.

Messrs.

Hayward

& Hobart

realize the staying qualities of the
mines and have invested largely at big figures.
That they have " come to stay" is evidenced

by their fitting up a residence, and if reports
are true a large company store will soon follow. The McCreight mine, on a basis of $100,000, was their latest purchase.
This mine lies
south of Angels in Albany Flat. The ores in
the last half month run by the former owners
averaged $165 a ton in free gold, with a 15-foot
vein to mine from. An Eogliah ayndioate has
purchased of Mr. Stevenot of Carson Hill the

group

An Improved

of

Stanislaus

work on them.

—

News

Hydraulic Step.

in Brief.

Prof. Frederick G. Hesse of the University of
Seven counties of Southern California give a
CaUfomia has just patented through the Min- population of 280,000.
ing AND Scientific Press Patent Agency an
Lumber is being taken to Calico, and rebuildimproved hydraulic step- bearing for shafts. The ing will be pushed as fast aa poasible.
invention consists essentially in a chambered
The large hotel and railroad eating-house at
vessel containing water and encircling the foot Lathrop waa burned on Monday latt.
of the shaft, and a plate or disk on the shaft
The reservoir of Sweetwater dam, San Diego
rotating freely within the vessel and operating county, is ti be stocked with lake trout.
to force the water which is above it centrifGlaus Spreckels of this city has juat sold
ugally, whereby a pressure of water ia created 5000 barrels of sugar in the Chicago market.
below it equal to the maximum pressure above.
Nearly every paper in the State speaks of
More particularly the invention consists in a the numbers of camping parties in the mountvessel containing water and encircling the foot ains.
of the shaft, which is guided centrally therein,
Goldenson, the murderer of little Mamie
a disk or plate upon the shaft and within the Kelly, baa been sentenced to be hanged Septemvessel, said disk or plate having a diameter less ber I4th.
than the interior of the diameter of the vessel,
The Truckee Repuhlkan says there are 600,whereby an annular apace is left between the 000 young trout at the Tahoe hatchery ready
rim and the inner surface of the vessel; radial for distribution.
blades or flanges formed within the base of the
The Lick Observatory did acme capital work
vessel and under the plate or disk, whereby a in taking observations of the moon during the
permanent water pressure is eatabliahpd through late total eclipse.
the agency of a forced vortex created by the
The Ntw Mexican office and about $60,000
rotation of the shaft and the flanged disk which worth of property at Santa !b'e were burned
it carries, which pressure, in acting against the Saturday morning.
disk on the shaft, is made to balance a portion
Ln 1883 Califcrnia produced only 5,070,000
or the whole of the load.
pounds of dried fruit. In 18S7 the yield was
The object of the invention is to provide a 26 605.000 pounds.
hydraulic step for shafts by means of a permaThe Humboldt £^f anc/arff is in favor of raising
nent water-pressure created by the rotation of the assessment on timber land in the county
the shaft itself. This is not only applicable to from $10 to $30 an acre.
shafts placed vertically, but also to shafts
The United States patent rights for Edieon's
placed in other positions for example, horizon- phonograph have been sold to J. H. Lippinoott
tally, as in the case of a propeller shaft, and of New York for $1,000,000.
wherein the shaft is subject to a thrust of any
Colusa farmers hire boys with slingshots to
kind. The parts may be compounded by hav- drive away birds from their orchards.
One boy
ing one or more inter-communicating vessels in killed 27 jaybirds in two hours.
the vertical series, through all of which the
In Santa Rosa ia a church built of lumber
shaft passes, and having a disk or plate oper- and made entirely from one tree, shingles and
ating in each vessel, whereby the pressure of all, with 10,000 shingles in excess of the bill.
the water to support the shaft may be inThe bark Otago went ashore at Point Reyes
creased.
during a fog, and is a total loss. The crew
pulled in their boat and landed at Folsom-street

—

,

Mining Share Market.

wharf

late

The

Saturday night.

waters of the north fork of the Feather

While stocks do not seem to advance any, river have been turned into Big Bend tunnel,
the bullion product of the Comstook does. The and the company is getting ready for putting a
mines up there are being vigorously worked, large body of men to work on the river-bottom,
and are producing more than they have for left dry.

At

years.

The fight for the control of Savage resulted
in a victory for the old management, under
President H. M. Lsvy, the Borland faction beThe election for tru&tees reing defeated.
sulted in the election of H. M. Levy, A. K. P.
Harmon, E. B- Holmes, Archie Borland and
Morris Hoeflich, Mr. Bsrland succeeding W. C.
Watson.
M. Levy was elected president,
A. K. P. Harmon vice-president, and E. B.
Holmea secretary^ with R. P. Keating superintendent.
The yearly report of the secretary was as follows
Savage Mining Company R^ceipti and
disbursements for the year ending 16th of July,
Diabursementa Cash indebtedness July
1SS3
13. 1S87. 394,661.48; tixes, $1874 48; mateirala,
$24,299.98; combination abaft, 32677.78; books
and stationery, 3386 89; rffice expense, $3678.
52; ores. 314,747 70; timber and lumber. $30,377.94; interest and exchange, $4932 77; labor
and salaries, S13S. 315 12; inaurame, $1687-32;
water and ice. §4144 20; fuel, 312,348; incidental expenses, 3^195 54; assaying. $1871 52; surveying, 3275; legal expenses. $4717 02; Sntro
tunnel royalty, $14,952.25; reduction of ore,
$91,392; discount on silver. $55,637.11; mint
chargea on fine bars, $3944 04; express Ireight
on tine bars. $591 65; R. P. Keating, superindisbursement^
Total
tendent,
818,587.57.
$530,295.88.
Receipts Bal. superintendent's account July
13, 1887, $309.09; assessments, $112,000; bollion, $338,951.53; cash indebtedness, $66,770.15;
Sutro Tunnel Company, $4476.13; Virginia &
Truckee Railroad Company, $4788 98. Total
receipts, $530,295.88.

H

—

:

—

:

—

mines extending from Albany Flat to
New Incorporations.
river, and will soon go to
This group is probably the
companies have been incorfollowing
The
largest stretch of mining property in the State
porated, and papers filed in the office of the
all on the mother lead.
In Angels proper the quartz-mills and hoist- Superior Court, Department 10, San Franoisco:
ing works of the numerous mines greet the eye
Northwestern Consolidated M. Co., July
in every direction.
With a depth of over 400 24. Location, Nevada. Capital stock, $10,feet and an average of 25 feet in width on the
Directors— J. 0. Corey, John N. Tay000,000.
veins, the ownera feel more than secure in their
lor, Frank A. Haaaey, Mrs. M, J. Church and
poaaesaions.
Calaveras Co. offers every indaceJohn Hutchinaon.
ment to mining capitilitts good mines, cheap
Sierra Water Co., July 24. Capital stock,
labor, water for milling, an abundance of timDirectors— H. Ward, F. E. Gladber, cheap transportation, and a climate that $2,000,000.
permita the working of the minea every day in win, Wm. Grnenhagen, F. W. McCondray and
Joseph G. Kearney.
the year.
At Murphys the Moes and Stone mines have
California Hydraulic Dredging Co., July
Directors— H.
passed into poaseasion of the Oro Plata Co. and 25. Capital stock, $600,000.
hoitting works are now being erected. This is L. Coye. M. D. Hyde. D. MoNee, Chae. E.
one of the moat promising group of mines in Wilson, E. S. Johnson, C. L, Haskell and Elthe county, and cannot but prove a bonanza to bridge Denbrow.
the fortunate purchasers.
Cnnliffe &; Driver
Merced Electric Light Co., July 25. Capiare sinking on their 16 foot ledge, and when tal stock. $100,000.
Directors— W. E. Dean,
down 150 feet will crosscut. Sublette & A. K. P. Harmon, Chas. E. Elliott, W. L.
Cutting are getting their pocket mine into Dean and D. C. Bates.
shape for working. Heinadorff & Dussell are
putting in a Baratini ore-crusher on their ISThe De Long mine, Washington district.
foot ledge.
McQaage Broa. have shown up an
San Juan canyon, Nye county, Nev., has been
eight-foot ledge on the
and
the
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Ptacerville,

William Voas. a resident

of

Diamond Springs township. El Dorado county,
white driving a team, dropped one of the reins,
and. reaching for it, he fell to the ground and
broke his neck.
The Kern County Californian aays that
in & Tevis and Lux & Miller have ar-

ranged their difficulty about irrigation and
have signed an agreement to stop litigation and
to spend their money in improving their vast
landed estates.
There will be great demand for carpenters
and other mechanics in Suisun as soon as the
debris is sufficiently cleared away to allow
building to commence. The town will be rebuilt on the old site and not in Fairfield aa waa
at first reported.
The monster log raft, or rather log ship, that
has j uat been oompletad for James D. Leary,
was aucceaafully launched into the Bay of
Fundy, at Joggins. N. S., Monday. The ocean
tug Morse towed it out into the bay. and will
soon start to tow it to New York.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has
submitted a preliminary report of his bureau's
operations for the year ending June 30th. The
total collections were $124, .326, 474, an increase
of $5,649,743 over the previous year.
Nearly
the whole of the increaee was upon spirits and

fermented liquors.

The philanthropist who generously donated
$30,000 to six churches, a few days ago, five of
which are in this city, and who was at the
time reported to be ill and confined to hia
room, turns oat to be A. Montgomery, now a
resident of this city and a millionaire, bnt formerly a resident of Colusa.
Three weeks ago Louia Geniais. the porter
of a hotel in Santa Rosa, tried to dislodge a rat
from ita hiding-place under some boxes. The
rat was in close quartera and inflicted a savage
bite OD Genisis' hand.
Early last week inflammation set in. and the prospects are that
Genisia will lose his right arm.
Heretofore millstoffa have been shipped
from San Francisco to Freano. The tables have
been turned, however, and on Saturday 30 carloads of Fresno products were shipped to S\n
Francisco. The first 25 were bran, middlings
and other feed; the next four were wine, and
the other car waa loaded with watermelons.

Bullion Shipments.

We quote shipmentB since

oar

last,

and ahall

be pleased to receive further reports:

Commonwealth, July
25,

§54 547; Hale

000; Binebird, IS,
$18,978; Confidence,
cross, 21, $11,000;
mania, IS, S2033;
$1700.

26, 850,000; CoofideDce,
Norcross, 24, $30,-

and

$15,000; Mt. Diablo, 25,
23, $18 078; H.le and NorHananer, 18. $4200; GarHananer, 19, $1900; 20,

Don't Fail to Write.
White Pine,
the
mine is reported sold. At Vallecito work is being sold to Salt Lake men for $50,000, and it is anShould thia paper be received by anj 8"bscriber who
pushed on the hoisting and pumping works of ticipated that active operations will soon be
does not want it, or beyond the lime hf intends to pay
the Mitchell gravel mines.
Go where you will commenced on it.
for it, let him not fail to write ub direct to stop it. A postal
and a new life has been infused into the mining
card (costing one cent only) will suffice. We will not knowingly send, the paper to anyone who does not wish it, but
industries of this section, and the future holds
is
Forestry.— The State Board of Forestry
Ifit is continued, through the failure of the Rubscriber to
forth every promise of proaperifry.
An notify us to dlacontiuue it, or some IrreaponBible party rein session in this city as we go to press.
quested
to stop it, we shall positively demand payment for
E. H. SCHAEFFLE,
account of the transactions will appear next the time It is sent. Look oabefullt at thk label oh
Murphys, Calaveras Go,
YOnR FAPKB,
week.

J
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—
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rat«8 and lo the aborteet possible time.
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Con. Imperial....
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Culijdouia

.41,

3.55
19 i

"
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GIANT BOOK BREAKER.

3.60
1.15

Westinghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Bock Drills and Air Compressors.
Saw and Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,
Injectors, Oil Cups, and Lubricators.

4.3v

A>i
.50

40

.95

.75

5.7c.

9.25
5.25

m

11

3.90 2.70
21
18
55 .50

2.80

4.95
1.10

4.16

BELTJNG.OJLSand GENERAL SUPPLIES.
.
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4.20

Crocker
Central

.90
,40

4.9s LSI
1.00|1.00
.45 .45
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26, 1838.

Bolt
fthiailhing

Ingut
Fire B'H Sbecta

ItutN— Gleogamock ton
EgUnton.ton
American Soft, No. 1, ton
Oregon Pig.ton
Clay Lane White
Bhottfl. No. 1
Bur Iron (baae priiio) t'' lb

—

Independence.
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—

^31
@23

—
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TooCalk
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Chilled, do

STEEL-EngUah, tb
Black Diamond tr><)l
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flask
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PlaakB, old
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& -
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Kentuck
Lady Wash
Martin White....
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3.3S

3.30

Mono

l.SOl.liO
3.0013.50

.35

.5ljl

....'
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.41

.35

1.95 1.30
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3.25

1.80

2.15:....
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4.10'3.£0

1.75 1.75
3.;
3.25

4. JO

4.854.90

6.25

1.30
3.40

I.35I.3-.

1.75 L.^O

7.2.= l6.50
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i'.sc
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1.90,1.65

Potoai
Peerless

3.603.20

1.8 1.60
3.65 2.65
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2 00
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.70
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7.26
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.65
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SUverHill
Sliver King

...:....
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Scorpion
Syndicate

.66
....1 .20

.75
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4 20
3 '«
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3 65

3.45

4..60

.60
.70:

.65
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1 B'll.40
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5.004 70

6.00 4.26
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.60

1.25

3 83 3.20
1.50 1.25

3

3.20
1.30
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1.45
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"New

Trans(Lake) iasued at SI6.50(c6
Firm, ats3.J<7iiS3.02i spoU Transferable Notices

N'^tices

05

Tin— Firmer

at SlS..'ir@i9.00.
Prices ucnerally rulinK for metals not regularly dealt
on call at the N. Y. Exchange, covering extremes of
bu vers' and sellers' views. All prompt delivery. Aus(W
Billiton
Tin,
Tin,
tralian
Baltimore Copper, SU.75@15.00;
<ft>
Banca Tin.
Orford Copper, $T5.50@17. 75; P. S. C. Copper,
;
Foreign Lead, S4.O0@4 25; Foreig^n Spelter,
Antimoov.Slti-12(a.l3.30.
§5.10(j^5.15.
in

;

July

ICO Alpha
150 Alta
150 Baltimore
300 Belcher

Cori'BR— Easier, soot cloiine at S16.50@16.80.

$3.!)7('i4

Sales at San Fraaoisoo Stock Exohange.
WBnNEsD.W

.

@

Introduction; Implements; As.<iay Balance; Ma
The Assay OtHce; Preparation of the Ore; Weighing
the Charge; Mixing and Charging; Assay Litharge; Systenie
Assay; Preliminary Assay; Dressing the
Crucible
of the
Crucible Assays; Kxamples of Dressing; The Melting in
Crucibles; Scorification; Cupellation; Weighing the Bead;
Parting; Calculating the Assay; Assay of Ore Containiug
Coarse Metal; Assay of Roasted Ore for Solubility; To
Assay a Cupel; Assay by Amalgamation; To Find the Valuof a Specimen; Tests for Ores; A Few Special Minerals;
Solubility of Metals; Substitutes and Expedients; Assay
Tables.
The volume embraces 106 12mo. pages, with illustration-s,
well bound in cloth; 1884. Price, SI, postpaid. Sold by
DewEV & Co., Publishers, No. 252 iVfarket street, San
Francisco.

;

B. & Beloher

251)

120 Bullion

550 Bodie
100 Buiwer
500 Chollar
100 CrowD Point
200 Con. Imperiul
5

100
500
20
100
260

1.90
1.60
45c
4.00
4.25
1.25
2 00
7Uc
3.

320OonVa&Oal
Confidence
Crocker
Caledonia
Challenge
Exchetjuer
Gould & Curry

730
165
800
150
100
150
300
100
2330

25.

2fi0

Of'

Grand Prize
Hale & Nor

2.65

JuBtice

l.lU
3.80
1.25
3.80

6i

Mexican

Mono
N. Belle Is
Nev. Queeu

7J

Navajo
Overman,
Oobir

10 200 Occidental
4.40 200 Potosi
55ci 100 Peer

1.85
1.95
6.5

Con

80 Savage
185l
1.1 02370 S. B.

&M

40
5.75
l.'O

i

70 Uierra
li£0

Nevada

Utah

350 Uuion
2.65 55 Yellow Jacket

1.55
2.90
60c
3.70
4.25
3.40
1.45
3.50
4. CO

Sampling Works
The works

Our AgeBts.
much in aid of oar paper and the
cauBO of practical knowledge and science, by aflslBtlng
Agents In their labors of canvaseiug, by lending their Influence and encoura^int; favora. We intend to send none
but worthy men.
G. W. Ingalls— Arizona Territory.
can do

A. P. J RWKTT— Tulare Co.

Williams— Yuba and Sutter Co.'r.
^
John L. Doylr — Oretron, Montnna and Idaho.
E. B. Grkks'Toti— Humboldt (Jo.
W. W. TiiRoiiAi.D.1— Poiioma, Napa and Yolo Co.'a.
F. B. Logan— Lake Co and Nevada State.

are s'tuated on

for Sale.

A.

&

P. R. R., Calico

Mining District, Daggett, Cal., and contain a firstEngine and Boiler with Ore Crusher and other

class

machinery, Platform Scales, Mill
Also
Outfit, etc.. all nearly new.

Scales,

upon

Assaying
prem-

the

an office building and a comforiable dwelling
house (portable). The above can be had at a barApply to GiLLEsi'V & Childs. 123 Cali£;ain.

ises

fornia street,

San KrancJsco.

r. E.

S.J. LiTiLBFiEiiD— Santa Barbara,

San Diego Co,

'tj.

Los Angeles and

^^

in

ANL III.
Lead, Copper, Tin, Mercury,
Part.s II

tion.

Imill at Alto, neceseitating

etc.

Price $1.75.
This book is entitled "Assaying— Parts II and III," and ia
separate from Part I, and treats of Gold aud Silver Bullion,
Lead, Copper, Tin, Mercury, Zinc. Nickel, Cobalt, etc.

Table of Contents:
Silver Bullion: Apparatus; Melting Bullion.
MauipSilvc-r;
Huraid Assay of
Bullion;
Lead Ores; Copper Ores; Volumtitric
etc.;
Amalgamation; New ProProcess;
Parkes"
Assays:
Electrolytic
Zanthat
Preparation of Potassium
cess;
Determination of Copper in Ores, etc.; Assaying of
Ores; Aasayin? of Mercury Ores; Assaymg of Zmc Ores;
Ai-sayiugof Zinc Ores, New Method; New Assay of Nickel
and Cobalt; Assay of Chromium; Assay of Bismuth; Assay
of Arsenic; Assay of Antimony; Assay of Sulphur; Assay of
Salt; Appendix to Port I; Notes ou Crucible Assays; Weighing by OscillationH; Appendix to Part III; The Assay of

Gold and

Assaying

ulatiou,

;

Co.,

Oo.

Correspondent as Agent tor Pmeltors in I/Ondon, Li\erpool, New York, BoBton and Baltimore.

Twenty years experience,

in California,

purchasing Ores

E(nd dealing in Minei^.

Special attention given

to

management a^d

mines and purchase and shipment

sales of

copper produce

of

GO TO THE OLDEST AND THE BEST
j

LIFE SCHOILAKSHIPS,
No

H. M.
No.

RAYNOR,

25 Bond

St,,

NEW YORK.
ESTABLISHED
1858.

Tm

in the volume
which is bound strongly in cloth. Price postpaid, &;l./5
Sold by Dewey & Ou. Publishprs. No. 252 Market St.. b.F.

Complimentary Samples.
Persons receiving this paper marked are requested to examine its contents, term of sub-.
acription, and give it their own patronage, and
as far as practicable, aid in circulatiog the
journal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
Subscription
the cause it faithfully serves.
Extra copies mailed for 10
rate, $S a year.
If already a
cents, if ordered soon enough.
subscriber, please show the paper to others.

$75.

Day and Evbnino Sbssiokb.
Vacatiokh,
Ladies admitted into all Departments.
Adrtress: T. A. ROBINSON, M. A.. President.

Laboratory
and

Manufecturing Purposes.
Wholesale and Uetaii.
Native Platinum and Scrap purchased.

Lead; The Assay of Coi»per.
There are 160 l2mo. pages with illustrations

R. B. V.\N DusEN, a prominent mining roan
Utah, had his right band crashed in the

new Emma

Commission,
St., S. F-

terials;

@

Oua Fribnds

Mills

BUBISESS MANAOKK OK

Preface;

oz.

TiN-SlO 25(01
The following is the latoat by mail from the
York Metal Exchange Market Heport":

Stamp

UNION COPPBB MINE. Calaveras
NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador

Table of Contents:

n

Overman

Cfnion

Borax— 9u.
Co I'PBR- Lake—816.95
Iron— No. 1,S22 00.
LBiD— s^.STJf^-

Lbau-

l._.

Sierra Nsvada.

Toletrraphic advices dated July 2Gth give the following
York prices:

Issued at

.40 ....

and

420 Montgomery

This now work is written by an experienced metallurgixt
who lias devoted many y tars to asaaying and working precious ores on the Piicific side of the American Continent.
He writes whereof he knows from personal practice, and in
&ucb plain and comprehensive terms that neither the scientist
nor the practical nuner can niiatake his meaning.
The'work, like Mr. Aaron'B former publications ("Testing
aud Working Silver OreB." "Leaching Gold and Silver
Ores") that have been "flucoessfully po'iular" is written in a
conden-sed form, which renders his information more readily
available than that of more wordy and 1o°h conscientious
writers. The want of sucb a work has long been felt, it
will be very desirable in the hands of many.

York Metal Market.

Bar Silver— 915c per

Plants,

D. RANLETT,

Mining,

Ores,

Pakt I.— Gold and SOvei' Ores-Price $1.

1.05:1.10

S.B.&M

5

-

New

ferable

1.10
«.35
2.40
5.75

P. Sheridan
Silver Star

^^

5 75 ra 6 60

TiNPLATE— Coke

7.50 6.25

1.36 1.05
2.50 2.25
3.20
70
7.50 3.75
1.75

75

Ophir

20
'

3.2- 3 05

.
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—
—
—
—

(«'

Drop, ¥ bag.

1.25 1.20
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.

—
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pipe
Shot, dlacount 10% on 500 bag
Buck, f bftfc

15

1

Mexican
Mt. Diablo
Northern Belle.
Navajo
North BeUe Isle..
Niagara
Nev. Queen
North G. & C...

00

__.
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3.05
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®
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I 55 ®
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EureKa Cod
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Works and Pumping

HORACE

Books on AssayiDg.
Bv C. H. AARON.

East B.iiB

—^

are prepared to give eatimates for HoiatiQg

Smelters aud Concentrators.

.49

.35

Con. Pacific

Crown Point

San Franoisoo Metal Market.
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CONCENTRATORS.

PUMPS.

1.75
1.50
1.15

Dudlty

Powdered
CoucenUutcd

PULVERIZERS,

Week

Brophy
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Antimony Pruncb Star
noit.^X-Retinul

BREAKERS,

.10
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Bullion
Baltimore

P. Portois,
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ROCK

ENGINES,

STEAM

Week
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2 10 1.70
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ATTENTION, MIULWRIGHTSI
A BOOK YOU ALL WANT.
Construction of Mill
Bookwalter's Millwright

Level's

Dams and
and

Mechanic.
A STANDARD WORK.
This practical work of 28S pages gives with full illustrations and complete detail how to build or repair all
kinds of mill dams. Paina have been taken to thoroughly illustrate dam construction and rudimentary hydraulics.
It contains fine cuts of all the well-known
dania now in use, witli a complete description as to their
mode of consiruction. Mill owners will find this a valuable work of reference. Besides complete directions for
building and rcvwiring all kinds of dams, it contains much
other ^aluable information regarding hydraulics, in all
No engineer can afford to be without this
its branches.

MontgoniLry street (the NeJ- .\. Johnson, 307
vada Bank building) is the geueral agent of the Stiles handy pocket assistant.
Pnco 50 cents, po-t-paid. Forsale by DEWEY & 00.
amputa- quartz machinery, and offers easy terms for introduction.

220 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Mining and Scientific Press.
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

CONTRACTORS,

ENGINEERS,

ml

!M

and others interested in

Tables

Engineers'

ETC.

SHAFT-SINKING,

TUNNELING,

of

Progress

WITH MAPS, ILLUSTRATIONS
AND FCLL DESCRIPTION OP THE

UP

miles.

HIRD EDITION NOW READY.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION

ROCK

DRILL

St.,

GREAT

ROOT, NEILSON &

iron. Bridge and Machine Bolls, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washere, Ship and Boat
Beams, Angle, Channel, and
and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
Spikes' Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car
Iron
and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.
kinds,
and Iron Forglngs ot all

T

HIGHEST PRICE PAID, FOR SCRAP IRON AND
Orders

will

Send

have prompt attention.

PACIFIC ROLLING HILL

St.,

213 I*roMa.ont

1855.]

—
MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.MINING MACHINERY.— HolBting

"^^

t J.

\2 n

^

MACHINERY.- Batteries

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets,

PERFORATED SHEET METAL

etc.

Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging
Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer

to.

San Francisco,

St.,

Dry or Wet

Mill Machinery,

WORKS ORE WET OR

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Wori<s,
First
JOHN "W.

for

MISCELLANEODS MACHINERY.— Flour

For Flour and Rice Mills, Graio Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,
ing: and Mlllinp Machinery.
Zinc and other metala punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot,.Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining- Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (fine;.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL

& Folsom,

S. F.

rBORNTON TBOHP80H

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

EUREKA FOUNDRY,
and Howard,

S.F.

MANUPAOTURBRB OP OABTIHOS OF KVflRT DBBORIPTIOH.
C. R.

WILLIAUS.

J. H.

ORTON.

MANDF'ilS OF

GENERAL MACHINERY.

Works, No. 31& Mission St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to WoodworkinR Machinery,
Correspondence

Steam and Gas Engines.

solicited.

Mining Engineers.

DRY.

N.

S.

KEITH,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,

Cal.

QUICK, Proprietor.

between Howard

129 and 131 Beale St., between Mission

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settl rs, Furnaces, Retorts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Kock Breakers, Fur-

-^Sfi

dirst St..

Eoginea and

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

1

AMALGAMATORS,

Golden State Pressure Blowers.

rnOUAB THOMPSON

Works, Cagea, Ore Buckets, Ore Cara, Pumping Eln^ines
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columoa, Air Com-

'Li

Miners Iron Works.

High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Kngiaes.

MILL.

&

Sacramento, Oal.

STEVENSON'S PATENT

Mold-Board

Propeller Engines, either

and Quartz Mills Uachioerr
up and repaired.

Mills

N & O sts.,

viannfactnre Iron Castings and Macblncry
of all Kinds at Oreatly Bednced Bates.

OF—

MANDFACTURSRfl

or rotten
No imitation, no deception, no planislied
Only genuine Russia iron in Quartz Screens.
Iron used.
Planished iron screens at nearl.v half my former rates.
ot Battery Screens on hand
I have a large suoplv
ISlills, which I
suitable tor the Huntington and aU Stamp
will sell at 20 per cent discount.

Saw

St., bet.

San Francisco.

St..

Best and Cheapest in America.

& ZXS

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flouring Mills,

Golden State

(ESTABLISHED IN

Boilers,

coDstructed, fitted

WORKS,
IRON
HATES.
&
HINCKLEY, SPIERS

OfH.00,

Engines,
AVB ALL KINDS OF

Front

202 Market

CO.,

Steam

STEEI..

Address

for Catalogues.

BATTERY~~SCREENS.

al

CO.,

UANUPACTURBRS OF

REDUCTION!

Orders promptly attended

UNION IRON WORKS,
8AOBAMBNTO, CAL.

Tees, Channels and other Bbape
ALSO Steel Rods, from } to 3 inch diameter and Flats from 1 to 8 inch. Angles,
Special Shape Steel to size and len^hs
Steel Wason. BuElty, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and
Merchant Iron, Rolled
and
Railroad
ALSO,
yard.
pounds
per
45
STEEI. BAII.S from 12 to

St.

SAN FBANCISCO. OAL.

All kinde of machinnry
Solicitbd.

i^ORDSRS

repaired.

Proprietors.

21 Fremont

and

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

FULTON

PARKE & LACY.

San Francisco

-

-

BUILDKR OP

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.

CO.,

FtEPRESBNTED BT

8 California

No. 119 Beale St.*

made and

^

For Catalogues, Estimates, Etc. address:

INGERSOLL

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
BNGINKKRS AND MACHINISTS,

Safety Catches for Elevators.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.

Length 36

feet;

hh

Steam Engines, Flour Mill,
TO -20,000 LBS. WEIGHT.
Mining, Saw Mill and
durability to Oast or Wrought
Dredging Machlnea
True to pattern and superior In strength, toughness and
Rock
Crushers,
Brodie
service.
for
any
or
Iron In any position
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
Side Walk and Hand-Power
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and IVIAELEVATORS.
Manufacturers of B. E. Henrickson's Patent Automatic
CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL
16x16

and l^achipe

Irop

SOFT and DUCTILE,

NEW YORK

Section

CO.,

M

.MANOTACTURBRS OP..

MINING MEN,
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ENGlNESsBOILERS

Inventor and Manufacturer of

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

OF ALL KINDS,

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.

Water

Pipe,

Pomp

Tanks

for

Contractor

or Air Colnnuig, Pish

for tlie Construction of Elkctrio

AND

Salmon Canneries

Planis for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means

OF BVKRY DRSCRIFTION.
Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at v9ry moderate rates.

AOBNTS FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

of

X>e£tue Stea,xxx Piuxl-c^SPECIALTIES

Elc.
Railways

i»"Send

Electricity.

for Circulars giving particulars.

OiBce, 40 Nevada BlooH, San Francisco, Cal.
Factory, 11
83 Stevenson St.

:

&

and Tustin Ore Fnlverizers.
DBANE STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Peed Water Purifier and Heater.
Corliss Engines

ISRAEL W. KNOX,
Wheel

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY

Gives the highest efficiency of anj'
the world'
and is everywhere recognized as the standard for high
pressure service,

UPWARDS OF
From

in

Manufacture Three Kinds of Powder, wliich are acknowledged by

all

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

in

Mines, Mining Machinery

the Market.

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
127 FIRST ST., SAN FBANCISCO,

la from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blasting Powder, and is usfid by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

OAPS and

BANDMANN,
NIELSEN & CO.,
FUSE
GENERAL, AGENTS, SAN PKANCISCO

CAL.

CAT..

N.

I^^l

W, SPAULDINQ

COMPRESSORS,

SPAULDING'S

For Working

Rock

Drills,

Coal

723 Market Street,
A.

Hoisting Engines and

specialty.
Round, slot
Or burred slot holes. Gen-

Water

Sinking Caissons, Elevating
Acids, Transmitting Natural
Gas, Atomizing Petroleum, &c

For Catalogues,

Etc., address,

Clayton Air Compressor Works,

43

DEY

ST.,

NEW YORK.

Inserted Tooth

A

uine Russia

Pumps in Mines and Tunnels,

Iron,

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes.
fornia Perforating Screen Co., 145 & 147 Beale St

L.

TAKE

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Civil

and Mining Engineer,

MINING EXPERT AHO GEOLOGIST.
Francisco.

AND

CHISEL
,

NOTICE

SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of

all

lo^e.

kinds madeito order.

Send

17 and 19 Friemont

for Descriptive

St..

ROSS

E.

BROWNE,

Mining' and Hydraulic Engineer,

Saws.

I

petersonTmodel maker,

BIT

CIRCULAR

CaliS. F.

68 Market St, N. E. cor. Front (upstairs), San Pranoisco
Experimental machinery and all kinds of metal, tip,

copper and broaa.

San Francisco.
President

Aseaj'infrof Ores, $25; Bullion and Chlnrination Assay,
$2''>;
Blowpipe Assay, SIO Full course of assaying, $50.
Send for circular.

Homo-

geneous Steel, Caat Steel or
American planished Iron.

INVENTORS,

VAN DER NAILLEN,

Address " Business Box A," ofBce of this paper, Sao

QUARTZ SCREENS

Cutters,

Gal.

Civil, Mechanical and
Mining Engineering,
Surveying, ArcMtecture, LrawlBg ui Assaying.

Manufacturers of

AIR

San Francisco,

The History Building,

for Sale.

CLAYTOW

St..

Practical,

FOB RAILROADS AND LAND CLEARING.

elec-

tricity several miles with Pmall lo3S. and u'ade available
for running Mills, Pumping and Hoisting Works, Tr^m
Address
cars, etc.

287 First

Furnished.

aod

JUDSON POWDER IMPBOVED.

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION.
Power from these Wheels can be transmitted by

Office.

Of Different Strengths as Required.
GELATINE.** which contains 94 per cent of NItro-GIycorlne,
GELATINE-DYNAMITE, Stronger than Dynamite and even Safer in Handling.

NOBEI-'S EXPI-OSIVE

used.

& Supplies.

Mines Examined, Reports and Fstimates
Contracts made, etc.

than

can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
It is not only moat economical of water, but the .most
mple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, Hoisting,
Pumping, or any other purpose where water power can

AKD PURCUA8IKG AGENT POR

the Great Chemists of the World as

600 IN USE.

12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed

Mining and Mechanical Engineer

Cata

San Francisco.

No. 307 Sansomk St., San Fbancibco.

Back Files of the Mining and Scibnttfic Prphs) unbound) can be had for S3 per volume of six months. Per
year (two volumes) ?5. Inserted in Dewey's patent binder, GO cents additional per volume.
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NOTICE.— All

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

tho

our

jilates

full wei^'ht of silver

ftk;r<>-'^

^kr&Dteed

nre

upon. Mid

ftre

to have

tested

ht-

fore le&vlD^ our works, thereby avuldlng' the complaints

Rbout

Il^'ht

in thia

branch

weight,
t>f

made bo

often before

wo

6t«rted

industry.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent,

'F'cyjr jS.A."\7'U\rC3i-

C3rOI-«X>!

^^' * ^^^
OR PLACER MINES.
MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SDPERIOB COPPER
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.
ASSdyefS'

IN QOARTZ, ORAVEL,

GET OUR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SAN

GREGORY

Cor.

Fremont and Mission

CO.

Material.

Of—

BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
Agent

hoseins

for

HYDRO-CARBON ASSAY FURNACES

sa?n.:EiE;rr.

DOUBLE "ECONOMIC" STAMP MILL.

San Francisco,

IMPORTERS AND DEALE8S IN

MiDlIlg

llld

-THE-

&

Sts.,

-obalbk in-

— HANITACTURBR

AND PLATING WORKS.

108 r'lnsT'

:n"<

H. P.

NOVELTY

FRANCISCO

^*" Francisco,

'^*'''*** ^'•'

Cai.

ALL CLA SES OF

MACHINERY
SOLE AGENTS FOR
J. A.

FAY *

CO.'S

WILLIAMSON

WOODWOBKINO

BROS'

HOISTING

ENGINES.

UAC1IINF.UY.

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

FRANK t CO.S WOODWORKING

AND

UALIIINERY.

NEW HAVEN MANUP-O CO.'S MA-

BOILERS.

PAYNE'S VERTICAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

BEMENT & SON'S HACniNISTS

AND HORI-

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

TOOLS.

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

BICKFORD'S POWER DRILLS.

IMPROVED STEAM

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

WEBBER CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
P3R1N BAND SAW BLADES.
8TURTE\'ANT BLOWERS AND

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

BLAKE'f
PUMPS.

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTING INJECTORS AND EJEC-

E.\1IAUSTS.

MATCHER BEADS.
BRAINARD MILLING iLACUINES.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS

SIIIMER

TORS.

DISSTON'S CIRCULAR SAWS.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACK-

ING CO.'S RUBBER GOODS.
LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS.

MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
SCULENKEH'S BOLT CUTTERS.
HOLLOWAY FIRE EXTINGUISH-

W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACK-

II.

ING, PAINT, ETC,

ERS.

YACHT ENGINES.

We

have here the Stamp Mill in a cheap and simple form. The high drop of the old stamp
more than compensated for by the great weight {1200 tba. each) of our stamps, and the raThere are 4 shoes in each stamp, oo
pidity (300 strokes each per minute) with which they run.
that there are 4S00 strokes of the shoes on the dies per minute. Less power is required than in
any other mill to do the same amount of work.
The Mortar has screens at both ends, giving ample discharge. There are no cams or tapThe stamps adjust themselves as the shoes wear.
pets to wear or be adjusted.

IB

AN AUTOMATIC ORB FEEDER
Goes with each

ENGINES and BOILERS
FROM

TO 100

2

H.

P.,

Several Mills are

ALWAYS IN STOCK

now

mill for small mines, but

Mill.

We

also

have a suitable

The
in the mines doing excellent work.
believe it is destined to sopeksede the

we

"Economio" is not only a
old stamp in mills of the

LARGEST CAPACITY.

MILL

AND

SUPPLIES

LUBRICATING

OILS.

34 and 36

FREMONT STREET,
Manufacturers

of

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

Miniog and Sawmill Machinery, Engines, Boilers, Etc.

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

HOSKIN'S
IMPROVED

ONE-JOINTED

HYDRAULIC MACHINE.
s'-.fltement of Mr Joshua Hemly that ant stylb of machine U
infrinyorocnt on anv stylo mtnufft tured by him, ho knows to he abso
lutelv fnlse. The Siiprenic Court of the United States on March IDth decided that the prttendcd pntciit for infrirnin^, which he has for i ears
been flcciinp miners for royalty, i.s aiisolutkly void, with costs of suit
I am the inventor of all styles in use, and am preto Bendy & Fisher.
pared to fill orders tu suit, customere. Send for I'St of prices of Hydraulic

The

ABOVE CHT ILLUSTHATE5 THE IMPROVED FORM OF
THE
DRAULIC GIANTS which we manufacture. We guarantee pu»c)iaiers

DOUKT.E-JOINTKD HYof thla

form of Giants affoinst

cxpRnaea or

Machinery.

R.

HOSKIN, Empire Foundry,

Marysville. Cal.

all

may ariae from any a'lverse suits or actions at law. We are further prepared to
furnish Sinjfle-Jolntecl Giants "when re(|uired. Prices, discounts and Catalo^'ues of our specialties of Hydraulic Mining Machinery sent on application.
JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, 39 to 51 Fremont St., San Francisco.

(oats,

(ianiaer'S wliich

80LF,

AOKNT

FOR,

IRnSHER PLATES,

—AKD—
Chrome
Rock

Cast Steel for

H. D.
220 Fremont

ENGINES

HOISTING

FOR MINES.

MORRIS,

St.,

San Francisco,

MANDFACTDRIRS' aM PDRCHASmG ACEKT,

1, 2,

or

4 Drums,

MADE ONLY

Drills. Etc.

Special attention given to purchase of

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.
ADAMANTINE SHOES AND

DiES.— Guarto prove belter and cheaper than any othois.
Orders solicited subject to above conditiona.
H. D. MOKRIS.
,

1

LIDGERWOOD MT'G COMPANY,
96 Liberty St., New York.
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS,

PARKE, LACY &

aiiteed

AnAIMAMTINE.

with Reversible Link

Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.

SAN

rnANcisco.

CO.
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OSZ^A^LXjIEJISrGI-E

HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

FIVE

PRICE
OVER

($S75.00)

1400 AKEj

now

lE^.

O.

IB.

IN USE,

A machine
San Francisco.

tear are merely Dominal.

Street,

I

Concentrations are clean from the first working. The wear and
can be seen in working order and ready to make tests at %20 Fremont

Thb Montana Compant

(Limited), London, October H, 1885.

—

Dear Sirs: Having tested three of your Frue Vanners in a competitive trial with other similar machines
(Triumph), we have satisfied ourselves of the superiority of your Vanners, as ia evidenced by the fact of our having
ordered twenty more of your machinea tor immediate delivery. Yours truly,

THE MONTANA COMPANY

(Limited).

*

—

N. B. Since the above was written the 20 Vanners having been started gave such satisfaction that 44 addiADAMS & CARTER.
tional Frues and more stamps have been purchased.
,

Protected by patents May 4, 1869; December 22, 1874; September
ary 20, X883; September 18, 1S83. Patents applied for.

ADAMS & CARTER,

OR VANNING MACHINE.

Room

7, No. 1

09

1S8S.

1850.

MINING MACHINERY,
GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS:
San Francisco, Cal., U.
New Tork Office, 145 Broadway.

First St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

IS

A Saving

UNEQUALED

FOR

SAFETY.

ECONOMY

AND

DURABILITY.

Least 20 per cent Guaranteed
over any other form of Boiler.

in Fuel of at

SEND FOR CIKCULAR.

WORKS

PACIFIC IRON

127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Sole Manufacturers for the Pacific Coast,

SIRED CAPACITY.

TAYLOR,

Boiler

acknowledged by the most eminent Engineers in the
country to be the greatest improvement that has
*
*
ever been made in a Steam Generator.
IT

PLANTS FOR GOtD AND SILVER MILLS.
machinery of LATEST OK'^IGN and
MOST IM PROVED construction. We offer our
customers the BEST RESULTS OF S8 YEARS'
EXPERIENCK in this SPECIAL LINE of
worlc, and arc PREPARED to furnish the MOST
APPROVED character of MINING AND REDUCTION MACHINERY, adapted to all grades of
ores and SUPERIOR to that of any other mai(e, at
the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
We are alsn prepared to CONSTRUCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING ORDER,
any locality, MILLS, CONCENTRATION
in
WORKS. WATER JACKET SMELTING
FURNACES. HOISTING WORKS, PUMPING MACHINERY, ETC., ETC., of any DEH.

Febru-

S. A.

embracing

WM.

22, 1881;

.,

BUILDERS OF

127

March

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,

California Street,

The Hazelton
Is

2, 1879; April 27, 1880;

B.

President.

S.

MOORB,

Superintendent.

L. R.

RISDON IRON & LOCOMOTIVE
Location of Works, S. E. Cor. Beale and

Howard

Sts.,

MEAD,

Secretary.

WORKS

San Francisco.
Has the Following Advantages:

Manufacturers and Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast for

HEINE SAFETY

WATER TUBE

AND FACILITY OF INSPECTION
60,000 SorEe Power now in

BOILER.

and REPAIRS.
use.

Boilers can be seen working in San Francisco at Palace Hotel, Spring Valley
& Co., California Jute Mills, and other places.

Water Works

Hueter Bros.

Guaranteed More

Gfflclent

than any other Boiler made.

^xjixjIdehs

o3e»
REFRIGERATINO MACHINERY for Steamships, Breweries, and Cellars.
WILSON'S PATENT OAS-FRODUOER.
STEAM BOII.EBS of all descriptions.
SUGAR MACHINERY—Sugar Mills, Vacuum Pans, Clarifiers, Double Effects, etc.

QUARTZ MlliliS—Gold and Silver, Copper and Lead Smelting Works, Roasting Furnaces A all kinds.
AIR COMPRES.*OK.S—Rope Power Transmission.
HYDRAULIC PUMPING and Hoistin? Machinery.
WROUGHT-IKON WATER PIPE a Specialty. Note.—Have just completed order for 35 miles of 44-incb
pipe of i-inch iron for Spring Valley Water Works Company, San Francisco.
SAW-MILI. MACHINERY of all kinds.
STEAMSHIPS—Steam Yachts, Marine Engines and Boilers, Screw Propellers, Centrifugal Pumps, Steamship
STEAM ENGINES—Corliss, Slide-Valve, Poppet Valve Automatic, Single, and Compound.
Pumps, Steam Capstans, Cargo Winches, etc,
80I.E MANUPACTUREKS for Pacific Coast of the Celebrated "Heine" Patent Safety Boiler (Water Tube);
j^~Builders of 120'Btamp Gold Mill tor the Alaska Mill and Mining Company; 60-stamp Mill for Quartz Mountain
60,000 horse power now in use.
Mining Company.
UACBETH PATENT STEEt-RIM PUI,I,ETS—Fifty per cent lighter and 26 per cent cheaper than uastiron pulleys; will not break in transportation.

Send for Circular and Price

Xiista.

MANUFACTnRER OF

Centrifugal

Quartz

Roller

Mills,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS.
Mining Machinery of Every Description,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
Ceutrlfugral Roller Quartz

No. 45

MIU.

FREMONT STREET,

-

-

SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL.

ATTENTION, GOLD MINERS!
WB ABB SBLLING
Silver-Plated Amalgamating Plates
For Saving Gold

in

QUARTZ, GRAVEL and PLACER MINING,

™' prices. Three thousand orders filled. Fifteen medals awarded, Our plates have proved the best,
m weight ol silver and durability. Old mining plates replatod, These plates caH also be
purchased of JOHN TAItOK & CO., cor. First and
Mission Sts.
SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATING WORKS,

n„V?«™»?'?;
and
far superior to °,f
others

*^°^' *''°P'-'<"»'-053 & OBS Mission St., San Francisco. Cal.
„„iv'^. HS'r™? ^i"'"'' P'"!^" ''"™ '''"'''5'» P':''^ei as represented. We have been manufacturing them for 20 years,
Comparing
our plates with those of other manufaotirers
lfterreDeSdte\trv^™nSF';''"°°''P,'""'''?'=""<^''^''^"^'

N^^^P^'*.

..nrl t,«P
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Number
Exchequer Mining Camp.

Appliances for Working Gravel

New

Deposits.

The

Pacitic Iron

Work*

We
this city

of

have

will

San Bernardino county, in this State.
Oar correspondent there sends ub the following with the accompanying sketch
Spawforth
&. Spencer are doing considerable work on the
Cashier mine, and are taking out some very
fine ore.
The incline sunk four years ago to
:

conDty, and consists of a combined pumping
and hoittiog rig, operated by the Peltoo water-

the depth of 60 feet on a vein of six feet in

wheel.

The

made

of

thickness was cat off completely by a wall of

from the

after being
admitted into a revolving cylinder,
boiler iron, with projecting flanges on

gravel,
is

porphyry and not a pound of ore left in sight.
Ten tons of ore sorted from the vein sold at

Kingman

the inside, the cylinder being .36 inches diamby 16 feet long, and provided with a heavy

to

ia

for the

Yuba

county,

The

porphyry wall has since cut the vein and enriched it at every intersection, and the vein has
been steadily improving, nntil they have opened

gravel in this instance not

up the vein over 60 feet below, where the first
porphyry wall cut off the vein at 60 feet. They
think they have found the apex of a large ore
chute at incline No. 3, which is 200 feet west of
incline No. I, at a depth of ten feet. They are
taking out ore that averages $175 per ton, with
a vein about 15 inches solid ore, selected specimens of which will run into tbousanda.
They also have a four-inch vein which at five
feet from the surface averages $200 per ton.
Spawforth and Spencer are to be congratulated
on their good luck, and they deserve it. As
they are men of limited means, there will be an

the entire mass and put it through the batThe gravel
teries the same as ordinary qaartz.

with

it

a considerable percentage of

black sand, rich in free gold, which
posed to save by concentration.

The Gates crusher
the battery from

it is

pro-

will put the material into

three-eighths

down

to

20

mesh, and the batteries having discharges on
four sides, it is expected will handle at least
four tons to the stamp of material reduced to
this Bneness.

from both operawhich we shall
take occasion to give when the works are start*

Good

tions

results are anticipated

referred to,

ed up.

details

This virtually unlocked

the key to the district, as porphyry wall after

being very coarse, and the gold-bearing cement
adhering to it so firmly, it ia proposed to crush

carries

it

foot wall of porphyry.

and consists of a Gates crusher. Reliance batteries and Duncan concentrators, also driven by
a Pelton wheel.

of all

big capital to find the vein.

separating and oftrrylog off the bowlders and
heavy gravel. The revolving cylinder ia intended to disintegrate the material sufficiently
to allow of sabeequent treatment by the ordi-

Wheaton mine

The opinion

$175 per ton.

would require a large company with
The owners concluded from the surface indications that they
had 25 feet of porphyry to cut through to find
the other wall, as the cat of same published by
you May 12th would indicate.
Two shots only were fired when they struck
the original vein on the other side of an eighted and

iron screen at the lower end for the purpose of

nary method of sluicing.
The second plant referred

for

experienced miners was that the vein had fault-

eter

at Smartsville,

con-

district,

be wattihed with unuaaaL interest. The
the Valleoito Company of Calaveras

abaft,

articles

cerning the geological formation of Exchequer

is for

hoisted

have recently had several

re*

oently htea coDstructiof; two maohiaery plants
for working gravel, the operatioDs of which

6rat

6.

of

opportunity for capitaliata to get a good layoat from them. The formation of the hill is

from anything ever discovered before,
send a diagram showing the Btrike of the
veins eaat and west dipping to the north at an

.

different

Brya.v Roller-Mills. -^Oa Saturday last,
at the Risdon Iron Works, a large Bryan pat-

I

ent roller quartz-mill was exhibited in operaand attracted quite a number of persons

angle of 45°, intersected by porphyry walls at
distances of 10 and 35 feet. Below these por-

tion,

interested in quartz-reducing appliances. This
five-foot mill is the largest of this pattern

PBESS-TANK USED IN BUSSELL PROCESS.

phyry walls the vein

is

renewed with very high-

grade ore. in one instance enriching it to the extent of 508 ounces of silver over 12 inches thick.

commencing with to-day. The re- However that may be, the reduction is likely
which has been built; it has a capacity of 30 sand feet,
linea of pine, fir and spruce to continue for awhile, at least if what some The sketch shows a croas-section at incline No.
It was made for the duction covers all
tons a day hard rock.
timber, and is followed also by a of the proprietors of yards around the city thiak 1; the shaded linea represent porphyry; V are
and
lumber
county.
Oroville,
Butte
near
mine,
Bogart
the veins.
Some few changes have been made in the operDEPTH 120 FT.
ating parts since this mill was illustrated in the
C. F. Sakgent, who has resided continuously
Press. In the smaller mills the rollers are
at Kodiak, Alaska, for 21 years, says the
driven from their peripheries by the iron tank
natives often bring him specimens of rook
or drum around which the actuating btlt
which assay well in gold and silver. He is
passes. In this case, however, the rollers are
confident that as good mines will be found in
driven similar to the method emjloyed in the
that region as have been developed on Douglas
Chili mill. There are three rollers need.
As a rule, the prospects are not far
island.
Three mills of this pattern have been running
from tide-water and the ore could be easily
successfully for the past two years on the San
shipped.
Dimaa mines; one ia running steadily at a mine
Press-Tank.— The engraving on this page
on the James river, Va., and others are in use
represents the press-tank used iu the mechan-

—

•

in this State.
ical

A COMPANY has been

area 10 miles square.
the ore says
of tin.

The

it will

An

expert

process,

now running

in

the Press, this, and

other mechanical appliances which we shall
The
illustrate, will be described in detail.

who assayed

drawing

yield from 25 to 30 per cent

distributing point will be El Paso.

treatment of the products in the Russell
In the continued article on this

process.

formed in Pittsburg to
open a tin mine in Mexico, near Durango. A
tract of land has been purchased covering an

CA3HIER MINE. EXCHEQUER DISTRICT.

is

made

to scale.

San Diego is to call for an election to issue
bonds to the amount of $2,000,000 to pnrchase
ia being
lumber
Price of Lumber. The Pacific Pine Lumber
the the water works now owned by the San Diego
Company of San Francisco has reduced its pany claims not to be able to control the red- shipped to the southern counties than was
& Coronado Water Co. and the Flume Co.
prices for lumber on an average of $2.50 a thou- wood market, nor ia it on their printed list. case last year.

—

similar rednctioa in redwood,

though the com- to be true.

Very much

less
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The Niehart

Mining in Nevada Connty.

COI^F^ESPOJMDENCE.
Grass Valley.

We

admit, uiiindoraed, opinieos of correspondents.— Eds.

—

This beautiful little mountEditors Press
ain town is without doubt one of the liveliest
From the Comstock.
mining towns in the Stite, which ia owing to the
Emtors Press:— The output of ore at the great activity in the development and steady
working of the various mines in and around the
Hale and NorcroBB, Savage, and Confidence,
town.
and for June and July at the Con. California
mines that have been abandoned
:

District,

[From our Correspondent,

[Aug.

Montana.

4,

The Hidden Treasure Mine

1888

Fire.

R. G. HubTON.]

In the Press of last week was a brief account
Editors Press: This district is one of the of the fire at the Hidden Treasure mine. Placer
most promising in Montana to-day, as it is well county, where two miners lost their lives and a
established that good mines are here. The number of others had very narrow
escapes. ConHudson Mining Co. put up a smelter some cerning this fire the Auburn RepuhUcan says:

—

years ago* but found by a practical test that
The cars which bring the gravel out of the
their ore did not carry lead enough to make
Hidden Treasure mine at Sunny South are
a good smelting proposition alone. The
and Virginia, has been considerably curtailed on for years have been reopened and are now Montana Central are about to extend the hauled back into the long tunnel by a horse.
About 1 o'clock last Friday afternoon as the
account of the hanging up of the stamps at the proving among the beat in California, pay- branch they built to connect with the Sand
ing from the very starting up of work. This Conlee coal mines into the Niehart district, as animal was drawing a train of empty cars into
mills on the Caraon river, necessitated by the
the mine, he proceeded only a few hundred
prospect,
and
many
to
given a stimulus to
they will soon have a portion of their large
low stage of the water and the entire suspen- has
has caused reopening of numerous old claims works at Great Falls ready to operate.
On the yards, when he stopped, and sniffing the air resion of the extraction of ore at the Yellow
that were left years ago. Thus the future group of mines in Niehart, owned by Uill & fused to proceed. It was with the greatest diflBJacket mine. The Hale and NorcrosB has the
prosperity of the place is assured, auccesa hav- Chamberlain the Montana Belle, St. Julian, culty that his driver urged him forward aa far
use of 20 6timpsat the Nevada mill and may
attained in almost every instance.
Minnehaha, Maud S. and Dickens they have as the blacksmith shop, which is in the tunntl
have the use of the 20 additional stamps that ing been
The general thrift of the place is fully at- two shafts 90 feet in depth and two tunnels; about 5700 feet from the entrance. Before he
have lately been added to the 40 that have
tested by the very neat homes of the residenta one of these is 75 feet, and another 150 feet in reached the forge the driver discovered that
been in use since the mill first started up. This
and the extreme taste and neatness of attire of length, showing a three-foot ore body in all of something was wrong with the air, and he told
mill is at the Chollar mioe and driven by
of the community, all of the developments, carrying black sulphurets to the blacksmith, Forrest Brown, that something
water obtained from the '* Virginia and Gold the younger members
About 75 feet below the forge
present an appearance that might be the value of 100 to 125 ounces in silver per ton. must be on fire.
Hill Water Co." Twenty stamps at that mill whom
that is, toward the mouth of the tunnel is a
J. L. Niehart & Co. own a group of mines as
The envied by many larger places much more
are redacing Chollar and Potosi ore.
shaft which leads up into the air drift above.
follows:
Homestake, Queen of the Hills and
Gould and Curry ore is reduced at the Douglas favored by locality and advantages.
Much prospecting is being done all around O'Brien. On the O'Brien they have a shaft Mr. Brown hastened to this shaft, and when be
mill in Lower Gold Hill and driven by steam.
ascended
he found the timbers in the air tunnel
The California battery-mill of 80 stamps and Grass Valley and shafts are being sunk in every down 60 feet; on the Queen of the Hills there on fire and could hear the loud roaring
of the
direction, the windlass being the hoisting is a tunnel 125 fett; and on the Homestake
the pan-mill are being made ready to reduce
Most all the ledges lie very flat, being there is a tunael 520 feet, where there is a six- flames. The fire was undoubtedly caused by
California and Virginia, power.
ore from the Con.
sparks
which
had
gone
through
the
flae
leading
which will be begun on the first of August next, generally at an angle of 35 degrees or there- foot vein carrying some lead and about 75 from the forge to
the air tunnel to conduct away
and will reduce 300 tons daily. The Bobs proc- abouts in the largest and deepesc of the mines. ounces silver.
by car in many cases
The Florence, owned by A. M. Henry and the gas. The fire abut off the current and the
ess will be in use as heretofore at the pan-mill, This enables them to hoist
mine
immediately
began to fill with gas and foul
R. G. Wight and G. L. Johnson, is developed
and gave entire satisfaction. The battery and instead of using buckets or cages.
Most of the hoisting works are run by water- by two tnnnels; one 125 feet, the other 140 feet air. Mr. Brown quickly gave the alarm to the
pan-mills will also be driven by water supplied
miners. There were about 70 men in the mine,
having
abundant
power,
this
region
the
most
on the vein. The five-foot ore body carriee
by the water company. The Con. Cal, and
only 15 of whom were above the forge. Eight
Virginia Co, carried over §156.000 to July ac- supply in the State, lasting the entire year brittle and native silver in abundance. The
of these 15 and all the others who were below
vein can be easily sorted to 150 ounces. Some
count, BO that they will be able to pay the through.
the forge escaped from the tunnel without much
W.
D.
Company.
The
Y.
O.
very elegant specimens are on exhibition in
usual dividend of 50 cents per share, aggregatdifficulty, although many of them were greatly
This mining company is entirely composed of Helena from this mine.
ing ^108,000, and, of course, continue to pay
The Saowdrilt, owned by Spencer, Mayne & exhausted before they reached the open air.
the same dividend monthly for a long time to young men of Grass Valley, the oldest of whom
One of them, John Bowering, better known
come. The Morgan mill at Empire, being driv- is not 30 years of age. They do all their own Heitman, is another fine prospect. Tunnels
since 1S50 among miners as "Yank," unen by steam, will be kept running as usual on work. Thus the significance of the initials have been run for some distance on this mine,
concernedly
started to walk out of the tunnel,
which designate the name, " Work Your O^^n but the ore body has not been crosscut at right
their ore.
bat be fell on the way and died almost as soon
There will be a mill erected at the Woodville Diggings Co." These young men struggled angles. In consequence it is bard to say with
as his companions carried him outside.
along
for
years
in
opening
up
the
ground,
till
any accuracy how much width of ore they
shaft of the Justice mine, to reduce the ore
There were now seven men remaining in the
already on the dump and what will be extracted now they are down about 300 feet taking out have.
There are now out from 1700 rock that will mill in free gold about $18 per
The Dacota, owned by Warren Toole and mine above or beyond the blacksmith shop six
in the future.
Chinese
and a white man named William Rogton.
Parties
have
recently
tried to bond the others, is developed by a tunnel 225 feet long.
to 1800 tons of ore. The Alta mill (steam) is
ers.
Several men at once volunteered to go to
kept running on ore from the mine and reduces mine for the sum of 975,000, but they now say They have a nine-foot ore body and claim an
rescue,
their
and the partv consisted of Supt.
and concentrates 25 tons per day. The Ov^er- "no, no bond to any one cash only will take average of 40 ounces apsay value.
man is extracting ore, but can only occasionally it." At first they were refused credit and had
The Gait, owned by Messrs, Toole, Macin Harold Power, Winfield Daviea, John Kelley,
J. B. Thomas, Robert Mcjvatohnie, Charles
secure milling facilities. The Thompson mill to scratch hard to live; and had not the bank- and Leder, is developed by a shaft 90 feet
Halstead and a Chinaman. As they proceeded
in Lower Gold Hill is running on ore from the ing firm in Grass Valley stepped in and assisted deep, and the ore in the bottom of the shaft
into the tunnel, one by one they were overOest and Haywood mines at Silver City. The them they would not now be in the prosperous samples 90 ounces in silver.
condition
that
i%
warranted
by
the
outlook.
and Atlanta mills
(steam) are
Excelsior
The Niehart district has mines of great merit powered and fell unconscious. Power, Daviea
They are now crushing ore in a mill hired by within its limits without a doubt. Like many and Kelley managed to reach a point within 60
running on ore from the Occidental mine, which
feet of where they knew the miners were, but
mine ia not on the Comstock lode, but on the them for the occasion.
other regions in Montana points, it has been
they could not see them and were unable to give
The Empire Company and Ophir Mill.
Brunswick lode lying to the east of the Comhtld down by the position as regards transporan alarm before they themselves fell exhausted.
There is some ore being reduced at the
stock.
This company is in the very bight of its pros- tation. The Cooke City mines give another exThere was now a large number of excited men
small water mills in Six-mile canyon, and will perity. E/erj thing in and about the mine and ample of this kind. No railroad communicaand women at the entrance to the tunnel, and
continue to be as long as the water is of suffi
mill ia running smoothly.
The ore is of ex- tion for low-grade mines means no work.
aa
the first rescuing party did not return, others
cient quantity to run them.
Although milling cellent grade and the mill comparatively new,
The Old Placer Minee,
were formed and ventured in to save, if possible,
facilities are not adequate to reduce the amount with all the latest improvements.
Prospects In Confederate gulch, are with few exceptiona those who
were already in the mine. None,
of ore that could be extracted from the Com- ahead are suffijiently bright to justify them in
played out. At Jas, Kiog's bedrock flume they
stock lode mines, yet the ore will be held in thinking of erecting additional works in the have during the present season piped oS* 400 however, were successful, and nearly every man
was overpowered by the foul air before he had
reserve until that want has been overcome, and near fotare. This property is under the manfeet of the rim of the Montana Bir, where proceeded far underground.
At one time durin the meantime other bodieB of ore are likely to agement of quite a young man, Mr. Geo. W.
those immense fortunes were made during the ing the afternoon there were .30 men lying
on
be developed, aa prospecting will be vigorously Starr, who should be proud of so distinguished early days of the camp. Atone pi ice in parthe dump all exhausted, and some of them unprosecuted in all of the mines whether ore-pro- a position on such a magDifiG3nt proparty.
ticular two men did not have credit for a sack conscious after their effor's to penetrate
the
ducing now or not. The Crown Point, Belcher
The Smith Claim.
of flour on Christmas, and the next September deadly air in the tunnel.
The women worked
and Segregated Belcher will be in a condi
This company is now down about 700 feet, they left the camp with a four-mule team load- hard in reviving the men, and had it not been
tion to yield ore before milling facilities can be
taking out ore and crushing in the mill, which ed with gold dust. Such windfalls as this are for their efforts it ia probable that several of
had.
scarce, yet Messrs. Jas. King & Co. will no the men would have died.
is one of the oldest and most primitive in conThe water in the Carson has fallen off much
ttruotion.
The amalgamation is chiefly done doubt make a handsome cleanup for this seaAt last a party of three, Patrick and Thomas
earlier this season than heretofore on account
by means of the old style Atwood concentrat- son, as they are in the be&t of their ground.
Halligan and Charles Middleton, entered the
of the small amount of snow that fell in the
They were just piping down to quit, as their mine. Thia was Patrick Halligan's third trip,
ors.
The
sulphurets are all blanketed and then
Sierras last winter, and it is not likely that
are ground in pans by muUers.
The vein flush watftr season was about over. The other but the three succeeded in forcing their way to
there will be sufBcient supply again before
matter is quite small, but pays from §18 to $50 bedrock flume was compelled to suspend opera- a point 60 feet above the forge. There they
October or November to enable the mills to be
tions, as King's tailings were coming down too found the dead body of Robert
per ton.
McKatchnie.
started up. The Confidence ore is reduced at
The Omaha Mine,
thick for them.
He had fallen with his face in the ditch at the
the Brunswick mill, which is driven both by
side of the track and had been drowned.
He
steam and water, but the water failing, only Near Allison Ranch, ia running in full operation, employing about 40 regular handa, besides
leaves a wife and four children in Michigan
the number of stamps that can be kept dropThe Water-Power at Polsom.
numerous
tributera
in
the
old
parte
of
the
Bluff.
The
three
men
were unable to proceed
ping by steam-power will be run.
works. The mill is one of the old style, and
James Delevan.
The chief engineer of the Folaom Water- any further, and returned to the eager people
most probably will ere long be replaced by a
Virginia City, Nev.. July S4th.
Power Co. Bays that when the dam and canal outside with the report that those in the mine
new one, that being the intsntion at preaent.
in process of construction at the penitentiary at must have perished.
The ledge, like all others throughout the secDuring the three or four hours when what
Folaom are completed the State will receive
Placer County Mines.
tion of Grass Valley and Nevada City, ia small,
has been related occurred, most of the firat
property rights worth $500,000.
but sufficiently rich to fully make up. The
The prison will have 500-horse power from reacuing party were lying unconscious where
Editors Press:— The mines and mills gener- grade of ores generally
hereabouts runs from the dam, which would cost §50,000 a year to op- they had betn overcome. It seems, however,
ally in and around Ophir and NewcaEtle are ly- §15 up to $80 per ton, free milling, without
that the foul air confined itself to the main tunerate were machinery put in place thereof.
ing dormant, with the exception of two small counting the sulphurets.
There are at present 240 convicts working in nel and did not penetrate the gangivays where
The
North
Star Mine and Mill.
custom mills in the Ophir, owned by W. H.
the construction of the dam in the American Rogers and the six Chinese were ac work. At
This company can well afiFord to rest on their river. It is to be built of granite, and will be last R)gerB took some loaded cars down to the
Fidd, the Lawrence at Ophir and two Bryan
laurels, having one of the very richest of mines. 45 feet wide at the base, 25 feet wide at the main track and then discovered the condition
rolling-mills at Newcastle,
The mills and mines are lying idle on the Specimens of ore in the superintendent's office top, t)3 feet wide in the bedrock, and will of the air. Believing that there was a fire
Julien, New Year, Gold Blossom, Three Stars, show gold very freely, and the company has it have an overflow at freshet times of 20 feet. somewhere, he ran back for the Chinese and they
St. Patricks, Pelster, Hathaway, Green and in quantity in the mine.
As to the mill, it is The total length of the structure will be 600 quickly mide up a train of empty cars and
hastened to escape from their peril. They found
others.
Many of these are only temporarily simply perfection, being automatic from the feet.
time
it receives the ore until the amalgam
closed, while a few will be permanently from
But there is urgent need for more men on the Power and his party on the way and carried
them
into a gangway, where they regained conis turned out.
various causes.
would
be
too
many.
this
not
If
work, and 150
Nevada City.
General inactivity seema to prevail throughnumber could be obtained the canal would be sciousness. The Chinese then pushed out the
cars
carrying
Harold Power, W. Davies, John
This once most flourishing town, I am sorry completed in two years, but under the present
out this county in mining operations. Although decidedly a mining county, yet the to see has apparently gone into a decline that circumstances the time will extend about six Kelly and four Chinese. Oa the way they
picked up J. B, Thomas, who was lying insensiclass of people who have of late years come in seems to have paralyzed every industry in it. months beyond that date.
have tarned their attention almost exclusively This has been caused, first, by the stoppage of
Figuring on a possible freshet in 80 days, ble aoross the track. The joy of the anxious
throng
who waited, expecting that these men
to agriculture and fruit-raising.
hydraulic
mining,
and later on, by the cessation although one may not come for 120 days, 120,K.
of most of the quartz mining.
000 cubic feet of granite in all would have to be were dead, knew no bounds when they found
New Lumber Incorporation. The NorthHere are to be found some of the most elegant laid, or 1500 cubic feet a day, in order to have that they were safe.
ern California Land and Lumber Co. to deal in litcle homes in the State, all of which seem des- the dam built up high enough to prevent a
It was after 5 o'clock when the last man
lumber, colonizing and cultivating landa, con- tined to become desolated and forsaken unless flood from destroying the foundation.
emerged from the tunnel. The fire in the upper
structing water ditches, etc.
The capital stock some method can be devised, or some modificaSo anxious is the Folsom Water-Power Co. drift gradually died out, and a thorough exam-is $1,000,000, divided into 20.000 shares.
Di- tion of the debris question arrived at in the to secure additional labor in built^ing the dam, nation shows that the actual damage to the
rectors
Frank Dalton, George M. McCarthy, near future. Trade of every kind is stagnated. that it has offered to take 100 or 150 extra con- property is only nominal, as the timbers were
George H. Foster, George McCord, David Bush^ The farming interests, although flourishing aa victs on account of what is known as the Liv- burned for a distance of only 70 feet, and the
George H. Mitchell and Thomas L. Potter.
to products, cannot live unless fostered by the ermore contract, wherein the State, several loss will" not exceed S200 or 3300 at the most.
mining interests up here, on account of the lack years ago, bound itself to furnish the company But if the loss of time be counted, the accident
New Maohine.— The new machine juat of money and distance
from markets.
The all the help required in building the dam, in re- has coat the owners a much larger sum. Repairs
invented for printing postal cards prints them quartz mining,
with but few exceptions im- turn for certain concessions, and pay for these have been made, and work was resumed in the
from the roll and turns tliem oot in packages mediately around
the town, has ceased to be convicts at the rate of 50 cents a day during the mine on Monday morning.
ready for delivery. Ifc runs them ofl at the remunerative
at depth, the formation being in low-water season.
It is possible t!ie desired
rate of 300 a minute, with paper bands pasted granite, and the
ledges, all small at the beat, arrangement may be made, although convicts
Steel Car Wheel is expected to run 50,around each 25. It is aaid one man can look have pinched out, so
that at the present the are scarce in the market just now and bring 000 miles, but very few of them ever make that
after two maobiuee.
outlook is truly to be regretted.
W, A. K.
distance.
a good price.
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The Russell Process.
Application and Economic

Its Pracv'cal

Besulti}.
.

{Continued from our

layt.

1

I

T»We«

Vin. IX, \. \I.

V|[.

\{\,

XXVI, \Xvil, XXVIll and XXXI

Mil,

'

i)laiitrat«

the changes tsking place during rt)aating, and
thetffectof various sires of ciushing and peroentages of salt on the results of the furnace
work, an shown by assay-office leaching tesU.
Tables \'1I and VllI referring to the Stetefeldt
furnace, IX to the Howell. X and XI to the reTerberatory, and XU, XIII and XXVIII to the
Bruckner, while tables XXVI I and XXXI sum
op and compare tbe (uroace work by all tbe

famaoM.
HWUtTS

San

Miguel ore, tbe aame chioge c»a»ed
aninoreaaeinthedJBcrepanoyof :i Gpercent. As
a rnle, however, a 10 meah icreen givea as good
results as a 30-raesh, and the leaching results
in tbe mill will average within one per cent of
tbe result in the assay otlice. Both the appar
ent exceptions given msyba due to defeotA in
the roauting. At Like Valley, owing to tbe
of

'

j

j

imperfection of the screening apparatus, much
°"* *****
leached which would not pass a
**'-'"^'* screen.
But it was found that the
raat«"al which would not pass such a screen
*." ohioridized just as high and yielded as
^^&^ » percentage in both assay oHice and mill
'^*^ poition which would pass a 40.mesh.
In the case of the Bremen tailings, as long aa
the leaohing rate remained at about one half
inch or more per hour, the difference between
tbe mill and theaisay-otliae oxtrootion was only
one'tenth to one-half ounce per ton.

^^

;

I

the i tfect of »n oxidizing roaat in a Bruckner
furnace on Yedraa ore. The eecond aection
givea the reaults obtained from the same chargee
15 minutes to 1 hour after the addition of salt,
and section 3, the final fnrnaoe-results. The
results from the correspondiog Taalt-samples
would probably be 7 per oent less.
The comparative applicability of the various
furnaces in the preparation of ore for tbe Russell proccM will be oonaiderftd later.

TABLE

AMAV-nrrKS LBAdllMI TBPT4. OhTAKIO
o«a KOAJtrso i.f a aitrnttLur kukkack.

cure uulees the ore is red hot when wet down.
Although the above tables give only the assayoffice results, the effect on the mill reaults was
approximately the same. Of the above ores,
the first was acid, the second alkaline, and both
were roasted in Howell furnaces.
The following statement shows the effect on
the Sombrerete mill results of wetting down
tbat ore while red hot, tbe ore being auid and
roasted in a reverberatory
4^ tons each:

TABLE

XI.

CIIAXORS TARIKO PLAOB IIUKISH

RuAKTtNO.

RMULTS

AtWAY-OKMCI LEiCIIIN<t IKurn. YHtRAS ORB
KOAHTKD IN A K8%'BHIIIIKAIUNV mii.S ACK.

Ot

\'nlue

of Ore

Treated

In

^ ?

Avor»j,'o

-£

= i i

-^

Kusaeil ProL-eaa. 72.6 78. 2'87. 090.0
i33.n43.4 "I.C 77.9
f, Ordinary
RuRsell ProoeB8.|03.U2.*i S6.4 87.4
)
fjOrdinarv "
25.7H7.7CG.6 78.7
Russell Process. CS. *J <J7. 9 77.5 78.6
"
49.0 fil.8 fti.y 48
f Ordinary
UuHsell Process.
40.3 4f>.5f>i.O
Ordinary "
23.4 4U.et)(J.3
j

Wtire Made.

Aebny

Id

I

t

I

'

T

dodlKJtwounlUtUryftndKurnacw.
18 .Screen— r2 |wr writ 8ait b(1<I(jiI
fwtweun It.ttery ami p'lirnnc).
20S<-Tivn-ll! i>«r cviit Salt ad'lt:d

b«twv«u

U.%:ti:ry (uitl

Furnace.

.

.

i

llU4Mel V Hl.ti HI).
irdinary. tM.:i *.').o
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a

change

change. It should be stated that, while roasting San Antonio ore, some San Bartolo ore was

always present.
Sombrerete ore (Table

Mb

9.

Howell furnace
from ii6 to 12
meshes produces no effnct, while the Sao Migml
resnlta are depressed 2 8 per cent by tbe same
(Table

J OS

I

I

Office.

XXVII) in a reverberatory yields 2.7 per cent more with an S- mesh
screen than with a 30 mesh.
Table XII apparently indicates that a 10meeh screen gives better results than a 2(imesh on Yedraa ore, with a Bruckner furnace.
That such is not the case is shown by the vault
samples (Table XXVIII) for the same charge,
which shows only 67.5 per cent extraction, or
16 6 per cent less than the furnace sample.
The *• vault " referred to is the chamber into
which the roasted ore falls as it comes out of
the furnace. The results on another charge
also (Table XIII) show that the Bruckner fur
nace results are 4.5 per cent less with a 10meah screen than with a 26-meBh.
Table IV shows the effect of coarse and fine
crushing on the leaching results in the mill.
For Ontario and Sombrerete, the relation between the assay office and mill results remains
the same whether a coarse or fine screen be
used, and, for Ontario ore, whether the ore was
from the shaft or the dust-chambers, But in
the case of San Antonio tbe discrepancy be
tween the mill and the assay-office results was
increased 5.7 per cent by a change in crushing
{rem a 26 to a 12 mesh screen, and in the case
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Table VII shows that either with a 16 or a 20
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20.1
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c.
Eff'ict on the Li aching of Wetting Down
The effect or wttRoasted Ore while Red Hot
down roasted ore on the cooling fii}or while
red-hot may be very injurious, as shown in the
following statements, the first furnished by Mr.
Prank Johnson:

—

tiog

BAH BARTOLO ORB,

CUtJI,

MBXICO.

by OrdiValue cf
Ore.

Oz. per

Ton.
Before wettiof down.
After wetting

down

nary in
Assay

by Extra
Solu ion

Office.

in A'say
Office.

Per cent.

Per cent

49.1
49.1

..

fore wettinfj

down.

8IBRRA ORANDK ORB, LAKB VALLRV, NEW UBXICO.

hy OrdiValue of
Oto.

nary in
Assay

hy Extra
Aasay

iu

Oflice.

Office.

Oz. per

Ton.

After wettini,' down..

16.0
16.0

73.6
73.7

Weighing and Charging the Ore into the
d.
Leaching Tanks. For the success of tbe whole

—

plant, as well as of the various leaching operations, the weight of ore charged into the leach-

ing tanks must be accurately known.
Otherwise, the causes of losses and discrepancies are
not likely to be discovered. By weighing the
ore into the leaching tanks, it is known at once
whether the losses occur during the preparation of the ore for leaching or dhring the actual
extraction of the silver and treatment of the
product. For instance, at Cusi, in 1SS7, a loss
of about 14 per cent was caused principally by
dust, but, perhaps, partly by volatilization of
the silver in roasting. That this loss occurred
in the preparation of the ore, and not in tbe
leaching, could not have been determined without weighing the ore between these two operations.
On the other hand, if the weight of ore
charged to the leaching tanks is determined by
a merely approximate method, as by weighing
only one cubic foot of a charge, much time and
labor may be expended in searching for the
cause of an apparent discrepancy, three-fourths
Aside from the quesof wbicb may not exist.
tion of tbe extent of the inaccuracy of this
method, the fact that it is at all inaccurate is
demoralizing, and discourages the making of

experiments on all subsequent
It is not exaggerating the importance of this point to say tbat upon the care
used in weighing the ore charged to the leaching tanks often depends the success or failure
of the whole plant.
The manner of charging now requires attention.
As the proposed method of "troughlixiviation " does not do away with leaching
tanks, but is merely a method of charging the
ore into the tanks, a treatment of that subject
In this method
will not be out of place here.
tbe ore is dumped into a trough (or first into
an agitator) together with water or solution.
The trough conducts the material to the leaching tanks. The result of using this method is
a separating in tbe tank of the coarse and fine
the coarse particles sinking to the botparticles
tom, while a hard layer of impenetrable slimes
forms on the top, if one tank is used, and the
order is merely reversed if various tanks are
connected. When raw ores and tailings are
thuB treated, no amount of vacuum (up to even
20 inches of mercury) will cause a downward
leaching; and if pressure below the ore is used,
the liquid simply breaks a bole through the
charge at the side uf tbe tank. If water has
been used in the trough or agitator, as would
be necessary in tbe treatment of roasted ore, it
is almost impossible to introduce the' solution
into the ore. If solution is used first, as for
raw ores, this silver-bearing solution cannot be
removed. It is true that, after the supernatant
solution has been allowed to settle for a long
time on the surface of the charge, that part of
the solution can be decanted off, but this represents only a poition of the silver-bearing

—

solution,

Per cent

(

Before wetting down.

50.9
48.6

6:1.1

.

operations.

FINAL FORNACH RlfSULTS ON TIIR SAMB ClIAKGEB.

-

B

Alter wotting down.

comparative

70.5
|74.3;

....

mesh screen 12 per cent of salt gives the best
The tables do not show the compariresults.
son of results caused by different percentages of
salt with a Howell furoace, but at Cusi the extraction in the assay office was. not usually appreciably altered by any percentage of salt
above 12 per cent, although as high as 16 per
cent was tried. The Howell furnaces used at
Cusi were of cast iron, 23 to 27 feet long and 60
inches in diameter at the lower end; tbe lower
end, for 6 to S feet, being lined with brick and
the remainder of the furnace being either with
or without ahelves, and with or without one or
two brick rings to retard the ore. Tables XII
and XIII show the effect of various percentages
of salt on the results of the furnace samples for
Yedras or roasted in a Bruckner furnace. But
in this case, also, Table XXVII shows a decrease of 7 per cent in extraction from the vault
samples, as compared with the furnace samples.
As to tbe resnlts of an oxidizing roast, the
first two columns of Table VIII show the effect
of such a roast in a Stetefeldt furnace on the
resultB of assay-office leaching-teats for Ontario
ore.
Table XLI gives the corresponding millresults.
The first section of Table XIII ebpws

'

RRtULTS OM ABOVE CIIARQESIMMKDlATtlLYAFTBKADDlKa SALT.

Hourp in the Furnace.
Perceut Extraction after 8
Hours id the Furnace.
Percent Exira- tiun after 9
Hours in the Furnace.
Per (ent Extrat-tion iifter 10
H"ure ill the Furnace.

Varioiis Percentages of Salt on
b.
iilffecl of
In regard to the percentJige of
the Roasting.
salt for Oatario ore and a Stedtfelt furnace,

76.l(

,

10.3 f

7

Per cent txtraction after 11
HoiirH in the Fu-nace.
Per cent Extraction after i2
Hours in thtj Furnace.
Per cent ExT.raetion after
1 3-16 Hrs & Final P er cent.

OfliL-e.

P. 78.6 S0.6|71.4

V
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Otfije.

by Fxtra
in Assay

Per cent.

^ I

Ol

by Onil
nary in
AoBay

in

Ounces.

s

cow

MBXICO.

BI.V.ALOA,

lice.

Description of

<o

statement, although it refers only to assay office results.
The ore is *' alkaline arsenical,"
and was roasted in reverberatory furnaces. The
difference in value may be dne to a obange in
the lime compounds.

^^

Process
Treated in
Assay Of

TABLE X
CHANORB TAKING TLACR riTRlNO ROASTrNO.

-T

fS.O

down.
Thut wetting down while red hot is notiojnrions on all ores is indicated by the following

Kxtraction after iO
in the Furnaco.

Per cent Extractiio after ^6
Minutei in the Furnace.
Per cent Extraction after 3d
Minutea in the Furnace.

-COS
O

74.0

In the above statement only the difference
between the extra in the mill and that in the
assay office should be noted. The other differences are probably not due to the wetting

YRDRAB ORB,
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rcHults

Office.
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cent.
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In regard to tbe size of ornahing. Table
shows that with 12 per cent salt, a 16 and a '20
mesh screen on Ontario give about tbe same re
snlts.
These results are probably as high aa
could have been given bya.lO-mesh. The results are given more in detail in Table VIII.
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81.5
62.5

in extraction by both the
ordinary and extra solution is probably due to
some
of the silver compounds
reduction
of
the
to the metallic state by the steam formed by
the red hot ore and water. No decrease oc-

To

he Continued.

—

ADELAIDE Copper Woeks. A. S. Bates,
one of the owners of the Adelaide copper works
near Golconda, Nev., says they have been delayed in getting iron ore for flux, but they hope
to Btart up the furnace immediately and make
a successful run, as they have plenty of ore at

S7.6
71.9

The above decrease

[

the furnace.

Mining and Scientific Press.

72

believed the ledge matter above will be found as a
Messrs. Weldon, Walrath and
Skinker, the owners of the property, have expended
is

IQlNIJMG SUMMAF^Y.

solid quartz vein.

The following h mostly condenBed from journals publiflhed
Id the iuterior, in prorimity to the mines mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.
Amaaor.
Z^\-L^.— Ledger, July 28:

At

this

mine they have

We

sump preparatory to sinking.
believe it is the intention to sink 200 feet, and the
work will be pushed to completion with all possible

cleaned out the

speed.

of the Kennedy
$15,000, the best cleanup,
company took
present
the
with one exception, since
The ore comes from the 750-foot level,
charge.
well.
A movement
which is turning out exceedingly
mine, in
is being made to incorporate the Doyle
Hunt's gulch. The papers will be made out the
coming week. The development of a paying mine
in that locality will be fraught with good for Jackson, and the prospects are favorable for the opening
up of a solid mine by the expenditure of a few thousand dollars. The Huntington roller-mill at the
Valparaiso, near Middle Bar, is running at intervals.
It is found, however, that the ordinary mill process is
not adapted to the rich rebellious ores of that district
and a large percentage of the gold is lost no matter

Miscellaneous.— The cleanup

mine

last

month reached

The owners, Ginocchio
Bros. are talking of putting up a small oven to roast
the ore before crushing it. The mine is looking

how

treated.

carefully

.

well.

Sutter Creek.— Cor. Amador Ledger, July 2E>:
Sinking at the Wildman is progressing at an encouraging rate. Considerable quartz, said to be of
a paying character, has been encountered. Sinking
at" the

North Star

is

progressing satisfactorily.

I

believe the shaft is now down a distance of 575 feet
a depth of 600 feet has been attained, crosscutting will be in order.

When

Calaveras.

Around San Andreas.— Calaveras Prospect,
July 28: The Union mine, about three miles out of
town near the Angels road, is now being worked
quite actively, and is under the management of Mr.
Like most of the mines in this locality,
Rickelts.
the ore is of low grade, but with the good and ample
milling facilities that it is provided with, it will un-

doubtedly pay

its

owners a fair margin over expenses.

Twenty stamps are now being kept in active operation.
The Thorn mine near this place, under the
able management of P. S. Buckminster, is looking
exceedingly well. Rich rock has been struck, giving
About 15 men
great encouragement to its owners.
The engine
are employed, working night and day.
to aid in the further development of the mine is beOne by one the mines
in position.
around San Andreas are opening, and each one
encouragement
for a mining boom in
greater
gives
It isoaly a matter of time till the
the near future.
will
be dotted with hoisting
mining belt in our midst
works and quartz-mills. Things have not looked so
bright and encouraging as they do at present in
many years. Improvements can be seen on all sides
Capital is slowly but surely leading toward
of us.
us.
A rich strike was made Tuesday in the Reed
and Leonard qnaru mine. After sinking about two
weeks a rich body of ore five feet in widtn was struck
about ten feet from the surface, the rich, pure gold
showing itself all through the lead. The owners are

ing placed

Hoisting
highly elated over this rich discovery.
works will soon be erected and an engine put up.
D. B. Reed of Table Mountain is one of the owners,

and he is now superintending development. The
Quaker Hilt mine, near Chili junction, is being
worked steadily under the superintendency of Mr.

Ed

Rigney.

A force of men

is

putting the Mitch-

mine in Vallecito in readiness lor operations on
an extensive scale. Some machinery was also
brought upon the premises.
West Point. Txid^nmnG: Independent, July 28:
Quite a number of miners have arrived in Sonora
during the last two weeks, from Calaveras. They
hail from West Point, and report that town, which
two years ago had a boom and was considered the
pride of the county, as having gone down to nothing.
Some ten mines used to be in operation day
and night, while now none are working but the
Lockwood, with a force of about 20 men; a year ago
the same mine worked 150.
Deserted mills are to
be seen on every hand, their rusting machinery
standing as monuments of a glorious past
ell

—

Nevada.
Idle Mines.

—Herald, July 28:

Instances keep
multiplying which show that gold-bearing ledges do
not give out, entirely, either in quantity or quality.
There are poor streaks in most ledges, but when
further developments are made the original quality
and quantity come in again. The North Star, the
Empire, the Yuba, the Rainbow, the Providence,
the Omaha and others, are instances sufficient to
prove the rule. This rule holds good, at least in
Nevada county. There are, in this immediate mining district, a half-dozen mines that have paid well
in the past, but when a poor streak was encountered
work was stopped and the mines allowed to stand
idle.
There is no sort of question but what these
same properties, if thoroughly explored and sunk
deeper upon, would again become productive. The
trouble with nearly every one of such mines in this
district has been that when they paid well the owners
became extravagant and laid by none of the profits
to cover emergencies.
When the shoots pinched
out they had no money to go ahead became discouraged and shut down. There are half a dozen
such mines within two miles of this city. They will
be opened again some time, and the ones who open
them will make money on the investment.

—

An Ore Body Found.— 7>(//;;<'-j,
foot body of ledge matter

^has been

— talc and

A

12July 26:
quartz stringers

uncovered at the New Eureka mine,
a
crosscut 35 feet from the 300-foot level, in the footwall.
This ledge, if it may so be termed, is identical with that in the Crowh Point mine, adjoining on
the southeast, is in picking ground and between
smooth walls greenstone slate on the south and
serpentine on the north. The quartz and talc are
highly mineralized.
At this writing, however, the
find has not been prospected.
As the machinery on
the mine is too light to meet the requirements of
hoisting and pumping, the New Eureka will, in a
short time, be sliut down and a heavier plant erected.
Then the shaft will be sunk an additional 100 or 200
feet and drifts and stopes opened.
At this depth it

m

—

a large sum in accomplishing what has been done.
Should the New Eureka venture prove successful,
these gentlemen have arranged for working the vein
on a more extensive scale than this district has yet
known.

[Aug.

Gibney is doing some work on his claims. He has
a good showing of low-grade ore in large quantities.
Briggs & Kitchen have been prospecting in Kanaka,
with indifferent success so

far.

J. P.

Wright

is

1888

4,

the California mills have been started up there is not
enough water to run more than 20 of the 40 stamps
at the Nevada mill.

run-

Con. Cal. Virginia,— West crosscut No.

2,

ning his lower tunnel to extract sulphuret ore for from the north drift from the north end of the stopes
shipment. D. F. Bennett has found a body of free- on the 1500 level, is still in ore of a fair quality. 'I'he
gold ore on the Red Warrior. A test of the same southeast drift from the north upraise from this level
Water is passing into quartz that shows value. The southin Wright's arastra was quite satisfactory.
reis holding out well this summer.
township,
Washington
mine,
west drift from the upraise from the 1650 level is yieldBaltic
Baltic—
Cinnabar. —Elisha Dick came down from the ing some good milling ore. Sixty of the 80 stamps at
ported to have "struck it rich," having two leet of
a
to
from
few
will
mill
$20
above
Trinity
Center
a
that
$25
mines
the California baitery-mill were started up last
Dack cinnabar
ore on the footwall
days ago and will take his family from Anderson up Thursday, with a suitable proportion of the amalgaThe ledge is six feet thick.
ton.
are
in
mating appiralus at the pan-mill.
Good Prospect.— Tiffin^j, July 26: A ledge- there to spend the summer. The works
operation, and the Lost Confidence mill on Iron
Hale and Nokcross.— On account of the
size yet unknown— has been found in the west drift
This mountdio uses up all the quicksilver that can be scarcity of water at the river, are not yet working
of the 300-foot level of the Brunswick mine.
have
present,
the
flasks
to
be
At
brought
down.
struck
It
was
upon.
more thin half the usual quantity of ore. The Ore
will immediately be crosscutted
packed on mules, 12 miles over a rough trail to extracted is of be't-^r grade. The usual dividend
at a point 55 feet from the old shaft and the ore is
Trinity Center, which is slow work and tough on will be paid.
The stopes throughout the mine conthe best appearing yet found by the new company,
tinue to look well.
Twenty stamps of the Nev^ida
carrying sulphurets in quantity and of good quality, animals.
The value of the find wilt be
Seam Diggings. John H. Stowell was down mill are being run on ore Irom the mine, also half
also other minerals.
demonstrated by the crosscut. Twelve men are from Copley Wednesday, and from him we learn the stamps ol the Mexican mill on the Carson river.
employed at the Brunswick, and although the shaft that Bob Trimble and Jim Murphy have struck good
West Yellow Jacket. The drift 60 feet below
has not been deepened, prospecting work has been pay in the shape of seam diggings about 100 yards the surface has cut a feeder of quartz about 20
actively pushed for months.
south of the Copley section-house. The gold is inches wide, from which assays as high as $(i2a
Sale OF THE Eagle Bird.— ffera/d, July 28: found in decomposed quartz. It is probable that ton have been obtained, 80 per cent of which was in
The Eagle Bird mine at Maybert has changed hands there are other rich seams in that vicinity, as the gold. This mine is situated west of the town of
and will now be extensively worked. O. Newhouse giilches about Copley all paid well when worked Gold Hill, on the north side-of Crown Point ravine,
His family went up to the years ago in fact, they paid when worked the near the Ophir grade.
will be the manager.
mine to-day. Tne starting up of the Eagle Bird second lime.
Belcher. On the 500 level a crosscut is now
Sierra.
will be a good thing for the upper country and for
out 122 feet. A good deal of repair work has been
Quartz. Mountain Mesnnger, July 28: Paul done to the engines, etc., at the old shaft. The
the county.
Placer.
Meroux and Val. Hartling discovered a rich quartz buildings at that point are now all about completed.
Hidden Treasure MinE.—ffer.i/d, Ju'y 28: ledge up the East Fork last week. .A location has Good progress is making in the connecting drift
The Hidden Treasure mine is not an old mine, gravel been made.
coming from theSutro tunnel.
having been struck in April, 1876. The mine, partly
Pokek Flat.— Louis Cook was over from Poker
Occidental. Extracted 126 tons of ore and
through good management and pirtly through the Flat last Saturday and reported a good prospect in
As the Nevada City quartz ledge at Little Grizzly de- shipped to the Atlanta mill 150 tons. Average asrichness of the gravel, has paid well ever since.
say of wagon samples, $30. Shipped bullion to the
In early days quartz
the distance into the hill increases, the expense in- composed ore, six feet wide.
San Francisco office of the assay value of $4400.66,
The gravel is a white quartz, and its white- gold in $100 and $iooo pieces were found in the and have on hand in the assay office in this city bullcreases.
ness gives it a clean, bright appearance as one looks gravel over this ledge.
ion of the value of $1500.
The deposit extends in nearly a
at it in the breasts.
Rich Ore. M. Lawler of American Hill has rePoTOSi, On (he 650 level the south drift is out
northerly and southerly direction; its inclination is cently struck a fine body of rich ore in his ledge
about seven feet to the'mile. At present all the work with the tunnel which he has been running since 260 feet. The totil length of the south drift on the
level is 690 feel.
The drift is still in quartz that
550
Gangways are run from last fall. Gold is visible in nearly ail the rock and
is done on the eastern side.
fair assays.
On the same level east crosscut
the tunnel in that direction, and from them breasts the vein is about eight feet wide.
He has lapped yields
feet,
No.
2
is
out
and
is passing into a mixture
105
This is a continuation
are worked north and south.
the ledge full 100 leet below the surface and is asof quartz, clay and porphyry,
of the Amador slate, which here forms a belt six sured of a very valuable property.
The tunnel is limbered with the exmiles in width.
Gould and Currv.— During the week there has
Tuolumne.
ception of 1000 feet, where it passes through hard
been extracied from the 250 and 300 levels and
cemented gravel. In some parts it is wide enough
Resumed Operations. Union Democrat, July shipped to the Douglass mill 243 tons and 300
for two tracks, while in others the width is hardly 28:
After several weeks of inactivity the Buchanan pounds of ore. The average bdt'ery assay is $23 54.
This is caused by the nature mine has resumed operations again. The mill, how- Shipped to the Sin Francisco office bullion ol the
sufficient for one track,
that
strong
of the rock, which swells with such force
ever, is not in operation, owing to a lack of water.
assay value of $4514.12.
timbers are broken. The direction of the pressure is Paul Morf, from his mine at Mt. Elizabeth, reports
Confidence. A raise joint with Challenge is beupward. The swelling of the rock necessitates con- considerable progress and says that should the lead ing made from the 1200 to the 1100 level. Daily
At one time 2300 feet of tunnel was hold out in its present prospects and dimensions, shipments of about
tinual repairs.
175 tons of ore are still being
retimbered. At present two shifts numbering 23 men he will be more than satisfied.
G. A. Fischer of made to the Brunswick mill. A good deal of repair
This Tuitlttown has opened the Leonard mine, which is
are constantly at work putting in new timbers.
work is in progress in all parts of the mine.
The but a short distance above and to the west of the
is deadwork and is a heavy item of expense.
Savage.— Are extracting about 50 tons a day,
track is of T rails weighing ten pounds to the Patterson mine.
He has cut the vein in two places
being shipped to the Rock Point mill.
running foot. The cars are drawn in by horses and and in one of them the lead is about six feet in which is
More
ore would be extracted but for the low stage
for
24 width and is considered to be splendid milling ore.
hold a ton each of gravel. The usual output
hours is 375 carloads. At this writing 45 white men Harry Kirke was in town this week from the of the water in the Carson river. The usual amount
and 105 celestials are employed. The whites receive Pine Nut mine of Dr. J. Walker, on Turnback of prospecting is in progress on the several levels.
lowA.-^Have completed arrangements for openfrom $3 to $3.25. according to the nature of the work, creek. He and Mr. Fitzgerald have been opening
and the celestials are paid $1.50. H. T. Powers has the mine for some time, and it now looks remarkably ing a level from the main shaft to develop the Mossucceeded his father as superintendent and the share- well. It is reported that the mine of Mr. Geo. cow or red ledge at a greater depth than that to
holders and employes are well satisfied with his man- Mapes on Yankee Hill is looking fine and in all which it has been stripped by the south drift from
agement. The gravel is paying very well at present. probability it will develop into a big property. Al- the McBee tunnel.
The system of vehulation is pract cal and keeps most daily there are passing through Sonora loads
Alta. The stamps and concentrators are runParties enter- of machinery for the Eureka Consolidated mine at ning steadily and the usual amount of ore is being
the mine supplied with good air.
ing the mine the day after the fire was extin- Summersville.
A 20-stamp mill from El Dorado mined on the 825 level. The machinery at the Keyguished found the air pure and wholesome, and county is to be erected there, and it is largely this stone shaft will start up about August ist.
men were put to work the evening of that day. The machinery that is being forAarded. The mill will
Exchequer. ^The face of the northwest drift on
gravel is washed at the mouth of the tunnel, and a be erected as early as possible.
Judge Philip Stoner
the 122 level continues in quartz of favorable aplong tun of sluices extending down the canyon pre- and Dr. Tibbet of Columbia have struck it rich in
pearance.
On the 222 level the face of the east
vents the loss of any appreciable amount of gold.
These gentlemen have,
their claim at Yankee Hill.
crosscut is in quartz and porphyry.
for the last six months or more, prosecuted the sinkPlumas.
Lady Washington.— Good progress is being
ing of the shaft with more or less variation in result,
Granite Basin. A'ationaL July 28: Mr. Joseph until last week, when a splendid body of ore was made in the northwest drift on the725 level. Expect
Peppin informs us that the outlook for quartz min- reached. We understand that the Lane mine at that it will cut the Keystone vein in going a farther
ing in Granite Basin is better than ever before. Dickson's ranch, a mile Irom Sonora, is improving distance of from 30 to 40 feet.
Chatty & Co. are working very rich rock and are as depth is attained. The main shaft is now down
Best and Belcher.— El Dorado level: The
putting up a five-stamp mill, the machinery being
85 feel and the quartz looks exceedii>gly well. Wa- main northwejt diift from the main west drift has
on the ground. See & Jolly are working good pay- ter, however, is coming in quite Ireely. This has been extended
feet; totil length, 527 feet. Formarock and will make a profitable summer's work. A necessitated the erection of an engine, and one of tion, porphyry S3
and quartz.
lower country firm is puuing in machinery to work lo-horse capacity is being placed in position. From
Yellow Jacket. —Owing to the low stage of wathe tailings from the difFernnt mines, and claim that
Joseph Hampton, who, in association with Wm. ter in the Carson river, no ore is being shipped. The
Granite Basin is
they can be worked profitably.
Long, is working the Cardinetli mine at Tuttletown, principil work now being done is in the way of recoming to the front and bids fair to become a pros- we learn that a prospect has now come in the winze
pairing and prospecting.
perous mining camp.
which they are sinking in the north drift. Should a
Baltimore.— The pumps are working well, and
The Indian Valley Mine.- Greenville Bulle- chute or deposit be discovered, which now appears
Very good work is now being done in to be within the probabilities, it will no doubt be a the usual prospecting work is being done on the
tin, July 25:
Two developments have lately been bonanza, as the early workings of the chutes of this 300 level. Some streaks and bunches of good ore
this mine.
made in the Blood tunnel at points where it was
about $300,000. On or about the 12th are being encountered.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

generally supposed that no quartz of value existed.
The ore extracted is being milled, with very satisMr. Prentiss informs us that more
factory results.
ore per stamp is crushed daily than ever before. He
thinks it may become necessary for him to put on
more cars to keep the mill supplied with quartz.

Shasta.

The Niagara Mines.— Shasta Conner, July
The group of mines owned by the Niagara
Mining and Milling Co., French Gulch district, is
one of the finest mining properties in the State. It
embraces 18 locations on good free-gold ore, and
Government patent secures the title. On the ground
is an i8-stamp mill, batteries and all the appliances
required to work a great mine. A commodious
boarding and lodging house for the workmen, blacksmith shop, etc., is there, and as good a complement of practical and efficient miners and millmen
as can be found anywhere take pride in holding
situations on these works.
Supt. James Sutherland,
like Supt. John Sutherland before him, is a thoroughly practical man, well fitted for the place he
occupies, and every person at the works respects and
That the Niagara mines and mill have
likes him.
28:

contributed greatly tj recruit the gold output of the
State is known; that there are millions of dollars
still to be taken from the Niagara group of mines is
undoubted in fact, assured by what has been accomplished. The displacement of the old works
that have been used, by a new plant of machinery,
indicates that business will " hum " in a more lively
manner than has ever been heretofore known in

—

French Gulch

—

mine yielded
day of last monih the Colorado Mining Co. recommenced operations on the Tuolumne river at a point
about two miles above the famous river claim of J.
The company emR. Moffit at Moffii's bridge.

men and directed their operations to the
Excellent success
turning or deflecting of the river.
was had until the latter part of last week, when the
rains in the mountains raised the river and necessiHowtated the temporary withdrawal of the force.
ever, on Tuesday of this week the river had so far
subsided as to permit a resumption of operations.
The present works will drain about 1300 feet of the
river-bed.
Two breast wheels and probably a third
one will be placed in the river for pumping-power.
This large undertaking is under the management of
Messrs. E, R. Cody and H. W. Keith, who expect
to reach and commence on the gold strata about the
15th of next month.
ployed 20

mining machinery and necessaries, the major porProspectors
tion of which is for the Eureka Con.

swarm over

the

Shasta Courier, July 22: C.J.
Russell is digging a ditch to take water from near
tlie head of Eagle creek.
He is going to put in machinery of some kind to work his Centennial ore.
E. L. Ballou is running his large pile of tailings over
a .Shaw concentrator. Is also regrinding a portion
of the same in his arastra.
Shirland Bros, have
just finished a run of ore from the Live Oak, and are
now crushing Pacific ore. Ledge looks well. P.

hills,

the village

is full

of

strangers,

evidences of business enterprise are to be seen on
every side, the gold fever is on, and Summersville
may yet. as she did in days gone by, stand on top
of the heap,

NEVADA.
Washoe

district.

From Igo.— Cor.

— Tuolumne

Independent, July
28:
Summtrsville is having a lit le boom, while the
Freight teams
prospects are good for its growing.
pass through Sonora almost every day, carrying

Sum.mersville.

District.

—Virginia

Enterprise, July 28: On
the 650 level the north raise is in ore of a fair-milling
The face of the north drift on the 450 level
grade.
All is in readiness
continues in low-grade quartz.
for starting up the 20 stamps that are to be run by
electricity, but the dynamos and motors have not
Only 20 stamps are at present in operyet arrived.
ation at the Nevada mill, and these are running on

Chollar.

Hale and Norcross

ore.

It

Crown Point.— On
is

On

the 6co level the north drift
being advanced into quartz showing some ore.
the 700 level the crosscut is still in streaks of

clay

and

quartz.

—

Seg. Belcher. Work in the upraise from the
1300 level is progressing favorably, and streaks and
bunches of ore of a fair grade are being encountered.

—

Ophir. Good headway is making in re timbering
the surface portion of the shaft, repairing gallowsframe, etc.

Union Con. — Are
pairs to the

Sierra Nevada.
250 level
porphyry.

awaiting the completion of reto resume explora-

Ophir hoisting frame

tions.
is

still

— West

in a

crosscut

No.

i

on the

mixture of quartz, clay and

progress is being made in the
from the bottom of the 640 level

Bullion.— Fair
main south
winze.

dri

t

—

Mexican, Mining work su'pended pending the
completion of repairs to the Ophir hoi^tmg works.

Challenge. — A raise joint with Confidence is
being made from the 1200 to the iioo level.
Alpha.— Good headway is making in sinking and
timbering the main shaft below the 380

— All

level.

going on about as usual in the
prospecting drifts of the 240 and 350 levels.
Con. Imperial. Making repairs in the main

Andes.

is

—

north lateral

drift.

Benton. — Some prospecting

is

being done on

the 725 level.

Buel District.
To Be Reworked. — Cor. Reno

Gazette, July 24:

Buel Mining District is situated about five miles from
Teconia station, on the south side of the Central PaThe Nevada and Utah line runs
cific railroad.
through the district, the western part in Nevada and the eastern part in Utah. This di-irict is another of the old discoveries,

and

after

considerable

seems that now that "preliminary and well-directed prospecting was done

AcG.

Mining and Scientific Press.

1888.1

4,

resulted in o(jcning out :>oiue itnall bodies of j>ay ore.
Of Late a Salt L^ake conipan/ has been working the
prtocipal rr.ioes. but with what results ! am not informed, llie lorm:t(ion is soft and easily pcne'ra ted.
The ores of this district are chieriy galena, carrying
some copper. '1 he low ruling rales uf copper and
lead heretolore. together with the depressed condition
ol the bilvcr-buUiuD niarkei. has Kivcn but little encourag'^ment (or the resumption of this district.
Fair prices for its production and k^^*^ management
the mining and reduction of lis ores to bullion, would bring this once well to-do camp to the
froal as a stiver-producing district.

no on Ibc Steptoe range.

I

he formation

is

lime

sevrr.il nl the ledges,

but as the holders of these claims
men and (hey were unable to call the atof ihe capitalists, the district was finally

were poor
\

73

and the 6 milfi ot ground, it prospecting good for the trict, has contracted for
granite.
The ores o( the district carry silver and entire distance. It is safe to say the diggings are constructing the furnace 110.000 bricks, to he ubcd in
of the new mill soon to be
copper, and at the time of its discovery, some 16 worth over $6 a day to the man. These gentlemen in
operation there. The brick will be manufactured
years ago, good paying prospects were obiainrd from intend to put in a bedrock flume to *ork their near the
mine The mill will tc in successful operaI

tention

abandoned.

ARIZONA.

m

ground. At present they are engaged in cutting out
a !r.iil so that the crrek can be reacbrd from Donald,
the pre^Qt trait from the Beaver being loo round•-•b;>uL
Porcupine creek is about 25 miles (rem
Donald, and parlies of twos and threes have already
started in, going by the way ol the Reaver.

lion,

ii

is

said, within the next

65 days.

MoKK Evidence.— Mr. J. H. Bacon returned
yesterday from a visit to ihe Cracker Creek district,
bringing with him a most cheerful account of the
ouilook over there, and some as nice specimens of
gold sulphurvis as one could wish lo look at.
Cracker Creek is alive with strangers; some mining,
some prospecting and some building towns. Its
growth as a camp will not be phenomenal, but it will
be steady, and as the mines are there to warrant a
heavy yield, the chances are that it will always be a

ILLE'ILLEWAKT.— Donald Truth. )uly 28; The
SucCESSKUL KON.— I'rrscoit <.\-uritr, July a8: men employed on the dump at the Lanarlc mine
Miners of big Hug and Walker districts who have struck lur higher nay on Thursday.
They were imcalb d at this olltce assured us that, in their opinion, mediately paid off and
Det&no Dletrlct.
discharged, their places being
the \'an .Name niill was making a suf^ess'ul run. filled by men from
the
railroad.
tiuzetie^
The
S-lkirk MinJuly 24:
An Oli» DtSTRKrr.— Cor. Reno
Hope so, for if we arc noi woefully mistaken there ing Co. shipped two carloads of high-grade ore lo good and lively camp.
Some 20 mUe5 oortliwesi of the Central I'acihc rail- arc hundreds
of tons of ore ready for it on dumps San Francisco this week.
Notes -Jacksonville Timff, July 26: Considerroad, from Teconia, is :)ituated the Delano district,
and thousands of tons in the mines. Success would
which was discovered and organizfd during the early
Field.— The English syndicate who purchased able mining is now being done in Silver creek disbe greatly relished by us, for the sake of the miners,
The Sterling Co. is still piping, but will comthe t.offman Tunnel mounlain mines last spring trict
days of prospccling. <^)uite a number of ledges were
the country and the mill-owner, Wm. Van Name,
mence cleaning up before long. Geo. Jensen and
k>cated. but noi sufficieni work to determine the
who IS a high-grade man. Fred Smith was here have commenced operaions by erecting a boarding- Jacob Klippel are now
prospecti^T value of the claims was performed.
prospecting the Col. Irish
hou*e and other buildings necessary for development
yesterday from head of Hassayampa creek, where J.
ledge, fn m which such rich ore was
'I"herc were, however, a few carloads o( oreexiraclcd,
sent and worked at Salt Lake City. Ironi which the
owners realii«d good pay, but by the tune the heavy
cost of transportation by teams to the railroad,
tbencc to Salt I.akeby car, including other incidental
expenses, as well as the cost of reduction, were met,
and therefoie
little was left for the mine-owners,
The niijor
this mode of operation was abandoned.
This
portion of the ore is of a galena character.
district, like others of its kind, was given up and
abandoned by the miners, wood and water both being scarce. The district is in the mobX northeasterly
port on of Elko county, near the Utah and Idaho
noes, bordering on Thousand Spring Valley on the
southwest, and is not far from the Goose Cfixrk
range.

Plocbe

District.

Mink. — Pioche

Rnord, July 28: DeThe'Yuha
velopment work at this mine goes on steadily; the
quantity and quality of ore uncovered the past few
months is most gratifying to the owners. The pro[)erty is generally known as theold .American Flagmme

and w.ts worked in the early 70's (or milling ore. the
main shaft then reaching a depth of about 1200 feet.
As depth was attained the ore changed in character
to lead or tmelting ore, of a grade which at that
work was susit was unprohtable to mine, and
pended. The claim was afierward forfeited and relocated and was purchased by the present owners
Before the sale the properly was under
last April.
bond for some lime, during which the shaft was reopened to the ninth level where the vein of base ore

tune

W. McGuwan,

superintendent

of the Senator, has

men getting out timber, putting up macliinety, etc.
The camp is about 8000 feet above sea
level.
O. F. Place, superinlendeni of the Moody

ToHV Creek.— A number of pro-peciors have
taken up locations on this creek and are doing assessment work.
The claims are said to look and

Place, is on his way back to bis mines.
Me is
building a milt. Messrs. Engle and Cooper have
discovered a ledge near Bishop's station, a few miles
east of Prescoti, top rock of which sampled 68 ounces
lo the ton in silver.
They are workers and will take
out plenty ol ore. The vein is t8 incht-s thick. Our
Tip Top mining friends are preparing to return
home. They are the boys that dig out silver ore
that goes from $50 to %xqoq per ton.
Nothing less
than $100 ore will pay in th.it district.
While our
miners are
it grieves us
lo have lo say that
most of the mills and things that have been erected
here to work the ores have not done so successfully, and were it not for the railroad and the
ore sampling works, but little bullion would have
been taken out in the pasl year.

promise well.

and

!

workings.

New

District.

new

discovered a

—Sam

district

-

—

The present work is explorthe dump at the mme.
ation work merely, prosecuted solely to determine
the extent of the ore bodies, and but iS men are em-

wages out on Lynx creek by packing water on four
burros for a distance of two miles with which lo wash
out gold.
They pack ten gallons to each animal at
ployed in all.
a trip, making from two 10 three trips per day.
Tuscarora District.
There is no belter evidence of the richness of the
Navajo ('Juekn. Titnes- Review, July 28: North gravel Ihun the fact that by this crude method they
Have in- are able lo make excellent wages. Louis Johnson
crosscut, 200-foot level, advanced 11 feet.
creased the force and will make better headway in was up Irom Tip Top yesterday with a shipment of
the future.
ore to the sampling works, from the Fourth of July
Nevada Queen. The 4So-fooi level has been mine, owned by him and Thomas Wade. This
extended 24 leet, the ore extracted being high grade, mine has produced thousands of dollars already,
the face still in ore, two feet ot which averages $456 having been formerly worked by B. C. Williams.
per ton. There is quite a flow of water coming in The ore runs some $600 or $700 in silver.
through the face. 'Ihe slopes above the 350-1001
Shipping Ore. Tip Top miners are shipping
level range from 5 to 18 feet wide, and show well
their ore now to the Piescott Sampling Works.
the entire length, there being very little waste.
White they are not able to realize quite as high a
Souih, ihey extend to the North Belle Isle line;
price for the ore, owing lo the mountainous roads
north, Ihe ore still continues as the slopes are opened
between the two points, they have the advannge of
up.
During the week 70 tons were extracted aver- getting spot cash for it here, while in shipping via
aging over $200 per ion, and 180 tons of concen- Phoenix they are compelled to wait from'
30 to 60
trating ore, average assay from car sample J26 39W. B. Long, superintendent
gel returns.

—

—

—

ton.

foot level,

is

The

south drift, 90 feet below the zooexposing high-grade ore.

Grand Pbiz^.— East

drift,

200-fool

level,

ex-

tended nine feel, and west drift, same level, 11 feel,
both faces showing a good vein of ore. Tne slopes
above this level are looking and yielding well, the
upper ones showing chloride ore assaying as high as
$1000 per ton. The 300-fooi level slopes are turning out well bolh as to the quantity and quality of
the ore.

morning,

was started up last Monday
running all right and doing good work.

The
is

mill

Found Treasure.— The

slopes are producing
the usual quantity of high-grade ore. A lo-inch
steam pump will be placed in the shaft during the
coming week.
Navajo. North drift from No. 2 winze on east
vein, 25o-(ool level, extended 12 feel; the lace shows
some good ore. The slopes are yielding as usual.

—

progress

Bellb

—

Isle.
Work has been suspended
on the 70 and i50-(oot levels. Good
made on the concentrating works,

North Belle
for the present

being

is

— East

crosscut from north drift,
250-fool level, extended lo feel. The face shows
more favorably. The slopes are yielding as usual.

Isle.

Commonwealth. — The

east

lateral

drift

from

drift has been extended 13 feet; the ore
continues high grade. No. i winze from main £outh
The ore
drift has been sunk 13 feet; total, 31 feet.
has been good all the way down and still shows well
in the bottom.

main south

May Be

Sliver Zone DistrictPkosfected,-— Cor. Reno Gazelte, July
is situated some 25 miles south of Toa-

34: Silver Zone

The district is on the west side ot
Ihe Columbia about 35 miles above Jubilee.

COLORADO.
Working.— Elk Mountain

Work

Pilot, July 28:

has been

resumed on the old Paintrr Bjy mine,
Washington gulch. The .Augusta tramway is agiin
in place and ore from this mine is coming down.
The Daisy mine in Kedwell Basin shipped three carloads of ore last Tuesday to Denver.
OK,
Last week
three carloads were shipped, and in fact the mine
has shipped three carloads every week since it has
been shipping this summer. This is remirkably,
good for a mine ihat is only employing two men.
The ore from this mine runs over 50 per cent lead
Mill Running— Prescoti Journal-Miner, July and free from zinc, which makes it a desirable smelting ore.
A. L. Horner of Si. Louis, 'Capt. E. W.
Chas. A, Girdler is now running the Etta mill.
25:
The mine has been closed down temporarily, as Burton and W. J. Fine of Gunnison are up Washington gulch this week inspect-ng the Painter Boy
difficulty has been experienced in saving the gold.
The mine is said to look better at present than ever mine and also the placers. There are prospects of
considerable work being done up there ihis summer.
before, iheie being five leet of good ore at the lowest

F.
Powell has recently
south of the Walnut G-ove
dam which he has named the Black Dog district,
and which promises to come into prominence at
formerly abandoned was found. The vein is a con- once if the .surface croppings are any guide. One
Two claim, named the Thompson, located by Sam F.
tact fissure following a dyke of porphyry.
separate and distinct veins of ore are now uncov- Powell, W. W. Vanderbili and Chas. Thompson,
The first and has a ledge 18 inches wide, which sampled across its
ered, bolh l)ing north of the shaft.
main ore body, which was reopened on the eighth entire width $594. It is rich in horn silver, and
picked specimens from it run away up into the
level, is a base sulphuret, assaying well in silver,
While prospecting in the same vicinity,
however. This vein on the ninth and tenth levels thousands.
feet
Powell also ran across some very high-grade lead
developed
for
a
distance
of
about
100
has been
east and west, and by slopes and winzes is shown croppings slicking away up out of the ground and
On one, called the Lead Chief,
to extend to a depth of about 300 feet from the made 12 locations.
he can walk on the croppings for a distance of 500
It is believed to extend to still greater
eighth level.
depth and the work of cleaning out the shaft to the feet, the ledge being lour feel in width and the ore
This ledge now being a beautiful fine-grain galena, assaying 7r per
twelfth level is now in progress.
opened carries ore averaging in width from i to %%, cent lead and $46 in silver. A number of the other
claims located show ledges varying in width from
feet, which is divided into two classes, the tirst class
averaging 90 ounces and the second 45 ounces in six 10 ten feet and the ore assaying from 17 lo 48
About 15 per cent zinc is connined per cent lead and running well in silver. He also
silver per ton.
in the ore in this hdge, which renders it difficult located two claims which are very rich in copper
and expensive to treat The second ledge opened ore. The district is close to the proposed route of
the railroad, and the discovery has created a great
is on the eighth level about 25 feet north of the shaft.
Developments are here made for 40 feet east and excitement in that section. Mr. Vanderbili, who is
west showing a vein of ore averaging one toot in a partner with Powell in these claims, has forwarded
The character is a mixture of smelting and a load of tools and supplies to the camp and will
width.
free-milling ore. the latter character predominating. commence at once to prospect the claim*;, being
The former carries 200 ounces and the latter 70 sanguine of obtaining good shipping ore from the
ounces in silver per ton. Of the ore extracted while very surface. The samples brought in are all fine
prospecting the above developments, a portion of smelting ore, and there is abundance of both water
the better grade has been shipped to the Salt Lake and timber in the immediate vicinity.
smelters; the remainder lies in the ore bins and on
Water Scarce. Two men are making good

loo per

work.

about 30

days lo

of the Oro Bella Company, says boih properties
wliich his company are working— the Oro BiUa and

Oro

Bonito

mines— are developing

very

satis-

factorily.

BRITISH OOLDMBIA.
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Donald Truth,
Is IT Another El Dorado?
July 21: Along in the 6o's, shortly after the disdiggings
on
Wild
Horse creek,
of
the
rich
covery
in the lower part of this county, adventurous prosregion
and
searched
for gold
this
pectors penetrated
on (^>uari2 creek, but met with indifferent success.
const-'uction
limes,
a
number
of outIn 1885, during
working
fits went in Irom the Beaver, some of them
summer. Billy McVeigh, Cassiar, three of the
discoverers of the new find, and others now residing
Considerable work
in Donald were of the number.
was done and gold taken out, but the ground was
Eariy this spring
for the second lime abandoned.
two men went over to the creek, but the snow was
Later, Harry
too deep and they had to return.
Lovwell, G. B. Nagle, Raymond Allen and Tom
Horn, all old-time prospectors, packed in some grub
and began prospecting the cieek and its branches.
In the forepart of this month they made a discovery
on Porcupme creek, a tributary of Quartz creek.
They report taking out $1.70 worth of dust an hour
to the man for the short lime they worked, one

liined.

Desselles &,

recently obproprietors of the

Connell,

Scotch gulch mines, near Waldo, made their final
cleanup recently and did well. Chas. Agee, who
has a claim not far from Kerbyville, look out several
hundred dollars, not*ithstinding ihe unfavorable
winter.
Henry Klippel. Thos. T. McKenzie. Jesse
Simpson and others are prospecting on Applegale,
and think they have struck a big thing. Thibeau
Bros, of Ashland precinct have returned from a
prospecting trip to the vicinity of the Three Sisters,
where they obtained some excellent ore. Less than
1000 pounds of quartz from the Col. Irish ledge in
Willow Springs precinct was crushed in Sanderson
Smith's mill near Gold Hill last week, from which
116

wiS obtained.

UTAH.
Review.— Salt Lake

Tribune, July 28: Last
the stoppage of theGermania smelter; this
has seen the stoppage of two stacks ol the Mingo;
the Hanauer producing about as usual, with some *
uncertainly whether it will follow the example of the
others or not.
The cause of shutting down is the
unsatisfactory freighi-rates.
Other causes, however,
hive been in operation since the drop in the lead
Ihe miners of Yule creek are about to have a road market,
as the short ore supplies, some o( lho?e minbuilt from Slate river over to their mines.
L.
Geo.
ing operations which can afford it, holding their ores,
Brown, Alex, and John Harvey of Leadville have
and of those who cannot afford it, leaving the ores
been over here for several days looking alter some
in the mines.
The shipments out from this city for
mining claims belonging lo them, situated on Cethe week ending Saturday, July 21, inclusive, were
ment creek. They are working a small force of
1,829,832 tbs., being an unusual quantity of ore.
men at present, and should an ore body be opened It would be interesting
if we could
have returns of
up to give sufficient encouragement, they will do the yield of this ore sent
away, compared with the
considerable more work.
result when smelted in this valley.
The product of
the Oniario for the week was $8151.23 from ore sales
and of bullion, 21,251 fine ounces; an approximate
value of $29,402.23.
The D^ly output for the week
Successful Test.— Dead wood Pioneer, July 24: was 9605 fine ounces of bullion and $9948.82 from
The Hartsfeld smelter started up at nine o'clock ore sales; a total, approximately, of $19,553.82.
Saturday night and shut down at nine o'clock last The Horn Silver uiakes no local showing; probably
night, having run just 48 hours, and having pro- it is doing next to nothing.
Fine bar receipts in this
duced a ton and a haU of bullion valued at about city for the week were lo the value of
$47,356; base
1 his re- bullion, $8500. The Hanauer smeller produced
$500; $360 silver and the balance in lead.
sulted from 16 tons of ore furnished by. the Bullion during the week, bullion valued at $18,000.
Ore re-

week <aw

DAKOTA.

and Merrill mines, the Bullion furnishing two tons ceipts in this city for the week were to the value of
to one Irom the Merrill, the latter ore carrying a
$14,960 by Weils, Fargo & Co. $14,400 by McCorThe run was better than nick & Co.; and $7709.83 by T. R. Jones & Co.
greater per cent of lead.
The promoters of the undertaking reanticipated.
Park Notes. Park Record, July 28: At the
alized they had many obstacles, tj overcome, many
place where the new three-mile drain tunnel lor the
It was staled, and perdifficulties to contend with.
Oniario will be started the buzz and hum of activity
haps truthfully, that a Hartsfeid smelter of five tors
continue. Ground at the tunnel's mouth will be
capacity might be found in every mining camp of the
broken in a few days. Work is still going on in
West, and that not one of them had ever proved a
ground and ore shipments will be
Last year's failure with ihia was referred Hoyl's Wasatch
success.
resumed soon. James Moray is pushing his Walla
that
W.
to.
Such critics did not, however, consider
above
Lake fiat, and it is in about
Walla
tunnel
B. McPherson and J. A. Short had almost entirely
Green is driving a tunnel on the
remodeled the plant, doubled its capacity, added a 1500 feet. John
Bdrrios group, on the flat, to strike the discovery
lead well and water jacket, and otherwise improved
;

—

upon

it

in various

ways.

The gentlemen

deserve

credit for the work and are to be congratulated
The run was a test
the success it has met.

upon
upon

which much depended.

IDAHO.
Deadwood Basin.— Boise Statesmnn^ July 25:
and reI. C. Hall is in from Deadwood Basin
ports thai they will have the Deer creek ditch comThey have
pleted and water turned in this week.
used a ton of giant powder in blasting bedrock this
spring which tney did not anticipate would trouble
them. They have worked 25 men on the ditch this
The heaviest work was done on the ditch
season.
last fall. It IS 8 miles long and will carry 2000 inches
The diggings under it have been thorof water.
oughly prospected and are known to be good. Mr.
L. P. Hall and friends in
I. C. Hall, his brother
New York look hold of this work last summer, and
they will spend $50,000 before they will be able to
Mr.

make returns from their placer mines. Mr. Hall
says the quartz mines in that vicinity are large and
What they need is a wagon-road to reach the
rich.

ledge.

In

Empire Canyon,— The West Ontario conis down about 360 feel, but sinking

solidated shaft

has been stopped temporarily on account of -the
Fariih »& McLaughlin believe that
flow of water.
when the Anchor tunnel gets through it will tend lo
The large air compressor at the
drain their shaft.
Massachusetts has been started up, and about the
middle of the coming week the power drills will be

lowork drifting from the 6oo-foot station.
Ore and Bullion Ship.ments.— During the
week the Crescent shipped 260,000 pounds of conFor the week just
centrates; no first-class ore.
ended the Mackintosh sampler received 341.220
pounds of Oniario ore and 432,820 pounds of Daly
ore.
Last Tuesday the Ontario shipped 41 bars of
set

bullion, containing 19,126.71 fine

ounces

ol silver.

Camp Crosscuts.— The 144th regular monthly
dividend on Oniario stock will be payable on WedIt is of 50 cents a share; aggregates $75,nesday.
000, and brings ihe total up to $9 450,000. The
Marsac mill alter undergoing a thorough overhauling and repiiring, occupying two weeks, started up
last evening.

Along Bonanza Flat.— Smith Ehenger is pushTimes, July 25: ing work in his No. 3 tunnel, west of the Anchor,
Silver
Fortune
the
foreman
of
McLeod,
H.
K.
Geo. Pierson has resumed
wiih favorable results.
group of four mines, up the east fork of Wood work on his Red Oxide tunnel on Pioneer Ridge; it
samples
of
getting
a
to-day,
in
Hailey
river, was
Four men are working in the
is in some 300 feet.
new strike at his claims assayed. This strike con- Lucky Bill. They are running the tunnel to cut the
steel
galena,
which
solid
vein
of
sists of an iS-inch
ledge.
was cut into last evening, on the Oregonian, one of
Over in Snake Creek.— Another rich discovery
The property has hereto- has been made in the Southern Tier group. No
the claims of the group.
fore been considered a low-grade proposition, the work is at present being done on the Black Diaore having only averaged 82 to 83 ounces silver and mond, but Manager Pierson believes that the Board
68 per cent lead; but this new slnke promises to be of Directors will order developments to be resumed
The strike was anything shortly.
of much higher grade,
but a surprise to the parties interested, as they had
been expecting to find ore for some time past,
camp.

A Good Strike.— Wood

River

WASHINGTON.

all

nugget weighing over 50 cents. The creek-bed is
from 150 lo 200 feet wide, with gravel banks carrying
Bedrock is reached in from 4 to 6 feet,
coarse gold.
There is
wiih but few large boulders interfering.
about 75 miner's inches of water with which lowork

NEW

MEXICO.

We

Peerless.— Silver City Sentitiel, July 24:
are reliably informed that the Peerless Mining Co.
have leased their property to Andrew Stewart, Esq.
In

Bonanza.— The

Silver

Belt,

Santo Domingo

district, the property of McCo., at 40 feel in depth is in bonanza.
The ores are heavy sulphurets of copper, galena,
with some zinc. Ihe work up to the present has
been confined to development only.

gulch,

Knight

Pinos Altos

&

OREGON.
The Cracker Creek Mill.— Bedrock DemoMr. Donaldson, superintendent of the
Eureka and Excelsior mine, in Cracker' Creek dis-

crat, July 23:

Mining Outlook. —Colville Miner, July 26:
Contrary to what many wou'd suppose from the reports that go out from this section of country, there
is

a remarkable activity

in

mining

in this district.

Several purchases of good property have been made
in this district, especially in Clugston creek, where
the lead prospects have been very largely developed
and where considerable work is going on in the

camp. The Old Dominion is being worked with
renewed vigor, and weekly shipments of the ore,
which is very rich, are coming in in large quantities
The Chewelah district is provto Eastern markets.
ing of much more promise than heretofore, the outof ore that shipments
character
put being of such a
will be made therefrom the same as from the Old
nature
of the mining ingeneral
Dominion. The
terest is by no means deteriorating.

Mining and Scientific Press.
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It occupies
called the *' Realnoi Uchilshche."
themselves more than the man they were pokthe largest and Gnest building in the town, and
ing fun at. There are lots of people aU over
was erected and equipped by a wealthy citizen
the world that appear to enjoy walking in the
of Tinmen at a coat of $85,000 and presented to
old ruts, even if it coats them five times as much
Thunder.
The
Sound
of
the city. It has a mechanical department,
Forging ty Pressure or by Blows. to do it. Such men as these give theroselvea
with a steam engine, lathes and tools of all
dead away every time they open their months.
terse and succinct descrip- kinds, and a department of physics, with fine
of
the
most
One
Very many {orging presaeB are now in nae for Our old-fashioned way of doing things is played tions of a natural phenomenon is that recently apparatus, including even the Bell, Edison,
making large and heavy pieces, and the rela- out both in melting, molding, and core-making, given by Mr. Hirn, in which he says that the Dolbear telephones and the phonograph, a very
fight the hardest
tive effect on the work is thus summed up by and the parties that will
which is known as thunder is due simply complete and well-equipped chemical laborones that will soAnd
Prof. Kick, who has publiehed in the Tech- against any change will be the
the fact that the air traversed by the electric atory, a good library and a department of art
ex- be benefited the most by the change— that ie. to
nische Blatter an interesting account of the
spark— that is, a flash of lightning— is suddenly and mechanical drawing. When one rememperiments he has made on this subject. The the workingman, because I know that what raised to a very high temperature, and has its
bers that Tinmen ia 1700 miles fast of St.
great
difference between static pressure and that we are doing to-day can be done with a;
volume, moreover, considerably increased. The Petersburg, in a country which moet every one
which results from a shock consists, he says, deal less worry to the men, and a great deal column of gas thus suddenly heated and exbelieves (until he reads Mr. Kennan's article)
founin the duration of their action. -The weight less coat to the employer, both in our
panded is sometimes several miles long, and aa contains nothing but snow and exiles, the above
and the hight of the dries and rolling-mills."
the hammer
of
of a flash is not even a millionth of statements are somewhat remarkable.
duration
the
energy expended,
fall determine the total
a second, it follows that the noise bursts forth
bat the power of the shock for a given Novel Experiment with Leather Belts. at once from the whole column, though for any
Leaves Change theib Color in
expenditure of energy itaeU depends on the
observer in any one place it commences where Autumn.
botanist thus deaoribea how the
compression produced in the object struck.
of our English exchanges illustrates an ar- the lightning is at the least distance.
One
In preThe feebler this compression is, the greater is rangement of working two large leather belts, cise terms, according to Mr. Hirn, the begin* leaves change their color in autumn. He ridbelief
that frost has anything to do
He
icules
the
the relative force of the blow to the pile.
one on top of the other, which has been found to ning of the thunderclap gives us the minimum
*'
The green matter in the tissue of a
has made some comparative experiments be- answer very satisfactorily. The particulars are distance of the lightning, and the length of the with it
red and blue.
leaf is composed of two colors
tween the effects produced by an ordinary pile- as follows:
thunderclap gives as the length of the column. When the sap ceases to flow in the autumn, and
driver striking upon an anvil solidly fixed, and
In the year 1880 the works where the ar- He also remarks that when a flash of lightning
oxidation
the
tree
ceases,
driver
the
growth
of
where
the
natural
or
one
hammer,
by a balistic
rangement is appUed put in a double leather strikes the ground it Is not necessarily from the
Under certain con*
of the tissue takes place.
and anvil are both suspended like pendulums, belt 135 feet long and 36 inches wide, made on
first noise is heard.
that
the
struck
place
ditiona the green of the leaf changes to red;
so that the anvil is free to move. He has found their system, without cross joints, and of even
Again, he points out that a bullet whistles in under different conditions it tikes on a yellow
that within rather large limits the work em- thickness throughout, to transmit 350 indicated
certain
can,
to
a
that
we
air
so
traversing the
or brown tint.
This difference in color ia due
ployed in the deformation of an object under horse-power. The engine was a single Corliss,
extent, follow its flight, the same thing also to the difference in combination of the original
the action of the shock only depends upon the horizontal, with fly-wheel drum 24 feet diamwith
a falling meteorite just before constituents of the green tissue and to the varyhappening
and
the
driver
product of the weight of the
eter, 39 inches wide, running 48 revolutions striking the earth.
The noiae actually heard ing conditions of climate, exposnre and soil.
hight of the fall for bights varying from 0.50 per minute, the driven pulley being 8 feet 6
produced when A dry, cold climate produces more brilliant
The test pieces were small copper inches diameter. In consequence of extension has been compared to the sound
to 3 meters.
one tears linen. It is due, really, to the fact
cylinders, fitted on the same rod, and of the of the works more power was required.
The that the air rapidly pushed on one side in front foliage than one that is damp and warm. This
is the
reason that our Northern American
sameinitial dimensions, 16.9 mm. long, 12 mm. engine was, therefore, compounded in October,
of the projectile, whether bullet or meteorite, autumns are so much more gorgeous than those
One
in diameter, and weighing IS 4 grammes.
1887, and it was arranged to transmit 350 in- quickly rashes back to fill the gap left in the
"
of England.
of the series has been submitted to the action dicated horse-power more, through another line
rear.
of an ordinary driver, and the other to that of
Not having space for another
of shafting.
There is a peculiar reverberation of sound
Iodide of Mebodby in Tanning Skins. The
a baliaiic driver, taking care to ob'^aiu equal drum, and the fiy-drum and shaft being strong
shocks under the two conditions. The weight enough for the purpose, it was decided to run a sometimes heard during a thunderstorm which iodide of mercury is now uaed to some extent
that
driver
was
to
of
It is said that the
of the anvil of the balistic
second belt under the one already at work. cannot be accounted for on the above theory, in France in tanning skins.
mercury salts act as a preservative of the conthe driver in the proportion of two to one. The This second belt was also double, made on the
echo
from
to
an
undoubtedly
due
experiments have shown- that a greater de- same principle as the first, 104 feet long, 38 but which is
stituents of the tanning liquors, and that leather
formation is obtained by the ordinary than by
cloud to cloud.
produced from skins that have been previously
inches wide, driving a pulley 6 feet 6 inches
the balistic drivers, all other things being equal. diameter. This addition was started in Novemtreated in this manner is superior to that tanned
With the latter, a calculation of the proportion ber last, and the report of the proprietors is
in the ordinary way.
It completely prevents
DisSpectrum Analysis
force transmitted to it can easily be
of
the liquefaction of the gelatine which takes
said to show that after the first stretching had
covered.
per
cent
of
found
that
30
was
and
it
made,
place in putrefying hides, and thus saves them
been taken out of the new belt no other change
energy was expended. Other experiments made
from this loss.
saving is also effected by its
had occurred, and that the old belt was workShortly before his death, says the New York use in the prevention of the decomposition of
with the same apparatus have enabled the necing perfectly straight upon it, with complete
related
Kirchoff
of
Berlin
late
Dr.
determined
on
analthe
both
be
Tribune,
to
essary energy of
the tannin in the tannin liquid, which is usually
success.
the true story of the discovery of spectral anal* hastened by the introduction of the hides when
ogous eprouvettes. It was found tbat the ordiThese results were not quite anticipated, as,
nary driver expends seven, and the balistic from the novelty of the application, the makers yals. He and Bunsen were then professors at in a state of decomposition. The amount of
Heidelberg and kept bachelors' quarters in the iodide of mercury required issosmall that there
driver nine. On the other hand, the latter pro*
were rather dubious that cross strains might be
well-known '* Rieaenstein." Upon one of their is no danger of poisoning, either to the workvided with an anvil, the weight of which was
set up by slipping of the lower belt from the
"Kir- man or to those subsequently using the leather,
daily promenades Bunsen remarked:
equal to four times that of the driver, gave the
In the result,
additional drag placed upon it.
choff, we must discover something which will in its use.
same results as an ordinary driver with an anhowever, the experiment has proved a complete
too simple to be true." They returned and
vil firmly fixed, and the weight of which was
be
success.
The principle may be very readily apInventors will be gratified to know that the
went to work. But years passed by before the
equal to 20 times that of the hammer. Test
plied where more power is wanted without addiscovery was effected. Experimenting one United estates Supreme Court has awarded the
pieces, as nearly as possible like those made use
ditional pulleys.
Kirchoff
happened
to
experiments,
laboratory,
both as to
of in the preceding
owner of a glycerine patent $320,000 damages
day in his
quality and dimensions, have been tested by
place a burning lamp in the rays of the enn.
for infringements. While the license fees which
following inof
Sheet
Iron.
The
Rusting
Prof. Goliner's machine for testing metals, and
dark place appeared at once. Thinking it an were claimed would have amounted to only
prevention
tn
are
given
relative
the
structions
**
only
repeated
the
action,
the work necessary for obtaining a certain comoptical illusion," he
$35,000, the court gave nearly ten times that
stoves
In the first place,
pression has been compared with that of a of rust in sheet-iron
to find the dark ray reappear and give place to sum ns damages on the ground that an infringer
the
removed
from
and
ashes
should
be
all
soot
shock susceptible of giving the same results.
the ordinary ray when the lamp was first re- was liable to account for all the savings and
The relation of the latter to the former is about heater or furnace, and all openings closed so moved. He called Bunsen. The experiment benefits derived from a wrongful use of the
1.5.
But this value varies according to the that there can be no circulation of air through was repeated many times and always with the patent. This caae suggests to railway companies
Inside rusting has often been prevented by
case, and incteaaes for very hard materials and it.
same result. They could not explain it. Fi- and others using inventions the importance of
with the number of blows. Mr. Kick estimates disconnecting the heater drum from the chim- nally Bunsen proposed that they go home and making sure at the outset that they are not inthe
that the weight that should be adopted for an- ney and tying papers over the pipe-bole in
"think of other things" for ajvhile; possibly fringing any just claims of the inventors; and
preventing down draught through
vils on which iron is to be forged should at heater, thus
some explanation might be reached. They in this view the value of the Eastern and Westdrum,
and
the
chimney
into
the
body
of
the
least be eieht times that of the hammer, and
idled in their easy-chairs, smoking their long ern railroad associations, whose business it is
He considers that the an- the consequent formation of moistare on the in- student pipes and talking of the days of their to investigate the validity of patents offered to
for steel 12 times.
drum as the air becomes cooled. It youth and the gossip of the hour. The after- railways, is evident.
vil absorbs at least 20 per cent of the force pro* side of the
duced, and that the rest is lost in vibrations of is suggested that nearly all trouble would be noon had almost passed when Bunsen sprang to
the anvil and of the hammer, and in the eleva* avoided if the heater were disconnected all his feet with the remark: "Eureka! The
Are White Animals Specially Inclined
tion of the temperature of the object to be around and a dish of lime placed in the inside flame of the lamp ia fed by the same stuff that TO Deafness?
writer in the Boston Post
to absorb the moisture.
To prevent rnsting on is burning in the sun " They hurried back to says
forged.
is it, I wonder, that white anithe outside, covering up with papers is recomthe laboratory, tried a number of experiments, mals are so often deaf? The white English
mended. The formation of moisture is of
and the great discovery was made. That night terrier ia almost always so, and the white EnPulverized Fuel.
conrse the cause of rust; and though the room
there was a jollification in the bachelor quar- glish bull-terrier ia very frequently sfilicted
may seem quite dry, yet it may be cold enough ters of the modest hotel.
few week« later with this defect. I am told by those who are
correspondent of the Boston Journal of
to condense moisture on the iron if the surface
the whole world knew of the discovery, and skilled in whits oats that they too are apt to
Commerce writes to that paper as follows:
is exposed, and it will then corrode rapidly.
enrolled
among im- have the same infirmity, and I have heard,
were
Bunsen
Kirchoff and
"About 12 years ago I had a model of a cupola
The name Kirchoff, by the though I cannot cite my authority on the spot,
made to show that a great many things that
Wire Gauges. The American MecTtdniCj in mortal scientists.
way, means " graveyard." At a state dinner that a white goat is even more deaf to reason
were wasted could be used for fuel if ground anftwer to the question by a correspondent
fine and blown into the tuyeres of the cupola.
" Pleaae state if there is any variation between the distinguished scientist once made a speech and discourse than other animals of the same
in
honor of the guest of the evening, ending species but of positive color. So far as I know,
for
paid
the
model,
and
was
I
$12
so anxious to Stubbs' and the American wire gauges," says:
** Boch
Prof. white horses have the usual sense of hearing,
soller leben."
get it that I waited very late one night until it "Yes, there is a difference, Stubbs' wire with the usual
was finished, all the time thinking what big gauge is supposed to agree with the Birmingham Helmholz, now head of the physical institute in though investigation might prove that they
was were deficient in this respect.
conclusion,
the
listening
to
after
Berlin,
things I should accomplish with coal dust, saw- wire gauge, which differs from the American
** He must be immortal,
dust, and I don't know but street dust.
After gauge. But there are two Stubbs' wire gauges guilty of the remark:
I got to the house that night I took up a Pitts* differing entirely from each other, one used for indeed, to whom the Kirchoff {graveyard) calls
Fresh-Cot Timber in very many cases con'"
burg paper and read an article giving an ac- iron wire, the other for steel wire. Altogether 'Long Live
tains on an average about 45 to 50 per cent of
count of the superintendent of the Edgar the wire-gauge matter is very much mixed, and
its weight in water, and if seasoned in the ordiThompson Steel Works being bothered with one we think, now that there are other and better
A Rival fob Mount HAMiLTON.—Denver is nary way this ia reduced to about 15 to 20 per
of his large cupolas bridging over ao that he methods
astronomical observatory that cent, but the fresh timber also containa air, as
of determining the size of wire, that it about to have an
could not put in any fresh stock, and the fuel would be better
will rival the famous Lick observatory at may be eaaily shown by warming one end at the
if all gauges, on which the sizes
was burning away that was put in the cupola, are designated by numbers, were to be abolished Mount Hamilton. Its dome will rise from a fire or in hot water and watching the bubbles
80 the prospect was that the cupola would be entirely, and wire designated and ordered by plain and have 1000 feet greater elevation. drive out; and the seasoned timber contains less
provided water and more air in proportion, ao that
completely bunged up; but he took out the its actual diameter in decimal parts of
an inch." The building and instrument have been
tuyere pipes and filled them with fine coal,
for through the liberality of W. B. Chamber- many aources of error are possible in the neual
then put in the pipes and put ou the blast,
The entire structure, with weighings of timber,
lain of Denver.
Oil of Mustard as a Lubricating Oil.
and in a very short time the bridge melted Chief Engineer M. Thier of Erfnrt, Germany, its instruments and appliances, will embrace
down and he got out the heat in good shape. says the Eisen-Zeitu-ng, after battling for all that skill and science can suggest to make
Kole of Doubtfql Value. It is a reguThe only consolation I had was that my theory months to find a lubricator which would
every particular. It is not the lation in Holland tbat every professor in a
pre- them perfect in
was practical, but some one else had got the vent the welding together
rival the Lick instrument in size. Dutch univeraity shall resign on completing his
of iron surfaces upon intention to
start of me, because it was something I had
scientist who possesses a good
which much and rapid friction is exercised, For general work a large instrument ia only an 70bh year.
been thinking over for years. What makes me such as turbine
The elevation and atmospheric general constitution and has taken proper care
incumbrance.
wheels, etc., has at last found
speak of it at this time is that I have been read- that ordinary
Denver observatory will un- of himself ia fully as capable of doing good
oil of mustard mixed with small conditions of the
ing a piece in the paper, stating that pulverquantities of petroleum, fish oil or cither similar doubtedly be superior to those at Mount Hamil- work at 70 as at any period of his life. Years
ized coal would give a better result than natinstitutions will doubtUss do not constitute a factor in a man's life and
the
two
ton,
and
fatty substances, answers the purpose in every
ural gas; that 50 per cent of the coal now used respect and
overcomes all the difficulties here- prove the two most useful and effective ob- labor, which should be applied to all alike;
in furnaces and roUing-milla could be saved, tofore experienced
world.
hence the rule in Holland must be one of
with machinery where ex- servatories in the
and steel and iron greatly improved in the pud- cessive friction disturbs the
doubtful value.
physical quality of
dling process; and they were bold enough to the metal
Scientific School in Sibebia. Mr, Geo.
used.
say that they would confront natural gas right
An Ancient Foundation. Dr. Schliemann's
Kennan, in the current number of the Oenturi/t
in Pittsburg with sprayed coal.
Now, a great
Iron in Washington Territoby. It is pre- makes some statements regarding Siberia which explorations in Egypt show that the great
many will say this is cheap talk, I don't think dicted that the iron product of Washington will be a genuine surprise to most people. temple described by Herodotus, which occupies
I think there is something there that is Territory will soon exceed
depression of about SOO feet in the
it is.
that of Pennsylvania, Among other things found there, which one a crater-like
worth looking into. I know that many useful
would hardly expect to find in such a country delta and was composed of great monoliths and
things have been laid aside from some sneering
Malleable Bronze.— Domier has discovered as Siberia ia popularly aupposed to be, is a sci- columns, had no rock foundation, but rested
remark from parties that did not know at tho that bronze is rendered malleable by adding to entific school at Tinmen, which he compares to Fiimply on wet, compact soil. But our City
time they made them that they were hurting it from one-half to two per cent
the Boston Institute of Technology. It is Hall must have a solid foundation of concrete.
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When not in use the whole thing occupies only
10|. inches of space, and may be shoved under a
Best and out of the wav.
It is hung by chains
from the oar roof and floor.

Useful Information.
How Water Should
*'

Water

ii

be Cooked.

Castor Oil Lkavks, fresh from the pUnt,
bruised or rubbed in the hands, and then stuffed
tightly into a stiff boot or shoe and left to remain for 1'2 or '24 hours, according to the character of thu leather, will render the same quite
supple so it ib said.

one of the eecreti of oookiog,"

MDtentioaBly »ud

weU'koowo ohef

to

ft

New

'*
I lappoae
JIail uiui L'xprt»i reporter.
you roeao all food id ite raw ttate shoutd be
"
?"
Nothiog of the kind," replied the
washed

York

—

"A

few cooks aaderatand the many
London has eight homes for poor working
effects produced by hard and srft water to
oookiDg vegetables and meat. If peas and girls, where they can get three tolerable meals
beans, for instance, are cooked In hard water, a day for $1 a week.
coataining lime gypanm, they will not boil
A Pound of pennies is worth $U2.
poand
tender, becauie these substances have a tend*
enoy to harden vegetable caseine. Now many of five-cent pieces is worth $4.')5 50.
artist.

A

vegetables, as oaions, boil nearly tasteless in
solt wat^r, because all the davor is boiled out.
The addition of salt often checks this, as in the
case of onions, causing the vegetables to retain
their pooaliar tlavorlog principles, besides such
Impaired Sight of Ironworkers.
natritiouB matter as might be lost in the soft
water.
Some of the finest dishes in the world
It is a fact, flays a Pittsburg paper, that a
are ruined by the nse of hard water when soft
is required.
It is a science that can beat be large percentage of the men employed as heatlearned by actual experience in the capacity of ers in the iron inilh of Pittsburg ore more or
assistant chef.
It rdt^ires a loug apprentice- less troubled with defective vision, the nature
ship and a natural aptitude to become a great of their work compelling them to gaze for pro*
cook and to understand water. Now, to ex- traoted periods upon the intensely dazzling
tract the juice of meat to make a broth or light of metal at white heat, which they must
soup, soft water, nnsalted and cold at first, is be able to distinguish from the flames of burnthe best, for it much more readily penetrates ing gas which surround it. Secretary William
the tissuu. liut for boiling, where the juices Martin of the Amalgamated Association of Iron
should be retained, hard water or soft water and Steel Workers in Pittsburg, says that
salted is preferable, and the meat should be among men who have worked for a few yeara in
put in while the water is boiling, eo as to iron-mille, near-sightedness or weakness of the
eyes is almost universal, and advised the re*
close up the pores at once.
I have two assistants, and once a week I lecture them on porter to interview a few of the employes of
the proper use of hard and soft water in cook- any mill in the city to teat his statement.
This was done, resulting in confirmation from
ing certain dishes.
In answer to your facetious
question above, I will state that not only raw halt a dozen heaters in one of the largest rollfood should be clean, but that water goes a ing-mills in the city. The men seen had
long way in keeping a firstclasa cuisine in a worked in the iron-mills for periods ranging
from 3 to 12 years, and with very elight differhealthy sanitary condition."
ences their powers of vision had all been affected
in the same manner.
They are unable to disa Chinook Wind Is. Chinook, says
tinguish small objects at any considerable dis*
the BoiKe (Idaho) Democrat, is the name given
One
was
entirely unable to read the
tanoe.
by the Indians of the Upper Columbia to a wind
print in an ordinary newspaper; another
that blows from the Japan current, and, strikpointed out a clock with a dial a foot in diaming the Oregon coast on the northwest, sweeps
eter, and said he could not see the hands ten
across the continent. The Chinook Indians
With one the trouble was permafeet away.
lived on the Lower Columbia, and this wind,
coming from the direction of their home, caused nent and unvarying, while another's eyes were
restored
to their normal condition if he stopped
it to be called chinook
from the land of the
month. None of them experience pain, and
Chinooks. The early settlers of Oregon adopt- a
not seem to have occurred to any one
ed the term, and it is now heard alt around the it does
that
a phyeioian's services were needed. They
world.
These life-giving wind belts range in
regard the change that takes place in their eyes
width from one to hundreds of miles, and they
process of ''getting used " to the
cat a path through snow and ice as clean as as a sort of
necessary requirements of their trade.
does a tornado through a forest. Its lice of
The reporter on looking into one of their blaztravel is so distinctly marked sometimes that a
ing heaters could distinguish only a blinding
strip of land can be seen running on a mountain
glare, scarcely inferior to the daj^zHng light of
slope with a wall of snow on each side.
Its effects have been noticed here this winter.
One the aun itself. Yet these men must be able to
the white hot masses of metal
day here last week the snow was several inches see clearly
through the fiames of the gas that is burning all
in depth, with ground frozen beneath, and
them. The dit£culty of doing this may
around
things popping with cold, la 24 hours the
be compared to that which would be experistreets were muddy.
enced in trying tn perceive one bright light
through another. Yet the experienced heater
The Good Which Hats Do. Though the
does it with as much ease as if the hot iron
rat is a despised animal, says Oood Houaekeepwere so much wood floating in water. They
tJiy, yet he is a useful servant to mau, for the
say that no degree of proficiency can be acanimal lives in and near human habitations and
quired io less than three months' time, and that
eats every particle of refuse and filth that he
since the employment of natural gas in the furcan get at. He is the only animal which can
naces the difiiculty baa become much greater
thrive and keep a clean coat in the most filthy
and the effect upon the eye more pronounced.

SOOD

HEy\LTH.

^

^

—

What

—

—

localities,

where the

air

would be

fatil to

any

Rits are almost incessantly
licking their fur to keep it clean, and, though

other creature.

—

Ivy and Oak Poisox. A writer in the Popthey doubtless bacome a nuisance in many in- ular Science- New8 gives the treatment which he
has
oftan found serviceable in his own case
stances and places, yet they after all perform
" I have always been
great service for mankind, especially in cities, when poisoned with ivy:
by cleaning up every edible thing that would extremely susceptible to the poison of poison
me great annoyance,
and
oak,
eo
as
to
give
ivy
eventually become a source of noisome odors
unless it is immediately checked on its first apand of disease.
This, common washing-soda does
pearance.
Castor Oil for Drawing Wire. A corre* for me, if properly applied. I make the applisaturating
a slice of loaf bread with
cation
by
spondent of the EtKjlinh Mechanic writes as follows in a recent issue: "The Asiatic wirc'drawers water, then cover one surface with soda and
eruption,
the soda next the flesh.
have very long ago used castor oil in preference apply to the
animal heat, I
to any other kind. Their dexterity is surpris- When the bread is dried by the
outer aide, so as to keep it
ing, the wire for the trichinopoly chains of gold drop water on the
dissolve
the soda
and silver being like hair, and every good thorough'y moistened, and
workman draws his own. A man made me a crystals in contact with the skin. Thia, you
the
plate for the fine gauges from a fiat raap of will perceive, ia merely a bread poultice,
English steel, which I still poasesa.
He drew bread being a vehicle through whose moisture
humor.
find that washreaches
the
I
the
soda
copper, zinc and brass equally well.
Castor
ing or bathing with soda water, even conf.nuoil, being one of the cheapest oils in India, is
with me. My skin reoften used to soften harsh leather, shoes and onaly, will not auffice
bread in
ropes.
For feeding large dilUs I like this oil quires the heat and moisture of the
snda
the
to
act
on and neutralze the
order
for
mixed with soft soap."
poison. I rarely have reed to retain this soda
for more than 30 minutes to any afHow TO Keep Afloat. Numerous drowning poultice
Formerly 1 suffected part. No pain ensues.
accidents occur every summer through lack of
for weeks, aa the poison would
knowledge that every boy or girl should acquire fered often
spread all over my body. Now 30 minutes
as the first part of their education.
It is no
measures the duration of its exhibition,"
great art to keep the body afloat, or so much as
is necessary to keep above the surface.
In the
Condiments and Indigestion Baneful Efexcitement of a sudden submersion, the victim
etrikes out wildly for help.
Generally he or fects OF Red Pepper. Cayenne pepper may be
selected
as a typical example of a condiment
she throws hands or arms above water, and, of
course, down goes the head.
All that need be properly called. Mustard is a food and condikept above the surface is the nose or mouth. ment combined; thia is the case with some
Quiet, regular breathing, and the slightest mo- others. Curry powders are mixtures of very
tion of the handa under the water, will keep potent condiments with more or less farinaceous
mouth and nose above the surface. If this materials and sulphur compounds, which, like
the oil of mustard, onions, garlic, etc., may have
were oftener thought of, few need drown.
The mere
a certain amount of nutritive value.
A New Car-Heater. To provide mean^ of condiment is a stimulating drug that does its
heating steam-heatsd passenger cars when the work directly upon the Inner lining of the
locomotive is detached, '* a blizzard heater,"' so stomach, by exciting it to increased and abA dyspeptic may obtain im<
called, has been devised, consisting of a fire- normal activity.
brick pot and a telescopic chimney, on the prin- mediate relief by using cayenne pepper. Among
ciple of the travelers' pocket drinking cup. the advertised patent medicines is a pill the act-

—

—

—

—

—

75

which in cayenne, (jreat reand temporary comfort are commonly oh*
taiued by using it as a "dinner pill." If thus
used only as a temporary remedy for an acute,
and tsmporary, or exceptional attack of indigestion, all is well; but the cayenne, whether
taken in pills or dusted over the food, or stewed
with it in curries or otherwise, is one of the
most cruel of slow poisons when taken habitually.
Thousands of poor wretches are crawling
miserably toward their graves, the victims of
the multitude of maladies of both mind and
body that are connected with chronic incurable
dyspepsia, all brought abQut by tho habitual
use of cayenne and its condimental cousins. The
usual history of these victims is that they began
by over feeding, took the condiment to force
the stomach to do more than its healthful
amount of work, using but a little at first. The
stomach became tolerant of this little and demanded more; then more, and more, and more,
until at last the inflammation, ulceration, and
torpidity, and finally the death of the digeative
powers, aooumpauied with all the long train of
miseries to which we have refer red.— /vnowfefij/c.
ive constituent of

Tele^rapli Liues

and the Interstate

lief

—

Dkath by Druw NINO. We have never aeen
matt :r more tersely deacribed than in the
following words: After a person is below the
surface long enough, he fills his lungs with
water. The first stage of deep inspiration labt'jabout ton seconds, followed by a reaction
caused by the resistance to the entrance of
water into the broncbiales. Thia is followed
by arrest of respiration and loss of coaaciouanesa.
In a few seconda more he makes four or
five respiratory efforts and then dies.
Immersion causes an immediate rise in the blood pressure with slowing of the heart-beats.
The
action of the heart remains alow but strong, till
death ensues. The pressure gradually lessens,
but rises just before death, to fall to zero immediately afterward.
The heart continues to
beat feebly for 20 minutes in some cases.
The
period of respiratory resistance is therefore due
to the respiratory muscles and not to spasms of
the glottis.
thia

Leprosy in New Brunswick.— This dreaded disease is rapidly spreading itself over this
country and the British Provinces. There has
not possibly been a day for many yeara when
there was not one or more cases of leprosy in
San Francisco.
It
is
found
constantly
or at intervals in nearly all our large cities. At
the present moment there are 17 leprous patients confined in the lazaretto at Tracidie,
New Brunswick eight males and nine females.
During the past year three deaths occurred
from the disease, while one escaped to the
United Stites, where probably the aeeds of the
disease may be sown to raise up a colony of
these unfortunate beings.

—

Commission.

A

very important

unjust

privileges for all

to telegraphic service, having previously passed

House of Representatives,
passed the U. S. Senate.
the

The

first

A

larger than that possessed by the fair sex.
heart, it would appear, grows most quickly

during the

between

and second years of
second and seventh years

first

life,

and

it doubles
Until after the dOth birthday the
heart still grows a little.
In childhood the
male and female heart are the same size; but
after manhood the masculine heart develops
much more than the female, and ends by being
two square inches larger than the latter.

in

th(>

size.

—

Growth OF the Brain. The human brain
reaches its greatest size between the ages of 14
and 20 in both sexes; after that it grows continually smaller, bat increases in
weight,
through life. While intelligence is rapidly increasing from 20 to 60 yeara of age, the brain is
diminishing in size, but increasing in weight.
The time that a man knows most is from 70 to
80; but then bis brain ia smaller than when he
was a boy between 7 and 14, the age when he
thought he knew the most. The weigh of the
brain in man or woman is the test of the capacity for intelligence, not the size.

—

A New Remedy for Seasickness. Dr. W.
H. Gardner, United Stitea army, reports havmany

cases of seasickness with oxalate of cerium, in 10, 15 or 20 grain doses, every
two or three hours. He believes that 75 per cent
of all cases that occur will be cured by this remedy. Aa oxalate of cerium is a recognized drug
to be administered in cases of nausea and vom-

ing treated

iting, there is

no reason why

it

should not be

efficacious in aeaaickness.

A

—A

German professor has
New Opiate.
discovered a new opiate which he calls "sul*
It belongs to the group of the sofonal."
It has the property of incalled disulphates.
ducing sleep in invalids, particularly in nervous
people and those affected with heart disease,
but not in healthy subjects. It is declared to
be harmless and a certain means of causing
slumber.
Stooping Forward.

— The

finally

section of the bill provides that all

and telegraph companies which have

received

Government

aid in the construction of

by loans or land grants, and

their lines, either

which, by the act

incorporation, or subse-

oi

quent amendatory acts, are required to construct, maintain or operate talegraph lines, and
all companies engaged in operating said raiU
road or telegraph lines ''shall forthwith and
henceforward, by and through their own respective corporate otlicers and employes, maintain and operate for railroad, Government,
commercial, and all other purposea, telegraph
linea, and exercise by themselves alone all the
telegraph franchisee conferred upon them and
obligations assumed by them under the acts
making the grant as aforesaid,"
The second section requires all such subsidized companies to allow any and every tele-

graph company which has complied with certain legal provisions to connect its line with
theirs at any of their stations or offices where
their lines may meet, " for the prompt and convenient interchange of telegraph

business be-

tween said companies, and such railroad or
graph companies referred to

tele-

the first section
of this Act shall so operate their respective telegraph lines as to afford equal facilities to all,
without discrimination in tavor or against any
person, company or corporation whatever, and
shall receive, deliver and exchange business
with connecting telegraph lines on equal terms,
and affording equal facilities and without discrimination with or against any such connecting line, and such exchange of business shall be
on terms just and equitable."
In case any such company, or company operating such a railroad or telegraph line, refuses •
or fails to comply with the provisions of the
first and second sections, then any person or
company may apply for relief to the Interstate
Commerce Commission, whose duty it shall be
forthwith to investigate the case, determine
what is right therein, notify the parties concerned, and, if need be, enforce the order by
writ of mandamua in the U. S. Courts. And
the commisaioners may institute any such inquiry at their own motion, just as if complaint
in

hid been made.

to

Master Mechanic

Stevens.

At a meeting

of the

Executive Committ'ie of

the A, J. Stevens Statue Association last week,
it

was agreed to commence
July 23d.

solieiting aubscrip-

tiona

Meetings of the Execntive Board are to be
first Friday after the first
Monday in each month. The secretary was instructed to invite the emnloyea in the freight
sheda, chief clerks, and Fourth-and*Townsend
streets offices to unite with them and appoint a
committee to solicit subscriptions from their rehereaftsr held on the

spective divisions.
Following ia the circular sent out:
the Employes of the S, P. R. /?. and C. P.
/?..— Gentlemen: As was promised in the ciraddressed
to you last month, a mass meeting
cular
of those interested
the erection of a statue to the
memory olour late Master Mechanic, A, J. Stevens,
was called and an association formed with "he following officers: President, E, B. Hussey; Vice-Presi-

To

A'.

m

dent,

Van

W.

B. Oldfield;

Guilder;

Recording Secretary, Walter

Financial Secretary,

Finance Committee,
by, F. Gaschlin,

J.

James E. Camp;

H. Ferguson,

Thomas Warm-

John West and Thomas Sweeny;

Executive Committee, Charles Joy. Charles Pritchard, W. G. Cox, Ben iVIiller, J. F. Carter, E. D.
Chapman. Edward Payne, John Hansman, P Sullivan, M. J. Burke, !. R. Taylor, James Stewart,
Frank Van Gilder, W. B Hunt. Henry Fish* r. F.
W. Golden, Wm. Smiih, Frank Billings, M. J.

and Thomas Fraser, Jr.
It h^s been decided in joint committee to take up
subscriptions at such sums per month as subscribers
may deem proper, and continue such monthly subscriptions for ten consecutive monihs, payment to be
made to the member of the Executive Committee representing the department in which the subscriber is
employed. It wilt be necessary to raise at least $5,000, and it will be seen at once that in order to raise
that amount, it will be necessary for every man to be
Let us show to the world that
as liberal as possible.
we as workingmen are appreciative and liberal, and
that we are capable of carrying out a great and noble
Let us by our appreciation attract the
undertaking.
attention and thoughts of our people to the fact that
a mechanic can, if he will, rise to the level of the
world's benefactors and deserve and receive the
highest tribute paid our honored dead.
will call upon you for yosr subscription.
Mr.
Scanlin.

may accord him a cordial recption and
London Lancet Hopingin you
your power to subscribe liberally, we remain,

says: If the apparently small matter of stooping forward were generally underatood, there
would be fewer head and heart troubles, and
we will go ao far aa to say that some lives now
lost would have been saved.

Paraldebyde is anew sleep-producer. Its
action is quicker than chloral, it is as safe as
the bromides, and is not injurious, except when
used to excess.

has

railroad

The Statue

is

designed to prevent

and to aecnre equal
persons and parties in regard

—

Relative Size of the Hi!;art. The London
Standard gives an account of a German doctor's
investigation as to the size of men's and women's
hearts.
The masculine heart weighs more and

bill,

discriminations,

find

it

yours in the good cause,
E. B. Hi;ssEV, Pres.,

W. B. Oldfield, Vice-Pres.
Walter Van Gdtldeb, R. S.
Iame;s

E Camp,

F. S.

The Skeena river revolt continues to oauae
great excitement in the Northwest. The losal
militia at Winnipeg is prepared to start for
scene of the outbreak on short notice.
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A

attention.

and

city

vessel has been chartered in this

will soon leave with miners

to properly develop the mine.
of coal are

It

now ready

and

tools,

Abont 150

tons

for shipment.

stated that the U. S. Attorney General

is

will enter proceedings against every hydraulic

W. B. EWER.

A. T, DEVTET.

mine which maintains pipes and monitors*
whether used or not. The object is to enforce
& CO., Publishers.
the decisions of the courts and cause a complete
F,
Office, 220 Market St., N. E. cor. Front Si.,S.
dismantlement of the mines. The removal of
ta' Take the Elevator, Ho. IS Front 5(.*Si
pipes and monitors is to be regarded as prima
Senior Editor facie evidence of intent to comply with the
W. B. EWER
lanr.
It remains to be seen whether the U. S.
Terms of Subscription.
Annual Subscription, S3. New eubacriptions will be has any control over the machinery of a mine

DEWEY

All arrearages

declined ivithout cash in advance.
be paid (or at the rate of S3.50 per

must

annum.

as well as of a

AdvertiBlng Rates.
1

Per Line (agate)
Ealf inch (1 square)

10.00
14.00

4.00
5.00

1.50
2.00

24.00
45.00

Large advertisements at favorable rates. Special or
reading notices, legal advertisements, notices appearing
in extraordinary type or in particular parts of the paper,
at special rates. Four insertions are rated in a month.

in Mining.

There exists just now great business stagnation throughout all parts of Great Britain.
The complaint of dull times is universal and
goes to

all

her leading industries; agriculture,

New Broad manufactures, trade, commerce, all are depressed to an unwonted degree.
Even her coal
and iron interests are snfifering severely. With
Address all literary and business correspondence
affairs at such low ebb many will wonder how
and Drafts for this paper in the name of the firm.
London Agent- Alfred

Ann, 63 and 64

E.

the

After the annual report of

company has been submitted

ing,

it is

carefully considered

Street, E. C.

to

and

is

New

S. F.

Post Office as aecond-claas mail matter

it is

in

SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS.—The Sound

Frank B. Moree, a mining superintendent

apt to be

of

Thun-

An Ancient Foundation, 74.

USEFUL INFORMATION. -How

Water Should

be Cooked; What a Chinook Wind I*; The Good Wh ch
Rata Do; Castor Oil for Drawing Wire; How to Keep
Afloat; A New Car Heater, 75.
Impaired Sight of Ironworkers;
Ivy and Oak Poison; Condiments and Indigestion;
Death by Drowning; Leprosy in New Brunswick; Rela-

GOOD HEALTH.—

tive Size of the Heart; Growth
Remedy for Seasickne-is;

glish

expert being there also searching after

others wherever paying deposits have been

Nearly

with.

all

Murphy's, Calaveras county, has just received
through the Mining and Scientific Press

man

Patent Agency a patent for an improvement in

questions concerning matters about which
they are ignorant or in doubt. At these meetings every man expresses his mind freely, the

that country pay more or lees attention to min-

London being the grand center

ing,

of all this

energy, enterprise and far-extended operations.

No

matter where the property

where a majority
pen to

live,

of the

there

is

la

situated

shareholders

may

or

hap-

located the chief ofBce

Brain; A New
Opiate; Sfoopiiie

of the

and there do most of the directors reside. To
Forward, 75.
SHOP NOTES.—A Tool for Under Planing; Keeping London comes the bullion from the gold and silTools; GivingSteel aLusterless Polish; Giinding Twist ver mines, and thither all reports are sent.
The

A New

Drills;

Water Cooler; The Detection of Hot Bearings;
for a Machine Shop; Secure the Loose
How to Use Babbitt Metata, 79.
BOILER NOTES.-Advantages and Dis-

Handy Mixture

mails are heavily freighted with these messages

Joints;

from

STEAM

advantages of ihe Surface Condenser; Proportions of
Locomotive Boiler and Entrine, 79. Throttling the
Stesm Supply; Proper Thiekneas for Boiler Plates;
Engine Foundations; A Long Run by a S eam Engine:
Sensible and Sound; Commet is not Needed; Economical Press; Increase Working Pressure iu Marine Eneines,

80.

OUR LUMBER INTERESTS. -The
Bailroad Extension;
Device for

Lumbering

in California,

Donahue

Handling Lumber;

80.

MINING SUMMARY— From

the various counties
of California. Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho.
Montana. New Mexico. Oresron, Utah, Wyoraine, 72-73
-Sales at the San
Francisco Stock Board, Notices of Meetines, Assessments, Dividends, and Bullion Shipments, 84.

MINING STOCK MARKET.

Business Annoancements.
[new this

far-off lands,

the ocean cables transmit

more urgent and -important. Much
business do the latter derive from
source.
The numbar of these mining com-

ting the

profitable
this

panies having their headquarters in the great

metropolis exceeds belief, their nominal capital
actually amounting to billions.

While

a great

many

of these

ventures prove

disappointing, not a few ending in early and

enough succeed to make the busiFormerly, and for a good
while at first, the losses sustained were much
greater than they have been for some time past,
English experience having in this respect actotal failure,

ness fairly profitable.

that class of

applied to

is

concentrators such as the Frue

imparted,

is

order and decorum, nothing of a rancorous or

The invention

grossly personal kind ever being indulged in.

The proceedings

from one another
ative to the

of

these meetinga, or a very full synopsis of them,

parting

appear

they

the leading

mining journals,
whereby b3th the shareholders and the general
public are kept well informed in regard to the
affairs of these mining companies.
It is no doubt to their mining ventures and
the care with which they look after them that
British investors are mainly indebted for their
seemingly inexhaustible store of wealth and
thtir sound financial standing; and to this industry would the Eaglish people do well to betake themselves even more largely than they
yet have done in this, the hour of their industrial and commercial decadence.
This sturdy
and indomitable race with such a training
in

all

Liroconite, Cornwall, Eng.; eudialite, Greenconnetlite, Cornwall; pucherite, Saxony;
prelsenite,
Tyrol; baryto-calcite, England;
mimetite, England; condurrite, Cornwall; meliphanite, Norway; gyrolite, Greenland; brewa-

Scotland ; braokebuschite, Argentine
Republic; triplite, Bohemia; quartz crystal, inlimonite, Wales; chrysoberyl,
Ural
mountaine; glaucodot, Chili; rhodocrosite, Colorado ; millerite, Pennsylvania; tripbyllite,
Maine; axinite, France; samarskite. North Caropvromorphite, Germany
lina
cronstedite,
Cornwall; white tourmaline, Elba; dioptase,
S beria; realgar (crystallized), Hungary; natrolite, Ireland; auatase, Switzerland; corundum
(crystal), India; aragonite (crystals), Herrengrund; pyromorphite, Germany.
Cinnabar from Santi Rosa, on the line between the States of Morelos and Mexico, Mexico, the first mine worked for quicksilver in
America, opened in 1718, J. W. C. Maxwell.
Livingstonite (aulph-antimonide of mercury),
Trinidad mine, Haitzaco, State of Guerrero,
Mexico, J. W. C, Maxwell.
Salt pure enough for domestic use as found,
Tehachipi, Summit valley, Kern county, Cal.,
Judge P. D. Green.
Five specimens Eistern minerals from M.
terite,

closing

;

is

any of the endThese machines differ

applicable to

less-belt concentrators.

In these discussions, though they often wax very
animated, little ever occurs calculated to mar

in details of

construction

framework and mechanism

rel-

for im-

to the belt its

several motions, but
resemble one another in the employment of a common feature the eudleas travelall

—

which a positive shake is imparted.
These belts have been made of canvas, espe-

ing belt to

cially the earlier ones,

but they are

made

sides

The

of rubber.

now

usnally

have guard fianges
and their surfaces are smooth. They are set at
a alight inclination and have an uphill travel,
the same

at

either

movement
gle

time receiving a shake motion
endwise or an eccentric

sidewise,

resulting from a combination of sin-

movements.

The general operation is that the stream of
water fiowing down the inclined belt carries the
lighter or waste particles of the pulp with it to
the lower end, while the heavier particles or
sulphnrets cling to the belt and proceed upwardly with its travel against the flow of water,
pasB around the upper end and are deposited in

the tank below.

Instead of using the ordinary belt with the
or smooth surface, Mr. Morse uses one with
a surface consisting of a continuous series of
short vanning surfaces, rising at a considerable
flat

angle to the horizon and to the general grade of
the belt. These elevated vanning surfaces are

connected by a series of steep inclined surfaces.
This construction changes the vanning surface
of the belt from a downwardly sloping surface,

smooth

as in a

belt, to

a

partially

upwardly

sloping surface.

The water and pulp flow down the depressed
up and over the elevated
surfaces, and over these latter surfaces the sepsurfaces and are forced

aration of the lighter paiticlea takes place.
a plane-surfaced

belt

On

the separation dependa

largely on the adhesion of the heavier particles

to the belt;

but, by having the vanning sur-

Mr. Morse claims there is, in
addition to the adhesion, a separation due to
the difference of specific gravity of the particles
elevated,

faces

a corrent of water. The current of water
flowing up the inclined elevated surfaces will
take the light stuff, while the heavier stuff will
in

move down through this current and lodge in
the angles between the inclined and depressed

;

surfaces.

The

of ritHes

A\'hich

belt

is

really

formed into a

aeriea

are shaped like an inverted

V, with one angle considerably longer than the
Mr. Morse is of the opinion that a belt
made this way can be made shorter than the
other.

ordinary ones to accomplish the result.
also work with a thin stream of pulp,

It will

A

larger

stream of water can be used and any variation
in the amount of pulp may be permitted.

The

Mechanics' Fair opens in this city on

August 7th, and if we are to judge by interviews with the Fair oflacials, it will be the
finest yet, there being an unprecedented deBraverman, Viaalia.
.
Copper ore. Lower California, Geo. E. Mills. mand for space. A new annex 250 feet by 50
Silver ore of very complex nature, Elko, Ne- feet has been bnilt for
agricultural implementa,
vada, J. W. McDonald.
so that now about all the machinery will be
Fine red sandstone from the quarries of the
Arizona Sandstone Co., Cbino, A. T., of which outside the main building.
the courthouse at Los Angeles is built, W. H.
Minerals in China. There is no question
English.
but that China is exceedingly rich in minerals
The Arizona Apaches are getting restive, and both useful and
precious. In many districts

corded with the rule elsewhere general. It is
not BO easy now to float on the Eoglish market
a worthless mine, or even one of dubious value,
as it was 10 or 15 years ago.
No offering will
US'See Advertising Columns.
there are fears of an outbreak. It is probable
be touched, though in the hands of the most inthat if the Indiana go on another raid it will be
fluential promoters, unless it show substantial
their last one, for the reaidents of Arizona will
Passing Events.
merit, these British investors having become
very wary and discriminating of late. While not be aatisfied with any foolishness, but will
insist on the removal of all Indians that are left
The reduction in the price of lumber which a deserving property can be readily
placed over
has been announced will etimulate thebailding there, it would be
to some other region.
easier, probably, to handle
industry again. Lumber has been fo high of one of the
wildcat order in this country than
Prof. C. M. Woodward delivered the first
late that many persons have been dtt^rred from in
any of the larger cities of England or Contilecture at the Cogswell Polytechnic Institute,
building. Coasting freights have fallen, and nental Europe.
on the subjectof " Industrial Education." The
there is now an abundant supply of lumber.
As regards home management, the English
institute will soon he formally opened.
The experiment of mining the bed of the Cxr- have always conducted this
department of minson river by means of dredges will soon com- ing affairs in
a more sensible and business-like
Valentine Eichel, a miner well known in
mence. A large Webber centrifugal pump has way than has
been common with ub. British Arizona, was terribly injured by a fall down
been shipped to the Drer^giog Co., completing shareholders are
accustomed to give much per- the shaft of the Topaz mine at Tombstone last
the machinery for the dredge. They expect to sonal attention
ts the baeiQesa. They largely week.
begin work by the Ist of September.
attend all meetings of the companies in which
Siskiyou CoaNTY has large areas of nnprosThe coal reBources of Alaska are attracting they are interested and
take an active part in pected and undeveloped mineral land.
issue.]

Books- C. A. Stetefeldt, New York.
Gold Mine— J. B. Bainbridge, Pasadena, Cal.
Civil and Sanitary Engineer- Hy. Jackson.
Mining Engineer— Modest Maryanski.

The improvement

concentrators.

management being sometimes very sharply and Triumph, in which an endless belt is emcriticised.
But everything is conducted with ployed and to which a positive shaking motion

met land;

the rich and well-to-do in

of

discussed before being adopted, shareholders being in the habit of asking the chair-

:

der; How Spectrum Analysis Was Discovered; A Rival
for Mount Hamilton; A Scientific School for Siberia;
How Leaves Change their Color in Autumn; Iodide of
Mercury in Tanning Skins; Are White Animals Specially Inclined to Deafness; A Rule of Doubtful Value;

Ore Concentrator.

the meet-

these people have always money to invest
any promising enterprise, more especially in
Our latest forms go to press on Thursday evening. mining. If their lands and shops and factories
and so many of their other home industries are
SCIENTIFIC PRESS PATENT AGENCY.
affording them such scanty profits, whence, it is school as their island affords can continue to
DEWEV & CO., Patent Solicitobs.
natural to inquire, come the revenues that keep reach out and gather in the mineral products of
G. H. STRONG.
W. B. EWBR.
A. T. DBWBY.
their private coffers alivays full and their pub- every country and thus go on enriching themSAN FRANCISCO
lic credit
always at par? It is, we opine, selves, even while the other sources of their
Saturday Morning, Aug. 4, 1888, the income they derive from their foreign min- prosperity and power are being dried un. If
ing ventures that enables the Eaglish to invest there is salvation for failing England, it ties
Here the growing
so largely and so readily in the innumerable manifestly in this direction.
TABLE OF CONTENTS.
schemes that are brought to their notice. This manufttcturers of other nations will not much
constitutes, no doubt, the principal sonrce of affect her, this being a field in which she can
BDITORLAL.S.— New Appliances for Working Gravel
Passing their large ready means and great financial employ her skill, energy and capital to great
Deposits; Exchtquer Mining Camp, 69.
Events; The English in Mining; New Oe ConcentraThe Miner's Inch; An Unfortunate Strike, strength. The extent to which they have em- advantage, and in which she will have nothing
tor, 7677. The Value of the Lumber Product; Master Me- barked their means in this business would sur- to fear from overproduction or competition.
chanics' Association— Locomotive ConBtruction; The
prise those who have not had special informa- That a people so sagacious will not be long in
Productioo and Uses of Borax, 78.
ILL»U3TRAT10NS.— Press Tank Used in Russell tion on the subject.
diacovering this fact, nor slow in availing themProcess; Cashier Mine, Exchequer District, 69. Construction of Triangular Weirs, 77.
There occurs hardly a mineral or metallic selves of these outlying opportunities to reCORRESPONDENCE. — From the Comstock; product in nature but what this energetic, cuperate their waning strength, may well
be
Placer County Mines; Mining in Nevada County; The
Niehart District, Montana, 70.
believed.
MISCBr.LANEOUS.— The Water P-.wer at Folsom; money-seeking race have made the object of
The Hidden Treasure Mine Fire, 70. The Kussell their enterprise, nor is there a land under the
Process, 71. Teleeraph Lines and the Interstate ComMining Bureau Contribntions.
sun in which they have not sought after these
mission; The Statue to Master MechaLic Stevens, 75.
MECHANICAL PROGRBSS.-Forging ly Pres- forms of wealth. In every hemisphere and
Among recent additions to the museum of
sure or by Blows; Pulverized Fuel; Novel F.xperimont
with Leather Belts; Rustintr of Sheet iron; Wire under every zone Eaglish companies are to be
the California State Mining Bureau are the folGauges; Oil of Mustard as a Lubricating Oil; Iron in
found
opening
and
working
mines,
the
up
KoWashington Territory; MaUeable Bronze, 74.
lowing
Entered at
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much

the amenities of debate.

itself.

The English

week. 1 month. 3 moa. 12 mos.
$.80 S 2.20
S 5-00
S .25

Oneinch

mine

the proceedings.

[Aug.

—

the roofs of the houBes are covered with copper
tiles.
A late English paper records the fact
that a shipment of several thousand copper roof-

ing

tiles

was recently received

in

London from

China.

At a special meeting of the stockholders of
the Eureka Con. Mining Company, D, Friedenwas elected director, vice H. R. P. Hutand H. P. Buah, secretary, vice Cunningham, resigned.
rich

ton,

At

Qaijotoa district, Arizona, last week, the

thermometer marked 115 degrees in the shade,
and it was very hot in the mines there.

The
strict

laws.

Federal

Government

observance

of

the

will

enforce

hydraulic

a

mining

Aug.

Mining and Scientific Press.

1888.]
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The module used was a rectan- \an NoBtrand of New York) engravings which the watsr
measurement in the .State of Califor50 inches long and two inches wide, we here reproduce showing how to determine nia
by 1 1 different ditch companies, legal
meiswith head seven inches above the center of the the discharge through triangular notches. The

the sea-lerel.

The Miner's Inch,

gular

How

Determine Quantity of Water.

to

In Ciliforuia the meaaaremeDt of watur

whit U known

oa

" miner'a inches,"

arement

by

la

The dtaoharge was over a

opening.

ud-

bat,

slit

three-inch

shown

plank, the outar inch chamfered, at

in

method described by him

aa follows

is

'

=

l=

;

Mr.

:

Olacbarge Tbroush TriaoBUlar Notches,

is no standird of exactness.
acoonipaoying engraving. The size of the open*
The right angled triangular notch
Auk. J- H^wie, in faU work on " Hy- ing was taken with a measure (micrometer atsheet iron is a very convenient way of
drsulio Mining in California,*' in speaking; of tached) which had been compared with and adThe miner's inch of water justed to a standard United States yard. Time ing the discharge of water. Aooordiog
tSia sabj-ct, says:
is a quantity which rarles in almost every dis
was read to one-fifth of a second; the level of Thompson's experiments, the discharge
feet per second
head (in inches) x
trtct in California; no one (i.*o(ie> has been uni- the water (drawn from a large reservoir) was

foitanately, there

of the State included

:

t-tv.\^^=wl

of thin

measur-

I

.

formly adopted, nor has any established pres-

determined with B)yden's

sure been agreed on under which the water

adjustment.

shall be measured.
10, II, or

I'J

a 24 boar inch.

water

the

la some counties there are

hour inches, and
is

others there

in

generally

are

Ooe mioer'a Inch
.026 oabic feet;

hour,

reot*

angular, but vary greatly in width and length,

being from

1

The following

refeulta

were

ob-

tained:

is

The apertures through whioh
measured

micrometir

bdok,

2 cubic

\\\

1

will discharge in

1

second

24

hours, 2260 S

oubic
tys =

To nse the notch, construct a weir box, O,
with a notch, }', (see cuts), made of iron, fitted
in one end.
The edge of the notch must be
sharp and beveled out, and the inside face

1

The

ootilicient of

was 61.6 per cent.

ix

etll

tom has changed the form

rabed above them. The head may denote the
distance above the oentur of the aperture, or
again that above the top, and
inches ti

varies from

12 inofaes above the center of

is

the

orifice

inches wide,

now

accepted as 200 miner's inches.

Aug.

with a seven-

J.

the dis-

These openings discharge

is

what

is

used.

marked h

is

to eay, the

head

is

seven

I

.5^1

Opposite

table.

WATBS

TIIROUOII A RIOIir-AKOLKD
NOTI

.'t7°

41'

N.,

elevation

216

*

ij

.

(^uautlty

.

per min.,

i

Head,
inchua.

p

Icuhicfett.

i

'

q
por m(n

i,

E

DISCHARGE OVER THREEINCH PLANKS.

0.34.67

1.10
1.15
1.20
1.25
1.30

0.38K4
0.4310
0.4827
0.6346

1.35
1.40
1.46
1.50
1.55
1.60
1.85
1.70
1.76
1.80
1.86
1.90
1.95
2.00
2.05
2.10
2.16
2.20
2.25
2.30
2.35
2.40
2.45
2.60
2.65
2.6C
2.65
2.70
2.76

0.6480
0.7090
0.7747
0.8432
0.0153
o.onno
1.070

2.90
2.95
3.00
3.05
3.10
3.15
3.20
3.25

OONSTBUOTION OF TRIANGULAR WEIRS.
inohea above the opening, or nine inches above
the center. The bottom of the aperture is on a

above the level of the sea, to determine the
value of the inch thus delivered in the cUims,
feet

bottom of the box, and t'lie board The results here given are the mean of a aeries
whioh reguiUea the pressure is a plank one of gaugings taken from nine different apertures,
inch thick and seven inches deep. Thas an discharging in the aggregate 1800 miner's
opening SJiO inches long and four inches wide, inches.
The water was drawn direct'y from a flume
with a preesare of seven inches above the top of
the orifice, will discharge 1000 Smartsville and discharged into a small reservoir, across
Eich square inch of the open- the lower end of which was fitted a gauge. The
miner's inches,
ing will discharge 1,76 cubic feet per minute, velocity of the water issuing from the flume
which approximates the discharge per inch of a was broken by several drops as it entered the
two-inch orifice through a three-inch plank, reservoir, and the gauge at the lower end was
with a head of nine inches above the center of raised sufficiently to prevent any Sdw due to an
the opening, the said discbarge being 1.78 cubic increased velocity which might have been aclevel with the

The Smartsville miner's inch quired
The
discharge 2334.40 oubic feet in 24 hours,

feet per minute.
will

though

in thdt district the inch

is

reckoned for

II hours only.

in the flume.

level of the water

3.40
3.45
3.50
3.65
3.60
3.06
3.70
3.76
3,80
3.85
3.90
3.95
4.10
4.06
4.10
4.16
4.20
4.25
4.30
4.35
4.40
4.46
4..50
4..55

4.60
4.66
4.70

was determined with

1

5S9I(

153
1.240
1.330
1.424
1.622
1.C25
1.731
1.841
1.956
2.074
2.196
2.323
2.466
2.690
2.730
2.876
3.024
3.177
3.335
3.498
3.666
3.838
4.014
1

.

6.76
6.80
6.86
6.90
5.95
6.00
6.05
6.10
6.16
6.20
6.25
6.30
6.35
6.40
0.45
6.60

4.196

C..56

4.382
4.574
4.770
4.971
6.178
5.388
6.605
6.827
6.064
6.285
6.523
6.765
7.012
7.266
7.624
7.788
8.068
S.332
8.613
8.899
9.191
9.489
9.792
10.10
10.41
10.73
11.06
11,39
11.73
12.07
12.42
12.78
13.14
13.61
13.89
14.27
14.05

6.60
6,66
6.70
76
6.80
6,85
6,90
6,95
7.00
7.06
7.10
7.16
7.20
7.26
7.30
7.36
7.40
7.46
7.50
7. 66
7.60
7.66
7.70
7.75
7.80
7.66
7.90
7.95
8.00
8.06

cubic foot

=

S.IO
8.16
8.20
8.25
8.30
8.36

16.04
19.44
15.86
10.26
16. ei
17.11
17.64
17.97
18.42
18.87
19.32
19.79
20. as
20.73
21.22
21.71
22.20
22.70
23.22
23.74
24.26
24.79
25.33
26.87
26.42
26.98
27.56
28.12
28.70.

29.28
29.88
30.48
31.09
31.71
32.33
32.96
33.60
34.24
34.89
36.66
36.23
S6.I-9

37.58
88,27
38.96
39.67
40.38
41.10
41.83
42.66
43.30
44.06
44.82
45.68
46.36
47.14
47.92
48.72
49.53
50.34
61.16
.51,99

62.83
63.67
64.53
66.39
66.26
67.14
68.03
58.92
59.l>2

60.73
61.66

per n

«

02.68
03,51
64.45
65.41
60..37
67.34
68.32

8.80'

70.30
71.30

C!).30

8.86
8.90
8.95
5.00
9.05
».10
9,16
9.20
9.2B
9.30
9.35
9.40
9.45
9.60
9,66
9.60
9.65
9.70
9.75
9.80
9.86
9.90
9.95
10.00
10.05
10.10
10.16

72.81
73.33
74.36
76.40
TO. 44
77.49
78..',5

79.63
80.71
81.80
82.90
84.01
85.12
86.24
87.37
88.62
89.67
90.83
02.00
93.18
94.37
95. E6

111.20

96.77
97.98
99.20
100.43
101.67
102.92
104 18
105.46
106.73
108.02
109.31
110.62
111.94
113.26
114.60
116.94
117.29
118.66
120.02
121.41
122.81
124.21
125.61
127.03
128.45
129.90
131.35
132.81
134.27
135.75
.

I

I

137.2!!

138.73
140.23
111.76
143.28
144,82
146.36

14/91
149.43
161. U5
152.64

of the orifice.

M

a discharge through an opening 50 inches long
and two inches wide, through a three-inch

plank (outer inch chamfered) with the water
seven inches above the center of the opening,"

Fsperimente at Columbia HiU.
To determine

the value of this miner's inch, a
experiments was made at Columbia
latitude 39" N., elevation 2900 feet above

series of
hill,

f^.

> hi
ft

5

Mli.Of'H

Tnnh.

I

?r 5' -I

•;

An

= 8.34

lbs.

There

Unfortunate Strike.

no intelligent, well disposed man
who does not entertain a very great respeot
is

the National Asflociation of

for

hood

the Brother-

Locomotive Eogineers. It has long
been regarded as one of the most intelligent and
of

conservative of

all

the country, and

the labor organizationa of

has been a matter of much
regret everywhere that such an organization
it

should have been betrayed into the unjust and
ODneceaaary '*B. & Q." strike, which has so
long interfered with the general business ioterUnion, both Kist and West. Kipecially has this been the case since the startling

esta of the

development! have been made in Chicago whioh
have involved several of the members of the association in a deep, widespread

and most crimwhich the lives of great
numbers of innocent persons men, women and
children were involved. The testimony, sustained by the open confession of two of the
leaders, shows a long-existing plot of a most
dangerous and desperate character. No wellinformed man would for a moment think of
inal conspiracy,

in

—

—

holding the association respODsible for suoh a
criminal act, but the public cannot close their

eyes to the fact that the conspiracy has grown
out of most unlawful and violent demonstra-

which the Brotherhood

tions for

directly re-

is

sponsible.

The

strike has long been practically a failure,

and there

no possible hope for any other

is

— in the nature of

Hence,
all

for the

sake of the general public and

concerned, wou'd

Brotherhood

it

to officially

not be well for the

accept the actual situ-

A

ation and declare the Etrike off?
of

re-

cannot be.

things there

sult

prompt

act

that kind would help the credit of the asso-

and put a stop to any further criminal
against persons or property.
Mr.

ciation

attempts

Arthur, the head of the organizvtion,

is

said to

be in favor of such a course, which, under pres-

ent circumstances,

would give evidence that

the methods cf the Brotherhood are legitimate

and Uw-abidiog.

There can be no possible contingency under
which the least txcuse exists for any attempt to right a wrong which must involve in

The legal definition of a miner's inch (see its consequences the lives of innocent women
The discharge from the module was caught Water Rights, State of UAlifornia, Civil Code, and children. There must be no excuse for

:

It^n and L^
At the North Bloomfield,
Grange mines the inch has been calculated from

73

a Boyden'a hook.

The miner's inch of the Park Canal and Min- in a Same and conduct;d to a box fitted and Section 1415) is thlt quantity of water which
Company, in El Dorado county, discharges leveled for the purpose. Time was read to one- will fl iw through an opening of one square inch
1.39 cubic feet of water per minute. The inch fifth of a second. The following results were in the bottom or side of a vessel, under a pres
of the South Yuba Oanal Company is computed obtained
sure of four inches above an opening. Fifty of
One miner's inch discharged in one second these miner's inches is equivalent to a discharge
from a discbarge through a two-inch aperture,
above the center

D

?o
S
'•'5-r'

I

;cublc feet.

ing

over a 1^-inch plank, with a head of six inches

& b3
'

aB'

in.,

8.40
S.45
8.60
8.66
8.60
8.65
8.70
8.75

7.4S U. S. galp; 1 U. S. gal.

«tr

!?>:

ij

10.25
10.30
10.35
10.40
10.45
10.60
10,56
10.00
10.66
10,70
10.75
10.80
10.85
10. VO
10; 95
11.00
11.05
11.10
11.15
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minute.

was made by Mr.
Bowie at La Grange, Stanislaus county,
of

accompanying

of

in

Head,

inch board top; that

"i -t

7"3

''.

•f>l£K.tA«..*^*«,

A'A', to render the surface of the
water near the point .4 uniform or still (,4 is
taken about IS to 24 inches ^ck from the wtirplate T),
Place a spirit-level or straight-edge,

column Q, will be found the number
plank, with a feftof water flowing over the notch

12,'

charge,

A series

calculated from a dis-

charge through a four<iocb

the module, and

through ooe and one-half inch
bead of six inches above the top of

aperture.

The Smatt^ville inch

of

an aperture 12 inches high by

4.^

^

'

—i3

*»

of water, cus-

for

with the bottoms of the boxes, sometimes

t-

•

a

few inches to several feet Ions. The diecbarges These figures are within the limit of 1-5(X)
are through l*inch, l^-incb, 2ioch, and :{ inch possible error.
The experiments were made
C, on the weir-plate at K; mcaanre the distance
planks with square, or with square and cham- by li. Smith, Jr., 0. R.
fered edges, combined or not, as the case may
As the two-inch aperture requires too much at A from C to surfioeof water. Subtract this
from H, and fiud the diGTerence in oolamn
The bottoms of the openings are sometimes space
be.
gauging large quantities
flash

10-5:

.=-£-5
r5o2.

iH';

or strips,

feet.

inch to 12 inches wide, and from a

in

0051,

must be placed at right angles to the surface of
the water, M.
Place in the box bi Ills-boards
oubic

minute, 1.57 cubic feet;

feet;

to Prof.

dynamiters anywhere; the

full force of

the law

should be meted out to them. The dynamiters
connected with the railroad strike in this city
a

year ago made

ment

result

to

it

in

impossible for that move-

So

success.

it

will

and

one cubic foot of water per second, and is less should be everywhere.
feet; in one hour, 89.9640 cubic feet; in 24 by ,312 of a cubic foot per second than the
The Railroad in Turkeit. The railroad
hours, 2159.1460 oubic feet,
Efi'eotive coeffi- ** Nevada county miner's inch,"
To get the
cient of tfiiux, 59.05 per cent.
number of gallons in miner's inches, multiply has found its way into Tuikeyand threatens
An experiment on a single aperture of this the given number of inches by 14.961, pointing such a revolution among the Turks that they
form, made by Hamilton Smith, Jr,, gave a dis- off five decimal places; the result gives the would stop its progress if they dared to do so.
charge of 2179 4 cubic feet per miner's inch in numbsr of gallons discharged per second. To But there i? too much enlightenment even in
.02499 cubic feet; in one minute, 1.4994 cubic

of

—

The 2230 cubic feet of the North
Bloomfield inch can only be considered an as-

24 hours.

sumed rough estimate
for

of diecharge in

in

book (publiahcd by

The following table from

it

the StatMician gives

potism

is

it

out.

its

The car

of

course, notwith-

threatens dire calamities to the Sul-

and rule. The only safeguard of dpscomparative ignorance and isolation.

tan's gates

sought.
his

that benighted land to rule

progress cannot be stayed in

24 hours 8 9766; result will be number of miner's inches standing

one miner's inch,

Mr, Bowie gives

get miner's inches in gallons, divide the number
of gallons, flow or discharge per second, by

Mining and Scientific Press.
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Lumber Product.

The Value of the

have, presumably, carefully

ferent men,

who

madB

Of course this difference
generally due to the influence of

The Production

investigations.

and

—

Uses of Borax.

people,

of StitiaticB at

we

opine,

Washington

of t^e various prod-

—

difficult it is to eliminate

those

in

to

an

article

4,

which

1888

lately

ap-

the Alia of this city from the pen of

Mr, Arthur Robottom, an Knglieh gentleman,

who has

given

much

careful attention to this

Dumaa of
Academy of Science have given publicity to various new uses to which borax may
be applied. Mr. Robottom himself has also experimented largely in this direction, and now
matter. Prof. Schnetzler and Mods.
the Paris

and 36.58
sometimes occura native in expresses himself as being fully convinced that
It is borax will soon become one of the leading arti*
crystals, sometimes in concrete lumps.
Foreetry
locomctive operation it is practically impossible
Com..
474.291850 to make all the conditions, save one, nniform; found in various paiti of Asia and North and cles of commerce in the States of California
Wheat
371,S-'t.OS4
Hav
South America. It is mostly produced from and Nevada. The great use of it has been in
280,266242 hence the difficulty of correct observation."
Cotton..'.'.
the natural product, boracic acid. It was the manufacture of the glaze on earthenware,
160.243 565
Oats
74,4CO,000
Go'd and silver
J
Unnecessary Destruction of Salmon in originally brought commercially from a salt but in future it will be used for a thousand
i 94,S0O.000
Coal or all kind (tone)
20.470,000 Alaska.— We learn from Mr. Jonathan K. lake in Thibet.
Pure borax is a white eub- purposes one of the most important will be the
Iron ore
Corn is frequently alluded to as the most im- Hoag, who arrived in this port on Saturday last stmce of sweet taste, soluble in twice its weight washing of linen, calicoes, flannels, and all
portant agricultural product of the country, and persteamer Dora from Alaska, thac it is the of boiling water. It melts by heat into a por- woolen goods, etc.
When at a temperature of redness,
the one of the greatest value; but in 1883 the custom at the salmon fisheries at Kodiak, and ous mass.
Mr. R. says: I have had it tried and thorQots of the year 1883:

Value.
8700.000.000
679,713.499

.

ment know how

According
peared

Borax borate of soda was known to the
have any ade- of opinion is
ancient Greeks and Romans aa nitrum.
Its
extraneous, but this does not make
something
quate idea of the importince of the lumber infirst mention by the alcbemistB was in the 10th
to
which
upon
exact
fact*
gttting
at
task
of
the
terest of the country, or of its value as comcentury. Its chemical nature was first made
build any the less easy of accomplishment.
pared with our other leading industries. We
known by Geofiroy in 1732. The common hexexperitime
t5
much
Those who have devoted
append a few figures compiled by the Bureau
agonal crystals of borax, according to Dana,

Very few

[Aug.

things that have a real but not desired connection with the question under considerat'on. In

consist of 47.17 of water, 16.25 soda,
of boracic acid.

It

—

presumably at ctber places in Alaska, to place it runs together into a transparent glass, called oughly tested in various work-houeeSf hospiboards entirely across the streams in such a glass of borax.
tals, prisons and other public institutions in
The refining of crude borax has baen con- this country, and in all cases the reports are
manner that the salmon cannot pass them on
their way up the stream to spawn. The streams ducted in the seaport towns of the Mediterra- most favorable.
Two ouncea boiled in 12 galthus become literally filled with fish, which, in nean from the early times of ancient Greece.
lons of water for washing will make olothes
for
regions
of
Tuscany
were
following
farther
volcanic
the
obstruction,
bntt
The
with the above we append
their frantic efforts to pass the
cleaner and whiter than soda or washing-powinteresting facta about lumber:
their heads against it until their noses or the many years the chief source of snpply of this ders, and does not injure or rot the material;
To the great Noithwest, within the last two side of the head is so worn off that the fish die, product for Europe. That region commenced the colors in print are not the least affected
decades, millions of dollars have been sent for In moat of the catches great numbers of &di are its supply about 1818. For the first ten years
when washed with borax; it sives half the soap,
investment; milfs of railroad have been built;
also so injured that they become useless for it turned out in the aggregate only about 750 and the best of all, it does not injure the washhundreds of families have moved there and
made homes and yet, in a climate far more canning. In these ways nearly as many fish tons; the next ten years the works produced er woman's hands, but heals any sores. [We
hospitable, in a section of country not nearly so are wasted as are saved.
From that time the product was have no Chinamen in England to do the washStioh a practice, be- 7000 tons.
isolated and so sterile, some of the finest timsides being unnecessarily destructive to the gradually increased up to iS46, when the an' ing, as we have in California.]
Two ounces of it
ber lands, bard wood and pine, have gone
boiled in a pint of water (all solutions of it
The census is not in fish, is barbarous in the extreme and calls load- nual output was 1500 tons.
a*begging at $3 an aore
The Varyina: Price of Borax.
teresting reading matter to moat people, but it ly for some fish law which shall properly proshould be boiled) cleans marble, removes the
From it we learn tect the fisheries of that Territory. We underis instructive, nevertheless.
About 1848 or '49, much apprehension was stains and dirt, and is mott useful for cleaning
that in 1880 there were 259,959.159 acres of
stand that the fish are already getting scarce in felt lest the natural supply of the article should paint, without removing it; cleaniug printer's
more than
forest land in the Southern States
the total improved land in farms in all the some localities in the Territory from wanton give out. This fear was chit fly induced from type, jewelry, plate-glass windows, taking
States in the Union, leaving out Illinois. It is destruction and unnecessary interference with the fact that the material from which it was stains out of decanters, and for making vegesafe to say that 80 per centum of these 259,- the progress of a reasonable number of fish to
obtained had for several years b3en becoming tables beautifully tender and green. A small
959,159 acres is in virgin timber. Two hundred
their spawning-grounds.
TLie foreign matters quantity put into the tea kettle extracts the
less and less productive.
There are, in the
millions acres of woodland
Northern Stites and Alaska, about 180.000.000
which it contained averaged for many years strength and improves the flavor; mixed with a
Pacific Fishing Rksources,— The fishing
acres, so we lead the North by 20,000.000
only about eight per cent, but about 1850 those little camphor, makes a splendid hair-wash; put
acres and Alaska will not be a lumbering resonrces of the Pacific Coast are being rapidly
impurities increased to fully 2£ per cent. As into the water that barbers use, makes shaving
country for many a year yet, it is to be preextended. In addition to salmon, codfish and
a consequence of this uncertainty the price was easy; makes bad water good for drinking purBumed.
other
largely
utilized
varieties,
that
large
and
In 1880 the South produced about $45,000,about doubled, and refined borax sold in 1850 poses; removes stains from the hands; kills bugs
000 of sawed lumber, which was not a bad delicious fish, the halibut, is now found in great as high as 60 cents a pound; but confidence in and destroys the fuogus that
is so injurious to
showing when it is remembered that the ma- abundance. The Glonoester halibut fishers are
restored, it gradually the vines, and kills the spawn of froga and
its yield having been
chinery up to that time was exceedingly primmaking arrangements to put vessels in the buei- dropped from that figure to 40 cent in 1857, and other small fry; a small quantity
itive.
put into milk
The next census will show an increase
that will astonish every one. The sawmills in neas on this coast, and send fresh halibut by 23 to 25 cents in 1859.
That figure was quite prevents it going sour; kept air-tight, it will
the South are run by mechanics by men from fast freight to the E ist.
The growing scarcity constantly m^kintained until 1869, when the retain the scent of new milk for
months. I
Indiana, Ohio and other timbered Statas, and of this fish in the Atlantic, and its great abunCalifornia product began to come into the mar- have boiled two ounces of borax in a pint of
they have a keen knowledge of the butiuess and
dance
the
Pacific, will render such a business
in
know just what they are doing. They have
ket, upon which the price again began to drop, water, placed grapes in the solution when cold;
the best circular and band sawmills to be found profitable. The abundance of these fish here finally reaching 12 to 15 cents in 1874, and 7 to the color is perfect and the grapes are preservin this country.
There are more band sawmills has just been demonstrated by a catch in 15
8 cents in 1878 and 79. In May, 1887, it drop- ed, but the flivor is not equal to fresh-gathered
south of the Ohio than there are north of it.
days of 50,000 pounds by the MoUie Adams, a
ped to 5 and 6 cents, but is now, July, 1SS8, grapes.
They cut to the best advantage and shape the
lumber as wanted. Sawmilling in the South is schooner which recently arrived here from the quoted at about 9 cents.
Fruit can ba preserved in a strong solution of
in its infancy, but strong enough to stand alone. Atlantic Coast to go into this business off the
borax, and meat will not putrefy if covered
Ita Production on the Pacific Coast—A
The timber is cheap, of fine quality, and can be coast of British Columbia,
New Deposit.
with a dry powder. Some pork pickled with
bought in any quantity wanted.
The production of borax on the Pacific Coast dry borax kept well for more than a month,
Effect OF Glass Upon Wine. It has been
but was not palatable.
Master Mechanics' Association— Locois at present confined toCilifornia and Nevada.
discovered in France that glass bottles in which
Two ounces of borax will go as far in washing
But what is supposed to be a very extensive demotive Construction.
wine is kept sometimes affect its quality, Pelposit is about to be opened directly upon the or cleansing as a pound of soda.
Borax placed
igot, a chemist, says that the changes which
The American Master Mechanics* Association
ocean coast in Oregon and about 15 miles north in steam boilers prevents their becoming enwine kept long in bottles undergoes is due to
held its annnal meeting at Alexandria Bay in
This deposit is a some- crusted. It is used in England to repair millof the California line.
the action of the ingredients used in the prepaJnns, The work of this association is largely
what remarkable one, being imbedded in a dry ers* grinding-stones, for enameling watch and
ration of the glass. An undue admixture of
one of education. Much of the time of the asbluff composed largely of blue clay in such a clock faces, in the manufacture of edge tools,
lime and magnesia, which are often subatitnted
sociation was taken np in discussing the subposition that small vessels can anchor within in electro-plating by braziers, and by hatters in
for soda and potash, being cheaper, act injuricleaning raw silk, in the flaxing of metals and
ject of locomotive construction and managelass than a mile of the deposit.
ously upon the wine. la those bottles in which
ment, a business in which improvement can be
production of borax on the Pacific Coast enameling iron, and in India for making fine
The
the wine actually improves, the proportion of
realized only by the most tentative processes
commenced about 1860. S xteen years later, in steel. It will cure toothache, preserve the
lime is found not to exceed IS or 20 per cent.
and at the expense of much observation and pa1376, the yield had increased to a little over teeth, cure sore throats, is good for rheumatics,
makes a cooling drink in hot climates, presents
tience.
"Standards in locomotive construcExtent of Damage to France by Phyl- 5,000,000 pounds. Daring the next ten years
tion," says a mechanical ootemporary, *' can
up to 1887 the production increased from chilblains, and preserves the most delicate
loxera. The phylloxera, since its first appear
only be satisfactorily established as a result of
froita from the tropica.
ance in France, 12 years ago, has desolated one- five to within a fraction of ten million pounds,
careful and extended observation, made by
The work of production is still going on in
while the importation into the United States
half of all the vineyards in the country.
The
many men, and under a great variety of condi- actual
California, as will bs seen from the following
money loss to the country is variously has fallen off to less than 5000 pounds.
tions which indirectly affect the results. It
In addition to the almost total supply for the for this year up to July 23, 1888
Receipts
estimated at from one and a half to t;vo thonfollows that conclusions mn&t be drawn after
Pacific Coast, in 1886, ex- for January, 479,000 pounds; February, 396,700
sand millions of dollars
The area actually de< United States, the
mature consideration, or they will bewoithless.
countries 2,042,012 pounds, of pounds; March, 648.000 pounds; April, 623.700
stroyed is set down at two and one-half mtUions ported to foreign
The master mechanics are wise in proceeding
pounds went to En- pounds; May, 1,317,700 pounds; June, 957,700
of acres, with damage to others, still paitially which amount 1,964,283
with caution in this respect. A step backward
pounds; July, to date, 152,300 pounds. Total,
productive, of at least half a million more, mak- gland.
The Early Uses of Borax
will balance a dozen steps forward. The asso4,422.800.
ing an aggregate loss of 3,000,000 acres. And
ciation cannot afford to go backward. To do so
Were chit fly confined to metallurgical operations
still the work of destruction goes on.
Irish Woolens in America
would, in every instance, seriously impair its
In brazing, welding and soldering,
It is said that
as a fiux.

lumber output exceeded in value the corn crop
by nearly $21,000,000! At the present time,
without doubt, the excess in value of the lumber output is much greater than in 1883, and
In connection
far more rapidly increasing.
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usefulness.

The assooiation

is

working along

Coal from Japan.— The American buk Sunslowly in the ado{,tion of standards; those who
beam recently arrived at this port from Kobe,
think greater speed should be made in this di* Japan, bringing
a cargo of 1320 tons

it

rection can hardly have studied the question

It

of

closely.

the

The American Machinist,

in

alluding to the

meeting of the association, says:
tives are

consigned to

worked

**

in different parts of

it

is

a serious matter to adopt any single detail that
shall fit all these conditions, or shall be a eatiefac-

The opinions expressed

in the

replies to the queries of committees appointed to

investigate different subjects, and the discussion
of the reports of

these committees,

wide differeuce there

is

D. Spreokels

well

Bros.

This

for this

city.

Japan

metallic surfaces
It has also
is

now

which

it is

desired to unite.

long been used as a flux in assaying.
largely

used in glass manufacture,

is

cargo of Jipaneae coal ever brought to
This looks like opening up a new

known

is

to be bountifully supplied with this

and to some extent
facture of gems.
Its

in

medicine and the manu-

Future Uses to be Greatly Enlarged.

The

virtues of

the recent discoveries of explosives, have decided to use metallic caainga for fortifications, with

a syndicate of 14 woolen-mills in Ireland has
agents in this country selling the product. The

agents say they are competing successfully in
this market nith the goods of Eigland, Aus-

and Scotland. The mills are operated by
water-power, and they employ- 2800 persons,
nearly all girla, who receive S3 a week.
tralia

borax are even yet but com-

known to the world, and much
study is being made at this time by ecientific
Safe Against Shells.— It is reported from men for new uses t) which, under its present
London that the French authorities, in view of low price, it may be economically applied. In
carboniferous mineral.

paratively little

Russian Flax.— It is claimed that Russian
an improvement over our common American variety; that the seed is more abundant,
larger, and yields a larger per cent of oil, and
flax is

still further re- also that the fiber is superior.
We know of no
duced prices which will probably be met, a io&tince of its cultivation in this State. Should
of cement called betbuuage, against much more extensive consumption than now be pleased to hear from
any correspondent in
which shells are powerless.
regard to the matter.
obtains wilt undoubtedly be met with.

show what a kind

in the experience of dif-

&

this port.

Locomo- source of coal supply

the coun-

try under widely different conditions, and

tory compromise.

first

J.

coal,

forms a thin, fusible protection to the bright,

the near future and under the

AOG.

4,

Mining and Scientific Press,

1888J

The Fraser Wine Process

in

79

France. not treat«d was roogh and covered with a green laid upon m sheet of white paper and rubbed
mold. The amell was like that of decaying back and forth until it acquires a fine dead

delivers the fioiahed flights at the rate of from 20
to

30 per minute. An important advantage of the
Most of the AtgeriiD winea, eapecially Xhote vrgrtable matter.
polish.
Any acrew-hulea or depreaaions in the
The power of the "Fraaer process" to de- steel must be cleaned and polished beforehand new machine i» that the flights are much better
nudo frum vints r«ued uu ibe lowUndt, have a
finished than by the old process.
Ai the
velop bouquet and tlivor in a moat wonderful with a piece of wood and
oil stone.
This machine is comparatively small, not likely
mntty or eu-thy tkste, wbicb u very detri- degree baa been univeraally acknowledged,
to
and delicate, lusterleas surface is (jaite aensitive get out of order,
and requires butone attendant,
mental to the wioe aod which could not hereto- now the aforesaid teata go to show quits aa con- and ahould ba rinaed with pure soft
water only. it seema deatined to superaede
present
methods
fore be got rid of and made ready for oae ex- oluaively that it preserves the wine against A more durable poliah ia obtained by firat of manafacluriDg
cept by allowiog the wioe t) age io cellara for

a period of at least two yeara. Ae the wine
prodad of Altieria exceeda 50,000,000 galloos
aooaally, the loaa of iatereat oo the ooat of
the wioe added to the loaa by evaporatioo repreaenta a very large aam.
M. Jaliea I'lgutt of St. Charaood, Loire,
Franoe, haviogbtcome familiar wit-i the Kraaer
procesa for agiog wioe aod beiog duly authorized to do ao, detarmiaed to try tbe virtae of
Ihat prooen for the treatment of tbia kind of
wine. Acoordiogly, on the l.t of April laat,
M. Pignet pot under treatment aeveral varietiee
of wioe aa followa: K^d Bordeaux wine of 18S6,
and Burgundy wine of 188l>, and two kit of

Had Algerian winC'—one of the vintage of 1S86
of the vintage of 18>S7, whioh laat, of
ooorae, coold not have been more than aboat
lix montha from Ihe preaa.
The reault we give
in his own words as oommuDioated to Dr.
and one

Fraser of this aity:
**
After 25 days* treatment we examined the
No. 1 Algerian wine. To my grant j<iy the
wine was quite transformed, /t had lost the
Uute of terroirt. It was soft and agreeable to
the palate, having lott the hardocsB of new
wine; the person who furnished me with the
wioe imports wine from Algeria. He would
not believe that it was possible to ripen and
age wine in glass veasels. When he comparf:d
tbe treated wine with that not treatt'd, be was
greatly astonished at tbe result." Aftjr a long
letter M. Pigoet adda the following postscript:
" I am pleastd t^ till you, before posting tbia
letter, that we exam ned tbe No. W Nevraud's
Algerian wine, and that the auccesa has b^en as
complete aa the No. 1. The moat important
result of these two experiments has ))een to
prove that the bad taste of theae Algerian winea
disappears complettly h^ tbe effect of the t.-eat*

germs, decomposition and decay.
We are of (lie opinion thdt the vast impoitance of the new discovery to the wine and
liquor indoatries of the world oanoct be fully
eatJm»t

^d.

flights.

smoothing the ateel aurface with an iron polisher aod some powdered oil-atone, carefully washSKrt'RE TiiK Loose .Toints —Many think that
ing and rinsing. Then mix in a small veaael some
engineers pay too little attention to the neceaaity
freah oil aod powdered oil atone, dip into this
of aecurely fistening the flexible parti in moving
mixture the end of a piece of elder pith, and
machinery that are liable to vibration. Such
poliah the ateel aurface with a gentle preasurd,
parts act like a cutting inatrumeut, and eventucutting tff the end of the pith as it commencfs
ally wear into each other and into the permanent
to become soiled.
In
conclusion

A

Tool for Under Planing.

No

one who has ever had mach planer work
to do on the under side of surfaces, such as the
pre jictiog pirts of Uthe bwda, which muat be
planed for tbe carnage gibs to work on, will
fail to appreciate the tool for that purpose devised and used in the Spriogfitld Machine Tool
Co. 'a shops at Springfield, Ohio.
It not only
obviates the necessity for standing by aod lifting tbe tool, and hoi ling it up during each back
strobe, which is always a very irksome pastime,
but lessens the liability t accidents, aod in the
end reduces the cost of tools.
The tool consists of a square shank held under the tool clamps of tbe planer in the ordinary manner, aod having its lower end enlarged
and a hole bored through it for the reception
of a shaft, which, at its outer end, carries the
)

tDOl.

The

it

thoroughly cleansed in soft water,
article will be found to have a fine,
polish.
Jiltknu/'aeturera' OazeU-i,

ahould

be

lasterlesa

is

shaft

made

is

a good

to

:

'

hid cut

boiler,

about half-way through the

wagon

top, almost rendering the boiler dangerous, and yet this locomotive had been built
only a few years. The excessive noise about
eonae machinery renders the squeak and noise

—

ORiNDim; Twist Drills
Twiat drills, saye
the American Marhiimt, ahould be ground to
such an angle aa will give them a straight lip;
and this angle varies in different makes ot iocideut
being determined by the shape of thR
cutter used and the angle of the spiral.
drill
which, when ground at one angle, will have a
straight lip, will, when ground at another one,
have a curved lip, and manufacturers use such
a combination of shape of cutter, angle of spiral
and. angle of lip, as to produce a straight lip.
A recent correspondent of the Machinist, Mr.
Geo. R. Stetson, says that \\V i^ aesamed as
the proper angle, and as Mr. Stetson ia the
superintendent of the Morse Twiat Drill and
Machine Co *s Works, it is to be preaumed that
their drills have straight lips when ground to
that angle.
It has been claimed, however, that
29^ 30' is the best possible angle.
It ia probable that the b»'at
angle for general purpoeea is ab^ut 30".
But circumstances sometimes change this.
For instance, if the holes
must be started from a Cdnter-punch mark, a
drill ground to a much sharper angle will have
less tendency to "run," but after it gets fairly
started, and especially if it is to encounter bard
spct) or blow-holes, it will go much straighter
if ground quite flit.
You will find, however,
that most drills are so made that when ground
to about the angle we have mentioned, the lips
are straight, and for general purposes it is
drills,

A

working fit in the bar,
turn slightly in it, its motion
being limited by a short pin which is driven
into tbe collar of the shaft, and enters the circular slot milled in the side of tbe bar.
When
the tool strikes the cut the pin is forced up t)
the end tf the slot, but during the back stroke
a email spiral spring inserted in the slot bf>hind the pin allows the shaft to turn back sufficiently to relieve the tool, refctoring it to its
place again bafore the next cut commences.
meot."
With this tool the clapper can be clamped
The Merchant of this city, in commenting down, and tbe work
proceed with all the con" Evidence is accnmunpon the above, saye
venience and comfort attending the doing of
latiog every day of the immense value of Dr.
probably best.
any other kind of planer work, and without the
Fraser's discover;.
It certainly cannot fail to
fear of the tool catching and wrecking somerevolntionizs the wine industry of tbe woild,
Watee Cooler.— Oae of the very beat meththing.
On account of the tool being ao much
for nobody can afford to keep wine in cellars
ods to keep water cool in our warm climate,
easier and more simple to forge and grind than
two or three years and suffer a loss of 20 per the ordinary
without
ice, was shown us a few days ago,
hook t^ols used for this kind of
cent by evaporation and haodllng, besides tbe
work, it will probably prove cheaper in the end while viaitiog a raisin farm not far from town.
tbe
wine,
loss of interest on tbe cost of
the
The way is an inexpensive one. A common
to use this new device.
oost of cooperage and cellars, besides labor and
It is made entirely of tool steel for the sake good-sized barrel, without top, was filled with
insurance, while by the Fraser process
the
water. This barrel again was set inside a larof rigidity, and it would be necessary to have
above losses and expensea can be mostly saved two of them (or at least
two birt), one for right ger sugar barrel, and the space of two inches
and the wine fitted for sale or use within 30 and tbe other for left hand
between the two barrels was filled with coarse
work. But if the
days."
wooden shavings. These were kept constantly
prt jeetion or hub be left off the side of the bar,
A Crucial Teat In this Oily.
ana a slot milled in each side, the abaft can be wet, every one drinking pouring the bilance of
In connection with the above, we would add taken out and
put in from the opposite side, the water in the cup over the shavings. The
water in the inner barrel was next to ice cool,
the following note from Mr. Thomas Penling- and it will then work either right
or left band,
without having that peculiar chill so general
ton of this city. Mr. P. writes, under date of but this, of course, would
Ehorten the bearing
followa
and
sometimes dangerous in ice-water. We
June 6, 18SS, to Dr. Fraser as
of the shaft in the bar and be at the expense of
Of all the numerous tests to which wines stiffness, besides being more trouble to rig up. have seen barrels, kege, stone j ira, etc., wraptreated by the *' Fraaer process " have been subThere are no restrictions upon its use by any ped with sacks, canvas, blankets, etc., but
uone of these kept the water aa cool, or were as
mitted, one of tbe most imoortaot to my miod one who chooses to make one, aod
there are
was in my own cellar^ at 123 O'Farrell street, many shops where it wouli pay to make aod easily kept, as the double barrel described
above. We recommend every farmer, vinein this city.
use them.
yardist, or family in town, who cannot afford
Two tanks containiog 105 gallons each were
ice,
or live too far from the supply, to try this
filled with wine on the 2t):h day of Jane, 1886
Keeping Tools. Keep your tools bandy
Oae was 6 lad with Zmfandel claret, and the and in good condition. This applies every- water-cooler. It will give you satisfaction,
other with Gotedel white wine, both made by where, and in every place, from the smalleat Fre»no Expositor.
and

structure.
Not long since a locomotive could
seen, built by a builder of some reputation,
where the cab aheet, not being fastened to tbe

when the he

'

:

to such
wearing uonoticeable. It
therefore escapes attmtioa until thedamigeia
done.
Often under new onginea one can hear
strange noisea.
If
the louder noiaea and
sounds about machinery could be silenced, the
magnitude of the squeaking and grating sounds
would be surprisingly apparent.

No Two Men- Do Wurk Exactlv Alike;
every good workman his ideas of hio own, and
when he attempts to follow out ideas given by
the foreman or some one else, he is pretty sure
to make a "botch" of it.
Gdueral principles
are the same, but the details should invariably
be left to the workman himself, otherwise he
not only loses cootideoce in himself, but becomes a mere machine which requires oooatint
watching.

How TO Use Bahiutt Metal.— Caution is
given in an exchange againtt filling a box with
babbitt metal without firat washing tbe box
with alcohol and du ting over the surface with
sal-ammoniac. Wherever a tinned surface is
formed, cover the remaining surface of the box
with cliy wash to protect it against the attack
of the fused metal.
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Advantages

and

Disadvanta
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After tbe wine
was under treatment about five weeks, it was
tbe
cellar.
No atput into barrels and kept in
tintion was paid to it whatever. It was
neither racked nor were the btrrels filled for a
period of 20 months. It was expected that
the wine had spoiled, yet upon examination,
to my great surprise, butb kinds were clear,
bright and sound, and possesaed the bouquet
of

the vintage of 1885.

and flavor of ripe old wines. The barrels had
lost by evaporat on at least four or five gallons
each, conaequeoily lacked that

much

of being

yet the wine had kept perfect'y under
thoae Qofavorable conditions.
On tbe other hand, the samples of the untreated wines that were kept under equally
spoiled.
favorable conditions, had entirely
Tnis experiment proves very clearly, to my
only
bouquet
and
fiivor
are dethat
not
mind,
vtliped by the process, but tbe wine is preserved againBt secondary fermentation and a
liability to spoil under the most unfavorable
Thos. Penlington.
csnditiouB.
San Francisco, June 6, ISSS.
full,

Tbe above letter of Mr. Penlington's goes to
show that the process has the effect to chemically change the nitrogenous substances in the
wine so Chat they become incapable of fermentation or decay. No new eour wine containing
them would fail to spoil if kept a year and
eight months io barrels not full, or lacking four
or five gallons of being full. This seems to be
a very strong point in favor of the " process."
Aa a still further evidence that the ** Fraser
process" prodnces tbe resulta above ahown, we
would state that our attention has been called
to the condition of two drinking glasses which
were nearly filled with clartt wine of the vintage of 1886t and allowed fci dry with a covering
The two samples were
of thin cloth over them.
from the same barrel, butone was treated about
by the '* process " and tbe other w^s
The bottom of the glass which contained

four weeks
not.

the
treated " sample was covered with a
bright, glossy sediment, the odor of wbicb was
sweet and pleasant. On the other hand, the
bottom of the glass which contained the sample
*'
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Surface condenoers began to come into general use about 1859
J. F. Spencer, in a paper
read before the Institute of Engineers (Scotland), Feb. 5, 1862, gave tbe following advantages of a surface condenser:
1.

Freedom

from

icjurious

deposits

in

Small amouDt of scale.
Since the boilers will be stronger, steam
of a higher pressure may be used than is possible with the jst condenser.
The foulest watar may be used as the re3.
boiler.
2.

frigerst'ng agent.
4.

The supply

more regular than

of feed-water ti the boilers
ia

possible

when

ia

using the

jet condenser.

5.
The load on the air pump is uniform.
Gain in the use of fuel, as the loaa from
6.
blowing off is from 15 to 20 per cent less when
surface condensers are employed.
ahop to the greatest mechanical establishment
Boilers need not be cleaned so frequently;
7.
Th e Detection of Hot Bearings.
in the woi li.
Every tool should have iti exact
less wear, tear aod expense.
place, and should be always kept there when Gerbuz, it is abated, has devi-ied an apparatus
8.
Oan use increased expansion of tt3am.
not in use.
Hiving a chest or any receptacle by which an audible and visible signal is given
9.
Heating surface of the boiler is more effiwith a lot of tools thrown into it promiscuous to the engineer if any part of the michinery to cient, as there is less incrustation.
ly, is just as bad as putting the notes into an which the apparatus is fitted should become
Disadvantages cf a surface condenser:
organ without regard to their proper place. If unduly heated. In its simplest form, aa apAdditional pumps and machinery.
1.
a man wants a wrench, chisel or hammer, it's plied to the crank pin of a steam engine, the
2.
Additional space occupied by the masomewhere in the box or chest, or somewhere device consists of a small cylinder fastened to chinery.
the, and the search begins.
Sometimes it is and pr( jectiog from the crank pin, and containThe use of the same water over and over
3.
found perhaps sharp, perhaps dull, maybe ing a plug of easily fusible alloy, which is press- again ia held by some to corrode the boiler,
broken; and by the time it is found he has ed againut the crank pin by a perforated piaton
Complication of tubes, etc,
4.
spent time enough to pay for several tools of and spring. The piston rod, by means of a
5.
Liability to leakage.
the kind wanted. That habit of throwing lever, controls a catch belonging to the mech6.
Increased firat cost of from 10 t) 20 per
every tool down, anyhow, in any way, or any anism of a bell placed over the apparatus, Tbe cent, and increased coat of repairs.
place, is one of the moat detestable habits a gear of the bell, which is actuated by a spring
More refrigerating water ia needed than
7.
man can possibly get into. Ibis only a matter power, is previously wound up by hand and for a jet condenser.
of habit to correct this.
Make it an inflexible locked by the citch. If the crank pin ahould
end of your life to ** have a place for everything become heated, the fusible plug melts, thus aland
everything
in
its
place."
It
may lowing the piston to descend, thereby releasing Proportions of Locomotive Boiler and
take a moment more to lay a tool up carefully the catch and sounding the bell. In addition
Engine,
after using, but tbe time is more than equalized to this audible signal, a disk hidden underwhen you want to use it again, aod so it is neath the bell is turned in such a position that
One of the speakers at the late meeting of the
time saved. Habits, either good or bad, go a a bright color ia seen through two holes in the Master Mechaoica' Association said that in his
long ways in their influence on men's lives, disk of the bell.
experience he had never found that a locomoand it is far better to cEtiblish and firmly
tive boiler waa made too big for an engine.
maintain a good habit, even though that habit
Handy Mixture for a Machine Shop. It He believed in the maxim that, " Within the
has no special bearing on the moral character; has been stated that soft soap, with half it-i limits of weight and space to which you are
yet all habits have their influence. Keeping weight in pearlash, one ounce of mixture in confined, you cannot make the boiler too big
tools in good order, and ready for use, ia as about one gallon of boiling water, is found of or the heating surface too great."
He conneceasary as keeping them in the proper place. great practical value in engineers' shops, in the tinued:
To take up a dull saw, or dull chiael, and try drip pans used for turning long articles bright
"I would make the boiler aa big as possible.
The effect of this First determine the b]7,3 of the wheels, then proto do any kind of work with it, ia woree than in wrought iron and ateel.
pulling a boat with a broom, and it all comes mode of treatment is that the work, thongh portion the cylinder to the wheels. You thus
from the same source as throwing down tools constantly moist, does net rust, and bright nuts arrive at the weight of the cylinders and the
carelessly
habit.
Nothing more nor less. To are immersed in it for days till wanted, retain- working parts of the engine and you know what
say you have no time to sharpen ia worse than ing their polish.
When yon come to the
is left for the boiler.
outright lying, for if you have time to use a
matter of the relative size of the grate to that
dull tool you have time to put it in good order.
A New Machine for rapid minufacture of of the heating surface, then tbe matter becomes
Manvjaclurer and Builder.
wooden conveyer flights has been designed by more complicated. The size of the grate is deMr. C. L. Redfield, of Redfield & Haberlin, pendent npon the fuel used."
Minn.
Another speaker agreed in a general way
Minneapolis,
Giving Steel a Litsterless Polish,
mechanical engineers,
*'
As a rule you can
with the above. He said
finely polished, lusterless surface on tempered This machine performs every operation auto
And that is a
steel can be procured by either of the follow- matically, from roceivine the rough strips of never get the boiler too large.
ing operations:
After the steel article has wood to dropping out the fiaiehed flights. Here- very good plan he baa outlined of designing the
been tempered it should ba rubbed on a smooth tofore this work has been done by six or eight c>'linder8 to suit the wheels and then making
This the boiler as large aa possibls. But unfortuiron surface with some pulverized oil-stone handlings on as many different machines.
until it is perfectly smooth and even, then machine has recently been put into operation and nately that has not been the plan usually fol-
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lowed by oar designers.

The

engineers, or
bridges, have

those responaible for track and
generally said they want the weight on wheels
The
to be kept down within a certain limit.
engine has to be designed to suit this, and the
to
influence
uses
its
department
transportation
Master meget as large cylinders as possible.
cylinders
chanics are often induced to enlarge
until they are out of proportion to the boilers
and against their own judgment. The report
square
of the committee here gives about 1300
feet of heating surface for a 17"x24" engine.
Every one understands it is a large proportion
of heating surface to the cylinder capacity.
The aim of the committee evidently ia to encourage the designers of locomotives to make
as large heating surface as possible, and also as
large proportion of boilers to the cylinders as
posBible."

Feed- Water Heaters.
The question of the advantage, or otherwise,
of the use of feed

water heaters

for

locomotives

was brought before the convention, with

a re-

quest that those having experience in their use
give the results. No one appearing inclined to
answer, President Setchel called upon Mr. Paxton, who said, in substance, that it was well
nnderatood that there was no advantage in the
use of feed-water heaters. This was not disputed, and was evidently the opinion of the
members present when the question was asked.

Throttling the Steam Supply.
Every engineer who has given the subjact any
thought appreciates the evil effect of throttling
the steam supply to an engine, and recognizes
the importance of free, unobstructed steam connections. Were there, indeed, any doubt, a set

culation, and hence get burned out in short
order; or riveted seams may be turned down in
the fire instead of being kept above the water
Or the
line and out of the heat of the flame.
boiler may be designed and made all right, and
"
hole
of Calblack
yet be placed in some
cutta," and not have light enough t3 be inspect-

ed through and through, and hence may be
allowed t3 develop some defect which will
cause its ruin all for lack of a little attention

—

and

in

repair.

Qrimshaw.

Engine Foundations.— There is not a detail
engine construction and operation that mer-

greater consideration or is of greater importance to the successful working of an engine
than the foundation upon which it stands, and
too much care cannot be accorded it, that it
shall have ample spread, stiffnes?, unity and
adaptability to the movement and operation of
the parts which it supports. It should be so
bonded and tied that unequal settlement shall
not take place, and the hight, weight and base
should be of such proportion that when the engine is in full operation there shall be no swaying or twii ting cf the parts, no heating of the
journals, no springing or tremor of the bed,
arising h-om an unaucceasful tranamission of the
The higher the speed and revolution,
atrains.
the fctiffer and more solid should be the founda'
tion, and the greater the base contact with the
suppoiting earth. A good foundation will often
decrease the defects of a poor bed, provided,
of course, that such engine-bed be properly
and thoroughly bolted to ita foundation. When
properly cocatructed and tied together, the engine-bed and its foundation should be portions
of one complete whole, inseparable and undisturbed in their relationship by the movement of
the engine paits while at their hardett work.
its

comparative indicator diagrams taken with
the valve in the steam pipe wide open at one
A Long Run by a Steam Engine.—Very
time and partially closed at another, would at
long runs made by a steam engine are considonce decide the matter, and show a very markered
rare, and long runs have heretofore been
ed difference iu the two cases in point of availcooaidered several days, or a few weeks. The
able mean effective pressure and steam econWestinghonse engine has increased this time in
In stationary engine running this
omy.
many instances to a number of months. The
circumstance is, in general, duly considered,
laat public notice of a long run made by a
and willful throttling is comparatively rare,
Westinghouse engine was a nctible instance
there being, moreover, no incentive to it. Exwhere a ceitiin engine ran 11 months without
amination into current locomotive practice,
The
stopping,
at a speed of 300 revolutions.
however, will reveal the consequently peculiar
most remarkable record, however, has recently
tact that throttle regulation that is, condeveloped in the Pitteburg Gas Light Co.,
trolling the speed of the engines by opening or
where a lO-horse power Westinghouse engine
partially closing the throttle valve, as the case
for 13 months, running at
may be is there still used to the almost entire ran continuoualy
about 500 revolutiona per minute, and in that
exclusion of the proper system of link regulatime making 288,000,000 revolutiona without
tion.
the throttle valve being shut, and it is still runFor a long time it has been endeavored to
ning. It seems tD take Burgess to beat Burgess.
demonstrate to locomotive engineers the direct
economy of governing their engines by the emSensible and Sound. Peter Gibbons, in the
ployment of the reverse lever instead of the
** hard
pan"
throttle, and it would be a reflection upon their American Machinist, gets down to
intelligence to assume that they did not fully in a few remarks he makes in reviewing the
comprehend the relative merits of the two published accounts of the exploaion of a. boiler
methods. The fact that the use of the throttle on a tugboat, that killed the man in charge of
continues in preference to that of the reverse it, when he says: " A boiler explodes because
lever and link, must, therefore, be explained the owner is too miserly to have it repaired
simply by the undoubtedly greater convenience or replaced, the * inspector ia incompetent or
of the former method, and some system of re- can be bribed, and tbe engineer will not kick
warding economical engine performance would tio much through fear of being discharged."
probably be the beet means of bringing about He might have added a *' cheap engineer " (?)
to his liat; it would have rounded up hia array
the desired change.
are pleased
As it now is, the greater number of locomo- and covered the whole ground.
tives, instead of being practically automatic en- to observe that our cotemporaries are beginning
gines, made to cut off at varying points in the to dev(t3 apace to this boiler-explosion quesIc ia time, and there is no question more
stroke, according to the work to be done, by tion.
jadicions handling of the reversing lever by deserving the attention of mechanical editors.
the engineer, are made to operate on the prinJust
ciple of the ordinary throttling engine.
Comment is not Needed. A cotemporary
what this difference amounts to as regards coat aaya: An economical firm recently put in a
of running has been ahown very strikingly on boiler and a second-hand engine, having
previof
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several occasions by trial figures.

Pait'culars
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OurX^^jviberXj^tef^ests,
The Donahue Railroad Extension.
The Redwoods of Mendocino and Lalse
Counties.
the Examiner of this city
furnishes the following ficts and speculations
redwood
lands of Mendocino,
the
regard
to
in
Lake and Humboldt counties, and the prospects
of reaching them by rail:
For the sake of Lake county alone it would
not pay a railroad to build into it, but once
there the road would never stop till it had
pushed on inta the Mendocino redwoods. Mendocino county joins Lake on the west, but
nevertheless very hazy notions appear to prevail as to the boundaries of the redwood belt
and the oppoitaniliea of reaching it by rail.
Mendocino county is divided by nature into

two clearly distinct parts. The western half,
extending from the ocean inland a distance
varying from 10 to 25 miles, is covered with
redwood timber. The eastern half, from the
edge of the redwoods to the watershed, between
Eel river and the Sacramento, may be described
as open rolling hills, suitable for grazing, with
three or four limited valleys, suitable for agriculture. The dividing line, running north and
south between these two .wholly diffdrent kinds
of country, ia the summit of the range that
forms the watershed between Eel river and the
ocean. That summit, which is unbroken by
any pass low enough for railroads, maintains an
average hight of from 2000 to 3000 feet. In
general the redwoods may be said to end with
that summit and the open country eastward to
begin; and though there are some small exceptions to this general truth, no considerable body
of redwood is found on the east side of the
range until a point is reached 60 miles north of
Ukiah by any line of railroad that could be
constructed.
In fact more than nine-tenths o! the redwood
timber of Mendocino liea on the west aide of the
snmmit of tbe range next to the coast, and is
inaccessible from the east by any known method
Spura run down to the
of getting it to market.
sea from the summit of the range, dividing the
whole region into a series of independent river
Access to each of these basins is obbasins.
tained solely from their outlets into the ocean,
outlets could not be crossed by a
as
these
and
coast railroad along the Mendocino clifi's at
anything short cf a colosaal expense of time
and money, it follows that the present method
of shipment by schooners is likely to prevail
Access to the red woods,
for many years.
therefore", is not likely to ofiFer many inducements to railroad building into Lake county
when the real facta of the case are understood.
As a matter of fact, the point 60 miles north of
Ukiah, which has been already mentioned aa
the beginning of the inland redwood growth,
could not be reached by a railroad from the
head of Capay valley in less than 1 10 mites, and
such a road would have to cross one, and pos*
sibly two, ridgea, in addition to the watershed
between Russian and Ed rivers. As the Donahofl road, which throughout ita present extent
to Ukiah is practically devoid of grades, could
reach the aame point by crossing that watershed only; and as the Donahue road, moreover,
has just been given connection with the overland system, it ia folly to anppose that the experienced builders of the railroad now at the
head of Capay valley would choose Lake county
as a thoroughfare tor the pleasure of hauling

instead of

unlimited,

—

—

—

other from the Weat become competitors for
entrance to the Clear Lake basin, one would be
confronted by the rugged canyon of Cache
creek, the other by the easy passage at Blue
lakea.
To occupy that pass by an extension of
the Donahue road from Ukiah would be a
strategic

movement with

when the

—

—

—

—

a double significance.

first place, it would block the outlet
northward from Clear lake, whenever that outlet should come to be desired by any railroad
entering the basin from the south. In the second place, the same extension that secured that
outlet would control the means of crossing in
the future to the headwaters of Eal river. For
the watershed between Eel and Russian rivers
can be snrmounted only at a point northeast of
Ukiah, in reaching which a railroad would first

junction with the route to
of one is the control
Should a railroad coming northof the other.
ward through Lake county reach that junction
first, it would immediately receive and control
the whole of the freight from the Eel river
country that now goes to Ukiah, for that same
point is passed by the wagon-road over which
all the freight of Northern Mendocino is hauled,
and there is no road with grade low enonsh for
it to be hauled to Ukiah any other way. These,
then, appear to be the gains for the immediate
present which the Donahue road has aeoared by
its extenaion of 30 milea to Ukiah.

come

t^ a point of

Blue lakes.

mills cut

all

The control

Device For Handling Lumber.

A very useful device for loading lumber has
recently been patented, which ia described as
There are uprights, preferably confollows:
nected together, and pivoted in pairs opposite
to each other on either side of the track, so that
the top ends of each pair project slightly above
the level of the truck body, so as to support the
carrying bolsters on which the lumber is piled,
a suitable locking device being provided for the
purpose of holding the uprights in a vertical,
stationary position during the period that the
lumber is being piled upon them, the locking
device being so arranged that upon the truck
being run below the bolatera it will unlatch the
lock, when the uprighta immediately turn on
their pivots and drop the bolsters on top of the
truck, which may then be moved on its track,
carrjing the bolsters with their load of lumber.
An incline ia located on the track, which performs the double service of raising the truck,
so as to elevate the end of the locking arm, and
to also raise the truck, so that It will have a
tendency to run back on the track after it has
raiaed the arm, and thereby unlatch the lock
which supports tbe uprights in a vertical posiAs soon as they are unlocked the uption.
rights have a tendency to fall forward, bringing
down the bolsters, together with the lumber
on the top of the truck. Inatead of requiring
an empty truck to be shoved into position before the lumber pilars can proceed with their
work, the uprights are merely pushed back
into a vertical position, where they are locked,
and a fresh pair of boUtera placed on the top
of the uprights, when the piling can be proceeded with, and another load made ready for
the truck after it haa been cleared of the lumber previously carried away, thua aaving onehalf the number of tru^ka usually employed in
the tiranaportation of lumber and the work
Mill-owners and dealers in
greatly facilitited.
lumber generally will see at once the value of
Way of Wilfred, Ont.,
thia improvement.
Can., is the patentee.

Wm.

Lumbering

redwood lumber up and down hill. When redAlger
wood on the coaatof Mendocino becomes scarce

power. On a visit to the new eswhich we saw a few days ago, placed tablishment the boiler was found in a dark cel- they can find inatead of agreeing among themthe saving of coal, when running with the lar, and to see the pump a kerosene lamp had selves to take turns in suspending operations in
order to keep up prices, when railroads begin
throttle wide open and early cut-off, as com- to be lighted.
This estaMishment had no enpared with running under a late cut-off and a gineer nor coal-heaver. When the speed went to think it worth white to build to the northern
end of Mendocino for the sake of new redwood
throttled aupply, at fully 88 per cent.
This down somebody was sent to stir up
the fire,
supplies, when all these things shall happen,
case, we admit, ia not entirely analogous to tbe and the principal
of the firm said, *' We
then it will be f jund that the key to the probone presented above, in which the locomotive pump in water twice a day." The boiler had
a
may be considered alternately as an automatic glass gauge and two gauge-cocks, but the glass lem of successful railroad extenfiion to the redwoods is held by the Donahue road alone.
engine and as a throttling engine, according to was opaque
from dirt, and the lower gaugeThe railroad now almost at the head of Capay
the management, still, it brings out the main cock could not be opened by ordinary
hand
valley will not be induced to proceed up Cache
point very clearly. Iron Age.
force
it had rusted in its seat.
Creek canyon either by the prospect of large
freight returns from Lake county or by the
Proper Thickness fob Boiler Plates.
Economical Progress. One of our cotem- idea of making that county a thoroughfare to
Sometimes owners to be over-safe will order a
poraries rightly observes that radical changes the redwoods.
boiler made of very much too thick sheets, and
in so doing they really make it dangerous.
The in tbe science of steam engineering have not
Railroad Strategy.
heat of the flames which pass under the sheets been numerous in the last quaitsr of a century,
The Hopland gap is impracticable for railmust be passed through them to the water in- but improvements in the details of construction roads. The ascent from the west is too sudden
and operation have been many and of high utilside, and of course if there was no water inside,
ity.
How important this progress has been in to be overcome gradually, and the summit is
the sheets would be burned. Or if you were to
SCO feet higher than Clear lake. The first gap
apply a blow-pipe or a tuyere to the sheets, ita economical results is indicatad by a state- suitable for a railroad occurs in the northwest
you would burn or melt them, because the ment recently made that railway trains in En- corner of the Clear Like basin at Blue lakes.
gland are now driven at an average speed 14
plates would net carry the heat through them
watershed
per cent higher than 20 yeara ago, with but lit- There the natural passage across the
as fast as the water would carry it away once
is lower than any other way of penetrating the
In the same way, if the plates are tle more than half the quantity of coal.
it got it.
Clear Lake basin except Ciche creek. This
much too thick, the rivet heads will be liable to
low point in the divide is 14 miles from Lakebe burned and the shell itself injured upon its
Increased Working Pressure in Marine port and 16 miles from Ukiah. It will thu?,
outside surface. Going to the other extreme, Engines. In 1877 the ordinary working pres- within a very few weeks, be only 16 miles from
there ia no economy in making a boiler of plate sure in marine boilers was from 60 to 70 pounds the terminus of the Donahue railroad.
The exmuch thinner than one fourth inch, no matter per square inch, and under the then British tsnsion of that road from Cloverdale ia now rapwhat pressure it is to carry nor how small its Admiralty rules further progress was barred in idly approaching completion. For years the
diameter may be, because sheets much thinner consequence of the required thickness of stetl road stopped at the canyon of Russian river,
than one-fourth inch cannot be calked well, plates. Bat these rules were modified, with where 11 miles of heavy grading and threeand you will lose as much in the repair bill and the result that working steam pressures of 1-40 quartsrs of a mile of tunnels have now been
in the leakage as the extra weight of metal to 150 pounds per square inch are now general overcome,
allowing comparatively easy progwould have cost. The mere fact that a boiler in marine boilers. It ia held that such rate ress through the Hopland and Ukiah valleys.
is made of 60,000-pound iron, or of best boiler
may be adopted with safety, and is of much ad- Its terminua will aoon stand at what is practisteel, does not give you any guarantee that it vantage for all marine boilers.
cally the head of Russian River valley.
The
will last long, or remain tight. It may be of such
length of the road from San Francisco, 114
design that the different parts will expand and
A Steam -PoM-ER Plant ia divided into five miles, will correspond almost exactly with the
contract unequally, and may wrench itself to fundamental parts by a French author the length
of the Southern Pacific Company's line
pieces in a very short time.
Or, pattaof it may boiler, motor, condenser, distributing mechan- to Rumsey, at the head of Capay valley.
be exposed to steady heat and not get any cir- ism and mechaniam of transmiaaion.
Should the two roads one from the East, the
ously hired
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A late number of

of a test,

4,

in

Califorma.

— Ex-Governor

of Michigan, while in this State last
spring, manifested his confidence in our lumber
interests by investing therein about ^500,000.
The investment consists of redwood and sugarpine lands, mi h, docks and schooners, most of
the former being in the vicinity of Fort Bragg.
It is regarded as a queer thing by California
lumbermen that whereas laat year the entire
State cut but 190,000,000 feet of all kinds of

lumber, ex-Governor Alger himself cut from
his timber in Michigan and Wisconsin 150,000,000 feet. A well-known California lumberman said, aa he contemplated these figures:
"It is no use talking; we talk about what we
are doing at lumbering, but we haven't got
Our machinery ia inadequate
started at it yet.
We are behind. Another
to the demands.
thing, we do not appreciate the value of this
One of these days we will wake up to
timber.
find thousands of improved mills buzzing in
every timber region of this coast, and a value
attiched to the timber that we never dreamed
Ek Governor Alger said he was astonished
of."
that while these fine timber lands were rapidly
passing into the hands of strangers, tbe Californians paid no attention to them, while the
'*I
lands, too, were lying at their very doors.
find," said the ex-Governor, *' a magnificent
quality of timber here, but the methods of getting out and sawing it are rather behind the
Northern regions. The machinery is inadequate
to the demands of the foreeta and the opporThe extunities generally for lumbering."
Governor is highly pleased with his investmenta
that
he
will
buy
it
is
said
timber
here,
and
in

more

of

it.

The Sawmills of Minneapolis, up

to January 1, ISSS, turned out, for tbeseason, 210,000,000 feet of lumber— 50,000,000 short of the
product of the previous year.

—

Heavy Shipments of Sugar Pine. The
Shasta Lumber Company at Redding is shipping daily from that point about 33,000 feet of
sugar-pine lumber.

Aug.
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Coast ludust'-ial Notes.
Tilt Astoria aalmoo pack

Grease Dirt in Wheat.
CoDsidertble diicnasioo hia receatly been ia
dalged in with regard to creAso dirt in wheat
Hy some it hat been considered an iinpoitiDt dftfiment to flour. An intflligent correapondent of tue l/uited Staits M'dUr writes
npon the matter aa follows:
*'
I apeak for myself only when I moat emphatically pronounce the creaae-dirt theory a
care. I wis impressed with the subtle argumeota of the exponents of thio theory, and
verily li^Ueved

what

it

In fact, 1 bad
ocular demonstration. A

was

there.

.'i.'W.OOO

is

estimated at

oaaea.

TiiK State B'>ard of For<>stry
exhibit at the Mechanics' Fair.

ia

to

have an

TiiK quartz-mill of the Jenny Liad gravel
mine, not far from Orasa Valley, was burned
last week.

The new works
Co.

of

S,

F.,

Valley Water
completed, cost

of the Spring

now

nearly

$1.2.')0.000.

Thk new
Calfax,

by

fire

sawmill of F. M, Ellsworth, near
Washington Territory, was destroyed

on July

'2'.M.

Tite date of opening bids for furnishing anoual SQppltea for Mare island has been post-

Company. Other enterprises are now
taking root, the most important of these new
additions being the Kapa Pianing-MillB, which
will have a will-equipp«d establishment at work
within a month. The Hendy Machine Shops cf
this city recently sent up a .")0-horBe power engine and boiler for use in these mills.

Two new furniture factories— one on Bush
and another on Mission have recently
been added to the numb> r of establishments of
that kind in this city.
When all the furniture
factories, both great and small, are counted up,
it tj found that San Francisco now has neatly
30.
It
may be roughly estimated that
these factories employ 2000 men. They con
Bume annually about 10,000.000 feet of lumber,
and the value of their maoufictures is said to
be about §2,500.000.

street

'i

—

A

—

looked like
series of experiments on my own hook plainly poned until August 14th.
In all probability a new cannery will soon be
showed me that there was oo such thing as
The Pomona cannery is putting up large coQot'ucted in OakUnd. A corporation has
ereue dirt in anything like the quantity to be quantities of cryatalli/ed
fruit, for which there already been formed, composed of a number of
detrimental to the tlour; let that flour be the
prominent capitalists of Cikland, who propose
is a limitless demand in the East.
very cream of the patent. Any milter can
to construct and conduct a canning establishAll the fruit-driers of this city, (isyaerville,
readily determine the facts for himself. Taku
ment, and probably the site will be (elected in
Cloverdale, llealdsburg and I'etaluma are busy
a kernel of well cleaned wheat cleaned as well
or near Oakland.
The object of the company
aa modero machinery can clean it then place with an exceptionally large plum yield.
will be to control the fruit from the ranches in
Take your
Ikon minks have been found .sr> milea from the surrounding country, which is now sent to
it OD.a sheet of pure white paper.
pocket knife (the best wheat<BpIitter in the San Diego, in the Esgle I'aas mountain, and San Francisco and elsewhere.
world) and carefully divide the kernel through capital ia bsing solicited to develop them.
The manufacture of wood paper pulp is
the crease. As all are well aware, no machine
A St. Loeis firm, which has been awarded about to be undertaken at Molt, Tehama
made can make as perfect a break (first) as this; the contract for the windows of the stone county. The best
wood palp is manufactured
hence the experiment, or the results of the church the Preibyterians are building at Portfrom white fir, of which variety of tree there is
same, ahould have weight. Take a good glass land, will open art-glass works at that point.
an inexhaustible supply in the canyons near
and examine well the divided grain. AIouk the
The first trip for halibut by the Eastern fish* the mill recently built at that place. The mill
edge of each half kernel is a dark streak. Your
have commenced fishing on this will be run by water-power. It ia intended to
ermen
who
knife, or other fiae im()lemontf ia brought into
coast, resulted in a profit of $10,000.
A new supply as far as possible the demands of the
play, and yon try to remove this streak. It
smoke-house will be put up at Tacoma, W. T. paper trade of Northern California, and if a
cannot be done unless the bran is aUo removed,
Thkkk has been some talk recently among market can be found in this city some of the
and a good examination of that bran will still
product will be introduced here.
show the dark streak. The fact is, it is the California textile manufacturers of utilizing
A New source of macadam supply has been
color of the bran in that particuUr part of the banana fiber, which can be brought up here
berry, the same as we will find diflerent ahadea from Central America at a very low cost of discovered near Mills seminary, back of Oakland,
At
present all of the rock used for macadamizing
transportation.
The
of color on the main portion of the grain.
mott careful handliog of a single kernel of
The Reese River Rtveilh ssys John Webster purposes in Oakland and Alameda is hauled
wheat in this manner will produce a minute has bought and paid for the old Battle mountain down from the hills by horse teams, but that
Vour glass copper mines, and will commence work as soon from the newly opened bed will be taken down
(joaDtity of what looks like dirt.
again, aod yon will Hud minute particlen of as boarding-houaea and other necessary build- by rail and can be laid down in either city at a
much less cost than by the present means. The
bran broken or chipped off mixed with Hour ings can be erected.
Alameda county railway, now being constructed,
and fine middlings and an extremely small
The Willamette Pulp & Paper Co. of San will soon be built up to the quarry, where
quantity of dark 8to£f that for the sake of ar- FranoiBCo (capitU §300,000) will begin building
gument we wilt call dirt, ^~ender8of michinea a mill shortly at the Willamette Falls, Oregon crushers will be erected and the work of getting
out the macadam begun on a large scale.
for the special purpose of removing this dirt City.
From 7000 to 10,000 cords of cottonThe Sacramento Be,e says; '* Secretary of
claim not over ooe per cent of break flaur is wood will be used per year.
State Hendricks returned from Folsom, and
this
thoroughly
separate
should
we
made. If
ia reported in the Virginia City papers
It
reports that the work on the canal and dam
amouot and put each of the different materials
that California capitalists have secured im- near the prison is proceeding rapidly.
About
in a pile by themselves, we would find somemense depoHits of coal, limestone and iron at 200 convicts are employed on the work, and the
one
per
cent
fine
One-fourth
of
thing like this:
Iron
City,
Utah,
and
that
large
sums will be work is 80 far progressed that the next step
dirt.
Adflour and
bran, J fine middlings,
spent in putting up furnaces, etc.
will be to divert the steam for the purpose of
mitting this one-fourth of ooe per cent to really
Many
fine
lots
of
beef
cattle
are
now being making way for the great dam. The advapgained
crease,
what
is
be the accretions of the
by putting in expensive machinery to remove shipped from Nevada to Csilifornia. In North- tages of the vast power to be derived from the
True, it will go in with the flour, but I ern Nevada there are whole herds of cattle that dam are duly appreciated, for applications have
it?
defy the best known expert to see any change are rolling fat. In one range, about the head already been mide for double the power that
will be available, notwithstanding that the dam
in the color of the flour where only one^ fourth of the Owyhee, there are no fewer than 80,000
will not be ready for some ten months yet."
of one per cent of impurities was mixed with fat cattle.
C, B. Trescott, agent of S. Schmidt of New
it.
Tis like a drop of ink in a birrel of water;
The old boilers and machinery from JackVork, has been investigating the sturgeon fishit neither changes the color nor alters the taste.
son's lumber mills at Oaaper creek, Mendocino
eries of the Columbia river for some time, and
Millers, however, are more fully understanding county, have been brought down ou the schoonthe matter at the present time. Many who er Maxim. The output of the mill has in- his employer is expected in Portland in a few
days to make arrangements for going into the
extra
exsaved
the
experimented
have
have
creased to anch an extent that more powerful
business of catching sturgeon and shipping to
pense of looking for a buzzard and finding a enginea are necessary.
New York on a large scale. There is a large
mosquito,"
At Tacoma, W. T. the wheat warehouses amount of this fish used East smoked, and the
are packed full of wheat, 12 bags high, and ad- supply of fish in the Eastern rivers
and lakes
A PoKTABLK Floor-Mill.— At the Millers' Hibional warehouses, occupying a distance of has been exhausted. Two varieties of sturConvention, recently held in Buflalo, a portable 1000 feet on the water-front, are being erected. geon are found in the Columbia in large quanflouring-mill was set up in front of the Genesee Nearly all this wheat is from the Palouse coun- tities, and if a ready sale can be found these
hotal by George T. Smith, the great miller. try, in Eastern Washington Territory.
fish will be a great source of revenue to Oregon
This plant, consisting of a handsome mill, 'in
The Redding Free Press says: The sugar fishermen.
dimensions 2G by ;10 feet, and 47 feet high, com- pine lumber still continues to pour down from
The first advices have been received from
prising three fuU itoriee and a basement, a the flume, the Shasta County Lumber Co. hav- the whaling fleet, and are very discouraging.
grain elevator IG by 20 fett in dimensions and ing fitted up some of their newly imported From letters received on the steamer Dora,
of the same hight as the mill, and a small office, wagons, making abjut 30 in all employed by which arrived from Ounalaska, it is ascertained
was transferred in sections to Buffalo and all them. Their average shipment is 2^ carloads a that the western shore of Behring sea is almost
three set up, by permissiou of the city authori- day. Could load more, but cannot get the cars. impassable, so thick is the ice, and that the
ties, on the ttreet opposite the Genesee and west
The sulphur works at Cove Creek, Utah, vessels are unable to get into the Arctic. The
The mill contains a 45-hor8e
of Main ttreet.
were destroyed by fire on July 28th. The vessels usually get into the ocean about the 1st
power engine and all the latest improvements losses are as follows
Four furnaces, $5600; of July, but there were no indications from the
It is built in parts,
for milling and purifying.
two boilers, §2500; one enj^ine, S1500; three latest accounts of making the Arctic for at least
the walla being formed of asbestos and iron,
mills, S1200; belting, §300;
large building, a month, or probibly not for six weeks later.
and its trip to Buffalo is but one stage of its
S3000; warehouse, §1000; 250 tons of sulphur, The catch, as far as reported up to the 15th of
journey to the coming Indaetrial Exposition at
The works June, ia but five whales, of which the Belvidere
at §30 a ton, §7500; total, ?22,600.
It was run continuously in
Paria, France.
obtained two and the Fleetwing, Annie Hicks
had been lately shutdown on an injunction.
Buffalo during the continuance of the Millers'
The ahip Irby sailed recently for Liverpool. and William Bayless one each.
Convention, its power being supplied from the
A New cannery has been started in Shasta
Genesee boilers. Its owner, Mr. Smith, is the Among her cargo were 28,857 cases of salmon, county, and is now at work canning peaches by
inventor of the ** purifying " process in use lit- the larger proportion of which was Sacramento the Wheeler process. The Redding Free Press
The balance were fall fish. Reerally in almost all the great flooring-mills of spring catch.
says: The present work is only an experithe world, and a man of wide inventiveness and ports received from the Naas and Skeena rivers ment, and preparatory to working things on a
great liberal ty. Hia annual expenditures on and other points in British Columbia are that much larger scale next year, and putting in a
All fears of a small
costly exhibits of the miller's art have been es- salmon are running freely.
plant which will put up ten tons of fruit per
timated at from 360,000 to §70,000. The novel pack this year are now done away with.
day. The Oliver orchard alone is estimated in
spectacle of a flourishing flouring industry arisThe Virginia Enterprise^ in speaking of the peaches alone at 5000 cans, besides the fruits,
ing in the middle of the city and disappearing running of the California battery-mill by the which cannot be well estimated. The girls get
in three days, was a matter of considerable Pelton wheel, says: The pressure at the wheel §1 per day, but the wages of the others have
interest.
ia 260 pounds and the hight of the column of
not been definitely settled. F. H, Deakin is
water is 616 feet. A stream of water running firmly convinced that next year a cannery on a
Wheat
of
in
England
for
through
a nozzle one inch and three-quarters in large scale will not only be a payiog instituConsumption
The
the last two years, according to English s'ze, under this pressure, upon a Pelton wheel tion, but a great benefit to the neighborhood in
authorities, has not been at the normal average 11 feet in diameter, affords anffioient power to giving employment both to young and old.
The population of run 60 stamps.
of 5^ bushels per capita.
The following are the dimensions of the new
Europe increased from 280,000,000 in 1860 to
The Viaalia -Times says: Eight mechanics, pilot boat America, which was launched recent347,000.000 in 1886, or rather more than 20 per lately from San Francisco, last week filed on ly from Matthew Turner's shipyard at Benicia:
cent in 26 years, or lesa than one per cent an- two sections of timber land on White river, Length, 91 feet; beam, 24 feet; depth of hold,
nually. When confumption is normal; and in- with the intention of settling there and work- 10 feet; tonnage, 70.
The spar dimensions are:
dustries are prosperons, the coneumpt'on of ing up the timber themselves. They intend to Bowsprit, 10 feet; jibboom, 18 feet; foremapt,
wheat sbonld be augmented at leatt one per put in a small sawmill at an early date for saw- 78 feet, and topmast, 16 feet; mainmast, 79
cent annually.
ing lumber, which they will manufacture into feet, and the topmast 19^ feet; foreboom, 26
windmills, doors and blinds and other commodi- feet; gaff, 22 feet; mainboom, 5G feet; gaff, 22
Floor-Mills in New Zealand. There are, ties needed in a country that is fast settling up. feet. As the masts are single sticks, the total
Napa is one of the most promising indus- is 94 feet and 98 feet respectively. The boat
according to the latest official report, in New
Zealand 121 flouring-mills, 47 using steam- trial centers north of the bay. The establish- will cost, when completed, fully $20,000. She
power; 6 steam and water; 66 water and 1 wind- ment of woolen-mills there has been followed is owned by the pilots of this port, each one
These mills employ 448 persons. The by other indnstricp, among them being the taking a twentieth interest in her. The Amermill.
ica is Ave feet longer than the Lady Mine and
tot»l value of mill property ia placed at about works of the Napa Fruit Drying and Packing
Company, the Napa Pottery and the Valley has two feet more beam.
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Geo. E. Millaof SOS California St.. this city,
has invett^d a new form of frame for dryinghouses for drying fruits, vegetables and other
substances from which it is desirable to expel the
moisture.
The frames are made to be quickly
attachable or detachable, so they msy easily be
packed in a small space for oompaot storage or transportation. They are easily set up
again.
The frames are strong and light, yet so
made that they will not sag in the middle. The
detachable tray-frames are rabbi tjd or secured
on the inside, and on this rabbet is supported
the ends of the cross-bars of the tray sections.
These cross-bars are also rabbeted on one side
and have tines or stifl' wire rods extending
through them like a rake. In arranging the
tray sections the ends of the cross-bars rest on
the rabbets of the side bare. The cross-bars of
the tray sections are made wide enough to form
a base on which the sections will stand, with the
tines projecting upwardly, upon which tobacco
leaves or other material to be dritd arc conveniently spitted or hung and the loaded tray
section is then turned to a horizontal position
aodpl'cedin the frame. This affords a very
convenient mode of loading the tray sections,
and the independent character of the tray-frame
from the skeleton-frame permits the frame to
be loaded outside of the dry-house and then to
be carried in, avoiding the inconvenience and
heat met with in loading trays in the dryhouse.
Shaft, winding-drum ropes and pulleys
are used to wind up the skelt ton-frame to its
position, where the tray and frame are maintained by supporting keys. The sting is then
lowered for another skeleton-frame and tray.
In discharging the arrangement is such that
the tray is practically suspended on pivots or
trunnions, and may be readily tilted to discharge its contents into a receiver below, thus
saving labor. These drying-house frames are
designed to be built of large or small size to suit
the requirements of farm or ranch, and are
adapted to dry different products at the same
time.

Mr. John L. Doyle, our traveling correspondent, is now visiting Eastarn Oregon en
route for Idaho and Montana in the interests of
this journal. We trust his visit will be of much
bemflt to the places visited, and that be will
receive valuable aid from the patrons of our
publication and other friends of the cause of
education and the progress of our whole coast.

.j

Books on Working Ores.
By Guido Kustel, M.

By

C.

H. Aaron.

Aaron's Lbaciiinq Gold and Silver Ores, the moat
complpte hand-book on the subject extant; 164 p^es
octavo.
Ilhistrated by 12 lithographic engravings and
four wood cuts.
Fully inde.\ed.
Plainly written for
practical men. In cloth, S3. Sold bv Dkwkv & Co., S. F.
Bound Volumrs. Back files of this paper bound in
substantial cloth binding with leather back, cotaining
six months' numbers in each, indexed, cao be had at this
office at $4 per volume.

—

J. p.

SPAULDINO.

H. W.

SllEFFIBLD.

.1.

PATTBRSON.

I»-A.CIFIC

SAW MANUFACTURING
17 and 19 Fremont

:

$1,500,000.

E,

RoASTTN'o or Gold and SiLVEri OrKS (Second Edition) an
the Extraction of tlieir Respective Metals without
Quicksilver. By Giudo Kustkl, M. E. 1880.
This rare book on the treatment of gold and silver ore
witJiout quicksilver is liberally ilhistrated and crammed
fullcf fnct>. Jt gives short and conci><e dcf^eriptions of
various processes and apparatus employed in this country
und in Europe, and the why and wherefore. It contains 156
pa'/c'i, ciiihraeiiig illustrations of furnacrs, supplements
and V. orking api.iaratus. It is a work of great merit, by
an author whose rt putation is unsurp.-wseil in his specialty
PRtcr, $S, coin, postage free. Sold by Drwky & Co., Publlsburs, 252 llarKet St., San Francisco, Cal.

,

—

Drymg: Frame.

CO.

St., S. P.

Price, complete, with Pacific Saw Manu- ( (hi Cjl Ponji
factoring Co-'s extra quality blade. j'ipltJU lldlll.

SAWS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
On Hand and Made to Order.
C. B. PAUL'S FILES.

AGENTS FOR

Flour Mill
FOR SALE.
Capacity, 3 barrels per hour; size, 40x50 feet; three
stories,

bastmeut and atlic; well equipped with machineabundance of water; 40 acres of good

jy; mill race, with

land;

two-story ceiled dwelling, barn, warehouse and

fences;

Will

good business, healthy location.

sell -too

sired.

or 600 acres

Cause

Price, $6600.

more with

this property
advanced age of owner.

for selling ij

if

de-

MARION GRIFFIN,
Cottonwood,

Shasta

County,

Californfoi

AND Scientific Press.
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The Hazelton
BUILDERS OF

MINING MACHINERY,
GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS:
San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.
New York Office, 145 Broadway.
PLANTS FOR GOLD ANTl STJLVEK MILLS.
embracing machinery of LATEST DIS«IGN and
MOST IMPROVED conatrnetion. We offer our

27
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Boiler

acknowledged by the most eminent Engineers in the
country to he the greatest improvement that has
ever been made in a Steam Generator.

Is

1

4,

First St.,

IT

UNEQUALED

IS

A Saving

BEST RESULTS OF 38 YEARS'
EXPERIENCK in this SPECIAL LINE o(
PREPARED to furnish the MOST
APPROVED eliaraoter of MINING AND REDUCTION MACHINERY, adapted to all pradea of
ores and SUPERIOR to that of any other maice, at
the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRIOES.
We are als" prepared to CONSTRUCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING ORDER,
in
any locality, MILLS, CONCENTRATION
WORKS. WATER JACKET SMELTING
FURNACES. HOISTING WORKS, PUMPING MACHINERY, ETC., ETC., of any DEcustomers the

TAYLOR,

AND

20 per cent Guaranteed

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

WORKS

PACIFIC IRON

127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Sole Manufacturers for the Pacific Coast,

E.

President.

S.

MOORB,

Superintendent.

L. R.

RiSDON IRON & LOCOMOTIVE
Location of Works. S. E. Cor. Beale and
Manufacturers and Sole Agents

DURABILITY.

oyer any other form of Boiler.

SIRED CAPACITY.
H.

ECONOMY

SAFETY,

in Fuel of at Least

work, and are

WM.

FOR

for tfie Pacific

Howard

Sts.,

MEAD,

Secretary.

WORKS

San Francisco.
Has the Following Advantages:

Coast for

HEINE SAFETY

WATER TUBE

AND FACILITY OF INSPBOTION
60,000 HorE6 Power now in

BOILER.

Boilers can

San Francisco at Palace Hotel, Spring Valley Water Works

u xxjX>:E:gi.g

c^x^
REFRIGERATING MACHINERT for SteamshipB, Breweries, and Cellars.
WILSON'S PATENT GAS-PRODUCER.
STEAM BOILERS of all descriptions.
SUGAR MACHINERY—Sugar Mills, Vacuum Pans, Clarifiers, Double Effects, eto.

Copper and Lead Smeltiog Works, Roasting Furnaoee jf all kinds.
Power Transmission.
HYDRAULIC PUMPING and Hoiatintr Machinery.
PIPE a Specialty. Notk.—Have Just completed order for 35 miles of 44-Incb
WROUGHT-IBON
pipe of i-inch iron for Spring Valley Water Works Company, San Francisco.

and

in

& Co., California Jute Mills, aud other placuB.
Guaranteed More Efficient tban any other Boiler made.

Hueter Bros.

j=t

^JUARTZ MTI-IiS—Gold

be seen working

and REPAIRS.
use.

Silver,

AIR COMPRES«OR.S— Rope

WATER

SAW-MILL MACHINERY of all kinds.
STEAMSHIPS —Steam Yachts, Marine Engines and BoUera, Screw Propellers, Centrifugal Pumps, Steamship
BTEAM ENGINES— Corliaa, Slide-Valve, Poppet Valve Automatic, Sinple, and Compound.
Pumps, Steam Capstans, Cargo Winches, etc
SOLE MANUFACTURERS for Pacific Coast of the Celebrated "Heine" Patent Safety Boiler (Water Tube); O'Builders of 120-Btcimp
Gold Mill for the Alaska Mill and Mlnlnfif Company; 60-stamp Mill for Quart^i Mountain
50,000 horse power now in use.
Mining Company.
MACBETH PATENT STEEL-RIM PULLETS—Fifty per oent li&^hter and 25 per cent cheaper than
"last-

Send for Clrcnlar and Price LUta.

Irou pulleys; will not break in traneportation.

-A- HXJ3Xm"I3NrC3pT?03Xr,

DF*.

MANUPACIUBER OF

Centrifugal

Quartz

Roller

MUls,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS.
Mining Machinery of Every Description,

lkA:Aol3.1i3.es.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
CeDtrifufiral

Roller Qnartz

Mm.

No. 45

FREMONT STREET.

-

-

SAN FRANCISCO.

ORE CRUSHER

CAL.

ATTENTION, GOLD MINERS!
WE AKE SELLING
Silver-Plated Amalgamating Plates
For Saving Gold

in

QUARTZ, GRAVEL and PLACER MINING,

At reduced rates. Get our prices. Three thousand orders fllled. Fifteen medals awarded.
and far superior to others in weif,'ht of silver and durab'litv. Old mining plates replated.
purchSHed of
& CO., cor. First and Mission ats.

JOHN TAYLOR

Our plates have proved the best,
These plates can also be

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
E. «. DENNISTON, Proprietor.
653 & 655 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.
NOTICE. —Our Silvetl Plnted Plates have always proved as represented. We have been manufacturing them for 20 years,
and use only the beat Lake Superior Copper and Refined Silver. Comparing our pi tea with those of other manufacturers,
after repeated tests, we can safely guarantee much Better plates for the same money
Our plates are uted by all the prominent

mmmg

men on

the Pacific Coast.

bEND fOR CIRCULAR.

THE RAND DRILL COMPANY,
23 I*a,rl^ I»la,c©,

LIDGERWOOD

JSTgxp^ "K'orli..

We

are

now

so

situated

witli our new workj as to
offer to tlie miners of the

SMALL AIKCOMl'RESsING PLANTS at
Pacific Coast

such prices that almost any
small mine cnn afford to put
in power drills if thty have

to

ROCK DRIILSI^™*
AIR COMPRESS0RS&{
GENERAL MACHrNEHV ri)Rg"«;j!

none in use.
Bv our NEW AND PATENTED tiYsTEMS (by which

Ml NIKCTUNNELINCS ?"'"'""

the duty or performance of
is
not reduced with
use) it ia no longer necessary

RAND

drills

DRILLCo23

ParkPlace

buy a

Compressor

Besides liavincTBE

and BOILERS, 300 Sizes
PAEKE, LACY & CO,, Ag
San Francisco Cal.

NEW-

deplants,
Drill Company, as

small

drill

the Kand
is well known, has built, and
is now building, the LARG-

96

PLANTS IN THIS COUNTRY, and has patterns for all sizes up to 40.inch diamete^r^T cylinder'' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
In respect to capacity IN SPEED OF DRILL[NG, perhaps it
in order to say that in EVERY AUTSORITATIVF
CONTEST (or speed yet initiated, the RAND DRILLS have, without exception, BEEN VICTORIOUS
This tact
coupled with another important one, tliat the drills use much LESS AIK and cause LESS
REPAIRS has won for

Liberty St.

ifi

them nearly

'
the Eastern mining trade, which has kept their works always busy
Since the reaaojis whicli formerly restrained us from the California market no
longer exist,* we are now
in the field for the business
*»'S,l"f^pI*'' ATTENTION is called to the latest designed sectional Compressor just built (or the
.
Batooilas
IPlne in Mexico, and to the Compouna Engine Compressor built lor She Anaconda mine in Montana.

ENGINES

HOISTING

AND LlGHTtST

aiirned

nmmilvM^i

of

double capacity than the
drills are expected to require, in order to keep up
the supply of air neceaaary
on account of the wear of
drills and compressor.

EST

M'F'G CO.

MANUFACTORBR OP

New

all of

DEWEY & CO.

York.

{^^l.rvtfo^YsjIToft.''}

PATENT AGENTS

Anc.

1888

4,

Mining and Scientific Press.
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STURTEVANT
ThU

Mill

MILL.
u a Ouaher and Pul-

veriz«r

ia

without

Is to operation in

&

FRASER

HoDtingtoQ

CHALMERS,

83

GeDtrifngai

rival.

^ELBY

(V SEND FOK CATALOOUILia

ead*

ing amelting wor^i

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

and mi 11a.
J

MACHINERY

for

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING, SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

PUMPING

of

ORES

HOISTING

ENGINES

416 Montgomery

TROMMELS

JIGS and

CiTALOoca amo TasTiMOKiALa.

8I1ID roa

GOLD

HALLIDIE'S

And Assay

,v

PDMPS.

HANUfAOrURHfUl OF

BLUESTONE,
LEAD PIPE,
SHEET LEAD,
SHOT,

DBNVBB OPPIOB

Fulton and Union Streets. Ohloaso,

Standard

WIRE ROPE

J^'^^

QBNBRAL OFPIOB AND WORKS:
No.

48,

3

Wall Street.

:

No. 11 Calle de Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico.
CITY. UTAH.

These Wheels are designed for all purposes where liraitetl quantities of water and
hiyh heads are utilized, aud are guaranteed to give more power with lesa water than
any other wheel made. Bein^ placed on horizontal shaft, the power is trananiitted
direct to shafting by belts, dispensing with gearing.
EetimatcB furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in
capacity to suit any particular case.
Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free of cost,
by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES LEFPEL &

CO.,
110 Liberty St.,

ASSAYERS'

EVANS &
THOMSON &

CO.,

110 & 112 Ileale Street.

S.

F.

First

MACHINE WORKS,

Premium Awarded

Hew

application.
i^Our Gold and Silver Tables, showing the value pei
ounce Troy at different degrees of fineness, and valuanle
tables for computation of assays in grains and grammes,
will be sent free upon application.
Agents for the Patent
Plumba;ro Crucible Co., London, England. Also for E.
G. Dknxiston's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
plates of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly
reliable, and full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Orders
taken at hie lowest prices.

JOHN TAYLOR

York.

nil

kinds o(

m
^^ m

OTho

PAT. OCT. 26, 1881.

ft

181

March and
for

all

who

m

pui*-

chase the luxuries or the
necessities of life. "We

can clothe you and furnish you with
all the necessary and
unnecessary
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, flah, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these things

estimate of the value of the

GUIDE, which

fair

BUYEHS'

MONTGOMERY WARD &
XlI-114 Michigan Avenue,

"SI
.

111.

Ores Sampled.
Assaying in all its Branches.
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters,

Working

Time, troubloandmoneyaaved by using these pul leys.

Quicksilver.

i NATURAL GA S &

B.

tise

Room

22,

320 Sansome

St.,

Huhn &

(Formerly

^

J,

and

OO^

Luckbardt,

MetallurirlBts,

HUSTBlb

U. EOUTBIi.

METALLURGICAL
818 Pine

WORKS.

St. (Basement,,
-

•

SAN FRANCISCO

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Tests made by

my

Assaying and Analysis of Ores, Minerals and Waters.
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Practical Instruction given
Treating Ores by mproved processes.

G.

KUSTEL &

CO.,

Hlntntr Gntrineers and Metallurorists.

GrO

L

TO

American Exchange Hotel.

Kevolving, Jettinp, Hydraulic, Dia-

BPMHHmond,

Prospecting' Well Tools,

l.^K^M Engines and

RANDOL,

1

i VVELL TOOLS'.

II^On^B
J.

a

ProcesB,

DODGE S¥ST£M
BOP£ TKANSMISSION. Estimates furnished,
JOHN SIMONDS. Pacific Coast Agent, 509-513 Mission St., S. F.

New Almaden

to Examinations of

Special attention paid

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.
A. LUOKHARDT Ss

l^\

r^igbtest, Strong:est, Beat Balanced and Most
Convenient Pulleys Made In the World.

i^

Flans and Specifications furnished for tbe
most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Corner ot Leldesdorff Street,

PULLEYS.

eto.

Tests (practical) Made.

Mlnlncr Enelneera

They are the

new and original. Adapted to any power required.
.Also Afseiit for the
OJET
Price List and Catalogues mailed free.

Near First and Market Streets, S. F.
Ldokbardt, Manager.
Establisurd 1800

san Francisco. Cal

WOOD SEPARABLE OR SPLIT

Entirely

CO.

Chicago,

LiST.

THE DODGE PATENT INDEPENDENCE

w^ill
be sent upon
cents to pay postage,

receipt of 10

...

i^r SSND POa CiRCDTiAa AKS PRIOB
Street,

merits of

Sept.,

COMFORTABLY, and you can make a

Fremont

HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES

Are you Roing to make any change in machinery? Are you freighting by team or packing on
mules? Do you want Pulleya on Shafting already up? If bo, don't fail to look into the

each year. It is on encyclopedia of useful infor-

mation

SHAFTING,

ARE YOU GOING TO PUT UP MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?

CO-

BUYERS' GUIDE is

issued

Pnlley

For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territoriee of Idaho, WftshingtoD
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Lighteet, Strongest, Cheap-'it and
Best Balanced Pulley in the World.
Also Manufacturers of

Nob. 129

-3

Rim

CO.

Ores worked by any Prooeaa.

s

Medart Patent Wrought

<~^

C. A.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

MACUINERY.

St

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 23 STEVBN80N STREET.

at Mechanics' Fair, 1884.
ets 3VC :e3 DE3
:e: ,

oxjOO?

Steam Pumps. Steam Engines

MINE

Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these supplies since
the first discovery of mines on the Pacific Coast, we fee
confident from our experience we can well *uit the de
mand for these goods, both as to quality and price. Oui
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will be seat oc

General Agents,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, CoL
LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

PERFECT PULLEYS

EVANS),

MATERIALS,

AND MILL SUPPLIES,

FRASER & CHALMERS,

PARKE &

CO..

lUPOKTKHS AKD DnALBRa IH

Mininff Companies, Milling Companies, Prospectors, etc,
to our full stock of Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, ScoriQers, etc, includiQ^, also, a full stock of

Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

or

Cartridges,

CHEMICAL APPARATUS AND CHEMICALS, DRUG
GISTS' GLASSWARE AND SUNDRIES, ETC
G3 &Ga First St., cor. Mission, San Francisco.
We would call the attention of Assayera, Chemiatb'

JAMES LBPFBL'S

Springfield, Ohio,

Shot-Gun

JOHN TAYLOR &

TRAMWAYS.

MEXICO OFFICE:

DTAH OFFIOK—SALT LAKE

and

Etc., Etc.

Under Cbamberlin Patent

No. 248 Eighteenth Street. Denver, Colorado.

111.

OFFICE:

Boom

(SucceScOiB to

REFINERY

Office.

ALSO HANUrAOTDRKHa Oy

CORNISH

H.

CO..

San FraneUco.

AND SILVER

MAGHINBRT,

C.

St.,

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Solphorets.

ENGINES,

NEW YORK

and Ore3.

(Aetalllifgy

QUARTZ MILL.

Wind

Deep Well Pumps. Treaon Natural Gas, or our Encyclo-

_

pedia, mailed for

M^^\^^S^SI^am^'''- The American
Well Works.

WINCHESTER HOUSE,
44 Third

San Francisco,

Street,

Aurora,

Gal,

This Fire-proof Brick Building is centratiy located, in
the liealttiiest part ol tbe city, only a half block from
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to ail Steamboat
and Railroad Offices.

Laundry Free for the use of PamilieB
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.
Terms, Board and Room, SI. 00 per Day
And upward.

ROOUS WITH OB WITHOUT BOARD.
FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE.
J.

111

POOLBY.

This paper Is printed with InK Manufactured by Charles Eneu Johnson Ss Co.. 600
South 10th St, Philadelphia. Branch Offlces— 47 Rose St.. New York, and 40 La Salle
St. Ohlcaao. Aeent for the Factflo Coast—
Joseph H. Dorety, 6as Commercial St., S. F-

THOMAS

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento

Street,

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS

San Francisco,

Cal.

The above Hotel Is situated in the midst of the Banking and Commercial Houses of the city, and ia by fai the
most home-like and desirable Hotel to stop at,

OHAS.
IN

Sc

WM. MONTGOMERY.

ProD're.

24 HOURS.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMP'Y.
WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
CONCENTRATION
OF
ORES.
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO
C. a. STETEFELDT, President.
Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed
of in tbe Open Market to tbe Highest Bidder.

NEW YOEK

OFFIOB, 18

Boom

708.

BBOADWAS
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COHPILSO BVHBT THURaDAV FROM ADVSRTlfUtMBMTS

Mining stocks attract little attention as "investments," and what few transactions occur
COMPAJTT.
Heported by Dewey & Co., Pioneer Patent are on a very small scale. The market seems to Baltimore M Co
Solicitors for Pacific States.
be mainly carried on by '* chippers." The Vir- Belchef M Co
CboUar M Co
ginia £Jnterprise says concerning the Comstock: FouQd Treasure M Co
From the official report o( U. 3, Patents In Dbwey &.
Market St.

Co.'e Patent Office Library, 220

F.

S.

FOR WEEK ENDING JULY 24, 1888.
q86 686.— Lamp-Shade Holder— W. E. Brown,
S.K.
386,737.— Cable Grip— G. P. Cater, S. F.
386,690.— Splicing Cables— John Collins, S. F.
Geo. Gumming,
386.771.— Poktahle" Fokge

—

S F

'38'6,476.— Dental

Engine- W.

A'ameda., Cal.

386_5g5._VEHicLE
ville,

Brake— A. W.

Lane, Susan-

Cal.

386 751.— Supplying Air to

Firemen

in

Burn-

ING Buildings— S. L. Looms, Wright's, Cal.
A. C. McClelland,
386,484.— Grain Drill
Island City, Ogn.
386^5g8,_HAREOW— Melson & Harper, Eugene
City, Ogn,
386,552.— Concentrator— F. B. Morse, Mur-

—

phys, Cal,

386.754.— Electromedical

Apparatus—J.

S.

Muir, S. F.
386 786.— Metallic Rod-Packing—Jas. Murray, Waliula junction, W. T.
386651. — Attachment for Squares— C. F.
Nichols, S. ^.

386 490.— Fire-Shutter for
G. Page, S. F.

—A.

386,654.— Moving Cars

— W. A.

Elevator Shafts

Around Cable Curves

Phillips, S. F."

386,732.— Railway Construction

Fowler, Los Angeles,

As regards the situation in the mines, all is
Nearly every leading mine has good
favorable.
bodies of ore opened up or in sight, and new developments are being made almost every week
at some point. Though no big strike has been
made very recently, there have been brought to
light several considerable areas of good milling
ore.

— Wood

&

Cj.1.

of U. S. and Foreign patenta turnlBhed
& Co., in tbc shortest time possible (by mail
or telegraphic order). American and Foreign pateo^s
obtained, and general patent business for Paclflo Coa Jt
inventors transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
rates, and in the shortest possible time.

NOTB.— Copies

by Dewey

the available supply has been so far reduced
that only 20 of the 40 stamps at the Nevada
There are in all in the
mill can be kept going.
mill 60 stamps, bat 20 of these have never yet
been in operation, and are intended to be run
by electricity. All is in readiness at the mill to
start these stamps (so far as work can now go),
but for some reason the manufacturers have not
yet shipped the dynamos and mortars, though
they were to have been here the first of the

month.
Sixty of the SO stamps at the California battery-mill were started up last Thursday; also a
proportionate amount of the amalgamating apparatus of the California panmill. However, as
the starting of these mills caused 20 stamps to
be hung up at the Nevada mill, the gain on the
lode amounts to but 40 stimps.

worthy

Agency, the

following

are

of special mention:

Brace and Bit,— Isaac HolUday, S. F. No.
386,319. Dited July 17, 1SS8. The invention
consists in the fastening for the bit, said fastening consisting of a longitudinal groove in the
brace stock, terminating in a cross-socket or
hole to receive the shank and bent end of the
bit, and a sliding collar on the stock, having a
set screw for tixing it and holding it in place.

Attachment for Squares.— Chas.

F. Nich-

No. 386,651. Dated July 24, 1888,
an attachment for squares by which
that class of lumber used for outside finish, and
known as rustic, may be correctly marked over
its surface irregularities, so that it can be correctly sawed or cut to make close end joints.
ols, S. F.

This

is

Sphcino Cables.— John

Collins, S. F.

24, 188S.

relates to

the art of splicing cibles, and par-

ticularly to that mode or method which, from
the disposition of the strand-ends or tucks, is
known as "inlaid." The invention consists in
dividing the opposing strand-ends or tucks back
to their union with the cable, cutting off even
with the turface of the cible one division of
each tuck; taking one or more half-turns with
the lay of the remaining divisions, one from
each side, so as tj form a splice-strand occupying the vacant core of the cable; severing the
soft core of the cable at points beyond each end
of the newly formed splice-strand, and taking
out from the cable the ends of the reversed section of the core bick to each end of the splicestrand; leaving it untouched under said strand;
wrapping the ends of the divisions of the splice-

strand with said core; and, finally, inlaying the
core-ends and the divisions about which they
are wrapped into the heart of the cable. The
object is to make a simple and effective inlaid
splice without having to permanently remove
the soft core of the cable.

New
The

Incorporations.

following companies have been

incor-

porated, and papers filed in the office of the
Superior Court, Department 10, San Francisco;

Market and Stanyan Streets and Golden
Gate Park Land Improvement Co., July 28.
Capital stock, SI 000,000. Directors— B Joost,
J. A. Mller, 0. D. Bildwin, H. M. G. D.ihler
and C. E. A. Foerster.

Universal MANnpACTURiNO

Co.,

Jnly 31.

D rectors— C. E. LirCipital stock, 8100,000.
rabie, John L Boone, M. A. Graham, D. C.

American

26
2G

No,

1,

—

—
~
—
—

tou

—

W.
Stiles Crushers and Concentrators
C. Sciies is building a number of bii ore-crushers and concentrators at the Judson Iron Works,
A plant made on his system
across the bay.
has recently been sent to Oregon. Instead of
five riffles on the concentrator he now uses but
two, and the raking arrangement to prevent
packing has been simplified and improved. The
ooncentrator, though built of iron and steel,
weighs only 550 pounds,

522

Eve'ett

W Whetinore

Drop,

^

1

1
lb

Black Diamond

tool

Pick and Hummer
Machinery
Toe Calk
TiNPLATE— Coke

5

Oharcoal
(.JUIOKSILVER— By the

L V Dursey
Nevada. .A B Cooper.

Grans Valley

Stock Exohanse.

3. F.

1

FlaakB.old

Week

Ending Ending Ending Ending
July

12.

July

July

19.

il.75
'1.55

1.25

26.

Aug.

1.75
1.60
1.15

1.90
" 1.75

3!65

400

2.

'

l.fO
1.25 1.15

1.90
1.6i)

1.20

iff

2.1"

.95
IfJ

Montgomery St

309

Office in S. F.
Montgomery St

Amount.

401 California St
309 Moi tgimery St

Grass Valley
230

Payable
July 12
July 10
July 9

50
2.00
25
50
50
50
50

306 Pine St
310 Pine St

Montgomery St

May

7

July 11
July 9
July 11
Jnly 10

l.CO.

310 Pine St

June

t'5

12

Our Agents,
in aid of onr paper and the
cause of practical knowledge and sclencs, by asslBting
Agents in their labors of oanvasstng, by lendlni: their influence and eocouraglnsf favors. We hitend to send none
but worthy men.
G. W. INQALLS— Arizona Territory.
A. F. Jhwktt Tulare Co.
C. E. Williams— Yuba and Sutter Co.'s.
JoiiN L. DoYLK— Oregon, Montana and Idaho,

2.80
17i
.45

.50

11

4.60 4.15
1 06
,90

1. 00

.45

.45

.85

10
6.50

uO

3.00 !.75
18! 18i
.55
.40

...

4.31

75

5.76

.45
.35

3 00
18!
.56
.40

4.46 i'M
1.00 .30

ilio
1.00
45

10

1.20
2.65
3.40

,35

dB
1.05
2.25
2.70
5.75

7

Hale

&

'2.25

3 05

Norcross..

6.25

1.10
2.35
2.40
5.75

I.21I I.

2.65 2 20
2.9 6,16

6J

61

Holmes

&
@

Independence
Iowa

I

Julia
Justice

Metal Market.

per oz.

1.00
3.25

Kentuck
Lady Wash
Martin White

1.05
1.75

Mono

l.GO

Mexican

3.50

Should this paper be receired by ao} B"b3criber who
want it, or beyond the time he intends to pob
il, let him not fail to write us direct to atop It.
A postal
card (costing one cent only) will suffice. We will not fcnowinglv Bend the paper to anyone who does doF- wish It, but
it
IB
continued,
through
If
the failure of the subscriber to
notify us to discontinue it, or some irreBponsihle party reQueated to stop it, we shall positively demand payment for
the time tt ia sent. Loos oajlepvlly at thb i.a£xlon
does QOt
for

YOUR PAPE&,

J' A. Johnson, 307 Montgomtry street (the Nevada Bank building) is the general agent of the Stiles
quartz machinery, and offers easy terms for intro-

duction.

&

Jewey

Co.'s Scientific Press

.75

35
1.15

1.30
3.40

1.35 1.25
3.90 3.45
2.90

1.45
3.8u
3.00

1.50
3.25

1.80
3.80 3 30

1.85
3.80

6!60

7!25

1.30
3.40

Diablo
Northern Belle

Navajo
North Belle

Don't Fail to Write.

Patent Agency.

.35

.Wt.

COPPKR-LAKft—SIC. 75
Iron— No. 1.S22 00.

I 10 1.05
3.30

GrrbniiCoii— Humboldt Co.
W. w. TiiBOBALDB— Sonoma, Napa and Yolo Co.'a.
Logan— Lahe Co and Nevada State.
LiuLRPiKLD— Santa B^rbaia, Los Angeles and
San Diego Co. 's.
E. B.

F. B,
S. 3.

.45
.56

9 60

.8

,75

,25

2.70
18

Exi.he<iuer

prices:

Lbad—tf4.17i(ffl
T(N— §19 60(<»

2.00

2.25
1.60

.

UureRaCon

Telegraphic advices dated An^. 2J ^ive the following

Bar SiLVKft— 91^0
Borax— 9c.

2.20 1.35

5.7o 5.25

3.55
191

Grand Prize
Gould & Curry

@40

05

2.6J 2.00

1.25 1.15
.70
40

93

Confidence
Con. Imperial....
Caledonia
Con. Pacific
Crown Point
Crocker
Central

Dudley
EastB.

4.25
1.25

..

4 25 3.90
1.25 .15
.35
.60 ...

4.20 3.60

.50

5.25

Champion
ChoUar

00

3.55
1.10
40

3.90
:1.25
.55
.55
.50

Bodie Tunnel....
Bulwer
Con. Va. 4 Cal...
Challenge

((6

85

New York

325

Date
Aug 16
Aug 18
Aug 7
Aug 17
Aug 7
Aug 6
Aug 28
Aug 16
Aug 13

Our Pribnds can do much

Week

Week

Benton

M—

6 75
38 50

flask

new

Annual.

Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

M Co
CaUf..rnia..A Halsey
328 Montijomery St
Annual..
LATEST DIVIDBNDS-WITHIN THREE MONTHS.

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales is

@28
@27

@—
@
@
75 @
95 @
16 @
^"
^
S m
4 @
4ia
75 @ C

5 25
8
7
bag. 1 55

Buck, Sbag
ObiUed, do

Annual
Annual
Annual

Phelan Block

W

Bodie Con

2.\(rt

5 00

Shot, discount 10% on 500 bag

Meeting

f.

Montgomery St
320 Sansome St
226 Kearny St

W

BeUe Isle.

@29
^

lb

Oppioe in S.
Moutgomery St
330 Pine St

A P Low

O

M

Best a Belcher;..
Bullion
Baltimore

1.75
3.95

Isle...

Niagiira
.

"New

The followintf is the latest by mail from the
York Metal Excbange Market Report":

Copper- Easier, spot elodini; at S16.80@10.85. Transferable N^itices (Lake) issued at SI6.G0<Si
.
Lbau- Firm, at $3,S7J(5.i3.90 spoU Transferable Notices
issued at S;J.!)7io4 05.
Irregular at $19.2d@20.00.
Prices generally ruling for metals not regularly dealt
in on call at the N. Y. Exchange, covering extremes of
buyers' and sellers' views. Alt prompt delivery. Aus(ge
tralian
Tin,
Billiton
Tin,
Banca Tin,
Baltimore Copper, Sll.75@15.00;
Orford Copper, Sl5.50@l7.75; P. S. C. Copper,
Foreign Lead, §4.00@4 25; Foreign Spelter,
Antimony, S10.12t*lS.30.
S5.10(ii5.15,

Tm—

@

;

@

;

@

;

Complimentary Samples.
Persons receiving this paper marked are' requested to examine its contents, term of subscription, and give it their own patronage, and
as far as practicable, aid in circulating the
journal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
the cause it faithfully serves.
Subscription
rate, $3 a year.
Extra copies mailed for 10
cents, if ordered soon enough.
If already a
sabscriber, please show the paper to others.

Mining Engineer.

—In another

colamn

wil

be found the card of Modest Mtryanski, M. E.
and assayer, a graduate of the Royal Academy
of Mines at Berlin.
The gentleman has filled
the position of assistant superintendent in

German Government mines

for

some

Sampling Works

Nev. Queen
North G. &
Occidental

1.35

I. SO

Ophir

6.51

6}

6 25

,25

Overman

1.65

Potosi
Peerless

3.20
00

1.60
2.65

1.73
2.70

1.95 1.60
2 80 2.60

1.75

1.85 1.40
45
.60

3 60

3.80 3 00
4.60 _
3.45 3.10

1.50 1.20

Peer
P. Sheridan
Silver Star

Savage

3.B.SM
Sierra Nevada. ....

4.05
2.75
3 30

3 ra 3.40
3 65 3.10

1.00

King

.75
.75

Scorpion
Syndicate
3

(JnionCon:
Utah
7ellow Jacket

i'.ii

8;

.60

3.75
4.30
3.40

..'lO

.60

1.25 1.76

1.90

3'26

s'so 3.25
1.45 1.35
4.45 4 00

.60

.55

1.45 1.30
4.80 3 35

1.50
5.00

6i

...
...

.60
.80
.70

.61

SUverHill
Silver

4

4.00
3 25
3.80

l.f5
1.95
2.90
1.80

.65

,70

3!60
1.45

4.60

Ope U. S. and Fobeion Patent Agbbw
many and important advantages as
Home Agency over all others, by reason of lon[

presents

years.

for Sale.

The works are s'luated on A. & P. R. R. Calico
Mining District, Daggett. Cal., and contain a firstclass Engine and Boiler with Ore Crusher and other
machinery, Platrorm Scales, Mill Scales, Assaying
Outfit, etc., all nearly new.
Also upon the premises an office building and a comfortable dwelling
house (portable). The above can be had at a bargain.
Apply to GiLLESPv & Childs, 123 California street, San Francisco,
.

Sales at Saa Francisco Stock Exchange.
Wednesday August
250
100
250
50
150
3
1(10

Alpha
Alta
Baltimore
Belcher
B. & Belcher
Bullion
Bodie

115

100 Justice

65c
3.60
3.80

95c
3.40
3.35

3.6i'

25
150
60
600
51
450
150
300
850

45c

KG

1.15
1

80'

70c

100
100
220

Bulwer
ChoUar

200
60
30
200
100

Crown Point
Con. Imperial
Confidence
Crocker
Caledonia
Challenge

5'1

200 Grand Prize
160 Hale a Nor

2.30

1.55

1.

2.70

Con Va & Cal

220 Exchequer
1.0 Gould & Curry

9i

5i'

Mexican
N. Belle Is
Nev. Queen

5b

Overman.

1.50

Opblr
Occidental Con
Potosi
Peer
Peerless

Scorpion

90 Savage
75c 300 S. B. SM.
35i
80 Sierra Nevada
4.20 280 Utah
17

.....1.10, 1.50
3.101 250

Union

YeUow Jacket

6

1.25
2.50
4oc
1.20
60c
2.95
3.40
3.00
1.30
3.15
3.80

He

company.

Kincaid.

M Co

Star

302

W

@
&

W.

Lotfler.

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

SECEETAitY.
Location.
Name of Company.
Nevada.. A
Havens
Con California & Va M Co
Nevada.. A S Grotb
ConhdeiceS M Co.....
Nevada..HRP Button
Eureka Con
Co
Nevada.. J
Pew
North Belle Isle M Co
California.. D A Jennings
North Star M Co
Nevada.. J FLightner...
HaleS: Norcross S M Co
California
Idaho M Co
Pacific Boras, Salt & Soda Co. .California.. A H Clough
California. .J
Pew
Standard Con M Co

ig
(^

®23

_

^

Sheet
Pipe

New York

R

California..

M

Martin White
Co
South Feather River

H

,

Seoretaby.
Location.
Cahfornia..W H Watgon
Calif ornia..FELuty
California.. T Wetzel

Belcher

@31

21

Bar

Flasks,

.W

Brophy

Oregon Pig. ton
Clay Lane White
Shotts, No. 1
Bar Irou (base price)
Lead—Pig

Steel— English,

5..CEEmott

,

California..

New

St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
Bt
St
St
Grass Valley
152 Fourth Bt
328 Montgomery St

A

.

Axgenta

he has been employed at the Progresao mine,
Lower California, and at the Pinos Attoa. in
Mexico. He ia now in San Francisco and is desirous of procuring a position with some mining

and M.

.

Montgomery St

9

309 Montgomery
322 Montgomery
328 Montgomery
328 Montgomery
309 Montgomery
328 Moutgomery
309 Montgomery
328 Montgomery
218 California
309 Montgomery
320 Sansome

11... Aug 31.. T Wetzel
24..
Sept H. .
Halsey
23.. .Sept 23. .M P Minor
16..
Sept 7..J J Scoville
I5..junel3..july 17... .Aug 6. J Morizio
SO. .July 13.. Aug 16... Sept
50.. June 22...
.July 30.. Aug23..JNa3h
10. .July 26. .Sept 3....Sei.t 20.
Richardson
25.. July 10..
14. ...Sept 1..E L Parker
10. .July 19. .Aug 25. . . .Sept 24.
Pichor
05. .July 5. .Aug
7....AUR 25..
Hancock
35. .July 3..Juiy 31....Aug 20..JCalver
1.00.. June 21. .July 39. .. Aug 20. .A Chemerant

Aug

California. 3..
California. .35..
Caliti rnia.. 3..
California.. 2..

M Co

G

M Co
M
Maryland M Co

,

Nevada...92..

Empire

Andes

California Biscuit Co., July 31. Capital
Directors— R P. Wright, R.
stock, $250,000.
P. Merillion, G. H. Bauer, H. Mohr and Geo.

A. Heald, E. S. Irwin

Derbec Blue

1..
5..

,

California.

M Co
M Co

Alta

@

7

Soft,

:

{1

also served seven years as superintendent of
mines in Austria, Siuce coming to this coast

I.

Arizona.

Alpha
a

S.

Wickham,

Nevada ,.20..

M Co
M

Company.

2,

Star

Sheathlug
lugot
Fire Box Sheets
[RON— Glengiiruock ton
Eglintoo, ton

No.

Dited July

Califoruia.
Calif oiida.

G M Co

Great Republics
Ithaca Cun
Co

402 Moutgouiery St
327 Pine 8t
309 Montgomery St
3i

—

WHOLESALE.
Thuksdav. August

This invention

386,690.

Nevada.

Scott Bar
Co
Sieira Nevada
Sijriag Valley G

M Co

JotmSALB.

Plaoe of Business

.

Aug
Aug

05. .July 7..
10. .July 17..
50. .July 16, .Aug
10. .July 11. .Aug

Califo-nia.. 8..
California.

Kiug

Silver

San Francisco Metal Market.

Powdered

Patent

M

Name of

Couceutrated
Among the patents recently obtained through
Copper—
Bolt
Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press U. S. and

Foreign

M

Live Oak Drift
Co
Potosi

S. F.

WW

M

Union

in the

AdTiMONT— French
Borax— Retiuuil

Notices of Recent Patents.

LOOATIOW. NO. AM'T. LEVIED. DKHNQ'NT. SALB.
Secret ABT.
Nevada.. 2..
25.. June 30.. Aug l....Aug 22..
Tenney
Nevada.. 35..
50.. July 18.. Aug 22....Sei)t 12. J CruckHit
Nevada. .25.
£0. .July 20. .Aug 23 ...Sept 11..C E Klliott
Nevada.. 3..
62.. July 12.. Aug 17.... Sept 7.. J Stadfeld Jr
'"
~~
'
""
'
Nevada. .59..
£0.. June
22. .July
26.. .Aug 16..A K Durbrow

Gould & Curry S
Co
Gray Eagle M Co
Great Western y M Co
Keyea S
Co
Loue Jack
Co

M

1888

DIRECTORY.

MlNIBO AKD SCIBNTIFIO PRESS AND OTUBR

IK

4,

ASSBSSMENTS.

Carson river continues very Venus M Co
low and no increase of volume can be expected Western Mineral Co
in
of
the fall rains. It appears
the
setting
until
that the supply in this city is inadequate to the
Name op Company.
running of both the Nevada and the California AltaS M Co
Pacific M Co
Coo
starting
of
the
latber
up
water-mills. By the

The water

Knowles,

A.

SHAREHOLDERS'

MINING

Mining Share Market.

List of D. S. Patents for Pacific Coast
Inventors.

[Aug.

Bullion Shipments.

We

quote shipments since onr

last,

and shall

be pleased to receive farther reports;
Con. Cal. and Virginia, July 28, $52 327;
Eureka Oon., 30, $23 300; Oast, 29, SIO 000;
Silver Bjw, 21, $16,016; Bluebird, 21, 824,224; Monlton, 21, $15,505; Alice, 21, $9776;
Pollock, 21, $9280; Lexington, 21. $26,384;
B'uebird, 25, $12 768; Moulton, 25. $8136;
Hananer, 26, $16,200; Hananer. 28, $3500; 29,
$1720; Gould and Curry, 28, $4514; Occidental,
28, $4400.

Remember,

—We can

some friend desiring
rate to the
tickets.

Eut

make

first-class

an olject for
passage at a low

We

been obtained through our Agency. We can
give the best and most reliable advice as to the
patentability of new inventions. Our prices
are as low as any first-class agencies in the
Eastern States, while our advantages for Pacific
Coast inventors are far superior. Advice and
Circulars free.

DEWEY &
No. 220 Market
S. F.
A. T.

DEWET.

St.

CO.. Patent Aeents.
Elevator 12 Front St

Telephone No. 658.

W.

B.

EWEB.

GEO. H, STRONO.

FOR SALE.
2 Triumph Concentrators.

it

to conealt aa before' baying

i

establishment, great experience, thorough system, intimate acquaintance with the subjects Oi'
inventions in our own community, and oui
most extensive law and reference library, oon
taining official American and foreign reporto.
files of scientific and mechanical publications,
ate.
All worthy inventions patented through
onr Agency will have the benefit of an illustration or a description in the Mining and SoienriFio Press.
transact every branch of
Patent business, and obtain Patents in all countries which grant protection to inventors.
The
large majority of U. S. and Foreign Patents
issued to inventors on the Pacific Coast have

1

New

12-inch, 35 H. P. Engine.
VERY CHEAP. Apply
130

Saoaomc

St.,

room

12,

1

Il

ACG.

Mining and Scientific Press.

1888]

4,

HORACE

D. RANLETT,

H.H.H

ELECTRIC DE VELOPME NT COMPANY.

and CommissioD,

MiniDg,

Ores,

420 MontBomery

NEWTON COPPER

Incandescent

St., S- F.

UNION COPPHJB MIME,

MINE. Amador

Co.

Special attention i^lvsn to

maDacsment and

iDdoor and. Outdoor Illumination ot every kind.

Stiaft

cl»iniH.

F^rtho liu^t 14 >-^ars thfl fl. }[. H. Horse
L nimont han boon Uio l.-a.UQg rcuredy

Offices

I?ftrni.>re anfJ Hronkmi-n for ttt
Hi.ramf. BmiM'.* Utitt Joinu.
.ijAvinn, Win.lirallH, Soro .'^hoiilJprs. etc
iiul fur l-ainily LVe in without an
e-auti

(in

,>>T

KhenmntiHm
(

inn a.

1{.

Box

360.

For Sale by

MODEST MARYANSKI,
Engineer and Assayer,

Mining

417 JuABKIN ST., S.

—

34

Advertiser wishta to l>ond good mines for the (oroign
required.

Those

active production preferred.

In

Tlmf)

Address,
'

Box 265 (B)
San Francisco,

C,"

POST

-IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF-

THIS

Back Film of the Minina and ScmsTiyjc Prfss) unbound) can he had for iZ per volume of six months. Per
year (two volumes) $6. Inserted in Dewey's patent binder, fW centH additional per volume.

BREAKERS,

BOILERS,

in
Writlnjr, Bookkeeping, Teloffraphy, Pi^nmanahip, Drawing, all the English branches, and everything pertaining to buhinef^s,
have
for six full montha.
We
sixteen teachers, and give
individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
its graduates in every part o( the State.
^TSbnd for Circular.
E. P. HEALD, President.
C. S. HALEY, Secretary.

Cal.

ROCK

ENGINES,

ST., 3. P.

SWVENTY-FIVB DOLT.ARS
FOR
Shorthand, Type
College instructs

MINES WANTED.

''

STEAM

PULVERIZERS,

PUMPS,

V^

'^'

rNGINEER,

CIVIL
and SANITARY

"V^T".

COLLEGE,

BUSINESS

tion desired.

market.

DruRglsta.

HEALDS

P.

nf the Koyal Berlin Acadomy of Mints;
Huperinttindcnt of
Ciernian Govcrnineiit
HlncH. Kx|HTieuct' on l'*oific Coaat, Kcfereocoa Tlios.
Any one doatriuR
Ball, Thot. Tric-e and K Hookhoiler.
the Ben'lccs ot a Mining Engineer, MutallurtttBt <>r AsBayer will please address as a'JOve, A permautnt posi-

A eradaate

cx-As«i8taiit

all

KT, s.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

21 and 23 Frement Street,

Bottle.

Pasadena, Cal.

Sydney,

PARKE & LACY,

.

|

Or.

uuji

ftvery Bottle lM>f!orG pDrcKaeini^. Fc~ Ba'9
ovorjTfhero for 60 cent* aud tl.OO v^i

BAINBRIDGB,

whom

and Showrooms. 323 PINE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

I*ox-tXa.ja.<3.,

Nparal*,'ia, Aeh^n. Paina
Mill Hpraiu.-. of all clmrwitor^
H. Linimr^ot liaH many imii'
w« cantiun the Public To r^i
chat tho Tnulo Mark " FL H. H." la
^JruiM-rt,

t^onfl, anrl

Adures8,
J. B.

llio

SELF-KEfiULATlNG ARC LIGHTS

ftt-j.intf

ora) 120 fact. Ono oarlua'l alreadv Khipped, 917^0
Capital wanted to further develop, rapidly. To thoBo
Hiuvh a
nicaolDic buKioess, Kood terms will l>e ufTured.

miles from

Reduction Works,

Mills,

satisfactory incaodeaeent system. LIshta reijuiro no attention and are under complete conOver SOO 000 llghu In use In the United States
turn nieht
Into day and afford a means ot workini: tie wludo 24 hours; Invaluable to contractors
aud others to
tliue is an object, fotlniates and designs on a)iplicAtiun.

.-aro of

down

Systems lor liditinf and

Electrical

Gas, Oil and Candles 8ui.oi»edol by

trol.

'l"'HK H. H. H. Horse Liniment pntt
n*>w lifeiQtotudAntiqoiitod Uorae I
J-

Development,

Together with many additional

kinds o(

The only complete and

sales of

GOLD & SILVER MINE
Now Under

all

EDISON INCANDESCENT LIGHT,

copper produce

of

Arc Electric Lights

For Mines, Hoisting Works,

Correspondent as Ageiit for SniotU;r« lu Loodon, Li\crNew York, Boston and Battlmoru.
Twenty ysars experisooe, in CaUfomla, purchaBloKOrei
and dealiii(( in MinoM.

Dines and purchow and shipment

&

Elcrtric Motors. Dynamos, TruDicaia, EltvatorB, SiuMilB and
,.£nalui98ion o( power, either direct or with storaye Batteries,

Calaveras Co..

pool,

railroad.

85

L HY.

131 Montgromery

CONCENTRATORS.

QlANr ROOK BBBAKEB.

JACKSON,

St.. S.

F.

SIERRA LUMBER CO,
Doors, Windows, Blinds,

Weslinghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Rock Drills and Air Compressors.
Saw and Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,
Injectors, Oil Cups, and Lubricators.

}

MANUFACrrURE AND DEAL IN

SUGAR

PINE,

YELLOW

PINE,

SPRUCE and

FIR

BELIING.OILS and GENERAL SUPPLIES.
We are prepared to give eetimatea for Hoisting
Smelters aad Concentratora.

WORKS

and Stevenson

First

:

80LB AGENT FOR

H. D.
220 Fremont

LEUSHER PLATES,

— AND—

CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO,

Sts.,

Stamp

Plants,

Mills

L"MBER.

Cor. Fourth and Channel Sts., San Francisco.

SAN FRANCISCO TOOL

Works and Pumping

Chrome
Kock

CAL.

MANUFACTURERS'

Cast Steel for
Drills, Etc.

MORRIS,
San Francisco,

St.,

anl

PURCHASINS AGENT,

Special attentioD given to purchase of

MAKERS OF

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.

^

ADAMANTINE SHOES AND
AOASIASfTINB.

IRRIGATION AND RECLAMATION.
STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS of all kinds,
MACHINE TOOLS, and full line of
MACHINE SHOP APPLIANCES carried
ELEVATORS

tor

freight

and passecger

use, both

worm

THE LIXIVIATION OF
In stock.

ORES

SILVER

of the

Worthington pattern.

ELECTRIC APPARATUS for the generation and distribution of electricity
and POWER. Keith System.
ELOTIR MILL ROLLS ground and corrugated. Geae Ccttino a Specialty.
ts" Prices

First

DB"Sr

I

M

&

1

16

Gold Medal.

BEALE

LIGHT

T&e only

O.

ST.,

MANUFACTUBEBS OF

SOLUTIONS

HYPOSULPHITE

apecial reference to the RusBell process),

S I* X3 X' x: F X3 Xj X> !

-A..

.

Treatise on tlie Cheniislry and tlie Practice of ttie Lixiyiation Process,
Published and sold by the Author, 18 Broadway, New York.
Price $5.00, Registered Postage Prepaid.

coiiiDlcte

Remittance should

only

be

made by Bank

Send for ,CATAL00DE."ia

on application.

Preminm,

for

WITH

(With

gear and patent double capacity

hydraulic.

WATER METERS

D£E«a.-Quar-

anteed to prove better and cheaper than any otbets.
Orders solicited, subject to above conditions.
H. D. MOERIS.

Draft, or by P. 0.
C. A. STETEFELDT.

1886

Also,

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

At

First

the

Money

Preminm,

Last

Order, payable

Gold

Mechanics'

to

the

Medal,

Fair

order

of

1887,

Exposition.

FOE ETEEY POSSIBLE DUTT.

Stationfor Water Works Service, Mining Pumps, Irrigating Pumps, Independent Air Pumps, and Condensers for
ary Engines or Steam Pumps, Power Pumping Machinery, Improved Compound Air Compressors, etc,, etc.

Compound Pumping Engines

Mining and Scientific Press

86

PACIFIC ROLLING- MILL

NOTICE TO

CO.,

1888

4,

p^m W3.

apd

irop

MAmiFACTORKHS OF..

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

[ACG.

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,

CONTRACTORS,

ENGINEEKS AND MACHINISTS,
No. 119 Beale

and others interested in

San Francisco

St.,
BDILDBR OP

TO 20,000 LBS. WEIGHT.
Steam Enelnee, Flour Mill,
Mining:, Saw Mill and
Dredelns Machines
True to pattern and superior in strength, toughness and durability to Oast or Wronght
Brodle Rock Crushers,
Iron In any position or for any service.
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
Engineers' Tables of Progress
Side Walk and Hand-Power
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MABLBVATOB8.
WITH MAPS, ItLUSTKATlONS
CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.
Manufacturers of B. E. Henrickson's Patent Automatic
AND

UP

ETC.

SHAFT-SINKING,

TUNNELING,

DESCKIPTION OF THE

FCLI.

made and

NEW YORK

16x16

Length 36

feet;

miles.

from i to 3 inch diameter and Flats from 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and other shape
Tu-ea, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
ALSO, Railroad and Meroliaiit Iron, Rolled
from 12 to 45 pounds per yard.
iron, Bridge and Machine Bolta, La^ ScrewB, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Beams, Angle, Channel, and
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, eti:. Car and Locomotive AJtles and Frames,
and Iron Forglngs of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

ALSO

Steel Rods,

Wagon, Buggy, and Truck

STEEI. BAILS

For Catalogues, Estimates, Etc. address:

DRILL

ROCK

iS" Orders

8 California

SAN

and

GREAT

Send

have prompt attention.

FAGIEIG ROIXnra MILL

CO.,

202

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
constructed, fitted

Front St,

Address

for Catalogues,

Iffarket St.,

bot.

St.,

[ESTABLISHED IN

REDUCTION!

Propeller Engines, either

Best and Cheapest in America.

Miners Iron Works.

STEVENSON'S PATENT
.

AMALQAMATOBS,

Mold-Board

X*zr4%3txo±fiioo.

High Pressure or Compound,

Golden State Pressure Blowers.

MINING MAOHINERY.-Hoteting Engines and
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping EDe:ines
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

between Howard

01rsL St.,

A Foleom,

S. F.

rHORIfTOM THOMPSON

rHOHAS 'THOUPSON

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

No imitation, no deception, no planished or rotten
iron used. Only genuine Russia iron in Quartz Screens.
Planished iron 8Lreen9 at nearly half my former rates.
on hand
t ha\e a large suoplv of Battery Screens
suitable for the Huntiugton and aU Stamp Mills, which I
will sell at 20 per rent discount.

repaired.

Sacramento, Cal.

Usnufacture Iron Oastlngs and Machinery
of all Kinds at QreaUy Seduced Bates.

1865.]

—MANDFACTDRBRS OF—
MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.^

BATTERY~~SCREENS.

&

Golden State

S^xx

up and

N & o sts.,

San Francisco.

IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES,

Boilers,

PlouriQK Mills, Saw Mills and Quartz Mills Machinery

Proprietors.

21 Fremont
FRANCISCO, OAL.

St.,

will

Engines,
AND ALL RINDS OF

STEEI..

FULTON

PARKE & LACY.

Steam

T

CO.,

RBPRBSBNTBD BY

CO.,

MANUFAOTDUBaS OF

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND

INGERSOLL

ROOT, NEILSON &

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.
Steel

BIBD EDITION NOW BEADy.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION

repaired.

SOFT and DUCTILE, UNION IRON WORKS,
STEEL. SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR
8AORAMBNTO, CAL.

HOMOGENEOUS

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL
Section

All Iduds of machinery
ia"ORDBRS SoiiiomiD.

Safety Catches for Elevators.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

EUREKA FOUNDRY,
129 and 131 Beale St., between Mission and Howard, S.F.

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.— Batteries

for

Dry or Wet

UAHCFAOTDRBRS OP CASTOiaS OF 8VHET DHSORIPTiOK.

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans,

Settli rs. Furnaces, ReOre Feeders, Rock Breakers, Furnaces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc

torts, Concentrators,

PERFORATED SHEET METAL

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.— Flour

For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc and other metala punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot~Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (finej.

Orders promptly attended

Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging
Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels..

Mill

to.

JOHN

TV.

Saw Francisco,

St.,

QUICK,

THE PELTON

WORKS ORE WET OR

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

ORTON.

WILLIAMS.

J. H.

TTfTllXla.xus efts ^ar-toxi,
MANUF'RS OF GBNEBAL MACHINERY.
Works, No. 316 Mission St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to WoodworklnR Machinery,

Steam and Gas Engines.

Correspondence

solicited.

Mining Engineers.

Tustin's Pulverizer

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
SI & 3S3 First

C. K.

DRY.

N.

S.

KEITH,

ELEOTRIOAL ENGINEER,

Cal.

Proprietor.

ENGINESsBOILERS

WATER WHEEL

Inventor and Manufacturer

OF ALL KINDS,

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.

Water

Pipe,

Tanks

Pump
for

or Air Colnnms, Fish

AND

Salmon Canneries
'•'^ry

moaerace

Etc.

Contractor for the Construction of Elbctrio Railwats

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means

OF BYERT DB8CRIPTI0N.
Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at

of

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

rates.

AOBNTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

of

X>eckJ3.o Stefizn. F'UlZxx'^.

i^"Send

SPECIALTIES

Office,

and Tustln Ore Pulverizers.
DEANE STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.

Electricity.

for Circulars giving particulars.

40 Nevada BIoc^, San Francisco. Oal.
1 1 & 23 Stevenson St

Factory,

CorllBB Engines

ISRAEL W. KNOX,
Gives the highest efficiency of any Wheel in the world*
and is everywhere recngnized as the standard for high
pressure service.

UPWARDS OP

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three Kinds of Powder, which are acknowledged by

all

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

Of
NOBEIi'S

nines, Mining Machinery
in

the Marlcei.

Power from these Wheels can be transmitted by electricity several miles with small loss, and n-ade available
for running Mills, Pumping and Hoisting Works, Tr^m
cars, etc.
Address

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAt.

Office,

AND

CLEARING.

BANDSEANN,
NIELSEN & CO..
OBNBBAIj agents, HAN FRANCISCO CAL.
N.

W. SPAULDING

is on the use an'' conDams, Pipes, Fiowof Wnter

S PAULDING'S

QUARTZ SCREENS

hurdy-gurdyB, rockers, undercurrents, etc.; also describes
methods of blasting; tunnels and sluices; tailina-s and
dump; duty of miners' inch. etc. A very practical work
for gold miners and users of water.
Price, S5, post-paid.
For sale by Dbwet & Co., Publishers, 252 Market St., Sao

A

specialty.
Round,
or burred slot holes.

uine Russia

Iron,

Inserted Tooth

slot

TUBES &

CO.

611 and 613 Front St. , San Francisco.

issayig,

A.

San Francisco.

VAN DER NAILLEN, President.

Assayinfr of Ores, ?26: Bullion and Chlorination Assay,
Blowpipe Assay, §10 hnW course of assaying, §50.

Send for

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes.
fornia Perforating Screen Co., 145 & U7 Beale St

INVENTORS,
L.
.

TAKE

CHISEL
,

copper and brass.

Saws.

NOTICE

PETERSONTivibDEL MAKER,

BIT

cmcuLAR

Cah
S F

Market St. , N. E. eor. Front (up stairs) , San Franoisco
Experimental maohlnery aad all kinds of metal, tip,

68

circular.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Civil

and Mining Engineer,

MINING EXPERT AND GEOLOGIST.
Address " Business Box A,"

office

of

this paper,

Sao

Francisco.

Homo-

geneous Steel, Cast Steel or

Line, etc., etc.

Extra eizes and lengths made to order on short notice

am

AND

Gen-

American planished Iron,

Francisco.

EstabllBhed 1856.

Drawlig

723 Market Street,

Manufacturers of

This new and important book

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope
Rope, Whale
Sisa Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay

ArcMtectire,

?25;

on Heavy Grades, methods of mining shallow and deep
placers, history and_ development of mines, records of
gold washing, mechanical appliances, such aa nozzles,

San Francisco Cordage Factory.

Umim,

The History Building,

TrUSE for Sale.

Practical Treatise on Hydraulic Mining.
Bt AUG. J. BOWIE, Ja.
struction of Ditches, Flumes,

Civil, Mechanical and
Mining Engineering,

Practical,

liAND
Is from three to four times stronger than Ordinary Blasting Powder, and is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
saves time and money. It is aa dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

OAPS and

San Francisco, Cal.

St.,

even Safer in Handling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
rOR RAIIiROADS

287 First

94 per cent of Nitro-Olycerlne, and

OEliATlNE-I>YN AMITE, Stronger than Dynamite and

used.

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION.

which contains

& Supplies.

Mines Examined, Reports and Estimates Furnished.
Contracts made, etc

Different Strengtha as Eequired.

EXPLOSIVE GELATINE,"

AND PUROUABINO AQBHT POR

the Great Chemists of the World aa

SOO IN USE.

From 12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
It Is not only most economical of water, but the most
mple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, Hoisting,
Pumping, or any other purpose where water power can

Mining and Mechanical Engineer

SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of

all

log^ue,

kinds made.to order.

Send for Descriptive Cata

17 and 19 Fremont

St.,

San Francisco.

ROSS

E.

BROWNE.

Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,
No. 307 SAaVSomb St., San Francisoo.

Back FrLEs of the Mining and Scientific Prkss) unbound) can be had for S3 per volume of six months. Per
year (two volumes) ?5. Inserted in Dewey's patent binder, 50 cents additional pet volume.

Aug.

4,

Mining and Scientific Press.
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,000 OSZ^^LXjEISTG-E!

HUNDRED ^ND SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

FIVE

PRICE
OVER
tear arc

1400

ititircly

(957S.OO)

ARK NOW
A

nominal.

Street, 8hd FranulNCo.

I

o.

r*.

:b,

IN USE.

ConcoDtnittona »ro cluan from the first workiOK. The wear aod
machine owi b« seeo lo workiug order and ruody to make tuste at 230 Freiuuut

Till Uoin'ANA CuMPA\v (Limited), London, Oc-tobor 8, 18S5.
Drar Sim;— Having t«Bted throo of your Frue Vanoera Id a &impotltlvo trial with othtr Bimllar maohlnea
wo have satuflod ourBolv«» of the superiority ot your VaimcrH, as is evideoceil by the fact of our having
ordered twenty more of your maohioes tor inuuediato delivery. Youru truly,

(Triunipli),

TIIK MONTANA COMPANY (Limited).
N. B.— Since the at>ove was written the 20 Vannera bavinfc been started gavo euch natlefaction that 44 addiand more gtampa have been purchaaed.
ADAMS & CAKTKIL

tional Frues

Protected by patents

wy

30, 1888;

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR

September

May

December 22, 187i; Beptembor
PatenU applied for.

4, 1869;

18, 1888.

ADAMS & CARTER,

OR VANNING MAOHINE.

Room

7. No.

109

2, 1870;

April 27, 1880:

March

22, 1881;

Fobru-

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

California Street,

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED,

$1,000

PR P
V^ p
I
I

V

i

L_i

FIVE
J

HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS
(SS30.00).

"Triumph " Ore Concentrator poseeeses many advantages over any
other style of Vanners, Vanning Machines, or Concentrators, yet introduced to the notice of mining men. These advautagee consist in the superior features which enter into their construction, and facilitate their operation.
They are constructed in the best manner; their framee being of iron, insures their solidity, durability, and perfect
steadiness of motion when operated. They are built as compactly as their requisite strength will permit, weigh less, re.
quire less freight apace in boxes, by which their cost of transportation is reduced, and occupy less mill room when set upAn important improvement has recently been introduced into their construction, which consists of a Kiffle Tahlkplaced in front of and which takes the discharge from the feed and amalgam bowl. The improvement is in the recipro,
cal motion which is imparted to this table by the longitudinal motion of the shaking frame to which the table is attached. We have at hand many testimonials, from well-known Superintendents of mines in different mining districts
of the United States, bearing evidence of the efficiency and superiority of this form of Concentrator, and we shall be
pleased to send Circulars covering such letters of testimony, and, as well, directions for setting up and operating these
machines, and are ready to quote special prices for any considerable order.
The present improved form

"TDiiiiuiDU"

of the celebrated

joshua hendy machine works,

nor rnNPCiaTDBTnD

COMPRESSED AIR

WATER POWER MACHINERY.

and

RIX & FIRTH, 225 and 227
NATIONAL AIR COMPRESSORS.

San Francisco.

First St.,

SINGLE OR DUPLEX, STEAM OR BELT POWER.
62 Sold OQ the Pacific Coast.

WATER

KNIGHT'S

WHEEL,

MINERS' HORSE WHIM.

-FOR-

MILLS, PUMPING AND HOISTING.
„
Over ortA
300 in nse. All estlmatetf gaar-

...

1

Send for Clrcnlar.

anteed.

ah wrought iron, no gears, nobreakage.
easUv handle rock or water to a depth
givinc entire satisfaction to the prospector.
Price, complete, $200. 150 sold on this Coast.

One
3

horsp. will

50

feet,

NATIONAL ROCK DRILL.
£00 Sold on thJs Coast. Has
lesH repairs tbau auy other
Drill.

NOTICE. —All

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

the

full

weight

our plates are guaranteed to have
agreed upon, and are tested be-

of silver

fore leaving our works, thereby avoiding the complaints

about light weight, made so often before we started
in this branch of industry.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE, Agent.

iF'ox- JSJ^L-VXISTCSp C3rOIL.13:

521 & 523 Market

St.,

San Francisco,

-DKALBR IN—

OR PLACER MINES.
MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.
Assayers' and Mining Material.
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
— MANUFACTURRR OF
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.
BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL,

SAN

FRANCISCO

NOVELTY

AND PLATING WORKS,

Agent

HOSKINS'

for

HYDRO-CARBON ASSAY FURNACES

PNEUMATIC
The

principle of pulverization consists in the

employment

PULVERIZER.
of

two

POWERFUL OPPOSING CURRENTS
dry juper-heated steam, so arranged that they continuously charge themselves with crushed or granulated material, and by
the grbat force and velocity of the h team curreuts tlie minerals a'e dashed against each other with such power of toncussion as to rause the hard est ores to be pulverized to any degree of fineness desired. The high temperature of the superheated steam currents emp.oyed, through which every miuute particle of ore must [lass, causes them to become very
hot and dry, which produces a beneficial effect upon Sulpiiiirets and ores containing rusty Gold. The light weight
and simplicity of construction of the IMlverizer, the extremely small and incxpeosive wearing parts, are the WONDER
and SURPKI3E of all who witness its operation. The Company is prepared to furnish complete plants for pulverizing
fit

10
Including a Sectional Steam Boiler

TO 200 TONS PER DAY.

supplying

all

WATER TANKS

the power required.

CALIFORNIA

EULDA

PNEUMATIC PULVERIZER COMPANY.
Sc^tjon^l View ol Pljlvfrizer.

L. F.

IIOLMAN,

F. A.

LUCKENBACH,

Pros't.
Sup't.

2 and 4 Stone Street,
^^T'rlt© lox-

NEW YORK.

WINE

I

WINE TANKS!
COOPERAGE

CO.,

BKOS., Proprietors,

San Francisco.
St.,
ALL KINDS OF CASKS, TANKS, Etc.

30 to 40 Spear

^"Siur, Miking, and Water Takrb

a Specialty. "SJ

Mining and Scientific Press
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FRISBE E

MILL.
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-THE-

DOUBLE "ECONOMIC" STAMP MILL.

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9000 pounds,
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
quartz to 40 mesh is in successful opera;

tion

and we guarantee

work

its

as represented.

We have here the Stamp Mill in a cheap and simple form. The high drop of the old stamp
more than compensated for by the great weight (1200 lbs. each) of our stamps, and the rapidity (300 strokes each per minute) with which they ri-n.
There are 4 shoes in each stamp, so
that there are 4S00 strokes of the shoes on the dies per minute. Leas power is required than in
any other mill to do the same amount of work.
The Mortar has screens at both ends, giving ample discharge. There are no cams or tappets to wear or be adjusted.
The stamps adjust themselves as the shoes wear.
is

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,
And

renewals will not coat over one-half aa much as for fctxmps. Will run empty, or with small
amount of ore without injary. The af^Rntion of parties having Cement Gravel is called to this
MiU» aa it will run 100 tone per day to No. 8 meah; 30 to 35 H. P.
OUR
MILLS are the most economical ever built, and are extensively used with
record of several years. No grinding in pans. Mill finishes to any fineness desired.

AN AUTOMATIC ORB FEEDER
Goes with each Mill.

We

also

have a suitable

DRY

Several Mills are

now

mill for small mines, but

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY.

...

GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager.

HOOKER & LAWRENCE,

Gen'l Ag'ts,

461 Howard

St.,

GREGORY

&

Fremont and Mission

&

BO'WEnsr,
S&H FRANCISCO, CAL

MARSHUTZ

Corner Main and Howard

SOLE AGENTS FOR

Sts.,

Compound

Engines, Flour, Sugar,

ALL WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED.

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

NATIONAL ROCKER aUARTZ MILL.
24, 1886.

HOISTING

ENGINES.

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL,

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

AND

SON'S MACHINISTS'

Sole Manufacturers.

BOILERS.

PAYNE'S VERTICAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

BEMENT &

BROS'

The Patentee and Manufacturers

AND HORI-

cordially invite miners to critically

examine and pass judgment upon
this improved system of milling
and amalgamating; ores in the (ol-

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

TOOLS.

BICKFORD'S POWER DRILLS.
BLAKE'S IMPROVED STEAM
PUMPS.

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

WEBBER CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
P3RIN BAND SAW BLADES.
STURTEVANT BLOWERS AND

lowinjj particulars:

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

1.

The

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

2.

The

The wear

6.

There

for Circulars

and

simplicity of construction.

its

challenge competition with

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL.

Pi Ice List-

THE

A. L. OTT,
MauiifactiriDg Jeweler & Diainoiid Setter,
No. 13 TRINITY STREET,
Above Montgomery,

4LWAYS IN STOCK

LUBRICATING

In

before the public.

"a^Send

bet.

Bush and Sutter, San Francisco.

American Railway Publishing Co.

NEW YORK

OILS.

their Patents through Dewey&Co.'a
Mining and Scientific Prkbs Patent Apency, Mo. 220
Market St., S. F.

and CHICAGO,

rUBLISIlERS CF

"

The

Railway Jonrnal," "The American Journal of Itailway Appliances,"
Street

"

Power— Steam."

REPansENTKP BY

AND

than one-quar-

Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or and
other ore crushing machines now

Designs and Estimates furnished on application.

SUPPLIES

less

no wear except on

In point of Dma'garaation it is
superior to any other machine

We

W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACK-

ENGINES and BOILERS
P.,

is

is

in use,
S.

ING, PAINT, ETC,

2 TO 100 H,

than one-half of

same capacity.
mine ia less than

shoes and dies.
.

MILLS.

YACHT ENGINES.

of

ter of stamps.

DISSTOWS CIRCULAR SAWS.
NEW YORK BELTING AND PACKING CO.'S RUBBER GOODS.

ERS.

MILL

5.

TORS.

II.

is less

Jreitrht to

one-half of stamps.
3. The cost of erecting is less than
one-fourth of stamps.
4. The power to drive it is less than
one-half n( stamps.

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTING INJECTORS AND EJEC-

LANE AND BODLEY SAW

cost

atampH

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

EXHAUSTS.
SHIMER MATCHER HEADS.
BRAINARD MILLING MACHINES.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
SCHLENKEK'S BOLT CUTTERS.
HOLLOWAY FIRE EXTINGUISH-

FROM

Saw

and Quartz Mill Machinery.
AMALGAMATING MACHINES. CASTINGS AND FORGINGS ^LZuln

KENDALL'S PATENT, AUGUST
WILLIAMSON

San Francisco,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Stationary and

MACHINERY
FAY & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
PRANK & 00,'S WOODWORKINO
MACHINERY.
NEW HAVEN MANUP'G CO.'S MA-

CANTRELL.

T. G.

Cal.

IMPORTERS AUD DEALERS IN ALL CLASSES OP

J. A.

The "Economic" is not only a
the old stamp in millk of thk

NATIONAL
IRON WORKS
W.

CO.

San Francisco,

Sts.,

d^ptined to supersede

Manufacturers of Miuing and Sawmill Maohioery, Kngines, Boilers, Bto.

N.

Cor.

it is

FKEUONT STREET,

York.
L. C.

H. P.

mines doing excellent work.

believe

TA-TTJUyC

San Francisco.

34 and 36

145 Broadway, New

in the

we

LARGEST CAPACITY.

115 Kearny
iS'The
world.

JOHN

St. (rooms la

&. lO),

S.

EWEN,

San Francisco.

best advertising mediums in their line in the
Rates on application.
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Publishers.

The Westin^house Compound Engine.

carried out in every size of the

compound

en-

gine.

We give oa this page

These engines may be run at any practicable
by the speed. It is manifestly impossible to assign a

eDKraviogs of the new

WtistiDKhouue compound engine,

Westin^houae Machine Co.

bailt

It is really a

modi-

tication of its prototype, the well-known Westioghoaae "automatic " engine. The new form,

rating to a

compound

that the steam

engine,

for

the reason

pressures employed will

much more widely than

by tho same designer, either condensing or non- Compoanding, while
condensiog, is proviog itself a most economical

in ordinary

vary

practice.

relatively advantageoas at

With an evaporation baaed
on that of anthracite coal of nine pounds of
water

horse-power to the belt upon

hour.

agents for these engines.

moreover, by a great mechanical simplicity.
Repeated tests enable the makers to guarantee

The Gold-Fields of Victoria.

from 22 to 24 pounds of water per indicated
horse-power, non-condensing, and 17 to 19

We received by

pounds condensing, the variation being accord*
ing to size of engine, amount and continutty

Victoria for the quarter ending in March.
yield

compound engine.
compound engine

the last steamer from Aus-

the reports of the mining registrars of

tralia

and ateam-pressure carried.
a high-speed

one pound of coal, thia gives a result
pounds of coal to the horse-power per
Parke & Lacy are the Pacific Coast

to

of 2.6G

the smallest consumption of measured water
(steam) yet attained. The result is obtained,

This

6.

ateam, per hour.

In fact, the manufacturers claim, it will
develop fully the horse-power indicated upon
the piston; and, still moro important, will de-

of load

LVI.

Number

The makers built an engine that they expected Allegbaoy County Eleotric Light Co., and it ia
would be of about 100-horse power. This waa their intentiou to run it under a ateam pressure
subjected to a long series of tests very carefully of 140 pounds, under which they hope to get
made. This engine proved to be of 150-horse 300-borae power; this, for an engine built for
power at 100 pounds steam pressure, and to 100 horse power and developing 300, ia pretty
have a very wide margin. During the tests it good.
was worked up to 200-horse power.
The teata showed 20D-horBe power being deThe following table gives a few of the testa veloped on 120 pounda of steam, consuming
23.94 pounda of water, in the shape of dry

motor.

liver a net etfective

VOLUME

1888.

11,

gold for

of

A

ounces.

is

nies

quarter was

the

The

150,817

familiar with the Westinghouse automatic en-

The dividends paid by mining compaamounted to £111,149; thia 18 exclnsive of
dividends paid by a few private companiea who
declined to furnish returns. The several min-

with which

ing districts contributed in the following pro-

is

specific deeoription of this

scarcely necessary, since

public,

the

gine, will understand the readiness

this type

of engine lends itself

to

already

compound-

800;

The form and
ic

engine are

characteristics of the automat-

retained

list

with £34,-

£20,533; Caatlemaine, £17,224;

Ballarat,

Gippsland,

every particular.

in

iSandhurat heads the

portions:

ing.

Maryborough,

£16,290;

£8000;

Beechworth, £5706, and Ararat, £3593.

One cylinder la enlarged to practically 3,1 times
the area of the other. A single valve works in
the chambered cylioder-head and is controlled

The total quantity of quartz reported to the
mining registrars as having been crushed during the quarter was 181,157 tons 11 cwt., the

The

average yield for which was 9 cwt. 12.75 gr.

by a shaft governor

of the usual

type.

clearance of the low pressure cylinder, which is
the only one atfecting eoonomy, is by this construction kept at a

minimum.

A

way

is

per ton.

The two highest average

cored

in the valve-cheat in which is a by-pass valve
used in starting the engine. The reliable piston valve is retained, nothing being more satia-

faotory in the

wear.

essentials of

balance,

fit

pany, Bendoe, 12 ozs. 12 cwt.
The mining population of the colony for the
quarter is estimated at 25,947. In quartz,

and

It should be particularly noted that the

12,616 miners were employed and 13,329 in

entire valve functions of admission, variable cutoff, compressor and release in hoik cylinders, are

luvial mining.

performed perfectly with the simplest known
mechanism, namely, a single valve actuated
The equivapositively from a single eccentric.
lent of this in the previous types of automatic

previous quarter.

from four to eight valves,
with one or more eccentrics and rods, and a

of gold

formidable train of releasing or other valve
All transmitting parte are single acting
gear.
and revolve in the oil contained in the crank-

the Victoria,

compound engines

gaged

A

ion in the annular air chamber.

Both pistons

are double-walled, and condensation is a miniat all points. Spring relief valves take

mum
der.

in a few seconds in all but the smaller sizes,

by

WESTINQHOUSE
its

14"

x 24" X 14"
pos-

of

Horse
Power.

none

Corliss engines
of

able

to

do

this.

in every-day practice are

them going better than 26 pounda, and

usually their performance

ia

2S pounda.

100
130
100
70
40

An

120

100

10.62
18 86
18.38
19 14

22 S3
20.02
19.56
19.44
20.06
23.12

l'.l.8

22.9

23.94
25.6

130

24.3'!

pounda non-condensing. The
The general tendency in the East ia all toward high
tained, requiring no outboard bearings.
exact intercbangeability of parts, which has steam pressure, greater fuel economy being

lOO
90
70

25.57
26 51

been sosnoccssfnl la the

I

**

self-con-

automatic" engine

ia

denaing or 24

obtained.

SO

00

23.i'7

21.32
20.34
21.43
24.75

213
23 1
22 67
25.26

given showing the average yields
lots of quartz taken from

One mine on Sandhurst,

yielded quartz from a depth of
feet,

The ledge

10

29.4

40.05

26.2
20 21
27 76
28.3
30.77
;',9 3

The company has placed

27.7
29.8
29 8
32.48
42,76

Howard

of the

Vulcan Powder Co.

Robert D. Jackson of Etst Oakland has
beeu appointed professor of mining in the UniProfessor Jackvereity of Nevada, at Reno.
son was graduated from the College of Mines
at the Uoiveraity of California in 1882.

NON-C ONDEN SING.
200
isn

is strictly

is

this

order haa been taken also in New York for
three engines on a guarantee of 19 pounds con-

convenient access to the

Chinese en-

which averaged 15 cwt. of
is from one foot to six
feet wide; 1590 tons of ore were crushed from
the ledge between the depths given.

COMPOUND ENGINE.

the repreaentitives of 13 of the prominent en-

The

for

of

—

greatest

Co., on a guarantee of 25 pounds, none of

gine-builders' bidding being

The engine

The number

mining decreased from 190 to

The Powder Companies. At a joint meet14x24x14 compound engine, in water ing of directors of the powder companies of the
formusibilities in steam pressures of 100 pounds and rates per brake horse-power, at varying pres- coaat, the following were appointed to
upward. It is certain that compound engines sures and loads, unjacketed and unconnected late a plan to "stimulate the business:" M.
A. de Laveaga of the California Powder Co.,
will be followed by types of boilers admitting by calorimeter.
J. R. Spring of the Giant Powder Co., Chrisof pressures of 125 to 150 pounds.
Condensing.
topher Reisa of the Vigorit Powder Co., A.
Recently the company took an order from the
Boii.ER Pressure.
Brake
Baird of the Sifety Nitro Co. and Charles L.
Kuoxville, Tenn., Thompson-Heuston Electric
ordinary pressures, impliea

the very neat device of slacking off the hand-

throttle valve.

total

from certain

1770 to 1900

wheel which binds the yoke, and swinging the
latter around through a half-turn, carrying
with it the two circular bonnets. From 100 H.
P. and upward, a railed grating, reached by
steps, is provided

table

gold per ton.

water which may reach the cylinThe rods and crank'Shafts are all of hammered steel. Access ia had to the crank-case Light

care of any

in quartz

the various mines.

ia

densing, although the single-acting effect isaubatantially preserved by the action of the cush-

Of the

188.

is

" automatic" engine. The govcontinuously self-lubricatiog in an inA compensating rod ib
oloaed case of its own.
provided for the low-preasure piston when con-

al-

mining population
4076 were Chinese, a decrease of 100 on the

case, as in the

ernor

yields of gold per

ton of quartz crushed were as follows: Hanson
Heathcote, 12 oza. 13 cwt. 8 gr.; ^Eclipse Com-

317
36
.15.,S2

thia engine with th(

NuMERODS prospectors are hunting ledges
along Klamath river, on both sides, eapecially
in the Siskiyou mountain foothills, near the
Oregon boundary.
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The Russell Process.
Its Practical

Application and Economic
Hesulta.

{Continued

from our

last.)

Although nearly all the chloride of
which can be dissolved by assay-office

silver

testa

with the ordinary solution can be dissolved in
the mill by the above method, so that, by taking a sample from the charge and washing it
with water in the assay office to remove the dis-

solved silver, nearly

all

the chloride of silver

can be removed, yet the method
applicable in the mill.

is

entirely in-

Another objection

to

the trough system is that the sulphides produced from the supernatant solutions are much
reduced in value by the Elimea and dirt from
the ore.

The trough system was
Nev.,

ings, and at
ore, in 1885.

tried at

Bullionville,

N. M., on tailLake Valley, N. M., on roasted
Although two of the above mills

in 18S4. at Silver

City,

[Aug. 11, 1888

Although the strength of the solution sulphate is more soluble in hot than in cold sodifference in the volume of solution lutions.
5.
Sulphuric Acid. Acid is used for two
required to leach a ton of ore, it makes little
difference in the amount of stock solution re- purposes, the acidifying of the first washquired for works of a given capacity. It is water for roasted ores, and the neutralization
found in practice that, with ore tanks and pre- of cauftic impurities in the solutions. Its use

the liquid in the ore. Of course, it is understood that, in each case, the depth of the liquid
above the surface of the charge is about the
same.
That large and deep charges are the moat
economical, appears from the following facts:
The time of leachiug a 50-ton charge of ore is
the same as for a 10-ton charge, if the depth of
ore is the same, and ia comparatively but little
increased by an increase of two or three times
Less water per ton is required
in the depth.
for a deep charge, as a given volume of water
will dissolve more salts in passing through a
The same is true
6-foot than a 2-foQt charge.
of the leaching solutions with regard to the
dissolving of the precious metals. The result
of using deeper charges is a decrease in the
amount of chemicals required per ton, particuThe labor
larly when using the extra solution.
also is much decreased, the difference between
22 9-ton tanks (as at Cusi) and 6 or 7 50-ton
tanks would be a decrease of about 50 per cent
in the labor connected with the leaching operations.
The decrease in assay-office work would
be about 60 per cent. The amount of stock
solution required is also much less, which, as
pointed out later on, is an important item. In
fact the difference in expenses, in favor of 50ton as compared with 10-ton charges, is not leas
than 65 cents per ton. For dry regions the
decrease in the amount of water required ia an
important item,

works.

ably. The circumstances governing the variation are as follows:

Daly

Hyposulphite of Soda. The amount required
per tun varies.
First, according to the condition of the ore,
The weakening
i. e., whether raw or roasted.
of the hyposulphite solution is chiefly due to its
dilution with water while it is following the
first wash-water through the ore, as in the
treatment of roasted ore, and while the last
wash-water is following the solution in the
treatment of both raw and roasted ore. As no
first, but only the last, wash-water is required
in the treatment of raw ore, while both are
necessary in the case of roasted ore, it is evident that the weakening of the solution in this
way is twice as great for roasted as for raw ore.
Also, raw ore requires less hyposulphite for
another reason. In treating roasted ore, the
extra solution, bsing always preceded by the
first wash-water and nearly always by the stock
solution, must necessarily^ be need on ore containing a liquid different from itself, with
which it is (Wluted and weakened;, in passing
through the ore. In making it up 'ipr roasted
ore an s£3dttiohat 'ampunt olv^ypoauJphite must,
therefore, be used.
But^ia^tKeat^pg raw ore or
tailing, the exti^'spjution is ne^ly always
used firsts and ^herefor.e on v^tegiSi which ie
perfectly d^yf-.Mfd tto'fiilowajape'^s to be made

is due principally to the fact cient aoid.
that both extra and ordinary solutions may be
Thirdly, upon the amount of silver extracted
used much weaker for simple alkaline than for by the first wash-water. Often, as at the Onacid-ronated ores.
tario with a Stetefeldt furnace in 1SS3, and at
2.
The amount of bluestone Sombrerete with a reveibaratory furnace, the
Bluesione.
uEed per ton of ore depends
amount of silver dissolved by the first washFirst, upon the condition of the ore, i. e., water is so small that it is not precipitated, so
raw or roasted. As shown in Table XIV, the that no acid is required.
average amount of bluestone for raw ores is
In other cases, as at the Sierra Grande, the
2.63 lbs., and for roasted ores 5.6 Iba. per ton. amount may be 30 per cent of the value of the
Secondly, in the caae of roaated ores, upon ore, and two pounds of aoid may be required.
the acid or alkaline character of the ores. For
Fourthly, upon the presence or absence of
the four acid ores, Ontario, San Antonio, Sombre- caustic lime in the ore. The presence of caustic
rets and San Birtolo, the amount of bluestone lime iu the roasted ore usually doubles the
per ton is 6 8 lbs. On the other hand, for the amount of acid required for precipitating the
four alkaline orea. Like Valley, San Miguel, wash-water, making it two pounds for such
Veta Grande and Dily, the average is only 4.4 ores, as against one pound for ores producing a

makes a

—

cipitating tanks of the proper dimensions, the
volume of atock solution required is less in proportion for works of 100 tona per day than for
those of 50 or 25 tons. Therefore, it is evident
that more hyposulphite per ton of ore will be
required to'keep up a given strength in works
of small than in those of large capacity.
Sixthly, according to the order in which the
charges are treated. The volume of stock solution,

and consequently the amount of hypo-

sulphite required to maintain

its

strength, de-

:

—

depends:
First, upon the state of the ore, i. e., raw or
roasted.
Aa raw ores have no first waahwater to be precipitated, and no caustic alkali
is present in raw ores, it can enter the solution
only by means of the sodium sulphide. This
amount is so small*that it is generally neutralized by the extra solution, so that, when extra
solution is used, no acid is required in the

treatment of raw ore.
Secondly, upon the acidity or alkalinity of
the first wash-water. In treating roasted ores,
the silver is usually precipitated from the firfit
wash-water by means of aoid and old iron.
The amount of acid required per ton varies actance for other reasons also.
acid
cording to the condition of the first washSeventhly, with roasted ore, as the ore is
The difference in weight of chemi- water. If it be alkaline, more acid must be
or alkaline.
The state
cals required by acid and alkaline ores is very used than if it were neutral or aoid.
marked. Below is given the amount of hypo of the first wash-water varies with the nature
of
the
ore.
Very
base
ores
often
in
each
case
per
ton
of
ore:
produce
such
used
an aoid wash-water that no further addition of

pends upon whether the charges are treated in
rotation and with regularity, or so irregularly
that the number of charges requiring solution
Reguvaries considerably at different times.
larity in the treatment of charges is of impor-

had been especially adapted to the method, it
ACID ORES.
was abandoned for the reason above given.
Ontario
5 lbs. Hypo
The sulphides produced by the trough system
"
San Antonio
7 "
"
5.3 "
Sombrerete
at Bullionville and Silver City assayed, respect3.0 "
"
San Eartolo
ively, one-third and one-eighth as much as
5.06 lbs.
Average
The
Chemicals.
B.—
sulphides produced afterward by the ordinary
SIMPIiB ALKALIKBI AND ARSENICAL ALKALINE OB.B.S.
method.
a.
Conditions regulating the amounts uaed.
4.0 lbs. Hypo
Vcta Grande
In the Engineering and Mining Journal of As shown in Table XIV, the weight per ton of Sierra
2.6 "
"
Grande
Nov. 26, 1887, the statement is made that for ore of each chemical required varies consider- San Miguel
"
3.7 "

Cusi ore the minimum amount of ordinary
or stock solution required for trough lixiviation
was 12 parts of solution to one of ore, which is
384 feet per ton, although the strength of the
The average amount
solution was 1 6 per cent.
of stock solution used per ton of this ore, in the
leaching,
for
a period of nine
usual method of
months and with a solution of only 0.75 per
Hence the trough
cent, was only 80 cubic feet.
lixiviationt using a solution twice as strong,
and requiring 4.S times .the volume, necessitated the use of 9 6 times as much hyposulphite
per ton of ore. One of the evil results of this
would be the production of a lower grade of
sulohides and an excessive use of precipitant,
as the amount of lead dissolved is directly propoitional to the amount of hyposulphite used.
By referring to the account of some Yedras experiments in the same journal of January 2l8t,
it will be seen that the injurious effect of caustic lime was the same while using trough lixiviation as while leaching by the usual method,
even though the tailings from the former were
subjected to a subsequent treatment in the assay office.
The rate of decomposition of hyposulphite
solutions is directly proportional to the extent
of surface exposed, so that the decomposition of
the solution will be greater for trough lixiviation than for the usual method.
In fact, aside from the numerous disadvantages, actual experience indicates that the sole
advantage, if any, obtained by this method of
lixiviation is the saving of 12 to 15 cents per
ton expense of moving the ore from the cooling
floor to the ore-tanks.
In brief, the objections to the method are
1st. In the case of raw ores and tailings and
of most roasted ores, the difficulty of removing
the dissolved silver mechanically retained in
the ore. 2d. The production from the supernatant solution of sulphides of much lower
grade than those produced from material
charged dry into the tanks. 31. The difficulty
experienced in firet extracting the soluble salts
from roasted ore (washiog). ith. The great
increase in the amount of stock solution used
per ton of ore and its greater deterioration.
Rsturning to the general subject of charging,
we have to consider the proportion between
depth of charge and depth of leaching-tank.
As explained further on, in the treatment of
raw ores, the extra solution is made up in a
separate tink, hence no allowance ia made for
the making up of an extra solution in charging
the tanks. Consequently, in charging raw
ores, the tanks may be filled level full, as
a charge, five feet in depth, will certainly sink
four or five inches, this space being advisable
in order that any solution running upon the top
of the charge shall not frequently run over.
But, in charging roasted ore, sufficient space
above the charge is left for the making up of
the extra solution, unless it is necessary to run
the leaching-tanks to their utmost capacity, in
which case the leaching-tanks are charged level
full and the extra solution is made up in a separate tank, as for raw ores. Generally, for
roasted ores, the depth of the extra solution is
about 34 to 46 per cent of the depth of the ore
at the end of the first washing with water.
These are the proportions for roasted ores which
sink about two to four per cent during the
washing.
The rate of leaching is not diminished by an
iocreaae in the depth of charge. For iustance,
at Cusi was oue large tank into which the
roasted ore was charged to the depth of nearly 6
feet, while in all the other tanks the depth of
charge was only 22 to 24 inches; yet the rate of
leaching was 'greater for the six-foot charge.
Also, in the treatment of the raw Bremen tailings, the extreme finenesss of
which has
already been mentioned, the rate of leaching
for charges 50 inches in depth was the same as
for only 24 inches.
The cause of this is that
the alight increase in average compactness of
the charge, due to increase in depth, is more
than balanced by the increase in "head" of

confined almost entirely to the treatment of
roasted ores.
The weight of acid used per ton
is

.1.5

The

"
2.9 Ibe.

Averaffd

is necessary.
But "free" ores uanally
produce a neutral or alkaline wash-water.
Often, even when the wash-water ie quite alkaline, the amount of silver dissolved from the ore
by it will be more than one-fourth of the silver
in the ore, and sometimes (as at the Sierra
Grande) mere dilution with water will fail to
precipitate it, nor will precipitation take place
on organic substances within a reasonable time,
nor on iron or copper until the addition of suffi-

acid

difference

—

lbs.

per ton of ore.

Thirdly, upon the method of using the extra
solution. If the extra is preceded by the special
extra solution, the amount of bluestone required
per ton is considerably diminished.

neutral wash-water.
Fifthly, upon the

mode of using the extra
solution.
Hydrate of copper is practically
insoluble in the ordinary solution, so that the
extra solution acts as well as an acid as far aa
Caustic Soda and Sulphur. The weight the neutralization of caustic alkali is concerned.
3.
of sulphur used in making sodium sulphide is But as the blueatoneia usually added to only a
always two-thirds of the weight of caustic soda. small portion of the ordinary solution, ita
The weight of caustic soda, and, therefore, of effects are confined to that portion. So, in the
case of alkaline roasted ore, where the amount
sulphur, depends
First, upon the richness of the ore in metallic of caustic alkali ia always greater than for raw
'""
"""'"
for dilution.
"
compounds soluble in solution, but not soluble ores, it might aeem that the bluestone need
Secondly, directly as the volume of stock in water. It ia evident that the amount of pre- would not be sulficient to neutralize all the
solution.
The hyposulphite of soda is added to cipitant required per ton will, other things be- caustic alkali, and that the use of acid might
the solution at the rate of a certain number of ing equal, vary as the amount of silver to be become necessary to the extent of one-half to
pounds per ton of ore. As the principal object precipitated or directly as the value of the ore one pound per ton. This, of course, would be
is to maintain the strength of the stock solution
in silver.
Of the forma of copper occurring the caae in the treatment of roasted ore conat a certain percentage, say,
per cent, and naturally, only one, so far as known, namely, taining caustic lime if it were not for the fact
yet use the least possible quantity of hyposul- carbonate of copper, is soluble in solution, and that the extra solution ia usually employed on
phite per ton of ore, it is evident that the at the same time insoluble in water. Aa it ie such ores in such a way as to counteract ensmaller the volume of stock solution the less not likely to occur in roasted ore, it is only of tirely the effect of the caustic alkali.
If the
hyposulphite will be required. For instance, importance in this connection when it occurs in ordinary solution ie used first, before the extra,
if, in
works treating 100 tons per day, the an ore treated raw. Dichloride of copper occurs the cauatic alkali acts injuriously upon the
amount of stock solution were 3000 cubic feet, to a small extent in chloridized ores and ia sol- silver compounds dissolved by it. B'or this
the amount of hyposulphite required to raise uble in the hyposulphite solution, but prac- reason, the extra solution is used firat, and in
the strength of that solution by any given per- tically insoluble in water. Sulphate of lead such a volume that, although weak, it protects
centage would be twice as great as that required occurs in roasted ore and sometimes in raw the silver from the action of the caustic alkali.
for a stock solution of only 1500 cubic feet. ores, and is slightly soluble in hyposulphite soSixthly, upon the mode of precipitating the
Therefore, the amount of stock solution should lution.
The amount in excess of 0.5 per cent first wash-water. Of oourse, the amount of
be as small as possible.
present in the ore is immaterial, as only a few acid used will depend upon the mode of preThirdly, directly as the strength to be main- pounds, in any event, would be dissolved dur- cipitating the first wash-water, whether by.
tained.
Evideotly, the amount of hyposulphite ing the leaching.
that method just described or by dilution or by
per ton of ore required to maintain a certain
Secondly, upon the amount of bluestone aodium sulphide.
stretigth of solution, will depend upon what used and the mode of using it.
Evidently any
{To he Coptinuid.)
that Strength is to be.
For instance, each unnecessary increase in the amount of bluepound of hyposulphite will decompose to about stone used per ton should be avoided; for, with
the same extent, whether it is in a strong or weak the exception of that part of the copper taking
Where the Specimens Come From.— The
solution.
Therefore, in a given time twice as the place of the silver dissolved by the cuprous Julian (San D.ego county) ^eH/me^ says: The
many pounds will decompose in a two per cent hyposulphite, and the small part expended in San Diego papers continue to waste their valor
as in a one per cent solution.
counteracting the effect of caustic soda or lime, able space in trying to make people believe that
Fourthly, inversely as the richness of the ore the copper is precipitated by the sodium sul- Lower California is a rich mining country.
io metallic compounds dissolved by the solution. phide, increasing the consumption of the pre- They have been at it now for over six month",
In the dissolving of the metals of the ore by the cipitant and lowering the grade of the sulphides. but the longer they " whoop up " the rich
(?)
leaching solutions, little or no hyposulphite is Aa the amount of bluestone used per ton of ore strikes in Lower California the worse the public
lost or destroyed, as the S2 O3 of the sodium varies as the ore is raw or roasted, and {with gets diaguated with them.
As yet no goldhyposulphite attaches itself to these metals only roasted ore) as it is acid or alkaline, the amount quartz apecimena really coming from Lower
temporarily, and again returns to combination of caustic aoda ia, indirectly, dependent upon California have been exhibited in Sin Diego,
with sodium as sodium hyposulphite, when the the aame conditions, the amount used being less although a well-known real eatate firm there
metals are precipitated with sodium sulphide. for raw than for roasted ores, and less for alka- keeps stacks of beautiful rock on exhibition in
Also, in the manufacture of sodium sulphide, line than for acid ores.
its office.
Where does it come from ? The
hyposulphite of soda is formed as a by-product,
4.
Soda Ash. The amount of soda ash used answer is simple, Snme time since a gentleman
which enters the leaching solution when the per ton of ore depends
living at present in Julian, went to San Diego,
sodium sulphide is used as a precipitant. As
First, upon the presence or absence of sul- taking with him a beautiful specimen of quartz
the amount of sodium sulphide used ia precipi- phate of lead. The amount of sulphate of lead from the Gold King mine.
He was showing it
tating a given volume of solution, and conse- in an ore (when over 0.5*per cent) makea, for to aome of his friends on the corner of Sixth
quently the amount of hyposulphite entering reasons already mentioned, but little difference and F streets, when It very mysteriously disthat volume, varies as the metal contained in in the consumption of sods ash.
appeared. The next place he saw it was in a
it,
and as the ordinary solution, in passing
Secondly, upon the amount of sulphate of showcase in said real eatate offiae, labeled
through a charge, seldom or never dissolves lime in atock solution. If the stock solution ia " From Lower California." Sp it ia with all the
such an amount of metal as to become sat- saturated with sulphate of lime, ita diaaolving apecimens that are sent to San Diego from
urated, but approaches nearer to that point in power for sulphate of lead is decreased, approx- Julian. They are hocus-pocused and
exhibited
proportion to the richness of the ore in silver, imately, oue-half. The presence of such a per- as ** Lower California minerals."
will adcopper and (to a certain extent) lead compounds centage of sulphate of lime would, however, mit that some very little inferior gold has been
soluble in the solution, the increase in strength prevent the economical use of soda aah for the found in Lower California, but there
is not water
of that volume of solution will depend upon the precipitating of the remaining half, and ia un- enough in the country
to work it.
would
richness of the ore.
If only a weak solution is desirable in other ways.
In treating lime ores, advise our San Diego contemporaries that when
to be maintained, this addition to the strength soda aah ia not generally used.
they want to write up another boom article they
of the hyposulphite solution may be sufficient
Thirdly, upon the temperature of the solu- do 80 at home don't go to Mexico.
Send out
to make up for the weakening from all causes. tion.
The amount of soda ash required varies a good reliable man and let him stay a week or
Fifthly, inversely as the capacity of the as the temperature of the solution, since lead ten days in the Julian district.
'•

—
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The Lucky Prospector.
The Dps and Downs of a Prospector's

Life-

We

gave

in

Shalts on Miney.
the

91

Monster Pumps.

Puess two weeks since a The spring Valley Water Oc's

New Works.

The Copper Corner.

A

to tbe New York Herald
The new pumping works of the Spring Val- aayf: The Iftrald correspondent oalled
last
Water Co. near Belmont, says the Sin evening on B&ron Soubeyran, who knows
as
After mouths 4uiring two shafts on mines in this .S:ate. The Mateo Time* and GazeUf, are about completed.
much as any one about the Kio Tinto compli<
•od years of weary toil, of despairiog hopusand law was approved March Iti, lS7-\ and ia as Few people have any conception of the magni- cations, "Can theSecretan copper syndicate
ooDtioued diaappointmeot, to suddeoly strike follows:
tude of these works, nor even, when the pur- carry the road they have undertaken ? What
will beoomu of the English speculators who
Thf People of the State oj California, repre- pose is known for which the pumping station
rich ore will come as near settioK a man wildaa
have been stlliup short? What about the

About

the bappieit mortal

tbU

dom Come, laya tbe Netada
auin who baa juit struck it rich.

side of Kiog-

Herald,

ia

the

letter

from E.

W.

Paris diipatoh

Roberts of Crass Valley,

oalling our attention to a

Uw

now

in force, re-

ley

genIt i« true, Bfnted in Senate aiid Ansembli/, t/p enact a» has been built, will it seem possible
it ia possible for good luck to do it.
that so eral condition of the copper market ?" These
J'ottowjt:
much machinery and such an outlay of money are some of the questions I put to the celeeveo rich strikes do uot always prove laatiog,
SKfTiuN 1. It shall not be lawful for any has been necessary to overcome that which, to brated financier,
and mauy tioies tbe wildest visions are disand here is hie reply:
Hut while the corporation, association, owner or owners of the unfamliar mind, seems but a trifling ob>
sipated by future developmeota.
"There has been much needless and extravaany
<|uart/.-miuiog claims within the State of stacte.
fever ia on there ia uo diaeaae under the sun
gant talk in regard to this matter, Seoretan
California, where such corporation, asaociatioD,
it is well known that the immense water-pipe and his aDSociates are engaged in an
like it.
enterprise
When Mark Twain and Higby itruck that owner or owners employ twelve men daily, to which is now being Uid through this county and in no way diflFerent from any similar ones alsink
down
into
mine
such
mines
or
any
peracross the bay at Rivenswood to carry water ready acomplished.
"blind lead" which hr Id ite iudependunt way
The same thing has been
tbrOQgb the "Wide West" vein, cutting it peudioular shaft or incline beyond a depth from from Niles oanyon, Atimeda county, to San done in cotton, wool and coffee; why nnt now in
diagonally, and kuew it was separate property, the surface of three hundred feet without Francisco, has not Butlicieot fail to conduct the copper
I know the resourcea and
abilities of
and they could locate it, soy prospector knows providing a second mode of egress from such wuter through tu its destioatiou, and to furnish those ii,t rested in the scheme, and I can give
just how they felt, but do one can expreHs the mine, by shaft or tunnel, to connect with the this required force the pumping works now in you the most unqualifitd assurance that they
feeling as well as Mark Twain.
Auy one can main shaft at a depth of not less than one course of construction at Bulmont were de- are abundantly able to bring this operation to a
signed.
imagine Twain's feelings when Higby exclaimed hundred feet from the surface.
successful termination.
She;. *J.
It shall be the duty of each corporaBefore a detailed description is given of the
in a ttage whisper, after coming out of the
*' There ia nothing extraordinary about the
shaft:
*'I knew it!
We are rich It's a tion, association, owner or owners of any quartz buildings and machinery to be used, the writer present price of copper. It has varied between
blind lead " And after the notice had been mine or mines in this State, where it becomes will explain the means by which the water is i'40 and .tl20 for Chili bars and it is now in the
put up and duly spread upon the Recorder's necessary to work such mines beyond the thoroughly purified and finally given sutficient neighborhood of £80, which allows a reasonable
of three
hundred feet, and where headway to carry it on to the city. The large profit for tbe mining companies without being
E>ooks, and the two had gone to their bed at depth
midnight, who cannot readily understand why the number of men employed therein daily main turns from the county road opposite the a burden to the consumers.
shall
be
twelve
or
more, to proceed to pumping works, and the water will bo consleep refused to visit their eyelids ? It is easy
"As to the syndicate being unable to support
for any one who has prospected and thought sink another shaft or oonttruct a tunnel duotbd in a llO-inoh pipe through a series of the strain of the copper they are buying and
he had struck it rich to realize how they so as to connect with the main working ooucrete wells or cisterns where it will undergo holding, such talk is utter nonsense. They
Qonld do nothing but lie awake »ud think, and shaft of such mine as a mode of escape from a purifying process. In the first cistern the could hold that and very much more were it
dream and scheme. How the Hoorleiiti cabin underground accident or otherwise. And all sand is removed: in the aecond the water passes necessary. Koglish speculators, of course, are
would turn into a palace, the ra^'ged gray corporations, associations, owner or owners of through 40 screens, which are intended to re- interested in spreading contrary reports, but
blankets into silk, the rickety furniture into mines as aforesaid, working at a greater depth move all other impurities it may contain. It when the time comes for them to make good
mahogany
One can see how natural it was for than three hundred feet, not having any other will then be conducted to a large receiving welt their contracts, we shall see who will get the
liigby to ask of Mark when be was goinft home mode of egress than from the main shaft, which connects with two other wells, from worst of it. They will find themselves in a
to the States and how he answered next month. shall proceed as herein provided.
which pipes lead to the two large pumps inside trap from which the only escape is in handing
St:(j.
When any corporation, association, the building. These pumps force the water over the diflerence. You may be quite euro
How they discussed what city they would settle in, and what kind of a maneion they would owner or owners of any (juartz mine in this through a .'!0-ioch pipe up the adjoining side the Prench syndicate knows what it is doing.
build.
How they talked of a trip to Europe, State shall fail to provide for the proper egress hill, a hight of 192 feet, into what is called a
"I found that Secretan was absent from
and how long they would remain over there, as herein contemplated, and where any accident stand-pipe, 80 feet high. This pipe is made of Paris, but I was able to see M. J. Laveiserre,
and how they figured on spending at least $40,- shall occur, or any miner working therein shall wrought iron and is six feet wide at the base whose extensive interest in copper mines ia
OOU or $00,000 80 as to make it a swell trip. be hurt or icjured, and from such iajury might and three feet at the top. It is a sort of re- bringing him into very close relations with
How, tiodiog sleep impossible, they arose and have escaped if the second mode of egress had ceiving well or tank designed to give more fall Secretan.
played cribbage and smoked till sunrtee, and existed, such corporation, association, owner or to the water. A 36-inoh pine laid parallel with
"I have the most perfect confidence," aaid
then discovering that nature required food, owners of the mine where the injuries shall have the ascending pipe will conduct the water down he, "in the ability of Secretan to ourry out
occurred,
shall
be
liable
to
the
person
injured
even after one has struck it rich, they had to
the hill to the main, and with the force thus what he undertakes.
For eight months we
go to work and cook their own breakfast and in all damages that may accrue by reason gained the water will be conducted to the were sinking large sums of money in one mine,
fry their own flapjicks.
One can readily un- thereof; and an action at law in a court of com- company's reservoir on University mound, from and had things gone on aa they were we should
deretind how the news flew around the camp, petent jurisdiction may he maintained against where it will ba distributed throughout the soon have been obliged to abandon the work.
mod how people rushed in to see for themselvee; the owner or owners of such mine, which city.
Most of the copper companies would have been
how, when offered S'JOO.OOO each for their owners shall be jointly or severally liable for
The building, which is of solid framework ruined, and those remaining, having full control
share,
they spurned everything short of such damages. And where death shall ensue covered with corrugated iron, is divided into of the market, would have succeeded in forcing
$1,000,000 cash down. These experiences are from injuries received from any negligence on two departments, an engine and a boiler room. prices up to the highest point. As it is, copper
(juite common to the prospector, though per- the part of the owners thereof by reason of The engine-room, which ia 75xU2 feet, ia a per- quotations are stationary at reasonable figurea,
haps on a smaller scale. And most prOBpectors their failure to comply with any of the pro- fect maze of machinery. The floor is of solid and they remain there. If the Kogliah operhave in the end had an outcome very similar to visions of this Act, the heirs or relatives sur- concrete to a great depth. Here stand two im* atora are counting on lower prices, they are
that of Twain and Higby with their "blind viving the deceased may commence an action mense Corliss compound (high and low pressure) doomed to disappointment. In my opinion the
lead." Twain went off to see a sick friend the for the recovery of such damages as provided engines and pumps placed tandem, each with a Uw of France would undoubtedly require minnext day, leaving a note for Higby to not fail by an Act entitled An Act requiring compensa- capacity of over 4,000,000 gallons per day. ing companies who made contracts with Secreand do the ten days' work necessary to hold the tion for causing death by wrongful act, neglect 'Gich of these engines is driven by a fly-wheel tan to fulfill them. On the whole I see nothing
lead.
Higby happened not to go to the cabin or default, approved April twenty-sixth, eight- 16 feet in diameter and weighing 16 tons. The remarkable about the present condition of the
een hundred and sixty-two.
till the day Twain returned, when both found
plungers of the pumps are 12',- inches in di- copper market except that it is remarkably satSec. 4. This Act shall take effect and be in ameter and have a stroke of 42 inches.
that the time had expired and the *' blind lead "
From isfactory."
had been jumped. Then they sat down sick, force six months from and after its pasaage.
each pump is a 20 inch cast-iron pipe, both of
grieved and broken-hearted. While a minute
which join and connect with the ;iO-inch pipe in
Around Mokelumne Hill.
before they had been rich, now they were Petroleum in San Luis Obispo County. which the water is forced up the hillside. The
paupers in debt even to their butcher. Every
air chamberR on the pumps are 20 feet high.
The Mountain Echo says
We are informed
prospector can closely follow tbe course of their
In the boiler-room, which is 36x100 feet, lo- that tbe residents of Mokelumne Hill are beAs we noted at the time, Mr. Ezra Carpenter
thoDghte during the period of months that folsouthern
wing
of
the
building,
some weeks since determined to sink a well for cated in the
coming encouraged with the future mining outlowed. It is the same old story with them all.
stand four vertical Haz'.eton boilers, two of
At the top round of the ladder one day, at the oil at a point a short distance from the quar- which will burn coal and two petroleum, which look for that place, and base their expectations
bottom round next. Rich as Grcjuius one min- ries of the Bituminous R,3ck Company. A con- will be procured in Santa Croz county. Each upon the development of the numerous quartz
ute, poor as Lazarus the next.
That ia the life tract was entered into with parties having an boiler stands 27 feet high and has a 30-foot lodes of that section that have never been
of the genuine prospector.
As some tickets outfit for tbe purpose, to go down 1000 feet as smokestack. It ia calculated that the boilers tested. There is not a quartz vein in that
draw prizes in lotteries, so some prospectors hit a matter of experiment, and the work was com- will consume 10 tons of coal and 50 barrels of locality that has been prospected beyond a
it genuinely rich.
And as a great majority of menced and has since been pushed industriously. petroleum every 24 hours. The engines are depth of 125 feet, and we doubt if that depth
The Moser
lottery tickets are blanks, so a majority of pros- We learn from Mr. Carpenter that the first 31 from the Union Iron Worka and the boilers has in any instance been attained.
pectors dieoover. their finds worthless.
As a feet was bored through soil, wbtn water was were built at the Pacific Iron Works, San Fran- quartz mine, situated a short distance from that
town, is being prospected at present, and, we
rule the old fellows breathe their last in a char- reaohed and a formation of soft sandstone. cisco, and are of 200-hor8e power.
itable' institution, or alone and neglected, in Going through this for 51 feet, a stratum of hard
Alongeide the building is the coal-dump, understand, is making a favorable showing.
their lonely cabins.
They are a race of beings sandstone was mtt nine feet in thickness* which is 90 feet long, CO feet wide and 15 feet Mr. Mnser informs us that he has shipped a
separate and dietinct from the balance of the Passing that, sandstone was again encountered deep. Here also are located the large petroleum batch of assorted ore to San FranciEco for rehnman family, as much as the aborigines are and faint indications of oil, which have grown tanks, each with a capacity of 2P00 gallons. A duction, which assayed a fraction over JlOO a
distinct from the civilized races.
They are the stronger until now, at a depth of ISO feet, the side track has been laid from the main road ton. He also informs us that as depth is atmoat generftus, the most improvident and gen- oil is present in very perceptible quantity. Mr. across the coal-dump and petroleum tanks, so tained in the mine the ore increases in richness.
erally the poorest men in existence.
Yet the Carpenter Wednesday brought in a can of that the fuel can be unloaded close to the boil- Why there should not be ledges in that locality
gold and other precious metals that have en- the sand, oil and water fetched up by the ers. Inside the boiler-room is a small steam equally aa productive as the mines of Angels
The lodes
riched the world would doubtless ftill lie hid- drill, in which the presence of petroleum ia pump which will be used for auppljiog two of and vicinity we cannot understand.
den in the bowels of the earth had it not been unmistakable. So the work proceeds with good the boilera with petroleum from the tanka. of the Mokelumne Hill district are situated on
the
croppings
are just
the
sane
quartz
belt
and
for the prospector.
He has withstood the cold heart and firm hopes of fortunate results.
Another small ateam pump will supply the
of winter, and the heat of summer, to uncover
Judge Beebee, in speaking of the matter, re- boilers with heated water. In the engine and as prominent and distributed over as much termines of wealth for others. He has deprived ferred to the past and to former hunts for oil, pumping room is a lifting crane, which is so ar- ritory aa the lodes in Angels. But one thing is
himself of the comforts of life that the world the earliest being about 18(35, when the oil ex- ranged on roUera overhead that heavy pieces of certain, the pay ore is deeper than in Angels
might have gold and silver, and when death citement was at its bight in tbe Eist, and the machinery can be moved from one part of the and the adjoining diatricta, Thia fact haa been
demonstrated in several instances, Itiauaelesa
comes it generally finds him asking for enough celebrated Professor Silliman chanced to be on building to another with ease and safety.
to appease the pangs of hunger, but it is given a visit to this county.
A3 a result of the pro
At the southern end of the builtling ia a large for an individual or a company of amall means
to him sparingly. Soldiers are pensioned for fessor'e favorable opinion of. the chances for reservoir with a capacity of 4,000,000 gallons to attempt to handle that character of mining
The introduction of men of capital
their eervioes to the country, and so should the striking oil in this vicinity, wells were started, for collecting the water while the pumpa are property.
genuine prospector become the ward of a benefi- one near Mills' 8*'ation and one near the Tar not running. It is also connected with the into that section would aoon lead to the developcent government. When such pioneers are springs, on the Huasna road, but were aban- pumpa, and water can be taken from It should ment of the quartz lodea tljere, and, after a
placed under the sod, a monument should be doned in discouragement after sinking about the main pipes fail at any time in their supply proper test, we feel aatlafied that the results
erected over their remains, with the inscrip- 400 feet.
No such favorable indications were through accident or otherwise. Work has been would be astoniahiDgly remunerative. The ore
" Here lies a man who devoted his life found in either well aa the Carpenter well now pushed aa fast as possible on these works aince of that section ia not of it rebelHoua character,
tion:
for the benefit of others; who made the world shows.
Prof, Silliman was of the opinion that last March, and in another month evervthing and, in consequence, can be reduced at less exMr. B. pense than nre found in many other parts of the
rich, but who lived in squalor and rags and beyond the shadow of a doubt there were very will he ready to commence pumping.
died in wretchedness at the end."
great deposits of oil in this vicinity. The W. Hayes is the superintendent of the inside county. We are satisfied that the time will
great masses of sandstone, heavily saturated, work, and will, when the works are completed, come when the merry chorus of stamps will be
Joseph D. Redding, United States Fish Com- not with bitumen or asphalt, or like products, have charge of the station. He ia an engineer heard in Mokelumne Hill, and that business of
primimissioner for this coast, states that from all in- but with petroleum, proves it beyond question. of unqueatioued ability, and informa us that all kicd^ will become as active as in the
Bring your mines
dications he has every reason to believe that [t only remains for some enterprising capitalist these works are- the most extensive of the kind tive days of placer mining.
inducecapitaliata
and
let
your
notice
of
tbe lobsters recently transplanted here are to explore to a sufficient depth and to the right on the coast. Fifty men have been employed to the
thriving.
On being placed in the bay they took place to tap the hidden wealth, and in so doing regularly since the work commenced, and an ments be reasonable and inviting.
naturally to their new surroundings and made to vastly increase his own riches and open up a additional 50 wiU be required before it is comAurora. Aurora ia steadily improving in
themselvea at home. No dead ones have been great' era of progress and prosperity for the pleted. Mr. H. W, Walker has charge of the
every respect, and the population ia increaaing.
seen since, and this is conclusive proof that county.
Tribune.
outside work. Moat of the dirt taken from the
Capital from abroad is being brought to bear on
they are doing well on the rocky bottom of
excavation has been distributed on the county
having the eflfect of unearthA Company of English capitalists have or- road, and some has been used in filling up the Aurora, and it iarichest
their new home.
proapecta that have been
ing some of the
ganized to turn the Feather, two miles above tide lands on Wm. NewhaU'e place.
Everyvicinity for years.
in
that
encountered
Lewis Lelanu of the Leland hotel at Chicago Oroville, and to work an extensive gold bed. It
lease of life for that
new
rejoices
over
the
body
between
Portland
facilities
contemplates building a large hotel at the City ia estimated that $100,000 will be required for
The telegraphic
once thrifty camp,
of Mexipo for the accommodation of tourists.
and Sxn Francisco are to be enlarged.
the work.
.'
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"The New South,"

there been advanced at the same rate, Texas

When_ Hydraulic Operations May Be
Enjoined.

llHlfililill
m

This

is

the

title of

a book gotten up by

having in this respect been the leading State.
of the South during the
in short, been phenome-

M. B. The material progress
Manu- past two decades has,

Buenaventura Billiard, and recently published by the
is anything in facturers' Co, of Baltimore, Md.
Looking over nal, and should it continue to forge ahead as it
the hydraulic-mining law prohibiting that style the pages of this book, one is surprised at the has been doing of late, the North and the West
W. ,B. EWER.
will find in these Southern States a very forA. T. DEWEY,
of mining on a stream not tributary to a nav- natural advantages possessed by the 13 Southern
igable river. Before attempting to answer this States in an industrial point of view, as well as midable competitor in many of their leading in& CO., Publishers.
inquiry, it may be premised that there is no at the progress made of late years in the devel- dustries.
Office, 2Z0 Market St.,N.E.cor.FrontSt.,S.F. statutory law regulating or in anywise relating opment of their material resources.
Measured
Foundry Notes.
1^ Take the Elevator, No. IS Froilt Sf^t
to hydraulic mining, except such as has grown by that progress, well may that section of the
Sbnior Editor out of the rulings and findings of the courts. Republic be termed " The New South," for in
W. B. EWER
On Monday afternoon at the Union Iron
No bill having special reference to this subject all that pertains to its physical prosperity it is
Terms of Subscription.
Works the first steel plate was bored for the
State
Legislature,
the
enacted
by
Even
in
the
habits,
spirit
and
essentially new.
has ever been
keel of the San Francisco, a steel cruiser resemAnnual Subscription, $3. New auliscriptions will bo
They do not
declined without casb in advance. All arrearages must or national, though some attempts to secure aspirations of its people it is new.
bling the Charleston, but larger by 400 tons and
be paid (or at the rate of S3.60 per annum.
times
think the same thoughts, nor are they conthe passage of such bill have at different
having more powerful engines, and also the adAdvertlBlne Rates.
fined to the same narrow routine of busibeen made, but thus far without avail.
vantage of sail power, which the Charleston has
1 week. 1 month. 3 mos. 12 mos.
de- ness as of old.
mining,
as
industries
hydraulic
interests
and
objections
to
New
The
6.00
S
S 2.20
S- 80
S .26
Per Line (agate)
not.
Work also still continues on the cruiser
24.00
4.00
10.00
1.60
a new
Half inch (1 square)
veloped by the judicial proceedings had against have everywhere grown up and
46.00
14.00
Charleston recently launched.
200
6.00
Oneinch......
threefold: future awaits them.
are
business,
the
mere
engaged
in
From
being
a
those
Large advertisements at favorable rates. Special or
The 30-ton boiler recently made in this city
reading notices, legal advertisements, notices appearing Ist, the injury thence arising to the agricult- planting they are fast becoming a manufacturpaper,
at a cost of $20,000 for the steamer North Pacific,
in extraordinary type or in particular parts of the
chaning and a mining people.
Agriculture is also
month.
ural lands situated along the outletting
at special rates. Four insertions are rated in a
was dropped overboard at Tacoma while being
Besides cane and ootton
nels to the mines; 2d, the ehoaling caused to being diversified.
landed from the steamship. It broke through
Broad
New
and
84
LovnoN AOBST- Alfrbd E. ASH, 63
the navigable streams and the filling up of the they are beginning to grow Indian corn and the
the guards of the steamer and sank in 30 feet of
Street, E. C.
harbors into which they empty; and, 3d, the other cereals largely. Fruit-raising, too, is bewater. Divers are at work recovering the
Address all literary and business correspondence damage done the towns located on the banks of ing greatly varied and widely engaged in.
boiler.
and Drafts for this paper in the name of the firm.
**
shoaling,
their
In
1886
there
were
in
this
New
through
grown
streams,
which,
these
The committee of the striking boilermakers
Entered at S. F, Post Office as second-class mail matter
South"
bushels
of
corn,
176,000,000
53,626,000
have exposed such towns to be the more readily
waited on President Taylor of the Risdon
bushels of wheat, and 78,675,000 bushels of
Our latest forms go to press ore Thursday evening. flooded during seasons of high water.
Works and offered to go back to work if SuperTo determine whether in any case the de- cats, whereas the product of corn was, under the
SCIENTIPrC PRESS PATENT AGENCY. cisions of the courts could be successfully in- old order of things, greatly less, while that of intendent Anderson were dismissed or suspended
for three months,
Mr, Taylor refused to enterDEWEY & CO., Patent Solicitors.
voked to prohibit hydraulic operations, it is the other cereals mentioned amounted to almost
O. H. STRONG.
tain the proposal, and the men, after another
W. B. BWBR.
A. T. DBWBY.
nothing
at
all.
the
yield
these
grains
In
1887
of
whether
or
not
such
ascertain
necessary
to
only
conference among themselves, asked if they
operations would cause serious harm in any of was much larger than that of the preceding
SAN FRANCISCO
would be taken back as a whole, as if nothing
year.
But
with
such
increment
of
these
crops
the several particulars above mentioned. If by
Saturday Morning, Aug. ii, 1888. these operations any private property is going the old agricultural staples of the country have had happened. This was agreed to and the men
returned to their work.
The product of cotton and sugar
to be injured or any public interest inconven- not fallen oS.
On Saturday last the new &teel tug Active
ienced or much impaired, it may be expected that has all the while been growing larger. The culTABLE OF CONTENTS.
was launched from the yard of the Union Iron
the courts will interfere to put a stop to them, the tivation of the semi-tropical fruits, a thing unEDITORIALS.—The Weatinghouse Compound En- rule, briefly stated, being this: If any third known in the South 20 years ago, is now being Works, The tug is a beautiful model, some'
Passing: Events;
srine; The Gold Fields of Victoria, 89.
what smaller than the Relief, Her dimensions
When Hydraulic Operations May be Enjoined; *' The party is materially harmed, the law runs against practiced there with great success; not only the
are, length, 100 feet; beam, 22 feet; hold, 13
New South;" Foundry Notes, 92. Prospecting in
orange and the lemon, but the citron, banana,
the hydraulic miner.
Alaska; Hand-DrillinR, 93
feet.
She will be fitted with compound enILLiUSTRATIONS.— Westinghouse Compound EnThis olass of miners in the northern part of mango, pineapple, cocoanut and the datepalm,
Forms of Points (or Mining Drills, 93.
gines, the cylinders of 20 and 38 inches diameffine, 89.
MISOEf.LANEOUS.— The Russell Process, 90. the State have not been molested for the reason being grown in the southerly tier of these States ter, with a 24-inch stroke. The Active is the
The Lucky Prospector; Two Shafts on Mines; Petrolon an extensive scale, the more hardy fruits,
eum in San Luis Obispo County; Monster Pumps; The that their operations have resulted in injury to
first steel tugboat built on this coast.
Her
Copper Corner; Around Mokelumne Hill, 91.
no one. The streams into which they discharge such as the apple, plum, peach, etc., being
boiler is 13 feet 6 inches in circumference and
Further
ImproveMBOHANIOAL PROGRESS.—
raised
without
everywhere
trouble
and
with
ment in Basic Steel; Spirally Welded Steam Pipe; their tailings are not navigable, nor are they
12 feet 6 inches long. Her propeller is 9 feet
Does Machinery Wear Out; A Petroleum Engine; Com- tributary to navigable waters.
They debouch, much profit, both the soil and the climate showpound Air-Power In Pari*, 94.
6 inches in diameter. She will carry 115 pounds
SOIBNTIFIC PROGRESS.—The Magnet; Sun- not into bays or harbors, but directly into the ing themselves to be possessed of capabilities
of steam and make 14 knots an hour.
Her
spots and Temperature; The Oscillations of High
Chimneys; Recording Movements Auto-natically; open ocean, there being no large towns on their that only a little while ago were not even draught of water is 12 feet aft and
8 feet forOrigin and Character of Meteorites; Influence of banks, or low-lying farming lands along them. dreamed of.
Even the pine woods of North
Forests on Moisture; Strychnine for Drukenness, 94.
ward. She is all steel except the captain's
GOOD HEALTH-—Breathing in Smoke; Care of a Wherever similar conditions obtain the hydraulic Carolina it is found can be made to yield some- room and pilot-house, which are of teakwood,
Cold; Smoking and Digestion; Eight of Soldiers;
thing
besides
"pitch,
tar
and
turpentine."
from
molesminer has enjoyed a like immunity
How to Grow Old Gracefully, 95.
USEFUL INFORMATION.—How Celluloid is tation. Thus far, only in the more central min- But it is in the development of her mineral finished with cherry and ash panels. She will
consume 10 tons of coal in 24 hours, and will
Made; Keepinsr Copper Plates Clean; How to Skin an
Eel; Utah and Its Resources; A New Flameless Ex- ing counties of California have the miners been resources that the South is beginning to most
carry 65 tons in her bunkers.
She is divided
plosive; A Kew Solder; Blossoms Once in Fifty Years;
distinguish herself, tt is in her vast deposits
enjoined
from
working
their
claims
by
the
hy9*5
A B'an Packer
compartments by five water-tight bulkengineering' NOTES.-The Perekop Canal; draulic method. In no other section of the of coal and iron, all of good quality and exist- into
heads.
Eiffel's Big Tower; The Great Canals of the World;
The Longest Railroad Tangent; New and Important State, nor in fact in any other part of the world, ing in close proximity to each other, that this
The new steam schooner Protection, recently
Use for Dynamite; The Chicago River Set on Fire, 95. has this style of mining been suppressed by legal region will hereafter be likely to find its greatMINING SUMMARY— From the various counties
launched, is 158 feet long, 31 feet beam, and
of California, Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Mon- process or even made the subject of much com- est enrichment.
It is stated in this book that
10 feet 6 inches depth of hold. The engibes
tana. New Mexico. Oretron, Utah, Wyoming, 96-97MINING STOCK MARKET.—Sales at the San plaint; and that, presumably, because the ob- a ton of iron costing $15 in Pennsylvania can were built by Savage & Sons, and are compound,
Francisco Stock Board, Notices of Meetings, Aseesa- jections to it have in no other locality applied be made in Alabama for $7.50, both this State,
ments, Dividends, and Bullion Shipments, 100.
with a 20-inoh stroke. The wheel is 8 feet 6
with such force as in these central mining coun> as well as Virginia and Tennessee, being now
inches, and the boat is calculated to steam
In ISSO these
large producers of this metal.
ties.
Business Announcenieiits.
when loaded about 10 knots an hour. The
As regards the supposed case put by our cor- three States turned out only 178,000 tons of pig
owners are the Navarro Mill and Lumber Comoutput
reached
over
the
half
iron;
in
1885,
a
respondent,
his
statements
are
not
[NBW Tins I8SDB.]
explicit
pany, and the Protection will carry lumber beSaw Mill Machinery— Stearns M'f'g Co.
enough to warrant us in giving an opinion upon million tons, which quantity has since been more
Sampling Works for Sale— Gillespy & Childs.
tween this port and Navarro Eidge.
it one way or the other.
This, however, may than doubled. And yet the business is in its
Anti-Incrustation Powder— J. C. rtinana.
The stockholders of the Risdon Iron and
tS'See Advertising ColumnSj.
be said: Should all the parties living or own- Incipiency.
Locomotive Works held their annual election
The extent of the coal deposits of the South
ing property along a stream consent to the hyat the office of the company on Monday, corner
draulic miner running his debris into the same, is, according to this authority, absolutely asPassing Events.
of Beale and Howard streets, and re-elected the
The "Warrior" coal-fields of Alathis would not prevent his being enjoined by tounding.
following officers for the ensuing year: Wm,
Another revival of the Meadow Lake mining other parties, should his operations cause them bama are two-thirds as large as the entire coalH. Taylor, president; Robert S. Moore, vicedistrict is in progress.
The mill has jast com- damage.
bearing area of Great Britain, containing, it is
president and superintendent; Lewis R. Meade,
pleted it3 first run and a bar worth $580 has
In closing these remarks it may be observed claimed, one thousand million tons of coal, at
secret iry.
been shipped. The ore assayed $14 per ton, that the courts, in considering these anti-debris the lowest calculation. The value of these de*
and they made a net profit of $4 a ton on the oases, have of late shown a disposition to increase posits is vastly greater than that of alt the other
Con. California and Virginia. The bull-

™if*

Mr. Chas. Bernard

San

of

writes the Press inquiring

if

there

DEWEY

—

lot

worked.

The

mill will continue to run dar-

ing the season.

The people

rather than relax the rigor of their former de-

the opponents of the hydraulic miners,
encouraged by this attitude of the courts, havcisions,

of the

United States

feel

deep

re-

gret at the death of Qeneral Sheridan, one

of ing all the while grown more and more exacting
His military in theirdemands. Theirexposure to this double
services were highly appreciated and he was fire admonishes those engaged, or about to en-

the great commanders of the war.
greatly respected in his private

The Mechanics' Fair opened

life

this

as well.

week.

All

the arrangements are not as yet complets, but
in a very few days the displays will all be in

The attendance on the

order.

first

evening was

very large.

There

is

considerable complaint from the inway the mineral lands are

terior counties at the

being appropriated and fenced

in,

gage, in hydraulic mining to proceed with caution, many able jurists holding the opinion that

some

of the decisions

made

in the adjudication

have a very wide latitude. The
court being in this instance a law unto itself, it
cannot be foreseen what further in the way of
of these cases

original legislation

may come

stricted judicial diecretion

of

such

little re-

!

thus restrict-

land in the State.

In 1S70

all

the coal raised

and Virginia for the
month of July is as follows: There was worked
a little over 3,000,000 tons. In ISSO the quan- at the Morgan mill 4950 tons of ore; bullion
tity had doubled; in ISSo the output of 1880 had produced— gold,
$55,368.23; silver, $70,412.77;
again more than doubled, having amounted to total, $125,781. Yield per ton— gold,
$11.18;
14,511,539 tons, the increment since having been silver, $14.22; total, $25.41. Assay value of
in nearly the same ratio.
While the manufact- the ore per ton, per battery samples, S36. 60.
ure of coke has not increased at the same rapid Worked at Eureka mill, 2950 toos of
oid.
rate, it has, nevertheless, been very marked. Bullion
produced— gold, $37,461 39; silver,
The annual product of this fuel approximates $43,429.87; total, $80,891.26. Yield in bullion
now 2^000,000 tons, while in the coking districts per ton— gold, $12.69; silver, $14.72; total,
new ovens are being put up as fast as possible $27.42. Assay value of the ore per ton, per
to meet the con&tintly increasing demand for battery samples,
$34.85. Total ore worked,
in that section of the

this fuel,

In the

Union amounted

ion report of the Con, Gal,

to only

7900 tons.

.

various

branches of manufactures,

829.62;

Total bullion produced— gold, $92,-

silver, $113,842.64;

$206,672.26.
GusTAV Reis, an early pioneer of this State, especially in cotton, the "New South" is also
If matters go on
Average yield in bullion per ton— gold, $11.75;
now doing in this regard, the min- died in this city Sunday night. He was for- making rapid strides. They have now running
silver, $14.41; total, $26.16.
will not be many years before all the merly a resident of Downieville, and at one about 400 cotton-mills, operating over
a million
total,

ing the area for prospecting.
as they are
ers say

it

mineral lands of the State will be under fence
as agricultural.

TuE Anaconda
$175,000 worth of

mine, Montana,

new

structures.

is

building

time was one of the owners of the Sierra Buttes
mine, Sierra City. Mr. Reia was president of
the California Pioneers in 1886-7. He left a
fortune of some $700,000, which goes to his son

John,

value of the ore per ton, $39 95,
and a half spindles and fully 30,000 looms.
The progress made by the South since ISSO in
The quartz mill at the Deadwood mine, Wilthis department of industry has been at the rate low
Valley district, Nevada county, was
of 104.5 per cent against 21.3 per Cent in other burned on Tuesday night.
Loss $10,000. The

parts of the country.

Ptailroad-building has

mill has been used lately for

custom work.
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body from the

Prospecting in Alaska.

dampneu

The

residenta of Alaska are quita

hopeful of

baa been directed there, and thu Bacceas of the
Douglia island venture has caused further pros-

Recent sales of min*
pecting and development.
ing property show that there is a feeling of more

and the remainder

ground.

After

Hand- Drilling^.

of

held at a slight angle as in Fig.

There are many forms of

the out6t, as to tool),

provisions, etc., can be according to preference

bits

maybe

In practice, however, the drill

and gum*boota come next,

this a stout rain-ooat

the futare of the mioioK iodastry Id that great
Within the past few years attention
Teriitory.

of the

93

used in point*

given inaxially as in Fig. 8;

besides, often

is,

often

and the blow

G,

and *2 of the ac- these results also tend to a rounding of the
and means. There are few stations, so plenty companying cuts show the curved ohiselbit in straight edge, if used aa in Fig. 6. Fig. 9 shows
There is plenty of ordinary use, which has been proved by the ex- that with a roanded edge an inaxial blow will
of grub must be provided.
rain, and mosquitoes are abundant and aonoy- perience of hoadreda of years to be the best for take effect nevertheless on the body and not on
ing.
The density of the forest growth, the tan- ordinary hand-drilling. Mr. Henry S. Drinker the end o< the edge; in other words, the more
gle of underbrush, and the thick carpet of moss in his work on ** Tunneling, Kxplosive Com- the edge be curved, the more nearly will inaxial
that covers every inch of ground, has made pounds and Rock Drills" (from which we take blows take effect at the center, and the praotiiuK drills for mining.

Figs.

1

|

'

It is asserted, more*
prospecting slow and diflScult. It is hard to
overi that the Canadian Paoifio K. H. Co. has
bought lota for wharres at Juneao, and will pot clear even a patch of ground to get at rocka.
a new lino of steamers on the Alaska route. Croppings must be bold to be seen at all. It it
Tbii will give direct communication with East* no wonder, under the circumstances, that de-

confidence than formerly.

}

I

Now aboot all the Alaska trade is
cities.
done with this city by means of the Pacific
Coast Steamship Co. It may be new to many
to know that San Francisco is several hundred
miles eiut of midway between the eastercmott
and westernmost shores of the United States.

em

these figures) considers this form of
fully

why

and expliins

it is

bit care-

it is

not over

.3.000

Fio.

Fio.

3.

case to the

material to be drilled. Thus, in
hard ground a Batter curve and in eaaier ground
a sharper curve will be found best, varying per-

4.

haps from Pig. 10
haa, in

It

says Mr.

Edges with light curves are best adapted to
and those with sharp curves to easier
ground; (d) The proportion of the extreme
width of the bit to the diameter of the drill
hard,

may vary from

Alaska

inclusive.

the April or

The

best

from

May

a strain,

(e)

however, the

angle of the two faces

may

in Fig. 12.

In hard ground,

drill

should be rather rounded, aa

in Fig. 13, to give

support to the point, and in

very easy material (hard earth,

etc.),

crushing rather than a cutting edge

ground when the enow melts.
It is in Southern Alaska that the mines have
been discovered. The general width of the section is something over 100 miles, and the land
square miles.

The

work, at say 70° as

September

Prospectors and miners take either
May steamers, so aa to be on the

surface about 40,000

In easy rock the

4:3.

be put, at the highest for atrong drills in hard

time to visit
to

to

hard, aa the ends are not subjected to ao great

Three small creeks on the shore

is

7:6

shoulder of the edge need not be ao great as in

the mainland lead to basins back of the
monutains, where rich placers have been worked
seoeona.

Straight edged

(a)

:

(c)

miles from here to the

of

for pleasure

been found by experience,

Drinker, that

blunt quickly at the corners; (b) Edges
with too sharp a curve blunt first at the center;

the chief settlement and the headquarters of
Juneau is 150 miles south-

for several

to Fig. 11.

fact,

drills

the mining business.
east of Sitka,

on the one some-

ia

edge and a diamond

flit

Take a purely straight-edge bit as shown in point; the amount of curvature as well as in the
and consider that in Fig. 3 the white lines tempering of the st^el most be adapted in each

longitude of the east coast of Maine.
While Sitka is the capital of Alaska, Jnnean
is

be reached

to

Fig. 5

Yet this is the case. It is nearly 4000 miles
from the longitude of the most western of the
Aleutian islands, directly east to San Francisco,
while

mean

oal

where here between a

ao effective.

it

where a

is

needed,

well to slightly blunt the edge, as in

is

Fig. 14.

^

—

Timber anid Mineral Lands. A civil snit
is to be commenced against the Eureka Con.
Mining Company, operating in Nevada, to recover .?3,670,741. The sum, it is alleged, rep-

The gen-

whole country is a hard
granite, reached at a very little distance below
the surface, though in many places are wide expanses of alluvial soil, which seem to have been
eral substratum of the

value of charcoal and cordwood
manufactured from cedar, pine and mahogany
timber unlawfully cut from public mineral lands
in Nevada by or with the guilty knowledge of

resents the

formed by the deposits of rivers. The land
generally rises abruptly from the water's edge,
and is piled up in ridgea and mountains,

the Eureka Company.

Criminal

prooeedinga

broken only where the numerous and narrow
water-ways cut through. On the mountainsides the only soil that ia found is a spongy
mass that seems to have been generated of the
vegetable depoaits of centuries past, and holds

are

its network the debris of the forests that
have reached their growth and tumbled into
deoay and now He entangled in every stage of
deoomposition, making traveling very diflBcult.
All the mountain-sides are covered still with a

depredations in Nevada.

dense growth of timber. This extends to an
altitude of from 1500 to 2000 feet, and the
peaks which rise above are bare of vegetation,
except the moss. The ahorea are very rocky

ignored certain rules prescribed by the General

superintendents of the company's mines. These

recommendations are made upon a report by
Agent George D. Temple, who has just
concluded his investigation of alleged timber
Special

in

and the

The

mits that
lic

formation

ia

Land

and

pected along the headwaters of the
Gold has been found there, and this
river.
spring there was quite an excitement about the
placera.

There

ia

much country

yet to be pros-

S.

Wood,

bone needles and hooka

The

Professor Frank

librarian reported that since the

meeting 164 books had been added to the
by donation, 143 from correspondFrank H, Vaslit waa proposed for mements.
berahip. A communication was received from
last

library, 21

Professor E. S. Holdenof the Lick Obaervatory,
inclosing a paper relating to observations he

had recently made in regard to active volcanoes
F, Gutzkow gave an explanation
in the moon.
of the manufacture of magnesia from sea-water.

FORMS OF POINTS OP MINING

DRILLS.

velopments have been so alow in Alaska. Few show successive cuts made by it in turning. Theopeople have gone any distance away from the retically, the drill ia turned on a center in the
water-coursea, owing to the
tioned.

The season

ly short, and

for

difficultiea

mining

ia

men- middle

comparative-

deed in summer and cold in winter, Oa the
coast the winter is not severe. The rainfall all
is

the hole; practically the successive
little as

shown in

Fig.

4,

the hole being necessarily broken a little wider

in the interior it is very hot in-

over the country

of

cuts cross each other a
in

diameter than the extreme middle

In either case

generally very large, and

we

see

bow

of the bit,

vastly more

work the

has to do at the circumference of the cirthan at the center, and therefore a straight'
edged drill, as in Fig. 5, will soon be worn more

drill

Clarence Coitlter returned from Sitka durmade ao favorable a report of
the Takou mine that hia father, Samuel Couling the week, and

ter,

purchased

it for

$45,000, George Harria of

Seattle tiking one-third.

The owners propose

stocking the mine and erecting a ten-atamp
Clarence and his family leave immedimill.
ately

for

Juneau, Alaska.

are interested in the

Theae gentlemen

Swinden mine near Gold

m\\.— Jacksonville {Oregon)

Times.

cle

no meana of getting about Alaska atmosphere.
at the ends (Fig. 7) than the middle of the edge,
except in canoes. There are no railroads or
Pay-rolls of the Comatock mines laat month
and it will naturally approximate to the curved
wagon-roada and very few traila. But there
The largest single
amounted to §220,000.
edge, which, if originally adopted, therefore
are numerous rivers and streams, and transamount waa that of Cons, Cal. and Virginia
gives the most nniform wear.
portation is all by canoes. Prospecting is difConfidence paid SI 700 and Hale &,
$44,000.
There are also considerations affecting the
For the work of prosficult and laborious.
Norcross §12,000. The Carson river mills paid
form of the edge. Theoretically speaking, the
pecting, a boat or canoe is the first necessity,
out $15,000 for labor.
drill is always supposed to be held vertically in
and it should have a good sail and be fitted
At Eureka the Eichmond mine haa closed the hole and the blow ia further supposed to
with the means of securing goods against rain

There

W,

of stone axes, apear-heada, knife-sharpening

Cuahing.

moiature and dampness prevail in ground and

pected.

suits

—

found at Los Muertoa from

Cassiar mines.

Yukon

re-

Sciences. At the last meeting
Academy, donationa to the cabinet of

atone, earthen pots, of

basin,

Junach river, in the extreme south, and at the
Shuck and Sum-Dum, near Juneau, For several
years paat parties have penetrated the interior
from the head of Chilcat inlet and pros*

Hence he recommends the

curious shells were received from

the only accessible approach to the
There are placer mines at the

is

company has violated the law

Academy of

San Franciaco company.
on the mountain three miles above Juneau, is a
placer district, which haa been worked since
1881. By way of Wrangel, in Southeastern
Alaska,

Office.

of the

Mining and Milling Co.. turning out about
$70,000 a month. They have both water and
ateam power, and are well equipped. This ia a

Bay

from pub-

mineral lands for mining purpoaea, but as-

aa atated.

where and ledges are found in many places,
though but few have been developed. At Silver Bay, near Sitka, a gold-mining company began work about nine yeara ago, and after putNear by, however, a
ting up a mill, failed.
Wisconsin company ia at work developing. On
Douglas island ia the big mill of the Alaska

Silver

The commissioner ad-

to cut timber

specting the protection of young trees and has

found almost every-

At

was lawful

it

serts that the

inlets deep.

slate

recommended against Henry and Donnelly,

ia

Owing

to the scarcity of

river, nearly all the milla

water in the Carson

have shut down for

the summer, the consequence being that hun-

dreds of Comatock miners have been thrown
out of work. One hundred men were drafted
from the Yellow Jacket recently, and several

hundred from other mines were

also laid

off.

of Denver, Colorado, ore-

A representative
towns with a
and wave. Besides a boat, a good hot large down and will not resume operations for many be given directly on the head of the drill, the buyera is visiting Nevada mining
be shipped to
enough to shelter the entire p,arty should be months. The Eureka Con, mine and furnaces axis of the hammer at the moment of impact view of contracting for ore to
Denver.
being perpendicular to the axle of the drill.
provided. Bear-skina are ueed to protect the are running steadily.
'
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ll^ECHAjMieAL Progress,

regarded as impossible in the production of
pressure pipe. In the matter of durability they
are warranted to be at least equal to any other

pipe of similar quality. Spirally welded steel
The Magnet.
and iron tubing enters the market as a practical competitor of wrought iron and cast iron
The natural magnet or loadstone is an ore of
London Iron of July 13bh gives the paTticu- pipes of corresponding diameters for any use for iron, every molecule of which is composed of
latter are adapted, and many for
lars of another important improvement in the which the
three
atoms of iron, combined with four atoms
method of production of baaic Siemens steel, which they are not adapted. It is claimed to of oxygen gas. This loadstone has the power of
lap-welded
which has just been put in operatton at the be a cheaper pipe than either
attracting
small pieces of iron, and, if balanced
and is as much betStaffordshire Steel & Ingot Company's works at wrought iron or cast iron,
a perfect and suspended will point nearly north and south.
South Sfcaffordshire. We condense the same as ter than any form of riveted pipe as
Artificial magnets are pieces of iron or steel
hammer weld is better than a line of rivets. It
follows:
which have been under the action of either the
The improvemeDti effect iDcreaaed economy is of uniform strength and of full inside diam- loadstone or other magnets, or of an electric
and intsreased efficiency in working. The new eter. Freights and labor charges are large current, or have been subjected to percussions
for use.
The
furnace has just been started, with the most items in the cost of pipes ready

Further Improvement in Basic

Steel.

excellent results, while an important advance
in the method of mannfacture has been accomThe old furnace, which was round,
plished.

has been superseded by a rectangular furnace
with rounded ends, so that the flime, being
longer, does not seem to have such a destructive
cutting power upon the lining and npon the
gas and air ports. The internal dimensions of
the furnace are 16 feet 6 inches length by 10
feet 6 inches wide, and will produce a cast of
tins 10 c»t. of ingot metal. The roof and part
of the internal side-walls are built of silica
bricks, and the bottom is lined with basic
bricks separated from the silica work with a
chrome brick. The basic bricks are of exceptional density, being made by a new machine of
German manufacture, which exerts a presaura
of 4500 pounds upon the square inch.
Another important alteration is that the
roof, instead of being movable, aa before, is
The movable roof was designed to
fixed.
enable repairs to the interior of the furnace being the more easily made, but in practice it has
been found that this advantage was more than
lost by the destruction which ensued to the
Silica brickwork, it has
roof by removals.
been found, will not stand intermittent heat,
since the cooling and subsequent reheating,
after first being subjected to intense heat, renThe expansion of
ders it very frail and brittle.
the silica work under heat is so great that, to
preserve it intact, it must be kept at one uniform temperature or thereabout. Another improvement is, that instead of being provided
with only one door in the front for charging
and testing purposes, the fu race is furnished
with three doors in the front, and one at the
back over the tapping-hole, which renders the
working much easier and more convpnient.
The regenerative arrargements connected
with the furnace show even greater improvement than the furnace tself. Previously, the
two air and two gas regenerators were of circular shape, and were entirely independent of
each other to prevent the air and gas mixing.
It has now been found that this object can be
secured, and considerably over 100 per cent
more regenerative capacity obtained in the same
space, by making the regenerators, like the furnace, rectangular, with rounded ends. Where,
before, the regenerative flue heatad 4000 bricks,
it now heats 10,000.
The diameter of the gas
regenerator before was 5 feet, and the air regenerator 5 feet 6 inchea; now each is 8 feet 6
inches in diameter by 9 feet long. Instead of
being independent of each other, they are now
connected by wrought-iron plates, which arrangement both economizes room and gives a
larger regenerative area, and any mixing of the
two elements is prevented by the erection bet'veen. the regenerators of a firebrick wall 20
inches thick, with 3 inches of sand space.

The economy which results from this alteration in the form of tbe regenerators is remarkable.
With tbe short furnace previoualy at
work, some of the heat passed into the chimney, and was lost, but the longer flame now
possible absorbs the entire heat from the furnace, besides which it is possible to work with
less gas while obtaining a greatar amount of
heat.
A greater production of ingots with a
li^seened production of coal is now effected.
Where before the coal consumption was 25 cwt,
or more per ton of ingots produced, it is now
only 14 or 15 cwt., and it is expected that
this will be further reduced.
The air and gaa
enter the furnace at an immense heat, and
where combustion takes place the heat is approximately ettimated at close on 4000° F. An
important economy in the materials charged has
been effected by the substitution for best Spanish ore and scrap of basic cinder, produced at
the mill-reheating furnaces. To produce a cast
of 9 tons 10 cwt, of ingots, the charge consists
of 10 tons 10 cwt. of baaic pig, 15 cwt. of cinder and 15 or 16 cwt. of lime. This can be
melted down in 2^ hours, and the metal is
ready for tapping in the remarkably short time
of 74 hours from the time of charging.
The
management hope that they may be able to run
100 charges before the furnace wants relining,
though it is yet too soon to pronounce definitely.
The new furnace will add to the ordinary
basic output of the works some 120 tons per

week.

Spirally 'WELt>ED Steam Pipe appears to
be fast coming intD use at the East. These
pipes are made by winding steel or iron spirally
and hammer-welding the overlapping edges.
They are made of any desired weight of metal,
of diameters above three inchea up to as high as
43 inches, and of any length that can be transported. They are proved to be safe under all
pressures which standard wroughtiron tubing
of corresponding diameters will carry, and are
adapted to all uses for which metal pipes are
employed; they possess conapicuous utility and
combine great strength and perfection of workmanship with an economy in material hitherto

pressure pipes hitherto offered
formidable freight charges^ if
moved any distance, and the labor of handling
and connecting them has further swelled the
total, until in many cases the cost of the pipe
at the mill has been doubled or trebled before
Lightness, if attained withit came into use.
out the sacrifice of strength, ia a quality which
The comparaall consumers will appreciate.
tive weights per foot of spirally-welded pipes
of different gauges, lap-welded pipes and oastiron pipes, will show the advantage of the
former in transportation and handling.

while in certain positions.
Permanent magnets are those which retain
cheir magnetx properties permanently.
They
are made of hard steel, in bars, or bent in the
form of a horseshoe.
Temporary magnet? are those which retain
their magnetic properties only as long as they
are under the influence of other magnets or an
electric current.
They are bars of soft iron,
either straight or bent like a horseshoe.
The poles of a magnet are the two points of
They are at
greatest attraction and repulsion.
the two ends.
Magnetic polarity Balance a horseshoe mag-

Does Machinery Wear Out?

net by tying a thread around its middle and
suspend it. It comes to rest nearly north and
south. Gall the end pointing north the northseeking pole, and the south the south-seeking

lightest of the

have entailed

It

as

is

hardly seems possible that machinery, such
Iconstructed to-day, of the best material

and by careful workmen, should ever wear out,
and it is quite safe to assert that it never does;
it simply becomes out of style, and the rapid
progress of the times

makes

its

discarding or

replacement by new and improved machinery
necessary, in order that the manufacturer may
keep pace with the times and be able to enter
into the market with his goods against the competition that such machinery creates.
It is a matter of some wonder, at first eight,
as to what becomes of all the new machinery
that ia beiog made and put upon the market by
the ever-increasing number of manufacturers,
who are yet unable to keep up with the demand
for their products.
A shop or factory, fitted
up with new machinery, might be supposed to
last for years without replenishing, except in
the matter of ordinary repairs, and it is hardly
possible to suppose that there are enough new
enterprises started up t^ employ all the machinery that is being turned out.
This ia an age of progression and competition,
and in order to keep up with the times and
stand an equal chance with others in the race,
it is necessary for a man to be constantly discarding the old and adding the later and more
improved styles of machinery. The machines
are not worn out, but have gone out of style,
and their employment is continued only at a
sacrifice.

The one great object of the present time is to
money on the part of the purchaser by
buying where it can be done the cheapest, and

save

on the part of the manufacturer to produce and
put on the market his goods as cheaply as
possible, and at the same time with as much
profit to himself as can be made.
In order to
do this, all the skill and ingenuity of modern

Yankeedom

are called into service, and invenand contrivances innumerable are brought
out and offered to the trade, who are ever
watohipg for such improvements as offer any
advantage in quality, quantity, or profit in
manufacture, and when such a thing is shown
to be a success it becomes a necessity, and
when once adopted must be generally utilized,
or failure so to do is sure to bring disaster and
tions

ruin.

The old machines are discarded or replaced by
new in the eager pursuit of increased facili-

the

and wealth.
This, then, is the answer to the query above.

ties

Machinery does not wear out, and it is not this
makes the demand for new and improved implements, and furnishes the scores of
factories with work in their construction.
It
is one of the marks of our progressive age, and
not the demand, which furnishes the material
for the above article.
Practical Mechanic.
fact that

A Petroleum Engine

is

now being

exhibited

England and is attracting a great deal of atThe petroleum ia placed in a tank in
the bed of the engine and is forced through a
pipe ihti an apartment where a blast ot air

in

tention.

A

turns it into a fine spray.
small battery in
the rear supplies an electric spark, and the
spray coming in contact with this electric spark
furnishes the motive power.
This engine is
said to be very simply constructed and works
with admirable regularity. The piston needs no
oiling, the petroleum vapor filling this necessity.

Palladicm, a metal of the platinum group,
of a far lower density than the latter, may
be substituted for steel in the manufacture of
watches. Palladium is absolutely non-polishable, and it is unaffected to any noticeable extent by the presence of a magnetic field.
Bssides this, it has the incidental advantage of
being rust-proof. This discovery is due to C.
A.. Pallard of Geneva, Switzerland, and watches
are now being constructed there of this metal.
but

—

CoMPOtTND AiR-PowER IN Paris.
The
length of pipe laid in Paris for the distribution
of power by compresaed air already exceeds oO
miles.
The compressing engines are of 3000
horse-power, and about 3,000,000 cubic, feet of
air are compressed daily to a pressure of SO
pounds per square inch, at an expenditure of
50 tons of goal.

—

Take a strip of steel which has been rendered magnetic by discharging a Leyden battery across it, and sa^pend in like manner.
It
will also come to reet nearly north and south.
Place a strip of cardbpard over a horseshoe magnet lying on a table.
Scatter iron filings all
over the cardboard and tap it. Notice the
curves of the poles. Move the magnet under
the cardboard and the tilings will move like a
pole.

lot of insects.

Take a
end

strip of steel, and draw it from end to
a strong magnet.
The strip of
becomes a magnet. Balance and sus-

over

steel

it by a thread, and do the same with a
horseshoe magnet. Bring the north-seeking
end of the horseshoe, and it will be repelled.
Again, bring the north-seeking end of the strip
Atto the south-seeking end of the horseshoe.
tract on will now take pUce.
This shows that
unlike poles attract, and like poles repel one
another.
Heat red-hot an iron ball, and suspend it by
a thread.
Bring a pole of a powerful magnet
near to the ball, and the latter will not be attracted.
Keeping the magnet in the same position, wait until the ball has cooled, and when
sufficiently reduced in temperature it will be
attracted.
This shows that, when red-hot, iron
cannot be magnetized.
How to make an electro (temporary) magnet
out of a horseshoe of soft iron. Take a piece of
insulated copper wire and coil it around one of
the arms of a horseshoe of soft iron in a lefthanded helix. After making double by coiling
in the same direction, pass over to the other
arm and ooil the wire in a left-handed helix
backward and forward once. Connect the ends
of each wire with the two plates of an electric
battery, and tbe horseshoe will become a strong

pend

magnet.

Sunspots and Temperature.

A careful study of the solar orb by astronomers has developed the fact that there is a
period or cycle of 11 years in the presentation
of those phenomena on its surface known as
sunspots. All scientists agree that the greater
the development of these mysterious spots on
the luminous envelope of the sun, or photosphere aa it is technically called, the greater
the activity underneath the envelope, and the
greater the activity of the sun, so much the
greater the heat that is thrown off. Those
years, therefore, when the greater number of
spots are visible on the sun's face are periods
of extraordinary physical disturbances in that
body, and the seasons are accordingly usually
notable for a prevalence of high temperatures.
Ou the contrary, when the sun is in a state of
repose, or the minimum of the 11-year cycle has
been reached, low temperatures are the rule.
The year 1S87 was the end of an 11-year
cycle, and the sun was notable for the scarcity
Some
of spots which presented themselves.
scientists now associate the intense cold of last
winter to the absence of sunspots during the
previous summer, which was accepted as evidence that the sun was in a state of repose and
throwing off the minimum amount of heat. As
a matter of fact, the winter was one of the
severest on record throughout the Northern
Hemisphere. The memory of the blizzards in
many of the Western States is still fresh in the
minds of the public. Many fatalities occurred
in these States and in some of the European
countries through the severity of the cold.
Even in California the thermometer reached a
point lower than any before recorded.

sunspot cycle, assuming
that
the low temperatures of last winter
were the manifestation of it, has been of some
It has
value to this Stat3.
For example:
afforded through the experience of the South of
France, whose climate has been frequently
likened to that of California, an opportunity of
making some interesting comparisons. The
South of France, in common with Northern
Europe, was visited during the winter by a
period of unnsually low temperatures, and, many
of the more tender kinds of vegetable growths
were subjected to very severe teats. It appears

The
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that many plants which have never suffered
severely from frost in California were killed in
the South of France by the cold last winter.
Among them were several varieties of eucalypti, and specimens
of California redwood and
sequoia, which were killed outright by the frost.
Some varieties of eucalypti survived the winter
without injury, showing their adaptability
for cultivation within the frost line in the temperate zone. In California the heaviest frost
on record merely scorched the leaves of the
tenderest varieties of the eucalypti, but neither
the magnificent forests of redwood along the
coast ranges nor the Sierra groves of sequoia
suffered in the slightest degree. These are positive illustrations of the fact that the climate of
California is milder than that of the South of
France, and that whatever can be grown in
that favored region is sure to succeed qaite as
well if not better here.
If these sunspot cycles
have no other value, then, than that of furnishing opportunities for making climatic oom'parisons, they are of much interest to Oalifornia,
and their progression and effect may be observed with considerable profit, Exchojige.

Tbe Oscillations of High Chimneys.— In
the Memoires de la Societe dea Ingenieurs Civila
some particulars are given of the oscillations of
a chimney-stack near Marseilles, 35 meters
(115 feet) high, with an exterior diameter at
the top of 1.22 meter (four feet). During a
severe storm it was determined, by obaerviug
the shadow of the chimney, that its greatest
oscillation was half a metar (nearly 1 foot 8
inches).
It was further observed that a chimney set in motion by a gust of wind oscillates
from four to five times backward and forward
until it is at rest again.
M. E. Burg asserts
that, should this momentum during the oscillations of a chimney repeat itself in such a man*
ner that its direction coincides with that of tbe
oscillation, the overthrow of the chimney may
be expected. This is the explanation given for
the destrnction of many a chimney oonatruoted
in accordance with sound principles of stability.
The

Oesterreickische Zeitschrift fur Berg nnd
Huttenwesaen adds to this statement the quali6cation, that in the case of a chimney near
Vienna 50 meters (164 feet) high, and constructed of concentric (hollow) rings, with an
inner diameter at the top of two meters (6^
feet), which is exposed to considerable gusts of
wind, the oscillations were moat carefully and
repeatedly measured with a theodolite, when
the observations showed an extreme oscillation
of only 16 centimeters (6^ inches) during severe

storms.

Recording Movements Automatically.

—

In the very useful scientific methods whereby
movements record themselves in carves automatically by a point moving on a smoked surface are, perhaps, those which yield the most
delicate curves.
In the French Societe d'Encouragement, M. Mascart has called attention
to a useful modification by M. Fenon, in which
a bent tube of tempered steel forms a siphon
dipping at one end in a reservoir of ink and at
the other being shaped like a pen-point, which
is brought near the moving paper (the sloped
section outward).
Capillary force prevents outflow when the apparatus is at rest, A fine trace
is produced by this pen, without interruption by
the most rapid displacements and without
sticking when at rest.
M. Wolf of the Paris
observatory has need the system for getting
records of air pressure, temperature, wind, etc.,
with the best results. The reservoir needs
charging only once a week, and, using inks
mixed with glycerine, a single charge has been
found to suffice for a barometer record of more

than six months.

Origin and Character op Meteorites. —
From an exhaustive study of the very large

Harvard College, the
conclusion has been arrived at that many of
the masses of meteoric iron now known are
cleavage crystals, broken off, probably, by the
impact of the mass against the atmosphere. It
is found that these masses show cleavings parallel to the planes of all three fundamental
forms of isometric or regular system. From
all that appears, the theory has come to be entertained, in respect to the origin of meteorites,
that the masses were thrown off from a sun
among tbe fixed stars, and that they were
slowly cooled while revolving in a zone of intense heat.
collection of meteorites at

—

Influence of Forests on Moisture. President Willits of tbe Agricultural College of
Michigan, while he disputes the exercise of a
direct influence of forests

—

in

promoting moist-

ure saying that all the trees in the world will
not put it where it is not believes that the
moisture on the continent is advancing toward
the west, and that the planting of forests and
increased cultivation will cause the rainfall to
advance farther west every year.. Seven hundred thousand acres of forest have already been
planted in Nebraska the cotton wood and the
willow first, and then the soft maple and the

—

—

hard woods.

Strychnine fob Drunkenness.

—A

Rassian

physician declares that strychnine is an infallible cure for drunkenness, administered in snbcutineous injections. The effect of the strychnine solution is to change the craving for drink
into positive aversion, and this change is effected in a day. After a treatment of eight or ten

the patient may be discharged.
The
strychnine ia administered by dissolving one
grain in 200 drops of water, and injecting five
drops of the solution every 24 honra.

days

Aug.
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and medical opinions may be had in «^Iry cloth iu the right band and caljh hold of
any number as to dyspepsia caoaed by smoking. the turned-up skin; with the left hand graap
To whatever degree the habit affecta the ner- the eel'a head, then take a long breath, pull,
foaa organization, it appeara to be certain that aud then wonder bow nicely it comes off.
the prooess which ia regarded aa aoothing ia
plain (joil,

iirOOD i'lE/\LTH.
Breathing

Smoke.

in

Sir lienjamio Urodie matt
have known what he waa writing abont when
he declared that " the poison of tobaooo acts by
destroying the function of the brain.*' Id a
Haaaian hoepital in 1830 a Dr. Chadoowaki
took the liberty of examiniug by meana of a
pump the digetittre powers of six smoking and
reapirator with an indiarobber mouthpiece. aa many non-smoking soldiers, and he recorded
The reapirator ia held by two projectione, that " lu the former°the time required for diwhich are graapcd between the teitn and a geetion averaged seven hours, while in the cue
tliDge, which lica between the teeth and the of the non-amokera the mean period of digeation
lipa, additioDul aeonrity being proTided by an was only aix houra."
With the present unorThe air moua consumption of tobacco the social conseelaatic band paaaing round the head.
through
a
aeriea
of
wearer
the
ia drawn in by
quencea, apart from those concerning the bodily
small tiltera. coatainiug respectively wet aponge, and mental powers of the conaumers, are imcotton wool, cottonwuoldampod with i^lyuerine. portant.
and animal charcoal. Theae filters are very
HiciiT OF SoT.DiF.Ks. It has generally been
lightly packed, ao that there ie no resiatance to
the act of inspiration, and they are provided believed that the reduction in the average hight
expired
from
the
air
with valvea which direct
of French aoldiera which followed NapoIeon*B
the longa into the external atmoaphere. The wars, duo, of course, to the immense slaughter
entire apparatus wcigha lees than a pound, and in those campaigns, made all of those aoldiera
can b© used without previous practice. VVheo the shortest in Kurope, Hut, according to a
high medical and military authority in liuasia,
it is to be employed in an atmoapherc which ia
deadly in its character, aa in the chokudamp of the minimum hight of the iiuaaian and French
mines, the air ia drawn from acme place where oonacript ia about five feet, while in moat other
it ia pure, through a light india<rublier tube.
European countries the minimum rangea from
The filter ia then strapped to the waiat of the five feet one inch to five feet three inches.
wearer, and the reapiiator merely contains the
valvea which caUBe the air to be drawn through
How TO Grow Old Gracefolly. Activity
the pipe and then to expire into the atmosphere. without overwork, healthful living, moderation,
A tube up to 100 feet in length can be uaed with self'control, the due exercise of all the faculties,

Tut I'kkbkoi' Canal — The Itugsian Govern*
Utah and its REi^llI;RCl£s — The population ment has begun the work of cutting the
Utah ia now about 200.000. Of thia number '^^^''^kop canal, the original uurvey for which
about />/).000 are Gentiles. The Mormons fol- was made many years ago. Thia canal ia to

really deatractive.

exhibition wa« recently given in WeatmiDBter, near London, KogUnd, of Loeb's appliances, uya London Knginetr, which are devigned to enable the wearer to breathe and
work with comfort in denae tuioke, and also in
poisonoDi ganes. The appliance oonaiata of a

Ad

—

of

facility.

I'rotection

a pair of apecticles

afforded to the eyea by
with iudia-ruliber rims,

which preaa tightly on the cheek and brow, and
Mechanical wipera are
exclude all smoke.
added, to enable the glasaes to be cleaned without removal. A man wearing the respirator
apent half an hoar in a building filled with dense
smoke of a moat pungent character, without
any difficulty, and afterward the inventor's representative, with the aid of a flexible air pipe,
entered a room containing a diah of burning aulphur and remained there aome time. It was
clearly demonstrated that the reapirator would
enable the wearer to enter a building filled with
amoke and discover the exact position of a fire.
A few buckets of water promptly applied under
such oircumatancea will do more j;ood than the
tire engine directed at random.
j )t from a ateam
On haard ahip, where the result of a fire is to
fill the hold with amoke, this respirator would
be mo*t uaefnl, and this fact has been recognized in the<ierman navy, where Loeb'e reapiratora form part of the official equipment.
Many of the German fire brigades have also
adopted them. They are being introduced into
thia country by the Fire and Mining Appliancea
Syndicate, of 49 Queen Victoria street, E. C.

Care of a Cold.
a departure from health, and should
Do «o( let it cure
really be attended to at once.
Get rid of it soon. Do not feed it,
itself.
though, but starve it. One cold after another
nearly always ends in the thickening of the
mucous membrane of the bronchial tubes, and
before you are aware of it you become the vie
tim of winter cough.
The morning tub (cold, I mean) is a very sure
preventive of colda. Never overclothe or overheat yourself. The neck should be kept cool.
Keep away from fires indoors if you are subject

A

cold

ia

to colds.

Cough, if not the result of simple laryngeal or
bronchial catarrh, may mean a very serious departure from health; and the sooner one sees a
doctor in such a case the better. Do not be
Remember, it ia only
afraid to consult him.
I do
those that delay who suffer in the end.
not advice you to ruah away to a physician with
every trifling ailment, but it is better to be

—

sure than sorry.
Many people would benefit much by taking
codliver oil for a month or six weeks about the
changes of the season. Probably the diet would
have to be lowered a Itttle, and an occasional
mild aperient taken.
Getting thin is another serioua departure
from health. One generally does lose weight
in winter and regain it in summer; but a slow
and steady decrease in weight calls aloud for
medical inteiferenoe.
Want of sleep and restless nights are symptoms which cannot be overlooked. The cause
must be found and removed. The trouble may

;

|

'

|

j

!

.

—

Inforjviatiojm,

—

doors and out; and by careful regulation of the
In conclusion, let me entreat of you, aa
you value your happiness, not to neglect first
departures from health. The story of the reservoir has really a moral for every one of us.-—
CasselVe Family Magazine.

paper in a fine spray. This changes the cellulose of the paper into pyroxyline (gun-cotton).
The excess of the acid having been expelled by
pressure, the paper is washed with plenty of
water until all traces of acid have been removed. It is then reduced to a pulp, and passes
on to the bleaching trough. It is thia guncotton which gives it its explosive nature.
Most of the water having been got rid of by
means of a strainer, the pulp is mixed with
from 20 to 40 per cent of its weight of camphor, aud the mixture thoroughly triturated
under millstones. The necessary coloring having been added in the form of powder, a second
mixture and grinding follows. Thia pulp is
spread outinthin slabs, which are squeezed in
a hydraulic press until they are dry as chips.
Then they are rolled in heated rollers, and
come out in elastic sheets. They are from that
point worked up into every conceivable form.
One can get celluloid collars, cuffs, hair*
pins, sbirt-froDt?, cravats, pen-holders, brushes
and combs, inkstands, knife-handles, jewel*
else almost
that you
ry, and everything
can imagine. In Paris there is a room almost
in
celluloid.
The curcompletely furnished
tains, the furniture, the door-knobs, and even
the matting were made of this material. To be
Insure, no matches were ever carried there.
It was only a
deed, the room waa never uaed.
curiosity, and the man who owned it owned
the factory where it was made. These rooms
Few men, even in this
will never be popular.
rapid age, care about being blown into the
kingdom come in small fragments, scorched
and Boattered, and that would be the fate of a
man who let a lighted match fall in such a
room.

—

Louis
Keepixg Copper Plates Clean.
Blanding, the metallurgist, has after many years
of experimentation succeeded in accomplishing
what may be regarded aa one of the most important discoveries in all the broad range of
metallurgical science. It ia well known to all
mining and mill men that it is mo&t difficult
even after they have been in use a considerable
time to prevent the copper plates of batteries

tends to make apolication for letters patent for
Tuolumne Democrat.
his discovery.

How to Skin an Eel.— Skinning an eel ia not
a very easy thing to do, when one doesn't know
how, but it ia very easy if performed in the
following manner: Make a cut around the
neck, just back of the gills, through the skiu;
then another cut at right angles with the first
Smokino and Digestion. It is very unusual one, two inches long; turn the corners and the
rest of the skin up, like your shirtsleeve, take a
for
appetite
smoker
healthy
great
a
to find in a

—

—

A New Flameless Explosive, Our Eoglisb
cctemporary Iron gives an account of aome
tests of another new flimeleas explosive, for use
mines, catted " Securite." It is the invention of Herr Schoenweg, and has been used
*'
in Germany for about two years past.
It is
composed of a nitrated hydrocarbon in combination with certain oxidizing agents," which
is rendered fiimeless by the addition of a certiin proportion of an organic salt.
It emits a
spark in exploding, but this spark is harmless,
not possesaing sufficient energy to explode inflammable gasea or ooal-duet. By the action of
the organic salt, the spark is almost instantly
In the tests mentioned, the
extiugniahed.

in coat

How Cef.luloid is Made. Most oelluloid
made in France. A roll of paper ia slowly flameleaa "secnrite" was exploded in vessels
unwound, and at the same time is saturated containing the most highly explosive mixture of
with a mixture of five parts of sulphuric and gas and air, and, in some cases, this combined
two pait) of nitric acid, which falls upon the with coal-dust, but while gunpowder invariably

Am

diet.

wells of petroleum and minea of rock salt.
In
addition we can manufacture pure salt for $1 .50
per ton from the Great Salt lake. Salt Lake
City baa a population of 35,000."

is

from oxidizing. Many solutions more or less
acidulous have been applied to the plates,
certainly arise from overwork and worry combut hitherto with only negative success. The
bined, but in most cases the stomach and digest*
plates must be kept in a perfect condition of
ive system are the roots of the evil.
Nervous people worry most, but they also amalgamation to insure their retention of the
from the batwork most. Well, the question one is inclined gold, or amalgam, after coming
The green spots commonly called Verteries.
to ask himself when he feela something wrong
oxide
of copper,
are really
I overworking my- digrisy but which
with his health is: **
amalgamation. Mr. Elmding's
If you really are fatal to
self ?"
I would answer thus:
solution which
enpy working, it cannot iojure you very much; process consists of a chemicalapplication,
and
costs very little, is easy of
but, on the other hand, if it is force work, and
positively
effective.
The green
readily
and
moat
you find little pleasure in it, then it will tell on
places in the copper are immediately deoxidized
your constitution.
the quicksilver.
He inBut many people cannot afford rest. Well, and at once receive
but wonders can be done by taking exercise;
by breathing only fresh air night and day, in-

I

]

the cultivation of the reason, the judgment,
and the will, the nurture of alt kindly
feelings, and the practice
of doing
good
all things, in fact, which tend to build up a
noble manhood also prepare the way to a long
life and a happy, blessed and graceful old age.

Useful

•

low agriculture mainly aa a means of livelihood, extend across the Isthmus of Perekop, connectwhile the (ientiles are largely engaged in mining, ing the Sea of Azof with the Black sea. It
trade and the practice of the profeasiona. will be 74 miles long, and the present expectaThe territory is li'IC) miles in length by ;{00 tion ia that it will be completed in 1S91. As
miles in breadth, and it consists of a aucceasion with most Kuaaian works, the main object ia
of rugged mountains holding in their arms fer- military, to enable war steamers to pass from
tile valleys, aome of great extent.
The assess- the Sea of Azof to the dockyards and forts of
O^eaaa without circumnavigating the Crimea or
f'l valuation of the Territory, not including the
U^^in^. ia about $:{.'), 000,000, and of this amount passing through the dangeroua straits of
the Mormons own about (iO per cent, the Gen- Kerteh; but the canal also has commercial imThe bulk of the trade from the Don
tilea :iO per cent, and the remainder is theprop- portance.
^rty of railroads.
Of the reaourcea of the ooun- river and a great deal of that from the Upper
Volga
goes
to Odessa, and the new canal will
try. Judge Powera of Salt Like City speaks
with enthuaiaam. He says: " We have pure very much shorten the voyage for alt the vesalabiater, fine Carrara marble, magnificent sels engaged In this busioess, beaides securing
the further advantage that the grain bargea emgranite, elegant brownatone and white sand
stone right at our doors. We have 100 equare ployed on the Don will be enabled to carry
miles of coal fieldi*, mountains of copper and their loads directly to Odessa without transhipmore mountains of iron. We have great beds ment, the frequent storms on the Black aea
now making it necessary to transfer the loads of
of sulphur that range in purity from 45 to !J!)
per cent.
We have two saltpeter minea, the these bargea to eea-going vessels at present.
only ones in North America; lakes of borax, The canal presents no special engineering diffi*

—

ia

En^3I]vieef(ing I]otes.

"

causes their explosion, the ffamelees ** securite
did not ignite the gas or the ooal-dust, and it
was demonstrated to be safe, even under
more severe testa and conditions than are
ever
preaent
in
mining operations.
One
the gentlemen making the tests givea
of
*'
flamelesa securite " is a
it as his opinion that
most valuable blasting agent, and one which, if
properly used, will give an assurance of practically absolute safety in mining work, ao far as
the communication of fiime to the surrounding
atmosphere is concerned.

—A

A New

Solder.
soft alloy, which adheres
BO firmly to metallic, glass and porcelain surfaces that it can be used as a solder, and* which
is invaluable when the articles to be soldered
that they cannot
a nature
of such
bear a high degree of temperature, consists of
finely pulverized copper dust, which ia obtained
by shaking a solution of the sulphate of copper
with granulated zinc. The temperature of the
solution rises considerably, and the metallic
copper is precipitated in the form of a brownTwenty, 30 or 36 parta of this
ish powder.
copper duet, according to the hardaess deaired,
are placed in a cast-iron or porcelain-lined mortar and well mixed with some sulphuric acid
having a specific gravity of 1.85. Add to the
paste thus formed 70 parts (by weight) of mercury, constantly stirring. When thoroughly
mixed, the amalgam must be carefully rinsed in
warm watBr to remove the acid, and then set
aside to cool. In 10 or 1'2 hours it will be hard
enough to scratch tin. When it is to be used
it should be heated to a temperature of 375° 0.,
are

cultiea.

Eiffel's Bio Tower is still progressing skyward, and already rivals in hight the ancient
Babel.
The enormous mass of iron which the
constructors have already piled up againat the
clouda ia the amazement of everybody.
When
you atand at the base of the gigantic monument
and look up to the skies through a coloasal
spider's web of red metal, the whole thing
strikes you as being one of the most daring attempts since the biblical days when the real
Bibel was planned. Peaslmistic people are predicting a fate for the new tower akin to that
which befell the old one, but M. Eiffel ia cheerfully aanguine, and his motto ia evidently
"Excelaior." It is gratifying to be able to
state that the finance committee of the exhibition has in the meantime voted funds for the
erection of a theater to be called the Folies
Parisiennes. It will be managed by the amusing M. Diubray of the Palais Royal. This
looks both like business and pleasure. Some
enterprising person ought to improve upon thia
by constructing a pleasant garden in or near
the Champ de Mars to replace if only during
the exhibition the doomed Jardin de Paris.

—

—

The Great Canals of the World. — The
Imperial canal of China ia over 1000 mites long.
In the year 1S61 was completed the greatest
undertaking of the kind on the European continent, the Canal of Laoguedoc, or the Cinal du
Midi, to connect the Atlantic with the Mediterranean; its length ia 14S mftea, it has more than
100 locks and about SO aqueducts, and its highest part is no less than 600 feet above the sea;
it ia navigable for vessels of upward of 100
tons.
The largent ahip canal in Europe ia
the great North Holland canal, completed in
1S25 125 feet wide at the water surface, 31
feet wide at the bottom, and has a depth of 20
feet; it extends from Amsterdam to the Helder,
51 miles. The Caledonia canal, in Scotland, has
a total length of 60 miles, including 3 lakes.
The Suez canal is SS milea long, of whioh 66
miles are actual canal. The Erie canai ta 350^
miles lone; the Ohio canal, Cleveland to Portemouth, 332; the Miami and Erie, Cincinnati to
Toledo, 291; the Wabash and Erie, Evansville
to the Ohio line, 374.

—

The Longest Railroad Tangent, — The new

Argentine-Pacific railroad, from Buenos Ayres
to the foot of the Andes, has on it what ia probably the longeat tangent in the world. It ia 21
miles without a curve. It ia also a remarkable
fact that in thia distance there is not a single
bridge and no opening larger than an ordinary
The level nature of the country will
culi?eit.
when it becomes as soft as wax by kneading it be appreciated from the statement of the further
In this ductile state it can fact that on the 211 miles there is no cut greater
in an iron mortar.
be spread upon any surface, to which, as it than Im. in deptu and no fill of a hight exceedcools and hardens, it adheres very tenaciously. ing Im.
The country, in fact, seema to be alTradesman.
most an ideal one for railroad conatruction.
There are some drawbacks, however, one being
Blossoms Once in Fifty Years. There was tiat there is almost an entire absence of wood
recently witneaaed in the palrahouse at the Im- on the plain across which the weetarn end of
perial Palace of Schonbrunn a spectacle which the road is located.
This has led to the extenhad previously been seen only once before in sive use of metallic ties, which will be used on
Europe to wit, the palm tree Brownia Arizi nearly the entire road. Work has already been
This tree, which is named after begun on the mountain section of the road,
in fnll bloom.
the celebrated English botanist, arrived at which is to cross the Andes and unite with the
Schonbrunn 40 years ago from London. It was Chilian line.
then an insignificant sprig, but now it vies in
magnitude with the Maria Theresa palmhouse.
New and Important Use for Dvna?^iite.
It blossoms only once in 50 years, and the M. Bonnetoud, a French engineer, employs the
bloom lasts only 4S hours. The last time the explosive force of dynamite to drive out, for a
blossom of the Brownia Arizi was seen was in brief period, the water from portions of wet
June, 1851, in the Duke of Norfolk's conserva- ground in which foundations are to be made.
tory at Chiswick.
A hole ia bored in the wet ground 10 or 12 feet
deep and about 1! inches wide. By exploding
few persons are yet
A Bran Packer.
oartridgea of dynamite in thia hole the water is
trying to invent a bran-packer that will be pracdriven far out beyond the sides of the yardThe last heard from was in Gloucester, wide cavity which is produced, and does not
tical.
great number of models and drawEngland.
reappear till after half an hour at least. The
ings of bran-packers have been filed in the office workmen thus have time to clear the cavity
of the secretary of the Millers' National Associaand introduce quickly setting concrete.
tion in Milwaukee, but none have so far been
considered realty worth putting on the market.
The Chicago River Set on Fire.— small
The trouble seems to be not in packing in the boy did it. He threw a lighted match into
required space, but in keeping it packed.
the river near the stockyards which communicovering the water,
The Rubber Trust doesn't work. In fact it cated it9 fire to the grease
the efforts of the fire department only suchas petered out, owing to the unwillingness of and
flames after several
the
ceeded in subduing
a large rubber manufacturer in New Jersey to
thousand dollars damage was done to the docks.
enter the combination,

—

—

—

—
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IQlNI^G SUMMAF^Y.
The

following

in

mostly condenBed from journals published
mines mentioned.

ia the ioterior. in proximity to the

CALIFORNIA.
Aznaaor.

—

Cosmopolitan. Ledge)-, Aug. 3: Last Monday
we paid a visit to this promising property, on Dry

Machinery has been put on tical and complete solution of the slickens problem
progiessing rapidly.
and It will be in operation in a few days. There is wherever the extra amount of water required for carno doubt but it will pay and infuse new life in rying it on can be obtained at a reasonable cost.
Didn't Pay. North San Juan Times, Aug. 4:
Vallecito.
A gentleman from French Corral the latter part of
Inyo.
week told us that the drift mine heretofore being
last
New Find.— Inyo Independent, Aug. 4: Henry operated
there by the Milton Co. was to have been
Galvin is taking oat ore right along from his recent

—

shut down Saturday evening last. The reason assigned was the unprofitableness of the venture. A
bedrock tunnel was being run on this claim and between 10 and 12 men found employment in the dig-

The ledge is over
find near Independence station.
60 feet wide and contains several veins ot lead ore
that appear to be converging to a central ore body.
Henry may find another Cerro Gordo in his claim.

about 1% miles from Plymouth. It has
Defiance.— A body of ore was struck in the Debeen operated for about a year pist, by a company fiance mine at Darwin some days ago. The extent
The Cosmopolitan
of Massachusetts capitalists.
of the body is not yet known.
Co. are bending their energies toward proving
Napa.
whether they have a mine or not. So far the prosThe First Silver Brick.— Napa .ff^^V^r, Aug.
pecting operations have realized the most sanguine
The shaft is 375 feet deep on the in- 3: There is on exhibition at Wells, Fargo & Co.'s
expectations.
The shaft is in a slaty formation, with small express office in this city a Napa production that is
cline.
Smking is calculated to convince the heretofore incredulous.
stringers of quartz running through it.
accompanies it
progressing at an average of two feet per day, work- It is thus described in the note that
large ore "This is the first silver bar taken Jrom the first
that
the
probable
is
shifts.
It
mg three
of the Palisade
bodies met with in the many drifts will come together cleanup of the first pan in the mill
Not weighed or assayed. Probable value,
at a greater depth, forming one compact ore chimney mines.
$1000." The Palisade has often been referred to in
It is the intention of the
of grand proportions.
company to sink to a depth of 550 feet, and run these columns. It is located a few miles above Calistoga, at the foot of Mt. St. Helena, and is the propdrifts at that depth in various directions.
and J. Johnson. No fuss has
Miscellaneous.— The Zeile mill is running erty of R. F. Grigsby
been made about the rich bodies of ore there unhave
been
laid
of
men
about 20 stamps. A number
years work has been going
for
several
covered,
but
Th-^y
off while sinking operations are prosecuted.
steadily forward and large suras of money have been
are now putting in a tank at the 800 level, and when
A mill
development
of the mine.
expended on the
It is
that is finished they will proceed to sinking.
has been recently erected, and it is now operating
intended to go down 200 feet. It is reported that il
of the
poorest
daytime upon low-grade ore the
ore is found to exist at this increased depth as in the
mine— that yields about $30 to the ton. When they
levels above, important improvements will be made
get this mill to running day and night on the richer
to facilitate the working of the mine, which will
grades, plenty of which is on hand, then look out
probably include the sinking of a new shaft. The
There will be excitement at the head of Napa valley,
Keystone mine at Amador City is turning out better
The first
and the days of '49 will have come again.
than lor some lime past. The bullion output of last
brick, above referred to, was this morning put on
many
months.
heaviest
for
month was the
It is good to look
the scales and it weighed 63 lbs.
Sutter Creek.— Cor. Amador Z.cn'^^r, Aug 3: upon.
Sinking the shaft of the Noith Star is completed, it
Nevada.
having attained a depth of 600 feet. There now reGravel and Quartz. Cor. North San Juau
mains a sump of 30 feet to be sunk, when crosscut- Times, Aug.
The old Manzanita, or American
4:
It is likely that drifting will
ting will be in order.
Hill, gravel lead is receiving more attention at presbe carried on to a distance of several hundred feet
ent than has been accorded it for a number of years,
each way, before the company will be satisfied as to
in spite of the millions that have been abstracted
Sinking continues at the
the value of the claim.
from it. On the north side of Sugar Loaf ridge,
Wildman at a satisfactory rate. It is going down near Monroe's vineyard, Ellison & Tremain are
S. U.
at an average rate of about two feet per day.
They have
pushing
in a tutmel for this channel.
R. Stewart is still working a few men on the Linnot worked in far enough to .'Strike pay. but have
coln.
They are now running an open cut to get to got encouraging prospects so far as gone. Further
another dump.
west, and on the same side of the ridge, the NeEl Dorado. The El Dorado mine, which was braska Co. is putting down a shaft near the old Nestarted up by C. B. Mayon, has come to a stand- braska incline, from which so much gold has been
still.
The roller-mill of the Bryant patent, which is taken. The shatt has reached a depth ol 80 feet
owned by the Treasure-Box Co., was started on the and is now in sand. A neat little hoisting and
rock, and we are told yielded excellent results dur- pumping rig run by water-power removes the dirt
ing the short time it wai in operation. T. Mayon and frees the workings Irom water.
One hundred
has gone East, partly for the purpose of disposing and seventy feet all told will reach bedrock, when,
of the property to capitalists there.
according to old miners who are acquainted with the
ground, big results may be expected. Directly
Calaveras.
and on the south side of Sugar Loaf ridge, is
The Mining Situation.-- Calaveras Chronicle, across,
They have
located the Manzaniti Co.'s claim.
Aug. 4: Of late there have been few new mining
driven in a tunnel from the face of their old hyventures hereabouts worthy of note. The prosdraulic dif,gings and obtained some very fine dirt.
in
early
part
of
short
supply
of
water
the
pects of a
The Pennsylvania grounds, to the west of the above,
the season, which at present are being realized, have
were worked until recently by Wheeler & Brodie,
had a tendency to discourage the commencement of
who averaged about $2 50 \>tx day from a series of
operations in a number of cases. There are some
Washort tunnels run into the low banks thereon.
heavy enterprises that promise development in the
ter finally necessitated a cessation of operations, the
near future, but like all undertakings of magnitude
bedrock pitching rapidly into the hill at the time
they move slowly.
Among these we do not include
work was stopped. Adjoining this claim on the
the Ilex, which ranks among the b'ggest mining
west is the Mullen patented ground, the owner of
ventures on the coast in the extent of ita preparations
which is clearing out a tunnel thereon, preparatory
with the encouraging outlook of a successful investto prospecting.
Again to the west, and adjoining,
ment. In addition to the necessarily slow movement
are the works ol the Hirschman & Grover Co.
of enterprises involving large investments of capital,
1 hey have run a series of tunnels into the ridge from
even under favorable circumstances, the season has
the r former hydraulic washings and are taking out
operated as a discouragement to the commencement
good ground. Their operations are somewhat reof actual work.
In the southern portion of the
tarded by the large bowlders.
Nothing new in the
county, in and about Angels' Camp, mining has
quartz line, outside of expected resumption of work
been very active and with flattering results, but the
at the old Banner mine in the near future.
Quite a
scarcity of water in that section, too, is operating
number of companies made up of from two to six
adversely to the interest, causing the cessation of
men
each
arejstcadily prospecting some of the nuwork in some of the mines. Good reports come
creek,

—

'

—

—

'

•

from quartz prospecting in the neighborhood of
Sheep Ranch, besides the steady operation of the
famous mine which called the town into existence.
In the West Point country the principal mines are
reported to bs holding the even tenor of their way,
with no striking developments to mention, while
smaller prospects now and then show up encouraging finds. In the neighborhood of San Andreas we
learn of several promising mines. In this immediate
vicinity lew are now active and fewer still will be
working in a few weeks for want of the necessary
motive-power, water.

The Excelsior Con. G. M. Co., organized and
incorporated some time since, have made no move
to open up their property, and will do nothing in
that direction until water can be obtained.
Their
mine is on Tunnel ridge, and was formerly the
Bonanza hydraulic claim, owned by S. S. Moser &
Co. While working by the hydraulic process, what
promises to be a valuable quartz vein was uncovered.
Upon the discovery of the quaitz vein, it was determined to follow up the prospect for quartz and if
found to hold out to put the neces?^ary works to
operate in both quartz and gravel.
The vein measures fully 20 feet in width, not of solid quartz, however, but consisting of a mixed formation which is
easily mined and which prospects well throughout.
The outlook for this enterprise is certainly flattering.
The (.^)uaker quartz mine near "the junction" has
been running with encouraging results, but on account of the shortness of the water supply, we understmd the mine will close to-morrow fcr the season.
The What Cheer mine closed Friday, also, for want
of water for running purposes.
Tunnel Contract.— :^/o;/«Aj'/7; Echo, Aug. i;
A contract has been let to run 200 feet of a tunnel
on the London mine, owned by D. H. Jones and
Jos. H. Reed, in Albany Flat district, and formerly
known as the Antelope Trail claim.
Confidence.— Some of the ore recently

extracted

from the Confidence mine in this town assayed $6c;
a ton in free gold, and the sulphurets yielded over
$1000 per ton.

Utica.— Angels Record, Aug. i: Work is being
pushed rapidly at the Utica. The new hoisting
works are as yet not quite finished, but will be so in
the course of a few weeks.
Whittle.— The Whittle mine, under the management of the superintendent, Mr. Peters, is progressing rapidly and fast developing into valuable property.

The

Mitchell gravel

mine, at Vallecito,

is
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gings.

A Mining

Enterprise.

— Nevada

Transcript,

E. O. Tompkins has secured an interest in
5:
the Norway quartz mine on the north side of Canyon
He will leave
creek, eight miles from Graniteville.
here Tuesday with a force of workmen and proceed
to develop the property, which is regarded as a most
valuable one.

Aug.

SIiaBta.
Free Press, Aug. 4: At
week, seven tons of rock, from the
Little Gem mine, yielded $2000 in gold.
At French
Gulch the Niagara Mining Company cleaned up
$22,000 last month from the Old Shafter mine.
Frank Wheeler, on Kline gulch, is still finding rich
rock, and is well satisfied with the results he is ob-

Deadwood. — Redding

Deadwood

loco feet long. This claim has been worked for
With 2000 inches of water $500 is produced every 24 hours. Last year the company
worked 369 hours and took out $8000. The McMurto

14 years.

ray & Hupp mine was located one mile southeast of
Weaverville in 1853. This claim has 96 acres of a
sedimentary formation, the pay being gravel not
cemented. The dejjth of gravel is from 25 to 50
feet.
They emp'oy 15 men, and the gross product
averages $2500 per month, which can be increased
with an increase of water. The Ward placer mine
contains 420 acres, and the gravel belt is half a mile
wide and from 200 to 400 feet in depth. It has
taken 14 years to open this mine, which will not be
worked out in a century. Lack of sufficient water
curtails the work, but when there is plenty of this
fluid the mine produces S25 per hour.
Mr. McGregor feels that there is a fine mining future for
Trinity county, and, as before staled, the East Fork

country claimed his special attention.

Tuolumne.
Gravel and Quartz.— Sonora

last

Democrat, Aug.
E. N. Cherenich acquired an interest in a lease
on the Morris mine at bald mountain and went to
work Tuesday. Quartz-mills in the neighborhood of
Soulsbyville have been compelled to shut down on
account of the break in the big ditch. Johnny Haittaining.
vig's mine whichis situated three miles south of SoRecently Discovered.— Connor & Fricke, who nora is looking favorably again. Messrs. Edward
for the past year have been engaged in mining and
James Garrett and Edward Stone are sinking a
operations on the Sacramento river, opposite Middle new shaft higher up on the Garrett
mine.
The
creek, have recently discovered a fine body of ore, pocket taken out of the Sell mine recently
amountsix feet wide, of sky-blue quartz containing particles ed to about
Jackass Hill near Tuttletownis
$3000.
These gentlemen have met with unloading its burdens of gold. No less than five
of coarse gold.
or
considerable success, and on the dump of one of six different parties are now and have
been taking
their mines have ore that will average from $io to
Messrs. Rice and Gillis it is reported
out gold.
Fricke
ton.
Mr.
is
now
running
tunnel
a
$16 per
have taken out over $io,ooo in the last six months.
to tap a ledge 75 feet from the surface.
We learn that W. Bingham and Jack Noonan are
The Little Nell.— C()?/;7Vr, Aug. 4: The mining out at Campbell's Flat and they have very
great success of the Lost Confidence Milling and good and indeed flattering prospects., G. L. Meade
Reduction Works on Iron Mountain has given that has leased the "Mexican lead" at Brown's Flat.
district a genuine and solid boom, and there is deThis mine a few years ago yielded several large pockmand for property all along the line. Oliver Boyd ets; The quartz-mills in the neighborhood of Jameshas contracted for the disposal of the Little Nell town had to shut down recently because of scarcity
mine to Deputy Sheriff Buckbee of Sacramento, and of water. Of course the operations in the mines will
he and Thomas B Everett of El Dorado county, continue, but the stopping of the water is a material
who will superintend the mine, were in town Tues- detriment. The triangular concentrator of J. B.
day, on their way up to the mine, on which vigorous Wilder at the Sonora foundry works well and satiswork will be inaugurated. The mine is regarded by factorily. The Carlofa mine situated a short dispractical miners and good judges of ore as being tance above Summersville is sending forth some good
very valuable.
ore.
Mr. Symons, the superintendent, has about 50
Lower Springs. Cor, Shasta Courier, Aug. 4: tons of ore out which will soon be crushed in the
Lower Springs mines are becoming more favorably rioulsby mill. There appears to be a general revival
known as being in one of the richest quartz-mining of river mining all along the Stanislaus and Tuolumne
camps in Northern California. It is a fact that rivers. Every day almost there comes evidence of
Lower Springs can boast of having the most exten- renewed (aith in the beds of the rivers. They have
in times agone yielded millions of dollars, and their
sive surface prospects that can be found anywhere.
This district has been very rich in placers and float treasures are not even now exhausted. Some time
gold quartz. There is every reason to believe that last week a party of 12 men started to mine the river
From T.
the ledges are extremely rich in places, and in course bar a short distance above Byrne's Ferry.
of a short time the whole camp will be thronged H. Skaggs who was in Sonora last Saturday we
These are not wild goose assertions, learned that he and his partner are doing well at
with miners.
but based on reason and sound judgment. Our sur- their Table Mountain mine on Mormon Creek.
rounding camps, such as Dog Creek, Squaw Creek After only five days of work he and his partner, F.
and others, of course, have big advantage over our McTarnahan, cleaned up 11 ounces of gold a little
Lower Springs mines. First, they have abundance over $200. Considering that the work of drifting the
of water-power; second, they have high mountains gravel and working it was all done in that time, it
tor tunneling, but the access to our mines here at must be admitted that the mine is rich.
home is much better than either of the Creek mines.
NEVADA.
If we had the same advantage for working ores as
some o( the crack camp-; have, there would be hunWasboe
District.
of
ore
crushed
daily
here
at
home.
dreds of tons
4:

—

—

Sierra.

"Good Hope.— Mountain

Messenger, Aug. 4:

Arrangements have been completed whereby work has
again been resumed on the Good Hope tunnel.
Only a few hundred feet of tunnel remain to be run
to reach the ledge, tapping it a long distance below
the old workings, which were near the surface.

When

the last work was done by Hewson, just before the mill was burned, the rock paid exceedingly
well, which we know by personal observation.

Hale and Norcross.— Virginia

Enterprise,

Aug. 2: Since last repoit have hoisted 2527 tons
from the 600 and 700 levels, and have shipped to the
Mexican mill 836 tons and to the Nevada mill 1710
Average battery assays, $30.82 per ton. I'he
tons.
stopes throughout the mine continue to look well.

Have bullion on hand and previously shipped for
month amounting to S70.000.
Gould and Curry.— El Dorado level: The

the

south drift from west crosscut No. 2 has been extended 20 ftet; total length, 104 feet, still showing milling
Mill. —There seems a fair prospect that a quartz- ore. During the week there has been extracted from
mill will be built on the Montpelier {old Wheeler) the 250 and 300 levels, and shipped to the Douglass
The largest owner in the mill, 270 tons and 1600 pounds of ore, the average
claim at no distant day.
merous ledges hereabout.
ty was here recently and was highly pleased battery assay being
$24 78. Shipped to San FranMeadow Lake. Truckee Republican^ Aug. 4: propel
with the outlook. Thos. Bessler and Albert Butler cisco bullion of the assay value of $3998.60; bullion
Mr. Oakley was in town to-day and gave some more
are running a tunnel to tap the old Sailor ledge some on hand in assay office in Virginia, $3164.29.
information concerning the operations at Meadow
than the workings.
Lake.
Savage. The south drift on the 400 level has
He was there a few days ago and took notes So feet lower
Siskiyou.
of what was going on.
There are 15 men employed
been advanced 130 feet and connected with a south
at the mine and mill, and some more will be put on
drift
from the Gould & Curry mine on a correspondPaying. Yreka Union, Aug. 2: The Steamboat
at once.
The late cleanup was the result of a five- mine on McAdam's creek is paying big. Messrs. ing level. This connection greatly improves the
days' run, and 30 tons of rock were worked per day.
ventilation
on this level. From between the40oand
Frank Riley and J. S. Clelland have bonded the
l"his 150 tons of ore produced $900, or at the rate of
McMann mining property on Humbug. The final 750 levels have extracted 764 tons of ore, which has
a
ton.
The
$6
cost of mining and milling the same cleanup in Hon. R. H. Campbell's mine in Quartz been shipped to the Rock Point mill.
Average batwas $2 a ton, leaving a net profit ot $4 a ton. The valley yielded
tery assays, $19.48 per ton.
49 pounds of dust. Mr. M. Sleeper
process used is said to be very simple and inexpenSegregated Belcher. The raise is now up 70
brought to Yreka Monday 75 ounces of dust from
sive to operate.
The mill has 10 stamps; no plates his Klamath river claim, near Honolulu. Mr.
feet-, or at a point about equal to the 1200-foot level.
J.
are used, but the crushings are run on a large canvas
M. Haskell, one of Ihe owners of the Steamboat For 60 feet il has been in quartz yielding good aswith longitudinal strips ot wood fastened on it.
The mine, on McAdam's creek, passed through Yreka says, but has narrowed somewhat toward the top.
heavier material is removed from the canvas to a
Saturday, en route for San Francisco, with a gripBelcher. The 500 crosscut advanced 22 feet
large tub where amalgamation takes place.
It
is
H. B. Warren's new lour- during the week; total length, 130 feet. No change
sack full of gold bars.
claimed that all the gold is saved by this means. It
stamp custom quartz-mill, situated on the flats above in the ground to report. The shaft has been rewill be noticed that the value of the ore is not large,
Yreka, has started up and is working satisfactorily.
but it is easily extracted and can be cheaply milled. Steam-power is used and the mill superintended by paired about 200 feet during the past week.
Lady Washington. Good progress is being
This ought to insure a good and permanent camp
H. B. Green.
made in the northwest drift on the 725 level. We
at Meadow Lake.
TrlDity.
thatit will cut the Keystone vein in going a
expect
Will Enlarge the Mxia..— Tidings, Aug. 6:
The East Fokk Country.— Redding Free Press,
A meeting of the directors of the North Banner Aug. 4: In conversation with A. McGregor we farther distance of from 20 to 25 feet.
Baltimore. The pumps are working well, and
Mining Co. was held Saturday afternoon, and it gleaned some valuable information regarding the
was determ ned to remove the present five-stamp mines of Trinity. Mr. McGregor speaks in high the usual prospecting work is being done on the 300
level.
Some streaks and bunches of good ore are
mill to just below the mouth of the lower tunnel.
Fork,
Yellow
of
East
Jacket
creek
mines
terms of the
Five stamps will be added to the mill's complement,
d Rattlesnake district. He investigated the coal being encountered.
making ten in all. An incline from surface to the deposits at Cox Bar, which has a vein of from 6 to
Yellow Jack:et. Have slopped shipping ore to
upper tunnel has been opened and men are at work 10 inches. It is bituminous coal and has been tested the Brunswick mill. The shaft of this mine is now
pushing a " raise" from the lower to the upper tun- and proved as such. The Golden Chest mine is lo- in better condition than it ever was before since it
nel.
When this work is completed, in about three cated 31 miles northwest of Weaverville, on the East was bui't.
weeks, there will be an incline 500 feet in depth. Fork.
Confidence.— We are shipping daily to the
The ledge averages I'A feet wide and the
Down this water-pipe will be laid and in the lower ore
$75 per ton. A five-stamp mill has been located Brunswick mill for reduction 185 tons of ore, the
tunnel a Pelton wheel and other machinery for
on this property, run by an 80-foot fall of 180 inches average battery sample of which shows a value of $25
pumping and hoisting will be placed, for the ledge of water, turning a four-foot Pelton wheel. The per ton.
has gone down and must be followed.
In fact, it North Star mine on North Fork, 8 miles from the
Andes. Have sunk a winze on the 240 level 51
has been followed to a depth of 35 feet below the
It is
feet and started a drift from the bottom to the wet.t.
fork, has a ledge from one to four feet wide.
lower tunnel— which is 400 feet from surface— by aid
worked by a 60-foot tunnel and a 75-foot incline It is in quartz with little bunches of ore here and
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of a windlass.

Successful

Elevator

Mining.

— Nevada

Transcript^ Aug. i: Supt. Tully of the Omega
gravel mine has tor some time been experimenting
in working that property by the elevator process, and
his efforts have been thoroughly successful.
The
tailings are now raised a distance of 15 feet and conveyed to a worked-out portion of the claim, and it is
believed they can be raised 35 feet with equal facility.
The water when it finally passes off into the river
is as clear as when it leaves the storage reservoir.
Mr. Tully thinks the elevator system aflfords a prac-

A wag:onIt has a vertical depth of 60 feet.
road one mile long leads to the mine, and a ditch
water-power
necessary
furnishes
the
half a mile long
Seventy-five tons of
to run the mill of five stamps.
The
facilities
to
the
ton.
ore recently averaged $to
for working are quite crude, and much loss is susA
hurdy
wheel
tained by want of concentrators.
with an 80-foot fall of 60 inches of water keeps the
gravel
The Trinity
mill running in good shape.
mine was located in 1857 and incorporated in 1874.
The
It is situated four miles west of Weaverville.
depth of gravel is 500 feet and the pay channel 500
shaft.

there.

—

lovvA.
The work of opening the main shaft is
now completed. The Pelton water-wheel has been
repaired

and everything

is in

Occidental.— Extracted
Shipped
of

good shape.
107

to the Atlanta mill 8S tons.

wagon samples

is

tons

of

ore.

The assay

value

$28,50.

—

Consolidated Imperial. Repairs to the main
north lateral drift on the iioo are still going on.
Chollar.

— On the 650 level the north raise

ore of a fair milling grade.

The

face of the

is in

north

Aug.
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on ihe 450 level continues in low*grade tjuaxir. loss in gold. Two hundred and sixty tons of coo- to S',o in gold and $70 to
$90 in silver to the ton.
Oaly 30 stamps are in operation at the Nevada mill, centratiog ore were extracted; average assay from Higher assays have been had, but the above is a fair
and ihess are raonin£ on lale and Norcross ore.
car samples, $36.39 per ton.
avenge. \ Calgary company has already seair^d
West Yelxow Jacket. —Have surted a raise to
Commonwealth.— Intermediate drift on west a ffKithoId in the district, and havr commenced
connect with the incliDC. Stringers oi high-grade side of the shaft is being extended north to connect work on a claim owned by Dainard A: 1-owe of
At pr<-sent the district is reached by a
ore arc encountered.
with intermediate trom No. 8 upraise.
Iliis drill is (iolfJen.
Alt.\The stimp; and concentrators are run- showing \-ery high-grade ore. South of the shaft on tr;iil from Hayts" landing, 25 miles up the Columbi;i from Golden.
The distance from the landing is
ning steadily, and the usual amount of ore is being this level the east lateral has been extended 9 feet in
Ihe vein, and is showing some high grade ore. a)>oui 35 miles, it taking Mr. Hepburn 11 hours to
mined on the 835 levcL
No. I winze from main south drift has t>een sunk make the trip out with a pack animal. Men who know
Chai.lknge <ons<)LII)ATED.— Repairs to the ai feel, the bottom being all
in the vein.
The joint the country believe the McMurdo claims are not
raise and general repairs throughout the mine are
more than six miles from the new placer diggings on
r.iise near <^)ueen line has been (.-xtended up 16 feel,
&11II going on.
and still snows very rich ore in the top. Bullion Porcupine creek, and if so, it is not 30 miles from
KxcHKvUEB.- -The face of the northwest drift on shipped, fjo.ooo.
Uonald. The trail from Donald to Porcupine creek
the 123 level continues in quaruof favorable appearGrand Prize.— The stopes above the 200-foot will be completed next week, and immediate steps
ance.
will be taken to continue it to the McMurdo district.
level
are
looking
wtrll
and
furnishing
the usual
Ckown Poin r.— ihe 700 crosscut is sUll advancdrift

I

—

amount

ing in lavorable looking ground.

—

Coi'J'ER.
The second
3:
short run of the Koe Kfos.' furnace at Bristol ended
last Monday, the result being ten tons or almost
pure copper, 1 he small furnace was at once torn
down and a larger one is now in process of construction upon the SAme sue.
When completed it is
hoped It may run steadily, and the success attending
th? two short runs already made indicates that it will.
Samples of the copper produced at the first run were
Sent to New York and the response received was a
request to forward there all their product.

Cherry Creelc District.
Bonanza in thk Star.— White F^ine Knvi,

A

of milling ore, nearly all of which is chloThe 3oo-foot level slopes continue to yield a
good erade of sulphuret ore. Mill is running and
working nicely.
FoLsii Treasure. —Slop; from No. 3 upraise
has produced usual quantity of ore.
Ihe steam
pump has been placed in position, and is now handling the water.

North Hkli.e Isle. —The usual quantity of ore
has been extracted. The framework ol the conceniniting works has been erected and the building is
l^ing inclosed.
North Commonwealth.— North
first level lias

b^en extended 10

feet

drift on the
with an increase

in Ihe flow 01 water.

Navajo.— The usual quantity and grade of ore
Aug. 4: Last week wc paid a visit to Cherry creek
and were pleased to note a great improvement in has been extracted.
We visited
the mming outlook of Ihe old camp.
Belle Isle. The slopes are yielding as usual.
the Star mine, which is one ol the finest ore bodies
Union District.
we have seen in many a day. The new bonanza is
Phonograph," Belmont Courier, Aug. 4: P. C.
on the i6o-foot level on the south ledge and is seven
MacNeel and J. L. Grimes are working the PhonoIt is a well-defined
leet wide by 40 feet in highL
true fissure vein of tine quartz, carrying about one- graph mine, near lone, and taking out ore of a high
third gold to two-thirds silver, and pitches to the grade, which is shipped to Soda Springs for treatment. Or. s are worked there for $13 a ton and paid
east, where a large scope ot unexplored ground still
remains.
Foreman jack Ilews thinks the ledge will for at the rate of 90 per cent of their assay value.
run 300 feet further C'lst. ll is probable that Messrs. Alfred Phillips and Neil Carmichael are chloriding
Keeney ^V Martin, who are operating the Star, will in the Indianapolis mine, near lone, and making regshortly increase their milling plant.
The ore is free ular shipments of high-giade ore for treatment
milting and the gold it contains brings the bullion
ARIZONA.
up from s»-25 to $1.30 per ounce.
Devil's Gate District.
MoHAVK
County.
—Cor. Afiner. Aug. 4: The
NIiNiNG LiTK^A'rroN Setti-ED. Virginia Eftttrpriie. Aug. 3:
Day before yesterday the owners of Cupel mine was supposed to have been worked out
to Ihe 200-foot level, and as the pumps did not
the Oest mine, in the Devil's Gate district, bought
handle the water to give the miners a chance to
400 feet of the south end ol the South End Mining

—

—

\ Lux therelor work, they were taken
week a miner went into
George Walker s^joo. The Iatti;r

Co.'s claim, paying Messrs. Pollard

$1600 and to
parties were litigating for possession of the claim,
and the Oest party bought both out. This clears
every imaginary thing likely to come in conflict with
Since Fred Oesi smick p^y rock
the Oest location.
in his mine, alraut three years ago^if has purchased

and

settled three diflfereiit claims.

By the

last

pur-

chase the Oest party obtiins possession of a tunnel
through which they can advantageously work the
north end of the Oest claim almost to the present
depth of the mine without hoisting. The Haywood
mine, which is on the same ledge, has by far the
largest

body

of ore discovered in the district.

It

is

Messrs. HamUton, (Juinn and
building of a ten-stamp mill by these
gentleman is contemplated. Messrs. Pollard & L.\\k.
both old standbys ol the district, have ore in th'^ir
The above, with
claim which they work at a profit.
considerable prospecting work being done by individuals, insures,the future prosperity of the Devil's
Gate district, and bids lair to build the town larger
than it ever was before.

being worked by
others.

COLORADO.

ride.

Brlatol District.
Pioche Haord. AuR.

The

out over a ye^r since.

Last

the old workings and began
prospecting at a point where the ore gave out.
1 he
result was he drifted about six feet into the footwall and found a fine vein of high-grade ore. Lessee
Mackenzie has put several miners at work. The C.
O. D. mine has been paying as usual. The Minnesota and Connor, owned and worked by John P. irry,
are turning out some rich ore, and the teams have
more than they can do to haul it as fast as taken
out.
These mines are down about 200 leet and below water level, and may be considered permanent
mines.
The Night Hawk is another mine that has
of late come to ihe (ronl. A new body ol high grade
ore has been found lurther in the mountain. All the
above-mentioned mines are paying dividends. There
are 20 other mmes that I saw or heard from tiat are
doing well and making a proht over and above
wages. The present prospects in mining circles are
asgood or better than they ever were in this county.

—

Notes. I'rescott Courier, Aug. 2: J. W. McGowan, superintendent of the Senator, has a large
force of men put.ing up a mill and other works. Jas.
Shirley tells us that ex-Shenff Henkle is digging rich
EUretca District.
It looks
ore out of his mine in Bradshaw district.
Silver CoNNf)R(oi'i'i:R Ore. Eureka vS'tv/^/«,7,
like business to see two mills going up out there and
Aug. 4: The Silver Connor is practically a goldM. H. Ryan has opened the
big dumps of rich ore.
iron mine, but some time ago a deposit of copper
Keynote mine, Turkey Creek district, to a depth of
ore was discovered in it, and in order to ascertain
400 feet, and is making a shipment of ore that is
its economic value, a sample of one ton of the ore
worth 645 ounces silver to the Ion. Owners of the
was sent to Salt Lake. An assay of the pulp made
rich Howard mine think they will soon run aoainst
at the Germania Smelting Works shows that it contheir vein in the tunnel.
Geo. Bui ton and others
tains 34,2 per cent copper, 4.4 per cent silica, 25.2
are putting in a whip at the Parker, and will soon
per ctni iron, 6,7 per cent zmc and 2.5 per cent
commence rtiising ore. Jas. Shirley has returned
sulphur.
In addition it carries 2.9 ounces of silver
from Bradshaw district, and tell'? of fine mines seen
and .050 ounces ot gold to the ton. This ore, aft-^r
by him. Moody & Place, Oro Bella and other comdeducting the expenses of freight and reduction,
panies are getting fine ore.
M. S. Talt, ol liig Bug,
will net, in Salt Lake City, $15.23 per ton.
says Van Name's mill is making plenty of bullion.
Good Hope District.
The mines there
C. C. Bean is in Copper Basin.
New Mines.— 5i7ft7- Slate, Aug. 2: Frank But- are yielding very fine copper ore. Riggs Lawler,
ton and Mr. McMasiifF have found a new mine in owners of the Hillside mine, have 20 tons ol ore en
what is known as Good Hope district, near the old route to Prescoti that will yield not less than 84000.
Winnemucca and Cornucopia road, which promises
CroWNEU'King. Journal- Miner, Aug. 2: O.
to be quite valuable.
In running a tunnel to cut an- F, Place, superintendent ot the Crowned King Minother lead, which crops on the surface, they found a ing Company, in the Bradshaw mountains, was in
four-foot ledge, which carries two feet of ore that
town yesterday, and although not given to saying
averages $2co to the ton in gold and silver.
They much about the properties under his conlrol, said
have taken out about 40 tons of ore, but have had they were opening up finely. He has a number of
none of it worked yet. The ore is rich in ruby silver. openings in the mine, and all of them are in good
Work on the mill is progressing rapidly, and
ore.
Mammoth Dlstlct.
Illinois.
Belmont Courier, Aug. 4: Alfred they hope to start up next month. No sloping has
done
yet, all the work having been done with
been
Welsh continues to work the Illinois mme, Lodi,
Nye county, with flattering results. He is making a view of finding what there is in the property, and
Place
estimates that he has enough of ground
Mr.
regular shipments of high-grade ore to the Selby
with sufiicient ore in sight to keep
Smelting Works, San Francisco, for treatment. opened up now
James Graham and A. Farriogton expect to cut the the mill running for three }eari.
Silver
King
ledge in the
soon,
Lodi bids fair to beBRITISH OOL.DMBIA.
come one of the most lively camps in Nye county.

Mining bv Electricity.— Georgetown Courier,
Aug. a: An Eastern company is furnishing mining
machinery operated by electricity, consisting of a
central dynamo, conducting wires, drills, etc.
We
were informed by a well-known I^eadville mining engineer that electric plants were contemplated by

—

DAKOTA.

San Antonio District.
Year, Belmont Courier, Aug. 4: Work
progressing satisfactorily in the New Year
mine, San Antonio district. The ores of this mine
would leach better if they were roasted.

—

New
still

Seligman District.
Concentrating.— Eureka Hen/wel,

Aug. 4:
I'Yue concentrator placed in the machine-shop
at Seligman is in running order, and the mill which
was closed down for a few days to adjust the necessary pulleys and belling was again started up last

The

Tuesday.
the dust

The Frue vanner

and slums from

is

intended to work on

the dry concentrators.

Tuacarora District.
Del Monte. — Times- /Review, Aug. 3:
shaft has been started and is down 28 feet.
Nevada Queen.— The slopes over the

An

air

350-foot

looking well and show a large amount ol
The drift 100 feet above has been extended
six feet and continues to open up good ore.
The
level are
rich ore.

mill

was started Monday morning and

is

running

right.
Average assay from battery pulp $223.22
in silver, $24 in gold; total, $247.22.
Furnace work-

all

ing 93 per cent

k

and assays from the bins show no

only neces tales the use of the rodsltrs and pans,
and the stamps are hung up.
Seafoam District,— Ihe Jo^ephus, owned by
Chris Morlcr. A. M. Wilson and others, is being
worked by >ix men, and is developed by a shaft and
tunnel.
The shaft is 30 feet dtep and the tunnel
I

in length. A fair grade of ore, in abundance,
Is found in both workings.
The White Goal, owned
by Enos Watson, Emanuel Bell and others, is showing nicely for the amount of labor performed. Noth-

04 feet

ing but development work, thus

NEW

has been done.

far,

MEXICO.

But nearly all are even now. The
Ailman mill is running 100 tons of Golden
There has not been a cleanup, but the

profitably.

Silver Bullion.— Deadwood Pioneer, Aug.

i:

Smith
Giant

iV-

ore.

The Silver Bullion, or Fargo \' Huyett mine, located
at the head of Strawberry gulch, unquestionably is
today one of the best pieces of mining property in
the hilts.
Messrs. Fargo li Huyett have been working the claim only some 8 or 9 months, but in that

ore
the

time have accomplished a large amount of development work. Every dollar so expended was taken
from the mine, which not only yielded enough from
the first stroke of the pick to pay its own way, but
has also paid quite a handsome profit over and
above all expenditures for development. The ore is
principally galena, and assays frequently run up into
the thousands, while the general average is over $100
per ton.
The mine is opened in five different places,
and in the floor of each drift, leads of galena from 5
to 7 inches wide appear.
The walls and floor are
quarizite, and in the value of this generally barren
rock is the mine remarkable. The quarl/Jte assays
frequently over $ioo per ton in silver, while simples
taken from different places and carefully assa)ed
demonstrate the general average is about $30. As
the quarizite is present in immense quantities, the
resources of the mine are virtually inexhaustible.
Local e.vperts offer no satisfactory explanation of the
fact that the quarizite is met:alliferous, but are compelled to accept the fact.
A shaft has been tunk in
one of the drills, and a tunnel to intersect ithas been

Prospecting.— Jacksonville Times, Aug. 2: Considerable prospecting is going on in Jackson and
Josephine counties. Carpentier i*i Co. have taken
possession of F^ II. Oviait's placer mines in JosephRev. J, k. Kennedy has struck some
ine county.

started from the hillside, which when finished will
open the property at considerable depth. Owners
have a theory that the small ore-veins intruding
through the quartzite were forced up from a large
body that will be found at greater depth. Acting
on this, and as it pays to sink or to work the mine
in any other way, developments are now progressing,
and will continue to progress as rapidly as practicable.

MONTANA.
The

—

Pearl. Montana Miniui^ Rr<.'iew, Aug. 3:
Work on the Pearl mine in Ffint creek district proThe machinery for the new hoist has been
gresses.
placed in position. The contractors on the extension
Sinking
of the tunnel are making good progress.
continues on the shaft, which has at this date attained a depth of about 45 feet below the tunnel levThe same encouraging outlook, as reported
el.
heretofore, is apparent in the character of the ore
and e.Kient of the vein. The rich wire silver galena
ore body holds its own, and the vein is still wider
than the shalt.

—

is

believed to be yielding as well

as has that of

Mountain Key.

exc<;llent quartz

in

Steamboat

district.

Piping

is

progressing at J. T. Layton's mines in Farris
gulch, with excellent prospects.
The Sterling Co.
IS still piping, having a good supply of water.
They
will commence cleaning up soon, however.
J. W.
Adams & Co., who have been engaged in placer
mining in Eden precinct during the past season, are
cleaning up with good prospects.
Shearer & Finney
of Steamboat are engaged in cleaning up.
They
found two good-sized nuggets recently, one of which
weighed $40 and the other $60. Geo Jensen and
Jacob Klippel are now engaged in prospecting the
Col. Irish ledge in Willow Springs precinct, from
which such rich ore was recently obtained. G. C.
Culy of Steamboat district was in Jacksonville yesterday for the purpose of obtiining hardware for an
still

Abboit & Griffith, who purchased the old
Fowler ledge of Richard Cook, are building. They
have struck some very good quartz.

arastra.

To Cracker Cricek.— Bedrock

Democrat, Aug.
Main street yesterday morning presented a liveappearance, brought about by the departure of
four different stages filled with passengers for the
Cracker creek mines. Not only are miners seeking
the new El Dorado in the hope of striking a bonanza,
but persons are going there to start different branches of trade, the forerunner to the building up of a
large and prosperous town.
Of those who went out
yesterday, one is going to start a store, another a
butcher shop, and another a hotel.
It is plainly evident that the Cracker creek boom has struck lar and
near, and hundreds of people will arrive during the
next few weeks.
3:
ly

UTAH.
Review.— Silt Lake

Tribune, Aug. 3: The curweek sees the close of ihe seventh month of
year, with bullion receipts {excluding all ores)
as follows: January, $327.r4t.43; February, $285,687.79; March, $283,263.98; April, $224,019.60;
rent
this

Sampling Works. The Montana Sampling May, $385,735.14; June, $333-899-42; July. $3^9.Works are now running to their full capacity— in fact 683.26; total, $2,159430.62. Ol course there are
beyond their capacity, for the company has lately some operaiions not making current reports that
been obliged to increase its facilities. The fact of are left out of the above, and the ore shipped out of
a new sampling works starting up

will increase busiThe ores in the mountains of which Helena
the center, if all sampled at home, would keep
three or four first-class sampling works busy the year
round, more particularly so after the Helena and
Great Falls smelters get into full blast.

ness.

is

IDAHO.

—

is

—

Silver Citv.- A«/fr/r/,c, ,\ug. 3: Ten men
some of ihe larger mines. That the cost of coal were put at work in the Deep Down Wednesday
was so enormous that it seriously interfered with and about 40 more will soon be employed, John
development work, as nearly all the mines were H. Bragaw is working ten men on the Satisfaction,
" pumping mines'' and in many instinces the coal leased from Plieby, and is getting good returns,
bill for one
month would exceed $2000, With a rhe Mimbres mill will start np next Monday on a
large central-power plant and wires to conduct the big lot of good ore.
.About 300 tons of iron ore is
power it would be possible to cheapen the cost of shipped from here each month to smelters, the price
pumping. He also thought that electricity would be realized being (4 per ton on the cars. Peter Munsuccessfully applied to the diamond drills, and with gall. one ot the most stirring of miners, has shipped
this advance in mechanical appliances the cost of a carload of zinc from Hanover gulch to St. Louis
mining would be largely decreased, and explorations and will soon send another. Thomas B. Pheby has
carried out to an extent hardly thought possible a 65 men at work at (Jeorgetown.
Most of them have
few years ago.
been allowing the larger part of their earnings to go
l3 pay debts incurred when they were leasing un-

—

iS:

mill is of 60 tons diily capacity— that is to say, it
can concentrate 60 tons of crude or undressed ore
and thus nuke from 5 t3 15 tons of shipping ore per
i\\\, ,ircor.1iPg to the ch;ir;ic'rr of
the rock put
through.
The mill, Colonel Wall informed a Tintts
reporter, worked like a charm.
Tailinc;^,
Chains Mmen^er, Aug. i:
The
DickensCu ter mill Is now being run on the old arastra tailings from the Charies Dickens mine.
This

Salmon Qn^.— Recorder, Aug.

3: John T^ng,
mine near town, reports the arastra running
nicely and the prospect very fl.utering for a good
cleanup. There are 20 men employed at the Shoo
Fly mine at the present time, which insures the mill
Eli Suydain has leased
to be in operation very soon.
the Gold Block mine owned by McCormack & Co.
Boulder Creek near
strike
on
the
recent
rich
This
is
The Best of Them All.— r/zt- Truth, July 28:
Miners who have just returned from the McMurdo the Sherman arastra. The one-stimp mill belongKenney,
at Pine creek, will
Pollard
S:
ing
Messrs.
to
district, 30 miles southeast of Donald, report it the
richest and biggest thing in British Columbia.
The be started up by Messrs. Josh Brown Sam James
They will run
tramway
completed.
the
is
as
soon
as
ledges are well defined between walls of granite and
on ore from the Little Mike mine. Clsaning up
slate, the ore going high in both gold and silver, and
assatisfactory
results
Bohannon
Barwith
continues
on
is free milling.
'I'he district is above the timber
Messrs. Potter S: Barrack, the lessees,
as predicted,
line, being about 6000 feet above the sea level, and
is in the glacier belt.
Snow falls to a considerable will continue next sea'-on and hope to get off much
D. McNutt's splendid placer mines
depth, and. in fact, a little falls every month in the more ground.
Archie McMurdo made the first locations in at Muose creek will make a large cleanup this seayear.
He has already sent men and tools in son notwithstanding the lack of water. Jack
the district.
reports a large number of
to commence development work, and will send in Leopold, of Sandy creek,
more men immediately on his return from Victoria. prospectors making locations in this new and promFrom
are numerous.
rich
strikes
district,
and
He compares two of the claims in appearance to the ising
prospects of a
great Spanish mine at Calaveras, California. The the present outlook no more flattering
county.
in
Lemhi
can
be
found
main ledge on them is over 90 feet wide, and is future camp
crossed by seven or eight narrower ones. In fact,
The King of the West. Wood River Times,
there were so many veins that one location was too Aug. i:
The new concentrating-mill just built on
narrow to take in the ground, and two had to be the King of the West group of mines, in Smoky,
made. The ore carries gray copper, suJphurets of was started up Tuesday. After a few trial runs and
iron and free gold, the latter visible to the naked eye.
several unavoidable stoppages for the purpose of
From $3 to S5 a day to the man can be made by making slight alterations about the jigs, tailings
Mr.
mortar,
McMurdo
crushing the rock in a hand
sluice, etc., it was finally started yesterday noon,
cleaning up over $100 in that way. Assays give $50 since which fime it has run uninterruptedly. The

from

his

iS:

—

to be worked should mostly be added, but the
of this in dollars and cents is not now obTaken altogether, there is a notable decrease in production from last year.
The local situation is not improved.
The Hanauer smelter produced well, and the ore shipments outward were
again heavy. The receipts in this city for the week
ending August ist, inclusive, were to the aggregate
value of $88,349.09, of which $50,888 was bullion
and $37,461.09 was ore. For the previous week the
receipts were $74,856 in bullion and $37,069.83 in
ore, a total of $111,925.83.
The Ontario product
for the week was $10 435.95 from ore sales, and 29,938 fine ounces of silver bullion, an approximate
total of $40,343 95.
The Daly output for the week
was on ore salts, $5593.09. Fine bar receipts in this
city for the week were to the value of $3450; base
The Hanauer smelter produced
bullion, $29,938.
Or& rebullion durmg the week valued at $17,500.
ceipts in this city for the week were $24,061.09 by

Utah

amount

tainable.

Wells, Fargo

&:

Co., and $12,800 by

McCoinick&Co.

WASHINGTON.
Clealum Mines.— Washington Farmer, Aug.
T. J. V. Clark and lefTMcD^nitl have returned
from the mines on the Clealum fork of the Yakima.
They, together with Al Churchill and Jimmie Grieve,
own the Mammoth lode, which is 70 leet wide. The
ore runs 22K per. cent copper, $44 gold and 17
ounces silver from the croppings. 'I'he owners have
located two extensions and now own 4500 feet.
They are running a tunnel 70 feet long to tap the
lode 100 feet below the surface, and expect to ship
1 he Ida Elmore, owned by S. S. Hawkins,
ore.
Jimmie Grieve and W. F. Wilson, is being developed
by a tunnel 80 feet long to cut the ledge on the 100foot level.
James Lynch has sold the Aurora for
The pur$25,000, of which $1000 was paid down.
chaser is an English company, of which the principal
man is Mr, McCulloch.
4:
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FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO,

Cor.

Fremont and Mission

San Francisco,

Sts.,

Cal.

IMPOKTERS AND DEALERS IN ALL CLA SBS OF

MACHINERY
SOLE AGENTS FOB
WILLIAMSON

A. FAY & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
FRANK a CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
JEW HAVEN MANUF'O CO.'S MAI.

AND

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

DRILLS.

IMPROVED STEAM

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

WEBBER CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
?ERIN BAND SAW BLADES.
5TURTEVANT BLOWERS AND

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

BLAKE'S
PUMPS.

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTING INJECTORS AND EJEC-

EXHAUSTS.
SHIMER MATCHER HEADS.
8RAINARD MILLING MACHINES.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS

'

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACKING CO.'S RUBBER GOODS.
LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS.

SCHLENKER'S BOLT CUTTERS.
HOLLOWAY FIRE EXTINGUISH-

II.

YACHT ENGINES.

"HBNDY" IMPROVED "CHALLENGE" ORE FEEDER.
The best form of Feeder ever devised, and pronounced by reputable mining men to be
We refer to the followsuperior to any form of "Roller" Feeder manufactured.
ing gentlemen who have furnished us with testimonial letters to the
above effect, which can be seen at our office, viz.:

tar

ENGINES and BOILERS i

^. W. Crocker, Supt. Bunker Hill Gold Min- D. C.WiCKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal.
J. K. Tregloan, Supt. South Spring Hill Gold
ing Co., Amador City, Cal.
Mining Co., Amador City, Cal.
W, G. Roberts, Greenwood, El Dorado Co., Cal.

FROU

(Patented

May

2

TO 100 H.

P.,

&LWATS IN STOCK

OF THE

•CHALLENGE," "STANFORD," "TULLOCK," & "ROLLER" FEEDERS,

MILL

and quote prices upon application.'

SUPPLIES

AND

LUBRICATING

OILS.

THE-

CLAYTON

THE ROLLER ORE FEEDER

W, JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACK-

ING, PAINT, ETC,

ERS.

will furnish descriptive Catalogues

TORS.

DISSTON"S CIRCULAR SAWS.

UASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.

And

AND HORI-

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

TOOLS.

WE ARE MANUFACTURERS

BOILERS.

PAYNE'S VERTICAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

POWER

HOIS'HNO

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

BEMENT & SON'S MACHINISTS'
BICKFORD'S

BROS'

ENGINES.

DOUBLE "ECONOMIC" STAMP MILL.

28, 1882.]

COMPRESSORS

AIR

For Working

Rock

Coal

Drills,

Cutters,

Hoisting Engines and Water
Pumps in Mines and Tunnels,
Sinking Caissons, Elevating
Acids, Transmitting Natural
Gas, Atomizing Petroleum, &c
For Catalogues, Etc., address,
Clayton Air Compressor Works,

NEW YORK.
GOLD & SILVER MINE
DEY

43

ST..

Now Under

Development,

many additional ciniuis. Shaft down (in
One carload alreadv shipped, S1750
wanted to further develr>p, rapi-ily. To those

Together with
ore) 120 feet.
C'av»ital

meaning business, tiood terma
railta from railroad.
AduresB,
This is the best and cheapest Ore Feeder now in use
It has fewer parts, requires less povisr, la airapler in
adjustment than any other. Feeda coarse ore or soft clay
alike uniformly, under one or all the atamps in a battery
as required.
In the Bunker Hill Mill it has run continuously for two
years, never having been out of order or coating a dollar
for repairs.

Golden State and Miners' Iron Works,
Sole Manufacturers,
£27 Plrat Street.
San Francisco, Cal.

THE

Aierican Railway

NEW YORK

J.

Box

B.

be offered.

Mints S

BAINBRIDGE,
Pasadena, Cal.

360.

Mining

will

MODEST MARYANSKI,
Engineer and Assayer,
417 LARKIN ST., S. F.

A graduate of the Royal BerliQ Af-ademy of Mines;
German Governnunt
ex-Assistant Superintendent of
Mines. Experience on Pacific Coiat. References Thos.
Bell, Thoa. Price and R Hockhofler.
Any one desiring
the services of a Mining Engiiiaer, Metallurgist or Assaycr will please addreas as a'jovc, A permanent posi-

—

tion des red.

Pnblisliiiig Co.

A. L. OTT,

and CHICAGO,

rUBLlSITERH OF

**The Street Railway Journal,*' "The American Journal of Kailway Appliances,"
*' Power— Steam."

JOHN

KKraKBENTKD BY

S.

EWEN.

115 Kearny St. (rooms IS & 19), San Francisco
I^Tho beat advertisins: mediums in their line in the
Vi'otld.

MaunfactiriBS Jeweler & Diainonil Setter,
No. IS TRINITY STREET,
Above Montgomery,

bet.

Should conBult

STETEFELDT, President.

NEW YORK

OFFICE, 18

Boom

708.

BROADWAY

Goes with each Mill.

We

also

have a suitable

Designs and Estimates furnished on application.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMP'Y. California Inventors
A.

AN AUTOMATIC ORB FEEDER

Buah and Sutter, San Francisco.

Kates on application.

C.

We have here the Stamp Mill in a cheap and simple form. The high drop of the old stamp
more than compensated for by the great weight (1200 lbs. each) of our stamps, and the raThere are 4 shoes in each stamp, so
pidity (300 strokes each per minute) with which they run.
that there are 4800 strokes of the shoes on the dies per minute. Less power is required than in
work.
any other mill to do the same amount of
The Mortar has screens at both ends, giving ample discharge. There are no cams or tapThe stamps adjust themselves as the shoes wear.
pets to wear or be adjusted.

is

DEWEY&CO

AMB R CAN
I

A.ND Foreign Patent Solicitors, for obtaining Patents
and Caveats. Eatabliahed in 1860. Their long experience as
journalists and large practice as Patent attomeyB enables
them to offer Pacitio Coast Inventors far better survice than
they can obtain elsewhere. Send for free oiroulars of Infor
mation. Office of the Mining and Soientifio Press and
Paoifio
Prbss No. 220 Market Bt,, San FrauolBoo
Elevator. 12 Front Bt.

Rural

Several Mills are now in the mines doing excellent work. The
mill tor small mines, but we believe it is destined to supersede the

LARGEST CAPACITY.

TA.T"C^2^^/dL
34 and 36

FREMONT STREET,

&

"Economic" is not only a
old stamp in mills of the

BO"W"E:tT,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

Manufacturers of Mining and Sawmill Machinery, Engines, Boilers, Eto.

Aug.

Mining and Scientific Press.

11, 1888.]

STURTEVANT MILL.

FRASER

MUl as a Crusher and Pulvemer U without rival.

This

la Id operation in

&

HnntiQgtOQ

CHALMERS,

99

GentrifQgal

and

SELBY

trSEKD FOR CATALOGUE. -M

ead*

ing smelting wor^a

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

niUla.
J

MACHINERY

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING. SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

for

ENGINES
AND

And Assay

SHALLIDIE'S

UANurAcruRBRa OP....

SHOT,

Standard

WIRE ROPE

POMPS.
DBNVBB OFFICE

Fulton and Union Streets, Cblcaeo,

:

No. 248 BIsbteenth Street, Denver, Colorado.

lU.

MEXICO OFFICE:

OFFICE:

Boom

48,

WbU Street.
UTAH OFFICE— SALT LAKE

JAMES LBFFBL'S

JOHN TAYLOR &

These Wheels are desigrned for all purposes where limited quantities of water and
hiyh heads are utilized, aiid are guaranteed to give more power with leas water than
any other wheel made. Being placed oh horizontal shaft, the power la transmitted

by

helts, dispensing with gearing.
Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in
capacity to suit any particular cage.
Further information can be obtained of this form of coustructionj as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penetocke and in Iron Globe Cases, free of cost,

by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMBS LEFFEL &
Springfield, Ohio,

or

CO.,

110 Liberty

St.,

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

New

Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnisliinn: these supplies slnoe
the first discovery of mines on the Pacific Coast, we fee
confident from our experience we can well duit the de
Qiand for these goods, noth as to quality and price. Qui
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will be sent oc
application.

t^OxiT Gold and Silver Tables, showing the value pei
ounce Troy at different degrees of fineness, and valuable
tables for computation of assays in grains and grammes,
will be sent free upon application.
Agents forthe Patent
Plumbago Crucible Co., London, England. Also for E.
G. Dknnistok's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
plates of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly
reliable, aud full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Orders
taken at his lowest prices.

JOHN TAYIiOR

Si

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 23 STEVENSON STREET.

Ss CHALMERS, General Agents,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, Col.
LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

C. A.

EVANS &
110

THOMSON &

&

PERFECTPULLEYS

CO.,

EVAN.S),

112 Keale Street,

i

8.

F.

First

MACHINE WORKS,
kiiiilsof

at Mechanics' Fair,

Ores Sampled,
Assaying in all its Branches.
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Watera,

Working Tests

Medart Patent 'Wronglit

MACUINERY.

Rim

Pulley

For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washington
Lightest, Strongest, Cheap ''«*t and
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Also Manufacturers of
Best Balanced Pulley in the World.
iV.

^^ m

FAT. ooT. 26, 1881.

SHAFTING.

HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES

...

i^'SBND FOR CiaCnLAR AND PrIOB

Nos. 129

&

131 Fremont Street,

-

san Francisco.

Special

Are you coinR to
niuliis?
Do you want Pulleys oo

BUYEKS' GUIDE ia

issued

March and

each year. It

ia

lueritii

_

clopedia of useful inforfor all who purchase the luxuries or the
necessities of life. 'We

mation

WOOD SEPARABLE OR
They are

-C«iiiwjSa^^T'^

can clothe you and fuirnish you with
necessary and unnecessary
all the
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what ia required to do all these things
COMFORTABLY, and you can make a fair
estimate of the value of the BUYERS'
GUIDE, which will be sent upon,
receipt of 10 centa to pay postage,

A* 'T^T^,^^
new

Ktitiroly

and

^3*" Price List

Adapted

to

and Catalogues mailed

Time, troubleand money saved by usingthese pulleys.

New Almaden

Quicksilver.

NATURAL QA S & O
VV^ELL

Street.

San Francisco,

I

TOOLS.

*

ROHTBL.

a.

318 Pine

WORKS.

St. (Basement,,

SAN FRANCISCO

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Tests made by

my

Process.

Assaying and Analysis of Ores, Minerals and Waters.
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Treating Ores by m
Practical Instruction giveti
proved prooeisea.

KUSTEL &

G.
CO..
Mining Engineers and Metallurgists.

H.H.H

L

Kevolving, Jettiuf:, Hydrnnlic, Diairaond, Pro,';nor'lint,'' Well Tnols, wind
lEngines and I)t'e]i Well Pumps. Trea'*!"" on Natural C-ns, 'rour Eneyclo-

P
J.

Room

22,

B.

RANDOL,
320 Sansome

3dia, mailed for
jf,Q American
JWell Works,

St.,

|IU)C.

Aurora.

Ill

Cal.

This Fire-proof Brick Building Is centrally locatetl, in
the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat
and Railroad OtSces.

Laundry Free for the use of Families
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.
Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And upward.
B00U3 WITH OR WITHOUT BOAKD.

THOMAS

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento

Street,

San Francisco,

POOLBY.

This paper is printed with Infc Manufactured by Charles Bneu Johnson & Co., 500
South loth St., Philadelphia. Branch OflloeB-47 Rose St, New York, and 40 La Salle
St., Cblcaso. ABent for the Faolflc CoastJoseph H. Dorety, 638 Commeroial St., S. F-

HE

H, H. H. Horse Liniment pnta
life into the Antiqaatfd Horee
last 14 years the H. H. H. Horse
L-'niment has been the leading remedy
t.Liong Farmers and Stockmen for the
-

new

f

For the

core of Hprains, Bruises, Stiff Jointa,
L^pavins, WindgallB, Sore Shoulders, etc.

md

;:or

for Family Use ia withouc an eqnfj
Kheomatism, Nenralgia, Aches, Pains,

-Qrnises, ("ute .and

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

Sprains of all charactera.

The H. H. H, Liniment has many iraitntione, and we caution the Public to eee
vhat the Trade Mark " H. H- H." ia on

Cal.

FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE.
J.

Luckhardt,

MetalluralBtfl

METALLURGICAL

free.

WINCHESTER HOUSE.
44 Third

PULLEYS.

tlie Ligrlitent, Strongest, Best Balanced and Most
ConveDient Pulleys lUade in the World.

any power required.

and

KU8TBL.

JOHN SIMONDS, Pacific Coast Agent, C09-G13 Mission St., S. F.

CO.

Avenue, Chicago, 111.

ori;,'inal.

SPLIT

Huhn &

MlnlncE EnorlneerB

Corner of Leldesdorff Street,

THE DODGE PATEXX INDEPENDENCE

an ency-

MONTGOMERY WARD &
111-114 Michigan

of

Sept.,

of

LUCKHARDT & 0O«

A.

(Formerly

machinery? Are you freightinj; by team or packing on
Shaftioy already up? If eo, don't fail to look into the

to Examinations

attention paid
O.

Oal.

in

eto.

Made.

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

J.

make any change

(practical)

Plans aud Specifications furnished for the
most suitable Process for Working Ores.

LIST. IgJl

ARE YOU GOING TO PUT UP MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?

OThe

Near First and Market Streets, S. F.
Ldokhardt, Manager.
Estabmshbd 1800

Ores worked by any Prooeaa.

1884.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

Steam Pumps, Steam Engines
an.Ull

Premium Awarded

OO.

Ss

York.

PRASBR

PARKE

CO.,

IHPORTKRS A.ND DBA^LXKa in

Miuin^f Companies, Milling Companies, Prospectors, eta,
to our full stock of Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, ScorLQers, etc., including, also, a full stock of

Mining Turbine Water Wheel.
direct to shafting

Cartridges,

CHEMICAL APPARATUS AND CHEMICALS, DRUG
GISTS' GLASSWARE AND SUNDRIES, EtO.
03 & G5 First St., cor. Mission, .San Francisco.
We would call the attention of Assayors, Chemistb'

No. II Calle de Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico.
CITY. UTAH.

a

No.

Shot-Gun

Under Chamberlin PateoL

TRAMWAYS.

QBNERAL OFFICE AND WORKS:

(.Siicoeabors to

Etc., Etc.

ALSO MANUKACTDftRRJI OK

CORNISH

H.

REFINERY

Office.

BLUESTONE,
LEAD PIPE,
SHEET LEAD,

MACHINERY,

C.

CO..

San Francisco.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Snlphurets.

ENGINES,

NEW YOEK

St.,

AND SILVER

GOLD

ORES.

of

HOISTING

PUMPING

416 Montgomery

TROMMELS.

JIGS and

SBHD POE CAfkUOQVm AMD TwmiOMULS.

apd Ore?.

(fletalllifgy

QUARTZ MILL.

3very Bottle before purchaelner. For sale
sverjTvher© for 50 cents and $1.00 par

For Sale by

IMI/PKITflDQ
Disposed inVbli lUnO

on the

all

Druggists.

Pacific Coast should secure

their Patents through Dewey &Co.'8
MiNiKG AND SciBNTiFio pRBSS Patent AgeQcy, No. 220
Market St, S.F,

Mining and Scientific Press.

100

MINING

be made for montha containing 31 days, 30 days
List of D. S. Patents for Faolfio Coast and 2S days, and in leap-year 29 days._ This
Inventors.
invention has fOr its object the provision of
mechanism which will automatically effect this
Reported by Dewey & Co., Pioneer Patent necessary indication, said mechanism being
SolicitorB for Pacific States.
adapted for uae in any calendar of this class,

[Aug. 11, 1888

SHAREHOLDERS'

DIRECTORY.

COHPILBS BVBRT THURSDAY FKDH ADVBATIBBHBNTS IN MlNIHO AKB SonCimFIO PRBSB AND OTHBR

S. F.

JOUENALS.

ASSESSMENTS.
Company.

LOOATION. No. Am'T. LEVrED. DeLINQ'NT. SALE.
Seoretaey.
Nevada.. 2..
25. .June 30. .Aug l....Aug 22.."W
Temiey
Nevada.. 35
50. .July 18. .Aug 22. ...Sept 12. .J Crock«it
-

Place of EcsrNEs
Baltimore M Co
402 Montgomery St
Belcher M Co
Sll Fine St
- .- Grayson
'
Nevada..
3^
5U..
Bullion
M
Co
Aug
4..Sepc
character
of
Sept
S;4..R
R
327 Fine St
without particular reference to the
Nevada.. 25
July 20. .Aug 23..,,.Sept 11.. C E Elliott
309 Montgomery St
From the official report o( U. S. Patenta in Dbwbt & the other indicating mechanisms. The inven- ChoUar M Co
Nevaila,. ;
Found Treasure M Co
62. .July 12.. Aug 17.. ..Sept 7.. J Stadfeld Jr
3i9 MoLtgonier> St
P.
Market
St.,
S.
220
Co.'a Patent Office Library,
Nevada.. 51
£0.. June 22.. July 26.. ..Aug 16.. A K Durbrow
309 Montgomery St
tion may be briefly stated to consist of a 31- Gould k Curry S M Co
Gray Eugle iVl Co
Califo'nia.. 8
05.. July 7.. Aug 11.. ..Aug3l..T Wetzel
322 Montgomery St
tooth wheel, having a monthly period of rota- Great Western Q .M. Co
Californ a.. 1
10. .July 17.. Aug 24.. ..SeptU..AHal8ey
328 Montgomery St
FOR WEEK ENDING JULY 31. 1888.
wheel
being
on
thia
of
Calif
4.(iO..JuIy
teeth
Golden
I''leece
G
Co
oruia..
13
the
31
Sept
8.. ..Oct
1..W JGle:.son
8l)o Market St
tion, three of
Braun,
Nevada, S
Keyirs S iVI Co
50..July Hi..Auit23... .Sept 23.. M F Minor
328 Montgomery St
387,045. —Step-Ladder and Chair— p.
a pivoted spring actuated arm or slide occupy- Lone Jack
California., 2
10. .July 11. .Aug IB.. ..Sept 7. .J J Scoville
M Co
309 Montgomery St
Los Angeles, Cal.
the aide of the wheel, and Maydower Gravel Co
on
radial
plane
Calitoru a.. 42
ing
a
50.. July 31.. Sept 3..
Srpt25..J
Montgomery
Morizi'i
3^8
St
387,199.— Hydraulic Cement— G. L. Eagan, adapted to move so as t? bring either one, two Navajo Queen M Co
Nevada.
20. .Aug 3. .Sept 5 ., Sept 24.. J F Holling
533 Kearny .St
Nevada.,.2U.
50. .July
Potosi M Co
. 13. .Aug 16..
Sept 5..CEElli^tt
309 Moi tgomery St
S. F.
alignment
or
position
into
its
teeth
three
of
or
Arizona.
Silver King M Co
50. .June 22.. July 30... .Aug 23.. J Na.'th
328 Montgomery St
Aug. Harry, Los An386,817.— Coffee- Pot
..California.
10.. July 26.. Sept 3....Sei.t 20..
Richardson
218 California St
on the side of one, two or three of the fixed Scott Ear M Co
geles, Cal.
Nevada.
Nevada M Co
25.. July 10.. Aug 14. ...Sept L.ELFarker
309 Mootgoraery St
teeth are re- Sierra
California.
10. .July 19.. Aug 25.., .Sept 24.. H Pichor
Spring Valley G M Co
387,167.— Explosive Engine—Julig & Ewald, teeth, whereby the number of the
320 Sansome iSt
case
may
as
the
Savage
Nevada.
..70..
50.
.Aug
M
Co
3.
.Sept
5...
29
or
28,
.Sept
25..
E
E
Holmes
309
Montgomery St
from
duced
31
to
30,
S. F.
California.. 3b.
Uuiun M Co
05. .July 5. .Aug
7.., .AuR 25.. R Hancock
Grass Valley
peculiar cam-disk carried by the wheel Venus M Co
"'
387,168.— Trolling Device for Ships' Logs— be.
California.. 3.
.July 3. .July 31.. .Aug 20..J Calver
152 Fourth St
O. Kustel, S. F.
California.. 2. l.U0..June2l,.July30....Aug 20..A Chemerant
has its movement timed so as to regulate and Western Mineral Co
328 Montgomery St
Propulsion of Steam Vessels— C. control the movement of the arm or slide act386,991.
MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
E. Lambruth, S. F.
Locatton.
Secretary.
Name of Company.
Ofeioe in S. F,
Meetino
Date
ing under the influence of the spring, whereby
Nilsor,
P. F.
387,005.— Calendar Clock
California..
Watson
AUaS M Co
302 Montgomery St
Annual
Aug 16
it is held firmly to complete the full number of
Phffinix", A. T.
California.. FE Luty
Coo Pacilic M Co
330 Pine St
Annual
Aug
18
slip
so
as
to
to
allowed
is
teeth, to wit, 31, or
California.. A F Low
Empire M Co
320 Sansome St
Annual
Aug 17
386,931.— Artist's Sketching Apparatus— Jos,
J F Holling
533 Kearny St
Aug 21
reduce the number to 30 or 28, while a record- Fisher M Co
Annual
,
Pulsiler. Williams, Cal.
Nevada..
ludepeudence
M
Co
Pew
J
310
Pine
St
Annual
Aug
20
disk carried by the wheel, and having a period Maryland M Co
California. .L V Dorsey
387, 128.— Orchestrion— Geo. F. Wells, S. F.
Gruss Valley
Annual
Aug 28
Nevada.. A E Cooper
325 Montgomery St
of revolution of four years, is adapted by con- Alartin While M Co
Annual
Aug 16
turniehed
Patents
Foreign
and
NOTB.—Copies of U. S.
Calif..ruia..A Halsey
328 Montgomery St
Annual
Aug 13
the arm or slide, so as to reduce South Feather River M Oo
by DBWBva Co., in the shortest time possible (by mail tict to control
LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN
MONTHS.
or telegraphic order). American and Foreign pateute the number of teeth to 29 for the month of
Location.
Coast
Secretary.
tor
Paciflo
Name
of
Company.
Office
in
business
S.
F.
Amount.
Payable
general
patent
obtained, and
February of leap-year.
iiventors transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
Nevada. .A
Havens
Con California & Va
Co
309 Montgomery St
50
Aug 10
Nevada. A S Grotli
Couedei ce S M Co
Aug 6
rates and In the shortest possible time.
1 .00
Nevada.. H R P Button
Eureka Con M Co
306 Pine St
July 9
Mining Share Market.
Nevada. .J
Pew
North Belle Isle M Co
310 Pine St
May 7
50
California.. D A Jennings
North Star M Co
401 California St
50
July 11
Notices of Recent Patents.
Nevada.. J F Lightner
309 M01 tgimery St
50
Aug 8
Mining stocks have been lower than ever this Hale& Norcross SM Co
California
Idaho M Co
GrASS Valley
July 11
50
little is done on Pine street, minPacific Eorax, Salt & Soda Co.. California.. A H Clough
230 Montgomery St
1.(0
July 10
Among the patenta recently obtained through week. Very
California.. J
Pew
310 Pine St
(5
June 12
ing stock speculation seeming to be at a very Standard Con M Co
Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press U. S. and low ebb. The Virginia Enterprise commenting
Foreign Patent Agency, the following are on the situation says: The most tempting ofSales at San Franoisoo Stock Exoliange. Table of Lowest and Higkest Sales In
fers have been made to the stock-gambling
worthy of special mention:
S. F. Stock Exchange.
public to take a hand in mining speculation,
150 Hale&Nor
Wednesday August 8.
4.45
Explosive Enginte. Leopold Julig and Ed1.45 400 Justice
90c
notably in the cases of the Con. Cal. and Va,
135 Alpha
1.20 lOU Julia
35c
ward Ewald, S. F. No. ;^S7,167. Dated July paying SIOS.OOO monthly in dividends, and 370 Alta
Name of
Week Week Week Week
1.001 200 KeutucK
2.40
ItO Andes
ENDINci ENDIN(. Ending Ending
The operation of this motor is aa Hale and Norcross and Confidence paying about 450 Baltimore
60c! 250 Lady Wash
31, 1S8S.
30c
Company.
Aug. 2.
July 19.
July 26.
Aug. 9.
2.95, 400 Mono
1.00
400 Eelcher
with
the
most
flatall
per
month,
each
§50,000
follows: As the piston moves back or descends
3. 351 130 Mexican
2.70
50 B. a Belcher
continuing them, and what 1 Bullion
70c 60U N. Belle Is
2.90
in the cylinder, it draws air in through the top tering prospects of
1.70 1.95 1.75 1.9 1.75 1.9C
1 65; 300 Nev. Queeu
4.80 Alta
1U50 Eodie
1.50 1.60 1.60 1.61 1.10 1.6< 1.00 1.45
valve, and aa the piston moves forward or up, has the gambling public done about it? They
C5c| 100 Navajo
1.65
100 Buiwer
85 1 10
1. 10
1.25 1.15 1.25 1.15 1.2(
2.2l) 350 Overman
1.45 Argenta
the said valve closes and the air is forced out of have actually doable discounted every dollar 100 Olioltar
.10
.15
10 Con Va&Gal
7^! 250 Ophir
5
ales 4.3U 3!65 4 00 3:65 i'CH 2 40 3.70
the cylinder into an air chamber. From this they have received as fast aa it was paid them.
Point
?
300 Potosi
Crown
1.90 Brophy
330
played sad 4(;0 Con. Imperial
air chamber a portion of the -air passes directly Thia cold-blooded proposition has
35c 200 Peer
40c
3'55
Best & Belcher....
4;20 3!66 4 25 siiio iX im i.m
13 150 Peerless
1.15 Bullion
50 Coutidence
to the port which admits it to the cylinder be- havoc with this community.
1.10 1.25 1.15 1.25 1.J5 1.2. .60 1.15
65t. 120 Scorpion
50c Baltimore
50 Crocker
.4.
35
.66
.40
.70 .40
.45
.55
There is no use of crying over spilled milk. 205
hind the piston. Another portion of the air is
35
100 Savago
2.3U
Caledonia
.66
.50
.60
&
3 45 365 S. B. &M
3.20 BodieCon
111) Cualleoge
forced into an oil vessel and becomes carburetted IE our foresight were as good as our hindsight
2.i5 2.6J 2.00 2.20 i!85 2.2s 1.50 1.80
95c 105 Sierra Nevada
2.25 Benton
410
Exchequer
difficult
to
induce
us
something
to
1.60
2.00 .... 2.(0
therein, and carries gases with it down through it would be
4.9 400 Utah
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propulsion and steering of veaaela consists of a
propeller and its attachment to a vessel, and
arrangement of the rudder and steering gear.
The stern-post ia made concave or arched inwardly at the rear edge, ao aa to admit that
portion of the rudder which projects in front of
the pintles upon which it is hung, these piotlea
being formed above and below the concave portion.
The rudder is peculiarly shaped, having
its front portion made convex, projecting into
the concave portion of the stern-post.
From
the lower pintle the outer line of the rudder extends upwardly and rearwardly, forming a convex outer portion which extends to the rear of
the pintles.
It ia, in effect, a balanced rudder.
The propeller Is fixed on an inclined shaft, bo aa
to rotate beneath the rudder, and so low that
the blades in the lower part of their revolution
pass below the line of the keel. The propeller
thus revolves in solid water, and the water is
not churned and broken up. The form and
relative position of the rudder ia in no way interfered with by the movement of the propeller
and ia not subject to the broken water usually
ciuaed by propellers. The depth at which the
propeller runs prevents its " racing " in a heavy
sea.
There is no resistance behind the propeller, because the stern-post is entirely in front
of it, and neither it nor the rudder will prevent
a free escape of the water after it leaves the
propeller.

Calendar Clock.
Arizona.

— Peter P. Nilson, Phoenix,

No. 387,005.

Dited Jnly

Fire Relief Association, Aug. 4. Object,
the mutual relief and protection and the payment of a stipulated sum of money to its memDirectors
R. P
bers in case of loss by fire.
Thomas, Theodore Meetz, C. E. Royce, F. M.
Speed, T. L, Hierlihy, Julius Reimer and John
C. Rued.

—

Bullion Shipments.

We

quote shipments since our last, and shall
be pleased to receive further reports:
Savage, Aug. 9, §11,500; Con. California and
Virginia, 9, §39,446; Commonwealth, 4, §20.000; Shatter, 4, §22.000; Little Gem, 4, $2000;
Hale & Norcross, 4, §70.255; Gould and Curr>,
4. §3998; Sdver Bow, 2. §27,000; Confidence, 3,
§16,678; total for July, §107.427; Hanauer, 2,
S3500; Queen of the Hills, 3, §900; Hanauer, 3,
§2000.

New Vork prices;
Bar Silver— 91^c per

Silver

Sampling Works

Syndicate

Copper-Lake—316.75
Iron— No. 1.S22 00.

trtali

Tin— Irregular

at S19.00@19.S0.
Prices generally ruhng for metalg not regularly dealt
on call at the N. T. Exchange, covering extremes of
buyers' and sellers' views. All prompt delivery. AusTin,
BillitOQ
Tin,
tralian
in

@

@

;

;

@
Baltimore Copper, S14.75@15.00;
Banca Tin,
@
Orford Copper, $16.00@15.25; P. S. C. Copper,
Foreign Lead, S4. 00(55 00; Foreign Spelter,
;

gain.
Apply to GiLLESPY
fornia street, Sao Francisco.

&

Childs, 123 Cali-

Don't Fail to Write.
Should this paper be received by any 8"bscriber who
does not want it, or beyond the lime he intends to pay
for it, let him not fail to write us direct to atop it. A poatal
card (costing one cent only) will suffice. We will not knowingly send the paper to anyone who does not- wish it, but
L£ it is continued, through the failure of the Hubscriber to
notify us to diBcontinue it, or Bome irresponaible party requested to atop it, we shall positively demand payment for
the time it is sent. Look OABErrJLLT AT the lasglon

VOUR PAFBA.
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Antimony,

S10.I2(.al3.30.

Our Agents.
much In aid of our pRper and the
cause of practical knowledge and science, by assiatlDg
Agents In their labors of canvasBiog, by lendlnf their Influence and encouraginj; favors. We Intend to send none
but worthy men.
G. W. Imq ALLS— Arizona Territory.
A. F. Jewkit— Tulare Co.
C. E. Williams— Yuba and Sutter Co.'h.
John L. Dotle— Oregon, Montana and Idaho.
E. B. Grkenouoii— Humboldt Co.
W. W, THBOBALoa— Sonoma, Napa and Yolo Co.'a

Our Tribhdb

can do

F. B. Logan— Lake Co and Nevada State.
S. J. LiTT LP FIELD— Santft Barbara, Loa Angeles

San Dlego

Remember.

Persons receiving this paper marked are requested to examine its contents, terms o subscription, and give it their own patronage, and,
as practicable,

aid in circulating the

journal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
the cause it faithfully serves. Subscription
Extra copies mailed for 10
rate, $3.00 a year.
If already a
cents, if ordered soon enough.
subscriber, please show the paper to others.

The Twenty-third Industrial Exposition of
the Mechanics' Institute in this city was thrown
open to the public on Tuesday evening of this
week, the wonted literary exercises, including
an oration by Robert S. Moore, manager of the
Risdon Iron Works, having come off acceptably
in the Grand Opera-house that afternoon,

and

Co.'s.

Complimentary Samples.

far

m 3.40

365

New

Copper—Steady, soot clodinc at Sl6.80@16.95. Trans.
ferable Nnticeg (Lake) issued at §16.50(tfi
Lead- Firm, at S4 15(S4.17i spoU Transferable Notices
issued at Ij3.97(n4 05.
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.55
.35
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The following is the latest by mai) from the "
York Metal Exchange Market Report":

$5.10(1(5.16,

80

3 05

3.20
1.25
i.25

7eUow Jacket

Lbad—;J^.17i(«|—

for Sale.

are situated on A. & P. R. R., Calico
Mining District, Daggett. Cal., and contiin a firstclass Engine and Boiler with Ore Crusher and other
machinery. Platform Scales, Mill Scales, Assaying
Outfit, etc., all nearly new.
Also upon the premises an office building and a comfortable dwelling
house {portable}. The above can be had at a bar-

The works

King

Borax— 9c.

TI^'—S1960ftc

2

Sierra Nevada. ....
Silver Hill

oz.

^_^_

31, ISSS

In these calendar clocks, in addition to the
ordinary time clock, there are indicators
for the month, day of the week and day
of the month, all these being operated by the
clockwork mechanism. The proper indication
of the day of the jnonth presents, obviously,
the moat aertous problem, for provision mast

S.B.&M

Telegraphic advices dated Auk. 9th give the following

— We can

make

it an object for
passage at a low
us
before bnying
rate to the East to consult

some friend Hesiring

first-class

tickets.

The Canadian Pacific has secured about 30
per cent of the tea transportation,
J' A. Johnson, 307 Montgomery street (ihe Nevada Bank building) is the general agent of the Stiles
quartz machinery, and offers easy terms for intro-

duction.

FOR SALE.
2 Triumph Concentrators.
1

New

12-inch, 35 H. P. Engine.
VERY CHEAP. Apply
130

Sansome St, room 1^
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ELECTRIC D EVELOPME NT COMPANY.

CO.,

Franc'.aco. Cal.

Incandescent

BUY

FAR

A

&

Arc Electric Lights

KUotric Motors, nynamne, TraotcaTB, KI«\alor«, Siirnals and
power, eiilier direct or witii fituroge Butte rl en.

For Mines, Hoisting Works,
lUiloor

YOUR OWN PRICE

aud,Outdoor llluminatiun
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KC

and Showrooms, 323 PINE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

SUPPLIES.

SAN FRANCISCO. GAL.
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

IMl'ORTEU?

St., S. F.

in California,

ROCK

ENGINES,
Co..

Co.

Correepondent aa Agent for Smeltora in London, Liverpool, New York, Boston and Baltimore.

BREAKERS,

BOILERS,

purchasint'Ores

dealing' in Mineti.

Special attention );iven to

management and

mines and purchase and uhipmcnt

of

STEAM

sales of

cupper produce

^

PULVERIZERS,

1SS3.

I,

roE
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^'^^

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS 1^^
MENZO SPRING, '«iS
Ci-I
e Geary St.
/>

SAN FRANCISCO.

OFFICE

Si

A.

NG

21 and 23 Frement Street,

M.\NA<3RK OK

Bl'aiNKS,-)

and

27, Tulare City, Cal.

care of tLia [joper.

AUKUat

Reduction Works,

and GomniissioD,

Twenty years experience,

RANCHER.
Box

Mills,

PARKE & LACY,

Ewarfs

UNION COPPER MINE. Calaveras
NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador

Address

fuur years at 8 per cent Interest.

Mining,

on uasy

aa ht Is about Icaviog the State.

loan ol fOOOO or

aud

D. RANLETT,

420 Monteromery

iuii^rovtiui-ntH,

Live stock and farm tooln alto (or sale at a bar^'aia.

A

Grinders,

Belting^.

AND GENERAL MILL
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Tool

Link

ofTont to actl

For 8-& au acre and

X Wutem* Wouil wurkini; Uaaud Saw Tooli^,

cliiiiery, .SawH
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keep'ng ICO acres wot the year rounJ,
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Guu<)«II

Emery Wheels.

windmill, several wclla, one artesian well capalilo

(encioi;, only i niilcii

(or linlitlnt;

Cas, Oil ami CandleH bu|.erBcdel by Uie

of every kind.

lit;lit« in

HIGH-GRADE SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENGINES, STEEL BOILERS, Etc.
— IMI'OKTdKJi or —
HiiiitiuirM "KaKlii" ntid "Dynamo" U*<ltiii{;r,

cliuro

new two-

aie 910,000 worth of Improvcnieuts, Intludin?
of 3 rooms, i^ood baro,

Systems

f.nly {-onipleto

Offices
In a hoalth}' locality

Klectrical

EDISON INCANDESCENT LIGHT,

On Easy Terms.

vaocliiK

of

and satlHfactory imandem-cnt KVf*tom. Llyhtt* ni|iiir. no atti-iitini, iind are uiidt^r lompletc cimukc in1hu United SUtcH
SKLF-UKGi; LATI
A
Ll<iHT8 turn nlnht
into ilaj and ulTi.rd u nicftiiB of working' t*e wimlu -a hours; Invaluable to coutraotorH and utiierti to wliuiu
tiiiiu 1h uu ul>J«ct. EMtiiiiates and doti^no ou application.

Til..'
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B,

GIANT BOCK BREAKER.

For Removtnfr or Preveniinfir Scale, CorroWestlnghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Bock Drills and Air CompressBloD ana Pitting in Steam Boilers.
Send (or Beferencee.
ors.
Saw and Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,
J. 0. "WINANS,220 Fremont St., S. F., Cal.
Injectors, Oil Cups, and Lubricators.

T Uewkv

W. B EWKK.

Geo. H.Stkono. }

Dewey &

CONCENTRATORS.

PUMPS.

ANTI-INCRUSTATION POWDER
Or Boiler Compound

Co.'s Scientific Press Patent

Agency {""TseT"

Intbntok» on the Pacific Coast will find it greatly to their advanta^^e to oonsult thia old, experienced, firat-clats
Agency. Wo ha\e able and trustworthy Associate^) and Agcots in WasJiintrton and the capital cities of the principal
nations of the world. In connection with our editorial, scientific and Patent Law Library, and record of original
caous hi our ullice, we have other advantayes far beyond those which can be offered home inventors by other ayencies
thu information accumulated through lony and careful practice before tiie Olfice, and the frequent examination of
p,%tents already granted, for the purpose of determinini,^ the patentability of inventions brought befote us, enables
us often to give advice which will save ioveotora the expense of appljing for Patents upon inventions which are not
new. Circulars of advice sent free on receipt of postage. Address DJSWEY & CO., Patent Agents, 220 Market St.,S. F

HOSKIN'S
IMPROVED

BELTING.OILSand GENERAL SUPPLIES.
We

are prepared to give estlmatee for Hoieting

Works and Pumping

Plants,

Stamp

Mills

Smelters aud GoQcentrators.

WE T

FRISBE E

MILL.

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9000 pounds,
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
quartz to 40 mesh is in successful opera;

ONE-JOINTED

tion

and we guarantee

its

work

as represented.

HYDRAULIC MACHINE.
of Mr Joshua Hendy that ant style of machine is an
infringement on any style nionufa<'tured by him, he knov\s to be abso
lutelv false. The Supreme Court of the United States on Marcii 10th decided that tlie pretended patent for infringing:, which he has for \ ears
been fleecing miners for royalty', IS absolutrly void, with costs nf suit
to Bendy & Fisher. I am the mventor of all styles in use, and am prepared to fill orders to suit customers. Send for I'stof prices of Hydraulic
Machinery. B. HOSKIN, Empire Foundry, Marysville, Cal

The statement

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

ABOVE OHT ILLUSTRATES THE IMPROVED FORM OF DOUBLE-JOINTKD HYTFK
1>RAUL1C GIANTS which we manufacture. We guarantee purcliasora of this form of Giants against

all

may arise from any afJverae suits or actions at law. Wo are further prepared to
Sinple-Julnted Giants when required. Prices, discounts and Catalogues of our specialties or Iiydraallc Miniug Machluery sent on application.
JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, 39 to 51 Fremont St., San Francisco.

rosts,

expenses or daniatff s which

furnish

THE LIXIVIATION OF
ORES

SILVER

HYPOSULPHITE

VIIITH

(With special reference to the Kussell

3B-V C.
The only

coiniilete

Treatise on

PiihliHhcd
Remittance bh.uld

only

be

-A..
tlie

STIES

IT

SOLUTIONS

DRY

process),

TE E'EXjIDT

.

Clieinlsiry aniltlie Practice of tlie Lixiviation Process,

18 Broadway, New York.
Trice $5.00, Beg:i8tered Postage Prepaid.
made by Biuk Draft, or by P. 0. Money Order, payable to
C. A. STETEFELDT.

and sold by

tlie

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

renewals will Dot cost over one-half aa much as for stamps. Will run empty, or with small
amount of ore without injury. The attention of parties having Oement Gravel is called to this
Mill, as it will run 100 tons per day to No. 8 mesh; 30 to 35 H. P.
MILLS are the most economical ever built, and are extensively used with
OUR
record of several years. No grinding in pans. Mill finishes to any fineness desired.

And

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY.

Aiitlior,

GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,
tlie

order

of

HOOKER & LAWRENCE,

-

-

-

Gen'l Ag'ls,

461 Howard

St.,

145 Broadway, New

San Francisco.
York.
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

CONTRACTORS,

and others interested in

Tables

Engineers'

Irop

Fniis

Cast Steel Castiip »? Steel
UP TO

ETC.

SHAFT-SINKING,

TUNNELING,

CO.,

apd

hh

jlAacliipe

.MANUFACTURERS OF.,

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

[Aug. 11, 1888

No. 119 Beale

St.,

San Pranclaco

-

-

EUlIiDKR OP

WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS.

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,
Stpam Engines, Flour

Mill,

Mining, Saw Mill and
True to pattern and superior In strength, toughnese and durability to Oast or Wrought
Dredging Machines
Brodie Bock Crushers,
Iron in any position or for any service.
Progress
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
Side Walk and Hand-Power
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA-

of

WITH MAPS, IIitCSTBATlONS
AND FUIit DESCRIPTION OF THE

NEW YORK

CHINERY CASTINGS

of

Manufacturers of B. E. Henrickson's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches for Elevators. All kinds of machinnry
made and repaired.
^^Ordbks Solicited.

SOFT and DUCTILE,

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL,

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL

ELEVATORS.

Every Description.

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

UNION IRON WORKS,
SAORAMBNTO. CAL.

&

ROOT. NEILSON

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.

OO..

MANUFACTDRER8 OF

Section

16x16

feet;

Length 36

miles.

ALSO

from } to 3 inch diameter and Flats tram 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Tecs, Chanoela and other shape
Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
to 45 pounds per yard.
ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled
iron, Bridge and Machine BoUa, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forgings of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.
Steel

HIRD EDITION NOW READY.
SENT FREE ON APPLICAXION

Steel Rods,

Wagon, Buggj', and Truck

STEEL RAILS

ROCK

INGERSOLL

DRILL

iS" Orders

and

21 Fremont

for Catalogues.

PACIFIC ROLLINO MUI.

CO.,

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
copslructed, fitted

Front

Address

202 Market

St.,

IRON

HINCKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES.

St.,

NiO

St., bet.

San Francisco.

[ESTABLISHED IN

2X3

0£B.oe,

WORKS

:E*irexxxoxxt St.,

J9a>xx X*xrA.xxolfiioo.

& Miners

Propeller Engines, either

Golden State Pressure Blowers.

High Pressure

or

Compound,

Stern or Side- wheel Engines.

No imitation, no deception, no planished or rotteD
Iron used. Only genuine KuBsia iron in Quartz Screens.
Planished iron SL-reens at nearly half my former rates.
I ha\e a large supply of Battery Screens on hand
suitable for the Huntington and all Stamp Mills, which I
will sell at 20 per cent discount.

MACHINERY.—

MINING
Hoiating Engines and
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Enciues
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

fiTBz St..

between Howard

A Foleom.

for

8.

F

THORNTON THOMPSON

raOUAB THOMPSON

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

EUREKA FOUNDRY,
129 and 131 Beale St., between Mission

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.— Batteries

Works.

Iron

AMALGAMATORS,

Mold-Board

-MAKDFACTDRERS OF-

Best and Cheapest in America.

repaired.

Sacramento, Cal.

STEVENSON'S PATENT

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-

BATTERY~~SCREENS.

up and

sts.,

aiacnfacture Iron Castings and Machinery
of all Kinds at Greatly Reduced Elates.

Proprietors.

1855.]

REDUCTION!

Boilers,

Flouring Mills, Sa»v Mills and Quartz Mills Machinery

Golden State

SAN PRANCISCO, OAL.
GREAT

Send

FULTON

PARKE & LACY.
St.,

have prompt attention.

CO.,

aBPRKSENTBD B¥

8 California

will

Engines,
AND ALL KINDS OP

T

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STEEL.
For Cfttaloguea, Estimates, Etc. addtesa;

Steam

from 12

Beams, Angle, Channel, and

and Howard, S.F.

MANOPAOTDRBRS OP OABTWOS OF SVBRT SBBORIPTION.

Dry or Wet

Crushmg, Amalgamatmg Pans,

Settle rs. Furnaces, ReOre Feeders, Rock Breakers, Furnaces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc.

torts, Concentrators,

PERFORATED SHEET METAL

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.— Flour

For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
iag and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc and other metals punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot];Cut
burred and Slot Punched screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (Cine),

Orders promptly attended

Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging
Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.
Mill Machinery,

Saa Francisco,

St..

PELTON

WATER WHEEL

U.

WILLIAMS;

Works, No. 316 Mission St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to Woodwork intr Machinery,

Steam and Gas Engines.

Correspondence

8olicitfid.

Mining Engineers.

DRY.

N. S.

KEITH,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.

Cal.

JOHN W. QUICK, Proprietor.

THE

WORKS ORE WET OR

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

.1.

MANDF'RS OP GENERAL MACHINERY.

Tustin's Pulverizer

to,

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
31 & 233 First

C. K. OftTON.

ENGINESsBOILERS

Inventor and Manufacturer of

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

OF ALL KINDS,
Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

Pipe, Pnmp or Air Colnnms, Fish
Tanl^s for Salmon Canneries

Water

for ttie Construction of Electkio

Contractor

Etc.
Railways

AND

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means

OF RVKRy DKSCRIPriON.
Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at v^ry moaerate rates.

AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

Electricity.

of

X>e£k.ixe Stefizxx I^txxxi.-^-

j^"Send

SPECIALTIES

OfQce, 40

:

Corliss Engines and Tustin Ore Palvorlzers.
DEANE STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Peed Water Purifier and Heater.

for Circulars giving particulars.

NevadaBlock,Saa Francisco,
& 23 Stevenson St

Cal.

Factory, 11

ISRAEL W. KNOX,
Gives the highest efficiency of any Wheel in the world'
and is everywhere recognized as the standard for high
pressure service.

UPWARDS OF

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three Kinds

ot

Powder, which are aclinowledged by

ELECTRICAI TRANSMISSION.
Power from these Wheels can be transmitted by

elec-

tricity several miles with pmalt loss, and n^ade available
for running Mills, Pumping and Hoisting Works, Tr^m
cars, etc. Address

The PeltOE Water Wheel Co.,
127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO. CAT,

ISines,
in

the Marl<et.

Office.

Of Different Strengths as Required,

EXPtOSIVE GELATINE," which contains 94 per cent of Nltro-GIycerlne,
GEiATINE-DrNAMITE, Stronger than Dynamite and even Saler in Handling.

287 First

San Francisco.

St.,

Civil, Mechanical
Mining Engineering,

Practical,

tromthree to tour times stronger than ordinary Blasting Powder, and is used by all the Radroads and Gravel Claims, as it
breaks more ground? pulverizes better and
saves tune and money. It is aa drj- as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs
is Ireely.
Is

Cal.

Snrveyiig,

ArcMtecttre,

DrawiDg

and

and

issayiig.

723 Market Street,

BANDMANN,
NIELSEN &
CO.,
PUSK
GENERAL AGENTS,
PRANCISCO
for Sale.

& Supplies.

SC7XXOOXJ OT"

and

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.

CAPS and.

Mining Machinery

Mines Examined, Reports and Estimates Furnished.
Contrails made, etc.

N0BE:I.'S

roB KAILROADS AND LAND CI,EAR1NG.

AND PURCHASIKQ AGENT POR

the Great Chemiets ol the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

500 IN USB.

From 12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
It is not only most economical of water, but the most
mple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, Hoisting,
Pumping, or any other purpose where water power can
used.

all

Mining and Mechanical Engineer

The History Building,

-SAN

CAL.

San Francisco.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, President.
Assaying of Ores, ?25; Bullion and Chlorioation Assay,
Blowpipe Assay, .^10 Full course of assaying, S5b.
Send for circular.

§25;

N.

Practical Treatise on Hydraulic Mining.
By AUG. J, BOWIE, Jr.
This

W. SPAULDING

new and important book is on the use an'* conDams, Pipes, Flow of Water

on Heavy Grades, methods of mining shallow and deep
placers, history and devRlopment of mines, records of
gold washing, mechanical appliances, such as nozzles,

SPAULDING'

QUARTZ SCREENS

hurdy-gurdys, rockers, undercurrents, etc. also describes
of blasting; tunnels and sluices; tailin(>'3 and
of miners' inch, etc.
A very practical work
for gold miners and users of water. Price, S5, post-paid.
;

specia'ty.
Round, slot
or burred slot holes. Genuine Russia Iron, Homogeneous Steel, Cast Steel or
American planished Iron.

dump; duty
sale

by Dbwbt &

Co., Publishers, 252

Market

St.,

San

Francisco.

San Francisco Cordage Factory.
Established 1856.
Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope
Manila Rope, Hay Rope, Whale

Slaa Rope, Tarred
Line, etc., eto.

Extra Bizea and lengths

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes.
fornia Perforating Screen Co.. 145 & 147 Beale St

INVENTORS,
L.

made

to order on short notice
Ss CO.
611 and 813 Front St., San Francisco.

TUBBS

Inserted Tooth

A

methods
For

W. A. GOODYEAR.

Manufacturers of

struction of Ditches, Flumes,

TAKE

CHISEL
,

BIT

CIKCDLAK

CaliS. F.

Saws.

NOTICE

St. , N. E. cor. Front (up stairs) , San
Franoisco
Experimental machinery and all kinda of metal, tin.

copper and brass.

and Mining

Engrineer,

MINING EXPERT AND GEOLOGIST.
Address " Business Box A,"

office

of

this paper, San

Francisco.

AM)

petersonTmodel maker,

58 Market

Civil

SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of all kiuda made^to order.
logrue.

Send for Descriptive Cata

17 and 19 Fremont

St.,

San Francisco.

ROSS

E.

BROWNE.

Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,
No. 307 SAsaoMB St., San Francisco.

Back Filks of the Minino and Scibkttfic Prpss) unbound) can be had for $3 per volume of six months. Per
year (two volumes) ?5. Inserted in Dewey's patent binder, 60 cents additional per volume.
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The Hazelton

acknowledged by the most eminent Engineers in the
country to be the greatest improvement that has
ever been made in a Steam Generator.

Is

MINING MACHINERY.
UKNKKAI. OKFUK AM> WIIUKS:

127

First St.,

San Francisco,

Boiler

Cal., U. S. A.

New York omco, l-i:^ Uruadway.
PLANTS F<»Kr.OLI> ANnSII.VEK M 1,1 S.
enilir».:ini:
iiiachinrr%
of LATKST l>K*lfiN' mid
M<IMr IMfKOVklt con«ttiuthm. Wu nIT.r our
cuntonnn.
BEST KKsl'LTS OK 3S V KA US'
EXPKKIKNCK In this SPECIAL LINK o(
work. (Ml «i. I-IIEI'AKKI) to liituMi tlic MOST
APPKOVKIl ili«rtirtor o( Mi.MNO ANI> IlEot
DDCTION M \i:llINEI(Y,a<la('t<:<> tu uH

IT

UNEQUALED

IS

FOR

ECONOMY

SfiFETY,

AND

DURABILITY.

1

A Saving

til.,

in Fuel of at Least

over any other form of Boiler.

k.'ra<liia

SI'PEKIOK

uri-n Kill]

ttiat

to

of

anv

otliiT

injkf. at

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

LOWEST fOSSIULE FKirES.
Wo ace aU' proparcil to CONSTKIICT anil I)KLIVBR In OOMPLETK KUNNINO OKOKIt,
anv localit). MILLS, CONCEN XKA TION
In
WOKKS. WATER JACKET SMELTING
FUKNACES. HOISTING WORKS, I'lSfP-

Ihc

ING MACIIINEKV, UTC,

ETC.,

o(

any

H.

TAYLOR.

127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Sole Manufacturers for the Pacific Coast,
R.

President.

S.

MOORE,

WORKS

IRON

PACIFIC

UK-

8IKEI> CAPACITY.

WM.

20 per cent Guaranteed

Superintendent.

L. R.

MEAD,

Secretary.

RISDON IRON & LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
Howard

Location of Works. S. E. Cor. Beale and

Sts.,

San Francisco.
Has the Following Advantages:

Manufacturers and Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast for

HEINE SAFETY

WATER TUBE

AND FACILITY OF INSPECTION
60,000 Horse Power now in

BOILER.
yUAKTZ MTLL.S—Gold
AIR

and REPAIRS.
nse.

Boilers can he scon working in San Francisco at Palace Hotel, Spriog Valley Water Worlts
Ilucter Bros. & Co., California Jute Mills, and other places.

Guaranteed Mor«

ICfflcient

than any other Boiler made*

:^xjiXjiXDmi.js c>t»
and Silver, Coi>per and Lead

COMl'Kfc^S'-'OUS— Rope Powur

HYI>KAUI.1C PLTHPING

and

Smeltlnfc'

Works, Roasting Furnacea

J( all

RICFKIOERATINO MACHINKRY

kinds.

TrariR mission.

lloiatinL;

WKOUGUT-IKON WATKK PIPE

for SteamahlpB, Breweries,

and Cellar?.

WILSON'S PATENT GAS-PROI>UCEK.

Machinery.

a Specialty. Notk.— Have just completed order for 36 miles of 44-lncb
pipe of 1-inch iron fur Sprinp Vallev Water Works Company, San Francisco.

SAW-MILl, niACHINERV of all kinds.
8TKAIVI ENGINK.S—C;orli83, Slidc-Valvc, Poppot Valve

Automatic,

Sintcle,

and Compound.

MANUFACTURKKS for Pacific Coast oltho Celebrated "Heine" Patent Safety BoUer (Water Tube);
50,000 liorac power now in use.
MACUKTH PATENT STEEL-RIM PULLKYS—Fifty per cent lighter and 25 per cent cheaper than smt-

STEAM BOILERS of all descriptions.
SUGAR MACaiNERY—Sugar Mills, Vacuum Pans, Clarifiers, Double Effects, etc.
STEAMSHIPS—Steam Yachts, Marine Engines and Boilers, Screw Propellers, Centrifugal
Pumps, Steam Capstans, Cargo Winches, etc.
of 120-stamp Gold Mill for the Alaska
Mining Company.
Send for GIrcalar and Price Llntft.

80L,K

i^'Builders

Iron puUeyn; will not break in transportation.

Vlill

and Mining Company; 60-stamp

NOTICE.— All

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

the

full

weight

Mill

Pumps, Steamship
Quartz Mountain

for

our plates are guaranteed

of silver

to have

agreed upon, and are tested be-

fore leaving our works, thereby avoiding the complaints

about light weight, made so often before we started
In this branch of industry.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE, Agent.
521 & 523 Market SL, San Francisco,
-DEALER IN
OB PLACER MINES.
MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.
Assayers' and Mining Material.

IN QDARTZ, GRAVEL,

GET OUR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SAN

AND PLATING WORKS.

NOVELTY

FRANCISCO

-MANUPACTUaBR OF—

BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
Agent

tor

EOSEINS'

HYDRO-CARBON ASSAY FURNACES

THE RAND DRILL COMPANY,
33
Wo

are

now

so

T'a.i'ls.

I*la,c©,

JST&stst-

"STorli..

situated

witli our new works as to
offer to the miners of the

SMALL AlKCOMPRESSINO PLANTS at
Pacific Coast

Buch pri.ea that almost any
tmall mine cin afford to put
in power drills if they have

none in use.
Bv our NEW AND PATENTED tiYbTEMa (by which
the duty or iicrformancc of

I

LdlilllililllM

I

AIR COrvlPRESSORS&i
GENERAL MACHINERY

FOR,

is

I

RAND

DRILLCo

SOLK AQBNT

KOIl

LRUiHeR PLATES,

— ANB—
Chrome
Hock

Cast Steel for
Drills Etc

4 Drums, with Reversible Link

NEW-

MADE ONLY RY THE

deplants,
Drill Compnny, as

smull

LIDGERWOOO

drill

the Rand
Is well known, has built, and
is now building, the LARG-

96 Liberty

M'F'G
St.,

COMIMIESSOK

San Francisco,

St.,

MAHnf ACTDfiERS'

anl

ADAMANTINK

SHOESl

AND

D1E«.— Guar-

anteed to prove be'ter and cheaper than any others.
Orders solicited, subject to above conditions.
H. D, MORRIS.

COMPANY,
York.

GO TO THE OLDEST AND THE BEST.

r

ism

BUSINESS

PORCHASING AGENT.

Special attention given to purchase of

New

PACIPIC COAST AGENTS.
PARKE, LACY & CO., San Francisco.

MORRIS,

H. D.
220 Fremont

MINE andMILL SUPPLIES.
AOASlJlNTINfr..

ur

Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.

AND LlCHTtST

siirned

23 ParkPlace NEWvoRifWAi
not reduced with
Mte) it IH no longer necesaary
EST
PliANTd IN THIS C'lUNPRY, and has patferne for all sizes up to 40-inchldiametcr of cylinder.
In rcHfjcct to caimclty IN SPEED OF DRILLING, Perhaps It is in order to say that in EVERY AUTHORITATIVE
CONTEST forap-jed jet Initiated, the RAND DRILLS have, without exception, BEEN VICTORIOUS. This fact,
coupled with another imjiortant one, that the drills use much LESS A In and cause LESS REPAIRS, has won for
them nearly all of the Eastern niii.in« trade, which has kept their works always busy.
Since the reasons which formerly reattalned us from the California market no longer exist, we are now
in the field f.ir the bu3ine-s
Xa" SPECIAL A ITENTION is called to the latest designed sectional Compressor just built for the Batopilas
mine in Mexico, and to the Compound Engine Compressor built for the Anaconda mine in Montana.
drills

1, 2,

and compressor.

BeBicleabavhiErTHE

EST
I

FOR MINES.

to buy a Comproasor of
double capacity than the
drills are expected to require, in order to keep up
the supply of air necessary
on Qccouiit of the wear of
drills

MlNINGTu^NELING,""""

HOISTING ENGINES

COLLEGE,

POST ST.. S. F.
SBVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS THIS
24

FOR
College instructs

Shorthand, Type Writing, Bookkeeping, Teletcraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the English branches, and overvthing pertaining to busineBS,
We have sixteen teaohers, and give
(or six full months.
Uur school has
individual instruction to all our pupils.
its graduates In every imrt of the State.
iCff"?BND I'OK, Circular.
in

E. P.

C. S.

HALEY,

Secretary.

HEALD,

PrcBldent.

LIFE SCHOLARSHIPS,
No

$75.

Day and Evbninq Sesbioks.
Ladles admitted Into all Departments.
Address: T. A. ROBINSON, M. A.. President.

A'acations.

CIVIL

rNGINEER,

L

HY. JACKSON,
and SftNITARY
131 Montgomery St. S. F.
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$1,000 OSZ^A-XiXjIBIsrG-E
HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

FIVE

PRICE

($575.00)

O.

F".

3B.

1400 ARE NOW IN USE. ConcentratlonB are clean from the Brst working. The wear aod
A machine can be seen in working order and ready to make tests at ZZO Fremont
San Francisco.

OVER

tear are merely Dominal.

Street,

ToB Montana eoMPANT (Limited), London, October 8, 1885.
Dbae Sirs :— Having tested three of your Frue Vanners in a competitive trial with other similar maohinea
(Triumph), we have satisfied ourselves ol the superiority of your Vanners, as ia evidenced by the fact of our having
ordered twenty more of your machines for immediate delivery. Yours truly,

THE MONTANA COMPANY

—

N. E. Since the above was written the 20 Vanners having
tional Frues and more stamps have been purchased.

(Limited).

been started gave such satisfaction that 44 addi-

ADAMS & CARTER,

Protected by patents May 4, 1869; December 22, 1874; September 2, 1879; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881- February 20, 1883; September 18, 1883. Patents applied for.

FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR
OE VANNING MACHINE.

ADAMS & CARTER,
Room

7. No.

109

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

California Street,

MANUFACTURER OF

Centrifugal

Roller

Quartz

Mills,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS.
Mining Machinery of Every Description,

AXfiGlxlxi.es.
SEND FOR cmcULAK.

FEEMONT STREET.

No. 45

CentrUagal Roller Qnartz Mill.

SAN PRANCISOO,

ORE CRUSHER

CAL.

ATTENTION, GOLD MINERS!
WE ARE SELLING
Silver-Plated Amalgamating Plates
For Saving Gold

in

QUARTZ, GRAVEL and PLACER MINING,

At reduced rates. Get our prices. Three thousand orders filled. Fifteen medals awarded.
and (ar superior to others in weif^ht of silve*- and durability. Old mining plates replated.
purchased of
TAIX-OK & CO., cor. First and Mission Sta.

JOHN

Our

plates have proved the best,

These plates can also be

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
E. O. DENNISTON, Proprietor.
653 & 655 Miasion St., San Francisco, Cal.
NOTICE. —Our Silved Plated Plates have always proved as represented. We have been manufacturing' them for 20 years,
and use only the beet Lake Superior Copper and Refined Silver. Comparing: our plates with tliose of other manufacturers,
after repeated tests, we can safely guarantee much better platfs (or the same money. Our plates are uecd by all the prominent mining

men on

the Pacific Coast.

bEND FOR CIRCULAR.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS.
(INCORPORATED SEPTEMBER
Nos. 39 to 51 Fremont Street,

NEW

and Dealers in

Steam Pumps

of

all

29,

1882.)

San Francisco,

Oal.

SECOND-HAND BOILERS, ENGINES and MACHINERY

^^l*"^^

Makes,

H

Stationary,

"

Portable,

and

Hoisting

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
ENGINES and BOILERS.

MINING PUMPS.

Shafting,

:,

BLOWERS

AND

LEATHER

EXHAUST
and

FANS.

Pulleys,

RUBBER

Boxes,

IB E3 Xj t:" I nxr csr.
LUBRICATING

COMPOUNDS

SPECIAI, AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
[Manufactured by the cummer Engine Co., of Cleveland. Ohio.

and

WOODWORKING
MACHINERY

OILS

OF THE BEST MAKES.

COSIPKISIKG

PIPE and PIPE FITTINGS.

Brass

Hangers,

BAND SAWS. STICKERS,
PLANERS, SHAPERS,
SH INGLE MILLS,

Goods

Single and Double_Circular

FITTINGS.

Etc.

Saw-Mills.

AGENTS FOB THE SALE OP
"Cummer"

Hydraulic

Mining, Quartz, and Saw-Mill Machinery, Hydraulic Gravel Elevators, Hydraulic Giants, "Triumph" Ore
Concentrators, Automatic
Ore Feeders.

Boggs

&

Engines, from Cleveland. Ohio,
Porter Manufacturing Co.'s Engines and Boilers.
"Baker" Rotary Pressure Blowers.
" Wilbraham" Rotary Piston Pumpa
Clarke" Centrifugal Pumps.

The Volker
Upriglit Engines and Boilers Connected.

&

Felthousen M'f g Co.'s

Buffalo Duplex Steam Pumps.
P. Blalsdell & Co.'s Machinists' Tools

B7 DEWBY &

CO.

rook

The Principles of Blasting.

is

effected.

We

accordingly have the

may

lo the MiNINiJ

AND SCIESTIFIC PKESS

Ufit

of

loine Bketohes of miniDg'drill

taken from H. S. Drinker's complete
work CD '* TunncUog, Kzplosive Compouode
and Rock Drills," publisbed by John Wiley &
Sons of New York. This week we reproduce
from the same source diagrams illuBtratiug the
principles of blasting, which will be of interest
poiota

to miners

1.

The

hole should not

in the

be located

would simply be blown

out.

Be

it

we

expect a break in the general

di-

rection

a b

Ct

tamp-

line

|

b

may be

which can be measured by the the

if

contiguous to

As

it.

the

efilect

at the least cost.

When we

many

circumstinces that

may

is

than the depth

o

an open face produced by a

may

i

h y n would be

i

represents a fissure or

^j

then, irrespective of the

assume

I,

that,

the section

under
h o

i

p

o be not larger

it

From

k ot the hole.

we may deduce

these

that,

(Fig.

re-

1) is

advisable

when

texture

the

and

structure of the rock necessitate assuming the

influence
of the least resistance

line

evident that the propt r

than threeFurther, as

the mass thrown breaks in the general direction

and as, in fact,
mass ejected, or, in the extreme case of an angle of 90% bounds the ejected mass, we must carefully observe the external
of the line of least resistance,
this line lies in the

deduced from experiments in one material,
they would only apply, under similar circumThe effect of a
fctances, in the same material.

among other

as less

quarters of the depth of the hole.

a matter rather of judg-

influenced,

the wedge

it

Holes ought, in general, to be bored at or
3.
under an angle of 45 ; a larger angle, increasing
to as much as 00°, is advisable when open faces
(as r s in Fig. 3) occur, and a smaller angle

rules

may be

not probdetached,

would be thrown, provided

ment, based on experience, thfu one to be decided by empirical rules, for even were a set of

shot

k

i

favorable circumstances,

holts

call the

is

m would be

firm rook,

all

But say

considerations,
the

greatest

setting of the hole

be

least resistance k

line of

ting each hole in suoh a position and in drilling
it of suob width and depth as to insure the

it is

m

holing, or perhaps

be said to be the dearest part of blasting,
follows that great care should be taken in set-

the effect of a shot,

i

former shot, we

compound placed

drilling of

less

be other

where the hole should be set at
In this instance,

in general,

ejected.

may
it

the face

but

it

some explosive

ignition of

(Fig. 3)

able that the volume

from the sudden dehigh tension evolved on the

of gas of

may

45^ with the face, there

a greater angle, say even 60'.

tearing apart of any solid body by the pressure

velopment

formed an angle

line of least resistance

i

defined to be the rending or

or shock exerted upon

7.

on account of the assumed

in Fig. 1,

firmness, structure, coherence, etc., of the rook,

c,

:

Blasting

While

drawn perpendicular to a b. It is, than
remem- moreover, proved by general experience that oases

line of the least resistance, otherwise the

ing

in general

we bore

LVI.

Number
a hole a I (Fig. I),

a vertical face,

fol-

lowing general rules:

week we gave

OLUMB
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Publistiere-

shape of the rock in order to reach a

maximum

consideffect.

The shape in which the
(a)
erations, by
rock is presented, the size and number of the
:

open

The Huntington Rock-Breaker.

shape of the piece it is desired
that is an object, and, of course,

faces, the

to take out,

if

primarily, the

Frank A. Huntington

the cross-section of the

size of

HONTINGTON'S IMPROVED ROOK BREAKEB.

heading work. (6) The texture of
the rock, whether it is hard or easy, firm or bered this discnssion is as to black powder, not
loose, whether it is brittle or tough; thus expe- nitro-glycerine.
rience gained in blasting close-grained, hard
Experience has established the average to
2.
granite, trap, gneiss, etc., would not apply to
three, or the length of the line of
face

if it is

be as four to

limestone,

etc.

slate,

sandstone,

structure of the rock, whether

upon

stratified or fissured;

and upon whether
[d)

The

it is

it is

plosive used.

would probably be equal to a 6
when a 6 is set at an

etc.

ex-

to

act

(e)

hole

is

how

is,

any position whatever,

its

struction and

to be placed in

action will be in the

It

this

if

year to

colliers.

date has been unprecedentedly

The

all

strike will

this strike continues, doubtless there will

the past

The

week were 46,555

receipts

tons, of

be

here for

which over

28,000 tons was coast.

DIAGRAMS ILLUSTRATING PRINCIPLES OF BLASTING.

shortest

road, the distance between the charge and the
nearest external point is called the line of least

the least resistance will be three-quarters of the
depth of the hole; and experience has further

resistance.

shown that the charge

actual practice, an irregular separation of the

that advices have been re-

among the Australian

a further advance here.

is passed, will cause the splitting and tearing
apart of the rock; and as the force developed

In a perfectly homogeneous material, a reguwould be formed, but this
In
is, of course, only approximately attained.

reported

portant source of coal supply for California, and

the number and relation of the open faces, an undulation in the rock
is produced, which, when the limit of elasticity

lar funnel or crater

strong and durable.

be embarrassing in several directions, especially
Australia is an imif it should be prolonged.

of

by the

O

that could be got out of them.

that, according to the loca-

will naturally find its vent

easily taken

heavy, and the miners have been worked for

to be in the center of the charge) in

and

is

This has been anticipated for some time. The
demand on the coal mines of Australia

radially; that therefore the tension of the gas
extends from the point of ignition (which must

tion of the charge

is

is

ceived of a strike

Let us consider the lines of least resistance
powder. We must assume that,
on ignition, the gases developed act primarily

and

The main wear

of a breaker of this

made correspondingly smaller. As will be seen
by the cut, this machine is of very simple con-

in the black

all directions,

bottom

up by insertand the jaw D.
The jaw is thus swung in at the bottom, and
the opening where the ore passes through is

least resistance

be assumed

of course, at the

ing a plate between the bolt

with the lower explosives, and its greate&t effect will also be in the
direction of that line with the higher ones.
line of

B

form, and the wear

the waves of oscillation will
The character of the
{g)
is

A Is worked by the eccenand is pivoted at the bottom. The
stationary jaw
is secured at the
top by
a bolt running through it, and at the bottom
The movable jaw

bears again&t the heavy bolt O.

beat act in concert,

fuse and tamping.
And now, supposing a shot

construction.

D

alone or simultaneously with or following others; in the case of simultaneous firing, the question arises of

manufact-

now making an

is

improved form of jaw-crusher, a cat of which is
given on this page. The main features are
strength, ease of adjustment and simplicity of

tric

etc.,

The

Whether the

(/)

it

only in very easy material,

laminated,

massive or broken,

elasticity of the rock,

and

will

The

(c)

cleavage,

its

the sphere of rupture determined by 6
seldom be larger than the depth a & of the
c

hole,

of this city,

urer of mining machinery,

of black

powder should

be, on the average, about one-third of the depth
of the hole, the varying limits being 0.29

will

have

for the length

massive rock not fissured, presenting

f k

Some miners on 40 Mile creek, Yukon river,
we Alaska, have been making from $S to $50 per
we day in coarse gold. The largest nugget found

ol the line of least

resistinee the expression.

J h=e

By which

to 0.45.
If in a

angle of less than 45" with the face a c. If
bore the hole e/ (Fig. 2) on an angle of 45%

reached.

f

cos 4:5"

=ef

0.707,

the greatest possible value iH)

ia

was $40. The season is very short and the
country a hard one to live in. Eight miners
recently returned here from that region. Several of their party died there and all had the
scurvy.
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pleased to give any further information in regard to those or any other mines in this section,
believing from an experience gained by a personal examination of hundreds of mines in
Dakota, Colorado, New Mexico, as well as in
other portions of California, that for the amount
asked and natural advantages offered, no section
can excel that of Murphys, Calaveras uouuty.
E. H. Schaeffle.
Murphys, Cal.

C!0I^F^ESP0]sIDENCE.
We

admit, unindorsed, opinions of correspondents.— Eds.

Mines Around Murphys, Calaveras Co.
Editors Press

:

— The

writer has,

in pre-

vious letters, endeavored to call the attention

mining men to the advantages this section
investments in quartz minSince first writing a number of mines
ing.
of

Leadville.

offers for profitable

have passed into the hands

of capitalists

The Geology and Ore Deposits.

and

[Written for the Press by W. H. Storms.]

are now being developed and equipped for
These, however, repreeent
profitable working.
but a small portion of the numerous gold mines
In order to give the reader an
in this vicinity.
idea of the characteristics of the mines of this
section, I will endeavor to give a short description of a few of the mines which at this
time invite and will reward inspection.

The Leadville mining region

is

situated on

the east side of the valley of the Arkansas
river, at

the head-waters of the river of the

eddy, on the other side, and

it,

too,

[Aug. 18, 1888
became the are good mines,

resting-place of large quantities of silver-bearing ores.

Charles M. Rolker,

who had

the advantage

of a more thorough and extensive development
of the mines of the district, is also of the opinion that the ore bodies derived their content?

from mineral solutions circulating along the
bedding planes of the lime rock, and also of
the contact with the porphyry, and that the
mineral solutions came from the eruptive rock
of the vicinity, but not from the white porphyry. His opinion is that they came from the
gray porphyry dykes, and, to give greater force
to his argument, points to the fact that over
considerable areas a dolmitic sand intervenes between the ore body and the feldsite. He furthermore offers as evidence that these mineral
solutions came from the gray dyke porphyry,
that the ore chutes follow the dykes and are
richer near to them than at a distance. This is
more particularly the case on Fryer hill, where
are located some of the most famous mines of
the district, among them being the Robert E.

same name.
The large amphitheater*shaped basin in which
the mines occur shows clearly the glacial origin
But the evidence
of that portion of the valley.
DuBsell Mines.
Litble Pittsburg, Matchless, Chrysolite,
These mines are located immediately at the is doubly conclusive in the glacial lakebeds and Lee,
Leadville and a Little Chiefj Annie and others eqnally noted.
the
city
of
drift
which
underlie
west
of
head of Nigger gulch, about a half-mile
Mr. Rolker's theory is entitled to more than
Murphys. Nigger gulch had proved rich, in considerable area outside of the city limits.
The Leadville district is the largest silver- passing consideration, as there are other bodies
early mining days, up to its head; that it paid
lead-silver ore where no overlying sheet of
lead
ores
in
the
world,
having
of
producer
from
wtll was all the miners asked, and the}
at
all,
as turned out since 1S78 a total in bullion and ores porphyry exists, and where the ore bodies have
troubled themselves little, if
an undoubted relation to porphyry dykes in the
In October last nearly aggregating $150,000,000.
to the source of supply.
The geology of the district is not by any vicinity. This is notably the case at Galena, in
a prospector "picking" over the gulch found
faults are both numer- the Black Hills of Djikota, where the ore bodies
coarse quartz gold running up to ounce pieces. means complex, though
occur in a heavy stratum of Cambrian quartzite;
Digging into the bank at the head of the gulch, ous and extensive.
series is repre- also at the Carbonate camp. West Virginia City,
sedimentary
The
base
of
the
he uncovered a mass of quartz showing a large
heavy
bed
dense,
Dakota, where the ore bodies occur in Silurian
sented
by
a
of
a
firm
then
crosscut
was
driven
amount of gold. A
accompanying .porphyry dykes.
on the lead, which showed a width of 18 feet. quartzite which is referred to the Cambrian, limestone
conceded
as
being
There are other instances similar to those at
and
this
is
generally
correct.
Prom the quartz extracted in driving the crossLeadville,
but
the existence of these counterIn
places
it
attains
a
thickness
of
over
100
feet,
cut the boys pounded out $225. Believing the
prove that no
rock would pay to mill, 20 tons were crushed but up to this writing has been found poor in parts and differences does not
and a little silver has portion of the ore bodies of Leadville was dein the Oro Plata mill, which gave @I1.30 a ton. ores, though some gold
rived
the
overlying
sheets
of
white
been
mined
from
it.
The
quartzite
rests
from
unAdding to this the $225 pounded out of this
rock before "milling, and the returns were $21 a comfortably on the upturned schisti of Archasn porphyry.
The normal condition of the ores of Leadtime, though the lattaris in places displaced by
ton.
ville was beyond question sulphide, as proven
Stimulated by this handsome showing on an porphyritic eruptives.
Overlying
and
conformable
to
the
by
the frequent occurrence of sulphide ores in
quartzite
is
owners
contracted
for
mill
a
IS -foot vein, the
and started a shaft on the hanging-wall. The a stratum of white magnesian limestone, and partially decomposed masses of ore, and more
particularly
from the fact that the ore being
npon
this
rests
a
second
stratum
of
quartzite
mill is now in operation and the last quartz
taken from the bottom of the shaft was so rich {locally known as the parting quartzite). These taken from below the water-line of the district
sulphide. The minerals
that it might be called specimen rock. The latter are probably of Silurian age, but some re- is, without exception,
are the sulphides of lead, iron, copper, zinc and
vein is in slate and is of a loose shelly crystal* fer them to the Cambrian.
Next
the
ascending
order
sulphide
of
silver,
with
some native silver and
in
is
a
thick,
heavy
line and granular quartz intermixed with minTwo men extract and place upon bedded deposit of blue limestone (Silurian), a little gold.
eralized slate.
The ores of the large and rich bodies near the
the dump four tons in eight hours. The which is as far as developments have progressed the principal ore-bearing stratum of
the region.
The blue limestone is usually covered by a
is
required,
stalls
than
crushes like sand. The Union Water Com- heavy sheet of feldsite porphyry of a white or
light-gray
color, which in places is interstratified
the
claim, while Nigger
pany's ditch crosses
gulch affords a fall of 300 feet for water-power. with sheets of gray porphyry, which bear the
If this mine was located in Alaska or Africa, appearance of having been injected into the
As it is, the mass from the neighboring eruptive dykes.
it would soon become famous.
Over the greater portion of the area, immeproperty is in a section that offers every opportunity for profitable working. With a 60- diately in and about Leadville, the feldsite porphyry
completes the series of rock formation.
stamp mill crushing ISO tons a day, this property would soon give this section an enviable The remaining localities are covered with a deposit of Weber grits, a coarse-grained sandreputation.
rock, which in places is deserving the name of
OladBtone, Summit Blue and Sunuyside conglomerate. The thickness of this deposit is

gold is very free-milling.
the size of the vein, no

By reason of
timbering other
while the rock

Mines.

variable.

This group comprises three locations on
four parallel veins, distant about 50 feet from
each other. From the Sunnyside, rock milled
S20, Summit Blue quartz was sold to the Oro
Plata Co. for $12,50 a ton, and was said to have
gone $20 to the ton. From the Gladstone a
like return has been realized, while the Big
Ribbon vein baa not been milled but shows by
assays that it will do as well. Veins are all in
Quartz is a fine ribbon throughout the
slate.
length of the veins on the locations (3000 feet).
The Sannyside vein is S inches; Summit Blue,
8 to IS inches; Gladstone, IS to 24 inches; Big
Kibbon, 1 to 4 feet. These mines are located
within a half mile of Murphys, and cross the
mountain diagonally, thus affording an opportunity to cut the leads by a crosscut at any desired point at a depth from 50 to 600 feet; or a
drift can be run directly on the veins and the
same deoth attained.
The Union Water Company's ditch crosses
the mines 300 to 600 feet above the base of the
mountain, giving all the fall desired for water-

Over the entire region is spread a deep quaternary deposit of glacial lake-beds and postglacial drift.
So general is this formation that
an outsrop of rock is rarely found at the surface.

This fact alone has rendered prospecting in
Leadville difficult, expensive and uncertain;
but fortunately, owing to the unusual extent of
the ore deposits, but few shafts have been sunk
to contact that have failed to find ore in greater or less quantity.
The great ore bodies which made Leadville
famous during the early period of her history,
lie mostly in the upper portion of the blue
limestone, and usually in contact with the overlying feldsite; there are, however, exceptions.
Mining experts have advanced numerous
theories to account for the ore deposits, and
there is still a disagreement as to the diss of
veins under which these ore bodies should fall.
Many have called them contact veins (there
certainly is a contact). Others call them contact fissures a distinction without a difl'erence.
The finding of slickensides in some of the
mines, notably the Colonel Sellers, probably
led to the adoption of the latter name.
It
should be borne in mind that the crust of the
earth is being subjected constantly to forces
which produce motion, and slickensides is the
result
not only in mines, but elsewhere, far
removed from mineral veins.
The origin of the Leadville ore deposits is
still a mooted que&tion, though many theories

—

power.

Esmeralda Mines.
These mines are located on Indian creek,
ibout three miles northwest of Murphys. A
lO-stamp mill and steam, hoist, with all the necessary buildings, are erected on the mine.
The
group takes in 4900 feet on the vein with an additional

five-acre mill-site.

down 250

feet,

The

shaft

is

—

now

with levels 100 to 300 feet long

driven at each 50 feet. The vein averages two
feet, though for 300 feet it is SO.
The quartz have been advanced to satisfactorily account
is ribbon in structure, easily milled; gold free,
for them.
While these several theories difi'er
splendid gouge to good slate walls; rock mills somewhat, all geologists agree that there
is an
$6 to $20 per ton. There is free water for the intimate relation between the ore bodies and
battery, while water for power can be piped on the eruptive rock of the region.
to the mines.
This property needs only to be
The opinion of S. F. Emmons is given as beseen to be appreciated. Not to tire the reader, ing one worthy of much consideration.
That
I will not go into further particulars, but mere- gentleman thinks the ore deposits were derived
ly add that these mines are for sale at reason- directly from the overlying feldsite.
That the
able prices and with a climate that admits of mineral solutions circulating along the bedding
working every day in the vear.
planes of the upper portion of the blue limeMiners' wages here are $2 50 a day; timbers, stone, precipitated or deposited their
mineral
cents
foot;
a
logging,
$50
per
M.;
water contents, slowly, atom by atom, replacing the
12J
for power, 10 cents an inch, and 300-foot fall limestone, which, being dissolved
by the carcan be obtained on all of these mines, thus re- bonic acid in the water, was carried away
by
quiring but a small amount of water in conse- the circulating waters.
Mr. Emmons is also of
quence of the great pressure. The railroad is the opiuion that when the mineral solutions
35 miles distant; freight one half cent a pound. came io contact with a dyke of porphyry,
the
There is a foundry and machine-shop wit;hio dyke acted as a dam, and for a time checked
five miles; the roads are good.
These mines the flow of the mineral waters, and that porare all in a settled section with good society, tion of the ore body was in
consequence much
schools, churches, stores and hotels.
To the enriched. Finally, however, the waters passman of capital who means business I will be ing through the dyke were arrested, as in an'
i

surface or in the higher levels of the mines are
simply the secondary producta of the sulphides
carbonate and sulphate of lead, with minimum
and some rarer lead ores; oxides of iron, carbonates and oxides of copper, with eome oxide
of zinc, together with chloride of silver (in some
instances in large and handsome massee), and
native silver and gold, all of which have been
produced by a decomposition of the sulphide
minerals.
The targe masses of chert found in some of
the mines are doubtless due to the more siliceous oondtbion of the limestone prior to the
deposition of the ore.
During the earlier period of the history of
Leadville it was thought that the ore bodies
were eonfioed exclusively to the upper portion
of the blue limestone, but the development of
later years has exploded this theory, as many
large and rich deposits have been found in the
lower poition of the limestone, which, in places,
has a thickness of 300 fett. The first development in sulphide ore bodies took place in the
Colonel Sellers mine, in California gulch, and
subsequently similar deposits have been disco
like
ered on Carbonate bill and elsewhere.
development of ore bodies obtains at the Carbonate camp, Dakota, in the Iron Hill and
Wilkinson mines. These ore bodies occur in
segregated bunches and sheets, sometimes apparently following the bedding planes of the
limestone and at other times beiog entirely independent of it. They frequently have no apparent connection with each other, but a very
close examination usually discovers a narrow
seam of ochre or mineral (sometimes a mere
seam of clay) which actually forms a connection
between two or more bodies.
Leadville is by no means an anomaly, having
many duplicates la all essential characteristics
except extent and richneBS. In addition to the
mines of Dakota above mentioned, may be added the mines at Aspen, Colorado, those of Eureka Hill, Nevada, Little Cottonwood and the
Bingham and Dry Canyon mines of Utah; the
mines of Sierra Majada, Mexico; and some in
the North Park, Colorado, Wyoming Territory
and in Idaho. Instances are numerous enough.
The mines of all the sections mentioned bear a
remarkable similarity to those of Leadville.
These facts are a basis from which some valuable hints may be drawn, viz.: The intimate
association of limestone and porphyry or any
sedimentary rock, and an eruptive rock is likely
Hundreds of places may
to result in a mine.
be pointed out where the contact exists but
where no ore body has been found, but there are
no lead-silver mines in existence, to my knowledge, where these conditions do not obtain.
It is a matter of fact that nearly all large
productive mines have some very evident relation to volcanic rocks in the vicinity, at least
volcanic rock is there in the neighborhood of
the vein. As prominent among the^e are all
the mines of the districts referred to above; the
Ontario, of Utah, the Granite Mountain, the
great veins of Butte, Montana, the Homestake,
of Dakota, the world-renowned Comstock, the
Silver King, of Arizona, the mines of Kingman,
Arizona, the Hornsilver mine, of Utah, the
Rosario, of Honduras, many of the bonanzas of
Mexico aud in numerous other localities. There

A

—

it is true, where no igneous rock
can be found, but these are mostly gold veins,
producing a nominal amount of the precious
metal.
There are several different porphyries at
Leadville, the most important of which are the
white or feldsite porphyry and the gray or
dyke porphyry, which deserve more particular
mention because of their intimate association
with the ore bodies.
The feldsite at one time extended over the
entire region in an immense sheet, which in
some places attained a thickness of several hundred feet, though much of it has since been
eroded by the scouring of glaciers, until, in a
few Instances, it has been removed entirely.
This porphyry is a portion of the immense
eruptive mass which found vent at the head of
Big Evans gulch, some 10 miles from Leadville.
It doubtless occurred in the form of a great laocolite, and the sheet which covers the area of
the Leadville region is probably only one of a
number of such sheets which were injected between the layers of sedimentary strata.
The gray porphyry, however, seems to have
been the result of local forces and is confined to
a limited area (the mineral region) and has a
more intimate relation to the ore bodies than
the feldsite.
There is reason to believe that the ore bodies
of Leadville were formed at a depth of 10,000
feet.
The fact that this amount of sedimentary
strata has been removed by the various processes
of erosion would suggest this.
The ore bodies,
where found cropping at the surface, expose a
considerable face, showing that they undoubtedly extended outward beyond their present
limits.
All the faults of the region have occurred since the deposition of the ore. There is
ample proof of this in the fact that where ore
bodies have been faulted their continuations
have always been found to be counterparts, as
regards size; moreover, fragments of the ore
bodies have, in many instances, been dragged
into the fault planes, and this alone is considered

conclusive.
I write this lengthy Utter at this time for the
reason that the reports of the gentlemen who
have made a thorough investigation of the region are published in volumes and papers which
do not reach the prospector, and but few (comparatively speaking) mining men have ever had
an opportunity of seeing them. I have endeavored to avoid technical terms, that all may
understand the peculiar conditions under which
lead-silver ores usually occur in sedimentary
rocks, and it may be the means of directing attention to some valuable mines as yet undiscovered, and whose existence is entirely unsuspected.

Precious Metal Production.
The Director

of the Mint has submitted to
Congress a report on the production of the

precious metals in the United States during the

year 1887.

The product

of gold

amounted

to

1,596,500 tine ounces, of the value of .^33.000,000.

The product

of

silver

amounted

to 41,-

269,240 6ne ounces, of commercial value about
$40,450,000, and of the coin value of 553,357,The gold product; fell off from that of the
OUO.
preceding year, when it was 835,000,000. The
proiuct of silver increased over that of the preceding year, when at coining value it was $51,000.000. The product was contributed by
States and Territories as follows, in coining
values:
Alaska
Arizona

S

California

Colorado

Dakota
Georgia
Idaho

Montana
Nevada
New Mexico

Totals

35,ftnn,000

n(

O 000

f^O.OOO

220,000
150,000

Miscellaneous..

1500,000

5,23i>,0

(

Washington
Texan

300
3,800,000

15,000,000
40,000
500
3,000,000

500 000
225,000
900,f

3,000

?33,093,00u

Total

Silver

S

1,900,0110

2

N.Carolina
Oreeon
S.Carolina
Utah

The value

Gold.
675 000
830.000
13 -100 dcO
4,000 000
2,400,000
110,000

4,000,000
2,300,000
fi.OiiO

10 000
500
7,000,000

S

67.^:100

4,630,000
14,900,000
19.000,000
2,440,000
11^,500
4 OtfO Oi
20,730,( 00
7.400,0f'0

S.bOO.OOO
a30,noo

910 OOo
P0 5011,
7,220 0' a

tOii.OOO

25n,oflo

250,000
2,6eO

260,000
6,500

S53,408,SO0

§36 501,800

the gold depnoited at the mints
was §84,667,712, of which 532,444.067 was of
domestic production, and $39,092,051 consisted
of foreign gold bullion and coin.
The deposits
and purchases of silver at mints amounted, at
coining rate, to 846,947,792. The imports of
gold into the United Stites amounted to S44,889,299. The imports of silver bullion and
coin were: §16,772,614, nearly all of which was
from Mexico. Silver ores were also imported,
principally from Mexico, of the value of $4,242,135.
The directf^r estimates the total metallic stock in the United States on th° 1st of
June, 1S8S. to have been: gold coin. $592 129.702; gold bullion in the mints, $114,710 817;
total, qold, $716,840,519; silver dollars, $297,099,790; subsidiary coin. $76 400,842; silver
bullion in the mints, $10,154,905; total, silvpr,
$383,655,537; total, gold and silver. $1,090,496,056. An inc^uiry as to the value of the gold
and silver used in the industrial a«-tB in the
United States during the year 1887, shows a
consumption of gold of $11,672,606, and of silver, $5,241,998. The price of silver varied considerably during the year, the average being
98 cents per fine ounce. The amount of silver
mirchaned for the silver dollar coinage was 24,797,279 ounces, costing $24,221,257, the average
coat to the Government being $0.9708 per fine
ounce.
of

Aug.

18,
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(the sulphuric acid being derived from aodiam
sulphate always present in the tixiviation aolu
tion), which deoreaaea the va<ue of both dried
and roasted solphidee and increases the weight

The Russell Process.
Us

Practical Application and
ResuItB.

BcoDomlo
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pT

cent atock solution, the ftrade of the prodwaa increaaed over 100 per cent by the ui-e
of eoda ash, and the weight decreased 52 per
cent, thus efl'eotiog a great decrease in express charges.
As the silver iu sulphides is
generally paid for at the rate of 'J7 to 9!t per
cent less $1.C0, more or less, for treatment, and
as this $100* is 1 per cent of $10,000, but 2 per
cent of $5000 sulphides, there is a saving of 1
per cent if the (ulphidea assay the former inatoad of the latter.
Secondly, the obtaining of the lead product
pure from other metala, and in a more compact
land marketable shape than as sulphide. The
separation of lead by moans of aoda ath is ao
complete that not the slightest trace is left in
the solution after precipitating, and the solu*
biltty of carbonate of silver, gold and copper
is such that no trace of these metals is found in
the lead preoipi'ate, except silver to the extent
At
of ooe two*hundredth part of 1 per cent.
the same time no other metals can be precipias
all
the
comtated with the lead carbonate,
Qk^L

j

and exponae

for

shipment and

retioiog.

I

{Continued from our la^.

B -Description and

)

Cott-

packed in barr«U
I'J pound*
of ttvo eizefl. onn coDtaiuioff about
and the other 5r»0 to 600 pounda. U does not
decompoae in contact with th** atmoapbere. If
imported in larije lots from Karope. it L-oats in
Now York l.S centa per pound. If bought
from dealnra, the price aaked i»'2\ ceota perl
pouod io New Vork,*2 Tt per pouod iu St. Loula
aod three ceota in San Kraoctico.
Cauatic Sida.— Only a high grade ehould
2.
b« ordered, of 70 to 77 per cent, na aocouct of
It is imported priuoipally
freight uhargea.
from KagUnd put up iuahett'iron drunia, holdIt
ing about li.'tO to 700 pounda, usually G40.
ahoold uot be lelt exposed to the air niure than
a day or two after being broken up, especially
in hot weather, as it gradually dicumpoaes on
1

Sodium Hyposulphite

ia

I

I

|

|

|

i

j

I

,
'

I

the surface, owing to absorptioo of oarbooic
The prioe in New York is 'J.4'J.'> centa per
pound for (>0 per cent. Hence a 74 [>er cent
caastic soda would cost three cents per pound.
aoid.

Saveotbly, the extent and cost of plant re*
qaired for making calcium aulphide ia much
greater.
For instance, at Cusi, while making
calcinm sulphide, four iron tanks were io cootant use, three of which were always boiling.
Fur the preparation of lodium sulphide only
one of these tanks was used, and for three
hours only (oaing ateam one hour), once in 2^
to three days.
The above comparison illne*
trates also the diffurenoe in time, labor and
heat required.
KiKhthly, the oootioual use of calcium sol*
phide gradually converts a sodium hyposulphite
solution into one of calcium hyposulphite,
which haa been claimed as a better solvent for
gold than the former, although no one has
made the atatemeot from his own experience,
or haa produced any experiments or statistics.
On the other hand it has been repeatedly demonstrated on the small scale, and at Cusi on
the large scale, that the aolvent energy of the
two solutions for gold is just the same.
Ninthly, the calcium hyposulphite solotioD

!

.

:

i

!

pounds of zinc, manganese, nickel, cobalt, iron,
ttc, which are iu the least soluble in a hypo

Compounds

(Alkaline

Arsenical

"re).

— First

wash-water; oidioary solution; strong extra solution, allowed to stand; ordinary solution;
second wash-water.
{To be Continu'd.)

The Fourcroyas.
are indebted to the California Florii^t^ a
journal established at Santa Barfor the opportunity to present to our
readers an engraving of a very interesting plant

which has bloomed thia year ou the grounds of
Joseph Sexton, of Goleta.
The Foiircroyu is a noble genus of plants,
named in honor of M. Fourcroy, a celebrated
French chemist; Nat. Or. AmarylUdcete. In
many ways they renemble the genus Agave,
Aloe and Yucca. Paxton describes nine va*
rieties, most of them fr<^m South America and
Mexico, but omits F, /iedingkauai, one of the
finest.

Some confusion haa

existed aa to the identity
Longa:va and F. Bedinghausi^ owing to
the meager deecriptions given in the botanical
Both varieties have now flowered
dictionaries.
in California and proved to be entirely distinct
in every way.
Two years ago F. Longmva flowered on the
grounds of Dr. Lorenzo G. Yates of Santa Barbara. The plant was brought from Central
America seven or eight years previous, la
of F.

foliage the plant resembles a broad, long-leafed
Yucca. The semi-flexible leaves are of a rich

green color, and form a thick-set oval cluster
The flower stalk, which
close to the ground.
grew as rapidly aa that of the Agave, attained
the remarkable hight of 40 feet. Beginning
about 10 feet from the ground, long, slender,
lateral branches were thrown out at short intervals, gradually decreasing in length until the
summit was reached. The numerous small
grayieh-white flowers were soon replaced by

New

York of
The price in
places, is suitable.
refioed sulphur in rolls is 2i{ cents per pound;
flower, 2^' centa; Virginia rock, 2^ centp.
Sulphuric aoid of 6ti' B. is best trans(i.
ported in iron tanks which hold about 1700
pounds, if shipped in this way the freight
The cost o(
is much le&3 than in glafs carboys.
Price in
ft
sheet-iron tank is Sti 50.

New

little bulblets,

York per pound, 25 cectj; in St. Louis and
San Francisco, 1.75 cents. Shipped in carloads
the freight, for instance, from San Francisco to
1

and

—

b^ira,

—

only 1.07 cents per pound.
Btlv^cn Sodium Sulphide
Calcium Sulphide, If the lead is precipi
is

Comparhon

—

new monthly

—

Mexico,

—

We

—

e.

In general, the order for

wash-waters and sulutinns is as follows:
a.
For ^ato Ore. No first wash-water. A
trong extra solution is used lirst. either wither
without circulation, followed by the ordinary,
and finally by wash-water. In rare instances,
the ordinary sclution is used first, followed by
a strong extra, circulated, then by ordinary, and
la»tly by wash-water.
b.
For Roti.<ted Ore with Acid First Wash}i'ater.
I'irst wash-water; ordinary solution;
strong extra solution, circulated; ordinary solution; second wash-water.
No exception' to
this role bia so far been enoountered.
For Jioa-'ted Ore with Alkaline First Washc.
iro(^r [Simple Alkaline Ore),
First washwater; much weak extra solution, uot circulated;
ordinary solution; second wash*water. This
has been the invariable order so far.
For AlkaHnf Hotuted Ore with Arsenical
d.

sulphite solution, are perfectly soluble in the
6rst wash-water and are removed by it. Th^
precipitate cf lead carbonate is beaTy and ccm-

Sodium Carbonate. Althoogb any car3.
bonate of soda can be used, the bicarbonate is
leaa auitible than soda ash, ou account of cost
and for other reasooa. It is most economical to
buy the form of soda ash known as "pure
alkali " of f>H per cent made by the Solvay or
ammonia process. It is made in this country
at Syraonse, New York, and costs I 4 cents per
pound at the works. This alkali, io the form
of a white powder, is so pure that it contains
08.7 per oeot of sodium carbonite, the remainder
being principally sodium chloride and sulphate,
and 0.25 per cent moisture. Go account of the
entire absence of the sodium sulphide and caustic soda (which are always formed in the ordinary aoda ash), the solution for the precipitaBoth
tion of lead doeanot require purificatioD.
caustic soda and soda ash may be purchased of
City.
Wing & Kvans, New York
Copper Sulphate or Blue Stone, Price
4.
per pound A{ cents in New ^'ork.
Sulphur. It is immaterial whether the
5.
sulphur is crude or refined, lump or flower of
sulphur. The lump sulphur requires to be
broken up only so that it will pass a one inch
mesh screen. The native sulphur, occurring in
large quantities in Utah, Nevada anH other

New

in detail further on.

—

tated by itself by means of soda ash, sodium
salphide, and not calcium sulphide, should be
used as a precipitant for the silver. But in any
case sodium sulphide is far better as a precipitant than the calcium salt, for the following
reanons
First, the precipitating power of a pound of
sulphur combined with sodium is nearly three
times as great as when combined with calcium.
For in the preparation of sodium sulphide the
monoq-sutphide (Na^ S) is formed, but in making calcium sulphide euthcient sulphur mutt be
used to form the peotaaulphide CaSg , as the
lower sulphides are practically insoluble in
BEDINGHAUSI IN BLOOM.
water, and therefore cannot be used.
Secondly, the solubility of calcium hydrate as
stated in works on chemistry is such that at decomposes much quicker than sodium hypo- pact, occupying only about one-quarter of the
lOC^ C, 1300 parts cf water disaolves only one snlphite, and, as shown in actual practice, a bulk of the aame amount of lead in the form of
part of the hydrate, while the same amount of greater addition of hypoaulpbite to the aolution a sulphide. Tbe precipitate is pure white, and
water at the same temperature dissolves 2600 io required to maintain it at one per cent when can be sold as it ia for about the coat of precipi
The solubility of caustic calcium than when sodium hyponulphiteaolution tation or converted into litharge by exposure to
parts of caustic soda.
soda being thus over 3000 times as great as that is used. As shown in many laboratory experi- a low heat.
Thirdly, the securing of a great saving in the
of lime, it ia not strange that the time required menta at the Ontario, the average rate of dein making calcium sulphide is many times that compoaitioQ of calcium byposnlphite solution amount and cost of cauttic soda and sulphur
sodium
used per ton of ore, and the ability to use aoluwas from 5 to l',i times aa great aa for
required for sodium sulphide.
Thirdly, the amount of heat required in the hyposulphite. In these te^ts, eolations of 2, 5 tiona of any temperature and strength, which
preparation of sodium Eulphide is only 2 per and 10 per cent were fxposed in soup-platea at a would otherwise be impracticable on account of
the greatly increased amount of sodium sulphide
cent or 3 per cent of that for calcium sulphide. temperature of 65 to 70 Fah. for seven days.
Tenthly, not only is the use of calcium hypo- which would be required to precipitate the
This is due not only to the fact that the union
between sodium and sulphur takes place al- sulphite disadvantageous as just described, if a greater amount of lead dissolved. The solumost instantly, but also because there is a great strong solution is to be maintained, and, as bility of sulphate of lead in the hypoaulphite
rise in temperature due to this chemical action shown further back, more expensive in time, aolution increapes directly aa the strength and
which causes the temperature of the mass to labor and fuel, but also the actual cost of chemi- temperature. For this reason, the leaching by
For in- the old process is usually done with weak cold
cals ia greater per ton of ore treated.
rise far above the boiling point of water.
Fourthly, the sodium sulphide is over 20 stapcp, at Cusi, the comparison between a run aolutionp, but, if the lead is precipitated by
of 1900 tons of ore, neing aodium sulphide, and soda ash, the amount of lead dissolved ia imtimes as strong as the strongest calcium sul
phide solution which can be made that is, i 1000 tons, using calcium sulphide, showed that material and tbe aolution can be used at any
given volume of the former will precipitate 20 the expense of chemicals alone required for cal- atrengtb and temperature. Besides, the cott
times as much as the same volume of the latter, cium sulphide waa 34 per cent greater per ton of precipitating a pound of lead by aoda ash is
Hence there ia a less dilation cf the stock solu- of ore treated than for sodium sulphide. If the much l^aa than by meana of aodium aulphide.
per
coat of the labor and heat required were in- At the Ootirio, uaing a stock aolution of
tion daring precipitation.
Fifthly, SB shown not only by the formula, cluded, the difference would be still greatar. At cent, the net aaving due to the uae of aoda ash
account
but in practice, the product obtained while us- Sombrerete the comparison was made by Mr. in chemicals alone, without taking into
ing calcium sulphide ia contaminated with over Wataon under the most unfavorable conditions the value of the carbonate of lead, waa 28 centa
With atronger aoluthree times as mnch free sulphur as that obtained for sodium aulphide, the cost of a pound of caua- per ton of ore treated.
while using sodium sulphide. The amount of sul- tic soda at that place being over 30 timea aa tions, the saving by the use of soda ash is much
tbe
teat
st'ock aolution being
reault
of
cent
yet
the
with
per
great
aa
cauatic
lime,
greater,
a
10
phar in the sulphides at Cuei and Sombrerete
In abort, the uae of
(using sodium sulphide) ia ao small that the dif- showed the superiority of ^he sodium sulphide. abriut S2 SO per ton of ore.
The Objects of the Use of Sodium Car- aoda ash in the case of moat ores secures a threed.
ference in weight and value between dried and
charges, in rate
Lead
express
Precipitant
in
or
Soda
Ash
as
a
for
viz
bonate
fold
aaving,
roasted sulphides is only 6 per cent, thus allow-^
Firat, the obtaining of tbe precious metal paid for silver and in cost of chemicala required
ing the substitution of a mere steam drying are
for the roasting, during which latter operation product entirely free from lead, thus decreas- for precipitating.
aome ailver ia alwaya lost by dust and volatiliza- ing the weight of product and coat of transpor* O.— General Order of Applying the Washtition, and, on the other hand, increaaing the
tion.
Waters and Solutions.
Sixthly, if calciom sulphide is used, the prod- grade, and, to aomo extent, the rate paid ppr
The order of applying the solutions is treated
uct is contaminated with calcium aulphate also ounce of silver. At the Ontario, uaing a I^

FOUROROYA

—

U

—

:

which

also

were produced from

the axis of the branchlets. Hundreds of these
bulblets are now growing into fine plants in vaSome have been
rious parts of tbe Stite.
laid away for two years without nourishment, and are as sound, healthy and green
The parent plant has not died, but
as of yore.
has become more bunchy and may possibly
bloom again.
F. Bedinghausi, which is now in bloom on
the grounds of Joseph Sexton, though not so
ornamental or long-lived aa F. Loiigcevat ia a
wonderful plant, worthy of general cultivation.
It growa to a thick stalk about 14 feet high.
The bluiah-green, flexible leavea, which are
from three ta four feet long, droop gracefully
Several plants
as aoon aa they reach maturity.
have previouely attempted to flower, but
through their inclination to follow the sun
around only succfieded in twisting their heads.
The plant and flower-stalk illustrated is about
42 feet in hight from the ground, and the
branches, as will be seen, are drooping under
the weight of myriads of yellowish-green flowThe plant ia about ten years old.
era.
Unlike F. Longava^ F. BedinghauaVs source
perpetuation
is by seed, in the producing
of
and maturing of which this floral giant makes
one grand final eflfort, the coat of which ia
This plant would no doubt aucceed
death.
over a large extent of territory.

The Lonoest Day in tue Year.— Old miners
stoutly maintain that on the longest day in the
year the air in long tunnels and deep shafts
They pay that their candlea can
stagnatea.
hardly be made to burn and that they find it
The air appears tobedead
difficult to breathe.
They declare that this
or dfeficient in oxygen.
ia no superstitious notion, but a curious phenomenon that has been observed by all old miners, and say that it is no new thing, aa miuera
have known of it for hundreds of yeare. They
assert that on that one day the earth and the
atmosphere are in about the same situation as
the crank of an engine that has stack on its
center.
^

Miners' Cabins in Alaska.

— Miners find no

difficulty in keeping their cabins warm and
comfortable by making use of Euasian ovena,
which are very simple to build, aa they are
made of stone, in the shape of a large box-stove,

from three to four feet long inside, from IS to
20 inches wide, and the same in depth, with an
The chimney is
iron plate on top to cook on.
Miners who winbui t of the same material.
tered here last winter and the previous winter
went out every day to cut their regular firewood, and so far no severe cases of frozen limbs
have occurred. Indians travel and live in brush
houses all winter. They subsist chiefly on dried
moose, caribou meat and fish.— ./wneaM Frets.
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money been

Government Engineering Work.

constantly

Government system

[Adg. 18, 1888
But

available.

our

works badly in thia, as in other cases of river
and haibor improvement. The harbor at Oak>
Among the appropriations in the River and land is completely landlocked and perfectly safe
W. B. EWER. Harbor bill this yearis one of $350,000 for Oak- at all times. So much money has already been
A. T. DEWEY.
land harbor, where nearly a million dollars has spent that the work should be pushed to com& CO., Pablishers.
already been spent. The work already accom- pletion as rapidly as possible. This ia tbe de0§ce, 220 Market St.y N. E. cor. Pront St. S. F. plished was the construction of the two paral- sire of the englneera, but they have to depend
gW Take the Elevator, No. 13 Front 5(.*ffiJi
lel training- walls which form the approach to on Congress for funds, and sometimes a year or
there being a ship channel between two has elapsed with no work because there
Senior Editor the harbor,
W. B. BWER
them from the deep water of the bay to the was no money available.
Terms of Subscription.
estuary. A great deal of dredging has also
Annual Subscription, S3. New subscriptions will bo
Fair Division of Risks and Profits,
declined without caah in advance. All arrearages must been done in the harbor, of which the largest
be paid for at the rate of S3.60 per annum.
portion has been in deepening the Brooklyn
The Citizen, published at Tucson, Arizona,
Advertlsinff Bates.
basin, at the upper end, to form the approach
1 week. 1 month. 3 mos. 12 mos.
tenders the mining claim holder of that section
S 5.00 to the canal which is to connect Oakland harbor
S- 80
S 2.20
Per Line (agate)
Z -25
*'
4.00
10.00
24.00
this bit of advice:
My friend, if you own a
1.60
Ealf inch (1 square)
with San Leandro bay.
5.00
45.00
2.00
14.00
One inch
mine, and want to diapoae of it at any reasonThe Government engineers have decided to
Large advertiaements at favorable rates. Special or
able price, open it up, and our word for it, if
reading notices, legal advertisements, notices appearing use the appropriation of this year in commenc
in extraordinary type or in particular parts of the paper,
ing the canal.
The area of San Leandro bay is you can show a reasonable property you will
at special rates. Four insertions are rated in a month.
not have to wait long for a buyer," with more
London Agent— Alfred K Anh, 63and64 New Broad much greater than that of Oakland harbor. The
of like purport. This is well-meant advice tendStreet, E. C.
entrance to that bay is to be closed by a dam
ered, we fear, to very little purpose.
We can
Address all literary and business correspondence constructed in such a manner that the waters of
readily understand how our confrere of the
and Drafts for this paper in the name of the firm.
the fiood tide may enter, but on the ebb tide the
Citizen and the other millionaire capitalists of
Entered at S. F. Post Office as second-class mail matter water mn&t find its way back to the main San
Arizona tire of aiding this impecunious and
Francisco
bay
and
ocean,
through
tbe
canal
and
Our latest forms go to press on Thursday evening.
sometimes shiftleas and little appreciative claaa
Oakland harbor. In this way it is intended to
SCIENTIFIC PRESS PATENT AGENCY. keep tbe haibor at Oakland and its approaches of peraone in opening up their claims, and would
fain rid themaelves of the burden.
But how
DEWEY & CO., Patent Solicitohb.
from shoaling. The increased volume of water

iSENlmttMSS

The San Leandro Canal and Oakland
Harbor,

DEWEY

,

A

A. t.

dewbt.

w.

b.

bwbr.

q. h.

strong.

Slow Mining,

of irregular appropriation a

shall this be done, seeing the parties ao

We had a conversation the other day with a
mining engineer whose business caused him to
travel among the mining regioos, and be informs us that he bears numerous complaints
about miners' work. He says that there are
frequent instances where the miners receive
good cash wages, but work so alowly that the
contractors pay more money than they ought to
work accomplished.

In too

many instances the men seem to take no

interest

in proportion to the

work, simply thinking of the wages they

in the

are to receive.

Some mine-owners give as a reason for employing Chinese that they can count on exactly
the amount these men will do in a day; that
there is no disposition un their part to shirk
work.

While, of course, they are unable to do
as a white man, still, while employed, they work ateadily and oonatantly. On
the other hand, white miners will go on in such

much

aa

a listless manner that they will only drill about
four holes a day
drill six

It

or eight

may

when they ought
if

to

be able

to

industrious.

be stated that these

remarks are

based on observations made in some of the
coast counties where mining

is

not conducted

ao vigoroualy, perhaps, as in tbe mountains,

and

where the average

not

efficiency of tbe

miners

is

admon

as high. Where extended mining operationa
on the ebb tide is expected to effect a scouring
iahed to bestir themselves have not the means
are carried on the lazy men soon get weeded
action on the bottom, so that no shoaling will
SAN FRANCISCO
even where they have the inclination to act on
take place.
out, and thoae that do a fair day's work for a
Saturday Morning, Aug. i8, 1888.
this good advice ?
As a rule they are barely fair day's wages are the ones that
The appropriation will very shortly beoome
get steady
able to perform the work required to hold their
available and then the engineers will advertise for
employment. It does not take a mining superCONTENTS.
TABLE OF
locations, let alone utidertaking the work of
a month for bids to do the work. There are not
intendent or foreman very long to "spot" a
IHjUSTBATIONS.— Huntington's Improved Rock many contractors who will be able to under- their thorough development. They know full man who shirks his job or spins it out. Such
Breaker; Diagram Illustrating Principles of Blastintr,
take this work, since the dredging and exca- well what is required to put these properties people are found in all occupations, bat few of
Fourcroya Eedinghiusi in Bloom, 107.
105.
into marketable shape, nor can any amount of
Charles Crocker, 109.
vating appliances must bs large and expensive.
theee are succesaful at any.
EDITORIALS.— The Principles of Blasting: The There are several, however, who will bid on editorial prodding increase their desire to have
Lazinesa is a physical attribute of some men,
Huntington Rock Breaker, 105. Passing Events;
done.
However
goaded, they cannot ac just as stnpidity is a mental
Government Engineering Work; A Fair Division of the work, among them Von Schmidt, Williams, this
one of others.
Charles
Risks and Profits; Slow Mining, 108.
Crocker; Prof. Tliomas Egleston; The Late George J.
Specht; California Machinery at Melbourne, 109.

CORRBSPONDEN OB. —Mines

Around Murphys,

Calaveras Co.; Leadville, 106-

MISCET-LANEOUS.— Precious

Metal Production,
108. The Russell Process; The Fourcroyas, 107.
Product of Comatock Mines; Working Tests by Russell

well, now that
say to the bedridden arise and walk, as to counsel these men

As

compliah the impossible.

Chaquette and a few railroad contractors.
The canal will be 8500 feet long and 400 feet
wide. It is to be out so aa to give a depth o*
water of 14 feet at high and S at low tide. The
deepest cut on the line will be 24 feet. The
contract allowed will be for 4000 feet,
first

the day of miracles
to pitch in

hope to

past,

is

and open up their claims
them.

if

they

Many men

born lazy, and by a studioua

are

cultivation of their natural gifts obtain a certain diatinction in that line.

tation

is

But such a repu-

rather detrimental to a man'a material

sell

advanoement in any walk of life. It is soon
would be more to the purpose were invest- found out and he is not badly
wanted anywhere.
'*
encouraged
to
buy
these
prospects" just A general charge of laziness
which will bring the cut to the Fruit Vale ors
or slowness, howas they are; supposing always that they can be
crossing.
ever, will not "stick " in the case of California
SOIENTIPIC PROGRESS. —
Last week tbe borings were completed alon^ obtained at a price proportioned to their appar- miners. As a class, they are energetio and
Stars; Ancient Norwegian Horseahoes; Telegraghing
l-y the Clouds; The New Phonograph; Ancient Use of
ent merit. And here is where a trouble too have
the line and the earth borings have been left for
some pride in their work. Of course the
Lead; A Talking Clock; The New Comet, 1 10.
GOOD HEALTH.- Mental Effects of Hot Weather; the examination of contractors. No rocks often comes in; the claim-holder, with nothing chronic prospector, though he works hard at
*='or Rattlesnake Bites; Who May Treat the Sick; To
valuable in sight, or perhaps only a scanty
The borings were
times, has frequent intervals of leisure and canTea Drinkers; Smo'rfing Leads to Blindness; Nourish- were encountered at all.
ment for Invalids; Scarlet Fever; A Remedy for made by means of common artesian apparatus, ahowing of mineral, demanding and expecting not be said to
be as hard-working aa the miner
Tender Feet; The Sunflower and Malaria; To Ward Off
get
an
extravagant
price for a property lackIntoxication; Tbe Power of Habit, 111.
and were continued to a depth of 25 feet in each to
who works for wages. The latter class have
USEFUL INFORMATION.-An Important Use place. Part of the ground to be excavated
ing the important element of asEured value. plenty
Process,

111.

MEOHANIOAL PROGRESS.—Intfiresting

Dis-

It

cussion in Regard to Iron; Electroplating and Tempering; Steel vs. Wood; Substitute for Lignum Vitre;
Wanted; Improvement in Air Brakes, 110.
Number of the

for Reindeer Hiir; A Millionaire's Idea; The Sanitary
Value of Pure Water; Useful Hints; How to Save Coal;
An Expert Skater, 111.
From the various counties
of California, Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana. New Mexico. Oreffon, Utah, Wyoming, 112-13.
Sales at the San
Francisco Stock Board, Notices of Meetings, Assessments, Dividends, and Bullion Shipments, 116.

MINING SUMMARY—

MINING STOCK MARKET.—

Passing Events.
In the death of Oharles Crocker this week,
the Pacific CoaBt loses
builder and one of

its

its

greatest railroad-

wealthiest men.

In the

is

marshy, but most of
top

it

is

solid ground.

was black adobe; the next layer

soil

The He
is

is

apt to be carried

he has a

a

mme, whereas he

is

acting.

Part of the work will doubtless be done with

steam paddies and

cars,

and when water

reached dredgers will be used.

What then

is

is

required

at the start, the one

preciation of these

veloped in

all directions.

It begins to look

now

our quartz-mining industry was only in its
infancy. Ores that a few years ago could not
as

be worked are

now

treated with profit.

The

mining and milling are such
that there is a promise of thousands of mines
being worked profitably within the next few

improvements

in

years.

It is understood that the arrangement between the French copper syndicate and the English Associated Smelters has come to an end,
and that the syndicate is free to sell where and
at what price it chooses, while the smelters
must get their furnace material wherever they
can.

his superior fitness for that sort

by no means complete
the harbor.

The

this part of the

of wealth,

The dredgingboat

mining the bed of the
work. The Lyon
County Times aays the boat ia 80 feet long and
30 feet wide; the boilers are two in number and
of SOhoree power each; the engine and hoista
for

river will aoon be at

work, con-

turning them over

when found to the

and 600 tons

is

The engine

ia

work for this machine.
40 horae power, and the pump
capable of lifting 150,000 gallona per hour. Two
large

10 hours'

redwood tanks, eight

feet in diameter, are

with the some- intended aa reservoirs, by meana of which a
what uncertain results that always attend these ateady supply of water may be had for sluicing
mining ventures. In short, the parties to this purposes.

man

of

money

to be exploited

class of transactions

should show a general

willingness to share their hazards

aa

well as

their profits in fair proportion.

John Mackay has spent $250,000 in the wirerope system of transmission, and $500,000 has
been spent ti bring water for power on the

Comstock. By the expenditure of probably
mines, Utah, a few days
more the system of power introduced
wire rope broke, letting the loaded $100,000
The rush down was wiU bring ore aaaaying abaut $2 leas within the
cars run down the slope.
range of profitable reduction.

At

the

Red Canyon

since, the

work on

estimates for the canal,

of

tinues hia aearch for these oft delusive signs

Considerable dredging will have to be done
in San Leandro bay, but this appropriation will

if

ahowing a more just ap-

already been found, while the prospector, with

canal will eventually be faced with stone.

rapidly growing.

that the capitalist

embryotic mines and the
other bearing in mind that they are embryotic.
Let there be a proper division of labor, the are capable of handling 50 tona at a lift. The
would-be investor, instead of hunting after pipes through which the material will be raised
" indications" himself, buying those that have from the river-bed are 12 inches in diameter,

—

is

is

The approach and the claim-owner should get nearer together Oarson

to the canal on the Oakland aide has already
Mr. Crocker showed great
been dredged to a depth of eight feet at low
skill and ^ergy, aod the rapidity with which
water. There are eventually to be three drawdone
the work was
was largely due to his perbridges at High street, Fruit Vale avenue and
sonal efforts.
Park street. These draw-bridges will be built
Washington Territory is just now attracting
of steel.
considerable attention from a mining point of
The first section of the work to be done from
Several new districts are being opened
view.
the approach to the Fruit Vale creasing will reand developed.
quire the removal of about 800,000 yards of
The mining progress of Oregon is also greater
earth.
Out of this 800,000 yarda aome 500.000
been.
ever
has
The
Cracker
than it
creek reyards will have to be removed with ateam padgion is quite protnisiog, and other districts are
dies and cars.
The earth removed will be
being more vigorously worked than has been
utilized in filling in the low marsh lands near
the case for years.
by.
The contractors themselves must provide
Boring for oil in this State has met with
a place for this material.
Both sides of the
great success in the Southern counties. The
of California are being de-

has only a place for

of competitors among their fellows, and
they must " keep their end up " in the work in
progress or aome one in authority will aoon find

a way to dispense with tbeirservices. Although
about two and a half feet Seeing a chance to realize on his intangible and labor ia supposed to be noble, few men do it volshadowy
poasessione,
he
allows
his
cupidity
to untarily, whatever the theory may
thick. Then they found a gray sandy clay for
be.
But it
about seven feet. Below this they struck get the bttter of his judgment, and so defeats becomes a custom with those regularly emyellow sand full of water. No blasting will be what chance he might have had to effect a sale plcr^ed and of steady habita to keep steadily at
of the same, had he been less greedy and ex- work in working hours.
required along the line of the canal.

This white clay

building of the Central Pacific and Southern

The quartz mines

idea that

a mine, and not always a good one at that.

very white clay, three feet below the surface.

Pacific railroads,

petroleum industry here

away with the

dam

Trains, coal, and a mule that was
terrific.
and bridges call for about $500,000.
caught and killed, were all mixed in an inexThe bottom of the canal will be generally a
tricable and jimmed-up masa at the bottom.
yellow sand, with aome clay, which will stand
Strange to relate, such a dust was raised, mixed
well. Temporary bridges will be put in where
with natural gas, that an explosion took place.
necessary until the digging work is completed.
Two men, Sandy Fowler and William Seggett,
The general direction of the canal is S. E. and
were killed, and the other men more or less inN. W., but there is a curve at the San Leandro
jured. The damage was soon repaired and the
bay end so as to make a good entrance. The
working of the mine resumed.
canal, of course, follows the low ground.
Thia ia the most important engineering work
In many of the mines of Butte, M. T., the
now being conducted by the Government on system of payment has been changed from pay

The harbor was commenced in 1874, by the day to the contract system of
and would have been completed long since had per car of producing ore.

this coast.

I

While workmen were engaged

in excavating
a sewer on Montgomery street, in this city,
black sand was found, which, on being prosfor

pected,

showed

colors

of gold.

The

place was

about the location of the old beach of Yerba

Buena cove.

Four

six-horse teams which have been hauling

coal from the mines at Slack'a canyon,

Mon-

some months have been taken
off, and it ia surmised that the Southern Papayment cific Co. will secure control of the mines and run
a railroad into them.
terey county, for
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Tbe daughter is married and now lives
I'rof. Kgleston had no opportunity to visit
organizitiuu was perfected.
He was a member
York. The residence built in this oity any of the coal mines on this coast, but he is of the Kxecutive Committee
and vice-president
The death of Charles Crooker, which occur- by Mr. Crocker is one of the lioest on this of the opinion we should use the coals we ob- from the time the society waa started until fail*
red at Mootsrey this week, removea frurn hia side of the cootiueat. lie was a munitioent tain for making gas for fuel.
He thinks that iug health prevented his taking an active part
work one of the f^eat railway bailders of the patron of art and owned many tine paintings, our industrial future depends upon the use of in the proceedings. He contributed a number
world, aod one who has long been promiaently Mr. Crooker was possessed of a kindly heart gas fuel, and that this question should be more of papers to the Transactions of the society,
He waa carefully studied in Californii. In fact, he among them a paper "On Sediment*Bearing
ideotiBed with iodaatrtal matters on this coast. and took great interest in his men.
It was he who took the first contract of IH very industrious and persevering and a maa of thioks that in JO years from now no solid fuel Streams," " tUilroads Across the Alps,"
"The
vada.

Charles Crocker.

in

miles on the Central Pacitio railroad, and con*

tinned as superintendent

of

i

New

|

great activity.

conBtructioo antil

It

is

not too

His integrity was unquestioned.

much

to expect, in

Although

j

!

I

He

lumber-mill.

be used anywhere, gas alone serving the

of

Crocker's vast wealth and bis
Mr. Crocker had accumulated position, that it will be found he has provided
many millions some years before his death, he in his will for the distribution of some of his ea*
began life in humble walks. He was born near tate ia pablio bonefaotions.
~
Troy, N. V., in IS'22, on bis father's farm, and
Prof.
Thos. Effleston.
when nine years old was a newsboy, aft^^rward
becoming a news-agent in Troy. He then went
We received a visit this week from Prof.
to Indiana and worked on a farm, and afterward worked [as a hand in a
the road was tiniahed.

will

Mr. purpose.
charitable dis*
S jme of the engineering inventions
view

more

been dieoovered.

opened a dry-goods house,
which he conducted for aome
devote
ten years, selling out to
his capiUl

to the prosecution

work

building the Ceo-

who kept watch

a student

'*

at

ability

Machinery

California

^^

^
^_

will be

OLilifornia

California firm,

at

In

Melbourne.

all

aeveral

probability

made by
this

of

a

city.

separate plants of

The mining plant

is

quite complete and shows

three different and distinct systems.
these plants consists

One

of

Hunting-

of a three-foot

ton mill with copper plates and Frue vanners.

There

Wall

remarkable.

is

a jigging plant consisting of a set of

rolla,

three trommels, two three-compart-

classifiers
and slime and sand
There is also a Dodge mill and concentrator; and a dry-concentrating jig of the
Dodge pattern. There is a Dodge rock-breaker
and Giant rock-breaker for crushing ore for

lent

jigs,

lanke.

undertaking

to be built acroaa

mountains where the
feet
lowest pass was at 7000
of

these different plants,

and the desert
beyond were scarcely

elevation,

He

Hia

mining machinery in addition to wood-working
and other appliances.

dilUculties besetting the
were very great.

inviting.

& Lacy

Parke

They have sent over

the

and handling men and
His energy and per-

The road Jmd

and

welt represented at the

great Melbourne Exhibition.

materials.

were

new

friends deeply regret the cutting short of
his career. He leaves a widow but no children.

organizing

in

of

Several articles from

many

railan enviable reputation aa a
road-builder. He showed won-

less

Von Leicht and G. F, Allardt, at
where many civil engineers

8 California street,

his pen have appeared in the Mining
Scientific Press in the last few years.

^
^

superintendent of
front
construction that he achieved

plains

L

features in his buaineas.

as

a chain

sewer system of San Diego,
Mr. Specht went to that city aa engineer in

He waa

^
y

six years

waa during the
that he remained

The

for carrying out the

the largest single exhibit will be

It

severance

meetinga as well as

its

were in the habit of frequently calling. Mr.
Specht waa a young man of ability in his profession, and was respected by all who knew him.

tral Pacific railroad.

forces

Prof. Kgleston hopes to gain

with Col. F.

Au^

opening a store there. When
after
he removed to Sscramento
he
bis experience in the mines

derful

constant attendant at

mining.

'.i

For some time h.
worked in the placer mines io
K! Uarado county, afterward

'*

hydraulic

The state of his health, however, prevented his continuing, and after a few months
he returned to San Franciaco, where he has
been since. For some years he occupied offices

the gold ex

ust, .18r>0.

in

things connected

Eogioeer^. In the Technical
Society he took a hearty interest, and was a

charge.

citement broke out he came ic
California, across the plaioM,

ol

those

Society of Civil

The one of the most prominent in carrying on its
ia, in his opinion, the most
alTairs.
important invention made on this coast, and
Mr. Speoht waa agent here for Col. Waring,
the wonder is that the principle bad not before and when that gentleman obtained the contract

also becani

arriving in Sacramento in

Cali-

PeltoD wfttdr-whoel

an iron mine in Marshall Co..

When

especially

with hydraulics and

an apprentice in a forge t'
learn the manufacture of hiv
iron and mined for a time in
Indiana.

of

fornia are destined to be adopted in other countries,

Goldschmidt Aneroid," and *' On Karthwork,"
He waa also a member of the American

eta.

and elevators

to carry

the material so that the whole process of working the ore can be seen.

succeeded

This machinery

is

all

arranged so as to be seen during the exhibition.

faster
in laying railroad track

may

It

be stated in this connection that at

been done
one
before, and the record of

the Euriowie tin mine, near Silverton, N. S.

particular day, ten and a quarnever
ter miles of track, has

jplaot for

than

it

since

some

ever had

been
of

W^., Parke

'ihe

During

equaled.

For
large

tion to his

United

amount

of

States

exhibit

& Lacy have

at

Mel-

aent over a

wood-working machinery rep-

Witherby, Rugg

&

Richardson of Worcester,

N. J.; H. L. Beach of Montrose, Pa.; Goodell
& Waters, Philadelphia; Greenlee Bros. & Co.,
Chicago; John A. White, Concord, N. H.; S.
much information during his trip among the
A. Woods Machine Co., New York. This exgold mines in California, where he will exhibit includes planera, matchera, lathes, and all
amine the mines, mining machinery, etc. He
sorts of wood-working machinery of the most
hopes to establish sampling works in New
improved patterns.
York before long with ail the appliances, so
In this exhibit are also Diamond drills of the
that students may gain some practical knowlM. C. Bullock Manufacturing Co. of Chicago;
edge of milling, etc., before leaving their
Knowles* steam pumps; logersoU rock-drills
studies.
and air-compressors; a Cyclone windmill made
The Late Geo. J. Specht.
in this State and of a pattern now largely
in use, and one of Wagner's complete roller
engicivil
J.
well-known
George
Specht, a
fiour-mills, made in this city.
the
For
neer, died on Sunday last in thia city.
Representing aa they do ao many firms, Messrs,
for
past year his health baa been failing and
Parke & Lacy are enabled to make a splendid
many months his mental troubles have been exhibit of American machinery of various types
such as to prevent his attending to any buaineas
and forms. Many other things have been sent
whatever, Mr. Specht was only 37 years of age
from California, but this ia the largest single
at the time of hia death. He was always an
exhibit. This firm has branch houses in Portactive man and in addition to his professional
land, Oregon, Salt Lake City, Utah, Butte, M.

THE LATE CHARLE3 CROCKER.

benefactions, has contributed
He
to many public objects and charities.
presented the money $31,000 for the build-

of the Columbia School of
York, who baa come to San Franto Alaska.
He has now gone
ing of the Boys and Girls' Aid Society cisco after a visit
to Yosemite and from there will
ID this city, and paid for the building of the on a short trip
At the time one of bis make a tour through the gold mines of this
drive to the park.
buildings here waa burned and two firemen lost State. It ia hia intention to collect material
He for tbe second volume of bis work on "Metaltheir Uvea, he sent §5000 to their families.
joined with Governor Stanford in presenting the lurgy of Silver, Gold and Mercury of the United

—

Thomas Egleaton
Mines,

New

California Academy of Sciences the Ward States," Before leaving, he made a visit to the
Natural History Collection. To the aame in- New Almaden quicksilver mines in Santa Clara
Since his vieit to these minea aome 14
stitution he presented S'20,000 aa a fund the county.
changes; there
iaterest of which should be spent in giving em- years ago, he fioda wonderful
ployment to such persons as have, by their de- being scarcely anything remaining of the works

votion to scientific parsnits, incapacitated themThe fund has
selves from active business life.
great

the

Mass.; H. B. Smith Machine Co., Smithville,

constant private

already been of

place

class of goods:

addi-

—

this

resenting the following manufacturers of that

held high official positioa in
the two transcontinental lines
and the branch lines on this
in

At

doing very good work, as

ourne Mesara, Parke

for years

Mr. Crocker,

rolls are

mine, Queenatown,

Mr. Crocker
ing
personally had charge of from
10,000 to 12,000 men.

coabt.

placed a complete

they also are at the famous Mt. Morgan gold

the time of the build-

of this road

Mr. Crocker has

Wall

& Lacy have

treatment of tin ores.

service to needy

sci-

which were in existsnce at that time. Even
the paper by Professor Christy, written a few
years ago, does not give a complete description

Crocker Scientific of the works.
While in San Francisco, Prof. Egleston visited
Investigation Fund."
The engraving on thia page is a good portrait the Pacific Rolling-Mills and the Union Iron pursuits has written much for the press. He T., and Sydney, N. S. W. It has in thia city
He says that he has been all over the baa contributed many articles to the German one of the fineat establishments for the exhibiof Mr. Crocker, as It was made from a photo- Works.
graph taken not long since. Mr. Crocker leaves English shipyards and in the great works at newspapers concerning engineering featurea of tion and sale of machinery on this coast,
a widow, three sons and a daughter. One of Newcastle and the Clyde, but has never seen this country,
A Shipment of 1000 pounds of quicksilver waa
Mr. Specht waa one of the fonndera of the
the Bons is third vice-president of the Southern any superior plant to that of the Union Works.
Irving Scott's Technical Society of the Pacific Coast, and in made last Thursday from the Gypsy mine, in
Pacific Co., another is a banker in thia city, He has great respect for Mr.
county.
fact it was mainly due to his efforts that the San Benito
and the third is owner of a cattle ranch in Ne- genius and executive ability.
entists.

It

is

known

as the

*'
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Interesting Discussion in Regard
to Iron.
a recent meetiojE; of the Britieh Iron and
Steel Institute, some very intereBting diacusbriefly refer to several:
sione took place.

At

We

Oil-Tempering.
Mr. Eimonda of the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, announced that exhaustive experiments
were then being conducted at Woolwich Arsenal as to whether oil-tempering is good or
Mr. E. H. Carbutt, preeident of the Innot.
stitute, had grave doubts aa to the efficiency of
oil-hardening. In hie opinion it would in the
future be a question more of annealing than of
oil-tempering.

Experiments with Lead-Hardening.
Mr. Gaudier stated that he was making

made
ex-

periments with lead-hardening, the resnlta of
which he hoped to be able to make known in a
few months. He had every reason to hope that
this

new agency would

afford

an opening for

the application of steel castings for guns.

Cast or Forged Steel for Guns.
At the same meetiag a very interesting debate sprang np in regard to the material for
Major L. Cubillo of the Spanish
field gune.
Artillery Ordnance Works, Trubia, in a paper
entitled ** Steel Castings for the Mannfactareof
Guns," described the experiments which he had
pursued in the view of ascertaining whether,
owing to the high prices of steel f orgings for the
manufacture of guns, it would not be possible
to produce trustworthy artillery from steel
The conclusion at which Maj )r
castings.
Cubillo arrived he expressed thus:

"While

the possibility of manufacturing great flxwless
stsel castings may not be completely established,
and while a casting by tempering at different
temperatures may be capable of acquiring the
characteristics of steel forgid and tampered, ytt

the latter material must ue used in the construction of guns." Major Cubillo also contributed a second paper upon

Excessive Testing of Steel Guns.
Mr. B. Walker

of Lseds entered a protest
against the waste involved in the wholesale
destruction of guns for testing purposes.
Id
manufacturing steel forgings he advocated the
use of the press instead of excessive hammering.

Hydraulic Process or the Steam Hammer.
In a discussion of this matter, Mr. Walker,
the largest manufacturer of steam
in the world, expressed the opinion that the hydraulic press would be the
machine of the future. Sir Henry Bessemer
said that the hammer was subject to many
disad vantages. The visinerllce was an effectual
barrier to the force of the blow being transmitted right through the metal. Oa the other
hand, the slow pressure produced by the by*
draulic forge press actsd on the whole body
throughout.
Mr. Adamson, the president, said they must
still feel there was a good deal to do in improving processes when a mannfacturer bad to out
off 35 per cent of an ingot at the top and 5 per
cent at the bottom before he could use it for
artillery purposes.
He ventured to say that
that disadvantage did not exist when the hydraulic press was employed.

though

hammers

Scrap-Melting in Cupolas.
Mr. Fred Gautier (Paris) contributed an inupon "The Melting in Cupola

teresting paper

Furnaces of Wrought Iron or Steel Scraps, mixed with Ferro Silicon." He remarked that the
introduction of ferro-silieon, which has been
watched with a good deal of interest in metillurgical circles, had provided us with a new alloy that had the power of converting a white
pig into a gray one, and which was well adapted
for the majority of foundry uses.
The chief
disadvantage appeared to be that of cost. Experiments, however, demonstrated that ordinary
wrought-iron scrap, and especially of the smalleat kind, which could be had at a very low
price, yielded probably as good results as castings made with ordinary steel scrap. In this
case gray metal was obtained of a close grain,
and very sound castings which were homogeneous and abaolutely without blow-holea.
As^ a subitifcute for ateel cistinga Mr. Gautier insisted that a proper appreciation of the
metal's reaistince to shock double that which
was obtained from ordinary cast iron would
make it appear that there was a special market
for such castings, which might, at a comparatively low price, be substitutea for the steel
caatings generally employed.
The Prince of Wales
Takes especial interest in improveuieots in this
aa well as all industrial enterprises, and upon
motion of Mr. Daniel Adamson, he was elected
an honorary member.
He had previously signified that such an election would give him
_

—

—

Care to Be Used in Forging and HardenWhen great care has been taken in
ing Steel.
heating a straight piece of steel, and putting it
into water or other hardening compound, and it
comes ont crooked, the trouble is entirely in the
One of the most important things in
forging.
the handling of iron or steel is the heating.
Many think that any one with no judgment or
experience can make a heater. This is a bad
mistake. Long pieces of ateel, such as reamers
for boxing boxes for axlea, are generally forged
under a trip-hammer. Suppose the piece of
steel to be forged is evenly heated through.
The blacksmith takes the bar in one hand, and
in the other his hammer, and the helper holds
The smith turns
his sledge ready for buaineas.
the bar back and forth, never turning It entirely
over. Now the hammer and the sledge will
draw out the fiber or grain of the ateel faster
than the anvil. The steel is unevenly forged,
and very likely will not be straight, but will be

SeiENTiFie Pf^ogress.

—
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straight acroas the anvil.

Heat

this piece

of steel as evenly aa poasible, and put it into
water or other compound, and it will very likely
be crooked when hardened. If a piece of steel
is heated evenly, and hammered equally as many

and if, when crooked while
straightened by hammering, then,
with care and in heating, it will generally come
out straight, providing the same care has been
used before it cornea to the blacksmith, which
is not always sure.
blows on

forging,

all sides,

it is

Electroplating and Tempering.— At the
second meeting of the Association of Mechanical
Engineers at Nashville, the question, "To what
extent does electroplating reduce the temper of
highly hardened steel ?" was discussed at some
length, and reference waa made to the peculiar
and apparently causeless breakages of pieces of
tempered steel. Mr. G. R. Stetson mentioned
a carious instance of a small piece of steel which
broke apart at night while lying in the shop and
the fracture of which showed no fiaw or weakneas of any sort. He alio advanced the theory
that the molecules within the steel kept altering
position and adjusting themaelvea for an indefi*
nite length of time.
Mr. A. K. Mansfield referred to a case of a die made of steel exploding
spontaneously, and other similar instances were
related.
Aa to the effect of electroplating on
the temper of steel, no members expressed any
very decided views, while a number queatioifed
whether there really waa any such effect produced. Another question disouaaed was, " How
much ahould be removed from the edges of
punched or sheared steel plate to out away the
injured metal?" Mr. J, T. Hawkins described
his experiments with a belt made of steel strips,
and the plan he adopted of simply rounding the
corners of the strips to prevent their cracking.

—

Steel vs. Wood, It seems until recently to
have been quite an unobserved fact that good
hardwood, in proportion of weight, is much
stronger than steel in reaiatance t3 breaking
weight. Moreover, when an all-steel machine
is brought into sharp contact with some unyielding obstacle, its frame ia liable to spring,
and when once sprung its usefulness is at an
end. It cannot be straightened without resort
to the shop for repairs.
If a wood frame, it is
not thus affected. If bent under a violent
strain, it at once springs back to its original
shape.
A piece of steel one foot long and a
half inch square weighs double as much as a
piece of seasoned ash one foot long 1 1 inches
square. In other words, the ateel, in proportion to bulk, ia 15^ timea aa heavy as the wood.
A steel frame of a machine which la one-fifteenth as large as a wood frame weighs exactly the same aa the wood.
But even with this
difference in size, the wood has four times the
strength.
These are simple problems which
every one can solve for himself.

SuBSTiTDTE FOR LiGNUM ViT-5;.— Lignum
vilcB has long been used on the stem tubes of
steam vessels and for other bearings exposed to
conaiderable pressure.
M. Stockhardt of Leipzig, however, has recently patented a process of
treating ordinary aoft wood eo as to be fit for
those purposes for which lignum vitse has
hitherto been almost exclusively used.
The
soft wood in question is first impregnated with
oil, after which it ia subjected to great pressure,
causing a conaiderable increase in the density
of the material.
Thus prepared the artificial ia
said to have all the properties of good lignum
vitae.

—A

Wanted,
material for fastening knives
or forks into their handles ia much needed.
The best cement which ia used for this purpose
ia

made by melting one pound

bought

of colophony,

any druggist, and eight ounces of sulphur.
It may be kept in a bar or reduced
to powder.
Take one part of the powder
and mix with iron filings, fine sand or brick
dust and fill the cavity of the handle; heat the
stem of the handle, then heat the stem of the
pleasure.
or fork and insert. When cold it will be
The Projected Visit of the Associatioa to knife
found to be firm in its place.
This Country.
Reference was made to the invitation reImprovement in Air-Brakes.
Eighteen
ceived last year from two prominent American years ago,
when the air-brake was tried, it re
members to visit the United States this autumn, quired 18 seconds to apply it
to a train 2000
and satisfaction was expressed that upward of feet long. Four years
later the time waa re300 members, or about 23 percent of the whole, duced four seconds. Recent
experiments with
notified their intention of being present.
The the air-brake on freight trains show that it can
council possessed the most cordial assurances be applied
to every car in a train of that length
that the Ameiican iron and steel masters would running at the
rate of 40 miles an hour, and
be ready to make the postponed visit successful that this train can
be atopped within 500 feet,
when the best time for an American meeting or one-fourth of ita own
lengtbi and pU this
arrived.
without any serious jolting.
of

—
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Number

of the Stars.

Holden

of the Lick Observatory aays in
of the Century that the total
of stars one can see will depend very
largely upon the clearness of the atmosphere
and the keenness of the eye. There are in the
whole celeatial sphere about 6000 stars visible
to an ordinarily good eye.
Of these, however,
we can never see more than a fraction at any
one time, becaose a half of the sphere is always
below the horizon. If we could see a star in
the horizon as easily as in the zenith, a half of
the whole number, or 3000, would be visible
on any clear night. But stars near the horizon
are seen through so great a thickness of atmosphere as greatly to obscure their light, and only
the brightest ones can there be seen.
Aa a re*
suit of this obscuration, it is not likely that
more than 2000 stars can ever be taken in at a
single view by any ordinary eye.
Aa telescopic power ia increased, we atill find
stars of fainter and fainter light.
But the
number cannot go on increasing forever in the
same ratio as with the brighter magnitude, because, if it did, the whole sky would be a blaze
of starlight,
If teleaoopes with powers far ex-

Frof.
a late

number

number

a confusion of landmarks having grown out of
Old World habits. There were disputes everywhere between the colonies. In 1767 the proprietors of Maryland and Pennsylvania sent to
Eogland for two astronomers to determine their
common parallel. In response to this call came
a former assistant to Bradley, Mason by name,
and Dixon with him as assistant, the first
trained observers ever employed in the United
States, and whose work was the first piece of
accurate measurement in this country.

The

New Phonograph.

It is said that a company has purchased all
the Edison and Taentor patents on the new and
improved phonograph, and intend to make it a
great monopoly to be used by the public only
on the payment of a large price. The company
purposes to imitate the Bell Telephone Company in scraping up the money of its patrons.
That the phonographs will be rented, not sold,
and a large interest charged on four or five
timea their cost.
There ia no doubt but that the improved instrument ia far better and more useful than the
original invention of Edison; but it is extremely doubtful if it is ao indispensable that the
proprietora can put a fancy price upon ita use
as is done with the telegraph or telephone.
ceeding oar present ones were made, they
They have no real substitutes, but the phonowould no doubt show new stars of the twentieth phone can readily be substituted in all the usea
and twenty-first, etc., magnitudes. But it is to which it may be put. Profitable monopolies
highly probable that the number of such aucon inventions cannot be sustained except when
ceasive orders of stars would not increase in
there is no available cheaper substitute.
No
the same ratio as is observed in the eighth,
matter how perfect the instrument may be, it
ninth and tenth magnitudes, for example. The
commends itself more in a sentimental point of
enormous labor of estimating the number of view than in any other way.
atara of such classes will long prevent the ac*
There is an idea that it will be used as a percumulation of statistics on this question; but
manent record of spoken language; but it mutt
this much is certain, that in special regions of
be borne in mind that such a field of usefulness
the sky, which have been searchingly examined
is very limited, aa in these days almost all
by various telescopes of successively increasing transactions of importance are evidenced by
apertures, the number of new atara found ia by
writing or printing. It would be in vain to try
no meana in proportion to the increased inatruto substantiate the evidence of a phonograph
mental power. If this ia found to be true elsefor a written contract or agreement, or for a
where, the conclusion may be that, after all, letter
of instructions or a power of attorney;
the stellar ayatem can be experimentally ahown
and if it is intended to use it for the impeachto be of finite extent and to contain only a finment of a witness, it may be said that that can
In the whole sky an eye
ite number of atars.
now be done without it. Appearances are that
of average power will see about 6000 stars, as I
it will be an intsresting scientific toy, but anyhave just said. With a telescope this number
thing further than that is aa yet quite probis greatly
increased, and the most powerful
lematical.
It is no doubt a very pretty aoientelescopes of modern times will show more than
tific
toy, but not, like the telephone and
Of this number, not one out telegraph, an indispensable requisite in buainess.
60,000,000 atara.
*
* *
of 100 has ever been catalogued at all.
A reporter who recently examined one of these
In all, 314,926 stars from the first to the 9^ instruments speaks of it aa followa:
saw
magnitudes are contained in the noithern sky,
a phonograph which was mounted upon a
or about 600,000 in both hemiapherea. All of
small table. Producing one of the tubes
these can be seen with a three-inch object glass.
upon the snrface of which were minnte
lady was
dotted lines, the operator said:
Ancient Norwegian Horseshoes.
here the other day and sang to the instrument. If you will listen you can hear a reprofew days ago the Norwegian Government duction of her voice."
The reporter listened
authorized the opening of a hill at Ookstad and heard:
"If a body meet a body coming
known as the "King's Bound," with a view of thro' the rye." Then followed a German song
discovering what might be buried therein. The by the same lady.
The operator said that the
mound was so named from a superstition that instrument could repeat either of the songs
it contained the remains of some old
Norse 5000 timea if the reporter could spare the time
The real contents, however, were a Vik- to listen.
king.
ing ship, the bones of some old Viking king,
Ancient TJsk of Lead,— The ancients, like
the bones of 12 horses, saddle remnants, and a
number of horseshoes. The mound in question the moderns, used lead tofa&teniron into stone,
was 170x150 feet in bight. Judging from the to give a glaze to potterv, and as a help in the
character of the deposits, scientists place the manufacture of glass. Very singular were the
date of deposit between 700 and 1000 A. D., "imprecation tablets, surreptitiously deposited
during the later iron age, the first period being in tombs, and sometimes even in the coffin of
the deceased, that a curse might follow him to
during the first seven centuries.
Of course, our interest is mainly with the the other world," which seem " to have been
horses and the shoes. The horses were some more frequently deposited by women than by
young and some aged, over bight, emalLer, ap- men." Vitruvius describes elaborately a vast
parently, than the ordinary Korwegian horae of aqueduct, the lead in which would coat to day
the preaent day, but of the same race as the two millions. The leaden bullets of the ancient
The small size of the horse may slingers often bore an inscription in relief such
tiord horse.
throw Bome light on statements of a hiet^rical as " Appear," ** Show yourself," *' Desist,"
nature which have heretofore been considered '*Take this," "Strike Rome." The Greeks
fabulous. For instance, the great Norse leader, were especially fond of bullets with such motwho 150 years before the conqne&t led into toes, and they have been found upon Marathon
France the colony that founded the Norman and many other famous fields.
race, was called'* Hrolf, or the walker," because
he was *' too tall and too stout for any horse
Talking Clock. Edison baa invented a
to carry."
new dinner clock which talks; instead of strikThe horseshoes were of iron, but, says Mr. ing the hour it speaks it. At dinner-time a
Nicholaysen, the scientist, **horseahoea proper voice issues from the clock and saye, " Dinnerwere brought into use among the Norwegians time," also "1 o'clock," "2 o'clock," etc., as
at a much later date, nor were they known to
the case may be. Another device which he is
the Romans, ytt curiously enough they are perfecting in connection with the clock is that
everywhere seen on the Bayeux tapestry one of a female face, which he purposes to set in the
of the many evidences of the inventive genius
The lips of this figure will
face of the clock.
It was the custom in those move at the hour, the head will bow and the
of the Norman.
days to bury with a dead Viking his horse, dog, fictitious lady will say: "Good evening, lidiea
etc., but never before were so many animals
and gentlemen; it is bed-time."
found as at Gokstad." Century.
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Telegraphing by the Clouds, Admiral
The New Comet. A new comet was discovW. Hunt Grubbe has recently made some ered on the 7 th instant by Prof. W. R. Brooks
experiments
at
the
interesting
Cape of Good of the Smith observatory, at Geneva, N. Y.
Hope on the sending of signals by means of the It was found to have a slow easterly motion;
rays of an arc lamp n fleeted by the clouds. is quite bright, but not visible to the naked
The luminous fascicle from a 100,000-candle eye. It was first seen in Ursa Major, just
The discoverer saya
arc lamp was directed against the clouda by above the star Lambda.
means of a reflector, and interpreted according it has a large head and short tail, which la^t,
The dispatch could unlike other comets, points directly toward the
to the heliographib code.
be read with ease at Cape Town. Other engagements were made by a vessel of the navy
Telephone Rates are comparatively light in
sent out to sea, and the signals could be read
from a distance of 50 miles. This method af Sweden. At Orobo, for instance, the subSir

fords a possibility of sending signals at sea, and
might prove useful in favorable weather for
La Lumiere Electrique,
ships in danger.

Before the Revolution America had not
Practical
declared her scientific independence.
necesai lies required the employment of astronomical observers to settle boundary disputes,

scriber pays an annual rental of but $4 and gets
the use of a telephone system extending 100
miles into the country.

The Reason why

distant

object-i

appear

closer just before rain is that the air gets damp
just before rain, and (^amp air is more trans-

parent than dry.

Aug.
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HEy\LTH.

Mental EtTects of Hot Weather.
moat intereatiog stuJiea beariDg
opOD the aobj^ot of the relatioo of mind to

Oae

of the

matter ia foutid in obaervjog the efT^ota of a
hi(;h temperature upon dilTerent organi/atiooa.
The Dervoua, aeaaitive, cgotiatio mao, when the
thermometer raogea among the uioetiea, is
chitUy ioteot upon publiahing hia pemooal diacomfort.
loatead of aitting stilt and cooling hia
mind through work or genial diveraiun, he
movea busily about telling everybody how hot it
ia, with geaturea and ejaoulationa to match. He
La a mental ^radiator, bent upon traoBmittiog
,-..
^
4,L.
1
.
.;n
hia own coniditiODi to other miiiua, aud without
..
„
j;
_/„.»
intending it is generating bis own diauomfort
within othera.
Oa the other hand, the man of even t«mpurament, of cool mind, avoids all mention of physiHis
cal and thermal conditions on a hot day.
purpose ia to get hia mind aa far away from
He bears his nervous
Ihem as poaaible.
friend fling down his pen or spado and declare
that it is too hot for work. To him congenial
work is the very best means of keeping his at*

„

.

.

away

tintion
teela

fror.i

-

I

•

physical diucomfort.

Oac

comparatively cool in this man'a presence.
refrigerator, and tranumite his

He ia a partial
own conditions.

latino that blinduees, due to slowly progressive
atrophy of the optic nerves, induced by smokIn one of the
ing, ia of frequent occurrence.
volumes of the "London Hospital Keporta,"
Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson has narrated several
cases of amauroais, the histories of which go to
establish the fact that in each case the blindoeas was brought on by that rapidly incroaa*
iog, and, aa it appears, btnefnl habit; and in
the Medical Timrx and GtizfUn of a late date,
the same diitinguisbed surgeon haa described
another striking case cf "tobacco amaurosis,
ending in absolute bliadness, induced id 18
months."

thu

ia

require pure water
and elimination, and water so
salts,

water, will not

t.

quarter euded June .SO, l8tJS, obtained from the
btbcial reporta of auperintendenta now on 6le
in the Aaseasor'a office:

Coo. Oal. and VlrKlnla
Produced 40.403 tons of ore, yielding a

total of

$1.0*27,'2iH

i

to

respective times.

Bites.
rattle-

Following is a statement of the ore and bullion product of the ConiBtoclc lode mines for the

—

—

following recipe for the cure of

Product of Comstock Miues.

s'.t in bullion;
average yield per ton,
TiiK following are those who are engaged at S-.!./):!; actual cortof extractioD, transportation
present in the manufacture of olive oil in this and reduction, $611,419.92; net yield above
State:
Kllwood Cooper, Santt Barbara, Sinta cost of production and subject to bullion tax,
Birbira county; Frank A. Kimball, National $412,874 97; total bullion tax on ntt proceeds,
NorRisiiMRNT FOR INVALIDS. The very bait
City, SsQ Diego county; Colonel Oeorge F. S12,386.-Jo.
nourishment for Invalida and children ia the
Obollar
Hooper, Sonoma, Sonoma county; Edward K,
juice pressed from a steak or a mutton chop
I'Oodrioh, (^uito Olive Farm, San Jose, Santa Produced 4750 tons of ore, yielding a total of
thorouffhly trimmed and lioilud about tivo inm%.'
Clara county; J. R. Wolfskill, Winters, Yolo 874,307.24 in bullion; average yiefd per ton,
^
t
t.i,l
> i
^
utea.
Ihe meat for
thi8 purpose abou d be out
county; Juan Li alleges,
Miseion San Jose, ^ITi.Go; actual cost of extraction, reduotion and
at least three-quarters of an inch thick.
The Santa
Clara county; K. VV. Holmes, Uiveraide, transportation. $S1,!IS3 74; cost of production
juice may be extracted from the meat by a
San Bernardino county; (leneral John Bidwell, above yield, $7-170,50; no tax.
Irmon-squeezer or a meat-press, which comes
Chico,
]{utte
county; Or, H. H. Clark,
OoDfldence
for this purpose.
Auburn, Placer county. There are others who
Produced 17,285 tons of ore, yielding bullion
have
large plantations, and many others who
S('Ai:rp.T Kkvkk is a specitic poison whioh
valued at $401,293 18; average yield per ton,
emanates from the person of the patient, and have in recent years embarked in the business S2.*i.S5; actual coat of extraction, reduction and
and have largely planted olive trees, but as
can he caused by no other means. Diphtheria
transportation, $239,898.18; net yield above
fermenting yet have made little or no olive oil, the fruit cost of production aud suhjeot to bullion tax,
is contagious, but may arise from
tilth, etc.
Typhoid fever and Asiatic cholera being used for pickling purposes. Many new $161,395; bullion tax, $5048.83.
orchards have been planted in the interior
are not directly oommnoicable front person to
Hale and Norcroes
valleys.
These trees are young and many
person, but are spread by the dejecta of
hnvti begun to bear fruit this year.
There is Produced 18,075 tons of ore, yielding bullion
their victims, which contaminate the water
valued
at
$451,740
08; average yield per ton,
no doubt that in a few years there will be an
supply.
abundance of olive oil produced in this State, $25; cost of extraction, transportation and reA Rkmkdv for Tender Fkkt is cold water, as all these plantations are doing exceedingly duction, $305,883.13; uet yield above coat of
about two quarts, two tablespoonfuls of am- well and are planted on soil well adapted to production and subject to bullion tax, $145,506 95; bullion tax, $4375.70.
monia, one tablespoonful of bay rum. Sit with their culture.

—

The

work

aa average well
latisfactorily.
Those who
etc.,

have never drnnk pure water do not realize
what an effect such water haa upon the kidneys.
ltd etfeot is better than that of acetates,
nitrates, opiates or alcohol, and for people with
a tendency to kidney diaeaae or dropsy there is
no better drug than pare water."

—

For Rattlesnake

human system, many

for their solution

overloaded with

physical temperature of a man on a
not the measure of discomtiture. In
this busy aeaaon huodrede of New Kngland
faro^era toil in open Aelds in the hot sun in such
excessive perBpiration that hardly a dry thread the feet immersed for 10 minutes, gently throwBut if one ing the water over the limbs upward to the
ia found on them through the day.
Then rub dry with a crash towel, and
knee.
ia accosted from the roadside and reminded that
all the tired feeling is gone.
This recipe is
it is a terrible hot day, he will generally reply
with true Yankee drollery that it U splendid good for a sponge bath also.
weather for corn. The farmer's mind is on the
hay and corn crops instead of the heat. His
The Sunflower and Malaria. It baa been
mind is kept cool by congenial labor and the stated that aince the sunflower has been cultipromises of good crops.
vated on certain swamps of the Potomac, malaria
What is true of man ia true of beaat. One of fever has decreased. At the month of the
the moat painful aighta to a person of kind heait Scheldt, in Holland, it is stated that aimilar reis to see the distress of the horecs that pull the
sults have been observed.
streetcars on a BQorchiog day. These animals
To Ward Off Intoxication. A French
receive the best of care and treatment by the
companies, and their muscular strength ia not doctor, who has been searching for a method to
overtaxed so far aa mere work is concerned. A ward off intoxication, recommends before drinkhorse doing the same work on a country road ing "an appropriate amount of food of alwould not perspire much. It is the tremendous buminous and fatty nature,*' particularly
fetrain upon the nerves caused by constant fear cheese.
of losing their feet on the smooth paving when
The Power of Habit. When the nervous
starting the oar that chiefly induces their sweal: system has long been habituated to any habit,
and semi-torture. Even with a horae it is the as of certain stimulants, and to certain ciroumcondition of mind that largely decides ita power stancea at oertain periods of the day, the whole
Bonton Globe,
to endure heat and work,
system seems
expect these changes at these

The mere

hot day

Ill

Useful

Infori^atioj^,

snake bitee is from the New York World. It ia
aaid to have been obtained from a Delaware
An Important Use for Reindeer-Hair.
Indian about the beginning of the century, and Life-aaving apparatus of reindeer-hair haa been
has been used by the Geer family, of Little contrived and successfully experimented with
Eddy, N. Y., for upward of 80 years paat, by a Norwegian engineer, it being proved that
with famous success:
such hair is capable of supporting a weight ten
Apply to the wound a poultice, one-half times its own. Experiments were made in one
each of common salt and indigo, mixed with case with a life-aaving object which could be
Eat used on board ship as a chair, bedstead or
cold water, and renew every two hours.
freely of the leaves, or drink often of a tea couch, but which, in case of need, may be conmade from them of a variety of the blue violet verted into a small boat. This apparatus was
( V. Huijittata) commonly known aa the "arrow
found capable of supporting three fuU-grown
leaved'* violet. If the bite be upon the leg or men in the water, although only intended to
arm, bind the leaves in a circle around it, above bear two. Another trial was with a suit made
and just beyond the swelling. Moisten with entirely of reindeer-hair, covering the entire
cold water as often aa they get dry from the body, except the face, in which a man Boated on
fever created by the poison, and renew two or the water without having to make the slightest
three times a day.
movement. It was also found wholly impossiA door-mat made of
ble t J dive in the dress.
Who May Treat the Sick. The Act of this hair was found to support a man easily, alApril ^, 1S70, amended and supplemented by though he was dressed in full outdoor clothing.
the Act of April 1, 1S7S, prohibits any person On comparing life-belts made of reindeer-hair
from practicing medicine who shall not first with similar ones made of cork, it was found
have obtained a certificate of competency from that the former are much lighter than the latthe Board of P^xaminers, This board consists of ter a very impoi tint advantage to an exhaustseven members appointed by the Medical So- ed drowning person when it has to be put on in
ciety cf California, the Eclectic Medical Society the water.
of California and the California State Homeopathic Medical Society.
A person who may be
A Millionaire's Idea. A New York millgranted a license to give massage treatment ia ionaire is having built a suite of rooms on the
not thereby constituted a physician, nor author- top of the lofty Equitable building, over 200
ized to practice medicine, and for such person feet above the sea level. The apartments are
to practice medicine would be to incur the pen- reached by a flight of gilded iron- steps.
The
alty prescribed in the law.
In a case of emer- suite consists of three rooms a parlor, dininggeacy, where immediate attention is required room and bath. All are to be carpeted and
and medical aid is not at hand, experienced per- crowded with costly bric-a-brao. The little
Bona may do what is necessary to sustain the suite of rooms is provided with oval windows
patient until a physician can be Bummoned. four feet in diameter, and will be lighted by
The intention of the law is to anppreBB quacka, electricity and furnished with steam-heaters
empirics, nostrum venders, el id. The penalty for the winter months or any opportune cold
for a violation of the law is a fine of $50 or im- wave that may break in upon the summer's
prieonment for six months, or both.
heat. This superb apartment is the highest in
point of elevation from the ground level of any
To Tea-Drinkers Whoever drinks tea let similar suite of rooms in the world. In the
him do so in moderation. Do not take it be hottest day in summer breezes blow in the altitween meals on an empty stomach. Allow it tudinouB parlor and make a sojourn there quite
to form a part of the regular meal.
Make the as enjoyable and cooling as a siesta in the
infusion by steeping never by boiling. Those mountains under the shade trees.
who are troubled with insomnia ehould not use
it in any form.
Brainworkers cannot afford to
The Sanitary Value of Pure Water.
overwork on the atimulua of strong tea. The Nature's safe cure for kidney disea.Bes and
poor and scantily fed cannot afford to touch it many others is strictly purified water. So
To dyspeptics we say, tea aggravates your important to health is strict purity in water
trouble, aud many cases are cured by disusing that it may be reaaonably presumed that one of
it.
Persons troubled with constipation should the causes of the remarkable increase in kidney
not use it, either weak or strong.
Table Talk. complaints is in the inoreaaing impurity of
water consequent upon our multiplying popuSmoking Leads to Blindness. "Tobacco- lation, manufactures J etc. Says Professor
"Of the thouaands of chemismokers," says the London Medical Mirror^ Charles Mayr
"must look to their eyes," Proofs are accumu- cal compounds and waete products formed in
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Useful Hints. It is ^better always, when Produced 7080 tona of ore, yielding bnllion
cleaning zinc under a stove, never to wet it, but valued at $55,022.04; average yield per ton,
rub oiten with a dry, clean cloth. When $7.80; cost of extraction, production and transnecessary to wash it, avoid using soap.
Do not portation, $88,333.03; cost of production above
leave any tomatoes in the bottom of a tin can, yield, $33,310.99; no tax.
but pour into an earthen bowl till you want
them. This appUea to nearly all canned vegetables.
good cement for mending a stove
that has a crack in it may be made by mixing
soluble glass with wood ashes. This cement
will not bear moiature.
A lump of aoda left on
a drain-pipe down which waste water passes
will prevent the clogging of a pipe with grease,
especially if the pipe is flooded every week with
boiling water.
For poisoning from phosphorus,
as when children suck matches, give a tablespoonful of magnesia, and then, freely, gum
arable water; lese magneeia if only a little phoaphorua is taken. Don't allow any loose-jointed
gas brackets on your premises which could be
swung against wood- work, or any brackets
without wire Boreens or globes, if hay, straw,
light materials or window-curtains are near
them.

A

Recapitulation.

The

total

number

of

tons of ore extracted

during the above quarter, according to the
above etitement, was 87,053 tons, producing
bullion valued at §2.009,812.43.
The product
of the Savage ia not included in the above list,
which will swell the totil to $2,529,000. The
product of the last quarter of the current year
exceeds that of the yield of the preceding quarter by nearly $600,000.

Working Tests by Russell

Process.

Arrangements have been made by which
tailings, etc.,

may

orea,

be treated experimentally on

both a small and large scale
prooeaa.
Treatment on a large

by the Russell

scale should be
preceded by tests made on a small sample, for
which the charges will be aa follows: Raw
The New Westminster (B. C.) Columbian material for raw treatment, $8; material alsays the adaptability of the Paget aound fir to ready roasted, $8; raw material for roasting
fine car work ia replacing the higher-priced treatment, §10; raw material for both raw and
walnut and Louisiana ash, as well as West roasting treatment, $15.
The sample, weighing at least 20 pounds, and
India mahogany. For some time past the
Royal City Mills, New Westminater, have been crushed not coarser than through an eight-meph
the
largest
car
works
in
wire
screen, should be addreaaed, prepaid, toW.
shipping sill timber to
the United States, and new orders are constant- A. Wilson, Marsac Mill, Park City, Utah. The
a aufficient proof treatment desired should be specified.
ly being received from them
A short
In case it is desired to have tests made on a
of the satisfaction the lumber gives.
time since four carloads of sill timber were working scale, carload lots of ore (in sacks) for
shipped to the Croasen Car Works of Coburg, raw treatment, of roasted ore, or tailings, will
Ontario, the first of a large order just received. be treated at an expense to the shipper of freight
The timber is all 65 feet in length, of the charges only. The grade of the ore is immaIn all caaea the product will be retained
best quality, and not a knot or flaw will be terial.
found in any stick of it. Thie lumber will be by the company making the test.
In the case of raw ore requiring roasting, the
used by the Crossen works on the palace and
value of which ia leas than $34 in silver and gold,
first- class cars now being built for the Canathere will be a charge for treatment depending
dian Pacific Rjiilroad.
upon the grade of the ore, Such sample lots
How TO Save Coal. Take coke, soft coal will be treated in a Stettfeldt furnace, and as
and wood; mix the ooke and coal in equal pro- this will cause an interruption in the regular
portions.
The great heat of the coke will en- work of the mill in which they will be treated,
tirely consume the smoke of the soft coal, all of there would be less profit to the company on
which paaaea off when that coal is burned by it- ores lower than the above grade.
A little dry wood added to the fire occaself,
Parties desiring to have their ore tested by
Fuel thus raw leaching, preliminary to concentration, can
sionally will also effect some sr.ving.
than
economical
much
more
used will be found
have the tailings from the leaching returned to
either used separately. This information may them for further treatment.
be of special use at this time, while our California coal barons are putting their heads to
Life in the Mines, In some countries It
gether to keep up an artificial price for coal.
would seem strange tor a party going to see a
The writer got ahead of them by pulling out his theatrical eotettainment to make a dive into
old briok range and substituting an Elmwood Mother E^rth, travel four miles under the
range, purchased of Auderson & Tallon, No. 12 mountains and then dart up t? the surface
Market street.
within a stone's throw of the ticket office, but
faahion that some of our peoThe Jug is a moat singular utensil. A pail, it is after such aregular
dose of drama, comedy
ple go for their
can
you
tumbler or decanter can be rinsed, and
Last night a party of ladies and
or t-agedy.
satisfy yourself by optical proof that it is clean;
the
town
of Sutro, who wished
gentlemen
of
but the jug has only a hole in the top, and the
"
No eye penetrates it; to see The Two Johns," at the Opera House,
Interior la all darkness.
took the short subterranean cut. Stirting at
no hand moves over the surface. Yon can
the mouth of the Sutro tunnel (at their own
clean it only by putting in water, shaking it
doors), they came up the tunnel to the C. & C,
If the water comes out
up, and pouring it out.
shaft, a distance of a little over four miles.
clean, you judge you have succeeded in cleanDismounting from their cars they then boarded
ing the jug, and vice versa. Hence the jug is
shaft and were shot upward to
No mortal can overlook the cages in thevertical
like the human heart.
distance of 1640 feet.
the snrface a
into its recesses, and you can only judge of its
of going to a theater ia as much fun
This
way
purity by what comes from it.
It ia really
for our ladies as going t] a picnic.
An Expert Skater. The Emperor of Aus- a pleasant trip, but uutU a lady has become
mines it
to
life
in
the
accustomed
somewhat
tria, Francis Joseph, has a country seat in
the
Vienna, and on this fine royal estate is a lake requires a little nerve. It is fine and cool
uLdergronnd.
which in winter is used as a skating pond. whole four miles of the way
delicate
even
the
moat
'* cold snaps"
will
not
soil
cars
The
During one of the latest Austrian
satin, therefore there ia no
an expert Vienna gentleman went skating dresses of silk and
changing clothing. In her room
there, with a little reservoir of ink adjusted to trouble about
tunnel a lady may stand
of
the
mouth
the
at
the back of his skate in such a way as to allow
mirror and give the finishing touch
the ink to flow out in a fine steady stream. before her
shape aa
Then off he started, and before he had skated to flower or feather, and in just such
her glass she is shot up to the
long there appeared the name of the Crown she turns from
ready to take a seat in her
Princess beautifully and plainly written upon surface in this city,
Virginia Enterprise,
box in the Opera House,
the ioe,

^

—

—

—

—

—
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H-i did condition.
It is as good as any other on the
work there. At the Lucky Jim Mr. J. A. which to store his ore previous to sh'pment
McKenzie has a iew men at work, but not much is has hired enough pack animals to carry a ton of ore lode, and the cages never ran better in it.
will
have
rock-breaker
at
the
mine.
his
He
a
renewal
of
day.
got
a
a
has
Mr. C. Anthony
Andes. Drifting west from the bottom of the
doing.
Sierra.
lease of the Haggin mine, over in the SUte Range,
winze on the 240 level, and running south on the
and will do a good deal of work there as soon as
Buffalo. Cor. Mountain Messenger, Aug. 11: 350 level. Both drifts often encounter occasional
the weather gets a little cooler.
The indications at the Buffalo mine, Hog canyon,, bunches of good ore, which is saved for milling.
Nevada.
The company has deare very good at present.
Challenge Con. Work on repairs and prosAiR-TuNNEL. North San Juan Times, Aug. 11: veloped the mine, and with the ore that is in sight a pecting continues as usual on the 1000 and iioo
summer.
guarantee
of
the
building
of
a
mill
this
working
steadily
at
Trood
are
levels.
Some ore of fair grade is being developed
Crall
and
Messrs.
their gravel-drifting in the American diggings. They They have a shaft down a distance of 50 feet with on the 1000 level.
i
the
bottom.
Tunnel
No.
has
lately
rich
rock
at
deadwork
in
very
considerable
have been doing
Belcher,— The Sulro tunnel drift is out 530 feet.
This ventilatoris been driven 350 feet, and the pay chute was found The shaft is now open
the way of running an air-tunnel.
to the bottom, and is in good
Tunnel No. 2 is now in a distance of condition,
the second they have been obliged to put iri, but at 300 feet.
with the exception of requiring new guides
when finished it will repay them for its construction 100 feet with the same indications as that of above in places.
In
2
a
crosscut
has
been
run
and
ledge.
No.
by facilitating greatly their drifting operations, which the
West Yellow Jacket.— Stringers of rich ore
have heretofore bsen retarded by the slowness with shows very rich ore, which is of a decomposed natcoming in on the raise, and as soon as connection
which the powder smoke from their blasts left the ure and is good milling. Tunnel No. 3 will be
started in a short time on the opposite side of the is made will commence to extract it.
working-tunnel.
are at

IQlNl^lG SUMMAf^Y,
The

following

in

—

mostly condensed from journals published
mines mentioned.

iQ the interior, in proximity to the

CALIFORNIA.
Alameda.
LivERMORE Coal Co.— Livermore Herald, Aug.
A contract for sinking the Richards incline to a
9;

300-foct level was signed on Sunday last, and work
begun on Tuesday. The contractors are two practiThe incline is 8x9 in
cal miners from Mt. Diablo.
size, being thus somewhat higher than the vein.
run,
working night and
Two shifts of men will be
Each shift consists of an engineer, tub-man,
day.
and two miners. In this manner the incline will be
put down about six' or eight feet a day. There being
considerable water, the work will be continued withboarding and
out intermission, until completed.
lodging house is now being erected, near the mouth
Parties who have visited the mine
of the incline.
during the past week say the vein is looking exceed-

A

ingly well, being

now

five

feet

thick,

and

all

good

coal.

— Cor.

Ledger, Aug. n:
that has baen going on here
has been brought to a standstill on account
Mr. Stewart
of the failure of the water supply.
has shut down for lack of water to run the
mill, and the Iowa or Suiter Creek mine has hung
up stamps for the same reason. At the Wildman
the mill will shut down, as it was found difficult, if
not impossible, to keep the mill going and sink at
It will probably be some months
the same time.
before we hear the sound of stamps in motion again.

Amador

—

Plymouth. The town is very quiet, owing to so
many of the miners having gone away to seek employment at other mines, some of them taking their
families along with them, and others leaving them
here, intending to return as soon as the mine starts
up again. There is a great variety of opinions about

Some say this fall, but
the mine will start.
others that are not quite so sanguine think that it will
be some years be'ore it is in running order again.
do not hear any more talk about putting up a
mill on the New London mine, although the general
report is that there is a good lead of ore in the mine.
The Lady Bedford mine is still sinking, and repoits
are that some rich rock is being taken out of the
mine.
Reeves li Way are sinking a shaft on their
mine, and we hear are finding some rich float rock
as they go down.
when

We

Mill Burned.— Amador

/.ft/^^T-,

Aug.

ri:

The

five-stamp mill on the Reed and Askey claim near
Irishtown was utterly destroyed by fire on Thursday
morning of last week. The owners have already
purchased a five-stamp mill in Calaveras county, and
have started in to repair the disaster. It is proposed
to build a ten-stamp mill, using the five stamps of
It is intended to operate the mill by
the old mill.
water-power by means of a large undershot wheel
placed in the canal, which runs close by, thereby reducing the cost of motive-power.

El Dorado.

Cut Rich

—

—

—

Struck Bedrock. Transcript, Aug. g: At
three o'clock Tuesday morning the perpendicular
shaft being sunk at the San Jose drift mine in Washington township, 16 miles northeast of this city,
struck bedrock near the south rim of the channel at
a depth of 250 feet. There is five feet of barren
gravel on the bedrock which is pitching off rapidly
Adams and Mr.
in a northerly direction.
Hargis, who had the contract for sinking, began
Under favorable circumthere last November.
stances they would have completed the job ten
weeks ago, but the flow of water has been so heavy

Wm.

Amador.
Sutter Creek.
The little mining

—

— Placerville

Mr. Adams telegraphed
yesterday to the owners in San Jose that the contract is completed and to come up and accept the
as to delay

them

greatly.

He

thinks that a drift 150 feet in a northwesterly direction will penetrate the center of the
The
company has been operating there
dirt.
pay
some four years and has spent upward of 825,000.
The prospect now is that they will receive big returns
for their outlay. The San Joss is a mile south of the
Centennial drift claim and is supposed to be on the
same channel.

work.

—

Copper, Tidings, Aug. 14: The old dump-pile
of the Spenceviile copper mine is proving a vjluable
bonanza to its owners. They say there is enough
of copper in it to last for years without hoisting a
pound of ore.
Placer.

Forest Hill District.

— Placer

Herald, Aug.

jo Federer is taking out rich gravel at the
11:
Small Hope. P. Edwards and E. Richards have
found very good indicat'ons in the Sebastopol.
Their tunnel is in 230 feet; the gravel grows richer
C. Wason is running a new tun
as they advance.
He ex
nel in the Consolidated Mammoth mine.
run
feet
to strike the channel.
His
pects to
400
claim is on the tame channel as the Mayflower. The
Baker Divide Co. is still running ahead. Andy
Steel is running a tunnel into the Blackhawk mine.
Breece & Wheeler are still running ahead the gravel
is getting richer. AVork has been retarded by caves.
The engine and boiler for the Dardanelles mine arAs soon as possirived on the ground last Sunday.
The mine had been
ble they will be put in place.
paying big, until the failure of water necessitated
The engine is of 40-horse
the slopping of the mill.
power, which is more than sufficient for ordinary
purposes, but Gen. Hamilton thought it prudent to
have a surplus of power.
;

Observer, Aug. 7:
The True (Young Harmon) Mining Co. has been
San Bernardino.
engaged for several years running a tunnel to strike
Death Valley Mining Prospects.— San Bertheir ledge.
During the past week they cut some
very rich ore of a sulphide nature, showing some free nardino Index, Aug. 7: Messrs. D. C. Conklini^
gold.
Some of this ore is estimated to pay $2000 and H. A. Thompson have just returned from the
per ton.
The tunnel is now in 1400 feet, and at the northern end of Death valley, where they have lo
point where they find this rich ore they have 700 feet cated a number of valuable claims which they describe
of backs.
This strike should stimulate the Big as very promising. One of their favorite locations
Tunnel Co. to action, as their tunnel must in time they named the ''Friday*' mine, from which an
crosscut this same ledge.
It is reported that the Index reporter was yesterday shown some very fine
Mr. J. A. Shedd, the assayer at Colion,
True company will start up their mill before long.
specimens.
Lack of Water. Placerville Ohe/i-e?; Aug. 11; made tests of this rock, which yielded $[5g. 51 per ton
There being no antimony in this
silver
and
lead.
in
The running of the mill at the Chic and Ohio mine
has been suspended for a time, on account of water. ore, it is not at all rebellious and will reduce easily.
been
but little development put
So
far
there
has
They intend putting in steam-power, having ample
water for all other purposes.
We understand that upon these claims, but the indications all point to
improvement
permanence
and
as depth is reached.
the Gopher Boulder M. Co. of Kelsey district will
begin extensive operations as soon as Supt. Pearson The country rock is of iron, capping a lime formabearing the ledges
the
fissures
arrives from England.
The new concentrators at tion through which
In the vicinity the two prospectthe Josephine mine have been put in place, and have been broken.
Oj^e.

—

work in the mill will be resumed at an early date. ors also discovered a large deposit of beautilul marMr. Raw, superintendent of the Independence mine, ble of the finest imaginable grain and texture.
near El Dorado, exhibits some very rich ore taken Specimens brought into San Bernardino are as fine
from a new shaft on that mine 20 feet deep. This as any Carrara marble ever put into statuary, the

may come to the front again deposit they describe as a cliff formation, standing
above the valley several hundred feet and located
The gold is there.
where it can be quarried at the least possible cost.
Will Commence. — Georgetown Gazette, Aug. With the investment
very little money, and rail
We understand that the Gopher-Boulder Min transportation close atofhand,
g:
the marole alone will be
ing Co. of Kelsey district will be§in extensive operaThe projected line of the
a very valuable property.

old bullion-producer
after so many years.

tions as soon as Supt. Pearson arrives

from England.

I. A. Woodbury has been overseeing the placing of
the new concentrators at the Josephine mine.
The
Kentucky tunnel, owned by A. J. Wilton, is now
800 feet in length and is now into a fine body of
gravel. Thisis on the same channel from which Mr.
Wilton took his "gold potatoes'' a few years ago,
and we expect to hear of him taking out some more
in the near future.

Inyo.

Prospecting.— ///(/irr, Aug.

g:

Sam Gruber and

Julius Schrceder have gone to Kearsarge mountain
to do assessment work for Henry Levy on the Cleveland mine, formerly the Silver Sprout. They will
also prospect some in that vicinity.

Poleta.— Inyo

Independtnt, Aug. 11: George
Story is finishing up two or three small lots of ore at
the Maxim mill. The ore was taken from the Poleta and one or two claims in the same neighborhood. The yield of gold is about the same as
usually found in the

Concentrating.

same claims.
Frank Fitzgerald has had

—

constructed a machine for concentrating fine ore
and fine dust which is a success. He has on hand
some 1200 tons of material which he will concentrate, and which promises good returns.

Cerro Gordo.— Jack Dunphy and his partner,
O'Keefe, are shipping 60 tons of ore they have taken
out at Cerro Gordo. The lot was gathered in liitte
dabs and has been a long while accumulating.

Darwin.— Dirwin

very quiet at present.
The
low price of lead discourages miners. Lead is admitted from Mexico free of duty under the fiction
that it is silver ore, and as wages in tliat country
are extremely low, our own lead miners are driven
from the market. J, C. Eddy is not operating any
mines at present; he says nothing can be made in
the mines under the present conditions.
little ore
is taken from the Defiance mine, but very few men
is

A

Crown

hill.

Quicksilver,

—

Press, Aug. 11:
the first discoverer of quicksilver mines
in Trinity county, went up to the county this week
to develop his quicksilver interests, which have for

A.

J. Lyttle,

some time

lain

— Sonora

Democrat,

Aug.

The

11:

We

Two separate
Francisco and the other in
negotiating for its purchase.

parties,

conditions.

SuMMEBSVii.LE.

New

one

York,

—Summersville

is

expecting a

Aug. 11: Mr.
Frisbie, who moved the mill that was formerly on
the Experimental Gu'ch mine to his Sunnyside mines
on the mountain-round above Columbia, reports that
the mill is working finely— saving all the gold in
fact, doing all that the inventors claim for it.
Black Oak. It is expected by the first of next
week to have the B ack Oak mine running by waterpower, thereby saving a big expense to the company.
/«fl'c/i?«(/t7//,

—

—

NEVADA.
Washoe

District.

Enterprise^
Aug. 1 1
tunnel: 75 feet south of the north incline
been
carried
up
15 feet; total,
winze the upraise has
201 feet; 150 feet south of the same winze the south
Have extracted 150
drift has been extended 7 feet.
tons of ore, and shipped to Atlanta mill 125 tons;
average assays of wagon samples, $24.

Occidental.— Virginia

Lower

levels.

Off.

— A $6000 cash sale

mine was
was no Governof a

declared off this week because there
ment patent to it, and a never-sweat loaler who
never did a day's work on the ground stuck up a
notice claiming part of it.
The man of money said
he didn't want to buy a mine and dispute for a clear
title afterward.
Therefore for want of expending a

few dollars for Government title, a good sale was
lost.
Secure Government titles as soon as possible,
for mineral, agricultural or timber lands; then you
are secure,

and know just what you

Brown Bear. — Redding

possess.

Free Press, Aug. ir:
From Mr. P. Evans, who came in from Deadwood
last Wednesday, we learn that the Brown Bear Co.
has purchased the whole of the Gibson property
the Black Bear, Enterprise and the famous Little
Gem for $30,000. Joseph Falin, who has honestly
and faithfully worked the old Vermont mine, is at
last reaping his reward; he is running a tunnel to
tap his recently discovered ledge.
He is now in
about 150 feet and will have to go as much more before he reaches the ledge.
It is farther south than
any that had yet been discovered about the Vermont
mine.
Judge Stowell has just made arrangements
for opening his silver ledge which lies about halfway between Iron mountain and Windy camp, and
is about six miles from Copley,
At the latter place
he will put up a building, at the railroad track, in

—

Savage. -^During the week have retirabered 47
main shaft between the 800 and 900-foot

500 level, has been adore has been extracted since
The bullion yield for the last month,
last report.
amounting to $16,059.11, has been forwarded to the
San Francisco office.

The

vanced 46

south

feet.

drift,

No

Chollar, — The north

raise

in ore of fair milling grade.

from the 650

The

level

is

usual work pro-

gresses throughout the mine. The building in
which to place the motors to receive the power
from the Pelton wheels in the shaft is approaching

completion.

Gould and Curry.— During the week there has
been extracted from the 250 and 300 levels and
shipped to the Douglass mill 227 tons, 1305 pounds
of ore, the average batt-^ry assay of which is $24.47.
Bullion on hand in assay ofiice in Virginia of the
value of $2640. 69.

Confidence.— General

repairs

throughout

the

mine are being carried on. We are shipping daily
to the Brunswick mill for reduction 175 tons of ore,
the average battery sample of which shows a value of
$22,27 ps^

Bullion.— Have

started to drift south on the 640
and are crosscut ing east on the 500 level.
Scorpion. The south drift on the 500 level was
advanced 12 feet during the week.
Iowa. Everything in and about the mine is in
good shape.

—

—

Burelsa District.

^^'^'

ooening a new station in the Alta
drift to the west to cut the vein on
H^ve built three reservoirs below the
the 725 level.
mill to catch the slimes and tailings.

Alta.— Are

and running a

Yellow Jacket.— Are
pecting on the upper

levels.

doing some good pros-

The

shaft

is

pan

Pan.

— Yaxx^q, Sentinel,

Aug. 11:

A

new

being put in at the Eureka Con. refinery
in place of the old one, which was cracked.
The
damage was done while using it to make market
lead, since which a new process has been used.
Hawthorne District.

zinc

is

—

San

wide.

A Sale

CuN. Imperial.— Repairs to the main north
on the iioo level are still being con-

tinued.

Good Reports from the Mines. Walker
Lake Bulletin, Aug, 8: The reports from the mines
are now in Hawthorne district are cheerful.
The ore is
rich and abundant, and in the claims in process of
in

large revival of prosperity, business activity and mining resumption in consequence of the early opening
by a heavy company of the Eureka mine. This
mine has not been worked since the early era of
It ceased operations
quartz mining in Calilornia.
at a time when $7 or S8 quartz would not pay.
Parties who worked in the mine then and have the
knowledge whereof they speak, say that the Eureka
was worked down to a depth of over 500 feet, and
at that depth it was about 15 feet in widih, had good
Subwalls and showed a fine quality of quartz.
sequent progress in mining and attendant sciences
have now made it possible to mine and mill ore that
pays even but $2 per ton. Therefore the above mine
will now yield handsomely, and besides it will stimuThe New
enterprises in Tuolumne.
late similar
Albany mine, just across the river Irom the Eureka,
It has large bodies
is nearly a shuilar proposition.
of ore, all of which will now pay well, and in adThe
dition it contains chutes known to be rich.
same company ought to own the two properties, as
the same mill placed on the river could readily receive and work the quartz from both mines.

Working Well.—

where the

lateral dritt

New

grading for the 20-sHmp mill at the Eureka mine is
about completed. The site of the mill is close to
are informed that
the present hoisting works.
the bond on the Hyde mine has been forfeited, by
the
negotiators
failure
of
to comply with
of
a
reason
its

level,

being done.

is

dormant.

Tuolumne.
Mill-Site.

300

usual work

level,

Trinity.
Redding Free

feet of the

Shasta.

36

—

being constantly employed. The miners at Hawkinsville and vicinity have been able to perform considerab'e wqfk at mining this season, with a steady
supply of water from the Big ditch, which has been
furnishing more water steadily this season than during previous seasons.

tunnel in the Mammoth will tap the ledge 150 feet
lower than the present works. The ledge is 14 feet

—

crosscut advanced

—

Dtggings. Courier, Aug. 10: Frank Banter, one of the partners in the Mammoth mine, Old
Diggings, says the mine is looking fine. The new

Old

—The 700

feet during the week through a mixture of quartz
and porphyry giving low assays.
Alpha and Exchequer.— Sinking and retimbercrushing a quantity of quartz taken from the Mills & ing the main shaft below the 380 level. Prosecuting
Hart ledge of Humbug gulch, but owing to the dan- work on the 122 and 222 levels.
gerous illness of Johnnie Hart, a cleanup has not
Lady Washington. Running a northwest drift
yet been made to ascertain how much amalgam or on the 725 level.
The ground has the appearance
gold has been realized. The Schroder and Werner of approaching vein matter.
ledges at head of Deadwood are now being worked
Baltimore. Some streaks and bunches of good
with the great^^st energy and success,' some 14 hands ore are encountered on the

Hale AND Norcross.— During the week have
hoisted 702 tons of ore from the 600 and 700 levels,
and have shipped to the Nevada mill 567 tons.
Average battery assays. $48.86 per ton. All the
slopes throughout the mine are looking very well.
The west drift on the 500 station has been advanced
40 feet. Have men on repairs in the main shaft and
The bullion yield for the
other parts of the mine.
month of July will amount to about $86,000.

& Colorado railway runs within six miles ol
both the mining claims and the marble deposit, and
the construction of that road will make them easy of
access and profitable for operation.
Carson

Point.

Siskiyou.

—

Crushing. Yreka Journal, Aug. 11: The
Warren quartz-mill, on Yreka flats, has just finished

in

splen-

development

when stoping

(so that systematic

mining may be done

prospects seem to be conis much talk in the newspapers about the rich discoveries in other places
Humboldt county, TuFcarora, Sierra City, etc. but
it is the belief of prospectors who have grown gray
in the business that we have the richest gold quartz
district on the coast right herein Esmeralda county.
It is young and comparatively undeveloped, but in
time, if present indications are realized, we will show
a bullion product second to none. Several loads of
ore from the New York mine, in Hawthorne district,
have arrived during the past week, and more is coming.
It will be shipped hence to the Kinkead mill
This mine is the property of Messrs.
for reduction.
Knapp &, Laws, but it is now being worked under a
lease.
The ore is rich and handsome returns are
The Kinkead mill is already crushing
anticipated.
Lapanta ore, and neiit week the stamps will begin
dropping on rock from the New York, now in tranThe P-inilico will soon begin shipping, also the
s t.
Cypress and Hartford, all in Hawthorne district,
begins) the

There

stantly improving.

—

and

Moss

the Ontario in

Pioche

New

Locations,

district.

District.

— Eureka

Sentinel, Aug. 11:
In Pioc;he District, Lincoln county, 12 new mining
locations were recorded the last week in July.
The
activity is due to the prospect of a railroad being
next
that
region
year.
built through

Wild Rose
Paradise Mine.

District.

— Silver State, Aug.

10: Frank
and Charles Boskowich returned yesterday from a
tour of observation in Paradise valley and Spring
They say that a body of ore has been found
City.
in the Wild Goose mine, which belongs to the Paradise Valley Mining Company, and that Supt. McCurdy increased the force of miners last Wednesday.
They say, too, that very rich ore has been developed
in the Cliff mine, which is being worked by Todhunter & Frayer, but in consequence of the scarcity
of water at their mill the ore cannot be worked at
The Paradise Valley Co., under the manpresent.
agement of Mr. McCurdy, has produced hundreds
of thousands of dollars, a part of which has been
paid in dividends to stockholders, and the balance,
save what has been expended for machinery, paid to
miners, and through them found its way into genIt is within bounds to say that the
eral circulation.
Paradise valley mines have caused to be expended
among the farmers and business men of this county
an average of $10,000 per month since it has been in

operation.

ARIZONA.
Groom Creek. — Cor.

Prescott Courier, Aug. 9:
district covers ground drained by the
creek lying south of Prescott and west ol Walker
district, and has within its limits a great number of
mineral veins, which have produced a large amount
The
of gold and silver, and are siill so doing.
Standard ten-stamp mill, under the management of
on Spruce mountain gold
J. S. Jones, is running
and silver ores; the stamp, crushing and concenSeveral mines
trating mill is working custom ores.
in this district turn out high-grade silver ore, considerable of which was formerly shipped to Colorado
The Benjamin, Adel and Neor San Francisco.
vada claims yield ores worth from 400 to 1000
ounces silver per ton. A promising group of claims
adjoining on Spruce mountain, some half-dozen in
number, have recently been patented and owned by
an incorporation called the Montezuma Gold and
The average assay value of the
Silver Mining Co.
ores runs about $40 in gold and 40 to 60 ounces in
Selected ores sold to the sampling
silver per ton.
works at Prescott have yielded over $100 a ton.
The mines of this district are the nearest productive
mines to Prescott, six to eight miles distant. The
district is easy of access by good roads, is covered
with timber and has a more bountiful supply of
never-failing water than many other sections, and
is therefore looked upon as likely to be the site for
the reduction works, which, in the near future, are
certain to be erected at some suitable locality on

Groom Creek

Mining and Scientific Press.

Aug. 18, 1888.1
Nothing but surface work has
tbe lioe of railroad.
b««o done in this district; there is not a shaft 350
Water ts enfeet dc«p and very few 100 feel dccp^
countered everywhere, which slops the exploration
Enough has
of veins by the miner of small mean*.
been done ju^t to show the possibilities that exist of
the presence of large and rich deposits of mineral in
the veins already found and partially prospected,
and to demonstrate the fact that Groom creek district is a field which off'-rs good inducL-nienls to
those with the necessary funds lo prosecute the work
of development on the promising prospects existing

the supply point for that country, and two coaches
leave here daily loaded with passengers for HorseF^astem parties have leased what they beshoe.
lieve will prove paying properties.
Nearly all the
available ground has been taken up. It is estimated
that there are about 600 men prospecting and at
work at Horseshoe. The Ililltup. Peerless and l^ast
Chance mines are now shipping hrst-class ore. (Jvcr
50 teams are employed in hauling from Ihe first of
the abjvc three mines.

DAKOTA.

therein.

BHAnsiiAW. — Prcscott Courier,
Collins

tells

.-Vug.

11:

us that mines belonging to the

Tom
in-

TipToi'.— Miners of Tip Top district keep right
along taking out rich silver ore and shipping the
same to "loreign* smellers. They could ship their
ores around the world and still get big pay out ol i(.
It is ihe best choiiding camp in the Southwest and
has the best miners.
CocptiK.— Lnrge shipments of copper-silver bullion are constantly going east from Jerome, the big
copper camp of Noriliern Arizona.

The Silver
11:
.M.

King. -Florence Knierpriit, Aug.
Mr. H. H. Noble, president ol the Silver King

Co.. says the recent

financial

troubles

of

the

company were more apparent than real, and resulted
from an improvident indifference upon ihe part of
The unusually large outits former management.
lay for

improvements

in the milling facilities

Monarch.— Deadwood

Pioneer, Aug. 8: At the
now 150 leet deep,
Supt. Bachman revery good
ports work going on steadily, progressing favorably,
and that the api>earancc of the property is improvThe formaing with every foot gained in sinking.
tion the shaft has now reached is similar to that in
The
the great Homestake mine, vir.. a tile slate.
shaft will be carried down another 100 feet, and
when a total depth of 350 feel has been obt.iined,
the permanent crosscut will be made. The Monarch Co. is one of the strongest companies operatThe stock is held in large
ing in the Black Hills.
blocks, and by men of large means who are wilting
and able to thoroughly develop the property. The
mine has fhown excellent prospects from the first
stroke of the pick at the surface, until now the shaft
depih before mentioned. The
hiis reached the
chances are strongly in favor that the property will,
before long, be not only upon a self-sustaining basis,
but also in condition to warrant the ereciion.of large
stamp-mills to reduce the ores from which many
dividends may ultimately be expected.

Moody bottom

& I'lacc and Ora Bella comptnies in Bradshaw,
crease in iize with every foot sunk upon ihem.

and the

thorough exploitation of the mine, in conjunction
with a run of several months upon :i lower grade of
ore. caused the outlay to temporarily exceed the
product of the mill. The improvements have been
about all completed, and while a greater measure of
economy in the treatment of the ore will result, a
graiifying appreciation in the value of the ore will
The outswell the profits to a satisfactory figure.
put for the month of July aggregated 91,932 ounces
product
August
accidents,
the
barring
silver,
and.
of
i3 expected to exceed these figures.

of the

Monarch

shatt,

ore has been found.

Hartsiki.d

Smelter.

113

been heard from the Lowlands during the week,
but It is known that tbe .Anaconda people have secured some more property there and are sinking the

the past season, will commence cleaning up soon,
Wright & Pankey, of Willow Springs precinct, have
struck another pocket of exceedingly rich quart::,
Ruby shall with all possible expedition, and with and have one of the best ledges in Southern Oregon.
three eight-hour shifts of the best miners ihcy could Mr. Mcintosh, who claims to represent California
procure.
'ITie Biiion Consolidat-^d concern turned
capitalists, is in Josephine county for the purpose of
out a. 000, coo pounds of copper fjr July, and have bonding a large area of placer mines in Grave creek
enough money in the treasury to pay a second div- district. Me^s^s. Gofl", Davis and other miners from
idend of $2CO,COO.
that section were at Grants Pass the forepart of the
week for the purpose of arranging the preliminaries.
Reub. Jones and Johnny Coyle, who purchased a
large quantity of tailings from Green Bro«, some time
Mining ixiCATtOKS.—Soy/Awfs/ Sentinei, Aug. 7: since, sold them in Portland, after concentrating
From the first of Januar>' to July 31st there have them. They piid about $600 and sold them forever
1 his is more evidence that the quartz from
l)een placed on record and filed for record 600 min- $4000.
ing locations \a the oflice ol the clerk and recorder of that ledge is quite rich in sulphurcts as well as in free
Grant county. 1 his number represents an area of gold.
The Herculean Sold.— Bedrock Democrat,
12.000 acrei of mineral land, half as large as Gilpin
county, Colorado. The annual expenditure on these. Aug. 7: Yesterday ihe sale of D. C. Probasco's inas rcquiiei by law, involves an outlay of $6o,ooa terest in the Herculean mine at Cracker creek was
The locations have been made, a majjriiy of tliem, recorded, the purchaser being A. H. Manning of
on hitherto unexplored territory.
The number on San Francisco. This makes Mr. Manning the ownwhich the annual assessment of one hundred dollars er of two-thirds ol the property. The transfer is an
worth of litbor and improvements will b? expended imporiant event, (or it carries with it the fact that a
to hold them, will amount to about four-fifths of the gentleman with sufficient means 10 fully develop the
whole.
This labor and development, if development property and put up a mill is at the head of affairs.
The Herculean will now lake raak among the great
it may be called, is accomplished without the aid or
assistance of outside capital and represents discovery, properties of Baker county.

hrts

— Deadwood

Pioneer,
Aug. 9: The long awaited coke for the Hartsfeld
smelter at length reached Siurgis late Tuesday nighi,
and was yesterd;ty hauled to Galena. The little
plant blows in this evening on ore from the Bullion
and Merrilt mines. During the period of enforced

NEW

MSXICO.

the primary step in mining.
Usually the first year's
work on a pros^pect is of tlie nature of a promise,
and not until the second, third, or fourth year of
constant labor, is that promise fulfilled, and often
not then, unless perchance the prospector is exceptionally lucky and makes a len-strike at grass roots.

—

Central. Mining matters are quiet at present,
but indications are very favotable that operations
will soon be resumed on the lamous Gulch mine and
other properties of note in this district.

Telegraph.

— Competent

New

The
El Dorado.- Parlies in from Cracker
creek repoit that section as lively to a remarkable
degree.
About 75 men are now given steady employment at the Eureka and Excelsior mine, besides
the hundreds ol men now building houses and engaged in Ihe v.irious lines of trade. Any day in the
week scores of teams can be met on the road either
loaded with supplies or conta ning emigrants to that
section

UTAH,

authorities assert that

''ten-dollar rock" can be
facilities
pay handsomely, over and above every item

with

present

made

to

Review.

— Salt

10:
The
many improvements were made, and the aitendant upon the expenses of uiilling. The mill is week has seen the closing down of the Hanauer
in first-cUss condition, and the ore in sight in the smelter, and so all the smelting operations in this
chances aie that no necessity to close down for any
various mines belonging to the estate is sufficient to valley are now stopped for the present,
It is to be
purpose is likely to arise for some time.
hoped thai the railroad heights (the unsatisfactory
run the mill lor several months.
Thk Vuma C. ANti S. M. Co.- Pho-'nix Herald^
Another Smi:lter.- It was common tilk yesternature of which is ihe open reason for the closing
Legal
Tender
—
The
iron
ores
now
developing
its
Hill.
being
been
company
has
Aug. 9: This
day that a company made up of Minneapolis and
of the smelters) may be soon arranged on a belter
claims in the Harcuvar mountains for the p,ist two St. Paul capitalists are about pulling up a 2S-ton mined on Legal Tender Hill are regarded as a very
basis.
The recipts in this city for ihe week ending
months with a force of 20 men." Working shafts smeller at Galena. Report had it that work, grading superior quality of fluxes, and as the demand for this
quality ol iron is increasing steadily, it is among the Aug. 8ih. inclusive, were $47,993.02 in bullion and
are being sunk on the Kond du I-ac, FJlack Bear and the site, had already commenced.
This was premain ore, a total ot
For the
$37,894.02
$85,887 04,
probabilities
the
ore
of
prospecting
th;^t
the
quarrying
of
Cumberland mines. The shafts are sunk on
ture, though a well-informed broker states he has reprevious week the receipts were $88 349.09, of which
and thus far the result of development has more liable advices that machinery for the plant has these iron ores for fluxes may lead to the discovery
bullion
and
was
was
ore.
The
$50,888
$37,461.09
ihan justified anticipations. The deepest shaft at already bten shipped. The men puit ng up ihi of exceedingly rich deposits of silver-bearing ores in
Ontario product for the week was of bullion 22,178.It is the intention of
the present writing is 75 feet.
the management to prosecute the development work
until DO possibility of failure can exist and then lo
The company will
erect suitable reduction works.
at once Itt a contract for sinking wells upon the
properly,
it is intended to bore the wells and then
introduce suitible lift pumps, such as are in use
along ihe lines of the S. V. and A. T. ^S; S. F. railroads. The character of the Yuma ore is copper
glance wiih more or less feruginous chrysocolla with
the addition of a small amount of limestone: the ore
can be readily smelted in the ordinary Pacific water

idleness

plant have lately become largely interested in the
Silver Ciueen, one of ihe best mines in Bear Butte
district, and the smeller will be erected to treat
Its

ore.

—

SfCAi-OAM.
Ketchum Keystone, Aug. 11: Thos.
returned from Sealoam yesterday and reports
new mining district still very enThe prospects for a rapid development
couraging.
Pat Kelly has just
of the country aie improving.
had some rich floit assayed and it went over 800
It was found on Float creek.
ounces.

Tague

the outlook in ihe

BRITISH COL.DMBIA.

Sheep Mountain. —John Dowling, a mine-ownTruth, Aug. er of Sheep mountain, arrived here last Wednesday.
Dowling ^ays the prospects are very favorable
Mr.
Porcupine
creek,
which
known
of
is
now
Enough
7:
for a sale of two mines out there— one, the Eureka,
1? but i8 mJlesfrom Donald. 10 prove it good placer
owned
by Bonanza men, and the other owned by
the
railroad;
accessible
from
easily
ground. It is
There are now about 250
B. Baldwin.
Ihe bedrock in places is not dt-ep; the dirt gives re- Hon. G.
in
the Sheep mountain country.
men
is
plenty
and
there
turns almost (rom the grass roots,
I^lvery man who has returned from the
of water.
camp reports the discovery claim a^ unquestionably
rich— good (or $20 a day to the man. at lea?t. If
Inter-Mountain, Aug, 6: Wra.
Iron Rod.
that be irue, there are other claims likely to be just
At present some 30 chims havt: bsen Owsley is home from a visit to his gold niines at
as good.
has
iwo properties there and is getIron
Rod,
He
Lumber is bein^ whipstaked off and recorded.
sawed lor sluice-boxes, and the actual work of open- ting them in pretty good shape for realizing
trom
working them. His present
plenty
of
profit
ing up claims is already under way. The trail in
work is devoted principally to developing. The ore
will probably be completed to-day.
four
feet
wide and it is free niilling.
is about
Work Progressing at Field.— At Tunnel body
running about $30 to the ton. The shaft is
mountain, three miles from Field, work is being
now below water level, and there is little likelipushed in preparing the ground for working the
hood of a change in the character of the ore. He is
mine successfully, and ore will be shipped to Van- putting in two of the Candle stamps, each of which
the
A
tramway
to
connect
September.
couver by
of about five ordiis supposed to have the capacity
mine with the railroad track is under way, the ore nary stamps. They each weigh
950 pound'i, and
John
cars and other material being expected daily.
besides having a rapid motion
125 strokes to the
B^rr of Anlhradte has the contract for building
minute they have also a grinding motion whii h exmine
bridges over the Kicking Horse between ihe
pedites crushing very much.
They are probably
and Field. The company has a large ore-body in started up by this time. The Iron Rod mine is a very
sight, and as soon as they begin shipping in earnest,
It is opened to a depth of 600 feel
rich properly.
the outside world will awaken to the fact that there
and has plenty of ore. Mr. Owsley says the ore
is at least one producing mine in the Koolenay
They have a i6-siamp mill
mills $50 to the ton.
district.
running regularly, and it is pounding out a pile of
Ihe
Broadway
is not in operation.
Unwealth.
COLORADO.
like ihe generality of ores in that section, the Broadhave
very
are
become
refractory.
There
a
way ores
Leadville. Cor. Denver Tribune, Aug. 9: The good many promising gold properties in this district,
lease and bond on tbe Virginius property has been and Mr. Owsley expects to see a big output eventuhave
exparties
leasing
this
claim
taken up. The
At present, however, the only
ally from there.
pended about $4o»ooo exploring the ground in the mines that are being worked to any extent are his
last ten months, and as the bond was $50,000 the own and the Iron Rod.
owners agreed to reduce that sum considerably if
Deal for the Silver Bow Group.— Butte
Accordingthe bond was taken up within 30 days.
Development is being Inter-Mountain, Aug. 10: A big mining sale of
ly it was raised this week.
propenies has been pending for several days
Butie
made rapidly upon this mine. The Brookland disnow understood to be consummated, all that
covery on the Adams is being rapidly developed. and is
being to get up the necessary abstracts of
remains
The shipments average about 40 tons daily and the

The New Placek ^.amp.— Donald

MONTANA.

—

—

—

—

average runs net about $33 per ton from the smelter.
A level from t'le Maid of Erin mine has been extended into the Big Chief grounds. It is reported
here to-day that the level will be extended to the
The ore body which has
Castle View property.
been encountered is running over 50 per cent lead
and about 40 ounces in silver. The Hamburg shaft
on Breece hill, east of the Highland Chief, is being
This developsteadily worked by Woodrow & Co.
ment, which is more than likely to prove profitable,
territory
piece
of
which
has been
will open up a
idle nearly eight years, and from which ore was
of
this
camp.
Messrs.
taken in the early days
Jas.
Uoyle of this city and William Farrish of Denver
are taking out some excellent ore from the Best
Friend at the head of Big Evans gulch. The leasers
of the Four Per Cent are still drifting with the hope
that ihey will soon sirike another valuable body o
mineral.
A sirike was made yesterday in the SenTwo feet of sand carbonates was diseca shaft.
covered at the depth of 250 feel. Ground has been
broken up for the concentrator to be put in at the
Wolfestone mine. It is warranted to have a capacConsiderable inieresi is
ity of 200 tons per day.
being manifested in Leadville over the boom which
is

now receiving.

Leadville

is

title and make out deeds, etc.
The properties concerned are what is known as the Silver Bow group
of mines, of which A. J. Davis and James A. Talboti
They comprise the Gray Rock (silare the owners.
ver-copper) and the Josephine, Sister, Flag, La Plati,
Belle of Butte and others; also the Silver Bow mill.
The purchasers are Boston, Philadelphia and Michigan men. The purchase price is said to be $1,-

250,000.

this

famous treasure-vault

of the Chloride mountain?.

White Quartz.— Camp

is

22 miles south of

Sil-

and three miles east of the Big Burro Peaks,
The mines have been located for several ycirs past,
and the developments and millruns .which have
ver City,

made prove ihat this portion of Burro mining district is ono ol the three known gold areas in
Gr,ant county.
A steam arasira furnishes the milling facilities, and the percent ige of the values saved
been

IDAHO.

jacket.

the Horseshoe region

I^ke Tribune^ Aug.

by the primitive method of arastraing, ranges from
80 to 95 per cent ol the assay.
Not Successful.— Silver City /interprist; Aug.
10:
The new-fangled mill erected by the Cleveland
Mining and Milling Co. of Shakespeare is not a
brilliant success.

—

The

mill after a

run of a few hours

was hung up apparently to give it a rest. Col. R.
N. Alexander ol St. Louis, who is interested in
mines in the San Simon district, proposes to erect
The mines are
reduction works on his property.
situated six miles south of the railroad in the Stem's
Peak moui.tiins. The Volcano mine, which created

such a commotion one year ago and suspended operations rather suddenly, will resume work very
shortly.
P. B. Smith of Deming having gained control of the property will assume charge.

—

MoGOLLOKS. Captiin Cooney was in from the
Mogollons this week and reports that Silver creek,
upon which his mill depends for water, is entirely
something unu=;ual for this season of the year.
captain's mill is shut down for the present, but
be started up as soon as there is water in the
While running the captain takes out an
creek.
average of about $5000 per month with a five-stamp
mill, employing only two or three miners.
dry,

The
will

—

Various Camps. Western /./V'i?rtf/, Aug. 9: The
Volcano mine, north of Stein's Pass, wi start up
1

soon.

P.

B. Smith, the principal owner, will as-

Frank Reno continues development
Robert E, Lee mine at Pyramid. He is
down 40 feet on his new shaft and is drifting both
The vein is widening. Last Saturday Supt.
ways.
Foster came in from Gold Hill with a brick which
weighed eight or nine pounds and was worth about
$2400, the result of the July run of the Standard
Besides this brick the mill promill, five stamps.
duced about $1400 worih of concentrates. The
Bachelor mine improves as more woik is done in it.

sume
on

charge.

his

I

—

CuosscuTS. Park /"tvvjrii', Aug. ii: Work
progressing favorably at the mouth of ihe Onthree-mile tunnel.
Nearly all the necessary
buildings are about finished, and Camp Florence is
a scene of much activity. Work at the Rochester has
been stopped for the present. The Anchor drain
tunnel is now in about 4400 feet and the stretch of
loose, wet ground having b;en passed, the work
It is just
a year
progresses more satisfactorily.
since work began and two-thirds of it is finished.
The ledge in the Ontario, which the drift from the
1200-foot level in No. 2 shaft was run to crosscut, is
showing up in such a way as to exceed the expectaAs depth is attained
tions of tiiose most sanguine.
the Ontario ledge increases in width, and assays
from the ore taken out show that the richness of the

Camp

is

tario

mine

is still

fine silver

ounces.

WASHINGTON.

shaft on the footwall is down 175 feet and
The shaft is
there are about 300 feet of levels run.
down about 60 feet and they are just starting a level.
far,
and
with
a mill it
paid
its
way
so
mine
has
The

The mining

would be a bonanza.

time past,

Mine Mismanagement. —Old

Leitendorf, or

Pyramid as it is usually called, possesses many truly
good properties, which, if properly managed, could
be made producers.

Constant

litigation,

coupled

with the fact that the best mines are owned by nonresidents, has tended greatly to prevent development The Last Chance, one of the oldest claims in
the camp and a producer from the grass roots, has
been lying idle for several years. The Pyramid
Mining arid Milling Co.'s property still continues
undisturbed in its Rip Van Winkle sleep. The
magnificent 20-stamp mill erected at a considerable
outUy of capital is fast becoming a toial wreck. All
of this loss and decay can only be attributed to the
folly of placing in charge, as managers of ihe properties, persons who, however competent in other
walks of life, know nothing comparatively of the

there.

Ore and Bullion Shipments.— Last Sunday
the Ontario shipped 38 bars of bullion containing
During the week
19,960.24 fine ounces of silver.
the Crescent shipped 216.000 pounds of concenThe Ontirio, Daly, Sampson and Apex
trates.
shipped ore this week, but the amounts were not obOn Tuesday 8 birs of Daly bullion, 8ro2
tainable.
fine ounces of silver, were shipped from the Marsac
mill, and this morning the shipment was 7 bars, 6499

The main

The Narrow Gauge.— Irvine & Co., who have
been at work sinking on the Narrow Gauge for the
past three months, having now reached a depth of business they undertike to manage.
175 feet are running a level to catch the chute of ore
OREGON.
which was worked out above the no-foot level.
They already have a streak of very rich ore in the
Quartz and Placer. —Jacksonville T/wfy, Aug;.
face of their drift six or eight inches wide, and it is
widening.
Work has been suspended at the Col. Irish ledge
9:
The Situation. luter-Mountain, Aug. ii: In for the present. Green Bros, of Galice creek are
mining circles during the past week several impor- running a 150-foot tunnel to tap their ledge lower
The negotiations down, and are well along with their work. E. Sandtant events have been recorded.
for the purchase of the Silver Bow group of mines, erson Smith has several men at work on Gold Hill
embracing a score of properties, are understood to and is making good progress. Anton Rose, who
be progressing favorably. The Bluebird is now in rented Ennis & Cameron's placer claims in Galice
The addition of a cylinder creek district last season, recently cleaned up with
better shape than ever.
Henry Ankeny, who has been workfurnace to the mill increases its capacity to 130 tons, good results.
which amount is now being daily treated. Nothing ing the Saltmarsh diggings on a large scale during

—

05 fine ounces; from ore sales, $20,875.93, ^° *P"
proximate total of $43,054 08. For the month of
luly the Ontario product was 91,037.44 ounces of
fine bullion, and $56,616,98 from ore sales; an approximate yield for the month of $147,654.42. The
Dily output for the week was of bullion, 10,128.28
fine ounces; from ore sales, $463^.49; a total, apFor the month of July
proximately, of $14,762.77.
the Daly output was of bullion, 51.312,96 fine ounces;
from ore sales, $9948.82, an approximate total of
The Horn Silver is dormant, both in
$61,216.78.
Utah and New Yo k. No ore product is reported.
bullion
receipts for the week were to the
The base
The Hanauer smelter provalue of $42,993.02.
duced during the week bullion valued at $6200. Ore
receipts in this city lor the week were to the value of
J25. 494-02 by Wells, Fargo & Co., and $12,400 by
McCornick & Co.

Chewelah. — Stevens

County Miner,

Aug.

9:

much

brighter than for a long
of the
A strike in the Copper
district was never befer.
Chief has stirred up an action among the miners
that makes the camp present an extremely lively situation. The vein ot ore in the Copper Chief is five
feet in thickness and assays already made prove
$320 silver to the ton. The Eagle mine, too, is looking far better as the work progresses. The production of ore from the Eagle this week far exceeds the
output of the mine for any previous week since the

outlook

is

in fact, the

showing on the claims

mine commenced working.

Boundary Creek. — The Rock

creek and Kettle

river region is proving fabulously wealthy not only
About 25 miles
in go'd and silver, but in copper.

east of Rock creek there is a section of country now
attracting the attention of mining men, that is rich
It is not a simple indication as is many
in copper.
times the case with copper prospects, but there are
12 feet thick of ore that will aFsay
ledges
immense
from 30 to 50 per cent copper, and even more than
sufficient silver to pay the extogether
with
that,
Mr. Al. McKinney, who has
penses of treating.
identified
with the mines of that
been prominently
He had ju^t reregion, was in the cily last week.
headwaters
of the Kettle river wheie
turned from the
these copper ledges are situated and pronounced
them as equal, in v,ilue and class of ore, to anything in the shape of a copper deposit he has ever
The principal copper deposits in the new
seen.
district are included in the claims known as the King
Solomon, Copper Queen and the Bluebird. The
ledge is fully one mile in length and crops out boldly upon the surface the whole length of this distance,
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GREGORY

H. P.
Cor.

Fremont and Mission

-THE-

&

DOUBLE "ECONOMIC" STAMP MILL.

CO.

San Francisco,

Sts.,

[Aug. 18, 1888

Cal.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN ALL CLA'SES OP

MACHINERY
SOLE AGENTS FOB
WILLIAMSON

FAY & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
FRANK & CO.'S WOODWORKINB
MACHINERY.
NEW HAVEN MANUF'Q CO.'S MAJ. A.

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

AND

BLAKE'S
POMPS.

AND

HORI-

SON'S MACHINISTS'

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

POWER

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

TOOLS.

BICKFORD'S

BOILERS.

PAYNE'S VERTICAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

BEMENT &

HOISTING

BROS'

ENGINES.

DRILLS.

IMPROVED STEAM

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

WEBBER CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
PERIN BAND SAW BLADES.
STURTEVANT

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

AND

BLOWERS

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTING INJECTORS AND EJEC-

EXHAUSTS.
SHIMER MATCHER HEADS.
BRAINARD MILLING MACHINES.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
SCHLENKER'S BOLT CUTTERS.

HOLLOWAY FIRE EXTINGUISH-

TORS.

DISSTON'S CIRCULAR SAWS.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACKCO.'S

is

.

S^

ERS.

We have here the Stamp Mill in a cheap and simple form. The high drop of the old stamp
more than compensated for by the great weight (1200 tba. each) of our stamps, and the raThere are 4 shoes in each stamp, so
pidity (300 strokes each per minute) with which they run.
W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACK- that there are 4S00 strokes of the shoes on the dies per minute. Less power is required than in
ING, PAINT, ETC,
any other mill to do the same amount of work.
The Mortar has screens at both ends, giving ample discharge. There are no cams or tapThe stamps adjust themselves as the shoes wear.
pets to wear or be adjusted.

RUBBER GOODS.
i LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS.
ING

YACHT ENGINES.

AN AUTOMATIC ORB FEEDER

ENGINES and BOILERS
Several Mills are

FROM

2

TO 100

H.

P.,

fliLWAYS IN STOCas:

We

Goes with each Mill.

also

have a suitable

now in the mines doing excellunt work. The "Economic" is not only a
we believe it is destined to supersede the old stamp in mills of the

mill for small mines, but

LARGEST CAPACITY.

MILL
L. C.

AND

SUPPLIES

LUBRICATING

MARSHUTZ

34 and 36

OILS.

T. 0.

FREMONT STREET,

SAH FRANCISCO, CAI

Manufacturers of Mining and Sawmill Machinery, Engines,

CANTRELL.

WE T

IRON
NATIONAL
WORKS FRISBE E
Howard
W.
Corner Main and

N.

Sts.,

San Francisco,

J^oilers,

Etc.

MILL

MANUFACTUREKS OF

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9000 pounds,
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
and Quartz Mill Machinery.
quartz to 40 mesh is in successful operation and we guarantee its work
AMALGAMATING MACHINES. CASTINGS AND FORCINGS ^Lf:[nZu
ALL WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED.
as represented.
IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

Compound

Stationary and

Engines, Flour, Sugar,

Saw

;

NATIONAL ROCKER aUARTZ MILL.
KENDALL'S PATENT, AUGUST
X2 "Tonsi iM. 2-a=

O.A.3E»ji\.C;i"r"X',

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL,

24, 1886.

XXo-u.i7st.

3

H.

I».

Sole Manufacturers.
The Patentee and Manufacturers
cordially invite miners to critically

exaicine and paas judgment upon
thi3 improved system of milling;
and amalgamating ores in the following: particulars:
1.

The

cost

less

is

than one-half of

stamps of same capacity
2. Tlie freisrht
3.
4.

5.

to

mine

is le'sa

than

one-half of stamps.
of erecting is less than
one-fourth of stamps.
The power to drive it is less than
one-half nf stamps.
The wear 19 less than one-quarter of stamps.

The cost

6.

There

7.

In point of amalgamation it is
superior to any other machine

S.

In itssimplicity of construction.

is

no wear except on

shoes and dies.

in use.

V7"

We challenge competition with
Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or ami
other ore crushing machines now
before the public.

d^Send

for Circulars

and Price

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL.

List.

THE LIXIVIATION OP
SILVER

ORES

WITH HYPOSULPHITE

(With special refsrence

3B"5r

C

.A..

to the Rassell process),

S "T U T

3EI

I" OEJ Ij 13

IT

SOLUTIONS

!

only

lie

Price $S,00, Registered Postage Prepaid.
made by Bank Draft, or by P. O. Money Order, payable
C, A.

STE)TEFELDr,

will not cost over one-half as much as for stimps.
Will run empty, or with small
of ore without iujary.
The af^ention of parties having Cement Gravel is called to this
Mijl, as it will run 100 tons per day to No. 8 mesh; 30 to 35 H. P.
are the most economical ever built, and are extensively used with
record of several years.
grinding in pans. Mill finishes to any fineness desired.

amouDt

OUR DRY MILLS

No

.

Tbe only coiilete Treatise on tie ClieiiiisliT and the Practice of tlie LiiiTialioii
Process,
Published and sold by the Author, IS Broadway, New York.
Remltlanoe should

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

And renewals

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY.
GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,

to

the

order

ol

•

HOOKER & LAWRENCE,

-

-

Gen'l Ag'ts,

461 Howard

St.,

San Francisco.

145 Broadway, New York.

Anc.

Mining and

IS, 1888.]

STURTEVANT WILL.

FRASER

This Mill as & Crusher and Pul*
verizer

U

without

Lb in operation in

&

kScientific i^ress

115

""""Ston c.«gai

CHALMERS,
'

irSKND FOK

CATAI>OOUK.-Ct

ing emelting wor^a

and

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

mills.

J

JIGS and

8niO PO« Catauwi'i amd TwrnMunAiA

MACHINERY

SELBY

rival.

ead*

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING, SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

for

416 Montgomery

TROMMELS.

Highest Prices Paid

ENGINES,
'HALLIDIE'S

HAlfUPAOTDRIU OP

SHOT,

Etc., Etc.

ALSO MAKtirACTtJRHRJi OK

Standard

WIRE ROPE

CORNISH

___

POMPS.
DENVER OFFICE

OBNBRAL OFFICE AND WORKS:
Fulton and Dnlon Streets, OtilcaKO,

TRAMWAYS.

:

MEXICO OFFICE:

OFFICE:

Room

No. 2

48,

Wall Street.

UTAH OPFICK—SALT UAEE

These WheclB are deslffned for all purposes where limited quantities of water and
hi^rh heads are utilized, and are guaranteed tu give more power with less water than
any other wheel made, Beinif placed on horizontal shaft, the power is transmitted
direct to shaftinii

'jy helta, dispensing: with gearing.
furnished on appHcatiuu for wheels specially built and adapted in

any particular

case.

Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines fur Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Caaos, free of cost,
by appljing to the manufacturers.

JAMES LEFFEL &
Springffleld, Ohio,

or

CO.,

110 Liberty

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

Mining Companies, Milling Comi^aniee, Prospectors, eta,
to our full stocic of Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, ScoriSers, etc., includiug, also, a full stock ot

Mining Turbine Water Wheel.
capacit)' to suit

Chemicals.
Having been engaged in fumlahing these supplies ginoe
the first discovery of mines on the Pacific Coast, we fee
confident from our experience we can well duit the de
mand for these goods, both as to quality and price. Oui
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will be sent on
application.

ly Our Gold and Silver Tables, showing the value pei
ounce Troy at different degrees of tiocneriS, and valuable
tables for computation of assays in grains and grammes,
will be sent free upon application.
Agents forthe Patent
Plumbairo Crucible Co., London, England. Also (or E.
G. DKNN'iMTON'b Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
plates of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly
reliable, and full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Orders
taken at his lowest prices.

JOHN TAYLOR &

St.,

New

EVANS &
THOMSON 4

Nevada Metallurgical Works,
NO. 23 STEVENSON STREET,

PERFECTPULLEYS

CO.,

110 & 112 Keale Street,

F.

.S.

First

MACHINE WORKS,

Near First and Market Streets, S. F.
Estabusubd 1860
LucKBAKDT, Manager.

at Mechanics' Pair,

Ores Sampled,
ABsaying in all its Branches.
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Watera,

1884.

Working

Medart Patent IVronglit R.im Pulley

MACHINERY.

»-d

Premium Awarded

Ores worked by any ProoesB.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

Steam Pumps Steam Engines
an, I all kinds ot

General Agenta,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, Col.
LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

C. A.

E\'.\N.S),

For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washington
Lightest, Strongest, Cheap''^ and
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Also Manufacturers of
Best Balanced Pulley in the World.

^
PAT. OCT. S6, 1881.

&

HANGERS AND
APPURTENANCES
*^

SHAFTING,
i^SBND

No8. 129

FOR Circular and Priob List.

131 Fremont Street.

_

-

-

.

OO.

York,

PRASEE & CHALMERS,

PARKE A

CO..

lUPORTRICS AND DKALKnS IN

CHEMICAL APPARATUS AND CHEMICALS. DRUG
GISTS' GLASSWARE AND SUNDRIES. ETC
63 &65 FlrHtSt..cor. Mission. San Francisco.
We would call the attention of Assayers, ChcmiBt*'

No. 11 Calle de Juarez, Oblbuahuai Mexico.
CITY. UTAH.

Estimates

Cartridges,

JOHN TAYLOR &

'

No. 248 BlKbteenth Street, Denver, Colorado.

111.

Shot-Gun

Under Cbamberlin Patent

JAMES LBFFBL'S

(Succes^oiB tu

and

for Gold, Silver

BLUESTONE,
LEAD PIPE,
SHEET LEAD,

MACHINERY

H.

REFINERY

Office.

Lead Ores and Solphorets.

ENGINES

C.

CO..

San Francisco.

And Assay

as^r'M

NEW TOBK

St.,

AND SILVER

GOLD

ORES.

of

HOISTING

PUMPING

and Ore?.

ffletalllirgy

QUARTZ MILL

san Prandaco.

Cal.

eto.

Tests (practical) Made,

Flans and Specifications furnished for the
most suitable Process for Working Ores.
Special attention paid

to

Examinations of

Mines; Plans and Keports furnished.
O. A.
& CO.,
(Formerly Huhn & Luckhardt,
Minlnsr EnKlneera and Metallurtelats

LUCKHARDT

J. KUSTBIj.

ARE YOU GOING TO PUT UP MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?
goinfr to make .inj' change in machinery? Are you freighting hy team or packing on
muk-s? Do you want Pulleys on Shafting already uf? If so, don't fail to look into the
merits ot

Are you

OTho

BUYERS' GUIDE is

THE DODGE PATENT INDEPENDENCE

issued March and Sept.,
each year. It is an encyclopedia of useful information for all who purchase the luxuries or the
necessities

of

life.

WOOD SEPARABLE OR

"We

can clothe you and furnish you with
all the
necessary and unnecessary
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, flsh, hunt, w^ork, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what ia required to do all these things
COMrORTABLY, and you can make a fair
estimate of the value of the BUYEHS'

original.

Adapted to any power required.

and Catalogues mailed

New Almaden

Michigan

J.

CO.

Chicago, 111.

B.

22,

NATURAL GAS &

om
Treating Ores by

Practical Instruction given

proved prooeases.

my

KUSTBL &

m

CO..

HinlDff Eneineera and Metalluririste.

F.

H.H.H.

Ol L

WELL TOOLS.

Quicksilver.

HORSE IINIMENT.

Kcvolving:, Jetting, Hydraulic, Dia|mon(i. Prospecting Well Tonis, Wind
'iiigiuesand Lit-cp WoU Pumjis, Trca-,
^rour Enoyclc^

RANDOL,
320 Sansome

St.. S.

SAN FRANCISCO

Process.
Assajliig and Analysis of Ores, Minerals and Waters.

Q.

Mission

WORKS.

St. (Basement,,

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Tests made by

free.

3ilia,

Room

318 Pine

Mines Examined and Reported

Time, troubleantl money saved by usingthese pulleys,

JOHN SIMONDS, Pacific Coast Agent, C09-513

will be sent upon
cents to pay postage,

MONTGOMERY
WARD &
111-114
Avenue,

PULLEYS.

METALLURGICAL

Corner of Leidesdorff Street,

L.ig:hteiit, Strnng^est,

GUIDE, which
receipt of 10

SPLIT

Bent Balancerl and Most
Convenient Pulleys Ma<1e in the World.

They are the

•k

St.,

jji^doc,

mailed for
American

jjig

j|Well Works,

Aurora* lU

WINCHESTER HOUSE,
44 Third

San Francisco,

Street,

Cal,

This Fire-proof Brick Building Is centrally located, in
the healthiest part of the city, only a half hlock from
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat
and Railroad offices.

Laundry Free for the use of Families
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.
Termt, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And upwari

ROOMS WITH OR WTTHOUT BOARD.
FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE.

A

J.

POOLBY.

ThiB paper le printed wltn Infe Manufae
tured by Charles Bneu Johnson & Co., 500
South 10th St., Philadelphia. Branch Offlcea-47 Rose St., New York, and 40 La Salle
St., GhloaKo. Affent for the Faolflo OoaBt—
Joseph H. Dorety, 689 Oommerolal St., 6. F

,

THOMAS

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

"*!££

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento

Street,

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS

San Francisco,
IN

fl.

Horse Liniment pn.a

into tlieAutiqnatcd liorae

(

H. H. H. Hor^e

ipavina, Windgalls. Sore Shoulders, etc,

ind for Family U.-^e is without an eqnsX
COT Rhenmatism, Neuralgia. Aches, Pama,
Braises, ("utn and Sjp rains of ail character^,
rhe H. I{. H. Liniment has many imits
tions. and we caution the Public to ce3
that the Trade Mark *' H, H. H." is oa
3very Bottle before pnrchasingr. Fcr eala
^vorsTS-here for 60 cents aad 21,0C csi

24 HOURS.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

life

last 14 years the

L:.ninient has been the leading ren:e:,y
e-tcnng Farmers and Stockmen for tts
cure of Sprains, Bmiees Stiff Joinra,

Cal.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

H. H,

new
Forthe

3ott!.e.

For Sale by
iftll/CUTnQQ on the

all DruKBrlstB.

Pacific Coast should secure
their Patents through Dewey &Co.'8
MiNiHQ AND SoiBKTiFio PRBBB Patent AgeQoy, JAq. 280
Market St, S,F.
I

nf

Cni

I

UnO
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SHAREHOLDERS'

DIRECTORY.

juatable hinge or pivot connection by which the
List of 0. S. Patents for Paoitio Coast axle is let into the structure, whereby the
COUPILBD BVBar THOBSDAY FROM ADVERTI8BHBNTB IN MlNINQ AND SOIENTIFIO PRBBS AND OTHBB S. F. JOUEHAIiS,
Inventors.
body ia allowed an independence of movement
ASSESSMENTS.
and the vibratory motion of shafts is not
Location. No. Am't. Levied. Delinq'nt. Sale.
Seobetabv. Place of Busines
Company.
Reported by Dewey & Co., Pioneer Patent communicated to the axle. It further con- Baltimore M Co
Nevada.. 2..
25.. June 30.. Aug J.... Aug 22..WWTeuney
402 Montgomery St
Sollcltora for Pacific States.
sists in the construction, arrangement and Belcher M Co
Nevada., 3i..
50.. July 18.. Aug 22
.Sept 12.. J Crockett
327 Pine St
Nevada.. 34..
5U..Aug 4..Sei)C 7.. .Sept 24.. R R Grayson
327 Pine St
combination of the axle, body, shafts and Bullion M Co
Divide
California..
16..
25..aug
13. .Sept 17.. .Oct
8.. D MKent
Buke
M
Co
330 Pine Sc
&
Patenta
In
Dbwky
S,
report
of
U.
official
Prom the
main springs, pivot connections, limiting Chollar M (Jo
JNevada. 25..
to.. July 2a.. Aug 23... .Sept 11.. C E EUiott
309 Montgomery St
10 .Aug 8. .Sept 10.. .Sept 1!9.. T Wetzel
Co.'B Patent Office Library, 220 Market St., 8. F.
California.. 31,
5,j2 Montnoraery St
springs and adjustable devices. Regarding the Champiou M Co
,

week ending aug. 7, 1888.
387.337,— Saw-Filing and Setting Machine
for

Cal.
— Bearasley & Perry, Eureka,
387,339.— Purifying Hyposulphite Solutions
— R. b. Clark, Corlez, Nev.
and Silver— R.

387,492.— Extracting Gold
D. Clark, Cortez, Nev.
387,283.— Orange Picker— C. Ducommun, Los
Angeles, Cai,

387.347.— Amalgamator— A. H. Eysaman, Dayton, Nev.

Two-Wheeled Vehicle— Peter Glas-

387,350.

Reading, Cal.
387,229.— Screw

zer,

Propeller— Hall &

Sloan,

S. F.

387.230.— Horse-Checking Device for Har-

vesters— D. C. Hall, Stockton, Cal.
387,356.— Roller-Bearing— R. W. Hent, S. F.
C. H.
Con.'5TRUCting Railways
387,560.
Home, Tucson, A.'T.

—

—

387,522.— Drag Saw— J.

Ogn.

B.

Lalonde, Portland,

Compound— B.

387^313, —Medical

387,322. — Two-Wheeled

Motea,

B.

San Joaquin county, Cal.

— J.

Vehicle

A.

Wheel-Fastening Device for Car

Nevada..

3..
Calif o-nia.. 8..
Cal.forua.. 1..

Califorma..l3.

Mevada..

2.,

California.. 2..
Caliroru a. .42..

Nevada.. 36..
Nevada.. 1..
Nevada. .20..
Nevada.. ]..

M
M

Poudere
Co....
.Silver Kiug M. Co
Soott Bar
Co

Arizona., 1..
California.. 5,.
Ni-vada..92..
California.. 3..

62. .July 12. .Aug 17.. .Sept 7.. J Stadfeld Jr.
05. .July 7. .Aug 11.. .Aug 31..
Wetzel
,
10. .July 17..
24.. -Sept 14..
Halsey
4.rO..July 31 Sepb 8.. ..Oct 1..
J Gledson
50. .July 16. .Aug 23... .Sept 23..
Minor
10. .July 11. .Aug 16.. .Sept 7.. J J Scoville
50. .July 31, .Sept 3..
Sept 25..J Morizio
25. .Au^ y..Sept 13.,
Oct 3..CEEIliott
20. .Aug 3. .Sept 5 ., Sept 24. .J F Holliag
50.. July 13.. Aug 16..
Sept 5..CEElliutt
05. .Aug 10.. Sept H.. .O^t 10.. JStadfeldJr
5^0..June22..July 30.. ,.Aug23.. Nash
10..July26..Sept 3... .Sept 20..
Richardson
25.. July 10..
14.. .Sept '
Parker
10. .July 19,.
25
.Sept 24.
Fichor
50..
3.. Sept 5, ..Sept 25..
Holmes
05. .July 5. .Aug
Hancock
7. ..Aug 25..
35.. July 3..Juiy 31
..Aug 20.. J Calver
1.00.. June 21.. July 30,
20. .A Chemerant

300 Montgoiuury St

. ,

,

T

328 Montgomery
8U0 Market
328 Montgomery
309 Montgomery
328 Montgomery
309 Montgomery
533 Kearny
309 Montgomery

St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
3ii9 Montgomery St
328 Montgomery St
218 California St
309 Moutgomery St
320 Sanaome Ht
309 Moutgomery St
Grass Valley
152 Fourth St
328 Montgomery St

W
MP

"

^'

Monigoniery St

32ii

A

Aug

J

W

Nevada M Co
Aug
EL
the body were simply hinged Sierra
Aug
H
Spring Valley G M Co
Nevada.. 70..
Aug
EB
on the axle. Consequently it will be found Savage M Co
California..
35..
Uuiun
M
Co
R
that in the old style of carts the connections Veuus M Co
(aiifi'mia,. 3..
but
it
is
Califoruia.. 2..
..
are all rigid, so as to afford stability,
Western Mineral Co
Aug
plain that while safety is thus obtained it is at
MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
Seorktaby.
Looatton.
Office in S. B".
Meetino
the expense of comfort, for the jogging of the
Namb op Oompaht.
G
SsBsions
309 Montgomery St
Annual
horse ia trauamitted through the shafts to oscil- Booker M Co
California.. F E Luty
Paciiic M Co
33u Pine St
Annual
Con
the
body
vibrates
turn
which
in
late the axle,
J F Holiing
Fisher M Co
533 Kearny St
Annual
O Everett
126 Kearny St
and causes that unpleasant forward and back Great Repuplio & New Star Con M Co
Anmal
Nevada.. J W Pew
310 Pine St
Annual
M Co
motion to the occupant which renders carts so ludepeiidence
California.. L V Dorsey
Marylai;d M Co
Grasa Valley
Annual
extremes
these
between
unpopular. There is
LATEST DIVIDENDS- WITHIN
MONTHS.
a middle course, which unites stability with
Looation.
Secbetaky.
Office in S. F.
Amount.
Name of Company.
comfort, and this course involves three things, Con California & Va M Co
Nevada., A
Havens
309 Montgomery St
50 ...
namely, the joining the body of the axle by a CoutidcLceS M Co
Nevada.. A S Groth
1.00
Nevada..H R P Hutton
306 Pine St
25
limited yielding connection, the connection of Eiu-ekaCon M Co
Nevada. .J
Pew
310 Pine St
North Belle Isle M Co
50
the shafts in a similar manner, and the employ- North Star M Co
California.. D AJennings
401 CalifomiiSt
50
.... Nevada.. J F Lightnor
309 Mo tg <mery Sc
50
Hale& Norcross SM Co
ment in the same vehicle of both connections.

would follow

if

.

Date

W

Sept 4

Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug

Spicer, Portland.

J.

387,326.— Harness

Ogn.

. .

387,608.— Turntable for

Cable

R.

Speed Regulator— Geo.

387,330.

Idaho

Wells,

F.

MOo

California

& Soda Co., California.. A
California.. J
Co

Pacific Borax. Salt

New

R.— Chas.

Vogel. S. F.

Standard Con

Incorporations.

Wilbur, Seattle,
387 477.— Logging-Car— M.
T.
387,613 —Treating Native Soda— L. F. J.
Wrinkle, Virginia City, Nev.
NOTH.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patenta (urnlehed
by Dewey & Co. , in the Bhortest time poaaible (by mail
or telegraphic order). American and Foreign patenta
obtained, and general patent business for Paeiflo Coa it

W.

Inventors transacted with perfect seourity, at reasonable
-rates, and in the ahorteat poasible time.

Superior Court, Department 10, San Francisco:
North Sea Trading Co., Aug. 9. Object,
building, buying and selling vessels, shipi and
steamers for whaling, fishing, hunting auu trading business in the Arctic ocean and elsewhere.
Directors N. Bloom, Alfred J. Marcus, Wm.
Baneman, Milton A, E'soer and George W.
Frank, Capital stock, $35,000.

—

Eureka Improvement Co Aue.

Capital
stock, $150,000. Directors— C. E. Knapp, F.
Wilson,
Sessions
and
M. Butter. C. E.
G. W.
9.

,

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through Wm. W. Broughton.
Warehouse Land and Improvement
Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press U. S. and
Agency, the following are
worthy of special mention:
Harness for Kicking Cows. Alonzo Sweet,
Ferndale, Humboldt Co. No, 387,326. Dated
Aug. 7, 1888. This is of the clasa of devices
for keeping cowa from kicking when they are
being milked, aod it consists in a strap passing
around the body of the cow over the flanks and
loins, and having secured to it a block which is
pressed into the flmk jast in front of the hipbone. The object of ttiis invention is to keep
the cow from kicking by pi icing an obatruction
Patent

—

Aug.

D. Yofct,

Directors

Capital ttDck, $200,000.

10.

— Clark

Co.,

W. Crocker, Chas. H. Crocker, Jno.
W. A. Sammerton and T. S. Mat-

thewson.

WHOLESALE.
TuuRaDAY, August

Antimony— French
Borax— Retincd

Co. of
Oakland, Aug. 14. Capital stick, $1,000,000
in 100,000 shares.
Directors— H. L. Coye, C.
M. Jennings, Simpson Tatis, J. L. Stewart,
F. K. Shattuck and J. H. Smith.

Greenhorn Canyon G. M.

Co., Aug.

14.

Star

310 Pine St

Bolt

Sheathing
Ingot
Fire Box Sheets
IRON-Glengarnock ton

Aug

American Soft, No, 1, ton
Oregon Pig.ton
CUy Lane White
ahotta. No. 1
Bar Iron Ihase price) ^P lt>
LE^vD-Pig
Bar

21

-

-

Shot, discount 10% on 500 faaB

Buck,

?»

bag
do
lb

Black Diamond tool
Pick and Hammer

Machinery
Toe Calk

TiNPLATB— Coke
Obarcoal
(,/UiOKaiLveR— By the

flask

FlaakB, new
Flasks, old

stock,
S 100 000. D.reot->rs— R. R.
Swain, E. K. Swain, F. A. Swain, J. S. Good-

023
@23

00
00

its

movement

Beat

conatrucbion. Tbe object is to provide
a simple and readily operating machine for filing and setting saws.

,

Metal Market.

.

Inland, Gil.

Manly C. Lawton, Staten

No. 387,330.

ig,

therefore,

Dated Aug.

7,

1888.

specially

adapted

for

use in connection with motors designed for operation in automatic musical instruments where
the speed has to be varied and controlled with
so much accuracy.

@

;

The stock market continues dull and
a record

which has now been kept up

inactive,

for a long

t'me.

Even on the Gomstock

afi^aira

@

is

are dull,

not abated.

Preparations for the prosecution of work in all
the mines are as elaborate and thorough as they
have been at any time for the last 10 years.
The tendency of their researches and endeavor
is to reduce ore
cheaper, and ever cheaper.
Every dollar per ton saved in the reduction of
ore brings millions upon millions to be made at
the business within the profitable range of reduction. The Virginia Chromcle says
Ar:

rangements whereby enough more water-power
may be obtained to operate 20 additional stamps

This invention relates to that class of twowheeled vehicles commonly known as "carts,"
and consists in the novel spring connection between the axle and the body, whereby the latter is permitted the required independence of
movement to avoid having imparted to it the
usual unpleasant motion due to the jogging of
the horse; in the brake mechanism and its arrangements, whereby on a down grade the
weight on the back of the horse is relieved; an.
adjustable strap connection of the front of the
body with the crossbar of the shafts, whereby
on an up grade the weight is thrown on to the
horse's back; in the adjustable connections between the axle and the shafts, whereby the lat
ter are regulitid, and in details of the construction, arrangements and combination.

Two-Wheeled Vehicle. — James A.
No. 387.332. Dated Aug.

This invention relates to the

class
known as

Sneed,

7,

of

1888.

two-

**oart3,'*
wheeled vehicles commonly
and oonsiBtfl essentially in a novel, limited and ad-

in the

Nevada

mill,

the current month has averaged over $48 per
ton by pulp assay.
With- this grade, the bullion yield of the mine can be maintained at a
dividend-paying basis, with the additional 20
stamps added to the present crushing-power.

Bullion Shipments.

@

Complimentary Samples.
Persona receiviDg this paper marked are' requested to examine its contents, term of subscription, and give it their own patronage, and
aid in circulating the

as far as practicable,
journal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
Subscription
the cause it faithfully serves.
Extra copies mailed for 10
rate, $3 a year.
If already a
cents, if ordered Boon enough.
subscriber, please show the paper to others.

our

last,

and

shall

be pleased to receive further reports:

Nevada Queen, Aue. 13, $18,000; Mt. Diablo,
13, $4638; "Work Your Own Diggings," 10,
$4000; Overman, 10, $6200; Confidence, 11
$17,870; Grand Prize, 14, $17,933; Cone. Cal.
and Virginia, 11, $37 008; Hale and Norcross
(for August), $86,799.

The French syndicate bought recently 9000
tons of Japanese copper out of a total estimated
annual production of 10,500 tons, with the option to the syndicate of taking a similar quantity for a farther period of two years.
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but the faith of the people there

by the Pclton wheel, are
under consideration pending the delay in the
Two Wheeled Vehicle.— Peter Glaazer, introduction of the electric motor-power. The
Redding. No. 387,360. Dated Aug. 7, 1888. grade of Hale and Norcross ore so far crushed

Marysville,

Prices Kcnerallv rulinff for metals not regularly dealt
in on call at the N. Y. Exchange, covering extremes of
buyers' and sellers' views. Alt prompt delivery. AusBilliton
Tin,
Tin,
;
tralian
(S
Baltimore Copper, SU.76@1B.00;
Banca Tin.
Orford Copper, §15.00@15.25; P. S. C. Copper,
Foreign
Spelter,
S4.6i@4
75;
Lead,
Foreign
§5.40@5.6O. Antimony, S9.75(ai3.50.
;

This invention relates to the class of devices for
regulating the speed of engines, and eapecially
motors designed for running small machines;
and it consists in a bellowa like frame operated
by the engine or motor and having a regulating
valve, and a brake connection from said frame
The obto a portion of the engine or motor.
J3ct is to provide a simple speed-regulator, delicate and noiseless, but effective in its operation,

and which
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M. T. Lawrence.
Telcjfraphic advices dated Aiii,'. lOtli Efivc the following
Stockton. Fresno & Socthern R. R. Co., New
York prices:
Aug. 2. Object, building and equipping a narBar Silvbr— 92e per oz.
Saw Filing and Setting Machine. Wm. row-gauge railroad 175 miles long over the folBorax— 9e.
Coppkr-Lakk— S16.70
H. Biardaley and Bethune Perry, Eureka, Cal. lowing route: Commencing at Stockton and
Ikon— No. 1.322 00.
No. 387,337. Dated Aug. 7, 1888. This in- extending southeasterly through San Joaquin,
Lead— !j4.4r((r —
Ten- S21 00(ep
vention relates to the class of machines for fil- Stanislaus, Merced and Fresno counties and
following ia the latest by mail from the " New
The
ing and setting saws, and consists in the ar- through Tulare county to Vi§alia; aho a branch
Metal Exchange Market Report":
Capita et)ck, S3. 500.000. York
rangement, construction and combination of line to Fresno.
Copper— Steady, snot clodine at S16.75@16.90. Transcertain frames forming ways or guides, the Directors Henry L. Davis, H. B. Hunt, Thos. ferable Notices (Lake) issued at S16.50<a)
epoL Transferable Notices
Lbau - Firm, at S4 30W'
novel sliding and adjustable anvil on one side R. Hayes, A. T. Murvey, Diniel E, Hayes,
issued ati?4.C0@4 16
of the frames for setting the saw-teeth, and de- George H. Collins and L. M. Hickman.
Xm— Irregular at ?2n.40(ffi-20.4.'t.
before the hip-bone, so that
completely arrested.

20
28

16. 1888.
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Steel— English,
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W Pew

San Francisco Metal Market.

following companies have been incor-
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porated, and papers filed in the oflBce of the
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Sweet, Ferndale, Cal.
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Patablb
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Cows— A,

Kicking

for
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Axles— A.

Foreign

Fouud Treasure M Co
Gray Eagle M Co
Great Western Q M Co
Golden Fleece G M Co
Keyea S M Co
Loue Jack M Co
Mayflower Gravel Co
Mexican M Co
Navajo Queen M Co
Potosi M Co

W

Sneed, Marysville, Cal.
387,459.

general structure of a cart, as comprising three
main elements, namely, the shafts, the wheeled
axle and the body, it is apparent that the
connections between them cannot at any point
he an unlimited hinge or pivot, for if the
shafts were connected with the axle after the
manner of four-wheeled vehicles the axle
would turn, and, carrying the body with
The result
it, would precipitite the occupant.
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San Francisco.

Mechanics' Fair,— Although nearly all the
MeohanioB' Fair are in place,
University Regents have complied with exhibits of the
machinery department ia not yet in good
Prof. Holden's request and provided funds for the
shall publish in full in the
observing the total eclipse of the sun which oc- running order.
of the coming week the address deliTcurs Jan. 1, 1889. It will not be total at Mt. Press
the opening of the fair by the talented
Hamilton, but will be near Bartlett Springs, ered at
young superintendent of the Risdon Iron
and observations will be made there.
Works, Robert S. Moore, the worthy son of a

The

We

The tin mines on Admiralty Island, 100 miles
south of Douglas Island, Alaska, are said to
have been sold'to an English company for a very
large price.

McTntosh's sampling works, at Sandy, Utah,
were destroyed by fire this week.

worthy

father.

report good diggings in
They have to haul
half to the nearest water.
making
$10 to $18 per
be
are said to

Montana
the
dirt

Some men
day.
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Sweet Grass
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baft

&

Klvctric Hotom, hyoamiig, Tr&mcam, KIc\atora, Sijcnals and
ttznamiasluii d power, either direct ur with btorat;e Battcriue,

illu:>lrated

Our Amenta.
can do

&

'Jewey

Agents wanted.

circular.

PuiWM

Incandescent

Harper's

pap«fr,

this

Scientific
Weekly,
and
American), 75 cents; postage 10 cents. Postpaid to
purchasers of this paper, 50
cents.
For sale at this of-

OvtL

ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

for pcnotli-

niusicand other priDted

shevis.

of
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"The Street Railway Jonrnal," "The Ameri- Mining
can Journal of Railway Appliances,"
*'

Power— Steam.'*

RRPKR3KNTKD BY

JOHN

S.

BWBN,

115 Kearny St. (rooms IS & 19), San Francieco'.
^^The beat advertisin;,' mediums in their line in the
world.

Ratc3 ou application.

B.

BAINBBIDGB,
Pasadena, Cal.

MODEST MARYANSKI,
Engineer and Assayer,
417 LARKIN ST., S. F.

A Kraduato of the Royal Berlin Academy of Mines;
ex-Assistant Siipeiintendcot of German Oovernnient
Mines. E.^pcnencc on Pacifie Coast. References— Tlios.
Bell, Thoa. Price and R. Hockbofler. Any one deairin(j
the services of a Mining Engineer, Metallurt^iet or Assayer will please aildrees ay above. A pcrmaaent position desired.

.
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

Engineers'

in

No. 119 Beale

SHAFT-SINKING,

Tables

of

apd

Irop

h\h

liAachipe

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS^

CONTRACTORS,

and others interested

TUNNELING,

CO.,

MANUFACTt7R,KRS OF.,

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

[Adg. 18, 1888

UP TO

ETC.

Progress

WITH MAPS, ILmSTKATlONS
AND FOLL DESCRIPTION OP THE

NEW YORK

St.,

-

San Francisco

-

BUILDBR OF

•

WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS,

Steam Engines, Flour

Mill,

Mining, Saw Mill and
True to pattern and superior in stren^h, toughness and durability to Oast or Wrought
Dredelns Macblnes
Iron in any position or for any service.
Brodie Rock Crushers,
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
Side Walk and Hand-Power
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA.

CHINERY CASTINGS

Manufacturers of B. E. Henrickson's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches for Klevators. All kinds of machloory
i^ORSKRB Solicitbd.
made and repaired.

SOFT and DUCTILE,

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.

AOUEDUGT TUNNEL

ELEVATORS.

Every Description.

of

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

UNION IRON WORKS,
SAORAMENTO, CAL.

&

ROOT, NBILSON

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.

CO.,

MANDFACTURBRB OF

Section

16x16

feet;

Length 36

miles.

HIKD EDITION NOW READY.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION

ALSO

from i to 3 inch diameter and Flats from 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and other shape
Steel Wagon, Buggj', and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
STEEL RAILS from 12 to i5 pounds per yard. ALSO, Ballroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled
iron, Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Beams, Angle, Channel, and
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forgings of all kinds. Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.
Steel Rods,

T

HIGHEST PKICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STBEL.
For Catalo^es, Estimates, Etc. addreaa:

ROCK

INGERSOLL

j^" Orders

DRILL

21 Fremont

and

Send

for Catalogues.

PACIEIC ROLLXNQ KILL

202 Karket

[ESTABLISHED IN

San Francisco.

1855.]

MILL MACHINERY.-Batteries

for

Dry or Wet

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settli rs, Furnaces, Retorts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Furnaces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc

PERFORATED SHEET METAL

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.— Flour
Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredginy
Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Mil!

& 323

San Francisco,

First St.,

JOHN W. QUICK,

THE PELTON

WORKS ORE WET OR

TUSTIN'S PULVB!RIZER.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,

WATER WHEEL

S.

F

rSORNTON THOMPSON

EUREKA FOUNDRY,
129 and 131 Beale St., between Mission and

Howard,

S.F.

HANDPAOTtTRSHS OF OASTinQB OP BVSRT DBSOHIPTION.
C. K.

ORTON.

•'.

H.

WILLIAM8.

MANDP'BS OF GENERAL MACHINERY.
Works, No. 316 Mission St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to Woodworking Machinery,

Steam and Gas Engines.

Correspondence

solicited.

Mining Engineers.

DRY.

N.

S.

KEITH,

BLEOTRIOAL ENGINEER,

Cal.

Proprietor.

& Folsom,

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

Tustin's Pulverizer

to.

Hoxrord

^Irst St., betrreen
rHOHAS TaOMPSON

MINING MACHINERY.—

For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and ahot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc and other raetala punched for all uaes.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot_^Cut
burred and Slot Punched screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (fine;.

AMALGAMATORS,

High Pressure or Compound,

Hoisting Engines and
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Compressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

to

STEVENSON'S PATENT

Golden State Pressure Blowers.

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

No imitation, no deception, n) planished or rotten
Iron used. Only genuine Russia iron In Quartz Screens.
Planished iron sireens at nearly half my former rates.
I have a large suoply of Battery Screens on hand
h'cl I
gton and all btamp M'lls
Bu tab e for the Hun
per e t d acount
w 86

Works.

Iron

vianofacttire Iron Castings and Macblnery
of all Kinds at Sreatly Reduced Bates.

OF

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILBRS.Propeller Engines, either

and Quartz Mills Machinery
up and repaired.
Sacramento, Oal.

sts.,

& Miners

Mold-Board

—MANUFACTDRBRS

Best and Cheapest in America.

ai

Mills

N&o

St., bet.

Proprietors.

St,,

BATTERY~~SCREENS.

Orders promptly attended

Saw

constructed, fitted

IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES,

REDUCTION!

GREAT

St.,

Boilers,

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flouring Mills,

Golden State

SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.

]

CO..

Engines,
AVn ALL KINDS OF

Front

Address

FULTON

PARKE & LACY,
St.,

have prompt attention.

CO.,

REPRBSENTKD BY

8 California

will

Steam

ENGINESiBOILERS

Inventor and Manufacturer of

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

OF ALL KINDS,

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

Either for use on Steamboats or for uae on Land.

Water

Pipe,

Tanks

Pump
for

Contractor

or Air ColTumu, Fish

for.

AND

Salmon Canneries

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means

OF EVKRT DB8CR1PT10N.
Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at ygry moaerace rates.

AQBNTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

33e^zxe

Etc.

the Construction of Elkctkic Railways

Electricity,

of

&t&£k.xxi. I*airrLip.

lySend

SPECULTIES

OfQce,

Corllgg EnglneB

and Tustln Ore Pulverizers.
DBANE STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.

tor Circulars givin;,' particulars.

40NevadaBlock,Saa Francisco,

Factory, 11

*=

23 Stevenson

Cal.

St.

ISRAEL W. KNOX,
Gives the highest efficiency of any Wheel in the world'
and is everywhere recognized as the standard for high
pressure service.

UPWARDS OF

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three Kinds

of

Powder, which are acknowledged by

all

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

in

the Market.

Power from these Wheels can he transmitted by

elec-

tricity several miles wirh email lot's, and made available
for running Mills. Pumping and Hoisting Works, Tr^m
cars, etc
Address

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO,

Office,

Of Different Strengths as Bequlred.

EXPLOSIVE GELATINE," which contains 94 per cent of Nltro-OIycerlne,
GELATINE-DIN AMITE, Stronger than Dynamite and even Safer in Handling.

HTJSE for Sain

Furmsiied.

San Francisco,

St.,

SC3XZOOXJ

Cal.

OJS^

Civil, Mechanical and
Mining Engineering,

Blast-

ing Powder, and is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground,
pulverizes better and
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

OAPS and

& Supplies.

Practical,

from three to four times stronger than ordinary

BANDMANN,
NIELSEN &
GENERAL AGENTS, SAN

237 First

and

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
Is

AGENT FOR

Mines Examined, Reports and Fstimates
Contracts made, etc

NOB£I,'S

rOR RAILROADS AND LAND CLEARING.

PURCIIAfllKG

nines, Mining Machinery

From

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION.

AND

the Great Chemists ol the World as

SOO IN USE.

12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
lb is not only most economical ni water, but the most
mple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, Hoisting,
Pumping, or any other purpose where water power can
used.

Mining and Mechanical Engineer

Smeylog,

ArcWtectare,

Drawiig

aiii

issaylii,

723 Market Street,

CO.,

The History Building.

FRANCISCO OAL.

C6.T.

A.

SAN Francisco.

VAN DFR NAILLEN,

President.

Aseayinpof Ores. ?2ri; Bullion and "Chlorination Asaay.
Blowpipe Assay, Slo Full course of assaying, §50.

S2fi;

Practical Treatise on Hydraulic
By AUG. J. BOWIE, Ja.
This

N.

Mining.

W. SPAULDING

new and important book

struction of Ditches, Flumes,

is on the use an-* conDams, Pipes, Flow of Water

SPAULDING'S

QUARTZ SCREENS

Inserted Tooth

A

soecia'ty.
Round, slot
or burred slot holes. Genuine Russia iron, Honjo^jneous Steel, Cast Steel or'

CHISEL

American planished Iron

Francisco.

Established 1856.
Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope
Manila Rope, Hay Rope, Whale

Sisa Rope, Tarred
Line, cto., etc.

Extra sizes and lengths

Zinc, Copper or Br ss Screens for all purposes.
fornia Perforating Screen Co., 145 Sl 147 Beale St

INVENTORS.
L.

made

to order on short notice
St CO.
811 and 613 Front St., San Franciaco,

TUBES

W. A. GOODYEAR,

Manufacturers of

on Heavy Grades, methods of mining shallow and deep
placers, history and development of mines, records of
gold washing, mechanical appliances, such aa nozzles,
hurdy-gurdys, rockers,' undercurrents, etc.; also describes
methods of blasting; tunnels and sluices; tailings and
dump; duty of miners' inch, etc. A very practical work
for gold miners and users of water.
Price, S5, post-paid.
For sale by Dbwky &, Co., Publishers, 252 Market St., San

San Francisco Cordage Factory,

Si-nd for circular.

TAKE

Address " Business Box A,"

office

of

this paper, San

Francisco.

ROSS E BROWNE.

Cali.

Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

S. F.

Saws.

NOTICE

petersonTmodel maker,

58 Market St.,N. E. cor. Front (upstairs), San Francisco
Experimental machinery aod ail kiodB ot metal, tir,

copper aod brass.

BIT

Civil and Mining Engineer,
MINING EXPERT AND GEOLOGIST.

SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of all kinds made^to order.
logue.

Send for Descriptive Cata

17 and 19 Fremont

St.,

San Francisco.

No. 307 Sansomb St., San Francisco.

Back Filks of the Mining and Scirntific Prfbs) unhound) can be had for S3 per volume of six months. Per
year (two volumes) S5. Inserted in Dewey's patent binder, 50 cents additional per volume.
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CH:..^Xj31,ED:srG-:E3
FIVE

PRICE
OVER
I

^(

1400

merely

.ire

reet,

HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

($S7S.OO)

ARK NOW

O. ^.

r*.

IN USK.

Conc«otraUoaB are ckao from the Qrst working'. The wear aoU
A tuacbluo cau bu soon id workiog ordor aiid ruaily to make testa at K20 Fremont

uotiiliukl.

San VraucUcu.

Tub Hontaka Company (Limited),. London, October (s, 1885.
UiAH Srui;— Having tested three ot your Pnie Vanners in a coiu|>otitive trial with othtr alinUar machioeB
we have aatiafled oursolvee of the euperlurlty ot yoor Vanuor^, as In evidenced by the fact of our having
ordurua twenty more ol your maohinefl lor Imuiediatu dullvury. Yours truly,

(TrluDimi).

THE MONTANA COllPANY

(Limited).

N. B.—3In(X (he above was writtoD tlio 20 Vannere haviiiK boon started gave such Katlsfaction that 44 addiand mure ataniixi have been piirchasfd.
ADAMS & CAKTEli.

Uouttl Fruos

I'rotrctfd by jiatents
arj

1.S^3;

i;u,

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR

September

May

ADAMS & CARTER,

OR VANNING MACHINE.

Room

7.

No.

109

Keptembor

Ix-comlwr '^-2, 1874;
Patoiits upplicii for.

i, ISti'J;

18, ISS'i.

2, 1S79;

April 27, 1880;

March

'22,

1881;

Febm-

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

California Street,

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED,

$1,000

PR PF

HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS

""'VE

I

The present improved form of the celebrated " Tkiomph " Ore Concentrator poaaessea many advantages over any
other Btyle of Vanners, Vanning Machiuea, or (Concentrators, yet introduced to the notice of mining men. These advantages Gonsiat in the superior features which enter into their construction, and facilitate their operation.
They are constructed in the best manner; their frames being of iron, insures their solidity, durability^ and perfect
steadineas of motion when operated. They are built as compactly as their requisite strength will permit, weigh less, re.
quire less freight apace in boxes, by which their cost of transportation is reduced, and occupy less mill room when set upAn important improvement has recently been introduced into their construction, which consists of a Rikplk TAiiLEjilaced in front of and which takes the discharge from the feed and amalgam bowl.
The improvement is in the recipro,
cal motion which is imparted to this table by the longitudinal motion of the shaking frame to which the table is attached. We have at hand many testimonials, from well-known Superintendents of mines in different mining districts
of the United States, bearing evidence of the etBciency and superiority of this form of Concentrator, and we shall be
pleased to send Circulars covering such letters of testimony, and, as well, directions for setting up and operating these
machines, and are ready to quote special prices for any considerable order.

the;,

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,

'TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR.

COMPRESSED AIR

WATER POWER MACHINERY.

and

RIX & FIRTH, 225 and 227
NATIONAL AIR COMPRESSORS.

San Francisco.

First St

SINGLE OR DUPLEX, STEAM OR BELT POWER.
62 Sold on the Pacific Coast.

WATER

KNIGHT'S

PUMPING AND

MILLS,

Over 300

All eHtituates guarSerrrl for Circular.

PNEUMATIC
principle o( pulverization consists in the

MINERS' HORSE WHIM.

HOISTING.

in use.

aoteed.

The

WHEEL,

All wrought iron.

^„ gear,, no breakage.

will easily handle rock or water to a depth
3 50 feet, givint.' entire sutiafaction to the prospector.
Price, complete, $200. 150 sold on this Coast.

One horsR

NATIONAL ROCK DRILL.
200 Sold on this Coast.
lest* repairs than any
Drill.

Has
otlier

.

PULVERIZER.

employment

oE

two

POWERFUL OPPOSING CURRENTS
Of dry

iuper-heated steam,

so arraneed that they continuously charge themselves with crushed or granulated material, and by
force and velocity of the Hteaiu currents the minerals are dashed against each other with such power of concusto cause the hardest ores to be pulverized to any degree of fineness desired. The high temperature of the superheated steam currents employed, through which every miunte particle of ore mu^t pass, causes them to become very
hot and dry, which produces a beneficial effect upon Sulpliurets and ores containing rusty Gold. The light weight
and simplicity of construction of the Pulverizer, tie extremely small and inexpensive wearing parts, are the
and SURPKISE of all who witness its operation. The Company Is prepared lo furnish complete plants for pulverizing

the

{,'rbat

nion as

WONDER

10
Including a Sectional Steam Boiler

TO 200 TONS PER DAY,

supplying

all

the

WATER TANKS. WINE TANKS

power required.

PNEUMATIC PULVERIZER COMPANY,
L. F.

F. A.

Sectional

View

HOLMAN. Pros't.
LUCKENBACU, Sup't.

2 and 4 Stone Street,

We

are

23
now
so

3F»ax"33^

Pacific Coast, SMALL AIKCOMPRESyiNQ PLANTS at

such prices that almost any
small mine cnn afford to put
in power drills if they have

to

f

PLANTS

buy a Compressor

ROCK DRILLS
AIR COMPRESSORS &

I

drills

— AND—

DRILLCoESParkPlace

is

NEwiyiRK'wii

is

Chrome Cast Steel
Rock T>rill8 Ftc

for

MORRIS,
San Francisco,

M PURCHASING ACENT,

1?

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.
ADAMANTINE SHOE"^ ANO DIES — Quarand cheaper than any
prove
anteed

deplants,
Drill Company, as
drill

well known, has built, and
now buildiny, the LARG-

to

EST COMPRESSOR

IN THIS COUNTRY, and has patterns fon all sizes up to 40-inch"'diameter of cvlinder.
n rctpect to capacity INJSPEED OF DRILLING, perhaps it is in order to say that in EVERY AUTHORITATIVE
for speed yet initiated, the RAND DRILLS have, without exception, BEEN VICTORIOUS.
This fact,
roupled with another important 6iie, that the drills use much LESS AIH and cause LESS REPAIRd, has won tor
them nearly all of the Ea^^t.ern miniiiK trade, which has kept their works always busy.
Since the rcasoiia wliinh formerly restrained us from the Califurn-ia market no longer exist, wo are now
in the field f^r the bu-iine's
^i^SPRCIAL ATTENTION is called to the latest designed sectional Compressor just built for the Batopilas
mine in Mexico, aud to the Compound Engine Compresaor built for the Anaconda mine iu Montana.

Etc.

a Specialty. "^i

Special attention given to purchase of

~

havingTHE NEW-

small

Water Tanks

St.,

MAHUf ACTURERS"

AND LIGHTEST

Bitrned

the Rand

RAND

220 Fremont

and compressor.

Besides

EST

jj_ -p

bRDSHEE PLATES,

of

capacity than the
drills are expected to retjuire, in order to keep up
the supply of air necessary
on account of the wear of

double
I

GENERAL MACHINERY FOR gW
AND PAT- MlNINcTuNNELING,-''-

the duty or performance of
drills is not reduced with
U''e) it is no longer necessary

so...o«»r™K

I»l£ic©, :BS'&\JV "JCorlSL.

ENTED SYaTEMS (by which
L

ALL KINDS OF CASKS, TANKS,
^^Siiip, Mining, and

situated

with our new worki as to
offer to the miners of the

none in use.
Bv our NEW

NEW YORK.

of Pulverizer.

THE EAND DRILL COMPANY,

I

CALIFORNIA WINE COOPERAGE CO.,
*ULI>A BllOS., Proprietors,
San Francisco.
30 to 40 Spear St.,

CONTEST

"De

CIVIL

rNGINEER,
I

and SANITARY L. HY. JACKSON,
i

131 Montgomery

St., S.

¥.

better

others.

Orders solicited, subject to above conditions.
H. D.

Ali^IWANTrNK

man wot knows h

all

is

MORRIS.

alluz

a-makin

change, a-buyin' ob experience." The man who
docs~;/oi think that he " knows it ^11 " about Pumps
can find out a great deal about them in Orims/iaw's

I

!

'

Pump Catechism, By mail,
& Co., 220 Market St., S. F.,

postpaid, $i.
Cal.

Dewey
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The Hazelton
Is
BL'ILDEEIS

OK

MINING machinery.
GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS:
San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.
New York Office, 145 Broadway.
Pt ANTS FOR GOLD ANn SII.V ER MILLS.
embracini; iiiachinen- of LATEST DF'SIGN and
MOST IMPROViSD conHtructioD. We offer our
1

27

Boiler

acknowledged by the most eminent Engineers in the
country to be the greatest improvement that has
ever been made in a Steam Generator.

First St.,

IT

A Saving

oustomors the BEST RESULTS OF 38 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE in this SPECIAL LINE ot
work, and arc PREPARED to furnish the MOST
APPROVED charaoter of MINING AND KEDCCTIOX MACHINERY, adapted to all grades of
ores and SUPERIOR to that of anv other maite, at
the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
We are also prepared to CONSTRUCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING ORDER,
any locality, MILLS, CONCENTRATION
in
WORKS, WATER JACKET SMELTING
FURNACES, HOISTING WORKS, PUMPING MACHINERY, ETC., ETC., of any DE-

H.

TAYLOR,

FOR

UNEQUALED

ECONOMY

SAFETY,

AND

DURABILITY.

Least 20 per cent Guaranteed
over any other form of Boiler.

in Fuel of at

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

WORKS

PACIFIC IRON

127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

Sole Manufacturers for the Pacific Coast,

SIRED CAPACITY.

WM.

IS

B.

President.

S.

MOORE,

L. R.

Superintendent.

MEAD,

Secretary.

RISDON IRON & LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
Location of Works, S. E. Cor. Beale and

Howard

San Francisco.

Sts.,

Has the Following Advantages:

Manufacturers and Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast for

HEINE SAFETY

WATER TUBE

AND FACILITY OF INSPECTION
60,000 Horse Power now in

BOILER.

Boilers can

Hueter Bros. &

be Been working

in

and EEPAIRS.
use.

San Frandsco at Palace Hotel, Spring Valley Water Worlta
and other places.

Co., California Jute Mills,

Guaranteed More

Efficient

than any other Boiler made.

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY for Steamships, Breweries, and Cellars.
WILSON'S PATENT GAS-PRODUCER.
STEAM BOILERS of all descriptions.
SUGAR MACHINERY—Sugar Mills, Vacuum Pans, Ctariflers, Double Effects, etc.

QUARTZ MILLS—Gold and Sliver, Copper and Lead Smelting Works, Roasting Furnaces jf all kinds.
AIR COMPRESSORS— Rope Power TranamiBsion.
HYDRAULIC PUMPING and Hoistini? Machinery.
WROUGHT-IRON WATER PIPE a Specialty. Nots.—Have just completed order for 35 miles of 44-lnch
pipe of i-inch iron for Spring; Valley Water Works Company, San Francisco.
SAW-MILL MACHINERY of kinds.
STEAM ENGINES—Corlisa, Slide-Valve, Poppet Valve Automatic, Single, and Compound.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS for Pacific Coast ot the Celebrated "Heine" Patent Safety Boiler (Water Tube);
50,000 horse power now in use.
MACBETH PATENT STEEL-BIM PULLEYS—Fifty per cent lighter and 25 per cent cheaper than cast-

STEAMSHIPS —Steam Yachts, Marine Engines and

all

Boilera, Screw Propellers, Centrifugal Pumps, Steamship
Pumpg, Steam Capstans, Cargo Winches, etc
iVBuilders of 120-Btamp Qold Mill tor the Alaska Mill and Mining Company; 60-Btamp Mill for Quartz Mountain
Mining Company.
Send for Cironlar and Price Lists.

iron pulleys; will not break io transportation.

NOTICE!. — All

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

the

full

our plates are guaranteed to have
weight of silver agreed upon, and are tested be-

fore leaving our works, thereby avoiding the complaints

about light weight, made so often before we started
in this branch of industry.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.
521 & 523 Marl<et

f

St.,

San Francisco,

-DB-M.KR IN—
GRAVEL. OB PLACER MINES.
MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.
Assayers' and MiDing Material.

GET OUR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SAN

AND PLATING WORKS.

NOVELTY

FRANCISCO

— MANUFACTURBR

OF—

BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
Agent

for

HOSEINS'

HTDBO-CARBON ASSAY FTJBNAC£S

ATTENTION, GOLD MINERS!
WE ARE SELLING
Silver-Plat ed Amalgamating Plates
For Saving Gold

in

QUARTZ, GRAVEL and PLACER MINING,

At reduced rates. Get our prices. Three thousand orders filled. Fifteen medals awarded.
and far superior to others in wei^^ht of silve*- and durability. Old mining plates replated.
purchased of
TAYLOR & CO., cor. First and Mlsslou Sts.

JOHN

Our

plates have proved the best,

These plates can also be

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
E. O. DBNNISTON, Proprietor.
G53 & 655 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.
NOTICE. —Our Silved Platiad Platee have always proved as represented. We have been manufacturing them tor 20 years,
and use only the best Lake Superior Copper and Refined Silver. Comparing our plates with those of other manufacturers,
after repeated tests, we can safeiy guarantee much better plates for the same money. Our plates are used by all the prominent mining men on the Pacific Coast. I5END tOR CIKCULAR.

MAITOFAOTUIIER OP

Centrifugal

Quartz

Roller

MUls,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS.
Mining Machinery of Every Description,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR,
CentrUagal Boiler Qaartz

91111.
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-

-
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portant mines that trust to a sort of rule-of-
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and accurate mine surveys are those of
the collieries of Pennsylvania and tbe metalIt cannot be said,
iferouB mines of tbe Bartz,
however, in this country or abroad that mine
surveying has kept pace with the advances in
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other branches of surveying, for
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marine engines.

now common,

speculative nature of mining.

large ocean-going steamers, but thia
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Mining, though specby no means entirely the work of
chauce, and he who, avoiding vague and unhighly promising mines.
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ulative, is

first

time the quadruple has been employed on a
The quadrupling was done in orlarge vessel.
der to

gain economy

in the

satisfactory speculation,

It is

much economy in
one cylinder. The higher

that there

trying to expand in

is

not

The branch

the pressure, the more cylinders are required to
get the full benefit of the steam-power.

subsequent delineation on a plan and sections,
first the underground workings of a mine, and,

was about 20 or 25 years ago when compound engines b^'gan to displace the eingleoylinder type. Then about 10 years ago the
triple cylinder was introduced and its use has

secondly, the mine buildings at the surface, etc.
requires an accurate method of conunderground and surface surveys.
Trustworthy plans and sections are of valne for
giving a condensed view of all the facts connected with the works and explorations of a

Thirdly,

gle

compounds

is

it,

eo the

mine; for affording data to assist in the further
proaecntion of workings after temporary abandonment, and for the avoidance of litigation,

rapidly supplanting the sin-

of 10 or

it

necting

gained rapidly. Now, within the past Ui o
years the quadruple hasbaenintroducedabroad.
Just as the compound took the place of the
triple expansion

of surveying especially applied to

mining' consists in measuring, with a view to

It

old-style marine engine that preceded

20 years ago. Advanced

engineers and the makers of this engine believe

trespass, loss caused

that the quadruple expansion engine will,

direction, etc.,

by driving in the wrong
which have too often resulted
from incorrect or imperfect mine plans.

in-

side of a few years, replace the triple, as the
triple did the single

compound.

In fact there

may be five cylinder engines before
With steam of high pressure, up
point, the

more cylinders the more

long.

QTJADEUPLE COMPOUND ENGINE BUILT BY THE FULTON IRON WORKS.

to a oertain
utility.
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50 fathoms of water.

Fifteen people were

will

run smoothly.

The

difficulty

plant haa retarded work

with

the

this season.

in the use of steam advances juat as drowned, including some women and children. electric
the pressure increaaes in a certain ratio. With The question of the responsibility for the acciAt the annual meeting of the atockholdera of
four cylinders nearly all the power of the ateam dent will be decided by the Government InThis spectors. The City of Cheater was valued at the Independence Mining Co., the following
is utilized with direct results in economy.
engine was designed at the Fulton Iron Works, $150,000, and her cargo was worth about ^5000. officers were elected for the ensuing year: E,
Scott, president; F. A. Berlin, vice-president;
and ia built on well-recognized principles. These The Oceanic was but slightly injured.
T. J. Shackleford, H. H. Pitcher and J. W.
works have for some years made a specialty of

economy

marine work, and have kept up with modern
improvements. In this case they have made a

City,

marked advanced

bearing gravel at a depth of

atep.

constantly stores up

and can grasp the extent and object of
mining works, ia frequently enabled to avoid
expenaes and difficulties in which those who
are without such data would soon be involved.
facta,

use of steam, and

the result has proved highly satisfactory.

now known

Casual failures

caused by the want of easily accessible information frequently lead to the abandonment of

Tripling the
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the results of his experience die with him.

holds its own.
Another cause which has retarded the progress of mine surveying is the uncertain and

proper quantity of ateam.
This is the most forward step ever taken in
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it is," still

engine, while with the smaller compound engine the boiler had all it could do to supply the
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These remarks apply paiticulatly to Cornwall,
where the mining proverb ** Where it is, there

employed with a smaller engine, nevertheless it
keeps up steam with the greatest ease in this

this country in

in part,

tempt every kind of knowledge except that
learned under ground. As a rule, tbe untrained
mind treasures every truth as a mystery, to be
carefully guarded for individual use only. Experience has often stored an individual mind
with useful facta which are rarely recorded,
Tbe miner trusts to his memory, and when he

and

made
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Mine Surveying.

thumb

steam launch in the East, but for regular trade
work this one is practically the first.
The engraving on this page shows the new
engine.
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had a great
The importance of thorough and accurate
outgoing Kureba steamship C.ty of Chester col- deal of trouble with their electric plant, agd
surveys of mines ia not so generally realized as
lided in a fog off Lime Point, at the entrance of many changes had to be made, but there is
Sao Francisco bay, and the latter veesel was sunk nothing but what can be remedied. In time all it should be. In our very large mines careful
underground surveys are made and kept for
constant reference, but there are many im-
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*'Mine Surveying," written by Bennett H,
Brough, instructor in mine surveying at the
Royal School of Mines, London. It ia a very
useful work for mining engineers and superintendents, containing about all that
to be
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costs $2.50
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Queen and Commonwealth mill at Tuacarora
has been let to the Union Iron Works of San
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The Acliievements of Mechanics.
Skilled Labor In California and Its Results.
[An address delivered at the opening of the Mechanics'
the
Institute Fair by Robt. S. Moore, superintendeut of

Risdonlron Wo'rks.]
It is now 33 years since this Mechanics' Institate was organized. It ia but 38 years since
this— the State of California was admitted to
the Federal Uoion. I think of what we, the
meohatfics of San Francisco, have achieved in
the direction of lifting ourselves and our occupations to a higher level, with great satisfaction.
I look abroad over the State in which we live,
over the land in which our destinies have been
cast; X reflect upon the conditions surrounding
ns, the wages we receive, the opportunities we
enjoy, the education we have acquired, and that
afforded for our children, the dress we are enabled to wear, the food we consume, the dwell-

—

ings in which we live, the social circles in
we move, and thank God our lot is cast

which

in so
delightful and so prosperous a land.
I look over this most respectable audience
owning its spacious hall, in which it makes

yearly eshibits of the handicraft of its members;
over the faces of the mechanics' children sparkling with bright intelligence; I reflect that aU
adult mechanics are units of a great and splendid Government, each workingman the equal
and the peer of every other man in the
Kepublio, and I am reverent in the presence
of the Divine Author of all these most generous
and ennobling gifts, and I thank Him that our
lot has been cast in an age so advanced and a

country so supremely blessed.
I consider all these things I say to myand I have the right to remind you that
self
these gifts and opportunities are attended with
responsibilities and duties from which we have no
right to attempt to escape or endeavor to avoid.
The first and greatest of these must ever be the
necessity of loyalty to the Government and
obedience to the law. Loyalty to the Government because it is ours; because under it all
men are free, all are equal, all born upon the
soil and legally naturalized are clothed with
the electoral privilege; all are sovereign; the
Government was created by labor, carved by
toil from primal wilderness and virgin prairies;
toilers, and the sons of toilers, fought the war
in which its independence was achieved, built
the national structure, developed in legislative
halls its splendid constitutional fabric, fought
it3 conflict for the emancipation of slaves and

When

—

—

.

American Union, and
stand to-day the guardian of its freedom and
priceless
liberties.
its
bulwark
of
the
We must obey the laws because we make
them. The majority of the American people
are laborers laborers with brain and muscle;
more with muscle than brains, more at the
plow and work-benoh, and toiling with their
hands, than in all other occupations beside.
for the preservation of the

—

The majority rules the
made by it. We are the

republic under laws
majority, and if we do
not respect and obey the laws, who shall ? If
capital infringes the law, we have the right to
correct it. If labor, ignorant, misguided and
criminal, attempts to overturn the laws, we, the
majority within the ranks of labor, must discipline and control it.
The first guiding principle, the cardinal underlying rule of every labor organization, the
first thought of every mechanic's mind, ought
If
to be unqueetioned obedience to the law.
the laws are wrong, tyrannical or oppressive, it
is our fault, for we, if we have not neglected
our duties and our opportunities, have made
them. If they are imperfectly or corruptly, or
in any way badly executed, we are to blame,
for we have elected, or had the opportunity to
elect, the officials who executes them.
There is
no safe way of amending or repairing bad laws
except by legal modes; riots are never excusable; anarchy is a crime; communism is indefensible.
Under the structure of our organization,
where all are equal, all sovereign, and the majority makes the law and execute it, it follows
as an inexorable, logical conclusion tbat if laws
are bad and badly administered, it is the fault
of the majority which makes and executes
them, and of that majority the intelligent,
skilled mechanics and workingmen of the nation are the most responsible.
The cry against capital is not half a truth
because the great bulk of the nation's vast
wealth is owned and enjoyed by the working
forces which creatad it.
Wealth is the slave of
labor.
Gold is of no value while piled in vaults
unused; it is worthless. It cannot be moved, or
used, or enjoyed, except atthe willof labor, and
when it moves it earns more for the man who
handles it than for the man who owns it.
Labor is the ma&ter, capital the indispensable,
if not the always willing slave.
It has some

advantages

may

—

it

may

sulk,

it

may run away,

it

refuse to be used; it may hide itself in
vaults of steel which we have been paid to
make fire and burglar proof. Hencs it is policy
that we should make for its protection, jast
laws, treat it kindly and generously, as all masters should treat their most valuable servants.
Again, proud as we all are of labor, dignified
and honorable as we concede it to be, let none
of us be so dishonest and hypocritical as not to
admit that we would prefer to be millionaires
rather than working mechanics. Some time
since a weekly journal of San Francisco pub
lished the namea of 107 millionaires resident in
this city, not one of whom was not a poor and
toiling boy, not one of whom was the graduate
of a learned university.
All had come from the
farm, the workshop, and the humbler walks of
working life. Wealth, like the higher prizes of
life, is open to the well-directed efiEp^^g of our

boys in this splendid empire of opportnnity, and
in this age most blessed.
This is not a fitting occasion for the introduction of political questions of a partisan character, for there must be times and places where
these matters of consideration are of higher and
broader importance than what we regard as
mere partisan questions; but there is no time
and no place where mechanics and skilled laborers can meet when it is not appropriate for them
to deliberate on what concerns themselves, their
What promotes and
families and their future.
aids labor aids them. What pertains to the
That which digrights of labor concerns them.

them dignity. Political power
and authority give to them weapons for agThese
gression and an armor for defense.
weapons and this armor should never be used

nifies labor gives

except in the right, seldom, if ever, except in
self-defense under the law. When oppressions
become unendurable, and wrongs irremediable,
by any legal course of action, then comes the
right of revolution and rebellion against the unThis we will
just exercise of arbitrary power.
not DOW consider.
How to protect ourselves and how best to
promote onr own interests without invading the
rightful privileges of others, or trespassing upon
rights guaranteed to others by law, should be
matters which we should most carefully conThis land of America is ours, and it
sider.
must be preserved for us and as the inheritance
of1)ur children. Those who are born upon its
soil, those who have become citizens by legal
adoption, those who are on their way to citizenship through the courts, are equally entitled
to all the rights and privileges incident to
American citizenship. There can be organked
DO political party in which all should not have
the privilege of membership, voice and equal
participation.
There should be do question
in the consideration of which the workingman's
intelligence should not be ooDsulted, his unselfish and disinterested advice listened to, and
his wise admonitioDs heeded, but there should
be no political question which Americans should
not openly discuss.
The question of tariff for the collection of
revenue for the support of Government, and incidentally lor the protection of American industries, the question of foreign immigration, and
to what extent it may be regulated and limited
the discriminations which may be made for or
against different nationalities and different
classes
are properly within the line of political
consideration, and there can be no doubt, I
think, that the Government of the country has
the unquestioned right to determine to what extent foreign immigration may be limited and
what undesirable nationalities or classes may be
entirely excluded from the privilege of residence upon American soil. There can be no
doubt of the authority of the Government of
the United States to determine whether it will
further extend the privilege of the elective

—

—

franchise and whether it will clothe any more
men of foreign birth with the sovereignty of
citizenship; whether it will net deem it prudent
to preserve all that remains of its public do
uiain as the heritage of its increasing nativeborn millions; whether the principles which
govern the educational system, so generously
charged with free instruction at the expense of
the State, of the sons and daughters of the
working families of the nation, should in any
respect be changed, and whether there should
be encouraged or permitted the establishment
of any
religious denominational or church
power or ecclesiastical system, Protestant or
Catholic, Church of Rome, Church of Jerusalem,
Church of England or Church of America,
drawing funds from municipal, State or !N ational
treasuries within the jurisdiction of a republic,
whose organic and f nndamental law declares that
in this commonwealth there shall be do coDuection between Church and State.
look upon England as a country of wise
legislation in this respect, and its Church has,
by an English Parliament, within the generation, been disestablished in Scotland and Ireland,
while the extension of the principle to Wales
and England is now a matter of grave consideration.
All these questions come properly within the scope of consideration by intelligent mechanics, because we, in common with all citizens, are charged with the responsibility of
ultimate decision.
When all these matters are contemplated,
and the condition of the American mechanic deliberately considered, if any one in the United
States of America shall ask, is labor honorable
and diEfnitiedV let the answer be: The Creator of the Universe was an architect and
builder;
His only Son a carpenter; the
first
created man, a gardener and fruitgrower; the apostles, fishermen, the patriarchs,
herdsmen; the first navigators, those legendary argoDauts searching for the golden fleece;
the early explorers pushing beyond the pillars

We

.

of Hercules
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by comparison with any composing the human
family in iotelligence, morals, patriotism; they
compare favorably with the best, bravest and
most useful of mankind. May we not in our
pride say they are the very foundation of Christian civilization? May we not claim, and
justly, that without the aid of the practical
working mechanic the refinements of Europe
would still be left with art, science and literature undeveloped; that except for the skilled
artisans America would remain to-day an undiscovered land, peopled with red men clothed in
skins, living in caves and running wild in the
primal forests where they were born, and
from which they would have no hope of deliverance.
While we consider the progress of the age and
the nation we may not be unmindful of the fact
that the inventors, mechanics and business men
of Cilifornia have not beeD deficieot in their
contributions of useful gifts tending to promote
the welfare and add to the material comfort and
intellectual advancement of the age.
Our State
of California, lying on the outer border of our
National domain, has been linked with steel to
our Eistern homes, and now the iron horse,
feeding upon coal, and breathing fire, carries us
dashing over mountains and across plains, leaping broad streams aod deep ravines, till space is

almost annihilated, California enterprise, and
the daring of its pioneers, have achieved the engineering marvel of the century by crossing the
cootinent by rail.
The skill and ingenuity of a Sin Francisco
mechanic has given us the invention of wire

and

applications to street transportathe purpose of residence and
hills are level with the valleys,
and our suburban homes so closely and so
cheaply connected with our shops and places of
business, that none but the men of means and
leisure can afford the luxury of walking to and
from their daily occupations. The street-car
and dummy is the poor man's carriage, cheaper

cable,
tion,

its

for

till,

business,

our

and more

safe,

more comfortable and more

ex-

peditious than the rich man's coach.
San Francisco will, within a few days, send
an iron-clad Leviathan to the great deep, flying
the American flag at her mast- head, evidencing
the skill of her mechanics and the resources of
the Pacific States. The " Charleston " with her
frowning batteries of defense (never to be used,
wo hope, in aggressive, unjust wars), will, to long
as she fliat^, evidence the fact that our interoceanic empire is defensible by the mechanical
skill and patriotic courage of it^ bods of either
From Mt. HamiltoD, through cloudless
shore.
heavens that arch its summit, scholarly mathematicians are studying the courses of the stars
as they move through the firmament of boundless space, and solving the sublime mysteries of
the universe through a telescope more powerful
and more perfect than elsewhere exists, the contribution of a Cilifornia mechanic to the
science and learDiog of the world.
Almost at the foot of Mount Hamilton, there
grows a great university of learning, now and
hereafter to be more richly endowed than any
college resting upon imperial or royal beneuniversity where mechanical inficence.
struction will be provided for boys and girls,
and from which the sons and daughters of no
respectable person will be excluded, thus acknowledging the equal rights of all who are
gleaners in the great field of human knowledge,
of all who are workers and toilers in their endeavor to penetrate the mysteries cf the boundless universe of human research.
Lotus then be justly proud of our calling
and our Order, proud of our rank among the
useful classes. Let us bravely assert our power
under the law and within the law and according to law, to preserve ourselves, our country
and our children from the encroachments of
foreign invasion, from ignorance, superstition,
idleness, drunkenness and crime, and from the
slavery from which any tyranny, ecclesiastical,

A

political, would endeavor to bind us.
Let us fear and avoid the tyranny of ignorance,
by sending our children to kindergarten schools,
where they may play at acquiring the rudiments of edncation, then to the public schools,
where they may be equipped in their intellectual
armor of mental and moral defense. Let us decivil or

for them proper legislation and apprenticeship, and Ut us so teach them in religious
and political principles at our own homes and

mand

by our own firesides, that we may send them
forth fully panoplied for their own defense in
the struggle of life, and fully equipped to fight
successfully the battles in which Americans
must of necessity be involved. Let us for ourselves and for our children recognize the necessity of free conscience, free thought, free expression, free speech, and a free ballot-box for
the maintenance of our free republic, the protection of our properties and the preservation
Let us be proud of
of our personal liberties.
our American citizenship gind be ever prepared
to offer onr lives, our fortunes, and our honors in
its defense and in defense of the American flag.

till they discovered America, circumnavigated the globe, found the entrance of
the Golden Gate to our golden shores, and exposed India to the commerce of the world, were
The Oroville Register says: Mining prossailors. Peter of the great Dynasty of the Roma- pects in this vicinity are excellent, and a large
noffs who laid the foundation of a colossal amount of money will be invested in the mines
northern Empire, was a shipbuilder; William, of Butte before the end of the year.
the conqueror of Eogland, married Ailetta, the
Very little of the copper produced at the
tinner's daughter; Franklin was a printer
Washington a surveyor; the immortil L'nooln, smelting works of the Rio Tinto, Tharsis and
Cape companies during the past six months has
who preserved the nation that is ours,

was a
and Grant, the hero, who fought
the battles that preserved the integrity of our
nation, was the eon of a tanner and himself a
railsplitter;

been sold.

^__^_

A. Cavagnaso was killed by a blast in the
Utica mine, Angels, Calaveras county, last week.

toiler.

The
aqd

skilled
for

mechanics and artisans, to whom
I this day speak, do not suffer

whom

The French syndicate is estimated
hand about 85,000 tons of copper.

to

have on

The Charleston.

How

Happened to be
San Francisco.

the Cruiser
in

Built

happened in a committee-room the other
I was in conversation with some of
who are present at this moment,
that a subject was suggested. It was in referIt

when

day,

my

friends

ence to the steel-producing capacity of the State
of California.
I happened to be on tbat coast,
a member of the Committee on War Ships and
Ordnance, and having an opportunity to make
some investigation, I did so. I came in contaot with steel producers and manufacturers
and with the bnilders of steel ships, colliers and
other ships that run up and down the coast of
the Pacific.
They were building them at San
Francisco. I went down and examined the
works that they had. In the works there was
found every modern improvement.
There was a very enlightened man, who was
raised at a lathe or in a machine-shop in Baltimore, and who had gone over to the Pacific
Coast." The gentlemen who were the stockholders in tbat enterprise had sent him abroad
through the world for the purpose of ascertaining the condition of the machinery which was
employed in the construction of great ships and
great guns in every nation of the earth.
Being
very active and a very enlightened man, he
gained all the information that was necessary.
He came back, and they sold out their old plant,
moved a little farther up the bay and built an
establishment there which utterly astonished
me, both for its capacity and for the splendor of
its arrangement.
He was then about to launch
a caisson, which he was building for the dock
at Mare Island navy-yard, a very beautiful and
splendid structure of California steel.
In conversation with him about his capacity
for building on the coast, I said to him: **Why
do you not attempt to build some of the iron
ships on this side of the continent ? " " Why,"
he said, '* we have had no opportunity to do it.
If you make your provision of law and authorize the Secretary of the Xavy to make contracts, we will inform him of our capacity, and
doubtless we can get contracts for building
ships." So when a naval-appropriation bill
came up I ventured to offer an aipendment to
it, which was paesed and adopted
by both
Houses, requiring that the Secretary of the
Navy, in his offer for biddings for ships, should
offer to have at loast one of them built at San
Francisco, The result was that the contract
was tiken, and I believe a second one is now being constructed there. Within a few days
past the Charleston has been launched from the
ways in the bay of San Francisco, and that is
the first steel or iron ship for the navy that has
ever been built on the Pacific Coast.
Mr, President, that all resulted from the fact
that there was a man of enterprise there and
there were gentlemen of capital to back him.
They had confidence in him, and he had confidence in his ability to build a ship. We have
now started that enterprise on the. Pacific Coast,
and after this time the Pacific Coast will yield
her quota of vessels to the American navy just
as rapidly as we desire that they shall be produced.
Senator Morgan in Congreasional Hecord.

—

The Lick Industrial School. All of the
Lick trustees, with the exception of E. B, Mastick, are absent from the city. Charles M. Plum,
who is in New York, has written to Secret »ry
Matthews stating that he will return within a
few weeks. Captain R. S. Floyd, who has been
in the country for the benefit of his health, has
also written, stating that he is improving rapidly and will be able to return in a short time.
Judge John M. Boalt, secretary of the trustees
for the School of Mechanic Arts, is also absent.
Upon the return of all these gentlemen the first
important step will probably be taken to make
arrangements for establishing the School of
Mechanic Arts, for the founding of which the
sum of §540,000 wks bequeathed in the will of
the late James Lick. This project has long
been delayed on account of several obstacles
that have in ervened, such as selecting a suitable place for the school and the best manner

making the appropriation. The trustees for
establishing the school have at last beeome importunate, and it is probable that a permanent
understanding with the trustees of the funds
will shortly be reached. After the work is commenced it will probably be a year before it is
entirely completed.
of

What

the Miner Produces.

— The

farmer

toiU in his field from sunrise till sundown, warring against every kind of pest and natural
enemy until he harvests his crop. He then
takes them to market and receives what the
sharpers, who buy his commodities, may see fit
to give him.
The fruit-grower may get good
prices for his productions till there is an overproduction, then down they go.
The only pro-

ducer who can tell in advance what his product
will bring in the market is the gold miner.
He
knows that every ounce he digs from the soil
will be worth dollar for dollar.
His risks in
finding deposits are great, but not more so, perhaps, than are the risks in other occupations.
The farmer has adverse winds, drouths, natural
pests, etc., to contend with, which make his
business hazardous, as much so, probably, as
the miner's. The honest miner who has a good
claim has no competition. Every one wishes
him well. What he produces ia so much wealth
added to the world. It is practically indestructible.
He can let the balance of the world
whistle, while he smokes his pipe in peace.
Happy, honest miner. Nevada, Herald,

Aug. 25
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Wash'Water for roasted ore is much diminished sft'-T which all the leaching was downward.
and amounts to only 1 to '2 cubic feet per ton. No silver was precipitated on top of the ore, as
Table \IV gives the amount of water required eometimes happens. All the wash-water comfor various ores, inoluding the first and second ing from the ore was divided into
three parts,
wub-water and the total amount. Kxcept in the and each part was precipitated by itself. Nearly

The Russell Process.

1|

Its

Practical Applicstlob and
R«BUlC0.
(Cuniinued from our

Booaomlo

cent; weight of copper obUined per ton of ore.
3.25 pounds; grammes silver contained in let
40 cubic feet of wash-water, 6 0; grammes silver
contained in 2d 40 cubic feet of wash- water, 31.0;
grammes silver contained in 3d 40 cubic feet of
wash-water, 2 ti; proportion of ore value leached
out in Ut wash-water, 0.85 percent; proportion
of wash-water eilver obtained with the copper
precipitated on iron, 72 per cent.

amount of the first
varies from 1*2 to 53 cubic feet per
TABI.K XVI.
ton of ore, the average being about 40. At the
fiarBisutiONorrur. otuot-viu mlvih in iiik nasr wakiidiffer* Sierra firando, Sonibrerete, and the Chloride
0.
WATEK tnOH ci'.tl uHB.
eoce b«tweea th« liziviatioo of rsw and routed mills, the water is introduced from above.
iNuiiibor I'f Uhar^fes 1^(TV) be Continued.)
oreik ID thu use of Ihe tirat wash water od roast- The saving in the amount of the first wash*
poiiriiontud on.
ed ore to remove the soluble salti formed water by introducing it below the charge is 25
rvalue nf Ch»i{,'tfH III 6%.
to
40
per
cent.
in roaatiog, whioh wontd cootamtDate both
Sllvo r I'.rTon.
o> a e
Soit Against the Eureka Consolidated.
3. AUfintaye of C'hartjmij Hoa^ttd Ore Cold
olatioD aod prodaota if not removed before
Chari;es
£ se £ se ig Depth of
into thr Ltnching Tankt.
Inehi'H.
As shown in Table
the leaching aolutioos are applied.
A dispatch from Virginia, Nev., says: Papers
the amount of silver dissolved from
Percont of Salts Soluble
1. Mtinuer of Uttintj the Frrat Witth- Water.
are being prepared in a suit entitled Kleupfer
0> O VI ^ 4>
in Water.
|_
After the aurface of the charge of oru has beeo roasted ore by the first wash-water varies with
Bros.
vs. the Eureka Consolidated Mining Co.
iCoViViloU-il Ore VnluiTin
leveled, water ia torned into the tank, either the temperature of the ore at the time the
The plaintiffs claim that on a certain date they
or Stiver Per Ton.
npoD the top of the charge or beneath it nnder water is turned upon it. The term **hot dry
acquired
the title by purchase to all the ore and
Value sftur Wushiuv iu
ore" refers to ore which has a temperature of
the filter.
Mill.
material then on the dumo at the Eureka ConThe tirat of tbeae methods la used if little about 150° to 250" F.; •'cold dry ore " to ore at
Ox. Extrnoteif'by Flint solidated mine, Kureka, Nev.; that the Kureka
120'^
F.
silver la extractuU ^V the first wash-water, or a' temperature of not more than
Of the
Wo II WatT.
» 00 o> to
Consolidated Co., through its agents, has since
if,
as at Vodraa, the extraction of a cooaid- silver dissolved and extracted from the ore by
Tor cent T-xtwUd liv removed large quantities of the
ore included in
erablo amount of silver in this way in not ob- the first wash water, at (Jusi, only a portion
Kir«t Wa«li-\Vfttur.
the purchase Irom the dump and extracted
jeotionable.
The oatlet of the leaohiog-tank actually left the leaching-tank. As shown in
1 sib'or Oontaine/l In infVi
a large sum in bullion therefrom and converted
c.
c.
at
und
Table
XVi,
about
of
llr.
00
per
cent of all the silver
\
remains closed until the taoU is about full of
it to the use of the company.
Plaintiffs demand
water.
The outlet is then opened, and the extracted by the first wash-water is extracted
Silver Contnino'l in 1000
£ g ? S c c. at unit of One llr. an accountiDg of the amount of bullion realized
leacbiog with water continued until nearly all during the first 15 minutes' leaching, provided
from the ore.
Sf £
g
g
the
water
is
introduced
on top of the charge, as
the soluble salts are removed, as indicated by
The Kleupfer brothers are stonemasons and
Silver Contained in 1000
and XVI.
The was the case in Tables
testing the liquid with sodium sulphide.
have resided here for many years. The purchase
water raoning opon the ore is then shot off,
? I CO O tj c. c. at end of Two Urn. of the Kureka Consolidated ore
dump was made
TABLI3 XV.
and what remains in the tank allowed to run
Sliver Contained in \om by the brothers many years ago, and soon after
out. When the water hag drained out of the ore,
acquiring title, they had some of the ore worked
c. c. at end of Tlirou Urs.
the Jeaching-solution is turned npon the top of
and a satisfactory return in bullion resulted.
H
aj H
Silver Contained in Ifloo
the charge.
Meeting with financial reverses soon after, the
c. c at end of Four Hrs.
If the leooad method is used, which is the
brothers abandoned the working of the ore until
case if the amount of silver extracted by the
Silver Contained in lOOo they could acquire more capital to operate by
first wash-water is to be diminished as much as
working at their trade.
0. c. at end of Five llrd.
a S
possible, or If water is scarce and must be used
The bullion realized from the ore alleged to
Silver Prr HJOO c.
at
HOT DltV ORE,
economically, the wash-water is introduced
have
been unlawfully removed by the Eureka
of
First
Thirty
end
5
34.6
14 S
40 6
23.3
12.3
30.3
under the filter and albwed to ri^e slowly
Consolidated Co. and converted to its use is
Inches of Water.
34 2
33
14.1
38.8
27 B
11.2
2S.8
throoeh the oharge of ore until the tank is fillvariously
estimated at from $500,000 to $1,500,*
COLD Dliy OltE.
w » S en o
The water is then turnod off, and the out*
ed.
000.
The deed or
of sale of the ore to the
:9
37.9
15
44.6
39.4
8.2
li.e
W Total Time of Washliif,'. Kleupfer brothers bill
When the
let of the leachibg-tank opened.
was destroyed in the fire
As more or less water, comparatively free
surface of the water in the tank reaches the
which the Eureka mine suffered several years
surface of the charge, the water is turned from salts, may exist under the filter at the
NoTB.— Tlio silver in the wosh-wator is expreesoU in ago, but a record of it is alleged to be extant on
upon the surface, which is kept covered until time the first wash-water is used, being left yrainnios
the books at the otfice of the Eureka Consoliper 1000 c. c.
the washing is finished. The rest of the there by the last wash- water of a previous
dated Co. in San Francisco. As a further proof,
manipulation of the first wash-water is the charge, and as chloride of silver is precipitated
per cent of the silver dissolved by the first Joseph M. Douglass, a local millionaire, has
from an aqueous solution by dilution with wash-water was found in the second part. If
sime as that already described.
proof of the sale, .?SO0O purchase-money, in payThe introduotioD of the leaching solution water, a large portion of the dissolved eilver the leaching had been downward from the be- ment for the title to the dump, having passed
may
be precipitated from the first wash-water, ginning, probably 75 to 88 per cent of the dis' through
apun a charge from which the wash-water has
his hands, and the receipts, therefore,
been drained has two advantages over turning under the filter, and therefore not actually solved silver would have been found in the firtt are now in his possession. Douglass is backing
the leaohiog-solution apon a charge at the time leave the leacbing-tank until again dissolved by third of the wash-water.
the Kleupfer brothers' suit and will give bonds
the descending wash-water disappears under the hyposulphite solution subsequently used.
for any amount required when the preliminary
The first advantage is For Cusi ore, even when 25 to 30 per cent of
the surface of the ore.
papers are filed. Notwithstanding the large
TABLE XVU.
stock-solution loses the silver in the ore bad been dissolved and ex- rKOfORTlON OF StLVRR BXTRACTKU FROM ROASTBD ORBS UV amount of ore alleged to have
that, in practice, the
been removed
The second tracted from the ore by the first wash-water,
less in strength by this method.
TUB FIRST WAt^H-WATKK— ITS VALUB AMJ TUB
from the dump by the Eureka Consolidated Co.,
COST OF PRECIFrl'ATINO IT.
only 3 to 9 per cent actually left the leachingis, that tht3 watching for the appearance of the
there still remains three-fourths of the original
tank, while 2 to fi per cent left the tank when
first silvtr-bearing solution at the outlet of the
quantity, which, it is estimated, varies from
w CO tn
Consequently, the
leacbing-taiik is avoided, as well as the danger the ore was charged cold.
S2, 000 000 to S3.000,000 in bullion, which may
difference
between the results of hot and cold
of losing eilver by careteesneas at this point.
be profitably extracted.
For, in the method just advocated, the chang- charging are not practically as great as would
As far as the fineness
ing of the outlet-hoHe of the leaching-tank from appear from Table XV.
Employers and Inventions.
the wash-water trough or launder, to that lead- of the wash-water precipitate and (except in
ing to the precipitating tanks, is made at any some parts of Mexico) the cost of the precipiJudge Levy has overruled the demurrer in the
time after the charge has drained, the leaching- tating is concerned, the amount of silver passsuit of the Pacific Indicator Company against
solntion not being used on the charge until ing out of the leaching-tank in the first washWash -Water In- Berryman and others of the National Indicator
water is of little importance. For instance, at
Buoh cfaaoge has been made.
Company, in deciding which an examination of
Lake valley all the silver dissolved by the
troduoed
from
first waBh-water^ amounting to
the available cases and text-books led to the
30 per cent
TABLE XIV.
Above or Btlow.
value
of
the
ore,
following conclusions as the law on the subject:
of
the
actually
passed
out
of
AVERAGE AM0I;NT OK CIlEMllALS AND VOLl'MK O
WA'lKlt UWKD I'lUt TON OS KAW AND IKiAHrKD
An employer is not necessarily entitlea to an
the leaching-tanks in the first wash^water; but
UltES AND TAILIN<]M Tu WI110I TUB llVainvention made by a workman in his employ.
all of it was saved except 0.07 ounce per ton of
SELI. PROCESS HAS BEEN Al'PLIEn.
It would require a distinct contract or underore.
The only objection to allowing a large
standing to that effect to entitle the employer
amount of the silver in the ore to pass out of
?3to the patent.
A simple contract for the labor
the leaching-tank in the first wabh-water is,
of a man at an ordinary trade, profession or octhat this is the only liquid used in leaching
t'^
w
cupation does not include a right to the invenroasted ores, which is thrown away or allowed
si
tions made by the employe, whether relating to
to pass out of the milt; and, consequently, inPer cent of Ocethe business at which the person is employed
complete precipitation would cause a loss
?l
5
Value
Obtainten.
or not.
which could not afterward be remedied; while
ed from WashIf a man is employed for the purpose, wholly
no loss would result from incomplete precipitaE*^
Water.
So
or partially, of making improvements in any
tion of the reeular leaching solutions, as any
Value of the Prebranch of trade or manufacture, then his invensilver not precipitated at one time would be
-^
tion would belong to his employer.
precipitated subsequently
the same solution
cipitate in Or..
There was in this case, besides all this, a diremaining in constant usp.
Per Ton.
rect charge of fraud and conspiracy.
4.
Amount of Silver Extracted hij ihe First
The court
could not conceive how two directors of the
Wash- Water from Various Boasted Ores. Tas
plaintiff's
corporation,
appointed for the speble XVII gives the amount of silver extracted
cial purpose of procuring an improvement to the
from the first wash-water. The actual loss by
plaintiff's indicator, can, when they have prounprecipitated silver in the first wash-water
cured it, appropriate it against the interest of
was only 0,07 ounce per ton for Sierra Grande
w
their principal, form a new corporation, take
ore, although three to four ounces were disftfii^i
c5'.-.'=.V.25- rt
the majority of its stock and deprive the plaintsolved by it and passed out of the leachingiff,
its principal, of the very thing for which
tank. The reason why more silver is dissolved
1
by the first wash*water from some orea than
The waeh-water being acid, 72 per cent of they as directors were appointed. Such a
^I?lig
from others is not known. There seems to be the dissolved silver was obtained with the breach of trust is a violation of every equitable
f
?i
no connection between the amount dissolved cement copper, by simply hanging old iron in principle and would, if encouraged, lead to the
and the percentage of salt, or the kind of fur- the wash-water precipitating tanks. The addi- greatest mischief. So long as a corporation
nace used. Even while using 17 per cent of tion of one-half to one pound of acid to the must act through its directors the latter must
o
salt, at the Ootario, on ore roasted in a Stetewash-water might have been necessary, if the not be permitted to use the trust to its disifFlff
f?":
feldt furnace, only 0.25 per cent of the silver was wash-water had contained much silver. But in advantage.
cl
M '•''•' a
e:
extracted by the first wash-water, while 30 per this case it was not necessary, as the amount of
S:
The Belmont Courier
cent was extracted from the Sierra Grande ore silver dissolved by the first wash-water was only
The Barcelona.
p
r
& U. * (» -1 ~J to as OT O 4. -- ^^ MW 4.M*" Ll)8 Blii.:st.>iJ(.- roasted with 7 per cent of salt in a Howell fur- a fraction of an ounce per ton of ore, and all of says the Barcelona mine is showing fine ore in
ler tuu.
oc:«*)t«-=o O-jJ-OO-KJ'C-- o<»
nace, and only a trace of silver was extracted it was regained except about one-tweutieth of the different etopes, which is being extracted
U to Ui ^1 Ui Ul ss. *.oeo_-to -us to — ww T.lis
by the first wash-water from Sombrerete ore an ounce ner ton.
and shipped to Salt Like for treatment. The
ton.
_S3L asgg
O.Oicj.-i4.or
K»J^
The difi:"orence between the Ontario and Lake low grade ore is concentrated. The mine never
-—OS L 8 Caustic roasted with 10 per cent o£ salt in a reverberatory,
threeValley ores, as to the percentage of silver dis- looked better than it does at present.
'^'^vivV^'^
SS 5SS Soda jier tun
MUCOOIMM
H-W ».— 1« T.lii
Dlntrihution of the Dissolved Silver in solved by the first wash-water, has already compartment shaft sunk on this property would
Huli.hi.r,
5,
os*.o.oto*. to; oo-a «s
=„„g
lertoi).
the Firnt Wmh-Water.—T&hXn \Yi shows the been remarked.
If the actual ounces per ton develop one of the largest and most valuable
Lbs Lime jjur amount
of silver in grammes per 1000 c.c. of of ore extracted in this way are compared, the mines on the coast in a way that would soon
:i\
Si
ton.
h-. ooo- —
the first wash-water all the wash-water being difference is not quite so great, but is pfill about make it a dividend-payer. The Barcelona is a
o=> ooos I,ll»
ton,
applied
on
top of the charge and not under the pix or seven times as great for Lake Valley as big mine and should be opened and worked
g:
&.^
S9g5SS
SSS: S
Lisas
through a big shaft. There are immense bodies
Cu: Ft. IsL Wsh filter.
(The use of the latter method not only for Ontario.
yy^s^i £2.' tgis; ^
Water per tr»n. reduces the amount of silver dissolved, but
The precipitate from the first wash-water of ore below the tunnel level. The ores ought
Cil. Ft. L'tl Wall
causes it to be more evenly distributed through (Ontario) by means of old iron, contained about to be reduced close to the mine where wood
MMMfcsrot* M- (oll^to; ro -JSO
oioioiwvto.
oi o ui
oi
WW o,i„ = „ Via er per toii> the wash-water. The table indicates that at 73 per cent copper, the amount of copper ob- and water are abundant and thus save the ex"Tot il Cu. Ft.
The working of custom ores
least 90 per cent of the dissolved silver passes tained per ton of ore being about 3^ pounds, pense of hauling.
•=> O O O w .-5
boo~b— '=. u.-" 'Jt"v.'o-J. Water per ton. out of the charge during the first 15 minutes of although the raw ore contained only about one- could be made quite a feature in milling if the
•Wr Chemicals
0- —
5;=3^SS£2 'JS' ^'Stf>'
ff c-oE
washing.
cent, or seven pounds per ton. cost of reduction was placed at a reasonable
per
third
of
one
pi;r ton.
i«: b>w;-: w
tow bb.->om
Statistics of the action of the first wash- The amount of silver and copper in the first figure.
2. Volume of First Wash- Water for
Va water on Ontario ore in 1883-1SS4: are given wash-water at the Ontario in 1SS3-1S84 was as
The amount of bullion tax collected this year
rious Orea,
When the first wash-water is used below. The wash-water was introduced first follows
as just described, the volume of the eecOBci from below the charge until the tank was full,
Copper in the precipitate by iron, 73 per in Nevada is $35,000,
In^t

case of the Ontario ore, the

)
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Why

Mining

lias

[Aug. 25, 1888
above indicate that the city-front of Seattle,

Unpatented Formulse and Trade

not Quite Kept Up.

where all of these establishments are located, is
a buby locality. One noticeable feature with
have been the improvements made of
It is a common impression that no invention regard to one and all of these works is that they
late years in the business of mining for the
This is true of any are crowded to fiU their orders, and many are
is protected unless patented.
precious metals, these improvements have been
is
working overtime to accomplish the task. With
by no means so signal as those that have mean- invention which is open and exposed. It
W. B. EWER.
A. T, DEWEY.
public, if not patented.
But the present progress and prosperity of Washingtime characterized most other lines of human then given to the
& CO., Publishers.
endeavor. In the art of printing and engrav- there is a class of inventions which is endeav- ton Territory continued, there is no more favorored to be kept secret, because a patent would able point on the coast for manufacturing ening, in the construction of ordnance and fireKce, 220 MarJcet St., N. E. cor.Front St. , S. F.
expose them to use, and detection is difficult. terprises than on Puget Sound.
arms, in the manufacture of agricultaral and
Secrets.

Vast

as

DEWEY

gr Take the

W.

Elevator^ No. IS Front Si.'Hi

Formulae processes and trade secrets are of this

mechanical implements and machinery, in loco-

EWER

Senior Editor

class,

and transportation, both by sea and
land, and in a great many other arts, industries
Terms of Subscription.
Annual Subacription, S3. New subacriptions will bo and pursuits, more advancement has been made
declined without cash in advance. All arrearages must
during the last half century than in any branch
be paid lor at the rate of $3.50 per annum.
of mining.
We apeak now of arts and indusAdvertising Bates.
tries that had an existence 50 years ago, and
1 week. 1 month. 3 moa. 12 moe.
5.00
80
2.20
.25
$.
S
S
Per Line (agate)
S
not of those original inventions of more recent
i.OO
10.00
24.00
1.50
square)
Kalf inch
B.

motion

5.00

2.00

45.00

14.00

Large advertisements at favorable rates. Special or
reading notices, legal advertisements, notices appearing
In extraordinary tj'pe or in particular parts of the paper,
at special rates. Four insertions are rated in a month.

K

London Agent— Aurbd

Ann, 63 and 64

New

ing

new

etc.,

in themselves,

This

features of special significance.

Broad

Keoalling the most noteworthy mining improvements of modern date, we find among
Address
them none that has brought to the business
and
such gains as have innred to the grain-grower
Entered at S. F. Post Office as second-class mail matter
through the introduction of the combined
Our latest forms go to press on Thursday evening. reaper, thrasher and winnower; nor yet any
that economize labor as do scores of machines

W.

BWBK.

B.

G. H.

STRONG.
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branches of man-

ufacturing, the nearest approach to these in the

department of mining consisting in the employment of water under pressure for auriferous
gravel washing. Ore crushing continues to be
performed for the most part with stamps,
greatly improved,

EDITORIALS.— A

ILLUSTRATIONS.— Quadruple

in the various

true, yet not essentially

it is

from those in use a hundred years ago.
If, in most other branches of the business,
greater progress has been made, there is stiU
everywhere room for improvement; there obdifferent

tains a general

feeling

that there

is

mechanisms and methods much that
cient

if

not defective.

It is felt that

to save the precious metals

we

more

in our

is insuffi-

we ought

closely than

that

an error, as has been proven by

"A

the court.

are doing; that general expenses ought to be

reduced, and

Tacoma sends us notes

many

to the

ConconuUy creek, whioh

is

a small tribu-

tary rising near the boundary of British Colum-

m

literary and business correspondence
Drafts for this paper in the name of the firm.

DBWBT.

at

common law. Such invenbia, and following southward to its junction
and trade secrets are property, and when
with another stream which flows into the
studiously kept, or endeavored to be kept, seColumbia. The new district is reached by rail
cret, cannot be legally appropriated by anyfrom Taooma to EUensburgh on the Northern
body,
Pacific railroad, thence by stage 32 miles across
the
SuA case in point was passed upon
the country to a point on the Oolnmbia river,
preme Court of New Jersey in 1S86. The
then by boat 120 miles np the Columbia to the
statement was given as follows: *' Chancellor
ConconuUy, and from there by a wagon-road up
Reagan decided a case which is of unusual inthat stream some 30 miles to the mines. Our
terest on account of the peculiar relief sought
correspondent's informant with regard to these
from the court. The court is asked to restrain
mines was Thos. L. Nixon, a reliable gentleman
secret.
from
divulging
a
The
complaina man
of Tacoma, who has mining interests in the
ant claims to have discovered valuable secrets
ConconuUy distriot, and who has jnat received
in connection with the manufacture of Cordovan
his first carload of ore from one of his mines
leather, and for coloring kangaroo, alligator
the Launa. The ores of this district are mainly
and snake skina. He had been engaged in the
silver bearing, and assay in some instances aa
business about eight years, and employed his
high as $1000 per ton. Moat of the ores, howbookkeeper and superintendent with the underever, are of much lower grade, ranging in value
not
to
divulge
the
sestanding that they were
from $30 to $50 per ton.
These men having
crets of the business.
Little development work has as yet been done
learned his methods made arrangements with
on any of the claims, the ore being taken from
two strangers to go into business aud compete
the surface. The ledges are of good thickness,
with the complainant, their late employer.
that the mining is done with extreme cheap" That the facts set up in the bill entitle the so
The ores being of a class requiring conness.
admits
of
no
doubt,"
says
to
reUef
complainant
centration, parties have recently erected a con-

all

A. T.

Our correspondent

tions

marked by other

Street, E. C.

SCIENTIFIC PRESS PATENT AGENCY.
now employed
DEWEY & CO., Patent Solicitorb.

is

decisions based on

which, besides be-

are

Washington Territory Mines.

safety in

their

of a new mining district lately opened in the
endeavor often to profit, by seeking to emnorthern part of Washington Territory. The
ploy such workmen educated in their rival's seregion in question is known as the ConconuUy
crets, and think, perhaps, they have both a
mining district. It is located along and adjacent
legal and moral right to do this, if they can.

times, such as the photograph, telegraph, tele-

phone, electric motor,

find

Yet they have to be intrustworkmen, and rival manufacturers

ed to their

(1

One inch

and manufacturers

perfect secrecy.

of

more system and certainty

discoverer of a secret process

manufacture, loheiher patentable or not^ has

property therein.

ought to pervade the industry all through.
While it is not easy to emphasize the weak
SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS.-Shooting Stars-The points of the system, we are conscious they exPossible Origin of Comets; The Scope of Scientific ist
conscious that mining for gold and silver
Education; Corrosion and Brittleness; Origin of Artesian Wells; A Large Terrestrial Globe; Wrought Iron suffers in these particulars by comparison with
Work; Clockwork in Photographic Printing, 126.
GOOD HEALTH.— Health of the State; Cancer; most other leading pursuits; and this we say

solved, the secrets

If

the injunction

be

dis-

would become known and an

irreparable injury be done to the complainants."

—

centrator in the district, so that the miner

may

get bis product into valuable shape before ship-

ping to smelters at San Francisco or elsewhere.
These mines are attracting a great deal of attention in Washington Territory, and they

from using the
promise excellent results for all labor expended
was the
upon them. The Tacoma, EUensburgh & Condiscoverer.
conuUy E'wy and Navigation Co. is the name of
Lemonade; Imatrin^rv Pains; Cholera, 127.
not forgetting what has been achieved since
a corporation which is taking in hand the forManufactories at Seattle, W. T.
USEFUL INFORMATION.—How to Act at a gold was
discovered
in
California.
Fire; Care of Gloves; Testing Exterior Stains; ArtiIt may
warding of passengers and supplies for the new
ficial Silk; Languages; A Peculiar Depoeit; Colors from
after all be the case, not that mining has adOur correspondent has recently visitad the country, and they have already sent a great deal
Coal Tar; Extinction of Bird Species; Effects of SacQuicksilver,
charine; Zinc and
vanced so little as that other industries, stimu- city of Seattle, "W. T. There is much marm
127of mining machinery and merchandise to this
MINING SUMMARY- From the various counties lated by a competition absent in mining, have
facturing now done in that growing place. The camp. We hope to hear good reports from the
of California, Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho. Montana. New Mexico. Oregon, Utah, Wyoming, 128-29.
during these later years shot ahead at an un- Washington Iron Works are as extensive as ConconuUy district aa the work
of development
MINING STOCK MARKET.—Sales at the San
Francisco Stock Board, Notices of Meetings, Assess* wonted, some of them at an almost unnatural, anything to be found in Oregon or Washington progresses.
ments, Dividends, and Bullion Shipments, 132.
rate.
If these industries have in some respects Territory.
About 150 workmen are constantly
A Bar of gold bullion valned at $19,000 was
outstripped mining, it has been because of this employed, and the works cover an area of half

The defendants were

restrained

secret process of which the complainant

Business Aunoimceinents.

[NKW THIS
Stenopraphera— Misses Devlin.

deadly rivalry which left them no alternative
but that of keeping even with their competitors

ISSUE.]

Passing Events.
at the

entrance

For this sort

of

gies in order to live.

works.

San Francisco bay on Wednesday, when a
Nevertheless, the t:me has come when this,
Moran Bros, employ about 35 men, and make
number of people lost their lives by a steam- like the other great industries of the age, may a specialty of marine work. The supply of iron
ship collision and the sinking of one of the be expected to difittnguish itself
in the way of comes partly from the mines of the Territory
vessels.
The accident was due to a fog in the original invention and discovery; and that it is probably one-half, and the balance is imported
channel and a probable misunderstanding of the about to make a great forward movement
there from San Francisco and abroad,
fog signals.
is every reason to
balieve.
Aside from other
Allmond & Phillips employ about 50 men,
On another page is given a description of the special causes working to that end, the employ- Considerable work is done at the foundry for
first quadruple expansion marine engine ever
ment of electricity, both as a motor and an Alaska and British Columbia. Eastern Wash
built here. This marks a very important step amalgamator or a promoter
of amalgamation, ington Territory and the Puget Sound country
of

in the

marine engineerieg.

progress of

The promises

to secure great advantages to mining.

the engine amply proved the claims of
the designers in the direction of economy in the

Encouraged

use of steam.

large expectations, satisfied that it will

trial of

by

already effected,

Both Washington Territory and Oregon are
making rapid advances Id the mining industry.
With more reduction works, which are now be-

different styles

ing furnished, old districts will be brought to

for

the front and

new ones

rapidly developed.

The winter season

in California

retarded mining operations

and Nevada

Uck of water
in many places,

has

Wenban, owner of the
Cortez mine, nearBeowawe, Nev., has gone to EnIt

is

reported that S.

gland with the view of disposing of the mine
to English capitalists.

The

last

dividend of the Calumet and Hecla

Copper Mining Go.

made an aggregate
of $30,850,000.

of

what

we await

to the business gains

It

may

this

of

new agency

keep the establishment busy.
F, Marco keeps 14 men busily employed

has

the

first

bring

importance.

Besides the above, and other factories where

be expected, too, that from the
of pulverizers

in

manufacturing wagons and carriages. He turns
out over $2500 worth of work per month.

further results with

now

many lumber-mills,

many

iron

work

contesting

The

Hall, Paulson Furniture Co.

supremacy there will be evolved in the oreservice something better than anything at rresent in use. Such improvement in
the manufacture of high explosives may also
be hoped for as will diminish their cost while

30 men.

The crushing

mineral resources of Washington particularly
have long been neglected.

has been short this year, and

the result of a recent crushing of 165 tons of

ore from the Lapanta mine, Hawthorne diswork for bridges, etc. Two iron bridges for triot. This shows a yield of $66 a ton instead
effort there has existed no imperative necessity Spokane Falls are now being made.
Nearly all of $1000, as was heretofore claimed to be the
in the business of mining for the precious met- of the work turned out is for Washington Ter- value per ton of that ore. Still, $66 rock is
als.
It has not been obliged to strain its ener- ritory. J. M. Frink is superintendent of the pretty good.
or retiring from the contest.

US' See Advertising Columns.

A terrible disaster occurred

Engines, boilers, mills, mining and
marine machinery are constructed, besides iron
a block.

is

done, there are

employ 25

to

The Stetson & Post MiU Co. (C. F.
employ 50 men in their saw-

Reitze, foreman),

where 65 M. feet of lumber per day are
sawed, and 45 men in the factory, where buildmill,

About 300 negro miners have been bronght
from IlUnois by the Northern Pacific Coal Co.
to work their new mine above Koslyn, Wash*
ington Territory. There is considerable feeling
about the *' importation " among the white miners

whom

the negroes are to displace.

N. A. Hakeis, resident agent of the Big
Bend Tunnel & Mining Co., has resigned his
position and gone to commence operations on a
contract he has to fiume and grade 3200 feet of
river about two miles above Oroville.

Th£ Cherokee
flumes."

gold mine, Batts county,

re-

up $32,000 from the " head

cently cleaned

They

only

expected

$16,000

or

$17,000.

Montana mines have

paid in dividends so

Of
Mountain baa paid $1,200,000.

far

this

year $1,926,000.

this.

Granite

ing materials are turned out. The Seattle
Laboe numbers of people now viait the Lick
adds to their efficacy and safety. And so of Lumber and Commercial Co. employ 75 men in Observatory. There were
over 200 there on
many other departments of the business, min- mill and factory, saw 50 M. feet of lumber per Saturday night last.

it

ing presenting to inventive talent a most inviting field.
To the ingenious and skillful it

day, which

is

largely

worked up into bnilding
The Mechanics'

material for the local market.

such rewards aa must cause them to put Mill employs 35 to 40 men in mill and factory.
forth their best efforts, inasmuch as these The Oregon Improvement Co. employs 40 men,
rewards appeal to both the cupidity and the and saws 54,000 feet of lumber per day. The
ambition of all so especially endowed. Our Excelsior Works, recently eatiblished, are a
offers

Db. J. H. Rae, superintendent of the Carson
River Dredging Company, left here on Wednes?

day

for

Pipe

Dayton, Nov.
for the

Tuscarora water-works

is

being

Michigan— $500,000— conviction is that some of the most useful dis- great success, and find a ready market for their shipped. There will be 66,000 feet in all.
dividends of the company coveries of the proximate future will occur
They employ about 20 workmen.
An immense rich pocket has been diaoovere^
in product.
the domain of gold and silver mining,
There £^r§ gtj^er snjalle^ estabjishmeats. The in t^e Congepcion mioei Mexico.
of

'
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Tbe Russell Leaching Plant.

the eaey transportation of the

raw or

the two plants.

ConsO'

ore between

roasted
I

I

The working drawings here given of the
pUnt for the Roaaell leAchiog process comprtae
esptcially for the process,

plant

now being

built

two minor

detiiln on the

the preparation of

already exists in coonection

I

the ore

with amalgams*

change to the HueBell process can be
erection of the plant herein de-

made by the

With the excep-

I

I

tion of

plants for

ti0O| the

and of the Sombrertts

conitracted.

precipitating

scribed without stopping or removing the amal-

own

boiler,

and no engine is required.
stood the t«st of actual practical experience.
The following is an index to the parts
The plant is entirely independent and complete plant, as ahown in the plate
it stands, and may be aituated wherever con-

of the

gamatioo plant.
;

tanks,

there

is

nothing

The plant has

given but what has

its

I

I

u

A

anishing plant for raw ores or for the crushing
exoept as

Le:i<'liiiii'.tiuikx:

j

Wasli-wuUT;
I

ohloridiKiog plant for roasting ores,

:

!

Tenient, without reference to the poaition of the

<

pnides; M. Steam-drlBrtorsulpliltlcs; N. Builer; O. Fire
pump for »Iuiclng; P. Solution puntp; i^. Main ore track
t
liachlrig-tanka; U. Side triwAs to loichlng-tankB; S
SiJt) tratka in diviuiaUroouj; T. V.mlo lino between
l>iiitL-r antl st^^am-drlvr;
U, Grade lino tJirouyh aulpliide

-I
i

j

I

I

l>.

B.

S<iliitiun-(>r*ci|>itatinK tank; C.
»iiiii]i;
K. moraK*-''*^"'^

Solution purup

for sulphidea; F. Filter prvaa t§iiiii|); i'>. StoroKO-tankH for
BOlutiou; (I. Ston^fu-tank (or hot i)uluCloii,urfur preparatioQ of extra; I. t'aitt-iron tank for prepamtfoD ofao-

9l'>ra;;e-liink.
a.

Taillnir

chute (to

.

Piyca Iroui triple lauudvr to solution precipitation
(.'.
Pipes from triple launder to waali-water pre
.-'.
Valvu or "Bat© "(or sulphides; </'

UnkB;
j

cipitatiii^'-tankB;
I

.

tioned
'

the best features of five leaching plants,

quently when either one of the two al>3ve*roea<
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kul^'liide; J, Sheet iron tuiks f^^-r storhii; Miiium
flul^liide; K. Iron presdurc-Unk; L. Filter yrvss tor suldiiiiii

I

I

Surfai-o dIacliarKe for prftfipltatioR-tanka; r'. Sodium aul
phidc pt[K'; /' Pipe for precipitated waah-water; j?'. Con

nection between Bolutlon pump and sump; h'. Box and
atralnor around outlet; i'. Drip pipe from solution pump;
l'ip« fri)m pump to etorano-tanka: *'. Coanection
between sulphide atora^-taok and pr«asur«-tank; l\ Connection between pressure tank and pniaa; m'. Siphon
pump in lilter press aunip: n". Solutir^n pipe to sodium
aolphido f-t urn jie- tanks; l>". Pi|>e for drawing uff sediment froni pump Hump. n'. P\\k for retumiuj: solution
to Holutlon Buiiiji; «', Small windla-a for steam drier; ;/.
BuxcM over Btoraye-tftokB to piovent atfitalion of the so-

j'.

earn);

6.

Sluiix> ii^te

for tailinf^s;

Sluicu trough for tallin)[rt; </. Uux (or chemiculs lur
c\tn* solution; --. Ore cmr; /. Urv-cur truck; •/. Chemiual
car; /i. SpcciiJ vxtrn trou(fh o\cr Icai-hlnn-ttuiks; i. Solutii>n tioui;h over leftchiiiK-tankB; j. Solution troiirrh to
•olutiuo pn;cipitati(i--t«nkrt; i. Witsh-wator truu^h to
wasli-wutcr pruiipitatniij-taiiKB; l. Wastewater troiiKh;
m. Trou;;h to conduct Hu.phiiica t.. sulphide rtoraxB-tiiok;
n. Troujfh to conduct solution to Boliitlun j.mnp sunip;
o. Wwt« wuh-wat«r tron){h;
p. S-ilutlon pipv to leachIn^'-IAnks; q. Ilot-aolutiou orextra-rtulution pipe to leachhjii-tanks; r W^tur pl|>e to Icachlnx-timkB; «. Hose for
cirL-ulathit; extra; t. Hose troiii luarhtiii;-taiik to Hiphon
punip; II- HoBe from loachinjc toiik to triulo launder; v.
ll.istf from siphon pump to triple launder;
w. Siphon
pump; r. taifioi; car; ;/. Hose connections (or sluicing; z.
\VaBte-water pipe from triple launder.

I

I

(-.

I

j

j

I

.

lution;

heating

\

;

1

I

7".

Boxes aod etralners around outlets;

cUb

r'.

Lead

in atorage-tanka; «'. Drip from lead ooils;
connection between the throe atorano- tanks;
!('. Main Mtouoi pipe; v'. Water
pipe from fire pump for
a uieing; u>'. Stort^fo room (or caustio soda and sulphur;
-r'.
Storage room for bluestono and hyposulphite; y'.
f. Triple

IVapdoor

to filter press sump: r'. Gauge valve on side of
pre«8Ure-taijk: c". Pipe for drawlny' off sediment from
solution Btora(f«-tonk9; d". Siphon pump for circulating
solution through chemical-box in ext^ra solution-tank.
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IT^ECHAJMISAL PROGRESS.
The Development of Electricity in the
United States.

from long stropping by the same hand and in
the same direction has the ultimate fibers of its
surface or edge all arranged in one direction,
like the edge of a piece of cut velvet; but after
a month's rest these fibers rearrange themselves,
heterogeneously, crossing each other and presenting a saw-like edge (as described above),

supporting its fellow, and hence cutThere are now about ^6,000,000 invested in each fiber
the beard instead of being forced down fiat
tbe manufacture of electric motorB in the United ting
cutting,
as when laid by.
without
StateB, and thia large investment has nearly all
Among the distinguished persons connected
been made within the last three or four years,
with the craft was ^aibius, a great mechanic,
says the New York Sun. It represents either
who first applied air as a motive power, and inthe independent investment of companies ena water-clock and a hydraulic organ,
gaged in the exclusive manufacture of motors, vented
some 200 years ago. The fathers of Sir Richard
or |an increase in the capitalization of comArkwright,! Lord Tenderden and Lord St.
panies that manufacture electric light appliused razors to gain a living.
ances, and find the construction of electric Leonard
Some
of
auxiliary
industry.
motors a good
these companies employ many hundred men,
The Application of Zinc to Iron.
sometimes approaching a thousand, and they
year.
innumerable
each
turn out motors almost
continental journal quotes some interestThese motors are of all sizes, from one-half ing particulars regarding a new method of aphorse-power, for driving sewing machines and plying zinc to iron. It is stated as a fundasuch other light work, up to several hundred mental principle that protection from rust only
horsB'power for heavy work. They are becom- is afforded by that layer of zinc which has being a driving force in almost every induEtry, come united to the iron by electro-chemical
and oan be utilized in localities where the cost of process, having lost its properties as zinc, and
obtaining fuel would almost equal their oper- thus not being liable to further oxidation. Any
ating expenses.
excess of zinc must, therefore, be regarded not
The chief secret of the rapid advance of this only as useless, but also injurious. It is further
flexibility
agent
is
found
in
the
mechanical
new
stated that iron t^ which zinc is applied by this
Electricity is not the gener- new process does not peel, and can be soldered
of its resources.
ator of power, but only the agency foritg trans- with either hard or soft solder. Not only does
mission and distribution, as it is an agent for it perfectly resist all infiuences of temperature,
the transmission of the human voice over the hut it can be heated without injuring the layer
telephone wire. Through its resources power of iron and zinc alloy, or affecting its protective
can be distributed to any point and in quanti- action.
Steam, water, air,
ties to suit the customer.
As a preliminary, the iron is cleaned by becaloric, or any known agency for generating ing subjected to the action of a mordant.
It is
power, is either stationary or it demands sta- then drawn through a solution of chloride of
tionary appliances; but electricity is its mes- zinc, a little ammonia is thrown upon it (or else
senger boy, its Puck, who will consent to do its it is put through a solution of ammonia) and it is
errands invisibly, and never ask a day off or the then immersed in the zinc bath. The new apgrant of liberty.
paratus is placed near tbe heating appliance,
Does a lady want an infinitesimal bit of elec- and is so constructed that two rotating cylinder
trical energy to relieve her boot on the treadle brushes are placed over the vessel containing
It can be delivered in
of her sewing machine ?
the zinc, and can be brought nearer to or reher room through an iron box not much bigger moved from each other in a horizontal position,
than her reticule. Is the restaurant keeper even during their rotation. When the iron
plagued by an invasion of flies that expel all but plate is to be placed in the zinc bath the brushes
the most hungry and least profltable customers? are moved sufficiently far apart to allow of this
They can be gently wafted to the door by a mul- being easily done. The iron remains in the
titude of revolving fans and conged out either bath until it has assumed the temperature of
into the bright sunlight or the refreshing the contents.
The metal is then lifted out of
shower. Everywhere, anywhere, without a the bath sufficiently for its upper portion to
particle of dust, ofi"ensive odor or disagreeable
reach the middle of the steel cylindrical
noise, the electric motor can be set to work, and,
brushes, which are put into rotary motion by
while it will bring the substance of the thing the mechanism, and are brought so near each
wanted, it will leave behind everything that other that both sides of the metal are subjected
can give off'ense.
to their action.
Their velocity is regulatid by
The electric motor has passed its experi- their distance from the surface of the zinc
mental Btiges, and the day seems to be rapidly bath, and by the thickness of the metal to be
approaching when every house will And some* treated. These points are of importance, and
thing for it to do in lifting burdens from floor to
can be taken into account during the construcfloor, and performing every possible labor that
tion of the apparatus. The superfluous zinc is
can be done by machinery. Manufacturers removed by the brushes while in a soft condihave not yet begun to construct motors orna- tion, so that only the clean zinc alloyed layer
mented with gold-leaf, mother-of pearl and is visible after the operation. This layer is not
precious stones to rock cradles in the nurseries,
a coating of zinc, but is the original surface
but these requirements will come in time.
of the iron, and therefore inseparable from it.

A

Razors and Their Manufacture.
The manufacture

of razors in the United
comparatively recent, writes Thomas
J. Bowditch in the Troy Times, but already it
bids fair to equal at least that which has been
carried on at Sheffield, England, for centuries.
The utmost care is taken to obtain flne steel,
but cutlers sometimes And the result uncertain.
The small actual cost of manufacturing razors
may be inferred from the fact that a razor iseupplied to every soldier and sailor in the British
army and navy at nine cents each.
The division of labor is much used in producing a razor, the blade having to go through at
least 20 operations.
The list of the principal of
these is as follows: The blade is molded; forged;
ground to take ofi'the black scales; drilled for
the rivet and etimped with the maker's name;
hardened and tempered; ground; the shoulders
are ground on a dry stone ; the blade is ground
on a leaden wheel, which gives the true curve
to the surface; the tang and back are glazed by
a leathern glazer; polished on abufi"wheel with
crocus; handled; Sf t.
In tempering razor
blades they are heated in a coke or charcoal
fire, and dipped into the water obliquely. They
are then laid on their backs in a clear fire, six
or eight together, and they are removed when
the edges, which are yet thick, come down to a

States

is

pale-straw color.
The edge of a razor consists of a great number of minute points, commonly called teeth,
which, if the razor is in itself good and in good
condition, follow each other through its whole
extent with great order and clearness, and constitute by their unbroken regularity its exclusive
keenness. The edge acts on the beard not so
much by the direct application of weight or
force as being drawn, even slightly, along it;
because by this operation the flne teeth of
which it consists pass in quick succession in the
same part of the substance. The best razors
will have the teeth of their edges set almost as
regularly as a good saw, and the best test in
trying a razor is to examine the edge by means
of a strong magnifying glass.
This almost explains the good effect on the razor caused by
dipping it in hot water, which necessarily clears
the edge of any small clogging substances.
Berbers ofttn assert that ruzors get tired of
shaving, and that they will perform satisfactorily
if permitted to rest for a time.
It will be found
by microscopic examination that the tired razor

The metal thus treated can be worked in various ways without any risk of the zinc becoming detached, as is now the case.
It is likewise
claimed for this process that it imparts to the
metal the property of taking a polish or being
galvanized with any desired metallic coloring.
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form a couple in the solution. It cannot be ascribed to accidental flaws in the metal employed. If two iron wires are made electrodes
in a bath of sulphuric acid, the anode will be
Siiooting Stars
The Possible Origin much attacked, but will be scarcely affected in
regard
to brittleness, while the cathode will beof Comets.
come bright on its surface, but will be exBat very little is definitaly known in regard tremely brittle. Hughes and Robert ascribe
to the origin of meteors and shooting stars. this effect to the occlusion of hydrogen by the
iron.
After a long series of researches, it has
Some hold that they are all one and the same
others that the one is a nebulous body originat- been found that the character of iron and steel
ing from nebulous matter within our solar sys- is always altered if exposed to influences which
tem and that the other is composed of more pon- occasion an evolution of hydrogen upon the surderous substances, and consists of the breaking face, and that contact of the iron with zinc inup of solid bodies planets or comets. What tensifies this effect, so that a shorter time is
we do know of them has been briefly sum- necessary to produce it. The resistance to
flexure, as well as the transverse strength, is
marized as follows:
always diminished, as is the extensibility under
1. They are vastly more numerous than any
one has any idea of who has not watched them tension, while the modulus of rupture is praccontinuously for many nights. Astronomers tically unaltered, unless in some cases by the
who have kept a record for many years assure excessive corrosion itself. Heating the metal
us that the average number seen by one ob- 8u£Bces to remove the brittleness, and placing
server at one place on a clear, moonless night is it in a dry place for some time may have a simi14 per hour, which is shown by calculation to lar effect, but mechanical working in the cold
be equivalent to 20,000,000 daily for the whole is without effect in this direction. Cast iron is
not influenced, or is less so than wrought iron,
earth.
2. They
are
not terrestrial phenomena, by superflcial hydrogen development. Four
moving in the lower atmosphere, but celestial samples of corroded iron, heated carefully in
bodies moving in orbits and with velocities com- pure dry nitrogen, gave off 0.0021 to 0.0052 per
parable to those of planets and comets. Their cent of hydrogen respectively numbers which,
velocities are seldom under 10 miles a second or it is thought, cannot represent quite the whole
over 50, and average about 30, the velocity of of the hydrogen actually present.
the earth in its orbit around the sun bsing IS.
Origin of Artesian Wells. The sediThey are of various compositions, comprising
both a large majority of smaller particles which mentary rocks in their great thickness inclose a
succession
of water sheets or water-levels occu*
are set on fire by the resistance of the earth's
atmosphere and entirely burned up and resolved pying distinct stages and extending with uniinto vapor long before they reach its surface, form characters under whole countries like the
and a few larger ones known as meteors, which strata to which they are subordinated.
to remark here, says Popuare only partly fused or glazed by heat, and It is proper
lar Science Monthly, that by the term waterreach the earth in the form of stony masses,
sheet
is not meant a real bed of water lodged in
3. They are not uniformly distributed through
cavity between solid masses that serve aa
space, but collect in meteoric swarms or streams, a
two at least of which revolve around the sun in walls to it, but water filling the minute interstices of the cracks of a rock.
Continuous and
closed rings which are intersected by the earth's
regular in sand, these sheets are usually disorbit, causing the magnificent display of shootcontinuous
and
irregular
in
limestones and
August
and
Noing stars which are seen in
sandstones, in which the water only occuvember.
pies
more
or
less
spacious
fissures.
When
4. They are connected with the comets, it
issues
are
wanting, human
inhaving been demonstrated by Schiaparelli that natural
dustry is able, by boring, to make an opening
the orbit of the comet of 1066 is identical with
down
to
the
subterranean
waters,
which
it
the August swarm of meteors known as the Perseids, and connections
between comet and causes to jet up to the surface and sometimes
meteor streams have been found in at least three to a considerable hight above. The thought of
other cases.
The fact is generally believed that undertaking such works is a very ancient one.
comets are nothing but a condensation of mete- The Egyptians had recourse to them 40 centuries ago, and they were executed in France in
orites rendered incandescent by the heat gener1126 at Artois, whence the name of artesian
ated by their mutual collision when brought
wells has been given to them.
The water-levinto close proximity,
els of the cretaceous strata, from which the
5. Their composition, as inferred from the
French aitesian waters issue, are not always of
larger meteors which reach the earth, is identiadvantage; but in the north of France and Belcal, or nearly so, with that of matter brought
gium
they constitute the most formidable obup from great depths by volcanic eruptions.
In each case they consist of two classes one stacle which miners have to encounter in reachcomposed mainly of native iron alloyed with ing the coal-beds. A striking confirmation of
the theory of the surface of supply of the artenickel; the other of stony matter, consisting
mainly of compounds of silicon and magnesium. sian waters has been observed in Tours, where
Most meteorites consist of compounds of the the water, spouting with great velocity from a
two classes, in which the stony parts seem to well 110 meters in depth, brings up, together
have broken into fragments by violent collision with fiue sand, fresh water-shells and seeds in
and become imbedded in iron which has been such a state of preservation as to show that
they could nob have been over three or four
fused by heat into a plastic or pasty condition.
months on their voyage. Some of the wells of
the Wady Rir have also ejected fresh-water mol-
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The Scope of

Scientific Education.

Mechanical Engineers will

Jesuit with whom I was conversing on educational questions once told me, in depreciaof
science,
tion of my position as a man
can
be a
the
naturalist of to-day
that
physiologist or a physicist, miueralogist, geoland no
ogist, zoologist, botanist, or chemist,
more. He cannot overlook the whole of science,
and can at most only really know a pait of his
own branch, from which he is not, of course,
justified in drawing any general conclusion.
It was otherwise with the Jesuit, who excluded himself from no department of knowledge. This man touched accurately what is
now recogoized as a growing peril to the general significance of science in mental development
the continuous contraction of the individual's
It is right for
fields of labor, or specializing.
naturalists in these days to make themselves
matters in their own branch, and masters usually
in that alone, unless they are in a position to
obtain a survey over the whole of the sciences.
But it is wrong, in the present condition of
knowledge, to deny them a general acquaintance with all scientific matters. That would
be to put their capacity below that of the Jesuit,
who only desires to obtain a superficial view of
science in order to aid him in holding his position in sophistical disputations against it and
in favor of his own dogma.
Most naturalists and scientifically educated
persons have, moreover, been trained in a liberal
range of studies, and are well qualifled to form
a judgment on general scientific as well as upon important and fundamental philosophical
qucEtions. Yet we are living, to a large extent,
upon the provision left by the fathers. The
dividing up is daily becoming more and more
minute, and is destined in time to throw
unless
a broad shadow over the outlook,
the demand for a many-sided basis of training
as a defense against the evil is universally inFrom ''Specialization in Science,"
sisted upon,
in Popular Science Monthly,

be held in Scranton, Pa., beginning Monday
evening, October 15th. The meeting comes
somewhat earlier thia year than usual in order
that the hill country of Pennsylvania may be
enjoyed to the best advantage. Particulars of
the program and paperp" to be read will appear

of the British Society of Chemical Industry, in
a recent issue, remarks that brittleness after
corrosion is exhibited by all kinds of iron and
steel, and is more marked if a plate of amalga-

later.

mated

Rubbing Surfaces.

—The

committee of master mechanics on crossheads and guides puts itself on record as follows in relation to rubbing
surfaces:
"There can be nothing better for
rubbing surfaces than cast iron, if well lubricated.
If it is exposed to dust and cinders, it
would be well to use strips of Babbitt metal,
but with the Dean crosshead, which always
runs in c'ean oil, this is unnecessary. Phosphorbronze gives admirable results for crosshead
gibs.
Whatever form or material is used for
crossheads and gibs, the rubbing parts should
always be well scored with grooves for retaining oil to supply the moving parts as they
journey back and forth." This opinion, says
the Avierican Machmiatf is important as indicating the views of practical men upon a question upon which there has been considerable difference in opinion.
The utility of such opinions is not, of course, concluded by locomotive
practice, but the views expressed are equally
worthy of consideration by mechanics in every
line of

of

machinery.

Making Copper Steam Pipes. — Steam pipes
copper are now made by electro depositiou

from sulphate of copper solution. The pipe is
formed on an iron core in the depositing bath,
and the deposited copper is pressed by a moving tool as it is deposited, so as to give a fibrous
strength to the crystalline copper.
After the
pipe is thus formed it is subjected to hot steam,
which expands the copper shell, or pipe, clears
off

the iron

core,

thus

separating the two.

Theee pipes have no joint, and are said to be
very strong, tests showing that they break with
strains of from 27 to 41 tons per square inch.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers. The eighteenth convention of the
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of

A
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Corrosion and Brittleness.

—The

Journal

zino be connected with the iron, bo as to

Insks, fish
therefore,

and crabs, still living, which must,
have made a still more rapid transit.

A Large Teurestrial

Globe,

— According

to Nature, a large terrestrial globe, constructed
on the scale of one-millionth, will he shown at
the Paris exhibition of 18S9.
place will be
set apart for it in the center of the Champ de
Mars. The globe will measure nearly 43 feet in
diameter, and will give some idea of real dimensions, since the conception of the meaning of a

A

one-millionth

is

not beyond the powers of the

human mind. Visitors to the exhibition will
see for the first time on this globe the place
really occupied by certain known spaces, such
as those of great towns.
Paris, for instance,
will barely cover a square centimeter.
The
globe will turn on its axis, and thus represent
the movement of rotation of the earth. The
scheme was originated by MM. T. Villard and
C. Cotard, and Nature says that it has been
placed under the patronage of several eminent
French scientists.

Wrooght Iron Work. — An

English paper

Wrought iron, very black and old looking, is among tbe latest pinks of fashion in
household ornaments. The black forms a pleassays:

ant contrast with the ambers and fiame colors
and gray-blues so largely used. An order has
just been given by a retail house for cunning
little salt-cellars of silver set in wrought-iron
frames and wrought-iron casters picked out
with silver Celtic designs. It is a great relief
from the everlasting brass work, and newer than
silver ornaments.
There is too little attention
given to making silver ornaments. Artistic silver is not beautiful enough iu itself to stand the
commonplace hideous designs one sees so often.
A beautiful thing in brass or copper, iron or
steel is preferable to any ugly thing in silver.

Clockwork in Photographic Printing. —
An interesting development in photography is
in the use of clockwork in printing from negaBy this means a continuous web of sentives.
sitized paper is drawn at suitable intervals
under a negative exposed to a source of light.

After printing, the paper is drawn, still by the
mechanism, through ''washer," "toner" and
'* fixer " successively, and
appears finally as a
series of finished pictures, ready for mounting,
and all alike in exposuroi color and tone.

Mining and Scientific Press.
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ing it terribly iriangled in a planing machine,
Having heard and read a f;reat deal about people
enduring pain in amputated limbi, he imme*
diately made up bis mind that he would not
Health of the State.
Bott jr pains in the arm that he had lo«t; and as
soon as the matllated Hesh and bones were re
The regaUr moothly report of the State moved, he courageously ** located the pain where
Board of Health for July givea retaros from 100 it was" (to use his own expresiioo), viz., ** in
tocalitieB, ia l-'i of which there were do deaths the stump of the severed arm."
Instantly on
Kghty^five cities and feeling a twinge of pain reaching apparently into
daring the month.
towDS report a totil of deaths of KoS. Of this the lost band and fingers, he would place the
number, Sao Fraocisco is credited with 51'J. remaining hand where the amputated member
Wheo it is home in miod that this city is set bad been, thas bringing to his mind an imme
down with a population of 300.000, while the diat3 realization of the fact that the arm was
other localities are credited with a tot>i of gone, and so could not be subject to pain. After
407, 'S50, it would appear at first sight that the about two weeks of this " heroic mental treatdeaths in this city were altogether an undue ment " the idea of pain in the severed member
proportion. Bat when we take into account the was entirely overcome; and though the accident
fact that very many people when taken sick in the happened six years ago, he has never suffered
country come to San Kranoisco for treatment, from a return of it. A like procedure on the
the disproportion may be thus accounted for.
part of all persons who are so unfortunate as to
The monthly percentage of deaths in those meet with the loss of a limb would, we believe,
per 1000. bring about the same result.
localities reported upon is 1
Uuriog the month of July, according to the
mort;ility reports receivwi from S.5 cities and
CiiuLKRA.— The July repoit of the S'ate
towns within the State, 05S deaths occurred in Biard of Health makes the following timely
an aggregate population of 707, boO persons. remarks in regard to the cholera: " Cholera is
This is a monthly rate of 1U.08 per 1000. In prevalent in Hongkong, and has made its ap>
the olassitication by diseases, consumption is pearance again in Japan.
The proximity of
far in the lead, the number of victims of that cholera, through the constant commercial interdisease being 127, while the next highest, course between these countries and our own,
which was heart disease, was 12. The list of renders ns pecnliarly exposed to an invasion of
deaths by consamption, says the report, is re- the disease, recollecting the persistence with
markably small, being a decreaaeof I'J from the which cholera germs maintain their existence

Good

tbem to a reputable cleaner. Benzine will clean
Rewards lor New Gold-Fields,
w hite gloves, bat it is not to be recommended
where there is any color. Where black kids
In the colony of Victoria, Australia, rewarda
h:ive become rusty about the finger ends they are given
for .the discovery of new gold-fields.
can be restored by adding a few* drops of good The peraon is
considered the discoverer who
black ink to a ts&spoonful of olive oil and ap- first finds gold,
marks out a claim, and notifiea
plying with a feather or camel's-hair brush.
in due time the warden or police magietrate of

MEy\LTH.

M

last report.

There were 12 deaths in Pasadena and vicimty, with a population of GOOO, while there
were nine deaths in Stockton, with a populaThese figures do not tend t?
tion of 15,000.
prove that Faaadena la not as healthy a place
contains a large number
Fasadcna
as Stockton.
of incurable iovaltda from abroad, and when
these die the death rate is abnormally swelled.
Sicramento, with MO.OOO population, had but 37
deaths, and San Francisco, with .'JOO.OOO, had
GKI deaths. There are also many invalide from
other parts of the State in Sin Francisco
hospitals.
If a person gets sick in a notoriously
unhealthy pUce, he removes to, and often dies
in, a well-known healthy place, so that the
death rate of a locality ia abaolutsly of novalae
in determining its salubrity, unless the former
residence of the deceased peraon is also given.

under the most adverse circumstances. With
bowel disorders so prevalent as they are now,
the human system is in a condition of receptiv*
ity that

would readily become infected and de-
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TtsTiNG ExTERiOK Stains. Since the use of
stains for exterior work became so general, several stains, some good and some bad, have ap-

i

|

No

district.

rewards exceed SoOOO,

In
any discovery,
regard is had
men employed
in the new f;old-field, its distance from the
nearest gold workings, the character of the deposits in which the gold occurs, and the depth
of sinking. If two or more persons simultaneously discover gold in the same locality, in a place
immediately adjacent, and they each severally
comply with the conditions, the sum to be
awarded is divided in snob a manner as is just.
R3ward8 are given in accordance with the folfixing the

amount

to be paid for
to the number of

peared on the market, so that a few points on
e&timating trieir comparative values may not be
amiss.
The nose, and, to a less degree, theeye,
are admirable allies for this work, but aoassisted are not infallible. The following ia about
the simplest method of testing:
1. Search for
kerosene by warming and then noting the
smell.
Also, note the thinness and lack of covering-power which kerosene causes. Kerosene lowing scale
is simply a cheapener.
2.
See how fine it
A. For the discovery of a gold field distant
brushes out on a smooth shingle. There should more than one mile and not exceeding two miles
not be the slightest grit or any perceptible from the nearest ((old workings, and on which
grains of pigment, the presence of which will there shall be employed three months after the
prove that the coloring was mixed dry with the report of the discovery having been made not
vehicle and was never ground fine.
8.
Pour less than 200 men, a sum not exceeding 1''200.
out some of the stain in a tumbler. If it begins
B. For the discovery of a gold field distant
to settle at once, except in the case of a chrome- more than two miles and not exceeding three
yellow or green, it is made as above atated, by milea from the oeareat gold workings, and on
mixing a dry paint with the vehicle, and there- which there shall be employed three months
fore should be avoided.
A well-ground oil afser the report of the discovery having been
stain tested in this way held up a whole day, made not less than 200 men, a sum not exceedand a creosote stain a day and a half. Of ing £300.
course, when debating between two stains, it is
C. For the discovery of a gold-field distant
best to try them side by side. In such a case more than three miles and not exceeding five
the comparative color-streDgth may be deter- miles from the nearest gold workings, and on
mined by dilating equal quantities of both which there ahall be employed three months
stains of about the same shade
with equal after the report of the discovery having been
quantities of turpentine and then applying the made not less than 200 men, a sum not exceeddiluted colors to wood and noting the depth of ing £400.
color.
One part of atain to tin parts of turpen/).
For the discovery of a gold-field distant
wise precaution is more than five milea from the neareat gold worktine is a good strength.
to conceal the fact that the aamplea are for inga, and on which there shall be employed
trial, aa the makers, so far as known, are morthree months after the report of the discovery
tal.
They should be bought by some one not having been made not lesa than 200 men, a sam
known as an architect.
not exceeding £500.
E. For the discovery of a gold-field distant
Artificial Silk. Artificial silk is the latest more than five milea from the neareat gold workdiscovery, and judging from the details of it ings, and on which there ahall be employed six
that are to hand, it seems likely that the silk- months after the report of thediacovery not lesa
worm's occupation will soon be gone, and that than 500 men, a sum not exceeding £1000.
:

velop the disease in its most fatal form. Sir
Joaeph Payer, from his great experience in
India, maintains that under certain circnm*
A
stances cholera morbus, or aummer cholera,
may become epidemic, and ia indistinguishable
from Asiatic cholera, variation being in seIt ia, therefore,
verity and not in kind.
prudent to avoid all known causes of bowel
disorders, especially overripe or decayed fruit,
and all noxious emanations from any source.
The strictest hygienic measures should be enforced within our citiea, our dwellings and earroundinga. All garbage and decaying organic
matter should be burned or deeply buried, out- he may retire to his cocoon and lament his lost
honsea cleaned and whitewashed, as cholera, if importance in silence. The new material is
San Luis Obispo Oil,
it once invades our State, will spare none but made, we are told, from a kind of collodion, to
Cancer.
those who have made themselves secure by which has been added perchloride of iron and
Notwithstanding the depreciating remarks of
sanitary forethought and precantion."
tannic acid.
The process of manufacture is sundry doubting Thomases and smart Alecks,
We notice t'lat the Health Ficport seta down
somewhat complicat3d, but the result seems to who are stout in their opinion that the efforts
24 cases of death from cancer in this city dur*
be all that can be desired in the way of provid- which have so far been made to reach the deing the month of July, and only IH for all the
Inforjviatio^i,
ing a bubatance practically equal to good silk.
posit of petroleum, which it is believed underother towns and cities reported, although the
lies this part of the country, have resulted in
other cities and towns are credited with more
Languages. It haa been eatimated by Pro- nothing, there is a good deal of stir on the subHow to Act at a Fire.
than one-third larger population than San Franteaaor Kirchhoff of Halle that the language ject.
We learn of quiet efforts to get hold of
This disproportion is to be accounted
cisco.
moat spoken on the globe, for the laat thousand land deemed hopeful for exploring purpoaea,
In a lecture before the Society of Arts, Lon- years at least, is Chinese, for it is without and it is quite certain that if any positive disfor by the fact that large numbers come to this
We would sug- don, Mr. A. W. C. Ghean gave the following doubt the only one which is talked by over coveries are made, at the first appearance of oil
city to be treated and die here.
gest that, in view of the rapid increase of this concise and simple direction how to act on the 400.000.000 of the human race. The next lan- in promising quantities, a good deal of capital
Fire requires air; there- guage most in use, but at a very great diatance will be devoted to following up the matter.
terrible malady, there should be a special occurrence of fires:
hospital established in this city for the care and fore, on its appearance every effort should be behind Chinese, is Hindustani, apoken by over Several tracts have already been bonded, we
all
disease.
Such
a
course
is
shut
all doora and winexclude
air
of
this
made
to
treatment
100,000.000. Then follow Eogliah {=!poken by nnderatand, among others, 1000 acres of the
the more called for for the reaaon that it would dowa. By this meaoa fire may be confined to a about 100,000,000). Pvuasian (over 70,000,000). Grover and Gates tract at Pismo, for $50 an
give an opportunity to more readily observe the aiugle room for a sufficient period to enable alt German (over 57,000,000), and Spaniah (over acre to Loa Angeles parties, and certain tracts
different modes of treatment applied to this the inmates to be aroused and escape; but if 47,000.000).
Judge Adams tells na that the
in Oik Park.
the doors and windows are thrown open, the
disease and to judge of their respective value.
product of the Carpenter well haa been aub*
Cancer is a d sease which strongly appeals to fanning of the wind and the draught will inA Pecdliae Depcsit. A peculiar deposit, mitted to Los Angeles experts who asaert that
the sympathy of the public from its terrible stantly cauae the flames to increaae with extra- which resembles clay in pliability, but which, it is the genuine article of green oil and of fine
agony, its inexorable persistency and the frank* ordinary rapidity. It must never be forgotten when expoaed to the air, becomes aa bard as quality. There ia, of courae, the element of
ly acknowledged inability of the medical faculty that the moat precious momenta are at the com- granite, haa been discovered at the base of Bear doubt as to the extent of the deposit, but ther&
It ia, moreover, increas- mencement of a fire and not a single second of mountain, near Taylorville, N. C.
to stay its progreae.
Blocks of it eeema no reason to euppoae that there can be
Iu a room, have been dug out and used for all the purpoaea any wide difference between this aection
ing all over the world more rapidly than any time ahould be lost in tackling it.
It ia the one dread malady a tabUcloth can be uaed so as to smother a of etone with success, and itia proposed to build and that a few hundred miles south; the
other diaeaae.
which aeema to grow and increase with the Urge sheet of flame, and a cushion may serve housea of it.
character of the country and the indications
Will not some of our t3 b^at it out; a coat or anything similar may
progress of civilization.
being so nearly identical. A story is reported
wealthy and philanthropic people take this be used with an equally succeeaful result. The
Prodttce exports from San Francisco for the of a Standard Oil Co.'s agent who was anxious
matter in hand? We know of no movement in great point ia preaence of mind calmness in first seven montha of the year amount to ^IS,- to make a personal inapection, a day or two
that direction which would promise more useful danger, action guided by reason and thought. 829,000, againat.?19,474.000 for the correspond- aiuoe, and altar receiving inatrnctions as to his
and important reaulta. New York has such a In all large houses buckets of water should be ing period last year. The imports in the same route, etc., departed. A few hours later
hospital, and many other cities in various parts placed on every landing, a little salt being put time were S'JO.550,000, against $25,052,000 in he returned in a state of astonishment at
Why not Sin Francisco ? We into the water. Always endeavor to attack the 1887. The imports of epeeie were $1,834,000, the developments. It waa one of the bigof the world.
understand that auggestiona to this effect have bed of a fire; If you cannot extinguish a fire, against 82,885,000 in 1SS7.
gest things he had ever seen; oil in any quanalready been made, and we trust the matter shut the window and be aure to shut the door
tity, and aa for quality, why, he touched a
your
retreat.
A
wet
silk
will not be suffered to rest until its final accom- when making good
Colors from Coal Tar. About 150 colore match to it and the flame flew six feet in the
handkerchief tied over the eyes and nose will are now obtiined from coal tar, which have air, burning his wriat quite severely. This surplishment ia reached.
make breathing possible in the midst of much almoat entirely supplanted vegetable and ani- prising piece of news drew on a cross examinaLemonade. The use of lemonade, or water smoke, and a blanket wetted and wrapped mal dyes. Indigo and logwood are the only tion, from which it appeared that the stranger
around the body will enable a peraon to pass two of the latter claas considered of much im- had been steered to the Miles Station Oil Well,
warm
juice,
proper
in
ia
acidulated with lemon
weather. The acid produces effects that are through a sheet of flime in comparative safety. portince.
instead of to Mr. Carpenter's new development.
agreeable, because it lowers the temperature of Should a lady's dreas catjh fire, let the wearer
Tribune.
extinguiah
the
Rolling
may
down.
once
lie
at
etitethe syatem. Of courae lemonade should be
Extinction of Bird Species. The
Fine Mineral Regions. Following are said
taken in moderation, like all beverages. Work- fire, but if not, anything (woolen preferred) ment ia made that no lesa than aix species of
prospector' who posseaaes
ingmen drink too much in hot weather, overtax wrapped tightly round will effect the deaired North American birds have become extinct dur- to be fine fielda for the
knowledge of the preaent day in
the excretory organs, and weaken themselves iu purpose. A burn becomes less painful the mo- ing the last 10 years, and it ia claimed that En- the advanced
geology and mineralogy: Silver Zone district,
consequence, A good drink for workmen in ment the air ia excluded from it. For aimple glish sparrows were the main cauae.
in the Steptoe range of mountains; Buel dismilla and foundries is oatmeal-water, with a burns, oil or the white of an egg can be uaed.
south of the Central Pacific, oq the Utah
parts
of
olive
acid
to
six
carbolic
part
of
little lemon-juice or raspberry- juice to give it a One
Effects of Saccharine. A constant and trict,
the
flivor.
A few sipa of this, three or four times oil is found to be invaluable in moat cases, disagreeable aweet taate in the month haa been line; Delano district, northwest of Tacoma;milea
Creek range and Mount Merritt, 16
Gooae
a day, are far better than the tumblerfula of slight or severe, and the first layer of lint ahould reported aa a result of aaccharine, the new connorth of Mountain City. In all these districts
iced water that are poured inco the hot stomach, not be removed until the cure ia complete, but centrated sweetening material.
aome proapecting work waa done 15 or 20 years
Serioua harm often results from excessive iced- aaturated by application of freah outer layera
ago; in all more or leas paying ore was found,
water drinking. We doubt not that the major- from time to time. Linen rag soaked in a mixtZinc AND Quicksilver. A new process for
and in a few, as Buel district, paying ore was
lime-water
and
linseed
oil
parts
of
equal
ity of sudden deaths among laboring people in ure of
amalgamating zinc and quiekailver without the
the time these dissummer are due to over-drinking of ice-cold also forms a good dressing. Common whiting admixture of any other material, it ia stated, extracted and worked. At
tricts were discovered and organized the exvery good, applied wet and continually haa juet been invented.
ia
water and of saloon drinks.
meana; they had
amall
all
men
of
were
plorers
a
sponge.
dampened with
puahed out too far from the base of their aupImaginary Pains. Our readers are familiar
There ia one admirable feature about a wire pliea and had left the capitalists hundreds of
Oare of Gloves. When removing gloves fence. The patent-medicine man can't paint a
with the oft-recurring instances of imaginary
milea behind. At that time it was a very diffipaina and cold in amputated limbs. Moat never begin at the tips of the fingers to pull legend upon it in regard to his liver cure.
cult matber to get a man of capital further into
observathem
off; turn back the wrist and draw them
mind,
in
their
people can call to
own
Puck.
the country than the Comatock. The men who
Bsfore putting them away
tion, persons who, having lost a leg or an arm, off wron^ side out.
puahed out into the regiona in the wilds in the
turn them right aide out and smooth them out
still complain of paina in the extremities of
The organ waa Invented by one Cteaibina, a early
days soon found that the times were not
thoae limbs years after they have been removed. lengthwise. Never roll them up tightly, one barber of Alexandria, about 100 B. C.
ripe for the opening up of minea in far-away
Of couree these paina are purely imaginary,, but inside of the other, as whatever moisture they
they themselves
There are 180,000 liquor aaloona in England, fields. When the small means were obliged to
as such are real to the sufferers. A correspond- may have gathered from the hands dries in this
possessed were exhausted they
ent of the Phrenological Journal recites an in- way very alowly and makea the kid stiff and 20,000 of which are in London.
aettlementa
and civilization;
into
the
back
strike
stance of the manner in which a patient overcame bard. Strips of canton flannel are good to lay
The first notice of aurora borealia in England they could not induce one of capital to go out
such effects of the imagination much to his com- between gloves. Dry cornraeal will clean gloves
into the wilderaeas.— FirffJnia Mterprm,
fort. This friend had lost hia right hand by hav- nicely, bat if much soiled it ia better to send waa on March 6, 1716.
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Hill and Robinson's Ferry are now exciting
If the presthe closest attention from mining men.
ent indications are half reahzed, that locality wiU'before long undergo a great transformation from its
dormant condition of to-day to one of the busiest
activity, employing many hundreds of men in the extensive operations to be commenced hereafter.
hear that the London syndicate, about which so

Carson

I]QlNIJ\JG
The
i

folloiWng

li

gUMMAf^Y,

moatly coudeused from joumala published
mines mentioned.

D the interior, in proximity to the

CALIFORNIA.

We

Amador.
much was sa'dsome time past, will soon commence
Aug. i8: A rich its work. The new mill of the Tryon mine has shut
was made in this mine a few days ago. In down for the want of water.
running a drift west, they struck a small vein of
Murphys. Cor. County Record, Aug. 15: Minquartz, about six inches thick, which is included in a ing in this vicinity is progressing favorably.
The
main ledge 20 feet wide. This seam is sprinkled Baratini mill recently erected on the Drussel and
It has been followed a distance of
with free gold.
Heinsdorf mine, started up last week, and so far
nearly 20 feet, and the ore shows gold visible to the does the work satisfactorily.
It is the invention of
naked eye all the way. Such rock ought at least to Mr. Stevenson of Douglas Flat. Mr. Baratini of
A change of foreman has again this place is his joint patentee. The mill is five tons
yield $[oo per ton.
taken place. Mr. Pearce left for San Francisco par- m 24 hours. Their capicity, however, is only limly this week, and George Francis from Grass Valited by their size.
The Norfolk Mining Co., which
ley, and who eight years ago was foreman of the
lately purchased the Morse and Stone group of
Preparations are being
Zeile. has taken his place.
mines in close proximity to Murphys, lying east of
mill.
actively pushed for the erection of the 60-stamp
us, IS working a large force of men, making prepThe grading is about completed, and a quantity of the arations for the successful working of their proplumber is already on the ground. The mill will take erty. Other mines in the district and adjacent to it
something like 400,000 leet of lumber, and several
are pushing work to successful developments, some
sawmills are engaged in filling the order, as the
of which bespeak for them rich returns.
The Cenquantity is too much for any one mill to cut in additral Hill Gravel Mining Co. has tied up for the
tion to other work.
season, a'ter the final cleanup.
The growing scarMiscellaneous. Nearly 20 men have quit city ot water was a reason for closing down.
work at the Kennedy withm the last week or two. They contemplate running a tunnel to tap the vein
Amador Gold Uike.— Ledger,

strike

—

—

the fear of a cave in the south
drift at the 700 foot level, where most of the ore is beThe men say
ing extracted that supplies the mill.
that the signs in that portion of the mine point to
a probable cave, and quit rather than run the risk of
It is said the

working

cause

is

there.

—

Promising. Cor. Amador Ledger, Aug. 18: The
Leggeti & Manditch claim, that has lately been discovered about six miles above here, continues to
look very promising. They hive commenced sinking, with the intention of going down 200 feet, and if
the prospects at this -depth are as good as at present,
they will be justified in putting up a ten-stamp mill.

at greatest depths.

Near Mokelumne Hill. — Calaveras
A
B

power on the Mokelumne and Campo Seco canal.
Hoisting Works. Angels Echo, Aug. 15: The
work of building the new hoisting works at the Uiica
mine is going on actively. Timbers are now being
hauled from McKay's sawmill for the building of
similar hoisting works on the south shaft,

—

EI Dorado.
Milling.— Georgetown Gazette, Aug.

Butte.

A

Quartz Mining, — Oroville

Register,

Aug. 16:

era in quartz mining has dawned upon Butte.
Ledges are bemg developed at Forbestown, Merrimac Mills, on French ereek. near Magalia, at Oregon City, near Oroville, and in other sections. Not
less than 150 men are at work on quartz, either prosExtensive developpecting or getting out ore.
ments at Forbestown show rich ore, and a large
force of men is working to put the mines in the
Farnham & Rowbest shape for good returns.

new

mine, near Merrimac, shows fine ore, and a new
ten-stamp mill will commence crushing it this week.
A good deal of work is being done at the Banner
nime up the river from here and excellent ore development is reported. A large amount of prospect
work is being carried on in the county and several
new ledges have recently been found.
ell's

Calaveraa.

DuRYEA Gold

Mine.— Calaveras

Prospect,

and
mine. What Cheer, Quaker
Aug. 17: The
City, Burleson, and others about Mokelumne Hill
and vicinity, have closed down on account of the
The mines depend for waterscarcity of water.

18:

The

A'pine mine is running day and night
crushing from 35 to 40 tons per 24 hours.
Several of the owners were here this week, and we
mill at the

and

is

understand that an additional force of men will be
put on. This company has not put on any of the
unnecessary extras which many companies have to
pay for.
To Start Up. Placerville Ot'server, Aug. 21:

—

The Tincup mine on Webber cjeek, we are infoimed,
be put in operation in a few days. This
will be good news to all, and especially to the miners.
Bob Calvin starts in this week to lay the balance of
the pipe by which the lo-stamp mill will be supplied
is

to

with watir.

Slate.

—The

California Slate Co.

is

preparing

This is an industry
to ship several carloads of slate.
the importance of which is scarcely realized by
our people.

[Aug. 25, 1888

wide reputation. The mill is to be located 3000
feet from the main tunnel on the Pioneer vein, and
about 1000 feet below it.
There will be a tramwav
about 3000 feet in length, laid with railroad iron,
and cars of two or more tons capacity will be used
for transporting the ore to the mill.
These cars are
to be sell-dumping, and the loaded cars going down
will pull up the empty cars. Water-power will be used
for running the mill, with a pressure of 600 feet, and

separate wheels will be used for the battery, concentrators and rock-breakers.
The pipe line (11 inches
in di.imeter) will be 1500 feet in length.
The work
is to be completed and the mill in running order in

90 days from

this date.

Prospect.— Placer Herald, Aug. t8: E. P.
Floyd is running a tunnel about a quarter of a mile
bslow the Stonehouse, on his quartz lead. He is
in 30 feet and is getting a good prospect.
.

Nevada.
Graniteville Mining Notes.— Gras*; Valley
The Rocky Glen mill, in Gran17:

Union, Aug.

running night and day on ore from
The lower tunnel
the mine, which is showing well.
Baltic
mine
we hear has struck a two-foot
in the
ledge, but we coujd get no further particulars.
The
California tunnel, near Graniteville, struck a fourfoot ledge last week, but the work is being extended
to that ledge, which will require about 50 feet more
The back ledge is the one Mr. Foley
to be run.
has been working on since he took charge of the
The rock in the front ledge where the tunnel
mine.
struck it, looks well, but none of it has been crushed
iteville district, is

yet.

—

Mine Bonded. Nevada Transcript, Aug. 18;
Myron Foote has bonded the East Bioner quartz
claim at this city to Walker Bros., the well-known
bankers of Salt Lake, U. T., for a period of 90 days.
R. G. Lansing, expert for the Walker Bros., is now
here examining the property, and if his report is favorable his principals will inmiedi^tely begin prospecting operations and push them with all possible rap-

The captain has a force of men at work on each of
the mines, and the more work is done the better the
ledges develop.

The Thanksgiving Mine, owned

by Bergin

&

Co. IS being worked and good ore taken out. There
are several tunnels run on this mine, the lead has
been struck in all of them, and the ore proved to be
of good quality,
Barney gulch, tributary of East
Fork, furnishes a sufficient supply of water to run
a loo-stamp mill through the entire year. Work on
the Enterprise mine is going on steadily with good
results from the rock crushed.
The arastra is kept
running constantly, and ore is being piled up on
the dump in large quantities. The Lone Jack, Poor
Man, North Star, Crown Point and other locations
too numerous to mention, lying around the Enterprise, and prospecting from $20 to S500,
are not
being worked at present for want of capital with
which to properly develop them. W. T. Coleman,
one mile above this group, has a fine and welldeveloped ledge ranging Irom 4 to 12 feet in width.
Joe Watrous and Smith, the only placer miners on
the creek, are patiently waiting for rain. The Davis
brothers have made a new discovery on the Yellow
Jacket.
They have struck a fine lead of gold-bearing quartz three feet wide which prospects from
wall to wall and will go about $75 to the ton in free
gold.
The sulphurets are very rich in both gold and
silver.
They are now running a tunnel to tap Ihe
ledge.
Still farther up the creek John Day has discovered a lead of quartz varying from 6 to 14 feet in
width, and it can be traced for 700 feet by the
croppings.
It prospects at least $35 per ton.
The
Mammoth, discovered by James Haley, lies between
the Yellow Jacket and East Branch.
The ledge is
from 8 to 24 feet in width and prospects $25 per ton.
,

Tuolumne.
Quartz.

— Sonera

Democrat, Aug. 18: Messrs.
are doing well in their pocket mine at
Blue gulch. The Soulsby mill at Soulsbyville is
crushing quartz from the Laura mine.
This is a
idity.
small lode, but the ore is rich in free gold and sulSan Diego.
phurets.
Allen Orcutt and partner at Blue gulch
High Peak.— Julian Sentinel, Aug. 17: The took out several hundred dollars lately. Chris.
High Peak mine is again in a presentable shape. Drescher and Ellas Dunaway have struck it big
The dirt which caved in at the mouth of the tunnel down at Blue gulch. Two weeks ago they had laken
has all been cleared away and new timbers put in, out over $3000. They are still doing well. The
and ore showing free gold is now being taken out. Dickson Ranch mine (the Lane mine) has attained
The ledge in this mine varies from 16 to 33 inches in considerable depth; therefore it was found neceswidth, and is considered the best in the camp.
sary to put a pump in.
This week a Cornish pump
Magazine. The work of sinking the shaft at was placed in the shaft. In a short time now if the
lode
continues
its present developments, Mr.
Lane
resumed
Magazine
mine
was
Tuesday
morning.
the
The shaft is at present about 23 feet deep, and will erect a ten-stamp mill. The Donella mine,
North
Fork
of
the
situated
near
the
Tuolumne
river
of
feet
is
attained,
a drift will be
when a depth
30
near Summersville, has passed into the hands of a
run to the ledge.
St. Louis company of large means.
The Black Oak
Shasta.
LovfER Springs Mines.— Cor. Redding Free mine is doing well and the work of development
goes steadily on. The water reached the mill ThursIt is every miner's duty to adverPress. Aug. 18:
day.
The mill is now practically proof against all
tise the mines of his district, the same as any other
There are as good surface crop- natural conditions that may tend to stop operations.
legitimate business.
Should
the water fail in the fall, steam will run it as
pings in our camp as can be found anywhere; this
we know by our surface scratching. I( our ledges heretofore. The hoisting works will soon be in
operation.
They also will be run by water-power.
are rich in gold quartz on the surface, they must be
Mr. W. G. Scott reports that the main chute is 300
also rich as they descend into the earth, or in other
feet
in
length
and will average 3M feet in width. A
words, as lar as the gold solution extends. All our
cleanup was recently made, arwl we are told that it
fissure veins here have characteristic features of some
highly
satisfactory.
was
All the surroundof the richest mines in California.
To Start Up. Tuolumne fndependeni, Aug. 18:
ings point to some very rich gold mines, but our
present generation will not find them unless capital The Bonanza will soon start up again under a long
comes to their relief. The best mine we have here lease. A new i6-horse power engine has been purWhat for ? Not for the want of chased, and it is proposed to work the famous old
is now lying idle.
Messrs. Oliver, Johnson,
capital, not for the want of good ore or water to run mine for all it is worth.
What for? It is to be hoped that this Dart, Harriman and others are said to be the lessees.
the mine.
company will soon resume operations and prove a This has been the richest pocket mine ever discovergr^at bonanza; by this means giving a new impetus ed in the world, and there is no doubt but what she
siill has plenty of pockets around her old clothes,
to mining in this old district.
with plenty of money in them.
Mammoth.— Cc/zr/Vr, Aug. 18: Frank
Allen

& Shore

—

Chronicle,
on the
Stillwagon.— O. S. Graves, superintendent of
canal and the Stillwagon mine, reports the outlook for that
running water steadily, has the preference over alt mine as decidedly promising.
other mines when the water becomes scarce.
This
FresBO.
for a number of years was worked as a hydraulic
Gold, Silver and Iron. Mount Raymond
Several acres of ground were washed off the
mine.
Cor. Fresno Rep»i'tican, Aug. 16: Theactiviiy now
east and west rim, from which it is estimated over
being exhibited here by the Star Mining and Re$500,000 was taken out. The bank then being
duction Co. certainly looks as if we were now enteraooul 150 feet in hight, dump for taiUngs filling and
The
ing on an era of prosperity and good times.
bedrock pitching below the grade 01 the flume,
made it difficult, if not almost impossible, tc company has just completed a first-class wagon-road
from Fish's camp to the Big Springs, where they
bottom the channel by hydraulic process, in con
the erection of their reduction
sequence of which, during the last three years, the have commenced
Panter
works, which they hope to have in operation before
claim has been worked as a drift mine. A long, deep
Discovery. Mr. S. H. Teeters has discovered
company will commence operations was in town Wednesday, and says the lower tunnel
drain was cut through bedrock and boxes placed in, snow flies. The
on
their mine in a few days, extracting ore and mak- run in 150 fett below the old one to tap the great a ledge of rock near the old Teeters mine, a short
which at the time was thought to be low enough to
now
in
about
200
distance
from Sugar Pine, that promises rich yields.
lode,
is
feet,
and 35 feet
ing preparations to continue work all winter.
Part Mammoth
drain the whole mine. A tunnel was also comHow wide the ledge will prove to As it is, every pound of rock taken out was worth
in good quartz.
menced and the drain carried with the tunnel. Alter of their machinery has arrived at Raymond station
only
be guessed at. two bits, while it continues to get richer, and the
here as soon as possible.
Th be when cut through can now
getting in some 400 feet the bedrock pitched below and will be shipped
Enough is already disclosed and known to prove vein larger, with every foot of development.
the drain.
Then the main tunnel was run on the operations of this company are very essential to the that tne Mammoth is one of the most extensive and
working of low-grade ores in
east rim of the mine on a level with the drain for future success of the
The mine and
valuable ore bodies in the State.
about 2000 feet, all through pay gravel. A five- this district as well as the State in general. Their
concentration
of low-grade ores will be quartz shows for itself, and the stacks of $20 pieces
system
of
stamp mill had been erected, and feeling anxious to
brings
when
reduced
'Wasboe DlBtrlcc.
which
the
rock
are witnesses
run the mill steady, a crosscut on the same level was the means of adding largely to the lead, silver and
whose evidence cannot be impeached.
Confidence. —Virginia Enterprise, Aug. i8:
run to the west for 300 feet, which was supposed to gold product on of this Slate. The S:ar mine, for
Some Rich OKE.--Sacramento Record-Union, General repairs throughout the mine are still going
be about hall-way across the channel, as where the which the reduction works are being built, is situated
Under Sheriff e. N. Bugbey has returned on. Are shipping daily to the Brunswick mill for
surface had been removed by hydraulic process the rim near the summit of Mount Raymond, about one Aug. 19:
mile from the works.
The
ore is very abundant and from the Little Nellie mine which he purchased reduction 160 ions of ore, the average battery samfrom east to west measured about 700 feet
Breastof
considerable
size
carries
lies
in
masses
and
a
large
with him a large qu^nt ty of ore ples of which show a value of $26.41 per Ion.
lately,
bringing
ing back was commenced on this tunnel with good
Hale and Norcross.— During the week have
results.
At the same time No. 2 tunnel was started percentage of galena, which assays high in both gold which was taken from a four-foot ledge on which
and
silver.
There
has
always
been
a
question
He says that specimens extracted 638 tons of ore from the6ooand 700 levels,
his men are now at work.
off the main tunnel, 50 feet from the No. i.
All
tunnels were run 300 feet in and 50 feet apart; among California mining men whether the ores of of rock were tiken in a single strip across the vein, and have shipped to the Nevada mill 615 tons.
The
could be successfully and prof- showing thai he has struck a very fine body of ore. average of the battery samples was
brea.'^tjng back 25 feet on each side,
$42 per ton. All
and working Mount Raymond
worked,
but
none
our
of
energetic It works easy and the assays which have been made the slopes continue to look very welL
the gravel 14 feet high in two lifts from the present itably
The west
water tunnel level, leaving the best pay and coarser mining men having a personal knowledge of shoA- it to be exceedingly rich. There is a fine drift from the 500-foot station has been advanced
have men on repairs in the main shaft
gold under foot. Mr. Duryea showed us some this character of ore seemed wilting to un- water-power at the mine.
55 feet.
chunks of gold that came from gravel laken dertake the demonstration of it. But in far-off
and prospecting on several levels of the mine.
Sistlyou.
Montana
some
practical
men
hearing
of
our
large
under foot below his tunnel level. This gravel was
hand and previously shipped
Strike. Yreka Journal, Aug. 22:
learn have bullion on
taken as a test, and supposed to be 8 or 10 feet deposits of ore came here and were pleased at what that the richest strike in quartz yet found in this amounting to $36,000.
from the bedrock. The chunks showed us averaged they saw, and immediately opened negotiations for section was made last weeK by a prospector named
Gould
Curry.—
El Dorado tunnel: The south
&
all the way from $5 to $80 each.
The mine is well the purchase of the Star mine, formed a company Big Tom, who has been at work lately for the Ham- drift from west crosscut No. 2 has been extended 23
opened, having at present over 1800 feet of tunnels. and came here with the intention of building up a ilton boys.
His rich find is on the north fork of feet. Face is still in good milling ore. The upraise
There is also a tunnel in over 500 feet on the west legitimate enterprise. Our iron deposits here are very Humbug, below the site of the old Eliza mill, the
45 feet south of No. 2 crosscut has been carried up
rim, and when needed will crosscut the old works extensive, and with cheap transportation they could quartz b^ing so thick with gold that it is very
difficult
17 feet; total hight, 52 feet.
The top is in quartz
down from theeast rim tunnel. The mine employs be worked to a good profit. The Black Prince mine, to pull it apart alter smashing the rock. The finder with streaks of good milling ore. During the week
located
mass
on our iron belt, shows a
of iron over 20
from 20 to 25 men, and about 40 tons of gravel are
sleeps on the ledge to prevent parties from taking there has been extracted from the 250 and 300 levels
crushed daily with a five-stamp mill. The gravel is feet thick, and the vein has been traced a distance off any of the gold belonging to him. This is the and shipped to the Douglass mill
150 tons of ore, the
of nearly two miles.
It is hematite.
It appears to
hauled out by mules.
fourth rich ledge found on Humbug this season, one average battery assay ot which was $29.25 per ton.
be of excellent quality and is remarkably pure and
Angels.— Cor. Calaveras Prospect, Aug. 17: free
by Simmons, another by the Hamilton boys, and
Alta.
Extracting
the
usual
quantity
of ore from
from intermixture with rock.
Angels is enjoying good and prosperous t mes, and
another by Aldrich and Woods. The ledge of the the 825 level, and the mil] machinery is running
Placer.
there is every reason to believe that the presHegler boys and Bruce Aldrich is also turning out smoothly. The Keystone machinery is also runent prosperity is something permanent.
Stamp-Mill.— Grass Valley Union, Aug. 21: very rich, with plenty of quartz to keep their mill ning well, and sinking to crosscut with the upraise
Capital is taking hold of all the best mines and prospects
Recently Hon. James G, Fair and E. A. D^vis of running steadily. Ihe Humbug creek hills are full from the 695 level has been resumed. Are opening
for the purpose of making complete developments,
San Francisco purchased the Pioneer quaitz prop- of prospectors, and much excitement prevails in a new station in the Alta and running a drift to the
and the outlook for valuable results is certainly fair, erty, situated on Humbug canyon, a few miles east reference to the rich finds lately discovered all over west to cut the vein on the
725 level.
and could not be belter without bdng extraordinary. of Iowa Hill. The vein which is from la to 18 the Humbug district, including Klamath river on
Chollar. The north drift from the 650 level has
Water has become low and in consequence some of feet in thickness, has been opened upon by tunnel the north and the Deadwood creek section on the
advanced
22
been
feet
during
the week; total length,
the mills have shut down temporarily,
learn in several places, and a sufficient quantity of good south.
300 feet. The character of the ground is the same
that a run of little over half a month in the IJtica re- ore uncovered to warrant the building of a mill.
Trinity.
reported,
last
being
as
a
mixture
of quartz, clay and
sulted in a recent cleanup of about $70 jo.
Vast im- The owners have therefore determined to erect a 20East Fork Mines.— Cor. Trinity Journal, Aug.
provements are noticed about this mine, now the stamp mill now, and increase the capacity of the 18: The town of North Fork is lively. Many pros- porphyry, with occasional bunches carrying some
metal.
property of Hay ward ^ Hobart. This company is mill when the mine is more fully developed.
The pectors are coming and going, and you can hear the
Savage. Owing to a lack of milling facilities
digging a new mining aitch, which will extend some contract for the construction of the mill has been ring of the anvil, early and late, forging mining
shipments of ore from the Savage mine have been
distance above Murphys. yet when completed will awarded to Rix, Firih l^ Pitchford, proprietors of tools for the East Fork gold-seekers.
look at tlie
be shorter than the old ditch now in use. The the Phoenix Iron Works, San Francisco. The mill Ozark mine on Rich gulch. East Fork, owned by discontinued, and no stoping is being done in the
mine. They are now making necessary reoairs to
Nevills mine is doinec some blasting
the ledge
other
the
a
according

Aug.

18:

line of the

This mine, bting one

ol the oldest

Mokelumne and Campo Seco

—

—

—

NEVADA.

We

We

—

We

—

—

We

—

A

in
of
the old diggings in front of the schoolhouse.
This
is also looking well.
Whether or not the
G' 'Id Cliff will ever siart up aeiain is an every-day
conjecture; but it is believed that operations will be
resumed in the fall. Andrew Lane & Co. have purchased the Matson mine south of the Gold Cliff, and
the erection of a five-stamp mill is now going on.

mine

and

works are to be built
to specifications drawn by J. B. Pjtchford, the well-known
raining machinist, who made the specifications for
the North Star mill of this di-trict, than which there
IS
no superior mill in the Slate. The Phoenix
Iron Works has sub-contracted for the treciion of
the machinery and buildings with
S. May of
Grass Valley, who as an excellent millwright has a

Wm.

John Diy,
basis.

discloses

fact that

Mr. Day has a force

of

it is

on

paying

men engaged

in

taking out ore, and the ara^tra is kept running day
and night on $125 rock. At a depth of 90 feel the
ledge IS 18 inches wide and is rich in free gold and
sulphurets.
The mines owned and controlled by
Capt. Trueworthy, known as the Orland, Fountain
Head, Grizzly, Bell, and others, are looking well.

the vertical shalt.

Crown Point.— The south drift from the 700
crosscut is in 27 feet in a mixture of clay and porphyry, with a litde quartz exposed on the west side.
Belcher.

No

change

now

— The

in the

500 crosscut

ground since

drained and cleaned out

is

now

261

feet

in.

report.

Have

S5o-foot

station

last

the
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ARIZONA.
Its t..qnciiy IS to bt; 200 tons every 24 hours, and
they cannot work to advantage in upper levels just
io putiiog in guides in the middle
when completed wilt be one of the largest csiicen now, .IS they are satisfied what their mine is, and
V'Aitrous Cami'S.— Prescott CourUr, Aug. 16: trating planti in the State. There is an immense that the ore can be taken out when desired, but it is
Andes. — I'rom the west drift on the 350 level arc
DOW Koing north in a streak thai looks promising, Mr. Williams, superintcodent of Copper Basin, is, damp of low-grade ore on the mine. It seems to us poor policy to take it out and leave it on the dump.
yielding a iittle ore.
Are going south on the 240 we tearn. fixing fuundaiioa for smelting works. In th.tt this is to t>e the solution ol a gre.it problem. He says, however, thit by next summer their mill
digging lor the same, the workmen struck ore that not only in Leadvilte but in all the great mining will be complet'-d, the site for which is ju*t outside
level trum the weM crosscut on a streak that is look*
assayed 30 per cent cop[>er. This is at least what districts, especially the San Juan country and all town limits, ami they will develop a mine equal to
ing well.
Benton'.— Continuing the drift on the 700 level we have heard. .\ mining man who recently visited others remote from marktti. A very large propor- any in the country. There will l>e no !^hutdown of
aad cleaniog out the 800 level dnfi, preF>aratory to the Bjsin says it is a wonderful place. .\ great de* tion of the gross product must necessarily remain in the mine and no more men Itid off.

and are engaged
compartmeoi.

pression in the mountains filled with deposits of copper: indeed copper ore U luund almost everywhere
Fluxes are.
the Bisin and surrounding hilts.
however, said to t>e scarce, bur pros|M:ciors will un>
doubiedty find them. The Ikisin Ia about 13 miles
from Prescott, just across the Skull valley divide.
Dulin and partner h:ive a watf-r-wherl and

the resumption of explorations on that level.

OccruENTAL.— Kxtracted

and

103 tons o( ore,

shipped to the mill 135 tons, the average .assay of
wagon samples tx'ing $38 per ton.
Fotoni.
The south wio^e on the 550 level has
b«en sunk 15 feet the past week; toul depth, 43 feet.
This wmxe is all in low-grade qnarti.

—

WtST Yellow Jacket.— Kxpect

to

nection early next week; this will give
expose a seam of high-grade ore.

Wm.

I'hey
plenty of water to lun it in Walker district.
have. loo. a pretty good>$ized vein of rock that assays about $116 per ton in gold. They will arastra
Henry
the richest of it anil ship second-class.
Dupre has just shipped several tons of very rich silver ore from his mine, which is near Cordes station,
00 the Prescott and Phix-nix road. Douglas Gray
from lower Big Bug tells of profit tble mining.
have cheering news from Walker district. The
Amulet mine continues to produce ore that pays

make a con-

good

and

air

Cos. — General repiirs throughout the
mine and prospcctmg work on the 100 level are goC!llAl,i.KNOE

inK on.
('ONSi>Lii>ATKD iMPERiAt..— Repairs to the main
north lateral drift on the 1 ico level are still going on.

We

—

Justice. Are hoisting about 13 tons ditily* and
have about 2500 tons of milling ore on the dump.
HULt.ios. Are drifting south on the 640 level and
crosscuiling east on the 500 levul.
RALriMORE, Are crosicutting in the ledge on the

Mr. Moore is now sole owner, ti. (i.
well to ship.
Henderson arrived at the ore works recently, with a
wagon-load of good silver ore. He says that John
V. Blandy is working his mine with six men and
N. L. (Jrithn is shipping ore
that It is a fine mine.

—

—
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H. M. Hughes has put men
to Van Name's mill.
at work on the Ground Hog and Wedge mmcs. He
recently visited Upper Big Bug and praises Van
Name's mill. His son-in-Uw. Robt Cartmell, has
a force of men working the Sterling and is getting
plenty of ore that assays $128 per ton in gold. Riggs
k l.awler arc making regular shipments of the very
richest kind of silver ore fromtheirIlills.de mine.
The ore is hauled over loo miles in wagons. Mr.
Thompson, superintendent of the United \''erde cop-

level.

Hawtbome

District.
Lai'ANTA Ohk.— Esmeralda A*f7i'i, Aug. 18:

One

hundred and sixty-hve tons of Lapanta ore were
crushed at the Kmkead mill last week, from which
was produced a bar of gold bullion valued at a little
over $10,300.
In most mining districts ore working
$63 per ton would be considered high grade, but
here in Hawthorne mining district, where ore worth
from. $150 to $3oco per ton is being extracted daily,
that class of ore is termed second or low grade. The
165 tons of Lapanta ore spoken of was the last of
the Ifssce's work.'nnd the high and low grade was
mixed as a linal cleanup.
A General Complaint.— Asa matter of course,
whenever a prospector comes in from the mines he
looking and whether
is asked how his prospects are
he has any ore out; the answer received in nine
cases out of ten is that he has considerable low
grade ore on the dump, but thit on account of tie
exorbitant expense connected with hauling and
working the same he can do nothing with it. What
a bent fit reduction works would be to these hardworking men if erected in this vicinity. As it is at
present, ore that will not work over $35 per ton is of
no use to the prospector, for alter paying for hauling the same from their mines to the railroad depot,
thence to the reduction works at Dayton or Keno,
the charge of working it and the discount on bullion,
there is nothing at all left to piy him for the Ubor

and money expended in extracting the
are no better advantages for investment

ore.

mines

'

There

offered than
the ertction of suitable reduction works to work
the ores of Hawthorne and adjoining districts.

Lodl
Welsh

fred

District.

— Belmont Courier, Aug.

18:

Al-

making regular shipments ot highIllinois mine to the .Sclby Smelt-

is

grade ore from the

ing Works, S. v., for treatment.
San Antonto District.

ores of this mine will have to be roasted before
they will leach properly.

The

Tuscarora District.
Del Monte. — '/'imei-Rcfieiv, Aug.
vein

level

ment

17:

No.

1

has been sunk 23

large and regular
in the grade of ore.

is

and

there is

CoM.MONWEALTH. — loo-foot

feet.
Ihe
an improve-

No. 2 south
drift from east crosscut has been advanced eight
The
(eel the lace showing three feet of good ore.
crosscut started from the main south drift 130 feet
150-foot level:
Fouth ot the shaft has been stopped.
North drift from No. i east crosscut has been advanced 13 feet wiihout change, and No. i north
drift Ironi west crosscut has been extended 20 feet
level:

i

formation.

in very favorable

started from

main south

drift

A

been
south of the

crosscut has

130

feet

shaft, to open up the ore found in the 100 foot level
1 his crosscut has been advanced 11
directly above.
feet.

No.

feet.

The

wide;

it is

been sunk 14 feet; total. 8r
I winze has
ore is high grade and exposed five feet
still wider, but the winze did not take the

width.
The east lateral has been extended 14
Very high grade
with fine ore still in the face.
has been extracted in driving this drift.
full

ftel,

—

Nevada Queen. Average assay from the battery
pulp for the last week, $209 per ton. The usual
progress has been made in 450-foot level, the vein
widening but not so high grade. Two hundred and
sixty tons concentrating ore have been hoisted durAverage assays taken from car saming the week.
per ion.
Mill running all right

ples, $26.39

—

flassayampa

district,

of Italians who are making money fast,
The heavy rains will enable
arastraing gold rock.
placer miners to start their sluices, and the (Mitrier
IS not afraid to say that the fall mining season in
this part ol Arizona will be the most satisfactory of
any we have h.id in the past decade, F. M. Murphy, the energetic superinlendent of the Congress
mine, is working a large force of miners and making
Heavy shipregular shipments of rich sulphuruts.
meiiti of copper-silver bullion are almo.^t every day
Mr.
being made from the United Verde smelters.
Kelly brought in yesterday a wagon-loid of ore from
the Blue Dick mine, Hassayampa district, and slated
that a i5-ton shipment will soon be mude. Dos Oris,

Bullion shipped, $18,116.25.

and doing good work.
North drift from No. 2 winze on

will

supply new sources

ORBQON.

of wealth.

DAKOTA.
A

SurcESS.

Cracker Chkek Mines —Cor.

— Deadwood Pioneer,

Aug. i6; The
be an uncjualified

Mtrntt-Bullion smelter appears to
iJan Brown, in Irom (.Jalena yesterday, resuccess.
ports that when he left at eight in the morning,
some 27 bars, a liiUc more than one ton of bullion,
had been run out. No further advices were received
durini; the day, hut as everything wiis working
smo'Uhly, indications are that the fortune of the enJohn
terprise IS no longer a question of doubt.

Baker goes over to-day, and will probably l>e able to
furnibh a luller repoil upon his return ihisallenioon.
Fl(».\t.

— Little or nothing new can be reported of

A large force of
the D(_-adwood Reduction Works.
men is still employed on the road, which is rapidly
Work on the walls likewise
ncitring completion.
proKTos-es most favorably. John McVean and D.ive
Short came down from Ruby 11 it yesterday. Recent
developmenii have been flattering. .\ solid body of
pav ore, of unknown dimensions, has been struck in
the shait.
It will be followed, and if holding out as
it
promises, will shortly turn a flattering prospect
Good ore has been struck in
into a paying mine.
the Duuble Standard, adjacent to the Tornado, Bald
The stock is tightly held and in strong
mojni;\in.
Report of a remarkably rich strike in the
dein;ind.
Monarch reached Deadwood yesterday afternoon.
ore was described as free milling, and so filled
with gold that small nuggets could be picked out
Corroboration is awaited with
with a penknife.
more than ordinary interest.

The

Having
1

just returned

may

is no doubt an ext-;nsion of the Cracker
In this most p;omi&ing region, yet in Its
k belt.
infancy of development, I visited a large number of
prospects in process of development, among which
one in particular, the Forest City, deserves special
mention by reason of its rich and well-defined showing and other characteristic features.
Ihe claim
was discovered and located by J. P. Malarkey, and
the manner in which it is being developed reflects
credit upon that thorough and efllcient mining man.
The Forest City has two distinct and well-defined
veins, crossing at the surlace with well-defined
walls of quarizite and por| liyry and contain exceedingly rich ore, predominating in gold, of which an
assay has been returned from J. F. Cresmon, ass^ycr
A contract
ol Baker City, yielding $10,729 per ton.
was let by Mr. MarUrkey, and men are now at work
in excivation, with the calculation of cutting the
veins at a depth of 200 and 3C0 feel.

and which
crei

NEW

body

of lead ore in sight.

starting

been extended 10

feet.

east

The

shows a fair width of high-grade ore. South
on west vein. 150-foot level, extended 10 feet.
The ttopes above the 350-foot level are opening out
well in both grade and quantity of ore.
Grand Prize. Slopes above the 200-font level
show a large vein of ore, but of lower grade than

Crested Butte.

up this season, but now that the season is
advancmg, the work is increasing, and aside from

mere assessment work, many prospect-owners are
letting contracts for 50 and 100 feet of development.
While there is not as much work being done in
still
see.
heretofore.
The 3co-foot level stopes are yielding a some directions as we would like to
satisfactory to the
good grade of milling ore. The mill is running all what is being done is proving
mine-owner. The Hawkeye Mining Co. is very anxright.

—

North Belle Isle.— The workings in the south
stopes. 300-foot level, are yielding the usual amount
of high-grade ore.
Good progress is being made

ious

to

build

a

concentrator at

Pittsburg.

pecting for coal.

MONTANA.

— Elk Mountain Pilot,

drift

We

The

surface-water

is

covered with

which readily ignites when a match is applied.
oil added to the other great resources of Kittitas county, there is nothing to prevent this from
becoming the richest section of the Pacific Northwest
oil

With

Smelter Improvements.— Anaconda

Reviexv,

Aug. 18: The Anaconda Co. has in contemplation
the running of a tunnel 700 feet immediately north
of the old works and on an incline up the hill 600
16x14 feet in di
is to be
is to take the smoke and
that they will not come down
The plan works most successcarfully at the lower works, and when it has been
will be perfectly free from
.'\naconda
ried out above,
feet higher.

The

mensions, and

tunnel

its obj^-ct

fumes so f,tr up the
to the works at all.

hill

smoke. The new boiler-house has been completed,
would suggfst that ihey go to work in the mine and
and the new iron smol:estack, seven feet in diameter
produce some ore betore they undertake to build a
and 200 feet high, has also been completed.
mill.
It is the utmost folly to build a mill before
with the work on the concentrating plant.
Granite.— Phillipsburg yi/(7i7, Aug. 18: There
there is any ore produced. The Augusta mine needs
Found Treasure.— The water has been lowered a concentrator, because it has dump ore the accumu- is but litt'e of news to report this week, other than
to within five feet of the top of the 2oo-(oot station.
the shutdown and cleanup last week the regsince
the
with
Not
so
years'
work.
several
lation of
Belle Isle. The stopes above the 250-foot level Hawkeye, because there is no ore produced. Creller, ular ouiput has been resumed, and the old reliable
looms
up with the following product for the week:
and
Grasshopper
working
the
are yielding the usual amount and grade of ore.
Bradbury
are
Carey &
week ending Aug. isih was 35
taking out some of the most solid copper pyrites to The output for the
Willow Creek District
bullion, containing 60,817.90 ounces silver
of
bars
Houser
&
country.
Miller,
Jones
Looking 'WiOA.,— Silver Slaie. Aug. 16: Vance be seen in the
working their claim near by and sacking copper and 27, 54 ounces gold.
Nelson, who has been prospecting in the Willow are
as fast as they can shoot it down.
San Francisco.— In an interview with Mr. Kencreek mines lately, reports that
McKenzie i; and galena ore
Millrun tests show 25 ounces silver, three-tenths nett, president of the San Francisco, he expresses
Wilson's mine is looking well and they have a carounces gold, 14M per cent copper.
himself as being thoroughly satisfied with the outload of ore ready for shipment,
Professor Thomphave been
Concentrating at Leadville.— .fl/?«/n^ and look of the mine. Mr. Smith's reports
sor has a force of men working on his new mill, but
They
perfect and everything is very satisfactory.
the water in the creek is so low they will not be able Scienli/ic Review,. A\ig. 16: Anew concentrator is
for the reason that
men
of
the
off
some
laid
have
Leadville,
mine
at
being erected on the Wolftone
to run it before late io the fall,

—

Oregonian, Aug.
from the Cracker creek
be able to give some information regarding this section. 1 he formation is principally
of quartz te intersected with porphyry, with apparent surface condition favorable to rich and permanent ore deposits, and a thorough inspection of the
Columbia and other mines now in process of development but confirms former reports of the merits of
Over the divide Irom Cracker
this mineral region.
creek lies the Lite discovered district of Rock creek,
16:

mines,

—

vein

vein, 250-foot level, has

ciude ore into a single ton

ROHINSONVILLE DiSTKiciT.— Hedrock Democrat,
The Dcmwrat received a call yesterday
Aug. 16:
from a gent'eman who has spent the past month or
two in examining the mines adj.icent to the old
IDAHO.
ptacer-inining town of Robinsonville. about 45 miles
Cbnterville.— Cor. Idaho World, Aug. 17: southwest ol M.iker City, and from him we learn concamp siderable of interest regarding operations at Greenlittle ^mining
If you want tosee a booming
you must take a trip up Elk creek as far as the Elk- horn mountain and country tributary. .Starting
Everybody busy and a vast amount of from Robinsonville, which is the center of this great
horn mine.
in same camo, is producing rich silver ore.
work IS being done there. Hugh Turner will have mineral section, in any direction will be found locaMoHAVK Mines.— yi/t/;cr, Aug. 18: There is a his mill ready for crushing in three or four days. He tions of quartz, many of them undergoing extensive
lot of ore from the Sunlight mine on the ore plathas 12 men employed. Sweet, Williams & Smith, development and showing splendid indications. The
form, which will be shipped to Pueblo, Colorado. owners of the Gladstone, have their tunnel in 170 more important section tributary is the Greenhorn
Messrs. Morrissey &, Winston have given up their feet. The Oro Kino, owned by Mitchell. Bsno and mountain district, where considerable work has been
lease onlhe Oro Plata. The ore is of too low grade Naz Carpenter, is a very promising mine.
Main done. The principal mines are the Vanderbilt, Jay
The ore streak in the raise tunnel in 325 feet and a run of 25 or 30 feet more Gould, Intrinsic, Invincible and Pride of Pendleton.
for profitable working.
in the Night Hawk is improving and every miner
An impoitant sale of mines in this section occurred
vvill tip the old Oro Fino vein at a depth of 150 feet.
who looks at it is satisfied that ii is a very rich body A raise from main lunnel to old works— 85 feet—cuts last week whereby n claims were disposed of to an
of silver ore.
John K. Mackenzie has started ihe through a body of talc and quartz seams 20 feet Eastern syndicate for the sum of $roo,ooo. The
pumps on the Cupel and will clear the lower levels wide, which it run through a mill would pay a Worley mine, owned by W. J. Wolfe of this city
F'ourteen men are now at work on the handsome monthly dividend.
of water.
and J Worley of Portland, is showing to be a valmine and ore shipments will soon be resumed. The
Tunnel.— Owyhee AvaUmche, Aug. 16: We uable property. A small mill is crushing the ore
for
Stockton Hill was never better. Judge
outlook
on the P>^ll and we learn ihat $20 to the ton on an average is
commenced
been
work
has
hear
that
returned
|. M. Murphy and his force of workmen
yield.
The Hagarty mine is being developed
Beck tunnel by the order of J. H. Brotherton, and the
from the McCracken mine on Saturday last. The
vigorously.
The Red Man, J. H. Mitchell superinwill be continued until the same shall hive
mine opened out better than was expected and sam- that it
giving great encouragement to the
is
also
tendent,
been extended into and through the Poorman
ples taken from it assayed as high as 300 ounces.
owners, and development work will be pushed durlode
Poorman
will
strike
the
tunnel
ground. The
1 he McCracken is known as a low-grade property.
and
winter.
A mill will probably be
the
fall
probably 600 feet deep, and will be used to run ore ing
spring.
and waste dirt through as well as a drainage for the erected in the
COLORADO.
mine.
It is not known just how far it will have to
UTAH.
run to accomplish the purpose above named, but
The San Juan Country. Silverton Miner, be
From this lunnel all the mines in the Poor,
far.
not
Aug. 14: The Columbia is indulging in regular
Iron
Range.—
Cor. Salt Lake Tribune.
the
In
depthconsiderable
man group will be worked at
Wm. Maroney, Abe Appel & Co. are This
shipments.
Aug. 18: I returned to camp last night from the
is a move in the right direction and indicates
working the Green Mountain mine on a three-year
river,
and
learned
from the miners that
Virgin
Rio
sagacity of the manager.
lease.
The Gray Eagle will soon be ready for a the mining
Messrs. Henry and Wilson have bonded the DeDrifts are being run on the ore body
large output.
Some of Mr.
cindia mine for $4000 for 90 days.
MEXICO.
and stopes opened up. The Sailor Boy is being
Henry's assays ol the Decindiaore run over $800 to
worked this summer by the owners. They have also
Mr. R. Young located a heavy ledge that
the ton.
located a claim farther down the gulch and getting
Development Work.— Silver City Enferpriie, assayed $82, This is the first time this camp has
some fine-looking ore therefrom. The Mountain Aug. 17: A body of carbonates 12 feel thick has looked like opening. There is plenty of room here
(jueen is in ore, low grade at present, but it is been found in the Big Hatchet mouatains. Tne ores for good prospectors, and with Mr, Henry in camp
tnought a rich streak will be found near the hang- assay 12 ounces in silver. Water has been taken as an assayer. the camp will be tested for all that it
ing-wall.
The Whale stamp-mill iscomplfted, with out of the Santa Rita mine to a depth of 240 feet, is worth. Mr. Henry and Mr. Wilson went to
the exception of a few finishing details, and will be and Franklin Mahon secured a large pump last Marysvale for supplies and tools, and outfit to work
started up between the first and last of next week. week, with which he expects to drain the mine dry on the Di^cindia and other claims now in their posAlonzo Smith, a practical millman, is in charge, in about four weeks. This valuable property will be session. There is but lit'le doing in iron just now.
which insures success. George Girton has a force of put in shape to receive the benefit of the recent rise There are 35 iron mines in the district, and we now
men working the Ready Cash mine in Cunningham in copper. Arrangements have been made by the say that they are mountains of iron. The Mount
gulch.
A hoe grade of ore is being t^ken out. Deep Down Mining Co. with Peter Wagner for the Bildy range and the Cave Mine range come in conGladstone is receiving another gold boom and pros- surplus water made in his shaft— said to be about junction at this district.
pectors are scouring the hills in search of quartz. 40,000 gallons daily— giving them sufficient, with
Fhe west side of the south fork of Cement is receiv- their present supply, to run the mill on full time.
WASHINGTON.
ing especial attention, and some very flittering finds The extent of the ore chute has not been determined,
have been already made. The Dives mine was sold but it would not take many tons of it to pay a good
Petroleum.— EUensburg Capital,
Discovery
OF
last Saturday by Mrs. M. E, Ingersoll to Theo.
dividend. There is an abundance of low and me- Aug. 16: It was reported yesterday that petroleum
Benovsky and M. V. B. Wason for $4000 in cold dium grade ore to keep the mill constantly running.
in Winatchee valley, while prosfound
had
been
cash. The mine is io Arastra basin; has a very Urge
Aug. 18
We can notice an appreciable improvement in min^
Work at first seemed slow
ing for this vicinity.

Navajo.

tain vast sums ot money, and there is no way to
rc.*ch it except by washing out. the worthless material.
The conversion ol six. eight or ten tons of

Bi-Metallic— Work at the mine is going ahead
with great rapidity. They now have two pumps in
oprraiion and expect in another week to reach the
big pump at the 5oo-foot level.
Most of the lumber
for the construction of the new hoisting-works is
now on the ground and building will be commenced
Operations at the millsite are making the
at once.
usual steady progress.

.

—

Leaching. Belmont Courier, Aug. 18: .A. B,
Eastwood is running his leaching works on ore from
the New Year mine with but indifferent success.

winze (rom lunnel

in

company

In

Sun-i'iNG Ore.

and Ed Austin

have been examining
and saw a great deal
Smith's
camps, at Dan
of rich ore in Bigelow and
HaU's and elsewhere. There is in this section a
per mines,

cantp because the grade is too low to Ijear the cost ol
But by concentransportation over the mountiins.
trating, the product can be shipped and yield materia!
profit,
1 he dumps of every district that
have been tfTcctively worked for a term of years con-

in a very short time. With coal, iron, gold, silver and
copper in abundance, now we have petroleum in addition.

—

Our Iron Ore. Mr. Cornthwait, manager of the
EUensburg Foundry & Engineering Co., informs the
Capital that the machinery will be here in a few days
ready to b^ paced in the new building. He thinks
a test can be made of the ore from the Iron mountain mines, which can h:; shipped to EUensburg in
great abundance, as the mines are near the Northern
Pacific railroad and of easy access.
Rich Gold and Silver .Struce. Last spring,
Mr. McDonald, while prospecting along the Similikameen, discovered some very promising float,
which he traced to the ledge and located the SouthThe ledge was found to be very large
side mine.
and promising, and several locations were made on
Little work was done on it,
it beside the Southside.
however, till last week, when a blast was put in,
throwing out rock that assayed $512 silver and $ao
The owners
gold, and exposed a fine body of ore.
of the Southside are delighted with their find, and
extensively.
They
will prosecute work on it quite
think they have one of the biggest and best mines in
the country, and will demonstrate it in a short lime,

—

Mining and Scientific Press.
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JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
Nos.

39

to

FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

51

[Aug. 25, 1888

WE T

FRISBE E

MILL.

This Mill, with a weight of less than 90OO pounds,
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard.
quartz to 40 mesh is in successful operation and we guarantee its work
as represented.
;

'

"best

form of Feeder ever devisad, and pronounced by reputable mining men to be

superior to any form of "Roller" Feeder manufactured.

ing gentlemen

above

who have
effect,

Amador

ing Co.,

City, Cal.

far

refer to the follow-

furnished ua with testimonial letters to the

which can be seen at our

N. W. Crocker, Supt, Bunker Hill Gold Min-

W.

We

D.

oflBce,

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

JT

"HENDY" IMPROVED "CHALLENGE" ORE FEEDER.
The

renewale will not cost over one-half as much as for ftireips. Will run empty, or with small
amouLt of ore without injury. The attention of parties havinc; Cement Gravel is called to this
Mill, as it will run 100 t ms per day to No. S mesh; .SO to :i5 H. P.
DRY MILLS are the moat economical ever built, and are extensively used with
record of .leveral years. No grinding in pans. Mill finishes to any fineness desired.

And

OUR

viz.:

O.WiCKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood,

Cal.

TREaLOAN, Supt. South Spring Hill G
Mining Co., Amador City, Cal,
WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE
J. R.

old

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY.

G. Roberts, Greenwood, El Dorado Co., Cal.

•CHALLENGE," "STANFORD," "TULLOCK," & "ROLLER" FEEDERS,
And

will furnish deacriptive Catalogues

GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,
HOOKER & LAWRENCE. Gen'l

461 Howard

-

Ag'ts,

St.,

San Francisco.

145 Broadway, New York.

and quote prices upon application.?

THE ROLLER ORE FEEDER

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

[Patented

May

H.H.H

28, 1882.]

H, H. H. Horse liinimeut pnta
life into t'ae Antiqnated Horse
last 14 years the H. H. H. Horee
Ij:inimeiit has been the leading remedy
Rtaong Farmers and Stockmen for tlia
""Hill

new

-

r

For the

ABOVE COT ILLUSTKATES THE IMPROVED rORM OF DOUBLE-JOINTED
THE
DRAULIC GIANTS wliich we manufacture. We guarantee purchasers
coats, exijenses or daniasffs

which

may

of this

arise from

any adverse

We

suits or actions at law.

Sio^l^- Jointed Giaats wlien required. Prices, discounta and Catalogues
oraiilic lUiDiug: Machinery sent on application.
furnish

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, 39

to

51 Fremont

form

oure fit Sprains, Broisee. Stift JointiJ.
KpaviDs, Windfalls. Sore Shoolders, etc-

HY-

•iad for

o£ Giants against all

hy-

is

without an eqnsi

Ihe H. H. H. Liniment has many imitr.
tJons, and we cantion the Public to ees
that the Trade Mark " H. H- H." ia en

San Francisco.

St.,

Family Use

|pr Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Aches, Paino,
Braises, (VotsandSprainsofallcharactera,

are iurther prepared to

of our specialties of

svery Bottle before ourchasing.

everywhere for 50 cants and
SottJe.

HOSKIN'S

For Sale by

ONE-JOINTED

HYDRAULIC MACHINE.
The statement

of Mr. Joghua Bendy that any style of machine ig an
infringement on any style manufactured by him, he knows to be abso
lutelv false. The Supreme Oouit of the United States on March IDth decided that the prptended patent for infringing, which he has for lears
been iieecing miners for royalty, is absolutrly void, with costs of suit
to Bendy & Fisher. I am the inventor of all styles in use, and am prepared to fill orders to suit customers Send for I'Stot prices of Hydraulic

R.

HOSKIN, Empire Foundry,

Marysville, Cal.

THE LIXIVIATION OP
ORES

SILVER

(With

This is the beat and cheapest Ore Feeder now in use.
Jt has fewer parts, requires less power, is simpler in
afljuatment than any otlier. Feeds coarse ore or soft clay
sDlHte uniformly, under one or all the stamps in a battery
ZH xequired.
In the Bunker Hill Mill it has run continuously for two
lyears, never having been out of order or coating a dollar
ffof

repairs.

Solden State and Miners' Iron Works,

E37 First

Sole Manufacturers,
San Francisco, Cal.

Street.

GOLD & SILVER MINE
Now Under

WITH HYPOSULPHITE

SOLUTIONS

special reference to the Russell process)^

Remittance should only

be made by Bank Draft,
C. A.

CIVIL

rNGINEER,

and SANITARY L. HY. JACKSON,
131 Montgomery St,, S. I",

or

by P. O.

STETEFELDT.

New

Tork.

Money Order, payable

"De man wot knows

it

all

to

is

the

alluz

order

of

a-makin

change, a-buyin' ob experience." The man who
does no/ think that he " ktiows it all " about Pumps
can find out a great deal about them in Giimskaw's

Pump Catechism. By mail, postpaid,
& Co,, 220 IVIarket St., 3. F., Cal.

$i.

DruKglats.

Box

mth many

B.

COMPRESSORS,

AIR

For Working

Rock

Drills,

Coal

Cutters,

Hoisting Engines and Water
Pumps in Mines and Tunnels,
Sinking Caissons, Elevating
Acids, Transmitting Natural
Gas, Atomizing Petroleum, &c
For Catalogues, Etc., address,

Development,

additional claims. Shaft down (in
ore) 120 feet. One carload already shipped, S1750.
Capital wanted to further develop, rapid ly. To those
meaning business. Rood terms will be offered. Mines
miles from railroad. Address,

Together

J.

Tlie only coinslete Treatise on tlie Cleinistry aniltlie Practice of tlie LiiiTiatlon Prccess

Published and sold by the Author, 18 Broadway,.
I*rice $S.OO, Registered Fostagre Prepaid,.

ta-

CLAYTON

IMPROVED

Machinery.

all

Fdi: 6*'3

tlM

Clayton Air Compressor Works,

43

DEY

ST.,

NEW YORK.

GO TO THE OLDEST AND THE BEST.

BAINBRIDGB,
Pasadena, Cal.

360.

ANTi-INCRUSTATION POWDER
Or Boiler Compound
For Bemovlnfr or Preveniinsr Scale, Corroston

and

Pitting in
Send

Dewey
J. C.

Steam

Boilers.

for References,

WINANS,220 Fremont

St., S. F., Cal.

LIFE SCHOI-ARSHIPS,
No Vacations.

$75.
Day and Evening

Sbbsionb.

Ladies admitted Into all Departments.
Addresa: T, A. ROBINSON, U, A., President.
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JOHN TAYLOR &Z(i.,

Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

Chemlcala.
Having been on^'aged in furnlahinp: these supplies ainoe
the first discovery of mines on the Pacilic Coast, we fee
confident from our expurience we can well auit the de
mand (or these goods, both as to quality and price. Oui
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will be sent oc

or

CO.,

110 liberty

St.,

New

application.

iy Our Gold and Silver Tables, showing the value pai
ounce Troy at different dct'rcea of finoriesa, and valuable
tables for computation of assays in grains and grammea.
will be sent free upon application.
Agents for the Patent
Plumbago Crucible Co., London, England. Also for E.
Dbnniston'm Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
plates of this well-known nianutacturer are thoroughly
reliable, and full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Orders
taken at hia towoat prices.
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JOHN TAYLOR &

PARKE &
THOMSON &

PERFECTPULLEYS

CO.,
|
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.S.
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Medart Patent Wrought
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original.
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New Almaden
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cll-"inkiii^; iiiiii prnspicling
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Terms, Board and Room. $1.00 per Day
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St. (Basement.,
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Process.
Assaying' and Analysis of Ores, Minerals and Waters.
Minea Examined and Reported on.
Treating Ores by
Practical liwtruction given
proved proceises.
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The American
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PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,

And upward.

ROOMS WrPH OR WrTHOUT BOAHD.
FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE.

POOLBY.

This paper 18 printed wltb InS Manufao
tared by Charles Eneu Johnson Se Co., 600
South 10th St., Philadelphia. Branch OfflSt.. New York, and 40 La Salle
Ohicago. Asent for the Paclfio Ooast—
JoBspb E. Dorety, B98 Oommerolal St., S F,

St.,

WORKS.

METALLURGICAL

I

RANDOL,
320 Sansome

Luckhardt,

Metall-urfiri etB

Cal.

Laundry Free for the use of Families
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.

oea-47 Rose

PULLEYS.

l25

22,

and

Orea Sampled and Assayed, and Tests made by

LICHTNINC WELL-SINKING
MACHINc MAKERS.
t.n.ls
Encyclojiiini

Room

This Fire-proof Briclt Building la central!}- located, in
the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboal
and Railroad Offlces.

J.

•

Q.

..

J.

Huhn &

SUSTBL.

J.

free.

Quicksilver.

to Examinationa of

LUCKHARDT & OO^

(Formerly

MlnJiur Ensrlneers

JOHN SIMONDS, Pacific Coast Agent, 509-613 Mission St., S. F.

CO.

San Francisco,

Street,

Special attention paid

Mines; Plana and Reports furnished.
O. A,

Corner ot Loldesdorfl Street,

Tliey are the L-igbteBt, Strongest, Best Balanre^ am? Most
Cuuveuieiit Pulleys Made in tlie AVorld.
Adapted to any power required. Time, troubleand money saved by using these pulleys.

etc.

Teats (practical) Made.

Flans and Specifications furnished for the
most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Cal.

ARE YOU GOING TO PUT UP MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?

IVJNCHESTER HOUSE.
44 Third

Working

merits of

111-114 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, HI.

Ores Sampled,
Assaying in all its Branches.
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Watera,

1884.

Are you going to make any change in machinery? Are j'ou trpighting by team or packing on
muIcrtV Do you waut Pulleys on Shafting already upV If so, don't fail to look into the

each year. It is an encyclopedia of useful information for all who purchase the luxuries or the
necessities of life. "We
can clothe you and furnish you with
all the
necessary and unnecessary
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these things
COMFORTABLY, and you can make a fair
estimate of the value of the BUYEKS'
GUIDE, which will be sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage,

MONTGOMERY WARD &

SHAFTING,
i^SRND

Nos. 129

BUYEHS' GUIDE is

issued

at Mechanics' Fair,

For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washington
Lightest, Strongest, Cheaf'^t and
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Also Manufacturers of
Best Balanced Pulley in the World.

"

CO

Premium Awarded

Near Flret and Market Streets, S. F.
LDORnARDT, Manager.
Kstablisokd ISdO

Ores worked by any Frooess.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

MACllINKRY.

(~^.

OThe

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 23 STEVENSON STREET,

General Agents,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, Col.
LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

C. A.

EVANS),

OO.

York.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

EVANS &

IN

MininK Companiea, Milliny; Companiea, Prospectors, etc.,
to our full atock of Balances, Purnacea, Mufflca, CruelblcB, ScoriQers, etc., including, also, a full stock of

JAMBS LEFFEL &

(SucMBiOts to

AKD DKALSK8

IHI>OHTKRS

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

JAMBS LBFFEL'S

Springfield, Ohio,

H.

Cartridges,

CHEMICAL APPARATUS AND CHEMICALS, DRUG
GISTS' OLASSWAKE AND SUNDU1E8, ETC.
63 &0G First St., cor. Mission, Sau Francisco.
We would call the attention of Assayera, ChcmlBte'

No. 11 Oalle de Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico.
CITY. UTAH.

These WheelB we designed for all purposes where limited quantities of water and
hiiih heads are utilized, and are ^'iiaratitced to give more power with lesa water than
any other wheel made. Being placed on horizontal shaft, the power is transmitted
direct to shaftini,' by bolts, diapensiiiK- with gearing.
Estimates turoiahed on application for wheels specially built and adapted in
capacity to suit any particular case.
Further infornwitioii can be obtained of this form of conBtruction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free of coat,
by applying to the mauufacturors.

0.

Shot-Gun

Under Chamberlin Patent.

TRAMWAYS.

OBNBRAL OPFIOB AND WORKS:

NEW YORK

Etc., Etc.

ALSO MAKDFAOTURKRl OK

524 Sacramento
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San Francisco,

Cal.
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-
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HIGH-GRADE SAW MILL MACHINERY,
£NGIK£S, STEEL BOILEKS, Etc,

— IMPORTERS
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—

Mitnson'H " Eaffle " and "Dynamo" IS«lting:,
Goudell & Waters' Woodworking: Machinery, Saws and Saw Tools,

Emery Wheels, Tool Grinders, Ewart's
WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
Link Belting',
AND GENERAL MILL. SUPPLIES.
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsigument, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder,

Back Filks

the Mining and Scibntific Prphs) unfor §3 per volume of six months. Per
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At

length

it

tlie

But these other confederations formed

"Trusts."

would seem that Congress

is

about to take some action on the vexed and
mueh-diacuBBed

question

of

" trusts, "

or

at

consider-

least to give the subject their earnest

and summarily dealt with, and
reach of

if

designed to reach and regulate them should be
enacted. To inquire and determine what ad-

ia needed in the
That these combinations, extended of ditional legislation, if any,
premises, becomes now the duty of Congress,
late years to almost every commodity and interwhich body it may well be believed will be
est, have come to exert an inflaence that warframe a law ample t5 the correction of
rants their being looked after by the law- able to

few

will

deny.

But what,

keeping within the Constitution, can be done to
restrain or otherwise interfere with their ac-

we apprehend, be found

tion will,

problem

to solve.

subject, the line
is

and what

is

a difficult

Where, in legislating on this
shall be drawn between what
not permissible, is what will

this class of abuses

ness or impairing the guaranteed rights of the

How

are

we going

to

H.

citizen.

M
M

M
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Orchard Cultivatok—G. W. Camp387.765.
commodities shall be sold, or to otherwise poo\
bell, San Tose, Cal.
their interests as they see fit ?
387,782?— Cahle-Grip and Crossing
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Suppose the several companies engaged here Graff, S. F.
387,641.— Cement Pipe Machine— V. Hepp,
shall
suchigh
explosives
of
in the manufacture
Porlland, Ogn.
ceed in their efforts to renew the compact that^
Water-Wheel— I. P. Lambing, lone,
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probible.

Yet

this

is

not to say that

impossible to pass a law

it

will be found

restraining

certain

trusts the validity of which
open to question, nor yet that the
such law would be either impolitic

classes of these
will not be

passage of
or unjust.

Where

these associations take

the

form of a conspiracy to cheat the public or to
unduly forestall the markets for the prime necessaries

Orchard and Vineyard Cultivator. — Guy

of subsistence,

as

some

of

them un-

doubtedly do, they clearly expose themselves

Campbell, San Jose.

No. 387,765.

Dated

Aug.

14, 1888.
This invention relates to that
class of cultivators specially adapted for use in

—

—

preciable injury to the public, while they

may

be made to subserve a very useful purpose to
those entering Into them. As is well understood,

many branches

of business

on this coast

have, one time or another, found this sort of
co'Operation necessary to insure their proBperity
and, in some cases, even their continued existence; our quicksilver,

salt,

borax, and lumber

industries all furnishing examples of this kind.

10,

Object, manufactCapital stock, $100,000.
uring, importing, buying and selling and dealing in chocolate, apices, coflFee, tea and perfumery. Directors, E. Guittard, Charles Callischom, F. N. K. Martinez, Henry Martinez
and E. Roemer.

orchards and vineyards; and it consists in a
shifting or adjustable tongue or pole, the arrangement and mechanism for operating it; in
an adjustable seat and its arrangements; in attachable and detachable side teeth and the manCalifoknia Compressed Asphalt Blockner of connecting and disconnecting them; in
the novel construction and arrangement of the Pavement Co., Aug. 22. Capitil stock, $200,frame; in the peculiar hub or dust-cap or cover 000. Directors, Columbus Waterhouse, L. L.
and scraper support, and in certain details of Baker, H. M. Black, J. B. Crockett, D. S.
Dorn, Jabcz Howes and 0. B. Taylor.
construction.

Header Attachment for Harvesters.
by statute are in fact, and
Henry Bryan, Modesto. No. 387,763. Dated
always have been, amenable under the common
Aug. 14, 1888. This header attachment for
law. The late wheat deal, the present sugar
harvesters consists of a header frame having
and petroleum coalition, and the foreign cop- one side provided with a pivot-pin which alper syndicate would all appear to belong to lows of a rocking motion in the line of travel,
this category, not to mention many other sim- said pin being hinged to the side of the thrashermachine frame near the front, so that the outer
ilar confederations that might justly be made
side of the frame may be raised and depressed
judicially accountable for their illicit
pro- about the hinged joint, a supplemental diagonally placed brace bar having its outer end proceedings.
Different, however, would it be in the case vided with an angular casting pivoted to the
main header frame in alignment with the firstof the powder companies as well as of numernamed pin by which the header frame is conous other associations formed both here and nected with the thrasher frame, the rear end of
elsewhere having for their objects mutual pro- said bar being hingedto the side of the thrasher
tection against an excessive and ruinous com- frame near the rear end; a wheel by which the
outer side of the header frame is supported,
petition, overproduction, wasteful methods of
said wheel being journaled in a frame which is
distribution, etc.
These contravene no law, pivoted to the tnrasher frame so as to turn
nor do they require to be repressed or controlled about a vertical pivot-pin, and in connection
by legislative enactments, as they work no ap- with the header frame, of a truss frame and adto be restrained

San Francisco:
GUITTARD MANnFACTUBINO CO., Aug. 18.

Superior Court, Department
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Equity Building and Loan Association
(Oakland), Aug. 22. Capital stock, $5,000,000.
Directors, J. B. McChesney, F. S. Page, Anson
Oapell, Piul Lohse, 6. W.
BirttDW, J.
Fisher, D. Stuart, Newton Benedict and W. T.
Veitoh.
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Silver Hill
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PeiT
P. Sheridan
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.45
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Sales at San ]•'ranoisoo Stooli Exchange.
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[lOOHale&NoT

3.45;

270 Mexican..

4.75
1.00
250
100
1 00
1.05

3

110 Overman..
20 Onhii

5.76

22

1.65 150 Jmtlce.
I.O0I1200 Lady Was
.JOc 2T0 'Locom..-.
.

1

1200 Baltimore
261

.60ci

25

1 30! 2)0

Occid

2.70! 100

Potosi

2.50

Savage....
S. E. «1 M.
Sierra Nevada.
Silver Hill

2.25
2.76
3.00

Utah

1.16
3.0c

Con Va&Oal..
3.6'

Bullion Shipments.
100

,

Gould & Curry.

2.80
1.15

300
210
1=0
100
400
200
450

Pnion

56..

....

WComatock

75

shall

New York

be nleased to receive further reports:

Cherokee, Aug, 18, $32,000; Eureka Con.,
21, $15,240; Confidence, 21, $17,881; Con. Oal.
and Virginia, 21, $38 037; Lapanta, 18, $10,300; Alice, 14, $17,000; Hale & Norcross, 18,
$18 676; Mt. Diablo, 23, $5354.

Metal Market.

Telegraphic advices dated Auff. 23d give the following

New York

prices:

Bar Silvkr— 913c per
Borax— 9c.

oz.

Coppkr-Lake—S16.7G,

Iron— No.

1.

S22

00.

Lead—.-i-t.aiii®TiN— S21.00f*

The following is the latest by mail from the "
York Metal R\change Market Report":

Complimentary Samples.
paper marked

23.

01
,11

3.65

Baltimore

1

.7(1

.11

Eegta Belcher

3 50;
.70c
.30c

and

Week

Aug.

16.

1

l.K

.85
..

.101!

last,

12

Ending Ending Ending Ending
GOMPAKT.

ward and J. B. Richardson.

We quote shipments since our

are" re-

Persons receiving this
quested to examine its contents, term of subscription, and give it their own patronage, and
as far as practicable, aid in circulating the
journal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
Subscription
the cause it faithfully serves.
Extra copies mailed for 10
rate, $3 a year.
If already a
cents, if ordered soon enongh.
subscriber, please show the paper to others.

8

July 11
July 10

Stock Exchange.

S. F.

Name or

R

General Supply Co. (Qjikland), Aug. 22,
Capital stock, $10,000. Directors, C. H. TayWoodlor, G. L. Miller, Mark B. Frost, E.

Aug

,

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

New

is

7

July 11

50

—

country

28

July 9

25

50
50
1.00

Confidence ore is hoisted to the surface, will be
the business of one class of citizens, why not of the grip may be raised for the purpose of
It will not close to repair the shaft.
crossing another and transverse cable line or closed.
the merchant, the mechanic, and
all classes
The shaft ia in splendid condition, but it will Dudltjy
passing any other obstruction.
EastB.&B
well
as
of the
even the common laborer, as
Water-Wheel. Isaac P. Lambing, lone, close in order to repair the foundation upon EureKaCon
which the machinery stands.
speculator, manufacturer or other producer?
Exchequer
Amador county. No. 387,791. Dated Aug.
Should the Con. Cil. and Va. management Grand Prize
With such icquisitorial power legalized, why 14, ISSS. This is an improvement in
& Curry
tur- conclude that they can share the Eureka mill Gould Norcross...
Hale &
should not the hod-carriers now on a strike for bine wheels. The peculiar trough-like bucket when water comes in the river, the Hale and Holmes
an additional 50 cents per day for their services, has bottom and side walla, curved inwardly Norcross may get it, and in that event the latter Independence
with the alternative of no more bricks or mor- in the direction of its length to it9 discharge will share the Mexican mill, which they now Julia
end, said bottom being at an obtuse angle to have, and it in turn will run on Crown Point
From time im- the perimeter of the
tar, be made an example of ?
Kentuck
wheel, the angle dimmish- ore. Such arrangement will give the Con. Cal, Lady Wash
been
conceded
to
the
there
has
memorial
ing gradually toward the discharge end and the and Va., Hale and Norcross and Crown Point Martin White
various guilds and labor associations the right bottom then encircling upwardly. The encir- each fair milling facilities.
cling hollow, casing has on its. inner surface a
to meet and fix the price at which they would
Northern BeUe
continuous slot and an adjaBtible ring secured
Incorporations.
sell their goods and wares, labor included, not
to the inner surface of the casing, this ring carNorth Beile lie....
even the most arbitrary government having de- rying nozzles and communicating with the casNiagara
The following companies have been incor- Nev. Queen
nied or sought to restrict this right. That it will ing through its slot.
porated, and papers filed in the office of the
this

Aug

Payable
Aug 10
Aug 6

Amottnt.

F.

306 Pine St
310 Pine St
401 California St
309 Mo' tgimery St

Lightner

:

any restriction in

Sept 21
Sept 4
Sept 18

1.00

Nevada..H

,

suffer

Date

Meeting

8. P.

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.

after an existence of several years, expired
Mining Share Market.
Railroad Car Heater— Lanning &
387,956.
some months ago, and by virtue of which they Youns, Oakland, Cal.
were able to sell their products at much higher
It does not seem to matter what the work or
NoTB.— Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furnished
by Dewey & Co. in the shortest time pOBBible (by mail
prices than they otherwise could have done, or telegraphic order). American and
development ia on the mine dealt in at the
Foreig^n paten'is
how, without an infringement of individual obtained, and general patent business for Pacifio Coa it stock board; prices will not go up nor will any
inventors transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
rights, can a law be framed to defeat the end rates, and in the shortest possible time.
excitement ensue. Just now, on theComstock,
aimed at by these companies? It is true, the
work in the Savage, Hale and Norcross, Gould
Notioes of Recent Patents.
consumers of these explosives will suffer from
and Curry, ChoUar, Potosi, Challenge, Yellow
But for
this "trust" should it be renewed.
Jacket, Crown Point, Just'ce, Belcher and a
Among
the patents recently obtained through
number of smaller concerns is circumscribed by
all that, it is difficult to see how a law can be
Dewey & Co. 'a Scientific Press U. S. and the lack of milling facilities. This can in noenacted for their relief. And should the legisForeign Patent Agency, the following are wise be overcome under six weeks* time, and
lative function be successfully invoked in their
The drouth must take
possibly two months.
worthy of special mention:
behalf, what assurance have we that these conits course before relief comes, and that's all
Cable -Railkoa d Grip and Crossing
This
is an exceptional year
there
is
about
it.
themselves
have
recourse
to
sumers would not
Justin J. Graff, S. F. No. 387,782. Dated in this matter.
the very same means for enhancing the price of
The Brunswick mill
The Enferprhe. says
Aug. 14, 1SS8. This invention relates to certhe articles they produced ? This legislative
It will
tain improvements in cable railways and the is running steadily on Confidence ore.
intsrference with private affiirs once begun, grips or means employed for propelling the cars continue to run until about September, when
where is it to end ? If we may by law regulate thereon so that the cable may be dropped and the Jacket hoisting works, through which the

•

8 California St

Montgomery St
320 Sansome Ht
309 Montgomery St
...309 Montgomery St
309

H

Sept 24.
Pichor
Sept 25..EB Holmes

25..

Pine St
Pine St
Pine St

327
327
330

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

Cal.

.

Place of Busines

.

M Co. ..Nevada,.

Co

Name or
&

.

.

M Co

SavageMCo

the official report of U. S. Patents in Dewey
Co.'B Patent Office Library, 220 Market St., S. F.

Co

M

Pioneer Patent

Solicitors for Pacific States.

M.

M

Superior

Co.,

M Co

Champion M Co
Found Trrasure

Spring Valley

Inventors.

Location. No. Am"!. Levied. Delinq'nt. Sale.
Skoretabt.
Nevada 35
50.. July 18.. Aug 22.. .Sept 12.. J Crockett
5U..Aug 4.. Sept 7.. .Sept :;4..E,R Grayson
Nevada.. 34..
California. .!6.
25. .Aug 13. .Sept 17.. .Oct
8..D M K«ut
iO.. July 2J.. Aug 23... .Sept 11.. C E Klliott
Nevada. 25..
California.. 31..
ao .Aug 8.. Sept 10.. .Sept ;i9..T Wetzel
Nevada.. 3..
62. .July 12. .Aug 17.. ,.Sept 7.. J Stadfeld Jr
Calit'onia , S..
05. .July 7. .Aug 11.. .Aug 31. .T Wetzel
Calfomia.. I.,
10. .July 17. .Aug 24.. .Sept 14. A Halsey
Cal!forma..l3.. 4.00. .July 31 Sept 8., Oct 1..W JGteaSon
Nevada.
50. .July l(;..Au?23,
Sept 23. .M P Minor
California., a..
10. .July 11. .Aug It).. .Sept 7.. J J Scoville
.

Cray Eagle M Co
Great Westero Q M Co
Golden Meece G
Co
Keyea S M Co
Loue Jack
Co
Loiomotive
Co
Lady Wasbioeton Con
Mayflower Gravel Co
Mexican
Co
Navajo Queen
Co
Potosi

From

prevent manufacturers

ASSBSSME3NTS.
COMPANT.
Belcher
Co
Bullion
Co
Baker Divide
Obollar
Co

Poudere

be likely to pazzle even the ablest jurists as
well as the most astute legislator.

without injuring the busi-

DIRECTORY.

COUFILSI) BVBKT TBVEBDAV FROM ADVBRTISBMSNTS IN MlNINQ AND SOIltNTIFIO PfUiaB AND OTHER S. F. JOURSALS.

beyond the

existing laws, then others specially

ation.

making power,

SHAREHOLDERS'

MINING

solely

for speculative purposes, require to be severely

[Aug. 25, 1888

New

apot closing at i316.70@16.S0, Trans.
ferable Notices (Lake) issued at §16.50®
Lbau— Firm, atS4.30@4.40 epoU Transferable Notices
issued at §4.O0iS4 16.
Tin— Irregular at $20.10@21.00.
Prices generally ruling for metals not regularly dealt
in on call at the N. Y. Exchange, covering extremes of
buyers' and sellers' views. All prompt delivery. AusBilliton
Tin,
Tin,
;
tralian
Baltimore Copper, S14.75@15.00;
Banca Tin,
Orford Copper, 815.25@16. 25; P. S. C. Copper,
;
Foreign Lead, ig4.60@4.7; Foreign Spelter,

COFPHR— Steady,

@

?5.40@5.60.

@

;

Antimony, S9.75@13.50.

@

@

Mining and Scientific Press.

Aug. 25/1888.]
News

in

Brief.

Please Remit.

The

ure^t reservoir at Sweetwater, Sin
Diego couDty, la to be stocked with 10,000

yoooK

A

troat.

Too

Now

arrears on this paper.

S.ui Laia Obispo county was
swariniDg with sheep. Now there are but loOO
county.
the
in
It is rumored in \'ienna that the Kau«ian
Oovemment has ooptracted for a loan of I'S.OOO.'
000 in America.
Seth Gkees, N. Y. Stite Saperintendent of
Fisheries, and famoui as a fish calturist, died

amount due us

on Mooday

scribers well

last.

Thekk will be an iuteroatioDal horse show in
Paris next year, where $-l/),000 will bo distributed in prizes.
TuK Japanese Oovernment has decided to
spend £10.000.000 in five years for the purpose

ovcrkind to such, there

We

in

Conohessman SrEiNuKK says that

two

in

insist

upon

While

to each individual

subscribers

it is

amount

— A.

it.

cals, niusicfind

their price at 17 cents.
Physicians in charge of the hospital at Jaok-

BonvtUe, Fla., declare that all the deaths bo far
have been due entirely to the intemperate
habtta of the patients.
The native pupils of the ludaetrial school at
Sitka have an organieed military company aud
are receiving instructions from Lieut. Jumes A.
Turner of the Uoitetl States Naval Guard.
Dr. Pasteur at Paris read before the Academy of Sciences a letter from Or. Gimaleia of
Odessa announcing the discovery of cholera
vaccine. The announcement was favorably re-

is

cloth-bound

of

this

foreign.

The old Santa Inez mission, which has stood
the weather for a long term of years, will undergo repairs. The tile roof la to be carefully
taken on, and all the old timbers removed and
new ones pat in theit stead. The tilings will
then be replaced as they were originally.
GfibRGE Gordon of Big Valley, Shasta county, was driving with his family toward Cottonwood, when hia team was attacked by aewarm
The horses ran away, the
of yellow-jacketi.
family was thrown out and more or less biuised,
and one of the horaea was stung to death.
The joint statement of the Senate and House
Appropriations Committees up to August 15th
shows the grand total of appropriations to be
$428,269,520 55, an excess over last year of
Since the 15th the Fortifica$84,054,730.81.
tions bill has been reduced two and a half millions, and it ia probable $3, 000,000 more will be
taken from the Army bill. This would make
the probable surplus for the next fiscal year
something over seventeen and a half millions.
For some time a considerable amount of telegraphing has been going on between J. D.
Spreckela & Bros., agents of the Oceanic steam
ship Co., and Pobtmaster General Dickinson,
and they received a semi-offitiial assurance from
Washington that the Foatoffine Department
would allow the company alt sea and inland
postage on mail sent from the United States to
the Australian Colonies for the coming year for
malotaining the service. This will amount to
about $50,000 annually. The Colonial Governments wished the United Statea Government to
cnntribcte one-third of the subsidy, or about
$65,000 annually.

San Franoisoo Metal Market.
WaOLBSAXE.
Thursday, August
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Borax— Refined
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23, 1888.
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_JB^k8, Old

flask
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Scientific
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IML'OUTEllS

SAN FRANOISOO, GAL.
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

PULVERIZERS,

CONCENTRATORS.

PUMPS.
GIANT EOCK BREAKER.
Westinghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines,
ors.

State.

Sampling Works

BREAKERS,

BOILERS,

STEAM

Saw and

Rocl< Drills

and

Air

Compress-

Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,

Loa Angelea and

J.

The works

ROCK

ENGINES,

Agents wanted.

LiTiLRKiELD— Santa Barbara,
San Diego Co.'sj.
S.

Injectors, Oil Cups,

and Lubricators.

for Sale.

&

are sUuated on A.

P. R. R., Calico

BELTJNG.OJLSand GENERAL SUPPLIES.

Mining District, iJaggelt, Cal., and contain a firstEngine and Boiler with Ore Crusher and other
We are prepared to give eetimateB for Hoiating Works and Pumping Plants, Stamp Mills
machinery, Plaform Scales, Mill Scales, Assaying
Outfit, etc., all nearly new.
Also upon the prem- Smelters aud Concentratore.
dwelling
office
building
and
comfortable
ises an
a
house (portable). The above can be had at a bargain.
Apply to GiLLESPY & Childs, 123 CaliW. B. EWEK.
A T. OEWEY.
II, STRONG.
fornia street, Sao Francisco.
class

,

IDB-WE^S"

Montgomery

street (the Nevada Bank building) is the general agent of the Stiles
quartB machinery, and offers easy terms for inlroJ.

A. Johnson, 307

00. 'S

&;

duction.

Dewey

Qi

Engraving

Photo and

Wood

ZINCOGRAPHING,

Our

IMt

Fateil Lpsi].

Fress
ESTABLISHED

Engraving,

Inventors on the Pacific Coast will find

ETC.,

it

1863.

greatly to their advantage to consult this old

We have able and trustworthy Associates and Agents in Wash-

experienced, iirst-class Agency.

By the Best and Cheapest Methods.

ington and the capital cities of the principal nations of the world. In connection with our editorial, scientific and Patent Law Library, and record of original cases in our office, we have

New Photoplates,

other advantages far beyond those which can be offered home inventors by other agencies. The
information accumulated through long and careful practice before the Office, and the frequent
and fne Book and Job Printing,
determining the patentability of
Stand next to Steel Plate Engravings in pinenbhs examination of Patents already granted, for the purpose of
QUfCKER
PRODUCED
THEV
ARE
AND perfection.
inventions brought before us, enables us oftep to give advice which will save inventors the
AND CHEAPER THAN ANY OTHER GOOD ENGRAVINGB, THROUGH THE GREATEST INVENTION
expense of applying for Patents upon inventions which are not new. Circulars of advice sent
VET MADE IN PHOTO-ENQRAVINO.
& CO., Patent Agents, 220 Market St. S. F.
Address
free on receipt of postage.
Photo-Electrotypes,
Photo-Zincographs,
Wax Process Electrotypes,
Ores.
Books on
Lithographers' Transfers,
bTEftEOPTicoN Views,
Kustel,
M.
E.
By
Guido
Counterfeit Signatures Enlarged,
St,
No.
KoASTiKO OF GOiiD AND SiLVKR Or.Es(Second Edition) an
Legal Documents Reproduced.

Made

Direct from Photographs, for fine Newspaper,

DEWEY

RAYNOR,

H. M.

Working

25 Bond

Also, Photographing on

Wood and Other

Special Photo

Work,

ESTABLISHED
1859

Laboratory

Promptly and reliably done by the moat succesBful and bee
approved proceaaeB,
Designs, drawinga or photographs made to order.
Eogravinga of buildings, Portraits, Maps and Scenery
and Photo bamplee for SaleHinen are leiidiug epeciaitiea.
Send, as early as possiVjle, with full descriptioo for any
work desired, stating size and for what use plates are wanted Photographs and prints similar to those deaired, will
aid MS in making definite estimates. ^^'Agents wanted.
Call and see specimens, or write for samples, pricec and
any further information wanted, to the

Dewey Engraving
A. T.
Offiob with Illustrated
Street,

Co.,

Dewey, Manager.

Pacific

Statbb, 220 Market

San Francisco.

New

12-inch, 35 H. P. Engine.
VERY CHEAP. Apply

DEVI^TN,
MISSES
Typewriter Copyiatfl.

room

12.

STENOGBAPHERS and
room

7,

N

>.

MODEST MARYANSKI,
Engineer and Assayer,
417 LARKIN ST., S. P.

Royal Berlin Academy or Mines;
ex-Assistant Superintendent of German Government
Mines. Experience on Pacific Coast. References Thos.
Any one desiring
Bell, Thos. Price and R. Hockhofler.
the services of a Mining Engineer, Metallurgist or As-

A graduate

of the

sayer will please address as above.
tion desired.

130 Sansome St.,

2-10

Montgomery

Pine, San Francieco. AH kinda of Copying neatly and accuratelv done. Inatructlona given in
Typewriting or Shorthand, either Stenograph or Pencil
gyatem.
St., S. E. cor.

Wholesale and Retail.
Native Platinum and Scrap purchased.

—

2 Triumph Concentrators.
1

Manufacturing Purposes.

Mining

Exti'action of their Respective Metals without
Quicksilver. By Guido Kustbl, M. E. 1880.
This rare book on the treatment of g:old ana silver ore
without quickailver 13 liberally illustrated and crammed
full of ffvct5. It gives short and concise descriptionB of
various processes and apparatus employed in this country
und in Europe, and the why and wherefore. It contains 156
ija;,'c-ii, eiiihracinj,' illustrations of furnaces, supplements
and w orkinjr apparatus. It is a work of ^Teat merit, by
an author whose re putation is unsurp.ossed in his specialty
pRU-F, S3, coin, postage free. Sold by Drwby ffi Co., Pub>
lishera, 252 MarKet St., San Francisco, Cal.

the

NEW YORK
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Sydney,

Or.

illustrated
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6 75 fe 7 25
33 50 @40 00
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for
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LooAN— Nevada

F. B.

26

—
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and Showrooms, 323 PINE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

is

Our Fribhds can do much In aid of our paper and the
cauae of practical knowledfre and science, by OBalBtlDg
Amenta In their labofB of oanvaBslngi by lending their InQuence and eocoura^nt; favors. We Intend to send none
but worthy men.
G. W. Inqalls— Arizona Territory.
A. F. Jewktt— Tulare Co.
C. E. Williams— Yuba aud Sutter Co. 'a.
John L. Doylk Orenon, Montana and Idaho.
W. W. Throbaldh Sonoma, Napa and Yolo Co.'a

2i(fe

Lkaj>—Pig

AKC LIGHTS

21 and 23 Frement Street,

Our Agents.

20

— @28 50
— (927 00
— @31 00
21 mi 00
— @23 00
— @29 00

ton

Eglinton.ton
1,

?

—
—
@ —
® —

—@
-@

American Soft, No,
Oregon Pig.ton
OUy Lane White

9i

It

paper,

Weekly.

circular.

A. J. Palmer of San Diego was
buried in the ocean on Saturday, in accordance
with bis directions. Hia remains were placed
in a box, taken beyond Point Loma and sunk
with heavy weighta.
Ax Jacksonville, Fla,, 500 negroes visited the
city in hopes of receiving a share of the Relief
Fund from the Government, and were amazed
when told that they could draw nothing unless
injured by the yellow fever.
BbPOrb the Congressional Committee of Immigration William Blake, superintendent of
Charities, testified that paupers and idiots have
been habitually sent to this country and that 70
per cent of the inmates of onr almsbouaes are

book.

American), 75 cents; postAge 10 cents.
Postpaid to
purchasers of this paper, 50
cents.
For sale at this of-

is

close finish.
The late

Reduction Works,

durable, and so simple a
child can use it.
Price (size

ceived.

proposed in Eogland to provide jndges
&t racetracks with an instaotaneoua photographing apparatus by which to tell beyond
possibility cf mistake what horse has won in a

Mills,

Can, Oil and Candles sui.erscdieJ by the

PARKE & LACY,

periodi-

for

otherprinted

the hiindiest, and
very cheapest of all economical and practical file binders. Newspapers ai e quickly placed in it (as received)
and held neatly, as in a
sheets,

and

to urge

Dewey's paient

T.

elastic binder,

caonera on Puget Sound say they will
not pay 17 cents each for tish, aud a hvely time
is expected with the fishermeo, who have tixed

tor liKhtlnjj

EDISON INCANDESCENT LIGHT,

Binhrr

Paim^r

Systems

sattsfactor>' liicandeaccnt Bv«t«m.
LtghtB retiuiru no attcntioii and are under comptete con0\ or 500.000 liKht8 in uso in the United States
SKLF-KICOULATING
turn niKh
into liuy and ulTurd a means of working t^'e wliolo 24 huurs; Invaluable to cuutraotom aud uth«r8 to whoai
tliiiu in au object. EHtiniatua and dcsl^s on application.

I'oi-tla.iicl,
A New

Electrical

trol.

Offices

and we are obliged

of

The only complete and

small, col-

is

Arc Electric Lights.

For Mines, Hoisting Works,
lodoor aud.Outdoor Illunnnation of every kind.

paying up.

arrears

in

the

large to us,

Tjii£

It

now

settlement.

weeks after the passage of the bill opening
Oklahoma Territory IQO.OOO people will have
settled in

when paid

it

&

Motors, DynimoB, Traniaiia, Elc\ator8, SiBiials and »U kinds
power, either direct or with etorufe'c Battcrica,

and every one of our sub-

worth the price asked for

all

Eli-ctric

tiS.'i3ioiwiini o(

without further de'

for subscription

advance, and in justice to ourselves we must

lectively

of purchasing men-of-war,

effort to remit the

have been very earnest and sincere in pre-

senting a paper to each

Incandescent

the slronger reason

is

that they should niake an extra

lay.
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wc have been a
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liule

ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

a Duniber of our subscribers are

large
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A

permanent
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posi-
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ARTIFICIAL LIMBS
^ w
ADDRESS
MENZO SPRING. ^iS|
o|
9 Geary St.
';^^^\
e[ sAM FRANCISCO, Cal. j aS*C
I.^

I

By

C.

H. Aaron.

Aaron's Lbaciiinq Gold and Silver Ores, the most
complete hand-book on the subject extant; 164 pi^ea
Illustrated by 12 lithographic engravings and
octavo.
Plainly written for
Fully indexed.
four wood cuts.
practical ni€n. In cloth, S3. Sold bv Dewey & Co., S. F.
Bound Volumkb. Back files of this paper bound id
substantial cloth binding with leather back, cotaining
six months' numbers in each, indexed, can bo had at this
office at §4 per volume.

—

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMPT.
C.

A.

STETEFELDT, President.

NEW YORK

OFFIOB, 18

Room

BROADWAY

709.

Back Files of the Mining and Scirntifio Press) unbound) can be had for §3 per volume of six months. Per
year (two volumes) $5. Insertedi n Dewey's patent binder, 60 centa additional per volume.
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

Tables

No. 119 Beale

UP TO

ETC.

of

NEW YORK

CHINERY CASTINGS

Length 36

feet;

of

San Francisco

St.,
BUILDER OF

Steam Engines, Flour

Mill,

miles.

ELEVATORS.

Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL
16x16

.

WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS.

Mining, Saw Mill and
True to pattern and superior in strength, toughness and durability to Oast or Wrought
Dredging Machines
Iron In any position or for any service.
Brodle Rock Crushers,
Progress
Steam Power, HydrauUc,
Side Walk and Hand-Power
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA-

WITH MArS, II.LUSTRAT10NS
AND FCLIi DESCRIPTION OF THE

Section

W^.

apd ^acliipe

irop

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,

in

SHAFT-SINKING,

Engineers'

CO.,

.MANTTFACTURBaaa OF,

,

CONTRACTORS,

and others interested

TUNNELING,

[Ana. 25, 18^8

SOFT and DUCTILE,

Golden State

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

)

&

Miners Iron Works.

Mannfacture Iron Oastlngs and Machinery
of all Kinds at Greatly Bedaced Bates.

AND MARINE FORCINGS.

LOCOIVIOTIVE

Manufacturers of B. E. Henrickson's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches for Elevators. All kinds of machinery
I^Ordbrs Solicitbd.
made and repaired.

STEVENSON'S PATENT

ALSO

Steel Rods, from ^ to 3 inch diameter and Plats trom 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and other ahape
Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tiros, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
from 12 to 45 pounds per yard.
ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled
Beams, Angle, Channel, and T iron, Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws. Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forglngs of all kinda, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

Steel

BIRD EDITION NOW READY.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION

STEEL BAILS

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IROK AND STEEL.
For Catalogues, EstiniateB, Etc. address:

ROCK

INGERSOLL

DRILL

IS" Orders

21 Fremont

and

for Catalogues.

PACIFIC ROLLING HILL

St.,

WORKS

Propeller Engines, either

High Pressure

or

MINING MAOHINERY.-Hoisting Engines and
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

will sell at 20 per oeiit discount.

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.— Batteries

for

Dry

or

Wet

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settl rs, Furnaces, Retorts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Furnaces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY. -Flour
Machinery, Saw Milt Engines and Boilers, Drodginf
Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.
Mill

Tustin's Pulverizer

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,

& S33

^i.

First

Sau Francisco,

St.,

JOHN W. QUICK,

THE

PELTON

WORKS ORE WET OR

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

WATER WHEEL

129 and 131 Beale St., between MiBSion

and Howard,

S.F.

ORTON.

J.

11.

WILLIAMS.

MANDF'RS OF GENERAL MAOHINERY.
Works, No. 316 Mission St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to Woodworkinji Machinery,

Steam and Oas Engines.

Correspondence

solicited.

Mining Engineers.
N.

S.

KEITH,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.
Inventor and Manufacturer

o(

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,
Contractor for

tlio

Etc.

Construction of Elkctrio Railways

AND

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means
of

DRY.

iySend
Office,

Cal.

Proprietor.

S. F.

Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

to.

Folaom,

IHORNTON TH0MP80H

EUREKA FOUNDRY,
C. K..

Iron used. Only genuine Russia iron in Quartz Screena.
PJanished iron screens at nearly half my former rates.
I have a large supply of Battery Screens on hand
suitable for the Huntiugton and all Stamp Mills, which I

Orders promptly attended

Si

HAND?AOTtJRERa OF OASTINOS OP BVHRT DBBORIPTIOII.

Proprietors.

-MANUFACTUREBB OF—

PERFORATED SHEET METAL

between Howard

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-

For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shct Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc and other metals punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of tlie celebrated Slot^Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (finej.

St..

rUOMAS THOMPSON

San Erancisco.

JSA.ZX X^x-^ixxolfiioo.

REDUCTION!

no deception, no planished or rotten

Golden State Pressure Blowers.
><'iret

1S55.]

St.,

X*x-exia.ojt&.t

Best and Cheapest iu America.
imitation,

202 Market

IRON

battery"~screens.
No

CO.,

[ESTABLISHED IN

SX3

Office,

AMALQAMATOBS,

Address

HINCKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES.

St.,

SAN FBANCISCO. OAL.
GREAT

Send

FULTON

PARKE & LACY.
St.,

have prompt attention.

CO.,

REPREHENTBD BY

8 California

will

Mold-Board

Electricity.

for Circulars giving,' particulars.

40 Nevada Block, San Francisco, Oal.
1 1 & 28 Stevenson St

Factory,

ENGINESsBOILERS
op ALL KINDS,

ISRAEL W. KNOX,

Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.

Mining and Mechanical Engineer

Water

Pump

Pipe,

Tanks

for

or Air Colnnms, Fish

AND niRCUASING AGENT POR

Salmon Canneries

Mines, Hinisg Machinery

OF KVBRT DR30RIPTI0N.
Boiler Kepairs Promptly

aUended to and

at v,ry

moaerace

AQEKTS FOR TUB PACIFIC COAST FOR TUB

I>ea,zxe> SteciiDa.

& Supplies.

Minos Examined, Reports and Estimates
Contracts made, etc.

rates.

OfBoe,

237 First

Furnished.

San Francisco,

St.,

Cal.

I*Tji.i3cfp.

SPECIALTIES
Corliss Engines and Tustln Ore Pulverizers.
DBANB STEAM PUMP
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Furlfler and Heater.

Gives the highest efficiency of any Wheel in the world'
and is everywhere recognized as the standard for high
pressure service,

UPWARDS OF

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY Umm,

elec-

127

FIRST

ST.,

SAN FRANCISCO,

GELATINE-DYNAMITE,

This

new and important book

on the use

is

Dams,

Pipes,

an-*

con-

Flow of W:vter

sale

by Dbwey

&

Co., Publishers, 252

Market

the Marl<et.

St.,

Established 1856.
Constantly on hand a fuU assortment of Manila Rope
Sisa Rope, Tarred Manila fiope, Hay
Rope, Whale
Line, eto., etc.
Extra Bizea and lengths mado to order on short notice

GO.

011 and 613 Front St., San Francisco.

Assaying,

San Frahcisoo.

VAN DEK NAILLEN,

President.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Civil

and Mining Bnginear,

Blast-

Address " Business Box A,"

office

of this

paper, San

Francisco.

BANDMANN, NIELSEN

CO.,

&,

for Sale

ROSS E BROWNE,
Mining- and Hydraulic Engineer,

N.

W. SPAULDING

^il^^
QUARTZ SCREENS

Inserted Tootlil

Bpecia'ty.
RountI, slot
or burred slot holes. Genuine Russia Iron, Honjogeneous Steel, Cast Steel or
American planished Iron.

Zinc, Copper or Br»BS Screens for all
purposes.
fornia Perforatins Screen Co.. 145 & 147
Beale St

INVENTORS,
L.
68 Market

TAKE

AND

CHISEL
,

cor.

Front (up

Saws.

NOTICE

stairs),

San Francisco

SAW MILLS AKD MACHINERY
Of

all

logue.

kinds made. to order.

Send for Descriptive Cata

17 and 19 Fremont

St..

HEALDS
BUSINESS

BIT

CIKCULAB

CaliS. F.

PETERSON, MODEL MAKER,
St.N.K

No. 307 SA.N-80MB St., San Francisco.

Manufacturers of

S PAULDING'S

A

San

San Francisco Cordage Factory.

and

723 Market Street,

MINING EXPERT AND GEOLOGIST.

CLEARING. ^ Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary

i^?5,w^^^^?!^i^=?H\'*-'?w„^^^°

Francisco.

TUBBS &

in

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.

hurdy-guniya, rockers, undercurrents, etc.; also describes
methods of blasting; tunnels and sluices; tailings and
dump; duty of miners' inch, etc. A very practical work
for gold miners and users of water.
Price, §5, post-paid.

For

Drawiig

and

Assaj-iopr of Ores, 325; Bullion and Chlorination As-say,
S25; Blowpipe Assay, $10 i-uU course of assaying, S.50.
Send for circular.

CAt^

on Heavy Grades, methods of mining sliallow and deep
placers, history and dcvolopment of mines, records of
gold washinji:, mechanical appliances, such aa nozzles,

.

A.

the Great ChemiBts of the World as

which contains 94 per cent of Nltro-Glycerlne. and
Stronger than Dynamite and even Safer in Handling.

Practical Treatise on Hydraulic Mining.
By AUG. J. BOWIE, Jr.
struction of Ditches, Flumes,

all

Of Different Strengths as Required

OAFS and FUSE

Co.,

Powder, which are acknowledged by

NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE,"

trinity several miles with small loss, and made available
for ruiming Mills. Pumping and Hoisting Works, Tram
cars, etc.
Addreas

The Pelton "Water Wheel

of

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION.
Power from these Wheels can be transmitted by

ArcMtectiire,

The History Building,

Manulaolure Three Kinds

600 IN USE.

From 12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel iu the country.
It is not only most economical of water, but the most
mple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, Hoisting,
Pumping, or any other purpose where water power can
used.

Civil, Mechanical
Mining Engineering,

Practical,

Sao Francisco.

FOR

COLLEGE.

24 POST ST., S. P.
SFVKNTY-FIVE DOLLARS THIS

College instructs in Shorthand, Type Writinfi-, Bookkeeping, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the Eneverything pertaining to buhiness,
We have sixteen teachers, and give
individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
its graduates in every port of the State,
glish branches, and
for six full months.

i^'SBND FOR Circular.
E. P.
C. S.

HALEY,

Secretary.

HEALD,

President,
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NOTICE

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

tlic (ull

—All our

weight

u( tiilvor

plates «re gminiDtecd

agreed upon, kdJ

u«

to have

tcHtod

be-

fore loavio^- our works, tliereoy avoiding tliQ complaints

about
lu

lliflit

UiU

welyht,

liratirh uf

made

80 often before

wu

started

industry.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.

F'ox'
f&jsj\ri:jsrcsr
GRAVEL, OR PLACER MINES.
MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE

521 & 523 Market

FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.

Assayers'

GET OUR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SAN

IS

San Francisco,

—

and MiniDg Material.

— UANUrACTURRIt OK—
BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

AND PLATING WORKS.

NOVELTY

FRANCISCO

St.,

— DB-iLKR

SUPERIOR COPPER

Agent

for

HOSKINS'

HYDRO-CARBON ASSAY FURNACES

ATTENTION, GOLD MINERS!
WB ARE SELLING
Silver-Plated Amalgamating Plates
For Saving Gold

QUARTZ, GRAVEL and PLACER

in

rates,
Three thnusanil orderB filled.
tiot our prlcon.
tUrt
far superior to others ill weit;hto( sllvc- and durability.

At reduced
and

imrchaned of
K.

O.

JOHN TA\L,OU &

Flttooo luudalu awarduil.
mining platoa ruplatod.

CO., cor. Firttt and MinHiou btn.

IVIINING,

Our plates have proved
Thette platett oau

tlic

best,

aUo

be

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
tiG3 & G55 MlHKlon St.. Sao Franoigco,
DKNNISTON. Proprietor.

Cal.
Sllved PlBtcd I'latea have always proved as reprogcnted. Wo have been nianufacturinf them (or 20 years,
and use only the boat Lake Superior Copper and Utfmed Silver. Coraparinp nur jdates with those of other nianufacturcra,
after repeated tebte, \vc can tafely ^luarantee much tietior plates for the same money. Our plaiea are used by all the prominent mininjf nun on the Pacifio Coast. bEND t OK CIKCULAK.

NOTICE. —Our

GREGORY

H. P.

Fremont and Mission

Cor.

&

CO.

DOUBLE "ECONOMIC" STAMP MILL.

San Francisco,

Sts.,

IMPORTERS AND

-THECal.

DEALERS IN ALL CLA SES OP

MACHINERY
SOLE AGENTS FOB
WILLIAMSON

KAY * CO.'S WOODWORKINO
MAOUINKRY.
FRANK & CO.'S WOODWORKINO

J. A.

CO.'S

AND

MA-

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

POWER

AND HORI-

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

TOOLS.

BLAKE'S
PUMPS.

BOILERS.

PAYNE'S VERTICAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

BEMENT & SONS MACHINISTS
BICKFORD'S

HOISTING

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

MAUIIINEKY.

NEW HAVEN MANUF'G

BROS'

ENGINES.

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY,

DRILLS.

IMPROVED STEAM

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

WEBBER CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
r::RiN band saw blades.
STURTKVANT BLOWERS AND

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTING INJECTORS AND EJEC-

E-XUAUSTS.

MATCHER HEADS.
BRAINARD MILLING MACHINES.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLF.Y CUSHIONED HAMMERS
SIIIHEK

TORS.

DISSTON'S CIRCULAR SAWS.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACKING CO.'S RUBBER GOODS.

MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
SCHLENKER'S BOLT CUTTERS.
BOLLOWAY FIRE EXTINGUISH-

LANE AND BODLEY SAW
II.

MILLS.

W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACK-

ING, PAINT, ETC.

ERS.

YACHT ENGINES.

We have here the Stamp Mill in a cheap and simple form. The high drop of the old stamp
ismore than compensated for by the great weight (1200 IDs. each) of our stamps, and the raThere are 4 shoes in each stamp, so
pidity (300 strokes each per minute) with which they rvn.
required than in
that there are 4800 strokes of the shoes on the dies per minute. Less power is
work.
same
amount
of
the
do
to
any, other mill
The Mortar has screens at both ends, giving ample discharge. There are no cams or tapThe stamps adjust themselves as the shoes wear.
pets to wear or be adjusted.

AN AUTOMATIC ORB FEEDER
Goes with each

ENGINES and BOILERS
Several Mills are

FROM

2

TO 100 H,

P.,

ALWAYS IN STOCK

Mill.

SUPPLIES

LUBRICATING

34 and 36

OILS.

23

3F»arls. I»la,c©, lO'ex^T"

now so situated
with our new works as to
offer to the ininere
I'aeinc Coast

of

the

SMALL AIKCOMPKESSING PLANTS at
Bueh prices that almost any
email mine ean aSordto put
in power drills it they have

none

to

are

in use.

NEW AND

PAT-

ENTED SYSTEMS (by

which

By our

the duty or pertorTiianco of
drills is not reduced with
use) it is no lonper necessary

?5| double

KiTrannMi
GENERAL MACHINERY FOR

MiNlNcTuNNELINGr-'*'

PLANTS IN THIS COUNTRY, and

DRILL;Co

h!>8 patteriiB

!or

23.ParkPiace NEwyoRi<wii;i
sizes

capacity

than

on account of the wear
drills and compressor.

up

SAN FRANCISCO, CAI

Minine and Sawmill Machinery, Engines,

Boilers, Etc.

FOR MINES.

the
re-

up

1,2. or 4 Drums, with Reversible Link
IVIotion or Pat. Improved Friction.

ol

BcsideshavhieTHE NEWEST AND LlGHTlLST de
small drill plant »,
the Rand Drill Company, as
is well known, has built, anu
is now building, the LAKOsli^ned

to 40-inchTdianietcr of

COMPRESSOK

Q

LIDGERWOOD

COMPANY,

M'F'G

96 Liberty St„

New

York,

c.vlmdor.

INiSPEED OF DRILLING, perhaps it is in order to say that in EVERY AUraORlTAriVE
CONTEST for speed yet initiated, the RAND DRILLS have, without exception, BEEN VICTORIOUS. This fact
raiiplod with another important one, that the drills use much LESS AIR and cause LESS REPAIRS, has won tor
them nearly all of the E.istern niininjf trade, which has kept their works always busy.
Since the reasons which formerly restrained us from the California market no longer exist, we are now

PACIinC COAST AGENTS,
PARKE, LACY & CO., San Francisco.

In respect to capacity

tile field for tlie huainess.
,.,..,
.u
n . -i
i®- SPECIAL A'iTENTION is called to the latest dcslfc-ned sectional Compressor just built for the Batopilas
mine iji Mexico, and to the Compound Engine Compressor built for the Anaconda mine in Montana.

in

of

& BO'WEl^,

HOISTING ENGINES

of

the supply of air necessarj

EST

all

Compressor

drills are expected to
i[uire, in order to keep

AIR COMPRESSORS &
RAND

buy a

FREMONT STREET,
Manufacturers

THE RAND DRILL COMPANY,
"STorls..
Wc

have a suitable

now in the mines doing excellent work. The "Economic" is not only a
we believe it is destined to SOPERSEDE THE OLD stamp in mills ok the

LARGEST CAPACITY.

AND

also

mill for small mines, but

TA-TTJIs/d:
MILL

We

DEWEY &

GO..{^B°iei?i,?'i^a^??^tgt^rPATENT

AGENTS.
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$1,000

[Aug. 25, 1888

OSZ-i^LXjIEJIsrGI-E

HUNDRED /ND SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

FIVE

PRICE
OV£R

1400

($s75.oo)

ARB NOW IN

A
San Francisco.

tear are merely nominal.

Street,

I

:e^.

o.

:q.

USE.

CoDcentratloDS are clean from the first working. The wear and
machine can be seen in working order and ready to make testa at 9/30 Fremont

Thb Montana CoMPANr (Limited), London, October 8, 1S85.
Dbar Sirs:—Having teeted three of your Frue Vanners in a competitive trial with other similar machines
(Triumph), we have satisfied ouraolves of the superiority of your Vanners, as ia evidenced by the fact of our haying
ordered twenty more of your machines for immediate delivery.

Yours

truly,

THE MONTANA COMPANY

—

N. B. Since the above was written the 20 Vannera having
tional Frues and more stamps have been purcKaaed,

May

Protected by patents

4,

1869;

ary 20, 1883; September 18, 18S3.

ORE CONCENTRATOR
THE FRUE VANNING
MAOHINB.
OR

WM.

H.

TAYLOR,

R.

President.

S.

December

Patents

22, 1874;
applied for.

ADAMS & CARTER,
Room

MOORE,

7, No.

109

been started gave such

September

Sts.,

that 44 addi-

22, 1881;

Febru-

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
L. R.

Howard

March

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,

MEAD,

Secretary.

WORKS

RISDON IRON & LOCOMOTIVE

San Francisco.
Has the Following Advantages :

Manufacturers and Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast for

HEINE SAFETY

I>XTH..A.:BIX*IT"Sr,
:E300IB"0»(fK-,
AND FACILITY OF INSPHOTION and REPAIRS.

WATER TUBE

60,000 Horse Power now in

use.

Boilers can be seen workinR in San Fraociaco at Palace Hotel, Spring Valley
Hueter Bros. & Co., California Jute Mills, and other places.

BOILER.

Guaranteed More

QUARTZ MllitS—Gold and Silver, Copper and Lead Smelting Works, Roasting Purnacea j£ all kinds.
AIR COMFRES^ORS— Rope Power Tranemission.
HYDRAULIC PUMPING and Hoiatint; Machinery.
WROUGHT-IKON WATER PIPE a Specialty. NoTS.—Have just completed order for 35 miles ol
pipe of l-inch iron for Spring Valley Water

2, 1879; April 27, 1880;

California Street,

Superintendent.

Location of Works, S. E. Cor. Beale and

(Limited).

satisfaction

ADAMS & CARTER.

44-lnch

Works Company, San Francisco.

Bfflclent

Water Worha

than any other Boiler made.

REFRIOERATINe MACHINERT tor Steamships, Breweries, and Cellars.
WILSON'S PATENT OAS-PRODUCBR.
ST£AM BOII.RBS ol all descriptions.
SUGAR MACHINERY—Sugar Mills, Vacuum Pans, ClariBers, Double Eflects, etc

MACHINERY of kinds.
STEAMSHIPS —Steam Yachts, Marine Engines and Boilers, Screw Propellers, Centrifugal Pumps Steamship
STEAM ENGINES—Corliaa, Slide-Valve, Poppet Valve Automatic, Single, and Compound.
Pumps, Steam Capstans, Cargo Winches, etc.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS for Pacific Coast of the Celehrated "Heine" Patent Safety Boiler (Water Tube); i^'Builders of 120.stamp Gold Mill for the Alaska Mill and Mining Company; eO'Stamp Mill for Quartz
Mountain
now
in
use.
60,000 horee power
Mining
Company.
MACBETH PATENT STEEL-RIM PULLEYS—Fifty per cent lighter and 25 per cent cheaper than
Send for Olrcnlar
SAAV-MILL

all

'

-TiiSt-

and Price

iron pulleys; will not break in transportation.

Lists.

The Hazelton
Is
1888.

1850.
BUILDERS OF

MINING MACHINERY.
1

27

GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS:
San Francisco, Cal., U.
New Tork Office, 145 Broadway.

First St.,

Boiler

acknowledged by the most eminent Engineers in the
country to he the greatest improvement that has
ever been made in a Steam Generator.

S. A.

PLANTS FOR GOLD ANH SILVER MILLS.
of LATEST DF-IGN and
MOST IMPROVED construction. We offer our
oustomers the BEST RE»ULTS OP 38 TEARS'
EXPEKIENCK in this SPECIAL LINE of
work, and arc PREPARED to furnish the MOST
APPROVED chamrter of MINING AND IlEDCOTION MACHINERY, adapted to all grades of
ores and SUPERIOR to that of any other make, at
the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
We are also prepared to CONSTKCCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING ORDER,
In
any locality, MILLS. CONCEtJXRATION
WORKS, WATER JACKET SMELTIMG
FURNACES. HOISTING WORKS. PUMPING MACHINERY, ETC., ETC., of any DEembracing machinery

JlRED CAPACITY.

IT

IS

A Saving

UNEQUALED

FOR

SAFETY,

in Fuel of at Least

ECONOMY

AND

20 per

cent Guaranteed

DURABILITY.

over any other form of Boiler.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

WORKS

PACIFIC IRON

127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Sole Manufacturers for the Pacific Coast,

MANUFACTURER OF

Centrifugal

Quartz

Roller

Mills,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS.
Mining Machinery of Every Description,

TSX.a.da.±n.Gs.
SEND POK CIRCULAR.
Centrifaeral Roller

HORACE
Ores,

Mining,

Qnartz

No. 45

Mill."

SOLE AGENT FOR

D. RANLETT,

H. D.
220 Fremont

and Commission,

420 MoDtgomsry

SAN PRANCISOO.

FREMONT STEEET.

St., S. F.

MORRIS,

St.,

MAHnFACTnilERS'

ORE CRUSHER

CAL.

San Francisco,

American Railway Publisliing Co.

NEW YORK

M PMHASINU ACENT,

BUSINESS MANAGER OF

UNION COPPER MINE, Calaveras
NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador

and CHICAGO,

PDBLISItBRS CF

Special attention given to purchase of

Co.,

Co.

Correspondent as Agont for Snioltera in London, LiverNew York, Boston and Baltimore.
Twenty years experience, in California, purchasing Ores
and dealing in Mines.
Special attention given to management and sales of
mines and purchase and shipment of copper produce

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.

pool,

ADAMANTINE SHOES AND

to prove better and cheaper than any others.
Orders solicited, subject to above conditions.
H. D. MOKRIS.
anteciJ

ABA]tI.ANTIN£.

DIES._Guar-

"

Street Kailway JoarDal," " The A merican Journal of Railway Appliances,"
** Power— Steam."

Tbe

Reprbsbnted bt

JOHN

S.

BWEN,

115 Kearny St. (rooms IS & 19), San Prancieco
i^The best advertising' mediums in their line in th
world.

Bates ou applioation.

f

fflirsfr^ifed

[n

BT DEWEY
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The "Kriebel" Stationary and Marine

now

engine

The movement

of

is

the reversing lever

from side to side changes the course of the

steam from the center<valve port to the two
side'Valve ports, and vice versa.
This reverses

No. 51 Fremont

of

Hendy Machine

street, this city,

a

stationary and marine or boat engine denomi*

Dated the "Kriebel."

These engines, as

will

an investigation of the merits of these

Red Chief Gold

ta move in the
The reversing valve also
answers the purpose of a throttle, as by moving

the engine or causes the crank

opposite direction.

We

9.

Mine.

had a conversation this week

tleman who

a gen-

vrifch

with the Ked Chief gold
Some time since it was learned that there ex- mine. This mine is on Kanaka creek, which
isted in Mill Creek canyon, San Bernardino ia four miles from Forest City and on the road
county, an excellent article of sandstone suit* from Nevada City to Forest City. This is a
able for building parposes. Small parties at very large property having three veins, one of
ODce located quarries, but none of them were which is SO, one 25 and one about 50 feet in
pushed to a successful issae save one, which width. It ia in length more than a full claim.
is

familiar

The company owning
property was organized in New York and
came into possession of

be observed by an exam*
inatioQ of the outs

UVI.

Number

screwed into the

being held at the pavilioo,

ohinefy made by the Joshua

Works

side.

of the

pleased to note in the exhibit of ma-

Inotitate,

lieve

marine or reversing engines will prove advantatop of the casing and the exhaust pipe into the geous and pleasurable.

In the iDcIoHtrial Kxpoaition of the Mecban

we were

attached to a lever and inclosed by a casing.

The steam pipe

Engines.

ioa'

VOLUME

FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

Publlsberit.

this

here-

differ
presented,
with
from those of the elide*
valve pattern, inasmuch
the " Kriebel " have

the mine about

a year

M

since.

moving or vibrating
oy Under and stationary

has been placed in

•

purchase

There

properly.

appli-

company claims the

the

cross head

plenty

is

timber near by, and

of

waters of Kanaka creek.

and connecting'rod found
in sUdO'Valve

the

all

ances and open the mine

of parts the eccen-

tric valve-rod,

the

treasury to build the mill,

valve instead of a stationary oyltnder and moving
By this arrangevalve.

ment

money

Sufficient

A dam

engines are

has been

made

in

dispensed with, the con*
atruction of the engines

the river and a flume and

greatly simplified and the

sawmill in operation, and

friction of

daoed

to

They have a

road built.

movement rea minimum.

are

now

in

the lumber

logging, bringing

and the

There are fewer working
parts and are therefore
durable and easily at-

timber for the mill.

tended.

all

The framework
engines

and

is

is

built,

there never had been a

ing of ore.

The

is

free-milling,

ing decomposed.

of the be&t brass

The

ore

the sulphur and iron be-

held in position by strong
boxes, lined with the best
babbitt metal.

been

run and they are able to
make a very large show-

steel crank-shaft are

made

Sev-

have

eral tunnels

thereby preventing

The cylinder trunnions

is

full

now

Until

mill on the property.

strongly

the working parts from
drawing out of line.

and

up with a

it

force of men.

well proportioned

and

40-stamp mill

on the ground, and are

putting

of these

cast in one piece

design

in

They have the machinery for a

pis-

four tons

to a stamp, the

ore

easily

and mortised in and bolted to an iron body or box
into which the end of the
piston-rod is screwed and
securely fastened by a

charge.

teries

is

worked; the

ton-rod is made of steel.
The adjustable orank-box

so

bat-

are all double dis-

Most of the gold

in the ore

KBIEBEL" STATIONARY AND MARINE ENGINES.

They ex-

pect to crush

is

shot gold.

managing director
F. H. Hausman, whose

The
is

was under the management of Mr. H. C. Cable. office is in the Safe Deposit building in
This gentleman at once put a large force of men this city; the superintendent is L. J. Lewis.
linder ia bored oat perfectly true and the pisgetting out building stone, and then The mill will run by water-power, a 23-inch
ton carefully fitted. The piston has three rings These marine engines are also provided with an at work
work getting contracts. He succeeded Leffel turbine being used. It is expected that
supported by springs and can be readily ex- adjustable thrust or push bearing, which is so went to
two buildings in Redlands the mill will be entirely completed by the 1st
panded. The cylinder is incased by a Russia attached to the engine bed as to relieve the in getting orders for
strain.
and for several in Los Angeles. Up to the of October.
iron jacket bound by brass bande, and the space crank-shaft from all longitudinal
By reason of the substantial, simple and per- present time the work has been confined to getbetween the cylinder and its jacket is fi led
A joint-stock TV.HE>f the whites first went into that region
fect construction of either the stationary or ting out the Redlands rock.
with asbestos lagging.
*' Kriebel " engines,
an company has been formed, with a capital of all the Palmyra mountains, Como district, Nov.,
The Kriebel marine or reversing engines poa- marine form of these
were covered with a splendid grove of nut-pine
compactness, light inexperienced person can readily learn to op- $50,000, to work this quarry, and it ia their
aesa the advantages of
erate them, and, for the same reason, an ex- intention to put in a complete set of machinery trees. It was the grand nut-pine orchard of the
steel

pin.

The

the lever to a central position the steam and ex*
haust ports are closed -and the engine stopped.

cy-

strength, slight friction, high
less attend- and have the atone all dressed at the mine bespeed and extreme simplicity. In addition *to perienced engineer can run one with
and expense than is required with engines fore delivery.
all of these, they are provided with an in- ance
requires
geniously contrived reversing device that is far of other styles. The only part that
At present there are eight large lime-kilns
more simple, acts more quickly and is much repacking, and that will seldom occur, being
perpetually barniog in the Mojave valley,
more easy to handle or manage than the link the brass stuffing-box for the piston-rod.
The simplicity of construction and economy about 50 miles north of San Bernardino. Each
motion, adopted on other styles designed and
capacity of 500 barrels of lime per day.
intended for the performance of similar marine, of use and space, secured by the adoption of has a
Eastern
these engines, naturally suggests a critical ex- The Oro Grande lime has supplanted
boat or other service.
sold in San Biego, Los Angeles,
These engines are constructed upon the same amination of their operation at the Mechanics* lime, and is now
Bernardino, Pasadena, Santa Ana and Esprinciples and in the same manner as the 'Exposition, as they seem to us to be eminently San
Mr, Wyman has expended about
stationary engines first above described, but in adapted for use where small powers are re- condido.
of Oro
quired, and to those who are interested in $40,000 in developing the lime business
place of a governor they have a reversing ar

weight, great

rangement.

This consists of a cup-shaped valve

i

boating and take pleasure in yachting,

we

be-

Grande,

Piutes,

The red

children of the wilds loved

grove of pines, and

this

came

when

the white

men

with their axes old Capt. Truckee,
with tears iu hie eyes, protested against its destruction. It was swept away, however, and even
into

it

the tree stumps were

dug up and hauled away.
growth of young pines is

It is said that a sparse

now

springing

the nut-pine

without

is

up

all

over these mountains.

As

native to the soil and fiourishes

artificial irrigation, this sort of

should be encouraged in

all

growth

parts of the coun-

if the mountain-tops are ever to be covered
with rain-attracting foliage.

try
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The Russell Process.

depend are: first, the state of the ore, reaches a maximum and then remains stationraw or roasted, raw ore usually requiring ary, so that a new stock solution is never reless solution than roasted ore; secondly, the quired, the same original stock solution being
capacity of the works per day, the volume of used year after year, although very little of the

solution
i.

Ita

Practical Application and
Results.
[Continued

from our

Bcocomlc

last.)

Precipitation of the Silver fi-om the First
Besides the method of precipitating by means of acid and old iron, the
silver may be also precipitated from the first
wash-water by means of sodium sulphide, or
6.

Wash- Water.

—

sometimes by dilution. The method by sodium
sulphide is probably the better for Mexico of
the first two, and is quicker, as the precipitation of the silver by iron requires about 12
hoars, and heating of the wash-water in the
precipitating-tanks. The average value of the
various precipitates from different ores by the
two methods would probably not differ much.
But the method by acid and iron seems to be
the most thorough, except when the washwater contains such a very small amount of
base metils, that (as at Yedras) all the base
metils can be economically precipitated along
with the silver. This very rarely happens.
Id most cases, when sodium sulphide is used,
only enough is added to precipitate all the silver and part of the copper, without precipitating much of the remaining metals; but aomi.times a small amount of silver remains unpre-

A

point in favor of the method by
cipitated.
acid and iron is, the extremely small bulk of
the precipitate compared with that produced
by sodium sulphide. This method consitta in

suspending old iron in the .wash-water tanks
and heating the water to about 115'' F. (more
or less), after acidifying it with I to 2 pounds of
acid per ton of ore." The method of " dilution"
consists in simply diluting the wash-water with
sufficient pure water to precipitate the chloride
It is not a safe method, however, for
of silver.
some ores, and it requires considerable water.
Value of the Precipitates from the First
7,
Wash- Water. Table XVII gives the value of
the precipitates, by both methods, from the
wash-water of various roasted ores. The value
of the precipitate of either method depends
mostly upon the amount of copper present in
the first wash-water, as it is practically impossible to avoid precipitating copper by either
method. As a rule, the precipitate from ores
with an alkaline wash-water is much the high-

—

e.y

the stock-solution being less in proportion for
works of 100 tons capacity than for those of 50
or 25 tons, as already shown;* thirdly, the size
of the charges, the volume of stock-solution

being less in proportion for 50 ton than for 10ton chargee; fourthly, the regularity of the
leaching, irregularity of using the solution necessitating a greater volume.
The strength of stock solution used at various works for roasted ores is as follows (expressed in percentages): Ontario, 1.4; D^ly,
1.4; San Antonio, 0.8; Sombrerete, 1.0; Yedras,
l.S; Lake Valley, 0.8; Chloride, 1.1; San Bar
tolo, 0.7.

In starting works the stock solution is genermade up with 1 5 percent of hyposulphite,
the amount required for 3500 cubic feet being
32S1 ^3.; for 2000 feet, 1S75 Ibj.; and for 1500
cubic feet, 1406 lbs.
The following statement gives the volume of
the ordinary or stock solution used by the Russell process per fcon of ore:
ally

Volumes

of

Stock Solution,
Cubic Foot.
Silver Keef tailings

"
Brement
Veta Grande "
Silver Keef law ore
Sierra Grande roastcil ore

Yedras

"

Ontario, 1SS7-SS,

"

Daly
Veta Grande

"
"

Ontario, 1SS3-S4,
SoQibrereto

"

San Antonio

"
"

Chloride
San Bartolo

San Wiijuel

The strength

"

"
"

ICO
9
70
137

80
TOO
196
ISO
110
190

00.
100
102
SO
70

sell process.

For simple alkaline

all,

—

A

ton.

The mode

of using the second wash-water for
roasted ores is the same as for raw ores, if the

quickest and most reliable.

Another method

is

to ascertain how much silver chloride will be
dissolved by a certain number of cubic centi
meters of the solution, but this is somewhat
unreliable, except in experienced hands, as two

hyposulphites of silver may be formed, one of
which forms immediately, while the other forms
only slowly and contains twice as much silver

first

solution at the

—

il'

1888

look for a similar, if not a greater, increase for
the remaining six months of this year. Allowing for a similar increase of 30,000 tons, or 60,000 tons in all, the total production of the
world this year promises to be 285,000 tons
against 225,000 tons last year.
Our statistics show a decrease in the English
and French consumption and English exports
of copper during the first six months of this
year of 10,000 tons. But as there is very little
doubt that some 20,000 tons of copper smelted
at the works of the Rio Tinto, Tharsis and

Gape

Companies in

this country during this

period are still on hand (6000 tons of English
copper lying at R^uen alone), in addition to the
65,000 tons of foreign copper in the public
stocks, we consider that consumption has fallen
ofi" in the half-year to the extent of 30,000 tons.
As large quantities of old copper have been
received since the 1st January, and this source
of supply is now nearly exhausted, the decrease
in the consumption of foreign copper this halfyear may not fall below that of the corresponding period last year by more than 20,000 tons,
although it was then exceptionally large, owing
to smelters and manufacturers laying in large
stocks during the great and rapid advance in
values which took place the last three months
of 1S87.
This would give a total decrease in consump*
tion this year of 50,000 tons, as compared with
last, or say a total of 195,000 tons, against a
total production of 285,000 tons, which would
result in an increase in the stocks held on the
Ist January last (35,000 tons) of 90,000 tons,
making them 125,000 tons on the 31st December
next.
Next year, unless some restriction is placed
upon the output of the larger producers, we
shall probably have a production of at least
300,000 tons, and even if consumption is as
high as the average^of the years 1885, 1886, and
1887— say 225,000 tons, there will be a further
surplus of 75,000 tons, so that by the end of
1889 we may look for a stock of copper of 200,000 tons, and at the termination of the three
years for which the contracts have been made
by the Societe des Metaux, a stock of 275,000
tons against 35,000 tons on the lat of January,
1S88.
Chili bars realized early in the month £81
5=1. for cash warrants, but fell to £78 7a. 6d. on the
13th ult., the demand to cover prompts falling
due having fallen off. With a revival of this
demand the past week, up to £81 has again
been paid, importers chiefly realizing the
benefit of the advance, the syndicate having
sold but little.
The syndicate have continued
buyers of three months prompt at £78, though
in one instance £77 15s. was accepted for 50
tons from another buyer, while latterly, up to
£78 lOs. has been paid by other buyers. The

per unit.

The

price obtained by the Parrott Co. of
for their production is 13 cents per
half of any excess realized over this.
They are permitted to produce 5000 tons (2000
pounds) this year. 5500 tons during 1889, and
6000 tons during 1890.

The Copper Market and the Syndicate. Montana

wash-water was followed by as the other.
James Lewis & Son's report on ores and metals
The original stock solution gradually accumutime the surface of the first
(Liverpool) gives the following concerning the
wash-water reached the surface of the ore. lates impurities, such as sodium chloride and operations of the French copper syndicate:
But if the first wash-water has been drained sulphate and others, to slight extent, the source
The first six months of the operations of the
from the charge before the solution is used, of which is evident. The first of these is per- Societe des Metaux and of the French syndithen likewise the solution must be drained feclly harmless, the second diminishes the solv- cate to control the copper markets of the world,
from the charge before the second wash-water ent energy of the solution to a very slight ex- and enhance the value of this metal 100 per
is used.
In this case the second wash-water is tent, the efi'ect of which is simply to corre- cent, having now passed, this seems a suitable
then applied by suddenly flooding the surface spondingly increase (by 2 or 3 per cent) the vol- time to criticise their effect so far, and endeavor
of the charge with about one-half inch of water, ume of stock solution required per ton of ore, to form some idea of how this gigantic speculawhich descends through the charge and is allow- Calcium salts are introduced if gypsum is pres- tion is likely ultimately to result.
ent in the raw ore, or if caustic lime or calcium
ed to pass into the stock-solution.
The total production of the world was estiThe Total Volume of Water Required sulphate exists in roasted ore. lu case the lead mated bv Messrs. H. R. Merton & Co. for the
c.
for both Raio and Roasted Ores. Table XtV is precipitated by soda, some of the calcium is years 18S5, 1886 and 1SS7 as 226,892, 217.070
gives the total volume of water required per also precipitated, as it would be difficult to dis- and 224,490 tons; deducting from or addmg to
ton of ore for both raw and roasted ores. For criminate between the two, even if the action this the increase or decrease in the Eaglish and
all the roasted ores,
including Ontario, the of carbonate of soda on the one did not begin French stocks during each of these years, it
average is 50 cubic feet. The average volume until the other had bsen entirely precipitated. would appear that the total consumption of
for all the raw ores and t tilings is 10\- cubic The concentration of the solution-in these salts, copper
in the world was 213,045, 208,394 and
feet, if the first, and 5^ if the second meihod is however, does not go on indefinitely, but
244,886 tons respectively, or an average of 223,used,
tons.
*For leachinc: works, aa now conafcructed, the volume 908
E.— The Leachlng-Solutlons.
During the first half of this year it will be
of stock solutions may be put na foltows;
For 100 tons'
Volume, Strentjth, Temperature, Pre capacity, 3500 cubic feet; for 50 tons, 2000 cubic feet; tor seen from the statistics that the imports into
a.
paration and Description of the Ordinary or 25 tons, 1.^00 cubic ftot.
England and France have been 29,855 tons
fThe small volume
solution used on the Bremen tailSlock Solutio7i, the Amount of Chemicals Re- ings is due largely toof its streiiirtli
greater than during the same period last year,
(3 per ceni) in bypoquired and the Rate of Vecompoi^ition.—The ad- sulphite. Owing to the extreme slowness of the leach- and as the production of copper in the Lake
ing:,
a
strong
solution
was used to shorten the time as Superior district and in Montana will be much
vantages of keeping the volume of stdck-aolution as small as possible are, firstly, less heaf;-. much as possible. In nearly all the esses, except that greater during the present half-year than durjust mentioned, less solution could prob ibly have been
ing to preserve a given temperature, if the solu- used
ing the past one (which included the winter
it bad boi^ii dc'^irable to do ko, but ^I'lch a course
tions are to be used warm; secondly, less de- would have made necessary a ))rcliminarv assay of the months and stoppage of one-half the supply obcomposition per day or per ton, and conse- tailings before removal, which would have caused delay. tainable from the Calumet and Hecla mine in
In nearly all ca^es the tailings are removed before the
quently less consumption of chemicals. The assay of the tailings is known,
consequence of the fire) and the supplies from
a course which is nearly
conditions upon which the volume of the stock- always allowable if leaching is syatcmatically conducted. the amaUer mines increased, we may reasonably
descending

1,

There is, however, a change in the condition
importance,
namely, in assuming a caustic reaction. Silver
ores only that carry a comparatively large percentage of antimonial and arsenical compounds
maybe bentfited by treatment with a caustic
solution.
Although the presence of caustic
alkali, even in small quantities, is usually very
iojurious, the remedy is most simple and inexpensive, being accomplished either by the addition of sulphuric acid or bluestone to the stock
solution.
If the former is used the amount rC'
quired will vary from one third to one pound
per ton of ore, and the cost from one to four
cents per ton.
The effect of the extra solution
in neutralizing caustic impurities has already
been described.
One of the causes of the weakening of the
stock solution is the decomposition of hyposulphite by taking up oxygen from the air.
At
the Ootario in 'S3-'S4 leaching in the mill was
twice interrupted, and the rate of decomposition of the mill stock solution determined.
The strength of the solution was in each case
to 2 per cent.
In the first case the solution
remained unused in the storage-tank for 26
days, during which it decomposed 5^ per cent.
In the other case it remained unused 35 days,
and the decomposition was 17.4 per cent. In
this case, the depth of the solution was about
The extent of surface
l.j times its diameter.
exposed in proportion to the depth of the liquid
has considerable influence on the rate of decomposition.
For instance, the rate of decomposition in vdumes whose diameter was seven
the
depth
was 1 S times (for sodium hytimes
posulphite) and 2 4 times (for calcium hyposulphite) the rate of decomposition for volumes
whose depth and diameter were equal.
b. Volume, strength, temperature and preparation of the extra solution, the amount of
chemicals required, and the efiiciency of the extra solution in the extraction of silver.
1. Volume a7id Depth of the Extra Solution.
The volume of the extra solution and its depth,
in proportion to the depth of the ore, varies
with the state of the ore, whether raw or
rnaated, and the method of leaching employed. market, however, closes much weaker, with
The volume of the extra solution varies with sellers of canh at £80 lOs. and of three months
the volume required to saturate a ton of ore. prompt at £77 lOd.
This, for raw ores or dry tailings, ranges from
For good merchantable copper there has been
6^ to 9 cubic feet per ton. For roasted ores, ex- more demand of late, especially from the eyndithe variation is cate agents, and the price has advanced from
ce^^t the simple alkaline,
For raw ores and £71 53. to £73 153. On the 20th ult. the En10 to 14 cubic feet per ton.
tiilings, if the extra solution is used on the dry glish smelters fixed their price for best selected
ore, the volume of the extra is the same as the at £75, but sales were afterward made at IOj.
volume to saturate. For all roasted ores, ex- to 203. below this for some brands.
cept the simple alkaline, and for raw ores or
There has been an active demand for furnace
tailings when the estra is not used first, the material the patt ten days, the syndicate agents
volume is six to ten per cent less than that of having bought and offering to buy those lots
saturation, for a reason explained further on, not already under their control. This brought
For simple alkaline roasted ore, it is four to in smelters who have secured all they can, fearsix times the volume required to saturate.
ing that ere long they will be obliged to go to
The relation of the depth of the extra solution the syndicate and pay their price.
For Anato the depth of a wet charge, i.e., the depth after conda matte, of which there are now 16 588
leaching has commenced, is as follows: For tons in stock here, 143. per unit has been offered
raw ores and raw tailingp, the depth of the and refused, 143. 6d. being asked.
extra solution varies from 36 to 42 per cent of
The directors of the Qaebrada Co. in their
the depth of the charge of ore; for all roasted annual report state that the company's estiores, except the simple alkaline, it varies from mated production of copper has been sold to the
34 to 46 per cent of the depth of ore; for simple Societe des Metaux for three years, from Janualkaline roasted ores, it varies from li to 3 arv 1, 1SS8.
This company produced, during
times the depth of ore,
1887, 2606 tons of fine copper, which realized an
average
price
of
£47 14s. 2d. per ton, or 9j. 6^d.
be Continued )
( To
of the stock solution that is of great

H

these stock solutions in hyposulphite and the volumes of the first and last
wash-water have already been given. The
volumes and strengths of the extras are given
elsewhere. This table, therefore, completes
the description of the liquids used in the Rasof

ores, the solutions have
so far, been used cold, and for raw ores
and aoid-roasted ores, at a temperature of 110°
to 150^^ F. In thetreatmentof acid roastedores,
even if the rest of the stock solution has been
used cold, that portion immediately following
er in value per ton,
the extra solution, and amounting to 18 to 24
6.
The Second Wash- Water and Mode of
cubic feet per ton, should be warm. In such
Using it. The volume of the second washcases, therefore, the use of an additional storwater per ton for raw ores is always the same
age-tank for hct solution is necessary.
as the volume required to saturate the wet
The ordinary or stock solution is made by
charges. It is used to restore the volume of
dissolving a proper quantity of sodium hypothe stock-solution, which would otherwise be
sulphite in a measured volume of water in the
diminished, for each charge treated, by an
the stock solution is
amount equal to the stock-solution remaining storage-tanks. Generally
This made up of a strength of 1^ per cent hyposulin the ore when the charge is drained.
amount is about 5^ cubic feet per ton of ore. For phite (94 pounds for each 100 cubic leet of
raw ores there are two methods of applying the water).
After a little practice a stock solution of onesecond wash-water. In the first the ordinary
half the strength may often be userl.
The
solution is left standing level with the surface
causes of the deterioration of the stock solution
of the charge, the outlet of the leaching-tank
making
the
have
already
been
given.
In
up
measured number of inches
being stopped.
extra solution, for each pound of bluestoue
of water, equal to the amount required to satuused, one pound of hyposulphite of soda is temrate the wet charge, is then run upon the
porarily destroyed, but is regained when the
charge. The outlet of the leaching-tank is then
opened and the leaching continues until the metals are precipitated by sodium sulphide.
After the most advantageous concentration of
water is at the surface of the charge. The
determined by experiwater remaining in the charge is then allowed the solution has been
ence,
it should be maintained by constaLt adto run to waste, but not into the precipitating
tanks for the leaching-solutions. By the second dition of sodium hyposulphite, this addition
method employed, if watar is scarce and being made to the extra solution for reasons almust be economically used, the leaching-solu- ready given. The strength of the solution in
in use cannot be
tion is allowed to drain out of the charge, and hyposulphite after it has been
approximately estimated by its specific gravity
is then followed by water to the extent of about
for
scon
become
apparent.
reasons
that
will
5J^ cubic feet per ton of ore, all of which is al
lowed to pass into the stock-solution. The Hence a chemical test is the only one upon
volumes of second wash-water given in Table which reliance can be placed. The Iodine
XIV for raw ores and tailings are those re- method has already been given and it is the

quired when the first method is used. The
average amount required for the six raw ores and
tailings by the first method is 10.0 cubic feet
per ton of ore. The use of the second method
would reduce this to about 5^ cubic feet per

original chemicals may remain, on account of
the losses and dilution, by the wash-water,
which either precedes and follows or merely
follows the stock solution. The amount of impurities in the stock solution at the Ontario,
after two years' use, was such that the addition
of barium chloride to 1.000 c. c. of the stock solution yielded a precipitate weighing 31.4 gr.,
after drying and 30.2 gr. after treating with
HOI and igniting. The specific gravity of the
solution was about 4" Beaume,

[Sept.

pound with

The Boston Montana Co. have, we understand, sold 45,000 tons for delivery over three
years at 12 cents per pound, while the first contract for six mentis made by the Anaconda Co.
was at 11 cents, a contract for a further six
months having subsequently been made, and a
contract for a further period being now in
course of negotiation.
One of the anomalies of the present situation
is, that while those mine-owners who have contracted with the Sncitta des Metaux have only
obtained from £53 to £65 per ton for their
produce, the Chili producers obtain from .£77 to
£81 for their copper, the syndicate being cbliged
to buy all that rffers in order to sustain the
value of the 50,000 tons of Chili bars they already hold.
The Calumet and Hecla mine is being un*
watered at the rate of about 5.000,000 gallons a
day. It appears that at the present time the
South Hecla, or Black hit's part of the mine,
which is wholly separate from the main mine, is
producing nearly as much copper as the whole
mine was before the fire. The June product was
2542 tons of mineral, or 2033 tons fine copper,
agaiu&t 2398 tons fine during June, 1887.
The output of the seven principal Lake Superior mines for the first half of the following
years has been: 1886, 18,153; 1887, 18,791j
1SS8, 18,931 tons (2000 pounds) fine.
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The Sweetwater

Dam

in

139

San Diego

County.
Perhaps DOtbiu^ io thu progrtina of Califoroia
is more inttrreatiut;
tbau eDterpriaea for the
itorA^e aad dUtribution of water.
Tlie im*
portauce of water supply io a laud of dry bumoiera oecda do commeut.
What has been accompUshed by briD^iog water opou arid soil
iovolves the whole history of some of our moat

pro^peroQB produotog ret;ions.
Thoaifh we have dooe creditable things for so
youog a titatv io water eogioeeriog, it ia doubtless true that wu ure ooly bej[ioDiD({ our great
work io tbia direction. Probably thoau dow
living will aee dr /ens of

storage

reaervoirn en-

sconced in mouataia caoyoos, the waters held
in store by dama greater than bu> thing ytt attemptsd, aod dtelnbated ovur an ar«a of great
magnitude. CtTttinly the tide of afT^irs is eot
ting strongly in that way; tho fiovernment
work to that rod, and the genrral diepoaitioo
to combioo effort uod capital iu local irrigation
eoterpriaea indicate thut the future of irrigation
in this State will be full of great things.
This week we give views from photographs
of a notable water enterpriae ta tho extreme
The work was ooly finished laat spring,
south.
and it has proved a notable suucesa. It is one
of the latest outcroppinga of eoterpriae and confidence which were well placed years ago when
the Kimball brothers planted theinAolvts on the
east ahore of San Diego bay to grow up with
the country. They were not, however, contt^nt
to ait idly waiting until the country abould
grow and carry them along with it; they placed
themaelves buueatb the c )untry, eo to apeak,

aod made

it

grow by

force of hoo^'at

aod untir-

ing puahiag.
Mra. Flora M. Kimball, prepares for US a little tketch of the water eoterpriee
of which our engravings give the moat strikiog

GENERAL VIEW OP THE SWEETWATER DAM AND RESERVOIR. SAN DIEGO COUNTY,

OAL.

featurea.

Tbe

organization of the Sin Diego Land and
Town Company, with 40,000acre8of land on and
near Nitional R:inch, was an important factor
in attracting emigration.
Col. William G.
Dickinson of Topeka, Kansas, the famous townbuilder for the AtchiaOD, Topeka & Santa Fe
R. R. Co., was choaen general manager of this
company. Accepting the trust, he brought hia
family to National City, built a beautiful home,

aod with characteristic energy commenced his
work, aa he sayn tbe crowning glory of hia
town-building. So much having been accompliehed without a system of irrigation. Col.
Dickinson and his associates wisely decided
that with an abundance of cheap water for irrigating and dnmestic purposes, both town and
country would grow and prosper aa they never
had done before, and as it was impossible for
them to do with the exiating methods of water
supply. The great Sweetwater dam was thp
outcome of this thought, the completion of
which was celebrated April lOfch of the present
year. It was a proud day not only for National
City but for the whole county, whose thousands of oitlzens met to offer congratulatione
for the success of the enterprise and to hear
from the lips of those who projected and carried
out the work how it had been so easily acoomplished.
Farmers and townspeople alike rejoiced. Troublesome old windmills were to be
banished with other primitive methods adopted by agriculturists, and the unsightly waterbarrel at the back door of the pretentious city
home was to be among the things of the past.

The building of the dam occupied 17 months,
as a monument to the skill of J. D.
Schuyler, chief engineer, to whom the public is
indebted for his untiring faithfulness in the exand stands

ecntion of the great work. The dam is 46 feet
in tbicknt'ss at the base, 12 feet io thickness at
the top, To feet in length at the bape. and 39G
feet in length at the top.
It ia 00 feet in
bight, and contains 21,'20U cubic yards of masonry, in the construction of which was used
18,000 barrels of Portland cement. The reservoir is three miles in leu,^th and three-fourths
of a mile wide.
It covers 700 acres, and has a
capacity of 6,000,000.000 gallons of water—
quantity sufficient for 500,000 people, or to
cover 20.000 acres 12 inches in depth. Sixtyeight miles of wrought-iron pipe has been laid.
The area of watershed is estimated to be
about 150 square miles. There is not a ftructure ot masonry on the American continent
pqual to the Sweetwater dam, and but four in the
Old World of greater bight. One of the most
satisfactory features of the enterprise is, every
dollar of its cost was paid as soon as completed.

The

Sirieix

Compensated Compass.

[From the Joicnial dc

The naval commission

la

Marine,

Paris.]

the Society cf the
Study of Colonial and Maritime Affairs has been
of

width, 20 centimeters ia depth, and representing the hull of a ship; then he proceedcfl with

three magnetic bars, c, f/, e, as shown in Fig. 1.
Nothing would prevent adopting a compass card
experiments.
with shorter needles, attached under the card,
To begin with, and in order to impart a such as are those introduced for the compass
destined
for torpedo boats.
larger induct've force, he placed a strong steel
The regulator is composed of two disks set
magnet to both ends of said iron hull. That
force was such as to cause the ne^^dle of the parallel to each other, and between them, in the
compass to deviate as much as 160", when the center, there is one or more magnetic bars,
model was made to wheel around one-half rev- placed one above another according to the quantity of magnetic force that is to be corrected
olution on its vertical axis.
After ascertaining the error, the regulator and on each side of the center bar at 30° dis*
was set in its place under the compass card, tanoe from the latter, a small bar very thin.
These disks may be made of glass, pasteand in one instant the deviation was complit?ly annihilated.
The experiment was repeated board, braes, aluminum or any other nonsubstance. Those of the experimental
magnetic
several times at the wish of those present.
Among the latter were Admiral Thomasset, the compass were made of brass; some others bepresident of the society; Mr. Bouquet de la longing to smaller compasses are made of silver

—

Grye, the chief hydrographic engineer; Mr.
Lisbonop, director of naval constructions on
the retired list; Barnom Michel, an ex-rfficer
of tbe navy; also several engineers, insurance
companies' ofBcers, etc.
The model used by Mr. Voisard included a
bowl with an open section intended to allow
those present to examine the disposition and

woiking of the regulator and of the soft iron
meet with a view of examining a new blocks.
system of compensating compass, invf>Dted by
The Sirieix compass is composed of a cylinMr. Leon Sirieix, an expuptl of the Polytech- drical bowl, measuring in bight about twice its
nic Bfhool, residing in San Francisco for the diameter, and is divided into two parts; the
last 20 years.
upper one carrying the compass card, and the
After being introduced by Mr. L. Muller, lower one carrying the magnetic regulator for
the eecretary of the commission, Mr. E. P. the correction of the sub-permanent magnetism;
called to

Voiaard, a director and the general agent of the also the soft iron inductors intended to correct
Sirieix Compass Co., placed his model of the the action of induced magnetism.
compass over a wrought-iron structure measurTbe compass card may be made of mica, paste
ing one meter in length, 30 centimeters in board or paper ; that in the model was carrying

(German

silver).

On

the surface of the upper disk are found
four pairs of magnetic bars of very thin size
placed diagonally to each other, and disposed
in such a manner that their poles alternate
around the circumference so as to balance their
magnetic action. At the bottom of the lower
bowl there is a brass bar, carrying two small
blocks of soft iron. By means of a set screw
those blocks can be r.ioved to a certain angle
so as to compensate the quadrantal error resulting from the ship's soft iron.
Two small vertical pins maintain the regulator in a steady posi"
tion when it is raised or lowered by means of
the regulating screw. Another brass bar carries two strips of soft iron intended for completing compensation, when necoBsary.
The
cap on which tine regulator is fixed can be
raised or lowered so aa to render regulating
more or leas sensitive by mfans of a spindle
traversing the bottom of the bowl.
The theory of this compensated compass,
therefore, consists in generating with small
magnetic bars and soft iron blocks, an equal and
inverted action to that which causes the deviation of the compass card, and this result is obtained by neutralizing the force of the sub permanent magnetism and that of the induced
magnetism of the ship, whether it may derive
it from its construction, its cargo or equipment.
In other words, the disturbing icfluence ia neutralizsd by a correcting influence that will act
with an inverted polarity and will bring the
needle of its compass card into the differential
uf those two forces.
Thomson's compass ia known to require the
use of a binnacle of from 70 to SO centimeters
in hight, in which are placed the many compensating magnetic bars, and also masses of scf t iron.
In the Sirieix compafs, on the contrary, all the
compensation is produced with the same elements reduced to their most simple expression,
at tbe same time generating around the magnetic
needle a double magnetic action which neutralizes the influence from the ship's iron.
As can
be seen by this short description, the compensais
obtained
very
this
compass
in
a
simple
tion of
manner without the adjunction of compensating
masses of iron outside of the instrument, such
as the large balls of the Thomson compass, and
also without any systems for regulating, which
are always delicate and require being very frequently adjusted.

The compass of Mr. Leon Sirieix has also the
advantage of returning very promptly to its
position of rest.
Mr. Voisard has not hesitated
coming from San Francisco to Paris, as he bad
it at heart to secure the approbation of his
countrymen, We will recall the fact that this
compass has been carefully examined in the
United' S'^ates by special professors, and by a
commission appointed for tbe purpose by the
navy department. It has been very favorably
reported on, and the instrument has already ob-

•THE SWEETWATER DAM, SHOWING PLAN OF CONSTRUCTION.

tained a great notoriety.
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good cause for objecting to its appointment.
Heretofore most of the testimony taken in the

—

O^e, 220 Market St., N. E.cor. Front Si.,S. F.
tW" Take

stamps have been hung up in the mills, dependent on water for their motive-power.
The State Mining Bureau is just now the
scene of much activity, not to say of downright

largely of this early training the youth of California to habits
complainant and de- of industry and the advantage of providing
erting themselves to make as large a production fendant appearing each with their own set of labor-schools as auxiliaries to that end.
But,
making hay while the sun shines. experts, viewers, and specialists.
as possible
Not only all this accomplished, little will it avail unless
Forest fires with much excessively hotweather so, but the contestants themselves have been there shall at the same time be provided ample
have of late prevailed in the interior. Apropos to permitted to take the stand and testify in their and suitable labor for these young people to per-

W. B. EWER.

DEWEY,
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wholly disinterested

the children for work, the

furnished to their hands.

work itself must be
The land and the

mines present in this country broad
the employment of labor, open to
labor

of a

is

fields for

Bat

all.

this

kind that cannot be made univerIt needs to be supplemented

sally available.

And it is in these

other forms of industry.

by

that

source, such as that to be obtained through the California is deficient.
We' require a syetem of
Early in its present session a bill was intro- proposed commission would undoubtedly be. more diversified pursuits, to the end that every
duced in Congress relative to the business of Trained engineers, selected with reference to kind and class of laborers may be furnished with
New Bread hydraulic mining in California. By the pro- their fitness for such service, exempt from all employment. Not always can the boys, the
visions of this bill the General Government is local influences and wholly impartial, their girls, or the women leave the cities and towns
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forms go
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all,
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if

at

hydraulic mining can be carried on in the

enjoined districts without causing additional

press on Thursday evening.

injury to the farming lands or further obstruct-
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commission is to consist of Government
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W.
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G. H.

STRONO.

This
engi-

neers and to be paid out of the public treasury.

whatever they might be, would comall and give general satisfaction.
Even the miners would be likely to
accept them as final. If nothing can be done
for the relief of this class, as perhaps there
cannot be, it were well they should know this
as soon as possible, to the end that they adopt
some other method for working their gravel defindings,

mand

the confidence of

and go out on the land or into the mines to
work.
We have in this State 50,000 youths who
should be earning their

own

livelihood or con-

tributing something toward that end, bat

who

are doing little or nothing, because there has

not been supplied suitable

Now, whether such

work

for

them to

do.

labor shall be supplied or

—

up the not, one thing is certain these young people
which they have so long been are bound to get a living somehow or another.
Saturday Morning, Sept.
i888.
body, through its chairman, Wm. M. Stewart engaged, conform their action to the inevi- There is no mistake about that; and if in the
It is to the interest of all
the farmer, future we shall find ourselves with a disagreeof Nevada, has reported it back favorably, reo- table.
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ommending its passage.
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Trinity County Mines.

session, requested

signed

petitions from this State have been sent to Con-

not emigrate.

will

Reports come to as indicating much activity
and confidence in the mining future of Trinity
county.

Few

districts of the State

appear to

we may count upon

They

They

digenous growths, would not

to

stay;

are attached

some other

California, and, like

to

here

are

that.

her in-

of

probably well

bear transplanting.
Persons born or long resire- be coming more encouragingly to the front.
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mittee recommend that the General Government appoint a commission of its own engineers
to visit the mining districts and by actual inspection ascertain the cases in which it would
be practicable for the miners to so impound
their tailings that they would cause no further
serious harm to the agricultural lands nor yet
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Passing Events.
It

ia

not to be expected that

understanding that they should be allowed to mines, are looking well. He has a force of men
work them by the hydraulic method, it being at work on each of the above-mentioned mines,
impossible to work them by any other.
and the more work is done the better the ledges
In consideration of the premises the com- develop. The ledges promise from $20 per ton

we can always much

up

to very high figures.

deep-flowing

current of mining events.

great industry

moves on

little

the accidental happenings that

influenced by

mark

its career,

the outcome as a whole being so satisfactory
and grand.
Since our last issue Central

Nevada has been

by a rainstorm of such phenomenal
violence, that but for its long continuance and
the area it covered, might have been mistaken
visited

for a regular *'cloud-burfct."

—

and water are more than usually abundant.
Federal injunctions than is necessary for the New roads and other improvements are being
preservation of the rivers and the protection of made in localities heretofore reached only by
the farming lands in the valleys."
rough trails.
In this report the well-known familiarity of
Much placer ground is also being worked
Senator Stewart with everything that relates to with large profit. The mines yield free gold very
mines and mining is amply apparent, and while generally and the sulphurets are in richness all
the paper is moderate and even conservative in that a reasonable miner could ask.
Some of
tone, it discloses a desire that hydraulic mining the most conservative and wealthy business
may be permitted to go on wherever this can men of the city are investing in these
be done without material prejudice to other mines. The town of North Fork is distant 17
interests.
miles by stage from Weaverville, the county
As the General Government is to defray the seat. East Fork is about five miles to the north-

There prevaifis a water dearth in some parts
mining regions, its effects being most
felt in the quartz districts of California and in
the vicinity of the Corastock lode, where many expenses of
of the

this

economic value alone. We must be
show the average tax-payer that there
is money in the proposition, if we would interest
him in the temporal salvation of this or any
able to

left

increase existing impediments to naviga-

shall

as well to discuss this question in the

And certainly the course we are
in this city a few days ago other class.
with plenty of money to carry on his recommending has the true business ring, since
work of development. He has spent the last it establishes that it is cheaper to prevent pautwo or three years in prospecting along the perism and crime than to provide for the one
north, east and south forks of the Trinity, a and punish the other shows that it costs
scope of country of over 100 miles. Captain more to convict and hang a boy than to bring
and

tion, the

The more mining property

is

light of its

The captain was

Trueworthy's character has so long been
commiltse expressing the opinion that proverbial among old-time business circles of the
such commission would, on a careful examina- State for frankness and integrity that we put
to the readers of the Press. Occurrences that tion, find some, and perhaps many, cases of this great faith in the information gathered from
would arrest general attention, and perhaps ex- kind; their report concluding with the remark him. TheJ* honest captain " has faithfully excite deep interest in communities where mining that, "The United States having undertaken
to plored the region of which he speaks, and his
IB pursued in a small way, pass by here unenjoin the working of these mines through the opinion is that the mineral prospects and mines
noticed or elicit but a casual remark. What in Federal courts, your committee deem it
reason- of Trinity are just entering upon a long term of
most other countries would create a tempest able that a thorough investigation should be signally profitable working. The quartz veins
produces here but a ripple on the surface of the made by the United States, to the end that no are, for the most part, of ample width, and wood
include in our category of "Passing Events"
much that is startling or even altogether new

fore it

be destroyed by

commission, tbere can be no ward.

New

River (North)

is

35 miles distant,

him up rightly, the same being true of a girl.
Between natural increase and immigration,
California is destined to a rapid growth of population.
We produce the raw material for many
kinds of manufactures cheaply and abundantly.
Possessing

in

these

requisite for building
industries,

the

up

elements

principal

a system of diversified

we should address

business at once and so push

ourselves to that
it

that

we

will, in

the course of a few years, be able to

make

things varied in kind and infinite in quantity
things necessary

and unnecessary, useful and

Whatever is required to minister
the wants, desires and comforts, and even to

otherwise.
to

the vanities and follies of mankind, that should

we

be'preparing to supply

—producing

a thou-

sand things that we need and twice as many
that

we

don't need.

Thus, besides working
mines, felling forests,
iron, etc.,

French

the

and

the

forging

we ought to be getting ready to make
German toys, jumping-jacks and

dolls,

fiingdangs of every kind, because
are not

land

building ships,

made at home they

will

if

these things

be purohased

Sept.
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abroad, aud so

money

away

be sent

that ougbt

to be kept in the oouotry.

In lookiog over the

at the
of oar imports, one is

liat

utonished at the Urge namber of

articles

it

amount of money they an.
noally coct ai, the most of these being articles,
too, for the growth or manafaotareof which we
contains and the

enjoy here

in California

advantiges.

special

Some

of

terials

produced here, and which, after being

carried

them

are, in

Charles Northey, a miner, coming

composed

fact,

away 20,000 miles and made np

into va-

and sold

rioas forms, are brought back

ma*

of

to aa

with cost of freight, handling, insurance, stor-

and in some oases foreign
Thus we export wool, hides
portions of which come back to us

age, manufacturing,

Uallock,

Butte,

off

Montana,

night's work, gave the signal to hoist

300 foot

The engineer

level.

shift

after

bis

from the

carelessly took

clothing, bats, boots

Eoormous quanti*

harness, soap, candles, etc.
ties of hog-stuffs, butter,

even canned fmits

and shoes,

egg* and cheese, and

vacuum, sulUuient

I

or five

I

to sustatn a

inches of water,

is

column

of

fuur

constantly main-

tained by a small exhaust fan.

On

the lower

the exhaust pipe, above the protecting

side of

brake before turoint; on steam, plate, are openings into which the gangue and
and the result was that the cage dropped. It water are drawn, by the vaouam maintained,
was about 130 feet from the bottom of the being then discharged over each side of the mashaft, and, after it had fallen 30 feet or so, the chine into the waste-sluice.
engineer caught it, but stopped it so suddenly
The operation of the concentrator is as folbis foot off the

that Northey was thrown out and

fell

to

bottom of

his

instant

death.

resulting in

the shaft,

The deceased

leaves a

the

widow and two

ohildien.

The Golden Gate Concentrator.

duties, added.

and tallow,
made up into

,
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We

give on

this

page

engravings

Golden Gate concentrator.
sists of

a tray about

a stout iron

1 1

the

of

This machine con-

feet in length resting

framework upon which

it

on

bos a

lows

:

The crushed

of water,

ore,

with a suitable amount

fed on to the horizontil part of the

is

through the
extreme left of the
tray

distributor
figure.

The

shown

communicated

to the tray causes the

slowly

toward

and

travel

at the

the

pulp to
plate,

in a loose

on arriving at the plate,

separated into distinct layers, with

every

of certain kinds, are

for the rt-moval of the gangue, especial care is

taken

to

while

it is

avoid

It is

tery of tlvo stamps,

has always been a

it

diffi-

mineral or of amalgam.

loss either of fine

The common expedient

of diminishing

the

battery-water, while decreasing the capacity of

battery and favoring the production

the

This danger

concentrator

when

serious even

of

pulp

and thus prevents
flooding the ordi-

of

with

which

water,

is

so

taking only the product

it is

of a single battery of five stamps, of course be-

comes entirely unmanageable when an at*
tempt is made to run the product of 20, or
15, or even of ten stamps upon a single conoen*
trator.

With

patterning in this respect

New

England and Old England, who make
about all they want and much to spare.
There being work enough here to be done,
there will be good times for all if only it can
be BO arranged that labor and capital shall each
after

large quantity of

the proper amalgamation of the mineral upon

we should make more, save

less,

order to get the

in

a

and the various means devised for the purpose
have always been the occasion of considerable

nary

that

that

cult problem to dispose of the excess of water;

the latter.

is

of the

water mutit be used, and with ooncentrators
capable of taking the product from a single bat-

under the trees in California, but they
amount to a good many.
It looks like there were in all this a lack of
thrift; and, in fact, there is.
We not only
neglect onr opportunities, but we waste our
substance at a most impoverishing rate. What
required

known

wiill

best results from stamps,

pitch to the battery -apron,

how many thousand

rot

more, and buy

upward to the head

tray.

bushels of choice fruits are annually suffered to

is

disturbance of the mineral

all

passing

with the diminished water supply, an excessive

cOQDtries and here sold at a profit.

exactly

it

slimes, requires, in order to carry off the

year shipped to California from the Eist or other

We cannot say

mineral has ouce settled upon the
i^8avod,Binceintbe arrangement and operation of those other parts of the tray intended

the heavier mineral to sink

to the bottom, so that,
is

protecting

same time keeps the pulp

condition, allowing

the pulp

the

at

peculiar motion

after the

tray,

the Golden Gate concentrator there

no need

is

reducing the water supply of the
stamp-battery or of giving an undue pitch to
of

the battery-apron, since one of these full'Sized
will
take all the water from a 20stamp battery; and, furthermore, the presence
of this large amount of water upon the concentrator, so far from interfering with the process

tables

do its part toward insuring effective and bar*
monioos co-operation. Our resources are ample.
only needs that they be actively developed
through the judicions and skillful application of
these prime factors of prodaction to secure to

of

California a great and lasting prosperity.

this

It

concentration,

ment

Opportunities having been created and work

of the mineral

benefit

is

benefit, since,

the pulp, the settle-

of

greatly promoted, and

is

generally more marked

more

treating the

positive

of

is

by the large dilution

when

difficult classes of ores.

provided for the oncoming generation, it is to
be hoped that they will take to it kindly, especially where the conditions are so generally

separation of the mineral particles from the

good and the rewards so ample as here in Cali*
fomia. The yonth of this State sbonld bear in

gangue and water, and, after this separation
into distinct layers has once been effected upon

mind that

All the operative part3 of the tables are especially designed to favor

cast in a highly

their lot has been

the horizontal part of the tray, to avoid

favored land, their burdens being light compared with those that have to be borne by the
laboring classes in most other countries.
to our mild

turbance of the mineral until
clean, over the

Owing

and healthful climate, much

out-door work would be considered

of

peculiar

pinched millions of Europe would

water with a

feel richly re-

wages paid

to receive half the

By

iiMi

i^j^i^^^^^i^g^i^ij/i iiii| I

is

wage-earner of this State to his lot but 611 him
with a great contentment, and a determination

many advantages

to

head of the tray.
and the mode of applying the

minimum

With

by a

was passing down the
was about 22 years of

Deceased,

Creek, Prince

Edward

crib.

age,

Island,

with

who

Elkhom

mine,

Distributors, Etc.

He

reciprocating movement.

This

the mineral at the bottom, the heavy gangue

quartz blown into the other, which will doubtless render it praotically useless, if it is not

at one end, to travel slowly over its surface

properly adjusted for the ore, allows

toward the other end, and the pulp

mineral, with some of the gaDgue, to pass under

had
and the
were lacer-

shaking motion, kept in a loose condition so
that the mineral may settle out of the gangue

front

of

his

face

Besides
bis

in

and

ated to a great extent by

this,

he

neck,

neck

the flving quartz.

McCarthy fared better. He, too, was knocked
down, but soon recovered himself, walked out
of the drift and gave the alarm, and both men
were soon brought to the surface. McCarthy's
face and eyes were filled with flying quartz^
though to less extent than McCormick's, and it
is now believed that both his eyes will be saved.

McCormick now

lies in

should he recover,

a critical condition, and^

it is

more than probable that

he will be totally blind.

John Kennedy,

a short time since, fell

down

the shaft of the Qaeen Bee mine at Mineral

Park, Arizona.

The

shaft

is

and

claimed, will not exceed five per

&

for this concentrator

on this

Laoy.

about 48 feet deep,

but Kennedy reached the bottom without breaking any bones or receiving other seriona injuries.

Company was

has

of

the

California

in Placerville the other

two carloads,

now

day

ship a carload every second

upon the surface
consists of two

of the tray.

The

Is,

by the

tray proper

it,

all

while the larger part of the gangue and

the

all

partfi,

forming, how-

now, and

this force

since orders are

they can be

Slate

Placerville.

off

coming

filled.

whites, are employed

soon be increased,

will

in

much

faster than

This company

owns 500
The

quarry now being operated by the California

arriving at the exhaust pipe are instantaneously

drawn

all

acres of land in the vicinity of Chili Bar.

the surplus water pass above the plate, and on

and discharged over the sides of the
That portion of the
ever, one continuous surface; one part, being tray into the waste-sluice.
designed for the settling of the mineral, is hori- pulp which has passed under the plate, now
zontal and has hardly any perceptible current consisting largely of mineral, continues on np
of water, thus allowing the fine mineral to set- the inclined part of the tray, where it can be
tle out of the water and reach the bottom of the freed from that part of the gangue which is still
tray; the other part has an adjustable inclina- mixed with it by a current of water flowing
tion upward from it3 janction with the hori- down from the bead of the tray, this gangue
zontal part, and over this part the oarrent of and wash-water l)eing taken away by the exwash-water fi^ws which washes away the haust pipe, as before explained.
This machine has done highly successful
gangue from the mineral. At the junction of
the horizontal with the inclined part of the work on various classes of ores. It offers to
tray, and extending across its vridth, is a pro- the ore fed upon it a quiet seti ling space, with
tecting plate, set somewhat above its surface very little current, some seven or eight feet in
and parallel thereto. Above the protecting length, whereon the mineral particles, even the
plate is an exhaust pipe within which a finest, may reach the sarfaoe of the table, and
distinct

Fourteen men,

day.

or 70 squares, of slate.

got his quarry fairly opened, and

will be enabled to

longitudinally

reciprocating movement varies in speed in such above the mineral, and the light gangue and
manner as to cause the pulp, fed upon the tray water at the top. The plate, having been

blown

will serve a 15-stamp battery;

The agents

that day of

THB GOLDEN GATE CONOBNTHATOR.

Montana. McCormick, who was handling the
drill, had his left eye entirely destroyed and

destroyed.

screened

arranging for the shipment to San Francisco

End Elevation Showing

holes

facility,

fair

60 meshes to the linear inch,

Superintendent Buck
Slate

Angnat 19th, John McCormick and Con McCarthy were hurt, the latter very seriously,

large

loss, it is

of

tree that

resideB.

totally

machine

the

coast are Parke

came from Bell
where his father

while drilling on a drift in the

placed,

a tolerably clean iron sulphuret ore,

this

cent.

glance-crib on the railroad in

British Columbia, being struck

is

even flow of water

this disposition a quiet,

concentrating

good account.

Francis Cook was killed August 12th while
a

wash-

the

and

ticles of mineral.

Accidents to Miners.

work on

velocity,

secured which will not disturb the finest par-

through a screen

at

discharges

construction,

virtually, outside the proper head of the tray.

the well-fed laborers of California, These are
considerations that should not only reconcile the

to torn these

all dis-

discharged,

water used to the concentrator are specially designed to guard against any disturbance of the
mineral stratum. This water used, owing to its

our

almost a

States and Canada, while the toiling, hunger-

warded were they

it is

Its construction

inhabitants of the Northern

pastime by the

and promote the prompt

Company is but two and a half miles from
The above is only one of the

three qnarries in the neighborhood.

Perine

&

Messrs.

Mothersole have been taking out slate

of the first quality at the Chili

Bar quarry

for

months, and at the Jacob Strahle quarry work

was begun on July 3d and

is

being vigoroasly

prosecuted.

The Willamette came off the dry-dock at the
Union Iron Works the other day. She went on
the dock several months ago a collier and
now comes off a full-fledged steamer, the sistership to the Umatilla, which underwent the
same transformation several years ago. The
Willamette is now alongside the wharf of the
Union Iron Works, where the will be finished
and furnished.
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SeiENTiFie PpvOGress,
Science and Veracity,
Prof. T, H. Huxley once wrote as foUowB:
far as my experience goes, men of science
are neither better nor worae than the rest of
Ojcupatione with the endlessly
the world.
great parts of the universe do not necessarily
involve greatness of character, nor does microscopic study of the infinitely little always pro-

So

We

ing of a watch, the tictac being more or leas
rapid, according to whether the bottom il entirely of coral or alternately of coral and mud,
If the bottom is entirely of sand
or of sand.
the sound is clear; if of mud it resembles the
humming of a swarm of bees. On dark nights
the fishermen select their fishing-grounds according to these indications.

—

Cdriosities of Magnetism. Most well-informed people are doubtless aware, remarks a
contemporary, that the globe on which they
live is a great ball of magnetism, but comparatively few have an adequate idea of the in-

have our full share of
original sin; need, greed and vainglory beset fluence this property is continually exerting on
and our progress all sides; that many common but inexplicable
mortals;
other
do
us as they
is, for the most part, like that of a tacking
phenomena can be traced directly to this source.
ship,
the resultant of opposite divergencies Statistics go to show that in the matter of steel
all
that,
there
But,
for
path.
from the straight
rails, as many as 13 will become crystallized
is one moral benefit which the pursuit of sciand break where they go to make up a railroad
ence unquestionably bestows. It keeps the es- track running east and west, before one of those
propevidence
up
to
the
timate of the value of
on a north and south track is similarly affected.
er markj and we are constintly receiving les- This is entirely due to the magnetism generated
sons, and sometimes very sharp ones, on the by friction, and the fact that the polarity of the
duce humility.

nature of proof. Men of science will always
act up to their standard of veracity, when mankind in general leave off sinning; but that
standard appears to me to be higher among
them than in any other class of the community.
I

do not know any body

of scientific

men

who

could be got to listen without the strongest expressions of disgusted repudiation to the
exposition of a pretended ecientific discovery
which had no better evidence to show for itself than the story of the devils entering a herd
of swine, or of the fig tree that was blasted for
bearing no figs when "it was not the season of
Whether such event? are possible or imfigs."
possible, no man can say; but ecientific tthics
can and does declare that the profession of belief in thorn, on the evidence of documents of
unknown date and of unknown authorship, is
immoral. Theological apologists who insist
that morality will vanith if iheir dogmas are
exploded, would do well: to consider the fact
that in the matter of intellectual veracity science is already a long way ahead of the
churches; and that, in this particular, it is exerting an educational influence on mankind of
which the churches have shown themselves utterly incapable.

The Moral Influence of Climate
Somewhat cognate to the above is the follow" Since
ing which we clip from an exchange:
the revival of naturalism the tendencies of educational reform make it probable that the prog
moral philosophy will become identified
with the development of a new science, thus
far only outlined in a few incidental treatises on
the interaction of body and mind.
The posress of

that science are suggestively in.dicated by the results of the statistical btudies
devoted to one of its branches the moral influence of climata.
Modern French scientists
are nothing if not methodical, and have repeatedly called attention to the curious regularity
in the geographical distribution of certain vices
and virtues: Intemperauce, for instance, north
of the forty-eighth parallel; sexual aberrations,
south of the forty-fifth; financial extravagance
in large seaport towos; thrift in pastoral highland regions. It is, indeed, a remarkable circumstance that in the home of the best winegrapes, in Greece and Southern Spain, drunkenness is far less prevalent than in Scotland, or
in Russian Poland, where Bacchus can tempt his
votaries only with nauseous vodka. The idea
that a low temperature begets an inttioctivecraving for alcoholic tonics seems disproved by the
teetotalism of the Patagonian savages
who
sibilities of

—

horsewhip every Spanish stimulant-monger
without benefit of clergy.
The Lesghian
mountaineers, too, observe the interdict of the
Koran in the icy summit-regions of the Caucasus;
but there is no doubt that the bracing influence
of a cold climate affords a certain degree of im-

munity from the debilitating effect of the alcohol vice, and that a Scandinavian peasant can
for years survive the effects of a

daily dose of
alcohol that would kill an Egyptian fellah in a
single month."

Mineral
Growths,
•

—

Aggreoations

in

magnetic current is in the former instance resisted in the headlong rush of the train, whereas in the latter caae it is undisturbed. Another
strange effect of this peculiar and occult force
is that exerted on the watches of trainmen."

A

timepiece carried by the conductor running a
train 20 miles an hour, however accurate it may
be, will, if the speed of the train is increased to
Bay 50 miles, become useless until regulated.
The magnetism generated by the flight of a
train may be said to be in propoitlon to the
speed with which it is propelled, and the delicate parts of a watch, numbering all the way
from 400 to 1000 pieces, and peculiarly susceptible to this influence by reason of the hammering and polishing they have received, are not
slow to feel the effect.

Shadows on the Wall Reduced to a Fine

—

The making of shadows is becoming a
mat':er of high art in France, where the recent
Art.

of a young artist, Oaran d'Ache, has come
to be distinctly known as ** French Shadows."
Historical military scenes are favorite representations of this aitist at a Parisian theater.

work

Entire armies in their various movements pass
across the screen, and in the curious processions
the figures of celebrities are so accurately cut
Great combits
that they can be recognized.
and the capture of redoubts are shown. The
figures are of sheet zinc, about IS inches high,
and are moved before a powerful lamp by several operators, causing the enlarged shadows to
be projected on the screen. The flish of artillery la

produced by a wad of gun-colt

)n,

the

roar of the cannonading by the big drum of the
orchestra, the discharge of musketry by a large
Many of
rattle, and the smoke by a cigarette.
the silhouettes, as in the drill where the guns
move in unison, act through mechanism, and
some are colored in parts by having apertures
covered with transparent paper.

Immensity in the Size and Distance of the

—

While the lowest estimate placea Sirius,
Stars.
the brightett though not the nearest of the
stars, as much
as 50,000,000,000,000 miles
away from us, **good authorities," says G. P.
the distmce as being net leas
"regard
Servisf,
than 100,000,000,000,000 miles, in which caae
the star's brilliancy must be as much as 228
And yet
times greater than that of the sun
even Siiiua ia probably not the greatast sun belonging to the visible universe. There can be
little doubt that Canopus, in the southern hemisphere, is a grander sun than Sirius. To
our eyes, Canopus is only about half as
bright as Sirius, and it ranks as the second star in the heavens in the order
But while Siriue' distance is
of brightness.
measurable, that of Canopus is so unthinkably immense that astronomers can get no gdp
upon it. If it were only twice as remote as
Sirius it would be equal to two of the latter,
but the probability is its distance is much great!

er than that.
And possibly even Canopus is
not the greatest gem in the coronet of creation."

Vegetable

It ia a singaUr and as yet an unThe Influence of Temperature Upon the
explained fact that in certain species of vege- Value of Bleaching Powder. John Pattintable growth there is found a variety of stones son has instituted a series of numerous experisupposed to be formed and deposited in their ments to ascertain the influence of temperature
tissues from the siliceous and calcareous juices upon the value of bleaching powder, which
circulating in their organisms. Thus, in the show that the higher the temperature is, the
bamboo a round stone ia found at the joints of greater is the loss of the bleaching powder in
the cane called "tabasheer." Another curi- active chlorine, if kept at such temperature for
osity of the sort is the " cocoanut stone, "found a considerable length of time.
Thus, bleaching
in the endosperm of the cocoanut in Java and powder kept for 11 months at 60° C, lost 6 per
other Eist Indian islands. Dr. Kimmins de- cent; at 70° C, 7.S per cent; at 80° C, 17 per
scribes it as a pure carbonate of lime.
It is cent, or according to those temperatures 0.55,
sometimes round, sometimes pear-shaped, while 0.71 and 1.64 per cent in one month. By thia
the appearance is that of a white pearl without alteration the bleaching powder, which ia somuch luster. Some of the atones are as large called calcium chloroxyd, is converted into calas cherries and as hard as feldspar or opal. cium chloride, and the amount of calcium hyThey are very rare and are regarded as precioua drate slightly increased.
stones by the Orientals and charms against dis
ease or evil spirits by the natives.
Stones of
How A New Tanning Agent is Obtained.
thia kind are sometimes found in the pomePyrofuscine, the new tanning agent, is obgranate and other Eist Indian fruits. Apatite
tained by digesting coal tar with caustic soda at
has been discovered in the midst of teakwood.
a boil, and neutralizing the resulting liquor
How Sumatra Fishermen Test the Depth with hydrochloric acid. The inventor claims it
OF THE Sea. Ofl some parts of the coast of ia only half fts coatly as the bark process and
Sumatra and the neighboring islands the fisher- from 20 to 30 per cent cheaper than the alum
men test the depth ot the sea and also the nature process.
of the sea bottom by the noises they hear on apIt is Said that Scales for Weighing Diaplying the ear to one end of an oar of which the monds are brought nearly to that delicacy of
other end is plunged in the water. At a deptb balance which would ea-ble dealers to detect
of 20 feet and less the sound is a crepitation, flaws in the stones by minute variations in
similar to that produced when salt is thrown on weight.
They weigh accurately the OiOtb part
burning charcoal; at 50 feet it is like the tick- of a carat,

—

.

—

—
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IT]ECHAj^ieAL Progress.

A New

Principle in

Steam Packing.

Wherever steam pistons have been packed to
prevent the escape of steam, the object has
been accomplished by forcing the hemp or rings,
or whatever was used, againat the surface of
the cylinder. That this system has been perfectly satisfactory in thousands of cases is
undeniable, that it has not always been satisfactory is equally undeniable. That nearly
in certain
all sorts have been satiafactory
cases is probably true, but that any one sort
one
believes
exsatisfactory
no
has always been
That the
cept makers of that particular sort.
principle embodied in the new plan will always
work right is not at all likely, but will, in many
The
cases, I believe, where others have failed.
reason the simple small square rings turned eccentric and sprung in the cylinders do not
always prove successful is due to the difficulty
in establishing a proper balance between two
conflicting conditions; sufficient initial tension
so as not to be stuck fast by bad oil or abrasion, or liability to unduly wear themselves and
the cylinders if given too much set.
The new principle recently introduced and
described by Prof. John E. Sweet, read at a
meeting of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, lately held in Philadelphia, is described as follows: It consists of a common
eccentric ring hooked together by a clamp which
forms a part of the ring itself, and this hookclamp limits the expansion of the ring and
changes the whole principle of its action. The
rings are cast heavy, rough turned very much
larger than the cylinder, a piece cut out,
sprung together and fitted wich the hook-clamp
or shoes, left slightly larger than the cylinder
and then returned to a tight fit. The rings can
compress to a limited extent, but cannot expand. In use they aot, or are supposed to act,
When the engine is first stirted
as follows:
and the hot piston moves to the cold end of the
cylinder, the rings compress and allow it to go
free; but when both cylinder and piatoo get up
to working temperature, the rings just fib and
work without any pressure and very little
tendency to wear. F.ling out the hooks compenaates for wear when it has taken place. It
will be seen that the hook-clamp is longer at
one end than the other. The object of thia is
to break jjints when two rings are placed side
and side in the same groove, and thus cut off
the leak that would otherwise take place
through the gaps. The hook-clamps or shoes
are placed at the bottom of the piston in the
horizontal engines, and secured by leaving them
a tight fit and allowing the follower to bind

them

fast.

Behavior of Steel During Hardening.
After an article is dipped to the required
depth, it should, if etraightness be of importance, be held quite still until reduced to the
temperature of the water, because if taken out
before, or reduced in temperature, it is especialand it is better to have a deep
ly apt to crack
tank of water, if the body of the metal is great,
so that the steel may be dipped slowly downward and become cooled sufficiently rapidly to
harden without any lateral movement except it
be after the steel has loat its redness.
When a piece of steel requires to be hardened
at one end only, the dipping must be performed
with a view to make the graduation from the
aoft to the hard metal extend over a broad aection of metal, for if the jointure of the hardened with the soft metal is abrupt, the hardened end ia apt to break short off. The method
of dipping, therefore, is, in this caae, to plunge
the end of the steel vertically into the water to
a depth a little more than equal to tUe depth it
requires hardening, and, after holding it still
there until blackhot (that is, as soon aa its redness has gone) dip it slowly a little deeper, and
then raise it out to the amount of the increased
dipping, and slowly immerse it again.
When a piece of metal requires hardening and
tempering at one part only, we may heat the
steel behind the part to be tempered to redness,
and dip the article eo as to harden the required
part, and leave sufficient heat in the contiguous
metal to raise the temperature of the hardened
part enough to temper it. This plan ia uaually
followed in the tempering of lathe and planer
If, however, the method
tools, flat drilla, etc.
of dipping ia to hold the ateel io the water at
an even depth after the immersion, the temper
color will be very narrow, while if the steel be
raised and lowered in the water, the color-band
Builder^a Report.
will be broad.
;

Crystallization by Repeated Heatings.
Thomas Edington & Sons of the Phaiaix Iron

that the wrought-iron in the spindles of core bars
for large pipes is affected in the same way.
Again we find that the chains, used for suspending pipes in the dipping pans, lose their
fibrous structure in a comparatively short time,
although the temperature of the coating mixture never exceeds 350° Fdhr. Of course, while
exposed to this temperature, the chains are always in a state of tension, which will vary according to the weight of the pipes.

—

Weight of Locomotives The size and
weight of locomotives have steadily bsen increased ever since they were first used, and
there is little reason for thinking that they have
yet reached a limit, although it seems probable
that some material change of design is impending which will permit of better proportions of
the parts or organs of the larger sizes. The decapod engines built at the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, in Philadelphia, for the Northern Pacific
railroad, weigh in working order 148,000 pounds.
This gives a weight of 13,000 pounda on each
driving-wheel.
Some ten-wheeled passenger
engines built at the Schenectady Locomotive
Works for the Michigan Central railroad weigh
118,000 pounds, and have 15,666 pounds on
each driving-wheel. Some recent eight-wheeled
passenger locomotives for the New York, Lake
Erie & Western railroad weigh 115,000 pounds,
and have 19,500 pounds on each driving-wheel.
At the Baldwin Works some consolidation engines are now in progress which, it is expected,
will be still heavier than the decapod engines.
Tinning et Simple Immersion.

—Argentine

a name given to tin precipitated by galvanic
action from Its solution.
Thia material is
usually obtained by immersing plates of zinc in
a solution of tin containing six grams (about 90
grains) of the metal to the liter (0.83 quart).
In this way tin scrap can be utilized. To apply
the argentine according to M. P. Marino's process, a bath is prepared from argentine and acid
tartrate of potash rendered soluble by boric
Pyrophosphate of soda, chloride of am*
acid.
mouium or caustic soda may be substituted for
the acid titrate. The bath being prepared,
the objects to be coated are plunged therein,
first having been suitably pickled and scoured,
and they may be subjected to the action of an
electric current.
But a simple immersion is
is

enough.
ebullition,

The bath

coated therewith,

must be brought to
copper or brass, or

for this

and objects

may

of

be immersed in

it.

—

Compressed Paper for Axle Bearings.
Experiments have recently been made on Prussian railways with axle-boxes fitted with bearings of vegetable parchment in place of brass.
The parchment is strongly compressed before
being used, and it is thoroughly dried to prevent subsequent shrinkage.
Wooden rings are
placed on the outside of the bearings, fitting
the collars of the journal.
An emulsion of
water and oil and all the mineral oils are used
The parchment soon becomes
as lubricants.
impregnated with oil, and ia able to go a long
time without a renewal of lubrication. It is
between the body of the journal and the thin
edge of the parchment segments that friction
takes place. The claim is made that the compressed paper bearings make a tough material
that is superior to metal. Such bearings are
also in use in a German sawmill, with satisfactory operation.

—

Tempered Brass. The art of tempering
copper and bronze seems to be made a study in
many quarters. We frequently find mention
in that direction.
The latest is as
The Milwaukee Sentinel says
F.
M. Sbowe of Winneconne has solved the problem of tempering brass. He has shown an
of success

follows.

:

edge tool that will cut a seasoned pine or hemlock knot without affecting the tool, and the
various testa he has made proved it superior
steel for cutting
purposes,
altogether a finer edge.

to

it

takes

Read Your Mechanical Journals

— The

as

mechanic who thinks he knows so'mucb that he
can gain nothing by reading technical papers
haa either passed or

is rapidly passing his field
The really valuable mechanic, in
the large sense of the word, will go over miles
of, to him, old information for the sake of finding one point that is really new. Read your
mechanical journals thoroughly and carefully.

of usefulnesB.

A

A New Material

for Telegraph Poles

—

new use for cement has been found in Eagland in the making of telegraph poles. The
poles consist of an iron shell filled up with the
cement or concrete, which incloses a core of
wire nettiag which is carried up the intsrior.
They are claimed to be much lighter than
those of caat iron, and practically indestructible.

Works, Glasgow, write Engineering aa follows:
We have observed the correspondence on American Pumps in London. An American
this subject in your journal, and we thiok our pump-making concern has bearded the
British
experieuce may prove interesting. In the manu- lion in his den by establishing
a European offactuie of cast-iron pipes of small diameter, we fice in London. American pumps sell largely in
use as core bars iron tubes made from strips of Australia and South America. It cannot be
good quality; these bars are exposed to a tem- their cheapness, but their superiority that
perature of between 600~ and 700° Fahr. in the makes them in demand in those far-away
drying stoves, and again to a high temperature countries.

—

the metal ia poured into the mold. The
reault of the repeated heating and cooling is an
alteration in a very short time of the structure
The
of the iron from fibrous to crystalline.
stoves for drying the cores are heated with gas
from a Wilson producer, so that in this case the
change of structure can scarcely reault from the

when

presence of finely divided

carbon.

We

find

The Inventive Yankee Outdone. — Give

whom honor ia due. It ia apparent
that the inventive Yankee has baen outdone
for once. . An Englishman has invented a razorstropping machine. You put your dull razor
into a rest prepared for it, turn a crank, and the
thing is done,
honor to
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whto the utrong odor of the ammouia btruck tbrow off more impurities, their work beiug such
his nostrils he was completely overcome and as to cause them to pe-rspiro freely.
Pumicecould not move. The horse was at once with- bt)ne, Kood aoap, scrubbing brushes for the
drawn from the place and restorative! applied. hand?, lemon juice for stains and vaseline or

JjNQIJMEEf^ING 1]0TES.

Great Progress in the Science op Tdxrose-water and glycerine, or cold cream, should
selim; Under Riveics. Great progress has
the ahelf over the kitchen sink. To
been made, it appears, in the tunneling of the
Room. Take a sponge dipped in camphorated apply one of the last frequently to the hands Thame.t, in view
of the construction of cable
spirits and make it fatt to tbu top of the bed- and ulso to occasionally rub the face and neck railwayn,
the latter to run from the monument
lieves may be fouQd in the mucilage of lltx*
with a dry cloth teuda to ktep the skin and
near London bridge, under the river, thence to
By bailioK tbe seed with water and pre< fctead. It will be found largely serviceable; or, hands in good condition. When
seed.
you see the the
take of gum camphor a piece about one-tbird
Elephant and Caatle, one and three fourth
cipitatiog the strained decoction with twice its
cloth after rubbing you will be amazed to die
miles, with a further extension of one and
volume of alcohol, ho obtained a sobatunce the size of a hen's egg, and evaporate it by cover that you had so dirty
a
lace.
The face three-fourth
it
in
a
tin
vessel,
and holding it over a
miles on the
which, after drying, conaiated of opaque, yel- plaoinfE
southward aide.
and neck should always be cleansed before going
There are two of these tunnels, the construclowiah-brown irregular fragments, somewhat lamp, tiking care that it does not ignite. The t} bod by using a dry cloth
or one moistened in
smoke wilt soon fill the room aud expel the
tion of which differs from the ordinary pracbnt;Ie, bat not easily redoced to powder, dismosquitoes, and, even though the windows tepid water, and cold cream, or something of tice, inasmuch
solving in wat«r to a turbid mnoilaginouB soluas no brickwork is used, but a
the sort, applied.
For the morning and aftercaat-iron tube made of six segments, each two
Of this, five grains were autlicient to should be left open all night, they will not en- noon waahen cold water is more
tion.
refreshiog and
ter the room as long as the odor remains.
A
and
one-half
emalsiooize an ounce of codHver oil. The
feet wide and one and one-fourth
deoootion of pennyroyal, applied to the exposed stimuluing than warm. It is well alwuys to thick, hotted together,
large quantity of alcohol required for the preforming the casing.
ports, will generally be quite effectual in keep- apply an unguent after washing, rubbing ofl'and The joints are
made water-tight by hemp-packcipitation and the ditUculty of drying the adin, when used during tbe day.
By using these ing.
ing
off these troublesome insects.
The casting of the clay, which forma the
hesive product are, however, aerioua objoctions
means no woman need have the coarse, rough,
river-bed, is done by an improved machine that
The author, therefore, ttadied
t) this product.
To DisTiNocisii Fresh Eoas The following unnaturally dark skin which is undeniably pro- makes an advance cbt by arms of five feet
tbe anbjeot further, and believes that he baa
duced by constant housework, unle«a some preis a simple French test for telling whtther eggs
radius, this being followed by a steel shield oneBAtisfactorily solved the problem.
cautions be taken to counteract its effect, and
He still employs flaxseed as the source of are fresh or not: DIssolvo two ounces of salt in remember, it does not require so much time to fourth inch thick, wtiich is forced forward by
When a fresh-laid egg is
hydraulic pressure; a apace one and one-fourtb
mucilage, but by treatment with sulphuric acid a pint of water.
take these precautions as to read or think of
inch is left between tbe stoel shield and the
be converts this into a gum more resembling placed in this solution it will descend to tbe them.
Have the appliances convenient, and
ucacia.
He directs to boil one puit of flaxseed bottom of the vessel, while one which has been after the habit is once formed of using them you cast-iron casing, which la filled with liquid
qaick-sclting cement, forced in through holea
with eight of dilute sulphuric acid and eight laid tbe day previously will not quite reach the will find tt harder to forget these luxuries
than
If the egg be three days old it will
in the cast-iron segments, filling every space
parts of water until the mixture, which at first bottom.
it was at first to remember chem.
liquid;
float
io
the
and
if more than three days
and making the casing perfectly impervious.
thickens, becomes qaite fluid.
Tbe mixture is
The alleged advantages of this system are
then strained through muslin, and to the old it will float on the aurfaoe, projecting above
Can A Fly Import Rabies?—
clip the
tbe
latter
more
and
more
as
it happens to be
greater economy in construction, no danger of
strained fluid is added four times its volume of
fnllowiug from the Louisville Courier-Journal
settling, and a rapidity of work equal to 11 feet
strong alcohol. The precipitate is collected on lighter with increased age.
Henry Pryor, a laborer at the oar works in Jet- per day. Another and
impoi tint feature chara filter, washed with alcohol, and dried.
The
fersonville, was eating his noon lunch on a re*
A Little Knowledge a Dangerous Thts'o,
acterizing this plan is that when the tunnels,
alcohol, after neutralizing with chalk, may be
ceut occasion, when a large fly alighted upon
little
knowledge
A
is
certainly
a
dangerous
which
run
side
by
side under tbe river, reach
recovered by diatillatioo, or it may be used for
his hand.
His attention was attracted to the the shore, the direction
is somewhat changed
many purposes without distillation. The gum thing when applied to chemistry. To facilitate iostcu by a Bbarp prickling sensation that
ran and they run one over the other,
thus, avoiding
thus obtained ia in the form of translncent, the cleauing of a bottle which contained glycernerves
through
the
of his arm, Io a few minutes
the necessity of purchasing private property.
grayieh-brown, brittle fragments, easily pulver- ine, a hospital nurse poured in some nitric acid,
the hand began to swell, the enlargement conthereby
unintentionally
forming
the
explosive
ized, and without odor or taeta. Thirty grains
TnE New York and New .Jersey Tunnel,
The bottle burst in tinuing toward the shoulder. The pain was so
of this gum will emulaionize an ounce of cod- compound nitro-glycerine.
intense that be laid off and started for home. Work is to be resumed in the fall on the tunliver oil, and the product resembles exactly her hands, and her face was badly mangled by
Before he reached there bis arm had swollen to nels under the Hudson river from the foot of
pieces,
tbe
that made by the use of acacia.
such a s'z; that his shirt-sleeve had to be cut Morton street to Sixteenth street in Jersey
Aootber substitute for acacia, made from
Beautiful Bikd. There is a wonderful off. For some reason the pain or enlargement City. Ground was first broken for this great
starch, has been recently patented in Germany
brown and golden bird in Mexico, a species of did not continue above the shoulder, except to entiirprise in 1S74, but it was not until 1879
by Schumann. Two hundred parts of atarch
beemartin, that is a remarkably expert bee- a small extent. Numerous remedies have been that active operations were begun. Three years
are boiled under a pressure of two to three atapplied to the affected parts, but no relief has Uter everything came to a standstill, owing to
mospheres with 1000 parte of water and one catcher. He has a Way of rufllingup the feathers been obtained, and Pryor continues to
suffer. tbe death of Trenor W. Park, who was the
hie crest looka exactly
part of aalphuric or nitric acid, until the mixt- on top of his head so that
lit*
like a beautiful flon'er.
Wheu a bee comes Yesterday the flesh commenced taking a green chief financial backer of the enterprise.
ure begina to be fluid. The acid is then neuand
is
thought
that
amputation
isb
hue,
it
will tie work was done on the north tunnel last
along to sip honey from this delusive blossom it
tralized, and the mixture la again treated under
be necessary. The physician who is attending year, but the means at the company's disposal
is snapped up and devoured.
a pressure of three to four atmospheres, until
Pryor is of the impression that the fly had been were limited. Now, however, it is said some
the btarch is completely converted into gumGlass for Follshing Fowder.
very U5e- OQ some of tbe rabid dogs that have b^en killed eminent capitalists have come to the relief of
After filteriog through animal
like subjtancee.
JtfferEonville and had carried the virus with the enterprise, and it will be rapidly pushed to
in
charcoal the solutionis evaporated at a low tem- ful potishiog powder for metals and glass is
it, inoculating the affected man.
completion. Thus far about §1,200.000 has
perature. The product ia a transparent colorless made of very finely ground glass mixed with a
been expended. It will require only S950.000to
substance, which is non-hygroecopic, and has small portion of dried soda ash.
Use
for
Tobacco.
A
new
use has complete the north tunnel and §1,250,000 to
New
essentially the aame useful properties as gum
been
discovered
for tobacco.
father, whose completa the south tunnel, exclusive of thelcoat
FoLisii bright ironwork with rottsn-stone
Phami. Era.
arable.
child was dying of membraneous croup, remem- for tbe ground for freight and passenger depots
and oil, if it is running machinery.
bered how deathly sick he was the first time he in New York, In view of the immense amount
Increasing tue Eggs. The white of an egg
chewed tobacco, and, hiving a cud in his of business awaiting tbe opening of this underproteine
makes
albumen;
cottonis albumen;
mouth, without thinking twice, be opened the ground highway between the two cities, it
These three brief
seed meat is rich in proteine.
The would seem that there ought to be no trouble in
child's mouth aud placed the tobacco in.
statements bear a close connection to each
father knew it was a desperate act, and he that wealthy community in raising all the money
other. From them can be derived a hint upon
waited in terrible suspense for the result. It needed. Everything is in readiness to recomincreasing the egg production.
Hens, to lay The Use of Water at and Before Meals, came, and quicker than he could have hoped. mence operations at a moment's notice.
abundantly, mast be furnished with the mateThere was a sudden convulsive movement, and
Opinions differ as to the effect of the free the poor li'.tle thing was nearly doubled for an
rials out of which eggs are formed, and of these
Connecting the Atlantic and Meditermaterials proteine is tbe moat important, as it ingestion of water at meal-times, but the view instant, and seemed to writhe in agony, when, ranean.
The projected ship canal between
Bat cottonseed meal generally received is probably that it dilutee throwing herself forward, there shot from her Bordeaux, on the Atlantic, and Narbonne, on
is the most expensive.
gastric
juice,
and
so
retards
digestion.
containing over one-third of digestible proteine the
throat a chunk of almost solid phlegm at least the Mediterranean, France, seems itill to occupy
helps to solve the problem of obt&iniog albu- Apart from the fact that a moderate delay in two inches long, and having through it a pas- the French mind. It would be a vast underminous food for laying hens. But cotton-seed the process is by no means a disadvantage, as sage no larger than a small lead-pencil,
ter taking, comprising, as it does, a length of 330
meal shoold be used judiciously. It is a highly Sir William Roberts has shown in his explana- a few minutss of retching, the Utile one lay miles, to save a voyage around Spain of 700
of
the
popularity
of
tea
and
coffee,
it
is
tion
concentrated food, and hens cannot profitably
quietly back and slept calmly and sweetly, and miles, at an estimated cost of §130,000,000.
dispose of mnch of it at one time. If a teaspoon- more than doubtful whether any such effect is the next day was playing around the bouse It is stated that the plan also contemplates the
When ingested during with all her wonted vim.
construction of a railway track along its marful to each hen, mixed with equal parts of in reality produced.
wheat-bran and cornmeal, be given at tbe start, meals, watar may do good by washing out the
gin, BO that by tbe use of locomotive towage a
the fowls will suffer no inconvenience and tbe digested food and by exposing the undigested
The Fruit Cure. Dr. M, L, flolbrook, a speed of seven miles an hour could be mainTjuantity can be gradually increased.
But a part more thoroughly to the action of the di well-known writer on hygiene, paid, in a par- tained by day, and also by night by the aid of
Thirty eight locks would be reUrge quantity at a time will never be needed. geetive ferments.
lor lecture, a tribute to what may be called the electric lights.
Pepsin is a catalyptic body, and a given
It ia difficult to state what should, be the maxiquired, and the depth of 27 feet would allow of
We
tonic or medicinal properties of fruits.
mum quantity, but a careful observer would de- quantity will work almost indefinitely, pro- copy a paragraph of personal experience; "One the pageage of heavy iron-clads. It is tbe
tftrmine that by the condition of bis fov^la. vided the peptones are removed as they are or two pounds of fresh, ripe fruit daily eaten by opinion of many persons high in political and
Nothiug in feeding can take the place of ex- formed. The good effects of water, drunk most persons would make doctors' visits less financial influence that the undertaking will be
freely before meals, have, however, another
perienced observation.
There seems to be a cleansing action commenced before long. That such a canal
frequent.
beneficial result; it washes away the mucus
must be eventually constructed is beyond a
to good acid fruit, and especially to the apple
dursecreted
by
the
mucous
membrane
such a work,
which
is
Colored Leather. Modern leather manuand the grape. Cbildren and tbb young should doubt. With the construction of
peristalsis
much of its military value.
facturers, says tbe Shoe and Leather Reporter, ing the intervals of repose and favors
be allowed all they wish. In Delaware, doctors Gibraltar will lose
The membrane sometimes send certain patients into the peach
are surpassing the ancicLts in the diversity and of the whole alimentary tract.
The Idea of tunneling the British channel
beauty of tbe colors they are introducing. thus cleansed is in a much better condition to re- orchards and tell them to eat all they want.
lb crops out anew every year,
Many of the shades produced in upper leather ceive food and convert it into soluble com- Wilson, the ornithologist, suffered with a will not down.
and
will undoubtedly be carried out some time
are highly attractive.
The Thebans were pounds. The accumulation of mucus is spe- chronic malaria, which his medical adviser
the near future. The objection of English
thought to have attained great proficiency in cially marked in the morning, when the gastric could not cure, and he cured himself by eating in
statesmen t'j the enterprise is one of the standthick, tenacious layer.
this art, but tbe variety of colors they are cred- walld are covered with a
wild strawberries. I once cured myself of a
ing
jokes of the age at the expense of Johnny
stomach at this time will beited with was meager compared with the iri- Food entaring the
malaria by going into a vineyard and eating
That representative individual cannot
Bull.
descent display of our epoch. Remnants of come covered with the tenacious coating, which grapes every day for a week, all I wantsd, sevbring his mind to properly consider the fact
the
leather found in Theban tombs reveal the use for a time protects it from the action of
eral pounds a day."
that the danger of a French invasion via tbe
digestion.
of acacia and other trees in the tanning process. gastric ferments, and so retards
so slight in a few
Hot Water with Lemon" Juice. One of the channel tunnel could be madeunappreciable.
The Jews, after the exodus, probably put into The viscid contents, a normal condition in the
moments as to be utterly
practice the knowledge obtained of this art un- morning before breakfast, is not suitable to re- best and simplest remedies for torpid liver or
applied at the
properly
charge
biliousness is a glass of hot water with the juice single dynamite
der the Pharaohs, in preparing ram's skins d>ed ceive food.
render
Exercise before partaking of a meal stimulates of half a lemon squeezed in it, but no sugar, British end of the tunnel would instantly
red for the service of the Tabernacle. The love
uttarly impassable, while if there^ was a
of colore is as old as the human race.
The art the circulation of the blood and facilitates tbe night and morning. A person to whom this it
time
the
at
the
tunnel
the
in
glass of was recommended tried it, and found himself French army
of dyeing leather, so long practiced on the flow of blood through the vessels.
fate of Pharaoh's hosts in the Red sea would be
Mediterranean, was afterward attained with water washes out the mucus, partially distends better almost immediately. His daily headwhich, in comparison, would be
Bat the stomach, wakes up peristalsis and prepares aches, which medicine had failed to cure, left a catastrophe
difficulty by other European countries.
we need no longer go to Egypt or the Med- the alimentary canal for the morniog meal. him; his appetite improved, and he gained sev- utterly insignificant.
Observation has shown that non-irritating eral pounds within a few weeks. This is so
iterranean for instruction concerning it.
The survey of the route of the Nicaraguan
liquids pass directly through the "tubular" simple a remedy that any person thus atilicted
is reported to be completed, so far as fixing
The Effects of an Explosion of an Aqi- stomach, and even if food be present they only will do well to give it a trial, as it cannot pos- canal
the general location of the line is concerned. The
The BriiiBh Med- sibly do any harm.
monia-Ta.'JK. The Cincinnati Enquirer states mix with it to alight extent.
result of the present survey is the adoption of
that an explosion of an ammonia-tank occurred ical Journal.
the same line as that indicated
New Theory as to the Treatment of substantially
on May 6t;h at the Buckeye brewery, with a
reconnoissance made in
Sponge Frost Bites.
Colo Water as a Stimulant
medical journal ttites that by the preliminary
very strange result. Almost immediately after
so the report goes,
A sponge bath of cold or tepid water, new experiments have changed old theories 1SS5. It has been found, excavation
the explosion every bird in the neighborhood Baths.
required
that the actual amount of
fell
dead. Chippies, Eaglish sparrows and says Table Talk, often rests one when very tired. upon the best methods of treating frost bites
will be somewhat less than the estimate based
canaries all suffered alike, and after the shock, This can be taken io 10 minutes, as it is better, A physician froze 60 dogs into a condition of
Altoground.
the
of
examination
on the earlier
dead birds could be seen lying about the side- if one has not time to do more, to simply wring completely suspended animation. Ttventy of
gether, the outlook for the future of this imwalks in that locality in great numbers. The the cloth or sponge nearly dry and go over tbe these were treated by the usual method of
portant work— which is specifically an Amerexplosion caused an alarm of fire to be sent in, surface of the body once, rubbing thoroughly gradual resuscitation in a cold room, and of
enterprise is most encouraging.
and the horse attached to the hose-reel, No. 5, afterward with Turkish towels, than to omit these 14 perished. Twenty were treated in a ican
which responded, came near being killed by the daily bathing entirely. Those who do house- warm apartment, and eight of these died, while
The United States consumes more rails and
ammonia. The animal dashed toward the sup- work need to bathe ofteuer than those who do of the remaining 20, which were put at once
railroad supplies than all the rest of the world.
posed fire with all the speed he posaessed, but not, for they certainly absorb more dust and into a hot bath^ all recovered.
Substitute for
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well shipment of 180 tons of ore per day is being made
Forest City, have built a steam sawmill on their prop- math and the streams emptying into it being
prospected now. A large number of men are scour- to the Brunswick mill. The average assay value of
erty and commenced last week to turn out lumber,
hills,
and
some
report
promising
finds.
the ore is $26.58.
ing
the
quartz-mill
prospective
which will be used in their
buildings which they intend erecting at Mr. ]. H. Grossman, of the State Mining Bureau,
West Yellow Jacket,— Raising in high-grade
The following ia mostly condenBed from joumalB publishecl and in other
mining
matters,
has
just
returned
from
an
expert
in
The emploves of the Alaska mine were
Have not yet connected with the incline,
quartz.
the mine,
Id the interior, in proximity to the mines mentioned.
docked 10 per cent on their last pay-day. The agree- a month's trip to the Salmon river section and along are nearing it and likely to make the connection
CALIFORNIA.
ment under which the men work is, that they are to Klamath and Scott rivers, in his researches. Dur- any day. This connection will give a much-needed
receive $3 a day if the mine produces enough to al- ing his trip he has discovered very rich mining-fields circulation of air.
Amador.
low of it, after deducting the running expenses of the and many natural curiosities of great benefit to the
Union Con. Work on the 1300 level is suspendpropThis
Aug.
25:
month. Owing to the purchase of dies and other scientific world.
Plymouth Con.— /.i'f/^t'/-,
ed.
Good progress is making in the joint Mexican
Trinity.
had to pay off
erty is still idle and no telling when the long period material last month. Receiver Jackson
drift on the 1465 level.
It will reach the Mexican
During the
On Stewart's Fork. Journal, Aug. 25: Good line in a distance of 250 feet,
report is at the rate of 90 cents on the dollar.
ofidleness is likely to come loan end.
rock taken quartz has been found on this stream, the ledge bein circulation that an effort will be made to open the week we were shown several pieces of
Ophir.—
On
the
level the old east drift is
1465
quartz
was
heavily
and
the
reports
The
10
feet
wide
rock
going
from
ing about
$10
from the Junction ledge.
mine on the first of next month; but so many
The southwest drift from upFurther developments will be reopened 153 feet.
of this nature have been circulated heretofore, which charged with sulphurets, while here and there a to $20 or $30 per ton.
raise
No.
feet
above
the track floor of this level,
2.
2,^
As
we
made soon.
proved false, that very little dependence can be speck of the precious metal was to be seen.
is still being retimbered.
It is the universal belief stated last week, the ore from the Junction contains
placed in these rumors.
Know-Nothing Creek. The mines here are
Occidental. Upper tunnel; 150 feet below the
that whatever fire may have existed io the mine, it a number of metals, of which gold, silver and copper looking very well.
The discoveries made last spring
has long since died out. One reason for the delay are thought to be present in quantities sufficient to are developing favorably, and more new discoveries upper tunnel, in the boiler winze, the south drift
—and no doubt there is some truth in it— is that it warrant the rock being worked for all three.
The Hansen mine is looking has been extended 6 feet; total, 60 feet.
are frequently made.
would be impossible to work the mine now, if it were
Napa.
about as usual. The arastra is kept running conSierra Nevada. East crosscut No. 3, on the
Opened, owing to the lack of water. This is the
Opening a Silver Mine. Calisto^ian, Aug. 22: stantly on good ore with satisfactory results. The 520 level, is out 214 fett. The face is still in porseason when water for mining purposes begins to The shaft of the Calistoga Consolidated Mining Co. company is now running a deep tunnel to tap the phyry. There is a small flow of water.
wax short. The canal company only began to is down about 40 feet. It is being sunk at the side vein at a depth of 150 feet, which will give them a
Andes. On the 320 level the north drift is still
draw upon the Blue lakes reservoir recently. There of the vein. At a depth of 50 feet they will crosscut large area of stoping ground. They are now in 225 showing some ore. The drift south on the
240 level
has not, however, been such a great demand for the vein to actertain its width and value there; if sat- feet and expect to strike the ledge at any time, probis in a promising streak of quartz.
Plyof
the
the
stoppage
water this season, owing to
A track is
isfactory, then the shaft will be continued down 50 ably within a distance of 20 or 30 feet.
Iowa. All in and about the mine is in good
mouth mines, and the supply in consequence seems feet further, and preparations made for opening the being laid and cars will be used in running out the
Still it is
to be larger than at this time last year.
The Know-Nothing working shape. No change in any part worthy of
mine. Where the quartz has been cut a litile in sink- ore as it is stoped out above.
since last report.
note
probable that it would soon be exhausted if the Plywell.
The
ledge
varies
froni
6 to
ing the shaft thus far, the indications are very favor- mine is developing
mouth Consolidated were to draw upon the canal. able for finding good ore.
Challenge Con. Prospecting on the 1000 level
20 inches and consists of good milling ore. The timThe most likely view of the situation is ihat an effort
and
some
repairs throughout the mine are still being
bers are out for the four-stamp mill and the machinPlacer.
will be made to open the mine and place it in runAn ore-chute and bin have carried on.
ery is on the ground.
Rich Specimens. Republican, Aug. 25: Some been built, holding 150 tons of ore.
ning order, so that when the fall rains insure an
Con. Imperial. Repairs to the main north
tiume is in
abundant supply of wat^r, the mill will be prepared of the finest and most beautiful gold specimens process of construction, three-fourths of a mile in lateral drilt on the iioo level are still going on.
to recommence the work of pounding the precious found in the country continue to come from Duncan length, for the purpose of bringing water to the mill.
Bullion. Are drifting south on the 640 level and
The gold is of a peculiar texture like fine lace, The water-supply is enough to run the mill the year
Hill.
metil from its native mattix.
are crossculting east on the 500 level.
It is expected that the mill will be running
Miscellaneous. The Amador gold mine con- and rich is no name for it. The White boys out round.
Seg. Belcher. Timbering and repairing is the
The rich ore-body re- there are doing well in their claim, and old miners by the first of November.
The Hungry Hill mines
tinues to develop spJendidly.
work at present in progress.
Not say the hill is just full of gold. There must be have closed down for want of water. The owriers principal
ported last week holds out remarkably well.
of it where there are so many good prospects.
plenty
Savage.— Owing to lack of milling racilities no
the
constructhe
season's
run,
being
made
toward
well
satisfied
with
and
as
soon
are
much headway is
Mayflower. The tunnel here is being pushed as the fall rains set in operations will be resumed. ore is being extracted.
tion of the mill; but there is no hurry about ii, as the
Belmont District.
mine is far from being in a condiuon to keep a 6a- ahead, and Sunday morning was in 5261 feet. At The Gilta mine has been leased by Hancock .S
stamp mill in operation. The Zeile has not com- the Live Oak they are running a drift to connect Junkans. They have sunk on it 20 feet and are
On the Spanish Belt,— CbwriVr, Aug. 25: The
menced sinking yet; but the puttmg in of the tink with the Naugatuck tunnel by a raise from the low well satisfied with the indications for a good proper- Barcelona mine, Spanish Belt, is looking well The
From 15 to 20 tunnel. The raise has passed 15 feet of quartz ty and good pay for their labor. There are now south end of the mine is producing rich ore, some of
at the 800 level is nearly finished.
stamps of the mill are kept running. The Notth gravel. The ground is very wet from the large quan- about 50 men in the camp and everything presentsa it assaying as high as $3000 in gold and silver.
Star Shalt is down 640 feei and drilling at the 600 t ty of water pouring down. There are good expecta- lively appearance.
would like to see the Monitor Belmont mill repaired,
tions from the present work.
level will be started next week.
Tuolumne.
and the high-grade ores reduced at home. They
Along the Middle Fork. Supt. Dodge has
Sutter Creek Gold Mine.— For the week
Independent, Aug. 25: ought to be'just as successfully treated here as at
Strikes Continue.
ending Aug. 22d, the mill has lost four days on run a tunnel, 150 feet in length, across the upper Strikes of more or less value are continually coming Salt Like or San Francisco. The low-grade ores
account of slackness of water. At present the mill end of Boston Bar, through which he his turned the to light in some of the mines.
Reports of this week will be concentrated at the Belt as soon as the new
The developments in river. This tunnel is 1800 feet above the cut in Horse- slate that the two Phillips brothers, working a mine mill is built. The Barcelona will be an extensive
is running to its full capacity;
Up- shoe Bar, which was run last winter. He is now near Quartz mountain, have taken out considerable producer of the metals. The lone chloriders are
the mine the last week are very encouraging.
shipping their ore to Sodaville for treatment.
raise from tunnel No. i broke through to surface stripping and working this 1800 feet of ground with money lately, and that the rock goes $25 to the pan.
opened up a large body of ore which would keep 40 good results. Brec^ce & Wheeler have cleaned out
Candelarla District,
hope the chute will stay with them,
breast,
and
are
putting
on
large
a
stamps in operation lor years to come. The com- the cave in the
Mount Diablo. Walker Lake Bulletin, Aug.
pany is now contemplating an addition of one force of men. The Baker Divide is still running its
Have stopped the west drilt on the sixth level
25:
more stamp to their present mill and a permanent prospect tunnel ahead. Gen. Hamilton has got the
and are sinking on the ore found in this drift, and
boiler in position at the Dardanelles mine. The mill
making shaft.
District,
have about six inches of $30 ore showing. The
Sutter Creek. The Wildman mill, which has has been running since Monday. The gravel is very
CoMSTOCK Mines. Territorial Enterprise, Aug. north crosscut between the fifth and sixth levels on
been hung up for a couple of weeks on account of rich. Few men are employed at the Red Point mine 27: The ore-producing sections of all tne leading the east side iS in 16 feet and shows ledge matter in
The dumps just now, owing to the lack of water. The com- mines are looking well, and such companies as have the face assaying $19 to-day. The stope between
sinking, was started again this week.
They intend to run the mill in the day- pany is laying water-pipe in the ditch. <^)iiite a large command of milling facilities are extracting all the the fourth and fifth levels, near the one winze, shows
are all full.
force of men is at work at the Hogsback.
time only.
Others, not being about three feet of $80 ore.
The east drift between
ore that their mills can reduce.
Plumas.
Calaveras.
able to mill their ores, are extracting none. They are the fourth and fifth levels is in 214 feet and the face
CV/nw/cA-, Aug. 25: Some
Various Mines. National, Aug. 25: The Ed- taking advantage of the vacation to put their mines shows some low-grade ore. The stope above the
Sparrow
It is marvelAlso they are making extensive fourth level, near No. 2 winze, is giving some $80
very rich ore is being taken from this mine, located man mine is paying better than ever.
in thorough repair.
The owner ously rich. The Pittsburg Co. has iis tunnel in explorations for the purpose of opening up bodies of quartz.
have started a stope on a bunch of $70
about half a mile south of Rich Gulch.
has prospected to the depth of 50 feet, coming upon about 200 feet on the Poplar valley quartz, with good ore for further reference. At the Brunswick mill quariz between the second and third levels east of
a well-defined vein of quarta four feel in width in indications for a paying ledge. It is reported that (where steam-power is in use) the usual amount of the shaft, and the prospect is favorable. The hangThe Alta steam- ing slope between these levels west of the shaft shows
slate formation, with gouge 10 inches thick on the the Bell mine is about to be again opened up by Confidence ore is being worked.
hanging and about four inches thick on the fooiwall. some lower country parties. Orr, Bushman & Co. mill at the mine is running steadily. The concen- two feet of $100 ore. The ore in the east stope on the
The vein shows a tendency to still further increase start their quartz-mill on Black Hawk to-day. The trates are rich worth $900 a ton. The Justice lolks second level is of rather low grade, averaging about
It will be a short
big tunnel on the Consignee mine, at the mouth of are grading a site for a new mill.
in width with greater depth.
The intermediate stopes between the first and
$35.
Green Mountain Gravel Mine.—Work here Jamison, is progressing very favorably. F. B. Whit- distance below the mine, on the site of the old second levels are yielding the usual amount of ore.
built
made
many
oiherimprovemill.
There
are
on
the
dump,
ready
for
ing
has
a
house
and
Woodville
mill
has been running steadily during the week.
The
for
want
water.
is
is suspended
of
It
well opened
up and the gravel is rich. As soon as water for mo- ments at French Ravine, and will commence work on reduction, 2500 tons of ore. The dynamos for the
About Hawthorn, The Kinkead mill is now
developments
received.
ledge
immediately.
Rich
may
be
have
not
yet
been
All
is now
the
mill
Nevada
tive-power can be obtained, work will be commenced
crushing ore from the New York. Jim Waddell
shaft is to be sunk running well at the California battery and pan
upon a 3ofoot breast. There is an eight-stamp expected in the near future.
took a small lot of rock to Pollard's mill. Silver City,
Times last week. Eight bars of bullion, four from the
mills as regards the transmission of power.
mill upon the mine run by water-power under a on the mine on Chapparel hill.
will remain as at present until the fall rains give
pressure of 275 feet.
Twenty-five inches are used
Sierra.
Mount Diablo and four from Garfield, were shipped
Carson river. Below
and run through a %-inch nozzle.
Each stamp
below last week.
Port Wine. Afotinfain Messenger, Aug. 25: a milling stage of water in the
weighs 650 pounds, dropping adistanceof iiinches. Considerable prospecting is in progress hereabout, we give such inlormation as we have been able to
Taylor District.
leading Comstock mines.
with a speed of 90 drops to the minute.
Quarter- and many tunnels have been started.
At Wahoo, obtain in regard to the
Rains and Mines.— A't^yj, Aug. 25: The Moninch screens are used, and during a run of 10 hours two miles southeast of Port Wine, 23 men are emCon. Cal. & Virginia.— The east crosscut from itor Co. is shipping $1000 a week. Most of this is
from 70 to 75 carloads are put through the mill. ployed. The main tunnel is in 1700 feet and will the south drift on the 1300 level is still being adThe late rains have played
tailings.
The extent of the gravel deposit in this mine will soon be in pay gravel. It is expected that 150 men vanced in a mixture of quariz and porphyry show- produced from
between here and Euremake it a first rate minmg property for years to will be working here next year. John H. Frissel, ing met.ll. On the 1500 level are continuing to the mischief with the roads
ka, which has made our mails a httle late for the
come.
contractor, is
making good headway with the extract ore from the southeast drift run from the past few days. The heated spell is over and we
Del Norte.
upraise parallel north drift, 58 feet above the track
tunnel.
may now look for fall weather.
1600 level the stopes around upHydraulic MiHES.—HiYonf, Aug. 25: The sale
St. Luis.
Tunnel of the Excelsior Drift G. M, floor. On the
Tuscarora District.
of one of our best hydraulic properties is reported,
Nos. I, 3 and 4 are yielding the usual amount
raises
Co. is in 554 feet, and an air shaft is 350 feet from
Rich Copper Ores. Cor. Silver State, Aug. 21:
From the south drift from the Ophir line,
the buyers being San Francisco and St. Louis par- tunnel mouth.
of ore.
Enough
steel rail is on hand for
ties.
O. D. Campbell and S. Peck, mining ex- 1200 feet of tunnel, 600 feet 7-inch air-pipe, black- 36 feet above the track floor of this level, ore is also A district rich in high grade copper ores is now being
opened in the noitheastern part of Elko county, up
extracted.
perts, who have been to Morick Hill looking at the
smith shop and boarding-house. A good wagon- being
Some ore was taken out here
mine of R. W. Miller and H. Mulkey, went below road, three-quarters of a mite, extends to the Port
Alta.— All is running well and smoothly in both near the Idaho line.to or
and shipped East
15 years ago, but it did not
on the steamer Thursday. Ihey have bonded the Wine and St. Louis road. Gravel is expected
worked
The
ore
now
being
comes
mill.
and
250 mine
copper
ore was then very low
price
of
the
piy,5as
mine for 60 days for the Scott's Bar Mining and feet ahead. Two shifts, two men each, are
working. from the 825 level The station at the 925 level is
Under presfreight charges were very high.
whde
Milling Co. The amount of the bond is $20,000.
drift
from
that
point
out
toward
Rich gravel has been taken out of the adjoining Cale- completed, and a
thought
these mines can
conditions
it
is
changed
Wm. T. Grider, James Camp, John Titus, George donia claim.
The concentrators work ent
the vein is out 60 feet.
with profit, as the deposits appear to be
worked
be
Meamber, Mary P. Grider, L. F, Coburn and Jacob
of
concentrates
Bunker Hill. Nick Berets is busy as usual at well. They save from 15 to 16 tons
carries a high percentage of copper
Marhoffer have located 130 acres in Siskiyou county
about $900 a ton. Good large and the ore
Bunker Hill, and hopeful as ever of happy results. a month, which average
For a month past four
for a placer mine.
Keystone shaft, now down with some gold and silver.
At Deadwood, under the direction of Mr.S. Miller, headway is making in the
miners have been at work taking out ore. ShipInyo.
Liberator Co. is extending its main tunnel. They 2i6 feet.
ments will be made from this point to Argo, ColorSending Ore to ENCLAtiD.—/ndependeKi, Aug. had some pay gravel down an incline and water
Hale & Norcross. All the ore-producing sec- ado, at once— in fact, two "sixes" are now on the
During the past year Samuel Chalmers has drove them out. Bunker Hill Co. run its main tun- tions ol the mine continue to look well. Are ship25:
It is their intention to
with ore for shipment.
made repeated efforts to sell ore from a mine in nel northeast, thence the branch tunnel, to tap 42 pmg about 600 tons a week to the Nevada mill. road carload a week. The new camp is attracting
Deep Spring district, in the Inyo mountains, east shaft southeast with fair-looking gravel in face of the The most of this comes from the 600 and 700 levels. ship a deal of attention from Idaho parties. At
a good
from Alvord. The ore carries copper and other branch main tunnel. Seven men are working in the The average assay is $42 a ton. The west drift from
least a score of locations have been recorded in admetals.
None of the reduction works in California mine,
Repair work on the dition to those made by DeLano & Allen. Scarcely
the 500 station is out no feet.
or Nevada would offer satisfactory terms to Mr.
good deal of work is a day pisses without some new prospecting party
Siskiyou.
main shaft is continued.
Chalmers and he has made arrangements lo ship
Rich Strike. Union, Aug. 25: Considerable being done in the way of exploration.
making its appearance in the district It is 50 miles
his ore to Swansea, Wales. He can ship large quanexcitement prevails on Humbug over the discovery
Belcher.— The 500 crosscut is now in 181 feet, from Wells, the nearest railroad point DeLano &
tities of the ore; he is now stoping out ore and sortHave Allen are trying to arrange for the erection of a
of a rich gold-bearing ledge near the Eliza mill. The with no change in the ground to report
ing at the mine,
They have unbounded faith in their propfind was made by Thornton Thomas, known among completed the work of putting in guides in the mid- smelter.
MariDoaa.
The ledge is ten inches dle compartment of the shaft and are making ex- erties, and are sure that they can make a success
the miners as Big Tom.
On the Fremont Estate.— Gazc//e, Aug. 25: wide and is so thoroughly impregnated with gold cellent progress in repairing the south compartment. when a smelt_r is erected on the ground.
The owners of the Mariposa estate have put experi- that it can hardly be broken off. It is said to be the The Sutro tunnel drilt is out 615 feet. The rock is
enced miners at work on the different mines on the richest discovery ever made in the country.
ARIZONA.
hard but blasts well.
Grant to prospect the hidd:n treasure s'ored there.
Various Items.— Yreka/w/r^a/, Aug. 29: The
Best & Belcher.— El Dorado level: West crossThe reports made of these operations will dt terming Hegler boys and Bruce Aldrich have been crushing
At the
A//«t'r, Aug. 25:
Region.—
Mohave
cut No. I, started from the main northwest drift,
the future actions of this syndicate in regard to the quartz steadily all summer at their mill on Humbug
following lots of ore were run
has been extended seven feel; total length, 82 feet. sampling works the
property,
Stinson,
one
car; C.
&
Jamison
through
last
week;
Water is getting short, however, during the The formation is clay and quartz. Are repairing the
creek.
Nevada.
O. D., two cars; Morrissey & Winston, one car.
middle of the day, and may oblige them to shut north drift on the 1300 level.
shipped
a carHackbeiry
mine
Various Mines.
TravscrJpt, Aug. 26: The down awhile if the hot weather continues much
The lessees of the
Crown Point.— On the 700 level the south drift load of ore this week. The ckim recently discovered
Badger Hill diggings, owned and run by the ijuick longer. One of the Lemay boys is now busy haulground
The
crosscut is 71 feet.
main
from,
the
the
mountains
near
Peacock
brothers, have been idle for about todays. Grangers ing quartz from the Siskiyou mine to the Orr & Pyie
by Henry Ewing in the
change worthy of note. The drift from Crescent mine is looking well and considerable work
did it. The mine gave employment to several men. mill at forks of Humbug, and as soon as this is shows no
rock is
The
tunnel level is out 615 leeL
the
Sutro
Mcweeks.
The
Its owners are cleaning the bedrock in tiieir claim.
will be done on it in the next few
crushed a lot of quartz on the dump of the old
The Bald Mountain extension at Forest City has Cornish ledge will be hauled down for crushing. hard but blasts well.
Cracken mine, under the management of Judge
struck lava in its gravel operations, and as a conse- H. L. Herzinger, who has been working successfully
Utah. On the 372 level the north drift has been Murphy, is being cleaned out and put in good workquence is not working at much profit. The South a drift-mining claim on Klamath river, nearly under extended 50 feet; total length, 492 feet. The for- ing shape, and everything bids fair for the resumpFork (also gravel), located in the same section, is (he Anderson ferry, in Siskiyou county, will open mation is porphyry, showing some water.
tion of work on this property at an early date. John
looking well. The Red Ledge Company, whose another similar claim on Oregon bar, further down
Confidence. A good deal of repair work is be- Morrissey was in town this week, having a 12-ton
works are situated midway between Pike City and the river. He reports the country about the Kla- ing done in all parts of the mine, yet the usual lot of ore from the Oro Plata worked at the sampler,
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& Winston

have a lease on a portion of
and expect to tiiAke frequent shipments
M. D. Howell of the C. O. D. Mining
town this week looking after a shipment
He will put about 15 more
of two carloads of ore.
men to work in the mine this month, and hopes to
largely increase the output. The Signal Mining and

Monisscy

this mine,
hereafltr.
Co. was in

Milling Co. has got to a point in its mining operations where it becomes necessary for the economical
working of their mine that they procure hoisting machinery, and it is not definitely known whether the
company will go to this expense or not. The latest
news from the O. K. Mining Co., which is pros*
pecting for water in the WaUapal Valley, Is that the
well is down to the depth of 200 feet and still in
loose gravel, and Ihal the work is temporarily suspended, awaiting the arrival of more pipe, which is
expected every day. The lessees of the Crescent
mine have struck in the bottom shaft at a distance
of 160 feet, from 8 to 14 inches of silver ore, which
Messrs. iJarwill assay from 200 to 1400 ounces.
Opie have been at work about
relt. King, Pierce
two monthb cleaning out the mine and sinking, and
can now reap the reward of their labors. Mendes
Risers have a lot of ore from their gold claim at
the sampler.
John Campbell and h, Moses are
working ihe Sinclair mine at Mineral Park, and are

&

&

The American
getting out some very good ore.
Flag boys had six tons of ore brought down this
week, which went, as all ore from that mine does, in
the neighborhood of 600 ounces per ton.
John K.
Mackenzie had a six-ton lot of ore from the new
strike in the Cupel worked this week, and it brought
him 262!^ ounces per ton. There is a good deal of
The samthis same class of ore yet in the Cupel.
pling works this week worked the following lots of
ore: C. O. D., two cars; Cupel, six Ions; Waterbury, Carey & Gordon, one car; American Flag, six
tons; Steve Smith, from the Atf^ta, six tons; H. P.
Ewing, a small lot from the Short Starter, A new
strike has been made in the Ratt;in mine in sinking
The ore in the new strike is of different
the shaft.
character from that heretofore struck in this mine,
and assays $50 in gold and $150 in silver, and the
pay streak is about eight inches wide. H. 1*. Ewing
was in from the F^eacock mountain with his first lot
of ore from his recent strike, which he calls the Short
Starter.
It went 352 ounces to the ton.

Ore Move.ments and

DEVKLOi'Mh:NTS.

— Pres-

Aug. 27; Shull ^s; Austin's big freight
arrived recently from Congress mine with 24
000 pounds of shipping ore, left yesterday for the
mine with a lot of machinery, including a boiler,

cott CouridT,

t^ms

which weighed 8000 pounds. Great activity is reported at Jerome. Smelter running, four saloons,
two stores and another going up, ro^ds leading to
An enorthe camp crowded with men and teams.
mous body of lead ore has been developed in the
district,
below
WalLead Chief mine. Black Rock
nut Grove dam. Plenty of running water and timEight tons of ore which
ber in immediate vicinity.
Geo. Sines had run through the sampler yesterday
went $55 to the ton. The Rapid Transit mine in

Bradshaw district is yielding very
some of which will soon be brought
the

rich silver ore.

to the Prescott

sampler for treatment. The mines belong to the
same group as the Oro Bonito, Oro Bella and MolPeople who have seen the mines are enlie Stark.
thusiastic in their praises of same, and it is predicted
that it will be the banner mining camp of this section.

BRITISH COIjDMBIA.
KOOTENAY.

— Donald

Porcupine

creek

whipsawed

for

Aug.
18
lumber
has

Truths

enough

sluice-boxes,

etc.,

company, which has been assuming

management is not desirground, hence the diininished number
The new company will be called
of men employed.
the Colorado Silver Mining Company, limited, of
I^oodon, EngUnd. The lessees on the Coin have
broken into a four-inch vein of way-up ore. They
were working last month on a low-grade ore. The
Cowles brothers have struck what appears to l)e a
good vein of silver on Lincoln Ml,; surface material
A vein of solid ore more than
runs 600 ozs per ton.
13 inches in thickness has just been struck in the
Peruviin lode, the other side of Argentine Pass.
ahead

for a year past, the

otis of leasing

:

At
been

reduction works ihere

royalties,

ycl realize

handsome

—and

pay heavy

group

profits

to

men who have them under
is to put down a shaft on

lessees.

Reduction works of most any crude, pi^ctical nature would enhance the profits greally lo both owners and lessees, and the latter miy be justified in
some move lo ac(|uire a plant for even their temponiry use:
New District.— a new district has l>een discovered southeast of Silver City about 15 miles, which
promises well. The lodes are large, gold bearing,
and are in granite formation. Sevend locations have
been made. The district is called Webster, after the
discoverer.

Deadwood DisTKicr.— /Vt'wc^r.

Aug. 21;

Fires

aic-

to be

thoroughly explored by the gentlebond.
The proposition
the Orphan Boy to the

depth

.jf 800 feet, and the belief is that an immense
'.sill be opened.
Thev commenced drifting on
the Niirrow Gauge some two weeks ago from the
lowest point reached by the shaft, 170 feet. They
had a narrow scam of ore at the shaft and this has
wideiu-d to several inches of 800 ounce ore, inclosed
on eitlu;- side by about two feet of ore of a good
grade.
Mii'DLE FOHK.— Livingston Enterprise. Aug,
.M.my items are going the rounds of the press
37:
ID regar<i to the Middle Fork or upper Judith country.
1 hat whole section of the country, in fact the

mine

Boom.— Wood River Tinifs. Aug. 32;
next big mining baom will be near Salmon City,
Lemhi countv, as soon as the Manitoba gets whole hdt and

.Next
in

within reaching distance,
Bltitercui'.— The recent developments in the
Buttercup have attracted quite generally the attention
of mining men and others interested in the mineral
resources of this country.
Yesterday a sample of ore
from the face of the tunnel, on ihe ground of the recent strike, was assayed, and it went 833 ounces silver per ton and 77 per cent lead.

Little Belt ranges of the mountains,
are full of mineral, but that district in particular
contains m.iny fine bodies of ore. and one of the
largest mining camps in the Territory will some day
be located in that section.
In speaking of recent
work th'^re, an exchange says: The Middle Fork
country is yielding some very rich gold ore.
In the
ground formerly owned by J. D. Weatherwax, the
tunnel has been driven to a considerable depth, and
by making an uprise and sinking a winze a breast
of 20 feet of free carljonate ores has been developed
that runs from $4 50 to $18 a ton.
The araslra
which has been running on this ore was closed
by Mr. Colling, he considering an araslra process
entirely loo slow for so fine a mine.
He made arrangements for a more full development of the mine,
assuring the other owners thu he would find a way
of reducing the rock, once the mine is developed.

were started in the Hartsfeld smelter at three o'clock
yesterday afternoon.
It was not intended to begin
running through ore until eight or nine in the evening.
Reports therefrom may be looked for to-day,
and it is hoped they will prove as satisfactory as
The ore recently shipped
parlies interested desire.
by the Seabury-Calkins averaged S'50 per ion.
SiiEEi- Mountain.— Cor. Idaho World, JK\i%.\&\
Work goes on steadily, and more rock of like qualCoke for the To give an estimate of the number of men in these
ity is being extracted every day.
The mountains are full
Hartsfeld smelter did not reach Galena Thursday as parts would be guesswork.
was formerly announced, but was received about two of men, prospecting, and all think this will make a
lively
camp.
New
locations
made almost every
are
afternoon.
It
was
talked
last
o'clock yesterday
Some of the old
night thai a party of three or four mining men of day, some of which are very rich.
locations
are
being
worked
with
great interest, and
large means will arrive to-day, to look over properly
at Bild mountain and Ruby basin, with a view to are looking well.
purchasing. The Cora has made several shipments
MEXICO.
of ore to Omaha recently, and proposes sending
Lynn,
forward another carload the coming week.
Kingston and V\c\m-vy.— Shaft, Aug. 23: The
Sebastian & Delaney are alj^ut sending a carload of
Cracker Creek and Vic\N]TY.—l/appenings,
ore from the Ontario, tialena, to ihe Omaha Smell- outlook of the camp is very encouraging, more so
Pay o:e has been struck on the Hard- probably than at any time in its history. The new Aug. 22: The general outlook of the mines of
ing Works.
Baker
county improves as deve'opments progress.
scrabble ground, situated near the Tornado group, strikes on the Templar, Keystone, Enterprise and
Bald mountain. A telephone from Galena to John Hornet continue to improve; and besides ore has This not only applies lo the great Cracker Creek district,
but
to the districts adj icent, viz.
Cabell Cove,
Biker last evening slated that yesterday's run of been found in new places in the Eclipse, Sweepstakes and Savage, while the London and Charm Onion Creek and Greenhorn Mountain, as well.
tlie Merritt smeller was decidedly the most satisMore ore had been run through, ore bodies are widening and improving. Several New discoveries are continually being made. The
factory to date.
and more bullion turned out than for any one pre- new companies with capital to open up and develop recent sale of a group of mines at Greenhorn to
Denver capitalists lor the sum of $100 000 has given
ceding shilt. Two hundred and fifty ore sacks were mines now lying idle, are being formed. I'he Enter
They prise keeps on sinking shafts and extracting ore, the quite an impetus to mining in that section. The
received at the Northwestern office yesterday.
Sam favorable showing of the La Bellevue mine at Onion
deposit growing richer as the work advances.
will be used by a Bald mountain company which
proposes beginning extensive shipments to Omaha. pies of extremely rich gold ore arc being taken from creek, owned by J. B Cabell, gives evidence of the
ore mineral wealth of that section. The placing of a
On the " Si'ANiSH R."— Operations at present the Hornet mine. The imports of Mexican lead not
crusher and concentrator on the property within the
are reported as 7000 tons per month. This does
are principally on the 170 level, where a large body
next 30 days will put this mine in the front rank of
shipments
which
reach
this country by wainclude
In the future, shipof carbonate ore is disclosed.
At Cracker Creek disrul- ore-producers of the county.
ments in carload lots will be regularly made to Kan- ter or the immense quantity of lead, which the
trict everything is a bustle of excitement, occasioned
free.
A
of
department
admit
ings
the
treasury
The oresas City at intervals of five or six days.
extensive
work
the
being
done
on the big mines
by
carload of ore from the Black Colt mine netted
runs average between $50 and $60 per ton, and
At the Eureka and
there and their fine showing.
get'
enough is in sight to warrant that the mine will con- $9700 at the smelter. The Silver Bell is
or
Excelsior
mines
80
men
are
employed in and
75
ting some good ore, not in large quantities as yet, but
tinue to be operated profitably for a long lime to
very rich.
The report that ore was found in the about the mines. At the Columbia a large force is
come. The Horseshoe Comet has about completed
The at work. The same at the North Pole, Golconda
Sciota on the Tierra Blanca was a mistake.
the cut-off tunnel, and will resume ore shipments
In fact, work is progressing steadily all
better every day, and and others.
Five mining cor- Log Cabin looks better and
before the close of the month.
down
and along the line from the mouth of Cracker creek (or a
ore
bodies
go
developments
show
that
the
porations are pushing developments at Carbonate.
ten
miles.
It is probable that one or
distance
of
on
been
discovered
They are Iron Hill, Seabury-Calkins, Spanish R., grow richer. Telluride ore has
the Enterprise.
Thus Kingston shows up lo be A i more mills will be erected at Cracker creek this seaAdeiphi under lease and Hartshorn.
Oregon
Gold
Mining Co. contemplates
son.
The
mining camp. The Black Colt shipped 18 tons of
putting a 40-stamp plant costing in the neighbor200-ounce ore last week,
IDAHO.
hood of $100,000. The company has already ordered
the mill from the East, and its arrival here may be
Seven Devils. Recorder, Aug. 21: All the exexpected within the next few weeks. The owners of
perts who have visited the Seven Devils district agree
the Columbia also contemplate placing a mill, but
26:
Work
Rnnezv^
Aug.
From
Various
Mines.
in the assertion that it is the largest and richest copwhether it will be done this fall or not is not yet
A rumor is current that a has been suspended by the Montana Mining and known. It is safe to say that by another year three
per camp in the world.
they
have
believed
that
Milling
Company.
It
is
rich strike of high-grade ore has been made in the
or four mills will be in operation on the mines of
Kentuck mine at Shoup, specimens being taken out drifted over the vein. The St. Louis mine, located

NEW

OREGON,

:

—

—

—

MONTANA.

—

Placer mining in

Free gold in solid
found in this body.
the various gulches has been more

prosperous than

anticipated in

the spring.
What
of snow last winter

and the creek was lacking from the light fall
has been made up by the frequent showers during
Most of the placer mines are cleaning
the summer.
up for the season. The Red Warrior gulch difficulty
has been settled. J. M, Patterson has been reinstated as superintendent and H. N. Thomas ap-

of ore that look rich, and the indications are favorWhen
able for striking the ledge at no great depth.
they do, it will increase the value of every location
on the mountain 100 per cent. The canal to connect the Columbia and Kootenay rivers at Grohman
progressing well. Two-thirds of the work is
is
already completed, and the contractors, Sinclair &
Gamble, who are carrying out the work for the
company, are about to commence the lock. There
is a hunt for tellurium and gold in the Windermere

— lacking

The

DAKOTA.

richer than any heretofore seen.
nuggets as large as peas were

from its bed in several places. Two
washing next
will
begin
companies
the
of
week, and, no doubt, gold dust will be a common
Donald
within a
and
barter
in
exchange
of
medium
month. Work on the Constance and Atlanta group
consoliprogressing
in
the
is
of mines at Jubilee
dated shalt as rapidly as three shifts of men can
pockets
running
through
send it down. They are
turned

ization of the
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The building of the mill is proPopham Bros, have recently discovered a
gressing.
mountain region which carries
Boyle
in
the
ledge
about two inches of very good looking lead ore carMr. Popham says they have
sulphate.
bonates and
sunk 10 feet on the vein and taken out three or four
sacks of good ore; ore that will assay from 100 to
150 ounces silver and 50 per cent lead. The prospect seems to improve with depth and may turn out
to be another good properly on that mountain.
The discoverers are very conservative in the estipointed foreman.

—

on

the

Drum Lummon

hill,

at

Marysville, also

Cracker creek,

is

reported as improving with depth. The Gold Leaf
and Easter on Towsley gulch developed with a tunnel and a new lead is expected to be cut this month.
The ore is free-milling gold. The Carbonate, three
miles from Marysville, is looking better than ever.
The tunnel is being driven ahead as fast as possible,
and the pay streak is widening. The ore is galena.
A gold-mill is to be erected in the Yoga district, upper
Judith country, for working the ores of the Golden
Chariot and other gold ledges in that vicinity, A
good many such ledges exist in the district and
Work will
great success is predicted for the mill.
be commenced next week on the Allison lode at
Marysville.
There is a tunnel on this property over
200 feet long, but work will be done in the shaft.
The ore vein is three feet wide free-milling gold.
Several of the Russel group of mines on Red Mountain will commence operations as soon as the Montana Smelting Company can take care of the output.
Then Rimini will be one of the busiest mining

NEVif

Mining District.

halt miles east

—Situated one

of Haines, the

first

and one-

station north of

on the O, R. & N. railroad, has been discovered a new mining district that gives promise of
great richness in gold and silver.
Yesterday afternoon I, B. Miller and J. W. Hall brought a wagonthis city,

load of ore to this city from their locations, the
Crown Point and Silver Bow. They have made arrangements with the managers of the old quartzThis is the second wagonmill to crush the ore.
load brought by them to this city within the past
week, the yield of the first lot being very satisfactory.

UTAH.
About Park City.— Salt Lake Tribune, Aug. 27:
Work on the Ontario three-mile drain tunnel is being
pushed vigorously, a large force of hands, soon to
be increased, being now employed on the enterprise.
The bore is 7 feet 6 inches high in the clear; 5 feet

camps in Montana. The Drum Lummon mine is at the top of the sill and 7 at the bottom, and the
now engaged in putting in the largest hoist in Mon- work is being done in a most thorough manner. It
It is located 600 feet
is in over 60 feet, in hard rock, and an average of
tana, it not in the country.
district.
under the ground, and is capable of hoisting to a one foot per shift is driven; but as soon as the power
A
large excavation has been drills are in operation, probably by Oct. i, much
of 5000 feet.
depth
COLORADO.
made at the 600-foot station for the hoistng plant, faster progress can be made. Work will soon be resumed on the Whitehead group and in the Deer
will be walled and arched with solid masonry.
About Crested Buttes.:— /'(/o^ Aug. 25; The Relief ground by the Minnie Moore. It is said a which
Valley tunnel.
Both of these properties are near the
It will be placed in position as fast as workmen can
summer is rapidly passing away and the mines that compromise in a certain prominent mining man's be procured to do it. Within the past few days ore line of the big drain tunnel, and a bright future is
result
of
damages,
a
likely
to
occur
as
is
we had expected to be active in shipping ore are estimate
tunlower
before
them.
Hughes
& Bogan are working the first
in
the
been
struck
quality
has
of good
pretty much in the same condition that they were and to allow of an accurate survey it was thought
This ex- nel of the Belle mine about 190 feet from the surface. west extension of the Wasatch, and are attaining
It is true there is a carload of ore ship- best to close the Relief until his arrival.
last winter.
or
favorable
results.
They
have encountered ore, a
syenite
slate
and
vein,
between
This is a contact
ped occasionally, but for the number of mines and planation indicates that the work will soon be re- quartzite, and every indication points toward its sort of iron speckled with galena, A report comes
the amount of mineral there is in this country there sumed.
the
from
source
which
ought
to be trustworthy to the
Pearl
mine
a
the
At
The Oro Fitio.— Statesman, Aug. 28: As work becoming a good property.
should be several carloads shipped every day. The
shaft is down some 60 feet below the tunnel level, effect that an amicable settlement of the Grantpresent developments of the Tennessee tunnel in progresses on this mine Ihe confidence in it is being
conShaughnessy
litigation
over
the Glencoe property is
showing
some of the ore taken out in sinking
Ruby Hill show the rock to be a black lime, which strengthened, by reason of good ore being found in siderable ruby silver. Sinking is now going on at being made. Seventy-five men are employed at the
Put is very the drifts now being run on it. The mine is being
is a very good indication of mineral.
Crescent,
about
favorable
and
tons
of ore come down over
150
the rate of 2K fett a day, and the same
hopeful of striking a good body of mineral very soon. put in the very best condition for the extraction of
the tramway daily.
The big incline shaft which is
A contract of over 20 feet has just been completed ore, an immense quantity of which is already in outlook continues.
feet
is
nearly
free
from
water by the pumps,
About Butte. Inter-Mountain, Aug. 27: The down 230
on the Buffalo lode by George Hale and Gus Schu- sight, and which will be taken down by the time the
& and it is thought that sinking will be resumed in a
man. This claim is situatedi in Poverty gulch. new Oro Fino mill is ready to start up. The more crosscut at the bottom of the shaft on the Harris
few days. Sundberg & Johnson have been awarded
The contractors report the vein looking better when development work is done the better the mine looks. Lloyd is showing up a fine body of ore. 1 he depth the contract to run a 40-foot drift to the ledge from
they were some 30
they quit work. The Metzler concentrator shipped The tunnel in the Sinker ledge is being pushed as is about 320 feet, at which point
The crosscut, after the loo-foot level in the Himalaya, under Scott Hill.
a carload of concentrates that were made from Ruby rapidly as possible and is now in over 400 feet with or 40 feet behind the footwall.
They have cleared up the wreck of last winter's snowcutting the footwall. went immediately into ore,
good ore in the vein.
Chief dump this week.
and commenced work with a vim. The west
feet of high-grade slide
four
they
had
last
accounts
and
at
The Silver King, of Idaho.— Since our last
drift in the Massachusetts, from the 600-foot station,
Coke and Coal. Col. J. M. Shoonmaker, one
copper ore, and about 10 feet of good concentrating
of the heaviest operators in the Connellsville region, report on this mine, carload lot No. 6, 37,933 pounds,
is already in about 60 feet, and upward of five feet a
type
it is learned
placed
in
above
was
Since
the
ore.
has purchased 2000 acres of coal land in Colorado, and carload lot No. 7, 24,084 pounds, have been
The day are made.
that another strike was made this morning.
and has erected ovens on it. The coke made is not marketed, realizing $4406.29 and $2445. 73, respecThe Lucky Bill. Since the ist of June 24.000
footwall was 17 feet thick, five
Lot No. 8 is now being delivered at the ore body next to the
as good as Connellsville coke, but as it has an advan- tively.
Then they cut through a shares of this company's stock have been sold at 25
feet being high-grade.
It will be a 15-ton car,
tage of $15 per ton in freight it is in good demand Ketchum Sampling Works.
cents a share, leaving i6,oco shares yet in the treasthis morning
rock
and
country
dyke
of
nine-foot
among the silver smelters. Samuel Mott is prospect- and on the average of former shipments will realize struck another body of high-grade copper-silver ore, ury. The stockholders' certificates will not be issued
ing for coal on lands belonging to Peter O. Ander- over $3000, and make the total value of ore marketed
At until all of the working stock is disposed of. This
to lie on the hanging-wall.
There in the past two months from this mine upward of which is supposed
son, on the hog-back northwest of town.
noon they have penetrated it five feet. The purchase speaks well of the estimate of worth placed on the
were shipped from Crested Butte during the week $26,000 for about no tons, an average net value per
property, particularly because nearly all of the stock
Gambetta,
the
interest
in
Kohrs
Kelly
&
of the
ending Aug. 22d, 91 carloads of coke and 222 car- ton of nearly $250, after payment ol railroad freight mentioned last week as decided upon by the Boston has been sold to persons living in town. Burton &
and treatment charges. The ore as shipped averloads of coal.
Lodge
Firmstone have taken a contract to run the tunnel
Deer
at
concluded
was
& Montana Co.,
Georgetown Mines. Courier, Aug. 25: The ages over 300 ounces silver per ton. From parties through Clark & Larabie's bank. The amount paid 500 feet farther to the northeast, along the course of
Mineral Chief is bemg opened at six places by as who have visited this mine recently we learn that the
When finished, ihis will make the length
mines
the ledge.
Co.'s
Combination
The
was $20,000 cash.
many sets of lessees. The openings extend 800 feet showing is something wonderful, the development of at Black Pine are looking well, and in two faces
of the tunnel under Flagstaff hill 1150 feet, and it is
along the vein and five of them show mineral. - It a great ore-chute continuing right along, presenting particular they have a fine showing of ore. Their expected that with such a depth the ore-body will
formations and a
begins to look as though this discovery is indeed the one of the most perfect mining
and they show up big. The Lucky Bill is a good property
mining proposition. net profit for last month was about $7000,
mineral chief, and will develop the greatest body of demonstrated fact as a big
per month profit for an destined to become one of the new ore-producers of
with meager and count upon at least $5000
conducted
skillfully
are
Operations
and
Between
70
60
ore ever seen in the county.
A rich strike is reported jp
Girl, Orphan Boy the camp before long,
Orphan
The
period.
indefinite
it
must,
to
men are employed in the Terrible mine and a dozen faulty facilities, and every move counts, as
and two or three other properties composing that the McCune mine,
reorgan- mine, prepare and market from so remote a locality
mate of the ledge, and justly so, for, as Mr. Popham
The
says, " it never pays to lie about a prospect."
Relief force of 14 men was laid off this morning.
Unable to see H. E. Miller on the subject, areporter learned from good source that the shut-down
is to allow of an estimate of the ore taken from the

—

—

—

—

I

levels are

being driven ahead.

Pending the
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1,

San Francisco.
Has the Following Advantages:

Coast for

HEINE SAFETY

WATER TUBE

AND FACILITY OF INSPECTION
60,000 Horse Power now in

Boilers can be seen workinp; in San Franciaco at Palace Hotel, Spring Valley
& Co., California Juto Mills, and other places.

BOILER.

Guaranteed More

:^TJIXjI3ISn.!S
jf all

kinds.

HYDRAULIC PUMPING and Hoisting Machinery.
WKOUGUT-IKON WATER PIPE a Specialty. Notb.—Have just completed order for 35 miles of 44-InGh
pipe of i-inch iron for Spring Valley Water Works Company, San Francisco.
SA"W-MILL MACHINERY of all kinds.
STEAM ENGINES—Corliss, Slide-Valve, Poppet Valve Automatic, Single, and Compound.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS for Pacific Coast of the Celebrated "Heine" Patent Safety Boiler (Water Tube);
60,000 horse power now in use.
MACBETH PATENT STEEL-RIM PULLEYS—Fifty per cent lighter and 25 per cent cheaper than ^watiron pulleys; will not break in transportation.
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San Francisco, Cal., U.
New York Office, 145 Broadway*

First St.,

than any other Boiler made.

Efficient

OI»

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY for Steamships. Breweries, and Cellars.
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STEAM BOILERS of all descriptions.
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Mining Company.
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Pumps, Steamship

Mill for

Quartz Mountain

'

The Hazelton
MINING MACHINERY.

Waterworks

Hueter Bros.

QUARTZ MTLI.S—Gold and Silver, Copper and Lead Smelting Works, Roasting Furnaces
AIR COMPRES'^OKS— Rope Power Transmission.

Is

and REPAIRS.
use.

Boiler

acknowledged by the most eminent Engineers in the
country to he the greatest improvement that has
ever been made in a Steam Generator.

S. A.

IT
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Birth and Death of a California
Stream.

and Mining in the Okanagan
Count 'y.

Mines

—

—

Editors Press: The Salmon River district
Four years ago, near
Editors Press:
and city are situated in Okanagan county,
summit of the Sierra, was a mountWashington Territory, being distant from SpoBaneath its pines in the early kane Falls 160 miles. The first mineral discovain valley,
spring lay the cloak of snow that, slowly melt- eries in this vicinity were made in May, 1886,
Salmon river, a tributary of the Okanaing, trickled tributary to a central stream. on the
gan. In September of that year additional disThis silver thread among the green now rnabed
coveries were made at two points four miles
the

roaring over the fall, now hurled among the
pebbles, now idled in the glassy pool, now

sulked in eddies, but still pushed on and on to
the distant and thirsty plain. Like the youth
who leaves his home and loving parents, his
relatives and friends, all for the glittering and
grasping world, so this stream left the singing
pines, the faithful spruce, the friendly^alder,
and abandoned the fragrant cedar and the bay
for the gold and gain of toil.
It speeds to the plain, some to the permanent
grasses of the pasture, some to springs and
wella in the grain lands, and some to the field
Let us follow this offahoot
of the husbandman.
in the furrow through a dark green grove of
oranges. First it seepa into the ground, then
mounts the tree and glistens in the foliage and
How round and bright the orange
fruit.
grows. Soon our stream is boxed, and rattles
off in train after train to the noisy marts of
men. Now comes a transmutation, and onr
stream held so sweetly in the rounded orange is
turned to gold and travels back again in goods
or double-eagles to the worker in the fields.
Some years pass by and we look again into
the mountain valley. The lumberman has been
The cold steel of his ax has laid
there first.
low the trees not a patriarch was spared.
Next came the herder. He finds the dead treetops tangled in the brush and his sheep impeded. To clear a way he seta his fires. The
breeze that so little while ago was whispering
sweetly with the forest leaves, inconstant, now
Not only
fans the flame that burns their ruins.
this, but it burns the young saplings and the
sheltering shrubs, aye, even the seeds of the forThus, with the power of
est are consumed.
reproduction gone, the forest family tree is cut
off root and branch.
What a cruel change of prospect is there
now. The valley erst so green and shady,
with its trees and flowers and banks of snow, is
now bleak and dark. We now look sadly on
the splintered stumps of our old tree friends,
blackened with the fire-flame. The skeletons
of the bushes are stretching out their charred
remains as though calling still to heaven for
help, and nothing meets the eye but desolation.
There is no snow now, and onr noisy brawler,
the brook, has quite disappeared. The silver
line is there, but instead of green it is lined
with mourning black; instead of water it is now
broader of sand, gravel and rooks.
The
little way down was a bee-ranch.
stands and house were saved, but the flowers
of the chaparral and of the trees are gone.
The bees, without food, are dead, and the
place is deserted. Down in the plain some of the
The
fields are covered with sand and gravel.
county tax is higher because bridges washed
railroad
travel
was
interbe
rebuilt;
must
away
rupted and the irrigating ditches are dry. The
stream that ran clear to fertilize for the farmer
and to rejoice the rambling angler is no more.
Daring the snows and rains, however, there is
a turbulent torrent and a most truculent traveler who will stay in no given course, and whose
baggage of sand and stones is dumped in the
From the monntiin it defields and orchards.
scends but to destroy, and floods without fertil-

—

A

izing.

south,

farther

being

these

now known

as

Salmon City and Ruby City.
The ores in the Salmon district consist mostly of galena and gray copper, with also some of
the chloride and sulphuret varieties. They are
mostly high grade, and with the exception of
the chloride can be readily concentrated. The
concentrates run from §200 to .?2000 per ton.
The principal claims here are the Lii Buna,
Columbia, Homestake, Tough Nut, Hidden
Treasure, Pointer, Lone Star, Lady of the Lake,
Eureka, Washington, Ida May and Wellington.
The principal claimsat Ruby are the Colville,
Black Hills, Blue Bird, Peacock, Gray Wing,
War Eagle, Idaho, Poorman, Fairview, Cleopatra, First Thought, Dalta, Biy Horse, Monitor, Arlington, Pomeroy, Hula, Arizona, Buckeye, Ruby, California, May and Spokane.
These being sulphuret ores, easily concentrated and rich in silver, effectually solves the
transportation problem, as the concentrates are
rich enough to bear carriage to even the most
distant points. These will shortly rank among
the most important mining camps in the Northwest.
The Okanagan is a beautiful region abounding in grazing lands, lakes and forests, and a
more picturesque mining district or a more
agreeable climate it would be hard to find.
This is a pleasant climate, not extremely
warm in summer nor cold in winter. Though
pretty well north and the altitude between
3000 and 4000 feet, the winter temperature is
modified by the "Chinook," the warm wind
which during that season often comes in from
the ocean.

The Oregon Navigation Company has put a
steamboat on the Upper Columbia running
above Priests' rapids. It made its first trip
only a few days since. As this brings water
transportation within 20 miles of this place, it
will greatly reduce the price of freights, heretofore rather high.
T. Younger.
Salmon, Okanagan Co.j Washington Ter.^
July SI, ISSS.
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inhabitants of San Ramon valley, Contra
Co&ti county, are considerably elated over a
gas well which was struck a few days ago within 100 yards of the schoolhouse in the town of
San Ramon, and near the center of the valley.
The Stone boys were boring a well to supply
the school with water, when at a depth of 35 feet
they struck a strong flow of natural gas, and
upon a torch being applied to the hole at the
surface of the ground the gas caught fire and
burned at a furious rate for a few minutes, the
flames mounting up several feet and then following down into the hole until the moisture
extinguished the flames.
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—Coplea of U. S.

Nevada..

California. . I
California.. 13.

2.65
Norcross... 4.60

Machine— A.

388,337.— Dredging

Nevada,

Plage of BusrNEs
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16,
25,

California.. 31.

M Co
M Co

Golden Fleece G
Co
Keyes S
Co
Lone Jack
Co
Lotomotive
Co
Lady Washington Con

Dbwev &

A. B. Bowers, S. F.

388,253.— Dredging

California..

Seobetabt.

50.. July IS.. Aug 22.... Sept 12.. J Crockett
5U..Aug 4. .Sept 7. ...Sept 24..
Grayson
25.. Aug 13.. Sept 17... Oct
8..D IVI K^nt

Nevada.. 35.
Nevada.. 34,

M

Tinplate— Coke

report of U. S. Patents Id

Co. 'a Patent Office Library, 220

NoTB.

America,

M

Belcher
Co...
Bullion
Co
Baker Divide
Co
Chollar
Co

Pioneer Patent QUICKSILVER— By the flask

Solicitors for Pacific States.

JOURNALS.

S. F.

ASSESSMENTS.

Charcoal

Dewey

DIRECTORY.

LooATioN. No. Am't. Levied. Delinq'nt. Sale.

COMPAlfT.

ToeCalk

Inventors.

Beported by

SHAREHOLDERS'

COMPILKDBVBBTTHirBBDAV FROM ADVBRTIBBHBNTB IN MiKINO AKD SOIVNTIFIO PaBSB AND OTHKR

Steel— English,

So the world's history is being repeated in by Dewey & Co., in the shortest time possible (by mall
California.
The mountains are being burned or telegraphic order). American and Foreign pateDf^B
obtained, and general patent business for Paclfio Goa jt
and bared, their water-holding power is being Inventors transacted
with perfect seourlty, at reasonabte
destroyed with the foretts, and the plains and rates, and in the shortest possible time.
valleys just springing into fertility are threatened by the torrent on the one band, and by
the demon of drouth on the other.
The forest of the mountain gives fruit to the
The forest is the friend of the farmer,
plain.
but the farmer will not put out his band to
help this friend now sore pressed on every side.
The lesson has been learned in other lands by
It seems that this is the
bitter experience.
only way that we can learn the lesson in
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Our Agents.
worthy of special mention:
Sales at San Franolsoo Stock Exobange.
Our Fribhss can do much in aid of oar paper and the
Automatic Gas Lighting and Extinguishcause of practical knowledge and science, by assisting
4.40
180 Hale & Nor
Wednesday Au gust 29.
ing Device. Richard F. Bridewell, S. F.,aBBign- Agents In their labors of oanvasslng, by lending their in- 283 Alta
95c
eOJuBtice.,.
.1.55
..95ol 300 Mexican..
3.10
fluence and encouraging favors. We intend to send none
150 Andes
or by direct and mesne assignments of two- but worthy men.
2.45
.3,601
50 N, Belle 1
., 1.35
thirds to Henry H. Allen and Mary Pender325 B. & Belcher...
G. W. Inqalls- Arizona Territory.
5.75
,,55c 300 Opliii
50 Bullion
A. F. Jewett— Tulare Co.
gaat of same place. No. 385,177.
Dated Aug.
2.55
50 Poto
,2 00

—

1

.

.

r

Mining Share Market.

21,
It remains " stale, fiat and " to some of the
insiders not " unprofitable," and this because
they possess the art of extracting *' blood from
a turnip." Then somebody seems to be quietly
gathering in certain stooks, but for what pur-

18SS.

This

device

consists

of

a clock-

work mechanism, which causes the revolution
of two cams.
One of these operates a lever,

C. E.

Williams

—Yuba and Sutter Co.'e.

JouN L. DoYLB— Oregon, Montana and Idaho.
W. W. THKOBALDa—Sonoma, Napa and Yolo Co.'s.
Nevada State.
F. B. Logan

—

S. J. LiTiLBFiKLD— Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and
which, through proper connections, turns a
San Diego Co.'s.
valve and admits gas to the burner. At the
same time it operates another lever, which,
Don't Fail to Write.
pose only those in the secret can tell, and this through suitable mechanism, draws an electric
adds occasionally a little more life to the mar- sparking lever back to position, so that when
Should this paper be received by any subscriber who
ket.
The "chippera-in," too, with their noise the cam relieves the main lever, the sparking does not want it, or beyond the time he intejids to pay
A
it, let him not fail to write ue direct to stop it.
and affectation of business, do a little in the same lever is thrown by its spring past the burner, for
postal card {costing one cent only) will suffice. We will
direction, and so the industry is kept on its and its electric contact thereby emitting a not knowingly send the paper to any one who does not
spark
and
lighting
the
gas.
The
other
cam
in
the
legs, with a show of something being done all
wiah it, but if it is continued, through the failure of
the while. Quotations for this week remain as its turn operates the first lever to turn the subscriber to notify us to discontinue it, or some Irresponsible party requested to stop it, we shall positively
before, shares having undergone the customary valve back, and thus cut off the flow of gas to demand paymentfor the time It is sent. Loos oarbfullj
Provision ia also made for runslight variations without any general advance- the burner.
&T TBB LABHL ON TOUR PAPBK.
ment. The present would seem to be a good time ning the lamps on the moonlight schedule by
to buy this class of " seonritiea," it being perhaps rendering the mechanism inoperative at any
Easy Binder.
given period.
equally as good a time to sell.

A

Bullion Shipments.

We quote shipments since our last, and shall
be oleased to receive further reports:
Ontario, Aug. 22, 16,905 ounces; Daly, 23,
],0,5S9 ounces.

NUMBEK of capitalists have taken the initiatory steps for incorporating a company for
the purpose of utilizing the water-power of the
Truckee river for operating stamp-mills and
mining machinery on the Oomstock, the power
to be transmitted from dynamos operated by
that stream to the lode on copper wire.

Dewey's patent elastic binder, for periodicals, music
and other printed sheets, is the handiest, best and cheapest of all economical and practical flle binders. Newspapers are quickly placed in it and held neatly, as in a
cloth-bound book. It is durable and so simple a child can
use it. Price, size of Mining and Scientific Press, Rural
Press, Watchman, Fraternal Record, Masonic Record,
Harper's Weekly, and Scientific American, 75 cents; postage, 10 cents.
cents.

Send

Postpaid to subscribers of this paper, 50
for illustrated circular. Agents wanted.

200 Belle Isle
435
20

Con Va & Cal

.2,60
...81
.3.76
.2.65

.

Gould & Curry

1

New York

«•<

2.20
2.75
3.00
1.15
3.10
7O0

M

100 S. B ft
280 Hierra Nn vada
£0 Utah
725 Uuio
msto ck
250

WCc

Metal Market.

Telegraphic advices dated Aug. 30th give the following

New

York

prices:

Bar SIL7KR— 91:|c
Borax— 9c.

per oz.

Coppbr-Lake— S16.86.

IROS— No. 1,622

00.

Lbad—?i4.32i((S—
Tin— S21.00C<?

.

The following is the latest by mail from the "
York Metal Exchange Market Report":

New

closing at iS16.70@16.SO. Transferable Notices (Lake) issued at $16.50<^
LBAU-Firm,at$4.81i@— spot. Transferable Notices
Issued at ig— .-<ft— .-.
Tin— Irregular at $20.10@21.00.
Prices generally ruling for metals not regularly dealt
in on call at the N. Y. Exchange, covering extremes of
buyers' and sellers' views. All prompt delivery. AusBilliton
Tin,
Tin,
tralian
;
Baltimore Copper, §14. 75@15,00;
Banca Tin,
Orford Copper, S15.25@16.25; P. S. C. Copper,
Foreign Lead, S4.60<a4 7; Foreign Spelter,
$5.40@G.60. AntimonTt S9.75@1S.60.

CoPPBR—Steady, spot

.

.

@

;

@

;

@

@

I
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Please Remit.
Too Urge a Dumber
arrets on

of our subscribers are

Now

this paper.

make an

that they should

amount due us

for subscription

in

in justice to

upon

suh^cribers

all

for

it is

YOUR OWN PRICE

and we are obliged

targe to us,

to urge

In a healthy locality where £ettlemeut

vancing and now railroads are being constructed.

The

Sampling Works
The works

are s'tuated on

for Sale.

&

A.

P.

,

A. Johnson, 307 Montgomery street (the Nevada Bank building) is the general agent of the Stiles
quartz machinery, and offers easy terms for IntroJ.

duction.

Gold and Silver

Extraction

of

By

o( 8

rooms, good barn, blackHinith

fencing, only i miles from railroad switch and

from Tulare

Or,

7

terma, as ht

-lUl'OltTERS

loan of ^OOOO or

more can

ren.ain on

Sold by

cloth, $3.

RANCHER,

STEAM

Box 27, Tulare City, CaL
August

1,

I8S3.

H.H.H

1880.

QIAMT BOCK BREAKER.

HORSE IINIMMI,

Westinghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Rock Drills and Air Compressors.
Saw and Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,
Injectors, Oil Cups, and Lubricators.

BELTING.OILSand GENERAL SUPPLIES.
Wo
THE
-^

St., S. F.

UNION COPPER MINE. Calaveras
NEWTON COPPER MINE. Amador

A

Co.

For Sale by

all

FNGINEER,

CIVIL

^TSbnd

for Circular.
B. P.

C. S.

HALEY.

BEALD,

President.

Secretary.

"De man wot knows

it

all

is

alluz a-uiakin

change, a-buyin' ob experience." The man who
knows it all " about Pumps
does not think that he
can find out a great deal about them in Gfim^haw's
'

'

Pump Catechism. By mail, postpaid,
& Co.. 220 Market St.. S. F., Cal.

$i.

Dewey

and Stevenson

CO.,
SAN FRANCISCO,

Sts.,

CAL.

IRRIGATION AND RECLAMATION.
STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS of all kinds,
MACHINE TOOLS, and full line of
MACHINE SHOP APPLIANCES carried
freight

and pasaenger

use,

iii

Wash-

on receipt

of postage.

Address

DEWEY

&

CO., Patent Agents, 220 Market St.

S. F.

both

worm

DRILL COMPANY,
THE RAND
I*£ix*l^ I*l^oo, Kro-\7^ "STorlS-23

We are now so situated
with our new work3 as to
ofEer to the miners of the
Pacific Coast SMALL AIRCOMPRES^ING PLANTS

at

such prl ee that almost any
small mine cnn afford to put
in power drills il they have

AND PAT-

ROCK

DRILLSl^iiK

AIR COMPRESS0RSJ.I
GENERAL MACHtNERVFORg"

the duty or performance of
drills is not reduced with
UHe) it is nnlonper necessary

DRILLCo

I

to buy a CompresBor of
double capacity than the
drills are expected to require, io orxler to keep up
the Bupply of air ueceesary
on account of the wear of
drills and compresaor.
Besides havine THE NEW-

EST

Ml NINO,Tunneling,

RAND

I

AND LIGHTbST

de-

small drill plants,
the Rand Drill Company, as
is well knonii, has built, and
is now building, the LAROsiirned

23 ParkPlace nitimtxi^i

EST

COMPRESSOR

PLANTS IN THIS COUNTRY, and has patterns for all sizes up to 40-inchTdlameter of cylinder.
In respect to capacity IN SPEED OF DRILLING, perhaps it ia in order to say that in EVERY AUTHORITATIVE
CONTEST for speed jet initiated, the RAND DRILLS have, without exception, BEEN VICTORIOUS. This fact,
roupled with another important one, that the drills use much LESS AIK and cause LESS REPAIRS, has won for
thera nearly all of the Eastern mining trade, which has kept their works always busy.
Since the reasons which formerly restrained ua from the California market no longer exist, we are now
in the field for the busineES.
^g- SPECIAL ATTENTION is called to the latest designed sectional Compressor just built for the Eatopilas
mine in Mexico, and to the Compound Engine Compressor built (or the Anaconda mine in Montana.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS -i

for

free

ENTED SYSTEMS (by which

MAKERS OF

ELEVATORS

have able and trustworthy Associates and Agents

other advantages far beyond those which can be offered home inventors by other agencies. Tlie
information accumulated through long and careful practice before the Office, and the frequent

none in use.
Bv our NEW

SAN FRANCISCO TOOL
First

1863.

greatly to their advantage to consult this old

We

L

Typewriter Copyisia, room 7, N ». 240 Montgomery
St, S. E. cor. Pine, San FranciBco. A'l kinds of Copying neat'y and accurately done. Instructions given in
Typewritmg or Shorthand, either Stenograph or Pencil
system.

We

it

examination of Patents already granted, for the purpose of determining the patentability of
inventions brought before us, enables us oftep to give advice which will save inventors the
Book- expense of applying for Patents upon inventions which are not new.
Circulars of advice sent

glish branches, and everything pertaining to bunineBS,
for six full months.
have sixteen teachers, and give
individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
its graduates in every part of the State,

HY. JACKSON,
and SANITARY
121 Montgomery St., S. F.

MISSES OEVLIN, SIENOGRAPHKKS aud

O. H. STKONQ.

OO.'S

&;

ington and the capital cities of the principal nations of the world. In connection with our editorialj scientific and Patent Law Library, and record of original cases in our oflB,ce, we have

in Shorthand, Type Writing,
keeping, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the En2.

EWEK.

ESTABLISHED

FOR
College instructs

No.

Mills

24 POST ST.. S. P.
SFVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS THIS

Developed.

ROOM

Stamp

Fiteit IjEuy.

DruRslate.

COLLEGE.

BUSINESS

Gold Mining Properties Bought, Sold and
Propoaltions from priDcipals only eotertamed.

B.

SdeitiSe Fress

HEALDS

HAUSMAN,

SAFE DEPOSIT BUILDING,

W.

experienced, first-class Agency.

sales of

copper produce

of

DEWEY.

Inventors on the Pacific Coast will find

in Mines.

mines and purchase and shipment

Plants,

Bottle,

Co.,

Correspondent as Agent for Smelters in London, LiverNew York, Boston and Baltimore.
Twenty years experience, in California, purchasing Ores

management and

T.

XJB'WB'X"

pool,

Special attention given to

Works and Pumping

r

last 14 years the H. H. H. Horss
Jjiniment has been the leading remedy
for the
cure of Sprains, Bmises, Stiff Joints,
Bpanns, Wmdgalls, Sore Shoulders, etc.
?nd tor Family Use is withont an eqnrj
^r Rheumatism, Nenralgia, Aches, Paino,
_^rnises. Tuts and Sprains of ail characters.
The H. H. H. Liniment has many imit:;
tons, and we caution the Pnblio to cea
that the Trade Marie " H. H. H." is en
every Bottle ijefore pnrchasing, Fo<" ea^e
STorywhere for 60 cents and fl.OO lar

BUSINKSH UANAQBR OP

are prepared to give estimates for Hoisting

Smelters aud Concentrators.

H. H. H. Huree Liniment pnts

new hfe into the Antignated Horee

For the

Co., S. F.

and Commission,

420 Montgomery

CONCENTRATORS.

PUMPS.

E.

Dbwbv &

PULVERIZERS,

care of tbis paper.

D. RANLETT,

Mining,

:

BREAKERS,

BOILERS,

the property

Address

among Farmers and Stockmen

WORKS

ROCK

ENGINES,

about leaving the State.

is

four years at 8 per cent Interest.

Respective Metals vithout

tlieir

F. H.

SAN FRANOISOO. OAL.
AND lIANUFACTUREilS OF-

Live stock and farm tools aUo for sale at a bargain.

A

complete band-book on the subject extant; 164 pages
Illustrated by 12 litbographio engravings and
octavo.
Fully indexed.
Plainly written for
four wood cuta.

and dealtug

'\l\r.

Within Sixty Days,

C. H. Aaron.
Aaron'b LiAcnme Gold and Silver Ours, the moat

Ores,

uiKh

whom

miles

For 3?5 an acre and §4000 for Improvements, on easy

ks (Second Edition) and

Gi'ido Kustkl, M. E.

HORACE

turn
utlterti to

Syclxxey, ur. s.

21 and 23 Frement Street,

By

men. In

I.lOHTfj

and

City, oSors to sell

This rare book on the treatment of gold and silver ore
without quicksilver is libt^rally illustrated and crammed
fullcf (i\cti. It gives short and concise dcscriptiona of
various procewtcs and apmratutj employed in this country
ndiii Europe, and the why and wherefore. It contains Infi
)favei, ciiibrairiiig illubtrations of furnacrs, supplements
and working' np,aratUH. It is a work of great merit, ))y
an author wliotjert putation isiinsunirissed in his specialty
pRici:, $3, coin, i>ostage free. Sold hy Dkwrv & Co , I'ubllsbtira, 252 MarKet St., San Francisco, Cal.

practical

and ar« under coniplutc con-

and Showrooms, 323 PINE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

one artesian well capoble

wells,

atteiitloh

cuutractorti

PARKE & LACY,

which there

new two-

no

files

By Guido Kustel, M.
Quicksilver.

on

ri.|iilre

X'ox-tlA.zi.cl, C3x-.

level land, situated

district,

LightH

SKLF-K I-:(;UL,AT1NG ARC

Stotc-H

keep'ng 160 acres wet the year round, 6 mlloa of

uf

Books on Working Ores.

the

house

fltory ploatorod

shop, windmill, »everal

Or

ftOASTiso or

wooded and watered

I

are 910,000 worth o( iniprovomonta, Including

____^^

of this papor bound In
Bul>Ht«otial cloth bintlinis' with leathur back, cotaininK
six mODtliH* numbers iu uach, indexed, can be bad at tblti
ortice at 1^ pvr volumt;.

VoLruns.— Back

proprltitorof 480 acres of No.

In a well

K. R., Calico
Mining District, I-'aggett, Cat., and contain a firstclass Engine and Boiler with Ore Crusher and other
machinery, IMatforra Scales, Mill Scales, Assaying
Also upon the premOutfit, etc. all nearly new.
ises an office building and a comfortable dwelling
house (portable). The above can be hitd at a bargain.
Apply to GiLLESPY & Childs, 123 California street. Sao Francisco.

BoiTND

rapidly ad-

la

Reduction Works,

EDISON INCANDESCENT LIGHT,

Offices

selllement.

Mills,

Woctrical Syetouib (or lighting and

ol

Gas, Oil aiut CAti.Ue^ auiwreudul by the

satisfactory iiicandoei-ent Hyutom.

OvertOO.OOttliKhtain use in tho United

small, col-

Is

u( ovvry kiuJ.

ill kiiuls

Into duy and afford a nit-ane o( working t*'o wIu'Il- 24 hours; ln\ uhiutilc to
tiinv in au object. Kticiinattii) uiid dcttigiia on Application.

On Easy Terms.

paying up,

arrears

auil^OuMoor Illumination

The only completu and
trol.

we must now

ourselves
in

when paid

it

Whi!c to each Individual the amount
lectively

For Mines, Hoisting Works,
IniJoor

in pre-

and every one of our sub*

worth the price asked

advance, and

insist

FARM!

A

Arc Electric Lights.

KK-etrIc Motord, I>>nniit.>e, TranicaiB, Klevators, Siinialsan.l
iii'i^miftsiuu of puH'ur, either direct ur witti btora^'ti llattcrlt;^,

without further de*

been very earnest and sincere

senting a paper to each
scribers well

BUY

extra effort to remit the

AT

We have

lay.

&

Incandescent

the stron|;er reason

is

DEVEJ^MENT COMPANY.

ELECTRIC

io

we have been a

that

overkiod to such, there

Utile

Great Chance!
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80LK AGENT FOR

H. D.
220 Fremont

in

MANnfACTnitERS'

stock.

MORRIS,

St.,

San Francisco,

M PnECHASIHG ACEST,

Special attention given to purchase of

gear and patent double capacity

hydrauiic.

WATER UETERS

of the

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.

Worthington 'pattern.

ELECTRIC APPARATUS for the generation and distribution of electricity
and POWER. Keith System.
FLOUR MILL ROLLS ground and corrugated, Geak CtrTTiKG a Specialty.
ISF Prices

on applicatipij.

for

LIGHT

Send fok Catalogue. "ffi*

ADAMANTINE SHOES AND
adamjintini:.

DIES.-Guar-

ontecd to prove better and cheaper than any others.
Orders solicited, subfect to above ponditions.
H. D. MORRIS.
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

ENGINEERS,

CONTRACTORS,

and others interested

TUNNELING,

Tables

Engineers'

?M

in

UP TO

ETC.

SHAFT-SINKING,

CO.,

M him

.MANUFACTURERS OF..

MINING MEN,
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CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,
No. 119 Beale

St.,

San Francisco

-

-

BUILDER OF

WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS.

hjk-

apd ^acliipe

Irop

steam Engines, Flour Mill,
Mining, Saw Mill and
True to pattern and superior in strength, tougliness and durability to Oast or Wrought
Dredglns Machines
Iron in any position or for any service.
Brodle Bock Crusbers,
Progress
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
Side Walk and Hand-Power
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA-

of

WITH MAPS, ItLCSTKATlONS
AND FUL.I, DESCKIPTION OF THK

CHINERY CASTINGS

ELEVATORS.
R

Every Description.

of

'

SOFT and DUCTILE,

NEW YORK

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL,

AOUEDUBT TUNNEL

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

Henrickson's Patent Automatic
ManufacturerB of B.
Safety Catchee for Elevators. All kinds of machmnty
i^OKDBRS Solicited.
made and repaired.

UNION IRON WORKS,
SACRAMENTO. CAL.

&

ROOT, NEILSON

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.

OO..

MANOFACTCIRBHB OP

Section

16x16

Length 36

feet;

miles.

ALSO

from J to 3 inch diameter and Plats trom 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and other shape
Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
from 12 t-o 45 pounds per yard.
ALSO, Railroad aud Merchant Iron, Rolled
iron, Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Beams, Angle, Channel, and
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forglngs of all kinds. Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.
Steel

aiRD EDITION NOW BEADY.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION

Steel Rods,

Wagon, Buggj', and Truck

STEELi RAILS

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STEEL.
For CatalogusB, EetimateB, Etc. addreaa:

DRILL

ROCK

INGERSOLL

^B" Orders

21 Fremont

and

HUL

202 Karket

CO.,

St.,

[ESTABLISHED IN

2X3

0£B.oe,

Propeller Engines, either

for

Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging
Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR

A FolBom,

S. F.

rHORNTON THOMPSON

THOMPSON BROTHERS,
and Howard, S.F.

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

K.

ORTON.

J. U.

WILLIAMS.

Correspondence

solicited.

Mining Engineers.

KEITH,

N. S.

I

Inventor and Manufacturer of

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

OF ALL KINDS,

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.

Water

Pump

Pipe,

Tanks

for

AND

Salmon Canneries

OP EVKRT DKSCRIPTION.
Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at very moaerate rates.

Plants for ihe Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means

ASKNTS FOR TUB PACIFIC COAST FOR THK

X>e^n.o

Stea,xx3.

Etc.

Contractor for the Construction of Elbctrio Railwats

or Air Colnmns, Fish

Electricity.

of

DF»axaaa.-K>.

i^Send

SPECIALTIES

Office,

Corliss Engines and Tustin Ore Pulverizers.
DBANE SXEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Parlfler and Heater.

for Circulars {jiving particulara.

40 Nevada Bloct, San Francisco, Cal.
23 Stevenson St

Paciory, 11

<!a:

ISRAEL W. KNOX,
Gives the highest efficiency of any Wheel in the world'
and is everywhere recognized as the standard for high
pressure service.

UPWARDS OF

fiOO

IN USE.

From

12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
It is not only most economical of water, but the most
mple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, Hoisting,
Pumping, or any other purpose where water power can
used.

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION.
Power from these Wlieels can be transmitted by elec'
.tricity several miles with pmall loss, and rrade available
for running Mills, Pumping and Hoisting Works, Trim
cars, etc.
Address

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
ST.. SAN FRANCISCO, CAt

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three Kinds

of

Powder, which are acknowled(,'ed by

all

GS-I.A.:N'T

I»0"\7\7"I>E3et

or

GELATINE-DYNAMITE,

in

the Market.

33"S'Kr.A.3Mnm,

Stronger than Dynamite and even

Safer in Handling.

LAND CLEARING.

BANDMANN,
NIELSEN
& CO..
OENRRAL
«AN FRANOTSCO

FUSE

127 FIRST

for Sale

N.

W. SPAULDING
3 PAULDING'S

established 1866.

Inserted Tootli

specia'ty.
Round, slot
or burred slot holes. Genuine Russia Iron, Honiogeneous Steel, Cast Steel or

L.

Line, etc., etc.

Bxtra aizea and lengths made to order on short notice

an

T0BBS &

and 613 Front

St.,

OO.

San Francisco.

58 Market

TAKE

CHISEL

petersonTmodel maker,

aM

is.aylng,

San Francisco.

VAN DKR

NAILr.EN, President.

Aesayinpnf Ore", ?2S; Bullion and Chlorination Assay,
bull course of assaying, 850.

Blo«pipe As«ay, §10
$2^;
Si-nd for circular.

W A. GOODYEAR,
Civil

and

Mining Bngiuefcr,

MINING E.XPERT *sD UEOLUGIST.
office

of

tiiia

paper, San

Francisco.

BIT
.

CIRCULAK

Saws.

NOTICE

St,N. E. cor. Front (upstairs), San Francisco
Experhnental machinery and all kinds of metal, tir
copper and brass.

Driwing

and

AND

Zinc, Copper or Br^iss Screens for all purposes.
fornia Perforating Screen Co., 245 & 147 Beale St

INVENTORS,

Arcliitettnre,

Address " Biisiness Box A,"

QUARTZ SCREENS

A

American planished Iron,

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope
Sisa Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay
Rope, Whale

Oal.

723 Market btreet.

Manufacturers of

Francisco.

San Francisco Cordage Factory.

SttmylDg,

A.

CAL.

struction of Ditches, Flumes,

hurdy-gurdys, rockers, undercurrents, etc.; also describes
methods of blasting; tunnels and sluices; tailine^s and
dump; duty of miners' inch, etc. A very practical work
for gold miners and users of water.
Price, 35, post-paid.
For sale by Dewbt & Co., Publishers, 252 Market St., San

Furnished.

San Frftnclsoo.

St..

The History Building.

AGBNT.=1.

Practical Treatise on Hydraulic Mining.
By AUG. J. BOWIE. Ja.
This new and important book ia on the use an-' conDams, Pipes, Flow of Water
on Heavy Grades, methods of mining shallow and deep
placers, history and development of mines, records of
gold washing, mechanical appliances, such as nozzles,

237 First

Civil. Mechanical
Mining Engineering,

U

»T.rt

Offlne.

Practical,

Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blastand 13 used by allthe Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it hreaks more ground, pulverizes better and
saves time and money.
is aa dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and rxius is freely.

mg Powder,

& Supplies.

Mines Examined, Reports and Fstimates
Contracts made, etc

94 per cent of Nltro-Glycerlne, and

which contains

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
FOR RAIIiROADS AND

GAPS

AND PUaCUASINQ AGENT POR

Mines, Hieing Machinery

Of Different Strengths as Required

NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE,"

Mining and Mechanical Engineer

the Great Chemists of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of

all

logiie.

kinds

made

to order.

17 and 19

Send for Descriptive Cata

Fremont

St..

San FranciBco.

I

Woodworking Machinery,

Special attention given to

Steam and Gas En^qnes.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,

ENGINESsBOILERS

.

B

HANITFAOTIIKSRa OF OABTINOS OF BVBRT DBBORIPTION.
C.

DRY.

Cal.

WATER WHEEL

between Howard

OF GENERAL MACHINERY.
MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.— Flour MANDF'KS
Works, No. 315 Mission St., San Francisco.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,

THE PELTON

rat St.

EUREKA FOUNDRY,

Dry or Wet

Mill

to.

Proprietor.

'I

129 and 131 Beale St., between Miseion

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL

JOHN W. QUICK,

Golden State Pressure Blowers.

MINING MACHINERY.—

For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Kevnlving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Miu
ing and Milling: Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc and other metaU punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot'||Cut
hurred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. I to 15 (6ne),

San Francisco,

AMALGAMATORS,

Mold-Board

Hoisting Engines and
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Care, Pumping Engines
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

MILL MACHINERY.-Batteries

St.*

Works.

Iron

rUOUAS THOMPSON

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, SettI rs, Furnaces, Retorts, Concentrators, Ore Fpeders, Rock Breakers, Furnaces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc.

First

& Miners

High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

No imitation, no deception, no planished or rotten
Iron used. Only genuine Russia iron in Quartz Screens.
Planished iron screens at nearly half my former rates.
I have a large suoply of Battery Screens on hand
suitable for the Huntiugton and all Stamp Mills, which 1
will sell at 20 per cent discount.

Sacramento. Cal.

STEVENSON'S PATENT

S^t.21 X*X'A.ZX0lS(0O.

—MANUFACTUREHfl OF
MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-

Best and Cheapest in Aiuerica.

& 223

N & O Sta.,

dannfacture Iron Castings and Macbtner;
of all Kinds at Greatly Reduced Bates.

1S55.]

I*r©xi30xi.t St.,

BATTERY~~SOREENS.

%1

St., bet.

Proprietors.

St.

REDUCTION!

Orders promptly attended

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flouring Mills, Sa»v Mills and Quartz Mills Machinery
constructed, Stted up and repaired.

San Francisco.

IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES.

Boilers,

AND ALL RINDS OF

Front

Address

for Catalogues.

Engines,

Golden State

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.
GREAT

Send

PACIFIC B.0LIINO

FULTON

PARKE & LACY.
St.,

have prompt attention.

CO.,

RBFKSBBNTBD BY

8 California

will

Steam

T

ROSS B BROWNE,

Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,
No. 307 Sa-nsomb St., San Franxisco.

Back Filks of the Miming and Scirntific Prpss) unbound) can be had (or
per volume of six months. Per
year (two volumes) §5. Inserted in Dewey's patent binder, 60 cents additional per volume.

^

Sett.

1,-
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,000 OSZ^^LXiEZsTG-IEI
PRICE
OVER
t«u

1400

(SS7S.OO)

ARE NOW

A
Sau JfranciBCo.

arc merely Domlnal.

Street,

I

HUNDRED /ND SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

FIVE

O.

r*.

IS.

IN USE.

CooMiitratloDe aro Huan (rom the flrst workint,'. The we&r and
macbtue cui tw seeo la working urJcr ftii^ reaJy to make iosxs at 220 Freuiout

Tub Montana Company (Limiiecl), Lohdos, October 8, 1885.
DitAE Sirs:— Having t««t«d tbree of your Pnie VanoerB in a cjmpctitive trial witli othtr Bimilar machlDca
(Triumpn), we lia\c wtUfleU ourselves of the euperlurlty of your Vaimeni, as is evlJeDCoci by the fact of our havioK
ordered twenty more of your machioee for immediate delivery. Vounj truly,

TUE UONTANA COMPANY

(Limited).

N. B.— Since the above was written the 30 VanoerB havlOR bt^eo startvd gave euch «atiefactiou that 44 addiand more tftampa have been purchased.
ADAMS & CARTEIl.
Prou>ct.-.i by patents May 4. 1869; Decemt«r 22. 1874; September 2, 1879; April 27, 1880: March 22 1881*
Febiuary 20, 1SS3; SeptcmU-r IS, 1SS3. Patents aj.plied for.
tional Frues

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR

ADAMS & CARTER,

OR VANNING MAOHINE,

Room

7. No.

109

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

California Street,

CHALLENGE
ACCEPTED,
D

$1,000

P

I

pp

FIVE

HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS

The present improved form of the celebrated *' Triumph " Ore Concentrator poaseases many advantages over any
other style of Vanners, Vanning Machines, or Concentrators, yet introdoced to the notice of mining men. These advautages conBist- in the superior features which enter into their construction, and facilitate their operation.
They are constructed in the best manner; their frames being of iron, insures their solidity, durability, and perfect
steadiness of motion when operated. They are built as compactly as their requisite strength will permit, weigh less, re.
quire less freight space in boxes, by which their cost of transportation is reduced, and occupy less mill room when set upAn important improvement has recently been introduced into their construction, which consists of a Riffle Tableplaced in front of aud which takes the discharge from the feed and amalgam bowl. The improvement is in the recipro,
cal motion which is imparted to this table by the longitudinal motion of the shaking frame to which the table is attached. We have at hand many testimonials, from well-known Superintendents of mines in different mining districts
of the United States, bearing evidence of the eflGciency and superiority of this form of Concentrator, and we shall be
pleased to send Circulars covering such letters of testimony, and, as well, directions for setting up and operating these
machines, and are ready to quote special prices for any considerable order.

^g^^^: -/^^S'':^'

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS.
"TRIUNIPH" ORE CONCENTRftTOR.

COMPRESSED AIR

T^o^.

33 to SI

Saxx

I'reMa.oax't St..

X^x-fixiclisoo. Cet,l.

WATER POWER MACHINERY.

and

RIX & FIRTH, 225 and 227
NATIONAL AIR COMPRESSORS.

First St.,

San Francisco.

SINGLE OR DUPLEX, STEAM OR BELT POWER.
63 Sold on the

Paolflc Coast.

WATER WHEEL,

KNIGHT'S

MINERS' HORSE WHIM.
MILLS,

PUMPING AND

Over 300

HOISTING.

in use. All e»tiniatef4 g'uaranteecl. Serd for Circular.

All wrought iron.

NATIONAL ROCK DRILL.

No gears, nobreakage.

NOTICE.— All

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

the

Has

200 Sold on

Oqc- horsR will easily handle rock or water to a depth
3 50 leet, givioi: entire satisfaction to the prospector.
150 sold on this Coast.
Price, complete, $200.

this Coast.
iesH repairs than any
Drill.

other

our plates are gruaranteed

to

have

agreed upon, and are tested be-

full weifrht of silver

fore leaving our works, thereby avoiding: the cotoplainta

about light weight, made so often before we started
iu this branch of industry.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.
521 & 523 Market SL, San Francisco,

MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPBBIOK COPPER
OR PLAOBB MINES.
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.
ASSdjerS'

IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL,

GET OUR PBICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.
g^TERY

SAN

NOVELTY AND PLATING WORKS.
ia"o. 108 DF^ntsrr sa?n.Ei:En?.

FRANCISCO

For Saving Gold

in

E. G.

Our plates have proved the

best,

These plates can also be

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
DENNISTON, Proprietor.
653 & G55 Alission St., San Francisco,

Cal.

Silved Plnted Plates have always proved as represented. We have been manufacturing them lor 20 years,
and use only the best Lake Superior Copper and Kefincd Silver. Comparing our plates with those of other manufacturers,
mey. Our plates are used by all the prominafter repeated tests, we can safely guarantee much better plates for the same
ent mining men on the Pacific CoasL bEND FOR CIRCULAIL

NOTICE.— Our

m

MlDillg

Matefidl,

SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
for

hoskins-

hydro-carbon assay furnaces

QUARTZ, GRAVEL and PLACER MINING,

JOHN TAYLOR

iM

-masufacturbe of-

Agent

ATTENTION, GOLD MINERS!
WE ARE SELLING
Silver-Plated Amalgamating Plates
At reduced rates. Get oar prices. Three thousand orders filled. Fifteen medals awarded.
and far superior to others in weight of silve' and durability. Old mining plates replated.
purchased of
& CO., cor. First and Mission Sts.

-DEALER IN-
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-THECor.

&

GREGORY

H. P.

DOUBLE "ECONOMIC" STAMP MILL.

[Sept.

Fremont and Mission

1888

1,

CO.

San Francisco,

Sts.,

Cal.

lUFOBTERS AND DEALERS IN ALL CLASSES 07

MACHINERY
SOLE AGENTS FOR
WILLIAMSON

A. FAY & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
FRANK & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
NEW HAVEN MANUFG CO.'S MA-

J.

AND

BLAKE'S
P0MPS.

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

DRILLS.

IMPROVED STEAM

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

WEBBER CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

PERM BAND SAW

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

STURTEVANT

BLADES.

AND

BLOWERS

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTING INJECTORS AND EJEC-

EXHAUSTS.
SHIMER MATCHER HEADS.
BRAINARD MILLING MACHINES.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
We have here the Stamp Mill in a cheap and simple form. The high drop of the old stamp BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
is more than compensated for by the great weight (1200 lbs. each) of our stamps, and the ra- MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
pidity (300 strokes each per minute) with which they run. There are 4 shoes in each stamp, so SCHLENKER'S BOLT CUTTERS.
that there are 4S00 strokes of the shoes on the dies per minute. Less power is required than in HOLLOWAY FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
any other mill to do the same amount of work.
The Mortar has screens at both ends, giving ample discharge. There are no cams or tappets to wear or be adjusted. The stamps adjust themselves as the shoes wear.

Mill,

We

also

TJLTTJIM:
FBEUONT STREET,

&

ING CO.'S RUBBER GOODS.
LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS.
H. W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACKV
ING, PAINT, ETC,

FROM

2 TO 100 H.

P.,

ALWAYS IN STOCK

BO^WE]iT,
SAN FEANGISCO, CAI

Manufacturers of Mining and Sawmill Machinery^ Engines, Boilers, Eto.

WE T

FRISBE E

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACK-

ENGINES and BOILERS

have a suitable

Several Mills are now in the mines doing excellent work. The ''Economic" is not only a
mill for small mines, but we believe it is destined to supersede the old stamp in mills of the
LARGEST CAPACITY.

34 and 36

TORS.

DISSTON-S CIRCULAR SAWS.

YACHT ENGINES.

AN AUTOMATIC ORB FEEDER
Goes with each

AND HORI-

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

TOOLS.

POWER

BOILERS.

PAYNE'S VER'nCAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

SON'S MACHINISTS'

BICKFORD'S

HOISTING

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINBS

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

BEMENT &

BROS'

ENGINES.

L. C.

AND

SUPPLIES

MILL

LUBRICATING

MARSHUTZ

T. O.

MILL NATIONAL
N.

W.

OILS.

WORKS

IRON
Howard

Corner Main and

CANTRELL.

Sts.,

San Francisco,

MANUFACTURERS OF

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9000 pounds,
Stationary and Compound Engines, Flour, Sugar,
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
quartz to 40 mesh is in successful operaand Quartz Mill Machinery.

Saw

;

tion

and we guarantee

its

work

CASTINGS AND FORCINGS

AMALGAMATING MACHINES.

as represented.

„»/»„^.I,u^„

ALL WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED.

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

NATIONAL ROCKER aUARTZ MILL.
KENDALL'S PATENT, AUGUST

24, 1886.

3

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL,

H.

3E».

Sole Manufacturers.
The Patentee and MaDutacturers
cordially invite miners to critically

examine and pass judgment upon
this improved system of milling
and amalgamating ores in the following particulars:
1.

The

2.

The

3.

The

4.

cost is less than one-halt of
stamps of same capacity.
freight to mine is less than

one-half of stamps.
cost of erecting is less than
one-fourth of stamps.
The power todriveitis less than
one-half of stamps.

B.

The wear

6.

There

7.

In point of amalgamation it is
superior to any other machine
in use.
In its simplicity of construction.

is less

than one-quar-

ter of stamps.
is

no wear except on

shoes and dies.

8.

We challenge competition with
Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or and
other ore crushing machines

now

before the public.

d^'Send for Circulars and Price

IT

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

renewals will not cost over one-half as much as for Btimpa. Will run empty, or with small
of ore without iojary.
The attention of parties having Cement Gravel is called to this
Mill, as it will run 100 tons per day to No. S mesh; 30 to 35 H. P.
MILLS are the most economical ever built, and are extensively used with
record of several years. No grinding in pans. Mill finishes to any fineness desired.

SILVER

ORES

OUR DRY

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY,
GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,

HOOKER & LAWRENCE,

...

Gen'l Ag'ts,

461 Howard

Si.,

San Francisco.

145 Broadway, New York.

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL.

THE LIXIVIATION OF

And

amount

List.

WITH HYPOSULPHITE

(With

:^"Sr

C

SOLUTIONS

special reference to the Ruasell process),

.A..

S T i: T i: I"

DEI

Xi 33

T

.

The only coDmlete Treatise on lie Cbemislry anilllie Practice of llie LiilTialion Process
Published and sold by the Author, 18 Broadway, New York.
Price $5.00, Begristered Postage Prepaid.
Remittance should only

be

made by Bank

Draft, or by P. O.
C. A. STETEFELDT.

Money

Order, payable

to

the

order

of

J

Am lUu&irated
BY DEWEY &

Smm^i

CO.

the Star of Empire Takes way, and thus

Westward

its
is

to aay,

this Facifiu Shore;

it

haa here been arrested.

bordera.

And

so

haetened by an emigration from the west.

ago, guided by that auspicioue
was pouriog into this Oaliforcia
aaoh an immigration as had not before ooourred
in the history of our planet, whether reference
be had to the magnitude of the movement or
the conaeqaeucea that grew out of it. And yet,

According

Star/' there

much

thus

pioneera, let ua see

what

of

praiee

of auperior

to

An Improved Mining

of

not to her colonial posaessions

own

1888.

8,

Number

V.I

Work

Hoist.

10.

at the Mining Bureau.

to

haa the settlement of the great interior been

years

Forty

**

if

youth.

planted far beyond her

did so UDtil haviog reaahed

it

became a founder
She can point

Oalifornia

colonies even in her

Way,"

her coloniea

That

:)

SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

Fubllebers.
"

@f Mlmlmg^

We

give on this page an engraving of a stand-

ard type of hoisting engines designed and maoufactured in this city by Hinckley, Spiera &

Hayes
these

merit can

be claimed for this latter-day immigration, the

of

the Fulton Iron Works.

haa double cylinders, doable

with angle-tooth gears, and
mining.

The

hoist

and operatea
adapted for deep

reels,

is

Theae engines are 12x16.

A

special

As remarked by us
ing Bureau
tivity

is

last

now

just

week, the State Min-

much

the ecene of

and hard work.

Ae the

ao*

institution ex-

pands the labor of the superintendent and his
aasibtants necessarily grows apace.
But the
present ia with the Bureau an eapeoially buay
season.
Secretary Durden, -what with his

which come not here to plunder feature ia their aimplicity of construction and duties of cashier and curator of the museum
California and then leave with their gettings, their strength.
The working parts are on top and mineralogical collection, has his hands full,
how different the character of the people now bnt to make here their homea and enrich her by so that they are easy to get at in caae repaira doing, aa he always has done, the work of two
men. Not only so,
arriving in this State
bnt there haa lately
and bow ditfereofc
been auperimpoaed
the motivea that
on theae the further
have prompted them
duty of classifying
The
to come here.
and putting in place
men who ao poured
on the new gallery
into California theae
ago,

prepared for their reception the mineral

as

tnrera

of

mere adven-

decades

four

came

membera

—came

specimens,

hot to

curiosi-

that have

stay bat simply for

ties, etc.,

the purpose of secnr*
ing a portion of her

accumulated

only

then

form

known

mineralo-

kept
buay examining the

gist,

hastening away.

Not intending

a

Snyder, the

Prof.
assistant

wealth and

of

to

perplexing extent.

to

also

ia

ores,

and

fossils

abide

in California,

theae

Argonauts

other products of the

were indifferent of
her good name, and

eubmitted to him for

mineral

determination. In aa-

careless of her inter-

why

eats, aa

kingdom

him

sociating with

should

they not have b(eo,

for this purpose

considering the low

ao

estimation in which

perienced, Mr. Irelan

waa

has shown unmistak-

country

the

What

all

It

occupied

loving

and

aaid

during
of

that

his

many

practice,

yeara

been

found in error.
Then, too, the resi-

with arid plains ?—
Indiana,

is

a mineral haa never,

with mountains, so
scarred with deserts
and largely covered

wild

ex-

asBiatant in referring

be the future of a
land so emboaaed

land

one

able good judgment.

mankind.
to them could

held of

capatb and

dent

by

and

eaae-

trustees,
all,

the intereats and

Spaniards,

IMPROVED MINING HOIST MANUFACTURED BY THE FULTON IRON WORKS.

h alf-breed

fairs of

one

are giving to
af-

the Bureau

much peraonal attenThe regular meetinga are fully attended,
and no day paaaes but some of theae officials are
the American, accuatomed to different scenes they contrast favorably with the Argonauts, at now in use at the Ilex mine, in Calaveras
counseling or otherwise aiding thoae
and a different civilization, their hearts be- least in this particular, cannot be denied. That county, and another at the New London mine, present
having more immediate charge of the instituis proing all the while in their old homes. Not at they will in moat other respects make equally Amador county. This noisting plant
tion.
The moat of vided with indicators, etc.
all strange then that the pioneera on these good citizens is highly probable.
But it is on Superintendent Irelan himself
shores ahould have betaken themaelves to the these new-comers are people of means, are well
Mining Accidents. On the 30th ult. John that thfrburden of the labor as well aa the rebuainess that brought them here, purauing It educated and largely American by birth, poswhites. There could

but

be

little

here to attract or

to

satisfy

That may

contributiona of their wealth and labor.

be

necessary.

One

of

these hoists

is

tion.

—

with an eagerneaa and an energy that permitted

sessing alao other qualificationa calculated to

its auccesaful pros-

render them a valuable acquisition to the popu-

little elee to interfere

with

lation of the

ecution.

That there were among these early adventurera

many rough men may

theirs

waa a rough

life

Nevertheless, they did their

many

be conceded,

and rough

for

calling.

work well and

things even planned well for those

in

who

State.

Appreciating their

many

and the much that haa been accomplished by the pioneers, we welcome theae later
virtues

arrivals as

came

a desirable

addition to thoae

who

before^

An

Eastern mining company haa juat comnew 10 stamp mill at Old Oreana, on
the Humboldt river. The company's mines are
located in Trinity district, about eight miles

Henager while drilling in the Palouae country
loat an eye by a piece of steel from the drill
Hying off and striking it, August 23d John
Oberton had his arm broken and badly cut and
his right hand mashed to a pulp by a rock falling
on it in the Union mine at CopperopoUa, California.
On the 27th alt. James McKinnon and
John Murphy were caved on in the Alta mine,
near Gold Hill, Nevada, and sustained very

Hia duties, always manifold
and onerona, are juat now greatly increased by
sponsibility falls.

the large

amount

of preliminary

in the preparation of hia

ment
any

likely to be

work involved

annual report, a docu-

much more voluminous than

of ita predeceaeors.

For aome weeks past

the manuscript notea collected by his numerons
assistants in the field have been coming in at a

rate that would have appalled a leas resolute
and indnstriouB worker. Of this manuscript
thousand pages or more, all of
and preserved the soil of California to freedom,
The experiments made by the Union Electric there will be a
which win require to be examined and revised
besides constructing many improvements of a
Pennsylvania,
have
Lykens
coal
mine,
at
Co.
from the river. The ore carriea gold and silver
before being sent to the public printer. On this
highly useful and costly kind.
proved a sncceaa beyond all doubt. The loaded
and is free from base metals.
work Mr. Irelan is now engaged.
Not only so, but the "star of empire " having
and empty coal-cars in the mines are now pro- pleasant
A Wide Range. At Fort Benton, Montana, pelled by electric motor instead of the old-time That he will succeed in putting theae data
paused in its westward movement, they turned
ao industrioualy collected and generally reliable
the tide of ** empire " backward. lieatleaa and the records of the signal aervice show a range mule or steam locomotive.
Two years ago
in proper shape, producing finally a report alike
enterprising, these brave and hardy men di- of 170 degrees in one year.
A KILN of 300,000 bric|$ h^s been l^red ^t creditable to himself and useful to the public,
recting their footsteps toward the East, went laat summer, it waa 110 degrees, and the folTascarora^ Nevada,
we verily believe.
forth and peopled the wild regions lying off that lowing winter 60 degrees below.

them. They fonnded libinstitutions, adopted a broad public policy

were to come
eral

after

pleted a

—

severe injuries.
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Beasone for Adding all ike Hyposulphile
Extra Instead of the Ordinary Solution.

—

first reason is that, in treating raw ores,
the extra solution is nearly always used first.
As it is not preceded by any wash-water, but is
used on dry ore, no loss of chemicals occure at
this part of the leaching.
Secondly, in treating ** simple alkaline
roasted ore, the extraction of a large part of the
silver mu3t be done by hyposulphite of soda or
lime in the presence of cuprous hyposulphite.
Bat when bluestone is added to a hyposulphite
solution, it absorbs twice its weight of hyposulphite of soda or lime into the cuproas hyposulphite.
So, if ooly that amount of hyposulphite were present, it would all be absorbed in
this way, and the extra solution would fail in
this, the most important of its two uses, on
simple alkaline ore. The work of the extra, in
the use of it here recommended, is more quickly
done and at less expense of bluestone, in proportion (within certain limits) to the strength
of tbe solution in hyposulphite.
Thirdly, when the metals are precipitated
from the extra solution, it becomes converted
into ordinary hyposulphite solution, so that the
addition of hyposulphite to the extra is, in all
oases, eventually the same as adding it to the
ordinary.
Fourthly, as the extra solution, at the time of
making it, must have twice as much hyposulphite as the bluestone added to it, it is found
much more economical to add to the small
volume of extra solution sufficient hyposulphite
to raise it to the proper strength (say 1 75 per
cent) than to maintain the whole volume of
stock solution at that strength.
3.
Strength and Preparation of the Extra
Solutions Rail), Acid Roasted and for Alkaline Arsenical Roasted Ores.
The strength
of the extra solutions used on the above
ores varies from 0. 7 to 1.1 per cent in
bluestone, and from 1.5 to 2.3 per cent in hyposulphite.
This percentage of hyposulphite is
the percentage exieting in the stock solution at
the time of making the extra, plus that added
with the bluestone.
The reason why the extra solution for roasted
ores can be made up on the charge of ore is that
it is prevented from sinking into the charge
during its preparation by the solution already
in the charge, which stands level with the surface of the ore the outlet of the leaching-tank
being stopped while the extra solution is being
prepared. But, in the treatment of raw ores,
the extra solution is generally used on dry ore,
which would absorb the extra solution during
the preparation of it, and thus prevent the obtaining of a homogeneous solution.
4.
Strength and Preparation of the Extra
Solution for Simple Alkaline Roasted Ore.*— No
rule can be laid down for the preparation of
these extra solutions, as the volume required
may vary from four to six times the amount required to saturate, and the strength from 0.1 to
33 per cent in bluestone. Besides, for some
ores of this class, all or a portion of the bluestone may be used, as at Like valley, in the
first wash-water.
5.
Amount of Chemicals Required, and
E_fficiency of the Extra Sohttion in the Extrac
Hon oj. Silver. Table XVIII gives the amount
of chemicals required for strong, medium and
weak extra solutions, the amount of hyposulphite given in the table varying not only as the
amount of bluestone used, but also as the
strength^ of the stock solution. The table is
for Ousi roasted ore, which has an acid reaction, weighs about 70 lbs. per cubic foot, requires 11 to 12 cubic feet to saturate it, and is
treated in charges of about 9 tons.
Of course
an ore, requiring only 7 to 10 cubic feet to saturate it, would require less chemicals for the
various strengths of stock-solution.
A noticeable fact is the difference in amount
of bluestone and hyposulphite required in the
treatment of simple alkaline roasted ore, as
onmoared with Sacid-roasted ore. In Table
XIV, the six acid roasted ores require an average of 6.1 lb), bluestone and 4 9 Itij. hyposulphite, while the four simple alkaline ores
(Sierra Grande, San Miguel, Veta Grande and
Daly) require only 4.5 Iba. of bluestone and 2.9
Iba. of hyposulphite.
The average maximum extracting-power in
silver per ton of ore of a single medium or
strong extra solution in Table XVIII,. containing 6i to S lt)3. of bluestone per ton of ore, is
12.2 oz. per ton. This was determined in
21 experiments at Ousi on San Aatonio
and San Bartolo pre. For these tests charges
were selected, having tailings of 20 to 40 ozs. per
ton after the ordinary solution had done its
utmost work and had failed to lower the value
of the tailings fuither. The extra solution
was then used, on these charges sometimes
the strong and sometimes the medium of those
described in Table XVIII. Of coarse, on
charges yielding tailings of 30 to 40 oza. per ton
by tbe ordinary solution several extra solutions
had to be used to reduce these tailiugs to 6 or S
ozs. per ton. The results showed that the
use of
6i to 8 lb J. bluestone per ton increased the
average mill-extraction by 12 2 ozs. per ton of
ore, which is equivalent to 1.6S troy ounces
of
silver for each avoirdupois pound of bluestone.
At the Ontario, the additional extraction
caused by the use of two charges of extra solution of 9^ lbs. each was an extraction of 39.1
per cent of bS-ounce ore, more than could be
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only partially made good by the subsequent
leaching with the extra solution. But if the
extra solution is applied at once, the civprous
hypoBulpbite neutralizes and counteracts the
deleterious effect of the caustic lime, and leaves
the silver in a soluble form. Before the extra
solution follows the first wash-water, it has
been found beneficial to impregnate the ore
with a small qnantity of a strong copper sulphate solution. It can easily be seen that the
first portion of the extra solution, replacing the
wash-water, must become more or less diluted
by contact with water. This dilution may be
so considerable that an insufficient quantity of
copper is present to protect the silver from the
deleterious infiuence of the caustic lime. Therefore, after the leaching with water is finished,
and just before tbe extra solution is to be used,
about one or two pounds of bluestone per ton of
ore is dissolved in an amount of water equal to
from one to three inches on the surface of the
ore.
As soon as this sinks to the surface of the
But for some
ore, the extra solution is used.
ores all the bluestone may be used in the first
wash-water. This may be done when the ore
contains such a compound (usually carbonate
of an alkali or alkali earth) as will precipitate
all or a portion of the copper out of the wash
water, in the ore, in such a state that it will be
wholly or partially dissolved by the ordinary
or stock solution afterward used, thus making
the extra solution in the ore.
The bluestone,
when thus used, is added to about one charge

extracted by the ordinary solution in'either tbe
This is an additional
mill or the assay-office.
extraction of 34.4 ounces per ton or 17 2 ounces
for each extra solution with 9i pounds bluestone, or an extraction of l.Sl ounces of silver
per pound of bluestone. Both the Cusl and
Ontario were acid-roasted ores.

is

TABLE XVtll.
TABLB OF CHKMIC4LS REQUIRKD FOR EXTRA SOLUTIONS OF VARIOUS STKEKGTII8 FOR COSl ROASTED ORB; WEiGUrS OF
CIIBMJUALS PER. TON AND PER CIIARQaOFNINETONS.
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volume to saturate) of wash-water, which
be either passed through the charge only
ODce or circulated. If desirable, it may be followed by more wash-water, in orde^ to wash
out any copper not precipitated in the ore.
c.
Differences Between the Solutions.
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on to the surface of the ore oontinuoualy from
four to six hours. For simple alkaline roasted
ore the extra ia allowed to pass through the ore
as if it were the ordina|-y.

The extra solution for raw and for acid-roasted
ore should be followed by hot ordinary. Also,
in the treatment of simple alkaline ores, all the
bluestone may sometimes be used in the first
wash-water by adding two to four pounds of
bluestone per ton of ore to about one-half or
two-thirds of a charge of wash-water, after the
washing is about finished, and allowing it to
pass through the ore like the rest of the washwater.
It may sometimes be followed by more
wash- water; but usually it immediately precedes
the ordinary. In the treatment of alkaline arsenical ores, ordinary solution is used before the
extra, until nearly all the silver has been extracted whioh is soluble in the ordinary solution.
The extra solution is then used, being always allowed to stand from 6 to 12 hours in the
charge, although it may then be circulated. It
may be used cold or hot, but is always followed
by hot ordinary, when used cold. The formation
of a yellow precipitate, during the preparation
of the extra solution, which fails to dissolve by
the time the extra is ready for use, indicates an
insufficient amount of hyposulphite.
Acid ores and simple alkaline ores (according
to experience so far) shonld not be mixed in the
same charge. In case such a mixture should
occur, the charge should be treated first as if it
were alkaline ore, and then as if it were acid.

(or

Containing
Per
Cent

Hypo.

For

1.1

tion
1 2
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TABLE XIX.
ORDERS IN WHICH THE LEACBlNU-SOLUTIONS MAY BB
APPLIED IN THE TRLATMENT OF RAW AND
ROASTED ORES.

solution

Difference Bettoeen the Ordinary

bluettone.

in
per

in

o(

strong

one

cent

one

bluestone.

weak

Extra Solution and Between

and

the

-•OcOOO~JO:Cni»

Extra Solutions.
No extrasolutions are kept inatock; they
are made up fresh for each charge.
The extra

to

medium

to

to

1.

of

—

c
extra

bluestone.

the

contain

contain

extra

extra

in

per

solution for simple alkaline ores is used like the
ordinary, ^. e., without oirouUting, but differs
from it, it containing a fraction of one per cent
of cuprous hyposulphite, and in losing its
efficiency as an extra when precipitated.
For
all other ores, both raw and roasted, the extra
solution differs from the ordinary in containing
from six-tenths of one per cent to 1.2 per cent

ntain

per

30-

Only for a roasted ore which requires 12 cubic feet to
sflt'irate.

For cost

of these various

extra solutions see Table

XXIV.

At

:

.

:

the Ontario, when allowed to act on tailings from the ordinary Eolution, but very high
in value, or in other words when allowed to of cuprous hyposulphite, in being much less in
show its utmost efficiency, the amount of silver volume, and in being circulated, and also in
extracted by the extra solution was in value losing its efficiency as an extra when precipi
about 15 times its entire cost, including chemi- tated.
The extra solutions differ from each other as
cals, preparation and application, and the pre
cipitition of the metals from it.
When used on follows: For simple alkaline roasted ore, the
used cold, weak, in compara'
simple alkaline roasted ore, the extra solution extra is
may have a still greater effi:;iency in extracting tivsly large volume, is not circulated, and is
silver, due to its double action hereafter re- used immediately after the firtt wash-water; or
ferred to.
part or alt the bluestone may be used in the
For all other ores, both raw
6.
General Rules to he Observed
the Prepa- first wash-wMer,
ration and Use of the Extra Solution.
If the and roasted, the extra solution is generally used
extra solution is made at a temperature of over stronger, warm, as small in volume as possible,
120°, it should not be prepared until just before after the ordinary solution, is circulated, is folusing. Even cold extra solutions should not be lowed by hot ordinary, and no bluestone is used
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allowed to stind unused more than six or seven
hours.
For all ores except the simple alkaline
roasted ores, the t)tal weight of hyposulphite
used, including that existing in the stock solution, should be at least twice the weight of
bluestone.
For simple alkaline roasted ore, the
weight of hyposulphite used, including that
existing in the stqck solution, should be at least
three times that oi the bluestone.
As already stated, the extra solution is made
up either in a separate tank >or on the surface
of the charge.
The first method is always used
for raw ores, and for roasted ores also if the
leaching works are to be run to their utmott
capacity.
In this method about one-third of
the total volume of solution rt quired for the
extra solution ia run into the storage-tank in
which the extra is to be prepared. The proper

first wash-water.
Rea'^07is for the above Differences.
In
treatment
of simplu alkaline roasted ore,
the
First, in
the extra solution has a double use.
dissolving and extracting tbe silver and gold
compounds not soluble in the ordinary solusecondly, in protecting tbe siltion, and,
ver (and gold) from the iojurious effect of the
caustic alkali in the ore, while they are being
dissolved by tbe hyposulphite and are passing
out of the charge. The first is the regular use
of the extra solution, but in its second use it is
In this use of the extra,
of mnch more value.
the extraction of that part of the silver solubU
in hyposulphite only is done under the protection, so to speak, of the weak extra solution.
Rence the bluestone must be used at the beginning, and Hi use continued until, as shown by
experience, three to six charges of solution have
been used. Its use is then no longer necessary,
It should be remembered that a "charge of
solution " is an amount of solution equal to the
amount required to saturate the "charge of

in

the

—

2.

quattity of chemicals is then placed in the
chemical box, and the remaieing two-thirds of
the stack solution allowed to run in through
this box.
If this is not sufficient to dissolve all
the chemicals, some of the extra solution in the
tank is circulated through the box by means ore."
of a No. 4 siphon pump until they are disReasons for Circulating and for Small
3.
solved.
The reason for running one third Volume of Extra. For those ores on which the
of
the stock solution into the tank be- extra is circulated, it must be of a certain
fore
dissolving the chemicals is to avoid strength, say 0.6 per cent, to accomplish its obthe formation of the yellow precipitate (cuprous ject. Therefore, the smaller the volume of
hyposulphite) at the bottom of the tank, which extra per ton, the less will be the cost of chemiwould be dissolved only after considerable stir- cals per ton. The reasons for circulating the
ring.
In any case, however, the extra solution extra but not the ordinary, are two: In the
is stirred just before it is used.
In making up first place, the ordinary solution, in passing
the extra solution on the suiface of the ore, for through the precipitating-tanks, renews its
all except simple alkaline ores, the chemicals strength as an ordinary, and is ready to be used
are placed in the chemical box and the whole again.
There is, therefore, no reason why it
volume of stock solution required allowed to should be circulated before being precipitated.
pass through them.
The extra solution is The extra solution, on the contrary, in passing
stirred just before it is used, and whatever yel- through the precipitating-tanks, loses its eflow precipitate may be left on the ore will be ficiency as an extra, being converted into ordidissolved during the circulation. But in mak- nary solution. Therefore, the whole effect of
ing up the extra solution for simple alkaline the extra should be obtained before allowing it
ores, none of this precipitate forms, since it does to be precipitated, which can only be done by
not appear if, as in the treatment of them, the circulating it.
In the second place, the volume
amount of bluestone is considerably leas than of the extra is the smallest possible that will
one-half the amount of hyposulphite. In mak- saturate the ore, and, on this account, in passing up the extra solution for these ores, the ing through the charge only once, all particles
manipulation ia the same, except that four to of the ore might not be brought in contact with
aix extras are made up, each containing much it.
On the other hand, the volume of the ordiless chemicals, which
are not
circulated, nary solution is practically unlimited, the storand which are applied directly after the age-tanks being always kept supplied from the
first wash-water,
inttead of after the
or- precipitating-tanks at no additional cost for
dinary or stock solution, and cold instaad chemicals.
of warm.
Practical experience has demonManipulation of the Extra and Special
d.
stratad that if roasted ores containing an ap- E.ctra Solutions.
When the extra solution is to
preciable percentage of caustic lime are treated be circulated, the outlet leading to the precipiwith ordinary solutions after the first wash-wa- tating-tanks is stopped when the surface of the
ter,
as must be done if tbe old process extra solution has sunk to one-haU inch above
of
leaching is
used,
the result may be the surface of the ore. Steam is then turned
very dieastrous, and that; the damage dope into the siphon pump, and the eolution returoetj
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The special extra solution is merely an extra
solntioa which has already been used upon one
charge. When used upon a second charge, it is
always applied immediately before the regular
extra.
The main object in using it is, that the
regular extra solution may be diluted by a solution of its own kind, as it is snre to become
diluted to some extent with whatever solution
is in the charge.
Another reason is, that the
efficiency of an extra solution is not usually exhausted by using it on one charge. Its use
gftY^B

oh^mioals aPd gauses » higher extractioa

Mining and Scientific Press.
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of the fiitver, aod, for the a&me amouot of bluetODe per ton, the product is of ft higher (trade
"special exif the extra solution is used as a

Also the use of the " special extra " seoorea ft
of the *ilver from all
For instaooe, at
pftiti of the charge of ore.
Cusi, on Sio Bartolo ore, the tailingu from the
ozs.
lowest six inches of the tub averaged 7
On the other hand, while using the special extra, similar samples averaged 5,.'{ ozs.
It may he u^ed on any ore, in the treatment
of which the extra solution would follow the
ordinary. It is not ciiculated. but preoedes
the extra as if it were ordinary solution, and
passes from the charge on which it has been
Qsed dirtctly to the preoipitating-tanks.

more even extraction

The

To

the

many new

:

:

i

in

Japan.

private eoterprists

most remarkable is uoques*
tionably the Takashima colliery, which takes
ita name from the rocky island on which it
stands.
In its early days, and these are but 20
years ago, it was a petty affair, producing a few
hnndred tons annually for the use of Japanese
ftilt manufacturers, and occaaionnltv ftdamers.
Now its yearly output is about 500.000 tons
the sates last M>irob amounted to $50,000— and
ita vicinity to Nagasaki has the effect of bringJapan,

'

ht CoiUinu'd.)

Remarkable Colliery

Among

i

'

the

;

j

'

j

j

i

Eoglishmen are at length compelled to acknowledge that they have been mistaken about
the petroleum situation and what it presaged.
It has taken considerable time to get their eyes
open, and the awakening has not bsen alarming, but it has been attonuhiog.
Ss secure
they felt in the appearances of RucBian competition with Pennsylvania refined that the idea
of any material advance in the price was regarded bm out of the question. They find to
be true what the Derrirk stated several months
ago to bo probable, that the Kassiane are not
likely to sell oil at 5d. when they can get lid.
for it.
They have discovtred that Americans

CniiNG Glass kv Klectkicity.— Several of
the South Side glass factories are now using
adapted for electricity for cutting glass. Heretofore when
they wanted to cut one of the large cylinders of
doing the heaviest as well as the finest grades
wiodow-glasp. a simple bnt primitive method
of work.
The frame, oast in one piece, is waa UBed. This coosieted of the pulling
out
massive, and as rigid and steady as an inside from tlif furnace of a thin shred of glass heatei^
white.
This
was
quickly wrapped around the
molder, while it has every convenience for
bottle-shaptd end of the cylinder, and it burned
quick changes, all the parts beiog easily acoe&-

Improved Ten-Inch Four-Sided Molder.
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The machine here

'

;

I

!

I

illustrated

is

througli ur fractured tho glass.

It has a solid outside bearing for the
outer end of top cutter head shaft.
It has four feed-rolls, six ibohea diameter,
two above and two below; all are geared, the
upper and lower being independent of eaoh
other. The gearing which drives the lower
rolls is not affected by lowering the table to
The feedthe full capacity of the machine.
can treat the so-called Russian competition works are started and fit'>pped with a binder.
with juist such consideration as it deserves, irreThe boxes supporting the main arbor are so
spective of the magnifying power of the British arranged that the wear caused by the belt forcDress.
The days of bumhag in trade with the ing the arbor toward the oouoterahaft is conUnited States are fast passing away.
This fined to the bottom of the box so that the wear
country has outgrown the cnodition of such can be readily taken out by tightening the caps.
people as those wi^h whom England baa been
The bottom and both side beads are adaccustomed to trade outside of Europe.
The justable horizontally and vertically. By means
means of obtaining full and accurate informa- of a screw the spindle carrying the outside
tion concerning the affairs of the world are rap- head can be set at any angle, and the head may
idly anproacbing their own, and when pitted then be moved out or in without changing the
directly against each other with equ^l facilities an trie.
for ID formation, we have yet to learn that
The table, which is raised and lowered by an
American intelligence or ability in trade is in- iogenious device, is provided with adjustable
ferior to that of any nation. The petroleum sit- chip-breakers on both sides of the bottom head.
uation is becoming stronger from a variety of It also has an adjustable chip-breaker for the
causes over which America has no control, but inside head. It will dress ten inches wide by
tiible.

j

'

I

|

j

A

pair of tongs

had to be used in the process. By the new
method the glass cylinder is encircled with a
fine wirt-, the extremities of which are put in
ouuDectiuu with a small electric battery. It is
neoessarv that the wire adhere closfly to the
>Vhen a current of el'jctricity is passed
through the wire it becomes red-hot and heati
the gla^H beneath it.
Then a single drop of
water d< posited on the heated place will cause
a olean breakage of the glass clean around in the
path of the wire. Contrary to what takes
place with the usual prooess in the treatment
of this iraa U material, it is found that the
thioke'- the sides of the cylinder the better the
glass.

cut.

Ex.

Paviso.— A St. Paul gentleman
writing from Paris recently saye: " My obser*
vation of pavements in this city during wet and
dry weather confirms me in the belief that, all
points considered, asphalt is the kind to be first
chosen for all the great driving streets, of
course, not for those subj ected to heavy business
traffic.
Paris led in the asphalt innovation on
the ground of homogeneity of material, noiseAsphalt

EXTRA HEAVY IMPROVED TEN-INCH FOUR-SIDED MOLDER
to that port a large number of vesaela, some
obtain supplies of fuel for themselves, others
o carry the mineral thence to Shanghai, Hongvong and Singapore. It seems that a certain
kir. Fuka Keikichi, who is treated as the agent
colliery,
if people recently dismissed from the
'* raving of the mine as though it were
las been
suffering,"
and
and
misers
inferno of
jiu
over the work people as though
I' lamenting
Imong God's creatures none'were so wretched
Ind forlorn," and as a consequeDce the Japan
Mail proceeds to give a quiet and comfortiog,
'[hough deeply interesting, account of the great
lapanese colliery. But first the writer affords
glimpse of an extraordinary feature of the
:oUiery work at the port of Nasasaki, a few
Not less than
nilea distant from the mine.
liOOO women are kept upon the staff of the eaiprprise, for the purpose of filling the bunkerB
The method pursued
)f vessels there arriving.
Lighters carrying the
8 peculiar to Nagasaki.
loalcome alongside the ship to be supplied, and
vith each of them is a regiment of women and
These form themselves into a loop of a
;irls.

ng

ft

connecting the hold of the lighter with
In a moment the
.he deck of the steamer.
lands and arms of this chain begin to move with
urprising rapidity and the precision of long
)ractice, and little bags full of coal pass up one
ide of the loop and the same b^gs descend the
There is not a second's de
ither aide enipty.
ay. The business goes on with lightning-like
limblenesB, amid the laughterand chatter of the
iheerfnl workers.
The results achieved are
nost remarkable.
Under favorable ciroum
itances as
to receiving capacity, a vessel
tan have 400 tons of coal put into her bunkers
u an hour, and the neatness of the process is
ihain,

its celerity.

carcely inferior to
;anizatioa would scarcely be
Tapaa,

m

Such an

or-

possible outside

the tide is setting our way. The oil-wells of
Gallacia are producing much less oil than formerly, and are believed to be failing entirely,
Raasian production is not so great as it was.
The head has been blown off their territory and
the production went largely to waste, the outlay of millions of pounds sterling in the various lands trying to get a truly competitive
atticle with Pennsylvania oil hap brought no returns to the investment. The Egyptian boom
Burmah is not rfimunerative. Oriental
is dead.
countries, as well as Europe, have found,
despite false brands in imitation of the American product, that Russian oil is inferior to
American; that it is watery; that it smokes,
cracks chimneys, and the people in those places
where cheapness drove out American oil, clamor
The world is
for the oil they *' used to get."
fast finding out that mere cheapness in price
in
oil
more
than in anyeconomy
is not always
thing elce. This is the principal cause for
hopefulness in the present situation; the reason
why American refiners can look upon Russian
competition wifi what our English cousins see
fit

to

The day is
indifference.
all oil will not be considered
call

dawning

to be in
when
competition with Pennsylvania oil more than
all flour can be considered to be in competition
with wheat-flour. The black, tarry, bituminous stuff elsewhere obtained will be relegated
to its proper uses and prices, and may be used
on occasion as a substitute, when necessary to
prevent extortion, but never as a competitor.
Derrick.

Sunflowers are used in "Wyoming Territory
The stslks, when dry, are as hard as
maple wood, and make a hot fire, and the seed-

for fuel.

beads with the seed in are said to burn better
than the best hard coal. An acre of sucflowers
will furnish fuel for one atove for a year,

four inches thick on four aides, and the table
will lower 12 inches.
Each machine is furnished with five heads
and iHve sets of plain cotters and one extra
spur feed; also with necessary wrenches.
The t'ght and loose pulleys are 12-inch diameter by 7-inch face, and should run 850 revolutions per minute.

lessness, perfect surface drainage and the ease
with which the streets can be repaired. The
asphalt is a charming pavement. The smooth'
ness is exhilarating to the driver.
He feels like
driving to the portals of the day if he could.
There is asphalt and asphalt. Some of it is
good; some of it is bad, and there are base imitations of it in crude mineral tar or manufactured tar mixed with pulverized minerals of
Alaska Fde Company. Aaa Williams of earth. In all good asphalt pavements the asphaltum rock is heated to i200^ or 212°; is comNew London, Connecticut, who has been en- pressed
while hot and when coal assumes all the
gaged in the shipping industry for many years, essential qualities of the original rock. The
and is a member of the Alaskan Fur Seal Co., Sutnmit-avenne pavement is a fine one. In the
was the first witness before the House Com- city of B^ilio asphalt pavements are in high
mittee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries. favor. About 500,000 square meters of the
Williams gave a history of the seal fisheries pavement are in use there now, and much more
from the tim*) the industry began in the south- is ordered this year at 17 marks 50 pfennigs
ern seas. As early as 1799, he said, Kussia the square m' ter
S4 75. Asphalt is well
leased the privilege of taking seah.
It didn't adap*'ed to the Minnesota climate. The prophets
nay, and this led to ceding the islands of St. of evil have been disappointed."
Paul and St. George to the United States. After
the seal islands ceseion to the United States,
Quantity of Salt Imported. The qnaLtity
witnoBs said he bad a ship fitted out and sent of salt imported into the Uoited States dunog
to the seal islands.
Four or five other firms did the fiscal year ended Jane 30 1888, was 690,th^ same thing, and there were taken that year 346.246 pounds, worth 81,156 962 against 778,probably over 150,000 skins. The tendency of 336,362 pounds, worth SI, 438, 031, imported
Perceiving during the preceding ti?cal yeaif. The duty paid
this was to destroy the industry.
this was the case, witness came to Washington on the quantity of salt imported Uet year was
and urged the enactment of the present law, about £8.000,000. This went into the United
limiting the number of seals to be taken, setting States Treasury, and relieved the American
apart these islands as a seal reservation and let- people of the payment of this sum. If salt were
ting out the privilege. The stock in the Alaskan on the free list, as proposed in the Mills bill,
Company is held by citizens of the United it would go into the pockets of the foreign pro8*^ates.
The capital stock of the company is ducers.
$200,000. The contract only extends to the two
Deadly Bombs in Scrap Heaps. Seventern
small islands of St. George and St. Paul, and no
other part of Alaska. The company, however, deadly bombs of the anarchist pattern were
carried on operations in other parts of Alaska found in the scrap-iron pile of the Swift Iron &
just the same fts other companies were privileged Steel Works, near Cincinnati, where it h^d
b^es gathered from various sources.
to do.
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NEVADA.

poses, which is obtained from the South Yuba canal,
The prospects of this
the pressure being 200 feet.

gUMMAF^Y,

rr^lNljNlG

old mine, which was once a good dividend-payer,
are considered excellent, and when the new mill is
ready the drifts and slopes will be opened up sufficiently to keep it constantly in operation.

The following la mostly condensed from Joumala jmhliflhed
1q the Interior, in proxiinlty to the mines mentioned,

CAI.IPOBNIA.

Wasboe

yesterday owing to the closing
Jacket shaft for repairs.

District.

Justice.

down

1888

of the Yellow

—Are running north, southeast and

Comstock Mines. — Territorial Enterprise, Sept. on the 600 level and taking out
The prospects for miners and workingmen gen- drifting without stopping. Are

east
ore as il comes in
hoisting about ig
have about 2500 tons of milling ore

have been exceedingly blue on the Comstock tons daily, and
on several former occasions, but they have seldom OQ the dump.
been worse than at the present writing. This comes
Andes. From the west drift on the 350 level are
Iowa 'H.iia..— Republican Sept. 4: The supply more from the fact that outside mining camps in now going north in a streak that looks promising,
of water for mining purposes on the Iowa Hill Nevada are in the dumps than from our own demer- yielding a little ore.
Are going south on the 240
At the Morning its, and from the further fact that great expectations- level from the west crosscut on a streak that is lookdivide is very limited this year.
Star they have water only about 20 hours a week, were pinned upon the bright prospects revealed in ing well.
and they arc cleaning up from 40 to 50 ounces a our mines by the development of paying ore bodies
Crown Point.— The south drift from the 201
week, which is the yield of half an ounce to the car- which induced miners to invest their earnings, from
owing to untoward circum- level cros&cut is in 28 ftet, having advanced z8 let
load. /The Pioneer mine is developing splendidly, which investments,
during
The face is in soft poiphyry,
the week.
have
realize
dollar.
they
been
unable
to
a
and their new machinery is now on the way from stances,
San Francisco. They have struck a big body of Here they have invested their earnings of the past showing seams and streaks of quariz.
forYellow Jacket.— Stopp;d the hoisting works
ore in the south drift of the 340' foot level of the year, and here they propose to recuperate their
The outlook to do this is anything but pro- yesterday. Will put a new foundation under the
Pioneer, which Superintendent 'Lightner reports to tunes.
be 30 feet wide and worth $ro a ton. At the Red pitious. There are nearly 500 more miners on the machinery. The work will tike a month, The
Point they are short of water, but aref'driving gang- lode than can find employment under the most fa- shaft itself is in first-rate condition.
ways and preparing to lay 6000 feet of 7-inch pipe vorable circumstances. It takes money to make monOphir. On the 1465 level the o'd east Axx^i is reThere is ey. Wouldn't it be better for the surplus miners to opened 150 feet. The southwest drift from upraise
to bring water from Humbug canyon.
Twenty inches are go elsewhere to earn the means with which to recu- No. 2, 36 feet above the track floor of this level, is
plenty of water in the canyon.
running now. and this is the driest season known perate their fortunes than to drag further in debt and still being retimbered.
When this water is led to the Red Point be unable to take advantage of opportunities that
for years.
Best and Belcher.— On the 1300 level the north
Everything is at a
mine it will be sufficient to run their blower and to may be offered in the future?
drift repairs have been complet-id, and have rewash all the gravel. The gravel from the gang- comparative standstill on the lode, and will so remain
sumed
work in west crosscut No. i from the El
winter
snow and
ways averages $5 to the carload and improves as until milling power is afforded by
Dorado tunnel level.
they go east, J.i B. Hobson is driving a prospect rain, when operations will be resumed on a scale
Seg.
Belcher. The south raise is now up 60
tunnel with two shifts of men at Indian Springs, commensurate to afford employment for a number of
above Red Point. He h^s broken into cement and men 500 less than are now working or desiring work feet vertically above the southeast drift. No change
will £oon sink a shaft.
The Hogsback tunnel is in on the lode. This fact is self-evident, and working to report in the ground run through.
over 600 feel, and has lately been running through men should properly digest it rather than trust to
Sierra Nevada. —On the 520 level, east crosscut
some very hard rock. The first upraise will be made their lucky stars, and swallow disappointment instead No. 3 is advanced 292 feet. It is slill in jporphyry
at 1100 feet, which they expect to reach the latter of beefsteak and Dayton potatoes at the outcome. with clay slips showing some water.
part of October.
At the Drummond mine near By throwing off our extra working population every
Benton, Worked has ceased. President Hill is
Cottage Home, Mr. Hobson has sunk a new shaft line of business and the workingmen themselves will
expected on the lode shortly, when operations will
500 feet deep just south of the old works, and has be benefited. Our unemployed men the year around probably be resumed,
developed a new ledge seven feet wide, which goes is the biggest drag-net from which we suffer, and
Chollar, Are doing the usual work of prosp'ctabout $10 a ton. William Cameron has bought they are doing great injury by staying here. If this
the right of redemption of the Golden Gate mine, is not sound or plain talk, we would hke to know ing and repairing in the mine, but are not hoisting
ore at present.
formerly the Bowley claim. The price was some- its fallacy.
thing over $3000, and Mr, Cameron will open it as a
Alpha and Exchequer. Drifting north on the
Con. Cal. & Virginia.— On the 1300 level condrift mine,
H, Hoorman at Wisconsin Hill is open- tinue retimbering the main south lateral drift. Con- 382 level and sinking and timbering the shaft below
gravel tinue to extract the usual quantity of good ore from the 500 level.
ing up his claim for drifting, and the
yields $4 a car on the dump without crushing.
His the stopes east of the winze sunk below the 1435 levIowa. Nothing new to report this week. Are
mine is on the same channel as the Morning Star. el. On the 1500 level are continuing to extract ore making tests of float rock and also of rock near the
Mclntire is pegging away on his prospect tun- from the southeast drift run from the upraise above surface.
J. J.
nel.
challenge, Prospecting on 1000 level continAll the miners say that the Pioneer is the comthe parallel noi-th drift, 58 feet above the track
ing quartz mine in the country..
The east crosscut from the main ues and repair work throughout heavy ground in the
floor of this level.
mine
also.
On the Forest Hill Divide.—The old Dar- south drift is in 242 feet and has connected with the
Baltimore, Are crosscutting in the ledge oq
On the 1600 level
danelles and the Baker Divide Companies having soutlieast stopes on this level.
the
Upraise No. 2 in very good ore.
338 level.
opened their mines and equipped them with first continue to extract ore from the stopes around upAn east drift from the top
class plant, are now operating with success.
The raises Nos. I, 3 and 4.
Bullion. Are drifting south on the 640 level
Paragon mine at Bath is paying richer than ever, of the upraise at the north line has connected with a and are crosscutting east 6n the 500 level.
A short time ago an extensive cave In the breast west crosscut from the north drift from the Con. Va,
SdOKlTON. The south drift on the 500 level has
occurred, which uncovered richer gravel than had ever shaft on the 1500 level, making a valuable airway. been extended 15 feet during the week,
before been seen in the mine.
According to report, On the 1650 level, the upraise above the drill runPotusl Progress only is reported in the work of
the deposit pays $20 to the carload, and is equally ning south from the east from the Con. Va. shaft is
rich from top to bottom.
The Gray Eagle shaft is UD 23 ff et. Ore is being sloped from the south drift, exploration and repairs in this mine.
Union Con.— [Report is identical with that of
down 350 feet in chocolate-colored cement, simi- During the week 1114 tons and 270 jjounds of ore
lar to that
overlying the pay gravel in other were shipped to the Morgan mill, and 1565 tons to Mexican.]
Belmont District.
The average assay value of all
mines in that vicinity. The shall is deeper than any the California mill.
other shaft in the Spring Garden mining district, the ore worked at these mills during the week, acSpanish Bel-v.— Courier, Sept. i; The BarceThe pump5 handle four inches of wattr. Ten men cording to battery samples, was $3520. Bullion lona mine, Spanish belt, never looked better than jt
are employed in the Live Oak mine.
The necessary valued by assay at about $65,000 now on hand in lo- does nowi There is an abundance of rich ore in
number of drifts have been run to open up the c\l office. Bullion shipped to the San Francisco of- sight ready for sloping, and sufficient low-grade ore
mine for systematic working. The indications are fice during the past week valued by assay at $70,- to keep two or three concenlra ting-mills steadily emthat the mine will soon become good paying propThe Yellow Jacket shaft stopped work yester- ployed can be easily extracted. The Monitor Belmont
966.
erty.
Sixteen men are at work completing the May
day, and of course the shipments of ore to the mill ought to be repaired and the high-grade ores
flower tunnel.
The work is progressing rapidly, Brunswick mill from the Confidence mine, which was worked at home. This mine is one of the most
and the time will not be long before the miners will hoisted through it, have ceased.
During the stop- extensive on the coast, and when it is properly
be at work taking out gravel from this wonderfully page the foundation under the hoisting machinery opened by a perpendicular shaft of sufficient size
rich channel.
new
timbers,
which
are now on for its advantageous working, il will prove one of
C.
Scott
has
begun
work
on
his
supplanted
by
will
be
J.
Volcano Canyon mine. It is reported that William the ground.
Everything is out of plumb, causing the most productive mines in America.
Muir has formed a company to run a big tunnel into the breakage of spur wheels, etc. and the work is
Other Camps. The mines of Northumberland
the Divide at Michigan Bluff.
It is intended to be imperative.
The repairs will occupy fully a month, district are producing good ore, James Laity's
the working tunnel of all the mines on the divide during which time the mill will also be overhauled.
mine, East Belmont, is producing high-grade ore.
above Michigan Bluff. The work will be done by Below we give such information as we have been able
Only 14 men are now at work on the Seligman,
electricity.
to obtain in regard to the leading Comstock mines.
There seems to be a general depression all over the
Shasta.
Hale and Norcross.— Since last report have .Stale, and very many men have in the past month
Gk^e,7.m.1te.i.is.~ Republican Free Press, Sept. hoisted 1250 tons of ore from the 600 and 700 levels, been thrown out of work. Two teams of ore left
i:
A. B. Paul of the Calumet mine and mill has and have shipped to the Nevada mill 1190 tons. yesterday for Eureka— Matson, with about 15 tons
added 20 stamps to his mill, and will shortly put in Average battery assays $41.64 per ton. The stopes from Swansea Canyon, and Isaacson with about six
20 more, also built a fine suspension bridge across throughout the mine are looking very well. The tons for Jacobson & Simons. The following shipthe river.
Parties from French gulch inform us that west drift from the 500 station has been advanced ments of ore were made last week to the Eureka
Baker, Fox & Johnson have discovered some good 85 feet, making its total distance 275 feet.
Have furnaces: From the Sub Rosa mine, 2^ tons;
prospects on an extension of the Wheeler ledge, and bullion on hand and previously shipped amounting White Piiie,
7 tons; Reveille, 4% tons; Williamsthat the whole country is alive with prospectors. At to $70,400 on August account.
burg, 4?^ tons; Mineral Hill, I'A tons; Lincoln, 4
Squaw creek the new mill on the Crce=us mine will
tons; KenSavage.—
Since last report have retimbered 57 ions; Northumberland, 5 tons; Tybo, 8
soon' be in operation.
A 200-foot shaft is being put feet of the main vertical shaft, and a few days more tuck, 2% tons; and Dirtimick, 18 tons. From the
down on the mine.
work will leave the shaft in good working order. Leonie mine, 32 tons; Members, 29 tons; and Silver
Sierra.
The south drift on the 500 level has been advanced Connor, 56 tons.
Candelarla District.
About Sierra City.
Mountain Messenger, 44 feet, making its total distance 244 feet. The car
Sierra Buttes and Young America compa- samples from the face of this drift average $30 per
Sept. I
Mount Diablo Mine,— Walker l.a.ke Bullett ft,
easing
prospecting
and
timbers
on
the
Are
nies are steadily crushing with all their stamps. The ton.
The winze below the sixth level is down 13
Sept. i:
Marguerite company is preparing to resume work. several levels of the mine.
The
feet and shows a few inches of low-grade ore.
Mr. F. Morris will superintend operations. The
Alt A. — Extracting the usual quantity of ore from crosscut in the intermediate east of (he shaft, be*
Empire company. Gold valley, has begun again to de- the 825 level, and the mill machinery is running tween the fifth and the sixth levels, has been stop*
velop its property,
Mr. Helling is making great ef- smoothly. The Keystone machinery is also run- ped and a drift started in the ore found in this cross-*
fort to bring the mine out, and ait wish him success.
In the west intermediate between the fifth atid
ning well, and sinking to crosscut with the up- cut.
The Buffalo mine, Hog canyon, looks very promis- raise from the 695 level has been resumed. Are sixth levels we have two small- stopes, both yielding
ing, and is likely to become the best paying claim in opening a new station In the Alta and running a ore of fair grade.
The main slope between the
this vicinity.
It is expected that a lo-stamp mill
The
fourth and fifth levels is giving some $60 ore.
drift to the west to cut the vein on the 725 level.
will be erected before snow flies. The Mountain ledge
Occidental,— In the lower tunnel, 150 feet south west slope above the fourth level shows some imappears very fair. Messrs Gunzburger & Snnderhaus
third
level now
on
the
provement.
The
east
slope
of ihe north incline winze in the south drift, at a
are there superintending the work.
The Kentucky point
shows but little ore. East of the shaft between the
14s feet from the main tunnel, east crosscut
small
company has ceased operations for a short time, No. 2 has
been extended four feet; total, ij feet. second and third Icveb we have a slope on a
and a lo-stamp mill is soon to be erected. Jack Extracted
The hanging st^pe belode
that looks promising.
shipped
to
tons
of
ore
and
the
Doug132
Lloyd and John Iseman are opening a new mine at
five
inches
levels
Shows
second
and
third
tween the
lass mill 150 tons the assay value of which per wagon
Port Wine called "Catch It il You Can."
of $300 ore.
The east slope above Ihei second level
samples was $32 per ton.
The intermediate
is giving considerable $30 ore.
Trinity.
the
level
east
crosscut
is
out
On
Belcher.—
570
stopes between the first and second levels show no
At Cinnabar.—/<;«;v/.7/, Sept. i: Everything 185 feet. No change to report in the ground. The change. We have a north crosscut between these
repairs to the vertical
is in a flourishing condition
at Cinnabar.
levels that is now in 16 feet and shows a few inches of
The Al- face is in soft porphyry. The
toona quicksilver mine is being worked by a force of shaft are completed. Are repairing the sheave at $100 ore. A north crosscut has been started from the
about 12, who are engaged in getting out ore and the head of the incline. The Sutro tunnel drift is west drift on the first level and is now in 23 feet.
developing the ledge. The company will soon be- out 620 feel.
The east drift above the first level is in 259 feet.
gin working the ore and producing quicksilver.
Utah, On the 472 level, in the north lateral The slope above this level shows no improvement.
About a mile from the Altoona the Dacks are sluic- drift opposite west crosscut No. 5, or 150 feet north
Pioche District.
ing in their claim and have done well this summer. from the point where the incline upraise was carried
Yuba Mine.— Record, Sept. i: The winze orf
Indications point to lively times in Cinnabar the to the 372 level, an east crosscut has been advanced
this mine from the nth level has reached a depth of
coming year.
32 feet. The formation is porphyry showing streaks
12 feet, showing the vein of high grade free ore to
of quartz.
Tuolumne.
continue regularly in width and richness. The last
Gould and Curry. All the work during the vein sample at a point where the width was 13 inche:?
New Mill.— /;/£/fi;Jf/;f/^«/, Sept. i: The4o-stamp
week has been confiued to repairing the main shaft assayed 500 ounces silver per ton. The crosscut
mill at the Eureka Con. mine is being erected with
Have dis- from the 12th has now, in ten days' time, penetrated
all possible dispatch.
It is thought that it will be and airways leading to the old stopes.
continued
shipping ore lo the Douglass mill, as the north toward the ledge 30 feet. This remarkable
completed in about two months. It is doubtful,
however, whether there will be any water to run it yield per ton was below the cost of extraction and progress was owing partly to the existence of an oper^
before the rains come.
The Pinenut mine, situated milling,
fissure running with the work across the country to-r
Mexican.— On the 1465 level a joint Union drift ward the main ore fissure. The Yuba Co. has herer
near Turnback creek, is reported as looking exceedingly well.
A drift h.is been run some 80 feet on started from the east drill from the Ophir shad at a tofore been paying $75 per month for water from the
the ledge; the width of the vein cannot be told, as it point 150 feet in, is advanced no feet.
Floral Springs, for their hoisting woiks.
The manis continually increasing in size and no crosscutting
Confidence. Last week shipped 182 tons of ore agement of the estate of the late R, H. Elam, who
has been done, but it is supposed to be seven or daily to the Brunswick mill, average battery samples owned the water.decided to raise theprice to $150 per
eight fett.
Shipments stopped iflQilth, A3 Ibis does not meet the views of (be
of which were $26.50 per Ion.
erally

Placer.

Amador.

[Skpt. 8,

—

,

Sutter Creek.— The thermometer has marked
over TOO every day the past week. Sinking at the
North Star mine is completed, having reached a
depth of 650 feet. Drifting has been commenced at
In all prcbabiiity ihey
the 600 level, running east.
will not drift far until there will be another drift
run for a considerable
will
be
and
both
west,
started
Everydistance before they will be abandoned.
favorably
at
the Wildraan mine.
on
thing is going
The first 100 feet sinking will be finished in another
week, when they will cut a station and explore the
ledge, which from present appearances is very good,
and the mill will be likely to run day and night.
However, sinking will Tie continued probably for 200
or 300 feet before they will slop,

Plymouth,

— Ledger,

Sept. 1; The past week
we have had in Plymine closed down, everything seem-

has been the dullest week that

mouth

since the

and ready to be buried. It will, however,
be opened up within a week or less. The very warm
ingly dead

weather of the past few days has reduced the water
so that there is not more than 25 inches running in
ihe creek, and we hear that water is very low in the
river.

Calaveras,

Angels Camp. — Mountaiji Echo,

Sept.

i:

The

works of the Utica mine loom up nearcompleted these will be the highThe Nevills has
est hoisting works in the State.
shaft
in Angels, being over 400 feet.
the deepest
Work in this mine is progressing under favorable

new

hoisting

ly 100

feet.

When

circumstances, and the lead in sight is full of gold.
The town is fall of strangers every day, and business
is

quite brisk.

*

DiviDE.-=-Georgetown

Ga-ceZ/e, Sept. i:
No part of California has yielded so much gold with
Its locaso little outlay as the Georgetown divide.
tion in relation to the great Sierras shows that it is
The
in the line of the upheaval which caused them.
Taylor, Rosecrans, Bright Hope, Alpine and other
mines are exactly in the trend of the mineral belt,
and no doubt received their deposits of ore among the
very first of the fissures. The Taylor, Alpine, Josephine, Gopher- Boulder, Dalmatia and Zantgraft are
the only vein mines that are worked, and of these
The
all are idle except the Alpine and Taylor.
trouble is not lack of ore, but lack of water to work
Of the hundreds
the stamps and flood the batteries.
of seam mines that are on the divide, many of which
are known to be valuable, and some of which are
owned by the California Water Company, only the
Blue Rock, Beatiy and I*acific are working. Of the
drift mines, on the north side of the divide, only
two the Buckeye Point and the Cooley have men
at work on them, and they are only developing.
The Mount Hope mine, owned by the California
Water Co., and lying, according to the opinions of
the ablest judges and most experienced miners, exactly in the channel of the old river, is idle.
The
Fairchild and the Boulder, hydraulic mines, are idle
too, although ihey are known to be rich properties.
In every case the trouble is scarcity of water.
have no hesitation in saying that if the supply of
water that could be used were at the disposal of the

—

—

We

local

company, where

it is

wanted, in less than two

years 500 stamps would be dropping, hundreds of
seam and drift mines would be at work, every bar
on the Middle Fork of the American river would be
a hive of industry, good properties like the Bright
Hope and O. K. would be developed, prospectors
would cover the hills and life, stir and aclivity would
be the order of the day. In the early days the
Georgetown divide yielded more than its propoition
of the millions California produced.
It was all
taken from the surface workings, and the wealth
they contained was as, to the wealth that lies waiting
below, the waves of the ocean to the great mass of
water upon which they dance. Once unlock by
means of larger canals the vast stores of water that
lie between
the Middle and South Forks of the
American river and the Tell's mountain range and
the timber belt, and a new and important chapter
will have to be added to the history of the gold production of California.

MaflDosa.
About Madera.— ^t'rf7/r;j',

A

New

York syndicate has invested $100,000

recently.

Nevada.

Good Ore.— San Juan Times, Sept. i: The Nevada Junction company at Nevada City has tested 200
pounds of the rock from its ledge.
Oscar Maltman
worked 100 pounds of it and J. J. Ott the remainder.
Mr. Maltman obtained from his test $70.80 in
gold and silver, and Mr. Ott figured up $66,80 as
his returns.
Judging from results obtained from
the 200

pounds, the

Junction ore contains 300
to the ton.
At the ruling price of
an additional $66 per ton is to be added
to the above figures in determining what the rock

pounds of copper
this metal,
will yield

when worked

for its principal metals.

Of

course the above figures are reckoned on a ton basis.

The Pittsbukg Mine.—Work

has been pushed
here with great vigor of late, and the mine shows
much improvement. Considerable new ground has
been opened up by drifts, and as opportunity offered
the working force has been increased until there are
now 30 men employed above and beiow ground,
and tnis force will be increased as suflicient ground
is opened to work more men.
The mine is now
opened to the ninth level, which is nearly 1000 feet
on the incline, where a fine looking ledge is exposed,
from two to two and one-half feet in size, highly sulphureted, and prospects well in free gold.
The

company contemplates
stamp

the building

,

—

—
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Sept. i: The Surprise and Gambetta mines at Grub gulch are turning
out rich ore now, from all reports.
new mill is being put up there.
mines spring up daily in ihe
mountains, and the latest is on the summit of the
Sierras, about 100 miles east of Fresno, where a

New

—

—

El Dorado.

On THE

1

of

a

new

10-

mill to take the place of the old mill, which
win have all the latest and best improvements for
gold and sulphuret saving, and which will be completed by the first of the new year.
Water-power,
under pressure, will be used for driving tlie mill as
is now being done for hoisting and pumping. There
is an ample water-power at command for all pur-

:

—

—

—

—
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Mining and Scientific Press.

1888.]

Yuba Ca its managers have decidinl to obuin watn*
by hoisting through the l'ioche< oii. Cos. No. 3
shaft and pump it tbcoce to tlic N'ubj, which is about
260 feel hightr.
Hawthorne District.
STBt;cK Okb.— Esmeralda A'rK'«. Sept. i: The
BUck Hawk niioe is situated about .1 mite Dorlh of
the LapaDia, ia Hawthorne Miniog District.
It is
owned by H. Prior, the w>'ll-known and indefatigable
prospector, who has been at work on th*: cUira lor
In that time he
the past two and a half months.
has sunk a shaft 18 feet and run a number of
While engai^cd in sinking the $h,ift, he
drifts.
eitracted some 15 tons of ore (now on the dump)
which he estimates is worth $50 per ton. At the
bottom of the shaft, Mr. Prior uncovered a thre«*-foot
ledge ut ore, assays from which go all the w.iy from
According to present
$io<J to S.JOO per ton in gold.
indications, Mr. Prior has a mce stake.
Tuscarora District.
Work ON thk Min&s. riwo-^rf/Vw, Aug. 31:
Work on Del Munic has bern suspended in the tunnel and the ioint shaft sunk 8 feet.
,

—

—

Grasd Pbizr. Kist drift, aoo-foot level, has
been extended 10 feet and we^t drift 12 feet, face of
both showing low-grade ore. A great deal of ore
has been left standing in the slopes from the 300 and
300'foot levels, but is mostly loo low-Rrade for millWork in all parts of the mine has been susing.
pended for the present, for the purpose of repairing
the shaft, preparatory to freeing the mine of water
to the 400-foot level, after which that portion of the
we body extending downward from the 300 fool
level {that lying above having yielded over 5100,000
in bullion during the past six months) will be. developed on down. On the Commonwealth and the Nevada (Jueen developments and ore extraction are
being prosecuted with the usual energy and success.
Foi;su Treasure. Southeast drift on the southwest vein, i50-foot level, has been extended 10 feet.
Upraise No. 3 will connect with the drift of the 100The din which had run
foot level by to-morrow.
into the crosscut and drift of the 200-foot level has
been cleaned out. and work has been resumed in

—

the face of the southeast

Navajo.

drift.

— The crosscut from the south

drift,

350-

North drilt
foot level, has been extended 6 feet.
from No. 2 winze, east vein 250-foot level, extended
in
good
ore.
South
drilt
still
on west
(eel;
face
9
The slopes on
vein, 150(001 level, extended 8 feel.
continue
in
high-grade
level
ore.
foot
the 300

North Belle Isle.— East crosscut No. 2 north,
The slopes on the
300-foot level, extended 5 feet.
300-foot level continue in. high-grade oie. The joint
upraise on the 400-foot level is up 20 feel,, showing
high grade ore all the way.

On the North Co.mmonwealth.— Work has
been discontinued in the prospect shaft and level and
the joint shaft has been sunk 8 feel.
On Belle Islk. East crosscut, 25o-foot level,
extended 8 feel in hard rock. The slopes ^re without material change.

—

AEIZONA.
Camps About Prescott.— yox/r^ra/,

.SepL

3:

Five tons of ore from Slate creek, ihe first shipment
of carload lots, arrived yesterday al the sampling
works for George Sines. He expects the balance of
Supt. Williams of Copthe carload within a week.
per basin is noi pushing work very rapidly on that
properly, his motto apparently being lo '* go slow,
Notwithstanding the absence of any
but sure.''
hurrah, he ha-^ done a great deal of work there in the
He has t^ken out large quantities
past few months.
Work
of ore and has opened up very much more.
of erecting a smelter has commenced and Ihe machinery for a new sawmill for the company has arexpect to see a steady progress and
rived.
improvement there until the camp becomes one of
H, A. 0*ens is
the largest in Norihem Arizona.
developing the property recently located by him on
very
Maria
with
satisfactory
results.
The
the Santa
ore is very high-grade gold.
Great Eastern Group. This group of mines
has now become one of the most promising properIt lies in one
lies in the Vekol range of mountains.
of the largest basins of the range and joined to the
Vekol as it is it, has become as prolific in substantial
production as the former. On the first of September the Vekol mill starts on Great Eastern ore.
This is the Ihird large run this year. A short line
of railroad over a level country about 25 miles to the
Great Eastern and Vekol range of mountains, would
bring into existence the most prosperous minmg
camps on the Pacific Coast. The Queen of Sheba
silver mines in the same range are expecting push
ing and active development very shortly.

We

—

OOLORADO.
1:

Eagle River District.— Red CUf( Times, Sept.
The Champion is putting in a new engine and

and preparing lor large shipments. ]. B.
Taylor has liken the lease on the Pine Martin, He
has some ore in the breast tliat runs 20 ounces in
The Blue Bell has a streak of galena and
gold.
sulphide in the breast which averages six inches.
The property is steadily improving. The B'ack
Tiger heading is working under contract to William
Gay & Co. Work has ceased in the rest of ihe
mine until the contract is finished. The La^l Chance
hoisler

lessees took out some ore last week that made the
eyes of old-timers stick out. Sulphides massed with
gold, and brown hematite literally covered with the
ore.
The Polar- Accidental is now in 800 feet The
main incline has been in ore for the last 140 feet,
and is still going through ore. This is one of the
best properiies on Battle mpuntain.
The ore from
the mine at present is coming from drifts only, no
sloping being done.
Fred Thackwell opened up a
5-foot body of hematite iron on the Mexican Maid,
in the lime contact.
This iron occurs in the ore
bodies on Battle mountiin. The prospects are en-

'live Brant^h mine iis it was a few weeks .igo, and
shipments have fallen otT to about 500 tons per
month. The ore is, however, of much better grade.
Not a lot has been shipped for over a month which
has assayed less than 100 ounces of silver.
The
Olive Branch workings are in ore everywhere, except
one drift which is being driven south f.om the in(

occupied

by this grand old king of the ( .i-ur
d'Alenes.
On this exalted station ari located a
group of mines owned by the Portland Mining Company and known as ttie Silver Tip. Sitting Bull. Red
Dragon and the Mule l>eer. The chief development
work has been confined to ilie i>ilver Tip and Silting
Bull.
On the first named a shaft is down 60 feel
cline for pros[>ecting purposes.
The breast ol the with coubidcrable drifting in the bottom which
incline is in ore, and back-stoping has been com- shows an ore body 14 feet io ihickness.
There arc
menced from 11 on both sides. The incline is to be other minor openings, displaying the same body of
driven ahead again very soon.
The Lee Ba.->in orewhich carries galena, gray copper and sulphurci
Company can drive ahead 200 feet more under the of copper. The work on the Sitiing Bull consists of
terms of the Olive Branch lease. The scheme of two tunnels driven on the vein, which is the sime
sinking a new shaft in the center of the park, to as the Sunset, to an aggr^ate distance of over
3000
command this ground, has been abandoned for the feeL The company is now engaged in building
presenL The Otive Branch ore is shipped to the roads, ore dumps, traits and houses, and is making
Boston \ Colorado Smelling Company. In the every preparation necessary for winter work. Supl-ec Bisin territory, worked through the 'Ilpiop, plies of all kinds suflicient for a season of six months
the ore which was struck some time ago is becoming for a force of from 12 to 20 men will be in store below grade. Thertf^isa considerable amount of ii. fore winter sets in. The buildings will be all combut it is too poor to ship. The ore is sulphide and pleted by the 15th of September, so that no cessation
oxide in lime. Experiments with concentrating it of work can be aniicipaieu from inclement weather.
are to be made.
1 here are some streaks of gold ore
Railroad surveys have been made and it is expected
running through the bodies of low-grade ore, and that this mining di^trict will be on a shipping basis
drifts following them are being driven.
The com- within the next 12 months. The ores of ihe district
pany is taking out about 2CO tons per month from average as high a grade as thoie found in the best
them. The stock of the I-ee Basin Company is mineral zones of Couur d'AIene, while the veins are
selling in New York for 70 cents per share.
fully equal to, if not stronger, than any yet discovThe vein system of the Sunset Peak can
Silver Plume District.— 5/<i«(/(jr(^, Aug. 31: ered.
The Hall tunnel is now in about 6jo feet and is be- properly be classed as a mineral zone, in which
ing driven from 20 10 25 feet per week.
A vein of occur several distinct veins, not less than four ih
ore one foot in thickness and worth $130 a ton, has number, and indications point to theexistenceof two
been opened in the Lucy group of mines. Jerry others, making the entire width of the mineral zone
Burns is pushing work ahead on the lower adit of about 2CO0 feet. These veins run parallel to each
the County Treasurer lode in West Argentine.
A other and vary in width from one to 20 feet the
2-foot vein of solid ore has been opened in the fifth central vein, on which is located the group above
referred to, being the most prominent, prob ibly from
level, east of the main shaft in the Jo Reynolds mine.
Tom Powers milled a small run of ore last Saturday the tact ol its being the most developi5d; while the
from his Delaware lease that netted in one class physical structure is identical to that of the other
In the month ol vein systems of Cceur d'AIene, that is, they cut the
184 ounces of silver to the ton.
July H. M. Gnftin sold 250 tons of ore from his lormaiion at an acute angle, and the formation here
other districts is composed of ferruginous
mines near here, containing 13,000 ounces of silver,
100 tons of lead and a small quantity of gold.' slates, while the vein gangues are quartzile.
There is at present considerable ore coming out of
Beaver District. The Fay Templeion Mining
Brown gulch and all ol it is of good grade, thereby Co. is now erecting two of the largest sized Hunting*
allowing the lessees up that way to receive good ton mills that are guaranteed to crush 50 tons of ore
Sadlier, Mylroie & Co., per day.
returns for their work.
The machinery will be shipped from
lessees on the upper Mammoth, are at present slop- Chicago on next Tuesday, the 28lh inst.
The milling on a large-size streak of ruby and gray copper. site which is right at the mine has' been prepared
The lessees also have the nicest ore-house that we and the mill buildings and flumes now under conhave seen lately.
struction will be completed and ready for the machinery when it arrives, which will be in about three
weeks. The Fay Templeton mine has developed
wonderfully of late, and now exhibits one of the
Mines About Deadwood.— /'lowwr, Sept. i: largest bodies of quartz to be found in the camp,"
The Homesiake Mining Company of Dakota paid the vein at places showing a thickness of 30 or more
August 25ih, dividend No. 121, ol 20 cents a share, feet. Several hundred feet of tunnel work in good
aggregating $25,000, making $200,000 paid this year, quartz have been already driven and thousands of
and $4, 198,750 paid to dale. Twenty-five bars of tons of ore are on the dump ready for the mill. An
70 pounds each, bullion from the Bui lion- Merrill ara'tra crushing a ton a day has been running all
smeller, were brought over yesterday and piled np summer at great profit, the first run averaging $22
At the Jumbo per ton, and since then the product has steadily inin front of ihe Deadwood bank.
group of mines, two miles east of Deadwood, the creased, the last run averaging over $40. Unless all
work of development goes on apace. Two incline indications are at fault the mine will prove a bonanza
shafts have been sunk in ore, the one to the depth to the company as well as to the camp.
The introThe ore is a carbon- duction of the Huntington mill will be a novelty in
of 80 and the other 200 feeL
ale and galena vein lour feet thick, average assay of Cteur d'AIene, and to many will look like an experiWork on the Anna mine consists ment, but the Fay Templeton people have given the
ore $66 per ton.
of one tunnel 250 feet long following the ore vein matter a thorough investigation, and they leel satisand another 300 feet. Al the end of this tunnel is fied that this method ol crushing will give better rea shall which was sunk in a large body of ore. This sults than could be obtained from the use of any
is free-milling gold ore assaying %\% f>er ton.
Ad- other tried mill. There are many of these mills now
joining this mine on ihe south is the Ophir group, in use in California and Mexico, and from the sworn
three
claims.
consisting of
The workings on the statement of the receiver of the Spanish mine of
Ophir are situated about 100 feet from the Anna Nevada county, Cal., no other mill can crush as
and also on the same vein bearing the same class of much quartz as economically as the Huntington, It
The development of this property consists of is hoped its erection on this mine will verify his
ore.
The process is a combination of the
three large open cuts, also an incline shaft to the statement.
depth of 100 feel. Eght miles farther south is situ- stamp-mill and arastra, and is highly recommended
ated the Neptune group of mines, where work on for its amalgamating capacity.
actively prosecuted.
shaft and tunnel is being
Mile Gulch. Work is progressing favorably on
Farther on at the village of Perry is the Uncle Sam the Last Chance mine.
200
The lower tunnel is
Some years ago when this property was feel, a distance of four feet being gained in its extenmine.
owned by prospectors, a narrow vein of free-milling sion every day. A further distance of 200 feet will
gold ore was discovered upon which was placed a have to be attained before the vein is cut. The levone-stamp mill with Ihe capacity of one ton per day, els east and west of the upper tunnel are being driven
and a result of $100 per ton. With the profits of continually, eight-hour shifts being employed. From
this mill ihey were soon enabled to erect a 20-stamp three to five feel of good concentrating ore is visible
mill, which was in successful operalion when it was
in these workings, and in the slopes a body fully five
sold 10 New York capitalists, who immediately feel in width is exposed.
There are now 2000 tons
erected a 60-stamp mill and also large hoisting of ore on the dump. The concentrator for the treatworks. A large Cornish pump having rtcently been ment of ores from both the Emma and Last Chance
purchased will soon be erected on the works and op- mines is rapidly nearing completion. One carload
The mine under present man- of niichinery has been delivered, and if no delay ocerations resumed.
agement promises to be one of the largest bullion- curs in the arrival of the other portions of the plant
East of the Uncle the mill will be ready to work by the 15th of next
producers in the Black Hills.
Sam is the El Dorado group of mines, consisting ol month. The tramway from the mines lo the concenThis property has quite an extensive trator is nearly finished, not over 300 feet of addithree claims.
development and is mostly owned by prospectors.
tional work being necessary lo complete it.
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DAKOTA.

—
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m

thrrc is ore clear across
ihe shaft, and
i8 incli'.s will assay 300 ounces.
The new HiMetallic hoisting works at the mine are being pushed
ahead uiih great energy, and will prolxibly be com<
pleted in about 20 days.
Will soon employ as
many ni> n .^s before the fire, and exptct to resume
operati >iu and take out ore in about six weeks.
vein;

The

Iwggkst Hoist.

—

"Phe Drumlummon mine
putting in the largest hoist in
Montana, if not one of the largest in use in any
mine in ihe country. The hoist is located 600 feet
under tho ground, and is capable of hoisting to a
depth ol 5000 feet, A large excavation has been
made at the 600-foot station for the hoisting plant,
which will be walled and arched with solid masonry.
is

DOW eng.ig«d

Abol

r

in

BouLOEH.— --f^c,

.*^ept

W.

3:

IJ.

Gaflf-

ney ha^ some excellent properties near Hecla, in
Beaverh<-ad county, and is considering an offer
from Butie parlies to bond them for the sum of $50,000, with a considerable sum put up as a forfeit if
the mines are not taken.
Work on the Bigfooi has
been temporarily shut down, owing to the large
amount ot water coming into the shaft, which is now
down 130 feet. Additional pumps will be put into the
mine shortly so that the work can be resumed. The
outlook lor the mine is very promising. The shaft
on the Si. Paul lode is now down 65 feet and its
owners have determined lo sink 100 feet further. To
that end a whim is being built and necessary buildings to live in are being erected.
The properly is a
very promising one, and the owners are determined
on finding out what there is in it. They have a sixfool vein of

good

ore,

Wisconsin Creek Mines.— A bar of gold valued
at S2000, the product of Champion mine, has been
brought

in.

It

is

from the lowest grade ore

in the

mine, and was turned out in 20 days' run of a fivestamp mill. The vein is in granite, and the ore
body opened is 160 feel long and four feet wide.
The ore mills on an average about $23 per ton. The
best ore yet developed in any of the group is in the
Sheridan, 20 inches wide, opened for 60 feel along
the vein, a depth of about 60 feel.
This ore is all of
excellent grade, and will run from $50 to Sioo per
ton.

JLFFERSON County Mines.— j7«'/ra/,
The Minah mine, in the vicinity of Wickes,

Sept. i:
is

show-

up splendidly and making regular shipments of
ore, part of which goes to Omaha and part lo
Wickes, the high-grade ore being worked at the
former place.
For the past two weeks the smelter
at Wickes has not been running full capacity, one
ing

shut down for reis now in good shape and the
operalion.
Prospecting
smelter in
around
Wickes is brisk, the hills are dotted with searchers
for the precious metals, and owqers of claims are
doing their assessment work. The increasing demand for lead ores is giving a great impetus lo mining and bracing up the heart of the prospector with
that most healthful of tonics— energy and hope.
of the three slacks having been
pairs.

Everything
lull

NEW
LORDSBURG.

MBXIOO.

Eastern

Vo'cano mine started

last

Libtral,

A

week.

Sept 3: The
Santa Fe man

claims lo have learned from the Spanish records
just where a valuable quicksilver mine is, and wants
lo be grub-staked while he prospects for it.
Jeflf
Whittingion was in town Saturday on his way to El
Paso with 16 tons of ore for smelling. Eleven tons
are from the Comslock and five from the Silver
Twig. The ore is of a very high grade, as it has to
be lo stand a shipment from Morenci to El Paso.
Superintendent Foster received orders to shut down
are
the Standard mill, which he did Monday.
not mformed as to the reison of the shut-down, but
are certain it is not for lack of ore, nor from unsatis-

We

The company shipped iibout
factory mill returns.
20 tons of high-grade concentrates and a $2400 gold
this
week.
brick
Disposing of

Ore

— Miners

often

receive un-

satisfactory returns from smelters after shipping ores
This may often happen because the
to them.
smelters do not need just the class of ore they ship.
In Denver there is a good system of handling ores.
The Union Pacific Ore Sampling Works send a
sample of all ores they receive to six different

smellers and the smelters bid on it, the ore going lo
The company recently issued a
the highest bidder.
bulletm giving the bids on 14 different lots of ore,
and it was quite interesting lo note the range in
prices.

—

Carlisle Company. This company intends in
the future to make Lordsburg its shipping point
instead of Duncan. It will lake 25 or 30 teams to do
the work, hauling concentrates into town and coke
and supplies to camp. As the supplies for the teams

and drivers will all be handled here, this will be
Deadwood. Pioneer^ Sept. i: We were shown
The Stemwinder. The engine whistle of the
an assay of carbonate ore from the Ontario mine concentrating works at Kellogg is again heard, and something of an addition to the business of onr
which will average $95 per ion, and it is said they the buckets of the wire tramway are once more seen town.
Ditch at Las Cruces, Republican, Sept. 3:
will soon have a good body of that kind of ore, as it
making their regular trips from the Stemwinder
This will at no distant day be mine lo the mill. This well-developed lode is again An El Paso surveying parly is running two lines
is gradually widening.
from
the mouth of the Mesilla valley ditch to interone of the best producing mines of the galena camp. added lo our list of shippers, work having been reThere is no doubt but that this will soon come itt sumed at the concentrator on Wednesday, and will sect the old ditch al some point near the bend on
The ditch mouth is pronounced by
Earlham
lands.
the front of the producing camps of the Black Hills. in future continue treating ore from the Stemwinder
the engineers as good as any in the valley,
Those_who are working as hard as Lynn and Sebas- mine.

—

—

The Merrill- Bullion
tian certainly deserve success.
Smelter Company paid off yesterday. Some $700
were distributed

among

employes.

IDAHO.
Elk Creek.— Cceur d'AIene Record, Sept. 3:
Development on the Elk Creek group of gold mines
continues with unabated vigor. To say that they
improve in appearance as work progresses is but
faintly to express the exact condition of affairs.
The results obtained in the mill, although working
on the lowest grade ore yet found in the vicinity, are
proof sutRcieni of the great wealth contained in this

The camp is full of life and animation and 100 men, including miners, carpenters
and other mechanics, are on the payroll. Elk Creek
has been tapped 1800 feet from the mill for an adcouraging for a large body of ore. The strike is ditional supply of water, and a number of men are
about 15 feet from surface. The lessees on the now employed in putting in a flume for that distance.
Horn Silver have struck the edge of the main ore- The work of increasing the capacity of the mill to 20
channel this week after running a crosscut 150 feet stamps is progressing, the additional batteries are
off the main incline.
A two-inch streak of horn now being put in place. A partial cleanup on Thurssilver and chlorides, assaying $2000, is part of the day yielded three bars of gold weighing
17 pounds
find.
Messrs. Smith, Hahn, DaLee and
Mays worth $17.40 per ounce, making a grand total of
displayed good staying qualities and judgment in
$3549.60.
the prosecution of this work, and we are pleased to
Sunset Peak. Sunset Peak rises in majestic
note their well-merited success.
grandeur from the midst of surrounding mountains
Leadville. Chronictet Sept. 3: The Lee Basin and clustering hills, mighty in themselves, but inCompany is not getting as much ore out of the significant when compared to the overtowering hight
auriferous region.

—

—
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Bunker Hill & Sullivan.—The Bunker
&

WASHINGTON.

Hill

Mining and Concentrating Co. declared
a dividend on Saturday, the 18th insL, of $40,000.
An immense amount of ore is now in transit Irom
the mines and another and larger dividend may be
looked for at an early day.
Sullivan

MONTANA.

— Inter- Mo

Sept. 3: The placer
diggings in the Sweet Grass Hills in Northern Monadvantage. The
worked
to
good
being
are
now
tana
old-lime miners are making money there, and quartz
rapidly.
being
located
claims are

Placers.

tni (a hi,

Deep Creek.— Spokane

Falls Herald^ Aug. 26:'
Apparently valuable lead deposits are said to exist
on Deep creek, near Colville. Jos. Campbell and
Gus Henderson have some hearty looking claims
there.

Hope Station. — Several of the ledges here are
showing up well. Jas. A. Donaldson was in town
during the first of the week from near Hope StaIdaho.
He is interested in several mining
tion,
Conclaims in that vicinity which show up well.
siderable of the ore assays high in silver and lead,
There are several
while some is rich in gold.
leads across Lake Pend d'Orielle

Various Mines.— The Granite Mountain Min- healthy looking
ing Co., Deer Lodge county, gives in for assess- from Hope.
iis net output for the year ending July 31st at
Work at the company's mill-site is
$2,200,000.
making good headway, though the hard nature of
the country rock makes progress a little slow at
About 175 men are now employed and it is
times.
expected that several more will be put lo work
The railroad right-of-way has not been definsoon.
The Cumitely settled for the entire distance yet.
berland Co. last week shipped from Castle 74 tons
of ore.
The net receipts for the month of July
amount to $4600, The number of tons shipped for
The Champion shaft, now 170
the month is 175.
feet deep, is going down two feet per day on the

ment

WYOMING.
CoyVL Mines.

— Tribune,

One
Wyoming is

Aug. 28:

largest bodies of coal in Central

of the
said lo

be in Bates Hollow, on the North Platte river, where
veins ol coal cross running north, south, east and
On one section of land are lo be seen cropwest.
ping out 26 distinct veins of coal from 3 to 13 feet
It is reported that Shikly Bros, of Nebraska,
thick.
who own a half interest in the property, are perfecting arrangements to open it up as soon as shipping facilities can be secured.

.

m
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Construction of Steam Cylinders.
The triple and quadruple expansion marine
enginea of recent introduction call for very high
Several steamshipB now carry
boiler pressures.
170 pounds of steam. With the late two cylio*
the gauge pressure was
syatem
der compound
generally about S5 pounds. The cylinder was
calculated as to thickness t^ resist a working
tensile strength of about 2000 pounds per square
inch of section, though some were subjected to
only 1200 pounds. The thickness of such
cylinders varied from 1| inch to 1^ inch thick. Of
course one inch in thienness was ample to withstand the steam pressure, but there are other
points that need consideration, such as reboring, handling, water shocks from pressing, etc.;
hence the extra thickness.
The 42-inch cylinders now in actual use on
modern triple-expansion engines, where the initial steam pressure is 170 pounds above the atmosphere, are usually from 1§ to 1| inches
thick, and are, when jicketed, iu most cases in
the form of linings, so that the space between
the lining and the main casting la filled with
live steam from the boiler, thus forming a jacketed cylinder.
For the highest steam presenrea, initial steam
cylinders up to 50 inches diameter need not be
more than two inches thick, and if there is no
jicket, the reinforcing ring or rib can be incroduced. Cylinders so reinforced can be re-bored
until the thickness is materially reduced.
One great trouble with all large steam cylinders is the warping, or drawing, and a general
distortion of the walls of the cylinder, when
heated, this action being very prominent in
those cylinders having large steam and exhaust
Some encheBt, and passages cast on them.
gineers have adopted the plan of making the
cylinders very thick, in order to partly prevent
this warping of the cylinder proper.
Such designs are entirely unnecessary, however, as the circular ribs will answer all the
purposes of the extra thickness, and are far
better when other points are considered.
As to the strength of the average ateam cylinder, the greatest number of fractures appear
to have been caused by longitudinal strains and
blows (in line with the bore) received during
periods of excessive priming of the boilers and
racing of the engines.
To prevent this liability of fractnre, two or
three large lugs are sometimes cast on the upper
and lower flinges of the cylinder. Through
theae lugs from one end of the cylinder to the
Other, large, soft-steel bolts are passed. These
bolts are brought to a uniform stress, while the
cylinder is at its average temperature. Under
these conditions, when any undue strains or
shocka occur, the force of these strains is immediat'^ly transmitted to these tension bolts,
which, being of superior tensile strength, relieve the body of the cylinder of at least onehalf of the shock.
No detail can be too safe in
the construction of steam machinery for the
service.

We

condense the above from an article
the Americaii Machinist by W. H. Hoffman.

in

Extending and Improvino Blast I^'frnaces.
Rjbert (^rimshaw, in New York World, says
In our country the last two years have witnessed astonishing activity in the construction of
new blast furnaces and steel works. One firm
:

alone constructed 10 entirely new blast furnaces (eight of them being in Tennessee and
Alabama), remodeled 10 more, and built six
steel works, representing in all an outlay of
over ^2,500,000. In connection with the construction of blast furnaces, the use of fire-brick
hot-blast stoves and in preheating the blast is
b?coming more and more prevalent.
castiron stove heats the blast to say about 900° F.,
while a fire-brick stove can furnish up to 1600°,
This extra amount of heat introduced into the
blast decreases correspondingly the consumption of fuel, BO that in well managed furnaces
using good ores the past year has seen the lowest fuel consumption to the ton of iron ever
reached in this country, and probably in the
world. Published results show that one gross
ton of iron has been made with 1S50 pounds of
coke, and many furnaces show an average
record of between 1900 and 2000 pounds of fuel.
Fire brick hot-blatt stoves have been greatly
improved litely. They have been made more
manageable, their construction more simple and
the first cost lower. One firm constructs a

A

special form of fire-brick hot-blast stove,

W.

Gordon.

The Locomotive Engineer

.

We

A New

—

— The locomotive

engine of to-day, says the Bailicay Age, ia a
marvel and a mystery to the casual observer,
and very few except those engaged in making
or running engines are aware of the number of
appliances which the engineer has to manipulate
or the uses to which they are put,
A railway
manager in speaking in regard to the work of
the locomotive engineer once intimated that it
required no particular skill to run an engine, as
it was simply necessary to **keep the teakettle
boiling."
This was not a fair statement then
and ia still less so now when the complications
of locomotive construction have been increased
by the addition of various appliances not known
years ago, such as the steam-driver brake, train
brake, steam heating apparatus, etc., while at
the same time the requirement? upon the en-

and there are now several very useful apparatus on the market. It is no longer doubted
that machine riveting is the best. Daring a recent visit to the Clyde we carefully watched
the riveting machines at work, and also closely
examined the work by the hammers, and were
fully aatibfied that the squeeze given by the machine tends to press up the shank of the rivet
throughout its entire length, thus more effectually filling up the hole.
The hammer only makes
a succession of dents on the rivet end.
In
bridge-building, as well as in ship-building, the
machine is fast superseding the hammer. Ex.
ress

—

Heavy Rails. Steel rails weighing 90
pounds per yard have recently been rolled by
the Bethlehem Iron Co. of Bethlehem, Pa., for
use on the Reading railroad.
These are said to
be the heaviest steel rails ever rolled in this
country. It is intimated that both the Reading
and Jersey Central roads are going to renew the
track on their main lines across New Jersey
with much heavier rails than those now in use
from 89 to 92 pounds per yard.

Preventing Accidents from Machinery.

—

An

exhibition will be held in Berlin next
spring, under the auspices of the German Government, to disseminate a knowledge of the apparatus and devices that have been invented for
the prevention of accidents among those engaged in the operations of machinery and all
Che various brinches of industry. An invitation
has been extended to the United States Govern-

ment

to participate.

—

Shipping Aluminum to England. A telegram says that 150 pounds of chemically pure
aluminum, smelted from Kentucky cryolite and
clay, was exported this week from Newport,
Ky,, to England. The aluminum sold at 50
cents per troy ounce. A telegram adds that
*'

the process of smelting

ia as

yet a tedious one,

and kept secret by the inventors."

One drop

—

—

New

com-

bining the Whitwell and Oowper syscems with
certain valuable improvements patented by Mr.

Fred

gineer in respect to speed, weight of train, number of trains to be looked out for, etc., have considerably increased. It is true a good locomotive
runner does not need to be an engine-builder or
Visit to tlie Past.
even a good mechanic. His work is one in
which expertnesa is gained by experience and
The
books
which
have been written about
education
care and is not a matter of superior
But the really intelligent Egypt during the past century are numerous;
or book knowledge.
but
it seems that we are really only at the
locomotive engineer will have some knowledge
threshold of the work of Egyptian discovery.
of the theory of locomotive construction, and it
It is not too much to say that the last ten years
is an encouraging fact that of late years enginemen have shown an increasing disposition to ob- have added more to our knowledge of Egypt
than
the ten centuries previous.
may add
tain books treating of their occupation and to
make them a study. While an engineer need that the work done in the past twelve months
not be able to build an engine he must know has been more valuable than that of any preenough of it? principles to understand what to vious year of the ten.
Much of this work has been done by Mr. W.
do in case of a break-down, and as a matter of
M. Flinders Petrie, an Eaglisbman in the emfact very great skill and ingenuity are frequentploy
of the Egypt Exploration Society.
It
ly exhibited by engineers and firemea in trying
was he who in 18S5 discovered the remains of
emergencies.
Naueratia, a city ao ancient that ita very site
had been forgotten in the time of the Roman
Steel Casting Process has recently
Eonpire, and in the following year liid open the
been introduced, which, according to Indusirlfis,
Pharaohs' palace at Tahpanh^s. He has now
bida fair to soon become a powerful oo-operator
won fresh laurels by the discovery, this year,
in the great field which ia daily enlarging and
of the pyramid of Hawara, and the labyrinth
in which the manufacturers of steel castings and
adjacent, which are said by ancient historians
the world in general are reaping rich rewards.
have been far more wonderful than the
The procesa consists in passing molten steel or to
pyramids whioh travelers go to see at Cairo.
iron through a filtering medium or bath of a
The
pyramid, which was the tomb of Amenempurifying and deoxidizing alloy of less specific
hat III (Mceria of the Greeks), was described by
gravity than either steel or iron; such bath or
Herodotus
as being 240 feet high, and is said by
filtering medium rises and forms a stratum or
other writers to have been the most renowned
film on the surface of the molten steel or iron,
building of antiquity. In it the remains of its
through which every particle of such steel or
founder reposes; it will remain there until Mr.
iron subsequently melted passes before reaching
Petrie returns in the fill, when it will probably
the lower part of the furnace from which it is
be removed to stind by the aide of the mumtapped. The' chief active component of the
mies of Rimeses II and Rameaes III in the
bath or filtering material is titanium. The
museum at Boulak. Thia Amenemhat was one
alloy is produced in a peculiarly constructed
of the great engineers of antiquity.
To him are
cupola at the commencement of the operation,
ascribed the canals and reservoirs by which
and is obtained by using an aluminous ore conEgypt now a sand waste was made
Northern
taining from 10 to 12 per cent of titanium.
bloom like a garden. He laid out the labyThe stratum of alloy should be not less than to
rinth, which was described as the greatest of
one inch in thickness for each ton of ore to be
Aod thia great
all the wonders of the world.
treated. The steel on being passed through this
mediam as it melts is cleared of impurities and monarch, after a long reign, which was full of
service to his country, and after a repose of
the resulting castings are free from honey-combs
several thousand years in a tomb so massive
or blowholes, and are of remarkable toughness.
that army after army tried and failed to peneThe inventors claim that the time required for
trate it, is now going to be set up in a glass
annealing castings made by this process is much
case in a museum for Americans and EogUshmen
shoit?r than with ordinary castings, and that
to look at.
delivery can always be made in much leas time.
Hardly second in interest to Mr. Patrie's disThese castings will be very valuable for guncoveries at Hawara are the definite location of
makers for the manufacture of shells and other
Bubastis and its famous temple. Bubastis is
projectiles, and for whatever other purpose
set down on all the maps as a ruin on one of the
where toughness is required.
branches of the Nile, about a hundred miles
north of Cairo. But it is in so desolate a sand
Shaping Tool
A new device baa late- deseit, and there are so few remains of anything
ly been patented and put to practical use at a like civilizition in the vicinity, that many have
manufacturing institution at Fitchburg, Mass, doubted whether this was the spot which had
It may be briefly described as a machine in been the center of ancient fashion, and luxury,
which two Hat surfaces, acting vertically or hori- and pleasure, and frivolity 5000 years ago. It
zontally, and moving in opposite directions, with seems that it is.
Remains have been found
adjustable dies fixed upon them, roll in one which must have belonged to the famous temmotion a piece of metal regular or irregular in ple. It was a gorgeous edifice, situate in a
shape and of almost any pattern desired. At a grove, which was girt on all sides by an artificial
single stroke of the mechanism may be obtained branch of the Nile. It was dedicated to the
a sphere, a cone, a chair screw, a bolt with Egyptian goddess Bist, who, though occasionthread and head, a car or carriage axle, and an ally identified with the Oiana as well as with
endleas variety of other forms.
The shop was the Venus of the Graeio Roman mythology, was
visited by a large delegation from the lostitnte worshiped with rites which stamp her as the
of Mining Engineers at its late session in Bos- goddess of love.
At her annual festival several
ton, and the visiting experts expressed them- hundred thousand persons, iucluding the fairest
selves as very much amazed and delighted with maidens of Egypt, are said to have paid their
the work of the machine.
devotion at the shrine. Herodotus gives a
piquant account of the ceremonies with which
Machine Riveting oontinnes to make prog- the young ladies testified their reverence for
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of oil per hour, regularly delivered,
will lubricate a very heavy bearing.

their deity.

A gradual

accumulation of debria has buried
these famous edifices several feet underground. To get at the rooms in the ancient
buildings, shafts muEt be sunk and levels run at
This renders the work of exploration
intervals.
But it has had the advantage of predifficnlt.
serving the relics of antiquity in good shape.
In the mortuary chambers of these old Pharaohs
pictures are found with the outlines as sharp
and the colors as vivid as if they had been laid
on yesterday. To Egyptologists the characters
on the scrolls are perfectly legible. The face of
Rameeea II now at Boulak is in perfect preservation. The only change produced by his thousands of years of rest is a slight indentation on
his nose, caused by the tightness of the bandage
all

in

which he was swathed.

Progress in the Application of Elec
Little was aftded to our knowledge
of electricity during 1887, but there was a re-

tricity.

—

markable devel:)pmeDt of its practical applicaOae of the most important acientific distions.
coveries was that sparks in tubes dissociated
Immense imiodine, bromine and chlorine.
provements have been made in the coustruction
of dynamos, motors, accumulators and secondary generators, and in consequence the electric lighting and working of railroads and tramways bas entered npon a commercial and useful
The application of powerful electric curstage.
rents to pmeliog, as in the Cowles process for
producing aluminum, and to welding, as proposed by Elihu Thomson, is gaining rapid progress, while the use of enormous dynamos for the
deposition of pure copper from impure ores is
The appligaining ground with giant strides.
cation of electricity to propelling cars on city
railways is becoming quite general. Extended
trials of the method of employing secondary
batteries carried upon the car, to actuate the
electric motor, have been made in New York,
Philadelphia and other cities, and with satisfacThe mode of gearing the motor
tory results.
to the axle of the oar is now recognized as an
element of the greatest importance, and the
relative merits of steel spiral cords, ohain-

gearing, conical disks, spar-gearing, friction
gear, etc., are being discussed and experimented
upon, Siveral ingenious methods fur avoiding
the use of a slotted conduit in connection with

and employing continuous conductors have been proposed. There are now
no less than 13 electric railways running in the
electric railways

United States and one in Canada, as follows
Appleton, Wis.; Biltimore, Md.; Denver, Col.;
Bingbamton, N, Y,; Detroit, Michigan (two
roads); Gratiot, Mich.; Kansas City, Mo.; Lima,
Ohio; Los Angeles, Cal.; Montgomery, Ala.;
Port Huron,- Mich.; Scranton, Pa., in the
United States, and Windsor, Canada. In addition to those already in operation, there are
seven in process of completion or started
within a few months in the United States and
one in Canada.
:

The Nature Created by
But, a

Science.

that growth of knowledge
utilitarian ends, which is the

little later,

beyond imaginable

condition precedent of

its

practical utility, be-

gan to produce some eff ict upon practical life;
and the operation of that part of Nature we
call human upon the rest bggan to create, not
"new naturea," in Bicon's sense, but a new
Nature, the existence of which is dependent
upon men's efforts, which is subservient to
their wants, and which would disappear if
man's shaping and guiding hand were withdrawn. Every mechanical aitifice, every chemically pure substance employed in manufacture,
every abnormally fertile race of plants, or rapidly growing and fattening breed of animals, is
a part of the new Nature created by science.
Without it, the most densely populated regions of modern Europe and America must re.

tain their primitive, sparsely inhabited, agri*'
cultural or pastoral condition; it is the foundation of our wealth and the condition of our
safety from submergence by another flood of

barbarous hordes;

it is the bond which unites,
into a solid political whole, regions larger than
any empire of antiquity; it secures us from the
recurrence of the pestilences and famines of
former times; it. is the sourae of endless comforti and conveniences, which are not mere luxuries, but conduce to physical and moral wellbeing. During the last 50 years, this new birth
of timtf, this new Nature begotten by science
upon fact, has pressed itseH daily and houily
upon our attention, and bas worked miracles
which have modified the whole fashion of our
lives.— Pro/. T. IT. HuxUy.

Character of Nitrogen in Fertilizers.
Agriculturists complain of lack of important
information in the analysis of fertilizers, in that
they do not determine the character of nitrogen.
According to the fifth bulletin of the Vermont Agricultural Experiment Station, Prof.
Cooke has recognized this want and has been
doing some important work in that direct line.
He classifies the forms of nitrogen as follows:
Nitrogen of ammonia salts; nitrogen of nitrates
and organic nitrogen, or that which is in combination with animal or vegetible matter. It ia
fully time that there should he a recognition of
the condition of availability of the nitrogen that
is applied as plant food.
The ammonia salts
and nitrates being soluble in water are immediately available, but the case is different with
the organic nitrogen, with the exception of
dried blood, which, being of a nature to rapidly
decay when subject to heat and moisture, soon
yields its nitrogen to growing crops, but hoof
and hornmeal, leather waste and similar nitrogenous substances require an indefinite time
for

decay and consequent availability.

It

is

gratifying to learn that of 30 different fertilizers
subject to examination upon this point, 14
show that not less than SO per cent of the nitrogen is available, while the lowest gives a percentage of available nitrogen of Gl per cent.
The highest stands at 89 per cent.

A Tra^'.sparent Deposit of Platindm can
be ubtamed by covering the bottom of a glass
dish with a mixture of platinic chloride and
glycerol.
This ia evaporated to dryneaa, and
finally washed with alcohol to remove the
product of decomposi ion of the glycerol. The
metallic deposit is perfectly transparent, the
transmitted light being of a dark blue gray
tint.
The commercial method of producing
platiDum mirrors by reducing the chloride with
essence of lavender and beating the containiog
vessel up to the temperature at which the glass
softens does not yield a sufBoient cohesive
product. Transparent layers of platinum and
mirror deposits of iron, nickel and cobalt can
also be obtained by electrolytic methtda.
It
noted that the iron mirror rotates the plane

ia

of

the polarization, the direction of which varies
with the direction of the electric current.

—

Saving ey the Use of GasMeters
The
Providencfl. by the free use of water-

city of

bas reduced the consumption of water to
.38.9 gallons, about two-fifths the Americanaverage in our cities. The use of meters is secured by making the water rate to those who
put them in about two-thirds of what it is to
those who use water without a meter. The expense of providing the meters is small and their
mi^t'jrs,

inspection costs

little.

The Sopposed Canals on Mars

— The

sin-

gular "canals" seen on Mars are explained by
M, F'z^an on the supposition that the planet
had ghciers much larger than those of the
earth, and with greater orevasses and move*

ments,

Mining and Scientific Press.
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roads and carried a weight of armor and lug- buildlnga of like character, the origin of which
gage that would crush the average farmhand, has been roughly charged to spontaneoas comlived on coarse brown bread and sour wine. bustion or given op as unaccountable.
The
were temperate in diet, regular in exer- idea was snggeatcd to him, he says, by an exAbsorption Through the Pores of the They
cise.
The Spaniah peasant works every day amination which he recently made of a stable
Skin.
and dances half the night, yet eata only hia greatly infested by rats, and by finding the
black bread, onion and watermelon.
The poison ** rough on rats " freely scattered about
This sotij ict is very little uademtuod or com- Smyrna porter eats only a little fruit and some in every nook and corner of the building, and
prehended oy iiiothera and guarditiua id it* true olives, ytt he walks off with hia toad of a hun- in snch a manner that hud the phosphoius in
The coolie, fed on rice, is more the stuff become ignited in any one of a dozen
relation for good or evil to thephyuical lyatem. dred pounds.
Maoy persons apparently realt/u that oar actiTe and can endure more than the negro fed pUces, the wooden floors or walls, dry as tinder, would have been in a blazo at once.
This
bodies need little support other than what is on fat.
ia the first time, we think, that the auggestion
•wallowed throuf(h the throat. Good health,
To Cool a Room ix Hot Wkather.
has been made, but when one comes to (hink of
a happy dispoaitioo, and even moral character,
correspondent of the London Car/ifnttr and it, why ia it improbable ? No sane man would
is dependtint in a greater or less degree apoo
outward inttQences; mnch foreign Bubstance is fiuildtr gives u very useful hint as t^ think of leaving ordinary phosphorus lying
taken in and thrown off by the lymphatics and how to make a room tolerably cool during hot around loose in rat-holes, among old rugs and
We may acquire valuable weather. The great cause of heat in a room is, intUmmable rubbish of all kinds, unless he wantpores of the akin.
practical knowledge by the study of physiology, of course, the glass, which, under tbo sun's ed to start a blj/^e; yet this is just exactly what
learning how the lungs feed the heart with rays, will become too hot to bear pressing is being done day after day with this composiIt ia ahown that those who tion by thousands of persona.
Of course, it is
pure blood by breathing iu the pure air and with the fingera.
throwing off the impure, but fewer older per- cannot enjoy the luxury of an outside Bun- poBBible that the proportions of the different insons properly realize the necessities and the blind can extemporize a very good substitute gredients of the mixture may be such as to precapacity of the skin which covers the whole by simply lowering the upper half of the win* clude any danger of spontaneous or accidental
body. If the entire surface of the body is dow frame and turning the curtain outaide. ignition, but woolJ it not be well to have the
washed off daily with pure water only, much clog- This not only screens the window, but creates subject thoroughly investigated
ging substance ia removed from the pores of a strong draught between the panes and the
the akin, thus giving renewed strength and linen, and thns abaolatety makes the glass cold.
Seawebd in Pai'Kr PoLi'. It is said that
tone to the akin to perform its functiona, while
the strength of paper ia materially increased by
receiTing the exhilarating (jualitics from the atShort Rests. A week or a fortnight of rest the employment of aeaweeds, whiob form with
mosphere. When the stomach aod bowels are from regular employment has become, in tlie watsr glutinous liquors, R.'sin soap and alu•ufforing from intense inflammation, and the last few years, a regular custom in all cities or minous cake or compound may, if thought depatient has become reduced from long absence towns of large size. The concentration of a sirable, be added.
It is also claimed that a
of food, considerable nutriment may be taken whole year's recreation into 7 or 14 days often very bright surface may ba given to paper as
into the system or absorbed through the pores produces greater fatigue than would contin- follows:
A very concentrated cold solution of
of the akin, if frequent bithing ia applied with uous labor.
To counteract this tendency to salt is mixed with dextrine, and a thin coating
A delicate person make pleasure an actual burden, the movement of the fluid laid on the aurface of the paper,
nourishing preparations.
may receive great benetit by frequent rubbing for early closing and Saturday half-holidays was by means ot a broad soft brush. It is then alwith different alkaline preparations oils and brought forward. Short reata and often are lowed to dry. The most advantageous salts
the latter of which ia always moat what ia needed for the general public.
alcohol
are sulphate of tin, sulphate of magnesia, and
outward applicationa.
used in
boaeOGially
acetate of aoda. It ia necessary for the paper
Many a dear little baby has been aent from
The to have first been sized,
MicROiiES NOT Always Injcrioits.
earth to heaven, when attacked by cholera in- idea that all microbes are injurious to health,
fantum, by being fed on burnt brandy and other says the Sanitary Xews, is a very common one,
x Great Submarine Craft.— Col. L. E,
stimulants that burn out the delicate tiBsaes of even amone those who pose for well informed
Wells of Richmond, Va., is taking steps toward
stomach and brain, when, if pure alcohol with persona. The fact is that they are now be- having conatructed a powerful steel craft for
milk or oil had been frequently applied to the lieved to play a not unimpoitint part in the submarine exploration. The vast strength this
surface of the body, the little child might have process of digestion and the tranaformatiou of vessel will posseaa will render it available alao
lived to a ripe old age to bleaa and comfort food into assimilable form.
A stock company
^a a ram for purpoaea of war.
humanity.
It ia much the custom in some for*
ia about being formed, looking to the building
eign countries to rub the entire surface of the
Meat and Cancer. Refuting the assertion and working of this craft. Col. Wells is in corbody with oil to give elasticity to the muscles that meat diet causes cancer, Surgeon- Maj ir respondence with a Delaware firm regarding
and Btnoothneea to the skin. A variety of nu- Hendley reports from India that out of 102 op- the GOEstrnction of this new type of sea-going
tritive preparationa may be used with great ben- erations for cancer performed at Jeypore since
There is no doubt as t j the success of
boats.
etic in the daily bath for young, delicate chilISSO, forty-one were on the persons of meat- the enterprise, as a model constructed some time
dren, as well as for old persons when the vitU eaters and Gl on those of strict vegetarians, since worked perfectly, both on and under the
resonrces have become depressed and weakened. who had not known the taste of meat from surface of the water.

Good

iIe^-vLth.

—

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

their births.

The Hacit of Eating More than weNeed.
Growth and waste and

repair go on in a nearly
the whole year through, but the
necessary for these operations
The generaor purposes is surprisingly small.
tion of bodily heat requires a moat variable
quantity of food. In winter, with the temperature of the external air at zero, the temperature of the blood in healthy persons is 9S.3
degrees, and when the heat of summer drives
the mercury of the thermometer near to or
above that mark, the blood still regietera 98.

Catch Hold of the

Dcmij-Bell.<^.

uniform

way

firteen minutts' daily practice

amount

of food

bells will

The marvelons mechanism by which
uniform blood temperature is maintained
at all seasons is not necessary to consider, but
it must be evident to every one that the force
needed to raise the temperature of the whole
body to nearly 100 dpgreesin winter ia no longThe total amount of
er needed in summer.
food needed for repair, for growth and for heating, physiology teaches us, is much leas than is
generally imagined, and it impresses us with
the truth of the great surgeon A-bemethy's saying that *' one-fourth of what we eat keeps us,
the other three-fourths we keep at the peril of
our Uvea." In winter we burn up the surplus
food with a limited amount of extra exertion.
degreea.
this

summer we get rid of it literally at some ex*
tra risk to health, and, of course, to life.
oannot burn it. Oar vital. furnaces are banked
and we worry the most important working orIn

We

gans with the extra exertion of removing what
would better never have been taken into the
stomach.

— Ten

or

with light dumbdo more toward warding off colds,
rheumatism and other ilia to which humanity
ia heir in this latitude than all the summer
resorts and pharmaceutical preparations in the
whole country. Cincinnati Times Star.

Vaccinating

for

Yellow Fever.

— The

physicians of Brazil, it is reportecj, have been
in the habit of vaccinating for yellow fever in
the same way as those in this country do for
smallpox, and it has proved to be a success.

—

CoDLiVER Oil. It is said that much of the
codliver oil of Russia is adulterated with liquid
paraffine, in some cases as much as 50 per cent.

Useful
How

Inforjviatiojm,

to Get Bait WithoutGoing into CanA German chemist proposes to
construct an apparatus whereby bait and fish
may be preserved fresh for an indefinite period.

adian Ports.

—

process consists of placing the fish in a
steel barrel fiUed with an antiseptic solution in
the proportion of three per cent of solution and
97 per cent of water. The barrel is then closed
by a tight-fitting lid, the air exhausted by a

The

small air pump, water being forced into the barrel at the same time until a pressure of 60
ThkNeedof Arm Exercise.— Walking on pounds is obtained. This process was patanted
is known as
an even surface, the only variety of physical in Germany over one year ago, and
Simples of the fish preproceaa.
exercise which most business and professional the Roosen
for six months are shown,
this
way
served
in
men get in town, is well known to be a poor
in flavor and otherwise as
substitute for arm exertion. The reason ia par- apparently as good
caught. The cost of this preservatially plain, since walking is almost automatic when first
There are seasons
procesB
ia very small.
tive
and involuntary. The walking mechanism is
Atlantic when the school of herring and
aet in motion, aa we would turn an hour-glass, on the
last year in
notably
enormous,
and requires little attention, much less volition apurling is
preserved and
and separate discharges of force from the brain Ipswich bay. If these could be
on when needed, the issue
surface with each muscular contraction, as is stored, to be drawn
countries would not be worth
the case with the great majority of arm move- between the two
is the intention of the Fish
over.
It
wrangling
ments. The arm-user is a higher animal than
make a special effort this year
the leg-user. Arm motions are more nearly as- Commission to
mackerel,
sociated with mental action than leg move- to propagate
ments,
man's lower limbs merely carry hie
Danger. ** Rough on Rats " has
Possible
higher centers to his food or work. The latter
must be executed with hia arms and hands. A long been Recognized as the name of a useful
third way in which arm exercise benefits the compound of phoaphorua, arsenic and other esorganism is through the nervous system. sentials, by means of which the world has been
Whether this is due to an increased supply of rid of a vast number of rodents and human
It has never hitherto been thought necricher, purer blood, or whether the continual foola.
discharge of motor-impulses in some way stores essary to tike any especial precautions about
np.another variety of force, we do not know. placing it where it would do the most good, or
One thing is certain, the victim of neurasthenia in storing the packages away, except to keep it
is very seldom an individual who daily uses hie out of the reach of auch small numbers of the
arms for muscular work; with this, the limit of human, canine and feline races as we particuhurtful mental work is seldom reached.
Pop' larly cared to keep with us. Now, however,
comes forward a correspondent of Fire and
itlar Science Monthly.
Water with the query whether this article, into
so
enters
of which phosphorus
composition ...
.uo «u.uuuo...u»
f
f
Meat and Strength. All the heavy work the
may not have been accountable for very
largely,
of the world is not done by men who eat meat.
The Roman soldiera, who built such wonderful many of the fires in dwellings, barns, stores and
.

A

A

—

—

—

(Ikkat

Gc.ns.— In a recent debate on the
bill in the House of Repre*
•entitivcB, Mr. Wheeler said
"I am unalterably opposed to a large army, and I do not

army appropriation

:

know

-jk

better

way

to prevent the

necessity for

—

an augmentation of our military force so importiiut to be avoided
than to keep np with
the world on the question of material armament. A gun does not eat rations, wear olothea
or draw pay, but it is always on hand for duty,
and enn easily be moved to the place where it
is moHt needed.
There are now mounted upon

—

veast'lu of foreign navies 1'29 guns which throw
a proj<ictile 10 miles and upward, and the caliber uf theae guna varies from 1'2 inches to 17
inches, and they throw projectiles which weigh
an high aa '2000 pounds,
it also appears that
there are now afloat in foreign navies 66 guns

which throw projectiles weighing from 90U to
1250 pounds a distance of at least
miles." It
is to be regretted Mr. Wheeler did not mention
some of the ships that throw projectiles as he
'.I

states.
vessels.

We

fear

Scientific

it

will be ditficuU to find the

American*

—

Huiii Price of Lumber. There is muoh
compluint in San Bernardino county at the high*
price of lumber which prevails there.
The
price is so high that building improvement!! are
seriously interfered with. A prominent investment bauker in that city recently said to a
newspaper reporter that he entertained no
doubt bat that the lumber pool was harming
the city to an extent that could only be realized
by investigation. He understood that lumber
was furnished the companiea at Eureka and
Humboldt at 812 oO per thonsand, while here
the prices ranged up to 842,50. The coat of
freighting the lumber there he underatood to
be very light. Continuing, the gentleman said
that the owner of the property on the northwest corner of Fifth and F streets was delaying
the erection of a five-story, granite-front, brick
building, for the sole reason that he cannot see
the economy in building while lumber remains
San Bernarat the preuent exorbitant figure.
dino architects make similar complaints.

Senate has added an amendment to the
Civil bill appropriating $250,000 for a
survey of the arid region of the West with a
view to its ultimate irrigation and habitation.
Major Powell, director of the Geological Sur*
vey, estimates that this barren region comprises a million equare miles, or more than onefourth of the whole United States and Territories, and that 300,000 square miles can be
economically irrigated and made fertile. It ia
Thb'New French Rifle is said to bs terri- alleged that corporations are now taking posbly destructive of hfe. Experiments made upon session of the head-waters of streams, and that
dead bodies show that the bullets whiz through settlers are obtaining vested rights which will
the bones and pierce them without fracturing, interfere with any comprehensive plan if the
aa is done by the bullets of the *'Gras rifle." survey ia longer delayed.
The wounds, if they may be called so, which
are inflicted, are small in their punctures, and
Lost on" the Desert. News comes from
consequently very dangerous aud difficult to Hicko, 65 milea west of Pioche, that Scappaturo,
Injuries inflicted at abort distances are reported lost from the Utah Central surveying
heal.
When the
so considerable that, in the opinion of the sur- party, was found at Quartz Springs.
geons, they would be almost incurable. The party left that place coming eastward, Scappadischarges of the rifle are unaccompanied by turo walked ahead, and, sitting down under a
smoke, and the reports are comparatively tree by the roadside, he went to sleep, allowing
feeble.
the wagons to pass unobserved. He av. oke bewildered and walked back to the springs, where
To Effectually Stop Up Rat or Squirrel he remained five days without food. When
Holes. Soak one or more newspapers, knead found, he was digging out a rabbit from a hole
them into a pulp, dip the pulp in a suitable so- in the side of the hill. He was taken to Hicko,
While wet, force the where he is now recovering, though he is still
lution of oxalic acid.
pulp into any crevice or hole made by the mice somewhat flighty, aa a result, probably, of five
or rata. Result, a dieguated retreat, with sore days' starvation or possibly sunstroke. Salt
snonta and feet, on the part of the would-be in- Lake Tribu7ie,
truders. It should be borne in mind, however,
that oxalic acid is a deadly poison.
Spanish Floating Exposition.— It is re-

The

Sundry

—

—

A

ported that a floating commercial expoaition ia
being prepared in Spain for carrying specimens
malea and his colleagues of the Bicteriological of Spanish manufactures to the principal porta
become
conRussia,
have
Station at Odessa,
of South America. The Conde de Villana is the
vinced that the cattle plague arises from the name of the ship which is being fitted up as a
presence of bacteria, and that the application of sort of marine commercial museum. This ship
the Pasteur system, under slightly altered con- will take the first installment of its cargo at
ditions, would eventually prove efficacious. Barcelona, and after proceeding to the other
Experiments that are about to be made are ex- Spanish ports for the same purpose, will set sail
pected to give positive results.
The object of the floating
for South America.
exposition is to secure new markets, to prevent
To Keep the Birds from Fruit. Pans of the pirating of Spanish trade-marka, and to put
water placed in fruit and berry patches will a stop to Spain's paying tribute to England in
keep birds from eating the fruit. An English the share of exchange in her trade with South
naturalist claims that the reason birds eat cher
America,
ries and strawberries is because in the blazing
THETruckee BepuhUcan b&yb: *' James Mcheat they get dreadfully thirsty. If the birds
can easily get at water they soon leave off tak- Donald told a reporter the ice ahipmenta were
ing the fruit. The experiment is certainly immense. Boca ia supplying most of the ice
worth trying.
now, the houses at Martia Creek and Cuba being empty. About 3000 tone have been shipped
metalarticle
in
new
Mats
are
a
Steel Wire
Aa soon as the Boca
from Prosser Creek.
They are made from steel houses are empty the Prosser Creek Co. will
lurgical industry.
wire, with steel frame and ateel braces, all per- supply the market.
There will be about SOOO
fectly galvanized, and are wear and weather tons of ice carried over for next year, waa Mr.
proof, are self-cleaning, require no shaking, McDonald's statement.
The shipments are exand by the slightest scrape, snow, ice, mud, ceeding those of last year and anticipating
sight.
out
of
wiped
clay, and water are
another increase next season. The Boca Ice
Co. ia erecting another house with a atorage
The Most Powerful Electric Light in capacity of SOOO tons."
THE World is at the St. Catherine's lighthouse,
on the southern extremity of the Isle of Wight,
A Mechanical Scarecrow has been inventon the Eoglish coast. The carbon pencils are
This new invention represents a man of
ed.
2^ inches in diameter, the interval between "sportsmanlike" appearance, standing with
them one-half inch, and the light developed gun in hand, ready to fire at the first intruder.
equal to 60,000 candles.
The arm holding the gun is made to move by
iron
Demagnetized His Watch.— It is said that clockwork, which ia incloeed in a strong firsa
at its feet, and at a proper elevation it
a Long Island physician, finding hia watch had box
After
the
gun.
ordinary
than
an
louder
become magnetized, inclosed it in a cloth bag a shot
arm lowers. The mechanism can be
and buried it in damp earth, where it remained report the
reguUpon digging it up he found regulated at the owner's pleasure by a
for three days.
since lator like a clock, and only requires to be
it completely demagnetized, and it has not
wound up once a day.
varied one second.

Cattle Plague from Bacteria.

— Dr.

Ga-

—

,

1

Mining and Scientific Press.
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water falling in such torrents as to cause no
inconvenience and some damage.
In California the rivers have fallen to an un-

little

causing a shortage of water

usually low stage,

miners, but greatly favoring

to the hydraulic

ment

of

power

drills,

[Sept. 8, 1888

pumps and other mechan-

Chronology

might bs so familiarized that he would, when
he came to enter the field, find their practical

Touching tbe discovery

application comparatively easy.

Measures for securing the objects here indiW. B. BWER. which are proving successful beyond precedent. cated and for otherwise aiding and encouraging
A, T. DEWEY.
To the 500 idle miners on the Comstook, of boys and young men to fit themselves for
& 00., Publishers.
another hundred has lately been added at Sel* miners should at once be taken by those who
S.F.
cor.
Front
St.
N.
E.
M€(>rhet
St.,
,
O^e, 220
igman, Central Kevada, with smaller comple- take an interest in the welfare of this class or
gr Take the Elevator, J^o. 13 Front Si-TB*
ments in other camps in that part of the State, have the good of the commonwealth at heart.
Senior Editor the water famine being the principal cause of The professions, legal, medical, educational and
W. B. EWER
clerical, are already full to excess.
To rear a
so many miners being out of employment.
Terms of Subscription.
Were not this department oo^fined strictly to boy for either of these callings so ill paid and
bo
will
New
subscriptionB
Annual Subscription, S3.
declined without cash in advance. All arrearages must mining matters, it might here be remarked that overcrowded where there is open to him a life of
be paid (or at the rate of £3.50 per annum.
the county fairs are now in full blast all over sure rewards and manly independence is little
Advertising Rates.
the State, with many large squashes and much short of
criminal.
Turning to mercantile,
1 week. 1 month. 3 mos. 12 mos.
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New

Look

for

man much

Employment.

Was

Broad

that

is

more

inviting.

ever such fatuity shown as this deep

to say in these

concern for the future of the young coupled

columns about the importance of providing suitable work for the oncoming generation. For
Entered at S. F. Post Office as eecoDd-class mail matter want of space we did not then sufficiently enlarge upon the value of our mines as a suitable
Our latest forms go to press on Thursday evening.
field for the employment of this class of our
SCIENTIFIC PRESS PATENT AGENCY. population. In the much attention that is being
paid to agricultural pursuits, and in the preferDEWEY & CO., Patent Solicitorb.
ence shown by our young men for the so-called
G. H. STRONG.
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learned professions, there is a danger that our

with so much of indifference to the best open-
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Oolumns.

Passing- Events.

The

dry, hot weather continnea, and in

some

been intensified, causing an entire
drying up of the springs and streams to the
great detriment of the millmen and stocklocalities has

raiaere.

The present drouth

is

reported

more

severe in some parts of the mining regions than

ever before.

Per

contra,

they have at aome

points in Arizona bad an excess of rain,

the

the 19th to the 24bh day of that month, as established

by an entry made

in

during a portion

of

member

Mormon

a diary kept by him

the year 1847-S, Bigler was a

which enUnited States in
Missouri, June, 1846.
They were engaged for
one year, and were to go to California for the
of

the

listed in the service

purpose
country.

battalion,

of the

of aiding in

the conquest

of

that

This battalion, which numbered 500

We

human natare

itself.

in these

is

of dolls,

— these
men-milliners — such

lackadaisical

dudes and

times

Marshall and others present at the time, has

been called in question, and

it is

a little strange

that there should appear such a discrepancy in

But

the

ill

Look the world
.shall

Nor

is

There

find

another pursuit that

is

?

There

is

the field narrow or by any means

fully occupied.

ritory

vast and

The area
much of

of

our auriferous

it still

ter^

vacant, and for

going out into this rich and illimitable domain
it is

time

we

should be fitting great numbers of

our youth, providing for them such elementary
instruction aa will prepare

them

engaging in
the business of mining to advantage.
for

Already efforts are being made by communipossessing not a tithe of our mineral
wealth to establish institutions for preparing

in

some

cases

schools.

wells exceeds anything yet produced in the

over, search through all lands,

pays like gold mining in this Sbate
none.

oil

—The output of Russian

we

informed.

and where

Russian Oil Wells.

United States. The fiow from a single well at
Baku has averaged 32,000 gallons per day for
12 years, and the fiow has not diminished.

reached through the

common

movement of this kind
on foot has been attended
of Cotton
Mulberry with the most happy results, the effort there

Bnsiness Annoancements,

t

once reached here very respectable propor-

In Australia a

some time

The Cotton Corner; Subatitution of
Fiber for Cotton; Mysterious Origin of Fires in Cotton; Utah Woolen Mills; Wool Scouring Works for
Denver; A Manufacturer's Opinion; The Sheep Interest in Oregon; Wool in Australia, 173.

But now comes Henry W. Bigler and changes
the dateof that ever-memorable occurrence from

exhausted,

the young for successful miners, that end being

Fiber;

however, until recently,
been called in question, the 19l;h of January,1848, as given by Marshall and his associates,
having generally been accepted as the day on
which the discovery happened.

aa a dead industry in California.

Tendency to Use Too Narrow B^-lts; To Keep Machinery from Rusting. To Solder a Joint, 174.
MILL NOTE'S.— A Southern California
Wheat Ranch; Milling Power; "Fancy Milling;" First
American Mill in New Zealand; European Wheat;

Wheat Burned, 172-73.

of that

discovery haa not,

fearful and growing dearth of genuine manhood the date given by parties on the ground, their
In as threatens, unless arrested, the early extinc- opportunities forfixiug it correctly having baen,
the popular mind the business has been rele- tion of all that goes to form a brave and hardy to all appearance, equally good.
As Bigler kept a sort of journal, a thing no
gated to the dim and distant past. By the ma- race. Aa the merchant marine has proved a
jority it is regarded as a sort of by-play, being good school for producing efficient sailors, so one else pretends to have done, it would, at
enacted somewhere in the mountains, they don'^c may the mines be made a grand nuraery for first glance, seem as if his account of the inciknow just where. There is a tradition that rearing brave men and model citizens.
dent would more likely than any other be correct.

fashion to regard our gold mines as

and mining

ties

COTTON AND WOOL. -Manufacture

The date

with Marshall and Sutter.

make

come to be altogether too much the days

The Sa

FLOUR

event, or at least seeking to share that honor

men, was under the command of Lieut.-Col.
Cooke. Passing through the Indian Territory,
know how fierce is the competition that makes New Mexico and Arizona, the command ensuccess all but impossible in every other line of tered California early in 1847, crossing the
bnsiness, and affect to deplore the absence of in- Colorado near the present site of Fort Yuma.
dustries suitable for our boys, and yet fail to The object of this Journey to California having
ing extant for their profitable employment

There

ball-playing, or other fashionable diversion.

of California,

MINING STOCK

than one person claiming the honor of that

available these resources so close at hand been accomplished, the battalion was mustered
and 80 well adapted to supply this much-felt out at Los Angeles on the 16th day of July of
want.
that year.
Some of the members after their
Aside from mere industrial and economic discharge proceeded at once to Salt Lake, the
mineral resources as a means of affording suitconsiderations,
there
are
others
why
our
grow- major part of them either re-enlisting or scatable and profitable employment for the young
ing young men should be sent to labor in our tering through the country in search of work.
will be undervalued if not wholly overlooked
Bigler going north was employed by Captain
That this is likely to happen is denoted by the gold'fields. Mining is a pursuit well suited to
extent to which the mining industry has come develop a sturdy and manly character, no call- Sutter, and on the 27th day of September went
to be ignored by the newspaper press of the ing having a tendency to bring into play the with Marshall to assist in putting up the sawcountry. There is not a paper issued in this better impulsea of our kind. There is nowhere mill at Coloma, and was there when the first
city, nor yet anywhere in the State, but de- to be found a more self-reliant, generous or en- piece of gold was picked up, which he says ocvotes twice as much space to horse-racing aa to ergetic class than the men reared in the mines. curred on the 24th day of January, 1848. Now,
the subject of mining.
Even thecontefctaof the Even the wage-earners fail not on occasion to according to all previous authorities, Sutter
baseball clubs are more written about than the ahow themselves capable of the most daring Marshall and Weinmer included, this happened
gold miuea. And yet the latter offer better op- and heroic acts. Their seU-abnegation and in- on the 19:h day of that month, and not on the
portunities for the young man to make a for- diffarence to danger in the hour of extreme 24th, aa Bigler has it.
This is the first time
tane than farming or either of the learned pro- peril does honor not only t> the guild, but to that the date of this occurrence, as given by

tions,

USEFUL INFORMATION. -How

gold in Cilifornia,

of

there has appeared from time to time more

those engaged in river*bed operations, some of

in extraordinary
at special rates.

the Marshall-Sutter
Gold Find.

of

isms and appliances used in mining, the pupil

since set

including a school for the instraction of prospectors and adult miners as well as the youthpopulation.
With us the plan should be
engrafted on the common-school systam, with
ful

is

a large

yield nearly as

than

number

of

much and some

One exceeds

this.

other wells which

it

of

fiow.

per day for six
Another well has the following record
For 43 days it yielded 850,000 gallons per day
for 30 days the yield was 225,000 gallons per
day; for 11 days the yield was 180,000 per
This wel, aftar yielding 12.5,000,000 galday.
lons (500,000 tons) in 115 days, was plugged,
and its supply stopped for future use. Five
hundred wells have baen sunk in the Bjiku districts, two hundred of which, irrespective of
the enormous fountains, are now producing
500,000,000 gallons of oil every year, and
American operators believe that this fiow could
It has yielded 40,000 gallons
years.

said

following entries

show
^^ January
1,

discovery

The Rothschilds

are

to control a large percentage of the pro-

ducing and refining business.

The Sacramento Record-Union

of

August

a diary, the

not having been entered

made

at the time of

the gold

:

IS^S.

the mill-dam, which

— All

is

hands worked on

built of brush."

*'Sunday, January 33d.

— We have had much

week we built a cabin near
To-day four of us moved into it."

rain of late, and last

the mill.

''January

:

be increased tsn-fold.

it

day by day, but at irregular intervals, as the

them more

in present

was not exactly

this journal

events recorded in

^^^A.

— This

day

some kind

metal that looks like gold was found in the

of

tiil*

race."

—

Sunday, January SOlh. Clear, and has
all the week.
Our metal has been tried,
and proved to be gold. It is thought to be
We have picked up more than a hundred
rich.
dollars' worth last week."
**

been

Now

it

will

be seen that these observations

and
some instances at long intervals, and it
might well have happened that the remark
ahout some kind of metal having been found
January 24th, though entered on that day, re.
ferred to an event that happened several days
before; or, what is more likely, the day here
mentioned was that on which Bigler first heard
of the gold fiod, as both Marshall and Weinmer
are not registered daily, but at irregular
in

George Hofmeister, one of the
provision for instructing pupils who intend to
Commissioners of the Marshall monument, vis- tell us they kept that fact to themselves for
bEcome miners in the branches especially ited Coloma one day last week. He says the aome days after it occurred, well knowing that
adapted to fit them for that business, such as
men employed on the mill
foundation is nearly completed, and the work if it got out the
geology and mineralogy, with specimens of
knock off work and go to gold-digging.
is
progressing finely. They will commence would
earths, rocks, ores, etc., illustrative of the subWith this explanation, which seems altoputting up the granite column this week.
Here the rudiments of metallurgy and
ject.
gether reasonable, it is easy to see how our
assaying with the use of the blow-pipe should
In the old Pershbaker claim at Magalta, chronicler came to fall into such chronological
be taught, together with the application of those Butte county, a drift has been run into an error. That Bigler made no willful statement
simpler tests to which the prospector may have ancient river-bed that has free gold as coarse we may well believe, as he was a man of more
recourse for the determination of minerals. The as gooseberries.
than average intelligence and undoubted truthmode of occurrence of metals and minerals in
fulness.
The 19 th day of January, 1848, must,
veina and other forma of deposits might be
Several oil companies have been organized we conclude, continue to stand aa the annipointed out also the bast methods for search- in Wyoming. That is the coming oil paradise. versary of the grand gold discovery in Califoring after and exploiting the same.
With the The surface prospects astound old Pennsylvania nia, the entry in the Bigler diary to the con29 bh says

:

—

composition and use of explosives, the employ-

oil

experts.

trary notwithstanding.
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shots ahonld be set perpendicular to the face of

Rules for Blasting.

Th»

lo recent nambere of the PRCrv< we have
givea Bome extr&cta and engravingt from Drink*

(f'

work on "Taoneling, Exploaive Com'
poonds and Rock Urilla/' and here contiBae the

portion of the hola holding the

powder

Fig. 4.) should ba located within the

c.

This

rule, of coarse,

only

whole

holds in rock

rock.

•atjeot

where the strata are thicker than the depth of
the powder charge in the hole. If the charge

If (i/(FiR.

1

intersect a ttratification'bed

repreaent a hole parallel to the

1

face e I, the

line of

least

throw

will iodioate the general

reaistance,
of the shot.

'-

eral,

(/,

and generally practimost unfavorably located.
(b)
If the strata dip toward the face, hence
toward the miner, the breakiogin is started at
the roof (Fig. 5).
This case is the most favorable one, as the miner may tben easily cut the
seams perpendicular to the strata, as in Fig. 4,
and the drilling is downward.
cally, the

er'« fioe

open

of course, theoretically,

^

the seams.

161

be a waste of force.

there will, in gen-

Therefore a short-

If

(c)

the strata dip from the face (Fig. 6)

e b, for it

may

a / to the
most cases

be assumed in

the depth of the hole—

set

hole

may

.*{)

still

the Hgure, for in

in

the

drawn perpendicular

a

h

t\

as

if

to the

hole

it

silver

by nearly $S,000,-

much interest to this
silver money is increasing
of

importance in Europe, while it constitutes
one half of the metallic reserves, and probibly

much more than

holds

that proportion in the

actual metallic circulating

be cootidered as an

lines

its

in

balances

the

in

smaller

medium.

The

bmks

Europe would doubtless show

a

coin

throughout

much

larger

proportion of silver than the large representative banks, as given above.
In these figures

the

were sought in a line

line of least resit'tauce

Silver

faster

of

These facts are
coast in showing that

unfavorable case, provided the hole cannot be
set above a, for now the shot can only break

approximately

Europe much

000.

deeper the hole and the more the
rock to be blasted bulges, the greater will be
the result of the shot.
h (Fig.

its

in

000, and iucreased

this case the

The shot a

proportionate

than
France during the past year
stock of gold by over 518,000,-

The Bank

ha? reduced

to obtain a

the

all

accumulating

gold.

to three quarters of

in

and the

in gold

amount of
silver.
Omitting the Bank of
the other banks the gold was

large

Eogland, in
is

e..

i

more obliqaely than shown

roof ehoald receive especial care.

only $40,000,000 in excess of the silver.

it.

it

for such work not only
very tedious, causing delay, but is costly.
For this reason holes located near the sides or
is

$440,000,000 in

we atsume an existing lower
at d^ we then might take h d

maximum would extend

be subsequently done in clearing
protild.

round numbers, $537,000,000

as in Fig. 2,

as the line of least resistaoce, and

left to

normal

exceedingly

break in the direction /^.
The ehot a f would
have been set very favorably if there ran from
y a crack about parallel to the hole, and from h

cat in the cavity

the

—

favorable oircumstaoces, that the blast will also

If,

ming

Inireastno Imi'ortance ok Silver
It appears from statistics that but a short time since
the seven principal binks of Europe held, in

that a curve will ba foand in the general direcSimilarly we m»y presume, under
tion / b.

another perpendicular to

tuoneliog— in taking out the bottom of the
bench that there be not a large amount of trim-

It

will net be necessary to bore the bole

depth

ances and cavities must be avoided, and particular care in this respect should be paid in

the eiogle silver standard of Kissia

would be

into accouot.

It

may

is

not taken

be regarded as an enigma

nearly verticil; further, the shot cannot act as
far as d (supposing the rock to be solid), for

which no fellow can find out, or at least as a fact
for which no good reason can be given, that the

d\6 looeer than the hole ah. A
obli(]uely at a and bored to a
greater depth would be also unfavorable, for the
mass of the portion/ d would be too thick, and

largest silver-producing country in the world
should stand out ^s the most pronounced in its
advocacy of gold as against silver.

the rock being hollowed at /, a line drawn from
/perpendicular to the hole would then repre-

Wood Pavements in Europe. Wood pavements have met with greater success in Europe

the distance
hole set

c

more

Fio.

—

Fio. 4.

3.

U^:^

LOCATION OF DRILL HOLES FOR BLASTING ROCK.
eent the line of least resietaoce, and the shot

fissured rock,

(i,

e

,

would probably act only to the point /, leaving short clefts, etc ,)
fd standing. Another very important rule though it gives more
supplementiDg the preceding one is:
Ciefta and fissures and lines of stratification
in the rock

must be

carefully used to advantage,

Such separation faces always represent in a
minor sense open or clear faces, and where they
exist back of or beyond the hole, we must presume that the shot will act not only outward,
but inward, and lines of least resiEtance will
then have to be considered both ways. Fig. 4
may be taken as an example. The shot will
probably act beyond the bottom c of the hole,
and the distance c d to the next stratification*
bed may be taken as the first line of least resistance; and an efifect thence toward the exterior (perpendicular to a c) may be taken as

on again,
.

i

in

many

ia

one naturally broken by
or

one

faces for the

powder

to act

ultimately leas favorable material,

cases, than

more

solid material;»there-

Short-fisBured, laminated or slaty rock should

not be drilled,

if

poasible, in

the direction of

must be atarted

at the bottom,

than in America, because they are laid upon a

under

foundation of concrete, and receive more atten-

shots are drilled either

an angle steeper than the dip of the strata, or
if

the strata be thick, the shots

may

be drilled

may

may

occur where the breakiog in
be located advantageously at the middle
Cisea

tion in the

them

here.

way

of maintenance than is given
American yellow pine, owing to its

hardness and resinous quality, has been the

parallel to the stratification bads.
(d)

fore,

i

the breaking-in

much Iiminated, and succeeding

of the face.

vorite

wood

in Barlin

and Hamburg.

A

fa-

report

from Bsrlin states that the Frederick's bridge was
paved in March, 1879, with yellow pine, and is

and par-

still in a good condition, while the approachea,
paved with granite blocks, have twice since required repaving. The Opera platz in front of
Should a hole be located in a rock divided generally made at the aide.
into thin lamiBa3, the efi'ect of the shot would
Short-fissured or very tough rock requires the Emperor'a palace was paved in ISS2 partly
moderately with yellow pine and cypress at the point where
coarse-fissured,
holes;
poaaibly only extend to the adjoining beds, and a shallow
At other points atone
small wedge might be thrown out; but if the tough rock takea holes of the average depth; the traffic ia greatest.
shot be set in a line perpendicular or oblique to and brittle and solid rock works well with blocks were used, and were laid at the same
In tough rock wide holes, and in time. To day the area having the wood pavethe beds, though undoubtedly the charge would deep holes.
be cut by the layers, atill a greater effect would brittle rock narrow holes, "are the more econom- ment ia the one which ia bsst preserved. So it
probably be obtained. The volume of the ical. It should ba noted that firm, brittle rock seems that Europeans prefer to uaewood rather
the second. What in such a case may be esti- blasted body, on an average, ia as the cube of may be distinguished by the rebound of the than stone for street pavements even when they
mated as the extreme limit of c d and d e would the depth of the hole; it is a self-evident hammer; it drills hard, but breaks easily. Ex- have to come to America for it.
'have to be found by trials.
In these cases, of deduction that costly prelimicary shallow hole amples are: Trap, granite, gneiss, syenite, etc.
Reports have been received from the Salmon
course, the distance d e will be over the average work should be avoided as much as possible, Firm, tough rock does not cause the hammer to
River, Idaho, mining country, of a valuable
rule of three-quarters a c.
and the main masses be thrown by deep-set rebound so violently, leaves a white atreak
One ledge of IS feet
discovery of gray copper.
When irregular clefts and oroBs-fiaaures occur, shots.
when scratched with steel, drills easy, but ia attracting renewed attention in that district.
porihe question becomes more complicated, andvthe
Therefore, not only should each shot be set so breaks hard. Examples are: Limestone,
Numerous prospectors are hunting ledgea
effect is generally directed to obtaining the larg- as to clear a bearing for the following shots, phyry, quartzoae lodea, etc.

est poaaible wedges.

In general, we

may

the lamicce, but, according to the circumstances,
in

an oblique or normal direction to them.

but
say, as to blasting in regu-

arly stratified rock, that, iu regular seams, the

also, the

proper volume should be bla^tsd

away.
(a)

The

first

shot at the face of a drift

(e)

allel to

is,

If the strat'fication be vertical,

the line of the drift, the breaking-in

ia

In driving a heading, particular care should along Klimath river, on both aides, especially
be taken that unneceaaary cost in flushing the in the Siskiyou mountain foothills, near the
Large protuber- Oregon boundary.
clear profile does not arise.
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A Gim
The
guns

subject

still

Twenty-five Miles.

to Shoot

explotives

continues to attract

in military as well as in

much

and

attention
Refer-

other circles.

ence has already been made to large guns that
have recently been cast at Pittsburg, calculated for extraordinary work, and we now refer to the character of the explosive to be used,

which

known

is

as eramensite.

to handle, as will be readily inferred from what
follows.
It can be used in fire-arms, small or
It can
It burns slowly when ignited.
be granulated in any size and is very cheap.

large.

a recent exhibition before a

perts, near Philadelphia, the

Prussian oil wells,

is

said that the Roths-

Wine and Raisin Product

company

of ex-

inventor crushed

Clarence

which are already producing

All
oil than all the wells in this country.
the " big things " of this world seem to be centering into the handa of a favored few.

more

1888.

of

J.

cultaral Commiseion,

has submitted

him from

ports received by

Pittsburg

correspondent

the Boston

of

of a late date, writes as follows

The

:

for

bores four feet deep, drilled into a mass
cartridges were exploded

The

by

of rock.

grower and maker,
base the estimats

coming general assembly of the Knights of
Labor is causing considerable conjecture as to
whether there has been a large decline in the
membership of the Order since the last annual
Various reports have been circuconvention,
lated about a dtcrease in the membership, Napa
which have been promptly denied by the repre Sonoma

electricity,

and the rock was broken into pieces small
The amount of
enough to be shoveled away.
broken rock was estimated at 35 tons.
A dynamite cartridge, placed upon a post in
a field, exploded when struck by a bullet from
cartridge was
a rifle, while an emmensita
Cartridges of
merely knocked from the post.
dynamite, explosive gelatine and emmensite

membership, said: "It seems incredible, but, if
a truthful answer is given, the total member
ship of the Knights of Labor to-day does not
exceed 150,000.

The

-

Loa Angeles and South
Sacramento and North
Other oountiea

,

20.930,000

Total

talk of about a half mill-

"Of

Gallons.
3,500,000
2,750,000
1,400,000
260,000
2,500,000
300,000
400,000'
30,000
2,300,000
3,500,000
2,500,000
1,500,000

this

amount

at least 4,000,000 to'5,000.-

members or more is a gross exaggeration. 000 gallons will be distilled, leaving from 16,
made it a point to inform myself on this 000,000 to 17,000,000 gallons of sweet and dry
question, and the result is that, aa I said, there wines. The total production as given above
are not over 150,000 of a total membership in may be lessened considerably if the present hot
the country. The decline since the last general weather keep3 up.
A great many parties have
ion

I have

assembly, a year ago, has been distributed over

signified their intention of drying their wine
the entire country.
grapes. How much this will reduce the wine
were successively exploded on iron plates sus" Take the Pittsburg district, for instance. A
The early ripening
yield I am unable to say.
The effect
pended by threads at the corners.
year ago the membership was 11,500, and four of the grapes will facilitate the drying of them,
of the emmensite was to blow a large hole
delegatus were elected to the general assembly. and no doubt a great many carloads will be
through the plate, while the same quantity of
This year only two delegates were chosen, and dried. The must-condensing machine at Geyplates.
bent
the
explosives
merely
the other
the total membership has fallen to a trifle over serville, Sonoma county, will also be run again
Spriugfield
rifles,
Trial was then made with.
4000. The same can be said of district and
year, which will help to reduce the wine
The distance was 100 yards, and the target con national assemblies throughout the country. this
Sonoma county.

aisted

yield of

one-and-three-quarter

boards,

five

of

Take the celebrated No. 49 of New York, for
*'From the reports received it will be seen
Its membership has decreased from
instance.
that whit3-wine grapes will be short, while red
backed by an iron plate. With a cartridge con- SI, 000 to 10,000.
The membership of the wine grapes will bs a good crop, especially Zin
taining 70 grains of gunpowder, the ball, which
Massachusetts Assembly, No. 30, dwindled to
fandels.
Of table grapes. Muscats and Tokays
penetrated the farthest, struck the fifth board,
such a low figure that, to keep up appearances,
will not ba a heavy crop.
while the two emmensite balls, driven by 15
they consolidated with another district in that
" The reports concerning the raisin production
about three inches apart, and

inches thick,

grains of powder, pierced

all

the boards and

were flattened against the iron plate.

The

the explosive for sub

of

availability

marine blasting was shown by immersing emmensite coated with parafiine in a barrel, and
exploding it by electricity. A lump of emmen
site, thrown into a barrel of water while burn-

burn almost to the

ing, continued to

Dr.

Emmens

last grain.

exhibited a multi-charge acceler-

ating cartridge of

invention, which

his

Dr.

Emmens

known

well

that Cincinnati As-

but examples of a decline in membership everywhere. There is another noticeable fact, and
that

the delegates that have, thus far,
been elected to the General Aaaembly, are
Powd.erly men.
There is also a scheme afloat
that

is,

to ioflate different dietricta,

by which they

delegates than
I understand

to.

movement

that there

is

Dittrict Assembly,

to infiite

will

they are really en-

now
No.

a
3,

be ob'

casting tor

one-half

a 25'pound projectile six or seven miles.

"Hazing."

— A cotemporary well

brutal and cowardly custom of

are not

full,

but from what were received

would place the

raisin

I

production at 1,000,000

to 1,100,000 boxes."

"

Why Mining

has not Quite Kept

Up.'

all

of this city, by which one more delegates can be
The Pittsburg Steel Casting Company elected, making three from
here.
This was
him a three-inch gun, seven and done at the latt assembly."
Another equally
feet long, which is expected to throw
prominent Knight of Lxbor, when asked about

tained.
ia

is

sembly, No. 4S, from a large membership has
dwindled down t:> about nothing.
These are

titled

ettimates that, with a gun 40

a range of 27 miles would

It

may send more

be used in any size of gun.
feet long,

State.

the statement, said he believed
the totil membership

of the

it

was true that

O.der did not ex-

The ceed 150,000,
He attributed the great
"hazing" as cline to
a general apathy
says:

de-

—

Editors Press
Your editorial of August
25th, under the above heading, is well worthy
of peruaal by the entire mining community.
Why mining has not kept up with improve
ments in other induttries is simply because that
of all sticklers for. old things, the miner excels
Any one presenting a new device or method for
reducing, amalgimatiog or concentrating ores,
is derided by his fellow-miners, and at once
loses caste as a '* practical" miner, and this
simply because he presumes to present new
ideas.
Why, the mechanical and scientific
world only move ahead on new ideas.
You say, "It is ft It we ought to save the
precious metals more closely," Certainly we
ought to do so, for the mills in this State do not,
:

of the members.
He on|an average, save 40 per cent of the precious
Academy has been dealt denied,
however, that there had been, or would metals the ores worked by them are known to
with exactly right by the authorities. Not only
be, any inflitioa in the different districts to contain, and this explains why so many of the
has common decency been outraged, but young
secure additional delegates favorable to certain mills put up here have proved partial or total
men wearing the uniform of the United States
failures.
It is true some of these mills save as

practiced at the Naval

have been guilty of conduct, intended to be a
practical joke, which was as nasty as it was pos-

minded cads to conceive of,
upon younger cadtta whose
youth should have protected them from outrage
and insult. If the cadets at Annapolis cannot
sible for the dirty

who

perpetrated

it

conduct themselves like gentlemen while in the

made to give way to
men who have had proper home

service, they should be

other young

training and discipline to

fit them for reaping
the advantages of the education afforded, and

are sufficiently well bred to conduct themselves

always with propriety. The same may be said
of all our colleges where this disgusting custom

The management of our own State
University at Berkeley has set a good example,
and it has been quietly acquiesced in by the
prevails.

students.

That

is

Always the Wat.— It

out to be with natural gas as
every other natural product.

been able
it,

to

is

turning

leaders in the Order.

From

the Mountain Echo, Angels, Calaveras

The gentlemen composing the Eacompany who have contracted for the pur-

the State.
glieh

chase of the Stevenot mines at Cirson Hill
near this town, arrived in Angels last Monday.

Peksian Carpet weaving has heretofore been
in a large

measure a

secret.

It

is

now

reported

that a native of Finland,

named Runen, was sent
two years ago by the Government to try to discover the art of Persian carpet-weaving.
He
finally obtained employment in a small factory

with almost in
Smyrna, where he acquired the desired
Those who have
formation and made a design of the loom.
secure the ground which produces
Persian
it is

and the franchises for piping it into the
where it is to be used, are beginning to

cities

squeeze the people

who

being taken to see

if

use

there

it,

is

and measures are
any relief to be

In Allegheny, Pa., numerous meetiogs
have been held on the subject, and it is proposed to take the matter into the courts, which
had.

looks like a case of locking the stable after the

A

Southern California Wheat Ranch.

Wj_Wh a view of ascertaining something in relatibhT^ the amount and quality of wheat and
birley grown, marketed and manufactured in

high as 70 per cent of the gold, but where this
is the case it is due to the employment cf im-

ping grain, indicated 59^ pounds to the bushel,
and the second 61 pounds, the twosamplea coming from two separate ranches in the vdlley.
Being asked as to the quality and yield of
wheat and barley on the company's ranches, the
reply was made that both were good, wheat on
one of the company's 2000 acre fields averaging
over 31 bashels to the acre, while the entire
crop on their 25,000 acres would exceed 2^
bushels to the acre, while the weight would
average as indicated by the tests first made,
some going as high as 62 pounds.
The milling capacity is 400 barrels per day,
remarked Mr. Van Nuys, and unless the crop on
our ranches should fall short, it would require
about all our time to grind what we raise,
A little figuring enabled the reporter to
demonstrate that at the rate of product named
there would be 87,500,000 pounds of wheat,
which, requiring about 300 pounds to the barrel of flour, would indicate about 125,000 barrels, and this divided by the capacity of the
400 barrels per day would occupy all
mill
the working days of the year in grinding up.
what the company's ranches produce. The reflection was made as to what the ordinary Eastern farmer would think of a report of this kind,
and probably remark, on hearing it, that it was,

—

indeed.

now been

all this flour,,

reply was given that a large proportion of it
was sent to Arizona and Texas, and, owing to
the limited acreage sown this year, the demand
is about up to the supply, with none left in this
county for expoit.
When asked regarding the barley crop of the

company, Mr. Van Nuys said

it

reached over

60.000 bushels, or 30,000 sacks of from 100 tc
105 pounds per sack. The yield would show
an average of 40 bushels per acre, a large preportion of which is shipped to Arizona, the'
price being from 75 to 77^ cents for No. 1 feed
" To run the company's San
per 100 pounds.
Fernando valley rancho," said Mr. Van Nuys,
"there are required at this season of the year
over 300 men, 600 horses and mules. They aho
employ quite a number of teams outside in thebusy season.
In the winter the number of
hands is reduced to about 125. In harvesttime we run some 20 heading machines, and the
wheat and barley are carried direct to the separators (threshert), of which there are five, run
by steam-power. When the day's work is done
all the grain that has been cut is found in sacks
reafiy for transportation.
There is no time or
need for stacking and sweating, as is the practice in the Ext tern States."
Flour is made at this mill by a dozen or more
patent roller-process machines, while the oldfashioned stone burrs are run on corn, and a
separate machine used for rolling barley for
horse and cattle feed.
large barley storage
and grindiog-room has been carried up from
four
two to
stories between the mill proper and
the new elevator, which is four stories high and
contains 15 compartments. It is the only grain
and storage elevator in Southern California, and
there is but one other Starr's, at Port Costa
in the State.

A

—

proved

—

Milling Power.
A technical exchange.
Power and TranamiBsion, says, in respect to
horse-power required for milling: "It ought
to take about 40 horse power to make 100 barrels of flour per 24 hours.
This, if steam is
used, will require the evaporation of from 15 to
40 pounds of water per hour per horse-power,
or from 1000 to 1600 pounds of water per hour
remaining to be made
as well as in say 24,000 to 39,400 pounds of water for
the
mechanical and metallurgical science. Those 100 barrels of flour. This will be from 240 to
interested in mining should therefore wake up, 3S4 pounds of water per barrel of flour.
The
and this industry be forced lo keep pace with boiler will require from one-fifth to one-tenth
the advancements made in the other depart- pound of coal per pound of water, so that if
the
ments of human knowledge and human en- water required is only 240 pounds per barrel of
deavor.
flour, the coal required may range from 24
Could a fair percentage of the gold contained pounds up to 4S pounds per barrel of flour. If
in our ores be saved, this branch of mining, now 3S4 pounds of water are
reqoired per barrel of
that labor and all the other factors of production flour, then the coal required may run from
38.4
have been so much cheapened, would become pounds per barrel up to 76 S. So yon have the
not only one of the most extsnsive, but also one extreme of 24 pounds and 76 S pounds of coal,
of the best payingc industries in the State.
the maximum being about three times the minOrais Valley, Oal.,Aug. '28.
Boston,
imum."
.

in-

The Fulton Iron Works has signed a contract
with the San Joaquin Improvement Company
for a ne^ stern-wheel boat for the Stockton
in Finland and great results are expected.
trade.
She will be 205 feet long, with compound condensing engine, high-pressure cylinder
22
inches
in diameter, and low-pressure 40,
It is said that by a new process aluminum
is
both S-inch stroke, showing about 600 horse
being produced at Newport, Ky., at a cost of
power. The Fulton Works also made a contract
little more than copper.
It has heretofore cost with the Wilmington Transportation Company
S2O,O0O per ton to manufacture it. If the for a new passenger boat to run from Wilmingnews is really true, it means a revolution ton and S in Pedro to the Catalina islands. This
will be the fourth boat built by this company
carpet factory has

—

" a California lie."
Qaeationed as to the market for

modes and mechanisms, chiefly concounty
Most of the mines in the vicinity of centrators and amalgamators.
It is time the mining community should give
Mokelumne Hill have closed down for lack
to this matter, and instead of
of water. Ore from the Whittle mine, at more attention
scofiB Qg at, extend aid and encouragement to men
Albany Flat, is being crushed in the Confidence of advanced ideas. The least they could do would
mill, in this town.
The hoisting works at the be to give any device brought to their notice a
Utica mine, in this town, are said to be five fair trial. An you say, vast advantages may
yet come to this industry through discoveries
feet higher than any other works of the kind
in
in electrical
:

XlOTES.

the year.

Alameda
lump of thepowderina^tone-crusher. A small sentative members of the Order,
One of the Contra Costa
cartridge was loaded with the powder, and the prominent members, who is well known not Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
ball was shot with a pistol tbrough a one eighth- only in this city but throughout the country, San Joaquin
inch iron plate, Toor cartridges, containing in when asked for as nearly as possible the total Jlerced
Freano
three pounds of emmensite, were placed in

^ILL

the vicinity of Los Angeles, a Lis Angeles ExThe damage from press reporter was recently detuled to callupoa
frost has been confined to Sonoma county, Mr. Van Nuys, superintendent of the Los
where it ranged from two to five per cent, the Angeles Fanning and Milling C?, Some samples of white wheat from the firm's San Ferdamage from coulnre far exceeding it. and being nando valley ranches were poured into
a small
as high as 25 per cent in some localities.
hopper, beneath which hung a pint measure,
Mr. Wetmore gives a summary of the reports and when this ran full and was stroked off even,
and a few remarks, which are appended btlow. it was suspended to a beam with a sliding
weight indicating what proportion this quactity
The yield by counties:
bare to a bushel. The first sample, a good shipof the yield

A

re-

the several wine-produciiig counties, and they
as they give reliable data to

of the K. of L.

the

different growers in

a

all

Ji[u>OUR

AVetmore, secretiry of the Viti-

are of great interest to the

Decline

Herald,

This explosive appears to be absolutely safe

At

It

childs have secured a controlling interest in the

improved

of

stealing of the horse.
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A

established

for that line.

"Fancy Milling,"

says the Chronicle, as
flour-millers call their grinding of those
products
food
in which fine white flour has no
part, is being carried on in this city to a greater
extent than ever before, and the rapidity of
the increase in this direction is very marked.
There are now made here annually fully 1000
tons (f buckwheat and rye flour, 3000 tons of
cornmeal and farina, 3500 tons of oatmeal and
rolled oats, 1000 tons of cracked wheat, 6000
tons of graham flour, 2000 tons of cracked oorn
and 600 tons of pearl barley. Local millers

some

who make

specialties of

this class of

products
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occaaion to com^Uio at
that there ia a good out'
Wliile bread coatamera
great Duinbers from the
ataff of life, aa represcott^d by the wheateo leaf,
it ia a not-ueable fact that the preaent tcodeocy
**faooy
ii toward a heavier coDBumption of
ccreaW." The millera oow griod out immeDee
quantities of graham tl^ur and catmeal for the
use of the local bakers acd crackermakrrs, the

8&y that they have do
the state of trade aod
look for the (utare.
are not turoiog io aoy

latter makiag more oatmeal w&fers and fiDoy
graham biscuit than could possibly have found
It is estimated that
a market here u year ago.
there are now nearly '200 men and boys em
ployed in the mills. They rec»ive from $1 50
to 95 a day, and are kept btjadily at work
through the whole year. During the brisk sea-

Manipulation of Cotton Fiber.

generally io the witt-r-ttme,
run night and day.

SOD,

which

moat

of the mills

is

—

First Amkkican Mill in New Zkaland.
years aeo next October an AuckUud miller
visited the LTnited States for the purpose of txaroining the latest and mC6t approved methods
for making Hoar in this country, with the view
After
of secaring a new plant for bis mill.
making a thorcugh examination of our system,
he invited proposals for what he wact^d. The

Two

award was made to the Nordyke &. Murmon Co.
The contract called
of IndianapoliB, Indiana.
for "aSOO-barrel rcller-mill oul tit, th« machinery
for a 100,000-hushel modern elevator, the total
phoe of the whole, it is said, footing up about
$80,000, the largeit foreign purchase ever made
The material was ohipped by rail
in America."
to New York, making a special train if 14 oars,
to Auckland via Kogland,
steimtr
by
thence
making a trip of 17,000 miles. That is a long
distance to go for what yon want, but if yoa
In this
get it there is s^ttisfaction a'l round.
ller (J. C, Firth) was completely satcase the
isfied and discouLtsd his bill iu advance of the

m

teetallowed. This is the tirst American flour-mill
plant set up in New Zealand, and it is besides
the tirst eight-hour mill in that colooy, all the
other mills working li! hours, though eight
Mr.
hours is the rule in other industries there.
Firth works three shifts every '24 hours. There
was a streak of irony in this British colony

taking this mill and machinery from an interior
Amerioan shop all the way to Eo^Und and re*
shipping ft thence to its destination in New
/aalaqd,
It fiirpt^heB nrtott telling evidence of
the superiority of AmTigin machinery over
that of a similar class bulIt IP l^ogl^nd,

The tiber of the cotton plant, or cotton aa it
IB commercially called, is drst preet'uted to most
cotton minufaoturers after it hLiS been ginned
and baled for transpoitition. The process of
ginning is Buppcsed to separate the fibtr from
the seed and other subatatoes which are foreign
to its value as a staple for manufacturing: but
the fact that nearly one-tenth of the weight cf
the contents of a hx\e of cotton as it is rtccived
at the mills is seed, leaf and dirt, ehows very
plainly that there is room for a great improvement in the process of gathering and ginning.
If cotton is in the proper condition when it is
baled, it ia probable that the process of com*
pressing it into bates as at prtsent accomplished,
does nut damage it; although it has been
claimed that as the tiber is tubular so much
compression as is sometimes used must of necea*
sity flatten, and thus injure it.
However this
may be, cotton compresstd in a bale for months
cannot be properly worked until it is loosened
up; to do this by machinery is very damaging
to the quality of the staple and increases the
amount of waste; to do it by hand is too ex
pensive.
The methods of preparing cottou for
the lirst procees cf working it in ordinary milU
vary somewhat; but in a general way all
manufacturers desire to cut the ties or fastenings of the bale, and remove the bagging from
the top, several days before it is put on the
opener, and either pull the bales apart, and pile
or stack them up, mixing the different grades
together at the same time, or let them set where
the lies are cut to allow the fibers to slowly
gain their natural position with reference to
each other, and pi Iting them apart but a short
time before putting them on the opener. If the
first method is adopted, the ct t^on is tiken from
the face of the stack, which makes the mixing
more intimate still. In the second method,
bales of a certain grade may be put through the
first procees by themselves, and laps from the
different grades run together in the sncceediug
Ooe of the conditions necessary to the
process.
successful working of the cotton fiber is that it
contain
should
a proper amount of moisture, and
if possible neither materially mere nor less than
the atmosphere IQ the different rooms through
which it must pass in the various processes be-

— Telegraphic

reports say

that Europe will need much more wheat this
year than she can produce. Thero will be a
very large dtfioieocy in France, Germany, and
Russia, contrary to the exin Great Britain.
pectations of a few weeks ago, n ill only produce
The late cold weather has
a good yield.
The
a£fected both the amount and quality.
estimated dtticieDcy in France ia 150,400,000
bneheU, in Great Brit lin 28.000,000, audin Germany 10,000,000 bushels. India will exceed
the yield of 1887 by 20 000,000 bushels, and
Russia by 15.000.000. No great demand is
expected at once, but higher prices mnst come,

Wheat Borneo

— The

Loa

Angtlea

Ex-

Mr.

Melius, a grain
Los Angeles, that the Liguna
expert of
ranch, east of Bojle Highta, sufiferei a loss
of some SOOO sacks by fire a short time
Upon h's there was an insurance of $10
since.
per acre, or about two-thirda the value of the
crop debt eyed. Mr. Melius said he had one
order from England for 25,000 sacks of red
wheat, but knew of none to be had, at least in
any quactity.

press

is

by

inforiTied

\

Exchequer Mining Camp.
Editors Press
is still

improving.

:

—The

outlook at this

The contract U£

to

fine-looking ore.

The porphyry-

mine is a etrikirg
the Exchequer district, acd.
resembles the description of the geology of the
Leadville district by your interesting correspondent, W. H. Storms, in the Press for
dyke feature

of the Cashier

characteristic of

Aug, ISth.
The Exchequer district ia called a granite formation, although the rock underthe microscope
Tesembtes quartz, and may be what is termed
feldsite; feldspar seems to be a large proportion
cf the mass.
It would be an interesting study
for a gee legist to examine this district.
There seems to be associated with porphyry,
porphyry dykes in the basin where the mines
are found, and ecuptive rocks surrounding the
same on all sides.
The owners have shipped a carload of ore
from three different inclines, which promise
good returns.
Prospector,
Exchequer Camp, San Bernardino Co.

The boom of immigration and of substantial
improvement has struck the whole Paget Sound
country, as well as Tacoma and Seattle, and is
extending to tbe towns on the American side of
the Straits of Fuca.
The establishment of the
Glquceater fishermen, who are coming into Port
Townsend from the Atlantic aide with their
fishing smacks, has started a boom iu real
estate, and the hotels and all available sleepingrooms are tiken up with seekers of bargains in

Port Townsend real estate.

it is

There are a oun.ber of woolen mills in operUtal one (ach in Salt Lake, Provo,
SpringviUe, WestJordAn, lieaver and WashingThat it Silt Like City manufacturts
ton.
goods iu every variety,
tine woolen dress
choice fianneU, linsey sheeting, yarns, etc., and
makes a specialty nf fine grades of white
blanketf.
There are (!0 persons constantly employed at the mill, and 200,000 pounds of wool
are used per y«ar.
A large proportion of the
output is all-wool yarop, fcr the consumption
of which they have a knitting factory in town
where they employ 53 hands. The manufactured products of these aggregate in value
SIOO.OOO per year. In quality the goods are
all 6tri(.t'y tirst clasa and find markets throughout the whole mouutiin region.
The Piovo woolen-mill it a very extensive
eetablishmett in which 120 persons are employed; the capacity of the looms is 1000 yards
per day and over a ton of wool is riquirid
Nothing but the bett wool ia used about
daily.
the works. They make a specialty of fine fiin*
ntls, plain and io all colors and designs of
plaid, opera llinnels in scarlet and white, also
the htist styles of gentb' suitings, manufacture
hosiery in all colors from fctrictly pure yarn,
and make considerable underwear from their
famous seven ounce twillefl flannel. They send
to Colorado and Montana thousands of dozens
of hand-made scarlet and men's gray hose.
ation in

They have

;

also recently

done a large business

Indian robes, which they make gay enough
Indian eye at once. Their carriage
robes and blinkets find a ready market in Chicigo, and their orders for these goods are olten
Their goods are
fully up to their capacity.
sold bU along the line of the Denver & Rio
Grande railroad, and in return they purchase
wool from the tame districts.
The products of the other mills are chi» fly
yarns, and are absorbed in their own neighborin

to catch the

hood.

—

turnfd out as cloth,

—

H

continued.

With

the exceftion of 20,000 ti

This

in their favor.

new plant

will

put

many

.SO.OOO bales

direct control.

Batch-

tfc

solid vein of

Utah Woolen-Mills.

which have already been sent from dollars in their purses, and vsill have a tendency
E
Liveroool, and a few that may be forwarded to to increase the wool-growing industry.
New York from New England atorehouees, the Snow & Co. have established a wool warehouse
they
will
corner controlled near the close of the month in connection with the scourer, and
almost the whole stock available for delivery, handle the wool, either in the grease or after it
which is supposed to be about 200,000 bales. ia scoured. Growers will be able to get money
The short sales were at that time believed to be on their wool from the Denver banks as readily
anywhere between 200 and 300 and 50,000 as they could from the Eistern commission
camp bales.
houses, and still have their goods under their

Johnson by Spawforth & Spencer opening up the Cashier mine 60 feet deeper, has been
complefcad after cutting through a porphyry
dyke of 28 feet, when they found a five foot
elder

seeds by a pair of rollers, set at
such a distance apart as to ke<p the leeds from
entering between them, nhile the fiber passes
on and goes into a big. In the present case,
more or less ( f tSe seeds had somehow got be
tween the rollers and beni ciu^hed, and had
thoB saturated tbe coUon with oil, which, in
due time, had caused spontaneous combustion."

Wool Scouring Works for Denver.
Wool-washing works have lately been started
Denver, Colorado, by 0. P. Crawford. Some
in
dates
from
New
The Cotton Corner. Lsts
York report that there is a strong effort being time ago Mr. Crawford, who is experienced in
made t) break the cotton corner by the im- all branches of the wool buaineas, visited DenManipu* ver, and saw the opportunity offered to some
poitition of cotton from L'verpool.
lators have been steadily advancing the price of enterprising man or firm to establith such an
Consequently, notwi'h^tindAugust cotton for some time, until they had industry there.
cet ti ing the possibility of the water not being of the
put it up to 11 38 cents, or nearly
above the price for the following motth. The right quality, he went ahead with his plant.
pice equaled $7 50 per bale. Ac this price the Recently they made their first day's work, and
Ten
bears found it profitable to send to mill-owners the results were beyond expectation.
and t) England for cotton with which to make thousand pounds of wool were scoured in 10
Most of Colotheir deliveries, and a large amount was secured hours, and in a perfect manner.
and transhipped to New York. The steamship rado, Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico and Texas
scouring-mills,
East
by
the
in
is
scoured
wool
York
brought
about
bales
of
New
12,000
City
be
as part of her cargo, and, according to report, and there is no reason why it should not
Mr.
there were on the 20Eh of August 15,000 bales done at Donver, which is a central point.
actide.
On
turn
the
will
venture
Crawford's
Liverpool
other
steamby
on their way from
ships, while there was a large qnact'ity in store count of wool being at such a low price in the
advanat Liverpool ready to be returned to this coun- Eist, it behooves wool growers to take
try at once if the high prices for August were tage of everything which they can possibly find

fore

KcROPKAN Wheat.

away from the
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Substitution of Mulberry Fiber for Cotton. Repeated reference has been made from

—

time to time of the possible substitution cf mulberry fiber for cotton. The ditKsulty encountered has been in the trouble of separating it
from the stalk. A French journal has recently
called attention to an Italian' invention which
the promoters claim will revolutioniza the fine
*'
tissues " market, i. e the Bubstitution of mulberry fiber for cotton. It is said that on lifting
the bark of the young shoots of mulberry trees
a fiber is found which, in fineness and tenacity,
is not exceeded by silk, and it remained for an
invention to be made for treating the bark and
iaolating the fiber by a mechanical process.
After studies prosecuted at Brescia, two students
the one Eogliah, the other Piedmontese are
said to have found a solution, and under their
process to produce a very fine fiber, bearing
comparison with flax and nearly approaching
The name given to the new material is
silk.
gelso lino, and English houses are already said
to have made offers t3 buy all the available production.
,

—

—

Mysterious Origin of Fires in Cotton.

—

Fires in cotton in warehouses and on shipboard
are often met with when no apparent cause can
be discovered. The following paragraph from a
eotemporary may explain most of such cases.
believe no reason of a similar cause has ever
before been suggested: "Not long ago a lot of
Sea-island cotton in bales was discovered to be

We

New

Jersey warehouse, and when
the flames were extinguished in one spot, they
would immediately break out in another. An
examination showed that it was roller-gin cotton; that is, cotton of which the lint is drawn

on

fire in

a

A

Manufacturer's Opinion.— Meeting Mr.

Torr, of the Petaluma Woolen-Mills, the ether
day, we naturally inquired as to the business
prospect in his line. He stated that the mill
was being run to its utmost capacity, and yet
the demand for flinnels and blankets could not
Upon a tuggestion that it might pay
be met.
to increase the capacity of his mill, he said it

had been under contemplation to do so, but
that the present tiriff movement had caused a
postponement of the matter for the presEnt.
"For," said Mr. Torr, "if wool ia put on tbe
will only be a question of time
free list, then
as to when woolen goods of foreign manufacture
will be admitted free, and when that comes to
it

pass I would not give five cents apiece for
woolen-mills iu the United States." Mr. Torr
manuis an Bngliahman by bii th and a skilled
His opinion on such a subject should
facturer.
outweigh the visionary theories of a thousand

impractical demagogues,

Petaluma Argus,

in Oregon.— The Portland, Oregon, Grocer says there are 3,000,000
sheep in Oregon. The icdustry employs or inNo matter.how these men
tereats 15,000 voters.
were divided between parties before the late
election, it is safe to say that every one of them
interest endangered by the
felt hia personal

The Sheep Tntekest

bill, and that, becoming alarmed,
rushed to the protection which waa
most apparent.

Milla free- wool

they

all

Wool

in Australia.

—The

wool

interests

drouth.
of Australia are 6uffering severely from
The sheep are reported to be dying by millions.

Shop

X^otes.

The Purchase and Use of Pulleys.
To ordinary mortaU, says the Milling Ew
r/i»rtr, a "cat is a cat," and to the average
buyer uf machicery a pulley is a pulley. Men
who have made the feline race a study aver
that while a cat may be a cat, there, neveitheless, exiests a great difftrence in cats, and that
there are good cats, bad cats and cats of all
kinds and cocdit'oos, including that special c&t
which each particular man feels calUd upca
frequently to make the target of bootjack,
Bhavi[ig*mug aud other throwable articles of his
bedrocm quipmeut. So those buyers who have
made a ttudy of pulleys and other power-tranemitting machineiy, aver that there is a great
difference in pulleys; that there are pulleys
good, bid and indifferent, cf all grades
from
that which ia the pet of the wooden-pulleymillwrinht up to the perfectlyprof oi toned,
smoothly-turned, round and well-balanci d pulleys produced by the beat makers.
There is
no doubt that excellence, even io such a small
thing as a pulley, costs money and experience
t) produce, acd that perfection in a pulley, as
«

—

in

more important

details, is

worth money

to-

the buyer.
The oidinary buyer, however,
hardly ever looks beyeud the question of price,
and his purchases are made, not with the idea
of selecting a perfectly-made pulley, but rather
with the view of getting the one which costs
Price, and not quality, govthe least money.
erns the purchase, and then the wonder is, why
the belts do not run true and why it ifquires
so much power to run the mill.
There are
establiehments devcted to the manufacture of
power-transmitting machinery that are using
tools ten years behind t'le times and th:^t make
pulleys that weigh one-half more than they
should, and millers who buy such pulleys have,
in conaecjuence, to ute heavier shafts to sustain^
tbe extra weight and to furnish extra power to
drive them.
Competition is keen, and a miller
cannot keep up with the procesaion if his machinery is not of the veiy best deaciipticn;
and it hia engine is an old one and his pulleys
heavy hulks of caat-iron, his trial balance will
show the result at the end of the year.
The
policy of buying from price alone ia ruining mill*
ers aJ over the country; and it ia the " penny>
wise and pound-foolish " plan that has only
one end.

—

The Safety Limit for Belting. Those w ho
have the practical management of fcctoriea will
a settled fact

It
tind the following of value:
in mechanics that no piece of machinery,
whether it be a belt, shaft or gear, ehould ever
be submitted to a strain greater than one half
it follows that a belt
of its breaking strength;
to be lattmg and durable ehould not be submitted to a strain greater than 100 pounds to
It ia also an estabthe equare inch in width.
is

lished fact that a leather belt passing over the
face of a turned caat-iron pulley embracing onehalf of its circumference, will give a fractional
force equal to 40 per cent of the stress, so
that if a belt one inch wide ia passed over the
face of an iron pulley embracing one-half cf its
circumference, and subject to a stress cf 100
pounds, the fracticnal or driving power will be
40 pounds. If this force of 40 pounds be
carried forward at a epeed of 1000 feet per
minute, it is evident that this force will be
equal to 40,000 pounds at one foot per minute.

— Tradesman.

—

How to Di.«pose of Old Tools There is
not a harder problem to deal with in a machine-shop, says tbe American Mechanic, than
to decide upon what dieposition to make of (Id
Too good to put in the cupola and too
tools.
poor to use, is a very common condition of such
machines

aa

lathes

and planers.

A new

tool

dees not need to be much better than the old
one to make it possible to earn a good deal more
with it, BO the question of replacing old machines may be made a quettion of arithmetic,
A little figuring in many michine-shops would
provide considerable caat-iron for tbe cupola,
and work for tool-builders, to the advantage of
Poor toola at the present day
all parties.
effectually put a ahop bejond the possibility of
competing with those well equipped. There is
no way to successfully compete except to take
advantage of the progress made in the construction of

machine

tools.

Cleaning Greasy Machinery.— For

clean-

machinery, says the Milling Ennothing can be found that ia more
A eteam-hose attached to
useful than tteam.
the boiler can be made to do better work in a
few minutes than any one ia able to do in hours
The princip&l advattages
of close application.
cf steam are that it will penetrate where an instrument will not 'enter, and where anything
else would be intfiectual to acctmpliah the deJournal boxes with oil cellers will
aired result.
ing greasy
fjineer,

get filthy in time, and are difficult to clean in
the ordinary way; but, if they can be rtmoved,
or are in a favorable place so that steam qan be
used, it is veritable playwork to rid them of
any adhering eubatance. What is especially
satisfactory in the use cf steam is, that it does
Water and oil spread the
not add to the filth.
foul matter,

matters not

everybody

and thus make more work.

It

journal boxes are kept clean,
admit that they ehould net be

how

will

They are sure to heat
allowed to get dirty.
and give trouble, if not cleaned and cared for.
Often the oil-tanks are never emptied and the
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the completeat lumber manufacturing outfits on
residuum removed, and, ae the pumpa draw
Jlujv1BER]lj^TEi^ESTS. the Pacific Coast, and everything is working
oil from the bottom, the machinery ia baing
well.
The lumber is made near the railroad at
daily lubricated with impure oil, Toe oil tank
ahould have a thorough cleaning before new oil Forestry Experiments ia New England. Clinton. The logs are brought from the mountains
narrow-gauge railroad cars a distance of
on
Thia is eaay enough
ia again pumped into it,
seven miles, the railroad outfit belonging to the
if the oil is removed, the tank inverted and the
The moat profitable system of forestry in Pacific
Lumber Co,, and then the logs are deBteam-nozzle applied to the miuth of the tank, New England is said t) be that which devotee
Tois method of cleaning beata dipping the fi!tH princ'pal attention to the planting of white tivered at tie sawmills by a shoot or slide that
out with waste.
So many opportunities will pines on the sandy ridges and plains, which are ia 1900 feet long.
present themaelvea when steam will be a valued of little value in general agriculture. The sapThe Duty on Lumber. The Senate TariflF
he'p to cleaning machinery, if one happens to ling pine is the cheapest wood grown at this

Our

the

—

think of

Shop

it.

Dust.

— Opera'.ivea

in

wood-working

establishments are necessarily subjected t) the
unpleisant and unwholesome effects of dust,
and in pianing-mills and similar fatablishmenta
it seems to ba impoa-ibleto escape thia nuisince.
Modern shops are supplied witb machines for
cirrying away much of the dust and shavings

made by woodworking machinery, but even in
the bast-Equipped shops Iha workers are obliged
Planto inhale more dust thin is wholesome.
ing mill, eawmill and furniture factory operatives, and, in fact, all men who work in wood,
have a peculiar appearance thit is the result of
inhaling wood dust.
An obaerver would never
mistake an old planing mill operator for a
worker io a machine shop.
Eich bears in his
fice and general appearance the marks of his
occupation.

Graphite

in

Makinxj

Up

Joints.

—Few

says the Mechanical
World, understand tie valuable properties of

flteam-fit!;ers or engineers,

graphite in miking up joints; this valuable
mineral cannot ba overestimated in thia conIndestructible under all changes of
temperature, a perfect lubricint, and an antiincruatator, any jiint can ba made up perfectly
tight with it, and can be taken apart years aft^r
as easy aa put together.
Ribber or metal
gaskets, when previously smeared with it, will
last almost any length of t me, and will leave
the surface perfectly clean and bright
Few
engineers put to aea without a good eupply of
thia valuable mineral, while it seems to be almost overlooked on shore.
nection.

For Sharpening Tools —It haa often been
said, of late, that glycerine ia much better than
for aharpening tools; but the fict that it
should be mixed with a small quantity of oil
is not aa often heard of.
The proportions of
the composition ahould ba made according to
the claaa of tools to be sharpened.
One with a
relatively large surface is best sharpened with
-oil

a clear

fluid, three parts of glycerine being
of spirits,
A graver, having a small cutting surface, only requires a
amall preasnre on the atone; in such cases, mix
the glycerine with only two or three drops of

mixed with one part

spirits.

The Tendency

to Use Too

Narrow

Belts.

a tendency among machine builders to
use pulleys that are too narrow for tie baits t)
drive with, for the reason, perhaps, that a wideface pulley will give the impression that a large
amount of power is required to make them
operate; so narrow^ belta are prepared with the
idea that they can be laced up till the machine
is set in motion.
It would take a great deal of
the load from (ff the bearings if the wide belts
could be used, that they may not be strained all
out of ahape in transmitting power to the driving-abaft.

There

and the most prolific; the easiest
grown and the earlieat to reach a remunerative
and marketable stage. Hard wood
makes a growth so slow aa to discourage
section,

ia

Advantages of a Toolroom.— lb has been
thoroughly demonstrated that in all large shops
the loss of time of the workmen in hunting up
tools and patting them into proper condition
when injured or spoiled by some unknown other
person who had them bsfore, was very much
more than the cost of fitting and maintaining a
toolroom with all its paraphernalia. Smalt shops
should have, at least, a place for tools; and
every tool should always be' kept in place.

—

To Keep Machinery from Eusting. In
order to keep machinery from rusting, take one
ounce of camphor, diesoiving it in one pound of
melted lard; take off the scum and mix in as

much fine black lead aa will give it iron color.
Clean the machinery and smear it with this
mixture. After 24 hours, rub clean with soft
1 nen
cloth.
It will keep clean for months
uader ordinary circumstances.
To Solder a Joint that is to be carefully
united, the surface must ba nicely fiti;ed with a
file and then cleaned thoroughly bafore bringing the parts together.
piece of tinfoil wiil
occupy a amall space and cover the whole surface, and when the work is heated alowly in a
fire, the parts can be united ao nicely that the

A

Whatever

ao far as it relates to lumbar, would work
a great hardship on that industry in the Northwestern States and on the Pacific Coast, Across
the border, almoab everywhere in the Brttiah
Djmnion, the lumber districts are leased at exbill,

and plastered over, and the other of wire
upon which the plastet had been spread.
fire was built in each compartment after
everybody interested had an opportunity to inspect the preparations by going up a ladder to
the top of the atructure, upon which no roof
had been placed, the better to subsequently
compare results. At the end of ten minutes,
when the fire was extinguished, the wooden
lathing bad burned away, the plaster had fallen
into the aahea beneath, and the joists became
charred from the fl imes. In the other compirtment, where the wire cloth waa used, it and the
plaster remained intact at the end of that time,
as ii did over an hour afterward, when the fire
there had been allowed to burn out. The test
seemed to meet the general approval of the
jolttj

cloth,

A

hot

theoretical writers
concerning the rapid ceedingly low sums, and if the duty on lumber
spectator?, who commended the use of the wire
ordinary was lowered, doubtless they would ship their
trees on
lumbar over to our markets and be able to un- lathing in buildinga intended to be fireproof, or,
soil, the actual experience of those who have
at least, alow burning.
watched the development of deciduous trees for dersell our own lumbermen, and after they sucthe business here,
yeara proves that all expectaticns of aatitf ictory ceeded in virtually destroying
control the
they
up
the
prices
and
would
above
Fireproof Building Material —The Real
profits are delusive.
A practical Naw Hampshire lumbarman sale of timber. It ia gratifying to know that the Estate Record says that fire ruins show that
delegation is a unit in opposing porous terra-cotta bricks and blocks best resist
planted some sugar maples under the most fa- entire Pacific
fire, water and frost.
Next to these in the orvorable conditions on good corn or grain land. any such proposition.
der of tire-resisting qualities come concretes and
They were about an inch in diameter when
planted. It is now 30 yeara since they were
Shingles Short in Number. Complaint is burned clay work. In the beat work done, the
planted, and yet they do not average over 16 made in San Bernardino that many shingles ironwork is incased in porous terra cotti, tile or
inches in diameter.
which are sold in that market contain only 200 brickwork in roof, floor and tile construction.
The hollow tiles are faced with vitreous tile,
From 1815 to 1S20, some six acres on the in number, while they should contain 250.
same farm, which had teen cultivated to crops are not informed where such shingles are put alate or any good weather-proof coating, or with
a single thickness of brick.
Iron and steel
for a few yeara, waa abandoned for cultivation, ^Vframework incased in fireproof materials gives
and the land was soon covered with a t'lick,
The shinglemill at Olympia, W. T., was de- the best possible results. There is a growing
thrifty growth of white pine, self-seeded. From
1S60 to 1S65 and afterward thinnings were stroyed by fire on Aug. 2l3t, The mill con- preference for light porous walls of hollow mamade of trees for aqueduct l?gj and other pur- t line \ 200,000 shingles ready for shipment, and terial protecting an iron or wooden framework.
posea.
In 1880 the pine was all cut oS" and about 20 cords of shingle bolts, all of which Massive and heavy walls of brick or atone will
do for architecture, but they are not as much
sold for market, fetching about 5p6 per 1000 feet were destroyed, aa well as all the machinery.
of a mechanical necessity as they were regarded
GU the stump, and yielding, say 20,000 feet average to the acre on a money value per acre of
Advices from Sinta Cruz stated that on the a few yeara ago.
^120.
These pines were rather coarse saplings, lObh of Augutt there were cub 143,000 feet of
Steel Plates for Houses, A new aystem
many of them measuring two feet in diameter lumber in six hours, from 125 immense logs.
at thebjtt.
The same land waa self-seeded to Tois is the greatest known run of a aawmill of building houaea of ateel plates ia being introduced by
Danly, manager of the Societe
white pine again,
which is coming up with a single set of saws.
des Forges de Chateleneau. It has been found
thick and thrifty.
Adjoining the above is
that
corrugated
sheets,
only a millimeter
another six-acre lot on the same farm, on a little
{.0394") in thickness, are sufficiently strong for
higher and drier ground, carrying a better soil.
]]3uibDE(^.
building houses several stories high, and the
Between 1800 and 1810, there were cut from
material used allows of architectural ornamenthis lot many thousand feet of heavy, old-growth
tation. The plates need are of the finest quality,
pine timber. The lind was not cleared ior a
The Philosophy of Architecture.
and as they are galvanized after they have been
crop, but permitted to come up almost exclucut to the sizes and shapes required, no portion
sively to a growth of sugar maples self-seeded.
Pfof. Black recently delivered an address on ia left
exposed to the action of the atmosphere.
After these maples reached the age and siza to
above subject before the Edinburgh Archi- Houaes ao constructed are very
admit of tapping for sap, they received some the
sanitary, and
tectural Association, from which we collate as the neccEBary
ventilating and heating arrangecare and thinning out, yet even now, in 1SS8,
follows
ments can readily be cirried out
they only show a growth of 12 to 15 inches
Industriea.
The professor said if houaea were to be called
diameter at the butt. No one could claim thia
architecture, they must have some expresaion
Building in This City.— In the building
growth to be profitable if undertaken as a busiof the eternal principle of beauty according to
ness.
line the long list of newly-filed contracts ia
Thia growth of maples, except some
which the Divine Baing had created the uni- proof positive of much activity,
butt cuts, ia worthless for sawing into lumber.
and there are
verse. Architecture was the poetry of masonry,
still contracts to be let for three or four large
It is ao full of limbs and knot aa to be only fit
meanblight and shelter. If archimasonry
and
brick buildings. The Parrott building on the
for wood worth on the s'ump §1 per cord. The
fine art it was not to ba got at by
site of the old Jeauit collage, the California
growth would probably cut 30 cords per acre, tecture was a
induction made by any microscopic scienand yield its owner $30 per acre against the any
Ekctric L'ght Co. 'a works, the Crocker waretific peeping, analyzing or claasifying; but, like
houaea, the engine-houses for the Omnibus
$120 per acre received for the pine on the same
poetry and painting, from the inspiration Cable Co., and the new
farm in 1880.
Olympic Club building
The firtt essential in architectare waa will all be commenced this fall,
This account is interesting as showing the within.
and will give
account of the idea of practical utility
on
order,
pine growth, self-seeded, foiljwing the growth
employment to hundreds of workingmen, while
underlying it. Sjme tt-ucturea looked like a there IS every prospect that
of elm and white miple, and again a grove of
there will be, at
Equetzad by the wings, or like a congre- least,
sugar maplea following the old piuea. No body
the ueual number of smaller business
elephants, rhinoceroses and hippopotbuildinga and residences.
doubt the laafc-mentioned land was full of pine- gation of
amuaea with their snouts in a manger and their
seeds when the old-growth pine trees were cat
to the golf players in the
and removed, but probably the one kind of posteriors turned
growth continued for many yeara had ex- Links.
The nexb thing waa proportion. Among the
hausted the soil of the particular plant food dedivine perfection which archimanded in any eubsequent growth of pine. eleraenta of the
tecture, a'i distinguished from poetry, was
Progress IN Steam-Boiler Manufacture,
Hence the maplea germinated, grew and covered
apecially calculated to express were weight, The steam engine, in its original construction,
the ground.
repose, masa, magnitude, light, ele- saya a contemporary, was in moat cases the
CDnelderiog the time and expense necessary solidity,
gance, polish, attitude, aspiration, trimness, plain single cylinder expansion engine, using
in producing the magnificent hard woods now
comfort, openness and expansion. preferably the condenser.
The use of the conatanding in many aectiona of New England, neatness,
should have Scottish architecture as we denser was almost a necessity, owing to the
this variety of lumber, through lack of appre- We
have Scottish songa. Some buildinga expreaaed inability of the original boiler to generate
ciation and excessive supply, has never comnot the ttyle of ateam of any very great pressure, at first of not
manded its true value. Our hard-wood foreata the whima of the architect,
more than ordinary atmospheric pressure. As
are sufficiently extensive to supply present de- the country.
It was out of the nature of things to put a the construction of the boiler improved, higher
mands for many years; but their renewal in
big
flat story on the lop of an ornamental base, preEsures were attained, and increased pressures
future times will prove them leas profitable and
and if the portrait gallery on Q reen street were and power were need and developed in the enless prolific than the white pine, which finds ao
Jerusalem he would condemn it. gine. This increase of pressure progressed until
congenial a soil and climate in many sections of in the New
Attica he det'^sted; there was no such thing as 15 to 20 and 25 pounds per square inch was
New England.
beauty in a sloping roof, and he had nothing reached, when another halt took place, due a
with the pillara which aup- second time to the inability of the boiler to do
All the cedar-shingle manufacturers of Wash- but fault to find
ported nothing at all. The cause of incongruity better. But improved constructions and thicker
ington Territ:»ry held a meeting recently and orin buildinga waa the absence of a unity of con- plates, together with improved strengths in the
ganized a shingle tru6t,known as theNorthPacific
in the mind of the architact, the want material, has again placed the boiler fully up
Shingle Manufacturers' Aasoeiation, with Wm. ception
Raskin called the *' lamp of truth," or to, and, ia fact, well beyond, the demands of
Page, of Tacoma, as president; Geo. E. Atkin- of what
that consistency of scheme which gave truthful- the engine.
At the present time and for Eome
son, of the Pacific Mill Company, as vice-presiTheir whole attitude of years back there has been no demand made, no
a building.
dent, and Jos. M. Blaine, of the Tacoma Cedar ness to
borrowing or stealing, and that matter how high the pressure upon the boilers,
Company, as secretary. The meeting devel- mind waa of
dangerous thing.
that cannot be well met and with poaitive
oped the remarkable fact that this asaociation waa alwaya a

the planter.
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will combine the interests of some 50 shinglemills.
trust, similar to the great lumber
trust of Sin Francisco, will be organizad with
a view to more successfully controlling the
prices and quality of the immense quantities of

A

cedar shingles now baing shipped E ist. Representatives were present from the south as far
aa the Columbia river and as far north as the
Skagit river. The association will embrace all
A CONTRACT has been signed by the Moss Bay. the territory north of the " Jisdwood line"
Iron and Nail Company of America and the in California.
Seattle, Lake Sliore and Eiatern Riilway Company, by which the former company ia to manuThe Sisson Lumber Co, has, during the past
facture 20,000 tons of steel rails for the latter month, shipped t) points in Southern California
company, delivery to commence the lat of next and Texas 10,000 cedar telegraph poles. A
July and to be finished before July 1, 1S90. curious feature of this traffic is the faot that
The works of the Moss Bxy Company at Kirk- telegraph poles are also shipped from southern
land, on Like Washington, five miles fiom Se- points in this direction to be used north of us.
attle, will be put up at once.
The works will It is difficult to understand what conditions
employ 1000 to 1500 men, and will be the largest would warrant thia interchange. Siason Herald.
weat of the Mississippi. Their iron supply is
in Saoqualmie pass, about 30 miles from the
Mr, C. Loney haa baen recently engaged in
works.
building sawmills and setting machinery for the
Pacific Lumber Co. (the oil Burkhalter'mills)in
In Bombay, India, operatives in cotton and place of the plant destroyed by fire a few months
jute mills are paid 12 cents per day.
ago. The Pacific Lumber Co. haa now one of
joint will be almoat invisible.

—

safety.

To Finish a Brick Wall. — To make

a good
fioiah of brick front or wall, give it at least one
good coat of oil color— two coats will make it
more permanent. For the preparatory coat or
coats, if the work is to be finished red, use or-

dinary Venetian red ground in

oil;

and

if

an

imitation of Milwaukee bricka, uae oil white
stained with yellow ocher and a little blue, to a

Compound
steam engines
this country.

—

Engines
Cjmponnding large
is making decided progress in
William Tod & Co., of Youngs-

town, Ohio, have just shipped the third, of 500
horse-power, to the Chicago Arc Light and
Power Company, and are now building one of
700 horse-power for the California Electric

shade darker than the finishing color. Having Ij'ght Cjmpany of San Francisco. Among recoated your work with oil color, the finishing cent orders are one 100 horse-power from the
coat mustbs "flat" if you wish t) imitate Haitman Steel Company, two of 250 horsebricks. No fear need be entertained that " flat- power each from the Kokomo Wood Pulp Comting" will not wear. Care ia required in ap- pany, and one of 750 horae-power from the
plying the "flitting" to cut in the bricka at Weatmoreland Paper Company, all compound
the finishing of each atretch to break the joints, engines.
so as to prevent glossy spots.
Strange Things About Steam, When waA Test of Fireproof Wire Lathing was ter once begins to boil, it ia impossible to raise
recently made at Garmantown, near Philadel- its temperature any higher; all excess of heat is
by the escaping so-called latent
phia, which is referred to by a Philadelphia absorbed
paper as follows: A substantial two-atory brick heat, and is given out again when it condenses.
often
We
epeak
of seeing the steam escaping
been
had
in
size,
feet
8x12
about
structure,
erected, with a stout dividing wall in the cen- from the spout of a kettle, but this ia incorrect;
invisible
vapor, and we can no more
ateam
is
an
One apartter, making two compartments.
ment had its ceiling of wooden liths, nailed to see it than we can air. What we do aee are

—

Mining and Scientific Press.
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the mioute dro[>8 of water ioto which the steam
Coast ludustrial Notes.
300,000 boxes, being 100,000 more than last
coodeDses OD comiog into the oool air. If we
year. This shows that the Chinese recognize the
boil water in a ^taaa Huk, we shall notice that
Mk. GuiKKiTii is employing 40 men at the obanoes of profit afforded by our political camoothiQK can be seen in the interior; aod by obI'enryn quarry, and SO at the K-jcklin quarry. paigns.
serving the steam escaping from a kettle, we
MfssKs. Kesi>hick it n.\iii>is are busily enThb fircfl of the Kresno Agricultural Machine
shall notice that there is qaite a distance between the end of the spoat and the point where Works are run with coal from the miuea in the gaged in ooostracting the buildings for their
new
distillery in Nevada coonty.
They have
This cloud of ateam Coast Ringe, -0 milus from Huron.
the cloud becomea visible.
selected a site by a never-failiug spring, about
as the clouds
Lbach's large planing'mill and the Pioneer
is of exactly the same nature
a mile southeaet from Sims' store at Town Talk.
which float in the iky, and which are formed Box Co.'s factory at Moore'a Station, not far
The distillery proper will bo 20x20 feet in
by the oondemation in the cool upper regions of from Marysville, were destroyed by tire Aug.
ground dimensions, the cintern room, 10x10
the steam or a4)ueouB yapor present in the air. i:Uh; loss, $.10,000.
feet, and tlie storeroom. 12x12. The machinery
The Molt Water Company (Shasta county) has been ordered from S-iu Kranci-co.
Is Okvekatim; Steam, experiments ander has built a trestle 87 feet high and 470 feet long
The Saota R^sa H puhUran says the woolenvarious Inilersshow 1000 feet of Ka*) to be equal across the big canyon, for supporting a *J'J-incb
at that place has been sold to a company
in heating-power to from 80 to I'.V.i pounds of pipe conducting water t^ the main reservoir mill
at
Orovilte, Butte county.
Mr. Walker, the
of
kinds
coal.
Oae
of
ooal
diflereut
pound
for supplying the town with water.
secretary of. the mill company, says the scarcequals in value 7^ feet of natural gas. The
TiiK Ringer, which recently retnrned from a ity of wool in this section of the St ito and the
latter explodes violently when mixed with 'J to
surveying trip along the coast of Lower t'^li* extra freight charges necessarily involved in se14 parts of air. When burned with pure oxygen
foruia, is now aloagsiHe the Navy-yard whurf curing it make the mill a different inetitution,
the llinie temperature of the natural gas is nsti*
will probably remain there until November. tinanoially, from what it was before our sheep
When aod
mated at 7100 degrees centigr.ide.
Considerable repairing will be done to her boilers ranges wore converted into orchards and vineburned with just enough air to secure perfect
and engines in fact $5000 is needed for the yards.
oombuption, the temperatures are estimated at
purpose.
degrees centigrade for natural gaa aod
Okheks Iiave been sent to Akron, O., for the
2.'t(]'t
The Oregon Coal and Navigation Co.'s steamer machinery to be used in the work of the Cali1700 for Siemens.
Ajix was lauDchod Aug. 21at, from Boole & fornia Vitrified Sewer Pipe Company, now in
Steam Jacketi.n'o. The question of the eco* lieaton's yard at the foot of Sixth street. The course of construction near Los Aogtles. There
nomtc valae of steam jtcketing cylinders appears Ajax is intended for the coal trade, and will ply has bien burned at Elsinore a kiln of 100,000
between this port and Cooa biy- She is 220 tirebricks to be used in the sewer-pipe kilns.
to be no more nearly settled in Britiin than
here. The fact seems to be fairly established, feet in length, S2 feet baam and 10 feet in depth The making of the machinery will be pushed
with all possible dispatch, and it will be on
that under certain conditions, steam jacketing of hold.
The fruit canneries at Portland, Or., have hand by the time the building is completed.
hows ap important gain, while under other
cooditiona there is no gain, but, on the contrary, out signs stating that no more Bartlett pears, The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rulroad Co.
The canneries will build a spur track about eight miles in
a loss. The difliculty eeeins to be in determin* plums or prunes can be tiken.

—

—
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VBSSHILS LOADING WITH COAIj AT TACOMA, W.
what conditions call for a steam jacket.
Further experiments seem to be required.

ing

—

Stoi" Valves.
A correspondent of Engineering makes the sensible suggestion that stop
vulves on marine boilers should be so arranged
that they can be cloaed, in an emergency, from

While

—

Defective Boiler Tubes
The Locomotive
some good advice in regard to defective
boiler tubes.
Continual leakage around new
tubes, where the boiler is clean and the water is
good, generally indicates, it says, something
wrong in material or workmanship. Severe expanding of the tabes splits the ends. When
this is the case the boiler will always be tender
at this point, with a tendency to leak badly.

—

Time to Quit
A boiler at the Marten ool^
Hery, near Seaham Harbor, Eag., celebrated
the completion of the fiftieth year of its service
by a pronounced proteat against farther service.
The fireman was killed and others injured.
There were no leas than 90 small platea in
the bjiler, and the original thickness of the material was three-eighths of an inch.

—

High-Speed Engines
The desire has been
expressed that high-apeed engines as they are
built should have their speed tested by aome
accurate recording instrument in regard to the
regulating of their speed, as it is thought by
many that it will be found that they are by no
means constant from second to second.

The Qaebrada Copper Mining Company

ia

shipping ore to Battle Mountain, and the
Central Nevadan predicts shareholders will receive a dividend before 12 months.

1

will revolutionize the coal-carrying trade of the
ooast.
The house which was placed on the old
hulk to make her avatUble as a peat-ship will

be removed, and the lower masts, which are
place, will be rigged with fore and aft
sailti.
The bailers and machioery will all be removed, BO that the entire hold will be available
for blowing cargo. The vessel will be thoroughly
braci><l and bulkheads put in.
When all the alterutiuns have been completed the hulk will be
taken to Puget Sound in tow of a powerful
steam-tug. The owner of the hulk and others
are interested in a productive ooal mine, the
output from which ia delivered in the bunkers

•till in

the Northern Pacific Railroad Company at
Tacoma. The veaael will be loaded with this
coal to the extent of her capacity, which will
of

be abuut 3000 tons. The loaded ship will then
be towed back to San Kranciacoto unload.
In the large white laundries of this city and
Oakland a gradual change has been at work
toward the substitution of the female for the
male sex. In former years it was not considered possible that giria and women could produce reaulti in the laundryiog line that could
be as satisfactory to patrons as the work of
men. The introduction of the gentler sex into
the laundries was at first discouraged as an act
of cruelty, as the work was certainly very
hard and the duties exacting io the extreme.
As improvementa were made in the system by
which soiled linen was rendered clean and the
work became less arduous, the giiU were per-

T.

coal on the Skagit river is eairt to be the finest
ever discovered on the Pacific Coast, and the
combination of coal and iron lying alongside
each other enabled iron and steel to be produced
Coke ovens will also be
at a minimum of cost.

erected at once.

number

Local manufacturers of costly pyrotechnica
are quite busy at present making up large
stocks of fireworks for the fall campaign.
Presidential years are greatly appreciated by

pected

State.
:

this has

offere

will be the first vessel used in the inauguration of an enterprise which the projectors think

its Cilifornia Central line to the mitted by slow degrees to take possesaion of
bad from which the clay for the sewer pipe ia the big laundries. It was only recently, howThis bed ia near Elainore. Crude ever, that the largest Uundry in the State
to be taken.
petroleum will be used by the aewer-pipe com- made the change in the sex of its employes
pany in the burning of the clay. About 150 Now the greater number of persons employed
men and boys will be employed at the works. in laundry work in that great cleansing establehment are women and girls. They labor for
Grass Valley wants a fruit cannery. The a less rate of wages than men and do nearly
fruit-growing business of this section is largely
the same amount of work. There are now
increasing, the new orchards that have been
about 125 white laundries in this city, large
planted will add largely to the annual crop in a
and small, and they employ altogether about
year or two more, and provision must be made
1200 men, women, girls and boys. Of Chinese
for that portion which cannot readily be sold
laundries there are about 200, employing nearly
The fruitfor shipment or local consumption.
1500 men.
canning business has been found to be profitable
wherever started in the State, and the number
Washington Coal-Fields.
of such eatablLshmenta is increasing from year
The demand for good canned fruits is
to year.
We present on this page an illustration showpractically unlimited, and those of California
preparation are already finding a world-wide ing the manner of loading vesaels with coal'atT^'
coma, W. T. Tacoma ia one of the porta on
market.
the sound where a great deal of the coal mined
A DISPATCH from Tacoma, Washington Ter., in the tributary regions is loaded into vessels to
says: The fishing schooner Oscar and Hettie be transported to 3an Francisco and other mararrived here yesterday with 150 tons of halibut, kets.
These coal-fields are vast in extent and
which ia being packed in refrigerator cars at comparatively inexhauatible, Thechief supplythe wharf, preparatory to being shipped to St. points for Tacoma are Sjuth Prairie and CarboLouis, St. Paul, New York aod Boston. The nado.
From these places the Northern Pacific
tiah are exceptionally fine in quality, and were
Co. has built railroad tracks, and hauls the coal
all caught outside Cape Flattery in three days in 50-carload trains to the great coal-bunkers
Oapt. Johnaon, the owner, who of the company on the Tacoma water-front.
of this week.
brought his vessel from Gloucester, Misa.
The track leads by easy grade to immense
round Cape Horn, expects to be able to make bins some 50 feet above high water, from
shipments of fresh halibut Eaat every two or whence the coal is dumped by the tens of tons
three weeks, and to supply the Eastern market into the holda of vessels lying alongaide or bewith a superior quality of fiah at least aa cheap neath. This is a great and growing industry
aa the Glouceetar fishermen can. The Northern and one which will contribute for generations
Pacific railroad has arranged to give special to the wealth of Weateru Washington Terridispatch to fresh halibut and cod ahipped. A

night, and have already
more fruit than they can dispose of. The fruit
crop and grain crop of Oregon are the largest
and finest ever known in the history of the

are running day and

The Santa Barbara Times aays Larco &
S3n8, who man the greater part of the fiahing
been done in a fleet here, report a grand season for mackerel.
few inatanceB, as a rule the stop valve on the The fish are like Eastern mackerel when salted
boiler is so placed that io case of the barating and dried, and are now daily hooked in immense
of the main steam pipe it is impossible to shut numbers.
Biracouda, cod and half a dozen
ofi^ ateam, and this has resulted in
fatal acci- other varieties of large tidh are also in the
dents.
market.
the upper deck.
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The Iroquois is still in the stone dock at
Mare laland, with the repairs to hull and engines nearly completed. It is probable that she
will be ready for commiasion by the Ist of November, as the work on the boilers and the enlargement of the btrth deck are well under way.
The veaael's frame was found rather more solid
than was expected.
The latest industry added to the list of California's productions is the manufacture of Siratoga chips. In a atall at the Mechanics' Fair
appears a splendid display of these edibles,
neatly put up in half and quarter pound boxes.
A factory has been erectad at 623 Geary street,
and BO large has the demand grown that the
product is now about 5000 boxes per week.

Articles incorporating the Skagit Coal and
Company were filed at Seattle, W. T., reThe capital stock is $1,000,000. The
cently.
Iron

this class of workers.
oraokera this year, it

The importation of fireia stated, will amount to

length from

other Gloucester fiahermen are exhere shortly with their veaaels and
will be made almo&t
tackle, and shipments
daily to the Eastern markets, soon after their

tory.

of

arrival.

The old Confederate cruiser Shenandoah is
to be placed in active service once more, and

Neakly half a ton of gold bearing quartz has
been taken from the Michigan mine at lahpeming.
The week's output was worth §57,000.
Free gold-quartz has also been found in the bottom of the gold shaft of the Lake Supeiio;
Iron Co,
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NOTICE!. — All
the

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERSI

full

our plates are guaranteed to have
weight of silver agreed upon, and are tested be-

fore leaving our works, thereby avoiding the complaints

about light weight, made so often before we started
in this branch of industry.

L

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent,

521 & 523 Market St., San Francisco,
-DBALER INMADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER
OR PLACER MINES.
QUALITY
WORK
GUARANTEED.
OF
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST
Assayers' and Mining Material.
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
—MANUFACTURBR OF—
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.
BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL,

AND PLATING WORKS.

NOVELTY

FRANCISCO

SAN

Agent

EOSEINS'

for

HYDRO-CARBON ASSAY FXTRNACES

Nos. 39 to 51

FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO,

WET

FRISBEE

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
CAL.

MILL.

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9000 pounds,
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
quartz to 40 mesh Is in successful opera;

tion

and we guarantee

its

work

as represented.

"HBNDY" IMPROVED

"

ueAbLBNGb

OKB PKBDB8.

'

The best form of Feeder ever devised, and pronounced by reputable mining men

We

superior to any form of "Roller" Feeder manufactured.

ing gentlemen

above

who have

to be far

furnished ua with testimonial letters to the

And

renewals will not coat over one-half as much as for Etimpa. Will run empty, or with small
The af^pntion of parties having Cement Gravel is called to this
of ore without injury.
it will run 100 tms per day to No. 8 mesh; 30 to 35 H. P.
OUR DRY MILLS are the moat economical ever built, and are extensively used with
record of several years. No grinding in pans. Mill finishes to any fineness desired.

amonnt

which can be seen at our olBce, viz.:
Hill Gold Min- D. C.WicKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal.
J. K. Tkegloan, Supt. South Spring Hill Gold
G. RoBEKTS, Greenwood, El Dorado Co., Cal.
Mming Co., Amador City, Cal.
WE AKE MANnFACTnEER.S OF THE
eflfect,

Mill, as

S. W. Ckockee, Supt, Bunker
ing Co., Amador City, Cal.

W.

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

IT

refer to the follow-

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY.

CHALLENGE," "STANFORD," "TULLOCK," & "ROLLER" FEEDERS,
And

will furnish dpscriptive Catalognes

THE ROLLER ORE FEEDER
[Patented

May

GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,

and quote pricPB upon application,^

TO ALL INTERESTED

COMPRESSED

28, 18S2.1

HOOKER & LAWRENCE,

THE USE OF

IN

23

No. 6,

We
with

CLAYTON AIE COMPEESSOES,
^^ This

full

description

the Patented Improvements embraced in these

none
nii-

MAILED

FREE

I

I*lac©,

ISS^gsipv

San Francisco.

"STox-ls..

in use.

Bv our

NEW AND

PAT-

the duty or performance of
use)

is

it is

not reduced with
no longer necessary

buy a Compressor of
double capacity than the
drills are expected to require, in order to keep up
the supply of air necessary
on account of the wear of
drills and compressor.
Besides havmeTHE NEWto

I

ailClihlll!.!

AIR COMPRESSORS

&i

GENERAL tHACHINERVroRg^

MlNINcTuNNELING,-"

"

EST

RAND

I

DRILLCo

AND

LIGHTfeST

dfl-

small drill, plants,
the Rand Drill Company, as
is well known, has built, and
is now building, the LARQsierned

ENTED SY&TKMs (by which
drills

ON APPLICATION,

miners of the

such pri.;es tbat almost any
small mine can afford to put
in power drills if they have

ol

livalled Air Compressors, together with tables, data.
etc., of vahie to users of compressed air.

r*a,i*lx.

now so situated
our new works as to

SMALL AlKCOMPRES5ING HbANTSat

General Mining Macliinery.
Catalogue gives a

St.,

145 Broadway, New York.

Gen'l Ag'ts,

are

offer to the
Pacific Coast.

ROCK DRILLS,
Antl

461 Howard

-

THE RAND DRILL COMPANT,

AIR.

NOW READY,

CATALOGUE

-

23 Park Place

nmimmU

EST COM PRESSOR

PLANTd IN THIS CaUNTRY, and

Clayton

Compressor

Air

Works,

NEW YORK.
GOLD & SILVER MINE
43 DEY ST.,
Now Under
Together nith

many

additional

as required.
In the Bunker Hill Mill it has run continuously for two
years, never having been out of order or costing 'a dollar

J.

Box

B.

clnittis.

Shaft

down

(in

BAINBRIDGB,

360.

Pasadena, Cal.

for repairs.

2 Triumph Concentrators.

Golden State and Miners' Iron Works,
Sole Manufacturers,

1

E27 First

Gtreet,

8an Francisco,

Cal.

1

2-inch, 35 H. P. Engine.
VERY CHEAP. Apply
130

SanBome

St.,

SOLE AOKNT FOR

LRUSHER PLATES,

—AND—
Chrome
Bock

^

r

FOR SALE.

New

J^

Development,

ore) 120 feet. One carload already shipped, S1750
Capital wanted to further develop, rapidly. To those
meaning bnainess. j,^ood terms will be offered. Mines 8
miles from railroad. Adaress,

Tins is the best and cheapest Ore Feeder now in use.
It has fewer parts, requires less power, is sinijiler in
adjustment than any other. Feeds coarse ore or soft clay
alike uniformly, under one or all the stamps in a b.-ittery

has patferns for all sizes up to 40- inch'' diameter of cylinder.
In respect to capacity IN.SPEED OF DRILLING, perhaps it is in order to say that in EVERY AUTSORITATIVE
CONTEST for speed jet initiated, the RAND DRILLS have, without exception, BEEN VICTORIOUS. This fact,
oupled with another important one, that the drills upe much LESS AIk and cause LE3S REPAIRS, has won for
them nearly all of the Eastern mining trade, which has kept their works always busy.
Since the reasons which formerly restrained us from the California market no longer exist, we are now
in the Geld for the busine^^s.
SPECIAL AlTENTION is called to the latest designed sectional Compressor just built for the Batopilas
mine in Mexico, and to the Compound Engine Compressor built for the Anaconda mine in Montana.

room 1%

Cast Steel for
Drills, Xltc.

—g^^^^^

''^*

H. D.
220 Fremont

MORRIS,

St.,

San Francisco,

lAUnf ACTnRIRS' aM PHRCHASme

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES
ADAMANTINE SHOES AND

illllBI^^

ADAHANTINE.

ACEMT.

Special attention given to purchase of

DIES Guaranteed to prove better and cheaper than any otheis.
Orders solicited, subject to above conditions.
H. D. MORRIS.
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QUARTZ_MILL.

rival.

ing smelting votab

and

~SELBY

O-SEND FOR CATALOOUIL-n

ead>

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

mills,
J

SUD

MACHINERY

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING. SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

for

PUMPING

And Assay

REFINERY

Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and

Lead Ores and SolphoretB.

ENGINES,

ABD

HANnyAOTURHRS OP

BLUESTONE,
LEAD PIPE,
SHEET LEAD,

HALLIDIE'S

SHOT,

MACHINERY,

Etc., Etc.

ALSO UAMOFACTDRBRa OP

Standard

WIRE ROPE

CORNISH

Shot-Gun

Cartridges,

Under Chamhorlin Patent

JOHN TAYLOR &
POMPS.

TRAMWAYS.

,..

DENVER OFFICE

GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS:
FultoD and nnlon

NEW YORK

Streets, CblcaKo, lU.

MEXICO OFFICE:
No.

48,

2

Wall Street.

CHEMICAL APPARATUS AND CHEMICALS, DRUG
GISTS' GLASS WAKE AND SinJDRIES, ETC.
C3 & 05 First St., cor. Mission, San Francisco.
We would call the attention of Assayere, ChcmiBtB

No. 11 Calle de Juarw, Chihuahua, Mexico.
CITY. UTAH.

UTAH OPFICE-8ALT LAKE

Minintf Companies, Milling Companiea, Prospectors, eta,
tc» our full fltock of Balances,
Furnacee, MufHee, CruciScoriflers, ota, inctudinf^', also, a full stock of

JAMES LBFFBL'S

bles,

Mining TurbineWater Wheel.
These Wheclfl-arc de-siirncd for all purposes where limited quantities of water and
heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to plve more power with less water than
other wheel nia'te. Beinc placed on horizontal shaft, the power is tranamitted
direct to shaftini; by belts, dispensing' with gearing.
Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in
capacity to suit any particular case.
Further information can be obtained of this form of coustruction, as well as tlie
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penetocke and in Iron Globe Cases, free of coet,
by appljing to the manufacturers.
liivrh

ari\

JAMES LEFPEL &
Springfield, Ohio,

H.

EVANS &

(Succesbors to

THOMSON 4

CO.,

110 & 112 Iloale Street,

S.

F.

First

UACHINE WORKS,

New

York.

General Agents,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, Col.
LACY, General Agents, San Francisco. Cal.

Premium Awarded

oXjOO?

unci all kinila of

at Mechanics' Fair, 1884.
ivE :e3 3e:
:e: ,

s

cfc

Medart Patent "Wronght

MACHINERY.

Rim

Pulley

For tbe States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Waahington
Montana, Wyomhiy;, Utah and Arizona.
Lightest, Strongest, Cheap^iit and
Best Balanced Pulley in the World.
Also Manufacturers of

p«.

COT. 26, 1881.

SHAFTING,
i^ SntrO

Noa. 129

&

181 Fremont

-

-

BUYEKS' GUIDE

issued

March and

each year.

It is

.

luerity of

i.-)

THE DODGE PATENT INDEPENDENCE

Sept.,

clopedia of useful information for all who purchase the luxuries or the
necessities of life. "We
can clothe you and furnish you with
all the
necessary and unnecessary
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these things

COMFORTABLY, and you can make
estimate of the value of the

GUIDE, which

a fair

BUYERS'

WOOD SEPARABLE OR
^^ Price

original.

List

Adapted to any power required.

and Catalogues mailed

JOHN

New Almaden

MONTGOMERY WARD &

San Francisco,

Street,

to Examinations

of

A.

O.

LUCKHARDT &

(Formerly

Huhn &

Mlnlmr Enfftneers and

^

Corner

METALLURGICAL
318 Pine

CO.,

Luckhardt,

Metallurflrtatn,

WORKS.

St. (Basement,,

SAN FRANCISCO

ot Leldesdorff Street,

my

Process.

Assaying and Analysts of Ores, Minerals and Waters.
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Practical Instruction given
Treating Ores by
proved proceases.

G.

KUSTBL &

m

CO..

Mlnlnir EnGrincem and Metal lureists.
St.. S.

F.

lightning well-sinking
machine: makers.
tmils Brnt
Wcll-Binkiii^'

Quicksilver.

(iiiii

pn.Hpoi^lillg

Oil U-i!il. ryJ.* led Im^ Lucn eiink in
huurH. Iiisinictiiina for bi'giniiern-

8

STEARNS M'F'G
29

&

31 Spear

CO.,

San Fraucisco,

St.,

Cal.

An

i

i'

Entfravingeof wll

i^NJ

tools, pump^,
wiiul aiidfilpuni cngini's. A(rc!i-

J.

B.

RANDOL,

[ific

on

giiH

free.

ami

oil.

Bonk

nmilinR cbar-on

|25 c'B.cach.

Room

22,

320 Sansome

The American

St.,

WellWorks.
AUKORA, ILLS.,

I

U.

S.

A.

Cal,

This Fire-proof Brick Building 1b centrally located, in
the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and oiose to oil Steamboal
and Railroad Offices.

Laundry Free for the use of Families
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.
Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And upward.

K0OM8 wrPH OR WITHOUT BOARD.
FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE.
J.

Special attention paid

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

free.

WINCHESTER HOUSE,
44 Third

Plans and Specifications furnished for the
most suitable Process for Working Ores,

and proHpectom

00.
111.

PULLEYS.

.SIMOND.S. Pacinc Coast Agent, 509-51 3 Mission

Encyctopdiu

be sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage,

etc.

Teats (practical) Made.

Time, trouble and money saved by usingthese pulleys.

will

111-114 Michigan Avenue, Chicago,

SPLIT

X^i^htest, Strongest, Best Ba1ance<1 and Most
Convenient Pulleys Made in the World.

new and

Working

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Tests mode by

They are the
Entirely

Ores Sampled,
Assaying in all its Branches.
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters,

San Francisco, Cal,

-

Are you poine to make any change in machinery? Are you freighting hy team or packing on
uiulca? Du you waut Pulleys on Shafting already up? If bo, don't fail to look into the

an ency-

Ores worked by any Prooeaa.

LiST.

-

ARE YOU GOING TO PUT UP MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?

OTho

Near First and Market Streets, 3. P.
Ldokhardt, Manager.
Establisobd 1869

HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES
"8^

FOR ClROULAE AND PRIOB

Street,

CO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 23 STEVENSON BTRBBT,
C. A.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

Steam Pumps. Steam Engines

iarOur Gold and Silver Tables, showing the value pei
ounce Troy at different degrees of flnenesa, and valuable
tables for computation of aasays in grains and grammes,
will be sent free upon application.
Agents for the Patent
Plumbago Crucible Co., London, England. Also for E.
G. DKNNJBTON'a Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
plates of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly
reliable, and full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Orders

JOHN TAYLOR A

St.,

PERFECT PULLEYS

EVANS),

application.

taken at his lowest prices.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

PARKE *

Chemicals.
Having been entjaged in furnishing these supplies Binc(
the flrat discovery of mines on the Pacific Coast, we fee
confldent from our experience we can well ^uit the de
mand for these goods, both as to quality and price. Oui
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will be sent on

CO.,

110 Liberty

or

CO..

1MP0KTRR8 AND DKALKR8 IN

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

:

No. 248 Eighteenth Street, Denver, Colorado.

OFFICE:

Room

C.

CO.,

San Francisco.

St.,

AND SILVER

GOLD

ORES

of

HOISTING

ENGINES

416 Kontgomery

TROMMELS.

JIGS and

rOB CATALOai'l AHD TSSTIMOXIALS.

FOOLBY.

This paper Is printed wltn Infc Manufac
tured by Charles Bneu Johnson & Co.. 600
South 10th St, Philadelphia. Branch Offl068-47 Bose St. New Tork, and 40 La Salle
St., OhlOBBO. Aeent for the Pacific CoaatJosepb H. Dorety, eae Oommerolal St., S F.

THOMAS

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento

Street,

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS

San Francisco,
IN

Gal.

24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

—

-

mandfacturbrs of

HIGH-GRADE SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENQINDS, STEEL BOILERS, Etc.
— IMP0RTKR8 OF
nXnnson'-i "Faerie" nnrt "Dynamo'* Belting:,
tiowdpll & Watprs' Woodworkiner Macliinery, .Saws and I^aw Tools,

Emery Wheels.

Tool

Link

AND GENERAL

Grinders,

Ewart's

Belting;,

MILL. SUPPLIES.
Seud

2-cent

.jtump
Engraving
_ Samples. puce
Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed
Bamplea
Photo-FsicMmile. Photo-Zinc EtcbiuKS
Dewev Eh"«
and Wood Engravinea (Proof Sheet No.
of in the Open Market to tbe Highest Bidder.
Market
ORAVINU Co.,

for 16-

fine

lustratiid

of
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St., S. F.
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SHAREHOLDERS'

MINING

MiDing SJare Market.

DIRECTORY.

COMPILBD BVBRT THORBDAV FROM ADVBRTISBMBNTS IN MiNINQ AKD SOIBNTIFIO PRBBS AND OTHER

the mining ahare market
have, during the past week, been like that of
the door on ita hinges, going back and forward,
but making no progreaa. If the prices of the
" have wobbled enough to allow the
*' securities
brokers and " chippers in " ti make cigar
money, that is probably all that can be claimed

The movements

them.
Notwithstanding this untoward condition of
the market, the mines are producing fairly well,
the amount of net earnings made, though less
in the aggregate than whei the Comstock was
making its abnormal output of bullion, being
fully up to the standard of late years, those
earnings being at the same time more widely
Bat a
distributed than was formerly tie case.
stagnant share market and a large bullion production are not in mining affiira a phenomenal
condition of things. They very often go together so often that the existence of the one
almost implies the existence of the other.
When the mines are making good earnings the
insiders manage to depress the prices of shares
preliminary to gathering them in.

—
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Compllmemary Samples.
Persona receiviDg this paper marked are requested to examine its contents, term of subscription, and give it their own patronage, and
practicable, aid in circulating the
journal, and making ita value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
Subscription
the cause it faithfully serves.
Extra copies mailed for 10
rate, $3 a year.
ordered
soon
enough.
If
already a
cents, if
subscriber, please show the paper to others.

Wednesday
300
100
700
830
120
200
150
160
200
1100
40
50
100
4^0
400
260
200
101

Sept.

6.

I

Alta

1.65

Andes
Alpha

l.Or

EulUon

1.60
4.50
3.30
1.20

Bodie

1 50'

Belcher
B. & Belcher

Con VaSCal
Crown Point
Confidence
Challenge
Crocker
Gould & Curry
Grand Prize

HaleSNor
Justice

Juha

Kentuck
Lady Wash

3.00

20o
3.10

20 Mexican
2C0 Mono
100 K. Belle IS
410 Overman.
350 Ophir

600
2.65 300
9) 800
4.25 100
12 100
3 75 250
80cl 100
2.65 200
75c| 300
4.151 300
1.00! 250
30ci 100

Chollar

as far as

40
50

Occidental
Potosi

1.00
2.65
1.55
5 75

Con

Peerless

Savage

SsM

S. B.

Sierra Nevada
Silver Hill.

Scorpion
TJtan

Union
Oomstock
YellowJacket

W

1 .25

2.56
1.60
2.65
3.00
3.10
55c
60c
1.20
3.15
70c
3.96

Our Agents,
Our Fribnds can do much

in aid of our paper and the
cause of practical knowledge and Bcience, by assisting
Agents in their labors of canvassing, by lending their InQuence and eneouragini; favors.
intend to send none

We

but worthy men.
G.

W.

InqaijLS

— Arizona Territory.

JEWETT— Tulare Co.
Williams— Yuba and Sutter Cn.'a.
John L. Dotle — Oregon, Montana and Idaho.
W. W. Theobalds— Sonoma, Napa and Yolo Co.'a.
F. B. Logan— Nevada State.

Don't Fail to Write.
B"b3criber who
doea not want it, or beyond the time he intends to pay
postiil
for it, let him not fail to write us direct to stop it.
will not knowcard (costing one cent only) will suffice.
Ihglv send the paper to anyone who doea not- wish it, but
if it is continued, through the failure of the suhscriber to
notify us to discontinue it, or aome irresponaible party re-

Should this paper be received by

any

of

Board ot Director'*, held on the 4th day of Sep'ember,
188S, au Assessment (No. 9) of Five Ce ta per ehire was
levied upon 'he Capital Stock of the Corpo'ation, payable immediately in Uoired States Gold Coin, to the
Secretary, at theoffice o' the Company, 327 Piie street,
rooiDs 9 and lO, Sao Frarcisco, ''alifornia
Any stock
upon which this aspesumeiit shall rem<^in unpaid od the
10th day of October, 1SS8, will be delinqiient, and adveriised for sa'e bt public auction; and unli ss payment
is made before, will be sold oo Tuesday, the 30th day
of October, 1S8S, to pay the delinquei,t aesessment,
together with the costs of advertising and expenses of
eale.
By order of the Board of Directors
0. H. BOGaRT, Secretary.
Office— 327 Pine St., Rooms 9 aad 10, S. F. Stock Ex
change Building, San Francieco, Cal.

HORACE
MiDing,

Ores,
^j

D.

RANLETT,

and

420 Montgomery

Cominission
St., S. F.

BUSm-ESS MAKAOBR OF

UNION COPPER MINE, Calaveras
NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador

Co.,

Co.

CorreapoDdent as Agent for Smeltera in London, LiverNew York, Boston and Baltimore,
Twenty years experience, in California, purchaaing Ores
and dealmg in Mines.
Special attention given to

management and

mines and purchase and shipment

sales' of

copper produce

of

We

A

quested to.atop it, we shall positively demand payment for
the time itlsaent. Look OA-REraLLy at thb label d>'

yOUR PAPEB.

LlTiLi'FlKLD— Santa Barbara,

A BOOK YOU ALL WANT.
Construction of Mill
Bookwalter's Millwright

LeSel's

Dams and
and

Mechanic.
A STANDARD WORK.
This practical work of 2S3 pages gives with full illustrations and complete detail how to build or repair all
kinds of mill dams. Pains have been taken to thoroughly illustrate dam construction and rudimentary hydraulics,
it contains fine cuts of all the well-known
dams now in use, with a complete description as to their
mode of construction. Mill owners will find this a valuable work of reference. Besides complete directions for
building and repairing all kinds of dams, it contains much
other valuable information regarding hydraulics, in all
its branches.
No engineer can afford to be without this

handy pocket

San Diego
J.

DEWEY &

CO.

vada Bank building)
quartz machinery,
duction.

is

street (the

-Dion.

AddreBB:

PASADENA MINING & DEVELOPING

Ne-

the general agent of the Stiles

and

offers easy

terms for intro-

ANU
EVERY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD
where Patents are obtainable.
are required in European countries,
but tue drawings and specifications should be
prepared with thoroughness, by able persons
who are familiar with the requirements and

—

changes of foreign patent laws agents who
are reliable and thoroughly established.
price for obtaining foreign patents,
in all cases, will always be as low, and in
some instances lower, than those of any other
responsible agency.
We can and do get foreign patents for inventors

Our schedule

in the Pacific States

from two to

six

months

(according to the location of the country)

done, through our agency.
with, and have full records,

are famili.«r

all lormer
and can more correctly judge of the
value and patentability of most inventions discovered here than any other agents.
Situated so remote from the seat of Government,
delays are even more dangerous to the inventors of the Pacific Coast than to applicants 'n
the Eastern States,
Valuable patents may be
lost by extra time consumed in transmitting
specifications from Eastern agencies back to
this coast for the signature of the inventor.

of

cases,

We

Confidential,
take great pains to preserve secrecy

in

confidential matters, and applicants for
patents can rest assured that their communications and business transactions will be held
strictly confidential by us.
Circulars of information to inventors, free.
all

Home

Gonnsel.

Our long experience in obtaining patents for
Inventors on this Coast has familiarized us
w' th the character of most of the inventions
already patented; hence we are frequently
able to save our patrons the cost of a fruitless
application by pointing to them the same
thing already covered by a patent.
We are
always free to advise applicants of any
knowledge we have of previous applicants
which will interfere with their obtaining a
patent.
Luvite the acquaintance of all parties connected with inventions and patent right bus:
ness, believing that the mutual conference o*
legitimate business and professional men is
mutual gain. Parties in doubt in regard to
their rights as assignees of patents or purchasers of patented articles, can often receive
advice of importance to them from a short cail
at our office.
Remittances of money, made by individual inventors to the Government, sometimes miscany, and it has repeatedly, happened that
applicants have not only lost their money, but
their inventions also, from this cause and consequent delay.
hold ourselves responsib'B
for all fees intrusted to our agency.

We

CO.,

Pasadrna, Cal.
Typewriter Copyists, room 7,
Sc, S. E. cor. Pine, San Francisco.

N

We have

superior artists in our employ, and

producing fine and satisfactory
illustrations of inventions and machinery, ior
newspaper, book, circular and other printed illustrations, and are always ready to assist
patrons in bringing their valuable discoveries
into practical and profitable use,
all facilities for

MISSES DEVLIN, STEN06RAPBEKS and

Montgomery

claims in all foreign countries which grant
Patents, including Creat Britain, Prance,
Belgium, Prussia, Austria, Baden, Peru,
Russia, Spain, British India, Saxony, British
Columbia, Canada, Norway, Sweden, Mexico,
Victoria, Brazil, Bavaria, Holland, Denmark,
Portugal,
Cuba,
Italy,
Roman States,
Wurtemburg, New Zealand, New Soutii
Wales, Queensland, Tasmania, Brazil, New
Granada, Chile, Argentine Republic,

Engravingps
by

Co.'s.

A. Johnson, 507

and popularity.
Foreign Patents.
In addition to American Patents, we secure

assistant.

Price 50 cents, po t-paid. For sale
220 Market, St., San Francisco, Cal.

To Buy or Lease Graphite Mine or Loca-

Los Angeles and

ments recorded in Washington; Examinations
ordered and reported by Telegraph; Kcjected
cases taken np and Patents obtained; Interferences Prosecuted; Opinions rendered regarding the validity of Patents and Assignments; Every legitimate branch of Patont
Soliciting promptly and thoroughly conducted.
Our intunate knowledge of the various inventions of this coast, and long practice in patenbusiness, enable us to abundantly satisfy .our
patrons; and our success and business are
constantly increasing.
The shrewdest and most experienced Inventors
are found among our most steadfast friends
and patrons, who fully appreciate our advantages in bringing valuable inventions to the
notice of the public through the columns of
our widely circulated, first-class journals
thereby facilitating their introduotion, sale

We

ATTENTION. MILLWRIQHTSI

E.

S. J.

ootained promptly; Caveat filed
expeditiously; Patent Reissuea taken out;
A asignments made and recorded in legal form;
Copies of Patents and Assignments procu.ed;
Examinations of Patents made here ani at
Washington; Examinations made of Assign-

We

business, £>an Francisco, California.
Location of works, Placer County, Cal.
NOTICE is hereby given, that at a mettinji' of the
of principal place

A, F.

a

PATENTS

SOONEB than other agents.
The principal portion of the patent business of
this coast has been done, and is still being

Gray Eagle Mining Company.— Location

,60

.55

,55
,, ,.

ITnion

Niklaus,

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
2.65
4.40

.3!

.

.60

.20

Ophir

F.

Los Angeles, Cal.
NoTB.— Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furnished
by Dewey & Co. in the shortest time possible (by mall

1 05

.20

. . .

Nev. Queen
North G. & C
Occidental

Concentrator— Franli & Wicks,

Pinal, A. T.

.85

1.25
2.90 2,40
4.7: 4.00

and

No models

—

4.00
70
I.U5
2.10
3.75

Grand Prize
Goulds Curry...
Hale & Norcross.

WEEK ENDING AUG. 28, 1888.
Railway— G. W, Douglas,

F.

&B

Bxvhequer

&

R. 10,953,— Cable
S.

American

with the assistance of co-operative agents,

List ot D. S. Patents for Paoitio Coast

pool,
in pre-

when paid

and we are obliged

Aug

or telegraphic order). American and Foreign patents
obtained, and general patent business for Paciflo Coa it
Inventors transacted with perleot security, at reasonable
rates, and in the shortest Dossible time.

3.66

2.95 2.40
103

without further de'

it

Julyll
July 11
July 10
..June 12

,..,1.0O
t5..

St..

6

,

.30

2.71

we have been a

scribers well worth the price asked for

>

Grass Valley..

Braphy

senting a paper to each and every one of our sub-

insist

Mo

Montgomery

P. Sheridan
Silver Star

have been very earnest and sincere

in advance,

401 California St..
309
tg*mery Sc.
230

Aug

July 9

Aug 27
May 7

6.

2^35

Argenta

Mexican
Mt. Diablo

the stronger reason

for subscription

Pine St..
318 Pine St.,
310 Pine St.

18
la

20

Sept 11

50
1.00
25
25
50
50
50
50

.306

10

12

Payable

Amount.

Office in S. P.
Montgomery St

From the
Alpha

1.00

@

of our subscribers

Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept

Inventors.

WZEK

Mono

S9.75t<^13.50.

number

309

Stock Exotiange.

.B.&M
a

Datf

Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

Flood Building
327 Pine St
327 Pine St

RW
W

Trans-

Please Remit.
large

^ansoml

Montgomery St
Montgomery St
Moutgomery St

309
4U6

Meeting

S. F.

308 California St
58

Secretary.
Location.
Havens
Nevada.. A
M Co
Nevada.. A S Groth
Co
Nevada..HRP Hutton
Eureka Con M Co
Mt Diab!oM&; M Co
Nevada..
Heath
Nevada. .J
Pew
N'lrth Belle Isle M Co
North Star M Co
Ca'ifornia..D A Jennings
Nevada., J FLightner
Hale& Norcross S M Co
Cahfornia
Idaho M Co
Pacific Borax, Salt & Soda Co.. California.. A H Clough
Standard Con M Co
CaUfornia..J
Pew

ceSM

"New

.

;

Office in

W F Perry
W Beck

Nevada..

Kentuck
Lady W.ash
Martin White

.

—@

3,i0

3Ci9

RR Grayson
California.. O H Bogart
309 Montgomery St
California.. G W Sessions
LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.

Julia
Justice

ferable Nitices (Lake) issued at Sl6.50(*Lrau- Firm, at$4 8lj@— spo>,. Transferable Notices
iaaued at S -.-@— .Tin— Icregular at S20.10@21.00.
Prices Kcnerally ruling for metals not regularly dealt
in on call at the N. Y. Exchanjie, covering extremes of
buyers' and sellers' views. All prompt deliverj'. Aus(«
Billiton
Tin,
tralian
Tin,
Baltimore Copper, S14.75@15.00;
Banca Tin.
(a
Orford Copper, S15-25@10.25; P. S. C. Copper,
Spelter,
;
S4.61{a4 7; Foreign
Foreif^n Lead,

Too

H

Secretary.

Looatton.

M Co.

Iowa

00.
.

The following 13 the latent by mail from the
York Metal Exchanf(e Market Keport":

St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
3I'9 Montgomery St
3L 9 Montgomery St
218 California St

EB

Holmes

Iros— No. 1.S22

3z7 Pine
328 Montgomery
309 Montgomery
309 Moi.taomery
323 Montgomery
3;8 Monigomery
309 Montgomery
533 Kearny

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

Name of Companv
Con Excelsior & Gold King
Con Bituminus Rock Co
Grand Prize M Co
Gray Eagle M Co

Independence.

Coppkb-Lake— S16.90

S5.40@5.50.

1..

Nevada.. 54..
M Co....
Nevada.. 1..
M Co
California.. 5..
ycott Bar M Co
CaUfornia.. 3-.
Spving Valley G M Co
Nevada.. 70..
Savage M Co
New Mexico.. 3..
Superior M Co
Virginia Creek Hyd M Co.. .Califoinia.. 6.,

EureKaCon.

Borax— 9c.

Tin— §21

Nevada,.

328

W

"

Calicoriiia..lO..
L'aliforu a.. 42,.
Nevada.. 36,.

M Co

A

.

Ophir !i
Poudere

Dudley
East B.

Metal Market.

New

Lead

Co

Confidence
Con. Impertal.,,.
Caledonia
Con. PaciHc
Crown Point
Crocker
Central

10
5

Telegraphic advices dated Sept. Gth give the following

York prices:
Bar Silvkr— Oliic per

M

iit

BodieCon

^ja
@iO

S

Machinery

New York

D

BeUelsle

20

10

ToeCalk

Ou
00
00

@
@
W

16

Ih

Black Diamond tool
pick and Hammer

QuiosaiLVER- By
FIa3ka, new

1,
,

S. F.

^H&

^

Sheet
Pipe

Californa..

Montgomery St
MontKomtry St
Montgomery St
8U6 Market St

309
5;J2

la

21

Shotts, No. 1
Bar Iron (base price)

M

Maytiower Gravel Co

1888.

6,

y

COPPKH.—

Soft,

Co

tj M.

Table of Lowest and Higliest Sales is

— @ 9i7
—
7 @
oi@ —
_ _
26 @
—
^^ 1
90 @
— ^ 26
— la2S 50
— @27 00
— @3l 00

EoKAX—Refiocl
Powdered

Iron— Glengariiock

Uo

W

San Franoisoo Metal Market.
Antimony— Freuch

25..
California,. 31..

Cog California & Va

be oleasfcd to receive further reports:

Mount

M

Nevada.

Great Westerti

327 Piue St
327 Pine St
3jO Pine St

R

California. .16..

California.. 13.
Golden Fleece G
Co
Cal foriiia.. 9..
Gray Eajl^ M Co
Nevada.. 2..
Keyes S M Co
Arizonia.. 3..
Loiomotive M Co
Lady Washington Con M Co.. -Nevada., 7..

Coiifide.

We

M Co

Name of Company.

Bullion Shipments.
quote shipments since our

M

50.. July 18.. Aug 22,. ..Sept 12.. J Crockett
Giayaon
50.. Aug 4..SepE 7.... Sept i4..R
Kent
25.. Aug 13.. Sept 17... Oct
8..D
'
" .Aug '"
10.
.July
20.
Sept l]..CEKUiott
10 .Aug 8. .Sept 10.. Sept i9..T Wetzel
"..July 17.. Aug 24.. Sept 14.
Halney
4.10. .July 31 Sept 8. ...Oct
J Gieuson
10. ...Oct 30..OHBogart
05. .Sept 4. .(Jet
50.. July 16.. Aug 23.... Sept 23.. Ml* Minor
•bepc "'
24.. .Occ 15..AH Fish
15.. Aug 21
25. .Aug ai..Sept 26.. .Oct 16. L Osborn
05. .Aug 20. .Sept 27.. .Out 19.. J Moiizio
Srpt 25..J Moriziu
50.. July 31.. Sept 3..
25..Aui y..Sept 13.. .Oct 3..CEElIiott
20. .Aug 3. .Sept 5 .. Sept 24. J F Holliug
Holmes
4... .Oct
24..
50. .Sept 1..0ct
05.. Aug 10.. Sept li.. .O^t lU..JStadfeld Jr
10.. July 26.. Sept 3... Sej.t 20.. "W RichardBoa
Pichor
Sept24.
10. .July 19.. Aug
„ 25..
Sept 25..EEHolmKS
Aug 3. .Sept 5
15. .Aug 15. .Sept 15.. ..Oct 15..ICStuuip
9....0CC 2d..JMQuoy
06. .Aug 29. .Oct

Nevada.. 35..
Nevada.. 34..

Co.,

Foreign Patent Agents.

Place op Busines

Secret ABY.

Location. No. Am't. Levied. Delinq'nt. Salb,

Company.
Belcher
Co
Unilion
Oo
Bilker Divide
Chollar
Co

&

Dewey

3. F. JOUBJiALB.

ASSESSMENTS.

of

for

[Sept. 8, 1888

240 Montgomery
kinds of Uopying neatly and accura,tely done. Instructions given in
Tj'pewriting or Shorthand, either Stenograph or Pencil
syetem.
>.

All

DEWEY

& CO..
United States and Foreign Patent Agents, pubMiuing
and
Scientific
Press
and
lishers
Pacific
Rural Press, 220 Market Street. Elevator
12 Front St., S. F.

Mining and Scientific Press.

18881

Skpt. 8,

BUSINESS

HORSE UN IMiNX.

Incandescent

|jV>R

COLLEGE,

E. P.

HEALD,

H. H. Horse Liniment pn-/
-^
now life into t'aeAntionMwl Horts
For tl.o hiKt
)vac« the H. ](. H. Horre

Preflldeot.

L

U

I

miii.Mit Itim tux-a the Ifiuling romcr^j
FariiK^rs and Hhtckjiina for tr a

Offices

».i::uiin

Reduction Works,

•*

SELF-REGULATING ARC

and Showrooms, 323 PINE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

CQfO of Shrams, Bfthm-b Srirt Joinfj
bliavinH, WindfallB, 8ore glnoildors, etc.

»nd for family

I'^o in wiUomt an piiiipi
a>r Ulii<nniati»ini, NoaralKia. Aotiew. Fain'^rnis.-H,

(

'ntHand Sprains of all

otiaracli-t

PARKE & LACY,

i

11. H. Linimnnl lias many iiiiil-*.
am! wo camion ttio Piiijlio lo C"^
that tho Trade Mark "11. H. H," in fn
'very Hottlo tjofore pnrcboAinir. Fof pa q
^vory-wbere £or 60 ceatfl and f l.(X) t-'
riifi

II.

t-''tns.

For Sale b;

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

21 and 23 Frement Street.
IMl'OHTEliS

?ott]6.

AND MAMJFAfTUKEKS OF

all DrtRjtlats.

I

$76.

DaV AM> EvBNlNO Skshiomj.
VaOATIONH.
Ladles aUmittoU Into all Dvpartmoiita.
Adtlreaa: T. A. ROBINSON. U. A.. Freeldont.
F. H.

and

satisfactory incandi-^cent nystem.
Li^lif rci|"ilrw no attention and are under coD)plut« con
O^orSOO.OOOlijibtaln use in thu I'nilori SUtcs
LIGHT.S turn nigh
into ilay and afford a mi.'auB of working t>'e whole 24 hour«; invaluable to contrnctord aud uth«rM to whoiu
time la au object. Estiruates and designs on application.

trol.

THE H

GO TO THK OLUKST AN1> TH K BKST.

No

Mills,

Electrical Syoteuis for linlitlng

EDISON INCANDESCENT LIGHT,

SecreUry.

LIFE SCHOLARSIIIPS.

kinds ol

all

Gas, Oil and CundluH oupereudul bj the

The only complete and

roH CiacuLAiu

HALEY,

Arc Electric Lights.

For Mines, Hoisting Works,
Indoor andlOutdoor Illumination of every kind.

Colleee Instructa in Shorthand, Ty\xa Writinic, Bookkeeping, TcU-k'rApliy. Peumuiship, Drawing, all the EnJ;lwi branchcn, ftiid cvtirythin^' iwrtaiiiiiik' to biiplu^w,
Wu bavo «ixUon toachen, sud give
or vlx full iiiODths.
iodivMual iustrucUou to all our pupLla. Our school baa
lis gimduatM Id ever>' part of the Htate.

crSmo

&

Electric Motorw. nynamou, Tramcatt*. Elexators, Sijfiials mid
itzamutwiuii of powi-r, uithur direct or ^sitb ^ton^;e Uatt('n<->,

24 POST ST., 8. F
SrVKNTY-FIVE DOLLARS THIS

V

C. 8.

ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

H.H.H

HEALDS

169

ANTI-INCRUSTATION POWDER
Or Boiler Compound

HAUSMAN,

Gold Mining Properties Bought, Sold and

For RemovlDS or Prevenllnu Scale, CorroBlon aDd Pitting in Steam Boilers.

Developed.

Send

Propositions from prioclpala only catertaiDed.

KUOM

SAFE DliPOSlT BriLDlNG,

No.

J.

2.

ROCK

ENGINES,

BREAKERS,

BOILERS,

lor Kcferoncos.

C WINANS. 220 Fremont

St., 8. F.. Cal.

PULVERIZERS,

STEAM

THE LIXIVIATION OF
ORES

SILVER

WITH

(With

^TT

O.

HYPOSULPHITE

CONCENTRATORS.

PUMPS.

SOLUTIONS

GIANT ROCK BREAKER.

epeoial reference to the KaBBell prooeas),

)S

-A..

TE T E E
OP"

IL.

33

T

Westinghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Rock Drills and Air Compressors.
Saw and Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,
Treatise on llie Chemistry aniltlie Practice of tlie Liiiratiou Process
T oilF ]m']\]
Injectors, Oil Cups, and Lubricators.
Fubllshed and sold by the Author, IS Broadway, New York.
I'rice $5.00,
RemittaQije should

oDiy

be

made by Bank

.

Registered Postage Prepaid.
Draft, or by P. O.
C. A. STETEFELDT.

Money Order, payable

to

the

order

of

BELTINCOILSand GENERAL SUPPLIES.
HOSKIN'S

We

are prepared to give eatimateB for HoiBting

Works and Pumping

Plants,

Stamp

Mills,

Smelters aud Concentrators.

IMPROVED

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.
ONE-JOINTED

HYDRAULIC MACHINE.
of Mr. Joshua Hendy that any style of machine is an
infrin^'ement on anv style manufactured by him, he knows to be abso
lutolv false. The Supreme Court of the United States on March lOth decided that the pretended patent for infringing:, which he has for i ears
been fleecing miners for royalty, is absolutely void, with costs of suit
to Hendy & Fisher. I am the inventor of all styles in use, and am pre
pared to fill orders to suit customere. Send for hstof prices ol Hydraulic

The statement

Machinery.

R.

HOSKIN, Empire Foundry, MarysviUe,

Cal.

HOISTING ENGINES
FOR MINES.

ABOVE COT ILLUSTRATES THE IMl ROVED FORM OF DOUBLE-JOTNTKD HYTHE
DRAULIC GIANTS which we manufacture. \Ve guarantee purchasers this form of Giants against
of

costs,

cxpenaes or daniagfs which

furnish

1, 2,

or

4 Drums,

with Reversible Link draulic Mining Machinery

MADK ONLY

LIDGERWOOD
96 Liberty

B? TUB

M'F'G
St.,

New

COMPANY,

arise from

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, 39

Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.

TNGINEER,

CIVIL
and sanitary'

York,

L HY.

121 Montgoinery
I

Gold

51 Fremont ^l. San Francisco.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMP'Y.

St., S.

F.

C.
^^E^!7

jijj,.^

Preminm,

to

JACKSON,

DaD^
TTIQcf flfID are requested to be sure and notify us
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS,
llnl lllnNI fil n ^vhen tbfs paper ia uot taken from
1 uuiiuuui,uiu
J, ij^j utoppcd, at this
PARKE, LACY & CO., San Francisco. oHice (by oversigbt), do UB the^^^^
favor to write again.

First

all

any adverse suite or actions at law. We are further prepared to
required. Prices, discounts and Catalogues of our specialties ol hysent on application.

may

Sinjrle-Joluted Giants when

A.

STETEFELDT,

york

Rnnm

Gold

Medal

President.

office, la broadtvat
7nQ-

Medal,

1887,

u

1

14 &

1

16

BEALE

ST.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL

At the Last

CJDVCFS

Mechanics'

Fair

Exposition.

FOR EFERY POSSIBLK DUTY.

for Water Works Service, Mining Pumps, Irrigating Pump=<, Independent Air Pumps, and Condensers for Stationary Engines or Steam Pumps, Power Pumping Machinery, Inaproved Compowna Air Compressore, etc,, etc,

Pompound Pumping Engines
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

Cftp

CONTRACTORS,

Cast Steel

and others interested in

UP TO

ETC.

SHAFT-SINKING,

TUNNELING,

CO.,

Fopp

-^ Steel

True to pattern and superior In strength, toughness and durability to Oast or Wrought
Iron In any position or for any service.

Tables of Progress
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MAWITH MAPS, ILLUSTRATIONS
CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.
THE
OF
DESCRIPTION
AND FULI.

SOFT and DUCTILE,

NEW YORK

HOMOGENEOyS STEEL.

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL
16x16

Section

feet;

miles.

BIRD EDITION NOW READY.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

DRILL

ROCK

8 California

St.,

and

Steel Rods,

will

have prompt attention.

Send

UNION IRON WORKS,
Steam

CO.,

202 Market

St.,

Engines,

[ESTABLISHED IN

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flouring Mills,

High Pressure or Compound,

torts, Concentrators,

Settl' rs,

PERFORATED SHEET METAL

for

Machinery, Saw Milt Engines and Boilers, Dredging
Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.
Mill

WORKS ORE WET OR

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

between Howard

^TST, St..

& Folsom,

S. P.

rHORNTON THOMPSON

rHOMAS TH0MP8OH

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

EUREKA FOUNDRY,
and 131 Beale

St.,

between Mission and Howard, S.F.

HANOPAOTDEHRB OP OABTINaS OF KVHHY DHSORlPTiON.
C.

J-

ORTON.

K.

H. WILLIAMS.

MANDF'BS OP GENERAL MACHINERY.
Works, No. 315 Mission St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to Woodworkinji Machinery,

Steam and Gas Engines.

CorreBpondence

solicited.

Mining Engineers.

Tustin's Pulverizer

Orders promptly attended to.
San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
Saa Francisco, Cal.
91 & 333 First St.,

AMALGAMATORS,

Furnaces, Reetc.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.—Flour

For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
ing and Milling Machinery. Icon, Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc and other metal^t punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated SIot_;Cut
burred and Slot Punched screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (fine).

Miners Iron Works.

Golden State Pressure Blowers.

Dry or Wet

Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets,

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL

Mold-Board

29

MILL MACHINERy.-Batteries

&

STEVENSON'S PATENT

MINING

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

Sacramento, Cal.

aaEUfacture Iron Oastlnss and Maohlner;
of all Kinds at areatly Reduced Bates.

MAOHINERY.-Hoistiug Engines and
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans,

and Quartz Mills Machinery
up and repaired.

Mills

N & O Sta.,

Golden State

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

No imitation, no deception, no planished or rotten
Iron uaecl. Only genuine Kussia iron in Quartz Screens.
Planished iron aireena at nearly half my former rates.
hand
I ha\e a large supply of Battery Screens on
suitable for the Huntiugton and all Stamp Mills, which 1
will sell at 20 per rent discount.

Saw

St., hct.

San Francisco.

1855.]

Propeller Engines, either

Boilers,

constructed, fitted

]9^xx X^xr^tixxolsoo—MANUFACTITRBRB OF
MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-

REDUCTION!

QUICK, Proprietor.

OO..

ABD ALL KINDS OF

Proprietors.

St.,

Beet and Cheapest in America.

TF.

ELEVATORS.

Front

IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES,

BATTERY~SOREENS.

JOHN

San Francisco

-

-

Manufacturers of B. E. HenricIcsoD'B Patent Automatic
Safety Catches for Elevators. All kinds of machinery
iS"ORDBaB Solicitbd.
made and repaired.

STEEL.

Address

for Catalogues.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.
GREAT

St.,

Steam Engines, Flour Mill,
Mining, Saw Mill and
Dredging Macbines
Brodle Boob Crushers,
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
Side Walk and Hand-Power

T

FULTON

21 Fremont

19 Beale

ROOT, NEILSON &

Wagon, Buggy, and Truck

CO.,

PARKE & LACY.

1

SACRAMENTO, CAL.

from i to 3 inch diameter and Platstrom 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and other shape
Tires. Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled
from 12 to 45 pounds per yard.
iron, Bridge and Machine Bolta, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Beams, Angle, Channel, and
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forgings of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

ALSO

STEEL RAILS

jO" Orders

REPRKBENTBD BT

No.

MANUFACTtmBRa OF

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND
For Catalogues, Estimates, Etc. address:

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.
Steel

INGERSOLL

M.

fflachiiie

BUILDER OP

WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS.

Engineers'

length 36

apd

lro|i

MANtTACnTEKRS OF

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

[Sbpt. 8, 1888

DRY.

N. S.

KEITH,

BLEOTBIOAL ENGINEER,

ENGINE8IB0ILER8

Inventor and Manufacturer

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.

Water

Pump

Pipe,

Tanks

for

or.

Air Coliunns, Fish

ASD

Salmon Canneries

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at Vity moaerate rabee.

AQENTS FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

of

Stecixxx X^VLXxx-p.
SPECIALTIES

Etc.

Contractor for the Construction of Elhctrio RaiIiWAYS

OF BVBRY DBSCRIPTION.

1>&sk,]aL&

of

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

OF ALL KINDS,

lySend

Electricity.

for Circulars giving particulars.

40 NevadaBlocH, San Francisco, Cal.
Pactory^ll «t 23 Stevenson St

Office,

:

and Tastin Ore Pulverizers.
DBANB STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.
Corliss Supines

ISRAEL W. KNOX,

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Gives the highest efficiency of any Wheel in the world'
and is everywhere recognized as the standard ior high
pressure service.

UPWARDS OF

Manufacture Three Kinds of Powder, which are acknowledged by

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

In

GELATINE-DYNAMITE,

the Market.

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION.
Power from these Wheels can be transmitted by

Stronger than Dynamite and even

Safer in Handling.

SPAULDING'S

QUARTZ SCREPNS

BBtabllehed 1856.
liine, etc., eto.

Bztra

flizea

and lengths made to order on short notice

TUBES

flXl

and 6X3 Front

St.,

At

GO.

San Francisco.

Inserted Tooth

A

specia'ty.
Round, slot
or burred slot holes. Gen-

A

uine Russia

Iron,

and

A.

kuim.

Street,
San Francisco.

VAN DFR NATLLEN,

President.

Assaying of Oreo, S25; Bullion au'l Ciuorination As8ay,
Blowpipe A aoay, SIO Full course ol assaying, 350.

St'nd for circular.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Civil

and Mining

Briginetr,

MINING EXPERT AMD GEOLOGIST.
Address " Business Box A,"

office

of

this paper,

San

Francisco.

Homo-

CHISEL

NOTICE

BIT

CIROULAB

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes.
fornia Perforating Screen Co., 145 & 147 Beale St

L.

Drawiog

AND

geneous Steel, Cast Steel or
American planished Iron.

INVENTORS,

Arclitectiire,

723 Market

Manufacturers of

con-

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope
Sisa Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay Rope, Wbale

OAL.

W. SPAULDING

Dams, Pipes, Flow of Water
on Heavy Grades, methods of mining shallow and deep
placers, history and development of mines, records of

San Francisco Cordage Factory,

SurveTioi,

JS*!;

struction of Ditches, Flumes,

;

Ca).

Civil. Mechanical and
Mining Engineering,

The History Building,

for Sale.

N.

gold washing, mechanical appliances, such as nozzles,
hurdy-gurdye, rockers, undercurrents, etc. also describes
of blasting; tunnels and sluices; tailine,-s and
very practical work
dump; duty of miners' inch, etc.
for gold miners and users of water. Price, 35, post-paid.
For sale by Dbwby & Co., Publishers, 252 Market St., San
Francisco.

San Francisco.

St.,

Practical,

BANDMANN,
NIELSEN & CO..
GENERAL AGENTS, HAN FBANCISCO

Mining.

an'*

387 First

and

Is fromthree to four timesstronger than ordinary Blasting Powder, and is used hy all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
eaves time and money. It is aa dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
CAPS and FUSK
127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO. CAT.

new and important book is on the use

OfQoe.

94 per cent of Nitro-Glycerlne,

rOB RAILROADS AND LAND CLEARING.

elec-

tricity several miles with pmall loRS, and wade available
for running Mills, Pumping and Hoisting Works, Tr^m
cars, etc
Addre^

Practical Treatise on Hydraulic
By AUG. J. BOWIE, Ja.

which contains

& Supplies.

Mines Examined, Reports and Fstimates Furniehed.
Contracts made, etc

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.

used.

methods

Mines, Hluiiig Machinery

Of Different StrengthB as Required.

NOBEL'S EXPIiOSIVE GELATINE,"

AND PURCIIABIKG AQKNT FOR

the Great Chemists of the World as

600 IN USE.

From 12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
It is not only most economical of water, but the most
mple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, Hoisting,
Pumping, or any other purpose where water power can

This

all

Mining and Mechanical Engineer

Saws.

1

PETERSON, MODEL MAKER,

.58M:arketSt.,N.E.Gor. Front (upstairs), San Franoieco
Experhnental machinery and all kiode o( metal, tin,
copper and braas.

SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
0( all Itinds
logue.

made

to order.

Send for Descriptive Cata

17 aod 18 Fremont

St.t

San Franclace.

ROSS

E.

BROWNE.

Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,
No. 307 Sansomb St., San Francisco.

Back Files of the Mining and Soibnttpic Prfss) unbound) can be had for S3 per volume of six months. Per
year (two volumes) §5. Inserted n Dewey's patent bind*
er. 60 cents additional per volume.
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WM.

H.

TAYLOR.

President.

R.

S.

MOORE,
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Superintendent.

L. R.

MEAD,

Secretary.

RISDON IRON & LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
Location of Works, S. E. Cor. Beale and
Manufacturers and Sole Agents

for the Pacific

Howard

Sts.,

San Francisco.

Coast for

Has the Following Advantages:

HEINE SAFETY

WATER TUBE

AND FACILITY OP INSPECTION
60,000

BOILER.

Bollerfl

Hone Power now

can bo Boon workUiK i" San KriiTiciaoo at Palnce Hotel, Spring Valley Water Works
& Co., California Jute Millu, iwkI otbur places.

Huctor Bros.

Quarauteed Mors

UU A KT/ M
jl all kioda
AIK C'OMI'KK.S«<>U.S— KoiK) I'owor Trausmlaslon.
HyitKAIILIC fUUI'ING and iloisllnii Uacliiiiorjr.
WBOUOHT-IRON WATKK FII>K a Specialty. NoTK.— Have Jurt completed order for 86 niUe« ol
("f Sprint: Valluv Water Worka Company, San Fnuicl«co.
pipe of i-lnch
SAW-MILL MACUINKKV of all kijidl.
8TKAM KNfMNKS— Coriiso, Slide- Valve, Poppet Valve Automatic. Single, an<l Compound
I I.LS—Gold and Silver, Copper and Leail Smoltlog Works, Rowtloe Puroaoes

«-Uigb

ir-iii

Kffloient than

'

Yachts, Marine l'^)j:inu8 and Bollore, Screw Propellers, Centrifugal Pumps, Stoamship
Piimps, Steam Capstans, Car};o Winches, etc
i^'Builders of 120-8tamp Oold Mill for the Alaska Mill and MlnbiL' Company; 80-8tamp Uill for Quartz MountaJn
Mining.;

Company.

Send for Clrcnlar and Price

Llsta.

The Hazelton
-BUlLdBttfl

OK-

1

27

GENERAL OFFICE AND WOKKS:
San Francisco, Cal., U.
New York Office, 145 Broadway.

First St.,

PLANTS FOR GOLD ANn STLV EB MILLS.
niachinerv of LATEST UFSIGN and
MOST IMPROVED construction. We offer our
38 YEARS'
customers the BEST RESULTS O
EXPERIENCE in this SPECIAL LINE of
work, and ore PREPABED to furnish the MOST
APPROVED chomcter of MINING AND REDUCTION MACHINERY, adapted to all (Trades of
ores and SUPERIOR to tliat of anv other make, at
the LOWE.ST POSSIBLE PRICES.
We are als-^ prepared to CONSTHUCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING ORDER,
any locality, MILLS, CONCENTR.^TION
In
WORKS. WATER JACKET SMELTING
FURNACES. HOISTING WrtRKS, PUMPING MACHINERY, ETC., ETC., of any DEI-"

SIRED CAPACITY.

Cor.

acknowledged by the most eminent Engineers in the
country to he the greatest improvement that has
ever been made in a Steam Generator.
IT

UNEQUALED

IS

A Saving

FOR

ECONOMY

SIIFETY.

AND

DURABILITY.

Least 20 per cent Guaranteed
over any other form of Boiler.

in Fuel of at

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

PACIFIC IRON
Sole Manufacturers for the Pacific Coast.

GREGORY

Fremont and Mission

Boiler

S. A.

emhracinu'

H. P.

uiatle.

KEKKIQKRATINe MACHINEKT tor Stoaouhlps, Blewerlen, and CelUn.
WILSON'S PATENT GAS-PKODDOEB,
STEAM BOILERS of all descriptions.
SUGAR MACHINERV—SuRar Mills, Vacuum Pans, Clarifltr», Double Effects, etc

IroD pulleys; will not break Id transportatioii.

MINING MACHINERY.

any other Uull«r

STEAMSHIP.S —Stoani

SOLE SIANI/KACTURKK-* for Pacillc Coajt of the Celebrated "Heine" Patent Safety
Safe
Boiler (Water Tube);
60,0(X) horee (jowit now in m*e.
MACBETH PATK.NT STKKL-RIM PTTLLETS— Fifty per cent Uichter and 26 per cent cheaper than aist-

Is

and REPAIRS.

in use.

-

127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

-THE-

&

DOUBLE "ECONOMIC" STAMP MILL.

CO.

San Francisco,

Sts.,

-

WORKS,

Cal.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN ALL CLA-SES OF

MACHINERY
SOLE AGENTS FOR
WILLIAMSON

FAY & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.

J. A.

FRANK a

CO.'S

CO.'S

AND

MA-

AND HORI-

SON'S MACHINISTS

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

POWER

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

TOOLS.

BICKFORD'S

BOILERS.

PAYNE'S VERTICAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

BEMENT &

HOISTING

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

WOODWORKINH

MACHINERY.

NEW HAVEN MANUFG

BROS'

ENGINES.

DRILLS.

IMPROVED STEAM

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

WEBBER
PERIN BAND SAW BLADES.
8TURTEVANT BLOWERS AND

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

BLAKE'S
PUMPS.

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTINQ INJECTORS AND EJEC-

EXHAUSTS.
SHIMER MATCHER HEADS.
BKAINARD MILLING MACHINES.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
SCHLENKEK'S BOLT CUTTERS.
HOLLOWAY FIRE EXTINGUISH-

TORS.

DISSTON'S CIRCULAR SAWS.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACKING CO.'S RUBBER GOODS.

LANE AND EODLEY SAW
II.

MILLS.

W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACK-

ING, PAINT, ETC,

ERS.

YACHT ENGINES.

MILL

2 TO 100 H.

SUPPLIES

P.,

AND

ALWAYS IN STOCK

LUBRICATING

We have here the Stamp MiU in a cheap and simple form. The high drop of the old stamp
more than compensated for by the great weight (1200 !bs. each) of our stamps, and the ra-

There are 4 shoes in each stamp, so
pidity (300 strokfiB each per minute) with which they rcn.
that there are 4800 strokes of the shoes on the dies per minute. Less power is required than in
any other mill to do the same amount of work.
The Mortar has screens at both ends, giving ample discharge. There are no cams or tapThe stamps adjust themselves as the shoes wear.
pets to wear or be adjaated.

AN AUTOMATIC ORB FEEDER

ENGINES and BOILERS
FROM

is

OILS.

Goes with each Mill,

We

also

have a suitable

Several Mills are now in the mines doing excellent work. The "Economio" is not only a
mill for small mines, but we believe it is destined to snPEKSEDE the old stamp in mills of the
LARGEST C-\PACITy.

34 and 36

FREMONT STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO,

Manofaoturers of Mining and Sawmill Machinery, Engines, Boilers, Etc.

CAl,
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"""

HUNDRED ^ND SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

FIVE

PRICE:""
OVER

1400

(S575.00)

ARE NOW IN

o.

:b^.

:^.

USE.

Concentrations are clean from the flrst working:. The wear and
machine cao be seen in working order and ready to make testa at SSO Fremont

A
San FranciBCo.

tear are merely nomiDal.

Street,

[Sept. 8, 1888

Thb Montana Compant

(Limited), London, October

8,

1885.

Dear Sirs :~Having tested three of your Frue VannerB in a competitive trial with other similar machines
(Triumph), we have satisfied ourselves of the superiority of your Vaatiers, as is evidenced by the fact of our having
ordered twenty more of your machines for mimediate delivery. Yours truly,

THE MONTANA COMPANY

—

N. B. Since the above was written the 20 Vanners having been started gaj^e
tional Frues and more stamps have been purchased.
Protected by patents

May

4,

ary 20, 1883; September 18, 1883.

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR

1869;

December

Patents applied

ADAMS & CARTER,

OR VANNING MACHINE.

Room

7. No.

109

22, 1874;

September

such

(Limited).

satisfaction

that 44 addi-

ADAMS & CARTER.

2, 1879; April 27, 1880;

March

22, 1881;

Febm-

for.

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

California Street,

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS.
(INCORPORATED SEPTEMBER
Nos. 39 to 51 Fremont Street,

NEW

and Dealers in

Steam Pumps

of

1882.)

San Francisco,

.^^IT"^^

i

Stationary,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS,

LEATHER

EXHADST
and

Boxes,

RUBBER
SPECIAL AUTOMATIC ENGINES.

COMPOUNDS

and

Cummer Engine

Hangers,

Co., of Cleveland, Ohio.

WOODWORKING

OILS

OF THB BEST MAKES.

MACHINERY,
COMPRISING

PIPE and PIPE FITTINGS.

BAND SAWS. STICKERS,
PLANERS, SHAPERS,
SH INGLE MILLS,

Goods

Brass

Hoisting

Pulleys,

FANS, e

[Manufactured by the

LUBRICATING

and

Shafting,

*

AND-

Portable,

ENGINES and BOILERS.

MINING PUMPS.
BLOWERS

Oal.

SECOND-HAND BOILERS, ENGINES and MACHINERY

Makes,

all

29,

AND

Single and Double_Circular

Etc.

Saw-Mills.

FITTINGS.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OP
^^/^=^ "'Cummer"

Engines, from Cleveland, Ohio,
Porter Manufacturing Co.'s Engines and BollerB"Baker" Rotary Pressure Blowers.
'*
Wilbraham" Rotary Piston Pumps
Boggs & Clarke" Centrifugal Pumps.
The Volker & Pelthousen MTg Co.'s

Mining, Quartz, and Saw-Mill Machinery, Hydraulic Gravel Elevators, Hydraulic Giants, "Triumph" Ore

Hydraulic

Concentrators, Automatic
Ore Feeders.

Bufifalo

Duplex Steam Pumps.

Upright Engines and Boilers ConDectefl.

P> Blaisdell

&

Co.'s Machinists'

ATTENTION, GOLD MINERS!
WB ARE SELLING
Silver-Plated Amalgamating Plates
For Saving Gold

QUARTZ, GRAVEL and PLACER MINING,

in

At reduced rates. Get our prices. Three thousand orders filled. Fifteen medals awarded.
and far superior to others in weitfht of silve- and durability. Old mining plates replated.
parcbased of
TAYJLOR & CO., cor. First aud Mission Sts.

JOHN

Our

plates have proved the best,

These plates can also be

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
E. G. DENNISTON, Proprietor,
NOTICE. —Our Silved Plnted Plates have always proved as

633 & 655 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.
We have been manufacturing them lor 20 years,
Comparing- our plates with those of other manufacturers,
netter plates for the same m iney. Our plates are uted by all the promin-

and use only the beat Lake Superior Copper and Refined

we can safely guarantee
the Pacific Coast. bEND

after repeated testa,

ent mininy

men on

JF'- -A..

much

represented.

Silver.

tOK CIRCULAR.

ia:TJnxn?i3xrc3rT70]xr,
MANUFACTURER OF

Centrifugal

Quartz

Roller

Mills,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS.
Mining Machinery of Every Description,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
CentrUugal Roller Qaartz UllI.

No. 4S

FBEMONT STREET,

.

.

SAK FRANCISCO,

CAL.

ORB CKT7SHER

Tools
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PubUshera.

natural resources of the country are also very

Progressive Costa Rica.

great.

Mj. K. (i. Gacrtner, miniog eogineer and
uperiateadeot of the Costa Hica Ktploratioo
Company, to whom we have on former oocasions been indebted for

much

Besides gold and

some

silver,

Costa

Uioa produces several of the tropical staples in
large quantities, such as indigo, sugar, cocoa,

valuable informa-

tion concerning that country, being

the city, has favored ua with a

again in

From Mr.

call.

Peiwonal,

— We

received a call last

A

week

Million-Dollar Fire.

One of the most disastrous conflagrations
Punta Arena, Costa Rica, who favors the Mixing ANU SuiENTU'ic PRESS with an occasional which ever visited San Francisco broke oat
about noon, on Sunday last, in the sash and
blind factory of Day, Huber & Crocker, on
Main street, near Howard. Property to the
amount of fully one million of dollars was de*
stroyed.

Coata Rica, are in a prosperous condition, some

Iron Works, corner

beyond

them succeeding

Among

On Li

an active and

in

now

engaged in the manufacture of steam engines,
fiour, sugar, saw and quartz mill machinery.
They employed about 200 men. Their extensive plant of

profitable

running.

We have

These mines are situated in the District of Cirreelitas, 20 miles north from Punta
Arenas, the principal port of Costa Rica on the
side.

Pacific
is

need in

Connecting the mines with the

— cost of freight, SUO per ton.
is

The face

ruption.

difficult

the transportation,

all of

and

of the

Most

costly.

that to more

450

The

Machine

Works,

number

of

this fire

men thrown out

is

about 1000;

of

em-

but many,

if

Scrapor Ready to

Fill.

not a majority, of those engaged in the places
find work elsewhere

of business destroyed will

until

new

buildings and shops can be erected,

other shops beyond the limits of the
to which business will go temporarily.

or in
fire

"Deevy" Wheeled

Scrapers.

feet.

The form of earth-scraper known as the
"Deevy" Wheeled Scraper, as shown in the accompanying cuts, was devised after more than
two years of thorough practical experimentation,
and embodies certain improvements not heretofore brought to notice.

The Exploration Company has secured govtitle to 14,000 acres of land, much of
mineral-bearing. The mines here all consist

of auriferous

in

total

ployment by

the improvements in this machine it
claimed that they are more easily handled
than any other form of scraper one man being

Among

ernment

The

California

is

Among the more common trees are rosewood
and cedar, the former being used for battery
posts and the latter for battery blocks. Some
of the rosewood trees cut down for thin purpose
would bring a small fortune in San ITrancisco.

it

The

ness whatever.

of

di&tant

done with pack-animals. The country is everywhere well supplied with wood and
water, all the machinery in use being waterdriven. The streams are generally rapid, making it possible to obtain almost any desirable
head without building very long ditches. At
La Union mill the water is delLvcred on a
double*backet patent wheel under a pressure of
points,

the orders already on hand, and

William H. Birch & Co., were not seriously
damaged by fire as reported in the daily papers.
There has been no interruption to their busi-

rough, rendering the construction of

good wagon-roads

filling

executed as though there had been no inter-

wheeled carts. These vehicles are drawn by
oxen, which haul from two to three tons to the
load

that there will be

they are also prepared to receive orders for
work, which will be as faithfully and promptly

a road capable of being traveled by two-

country

we understand

no cessation of business by their firm.
Other shops in the vicinity have generously
tendered them whatever assistance they may

pleted.

port

machinery was totally destroyed.

not learned the amount of loss or of

insurance, but

On La

up and nearly com-

is

of

Cantrell.

Trinidad mine a 40 stamp mill has

been erectsd, and is
Union a GO-stamp mill

was the National
Main and Howard

the heavy su£ferera

owned by L. C. Marshutx and T. G.
This company was vety extensively

streets,

expectation; of

La Trinidad, formerly owned by the Exploration Company, now
the property of Eoglish parties, and hi Union,
which the Exploration Company still owns,
these the most notable are

and is working
way.

11.

from Mr. E. G. Gaertner, mining engineer of

Gaertner we team that the several mining en*
terpriaes by foreigners, lately set on foot in
of

LVI.

Number

quartz.

ledges are large

There

are

is

no placers.

porphyry accompanied by dykes

able to

of sienite,

and southeast.
The ores are easily crushed and yield an
average of Sl5 per ton. The most of the gold
is free, the concentrates being worth not over
$60 per ton. The Exploration Company em-

their general strike being northwest

parts,

The English company employs

come

to adopt

it.

All mining machinery

Dumping

ally

healthful,

more

The climate

especially in

is

gener-

the interior,

the temperature varying with elevation.

tude have been projected or are
the Central American States, Costa

Jlica is the

most thrifty and progregsive.

The

Cal.,

who

in the Pacific States

and

San Francisco,
oofiee, sareaparilla, etc.

This

be obtained in San Fran- Republic extends from ocean to ocean, and a
The big mills already put up there railroad is now being built across it via San
were made at the Union Iron Works in this Jose, the capital. Other enterprises of magniall

They

and the axles are correspondingly heavy.
They are for sale by the Joshua Hendy Machine Works, No8. 39 to 51 Fremont street,

Ita Loail.

'DEEVT" WHEELED SCRAPER.

cisco.

Of

re-

styles,

Scraper

for that country will

city.

to

are built of double the usual strength of other

machinery. In the
Aguacate district, further in the interior, a
good many quartz mines are being worked in a
small way, the natives having not yet got into
the practice of using improved machinery.
$400,000 with imperfect

will

liable

tires,

hubs.

is

Gradually, however, as they see the advantages
of our method of carrying on the business, they

less

and need not be removed to oil the
will stand the exposure of every
climate, aa they have no wooden wheels to
swell and shrink and decay. The tongue irons
wide

cheap and tolerably
efficient.
La Trinidad mine has been worked
for the past ten years, and has produced over
Native labor

and are coneequently

They are designed to withstand rough usage.
The wheels are of wrought steel and iron, with

Italians,

a hundred having lately been imported for this
service.

fill

quire repairs.

ploys native miners v/ith a little imported skilled
labor.

—

and dump the largest size as easily
as two men can fill and dump any other style;
that they will carry more cubic feet of earth
than any other of similar size; and that they
are more simple in construction, have fewer

— 20 to 60 feet wide — occur

showing that the spirit
vades the popular mind.
tion,

in

contempla-

of enterprise per-

contribution.

Our readers

will recollect

an

in.

are sole manufacturers
Territories.

in this journal a
Should ee Stated.— In our description of
In another column of this
the improved four • sided molding machine,
iHSue will be found some remarks on the mines
which appeared with illustrative cut in our last
of Costa Rica gathered from Mr. Gaertner, who
the agents
Costa issue, it should have been stated that
is now in the city on business for the
for these machines for this coast are Messrs.
completed,
which,
Company,
Rica Exploration
Tatum & Bowen, 34 Fremont street, San Franhe returns tp tl»e theater of his duties and
cisco, to whom we are indebted for cut.

teresting letter from his pen

few months

labors.

since.

Mining and Scientific Press.
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To the man of sufficient means I total output of the mines, being greatest at
would say, "Come to Murphys. Select your special Pennsylvania anthracite mines and lowprospect and go down or in on it, and obtain a eat at those bituminous mines where the coalWe admit, uniudorsed, opinions of correspond ents. -Eds good mine for little more than the coat of de- bed lies nearly horizontal and where no steamvelopment in a section where ores can be power or ventilating furnaces are used. The
averages for the different States vary from 2.1
Calaveras County Mines.
worked for from $1.50 to $2 50 a ton."
to 6 1-7 per cent., the minimum average being
E. H. Schaeffle.
Murphys, Cal.
in the Pennsylvania bituminous and the maxiEditors Press: The excessive heat is telling Angela,

Sof^F^ESPOj^DENCB

—

ing on the water supply of this sectioD. To
provide against a shortage in the future, the

Union Water Co. is building an additional reservoir, which will store sufficient water for
mining and irrigation in the section covered by
the ditch. This water system was constructed
in the early mining days to wash the placer

of this section.

On

Besults of

the

Stanislaus

river, Senator

Dorsey's

mines are considered "good enough to keep''
and 30 are idle. "Lex" Johnson is driving
ahead some 150 feet on his lode with a good
showing. Uncle Tom Goodwin has not report'
ed of late, bat hia various prospects are reported good.
Mr. Hallock, the inventor of the Robison
process, has taken hold of the Collier mine, and
once he gets in operation proposes subduing the
rebellious but high-grade ores of this mine.
Just below the Collier, Messrs. Josaylin &
Lake of S. F. have resumed operations on the
Cataract "and Wide Wide West hydraulic
claims, their fit at mine being a location of 3500
inches of water on the Stanislaus. Mr. Buck
These claims cover large beds of
is in charge.
rich gravel, and under proper management must
prove all that their owners can desire.
Further south, the Mitchell gravel claims
have put in a centrifugal pump of sufficient ca-

Work

mum

average being in the Pennsylvania an-

thracite region.
The total output

of the mines, including
colliery consumption, waa: Pennsylvania anthra-

in 1887,

37,578,747 long tons (increase over 1886
2,725,670 long tons), or 42,088,197 short tons
(increase, 3,052,751 short tons); all other coals,
14,129,403
87,837,360 short tons (increase,
tons),
making the total output of alt coals
from mines in the United States, exclusive
of slack coal thrown on the dumps, 129,925,557 short tons (increase, 17,182,154 tons),
valued
as follows: Anthracite $84,552 181
bituminous,
(increaae,
$97,$8,433,061);
939,656 (increase, $19,458,600); total value,
(increaae,
$27,891,661). The
$182,491,837
above figures show a notable increase in 1887
over 1886 in the aggregate output and value of
both anthracite and bituminous coal.
Coke. The total production of coke in the
United States for the year ending December 31
1887, was 7,857,487 short tons, valued at $15,
This is the greatest product ever
723,574.
reached in the United States, being 1,022,419
tona greater than in 1886.
Petroleum.— ToidX production, 28,249,543
barrels of 42 gallons each. The total value, at
an average of 60 cents, was $16,949,726. The
increaae over 1886 waa very alight, only 139,
428 barrels. There was a decrease of 11^ cents
per barrel in the average price.
Natural Oas. The production of natural gas
in the United States in 1887 waa equivalent to
9,055,000 short tons of coal displaced. This,
at an average value of $1.50 per ton, would
make the value of the coal displaced by natural
gas (which is the measure of the value of the
gas) $13,582,500.
In 1886 the corresponding
quantity waa 6,353,000 tons, worth $9,847,cite.

[By David

T.

Dat, Chief

of Division of Miniofr Statistics

and Technology, U.

S.

Geological Survey.]

Metala.

To

reach these, distributing ditches
were run on almost every mountain in this
Now that the quartz veins in theae
vicinity.
hills are being opened and their value proven,
it is only necessary to drop a pipe down the
mountain-aide to the gulch below to obtain a
The great
fall for pressure of 300 feet or more.
value of this condition in enabling the ores, of
this vicinity to be worked cheaply is not fully
appreciated by the residents, though the fact
that Mr. A. Haywardof Angels is constructing a
six-mile ditch from a point just below Murphys
to a hill opposite Angels, from which point he
will pipe three miles to his mine in Angels to
obtain 135 feet fall, shows by contrast in expense of obtaining power the natural advantages
claims.

Mineral Resources of the United States.

Iron.

—The principal statistics for 1887 were

:

Domestic iron ore consumed, about ll,.S00,00n
longtons; valueatmines, §33.900,000. ThisisaO
increase over 1886 of 1»300,000 tone in quantity
and $5,900, OOOin value. Imported iron ore con
aumed, 1,194,301 long tone; total iron ore con
somed in 1887, about 12,494.301 long tons, or
1,454,868 tons more than in 1886. Pigiron made,
6.417,148 long tons; value at furnace, S121,925.800. This is an increase over 1886 of 733,S19 tons in quantity and $26 730,040 in value.
Steel of all kinds produced, 3,339,071 long tons,
an increase of 776,569 tons over 1886; value at
works, ^103,811,000. Total spot value of all
iron and steel in the first at&ee of manufacture,
excluding all duplications, $171,103,000, an increase of $28,603,000, as compared with 1886.
Limeatone, usud as fiux in the manufacture of
pig iron in 1887, about 5.377,000 long tons;
value at quarry, about S3,226.200.

—

Gold and Silver. The total value of gold
produced in 1887 was $33,100,000. a decrease
Silver increased from
of $1 900,000 from 1886.
$51,000,000 in 1886 to $53,400,000 (coining value) in 1887.
(7o;?;?e)'.—Total

production 184,670,524

lbs.,

which 3,750.000 Iba. were made from imported pyritea. The trtU value was $21,052,440,
The
at an average of 11.4 cents per pound.
estimated total consumption of copper in the
of

United States increased by about 14 per cent,
Lead, The production of lead was 160,700
short tons, valued at $14,463,000 at $90 per
short ton. The heavy increase of "desilver
ized" lead from 114,829 short tons in 1886 to
135,552 in 1887 was probably due to the impor-

—

Mexican

tation of

lead-silver ores.

The

large

—

—

150.

Structural MaterialsBuilding Stone. Direct returns from produc

—

show a total value of $25,000,000. This
marked increaae shows that the statement for
1886 was too small.
Brick and Ti^e.—Value, $40,000,000. This
era

product of non-argentiferous lead, 25,148 short represents an increase of about 13 per cent in
pacity to drain the "flat." The surface of this tons, is due chiefly to the development of the the production of brick and a decrease in tile,
*' flat " was worked over in early mining
owing to the drought in 1887 in Indiana and
days, Saint Joe district in Missouri. The produc
but the large gravel-beds below water level tion of white lead, and the several oxides, from Ohio. Prices were slightly lower.
were scarcely touched. Various Californiana pig lead increased to a total of about 75,000
Lime. The production is estimated at 46,
have endeavored to get hold of these valuable short tons.
750,000 barrela, with an average value of 50
mines, but litigation shut them out. Now, howThe producers* returns show an in cents per barrel.
Zi7ic.
ever, this obstacle has been removed, and the creaae from 42,641 abort tons in 1886 to 50,340
Cement. The production of cement from
*'
flat " will be made to give up its store of gold.
in 1887.
The price increased to 4.^ cents per natural rock waa 6,692,744 barrels, valued at
That it is there, and that in abundance, is easily pound, making the total value in 1887, $4,782, 77^ cents per barrel, making $5,186,877 as the
proved.
300.
The production of zinc oxide waa practi value of a year's product.
The writer this week saw a miner, who works cally steady at 18,000 short tons, valaedat $1,Abrasive Materials.
an adjoining claim, exchange about S3000 of 440.000.
Buhr stones. The value of the total product
gold dust atone time, as the result of his cleanQuicksilver.
Production and value increased
is estimated at $200,000,
up. Chase & Pray have stopped their hydraulic from 29,981 flaaka, valued at $1,060,000, to 33
In Ohio and Michigan 37,400
Grindstones.
till the water supply increaaea, as have also the
825 flasks valued at $1,429,000, Except 65
tons were produced, valued at $224,400.
Central Mill Co. Once these claims consolidate flasks from Oregon the total supply came from
Corundum. Totil production from North
and obtain the dump of the one and high head California. The price in 1887 varied from $36.Carolina and Georgia 600 short tons, with a
of water on the other, they will have as good a 50 to $48 per fiaak in San Francisco.
spot value of $108,000.
property as they could wish.
The supply includes 183,125 pounds
Nickel.
Novaculite. Production 1.200,000 pounds,
Our miners are not troubled on account of of metallic nickel, valued at $117,200; 10,846
valued in the rough statu at $16,000.
their sliokene, the tailings being free from pipe pounds of metallic nickel contained in matte,
Maryland produced 3000
Infusorial Earth.
clay; the ranchers convey the tailings on to and 11,595 pounds contained in nickel ammoshort tons, worth $15,000. A small quantity
worked-out gravel claims, filling up the gulleya nium sulphate. Total value, $133,200.
waa produced in Nevada and in New Mexico.
and covering the stone-piles, thus restoring
Cobalt Oxide.
The product includes 5769
Miscellaneous.
what the early miner took away. In quartz, pounds of cobalt oxide for potter's use, and 12,the Esmeralda is sinking an additional 100 feet 571 pounds of oxide in matte exported to
Precious Stones. The value of American
with the vein now five feet wide; a hoist of one- Europe. Total value, $18,774.
gema in the rough state amounted to $88,600,
ton capacity is being erected. The woods in
Chromium. Shipments from California in- besides gold quartz for specimens and gema, val>
the vicinity of the mine are full of prospectors creaaed to 3000 long tons on account of better ued at $75,000.
and a number of locations each week is the re- freight facilities bv rail to the Eastern Statea.
Phosphate Bock. South Carolina phosphate
sult.
Total value in San Francisco was $40,000.
rock, 480,558 long tons, valued at $1,836,818;
Cunliff & Driver are driving ahead on their
Manganese. The total production of manga- an increase of 50,009 tona, but a decrease of
Heroulea mine and are now down 150 feet 16- nese ore in the year ending December 31, 1887, $36,118 in value, due to greater competition,
feet vein.
Sablett & Cutting, juat out of Mur- was 34,524 long tons, valued at $333,844. The reducing the price to $3.75 per ton for land
phys, are drifting on " No. 3;" are down 70 feet production of manganiferoua iron ore was 211,- and $4 for river rock.
and have drifted the same distance. This mine 751 tons, valued at about $600,000. The proMaria. In New Jersey the production ia
is one of those *' soft things " that aeldom falls duction of argentiferous manganese ores waa 60,estimated at 600.000 tona, worth about $300,000.
to the prospector's lot. While the owners keep 000 tons, valued, chitfly for its silver, at about While the New Jersey marl is yielding slowly to
quiet, it is known that " it's lousy with gold," $600,000.
commercial fertilizers, the Virginia marls, as
Sublett is driving the drift alone, taking out in
Antimony. The productiou, all in California, well as thoae in North and South Carolina,
coarse gold 15 ounces of gold the past week with was 75 tons, valued at $15,500.
This is an in- Georgia, Miaaiasippi, and Florida, are finding
every evidence of a bonanza ahead. May it crease from 35 tons in 1886, valued at $7000.
increased local use,
stay by them
Aluminum. The production of aluminum
5aZ^— Production in 1887. 7.831,962 barrels
The May Flower, now the property of S. F, bronze containing 10 per cent of aluminum in- (of 280 pounds), value $4,093,846. The annual
Penlies, has been opened by shaft tunnel 40 creased to 144,764 pounds in 1887, valued at production has increased each year, since 1883,
feet, and from the croascut drifts now 100 feet $57,905.
Other alloys, principally of iron and but the total value has declined, being leas in
east and west on the vein into the hills on each aluminum, amounted to 42,617 pounds, worth 1887 than in 1884, although only 6.514,937
side.
They are now sinking, and a good hoist $17,000.
barrela were made in that year.
pump ia contemplated. When theae gentlemen
Platinum. Considerable search by dealers
Bromine. Stocks accumulated in 1886 and
came into the section the usual gang of black- produced 448 ounces of crude platinum, valued reduced the output of 1887 to 199,087 pounds,
mailers, that infest every mining camp, took at
$1838. Part of this came from British valued at $61,717. The price was held at 31
them in hand and so discouraged them that Columbia.
centa per pound.
they were almost persuaded not to go and look
Fuels.
£oraar.— Production, 11,000,000 pounds, all
at the mine.
Since taking poaaesaion, they
Total value,
Goal. The total production of all kinda of from California and Nevada.
have repeatedly been aaaured of their ultimate commercial coal in iSS7 was 123.965,255 short $550,000, at 5 cents psr pound for the average
failure, but every stroke of the drill and pick tons (increase over 18S6, 16,283.046 tone), val- grade.
The price was rising at the close ol
has served to convince them that they have " a ued at the mines at $173,530,996 (increase, $26,- 1SS7.
good thing," and they mean to stay by it. All 418,241). This may be divided into PennsylSidphur. Prnduction about 3000 tons from
the prospects of this section want is depth; vania anthracite, 39,506,255 short tons (in- Utah, worth $100,000. Litigation checked the
the average of the present shafts is ten feet. crease, 2,809,780 short tons), or 35,273,442 uae of an increased plant. The imports of
Wherever these claims have been taken hold of long tons (increase,
2,508,732 long tons), Sicilian sulphur, with small shipments from
and put down, they have shown increasing valued at $79,365,244 (increase, $7,807,118); ali Japan, were 96,882 long tons, valued at $1,width and richness.
other coals, including bituminous, brown coal, 668.360.
This field is as Angels was but a few years lignite, small lots of anthracite produced in
Production 52,500 long tons, valued
Pyritea.
ago; then a quartz claim was looked upon as Colorado and Arkansas, and 6000 tons
of at $210,000, at $4 per ton at the mines.
poor property, but when Mr. Hayward and graphitic coal mined in Rhode Island, amounting
The production increased to 15,Bary/t's.
others came into camp, put down their money in the aggregate to 84,459,000 short tons (in- 000 long tons of crude barytes, valued at$75,and their shafts, the whole aspect changed, and crease, 13,473.266 tons), valued at $94,165,752 000 at the mines.
to-day the old prospect- holes are eagerly (increase, ^^18,611,123).
Gypsum. The condition of the industry is
bought up, the shaft put down, and one good
The colliery consumption at the individual practically unchanged. The estimated total
mine after another added to the list in boom- mines varies from Dothjpg to 8 per cent of the product was 95,000 short tone of crude gyp-

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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sum, valued at $425,000, In addition, 162,154 long tons of crude gypsum were imported,
chiefly from Nova Scotia.
Mica. The production increased to 70,500
pounds, valued at $142,250. The increase was
chiefly in North Carolina.
New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, and Virginia also produce mica.
No shipments were reported from the Black
Hills or New Mexico.
The use of mica waste
is increasing; 2000 tons, worth $15,000, were
ground in 1887.
Feldspar, The amount consumed, principally by potters, was 10,200 long tons, valued at

—

—

$56,100 before grinding. This includes freight
to the principal markets, Trenton or New
York. The consumption in 1886 was about
5000 tons less than the production returned by
quarry men.
Flint.
For pottery 19,800 tona were used.
Including the use for sand-paper and in glass
manufacture, the total consumption was about
32.000 tons, worth, unground, $185,000.
Potter's Clay.
The consumption of kaolin
and ball clay by potters aggregated 28,000 tons,
valued at $290,000. In addition, the potters
used 15,000 tons of fire-clay, worth $50,000,
Ashestus. The total product hardly exceeded 150 tons, worth $4500. In addition, several hundred tons of fibrous actinolite were used
for weighting paper.
Mineral Paints. Including ocher, metallic
paints, and small quantities of umber and
sienna, the production amounted to 20,000 long
tons, selling for $310,000 at the mines.
Graphite,
The production at Ticonderoga is
reported aa unchanged. Small lota ranging
from graphitic clay to pure graphite were produced in North Carolina. Total production,
416,000 pounda, worth $34,000. This does not
include 500 tons of impure graphite mined in
Rhode Island for foundry facings.
Fluorspar. The production remained conatant at 5000 tona in Indiana.
The total
value waa $20,000.

—
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—
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JIETALLIC PKODl'CTS OF

TUB DKITED STATES

IN 1SS7.

Quantity.
Value,
spot value, long tons. .. 6.417,148 S121 9i5,800
Silver, coining value, troy ozs
4I,?00,'i40
r.3.441,300
Go'cl, coiniuf value, troy ozs
1.596,500
33.100,000
Copper, value at N. Y. City, Iba. .iSi,670,G24
21,052,440
Lead, value fit N. Y. City, short
tons
]C0 7ro
14,463,000
Zinc, value at N. Y. City.sh't tona
50.340
4,782.300
liuickailver. value ah S. F.. fiaakn.
:J3,S-26
1,429,000
Nickel, \alue at Philadelphia, lbs.
205,556
I.'- 3, 200
Aluminum contained in alloys...
74 905
Antimony, value at S. F .eh't fus
15,500
Platinum, value (crude) at N. Y.
City, troy ou- ces
448
1,8:
PifC iron,

Total

$250,419,283

NO.S-.MKTALLIC

MINERAL PRODUCTS OF

—

—

—The

sold amounted to 8,259 609 gallons, woith
$1,261,473.
Totals.
The following tabular statement
shows an aggregate value of $538,056,345 for
the year. This ia the largest total ever reach*
ed by the mineral industriea of any country.
It is nearly $73,000,000 more than the product
of the United States in 1886 and considerably
more than $100,000,000 in excess of the year
1885.
Of many items which have contributed
to this result it will be noted that all the metals increased in quantity, except gold and the
minor metal, nickel, and neaily all increased
in price.
The significance of this is seen in the
increase in production of the fuela necesaary
for reducing these metils and preparing them
for use.
All of these fuels, including natural
gas, show a marked increase.
The increased
value of building-stone is principally due to a
more careful canvass of this industry than has
been possible in previous years. It is not
probable that the great total recorded for 1887
will be equaled in the present year, 1888.

DKITKD STATES IK

TlIK

1837 (ftrOT VALUES).

Quantity.

Value.
§97 933 6a6

Bituminous

coal, lonjr tons
78 426.214
Pennsylvania auth acite, Tng t'ns 37,578 747-

Building stone
Lime, barrelPetroleum, barrels
Natural sras

46,7.'^0

28,249,543

13 58^500

Cement, barrela

G.r>92,744

Salt, barrela
Limestone for iron

South

84,552,181
ofl 0*0,000
23 375.000
IG 940,726

000

lonir tona
Zinc-" bite, short tm a
Mineral waters, gallona sold
Borax, pounds
Gypsum, abort tons
Manganese ore, ion;,' t na
Mineral paints, lonj: tons
New Jersey marl", ehort tona
Pyritea, lonff tons
Flint, long tons
Mici, pounds.
Corundum, abort tons
Sulphur, abort tons
Precious stones ...
Crude barytes, long tons
Gold (juartz, souvenira, jewelry,

etc

5.186 877
4,093 846
3,228,200

7,83 ,962
5,377.000
'

jx. ionpr tone
Carolina phospbate rock,
fi

4l0.5.'i8

18

1.836,81 S
1 .440.000
1,261 473

000

S,2.'>f)6'9

00
95 000

11,0(10.'

550.010
425 000
333 844
310 000
300 000
210,000
185.000
142,250
108,000
lO^^OOO
gs 600

34, ^^24

20 000
60 ,000

52.500
32 000
TO '00
6 o
3,000
15,OuO

75,000

".

Bromine, rounds
FeM-par, long tons

11)9,087

Chroiiit^ iron ore, long tons
Graphite, pound-i
Fluorspar, short tune
aiate. grf»und as picmeDt, I'ng tn's
Cobalt o.xide, pounds
Novaculite, poun.is
Asplia tum, short tons
Asbestos, short tons

Uutik, pounds

Ts.ono
61 717
56 100
4u OOO
34,0(0

10 200
3.000
41(;.000

5,000
2 000
is 340
1,200 000
4,000

2O,(i00

2o!o00
IS 774
1 6*000
10,000
4.500

i.^-o

3000

1,000

Total

8281,637,062

RESUME OP TUB VALliKS OP TIIK METALLIC AKD KON-MKTAIiLlC
.MINKRAL SUBiTANUKS PRODUCED IN THE U. S. IN 1887.
Metals
Mineral substanrcs named in the fT-e?
table

.-'5250,419,283

T 2S1, 037,0(12

Total

S,i32,05C,346

Estimated value
fied

Grand

of

mineral products unspeci...

total

6.000,000

?533,056,346
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per ton aa would be the case

The Russell Process.
It J

Pittct'cal Appliciitton

and BcoDomlc

Kesulta.
Itut.

)

the Kaaaell process.
After once selecting tbe method wbloh gives
the be&t result for the ore from any particular
mine, no change in method will usually be reqaired for the ore from that mtnu or dibtriot,
unless the wash-water from these ores chaoKea
from alkaline to acid or the reverse. For
custom-mills treating several different kinds of
ore, both acid and alkaline, each one of two or
even three methods may have to be used. Aonnrding to some of the methods given in Table
XIX the extra solution is required to stand in
the ore, while in othera it is unnecessary, but,
so far, no injurious effects have been observed
due to the standing of the extra solution in any
kind of ore. But it should not be allowed to
stand more than a few boars, except in the
ore.

XX

TABLE

XX.

BKrsCTOK I'lRCULATINO 1HK R\rKA SOLCnOS A8 COMPAKBD
WITU NOT CIKCULATIS'l (4CID-ROAMTKD ORB) AT
CUSI HILL ON CU8I ORB.
a

s
•a

S

•3£ =

a
»•

Ss-

If

1

2

S'

s

9

Is

1?

ft

u_

o o

^t

3

—

4S

So
>

y
Sh

- c
'i

rt

5 -

»

34.8 77.1 S9.0 78.2

06 34.8 76.0 87.

ClBCi;t,ATION.

The cxtr* wan circulated

i

=

^
No ClKCLM,ATlON.
I'he extra stood in the ore fur
twelve houre.

K

M

~

"

or

" Not Circulated."

S5.1

for

four liourn.

Note.— The above

I

—

[

ia

a rooated ore with acid

flrat

waah-

Table XXt, on the other hand, ahowa the t ffect
on an alkaline-araenical ore of circulating the
extra instead of allowing it to stand, the diffor«Dce in mill extraction by the two methodb
being 4 9 per cent of the value of the ore.

TABLE XXI.
ALLOWING THE FXTRA TO BTAV'D TWELVR HOURS
EKKBCT
THtt ORB WtTlioUT CIRCULATION AH CMPARBD WITH CIKCULATINO TI[B EXTRA (ALKALINK-ARBKMCAIi HUdUTBD CHE) AT YKDRAB MILL ON YKDRAiJ ORE.
01'

'Allowed to Stand twelve hour.i
without circula iiiy-"

ClKCLATION.
aulution was circulated
fur fuur lioura.

No

CIRCULATION.
The extra BuluMon ijto> d in the ore
for twelve h'urs.

IN

Theprecipitating-coefficient of the finished pro*
duct is, however, thereby diminiahed. The sodium sulphide solution obtained as above described is so concentrated that it would solidify
on cooling. It ia therefore diluted with hyposulphite stock solution in preference to water,
after being transferred to the storage-tanks by
means of a short piece of wooden trough not
shown in the drawings. The dilution ia carried
to each an extent that the total volume measures aa many cubic feetaa there have been used
pounds of caustic soda, divided by 12. If the
sodium sulphide still shows a tendency to crystallize, the dilution may be carried etill furThe silver-precipitating coefficients for
ther.
caustic aoda and aulphnr tbua prepared are
about 2 to 2.3 for silver and 3.5 to 4 for
sulphur.
After the aodiam aulphide in the oast iron
tank has ceased boiling, it may be ao thick that
it will not easily run out, in which case it is
diluted by solation or water in the cast-iron
tank to the extent of about its own volume.
c.

Soda

Manipulation o/
A/ih) Solution.

the
is

s
S
E

s
&
s
1

S

o>

CO

g

c.

c.

uspd for tho 4th twelfth.

c.

c.

used for the 6th twelf

c.

c.

used for the 6lh twelfth.

c.

c.

uaed for the 7th twelfth.

c.

c.

uaed for tho 8th twelfth.

'

c.

c.

h.

used for the Olh twelfih.

uaed for the lOth twelfth.

Ol
a*

s

i

c.

c.

used for the 11th twelfth.

c.

c

used for the 12bh twelfth.

Sodium Carbonate (or

— The precipitation

with sodium carbonate

S

—J

of lead

very easily effected,

e.

Miscellaneous.— Tuble

XXI[ shows

tbe

and the precipitate aetblea quickly, leaving tbe comparative amounts of sodium sulphide and soThe precipitate is aluo more da-ash required at different stages of the leaching
solation clear.
jjoTB
The ab've is a roasted ore with an alkaline
compact than the aulphide. Care abould be (and thus, incidentally, the distribution of the
wash-water, but with much arsenic in the ore.
taken not to add an excess of soda (although lead, silver, and copper, in the ordinary soluF. Preparntion avd Maviputation of thf the preaence of this reagent in the hypoaul- tion) in treating Ontario roasted ore. The two
Precipilantay Sodium Sulphid*'. and iioda Abh, phite solution is not in the least ittjurioua to the tanks for precipitating lead were of small size,
extraction of silver in lixiviation, even if the holding only about 32 cubic feet. There were also
and the Amount of Each Used.
Preparation of the Sodium Carbonate solution was saturated with it), aa it can eaaily two of the same eize for precipitating the silver
a.
emptied six
{or Soda-A)ih) Solution.— In the preparation of be seen that, should it become neceasary to and copper. Each tank was filled and
the sodmm carbonate solution, if the ammonia neutralize any caustic aoda in the aolntion, the times during a test. The number of o. c of soda
lead
or Solvay proceas aoda-ash ia used, it is dissolv- oonaumption of aulphuric acid would be increas- ash solution required to precipitata all the
from each one of the tanks, each time, was
ed in an iron tank, in a portion of tbe hypo- ed by neutralizing aodium carbonate also.
sodium
o.
of
number
of
c.
the
The end of the reaction, or the time at which noted, and also
sulphite stock solution, in preference to water,
80 that, in precipitating the lead, the strength the addition of the sodium should be stopped, is sulphide used each time to precipitate the silver
The table shows that the amount
of the atock solution is not diminiahed by dilu- best determined by taking some of the solution and copper.
tion.
If an aqueous solution of the soda-ash from the precipitating-tanks in a te&t-tuba, and of lead dissolved by a given volume of solution
be used, it should be made as strong as possible, adding a few drops of an aqueous aolntion of remained about the same at different periods of
and kept heatf^d. If tbe ammonia process sodium pboapbate, which gives a more delicate the leaching. But the amount of silver and
soda-ash cannot be obtained, and the ash used reaction than aodium carbonate. Alter the lead copper diasolved by the second one-twelfth of
contains, as is usually the case, some sodium carbonate has settled in the precipitating-tanka, the solution was nearly double that dissolved
sulphide, the removal of this sodium eulphide which occupies about half an hour, the clear by any other one-twelfth, and the amount disbecomes necessary for tbe following reasons solution is decanted or pumped by an ejector solved by the first one-sixth was 44.7 per cent
The sulphur of the sodium sulphide, having, a into the silver-precipitating tanks. After the of the whole.
In these experiments the leaching with solugreater affinity for silver than for lead, will final addition of soda-asb solution, the whole
precipitate silver out of the leaching solution contents of the precipitating-tanks are stirred tion was commenced about the middle of the
when the soda-ash is used to precipitate the with a hard-wood oar for about half a minute. day, stopped during the night, and continued
During the
lead. Conaequently, the precipitata of carbon- Also, during the addition of the soda-ash the on'til about 11 a.m. the next day.
The lead carbonate night the solution remained standing in the
ate of lead will be contaminated with sulphide eolation should he stirred.
in
remained
had
which
solution
the
ounces
of
silremoved
about
week,
and
preased
in
a
ore.
But
100
is
once
a
extent
about
ailver
the
of
of
to
than
ver per too of lead cai bonate, instead of 1. 5 ounces filter-press. The lead carbonate ia very pure, ibe ore all night contained no mote metal

—

ton of lead carbonat". The value
the dried sulphides was from, 7500 to 12,000
per ton.

silver per
of

oz.

TABLE
\

X.VIIL

ALCR OK TUB I-RHCIi>irATKOR " RrLl'IIlDBS " PROM TlIK
BOLrTl"NB ANN THK COST OK fRBCII'ITATlKU
TXR SA.MK WIIILK I'HI.Na THR RttSSKLL PRUORSS.

LBAt-flIKO

-

3

?2

"^r:

—

(

water.

The extra

if it had passed rapidly through.
The strength o'
sodium sulphide solution was much weaker than
iHW used. Thestreneth ol the odd stock solution aaed was O.S to *J
per cent, the value of
ore 70 to 110 cz., the depth of the charge when
dry about 22 inches, and after leaching 16.0
inches.
The extra sclutioo was not used until
afterthe twelfth charge.
It was noticed that
the volume of sdution containing the extra
solution contained nearly as much lead as any
other volume. The carbonate of lead produced
was pure white, perfectly free from any other
nittil, except that it contained about l.o oz. of

fl
3 a

'.i

gives the results of treating an
Table
aoid-roasted ore as if it were alkaline-arsenical.
At the time of making this comparison, some of
the l>^achiogtinks at tbe Cusi mill had not
been Htted with siphon pumps or ejectors with
which to ciroulite the extra solution. It was
therefore necessary to obtain tbe beat results
possible by allowing the extra to stand in the
The average difference in mill extraction
ore.
by the two methods was 6.9 per cent.

Clnirated

'

I

I

Volunift
and
of Af/iUeation,
TfmptratHr(fsof the Leachth-j 6'o/u(io/.a.— Table
XIX give* theorderof apulyiuK tbe leachiDf;
•olutioDB OD each of the ditfereot claaaoa of ore.
The first and aecoDd wash-waterB are omitted
from the table.
The "ordinarys" and *' extraa'* referred to
are each **oharge6" of those aolatione, the
defiaitioo of which term has already bL-en
given. The volumes of solutions given have
proved sufBcient for all ores so far treated by

Ordrr

*'

if
the sodn-aBh unless lime is present in the solution, in which
were free from sodium sulphide. The removal case it will be contaminated to some extent
of this sodium sulphide from tbe soda ash ia, with the lime.
In practice, abiut one pound
however, a very simple matter. As carbonate of soda is consumed in precipitating one pound
of copper i« perfectly soluLlt) in a hyposulphite of lead, or one and one-third pounds of lead
solution, while sulphide of copper is not, it ia carbonate.
evident that, if the impure soda-ash is dissolvd.
Jllanifiulatiun of the Sodium Sulphide
ed in a hyposulphite solution (such as the stock Soiutioii.
I taring the addition
of sodium sulsolation), and then an amount of btuestODe(or phide to the leaching solution, in the preoipiother compound of copper soluble in the hypo- tating-tanks, and at the end of the operation,
sulphite solution) corresponding to the amoant the solution should be well »tirred.
The more
of sodium sulphide be added to the hyposul- violent the stirring, the quicker and more comphite solution of soda an h, all the sodium sul- pact wilt be the settling of the precipitate and
phide will be neutralized by the formation of the clearer the solution. It is hardly necf a-ary to
sulphide of copper which sinks to the bottom aay that the sodium sulphide should not be used
as a black precipitate.
The clear solution is in excess. In case this has been done by inadthun drawn otf and is ready for use. Geoer- vertence, more frfsh silver-beating solution
ally about one pound of copper sulphate is must be added,
lleoce, in filling tbe precipisufficient to purify lUO pounds of soda-ash.
If tating-tanks, space should be left for the adcaustic eoda is present in the sodaaah, it may dition of a few more inches cf solution if necesbe removed by boiling it with a little sulphur, sary. The addition of an txctaei of sodium
and then adding copper sulphate. The presence aulphide is indicated by a smill of hydrogen
of sodium sulphide in the ash may be detected aulphide, a turbidity of the aolution, and a dieby adding a little of an aqueous solution of the coloration of the sides of the tank, or the fl jor
aah to a hyposulphite solution containing eilver, around it. If it should happen that an otera dark discoloration or the formation of precip- precipitated aolution has been run on a charge
itate indicating the presence of sodium sulphide. of ore, it ia only neceaaary to follow it with an
6.
Preparation of the Sodium Sulphide Solu- extra aolution which will dissolve tbe sulphide
tion.
In order to obtain a sodium eulphide of of silver precipitated in the ore.
maximum precipitating power, the following
If tbe solution to be precipitated contains
method should be strictly followed: The whole lime, an insoluble calcium monosulpbide may
contents of a drum of caustic soda, 000 to 700 be precipitated, and may not only contaminate
pounds, are broken up into lumps which should the precious sulphides, but greatly increase the
not exceed
to 8 pounds in weight, and placed amount
of
sodium sulphide, even to the
in tbe caat-iron tank with false bottom of lead, extent of doubling it.
But the light yellow
About 2 or cubic feet of calcium precipitate does not appear uotil all the
hereafter described.
water are added, and dry ateam turned on aa sulphides of silver, gold and copper have fallen
full
as possible, the tank being covered to out. In order to determine when the mt tila have
avoid spattering of the lye. If sufficient been precipitated, some of the solution is taken in
head of ateam is used, the dissolving of thf% a tumbler or test-tube, and soda-ash solution is
caustic soda will be accompliebed in ^ to ^ added to it in excess. This will precipitate the
hour.
It would not do to attempt to dissolve lime, but leave the copper and silver, if any, in
it slowly, ftince too much steam would be consolution.
The clear solution from the teat tube
densed. Tbe total volume when the mass ia is then decanted off into another teat-tub^,
dissolved should be anch aa to measure not and sodium sulphide is added to it,
The remore than as many cubic feet as there were action is then not obscured by the yellow calpounds of caustic soda divided by 62.5. In cium monoaulphide, and a discoloration, turbidother words, one cubic foot of lye should bold ity, or precipitate will show that all the silver
at least 62.5 pounds of caustic aoda.
As aoon and copper have not been precipitated. After
as the cauetic soda ia diasolved, and while the tbe sulphides have settled, the clear solution is
lye is at a temperature of not less than 200'^ F., decanted by means of thesurface-discharger into
which will be the case if tbe above directiona the pump samp.
are followed, tbe sulphur ia added, a shovelful at
If itis lump sulphur, it is not neces
a time.
TABLE XXI r.
sarv to crush the lumps unless moat of them mSTRIBrTION OK TUB LEAD. SILVER AND COPl-ER IN THE IHrOwill not pass a screen of lioch mesh.
The aulBULi'UITK SOLUTION riK TUB OLD OR ORDINARY LBACUINU
PRrCBea AT TUB ONTARIO WILL (ONTARIO ORE).
phur must be added slowly, as the maos
boils violeiitly, and swells to several times its
Number of experimeuta made.
original volume whilethe chemical action is takWpieht of ore in cacli ex per.
ing place. Should the lye have been either much
Htork
aolu'ion.
Screngrth of
l.S per cent.
leas concentrated or of a lower temperature
•5
Divided into how many parts.
above,
the
solution
stated
of
the
aulphur
than
Amount soda-aah used per Ion.
6 lbs.
will not be complete.
Amt. cauRtic soda used per ton.
6.1 lbs.
The sodium aulphide should be made in a
lbs.
Amount sulphur iiaed per ton.
3.4
cast-iron tink of not more than eight or nine
If through mismanagement the lye
feet area.
let twelfth.
c. c. uaed for t;he
CO
is not as concentrated or aa hot as above described, and the mabs doea not boil violently
e.
c. used
for the 2d Iweifih.
1.000
S
when the sulphur is added, it with the sulphur)
must be boiled with steam for about two boura.
for the 3d twelfth.
c.
c. UBtid
I

{Continued from our
«.
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Sulphides "Roaftted" or "Dried."

Ounces

CC OOO

Silver per
ton in
the Sulph des.

00 CO o

I

l?^>.fti?s\ 1^

I

:

ce

<=>

:

-.

-J 4-

=

i«-

:S

Ounces Gold per
ton in
the Sulphides.

Coat of Precipitatiug per
ton of Ore.

Table XXIII gives the value

in

silver

and

gold of

the precipitates or sulphides produced by the Rusaell process in various mills.
The autphidex produoed from the Leeds and
other Silver Rsef ores are low in grade, on
account of the presence in the ore of carbonate of copper which is dissolved by the hyposulphite solation.

{To be Continued.)

The Air
At a meeting

in Coal Mines.

Koyal Society of Edinburgh recently. Dr. T. G. N'asmyth read a communication on the air in coal mines. At the
outset he deacribed the condition of ventilation
in coal mines 20 years ago, which was such as
no miner would nowadays be asked to work in.
Going on to give the results of his observations,
which in the paper were recorded in tabulated
form, he showed that the temperaturr^a taken at
a thouaand yarda from the downcaat abaft differed but little, and only in the direction of
greater uniformity, from the temperature recorded in tbe open air. One point he noted was
that it was nearly always saturated. The reof the

sult of the test for carbonic acid gaa went to
ahow that the state of the coal minea in that respect was not worse than that of one-roomed
houses and badly ventilated factoriea andachool

rooma. Aa to the effect of tbe miner'a occupation on hia health, be gave atatiatica which went
ahow the improvement in recent years,
to
and the comparative immunity of the miner of
tbe preaent day from chest diaeaaes. In the
parish of Beith the death rate from phthiais
waa 1.33 per 1000 per annum on the average
1.01 among men and 1.72 among women, and
that in a population almost wholly composed of
minera. Tho average for 12 years ahowed that
Summing
43.1 was the mean age for miners.
up, he argued that the state of the air in the
coal mines was wonderfully good, and looking
to the nature of the products that went to
vitiate the air in minea, it would not be easy to
inaure that it would be aa good as above ground.
His own experience was that phthisis waa not
common among miners. He knew of no disease
peculiar to minera, and of no disease existing in
excess among them. His belief was that the
conditions connected with a miner's occupation were aa favorable as those of any other

workmen.

—

Fok:mation of Petroleum. The theory ia
by Prof. Metdeleef of Russia that
petroleum ia produced by water, which penetrates the earth's crust and comes in contact
with glowing carbidea of metals, especially of
iron.
The water is decomposed into its oonstitnent gases, the oxygen uniting with the
iron, while the hydrogen takes up the carbon
and ascends to a higher region, where part of
it is condensed into mineral oil, and part remains as natural gaa, to escape wherever and
whenever it can find an outlet. If this aaaumption is correct, and a sufficient store of metallic
held

carbides

is

petroleum

contiined in the earth's interior,
continue to be formed almost

may

indefinitely and yield a supply of fuel long
Prof.
after the coal has become exhausted.
Mendelfief supports hia views by producing
artificial petroleum in a manner similar to that
by which he believes tbe natural product is

made.
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rush headlong one way, even though

The Secret of Their Success.

it

The Tariff on Lead.

lead

over a precipice.

To the investor of small means we would say
The means by which certain operators in minmanage to achieve an almost uni- avoid stock dealings altogether. This we
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cannot,

means and energies wholly to it. If he have
aptitudes for the business, and is able to form
explain so far as may be the methods by which an advantageous alliance, he may in the end
such success is reached; that is, as seen from achieve a success, though it will certainly cost
our standpoint of view. It may, indeed, seem him much hard work and possibly some twinges
presumptuous, for one who has had so little ex- of conscience, if he have any.
perience in this branch of business, to essay a

—never, in

hold to a contrary opinion, contending that such
reduction
that

if

it will

carried out will not only hurt but
prove disastrous to that industry,

and even in many instances destroy it altogether.
In considering a question concerning which
one set of opinions so antagonize another, it is
natural to inquire who would be most likely to
have an intelligent understanding

Death of Proctor.

task of this kind, the writer never having gam-

the sub-

of

in the lead-producing

ject, parties living

" securi-

dis-

Richard A. Proctor, the famous a&tronomer, tricts and conversant with the conditions that
died Sept. 12th at the Willard Parker Hospital, there obtain, or parties living on the Atlantic
Kevertheless, it has so fallen to
in his life.
New York City, of yellow fever. It is with seaboard, thousands of miles away from thoee
our lot that we have now and again been called
upon to examine into this subject with such fit- great surprise we make this announcement, as districts, and who can, of their own personal
he was a sturdy Englishman in the prime of knowledge, know little about the business. The
ness for the work as has been vouchsafed us.
been spending a few weeks with answer to such inquiry is obvious. The leadLet it be premised, then, that the present life. He had

ties"

fact,

knew

the

name

a card

of

his family at Oaklawn, Marion county, Fla., producing people must themselves be the better
where he had au observatory and one of the authority. They have opportunities to acquaint
garded by the veteran professional, who well loveliest homes in the South. As he had not themselves with the situation to learn the conknows that this is according to the order of been near Jacksonville, it is difficult to explain ditions of the business and the wants of those
nature knows that the resting and recuperative how he contracted the contagion. He was on engaged in it which the stranger has not.
secured passage on
Bat, apart from this aspect of the question,
winter must precede the growing and maturing his way to England, and had
summer. This is his seedtime; the harvest the steamship Umbria. While at the West- to what end, let us ask, this proposed reduction
minster Hotel, where he had been in the habit in the duties on lead imported from abroad ? It
will come by-and-by, when he who has induslast 10 or 12 years, he com- can have but one object, viz., reduction of the
triously sown and patiently waited shall reap an of stopping the
abundant harvest. Now, therefore, when the plained of feeling fatigue and of indisposition, cost of this article to the consumer. But conbottom has gone out of the market and prices He went directly to his room and sent for a sidered in the long run, will it effect that end ?
have fallen below zero, he proceeds to load up physician. As his symptoms were mysterious We do not think it will, as much of our past exwith mining shares, selecting only snch as be he was kept in isolation. Last Tuesday morn- perience tends to establish.
In every instance where these domestic inhas reason to believe will at some future time ing he grew worse, and the symptoms were
command a good price. But he goes about this such that it was thought best to send him to dustries for the use of which we produce the raw
hospital, where he soon succumbed to the material have been
duly protected against
quietly, picks up through his agents small lots the

sider seeming irretrievably desperate, is not so re-

—

MECHANICAL PROGRESS.—

Locomotive Workfl; New Tay Bridge; Something New
in the Mechanical Treatment of Leather, 178and Abuse of tbe Rrain;
Celery for Rheumatism; Medicinal Value of Butter-

—

—

here and there as opportunity offers;

for

he has gathered in what he wants

is

policy to

" boost

" the market.

this gathering is going

done to depress

it

until

not his

Indeed, while

on everything possible

is

prices^ at least of these particu-

lar stocks.

in

Photographing a
Thunderbolt: What is Latent Heat; An Interesting
Exoeriment with Water; The Coldest Spot on Earth;
A Gloomy View of Modern Civilization; A Curious
Phenomenon; A Marble Tablet, 178.
Important Improvements in Pipe Joints; How to Secure Clean Castings; New Hydraulic Tube Press; An Alloy for Cold
Solderintr: The Castner Sodium-Aluminum Processes;
New Tin Plate Machinery; Gigant'c Hydraulic Presses;
Flaws in Stee'; Experiments with Sheet Copper; More

is

In so loading up the experienced speculator
not governed so much by the intrinsic value

yellow fever.

foreign competition, the products of these indus-

Richard Anthony Proctor was born on the
23i of March, 1837, at Chelsea, but having bad
health in his boyhood was chiefly educated at
home. He pursued his studies afterward at
King's College, London, and St. John's College,
Cambridge, graduating in 1S60 as twenty-third
wrangler. In 1S66 he was appointed a Fellow
of tlie Royal Astronomical Society, and seven
years later an honorary Fellow of King's College.
He became honorary secretary of the society
and editor of the Journal of Proceedings in Feb-

tries

by certain combinations made, or which he knows are to be made,
to insure for the same a future market at good
How this is to be brought about, alprices.
though not exactly a trade secret, forms an ruary, 1872, but resigned the offices about one
later.
He had carried out a series of
essential part of the business, which, it is need- year
of

the shares selected

as

researches, analyzed

results collected

less to say-, is

conducted with system and exnot left to run itself, nor are
outsiders permitted to run it, however much
milk,' 179.
USEFUL INFORMATION.—The Manufacture of they may sometimes think they do so.
Mortar; Useful Colors; The Oil Rocket as a Defense
A buoyant mining-share market cannot, as
Against Shipwreck; CultUate the Use of the Left
Hand; Fish Living in Hot Water; Economy in tbe Use some people suppose, be made to order, nor can

original

actness.

by the astronomers Herechel, Struve and others,

ENGINEERING NOTES.-The

lished

GOOD HEALTH.—Use

The

of Sugar;

California Lion; Sawilust for Fuel, 179
Oscillations of

High Chimneys; Testing
nection;

and Mining Record

Financial

season of depression, the situation to the out-

Street, E. C.

and

we

be suspected of trying to bull or bear the market, there being no market, is a good time to

bled in these nor any other class of
12 mos.
S 6.00
24.00
45.00

Nsw York

pleased to express the opinion that the pro-

posed reduction of the duty on Imported lead
form success is to the many who fail cause for tender as the best advise we can give him. If,
from @40 to $25 per ton will not injuriously afperpetual wonderment. Just now, when this however, he is bound to tempt fortune in this
fect the lead-mining interests in this country.
branch of our *' home industries " is so nearly perilous field of adventurg, then he had better
The lead miners and their friends, however,
in remarking upon it, lay aside everything else and devote his time,
paralyzed that

220 Market St., N. E.cor.Front St.

i^
W.

EWEB.

B.

CO., Publishers.

The
is

A New

for

Principal

Foundations; Direct Conin Propulsion; A Canal

Across Italy; Water for Paris, 179.
the various counties
Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana. New Mexico. Oreeron, Utah, Wyoming, 180-81.
Sales at the San
Francisco Stock Board, Notices of Meetings, Assess
ments, Dividends, and Bullion Shipments, 184.

MINING SUMMARY— From
of California,

MINING STOCK MARKET.—

S.

is

advent be much hastened through recourse
Its success, and
to purely fictitious means.
even its possibility, are largely dependent on
its

the existence of favorable conditions.
tute manipulator

knows

The

as-

as well as the practical

dairyman that milking-times must not be too
frequent; he therefore awaits patiently the
opportune season for repeating the process.
It might be thought that combinations formed

Business AnQOuncemeiits,
JNEW THIS ISSDE.]
Assessment Notice- Lord of Lorn G. &
Sampling Works— Gillespy 5; Childs.

It

making and controlling a mining share
market would find their load a heavy one to
carry by reason of the many assessments apt
for so

M. Co.

tS" See Advertising Columns.

on their large holdings. Not at
comes to paying their due, these
foitunate parties are found to hold but few assessable shares.
When it comes to voting or
receiving dividends, they are found to hold
These wily people are
always a good many.
not apt to load up with a stock till the annual
assessment has been paid, and, as the yearly
election approaches, they manage to borrow
enough shares to re-elect their own board of
trustees, and so continue the management in
to be levied

Passine; Events.

all

More phenomeDal weather has occurred od
the coast during the past week. On Sunday
we had a good sprinkliug of rain which extended over a wide portion

of

the State^ being the

the

Uth
been

precipitation of tbe season.

inat.

a hot

wave such

On

as has never before

first

experienced swept over the city, this sultry

— when

it

by a high wind that
brought with it a dust-storm and followed by a
smart shower which equalized the temperature their own hands.
Now if any one thinks a business like this
and put an embargo on the dust.
Field and forest fires continue frequent in can bo organized and carried on without money,
the interior of the State, some of them causing nerve and skill, he is much mistaken. The men
who combine for such purpose possess all these
much damage.
On Sunday last a fire broke out in the lower and a good deal more, manifesting often a tact,
part of San Francisco, and, sweeping over sev- patience and care not always shown by those
They do
eral blocks, proved the roost destructive that engaged in a more legitimate calling.
has occurred in the city for some time past. not, like the dabbler in stocks, become panicTotal loss, $1,000,000, with but little insurauce. stricken, and let go just when they ought to
hold on. They reverse the poUcy of the inexThe U. S. revenue cutter Bear arrived in perienced .'*chipper-in," buying when others
port from the Arctic on the 6th instant, bring' sell and selling when others buy, the secret of
ing news of a terrible storm which occurred their success lying in their ability to do so. The
Aug. 3d in the vicinity of Point Barrow, wreck- men who form these associations do not become
ing five vessels of the whaling fleet and damag- alarmed at a break in the market, and, like the
ing many others. The Bear had on board 109 multitude of small speculators, scurry away like
seamen belonging to the lost vessels.
a fiock of scared sheep, which, once started,
blast having been preceded

have in the end been cheapened. Their
advanced perhaps a little at first, while
these various branches of business were being
prices,

established, have afterward gradually declined,

being forced

down by home

competition.

This

has been true of our agricultural, our mechanical,

our mining, in fact of all our industries,

manufacturing included.

On

this coast, copper, quicksilver, salt, lead,

borax, wool, wine, fruit, in short every pursnit

made

possible in the flret instance only through

the protection extended to
trate,

while

it

Ever

ment.

it,

serves to

illus-

proves the soundness of our argusince

these

industries

several

gained a permanent foothold, the commodities

and constructed a chart of 324,000 stars, which here named have steadily tended to lower prices,
led him to a new theory of the structure of the until they have at last reached the lowest figures
stellar universe.

and

in

He

investigated also in 1874

1SS2 the transits of Venus, and pubmany illustrative charts. In 1869 he

raaintaihed
established

on

theoretic

theory

of

grounds
the

the

solar

since

corona,

and also the inner complex solar atmosphere,
afterward discovered by an American astronomer named Young. The deceased was the
author of a number of astronomical works
which are rated as standard publications. In
1S79 he came to America and Australia, lecturing in all the principal towns of the colonies,
and in ISSl started Knowledge as a weekly
journal, but in 1SS5 changed it to a monthly.
He was a versatile writer and wielded a vigorous pen, being the author of over 60 books.
Among his best-known works are " Saturn and

System," "Handbook of the Stars," "Other
Worlds Than Ours," " Half-Hours With the
Telescope," "Light Science for Leisure Hours,'
"Borderland of Science," "Elementary Astronomy," "The Sun," " Transits of Venus,"
besides his universally admired " Atlas of the
Its

Stars."

The articles on astronomy in " Appleton's
Encyclopedia" and the "Encyclopedia BritanHe also has been for a
nica " were his works.
an industrious contributor to
He had constructed a chart
of the heavens, and in 1874 added greatly to
his reputation by his learned and important researches into the transits of Venus.
He was well known in this country as a lect-

number

of years

several magazines,

compatible with the continued existence of these
industries.

In nearly every case these articles

consumer at as low a figure
were they imported fromabroad.

are supplied tu the
as they could be
If

make
made

this

be

so,

says the objector,

if

we can

these things as cheaply as they can be

other countries, what need for im-

in

posing a duty on their importation
this,, to

up and

enable our

establish his

secure to

Simply

?

own manufacturer

to

build

business and afterward

him the home market. This,

in a

few

words, comprises the whole argument.

There is, however, another factor of the case,
and one which, strange to say, has by both
parties to this controversy been treated as inconsequential or wholly overlooked. It seems
to have been forgotten that here in the United
States we are receiving every few years a million people from Europe and other over-populated countries. For these people we are expected to provide employment, very few of
them being able to become self-employers. Not
ten per cent of these immigrants have means to
settle on the land or go out into the mines of
the far West and there make a living. Labor,
therefore, must he furnished for them, mechanical and manufacturing pursuits being those
most available to that end.
case,

we may

This being the

well seek to protect this class of

industries against foreign competition,

cannot be expected

that

we

will

for it

receive the

surplus labor of these countries and the products of the cheap labor they retain at

home

as

and though his manner was a little stiff well. This makes our case exceptional: we are
and his style heavy with redundancy, still he not exporting labor to other countries, but reabounded in vivid and striking illustrations, ceiving it from all. The whole world is emptying its superfluous population on u6; and to
and was very popular.
He lost his first wife in January, 1879. The this we do not objectif only they will abstain
present Mrs. Proctor, who is a niece of General or can be prevented from flooding our country
Jefferson Thompson of Virginia, married him in with the products of the ill-rewarded labor of
May, 18S1. She is a lady of rare culture and these over-peopled lands. This is an element
very rich in her own right. L:ist year he de- of the labor and protection problems that seems
to have received too little consideration.
cided to become an American citizen.
urer,
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American

vs.

English

Ship-Bnildin^.

,

:

Ad

opioioD seems to have f^ained qaite gen-

;

prevaleooe on both stdea of the Atlaotio

eral

that our people are qaite behind the

KagHsb

.

aod Scotch in shipbuilding affairs. Uat a )iktl«
examinatioD into the matter will satisfy any
impartial mind

that the fact

quite the re-

is

verse.

likely to revolutionize sea

They were the City

gation.

samed

to bo the beat

ingenuity f and the

of

,

and rivsr navi*
York, pro*

New

product of Koglish naval

Monmouth, an American

ship built on the Ddlaware, for service between

New Vork
20 miles.

have

and Sandy Hook, a distance of about
Both have two screws, and both

triple

expansion engines.

The wondorfal

speed that was then expected of the City of
New York has not been realized. She haa just

been beaten
are

may

in the great

ocean race.

Her

New York, and then we shall know consummation, the members oontidcntly believe,
what speed and comfort are.
Dotwithstanding our people, ao dibtinguisbed for
Mr, Cramp is also authority for saying that their advanced views and liberality, have not
conclusively that the Eaglish ship-builder had American ship-joiners are the beat in the world, as yet extended to this enterprise the aid or en<
no decided advantage over the Amorioao, either and as ao evidence of the truth of this assertion couragement that waa to have been expected.
There are many di£fer- he said that one of the leading master shipas to price or skill.
In reference to the new method of dealences in methods of construction; but the ma* joiners of New York had been time and again ing with onr mortal remains the society,
terials of the American ships average better solicited to go to Kogland and take charge of through their circular, makes the statement
throngbont. The workmanship ia better, the the joiner work for some of the Eaglish crack that they do not, at this time, propose to enter
outGt is more complete, and the accommodations ships.
into details as to the merits of incineration furfor both ollicers and men are superior.
The New York Sun^ to speaking of the ther than to say that it is, through the whole
It is
possible that the Kaglish ship of the same class progress which has lately been made in ship- civilized world, forging ahead with rapid strides
and tonnage might be built a little cheaper, but building, says:
as the most natural, practical, economical, safe,
it would be at the sacritice of the many points
"About tho only improvement of consequence and, from a sanitary standpoint, the most
of superiority which are found in the American made in marine vessels in the past SO years desirable plan for disposing of the dead.
ship.
I->uring his examination before the com- has been in their machinery.
The side-wheel
Cremation has now taken a strong foothold
mittee, Mr. Cramp, the great American ship- steamships have disappeared.
They are too ehewhere in the United States, being successbuilder, said:
expensive to compete with propellers, and, be- fully in operation in nearly alt our large cities.
"For a high order of work there has not been sides, too slow. What the ordinary propeller
But besides the esthetic, ecooomio and sania great difference in prices between us and the has done to the side-whceler, the triple and the tary advantages of cremation, as above set
Kaglish ship-buitderB. We would be glad and proposed quadruple and even quintuple expan- forth, there is still another which, while it will
willing to build at the rates the Cunard people sion engines, attiched to twin screws, will do have little weight with mo&t people, is by others
have been giving for their ships. They always to them. Speed and economy are tho great regarded as worthy of consideration and even as
give big prices and have the best builders. Wo objects of marine architects, and until some being of vital importance. It is held, then, by
war ships was created by Congress, which

in-

City of

quired fully into the matter of building warThe evidence collected showed quite
ships.

i

,

It waa not long sinoe remarked by a New
York journal that at that time there were in
the harbor of New Vork two eteamships which

were

'

17^

fait<

possibly be due to the newness of her

PROJECTED EDIFICE OP THE SAN FRANCISCO CREMATION COMPANY,
work new and better method of propulsion for vessels some, that the spiritual part of man cannot
wholly escape from the physical until a comis found, the compounding of engines and twin
screws will be the favorite method. American plete dissolution of the latter has taken place.
time and yet has shown such speed and economy people at the same prices."
Mr. Cramp further stated that "he could mechanica are noted for their skill and inge- Hence, whatever hastens the disintegration of
of fuel as to fix the eyes of the maritime world
material system is not only proper but
on both aides of the Atlantic upon her in won- build equally aa good aa theirs, and better as nuity, and now they have turned their atten- the
highly desirable. By this class of progressionder and admiration. She burns but one-half as regards the accommodations for the comfort tion to the multiple expansion engines."
ists recourse to embalming or other means for
side-wheel, walking- of those on board."

machinery.

Bat the American-built Monmouth

would

like to 611 our

yard with the sort

has been in service about the same length of

the Elders have been doing

much coal as the ordinary
beam steamer running on the same line, yet
It ia claimed for her that
is much faster.

she

Cunard

hour

in

can

easily

average

IS

miles

an

she

This would make her the fastest
passenger vessel in the world with the exception
of two or three of the trans-Atlantic greyhoundsocean way.

for

of

the Cunard

It further appears that the president of

Company once

visited

the

Projected Buildin? of the

Mr. Cramp's

S.

F. Cre-

cat

yard, thoroughly inspected Mr. Gould's yacht,

and stated that he was giving $30,000 more
hia Eogliah builders for a

to

yacht for himself no

I

We present herewith a cut of the building
proposed to be erected by the San Francisco

Cremation Company, the site selected for
Mr. Cramp further, in the course of the con- the same being the 50-vara lot on the corner of
which have shown greater speed in proportion
beto tonnage, but have cost two or three times as versation, told the Canard president that a California and Laurel streets, two blocks
much, in proportion, to give them their great larfje majority of the business of the Cunarders yond the terminus of the California-Street
had been derived from Americans, and that it Cable road. The architecture and general style
speed.
by the
American yachts have again and again beaten would be a compliment to their chief patrons to of the edifice being sufficiently shown
An American sail. build one of their new ships here. He had cut, it only remains in this connection to ssy
the fastest English yachts.
this beautiful
ing ship, the Sovereign of the Seas, has made offered to duplicate the Servia for the same that all the appointments of
its exterior
the greatest number of miles ever sailed in 24 price and guaranteed to beat her time across structure will be in keeping with
which includes many
hours. Nowhere in the world can there be the ocean. This rather startled him, and he appearance. The society,
better than Gould's.

found more splendidly equipped or faster river said the matter had never been presented to
steamers than those upon our American inland him in that light. But the Eogliahman took
waters. The same may be said of our coast- good care to have his last two vessels built on
wise steamers. What has been said as to our the Clyde. That was a bona fide, offer from one

of

our leading

citizens, is

now

raise funds for erecting the

taking steps to

projected building,

an end they hope soon to accompliah.
In their circular appealing to the public for
aid, the society sets forth that there are

now

98

is also true
business man to another. He wanted new
Every one knows ships, we wanted work, and every proposition shares at $50 each subscribed and fully paid in,
Mr. Cramp's but a completion of the planned crematory will
of the complete revolution which waa introduced that waa made meant busineaa.
of about $25,000.
in naval warfare by the appearance of our iron- firm still holds that offer open to Mr. Burns or entail an expense
That the friends of enlightened progress in
clads during our late civil war. The idea was anybody else. He will undertake at any time
funds required
conceived and carried into complete success by to duplicate any of the higher classes of Eaglish this community will furnish the
work at English prices. Some day perhaps we to enable the society to carry the noble work
American builders and mechanica.
and successful
In 18S6 a special committee on crdnance and may have an American ship of the size of the they have in hand to an early

advantage in speed and equipment
in regard to

economy

in fuel.

defeating or retarding the process of nataral
dissolation

mation Company.

is

and cruel.

condemned as being unphilosopbiWhether there be anything in

this or not, certain it

is

the people

who hold

doctrine are quite numerous, and, being

all

the
the

advocates of cremation, will ultimately greatly
strengthen the method.

In appealing to the public for financial aid
make such claim on the

the society does not

ground

of charity,

being satisfied that

all

who

they choose, realize great and lastThe
ing advantages from their benefaction.
cost of cremating a body will not at this ingive can,

if

stitution exceed the

sum

of S25, a

great

num-

ber of niches having been prepared in the walls
of the edifice for receiving and keeping the

who undergo

ashes of those

The snowsheds

incineration.

a mile west of

Truckee caught

from a locomotive on the afternoon of the
7bh. A watchman discovered it immediately
fire

and

fire-trains

from Truckee and the Summit

soon arrived, but 1300 feet of sheds were burned

up completely.

On

Friday

of last

week the mercury

registered 132" in the shade

there on record.

— the

at

Yuma

hottest day
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SeiENTiFie Progress.
Photographing a Thunderbolt.
Hitherto, we believe, there has been no aucceaa in the attempts at photographing a flash of
lightning. If the exact locality and time of a
thunderbolt conld be known a minute before-

hand,

it

might simplify the problem aomewhat.

at any rate, the enterprise haa been sucDaring a thunderstorm at
ceesfnl in one case.

Bat

Wakefield, Maaa., on Saturday night, the 23d
of June, Mr. A. H. Bidden, caahier in the office
of the Boatun Herald, succeeded in obtaining
two good negatives of thunderbolts. From
theae he haa developed some fine pictures, large
and accurate in detail, and highly interesting as
studies, both in the photographer'^ art and in
natural philosophy. One shows a big bolt descendiug in a slightly zigzig shape, seeminp^ly
A closer inspection, by the
into the ground.
aid of a magnifying glass, discloses the appear
It seems to show that
motion.
a
spiral
anee of
the bolt descended, in reality, spirally. Thia of
itself ia a fact of some interest and (it may be)
of some importance. Doubtless the augge&tion
it involves will be aided by other experiments
to demonstrate or disprove the seeming fact.
The other picture ia still more curious. It
reveals three principal bolts descending in different places, and a novel scene is discloBed in
the shape of namerons thread like streams of
fire, connecting from both aides with each of
the main atreams. The reaemblance to a number of large rivers, on a map, which shows also
their numerous affiaents, is so striking that it
muat impress every beholder. Thia triple blaze
of lightning, descending in three widely separated bolts, aeema to be viaibly connected with
a general "crinkling" development of the electric fire athwart all that part of the aky
a general flashing out of little bolts from the greater,
and frequently almost at right angles with the

—

main

shaft.

These things no doabt occur in very many
thunderstorms, but are not seen in their detail,
owing to the swiftness of the movement. If
the storm occurs at night, of coarse the exbibi
tion ia far more splendid, but the general impression received by the beholder is of a large

and dazzling display

of

electricity in

zigzag

boltaand crinkling side-flashes that play against
the dark background of the night sky in a man*
ner too rapid to admit of discerning the details.
This photograph reveals the details, and it ia a
surprising scene.
Mr. L, B. Merriam of thia
city baa a copy of both pictures.
Hartford
[Conn.) Times.

What

Is

Latent Heat

?

ber reading in the Popular Science Monthly,
which ia supposed to be accurate, a atatement
to the efi'eet that at 71'' cold meat taken from
a boiling pot will freeze solid before it can be
put into the mouth. That is nonsense. Why,
I have been naked in a temperature of 68° below.
It was inside a anow hut aa I took off my
clothes and got into a sleeping-bag. It is the
wind that playa the mischief with everybody;
but, fortunately, the colder it gets the stiller
it gets, and when it get? way down it's pretty
But when you get back
quiet, I can tell you.
to the ordinary temperature, then cornea the
When I got on the whaler and began
torture.
to get aouth I suffered excrnciatingly, and
thought I should anffocate; a fiah oat of water

was nothing to

it."

A Gloomy View

of

Modern

Civilization.

In an address recently delivered in England
by Prof. Huxley, he takes the ground that
modern industrial activity and competition ia
simply a warfare carried on under the forms of
peace, and that the men or the nations who se-

cured victory in this warfare defeated their
opponents by starvation. In other words, that
all the new discoveries in the arta and aciences,
by which procesaea or products of manufacture
are improved or rendered cheaper, and which
aie generally regarded as blessings to mankind,
are, in reality, simply additional or improved

Pipe

Joints.

with concentrated eulphuric acid, to which is
added 70 parts of mercury. The amalgam thus
formed is thoroughly washed with water, in
order to remove the sulphuric acid, and after
being left untouched for some time it becomes
sufficiently hard to scratch lead.
In using the
alloy for soldering,

Anew

English invention of undoubted value,
which may soon be manufactured in Pittsburg,
is the patent wrought-iron pipe joint, invented
by Mr. F. A. Williams, and manufactured in
Eogland, at the Britannia Tube Works, Wolverhampton. These joints are being worked
under an intermittent preasure of 1200 pounds
per square inch, and at various other English
mining and engineering establishments they
have been adopted with much succeaa.
They are aaid to be especially suitable for
petroleum pipe lines. A special virtue of the
invention, which will probably do as much aa
anything to secure its popularity in America,
is the fact that it is, in the worda of the inventor, " the thing for petroleum pipe lines."
In the first place, it may be attached to tubes
of any thickness, and it can be made strong
enough to stand any preaaure. The makera
claim also that the tubes are not weakened by
having a thread cut upon them, and the joint
can be connected in much leas time than is
needed to connect a screwed joint.
The method of connecting the tubes ia by a
slight angle, which may save the trouble and
expenae of bending them, and a packing of gut-

it ia

warmed

until

it aa-

sumea the conaistency of wax, in which atate

it

can be applied to the joint.

The Castner Sodigm-Aluminum Processes.
The manufacture of cheap aluminum has been
the dream of the metallurgiat for many years,
and innumerable have been the
proposed for

its

*'proceaaes"

Among

realization.

the most

snccesaful of theae are the Kleiner method and
the Oaatner method. Each of these methods

makes aluminum through the reducing

effect of

sodium, and aa the production of this ia necessarily expensive by any method of manufacture
yet known, the improvement effected by these
processes, though great, seems to us to be only a
step in the right direction, and to be indeed a step
on a road that will never lead up to, though it approaches, the desired goal cheap aluminum.
This dream, if dream it may be called, must be
realized by some direct method, which will take
a cheap ore and reduce the metal ao as to give
it to U8 at the cost of copper or zinc or lead.

—

—

New Tin Plate Machinery. One of the
most recent improvements in the mechanism of
tin-plate manufacture is the Clydock patent
weapons by which the individual company, or ti-percha, india-rubber, aebeatoa, metallic lead, tinning machine. The unique design and inupon the ferrule, ao that
nation who can control and make the best or etc., ia supplied to fib
genious construction of this new apparatus ren-

exclusive ase of such inventions or improvements, is enabled to more successfully carry on
this warfare, and all the more easily and certainly inflict upon their competitors or opponents the penalty of defeat starvation.
This address was delivered in support of a
proposed institute in which it is intended to
offer to the youth of England the best possible
facilities for obtaining technical training and
education. The idea advanced by the learned
professor was that, thia condition of war being
recognized, it was necessary for England to secure for herself the beat possible weapons for
waging that war, and that one of the moat effective weapons was to be found in technical
education.
There ia mnch food for thought in ancb a
declaration, says the American Machinist, coming from such a source, and it would be a great
satisfaction if we could deny ita truth; but can
we ? And if we cannot deny its truth, then it
becomes pertinent to inquire if a progressive

—

which carries with it such results,
worth what it costs, and whether or not it can
continue to progreas, if, by its progress, it inflicts such a penalty npon those who are unable
civilization,
is

to attain the victory.

England has recently been meeting reverses
Heat has its equivalent in mechanical work, in thia industrial warfare, and the penalty of
and when heat disappears work of some kind hunger has been suffered by many of her workwill be done to take ita place.
When a body ing people. Suppose that, by means of the imchanges from the liquid to the gaaeooa form the proved weapon which Prof. Huxley speaks of,
molecules have to be separated and placed in dif* she regains her lost ground, will it not be at the
ferent positions with regard to each other. This expenae of other industrial armies, composed of
calls for an expenditure of work.
This work la human beings, who have claims upon our symsupplied by heat which disappears at the time. pathies ?
One can hold his hand in steam escaping from
Altogether it is a very gloomy view of the
the safety valve of a boiler for this reason. The situation, but we have faith to believe that a
heat of the ateam disappears in pushing apart
and rearranging the moleculsa of the steam as
it expands when it leaves the safety valve.
The term latent heat, as commonly used,
means the amount of heat which diaappears
when water changea from a liquid into tteam.
Thia is considerable, as will be aeen by consulting any table of the heat contained in steam and
the water from which it comes.
Water at 212° contains 180 units of heat.
Steam at 212° contains 1146 unit^ of heat. The
latent heat ia the difference of 966 units.
Such
a large quantity disappears when liquid water
changes to ateam that boiling water cannot be
raised above 212" no matter how hafd it is
boiled.
The heat becomea latent and the mechanical work, or rather molecular woik, is sufficient to take up all that is supplied by the fire.
The specific heat of air at constant pressure
being
2377, the specific heat of water, which
is 1, ia therefore 4.1733 times greater under ordinary circumatances. A pound of water losing
1° of heat, or 1 thermal UEit, will consequently
raise the temperature of 4 17 pounds, or, at ordinary temperatures, say 50 cubic feet of air, 1".
A pound of steam at atmospheric preasure, having a temperature of 212° F.. in condensing to
water at 212° F., yields 966 thermal units,
which, if utilized, would raiae the temperature
of 5 X 966=4830 cubic feet of air 1°, or about
690 cubic feet from 0° to 70^ F.

n^ECHA^iGAL Progress.
Important Improvements in
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better condition of tbinga will be

developed,

and that civilization will eventually progress
without the infliction of such a penalty upon
those who may be surpassed in ingenuity and
skill by their fellow-man.
We have no theory to advocate to bring about
thia condition, but we think that, for the best
interests of mankind, such a condition must be
brought about, and that in some way it
will

A

be,

,

CuRiODS Phenomenon

when the joint is once braced up the packing
cannot readily escape.
Another advantage of the joint ia that when
ordinary galvanized tubea are screwed the coating of spelter is necessarily cut away, and as the
socket never actually covers the whole of the
threads, there ia a portion of bright metal exposed which ia subjected to corrosion, and this
part la unfortunately thinner than the body of
the tube by the depth of the thread. But galvanized tubes fitted with the Williams joint
are not touched by a cutting tool and no part
can corrode. Finally, in the maker's words,
" the prices are much lower than those of any
other tubea in the market, and compete succeaaI may add that
fully with caat-iron pipes."
many miles of piping fitted with Mr. Williams'
laid
the
present without
up to
joint have been
the occurrence of a aingla leakage.
Cor. American Manufacturer.

How

TO Secure

Clean Castings,

English

— Clean

A

castings are not always easy to make.
European authority gives a method used by a Bnsaeldorf firm to separate the light impurities
from molten iron or other metals in the operation of casting, with a view to securing pure and
The *' separator " ia placed
clean castings.
inlet aperture of the molding-box and
consists of a rectangular casing provided with
a number of transverse partitions, dividing the
casing into a series of separate chambers, which
are in communication by means of openings at
the bottom of the partitions. The molten
metal is poured into the separator at one end
and ia caused to pass through the several compartments in the apparatus before it can enter
the molding-box, the light impurities being in
thia way cauaed to riae to the aurface and pre-

maticalty.
The action of the mechanical arm
attached to the machine for the transference of
the platesJrom the tinning-pot to a rack ready
for the cleaning process, is a very interesting
and novel feature. The operation is effected
without the disadvantage of leaving marks the
not infrequent accompaniment of
manual
tr^atnent. Fewer waaters are consfquently
caused, and economy in materials, labor and

—

fuel is also effected.

—

Gigantic Hydraulic Presses. In some of
the large shops at Sheffield, Eag., gigantic ateel
forgings are dealt with in a manner that a few
years ago would hardly have entered into the
heart of man as possible. Hydraulic presses
working up to 4000 or 5000 tons are aomettmea
the enginea which men have called to their aid.
These things naturally call to mind the question How are the vast fofgings of the future
to be hanoiled; how are they to be carried from
the place of production to that where they are
to be used ? It is these thoughts which have
led to the idea of constructing a ship canal from
Sheffield to t'de-water.

—

upon the

vented from entering the mold with the metal.
Aa the metal passes from compartment to compartment, more and more of the impurities are
separated, until the metal reaches the inlet to
the mold in a practically pure atate; air ia also
effectually prevented from entering the mold
together with the metal. In the second chamber there is arranged near the inlet a round
iron rod, which produces ebullition of the
metil, causing the impurities to rise to the sur*
It is stated that by the use of this apface.
paratus exceeding dense and pure caatinga may
be produced. Mechanical and Milling Neim.

described by a
correspondent of the Germantown ( Penn.
Telegraph as having occurred at Vernon, Iowa,
on the evening of July 12th, which was noticed
with mnch interest by people for five miles
New Htdraulic Tube Press. We had this
around that place. The correspondent writes
'*
as follows
The mercury in the middle of the week the privilege of inapecting a powerful hyday stood at about Sfi*^. Aa evening approach- draulic tube press for forming metal and ateel
ed a small luminous yellowish cloud arose out tubes from circular platea by pressing or forcing
tbem by the aid of mandrels through dies or
of the northweet and slowly floated away to the
south.
When sunset came the cloud was about annular rings. The press is designed and built
west of us, and perhaps 30 degrees above the by Messrs. Henry Beaaemer & Co. of Sheffield,
horizon, when the air became extremely warm, for the Birmingham Small Arma Factory, to be
manufacture of tubes of large size,
so much ao that people became alarmed and used for the
wondered what was coming, some thinking and more particularly for making shrapnel, segother
hollow ateel projectiles which
ment,
and
they would die. Thia was all between sunset
and dark, and right when the heat was moat the Government is now anxioua to obtain.
alarming a cold wind struck us from the north- Hitherto theae projectilea used by the English
have been made of either cast iron or
east, and in a minute the heat and alarm were artillery
steel, but the wrought material haa proved ao
all gone, and the night was cool and pleasant
to sleep.
Now what was all that? Morse's much superior that forged hollow projectiles
supersede the present catt mateAn Interesting Experiment with Water. geography of the last century tells us that in are bound topress
ia built entirely of Bessemer
The apparent paradox that the most transparent 1772 an electrical cloud passed over the island rials. The
ateel of sufficient strength to impart a downwater is at the same time perfectly opaque from of Java and killed 1240 persons. Was our exabout
ward
pressure
of
1500 tons, with a stroke
a certain point of view ia shown by simple ex- perience of the same kind aa that of Java ? "
It is also furnished with two cylin
of 12 feet.
periment. Partly fill a glaaa goblet with clear
dera with an upward preaaure of 500 tons for
water, and hold it a little above the level of the
A Marble Tablet recently found in an an- the purpose of stripping tubea from mandrels.
eye and distant a foot or more. No object can
cient sepulcher on the Via Portuensia, Rome, This novel procesa of producing hollow tubea
be aeen when held just over the surface of the
is apparently a work of the first century.
It and projectiles will dispense with the old methwater, but the water sutfice appears like a bur*
represents a naked youth, with long, disheveled od of boring them from the solid bar, which
niahed mirror.
hair, defending himself against two women, one was not only very expensive, but prevented
facing him, and the other attacking him from rapidity and extent of output.
English Paper.
The Coldest Spot on Earth is aaid by Lient. behind. The women brandish
weapons reSchwatka during a late interview to be around sembling lancea in
one hand, and a serpent
An Allot for Cold Soldering. La Metal
the magnetic pole and not around the true pole winds itself
around the other arm of each, and lurgie deacribea a new alloy which is useful
of the earth.
Hence the greater probability of they seem aa if about to aling them
at the face when metals are required to be soldered tothere being an open sea about the north pole. of
the youth.
Archceologists are puzzled to gether at a low temperature. Finely divided
The lieutenant found it 71" F. below zero at the know what it is all about,
but believe it repre- copper is obtained by adding zinc to a solution
magnetic pole. He further aays: "There is sents the death
of Pentheus, who was torn in of sulphate of copper.
From 20 to 30 parts of
a peculiar misunderstanding about ench a low pieces
by Masnads on Mount CithGeron for hav- this copper, according to the hardness required,
temperature in the aoientifio world. I remem- ing reviled the
Bftpchio mysteriee,
are mixed in a cast-iron or porcelain mortar
is

it an object of mnch attention in Eogland.
It performs all the work of coating sheets auto>

ders

—

—A

Flavps in Steel.

American Machinist,

in

correspondent of the
allusion to the longi-

tudinal cracks so often met with in wrought
ateel, explaina the trouble as foUowa: The ateel
ia eimply piped.
It is caused by hammering
the steel when it ia too cold under the trip or
ateam hammera, but sometimes by a fiaw in the
ingot.
It is frequently aeen in small tips when
they have been forged, from large ateel down to
small sizes, and some smiths are liable to hammer a piece of cast ateel too cold. When so
hammered, it will crack in the center almoat
every time.

Experiments with Sheet Cofprk —Some
very ciieful experiments to ascertain the efftsct
of increaaed temperaturea upon sheet copper
were made several years ago by the Franklin
Institute of Philadelphia.
Strips of copper
were pulled asunder in a properly designed machine at various temperaturea ranging from
122° to 1332° F.
It waa found that there was
a gradual and regular falling off in strength aa
the temperature was increased until the point
of 1332° was reached.
At this point the copper
waa at a red heat and the tenacity was nil.

:

—

—

More Locomotive Works, Some idea of
the rapidly increaaing necessity for locomotives
and cars to meet the demands of our immense
interior commerce may be inferred from the fact
that the Pennsylvania Railroad Company has resolved to erect immediately at Altoona five immenae railroad-shops at a coat of $100,000 each.
The shops will have a capacity for turning out
150 locomotivea a year. That company proposes to concentrate all their engine and carbuilding at that central point on their road.

New

—

Tay Bridge. Professor Ewing of University college, Dundee, haa recently made a
number of aeismographic observations on the
bridge.
The inatrument, which was
placed on the southernmost of the great girdera, recorda the vibration during the whole
time a train is on the bridge. Aa the latter
comea on at the Dundee end,
miles away,
oscillations of 1-500 inch are observable, which
increase as the train advances to a maximum

new Tay

H

of one-half inch.

Something New in the Mechanical TreatMr. H. F. Bird, of Boston,
Mass., has perfected a method for rendering
worthless leather valuable by plumping, stiffening and waterproofing the same for use for insoles, counters, box-toea, etc.
He is able to
waterproof every part of the shoe or boot either
before or after it is finished.
company has been
formed to carry on the bnsinesB with a capital
of $100,000,

ment OF Leather.

—

A
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7iOOD HEy\LTH.
Use and Abuse of the Brain.
There is a carious disease of the aervous ays*
tern which is produoed by cootiDually usiog the
fingers in the same way for many hours at a
time. It is called, according to the oooupatioo
of the sufferer, "writers' cramp," "fiddlers'
oramp," ** eDgravers' cramp," "telegraphers'
cramp," " type^writers' oramp.'aad so on. The
most remarkable feature about the disorder is,
that though the subject of it oaoDot execute
the movementB neoessary to bis profeasion, and
which occasioD the afTeotion, he can do anything else with his fingers. Thus the bookkeeper affeoted with ** writers' cramp," though
seized with a spasm of the fingers the moment
be begins to write, can use the same fingers in
playing the violin, setting type, or, in fact, in
executing even the moat uoniplicated movement
without the slightest ditliculty, provided he
possesses the reqiiioite technical skill.
The
nerves are simply exhaoeted for the particular

or damp never produces but simply develops
the disease, of which acid blood is the primary
and sustaining cause, and that while the blood
is alkaline there can be neither rheumatism nor
gout.
Statistics show that in one year (IS7ti)
'2ti40 persons died of rheumatism in this country, and every case, it is claimed, might have
been cured or ^/revented by the adoption of the
remedy mentioned.
At least two-thirds of
the cases named heart disease are ascribed to
'rheumaticm and its agonizing ally, gout.
Smallpox, so much dreadtd, is not half so de*
structive as rheumatism,
which, it is maintiined by many physioiaiis, can be prevented
by obeyiDg nature's laws in diet. IJut, if you
have incurred it, boiled celery is pronounced
unhesitatingly to be a specific.
The proper
way to eat celery is to have it cooked as a veg>
etable after the manner above described. The
writer makes constant use of it in this way.
Try it once, and you would sooner do without
any vegetables, with the single exception of
the potato, rather than celery. Cooked celery
is a delicious dish for the table,
and the most
conducive to health of any vegetable that can
be mentioned.
;

The seeds of the common burning bush,
when treated with sal ammoniac, produce a
beautiful purple red. The bark of the currant
buuh treated with a solution of alum produces a
brown. Yellow is obtained from the bark of the
apple tree, the box, the ash, the buckthorn, pop*
lar, elm, etc., when boiled in water and treated
with alum.
lively green is furnished by the

A
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The Oil Rockkt as a Dkpbn»b Against
SiiM'WHKCK.— Raaulta of the scientific test ol
an

oil rouket designed to calm the raging of a
troubled sea appear to have been satisfactory
enough to warrant the hope that shipwrecks
will be rare occurrences ere many years.
Four
rockets, the same in appearance as those commonly used in ordinary pyrotechnical displays,
but with the exploding-cap removed and alight
tin cylinder holding one pound of train oil substituted, were sent up at varying angles of projection, the result being that the sea was
calmed for thousands of fett around about the
spot above which they exploded and fell.
The
oil spread into a thin, silk-like sheet, which,
extending rapidly, appeared to have the power
of keeping the waves within peaceable limits.
Through the center of the oil runs a small tube
containing two ounces of gunpowder, which
ignites as soon as the motive-power of the
rocket is spent, and, exploding, scatters the oil
in a tine spray over the water.
The action of
the oil upon the water is almost instantaneous.
Philadelphia Times.

work which he has been carrying on for
years. They have got in a rut, as it were, and
MedicinalValdkokButtekmilk.— Through
cannot get out till rest and change of oocupation have permitted them to accumulate the the simplest remedies relief often comes, and
one of the new methods of medicating a patient
special kind of force needed for writing.
What is true of nerves and muscles is equally by food may be found in carrying out this fortrue of that organ from which the nerves and mula, as was successfully practiced in General
muscles receive their force. Excessive use, es* Sheridan's case. Lactic acid, which is not far
peoially within a limited range, is certain to off from the beverage commonly called butterdamage and eometimea to absolutely destroy milk, has beeu doing peptic wonders, it is anCOLTIVATK THE USE OF THE LeFT HaND.
'* out
the parts of the brain which have been unduly nounced. A good many people who are
of sorts " with liver trouble might try the but- Many are the advantages missed by the nonexercised.
cultivation
of the left hand.
Occasionally
termilk
cure direct without waiting for an
A man, for instance, spends the greater part
an artisan is seen who is equally able to handle
of his life in the pursuit of wealth.
He leaves illness to have it prescribed for them. Eipe- tools with either hand. Suoh a one has conhis ofiiuf at evening, but takes his business cially old people and wornout people frequently
stant advantages over his fellows, not only in
home with him, carries it to bed with him, find a fountain of youth in the churn's surplus. the avoidance of fatigue, but in doing
nice
Philadelphia Ledyer.
thinks of it till tired nature forces sleep upon
work and overcoming with ease difficulties that
him, and then it is even with him in his
present themselves to those skilled with only
dreams,
frequently, however, he does not
one hand. The man who can use a hammer or
sleep, but lies awake hour after hour revolving
knife, or perform any other feat with the left
in his mind all the echemes of the day before and
hand at the same time that the right hand is
devising new ones for the morrow. In such a case
busy, will find frequent occasion to exercise his
The Manufacture of Mortar.
he is burning his candle at both ends, and the day
skill.
Another and important reason for trainis not far distant when he will have no candle
ing the left hand to act with as great ease and
Very muoh in regard to the durability of a
to burn.
He goes to his work in the morning
precision as possible is, that if injury occurs to
ill
prepared for either physical or mental ex- building depends on having the mortar made on the right hand, the left can exercise readily
all
Both the dura- the functions possible to one
ertion, for sleep, that period of life during correct scientific principles.
hand unaided.
which the brain repairs the damage that it has bility and safety of buildings depend largely By training the left hand in youth one would
received during the day, has either not visited upon the character of the mortar which is put be
spared, in suih a oase, from spending much
Brick buildings and those not very
his eyes at all or has come in fitful slumbers into them.
valuable time in educating muscles hardened
that have done him little good. la it a matter old are often seen, from which the dry and hardby age and unaccustomed to obey the mandates
for astonishment that after weeks, and mouths, ened mortar could easily be picked by the fin- of the will.
and years of such a life, mental decay in some gers from between the bricks. There is one adform or other should make its appearance, and vantage to be derived from the use of such morFish Livino in Hot Water
There is a
that the victim should die outright, or should tar; if the building tumbles down, or if it is pnnd on the bay ranch at Golcocda which is
pass the few remaining years of life within the pulled down, there is bat little trouble or ex- fed by the waters from the hot springs. This
pense in picking the mortar from the bricks pond has an area of two or three acres, and
walls of a lunatic asylum ?
Undoubtedly the brain is strong and is capa- preparatory to putting it up again.
the temperature of the water is about 85% and
Moitir is often prepared by persons not prop- in some places where the hot water bubbles up
ble of doing a great deal of work, and even in
many cases resisting the bad treatment to erly skilled in such work. In order to secure from the bottom the temperature is almost up
which it is often subjected. It is not frequent- mortar always good and uniform, an idea has to a boiling point. Recently a discovery has
ly the case that the brain suffers from good, been developed in Germany in the shape of the been made that this warm lake is literally alive
honest intellectual work. It is the undue ex- manufacture of mortar by machinery in large with carp, some of which are more than a foot
eroise of the emotions that break it down, and quantities to be delivered to contractors or in* long.
All effects to catch them with a hook and
unfortunately the work of the present day can dividuals as required for use. About '2,000,000 line have failed, as they will not touch the most
scarcely be accomplished without some one or barrels were disposed of on this plan last year. tempting bait.
A few of them have been shot,
more of the emotions baing brought into inor* The idea is a good one and might well be put in and, contrary to the general supposition, the
dinate action, and, according to my experience, practice in all large cities, A brick wall, if flesh was hard and palatable. How the fish
the emotion that affects it most injuriously is put up with the right kind of mortar, will be got into the lake is a mystery unsolved. Within
solid and almost homogeneous, as likely to 100 feet of it are springs which are boiling
anxiety.
Tboee men suffer less in the brain and nerv- break through the middle of the bricks as at hot, and the ranchers in the vicinity use the
CUB system who are able to cast aside all the joints. Such a building will never tumble water to scald hogs in the butchering season.
thoughts of bueiness the moment the time for down except under great strain, and will even
ceasing work has come. It is those who carry withstand a pretty severe earthquake shock.
Economy in the Use of Sugar. All house
An old builder of nearly 40 years* experience keepers should know that crystallized sugar
their bueiness home with them, and who allow
in making mortar, writing upon the subject to
it to fill their minds when they should
be seek
when pulverized, loses much of its saccharine
"The mere quality. Granulated sugar, which is sugar
iog recreation, who suffer the most. It is those a cotem^orary, very justly says:
who are able to cast off all business cares when matter of slacking lime does not make mortar crystallized directly from the vacuum pan, will
Lime and water alone will not make go much further in '* sweetening" anything
their offices are closed, and who spend their out of it.
evenings in work of a different character from any better mortar than sand and water." He with which it may be mixed than powdered
that in which they have been engaged through Buggeets the use of plenty of water in slacking sugar, which considts of crystallized sugar pulthe day, or, better still, who pass several hours the lime, so that when it is run out of the box verized. Again, sugar boiled with an acid, if
in rational amusements, who are most likely to into the bed it will not bake or burn, as it is it be but three minutes, will be converted into
escape headaches, insomnia and insanity, and to liable to do if not well watered. The mortar- glucose, which is the form of sugar found in
die after a long life in full possession of their bed should be made large and tight, so that sweet apples and grapes.
One pound of sugar
there will be no leakage of the lime-water. The
mental faculties.
has as much sweetening power as 2;^ pounds of
This is only one means for getting over- proportions should be about 50 yards of good glucose. In other words, one pound of sugar
worked brains out of the rut in which they sand to 25 barrels of lime for the first mixing, stirred into the fruit, after it is cooked and
have toiled. Horseback-riding, driving, gym- which should be thoroughly done. The hair while yet warm, will make the fruit as sweet
nastic exercises, are always of great use, and we should be put into the lime before mixing in as
2^ pounds added while the fruit is boiling.
After the mortar has been worked
should hear much less of softening of the brain, the sand.
broken-down nervous systems and insanity if in the above proportions for ten days or more,
The California Lion, says a correspondent
these organs were more frequently brought into if the amount of materials given has been used,
of Forest and Stream, who baa had considerable
use.
The brain-worker who divides the day 25 to 50 loads of sand may be added and worked experience with the varmints, is naturally a
It is said that the water that rises on a
into three portions, taking eight hours for in.
great coward. He says: "I have known one
sleep, eight hours for busineas and eight hours bushel of slacked lime, and where plenty of
to get into a sheep corral in the night and kill
for eating his meala and recreation, will be water has been used, if removed and put on a
from 20 to 'iO eheep, and before an hour's sun
pretty certain to keep his mental faculties in sharp sand, will make better stone than lime the next morning to be treed by a little * yaller
full vigor till he has passed far beyond the age and sand mixed, showing that the water should
dorg' and killed with less trouble and time
be retained in the lime and sand while it is
of threescore years aud ten.
than it would take to kill a red- squirrel." He
fresh, and that the mortar should be tempered
says he has known them to climb a perfectly
in its own liquor.
Of course where smaller
Celery for Rheumatism. The Leeds (Enstraight tree only IS inches in diameter and
quantities are nsed the proportion should be regland) Mercury is responsible for the following:
20 feet to the first branch to get away from a
tained both at the first mixing and in the sand
New discoveries or what claim to be discov- added subsequectly.
common hunting dog. They will, sometimes,
eries
of the healing virtues of plants are conwhen pushed by dogs in a dense wood, jump
tinually being made.
One of the latest is that
from one tree to another to balHe their pursuers
variety
of
useful
colors
Useful
Colors.
A
celery is a cure for rheumatism; indeed, it is
Sawdust for Fuel. Sawdust is now used
asserted that the disease is impossible if the and dyes, says the Oil Trade BeporteVt may be
The obtained from common plants growing in abun< for fuel at the Bath, Me., electrio-light station,
vegetable be cooked and freely eaten.
bluefrom M. G. Shaw & Son's sawmill
huckleberry
or
supplied
The
fact that it is always put on the table raw pre- dance everywhere.
vents its therapeutic powers from being known. berry, boiled with a little alum and a solution through an iron pipe one foot in diameter,
The celery should be cut into bits, boiled in of copperas, will develop an excellent blue color; which runs from the saw-pit to the station, A
draught is estiblished
water until soft and the water drunk by the treated in the same manner with solution of nut- powerful artificial
patient.
Put new milk, with a little flour ^nd galls, they produce a clear dark-brown tint; through this conductor, and the dust is blown
nutmeg, into a saucepan with the boiled celery, while with alum, verdigris, and sal ammoniac from one building to the other. This new deserve it warm with pieces of toast, eat it with various shades of purple and red can be ob- parture enables the station to secure an abunpotatoes, and the painful ailment will soon tained. The fruit of the elder will also produce dance of cheap fuel landed directly before the
yield.
Such is the declaration of a physician a blue color when treated with alum. The furnaces, and gives the sawmill a chance to get
who has again and again tried the experiment privet, boiled in a solution of salt, furnishes a some profit out of matdrial which was comparand with uniform suooess. He adds that oold serviceable color, and the over- ripe berries yield atively worthless.

—

—

—

—

—
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Engij^jeef^ing I]otes.

Hum

TiiK Oscillations OK
Ciumnbys.— In
the Memoirea de la Societe des Ingenieurs CiviU
particulars are given of the oscillations of a
chimney stack near Marseilles, 35m. (115 feet)
high, with an exterior diameter at the top of
1.22 m. (4 feet).
During a severe storm it was
determined, by observing the ehadow of the
chimney, that its greateot oscillation was half
a meter (nearly one foot eight incheb). It was
further observed that a chimney sot in motion
by a gust of wind oscillates from four to five
times backward and forward until it is at rest
again.
M. K. Burgh asserts that should this
momentum during the oscillations of a chimney
repeat itself in such a manner that its direction
coincides with that of the oscillation, the overthrow of the chimney may be expected. This
is the explanation given for the destruction of
many a chimney constructed in accordance
with sound principles of stability.
Another
German technical journal adds to this statement the qualification that in the case of a
chimney near Vienna, 50 m. (164 feet) high and
constructed of concentric (hollow) rings, with
an inner diameter at the top of 2 m. (6^ feet),
which is exposed to considerable gusts of wind,
the oscillations were mobt carefully and repeatedly measured with a theodolite, when the
observations showed an extreme oscillation
of only 16 om. (6^ inohesj during
severe
storms.

Testing for Foundations.— The foundation
of the Oongressional

Library building, now be*
ing erected at WashinRtoo, will be required to
fctind a pressure of 2i tons per square foot.
It was deemed of the utmost importance to
test every foot of ground supporting £he foundation walls. For this purpose a traveling
testing machine was constructed.
The method
of testing the soil and putting in these concrete
foundations may be briefly described as follows:
First, the trench excavations are made by the
contractor to the width and depth required by
the plana, the bottom of the trenches being
made perfectly level. Then the testing ma*
chine, consistiog of a car bearing the required
amount of weight in pig lead for making the
tests, is placed in the trenches upon iron rails
which rest upon four cast-iron pedestals, the
latter being set four feet apart each way, each
pedestal covering one foot of ground. Thus,
one*fourth of the entire weight borne by the car
rests upon each one of the pedestals, and the
precise weight sustained by each square foot of
ground is exactly determined. The soil being
thus tested as to its resisting strength is then
ready to receive the concrete foundations.

—

Direct Connection.
Russia
has
commenced the important work of connecting the
peninsula of the Crimea with Russia by a railroad and canal. The canal will be about 75
miles iu length, 65 feet broad and 12 feet deep.
The S85,000,000, which will be its cost, has
been secured.

This, like all the great fworks
improvement nndertiken by the Russian
Government, will also have an important military value. The voyage from Odessa to Maripol is at present 434 sea miles long; thronghthe
canal it will be only 295.
Once the canal is
of

finished, it will be easy for Russia to send her
ships from the Sea of Azof to Otschakow, to the
mouth of the Dnieper and to Odessa, because
they will no longer have to sail round the
Crimea, and will not risk being captured by
foreign ships in case of war. The chief commercial reason for building the canal is the |necessity for getting coal from the Don distriota
for the

Russian

fleet.

—

A New Princple in Propulsion. The
made use of a new principle for
the propulsion of some of their fast gunboats
and torpedo catchers under construction. They
have improved on the twin screws of modern
steamships by the addition of a third screw
moved by a separate shaft and set of engines.
The three screws are placed in the angles of a
triangular pyramid. There is one on 'each
side of the rudder as usual, and the third is
underneath, on a level with the keel-plate. It
was claimed that the third screw increased the
speed by fully a third, on account of the great
gain in power from the deep immersion.
Italians have

—

A Canal Acrcss Italy. An Italian engineer,
Signor Victor Brocca, has just completed the
survey of the proposed canal across Italy, the
object of which is to save the very long journey
round Cape Leuca. This canal would begin on
the western side near Castro, on the Tyrrhenian
sea, and reach the eastern coast at Fano, on the
Adriatic.
Its length would be about 189 miles,
and its proposed breadth 110 yards, and its
depth 40 feet. For the purposes of the canal it
would be necessary to drain the two lakes,
Bolsena and Thrasimene, The assumed cost of
this gigautio undertaking is set down at 20 millions sterling.

—

Water for Paris. A Swiss engineer has
proposed a scheme for supplying Paris with
water from Lake Neufchatel, at an estimated
cost of §100,000,000. The aqueduct required
would be 312 miles long, 22 miles of which
would be a tunnel through the Jura mountains.
As the lake is 1620 feet above the average level
of the streets of Paris, the scheme includes a
plan for using the surplus head to furnish
power.

'Mining and Scientific Press.
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The

following

in

mostly condensed from journals published
mines mentioned.

ID the interior, in proximity to the

CALIFORNIA.
Amaaor,
London. Amador Ledger, Sept. 8: Sinking operations at this promising mine were comThe shaft is down over 1200 feet,
pleted this week.
and drifting has been commenced at this depth.

—The

Miscellaneous.

Gillick

mine has been

up once more. Hoisting machinery is being
erected on the property, and everything indicates that thorough prospecting will be done. There
is no mining worth speaking of being done at Volstarted

cano at present. The Volcano Gold Gravel Co. is
operating on a small scale. The Grass Valley gravel

The water failed
season that they were
Negotiations are
unable, to complete cleaning up.
now in progress for the sale of the Amador Queen
The price is said to be
property to tiie Minear Co.
cl.iim is idle for lack of

upon them so suddenly

predicted that an immense amount of
money will be taken out of the mine during the next
year.
At the Gold Lake mine, owned by Messrs.
Willoughby, Jones and others, the tunnel has been
run about 150 feet on the ledge, and the rock prospects well the entire distance.
carload.

—

New

through an upraise to the surface and taking out ore
It is very probable that inside of
for the winter run.
another year this mine will be worked on an extenThe Bunker Hill mine, situated near the
sive scale.
head of Poorman's creek, is employing 30 men and
taking out gravel that pays from $3.75 to $4.50 a

water.

this

It is

Meadow Lake.— Fred
stalled superintendent of
W.
this place, and A.

winter.

Shasta.

Plymouth Consolidated.— It
stated that this property wilt be
and the 15th instant.

is

now

definitely

opened between now

— Shasta

Courier, Sept. 8: The
burning of the Foster mill at Bullychoop is quite a
setback to that long-delayed district, so rich in mineral wealth and so poor in ready capital.

Foster Mill.

MariDosa.
Iron Mountain. — Iron Mountain Main Works
Bear Vallry.— Mariposa Ncwx. SepU 8: The
shaft at the Winner, the recent find, is now down have shut down, hands paid off and discharged.
over 70 feet. The indications still continue good. We underatind that this cessation is but temporary
The shaft will be continued to several hundred feet in order to repair and replace machinery impaired
The Red Cloud shaft is by use for months pasL A mine from which $10,000
if the prospects justify' iL
down 575 feet. Two six-inch pumps are used ir- bullion per week is taken is not a failure.
bottom
looks well. The
Siskiyou.
pumping. The rock in the
Bondurand mine has commenced work again with a
From the Mines. — Yreka Journal, Sept. 12:
are putting up an upraise from
the main shaft to the surface preparatory to erecting
hoisting works.

They

small force.

Notes.

— The new quartz mine recent'y discovered

The
at Bear Valley still shows good indications.
shaft is down over 70 feet.
The vein is from three
The Vanderto five feet, and in good milling ore.
bilt mine is shut down at present on account of
shifts are now at work on
scarcity of water.

Two

the Groves

&

Ellingham shaft at Whittocks.

Nevada.
The El Dorado.— Nevada

City Herald, Aug.
27: Tlie principal owners of the stock in the El
Dorado mine are residents of this city. The El Dorado is situated in the famous Delhi section, near
Columbia hill, but this town feels a lively interest
in its development, for it is confidently expected it
The owners have patiently
will prove a good min^.
stuck to the work of development under very discircumstances,
but now feel they are near
couraging
the ledge with the long, hard-rock tunnel they have
been driving for the past eight months. The rock
in the face is softer and full of clay seams, which
change indicates a near approach to the ledge.
the camp with a
J. Brand promises to serenade
brass band if the ledge at the point struck fs as favorable as all the indications promise it will be.

C

North Banner Mine. — Grass

Valley

Union,

Sept. S: Good progress is being made on the new
It will be a
mill of the North Banner Company,
lo-stamp mill, and located below the mouth of tiie
tunnel, so that tlie ore can be run directly from the
Five
tunnel to the dump in front of the batteries.
stamps of the old mill will be utilized in the new
mili, but little else of the structure will be used.
The mill, which will have the latest improvements,
will be driven by water-power under pressure by a
Pelton wheel.
Pelton wheels will also be used for
There
raising the ore and pumping in the mine.
will be five of these wheels in all used about the

works.

—

Brunswick Mill. Grass Valley Un/'orf, Sept. 7:
The mill of the Brunswick Mining Co., which has
days in preparation, was
started up with the full head of ten stamps.
There
is on the dump between 200 and 300 tons of quariz,
and the ground that is opened in the mine will enable thfe working force to keep the mill going regularly.
The quartz that is on the dump is of fair
milling quality, and favorable cleanups are anticipated.

been working

for several

Placer.
Ar^/n, Sept. i: Things
good shape at the Gray Eagle

Gray Eagle.— Placer

are progressing in
mine at Spring Garden. The shaft is down 340
feet, making it the deepest on the divide sunk from
the surface.
The shalt is nine feet in the clear, in
two compartments one of five feet for hoisting and
the other four feet for pumps and ladder.
The machinery consists of three boilers of 60-horse power,
a single drum-friction hoisting engine, with 600 feet
of wire cable, an 18-inch blower and six pumps.
At
a de])th of 230 feet there is a T drift 16 feet back,
then 30 feet long at right angles.
This is dug down
about six feet and is used as a reservoir. There are
about 14 inches of water in the mine, most of which
is caught at the level.
Three pumps are stationed
here two in action and one in reserve, and another
is placed at the bottom.

—

—

Plumas.
The Glazier Mine.— Greenville

Bnlhthx, Sept.
town from the Glazier mine,

Dick White is in
on North Fork, and reports very rich gravel. The
lower tunnel is in nearly 500 feet. At the end of
this tunnel an upraise of 17 feet was .made, striking
into gravel that is very rich in coarse and fine gold.
Although the gravel is cemented and very hard, it
pays from $10 to $20 to the man. Some of the
pieces are very large, one of them containing $26.
5:

The channel

'

from 100 to 200

wide.
It is a
part of an ancient river-bed, evidently cut into by
the present North Fork of the Fea'ther river. At the
lower end of Big Flat is Meeker Flat, where a man
named Meeker and Jobe T. Taylor took out large
quantities of gold in 1852 or 1853.
Immediately below this break, Nick Meadows,
a small claim, has
taken out, it is estimated, between $10,000 and
Above the Glazier and on the oppo$[4,000.
site side of the present river, two claims are located
on the channel, while five claims cover that (part
of Big Flat not occupied by the Glazier, whose length
is I Ji miles.
Here is a chance for one of the richest
and largest mining operations in the State.
is

feet

m

Sierra.

The Keystone. — 7hV'//;/r,
employed
M. H. Mead.

are

season, and the companies are taking out considerable dust to p^y up their debts and get something
over.
The Phil Mott Company cleaned up 360
ounces from their last cut and are now sinking down
on another cut which will pay still better, as the
channel was very rich where they quit work in last
cut.
The Centennial Company made a good cleanup from their last cut and arc now sinking down a
new cut with still better prospects. The several
other companies along the Klamath are all taking
out considerable gold and expect to be able to realize a greater amount this season than for many years
past, if not driven out by high water and heavy
storms before December. The claims above Honolulu, all the way to Henley, are also paying betusual.
The Schroeder iS:
ter
this season than
Werner quartz ledges, at head of Deadwood creek,
are reported as paying handsomely, and a large
force is kept constantly employed in getting out
The Mounlain
quariz and running the mill.
Boomer quartz mine at New River, in Trinity counA tunnel
ty, prospects exceedingly rich at pesent.
has been run in the mountain from the end of which
two drifts have been extended 200 feet each way,
also four raisers 100 feet apart and 150 feet high, all
exposing very rich quart/.. About 150 feet below
this tunnel another tunnel 150 feet long has been
run in to tap the ledge, where the quartz is equally
At Know Nothing
as rich as in the upper level.
creek, in this county, on this side of the New River
divide, all the quartz ledges are looking splendid
and promise big pay when thoroughly opened. Mr.
Clark has a good ledge which cont;iins rich quartz
promising a big yield as soon as the winter rains
afford water for running the mills.
The Know
Nothing Company, now building a mill, expi^ds to
All the
take out big pay during the coming winter.
companies at Know Nothing creek, New River,
ard the tributaries of the Salmon and Trinity rivers
along the boundary of this and Trinity county, have
their dumps full of quartz, besides considerable piled
up outside, awaiting the winter rains to furnish water

New
good

and motive-power

for

Trinity.
Strike.— Trinity yournal,

running the

Sept.

8:

Sept. 7:

Four men
its

owner,

in putting

A

was made

last week in the prospecting
being run on the Lone Jack mine.
East Fork district. The tunnel was commenced
two years ago but was not pushed till recently.
Men driving ahead struck a 2K-foot ledge of good
working ore, which shows every indication of a permanent vein. Heretofore the ledge has been broken.
The Lone Jack is the pioneer ledge of the district,
and was discovered in '83. One crushing of ore
from it by inexperienced hands averaged $36 to the
ton.
The ledge is owned by the Enterprise Company, and the new strike will greatly enhance the
value of their property.

strike

tunnel which

is

Tuolumne.

—

Mining Notes.
Union-Democrat, Sept. i;
Messrs. Oliver &: Harriman went to the Bay Monday
to get hoisting and pumping machinery for the Bonanza mine. Over 1200 feet of sheet-iron pipe has
been received at Summersville for the Eureka Consolidated. It will average 12 inches in diameter. The
Utica mine and mill at Angels, Chas. Lane superintendent, is doing splendidly; 40 stamps will shortly be added to the mill, making 60 in all.
The crushing capacity will then be nearly 150 tons per day.
Mr. Ferguson's quartz-mill at the water-works in
Sonora was running this week on rock from the
mine of Mr. Marshall, in the southern part of town.
The Green mine, several miles noriheast of the Excelsior hotel, has resumed operations.
Properly
opened and developed this mine would soon become
a big success. Harry Kirk of Dr. Walker's mine,
the Pine Nut, was in town Wednesday.
He and
James Fitzgerald are running a tunnel on the mine,
and it is now in about 100 leet, Mr. Kirk reports
the mine as looking well and presenting every indication of a permanent and valuable property.
Chas.
Smith and paitner, Mr. Wilson of Brown's Flat, are
getting a big prospect in their claim (the Brown mint)
a short distance above the Flat.
They are following
down the main chute which has a fine crossing, attended by beautiful blue slate. The shaft is now a
depth below Wood's creek, but the
pumping machinery situated in the tunnel easily keep the water at bay.
are informed
from reliable sources that the crushing of 65 tons of
quartz from the Laura mine has been completed, and
lurthermore that it yielded over $3000. The percentage of sulphurets will average 10 per cent 200
pounds to the ton. Louis Page, the veteran prospector and mining man, was in Sonora Monday. He
reports that his shaft at Saw Mill Flat requires conconsiderable
hoisting and

We

—

Keystone mine by
These hands are engaged

at the

All the river claims on Klamath river in the Honolulu district, north of this place, are paying well this

lor the batteries
mills.

keep it from caving.
of the ditch some time ago allowed the
mine to fill with water, which so loosened the hangingwall as to necessitate extra expense and time in timbering. The Moffitt mine at Moffitt's Bridge is working a force of 30 men, and when the water is pumped
out it will be increased to 50. The flume now carrying the river-water is about 900 feet in length and
Mr.
is thought to be the longest one in this county.
Mofhti proposes as soon as he can get into the bed
of the river to work entirely new ground.
intricate timbering to

The breaking

The

south drift on the 500 level has been advanced
38 feet and continues in fair-grade ore. Are running prospect drifts and easing timbers on the several levels of the mine.

Best & Belcher.
cut No.

from

— El Dorado

West

level:

cross-

main northwest

drift, has been ex116 feet.
Formation
clay and quirtz.
The main northwest drift has been
advanced from west crosscut No. 1, 12 feet. The face
is porphyry,
I,

tended 34

length,

feet; total

—

Alta. Are extracting the usu^l quantity of ore
Notes. UitioU'Dcmocrai, Sept. 8: Mr. Popo- from the 825 level, which is being concentrated at
and partners are striking it rich in their mine the mill. Sinking on the Keystone vein to meet the
on Bald mountain. Mr. Crooksbank is doing well upraise is progressing favorably; also work of crossGove came down from with his mine on the Tuolumne river, several miles cutting from Alta shaft.

Morris, the newly-inthe Marguerite mine at

Meadow lake last Saturday with a 55-Gunce bar of
gold (value $1028.50), the result of the last 11 days'
run with ten stamps at the Excelsior mine. This is
the last run that will be made there this season
with the excpption of 20 tons of ore which Jim Hill
and Watt Hughes propose to have crushed from
It is found necessary to hang up the
their claim.
mill, owing to the fact that enough dry wood cannot now bs obtained to carry them through the

3125,000.

and

stant

1888

[Sept. 8,

—

vich

below Groveland. Mr. Fischer of luttletown has
completed the construction of his mill at the Lennan
mine, situated a short distance below, ."^outh and
Louis Blanding has tried
west of the Morris mill.
his new treatment for copper plates at the Ferguson
mill in Sonora.
It keeps the plates as bright as if
No oxidation can take
they were made of silver.
It is simplace and the process works to a charm.
ple, astonishingly cheap and wonderfully effective.
Johnny Haitvig has made arrangements to crush
about 20 tons of ore at the Ferguson mill in Sonora.
His mine is distant four miles from Sonora, but he
feels that the quartz will pay for the trouble and ex-

We

Alpha and Exchequer.— On
Alpha
500

the northeast crosscut

is

in and
feet in hard

level the station

is

the 382

60

in

level of

On

feet.

timbered 28

feet.

the

The

porphyry and quartz.
West Yellow Jacket. Have been at work
temporarily and started to drift at another point.
Clay wall carrying quartz in this drift.
Will
crosscut from this drift after it is advanced properly.

eist drift

in

is

2(5

—

Occidental. —Oq the 48 and 100 levels are sloping ore from these points.
Have extracted and
shipped to the Atlanta mill 137^^ tons. Assay of
wagon samples, $30 per ton.

—

are pleased to state that the Lane
mine, almost within the city limits of Sonora, is looking exceedingly well.
A sample of the ore coming
from the Norwegian mine was yesterday shown us
It contains free gold in
by Mr. Louis Blanding.

Utah Con. 472 level: The east crosscut has
been extended 63 leet; total length, 95 feet. The
formation is vein porphyry, showing streaks of

especially interesting from the fact
as well,
it carries rich tellurides of gold, and silver
such as are found in the famous Bonanza mine, situated in the city of Sonora. The Norwegian mine
is situated near Robinson's Ferry on the Stanislaus
It is being energetically
river, and has a 2-toot vein.
learn
worked by Messrs. Fischer and Rowe.
Wetmore
has
made arrangements to
that Chauncey
have a number of tons of quartz worked at the furnace and arastra of Fred Sutton on Wood's creek.
The character of quartz is precisely similar to that
of the San Guiseppi mine, and the gold is largely
Chauncey Wetmore has been develsulphuretted.
oping the lead for some time, and now the shaft is
down about 45 feet. The lode runs east and west,

the south raise
24 feet since last report, making its total hight 74 feet
above the track floor.
The ground is softer and
breaking better.

pense.

and

quantity,

is

We

is

on Negro gulch, and but a short distance from
Golden Gate mine.

the

quirtz

Seg.

and some

clay.

Belcher.— Have advanced

Yellow Jacket.— A
progressing

NEVADA.
Sept. 8

:

The

shows no change. Will stop
a few days and start a drift from the
Belcher shaft to connect with the Crown Point 200
This
level as soon as the surveys are completed.
will give an important connection in case of acciAt the same time it will prospect ground that
dent.
The shaft repairs
has never b;en touched before.
are finished and are now engaged on the incline
The Sutro tunnel drift is out 660 feet, havshaft.
ing about 240 feet further to go to connect with the
Crown Point 1300 level drift. There is about six
weeks more work to connect.
level east crosscut

this crosscut in

Con. Cal. & Virginia.— On the 1300
tinue retimbi ring the main south lateral
the 1465 level, at a point in south lateral
2, 70 feet south from west crosscut No.

level

con-

drift.

On

drift

No.

i.
an east
The formation is porcrosscut is advanced 25 feet.
Continue
phyry, with quaitz carrying some value.
to extract usual quantity of good ore from the slopes
On the 150D leveast of the winze below this level.
el are continuing to extract ore from the sou'heasE
drift run Irom the upraise above the parallel north
track floor of this level.
drift, 58 feel above the
Work is resumed in the parallel north drift on this
level, and it is extended a total length of 130 feet
from the end of east crosscut No. i. On the 1600
level continue to extract ore from the slopes around
Are also extracting some
upraises Nos. i 3 and 4.
ore from the drift running south from the Ophir line,
36 feet above the track floor of this level. On the
1650 level, the upraise above the drift running south
from the east driJt from the Con. Va. shaft is up 45
feet.
Ore is being sloped from the end of the south

drift.

Hai,e

h

NoRCROSS.

— On

account

of

scarcity

of water the Nevada mill had to discontinue
milling ore for us the first of this month. It worked
The
for us during the month of August 2615 tons.
average of the battery assays was $42.38 per ton.
Have bullion on hand and previously shipped
Complete returns have not
amounting to $80,000.
The west drift on
yet been received from the Mint.
the 500 level has been advanced 50 feet, makiug its
Have started to open a new
total distance 375 feet.
working station on the Boo level, from the vertical
shaft.

Gould

S:

Currv.

— El Dorado level:

East cross-

I Irom the end of main south drift has been
North drift
advanced 35 feet in good milling ore.
started from west crosscut No. 2, through the old
The upraise 45
Slopes, has been advanced 20 feet.
feet south of crosscut No. 2 has been carried up 28

cut No.

feet;

highl lot feet.
tunnel:
The

total

ore.

Drain

The

top

in

nuin south

low-grade
level

drift

started from east crosscut No. 2, has been advanced
Formation in quartz giving low assays.
12 feet.

Chollar AND POTO-L— The
No. 2 on the 650

level

of

face of north drift
is in
clay and
old Potosi shaft between

Chollar

The
quariz of low grade.
ihe 450 and 550 levels has been cleaned out and retimbered, giving good ventilation to those levels.
They have commenced cutting out a new station in
In the Potosi
the Chollar shaft at the 750 level.
mine there is no change in the character of the
Considerable work is beground on the 650 level.
ing done repairing drifts, easing timbers, etc.

—

Andes During the past week the north drift
from the west drift on the 350 level advanced 80 feet
in very good looking quartz, some of which assays
-The east crosscut on the 240 level advery well.
vanced 7 feet through very hard rock that requires
constant blasting, being a mixture of clay and por-

—

Point. The 700 level south drift from
advanced 22 feet during the week, makThere is no change to
ing a total length of 78 feet.
A crosscut has just been
report in the ground.
started on the 700 level running west, which is expected to reach the l^dge within 30 feet.
the crosscut

Savage.— Have
the vertical shaft

is

at

fast.

Mexican.— On the 1465 level a joint Lfnion drift
started from the east drift of the Ophir shaft at a
point 150 feet in, is advanced 188 feel.
Sierra Nevada.— On
No. 3

is

advanced 340

the 520 level east crosscut
It is still in

feet.

some

porphyry

water.

Justice.— Are prospecting and

Work on the mill
the 600 level.
terial is progressing favorably.
Bullion.

500

finished retlmbering 149

and are now putting

in

feet of
guides.

hoisting ore from

and hauling of ma-

— Drifting south on

cros-icutting east on the
change to report,

level,

the 640 level and
with no particular

—
on the 500 leve
during the week.
Baltimore. — Are prospecting
the ledge on the

ScoRproN.
The south
has been extended about 15

drift

feet

in

338.

Upraise No. 2 continues to look

Union Con.— Report

identical

is

well.

with

that of

Mfxican.
Ii>Wa.

— There

is

nothing new

Tuacarora

to report this

week.

District.

Commonwealth.— T/wt'-f-i^i-i^Vri',

Sept. 7:

One

hundred-foot level: No. 2 south drift has been extended 29 feet. It has reached the -(Jueen line and
a crosscut started to intersect with the upraise from
The work of timbering the interthe 150-foot level.

mediate drift is progressing well. Some very highgrade ore is being extracted in cutting out for tim-

One hundred and

fifty-foot level;
No. i
i west crosscut has
been adNo. 3 north drift from No. i east
crosscut has been advanced II feet; the face is all
in vein nutter giving low assays.
The east lateral
Have resumed sinkdrift has been advanced 8 feet.
ing the No. 2 winze from east lateral.' The bottom
A crosscut has been started
is showing very fine ore.
near the south end line to connect main south drift
No. 2 west crosscut from
with the east lateral.
main south drift has been advanced 26 feet Two
hundred and twenty five-foot level: Main .south
drift has been extended 38 feet, cutting seams of ore

bers.

north drift from No.

vanced 15

feet.

assaying $44 per ton.

Nevada Queen. ^The 450-foot level north drift
has been extended 10 feet. Joint upraise at the line
has been extended up 20 feet; total, 40 feet.
The
top is still showing very high-grade ore. The stopes
are yielding a full supply of ore for the mill.
Average assay from battery pulp $203 per ton. Average
assay from car samples $28.20 per ton.
The loofoot level south drift of Commonwealth has reached
the line and a crosscut started to connect with the
joint upraise from 150-foot level.
The T5o-foot level
south drift from Commonwealth has been extended
The mill is running full capacity and doing
7 feet.
good work. Shipped on the 5th inst, $20,800.

—

Navajo. The crosscut from south drift on the
west vein, 350-foot level, extended 6 feet.
North
drift from No. 2 winze on east vein, 25o-foot level,
has been connected with No. i winze. The stopes
on the 3So-foot level are looking well and turning
out some very high-grade ore.

Found Treasure. —Southeast

drift

on south-

west vein, 150-foot level, has been extended 10 feet.
Slope from No. 3 upraise continues to yield highgrade ore. Southeast drift, 200-fool level, has been
extended 20 feet. The face of the drift is showing
some high-grade ore.

—

Belle

Isle.
The east crosscut from the north
250-foot level, extended 14 feel.
The face
lavorable.
Some high-grade ore has been
taken from the slopes on this level.
drift,

looks

Del Monte. — The
sunk and timbered 12

The rock

combination shaft
feet;

breaks well but

is

total

a

little

depth,
harder.

has been
20 feet.

Grand Prize.— All work in the mine has been
suspended to admit of repairing the shaft, on which
good progress is being made.
North Commonwealth.

phyry.

Crown

men

Ohhir.— On the 1465 level the old east drift from
the shaft station is retimbered 165 feet.
The shaft
station is being repaired.

District.

Belcher. — Virginia Enterprise,
500

force of

Coni^dence and Challenge.— Only work of
repairing and retimberiog is being done.
The men
reach the mine through the Crown Point shaft

with clay slips showing

Washoe

large

work rep.^iring and putting a new foundation undtr
the machinery of the hoisting works.
The work is

shaft has been
chloride ore.

sunk 12

— The

feet cutting

combination
a small vein of

North Belle Isle.— East crosscut No. 2 north,
300-foot level, extended 6 feel.
The joint upraise
from the 400-foot level is up 40 feet and still shows
a good width of very high-grade ore.
The usual
amount of high-grade ore has been taken from the
stopes.
The machinery in the concentrating works
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U
is

being rapidly pLoced in position. Oood progress
being made with the grade for the I'nion mill

ARIZONA.
llAssAVAMTA Distkh

T.

—

I

his

district l»cing of

large htic. centrally locatrd, easy of access an'l the
early days ol placer gold, nalurnnwl productive
ally has b«.*en more carefully pro^p*cl*d (or mim-ral
lis princilerriloty,
th.in almost any oth- r in the
pal stream, llasiayaiiip* creek, head-* in springs on
the wrstern side ol Mt. Union and the south side of
divide between it and Lynx creek and flows wt*si for
12 or 14 miles, and then nearly south for 100 miles,
emptying into the <jila river some 30 miles wi'st of
All of the country drained by
the City of rnajnix.
the Mass.ty,impa nun*
its head-«alers is embraced
Groom <Jrerk diiitict spoken
except
the
ing dislnci,
The district is ncirly 20 milei
of in the last letter.
Front the eastern and southern side the
square.
creek is fed by Maple, Boggs' gulch, Jennings'
gulch. Slitf creek. .\>h creek and the liast Fork.
I-rom the north and west by Wolf creek. Groom
creek, Indian crtek. Ilig and Little Cop()er crerks

m

m

The district is well watered
(^-itochin gulch.
Most of the streams mentioned anrunning ones the larger portion of the year, and
springs are numerous, while water is troublesome in
all the mines opened to any depth wurth s(M-aking
The predominating rock is granitt; and slaie.
of.
wih large belts of porphyry and ciuartzite at intermineral veins run northeast and
1 he mAin
vals.
southwest, but thtre are cross veins running m every
The main creek and most of its iribuia
direction.
rics have been mined extensively for placer gold,
and all the mineral veins in the district, whether
called silver, copper or lead mines, c^rry an appre^
From Mt.
ciable quantity of gold in their ores.
Cnion itie Sieira I'rieta range of mountains swing
round in a half circle, open to the north, in which

and

lor Arizona.

be auak deeper. The .Minnie is at present
shipping about 75 tons of ore per day. Shipping
wttl be increised very soon if the price of lead holds
above $4 25. The Colonel Sellers mine is siid to
have more ore in S'ghi at the present time than at
any lime for five years. The character of the ore
niMb iKing mined is Ifss zincky than it has Ijeen for
some lime, and carries a higher pirrcentage of lead.
W-ry good lead ore is Inring itken from all parts of
the mine, which is shipping 75 tons of ore per day;
I'he concentrating-niill
average 40 per cent leiid.
is running regularly and dressing about 50 tons of
low-grade ore per day; assays Irom 12 to 15 per
The mill stiould be very profitable when
cent ore.
It was formerly run
supplied with this class of ore.
Three and one-half
on ore not one-fourth as good.
tons arc concentrated into ore. and about 15 tons of
concentrates per day are produced.
will

well, a vein

between Hassayampaand Turkey Creek mining disThe range seems also to be a dividing backtricts.
bone l»etween two mineral belts, being itself comparatively barrtn— fJig Bug. Turkey Creek and
Black Canyon districts being on the east side of the

Hassayampa and Walnut Grove on

the west.

nuner in Pha:nix claims to have discovered the
He
old Spanish silver mine worked 300 years ago.
locites it near the Grand canyon.

A

COLORADO.
Mines. — Silver ton

Miner, Sept. i:
advertising for bids lor several hun'The Maid of ilie Mist madrt'd feet of drifting.
'The Stidacona on Sultan is
chinery h-is arrived.
being worked by a small force, 'The Climax is sinking the shaft and the company is shipping heavy gaHunt r \ Bell have sirack
lena from the Lost Boy.
a solid streak of gny copper in the Nevada iit
Ilenry^ Schlickcr h.^s struck some prctiy
Ophir.
good ore in the 'Theresa No. i. The Mountain
Queen b>-gins regular shipments the coming week.
The ore streik has changed to solid gray copper,
averaging no oz^, 'The iSismirck lode, a short distance from the Sampson mill above Gladstone, is
showing up some fine bismuth and gr.iy copper.

Among

TiiK

The buckeye

—

The Mountain King

concavity is the basin of (iranite creek and the City
AH along trie west and norih hne of
of I'rescott.
the range the mountains' break off very suddenly
valleys
called Skull. Kirkland and Waldown to the
nut Grove. South from Mt. l^nion a high range.
Turkey
mountains, extends 20 miles
known as the
to the Bradshaw mountain?, forming the division line

range,

Knight

\:

Warnock's

Silver Belt in

tunnel i^ in 75 Ieet. The Saxon mmf in Poughkeepsie gulcli ha-, been ^q\A 10 a St. Louis syndicate,
'Tne deed was placed
ly.TS of Ouray.
by John J.
on r. cord this week and marks the consideration at
The Wheeler Bros, own the H^irrison lode
$50,000.
aoove (Jadstone. Th*"y are just about to complete
a 150-foot crosscut, whxh will cut the vein 85 fi;et
dcp. A. H. Bridgman and W. \V, Reese, who
have a sub-lease on the Bear, strutk no-ounce ore
Capt, Handy brought over
this week in the drift.
from .Swamp canyon one of the finest gold specimens
The rock was as large as
ever peen in the country.
two fists and contained at least half a pound of pure
The
It was sent to Denver to be exhibited.
gold.
richest mine in the Sin J u in is the Sunnyside ExIt has a 4o-(oot winze, the ore taken oui
tension.
in the sink ng of which netted $14,000, while the
value of the ore ope.ned up throughout the mine is
simply wonderful. The product is nninly gold.
The Auburn, opposite the village of Middletoion
Tower mountain, is showing up well. 'The mine
ha^ 300 feet of development, all drifting on the vein.
It is very desir.ible ore for smelling, the contents beGeo.
ine 59K per cent lead and 90 ounces silver.
Kibher. who has had the lease on the great Sheridan
mine in Marshall basin, informs a reporter that he
hts secured an extension of the lease for three years
more. A vast quant ty of coal will be taken over
the range to this and other mines in the bisin this
operated
fall, and Mr. Fisher adds that they will be
the coming winter on a more extensive scale than
All of the high-grade ore is now going to
ever.
market by way of ^ilverton. The North Star on
Solomon is in bonanza again. The drift is run between the two ore streaks, and about 20 feet from
the shall the vein was crossed, opening out three
Last
feet of solid gray copper worth $300 per ton.
year $270,000 was taken from nis shaft on the

M

is offered for the ore at the works.
It again looks
as ihdiigh (i^-orgetown is to pu^h tt the front as the
banner camp of the county. Kully 100 men are
employed in the mines. Ab^ut 65 of this cumber
arc engaged by 'Thos. H. Pheby, while others are
distnbuteid on the dilTerent leases.
The amount of
ore taken out is surprising. Mr. Pheby alone producing fully $1000 in silver a diiy, besides the concenirat"s he is making.
Work is progressing slowly
but very siitisf.ictorily to the management at 'Tele*
graph. There are now 3a meil on the payroll, and
others will be put on as fast as possib'e.
'The
greater portion of the work thus far done is on the
Mother Lode claim, from which any quantity of lowgrade ore can be broken, as the vein is about 8 feet
in width.
Thereare 22 men regularly employed on
the Deep Down mine. In both drifts of the 200-foot
level high-grade ore in <|uantity is being taken out.
In the south drift eight inches of the richest ore yet
found in the mine has l«;en encountered, while in
the north drift the vein is but six inches, but very
rich.
In the shaft there are ten inches of good ore.
The run of 20 tans jest completed avi raged $40 to
the ton.

Sin Domingo

gulch, I'inos Altos district, is down 32 feet; hits a
3-foot vein of silver-biiaring ore, samples of which
are as rich as can be seen anywhere, being pl.-istered
A streak of free gold ore
over with native silver.
his been encountered at 31 ieet. 'The Socorro
Chi<-fliiin^ sp^faking of parties who search for the
One the Cfii^/t,iin knows
.\d.ims diggings, says:
of, and it has been out for the pist six months under
the captaincy of Pioneer Patterson, an intimite
acquaintance of Adams and a firm believer in the
Mr. Patterson is a thorstory of the lost treasure.
ough mountaineer and practical miner, and if the
Adams diggings exist he will find them. A carload
of ore from the O ikland mine, in the Silver Creek
It is expected to
district, has been sent to Denver.
averjge $250 per ton. The mine shows a 4-loot
ledge, and a carload of ore will be shipped weekly
hereafter.

the ttcek just ended the Mackintosh sampler received 472,390 pounds of Ontario ore and 64.370
pounds of Daly ore. During the past week the Ontario shipped an aggregate of 49 bars of bullion,
containing 28,111.12 fine ounces of silver.
The
product of l^aly bullion from the Marsac mill (or
the past week was as follows: On the 26th, 10 bars,
10,512 ounces; 29ih. 9 bars, 9300 oimces; and this
mornim^. 8 bars, 8168 line ounces of silver.

MtNiN-r. Matter-S.— I*ark h'tiord. Sept. 8:
J.
M. Keimelly has finished developments for the
present on his Scott Hill claims and he has put his

men

111 work on the Rosebud, near ihe Great Rasin.
liuch inm's gold s'rike ov-*r on the Provo river is
panning out a sort of silver lode. A lat^ assay from
there .sliowed some 50 ounces o( silver with no gold.
The ev<-nt of the week in mining circles is the rich
strike in Woodside canyon.
A couple of weeks ago
Messrs. Drake, Farish ft," Williams took a year's
lease on the WoixLide prop^^rty, owned principally
by Hon. IC. P. Ferry, and a thorough examination
of the upper tunnel workmgs was made.
A small
seam of ore was traced toward the surface, and while
Mr. Williams was returning from the Morgan lake
with Mr. Drake, the supposed course of the ledge

As rom intic

as

it is.

it is

nevertheless

true that a boulder was broken
it was a surprise to the finders

open carelessly, and
when they saw what
few minutes' digging there showed

contained.
A
it was the outcropjjing
of a vein.
Work has
been pushed on this new discovery the past week,
and when a rep'jrier of the AVvvn/ visit-^d ihe spot
on Thursday the vein h.^d been stripped for 10 or 12
feet.
The body of ore is about five feel wide and
there is every indication of permanency, for the lime
footwall and quart/.ite hanging are. as far as can l>e
Already the leasers
seen, regular and well-defined.
have tikcn out about six tons of first-class carbonates that will assay about ico ounces silver and 45
percent lead to the ton. and shipments to the sampler will be commenced srwn.
Indeed some picked
samples of the new find assayed as high as 600
ounces silver to the ton. There can be no doubt of
the genuineness of the find, but the wonder is that it
was not discovered b-tore, because there is hardly a
rod of ground up there that h is not been slept on
A visit to the Enterprise and wilked over time and again.
nel, and still above water.
have
mining
a
mine gives a stranger the idea that we
c^mp. Tlie rtcent strike in the Templar and Keystone will certainly encourage all the mine-owners in
that section, particularly the Iconoclast and Pride of
Til R Salmon FJiver i^)uart/. Mines.— 0;r^(Wthe West, which join on the north and are sup- /(;;/, Aug. 24: These mines are located on the eastposed to be in the same belt. The Charm boys have ern slope of the Ciscide mountains, in a portion of
struck the contact at the depth of 20 feet and find the Moses reservation which was recently thrown
plenty of rich ore,
John Johns and Dennis Findley open by the Gjvernment, and extends from the
struck a large body of ore last Thursday in their British boundary line to the Columbia river. Active
lease on the norih end of the Hornet, which in develooments in two shafts were being done on the
'The Nevada War liigle, owned by St. Paul capitalists, the same
breast is about four by seven feet,
Consolidated group of mines in the Black Fiangc ore being found, and the Iwoshafts will be connected
mining district, Sierra county, near Kingston, N. with that of the Idaho mine for work and ventilation
M., consisting of the Nevad I, California, Path Finder purposes for the mutual Iienefit of both companies.
and Veteran mines, has been purchased by a syndi- The joint tunnel will be 600 feet in length.
This
cate, composed of capialists of Kansas City.
Other Rich Mi^ies. Perhaps the richest mines
property has produced shipment's of very high-grade discovered thus far in this belt, known as the Ruby
ore and has paid from its discovery.
district, are the Fourth of July. l''irst Thought andL-^nora.
Rich chlorides are present in the Lenora,
scattered
although not in defined bodies.
It
is
through the one. but if a body of the same character
Meagher's MitiES.— /n/cr-Afoun/ain, Aug. 29: devel')ps. it will prove very rich. This ore on the
The Judge lead, situated on Mineral Hill, 15 i5-foot level runs from 125 to 300 ounces of silver
te Sulphur springs, is rap'dly demiles east of
per ton.
Mgher
veloping into one of the best mines in
The Famous Arlington. In the same mountThe three men engaged in sinking a shaft ain, 1% miles distint, a tunnel is being driven on
county.
on the ore chute a'e said to be hoisting $1 000 worth the 200-foot level to tap the Arlington mine. There
The Ti si accounts report ore on both sides is a continuous chain of locitions on the same lode
per day.
of the Alice shaft, which will reach the depth of too from the Arlington on the south, a distance of over
'The Solid Silver, an extension to
feel this week,
On
three miles, ti the west fork ot Silmon river.
the Hidden Treasure, shows four inches of galena ihe opposite mount lin, and just above Ruby City,
The minfeet
of hard cirbonate ore.
over
two
and
cros'-cut is b-ing run to develop the Anaconda (a
a
ing in the Castle mountains is steadily drifting Very rich mine on the surface) on the 150-foot ^evel.
toward Copperopolis, which promises to be the
Wannicut Lake Ores.— The Wannicut lake
center of a very rich district.
ores are chit fly fre -milling gold, a little silver being
liOTES.— Mining Re-oitw, Sept. 5: CoPfee B'os. present. The veins are strong and well defined,
& Co. are engaged in hauling ore from the West often cropping throughout two or three claims.
Grass Valley to Silverman's sampling works, and The most prnminent properties are the Jessie, the
h ive their ore-house full of fine carbonate and ga- Pinnacle and Rainbow, and the'Black Bear and War
The mine shows in the face of the 50-foot Eaiile. Every condition for mining and milling is
lena ore.
A carlevel two and a half feet of this same ore.
admirable in this region, the winters being short and
load of ore was shipped about a week ago to Omaha mild, and agricultural supplies abundant in the
Stemple
the
from the Jinterprise mine, located in
Mule deer are very plentiful, as well as
A cross- vicinity.
district, about three miles from Marysville.
and water fovvl. A greater diversity of mineral
A grousewould
cut has been run which is in a fine body of ore.
be Inrd to find anywhere. The prelakes
new strike has been made in the Anna Maud mine vailing formations are granite, syenite, porphyry,
In the Carbonate mine, located three
at Castle.
lime and slate.
miles from Mary-^ville, the tunnel is now in 225 feet,
The RicHicsT Section, North of the west fork
and the ore is improving with depth and running
river is Mineral hill, in and about which
about $60 per ton. Over in the gold belt east of of Salman
A great deal of
located the ConconuUy mines.
are
Butte a number of mines have been worked, among
work has been done here, many of the
development
paid
mine
has
This
Rand.
Minnie
them the
feet of work on
properties
having
from
100
to
151
from the grass roots. The Silver Sp-ay mine, which
ore.
The veins are much sniiller than in the Ruby
has been idle for the past year, we understand will
grade.
A 60-ton
bui
the
ore
is
of
higher
di-trict,
commence work shortly.
concentrator has been erected at ConconuUy City,

Notes.— Kingston

Shaft.

Aug. 25:

The most

important strike repotted is that of the Charm, on
the Sweepstakes hill, having found a contict full of
rich ore,
'The Keystone on the North IVrcha and
the l.idy Franklin on the Itananza hill, are both t.iking out ore from their deep-down shafts, and. with
The problem as
the Templar, never looked b-tter.
to whether ore was deep down in the Kingston
camp has been solved, 'The Superior is preparing
Every mine that has ever shipped
to resume work.
'The situation on the
ore has it in sight to-day.
south, in the new Tietra Blanca precinct, improves,
the Hornet and Log Cabin still being the center of
The Superior is prepiring to resume
attraction.
work with Gillette as superintend mt. The Keystone
Ore on boih ends of the
looks l>etter than ever.
lower level, which is 200 feet lower than the lowest
workings on the 'Templar through the l'^<|uator tun-

CALr:DONiA.

— Deadwood

Pioneer, Sept. 5:

The

20 new stimps, making in all 80 with which the mill
Caledonia ore
is now equipped, begin dropping on
The increased nulling capicily canthis morning.
not fail to add appreciably to the monthly bullion
output of the property, wnile the additional cost for
operating will bi insignificant.

IDAHO.

—

Thic Sierra Nevada. Wardner Neius, Sept. i:
The chief work now in progress in the Sierra Nevada
mine is confined to tunnels .\ and B. In the last
named a large amount of stoping work is being
done, and a numb t of men are employed in opening up new ground. As depth is ait-iined a much
higher grade of ore is encountered and the recent
developments are of a most satisfaLtory nature.
The water in the ditch is very low jubt now, and a
supply from the mine has of late been utilized in runFifty-one men are on the comning the works.

it

that

pany's pay-roll.

Palmer Fraction.— The Palmer Fraction adjoining tne Sierra Nevada is a claim that promises
near future to yield rich returns to its owners.
Their shait is down 124 feet; and at a depth of 118

in the

feet cut the vein.

—

The masslve machinPoorman concentrating works was put in
motion for the first time last Monday. Everything
worked like a charm and Superintendent Clark feels

CuMCKNTRATiNG WoRK.s.

ery of the

he has a mill at his command that will meet
the rtquirements of the great ore-producing property
under nis. control. The hoisting machinery for the
mine arrived from New York on Wednesday and
The
will be brought into requisition immediately.
force engaged in the construction of the Granite
concentrator on Canyon creek has been reduced to
six men, the company not desiring to hnve the work
completed until the erection of the tramway is

satisfied

finished.

NEW

MEXICO.
.

idea of the magnitude of the

MONTANA.

Wh

M

—

—

MiNE.S AT AsvKn.— Hcpii/'linvt Sept. 3: The
Reg(-nt has awarded the contract lor the handling
of Its output for 60 days to the Rust sampler, and is
now delivering 75 tons a day. The contract calls
for 4500 tons 10 be delivered within the time mentioned, and (rom the figures alone is to be derived a
fair

—

properly.

The

improved by
grade of the ore is said to have been
UTAH.
The Aspen is handling
the rec-nt development?.
nearly 70 tons ot mineral that affords excellent reThe Ontario.- Park Record, S-pt. i: Work is
turns each day. The ore bodies in the Mollie Gibson progressing favorably at the 1200-foot level of the
are increasing at each shilt, proclaiming the prop- Ontario No. 2 shaft.
The east drift is in over 130
has
erty one of the largest that has been proven on
Ieet and the ore body shows up well, though it
Smuggler mountain. The assay? indicate a varia- '• pinched" a little since it was first struck. A flow
several
but
to
tion in the grade of mineral from 50
of 200 gallons of water a minux is encountered,
thousand ounces, a po'tion ol the vein being heavily it is pumped up to the looo-foot level, where the
liulkeley
Manager
impregnated with native silver.
sixth level, but the water drove them out.
Cornish pump receives it, without any difficulty.
Smelting Company is
The Montreal
Glen WOOD. 'The El Paso is erecting ore-bins at its of the Aspen Mining and
Montreal Develoi'Ments.
handling large amounts of very fine-grade minshaft-house and probably will b?gm shipping soon. now
group, consisting of five claims in the lower part of
several rival
between
divided
bi'ing
is
eral
that
The lessees of the Four Per Cent are still drifting
Snake Creek district, is coming to the front as one
The Enterprise is exiracling considerable
smellers.
The property is
south on the small streak of ore which was struck
of the bonanzas of the future.
The
ol the new strike.
from
locality
mineral
the
sometime ago, and it has not yet opened sufficiently
worked by a tunnel running along the course of the
in all of the producers is said to be showing
output
At a
already.
feet
mill
Adams
is
in
about
The
in
account.
is
to make it of much
The owners of the ledge, and it feel in from335
increase the present month.
the mouth two crosscuts
operation again, running on low-grade tre from the an
point about 275
some high-grade ore from
enwas
streak
p.iy
but
ito
r«n,
were
Brooklyn shaft. Ihe Adams has not increased its Cora L. are shipping
each
of 20 feel
workings. The strike in the San Jacinto
shipments much, but will begin to produce more ore superficial
countered.
is improving with each shift, and the main ore-body
and
Starr
are
Mike
this week.
the
The lessees of
Camp Crosscuts.—The Anchor tunnel is in
is expected each day.
still working in the lower level under the ore body,
The
feet, over two-thirds of the way.
about
Notes.— Silver City Enterprise, Sept. 7: The Apex is4650
doing development work in order to conmiand it.
making a shipment of over 50 tons of firstA raise from the lower level is expected to run into last car of concentrates shipped by the Mountain class ore through the Mackintosh sampler, Geo.
A Mexican named Pierson's Red Oxide tunnel in Pioneer ridge is
the ore some time next week. 'The Virginius is ship- Key Company netted $3809.
ping now 60 tons of argentiferous iron per day. Jose Saleva and two sons are washing out $25 per showing up well. The vein in the face is being folof Pinos Altos.
placer
gulches
of
nets
one
of
the
much
it
in
day
The iron is of very low grade and
lowed up. Work in the I'arish & McLaughlin shaft
over $2 per ton. The Virginius should pay good 1 here are now regularly employed in the mines of is confined now to crosscutting the formation in the
payrolls
different
The
iron
Altos
men.
of
its
own
Pinos
interest on its purchase price out
414
John Oldham is driving a tunnel on
lowest level.
body alone. The winze from the lower level of the Amount to over $40,000. Andy Stewart is said to one of his claims on the north side of Bonanza flat.
Minnie went down 25 feet, when water began to be taking out good ore from the Peerless. As It is in about 30 feet, and in the face of the tunnel a
run in and further sinking was prevented. This rich ore as has ever been taken ^out of the Bremen fine seam of ore is exposed.
makes the total thickness of the Minnie's ore body mine is now exposed in several openings, and the
Ore and Bullion Shipments.— During the
No future of the mine was never more promising than
at this point, so far as opened, about 150 feet.
pounds of con
Nick Rascom started for the Julian week the Crescent shipped 249,200
further prospecting work will be done in this direc- at the present.
For
centrates and 290,650 pounds of first-class ore.
tion for the present, but eventually one of the shafts mine in Cow Springs district, to take out ore for the

—

w.as traversed.

WASHINGTON.

DAKOTA.

is

The

Flagler works, on last Wednesday, .-\n avcr.ige
sample of 150 pounds of the ore, made by the assayer
of the worl^, gave returns of 12S per cert copi>cr,
$15 in gold and 10 ounces in silver, and $33 per ton

City. Enterprue, Aug. 31:
at Pinos Altos is showing up
having been found that seems extensive
and permanent. The Flagler is now running night
and day, smelting about 17 tons daily of copper ore
from ILinovcr. It is expected that 27 tons will soon
be the daily work. 'T. U. Pheby kept three Chinamen working at the mill and on the dumps but a few
days, and did not intend to keep them permanently.
It would be a misfortune for any considerable numMct>er of Chinese to get a hold in the mines.

Ahoi;t Sii.VEk

181

—

which lies immediately under Mineral hill. The
most prominent properties of this vicinity are the
La Una, the I>one Star, the Eureka, the Tough
Nut and Honiesiake, the John Arthur. Lady of the
Lake, Okanogan Chief and Sunrise. The first
shipmer,t of ore has just been made by T. L. Nixon
trom the La Una to Sin Francisco. The ores of this
vicinity run mo to 6ao ounces of silver per ton. and
thit the present shipment
It is confidently expected
An ounce of silver is
will yield 300 ounces per ton.
worth 90 cents. There were 20 tons of ore in the
shipment. The La Una product is a gray copper
ore.

Faciltties for Reaching the Mines.— Last
year from five to six dnys' staging was necessary to
reach these mines trom the rival outfitting points.
This season the
E'lensburg and Spokane Falls.
time has been reduced on the Ellensburg route by
steamboats on the upper Columbia to less than 30
hours. The present travel consists of 32 miles
staging to Rock Island rapids, thence by steamer to
Lumbjn's Landing, six miles above the mouth of
The fare
the Okanogan; thence 30 miles by stage.
On Rock creek, the Cariboo, owned by
is $16.50.
Spokane Falls and Portland people, is being dethe ore
veloped with very satisfactory results,
sampling upward of $80 in gold and silver per ton.
named,
on
last
properties
from
the
Twelve miles
Boundary creek, just north of the line, is located
three
to
from
two
property
is
This
the None Such.
It ocfeet in width, and crops for over lono feet.
It is a
curs between hills of porphyry and dionte.
Seven sample tests
milling and concentrating ore.
from this mine ranged from $17 to $575 per ton,
making an average of $i6o per ton.
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GOLD MINERS!
ATTENTION,
WB ARE SELLING
Silver-Plated Amalgamating Plates
For Saving Gold

in

QUARTZ, GRAVEL and PLACER MINING,
Our

At reduced rates. Get our prices. Three thousand orders filled. Fifteen medals awarded,
and far superior to others in weight of silve- and durab-lity. Old mining plates replated.
& CO., cor. First and Mission Sts.
purchased of

plates have proved the best,

These plates can also be

JOHN TAliOB

E. «.

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
653 & 655 Mission St., San Francisco,
DENNISTON, Proprietor.

Cal.

Silved Plated Plates have always proved as represented. We have been manufacturing them for 20 years,
and use only the best Lake Superior Copper and Refined Silver. Comparing our plates with those ot other manufacturers,
mey. Our plates are used by all the prominfor the same
after repeated tests, we can safely guarantee much oetter plates
-•'"•"""' * "
ent mining men on the Pacific Coast. SEND *0K CIRCULAR.

NOTICE —Our

WE T

FRISBE E

m

"

'

L. 0.

MARSHDTZ

MILL. NATIONAL IRON WORKS
Howard
W.
Corner Main and

N.

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9000 pounds,
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
Stationary and
quartz to 40 mesh is in successful opera;

tion

and we guarantee

its

CANTRELL.

T. G.

Sts.,

San Francisco,

MANCFAOTUREBS OF

Compound

Engines, Flour. Sugar,

and Quartz Mill Machinery.
AMALGAMATING MACHINES. CASTINGS AND FORCINGS

work

as represented.

Saw

„'>/,c?,rt^L

ALL WOKK TESTED AMD GUARANTEED.

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

NATIONAL ROCKER aUARTZ MILL.
KENDALL'S PATENT, AUGUST

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL,

24, 1886.

Sole Manufacturers.
The Patentee and Manufacturera
cordially invite miners to critically

examine and pass judgment upon
this improved system of milling
and amalgamating orea in the followin^r particulars:
1.

The

2.

stamps of same capacity.
The trcighfto mine is less than

3.

The

4.

The power

5.

The wear

6.

There

cost

less

is

than one-half of

one-half of stamps.
cost of erecting is less than
one-fourth of stamps.
to drive itis less than
one-half of stamps.
less

is

than one-quar-

ter of stamps.

no wear except on

is

shoes and dies.
point of amalgamation it is
superior to any other machine

7. In

in use.
8.

In

its

We

simplicity of construction.

challenge competition with

Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or and
other ore crushing machines now
before the public

IT

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

-a^Send for Circulars and Price

renewals will not cost over one-half as much as for stimps. Will run empty, or with nmall
The attention of parties having Cement Gravel ia called to this
of ore without injury.
Mill, as it will run 100 tons per day to No. 3 mesh; 30 to 35 H. P.
OUR DRY MILLS are the most economical ever built, and are extensively used, with
record of several years. No grinding in pans. Mill finishes to any finenegs desired.

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL.

List.

Aud

LIDGERWOOD

amount

-

HOOKER & LAWRENCE,

-

-

Gen'l Ag'ts,

461 Howard

St.,

ENGINES

HOISTING

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY.
GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,

M'F'G CO.

MASDFACTORBR OF

and BOILERS, SOOISlzea

San Francisco.

145 Broadway, New York.

PARKE, LACY & CO,, Agents,,
San Francisco Cal.

r"'^^
"

\^

THE RAND DRILL COMPANY,
23

We
witli

I*a,rlx.

I»lao©, Iffexi^

CO-MPRESblNG f LANTS

at

such prii^es that almost any
email mine can afford to put
in power drills ii they have

to

buy a

double

Compressor

capacity

than

of

New

the

drills

AIR COMPRESSORS &

the supply o( air necessary
on account of the wear of
drills and compressor.
Besides havineTHE NEW-

GENERAL MACHINERY roR,

Qone in use.
By our NEW AND PATENTED tiYSTEUa(by which

MlNINcTuNNELING,'"""

the duty or performance of
drills is not reduced with
use) it in no longer necessary

RAND

EST

23 Park Place mv/imiSM^

AND LIGHTEST

desiened small drill plants,
the Rand Drill Company, as
is well known, has built, ana
is now building, the LaRQ-

EST

THE LIXIVIATION OF
(With

coupled with another important one, that the 'Irille use much LESS AIH and cause LESS REPAIRS, has won for
them nearly all of the Eastern mining trade, wliich has kept their works always busy.
Since the reasons which formerly restrained us from the Calilomia market no longer exist, we are now
in the field for the business.
SPECIAL A ITENTION is called to the latest designed sectional OompresBOr just built for the Eatopilas
mine in Mexico, and to the Compound Engine Compressor built for the Anaconda mine in Montana.

I^-S"
TliG

C.

special reference to the Rasaell process),

H. D.
220 Fremont

H TU X*X3Xj 13 T

Remittance should

only

be

made by Bank

Draft, or by P. O.
G, A. o Lc'lC'rE'LL' l.

Money

Order, payable

the

order ef

Development,

many additional claims. Shaft down (in
ore) 120 feet. One carload alreadv shipped, S1750
Capital wanted to further develop. rapMly. To thnse
meaning buHiness, good terma will be offered. Mines 8
miles from railroad. Adoress,

BTJSINESS
24 POST

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES. FOR

PATENT AQENTQ.

to

Together with

ACEBT.

ADAMANTINE SHOES AND

Mm,

GOLD & SILVER MINE
Now Under

DXES.— Guaranteed to prove better and cheaper than any others.
Orders solicited, subject to above conditions.
H. D. MORRIS.

.

ODly comilete Treatise ontlie Chefflistry aitltlie Practice of tlie LiiiTiatioD
Fablisbed and sold by the Author, 18 Broadway, New York.
Price $5.00, Registered Postage Prepaid.

San Francisco,

Special attention given to purchase of

GO.,{''ii^l^oftft^fli?:}

"I"

MORRIS,

St.,

MANUf ACIUERS' aM PraCHASlNS

DEWEY &

jS

-A..

^^

SOLE AGENT FOR

SOLUTIONS

HYPOSULPHITE

WITH

ORES

SILVER

COMPRESSOR

PLANTd IN THIS CuUNTRY, and has patterns for all sizes up to 40-inch 'diameter of cylinder.
In respect to capacity IN SPEED OP DRILLING, perhaps it is in order to say that in EVERY AUTHORITATIVE
CONTEST for speed yet initiated, the RAND DRILLS have, without exception, BEEN VICTORIOL'd. This fact,

AnAMANTI'^-K.

York.

are expected to require, in order to keep up

[liICIihlllM

DRILLCo

Liberty St

"Sroras.,

now ao situated
our new works as to
are

offer to the miners ot the
PaciBc Coast SMALL AIK-

96

COLLEGE.

J. B.

ST.. S. F.

SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS THIS

College instructs in Shorthand, Type Writing, Bookkeeping, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the English branches, and everything pertaining to buhmess,
We have sixteen teachers, and give
lor six full months.
individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
its graduates in every part of the State.

mtSend for

Circular.
E. P.

C. S.

HALEY,

Secretary.

HEALD,

.

,

,

President.

Box

360.

BAINBRIDGB,
Pasadena, Cal.

FOR SALE.
2 Triumph Concentrators.
1

New

12-inch, 35 H. P. Engine.
VERY CHEAP. Apply
130 Sansome St,

room 1&
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']!™l
XhiB Mill as
verizer

without

ia

la io operation in

&

FRASER

T},^-

Crasher aod Pal*

ft

HnDtington

CHALMERS,
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Gentrifngal

QUARTZ

rival.

MILL.

SELBY

ia-8END FOR CATALOOUK.-M

ead

ing smelting worica

and

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

milla.
J

_

for

416 Montgomery

iias^d trommels.

Sbhd rok CiTAUKiL'i AXD Tbstiuokialo.

MACHINERY

apj Ofe3.

t^etalllifgy

"

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING. SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

ENGINES

And Assay

REFINERY

Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Solphurets.

HOISTING

PUMPING

CO..

San Francisco.

AND SILVER

GOLD

ORES.

of

St.,

ENGINES,

HANDFAffrURBIU OP...,

BLUESTONE,
LEAD PIPE,
SHEET LEAD,

HALLIDIE'S

SHOT,

MACHINERY,

Etc., Etc.

ALSO UANUrAOTURRtU Of

Standard

WIRE ROPE

CORNISH

Shot-Gun

Cartridges,

Under ChamberliD Patent

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..
POMPS.

TRAMWAYS.
DENVER OPPIOB

OENEBAL OFFICE AND WORKS:
Fulton and Union Streets, Ohloaso,

NEW YORK

:

No. 248 Elethteenth Street, Denver, Colorado.

111.

MEXICO OFFICE:

OFFICE:

Room

a Wall Street.

No.

43,

UTAH OPPICK—SALT LAKE

CHEMICAL APPARATUS AND CHEMICALS, DRUG
GISTS' GLASSWARE AND SUNDRIES, ETC.
63 & OS First St., cor. Mission, Sao Francisco.
We would call the attention of AsBayere, Chcmiata

No. II Calle de Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico.
CITY. UTAH.

Mininp Companies, Milling; Companies, Prospectora, eta,
to our full stock of Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Cruci-

JAMBS LEFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.
These Wlieela »re de.sipned for all purposes where limited quantities of water and
lii'..'h heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to
give more power with less water than
any other wlicel maile. Being placed on horizontal ahaft, the power is transmitted
dirci;t to shafrini; liy belts, dispensing with gearing.
Estimates furnished on applieatiuu for wheels specially built and adapted in
capacity to suit any particular case.
Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstouks and in Iron Globe Cases, free of cost,
by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES LEFFEL &
Spring^eld, Ohio,

j>

New

York.

General Agents,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, Col.
LACY, General Agents. San Francisco, Cal.

Premium Awarded

tS'OuT Gold and Silver Tables, showing the value pei
ounce Troy at different degrees of fineness, and valuaole
tables for computation of assays in grains and grammea.
will be sent free upon application.
Agents (or the Patent
^tumbacro Crucible Co., London, England. Also for E.
G. Dbnniston's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
plates of this well-known mauufacturer are thoroughly
reliable, and full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Orders
taken at bis lowest prices.

at Mechanics' Fair,

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET,
Near First and Market Streets, S. F.
Manager.
Establishbd 1869

1884.

Ores worked by any Prooeaa.
Orea Sampled.

Assaying in all its Branches.
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters,

Working Tests

Rim

Pulley

For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washington
Lightest, Strongest, Cheap^tt and
Uontana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Also Manufacturers of
Best Balanced Pulley in the World.
PAT. 001. 26, 1881.

SHAFTING,
tr SSNV

Nos. 129

&

181 Fremont Street.

...

LlST.

san Francisco,

WINE

FULDA

COOPERAGE

ARE YOU GOING TO PUT UP MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?

CO.,

BROS., Proprietors,

Are you going to make any change in machinery? Are you freighting by team or packing on
mules? Do you want Pulleys on Shafting already up? If bo, don't fail to look into the

San Francisco.
30 to 40 Spear St.,
ALL KINDS OF CASKS, TANKS, Etc.
i^SiiiP, MiNiNo, and

0.

H.

Watbr Tanr8

110

THOMSON &

&

THE DODGE PATENT INDEPENDENCE

WOOD SEPARABLE OR

CO.,

Tliey are

EVANS),

112 Keale Street,

8.

F.

Entirely

new and

original.

t.Iie Lightest, Strongest, Best Balanced and Most
Convenient Pulleys Made In the World.

Adapted to any power required.

^r Price List and Catalogues mailed

all

MACHINERY.

kinds ol

•-d

New Almaden

Mission

St. (Basement.,

SAN FRANCISCO

Ooroer ot Leldesdorff Street,

my

Process.

Assaying and Analysis of Ores, Minerals and Waters,
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Practical Instruction given
Treating Ores by m
proved prooaflsea

KUSTEL &

G.

CO.,

P.

St., S.

WELL-SINKING
LIGHTNING .,£
MAKERS,
tools sent
nd proBpecliDg

Quicksilver.

has

L'ct

bi.-cD

sunk

tiona for bcKiniicro.

in

8

STEARNS M'F'6
29

&

31 Spear

CO.,

San Francisco,

St.,

Cal.

An

EiiKravmgBof wfll

f»M>

B.

318 Pine

UlntDGf Engineers and Metallurarists.

ispectora

J.

WORKS.

METALLURGICAL

fF\

Time, trouble and money saved by usingthese pulleys.

Steam Pumps. Steam Engines
and

^

free.

JOHN SIMONDS, Pacific Coast Agent, 509-513

MACHINE WORKS,

PULLEYS.

SPLIT

LUCKHARDT &

(Formerly

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Testa made by

a Specialty. 'SI

EVANS &

(Successors to

merits of

A.

CO.,
Huhn & Luckhardt,
UlnlEur Ensrlneers and MetaUurirlBtB
O.

Cal.

WATER TANKS, WINE TANKS!
CALIFORNIA

Special attention paid to Examinationa of

*%!
.

eto.

Made.

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES

FOB CtROULAR AND PUOB

(practical)

Plana and Specifications furnished for tbe
most suitable Process for Working Orea.

Sole Liiensed Manufacturers of the

Medart Patent Wrought

OO.

C. A. LocKHAtu>T,

PERFECT PULLEYS
First

application.

JOHN TAYLOR &

St.,

FEASBR & CHALMERS,

PARKE

bles, ScoriflerB, etc.. including, also, a full stock of
CbemicalB.
Having been engaged in fumiahing these supplies sinoe
the first discovery of mines on the Pacific Coast, we fee
confident from our experience we can well juit the do
mand for these goods, ooth as to quality and price. Out
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will he sent oc

CO.,

110 Liberty

or

1HP0HTRR8 AND DRALRR8 IN

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

tools,

punipn,

idsleom eDginea. Alrea-

RANDOL,

on

SIS and
frcR.

oil.

Book

mailingchargea

=(2 5 crs.cach.

Room

22,

320 Sansome

3The American

St.,

WellWorks.
AUKORA. ILLS.,

:

;

U-

OThe

BUYERS' GUIDE xa

issued

March and

Sept.,

is an encyclopedia of useful inforall
who purmation for
chase the luxuries or the
necessities of life. "We
can clothe you and furnish you with
all the
necessary and unnecessary
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, flsh, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these things
COHFORTflBLY, and you can make a fair
estimate of the value of the BUYERS'
GUIDE, which will be sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage,

each year. It

MONTGOMERY WARD &

CO.

XU-I14 Michigan Avenue, CMc&gO} 111.

THOMAS

S.

A.

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento

Street,

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS

San Francisco,
IN

MANUFACTURERS OF

HIGH-GRADE SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENGINES, STEEL BOILERS, Etc.

— IMPORT BR S

OF

"Dynamo" Bt-King,
Woodwork ini? Ma-

Mnnson'H "Eag:!©" and

Cal.

24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Goodell

&

Waters*

chinery, Saws and

Emery Wheels,

Saw

Tools,

Tool Grinders, Ewart's

Link

AND GENERAL

Belting,

MILL. SUPPLIES.
Send

2-ceQfc

Engraving Samples. Btamp
Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed lustrated aomples of'Photo-Facimlle, Photo-ZIno Etcbiiiga
DEWEy EWi
and Wood Bngravlnga (Proof Sheet No.
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.
QRAViNa Co., an Market
F,
for 16-

piiee

3)

St.. 9,

to

flue

il-
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Miuing in Fresno County.
very promising that
Fresno coauty will ere long take something like
a prominent rank among the mining counties

The

indications

State.

Reported by

The reported

silver.

richness of

Dewey &

Co.,

Pioneer Patent

From
Co.'e

the

official

report of U.

S.

Patents In

Patent Office Library, 220 Market

St., S.

Dkwry &

—

O. Brdt on, S. F.

Regulator— M. Cresalk,
388,954. —Water
Montana. Daring S. F.
Lath Machine— E.
388,806.Sheet-Metal
the past week Messrs. Henry Klein and John
Hawes, Sacramento, Cal.
Shopp and their mining superintendent, Mr. J.
3S8.R70. — Door
and Window Screen— E.
L. Waggenor, favored us with a call and as- Hepolito, Los Angele=, Cal.
388,977. — Rail Punch— L Huline, Yaquina,
sured us that from their intimate knowledge of
successful expert miners of

mining

in

Montana, they entertained

high hopes of the future of that portion of the
country where they are operating upon their
own property, under the name of the Star Min-

MCo
M
M
M M

Oregon.
383 978.
SHELVb.s

— Device

—

388,980.
S. F.

J.

H;

for

Jeffrey,

Station

Lifting Goods from
Crescent City, Cal,

Indicator— John

M

Knight,

—

M Co
G M Co
M (Jo

Keyea S
Co
Loiomotive M Co
Lady WasbiQi,'ton Cou

Nevada..

S. P. JOUH.NAL8.

Nevada..

M

Co

Spring Valley G M. Go
Savage
Co
Superior
Co

California.. 5..
Galiforuia.

M

M

M M

Teirakotf G
&
Co
Virgiuia Creek Hyd

M

Mexico.,
California
Co... California

J.
388 986.— Sidewalk Construction
Company, near the summit of Mount Ray- Giilivray, Sacramento, C-^I.
388,988.— Hydrocaruon Burner— Samuel Mcmond. They have already erected reduction Murray, Alameda, Cal.
388,993.— Ventilating Manholes of Sewers
works, and have just made arrangements to put
— T. W, Morgan, Oakland, Cal.
up an elevated cable tramway, to carry their
389 007. Windmill— J. S. Philpolt, Windsor,
ore 7600 feet from the mine to their reduction Cal.
389,020.— Neutral Compound— A. Sommer,
down
point
lower
works,
at
a
and concentrating
Berkeley, Cal.
the mountain, where they have a fine waterCompound of Tallow and Chlo389,021.
ride OF Sulphur A. Sommer, Berkeley, Cal.
power.
Window— H, Tinirop, S. F.
388,932.The vein is a very heavy one, carrying galena
389,122.— Actuating Station Indicators—
with a fair yield of gold and silver. They are W. A. Turner, S. F.
18,583,— Design for Pincushion— G. F. Atnow taking out about 200 tons per day, at

—

..
..

St
St

St
St
St
,309 Montgomery St
3C9 Montgomery St
303 Pine St
406 Montgomery St

H

35..EBHolme8
15..ICStump
3..W J Guri;ett
2a..JMQuay

50. .Aug 3. .Sept 5. ...Sept
15, .Aug 15. .Sept 15. ...Oct
02. .Sept 8. .Oct
8. ...Nov
9.. ..Oct
06. .Aug 29., Oct

3..

....533 Kearny
319 Montgomery
309 Montgomery
2)8 California
3i0 ban some

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
Name of Compauy.
Alaska

Location.

M Co

Secretary.

Office in S.
Sansome St

A Judson
W Pew
R Graysou

Nevada.. J
Nevada. .R

EeilelKleMCo..
Co
Graud Prize
Gray Eagle M Co
Mono
Co

M

Mc-

,

Mo

W

.

Nevada ..70..

New

Pine St

Montgomery St
Montgomery St
Montgomery St
Montgomery St
ISF.emoutat
318 Montgomery St
309 Montgomery St

328
.....309
309
328

E

Oa

Pine St
Pine Sc

Montgomery St
Mont^omtry St
Montgomery St
8Uti Market St
3i;7

P

AH

L

.

25..Ani

Nevada.. 1..
Nevada.. 5i,.
Nevada.. 1..

M Co
M Co

Bar

327
3jU

5i2
628
309

fi..O t 12... .Nov
2..RN Van Brunt
31.. Sept 3.. . Sfpt25..JMorizio
9.. Sept 13.. ..Oct
3..0EElliott
20. .Aug 3. .Sept 5 .. Sept 24. J F Holling
50. .Sept 1..0ct
4.. ..Oct
24..
B Hoiiues
05..AuglO..Sept 11..
10..J Stadfeld Jr
'
" ...Sei't
July
Richardson
. 26.. Sept
20..
.
10.. July 19.. Aug 25
Sept 24.
Pichor

5..

Calitoru a.. 42..
Nevada,.. 36..

Mtxican M Go
Navajo Queen M Go
Scott

15.. Aug
25. .Aug
05.. Aug
10. .Sept
50.. July

7..

Caliiornia..lU..

Maytlower (iravel Co
Ophir ci
Poudere

05.

2..

Arizouia.. 3..

D iit M Co
LornG&S MCo

of

Place of B^HI^E!^

O

30..
HBogart
23. .M
Minor
15..
Fish
16.
Osborn
izio
19.. J

.Sept 4, .Oct lU.. ..Ooi,
50..July](i..Auc23... .Sept
21 bept 24.. ..Oct
21. .Sept 26..
Oct
20.. Sept 2?.. ..Cot

Calfornia.. 9..

M Co.. .Nevada..

Oak

Lord

California.. O
California.. G

GM

H

W Sfeddons

Annual
AnLual
Annual
Aunual
Aunual

310 Pine St
327 Pine St
327 Pine St

Bogart

Montgomery St

309

Bate

Ubbting

F.

320

Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept

27
27
18
19

20

LATEST DIVIDENDS-WITHIN THREE MONTHS.

ing

Name of Company.
Con California & Va M Co
Coufidei ceS M Co
Eureka

CooMCo

M& M Co
Isle M Co
M Co
Norcross
S M Co
Hal6&
Idaho M Co
Pacific Borax, Salt & Soda
Standard Con M Co....
Mt

Diablo

North Belle
North Star

Secretary.
Looation.
Nevada..
Havens
Nevada.. ASGrotb
Nevada.. H RP Hutton
Nevada.. R \V Heath
Nevada, .J
Pew

AW
W

Ca:ifornia ..DA Jennings

Nevada., J
California

Co..Califoruia..A
California. .J

F

Lightner

H Clough

W Few

shade are connected; the hub or ring being so
threaded at each end that it can be readily interposed between the lamp-bowl and the burnkinson, S, F.
It screws into the lamp-bowl collar, and
er.
a cost of about $1.50 per ton, delivered
NOTB.— Copies o( U. S. and Foreign patents furntehed the burner sorews within it. The object of the
at the mill, where it is concentrated for 50 cents by Dewey & Co., in the shortest time possible (by mail
or teleg:raphic order). American and Foreign patents invention is to make a holder which may be
per ton. The concentrated ore will be deliv- obtained, and general patent business for Pacific Coa it readily applied to any form of lamp, independered at the railroad for $10 per ton. It will be inventors transacted with perfect 8eourlty,at reasonable ent of the shape or construction of its burner,
rates, and in the shortest possible time.
its chimney gallery, or other portion to which
shipped to San Francisco or Denver for treatthe ordinary shade-holder is usually attached.
ment.
Lamps differ so much in the parts above menNotices of Reoent Patents.
There are quite a number of mines in the
tioned that it is the custom to adapt a particu*
neighborhood awaiting the result of the work
lar shade-holder to a particular form of lamp,
Among the patents recently obtained through and the shade-holder is generally inapplicable
Star
mine.
Small
samples
have
been
upon the
Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press U. S. and to any other form. But this holder, by screwsent to this city for treatment, with very satisForeign Patent Agency, the following are ing it into the lamp-bowl, and receiving in itfactory results.
Should the anticipated sucself the lamp-burner, is adapted for any form
worthy of special mention:
cess be met with in the Star mine, it will no
of lamp, and can bs used without interference
Device for Lifting Goods from Shelves.
with the removal or replacement of the burner.
doubt be the means of introducing a large
John H. Jeffrey, Creacent City, Cal., assignor The arms, although they may be secured diamount of mining capital into that portion of
rectly to tbe main ring or hub, are preferably
of one-third to Henry Albert of same place.
the country.
No. 38S,97S. Dotted Sept. 4, 18SS. Thia de- secured to a ring which fits around the main
The Copper King mine, located about 28 vice, as its name implies, is to be used for the ring or hub, so that the arms, under certain
miles eatt of Fresno City, has been taking out purpose of handing down goods from elevated Gonditionp, as when they have to be made of a
peculiar shape, may be readily turned so as
what is pronounced very rich ore for some shelves. It consists essentially of a long handle
or pole, having connected, with its upper end, not to interfere with the insertion of the
time.
Mr. J. F. Hutchinson, the lessee, is now peculiarly arranged jaws
for gripping the pack- burner.
about shipping a carload to this city. It is be- age of goods, and a table on which the package
Bevice for Operating Street or Station
lieved that this ore contains a workable per- rests in handing it down, the jaws and the table Indicators.— Wm. A. Turner, S. F.
No.
centage of gold and silver. Should It turn out being operated from below by means of a de- 3S9.122. Dated Sept. 4, ISSS. The objact of
pending wire or rod, guided by the handle or
actuation
prevent
the
of
the
as well as expected, it will at once be worked
to
device
is
thia
pole.
indicator by obstructions which may be accifor all that it is worth.
Windmill. JamesS. Philpott, Windsor, Cal dentally present upon the track. In the appliThere are already several San Francisco and No,
389.007. Dated Sept. 4, 1888. The nov- ances which have heretofore been used for
Eoglish firms engaged in mining in this county,
elty in this invention consists in the simple but operating these indicators, a single obstruction
with mills of from five to ten stamps, and peculiar connection between the vane and the serves to operate the lever attached to the car,
turntable, whereby when the former is forced whenever the car passes the point where the
others are in contemplation.
tripping block is fixed; and through this lever
Between gold, silver and copper in her around by the wind, in order to throw the wheel
The
into
the wind it not only turns on its the indicator card or device is exhibited.
mountains, and the rich agricultural products
pivotal center, but rises also, at the same time, objection to this is, principally, that it is liable
accidentally
obstacles
placed
of her valley land, Fresno bids fair to become on another pivotal center, and returns from to be actuated by
one of the richest and most prcdactive counties this position by its own gravity. In this move- on the track, in which case a false record is
ment it keeps perfectly straight by means of a given. This invention overcomes this defect in
in the State,
pecaliar connection with the middle of tbe vane the ordinary apparatus by the arrangement of
providing for its proper support and effecting levers in sets of two or more, and tripping
Mining Sliare Market.
blocks or obstructions correspondingly fixed in
its operation without undue strain.
pairs or aeries in the proper intervals upon the
Safety Covers for Poison Bottles.
operations at the stock boards remain in
roadway, so that the levers shall be actuated
statu quo
not better nor worse than they were Fred O. Bratton, S. F. No. 389,051. Dated
simultaneously, and if less than all the levers
one week ago. Variations in prices and vol- Sept. 4, 1S88. This is a very neat device
are moved then the indicator will not be afume of business have been few and of micro for calling the attention of the person to the fected thereby.
scopic proportions. The minnows continue to fact that the bottle contains
some injurious maVentilating Man-Holes foe Sewers.—
swim around shyly, the more fortunate brokers terial. It consists of a complete cap which is
Thomas
W. Morgan, Oakland. No. 388,993.
getting now and again what the patient angler
fitted over the cork of the bi^ttle and embraces
would call *' a glorious nibble." Nevertheless the neck. The cap is provided with a couple
ventilator, which
of Dated Sept. 4, ISSS. This
there is all the while a little being done, and spring arms which
embrace the neck of the is adapted for man-holes for sewers, consists of
some predict while all hope for an early im- bottle, and are fastened in a small opening or a supplemental flue or chimney built in the
provement in the market. Meanwhile the slot in one edge of the cap. The cap is thus wall of the vertical man- hole, and connected at
bullion output continues steady and up to the
The
readily applicable to the bottle, and yet is so or near its lower end with the man-hole.
full complement of late.
There has occurred fastened that while capable of easy removal, the top of the flae communicates through an openduring the paat month some falling off in the operation is such as to require the particular
cover,
man-hole
curve
or
of
the
aide
in
the
ing
at
Comstock product; but this being due to lack tention of the handler, thereby giving him full with the space juat below said cover, a pan
of water for running the mills on the Carson
being arranged under the cover to close the
notice of what be is about.
river, will probably prove to.be only temporary.
main opening, thereby causing a draft or curHydrocarbon
Burner,
Samuel
McMurray
While it lasts the deficiency is being nearly
rent of air from the sewer to go through the
made good in other quarters, though many of of Alameda, assignor of one-half to Edward flue. The supplemental fiae or passage is filled
the quartz-mills in California are sutfering from Donnelly, S. F. No. 388,988. Dated S;pt. 4, with charcoal or other disinfectant aubstance,
the same cause.
18SS.
This burner is of that class fjr using and the gases arising from the sewer passing up
liquid hydrocarbons, in which the parts are so the man-hole, will enter the flue through the
arranged
as to provide for the union of the hy- lattice-work or grated opening below, and rising
Bullion Sliipments.
drocarbon with air and steam, whereby the through the material of the flue, will again rethrough
We quote shipments since our last, and shall former is atomized or vaporized. The inven- turn into the man-hole above the pan
tion consists in such an arrangement of the the top opening, and will thence escape into
he oleased to receive further reports:
is thus provided
escape
parts
as
will
provide
for
the
introduction
free
A
the
open
air.
Con, California and Virginia, Sept, 12, ^123,and union with the hydrocarbon in a heated for the gases, and if desired a means for puri679;Daly, 4, WIO.
state of the air, also in the heated state, and fying them, before they escape; while by means
superheated steam. The object of this con- of the cover or pan within the curb, obstructing
The Florence (A. T.) Enterprise says: The
struction of the burner is to provide for the bodies are prevented from entering the maneviction of the settlers from the Maxwell grant
most complete and perfect atomizing or vapor- hole.
of New Mexico and C(,lorado is being forcibly
izing of the liquid hydrocarbon, which object
Sidewalk and Similar Construction.
resisted and bloodshed has already occurred.
The sympathies of the people of the State and is attained by the union of the hydrocarbon John McGillivray, Sacramento, Cal., assignor of
and air, both in the heated state, with superNo.
Territory are with the settlers.
one-half to John R. Watson, same place.
heated steam.
This invention
388,986. Dated Sept. 4, 1888,
Lamp-Shade
Holders.
Wm.
E.
Brown,
A New York paper declares that a gang of
has to do with the construction of sidewalks,
expert thieves are systematically robbing the assignor of one-half to Nathan, Dohrman & floors, ceilings, etc., and it consists essentially
mails between that city and the West.
in
a peculiar and novel girder for supporting the
All Co., S. F. No. 386,686. Dated July 24, 1888.
It consists, also, in
efforts to trace the loss of many thousands of This holder
consists of a central hub or material of the sidewalk.
peculiarly ardollars already taken have proved fruitleaa,
ring, to which the arms which support the connection with the girder, of
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Location. No. Am*t. Levied. Delinq'nt. Sale.
Secret ARY.
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Co
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38S.815.— Car Coupling —John B^und, Tucson,
FOR

A. r.

the silver mines

has recently attracted the attention of several

silver

SHAREHOLDERS'

THURBDAV FROM ADVBRTIBBMKNTS

ASSESSMENTS.

Solicitors for Pacific States.

several quite promising mines have been opened

—both gold and

COMPItiBD BVBRT

Inventors.

are

For several years some little
mining has been done in the mountain regions
of that county, and during the last two years
of the

MINING
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Office in S. F.
Montgomery St

Amount.

Payable
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25
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25

310 Pine St..
401 California St
309 Mo- tg niery St
Gr<t8s Vallty
230 Montgomery St
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50
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50
l.OO
05

309

;

306 Pine St

Aug

6
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July 11

Aug

8

U

July
July 10

June

12

ranged supporting planking or plating, which
may be either temporary or permanent. The
girder iteelf has, in cross-section, the shape, ap*
proximately, of an iaosceles triangle, with the
apex above. From the base of tbe girder project flanges on which the planking or plating
rests, the aides of the girder being held together
by crossties. The sloping sides of the girders
act as wedges for supporting the material so that
the usual supporting arches of brickwork may be
dispensed with. This construction will permit
of the ready removal and repair of any portion
of the sidewalk or floor without having to remove the entire section. For a ceiling, the
planking is bolted up under the girders instead
of resting upon their base flanges.
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4T Tn»LABKL ON TOUR PAPRR.

Sampling Works

for Sale.

on A. & P. R. R., Calico
Mining District, Daggett, Cal., and contain a firstclass Engine and Boiler with Ore Crusher and other

The works

are situated

ELEVATORS

freight

for

and passenger

use, both

worm

I

of 87>rain8, Brniftes, Stiff Jointa,
L'DavjDS, Windfalls. Sore Shoulders, etc.
d^uro

iud for Family Use ia without aa equal
cor Kheumatifim. Neuralgia, Aches, Paina,
Bruisps, (^nts au<l Sprains of all charactera.

The H. H. H. Liniment has manyimitr.
ti'jns, and wo c.-intinn the Public to eea
iJiat the Trade jMark
H. H- H." io on

in slock.

''

3very Buttle i>efore purchasing, Fcpeai^
evorywfcer© for 5(f cents aud $1.0C cs/

gear and patent double capacity

of the

For Sale by

Worthington pattern.

ELECTRIC APPARATUS for the generation and distribution of electricity
and POWER. Keith System.
FLOTTR MILL ROLLS ground and corrugated. Gear Cutting a Specialty.
Send for

«S'Pbice.s on application.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE,
Lord

of

for

WINCHESTER HOUSE,

a Third

CATALOf;DE.*^Sli

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMP'Y.

Location of principal place of business, City
and County of San Francisco, California. Louation of
works. Gold Hill Mining' DistTict, State of Nevada.
NOTICE is hereby pivcn, that at a meeting: oE the
Board of Directors of the above-named corporation,
h°ld on the sixth Jay of September, laSS, an assessment
(No. 4) of Ten Cents per sh .re was levied upon the capital stock o( the corporation, payable immediately in
United States gold coin, to the Secretary at the olfloe of
the Company, Nos. 13 and 15 Fremont street, San FranAnv stock upon which tbia a8se83
cisco, California.
ment shall remain unpaid on the 12th day of October,
ISSS, will be deliuquent, and advertised for sale at public
auction; and unless payment is made before will be sold
on Fiidiy, the second day of Novcniher, 18SS, to pay the
delinquent asueasment, together with costs of advertisiii"and expenses of sole. Bv order of the Board of
R. N. VAN IIRUNT. Secretary.
Directors.
Otf !CB 13 and 15 Froniont St., San Francis-iO, Cal.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.

C.

UtiVJ

A.

STETEFELDT,

YORK

Room 7nO
H.

I

Offices.

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And upward.

ROOMS WTPH OK WTTHOUT BOARD.
FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE.

HAUSMAN,

J.

POOLBY.

Gold Mining Properties Bought, Sold and

HORACE

Developed.

D. RANLETT,

Propositions from priocipals onl}- entertaioed.

KOOM

SAFE DEPOSIT BUILDING,

No.

2.

Ores,

L

HY. JACKSON,
and SANITARY
121 Montgomery St. S. F.

MISSES DEVLIN, STENOGKAPBKRSand
240 Montgomery
Typewriter Copyists, room 7, N
>.

Pine, San FranciEco. All kinds of CopyInstructions given in
ing neatly and accurately done.
Typewriting or Shorthand, either Stenograph or Pencil
system.
St.. S. E. cor.

Mining,

and Commission,

420 Montgomery

TNGINEER,

CIVIL

,

Gray Eagle Mining Company.— Location

Cal,

Laundry Free for the use of Families
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.

President.

OFPIOB, 18 BROAD^!S7A^

F.

San Francisco,

Street,

This Fire-proof Brick Building ia centrally located, in
tbe iiealthieat part of tbe city, only a half biock from
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat

and iiailroad

pinj.

all DruKerlsts.

LIGHT

Lorn Gold and Silver Mining Com-

St., S- F.

BUBINUSS MANAGER OF

UNION COPPER MINE. Calaveras
NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador

Co.,

Co.

Correapondent aa Agent for Smelters in London, LiverNew York, EoBtou and Baltimore.
Twenty years experience, in Callforuia, purchasing Ores
and dealing in Mines,
pool,

Special attention given to

monagement and

sales of

mines and purchase and shipment of copper produce

v^

-A-inttie: ID
To Buy or Lease Graphite Mine or Location.

Address-

PASADENA MINING & DEVELOPING
PASADBNA,

&

New

new

hydraulic.

WATER METERS

of priiiciiial place of nueim-ss, San Francisco, Calil.ocatio of works, Placer County, Cal.
fornia,
NOTICE is hereby gi^en, that at a meetinn' of tbe
Platform Scales, Mill Scales, As;a>ing Board of l>ircctor<, hold en the 4th day of September,
Also upon the prem- IHHS, an Assessment (No. 9) of Five Cc-ta per shire was
Outfit, etc., all nearly new.
levied upon the Capital Stock of the Corporation, payises ail office building and a comfortable dwelling
house (portable). The above can be had at a bar- able immediately in United States Gold Coin, to tbe
Secretary, at the office of the Company, 327 Pino street,
CaliChilds,
123
GiLLESPV
&
gain.
Apply to
rooms 9 and XO, San Frar:cisco, California. Any stock
fornia street, San Francisco.
.upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the
10th day of October, I8SS, will be delinquent, and advcriiscd for sa'o at pnblic auction; and unless payment
This paper is printed with Infe Manufac is made before, will he sold on Tuesday, tbe 30th day
Co.,
500
Johneon
tured by Charles Bneu
of October, ISSS, to pay tlie delin([ueL.t aeseasment,
South 10th St., Philadelphia. Branch Offl- together with the costs of advertising and expenses of
By order of tbe Board of Directors
ealo.
York, and 40 La Salle
C6B-47 Rose St.,
O. H. HOGaRT, Secretary.
St, Oblcaso. Agent for the Paclflo Coast—
Ot'FiCK— 327 Pine St., Rooms 9 and 10, S. F. Stock ExFrancisco,
Cal.
change
Building,
San
St..
S
F
Oommerclal
&SS
Doretv.
iTuaepb H.

machinery,

H. H. H. Horse Linunent puta
life into tlie Antiqnated Horse
last 14 years the H. H. H. Horee
IJ:uiment has been the leading remedy
ftinoug Farmers and Stockmen for the

of all kinds,

MACHINE TOOLS, and full line of
MACHINE SHOP APPLIANCES carried

G.

State.

TpHE

J-

For the

IRRIGATION AND RECLAMATION.

known

OCR Fribmdb can do much

l!NIM£N7,

CAL.

-

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

Complimentary Samples.

F. B.

CO.,
SAN FKANCISCO,

Sts.,

urge

Persons receiving this paper marked are requested to examine its contents, terms o subscription, and give it their own patronage, and,
as far as practicable, aid in circulating the
journal, and making its value more widely

GEO. H. STRONG,

MAKERS or

small, col-

settlement.

EWER.

SAN FRANCISCO TOOL

we must now

is

B.

Man

when paid

subscribers in arrears paying up,

upon

all

it

Telephone No. 658.

W.

H.H.H.

Mills,

Smelters aud Concentrators.

senting a paper to each and every one of our subscribers well worth the price asked for

DEWEY.

CO.. Patent Agents.,
Elevator 12 Front St

St.

S. F,

we have been a

that

S. and Foreign Patent Agen*/.
many and important advantages as 1

Home Agency over ali

Telegraphic advicos datod Sopt. 13tti(fivc tbu followlug

New Vork

Patent Agency.

or liKbtiug and

Reduction Works,

Mills,

and

Z'oxrtla.sicl, ^yrr.

,^1* * z;

5
6 75

UVicKMLVKit-lly the flask.

-

It*

satlitfactory int.-aodcs'.^'cnt syttteni.
5(M).uuu liiflits In use in the Uultvd SUtcH

Offices

~

^

l'>

Ovur

-

-

tiiu, Uil

Into day an<l a(T»rd a means of working; ti'u wliolu i^l hnuru; Invaluabk to
time In ail object. EstiniateK and dctiigns on a]>plicati<in.

-

5& (g
^^

kind,

The only complete and

<^23 00
(&2tf 00

5 25 ta
« *»

I'lpe

cvi.-r>

Systems

l-Ucctric&l

Co.'s Scientific Press

EDISON INCANDESCENT LIGHT,

03100
023 00

i^ft'S

«

BM....T
Hbe«t

Indoor uid.Outdoor niutuluation vt

&

Dewey

Arc Electric Lights.

For Mines, Hoisting Works,

-

25
(?2a 50
^37 00

^li^ir

&

Klcctric Motorx, Dynanioe, Tramcais, El(:\atora, Sii^nalnaod all kinds of
:i=.'umiwiuii of powt-r, fitliur direct or with ttoru^u Uattcrivd,

—

W

- W

Pin B«x SbtwU

185

CO.,

CAt,.

Montgomery street (the NeJ. A. Johnson, 307
vada Bank building) is tlie general agent of the Stiles
quartz machinery, and offers easy terms for introduction.

ANTI-INCRUSTATION POWDER
Or Boiler Compound
For Removiner or Prevenling Scale, Corrosion and Pitting in Steam Boilers.
Send
J. C.

for References.

WlfANS, 220 Fremont

St-, 8. F.. Cal.

Mining and Scientific Press
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

.

Cast Steel

UP TO

ETC.

SHAFT-SINKING,

TUNNELING,

CO.,

MACHINE WORKS,

CALIFORNIA

WM

(|

W^.

apd ^acliipe

Irop

.ttAKU^ACTURBRS OP.

Mv

CONTRACTORS,

and others interested in

[Sept. 15, 1888

H.

BIRCH &

CO.,

ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,
No. 119 Beale St.,

San Francisco

-

-

BUILSER OP

WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS.

Stpam Engines, Flour

Mill,

Mining, Saw Mill and
True to pattern and superior In strenfftli, toughness and durability to Oast or Wrought
Dredelns Machines
Iron In any position or for any service.
Brodle Rock Cruebera,
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
Side Walk and Hand-Power

Tables of Progress
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MAWITH MAPS, rLLUSTBATlONS
CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.
AND FCLI. DESCRIPTION OF THE

Engineers'

NEW YORK

SOFT and DUCTILE,

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

ELEVATORS.
Manufacturers of B. E. Henrlckson'B Patent Automatic
Safety Catches for Klevators. All kinds of macbinnrj
^^Ordbrs Solicithd.
made and repaired.

UNION IRON WORKS,
SACRAMENTO, GAL.

&

ROOT, NBILSON

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.

CO..

MASUFACTURKES OP

Section

16zl6

Length 36

feet;

miles.

ALSO

Steel Rods, from i to 3 inch diameter and Flats from 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and other shape
Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
12 to 45 pounds per yard.
ALSO, Kailroad and Mercliant Iron, Rolled
Beams, Angle, Channel, and T iron, Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forgings of all kinds, Iroa and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

Steel

aiBD EDITION NOW KEADT.
SENT ESEE ON APPLICATION

HIOHFST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND
For Catalogues, Estimates, Etc. address:

ROCK

INGERSOLL

DRILL

iS" Orders

St.,

and

21

Fremont

have prompt attention.

Send

for Catalogues.

PACIFIC B,0LLINO KILL

Front St,

202 Market

St.,

[ESTABLISHED IN

1855.]

Sfft'XX X*xr<%>xxoleioo.

IF^ro:

REDUCTION!

Propeller Engines, either

Best and Cheapest in America.

High Pressure or Compound,

MINING MACHINERY.— Hoisting Engines and
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Care, Pumping Engines
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settli
torts, Concentrators,

rs,

PERFORATED SHEET METAL

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR

Mold-Board

inrst St..

between Howard

Si

Folsom,

S. F.

THORNTON THOMPaOH

rUOUAS THOMPSON

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

f|

EUREKA FOUNDRY,
HANUFAOTOBXBB OP OABTIHeB OF BVBRT DBBOBIPTIOK.
C. K.

ORTON.

.'.

its

H. WILLIAMS.

Ox-toax,

MANCP'RS OF GENERAL MACHINERT,
Works, No. 315 Mission St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to Woodworkinj; Machinery,

Steam and Gaa Engines.

Correspondence

solicited.

Mining Engineers.
N.

S.

KEITH,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
Inventor and Manufacturer of

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

or ALL KINDS,

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.

Pmnp

Etc.

Contractor for the Construction of Elhctrio Railways

or Air ColTunna, Fish
Tanks for Salmon Canneries
Pipe,

AMALGAMATORS,

DRY.

ENGINESsBOILERS
Water

Miners iron Works.

T;^llllf«.xxi.s

etc.

Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging
Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

Oat,

Furnaces, Re-

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY. -Flour

to.

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL

Wet

Mill

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
Sau Francisco, Cal.
^l & Z23 First St.,
"W.

for Drj* or

Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets,

For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revulving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
ing and MilUng Machinerj-. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc and other metals punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated SlotJCut
burred and Slot Punched screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (fine;.

&

Sacramento,

129 and 131 Beale St., between Mission and Howard, S.F.

pressors,- Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.-Batterics

JOHN

N a o Sta.,

Golden State Pressure Blowers.

Stern or Side- wheel Engines.

No imitation, no deception, no planished or rotten
Iron used. Only genuine Kusaia iron in Quartz Screens.
Planished iron screens at nearly half my former rates.
I ha\e a lai^e supply of Eatterj' Screens on hand
HUitahle for the Huntington and all Stamp Mills, which I
will sell at 20 per fent discount.

and Quartz Mills Machinery
up and repaired.

STEVENSON'S PATENT

-MAXUFACTDRERfl OF—

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-

BATTERY~~SCREENS.

Mills

Manufacture Iron Castings emd Machinery
of all Kinds at Sreatly Reduced Ratea

Proprietors.

St,

QUICK, Proprietor,

bet.

San Francisco.

IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES,

0£B.oev 23.3

Orders promptly attended

Saw

constructed, fitted

Address

CO.,

Boilers,

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flouring Mills,

Golden State

SAN FEANCISCO. OAL.
GREAT

Engines,
AM) ALL ElXnS OF

STBEI..

FULTON

PARKE & LACY,
8 California

will

CO.,

RSPRESEKTBD BT

Steam

STEFL RAILS 'from

AKD

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by fVleans

OF BVBRT DSSCRIPnOK.
Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to aod at v^ry moaerato rate&

AOBKTO FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

of

T>GSk,XXG S-tGet,jaOL I'-VLZXXXi.

^ySend

SPECIALTIES

Electricity.

for Circulars giving f^rticulars,

OfQce, 40 NevadaBlocfc.San Francisco. Cal.
Factory, 11 *e 23 Stevenson St.

Corliss Engines and Tnstln Ore Pulverizers.
DBANB STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Peed Water Purifier and Heater.

ISRAEL W. KNOX,
Gives the highest efficiency of any Wheel in the world'
and is everywhere recognized as the standard for hiyh
pressure service,

CPWABOS OF

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

Power from these Wheels can be transmitted by electricity several miles with small Io'JS, and n^ade available
for running Mills. Pumping and Hoisting Works, Trim
cars, etc
Address

GELATINE-DYNAMITE,

Practical Treatise on Hydraulic
By AUG. J. BO WEE, Jr.
new and

importEinfc

in

the Marl<et.

which contains

Office.

94 per cent of Nltro-Olycerlne,

Stronger than Dynamite and

W. SPAULDINQ
Manufacturers of

Francisco.

EstabUshed 1856.

TUBES & CO

611 and 613 Front St., San Francisco.

Gen-

ANB

uine Russia Iron, Homogeneous Steel, Cast Steel or
American planished Iron.

CHISEL

INVENTORS,
L.

Inserted Tooth

slot

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes.
fornia Perforatipj Screen Co., 145 & 147 Beale St

TAKE

,

Saws.

NOTICE

petersonTmodel maker,

BIT

CIRCULAR

CaliS. P.

Market St.N. E. cor. Front (upstairs), San Francisco
Experimental machinery %Qd »U kiofifl Ol metal, tip,
copper and brass.
.58

ArcWtecture,

Drawisg

723 Market

SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of

all

logue.

kinds made,to order.

Send for Descriptive Cata

17 aod 1& fremont

St.,

and

and

A.

San Francisco.

kmmg.

Street.
Sa.n Fbakcisco.

VAN DER NAILLEN,

President.

Assayinpof Ores, 325; Bullion and Chlorination Asftay,
$25; Blowpipe Assay, §10 Full course of assaying, $50.
Send for circular.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Civil and Mining- Bng-inee r,
MINING EXPERT akd GEOLOGIST.
Address " Business Box A,"

QUARTZ SCREENS

specialty.
Round,
or burred slot holes.

SnrveylDg,

The History Building,

CAL.

SPAULDING'S
A

Mechanical
'

for Sale.

book is on the use an'* conDams, Pipes, Flow of Water

Civil,

Mining Engineering,

BANDMANN,
NIELSEN & CO.,
GENERAL AQBNTS. SAN FRANCISCO

on Heavy Grades, methods of mining shallow and deep
placers, history and development of mines, records of
gold washing, mechanical appliances, such as nozzles,
hurdy-gurdys, rockers, undercurrents, etc.; also describes
methods of blasting; tunnels and sluices; t^ailing^ and
dump; dut}' of miners' inch, etc A very practical work
for gold miners and users of water. Price, $5, post-paidFor sale by Dbwbt s Co., Publishers, 252 Market St., San

CoDStantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope
Slsa Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay Rope, Whale
Line, etc, etc
Extra sizes and lengths made to order on short notice

Practical,

Is fromthree to fourtimesstronger than ordinary Blasting Powder, and is used hy all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

N.

San Francisco. CaL

St.,

even Safer in Handling.

struction of Ditches, Flumes,

San Francisco Cordage Factory,

287 First

and

rOR RAII-ROADS AND IiAND CI-EARING.

Mining.

& Supplies.

Mines Examined, Reports and Estimates Furnished.
Contracts made, etc.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
OAPfi and KUSE
127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO. CAT.

This

Mines, tfiniii^ Machinery

Of Different Strengths as Bequlred.

NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE,"

tised.

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION.

AM> PUaCHABIKG AOBNT FOR

Manufactiire Three Kinds of Powder, which are acknowledged by all the Great Chemiats of the World aa

600 IN USE.

From 12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
It is not only most economical of water, but the most
mple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, Hoisting,
Pumping, or any other purpose where water power can

Mining and Mechanical Engineer

office

of

this paper, San

Francisco.

ROSS

E.

BROWNE,

Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,
No. 307 SA.NBOMB St., Sah Fbakcisco.

Back Filbs of the Mining and ScnraTryio Prfbs) unbound) can be had for $3 per volxune of six months. Per
year (two volumes) S5. Inserted n Pewey's patent binder, &0 cents additional per volume.

I

Mining and 'Scientific Press.
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S1,000 OSZ^^LLZEnSTG-E
HUNDRED ^ND SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

FIVE

PRICE
OVKR
tear

1400

(0575.00)

ARE NOW

merely Domlnal.

Biro

Street,

tjian

O. ^,

r*.

IN USE.

A machlae

Frauoli»Go.

Coowjotrfttlons uro clcao from the flret workinj.'. The wo*r and
caa b« wen In workiog ordvr uid ready to make teste at 820 JTreuiont

TiiR HOKTAKA COUPANT (Limited), LONDON, Outobof a, 1885.
Drar 8iR»:— Having tested throe of your Fruc Vaooers In a competitive trial with othtr similar machlnei
we havu aatiblled oureolves of the superiority ot your Vanoers, sit ia evldonctxl by the fact ol our having
ordureu twenty more ot .your uiaobiavs (or Uumodlato delivery. Voura truly,

(Triumiih).

a—Sioce the above waa written tho 20 Vanners havloK boon

N.

tional Frues

and more eitampe have been purchiBcJ.

THE MONTANA COMPANY

(Limited).

atartwi gave such natisfactioD that 44 addi-

ADAMS

8i

CARTER.

Protected by pat^nU May 4. 1869; December 22, 1874; September 2, 1879; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881- Fubiuary 20, 18«8; Soptcinbyr 18, lss3. PatuiitB applied for.

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR

ADAMS & CARTER,

OR VANNING MAOHINE.

$1,000

Room

7. No.

109

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

California Street,

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED,
PR P
V^ P
I

'

V

I

L-.

I

FIVE
J

HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS
(S330-00)-

The present improved form of the celebrated " Triumph " Ore Concentrator possesses many advantages over any
otherr style of Vannere, Vanning Machines, or Concentrators, yet introduced to the notice of mining men. These advantages consist in the superior features which enter into their construction, and facilitate their operation.
They are constructed in the best manner; their frames being of iron, insures their solidity, durability, and perfect
steadiness of motion when operated. They are built as compactly as their requisite strength will permit, weigh less, re.
quire less freight apace in boxes, by which their cost of transportation is reduced, and occupy less mil! room when set upAn important improvement has recently been introduced into their construction, which consists of a Riffle Tableplaced in front of and which takes the discharge from the feed and amalgam bowl. The improvement is in the recipro,
cal motion which is imparted to this table by the longitudinal motion of the shaking frame to which the table is attached. We have at hand many testimonials, from well-known Superintendents of mines in different mining districts
of the United States, bearing evidence of the efBciency and superiority of this form of Concentrator, and we shall be
pleased to send Circulars covering such letters of testimony, and, as well, directions for setting up and operating these
machines, and are ready to quote special prices for any considerable order.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,

"TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR.

COMPRESSED AIR

KTofii. St&

and

to 51 I'r-oxxxont

St..

Sa,xx I»r.axiLolisoo. Co,!,

WATER POWER MACHINERY.

RIX & FIRTH, 225 and 227
COMPRESSORS.
NATIONAL AIR

First

St

San Francisco.

SINGLE OR DUPLEX, STEAM OR BELT POWER.
62 Sold on the Paclflc Coast.

KNIGHT'S
MILLS,

WATER

WHEEL,

MINERS' HORSE WHIM.

PUMPING AND

Over 300 In
anteed.

use.

HOISTING.

All estimates guar-

Send for Circular.

All wrowelit iron.

No gearB, nobreakage.

One horsi

will easily handle rock or water to a depth
3 50 feet, givioK entire satisfaction to the prospector.
Price, complete, $200. 150 sold on this Coast.

NATIONAL ROCK DRILL.
SOO Sold on this Coast. Has
JesH repairs than any other
Drill.

NOTICE.— All
the

NOTICE TO GOLD MINER8I

full

our plates are guaranteed to have
weight of silver afjreed upon, and are tested be-

fore leaving' our works, thereby avoiding the complaints

about

lit'ht

weight,

made

so often before

we

started

in this branch of industry.

I

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.
521 & 523 Market

St.,

San Francisco,

-DKALBR IN
GRAVEL, OR PLACER MINES.
MADE OP BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.
Assayers' and Mining Material.
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
— MANUPACTURKR OF
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.
BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

SAN

FRANCISCO

NOVELTY

AND PLATING WORKS.

Agent

for

HOSKINS'

HYDEO-CARBON ASSAY FURNACES

r*.

.A..

HXjnxr^riiNrorroKr,
MANUFACTURER OF

Centrifugal

Quartz

Roller

Mills,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS.
Mining Machinery of Every Description,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR
Centrifugal Boiler Qnartz Mill.

No. 45

FREMONT STREET,

.

.

SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL.

OBE OBUSHEB
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WM.

H.

TAYLOR,

R.

President.

S.

MOOEB,
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L. R.

Superintendent.

Howard

Sts.,

Secretary.

WORKS

RISDON IRON & LOCOMOTIVE
Location of Works, S. E. Cor. Beale and

MEAD,

San Francisco.
Has the Following Advantages:

Manufacturers and Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast for

HEINE SAFETY

WATER TUBE

AND FACILITY OP INSPECTION
60,000 Eor&e Power now in

BOILER.

and REPAIRS.
use.

Boilers can be seen working in San Francisco at Palace Hotel, Spring Valley
& Co., California Jute Mills, and other places.

Water Works

Hueter Bros.

Guaranteed Mor«
J=fi

Bfflclent

than any other Boiler made.

U X Jl^X^ZESIfLS

~OJ?«
REFRIOEKAXING MACHINERY for Steamships, Breweries, and Cellan.
WILSON'S PATENT 6AS-PRODUCKK.
STEAM BOILEBS of all descriptions.
SUGAR MACHINERY—Sugar Mills, Vacuum Pans, Clariflers, Double Effects, etc

ODAKTZ MILLS—Gold and Silver, Copper and Lead Smelting Works, Roasting Furnacea jf all kioda.
AIR COMPRESSORS— Rope Power Transmission.
HYDRAULIC PUMPING and Hoisting Machinery.
WKOUGHT-IRON WATER PIPE a Specialty. Notk.—Have just completed order for 36 miles ol 44-Incb
pipe of i-incli iron for Spring Valley Water Works Company, San Francisco.
SAW-MILL MACHINERY of all kinds.
STEAMSHIPS—^team Yachts, Marine Engines and Boilers, Screw Propellers, Centrifugal Pumps, Steamship
STEAM ENGINES —Corliss, Slide-Valve, Poppet Valve Automatic, Single, and Compound.
Pumps, Steam Capstans, Cargo Winches, eta
SOLE MANUFACTURERS for Pacific Coast of the Celebrated "Heine" Patent Safety Boiler (Water Tube); i^Builders of 120-staaip Gold Mill for the Alaska Mill and Mining Company; 60-8tamp Mill for Quartz Mountain
50,000 horse power now in use.
Mining
Company.
AEACBETH PATENT STEEL-BIM PULLEYS—Fifty per cent lighter and 25 per cent cheaper than
-inst-

Send for Clrcnlar and Price

iron pulleys; will not break in transportation.

Lists.

The Hazelton
Is
1888.

i.850.
B01LDER8 OF

MINING MACHINERY.
GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS:
1

27

First St.,

San Francisco,

Boiler

acknowledged by the most eminent Engineers in the
country to he the greatest improvement that has
ever been made in a Steam Generator.

Cal., U. S. A.

New Tork Office, 145 Broadway.
IT IS UNEQUALED
FOR SAFETY, ECONOMY AND DURABILITY.
PLANTS FOR GOLD ANH SILVER MILLS.
embracing' machinery of LATEST DF.'^IGN ami
MOST IMPROVJED construction. We offer our
customers tlie BEST RESULTS OF 38 TEAKS'
EXPERIENCE in this SPECIAL LINE ol
worlt, and are PREPARED to furnish the MOST
APPROVED character of MINING AND BEBoiler.
DCCTION M A OHINERT. aiiapted to all srajes of
ores and SUPERIOR to tliat of anv other malte, at
SEND FOE CIRCULAR.
the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
We are &Ur, prepared to CONSTKUCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING ORD ER,
In
any locality, MILLS. CONCENTRATION
WORKS, WATER JACKET SMELTING
FURNACES, HOISTING WORKS, PUMPING MACHINERY, ETC., ETC., of any DESIRED CAPACITY.
127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Sole Manufacturers for the Pacific Coast,

A Saving

.

in Fuel of at Least

20 per cent Guaranteed

over any other form of

PACIFIC IRON

WORKS,
t: :e-

Cor.

&

GREGORY

H. P.

Fremont and Mission

DOUBLE "ECONOMIC" STAMP MILL.

CO.

San Francisco,

Sts.,

Cal.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN ALL CLA SES OF

MACHINERY
SOLE AGENTS FOB
WILLIAMSON

A. FAY a CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
PRANK & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
NEW HAVEN MANUFQ CO.'S MA-

J.

ANU

BOILERS.

PAYNE'S VERTICAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

SON'S MACHINISTS

AND HORI-

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

TOOLS.

BICKFORD'S POWER DRILLS.
BLAKE'S
PUMPS.

UOISTING

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

BEMENT &

BROS'

ENGINES.

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

IMPROVED STEAM

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

WEBBER CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
PERIN BAND SAW BLADES.
STURTEVANT BLOWERS AND

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

EXHAUSTS.
SHIMER MATCHER HEADS.
BRAINARD MILLING MACHINES.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
SCHLENKER'S BOLT CUTTERS.

DISSTON-S CIROULAR SAWS.

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTING INJECTORS AND EJECTORS.

^^

^

iS^

HOLLOWAY FIRE EXTLNQUISUERS.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACKRUBBER GOODS.
LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS.
IKG

CO.'S

a. W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACKING, PAINT, ETC,

YACHT ENGINES.

2

TO 100

H,

P.,

We have here the Stamp Mill in a cheap and simple form. The high drop of the old stamp
more than compensated for by the great weight (1200 tbs. each) of our stamps, and the ra-

There are 4 shoes in each stamp, so
pidity (300 strokes each per minute) with which they run.
that there are 4800 strokes of the shoes on the dies per minute. Leas power is required than in
any other mill to do the same amount of work.
The Mortar has screens at both ends, giving ample discharge. There are no cams or tapThe stamps adjust themselves as the shoes wear,
pets to wear or be adjusted.

AN AUTOMATIC ORB FEEDER

ENGINES and BOILERS
FROM

is

fl.LWAYS IN STOCK

Goes with each

SUPPLIES

AND

LUBRICATING

OILS.

We

also

have a suitable

Several Mills are now in the mines doing excellent work. The
mill for small mines, bat we believe it is destined to supersede the
LARGEST CAPACITS",

ta.ttj:m:
MILL

Mill.

34 and 36
.

FREMONT STREET,

&

"Economic" is not only a
old stamp in mills of the

BO"w-E3sr,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAX

Manufacturers of Mioing and Sawmill Machinery, Enginee, Boilers, Etc,

Ab IMusi rated Jlmnsl &i
BY DEWEY &

CO.

Engine Lathes.

Co'jiparative Mythology.

An

interestiDg leotare

was given before

on Monday eveniog

of Sciences

tfae

last

by Adley H. CummiDS on the sobjeot of comMr. CamminB aaid that
parative mythology.
many of the mythological tales had no ulterior
aim but to entertain, simply appealing to the
craving in humanity for fiction. They were
tales which grew up aronodsome half-developed
He proceeded to give an inter*
savage custom.
eating account of the religion of the Aryans,
their goda and surroundings; of the eun myths,
Daphne and Apollo; Daphne, the tirst love of
Phtcbus; of Alpheus, the river-god, and the
nymph Arethusa; of Eudymion and Selene,

The engraving shown on
the Lodge Davis

&.

this

page represents

Co. engine lathe.

mi

P®pwlm Selene &

SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

Fubllahers.

Academy

Mlmlrngg

22,

-^^Br?

^ — — Humtier
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lets to suit

each and every size wanted.

each lathe

is

-

With

12.

Copper Ore in Heaps.

following attachments,

sent the

which are usually furnished only as extras by

Tbey other manufacturers

Mi

Compound

:

rest,

full-

The

roasting of ore in heaps or

mounds

comparatively cheap procees.

slow but

is

a

The

swing 17, 19, 21, 24, 27 swing rest, taper attachment and automatic method varies slightly in different countries.
any length hed. The out stop for carriage. These lathes are also pro* In this country furnaces are mainly used for
given represents the 24-iach and 27-inch lathes, vided with the usual steady and follower rests. ores requiring roasting, but when heaps are
The agents for their sale on this coast are roasted a single heap usually contains 30 to 40
which, though massive in size, are as easily handled by their special conveniences as the smaller Parke & Lacy, Nos. 21 and 23 Fremont street, tons of ore, and requires five or six weeks for the
this oity.
operation.
In preparing it, a bed of cordwood
sizes.
Miners' Cabins in Alaska, especially for about Itt feet square is laid as the base of the
Nothing but the best material and workmanship is used in their construction. Spindles winter occupation, have to be more substantial, pyramid that is to be composed of ore. Directmade from bigh*grade special steel and are hol- ly constructed than the same class of shelters ly upon the ground a course of thick billets of
are

made

in six sizes to

and 3S inches, and

of

and the boxes are made from the best are in the Sierras. The Ouneau Free Press wood is laid, the sticks being parallel, a little
for taking up says that the miners there, however, find no distance apart to permit passage of a current of
Above this, other courses of wood are laid
difiiculty in keeping their cabins warm and air.
wear and for easy and constant lubrication.

low,

phosphor bronze being provided

THE LODGE DAVIS & COMPANY ENGINE LATHE.
The live heads are webbed their entire length
Orpheus and Eurydice; Varuna, Indra, Thor,
Heimdol, Bragi, Oegir ; Surya, the dweller and not weakened by cutting to make room for
in the globe of the sun; Aphrodite, who arose reverse plate, as no reverse plate is need.
from the sea ; Agoi, Vulcan, Prometheus, AH feeders are reversed in the apron. Tail
Hermes and other gods of ancient lore of the stocks have set over and are particularly solid
heavens, the earth and the under world. Re- and substautial, with heavy spindles and cenferring to the god Thor, who, in the tales of ters and nuts and clamping bolts of steel.
The lead screws are steel, extra large, placed
mythology, sat in the form of a raven on the
shoulders of Hugin and Munin, the lecturer directly under the front, V, on which the tailsaid he might be taken as a fit emblem of the stock slides, are inside of bed and covered, taknewspaper of to-day. The god looks into the ing hold of the carriage in the center of its
doings of men and of all things, and in many weight, and directly under the line of strain
of the

Vedic hymns we are borne entirely out

of

when

cutting screws.

Russian ovens, more closely and crosswise, forming a bed five
as they are or six inches thick, requiring altogether about
made of stone, in the shape of a large box-stove, a cord of wood for a single heap. A wooden
from three to four feet long inside, from 18 to chimney or box-flue 9 or 10 inches square is set
comfortable, as they

make use

which are very simple

of

to build,

20 inches wide, and the same in depth, with up vertically in the center, passing down
an iron plate on top to cook on. The chimney through the bed of fuel and reaching above the
is built of the
same material. Miners who top of the heap. A small quantity of charcoal
wintered here last winter and the previous is put in at the bottom of the box or chimney,
winter went out every day to cut their regular and the heap is ignited when ready by setting
firewood, and so far no severe cases of frozen

limbs have occurred.

Indians travel and live

They subsist
on dried moose, caribou meat and fish.

in brush-houses all winter.

ly

chief-

A

Railroad to the Livermore Coal Mines.
survey for a railroad from Livermore to the
feature where large quantities of work of one coal mines, a distance of about eight miles, is
proach of daybreak. Neither the birds flying kind are being done, besides making it very now being made by the Livermore Coal Mining
days.
in the air nor the rivers in their sleepless flow handy to drop rack pinions out if desired when Co., and work will be begun within 90
can attain a knowledge of his power or wrath. cutting screws. No worms or worm gears are The company is now working day and night
and
His spies behold both worlds. He himself has used, consequently all feeds will reverse in- with three shifts of men on their incline,
a thousand eyes. He knows the flight of birds stantly without losing a fraction of a revolu- have a four-foot vein of good clean coal.
his

nance the moon shines in the sky, and the stars
which are visible by night disappear on the ap-

automatic stop for the carriage.

This

is

quite a

A

on the sea, the tion.
The foHowing rest is provided with means of
The wild gooseberries which grow plentifully
course of the (ar-sweeping wind, and perceives
an the hidden things that have been or shall be adjustment so that any size shaft within range in the neighborhood of Truckee are pronounced
may be handled witboat stopping to make ool- better than the tame fruit,
done,

in the sky, the

I

path

of

ships

to the coal.

The

ore

five feet

is

formed into a heap about four or

high on this foundation and around

the central

chimney.

The

pieces are

larger

placed on the inside and the whole covered on

man communiThe dog shown on the bed may be set and
Maker. By his ordi- clamped at any point, and will then form an

the realms of mythology, and
cates directly with

fire

the outside by a layer of fine

This

stufl*.

is

so

disposed as to control the rate of combustion,

promoting

it if

too slow in any part

by opening

a passage for the draught, or checking

rapid by covering more closely.

when burning

rapidly, the ore slags; or,
is

too

require only sufficient attention

to insure a proper rate.

cination

it if

The heaps

If

allowed to burn too

if

too slowly, the cal-

imperfect and the

fire

may

go out

altogether, requiring rehandling, with a loss of

time and money.

Tailings,

owing

to their fine

condition, caonot well be roasted in heaps.
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The Russell Process.
Its Practical

Application and Economic
Results.

{Continued from our

last.)

G.— Mechanical Treatment of the Products.
precipitatsd sulphides are removed from
three precipititing-tanks for aolution about
three days, and the precipitate from
in
once
the wash-water tanks at the same time if the
wash-water has been precipitated by sodium sulphide, otherwise, usually only once a week. To
remove the sulphides, the clear solution ia decanted by means of the surface discharge as
low as possibie. The gate or valve on the
rear of the precipitating-tanks is then opened,
and the sulphides allowed to run out into the
trough or launder leading to the tank for the
storage of sulphides. The sulphides are permitted to settle in this tank, and the clear
solution again decanted, so as to save running
The storage-tank, of the
it through the preas.
size given in the drawing, will hold the sulphides for one week's run, or about 700 tons of
average ore. The sulphides may be more compact and reduced in bulk about two-thirds by
using a jet of steam in the storage-tank. But,
if this is done, the aulphidea should be allowed
to cool before pressing, for reasons explained further on. When the sulphides are to be
pressed, all the valves between the storagetmk for sulphides and the filter-press (except the steam valves on top of the preaauretank) are opened, so that the sulphides run
the
freely through the pressure-tank into
In fnia way, two-thirds of the presapress.
mg is accomplished by gravity. While the
sulphides are running into the press, the contents of the tank are occasionally stirred.
When the press is so full that the solution
comes only slowly from it, the valve between
the sulphide storage-tank and the iron presstank is closed, and as soon as the liquid in the
presBure-tank has sunk below the level of the
small valve on the side of the pressure-tank,
three or four inches below the top, steam at
fall pressure is turned into the pressure-tank,
until again the clear solution comes only slowly
from the filter-press. It is best not to have the
pressure-tank quite full when the steam is
turned into it, as the solution would be heated
l^ it, and a hot solution has a bad effect on the
filter-cloths, so that they do not last more than
one-half as long as they otherwise would.
"When the press is full, which is indicated by
the pressure-gauge, as well as by the alow running of the clear solution from the press, the
steam is turned off and allowed to escape from
the pressure-tank, and the valve between the
pressure-tank and the press is closed. The trough
under the press, for conducting off the clear
solution, is then removed, and a large iron pan
about three feet wide, five inches deep and
long enough to reach the whole length of the
press between the legs, and having handles, is
placed underneath the press. The press is then
emptied by sliding the plates apart, and inserting a wooden (not a metal) paddle behind the
cakes which causes them to drop into the pan.
If distance -rings are used, they are removed
from press by the handles and the cakes pushed out. When the press ia first opened, a
small amount of solution may run out, so that
it is best to have the press siet in a low tank,
about two inches deep, and with a drain-pipe
in one corner leading down to the sump under
the press.
An IS-inch press has a capacity without

The

fahe

corresponding to about 250
pounds of dry sulphides per hour. The distancerings are used when a greater capacity is desired, but the cakes will then contain a greater
percentage of moisture.
The appearance of sulphides pressed at 150
pounds per inch does not indicate the presence
of more than 10 per cent moisture, but they
have in reality about 38 to 42 per cent. If
these sulphides are dried in a reverberatory
furnace, 0.5 per cent ia likely to be lost in
distance- rings

dust, and considerable labor is involved.
The best method of drying ia by steam, in
which there is no loss, and which requires only
a iH)miB(al amount of labor. After being dried,
which occupies two or three days, the sulphides are sampled on the iron fioor bsside the
steam drier.
The lead carbonate precipitate
is pressed and dried in the same manner as the
sulphidea.

H.— General Remarks.
While the first wash-water is draining from
the leaching- tank, preparatory to using the
leaching solutions, cracka are likely to be formed, due to a slight settling of the ore.
Before
the leaching solutions are used these cracks
should be filled up by smoothing over the surface of the charge with a wooden hoe. Also
before and during the use of the extra aolution, particular care should be used in fitling up
any cracka, especially around the sides of the
charge; otherwise the effect of the exttra aolution may be decreased.
For maintaining a partial vacuum under the
filter and thus accelerating the leaching and
circulating the extra solution, the Aller leadlined siphon pump is the best.
It ia applicable
iu all oaaea except on such extremely fine material as that at Silver City, another ease of
which is not likely to be found. The various
sizes used are Nos. 2. 3 and 4 for leaching-tanks
of 12, 14 and 16 feet dftimeter, respectively.
If the leaching-rate without a vacuum is 6 to S
inches an hour, the use of a siphon pump will
usually double it.
If only one-quarter to onehalf an inch per hour, the use of a siphon

The best plan, except for shipment
is to order the tanks made in San
Francisco, in diameter about two inches larger
than as finally erected, ready to put up, with the
exception of having no dowel-pins in the bottom
and no gain in the staves. The sides of all the
tanks are straight. In making the tanks, even
if they have be^n set up in San Francisco, the
staves are dressed to sweep of tank, and of
such a length as to allow a 6-inch chime.
The gaining of the &t>ves, one inch deep, is
done by hand. No dowel-pins are used in the
bottom, but instead the sides are grooved
and joined with a tightly-fitting tongue | by 1^
inch, which is imbedded in the grooves with
white lead
All joints of the staves and bottoms, and particularly where the bottom enters the gain in
the staves, must be fitted with the greatest accuracy, and the surface forming each joiut must
be covered with white lead just before finally
putting them together. Nails or screws must
not be used anywhere. Finally, the tanks are
covered outside with three coats of white-lead
paint, the last being one of a dark color, such

pump

mended.

more

to Mexico,

If a
will often raise it to 6 or 8 inches.
positive vacuum is neccBsary, as was the
pump
Knowles
or
4
5
a
No.
case at Silver City,
is used, one being sufficient for a mill of 60
tons capacity.
The lowest six inches of the charge of ore
will sometimes show a less thorough extraction
of the silver than the uppermost six inches, or

the average of the whole charge. Therefore, than
in starting new works, or if the value of the
tailings is not satisfactory, the lowest six inches of the tailings should be sampled, and thia
should also be done whenever two methIf the
ods of leaching are to be compared.
tailings are sluiced out, the amount of water
feet
IS
sluicing
is
12
to
required
for
per ton of ore. But if roasted ore ia being
treated no additional water is required, as the
last half of the first wash-water can be used for
this purpose, being conducted down to and
stored in a suitable tank near the fire pump.

Leaching Plant.

III.

A.— General RemarJcs.— In Mr. Stetefeldt's
paper on the Russell process in its practical ap-
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American Institute as will not show dirt.
(Transactions
Mining Engineers, Vol. XV) a short description
If the lumber is perfectly dry, several coats
required
for the Russell of paint inside will be beneficial.
plant
was given of the
Too much
process.
This, however, in view of the many care cannot be used in the putting together of
improvements made in the year and a half since tbe leaching-tanks, since not only is an absothe date of that paper, is not sufficient, lutely tight tank required, if the ejectors»are to
especially as no plans and only one detailed be used to accelerate the leaching, but also bedrawing were given. The working drawings cause the use of the ejectors will greatly aughere given comprise the best features of five ment any defect in the tank. In the construcleaching plants, built especially for the process, tion of storage and precipitating tanks for
and of the Sombrerete plant now being con- solution, BO much oare is not necessary, but
structed. With the exception of two minor will be found advantageous. But the conetracdetails on the precipitating-tanks there is noth- tion of the precipitating-tanks for wash-water
ing given but what has stood the test of actual requires more care than for any other except the
practical experience.
The plant is entirely leaching-tank, as the wash-water requires to be
independent and complete as it stands and may heated if the precipitation is by acid and iron.
be situated wherever convenient, without refer- These tanks should be of dry lumber, carefully
rence to the position of the crushing plant for raw put together and coated with paint. The diores, or for the crushing chlorodizing plant for mensions and number of all tanks are given
plication

roasting ores, except as regards the easy transportation of the raw. or roasted ore between the

two

plants.

Consequently when either one of the two
above-mentioned plants for the preparation of
the ore already exists in connection with amalgamation, the change to the Russell process
can ba made by the erection of the plant herein
described without stopping or removing the
amalgamation plant. The plant has its own
boiler, and no engine is required.

TABLE XXUIa.
TUE PLANT i'KR DAY FOR VARIODS ORES
ANUWAILINGS TREATED UY TUE RUSSKIiL I'ROCRSB.

CArAClTY

OI'

a

i
o.

o

.

V a

1«

1
"

S.1^

d.2
-

rt

u

Silver Re:f

..

Pioche
Parral

Lokc

)
\-

J

Valley.."^

ol

^B
•SS

•3

a

Si
D.B

r.R

S'"

w

&:

S.S

S.2

s^

a

Ontario

o

So.

o

ri

Cusi
Chloride

r-°=

.a

,=.2

a

s
rH

S

ti

?^a

Daly
Sombrerete

1^:

1
JS

s

Pai-ral

Yedraa

S

^

o
S n

Tons
80.
100.
SO.
86.
SS.
60.
65.
65.
60.
70.
79.

O

55.
6S.
65.
59.
60.

CS)

U.

o

\l

C
1^-;

110
155
110
170
145
SO
130
130
120
110
140

ii.
44.
41.
4S.
64.

Tons,
100
13n
100
1-10

120
70
110
110
100
100
120

12 hours allowed for filling each lanW.
U

hours allowed lor emptying each tank

if

are " sluiced out."
12 hours allowed for emptying each tank
are " shoveled out."

if

the

tailin;

the tailings

Table XXIIIa gives the capacity of the plant
for various raw and roasted ores and tailings
in tons per day.
This capacity may be further

increased to the extent of 30 per cent by the addition of two more leaching-tanks, without making any change in the, rest of the plant. On
the other hand, it is not advisable to erect less
than six leaching-tanks, since the remainder of
the plant should be the same even if only four
leaching-tanks were used. In the drawings
showing the elevation of 'the plant, imaginary
grade-lines are shown, one being about 25° and
the other about 30". These grades would be
the most suitable, but they are by no means
necessary. At Sombrerete the same kind of
plant is being constructed on a grade of only
12" to 15°.

The building containing the pressure-tank,
steam-drier can be put in
front of the sump for the solution pump and
the storage-tank for sulphides, instead of at
the side.
In the plan, the fioors are supposed to be removed, but are shown in the elevation. Pipes,
details and dimensions are omitted in some of
the views, in order to avoid a complicated
drawing, but are given iu the others. Figures
alongside of pipe-lines indicate the sizes of the
pipes.
All tauks of all kinds, and all troughs
or launders are accessible on every side.
filter-press,

and

B.— Leaching and Storage Tanks and the
Tank for the Preparation of the Estra
Solution.
All the wooden tanks are usually of white
cedar, but this material is not necessary, as
was shown at Silver City, the tank lumber
being obtained only a few miles from the mill,
and pat in position while comparatively green.
Syglj ^ ppyrse W Pot» however, t:p \»P recom-

the drawings, the storage-tanks being of
the
same dimensions as the precipitating'
tanks.
The space under the filter in the leachingtanks should be as small as possible. The false
bottoms for these tanks are prepared as follows:
Wooden slats 1 finches high and 1 inch wide
and separated one inch from each other, are
fastened to the inside of the bottom of the
leaching-tanks by screws imbedded in thick
white lead. The side of the slats next to the
bottom is cut out. about every 7 or 8 inches,
^ inch deep and 3 inches wide, so that a paS'
age for the solution is established everywhere,
Between the end of tbe slats and the staves a
clear space 1 ^'inches wide is left all round
strip of wood 1^ inches high and 1 inch wide,
previously cut by a saw on one side in many
places and well soaked In water so thut it will
bend easily, is fastened around the slats, leaving an annular space five eighths inch wide be
tween the strip and the staves. One thickness
of stiff matting (covering the slats and the oir
cular strip, but not the annular space) forms a
foundation for the filter cloth proper.
The latter. No. 8 canvas duck, is cut to a d
ameter 6 inches greater than the inside of the
tank so that the edges can be pressed into the
annular space described above, and kept in pofition by forcing down a one-half-inch rope. The
filter does not require to be removed oftener
than once in six or eight months.
There is only one outlet to the leachingtanks, which is in the center. It consibts of a
threaded cast-iron flange, bolted to the bottom,
the bolts passing through the bottom, and to
gether with the heads being imbedded in white
lead. The details of these flanges, and the manner of connecting the two hose with them, are
given in Figs. 12, 13, and 16 of the details.
There are three storage- tanks, the uses of
which vary according to circumstances, as fol
lows:
If raw ore is being treated, one of
First.
them B) is always used for the preparation of
the extra solution, and the other two (G, O) for
heating and storing warm solution, which is always used in treating raw ores. Second. If
roasted ore is being treated and there is ample
leaching-tank capacity, the extra is made up on
the ore, the storage tank {H) being used for
heating and storing warm stock solutions, and
the other two {G, G) for cold stock solution, the
coils in the bottom of the latter two not being
Third. But if the leaching-tanks are to
used.
be run to their utmost capacity, the atoragetank (H) is used for the preparation of the extra
solution and one of the other two for warm
stock solution and one for cold. The bottoms
of the storage-tanks are six feet above the tope
The method of heating
of the leaching-tanks.
the solution is by means of a coil consisting of
about 100 feet of I:|-inch lead pipe in each tank,
supported on wooden blocks about 4 or 5 inches
above the bottom. In regard to the triple connection between the three storage-tanks, in the
first and second cases described above, the valves
on the two tanks (G, G) are left open all the
time, and the valve on {H) shut all the time.
In the third case all the valves are kept
in

—
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of the storage-tanks and is removed once
every few months.
This sediment, if disturbed, would pass out
of the storage-tanks on to the surface of the

ore In the leaching-tanks, and any portion of it
deposited after tbe use of tbe extra solution
might be thrown out with the tailings. But
this box has for tank [H) an additional use if
the extra solution is made up in that tank, as it
serves as a chemical-box in which the chemicals
for the extra solution are dissolved by tbe solution passing through it.
At the bottom of each storage-tank around
the outlets are small boxes about six laches
high, with perforated tops, which act, not only
to prevent the solution being drawn down below six inches, thus keeping back sediment, but
also keep chips, etc., from getting into the
pipes and valves, over the leaching-tanks. Bat
if the storage-tank (77) is used for the preparation of the extra solution, this box must be re-

moved so as not to keep back any cuprous hyposulphite, or yellow precipitate, which may ba
on the bottom of the tank.
The hoops of all tanks are of round iron, flattened at one end and with a lug forged on the
outer side. The other end of the hoop is upset,
threaded, passed through a hole drilled in the
lug and a nut screwed on the end. The method
of passing the hoop by the sluice-gate is shown
in detail in Fig. 12.

C— Precipitating

and **Sump" Tanks and
Storage-Tank for Sulphides.

The

tops of the precipitation-tanks should be
of the bottom
of the leaching-tanks.
The number of the precipitating-tanks required will vary according to
the following oircumstances:
In the treatment of raw ores there is no first
wash-water to be precipitated, so that the total number of precipitating-tanks for a raw-ore
plant is only three instead of the six shown in
the drawings.
In the treatment of roasted ore from which
the solution dissolves little or no lead, the number of precipitating-tanks is the same as shown
in the drawing.
If lead is to be precipitated, three additional
tanks will be required, and should be placed between the tanks for the precipitation of solution and those for the precipitation of washwater. They may be placed in the same line
and on the same level, and the solution forced
from them into the tanks for the precipitation
of silver and copper, by means of siphon pumps.
The details of the surface discharge {d') of the
precipitating-tanks are given in detail. Figs. 6
and 7. As to the stirring apparatus, a mechanical stirrer is entirely unnecessary and in the

about four feet below the inside

way.

With an ash

oar of 16 feet length, the total
hours amcunts altogether to only one hour by one man.
For easy
stirring with the oar, the platform around the
precipitating-tanks should not be more than six
inches bolow the top of the precipitating-tanks.
The "sump "-tank (Z)) for the solution pump
has a box and strainer around the outlet, for
tbe same purpose as that described under tbe
head of storage-tanks. The storage-tank (£!) for
sulphides has no such box. The pipes from the
precipitating-tanks should be coated on the outside with asphaltum varnish; particularly is
this necessary for the discharge pipes from the

amount

of stirring in 12

wash-water precipitating-tanks.

D.— Tanks
of

for the Preparation

and Storage

Sodium Sulphide and Soda-Ash.

The tank, /, for the preparation of sodium
is of cast iron^ in two sections, the
lower being li inches thick and the upper threefourths inch. The two sections are bolted together through flanges and the joints are leaded.
On to the bottom is poured 1 to IJ inches of
melted lead. The pipe for live steam reaches
to within 1| inches of this lead plate.
The two tanks /, J, for the storage of sodium
sulphide,

sulphide, are of three-eighths inch boiler iron,
and in the drawing are represented with flanges
on top, which are not necessary.
It will be noticed that there ia a partition
forming a small room around the tank for the
preparation of sodium sulphide. This is necessary because in breaking up a drum of caustic
soda, pieces are likely to fly and get into the
storage-tanks holding the leaching solut'on.
If soda-ash is to be used as a precipitant for
lead, the same number and size of tanks should
be used as for sodium sulphide, and arranged in
the same way, but are all of three-eighths-inch
boiler iron.

B.

—

Pipes, Valves, Launders (or Troughs),
Sluice Gates and Chemlcal-Boxea.

The

sizes of all pipes are

given In the drawwhere the solution has
on iron pipes is between the
outlet of the leaching-tanks and the precipitating-tanks.
Therefore rubber hose is used,
which seldom requires renewing. Six-plysteam
hose is recommended, eimply because it is more
durable and does not kink or sag, or wear out at
the ends if continually plugged.
The line «,
leading from the center of the leaching-tank to
triple
launder,
the
is
in
one
piece.
Wooden
closed.
Above the storage-tanks and just under the' plugs are used for stopping the end. The hose
ends of the pipe which brings the solution up £, leading from the center of the leaching-tank
to the storage-tanks from the solution-pump, are to the siphon, is the same size as the other, is
boxes about 2^ feet square and one foot high in- attached to the flange below the other hose, and
The must have a gradual slope, without a sag, down
side, with one-inch holes In the bottom.
boxes over the two tanks (G, G) are for the pur- to the siphon pump, so that any drop of liquid
pose of breaking the force of the stream of so- coming from the leaching-tank will run down
lution as it comes from the pump, which would into the siphon pump.
The hose leading from the siphon pump up
otherwise disturb the small sediment of sulphides which is still mechanically held in the over the leaching-tank is also of the same size
soli^tipj^ ^nd is gradually deposited on the bot- and in one piece, and is used in oiroulating tb^,
ings.

The only

any material

place

effect

H

Mining and Scientific Press.

Sept. 22, 1888.]
The end most be movable from
one compartment of the doable launder to the
other. There u alao a shoit pieot) of hose (r)
leadioK from the siphon pump to the triple
launder, necetairy only when the tiphon pump
At other
is oaed to accelerate the leaching.
timea it is kept plugf^ed.
The eudH of both pii:<:es of hteam hose lying
over the triple launder can be moved from one
extra lolutioo.

which had been wholly or partially that

off

*'

from the lea by the gradual formation of an in
terceptiog bar. 7'hen, while the process of
evaporation was still incompUte, the district
waa raised by volcanic action, and the motherTquora from the salt lakes eventually escaped,
runuing down into the valleya, and, where they
encountered no obstacle, reucbiug the sea.
The coast Cordilleras acted as a barrier in the
(outbern portion of the district, while in the
compartment to another.
The valve in the steam pipe which furolahea northern part the liquors doubtless returned to
steam to the siphon puuipshuukl be of Jenkins' the sea. The volcanoes which produced the
pattern, and situated three or four feet above upheaval exhaled immense quantities of carthe siphon so that the leaching solution cannot bonic acid gas, by the action of which a portion
oome in couttct with it. As described below, of the (odmm chloride in the mother-liquora
the steam for the siphon pump must be dry and was converted into sodium carbonate. The
therefore the main and branch lines of steam coast in this part of Chili is studded with small
pipe must be covered. The 'J^ioch pipes (a' islands containing deposits of guano rich in amand b') from the launders to the precipitating* monia. The guano dust is carried by the prevailing weat winds far into the country, where,
tanks are atno steam hose.
In order to keep any band or sediment which on exposure to the air, at a warm temperature,
might gut into the lauudeis from pausing into it would gradually oxidl/.e to nitrate, and, actthe precipitatiog tanks, nippica or short pieces ing on the sodium carbonate, would form sodium
Popular Science
of '.l^^-inch pipe are inserted in the outlets of the nitrate, or Chili saltpeter.
triple launder and project about one inch above Monthly.
the bottom. The launder (t) and the pipe (z)
1"
are for that part of the wash-water which does Natural Gas aud the Briue Wells
not require to be precipitated. The trough (or
Chill a.
launder) (tu), at the back of the precipitating-
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Locomotive."

(Written for the PuKhti.l

other nap, since

Not much use trying
we have breakfast in

hour, and at six

we must be

Five o'olock

!

off

for an-

half an

on our journey

over the rough mountiio road in the heart of
the Sierra Nevadaa.

The

air

always

ia

is

fresh, cool

and invigorating,

in this delightful region,

as

it

although the

smoke on this particular morning, on account of the uumeroua forest fires
which are burning all around ua. As they
have not yet approached too near to ua, we pay
little heed to thtm, but at night they make a
grand aud beautiful sight as they gleam out
upon the surrounding mountains, intensified by
sky

is

thick with

the darkness.
Hreakfast finished, we complete our preparations for the journey, which is to be made
upon no less a conveyance than a steam wagon
Many of these vehicles
or road locomotive.
have been constructed, and are doubtlesa familiar to many, but this one is unique both in ap-

pearance and achievements.
Let me give jou an idea of its appearance
Three enormous steel-tired wheels, between G.J.
and 7 feet in diameter, support the frame, two
Consul Oenby of Peking explains that to at the rear and one at the extreme front, where
make a well (natural gas ia found in several it b centrally mounted so that it can be turned
Chinese provinces) the Chinese use a long and from side to side to guide the machine,
without in any way interfering with its propulelastic bamboo pole, supported in the middle by
Upon each side, over the
sion and operation.
a oroaapiece, a rope made by coupling the ends rear wheels, two immense cylinders are fixed at
of long piecea of bamboo, and an iron instru- an inclination, ao that their connecting-rods
ment which weighs about 100 catties the catty take hold of the craak-pina of two cranks upon
the ends of the shaft of the front wheel, and
being equivalent to one pound and a third
side rods connect these cranks with other
avoirdupois.
The rope is fastened on the thin
cranks upon the rear wheels.
end of the pole, and the iron on the end of the
Behind the boiler is a broad, low cab in
rope.
A slight up-and-down motion of the which
the fireman takes hia place, while the enthick end of the pole makes the iron bore a vergineer is installed in a lofty open-fronted pilottical hole with its broad sharpened edge.
The house in front of the boiler, and just over and
ground to be bored consists chiefly of sandstone
behind the big front wheel. Here are the
and clay. When a portion of the reck is crushthrottle-valve lever, the reverse lever and the
ed, clear water ie poured into the hole, a long
steering-wheel, all within easy reach and under
bamboo tube with a hole in the bottom is instant control. Here also the invited guest
lowered, and the turbid water raised to the top.
at an elevation which lifts
*

tanks, conducts the sulphides to the storagetank for sulphides. It has a grade of about 4
The sulphides are run into it from
feet in 100.
the precipitatiog-tanks by a short pipe attached
to a flange bolted on to the preoipitatiog-tank
just above the bottom, so that all the sulphides
can run out.
The valve is u gate valve, aomothiog like a
molasses or oil gate, and is shown in detail in
Figs. S to 1 1 inclusive.
The launder (n, o) in front of the precipititiog-tanks is horizontal, and has a division opposite a point between the third and fourth preoipitating-tanks, ao that one-half its length is
used for conducting solution to the pump uump,
and the other half to conduct the precipitated
wash-water out of the mill.
One side of the double launder above the
leachiog-tsnka has no division, but runs the
whole length of the leachiug-taoks, having a
hole over eaeh, which is closed with a wooden
plug.
This serves for transferring the special
extra from one ore charge or tank to another.
The other compartment of the launder baa a
division between each two leaohing-tanks and
conducts solution or water to the chemical-box,
which has a perforated bottom and serves not
only as a receptacle for chemicals, but also to
break the furce of the stream of solution, so
that it does not make a hole in the ore.
The sluice-box or launder conducting the tailings out of the mill should have a slope of one
inch to the foot.
The opening should be about 12 inches high
by IS inches long. The hose connections for
The two lines of hose
sluicing are shown at y.
are each .'iO feet long, each doing duty for three
leaching tanks.
The sluice gate shown in detail in Figs. 12
and i:j is packed with a rubber gasket. The
solution pump sets in a low tank about six
inches high, which catches any solution that
may leak from it, and a pipe conducts it to the
Bump-tank under the filter press.
The water pipe r is for leaching. There is no
occasion for any water pipe to the storagetanks, aa no water is there required after once
making up the stock solution. On that occasion the water may be obtained by running
water into one of the leaching-tanke and then
down to the solution pump and pumping it up
to the storagO'tanks.
All the valves in the triple connection between the storage-tanks are gate valvee; also
those on the pipe line leading up from the solution pump to the storage-tanks and those near
the storage-tanks on the pipe lines leading from
the storage-tanks to the leaching-tanks, and all
those on the aodium-sulphide tanks and pipes;
but all those over the leaching-tanks are JenThe valves
kins' rubber-faced globe valves.

between the solution pomp and '*Bump" and
between the storage-tank for sulphides and the
pressure- tank, and between the pressure-tank
and filter-press, and on the pipea which convey
the sediment from the solution-pump sump and
the solution storage-tanks, and on the line of
water pipe for sluicing tailings, are also gate

At every angle in the pipes for conveying aodiumsulphide should be a cross instead of an elbow.' A slight sediment of silver
sulphide gradually colltcts in theaolution-pump
sump and in the solution storage tanks which
must be occasionally removed. This is done by
means of the pipea *y and c". The valves
should be near the tanks. The pipe from the
solution-puirp sump ends near the bottom of
the presBuretank, and is connected with it by
a hose-coupling only when needed; a permanent
connection not being advisable, as a leak in the
valve might occur without being detected, thue
allowing sulphides to be forced back into the
aolution-pump sump.

valves.

(

To

hp.

Continued.

The Salt -Beds of Soutli America.
The

ealt-beds on

Ihe

west coast

of

Sjuth

America, according to the descriptiou of Dr.
Carl Ochsenius, occur in a narrow strip aions
the coastline of the rainless district, rarely exceeding 25 miles in width. The district is
bounded on the east by the Andes, and extends
The
into the coast Cordilleras on the south.
author considers that, before the upheaval of
the Andes, salt began to deposit jn PSitaio bays,

I
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Pipes of cypress wood are rammed in to protect
the aides of the bored hole, and to prevent the

take his place

a year past, I oonld not help feeling that for
onoe there waa a load which must bring us to
a stand&till.
But no; the giant machine started
with its load and atoadity onward and upward
it dragged those loaded wagons, with no other
signs than the heavier breathing of the exhaast.
Grades of one in twelve, one in nine, and in
one case for a short distanoe out in fiv^ and a
hulf\ were overcome with apparent ease, and ia
many cases around curves at the same time,
which Itft the rear of our train entirely out of
sight.

Just as we were passing a sawmill-yard, a
man appeared running around a sharp turn ia
the road ahead, frantically waving his hands
for us to stop.
This we did upon a sharp grade,
and soon two enormous log trucks appeared
coming down the hill and turned into the road
just in front of us leading to the yard.
Ttn
yoke, of big oxen to each truck coming downhill, and yet all of them could not have pulled
our load up the hill we were now commencing
to ascend.
As soon as the trucks were out of the way,
we again started, our giant moving the load on
the sharp grade where we had stopped, apparently aa eaaily as on a level.
And now for two miles steadily onward and
upward does the engine drag that heavily load*
ed train, with not a atop or falter over rough
corduroy bridges and rocky roads whioh give
the eeverest shocks; but although I watched
closely I could detect not the slightest tendency
to flip, even upon the worst part of the road.
Grades were overcome with a load of 25,000
feet of lumber, which the best locomotive upon
a track could not pull itself over.
Three wheels
with 14-inch face, steel tires and no especial
roughening except the rivet-heads of the tires,
furniah a traction aufiioient to pull the stronglocomotive backward upon a level. This
engine has hauled a load of 130 bales of hay
over the road above described, including one
short rise of three feet in sixteen and a half.
Upon the ordinary country roada of the valley, euch a machine would be invaluable as a
feeder for a main line of any deacription, aa it
could certainly make daily trips out and back
of 26 miles each way, hauling loads
proportioned to the character of the road. None
that I have seen are nearly so bad as the one
where the machine haa worked for more than a
year without break-down or accident.
Two trips a day are made to the mills 6^ miles
distant, and six wagona carrying from 20,000 to
25,000 feet, form a load, which in round numbers makes nearly 50 tons, besides the weight
of the engine itself.
A million feet of lumber per month is eaaily
hauled, this being the record for July over the
above-deacrtbed road, and it is aaid that more
could be hauled if it were ready.
It is oertain that the return trip oould be
made equally profitable in localities where a
load could be had each way, and in agricultural sections the machine oould be utilized to
haul gangs of plows at the proper season, and
to haul grain and merchandise upon the roada.
The broad wheels acting as rollers would improve most roada over which they would pass.
The machine is easily handled, turning
around and backing aa eaaily as an ordinary
est

him comparatively above the clouds of light
dust which arise from a road subjected to the
water contained in the surrounding ground from
wear of constant heavy travel during a long
gaining access to the well. The pipea are attachrainless summer, and in a position to oversee
ed to each other at the ends with nails, hemp and
the road in front, the engine beneath, and the
tung oil. The inner width of the pipe is about
long train of heavy lumber wagons which are
As the' work proceeds the pipes coupled on behind the engine.
five inches.
are rammed down and a new one attached
Everything being in readineaa, the monster
on the top; the rope, too, is made longer. At a
starts with slow and labored breathing up the
depth varying from 70 to 100 ohang (from 700
side of the mountain, over the dry beda of winto a thottsand feet) the brine is struck and the
ter torrents upon bridges, which, although
well is fit for use.
The brine is raised to the made enormously atrong for the purpose, atill
top through long bamboo tubes and bamboo
excite distrust upon the first passage.
ropes, and then carried to large pans for evapWinding up the aides of the mountain, over
oration or led to them through bamboo pipop.
roads ao rough that it seems as if the ponderous
Besides these wells, there are others which
machinery must be broken or disorganized at
are bored to a depth of from 1800 to 2000 fett.
each jolt (and you hnow that your own is reAt that distance below the surface petroleum ia ceiving shocks which paralyze you), it seems
struck.
Immediately on reaching it an inflamimpossible that such an apparatus can climb
matory gas eacapea with great violence; work is such ateep grades. Yet upward it goes, steadnow stopped and a wooden cap fa&tened over ily and without hesitation, breathing harder aa
the mouth of the pit, perforated by several rows
the grade grows steeper, until the summit 'is
In each of these a bamboo pipe is inof holes.
wagon,
S,
reached.
serted, and through these the gas is led into the
The sun now begins to reach us for the first
evaporation pans. The pipes ramify, and on
time, and the foreat fires are now very near to us.
Corporation Wrecking.
each end a tapering mouthpiece, terminating in
How grandly they sweep along, devouring the
a small aperture, is attached; the gas is then
underbrush and smaller trees aa they are
Railroad wreckers were roughly bandied in
need for evaporating the brine.
reached. Now they have surrounded an enor- a decision rendered in Chicago last week, by
mous cedar, whose dense green foliage seems caJudge Tuley in the case of the Smith Bridge
pable of resisting all their attacks.
Miner Who Made $12,000,000.
The fire appears to have burned out around Co, vs. Henry Crawford. The plaintiffs claimed
Marysville, nearly 30 miles from Helena, is the base of the tree, and to be passing on, when that in 1882 they constructed two bridges over
suddenly, with a roar which cao be heard for a the Wabash river for the Chicago & Great
a second Wickes in appearance, but when one
mile, a column of flame springs upward like an Southern railroad, under contract for $21,000;
remembers the wealth of the mines which have immense crimson sheet, and in an instant en- that Mr. Crawford, who undertook to build
created the town, he forgets the ugliness of velops and shrouds the whole bight of the tree, the road, did so under a construction contract,
having claimed that he had no interest in the
the streets and ceases to notice the dilapida- and ahooting a hundred feet above its topmost
branch, is gone in a flash and in leas time than company, whereas, in fact, he owned $2,400,Marysville ia
tion of the rudely built cabins.
It waa further claimed that
000
of the stock.
it takea to tell it.
chiefly famous as the site of the Drumlummon,
Look again, and in place of the tree with its this construction oontract was made through a
but does not depend on this mine alone for its robe of vivid green, there stands a dead and dummy board of directors, the contract being
support. The town is in the chief seat of an ex- naked trunk, with bare arms standing stiffly made to himself; that as soon as the contract
was completed, he caused a mortgage he held
tremely rich district, already well developed, out from its sides from base to oreat.
and is an important suburb of Helena. It is
Now the fire approaches dangerously near to on the railroad to be foreclosed, and a receiver
The old comfor the entire assets appointed.
which
connected by rati with the latter city, and will the snow sheds of the Central Pacific,
eventually be the terminus of a branch of the winds its tortuous way along the distant ridgea pany being thus burst up, a new company was
Manitoba road.
upon the opposite side of the deep canyon sepa- created. In thia way every creditor of the old
The discoverer of the Drumlummon was rating it from us, and anon the fire patrol of company, including the complainants in the
Thomas Cruse. In the days before he aold bia the sheda, the water train, comes shrieking present suit, were left without any means of
" The time has oome,"
property and returned to Helena a much- through the aheda with lightning apeed. It satisfying their claims.
**
when the courts must rise
honored millionaire, Mr. Cruse was locally stops, a coil of hose rolla down the steep em- said the Judge,
known as "Old Tommy," and was looked upon bankment, and in a marvelously ehort time a equal to the emergency that ie now upon them,
aa a somewhat visionary man. None question- •stream from the powerful pumps of the engines equal to the changed conditions and methods
affairs of corporations, and
ed, after a time, thut his mine, where he lived is hissing in the flames, upon which for a time of transacting the
The hold that the manipulators of corporations do
and labored alone, was valuable, but few it seems to have but little effect.
behind
placed it3 worth ao high as did the patient fire creeps alowly toward a high trestle, and not lose their identity because they hide
Trusta,
owner.
they redouble their efforts. We can plainly corporate forms and proceedings,
formed
to
the
law,
are
unknown
to
heretofore
curve
and
turn
a
sharp
we
ahouts,
as
When he refused half a million for his mine, hear their
by which the people
the people of Helena called him foolish, and paaa over the brow of the bill and commence the manipulate corporations,
of
the
State
dethe
powers
oppressed
and
are
when he turned away from the offer of a mill- descent into another deep canyon which we
But the miner waa muat cross, to climb another mountain before fied. Corporation wrecking has become an esion, they called him a fool.
the
wiser than hia friends, and eventually received we reach the mill where we are to leave our tebliahed practice, and parties even use
is price, 811,500,000, and a goodly
number empty wagons and take a full train loaded with forms of a Court of Equity for that purpose.
and
these
must
be
taken,
ground
Advanced
of ahares in the new company.
Then, as so lumber.
often is the case, the old familiarity was stopAt intervals we atop at little wayside tanks manipulators of corporations, whether 'truspersonally acped, and the "Tommy" of by-gone days be- to repleniah our water supply, and at the same tees or wreckera,' must be held
came Thomas Cruse, "capitalist," A kind, time to take on some wood, which, being plenty countable for corporate assets which get into
their possession, and for all profits made by
thoroughly honest man, of whom all who knew here, serves for fuel.
Sparkling springs, cold as ice and clear aa their manipulations in their private interesta
him are ready to say a good word, he is a
of corporate property or corporate franchises.
and
inmountain-aide
the
from
familiar figure on the streets of Helena, and crystal, break
The courts must in auch cases apply the rule
to-day ie president of a savings bank in the vite a atoppage which ia often made.
Arrived at our destination, we leave our empty which Courta of Equity apply in all other
city where a few years ago he was not sure of
transactions, and deal with the real party, the
seems
litit
a
which
on
to
load
couple
getting trusted for enough to keep himself train and
alive.
Aa an illustration of the ups and downs erally imposeible for the machine to haul over moving party, the real actor, and will graap
the
substance without regard to the obscuring
of a miner's life, he is
the road we have just passed. Notwithstandnotable ei^ample.
'
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mills use imported coal entirely, there
Samples and Results.
being no coal mines at present in Western India.
The native coal is used chiefly on the railways.
Not long since an old subscriber of the Press
glance at a map or orographic chart of this
Nearly all the existing collieries are situated in sent some ore to this city to be sampled and ascoast shows, aside from the great mountain
the Bengal presidency, but there are two in the sayed, not being satisfied with the results he
chain, a general parallelism of ranges and
It had obtained at local establishments where he
Central Provinces and three in Assam.
The
trend.
northwest
prevailing
with
a
ridges,
W. B. EWEB.
should be stated that no account is taken in the was working his mine. He professed to have
A. T. DEWET.
inare
area
mountain
materials of this immense
above statistics of coal-mining in any of the been careful to select an average of his ore,
CO., Publishers.
finitely varied, ranging from the earliest to the
native States.
though the result showed that, as is commonly
most recent deposits, and embracing almost all
cor. Front St.,S.F.
the case, a better class of ore had been sent
Office, 220 Mdrlcet St., N. E.
known spaces of sedimentary and eruptive
ga" Take the Elevator, No. IS Front S(.*ffi*
Mineral Resources. than the general run of the vein. Of course
products. Clirence King's Exploration of the Mining and onr
the assayer here could only work on samples
Sesior Editor 40th Parallel demonstrated that all the parallel
W. B. EWER.....
From being one of the most exciting and from the few sacks sent to him. On the basis
ranges of the Great Basin, including the chain
Terms of Subscription.
hazardous the business of mining for the pre- of these assays, however, our friend sent a
of the Wahsatch (its Eastern wall) belong to
Annual Subscription, $3. New subacriptionB will bo
must the same system of upheaval, and that while cious metals has become one of the most staid quantity of his ore to a custom-mill and was
doclinod witlioutcaah in advance. All arrearages
be paid tor at the rate ot S3.50 per annum.
certain of all onr leading industries. In again disappointed.
the Pacific built upon the western base of the and
Advertisina Hates.
results
In judging of the comparative efficiency of
deposits of sand and clay, no pursuit, not even farming, are the

Bombay

Mineral Zones and Mountains.

A

DEWEY &

1 week. 1 montb. 3 mos. 12 mos.
S 6.00
8.80 8 2.20
« .26
Per Line (agate),.
24.00
4.00
10.00
Half inch a square)..... 1.60

46.00

14.00
2-00
6.00
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Special or
Large advertisements at larorable rates.
appearing
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particular
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Sierras those fringing

which

through

thickened

undisturbed

the

period of the cretaceous and a wide range of
the tertiary, the Atlantic, or, more exactly, the

Even

better assured than in this.
alative branch of

present time,

in the spec-

the business there

less

money being

various mills or methods by the results obtained

on a large scale, it is important to remember
than in that the assay, which is the only standard to

is,

lost

at the

have to deal with which the results are referred, is not infallible.
ocean which covered the Mississippi basin, beat transactions of this kind that
products. In the
Notwithstanding all the care exercised by
upon the east fiank of the Wahsatch and laid agricultural or manufacturing
tertiary strata^ attempts to corner the wheat market last year, parties interested, even when a great number
LomoN Aamn—Alfred E. Ask, 68 and 64 New Broad down a series of cretaceous and
sunk in this country of samples are selected for assay, the result
Street, B. 0.
exactly corresponding with the coast deposits of there was more money
correspondence the Pacific.
At length, after accumulating to alone than in mining gambles the world over. after all is only an approximation of the truth.
Address all literary and business the
4rm.
and Some portions of a given particle of ore may
and Dralts for this paper in the name ol
an extraordinary thickness, these outlying and As compared with operations in oil, coal
largest deals in min- contain free gold or segregated particles of rich
mail matter later shore-beds were themselves folded into railroad shares, even the
second-class
Entered at S. F. Post Office as
silver ore, which quite escape due representamountains parallel and astride of the earlier ing stocks seem tame and insignificant.
Our latest forriis go to press on Thursday evening.
Not only so, but the unhealthy excitements of tion in the samplings, or the contrary may ocsystem.
One of the plates accompanying King's Ex- former days, with their rushes and ruin, have cur, and the value of the particle be overestiSCIENTIFIC PRESS PATENT AGENCY.
The big strike and the far-off mated. Further, the variable amount of moistploration of the 40th Parallel is a section of the about died out.
DEWEY & CO., Patbnt Solicitorb.
e. H. STRONQ.
W. B. BWBR.
Warren map of the U. S. Engineer Department^ discovery are now but feebly responded to by ure on the ore affects the result, since the
A. T. DBWBT.
While assay is of the dried sample.
The section given includes the main central re- even the most sanguine and restless.
Finally, some ores produce in crushing very
little the pulse
SAN FRANCISCO
gion of the Great Basin, with a part of the their announcement quickens a
at special
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coast system of California, and the outlying

chains of the
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map

will teach the one great

to south, or northwest to southeast; in other

of the old-time prospector, it fails to start

absence of flurry and excitement.

the great areas of upturned strata

strike

is

Of

generally

slime,

on

tion of slime carried.

dination to this longitudinal direction of ranges,

The average

of

ordered mining, which, as the experiences of
is all the better for such

these later days show,

ures of local geology.

quantities

partly, of the character of the gangue,

words, longitudinally with the main axis of the
whole system of elevation. In strict suborsays King, are grouped all the structural feat'

him variable

on the long and weary tramp in which he
once found such delectation. Though it may
sadden the hearts of these veterans, so often
the victims of the wild stampede, this change
is all in the interest of legitimate and welloff

As

all

things

may be pardoned the indiscretions of
may mining be excused some of the

youth,

else

so

committed during

its

follies

juvenile stages, which fol-

ing

more clayey than

others,

account,

some

be-

and partly by

reason of the varying conditions present in the

weight and speed of the stamps,
the size of the screen, etc., affecting the proporbatteries, the

them

These slimes carry with

a certain percentage of the

value of the

and the relative amount of slimes and
coarser sand produced in the crushing of any
given pound of ore becomes an important eleore,

ment

in

the consideration of the results ob-

greater tained, whether the former pass out of the mill
with the meridian. All the larger outbursts of lies, be it observed, have hardly been
— Tempering granitic rocks conform to it as well, since their than those incident to many older and long- without treatment or whether they are mixed
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ains in parallelism,

plan.

Over these adobe mountains are found localities of the precious metals, and it is not sur-

its

own

lished

sufficient vindication.

by a bullion output

of

Its record

is

It has estab-

two and a

half bill-

seems to be the

could be sacrificed with less detriment to the

common weal

of our

of civilization

than

There

is

case, the finely divided con-

dition of the particles composing the slimes is

unfavorable to amalgamation.

productive industries of the land. Among all
our material interests there are but few that

own country

The Russell Leaching Plant.
In the Press of August 25th

we gave engrav-

or the cause

ings of part of the plant of the Russell process,

reason to believe that the extent

showing plan and section. We herewith present other cuts showing other sections of the

of our mineral

this.

resources

is

not fully compre-

structural idea, they appear to arrange themselves in parallel longitudinal zones.

to

This zonal parallelism was first indicated by
Prof. Wm. P. Blake in a note in his *' Catalogue

of the

It is obviously trne,

as

among the great

ions its right to be classed

hended, nor the impoitance of mining properly
appreciated by the people at large. Eqw seem

prising to observe that, following its leading

of California Minerals."

[NEW THIS iaBOB.1

But mining needs no apology.

the tertiary uplift

occurred, its ranges bordered the older mount-

plant, suitably lettered.

Corresponding letters

refer to corresponding parts in

cuts previously given,

these and the
and we reproduce as fol-

understand that we have within the limits lows the index to parts of plant:
Bepublic over two million square miles
A. Leaching- tanks; B. Solution -precipitating tank; C.
Waah-water; D. Solution pump sump; E. Storage-tank
of metalliferous territory, hardly more than for sulphides; P. Filter press sump; G. Storage-tanks
for
half of which has yet been thoroughly explored. solution; H. Storage-tank for hot solution, or for preparation of extra;

I.

Cast-iron tank for preparation of so

he has indicated, and King thinks that it is To say nothing of Alaska, practically an un- dium sulphide; J. Sheet-iron tanks 'or storing sodium
sulphide; K. Iron pressure-tank; L. Filter press for sulprobable that the idea could be carried much known land, we have thousands of square miles phides; M. Steam-drierfor sulphides; N. Boiler; O. Fire
further than he has done. The Pacific Coast nearer home that have merely been run over in pump for sluicing; P. Solution pump; Q. Main ore track
as

Wire Works— D. D. Wass.
The New Chemicial Gold Mining Co.— Menden, Ct
Paints— Paraffioe Paint CompaDy.
tS'See Advertising Colu-nvM.

upon the west, carry quicksilver, tin and the way of prospecting. Even here in Califor*
chromic icon. The next belt is that 'of the nia hundreds of known gold-bearing ledges reSierra Kevada and Oregon Cascades, which, main undeveloped, to say nothing of the still
Passing Events.
upon their west slope, bear two zones, a foot* greater number that more thorough research
Duribg the paat week more phenomenal hill chain of copper mines, and a middle line of will hereafter no doubt bring to light.
We have now in our acquired knowledge of
weather in California. Beginning on Sunday, gold deposits. These gold veins and the reand continuing for two days, much thunder and sultant placer mines extend far into British the business what constitutes a sound basis for
the prosecution of gold mining in a safe, intellilightning with heavy showers, the latter extend
Columbia and Alaska.
ing over most of the State. With this electrical
Lying to the east of this zone along the east gent and profitable manner. We have also the
display tbere will be need for amending the base of the Sierras and stretching southward mines that make this an especially inviting
ranges,

meteorological record of California, the lightning
for the first time in the history of the State hav-

into Mexico,

ing beeo attended with fatal results, two or
cause being redeaths from this
three

ly included in volcanic rocks.

is

a chain of silver mines, contain-

ing comparatively

little

base metal and frequent-

the investment of capital. We do not
say this with a view to disparaging the reour
neighbors.
sources or advantages of
field for

ti leaching-tanks; R. Side tracks to leaching-tanks; S,
Side tracks in chemical-room; T. Grade line hetween
boiler and steam-drier; U. Grade line through sulphide
storage-tank.
a. Tailing chute (to cars); b. Sluice gate for tailings;
d. Box for chemicals for
c. Sluice trough for tailings;
extra solution; e. Ore car; /. Ore-car truck; g. Chemical
car; ft. Special extra trough over leaching-tanks; i. Solution trough over leaching-tanks; j. Solution trough to
solution precipitating-tanka; k. Wash-water trough to
wash-wacer precipitating-tanka; I. Waate-water trough;
m. Trough to conduot sulphides to sulphide storage-tank;
n. Trough to conduct solution to solution pump sump;
0. Waste wash-water trough;
p. Solution pipe to leaching-tanka; q. Hot-solution orextra-solution pipe to leaching-tanka; r. Water pipe to leaching-tanks; 5. Hose for
circulating extra; (. Hose from leaching-tank to siphon
pump; «. Hose from leaching tank to triple launder; u.
Hose from siphon pump to triple launder; w. Siphon

pump;

X. tailing car; y. Hoseconnectionsforaluicing; z.
Waste-water pipe from triple launder.
a'. Pipes from triple lauDderJ.o solution preclpitatiogtanks; b'. Pipes from triple launder to wash-water precipitating-tanks; c'. Valve or " gate " for sulphides; d'.

Through Middle Mexico, Arizona, Middle But California being an older mining country,
Nevada and Central Idaho, is another line of naturally possesses greater facilities for engag- Surface discharge for precipitating-tanka; c'. Sodium sulhere many years ago by an electrioal stroke, but silver mines, mineralized with complicated asso- ing in and carrying on the business than her phide pipe; /' Pipe for precipitated waah-water; g'. Connection between solution pump and sump; h'. Box and
the cause not being well authenticated, these ciation of the base metals, and more often oc- juniors. In the matter of transportation, the strainer around outlet; i'. Drip pipe from solution pump;
recent disasters Aiay be regarded as the first of curring in older rocks. Through New Mexico, construction of machinery, climate, wood and /. Pipe from pump to storage-tanks; ¥. Connection
between sulphide storage-tank and pressure-tank; V. Conthe kind occurring in the State.
Utah and Western Montana lies another zone water supply, and various other particulars, we nection between pressure tank and press; m'. Siphon
pump
in filter press aump; a". Solution pipe to sodium
As the day of the great quadrennial election of argentiferous galena lodes. To the east again may justly claim for this State some preference sulphide
storage-tanks; h". Pipe for drawing off sediapproaches, the situation becomes exciting and the New Mexico, Wyoming and Montana gold in a mining point of view. The mild winters ment from pump aump, n'. Pipe for returning solution

ported.

A Chinaman

is

said to have been killed

partisan feeling intensified.

All

is

noise and

turmoil, the great political whirlpool drawing
in the local fioat,

and

be some time before

it

so engulfing

it

that

it

belt

is

an extremely well defined and continuous that prevail throughout most

mining

dis-

her great ad-

vantages over more elevated regions and north-

will

again comes to the sur-

of the

tricts of California alone insure to

chain of deposits.

Coal in India.

—There

is

very

little

rea-

ern countries.

to solution sump; o'. Small windlass for steam drier; p\
Boxes over storage-tanks to prevent agitation of the solution; q'. Boxea and strainers around outlets; r'. Lead
heating coils in storage -tanks; s'. Drip from lead coils;
('. Triple connection
between the three storage-tanka;
u'. Main steam pipe; v'. Water p'pe from fire pump for
sluicing; w'. Storage room for cauatic soda and sulphur;
x'.
Storage room for blueatone and hyposulphite; ;/'.
Trapdoor to filter press aump: z'. Gauge valve on side "of
pressure-tank; c". Pipe for drawing off sediment from
solution storage-tanka; d". Siphon pump for circulating
aolution through chemical-box in extra solution-tank.

doubt the prediction of Sir W. W.
As for Alaska, however great her mineral
Hunter and others that India will some day be- wealth, exploration and development will have
continue favorable, indicating a generally pro- come a large coal producer. There are now 105 to be carried on there subject to many drawgressive condition of things, and at least an collieries open in India, 69 of which produced backs.
But then there is no hurry about that
" EoAD LocOMOTiVB " sbould be the title of
average production of bullion for the current 1,388,407 tons in 18S6. The imports of coal country; its resources, like the north pole, will
an interesting article on page 191 of tbia issue.
yeair.
during the same year were 348,878 tons. The
son to

face.

From

all

parts of the mineral domain reports
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ITQechajmiqal Progress.
Tempering Springs by Electricity.
There seems to be no end to the application
Its application for
of electricity in the arts.
welding promises to be one of its most useful
and notable purposes. One of the latest advances in this direction we find in a late number

of the Indnstrial World, which reads as follows:
The subject of tempering 'spring wire and
ribbon by the introduction of a current of electricity as an agency for raising the temperature
of the metal to the required heat, has been engrossing the attention of several Chicago gentlemen who have interested themselves in the
experiments of Mr. Frederick Sedgwick of this
While Mr.
city, the inventor of the process.
Sedgwick's work has thus far been more especially confioed to the tempering of watch mainepringa, he has carried out the plan of putting
the fiaest kind of fire temper into round wire,
which can be used to great advantage ia numerous articles of which more will be said hereafter.

the high-pressure end of the cylinder is admitted at the completion of the stroke into the
other or low-pressure end, when it is expanded
The arrangement of valve
to the full extent.
The
Sugar Substitute.
and ports ia stated to be extremely simple and
which the engine
diagrams
effective, and the
Our
readers
will
remember our occasional refgives excellent. The advantages claimed for
erences, during the past few years, to the rethis engine are that it has fewer parts than
markable substance discovered by Fahiberg,
any other compound engine, and that it can
and by him termed "saccharine," from the facb
therefore be manufactured at a lower price. The
that it possessed the property cf sweetness to
makers are selling them at the same price as an
an extraordinary degree. The discovery was
ordinary non-compound engine of the power.
announced some four or five years ago, andsince then the discoverer has been diligently at
Working Steel.
work striving to reduce the cost of its production, in order to make it commercially useful
A thousand useless notions hamper the steel- for the many applications in the arts for which
worker. He is bound down by "processes and
its very remarkable properties appear to make
personal secrets." He tries to make each two
it suitable.
In this effort he has, from all ackinds of steel he uses work alike, and he fails.
counts, already been measurably successful,
Eirly training with a certain kind of steel is
and
a factory for the production of saccharine
carried along to hurt his work when some other
on the large scale has for some time been in

SeiENTIFie PPvOGRESS.
New

steel

is

used.

A certain man may have good success in steelworking. His ways are sought by other men,
and used, whether fit for other work or not.
There is too little judgment used, and too
The process by which the inventor tempers much "do-so-because-you-do" business followed.
steel for watoh-springs is very simple and inTempering a solid reamer and tempering a
expensive. In the first place, he is enabled to shell reamer are two different maltars.
The
temper the steel in continuous lengths of any man who attempts both alike fails. That is the

—

number of feet or yards, instead of cutting it result sure.
up into the proper length for one watch-spring,
Most persistent study and practice is necesThe greatest sary to make a good steel-worker, and then,
and treating each separately.
difficulty met with in tempering a fioe piece of the experience must be combined with natural

such as that for a watch-spring, by any
other process, is the oxidation of the surface of
the metal by contact of the heated surface with
the air, and also the buckling or twisting of the
ribbon on beiog plunged into the oil-bath. Both
of these troublesome points are effectually eliminated by Mr. Sedgwick's process. Itis an important achievement, for where the surface of the
spriog is oxidized in the old method by the
heated air in the furnace, as it always is, it has
to be robbed, dressed down, and polished,
piece by piece, with emery, until a smooth surface and uniform gauge are obtained; and
where the strip of metal is twisted, it has to
be straightened out by hand before the temper
can he drawn. So much for the old process.
Ia the new method the soft steel is wound,
like a long, narrow ribbon, on a large spool as it
comes from the splitting rolls. The ribbon
then passes through a set of very fine but powerful rolls which give it a perfectly even gauge
of the desired thickness of the finished spring.
The soft steel is again spooled, and is ready for
the hardening process. From the spool the ribbon passes a point of contact of an electric current from a dynamo, the ribbon itself there
forming a circuit by extending to a second point
Midway between the two point?,
of contact.
and at the place where the ribbon has received
the greatest heat (it being raised to a bright
red), it passes into and through an oil bath. The
second point of contact is in the further end of
the bath, so that a greater portion of the cur
rent is taken up in the oil. There is a simple
device in the bath for preventing the metal
from twisting and kinking, and which also effectually eliminates all oil-bubbles which would
otherwise form on the surface of the steel, and
thus make it rough. The ribbon, it should be
understood, passes through the apparatus continuously at the rate of several yards a minute,
and when it emerges from the oil bath it possesses a perfectly uniform temper of great hardness.
The fine polished surface given the ribbon by the finishing rolls is not in the least destroyed, and all ^^^^ is required is to remove
the burned oil by the buffing machine, and
smooth the edges by an automatic grinder. The
temper is then drawn to the required degree
and color by a current of electricity, and at this
point the temper is automatically gauged. It
is then ready to be cut into suitable lengths,
and coiled ready for market.
For coil springs such as are used in the magazines of repeating firearms, and light coils of almost any other kind where a reliable spring
must be had, the Bessemer electric tempered
wire can be advantageously employed, as it can
be "hot set." Mr, Sedgwick has a device for
giving the wire its proper temper while in the
coil.
A spring thus made has a much longer
life than any other spring coiled in
a cold
state.
Very superior crinoline wire and piauo
strings can also be thus made. By a slight
change in the application of the principles Mr.
Sadgwick has successfully case-hardened common soft iron wire. Experiments showed that
with Nos. 8 and 9 wire the case-hardening extended through one-third the thickness of the
wire. But the remarkable feature of this was
that while the surface became so hard that it
could scarcely be touched with a file, the wire
itself retained its pliability to a wonderful degree.
This wire would enter very successfully
into the manufacture of wire cable and rope of
all kinds.
steel,

adaptability for the work.
There are certain properties possessed by
steel which are not comprehended, much less
underetood, by a majority of steel-workers.
Among these propeities is the quality of
steel becoming capable of staying in place after
being hardened by heating to 250° or 275" F.

This property of hardened steel was demonstrated to the writer by Mr, T. R, Almond, the

"Almond chuck man "of New York. Mr.
Almond has occasion to use from 50,000 to
75,000 pieces of steel, all hardened and made
These pieces are required to be free
from spring in hardening, or, in other words,
the molecular tension must be removed, so the
pieces will stay forever in the form desired.
It has been demonstrated that if a piece of
ateei, especially hardened steel, bs ground to
exact shape, and left to itself for some weeks,
the form is slightly changed when examined at
the end of that length of time. In other words,
the internal tension caused by hardening and
forging has changed the shape of the steel in
its efforts to free itself, so to speak, from the
cramped positions occupied by the steel
to gauge.

operation.

To what extent this singular compound wilt
ultimatBly be used to replace sugar, it would be
hazardous to venture a prediction; but, from
the fact that extended experiments with it have
shown that it is quite harmless in its effects
when taken internally in articles of food and
drink, there appears to be nothing in the way
of its use upon the largest scale, save its cost.
Upon this point we may add that, to insure its
successful adoption as a sugar substitute, it will
not be necessary that it should be produced at
the cost of sugar, since its sweetening power is
several hundred times
so much more intense
as great
that one pound of the substitute will
effect the same amount of sweetening as many
times its weight of sugar.
It should be remembered, however, that
saccharine has no nutritive properties, and for
this reason can never take the place of sugar as
a food, even should it become possible to produce it as cheaply as the latter; nevertheless,
there is good reason for the hope that it may
prove of the greatest value to those who are
al'liicted with certain forms of kidney disease
(diabetes), in which the use of sugar must be
strictly prohibited.

—

—

Modern Magic

as

Applied to Coal.

—

Though

pit-coal has been known for some hun
dreds of years, the discovery of itn numberless
products is confined to the present century.
Illuminating gas was unknown 100 years ago.
Petroleum has been in use only about 40 years,
and it is scarcely more than 50 since some one
discovered that stone-coal was inflammable.

1888

lack of overfiow, does not militate at all with
the above, from the fact that the Nile overflows
are due to the rainfall in the mountains of CenAfrica.
No possible amount of rain in
Lower Egypt could cause an overflow of the
tral

Nile; but it might obviate the
necessity for the same. Ex,

A Hatfol
cohol.

— To

agricultural

of Cotton in a Glassful of Almatter mubt be attributed two

all

essential qualities; first, that in virtue of which
it occupies space and which is known as exten-

and, second, that which allows only one
atom of matter to occupy a given
space the property known as impenetrability.
That matter occupies space is appreciated by
our senses, and needs no particular proof, but
that two portions of matter can occupy the
same space at the same time sometimes seems
anomalous, as is shown by the following experiments recently described and illustrated in
Scientific American.
Into a tumbler filled with
alcohol may be crowded a hatful of loose cotton without causing the alcohol to overfiow.
The success of the experiment depends upon
the alow introduction of the cotton, allowing
the alcohol to invest the fibers by capillarity,
before they are fairly plunged beneath the surface of the alcohol.
In this experiment the
penetration of the alcohol is only apparent; the
fibers displace some of the alcohol, but the
quantity is so small as not to be observable. If
the cotton were compressed to the smallest possible volume, it would be found to occupy but
very little space. So small a body would be incapable of raising the level of the alcohol
enough to be appreciable by an ordinary obsion,

particle or

—

—

The Electric Age. The last 20 years have
seen more advance in the science of electricity
than all the 6000 historic years preceding.
More is discovered in one day now than in a
thousand years of the Middle Ages, so that,
literally, "a day is a thousand years."
put
it to all sorts of uses.
make it carry our
messages, drive our engine, ring our door-bell,
and scare the burglar.
t*ke it as a medicine, light our gas, see by it, hear from it, talk
with it, and now we are beginning to teach it
to write.
The question naturally arises in contemplating this subject, "What is it ?" I can
imagine the last man on the last day asking this
same question, "What is it?" At one time, not
long ago, it was supposed to be a fluid; by some
two fluids, a positive and a negative. But in
this day there are few who do not believe it to
be simply a mode of motion; not matter; but a
condition of matter; and not a mechanical, but
a molecular motion. By mechanical motion is
meant a motion of the mass, and by molecular
motion is meant a motion of the ultimate particles of which the mass is made up.
Ex.

We

We

We

Neirly all the other products derived from soft
coal have been discovered and applied in the
According to Mr. Almond's theory, itis only interests of science or of fraud within the last
necessary to force the hardened steel into the 25 years. The first thought in regard to coal ia
desired position, hold it there, and heat to 250*" that it is made to give heat or warmth; the
or 275'^.
The metal may then be allowed to next, that one of its principal uses is to illumiAn Improved Telephone. An inventor has
nate.
But there are obtained from it the means
cool gradually, or be plunged into the water
devised an improvement on the telephone which
box.
In either case, when cool, the steel will of producing over 400 shades of colors, [among it is claimed will be of great practical advantage.
the chief of which are saffron, violet-blue and
occupy the desired position.
The arrangement is contained in a small box,
As a peculiarity of this method, the hardened indigo. There is also obtained a great variety which is placed ia proximity to the telephone
of
perfumes cinnamon, bitter almonds, queen
steel shape may be forced by a plunger, driven
and connected by wire. No name has yet been
by hammer blows, into a nicely finished cast- of the meadows, clove, wintergreen, ani9e, given it. A person, is called upon the 'phone,
iron die or form.
Power enough may be used camphor, thymol (a new French odor), vana- and, if not present, the person speaking conSome of these are used
in driving a two-ounce piece of hardened steel line, and heliotropine.
tinues talking, the communication being electricmolecules.

—

—

into a die to drive a six-inch spike into a pine
log, yet after heating to 275°, and the subsequent cooling, the steel object may be removed

for

flivoring.

Among

the explosive

agents

whose discovery has been caused by the war
few years in Europe are two
called dinitrobenzine or btllite, and picrates.
with the fingers.
The principle of a relaxation of molecular To medicine coal has given nyphoue, salicylic
Benzine
strains by low temperature has been applied acid, naphtol, phenol and antipyrine.
powerful insecticides.
by Mr. Almond with good success in straight and naphthaline are
ening fiuted reamers, tops and drills. A press There have been found in itammoniacal salts,
used to put pressure upon the high side of
the steel tool.
Bunsen burner or other hot
fiame ia brought into action, and made to affect
the tool opposite the pressure.
The desired straightening can be effected to
a nicety and certainty unknown by any other
is

A

method.

Manufacturers' Gazette.

—

Rolling out Chains of Wrought Iron.
The process, some time since announced, of roll-

ing out chains of wrought iron from the solid
bir, has, with certain improvements, been sue
oessfully resorted to
the principle of forming
the rollers and the process of rolling out a
chain being, in this case, similar in some respects to the method employed for casting the
links and having them come out together in a
chain from a mold. In the latter operation,
the flask is made to part equally in four ways,
and the chain molded while the links are separated so as to divide the spaces equally between
them, giving as little clearance as possible,

—

which will not change their appearance perceptibly

— the

,

flisk is divided, the chain ia
is cast'in the mold.
Similarly,

moved, and one

spirit of the last

useful as fertilizers, tannin, saccharine (a substitute for sugar), the flavor of currants, raspberry and pepper, pyrogallic acid, and hydroquinone, used in photography, and various
substances familiar or unfamiliar, such as tar,
resin, asphaltum, lubricating oils, varnish, and
the bitter taste of beer. By means of some of
these we can have wine without the use of the

grape, beer without malt, preserves without
either fruit or sugar, perfumes without flowers,
and coloring matters without the vegetable or
animal substances from which they have been
hitherto chifcfiy derived.

The

Suez
Canal
and Atmospheric
The Suez canal is the cause of atmoppheric changes which may have an effect

Changes

—

importance iu shaping the destiny of
^Kyp^> Riins are now falling in Cairo and
along the delta of the Kile, before almost unheard of. Dr. Chas, S. R:)binson of this city
notices the arrival of "new forces of disruption
from without," and climatic changes most unexpected and peculiar, so that even the mummies, so long preserved in their dry cerements,
are now liable to perish from the presence of
moisture, before unknown, which percolates
through their rocky covering. He says:
" Whereas at least until 187S such a thing as
rain was entirely unknown in Cairo, there is
nowadays one perpetual and almost tropical
of great

ia swedged out of a bar of iron
an analogous manner, by means of four converging dies. Thus, in producing a continuous
chain in this way, the dies are made continuous
by having them formed on the circumference of
four rollers, arranged with dies distributed in
equal divisions, and the rollers driven by gear downpour, commerfcing in November and lastwheels, so that the four parts of a link will ing until March," which accounts for the prevmeet accurately in place; proper clearance is alence of typhoid and other forms of malarial
given to the dies, bo as to allow the material to fever. And, as might be expected, the manner
leave the matrix freely as the roller revolves. of constructing dwellings and the mode of life
As the blank is carried forward between the are undergoing a radical change. Roofs must
rollers, the dies partially press or swedge out now be made water-tight, and "fire-places and
the links at right angles to each other, break- stoves have already made their appearance,"
ing the fin or feather edge that is left on the in- instead of the old-time open braziers.
The
side of the link.
prospect of a new market for stoves, so near the
equator, and from causes so remarkable, will

a piece of chain
in

A COMPO0ND Engine with a Single Cylinder. The great advantages of the compound
system have long been established, but the necessity of having two cylinders makes a compound engine costly. An engine has been
placed upon the market in England, which, it
is claimed, combines the economy of the compound system with the cheapness of the singlecylinder engine.
This engine has only one
cylinder, but the area of the piston in the lower
side is reduced to one-third of the full area by
means of a trunk. Steam is first admitted into
What may be of great value in ship-buildthe lower or high-pressure end of the cylinder, ing and watch-making is the discovery that
and is cut off at from half to three-quarter steel mixed with 24 per cent of manganese bestroke, The steam thus partially expanded in oomes non<magnetlc.

—

[Sept. 22,

scarcely escape the attention of

American man-

ufacturers.
The fact that there is at this time
a most unprecedented season of low water in
the Nile, actually threatening a famine from the

committed to wax-paper within the maWhen the person addressed arrives at
the other end of the wire, he notices that a ball
has dropped on the apparatus, which indicates
that some one has been talking. Going to the
'phone he opens the switch, when all t^t has
been said previously by the person at the other
end of the line commences to be heard in precisely the same toue of voice and at the same
rate of speed.
The sheets of paper are 8 by 11
inches, and can at any time be placed in ihe
machine and the sound be reproduced.
ally

chine.

Weighing Thought. —

Starting

with

the

idea that the hand varies sensibly in size with
amount of blood present in it at any mo*
ment. Professor Mosso, an Italian physiologist,
has made some most interesting investigations.
In his first experiments the hand was placed in
a closed vessel of water, when the change in the
circulation produced by the slightest action of
the body or brain, the smallest thought or
movement, was shown by a r'se or fall in the
narrow neck of the vessel. With a large balance, on which the horizontal human body may
be poised, he has found that one's thoughts may
be literally weighed, and that even dreams, or
the effect of a slight sound during slumber, turn
the blood to the brain sufficiently to sink the
balance of the head. The changing pulse even
told him when a professional friend was reading
Italian and when Greek, the greater effort for
the latter duly affecting the blood-flow.

the

Does the Moon Influence Earthquakes?

—

Observations on the part of a large number of
scientists prove that earthquakes are more frequent at the time of full moon and change of
the moon than at other times, and also more
frequent when the moon is nearest the earth or
when she is on the meridian. The cause to
which this fact has been assigned is the action
of those forces which produce the tides of the
ocean; their similar influence upon the solid
land strata leads to their disturbance in the
shape of earthquakes.

A Curious Phenomenon of last January has
from the fishing village of
Kerschkaranza, on the White sea. The shore

just been reported
ice, piled to a

hight of several hundred feet,

suddenly commenced moving from the northwest, and in four hours exteoded a mile inland,
burying a village.

Mining and Scientific Press,

Sept. 22, 1888.]

IfSEFUL INFORMAT!O^J.
Webs

Spiders'

in the

Meadow.

read a atatomeDt in this magazioe, not loDfE
the spiders' webo Chat cover the
and meadows on certain morninKs in the
sommer, which was not entirely exact, writes
John HurroDghs in St. AVrA-./a-* for Aagukt. It
is not quite truu, in the sense in which it was
uttered, that theae spiders' webs are moreiibuDdant on some mornings than on others, and that
they presage fair weather. Now, the truth is,
that during the latter half of summer these
webs are about as abundant at one time aa at
another; but they are much more noticeable on
some mornings than on others— a heavy dew
brings them to view.
They are especially con*
spicuous after a morning of fog, such as often
fills our deeper valleys for a few hours when
fall approaches.
They then look like little napkins spread all over the meadows; I saw fields
last summer, in Aogust, when one could step
from one of these dew-napkios to another for
long difitinoes. They are little nets that catch
the fog. Every thread is strung with innumerable fine drops liko tiny beads. After an hour
of sunshine the webs, apparently, are gone.
Most country people, I find, think they are
due to nothing but the moisture; others seem
tq think that the spiders take them in as morning advaocos.
But they are still there,
stretched above the grass at noon and at sunset, as abundant as they were ^t sunrise, and
are then more serviceable to the spiders, because less visible. The flies and insects would
avoid them in the morning, but at midday they
do not detect them so readily.
I

ago, aboQt
fields

webs have any significance as signs
coming weather, this may be the expla-

these

If

of the

nation

:

A heavy dew occurs under a clear, cool sky,
and the night preceding a day of rain is usually
a dewless night.
Much dew, then, means fair
weather, and a copious dew discloses the
spiders' webs.

It

is

the

dew

that

is

significant,

and not the webs.

A New Wooi> Polp Process.—The Mitacherwood pulp process is thus described by the
Southern Trade Oaz^tte: About two shovelfuls
of flour of sulphur are thrown into the furnace
every hour and there allowed to smolder while
the fumes arise from it. Above the furnace is a
series of cooling pipes, upon which a spray of
water continually plays and through which the
fumes pass into the vats containing the water
and milk and lime. The fames are drawn
through the system of vats by a large vaouura
engine, and all the vats are provided with re*
lioh

volving dashers, which agitate the liquor and
the action of the sulphur fumes upon
it.
The machine that chips up the logs is a
large one, and can devour an eight-inch log with
ease; and the chips are considerably finer than
in the soda process.
A blast blows the chips
into a bin, from which a conveyer takes them
to the digester. After sufficient treatment in
this the contents are discharged into a blow pit,
whose ventilator shaft is provided with a trap
to prevent the escape of any of the product.
The success of this plant will lead to the conetraction of another and larger one.

by introducing a large mouth-piece

in the pipe,
has a length of

this iuUuenco ceases if the pip*.more than '2000 times iti diameter.

The Qualities of a Good Rope. — A German

A

A

—

—

—

Electric Lioht Cakbons. Of 150,000 carbons burned daily in the electric lights used in
the United States, 100,000 are manufactured in
Cleveland, Ohio. Six years ago all the carbons
burned in this country were made in a single
room in Boston. Now there are 20 carbon furnaces in Cleveland alone. The carbons are
made chiefly of the residunm of oil after it has
been refined, and the deposit about natural-gas

The material is
is also coming into nse.
to a powder, a little pitch is added, and
the substance is then placed in molds. These
are packed in boxes and the latter placed in a
furnace, where they are subject to the most intense heat. The capacity of aa ordinary furnace is 45,000 carbons.
wells

ground

—

In the case
Dimensions of Water-Pipes.
convey water from an elevation
through a considerable fall, a prominent
expert of Nordhoff, Ventura county, Cal.,
of laying pipe to

has kindly furnished the following opinion
regarding the dimensions of the pipe laid. He
** Aa to the beneficial effects on the flow
aaye;

in-

stance, a six-inch pipe is 1000 feet in length, its
discharge is not increased by this means. As
the pipe shortens this influence increases, so
that, if the sixinoh pipe were only 2.j0 feet
long, a mouth-piece would add about 7 per cent
to the How; if 50 feet long, about l.'t per cent;
if 25 feet long, about 18 per cent; and tf 5 feet
long, aboat .'11 per cent. For the most economic
use of pipe on long linos tt is preferable to use a
pipe of uniform diameter."

in

commerce.

The Poormau Coueentratur.
This magnitioent mill, said to be the largest

kind in the United States, and probably
The question about the injuriousness of auiin the world, was started up yesterday, and it
line dywtuffa can only be decided by means of
is drawing it very mild to say
that a trip
physiological experimeota upon animals, and
through the huge building, with its massive mathe question concerning the production of erupchinery, is a matter of more than ordinary intions upon the human skin will probably be
terest.
The structure is immediately opposite
very hard to solve, because there, besides the
the Tiger concentrator.
It is lO.i feet long and
mordants and the textile material itself, the
feet wide, with a corresponding hight.
72
The
greater or less susceptibility of the individual
building is divided into four compartments
must be taken into consideration. In fact, in
the boiler-house, the ore and rock-breaking
by far the majority of oases which have come
room, the jigger and table-room and the sackingunder my knowledge, only a very uncertain
room. The engine is of 120-horse power, but
opinion couli be formed as to whether the masteam-power will only be used during the dry
terial, the mordant or the dyestuff had most
season.
contributed to produce the irritation of the
In the Spring Months
skin, or the eruption.
Water-power will be employed, and a flume
and wheel are already constructed. The jigof the

IsDiA Pai'Kk.— India paper, which the Chinese
made from hemp, mulberry bark,
cotton, bamboo, rice straw, barley straw, and
from the interior membrane of silkworm
cocoons. Sometimes the whole of the stalks of
a year's growth are used.
The pulp is mixed,
after it has been prepared, with a given proporNew
to Induce Sleep.
gers are different than those in use in the other
tion of a vegetable gum called hotong in China.
mills in the camp, and it is claimed that less
The paper is molded in molds made of fine bamThe
London
Spectator
makes
the following power is required to run thAn.
boo filament. Those sheets, (iO feet in length,
The concenwhich the Chinese are said to make, are sup novel and apparently philosophical suKgestions: trating tables are round and six in number.
*'It is now, I believe, generally accepted that They are of huge size, A singnlar feature,
posed to be fabricated by artfully Joining sevhoweral small sheets at the moment of laying the our conscious, daylight-thinking processes are ever, is what is termed a "grinder," which repaper. India paper, being too thin to bear carried on In the sinister half of our brain— i. e., ceives the refuse and after it leaves the jiggers is
handling or any strain, is mounted on vellum, in the lobe which controls the action of the ground into powder and then pumped back into
which serves as a lining to it, and the white right arm and leg. Pondering on the use of the the jiggers to take its course through the first
borders of which set it off" as a frame would do. dexter half of the brain possibly in all uncon- process. It is claimed that much valuable ore
The sheets aie kept in a dry place, far away scious cerebration, and whatever may be genu- sfaicks to the small particles in the rock and is
from the fire, and may be preserved for years, ine of the mysteries of planchette and spirit- thus saved to the company. In the sackingrapping, I came to the conclusion (shared, no room there are a number of reaervoiw for catchA New Lamp-Burner.— A lamp-burner has doubt, by many other better qualified inquirers) ing the very fine float concentrates which are
been patented by Mr. Arthur Ciutius of Ber- that we dream with this lobe, and that the fan- lost in other mills in the camp. These reserlin, Germany.
The wick tube consists of two tastic, unnormal, sprite-like character of dreams voirs are in the shape of baths, and it is difficult to see how much of the valuable stuff can
concentric tubes, with a space between them for is in some way traceable to that fact,
"The practical inference then struck me. escape them. They are supplied with a
the wick, the inner tube being shorter and the
To
bring back sleep when lost we must quiet
CoDBtant Flow of Water.
outer one longer and provided with a flinge
covering the top of the wick, the burning por- the conscious, thinking, sinister side of our
The mill is very substantially built, and evibrains, and bring into activity only the dream
tion of which will be on the inside in&tead of
dently no expense has been spared to make it
side, the dexter lobe.
To do this the only de- the most complete institution of the kind ever
the top, between the flange and the top of the
vice was to compel myself to put aside every
inner tube,
constructed. Its capacity is 150 tons of crude
waking thought, even soothing and pleasant ore per day. While this
requires an enormous
A Remedy for Tender Feet is cold water, ones, and every efl^ort of daylight memory, such daily production, there is every indicaK^ion
that
about two quarts, two tablespoonfuls of am- as counting numbers or repetition of easy- flowing the Poorman mine will be equal to
the occasion
monia, one tablespoonful of bay rum. Sit with verses, the latter having been my not wholly and feed the monster with the
requisite amount
the feet immersed for ten minutes, gently unsuccessful practice for many years. Instead of rations. The developments
in the mine
throwing the water over the limbs upward to of all this I saw I must think of a dream, the show a continuous ore body
of from five to
the knee. Then rub dry with a crash towel, more recent the better, and go over and over seTen feet in width for
800 feet, and a double
and all the tired feeling is gone. This recipe is the scene it presented. Armed with this idea, compartment shaft is now being sunk which
the next time I fonnd myself awakened at 2 or
good for a sponge bath also.
will open up the mine 100 feeft below the water
3 o'clock in the morning, instead of tryiog level. A 70-foot shaft has already
demonThe Sonflower in Malarial Districts.
merely to banish painful thought and repeating, strated the existence
of a fine body of ore Ob
It is stated that since the sunflower has been as was my habit, that recommendable soporific,
the west end of the claim, and it is natural fo
cultivated on certain swamps of the Potomac, 'Paradise and the Peri,' I reverted at once to
suppose it continues all along the fissure.
malarial fever has decreased. The sunflower the dream from which I had awakened and
Everything indicates that mining will be done
emits large volumes of water in the form of tried to go on with it. In a moment I was
on a broad-gauge plan, and quite naturally
vapor; and its aromatic odor, as, well as the asleep! And from that time the experiment,
more than ordinary interest centers in the
oxygen it exhales, may have to do with the san- often repeated, has scarcely ever failed. Not
movements of the Poorman Co. The mill is a
itary influence in question.
seldom the result is hidden as the fall of a cur- monument of enterprise, and
shows the contain, and seems like a charm,
fidence that is felt in our mines by active mincall lehi, is

A

Way

—

—

facilitate

paper, in an article on the present methods of
rope manufacture from hemp, and the determination of the different qualities and probable
strength simply from the appearance, lays
down the following rnlea:
good hemp rope
is hard, but pliant, yellowish or greenish-gray
in color, with a certain silvery or pearly luster.
dark or blackish color indicates that the
hemp has sufl'ered from fermentation in the
process of curing, and brown spots show that
the rope was spun while fibers were damp, and
is, consequently, weak and soft in those places.
Again, sometimes a rope is made with inferior
hemp on the inside, covered with yarns of good
material a fraud, however, which may be detected by dissecting a portion of the rope, or, in
practiced hands, by its behavior in use; other
inferior ropes are made from short fibers, or
with strands of unequal length or unevenly
spun the rope in the first case appearing
woolly, on account of the number of ends of
fiber projecting, and, in the latter case, the irregularity of manufacture is evident on inspection by any good judge.

If, for

195

could bo detected. All the dyee were free from
arsenic, as altogether the aniline dyestuffs containing anuoio have nearly entirely disappeared

SOOD

HEy\LTH.

Blood-Poisoniiig from Dyes.

Some

journals take great pleasure in communicating sensational stories about terrible
blood-poisoning cases from garments which were
dyed with alleged "poisonous dyes," often corroborated by the statements of physicians; bat,
strange to say, remarks the Textile Colorist, we
never hear of blood-poisoning among dyers, who
daily handle those so-called poisonous dyes,
even with chapped bands, as abrasures and
small cuts in the hands do not uofrequently
occur in the dyer's work, and they would certainly be the persons most exposed to bloodpoisoning if the disease were attributable to
the dyes.
Editors, even of technical papers, however
well posted they may be in other matters, who
make capital out of such alleged " blood-poisoning " cases, are probibly seriously deficient in
knowledge as to dyeing operations and processes; and much less knowledge of these operations and processes can be expected in doctors
who, without hesitation, prescribe small doses
of poison to be taken internally, but do not
know how infinitely smaller actually is the
quantity contained in a garment, through dyeing, of any poisonous substance possibly used
in manufacturing a dyestufi' or mordant.
The
testimony and opinion of physicians, who often
want to shine in the light of great learnedness,
or find it in their interest to represent an uncommon case of disease as most dangerous, and
who but rarely have an occasion to apply their,
at best, but imperfect knowledge of chemistry,
must sink into nothingness in the presence of
the statements of chemists who must be considered authorities by the extensive practical
application of their science in cases of that
kind. In the annual official report on the work
of the public laboratory in Dresden, we find the
following remarks on the interesting question of
blood-poisoning by dyed garments:
Special investigations have been instituted
regarding the question, whether certain tar
dyestnffd, especially azo dyestuffs, were to be
included in the law concerning the use of dyeThey were left out,
stuffs injurious to health.
however, because experience affords as yet too
little proof of the harmlessness or injuriousness
of these dyestuffs.
In this laboratory numerous cases were investigated in the course of the year where garments dyed with aniline dyestuffa were alleged
to have caused eruptions upon the skin.
There
were red dyed stockings (the hobby of doctors),
green silk ribbons, blue wool. In all cases the
objects suspected of being dyed with poisonous

dyes were submitted for examination; but in no
case deleterious dyes, in the sense of the law,

"A friend to whom I have confided my little
tells me that without any preliminary
theorizing about the lobes of the brain she had
hit upon the same plan to produce sleep and

Murray Sun.

ing men.

discovery

had found

it

wonderfully efficacious."

—

Circular Sewer-Covers.

The Young

Scientist takes

cular sewer-covers for

the subject of cirand discourses

its text,

Massage as a Health Restorer, A writer as follows: In ancient times the circle was the
in CasseU'a Magazine commends massage as a emblem of eternity and the symbol
of completeprodocer of sound, wholesome sleep in persons
allUcted with insomnia.
He also claims that
stiffness in the joints, sciatica and
many kinds of headache readily yield to this
treatment, and liver and heart complaints are
greatly benefited. It may often take the place
of exercise when that cannot be easily had.
Massage is a splendid tonio to the whole system. It is a safe tonic. Massage keeps the
skin in good working order, and all other
glands as well.
To people troubled with gout
and chronic rheumatism it very often proves
invaluable, while various forms of paralysis
yield to the new-old cure.

lumbago,

—A

To Stop Bleeding at the Nose.
simple
plan of stopping bleeding of the nose has lately
been advised. Grasp firmly the nose with the
finger and thumb for 10 or 15 minutes; by thus
completely stopping the movement of air
through the nose (which displaces freshly
formed clots) you will favor the clotting of the
blood, and will frequently stop hemorrhage.
Is

There any Death from Old Age? —

physician whose practice is in a large and
healthy district expresses the belief that death
from old age never occurs. He thinks that
some attack of disease, however slight and
diagnosis, some intensifying, perhaps, of previously existing chronic disease, invariably brings about the final change.
difficult of

A New Disinfectant. — A

new and powerful

disinfectant, adapted to all purposes, has been
obtained in Paris from coal oil. It is a syrupbrown liquid of a not disagreeable odor, resulting from a peculiar saponification of the oil by
caustic soda.
It destroys moss and fungus on
trees, and sponging with a weak solution keeps
flies from horses.

—

Microbes. The idea that all microbes are
injurious to health, says the Sanitary News, is
a very common one, even among those who
pose for well-informed persons. The fact is
that they are now believed to play a not unimportant part in the process of digestion and
the transformation of food into assimilable form.

—A

safeguard
Lemons in Hot Weather.
against the prevalent summer illuess lies in the
free use of lemon juice.
Citric acid helps to
supply the place of the fluids which are unduly
dissipated through the pores of the skin in hot
weather.

ness, and these ideas seem to have created a
sort of reverence for this emblematic ^gure, so
it has been regarded as the higbt of permany purposes. Indeed, snob a firm
hold did this view take of the general mind, that
even the tube with a circular section was at
one time considered the strongest form into
which any material could be molded, and it
produced a great deal of astonishment among
those who held this view when Stephenson and
Fairbairn showed that the circle was inferior
to the rectangle in strength as well as in other
points. Is is, no doubt, the lingering influence
of this blind reverence that causes our olty engineers to adopt the round form for the covers
of the manholes of street sewers.
In most of
our small cities the round form has been adopted, where very little consideration would have
shown that it is one of the worst forms that
could have been selected. The reason for this
Whenever the street settles
is simple enough
or gets worn below the level of the top of the
sewer-cover and most streets in small cities

that

fection for

1

—

villages do get so worn down
unless the wheels of the passing vehicles strike
the cover fairly in the center, the edge of the
cover acts as an inclined plane to push the
wheels to one side, in which case it is sure to
give the vehicle a severe wrench.
Now, if the
cover had been square, or at least rectangular,
this would not have occurred.
wheel striking such a cover at any part of its edge meets it
equarely, rises over it and rolls across the surface without any hitch whatever.

and country

A

As it is now, the round covers cause a damage of thousands of dollars to the vehicles in
the cities where they are used, and they, themWe have seen
selves, are rapidly destroyed.
some inches worn off a cast iron sewer-cover
by passing vehicles, and the cover nearly deA square cover wonld have suffered
stroyed.
no such damage.

The Owens River

Canal Co.

August 25th to H, H. Spear,

let

for

a contract

work on the

The distance covered by
canal, for $11,000.
this agreement is from the head of the ditch to
ClauBsen's, 9^ miles, less the portion now under
The ditch must be finished within
contract.
18 months.

To Mend Patterns,

or making additions
a few molds are to be made, the
following solution will be found very useful:
Melt together one pound of beeswax, one pound
rosin, and one pound of paraffine wax,

where but
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treatment of sulphurets at this early date was very Aug. 30: The Reduction Works are forging right
The ahead and are beginning to attract much attention
imperfect and not as assured as at present.
mine has been worked for periods of several years at throughout the country. Communications are beprincipally free- ing received by Superintendent Chick from all secTlie following in mostly condensed from joumalB publiBhed a time and has produced $750,000
.u the interior, in proximity to the mines mentioned.
milling ore.
The vein is a true fissure one in slate tions concerning ore shipments and when the works
The will be ready to make contracts. Large quantities
walls running north and south, pitching east.
CALIFORNIA.
chute is 250 feet in length, averaging 5 feet in thick- of ore are being brought to the city from the mines
At for mill tests, which are being made daily. One lot
ness; this was worked to a depth of 620 feet.
Amador.
the time the mine was being operated the milling brought from a point not far from National City,
Sinking machinery was inferior to that now in use for free ran S120 to the ton, and was pronounced perfectly
Sept.
ZeiLE. Amador Ledger,
15:
operations have been commenced at this mine. gold, and particularly so for sulphurets, as the latter free-milling,
Mrs. L. De Garfias showed some very
Twelve men are engaged in this work, in three which contained a large per cent of gold were vir- rich quartz in National this week. It was taken
The rock was found to tually allowed to be wasted. In those early days from a claim which she owns about 15 miles below
shifts of eight hours each.
be so hard that it was deemed too slow for hand- they did not have the " Frue Vanner" and other con- the line.
A machine drill has therefore been called centrators that are now the necessary adjuncts in all
drilling.
Shasta.
into requisition, and the work will advance much quartz-mills. The processes then of saving the sulImportant Sale.— Shasta Courier, Sept, 15;
more rapidly.
phurets were simply crude experiments. Other kinds The group of mines on Dog Creek, near Delta, in
Kennedy, Sinking has been finished in the of mining machinery have been vastly improved, so which Wm. M, Murray was part owner, has been
main shaft of Ihis mine. Drifts have been run north that to-day, Nevada county, Cal., is the Mecca for sold to Whitacre Wright of Philadelphia, for $36,and south at the 1050 level, showing the ore body persons interested in the treatment of quartz rock. 000. As to the richness of these ledges, there is no
to exist at that depth in undiminished size and By the great improvement in machinery the ore can doubt.
quality.
At first the ledge was found rather pinch- now be worked for less than one-half the former cost
Niagara Mill. James Southerland, superinDuring the tendent of the Niagara mill and mines
ed, but it has since widened out to five or six feet and the yield of gold will be doubled.
in French
thick.
The mill is kept running toils full capacity past year about 100 tons of pre averaging $50 per Gulch District, was in Shasta this week. The great
Sinking at the north shaft con- ton were taken from the 120-foot level. This ore works and mine plant under his supervision are in
of 40 stamps.
had been left by the old company at that level. a flourishing and prosperous condition, and everytinues.
Mtscellaneous.— It is reported that all arrange- The yield of the same kind of ore at the time of the thing moves along with the precision of a clock.
original
operation of the mine was $23 per ton, thus
ments for the sale of the Amador Queen mine in
Sierra.
Hunt's gulch have been satisfactorily completed. showing that by the new process of treating ores the
Tiiere is upon
yield had been more than doubled.
The Marguerite Trif'ime, Sept. 14: Work
Mr. Wright, who bonded the Cleveland mine, above
the ground complete machinery for unwatering the
Big Bar bridge, and who left for the East with the
is progressing favorably at the
Marguerite mine.
Tools and all plant necessary Superintendent Morris has leased
probability of proceeding to Europe to place the mine and exploring it.
the old Dutch
vein at the
Cleveland and other mines with an English syndi- are now owned by the company. The
ditch with the privilege of buying it at a future time.
bottom of the shaft was well defined, large and apcate, has not been heard from for several weeks.
This will always assure an abundance of water to
One crushing was made by the five-stamp mill, which parently as good as at "any time in the history of the run machinery with.
When we say shaft" it should properly be
yielded, we are informed, an average of about $g mine.
Trinity.
per ton. The Reaves and Way mine, or Plymouth called an incline, as the verticil depth of the openMiners in those
Quicksilver. ^/(.7?,(/v/(7/, Sept. 15:
Supervisor
Extension, as it is now called, has been sold to the ing is only about 350 or 400 feet.
mining did not believe, as a Vollmers of Trinity Center was in town the first of
parties in New York who bonded it over a year ago. argonaut days of quartz
The bond was allowed to lapse, but the parties rule, that pay chutes extended down to any great the week, and says a good deal of work is being done
made a cash offer $to,ooo and that .<^um has been depth, but the history of the mines iu this section on the quicksilver mines near Cinnabar. The Altoopaid and the matter settled. The Plymouth mine, shows that they have often proved unprofitable at a na Company has 22 men at work and by spring will
according to all reports, will start up to-day, Satur- depth of 400 or 500 feet, and rich at lower levels. have over 100 men in their employ. Carpenters,
day.
There is no further trouble apprehended from There has never been an assessment levied during miners, road-builders and brick-makers are all at
In addition work and the camp presents a lively appearance. A
fire.
It will take until November to drain the shalt, all the time the mine has been worked.
and Until this is done the damage from fire and to the current expenses of the operation, it piid a large supply of brick is being made for the construcdividend
its
construction
account tion of smelling furnaces. In sinking a shaft, double
of $48,000, and
flood cannot be ascertained with any degree of corwas $175,000, which may be regarded as an addi- the quantity of ore in sight in any part of the mine
rectness.
tional profit.
It is proposed to unwater the mine,
was exposed. The ore is very rich, some of it yieldEl Dorado.
sink a shaft or incline to a depth of 300 feet more ing as high as 75 per cent in quicksilver. At present,
'NOTKS.—Oi'se/"ver, Sept. 18: Andrew Ellicor of
than at present, to explore the old workings.
work on the mine consists of retimbering old tunnels
Slate mountain has been on a visit to old friends at
Smith's Flat for a few weeks.
Mr. Ellicot was an
PrONEEK Quartz-Mill.— Grass Valley U/uo/i, and running prospecting tunnels so as to get things
early settler in this part of El Dorado county, and Sept, 13:
Wm. S. May, who has the contract for into shape to work on a large scale. Mr. John Lywas the discoverer of the old New York mine at building the works on the Pioneer quartz mine, the tic, the original discoverer and locator of the AltooPoverty point, nearly 30 years ago.
Mr, Ellicot is property of James G. Fair and A. E. Davis, on na, is the superintendent, having come up Trom Tuwell past the meridian of life, and by untiring in- Humbug canyon, Placer county, went over last lare county to take charge of the mine,
dustry has acquired an ample competency with which evening to look aftter the work which has already
Tuolumne.
to carry himself easily down the grade of declining been commenced, an advance party having preNotes. Union-Democrat, Sepi. 15: Louis Blandyears.
were shown, by Marco Varozza one day ceded him. The heavy machinery will be sent from
last week, some ore taken from a ledge near the Bal- Colfax by way of Iowa Hill.
The lumber for ing, the metallurgist, assayed some silver and gold
tic mill, which was remarkably rich in gold.
The the mill will be furnished by the Sugar Pine ore this week from a lode about 40 miles from
It was rich in gold and silver, going far up
ledge is nearly two feet wide, on which a shaft has mill, which is above Iowa Hill in the direction Sonora.
been sunk to a depth of over 50 feet, which pros^ of Humbug canyon. Mr, May expects that it will into the hundreds of dollars. Messrs. Thos. Birney,
pdcted big from the grass roots down. The ledge is take about 70 days from the present time to complete Joseph Hudson, John O'Hara and Al. Harkness
owned by Marco and L. Campini. The former is the mill and other work included in the contract. are working night and day on their Bald Mountain
now at the Baltic, having departed for that place last The foundations of the mill are now being excavated, claim, Mr, Harvey Wood and son were in town
Thursday, giving the mine his personal attention. and a tramway leading from the mine to the mill- Monday from Robinson's Ferry. He reports big
About two months ago Thos. Potis of Smith's site is well under way, under the direction of Mr. improvements and extensive operations there conseFlat started a tunnel to strike a body of gravel Everett, who has been on the ground for several quent on the purchase of large mining interests by
Work was commenced on
the English syndicate.
which had been tapped from an old tunnel many weeks,
The present managethe Bonanza mine Tuesday.
years ago.
In the new tunnel Mr. Potts has made
TaNNEL Hill. Herald, Sept. 14: There is a ment intend to go down as far under the water as
an unexpected discovery, by running into the edge
ledge on Tunnel Hill, near the South Yuba canal, the gold goes, no matter how far that may be.
To
of a channel of ground which prospects $i:.25 to the
which is looking very promising.
It is in slate forthat end substantial improvements are now making
pan. The bedrock pitches down as the tunnel admation and runs across the country rock, east and in the mode of timbering and development. May
vances, and with that pitch the gravel increases in
west.
Palmer S: Co. of Wasliington are sinking a the "old Bonanza " always have roots.
thickness.
shaft upon it for a share in the mine.
They are getThe Baltic, T\id\\im-c\& /ndepef/dent, Sept. 15:
From Grizzly Flat.— Mr. McDonald, supt., ting very good prospects,
The Baltic mine, the property of Louis Page and
has a few men working on the Mt. Pleasant. The
Dave Oliver, is being pushed rapidly forward.
ledge is reported to be over five feet wide of good
San Dleeo.
They depend on the Tuolumne Co. water ditch for
ore,
Charley Jc«ies and Lafe Mesmore are running
Julian MiNE.s,—5(?«^2«^/, Sept. 14: About five necessary power to work the machinery, and through
a tunnel at the Dryer mine to strike the ledge, when
miles from Julian are a group of mines owned by
its giving away twice, they have had their pump stop
they expect good ore. Thos. H. Russell and R. K.
Messrs, Hamilton, Melrose and Feeler, which were and the mine fill up with water as many nmes.
Clarbourne are taking out fine ore from the Mt.
discovered last spring.
The formation of the coun- The shaft is now down about 125 feet below the creek
Hope mine. The Big Bonanza is turning out rich try granite and
The parties have two shafts or water level; a cut has been ma"de325 feet in length
is
slate.
ore showing galena and free gold. Alex, McAfee is
down 40 feet, and on the Gold King mine the out- and continued by a tunnel running some 650 feet
sinking on the Ohio mine and has a ledge now 5J^
look is splendid, the rock being very rich, the own- more.
feet wide of very promising ore.
.
ers mortaring out good wages.
Around this mine
Ventura.
they picked up 20 tons of float rock, all showing free
Fresno.
Bituminous Rock.— T^r^e /'rcj'j, Sept, 7: Tests
gold.
The
shaft shows a strong vein all the way
The Star MmK—Exj>osJfof-. Sept. 12: Messrs. down, and at the bottom the ledge is wider
are constantly being made with the bituminous
and
found near here, with the most satisfactory reJ. M. Shopp of Missoula, Henry Klein and J. L.
very rich.
They also have another mine called the rock
Wflggener of Helena, Mont., are visiting Fresno.
sults.
There is now little doubt that it is the best
They are part owners of the Star mine at Mount Gold Queen, which looks fully as well as the Gold quality yet discovered on the coast. If it exists in
Raymond, in this county. They report that they are King, The Fraction mine, which is situated in the sufficient quantity to warrant the building of a railBanner district, is extracting very rich ore. The
putting up extensive works for operating the mine.
road track to it, it will prove of more value than a
The Mount Raymond mines carry gold, silver and vein is from four to ten inches wide, and very rich in gold mine to the owners and the community.
free gold.
At present the Cincinnati mine is idle,
lead.
The average of the ore runs about 22 ounces
owing to the bad air. The owner is trying to put
of sHyer and 20 per cent lead per ton.
This ore up some apparatus to convey air through the
mine.
they intend working by grinding it and concentratThe Ready Relief mine is still pushing its lower level
ing the minerals.
The concentrations will be pack- forward. They
Wastioe District.
are now in 500 feet, and a good
ed and shipped to San Francisco and sold to the
body of ore is in sight. When this level is in
Hale & Norcross.— .£'«i't'r^/-/j-f, Sept. 15; Since
smelting works there.
The works when completed feet further it will throw a body of ore overhead 350 last report we have received complete returns from
100
will have a capacity for crushing and concentrating
feet high by 400 feet long; the level above this one the United States Mint of the bullion from 2615
100 tons of ore per day, but another season they
was worked for 14 years, and paid several hundred tons of ore worked at the Nevada mill last month.
will double its working powers.
They estimate that thousand dollars.
The Warlock mine is paying Gross yield, $87,142.52; gold, $44,310.96; silver,
they can mine and mill the ore for $1.50 per ton.
They describe their mine as a true fissure vein of good wages to its owners. They have a good ledge $42,841.56, On the 500 level the maiu west drift has
in sight and will soon make big shipments of ore.
been advanced 35 feet and the south drift 28 feet
giant proportions a perfect mountain of ore, so to
The Ruby and Hidden Treasure mines are doing The south upraise above the 600 level is advanced
speak.
The supply of ore is almost inexhaustible.
well.
70 feet, and the north upraise the same distance.
All they have to do is to blast it out and convey it to
have completed the new working station from
Red Hill. Julian Se7itinel, Aug. 24: This
the concentrating works.
They expect to get their
vertical shaft and have started a
situated
in the Mesa Grande district, and the 800 level of the
concentrating machinery in operation in about go mine is
was discovered by Fred Scholder. The formation drift west therefrom,
days,
,
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—

We

red gouge and slate. On this hill and in this
claim are hundreds of little strata running in different directions carrying gold paying from $20 to $300
per ton; the gulches running from the hill carry
placer gold and were worked years ago.
In working these gulches the parties were led to this red liill
two feet, and will mill from S8 to $12 to the ton of and they began to find float quartz; this caused an
free gold.
The quartz is very rich in sulphurets. excitement which led to the sinking of shafts all over
This mine gives every promise of being one of the the hill. In most of these shafts strata would be
best in the State,
The shaft will be put down about struck which were immensely rich, but none of the
100 feet more, and levels run. A steam pump will parties were experienced in mining, so in a few
years the mine became idle.
In i88i J. M, Farley
be put in at once.
and others purchased the mine, doing work enough
Nevada.
each succeeding year to hold the assessments, and
Consolidated Banner, Transcript, Sept. 13: finally this year concluded to work the mine for all
The property is located three miles north of Nevada it was worth. After reviewing the ground they conCity, Cal., and four miles northeast of the town of cluded to sink 100 feet and crosscut to find the
Grass Valley, both places being well known and main ledge.
Upon sinking the shaft to a depth of
prominent quartz-mining centers. The ^Banner 60 feet they struck a vein two feet wide which will
mine was located by Pl-essy & Co., in 1863, who average $25 per ton, and the ore improves as they
worked the mine for a short time and then sold it to go down. The boys are elated and talking quartzMr, William Tisdale and Mr. George W. Kidd, mill already. The outlook is certainly a splendid one
The latter operated the mine for about two years. and in the near future this will be a good mine, pour- feet. Have continued to extract ore from the southare sure that the mine paid them while they ing out considerable bullion.
east drift which runs from the upraise above the
managed it $250,000, principally in free gold, as the
Reduction Works.
National City Record^ parallel north drift 53 feet above the track floor of
is

Good Mine.— Mariposa Ntrn's, Sept. 15: The
old shaft in the old Marguiretta mine, now known
as the Grove & EUingham, at Whitlocks, has been
cleaned out at last. The bottom level extends a
distance of 235 feet on a body of ore that averages

—

We

1888

On the 1600 level continue to extract ore
from the stopes around upraises Nos. i, 3 and 4^
carried up from the face floor of this level; also, extracting ore from the drift running south from the
Ophir line, $6 feet above the track fioor of this level.
On the 1650 level, the upraise from the drift running south from the east drift from the Con. Va.
shaft has been carried up 21 feet; total, 66. Are conthis level.

tinuing to stope out ore at the

end of the south

drift.

Belcher,— The

500 crosscut is now in 212 feet
and shows no change since last report. Have repaired and rest the incline sheave since last reported
and repaired and retimbered the station. Will st^rt
a drift north from the shaft this week on the 200 leyel to connect with the Crown Point south drift, 160
level, which is extended to our north line.
The
Sutro tunnel drift is out 700 feet.

—

Savage. On the 300 level the south drift has
been advanced 32 feet, and continues in fair-grade
ore.
The car samples average $28 per ton. We
have resumed work in the face of the southeast drift
on the 400 level.
We have men on repairs, easing
timbers
mine.

Best

and prospecting

&

the several

levels

of the

— West

Belcher.

crosscut No. i from
drift has been extended 29 feet, toFormation, quartz giving low assays. The
main northwest drift has been extended 39 feet; total, 51. Formation, porphyry and quartz.

main northwest
tal, 145.

—

Crown Point. Started No. i crosscut west from
the 700 south drift during the week and advanced it
The face shows bunches of quartz, but is
30 feet
principally clay,
Expect to strike the ledge in a few
feet.
The Sutro drift is out 700 feet.
.

—

Alpha and Exchequer, The east crosscut on
the 382 level of Exchequer is in 90 feet.
The face is
in clay and por^ihyry.
The east drift in Alpha is in
from the old shaft 96 feet, the last 8 or 10 feet showng

fair ore,

—

West Yellow

Jacket. Made connections with
and struck a body of low-grade ore, about
$20 rock. There is a very rich seam in the body.
Will run the drift about 20 feet before opening up.

1

incline

—

Sierra Nevada. On the 520 level, east crossNo, 2 from ttie miin south drift has been extended 54 feet; total, 304, This crosscut is still in a
porphyry formation, carrying some quartz.

cut

Ophir,— On the 1465 level the old east drift from
the shaft station has been extended 39 feet; total
distance reopened and retimbered, 204 feet.
Have
completed the repairs to the shaft station.

Yellow Jacket. — Surface

repairs are progress-

The foundation to the machinery
a much worse cond tion than was expected, but a substantial job is being done.
ing satisfactorily,

was found

m

—

Occidental. On the 48 and 100 levels are stoping ore.
Have extracted 144 tons of ore and
shipped to the Atlanta mill 150 tons. Value of wagon samples $29.50 per ton.

Union Con,
north

— The

started

drift,

Union

and Mexican
from the east drift from the

Ophir shaft on the 1465

joint

has been extended 60

level,

feel; total, 248.

—

Chollar. The work during the week has been
conlined to repairs on the different levels.
Have
opened a new station on the 750 level, which is timbered in 26 feet,

CoNMDENCE. — Necessary
tions of the mine,

repairs to different por-

which could not be conveniently

done while ore was being extracted, are now being
carried out.

Mexican.

—

The joint Mexican and Union shaft
stirted from the east drift from the Ophir shall

drift,

on the 1465
188.

level,

Andes.

— Will

Keyes.

—

has been extended 78

feet;

total,

commence to retlmber the shaft
next week.
It is much out of repair.
Are crosscutting on the 240 level and drifting on the 350 level.
Patrick Keyes reappointed superintendfull charge, and all others bounced.
Work
be vigorously prosecuted in the mine.

ent in
will

—

Utah, On the 472 level the east crosscut has
been extended 45 feet; total, 140. The formation is
porphyry showing some water,

—

Alta, Usual work being done and extracting
and concentrating the usual. quantity of ore from the
825 and the 1150 levels.
Scorpion, South drift on 500 level extended
about 15 feet during the week. No change in the
ground to report.
Usual operations going on. The work
Justice
of putting up the new mill is prosecuted vigorously.
PoTOSi. The south drift on the 650 level is in 384

—

feet

—

—
—

all in

quartz giving low assays.

Baltimore.— The work

is

progressing satisfac-

on the 382 level.
Bullion. The usual work only

torily

—

is

reported^ this

week.

Tuscarora

—

District.

Grand Prize. Times-Revieia,
on the shaft are now finished
hoisted day and night
pairs

Sept. 14: Reand water being

Commonwealth. — lOo-foot

level:
No. 2 south
has reached the south-end line, and joint crossintersect
the
upraise
from
150-foot
cut started west to
Gould & Curry.— The El Dorado level east level. The crosscut has been advanced 31 feet, cutting some very fine ore, assaying $490 per ton.
In
crosscut from main south drift has been extended 21
Formation, low-grade ore.
The the north intermediate drift have been pulling in
feet; toltil, 56.
north drift started from west crosscut No, 2 has been timbers. The ore being exposed is as high grade as
level:
extended 25 feet; toial, 45. Upraise 45 feet south of any ever extracted from the mine. 150-foot
No. 3 north drift from east crosscut has been adcrosscut No, 2 has been carried up eight feet; total
vanced
No,
I north drift from No. 1 west
18
feeL
E^st crosscut from top of this raise has been
icg.
advanced eight feet. Formation, porphyry. The crosscut has been extended 12 feet, without any parNo. 2 winze from east lateral drift
drain tunnel level south drift started from east cross- ticular change.
has been sunk 11 feet, showing good ore in the botcut No, 2 has been extended 27 feet; total, 3g. Bace
drift from 225-foot level has been
tom.
The
south
in good milling ore.
extended 22 feet, cutting some very fine ore. The
Con. Cal. & Virginia.— On the 1300 level have course of the vein is very near the same as the drift,
completed the work of retimbering the main south so the drift will penetrate farther in as it advances.
On the 1435 level the east crosscut Assays show from $33 to $291 per ton.
lateral drift.
started from south lateral drift No. 2 at a point 70
North Belle Isle.— East crosscut No. 2 north,
feet south of west crosscut No. i, has been extended
This crosi^cut is still in porphyry, 300-foot level, extended five feet in very hard rock.
16 feet; total, 46,
Have continued Joint upraise from the 400-foot level extended 22
with quartz carrying some value.
feel.
The high-grade ore has continued in good
to extract the usual quantity of ore from the slopes
On the 1500 width the whole distance from the 400 level. The
east of the winze below this level.
stopes
on the 300 have yielded their usual quantity
level the parallel north has been extended 18 feet;
of high-grade ore,
total length north from east crosscut No, i, 148

—

Mariposa.

[Sept. 22,

—

'

drift

Nevada Queen.— Joint crosscut from Commonwealth south drift, loo-foot level, has been advanced
31 feet. The face is all in ore assaying from ^30 to

|.

Sept. 22,

1888
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This cros5cul is t>eing run to connect
witfi the upraise from i5o<rooi level.
'!"he upraise
had fioc ore all the way up. The slopes have improved during the week; they yield a full supply for
the mill.
tic uprai:»e from 450 loot level has i>een
extended up 22 feet, total 6a feet, carryiog highgrade ore all the way.
S490 per Ion.

I

Navajo.— The crosscut from the west vein. 350foot level, has been extended six feel.
The slopes
on this level are looking well and arc yielding some
vrry hieh-Krade ore. Some very fine ore is also
being taken from the intermediate level.

FouM> Tkf.asoke.— SoulheaJt drift on southwest
i5o-foot level, has brcn extended 10 feet.
Crosscuts will be run in both directions from near
the face of the drift
Southciist drift, 2oo-fooi level,
has been extended 30 feel.
vein.

^

Beli.k 1m. k.— Crosscut from the north drifl, 250Thcstopes have yielded

foot level, rxi.-nded la feet.
some high-Kfade ore.

Del .\Iontk.— The combination
sunk and timbered nine
tom is quite hard.

N

The

feet.

shaft has been
rock in the bot-

—

'

•MMONWKAi.Tii.
The combination
shaft has Ijetm sunk and timbered nine feet; rock
iK

I

II

<

pretty hard.

ALASKA.
Mr.MNr. ON TiiK Yukon.— Alaska rimf^. Sept.
10:
A part of an inttTview with Mr. D. H. McNeill, one of the party who left with William Ogilvie to survey ihe northern country on behalf of the
Dominion Government, says ihnt mining; carried
on along the \'ukon is done in this wise: The river
freezes to a great deplh. and on the banks and bars
the ice is generally solid to the bottom. The min-

away

the ice and then dig up the gravel,
also frozen, and carry it on the banks. This
process is continued till the river breaks up for a
couple of months, when the din is carried back again
and washed for gold. In this way, says the informers cut

which

ant,

is

one

The gold

man

took out $rooo; but

it'is

hard work.

princip.iUv coarse, the largest nugget beThis nugget, it may bs slated,
$.)0.
was Io5t, the owner being drowned a short time after
he found it.
His name was Michael SufTerin, a native o( New Brunswick or O.Tiario.
Mr. McNeill
has samples of the Yukon gold with him.
I'rovisions are pretty dear.
Flour is $17.50 per 100

ing

is

valued at

pounds; bacon, 40 cent5 per pound; beans, 30 cents;
sugar, 30 cents; dried apples, 30 cents, of all of
which there is a fair supply.
Uuring the winter
there Were 36 cases of scurvy among the miners,
and three deiths occurred. The Indians on the
Yukon are peaceable and willing to work.

ARIZONA.

—

ThK

pany's mine, the Old Globe,
Probably what impressed us most forcibly during our lour of the
underground workings, after an interval of mor&
than two months since our last visit, was the great

change wrought in the appearance of the slopes,
drifts and crosscuts.
A copper furnace is a veritable gorniand in its consumption of ore, and the daily
output from a mine in constant operation very
soon renders the ore bodies unrecognizable to a person who is only an occasional visitor. We believe we
are within bounds in stating that the result of the
present season's operations thus far, both in output
financial n turns to the company, was never
equaled in the history of the property, considiring
that, with the exception of a short period, only one
furnace has been in blast, and a great amount of
deadwork has been done. In fact the development
work now in hand is the most important undertaken
for years, and as it has progressed ore bodies have
been encountered which, while not a surprise to the
management, yet in extent, and the character and
quality of the ore, are fully realzing all expectations.
Work on the drift in Ihe fifth level, to connect the
present works wiih the new double compartment
(Interlopf r) shaft, was discontinued some weeks ago
to avoid a flow of water from the mine into the new
shaft, wheh would interfere with sinking.
However, this drill and the corresponding one on the
fourth level will soon be driven to completion, as
the shaft is down as deep as is desired for the present.
With these connections made, most of the ore
will be raised through the new shaft, which will
make a material saving in the handling of ore, the
greater pirt of which is now discharged through the
Moony incline shall and the first level tunnel, not
without considerable labor. The new shaft is down
about 310 feel, or below what will be the sixth-level
station, and it willbe sunk no further for the present
It is
the intention of Sup'^rintendent Walker to
soon begin the opening of a sixth level. In the drifts
on the fourth and fifth levels before mentioned, fine
ore was encountered, and the same character of ore
was found also in the interloper shaft, thus proving
beyond a doubt the existence of a continuous ore
body, the extent of which, while not yet accurately
determined, is known to be large. In the drift on
the fifth level, about 150 feet from the new shaft, a
crosscut was started, and 25 feet is in good ore,
which is widening out as work progresses. In the
old working^:, on almost every level, more or less ore
is being extracted, but chiefly on
the first, second
andfifth levels, where the showing is excellent.

and

OOLQRADO.

mine, the ore is galena with .-ome copper pyrites.
Mr. A. B. Williamson shipped his first carload of
ore this week from the Pennsylvania tunnel.
Ii
went to the Pueblo sampling works. Mr. Baxter
is working the Excelsior mine in Poverty gulch.
He
is driving the tunnel ahead on the vein.
The Tabar
mine has shipped two or three carloads of ore from
here to Denver.

DAKOTA.

—

Elk Mountain. Deadwood Pioneer,
The Elk Mountain Company is at present

Sept. g:
receiving
bids for a contract to extend their present tunnel on
the Comstock 50 feet.

battery for

the

city

and drawn by

13 vuke uf uxcii. Considerable .ictivay is noticeable in what is I.nown as
Rutabaga gulch, and mine-holders in that vicinity
are said to lie mreiingwiih very encouraging results.

Corncob stockholders arc jubilant over recent developments

ol the property.
Kect'ni advices from
Ihe Fremont stale that work has been suspended for
a short period on this property on account of the
illness of one of the owners, it requiring the assistance of all in the further sinking of the shall,
is now down about 50 feet.
Directors of the
Djsire .Mining Company held a meeting yesterday,
at which an assessment of one-quarter of a cent was
levied.
Work is being vigorously prosecuted on the
Big Owl and several other claims in that vicinity.
When Dan Brown left G.ilena with the express yesterday morning, ihe Merrill smeller had turned out
some 84 liars of bullion. The plant had then been
in oi>eration three and one-half diys.
Among many
other properties rapidly coming to the front may be
mentioned the Gold Hill. This propeity is lociited
on the west side of Portland, and is one of the best
developed properties in that vicinity. The hist work
done by the owners consisted of driving a 30-foot
tunnel, in the face of which appears a 2-fooi vein of
ore of a very rich nature.

which
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only ure we believe that was ever shipped from the
properly was some 12 tons last winter, which was
taken to the sampling works and netted them something like $2ooo.

N'oll'Ntkkr.- The directors of the Volunteer yesordered work to commence at once in sinking
the shift 100 feet deeper, giving a total depth of
300
'—
feet.
This work will require about 40 days for its
•
terd.iy

completion, it is expected.
The ore in the face of
the west drift is ab^ut ihc same in width as at last
report— three or four feeu 'I here is a streak in this
about 10 inches wide which runs from 40 to 60
ounces. The remainder is a little above 20 ounces.

Notes.— Boulder ^^^,
smelter resumed work

last

Sept.

The Amazon

la:

week with a small

force of
the Josephine mine
near the head of Galena gulch, has bonded that
property to Builc parties for $ao,ooo.
The concentraior at the Evening Star mine is moving along

men.

J. F.

Smith,

who owns

The machinery is being hauled to the
ground and the work ol putting it in place begins this
week. Uncle Ben Mason has had men at work on
the Virginia Bell and its exiension for some lime.
and Monday they struck a fine body of ore just
where the two claims join. Tom I larper is pushing
the development work on his properties, the Buckeye
and Boston lodes, in the Catiiract district, and
IDAHO.
is determined to see what is in them.
He has shafts
down
20, 25 and 45 feet, and has a force of men
Sii.VRR Fortune Groui'.— Wood River Times,
Sept. 12: The following is from an interview with constantly at work sinking deeper.
Mr. George
Mr. Mcl-eod, foreman of the above mine: Thu Sil- Spencer is working on his mine, the Wilbur, three
ver Fortune, Oregonian, Snowclad and P K are four or four miles north of Biulder. and has a very promHe is down ab ml 50 feet and is
as good prospects for big mines as can be seen on ising outlook.
Wood river. i"he four claims run end to end, getting out a considerable amount of fine-looking
and we have traced the length nearly the full length galena and cirbonate ore which will certainly pay.
of 6000 feet, or for over a mile.
We struck ore in
every place where we did work, and I would not be
MEXICO.
surprised if we had an ore-chute over a mile long.
If that is not the longest continuous argentiferous
Fleming, —Southwest St-nlinel, Sept. 11: The
galena ore-chute in the world,
am much mistaken. concentrators on the Pau'ine report the laie strike
We first got ore in the Silver l-ortnne, where we as improving in quality and quantity as deplh is
sunk a shaft 70 feet. That was the discovery. We gained.
traced the vein 600 feet from the discovery, made an
Bullard's Peak.— Mr. Milton Miller reports a
open cut there, cut the vein, and found a nice show- new strike on the Alhambra, made on the second
ing of ore
On the Oregonian, which adjoins the level, 200 feet from the main shaft. The ore is of
Silver I*"ortune, we sunk a shaft 70 feet, found ore
the same chsracter as that formerly shipped from
all the way down, traced the vin as far as we
this mine, which yielded from $1500 to $8000 per ton
went, run two open cuts, and found ore in both. in silver.
On the Snowclad we traced the vein, ran an open
Chloride.- The carbonate in Chloride Flat is
cut, sank on the vein 40 fiet, and found ore. On the
with the expectations of the most sanguine ol
K P we've done no work besides tracing the vein on meeting
its owners.
A new strrkehas been made against the
the surface.
I think that for
the amount of work
done this is the best showing ever seen anywhere. porphyry dyke. As yet the extent of the strike is
not known, but indications lead to the belief thit it
East Fork is going to be a bananza camp, and a
will, on development, prove to be of
no slight
year or two hence will see the Wood River region
steadily.

NEW

I

as productive as Leadville ever was.

importance,

PiNos Altos.

—The

Mountain Key mill is rundays and Sundays on ares from the

tokens a renewal of operuiuns an the
Monumental
on a more extensive 5c;de than ever before attempted, and bids fair to create a new interest in
the mines
of that section of which there are numerous
goodpiying properties if properly handled.
Messrs
.Mitchell and Bowick yesterday made extensive
purchases of supplies for the mine, and will in
a day or
so send out a force of miners to commence operations
at once.

Granite Creek.— Extract from a letter to the
Pendleton Tribune. The writer has just returned
from the Granite creek mines: " We were Uken
up almost to the top of the mountain to the richest
mine of them all. It is called the Conqueror, and is
the property of Backman & Cleaver.
Rock or or« is
l>eing taken out now that will mill not less than
$100,
and as high as $4000 to $5000 per ton. This gold
differs some (rom usually found in these regions; it
is what they call * Wire Gold.' a sample
of which is
in the possession of T, H. Kobbins in the
treasurer's
olhce, also the rock from which it was taken.
They
can be seen at their mines, or ihe desired informa-

tion can be gleaned from Mr. Robbins or C. I.
Carlson in Pendleton, or corresponding with tne

owners

o( the mines.
I am satisfied
if a company
with a cap1l.1I of $6000 to $10,000 can be formed,
these claims can be developed to an enormous extent.
All of the mines, with the exception of the
Conqueror, are low-grade ore, and with the cost of
transporting the rock from the mine to the mill for
reduction, with coa of milling added, and with the
limited facilities and capital they have for carrying
ouMhis plan, the piofiis thereof are small, if any.
The idea is (o remove the engine from the mill
and introduce a turbine water-wheel, thereby saving
all of so per cent of the cost of reducing the ore and
saving the gold also.
The Conqueror was found
after the afore-mentioned claims had been developed, without any flatt-ring prospects, and is, without
an exception, the richest in gold I ever saw.
If Mr.
Cleaver is correct, the C:on(iiieror is the motherledge of them all, and will one of these days be
known all over the coait,''

Cracker Creek.— Bedrock Democrat,
J. C,

Homestake steam

last

evening loaded

Sept. 10:

Young returned

to the Cracker creek mines
resume operations on the Eigle mine.
He took out with him a quantity of supplies sufficient to run his force for sonic time.
Work will be
pushed vigorously and it is expecled that the own-

ye-sterday

to

will be enabled to commence shipping ore to
Salt Lake for reduction in a couple of weeks.
The
ore already on the dump yields assays warranting
transportation.

ers

Craciver Creek Mines.— A correspondent of
the Ort-eoniun writing from the Cracker creek mines
of Oregon says: The formation is principally of
quaitzite intersected with porphyry, with apparent
surface condition favorable to rich and permanent
ore deposiis, and a thorough inspeciion of the Co-

CoiUH d'Alenr Mines,— Wardner A't7yj, Sept. ning nights,
In the Yreka district work is progressing very " Key," and has at present a bounlilul
supply of
rapidly on the Last Chance mine and a large quan- water.
Work is s^on to be resumed on the Night
tity of good concentrating ore is being daily added
Bird.
The ore is free-milling. The mines through- lumbia and other mines now in process of developto the vast amount at present on the dump.
The out thedivtrict are looking well, and the amount of ment, bul confirms former reports of the merits of
upper tunnel is being extended and a large force of ore on the dump? awai ing treatment closely ap- this miner. 1 region. Over the divide from Cracker
men is engaged in sloping at various point';. On proximates 20:0 tons. The Smith
Ailman five creek lies the late discovered district of Rock creek,
the first of the month the lower tunnel was in 238 stamps are on full time, and are running principally exiension of the Cracker creek belt.
In this most
feet, and an addition of five feet has since been
on custom ores. The Deep Down, near the head promising region, yet in its infancy of development,
daily added to iis extent.
The vein will be cut of the Atlantic gulch, is rapidly winning a front I visited a large number of prospects in process of
when a distance ol 440 feet from the starting-point is place as the model mill of the Southwest. The El development, among which one in particular, the
attained.
The machinery for the concentrating Dorado group, under the minagement of Osborne Forest City, deserves special mention by reason
works of this company is all on the ground and is & Co , is one of the steady, never-varying producers of its rich and well defined showing and other
being put in place as rapidly as circumstances will of the camp. The labor of three men yields at the characteristic features. The claim was discovered
permit.
rate of 18 tons per month, and the value of the prod- and located by j. P, Malarkey, and the manner in
Lalande District. The Gem group of mines uct is a trifle less than $60 per ton. The Thunder- which it is being developed reflects credit upon that
are winning new honors for the productive regions bolt at
thorough and efficient mining man. The Forest
55 feet is improving as depth is gained, and
of Canyon creek and are coming to the front as first- it is not at all improbable that this little venture of City has two distmct and well-defined veins crossThe Milwaukee Mining Co. the Carter boys will net thi-m handsome returns on ing at the surface with welldefined walls of quartclass ore- producers.
was so well pleased with the recent developments, their investment. The Wagner mill is pounding zite and porphyry, and contain exceedingly rich ore,
they made the final payment on the property a few day and night on ores from the celebrated Atlantic, predominaiing in gold, of which an assay has been
days ago and took up the bond ten days prior to its and hence '* Peter the irrepressible" is happy, in- returned by J. F. Cresmon, assayer of Baker City,
expiration.
Smith, manager, has put on an asmuch as the yield per ton closely approximates yielding $[0,729 per ton. A contract was iet by
J. J.
extra force of men and is pushmg work wiih great two ounces, which, together with the concentrates, Mr. Malarkey, and men are now at work in excavavigor.
In the lower tunnel, which is in 270 feet, a makes a round value of $60 per ton.
The Golden tion, with the calculation of cutting the veins at a
body of six feet high-grade galena is visible. The Crown is on the southwest slope of Whisky creek. deplh of 200 and 300 feel.
company is now shipping enough ore to pay all The shaft is now 90 feet in depth, and copper pyrites
running expenses. A water ditch is being construct- is rapidly displacing the zinc, oxides and blendes, so
ed from Bell creek a distance of iioo feet with a fall common near the surface. The ore assays well and
of 237 feet, and all arrangements have been made the crevice, as now exposed, indicafs great strength
WOODSIDE.— Park Record, Sept. 15: A visit to
for the immediate erection of a concentrating-mill and continuity.
The Mohawk, under the manage- the Woodside property where the leasers are workwith a capacity of 40 tons per day.
A. M. Esler ment of Eriich, Haskell & Co., is producing a fine ing reveals a scene of considerable activity.
The
has obtained an extension of 60 days on his bond quantity of ore. The arastias will soon be started new find has been gone down on a distance of about
on the Bell group of mines on Canyon creek and has up, and the product of the mine will be reduced by 20 feet from the surface and a large area excavated
recommenced work on the property.
this primitive method, owing to the fact that the for piling the ore on.
The vein has widened out to
Evolution District. A number of claims mills are crowded to their full capacity with custom about six feet, all in rich carbonates and chlorides.
along the famous gray copper belt are being devel- ores. The mills are running on full time, and as we Indeed the vein looks better as depth is attained and
oped to great advantage; every gulch boasts of its go to press 45 of the 50 stamps are running night the foot and hanging-walls present every indication
prominent mines, and every mine on which any and day. Tne present week Bell & Stevens are run- of permanency. The vein above and below the
amount of work is being done, promises bright re- ning ten slampson ores from the Golden Giant, now main workings has been stripped but very little yei,
wards to their owners. The West Point group on among the most prominent mines by reason of its but there is ore in the grassroots all around. The
big strike was excavations some distance above the discovery show
Rosebud gulch is looking better than ever. In the productiveness, in the district.
upper workings on the iSJellie lode, Messrs. Horton made in the Pacific last week. A drift was run at a the formation there to be somewhat b'oken up; that
striking a the vrin pitches in an opposite direction to the
point
100
feet
below
the
old
workings,
chute
of
from
which
& Alger are sinking on a
ore
The ore assays mother vein, which is undoubtedly a true fissure one,
assays have been obtained ranging all the way from vein between four and six feel wide.
run
at least as it runs east and west with a northwest dip like the
to
per
ton,
but
will
certainly
They have from 4 to $40
100 to 4000 ounces per ton.
$45
large chunk, weighing about 1500 great system of parallel veins in the district.
This
15 inches of this class of ore and are preparing to $25 per ton.
pounds,
exhibition
was
brought
to
town
and
is
on
at strike is a rich one and it is genuine.
ship a carload of it to the works at Omaha.
Assays of the
the Tremont House.
ore
run
from
to
600
odd
ounces
silver
to
the
ton,
70
Eagle District.— A. J. Prichard has a force of
with a fair percentage of lead.
men working his placer claim onjTributary'gulch at
The Ontario's Tunnel.— The Ontario's threethe headwaters of Eagle creek, near the town of
mile drain-tunnel from the east is in about 100 feet;
Eagle.
While in the city this week Mr. Prichard
Old Monumental Solo. Bedrock Democrat, so far the work having been done with hand-drills in
exhibited to a News reporter a number of coarse
London, Messrs. hard rock. The fram-^work of the large building,
nuggets worth £125, which were taken from his claim; Sept; 10: The parties from
Mitchell and Bowick, the representatives of the syn- which will cover the boiler, compressor and other
they are fine specimens of gulch gold and a good indicate upon whom devolved the examination of the machinery, was raised Thursday, and the carpenters
dication of what his ground contains.
property and to reject or approve the terms of sale,
Notes. The supply of water in Prichard creek visited the Monumental mine and mill and returned are rushing it to completion.
proving rather scant at present, the Mother Lode to the city. Yesterday they were met in this city by
arastra can only run about half the time, while the Messrs.
C. A. Alisky and C. S. Miller, and papers
Treasure Box arastra on the ground adjoining has were made out by which the London Company,
First Ore Shipment.
Ellensburg Capital,
been obliged to suspend operations. Martin Cur- through their agents, Messrs. Mitchell and Bowick,
ran, sujierintendent of the Morning lode on Chlorbecame the owners of the properly. The Monu- Sept. 13: Sixteen thousand pounds of ore was reide Hill, reports a big strike of ore being made this mental has had a history similar to many mining cently shipped from the La Una mine at Conconulweek.
enterprises that have been inaugurated on the Pacific ly by T. L. Nixon, the owner, to San Francisco.
Coast.
Discovered in 1873, the property was de- He had extra heavy sacks made in order to retain the
veloped to some extent by parlies who were lacking dust which shakes out of the ore so easily, and did
everything to retain all the richest of the ore, but the
in means, but finally passed into the hands of PortPearl.— /«/tv-^(?«ff/(7i:;/, Sept. 14: J. K. Par- land parties.
company was incorporated and parties who hauled it, instead of packing it in hay
dee, who is over from Phillipsburg, reports sinking development work pushed, and the prospects were as directed, hauled it in open wagons and the sacks
on the Pearl going on steadily.
so satisfactory that in the year 1875 a first-class were worn full of holes by the time they reached the
Combination.— diamond drill has been pur- milling plant of 20 stamps was erected. A mer- boat. When it was shipped at Ellensburg on the
chased for the purpose of thoroughly exploring the chandise store, boarding-house and other business cars it had lost nearly a ion, and by the time it
property in advance, that they may sooner arrive at a houses were started at the mine, and for a year or reached San Francisco it only weighed a little over
conclusion relative to increasing their mill capacity so the camp had a genuine boom.
Finally the col- 12.000 pounds, nearly two tons of the very richest
in the
by adding 10 stamps.
lapse came for some reason and operations were of the dust having been lost through the holes
RuBV. The syndicate which had a bond upon entirely suspended. From that time until now the sacks. The remainder, however, ran 138 ounces.
the Ruby mine in the Lowlands, having given it up, mine and mill have remained idle, and the owners Mr, Nixon had some of the dust similar to that lost
the owners now intend to work the property.
They have been hoping against hope for some good fort- assayed and it ran 589 ounces, and il the ore had
say they have $150,000 worth of ore in sight and are une to come to bring the enterprise to the front once been shipped without any loss it would have run
fine showing for a new mine,
not at all in doubt as to having a big thing. The I more.
The sale of the property at this time be- about $250 per ton.
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Notes.— Elk Mountain Pilot, Sept. 13: The
Norman lode near Elko is developing into a good

Float.— The

w.igoii,

8:

Ol.PDoMINIriN Coi'I'EB COMPANY. ^Z/wr
Statf, Si;pi, 8:
On Tuesday we availed ourselves
of the invitation of Supt. A. L. Walker of the Old
Dominion Copper Company, to inspect the com-

stamp passed through the

on two

MONTANA.

A

A

—
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THE ROLLER ORE FEEDER
[Patented

May

[Sept. 22, 1888

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,

H.H.H

28, 18S2.]

Nos.

39

to

FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO,

51

CAL.

H H H. Horse I miment ptiia'
new hfe into the Antiquated Horse

'pHl.
J-

i

For the

last 14 years the

lL-.iiiment

hae been

H. H. H. Horee

leading rem&d'i?
E.-^ong Farmers and Stockmen for ths
Cure of Sprains, BmiBes, Stiff Joints,
iipavins, Windgalls, Sore Shoiddera, etc,
tiie

10(1 for Family Use ia without an eaxi^l
cor KhenmatisTn, Nenralgia, Aches, Paina-

iJrnises, ('nts and Sprains of all cliaractera
.the H. H, H, Liniment has manyiroittv

and we caution the Public to ess
the Trade Mark " H. H. H." is en
before pnrchasing,. For ga^s
^YPrywher© for BO conts and
jji!laons,

'^hat

E-very Bottle

^IM

BottJe^

For Sale by

Tins i8 the best and cheape9t Ore Feeder now in use.
It has fewer parts, requires less power, is simpler in
adjustment than any other. Feeds coarse ore or soft clay
alike uniformly, under one or all the stamps in a battery
as required.
In the Bunker Hill Mill it has run continuously for two
years, never having been out of order or coating a dollar
for repairs.

all

DruKgists.

WINCHESTER HOUSE.
44 Third

San Francisco.

Street.

Cal.

Thia Fire-proof Brick Building 1b centrally located, in
the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat
and Kailroad Offices.

Laundry Free for the use of Familiee
Golden State and Miners' Iron Works,
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.
Sole Manufacturers,
San Francisco, Cal. Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
E27 First Street.
And upward.

ROOMS WITH OR WITHOUT BOARD.
FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE.

HEALDS

J.

Books on Working Ores.
•HENDY" IMPROVED "CHALLENGE" ORE FEEDER.

COLLEGE,

BUSINESS

By GuiDO KuSTEL, M.

POST ST., S. F.
SKVENTT-FIVE DOLLARS THIS
24

FOR
College instructs

Shorthand, Type WritiDg:, Bookall the Bn-

in

keeping, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing,

glish branches, and everything pertaining to buKineea,
have sixteen teachers, and give
for six full months.
individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
its graduates in every part of the State,

We

iCff"SBND FOR CiRCDLAR.

E. p.
C. S.

HALEY,

HEALD,

POOLBY.

President,

Secretary.

E.

HoASTiNG OF Gold and Silver 0f.es (Second Edition) and
the Rxtvaction of their Respective Metals without
Quicksilver. By Guido Kustkl, M. E. ISSO.
This rare hook on the treatment of gold and silver ore
without quicksilver is liberally illustrated and crammed
f.ict5.
Tt gives short and conci-ie descriptions of
various processes and apparatus employed in this country
and in Europe, and the why and wherefore. It contains 156
payci, Chihracinij illu&trations of furnacf^s, supplements
and working apv>aratu3. It is a work of great merit, by
an author whose re piitation is unsurpassed in his specialty
I'ubPRICF., S3, coin, postage free. Sold by Dkwey & Co
llshera, 2&2UarKct St., San Francisco, Cal.

No.

RAYNOR,

25 Bond

By

St,

ing gentlemen

C.

S".

'N'.

Aaron's LKACtiiNG Gold and Silver Ores, the most
complete hand-book on the subject extant; 164 pages
octavo.
Illustrated by 12 Hthographic engravings and

ESTABLISHED

four

furnished us with testimonial letters to the

which can be seen at our oflBce, viz.:
VV. Crocker, Supt. Bunker Hill Gold Min- D. CWiCKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal.
ing Co., Amador City, Cal.
J. H. Treoloan, Supt. South Spring Hill Gold
Mining Co., Amador City, Cal.
G. RoEERT.s, Greenwood, El Dorado Co., Cal.
WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE
effect,

"CHALLENGE," "STANFORD," "TULLOCK," & "ROLLER" FEEDERS,
And

wood cuts. Fully indexed. Plainly written for
men. In cloth, S3. Sold by Dewby & Co., S. F.

will furnish descriptive Catalogues

and quote prices upon

&

GREGORY

H. P.

practical

Laboratory

far

application.'

H. Aaron.

NEW YORK
1859.

who have

above

full of

,

H. M.

The best form of Feeder ever devised, and pronounced by reputable mining men to be
We refer to the followsuperior to any form of **Koller'* Feeder manufactured.

GO TO THE OLDEST AND THE BEST.
Cor.

AND

Fremont and Mission

Sts.,

-

CO.

San Francisco,

-

Cal.

Manufacturing Purposes.
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN ALL CLASSES OF

Wholesale and Ketaii,
Native Platinum and Serap purchased.

This paper Is printed with Ink Manufac
tured by Charles Bneu Johnson & Co., 500
South 10th St., Philadelphia. Branch Offl066-47 Rose St., New York, and 40 La Salle
No
St., Chicago. Aeent for the Pacific Coaet—
Jon«T>h H. DorAtv- fiao OommorolRl Bt.. fi P

LIFE SCHOLARSHIPS,

$75.

Vacations.
Day and Evening Sbssionp.
Ladies admitted into all Departments.
Address: T. A. ROBINSON, M. A.. President.

MACHINERY
SOLE AGENTS FOB

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

WILLIAMSON

A. FAY & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
FRANK k CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
SEW HAVEN MANUP'O CO.'S MA;.

AND

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

PUMPS.

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

WEBBER CENTBIFUGAL PUMPS.

FORM OF DOUBLE-JOINTED

>'>/ED
HY>Ve guarantee purchasers of this furm of Giants against all
costs, expenses or damagfs which may arise from any aiiverse suits or actions at law. We are further prepared to
furnish .Single-Joluted Giants when required. Prices, discounts and Catalogues of our specialties of Itydraulic Mining Macliinery sent on application.

ABOVE CHT irXUSTKATi:-^ Ti
THE
DRAULIC GIANTS which we niaLulartuic.
i

i

l(

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, 39

to

51 Fremont

St.,

San Francisco.

HOSKIN'S

HYDRAULIC MACHINE.
The statement of Mr. Joshua Hendy that ant sttle of machine ia an
infringement on any style manufactured by him, he knows to be abso
lutelv false. The Supreme Court of the United States on March l!}th decided that the pretended patent for infringing, which he has for \ears
been ileccing miners for royalty, is ausolutely void, with costs of suit
to Hendy & Fisher.
I am the inventor of all styles in use, and am preSared to fill orders to suic customers. Send ft>r I'Stof prices of Hydraulic
[achlnery,

B, HOSKIjV, Empire Fouudry, Marysville, Cal.

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

SAW BLADES.

STURTEVANT BLOWERS AND
EXHAUSTS.
SHIMER MATCHER HEADS.
BKAINARD MILLING MACHINES.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
UASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.,
SCHLENKER'S BOLT CUTTERS.

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.KORTINQ INJECTORS AND EJECTORS.

DISSTON-S CIRCULAR SAWS.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACKING CO.'S RUBBER GOODS.
LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS.

H. W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACKING, PAINT, ETC.

HOLLOWAY FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.

YACHT ENGINES.

IMPROVED

ONE-JOINTED

HORI-

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

DRILLS.

IMPROVED STEAM

?ERIN BAND

AND

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

TOOLS.

BLAKE'S

BOILERS.

PAYNE'S VERTICAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

BEMENT & SON'S MACHINISTS

POWER

HOISTING

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

BIOKFORD'S

BROS'

ENQUJES.

ENGINES and BOILERS
FROM

MILL

2

TO 100 H.

SUPPLIES

P.,

AND

ALWAYS IN STOCK

LUBRICATING

OILS.
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veruer

withoat
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Is io operation in

&

FRASER

!'},'

l!l!5!"*oI!!
ThU Mill u a Crusher and

Pul-

HDDtiDgtOQ

CHALMERS,
'

Gentrirngal

^etallljrgy apd Ore^.

QUARTZ

rival.
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MILL.

SELBY

tr SKNO FOR CATALOGUKLia

ead

ing smelting wor«ca

aod

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

mills.
J

MACHINERY

for

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING. SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION
lfiS»^»'iJ?VJ^^'^^3?»>-'

PUMPING

ORES.

And Assay

AUD

UANUPACTURIIKil OP....

BLUESTONE,
LEAD PIPE,
SHEET LEAD,

HALLIDIE'S

SHOT,

MACHINERY
Standard

WIRE ROPE

TRAMWAYS.
DENVER OFFICE

SBNERAL OFFICE AND WORKS:
Fulton Bad Union Streets, Oblcsgo,

:

MEXICO OFFICE:

Room

48,

2

No.

Wall Street.

Theac Wheola ftre deaiprned for all purposes wlinre limited quantities of water and
hiirh lieadB are utilized, and are guaranteed to (^ive more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Beinc placed on horizontal shaft, the power is transraittect
direct to shaftini:; hy belts, dispensing with ijearing.
Estimates furnislied on application for wheels specially built and adapted in
capacity to suit any particular case.
Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, aa wolt as tlie
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free of coat,
by applying to the nianufacturera.

JAMES LEFFEL &

St.,

York.

COMPRESSED

AIR.

First

NOW READY,

CATALOGUE

ilvalli'rt

etc.,

of

1884.

dcs<Tip;ion

Improvements embraced

Rim

Pulley

For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, WashlngtoD
Lightest, Strongest, Cheap'^'it and
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Altjo Manufacturers of
Best Balanced Pulley io the World.
PAT. OCT. 26, 1881.

o(

these nn-

in

Air Compressors, together with tables, data,
to iisera of compressed air.

MAILED

43

Nos. 129

&

SHAFTING,

131 Fremont

HANGERS AND
APPURTENANCES
"^

tSr SKND for ClROOIiAR AND PRIOB
_
.
_
Street,

LiBT.

san Pranctsco.

.

Cal.

ARE YOU GOING TO PUT UP MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?

ON APPLICATION,

Are you poing to make any change in machinery? Are you
mules'? Do you want Pulleys on Shaftiny already up? If

Compressor Works,
ST.,
YORK-

Air

DEY

H.

FREE

NEW

EVANS &

(SucccBSors to

1

1

THOMSON a

WOOD SEPARABLE OR

CO.,

kinds ol

Street, S

MACHINERY.

PULLEYS.

SPLIT

Adapted

to

Iiightest. Strongest, Best Balancerl and Most
Conveuieiit Pulleys Made In the World.
Time, trouble and money saved by uaingtheso pulleys.

any power required.

and Catalogues mailed

CO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 23 STEVENSON STREET.
Near First and Market Streets, S. P.
LooKnARDT, Manager.
F^tablisurd 1869

Ores worked by any Frocesa.
Ores Sampled,
AasayiBg in all its Branches,
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters,

eto.

Teats (practical) Made.

Special attention paid

Examinations of

to

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.
O. A.
& OOh
«
(Formerly Huhn & Luckhardt,
Ulnlnfir Enfrlneers and MetallurfirlatB,

LUCKHARDT

^
(^\

Corner

METALLURGICAL
318 Pine

WORKS.

St. (Basement,,

of Leldeedorff Street,

•

SAN FRANCISCO

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Tests made by

They are the
ori:,Mnal.

MACHINE WORKS,
all

on
the

THE DODGE PATENT INDEPENDENCE

free.

my

Process.

Assaying and Analysis of Ores, Minerals and Waters.
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Practical Inetruction given
Treating Ores by m
proved proceasea.
CO.,
G.
Mining Engineers and Metallurgists.

KUSTEL &

JOHN SIMONDS, Pacific Coast Agent, 509-51 3 Mission St., S. F.

Steam Pumps, Steam Engines
and

freightinp; by team or packing;
eo, don't fail to look into

merits of

EVANS),

& 112 Kesle

plates of this
reliable, and

Plans and Specifications furnished for the
most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Solo Licensed Manufacturers o( the

Machinery.
full

Dknniston'm Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
well-known manufacturer are thoroughly
full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Orders
taken at his lowest prices.

G.

C. A.

viiliic

Clayton

C.

gives a

at Mechanics' Pair,

Medart Patent "Wrought

ROCK DRILLS,
Cjitnlo^iie

i^*Our Gold and Silver Tables, showing the value pet
ounce Troy at different degrees of fineness, and valuable
tables for computation of asaavs in grains and grammes,
will be sent free upon application.
Agents for the Patent
Plumbaeo Crucible Co., London, England. Also for E.

Working

CLAYTON AIR COMPEESSORS,
^^ This

Premium Awarded

No. 6,

IVIiniiig

General Agents.
Chicago, 111., and Denver, Col.
LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

PERFECT PULLEYS

THE USE OF

IN

application.

JOHN TAYLOR &

New

FBASBR & CHALMERS,

PARKE &

Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these supplies since
the first diBcovery of mines on the Pacific Coast, we fee
confident from our experience we can well ^fuit the de
mand (or these goods, both as to quality and price. Qui
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will bo sent oc

CO.,

110 Liberty

or

IN

Mining Companiea, Milling Companiea, Proapcct'^rs, etc.,
to our full stock of Balances, Furuacee, Muffles, Crucibles, Scortfiera, etc., including, also, a full stock of

Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

Springfield, Ohio,

AND DKALRHS

tMPOKTKRfl

CHEMICAL APPARATUS AND CHEMICALS, DRUG
GISTS' GLASSWARE AND SUNDRIES, ETC.
63 & 05 FIrHt St., cor. Mission. San Francisco.
Wo would call the attention of AgRayers, ChcmiBta

No. 11 Calle de Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico.
CITY. UTAH.

UTAH OFFIOK-8ALT LAKE

JAMES LBFPBL'S

the Putr-ntnd

Cartridges,

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

No. 248 Eighteenth Street. Denver, Colorado.

111.

OFFICE:

<'<<>iieriil

Shot-Gun

Under Chamburliu Patent.

JOHN TAYLOR &~CO.T^

POMPS.

And

Etc., Etc.

ALSO UANItyACTDRKKH Of

GOBNiSH

TO ALL INTERESTED

REFINERY

Offlce.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Snlphurets.

ENGINES,

NEW YORK

CO..

San Francisco.

St.,

AND SILVER

GOLD
of

HOISTING

ENGINES

416 Montgomery

TROMMELS.

JIGS and

SlVD FOR CATALOOL'R AND TlSTIllOMALB.

New Almaden

STEARNS M'F'G

LIGHTNING WELL-SINKING
MACHINE MAKERS.
Wcll-i'inkiii;;aiiiJpriispcT(ingtiif.lRBcnt
on trial. 51.';' tfet liiis hucii flunk in 8
hoiirB. Iiisiructinna ibr bpRinntTB. Aa

Quicksilver.

29

&

31 Spear

St.,

CO.

San Francisco,

Cal.

Encyclopdiu

J.

B.

i.l' eiK)
EnKrnvjiiES i>r well
and prospectors tools, pumps,
Vwiiid aiidslyuni cnRini^fl. Atroa*lieo on tins nnd oil. Book

RANDOL,

frto,

mailing churgea

=,25 cis.cQch.

Room

22,

320 Sansome

sThe American

St.,

:

WellWorks.
AUKORA, IL.LS.,
U. S. A.

OTho

BUYERS' GUIDE ia

issued

March and

Sept.,

It is an encyclopedia of useful information for all who purchase the luxuries or the
necessities of life. "We
can clothe you and furnish you with
all the
necessary and unnecessary
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these things

each. year.

COMFORTABLY, and you can make a
"
'

fair

estimate of the value of the BUYERS'
GUIDE, which will be sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage,

MONTGOMERY WARD &
111-114

CO.

Michigan Avenue, Chicago, HI.

THOMAS

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento

Street,

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS

San Francisco,

Cal.

HIGH-GRADE SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENGINES, STEEL BOILERS, Etc.
— IMPORT BR 8 OF
Miinson'H "Kagle" and "Dynamo" lielting:,
Gouilell & Waters' Wooclworkinc: Machinery, Saws and

Saw

Tools,

Emery Wheels. Tool Grinders, Ewart'8
24 HOURS.
Link Selting,
WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
AND GENERAL MILL. SDPPLIES.
2-ceQt
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.
16IN

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

Engraving Samples. B^i

for
fine il-

lustratui Bamples oT'Plioto-Fac^iraile. Photo-Zino EtobinKS
and Wood EoeravinRa (Proof Sheet No. 3) to De^VEY En«
OAATlNa Co., 22Q Market St., S. F,
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Arizona's Fiftli Industrial Exposition.

Reported by

Dewey &

Co., Pioneer Patent

Company.
Bullion

Baker

up one of the beet
mineral exhibits that has ever been made on the
Pacitic Coast.

The premiums

for minerals this year are near-

ly double those offered for the past three years;
but mineral cabinets owned by citizens of

Phceoix will not be allowed to compete for pre-

miums

this year.

All specimens sent for exhibition will be
numbered properly to agree with a full description of the mine, setting forth the character of

the ore, formation, development-work, average
assays, etc., which will be in a large book that

open to inspection for all visitors. All
valuable specimens will be safely kept in cases
and receipts given for the same.
will be

There

will

Cook, &. F.
389.449.— Drill and Dredge E. Derbec, S. F.
389,215.— Padlock. j. Friedmann. S. F.
389,456.— Ore-Feeder— J. C. Gibson, S. F.
Vehicle Spring--M. P. Holme?, S.F.
389,512.
Chair Seat AND Cushion A. Morris,
389,481.

—

—

S. F.

389,410,

Attachment— C.

F.

389,346.— Music Rack Holder— A. W. UtzOgn.
389 347.— Drill Jar Reamer A. Walker, Sm

inger, Astoria,

Luis Obispo. Cal.
18,607.
Cal.

Design

—

— M,

S,

LoLomotive

Nevada
California.

Arizona.

MCo

Spriug Valley G
Savage
Co
Superior
Co

M
M

.

Aug

3.

.Aug
15. .Aug
50.

New Mexico.

Califoroia.
M& M Co,
Hyd M Co... California.

M
M Co
Lone Jack M Co
Trinity G M Co

24..EBHolme3
.

Freiuout

13

328 Montgomery
309 Montgomery
533 Kearny
309 Montgomery
309 Montgomery
320 Sansome
309 Moutgomery
...309 Montgomery
308 Pine
406 Montgomery

Morizio

.

Phelan Building

Annual
Annual
Annual

Monigomery St
504 Kearny St

Special
Special

310 Pine St

OalJfornia..W J Gleaaon

JJ
California., L

Meeting

Office in S. P.
Sansome St

320

W Pew

309

Scoville

Wadbam

Datb

(

Sept S7
Sept 87

Sept^
Sept^
Sept

29

LATEST DIVIDBNDS-WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Name of Gompant.
Con

California

Confidence S

Eureka Con

& Va
Co

M

M

SEckETAJiY.
Location.
Nevada.. A
Havens
Nevada. A S Groth
Nevada..HRP Hutton
Nevada..
Heath
Nevada J
Pew

W

Co

309

Amount.

Office in S. F.
Montgomery St

50...,
1.00. . .
25 ...
25...

.

MCo

RW
W Jennings

M & M Co
North Belle Isle M Co
California.. D A
North Star M Co
Nevada.. J P Lightner
Hale&, Norcross S M Co
California
Idalio M Co
California.. A H Clough
Salts
Soda
Co..
Pacific Boras,
California.. J W Pew
Standard Con M Co
Diablo

PatabBji

306 Pine St
318 Pine St
310 Pine St
401 California St
309 Moi tgoraery St

,.
.

50.

50
50
50
l.OO
05

Gr»a8 Valley
230 Moutgomery St
310 Pine St

Sept 11

.Aug

.

6

..Julys
..Aug 37
..May
, 7
.
July II

Aug/8
July
July

U
HI

JuneU

are willing are invitsd to leave their

of

our correspondents was recently

process of manufacturing

wooden

much

W.

T., the

pipe.

It

interested in examining at Olympia,

is

one of few such institutions on this coast. It
The
is known as the Puget Sound Pipe Co.

manufactured from logs approximating
These
in diameter the size of pipe desired.
logs are turned down smooth and then bored
out, after which they are covered with a coat of
coal tar and are fitted to be fastened end to end
with bands of iron. The advantages claimed
is

for this kind of pipe are that it is better for cold

countries,

where water

freezes

and pipes break,

a more inflexible style, and keeps cleaner than
iron or terra-cotta, because there

is

no adhesion

of deleterious matter to the inner surface.

factory employs about 10 men, and

is

now

The
ship-

ping pipe to Seattle, Sumner and Elleusburg,

and great quantities to
where it has been used

T., Arlington, Or.,

Lake

U. T.,
At Palouse City, W. T., the
for many years.
pipe has known to have been down for 22 years,
and is still in good condition. C. Z. Mason is
superintendent of the company manufaotnring
City,

the pipe.
Allen

4.. ..Oct

Seobetaby.

Nevada. .J

tti

Salt

J Morizio

25. .J

11... .Oct 10 J Stadf eld Jr
25....Sept24..HPiehor

A Judson

M Co

Belle Isle
Co
Golden Fleece G

—

W.

AH Fish

R N Van Bruot

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
LooATroN.

—

pipe

.

2..

3.

mineral specimens for display in the permanent

One

19 .

LOstom

.Sept 5
Sept 25..EBHolmes
15. .Sept 15.. ..Oct 15.,ICStump.
02. .Sept 8. .Oct
8. ...Nov
3..WJGurcett
9.. ..Oct 29..JMQuay
06. .Aug 29. .Oct

Nevada

Foreign Patent Agency, the following are
San Franoisoo Metal Market.
worthy of special mention:
WH0LE3AXB.
exhibit building.
Shifter for Gang Edgees. Frederick W.
IHOE3DAT, Sept. 20, 1888.
Not simply the owners of developed and Cook, S. F. No. 389,443. Dated Sspt. 11, Antimony— French Star
13 (ro 14
invention,
aa
its
name
implies,
ISSS.
This
re—@ 7
Borax— Refined
large mines, but all other owners, including
7@ —
Powdered
lates to a means for shifting or moving the saws
6&<<$
—
Concentrated
prospectors and chloriders, are greatly interestof a gang edger on their abaft, in order to vary CopPEil—
„
26® 27
ed in making a good mineral exhibit at this fair their position according to tbe work required.
Bolt
(a
—
26
Sheathing
and permanent exhibit hall. If capital is at- The invention conaists in a shaft or rod passing
1C90@ Ingot
— g 26
through a bearing in the aaw-coUar and providFire Bos Sheets
tracted to our developed mines, our undevel— (§28 50
Glengainock ton
Iron—
ed with a pinion on each end which engages a
— @27 00
ton
Eglinton,
oped properties will soon be sought after and fixed rack on each side. The object of this
— @31 00
American Soft, No, 1, ton
21 ffl23 00
Oregon Pig. ton
sales secured of such as have merit.
construction is to move the saws by a connec— @2i 60
Clay Lane White
- 1829 00
Special efforts are being made to advertise tion with the bub or collar thereon, and to apShotts, No.l
3
2S@
Bar Iron Ihaso price) S lb
ply the power, to move them, to both ends of
the agricultural and horticultural resources of
5 OO (« 5 25
Pig
Lead—
the adjusting shaft or rod, whereby the adjust525
a-Bar.....
Arizona, hoping to induce capitalists to invest ment is effected easily and with precision.
—
8 (»
Sheet
7@ —
Pipe
and immigrants to make their homes in the
Drop. V hag. } 65 m Boat-Davit Attachment. Chaa. F, Rodin,
Shot, dlBcount 10% on 600 bag
""
®
strangers
from
the
Bucli,«)bag
Territory. Thousands of
S. F,, assignor of one half to P. C. Rice of EuH5
^ fj ®
ChiUed. do
Z.
No. 389,410. Dated Sept. 11, Steel— English,
*'' @
*"
Eisternand Pacific Coast States will be present rtrka, Cal.
16
10 @
Blacli Diamond tool
1888.
The object of this invention is to proat the fair and during the winter months, as
°w 10
Pick and Hammer
vide such a davit attachment as will operate
4@ -5
Machinery
plans are now being perfected to secure two or automatically, to instantly and simultaneously
Toe Calk
, „*tg „
I K g 2 5S
three excursions from California during the fair, release both ends of the boat the moment either TtNPLiTE-Ooke
6 76 ® 7 25
Charcoal
38 50 @40 00
and several large excursions each month from end finds support in the water. This ia accom- QalGK8lj.vER— BytheQask
"
^ 55 @
Flasks, new
plished by a simple but ingenioua arrangement
86® the Eastern States,
Flasks, old
of hooks and triggers, the triggers being conMr. G. W. Ingals, formerly agent of the nected so that when one is tripped, the other
New York Metal Market,
Mining and Scientific Press in Arizona, is will be instantly released also. The tripping of
Telegraphic advices dated Sept. 19th give the following
superintendent of the mining department of the either trigger is effected the moment that end
of the boat finds support in the water, and is New York prices:
exposition.
BAR SiLVKR— OOJc per oz.
accomplished by means of a spring-actuated
Borax — 9c.
attachment with the hook which engages the
Coppkr-Lakb— Strong, hut no busineaa, $17.85.
Woodea Pipe Manufacture in Olym- trigger, and this attachment furthermore pro- Iron—
No. 1, S22 00.
book
Lead — F,rm, d »me tic $4.47i.
vides
drawing
up
the
and
tackle
for
out
of
pia, W. T.
all

15..
16.

3..CEElliott
.Sept 5...-Sept 24..JF HoUing

50. .Sept 1..0ot
05. .Aug 10. .Sept
10.. July 19:. Aug

. .

Among the patents recently obtained through
Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press U. S. and

21. Sept 24.. ..Oct
21. .Sept 26... .Oct
20. .Sept 27.. . Cot
lj..Oot 12... . Nov
31.. Sept 3..,,.Sept
9. .Sept 13..
_...Oct

Montgomery
Montgomery
Montgomery
80ii Market

327 Pine
328 Montgomery
328 Montgomery
309 Montgomery
309 Montgomery
328 Montgomery

MP

Aug

15. .Aug
25. .Aug
05. .Aug
10.. Sept
50.. July
25. .Aug

California.

Name op Oompant.

Mt

Notices of Recent Patents.

31)9

L.WJGleason

Teirakotf G
Virginia Creek

Alaska

by Dbwbt & Co., in the shortest time possible (by mail
or telefrraphic order). American and Foreign patents
obtained, and ereneral patent business for Paciflo Coast
iaventora transacted with perfect seourity, at reasonable
rates and in tbe shortest possible time.

2a. .Sept 6. .Oct 10. ...Oct 31..C
}-:Uiot
4. 00.. July 31
Sept 8.. ..Oct
05. .Sept 4. .Oct
10. ...Oct 30..OHEogaTt
15. .Sept 18. .Oct 22...,.Nov 12..AHalsey
50. .July 16..
23... .Sept 23..
Minor

Nevada.

M

522
62S

E

Nevad*.
California.
Cal foruia.
California.

Arizonia.
Co
Lady Washiogton Con M Co. ..Nevada,
Calitornia.
LiveOakD.iltM Co
Nevada.
Lord of Lorn G St S M Co
California.
Mayflower Gravel Co
Nevada.
Mexican M Co
Nevada.
Navajo Queen M Co
Nevada.
OphirS MCo
Nevada.
Pondere M Co

McQaarrie, Paso Robles,

15,864.— Trademark for Flour— D, McC.
Gedge, S. F.
NoTB.— Copies of U. S. and Foreign Pateots furnished

PtiosQix,

who

— Boat-Davit

Rodin, S. F.

be a permanent exhibit hall in

where mineral specimens as well as
agricultural and horticultural products will be
placed on exhibition. When the fair is closed

—

327 Pine
330 Pine
327 Pine

.

California.

Diviile

l''leece

in getting

JOUHNALB.

S. P.

Place of Edsine

Am't. Levied. Delinq'nt. Sale.
Seosetaet.
50. .Aug 4. .Sept 7.. .Sept 2i.,R B Grayson
25.. Aug 13.. Sept 17.... Oct
8. .DM Kent
50..Septl8..Oct 23. ...Nov 12. .J Crockett
10. .Aug 8. .Sept 10. ...Sept 29. .T Wetzel
10. .Sept 1..0ct 15. ...Nov 5..G B Krutmejer

Location.
Nevada.

M Co
M Co
Belcher M Co
From the official report of U. 3. Patents in Dbwbt & Oliampion M Co
Crispin M& M Co
termined to give greater prominence to the Co.'s Patent Office Library, 220 Market St., S. F.
Exchetiuer M Co
Golden
G M Co
mineral department of the fair this year than
for week ending september ii, 1888.
Gray Eagle M Co
ever before, and they invite every mining man
Western Q M Co
Shifter for Gang Edgeks— F. W. Gt
389,443.
Keyes S M Co
in Arizona, whether owner or prospector, to
unite with them

DIRECTORY.

ASSESSMENTS.

Solicitors for Pacific States.

the officers of the Fifth Annual Fair of the Arizona Industrial Espoaition Association have de-

SHAREHOLDERS'

COUFUtBD HVBRT THDRBDAV FBOH ADVBRTISBHBNTS IN MlNINQ AND SOIBNTIFIO PftBSS AND OTHBR

Inventors.

We

are in receipt of a circular of the abovenamed exposition, from which we learn that

MINING

List of D. S. Patents for Paciflo Coast

[Sept. 22, 1888*1

&

Harknesa have one

of

the oldest es-

tablished sawmills in the Territory at Olympia.

some of the newer mills,
12 men and turns out 10,000

It is not so extensive as

but employs 10 to
feet of lumber per day.

The adjoining sash and door factory
Springer, White & Co. completes the list
factories of any note at Olympia.
Here 12

of

the way the moment the release is effected, so
that there will be no danger of interference or
catching of the hooks under the boat>rail and
capsizing her.

Ore Feeder. — James

0. Gibson, S. F. No.
Dated Sept. 11, 1S8S. This is an
389.456.
improved machine for feeding ore to crashing
or stamp mills. Its essential parts are a hopper,
an intermittently rotating hollow cone or cylinder receiving the ore from the hopper, and a
spirally arranged or inclined scraper within the
cone or cylinder. The cone or cylinder is given
its motion by a suitable clutch mechanism operated by a system of levers set in operation by
the stamp stem, or otherwise connected with
the machine to which the ore is to be fed. The
ore passes out from the throat of the hopper,
into the upper and smaller end of the hollow
cone or cylinder, the intermittent rotation of
which carries it against the inclined scraper near

outer end, by which it is gradually worked
out and discharged into the battery or crushingA peculiar adjustable apring holds the
scraper while in position, while the whole machine is simple in its construction and effective

its

mill.

in its operation.

—

Station Indicator. John Knight, S. F.,
assignor of one-half to the Pacific Indicator
Company, same place. No. 388,980. Ditsd
invention relatea to
Sept. 4, ISSS. This
that part of the indicating mechanism of this
class that is commonly known aa the '*box."
Station indicators are devices for automatically
exhibiting the name of station or street to
which the car ia approaching so as to give notice to the passengers.
The general mechanism
is divided into two parts, viz., the box or device by which the names of the streets or stations are exhibited and the mechanism by
which power ia transmitted to the ribbon or
endlesB belt in the box.
The invention of Mr.
Knight conaiats of an improvement in the box,
the arrangement of the traveling indicating ribbon
and the arrangement of the driving mechanism
by which the ribbon ia given motion. The ribbon
winds in a tortuous course over an upper and a

•

Tin— Easier and

dull at S23.25.
following is the latest b.v mail from the

The
York Metal Exchange Market Report":

'*

.

.

Orford

Tin,

;

(8

@

@

Tin,

Billiton

;

;

Baltimore Copper, 816.65@— .—
Copper, S16.00@16.25: P. S. C. Copper,
Foreign Lead, S5.00@5 25; Foreign Spelter,

S5.40@5.50.

Alpha
Alta

Andes
Argenta
Belcher

Week

Week

Week

Ending Ending Ending ENDlJia
Aug.

30.

Sept.

1.36
1.50

1.40

.86

1.30
'1

10
3.25

3.46

6.

Sept.

1.45 1.55
1.50 1.55
.95 1.00

13,

1.80
1.70 1.65
1.10 .96
5.25

1.6S
1.00
10
6 60

3.25
1.20

3.75 3.30
1.40 1.25

i.a

.40

60
.45

1.60
2.00 1.30

1.60 1.4'J
1.35 1.26

1.60
1.36

.10

3

Brophy
Best & Belcher
Bullion

Baltimore
BeUelsle

BodieCon
Benton
Bodle Tunnel
Bulwer
Con, Va. seal....
Challenge

.35
1.10
2 OO

1.46
1.50

1

70
9.00
3.75

.60

7.75
3.30

3.7E

.75

10
4.30 4.2

4.M

Champion
Chollar

OonHdence
Con. Imperial
Caledonia
Con. PaciHc
Crown Point
Crocker

2.40
9.75

2.66

.30

.40
.36

2.75 2.70
12
..

Hi

.45
.40

"

3.40

3.56

3.76 4.06

.65

70

.80

Central

.35

.40

2.90
II

j
.45

.35

.40

61 4 30
.95
.40

4.ro
,86

Dudley
East B.

Si

B

Eureka Con
Excheciuer

.85

Grand Prize

80

1.25
85
2.90 2.40
4.7.'^ 4.00

Goulds Cuiry....
Hale & Norcross..
Holmes

.85

..

2.75

85

1.00

1.0
60
2.66 2.55
4.41 4.15

.76

.80
.60

2.90 2.55
4.45

Independence

Iowa
JiUia
Justice

1.06
1.05 .95
3.25 2.95

.35

.96

Kentuck
Lady Wash
Martin White

3.00

1.00
3.00

I

.20

1.16
3.16 3.10

1.00 .90
3.70 3.36

1.16
3.66

1.55 1.40
2.55 2.65

3.00 2.66

2.85

4.25

4.60 4!66

4!is

...

1.10 1 25

1.50 1.36
6.00 5.50
1.75 1.60
2.55
1.90 1.65
50
.55

1.45

3.16

305

3.

3.3S

1.00

2.95

Mt. Diablo

——

Banca Tin,

Name of
OOMPANT.

Mono
New Mexican

COPFKR— Fi m, but very dull, spot closine at S17.05.
i<i
Transferable Notices (Lake) issued at
LKAU-Active and unsettled at S4.95 (S— spot. Transferable Notices issued at S -.-@—.-.
Tin— Irregular and active at S22.20@23.00.
Prices generallv ruling for metals not regularly dealt
in on call at the N. Y. Exchange, covering extremes of
buyers' and sellers' views. All prompt deliver.v. Austra'lian

Table of Lowest and Higkest Sales in
S. F. Stook Exokange.

@

Antimony, S9.75(ai3.50.

card of the ParafBoe Paint Company,

North G. a
Occidental

whicti

1.50

2.45

l.bP

O

Ophir

1.10
5.25

Overman

1,30

6S
1.30

5.75 5.75
1.35 1.55

Potosi
Peerless

2.35
1.20

2.35
1.30

2.66
1.90 1.60
50
.00

Pe<T
P. Sheridan
Silver Star
Savage

.40

S.E.&M

—

AND B. Paints and Compounds. Among
our new advertiaements to-day will be found the
P.

Northern Belle
Navajo
North Belle Isle... 2.60
Niagara
4!25
Nev. Queen

Sierra Nevada.
Silver Hill
Silver King

Scorpion
Syndicate

2.05
2.56
2. SO

2.65
2.90
3.10

50

.60

.55

330
.65

2.10
...

.10

Union Con

.SO

3.

6i
1.6S
2.70
1.85

...

3.20

.95

I.GO

50

.65
.15

3.10 3.10

3.60

3.50

and other Utah
1.30
.10 1.20 1.15 1.25
4 35
fellow Jacket
3.n .06 3.60 3.96 4.40
material. The paint manufactured by this
company is largely used for iron work and roofing, and is especially valuable for wood or iron Sales at San Franoisoo Stock Exckange.
which is exposed to acid fumes of any kind. It
....60o
Wednesday Sept. 19.
paper, or
manufactures a

is

also used

line of paints, roofing

for waterproofing cloth,

Boards or timber of any kind exposed
constantly to water or alternating wet and dry

leather.

are preserved

by

this paint almost indefinitely.

See advertisement.

20

National Ikon Works.— We
learn

that

the proprietors

Messrs. Marchultz

300 Alta
100 Andes
200 Alpha
645 Belcher
150 B.& Belcher
100 BulUon
300 Baltimore

&

of

are

these

glad

to

works,

Oantrell, are busily en-

gaged on plans for a new and substantial brick
machine-shop and foundry to be erected on the
Meanwhile they have
site of their old works.
secured temporary quarters at 13 and 15 Spear
street, where they will execute orders with

Benton

100 Belle Isle
50 Chollar
50 Con VaSCal
100 Crown Point
10

Confidence

460 ChaUenge
350 Crocker
40O Con. Imperial
400 Excheouer
100 Gould & Cnrry

Hale&Nor

l.Ot

2.15
4.36 150 N. Belle Is
3.65 200 Navajo
100 Overman.
1.3
55c 260 Ophir
1.15
50 Occidental Con..
40«
2.70 300 Peerless
93

4.10
11
4 00
80c
45c

M

350 S. B^&
50 Silver Hill
300 Sierra Nevada...
100 Utah
IGO Union

1.00
2.651

50

YeUow Jacket....

...4.45
...3.S0
...1.25
...S.75
...1.50
...1.46
...5.75
...1.40
...2.60
...1.65
...3.05
....60c
...3.15
...1.25
...3.20
....70c
...4.C5

Mining Sliare Market.

Of the mining share market not much can be
than has in this column been said
and over during the past six months.
loss by the late flood in Georgia is esThe
given
steady
employment,
15 men are
while all
No estimate can be Nothing can be more monotonous than the protimated at $1,000,000.
of the proprietors are practical workmen and
made of the damage to farms and crops from ceeding had in the Stock Exchange as repeated
become
overseers.
Augusta to Savannah, while the country along day after day. The dullness has
lower drum, and ia driven by an independent the river is submerged. Eleven persons have chronic has staying qualities not expected of
What this condition of things denotes, if it
The U, S. Fish Commissioners, John G. roller which it almoat completely encircles. been drowned.
it.
presages anything special, no one can tell or
Woodbury and Livingstone Stone, have decided This independent roller ia the essence of the into establish a fiih hatchery at Slasons.
It will vention and provides for driving the ribbon inCaptains of steamers plying to the Cascades even guess. All are at sea, some predicting
be located about one mile from town and water dependently of the main drums or rollers, so report tremendous forest fires raging in the better times at hand, while more despair of any
is to be supplied from Big Spring creek,
mountains on both sides of the Columbia river. early improvement in tbe market.
that it ia kept taut in both directions,
of

to

their usual promptness.

said other

over

—

li
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We have

Complimentary Samples.

Zinc Mine in Nevada.

ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

Persons receiving this paper marked are re<
guested to examine its contents, terms
sub*
very valaable deposit of z-nc in the State of
soriptioD, and give it their own patronage, and,
Nevada, looated at a point aboat 2*2 miles north as tar as practicable, aid in circulating the
of Kureka, on the Hue of the Eureka &, Palisade i'ournal, and making its value more widely
The area which is covered by the de* :nawn to othera, and extending its influence in
railroad.
the cause it faithfully serves. .Subseripticn
posit, so far as explored, is said to be 1500 feet
rate, $3.00 a year.
Extra copies mailed for 10
The Kxamhur of cents, if ordered soon eoough. If already s
in length by 100 in width.
this city gives the following particulars as re* sabsoriber, please show the paper to others.

what

reporta of

ported by Kx-Congressman

ia

thought to be a

Wren

of

oor ^^yvx aud the
cA\i%v of practical knowlodt;e and aclunco, by awiUllnic
A^cuta In thuir lahors of oumvaNHlu);, by luiidliiu Utuir lufluence and uucoura^ut; favorq. We Intend to Mud uuno
but worthy uiun.
0. W. Inqalls— Arizona Territory.
A. F. Jrwktt— Tularu Co.
C. K. Williams— Yuba and Suttor Co. "a.
JoilK L. DoYLK— Orvicon, MuuUiiia ftnd Idaho.

a ton. The great ditlicutty which this manafacture baa encountered is the high price of the
carbonate of soda which is necessary in its

K. U: L<

H.

U

M.

S.

WAX— Nevada State.
— Or<-Kon and

I'AiiauNs

ti.

M.

in aid of

KUxtrical SygtcniK

kinda of

or

lik;litiiig

and

i-M;ry kind.

Mills, Reduction Works,
and Candlvn Hiijiurevdul b) the

(Ja», Oil

EDISON INCANDESCENT LIGHT,
Over

r>no.OOO Htflits in

iitiu

iiu-nnduHcont tuvNtcni.

thu

in

L'nitfid

SUtvH

Li):htH

ri'>|iiirc

no

Offices

attviitioii

and are undvr coinplutu con

AKC

8EL.1<'-KK<:i;l,AT1 N<;

I^tGHTS

turn u\^h

cuutructorH unt) othcrit to

into dtiy aitd alTiird a lucuns of working; tl>u whole -IX hi)urs; iuvuluaMc to
time la au object. Katiinateaoiid dcHignaun apidicatioii.

whom

and Showrooms, 323 PINE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

Or.

I»ox-tl«aica,

JSydaioy,

S. VC".

3>J.

PARKE & LACY,

Wasliiiiylon Ti:rritury.

Dow — Buttu and Coluaa Co. 'a.
Tkimk— Alamuda Co.

all

For Mines, Hoisting Works,
Indoor and Outdoor llluiulriation uf

trot.

Oar Agents.
OUB FiUBMDS can do much

Arc Electric Lights.

Klectrlc Motorx, nynainos, TramoaiH, Klcvatom, SifOii^lu and
ii::-iuinis8iDii of power, vithvr direct or with Ktorafj^o batterictt,

The only complete and satUfactory

is

&

Incandescent

Nevada:

perfectly impregnated with it.
and in one initanoe where a tuDool was cut i\0
the
deposit everywhere, the roof of
Boding
feet,
the tunnel shone like a palace of crystal from
the tulphate oozing and forming ataUctitee.
Besides the zinc there seem also to be deposits of gold, silver and lead; but the zinc is by
fsr the most important discovery, if it can be
torned out as it ia believed it can be.
The main idea of the people there Is to mannfacture zino-white, which is worth aboat S'J50

The earth
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SAN

21 and 23 Frement Street.

Sampling Works lor Sale

f

RANCISOO. OAL.

AND MANUFACTUKEI^S OF

-IMi'OKTKUS

manufacture.

happens in this case that Nature has
It
treated the district with as much favor as she
did the silver distiicts when salt deposits were
found near them. All around the zinc district
ftre immenae deposits of carbonate of soda that
can be taken for next to nothing in cost.
Carbonate of soda will precipitate sulphate of
zinc from its solution, and from this zinc-white
Heretofore this costly prepis maoufactured.
aration came solely from France.
Should it so occur that something unexpected
would turn up and prevent the white zinc man*
ofacture, the sulphate of zinc itself remains and
ia of greater value than many would estimate
As it stands now, the
for medicinal purposes.
druggists of the world must make their own
sulphate of zinc, and they are obliged to depend
on pure metallic zino at tbe rate of ten oenta a
pound for their manufacture,
so

A New Paper Binder
—A. T.
I

Dewey's patent
for periodi-

elastic binder,

muslcand other printed
is the handiest, and
very cheapest of all economical and practical file binders. Newspapers ai e quickcals,

sheets,

ly
i

placed in

it

(as received)

as in a
It
is
book.
durable, and so simple a
Price (size
child can use it
Harper's
of this paper,

and held

neatly,

cloth-bound

and

Weekly,
I

l

Send

circular.

for

& P. R. R., Calico
Daggett, Cal., and contain a tirstBoiler with Ore Crushtr and other
machinery, I'laiform Scales, Mill Scales, Assaying
Outfit, eic, all nearly new.
Also upon the premises an oftice building and a comfortable dwelling
house (portable). The above can be had at a bargain.
Apply to GiLLESPy & Childs, 123 California street, San Francisco,
Mining

are situated on A.

District,

class ICngine

and

ROCK

ENGINES,

BREAKERS,

BOILERS,

J. A. Johnson, 307 MontgoniLry street (the Nevada Bank building) is the general agent of the Siiles
quartz machinecy, and offers easy terms for intro-

PULVERIZERS,

STEAM

duction.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
'

Lord

of

Lorn Gold and Silver Mining Com-

Location of principal place of business, City
and County of San Francisco, California. Location ot
works, Oold Hill Mioini; Diatrict, State of Nevada.
NOTICE is hereby Kivt'n, that at a meeting of tbe
Board of Directors of tbe above-nnmed corporation,
held on the sixth day of Seplember, lf>S-S, an assessment
(No. 4) of Ten Cents per ahire woa levied upon the capital stock ol tbu corporation, payable immediately in
United States gold coin, to the Secretarj' at the oltice of
the Company, Nos. 13 and Ifi Fremont street, San FranAnv stock uprtn which this as-^ess
cisco. California,
mcnt shall remain unpaid on the 12th day of October,
1S8S, will be deliiii|uent, and advert iecd for sale at public
auction; and unless pavment is made before will he sold
on Fiiday, the second day of November, IS&'j, to pay the
Uel)nt|uent assessment, toi;;cthor with coutis of advertising and expenses of sale. Bv order of the Board of
Direcrors.
R. N. VAN liUUNT. Secretary
Office 13 and 16 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.

CONCENTRATORS.

PUMPS.

pany.

GIANT BOCK BREAKER.
Westinghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines,
ors.

Saw and

Rocl< Drills

and Air Compress-

Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,

and Lubricators.

Injectors, Oil Cups,

BELTING.OILSand GENERAL SUPPLIES.
We

are prepared to give estimates for Hoisting

Works and Pumping

Stamp

Plants,

Mills,

Smelters and Concentrators.

Scientific

American}, 75 cents; poslage 10 cents. Postpaid to
purchasers of this paper, 50
cents.
For sale at this office.

The works

illustrated

Agents wanted.

A

UEWKY,

T.

F.<&B.

Don't Fail to Write.

^It.

W.

B.

EWER,,

G. H.

& 00. 'S

r)E'WEi"2"

Fatsit Ijeaif.

Sdeitifis Fress

Should this paper be received by any anbacriber whc
not want It, or freyoTui (fte time he intends to pay
A
for it, let him not fail to write ua direct to stop it.
We will
postal t:ard (costing one cent only) will euffice.
not knowingly send the paper to any one who does not
widh it, but if it in continued, through tbe failure of the
aubsoriber to notify us to diacootinue It, or some Irrernaible party requested to atop it, we ehall poaitivelj
oand paymentfor tbe time it ia sent. Loor oarbpdll^
AT TRB LABRL ON TOUR PAPHR.

STRONG.

lines

ESTABLISHED
Inventors on the Pacific Coast will find
experienced, first-class Agency.

—We

examination of Patents already granted, for the purpose of determining the patentability of
inventions brought before us, enables us oftep to give advice which will save inventors the
expense of applying for Patents upon inventions which are not new. Circulars of advice sent

ATTENTION. MlbLWRIGHTSI
A BOOK YOU ALL WANT.
Constmction of Uill Dams and
Bookwalter's Millwright and
Uechanic.
A STANDARD WORK.

free

Level's

work

of 28S
complete detail

This practical

pages gives with

full

illua-

bow to build or repair all
trationa and
kinds of mill dams. Paina have been taken to thorloughly illustrate dam constnittion and rudimentary hyfine
cuts of all the well-known
idraulics.
It contains
[dainj now in use, with a complete description as to their
imode of construction. Mill owneo will find this a valuable work of reference. Besides complete directions for
building and rep.^i^ingall kinds of dams, it contains much
other valuable information regarding hydraulics, in all
its branches.
No engineer can afford to be without this
handy pocket assistant
Price 50 cents, po t-paid. For sale by DEWEY & CO.
'1-10 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
1

j

'

WATER, ACID & ALKALI PROOF.
ALSO MANUF-^CTURRBS

thej

CO.,

down

Shaft

(in

BAINBRIDGE,

HORACE
Ores,

Pasadena, Cal.

r NGINEER,

niviL

St., S.

and Commission,

Mining,

420 Montgomery

St., S. F.

BUBINKSS MANAQBR OF

UNION COPPBB MINE.

Calaveras Co..

MINE, Amador

Co.

Correapoiidflnt as Agent for Smelters in London, Liverpool, New York, Boston and Baltimore.

Twenty years experience,
and dealing
Sjiecial

in

in California,

purchasing Ores

Mines.

attention given to

management and

sales of

mines and purchase and shipment of copper produce

F.

B. Ideal Roofing

or Lease Graphite Mine or Loca-

Address'
PASADENA MINING & DKYELOPING
tion.

I^BBND

FOR CIRCOLAR.'Sa

CO.,

ANTI-INCRUSTATION POWDER
Or Boiler Compound

Pasadkna, Cal.

JFor

PARAFFINE PAINT CO.

mining 310

D. RANLETT,

NEWTON COPPER

HY. JACKSON,

now prepared

new chemical gold

B.

360.

and Siding,
DURABLE.
and
LIGHT
CHEAP,
To Buy

&

Working Refractory Gold and Silver Ores.
to receive Ore at our Ttst'ng
and Mining Mill, Meriileo, Conn., in sample lots of 500
pounds, to bo worked by the Whceltr Process, where we
have auccteded in saving 90 per cent of the metal contained in the ore.
We work sample lota free of charge and report reaultp.

J.

L
U and SANITARY
Montgomery

''F

CO.. Patent Agents, 220 Market St. S. F.

Development,

additional claims.

S1750.
Capital wanted to further develnp, rapidly. To thoge
meaning business, trot"^ terms will he offered. Mines S
miles from railroad. Address,

Box

&

SILVER MINE

131

P.
are

many

DEWEY

One carload already shipped,

ore) 120 feet.

Smelting and Reduction Works,
Quartz Mills, Hoisting Works, Underground Timbers, Water and
Leaching Tanks, Etc.

Address

of postage.

Now Under

Together with

"WHEELER PROCESS"
We

on receipt

Paints! GOLD &

;

j

We have able and trustvi'orthy Associates and Agents in Wash-

The
other advantages far beyond those which can be ofi"ered home inventors by other agencies.
information accumulated through long and careful practice before the Office, and the frequent

tickets.

I

1863.

greatly to their advantage to consult this old

ington and the capital cities of the principal nations of the world. In connection with our editorial, scientific and Patent Law Library, and record of original cases in our oflBce. we have

can make it an object for
Kemember.
jBome friend desiring Oratclase paesage at a low
irate to the Eist to coneult as before buying
f,

it

California St.,

San Francisco.

Box 939, Morlden, Cono.

files of this paper hound in
binding with leather back, cotainine
six months' numbers in each, indexed, can be had at this
ottiee at 84 per volume.

Bound Volumks.— Back

substantial

WIRE WORKS."
Buildings and Steamships

Wired

for all

D.

Removing or Preventing Scale, Corrosion and Pitting In Steam Boilers.
Send

cloth

J. C.

for Kcforences.

WINANS, 220 Fremont

WASS, 141 & 143

St.. S. F., Oal.

First St.

GUARDS, OFFICE SCREENS, FENCING,

WIRE WINDOWS,
GATES, ROOF CRESTING and WROUGHT IRON WORK,

Systems of Electric Lighting.

Telephone No. 1508.
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

.MANDTACTURBRS

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

[Sept. 22, 1888

CO.,

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,

CONTRACTORS,

and others interested in

No. 119 Beale St.,

SHAFT-SINKING,

TUNNELING,

Tables

Engineers'

of

hh

apd ^acliipG

Irop

OP,

UP TO

ETC.

True to pattern and superior in strength, toughness and durability to Oast or Wrought
Iron In any position or for any service.

Progress

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MACHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

WITH MAFS, ILI.IJSTBAT10NS
AND FUIiL DESCRIPTION OF THE

SOFT and DUCTILE,

NEW YORK

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL

San Franclscp

*

-

BUILDBR OF

WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS.

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

.;

Steam Engines, Flour Mill,
Minine, Saw Mill and
Dredsins Macbluea
Brodle Bock Crushers,
Steam Po'wer, Hydraulic,
Side Walk and Hand^Power

ELEVATORS.
Manufacturers ol B. E. Henrickson's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches for Elevators. All kinds of machinnry
JS'Ordbrb Solioitbd.
made and repaired.

UNION IRON WORKS.
SAOBAMBNTO. CAL.

&

ROOT. NBILSON

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORGINGS.

CO.,

M&NUFACTUREKS OF

Section

16x16

length 36

feet;

miles,

flIKD EDITION NCW KBADY.
SENT FBIiE ON APPLICATION

ALSO Steel Rods, from^ to 3 inch diameter and Flats from 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and other shape
Steel Wagon, Buggj', and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
STEEI, KAILS from 12 tc 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Bailroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled
iron, Bridge and" Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Beams, Angle, Channel, and
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forgings of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

T

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOB SCRAP IRON AND STEEL.
For Catalogues, Estimates, Etc. address:

DRILL

ROCK

INGERSOLL

t^ Orders will have prompt attention.

St.,

(ESTABLISHED IN

1855.]

Propeller Engines, either

Best and Cheapest in America.

High Pressure

or

Compound,

Steru or Side-wheel Engines.

imitatioD, no deception, no planisheJ or rotten
Onlj' genuine Russia iron in Quartz Screens.
Iron used.
Planished iron screens at nearly half my former rates.
I have a large supply of Battery Screens on hand
suitable for the Huntington and all Stamp Mills, which I
will sell at 20 per cent discount.

No

MINING MACHINERY.— Hoisting Engines and
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Enerines
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

MILL MACHINERY.-Batteries

for

Dry or Wet

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlors, Furnaces, Retorts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

PERFORATED SHEET METAL

MISCELLANEODS

& 323

First

St.,

WORKS ORE WET OR

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

Proprietor.

Pipe,

Pump
for

*

S.

F

THOMPSON BROTHERS.

EUREKA FOUNDRY,
HANDFACrURBRS OF OABTINaS OP
C. K.

WB&Y

DBSORIPTlOIF.

J. U- WILLIAIia,

ORTON.

efts Ortoxi.,
MANDF'RS OP GENERAL MACHINERY.

Works, No. 315 Mission St., San Francisco.
Special attention giVeu to Woodworking Machinery,

Steam and Gas Engines.

Correspondence

solicited.

Mining Engineers.
S.

KEITH,

Inventor and Manufacturer

of

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.

Tanks

& Foleom,

rBORNTON THOMPSON

rUOMAa TBOMPSON

N.

OF ALL KINDS,

Water

between Howard

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.

ENGINESsBOILERS

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL

St..

DRY.

Saxi Francisco, Cal.

JOHN W. QUICK,

^rst

Tustin's Pulverizer

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
31

MACfllNERY.-Flour

Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging
Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels,
Mill

to.

AMALGAMATORS,

'VCTilllAXia.st

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc

For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Kevnlving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Miu
ing aud Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc and other metals punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slob^^Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (fine;.

Miners Iron Works.

129 and 131 Beale St., between MissiOD and Howard, S.F.

pressors. Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

"SsS^^mSs^ssji^'

Oal.

Golden State Pressure Blower*.

OF

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS-

BATTERY~~SOREENS.

&

repaired.

Sacramento,

STEVENSON'S PATENT

Mold-Board

—MANUFACTURERS

up and

Sts.,

^anafactore Iron Oastlngs and MacUner;
of all Kinds at Sreatly Bednced Bates.

Proprietors.

St.,

REDUCTION!

Orders promptly attended

&O

St., bot..N

San Francisco.

IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES.

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.
GREAT

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
FlourinR Mills, Saiv Mills and Quartz Mills Machinery
constructed, fitted

FULTON

21 Fremont

and

202 Market

Boilers,

AND ALL KINDS OF

Front

Address

CO.,

Engines,

Golden State

PARKE & UCY.
St.,

for Catalogues.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

CO.,

RBPRB8BNTBD B7

8 California

Send

Steam

Etc.

Contractor for the Construction of EIlbctric Railways

or Air ColTUtma, Fish

Salmon Canneries

AND

.

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means

OF KVBRr DK8CRIPTI0N.
Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at vjry moaerate ratOB.

AGRKTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THH

Electricity.

of

iarSend

SPECIALTIES:

Office,

and Tastln Ore Pulverizers.
DBANE STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.
CorllBa Engines

for Circulars giving particulars.

40 Nevada Block, San Francisco,
& 23 Stevenson St

Cal.

Factory, 11

ISRAEL W. KNOX,

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Gives the highest efficiency of any Wheel in the world'
and is everywhere recognized as the standard for high
pressure service.

UPWARDS OF

Manufacture Three Kinds

of

Powder, which are acknowledged by

all

in

the Market.

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION.
Power from these Wliecls can be transmitted by

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
127 FIRST ST.. SAN PBANCISCO.
Practical Treatise on Hydraulic
By AUG. J. BOWIE, Ja.

Office,

and even Safer

in

237 First

Practical,

BANDMANN,
HIELSEN &
CO..
PBANCISCO
GENERAL AGENTS.

CAL.

CA"L-

N.

W. SPAULDING
Manufacturers

new and important book is on the use an'' conDams, Pipes, Flow of Water
on Heavy Grades, methods of mining shallow and deep
This

struction of Ditches, Flumes,

SnrveFlBg,

A.

SAN Francisco.

VAN DER NATLLEN,

Civil

President.

A

specialty.
Round,
or burred slot holes.

uine Russia

Iron,

Inserted

CHISEL

L.

,

68

Saws.

NOTICE

petersonTmodel maker,

BIT

OIKCULAK

CaliS. F.

Market St,N. E. cor. Front (upstairs), San Francisco
Experimental machinery vad all klpds pf metal, tin,
copper and brasa.
,

of

thi.s

paper, San

AND

Gen-

American planished Iron,

TAKE

office

Francisco.

Homo-

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes.
fornia Perforating Screen Co.. 145 & 147 Beale St

INVENTORS,

Tootli

slot

geneous Steel, Cast Steel or

Francisco.

and Mining Engineer,

MINING EXPERT AND QEOLOOIST.
Address " Business Box A,"

QUARTZ SCREENS

hurdy-gurdys, rockers, undercurrents, etc.; also describes
methods of blasting; tunnels and sluices; tailina'S and
dump; duty of miners' inch, etc. A very practical work
Price, §5, post-paid.
for gold miners and users of water.
For sale by Dkwky & Co., Publishers, 262 Market St., San

TUBES

Mm.

Drawmg aM
723 Market Street,

ArcWtectme,

W. A. GOODYEAR,

of

SPAULDING'

and development of mines, records of
gold washing, mechanical appliances, such as nozzles,'

Established 1856.

and

Assaying Of Ores, 325; Bullion and Chlorination Assay,
Blowpipe Assay, feilO Full course of assaying, S60.
Send for circular.

placers, history

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope
Rope, Wliale
Sisa Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay
Line, etc, etc.
Extra bIzbb and lengths made to order on short notice
St OO.
611 and 613 Front St., San Francisco.

Meciianical

$2r>;

Mining.

San Francisco Cordage Factory.

Civil,

T^ie History Building,

«=tAN

««.»*>

Cal.

Mining Engineering,

LAND CLEARING.

ANI>
Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blasting Powder, and is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
eavee time and money. It is as dry as the ordiuar}' Blasting Powder and runs as freely.
«

an*! FTJ.«1E for

FurnlBbed.

San Franclaoo.

St.,

Handling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
GAPS

& Supplies.

94 per cent of Nitro-Glycerlne, and

GISIjATINE-DYNAMIT'E;, stronger than Dynamite

FOR RAILROADS

elec-

tricity several miles with small loss, and made available
for running Mills, Pumping and Hoisting Works, Tr=im
cars, etc. Address

which contains

AGENT FOR

Mines Kxamincd, Reports and Estimates
Contracts made, etc

Of Different Strengths as Required.

NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE,"

PUaCIIAfllKG

Mines, Mining Machinery

eOO IN USE.

12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
It is not only most economical of water, but the most
mple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, Hoisting,
Pumping, or any other purpose where water power can
used.

AND

the Great Chemists of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

From

Mining and Mechanical Engineer

SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of

ali

logue.

kinds made.to order.

Send for Descriptive Cata

17 and 19 FremoDt

St..

San Francisco,

ROSS

E.

BROWNE.

Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,
No. 307 Sansomk St., San Frakcisco.

Back Files of the AIininq and Scirntific Prfbs) unbound) can he had for ^3 per volume of six months. Pfl'
year (two volumes) §6. Inserted u Dewey's patent bUdt
er, 50 cents additional per volume.

Mining and Scientific Press.
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NOTICE.— AU

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

the

our phtca aro guAADteed to li&ve
upon, and an tested be-

full wtii^'tit of silver a^'reutt

fore le^hvlnt; our wurks, tliurcby avoiding the complaints

made

about

li^lit

In thia

branch ut industry.

vruight,

so often before

we

started

JUSTINIAN CAIRE, Agent,

F^oir
SSJ\SS7'XlSrC3r
GRAVEL, OR PLACER MINES.

521 & 523 Market

St.,

San Francisco,

INMADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SDPERIOR COPPER
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.
Assayers' and Mining Material.
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
— UANUFACTURRR OK—
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.
BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

IN QOARTZ.

SAN

FRANCISCO

~liIt.\LKK

AND PLATING WORKS.

NOVELTY

Agent

HOSKINS'

for

HYDRO-CARBON ASSAY FURNACES

THE
DOUBLE "ECONOMIC" STAMP MILL.

WE T

FRISBE E

MILL

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9000 pounds,
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
quartz to 40 mesh is in successful opera;

tion and we guarantee

its

work

as represented.

is

We have here the Stamp Mill id a cheap and simple form. The high drop of the old stamp
more than compenaated for by the groat weight (1200 tba. each) of our stamps, and the rj.

There are 4 shoes in each stamp, so
pidity (300 atrokea each per minute) with which they run.
that there are 4S00 strokes of the shoes on the dies per minute. Less power is required than in
any other mill to do the same amount of work.
The Mortar haa screens at both ends, giving ample discharge. There are no came or tapThe stamps adjust themselves as the shoes wear.
pets to wear or be adjusted.

AN AUTOMATIC ORE FEEDER
Goes with each Mill.

We

also

have a suitable

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

IT

renewals will not cost over one-half as much as for stamps. Will run empty, or with ^mall
The atbpntion of parties having Cement Gravel is called to this
of ore without injury.
Miil, as it will run 100 tans per day to No. 8 mesh; 30 to 33 tl. P.
most economical ever built, and are extensively used with
the
are
OUR DRY MILLS
record of several years. No grinding in pans. Mill finishes to any fineness desired.

And

amount
Several Milla are

now

mill for amall mines, but

in the

we

mines doing excellent work.

believe

it is

destined to sopeesede

The **EGonomio" 1b not only a
the old stamp in mills of tue

...

LAKOEST CAPACITY.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY,
34 and 36

FREMONT STREET,
Manufacturers of Mining and Sawmill Machinery,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAl GIDEON FRISBEE, iVIanager,
.
Engines, Boilers, Etc.
Gen'l
LAWRENCE,
HOOKER &

THE RAND DRILL COMPANY,
33

Wc
witli

now so situated
our new work^ as to
miners of the

PaciHc Coast SHALL AIRCOMPRESSING PLANTS at

that almost any
Bnioll mine can aEfordto pBt
in power drills if they have

such

to

priijea

none in use.
Bv our NEW

AND PAT-

:(iIii:iililllH

AIR COMPRESS^RSg.
GENERAL MACHINERVroBj

MiNINcTuNNELING,

^

drills

is"

U-te) it is

not reduced with
no longer necessary

RAND

DRILLCo

23 Park Puce NEwvoRKW.i

Compreggor

AND LIGHTEST

FOR

mmi
—

of

double capacity than the
lirilh are expected to require, in order to keep up
tlio supply of air necessary
on account of the wear of
drills and compressor.
Besides havincTME NEW-

EST

-

KNTED SYSTEMS (by which
the duty or perfonnancc of

buy a

Chrome
Rock

PLATES,
AND—
Cast Steel for

^^

we

are

San Francisco,

MANnfACTHRERS'

M

PURCHASfflU ACENT.

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.
ADAMANTINE SHOE4 AND

PRESSOR

all of the Eastern mininR trade, which has kept their works always busy.
Since the reasons which formerly restrained us from the California market no longer exist,

MORRIS,

St.,

Special attention given to purchase of
'

de-

'jn
li_j

PLANTS IN THIS COUNTRY, and has patterns for all sizes up to 40-inch 'diameter of cylnider.
In respect to capacity IN SPEED OF DRILLING, perhaps it is in order to say that in EVERY AUTHORITATIVE
CONTEST for speed yet initiated, the RAND DRILLS have, without exception. BEEN VICTORIOUS. This fact
coupled with another important one, that the drills use much LESS AIK and cause LESS REPAIRS, has won for
them nearly

220 Fremont

Drills, Etc.

siened small drill plants,
the Band Drill Company, as
is we] I known, has built, ana
is now buililing, the LARG-

EST CO

461 Howard St., San Francisco.
145 Broadway, New York.

H. D.

I*a,rli. I*l«io©, isrex\7-

are

offtr to tlie

SOI,K AOEiNT

-

Ag'ts,

AnA-fl4KTIlM<:

DIE'S.— Quaranteed to prove better and cheaper than any otheis.
Orders solicited, subjeet to above conditions.
H. D. MOKRIS.

THE LIXIVIATION OP

now

in the field for the businesa.

^SPECIAL
mine

in

A'lTENTION ia called to the latest designed sectional Compressor just built for the
Mexico, and to the Compound Engine Compressor built for the Anaconda mine in Montana.

Batopilas

SILVER

ORES

HOISTING ENGINES
Tie Ooly

FOR MINES.
1,2, or 4 Drums, with Reversible Link
Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.
MADK ONLY

LIDGERWOOD
'^r^/fSri^l

96 liberty

!1T

HYPOSULPHITE

llemittance

SOLUTIONS

to the Russell process),

Treatise oi tlie Cbeinislry and tie Practice of tie LixiTiatiou Prtcess,
Fultliahed and sold hy the Axithor, IS Broadway, New York,
l^rice $S.OO, Registered i'ustage Prepaid.
thould only be made by Bank Draft, or by P. 0. Money Order, payable to the order of
C. A. STETEFELDT.

cofflBlete

THE

M'F'G
St.,

WITH

(With special reference

New

RUSSELL PROCESS COMP'Y.
COMPANY, THE
York.

COAST AGENTS.
PARKE, LACY & CO., San

0,

A.

STETEFELDT,

NEW YORK

PACIS'IC

Francisco.

F.

Gold
President.

OFFICE. 18

aoom

70B.

BEOADWAV

IVIining

H.

HAUSMAN,

Properties Bought, Sold and

Developed.
Propositions from prJDCipals ouly eotertaincd.

SAFE DEPOSIT BUILDING,

BOOM

No.

1,

Mining and Scientific Press.
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S1,000 OSZ-A^XjLiElISr&IB

HUNDRED /ND SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

FIVE

PRICE
OVKR

1400

($S75.oo)

ARB NOW

IN US£.

A machine
San Francisco.

o. ^.

CODcenfcratloDS are clean from the

can be aeeo Id working order and ready to

tear are merely Domlnal.

Street,

:f*.

firat

make

working.

tests at

The wear and

SSO Fremont

Thb Montana Company (Limited), London, October H, 1885.
Having tested three of your Fnie Vanners in a competitive trial with othtr similar machines
Dbar Sirs
(Triumph), we have satisfied ouraelves of the superiority of your Vanners, as is evidenced by the fact of our having
ordered twenty more of your machines for immediate delivery. Yours truly,
:

—

THE MONTANA COMPANY

—

N. B. Since the above was written the 20 Vanners having
tional Frues and more stamps have been purchased.
Protected by patents

September

20, ISfiS;

;

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR

May 4,

1869;

December

Room

7, No.

109

September

1850.
-BUILDERS OK-

MINING MACHINERY.
1

27

GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS;
San Francisco, Cal., U.
New York Office, 145 Broadway.

First St.,

IS

A Saving

UNEQUALED

FOR

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Boiler

ECONOMY

SAFETY.

AND

DURABILITY.

20 per cent Guaranteed

in Fuel of at Least

over any other form of Boiler.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
We are alan prepared to CONST «UCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING ORDER,
any locality, MILLS, CONCENTRATION
in
WORKS, WATER JACKET SMELTING
FURNACES, HOISTING WORKS, PUMPING MACHINERY, ETC., ETC., ol any DEthe

WORKS

PACIFIC IRON

127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Sole Manufacturers for the Pacific Coast,

SIRED CAPACITY.

TAYLOR,

22, 1881; Febiu-

acknowledged by the most eminent Engineers in the
country to he the greatest improvement that has
ever been made in a Steam Generator.
IT

PLANTS FOR GOtD ANO SILV ER MILLS.
machinery of LATEST DF.sIGN aod
MOST IMPROVED conBtruction. We offer our
customers the BEST RESULTS OF 38 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE in this SPECIAL LINE of
work, and are PREPAREI> to furnish the MOST
APPROVED character of MINING AND REDUCTION MACHINERY, adapted to all grades of
ores and SUPERIOR to that of any other make, at

H.

March

S. A.

embracing'

WM.

April 27, 1880;

2, 1879;

California Street,

The Hazelton
Is

addi-

ADAMS & CARTER.

Patents applied

18, 1883.

ADAMS & CARTER,

OR VANNING MAOHINE.

22, 1874;
for.

(Limited).

been started gave such satisfaction that 44

R.

President.

S.

MOORE,

L. R.

Superintendent.

MEAD,

Secretary.

RISDON IRON & LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
Location of Works, S. E. Cor. Beale and

Howard

Sts.,

San Francisco.
Has the Following Advantages:

Manufacturers and Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast for

HEINE SAFETY

WATER TUBE

AND FACILITY OF INSPECTION
60,000 Horse Power now in

BOILER.

workinj,' in San Francisco at Palace Hotel, Spring Valley
Co., California Jute Mills, and other places.

be seen

Boilers can

Huetcr Bros.

and REPAIRS.
use.

&

Guaranteed more

Kfficient

Water Works

than any other Boiler made.

3BXTXT iT-HSI^S 0:E»

QUARTZ MILLS— Gold and Silver, Copper and Lead Smelting Works, Roasting Furnaces jf all kinds.
AIB COMPRESSORS— Rope Power Transmiesion.
HYDRAULIC PUMPING and Hoistint,' Machinery.
WROUGHT-IKON WATER PIPE a Specialty. Notk.—Have juat completed order for 36 miles of 44-lncb
Spring Valley Water Works Company, San Francisco.
pipe of i-iDch iron
SAW-MILL MACHINERY of kinds.
STEAM ENGINES—Corliss, Slide-Valve, Poppet Valve Automatic, Single, and Compound.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS for Pacific Coast ol the Celebrated "Heine" Patent Safety Boiler (Water Tube);
50,000 horse power now in use.
AIACBETH PATENT STEEL-RIM PULLEYS— Fifty per cent lighter and 25 per cent cheaper than iHst-

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY for Steamships, Breweries, and Cellare.
WILSON'S PATKNT GAS-PRODUCER.
STEAM BOILERS of all descriptions.
SUGAR MACHINERY—Sugar Mills, Vacuum Pans, Clariflers, Double Effects, eto.

fiir

STEAMSHIPS —Steam Yachts, Marine Engines and

all

Boilers, Screw Propellers, Centrifugal Pumps, Steamship
PumpB, Steam Capstans, Cargo Winches, etc.
iS'Builders of 120-stamp Qold Mill for the Alaska Mill and Mining Company; 60-atamp Mill for Qiiartz UountaiD

Mining Company.

Send for Clronlar and Price

Iron pulleys; will not break in transportation.

Lists.

ATTENTION, GOLD MINERS!
WB ARE SELLING
Silver-Plated Amalgamating Plates
For Saving Gold

in

QUARTZ, GRAVEL and PLACER MINING,

At reduced rates. Get our prices. Three thousand orders filled. Fifteen medals awarded.
and far superior to others in weight of silve" and durability. Old mining plates replated.
purchased of
& CO., cor. First and Mission Sts.

JOHN TAYLOR

Our

plates have proved the best,

These plates can also be

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
653 & 655 Mission St.. San Francisco,

E. O. DENNISTON, Proprietor,
NOTICE. —Our Silved Plated Plates have always proved

Cal.
as represented. We have been manufacturing them for 20 years,
and use only the best Lake Superior Copper and Refined Silver. Corapariug our plates with those of other manufacturers,
after repeated tests, wc can safely guarantee much better plates for the same m >ney. Our plates are useiX by all the prominent mining men on the Pacific Coast. bEND FOR CIRCULAR.

MANUFACTURER OF

Centrifugal

Quartz

Roller

MUls,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS.
Mining Machinery

of

Every Description,

Stea.Z3a. 3E3xL£

T^a,Glr^±XX&l3.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Centrifueal Boiler Qnartz ailU.|

No. 45

FBEMONT STREET,

.

-

SAN FRANCISCO.

CAL.

OBE OBt;SH£B

An

fflustrat§dj

BY DBWBY & CO.

SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER

Publlabers-

National Mining Institutes.

it is

A

conceded that the membership of anoh an
would be an honor, the

29.

VOLUME LVL

1888.

Number

being fitted with a stage and scenery, so that

Miners' CIub-House.

institute as proposed

is

would be national, and the trauaaotiona
A social organization known as the *' Helpmining literature. To mining ing Hand " was organized a few years ago at
tute of Mining Kngineera, which soheme em- engineera it would be very useful in many the New Almaden quicksilver mines, Santa
Clara county. The company supplied a buildbraces the federation of all inatitutea of mining ways.
In this country we have few, if any, local ing for the club-house, and this is well furengineers throughout the kingdom. Differences
Mr.
Efforts nished and arranged for social purposes.
of opinion prevail aa to the expediency of the mining institutes of any standing.
There are already several mining insti- have been made to eatablish them here, though Randol, the manager of the company, conplan.
tates and associations, more or less local in with but little aucceas. The American Institute ceived the idea of fitting up a comfortable hall,

The

projeot

ia

being

diacaesed

ia

Great

Britain of forming an Imperial or National Insti-

13.

influence

of great value in

it

possible for small companies to render playa

there.

The Helping Hand Society

almost wholly

is

by the mine management. The
"Minora* Fund," by which it is maintained, ia
made up by monthly contributions of $1 from
each adult employe of the company. The building of the society ia shown in the accompanying engraving, which was made direot
conducted

THE HBLPING-HAND CLUB HOUSE. NEW ALMADEN QUICKSILVER MINE.
Some

character.

of those in favor

of the

new

institute desire to absorb all the present organizations,

many

and

it ia

objeetora.

this part of the plan that brings

Some who

favor a National

Institute atill desire to see the local organizaThey say that to
tiona remain aa they are.

have only one center, in London, would not conthose
fer any benefit on the mining industry or

engaged in

with reading-room and kitchen attached, and from a photograph taken by Mr. Bulmore, one
was carried out successfully. All who pay of the officers of the mine, who is a skillful
" Miners' Fund " are entitled amateur photographer.
Of late years very many valuable professional $1 a month to the
when
papers have been read, and the influence of the to the privileges and can come to the hall
The British mining machinery manufacturers
open, play games, read, or take a cup of tea,
Institute has greatly increased.
chocolate or coffee, with cake. No gambling or are looking hopefally toward Siberia as a new
Plenty of flour, potatoes and bacon stored drinking of spirituous liquors is allowed. Smok- source of trade. The alluvial and glacial dein the cellar, a good supply of all other necea- ing is permitted in the main hall, also games, posits contain a rich percentage of gold derived

of

Mining Engineers seems

poses required, and

sary eatables, a

it is

warm

to answer all the pur-

national in character.

cabin, plenty of firewood

it.

and a good healthy prospect to keep him busy,
The originator of the scheme of the new in- and the prospector is equipped for the winter.
presstitute did not desire the dissolution of the
ent mining institutes, namely, the North of
England, the Scotland, the Manchester, the
Midland, the Chesterfield, the South Wales, the

The

mines in the Sweet Grass

hills,

Montana,

are attracting the attention of all the old placer
minora in that Territory. Rich quartz is being

this

and in the reading-room no smoking or talking from the trituration of the clay-slates and
There is a good library, and all the through quartz veins. Gold dust is found in
is allowed.
magazines and daily and weekly papers are kept almost all the Alpine ranges fringing the great
plateau; but the chief gold-mining ranges are in
on file.
The attendance is good, the rooms being very the Altai and the Olekma region. Gold is also
generally frequented in the evenings.

There

is

a cook-room where light refreshments are servdiscovered and by another year this is expected
ed at moderate cost. Entertainments of varito be an important mining district.
ous kinds are given in the hall. Most of the
preserve their local identity, have their own
The first shipment of borate of lime from amusements are arranged by the resideuta and
meetings, papers and discusBions, but each subenterreceive the Lone ranch, Curry county, Oregon, has are free. There are sometimes dramatic
scribe to the federation, which would
been received. The deposit is half a mile long, tainments given by outsiders at which an adand distribute all the local tranaactions.
deep.
mission is charged, the main hall or auditorium
has yet been reached, although 200 yards wide, and quite

North Stafford, and the South Stafford. He
wanted to see all these continue, to see them

No

conclusion

found on the high plateau in the basin of the
Upper Vitim, on the lower plateau in the
Nertschinsk district, and on the upper tributaries of the

Amur,

especially the Oldi

and the

Trega, in the northeast continuation of the
Nertschinsk mountains. It has been discovered
also

on the Bureya range and on

continuation with the

Amguu

its

northeast

region.
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At Carson, the English company that Regarding Changes

quiet,.

COF^F^ESPOJ^DENCE.

bought the Stewart mines are preparing to
work on an extensive scale, their first work beWe admit, unindoraed, opiDions of correspondents.— Eds. ing the construction of a ditch from the StanisOnce
laus, at an estimated cost of $75,000.
Five People Killed by an Explosion this property gets under way it will operate the
largest plant in the State. At Angels all is
of a Freight Engine.
bustle and booming. The mines are now down
400 feet with the character and size of the veins
Mansfield, Ohio, Sept. 14.—The Baltimore & steadily increasing. Angela is now an assured
Ohio freight engine exploded at Ankeneytown this
E. A. Schaeffle.
success.
morning while the passenger train was passing,
Murphys, Sept- 10, 1888,
killing five persons.

Editqbs Fbess:— Such casualties as the above
are too frequent; by rail, at eea, on the river
and ashore. Scarce a day goes by but some exploeion occura. In some casea the engineer and
fireman alone go with the boiler, but seldom, as
in the above instance, the paeaengers on another
train were included in the loss.

The natural and first inquiry is as to the
and invesProlonged examination
cause.
the
reveal all
usually fail
to
tigation
Among them, one always present
causes.
ia

improper handling

of the boiler.

—

!

at its end.
While this scale is forming the damage to the
iron is progressing for the first few days but
little, but as scale increases in thickness, so increases the damage to iron by greater heating,
which in time crystallizes the iron, reducing its
cohesive and tensile strength.
Yet another result of scale and a very important one to owners is found in greater consumption of fuel. One-sixteenth inch of scale
is

very

little,

yet

it

has been proved beyond

possible dispute by scientific men that it means
15 per cent waste of fuel, increasing in waste
rapidly as scale increases in thickness. Many
men who handle boilers deny this, because their
conditions will not allow them to prove it. To
obtain such proof requires so much close calcuBut science has
lation that it is very difficult.
done it, and it is known, and cannot be successfully contradicted.
Men of the longest experience in handling
steam-power recognize the evil and have for
years sought a remedy. Thousands of dollars
have been spent by them on mechanical devices with but little avail. Some of these mechanical propositions have proved palliatives,
but none cures. The salts in the water causing
this trouble are soluble in cold water and cannot be eliminated save by evaporation; filtration cannot, does not do it.
High heat transforms them into insoluble matter, which is suspended in the water in mineral form and gradually settles upon and attaches to the iron; this
leaves it to the action of chemical agents,
which have the power or property of decomposing those salts, leaving them in the boiler in
separate particles, which will settle to the bot-

.tom of the boiler In form of mud, when they
(or it) can eaeily be washed or brushed out,
leaving the iron clean.
boy's experiment will prove the damage
from scale: Take a tin kettle, partly fill with
cement, set on stove. How long will it last,

A

by

Mechanics.

prevalent idea that a me*
chanic who changes from one position or shop
another
frequently
necessarily has something
to
in bis constitution or make-up which renders
him unfit to be depended upon; and there are
many who utterly refuse to believe that such a
man can be either a good mechanic or possessed
It must be
of any ability of whatever kind.
acknowledged that mechanics are often met
with who seem to bear out this opinion; but, on
the other hand, every one who has been assoTo Mining Men.
ciated with mechanics to any great extent must
Major Frant McLaughlin, who lately re- know plenty of them who have made many and
frequent changes, in some cases extending
turned from Europe, where he succeeded in
through a number of years, and have finally
placing the Golden Gate mining property on the found a place in which they were eminently sucEnglish market, says Eoglish investors are ex- cessful, probably more so than they could by
ceedingly cautious and wary

He

investments.

Sometimea not look

the exigencies of the service will not permit the
time for cleaning and repairs necessary. From
a business standpoint the boiler is run for all
there is in it, the argument being boilers must
wear out, will burn out, we expect it, better
economy to burn her up, get what we can out
of her and replace with another than to keep a
relay or spare engine for use while the regular
15 days
ia laid off for a day, once each 10 or
for cleaning and close examination.
It would seem to be apparent that if a boiler
will stand a given pressure when new, it
would stand about the same strain if its integrity were preserved by repairing or replacing
parts weakened by wear, for an indefinite time.
There are cases where boilers are not opened in
yeara; the owners recognize the fact that they are
nsing more coal than formerly, but do not know
There are locomotive boilers that finally
why
refuse to do their work and are reluctantly sent
to the shop for general repairs. The old tubes are
taken out, put in a lathe, the scale tnrned off or
chipped off with hammers, and replaced after
the shell has been, as it is called, *' scaled," or
new tubes put in. The marine boiler being
larger, admits of men going into it with the
old-time **acalin' " bar and **scalin' " hammer,
and that is, after many hours and much labor,
cleaned, ready for a new trip and same work

of Sitnations

at, or

is

examine, a mine unless the

title

The only

perfect.

a U.

S.

patent,

ment patent at a tritiing coat.
The second duty of a mining man who wishes
to induce capitalists to take hold of mining
property, is in bonding his mine to fix a selling
One
price and hold the vender strictly to this.
reason why so few mines are sold is, that the
middlemen place such exorbitant and fictitious
values upon the property. In one instance a
mine on thia coast was bonded for $10,000 and
placed on the Eoglish market for a million and

a half.

The leading

—

London are filled with
them mere addispose of American mines

hotels of

American speculators

—many of

venturers trying to
So many capitalists
to English companies.
have been swindled that they fight shy of any
man who mentions mines. The ordinary letters of introduction are useless, while a man
would have to spend five or eix years of his life
in personally getting acquainted with people
there and inducing them to take hold of mines
He thinks the original owners
in this country.
in bonding should fix a moderate and reasonable
price one that would be really justified by the
mine itself, and hold the middleman or specuThen capitalists would regain
lator to this.
their confidence and be more willing to invest.
Major McLaughlin found by conversing with
leading financiers that only a limited number of
people in England make investments in the way
In fact, out of the many millof speculation.
ions, less than 450,000 Eoglish people make investments in mines, railroads, canals, etc.
These all run in grooves; thus the railroad men
invest simply in railroads, the mining class in
mines, the canal men in canals, and ao on
throughout the list.
When the major reached London he was told
by some of the leading moneyed men of that
**
The best thing you can do is to fold up
city
your papers, put them away in your trunk, and
have a good visit for a month and return without trying to induce men to invest, for no one
is able to put mines on the market at present."
It was nearly a fact, too, for the Golden Gate was
the only American mine placed on the English
market for three months. At the conclusion of
his trip, he epent a week in Paris for a rest,
took a run then up into Scotland and went to
see the famous gold mine of Wales.
In speaking of mines. Major McLaughlin
says the Financial Newa, edited by Mr. Harry
Marks, for a long time connected with the New
York Heiald, is the leading financial paper in
London. It is looked upon as a great authority
in mining matters for the proprietors to investigate the title and value of mines very carefully.
An indorsement from that paper is
almost a certain guarantee of success. A newly organized company for investigating! the
title and worth of mining property is called the

—

:

is

a quite

about American any possibility have become in any of their pre-

says that English people will

title* they consider perfect
and the major thinks it
should be the first duty of every man who expects to place a mine on the Eoglish or any
other market to secure a clear and perfect title
The facilities for even the poorest
at once.
man in America are ample to obtain a Govern*

is

There

If desired, the long fiber can be
broken up by an ordinary crusher -and reduced

resembles.

to the usual length of cotton fiber.
The plant
utilized by M. De Turch is that which produces the Tonquin bean, and next to rice ia
considered the most important crop of China.

Old Steamboating Days South.
The burning of the magnificent steamer Edward J. Gay, on the Mississippi recently, removed one of the landmarks of the Western
steamboat business. She was one of the last of
that magnificent fleet of floating palaces that
were the ptide and admiration of the traveling
public.
Plying between New Orleans and
Vicksburg, Natchez, Memphis, Louisville and
St. Louis, they formed for three-quarters of a
century the luxurious means of travel which
combined all the elements of speed and comfort
now to be found on the first-class transatlantic
steamers. The wealthy planters were the generous patrons whose princely lavishness of expenditure built up the system. There is nothing now in modern travel comparable to these
great steamers except the Hudson river and
Long Island sound steamers. The class of
patron^, however, differed from the touritt to be
found on steamers nowadays. Tbey were known
to one another by name or estate, they had
their own landings, and the transportation of
their enormous crops was the basis of the prosperity of the steamboat business. No one who
ever made a trip from New Orleans to Louisville
in the palrtiy days of the Eclipse, the R. E. Lee,
the J, M. White, Natchez or the Ed Richardson can ever forget what a delightful experience
it was.
The social features of it were as charming as they were typical of all that was delightful in Southern life.
All this has been changed
by the encroachments of the railroad. That phase
of travel has disappeared and for it has been
substituted slow trains, dirty cars, irregular connections, scant meals and the enforced propinquity of the great unwashed public.
few old
pilots, a few uncouth freight-carriers and a few
coal-packets are all that ia left to tell the tale.

vious positions, if, indeed, their fioal success
was not due, in a great measure, to the changes
preceding it.
It is, of course, true that many and frequent
changes by a workman are often caused by a
fickle or discontented disposition, and often also
by the fact that the person concerned has a
much greater ability in obtaining situations
than in keeping them after he has obtained
them. But because some mechanics make frequent changes for such reasons, by no means
justifies the universal condemnation of every
one who is given to changing about.
It should always be remembered that there
are many good reasons for making changes
which are liable to present themselves to any
mechanic at any time; and that it is as illogical
and foolish for a mechanic to disregard or ignore
such reasons simply from a general indisposition
to change, or dread of leaving old associations
and friends, as it is for any one else to decline
to take a given course when good and sufficient
reasons for so doing present themselves.
There are, of course, certain disadvantages
which usually accompany a change of location,
but it should not be forgotten that there are
also certain advantages often to be gained by
such changes, and that, other things being
Wood-Pulp Manufacture. The rapid deequal, the person most interested is best qualified to weigh, compare and decide which course velopment of wood-pulp manufacture is an intimation
that there is a new industry to which
to pursue; and that often there are reasons for
changing which present themselves to him very our great forest areas may be, in part, very
For, apparently, it doesn't
forcibly, but which, from their nature, cannot profitably devoted.
matter much what species of wood is used in the
be known or understood by others.
production
of
pulp
possibly
spruce is preferred
are
benefited
by
Most young men especially
moving about considerably. It is comparative- in the extreme Northeast quite as much on acly easy for a young man to adapt himself to new count of its convenience as for any other reaconditions and to take hold of work differing in son. At any rate, it is quite certain that
its nature from that to which he has been ac- poplar, hemlock, cypress, and several other
customed, and the ability to do this, acquired common woods would answer the purposes of
during the period of life when it is easy to ac- the business acceptably; and it is alao conquire it, is apt to be a decided advantage in tended that white pine would do. What may
be regarded as a specially attractive feature of
more mature years.
Who has not seen men grown old in the service the wood pulp industry, from the standpoint of
of some employer with whom they have learned economy, is the fact that it utilizes the waste
their trade, perhaps, and have never worked incident to timber-cutting on a large scale.
elsewhere, and who are really in a pitiful situ- Only the limbs of the fallen timber are taken,
ation of dependent helplessness ? Being almost so there is no competition poseible with lumtotally unacquainted with methods of doing ber manufacturers, rail splitters, or others havwork outside of the shop in which they have ing use merely for the bodies of the trees. The
been trained, and not having acquired while only domain trenched upon is that of firewood,
young that facility for adapting themselves to more particularly in the corded form; but surenew conditions which it is seldom possible to ly there could be no grievous losses in this
For naturally the
acquire during the years of mature life, they direction to the fuel supply.
painfully feel their helplessness and dependence; demand on behalf of wood-pulp manufacture
and there are too many eniployers who do not would center itself where the timber is most
hesitate to take advantage of it. Then, too, in abundant and cheapest; and in this way large
judging of the conduct of employers in these quantities of felled timber, now left to feed formatters it should be remembered that the same est fires or decay on the spot, would be turned
causes which have made the workman dependent to profitable account commercially.

A

—

—

also usually made the workman
valuable to the employer.
In almost every shop there are men to be met
with who would probably be greatly benefited
and developed by changing about a little, widening their horizon, and extending their acquaintance with other mechanics and their way
of doing things.
The old proverb is true enough, " A rolling
stone gathers no moss;" but it is w^^^ *<> consider that the gathering of moss may not be
the only object of the existence of stones, and
company that, supposing it to be desirable that all stones
the swin- should gather moss, there are many of them so

upon him have

Railroad Gars in Prophecy and History

less

Mining Investment Company. j?his
is intended to put an end to some of
dles that in the past have taken place.
The situated as to make the gathering of it impossieven though water is in it? Same kettle tilled major tells us that Ireland, contrary to general ble, and not to be hoped for without some prewith water. How long will it last ? The ques- ideas, is one of the richest of countries, ao far liminary rolling about in order to secure more
tions suggest their own answers, and at same as capital is concerned.
The savings banks of favorable conditions for moss, gathering. Am.
time illustrate Scale in Boilers,
all Ireland are overflowing with money, bat Machinist.
I. W. KiNNET.
capitalists do not like to make investments
away from home. They prefer canals, street
Exotic Flax.— M. J. De Turch of Lille,
'
cars, railroads and other home inveetments.
From Calaveras County.
France, has brought to light a textile plant of
Oroville Register.
Chinese origin which he calls exotic flax. It is
Editors Press: Senator Dorsey visited his
claimed for this material that in its native
An American Mining Engineer AprREci- country its cost is from 1^ cents to 2 cents a
mines on the Stanislaus the past week with a
ATED. The Shah of Persia has requested Chaa. pound, and from 2^ to 3 cents a pound laid
view of opening them up. Prominent among
A. Ashburner of the United States Geological down at Marseilles, whereas flax costs, accordhis group is the "Snell." The ore of this mine Survey to take charge of the Persian engineer- ing to quality, from lOd. to Is. 9d. per kilc
gave by arastra process $55 to the ton. The ing corps. The Shah is of the opinion that gramme. The exotic flax, without assorting, is
Senator put down a shaft 125 feet and drifted valuable deposits of coal, iron, petroleum and fit for the coarsest fabrics or the finest, the
the same length. The shoot, which was but 20 perhaps the precious metals are to be found in latter only requiring the usual more careful and
feet long, widened out to 125 feet at the bottom Persia.
Hitherto nothing but turquoise has complicated preparation. The finest lace and
of the shaft, as shown by levels run. In all of been mined in that country.
Mr. Ashburner the strongest cord can be made from it, as well
the mines no timbers or powder was required, is now stationed at Pittsburg, Pa. He has not aa an infinite variety of intermediate fabrics,
the quartz being easy to pick and the walls firm yet made his decision regarding the Shah's such as tablecloths, napkins, carpets, plush,
enough to require no timbering. At 100 feet a proposition. Mr. Ashburner is a yonng man of wearing apparel, etc. It is spun without combsample of the vein was tiken and worked in San great ability as a mining engineer and geologist, ing, thereby saving 40 per cent of waste inciFrancisco, which gave §112 to the ton. Uncle and organized- the 'survey '[of.'ithe anthracite dent to flax combing. The material can be
Tom Goodwin came in this week with a sack of fields for the Geological Survey of Pennsyl- worked with the ordinary flax machinery. The
ore from a new strike on the Stanislaus; ore is vania. He is too valuable a man to be let go textile can be mixed with tiax, silk, wool and
exceedingly rich in high-grade sulpharets; vein to this far-away portion ;of the globe, and we cotton. Its strength is very great, and a sewfour feet wide. Two mines in this vicinity sincerely hope hia decision will be to remain at ing thread can be spun which requires no twisthave opened up very lich, but the owners, for home, where there is just as large a field for his ing. The refuse ia utilized, and can be worked
t;l)e present, want the names of the rnjnes .kept
talents as there is any place else in the world.
in the same manner as cotton, which it closely

—

1888

[Sept. 29,

an extraordinary book, in which the author,
Rsv. D. T. Taylor, presents proofs (?) of the
nearing end of the age. The author says: '* A
railway train moving but a mile a minute dashes
over the ground SS feet every second. This ia
literally to dart or shoot.
Ancient travel was
at a anaiPs pace compared with the speed of the
man whose hand controls the engine. This is
ia

the chariot of fire
Settle in your hearts, then,
reader, that here is a divine prediction made
2500 years ago In Asiatic lands of the coming of
an extraordinary age of travel travel in great
haste; and this infers new methods, new fucilities and new powers at the command of man.
Are such methods in use? Theu the prediction
is
accomplished, the consummation near."
Again: "The discovery of the practical use of
steam and electricity was reserved for these
closing days of thia world's history, when the
king's business would require haste." The book
reads like the work of one who ia sincere, but so
chimerical aa to be hovering on the border between sanity and insanity.
!

—

—

—

Colorado Oil Field.s. At the late meeting
the American Association for the Advancement of Science, held at Cleveland, Ohio, Prof.
J. S. Newberry gave an interesting talk on
of

"The Oil- Field of Colorado." This oil-field,
he said, was situated in the valley of the
Arkansas, above Pueblo, about the town of
Florence.
The oil is of excellent quality, has a
green color and an agreeable odor. It yields
on distillation 40 per cent of excellent burning
fluid and nearly 60 per cent of superior lubricating oil, which contains much more paraffiue
than the oil of Pennsylvania. The oil-field of
the Arkansas valley is extensive and the yield
of oil may apparently be increased indefinitely.
The source of the oil is undoubtsdly the carbonaceous matter of the Colorado black shale,

from which

it jg

beipg spontaneously

distilled,

Mining and Scientific Press.
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The Russell Process.
Its Practical

Application and EcoDomlc

particularly over the precipitating-tinks,
a
skylight being placed in the roof over each of
these tanks.

207

Will. For raw ores, the average cost
is still smaller, being about 20 per
cent less than for alkaline-roasted ore.
and

The platform around the leaohing-ttnks
Disposal of the Sulphides.
should be about 2^ feet, and that around the
prcoipitatingtacks 4 to G inches, below the top
The following statistics are furnished by the
)
of these tanks respectively.
manager of one of the largest mills uting the
F.-Slphon Pumps (or Eleccora), Solution
All treatment of the sulphides below the Russell process, tho prodaot being from 60,aod SlulclDK Pumps.
sulphide storage-tank takes place in a room shut 000 to 80,000 ounces of silver per month.
The monthly shipments are divided into two
Tho aiphoQ pampe, made by A. AUer, 109 off from the rest of the mill.
Liberty street, New York, are Hoed with hard IV. ExpenrtOB. A.— Comparative Values of parts, one being sent to the Chicago and Aurora Smeltioe and Ht fining Co. at Chicago, and
lead and h^ve a platioum ttvam uozxie.
Size
Cbemicala In the United States and
the other to E. IJalbaoh & Sons. Newark, N. J.
Ko. 4, coatiD^ $0^, ia tho nioat auitable for a
Mexico.
The
division is made for the double purpose of
16-foot leauhiDg-taok.
lu uaio^ the siphon
The following table gives the average values having two checks on the
work of the aeeayer
pnmpa for leaohiog, two preoautiooa are neces- of chemicals, per hundred
pounds avoirdupois, at the leacbiog-mill and also of having
two renry: firtt, the siphon pump must be upside in Mexico, near the railroad,
as compared with
down (flUctioD up) so that all solution coming similar places in the mining
regions of the
TABLK
the
ruooing
the
ResultB.

{Continued from our

G—

leuchiog- tanks,
down
may fall directly into the steara in
Otherwise, or if the hose has a
the ejector.
sag in it, tho siphon will act only intermittently,
ejeotJDg tirst steam, then solutioa, then steam,
Secondly, the steam used most be dry,
etc.
which can only be seonred in this case by cov*
eriog the steam pipes. The difference la effect

from

between wet and dry ateam for siphon pumps
was illustrated at a mill id Ari/.ooa. The steam
was conducted about 'JOO feet in an uncovered
The result wan that the siphon
1^ inch pipe.
pump would not lift six inches, and was therefore useless.
It was then used near the boiler,
and lifted *J0 feet, and forced the solution an
additional 20 feet.
In addition to one siphon pump for each
leaohing-tank, there is also one for returning
the clear solution coming from the filter-press
to the sump of the solution pomp.
If lead is to be precipitated with soda ash,
one siphon pump (which should be a No. 6)
will also be necessary for

Unified

XXIV.

Statea:

Hcxi'-o.

Ilyim^ulpltlto

t>r

mmIs

9 8 7U

Bluustono

60
10 75
ympliur
5 80
Sc<la-ash
7 00
Sulphuric acid (ITCO-tt drums).. IC 00
Cauftliesoda

A\ornj,'«

The

.«0 6U

United States.
t4
5
6
3
3
3

CO»T Of CIIRHICILB

'ift

KVTKA HOI.UTIOKS OK VARIU
Of TlIK HAWK.

TIIK rMKtll'lTATION

75

..?

60
5U
60
76

»4 37

»

05

g.-0

D

T3

the chemicals averages about
twice as great in Mexico as in the United
States.
Hut the use of the acid can nearly always be omitted when the extra solution is
used.
The value of chemicals in Mexico therefore averages 8.3 cents per pound, or 1.9 times
as much as in the United States.
coiit of

M»K

BTHRMiniS ARD Vf

all

I-

fit

For a stock

A

were dissolved.

The solution pnmp ahonid he a Knowles 6^
double plunger, with S-inch steam cylinder, 5inch plunger and 12-iQch stroke, and a 4-inch
suction and discharge.
The fire pump for
sluicing should be a Knowles (or corresponding
size of other make) single-cap pattern, with 10inch steam and 5 inch water cylinder, r2-ioch
stroke and 4-iDch suction and discharge,

G.— Apparatus for the Mecbaolcal Treat-

ment of the Sulphides.
This consists of a pressure-tank, Johneon
filter press and ateam drier.
The details, the
press u re -tanj^ and steam drier, are shown in
1 to 'i inclusive.
The filter press, "ciria furnished by John Johnson,
Franklin square and Cherry street. New York,
The size ahould be 18 inches, with 24 chambers,
12 two-inch distance-rings, one dummy plate,
pressure gauge, indicating as high as 150
pounds, one dozen extra tension hooks and
screws, three sets of ** double-chain " filtercloths, but no pump, pulleys,
shafting or
hangers. The cost of the above is about 8290
f. 0. b.. New York.
Much trouble has hitherto
been encountered in using a pump for forcing
sulphide into the filter press, but the pressnretank gives no trouble. If the pressure-tank
and press are arranged as shown in the drawing, very little steam pressure is needed, as
most of the sulphides run by gravity into the
press.
It is likely that compressed air will
eventually take the place of steam for this pur-

Figs.

cular pattern,"

D.— Cost of Precipitating the Metals from
the Leaching Solutions.
In all the mills mentioned in Table XXIII,
except the Rubio in Parral working on Veta
Grande tailings, sodium sulphide was used as a
precipitant, and the cost of precipitating per
ton of ore, as there given, is the cost of the
sodium sulphide.

The comparison in cost between sodium sulphide and calcium sulphide is more favorable
for the former in the United States than in
Mexico, as the cost of lime in Mexico and the
United Statea is the same, while the price of
caustic soda is very high In Mexico, being nearsometimes more than twice as great as in
ly
the United States. Nevertheless, even in
Mexico, the sodium sulphide is much superior,
both in cost of chemicals and the time, labor
and heat required in its preparation. A comparison between sodium sulphide and calcium
sulphide, made at Cusi, may be found in the
pose.
Mining and Engineering Journal, Vol. XLII,
If the sulphides are to be dried by steam, the
page 383, showing the sodium salphide to be
nse of the filter press cannot be avoided. Near
A comparathe cheaper by 22 cents per ton.
the front of the steam drier is a small windlass tive
test at Sombrerete, also made by Mr.
by which the pans of sulphides are lifted into Watson, resulted in the adoption of sodium
or removed from the steam drier.
At the side sulphide in place of calcium sulphide, although
of the steam drier is the sampling floor and
caustic soda, at that time, cost 14 cents per
scales.
The sampling floor is best made of iron pound (in Mexican silver).
plates, the larger the better, closely jointed.

H.— MiscellaneouB.
Experience has shown that a separate steam

—

—

E.— Cost of Various Extra Solutions for
Acid-Roasted Ores.

A

cent hypo.

jjor

t

for works of various capacities has
been given as 3281, 1875 and 1406 pounds for
works of 100, 50 and 25 tons respectively.
The corresponding costs in the Uaited States
of thefe stock solutions are therefore $140, §80

solution

as in the United States, there is little difference in cost between the method by acid and
iron and that by sodium sulphide.
In the
United States, if the wash-water is acid, the
coat is in favor of acid and iron by three or four
cents per ton. In cases where the method by
dilution can be used, of course the expense of
Bat generalprecipitating is merely nominal.
ly, on account of the small cost and greater
thoroughness of the first two methods, one of
them should be adopted in preference to the
method by dilution.

sn-

lutioncotitaininff C 10 of una

B.-Coat of the Stocfc Solutions.
The total amount of hyposulphite for stock

For a

BtOL'k so-

lution cdii taming.' s-lo (if one

per cent

For

each of the three lead
siphon pump ia also
sometimes necessary in making up the extra and $G0.
solution in one of the storage-tanks; for in case 0-— Cost of PreclpitatlDK the Silver from
the chemioala in the box with perforated bottom
the First Wash - Water by Various
should not be dissolved by the time the right
Methods.
volume of solution had run into the storageTable XVII gives the cost of precipitating
tank through that box, some of that solution the
first wash-water from roasted ore, and the
would have to be forced up and oironlated values of the precipitates.
Except in Mexico,
through the chemical-box until the chemicals where acid
costs about five or six times as much

li.vpo.

btuck Ho-

tt

lution contain-

one

irtr

per

cent hypo.

For a stuik

so-

lution con tuinirif

1.2 per

ct-

hypo.

I

six hours
every three days.
The boiler needs but little
attention, the steam required being about as
follows:
A very small amount nearly all tho
time for heating the solution in the storagetank and for the steam drier; steam to run
two siphon pumps or ejectors, five hours per
day; to press sulphides, three days per week; to
run the fire pump (if tailings are sluiced), three
to four hours each day; to pump the solution to
the ttorage-tanks all day, at intervals; and for
the preparation of sodium sulphide one hour
every two days. At Yedras, the amount of
wood used per day was three-fifths of a cord,
for pumping solutions and for making calcium
sulphide.
Four times this amount (or two and
a half corde) would therefore probably be
enough for all the above purposes.
As to the removal of tailings, the cost of
shoveling out and removal at Cusi was 01 to
11
cents per ton of ore. At Sombrerete,
the filling of the tanks from the cooling-floor,
and shoveling out and removal of the tailings,
cost only
15 cents per ton, labor being
cheaper than at Cuei.
At Yedras, the cost of labor and material for
repairs on the leaohing plant was only $50
per month, or about four and a half to five
cents per ton.
At Cusi, it was several times as
great per too, owing to the poor arrangement

and condition of the plant.
The silver-bearing solution coming from the
ore-tanks to the precipitating-tanks should be
conducted in rubber hose. But at the Cusi
mill this silver-bearing solution was conducted
from the ore-tanks to the precipitating-tanks
by means of iron pipes, and these pipes, which
are practically the only ones attacked by the

0_

ci-X

-1

n P

.

checks upon each other.
monthly shipments occupy a number of packages, the division is made by sending the even
numbered cases to one rehner and the odd to the
other, thus securing an average sample of the
whole lot for each refiner. The result of this
method is that the returns from both refiners
are entirely satisfactory, the assays made at
the mill and those by the buyers being virtualAs soon as the shipments are rely identical.
ceived by the buyers they are weighed, sampled
and aaaayed, the returns being made within a
week after the shipments are received. Within
a week after instructions are received by the refiners to work the sulphides, the payments are
made by check on New York, the silver being
paid for on the basis of New York price on day
of settlement, and gold at the rate of $20.60 per
ounce.
The Balbaoh Co. pays 99 per cent of the value
of the silver and full price for gold, and charges
$100 per ton for treatment. The Aurora
Works pay 98 per cent of the value of the silver and charge nothing for treatment. Their
rates for gold are not known, as the sulphides in
question contain only a trace. The Balbachs
pay for the least trace of gold. The rate paid
for copper is generally $1 per unit, although not
in the case above mentioned, as very little
copper is present.
The sulphides from the Sombrerete mill are
treated at the Argo Worka, Denver, Col. The
price paid by theae refinera is 97 per cent of the
gold and silver (silver at New York quotations
and gold at $20 per oz.) without any charge for
treatment.
The sulphides from the Sombrerete mill
contain S700 to SSOO in gold per ton. Taking
into account the silver entering the cupel, the
mill assays for silver average about 0.(i per
cent above those of the refiners. Without
taking this into account, the refiners' assays
The
are a little higher than the mill assays.
average of the assays on gold agree within 0.
per cent.
H.— Details and Summary of Cost of Running the Plant.
The following statement gives the approximate amount of labor required per day of
24 hours, in the leaching department only, for a
plant of 100 tons capacity, as deonstrated
Sners

had

to

he

periodically

replaced.

The solution-pump waa set on top of the solution sump instead of level with the bottom,
and required constant repairing in order to produce a vacuum sufficient to lift the solution.
The 22 small leaching-tanks and corresponding
As the valves, piping and siphon pumps also required

as

.

m

and the sampling also two men about

solution,

preceding section gives the weights of
bluestone and hyposulphite required per ton
of ore for extra solutiona of various strengths.
Table XXIV gives the corresponding costs of
these chemicals and extra solutions per ton of
ore.
The cost of the extras, including the precipitating of the metals contained in them,
doing much better work with high-pressure
varies from 49 cents to ^1.24, the latter represteam. Moreover, the leaching plant is thus
senting the strongest extra solution ever used,
rendered independent of the rest of the plant, and used, moreover, under, the most unfavorand can be run when the mill boilers are shut able circumatancea, as regards the quantity of
down.
hyposulphite required. A corresponding table
In the rear of the leaching-tanks is a car- of extra solutiona for raw ores would show less
track having a slight inclination, which answers cost for each extra, because, for the same in various mills:
S8 00
S4 00
not only for bringing ore from the rest of the amount of hyposulphite per too, the stock 2 men on loacliiny-tanks ot
7 50
"
2 60
at
mill plant, but also for conveying chemicals solution will average in strength about 40 to 50 3 '• as helpers
8 00
4 00
2
on precipitating-tankB at
"'^
from the chemical-room to the leaching-tanks per cent higher than in the case of an acid- 2 *' on pump, press, drier, boiler, etc
4
00
8 00
"
5 00
2 60
and chemical-boxea if the extra solution is made roasted ore, while the volume cf extra solution 2 " as helpers at
up on the ore. The car for chemicals runs per ton of ore ia less. No table can well be
S:iQ 50
Total
over the scales in the chemical-room, where the given for simple alkaline roasted ore. A table
3i;i cents.
labor per ton
bluestone and hyposulphite are stored. The for alkaline-arsenical roasted ores would be Cost of
The three helpers at the leaching-tanks
caustic soda and sulphur are in the upper about the same as for acid-roasted ores.
attend also to the' preparation of the sodium
chemical-room, in which ia also a pair of platform scales. In addition to the scales already F.— Comparison Between Raw, Acid-Roaat- sulphide, which occupies about three hours
Alkaline-Roasted
Ores,
as
to
Cost
and
ed
once every two days, and also to the preparaset
another
foV
mentioned, there muat be
of Chemicals.
tion of the extra solution, which occupies one
weighing the ore delivered to the leachingThe difference in cost of obemicals per ton of man about two hours, two or three times each
tanks.
day. Of the three helpers, one is on night
compared
out,
owing
favor
alkaline,
as
sluiced
is
much
in
of
ore
If the tailings cannot be
For the former, the cost of shift and the ctber two on day shift, the sluicto scarcity of water, they should be removed with acid oree.
by cars running under the leaching-tanks, as bluestone ia about 27 per cent, of hypo, 43 per ing oat of the tailings being done only on day
four to
cent, and of ^sodium sulphide, 35 per cent, less shift, and occupying one man about
shown, in the drawing.
T^blee XIV ^ve hours each day. For 50-ton tanks, the two
whole building eUojjljJ b§ W9ll !>|l»ted, \Mm fo? tlie latter, as jg sl^gwii
boiler for the leaching plant is advantageous,
even when the regular mill boilers are available.
The steam for the leaching plant can
thus be maintained at a greater pressure than
would be advisable in the regular mill boilers,
the filter press, siphon pumps and steam drier

Tt»6

three helpers are more than suihcient,
is much Issa than where ten-ton
Also the two men and two
helpers are more than sutlioient for the solution
pump, preis, drier, boiler, sampling of the sulphides, etc.
If the plant is arranged as described, the pressing of the sulphides will occupy only one man three days per week; the removing of the dry sulphides from tho steam
drier and ref lacing with wet sulphides occupies
two men about four hours every three day?,
as the labor

tanks are used.

liut.

«lopiD|{ hose,

preoipitatiu^-taoks.

men and

cf chtmicals

considerable attention.
For the plant described and for 100 tons per
day, the total cost of labor and material for
repairs should not exceed §150 to $200 per
month, or five to seven cents per ton.
The total cost of the various operations and
chemicals required for 100 tons per day is given
in the following statements, which show approximately the minimum and maximum running
expenses per day of 24 hours at
the rate of 100 tons per day, in the United
States, as shown by actual experience.
The
cost of charging the ore into the tanks is not
included.
It would vary probably from 10 to
18 cents per ton.
The removal of the tailings
is supposed to be by sluicing;
if by shovels
and cars, the expense may be put at auout 15
cents more per ton.
ArraoxiMATE cost ok punning LEACtlING PUNT Af 100-TONS
CArACITY I'ER OAT KiV TWENTY KCUK [lOURH.

Minimum.

Per Day.
S 33 00

Labor, 11 men at $3
Fuel, 1\ cords at .-it

10 no
56 00
5 00
7 00

Chemicals
Repairs, $160 per month
Assaying, \ total for mill
Totals

$111 CO

Maximum.
Labor, 13 men at §3
Fuel, S-i eords at §G

s

Chemicals

month

Jlepaira, S450 per

AssayiDi,^

i-

total for mill

Totals

.

.

.

Per Day.
S 39 00
21 00
lOO 00
15 00
8 00

S1S3 00
(

To

Per Toil
SO 33
10
50
06
07
$1

U

Per Ton.
$0 30
21
1 00

16
08
SI 83

be Continui d.
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Baknard's Comet. This comet, which was
seen by Prof. Barnard at the Lick Observa-

first

tory, promises to be a very intereeting visitor
to our solar system.
telegram from the Dudley Observatory at Albany of the 13th instant
says:
**The comet baa apparently remained
stationary since its discovery, so that the de-

A

termination of the true orbit has been a work
of great difficulty.
The results reached are regarded as merely approximate. According to
these the comet is now about twice as far from
the earth as the sun, or about 190,000,000 miles.^
At the same time it is about 170,000,000 miles
from the sun. The comet is moving toward the
earth at the rate of about 3,000,000 miles daily.
About the middle of November the comet will
be 60 times as bright as when discovered.'*

Master and Workman. — Edward Atkinson,
*'
the September Forum, says
The old
order of personal intercourse between master
and workman is gone. The small, self contained
community in which there were none very
rich and none very poor has almost disappeared.
The new forms of society are not yet
shaped or molded. The one thing most needed now is that the rich men shall know how
the workmen live, and the workmen shall know
how the rich men work."

in

:

Campaign Whistles. — A " he-ho"

whistle

factory, near Erie, has manufactured 500,000 of
them already this campaign, and is making

30,000. per day,
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Agricultural Title to Mineral Lands.

a

preferential

claim on the assets in the event of liquidation.

There is a very general complaint among the The new company should allot and issue to the
miners of this and other States, that the area liquidator 248,569 shares in the new company
of ground on which to prospect is rapidly be- of 5s. each, upon which there should be credited
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Wells sees or

affects to see in these labor-saving

inventions only an agent of mischief, qr, to use

own language, an evil, that has destroyed a
very large proportion of the capital of civilized
his

and forced a majority of their industo change of employment, inby the laws. As this system is being carried ized to continue the company's business pending creasing largely the number who, for the time
oat day by day, in a few years much of the the transfer to the new company, which should being, are thrown out of employment altogether,
mineral lands will be covered by agricultural accept the Eberjiardt's title to the mines and it may well be suspected that his mental vis-

ing narrowed in a
A. T.

1888

[Sept. 29,

manner never contemplated

Is.

claims, so that the prospector's vocation will be

per share.

The

liquidator

was

to be author-

laborers

somewhat awry.
we are to believe what this writer and
disciples of the Henry George school tell

ion

premises.

In the mountain connties of this State
a large proportion of the land has been returned
as mineral, and as such, by the law of Congress,
it became exempt from entry under existing

nations,

trial

gone.

is

If

Economics Gone Mad.

the
us,

our scientific discoveries and meohanical inDavid Wells, who has written much on the
ventions, all these agencies for economizing
subject of tariffs and other economic questionslabor and increasing production, are nothing
recently in the Eastern press a

Annual Subscription, S3. New Bubscriptions will be
declined without cash in advance. All arrearages must
be paid (or at the rate of S3.50 per annum.

homestead and pre-emption laws.
has published
Subsequently, under instructions issued by
series of articles, wherein he attempts to show
Advertising Rates.
the Department of the Interior, pre-emption
that the industrial disturbances so frequent, and
1 week. 1 month. 3 moa. 12 moB.
were
allowed
to file
claimants
homestead
and
S 5.00
$ 2.20
almost continuous for the past 20 years, have
S. 80
S .25
Per Line (agate)
4.00
24.00 their respective claims, provided that the non10.00
Kalf inch (1 square). .... 1.50
been due to the introduction of labor-saving
6.00
45.00
2.00
14.00
One inch..
or
their
being
the
lands,
character
of
mineral
machinery and processes, these, as he alleges,
Large advertisements at favorable rates. Special or
appearing
purnotices
agricultural
than
mining
more valuable for
reading notices, legal advertisementa,
having worked to the detriment of the capitalist
in extraordinary type or in particular parts of tlie paper,
Under those instructions
poses, was proved.
month.
and the wage- earner alike. Both, contends this
at special rates. Four insertions are rated in a
most of the earlier entries were made, and writer, have suffered just to the extent that
London Agbnt— Alfrbd E. Ann, 63 and 64 New Broad
when, later on, under instructions issued by these inventions have been anccessfully multiStreet, E. C.
Mr. Schurz, the then Secretary of the Interior, plied. They have injured the former by rendermail
matter
second-class
Ot^ce
as
Post
P.
Entered at S.
all lands hitherto classed as mineral were deing the improvements in which bis money was
Our latest forms go to press on Thursday evening. clared to be open to pre-emption and homestead
partially, if not wholly, useless, and
invested

but instrumentalities of

that they de-

evil, in

stroy capital and augment the poverty of the

working

According to

classes.

the idea of

these theorists, our boasted progress
gression; our civilization but another

is

retro-

form

of

barbarism.

That advancement and

culture,

and even the

highest enlightenment, develop certain evils,

cannot be denied; but that they are
or magnitude

indicated

by

of

the kind

this class of

publi-

no sane man will contend. Fast experience
disproves it shows that human life has been
cists,

—

owner was required to furnish the
prolonged and human happiness increased just
by rendering his skill and experience
SCIENTIFIC PRESS PATENT AGENCY. proof that the land was mineral in character in the latter,
in the proportion that this class of improveof no avail, very often throwing him out of em
DEWEY & CO., Patent Solicitors.
Thus a very severe
ments has made progress.
order to save his claim.
6.
ployment altogether.
W.B, BWBR.
A. T. DBWBT.
blow to the mining industries was struck.
While Mr. Wells does not, like Henry George,
Pre-emption and homestead, unless covering
SAN FRANCISCO
The Richmond Consolidated.
argue that the increment of wealth tends to inSaturday Morning, Sept 29, 1888. great areas of lands in the mining districts, im- crease the poverty of the workingman, he stoutabove
ruling.
This
the
mediately followed
The Richmond Oonsolidated Company of
ly maintains that all labor-saving agencies do
caused snch strong protests from the miners in have that effect, impoverishing as well the in- Eureka has not declared any dividends of late,
TABLE OF CONTENTS,
some sections that some particular townships vestor in manufacturing or other productive because it has not been making any too much
IliliUST RATIONS. — The Helping Hand aub- were exempted from the ruling and the settler
But in this we think our essayist is money, or rather because it has been spending
pursuits.
House; New Almaden Quicksilver Mine, 205. Details of Dry House, Russell Process, 209.
was then required to furnish proof as to the in error. That he greatly exaggerates the evil a great deal for deadwork. They have been
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Typewriter Copyists

—Misses Devlin.

non-mineral character of the land before his entry would be allowed.

parent relief
factory,
titles to

measure

inveighed against can hardly be questioned. In
first place, as we all know, very few of these

of ap-

levels of the mine and have not succeeded.
improved mechanisms and methods succeed at None has been found below the 1050 level.
once in supplanting the old ones. However They are now going to try on the Alborn and
superior, it takes time to introduce them so Williamsburgh ground. At the same time they
much time, generally, that the proprietor of the were making the borings they were also expendestablishment, whatever it be, is enabled to ing large sums in explorations on the upper
adapt it to the peculiarities and requirements of levels of the mine. Deadwork and prospecting
the new invention, which are rarely ever so has cost the company about $50,000 during the
In like year. The furnace was only working 28 weeks
radical as to make this impossible.
manner the operative, with his already acquired out of 52 on account of lack of ore. The outknowledge and practical skill, is empowered to put for the year was 4562 ounces of gold, 174,master whatever is especially diifioult in the 856 ounces of silver and 878 tons of lead, which
new process or machine. Should a type-setting is worth at Eureka £57,156. On*that outturn
contrivance, for instance, come into use, the they only made a profit on mining, smelting
The company has, howprinting-office would be the place where it would and refining of £3758.
find employment, a practical compositor being ever, nndivided profits of £74,000 on hand.
the person selected to run it. Although many They have been trying to find a good mine to
labor-saving implements have of late years been buy, at or near Eureka, and have the money to
brought into use in the making of shoes, they pay for it if one is found to suit. A good many
have not hurt either the proprietors or the properties have been brought to the notice of
workmen, and so of most other mechanical pur- Mr. Probert and the company, but the ores

—

to mineral lands:

title

A person

settles in a mining district, fences
and cultivates a garden spot around his cabin
or spring and enters a pre-emption or homestead claim for fully 160 aores. After that he

in

earns a living by cntting or selling the timber

from his claim to the miner or some local sawmill, or goes to work for some mining company
in the neighborhood.

After the lapse of the

prescribed time, he advertises to prove up his
claim and names as witnesses his nearest neighbors,

who

offer final

same time have advertised

at the

to

proof for their respective claims of

the same class.

Thus, by acting as witnesses

each other, each paying only his own individual expenses, the cost of final proof is refor

duced

On

for

to a

is

saits; these novelties

minimum.

the other hand, the miner

cated and
fide

them

who

has

is

have been introduced so

lo-

The reasons for the small profits made by the
company during the past half year are thus
accom- enumerated by the chairman:
*' First,
a

and working a bona
not only obliged to pay his

much inconvenience

or loss been able to

modate themselves to the new conditions.
Then, too, it must be remembered that
all the expenses of all his witnesses to prove
when commodities and articles of general nse
valuable
mineral
mine
is
a
deposit;
that his
are cheapened, their consumption is in about
otherwise be must lose his possessory title
the same ratio increased, thereby creating an

own expenses

to the nearest land office, but also

Often the various expenses of travel,

make a

the miner impossible.

additional

contest on the part of

Therefore nobody ap-

is

demand

labor.

for

When

clothes costs but $10, nearly one-third

be worn out than

pears to challenge the testimony of the agricultural claimant, so his final proof

utility of the

when

it

a suit of

more

will

costs $15, hence the

sewing machine.

accepted.

While many events have passed since our last
Again, these scientiBc discoveries and laborthem have been of suf- Against the foregoing assertion it may be said saving inventions serve very often to create enIf the agricultural claimant or his witnesses
ficient importance, or of a kind to require mensuch as without
tirely new industries, and
The mining industry continues perjure themselves, the miner has his remedy. their intervention would never have had an
tion here.
everywhere prosperous, and the outlook encour- Why does not the miner prosecute them for
the telegraph and
writing, only a few of

aging, the field broadening

and

filling

up at the this?

In an article to follow this

we

existence; photography,

shall state

same time. The use of the hydraulic elevator
question.
in working the enjoined mines, while it doea
not accomplish all that might be desired, is beEbekhardt and Monitor. A meeting o^
ing employed by several companies as the beat this company was held in London on the Ist
that can be done.
inst., and a scheme for reconstruction was
The successful laying during the week of the adopted. By the terms accepted, Mr. Samuel
corner-stone in the big dam in the American Slater, the liquidator, was authorized to sell and
river, near Folsom, constitutes a notable inci- transfer the business, property, mines, ma-

gravel washing, the gold since obtained from
this class of auriferous deposits would have re-

—

dent in the history of our hydraulic

enter-

The

which began to simmer
summer, having a little later on

political caldron

early in the

been brought to a bubble, is now boiling
vehemently, its intensity increasing daily and
nightly to the delectation of the politicians.

The public

fairs,

State and county, have

closed, or are about to close, after

a generally

the

But
telephone furnishing examples in point.
for the introduction of the hydraulic method of

the position of the miner on this part of the

prises.

are not suitable for their purposes.

gradually or have conflicted so little with the
old order of things that all have without

in possession

mining claim

trying with rock drills to find ore in the lower

the

and the acquiring of cheap agricultural
valuable mining or timber land goes on

witnesses, etc.,

Passing Events.

this

itself entirely unsatis-

almost unchecked. The following explains the
method generally adopted to obtain agricultural

thereto.

tS" See Advertising Columns,

But

soon proved

mained where nature placed it, there being no
other process by which it could have been
profitably extracted.

One hydraulic

giant does

serious diminution

in the grade of the ore,
from $46 per ton to $39 per
ton, a diminution of $7 per ton, which, on the

which has

fallen

4000 tons of

Kichmond

ore which

we have

smelted during the year, would amount to $28,000, or about 5500Z,

Secondly, the failure of

body discovered between the 100 and
200 levels. If you will remember, a year ago
we had just struck those bodies, and they promised exceedingly well. However, as we worked
upon them they turned out only small in quantity, although very good in quality.
Thirdly,
there was the competition for the purchase of
outside ore, on which little or no profit has been
made, in consequence of the high price at which
we have bought. You will see by the accounts
during the year we expended over 20,000^, in
the purchase of these outside ores, and I believe
we made little or no profit on them. The next
has been the low price of silver. That has been
the ore

a very serious item

with us.

I

believe silver

hundred men, but it does not dis- this year has been lower, for a long time, than
It is now only
place these hundred men, because in its ab- ever it was known to be before.
chinery, assets, etc., of the company (except sence there would have been none of this .Ss. 6d. per ounce, and when I tell you that, even
uncalled capital) to a company already registered kind of work to be done. But for the inven- on the comparatively small quantity which
with a capital of £75,000, divided into 300,000 tion of a machine capable of cheaply grinding we produced last year, 174,000 ounces, a deshares of 53. each. The new company shall pay certain woods to a proper degree of fineness, cline of every Id. per ounce makes a difference
all the debts and liabilities of the Bberhardt no pulp from this material would ever have to us of 725^ a year profit, you will see of what
Company, and allot and issue to the holders of been prodnced, to the great detriment of the importance this is to us. The fifth and last
the

work

of a

debentures four fully-paid preference shares of

paper-maker

each for every £1 of debenture issued by the
old company, and such preference shares should

Through the

53.

and

all

who

use

his

wares.

aid of this ingenious contrivance

the question of paper supply,

cause assigned

is

the non-discovery of ore in

the lower levels of the mine."

once a cause of

The Drumlummon mine, Montana, crushed
them having been be entitled to a non-cumulative preference divi- much anxiety to the manufacturer, has been
7234 tons of ore last month, yielding $71,500.
largely attended and liberally patronized. The dend of ten per cent, after payment of which relieved of its stringency.
The working expenses for the month were
exhibits made were fairly, and, in most cases, such preference shares should rank ratably
Examples of similar purport might be ad$42,000.
highly creditable.
with the ordinary ]sh ares, share for share,'in the duced without number, and when Mr. David
anccessful season, the most of

,
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The fire pump for a thorough knowledge of the mining machinery
Process. suction and discharge.
A Miners' Fund.
sluicing aboold be a Knowles (or oorrespoDding uaed, and for this purpose he has visited Arisize of other make) single cap pattern with 10* zona, Nevada and Colorado.
The "Miners' Fund,'' at the New Almaden
After a visit to
inch steam and 5-inch water cylinder, r2*inch Washington and the great copper mines in quicksilver mine, Santa Clara county, in this
F—SlphOD Pumps (or FJectors). Solution stroke
and
linch
suction
and
discharge.
Michigan, he will return home by way of Kn- State, was instituted for the benefit of the resi*
and SiutclDtr Pumpa.
The sipboo pomps made by A. AUtft, lO'J G.— Apparatus for Mecbanlcal Treatmeot gland, Germany and France.
dents of New Almadeu. The employes of the
of Sulphides.
Liberty street. New York, are lined with hard
When aaked how many men be employed in Quicksilver Mining Co., heads of families, and
SizQ
all other adults residing at New Almaden, each
lead, and have a platinnm steam Dozzle.
This apparatus consists of a preaauretank, his various mining operations, he replied
No. 4, costiof; $08, ia the moat aaitable for a Johnson 6ller press and steam drier. The de* " About 20,000 men as laborera and 6000 in pay into this fund the sum of one dollar monthly.
Id asiog the siphon tails of steam drier are shown in Fige. 2 and 3. smelting worka." He further stated that the The money so contributed is held by the mana16-foot leachioff-taok.
pumpa for leaching, two precaatiooa are neoea* In the Pkkhs of August 4th was given the out copper mines are eight milee square. The com- ger, J. B. Rindol, as trustee, to be paid out for
mon workman receives 50 cents a day, but the salaries of a resident physician and of a drugary: firat, the siphon pump muat be upside of the pressure-tank.
If the sulphides are to be dried by steam, the foreman and superintendent received salaries gist, and for the purchase of medical supplies.
down (SQctioD ap) so that all solution coming
from the leaohiDg-tanka, running down the slop- nse of the filter press cannot be avoided. Near higher than ia paid for similar work here. The It is also applied to the relief of contributors
Oontribing hose, may fall directly into the ateam in the the front of the steam drier ia a small windlass heads of the various departments are generally whose circumstances may require it.
Otherwise, or if the hose has a sag in by which the sulphides are lifted into or re* Kuropeans, and they received from $150a month utora are entitled to medical attendance and
ejeotor.
At the side of to $0000 a year.
medicines free for themaelves and families. Not
act only intermittently, moved from the ateam drier.
it, the siphon will
A Japaneae official recently Tisttsd the ooal only do the miners and laboring men oontribate
ejecting firet steaaa, then eolation, then steam. the steam drier is the sampling floor and scales.
of the Russell
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PAN FOR SULPHIDE

Secondly, the steam used must be dry, The sampling floor is best made of iron plates,
which can only be secured in this case by cov- the larger the better, closely joined.
The difference in effect
ering the steam pipes.
Coal Mining in Japan.
between wet and dry steam for siphon pumpa
Rich coal-fields are found In aome parts of
was illustrated at a mill in Arizona, The steam
waa conducted about 200 feet in an uncovered Japan, and especially in some of the minor

etc.

and coke regions

The Oonof Pennsylvania.
speaka of him as follows: *'He

not

result

lift

six inches,

the chemicals in the box with perforated bottom ahonld not be dissolved by the time the
right

volume

of solution

had run into the

stor-

age*tank through that box, some of that solu-

would have to be forced up and circulated
through the chemical box nntil the chemicals

tion

were dissolved.

The solution pump should be a Knowles 6^
double plunger, with 8 inch steam cylinder,
6-inoh plunger

and 12-inoh stroke, and

a 4-inch

the dollar each month, but the manager him-

The comself and all the officers do the same.
dem- pany provides the physician's house and office
ocratic country his titles are dropped and he is and the dispensaries.
The fund is also used for the relief of the inplain Mr. T. Dan.
He was sent abroad by his
Government to inspect the English and Ameri- digent poor, and when men are hurt in the

nellaville Courier

waa

a high-up Japanese official, butlin this

was that the siphon islands. On the island of^Kiusin there are four can systems of coal mining and coking, and to
and waa, there- mines now being worked. On the island of report as to the best means of working an excelIt was then nsed near the boiler, Amaknsa, to the west of Kiusin, there is an- lent vein of nine-foot coal underlying a large
fore, useless.
and lifted 20 feet, and forced the eolation an thracite. An extensive coal-field exists also in tract of Japanese territory, which is about to
the neighborhood of Tokio. There are besides, be developed by native capitalists, encouraged
additional 20 feet.
In addition to one siphon pump for each in other localities, brown coal and lignite in and assisted by their progressive Government.
leaching'tank, there is also one for returning abundance. The Japanese have begun to work Mr, Dan Is now on his way home, having spent
the clear solution coming from the filter press some of these seams. The output amounted aome time in England and this country. He
to 700,000 tons in ISSl, bat every year has came to Connellsville from the anthracite reto the sump of the solution pump.
The German consul re- gion, where he had been the guest of Eokley B.
If lead ia to be precipitated with soda-ash, seen a great increase.
one siphon pump (which should be a No, 6) will marks that the Japanese use the beat European Coxe, the well-known coal operator in that
Daring his stay here he was shown
also be necessary for each of the three lead pre- machinery and follow the most approved meth- section.
It around by the snperintendent of the Connellsoipitating-tanks. A siphon pump is also some- ods of mining adopted on the continent.
times necessary in making up the extra solu- might |.be worth while to bring machinery of ville Coke and Iron Company. Mr. Dan, in the
'Our coal in
tion in one of the storage- tanks; for, in case American manufacture to the notice of the Jap- course of conversation, said:

The

1^-inch pipe.

pump would

CROSS SECTION

DETAILS OF DRY-HOUSE.

mine.

When

the mine,

board,

it is

if

they are wounded or injured at
they are not able to pay their

paid out of this fund, and

all their

It also

famishes

supplies are also furnished.

two hospitals for those who are injured in the
mine. One of these is in the Mexican camp
and the other in the English camp on the hill.
There ia generally from |8000 to $10,000 in the
bank to the credit of this fund. Upward of
$100,000 has been collected and disbursed since
the fund was started.

between Italian and Hun*
Sawyerville, Canada, one
Italian and one Hungarian were killed and 40
militia of Sherbrooke and Monaneae, who have lately bought largely in Ger- Japan resembles yonrs here in the Connellsville wounded. The
region, though perhaps a trifle harder. We treal have been ordered to the scene.
many.
R. Kondo of the Mining University of Japan have already tested its coking qualities and find
A Valuable discovery of gray copper is reis now on a visit of observation to the mines of that it makes fair coke, suitdOle for onr purported from the Salmon river, Idaho, mining
this country and Mexico.
He has visited many poses. We use it in the foundriea and the
country. One lode, IS feet in width, attracts
of the gold mines of this State.
Mr. Kondo is mints. As yet we do not manufacture raw iron
attention.
feet
below
about
400
coal
lies
reported to be the wealthiest man in Japan, out* in Japan. The
It is feafed that Stanley, the African exside of the Royal family.
He operates 16 dif- the surface and is being reached by a shaft, the
of the
ferent mines of gold, silver and copper *in his machinery for which I purchased in Amer plorer, has met his death at the hands

own

country.

His principal desire

is

to obtain

Ik a serions

garian

natives.

laborers

riot

at
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and capable of sustaining greater
longitudinal strain. It is, therefore, specially
adapted for screws, nails, cables, pianofortes,
and many other uses; and copper wire made by
this process is claimed to be possessed of greatnew
ly increased electrical conductivity.
corporation, called the Williams Wire Machine
machines
the
manufacture
Co., will be formed to
processes,

IT^ECHAjMieAL Progress.
Bessemer

The

an

Process

American

of the Discovery— How Mr.
Bessemer Got Hold of it from the Amer-

A Brief History

ican Inventor.

We
plete

find the following succinct but very
of the

and interesting history

Bessemer

in-

should be read and preserved by every one in-

American inventions. The fact that
Mr. Bessemer was obliged to divide his interest
with Mr. Kelly is ample proof of the truth of his
claim. The poverty of the inventor and the lack
of a due appreciation of his invention by his
wealthy friends, lost to him and his country the
full title and name of the most important and
terested in

valuable invention ever made.
late
of

William Kelly

of

Louisville,

Ky.,

the pioneer furnacemen of KenHe and hia brother operated for many
tucky.
years the Germinie furnace near Eddyville and
While
the Sewanee furnace, near Kuttawa.
experimenting he conceived that the refining of
the metal that is, the converting of cast iron
into malleable iron could be accomplished
with the oxygen of the air. With great faith
in this idea, at heavy expense, he constructed
as well aa he could with the means at hand an
apparatus for blowing blasts of heated air into
the molten metal while it remained in the hearth
or oven in which it had been melted from the
crude ore. At first a number of experiments
resulted in disappointments, owing entirely to
the imperfection of his blowing or blast apparatus, but his great confidence in his theory impelled him to try again. "About this time,"
says a Paducah (Ky.) editor, "two Englishmen,
who were experts in smelting and refining iron,
arrived at his works and were given employment.
With the assistance of these men Mr, Kelly
made a more perfect blast or blowing cylinder, and after making a dozen or more experiments he exclaimed Earekal' and immediately
sent invitations to a number of his friends to
come to his works and witness the wonder of
making horseshoes out of iron taken from the
hearth or oven of a common blast or smelting
furnace.
**
Many went at the appointed time, more
out of respect to Mr. Kelly's invitation than
from a faith in seeing him demonstrate that he
had discovered what Jadge Kelley of Pennsylvania has since termed the greatest invention
of the age.'
" The writer of this, then a small lad, went
on that occasion with his father, and remembers
well to have seen a brawny blacksmith take
from the seething oven of the Sewanee furnace
a quantity of molten or liquid iron to his shop,
and after permitting it to somewhat cool, he
placed it on his anvil, and with the merry ring
of his hammer produced and threw down at the
feet of the amazed spectators in 20 minutes a
Then he got more of the
perfect horseshoe.
liquid iron, made some nails, and with those he
fastened the shoe he had jaat before made to the
foot of a horse belonging to one of the invited
witnesses.
**
Mr. Kelly had expended vast sums of money
in his experiments, which embarrassed his
firm, and in three months after his grand dis-

was one

—

—

'

at Taunton.

com- Lead Pipe -How

vention in a late issue of the Blacksmith and
Wheelwright. It is well worthy of perusal and

The

2eiENTiFie Progress.
Magnetic Force Acts Through Every

A

Invention.

'

'

'

covery it made an assignment and all work was
stopped. The two Englishmen who had assisted
him returned at once to England, and soon
found employment at a furnace at which Mr.
Bessemer was then, and bad been for sometime,
trying to work out the same problem which Mr.
Kelly had a few months before solved. Of
course these workmen imparted to Mr. Bessc'
mer the secrets of Mr. Kelly's discovery. Mr,
Bessemer without delay adopted
Kelly's
methods and obtained the same results. T
mer was then rich, Kelly was poor. Bessemer
at once applied for a patent in England, at the
same time filed a caveat for one at Washington.
Kelly also applied at Washington for a patent
about the same time.
lawsuit ensued between the two claimants and resulted in a compromise by which Mr. Kelly got only a small
per cent of the royalty on the patent in this
country. Had it not been for Mr. Bessemer's
wealthy backers, Mr. Kelly would have won the
suit and enjoyed the full benefits and blessings
of his grand discovery, to which he was justly

A

entitled."

—

New Phocess for Wire Manufacture. It
said that Mr. H. A. Williams of the Williams
Manufacturing Co. of Taunton, Mass., has invented a machine for cheapening and improving
steel or iron wire, which is calculated to make
a change in many branches of industry in which
iron, steel, copper and brass wire are used.
The invention, which has just been patented,
is

consists of a series of rolls in a continuous train,
geared with a common driver, each pair of rolls
having a greater speed than the pair preceding
it, with an intervening friction clutch adapted
to graduate the speed of the rolls to the speed
of the wire in process of rolling.
The entire
process of manufacturing the smallest-sized
wires from rods of one-half inch is done cold.
The new process obviates the danger of unequal
annealing, and of burning in the {^^naces, and
the wire is claimed to be more flexible and

It Is

Made and Used.
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Known

Substance.

In reply to a correspondent who asserts that
magnetic force will not act across a screen of iron
or other magnetic substance, as nickel, cobalt
and a few other substances, and for proof there*
of refers to "Elementary Lessons on Electricity and Magnetism," by Silvanns Thompson,
p. 77, the editor of the American Machinist says:
The statement in the book to which our correspondent refers says that a " magnet inclosed
in a hollow sphere of iron is unaffected by otitside magnetic influences." This, however, is
not due to the iron being an insulating
substance at all, because it is not an insulating substance. Two magnets, between
which a sheet of iron is interposed, still abstract
each other, and will do so through any known
substance, through a fiame, through any known
gas or through a vacuum. The fact that a
sphere of iron acts in this way seems to be due
to a balancing or absorption of the magnetic
force, due to the form in which the metal is
disposed rather than to the character of the
metal itself a fact which seems plainly demou'
strated when we consider that if the half of the
sphere furthest from the outer magnetic force be
removed, the force will act through the other

of the most useful inventions of modern
and one of the most common, is lead
yet
there are but few people who have
pipe,
even an idea how it is made. Ask the question
and nine out of ten will reply that the lead is
poured around a hole. The other will confess
that he does not know. The process, however,
It is made in an upright
is exceedingly simple.
press, and by hydraulic pressure the lead, when
it is just hard enough to keep its shape, is
squeezed out through a hole and around a core.
Two upright stanchions support the top piece
of the press and from that piece a heavy cylinder hangs down. There is a hole in the cylinder,
the sizQ the pipe is to be on the outside. Immediately below this cylinder is another, which is
hollow, and in the center of it is a rod of iron
which forms the core. The molten lead is
poured into this hollow cylinder, and when it
has hardened sufficiently a hydraulic pressure
of 250 pounds to the square inch is applied
half.
from below. The hollow cylinder rises, and as
It will be seen from this that in the sense in
it does the rod in the center moves into the
which the original question was meant, our
center of the hole in the upper cylinder, formanswer was correct. Numerous individuals
ing the mold. As the lower one rises it fits
have thought that they could produce perpetual
around the upper, which presses so hard on the
motion by mounting two permanent magnets at
lead that it is forced through the bole and
the ends of levers, in such a way as to be ataround the cover, and it comes out of the top as
tracted toward each other, and by their movepaint does out of a tube of colors when it is
ment cause a thin sheet of insulating material to
squeezed at the bottom, but it is lead pipe then
be interposed, thus cutting off the attraction,
and it is coiled up, and as soon as it is cool it is
and causing the magnets to recede from each
ready for use.
other by the action of gravity, or of a spring;
The Manifold Uses of Lead Pipe.
this action in its turn removing the insulator,
The increasing requirements of modern civil- and allowing the magnets to again attract each
producing a motion which would go
ization are well illustrated by the extent and other; thus
without the expenditure of exvariety of the uses to which lead pipe are put, on indefinitely,
Among all the many schemes to
forces.
ternal
especially in our large cities. Some of these
produce perpetual motion, this, perhaps, seems,
uses have been enumerated as follows:
the most feasible.
Pipes for conveying and delivering illuminat- upon the face of it, to be
deliberately calculated to deing gas; pipes for conveying and delivering fuel But, as if Nature
plan to produce such a motion, she
gas; pipes for conveying and delivering drink- feat every
ing-water and for fire purposes; pipes for convey- fails to furnish the reqnired insulating subleast it never has been, and we bestance;
at
ing salt water for street sprinkling and for fire
discovered.
purposes; pipes for draining and carrying ofi" lieve never will be,

One

times,

—

sewage and surface water; pipes for delivering
hot water under high pressure, for beating purposes and power; pipes for delivering cold water
under high pressure, for power; pipes for delivering live steam under pressure, for heating
purposes and power; pipes for delivering compressed air, for purposes of power and ventilation; pipes for producing power where required,
by vacuum or suction, and for ventilation; pipes
for conveying letters and packages, by com
pressed air and by vacuum; pipes for regulating
clocks by compressed air; pipes for conveying

Making Gas from

Oil.

This has long been an attractive source of experiment for inventors, and the opinions as to
its practical value appear to be quite varied.

the botanist is still fully employed in investigations in plant physiology, so will the chemist find opportunities
probably far beyond our
present conception for research in such investigations as those of the processes by which organic compounds are produced in the growth
and decay of plants and animals.

——

A Good Word for the

English Sparrows.

When

so much has been said against that now
familiar bird, the English sparrow, we are constrained to give circulation on this coast to the
following little word in his favor, which is
taken from a recent number of the Ogdensburg,
N. Y., Journal; Spare the sparrows, for they
sometimes do valiant service in destroying destructive worms. The army worm has done a
great deal of damage to the oats and corn in this
vicinity the past spring. Charles Dubois was
obliged to resow a 5-acre patch of oats and 3
acres of corn the first planting having been destroyed by the army worm. While discussing
the subject with his neighbor, John Paul, dur-

—

ing the prevalence of the worm, Paul, who is a
very observing man, called the attention of Mr.
Dubois to the operations of a few sparrows
which came into the field and gorged themselves on the army worm, and took hundreds to
their young.
He remarked to Mr. Dubois:
"See there 1" pointing to a sparrow, *' you need
not talk to me any more about shooting sparrows, for I am convinced that they do more
good than harm. That bird had bis mouth full
of worms that have been destroying the oats."
The bird flew away to feed its young and then
came back. Mr. Paul again called attention to
him. "See there !" said he to Mr. Dubois, "he
is

back after more." Mr. Dubois is now satisfied
the sparrow is worth more than he

that

costs.

—

Under the Ocean Waves. There is very
good reason to believe that it will not be long
before we shall know almost as much about the
topography of the bottom of the ocean as we
now do of its surface. This will be brought
about by means of the photographic camera, experiments with which are now being made.
Thus far the best results have been obtained by the Swedish Government, which,
however, have not been of any real value to science, except to open up the possibilities for the
future.
Most of the plates display simply a
tangled mass of vegetable growth, as if the
camera had been put into a thick lot of underbrush and the plate had been exposed. Still the
comparatively unsatisfactory result is encouraging, and leads all scientific men to believe
that before many years the floor of the ocean
will not be an unknown land, as it in reality is
at the present time.

Action of Electricity on Albumen and
New York Mail and Express, in alluding
Alcohol. Rscent experiments in Italy give
to this matter, recently furnished some facts
prove conclusively that a weak
and suggestions which may have a value to some facts which
but continuous current of electricity through
those who are engaged in this investigation.
wine causes a deposit of albuminous substances,
copy as follows
slightly the amount of alcohol, which
**
Of the many devices employed in the manu- diminishes
mineral oils; pipes for electrical wires for elec- facture of illuminating gas, none has seemed latter is accounted for by increase of acetic acid.
tric lighting, electric railways, telephones and more attractive to inventors and manufacturers It gives to the wine the bouquet which is othertelegraphy, and pipes for power ropes for driv- than the use of petroleum oil in place of coal. wise only acquired by age, and, without doubt,
ing machinery and moving street*railway Some very considerable advantages seem possi- aids in the keeping qualities of the wine. There
is a hope expressed that in time there may be
cars.
ble by its use, and although it was pretty thorraelhod found by which sterilization will be
oughly tried a number of years ago and a
Hints on Working Steel. The well-known generally discarded, the question of substituting accomplished by electricity. The above has
reference,
no doubt, to the Eraser wine process,
steel-makers. Miller, Metcalf & Parkin of Pittsit for coal has been revived and is again receivwhich has recently been experimented upon in
burg, Pa., have recently issued a card designed ing considerable attention.
Europe with the most encouragfor steel-workers who order steel, which con*'
There is no question that the gas which can various parts of
ing results.
tains several valuable hints, as follows: Don't
be readily enough made from the oil is very
forget to specify the purpose for which steel or- highly luminous, and this is an apparent addered is to be used. You have no idea how vantage. But there are other considerations,
Traces of an Ocean Earthquake.— Oa the
much more likely you are to get just what you and the first of them is the cost. It seems as 16th inst. Superintendent Thorn of the- United
want by doing this. Don't forget that the though it ought to be cheaper than coal, unless Stites Coast and Geodetic Survey was notified
grain of a well-hardened and broken piece of
The by Prof. George Davidson that the Saucelito
at a time when coal is unusually cheap.
steel is much finer than that of the bar it was
comgas from oil is called of 60-candle power, but it self -registering tide-gauge on Friday
taken from. If the grain is as coarse as, or
menced recording the traces of an earthquake
is exceedingly doubtful whether it can be made
coarser than, the original bar, the heat used
They
Pacific
ocean.
transmitted
through
the
as
stored
or
to maintain that standard when
(whatever it may have been) was too high to re- delivered in the nsnal manner to towns or continued until the next day at noon. Although
fine the steel in hardening.
Don't decide the cities.
irregular and not very large, there was yet no
quality of any bar of steel by the appearance of
*'
Even if it can be 60 candle gas, as it is or- mistaking their character. If the earthquake
its grain.
The coarseness or fineness depends dinarily used, it is not worth twice as much as was felt on the eastern coast of Asia or in any
much more on the heat at which it left the 30-candle or three times as much as 20- of the Pacific islands, we shall hear of it, but if
hammer or rolls than on its quality. Don't try candle gas. The greater pressures at which it took place in raid-ocean the silent register at
to harden any bar of steel without first removthe higher qualities have to be consumed in or- Saucelito will be its only direct record.
ing the scale from it. You will certainly be
der to get the best results eject the hydrodisappointed if you do, as the outside is likely carbon particles from the burner at such a rapid
The Great Climatic Cycle. According
Don't try to
to be soft enough to file easily.
rate that many of them are wasted and not to the calculations of M. Adolphe d'Assier,
harden large tools in a small bath or still burned at all.
baaed on the assumption that the coinwater.
"There have been many devices for securing cidence of the earth's perihelion passage
from the burning of a given with the summer solstice every 21,000 years
Rifling Gun Barrels. By means of recent the greatest light
but most of the inventors start marks the regular recurrence of a northern
improvements made in the manufacture of amount of gas,
wrong. They use small burners and high pres- glacial period, the last glacial period culmirifles, as many as 120 barrels can now be rolled
When the quality of gas is stated as of nated in 9250 B, C, the alternating period of
sure.
in an hour by one machine; They are straightcandle-power, it can only be compared greatest northern warmth occurred A. D. 1250,
ened cold, and bored with corresponding speed, such a
other gas that is used through a standard and the ice period now approaching will reach
with
and even the rifling is done automatically, so
burner by testing it with the same burner."
Evidence of
its greatest bight A. D, 11,750.
that one man tending six machines can turn out
the slow cooling during the past 600 years is
60 or 70 barrels per day. With the old rifling
Where Will Discovert Cease ?— Whether seen in the changes recorded in the northern
machine 20 barrels were about the limit of a
day's work; but the improved machines attend all science has limits, so that at the present limits of the growth and ripening of certain
to everything after being once started, and, rate of progress all discoverable things may fruits.
when the rifling is completed, ring a bell to have become known a few generations hence, is
The Brain of the Chimpanzee. It has
call the attention of the workman.
a question that must have been suggested to
many. Concerning the future of systematic been found that the essential characteristics of
The Progress of the Air Brake. Eighteen chemistry. Dr. Edward Schunk has concluded the brain of the New York chimpanzee, fayears ago, when the air brake was tried, it re- that in the course of time this prolific field of miliarly known as Mr. Crowley, were human.
a
quired 18 seconds to apply it to a train 2000 to-day will be worked out. All possible com- Its weight was about a third of that of
feet long.
Four years later the time was re- pounds or nearly all will have been pre- human brain of ordinary development, and it
than
chimpanzee
knew
more
the
duced four seconds. Recent experiments with pared, all the most important chemical facts indicated that

The

—

We

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

the air brake on freight trains show that it can
be applied to every car on a train of that length
running at the rate of 40 miles an hour, and
that this train can be stopped within 500 feet,
or one-fourth ,of its own length, and all this

homogeneous than that produced by the common without any serious

jolting.

—

will have been discovered, and pure chemistry
will be practically exhausted, and have arrived
at the same condition as systematic botany and
mineralogy now are, with only rarely a new

some

idiots.

Not many men have enjoyed

so

Mr. Crowley. His gifts were
numerous, and the poems and prose written in
So much fame was too
his honor were many.
Chemical much for his brain and he was inclined to be

plant or mineral to be determined.
science will not cease there, however, for, as

much fame

savage.

as did
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ruQS while the sleeper sleeps. Therefore, while who have been confidently trusting to apthe sleeper aleepa io the sleeper the sleeper oar* pliances for purifying their drinking water. Ife
over the sleeper nnder the sleep- seems that the ordinary filter, instead of ren<
er UDtil the sleeper which carries the sleeper dcring the water pure and safe, is actually the
jumps the sleeper and wakeu the sleeper in the means of producing just the opposite result.
sleeper by Btrikiog the sleeper under the sleep- The Rhode Island Medical Society, through Dr.
^_
OD
^^ the
_^^^ ^^^^
sleeper,
^^
and there
__^
_„^.„ „
is „^
do louder aoy Swarts, shows that some filters when first used
;ieepe"r sVeepTDg^n thTeleepeVon The sleeper
do remove a porportion of disease germe. But
after being in use only a few days there is a

ENGIj^EEf^ING I^OTES,

ries the sleeper

Fioating Soap and Javelle Water.
It is a mistakea doUoq that tiiere is aoy epe
maRic in Qoating soap or soap powder, renderiog them more efficient than other soaps.
Kloatio^ soap may be made by any one, with no
other ingredients thaa ordinary oil eoap and
water, and made to make double the bulk and
weight of ordinary soap, but the produot is
ooly half as etlicicot as at Brst.
One hundred pounds of soap and a gallon of
cial

water melted and thoroughly ai^itated tof^ether
tilt the mass is at least double the volume,
then put in the frames, and cut and pressed

j

[

Pacek OcNi'owDKR.
factory of Wettereo,

powder

'

i

cooled.

Sdip powders are dangerous because

the

of

carelessness of servanti putting too large a
quantity or putting them upon the clothes inatead of first dissolving them. They are nothing but a little soap and a good deal of carboa*
If carbonate of soda is wanted,
ate of soda.
obtainit at half the cost of soap ponders and dis>
Bolve in water as desired, and add what soap is

wanted
The practice

of using javelle

water

is

many

dangerous operation, and very

baiog made.

the Koyal powder

Belgium, a new gunThey oall it poudre*

or paper powder, and it is said that a
charge of 2^ grammes (30 grains) gives, in a ri*
He of small caliber, an initial velocity of GUO
y"?« J? the ball. This is equal to, if it does not
Xbe additional adbeat, the Lebel powder.
vantages are attributed to it of not smearing
the barrel, of producing no smoke and of cansiog little recoil.
papier,

|

when

is

— At

in

another
persons

—

Natural Soap Wkll. A natural soap well
has been discovered near BuH'alo Oap in Dako-

Pain-Killer.

The quality

infancy."
the New

oil.

is

excellent,
to be inexhaustible.

believed

Indians and Their Industries.

is

—Indians

The Bee Industry. — According

to the

—

the two other children. His wife and himself
got on the scales and weighed in a like manner.
He saved three cents.

A

Noted Horseshoe,

—A

Dayton

—

How TO Make Ground Glass. A correspondent of the Scknti/lc American gives the
following process by which he has made ground
glass:
"I first bought five cents' worth of
emery and two plates of glass the size required.
The Sightseer's Headache.
Spoiled negatives will answer if they are
cleaned, which can be done with a strong soluthe
lighter penalties which pleasure enOf
tion of lye.
I placed one of the glasses on a Hit
tails, none probably is more widely known and
board and sprinkled a small quantity of emery
felt or more persistently endured than the
on it, which I wet with water. Placing the
sightseer's headache.
It is nature's tax levied
other glass on that, I ground them together, reon the comfort of that great body of busy idlers
newing the emery and water whenever necesto which wo all at some time or other belong.
sary.
In about one hour I had two of the finIt is endemic among the frequenters of museums,
est quality of ground glass, fully aa good as
picture galleries and exhibitions. The very
those I would have to pay 75 cents for (8x10

KOOD

size)."

a Gas Extinguisher.— A

new candle has been brought out which extinguishes itself in an hour. This is does by
means of a tiny extinguisher of tin which ia
fastened in the wax by wires, and which effectually performs its task.
It is only necessary to
remove this diminutive extinguisher when its
work is done, and the candle is again ready to
barn another hour. An automatic gas extinguisher has lately been patented by Joseph
Yamachiche, Canada, which consists
whfch shuts automaticalgas is extinguished. The mechanism used is based on the liueal expansion of
of

of a spring stop-cock,

when the

metals.

HEy\LTH.

general prevalence of this variety of headache,
and its independence in many instances of any
vitiation of atmosphere, teach us to look for its
explanation in other causes. The effort of mind
implied in long-continued observation, even
though this does not involve the strain of study,
has probably an appreciable, though a secondary, influence.
Fatigue certainly has an important share in
but it is with most persons
its production;
rather fatigue of muscle than of brain. The
maintenance of the upright posture during
several hours of languid locomotion, the varied
and frequent movements of the head, commonly
in an upward direction, and the similar and
equal restlessneas of eyes whose focus of vision
shifts at every turn as a new object presents

form a combined series of forces more
powerful in this respect than the sunlight and
frequent changes of mental interest and attenThe mustion by which they are accompanied.
cular strain implied in these movements is nee
It aff'ects more or
essarily very considerable.
less every member of the body, but the distant
localization of the resulting ache has probably
much to do with the unusual activity of the cervical extensor and rotator muscles, and of the
musoles which move the eyeball. Whatever
the' minor influences at work, therefore, there
can be little doubt that mere fatigue is primarily
accountable for this most general form of headache, and that rest and nourishment are moat
itself,

"Si/.Es" OF Common Things.— *' It is astonishing to observe how few people understand
the common rule of measurement in purchasing
wearing apparel," said a clothing dealer. " For
instance, a man will buy a coat that is a * sizs'
A 'size' smaller or a
too small or too large.
'size' larger is what he probably needs, but he
'
Well, a size
does not know what a size is.
in a coat is an inch, a size in underwear is two
inches, a size in a sock is one-half inch, in a collar one-half inch, in a shirt one-half inch, in
shoes one-sixth inch, pants one inch, gloves
one-fourth inch, and in hats one eighth inch.
Very few purchasers ever understand the sched'

reliable antidotes.
The utility of stimulants for this purpose is
necessarily temporary and deceptive. One imbet provement on existing arrangements ought to
owner of some homing pigeons at
that on a fine day 12 of his bees would beat a be of real assistance to the suffering sightseer,
like number of carrier pigeons in making the if more generally introduced by responsible auand the thorities. The comparative scarcity of seats in
distance (one hour) between
town of Rhyner. Twelve pigeoiiS and 12 many places of amusement has often been
It would be much to the public adbees (four drones and eight working bees, all noticed.
powdered with flour) were taken to Rhyner vantage if this want were supplied. For the
white drone ar- attendants at exhibition stalls a chair for occaand simultaneously set free.
rived home four seconds in advance of the first sional use is an absolute necessity. EaUern

named."

—The

Hamm

Hamm

A

pigeon; the remaining three drones and the second pigeon arrived together, and_ the eight
working bees preceded the ten pigeons by a

Exchange,

length.

in filters

—

The latest application is noted by
York Mail, which describee a novel
experiment recently made by a dentist in that

"A

The Mail says:
lady who went
through the trying ordeal is responsible for
sayiug that a dentist in this city baa successfully introduced electrioity as a substitute for
gas.
She went to him the other day to have a
tooth filled, and as she feared to take gas, anticipated martyrdom. The dentist asked her if
she would not try electricity, and his explana^
tion satisfied her of its painlessness and safety.
The dentist had a small battery with which he
charged her, and when he placed the forceps to
the tooth to be pulled, the instrument acted as
a conductor of the electric fluid which flowed
from the tooth. When he pulled she felt no
pain, the electricity seeming to neutralize it,
as if gas had been administered. The patient
beside^ felt exhilarated and strengthened by the
operation. There seems to be no longer any reason why the filling and pulling of teeth should
be accompanied with such fearful dread and
subsequent agony." If electricity is thus effectual in tooth-pulling, why not in ordinary
surgical operations? Are we on the eve of a
substitute for the dangerous and exhausting
use of anetthetics in surgery ?

(Ohio)

blacksmith has made a horseshoe from nails
gathered from every State in the Union and
presented it to the President.

—

Iodine for Ant Stings. Edward Hyatt
writes the San Jacinto Reguter as follows
" Only those who have been stung know how to
appreciate the misery of the barefoot boy with
cheek of tan who has stepped on a red ant.
Little children will sometimes cry for three
hours from a single sting. I have tried camphor, liuimente without number, ammonia,
soda, alcohol (externally used), and everything
else that the fertile imagination of numerous
friends could suggest, without obtaining the
slightest relief.
Happening one day to rub a
drop of iodine upon a fresh sting, I was surprised to find that the pain at once ceased.
Since then numerous trials have shown that it
is a good thing. Ten cents' worth of iodine from
the nearest city drug store will save §ilO worth
of pain in a very short time.
If the stains of
the iodine are objected to, the discolored variety may be obtained,"
:

'

'

An

Electric

—

'

— What

has

been

called ** electric prostration " seems to be anew
disease which troubles workers under electric
light.
Severe caeea are reported from Creusot,
France, where an electric current is used for
quickly heating metals. The light exceeds

100,000'candie power, and the men suffer from
not from the heat. After one or two hours
the workers have a painful sensation in the
throat, face and temples, the skin becomes copper red, and an eye irritation begins that lasts
48 hours, the discharge of tears being copious.
After five da} s the skin peels off. Dark colored
glasses somewhat mitigate the effects of this
it,

tremendous

light,

but not entirely.

—

company abundance

of

means at

its

command.

is evident, indeed, that a crisis is fast approaching, and that a suspension of work, if
not a total collapse of the company, is
among the probabilities of the immediate fut-

It

ure.

But little progress has been made since the
report of Mr. Roudier, who said: ''The only
portion of the caoal so far open to navigation,
and that only for light*draft boats, is that portion from Colon to Gatun, which has been done
by the American Dredging Company. This
pottion has been dredged to the depth of six
meters out of the necessary 15. The other portions of the vast work are so little developed
that it is impossible for any living man to make
anything but a guess at the poseibilities of completion.
It is generally reckoned that the
Culebra alone will take five years of hard and
intermittent work.
It is only by continual
watohing that landslides are to be avoided, and
there is no doubt that if the works were to be
abandoned for any period of time, through lack
of funds or other reasons, the result would be
most disastrous."
The lottery scheme is still denounced in Paris
as a masterpiece of charlatanry; a dragging of
the scheme into French politics, at a time when
the Government most readily could be hectored
into giving its managers the necessary authority
to delude their trustful countrymen into subscribing more hundreds of millions to go the
way of those that have preceded them.

The Projected Railroad Across Asia

—

The consular reports lately issued by
the English Government include a paper which
presents some interesting details relative to the
projected railway from Scutari, the Asiatic
suburb of Constantinople, to Bagdad on the
Tigris.
In August last an imperial order was
issued sanctioning the construction of the proposed line by a syndicate of English financiers.
A French company, in favor of adopting a narrow-gauge system, also made a bid for the contract, but the Sultan decided for the British
competitors and for a wide-gauge road. It ia
estimated that the line can be built at a cost of
Its length is 1400 miles, or more
$77,500,000.
than 100 miles greater than that of all the present Turkish railway systems, European and
Asiatic combined. Once in successful operation, the road will create a new Asia Minor,
open to the trade of the world a vast territory
now closed, totally change the character of the
country, and practically advance Turkey in
Asia from, say the sixteenth to the nineteenth
century. Navigation from Bigdad, the terminus on the Tigris, to the Persian Gulf, is
new through highway to the East, ineasy.
dependent of the Suez canal, will thus be open,
which will bring Europe nine or ten days
nearer to India than it is now.
Minor.

A

Sweat Glands, — The number of sweat glands
It
in a man has been estimated at 2,300,000.
has been calculated that a healthy adult man

by the skin two pounds daily; a horse
weighing SOO-weight loses 14 pounds 5 ounces,
Chinese Canals. The early canals of China,
and some small animals, such as the guiuea-pig, although' destitute of locks, do not appear to
as much aa one-twelfth of the weight of their have been on that account formed on a unibodies.
The watery vapor thus excreted con- formly level line, nnadapted to varying bights.
tMna five parts in 1000 of solids.
It is very doubtful, indeed, if the use of locks
has even yet been introduced into China, interMedical Properties of Emmensite.— In an sected as it is by many canals of great antiquity
address before the Lehigh Valley Medical Asso- and extent, the Imperial canal being about 1000
This canal appears to have
ciation at Ea&t3n, Pa., on the 15th inst., Dr. miles in length.
Benjamin Lee of the State Board of Health been completed in 12S9, and is said to extend
stated that the new explosive, emmensite, when for a distance of 40 days' navigation, and is
inhaled through the nostrils, will check a cold provided with many sluices, and when vessels
iu the head, and if taken internally It is a feb- arrive at theae aluices they are hoisted by
means of machinery, whatever be their size, and
rifuge, and is useful in malaria.
let down on the other side into the water.
To Remove Tartar from the Teeth.
Should any little incrustation (tartar) appear on
The PouGHKEErsiE Bridge. The last span
the sides or at the back of the teeth, which illPoughkeepsie bridge across the
ness and very often the constant eating of of the great
SObh. Railway
sweetmeats, fruit and dishes containing acids Hudson was completed August
between the New Y'ork and New
will cause, put a little magnesia on your brush, connection
by the conpushed
being
syatema
is
England
and after a few applications it will remove it.
struction of a short link of road on each side of
before this
be
long
Danger FROM Hemlock Boughs. Bernard the bridge, and it will not
and Joseph Molloy, at Consett, England, sucked important structure will be in use, materially
and other
the ends of fresh hemlock twigs a few days ago, shortening the distance from Boston
and died in a short time. The doctors decided New England points to the Pennsylvania coalcountry
far«
the
portions
of
many
and
to
fields
that hemlock was a virulent poison in the spring
loses

in Filters. There Is much danger
which are not properly cared for. A
be washed clean every day
cannot
filter that
What IS a Sleeper? A sleeper is one who ought not to be used. The reason is given as
sleeps.
A sleeper is that in which the sleeper follows by the St. Louis Qlobc' Democrat: A
Bleeps.
A sleeper is that on which the sleeper most astounding revelation has come to those season.

Danger

Disease,

tion.

—

New

city.
in

the United States last year cultivated 227, 2&5
acres of land, and raised 724, 92S bushels of
wheat, 084,972 bushels of corn, 512,137 bushels
of oats and barley, 524,010 bushels of vegetables, and 101, 82S tons of hay.
They also
owned 85S,3.'U horses and males, 111,407 head
of cattle, 40,471 swine and 1,117,273 sheep.

This great work seems to afford an endless
for discussion, speculation and peculaThe facts that have been set forth with
every reasonable presumption of correctness,
reveal the most colossal incompetency or culpability of those who have the work directly in
charge. How it is going to end only the fullness of time can reveal.
The latest financial scheme the lottery enterprise
though apparently successful, does
not appear to be so in reality. The Econoyniate /VancaiVe, an eminent home authority,
says it has proved a partial failure of the total
amount subscribed, no less than §44,000,000
will be absorbed by the Government deposit
required to guarantee the yearly drawings for
redemption of loan, and by the immediate re*
qairements of the company for interest. The
amount left for the immediate continuance of
the work is a sum altogether insutficient to secure any considerable progress, leaving out the
matter of its final completion.
In the meantime, M. De Lesseps continues to
promise the opening of the canal in 1S90, in
spite of the faot that it is now well known that
this would be utterly impossible, even had the

theme

—

— There

and lubricating
and the supply

—

The Flight of Pigeons and Bees.

a

his late assertion before the Klectric Convention
in
York, that "electricity was only in its

Bee
Journal, there are in North America about
How Hk Beat tub Automatic WEinHER.
The annual
300,000 persons keeping bees.
A New York paper says: A man, his wife and honey product is about 100,000,000 pounds,
three children walked up to one of the drop-a- and its value nearly S15 000.000.
The annual
penuy in -the -slot- andascertain-your-correct- wax product is about 500,000 pounds, and its
weight machines in one of the North river value more than $100,000.
ferry-houses, and after examining told his three
children to step on the platform of the scale,
The Ox and Dog in China. It is not genwhich they did. He then dropped a cent in the erally known that in China it is a less crime
He to steal an ox than to steal a dog. The former
slot and the hand moved around to '203.
then told the largest child to step o£F, and as is simply personal property, but the latter
soon as he did the hand moved back to 118; takes the place of a man a watchman. And
thus, by subtracting ll.'J from 20o he ascer- quite right, too.
tained the weight of the child. In this manner
he also ascertained the respective weights of

ule

as

gathered with a shovel.
mixture of borax, alkali,

A

*

Electricity

soft clay, and can be
It is supposed to be a

Javelle water is made of caustic soda, one
pound, and chloride of lime, one pound, disvery
solved in a gallon of warm water.
small (luantity of this will destroy any fabric,
although at the samo time perfectly bleaching
Itat it is the want of caution which causes
it.
the injury.

ly

water showed the presence of 3U colonies, while
the filtered contained the enormous number of
2000, 3000. ilOOO, and even more. That is, the
poison caught up by the filter the first few days
becomes a source of a vast multiplication of the
dangerous element. So look to your precautions and then be on your guard. If you
cannot constantly cleanse your filters, you bad
better destroy them.

The soap is skimmed from a boiling spring, seems to be no limit to the useful applications
and hardens by exposure to the air. It is like of electricity. Mayor Hewitt was not far wrong in

ai'ations.

Heroux

increase in the number of coloniea of
in the filtered, as compared with the un*
filtered water.
In one instance the nofiltered

ta.

who wonder at the holes in their clothes, the
spots on calico, and the quick decay of their
garments, may readily find cause in these prep'

A Candle and

marked
germs

The Panama Canal.

—

—

—

—

ther west.
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This mine is on the west belt
The Maggie Moore mine, at
adjoins the Hayward & Hobart
mine.
It has a fine 60-foot ledge which prospects
The mine is owned by John Miller
at $5 per ton.
ieet

II]lNI>lG

gUMMAF^Y,

from the surface.
mother lode.

of the

Chaparral

The

following

moatly condensed from joumala published
mines mentioned.

is

in the interior, in proximity to the

Hill,

and has been bonded

OAIiIFOBNIA.
Plymouth Con. — Amador

Ledger, Sept.
22;
Nothing has been done toward reopening the Plymouth Con. It is now said that there is no water
to be had for rnnning the hoisting works, and that
there is no hope of getting water until the winter
rains set in and furnish an increased supply for the
canal.
This is not probable before the latter part of

November.

Amador Gold Mine.— Connection was made

on
the north and south shafts, 300
a depth of 250 feet. The drift on the
north has been run 35 feet, the rich ore streak hereThe west
tofore spoken of continuing unbroken.
drift, in the direction of the main ledge, shows a
This vein
large ore body, with a fine black gouge.
is thought to be of paying grade throughout, although no free gold is visible to the naked eye. It
the ledge found in the
is no doubt identical with
Amador Queen and Doyle mines, in Hunt's gulch.
The framing of timbers for the mill is progressmg
rapidly in fact as fast as the lumber is being received.
The running expense of the mine last
month reached the sum of $9500.
Miscellaneous.— The lo-stamp mill is all on

Wednesday between
feet apart, at

—

Reed & Askey claim, near Irish
It will be put together as fast as possible,
three weeks more it is expected to have it in
operation.
The North Star has developed no
change worthy of note. There is quite an increase
in the flow of water in the driit which is being run
It
east, and this is taken as a favorable indication.
is expected to run from 50 to loo feet farther before
the ground at the

Town.
and in

is

encountered.

Sutter Creek Mine.

—This company has started

lo-stamp mill, being closed down 20 days on account of slackness of water. The late rain has
raised the water in the Amador canal.
The company hopes to run its mill without any more stoppages.
In upraise, 30 feet from main tunnel, have
cut through some very rich strata, and notice a great
its

improvement on the plates in the mill,
Tripp Mine. Dispatch, Sept. 22: This mine,
near the Big Bar bridge below Jackson, locks decidedly well.
A tunnel has been run in the side-hill
400 feet, where a ledge 12 feet wide has been encountered. This is 160 feet bslow the surface and
The Sutter Creek and Hector Gold
is all pay rock.
Mining Cos. contemplate laying a 15-inch pipe jointly; the former company with a view of adding ten
more stamps to their plant.
Volcano Gold Gravel Co. About 10 or 12
years ago, a company was incorporated for the purpose of mining out the flat southeast of Volcano. It
was seen that something would have to be made to
carry away the tailings.
A tunnel was begun about
a mile below the town, and after being completed,
extended to the ground that was intended to be
mined. The mining was then commenced and the
debris was carried off by means of a flume extending through and about one-quarter of a mile beyond the lower end of the tunnel. Water was carried by means of hydraulic pipes and turned upon
the loose soil, and so it is carried to-day, and perhaps will be carried when you and I have sunk behind the hill from whence none return.

—

—

CAUCAStAN.

—

This mine, situated near the Lady
one of the best undeveloped properties
in Amador county.
The shaft is down 100 feet on
the ledge, which is six feet wide.
The rock in the
shaft is uniform, and will go $11.50 per ton.
Mr.
Vaughan, the owner, is pushing the work right along
at the mine and has won for himself the name of "a
Bedford,

is

practical miner.*'

—

Lady Bedford. A. M. Vaughan, the owner of
the above mine, sold it last Monday to J. H. Gillenwater.
The price paid was $1750. The property
is situated near Enterprise and Mr. Gillenwater can
congratulate himself on a good bargain,

—

Cover. Sapt. Call is busily engaged laying the
new pipe from Quartz Mountain. The water through
this pipe will

and 389

have a pressure of 423

feet

Oalaveraa.

Nevills. Angels Echo, Sept. 22: The NeviUs
mine in this town never presented a better appearance than at present It is unquestionably one of
the best managed mines in the mountains. It is now
400 feet in depth, and in a few weeks sinking will
be commenced and kept up to the full capacity of
the machinery now in use.

Angels Mines.— Calaveras Chronicle, Sept. 22:
The Neville mine, superintended by D. P. Pierce,
being run constantly, with sufficient ore in sight
to last two years.
The main shaft has reached a
depth of 400 feet with a ledge averaging 20 feet in
width.
At present the mine is being worked by
sloping, but sinking will soon be resumed. There is
a 2o-stamp mill, run by water-power and crushing
on an average of 50 tons of ore daily. Twenty-nine
is

men are employed at this mine and its current expense, we are informed, is about $2800 per month.
This is one of the most substantial mines in the
county. The Confidence, managed by D. H. Jones,
is about 200 yards from the Neville on two parallel
veins from four to six feet in width.
The ore will
mill from $20 to $40 per ton, while the sulphurets
are very rich and will yield all the way from $300 to
$2000 per ton. From a recent assay of 1500 pounds
of the sulphurets $1480 was realized. There is a
five-stamp self-feeding mill on the mine crushing on
an average of seven tons of ore daily, also a Frue
concentrator for saving the sulphurets.
Hoisting is
done by a 45-horse power steam engine, the same
power also running the mill, pump and concentrator.
The main shaft is at present down 100 feet
and the rock is looking belter as depth is attained.
It is the intention of the company, we learn, as soon
as another 100 feet is reached, to connect this mine
with the Neville mine by a tunnel, in order to secure
bRtter ventilation as well as an escape for the
miners. Twelve men are employed at this mine.
The London, situated at Albany Flat, is one of the
most promising ledges in that district. This property is owned by Messrs, Jones & Reed.
It has a 25foot ledge of free-milling ore, prospecting from $3 to
$10 per ton.
contract has been let to run a tunnel
280 feet which will tap the ledge at a depth of 180

A

for

some months, pending the placing in of their water- from the top of upraise No, i has been extended 22
power and other machinery, will be ready to start feet; total length, 30 feet The formation is quartz
up about the ist of October. This company has and porphyry. On the drain tunnel level the south

This sleepy

Sept. 18:

than two years ago

is

now a reprename implies,

sentative mining camp, with all that
save that reckless lawlessness does-not exist.

New

dwellings and boarding-houses are going up, new
Destore buildings being erected, and all is life.
velopments in quartz have brought about this evident
prosperity, and in particular the developments in the
Rocky Glen mine, owned by Alvinza Hayward and
This property promises to become one of
partner.
the greatest mines in the history of the county.
Other claims are showing up and dozens of prosOne of
pectors are in pursuit of buried bonanzas.
these delvers struck it rich last week, according to
in
Graniteville
who
was
R.
Smith
of
this
city,
Jas.
on business at the time. The man came into town
with his mule laden with quartz, which showed gold
freely.
The find was made in the vicinity.

An Important Enterprise.— //^r^i/i/,
On the other side of Sugar Loaf, Jerry

Sept. 18:

Blake is
prosecuting an enterprise upon the success or failure of which this place has a great interest. His
company is running to tap the Manzanita channel.
Work was commenced this spring and has been
They sunk a
steadily proceeded with up to date.
shaft 170 feet deep and then commenced to drift.
The drift is in about 150 feet in blasting rock. The
drift will be continued until the channel is reached,
or until it is believed it is under the center of the
channel, which if not encountered then, an upraise
If successful, the developwill be made to tap it.
ment will give scope for large operations by that
company and stimulate other owners along the line
The presof the lead to also commence operations.
ent showing in the Manzanita mine warrants Mr.
Blake's company in expecting to strike a rich and
extensive mine.

—

The

Delhi. Nevada Herald, Sept, 22: The
an even-tempered and perpetually, smiling
young Miss. She has no frowns for her admirers,
Delhi

is

Calumet

Co. has put several more of these arastras in their
mill
Nothing beats these arastras for saving
gold.

Hale & Norcross.— Good headway

making

is

On

in the exploring drifts on the 500 level.
the 600
level the south upraise has connected with the south

Sierra.

Mountain Mine. — Sierra

from east crosscut No. 2 has reached
and from this point an east crosscut
has been advanced 36 feet, passing through lowgrade ore.

drift started

the south hne,

The Americanized Arastra. —The

Nevada.
Graniteville.— 7i(f*«^j.
village of less

a 200-horse power Knight

placed in their works
water-wheel.

one year.

Stevenot property, comprising a large tract of
mining land at Carson Hill, has been sold to an
English company who intend erecting a loo-stamp
mill on the same.

Tribune, Sept.

22:

Mr. Robt. Barton was here this week as the guest of
Mr. O. Sunderhaus, examining mines hereabout.
From this place he took his departure for London.
Mr. Barton visited the Vuung America and Mountain
mines, and to the Tribune representative expressed
the opinion that these were among the best mining
properties in the State,
Apropos to the subject, we may say that operations are going steadily
on at the Mountain mine. About 150 feet in No. i
tunnel, a raise has been put up 60 feet and a fine
body of ore encountered. No. 3 tunnel is being run
ahead. No, 4 adit will be started shortly, which will
give 700 feet stoping ground below the present workIt is
ings, and 130 feet entire depth on the vein.
expected to have this tunnel in to the ledge and all
connections made above by the time the mill is built,
which it is pretty well decided upon will be next
July.

on the 300 level. The north upraise from the
600 level is up 26 feet, and the west drift from the
800 station is out 102 feet. It is in ground of a very
favorable appearance.
The company has on hand
drift

$31,700, with

—

Prospect Well. Yreka Journal, Sept. 19:
We learn that George Simmons and others have
found a very rich ledge on Humbug creek, above
Thornton's late discovery, which prospects exceedThomas Orr has just liad a lot of quartz
ingly well.
crushed at Forks of Humbug mill, from the dump of
It is rethe Siskiyou ledge, which he now owns.
The
ported this quartz will realize a rich cleanup.
Hegler Bros, and Bruce Aldrick are still running
their mill on Humbug, with excellent success, having
an abundance of good paying rock on hand. Their
mill has been running steadily all summer, crushing
only about 20 tons for other parties.

Tuolumne,

Pocket Mine. — Union Democrat,

debts paid.

—

is

Siskiyou.

all

Confidence. The mine is being thoroughly
overhauled and repaired. Good progress is making
in this work, and the several levels and the mine
will be in fine condition for economical and rapid
work when the extraction of ore is resumed.
Savage. —The southeast drift on the 400 level
has been extended 36 feet, and the south drift on the
500 level 44 feet. The whole width of the last-named
drift is in paying ore.
A good deal of repair work
is being done on various levels, and repairs are also
being made in the main shaft.

Crown

Point,

now out

75

— On the 700

level No. i crosscut
shows a considerable amount

It

feet.

of mining ore, also a small flow of water.
The work
in prospecting sections promises well,
"The drift to

connect with the Sutro tunnel

Union Con.— The
north
shaft

started from

drift,

on the 1465

level,

is

out 785

feet.

joint Union and Mexican
the east drift from the Ophir

has been extended 40

feet;

total, 288,

West

& Cal.— The

Con. Va.

about 260

feet

Utah.

main

shaft

is

Some

deep.

stringers of ore have
sinking.

been

very rich bunches and
encountered during the

—The east crosscut

on the 472

level

has

been extended 40 feet; total length, 188 feet. The
formation is porphyry and clay, showing some
water.

Sept.

22:

Mexican.— The joint Mexican and Union

It

is reported that the Phillip brothers at Chili camp
are doing well in their pocket mines, Messrs. Chris.
Drescher and Elias Dunaway are still getting big
results at their mine on Blue gulch,
J. B. Curtin of

Cloudman's was in Sonora this week. He is about
putting on a ten-animal team to run from Oakdale
to the Eureka Consolidated and Summersville. The
big ditch on the Stanislaus river that is to carry

drift,

started from the east drift from the

on the 1465

level,

258.

Ophir

shaft
shaft

feet;

total,

has been extended 70

—

Seg, Belcher, Good headway is making in the
south raise.
It is
now up about 100 feet. The
material encountered is of a promising appearance.

—

Sierra Nevada. East crosscut No. 2 from the
On Sunday
main south drift on the 520 level is still in a porweek the amalgam taken from
water
to the loo-stamp mill at Robinson's Ferry will phyry formation, which is showing
the plates alone was worth $1000, with an even
some quartz,
above Parot's Ferry, and be about six miles
chance that the amount contained in the batteries extend
Ophir. —Good progress is making in reopening
Mr. J. P. Kerrigan of the Piatt and
equaled or excelled it. The lower tunnel has reach- in length.
and
retimbering
the
old
east
drift
on
the 1465 kvtl.
mine informs us that two new engines are
ed the ledge and pay-shoot, and the rock comes up Gilson
A good deal of exploring work is being done.
The sulphuret now being placed in the mill, and all the machinery
to the expectations of the owners.
Belcher.—
At the 200 level a station is being exstrengthened for continuous and effective
works will soon have caught up with the supply on equipments
cavated preparatory to starting a north drift. Ai the
work this winter.
hand and will consequently shut down for a time.
old shaft the incline is being repaired.
We
learn
from
good
authority
that
Carlotta.
Likely TO Start Up.— //e/Wt/, Sept. 18: We
Alta. The mill and concentrators are doing
returns of the crushing of the ore from the
hear that parties have leased the Nevada City mine the total
The ore-producing sections of the 825
Carlotta mine (formerly erroneously mentioned as good work.
If the
and will commence operations there soon.
been received. Ninety-one tons in and 1150 levels are looking well.
Laura)
have
the
will
good
news
for
report proves true it
be
this secand
yielded
This
is
conwere
crushed
all
$4700.
Yellow Jacket.— Good progress is being made
tion.
It is well known that the mine is a good one.
The starling of one mine will stimulate other owners siderably over $50 per ton. There is about five per in the surface repairs. The foundations of the mabut

is

always coquetting with them.

and Monday

of this

—

to renew operations. It would not take three months
to revolutionize times around this city if the really
good mines hereabout were jjut in operation. The
mines are here, but owners have been waiting.

New Mill

for the Pittsburg.— Grass Valley

Unio/iy Sept. 20:
The Pittsburg Mining Co. is having plans and specifications drawn for a new 10stamp mill, which will have all the best and latest
improvements for saving gold and sulphurets. It is
the intention to build this mill with the least possible
delay. The favorable developments in the Pittsburg
justify the erection of a new mill to take the place of
the present mill, which is old and not up to the requirements of the present modes of milling.

Two Mines
Ream

Bonded. — Herald,

Sept. 22: J.
of Sacramento, as representative of a compa-

of Chicago, III,, and London, Eng.
capitalists,
has bonded for a term of four months the Merrifield
It is exand Charonnat quartz mines in this city.
pected that some of the members of the company,
with their experts, will arrive here within a few weeks
to make a careful examination of the properties, both
of which have been heavy producers in the past.

ny

,

Machinery for the Erie, — Nevada Transcript,

at the mill,

feet at the mine.

—

H. Reed

The

Amador.

quartz

to J.

[Sept. 29, 1888

Sept. 19: To-day 22,000 pounds of milling machinery will arrive for the Erie quartz mine near Graniteville.
This property at one time produced considerable gold, but some years ago it got a set-back
company reprefrom which it is now recovering.
sented by £. W. Roberts of the Baltic mine has
taken hold of it and will push its development as
fast as possible.

A

cent sulphur to the ton, which is comparatively a
understand that the sulphur
higher percentage.
Mr. Symons is now getting out a
assays very high.
heavier crushing of ore, and the lode continues its
fine record,

We

—

DORSEY. Messrs. Bauli, Williams & Co, are doThe shaft is
ing good work in the Dorsey claim.

now down

Everything is looking
nearly loo feet,
being strong and carrying a live quart;
which has every indication of being in close proxThe parties expect to reach slate
imity to gold.
shortly, when no doubt a pocket will be developed.
well, the lode

Yuba.

The Junction Mine. — Nevada

Co.

Herald,

Sept, 22: The above mine is at the junction of the
North and Middle Yuba rivers, two and a half miles
from San Juan. The formation is about 35 feet
wide, mostly of slate with stringers of quartz running

through the formation. On the hanging-wall there
heavily sulphureted galena ore. The sulphurets
balance of the lead are copper pyrites. It is
The
said the sulphurets assay from $300 to $1000.
rock yields Irom 10 to 15 per cent of these ;sulphuconsist
of
developments
so
far
a
shaft
The
rets.
50
From the bottom a crosscut has been
feet deep.
run into the formation 16 feet. The owners ha^e
It is
also started a drift south on the hanging-wall.
intended to put up a cru<hing-mill and concentrating machines before winter sets in. Considering the
is

chinery are being overhauled.

Occidental. Extracted 128 tons of ore and
shipped to the mill 114 tons. Value of wagon assays, $22.

Justice. — Good headway
tion of the
well.

abundance Qf free-water power
and the general surroundings, the ledge bids fair to
size of the ledge, the

be valuable.

NEVADA.
Washoe

new

Scorpion.
encountered

mill.

—There
in the

making

is

in the erecto look

The mine continues
is

no change in the material
drift on the 500 level.

south

Lady Washington.— The

upraise from the 725

making good progress.
Kentuck. Good headway is being made in the
work of sinking the shaft.
Baltimore. The work doing in this mine is
level

is

—

—

confined to the 382

level.

—

Andes. Are engaged in the work of retimbering
main shaft.
Bullion. Usual work going on in the prospect-

the

—
Overman. — Exploring work

ing

in the

—

Good Ore at the California, Transcript,
It is said that in the lower tunnel of ihe
Sept. 23:
California mine, on Gaston Ridge between Graniteville and Washington, the ledge is 17 feet thick and
The California has for quite
averages $25 a ton.
awhile past been paying well, and is now in a way
to yield larger returns than ever.

—

drift.

still

in progres^,

Eureb:a District.
Shipping to Salt Lake.— Eureka

Sentinel,
understand that upward of 2000 tons of
Sept. 23:
ore will be shipped to Salt Lake from the Hamburg,
Jackson, Dunderberg, Diamond and other mines
of the district, owing*to the combination between
our local smelting companies and the high rates
charged by them for reduction. It is claimed by the
shippers that they can realize from $3 to $12 per
ton more on their ore over and above the expenses
of shipping and treatment than would be paid in
Eureka.
large number of ore sacks have been
ordered from San Francisco and the shipping wijl
follow upon their arrival.

We

A

District.

Best & Belcher,— Virginia Enterprise, Sept,
Ore Shipments. During the past week ore shipWest crosscut No. i from the main northwest ments were made from the following named mines
has been extended 43 Ieet; total length, 188 feet.
Hoosac, 423^ tons;
of the district to the furnaces:
giving
quartz,
low
assays.
Near
The formation is
The New Mill for the Erie. The milling west crosscut No. i have advanced a west drift 20 Eureka, i^; White Pine, 3; Storm, 2.%; Silver
Lick, 13: El Dorado, 6; Rocky Point, Ji; Geddes
machinery that arrived here last week for the Erie feet and a west drift S feet.
& Bertrand, ^M. and the Evans, K. From the Silmine near Graniteville will be built and in operation
Con. Cal. & Virginia.— On the 1435 level the ver Connor mine, 186 tons; Silver Lick, 31; RoseThe San Francisco company
before snow flies.
crosscut started from south lateral drift No. 2 cranz. 2; Brown, 16; Banner, 10; Woodchopper,
east
which has the property bonded from Frank Morse
of west crosscut No.

—

22:

drift

—

will lose

no time

in

opening

it

a point 70 feet south
has been extended 15 feet;

—

A

From Igo. Cor, Shasta Courier, Sept. 22:
party of experts was up the past week examining P.
Mr. Shaffer
Gibney's mines and others adjacent.
is taking out ore at the Live Oak, to run through
the Eubanks arastra, where water is plenty for powL, U. Duhig is finding some good ore in a
er.
ledge near his place, J. P. Wright is working two
shifts on his lower tunnel, and shipping sulphurets.
Shirland Bros, have bought D. H. Hubbard's rainThey are running their arastra on
ing interests.
Pacific ore, and running a lower tunnel; also taking
E, L, Ballou's arastra is
ore out at the Lone Star.
tunnel run to connect
running on Hope ore.
with the old workings shows considerable good ore
ready to slope. He is also running a concentrator

A

on

tailings.

Quartz.

—

Shasta Courier, Sept. 22: Rich discoveries of gold-bearing quartz have been made on
Soda creek, near Lower Soda springs, and several
locations have been made by different parties along
the creek.

—

r,

at

up.

Sbaata.

total, 61 feet.
The face
The
vein material giving low assays.
slopes east of the winze below this level are yielding
On the 1500
the usual quantity and quality of ore.
level the southeast drift 58 feet above this level,
which extends from the upraise, is still yielding a
large amountof good ore. On the 1600 level much
good milling ore is being extracted from the drift
is

It;

May

Rose, II.

siiU in

Lode, 4;

Reindeer,

2;

and

the

Little

New Pass District

Mining Revival. —5i/z'£r5/a/£, Sept. iB; There
a mining revival in New Pass district. The district
situated on the line of Lander and Churchill counties south of the Humboldt boundary and about 23
The mines were discovered
miles west of Austin.
many years ago, the principal leads being the Supesouth from the Ophir line at a point 36 feet above rior and Gold Belt. They are gold-bearing veins and
On the 1650 level, the upraise from are developed to a considerable extent by tunnels
the track floor.
the drift running south from the east drilt from the and shafts.
A five-stamp mill was erected to work
Con. Virginia shaft has been carried up 20 feet; the ores, which gave about $25 per ton in gold. This
total, 86. Are continuing to stope out ore at the end
did not pay in those days and the mines were abanDuring the week the usual
of the south drift.
doned during the White Pine excitement in 1868
amount of ore is being shipped to the Morgan and and the mill taken away. The mines were patented
The pulp assays will average by an Eastern company, of which Capt, C. B. DahlCalifornia mills.
about the same as last week,
The ledges are from one to four feet
gren is agent.
Gould & Currv.— On the El Dorado tunnel wide and tests of the ores recently made have been
level the east crosscut from the main south drift has satisfactory, and work will be resumed on the leads
mmediately. The company purpose using Huntbeen extended 11 feet; total length, 67 feet. The
face is in porphyry and work has for the present ington pans in working the ores.
been discontinued. The north drift started from
Wild Rose District.
feet; total
been extended
west crosscut No. 2 has

is
is

7

Calumet. Shasta Democrat, Sept. 20: The length, 52 feet. This drift has connected
Calumet M. Co.'s mill, which has been lying idle for main incline from the drain tunnel. East

with the
crosscut

The Paradise
T,

J.

—

Mines. Silver State, Sept. 18:
Bradshaw of Paradise brings very encouraging

Mining and Scientific Press.

Skpt. 29, 1888.]

213

ver.
The Klkhart mme ne.ir Chloride, .i Irad sight. .\ rich strike in the Ktjuiiable was reported
property, is bang worked by Colorado parties. The in town yesterday.
This is a new company that
ore is being shipped to the Pueblo smelters, presum- was organized a few weeks ago in the kul)y basin
The Cupel mine is still district. The property is well located, being in the
ably for llnxing purposes.
Supt. John
Retriever.
in wonderfully rich ruby silver and will sooo make a immediate vicinity of the
The Cupel is likely McVean of the company has had a force of men dcihi[>meni of several carloads.
to prove a big bonanza to the present lessee, John velopioK the ground during the past two weeks, and
K. Ntackenxie. With silver at %\ and lead at $5, yesterday rich ore was struck, averaging $30 to $25
Mohave county would soon sLtnd at the head of per ton.
Arizona counties as a producer of these ores, and all
the camps in the county wouid take on a new lease
IDAHO.
this shad, and a boiler is now being put in place.
The CliflT mine is also looking well and producing of life. J. C. I'otts has a lotsc on the old Cupel at
C<i;i/R D'Alese.— Wardoer .A'rifi. Sept. 17; The
Mr. Bradshaw says the mining out- Stockton hill, and has done atxiut three weeks' work
very rich ore.
on it. He reports that a small streak of ore has Palmer Fraction, located south of the Sierra Nevada
look is better than it has been for a year.
been struck with every prospect of its widening oul mioe, is owned by Kennedy Hanley, W. A. Kenney,
Ttiscarors Dlstiicc.
The San Francisco mining district is coming to the Frank K. Moore and Charles Sweeney. They comTht front. Dan O'l-eary has made a rich strike on the menced work on the property Last Febniary and
Del Monte. Timf^-fifvim\ Sept
combination shaft has been sunk and timbered lo Old Hardy mine on Silver creek. The streak is a have since thai lime expended $13,000 in its deRock continues hard.
feet.
Recently their labor and expenditure
foot wide, and assays made give a return of $90 in veloprneni.
have been rewarded by their finding the vein at a
CoMMONWKAi-TH. lOo-foot level: Joint cross- gold and $t2o in silver.
depth
of
from the surface; it is six feet in
feet
125
drifi,
connect
with
upraise
from
south
to
from
cut
width and appears identical in character with a
BRITISH
150-foot level, has been extended 35 feel, passing
The
similar
the Sierra Nevada mine.
display
in
of
still
in
very
rich
ore
with
seams
ore
through some
MacmuriK) District.— Donald Truth, Sept. 15: owners intend immediately putting in hoisting and
the face. The joint upraise to Intersect joint cross-

(roni ihe iiiinci. Hr says thfv havt- cul a itw(he I'aradi&e V'atlcy^ i8 inches ol which

news

tool ledge

m

How

extensive
this ore body may be is not yet known, as the ledge
'I'hrce shifts of men are at work
was cut List week.
upon it, and the rich ore streak is steadily widening.
In the Wild Goose, which is owned by the Paradise
Valley, a shaft has been sunk loo (f-ci in the tunnel,
at the botiotii of which there is a large body of good
ore.
A hoisting engine has been ordered for use in

averages %iuo

in silver to the too.

—

OOLDMBIA.

cut has been extended 9 feet, the top showing fine
Hie north iDtcrmediate is being opened up
ore.
and is developing very rich ore. 150-foot level;
No. 3 north drift from east crosscut has been advanced 13 feet following the vein, giving low assays,
looking very favorable for ore when crosscuts are
run. No. i north drift from No. i west crosscut has

No. 2 winze from ciist lateral drift is down 19 feet and showing very tine all
l>ottom.
crosscut to connect main
the
Joint
across
south drift with east lateral has been extended 19
been advanced 20

feet.

being vein matter. The 225-foot level has
been extended 18 feet, the face showing the same as
Assays show $230 per
east lateral i5o-foot level.
ton. The sump at bottom of shaft has been finished.
Work at the new rail! is progressing very favorably;
feet, face

targe

amount of

John Hepburn has men at work on the ("hief of
(he Selkirks and is welt pleased with the outlook,
that claim and the Bobby Burns showing up fine.

The Calgary Cu.

already has a luooel in over 40
feet on the Monitor, and are satisfied with the showing.

contractors' freight arriving.

Placer,

—

Nkvada

—

Porcupine Creek. Things are moving along
The Discovery Co.
slowly but surety on Porcupine.
has taken out between $600 and $700 for their five
weeks' work, which includes the time engaged in
building cabin, whipsawing lumber, making sluiceboxes, turning creek, and doing other preparatory
work. They are now sluicing from the middle of
The Spragge Co.
the creek-bed with good results.
struck bedrock at a depth of five feet, and had a very
Donald
The Horseshoe,
cleanup.
satisfactory

(JUEEN. The joint crosscut from south
100-foot level of Commonwealth, has been ad'
vanced 35 feet, cutting some high-grade ore, which
will b» opened up as connection is made with the upraise from i5o-foot level, which has been extended
up nine feet, showing good ore. Joint crosscut 150foot level has been advanced 19 feel, face being in
Good progress
vein matter, showing some mineral.
has been made in the joint upraise from 450-fool
level and will reach the 350-foot level within a few
The slopes are looking well and yielding a
days.
Assays for the week averlull supply for the mill.
age $192 per ton. Shipped Monday, bullion, eftimated value, $20,300. The mill is running nicely
drift,

Michigan and French Companies,

after

pumping machinery.
Hunter Mine. From

—

all appearances a lively
will soon be inaugurated at the Hunter mine.
Mr. Ryan informed a Ntws reporter that the machinery is all ordered from Fraser & Chalmers'
foundry at Chicago and will be shipped to Mullan
X, S. Burke is at present engaged
at an early day.

time

mak-

ing surface cleanups, are sinking shafts, hoping to
Twenty men are at
strike bedrock within 25 feet
work.
Work Progressing. Mr. Davis, who is in
charge of the Monarch Co. 's properties near Field,
was in Donald one day this week, accompanied by

—

Mr. DeWolf, the gentleman who first bonded the
They said that deproperties from the Coffmans.
velopment work was in a forward state, and that as
completed
ore shipments
were
soon as the tramways
would begin, All the machinery for the company's
ground.
smelter at Vancouver is on the

A

— W.

Irving came up to Donfrom the Big Butte district, where

Rich Strike.

J.

ald on Monday
Average assay of 350 car- he has several promising locations. He brought in
loads of concentrating ore hoisted during the week' some rich specimens, which look as if they would go
way up in the thousands much resembling Toadshow $32.95 per too.
North Belle Isle.— East crosscut No. 2 north, mountain ore. Big Butte is four miles down the
river from Jubilee landing.
300-fool level, extended five feet; rock looks favor- Columbia
Coal.— J. M. Kellie and Harry Estelle have
Good progress has been
able but is very hard.
that, if handled right, will make
level.
discovery
joint
from
400-foot
made
a
upraise
the
in
the
made
The Slopes have yielded the usual amount of ore. them the Dunsmuirs of this section, .Some six miles
Golden
they have located a cOal mine.
arrival
water
southwest
of
awaiting
the
of
the
The concentrator is
company's pipe line. Good headway is being made The seam is 21 feet in width.
with the arade for the Union mill. The stoneNearing the Old Channel.— Advices from
masons and millwrights have arrived and the work Fort Steele are that the Perry Creek G. M. Co.'s drift
of construction will soon be under way.
is nearing the old channel, as several small nuggets
Navajo. Crosscut from south drift, west vein. have been found in the face of the drift.
Crosscot from
350-toot level, extended 10 feet.
south drift, west vein, rso-foot level, extended 10
'Ihe slopes on the 350-foGt level continue to
feet.
look well and are yielding high-grade ore.

and doing good work.

—

—

making a survey of a location for the millsile and
also for the water ditch and tramway that is to be
constructed from the mine to the mill. The capacity
of the concentrator will be 150 tons per day. but r
in

building will be erected capable of accommodating additional machinery and increasing the
above figures as required.
Evolution District. Work was resumed on
An increased
the Argentine mine on the 5th inst
force of men will be employed in a few days, as it is
the intention of the owners to push work vigorously
Hoisting works have been
this fall and winter.
ordered.
The Bismarck, one of the most promising
locations on Big creek, is owned by G. W. .Sparenberg and H. Gerhardtus. They have a tunnel in
100 feet which they are now extending on a good
showing of galena ore.
Beaver District, Five more promising locations called the Monitor, Amazon, Manhattan Fracform what is
tion, Grouse and Grouse Fraction,
known as Ihe Grouse group on Carbon creek. Work
Manhattan
Fracis progressing on the Grouse and
H. Smith and F. M.
tions, and the owners, J.
development
Franks, are highly elated with the
made.
Hunter District.— Most encouraging news is
daily received from all parties interested in mining
on Hunter gulch. The Morning lode on Chloride

mammoth

—

—

hill is

out

in

looking better than ever; the ore is holding
quality fully equal 10 the expectations of the
is increasing in quantity every day.

owners and

—

Milo Gulch. "Doc" Hamblin will recommenre work on the Milo Blue Blanket lode joining
This claim is on the Elk
the Kellogg townsite.
creek bell and presents most favorable indications.
Co. commenced this week
shipping concentrates to Wickes, Montana.

The Stemwinder Mining

MONTANA.

COLORADO.

FouNiJ

I'REASURE.— Northeast

near the face

of

southeast

drift,

crosscut

from

on southwest

vein,

150-foot level, has been extended and timbered 15
Southeast drift 200-foot level, has been ex-

feel.

tended and limbered 30

North

feet.

Commonwealth. — The

combination

shaft has been sunk and timbered 10 feet. The
rock continues hard, but looks favorable for ore.

—

Grand Prize. No work being done in the mine.
Water being hoisted at the rale of 400,000 gallons
per day.
Belle Isle. Crosscut from north drift, 250-fool
level, extended 10 feet. Kock quite hard, but breaks

—

well.

ARIZONA.
Sept. 19: There are
near the Dosoris mine.
district, tells us that there

Notes,— Prescott Courur,

20 miners working at and
Mr. Pace, of Hassayampa
are about 200 miners at work

there.
If our miners
could get their low-grade ores worked at a small
profit, they would be happy and the country would
be very prosperous. Sam F. Powell and others exhibit excellent ore from the new district below Walnut Grove. Rudd & Heily, of Florence, Nebraska,
will soon be here to try their dry concentrators.
Ore from the Howard mine, ten miles south of Pres-

So we
is yielding
$1000 a ton, in gold.
Barrare informed by its owners, Messrs. Harlan
inglon. They were here Saturday last and banked
nearly $5000 in gold, which they had crushed out of

cott,

&

their rock in a

2-stamp

mill in

less

From Different Camps.— Silverton

Miner,%z^\,
Capt, Walker has started a new tunnel in his
streak
at least
Ophir mine, which will cut the Caribou
125 feet deep. A loo-ounce gold brick from the
18:

Suffolk was brought to Silverton by way of Telluworking a
ride this morning.
J. F. Sleinback is
force on the Bon Homme, near Animas Forks. The
properly is one of the most promising in that district
The new ore body in the 7th level of the North

Star on Solomon has widened out to seven feet of
This is the biggest thing in the
solid gray copper.
San Juan. Capt. Kendall and Rich. Lambert have
this week shipped 15 tons of gold quartz from the
Mabel lo Perry Fisher's mill at Gladstone for a trial
run. The result of the cleanup after a run of 25 K
Ihe
tons of Suffolk ore was roo ounces of gold.
Suffolk mine at Ophir is showing up better than
will
of
ore
ever.
During the coming week 40 tons
be treated, and even better results are expected.
creek.
The Gold Prince is the wonder of Cement
The lessees, Messrs. Eliat and Haynes, have been
extracting ore steadily since they began work, and in
sinking a shaft five feet have taken out a ton of highgrade mineral. The Nevada mine at Ophir, under
of Bell & Hunter, is
the lease
again to the front as a shipper of first-class ore.
six inches wide and
averaging
copper
streak of gray
running 200 ounces of silver, is almost continuous
Two carloads
ground.
through 150 feet of stoping
were jacked over to Burro Bridge this week. The
expectations
the
Whale five-stamp mill is exceeding
of its owners. Thousands of tons of ore, which
without milling facilities were worthless, can now be

and management

Mr. Horace Brock,
treated at an enormous profit.
one of the owners of the Mountain Queen, made an
inspection of the mine this week and was very much

than a month.

They have connected

their tunnel with the shaft,
have 200 tons of ore in sight that will mill Siooo a
ton.
They will add a concentrator to their other
machinery. The Senator mine in same section is
Carmichael Bros., of Joe Walker
full of promise.
district, have struck it rich in a new ledge, which is
near the Farnham mill. Not much work has, as yet,
been done in this ledge; top rock assays $678.24^ in
gold and 250 ounces silver lo the ton. Frank Foster, of Robeson & Fosf-.r, owners of the Middleton
mine, Big Bug district, arrived yesterday. He is
shipping a carload of high-grade ore through the
Arizona Ore Company; has several tons at Van
Three wagon-loads of high-grade
Name's mill.
sulphuret ore have recently arrived from the Congress mine.
The ore works have all the ore they
can handle, and as a miner who came here recently
from the great Homestake mine said: " No other
country save Arizona could furnish so much highgrade ore as has been shipped from here since the
advent of the railroad and the sampler."

Mohave Notes.— j'l//«t:r.

Sept

22:

Francisco

pleased with the outlook. The mineral is getting
wider every foot advanced on the drift, and from a
specimen brought down to this office, it looks very
rich. A large number of improvements will be made
immediately, including a new house, electric-light
plant, etc.

Silver Bullion. —Deadwood Pioneer, Sept.

17:

We

learned yesterday that the miners at the Silver
This
Bullion were laid off for an indefinite time.
action upon the part of the management was deemed
fully
now
mine
is
necessary for the reason that the
developed. The ore bodies are exposed at numerous
of
the
parts
places and assays from the different

The vein, which is
vein have established the value.
lateral, is tapped at one place by an 80-foot tunnel,
It is likely that
at which point it is 40 feet thick.
negotiations for a plant will soon be consummated

good
the San with Eastern

parties.

Float.— The Buxton

district.

properties in

one of the best paying

Last summer

it

shipped ore

to Omaha to pay all expenses and a dividend
The Buxton is making
of socents per share besides.
regular shipments of ore to Omaha this season. The
Spanish R. and Adelphi have been making regular
shipments of ore to Omaha this season. The mines
are looking well and there is considerable ore in

enough

1

Ruby.

is

Sept.

18:

seen the result of four assays of ore
I have just
taken from the new discovery of Hall, Jones and
Frazer, on Flat creek, Montana, which is as follows:
No. I, $93. 25 per cent lead; No. 2, S57, 36 per cent
lead; No. 3, $120, 58 per cent lead; No, 4. $268, 39
per cent lead. These assays were made by C. W.
Wing of this place, and are an average taken

from four feet of the vein as a test of its real value.
The owners say they have a vein of iron 100 feel
wide, from 18 10 20 feet of which shows nearly the
same character of ore as that which they have had
Flat creek is one and one-half miles east
assayed.
Joyce's claim— the Grant-on Deep
of Kennedy
creek, and four miles from O'Rourke. on Spring
This
gulch, and the Iron King and Queen mines.
new discovery, the Iron Tower, as it is called, is the
most important of the many that have been made in
the Spring gulch country this season. The boys say

&

was quite an excitement over their discovery
when they came here to get their assays made, but
that ihere will be a greater one when they return, as
no one believed the ore would assay half as well as
there

it

does.

The Helena Smelter.— The work
tion at this institution

moves

steadily

of construc-

onward, some

One stack is now
night and day.
about 100 feet high, and another is up to a hight of
and brickmasons
carpenters,
of
army
80 feet. An
layers are busy around the place working at the dust
foundations
laying
building,
main
chambers on the
and brick. It is expected that the first section
of three slacks will be ready for business in about
AH the miin side tracks are now
three months.
about completed, so that the handling of material
used in construction is now much facilitated. The
Smelter Co. will soon commence the purchase of
200 men working

ores.

Reduction Works.— Stevensville Tribune, Sept.
20:
In July we stated that A. M. Holler's visit to
the Curlew mine, in which he is largely interested,
had its significa:nce. Sure enough, a locaiion for a
concentrator, with a capacity of less than 50 tons
O, Kennedy and party. The location is just below the
shaft on the east end of the claim— a most conveninexhaustible.
ient one, as water and wood are
Since J uly 20lh nine carloads of high-grade ore have
been taken from the mine and shipped to Wickes for
per day,

DAKOTA.

A

are being made in
Miller & Hitchcock have a lease
on the Short Starter, H. P. Ewing's new discovery
There are several sales of
in Peacock mountain.
mining properties on the tapis, and we hope tc
Chas,
record their conclusion before many weeks.
Gross has about a ton of copper concentrates at the
in
cara
Sampling Works, and intends bringing
load. The concentrates go well up in gold and sil-

many mining locations

A

Flat Creek.— Cor. Wardner News,

is

being surveyed

this

week by

I.

costing them fortunes every month.
The fact that
00 ore netting less than 30 ounces does not pay to
take out. shows that something is wrong with our

methods.

—

Keystone Develoi'ments. - The most imporLinl strike in camp after the Lady Franklin, if it
which tend to
is not indeed the most important
solve the problem of wheiher ore is *" deep down"
in our camp, is the recent strike in the Keystone 00
This mine is one of the oldest
the North Pereha.
locations and has always contained ore, but no effective development work has ever been done on it
until the present company took hold of it.
The
mines that have been opened on the same vein, viz.,
the Virginian and Templar, have shown up large as
The highest workings in
well as rich ore bodies.
camp are the Iconoclast as far as levels have been
taken, a little over 9000 feet high.
The Templar
shaft is 500 feel lower; the Templar tunnel is 635
feet lower; the Equator tunnel, in which the rich oie
has been struck on the Templar vein, is 795 (eel
lower; the collar of the Keystone shaft is 965 feel
lower than the. Iconoclast slialL These bights are
really the ascent or fall of the mountain in a distance
The deepest
of about a mile, and along the vein.
workings on the Keystone shaft areaboul i5ofrom the
surface, which is about 1115 feet dfcp counting from
In depth the
the mouth of the Iconoclast shaft.
Keystone has ihe advantage, except in dumping
facilities.
The deep-ore find in the Lady Franklin
The
is in a drift from the deep shaft 370 feet deep.
on the
collar of this shaft is lower than any
Bonanza hill proper TIi'^ late deep-down strike on
the Keystone is 150 feet deep and 125 to the north
Ore all
in a drill, just under the bed of the creek.
over the face of the drift. The main ore streak is
from 15 inches to 2 feet wide. On the face of the
drift, assays run from 50 to 500 ounces from average
samples, no choice of picked assays.

UTAH.
Review. — Silt Lake Tribune, Sept. 21: The
week closes with good teeling in mining circles, lead
It
high, silver rising, and the smelters in lull blast
is a pleasant contrast with the dullness and gloom
of the past summer. The receipts of metals in this
week ending September 19th, inclusive,
were lo the value of $149,394.12, of which $82,004,96
was ore and $67,389. 16 was bullion. For the week
previous the receipts of ore were valued at $69,city for the

and of bullion at $82,444 04, a total of $151,The Ontario product lor the week was $43.The Daly output
355.76 from ore sales; no bullion,
lor the week was 10 bars of fine bullion, 11,999 ^3
ounces. The Horn Silver is silent, though with the
enhanced price of its products it ought to be making
a showing. Fine bar receipts in the city for the
week were to the value of $11,951.83; base bullion,
$8600; copper matte, $2723.74. The Hanauer smelter produced during the week bullion valued at $16,450; the Germania, $28,564.42. Ore receipts here for
the week were $43,796.83 in value by Wells,
go & Co. $25,150 by McCornick & Co., mcluding
$1150 Queen of the Hills and $4700 Crescent; and
$13 058.13 by T. R. Jones & Co.

435.60,
879 64.

:

—

Park Notes. Record, Sept. 22: The third
week's developments on the new strike by thft leasers of the Woodside property are highly satisfactory
An incline on the vein at the disto say the least.
covery is down some 20 feet now, and the new
ground between the walls is looking fully as well as
could be expected. The formation looks as though
it would bi regular and permanent, and Messrs. Farish, Drake and Willmans have reason lo believe that
lime and
it will prove to be a contact vein, between
quartziie.
Last week the formation at the new
workings seemed to be considerably broken up, but
as more depth under the surface was reached this
unfavorable sign disappeared almost entirely. There
are about 100 tons ot ore now in sight, ?nd some
50 tons, chlorides and carbonates, the average assay
value of which is nearly $100 a ton, are on the dump
The Woodside leasers' strike is provfor shipment.
ing to be a veritable b:>nanza, and little fear is now
had about its permanency.
The Apex's OPERATiOhls.- Mr. Fenton said
that there was comparatively little of the Apex's
ground along the vein opened up yet. Their connection with the Crescent gives a free circulation of
but the great length of their tunnels, drifts and
crosscuts has but little more than opened up the ore
body so it can be worked advantageously without a
compressor and other machinery. Fourteen men
are now employed, and another shipment of about
50 tons is being made up. The Apex is in its youth,
and it is believed that its best days of ore-producing
are yet to come.
air,

The Crescent Driving Ahead.— Sinking

in

the big incline shaft from the 230-foot point has not
yet been resumed, because the flow of water is too
As soon
great for the pump to handle effectively.
as a new and larger pump which has been ordered
arrives and is put in place, sinking will be commenced again. The other parts of the mine yield the old
average of ore and about 150 tons of first and
second-class come down the tramway daily.

On Bonanza
last

two days

in

—

Flat. Three new surveys in the
Snake Creek mining district, and

the locating of all the known fractions believed to be
on the line of strike of the Daly, Ontario and Anchor, will settle conflicting titles so far as patents can
do so. Much work will yet have to be done to open
flat and vicinity, but
it is the center of the mineral belt between Park
City and the heads of the Cottonwoods, is as near
a settled fact as anything can be.

up the property along Bonanza
that

WASHINGTON.

—

Ellensburg Capital,
Big Gold Discovery.
Mr. Meagher, who has been engaged in
mining on the Swauk, cleaned up $r4oo in nuggets
and fine gold. Among the nuggets was one weighing $64. He informed the Capital that he had traced
the float and had discovered a fine ledge, in connecMEXICO.
tion with Mr, Black, which was regarded by them as
They first discovered
the long-sought mother lode.
The Situation. Kingston Shaft, Sept. 18: decomposed quartz which showed from 200 to 400
have
mines
Two
improves.
The mining situation
through this they
after
going
pan,
and
colors
to
the
ore in
shut down on account of the large amount of
struck what they regard as the ledge. This ledge is
sight in order to give time to get more economical free-milling and will assay about $80 lo the ton.
methods of taking out ore. The gouging and The gold discovery is within 25 milps of Ellensburg
"gophering'' process has been too common here,
and almost within sight of the railroad. It is reand mine-owners are beginning to realize that we garded as one of the most important discoveries ever
have mines here, and that the costly ways they have made in Kittitas county,
been practicing in getting their ore to market is

Five cars will leave Victor this week and
reduction.
are now being loaded. Three thousand tons of lowgrade pre, which will be worked by the new concentrator' at a handsome profit, is now on the dump.

NEW
—

Sept. 20:
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DOUBLE "ECONOMIC" STAMP MILL.

Fremont and Mission

Cor.

&

GREGORY

H. P.

Sts.,

San Francisco,

-

-

CO.
Cal.

IMPOKTEKS AND DEALERS IN ALL CLASSES OF

MACHINERY
SOLE AGENTS FOB
WILLIAMSON

A. FAY & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINEEY.
PRANK & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
NEW HAVEN MANUF'Q CO.'S MAI.

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENOOfES

AND

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

DRILLS.

IMPROVED STEAM

BLAKE'S

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

PUMPS.

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

WEBBER CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
?ERIN BAND SAW BLADES.
STURTEVANT BLOWERS AND

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTING INJECTORS AND EJEC-

EXHAUSTS.
SHIMER MATCHER HEADS.
ERAINARD MILLING MACHINES
We have here the Stamp Mill in a cheap and simple form. The high drop of the old stamp TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
is more than compensated for by the great weight (1200 tbs. each) of our stamps, and the raBRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
There are 4 shoes in each stamp, so MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
pidity (300 strokes each per minute) with which they run.
that there are 4800 strokes of the shoes on the dies per minute. Less power is required than in SCHLENKER'S BOLT CUTTERS.
any other mill to do the same amount of work.
HOLLOWAY FIRE EXTINGUISHThe Mortar has screens at both ends, giving ample discharge. There are no cams or tapERS.
pets to wear or be adjusted. The stamps adjust themselves as the shoes wear.

AN AUTOMATIC ORB FEEDER
Goes with each Mill.

We

alao

TA-TTJUyi:
34 and 36

&

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACKING CO.'S RUBBER GOODS.
LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS.

H. W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACKINQ, PAINT, ETC.

YACHT ENGINES.

"Economic" is not only a
old stamp in mills of the

ENGINES and BOILERS
FROM

2

TO 100 H.

P.,

ALWAYS IN STOCK

BO'W^EiT,

FREMONT STREET,

SAN TRANCISCO, CAl

WE T

AND

SUPPLIES

MILL

Manufacturers of Mining and Sawmill Machinery, Engines, Boilers, Etc.

FRISBE E

TORS.

DISSTON'S CIRCULAR SAWS.

have a suitable

Several Mills are now in the mines doing excellent work. The
mill for small mines, but we believe it is destined to supersede the

LARGEST CAPACITY.

AND HORI-

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

TOOLS.

POWER

BOILERS.

PAYNE'S VERTICAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

BEMENT & SON'S MACHINISTS
BICKFORD'S

HOISTING

BROS'

ENGINES.

LUBRICATING

OILS.

H.H.H.

MILL.

HORSE llNIMMTi
Mam
»«

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9000 pounds,
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
quartz to 40 mesh is'in successful opera;

tion

and we guarantee

its

work

as represented.

WATER TANKS WINE TANKS
j

COOPERAGE

CALIFORNIA WINE

•THE H. H. H. Horse Liniment pnS«
new life mto the Antiqnated Horae
lor the last 14 years the H. H. H. Horse
Linmnent has been the leading remeij
Jiraong Farmers and Stockmen for
the
jf-

I

CO.,

FtJLDA BBOS. Proprietors,
San Francisco.
St.,.

cure of Sprains, BmiaeB, Still Jointo,
Spavins, Windgalls, Sore Shoulders, etc..
tor Family Use is withont an equat
tor Khonmatism, Nenralgia, Aches, Paino
Brnises, Cuts and Sprains of all characters
J-he U. n. H. Liniment has many
iraitft
pons, and we caution the Public to Ees
that the Trade Mark " H. H- H." ia on
svery Bottle before purchasing. For mis
svOT-ywhere for 58 wnta and fl.OO nas

,

30 to 40 Spear

ALL KINDS OP CASKS. TANKS,
i^SHiP, Mining, and Water Tanrs a

BUSINESS
24

POST

™a

Etc.

Specialty. "'SJi

UMIiH
COLLEGE,

I

JaottJe.

For Sale by

all

OruRelsts.

"WHEELER PROCESS"
F.5R

ST., S. F.

.

S»^VENTY-FIVE DOLI,ARS
FOR
Shorthand, Type
Colleee instructs

THIS Working
Refractory Gold and
Writine;, Book-

in

keeping, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the Eneverything pertaining to bufttnees,
We have sixteen teachers, and give
individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
its graduates in every part Of the State.

glish branches, and
for six full months.

ieff"SBND

FOR Circular.
E. P.

C. S.

HALEY.

HEALD,

President.

Secretary.

We are now prepared to receive Ore at our Test'ng
Mill, Meriden, Conn., in sample lots of 500
pounds, to be worked by the Wheeler Process, where we
have succieded in saving 90 per cent of the metal contained in the ore.
We work sample lots free of charge and report results.
and Mining

THE

IT

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

renewals will not cost over one-halt as much as for stimps. Will run empty, or with small
amount of ore without injury. The attention of parties having Cement Gravel is called to this
Mill, as it will run 100 tons per day to No. S mesh; 30 to 35 H. P.
OUR DRY MILLS are the most economical ever built, and are extensively used with
record of several years. No grinding in nans. Mill finishes to any fineneas desired.

GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,

...

HOOKER & LAWRENCE.

Gen'l Ag'ts,

461 Howard

St.,

Quicksilver. By Gumo Kustbl, M. E. ISSO.
This rare book on the treatment of gold and silver ore
without quicksilver is liberally illustrated and crammed
full of fn,ct.5. It gives short and conci-^e descriptions of
various processes and apparatus employed in this country
and in Europe, and the why and wherefore. It contains 156
yay-ei, eiiibracing illustrations of furnacns, supplemontg
and working apparatus. It is a work of ^reat merit, by
his specialty
an author whose re putation is unsurpassed
Prick, S3, coin, postage free. Sold by Dewet & Co , Publishers, 252 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

m

By

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY.
San Francisco.

145 Broadway, New York.

C.

H. Aaron.

Aaron's Lbachinq Gold and Silver Ores, the most
complete hand-book on the subject extant; 164 pages
octavo. Illustrated by 12 lithographic engravings and
four

wood cuts. Fully indexed. Plainly written for
men. In cloth, S3, Sold by Dewey & Co,, S, F,

practical

Box

MINING

939, Meriden, Conn.

E.

Roasting of Go;.d and Silver Or.ES (Second Edition) and
the Extraction of their Respective Metals without

And

NEW OHEMIOAL GOLD
CO.,

Books on Working Ores.
By Guido Kustel, M.

Silver Ores,

ANTI-INCRUSTATION POWDER
Or Boiler Compound
For Removing or Preventing Scale, Corrosion and. Pitting In Steana Boilers.
Send
J. C.

for References.

'WINANS,220 Fremont

St.. S. F., Ca!.

Should consult

California Inventors DEWEY&CO
AME R I CAN

AND FoKEiaN Patent Solicitors, for obtaining Patents
and Caveats. EBtablisbed in 1860. Their long experience as
journalists and large practice aa Patent attorneys enables
them to offer Pacilio Coast Inventors far better aurvice than
they can obtain elsewhere. Send for free circulars of Infor
mation. Office of the Mit^ckg and Soikntifio Press 6nd
Paoifio Ettkal Press No, 220 Market St., San Franoisco
Elevator, 12 Front St.
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CHALMERS,

MM

nilART7

1

rival.

SELBY

OrSZitD FOB CATALOGUE. 1

ead

apd Ores.

(^etalllifgy

I

Ing smelting worics

and

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

milla.
J

SUID FOR CATlLOUUk ASU TbtTUIOKIILA.

MACHINERY

for

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING. SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

PUMPING

ARD

And Assay

HAKUPAOTDRBIU OP

BLUESTONE,
LEAD PIPE,
SHEET LEAD,
SHOT,

Standard

WIRE ROPE

TRAMWAYS.

OBNBRAL OPPICE AND WORKS:

DENVER OFFICE

Fulton and Union Streets, Chicago.

:

No. 248 Eighteenth Street, Denver, Colorado.

111.

MEXICO OFFICE:

OFFICE:

Room

2

No.

43,

Wall Street,

Mining Turbine Water Wheel.
These Wheeli are designed for all purposes where limited quantitiea of water and
heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with less water than
other wheel made. Beiny placed on horizontal shaft, the power is transmitted
flircct to shaftini; hy belts, dispensing with gearing.
EatimatcH furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in
liij^h

an.v

capacity to suit any particular ease.
Further information can be obtained of this form of coustru«tion, aa well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free of coat,
by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES LEFFEL &
Springfield, Ohio,

or

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

bles, Scoriflers, etc., including, also, a full stock of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these supplies since
the first discovery of mines on the Pacific Coast, we foe
confident from our experience we can well duit the de
mand for these goods, both as to quality and price. Oui
New Illustrated Catalogue, with pricea, will be sent on

application.

i»"Our Gold and Silver Tables, showing the value pei
ounce Troy at different degrees of fineness, and valuable
tables for computation of assays in grains and grammes,
will be sent free upon application.
Agents for the Patent
Plumbago Crucible Co., London, England. Also for E.
Drnniston's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
well-known manufacturer are thoroughly
full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Ordera
taken at his lowest prices.

G.

plates of this
reliable, and

JOHN TAYLOR &

CO.,

110 Liberty

St.,

New

York.

COMPRESSED

AIR.

First

NOW READY,

CATALOGUE

No.

6,

Milling

descnption

Improvements embraced

o{

in these mi-

livalled Air Compressors, together with tables, data,
etc..

of value to users of compressed

MAILED

Clayton

No8. 129

&

for CiRoni>Aa and Priob List.

181 Fremont Street,

_

-

EVANS &

THE DODGE PATENT INDEPENDENCE

WOOD SEPARABLE OR
TJiey are

'"C^

^J
S.

and

F.

(

List

original.

tlie

PULLEYS.
and Most

Lightest, Strongest, Best Balanced

and Catalogues mailed

free.

JOHN SIMONDS.

New Almaden

Quicksilver.

LIGHTNING WELL-SINKING
MACHINE tVIAKERS.
ti.ols
Well-riinkiiiR
1

trial.

5-2.}

s

and pragptcling
sent
icet lias btL'n sunk in 8

ruciinnH for hcginiRTa. An
f SI* EiigraviitgBofwtll

Encyclopiiiu

B.

Vwiiid atidslcam

RANDOL,

|Q5

22,

320 Sansome

tools,
cngici'S.

unci
,-

Room

,

BUYEHS' GUIDE ia
March and

Sept.,

each year. It

is an encyclopedia of usefiil information for all who purchase the luxuries or the
necessities of life, "We
can clothe you and furnish you with
all the
necessary and unnecessary
appliances to ride, w^alk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, -work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these things

COMFORTABLY, and you can make a

fair

estimate of the value of the BUYEBS'
GUIDE, which will be sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage,

MONTGOMERY WARD &
.

CO.

111-114 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, HI.

THOMAS

c

iig

.

CI 9.

318 Pine

WORKS.

St. (Basement.,

SAN FRANCISCO

of Leidesdorff Street,

my

Process.

Assaying and Analysis of Ores, Minerals and Watera.
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Practical Instruction given
Treating Ores by m
proved procwiees.
G.
CO..
Mlnlne F-ne-ineers and MetallureistS.

KUSTEL &

STEARNS
29

&

31 Spear

MTG

CO.

San Francisco,

St.,

Cal.

pumps,
Aire
Bo.ik
charge*

each.

The American

St.,

WellWorks.
AUUORA, 1L.LB.,
U.

issued

Corner

METALLURGICAL

"

and prospectors

J.

•k

Pacific Coast Agent. 509-51 3 Mission St., S. F.

Steam Pumps, Steam Engines
MACUINEEY.

SPLIT

BUSTSb.

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Testa made by

Convenient l*ulleyB IVlaile in the World.
Adapted to any power required. Time, troubleand moncygaved by usingthese pulleys,

MACHINE WORKS,

OThe

Cal.

Are you going to make any change in machinery? Are you freighting by team or packing on
mules? Do you want Pulleys on Shafting already up? If ao, don't fail to look into the
merits of

CO.,

110 & 112 Beale Street,

kiods'ot

LUCKHARDT &

O. A.
CO.,
(Formerly Huhn & Luckhardt,
MinlnflT EnfrineerB and MetallurBistB
J.

THOMSON & EVANS),

all

gan Francisco.

.

eto.

Made.

Special attention paid to Examinations of
Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

*£]k

ARE YOU GOING TO PUT UP MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?

ON APPLICATION,

NEW

and

.

(practical)

Plana and Specifications furnished for the
moat suitable Procesa for Working Orea.

Pulley

air.

Compressor Works,
ST.,
YORK.

(SuceoSBOrs to

Assaying in all its Branchea.
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters,

HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES

SHAFTING,
t^ Send

Air

43 DEY

cTh.

FREE

Rim

For the States of Califoruiaj Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washington
Lightest, Strongest, Cheap-'Ht and
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Also Manufacturers of
Best Balanced Pulley in the World.
FAT. OCT. 26, 1881.

the Patented

Ores worked by any ProceBB.
Ores Sampled,

1884.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

M.acliinery.
fiiil

at Mechanics' Fair,

Medart Patent 'Wrought

ROCK DRILLS,
Catalogue gives a

Premium Awarded

Near First and Market Streets, S. F.
LoGEHARDT, Manager.
Ebtabusbbd 1S89

Working Tests

CLAYTON AIR COMPEESSOES,
Ot-iienil

C. A.

PERFECT PULLEYS

THE USE OF

IN

Ss

General Agents,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, Col.
LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

CO;

Nevada Metallurgical Works,
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET,

FRASER & CHALMERS,

PARKE

CO.,

1HP0RTKR8 AKD DRALKRS IN

Mining Companies, Milling Companiea, Prospectors, eta,
to our full stock of Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Cruci-

JAMES LBFPBL'S

Tliis

Cartridges,

CHEMICAL APPARATUS AND CHEMICALS, DRUQ
GISTS' GLASSWARE AND SUNDRIES, ETC.
63 & 65 First St., cor. Ml88ion,.San Francisco.
We would call the attention of Assayers, Chemists

No. 11 Dalle de Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico.
CITY. UTAH.

DTAH OFFICE—SALT LAKE

An<l

Shot-Gun

Under Cbamberlio Patent

JOHN TAYLOR &

POMPS.

^~

Etc., Etc.

ALSO MANirPAOraRRRS OP

CORNISH

TO ALL INTERESTED

REFINERY

Office.

HALLIDIE'S

MACHINERY

CO..

San Francisco.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Snlpharets.

ENGINES,

NEW YORK

St.,

AND SILVER

GOLD

ORES.

of

HOISTING

ENGINES

416 Montgomery

TROMMELS.

JIGS and

S.

A.

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento

Street,

San Francisco,

HIGH-GRADE SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENGINES, STEEL BOILERS, Etc,
— IMP0RTRR3 OP
Mnnson'« "Easrle" and Dynamo" Belting:,
Ooodell & Waters' Woodworkiug Ma*'

Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

chinery, Saws and

Emery Wheels.

Tool

Link

AND GENEBAr.

Saw

Tools,

Grinder's,

Ewart's

Beltlngf

MILL, SUPPLIES.

Engraving
_
_ Samples.

Send 2-cent
stamp for 16pane

tine 11

iustrated SMnplea of Photo-Facimile, Photo-Zinc Etchin^B
and Wood EngravlnKa {Proof Sheet No. 3} to Dewbv
QB.AVINQ Co, 220 Market St., S. B".

EN

Mining and Scientific Press.
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Reported by Dewey &
From the

official

report of U. S. Patents In

M Co
M Co

—

—

—
—

Angeles, Cal.

New

York.

In
this city holders asked an advance.
London cables
came through higher, but weak in the advance.

QUICKSILVER—

The movement is of a steady
character, but, as usual for the season of the year,
light, although an increasing call is reported, due to
the early resumption of crushing by many mills forced
to idleness for the lack of water-power. Distant mining centers are beginning to draw more freely. The
market is quoted at $45 net cash.

PIG

IRON— Importations

have been very heavy,
as soon as received, which

389.659.

Eugene

—

For forward delivery there

firm.

but

firm views,

sellers'

it is

is

a

PIG LEAD~The market has a firmer tone, but
buyers fight against any advance. They only take
freely when concessions are obtainable.

R.

Lakin,

Oregon.
S. F.

—

,

Inventors transacted with perfect seourityj at reasonable
rates, and in the shortest possible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among

the patents recently obtained through

Dewey &
Foreign

worthy

Scientifio Press U. S. and
Patent Agenoy, the following are
Co. 'a

S.

F.

No.

389,734.

—James

By

TetegrapU.

Nbw

York, Sept. 27, 1S8S,— The fo lowing are the closprices the past week:
Silver,
Lead,
Copper.
Tin.
Friday
$i 97^
§23 45
§17 65
96i
Saturday
4 97*17 66
23 50
96i
Monday
Oi^
5 00
17 65
23 60
Tuesday..
5 00
93$
17 90
23 50
Wednesday
93j
5 02^
17 50
23 70
'.

The market cloaed as foUowj: Copper, dull; lead,
steady; tin, moderately active and firm at a slight advance,

Sy

Dated Sept.

18,

1888.

This invention relates to certain improvements
in devices for delicate measurements, and its
object ia to enable calipers for mechanical use
to be adjusted with absolute precision to the
smallest variations of measurement.
It consists of a standard steel or metal rule divided

—

@

Transferable Notices (Lakej issued at
.
Leau— Firm but quiet at §4.95
apoS. Transferable Notices issued at S — .-@ .Tin Steady at an advance at §23.20.
Prices generally ruhng for metals not regularly dealt
in on Call at the N. Y. Exchange, covering extremes of
buyers' and sellers' views. All prompt delivery. Australian
Tin,
Billiton
Tin,
Banca Tin,
Baltimore Copper, S10.65@— .—
Orford Copper, $]6.00@16.25; P. S. C. Copper,
;
Foreign Lead, S5.00@5 25; Foreign Spelter,
S5.40@5.50. Antimony, S9.75@13.50.
The Philadelphia inirket is reported as follows by the

—

—

^

@— —

@—

.

@

;

;

@

New Yotk Metal Exchange

Report:

—The

demand is quite active, and almost
held for higher prices. A few scattering
sales are atill reported at the old priceR, but there is no
duub^ that the general market is firm with an advancing
tendency.
Mancifactored Iron— Prices are all tending toward
higher figures. The advance in raw material, and the
liberal amount of orders on hand, cause sellers to feel
that they must get more money for their products,
hence a disposition to ask extreme figures on all new
Pig Iron
everything

set-screws facing right and left, the faces of the
grooves being in the same vertical plane, and
a spring-piece bent at right angles with the
sliding piece, to which it is attached so that its
edge may sink into any of the divisions of the
rule and hold it Tn place.
To the opposite end
of the rule is fixed another metal piece having
a movable portion with grooves corresponding
to those on the first-named piece, and a micrometer or vernier screw by which it may be advanced or receded.

Mail.

The following is the latest from the " New York Metal
Exchange Market Report":
Copper Dull, but a shade higher, spot closing at §17.25.

is

business.

Old Rails— Quotations from abroad come so much
higher that sellers are afraid to name prices, but S24
would probably be paid for Ts.
SCRAP Iron— Bid-i of §21 are made for cargo lots October or November shipments.

Arizona
M & M Co
California..
M
Nevad*.
M
California. .13.
Calfornia.. 9
M
CaUfornia. 2.
M
Nevada.. 47.
Arizonia.,
Locomotive M Co
Lady Washington Con M Co. ..Nevada..
California..
Live Oak D.ilt M Co
Nevada..
Lord of LomG&S M Co
Nevada.. 36.
Mexican M Co

WHOLES A_LK.
Thursday.

Couceutrated

COPPER—

7^

7-1(3

7^

6i(*

7i

26

American Soft, No,
Oregon Pig, ton
Clay Lane White

1,

@ 27
®
@ —

— OT 26
—
50
(H27
— (§23
— @31 00
00

,

Eglinton, ton

No. 1
Bar Iron (base

7j(a'

26
IS 90

,

lEON — Glengarnock ton
ton

21

—
—

Shofcts,

price) ^\\i

@23
@24

00
50
{529 00

25@

Lead—Pig

3

5 00 (* 5 25

Bar

5 2o

Sheet
Pipe
Shot, discount 10%

on

500

bag

£>rop,

^ bag.

Buck, '^bag
Chilled, do

Steel- English,

lb

Black Diamond tool
Pick and Hammer

Machinery
Toe Calk

TiNPLATE— Coke

3
7
1 55
1 75
1 95
16
10

@
(5)

—
w —
® —
@ —
^ 20
@ 16
8 ^
10
4@ 5
4^® —

5 76
6 75
43 00
1 05

Oharooal

@

@

6 BO

ffl

7 25

@ —
® —
85 @

QoiOKSiLVER— By the flask
Flasks, new
PlaakB, old

Fruit-Gatherer.

—George

A, Fleming and

Charles F. Fleming, San Jose, Cal.

FaU

.

SL.CEKUiot
,

3,

No. 389,-

to Write.

Should this paper be received by any eubscriber who
does not want it, or beyo7id the time he intends to pay
for it, let him not fail to write us direct to stop it
A
postal card (costing one cent only) will suffice. We will
not knowingly send the paper to any one who does not
wish it, but if it is continued, through the failure of the
Bubsoriber to notify us to discontinue It, or some IrreBPonBible party requested to stop it, we shall positively
demand paymentfor the time It is BQct. LooE CAKBFULLi
AT IBS I«&BflIi ON YOro PAf SE(.

806 Market St
327 Pine St
328 Montgomery St
419 Califoi-nia St
309 Montgomery Sb
,...309 Montgomery St
328 Montgomery St

A

L

7,
10.

05. .Aug 20. .Sept
10. .Sept 6. .Oct
25. .Aug 9. .Sept
50. .Sept 20. .Oct
50. .Sept 1..0ct
05..
10.. Sept
15. .Aug 15. .Sept
02. .Sept 8. .Oct
06. .Aug 29. .Oct

5.

27. ...Oct
12. ...Nov
13. ...Oct
23. ...Nov
4... .Oct

39..JMoiizio
2. .R N Van Brunt

3..CEElUott

California.
M Co
28..G W SesBions
Nevada, .54.
24..BBHolmeR
M Co
Nevada..
Aug
PoudereM Co
11.. ..Oct 10..J Stadfeld Jr
New
Mexico..
3,
15...
.Oct
Superior M Co
15..ICStump
California.. 1.
Teirakotf G M & M Co
8.. ..Nov
3..W J Gurnett
Virginia Creek Hyd M Co. ..California.. 6.
9, ...Oct 29..JMQuay
MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

Mono G
Opliir

.26.

S

1.

Name or Compant.

Location.

M

California & Va
Co
Eureka Con
Co
Lone Jack
Co
Nevada Queen M Co
Paradise Valley
Co

Con

M
M

Trinity

G M Co

M

Seorhtary.

W

Nevada.. A
Havens
Nevada. .H P Bush

ISFremohtSt
Montgomery St
Montgomery St
Montgomery St
Montgomery St
Montgomery St

406

Montgomery St

Meeting

Date

Annual

Oct 8
Oct 15
Sept 29
Oct 10
Oct 10
Sept 29

.Annual

306 Pine St

Wadham

309
309
309
309
309

308 Pine St

Offiob in 8. F.
Montgomery St

309

J J Scoville
309 Montgomery St
309 Montgomery St
Nevada. .H Deas
Wevada..A Cheminant.......328 Montgomery St.,
California. .L

Special

Annual
Annual

,,.

50i J£earny St

.Special

LATEST DIVIDENDS-WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Namb of Company.
Con

California

& Va M Co

Location.
Shcbetaby.
Nevada.. A
Havens

W

Nevada,. A S Groth
SM Co.;
Nevada. .H R P Hutton.
Eureka Con M Co
Nevada. .R W Heath
Mt Diablo M & M Co
California.. D A Jennings
North Star M Co
Nevada. .J F Lightner
Halefit Norcross S M Co..
CaUfornia
Idaho M Co
Pacific Borax. Salt & Soda Co.. California.. A H Clough
CaUfornia. .J W Pew
Standard Con M Co

309

Patablk

Amount.

OFyiOB in S. P.
Montgomery St

,...Sept 11

50,

Aug

1.00,

306 Pine St.
318 Pine St
401 Calif ornia St
309 Mottgomery St

25.
60,
50.
50,

Grdss Valley
.230

Montgomery St

....July 11
....

Aug

8

....July 11
....July 10

1.00,
05.

310 Pine St

6

July 9
....Aug 27

25

. ,

....June 12

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

The mining share market has been so very
dull and inactive for so long a time that few
people interest themselves in it. What fluctuations occur are very small. The Virginia MJnMen of small means who have
terprise says
put their money into stocks are now being made
sioh by assessments. In trying to make a twobit turn not a few among them have caaght a
four-bit assessment. Before people will go in
with any sort of nerve, something must ocour to
send stocks up to a point where they will be
above the level that makes aSO'Cent assessment
a factor a thing to be feared and constantly

Stook Exchange.

S. F.

Week

NAM£ op

Week

Ending Ending Ending Ending
COMPAJJT.

Sept

Sept

6.

Sept .20.

13,

Sept

27.

:

—

When tlaotnations amount to
or three dollars, dealers do not much bother
themselves about an assessment of 50 oents, but
at the present stage of the game a 50-cent assessment may stick a stock upon a man who
does not want it, and who would much rather
have his money in hand again.
This uncertain condition of the market will
probably continue until the milling of ore is
fully resumed by the several productive mines
of the lode.
The indications at present are that milling
borne in mind.
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3ould& Ourry
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4.00

.85
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.65
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Iowa
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1.05
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.26
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.20 .15
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1.00 .90
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3.00 2!65

2:85 2.66

2.76

4.50 4.00

4.16 3.90
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Argeuta

two

Dated Sept. 18, 188S. This invention
697.
consists of a wheeled truck, wagon or sled,
which may be or may not be provided with will be resumed earlier than usual this season
packing boxes for the fruit, and to which truck on the Carson river. Already we have had a
tributaries
the gathering cloths are permanently secured. rain that gave life to the mountain
These cloths are attached to one side of the truck, of the Carson river, and in that stream itself
and are adapted to be spread beneath the tree there was for a day or two a considerable flow
from which the fruit is to be gathered. There of water enough to have driven 20 stamps of
thought worth
are two of these cloths, so that they may be the Eureka mill had it been
spread on each side of the trunk of the tree. while to start them up. The life given to the
hen spread beneath the tree, the tree is shaken mountain tributaries they will not lose until
few
and the fruit falls upon the cloths, and when there shall ba other rains or suows.
of snow in the mountains would mean
all the fruit is shaken from the tree, the free inches
ends of the cloths are lifted up higher than the business with the river mills.
The ore-producing mines are looking well,
edge of the truck, thus permitting the fruit to
are opened
fall into the truck or the packing-boxes.
The and in all, considerable bodies of ore
truck ia then moved to the next tree, the cloths up ready for extraction.
During the time that the mills have been shut
are respread, and so on until the gathering is
completed or the truck is full. When not down much necessary repair work (as well as
work of exploration) has been done in all
much
spread beneath the trees, the cloths are laid
The drifts in the principal
across the top of the truck, thus protecting the the leading mines.
retimbered,
fruit from dust.
This device being particular- levels have been put in order and
been
repairs made to the main
have
and
there
ly designed for gathering prunes, the cloths are
laid directly upon the ground, the prunes not shaft.
being injured by falling.
Peculiar In DU3TRY, Among the various

.85

l.OC
3

Lady Wash
Uartin White
Mexican

.20

.21

1.00

"96

.60

at. Diablo
fTorthern Belle

North Belle lale....
Niagara
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4.50 4.26
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2.35
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Ophir

Silver Star
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3.B.J1M
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2,8h

saver HIU
Silver

.45

25
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King
.00
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.66
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2.70 2.30
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1.66

.56
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3 05 2.70
3.35 2.86
3 311 3.IK)
.55

3.10
3.15
.60

.60
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which are comparatively but little
2 95 3 in .Vio 3 60 s'm .V.50 3.10 3.26
The First Corliss Engine.— B. H. Thwait, known beyond their specialty, that of the
15
1.25 1,16
i.ai l.IO 1.26
in a lecture recently delivered
in England, product of the castor bean may be mentioned 7eUow Jacket
3.05 3.60 3.9b 4.40 3.90 4,35 3.76 4.26
read the following letter from George H. Cor- as one of the most unique. The oil is specially
adapted for lubricating all sorts of machinery,
liss, written a few days before his death: "The
17th of this February of 1888 is the fortieth an- clocks, watches, etc., and it is an excellent Sales at San Franoisoo Stock Exchange.
niversary of the starting of my first engine lamp oil, giving a white light far superior to
having the regulator combined with the cut-off that of mineral oils, petroleum, rapeseed, lin2.60
150 Gould&Cunr
Thursday, Sept. 27, 1888.
valves, which was the first application ever seed and all other oils, whether vegetable, ani55c
1.70 £00 Grand Prize
750 Alta
4.45
.90c! 120 Hale&Mor
made in practical form of this mode of regula- mal or mineral; it also gives very little soot, 100 Andes
.90c
Justice
2.40
Alpha
tion.
This engine was of the walking-beam and, all things considered, has been pronounced ri=0
25c
Ktyes
4.30
80 Belcher
90c
type, and was developing a capacity of 260- the cheapest oil known. All the great perfumMono
3.4
50 B. & Belcher
2.75
1.35
N. Belle 18...
90 BulUon
horse power during the first minute of its auto- ers of London and Paris use castor oil for the
Navajo
....2.25
3"c
100 Baltimore
matic regulation of the closing moments of its manufacture of golden oil, so well known for 1300 Belle Isle
3.85
45c
Nev. Queen
1 .55
Overman.
125
75 Bodie
induction valves. It was constructed through- its property of keeping the head cool and the
5.50
2.60
Ophir
100 Ohollar
out with reference to the introduction of this skin and its pores, as well as the roots of the 610 Con VaftOal
2.40
Potosi
9
1.70
Peerless
oil
is
used
for
The
Point
4.15
open.
Crown
50
new feature. The cylinder was 22 inches in hair, soft and
2. SO
Savage
12}
70 Confidence
diameter, and had a stroke of 6 feet, and textile fabrics to fit them for dyeing or print3.05
S. B. &M
4 10
50 ChaUeoge
55c
Scorpion
85l
worked under 60-pound boiler pressure.
100 Crocker
This ing, for which purpose the India dyers and
1.20
Utan
50c
Con. Imperial
was my first effort, which has since culminated printers invariably employ it, and it is one of 300
3.15
Union
35c
100 GaledoDia
BTc
WComstock
in giving the generic name to the Corliss engine.
the best oils for dressing tanned hides and
1.05
350
Exchequer
730
4. 15
3.39 100 Yellow Jackeb
20 Eureka Con
skins of all kinds, on account of its imparting
to them such a degree of strength, durability,
Bullion Shipments.
tenacity and beauty. From the oil-cake, in adSuccessful Patent Solicitors.
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quote shipments since our last, and shall
be pleased to receive further reports:
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Borax— Refined
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Mining Share Market.

any desired scale, with a movable attachment sliding upon the scale, with grooves and
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Nevada.

D. Bishop,
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Eastern Metal Market.

Nevada..
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Empire G
Co
Exchequer
Co
Golden Fleece G M Co
Gray Eagle
Co
Gt Western Q
Co
Justice M Co

of special mention:

Micrometer Calipers.

JOORSALS.

S. F.

FlAOX OF BUSINBS

SSOBETABT.

Confidence

COAL— Importations

the past fortnight aggregate
over 50,000 tons, but even with this large arrival
the market holds strong at full prices, owing to a
continuance of the strike in the Australian collieries.
The number of vessels en route from Newcastle is as
follows: For this port, 10; for San Pedro, 2; for
San Diego, 5. Total, 17, with a registered tonnage
of 19,507, equal to a carrying capacity of about 32,oDo short tons.

— D.

389,620.— Turn-Table for Street Railways

inquiry

said, restrict transactions'

Saddle

W. H. Williscraft,
389,623.— Horse-Power
Juniper, A. T.
NoTH.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furnished
by Dewey & Co. in the shortest time possible (by mall
or telegraphic order). American and Foreign patents
obtained, and general patent business for PaciBa Coa jt

inactive bu^fair

City,

—J. W. Warhurst,

but the market absorbs all
causes importers to have confidence in the future.

The market closed firm at quotations.
PIG TIN The market for spot is

— Riding

Location. No. Am't. Levied. Dblinq'nt. Salb.

COMPA2JT.
Baltimore 3
Baker Divide

BtjkherMCo
Dkwet & BodieConMCo

which New York and San Francisco sympathized, Co.'B Patent Office Library, 220 Market St., S. F.
was caused by Russia entering the market as a buyer
FOR WEEK ENDING SEPT, l8, 1888.
for coining.
Although not purchasing heavily, the
movement was enough to cause large operators to
James D.
389.734. —Micrometer Calipers
take a hand, under whose buying the price was run Bishop, S. F.
up to a higher figure than for over a year past. With
389,639.— Not Lock H. F. Corey, Alameda,
Russia withdrawing from the market, holders began Cal.
to offer more freely, which caused a decline.
In our
AsBESTUS Paint F. DeConinck, S. F.
389,641.
market prices were advanced in sympathy with New
389,697.— Fruit-Gatherer C. A. and C. F.
York and London, but at the higher quotations busi- Fleming, San Jose, Cal.
ness was sloA'.
Yesterday and to-day there is more
Roller Bkaring— R. W. Hent, S. F.
389,653.
inquiry and sellers have no difficulty in placing any
389,703— Permutation Lock— Chas. Hill, Los

—

DIRECTORY.

ASSESSMENTS.
Pioneer Patent

Co.,

Solicitors for Pacific States.

San Francisco, Sept. 27, 1888.
SILVER — The sudden advance in London, in

SHAREHOLDERS'

COHPILBD BVBRY THURSOAV FBOM ADTBRTIBBHBNTS IN MlNI«Q AND SOIKKTIFia FRBBB AND OTHBK

Inventors.

Local Market.

sized parcel at from 9^K to oqj^.
Silver closed to-day at gs^ic in

MINING

List of U. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

II]arket J[epof(ts,

1888

[Sept. 29,

Sept. 22, $20 ,300; Eureka
Con.. 21, §17.200; Bluebird, 18, $\6 000; Tuscarora, 21, ©3000: Hanauer, 20, $1950; G
mania, 20, $2679; Hanauer, 21, $3300; 22,
$2200; Germania, 23, $4923; Hanauer, 23,
$3400.
^

W. H. Gilbert

dition to its other uses, a gas is obtained
which gives a superior light, some of the stations on the East India railway being illuminated this way. The oil dissolves completely
in alcohol, and this, incorporated with a solution of copal, makes a varnish which, it is
said, is very useful in polishing all kinds of
first-class furniture, carriages, picture -frames,
cloths, canvas, etc.

of New York is developing a
Hundreds of lives were lost in the floods in
mine at South Riverside. A shaft has been the Province of Almeria, Spain, and many persunk to a depth of 240 feet, and the coal, ac- sons are ruined, their entire possessions having
cording to experts, ia of a very superior quality. been swept away.

coal

As Dewey & Co. have been in the patent soliciting business on this Coast now for so many years, the firm's name
Another reason for its popularity
is a well-known one.
ig that a great proportion of the Pacific Coast patents
issued by the Government have been procured through
their agency. They are, therefore, well and thoroughly
po3t«d on the needs of the progressive industrial classes
They are the best posted firm on what
of this Coast.
has been done in all branches of industry, and are able
In this they
to judge of what is new and patentable.
have a great advantage, which is of practical dollar and
cent value to their clients. That this is understood and
appreciated, is evidenced by the number of patents
Issued through their Soikntifio Prbbs Patent Agency (S,
F.) from week to week and year to year.

I

Mining and Scientific Press.

Sept. 29, 1888.]
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ASSESSMENT NOTICE.

Debris Commission.

debris qaeatioD will be thorooftbly

Government commluioD,

veetigated by a

withstAoding the

in-

not-

efforts of ioterested partiee to

prevent a proper examinatioo of the enbject.

The

bill

appropriating $100,000 for inqairing

into the qaeation in this State has

passed and

only awaits the President'a signature to beoome

The

A law.

bill is as follows:
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ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

Gray Eagle Mining Company.— Location
uf priticii>«l place of busiiicna, .San Kraiici»< •>, Ckli(oniia.
Lot-»tioD of works, Placer C<junly. C»!.
NOTICE b hurebr L'ivon, that &t k meetiii;; of tliu

Board of Dlret:ton, held on thv 4th day of i>eL>tcni)>vr,
1HS8, an Aasvaiiinent (No. 0) of Flvu Cents por mi>Ta wait
IwleJ upoo Uio Capital Bt<>vk u( the Ctjr|M>ratioD, payable iniiiiediattfly In United States Oold Cuiri, to the

Company, 327 I'ino itreot,
rooms
and 10. San Frarcbco. California. Any otuck
upon which tfalHaMOMment shall remain unpaid on the
lUth day of October, ISSS. vril) bo doho'iuunt, aud advciniiicd fur sate Bt public auction; and uidiiM payniuiit
is made )>cfore, will be void on Tuesday, the SOlh day
of Uctuher, l.^8S, to p*y the delio<iiieLt uiwiMiiicnt,
tOKOtbcr with the coets of advortlsini; and cxpuaneii of

Incandescent

Arc Electric Lights.

For Mines, Hoisting Works,

Sfcretary, at the office of the
'J

&

Electric Uotont, Dynamoa, Tremcars, Elevators, Signals and all kinds of
lizmtiuiosion of power, either direct or with etoroKU Batteries,

Indoor uid.Outdoor llluminatiou of

evi-ry kind.

Mills,

Electrical Systeuia

or llt{htlDK ftDd

Reduction Works,

Cos, Oil and Candlua eupersedei by the

EDISON INCANDESCENT LIGHT,

enacted by the Senate and Honee of
The only coinplotoand satisfactory incandescent Hystum. Lights r<.'<|Uire no attuntioii and are under complete eon
trol.
Overf>(K>.00(illt;ht«iDUBein the United States
SKL.K-UE<;ULATINO ARC L,I(;HT.S turn nlj^h
Representatives of the United States of Amerinto day and afTord a moans of working the whnlu 24 huurv; Invaluable to coutraotoru aud uthera to whom
assembled,
that the Secretary
loa. in Congress
time la au object. Estimates and designs un appticatiun.
ealo.
By order of the Board of UirectofH
of War is hereby authorized to detail three
O. II. BOQAKT, Secrotarv.
oflicers from the Kogioeer Corps of the United
Okficr— 327 PinoSt.. llOomngaBd 10, S. F. Stock KxOffices and Showrooms, 323 PINE ST.,
FRANCISCO.
Htates, as a oommiesion for the parpose of mate- chauKO Building', San Francisco, Cal.
investigation
examination
and
of
the
an
iuK
\Kr.
iiiiDtDg-debria question in the State of CaliforDia, for the purpose of ascertaining whether
ome plan can be devised whereby the present Lord of Lorn Gold and Silver Mining Comconflict between the mining and farming seo
]ian).
Location of nrincinal place of liuainc»8. City
and County of San FranciKco, California. Location u(
tions may be adjusted and the mining indaetry
21
Street,
work», Gold Hill Mining; Uistrlct, State of Nevada.
and
for
a
complete
examination
rehabilitated;
NOTlCK in hereby (fivm, that at a meeting of the
-IMl'OKTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OFof the injured navigable river channels, their Board of Directors of the ahovu>named corporation,
tributaries and lands adjacent thereto, with a held on the sixth day of Suplcniher, Is-vS, an a'^eeBnient
view to the improvement and rectification of (Nil. 4) of T';n Cents pur share was levied ujKtn the capital Htock of the corpuratlou, ))avaljto immediately In
said rivers; and that the sum of $100,000, or so
United States K'^ld coin, to the Secretary at the othco of
much thereof as may be neceasary, is hereby the Coni)iaiiy, Nos. 13 and Ih Fremont street, San Franappropriated, oat of any money in the Treas- cl«ou. California. Anv stock UDun which this assess
dhall remain unpaid on the 12th day of October,
ury not otherwise appropriated, for the purpose nient will
1$S8,
he delinquoDt, andadvorllsod (or sale at puhlic
of carrying into effeot the provisions of this auctlon; and unless pavment ia made holoro will ho Buld ENGINES,
Aot, said snm to be expended at the discretion on F(iday, the aucond day of Novenihor, 18SS, to pay the
of the Secretary of War, said commission to re- dellnquunt aeseasmeot, tOKCther with costs of advertisiu^; and cxpenacs of sale.
Bv order of the Board of
port as early as practicable to the Secretary of Directors.
R. N. VAN liltLlNT. Secretary.
War the result of their investigation, and the
OffiCB -13 and 15 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal,
Secretary of War shall make a report thereof
to Congress.
D.
is

Be

it

SAN

N. s.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.

PARKE & LACY,

SAN FRANOISOO, OAL.

and 23 Frement

ROCK

BREAKERS,

BOILERS,

HORACE

RANLETT,

Persons receiving this paper marked are requested to examine its contents, terms o subBoription, and give it their own patronage, and,
as lar as practicable, aid in circulating the
jouroal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
the cause it faithfully serves. Subscription
£xtra copies mailed for 10
rate, $3.00 a year,
oents, if ordered soon enough. If already a
subscriber, please show the paper to others.

Sampling Works for Sale.

Ores,

PULVERIZERS,

STEAM

Gompllmentary Samples.

and Gommission,

Mining,

420 Montgomery

CONCENTRATORS.

PUMPS.

St., S. F.

BUBINESH MANAOBR

01*

UNION COPPER MINE, Calaveras
NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador

GIANT ROCK BREAKER.

Co..

Co.

Wesiinghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines,

Correspondent as Agent for Smelters in London, LiverNew York, Boston and BaHimore.
Twenty years experience, in California, purchasing Ores
and dealing in Mines.
Special attention given to manajfemont and sales of
mines and purchase and shipment of copper produce

ors.

pool,

Saw and

Roci< Drills

and Air Compress-

Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,
Injectors, Oil Cups,

and Lubricators.

GOLD & SILVER MINE BELTING,OILSand GENERAL SUPPLIES.

The works are situated on A. & P. R. R., Calico
Mining District. Jaggeii, Cal., and contain a firstWe are prepared to give estimates for Hoisting Works and Pumping Plants, Stamp Mills,
class Engine and Floiler with Ore Crusher and other
Now Under Development,
Smelters aud Concentrators.
machinery, I'lalform Scales, Mill Scales, Assaying
claims.
down
(in
Shaft
Also upon the prem- Together with many additional
Outfit, etc., all nearly new.
ore) 120 feet. One carload alreadv shipped, 31750
ises ail office building and a comfortable dwelling
Capital wanted to further develop, rapidly. To those
house (portable). The above can be had at a bar- meaning huniness, good termn will be oflercd. Mines S
'ewey
Co.'s Scientitic Press
gain.
Apply to GiLLESPV & Childs, 123 Cali- miles from railroad. Aduress,
fornia street, San Francisco,
1

J. B.

Six men were arrested Monday near Tulare
with a wagonload of venison. Twelve of
the aoimals were found to be females. Tbe
priaonera were ta^en to Bakertfield, tried before
Justice of the Peace Curran and fined $51S.

Box

BAINBRIDGE,
Pasadena, Cal.

360.

Iftke

Momgomt.ry street (the NeJ. A. Johnson, ^07
vada Bank building) is the general agent of the Stiles
quartz machinery, and offers easy terms for introduction.

$1.

and comprehensive terms that neither tbe sciencist
nor the practical mmer can miwtake his meaniog.
The work, like Mr. Aaron's former publications ("Testing
aud Working Silver Ores," "Leaching Gold and Silver
Ores") that have been "successfully popular" is written in a
condensed form, which renders his information more readily
available than that of more wordy and le'-s conscientious
writers. The want of such a work has long been felt. It
will be very desirable in the hands of many.

ftuch plain

Table of Contents:
Assay Balance; Ma
The Assay Office; Preparation of the Ore; Weighing
the Charge; Mixing and Charging; Assay Litharge; Systems
Preliminary
Assay: Dressing the
of the Crucible Assay;
Crucible Assays; Examples of Dressing; 1 he Melting in
Crucibles; Scoritication; Cupellation; Weighing the Bead;
Parting; Calculating the Assay; Assay of Ore Containiug
Coarse Metal; Assay of Roasted Ore for Solubility: To
Assay a Cupel; Assay by Amalgamation; To Find the ValuFew Special Minerals;
of a Specimen; Tests for Ores;
Solubility of Metals; Substitutes and Expedients; Aeaay
Tables.
The volume embraces 106 12mo. pages, with illustrations,
well bound in cloth; 1884. Price, SI, postpaid. Sold by
DawEV &. Co., Publishers, No. 252 Market street, San
Francisco.

Preface; Introduction; Implements;
terials;

A

Parts II and III.
Lead, Copper, Tin, Merciuy,
Price $1.75.

etc.

This book is entitled "Assaying— Parts II and III." and is
separate from Part I. and ta-eats of Gold and Silver Bidlion,
Lead, Copper, Tin, Mercury, Zinc, Nickel, Cobalt, etc.

Table of Contents:
Gold and Silver Bullion;
ulation,

Assays;

Engraving

Apparatus; Melting Bullion,

Humid

Assay of Silver; ManipLead Ores; Copper Ores; Volumetric
etc.;
Amalgamation; New PrO'
Parkes' Process;
Bullion;

Wood

{j^.

Engraving,

ZINCOGRAPHING,

Thfii new work ia written by ao experienced raetallurgibt
who baa devoted many years to assaying and workiog precious ores on the Pacific side of the American Contineot.
He writes whereof he knows from peraoDiil practice, and in

Assaying

Dewey

ETC.,

By THE Best and Cheapest Methods.

Ores— Price

Part I.— Gold and Silver

Patent Agency.

M.

Photo and
Books on Assaying.
By C. H. AARON.

F.&B.

&

Preparation of Potassiimi Zantbat:]; Electrolytic
Determination of Copper in Ores, etc,; A^aying of Tin
Ores; Assaying of Mercury Ores; Assaying of Zinc Ores;
Assaying of Zinc Ores, New Method; New Assay of Nickel
and Cobalt; Assay of Chromium; Assay of Bismuth; Assay
of Arsenic; Assay of Antimony; Assay of Sulphur; Aasay of
Salt; Appendix to Part I; Notes on Crucible Assays; Weighing by Oscillations' Appendix to Part III; The Assay of
Lead; The Assay of Copper.
^
There are 160 12mo. pages with illustrotions in the volume
which is bound strongly in cloth. Price postpaid. $1.75
Sold by Dewey & Co. Pubhshfrs, No. 252 Market St.. S.F.

cess;

Our
Made

New Photoplates,

Direct from Photographs, /or fine Newspaper,
and fine Book and Job Printing,

Stand next to Steel Plate Engbavinos in fineness
AND perfection. ThEY AHE PRODDCED QUICKER
AND CHEAPER THAN ANY OTHER GOOD ENQRAVJNQS, THROUGH THE GREATEST INVENTION
VET MADE IN PHOTO-ENGRAVINO.

Paints!

Photo-Electrotypes,
Photo-Zincographs,
Wax Process Electrotypes,
Lithographers' Transfers,
bTEREOPTICON ViEWS,
Counterfeit Signatures Enlarged,
Legal Documents Reproduced.

Smelting and Beduction Works,
Quartz Mills, Hoisting Works, Underground Timbers, Water and
Leaching Tanks, Etc.

Wood and Other

WATER, ACID & ALKALI PROOF.

Also, Photographing on

Special Photo

Work,

ALSO MAN0FACTURBR8 OF

done by the moat aucceaaful and bea

Promptly and reliably
approved procesaea.
,
j
DeaiguB, drawings or photographH made to order.
EngraviDgB of bulldinga, Portralta, Maps and Scenery
and Photo Samples for Saleemen are leading specialtiea.
Send, aa early as poaaible, ^vith full description for any
work deaired, Btating size and for what une plates are wantPhotographs and prints similar to those deaired, wiU
ed
wanted.
aid U8 in making definite eatiraalea. ^TAgenta
Call and flee apecimena, or write for samples, pricec and
any further information wanted, to the
<.

Dewey Engraving
A. T.

P.

&B.

and Siding,
CHEAP, LIGHT and DURABLE.
Ideal Roofing

I^SKND

establiahment, great experience, thorough aystern, intimate acquaintance with the auhjecta a
inventions in our own community, and ouj
most extensive law and reference library, con
aining official American and foreign reporta^
tiles of scientific and mechanical publications,
etc.
All worthy inventions patented through,
our Agency will have the benefit of an illustra
tion or a description in the Mining and SniEN*
We transact every branch oi"
riFio Press.
Patent buainesa, and obtain Patents in all coun
The
tries which grant protection to inventors
large majority of U. S. and Foreign Patents
iaaued to inventors on the Pacific Coast have
been obtained through our Agency. We can
give the beat and most reliable advice aa to the

patentability of new inventions. Our prices
are as low aa any first-claos agencies in the
Eastern States, while our advantages for Pacific
Coaat iuventora are far superior. Advice and
Circulars free.

FOR C1RC0LAR.°kJI

PARAFFINE PAINT CO.
310

California St.,

San Francisco.

i

DEWEY &

CO., Patent AgGnts,.

Elevator 12 Front St
No. 220 Market St.
Telephone No. 658.
S. F.
A- T.

DEWEY.

W.

B.

EWER.

GEO. H. STRONG,

Dewey, Manager.

Offiok with ILLUBTBATBD PACIFIC
street,

Co.,

Ottb U. S. and Foreign Patent AoENa-'
many and important advantages aa
Home Agency over all others, by reason of lon^

presents

STATES, 220 Market

San Francisco.

MISSES DEVLIN.
Stenographers and Typewriter Copyists,
Boom 7, No. 240 Montgomery St.,
San Francisco.
S. E. corner Pine,

ANTI-INCRUSTATION POWDER
Or Boiler Compound

This paper is printed with Ink Manufac
For Removing or Preventing Scale, Corrosion and Pitting
tured by Charles Bneu Johnson & Co., 500
Send for references.
in Steam Boilers.
We
South lOth St., Philadelphia. Branch OfflBack Filbs of the Mininq akd Scirntifio Prfss) un- Also PbrbiiEks Ruhber MVq Co. PlumbaRO Sheet, and
storage pursuitable
for
per volume of eix monthe. Per
ceB-47 Rose St., New York, and 40 La Salle bound) can be bad for $3InBerted
Piston and Valve Rod Packing, to be had only of
n Dewey's patent bindposes, which we will let on
volumeB)
$5.
(two
year
Paclflo
Ooaet—
terms. St., Ohlcaao. Agent for tbe
J. C. WINANS, 220 Fremont St.. S. F., Cal.
very reasonable
_ _
_
er, 50 cents additional per volume.
_
DEWEY & CO., 220 Market street, San Francisco, CaL JoasDb H. Dorety. 530 Commercial St.. S F.
have some extra room

STORAGE
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

CONTRACTORS,

and others interested

Tables

Engineers'

of

itiis -^ Steel Firiiis

in

SHAFT-SINKING,

TUNNELING,

UP TO

ETC.

Length 36

miles.

HIRD EDITION NOW READY.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION

ALSO

SOFT and DUCTILE,

Steel Rods,

DRILL

j^" Orders

8 California

21 Fremont

T

will

Send

have prompt attention.

HINCKLEY. SPIERS

St.,

CO.,

2X3

202 Market

HAYES.

[ESTABLISHED IN

0£B.oe,

STEVENSON'S PATENT

Golden State Pressure Blowers.

Proprietors.

Propeller Engines, either

Stem

129 and 131 Beale St., between Mission

Sau Francisco,
tiUXCK, Proprietor.

solicited.

Mining Engineers.
N.

for Drj- or

Wet

S.

KEITH,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,
Inventor and Manufacturer

o(

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

Flour
Mill Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging
Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Contractor

Tustin's Pulverizer

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means

Etc.
Railways

for the Construction of Elbctric

AND

WORKS ORE WET OR

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

fySend
Office,

ENGINESiBOILERS

for Circulars gi'-inj; particulars.

40 NevadaBlock,San Francisco,
1 1 & 23 Stevenson St-

Pnmp

Pipe,

ISRAEL W. KNOX,
Mining and Meohanioal Engineer

or Air Columns, Fish

Tanks

A.SD

for Salmon Canneries
OF BVKRT DBSCRIPTION.
Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at v-sry moaerate

351:0^.133.

PL'RCHASKG AGBST POR

Mines, Mining Machinery
rates.

"f=»-ti-ry^

-^-

SPECIALTIES
Corliss Engflnes and Tnstin Ore Pulverizers.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn

& Supplies.

Mines Examined, Reports and E&tiniates
Contracts made, etc

AQBNTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

I>0«.XXO

Cal.

Factory,

OF ALL KINDS,
Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.

Water

Electricity.

of

DRY.

Cal.

WATER WHEEL

THE PELTON

Correspondence

or Side-wheel Engines.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.—

to.

St.,

WILUAM8.

II.

Works, No. 315 Mission St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to Woodworkint: Machinery,

Steam and Gas Engines.

pressotB, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
First

J-

High Pressure or Compound,

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc

JOHN W.

S.P.

MANUF'RS OF GENERAL MACHINERY.

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlors, Furnaces, Retorts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

& 233

and Howard,

UANnFAGTITBSRB OP OABUBSS OP BTHftT DBSCBXPTIOV.
C. K. ORTO.V.

MILL MACHINERY. -Batteries

2i

S. F.

rHOBATON THOMPaON

EUREKA FOUNDRY,

MINING MACHINERY.-Hoisting Engines and
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Entrines
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Coluums, Air Com-

PERFORATED SHEET METAL

A Folsom,

X*xr<«.xio±fiioc>i

-MAXUFACTURERfl OP—

For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Sht»t Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
iug and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc and other metaU punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot~Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (fine).

between Howard

THOMPSON BROTHERS.

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-

No imitatiou, no deception, no planished #r rotten
Iron used. Only genuine Kussia iron in Quartz Screens.
Planished iron screens at nearly haU my former rates.
Screens on hand
1 hix\e a lar^e supply of Battery
suitable for the Huutiogton and all Stamp Mills, which 1
will sell at 20 per cent discount.

AMALGAMATORS,

MoM-Board
-i^rsi St.,

St, San Francisco.

Sa<xx

REDUCTION

Best and Cheapest iu America.

Iron Works.

1S55.1

oxk.'t St;.*

DE"re>:

battery"~screens.

Orders promptly attended

& Miners

rUOUAS THOMPSON

RON
WORKS
&

FULTON

Solicttbd.

Address

for Catalogues.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.
GREAT

I^Ordbrs

repaired-

'

CO.,

PARKE & LACY,

made and

Maimracture Iron Oastlnss and Machlner;
of all Kinds at Greatly Bedaced Bates.

from ^ to 3 inch diameter and Flats from 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and other shape
Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
12 to 45 pounds per yard.
ALSO, Railroad and Mercliant Iron, Rolled
Beams, Angle, Channel, and
iron. Bridge and Machine Bolts, Ijig Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forginga of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

REPRBSKSTKD BT

and

San Francisco

St.,
BUILDBR OP

Golden State

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

HIGHEST PKICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STEEX.

St.,

No. 119 Beale

Wagon, Buggj', and Truck

STEEL BAILS "from

For' Catalogues, Estimates, Etc. address:

ROCK

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,

Manufacturers of B. E. Henrickson'a Patent Automatic
Safety Catches for Heyators. All kinds of machinnry

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.
Steel

INGERSOLL

hjh

ELEVATORS.

Every Description.

of

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL,

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL
feet;

apd F^achipe

20,000 LBS. 'W^EIGHT.

CHINERY CASTINGS

NEW YORK

16x16

\m

3tpam Engines, Flour Mill,
Mining, Saw Mill and
True to pattern and superior in strength, toughness and durability to Cast or Wrought
Drederins Machines
Iron in any position or for any service.
Brodle Rock CrushGrs,
Progress
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
Side 'Walk and Hand-Power
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA-

WITH MAPS, ItiUSTRATlONS
AND FULL DESCRIPTION OF THE

Section

CO.,

aiANUPACTORBRS OP

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,
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Office,

237 First

Furnished.

San Francisco,

St.,

Cal.

:

Gives the highest efficiency of any Wheel in the world'
and is everywhere recognized as the standard for high
pressure service.

UPWARDS OF

KLECTRICAI. TEANSMISSIOK.
WheeU

Power from these
can be transmitted by electricity several miles with small loss, and irade available
for running Mills. Pumping and Hoisting Works, Tr^m

Manufacture Three Kinds

Powder, which are acknowledged by

of

all

the Market.

GELATINE-DYNAMITE,

TUBES

611 and 613 Front St., San FrsiQcisco.

which contains 94 per cent of Nltro-Glycerine, and
Stronger than Dynamite and even Safer in Handling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.

FOR RAILROADS AND LAND CLEARING.

President.

circular.

BANDMANN, NIELSEN
&, CO..
AGENTS, «AN FRANCISCO
O-ENTtlRAL

N.

I^^

W. SPAULDINQ

^^

Inserted

specia'ty.
Round, slot
or burred slot holes. Genuine Russia Iron, Homo*
geneons Steel, Cast St*el or
American planished Iron,

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes.
fornia Perforating Screen Ca, 145 & U7 Beale St

.

TAEE

Sao

ROSS

E-

BROWNE,

No. 307 Sassomb St., Sax Fraxcisco.

Tooth

AHD

CHISEL
.

WV 23iasz

CaliS. F.

BIT

cmccLAit

I

fiPtl

I0JS83;

Saws.

NOTICE

petersgnTmodel maker,

SL , N. E. cor. Front (up stairs) , San Francisco
Experimental machinery and ftll klQda of metal, Cid,

68 Market

office of this paper,

Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

SPATJLDING'S

A

L.

Address " Business Box A,"
Francisco.

Manufacturers of

QUARTZ SCREENS

INVENTORS,

CAL.

and Mining Engineer,

MINING E.XPERT asd GEOLOGIST.

Is

m

for Sal*

W. A. GOODYEAR.
Civil

from three t^ four times strons-er than ordinary Blasting Powder, and is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more 2T0und, pulverizea better and
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinarv Blasting Powder and runs
freelV.

Sisa Rope, Tarred
Line, etc, eta

to order on short notice
St CO.

VAN DEK NAILLEN,

NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE,"

Fnmcisca

made

issaylm.

San FRASCtsco.

Assaying' of Ores, S25; Bullion and Chlorlnatioo Assay,
Blowpipe Asray, $'10 Full course of assaying, $50.

Send for

This new and important book is on the use an'* construction of Ditches, Flumes, Dams, Pipes, Flow of Water
on Heavy Grades, methods of mining shallow and deep
placers, history and development o( mines, records of
gold washing, mechanical appliances, such as nozzles,
hurdy-gurdys, rockers, undercurrents, etc; also describes
methods of blasting; tunnels and sluices; tailine-g and
dump; duty of miners' inch, etc A verj- practical worb
(or gold miners and users of water. Price, So, post-paid.
For sale by Dbwbt & Co., Publishers, 252 Market St.. San

Constantly on band a full assortment of ManiU Rope
Manila Rope, Hay Rope, Whale

and

Of Different Strengths aa Required

Practical Treatise on Hydraulic Mining.
Bt AUG. J. BOWIE, Jr.

EstabUshed 1856.

Drawing

723 Market Street,
A.

in

ArcMlectnre,

and

$25;

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
OAPS and FUSE
127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO. CAT.

San Francisco Cordage Factory.

Suryeyiiig,

The History Building,

the Great Chemists of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

Address

lengths

Civil, Mechanical
Mining Engineering,

Practical,

and Heater.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY

U3ed.

^itn mtea and

Purifier

600 IN USE.

From 12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
It is not only most economical of water, but the inost
mple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, Hoisting,
Pumping, or any other purpose where water power can

cars, ate.

DEANE STEAM PUMP.
Feed Water

I

SAW MILLS AND MACHINEEY
Of all kinds made.to order.
logiie.

Seod

17 and 19 Fremoot

for Descriptive

St->

Cata

San FrsDcUce,

WINCHESTER HOUSE.

a Third

Street,

San Francisco,

Cal.

This Fire-proof Bride BaUding la centrally located, in
the healthiest part of the citr.only a half block from
the Grand and' Palace Hotels, and dose to all Steamboat
and Railroad Offices.

Laundry Free for the use of Families
HOT AND COUD BATHS FREE.
Terms, Board and Room. $1.00 per Day
And npward.

ROOMS WTTH OE WTTHOUT BOARD.
FREE COACH TO THE H0C8K,
J.

POOLBT

Sm.

29,
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$1,000

'21-

CI3:.A.Ij3L:EDSrG-El
HUNDRED ^ND SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

FIVE

PRICE
OVKR

1400

(SS70.OO)

U:ar Are Divrcly QoiiitruJ.

Street,

o.

f^.

:e.

AKK KOW

IN USE. CoiiccDtrfttlunn are ckiLO ttoiu tl>c nrst u..rkUii.'. Tlic wear ftfiJ
A iii&<hlij« cui b* wwo lo wi>rklu]f orilvr riiiI ru»Jy lo niaku teitt« mt, XKO Freiiiout

Hma Fr»Qcl»cu.
TiiK Uo^rTAKA

CoHriNT (Limited),

Loifoo.t,

Octobvr

h, IKM5>.

DiAft 3iH«:~nftt'tiiK t««t«d thrMi of >our Pnie Vuinerc (n a con]|>etltlv« triki with othi.r Hlmilar ni«cliioe«
(Triumph), wc tiaw MtUltv^l ourMhtm ot th« MU|>«rl'(rit> uf your Vikiinoni, mi is uviJcocvd by thu fact of our hkvinif
ordoroa twuiity wore of your luachlucs lor iuimetllittu iluUvury. Youm truly,

S.
tioiiikl

R.

- Since Um kbova

Kruun and more

[^t«ctcd hy
ary

pftt«iitM

May

IVMH; Be|>t«inbcr IH,

'20,

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR

wu writt«D

Rtam|iti

have
4,

iJjKt.

the to Vannera

Room

7. No.

109

TIIK MONTANA
)*Ma Btartod gave BUch

COMPANY

(Uniite<l).

that 44

natlsfactlofi

adill-

AUAU8 A CAKTKK.

IB6U: DucetntKir '-'2, 1874; Scpt«ml>or t, IflTO; April
Palcnta acplieii for.

ADAMS & CARTER,

OR VANNING MAOHINE.

liAtifii:

bflen purcliaaod.

March

1»80:

'/J,

S!, I8&1:

Febtu-

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

California Street,

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED,

$1,000

PRICE,

HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS
(SSSO.OO).

FIVE

The present improved form of the celebrated " TitiDMi'ii " Ore Concentrator posBesses many atlvantagea over any
other Btyie of Vannere, Vanning Machinea, or Concentrators, yet introduced to the notice of mining men. Thcae advantages consist in the superior fealtures wtiich enter into their construction, and facilitate their operation.
They are constructed in the best manner; their frames being of iron, inaures their solidity, durability, and perfect
steadiness of motion when operated. They are built as compactly as their requisite strength will permit, Wtiigh less, re.
(juire less freight space in boxes, by vphich their coat of transportation is reduced, and occupy less mill room when set upAn important improvement has recently been introduced into their construction, which connists of a Kifclk Taklk*
placed in front of and which takes the discharge from the feed and amalgam bowl. 'I'he improvement is in the recipro,
cat motion which ia imparted to this table by the longitudinal motion of the shaking frame to which the table ia attached. We have at hand many testimonials, from well-known Superintendents of mines in different mining districts
of the United States, bearing evidence of the etliciency and superiority of this form of Concentrator, and we shall be
pleased to send Circulars covering such letters of testimony, and, as well, directions for setting up and operating these
machines, and are ready to quote special prices for any considerable order.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,

"TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR.

3>J'ofii.

COMPRESSED AIR

39 to 51

o«*i.

£*z7exia.oxa.t J9t.,

WATER POWER MACHINERY.

and

RIX & FIRTH, 225 and 227
NATIONAL AIR COMPRESSORS.

San Francisco.

St

First

SINGLE OR DUPLEX, STEAM OR BELT POWER.
na Sold on Ihe

Pacific Coaat.

WATER

KNIGHT'S

m

MILLS, PUMPING AND HOISTING.
Over 300 In uhb. All eKtlmates gnaranteed.

LIDGERWOOD

WHEEL,

Send for Circular.

Wc arc
with our

ENGINES

Price, complete,

$200.

ISO

add on

NATIONAL ROCK DRILL.
20O

on tliU Coaut. Has
iUan any other

.^ol<l

Icmm rMpairti
I>rill.

thiaCofldt.

of

flie

auuh priu-catljat almoHt any
auiall mine can affunl to put
in power (JrillH if they bavu

none

Cal,

in uae.

NEW AND

PAT-

ENTED SYBTEM9(liy

wtiich

Bv our

iomprcisor of
a
i--apat.ity
than the
are exfuictcd to require, in order to keep up
thu supply of air neccsaary
on account of the wear of
Vt

now ao aitiiatcfl
new workj aa to

SMALL AlKCOMPRESSINO PLANTS at

the duty or pcrfomianco of
drilla is not rcluced with
UMe) it in no longur nece88.iry

96

hiiy

flrillH

:(ili)!li1illlM

AIR

COMPRESS0RS&

GENERAL MACHINERY

and comprtiwfor.
BesidcHhavmirTflK XKSV-

tirilla

roRj'

EHF ANI> r-IOHTfcST

Mining Tunneling,

uiifned

York.

RAND

only

.

MOLR AGKNT

SOLUTIONS

special reference to the Russell process),

ho made by Bank

Draft, or bv P. 0.
C. A. STETEFELDT.

Money

we are now

,,
...,,. i.
.
43r SPECIAL A iTENTION ia called to the latcatdcsiKncd BcctionalOompresflor just built f'*r the BatopHae
mine in Mexico, and t*- the ComjMjund Enuine ComiiTCHfor Iniilt for thu Aiia«onda mine in Montana.

KOtl

LRUSHEE PLATES,

Chrome
Kock

Ooly coniBlete Treatise on tie Clieiiiistry anfltlie Practice of tlie LiiiTiation Process,
Fubllshecl and sold by the Author, 18 Broadway, New York.
I'rice $5.00, Re^iBtered Postage J'repaid.

Romlttance should

deplanta,

Company, as

ftf

— AND—
Ttie

ilrill

iawell known, has built.and

DRILLCo23:ParkPiace mwmtlii^^i

all of the PJastern nunii)({ trade, which haa kept their works always busy.
Since the reasons which formerly restrained u.s from the California market no longer exist,

WITH HYPOSULPHITE

{With

l^riU

them nearly

THE LIXIVIATION OF
ORES

HuiEtll

the Rand

in the field for thu hurfinefs.

SILVER

(

douhle

in now hiilltiinj;, the LAROEST C O
P R KSS O K
PLANTS IN THIS COUNTRY, and haa patterna for all sJzea up to 40-inch diameter of cylinder.
In reapect to caiacity IN SPEED OK DRILLINO, perhaps it la fn order to say that in EVERY AUTHORITATIVE
CONTEST forapecd yet initiated, the RAND DRILLS have, without exception, BEEN VICTORIOi:.-!. This fact,
roupled with another important one, that the drilla uee much LESS A lit and cauau LESS REPAIRS, has won for

Liberty St.
New

horn--, will easilv handiu rriiik or wfifccr to a dujith
of :i50 fcot, yivinir eritire Biitisfaction to the proHpector.

One

offer to tiie niinera
Pacific roast

and BOILERS. 300 Sizes
PARKE, LACY & CO,,
San Francisco

N„..„„r», nobrea^a.-e.

A.,„ro„«l.t.ro„.

DRILL COMPANY,
THEQ3RAND
I*^x*lS-

M'P'G CO.

MANUPACTUKKR OK

HOISTING

MINERS' HORSE WHIM.

FOK

Order, payable

to

ttie

order

Cast Steel for
Drills. Etc.

H. D.

MORRIS,

220 Fremont SL,
MANnFACTDREES'

San Francisco,
and

PnRCHASlNG ACEUT,

Special attention given to purchase of

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.

of

ADAMANTINE SHOKS AND

DXE«(.-Guar-

to prove better and cheaper than any others.
Orders solicited, subject to above conrlitions.
H. D. MORRIS.
aiitecd

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMP'Y.

F. H.

HAUSMAN,

AnAMANTINK.

Gold Mining Properties Bought, Sold and
C.

A,

STETEFELDT, President.
OPFIOB, 18 BROADTWAV
Room 709.

pBW YORK

k

Developed.
SAFE DEPOSIT BUJJ^DING,

ROOM

No.

niviL

U

Propositions from principals only entertained.
2.

rNGINEER,

and SANITARY L. HY. JACKSON,
J:{1 IVIuntfj^otiiery St., S. F.

To Buy or Lease Graphite Mine or LocaTion-

PASADLNA M1NI^G

AddresaDbVELOPINO
As

Pasadbsa,

Ca!,.

CO.,
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The Hazelton
Is
1888.

1850.
BinLDRRB OF

MINING MACHINERY.
1

27

GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS
San Francisco, Cal., U.
New Xork -Ofiice. 145 Broadway.

First St.,

Boiler

acknowledged by the most eminent Engineers in the
countn^ to he the greatest improvement that has
i^^t.
made in a Steam Generator.
^^^.

S. A.

lOR

SAFETY, ECONOMY AND DURABILITY.
IT IS UNEQUALEO
FOR GOLD ANn SII.V ER M:iI.I,S,
DKSI6N
and
LATEST
of
MOST IMeROVED construction. We offer our
in
OUBtomers the BEST RESULTS OP 38 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE in this SPECIAL LINE ol
work, and are PREPARED to furnish the MOST
APPROVED character of MINING AND REBoiler.
DUCTION MACHINERY, adapted to all prades of
ores and SUPERIOR to that of any other make, at
SKND
FOR
CIRCULAR.
the LOWEST PO,SSIBLE PRICES.
We are also prepared to CONSTRUCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING ORDER,
any locality, MILLS, CONCENTRATION
In
WORKS, WATER JACKET SMELTING
FURNACES, HOISTING WORKS, PUMPING MACHINERY, ETC., ETC., of any DE127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Sole Manufacturers for the Pacific Coast,
SIRED CAPACITY.
PI. ANTS
embracin!; machineo'

A Saving

Fuel of at Least 20 per cent Guaranteed
over any other form of

WORKS,

PACIFIC IRON

WM.

H.

TAYLOR,

R.

President.

S.

MOORE,

L. R.

Superintendent.

MEAD,

Secretary.

RISDON IRON & LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
Location of Works, S. E. Cor. Beale and

Howard

Sts.,

San Francisco.
Has the Following Advantages:

Manufacturers and Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast for

HEINE SAFETY

WATER TUBE

AND FACILITY OF INSPBOTION
60,000 Horse Power now in

BOILER.

and REPAIRS.
use.

Boilers can be seen working in San Francisco at Palace Hotel, Spring Valley
& Co., California Jute Mills, and other places.

Water Works

Huetor Bros.

Guaranteed Mora

Efficient

than any other Boiler naade.

BE FRIGE RATI NO MACHINERY for Steameblps, BrewerleB. and Cellars.
WILSON'S PATENT GAS-PBODUCBB.
STEAM BOILEBS of all descriptions.
SUGAB MACHINEBY—Sugar Mills, Vacuum Pans, Clarlflers, Double Effects, eta

QUABTZ MILLS—Qold and Sliver, Copper and Lead Smelting WorkBj Roasting Furnaces A all kiadfl.
AIR COMPRESSORS— Rope Power TransmiBeion.
HYDRAULIC PUMPING and Hoistine: Machinery.
WROUGHT-IRON WATER PIPE a Specialty. Notk.—Have just completed order for 35 miles ol 44-lncb
pipe of i-incli iron for Spring Valley Water Works Company, San Francisco.
SAW-MILL MACHINERY of all kinds.
8TBAM ENGINES—Corliss, Slide-Valve, Poppet Valve Automatic, Single, and Compound.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS for Pacific Coast ot the Celebrated "Heine" Patent Safety Boiler (Water Tube);
50,000 horse power now in use.
MACBETH PATENT STEEL-RIM PULLEYS—Fifty per cent Iit;hter and 25 per cent cheaper than <iast-

STEAMSHIPS —Steam Yachts, Marine Engines and

Boilers, Screw Propellers, Centrifugal Pumps, Steamship
Pumps, Steam Capstans, Cargo Winches, etc.
O'Builders of 120-stamp Qold Mill for the Alaska Mill and Mining Company; 00-etamp Mill tor Quartz Mountain
Mining Company.
Send for Olronlar and Price Llsta.

tron pulleys; vdll not break in transportation.

NOTICE!. — All

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

the

full

our plates are {guaranteed to have
weight of silver agreed upon, and are tested be-

fore leaving our works, thereby avoiding the complaints

about light weight, made so often before we started
in this branch of industry.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.

F'oTT
tSjAssyxisrcSr
GRAVEL, OR PLACER MINES.
MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.

—DBALKR

San Francisco,

IN-

and Mining Material.
—MAMUPACTURER OP—
BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

AND PLATING WORKS.

NOVELTY

FRANCISCO

IVIarket St.,

Assayers'

GET OUR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION,

SAN

521 & 523

Agent

for

EOSKINS'
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ATTENTION, GOLD MINERS!
WE ARE SELLING
Silver-Plated Amalgamating Plates
For Saving Gold

in

QUARTZ, GRAVEL and PLACER MINING,

At reduced rates. Get our prices. Three thoiisand orders filled. Fifteen medals awarded.
and far superior to others in weight of silve" and durability. Old mining plates replated.
purchased of JOHN TAYLOR & CO., cor. First and Mission Sts.

Our

plates have proved the best,

These plates caa also be

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
653 & 655 Mission St., San Francisco,

£. O. DBNNISTON. Proprietor.
NOTICE. —Our Silved Plated Plates have always proved

Cal.
We have been manufacturing them for 20 years,
Comparing our plates with those of other manufacturers,
after repeated tests, we can safely guarantee much better plates for the same m iney. Our plates are used by all the prominent mining men on the Pacific Coast. bEND FOR CIRCULAEl.

and use only the best Lake Superior Copper and Kelined

DF'-

.A.-

as represented.

Silver.
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There are probably few who are accaatomed
to frequent hotels and the Urge public bnildiDgs
of our cities, and ride from story to story in
the swift, silent elevator, have any idea of bow
it is

sable convenienceB

now

since these

came

indispen-

into general use.

Al-

though steam freight hoists have been known
for half a century, it ia only about tive and
twenty years ago since the
**

vator, or
called,

was constructed

New

hotel in

first

passenger

for

York, and

ele*

was then
the Fifth Avenue

railway," as

vertical

later

it

for

6.
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Number

fore the

work

paid

for.

Lead and Silver Ores.

These machines, which rendered both hotels
famous for years, were very clumsy, and in ap-

If the prices of lead

and

silver

many

keep up for a

low-grade
mines which have been closed down will again
resume operations. Lead and silver have been
quoted so low for such a long time that many
miners had to quit work and others have been
while, or rise higher,

pearance altogether different to the elegant oars
that now adorn oar various large establish-

Those who saw them years ago will rewas taken
up by a large vertical cylinder sheathed in
wood. Inside of this cylinder revolved an enormous screw extending from top to bottom of
the shaft, and in the threads of this, which
were set at a low pitch, were engaged strong
inents.

that the middle of the car

of the

making nothing. The first effect of the gradual rise is shown in Salt Lake, where the smelters are now all busy. Ore is being crowded on
Proprithe market and miners are in demand.
etors of smelting works interviewed by the
Tribune of that city seem to be hopeful of even

from the inside of the cylinder in
was revolved by

projections

is

the Conti-

nental hotel in Philadelphia.

member

14.

required at any part of the stroke and gives in- has two different
for a heavy pared.
He should decide at the outset just
creased power. The cylinder is either horizon- load and one for a light one, the water being di* what he intends to recommend to bis client and
Two hoisting ropes attach to vided into two parts by valve arrangement, and not leave such matters for after consideration.
tal or vertical.
the car, and each rope has an independent con- only used in quantity sulHcient to supply the Thus all cutting and alterations will be avoided
nection and is attached to an equalizer, so that adequate amount of pressure for the load.
and it will not be necessary to modify or alter
There is one other feature about the Tool one kind of work in order to provide for
each bears its portion of the load. The stroke
of the machine is generally one-tenth the rise Company's elevator, and that is its patent au- another.
tomatic lock or regulator, which prevents a
It is not the object to suggest the kind of opof the car.
By using but one cylinder a saving in friction wante of water, by avoiding the ueeof the larger erating machinery to employ, but this should
certainly be decided early by competent judges,
and when all is complete, a certificate that the
work has been efficiently and properly carried
out should be obtained from the architect becapacities, one

Something About Elevators.

abort a time ago

® mmi fyneral NewSm

the car, so that as the screw

increased business.

upon it like
This cumbrous and costly
a nut upon a bolt.
apparatus kept the field to itself for some time,

A reporter asked Mr. McComick how long he
thought the business would hold up, and he
said he thought there was no likelihood of any
letting up until the prices on silver and lead deHe said many of the low-grade mines
clined.

the engine below, the car strung up

until public opinion

had so

far

changed

that

people were willing to trust their lives to the

had been shut down so long that it would take
them some time to open up and begin shipping
ore; hence he thought the supply would continue on the increase for some time yet. It was
a healthful condition of affairs which would be
a great benefit to the mining population of

strength of wire ropes and suspended elevators.
Being of moderate cost, their use rapidly

spread until

now

there are few buildings with-

out an elevator of one description or another.
The shaft as commonly constracted in this

country consists simply of holes cut in floors,
one above the other, and famished with two

Utah and

to business generally,

Mr. Jones said he had noticed a great increase in the supply, and also an increase in
outside bidders for the ore who were endeavor-

oprigbt timbers to serve as guides for the car.
These posts are usually arranged for passenger
elevators in opposite corners of the openiog, as

out of the Territory.

on

ing to run

it

For freight hoists of large size it is
better to place them in the middle of the sides.
The guide timbers should be perfectly

know how

long

this gives opportunity for access to the car
all sides.

straight

and plumb and

in case

of

Stamps and Power.

accidents to the suspending ropes,

is

very commonly used and is perWith refor the purpose.

wood

if

—The

system of wire-

and that mill will run 60 stamps steady
and may possibly increase it to SO stamps. The
Brush Electric Company express confidence of
being able to land 80 per cent of the power developed by the Pelton wheels in the Chollar

DOUBLE HYDRAULIC ENGINE FOR ELEVATORSia

made, and also

less

complication of parte.

The capacity when

cylinder has a head at each end, which prevents

for the load.

the smaller capacity is sufficient
action being entirely auto-

The

car, it
SxS inches in section are the constant moisture around the machine from matic and dependent on the load in the
is impossible for an unskilled operator to waste
too long for single sticks, they may with ad- leakage when the packing of the piston becomes
the water by use more than is required.
vantage be built up of 4x8-inch pieces, breaking worn.
The valve chest is fastened to the cylinder,
The San Francisco Tool Co. also make a beltjoint in the middle of their length, and bolted.
elevators, which is ingenThis will give a practically solid piece of tim- and has a cover which can be easily removed hoisting machine for
required. ious and effective.
It is, however, dependent
ber from bottom to top of the shaft, independ- should an inspection of the valves be
The valves are of the poppet pattern with on steam for the motive-power and is generally
ent of the floors, and is much better than the
line or countercommon construction of short lengths of whole leather faces, which are held in place by rings driven by belts either from
has one tight and two loose
timber butted together and kept in line only by which are screwed to the valves. They stand shafts. The shaft
actuated by pulleys, and the power is transmitted to the
aid of the beams which surround the hatchway. on bronze metal spindles, which are
worm and gear which are
The San Francisco Tool Co. are the manu- cams on a shaft, upon which is a shipper-wheel, drum by means of a
inclosed in a cast-iron case of a self-lubricating
facturers of a patent hydraulic elevator of to which the hand rope is attached.

gard to the posts,

did not

success,

sure its destruction.

Bard pine

He

would continue.

rope transmission of power to the California
mill, says the Virginia Enterpriae^ is a positive

of assured strength, for

which are always liable to happen from various
causes, the whole weight of the platform or car
IB suddenly thrown upon them by the safety
clutches, and any weakness of joints or crookedness in the timbers which should prevent the
instant and effective action of these would in-

haps the best

it

shaft on the milling tools at the

Nevada

mill.

This will assure the running of 60 stamps in
The Brunswick's 76 stamps on the
that mill.
river have been put in good running order,

and

the Santiago's 25 stamps have also been repaired
Then comes the
to stand a year of pounding.

Mexican, 44 stamps ; Vivian, 16 Eureka, 60;
Morgan, 40; Rock Point, 20; Gold Canyon
mills, 30 ; Six-mile Canyon, 30 ; Alta, 10, and
Justice 10 making a grand total of over 500
;

—

stamps, with an average crushing capacity of
or 1500 tons daily.
three tons each

—

Coal

ia stiff

and tending upward.

Dealers

express their conviction that this winter will
see famine prices.

We receive

.

The supply

is

very short.

on the average 50,000 tons a month
The great thing claimed for the double capac- character.
from Australia at this port, and the strike there
double capacity, as shown in the accompanying
this
In concluding this brief description of
cuts off an important source of supply.
illastration. This hoisting machine is a double* ity elevator is its economy in the use of water;
elevator, it may be proper to add that in planaoting hydraulic engine which makes one stroke it can be operated by water-pressure from the
The Queensland mines have not come up to
building the architect should carefully
while the car rises its full hight. It has but city main or from a tank in the upper story of ning a
connected with eleva- promises, and shares in England are at a diseverything
for
provide
one cylinder of cast iron, and one plunger and the building.
plans and specifications are pre- count.
It will be seen, then, that this make of elevator tors when the
piston.
The smaller machine is used only when

Mining and Scientific Press.
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Needed Mining

Law

Reforms.

When

the honorable gentlemen who will constitute the next General Asaembly of the State
of

Colorado have elected the United

Senator and completed

the

regular

wrestle with the railway lobbyists, there are
two or three matters relating to the principal
industry of the State which we hope may receive a little of their attention. One is a manner of regulating the working of mines in a way
that will conduce to the health and safety of
the employes.
second is the method of presenting expert testimony before courts, and a
third is in relation to the establishment of a
Mining Bureau and the appointment of a Commissioner of Mines.

A

There is need for something to be done -in
each of these directions.
Every few weeks
some miner is crippled or killed by an accident
in a mine, which was caused by the neglect,
ignorance or parsimony of the mine-owner or
manager. He was only some poor, common
laborer, whose friends are powerless to make
any sensation in regard to the real cause of his
death, and it goes on the record as one of the
accidents incidental to and unavoidable in the
miner's calling. If the State had an officer
whose duty it is to examine the cause of such
accidents and whose competency and honor
would lead him to determine and tell the truth,
without fear or favor, the public would occasionally learn

some

startling facts.

As it

is

now,

a coroner's inquest is seldom held, and when it
IS it often resembles a lawsuit in
which there
is an evident effort to hide
something. There
are numberless oases in Colorado mines where
a
score or several scores of miners are
employed
underground, with but one shaft through which
they can reach the surface. A fire in the shafthouse would smother every one under ground
in such mines. Certainly this is a risk
that
should be avoided whenever possible.
In the case of expert testimony, science is
belied moat shamefully.
Under the present
method of summoning expert witnesses, each
becomes an advocate for the side employing
him; and while he may not tell an untruth
it
becomes his interest to hide all the truth which
IS not favorable to the cause
he is employed to
assist.
To present, as expert witnesses, the
whole argument, pro and con, is not their
recognized function. Expert testimony is
now
partisan; it should be judicial. Every
one
recognizes the evil, but it is not so easy
to tell
how best to remedy it. It might be best for
the courts to appoint the expert witnesses,
or at
least to appoint some in addition
to those appointed by each side, in order that court
and
jury could have some aid in forming an
opinion
from those who ate unbiased and
A mining bureau, whose duty itunprejudiced
should be to
collect and tabulate all obtainable
information
in relation to mines, mills, smelting
works and
process experiments, and to become in
other respects like the

would be

Mining Bureau

Steam Engines

of a

Just one-half century ago, in lS38,say8 the Engineering Journal, a census of all the steam engines of every description in the United States

States
biennial

of California,

of almost incalculable benefit
to all
are interested in legitimate mining
and who
recognize the value of facts in relation
to the
buemess. It would not be of value to
the dishonest mine-promoters and process
frauds, and
those whose interests are with
them could not
be expected to favor such a bureau.
There is a good deal, we well know,
which
can be said in opposition to such
changes and
regulations. They are almost all summed
up in
the statement that to carry out such
measures
would require the creation of new
ofl5ces and

who

[Oct. 6, 1888

pletely to ashes. While pure Manilla hemp
burns to a dull grayish-black ash. Sisal leaves a
whitish-gray ash, combinations of Manilla and
Sisal yielding a mixed ash resembling the beard

man

turning from black to gray.

Iron.

Fifty

io tlie United

States

Electric Transmission in Mining.
The Virginia Enterprise says: The dynamos was taken. The work was done in pursuance of
a resolution of Congress, the object apparently
that are to be set up in the " electric chamber "
on the Sutro tnnnel level of the ChoUar mine being to secure information upon which could
be based a law for the regulation of steam; and
to generate the current for use on the motors
which will drive the machinery

the

Nevada

are all
the dynamos are being manufactured by
the
Pelton Water- Wheel Co., San Francisco, and
are liable to arrive here any day.

Six Pelton Wheels to be Usefl.

An

alteration of the plan first talked of has
been made at the suggestion of Oapt. J.
B.
Overton. It was at first proposed to drive the
six dynamos by means of a single large
Pelton
wheel, but it was soon after decided
to give
each dynamo its special driving-wheel.
The
wheels to be used are of phosphor bronze. Each

wheel will be 40 inches in diameter, and, with
a stream of water fiowing through a nozzle
less
than half an inoh in diameter under a vertical
pressure of 1630 feet, will develop about 125horse power, or 750-horse power for
the six
wheels. The Brush Co., who furnish the
elecapparatus that is to be used, says it will
transmit 80 per cent of this power to
the
machinery of the mill. The apparatus is now
being put in place, both underground and
on
the surface.
trical

A New

Thine in the History of Mechanics.

When

in operation, their works will
great interest to engineers and scientists

be of

everywhere. Never before in the history of
mechanhas an attempt been made to run
motor
wheels under suoh an enormous
pressure
Those who remember the terrible force
with
which water was spouted from leaks and breaks
in the first big inverted siphon
laid across
Washoe valley (that put in by Sohusler) will be
able to comprehend the meaning of
a pressure
of 1630 feet.
ics

Mechanics will readily see the advantages
that will result from having each
Pelton and
of the others, instead of
having all on one shaft and all run by
a single
water-wheel. When the new works are in
operation in the big station on the Sutro
tunnel
level, they will constitute

dynamo independent

A
The

Subterranean Liehtnlng Factory,

like of

the world.

which

is

to be seen

was, in fact, shortly after that time that the
general law in relation to the use of steamboats was passed. The census was taken by
the collectors of customs in the different
districts, and appears from the report
which was
submitted to Congress, a copy of which is now
in our possession, to have been pretty
carefully
done. It is curious to look over the figures
now, and to contrast them with some of those
for the present year.
In his preliminary statement the Secretary of
the Treasury says that full reports have been
received from all the States except Mississippi
and Tennessee, in which two or three districts
were missing; and that they were somewhat
imperfect from the States of lUinois and Arkansas, and the Territories of Wisconsin
and Iowa.
An estimate was made, which is probably a
very close one, for the missing districts, in several of which it is considered that the absence
of returns was due to the fact that there
was
nothing to return; that is, that there were no
steam engines there.
The summary, including estimates, informs
us that there were in the United States 800
steamboats, 350 locomotives, 1860 stationary
steam engines, but these were very unevenly
it

of

now arriving. The wires and motors
here. The water-wheels that are to drive

mill, are

nowhere

else in

It will be the next thing to drawing electricity from the molten interior
of the
earth.
Hereafter tourists will not only wish
to descend the C. & C. shaft and see
at work
there the Pelton wheels from which

the power
developed is transmitted to the surface,
and
thence to the pan-mill (1600 feet distant)
by
means of steel-wire cables, but will also wish
to
descend to this lightning shop deep in the
bowels of the earth, and there see
the transmission
of the power of the water-wheels
by electricity

Mining Statistics of Queensland.

freight rates.

the railroad

Tears Ago.

first

distributed. The largest number of the stationary engines in any one State was in Pennsylvania, where 383 were found, some of them in
factories, a considerable number employed
as
pumping and hoisting engines in the coal mines,
which were already beginning to be an important industry. Curiously Louisiana stood second among the States in her stationary engines,
having not less than 274, or about one-sixth of
the whole number in the United States.
At
first sight it appears strange that a State
which
has never been known for its manufactories
should have had— at that early day— so many
engines, but this may be explained by two
causes: One, that a large number of small engines were employed on the numerous sugar
plantations of the State for crushing cane and
similar purposes, and another being that in so
level a region there is almost an entire absence
of falls which can bo utilized for water-power.
Thus in Massachusetts, which was considered
at that time the leading manufacturing State,
there were found only 165 stationary engines;
but this is not surprising when we remember
that a large portion of the mills were run by
water-power.
New York was fourth on the
list, having 87, while Ohio had no
less than S3.

A WoKDEEFUL

GoLD MiNE.— Leadville has
been chiefly noted as a silver-lead
camp, but the Antioch, which is now fairly
opened, will make the yellow metal an important factor in the output of the famous camp.
In speaking of this property the Leadville Herald-Democrat says
" The Antioch mill runs
regularly, doing the usual good work, and the
mine produces the ore for it without interruption.
The ore body in the Antioch mine is so
immense that the 100 tons per day which are
taken from it apparently makes very little difference.
The ore is of low grade, but the enor.mous quantity makes the mine so valuable.
The ore in the Antioch is probably mined
cheaper than in any other mine in this country
west of the Mississippi river. In the Antioch
the principal cost is in the loading of the ore
for years

:

Their plan proved successful,

company yielding. As a
many mmes resumed working as soon result,
as
new rates were announced, and several the

hundred miners were immediately put
to work
From 100,000 to 200,000 pounds are now
shipped
daily from Bellevue, Hailey
and Ketohumeverybody wears a bright smile and
signs of
prosperity are becoming manifest.
The number of ore-producing mines in the
Wood River
country and on Smoky U very large,
and when
they are properly opened so that they
can be
worked to more advantage, Alturas will
be a
great lead and silver producing
county. The
success of mining in Alturas will not
only add
wealth to the Territory, but attract
the attention of mining-men to other rich
mineral districts and hasten their
development.— /da/io
World,

Right to the Use of Water.
The Legal Adviser gives its readers some
information respecting water rights,
which has
been a source of great trouble and
much litigation.
It is a general principle, says
the writer,
that every owner of land upon
a natural
stream of water has a right to
use the
water for any reasonable purpose not
inconsistent with a similar right in the
owners of the
land above, below, and opposite to
him. He
may take the water to supply his dwelling,
to
irrigate his land, or to quench the
thirst of his
cattle; to use it for manufacturing
purposes
such as the supplying of steam boilers,
or the
running of water-wheels or other
hydrauUc
works, so long as such use does not sensibly
and
injuriously affect its volume. But this
is a mere
privilege running with the land,
not a property
c
^
j
in the water itself.

Where the stream is small and does not supply water more than sufficient to answer
the
wants of the different proprietors living on
the
stream, none of the proprietors can
use the

water for either irrigation or manufacturing
but for domestic purposes and watering
stock'
one proprietor will be justified in consuming
the water.

^

all

Twenty

years' use adverse to the right of
another will give the person so using the
stream
the right to continue the use, regardless
of the
other's rights.

And as to the division of water, every one
who owns land situated upon a stream has
the
following rights:
1.
To the natural flow of the stream.
2.
That it shall continue to run in its accustomed channels.
That it shall flow upon his land in its
3.
usual quantity, natural place and usual
bight
That it shall flow off his land upon the
4.
land of his neighbor below, in accustomed
place
and at its usual level.
These rights he has as an incident to the
property in his land, and he cannot be
deprived
of It by grant or description.
If

any

one shall make any change in the
natural flow of a stream to the material
injury
or any interference shall prevent
the streamowner situated upon it, or by any form flowing
as It was wont to flow, he is responsible
for the
damage he may occasion. These rights are subject to the privilege of each
one to make a
reasonable use of the water upon his
own land
while It IS passing along the same. It
matters
not what the source of the water
may be
whether it be back-water or the flowage
of
the same, or the water of another stream.
Still,
a division of a stream may be made
by any one
if It be returned to its
natural channel before it
leaves his premises.

In 1886 the total yield of the Queensland
gold-fields was 340,998 oza.
In 1887 the yield
was 425,923 ozs., or an increase of 84
925 ozs
the appointment of new officers,
whose powers In the northern division in 1886 the Charters
would be great, and that dishonesty
lowers and Cape field produced 144,379 ozs
is so inherent in human nature that it is
too much to out of a total of 195,185 ozs., and in 1887 15l'!
expect any man would perform the
duties fairly, 377 ozs., out of 225,234 oza. The most promis.
without favor and without using his
position to ing held, however, was perhaps the Croydon
make money. Sugar-coat the objections
The Gold and Silvee Mines of Bodivae.as one r' o,"„^o'"''"'°°''°'' °f 2144 ozs. in 1886 increased
may, these are what they are summed
In addition to being a rich agricultural and
up in. If to 31,788 ozs. in 1887. The gold produced in
forthey are tenable then Widow Bedott
upon the cars and tramming to the surface. est region, the department of Bolivar, United
told the the central division increased from 57 031 oza
truth when she said "we are all
poor critters." in 1886 to 93,969 oza. in 1887, this improvement Some new cars of special design have just been States of Colombia, is destined to become
±iut they are not tenable; the
world is not all being entirely due to the Rockhampton gold- ordered for the mine, which will make this part famous for its mines of gold and silver. A numbad and there are a good many
capable and field (Mount Morgan), of which the output ad- of the work easier and cheaper. The ore is ber of mines that were worked by the Spaniarda,
honest men though possibly the
broken from a breast 60 feet high and 50 feet and of which all traces were lost, are being reaverage legis- vanced from 49,086 ozs. in 1886 to 85,305 ozs
lator doesn't believe in any
southern division the yield for wide. On the average, 200 tons of ore are dis- discovered in various parts of the department
such a statement,
ical®^"
lono^
which IS not supported by observation
lodged at one firing. Now and then as much notably in the district of Morales, near the
of and 1886 was 88,782 ozs., and 106,720 oza. in 1887
acquaiDtance with liis associates.—
as 1000 tons and even 1500 tons have been town of Simiti, the extreme southern part of
XlemDCj- Min- Gympie produced 88,000 oza. in 1886 and 102
ing Industry.
149 in 1887, while the small fields of this
broken
down at one time. The ore is broken Bohvar. Many quartz mines are worked in
divithis district, but in the most
sion produced only 1882 ozs. in
primitive style,
1886, against by a series of holes drilled 20 feet deep they
The QoALiTiEs or a Good Rope.— A
4487 oza. in 1887. Of the total gold raised
are loaded with No. 2 dynamite and fired the natives using huge wooden mortars and
in
German
paper, in an article on the present
1887, 404,223 oza. were obtained by
by electricity. Experiments have been made pestles. Some of the richest mines are located
methods of
quartz
near the town of Simiti, in Morales,
rope manufacture from hemp,
a place
and the determi- crushing and 21,700 from alluvial workings with various kinds of powder. Black powder
that has already 3000 inhabitants, and,
nation of the different qualities
in view
and probable Ihere was a gross total of 9305 miners em was found not to be so efficient as dynamite,
of
strength simply from the
the recent discoveries, is rapidly increasing.
ployed, of whom 855 were Chinese,
who were because the quality of the porphyry rook was
appearance, lays
The
down the following rules: A good hemp
mines
mainly employed in alluvial mining.
of
Simiti
variable,
were
and
the
slow
worked
black powder blew out
by the SpanThe averrope is
iards as early as 1764, and,
hard, but phant, yellowish
according to
or greenish-gray in age yield in 1887 per ton of quartz crushed was the softest parts, and of course did not shatter
color, with a certain silvery
authentic history, yielded rich returns. Among
or pearly luster. 1 oz. 1 dwt. 12 grs. In 1886 there waa a total the rook like dynamite. The great stops in the
A dark or blackish color indicates that
quantity of tin raised of 3153 tons, value
Antioch is carried directly to the surface, which the most notable of these mines is one called
162
the
hemp has suffered from fermentation
\2il., against 3279 tons, worth
is stripped of the wash and gravel.
Two lines Bijao. It is situated only five miles from
217,389i. in 1887
in the
process of curing, and brown
Simiti.
when, however, the market price was
This quartz mine is destined to again
spots show that
higher' of snow fences have been built on the surface
the rope was spun while the
Of
silver
and
to
lead, 1631 tons were raised in
protect the pit from snow in the winter. become famous, its present owners being an enfibers were damn
1886
and IS, consequently, weak
terprising corporation, now engaged in
worth
The
52,797Z.,
walls
against
of
the
2183
vein
are
nearly
tons,
and soft in those
vertical, and
making
value 80 09";
places.
Again, sometimes a rope is made
1887. There were 110 tons of antimony so far seem to stand without timber. In mining roads, building bridges and houses to facilitate
with
inferior hemp on the inside,
the development of the property.
Altogether,
covered with yarns raised in 1886, but none in 1887; while of cop- the Antioch ore there is no cost for timber,
of good material-a fraud,
however, which may PIL^"" tons, worth 7000^., were produced in none for hoisting and none for pumping, which quite a number of mines have been located in
be detected by dissecting a
are three of the great items of expense in the this section, and a large amount of capital has
portion of the rope, ihSb, against 1010 tons, worth 7600^., in 1887
been invested in their acquisition and operation.
practiced hands, by its
Finally we come to coal, of which
behavior in use
228 656 tons operation of most mines. The Antioch should
Simiti is about 300 miles distant from the
were
raised
in
1886,
value
"^^ "^'^^ f'''"" ^hort fibers,
porta
95,243i., and 238 813 have a larger mill, and if this were built it
„r t>h f""/°?*'
"°?q°»ll»gth oruneveni; tons in 1887, value 97,460i. There were 26''9 would probably be one of the largest producing of Oarahagena or Barranquilla. A steamer can
SDuT
spun th»"°'^"''be taken from either of these ports to
the rope in the first case
miners at work in 1887 on minerals
Bodega
other than gold mines in this country."
appearing
woolly, on account of the
Central on the Magdalena river. Prom there
number of ends of gold.
a
fiber projectmg, and, in the
Fkeioht on Ores.- The reduction of ship- transfer is made to a smaller steamer, which
latter case, the i?.
At Griffin, Ga., a colony of black bees had
regularity of manufacture is
takes
about six hours between Bodega Central
ping rates on ores shipped from Wood river has
evident on inspec- been living
near a tribe of Italian proven a great boon
tion by any good judge.
and Simiti.
Avery simple and bees for yearspeaceably
to that rich section of Aluntil a short time since, when
extreme y ready means exists
turas county. Last spring moat of the mines
for ascertaining the black
As usual at this time of the year the weather
bees attempted to rob their
the purity or otherwise of
yellow of those districts were abut down, and the ownManilla hemo iope^ neighbors. A
prophets are abroad predicting the early advent
fierce fight was the result,
This consists
in ers declared positively their intentions
forming balls of loose fiber
of keep- of the rainy season; also, that it
of
which
hundreds
of the black robbers were ing
will be late, the
the ropes to be tested, and
work suspended until they were placed on signs favoring both
burning them com killed.
conclusions, according aa
an equality with Montana points as regarded they are
interpreted.
;
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which can be present in material which is to be tion from the raw ore by amalgamation in a little better results
with an S than with a 1(>
roasted, are antimony or arsenic, or both of Boas mill, is 76 percent of the gold, but only or a
:J0 mesh, although the coarse part alone
them, in combination with the silver; since, in 9.2 per cent of the silver. The extraction from does not give
as good results as the fine part
that case, both antimouiate and arsenate of the tailings by the Russell process is 54. ti per atone.
With the Bruckner, the change from a
silver are formed during the roasting, both of cent of the gold and 30 per cent of the silver.
26 to a lOmesh produces very little difference
which are soluble in the leaching solutions. Uf
E.-Appltcablllty of the Process to Dry or in the results. The table also gives the perChe two elements, arsenic is the most desirable,
Remote Refflons, or Where Salt Is Ex- centage of salt used in each case. The Ontario
not only because arsenate of silver ia aboat
ore is of higher grade than the others, and has
pensive.
3 57 times as soluble by a given weight of
The amount of chloride of silver present in therefore a little more salt.
hyposulphite as antimoniate of silver, but also
C.-Dlfferpnces In Extraction (Between
b«cuu8e the solubility of arsenate of silver is an ore is practically immaterial so far as the
Ore Prom Furnaces ana Ore From the
increased 2.4 times by the presence of caustic results of the extra solution are concerned.
Cooling Floor or Vaults.
This was particularly noticeable at the Ontario,
alkali, while that of antimoniate of silver is
on
roasted
ore,
The cooling lloor or vault samples are the
the
mill
extraction
by the
raised only one-sixth.
Tho latter peculiarity
causes the presence of arsenic, in combination extra solution, on ore with a very low chlorina- only ones which can be taken as a standard of
with silver, to bo particularly desirable in the tion, being 34 ounces per ton more than comparison for furnace- work. Evidently if
could be extracted by the ordinary solution, the percentage of extraction decreases as soon
treatment of alkaline-roasted ores.
Ou account of the solubility of antimoniate even in the assay ottice (the extraction by as the ore leaves the furnace, a high extracand arsenate of silver in the leaching solutions, the latter representing approximately the tion from samples taken in the furnace counts
some ores can be roasted entirely without salt, amount of silver present as chloride). Also at
TABLE XXVII.
and still yield a high percentage by the Russell Yedras, the extra solution in the mill extracted
as high as 28 onnces per ton more than could KKKBCTOK UirpRKRNT HI?-.KH OK CRUSlllXU ON TUB RO&HTIHU
process (as at Vedras and Ontario).
m
VAItlOUtt CUHKACKS
be
extracted
by
the ordinary solution even in
The Solace ore in Idaho, from which nothing
can be extracted in the raw state, yields 92 per the assay otlice; and the difference was much
°
1
„
cent after an in8t:intaneous (or 5 seconds) roast- greater if mill results were compared. At the
=
=
B
§
:?
1.
^
ing without salt in the multle, on account of Ontario, the mill results by the extra solution,
- c =
on
ore
roasted
with
no
salt,
were
only
4
per
the presence of arsenic and antimony.
cent less than by amalgamation on ore roasted
O- -Special Applicability, Either Wither with 18 per cent salt, and on ore
roasted with
Without Concentration, to the Treatment 9 percent salt were 3.5 per cent higher than by
<
m
a
of Raw Ores.
amalgamation on ore roasted with 10 per cent
= E 5
The advantages in favor of raw leaching as salt. Hence the Russell process can be used -|-.-:-^..J
-.1
'=""''
"" 'i " "£
compared with leaching after roasting are as on ore with a very low chlorination, or on ore
'S
ohloridizod with less salt than would be necesfollows:
Ist.
The cost of plant for raw leaching is sary if the ordinary process or amalgamation
much less than that required for a treatment were to be used. The applicability of the RusQD
SiSg»»»S§S§SS5g§
sell process to remote regions is illustrated by
which includes roasting.
Less power and less labor required in the fact that over 90 per cent of the leaching
2d.
plant, in bulk and weight, is of wood and can
handling.
3d.
No losses or discrepancies due^ to dust be constructed wherever wood can be obtained.
Its great applicability to dry regions, as
or volatilization in roasting.
compared with amalgamation, is shown by the
4th. No salt.
° a.
5th.
No acid, and less chemicals required fact that in the treatment of roasted ore leaching requires only one-sixteenth as much water
for leaching.
Gth. Less water, the amount per ton aver- as amalgamation, and in the treatment of raw
aging only one-fourth to one fifth that required ores only one-thirtieth as much as amalgamaO
Go
^ -J
O
^
"
|

Application and Bconomlo

ItJ PrsCvical

Reaultd{Continued from our

lei^t.

L-Total Mtil ExpeDses of Various Mllla
Wblle Uelnff the fiupsell Proceed.

X\X

VI gives the total mill expensed
Table
per ton ot roasted ore in the Cusi mill for nine
mOQtha, while uRiag the old or ordinary le»chiaf{ process, the Russell process, and both procThe tctil exesses together (mixed months).
penses, including assaying, crashing, drying and
tamping, roasting, leaching, roasting and reBning of the sulphides, and production of bulllion 980 t]Qe, while using the Uutsell process,
were $12.0S.

At

Parral, also in Mexico, the total expenses
treatment of tailings from ore which
originally
been roasted, and leached by the
had
ordinary process, were $2. 10 per ton for 40 tons
For roasted ore at the rate of 10 tons
per day.
for the

per day, the total expenses wore $[). ITy.
It should be observed that tlie expenses at
much exceed, are indeed probably double,
what they would be in a well-constructed mill
in the Unitpd Ktites.
the Cusi expenses are taken
In Table
a basis, from which are deduced the corresponding expenses for ^cid-roasted ores and
raw ores in the United States,
The Cusi mill, however, was built so as to
utilize, in part, old plant, and to work San
Bartolo ore by the ordinary process. It was ill
adapted, particularly in roasting and dustsaving facilities, for economioal work on the
Cnsi

XXV

M

baser San Antonio ore, by any process, and in
its leaching department was unsuited to the
Russell process. The $12.08 on which the estimates are based is the average mill expense per
In the
too while using the ItuaapU process.
second estimate of Table XXV, the reduction
improvements
due
to
in
arrangement
in cost,
and oODstraction, aroonnts to 30 per cent.

TABLK XXV.
COHPAHIHON Ol' TOTAL MILL lt\I-KN»R8 TKR TON OK OKK IN TDK
UMITKU BTATKtl AND HSMCO, BAbKD ON ACTUAL EXrBNMBH
AT VVal.
First EsTiHATt.
Total mill expenses for Cusi ore and mill it tho
and ii>ni were in the U. S.

AufuA< totnl mill cx|>cni!ce ot C'uni(sou
Table XXXVI)
De«lu;;t for ililTorence

same ore

«12.0S

in cost of salt

<2.54
an«) cticmictals
Duihictfor ilitTereneo in cx|)eu^c(luet<>
.9:1
Mhipi'ioL; instead of refining; prod.
Deduct fur dilTuruncc in cot of siip.

|jliti8,

other thaiiyaltand chemicals.

.CO

4

07

Rstimated expense per ton of ore

Srconu Estihatb.
Total mill expenBe» for Cusi ore in a well-constructed 75ton roasting mill in the U. S.
Total mill o\|)on»uH for Cusi ore and
mill in thu I). S. (me last eatiumtc).

Deduct

for difTerenco in coat of

run-

nlmr 1 Stetcfeldt as compared wi'h:i
U.OO
HowellB
Deduct for difference in expense due
to gulmtitution of fS CO-ton for 22
S) ton Icacbint; tanks
Deduct for difference in exr>enfle due
to increase of capacity from &5 tons
to 75 tons

Estimated expense per ton otoro.

iiill

expenec

.05

:

61.7

raw treatment depends VI. Comparative Applicability of Vari
upon the value of the ore, supposing the perous Roasting Furnaces to the Preparacentage extraction to be the same for raw ore
tion of the Ore for the Process.
of different values.
For instance, for a well^.—Effect of a Very Short Mvffle-Roast,
arranged mill, the losses occurring in the treat- With Free Exposure to Air and Heal, on the
ment of raw ore would probably be about 1 per E traction and how of Silver by Volatilization.

cent, in addition to the loss in tailings, from Table XXVI shows the
effect on Yedras ore
the time the ore enters the mill up to and in- of a very short roasting in the mntHe.
In
cluding the production of dried sulphides. In these experimmts the ore crushed in the
bata roasting - leaching - mill the corresponding tery through a 26-mesh screen was sifted
quicklosses would be, probably, about 3 per cent.
ly, or spread in a thin layer on an earthenware
In expenses, the advantages are in favor of dish and exposed in the muffle to a medium red
raw leaching by about $3 per ton. If the heat. The table illustrates the fact that, as
ore to be treated, therefore, has a value of 20 far as the extraction by the extra solution is
oz. per ton, 73 per cent extraction by raw
leaching is equivalent to 00 per cent by roastTABLE XXVI.
ing and leaching. But if the ore has a value of KXrKRIMENTS ON VKRY SHORT TIMK 01' aOABTING.
RKSDLT8
50 oz., the extraction from the raw ore must be
OK ABBAY-Ol'TICB LBAOIIINQ THHT8, VKDRAS ORK,
82 per cent, to be equivalent to 90 per cent by
roasting and leaching.
The great difference between the result by
the ordinary and by the extra solution, on
raw ore, is illustrated in the case of some ores
lately experimented upon by Mr. F. M. Watson, superintendent of the Sombrerete mill.
These results were as follows:

Name

of

mine.

Tribi) estimate.

Buena Vista

dry cruBhinp, raw- leaching' mill in
the United States.

ban Geronimo.

for

35.9

63.0

47.0

75.1

b

b

o

^

id

ho

tion.

for roasted ores.
The practicability of

Value in
$5.50

5J.0

Penoles.

ounces.
tiO.O

.

219.0

Per cent extracted in
say

._......

Per

assay

v< *-

bra 'ou w bo w -

b b M ^ c cj

solution

traction

extia

office.

cent

by

in

ex

"Fine half only of che scrocnings taken.
tCoarso*' '•
"
"
'•

TABLE

XXVIII.

KITRNACK 8AMPLKS fRoM lIKirCKNBri KURNACR COMl'ARKl) WITH
TUB COKRKSI'ONDIKtJ VAULT (o ft CUOLINO-KLOOK)
SAMI-LKS AT VliURvVB MILL.

-

O CSOO-^ Ca

No. of charge.
t

iCiC)oioioiaiCOC5moso

ISfcsh of screen.

Per cent of ealt
Per cent extracted
by ordinary inaasay otlice.
ios-j-4CiocooiaaoiO)OiOo
.

office.

b'F'b^-tebbt'^oobr-

By ordinary
25.0
2.S
8.0

E i 1 ? 2

Iflii

\-^.^

as-

1

s
o
B

Per cent extracted
by extra in assay
office.

70.0
81.1
86.0

O

Per cent
c*J

-^

-I

-^

-J

-J

-g

*j

-J

of
salt

used.

Dilferencc percent.
Total mill expense for Cusi ore in a
well-constructed 76-ton mill in the

however, the tailings from leaching, as is
S5.50
frequently the case, contain the precious metDeduct cost of chloridizinif. salt and
also in such a combination as to admit of
difTureoce in am'oui.t ol chemicals
concentration, a combined leaching and concen2.10
pat ton
tration will frequently be more applicable than
Estimated expense per ton of ore ..
roasting and leaching, even though the leach- ^ o c> ca cb
E S
S S
ing alone may not yield more than 30 or 40 per
^?gc
CO 00 o>
Ul N) O M O CO
In a well constructed raw-leaching mill, the cent of the value of the ore. The additional
tons
per
day
for
expenses
per
ton
75
mill
total
cost of concentrating the tailings from the
Bhonld not exceed S3 per ton, and under favorleaching will seldom be more than 50 to 70
able circumstances would fall as low as $2,50,
cents per ton. When leaching and concentraparticularly if the crushing were done by rolls
tion are combined, if the concentration is by
instead of stamps.
the wet method, it must follow the leaching;
At Silver Raef, Utah, the total mill expense, since^ if it preceded, the result would be a
inoludine also assaying and general expense, separation of the slimes and coarse ore, which
was $1.65 per ton for raw tailings, at the rate would make the leaching practically impossible
O O o O
O O O O
of 40 tons per day, and $3 to $4 for raw ore, at
on account of the mechanical difficulty of inThe corresponding ex- troducing the leaching solutions into or of rethe same rate per day.
penses for 75 tons per day would be about $1.25 moving them from the ore,
for raw tailings, and about $2.85 for raw ore.
For roasted ore, at Lake Valley, the total D.— Applicability to Tailines from Amal- concerned, the operation of roasting requires
gamation or from the Ordinary Leach- not more than five seconds, if each particle of
mill expenses for 60 tons per day were estithe ore is freely exposed to the heat and furing Process.
mated by the general manager, Mr. Hadley, at
The Russell process extracts silver com- nace gases at the same time, and that the loss
$4.65 per ton, including assaying, eto.
pounds which cannot be extracted by amal- in silver under such circumstances ia practicalv.— Applicability of the Procesa.
gamation. This is shown in the case of raw ly nothing. On the other hand, deeper layers
Values of the Materials Treated, in
A.
showtailings at Silver City, New Mexico, which had of ore roasted for half an hour to an hour
Gold, Silver and Lead.— Table VI gives the
already been treated twice by amalgamation, ed a loss of 11 to 20 per cent, and in the case of
average values of all the tailings and raw and
and once by concentration, and from which concentrates as high as 40 per cent. In the exroasted ores on which the Russell process has
all the roasted ore
amalgamation, even
in assay-office
tests, periments in Table XXVI,
been or is now in use. The values of the tailwould still extract only 22 per cent, while the was assayed, so that the determination of the
ings, in silver, range from 8 to 12 ounces, of
A
extraction by the extra solution was 72 per percentage lost required no calculation.'
raw ore 14 to 15 ounces, and of roasted ore
still higher extraction in the same time was
cent.
12 to 88 ounces per ton. In gold, the value
Also at Silver Reef, Utah, the raw tailings, obtained on Solace ore, but no record of the
In lead,
has been from
to $5 and S6 per ton.
which had already been twice treated by amal- loss of silver in these experiments was preservthe range is from
to 23 per cent; ore containgamation and from which practically nothing ed. The above are the only two ores on which
ing the latter proportion having been treated
could be extracted by amalgamation, yield 40 the quick roastings have so far been tried.
at Cnsi, and also at Sombrerete.
to SO per cent by treatment with the extra B.— Effect of Various Sizes of Crushing on
the Furnace Results.
B.— Special Applicability to Ores Contain- solution. This is in spite of the fact that the
Arsenic,
or
Silver Reef ores, from which these tailings
Table XXVII compares the Stetefeldt, Howine Lime, Antimony
The superiority of alkaline-roasted, as com- were produced, are the only raw ores, so far ell, reverberatory, and Bruckner furnaces as the
pared with acid-roasted, ores in regard to met with, wh'ch yield a higher percentage by results of using various sizes of screen.
The table shows that the Stetefeldt furnace
amount of chemicals required per ton, has amalgamation on the first treatment than by
the extra solution, althongh the expenses are gives about as good results with a 16 as with a
already been illustrated.
20-me8h screen, and the Howell with a 12 as
So far as extraction by hyposulphite solu- less for the latter.
At the Minas Prietas, in Mexico, the extrao- with a 26-mesh, but the reverberatory gives a
tion is concerned, the most desirable elements
If,

OOOOoO'^OOo'-'^

No. of charge.
iilesh of screen.

'to

u

01~J -1

Per cent of

salt.

Per cent extracted
by ordinary in assay nffice.
fer cent extracted
by extra in aasaj
oifice.

Difference percent.

for nothing.

Such was the case

at

Yedras

with the Bruckner furnace. Table XXVIII,
with this particular ore, and the Bruckner
furnace, shows that the percentage obtained
from cooling-floor samples is 8 to 17 per
cent lees than that from the final furnace sample.
On the other hand, the average of a
month's run with the reverberatory shows a decrease of only O.S per cent after leaving the
furnaces.

The percentage of extraction from ore roasted in a Howell or Stetefeldt increases after the
At Cusi the average
ore leaves the furnace.
increase in extraction from ore roasted in
per
cent after the ore
Howell furnaces was 26
had left the furnace. At the Ontario, with a
6 per cent after
Stetefeldt, the average was
leaving the furnace.
(To

he CoiJtinued.)

Lake Steamship from SouTnEKN Timber.^

A

large steamship has just been built in Sheboygan, Wis., nine-tenths of the timber of

which

came from Arkansas and Kentucky.

Far-seeing men have long felt confident that
the forests of the South would yet become one
of the greatest sources of wealth to that section
of the country, but few persons, probibly, have
ever expected to see a steamship built on Lake
Michigan with Southern timber as early as
1S88.
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and Vast Store

California's Multiform

[Oct. 6, 1888

Even San Francisco,

nized economic value.

more than one product of this kind. In thirty
have more than once, we have, in fact, of the above counties gold is being mined with
very often, taken occasion to speak in these col* success, and in ten both gold and silver. In
umns of the great abundance and diverse forms two of these counties borax, in two salt, in
of California's mineral and metalliferous re- three copper, in four quicksilver, and in a
sources, and recur now to the subject for a like number petroleum are all being prospecial reason :
Up till quite recently, with all duced on a large scale and with profit. Large
this store of natural wealbh, we have been able beds of iron ore of a superior kind
are
to turn very little of it to practical account, and found in five or six counties, and deposits
that because we had for these commodities no. of coal, a tolerably good fuel and suitaavailable market. Being cheap and bulky, they ble for making steam, in as many more, the
would not bear long and costly transportation, most of these latter being now worked. Lead,
and, with the limited population on this coast, chromium, antimony, graphite, gypsum, hyonly a few of them were here in much or any draulic cement, chalk, ochre, mica and asbesdemand, none being in large requirement. And tas all have a place among our useful metals
80, products that in other advanced countries and minerals, the mo&t of them occurring in the
would have led to the establishment of new in- greatest abundance.
We have at least one
dustries and new sources of income, have here valuable deposit of tin and may have more.
been neglected or been drawn upon only to the The useful clays and building stones abound in

We
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and thrift; and while the charge
seems specious enough, it is with-

foundation in

out

much

Under the circum-

fact.

have very often undertaken

stances, our people

too

a lack

Many

in this direction.

of

them

in

parts of California,

The forthcoming report

In 80 overlooking this class of our resources

press on Thursday evening.

to

far.

we have sometimes been charged with

Post Office as second-class mail matter

forms go

many

extent of supplying our narrow domestic wants,

Address
and Drafts

of these deposits

State Miner-

of the

most people a revelation in
It will appear from that docu-

alogist will be to
this respect.

ment that many counties

in this State hereto-

fore classed as purely agricultural, being called
in

derision

kingdom

"cow

counties," have the mineral

largely represented within their bor-

STRONG.

premature efforts to utilize these mineral ders. Closer inquiry than had before been
substances have been heavy losers, and that made, or was indeed practicable, brings to light
SAN FRANCISCO
Saturday Morning, Oct. 6, 1888. for the reason mentioned. Thousands and even much that is new as well as highly useful in
millions of dollars have been lost in these in- this connection.
dustrial ventures. The pioneer endeavors to
In so far as supplying her rational, or even
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the

first

instance turned out pecuniary failures,

not been indifferent to their natural advantages,

are

nor guilty of even a seeming lack of thrift.

But

this is all of the past.

the subject in hand,

it is

lu recurring to

our purpose to consider

with reference to the vastly changed condi-

it

us

tions in store for

on the threshold

— conditions

of the future.

that await us
California has,

within the past few years, received large ac-

Baring the next
few years these accessions will be swollen to
cessions to her population.

much

larger proportions

—so large that she

will,

pen we will reverse the rule that has elsewhere
generally obtained, and instead of increasing

Gold Prospect

[NBW THIS ISSUE.]
H. Mayer & Co.

Wanted— L

Telescope— F. M.

other peoples, so

oar imports

we

will diminish

them by making

store

for

bling rather
of the

by legitimate mining.

thajci

greatest

aids to

power to suppress any

One

gambling was

stock

concerning the

facts

The public were only allowed to
much of the business of the company

property.

know
and

so

of the state of

affairs in

the mine and re-

duction works as suited the purpose of the con-

Quite

trolling [^manipulators.

naturally

em-

ployes became secretive, for the price of their
positipns

was

silence

—in fact no one

outside of

knew anything whatever of the
of affairs.
From custom it has beand the annual reports made by the

the chosen few
actual state

come

habit,

mining companies to the stockmore than an account current.

directors of

holders are little

Such a statement may be amply sufficient so
far as an understanding of the fi^nancial state
of affairs is concerned.
If it were the custom
of directors to give to the stockholders an annual report of the work of the year embodying
the results of any trials of mechanisms or processes, whether they .were successful or not, together with such information concerning the
cost of production as is ordinarily required by
manufacturers, and an outline of the regime to
be pursued for the coming year of course the
directors would be expected to withhold any
information the publicity of which would impair the company's profit if, as we say, such
were the custom, directors would not only be
doing their duty by the stockholders, but in
the case of many companies they would posi.
Giving pubtively do the company a benefit.
licity to experiments with mechanisms or proc-

—

—

esses brings

An

them

before engineers generally.

engineer might have charge of a copper

property, but, while reading of the failure of

ns,

The
and the Rush brought 18 from there.
home. As soon as the others will come down on the Thetis.
According to the story of the returned mindomestic call for an article becomes suf&cient
** mining sumto warrant the erection of works to make it in ers, which we publish in our
a large way, such works will be erected, it be- mary," on another page, the deep frozen ground
prevented prospecting or mining. Each man,
ing, of course, generally understood that any
or producing

more

home consumption

of the

articles required for

at

B., Springfield, Ohio.

thing to be

Advertising Columns,

characterized by speculation and stock gam-

though ticularly say failures, for it is the making sucwhence they will come, or what shape they will cesses of failures where the gain is to come
brings the difficult problems to the notice of
take, none can divine.
professional men connected with public- institutions.
These men have, generally, more time
Prospecting in Alaska,
and facilities at their command for minute inThe miners who went up the Yukon river, vestigation, hence they could very often solve
Alaska, this season, to make their fortunes in problems that would otherwise, for a time at
Engineers and the minthe placer mines, appear to have had a hard least, remain unsolved.
time of it without getting much gold. Eighteen ing profeBsion generally are, as a rule, liberal in
giving publicity to valuable discoveries and free
of them arrived at this port on the U. S. steam
The U. S, steamer Thetis in criticism; give them problems to work out;
er Bush, this week.
found a party of 72 miners at the mouth of the do not suppress your failures.
Yukon, who had drifted down the river, and
The Academy os Soiences.~A meeting of
had no other means of transportation from that
The vessel brought them to Ounalaska, the Academy of Sciences was held on Monday
place.
other surprises in

made economically and efficiently however, got $26 for six days' prospecting, so
must be made on a large scale. When this era. there must have been considerable gold there
now so close at hand, shall have arrived in Cal- when that much was obtained under the diffiPassing Events.
The men met other miners,
ifornia, it will so expand this class of our indus- culties mentioned.
Latest BewB from the Yakon River region, tries as will cheapen while it perfects their who had traveled in other parts of the country,
Alaska, does not appear so encouragiDg as was products. Then all the commodities enumer- but who were discouraged by the prospects.
As we have mentioned in previous numbers
hoped. The miners who have returned from ated, and many more, will be turned out here
there after prospecting the region conclude the in quantity ample for home needs, with much of the Pkess, Alaska is no place for poor men
The country is sparsely inhabited;
difficulties are too great to allow mining to pay. to be spared in the shape of exports to other to go to.

4^ See

early days of mining on this coast were

—

MINING SUMMARY- From

Business AnnonnGements.

many

The

by-and-by be sending them her mineral some silver-mining company to make some parinently successful.
And this we say, not that products as well. We cannot now measure or ticular piece of mechanism or metallurgical opthese early trials are to be deprecated, nor yet even guess what may be their kind or extent. eration work successfully, he might be able to
that the outlook in this direction is now dis- But as we have so often been surprised ia these see their difficulty and solve their problem.
couraging, but to show that our people have particulars, so may it be expected that there Again, giving publicity to failures and we parwill she

within the coming decade, be able to count her
inhabitants by millions. When this shall bap-

MINING STOCK MARKET.—

agricultural staples to so

nor have more than a few of them proved em-

GOOD HEALTH.—

the various counties
of California, Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana. New Mexico. Oreeron, Utah, Wyoming, 22S-29.
Sales at the San
Francisco Stock Board, Notices of Meetings, Assessments, Dividends, and Bullion Shipments, 236.

Publicity of Mining Facts.

the smallest county in the State, can point to

of Mineral Products.

evening, t)r. Harkness, president, in the chair.

The Librarian reported an addition of 75 books
to the library and a donation of a number of
mammals was received by the cabinet. Dr.
Ecclos of the Torrey Botanical Club addressed
the scientists present on **The Importance of

Botany and Its Advantage to the Community,"
after which Mrs. Mary K. Carran, curator of
botany of the Academy, read by proxy a paper
on the trees and shrubs of the Sierra Nevadas.
The paper was compiled from the observations
of a recent trip made by the writer to the region
described. The Board of Trustees had a meeting on

Monday

afternoon to hear the report of

who have the proposed
San Francisco there are few towns; no roads. The season is new building in charge. Architects were chosen
uninhabited country and frozen ground, dis- shall be looped with cities and hamlets and short, and provisions are very high. Transpor- and plans discussed.
tation is nearly all done by canoes, heavy timcouraged them from continuing work.
villas, and the whole country shall be dotted
OcR Mineral Products. Dr. David T.
The mining community on this coast will be with factories, farm-houses and homes, there ber and swamps obstructing the way on the
Day of the Division of Mining Statistics of the
glad to know that the President has signed the will be need for much cement, plaster, lime, land. The men who have first returned are all
United States Geological Sarvey estimates the
Chinese bill, which prohibits all Chinese labor- marble and freestone, with the precious onyx disappointed, and tell stories of hard-up and
value of all the mineral productions of the
will
deter
others
from
which
going
high
prices
ers from coming to the United States.
ornamentation
for interior
and decoration.

A very

short season, great distances to travel,

When

countries.

the

Bay

the special committee

of

—

The

iinding of a good supply of natural gas

When we

shall

have a hundred miles of streets

be paved and sidewalks to be curbed, where

in Marysville at a depth of 278 feet is a very
important thing for that section of the State.

to

hope

building are extended, and the thousand other

country for the past year, including petroleum,

next season.

natural gas and other inorganic substances, at

Capital has been secured

we have now scarcely one, then will the decomplete the
No doubt other wells will be bored. In other mand for granite, asphaltum, basalt and cobGravel M. Co.,
parts of the State wells are being sunk in the bles be in proportion.
As railroads and ship-

of

of finding natural gas.

In the more mountainous and colder regions
this coast those miners who are " fore-

handed " are doing
the year.
leaving

it

This

is

their

much more

until the last

The President has

assessment work for

day

sensible

than

bill

authorizing

the appointment of a Government commission
to

examine into the debris question in
and we may now expect a thorough

State,

amination of the subject by impartial men.

there will arise a

and working the deposits
abundant in this State. And so

of that ore so
of our

mineral paints,

fire-clays,

deposits of

graphite, soda, and innumerable other products

of the year.

signed the

uses of iron are increased,
necessity for opening

this
ex-

in this line.

Lest
class of

we

our resources,

it

may be

stated that of

the 52 couuties into which California
not one

is

is

divided,

without mineral deposits of recog*

etc.,

Osceola,

Nev.

New York

in

for

pig iron amounted

to

$533,056,345.

Of

the Osceola

S121,925.S00;

silver to

The money

is

to

this,

$53,441,300;

to

gold to

$33,100,000; copper to ©21, 052,440; bituminous

develop the property in good shape, bring in coal to $98,004,654; anthracite coa! to $84,water, etc. The water supply has heretofore 552,181; and building stone to $25,000,000.
The mineral product for the year is the largest
been too scant for successful operations.
in the

Machinery
packed
county.

in

for a

20-8tamp

on mules to

The mine

Humbug

mill

is

being

history of the

United States, and the
by any

largest mineral production ever reached

canyon, Placer country.

which it is intended beG. Fair and Mr. Davia.
for

There

pounds of coke
Dominion
The ore from the Brunswick mine, Nevada Copper Co., says the ]Vilcox Stockman, thus incounty, has not yielded up to expectationst and suring work for freighters for several months to
come.
the mine has been attached.
longs to Jas.

be accused of overestimatlug this

ditches,

are over 1,000,000

stored on the platform of the Old

I

Oct,
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pamphlet on " Natural iias and Oil,'
published by the American Wtsll Works of

Natunil-Gas Wells.

Siukiiig

trated

Aurora,

The

Various theories have been advanoed to the
origin of oatarat fjaa.
There has been knowl*

and descriptions

edge of

used

III.
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Briilgius the Willamette at Portiaud-

treatise contains illustrations

and appliances that the Morrison-street bridge across tbe Wilsubject is one lamette river, connecting Portland and Kast
been brought into ase in the past '20 years or so of great interest in California just now, where Portland, is proving a tolerably remunerative
Its construction was strongly op.
to any great extent.
It is now used in many BO mach prospecting for oil and gas is going on. enterprise.
places like ordinary coal, bat it is much better The company has published several other trea- posed by ship and steamboat owners, who
fuel for iroOf ftteel and glass manafacture.
One tises, none costing over 25 cents. They are all claimed that it would be an obstruction to com*
its

existence for ages, bat

has only

it

of the great ditljculties in obtaining gaa
allovial deposits,
it is

such ad clay or sand,

is

very hard to keep back the water.

many years

ing found

In tbe

of the

kiud of work.

The

on kindred subjects, such as diamond boring,
proepecting apparatus, well-sinking appliances,
earth-boring machines, well sinking,

wind

en-

This gas

the water, and

By

harder to

it is

drill

The work was

and

enjoined,

after

§35,000 was expended the enterprise lay dormaut for some time. At last the injunction

The bridge was

gines, eto.

was

Lkacuinc Plant.— On
cuts showing some of the

above the
water to admit of tbe passage beneath of many
of the smaller steamers and tuga, but has a long
of

this

page are given

details of plant for the
vein lies in a bed of gravel, having a covering of
hardpan and blue clay, and below it the same Russell leaching process. Fig. 7 is the precipiabstancp.
This hardpan consista of gravel tating-tank; Figs. S, 9, 10 and II, gate for discemented together by the organic substance in

•tone.

meroe.

raised.

$200,000.

It

is

draw with nearly 50
of the

abutment,

to

built

at a cost

high enough

Mining;

In the Press of last week the method adopted
of obtfcining agricultural titU to mineral

tion on that part of

prosecution where

the question relating to

had made

claimants

each side

allow the passage of high*

1
The expense of each a suit woald be even
greater than thosa involved in opposing the

homestead claimant's "

final proof."

Conviction would be impossible except in
very flagrant cases, because the claimant and
witoesses are only required to awear to the
best of their knowledge that no valuable mineral
deposits are existing on the premises, and that
in their opinion the land is more valuable for

is

Immediately underneath it lies a
of water, and great skill has to be
exercised not to cut through it when einkiog for

agricultural than for mineral purposes;

man

and a
can hardly be convicted of perjury for expressing a mere belief or opinion.
3.

Bis knowledge

water.

he

drills for gaa;

comes
hole

of the

water

If

is really valuable, which means, oris
conatroed to mean, a dividend-paying claim.
Sncb, at least, haa been the ruling at Sacramento, we understand, in contested cases of

he does not, and the
drilling, the

weight

its

Teine cleaner than

gress, allowing

to himi

him the

miner's right of

by the law

of Con-

part of the

fractional

year in which his location was made,

and the
whole of the next following year, and requiring
only a yearly expenditure of $100 a year thereafter to develop

and prove the value of his
wholly set aside. It is well known
that mining claims, and particularly quartz

by the dropping process, and

claim,

whenever gaa ia atrack it will bubble up in the
water and show itself. You cannot amell it.
It is agreed by all geologista and gas engineers
that gas exists in any formation of rocks where
there are seams or cavities and the rock is
porous and not full of water. It has been
clearly demonstrated that gas is found in the
following formations of rock, and there is no
doubt but that it exists in all organic sub*

is

lodes, often require

an expenditure of large sums
money, aa well aa yeara of time, to develop
and establish them on a paying basis, and that
even the beat and most valuable mines at times
of

pay the actual expenses of working them.
There ia no diflBculty in the agricultural

will not
4.

claimant obtaining from
all

when there is a reaervoir to
and the conditions are favorable for
holding it. It has been found in the sandatone
formation, in limerock, aoapstone, bine, red and
yellow clay, conglomerate-rock, hardpan, and

stances of the earth
retain

this ruling the

posaession, granted

coming up the top. It is, therefore,
alsolutely necessary that good tight casing
should be used in shutting oQ'the water aa each
water stratum is reached. The well may be
sunk by thehydraalic process, as it washes the
prevent

By

this kind.

so great as to shut off tbe gas and

is

The miner has to prove beyond doubt that

his claim

a great deal different;

water while

of

driller for

shnta off the water that he

in contact with.

is fall

is

false

statements concerning the nature of the land.
The raaaona why the minor doea not proseoute
for perjury are:

heavy bed

gas-driller, ai a rale, is not a

lands

was described, and it waa stated that we shoald
follow up the subject and give the miner's posi-

broken.

The

Lauds.

II.

2.

feet clear space

than ordinary

repeated heavy blows this crust

to

NLMBfck

tools

in their houses, the gaa be*

about IHO feet deep.

at

that

have used

central part of Illinois the farmers

gas for

from

in this

Ay:riuultiiral Title

Our Portland (Oregon) correspondent writes

men

of his

own

claas

the affidavits he requirea to the effect that

ia more valuable for agricultural than
mining purposes, while the miner, even if he
endeavors to show to the contrary by produc-

the land

it,

ing the certified copy of location of a bona fide

the gaa-bearing atrata, and the meana that haa

mining claim upon the premises, ia required to
prove as above that the location ia valuable.
Now it frequently bappena that no aooner
has the homestead claimant's final proof been
accepted; when he has paid for the land and received his duplicate, and when the land is
cloaed and lost to tbe prospector, that he, the
claimant, auddenly becomes aware of the mineral value of his land, and ia ready and willing

been uaed in drilling, water has been allowed to

for a consideration

run down into the gaa and shut

find

in the alluvial deposit3 in coal strata.

At Galveston, gas bubbles out from a sandbed SOO

deep, and aa the water

feet

charged on top

of the

ground

is

dis-

out of the

rises

it

water and burna like alcohol, with a blue flame.
There are many regiona where gaa exiata, but on
account of the water stratum which

I

{For example,

at 1000 feet,

above

lies

a stratum of gas waa reached

if

and the

drill-hole

was

-V4

water,

full of

.

—to allow the

—generally

one-third of tbe

miner to proapect ledges or
old minea, which were known to exist on the
land, but from some cause or other were not

it off.

.,

Si>;-5-:i-nnl.forPr6«

it

would reqaire a pressure

pounda
Gaa having

of over 500

to force the water out of the hole.

cipltHlliitc
.

-

Tanks,

actually

worked

at the

time

final

proof waa

Uilt-H-li'-'nul. for

— Pump Sump.

offered.

In other instances the agriculturist

preasore

busies himself in bonding and selling aa valu-

would be the s^me on the surface as it would be
in the bottom of the hole, but tbe weight of the
water would be in proportion to the depth of
the well. Approximately two feet of water
would equal a pressure per aquare inch of one
pound. That is near enough to convey the idea

able mineral property the land he has but late-

apparently no weight in the

air, ita

to the practical well-sinker.

Those who have had experience advise those
contract to aink wella for gaa under no circamfitancea to get the work done by the foot, or
ao much money for the job, whether gaa is
found or not, as the driller has but one object

and that is, to make the hole to tbe
and draw the money for it. To
sink a well properly requirea great care, and
sometimea the work ia very discouraging on account of mishaps and the shutting off of water
veins, aa often a very few feet of drilling, after
water ia reached, gas may alao be reiiched and loat
by bad management on the part of the driller.
The best illustrations of perfect and imperfect work are the wella drilled in the oil and
gas regiona, where wells are sunk within 100
feet of each other where on an average one-half
are failurea. It seems as if wells sunk and
in view,

desired depth

There
that

ia

ia,

yield

correspondingly.

another difficulty in drilling wella, and

in keeping

them properly cleaned.

If

sunk with a dull drill, and the detritus ia allowed to accumulate in the well, it will form -a
substance almoat like plaster, and cement up
the crevicea in the rock or slate, as
penetrated, thoroughly stopping

Theae facta

we

under agricultural

It will readily be seen
Til' o- 21

how

title.

glaringly unjust

the present condition toward the
^i -rod. for sod.siiIp)u

Hlornjf-r.

Oul- -lU"ra(l, for sod, sululi.

man who

is
is

honestly endeavoring to comply with the laws

and who ia averse to acquiring a title to hia
mining ground by perjury. At most he can obtain by mineral patent only 20.65 acres, and before making his application he must show an
charging sulphides; Figs, 14 and 15, detail of masted vesaels. There ia a street railway across
actual outlay in development of not less than
filter;
Figs. 16, 17, 18 and 19, discharge pipes the bridge, and it ia a means of communication
S500. Add to this the cost of survey, attorfor the various tai^ka. These are described fully which ia being more and more used between the
ney's fees, etc., which seldom amount to less
It paved the way for the iron
in the article now being continued in the Press. two Portlands.
than $400, and in contested cases very much
In our number of Sept. 22d, pages 190-191, will railway bridge built a abort distance below, and
more; also $100 to the Government for the land.
this will undoubtedly be followed by other
be found a portion of the deacription.
Besides thia there is generally a vast amount
bridges in the near future. The present bridge
Steel Cars. The telegraph of Tuesday re- has been open to travel since April 12, 1SS7. of annoyance and loss of time from the precauports that a company has been organized to It has a ayatem of tolls too complicated to tions exercised by the local land offices and
manufacture railway cara constructed entirely mention in thia item. We apprehend that some afterward at Washington, so that it is extremedifficult for a poor man to acquire a patent
of sheet steel, under the patenta of C. W. M. day the
two city corporations will see to it that ly
Smith of this city. The company, it ia alao thia, and other bridgea yet to be, shall be made title to his mine. But land of exactly the same
character and nearly eight times as large is acreported, ia negotiating for a large tract of land abaolutely free to tbe public.
quired through fraudulent homestead and prenear Chicago on which to erect a factory. It
The Mining Debris Problem.—Among the emption movings-up at but a small part of the
can be built aa
ia claimed the new vehicles
varioua bills approved by the President on coat of a single quartz patent, and with the
cheaply as wooden coaches.
Tuesday laat was one for the investigation of slightest possible trouble and complication.
The Carliale Company, N. M., for the last the mining debris qnestion in California,
This ia being generally aeen in California, and
aeven montha, crushed 26,700 tons of ore, yieldis producing on the one hand much dissatisfacing in gold bullion $195,000, and 2270 tons of
A Plant of Bellows' electric process for ren- tion among honest men in the mining communi*'
"
ia to be
free' milling
baae concentratea. The smelter ia in continual dering refractory ores
ties, and on the other hand greatly adding to
operation. The company'a payroll is $16,000 set up at Silver City, New Mexico, by Colonel
the number of the unscrupulous by offering ao
John M. Wright.
per month,
easy a method to acquire the absolute title to
Wm. Church, for many years resident manaSeveral of the mining companiea of Hon- large bodies of mineral landa. It is our purFig.

19.

DETAILS OF LEACHING PLANT FOB THE RUSSELL PROCESS

who

drilled properly should

ly acquired

it ia

being

them up.

gain in reading a

little illua-

—

further refer to thia subject on an-

ger of the Detroit Copper Co. of Morenci, Ari-

duras are yielding good monthly returns of

poae to

zona, has reaigned and gone to Denver.

auriferous ailver bullion.

other occasion.

atill
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Recording Rail Vibrations.
M. Conard, one of the leading engineers of
the Lyons railway, in France, has been conducting, for the paat five years, very extensive
experiments for the purpose of ascertaining the
state of a railroad track during the passage of
With the apparatus designed by him
trains.
for the purpose he has succeeded in obtaining
graphic charts of the flexion and lateral thrust
of the rails, and the inclination of the ties under the varying strains of passing loads of different magnitude. The apparatus used by M.
Conard was quite similar to that used in physiological researches for the determination and
registration of animal vibrations of various
kinds. An explorer of small size was placed
upon the rail to be studied, and all the motions
received were transmitted to a transcribing device, placed at a sufHcient distance from the
track to be beyond the influence of its vibraThe transmitting part of the apparatus
tions.
is a simple rubber tube inclosing compressed
air, and it is the variations in pressure caused
by the displacements of the explorer that act
upon the transcribing apparatus.
The explorer is a sort of bellows, consisting
of a small round metallic box, closed by a sheet
of rubber, to the center of which is fixed a rod
whose rounded head bears against the rail. A
spiral spring fixed to the bottom of the box repels the rubber and prevents the box from flattening without external stress. In the bottom
there is a small tubulure, to which is fixed a
rubber tube connecting with the transcribing
apparatus. The receiving and transcribing apparatus embraces a bellows quite similar to that
of the explorer, but the rubber diaphragm carries a very light goose-quill style that inscribes
the displacements upon a cylinder covered with
lampblack. The blackened cylinder that constitutes the registering apparatus is driven by
a clockwork movement, the uniformity of whose
movetnent is regulated by aFoucaultpendulnm.
It may be given three di£ferent velocities
through appropriate gearings, or be stopped instantaneously.
The inscriptions are taken
upon the blackened paper that covers the metallic cylinder and are afterward fixed by immersion in photographic varnish. Regularity of
motion being highly essential for the exact determination of the speed of trains, this is accomplished by means of a tuning fork whose
motions are kept up by an electric current.
With this apparatus M. Conard bad noted interruptions amounting to 100 per second, but
the apparatus is so sensitive that it is said to be
capable of inscribing 1000 or even 1200 vibraThe graphically recorded
tions per second.
data secured by M, Conard permits of a very
thorough analysis of the complex motions and
strains of rails.

—

A

Greater than Keely. Another revolution in motive-power promised. The Scientific
American of a late date says: Several newspapers have referred to a new invention by one
William Timmins, which, if successful, will
The inventor is
English mechanic residing
Pittsburg, Penn,, who claims to have invented a machine by which united motivepower can be stored or used without the expenditure of fuel. The story goes that he has
been engaged for years in perfecting the invention, and is now negotiating with the Govern*
ments of England, Russia and the United
States for the sale of the right to use his discovrevolutionize motive-power.

an unpretentious
in

ery, which, if after examination it proves to be
what it claims, will revolutionize the motivepower of the world. He claims to be able to
create a pressure of 20,000 pounds per square
inch more than sufficient to propel the largest
ocean steamer afioat, or to move SO laden
freight cars in one train.
The machine seems
to be simply an air compressor of the simplest
sort.
It consists of one small cylinder (sixhorse power), with a balance weight of 75
pounds, which runs the entire apparatus; another small cylinder, five inches in diameter,
with seven inches' stroke, compresses the air
into a tank from which the power is utilized.
Under the piston-plate the inventor has placed
two layers of bars containing 11 dififerent minerals, the magnetic influence of which is the secret of the invention. The advantages he
claims are durability, economy and simplicity.
Experts have examined the machine and pronounce it a success. In submitting his design
to the Governments named, Mr. Timmins

—

claim^ that the pneumatic generator can not
only be applied to war vessels as a motor, but
can be used as a defense against hostile attacks
by means of air chambers placed behind the
armor plating.

Ninety-Five Miles an Hour.

— It

is

said

be brought to 95 miles an hour
with the same load. This gain in performance
over the present machine is obtained by a mechanical construction with reference to the distance between the rail centers upon which it is
supported, and is the first application made
which has embraced and specified every portion of a locomotive and tender constructed
mathematically with reference to the limits
within which they must be confined and ^pported.
As a result of exact proportion with
reference to such base, the cost of maintenance
will he greatly below the general average of
strain,

rQECHAj^ie.AL Progress.

by

the Philadelphia Ledger that an application has
been filed by a New York civil engineer for a
patent for a locomotive and tender designed for
making faster time than has ever been made in
this or any country. The boiler is rectangular
in shape, having a large and permanent area of
evaporating surface, supported by a great extent of heating surface, the pressure at its
weakest points. The cylinders are in the rear
of instead of between the truck wheels, and the
fire-box is supported between the center of
gravity of driving-wheels. All the combinations of parts are in exact harmony, and it is
intended to easily make the time of 60 miles an
hour with 10 coaches, and can, without violent

present constructions.

—A

writer on slipping of
Slipping of Belts.
belts says that though a radical remedy consists
in keeping the belt pliable, so as to hng the
faces of the pulley, this is not always feasible;
the belt may be softened by neatsfoot oil or by
castor oil. Siccative oil, like linseed, is unfit
for a leather belt, as it has an affinity for the
oxygen of the atmosphere and reverts to its acid
Acbase, which is injurious to the leather.
cording to this writer, a ready remedy for a
slipping belt consists In the powder known as
whiting, sprinkled sparingly on the inside of
the belt, this being the least harmful of any
similar applioation.
Powdered resin is bad, as

soon dries the leather and cracks the belt,
while it is difficult to get it out of the leather,
whereas whiting may be wiped off or washed
out with water. Again, the nse of water on
the belt
belts, preliminary to oiling, is good
to be washed on shutting down at night, or,
what is better, after the close of work on Saturday, and the oil then applied when the belt
is partially dry, but in no case should a belt be
washed or oiled while stretched on the pnlleys.
It is asserted that if iron-faced pulleys were always lagged with leather there would be but
little slipping of belts, but in many cases the
slipping is due to too much strain on the belt,
There is also economy in running wide belts;
that is, wider than is the usual practice.
it

—

—
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SeiENTiFie Progress.
Underground Waters.
Professor Daubree shows, in an interesting
paper on the above subject in the Popular Science Monthly, that underground waters are
potent agents in the formation of minerals.
The following extract will be found instructive:

The mode of formation, or, as Bu£fon said,
the genesis of minerals, is one of the interesting
questions of their history. But the problem
could not be approached until geologists had
furnished precise data on the conditions of their
bearing.
Satisfactory solutions have recently
been obtained in the case of a certain number

fathoms, and the second peak 566 fathoms.
Thence a precipitous fall takes place, giving in
latitude 31 degrees 43 minutes north, longitude
119 degrees 28 minutes west (Greenwich), 115
miles from San Diego, a depth of 1915 fathoms.
After that there is a gentle slope, with comparatively unimportant interruptions, at the rate
of three feet to the mile, to the point of greatest depth, 3054 fathoms, at a distance of 400
miles east of Honolulu. The sharpest elevation
is a rise
about midway between the United
States and the Sandwich islands, in latitude 26
degrees 30 minutes north, longitude 127 degrees 37 minutes west, the highest portion of
which is 2159 fathoms below the surface. The
valley to the west of this elevation is 2650
fathoms. The fall of the side of the basin east
of

Honolulu

is

even more remarkable than the

descent off the American coast. Fifty miles
mineral species.
Synthetic experiment, from Honolulu soundings gave 498 fathoms; 40
placing itself in the circnmstances that seem to miles farther east, in latitude 21 degrees 43
eeohave presided at their formation, has succeeded onds north, longitude 156 degrees 21 seconds
in reproducing them, with their crystalline west, the depth was 3023
fathoms. Between
forms and all their essential characteristics, and the last-mentioned point and that of greatest
has thus completed the demonstration of their depth a hill rises, on whose summit there are
origin.
By means of this method of demon- only 248S fathoms of water.
stration we have been able to ascertain that
many minerals are due to the action of subterranean waters. From the most ancient epochs
Snow from a Clear Sky.— On January 3d
these waters have circulated through the crust snow fell in Christiania from a perfectly clear
of the earth, where they have left, at a multi- sky.
After a strong southerly wind, with
tude of points, signs revealing the part they cloudy weather in the morning, the weather
have played and the course they. have taken cleared, but at about noon it again thiokened,
even more clearly than contemporary phe- and snow and sleet fell. In the afternoon the
nomena have done.
sky again became clear, and continued thus,
The sedimentary beds, formed like the de- with a storm blowing from the west. Just beposits which the sea spreads every day in the fore eight p. M., however, thick clouds again
bottom of its basin, are often distinguishable gathered, the full moon became obscured, and
from one another, even at first sight, by certain snow began to fall heavily. A quarter of an hour
exterior characters. The differences are, for later the wind swept the clouds away, and the
the most part, produced by the action of sub- sky became completely clear, with the exception
terranean waters, as is demonstrated by the ani- of a few clouds in the east. The stars shone
mal and vegetable fossils, which were for a long brightly, and the full moon illuminated the
time designated as petrifactions, or, rather, by landscape; still snow continued to fall thickly
the chemical changes which these fossilized for some ten minutes. That the snow could
bodies have evidently undergone.
not have originated with the clouds in the
Here shells and corals, showing forms per- east is proved by the circumstance that the wind
fectly preserved down to their slightest details, was westerly.
A well-known meteorologist asare no longer composed of carbonate of lime, as cribes the phenomenon to the presence, at a certhey certainly were during the life of the ani- tain elevation in the atmosphere, of a very cold
mal to which they belonged, but are essentially layer of air, in which the ascending comparadifferent substances, quartz having entirely tively warmer air becomes condensed;
the
taken the place of the calcium carbonate. moisture being thrown out in the form of snow,
There are also other minerals, such as pyrites but not in sufficient quantities to obscure the
and sulphate of baryta, which have penetrated blue sky, the stars, and the moon. The great
and crystallized within the cavities which the chilling of the layer of air referred to may have
bodies of these invertebrates occupied.
been caused by the coldness of the heavy snowclouds which a few minutes previously filled
learn from the atmosphere.
An Immense Meteorite.
of

Abandoning Natural Gas. One by one the
manufacturers in the Ohio valley are abandoning the use of natural gas and returning to coal,
because of its irregular supply and the extortionate price demanded. The gas companies may
find before long that it takes two parties to
make a bargain. While the people have been to
a great expense putting gas in their factories and
dwellings, and would regret to forego the use
of gas, they will not stand imposition or extortion.
They were assured that gas would be
furnished at or below the cost of coal, but the
We
prices charged last year were fully 20 per cent
in advance of coal, and now it is proposed to Science that the famous Bahia or South Ameradvance the rate to private consumers 33 per ican meteorite, described by Morney and Wolfor
cent.
We mistake the temper of our people if laston in the Philosophical Transactions
1816, and by Spix and Martins in their " Travthey stand it. Ohio Valley News.
els in Brazil," was landed in Rio de Janeiro on
The Largest Castings.
The Pittsburg June 15th, and is now in the collection of the
The transportaSteel Casting Go. has signed a contract to fur- Brazilian National Museum,
nish among other castings a stern post which tion of this great mass of iron, whose weight
from
six to nine tons,
will weigh 17 tons.
This, it is claimed, will be was variously estimated
the largest steel casting ever made.
Iron cast- and which has been found to weigh 5361 kiloings, however, have been made, so it is said, as grammes, was rendered possible by the recent
high as 160 tons. At least it was stated five or completion of a line of railroad passing within
six years ago that Park Bros. & Co. of Pitts- 115 kilometres of the Bendego creek, where it
burg cast, in one piece, an anvil weighing 160 has lain since the unsuccessful attempt to retons.
The steam hammer for which it was move it to Bahia in 17S5. Credit for the remade had a falling weight, exclusive of steam moval of the meteorite is due chiefly to Chevapressure, of 17 tons, with a clear stroke of nine lier Jose Carlos de Carvalbo, who gratuitously
feet.
It is quite possible that the above re- took charge of the technical part of the operamain, respectively, the ^* largest ever made in tion, and to Baron Guahy, who paid all the
expenses. The Brazilian Government also corthis country."
dially associated itself with the undertaking.
Burnishing Steel by Electricity. The After about three months spent in preparing
following method of burnishing iron and steel material and in studying the route to be travby means of the eleotric current was recently ersed, the march began on November 25, 1887,
communicated to the International Electric So- and the meteorite was placed on the railroad on
ciety of Paris by M. A. de Meritens. The metal May 14th of the present year.
A road had to
to be covered is placed in a bath of water at be opened for this special purpose, as those exabout 170° Fahr., and is connected to a source isting in the region are only mule paths; and over
of electricity just strong enough to decompose 100 streams, one with a width of 80 metres,
the water. Under these conditions the plate be- had to be crossed by temporary bridges. The
comes coated with a layer of magnetic oxide, route lay over several chains of hills and one
which is firmly adherent and which will take a mountain range, in which an asoent of 265
high polish. If too strong a current is em- metres had to be overcome with a grade of 32
ployed the layer of oxide will not adhere to the per cent.

new source of hydrogen
Hydrogen Gas.
gas for experimental purposes baa been pointed
It consists of powdered slacked lime and
out.
When these two substances are
iron filings.
intimately mixed and heated to redness in a
proper chamber, a very considerable amount of
hydrogen is evolved. The only precaution
necessary is, to nse a vessel so shaped that
the water of condensation will not fall or flow
back upon the material. For experimental purposes a strong, soft glass tube, with a bulb
blown at one end, answers very well. The
open end must be directed downward in such
a manner that the condensation water will be
From 20 grammes
carried off, as noted above.
of an equal mixture of lime and iron filings, Stolba obtained, in the course of 20 or
30 minutes, 1230 cubic centimeters of hydrogen.

metal.

of
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Electrolytic Production of Magnesium.
Pulley has been devised on M. de Mongelas has lately devised a process
an entirely new principle.
The center is of for obtaining magnesium by electrolysis. An
cast iron, and the rim is of wood, and it is alloy of magnesium is first ol;>tained in the form
made in two parts. It is claimed that by its of an electrolytic deposit. The bath consists of

A New Wooden

use, better belt friction is obtained, and a saving in power is realized, as the spokes are so
formed as to offer little resistance to the mo-

a concentrated solution of chloride of magnesium, combined with an equally concentrated
solution of the chloride of any other metal except
tion.
By a novel and effective paper bushing, aluminium. The solution preferred is one part of
keys and set screws are entirely done away chloride of zinc and two parts of chloride of magwith, and the grip upon the shafting is perfect. nesium. The two solutions mark 18 degrees on
Beaume scale. Good results are obtained
Wire Shoe Soles.— It is stated that in the the
by using the electrolytic bath as the battery.
various military districts of North and South
external jar contains the double chloride
The
Germany, as well as in Holland, trials have
solution and the copper cathode; the amalgabeen made of wire soles covered with a submated zinc anode is placed in dilute sulphuric
stance resembling india rnbber. These soles
acid.
The zinc is deposited in a '* spicular"
are said to be more durable than those made of
or "arborescent" form, and the magnesium in
leather, and to cost only about half the price of
granular crystals. This alloy is then washed,
leather.
dried and crushed and finally melted in a cruciLocomotive Shops. There are 15 private lo- ble containing chloride of sodium. The zinc
comotive-building establishments in the United volatilizes, and leaves pure magnesium.
States, which built 1912 engines last year,
The Sea Bottom Between San Biego anb
while the railroad-shops turned out 318.
It
Soundings made between San
was the largest production on record, the cost Honolulu.
of the locomotives being near $20,000 each, Diego, Cal., and Honolulu, S. I., show this
part of the Pacific to be a basin with precipitous
A Novel Flat-Iron. It is said that a genius sides and a comparatively level bottom. In
has invented a flat-iron and so utilized the prin- the first 100 miles west from San Diego there
ciple of expansion of metals by heat that a little appear to be two valleys and two peaks.
The
bell rings when the iron is hot enough to iron first valley is from 622 to 784 fathoms deep, the
clothes with,
first peak 445 fathoms, the second valley 955

—

—

—
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Walking vs. Arm Exercise. Walking on
an even surface, says Walter B. Piatt, M. D,,
in Popular Science Monthly, the only variety
of physical exercise which most business and
professional men get in town, is well known to
be a poor substitute for arm exertion. The
reason is partially plain, since walking is almost
automatic and involuntary. The walking mechanism is set in motion as we would turn an
hour-glass, and requires little attention, muoh
less volition and separate discharges of force
trom the brain surface with each muscular contraction, as is the case with the great majority

arm movements. The arm-nser is a higher
man's lower limbs
animal than the leg-user.
merely carry his higher centers to his food or
work. The latter must be executed with faia
arms and bands.

A

Bumping During Distillation.

—

It is said

by A. ReiBsmann that all bumping of liquids
undergoing distillation is effectually prevented
by placing in them one or more platinum spirals
closely wound around several pieces of pumiceThe platinum should be heavy enough
stone.
This is unquestionably
to sink the pumice.
One of the first
true; but it is nothing new.
" wrinkles

'*

the tyro in the laboratory picks

up is the knowledge that the introdaction of a
few angular fragments of stone placed in a boiling liquid will prevent bumping during ebullition, a fact which he at once proceeds to utilize when he improvises a water bath from a
beaker glatjs and in other ways.

—

Essence of Birch. French chemists
obtain from the essence of birch bark, by
fication,

an essential

oil

now
recti-

which possesses among

other properties that of being fatal to insect
and an electrically insulating tarry substance; and these two products are so treated
and combined with other substances as to produce an anti-oxidizing compound and an insulating material capable of the same applications
life,

as ebonite.
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Useful

Inforjviatio|vJ.

An Ego SueLL.—Tbe shell of «U tgf^ ia
tadded with email orifices, which are the
meaoB

sad exhalation by which
aoimal in the egg respires. On this
knowledge are grounded all the methods of pre*
serving the egg by closing the pores.
These
pores are more or less visible, according to the
Bpeoies of egg.
They, are very apparent in the
egg of the ostrich, and scarcely visible to the
eye Id other epeoies, but their functions are no
lew active. Many eggs are laid naked, dry and
smooth; others are impregnated with a greasy,
glutinous substance.
The latter are chieQy
those of sea-birds, or those which live in moist
localities.
This glutinous coating is doubtless
intended to preserve the egg from the water, or
to maintain the dugrees of heat necessary to
preserve life. Sometimes there are soft eggs
laid entirely without shells, or without the
albuminous inner membrane.
This occurs
chiefly in hens that are too fat, or have been
overstimnlated, or have not been able to obtain
calcareous sabstinces with their food.
t]gg
shell is much used in medical preparations.
When calcined at a low red heat it affords a
very pure,form of carbonate of lime.
the

of ftbsorptioD

little

I

rheumatism.
Capt. Stover's cuutract with
them for the present year called for -JO snakes
at $2.25 each, none to be less than four feet in
length or under six years of age. The snakes
carry their certiticates of birth in their rattles.
Some which have had their poison sacs removed
are kept aljout the house as mice exterminators,
and are remarkably efldctive in keeping away
the neighbors' children from the premises.

To Raise Oi-ium.— The San Bernardino

In-

dex says that a Chinaman named Ah Gee, who,
except during the ten years that he has lived in
this State, has spent most of his time in the
poppy districts of China, is endeavoring to procure a farm upon which to raise poppies. He
says that nowhere not even in China are
there to be found such adaptations for the culture of the poppy as in San Bernardino county.
He explains the manner of its culture as follows: The seed is sown in beds and the young
plants are transplanted into rows.
The plant
grows to be large enough to produce some gnm
the second year, but is at its best when from
three to ten years old. Two Chinamen will
take care of ten acres if they understand the
business.
The seed is sold by all the Chinese
stores in San Francisco and costs about $1 per

—

—

—
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Keeping off Frost from Coffee Plants.

When

a frost is threatened in the coffee disof Guatemala, the farmers build, in
furnaces provided for the purpose, fires of tar,
pitch, or other smoking substances, which keep
away the frost.
tricts

Two

of

—

There was a Frederic III,
Germany, before Unser Fritz. He

Frederics.

Emperor

reigned from 1440 to 1493, and enjoyed the
sobriquet of *' the Pacific," He belonged to the
Hapsburgs the house now reigning in Austria.

—

Large Sunflowers. — Some sunflower
have been raised in the prison
son, Nev., that stand 12 feet

plants

grounds at Carhigh and sport

heads that measure ^G inches in diameter.

KOOD
H

HEy\LTH.

alth of the State.

—

—

The smaller the known, occurred within

its borders.
Several cases of smallpox are noticed, but no
deaths are reported. The report alludes to
** Owing to the exceedPreserving Fish Alive. It is proposed to these cases as follows
preserve fish alive by placing them in vessels ing mildness in the character of the disease
partly filled with water and hermetically sealed. which developed during the past winter, proper
It is said that fish so confined have been found precautions were not taken in those parts of
alive after three weeks, without either air or the State, outside the large cities, to properly
water having been changed, while fish in an destroy the clothing, disinfect or fumigate the
open jar died in 48 hours. If the air in the ves- premises, or render it improbable or impossible
sel is compressed the life of the fish is still fur- for the disease germs to exist in or about those
ther prolonged.
attacked by the disease, many of the cases
never going to bed, and others as equally careAs a resaid
that.a
less of the health of their neighbors.
Breeding Rattlesnakes, It is
Capt. Daniel Stover, bis wife and William Dunn, sult, we may look for an outbreak of the disagent at the Illinois Central railroad depot at ease when the winter season approaches and
Galton, 111., utilize 40 acres as a farm for breed- these diseased garments are again brought into
ing rattlesnakes, which they sell to a Philadel- use. What was mild in its form last winter
phia drug firm for use in concocting a cure for may be most virulent in its course this winter.

—

—
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Vacation Victims.— The London Lancet re*
fers aa follows to the folly which some people

District.

A MlDtos Uamp In Brltlfib Columbia.
A gentleman who has just returned from the
West Kootenai mining district, in British
Columbia, furnished the Dutle Joiner some particulars of this camp. The district lies about
50 miles north of the Idaho border, on both
shores of Kootenai lake, whioh lies about north
and south. The lake is 100 miles, long and 15
wide at the widest near the center. The
Kootenai river, which rises in Montana, flows
through Idaho and northwestwardly across
the border to the southern end of the lake.
The outlet of the lake is about the center
and Hows westwardly into a fork
of the Columbia from the west side of the lake.
The West Kootenai mining district lies north
and sooth of the outlet, and on the opposite or

eastern side of the lake, Salisbury is the town
that furnishes this district with its supplies.
It is on the south bank of the outlet, a few
miles west of the lake. The district is reached
from the American side by the Northern PaLeaving Kootenai Station, a couple of
cific,
miles east of Sand Point, a wagon-road runs to
Bonner's Ferry, 80 miles north on Kootenai
river in Idaho, whioh runs
northeast into
Kootenai lake, and is navigable for boats of
considerable draft. A steamer plies between
there and Salisbury. The trip can be made
from Butte in three days and a half.
On the east side of the lake, north of Crawford's bay, which is directly opposite the outlet, the ore is silver in a galena formation, and
the Blue Bell is the principal mine here. On
the west shore the formation is galena and carbonates of both high and low grade. The silver ore is most plentiful through the district.
High-grade ore from the Silver King and
Kootenai Bonanza have been shipped from there
to Anaconda with good results, and yesterday a
shipment of 20 tone arrived in Butte to be reduced here.
shipment of galena ore was
made last spring to Omaha with returns of
$220
silver and 17 per cent copper to the ton.
cently: "Gasoline has the peculiar property, baBut gold and copper have been discovered, the
sides reducing the temperature and thus killing
latter this spring, of a very high grade.
The
the microbes, of displacing the water in all orcopper and gold lie between Cottonwood creek,
ganic matter, causing it to perish; but as gasothat flows to the outlet of the lake near Salisline is not easily absorbed by wet ground and
would probably fail in a measure to do its work, bury, and old Forty-Nine creek, further west,
also an aiMuent of the outlet, where very good
I have discovered that caustic soda will answer
placer mining existed years ago. The gold is
the purpose in these instances. The microbes,
being organic, must contain fatty acid, and caus- free-milling quartz, and has assayed from $8 to
$1400 a ton. The gold ledges are very extentic soda will saponify anything containing fatty
sive.
The Golden King has a ledge 150 feet
acid; so in a wet place I would liberally sprinkle
wide and of unknown depth. It is traced the
caustio soda, which could be done at a very
full length of the claim.
The ore is free-milling
small cost with the aid of a street-sprinkler.
and assays an average of '^43 a ton.
Hills and dry places could be protected with
The location laws are pronounced simpler
gasoline.*'
Mr, Edison thinks that with $5000
than those in this Territory. Quartz claims are
he could cover Decatur with gasoline and causthe same size as here, 1500 by 600 feet. Twentytic soda an eighth of an inch in depth.
The
examination of yellow-fever germs will probably five days' work a year have to be done to represent a claim, or a hundred dollars' worth of
be a prominent study of medical students this
work at $4 a day. Heavy fines are the penalty
fall, as some physicians in Jacksonville are preof making affidavit that work has been done
paring specimens to send to various medical colwithout doing it. It is a punishable offense,
leges in the North.
It will be fortunate if a
after stakes are once fixed and the claim reremedy or preventive is discovered.
corded, for any one to move the stakes without
permission of the Gold Commissioner, The
The Use of Wateron the Scalp. ** People latter
is an all-powerful autocrat, more on the
become bald from washing the head," said an
Spanish than the English pattern, whose will ia
English barber. "The use of water on the
law and who can sentence an offender offscalp may make a man feel buoyant for a time,
hand without judge or jury.
but you will notice that the hair becomes dry
The winters are not very long there. This
and brittle afterward. The water and subseyear the ice was off the river by the 20th of
quent rubbing with a towel, dry ap the oil in
March. The country is heavily timbered, and,
the roots, and in time the hair becomes dead
as may easily be supposed, there, is plenty of
and drops out. In England people never think of
water.
good comb and stiff brush
washing the hair.
are all that are needed to keep the head clean.
Hayseed Miners. There are many kinds of
The women often spend hours in combing out miners found in our different camps. There is
their hair, and that is the most laborious part the genuine old-timer, who began his career in
Instead of shampooing, '49. From him the scale is graduated down to
of a maid's work.
EugUsh barbers use a machine shaped like a the green tenderfoot just arrived from the
and covered with stiff bristles. States, but worst of all is the hayseed miner;
little bairel
This is run by a small gas engine, and will win- he who leaves his ranch and starts out on a
how every speck of dirt out of a man's bead in stampede, expecting to strike it immensely big
a few minutes. I have heard there are some in and return the possessor of untold wealth, so he
use in this city, but I have never seen one."
can awe his less venturesome neighbors by his

considered.
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nose the more valuable the breed

fected.

The Kootenai

—

According to the monthly report of the
State Board of Health for August, reports
Utilizinq the Waste of Sawmills for were received from 51 cities and towns, with an
Paper Pdlp. It is found practicable at last to estimated population of 722,600, in which the
make the waste of pine sawmilh available for number of deaths was 908, which is a monthly
paper pulp. In reducing the wood to pulp, bi- percentage per thousand of 1.25, or an annual
sulphate of lime has been used, this powerful death-rate of 15 per thousand, which is the
chemical acting on the fiber only when heated; lowest percentage we have had during the year,
heretofore only lead-lined boilers would resist and indicates an absence of any serious epiits action; these, however, being costly and hard demic diseases.
to keep in repair.
More recently there has
Consumption caused 13S deaths, over onebeen discovered in Germany a kind of brick lin- sixth of the total mortality.
ing for boilers, which serves the purpose in
Pneumonia was fatal in 43 instances 32 of
question.
The wood, sawed in small pieces, is them in San Francisco, 4 in Oakland and 1 each
digested with bisnlphate in large boilers lined in Stockton, Santa Rosa, Santa Clara, San Berwith this brick, heat being supplied through nardino, Nevada City, Marysville and Dixon.
lead steam pipes, nothing further beiug necesBronchitis caused 14 deaths, 13 of which
sary except washing of the fiber.
The bisnl- occurred in San Francisco and 1 in Trinity
phate is made on the spot, by passing sulphur- county.
ous vapor through porous limestone kept thorOther fatal diseases were congestion of the
oughly wet.
lungs,
whooping-cough,
diphtheria, scarlet
fever, typhoid, remittent and typho-malaria
Japanese Cats and Dogs. Some of the ani- fever, cerebro-spinal fever, cancer, heart dismals of Japan are quite different from the same ease, erysipelas and alcoholism.
species that are seen in America.
The cats,
Although last month was very warm in the
for instance, have the shortest kinds of tails, interior, cholera infantum was reduced from
or else none at all.
Being deprived of this 60 to 30 deaths, and the number of cases of
usual plaything, they are very solemn pussies. diarrhea was less.
An American once took one of these tailless
Reports received from 75 localities continue
cats to San Francisco as a curiosity, and it ut- to indicate a very limited amount of sickness
terly refused companionship with the long- throughout the State, and although during
tailed feline specimens there, but finding a cat some days within the month the temperature
whose tail bad been cut off by accident, the ranged as high as 111~ in some parts of the
two became friendly at once. Japanese dogs State, not a single case of sunstroke or thermic
are almost destitute of noses, having the nos- fever was reported to this office, or, as far as
directly in the head.

wisest plan to pursue, then, is to get vaccinated early, and thus anticipate disease by
timely preventive measures."
Every care should be taken to destroy all
garments whioh by any poeaibility may be in-

—
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trils set

Tbo

are guilty of in overdoing things during their
summer vacations: " Every year the vacation
A Good Rl'lk in Riding on an Elkvatok
season claims its quota of victims. Many who
It is a good rule, aaya an intelligent physician,
have become somewhat enfeebled by long conalways to ride up in an elevator, and when comfinement and cloae attention to the calls of
ing down to take the stairs.
Like going uphill,
sedentary occupations rush away for a short
walking upstairs is bard work, and sometimes
holiday and endeavor by systematic overexerrisky, especially for people with weak lungs,
tion to make up for the inactivity of the past
defective respiratory organs or heart disease.
months. Every year brings its sad warnings of
Hut going downstairs hurts nobody, but is good
this folly in a record of fatalities, while the exexerciee,
(ioing down on a brisk run is a good
perience of most practitioners shows yet more
thing; it shakes up the anatomy without incurclearly that this overstrain is followed by proring the danger of physical overexertion.
This longed illness.
The circulatory and respiratory
shaking up is good for one's internal mechsystems work hand in hand and rebel against any
anism, which it accelerates, especially the liver,
sudden disturbance of their ordinary routine.
the kidneys and the blood circulation.
The danger is always greatest when, in the presence of any cardiac weakness, the exertion deNkw Proces-s of Drawing on Wood.
mands an arrest of respiration. In moments of
process has been perfected and patented for intense nervous
excitement the breathing is
drawing upon wood by means of a fine metallic frequently unconsciously stopped, and
the
point kept red-hot, so that the lines are actually strain upon an enfeebled
heart then becomes
burned into the surface.
powerful oxyhydro- very severe." In reference to the last few
gen or other Same keeps the point always at a lines of the above, the Lancet instances
a case
high temperature, and yet the apparatus is so of the death of
a prominent gentleman, Sir
compact that it may be used with the ease and John Rose, which resulted from sudden overfreedom of a pencil. It is, furthermore, so ad- excitement, as follows: The gentleman
had aljusted as to produce at will all shades of brown, ready fired twice
at a stag in the huntingfrom the lightest to that verging on black.
grounds, and when aiming a third time suddenly expired.
Emotional excitement necessarily
Mortar That will Stand all Sorts of produces palpitation, and the fixation of the
Weather. Mortar made in the following man- thorax then adds to the difficulty at the moner will stand in almost all sorts of weather: ment when the heart is at its weakest.
One bushel of unslaked lime, three bushels of
sharp sand; mix one pound of alum with one
Edison and the Yellow-Fever Germ,
pint of linseed oil, and thoroughly mix this Mr. Edison, the inventor, thinks he has found
with the mortar when making it, and use hot. a method of exterminating the yellow-fever
The alum will counteract the action of the frost germ. It is to sprinkle caustic soda and gasoon the mortar.
line throughout the infected city.
Said he re-

A

TiieMcsic oftiik Anciknts,— The Kgyptian
Bute was only a cow*8 horn with three or four
holes in it, and their harp or lyre had only
three strings; the Grecian lyre bad only seven
strings, and was very small, being held in one
hand; the Jewish trumpets that made the walls
of Jericho fall down were only rams' horns;
their Hute was the same as the Egyptian; they
had no other instrumental music but by percussion, of which the greatest boae>t made was
the psaltery, a small triangular harp or lyre
with wire strings, and struck with an iron needle
or stick; their eacbut was something like a bagpipe; the timbrel was a tambourine, and the
dnlcimer was a horizontal harp, with wire
strings, and struck with a stick like the psaltThey had no written music; had scarcely
ery.
a vowel in their language; and yet, according
to Joseph us, had '200,000 musicians playing at
the dedication of the temple of Solomon.
Moz%rt would have died in such a concert in the
greatest agony.
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Hardening

"

Children.

— There

is

a

toler-

ably general impression in many quarters that
in order to promote the health of children it is
advisable to subject them to a '* hardening"
process. The aim is to encourage native energy
by opposition, to engender strength of mind and
body by early partioipatton in the struggle for
existence. The principle is in itself a wholesome one, and is not without its parallel in the
history of nature's processes. Care is most necWithout
eaaary, however, in its application.
such care it may be, and frequently has been,
overdone. In particular must it be remembered that all success in the adoption of this
plin in education depends on the possession by
a child thus trained of a basis of sturdy physical
delicate child, if similarly treated,
vigor.

A

would languish and succumb.

aggregated wealth. When a number of these
people get into a new placer camp they generally pass their own district laws and stake out
claims as near the size of the ranches they left
behind them as the United States mining laws
will permit; then the trouble begins, as they
can generally outvote the experienced miners
near them. In the quartz camps they are a
drawback also; they get a prospect that shows
some indication of mineral wealth. Because a
well-developed mine sella for a high figure,
they imagine that theirs is just as valuable.
They will not dispose of it or bond it for any
reasonable figure, the representatives of capital

they look upon as

little

less

than thieves, they

hang on to their claims, and very seldom make

them productive; their actions drive capital out
of the camp, and quite often the hayseed miner

packs his blankets back to his ranch to find that
needed his attention. He abanDisinfect Florida Mails, In it has sorely
dons his prospect, applies himself to his farm
order to fumigate the mails which leave Jackthe experienced miner relocates his claim,
when
sonville, Fla,, they are emptied loose into a
develops it and sells for a good figure; then the
large box, which has a wire bottom, and brimhayseed curses mining and pronounces it a destone and other disinfectants are burned under
lusion and a snare,
Spokane Falls Herald.
the box from 8 to 12 hours. All the smoke from
the burning matter has to pass through the
Grafting White Skin Upon Black. There
mails.
is a negro in a New York hospital who has a
Speed of Meteors. While the most rapid patch of light-colored skin on his back. It was
cannon shots scarcely attain a velocity of 600 grafted there, he having lost the original cutiyards a second, meteorites are known to pene- cle by falling against a roller in a shoe factory.
trate the air with a velocity more than 80 times The pieces were taken from the arms of a young
At first the transplanted skin
as fast— from 40,000 to even 60,000 yards per medical student.
second, a velocity which raises the air at once remained white, but it is said to be slowly turn-*
ing black.
to a temperature of 4000 to 6000 Centigrade,

—

How They

—

—

Mining and Scientific Press.
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circumits operations being
City mine, which had been
last
men
when
neighborhood
of
50
employing
February it was compelled to shut down on account
management
capital
and
bad
of a lack of working
combined, is in a fair way to be started up again
within the next 30 days.
B. N. Shoecraft, the company's secretary, has for several months been negotiating with the directors and stockholders for a
lease of the mine; Eastern parties having positively
last

2UMMA[^Y,

ri]lNIJMG

year which led to

The Nevada

scribed.

in the

The following is mostly condensed from journala published
in the interior, in proximity to the mines mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.
Amaaor.

—

Sutter Creek. Cor. Amador Ledger, Sept. 29
At the Wildman mine the station at the 600-foot assured him
:

that in case he

could

obtain

they

it

would advance the funds necessary to pump out the
water and resume the extraction of ore, it being part
of the agreement that the company shall apply the
proceeds of the lease to the payment of the claims
Mr. Shoecratt learns that the comagainst them.
pany favor the plan, and their written consent to the
daily
expected. When it arrives the
agreement is
east at the North Star a ledge negotiations with the Eastern parties will be com-

level is about completed, and drilling in earnest will
be inaugurated shortly, and all expect to hear of
some good discoveries in the near future. Timbers,
spiling and other winter supplies are coming in daily.
At the Iowa work has become active again on account of getting a supply of water sufficient to run
the mill, and it is hoped to be able to run the mill

In drifting
of good dimensions has been encountered at a disThe ledge is about
tance of 100 feet from the shaft.
steadily.

pleted without delay.
It is the intention of the
lessees to put the hoisting, pumping and milling

[Oct. 6, 1888

new bed. This particular
had many owners, but none

bit of old channel has
of them had the luck to
the right spot.
Five years ago Mr. Woolford
located the ground, but it was not until the spring
of 1887 that he seriously undertook its development,
and owing to a short season and the large amount of
prehminary work necessary, not much prospecting
was done. His power was also inadequate. Last
spring he sunk a pit about 30 by 40 feet in size,
using a 32-foot pump driven by overshot wheels.
Some four weeks ago he got his pit bottomed, taking out over $400.
He then started a tunnel up
stream, which is now in 20 feet in good pay all the
way. In one place as much as I84 to the pan was
obtained.
Last week he took out about $400. Recently two ounces of gold was shown to Mr. Jaynes
as the product of one pan of dirt from a streak of
soft bedrock.
George is now getting a car and
other things necessary to putting on a force of men.
car
will
The
be drawn from the pit and water
pumped by water-power. The old river-bed is far
.enough above the present river bottom to be entirely
out of the way of high water, and there is nothing to
prevent work being carried on the year round.
hit

opinion is that as soon as
defined the rock will pay.

—

—

:

,

:

—

—

—

—

about 40,000

feet.

night will see the job accomplished.

— Messrs.

The

ore

to

is

the stockholders ever since he has

had the manage-

Moore & Helm have seven paying for all development and deadwork done, ment of it.
They started their and of the latter there has been a great deal.
tons of good-looking rock out.
Black Oak. Having received an invitation from
mill Wednesday for a short run.
Helm Bros, have Workmen are now engaged in addmg eight stamps
They to the ten-stamp mill and in removmg the old Messrs. W. G. and Proctor Scott of the Black Oak
aix)ut 25 tons of ore out of the Triumph,
mine,
we visited that mining enterprise last Sunday,
were recently offered $1000 for it but refused. Good wooden overshot wheel heretofore employed in furnishing motive-power and replacing it with an eight- Mr. W. G. Scott showed us all over the mill and
ore that.
attendant
works, and we must state that the entire
Bear Valley. The sinking of the shaft on the foot PeltoD wheel. Within a week the new wheel will institution is a representative one in every respect.
Winner has ceased for the present too much water. be in place, and within two weeks, or three weeks The mill has ten stamps, but they are run at such
Indications good. About 60 feet of the Pine Tree at the outside, 18 stamps will be running night and
day on ore of good quality. The quartz extracted is speed and have such drop that 19 tons per 24 hours
ledge has been uncovered, and it is rich.
coming from virgin ground and the outlook justi- are crushed. The ore is received at the top of the
Whitlock's.

—

—

;

Nevada.

A Bonanza. — Herald,

:

ledge has been found to be simply immense in size
and very rich in gold. Rumors place the width of
the ledge all the way from 17 to 30 feet, and a run
of 16 days yielded $19,000.
1 he owners, Mr. Patrick Foley and M. Bohannan, have reason to be
veryjubilant over the prospect.

—

More Stamps. Tidings, Sept. 29 In view of
the fact that the North Star company has more
quartz coming out of the mine than the 30-stamp
mill can reduce, ten stamps are to be added.
The
addition will not be expensive nor will it require a
lengthy period to complete, for when the mill was
built provision for two extra batteries (ten stamps)
:

was made.

A New

FiUD.—Iferald, Sept 29
The Kistle
Brothers have for the past two years been prospecting a ledge located near the Charonnat mine, about
a mile and a half from this city. They have been
engaged in running a tunnel during all the time, to
strike the ledge, and day before yesterday reached
it.
The ledge is at present small, being about six
inches wide where tapped, and its richness is not yet
fully known, but the owners think they have made a
good find. It is in a good district and has every convenience for cheap working.
Columbia Hill. Quartz is booming on the
Ridge and now is a good time toinvest. The Seneca
company have a two-foot ledge which is said to be
rich in free gold
Cherokee has consequently received quite a boom.
Geo. Baker and J. A. Jones
have been working on the Golconda for the last
couple of weeks. At a depth of 20 feet they have
struck a s-foot ledge which prospects exceedingly
:

—

;

well.

They

feel greatly

are well pleased with their prospect

encouraged.

and

The £1 Dorado company

are still driving their tunnel ahead, but as they have
very hard rock it is slow work.
J. A. Craig is prospecting for gravel near the Eureka Lake company
sawmill.
He has an incline down about 30 feet and
expects to strike the gravel within the next five or six
feel.
Mr. Craig deserves to strike it rich, as he has
done a great deal of prospecting in the last couple
of years.

Nevada City

MiNES.—Transcrz'pf,, Sept. 29:
the Providence, 20 stamps are pounding away on
a good quality of quartz from the lower workings,
where there is said to be one of the best ore bodies
ever developed in that mine.
On Monday the company will put at work a score or so of miners who
have already been engaged, and it is hoped that before next spring this extensive and valuable property,
which has admittedly been one of the most potent
factors in the city's prosperity of late years, will be
working as large a force of men and turning out as
much gold as it did previous to the labor troubles of

At

the belief that Grass Valley will within a short
period add another dividend-paying mine to its roll
of honor.
fies

Sept. 2$
From information received from the California mine, near Graniteville, it appears that a perfect bonanza has been unearthed.
Reports state that in the lower tunnel the

Pluznas.

Strike at Bunker Hill.

— Plumas

Natioiml,

Sept. 22:
Last Saturday the men at the Bunker
Hill mine, near Pilot Peak, stopped work oii account
of the company passing an order or resolution on
September ist that any miner working for the company after that date should take scrip for pay until
July next, and that what came out of the mine
should go for dividends to the stockholders. The
mine is situated at an altitude of about 6000 feet.
Still the miners think that "wind pie" is rather
thin for the next ten months.
Three of the miners
wished to work on the company's terms, but the discontented ones kept them out of the mine.

San Dieeo.
Owens.—Julian

Sentinel, Sept. 25 :
It is doubtful whether or not the Owens mine will start up for
some time.

—The Pacific Mining District
Julian. — Sentinel, Sept. 29
Several
PACiFrc.

is

:

a fraud.
of

the

still

engaged

all

in cutting out the

commenced last week. The Sutro tunnel
out 785 feet, leaving 165 feet yet to run to
connect with ttie joint drift from the Crown Point
station

drift is

incline.

—

POTOSL The south drift on the 650 level has
been advanced 23 feet total, 423, The face is in
quartz, giving low assays.
The west drift is in 21
;

The face is in porphyry.
Segregated Belcher.- -Th? south

feet

raise

ad-

vanced iS feet since last repcrt, making the total 170
feet.
There is no change to report of the ground
run through.

Alpha and Exchequer.— The

the 382 level of

drift in

Alpha

passed over grates or grizzlies, where
the finer particles fall down through into a bin and
thence into the ore-feeders.
The larger pieces pass
beyond the grizzlies and down into a rock-breaker,
from whence a passage is effected to the ore-feeders.
The sand coming from the batteries passes over two
rows of silver-plated copper plates, which collect the
residue of amalgam.
From there the sand continues on and is ted directly to four Frue concentrators.
Mr. Scott then thinking that particles of
sulphurets which were infinitesimally fine were not
caught by the concentrators, employed the Morris
device, which consists of a number of tables placed
side by side, each about 18 inches in width and provided with canvas floors whose interstices catch the
sulphurets as they pass downward with the water.
The entire mining plant is economic, systematic, intelligently and progressively arranged.
The ore
from the mine is now highly suiphureted. The
shaft proper is now down considerably over 200
feet, has splendid walls and the lead is about three
The chutes are of good length and
feet in width.
About 40 men are employed
indicate a strong lode.
altogether and the scene ^presents a lively appearance.
mill building,

small mines are looking splendid this week.
Three
or (our of them have commenced hauling ore to the
mills.
The Gold King and the Gold Queen are ex-

NEVADA.
Wasboe

tracting rich ore.

is

—

;

—

:

—

Belcher.— Are

east crosscut on
Exchequer is out 130 feet. The east
out from the old shaft 134 feet
Baltimore.— Are still operating on the 338 level.
The machinery is working well and there is no
trouble to handle all the water that comes in.
Chollar. The drift west from the 350 station
has been extended 47 feet total, 80. The face of
Siskiyou.
the drift is in clay ana porphyry.
River Mining.
Yreka Journal, Sept 26:
Justice. The work at the new mill is progressNearly all the river mining companies at the Kla- ing well. Are steadily hoisting ore
from the different
math are now sinking down new cuts from the sur- reserves in the mine.
face, keeping the full force on one cut, instead of
Bullion,
Running
east
on
the 500 and south
dividing them on different cuts as in former years.
By working down on one bench it is beheved more on the 640. There is no change in tne character of
work in raising gravel can be accomplished, as the the ground to report.
Alta. The mill is running fteadily on ore from
machinery can be regulated to work at a single place
with less danger and difficulty than hoisting from the 825 and 1150 levels, which continue to look

and somewhat split up. The general machinery in thorough repair. The mine has been
well opened to the 800-foot level, where there is a
it becomes solid and well
350-foot chute of pay ore that shows considerable
improvement over that found in the level above. A
Calaveras.
station has been cut at the 1000 level, and the proThe Utica Mine. Mountain Echo, Sept. 26 gram is to start new drifts at this point, as well as to
Preparations are making for the erection of the new continue working the ledge above there. At the
hoisting works on the south shaft of the Utica mine. Spanish, just north of the Nevada City, a small force
The derrick to be used for raising the large timbers of men is at work. They have a good chute of
into place was put in position during the week. The ore and there is on the dump a crushing of ore that
works to be erected on the south shaft will be of the has every appearance of paying well. The Mounsame dimensions as those on the north shaft. taineer is running regularly with encouraging results.
Messrs. Rider and Lee are now at work framing The Champion Co, is steadily forging ahead in the
timbers for the new 40-starap mill to be built in ad- matter of opening new ground.
They are sure to
A scene of general eventually reap rich reward for their pluck and en- different places.
dition to the 20 now in use.
activity prevails at the Utica day and night.
Quartz. Thomas & Morris, discoverers of a
terprise.
The representative of the Chicago and
Loudon syndicate who a few days ago bonded the quartz ledge in the Beaver creek district, in the
Mariposa.
Merrifield and Charonnat mines says that some of Siskiyou mountain foothills, have been taking out
After
Mariposa
News,
Sept.
22
Red Cloud.—
his principals will arrive here shortly to make a crit- very rich quartz lately, with good indications of their
about one week spent m repairing 10 stamps of the
find being a permanent ledge.
ical exammation of the properties. If they are favorJohn Saxild has
Red Cloud mill, it started. They have a large quanably impressed/as he seems certain they will be, lound a very rich quartz ledge about quarter of a
tity of good ore in the mill and the returns are
two
mile up the mountain from the Centennial claim at
these
old-time
producers
will soon again be in
hoped to be very satisfactory. They have started
Klamath river, in which gold is plainly visible to the
full blast. The bonds have four months to run. The
two drifts, one east and one west from the bottom of
reorganized Murchie Co. doing business under the naked eye in every portion of the quartz that is taken
the shaft in the Red Cloud.
name of the Lone Star Co., ar^ busily engaged in out. A good ledge at that point could be convenA Good Mine Gazette, Sept. 29 Our inform- perfecting their plans for putting the property on its iently worked by having a water-mill at the river
ant visited the Storey mine about seven miles east of feet again. Several valuable ledges are included in and sliding the quartz down to it.
It belongs to Wm.
Coulterville one day last week.
the boundaries of the claim, and past work on them
Humbug Creek. Yreka Journal, Sept 26
Warner and Ed Weaver, and was located in 1885. has demonstrated that they are of good size and
An expert from Portland, Or., named Cooley, visited
They have a shaft sunk about 70 feet which shows a quality. The other claims in this district on which
Humbug
creek last week in the interest of Oregon
bottom
of
the
shaft
walls,
and
at
the
vein with good
work is being done are looking well, and a number capitalists, to look at the quartz mines in that section.
the vein is 2j^ feet thick and carries free gold. With of prospects that give bright promises are being
He
thinks it is a good country for mining, and by
vein
would
the assistance of capital this gold quartz
quietly developed.
Taken all in all, the outlook for thorough prospecting rich and extensive ledges can
DO doubt develop into a valuable mine. There are Nevada City's quartz-mining interests is far from
undoubtedly be found there.
many valuable quartz veins which are located and gloomy.
Tuolumne.
being held by the locators in the county, which capMore
Stamps.
Tidings, Sept. 22: Sixty-five
Gold.
Union-Democrat, Sept 29:
ital could command, no doubt, if sought after.
Several
men are now employed at itie Omaha & Lone Jack parties are striking gold on Bild Mountain at
Red Cloud. Mariposa News, Sept. 29: The Consolidated on day's pay, and all the underground
Red Cloud company are repairing the remaming 12 work in progress is confined to the Omaha shaft present and there is every evidence that this winter
stamps of their mill and will be ready to run their This is 700 feet in depth, while the shaft in the Lone will see large results in pocket mining. We are
told that Mr. Bowman has resumed work on the
full 22 stamps as soon as there is water to do so.
Jack ground pinches 600 feet. Both are clear of
On Tuesday of this week Arthur Shimer hauled the water and have been placed in good repair. A drift Quartz Mountain mine and that a large force of men
is at work in the shaft and stopes.
This mine is a
first load of lumber to be used in constructing hoistto connect the two at the 400-foot level of the Lone
ing machinery at the Bondurant mine.
It wul take Jack is being pushed from both shafts, and a fort- low-grade proposition, but the efficient superintendent, Mr. Bowman, has made it yield a dividend
five feet thick

the Yellow Jacket shaft, through which they are
worked, there is nothing new from them.

—

—

—

well.

Scorpion.— On

the 300 level west crosscut.

has been extended 8

Andes.

feet

;

total,

50

No*

i

feet.

—Are repairing the shift
Pioche

—

District.

Yuba. Pioche Record, Sept, 26 Work has gone
on rtgularly in the Yuba mine since our last report.
The winze on the eleventh level has been extended
to a depth of 30 feet and the crosscut on the twelfth
level has been run a distance of 55 feet from the
:

shaft, bringing

it to within about 25 feet of the midThe crosscut on the 8:30 level has
been extended into the north vein and drifts on the
vein east and west have been run about 25 feet, showing a well-defined fissure in quaitzite walls in the
face of both drifts, filled with ore averaging over 100
oz, in silver and 40 per cent lead.
The working
force is gradually being increased in this mine, and
while no boom has yet followed its developmen{s, a
steady growth is observable.

dle ore vein.

Osceola

Dlstrlci:.

Dry Washing for Gold.— Salt Lake

Tribune,

26:
Duff Brown from Osceola, Nevada, tells
of the wonderful doings down thereof a gold-washer

Sept

newly invented by Los Angeles talent. The machine works by the dry process, the drier the gravel
the better it works.
It does not weigh over 150
pounds, costs $125, and can put through 30 tons of
'.dirt every 10 hours.
One man can turn the wheel
easily, and for a country where it is difiicult and expensive to secure an abundance of water, this machine is said to be the very thing. The one at Osceola is panning out in away that is astonishing the
miners.
The machine separates and collects the
free gold irrespective of fineness or shape from
gravel, sand, loam and other debris.
It is operated
by hand or other power, and is said not to check in
the heat.
The dirt, alter being put into it, passes
through a hopper over a set of riffles, the bottom of
which is formed by a fine meshed brass wire screen.
The turning of a crank operates a double pair of
bellows beneath, which forces a constant and strong
blast of air through the meshes, blowing the dust
out, the heavy gold falling to the bottom.
It can
be divided without difficulty to facilitate packing on
burros.
The miners speak highly of the device.

Hawtborne
Prospecting.— Virginia
The mountain ranges in the

District.

Sept 26:
of Hawthorne
afford one of the best fields for prospecting miners
now open in this part of the State. Though the
majority of the veins are small, they are generally
very rich.
Very few prospectors who have gone to
work in earnest and industriously searched the hills,
have failed to find a reward for their labors. As the
veins pay at or near the surface, it is a good camp
for men of small means, and when a man once gets
a start there he is almost sure to hang on; one find
leads to another his first rich pocket does not
knock the bottom out of his mine.
Enterprise,
vicinity

—

ARIZONA.
Bradshaw.— Cor.

Prescott Courier, Sept. 25:
interests of Pine Grove district are in a
flourishing condition.
Work is the order of the

The mining
day, which

is being done with telling effect.
The
Crowned King Co. has been developing its mines
for the last year and putting in machinery.
They
now have one of the best developed mines and most

Dlnbrlct.

—

Crown Point. Virginia finterprise. Sept 29 complete mills in the
^ Reduction Works.— National City Herald,
county.
Much credit is due
Sept 27
The reduction works are forging right Have completed the drain in the 700 crosscut and
Mr. N. C. Shekels, under whose management this
ahead, and are beginning to attract much attention advanced the drift 15 (eet since last report. The
work
has been so successfully accomplished. The
throughout the country. Communications are being face is still in quartz ot about the same character and
received by Superintendent Chick from all sections value as reported last week.
There are about two Oro Bella Co. has opened up a very promising property, and are now making roads to bring in their
concerning ore shipments and when the works will inches of water running from the face. The Sutro
machinery. All through the district there is every
tunnel
drilt
out
Itet
The
total distance to be
be ready to make contracts. Large quantities of
is
795
evidence of a big boom in mining interests. Wm.
ore are being brought to the city from the mines for run is 950 feet, leavmg 165 feet still separating the
:

mill tests, which are being made daily.
We are
glad these works are going up, and wish they were
twice the size they are, for there is more work in
San Diego county than they can do.

two

Britienham has

dritts.

Hale & Norcross.— On

the 500 level the

main

from the shaft has been advanced 35 feet,
total distance 430 feet
The south drift
has been extended 20 feet and connected
with the south upraise from the 600 level. The
north upraise above this level has reached the 500
level, and a north drift has been started therefrom to
connect with the 500 level south drift from the Savage mine. The west drift from the new station, 800
level, has been extended 40 feet, making its total
west

drift

making

on

Sierra.

River M\mnG.— Mountain Messenger, Sept. 29:
In the early days of California, river and bank mining was nearly all the mining that was done.
For
the past 10 or 15 years, however, this species of goldhunting, with here and there a lonesome exception,
has been in the hands of the Chinese. One of the
few bank claims still in the hands of a white man is
located on the South Fork, about half a mile above

its

this level

distance 120 feet

—

about completed a tunnel on his
Henkle's mines still keep up
he is now taking out lots of
high-grade ore; the Lision boys' mines are showing
up belter than ever; E. S. Junior is as usual taking
out very rich ore; he has a bonanza; Sines & Elliott
have a fine property and are rapidly opening it up;
the Boaz Co. is pushing work on its property and
expects to have its mill in running order in a few
weeks.
Dumps and storerooms of the Arizona Ore
Sampling Co. are big with ore. Mr. McGowan,
superintendent of the Senator mine, has his big
shaft down 90 feet in good ore.
Stamps are being
set up in Mr. Kerr's mill at Antelope.
Riggs &
Lawler, owners of the Hillside mine, near the Santa
Maria, have purchased a complete smelting plant
and will shortly have it up and at work. Their ores,
as well as a majority of ores in the district, can be
smelted with ease.
Dan O* Boyle has his force at
work, developing new places in the Montgomery
mine.
H. M. Hughes has a 60-foot tunnel in the
rich ore body; Jake
their reputation, and

Savage. On the 400 level the southeast drift has
China Flat, and is owned and worked by George advanced 18 feet The drift is in a heavy, swelling
Woolford. George has been on the South Fork, as clay formation, which requires close timbering. On
miner and prospector, for the past 20 years or more. the 500 level the south drift has beeq advanced 35
The claim, of which he owns about 1000 feet, was feet. Are saving the material from the drift for pay
Have cleaned out and repaired the south drift
once, and geologically speaking but yesterday, the ore.
bed of the present river. The cause of the abandon- on the 950 level and have resumed work in the face.
ment of its old bed by the river is patent to any Have men on repairs and easing timbers in the shaft
Ground Hog mine, Walker district
who care to observe. When the river had dug its and on the different levels of the mine.
bed nearly to its present level, an immense mass of
Rich Ore.— Prescott Courier, Sept 29: Th6
Closed. As the Consolidated Imperial, Chalearth and rocks slid into the canyon and filling and lenge Consolidated and Confidence mines are closed Arizona Ore Co. of Prescott has shipped 402,000
covering up the old bed, forced the river to make a down pending the repairs to the hoisting works at pounds of rich ore, containing gold, silver and leadj
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The company shipped

to-da'

Receipts of ore (or ilie last
by traio 70.000 pounds.
three days, 87.542 pounds,
('ompaoy has be«n
paying from 515,000 to $25.00') per month. Shortly alter Mr. Cockburn started the plant, a gre;H
many people said the mines would not aflTord sutficicnt high-grade ore to ket-p the plant busy, but they

hav«: and will continue 10 do so.
Realizing the
good the company has done the country, the Courier
hopes it will, ere ling, put in a pUnt that will be
able to work low-grade ores, of which there are hun

town of

mruy and the

<

entire county have increased

wonderfully in population and wealth dunng the
past year.
Among the regular heavy producers are
the Yankee Girl, Vanderbilt. Genesee, Cirlwnate

King. M.aud

S., Belle ol the West, S;iratoga, VirTerrible, L'. S. Depository, El Mahdi, DexI.out. lovta Chief. National Belle and scores
of smaller producers.
A great deal of prospecting is
being done among the hills, and encouraging discoveries arc of djily occurrence,
giniu.s.
tr-r.

Old

to

advantage

develop the mine or mines uf
the company suHicient to keep the mill running.
This is a very important question, and cverylxKly
hopes the production of ore will be good and the
mill wiH soon be started up and kept running.
to fully

—

pEADwooi) Rasi.s'. Boise A'Aj/cj///,;//, Sept. 29
Major Downs n-turned from Deadwood oasin Thurs
day.
He says he brought down no ounces of gold
dust worth $15.50 per ounce.
It took
seven men
21 days lo work the ground, and at
$3 per day and
board, the cleanup left a very small margin to divide
with the owners. They may find a belter streak and
still make money out of Ihtr investment.
The major
.'ays that Al Marsion has sold out his quartE clftim in

Idaho ScKiN'.;s.—AV:ff. Sept. 23: Tlie Idtho
custom mill is being supphed with more ore than it
can treat, and is pounding away diy .ind night.
The Rover Mining »o.. consisting of Denver and
Chicago parlies, has resumed work on the Rover Deadwood for
$2500 cash.
mine up Fall river. The Mary Foster and the HumDiscuVKKV.— Boise ^/.//i-JOT/jrt, Sept. 29: There
boldt have been consolidated, and will be operated
is some prospecting going on about ten
miles from
extensively by a strong company. During the month
this city and two le tds have been discovered near
of August, the sampling works of Maithews & t.o.
the summit east of the Idaho road, one owned by
shipped 1,613,068 pounds of ore, contiining tE;.ii2
K. P. Plowman, and another by John Earley, that
ounces silver, 1414 ounces gold. 48,113 pounds~lead
are very likely to make a boom for Boise City. One
and 5900 pounds copper.
I'he Silver Age Mining
mine
four miles from hi re shows up belter than
Co. is pushing developments in both shaft and tunnel.
The main shaft has now reached a depth of Gold Hill or any of the other gold mines in Boise or
Owyhee
counties with the same development work.
300 feet, the last 63 feet of which have produced over
$3,000,000 net.
Lfsstts on the I-ake lode, up VirMONTANA.
ginia canyon, are making a 100-ton shipment of ore
to the Stevens concentrating mill at Lawson, for the
Monitor
Tunnei..—
Butte ^//wer. Sept. 25: The
purpose of ascertaining whether it will pay to mill
length of the Monitor tunnel so far as completed is
the ore regularly, instead of shipping it d*rect to the
feet,
and
the
face
is
in
granite ol a soft formasmellers in its crude stit-; as they have been in the 375
tion.
The conipany a few rlays E>go encountered in
h-xbit of doing.
Parker & Brushwood have a very
the ground of J. Grossman
Co. a ledge eight feet
complete little stamp-mill on Chicago creek just be
in thickness and of a very promising character.
low ihe mine.
Samples taken from the ore body average 8 per cent
in copper and 9 ounces in silver.
The ground in
DAKOTA.
which this strike was made is called the New Emerald and is the most promising of any of its kind
BtNGHAM.— Deadwood Pioneer, .Sept. 26: This
struck in that vicinity for many a day, owing chiefly
claim, which created such a furor in
mining
to its depth of 150 leet from the surface.
Messrs.
circles s-veral months ago. has been lying idle lor
some lime, but is now the scene of considerable Grossman vS: Co. have the right to use the tunnel to
convey their ore from their different ledges along
activity.
Five men were put to work upon it MonCami'S Around Prescott.
Jouma!' Miner. day, and this force will shortly be increased very the tunnel by allowing the tunnel company to run
Sept. 29
The Congress still continues to look materially. The owners intend to develop the mine through their ground. The tunnel company will
nave to run 600 feet further before they come into
well in all its shafts, winzes, drifts and tunnels.
I. T,
thoroughly, and have renewed operations in a mantheir own ground.
All hands were laid off at the
Stoddard has men engaged in building a road from ner which will undoubtedly fully
compass their in- Mountain Consolidalt^d
yesterday on account of the
.Minnehaha to the Oro Bella company's mines. tentions.
ore
bins
being
completely
full.
The erection of the
1-^ight carloads of ore has been sent out from the
Tin.— During the next three months the Harney new gallows frame has just commenced, also the laysampling works during the first two days of this
Peak Tin Mining Co. will p^y out for mere assess- ing of the new engine-bed. The new shafthouse, a
w^ek.
John Lawler yesterday received $4800 as the
ment work on its Penninylon and Custer county laige and commodious structure, has been comnet returns from a carload ol ore shipped from the
Hillside mine.
Magnus Moe has deeded a half in- mines not far from $40,000. This money will be pleted. Sloping and drifting is being carried on exdivided among many miners and prospectors in this tensively all over the mine.
The Silver Bow mill
terest in the North and South Consolidated mining
portion of the hills.
Who will say that such a com- is putting through 40 tons of ore from the Stevens
claim to J. E. Floyd, lor 5500.
T. Otto has sold
pany is not of great benefit to the country?
and Belle of Butte, and also working considerablt
one-fourth interest in the Perry mine to Charles CaDavey Smklter.— Deadwood Pioneer, Sept. 27 custom ore. The owners have placed in position
pi'lle for S500.
John l.awler et al. have sold to Nathan l^^vy et al. one-half interest in the Robert E. The old Davey smelipr, now belonging to the Mer- what is called the Yates pulverizer, for the purpose
The Pacific is daily producing 40
Lee, Lucky Cuss and Eagle mining claims, for chants' National bank, has been leased to Sheridan of crushing ore.
While the pub- tons of ore which is reduced at the Butte Reduction
Chas. H, Akers brought in nearly $200 worth McBratoey and others of Galena.
$5000.
lic is nol positively informed, the general impression
Works. It is said that over $240,000 has been prool gold a few days ago from Cherry creek, the result
of a short run made by Richard DeKuhn in his is that the plant has been taken lor the Queen com- duced from the mine from the time the Parrot Co.
pany, and that when fires are started, it will be to threw up its bond on it for that amount. Mr. Brant
arastra.
J. M. W. Moore of the I-'rescoit sampling
works reports the shipment of 18 carloads, nearly smelt ore from the Queen mine. Owners in the (,.>ueen of the Parrot mine has set in position and in full
200 tons, of ore since September isl, and they have are positive that their mine can alone supply enough working order a peculiar but complete set of saws
dreds ol thousands of ions in mining districts near
K. (i. Wager, a well-known citizen of
Prescoti.
Tip Top. is in I'rtscott. His distiict produces wry
rich silver ores, and h.is for years bt-cn a grrat shipper of such ores.
It IS now very prosperous.
The
Smilhlines ar-- shipping ore th.^t yields 1000 ounces
of silver 10 the ton.
Mr. Wager came through
Bradshaw, Peck, 'I'urkey creek. IIassayam[>a and
Groom cr*^k districts and found the miners happy,
At firadshaw basin Mr. Shekles showed him the
mill, dumps, etc.
Oro liella Co. people were in
He saw about 50 men at Alexandra,
fine spirits.
Peck district. Cy. (Juriis was exhibiting specimens
from a paint mine he had just located. Mes-rs.
Van .Vanie and Robeson are here from Big Bug diS'
Van Name's mill is doing good, safe work.
trict.
'I"hree big bars of silver bullion were brought here by
Mr. Robeson. They are at the O. K.
Roljeson \
I'oster are assorting several carloads of Middletonmioe ore for shipment by the Arizona Ore Co.
Shull i; Austin's teams have just brought to the ore
works 36,000 pounds of rich gold sulphuret ore from
the ( ongress mine.
These sulphurets are worth
over $150 to the ton in gold.
Superintendent
Thompson will soon be running three smelters ai
Jerome. A steam hoist, smelter, etc., will shortly
be creeled on Lower Big Bug.
Bigelow & Smith,
I-'rank Kuhne, Dan Hatz and scores of other miners
are lakmg out shipping ore.
Fred. Williams is ex
[wcting orders to place more men at work on the
Storm Cloud.

i.^:

—

:

several carloads stored in their bins.
An immense
body of high-grade ore, said to be larger and richer
than any ever encountered before in the prop'^rty,
was recently struck in the McCracken mine, Mohave
county.
It is a fact worthy of note that of some
eight or ten stamp-mills in this county, which were
lying idle a few months ago, there is not a single
one now that is not either in active operation or in
process of repairs looking to an early start.
J. W.
Wilson relurnfd to-day irom a visit to the Howard

Messrs. Harlan h Barrington.
of the former, 3re only able to run their mill
about two hours per day, owing to a scarcity of
water.
The outlook for the erection of reduction
works in Prescott al an early day is splendid at
present.
Should the proposition recently submitted
to the Colorado parties be rejected, there are others
who are prepared to put in a plant, provided a donation of $15,000 in ore is guaranteed them.
Messrs,
Fisher & Dunkle have their new steam hoist for the
Scotch Lassie mine on the ground.
Messrs. Smith
^: Hartin, who own the Oversight mine in Kirkland
valley, received a sample of ore yesterday from their
i-laim which assayed $80 in silver and about 60 per
cent in lead.
John McDermid came in last evening
from ihe lower end of Slaughterhouse gulch, where
he has been engaged in building an arastra to be run
by water-power, with which to work the ore from the
Dolly Varden mine.
J. W. McGowan, superintendent of the Senator mine, reports work progressing finely on that property.
A very fine body of ore
some two and a half feet in thickness was encoun-

and Senator mines,

tered in the new shaft at a depth of 90 feet
Mr.
Shekels, of the Crowned King company, has 50
mules employed in packing ore from Ihe company's
mine to the mill.

OOLOBADO.

ore to keep the plant operating to lull capacity.
However, we are informed the purpose will be to do
a custom business purchase what ores other prospectors or corporations may have to sell, and thus
aid and hasten development of many promising loca;

tions in the district.
The enterprise is one that will
itself to the majority of Galena mineThere are half a dozen diffrent properties
in the district upon which a large amount of development has been accomplished, disclosing ore-bodies of
greater or less proportion.
The average value of ore
is about $30.
The mines referred to can easily supply a plant double the capacity of the Davey smelter.
Without necessarily presenting for draft on locations
on which only limited exploration has taken place.

commend
owners.

IDAHO.
Oro FiNo.— Idaho

Avalatuhc, Sept. 25: The
new Oro Fino mill is now running on ore from the
Oro Fino mine, which is turning out well. The

About Oke Tariff. — Bellevue

Herald, Sept.
Parker, freight agent of the 0. P.. at
27:
I. V.
Sdlt Lake, is in Bellevue to-day to see about the rumored raise of $1.60 on the ton for smelting charges
on ores by Omahacompanies. Mr. Parker does not
understand why the Omaha smelters should make
this increase when the railroid folks have just encouraged the country by a heavy reduction in
freights.
The poor and small mine-owners are the
only ones to suffer by this increase, as yearly contracts are made by the larger mines here.

Rocky Bar.— Idaho

Statesman, Sept. 20: The
very low in the streams of Western Alturas.
learn that Harry Thompson went over from

We

is

Tribune Rcpuhlha?!, Silver Mountain to Rocky Bar on Thursday last.
Republican representative met Mr. and on Friday was hiring every carpenter he could
Lou N. White from Ouray, the other day, and in find in the Rocky Bar country and vicinity to finish
conversation gleaned a few interesting pointers on the Silver Mountain mill.
J. M. Texion, the great
the present outlook in mining circles in that section. mill builder, has been employed lor the finish.
Mr. White is one of the fortunate owners of the Car- Thompson tells wonderful tales of the richness of one
He says one lode will go
bonate King mine in the Rfd mountain ditrict, and of the company's mines.
is one ot San Juan's best-posted men on mines and
$60 to the ton and will average five feet wide.
A
large
of
carpenters
number
accompanied Mr. Thompmining.
He says the condition of the mining indusThere has
try of Ouray county is first-class and 100 per cent son on his return Saturday morning.
better than that of any previous year.
The advent been considerable excitement in Rocky Bar over a
"
of the Denver & Rio Grande railway into the county mill test of ore made from the *' Mountain Goat
and town of Ouray from Montrose, and the building lode during the past week. Forty-eight tons crushed
of the Mears railway from Silverlon into the county at Jake Reeser's custom mill has turned out nearly
and the Red mountain mining district, has infused $100 per ton. The New York Co. has leased Mr.
new life and activity into the mining industry in that Reeser's mill, and after putting on about $3000
section.
The tonnage output for this year will worth of improvements propose to proceed further.
double that of any previous year. There has been This result has enlivened the camp very much, and
considerable activity in mining sales in all the dis- has given a great impetus to prospecting.
tricts in the county, and the purchasers are largely
Silver District.
Statesman, Sept. 26: A
St. Louis capitilists who have been singularly fortu- good many conflicting reports come from Graham,
nate in their investments.
Among the large num- Silver district. The 20-stamp quartz-mill which has
ber of properties which they have purchased can be been in process of erection for a year is finished, or
mentioned the Saratoga, Vanderbilt and the Gene- about as good as completed, and ready to run. A
see, in the famous Red Mountain district; the Ruby ditch has been constructed to run the mill by water,
Trust, United States Depository and the Humboldt, about two miles long, from North Fork of Boise. A
in the Mount SnefFles district; the Saxon {recently tramway has also been constructed to run the ore to
sold by Senator Tabor for $50,000), the Amador and the mill, a mile distant.
It is said that the mill and
Lily, Bonanza, Maid o' the Mist and the Forest, in works are the best in the Territory.
The only quesPoughkeepsie.
These are only a few of the most, tion about the success of this great enterprise is in
promnent mines placed in St. Louis.
Many other the mine while many report plenty of silver ore
properties of less importance have been placed in of a rich quality, worth $50 and over to the ton,
various Eastern money centers, and many other others report tliat they have very little ore out and
sales are pending at the present time.
In conse- could no: run the mill a week, and that it will tak-?
quence of the great activity in mining circles, the another year with all the hands that can be worked

large scale.

Madison Mines.— Cor. Inter- Mouniain, Sept.
27 ; Yesterday I visited one of the most promising
gold proppecis it has evr-r been my fortune to cast
an eye on. This claim is called the Bill Fairweather
lode and was located a week ago by James M.
Bradley and Thomas Branham, and lies on the divide of the south lork of Mill creek and the south

The, Cm\<1.kv{.— Mining Pcvitnv, Sept. 20: In
the ab jve-named mining property recent results obtained are proving its worth to a degree that cannot
be otherwise thin most encouraging to those who
have at heart the mineral interests of Missoula county, wherein the mine is located, as well as being a
source of pride and revenue to its owners, among
whom may be mentioned the veteran mining man. A.
M. Holter of Helena, as being most largely interested.
It is learned that a site for the location of a
smelter has been surveyed near the east end of the
Curlew claim, the capacity of which will be not less
than 50 tons per day. Several thousand tons of
low-grade ore are now on the dump awaiting operations of the smelter before being convened into
bullion. A great deal of high-grade ore finds regular
shipment to the smeller at Wickes, with a result that
The new works
assures the success of the mine.
will be in close proximity to the pretty little town of
Victor, to which they will doubtless be a most valuable acquisition.

OUKAY Mines. —Denver

Sept. 22:

bird

fork of Meadow creek.
The ore body is at least
three and one-half feet wide, and at a low estimate
will mill $too per ton for that width, while I think
that $200 per ton would not be overestimating it,
The ore is a telluride-appearing ore; nearly all of it
shows large quantities of free gold in nuggets and
wire of a high grade.
Considering its size. I think
it the richest and most valuable gold-quartz
discovShould the
ery ever rnade west of the Missouri.
ore hold out for 100 feet deep in size and richness,
its value would be something enormous.

concentrator is saving nearly all the gold at little
cost.
If. as it is now supposed, a concentrator will
save the precious metals, the solution of working
ores in this camp has been solved.

water

purpose of framing square sets at the Bluemine.
This work has hitherto been done by
hand, and the new process is a great saving to the
three companies using it— the Bluebird, Mouniain
View and Parrot. The Wake-Up Jim and Green
Mountain are to be connected by a crosscut that is
at present being run for that purpose.
The Parrot
mine was idle yenerday, the chutes being full of ore
both at the mine and smelter. Considerable prospecting IS being done in ihe lowlands, but none on a
for the

A

NEW
Mill.

MEXICO.

— Lordsbur^

Col.
Liberal,
Sept.
29:
Morrow expects to have the Hercules mill pounding
He will begin wiih some of the
ore in a few d^ys.
ore on the Atwood dump.
Jeff Whittington has
bought his partner's .^dam's—inlerest in the ComBaxter tS: Whittington now own the
stock group.

—

—

entire group,
O. R. Smyth has put a couple of
teams to hauling concentrates from Carlisle to Duncan, He has not taken the contract to do all of the
hauling, as has been stated, and the company teams
will '=1111 be kept at work.

Development Work. — Silver

'

Bros., who intend during the next six
months, which time their lease runs, to do considerit.
The Golden (."rown mine at Pinos
Alios, owned by Joe Williams. i:d Raker and Andy
I-iiad, is coming to the front.
They have over 200
tons out ready for ihe mill.
Frank Carter, presi-

able work on

dent,

and

J. C.

Howe,

director of

the

Deep Down,

departed for St. Louis Tuesday, after having spent
days at the mine, very much pleased with
the outlook.
On Saturday last 30 men were let out
on the Mountain Key mine, the force being reduced
from 60 to 30. The reduced force is sufiicienily
large enough to break all the ore that the Key mill
can handle with its limited w.ater supplyat present.
^v.\.\.,— Southwest Sentinel, Sept. 36: The work
on the well which is being sunk for water for the
40-siimp mill has been fmporarily discontinued,
owing to the large flow of w.iier encountered at 14
feet.
Negotiations are now on fool to secure the
use of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R. R,
Co.'s pump, with which to remove the water, so that
the well can be sunk lo bedrock.
The railroad
company telegraphed that it would lend the use of
the pump; it will be set to work in a few days.
several

Gkorgetown.— The Scotli^h mine was sold last
Tuesday by Special Master Harllee lo George O.
Smith for $10,000. The sale has been confirmed
by Judge Henderson,

The new hoist
company works like

29:

just

.

Bald Mountain,— A strike has been made at
Bxld Mountain in the Silver King, Al the bottom
of the shaft, 120 feet, a large body of ore has been
exposed running the whole width of the shaft; it will
run in the neighborhood of $100 or more to the
ton in gold and silver.
.At the depth of 62 feet a
crosscut has been run a distance of 52 feet through
ore.
No side-wall has yet been reached.

ORBOON.
The Monumental.— Bedrock
26

The Democrat

:

one

who

reporter

Democrat^ Sept.
J. B..Bowick,

met Mr.

of the representaiives of the English syndicate
recently purchased the Monumental mining

properly in Granite district, and learns from that
gentleman, who is just down from the mine, that
work has been commenced in dead earnest, and already a force of about 30 laborers are employed
there.
The mine and mill have lain idle for the past
ten years.
In consequence of this the tunnels in
many places have caved in by the rotting of the tim-

and the mill is out of order in many ways. The
company taking charge of the properly have been
compelled to start anew and relimber the mine and
bers

overhaul the mill.

Baker County Mines.— Cor. Bedrock Democrat,
Things are quiet here at the Eureka and
Everybody is waiting to see what will
Fruit creek rather has the "call " on
us now.
The Columbia presents a growing activity,
warranted by the ore showings being made, and it
would not surprise yours truly to see a formidable
rival to Cracker City spring up in that gulch. Work
on the Buckeye is "going on slowly, but with good
results, the owners having recently struck some S300
ore in one of their cuts. The Buckeye is west of
and on the parallel ledge to the Columbia. Little or
nothing, save assessment work, is being done on the
south e.xlensions.
On the North Pole the usual development work is going forward, with indications
of continuous and vigorous work for the winter.
Ihe Ten Strike, above the North Pole and on the
same vein, is under bond to the E.
E. Co., and is
being worked with vigor. In the cove some development is going on in the Imperial, where a good
showing is being made; likewise in the Gray Eagle,
where a four-foot breast of high-grade ore has been
shown up in the face of the tunnel. At the Monumental, recently sold to an English company, we
understand Chinese miners only are being employed. The same is also said to be true of the
Cabell Bros.' mine. Quite a number of miners have
gone over to those two mines during the past week,
seeking employment, only to return with the same
story
no white men need apply.
Sept. 26:
Excelsior.

come

ne.xt.

iS;

—

UTAH.
Review.— Salt Lake

Tribune, Sept. 29
The
past week has been a quiet but active one in mining
circles.
The movements of ores and bullion have
been heavy. The receipts ol the metals in this city
for the week ending September 26th, inclusive, were
to the value in all of $184,706,36. of which $101,368.85 was bullion and $83,337.51 was ore. For the
previous week the receipts were of the value of $149.394.12, of which $82,004.96 was ore and $67,389.16
was bullion. The Ontario output for the week was
58 bars of bullion, 32,948.03 tine ounces ore sales,
$24,033,47. an appro.ximate total of $56,981,50, The
Daly product for the week was 20 bars of bullion. 23.507.29 ounces; no ore sales.
The Horn
Silver remains apparently dormant.
Fine bar receipts in this city for the week were to the value of
base bullion, $30,142.10. The product
$40,966.81
01 the Hanaucr smeller for the week was $14,150 in
bullion
of the Germania, ^[16,008.94.
Ore receipts
in
this city
for the week
were $44,907.=;2 by
Wells. Fargo & Co.; $18,200 by McCornick & Co.,
including $4950 Crescent and $2000 Queen of the
Hills
and $20,230.99 by T. R. Jones & Co.
:

;

;

;

;

EuREiCA. Ti^Tic District.— The camp is prosperous. There is no difficulty existing between the
" bosses " and the men. The wages are from $2.50
to $4 per day to the laborers and miners.
All appear t J be well satisfied. The population will number 1500 souls, and there is not, strictly speaking, an
idle man in the camp.
Particularly is this so of
those who do not allow alcoholic influences to get
away with their better judgment. In fact, this is a
wonderful camp. The future of this section of the
Territory is assured.
Captain Day. who has so long
had charge of a portion of the destinies of Eureka,
has gone to California, and Hank Smith, the old
Comstocker, has assumed complete control of the
Beck and Bullion mine.

New Emma.— Salt

New Emma

Lake THbune, Sept. 30: The

mine. Alta, will start

its

concentrator to

completed by the work next Tuesday, after having been idle for quite
The Golden a while. They have large quantities of concentrata charm.
Aztec
Giant at Pinos Altos is rapidly coming to the front. ing ore in the old workings, and expect to keep the
John T. Mitchell has superseded Captain Webb at mill running until winter closes around them. Work
Four or five additional miners will be will be resumed in the depth under the tunnel ere
Telegraph.
put to work immediately. A new engine and skip long. The ground there is looking well, and operahas been ordered by the owners of the Golden Gi-int tions were suspended only b-^cause of the large quanFriends of the mine speak
mine, T. N. Childers and Paul Curtis have leased tity of water last spring.
the Unlimited Coinage mine near Bear mountain to very hopefully of its future.
Sept.

;

City Enterprise,

229
.\lkinson

.
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JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
Nos.

39

to

51

FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL.
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WE T

FRISBE E

MILL.

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9000 pounds,
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
quartz to 40 mesh is in successful operation and we guarantee its work
as represented.
;

"HENDY" IMPBOVBD

CHALLENGE " ORE FEEDER.

"

The best form of Feeder ever devised, and pronounced by reputable mining men to be
We refer to the followsuperior to any form of "Roller" Feeder manufactured.
ing gentlemen

who have

far

furnished ua with testimonial letters to the

which can be seen at our oflfice, viz.:
S. W. Crocker, Sapt. Bunker Hill Gold Min- D. O.WiCKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal.
J. R. Tregloan, Supt. South Spring Hill Gold
ing Co., Amador City, Cal.
Mining Co., Amador City, Cal.
W. G. Roberts, Greenwood, El Dorado Co., Cal.
above

effect,

WE ARE MANOFACTURERS

IT

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

renewals will not coat over one-half as much as for stimps. Will run empty, or with small
amount of ore without injory. The attention of parties having Cement Gravel is called to this
Mill, aa it will run 100 tons per day to No. 8 meah; 30 to 35 H. P.
OUR DRY MILLS are the most economical ever built, and are extensively used with
record of several years. No grinding in nans. Mill finishes to any fineness desired.

And

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY,

OF THE

"CHALLENGE," "STANFORD," "TULLOCK," & "ROLLER" FEEDERS, GIDEON
And

will furnish descriptive Catalogues

FRISBEE, Manager.

-

HOOKER & LAWRENCE.

and quote prices upon application,^

-

MABSHUTZ

Corner Main and

N.

CANTRELL.

T. G.

Sts.,

San Francisco.
York.

FOR MINES.

San Francisco,

MANUFACTURERS OF
1, 2,

Stationary and Compound Engines, Flour, Sugar,

St.,

145 Broadway, New

ENGINES

HOISTING
WORKS
IRON
NATIONAL
Howard
W.
L. 0.

461 Howard

-

Gen'l Ag'ts,

Saw

or

4 Drums,

with Reversible

Linl<

Motion or Pat. improved Friction.
MADE ONLY BY TUB

and Quartz
AMALGAMATING MACHINES.

Machinery.
CASTINGS AND FORCINGS ^LXfZn
Mill

LIDGERWOOD
LW^i'^rS,^!!
"^

96 liberty

ALL WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED.

NATIONAL ROCKER aUARTZ MILL.
KENDALL'S PATENT, AUGUST

Toixs

2-a.

1x1.

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL,

24, 1888.

Holers.

3

H.

New

St.,

COMPANY,
York.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS.
PARKE, LACY & CO., San Francisco.

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

0-A.I'.A.OIT"V, XS

M'F'G

"

THE ROLLER ORE FEEDER
[Patented

I*.

May

28, 1882.J

STEARNS M'F'G
29

&

CO.,

San Francisco,

31 Spear St,

Gal.

Sole Manufacturers.
The Patentee and Manufacturers
cordially invite miners to critically

examine and pass judgement upon
this improved system of milting
and amalgamating ores in the following particulars:
1.

The

cost

less

ia

than one-half of

of same capacity.
freight to mine is less than
one-half of stamps.
3. The cost of erecting is less than

etampH

2.

The

4.

The power

5.

The wear

6.

There

7.

In point of amalgamation it is
superior to any other machine
in use.
In its simplicity of construction.

one-fourth of stamps.

MAKUFACTURERB OF

to drive itis less than
one- half of stamps.
is

less

HIGH-GRADE SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENGINES, STEEL BOILEBS, Etc.

than one-quar-

ter of stamps.
is

— raPORTBRS

no wear except on

shoes and dies.

8.

^^~
^z--"^

^Send

for Circulars

and Price

List.

To Buy or Lease Graphite Mine or LocaPA3ADENA MINING & DEVELOPING

CO.,

Pasadena, Cal.

CIVIL

rNGINEER,

L

HY. JACKSON,
and SANITARY
12X Montgomery St., S. F.

Mnnson*f( "Eajjle" and

Goodell

AND GENERAL MILL
F.

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL.

For Removing or Preventing Scale. Corrosion and Pitting
in Steam Boilers. Send for references.
Also Pbkriibes RuiiUKR M'p'q Co. Plumbago Sheet, and
Piston and Valve Rod Packing, to be had only of
J. C. WINANS. 220 Fremont St, S. F., Oal.

Belting,

Saws and Saw Tools*
Emery Wheels, Tool Grinders, Ewart's
Link Beltingf
cliinery,

We challenge competition with
Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or and
other ore crushing machines now
before the public

ANTI-INCRUSTATION POWDER
Or Boiler Compound

&

OP

"Dynamo"

Waters' Woodworking Ma-

Gold
This ia the beat and cheapest Ore Feeder now in use.
It has fewer parts, requires less power, is simpler in
adjustment than any other. Feeds coarse ore or soft clay
alike uniformly, under one or all the stamps in a battery
as required.

In the Bunker Hill Mill it has run continuously for two
years, never having been out of order or costing a dollar
for repairs.

Golden State and Miners' Iron Works,
Sole Manufacturers,
San FranclBco. Cal.
S27 First Street,

H.

SUPPLIES.

HAUSMAN,

Mining Properties Bought,
Sold and Developed.

Propositions from principals OQly entertained.

SAFE DEPOSIT BUILDING,

ROOM

No.

2.

This paper la printed wltb Tnlt Manufactured by Obarles Eneu Johnson & Co.. 600
South 10th St, Philadelphia. Branch Offices— 47 Boae St., New Tork, and 40 La Salle
St., Ohlcaso. Asent for the Paolflc Ooast—
Joseph H. Dorety, eas Oommerolal St.. B F.

•

Oct.

6,
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"'^
I!""!™!
u
withoat

veruer

Ib in operation in

&

FRASER

ThiB Mill aa a CniBher and PdI-

^""""S"»

CHALMERS,

235

<^''"^'^'^

nilART7 Mil

1

rival.

log smelting wor<u

and

SELBY

irSENO FOB CATALO0UK.-Sa

ead

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

mills.
J

SUD

POa CATkUiQOM AMD TWIDIOinALB.

MACHINERY

for

St.,

And Assay
Highest Prices Paid

CO..

San Francisco.

AND SILVER

GOLD

ORES.

of

HOISTING

PUMPING

416 Montgomery

TROMMELS.

JIGS and

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING. SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

and Ore3.

ffletalllirgy

I

REFINERY

Office.

for Gold, Silver

and

Lead Ores and Snlphnrets.

•''•^:''>^<'p:^t^^
ENGINES

ENGINES,

AMD

..MANUFAOTURBni OF....

BLUESTONE.
LEAD PIPE,
SHEET LEAD,

HALLIDIE'S

SHOT,

MACHINERY,

Etc., Etc.

ALSO HANIIKACTURKRil OP

Standard

WIRE ROPE

CORNISH

Shot-Gun

Cartridges,

Under Chamberliri Patent

JOHN TAYLOR & CO.,
POMPS.

TRAMWAYS.

OBNBBAL OFFICE AND WORKS

DENVER OFFICE

FultoD and Uolon Streets,

NEW TOBK

Ctilcasro,

:

No. 248 ElKhteentb Street. Denver, Colorado.

111.

MEXICO OFFICE:

OFFICE:

Boom

48i

2

No.

No.

Wall Street

UTAH OFFICK—SALT LAKE

CITY.

11 Calle

CHEMICAL APPARATUS AND CHEMICALS, DRUG
GISTS" OLASSWAKE AND SUNDRIES, ETC.
G3 & 05 First St., eor. Mission, San Francisco.
We would call tbe attention of Asaayors, Chemista

de Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico.

UTAH.

Mining CompanieH, Milling Companies, Prospectors, eta,
to our full stock of Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, SooriQers, etc., including, also, a full stock of

JAMBS LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.
These WTieclfl are designed for all purpoaea where limited quaatitieB of water and
heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to ^Ive more power with lesa water than
wlieel made.
Beinp placed on horizontal shaft, the power is transmitted
direct to sbaftini^ by belts, dispensing with gearing.
Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in
hitrh

any other

capacity to suit any particular case.
Further inforrnation can be obtained of this form of construction, as well aa the
ordinary Vertical Turbines fur Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free of coat,
by appl)'ing to the manufacturers.

JAMES LEFFEL &
Springfield, Ohio,

or

lUPORTXRS AND DKALRRS IN

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

Ohemicala.
Having been engaged in furnlsblng tbcse supplies slnoe
the first discovery of mines on tbe Pacific Coast, we fee
confident from our experience we can well duit tbe de
mand for these goods, both as to quality and price, Oui
Now Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will be sent oc
application.

i^Our Gold aud Silver Tables, showing the value pei
ounce Troy at different dcgrcus of Qnoness, and valuaole
tables for computation of assays in grains and grammes,
will be sent free upon application.
Agents forthe Patent
Plumbago Crucible Co., London, England. Also lor E.
G. Dknnibton'h Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
plates of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly
reliable, and full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Ordeta
taken at his lowest prices.

JOHN TAYLOR &

CO.,

110 Liberty

St.,

New

York.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET.

PRASEE & CHALMERS,

PARKE
C.

H.

EVANS &

(Succo8«ora to

THOMSON &

EVANS),

F.

S.

First

Premium Awarded

at Mechanics' Pair,

onJ

all

kindBOt

Rim

Pnlley

For the States of California, Oregron and Nevada, antl the TerritorieB of Idaho, Waahlngton
Lightest, Strongest, Cheap'^«t and
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Alao Manufacturers of
Beat Balanced Pulley in the World.
PAT. ooT. 26, 1881.

No8. 129

Sc

SHAFTING,

131 Fremont

Ores Sampled,
Assaying in all its Branches,
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters,
Working Tests (practical) Made.

Special attention paid

List.

O. A.

san Pranc'sco.

LUCKHARDT

CO^

Ss

Huhn & Luckhardt,
UlnlnflT EnpTlneers and MetallurflrlBts
(Formerly

ie&
-

to Examinations of

Mines; Plana and Reports fum&hed.

HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES

tS" Skno for Cirodlar and Priob
Street,

eto.

Plans and Specifications furnished for tbe
most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Solo Li':enaed Manufacturers of the

Medart Patent 'Wrought

MACHINEKY.

f^
^^ m
m

Ores worked by any ProoeBS.

1884.

MACHINE WORKS,
Steam Pumps, Steam Engines

Near First and Market Streets, S. F.
Ldokhardt, Manager,
Establisbbd 1860

C. A.

PERFECT PULLEYS

CO.,

110 £ 112 Keale Street,

j>

General Agents,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, Col.
LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

CO.

Cal.

ARE YOU GOING TO PUT UP MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?
Are you RoinR to make any change in machineryV Are you freighting by team or packing on
mules? Do you waut Pulleys on Shafting already up? If so, don't fail to look into the

^

a. KOSTBL.

EUSTBli.

J.

METALLURGICAL

^^

318 Pine

Corner ot Leldesdorfl Street,

WORKS.

St. (Basement.,
•

•

SAN FRANCISCO

merits of

OTho

BUTEKS' GUIDE ja

issued

March and

each year. It

ia

THE DODGE PATENT INDEPENDENCE

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Tests made by

Sept.,

clopedia of useful infermation for all who purchase the luxuries or the
necessities of life. "We
can olothe you and furnish you with
all the
necessary and unnecessary
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, flsh, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these things
COMFORTABLY, and you can make a fair
estimate of the value of the BUYERS'
GUIDE, which will be sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage,

& 00.
MONTGOMERY WARD
Chicago, HI.

111-114 Miohigan Avenue,

SPLIT

PULLEYS.

lilghtest. Strongest, Best Balanced aod Most
Conveoient JPuIteye Made in the World.

They are the
ranted.

Adapted

to

any power required.

and Catalogues mailed

Quicksilver.

HinkiiiR

and pnmpL'cting

—

t.f

EiiKmvinga

fi()ll

— oapcclors

RANDOL,

on n&a and
free,

320 Sansome

(ools.

til

wull

pumpR,

idslcam cngiDCR. Atreu-

StQB

22,

Bcnt

51';' ttet haa bfina flunk in 8
IiisiructionB for licginncrs. An

Encyclopiim
I

Room

oil.

Bonk

mailing charge!

CIS.

each,

Amerioon
?The
"

St.,

WellWorke.
AUKORA, ILLS,,
U.

S.

San Francisco,

No
Cal.

This Fire-proof Brick Building la centrally located, in
ttie healtliieBt part of tbe city, only a tialf block from
tile Qrand and Palace Hotels, and dose to all Steamboat
and Railroad Otllces.

Laundry Free for the use of Families
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.

THOMAS

And upward.
BOGUS WITH OB WFTHOUT BOAED.

524 Sacramento

Street,

San Francisco,

m^ffiW
BUSINESS

Cal.

COLLEGE.

POST ST., S. F.
SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS THIS
24

FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE. COIN

POOLEY.
Send

Engraving Samples.

$75.

Vaoations.
Day and Evbninq Sbssions.
Ladies admitted into all Departments.
Address: T. A. ROBINSON, M. A.. President.

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,

Terms, Board and Room, SI. 00 per Day

J.

LIFE SCHOLARSHIPS,

A.

WINCHESTER HOUSE.
Street,

GO TO THE OI.DEST AND THE BEST.

iai.

*

B.

CO.,

Metallurirists.

LIGHTNING WELL-SINKINQ
-flACHINE MAKERS.
UuAa
J,

J.

KUSTEL &

Q.
Mining Enerineers and

Time, trouble and money saved by using these pulleys,

JOHN SIMONDS, Paciflc Coast Agent, 509-513 Mission St., S. F.

New Almaden

Assajiug and Analysts of Ores, Minerals and Waters.
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Practical Inatruction given
Treating Ores by m
proved prooewea.

free.

:

44 Third

my

Process,

WOOD SEPARABLE OR

an ency-

2-cent

staraii for 16piiKe fine il-

lustrated atuuplea o> Photo-Fac-'iiDilo. Photo-ZiDC KtchingB
and Wood Engravings (Proof Sheet No. 3) to
OBAViMa Co. 220 Biarket St., S, F.

Dewby EK

RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.
WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed
of in tbe Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

FOR

College instructs in Shorthand, Type Writing, Bookkeeping, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the English branches, and everything pertaining to buBinees,
for BIX full months.
have sixteen teachers, and givo
individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
its graduates In every part of the Stats.

We

£r*SBND FOR CmOULAR.
E. F,
0. S.

HALET)

Sacretary.

HEALD,

President.

Mining AND Scientific Press.
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way

EQaPKET l^EPO^TS.

of

commisaions; but has gained 15 points during the

Prices generally ruling for metals not regularly dealt
in on Call at the N. Y. Exchange, covering extremes of
buyers' and sellers' views. All prompt delivery. AusTin,
Billiton
(g
;
Tin,
tralian

Local Market.

SILVER -The

Oct. 4. 1888.

week the London and

past

in strength, with steady
VHrious causes are assigned lor

York markets have gained
advances reported.

the main one being that Russia has negotiated a small loan and the capitalists who have subpxynients.
to
it are buying silver to make the
scribed
Others, again, think it is due tj the large purchases
denirind
the
Russia
and
India
and
both
ot wheat in
As India's wheat
for silver to remit in payment.
last
year's,
much
as
as
aggregate
exports will not
and Russia's only a little more, this theory is hardly
claim
that
again
who
others
There are
acceptable.
the

rise,

large capitalists directly intere<;ted in advancing and
in keeping up the market value of silver have either
formed or are forming a syndicate looking to the
The out jut of
control of the hading silver markets.
United
silver last year is estimated as follows:
States, $58,00^.000; Australia, $24,000,000; Mexico,
$26,000,000; Russia-Siberia, $22,000,000; Central
and South America, $15,000,000. Totil, $145,-

000,000.
In our market holders appear to be unsettled in
their views, although at the close they ask 94©
The last reported sale wis at 94c, bougnt
94J^c.
The shipments of silver
lor shipment to Calcutta.
b^rs tor the month of September by sea from this
port were as follows: Hong Kong. $703,000; Bombay, $16,700; Japan, $157,000; Calcutta, $60,000.
For the first nine months oi this year the shipments
by sea from this port of silver bars aggregated $7,6[7,90o against $6,068,915 for the like time in 1867.
Of the shipments so far in this year, Bombay took
$2,820,690 against $504,190 in 1887; Calcutta, $294.000 against $656,250 in 1887; Hong Kong, $6,046,313 agiinst $6,801,655 in 1887, and Japm, $1,459,106 against 52.218,975 in 1887.
LE.'VD—There is a good demand for pig, with
prices well maintained at this season of the year; the
consumption is quite large for the making of shot.
Bv reference to the daily closings in the New York
market it will be seen that prices have fluctuated
considerably.
Pig tin in our market is reported dull but
firmly held, owing to the high markets abroad.
Buyers do not anticipate their wants, only buying in

TIN—

To
also dull.
are slow in contracting, unTin plate

a hand-to-mouth way.
arrive, large
less offered

consumers

is

BORAX—

The market is reported to be in a
strong position, owing to the active market at the
East, with prices reported to be tending up.
The market is very strong at the
last reported advance.

;

to hold to
PIG
strong prices, owing to receipts .going into conhigher
received,
and
also
to
the
sumption as fast as

market continues

and strong markets abroad.

QUICKSILVER— The

market

reported steady
is reported to be

is

The home demand

increasing, but no great enlargement in the volume
of quicksilver going out is. looked for in this month.

COAL — The

imports into this port last month
aggregated 143.706 tons against 83,626 tons in the
From January ist to Septemlike month in 1S87.
ber 30th this year, the imports aggregate 1,000,562
tons against 636,662 tons for the like time in 1887.
The imports into S in Diego and San Pedro are reAlported to have been corr'Spondingly heavy.
though the imports are largely in excess of last year,
yet importers are bulling the market up, owing to a
They
strike in the principal Newcastle coal mines.
went on August 25th, and the only vessels which
have since sailed from Newcast'e for this port are the
Celtic Chief and Patterdale on the 29th August, both
of which had completed their cargoes before the
During the four weeks ending Sept. 5th,
strike.
the c^al departures from Australia to California emvessels for
Francisco, 4 for San
10
braced
Diego and i for Wilmington, leaving 15 in port 10
for
San Francisco, t for Wilfollow, including 10
mington and 4 for San Diego. One of those for
San Difgo has since had her charter canceled.
There are now suppos'^d to be 25 vessels on the way
from Australia to Calilornia and 45 entered out, as

Sm

For San Francisco
For Wilmington
For San Diego
Totals

En

Entered

rouie.

out.

15

26

3

7

7

^2

25

45

Eastern Metal Market.
York, Oct

Bti Telegraph.
Trie fo lowing are tho clos-

—

3, 18SS.

The Philadelphia market is reported as follows by the
k Metal Exchange Report:
PiQ InoN—Tne general improvement w'^ich has been
noted during ihe'past two weeks coutinuea, although at
the mom mt sales are light, but priccs are firm as quoted
herewith.

Manufactured Iron— Prices

Silver.

Friday
Saturday

i)3i]

9

Mnnday
Tuesday
Wediieudiy

1

are firm, particularly in

bars and skclp iron, but plates are somev hat irregular.
A circular rec^-ntly issued by a large firm in Pittsburg
offering to accept orders f jr spot steel plates at sama figures as may be quoted for iron, has ciuaed an uneasy
feeling, as it is impossible to decile h'>w low mitlit be
quoted by m'Il» desinng an order. It looks threatening,
although some well informed pirties attach very little

importance to offers of this kind.
TEEL Rails— 'the mirket continues quiet. Piices are
nominally SiS at mill, biit tliis would be shaded on a

1-16

Topper.
(iO

Lead,
§5 05

17 60

5 06*

817

17 60
94|
94 9-16 17 60
17 45
94S
17 50
iHJ

Tin.
75
55
70
40
50
95

$23
23
23
23
22
22

6 15
5 17J
5 10
5 05

Old Kails— No transactions

HMd

rs of lots.in store are

of

standing

any

siza to report.

off,

would evidently result in business.
Scrap Iron- In fair demand at quoted

but a firm cffer

msifket closed as fol'owd;

Like copper

is

WHOLESALE.
Thursday.

Oct.

Star

4,

13

at S17.40.

Lkad— The

aggregate Bales reach ISOO tons, but 1350
tons of ibis was done on Monday; since when the market
has been quiet, holding steady to firm throughout, with
almost no chaiiye in price. Closes at S4.97A-, against
^i 27i- at same date in 1S87.
SPBLTBR— Remains flat, dull and unprofitable in the

California.,

M
M& M Co
Empire G- M Co
Exchequer M Co
Gray Eagltj M Uo
Gt Weste n Q M Co
Justice M Co
Lotoniotive M Co

Nevada.

Nevada.
Cal fornia.

05..Sei)G

Nevada.
Arizonia..
Co. ..Nevada.,
Calilornia.

Nevada.,
LomG& S M Co
California.,
Co
Nevada,.
Ophir a M Co
.Nevada..
Poudere M Co
Nevada.
Potosi M Co
New Mexico
Superior M Co
California.,
Teirakort G M& MCo
Virginia Creek Hyd M Co.. .California.

Lord of

Mono G

iVl

7^{^

Concentrated

Qi@

Copper—
26

Bolt

Sheatbmg

26
16 90

Ingot
Fire

[RON— Glengarnook ton
Eglinton, ton

Araericau Soft, No,
Oregon Pig, ton

1,

ton

21

—

CUy Lane White

California &

West Cop

Leax"- Pig
Bar
Sheet
Pipe
Shot, discount 10%

Buck,

on

500

bag

Drop,

^

bag.

^bag

Chilled, do

Steel-Engliah,

00
16
10

lb

Black Diamond tool
Pick and Hammer

...

.

-.

@23
@24

@

California.. J Morizio

H

Nevada..
Deas
Nevada.. A Cheminant

M Co

F

R Bunker

W

List of U. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Reported by Dewey

@

@
4^®
5 75 @
6 75 ra
43 00 @
1 05
85 @

&

Co.,

From

the

6
7

official

Mining Bureau Contributions.
among

the recent addithe California State

Mining Bureau
Cinnabar from the first mine worked for
quicksilver on the continent, Santa Rosa,
Mexico, from J. W. 0. Mixwell.
Livingstonite, Huitzuco, Mjjxico, J. W. C.
Maxwell.
Copper and silver ores from Kootenai, assaying from §60 to §1600 per ton, R. D. At:

kins,

Malachite, large and fine specimpu", Copper
leen mine, Bisbee, A. T., Lewis Williams.
Blaze on pine tree, cut by Kit Carson, with

name and

date, 1S44, from
Cinyon, Alpine Co., Cal.;
J. F. O'Gorman.
his

report of U. S. Patents In

head of Carson
Wm. Thornburg and

shipments since our

last,

and

Jr

shall

be oleased to receive further reports:
Bluebird, Sept. 24, $23,200; Moulton, 25.
SIO.320; Mt. Diablo, 26. §16 000; Hanauer, 25,
$1750; Germania, 25, $11,085; Hanauer, 26,
$1700; Queen of the Hills, 26, $2000; Crescent,
26, $4950; Hanauer, 27, S1800; Germania. 23,
$4923; Hanauer, 23. $3400; Hanauer, 29. $3700;
Germania, 30, $3638; Hanauer, 30, $1900.

309
319
309
309
309

ISFremoutSt
Montgomery St
Montgomery St
Montgomery St
Montgomery St
Montgomery St

406

Montgomery St

308 Piua St

29..JMQuay

Mbbtino

3r9

Montgomery St

Momgomery

Date

Annual....
Annual,
Annual.
Annual.
Annual.

St

..Oct 8
.Oct 15
.Oct 15
.Oct 15

Oct

.

Annual.

10

..Oct 10
,.Oct 16

Annual

309

Amount.

Office in S. F.
Montgomery St
......318

Mo

1

Gr*88 Vallty

Montgomery St
310 Pine St

Market

St., S.

25,

Thrasher— Grattan &

— Air-Feeder— C. A.
Door Securer — A.
Safe— T.

389.906.— Provision

Name

Schofield, Merced, Cal.

P.

Aita.

F.
Shippee, StockS.

Klotz,

Vallejo,

G. Rounds, Riv-

389,984.— Stovepipe

Pencils—J.

Holder — A.

J.

M.

Spicer,

Portland, Ogn.

390.044

Week

of

—Rotary Engine— F.

L, Voorhies, San

Jose, Cal.

—

NoTB. CoploB ot U. S. and Foreign patents furolBhed
by Dewey & Co., in the shortest time poBslble (by mail
or telegraphic order). American and Foreign patents
obtained, and general patent buBinesa for Pacific Coa jt
InventorB transacted with perfect aeourity, at reasonable
rates, and in the shortest nossible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.
the patents recently obtained through

Among

Co.'a

Scientific Press

.......::

...

U. S. and

snfficiently flexible to allow it when
slid in under the side guides to be bent up by
the arched central partition, thus causing it to
bend in place. The body of the box ia formed
is

of veneer strips beat

and secured

to the frame.

The boxes thus made are strong and can be
It
piled up on one another without injury.
from the ordinary berry-box in being
complete in itself, whereas the veneer berryboxes are usually packed in independent crates.
Safety-Tip for Pencils. James M. Scho-

differs

rubber, to be applied to the pencil directly, or
to the usual metal cylinder of a pencil in the
usual manner, and to serve as an eraser, the
rubber being provided or formed with prongs of
The object is to hold the
the same material.
pencil in the pocket by reason of the prongs
catching in the material of the pocket. Oa account of the yielding character of the prongs
they will not appreciably resist a positive eflfort
pencil, but they will prevent it
from dropping out. Nor will they injure the
clothing nor affect the function of the tip as an
to
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6.

Beat & Belcher....
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Nev. Queen
North G. &
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Opbir
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2.8 2.55
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Sierra Nevada.
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Silver King
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2.41
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3.35 2.85
3 30 3.00
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2.10
.60 .56

3!i5 2'.85
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.50
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2.50 3 00

....

.20

Mt. Diablo
Northern BeUe....,

'iio

30
35

l.Oi 1.00

3 00

.'.'.'.

1 25
.55
2 90
5.00

2!96 2!76
3, If 2 95

3.16 3.15
.60

'Iss

.50
.'.'.'.

i'.ii)

3.45
3.50
.60
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Syndicate
S'io
1.15
3.95

Utah
yellow Jacket

3 50

3.25 3.%
1.25 1.15
4 25 4.05

i'.iii

Sales at San Francisoo Sto ck

i'.ii)

1.25
6.00

Exo bange.
1.05

230

100
50
160
50
150
3.6
100
20
250
1
160
9i 100
150

Andes
Alpha

1.00
2.65
4.70

400
520 Belcher
100 B. a Belcher
50

Bodie

30

Oon VaSOal

50 Confidence
100 ChaUeoge
150 Crocker
1550 Con. Imperial
20O Escheauer
120

Hale

Kent
Mono

2.75
1.60
5 25
1.35

Ophii
Occic entalCon

Poto

5.0U 600 Sava .0
75c 100 S.
65c 100 Utan
60 Oiiio a
1.10

2.30
1.60
2.60
3.20
1.25
3.35

4.70 500 Yello w Jacket..

4.65

16S

1

100 Peerl ess

B

SHor

85c
3.50

Mexi San
Mt. I
N. B jllolB
Nev.
Ovennan.

SM

withdraw the

eraser.

^_^

Complimentary Samples.
Persons receiving this paper marked are re
quested to examine ita contents, terms of sub
scription, and give it their own patronage, and,
as

Sept. 27.

2.50 2 35
2.00 1.30
1.00

1.55
1.55
I. 00

—

Merced, Gil. No. 390,038. Dated Sept.
1888. This safety-tip consists of a piece of

field,

25,

Week

Sept. 20.

13,

Brophy

Foreign Patent Agency, the following are
worthy of special mention:
PotOBi
Fruit Box.— Roswell E. Morey. S, F. No.
This box is P. Sheridan
390,135. Dated Sept. 25, 1888.
Silver Star
formed of an exterior frame having a central Savage
The S.B.&M
partition, the top of which is arched.
cover

Week

Ending Ending Ending

Sept.

3.10

Dewey &

Week

Endinc

.35

Tip for

6

27
July 11
Aug 8
July 11
July 10
June 12

188

erside, Cal.

— Safety

Aug

July 9

Aug

Stock Exchange.

Belle iBle...,.

3go,i62.—CORSET— Elizabeth Ghss.

.....Sept 11

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

Alpha

Angeles, Cal.

390,038.

Piue St

401 California St
309
tsnmery St

230

Payable

50
1,00
25
25
50
50
50
1.00
05

306 Pine St

Dbwby &

Bullion Shipments.

We quote

CE

Company.

389,870.— Registering Meter for Electric
CuKRENTS— J. D. Bishop, S.F.
389,921.— Dustpan— G. A. W. Cage, Jr., Los

ton, Cal.

or the other.
On the
Comatock, according to the Enterprise, the
preparations for the resumption of active milling and mining operations along the lode have
been thoroagh and are nearly complete. It is
predicted that more ore will be got oat and
milled during the coming season than was ever
before milled on the lode, with poaaibly the
single exception of a year or two daring the
bonanza days.
The directors of the Sutro Tunnel Company
announce that stockholders have an opportunity, for 90 days from October 1st, to subficribe for the new first-mortgage bonds, which
ran for 30 years and bear four per cent interest.
The proceeds are expected to pay alt indebtedaeas.
According to the statement published,
the receipta list year exceeded the disbursements by $172,890, and as the interest on the
bonds amounta at the maximum to but @SS,000,
there should be a fair dividend remaining.

Q

10.. J Stadfeld
Elliot
27..

I5..ICStump
3..W J Gurnett

S. F.

week ending september

for

way

of

W SesMons

24..EEHolmea

328

Pioneer Patent

somewhat atrangethat while minlDg
J. Longenecker,
matters on the Comatock are ao active the minElk Grove, Cal.
ing share market here ahould show ao little life.
Fruit- Box— R. E. Morey, S. F.
390,135.—
The fluctuationa in prices only cover a few cents
389,979.— Wall Protector— Robbins& Broad,
each way, and there is very little interest in the S. F.

museum

L Osborn

]9..JMoizio
N Van Braub

2..R
28..G

309 Montgomery St
328 Montgomery St
628 Montgomery St

Solicitors for Pacific States.

.

the

R E Kelly
.AH Fish

.

Inventors.

Co.'a Patent Office Library, 220

fte

It aeems

to

15.
16.

3U6 Pine St

W

390,129.
Cal.
390.130.

The following are

19

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.

389.884.

tions

12..AHalsey

Office in S. F.
Montgomery
St
_

309

RW

&
@
@

Mining Share Market.

tranaactioDs one

30..OHBogart

.

(a?

Flaska.old

W Havens

H P Bush
CE Elliot

Location.
Secretary.
Nevada.. A
Havens
& Va M Co
Nevada. A S Groth
Confidence S M Co
Nevada.. H RP Button
Eureka Con M Co
Nevada..
Heath
Mt Diablo M& M Co
California.. D A Jennings
North Star M Co
Nevada.. J F Lightnor
Hale& Norcross S M Co
California
Idaho M Co
Pacific Borax, Salt & Soda Co.. California.. A H Clough
California. .J
Pew
Standard Con M Co

4

Quicksilver-By the flask
Flasks, new

.Nevada.. A
Nevada..
Nevada..

California

8 $d

Machinery
Toe Calk
TINPLA.TE— Coke

Sbobktabt.

Location.

Va M Co

Name of Company.

— (329
2J@
H^
bi^8 @
7 @
1 60
@
3 SO @
2

Shotts, No. 1
Bar Iron (base price) ^9 lb

Krutraejer

31..CEl'niiot

IO....OCI

.Oct

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
Name or Company,
Con

Con

— &>
— @28
— @27
— @31

Box Sheets

4.

Nov

.

St
St
8t
St
327 Pine St
3r9 Montgomery St
62S Montvomfry St
...77 Nevada Block
3C9 Montgomei-y 8t
3:i7 Pine St
328 Montgomery St
419 Caiifoiuia St
309 Montgomery St
309 Montgomery St
328 Montgomery St

8..AFL0W

15.. Sept 18.. Oct 22.. ..Nov
25.. Sept 25.. Oct 31.. ..Nov
15. .Aug 21
bept 24.. ..Oct
25. .Aug 21. .Sept 26... Oct
05. .Aug 20. Sept 27....0t;t
10. .Sept H..O t 12. ...Nov
50. .Sept 20. .Oct 23.. ..Nov
50. .Sept 1..0ct
4.. ..Oct
05. .Aug 10. .Sept II. ...Out
to. .Oct
1.
6.... Nov
15. .Aug 15. .Sept 15., ..Oct
02.. Sept 8.. Oct
8.... Nov
06. .Aug 29. .Oct
9....0cC

California..

503 CaHforcia
309 Montgomery
402 Moutgomery
3oO Pine

W Sepaions

.

30..G

Nov 5..6 B

California.,

M

28.. Nov
5.... Nov
22. .Oct 25. ...Nov
13. .Sept 17.., Oct

13..AKGrira
8..D M Kent
Septl8..0ct 23....^ov 12. J Crockttt

50

Arizona..

Lady Waabiogton Con
Live Oak D iit M. Co

M

25.... Nov

20.. Oct

50.. Sept 24.. Oct 29.... Nov
10. .Sept I. .Oct 15
25..Hept 19. .Oct 22.. ..Nov
21. .Sept 6..0cr. 10. ...Oct

California..

188
(ro

IW

Powdered

they opened, or a quarter cent higher than lai^t Saturday;
while future^, which have heen more irregular, make a
net train of G0(S'75 points. Closes firm and fairly active

—

M

Crist.in

Silver

Antimony- French
EoRAX— Refined

JOURNALS,

S. F.

Plaoe of Busine

Secret ART.
1 5.. J
Reynolds
2ti..L08bom

Levied. Dblinq'nt. Sale.

10.. Sept
50.. Sept
25..Sei.t
25. .Aug

Nevada,.
Nevada..

M Co
Baker Divide
Co
Belcher
Co
Bodie Con M Co
Baltiraore 3

Aja'T.

.

California.

M Co
M Co
Paradise Valley M Co

nomi-

CorPKR Leas complete apithy has prevailed than in
previous weeks, but the market is sttU- very dull, alIh lUgh quite firm and advancing nearly a quarter cent
on the week, with total sales of 100,000 pounds. Closes

Location.

M Co

M Co

AItt S

Nevada Queen

i^'i

at §23.60

Company.
American Eagle

Mayflo'verG

San Francisco Metal Market.

DIRECTORY.

ASSESSMENTS.

Eureka Con M Co
Exchequer M Co

rates.

Building stone from Los Angeles, Brownatone
nal at >^\1\ in open market, but ii is said that cons-miers and Granite Go.
are gupp icd at S16i. Pifi: lead is quotable at
05 for
Building stone, Coronado Inland, Hanbury
this and next month, with more activity reported.
t;ui''k9ilver i* weaker; (iSc is the extreme figure.
No & Garvey.
Gold quarlz rich in free gold. List Chance
Oa ifirnia 'n uffei ing. Borax is very active. All Oc'ober
purchases maue in the West will be wanted, ad may mine, Monterey county, W. D. Cruikfihank.
posaib'y advanea ^c on the late prici s, Tin closed easier.
Biamuthinite, Sinaloa, Mexico, Gus Peterson.
lili Mall.
Crab of enormous size, Japan, 0. Keil.
The following iB the latent from the " New York Metal
Spears, South Sea Islands* Dr. Lane.
Exchange Market Report":
—
Limestone and lime made from it, Tehachipi,
Tin SilcB cf only 10 tons have been recorded, although there has been quite enough variation in values Kern Co., Mrs. D. B Rogers,
to attract scEilping. The extreme range coverH about 40
Marble, Douglas Co., Oregon, C. Fletcher.
points, with rlosing figures for spot ab >ut the samg as
The

SHAREHOLDERS^

MINING

COHPILBD BVBRY THURBDAV FROM ADVBRTISBHBNTS IN MiNINQ AND SOIBNTIFIO PRBBB AND OTHBR

large-sized cider.

ing priceg the pist waek:

Thursday

S9.75iai3.50.

New Yo

follows:

Nbw

Antimony,

S5.40(a6.fiO

ANTIMONY—

aftne decline.

Baltimore Copper, $16.05®— .—;
@
S. C. Copper,
Foreign Spelter,
25;

Charcoal

inducements.

IRON — The

;

Copper, Sl6.00@16.25; P.
Foreign Lead, S5.U0@5

Orford

New

@

;

@

BancaTin,

San Fkancisco,

[Oct. 6, 1888

far

aa practicable,

aid in circulating^ the

journal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
the cause it faithfully serves. Subscription
Extra copies mailed for 10
rate, $3.00 a year.
cents, if ordered soon enough. If already a
the paper to others,
please
show
subsorlber,

Our Agents.
much In aid of onr paper and the
cause of practical knowledge and science, by assisting
Agents in their labors of canvassing, by lending their Influence and encouragint; favors. We ioteod to »end none
but worthy men.
G. W. iNOAiis— Arizona Territory.
A. F. JEWSTT— Tulare Co.
C. E. Williams— Yuba and Sutter Co.'s.
JOBN L. Doyle Orei^on, Montana and Idaho.
O0R Fribnds

can do

—

Logan— Nevada State.
H. G. Parsons- Oregon and Washington Terr
M. C. Dow -Butte and Colusa Co.'s.
M. S. PaiMB— Alameda Co.
F. B.

m

tory.

The celebrate dMcCr aoken ine, A. T., has'
recently been h onded t 3 Judge J. M. 1/[arphy,
of

Mohave comity.

Oct.

Mining and Scientific Press.

1888.]

6,

Works

Saiflplmg

for Sale.

are situated on A. & P. R. R., Calico
Mining District. Uaggeil, Cal.. and contain a firstlU^s liagiDc and loiter with Ore Cmsher and other
machinery, I'latform Scales, Mill Scales, AssayioR
Omfii, etc.. all nearly new.
Also upon the prenii,es a J Gttice building and a comfortable dwelling
house (portabl*-). The above can be hid at a bargain.
Apply to GiLLtSPV & Chilus, 123 California street, San Francisco.

The works

AsTKONOMiCAl- Telescupe

for sate cheap.

inch glass, very

line.
Equatorial mouni.
Market, Springtield, Ohio.

B., l!57 S,

F.£B,

ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

Minsmiwioh

businusd, Siui

of

The only complete and

Offices

I*ox-tle>,3a.<A,

Cali-

N(iTlCIC

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Lord

Lorn Gold and Silver Mining Com-

of

pan>.

Location of principal place of

business. City

and County of San Francisco, California. Location ot
works. Gold Uill Mining District, State of Nevada.
NOTICE is lieruby civeu, that at a meeting of the
Board of Directors of the above-named corporation,
held OD the si.\th day of September, 18.^S, an a:jscE3ment
(No, i) of Ten Cents per eliare woa levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable immediately in
United States gold coin, to the Secretary at the otlioe of
the Company, Nos. IS and 16 Fremont street, San Francisco. California.
Anv stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the l'2th day of October,
1S8-S, will be deIin(|Uont, andadverlised for sale at public
auction; and uoteBS payment is made before will be sold
on Fiiday, the second day of November, ISS"^, to pay the
delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale. Bv order of the Board of
Diiectors.
R. N. VAN liRUNT. Secretary.
OrriCK 13 and 15 Fremont St. San Francisco, Cal.

'

Shaft

J.

bj

and

tlio

SELK-KEGULATINO AKC LIGHTS

and Showrooms, 323 PINE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

Sydxiey,

Ox-.

3M.

XAT.

SAN FRANOISOO, OAL.

ROCK
BREAKERS,

BOILERS,

WATER, ACID & ALKALI PROOF.

STEAM

PULVERIZERS,

ALSO MA.VDKACTDRBRS OP

&

B. Ideal Roofing

larSKND

FOIl

CIRCOLAK."^^

PARAFFINE PAINT CO.
310

hJ.

PUMPS.

and Siding,
CHEAP, LIGHT and DURABLE.

P.

CONCENTRATORS.

'tflllliwtil

GIANT BOCK BREAKER.
Westinghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Rock Drills and Air Compressors.
Saw and Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,
Injectors, Oil Cups, and Lubricators.

San Francisco.

California St.,

BELTING.OJLS and GENERAL SUPPLIES.
We

H.H.H

are prepared to give estimateB for Hoisting

Works and Pumping

Plants,

Stamp

Mills,

Smelters aud Concentratora.

'«

(in

ore) 120 feet. One carload already shipped, S1750
Capital wanted to further dexelop, rapiHIy. To those
meinin^ bu>-iness, good terms will be offered. Mines S
milcB from railroad. Adoress,

Box

su|iorei;il(! J

ENGINES,
Smelting and Reduot on Works,
Quartz Mills, Hoisting Works, Underground Timbers, Water and
Leaching Tanks, Etc.

HORSE UNIMUIl
down

liiihliiiE

-IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF-

Development,

Together with many additional claims.

m

21 and 23 Frement Street,

GOLD & SILVER MINE
Now Under

or

PARKE & LACY,

fornia.

OmcB—

Systems

Electrical

Reduction Works,

IVIills,

Gas, Oil and Camilos

e>cr.v kind.

ol

satlstaotory incandraccnt eyntem. Llshts rci|iilru no attention and are under con.pletu cun
Over 500.000 liBhU
use 111 tho United states
turnolEh
into day and afford a means ol workiuu tl'e wh.ilc 24 houra; invaluable to tuutraotora aud
others lo nlioiu
tluie Is »u object. Estimates and designs on application.
trol.

Frarici!i<:o,

sU klnJa

EDISON INCANDESCENT LIGHT,

M.

Location of works, I'lBuer County, CbI.
10 hiiretiy ^Iven, that at a muctini; of
t)iu
Boani of Direi-lori, held nn the 4th day of ticiituintiur,
1888. fto Aiwutmnieiit {Ho. 9) of Five Ceota por m-^tu wati
levied upon the Capital Stock of the Corporation, payable imine>)iatfly in I'liited Stati.-9 Qolii Coin, to thu
Secretary, at the office of the Company, 827 Tinu streot,
and 10, San Fraroiuco, California. Any utock
rooms
npOQ which this at^easnient shall remain u))|)ald on thu
20th day ot October, 1888, will bo del)o<iueut, and advbriUod for sale at public auction; and unless payuiunt
I«iDAde before, wilt be Bold on Tuesday, the 30th day
of October, 183S, to pay the delimjueLt oesessment,
together with the coats of advertising and expenBCS of
nfe. By order of tlie Board of Directors
O. H. ilOOAKT, Secretary.
327 Pine St., Rooms 9 aod 10, S. F. Stock Ex
change Baildiog, Son Francisco. Cal.

Siiniala mid
ith elora^o B»ttL-ricH,

For Mines, Hoisting Works,

Gray Eagle Mining Company.— Location
prinvip&l (ilace

power, cither direct or w

Indoor and.Outdoor Uluuination o(

ASSESSMENT NOTIOB.
of

ot

Arc Electric Lights.

Dynamos, TramcMS. Elev.tore,

Ten.
K.

&

Incandescent
Kloctrlc Motora,

Mf.

233

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

''tsf

BAINBRIDGE,

B.

Pasadena, Cal.

360-

GOLD PROSPECT WANTED.
We

upward of
at

a

T^HE

H. H. H. Horse Lmiment pnt«
new life into tUe Antiquated Horse
last 14 years the H, H. H. Horse
liiniment has been the leading remedy
Rmoug Farmers and Stockmen for the
gare of Bpraina, Bmises, Stift Joints,
spavins, Wrndgalls, Sore Shoulders, etoMld for Family Use is withont an enntj.
cor KhenmatiBm, Neoralgia, Aches, Paino
HrmBPs.C^ntBandSpraineof ail characters
ine H. H, H. Liniment has many imitsv
^ons. and we cantion the Public to ees
ohat the Trade Mark " H. H- H." io od
9very Bottle before purchasing
Fc?eaiE
avorywhere for 50 cento and $1,0C irs'

desire to purchage a moderately well developed

Gold Prospect,

in California,

and upward per

free milling ore of $10

fair price.
I.

J-

having a ledge of 3 feet and

H.

MAYER &

ton,

CO.,

411 California St San Fracclsco.
.

Books on Working Ores.
By Guido Kustel, M.
Roasting op
the

Go.".d

Extraction

Quicksilver.

By

E.

tlieir

Or.Ks (Second Edition) and
Respective Metals without

Gcjido KuSTEii,

M. E.

HORACE

1880.

By

C.

H. Aaron.

A. T.

Plainly written for
indexed.
cloth, S3. Sold by Dkwky &, Co., S. F.
Fiilly

DEWEY.

W.

B,

3DB"W"B"Z"

Ores,

D.

420 Montgomery
BUBirreSS

IMPROVED

ONE-JOINTED

Co.

G. H.

STRONG.

CO.'S

HYDRAULIC MACHINE.
The statement of Mr Joshua Henily that any style of machine is an
infringement on any style manufft tured by him, ho knows to be abso
lutelv false. The Supreme Court- of the United States on March lOth decided that the pretended patent for infringing, which he has tor \ear3
been fleecing miners for royalty, ih absolutely void, with costs nf suit
I am the inventor of all styles in use, and am preto Hendy & Fisher.
pared to" till orders to suit customers. Send for I'st of prices of Hydraulic

Machinery.

hki

Inventors on tke Pacific Coast will find

it

^vsi.

^

—AND—
Chrome Cast Steel for
Rock Drills, Etc.

DEWEY

Marysville, Cal.

MORRIS,

St.,

San Francisco,

MANUFACTDRIES' aM PDECHASOffi ACEMT.
Special attention given to purchase of

n=^

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.

greatly to their advantage to consult this old

expense of applying for Patents upon inventions which are not new. Circulars of advice sent
& CO., Patent Agents, 220 Marliet St. S. F.
on receipt pf postage. Address

Jree

H. D.
220 Fremont

We have able and trustworthy Associates and Agents in Wash-

information accumulated through long and careful practice before the Office, and the frequent
examination of Patents already granted, for the purpose of determining the patentability of
inventions brought before us, enables us oftep to give advice which will save inventors the

HOSKIN, Kiupire Foundry,

aM

LEUSHEE PLATES,

1863.

ington and the capital cities of the principal nations of the world. In connection with our editorial, scientific and Patent Law Library, and record of original cases in our office, we have
other advantages far beyond those which can be offered home inventors by other agencies. The

R-

I'OK

AaaiantlnefSlioes, Dies

experienced, first-class Agency.

San Francisco.

Co.,

SOLE AGENT

ESTABLISHED

St.,

HOSKIN'S

MANAOER OK

Correspondent as Agent for Smelters in London, LiverNew York, Eostxin and Baltimore.
Twenty years experience, in California, purchasing Ores
and dealing in Mines.
Special attention given to management and sales of
mines and purchase and shipment of copper produce

SbU Fiks

51 Fremont

Commission,

pool,

&;

to

St., S. F.

UNION COPPER MINE, Calaveras
NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador

EWER.

all

expenses or daniacf s which

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, 39

RANLETT,

and

Mining,

HY-

aj^'ninet

may arise from anj' adverse suits or aclioni at law. We are further prtpared to
furnish Sin^le-Joliited Giants when ret[uired. Prices, diacounte and Catalogues of our specialties of Hydraulic MiDing' Machinery sent on application.
'oats,

and Silvrr
of

Aaron's Lbaciiing Gold and Silver Orbb, the most
complete hand-book on the subject extant; 164 pages
octavo.
Illustrated by 12 lithographic engravings and

wood cuts.
practical men. In

ABOVE CnT ILLUSTRATES THF IMl*KO\FD FORM Ot DOUBLK-JOINTKD
THR
UKAULIC GIANTS wliuii we niaoufacture \Vc t,uarantec purcliafcLrs of this fur m of Giants

Rnttle

This rare book on the treatment of gold and silver ore
without quicksilver is liberally illustrated and crammed
full of tnctii. It gives short aud conci-^e descriptions of
various processes and apparatus employed in tliis country
and in Europe.andthe why and wherefore. It contains 156
pagC3| eiiibraciug illufetratious of furnaces, supplements
ana working apparatus. It is a work of great merit, by
an author w'hose re pntation is unsurpassed in his specialty
pRlcr, S3, coin, postage free. Sold by Df.wey iS: Co , PubUBherSi 252 UarKet St., San Fraucisco, Cal.

four

I

for tho

ADAMANTINE

AI>AltfANTINK.

AND

SHOl^S
DIES.— Guaranteed to prove better and cheaper than any others.
Orders solicited, subject to above conditions.
H. D. MOKRIS.

MISSES DEVLIN,
Stenographers and Typewriter Copyists,
Room 7, No. 340 Montgomery St.,
_
San Francisco. DKWEY &
S.'E. corner Pine,

STORAGE

We have some extra room
suitable
storage purfor
poses, which we will let on

terms.
very reasonable
_ _
_
CO., 220 Market street, San Francisco, CaL
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PACIFIC EOLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

apd

Irop

in

No. 119 Beale

DP TO

ETC.

SHAFT-SINKING,

hh

|iflac)ii|ie

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,

CONTRACTORS,

and others interested

TUNNELING,

CO.,

.MANUFACXUKESa OF.,

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

[Oct. 6, 1888

St.,

San Francisco

-

-

BUIIiDBR OF

WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS.

Steam Engines, Flour

Mill,

Mining, Saw Mill and
True to pattern and superior In strength, toughness and durability^ to OSBt or Wrought
Dredging Machines
Iron in any position or for any service.
Brodle Bock Crushers,
Engineers' Tables of Progress
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
Side Walk and Hand-Power
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MAWITH MAPS, II.I.USTKAT10NS
ELEVATORS.
CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.
Manufacturers of B. E. Henricksoo'e Patent Automatic

AND

DESCRIPTION OF THE

FULI-

NEW YORK

Safety Catches for Elevators.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL,

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL

SOFT and DUCTILE,
SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

made and

All kinds of machinnr;
Solicitbd.

i^ORDBRS

repaired.

UNION IRON WORKS,
SAOBAMBNTO. OAL.

ROOT, NEILSON &

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.

OO.,

MAKDTACTDRBaB OP

Section

16x16

length 36

feet;

miles.

ALSO

Steel Rods, from } to 3 inch diameter and Flats from 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Tees, ChannelB and other shape
Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
from 12 to 45 pounds per yard.
ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled
Beams, Angle, Channel, and T iron, Bridge Eind Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
aifd Iron Forgings of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

Steel

THIRD EDITION NOW READT.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

STEEL KAIX.S

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND
i^ Orders vriU have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address
PACIFIC EOLLINQ HILL CO., 202 Market

For Catalogues, Estimates, Etc. address:

ROCK

INGERSOLL

DRILL

CO.,

RBPRESENTBD BY

PARKE & LACY.
8 California

St.,

and

21 Fremont

St.,

FULTON
HINCKLEY,

1855.]

Best and Cheapest iq America.

High Pressure or Compound,

MINING MACHINERY.—

Hoisting Engines and
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Care, Pumping Engines
and Pumps, Water Backets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

for

Dry or Wet

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settkrs, Furnaces, Retorts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Furnaces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc

PERFORATED SHEET METAL

MISCBLLANBO0S MACHINERY.-Flour
Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging
Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.
Mil]

JOHN

TF.

Sau Francisco,

WORKS ORE WET OR

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL

-rirst St..

Tanks

Pump
for

between Howard

S.

F

THOMPSON BROTHERS.

EUREKA FOUNDRY,
and Howard,

HANUFAOTURBRB OF OABTIIIOS OP BVKIT
C. K.

3.F.

DBSORIPllOIi.

ORTON.

J. H.

WILLIAMS.

MANUF'BS OF GENERAL MACHINERY.
Works, No. 315 Mission St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to Woodworking Machinery,

Steam and Gas Engines.

Correspondence

solicited.

Mining Engineers.
N.

S.

KEITH,

Inventor and Manufacturer of

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

or Air Colnmns, Fish

Etc.

Contractor for the Construction of Electric Railways

.^— AND

Salmon Canneries

OP BVKRr DBSCRIFTION.
Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at v^ry moaerate rates.

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means

AQBNT8 FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

I>e£iJde Stea.zxL

& Folsom,

rHORNTOH THOMPSON

rHOUAB THOMPSON

ELEOTRIGAL ENGINEER,

OF ALL KINDS,
Either for use on Steamboats or for use on LandPipe,

AMALGAMATORS,

DRY.

ENGINESsBOILERS
Water

Miners Iron Works.

Golden State Pressure Blowers.

Cal.

QUICK, Proprietor.

Oal.

STEVENSON'S PATENT

Tustin's Pulverizer

to.

repaired.

Sacramento,

129 and 131 Beale St., hetween Mission

pr^sors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
ing and MilTing Maohiuery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc and other metala punched for all uses.
Inventor and Ma.nnfacturer of the celebrated Slot^^Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (fine).

up and

annfactnre Iron Oastines and Ilaoblner;
of all Kinds at Qreatly Bedaced Bates.

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

MILL MACHINERY.— Batteries

St.,

\f

&

Mold-Board

Propeller Engines, either

No imitation, no deception, no planished or rotten
Iron used. Only genuine K.us3ia iron in Quartz Screens.
Planished iron screens at nearly half my former rates.
I ha\e a large supply of Battery Screens on hand
suitable for the Huntington and all Stamp Mills, which I
will sell at 20 per '•ent discount.

N & O Sts.,

Golden State

—MANUFACTURBRB OF—
MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-

BATTERY~~SOREENS.

SI & ZHS First

St., bet.

Proprietors.

[ESTABLISHED IN

REDUCTION!

Orders promptly attended

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
constructed, fitted

San Francisco.

Boilers,

Flouring Mills, Sa\v Mills and Quartz Mills Machinery

Front
St.,

Engines,
AKD ALL HINDS OF

STEBI.,

IRON WORKS,
SPIERS & HAYES.

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.
GREAT

Steam

Electricity.

of

X^'u.zxi-p.

tS'Send

SPECIALTIES

Offloe,

and Tustln Ore Falverizers.
DBANE STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Peed Water Purlfler and Heater.
Corliss Engines

for Circulars giving particulars.

40 Nevada Block. San Francisco.
A 28 Stevenson St.

Cal.

Factory. 11

ISRAEL W. KNOX,
Gives the highest efficiency of any Wheel in the world'
is every-where recognized as the standard for high
pressure service,

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three Kinds

and

UPWARDS OF

be transmitted by
loss,

Civil, Mechanical and
Mining Engineering,

Practical,

BANDMANN,
NIELSEN & CO..
OBNERAL AGENTS. "AN FRANCISCO

OAL.

W. SPAULDING

611 and 613 Front St, San Francisco.

anl

Assaying.

San Francisco.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, President.
Assaying of Ores, 825; Bullion and Chlorination Asfiay.
Blowpipe Assay, SIO Full course of assaying, $50.
Send for circular.

Civil

SPAULDING'S
Inserted Tootli

specia'ty.
Round, slot
Or burred slot holes. Gen-

uine Russia

Iron,

INVENTORS.
L.

TAKE

CHISEL
,

Saws.

NOTICE

petersonTmodel maker,

BIT

CIRCCLAB

CaliS. F.

Market St,N. E. cor. Front (up stairs) San Francisco
Experimental machinery and all kinds of metal, tin,
copper and braaa.
iS

office

of

tliis

paper, San

Francisco.

AND

Homo-

geneous Steel, Cast Steel or
American planished Iron.
Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes.
fornia Perforating Screen Co., 145 & 147 Beale St

and Mining Engineer,

MINING EXPERT AND GEOLOGIST.
Address " Business Box A,"

QUARTZ SCREENS
A

Slsa Rope, Tarred
Line, etc., etc.

GO.

Lrawing

723 Market Street,

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Manufacturers of

;

Kxtra sizes and lengths made to order on short notice

Arclltectnre,

325;

N.

gold washing, mechanical appliances, such aa nozzles,
hurdy-gurdys, rockers, undercurrents, etc also describes
methods of blasting; tunnels and sluices; tailing-s and
dump; duty of miners' inch, etc. A very practical work
for gold miners and users of water.
Price, S6, post-paid.
For sale by Dbwet & Co., Publishers, 252 Market St., San
Francisco-

Established 1856.

SnrveyiDg,

The History Building,

«nrt ITTTSIC foi- Sal«

con-

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope
Manila Rope, Hay Rope, Whale

San Francisco, Cal.

St.,

and

Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blasting Powder, and is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

Dams, Pipes, Flow of Water
on Heavy Grades, methods of mining shallow and deep
placers, history and development of mines, records of

TUBBS &

237 First

Strenerths as Required.

struction of Ditches, Flumes,

San Francisco Cordage Factory.

& Supplies.

Mines Examined, Reports and Estimates Furnished.
Contracts made, etc.
Office,

Of Different

Practical Treatise on Hydraulic Mining.
By AUG. J. BOWIE, Jr.
new and important book is on the use an^

the Market.

NOBEL'S EXPI.OSIVE GELATINE," which contains 94 per cent of Nltro-Glycerlzie,
GEIiATINE-DXN AMITE, Stronger than Dynamite and even Safer in Handling.

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
a*PS
127 FIRST ST., SAN FBANCISCO. CAt.

This

in

AND PlIROHABING AGENT FOR

Mines, Mining Machinery

FOR RAILROADS AND LAND CLEARING.

elec-

and made available
for running Mills, Pumping and Hoisting Works, Tr^m
cars, etc. Address
with small

the Great Chemists of the World as

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.

ELECTEICAI TRANSMISSION.
Viliecls can

all

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

used.

Power from these

Powder, which are acknowledged by

BOO IN USE.

From 12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
It is not only most economical of water,- but the most
mple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, Hoisting,
Pumping, or any other purpose where water power can

tricity several miles

of

Mining and Mechanical Engineer

SAW MILLS AND MACHINBEY

,

Of

all

logue.

kinds made to order.

Send

17 and 19 Fremont

for Descriptive Cata

St.*

San Francisco.

ROSS E BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,
No. 307 Sansome St., San Francisco.

Back Filbs of the Mining and Scibnttfio Prichs) unbound) can he had for S3 per voliune of six months. Per
ypar (two volumes) $5. Inserted n Dewey's patent binder, 50 cents additional per volume.

Oct.
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ATTENTION, GOLD MINERS!
WE ARE SELLING
Silver-Plated Amalgamating Plates
For Saving Gold
At roduc«il ratvH. Uvt our prices.
and far superior to otliura ir> wrik'lit

onU^ra

A;

Pifteuo iiilsUIu awarduJ.
Old mining' platuy ruplatud.
MIbbIuii NIh.

(Mir

flited.

and durability.
CO., cor. KIrat

of nilve-

purchased of JOIJN TAYI.OK
E. <J.

QUARTZ, GRAVEL and PLACER MINING,

in

Tlirtjo tlioujMnil

plat<.'8

Thi'iie

aud

havu pruvuti thu

bvttt,

plntuv oau al^o bu

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
DENNISTON, Troprltotur.
G53 Si GSS MImhIud St.. Sau Francisco,

Cal.

SUve«i PUtcd rintvs have always proved as reprcsuntcd.
Wo liavo bcc-o maiiufacturitif; tliirm tor 20 years,
Imut Lake Superior Copper and ItcHned Silver. Coiupuriny our plarosi with those of other manufaeturcru,
after repeated tvttttt, v,v can isfklely guarantee much ttetter plates (or the aauio lu mey. Our plates are u&ed bv all the pruniin-

NOTICE. —Our

and UBO only
vnt mining,'

tliu

men on

DF*.

the Pacitk- CoasL

bKND KuK OIKCULAK.

HTjnNnTiJxrcSrT^oi^r,

jA.-

MANUFACTURER OP

Centrifugal

Quartz

Roller

Mills,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS,
Mining Machinery of Every Description,

SKND FOR CIRCULAR.

FREMONT STREET.

No. 46

Qoarts Mill.

CAOtrlfosral Roller

-

SAN FRANCISCO.

-

ORB CRUSHKR

CAL.

THE-

DOUBLE "ECONOMIC" STAMP MILL.
Cor.

&

GREGORY

H. P.

Fremont and Mission

San Francisco,

Sts.,

IMPORTERS AND

CO.

DEALERS

Cal.

ALL CLA SES OF

IN

MACHINERY
SOLE AGENTS FOR
WILLIAMSON

A. FAY & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
FRANK ft CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
NEW HAVEN MANUF'G CO.'S MA-

J.

g^fe
UlKfl
RSHIH

SON'S MACHINISTS

it

AND

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.
EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

IMPROVED STEAM

WEBBER CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.

p|B

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

POWER

DRILLS.

AND

BLOWERS

8TURTEVANT

PICKERING ENGUIE GOVERNORS

1 Ipll
i

PERIN BAND SAW BLADES.

H
I

f

E.XHAUSTS.

)

1

/il

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
'^° MACHINERY.

111

1

1
SHIMER MATCHER HEADS.
BHAINARD MILLING MACHINES.
We have here the Stamp Mill in a cheap and simple form. The high drop of the old stamp TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
stamps, and the ra- BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
is more than compensated for by the great weight (1200 lbs. each) of our
There are i shoes in each stamp, so MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
pidity (300 strokes each per minute) with which they rvn.
power
is required than in
Less
minute.
on
the
dies
per
strokes
of
the
shoes
that there are 4800
SOHLENKER'S BOLT CUTTERS.
any other mill to do the same amount of work.
HOLLOWAY FIRE EXTINGUISH- tfd- _-«
The Mortar has screens at both ends, giving ample discharge. There are no cams or tapERS.
The stamps adjust themselves as the shoes wear.
pets to wear or be adjusted.

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTINQ INJECTORS AND EJEC-

m H
M HHB^

also

^

t^ttjim:

&

^HnnHi

DISSTON'S CIRCULAR SAWS.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACK-

_
.
^

"'

.^^'
^^KH>|g|)lf-,

ING CO.'S RUBBER GOODS.
LANE AND EODLEY SAW MILLS.

PACK-

H. W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS
LNG, PAINT, ETC.

ENGINES and BOILERS
FROM

2

TO 100 H.

ALWAYS IN STOCK

P.,

BO^WEnsr,

FKEMONT STKEET,

34 and 36

SnjH "—

have a suitable

Several Mills are now in the mines doing excellent work. The "Economic" is not only a
mills of the
mill for small mines, but we believe it is destined to scpebsede the old stamp in

LARGEST CAPACITY.

aga

[^qHB

YACHT ENGINES.

AN AUTOMATIC ORB FEEDER
We

AND HORI-

jJmJi

BLAKE'S
PUMPS.

Mill.

BOILERS.

PAYNE'S VERTICAL
ZOm'AL ENGINES.

9fa|
^raH

TOOLS.

BICkFORD'S

Goes with each

HOISTING

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGmES

_^

^

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

BEMENT

BROS'

ENGINES.

SAH FRANCISCO, CAl

MILL

Manufacturers of Mining and Sawmill Machinery, Engines, Boilers, Etc.

DRILL COMPANY,
THE23RAND
"STorls..
I»ar3x. I»laoe,

AND

SUPPLIES

LUBRICATING

OILS.

THE LIXIVIATION OP

JSS'e'ssv

We

are

now

bo

situated

'"

SMALL
COMPRESSING PLANTS

at

Buch prices that almost any
small mine can afford to put
in power drilla if they have

none

in use.

Bv our

NEW AND PAT-

drills

use)

is

it is

not reduced with
no loncer necessary

':;°

on account of the wear of
drills and compressor.
BeaidoshavlntrTlIE NEW-

FORg

AND LIGHTEST

EST

MlNINcTuNNELING,"-"

RAND DRILL Co 23 Park Place NEWYonicWAii
,,

de-

Biened small drill plants,
the Rand Drill Company, a3
is well known, has built, ana
is now l)uildiny, the LARG-

ENTED SYSTEMS (by

which
the duty or performance of

ot

SILVER

EST

,

,

COMPRESSOR
,.

WITH

ORES

HYPOSULPHITE

(With special reference to the Kussell

up
quire, in order to
the supply of air necessary

AIR COMPRESSORS &
GENERAL MACHINERY

buy a

^^'t^^.Ti
keep

i-liTJ'JiMIIU^a^^^-.ir^
rr ?:'^is^^z
AIRPacific Coast

Compressor

Et"K"

Ik

C3.

-A.

STIESTiEH'HIj 13 ^r

.

Remittance should

only

ho

made by Bank

Draft,
C. A.

Eastern mining trade, which has kept their works always husy.
them
California market no longer exist, we are now
Since the reasons which formerly restrained us trom the

in

Mexico, and to the

is

the Batopilas
called to the latest dosiRned sectional Compressor just built for
huilt for the Anaconda mine in Montana.

{^^ii^vit«o?,Y2;.l?oft.^}

P.

O.

Monoy

Order, payable

to

the

order

of

Should consult

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMP'Y. California Inventors
AND Foreign Patent Solicitors,
C.

A.

STETEFELDT, President.

Compound Engine Compressor

PEWEY & CO.

by

or

STETEFELDT.

nearly all of the

^'special' ATTENTION

.

Only conmlete Treatise on tlie Ctemistry andtlie Practice of tlie LliiTiatiou Process,
publiBhed and sold by the Author, IS Broadway, New York.
Prine $6.00, Kegistered Postage Prepaid.

,

'''?"/.'"''„°'
PLANTS IN THIS COUNTRY, and has patterns for all 8'=^8^ "P *" ,"-;°=''
°-l!'V,,TWnpiTATIVIiAUTaOI.lTATIVE
say that in EVERY
In respect to capacity IN SPEED OF DRILLING, perhaps It .9 in order to
BEEN VICTORIOUS. This fact
CONTEST for speed yet initiated, the RAND DRILLS have, without exceptiun,
REPAIRS, has won for
roupled with another important oJie, that the drills use much LESS AIK and cause LESS

mine

SOLUTIONS

process).

PATENT AGENTS.

NEW YOEK

OFFICE, 18

Boom

709.

BROADWAf

DEWEY400

AMER CAN
I

for obtaining Patents

aud Caveata. Betablished in 1860. Their long experience as
jonmalifltH and large practice as Patent attorneys onables
them to offer Pacllic Uoaat Inventors far better Burvice than
they can obtain elsewhere. Send for free circulars of In/or
mation. Office of the Mining and Soientifio Press and
PioiFio Rural Press No, 220 Market St., San Franolsoo
Elevator, 12 Front St.
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HUNDRED ^ND SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

FIVE

PRICE:

($575.00)

O.

3^.

3S.

1400 ARfl NOW IN USE. Concenti?atiiona ate clean from the first working. The wear and
A machine cau be seen in working order and ready to make tests at 280 Fremont
Sau Francisco.

OVER

tear are merely DomlDal.

Street,

Tub Montana Company (Limited), London, October 8, 1885.
Dbar Sirs
Having tested three of your Frue Vanners in a competitive trial with othtr similar machines
(Triumph), we have satisfied ourselves o( the superiority of your Vanners, as is evidenced by the fact of our having
ordered twenty more of your machines lor immediate delivery. Yours truiy,
:

iri'i'i''iiiiiiiiii'iii'ii[^i

—

THE MONTANA COMPANY

4

—

N. B. Since the above was written the 20 Vanners having
tional Frues and more stamps have been purchased.

been started gave euoh

Protected by patents May 4, 1S69; December 22, 1874; September
ary 20, 1883; September 18, 18S3. Patents applied for.

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR

ADAMS & CARTER,

OR VANNING MACHINE.

Room

7, No.

109

1850.
-BUILDKRS OF-

MINING MACHINERY.
GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS:
1

27

2, 1879; April 27, 1880;

that 44 addi-

March

22, 1881; Febru-

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

California Street,

The Hazelton
Is

(Limited).

satisfaction

ADAMS & CARTEK.

Boiler

acknowledged by the most eminent Engineers in the
country to he the greatest improvement that has
ever been made in a Steam Generator.

First St., San Francisco, Gal., U. S. A.
New TPork Office, 145 Broadway.

IT
IS
UNEQUALED FOR SAFETY, ECONOMY AND DURABILITY.
PLANTS FOR GOLD ANr> SILVER MILLS.
machinery of LATEST DKl^IGN and
MOST IMPROVED construction. We offer our
ouatomers the BEST RESULTS OP 38 YEARS'
in
EXPERIENCE in this SPECIAL LINE ot
work, and arc PREPARED to furnish the MOST
APPROVED character of MINI^fG AND REBoiler.
DUCTION MACHINERY, adapted to all grades of
,
ores and SUPERIOR to that of any other make, at
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
We are alBn prepared to CONSTKUCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING ORDER,
any locality, MILLS, CONCENTK.ATION
In
WORKS, WATER JACKET SMELTING
I-UBNACES, HOLSTING WORKS, PUMPING MACHINERY, ETC., ETC., of any DESIRED CAPACITY.
127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Sole Manufacturers for the Pacific Coast,
BmbracinLj

A Saving

Fuel of at Least 20 per cent Guaranteed
over any other form of

WORKS,

PACIFIC IRON

WM.

H.

TAYLOR,

R.

President.

S.

MOORE,

Superintendent.

L. R.

MEAD,

Secretary.

RISDON IRON & LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
Location of Works, S. E. Cor. Beale and

S^

Manufacturers and Sole Agents tor the Pacific Coast for

,J'~'^

—

^

Howard

Sts.,

San Francisco.
Has the Following Advantages

-3^

HEINE-SAFETY

:

E:ooKro3Vf5r,

WATER TUBE

AND FACILITY OF INSPECTION

and REPAIRS.

60,000 Horse Power now in

BOILER.

Boilers can

be seen working

in

use.

San Francisco at Palace Hotel, Spring Valley Water Works

& Co., California Jute Mills, and other places.
Guaranteed More Hfficient than any other Boiler made.

Hueter Bros.

jbxjxx.iXd:e:£1.@ of*
QUARTZ MILLS—Gold and Silver, Copper and Lead Smelting Works, Roasting Furnaces jf all kinds.
REFRIGERATING MACHINERY for Steamships, Breweries, and Cellars,
COMPKESSOKS—
Rope
Power
Transmission.
AIR
WILSON'S PATENT GAS-PRODUCER.
HYDRAULIC PUMPING and Hoisting Machinery.
WROUGHT-IKON WATER PIPE a Specialty. NoTB.—Have just completed order for 35 miles of 44-lncb STEAM BOILERS of all descriptions.
pipe of i-incb iron for Spring Valley Water Works Company, San Francisco
SUGAR MACHINERY—Sugar Mills, Vacuum Pans, Clariflers, Double Effects, eto.
SAW-MILL MACHINERY of kinds.
STEAMSHIPS—Steam Yachts, Marine Engines and Boilers, Screw Propellers, Centrifugal Pumps, Steamship
STEAM ENGINES—Corliss, Slide-Valve, Poppet Valve Automatic, Single, and Compound.
Pumps, Steam Capstans, Cargo Winches, etc,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS for Pacific Coast ot the Celebrftted "Heine" Patent Safety Boiler (Water Tube);
j^Builders of 120-stamp Gold Mill for the Alaska Mill and Mining Company; 80-stamp Mill for Quartz Uountain
50,000 horse power now in use.
Mining Company.
MACBETH PAiTENT STEEL-RIM PULLEYS—Fifty per cent lighter and 25 per cent cheaper than
all

Tjist-

iron pulleys; will not break in transportation.

Send for Clronlar and Price

Lista.

NOTICE.—All

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

the

full

our plates are guaranteed toha\e
weight of silver agreed upon, and are tested be-

fore leaving our works, thereby avoiding the complaints

about light weight, made so often before we started
in this branch of industry.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent,
521 & 523 Market

GRAVEL, OR PLACER MINES.
MADE OP BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.
ASSayCfS'

IN QUARTZ,

GET OUR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SAN

FRANCISCO
IiJo.

NOVELTY

X08

WIRE WORKS.
Buildings and Steamships

Wired

for all

D. D.

IN—

Minillg

—MANUPACTDRBR

Material.

OF

BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

AND PLATING WORKS,

^F'lItST? STPlEt-rElEST.

fllld

San Francisco,

St.,

—DBALKR

Agent

tor

hoskins'

HYDRO-CARBON ASSAY FURNACES

WASS, 141 & 143

First St.

WIRE WINDOWS, GUARDS, OFFICE SCREENS, FENCING,
GATES, ROOF CRESTING and WROUGHT IRON WORK.

Systems of Electric Lighting.

Telephone No.

1

508.

lust rated
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Quicksilver Flasks.

tariff.

Foreign quicksilver pays a duty of

10 per cent, the flasks in which

New Almaden

quiokailver

comes being
admitted duty free.
American-made flasks
shipped abroad and returned empty have to pay
a duty of 45 per cent.

mines, id

product from the eeveral furoacea (after pasaioK through the coudeDBera) ie
received in kettles, the product of each furnace
this State, the

being

kept

quicksilver

placed

separate.
is

ladled

in flasks.

VOLUME

•

Publlebers-

At the

EIDITI03>T.

From

the

When

the stoppers are unscrewed and con-

by a scoop, weighed and used again, and the Quicksilver Company

We

j^ive

on this page a view

pared to pay a good price for

made from a photograph taken at Mew Almaden however,

holes are drilled

all it

in

Mining-Law Suggestions.

can

is

get.

preIf,

the flasks, they

Mining companies using mercury
by Mr. Bulmore, showing the process of weighThe in any quantities should provide a good long
ing the quicksilver and filling the flasks.
as is shown in the cut, to
stoppers are firmly screwed into the flasks by double lever, such
then worth
means of a long lever, one roan working at each remove the stoppers. The flasks are
something. At a great many mills, however,
end of this.
Many people have no doubt wondered why if the stopper does not readily come out, a cenperforate the body of the
quicksilver flasks should always contain 76.50 ter-punch is need to
pounds instead of some even number of pounds. flask, which is then unfit for use.
The reason of this is that the original Spanish
The Idaho Mining Co., Grass Valley, has deflask or bottles contained 75 Spanish pounds,
i

in

the present case,

is

the following:

LVI.
15.

This

is

suspend indefinitely the time for final proof of
homestead and pre-emption settlers upon min-

to

There

is

a growing feeling in the mining com*

miner free to prospect
and develop the mineral resources that the land
be so simplified and amended as to enable citi- may contain, while the common law would hold
zens to obtain title to quartz and placer claims him responsible for any damage he might do
by simple application in the dUtrict land office, the farmer's improvements. This would, in
limiting the amount to a certain nnmber of reality, be of great benefit to all such settlers
All such lands, situated as are engaged in legitimate farming, for prosacres, be it 20 or 40.
munities that the present laws relative to the

eral ground, leaving the

acquisition of titles to mineral property should

WEIGHING QUICKSILVER AND FILLING FLASKS.

PA olo-fanaimiU.

Number

it

tents of the flask discharged, the flasks can be

kettle the

1888.

13.

NEW ALMADEN

MINE.

within a given distance from the foothills (or
pronounced valley lands) to be held by the Government as mineral land and open to purchasers,

up to the

limit prescribed

by law,

perity to the mining interests in their vicinity
insnres a ready

market and a good price

for all

they can produce.

to all

An English company has been formed with a
uniform price, say of $10 an acre.
capital of £.300,000 in £1 shares, 10,000 of
being
This would be better for the Government,
which are now offered for public subscription
double the price obtained for mineral land at
at par, to acquire and oontioae to work as a gopresent, and it would be far better for the
ing concern the Oortez mines situated in Eureka
miner, as it would save him great expense, loss
The property contains 29
county, Nevada.
This cheap and
of time and much trouble.
claims, and the prospectus states it has been
greatly
would
titles
obtaining
easy
method
of
amount
clared its 22Sth monthly dividend, the
which equal 76.03 pounds avoirdupois.
for the past two years producing bullion of the
stimulate the mining industries. It would also
value of $60,000 a month, while the expenses
The average weight of quicksilver flasks is being $7.50 per share, aggregating $23,250.
from
purchase
settler
to
fide
bona
enable
every
were originally The mine continues to yield largely, and is
are under $12,000 a month, showing a net
13i pounds. The flasks used
he
acres
that
few
title
to
the
a
The the Government
The conprofit of about £115,000 per annum.
imported from England, and cost, duty paid, looking as well as at any time in years.
effecthouse
and
his
actually cultivates around
produced over $10,000,000 in all.
sideration to be paid for the property is £290,$1.75 each. They are now made by the Na- Idaho has
citizens at a

closing large

ually stop the present
000, the entire amount being payable in shares.
Tube Oo. at McKeesport, Pennsylvania,
Assessment work on claims is now in order bodies of mining lands against prospecting and
and cost %\. The American flisks are superior
The United Miners of New Mexico, at their
and should be done before the snow comes. development.
to those made in England.
of relief that is frequently meeting held in Albuquerque, resolved to hold
method
Another
putting
oflf this necessary
use
in
is
no
There
call
While on this subject it may be well to
suggested and which involves no radical change a Territorial exposition at Socorro next spring.
the last moment.
curious fact in connection with duty until
evil

tional

Attention to a

of
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admit. uniDdoreed, opinions of correspondents.— Eds.

Manganiferous Silver Ores.
[Written for the PfiESS by A. L. TrippEl, Jr.]

The modus operandi

for the reduotion of

man*

ganiferons silver ores, to obtain satisfactory re-

compounds, liberating
tact with hydrogen
chlorine gas, which further chloridizes any remaining sulphurets of silver and base metals
which may he present.
With manganiferous ores, particularly those
having considerable lime or magnesia carbonates,
therefore requires so much more green vitriol
as will be absorbed by these carbonates to sulphates. Silica or quartz are not acted upon
directly by the acids formed, but materially
aids in the decomposition of salt in the presence

thorough knowledge of the
of hydrogen compounds, forming silicate of
character of the compound elements which en- soda and hydrochloric acid. With ores containing insufficient amount of sulphurets with a
ter into the combination.
The procedure in itself is comparatively sim- large percentage of calcium carbonate, two or
three per cent at least of green vitriol should
ple, especially so if the silver element enters as
be added, otherwise poor chlorination would rea chloride in combination with some base metal sult. It may frequently be found bentficial,
In this case a raw amalgamation when the ore is calcareous, to add a silicate in
oxides.
yields the best of results. If the silver, how- roasting if possible.
If, however, as seems to be the case in several
ever, is obtained aa a sulphuret in combination
with copper, nickel or cobalt, necessitating a localities, the ore ia roaated dead (iron pyrites
being
unobtainable), a small and I should judge
chloridizlng roast, or if a minimum amount of
base metal sulphurets, if any, are present, the a very unsatisfactory chlorination would result.
sults, involves

a

and

superiQr

for

their

specially

[Oct. 13, 1888
designated

means

of transit

introduced,

service.

And

thus one by one these mechanical abortions pass away; a large proportion are now
"numbered among the things that were."
Some were prematurely delivered, still-born;
others of a mushroom growth, lifting their
heads for a single night, blighted under the rays
of the morning sun.
Of the many forms of
automatic ore-feeders which have been conceived, devised and introduced to the attention
oi intelligent mining men, none now exist aa^e
the Challenge, the Stanford, the Roller and the
Tullock, and of these the Challenge, with the
recent important improvements which have
been introduced into their construction, make
them far superior to any other form ever yet devised, and all others have been consigned to
their last resting place, the scrap-pile, awaiting
the final consuming fire.
N.

Nevada Mining

—

and improved processes

this

Golconda,

A

few miles east of Winnemucca, ia a very
copper mining district. The ore
contains considerable ailver and gold aleo. The
moat important developed mine liea ten milea
south of the station, and ia owned by New
promising

York

capitalists.
The company propose to conatruct a railroad ahortly to connect with the
C. P. R. R.
The lode haa been traced six
milea, and although the ore is of a low grade,

the mines can be worked with good profit when
the ore can be reached by rail. In the opposite direction from the
station the country
prospects well, in view of which Golconda is
destined to become an important center. The
place haa other attractions, being the site of
one of the best medical springs in the State.
fiattle

Notes.

lately

much can be expected from

enterprise,

Mountain.

There are some rich copper mines seven miles
southwest of Battle Mountain, The company
employ 25 men at present in extracting the
ore, and ship the same to England.
The ore
is being crushed at the Reno mill, but it is
proposed to erect a mill at Battle Mountain

Editors Press: The State of Nevada has
of sulphuric acid created
by the desulphurization of silver sulphides to deservingly received the appellation of the
ailver sulphates would be almost entirely, if not " Silver State," and if the term was appropriall, absorbed by carbonate of Hme if present,
faithful attention.
ately applied 20 years ago, the disooveries and
To more fully understand the reactions and and, if absent, by the base metal oxides in form- developments of later years serve only to prove soon.
treatment of this method of chloridization of ing but limited amounts of sulphates.
The Pittsburg Consolidated gold mines are
A small proportion of chlorine gas, created by more conclusively the propriety in the use of located
manganiferous ores, a general description may
a few miles southeast of Battle Mountthe action of these sulphates on salt, however, the name.
From the surface to the depth of ain. They are said to be paying a good per
be of material aid.
Ores of this character consist of the peroxide will chloridize with the aaaistance of ailica, I be- over 3000 feet, this valuable metal (silver) has cent on the investment. About 50 men find
lieve, a amall percentage only of silver sulphate.
of manganese, in varying proportions, from 30
employment here.
been found to exist in paying quantities, and the
to 70 per cent, mechanically mixed with more It is in this manner that by dead roasting withThe Mines at Austin
or less sesquioxide of iron. Sulphate of baryta out base metal sulphurets only a minimum area of its extent is limited only by the bound(Ba SO4 ), silica (Si O2 ), carbonates of calcium amount of silver can be chloridized. If a man- ary separating the State from Idaho on the Have been in a stagnant condition for some
(Oa CO3 ) and magnesia (Mg CO3 are general- ganiferous ore is argentiferous containing silver north, Utah on the east, Arizona on the aouth, months past, owing, it is asserted, more to bad
management than to any other cause. Last
ly the principal compounds found associated aa aa a sulphide or argentite (Ag2 S), the ore is
and California on the west. Having visited year there were
gangue. Oxides of cobalt (Co 0) and copper free milling, and as such it should be treated;
at this time over 300 men on
moat of the prominent mining diatricta of the the payroll of the Silver Mining Company,
(Cu 0) in small quantities are also found, me- otherwise a roasting process should be followed.
the
State within the paat six weeks, I will give you principal active
corporation engaged in mining
chanically disseminated throughout the ore, but It may be well before determining the exact
a synopsis of the most important facts gleaned here at that time,
process,
which
is to be carried out, to first asreplaced, more or less, by silver as a sulphuret
whereas this season there
were only about 40, in consequence of which
when the ore is argentiferous. Chlorides are certain by experimentation whether the ore, if therefrom.
Near Carson.
many miners were obliged to seek employment in
also frequently found in this class of ore, vary- not entirely free milling, would not give equally
During the latter part of July, Jeffreys Lewis, other camps. To Mr, Samson, superintendent
ing in quantity, in speok, and streaks through- good results from a financial standpoint by raw
out the mass. The ore is light and pulveru- amalgamation. Additional care should be taken of theatrical fame, gave an exhibition in Carson of the company, Mr. Vincent of the Nevada
City, and receiving confirmation of the discov- Central railroad, G. A. Carpenter,
lent, of a black or dark-brown color, unctuous to for this determination (even though the ore coneditor of the
the touch and easily crushed. When consider- tains small percentages of base-metal sulphides) ery of a rich silver ledge near by, made haste Beveille, and otheTB 1 w&B placed under obligadeparture
from
the
neighborhood
before
to
lowhen
20
to
30
per
cent
of
the
silver
is
chloride.
able iron is present the ore assumes a slightly
tions for facts regarding the condition of things.
The All agreed that, notwithstanding the present
If raw amalgamation should be determined cate and record her claim upon the same.
reddish or light-brown color.
The sulphate of baryta (Ba SO4 ) or barite upon, difficulties identical to those in roasting land upon which the discovery was made a ahort state of affaira, the outlook was hopeful. The
(heavy spar), which is not always found asso- will be met with. These may be overcome by time previously was sold by Mr. S. P. Davis, S. M. Co. transferred the property to a party
ciated with manganiferous ores, consists of 34.3 proper quantities of chemicals— first for the editor of the Appeal, for $1 per acre, Mrs. of Chicago capitaliata aome months ago, and the
percent sulphur trioxide (8O3 ) and 65.7 per neutralization of existing alkalies, and secondly, Langtry, "the Jersey lily," who was the fortu- incorporation that now controln it ia known as
cent baryta (Ba 0). It is insoluble, ia not de- by the reduction of silver sulphurets to a chlor- nate purchaser, was having an artesian well the Manhattan Mining and Reduction Comcomposed except by high heat, and in conse- ide. To effect this change judicious grinding, sunk, in the pursuit of which, the silver ledge pany. Austin waa some years ago about the
ore assays $520 per ton.
In best camp of its size in Nevada, and those
quence, through its refractory disposition'is of no aided by means of chemicals, will be found, I was struck. The
best
a short time over 40 locations were made on the acquainted with the undeveloped resources of
use as a sulphate for the decomposition of salt. believe, effective to a certain extent.
which
is located 2^ miles north of the
ledge,
The
reactions
(chemically)
which
take
place
The carbonates of calcium and magnesia, howthe district say they know no reason why it
Doubtless this discovery will prove valu- should not again revive. It is the universal
ever, are but too readily decomposed, yielding in raw amalgamation, are nearly identical to city.
carbon dioxide (CO2 and absorbing sulphuric those in a chloridizlng roaat. The salt, being able, and I only refer to it to show that silver ore verdict of visitors that no community anywhere
in Nevada is a commodity to be found almost ia more deserving
acid (H2 SO4 ) forming the salphatea of cal- dissolved, is attacked by the bluestone (Cu S04
of prosperity, the people beand we obtain a cupric chloride (Cu CI2 ) and anywhere, and frequently where least expected, ing remarkably kind and affable. The town ia
cium and magnesia.
For these reasons, with this class of ore, we sodium sulphate thus
connected with the C. P. R. R. by the Nevada
Virginia City,
2 Na CI + Cu S04 =Na2 S04 + Cu CI2
When
see that an addition of green vitriol, iron pyCentral R, R. Its management is in striking
Which has been ''and is still the chief mining
rites or other sulphur compounds, when roast- sufficient cupric chloride is formed, it acts dicontrast with that of the Eureka & Palisade
camp in Nevada, la regarded as in a more healthy
ing ia necessary, are essential to effectually rectly upon the silver sulphide, and by our exrailroad, which connects Eureka with the C. P.
condition, so far as its immediate outlook is concause a decomposition of salt. This decomposi- change of compounds produces silver chloride,
R. R, While all the people of Austin spoke
cerned, than for several years previous. During
thus:
Ag2
S-i-2
Cu
CI2
=2
Ag
01
Cu2
+
CI
2 + S.
tion is effected by the oxidation of evolved sulhighest terms of -the former, it was hard to
my sojourn of two weeks in August most of the in
phur to sulphuric acid gas by the action of heat The sulphur produced by this reaction probably
find any business man of Eureka who could embecomes oxidized to sulphurous acid, and acta mills were either closed or doing but little work, ploy terms severe enough to exprees hia denunon sulphurets.
lack of water, but the suspenThe presence of the oxides of manganese and upon remaining undecomposed sulphurets. The on account of the
ciation of the latter, on account of the extorThe comsion waa regarded as only temporary.
iron, in this case, becomes of great importance silver chloride in the presence of iron, is pretionate rates of fare and freight imposed upon
promise great activity
winter
fall
and
ing
for the production of chlorine gas, as will be cipitated to a metallic state, in which condition
the public. The Nevada Central R. R, is a
Comstock.
The
yearly
the
output
throughout
it
amalgamates
with
mercury.
In these reseen by the following formula:
narrow-gauge 90 miles in length. The superinand combinations, the oxide of the base of bullion has increased until, in 18S6, the of- tendent isC. W, Hinchcliffe, with headquarters
2NaCH-Mn02 +2H2SO4 =Cl2 -^NaS04 + actions
metala do not interfere, and take but a amall ficial report estimated the amount of ailver and at Austin, The writer found the trip a pleasMnSOi f2H2 0.
part in them. Whether or not the oxide of gold obtained from the Storey Co. 'a mines,
From this we see that the action of sulphuric mauganeee and iron undergo any direct chemical which are confined principally to the Comstock ant one by moonlight.
acid (H2 SO4
on the oxide of manganese change I am not prepared to say, but I think lode, at $4,393 000 for that year, deducting all
(MnO^ ) and salt (na CI) prodibces the sulphates they do not.
assessments. Nor are the mines of this lode Ninety milea north of Paliaade,
C. P, R. R.. has
of manganese and sodium, setting free chlorine.
giving any indications of failing in the produc- also seen far livelier days than at present. Like
Free hydrochloric acid vapors are also created.
A detailed Austin, her people are generally sanguine of a
tion of gold and nilver bearing ore.
Ore-Feeders.
The hydrochloric or muriatic acid gas arises
account of the 65 prominent mines of the Com- bright future, and when it is considered that
partly by the action of water absorbing sulstock lode would occupy more space than you within the Eureka mining, district there are
Editors Press
It will possibly be rememphuric acid on the salt, whereby the sodium is
could well afford to devote in a single issue, and over 400 patented mines and about 75 unrecordbered by certain of your readers that an article
oxidized by the oxygen of water vapors, while
besides it would appear unnecessary at this time, ed, there seems to be ample cause for the view
its hydrogen unites with chlorine to form hy- appeared in your journal issued February 11, for the simple reason you have published so
held by the businesa men of the town. The
drochloric acid in the form of gas. It is also 1S88, communicated by the writer of this and much concerning them from time to time in two principal mines upon which the prosperity
formed by the contact of chlorine gas, with
issues, so that the public are perhaps bet- of Eureka has always depended entered
into a
relating to a competitive test which had prior
compounds of hydrogen, for instance, carburetter posted as to their true condition than about
been held between the Challenge and Loftus any other important mining distiict on the combination some months ago, raising the price
ted hydrogen.
for smelting to a figure almost equivalent to
This acid also acta upon oxides of manganese, ore-feeders in the mill of the Experimental coast.
prohibition, or at least a rate that had the efTne Silver City Mlnins District.
evolving free chlorine and forming! chloride Mining Company, near Columbia, Tuolumne
fect to stop the delivery of ore at their mills;
of manganese (MnCl2 ), thua:Mn O2 +4HC1=: county, this State.
That article recited that Two miles west of Virginia, is developing a consequently the little work that has been
MnCl2 +CJ2 +2H2O.
the superiority of the Challenge was so un- better prospect than ever before, although no prosecuted of late has circulated no ready
By these reactions the sulphurets of silver questionably demonstrated that the manager of excitement prevails. From Mr. E. P. Hamil- money, the miners simply leaving their ore on
and other metals, as well as the base metal that property ordered a Challenge to replace ton, president of the Haywood mine, I gleaned the dump. Those who tried the experiment of
oxides, are reduced to sulphates.
Upon in- the Loftua, and the latter was " hung up to the fact that more bullion is now being extract- shipping to smelters abroad, though realizing
creasing the heat at this point the aulphatoe of dry."
ed from the Haywood, Oest, and Lecruits than more than offered at home, found it too expenailver and base metal enter upon a direct exIn June last, by a certain circumlocution for the past ten years, J. D. Blackburn, a sive to engage in on a large scale. Some idea
change of compounds with rewiaining undecom- known to the trade, eight Loftus feeders prominent citizen of Silver City, and stockhold- of the past importance of Eureka
as a mining
posed salt, forming proto -chloride of iron were placed on trial in the 40-stamp
gold-mill er in the Red Jacket mine, placed me under ob- camp may be estimated from the fact that thfi
(Fe CI) and manganese (MuCi) and sodium sul- of the Ilex Gold [Mining Company, near ligations for favors during my visit. The Red Richmond M. Co. and the Eureka Consolidated,
phate (Na2 Sq4 ). The chloride of silver (Ag CI) Mokelumne Hill, Calaveras county. After
west of the town, was two of the leading compani*>s, have declared in
a Jacket is one-half mile
thus formed remains undecomposed, while the trial of them for a period of nearly 60 days,
developed in 73, and patented in '81. By rea- dividends up to date over S7,000,000.
it
protochlorides will, by coming in contact with has been decided by the resident
litigation,
now happily termanager of son of unfortunate
Up to a comparatively recent date, little atgaseous products of burning fuel, containing the property here and the board of directors
property has lain idle, tention has been paid to agricultural pursuits
of minated, this valuable
water, or hot air containing steam, be resolved the company in London,
England, that the but the prediction is that the public will soon conducted on scientific principles in Eureka
into their respective oxides by mutual decom- eight Loftus
feeders are to be discarded by hear of startling results from its resumption of county.
A few have followed stock-raising in
position.
reason of their inefficiency, and are to be re- operations,
the primitive way, and, as an accessory, imA resume of the above process clearly shows placed by an equal number of the Hendy
Wlnnemucca Mines.
proved some hay ranches; further than thJR the
that roasting in the first stage in the presence Improved Challenge
feeders, which are now
The town of Winnemucca, Capital of Hum- general progress has not been creditable. Now,
of salt has an oxidizing effect, as there ia then being made ready for
shipment by the Joshua boldt Co., owes a share of her prosperity to however, steps are being taken toward a more
no sulphuric acid present to decompose the salt. Hendy Machine Works of No, 51 Fremont
St.,
mines located in various directions from the thorough development of the latent resources of
The sulphurets. under the influence of heat, this city.
place.
In a segregated range of mountaina, the soil, and it seems to be the resolve of the
lose a part of iU sulphur escaping as sulphurThe writer deems it to be important, as it is four milea distant, is located the Winnemucca enterprising citizens not to allow the country to
ous acid gas, while a further portion oxidizes necessarily of interest to all
managers of mining mines, which contain innumerable veins of ail- depend altogether upon the less certain fortune
to sulphuric aoid gas. This (sulphuric aoid) in properties, to direct
attention to these facts, for ver ore. The Winnemucca Mining Co., com- of the mines. A company haa lately been orturn attacks the salt and the oxide of manga- the simple reason that those
who are interested posed of some of the beat men of the town, is ganized to bore for artesian water, which, if
nese, in company with salt, creating directly in or may contemplate
becoming interested in vigorously pushing the work of development. succesaful (and from the fact of water being
and indirectly free chlorine, which, uniting mining enterprises are naturally desirous
of se- Already they have expended $12,000 on one known to exist near the surface of large arid
with the oxides and sulphates, produces metal curing suoh machinery,
fixtures and appliances ledge.
Owing to the refractory condition of tracts, the experiment is almost certain to suchlorides.
These chlorides, with the exception for their mining and milling plants, which
are the ore and cost of transportation, the success ceed), must revolutionize the farming industry
chloride of ailver, are next oxidized by con- known and proven to
be economical, effective haa not been complete, but now with cheaper and make the country at least a huadred-fold
process becomes more complexed, requiring not
only a knowledge as to the proper method of
dressing and treating the ore, but close and
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The Russell Process.

pre«-

Tuscarora,
Fifty mile* north of
veraalljr

KIko. C. P. K. R.,

Its

u

Qoi-

Practical Application and
Reaulta.

—

reverberatory by 3 4 days the time for
reverberatory ore being 2.5 days as against 5
days for ore roasted in a Hruckner furnace.
The rate of leaching on ore roasted in reverberatory furnacea and leached without using a
vacuum under the filter was throe times that of
ore roasted in Bruckner furnacea and leached
with the help of a vacaum.
In the new mill now being erected by the
8ombrer«te Mining Co., by the maoager of
in a

eot.

Economic

conceded to b« the moat proeperoas
Kovada. lu %r>, placer mJaiDf; waa in-
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bfr, reaches half-way down from the top, and
the entrances and exits in the diagonally opposite upper corners are four feet square. The
comparative weights given are the resnlts of
an 8 days' run. In passing through eaob dnstchamber the current containing the dast
changes its direction 4 times, the whole number
of ri({ht-angle changes of direction being 52.
This is the important point, which is nearly
^ways neglected in small mills and in many
large ones.
For instance, at Cusi the dustchambers consist of a Hue averaging about 5
feet wide, and probably 7 feet high, but with
only about four right-angle changes of direction.
The result is a dust loss at Cusi prcbftbly 8 or 10 times as great as at Ontario, Daly,
Lexington, Blue Bird, or anywhere else where
a Stetefeldt furnace is used.
This may be
ascribed to the fact that no Stetefeldt furnace
haa ever been erected withoat suitable dustchambers, which, however, are just as necessary for other furnaces as for a Stetefeldt.
The great capacity of the Stetefeldt furnace
for roasting has been noticed.
The results of
experiments at the Outario with this fnrnace
show that with a 16-mesh screen and 17 per
cent salt, and roasting at the rate of 70 tons
per day, the extraction on the large scale was
97 per cent. The capacity of the furnace
could not be tested further, aa only 20 stamps
are connected with each furnace and 70 tons
was the utmost which conld be crushed. It is
no more than reasonable to suppose that at
least 90 per cent could have been obtained
from ore roasted at the rate of 80-90 tons per
day.
The average amount of pulp treated in one
Stetefeldt furnace at the Marsaac mill is 70
to 74 tons per day.
In this case also, this ia
the limit of thecrnshing, and not of the roaetiDg
capacity.

{Continutd fnym our liui,
Shortly aft«r tbia Uiird Hroa. iatrodac«d the tint quart/uiill, 10-atamp, aince D. Effect on Bructcner Furnace ReauUs of
IntroduclDir the Salt Into the Furnace
which silver mtoiDK ha« been pursued with
Wltb the Ore, as Compared With IntroVAryiog aacceu uutil this year a new im
to
basiaesfi,
aod
duclnK
Salt ^Tter tho Hoaatint; has Besuo.
been
added
the
haa
petoa
from preseot indicatioDS the camp bids fair
The experiments in the Bruckner furnaces at
TABLE XX Xb.
to become oue of thu most famous on the Yedras may be divided into two classes: first, AbHAV urriCK mui'LTH UN OKK rH'^U Ulrsr CIIAUKKHS OF Til
cuuueutrators
new
mills
and
RKVRIIBRKATUHV
Several
A\P UKIUKIVKK fUKKACIU
ooaat.
those in which the salt was introduced into the
AT VKHKAH HM.U
ar« io course of oonstruutlon. The Tusuarora furnace at the same time with the ore, and,
Water Co. have about completed their work of secondly, those in which the salt was added
piping water from Twin Uridges creek, lU miles during the roasting.
distant, f(tr cuocuntratiug aud milling purposes,
The first of the above sets of experiments was
—
and for the use of the town, ut au estimated made particularly to teat the applicability of
coat of $ltK),000. The pipes will carry TUO.OOO the Bruckner furnace to the roasting of the ore
The company ia composed of the for the ordinary leaching process, ae that was
gallons duily.
heat men of the town and is superintended by the process then in use and conMnued io use for
l^.W. Coliio, Kbcj., to whom I wna much in- the next six months, on ore coasted in reverdebted for courtesies daring my brief visit. 'J'he beratory furnaces. For this reason, leaching
advantages certain to accrue from the comple- tests by the extra solution were not made
tion of this enterprise are great to the inhab- until afterward, on vault samples which had
§ i.
53
itants in furnishing them with the best of water been saved.
The average of the assay-oltioe . en b
Value in ouncis,
from a pure living stream for potable purposes, results on these vault samples was 72.1 per cent
=
:?
and as a security against possible coofiagration, by the ordinary solution and S4.0 per cent by
in which they have hitherto been detioient. the extra solution.
This does not inclnde the
P«r rent by ordinary solution.
The ooflt of insurance will also be materially ore from the dust-chambers, which yielded
D
<
lessened to property-holders.
much less. All the ore produced in these ex* i is £;
Per cent by t xtra solution.
3
The chief mines of this camp are the Belle periments (except the dust) was then leached i bi bo
ea
Isle, depth of shaft. 450 feet; the North Belle in the mill by the old or ordinary leaching procS S
a
Value in ounces.
Isle, 400 feet; the Navajo, (JoO feet; the Com- ess, with the results shown in Tables XXIX
monwealth, the Delmouth, and the Nevada and XXX. These results in the mill, by the
Queen. The North Belle Isle, Commonwealth ordinary process, were so extremely poor that
v. ^
CO en
Pe-- cent bt* ordinary solution.
and Nevada (^ueen are coostrocting a 'JO stamp the attempt to use the furnaces for the ordiy
mill, while the North Belle Isle and Nevada nary process had to be abandoned.
One great i f £
Per cent by extra solution.
Queen M. Companies have a concentrator about difficulty was the formation of bills of all sizes
completed.
It is from the Fulton Iron Works and of the hardness of brick.
Some of these
Value in ounces.
of San Francisco, a model ore-crusher, has two sets balls were too large to be extracted from the
P.— Comparison Between the Howell and
. O
- ;•
Wall's rolls, eight three-compartment jigs and furnace until broken up with crowbars. The
the Reverberatory at Cusi.
Vt CO
Frne vanuers and (Jagood tables, and the power percentages of the various sizes of balls were as
^ cs
Per rent by orMiiary bolution.
The reverberatory furnacea formerly used at
It follows:
(tiO-horse) is furnished by a Corliss engine.
Cusi were replaced by Howell furnaces, and
it expected to crush 100 tone daily, and reduce
Description of
Per cent of
Per cent by extra solution.
the leachiug results may be thus compared:
The
t)ie ^\zQts.
ea h size.
to one-tenth at a cost of Sl.50 per ton.
22.2
Nevada Queen makes a daily output of 50 tons, I^argt-T tliftii biwehiH^
r.iutetially Co iua bles
2^.2 that company, Clarence King, and by W. R.
Reeult by ordiexclusive of what is now being milled. The Marliles.
tiosb of: Percent Time of
9.7 Eckart of San Francisco,
nary solution
particular attention
sureon. of salt. roaotinj,'.
amount of ore on the surface ia estimated at '20,- Large gravel
3.1
iu assay office.
to
will
be
paid
the
determination
of
the
fur42,7
000 tons, which assays from S;J0 to S50. The Oravel
The
mill will have a screen- Ruveib't'y
Finer tlian gravel
0.1 nace losses.
IS hours.
So per cent.
;30 to ^0 5 to 6
(irand Frize M. Co. contemplate securing a
ing capacity of 200 ton<) per day and a leaching Howell's
"
85 "
ii^to 20 « to 10
36 uiin.
plant similar to the one above described, to con100
Total
capacity by the Russell process of 150 tons.
centrate the thousands of tons of low-grade ores
The
ore will be crushed with rolls, dried in G.— Comparison of the Four Boasting Furthat have accumulated during the last 12 years
TABLE XXIX.
shelf dry
kilns, and roasted in the largest
naces as to the Time Bequired in Boastof operation.
TilE RKVKHIllRATOKV AND liKUCKVRK FURNACES COHl'ARKD UV
Stetefeldt furnace so far constructed.
ins.
1I1K MILL RKSUI.TS KKoM Tllft OLD Oil OKUINaHY
The mill under construction by the North
All the ore will be weighed and assayed beHILL.
LBACUINO
I'HOCKSB,
AT
TIIK
YBDRAS
Table XXXI shows the difference in time of
Ij^lle Isle, Nevada Qu^en and Commonwealth,
tween each operation in the mill, thus affording
a. n-i^co w«
exposure to the fire required by the different
to be known as the Union Mill, will entail a
absolutely correct statistics.
Dumtion
furnacea to produce the given results by both
coat of Sl50,0OO.
It will have four White &
of mill run.
Reverberatory furnaces have so far been
Howell roasters. Capacity of the mill is 50
used at Sombrerete, and careful statistics have
tons daily at a cost of about $12 per ton.
TABLE XXXI.
been kept for a year and a half by Mr. Watson,
Mr. Coffin had taken from the Commonwealth
COMPARISON rv STETKl'«LI>T, IIOWKIL, RRVKKRRATORY AND
superintendent of the mill.
mine recently a nugget of silver ore which
IIKUCKNKR FURNACKW WITH REUARDTOTIM8 RftjUlRKD
Table XXXb gives the value and the results
IN ROABTINO AND TIIK RRSUbTS OUTAINRD,
weighs 1600 pounds and is worth §4400. It is
of assay-office leaching- tests, on samples from
covered with red ruby. It cost the company
considerable to get it out intact, but by patient
D. -=1
a.
1
S.
TABLE XXXc.
effort the feat was accomplished.
o :n 73 IOn C&
3 o^ oi U" Ct in
of
sS
UISTRlliUTlON OP IIOASTKU l-OLP TUROUriir A aTKDKPEr.UT FUR«
eI
II
OCO^tBOiOiKKaiand
of
about
2O0O.
of
Tuscarora has a population
Value of ore.
MACE, AND THB ASSAY OFKICK RKSULTS ON COHKEtiabout 500 of whom are now employed in the
PONDOiU SA-MPLRS AT TUK ONTARIO AMD
MARHAAD MILLS, PARK CITY, LITAU.
several mines. The town supports a very credPer cent hv ordinary in
itable daily paper called the Times- Review^
aa'^ay oltit-e.
which ia edited by 0. L. C. Fairchild. The
oSwS^HmSiSmSo 31 ^'wi' i^eiit ljy extra in as-

camp

in

aaf;arated.

CL.

{

I

kind

N&me

p

>»-

I

used.

furnace

mine

Lone Mountain

be the coming mines of Nevada.
The Merrimac mine, owned by Elko men, has
an extensive body of copper oye. The average
assay is said to be 20 per cent copper and 30
ounces silver. Bliss & Co., New York, have
an extra good mine here. The ledge is 18 feet
wide and has been prospected to a depth of 100
feet.
It is claiitied there is little or no waste
ore.
The company has 700 tons on dump and
thousands of tons in sight. I learned that L.
P. Morton, candidate for Vice-President, is a

To reach the mines of Tuscarora, as well as
those of Lone Mountain, the traveler is required to take the stage at E'ko, and, barring a
He
little dust, he will have an enjoyable trip.
will find the proprietors of this line ready to do
all in their power for the comfort of their
E- B. L.
patrons.
Coal, Petroleum and Ahphalt in Venezuela. Mr. E. H. Plumacher, consul atMaracaibo, Venezuela, gives an account of some
very remarkable coal deposits in that country
between the Sierra de Tale and the Sierra de
Guasdual. An area of nearly 100 square miles
is underlaid with aeama of bituminous coal.
The coal is exceedingly rich in gas, burns with
very little smoke, and leaves only a small
amount of ash. Some of these seams are on
fire.
Many of the seams are more than 10 feet
in thickness, and in some places they attain a
In the department of
thickness of 30 feet.
Guzman Blanco, between the rivers Palmar
and Santa Anna, and the Sierra de Perija, are
a considerable number of asphalt deposits, and
that portion of the* department of Colon between the rivers Santa Anna, Zulia, and the
mountains of the Colombian frontier is very rich
It is stated
in both asphalt and petroleum.
that in several places bitumen emerges in
streams from the earth, and in one place petroleum and hot water are thrown out from
openings in a mound of sand, and for a long
distance from this petroleum geyser the ground
A rude calculais impregnated with the oil.
tion of the amount of petroleum vented from a
single one of those openings gave 57liO gallons
per day of 24 hours. The consul states that
there are as vet no monopolistic concessions in
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Per cent after 35-45 minutes in furnace.
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set of experiments, in

Per cent after lying

which the

was introduced into the furnace after the
roasting had begun, showed that the formation
of balls could be avoided, but only at the expense of a great decrease in extraction by the
ordinary solution, and on considerable decrease in extraction by the extra solution, even
from the furnace samples, to say nothing of the
8 to 17 per cent decrease in extraction after
leavine the furnace. Tables XXVII, XXVIII,
give the results obtained io the
and
second set of experiments. Table XXVIII
shows the average of the results on vault or
cooling-floor samples for the second set of experiments, the average extraction in the assay
office being 32.8 per cent by ordinary solution
and 63.2 per cent by the extra solution. The
extraction by the ordinary solation being sopoor, and the Russell process not having then
been introduced, this ore was not leached in
Whether it was subsequently treatthe mill.
ed, after the Russell process was introduced,
or re-roaated in the reverberatory furnace, is

XXIX

I'Z

known,

'13

'J3qiuQqo-!)anp

-jd

pj

qo

that roasted in a Bruckner furnace at
Yedras, for six periods amounting to 2S days.

and

table illustrates the difiference in assayon the charge samples, in extraction in the mill by the old or ordinary leaching
in
process, and in the total time required
The mill results are in favor of the
leaching.
ore roasted in a reverberatory furnace, to the
extent of an additional extraction of 15.1
ounces per ton or 21.5 per cent of the value of
In the time required in leaching the
the ore.
charges, the difference is in favor of ore roasted
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extra and ordinary. The times of exposure to
the fire and corresponding final results by the
extra solution are as follows:

jofinrnqa-ienp qisi

•jaqmmqo-^snp qqgt

G.vtractioo by extra solution.
liinil of fur-

nace.

the duat-chamberB of both the reverberatory

not
and Bruckner farnacea at Yedras. The
B.— Reverberatory and Brucfener Furnaces. " lower duat-chambers" are the nearest to the
Table XXIX shows the comparison between furnace. The dust frnm the reverberatories
the results on ore roasted in a reverberatory was much greater in value than that from the

office results

1
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salt

The

after lying on

cooling floor.
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5 seconds in fumace.

2SS Pur cent
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The second

process leached.

Per cent extraction after

Tiniu of let washing witii
water. H urs.
1' 116 o( leaching with
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By which
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otiice.

«>i'l tailinee.
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I

0.1-^1^0*-

"ay

ounces

I

Time

of

roasting'.

Purn. sample, cooling

floor.

5 S3ecf>nil8.
87.5 per cent, 03.6 per cent.
"
36 to 45 min. 65.6
"
Kcverberal'y.. 11 fo 15 bra. S?.3
Bruckner
11 to 15 hrs

Bruckner, but in amount was not more than
Table XXXc. furnished by Mr.
1-10 ae great.
Although higher extraction from furnace
Wilson, superintendent of the Mareaac mill,
samples can undoubtedly be obtained on some
results of assay-office leachvalues,
gives the
ores,
with a Howell furnace in 35 to 45 mining-tests, and the comparative amounts of the
utes, or in a Bruckner furnace in 5 to 6 hours,
ore and dust deposited in various parts of a
yet the tible shows that, as far as the Russell
Stetefeldt furnace and dust-chamber, at Park
process is concerned, roasting is, in a SteteCity.
By changing the amount of draft, of feldt furnace, an operation of only a few
be
c^rse, the comparative distribution would
seconds in a Howell, of minutes but in a
Each of the dust-chambers, except
altered.
reveiberatory or B'*uckner it requires hours.
the last, is 10 feet long by 12 feet high. The
( To he Continued.
wing, or arch in the middle of each dust-cham-
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The

following

Is

SUMMAF^Y,

moHtly coQdensed from journala published
mines mentioned.

1q the interior, in proximity to the

CALIFORNIA.
Amador.

—

This syndicate has bought up a group of mines at
Lundy and incorporated as the Homer District ConThere is ample
solidated Gold Mining Company,
capital behind the company to do all the legitimate
mining the managers may see proper. Dr. O'Connor will at once thoroughly investigate his purchase,
and if his prospect proves favorable will immediately
proceed to open up and develop the entire group of
mines, and work them for all they are worth as a
legitimate mining proposition.
This company is

Sutter Creek. Amador Ledger^ Oct. 6: Drifting in the Wildman mine has been delayed on ac- not prospecting for stock jobs. A
count of a portion of the shaft needing repairs, on the money which they propose
which they have been doing the last week. At the
Lincoln a drift is to be run from the foot of the hill
ne^r the old shaft formerly worked by R. C. Downs.
There is a raise of about loo feet, and if they can
strike the ledge at that depth it will give work perhaps for years. H. C. Callahan is up from San
Francisco looking after matters pertaining to the
SutterJCreek mine. There is a proposrtion on foot
to connect their mill pipe with the Mahoney pipe,
which will furnish them with water the year round.
They have a very good ledge in sight. The Leggett and Manditch claim, about six miles above here,
was sold last week principally to S. D. R. Stewart.
The price to be paid is $10,000. There is to be a
ten-stamp mill put upon the claim right away.

—

Amador Gold Mine. Ledger, Oct. 6: Preparations for the building of the 6o-5tamp mill at this
mine are making satisfactory headway. F. Massoni has secured the contract for building the retaining wall, and is now busy at work on the same.
This wall when completed will be 107 feet long, 3
this wall is finfeet thick and 12 feet high.
ished (he work of putting the mill together will be
They commenced on the batteryinaugurated.
It is expected to have the mill in
blocks last week.

When

running order about Christmas. At present there
are 30 men employed at the mill and 25 at the mine,
besides four teams.

Miscellaneous.

—The Gillick mine

work-

is still

ing with promising prospects. Another effort is being made to bond the Doyle mine in Hunt's gulch
in the interest of English capitalists.

Drytown. — Cor. Amador

Dispatch, Oct. 6:

The

Overplus mine at Quartz Mountain has resumed
work again. Mr. Goodman, the owner, is putting
up a five-foot Huntington mill, and will move the
Frue concentrators from the Quartz Mountain mill
The ore will pay $6 to $8 per ton
to the Overplus.
free gold, and about three-fourths per cent in sulwhich
are
worth $500 to $600 per ton. The
phurets
Cosmopolitan is down 500 feet; they will soon sink a
sump; then drifting will be in order about the first
of November, The Cover Co. broke ground on its
new reservoir on Monday; they will push it with all
possible speed so as to get the pipe laid before the
rain.
In all probability the mine and mill will be
run by water from Quartz Mountain by January ist.
The mill is kept running steady of late.

Calaveras.
Active.

— Calaveras Chronicle, Oct. 6:

percentage

invest

is

all

We

Nevada.

Mwe.—

Seneca

Herald. Oct. 6: This mine is
the mountain-side just south of the Middle Yuba river and directVy north of Badger Hill, being about two miles down the river in a direct line
from the now famous Delhi. When the ledge was
first discovered some of the loose croppings were
crushed and yielded $2 50 per ton.
tunnel was
then run in the hillside to strike the ledge at a depth
of 100 feet_and a crushing was taken out which
yielded $10 per ton in free gold.
The company
then descended the mountain-side and run in a
prospect tunnel 150 feet lower down or at a depih
sufficient to give 250 feet of backs to stope out if
found to pay. The lower tunnel reached the ledge a
few days ago and is being run on the line of the ledge
to determine its extent.
The ledge thus far in the
lower tunnel is over three feet thick, and the rock
shows some free gold. The quartz being taken out
in running the drift ahead is being hauled to J.
Hustler's one-stamp prospect-mill to be crushed to
ascertain its richness.
The situation of the mine is
most favorable for cheap working. An abundance
of water with good fall for pressure is easily obtainable and the extraction of ore can all be done through
tunnels, so there is no hoisting required.
located

on

A

Columbia HiLL.—North San Juan Times,

Oct.

Geo. Baker and J. A. Jones have been working
5:
on the Golconda for the last couple of weeks. At a
df'pth of 20 feet they have struck a 5-foot ledge,
well.
They are well
pleased with their prospect.
J. A. Craig is prospecting for gravel near the Eureka Lake Company's

which prospects exceedingly

He has an incline down about 30 feet
and expects to strike the gravel within the next 5 or
6 feet.
Mr. Craig deserves to strike it rich, as he
has done a great deal of prospecting in the last couple of years.
The Seneca Co. has a 2-foot ledge,
which is said to be rich in free gold; Cherokee has
consequently received quite a boom. The El Dorado
sawmill.

The min- Co.

ing industry is quite active. The Blazing Star has
started again and will soon commence to take out
The newly-erected lo-stamp mill at the Cook
mine commenced crushing rock on the first of the
month, but owing to the scarcity of water five
stamps only were started, Mr. Schee is the present
owner.

fair

to

Evthey ask for, all they hope for, all they expect.
ery old practical miner knows that the hills at Lundy are full of mineral, and we incline to the belief
that inside of a year the Homer District Con. will be
taking it out in very respectable quantities.
suspect that Dr. O'Connor will find that he arrives
in Lundy at a bad season of the year to do much
real work; but he can so arrange and shape his plans
during the fall as to be ready to make things hum
when spring opens.

is still

driving their tunnel ahead, but as they

have very hard rock

it is

slow work.

—

from the upraise which connects the tunnel with the
upper lead. This upraise begins at a point 1800
feet from the mouth of the tunnel and is 65 feet in
length.
The drift will connect the Naugatuck
ground with the Live Oak. This drift will be 50
feet in length

and

is

in gravel

ten feet in thickness.

This gravel prospects very well, and is expected to
pay well when the ground has been put in proper
shape for working. The gold is fine. Supt. Dodge
is extending the second upraise in the Baker Divide
tunnel, and intends to drilt from it in a direction parallel with the course of the tunnel.
Mr. Dodge employs ten men.
J. C. Scott has men at work on his
mine on Volcano canyon. He is preparing to open

up

The Breece & Wheeler claim
employment to 26 men. The breast is 60 feet

his claim there.

gives
in width, but the yield this month
it was the preceding month.

is

not so large as

A

very rich strike was made in
the Drury mine.
Mr. Drury has been driving the
middle tunnel ahead. On one side of the main lode
is a vein of quartz and dirt which is the richest we
have ever seen. ®ut of two pans of dirt and quartz
830 was obtained by washing merely. As much
more is in quartz therefrom.

The Plumas Eureka Mine

continues its opersuccess.
John
B. Inch, clerk and
head accountant, and
F, Johns assayer.
There are over 200 men on the pay roll, most of
them from Cornwall, It is the policy of the management to employ only men of sobriety. The
greater part of the ore is taken out through the lower tunnel.
The 4o-stamp mill is one of the best
equipped in the country. The rorporat on has its
own assay office, over which
F. Johns preations with the usual regularity
Hosking is superintendent, T.

and

Wm.

Wm.

sides.

Shasta.

At Old Diggings.— Redding Free Press: Superintendent Morton of the Josephine and Providence
mines at Old Diggings, recently purchased by Walker Bros, of Salt Lake, came up from Greenwood
this week with a number of experienced miners and
has started the development of these excellent prop-

A

a business-like manner.
20-stamp mill
arrived this week for the Union Consolidated mine.
The proprietors, Murray Bros., have also purchased
a rock-breaker from Bell Bros.
erties in

—

shafts have been sunk, one to the depth of 40 feet,
the other 25 feet.
large vein 12 feet in width

A

shows up

well.

El Dorado.
Drifting.— Georgetown Gazette,
Busick of the McCall mine at Gray
in town to-day.
There are 15 men
ing.

Oct. 4:

J.

J.

Eagle Bar, was
engaged in drilt-

Los Angeles.
Coal and Iron.— Newhall Times, Oct. 6: We
met Colonel Brophy Saturday, who gave us a few
notes on what has been discovered on his ranch
about two miles southwest from Newhall. About
14 years ago outcroppings of coal were found, but
the lead was not opened up until recently.
There
were three well-defined veins of coal of 5, 7 and 4
feet thick, and the coal that has been taken out is ol
a very superior quality. It mines easily, and is of a
superior quality, burning to a yellow ash, without
any clinkers. The colonel has also discovered five
leads of magnetic iron runn ing from 15 to 30 feet
thick, and which goes 50 per cent iron.
There are
two different parties of capitalists who have made
overtures to purchase the mine, and it is very probable that it will be sold within a a short time.

A Good

Region.

— Ed.

Lyon came down from
Ravena Wednesday and brought quite a number of
specimens of quartz to be assayed. He says there
is quite a mineral region about ten miles southeast
of South Side station.
He has two claims of goldbearing rock, one with a well-defined ledge of 6 to
9
feet, and which goes $20 to $30 per ton; the rock is
free-milling gold, with good traces of silver.
It is
so easily worked that $3-ore would pay well. There
plenty of wood and water on the claims, and the
cost for working could be figured down to the minipoint.
He has a tunnel in 20 feet and a shaft
16 feet, and the ore improves as he gets into it. His
is

mum

other claim has a ledge with an average of two feet
and which goes from $27 to $30 per ton. Claims of
Jones, Green, Botsford and Miller are also in the
district, all being worked and all getting out good
ore.

Mono.

The Bodie.— Mono Relief, Oct. i: Have put in
a new pump tank on the 6ao-foot level and have repaired the 200 and 400 tanks, and the 300 bob and
bob pit. Are making as good headway as can be
expected in repairing breaks on top.

The Standard Con.— Number of men employed
in

and about

the mine, 20,

The Bulwlr Con.— For
drift,
drift,

the past week north
200-foot level, was advanced 16 feet.
North
360-foot level, was driven 8 feet.

Vitality in Lxjndv.— Mono Co. Reliefs Oct iDr. A. E. O'Connor and G. W.
Butterfield arrived in Bodie direct from London,
England. They left on Wednesday afternoon for
Lundy. Dr. O'Connor represents an English syn-

On Wednesday

dicate

(m which he himself

is

a large shareholder).

cisco for $12,000.
This is a valuable" quartz mine.
The vein is about 4 feet thick, and the pay chute is
1000 feet long at the depth of 180 feet.
The rock
pays from $10 to $12 per ton, free milling. The sulphurets average about three per cent. /This ledge is
supposed to be the monster lode of the Ophir min-

ing

district.

Valentine Brothers

will

at

once put

up hoisting works, and will sink the shaft to the
depth of 500 feet. They will also complete a 10stamp mill. The new managers expect to produce
gold bars within 90 days. The mill will be run by
water-power. Geo. Horn, the manager of the Valentine mines in this State, will take charge of the
mine.

Forest Hill Divide.— Placer Herald,
Very

work
Welker

little

mines.

is

Oct.

6:

doing at Yankee Jims in the
are running drifts in

& Kennedy

their Georgia Hill mine preparatory to the systematic working of
the mine.
Charles Trafton is run-

ning his tunnel ahead into the same hill, and enit.
Georgia Hill has yielded an immense
of gold, having paid from the grass down
to the bedrock.
There is no doubt of the existence
of a back channel, which will yield a rich harvest
whenever it shall be struck by the lucky prospector.
At the Gray Eagle mine, Mr. Durning is busy erecting new hoisting works. The shaft is down to bedrock and is over 350 feet in depth, and the old hoisting works are not strong enough to do the work.
The Dardanelles is paying richer than ever. The
gold is coarse and heavy and plentiful, and is exactly like that in the rich Mayflower channel.
The
gravel is also of the same character as that of the
Mayflower. The mill is running night and day,
and works to perfection. All the works are now under roof.
The work is going along satisfactorily
under the skillful management of Supt. W. H. Grinnel.
The mine is dry and well ventilated, and is a
very comfortable place for the men to work in. Gen.
Hamilton employs about 60 men, and is enjoying a
revenue of several hundred dollars a day over and
above running expenses, Supt. Chappellet is pushing the work at the Mayflower. The tunnel, on Sept.
30th, was in 5503 feet.
At this point they have
begun an upraise and will doubtless be in the
channel before this item appears in print, as they
expect to run 20 feet only.
As soon as gravel is
struck and drifts are run and other preparatory work
is done, a large force of men will be put on, and we
can expect to hear of wonderful developments. This
mine is the richest on the divide, having yielded
$193,000 in eight months, and when, owing to the
difficulty of handhng the water, the bedrock was
not cleaned or creviced; but now the tunnel will
drain the entire mine.
At present there are 32 men

handle

to

all

the water that

comes

in.

The company will soon begin crushing ore at their
own mill on the ground.
Hale & Norcross.—The drift west from the
new 800 station is out 96 feet. The connections
made will not only be of great advantage in working
the mine,

but

will materially

improve the

ventila-

tion.

Imperial Group.— The Con. Imperial, Challenge Con. and Confidence mines are still closed
down pending the repairs of the hoisting works at
the Yellow Jacket shaft, through which they are

all

worked.

Best & Belcher.— On

the 300, or El Dorado
level, west croscut No. i from the main northwest
drift, has been extended 22 feet; total length, 258

The

formation

is

porphyry.

Sierra Nevada.— East
main south

drift

length, 556 feet.
seams of clay.

crosscut No. 3 from the
has been extended 50 feet; total
It continues in porphyry filled with

Alpha and Exchequer.— East
382

crosscut on the

Exchequer is out 157 feet.
is out Irom the old shaft 165

level of

drift in

Alta

Chollar.

—The

The

east

feet.

west from the 350 station
has been extended 40 feet; total, 120 feet. The face
of the drift is in clay and porphyry.
drift

—

Justice. The work at the new thill is progress"
ing well. Are steadily hoisting ore from the differ
ent reserves in the mine.

—A

Savage.
good deal of work has been done on
the several levels in the way of repairing and easing
timbers.

up

—

Seg. Belcher. Work confined to south upraise,
where good progress is being made in a favorable
formation.

—

Alta. Are engaged in making repairs to the
main shaft and to the hoisting-works building.
Lady Washington.— Are making good headway
above the 725

in the raise

level.

Yellow Jacket.— A good deal
various kinds

is

Keystone.

of repair work of

in progress.

—Good

headway

is

being

made

in

sinking the main incline.

Bristol District.

Copper Furnace.— Pioche Record, Oct. 6: The
Roe Bros.' copper furnace at Bristol has been running for about 10 days.
Fourteen tons of bullion
Oxford. Mountai?! Mcssen^er^ Oct, 6: The were shipped to Milford last Tuesday. About 16
Oxford Mining Co. (Old Good Hope) have struck tons more will be produced, when a stop will be
porphyry in their tunnel. It is considered that they made. The present price of copper makes the busiare not far from the ledge, as its northern wall, in ness profitable, and we hope the boys will gather in
the tunnel above, was porphyry.
A force of men is a few thousands of the fortune which Bristol District
at work at the Marguerite mine getting the mine in .certainly owes them.
condition to work alter its being shut down for sevCottonwood District.
eral years.
The water ditch belonging to the Dutch
Nickel. Cottonwood has had hoisting works
company has been leased, and a refusal of its purerected,
and
the
nickel and cobalt increases in richchase for $5000 has been secured. The Buffalo
Quartz Mining Co. of Hog canyon have, within the ness as depth is attained.
past week, completed arrangements for building a
new mill on their claim and now have about 20 men
at work grading a millsite and doing other preparatory work.
Advancing,— ./^n'£ Press, Sept,
Although
Sierra.

—

—

Still Another Mine.
Tidings,
Oct.
6;
Heavy owners in the Powning mine, which adjoins
the Coe, say that if the work is resumed on the lastThe Buffalo.— Sierra Tribune, Oct. 6: The
named property by a good company, they will put
machinery on their claim and also resume work. As owners of the Buffalo mine have concluded arrangeErnest Busch,
matters stand at present, the water in the Coe ments to erect a mill at their mine.
Water Scarce.— Angels Echo, Oct. 6: The would' have to be handled by the Frowning Co,
who has been at San Francisco for the past few
scarcity of water in our section rather retards milling
weeks, telegraphed up that he had purchased the
Placer.
progress to some extent.
ten-stamp plant at the Columbo mine, and another
Sale of THE Hathaway Mine. Placer Her- telegram was received by those who have in charge
Golden Eagle.— The Golden Eagle mine, sit- ald^
Oct. 6: James Butts has sold the Hathaway the latter properly to turn the mill over to the Buffauated near Albany Flat, and owned by Messrs.
mine, near Ophir, to Valentine Bros, of San Fran- lo Co. Van Slyke's sawmill at Butcher Ranch has
Gerkins and Swartz, is showing up splendidly. Two
ore.

no trouble

feet.

Plumas.
A Rich Strike in the Drury,— Greenville
Bidleii?!, Sept. 30:

[Oct. 13, 1888

ALASKA.

29:

Alaska has experienced no great boom this season,
the country has nevertheless advanced very rapidly;
a number of large mining sales were made, which
are the foundations for the near erection of a num-

ber of large stamp-mills, and a large amount of development on mining properly has been done. The
Treadwell mine has been a steady producer, the
placer mines in the Basin have yielded well in gold
dust, and late reports Irom the Yukon would indialready started in to get out the necessary lumber cate that the section will pan out this season in exfor the mill, boarding-house and blacksmith shop.
cess of last, not owing to any new discoveries being
made, but to the increased number of men that have
It is proposed to push the work along with all possiWhen all reports cume in this
ble speed so as to have the mill in running order be- been mining there.
The mine is in splendid condition, fall from both the Yukon and Copper river regions
fore snow flies.
A Rich Strike. In the lower tunnel of theL and from Cook's inlet, we confidently expect to hear
Glidden mine, Gold Valley, this week there was en- of a number of rich discoveries as the result of the
countered a vein which measures from two to three past season's prospecting.

—

which shows up very rich in free gold.
This tunnel is in the hill about 80 feet, and 200 feet
depth from the surface. The Glidden mine
promises to become a bonanza to its owners, who
are Mat Willoughby, William Jones, O. B. Dolley,
and F. L. Glidden, Ed Lawrence and Jack Branden visited the San Luis mine day before yesterday.
The tunnel is in 397 feet. The rock is getting softer
feet in width,

in

and the indications

are that the ledge is in close
proximity.
Thos. Murphy is prospecting a quartz
The outlook for a
ledge above the Chipp mine.
mine there is considered quite favorable.

larging

amount

NEVADA.
Washoe

DlBt;rlct.

Coal.— Although

a number of men have devoted
to prospecting for coal in this near
nothing has yet been struck. Prospectors
should bear in mind that around here the formation
is not coal bearing.
There is a sandstone belt to
the north and one to the south, in which good coal
veins might be found.
this

summer

vicinity,

—

Rich Ore. Andy Anderson now has a ton of
8500 ore packed down from the mine to his camp
on Sheep creek, and siwashes are now packing it
down to the beach; it will be shipped below on the
Ancon. Andy, working alone, takes out about 125
pounds ore daily, making two trips daily packing it
down to camp. Specimens of ore from this vein will
nm 2000 ounces silver and from $50 to $200 in
gold per ton,

Union Con. and Mexican.— Virginia Enterprisey Oct. 6: The joint Union and Mexican north
drift, started from the Ophir shaft on the r46s level,
has been extended 60 feet; total length. 410 feet.

Con, Cal. & Virginia,— The south drift on the
1435 level is in vein material, giving low assays. The
stopes east of the winze on this level continue to look
and yield well. On the 1500 level the stopes
southeast drift yield
well.
on the
On the
1600 level ore is- still being yielded by the stopes
south of the Ophir line and 36 feet above the track
floor.
The stopes on the south drift and winze are
showing much good ore. The usual amount of ore
shipped to the mills and the assays average
been
has
about as last week.

—

Gould & Curry, On the 200 level east crosscut
from the top upraise from the 300 level (or El Dorado level) has been extended 20 feet; total length,
77 feet. The formation is low-grade ore. The west
crosscut started from the top of the same upraise
has been advanced 32 feet. The formation is quartz
giving low assays.
Occidental. Have completed repairs on the
Extracted 140
chute in the north incline winze.
tons of ore; shipped to the Atlanta mill 137?^ tons.
Average assay value, by wagon samples, $25, Bullion shipped to San Francisco office, total yield from
the Atlanta mill for September account, assay

—

value, $5657.77.

—

ARIZONA.
Walker

—

District.
Prescott Courier, Oct. i:
J. N, Rodenburg has come in from Walker districL
From him we get the following items: He has built
a house and is going to put men at work in his Berlin mine.
N, L. Griffin and Fred Sable are sacking
ore from the Fortune mine.
Frank Kuhne will
shortly ship two carloads of ore from the Belle mine.

The Amulet is
is

yielding lots of rich ore.
John King
getting ore that will work $800 to the ton.
Mike
is making from $4 to $5 a day in his placer

Chandler

claim.
The district will poll about 60 votes. Harlan & Barrington, owners of the Howard mine, were
at the Bank of Arizona Saturday last with over 402
ounces of gold product of five tons of rock. The
" bar " is worth nearly 87000. Water is increasing
and they will soon run the mill ten hours each day.
G. K, W. McNary has just located two very rich
ledges in Copper basin. Ore is rich in silver. Walter
Murphy of Jerome says two cars a day of silvercopper bullion are beingshipped East. Van Name's
mill is crushing rich rock,
N, L. Griffin, a pioneer
miner of Walker district, has brought in a shipment
of ore.
A. J. Park says miners are prosperous in

Hassayampa

district.
John Dawson and j ohn Tayhave finished assessment work on the Gray Eagle,
district.
E. L. Gobin, miner and millihan, says times are improving in Peck district.

lor

Bradshaw

Crown Point. The main south drift on the 700
The Watervale.— Tombstone Epitaph, Oct. i:
Twentybeing pushed ahead. It is passing From Superintendent Coffman, of the
seven men are working at the new mill at the mouth level is again
Watervale
promising appearance. The Sutro Mining Co., it is learned that the double
of the tunnel.
This mill is a mammoth one, and into ground of a
compartdrift is making good progress and will be
tunnel
ment
shaft,
now
being
sunk
in
steam
the
Bunker
will contain 20 stamps.
It will be worked by
Hill, is
down 335 feet. Three shifts are running and work
and water-power, Mr. Chappellet expects to have connected in a short time.
Are still operating on the 338 never ceases. The large double engine, now in conBaltimore.
the mill finished by the loth of November.
At the
Live Oak some five men are at work running a drift level. The machinery is working well, and there is struction in Chicago, will be finished and shipped
at

work

in the hoisting

works and tunnel.

—

I

Mining and Scientific Press.

Oct. 13, 1888.]
about the middle of October. Shipping rcctripts
have beeo received by Mr. C.offman lor ao tons of
material now on the way, including boilers, ore-cars
and other machinery. The capacity of the new
boist is not exactly knoun, but it is suH'icicnt for a
depth far below the water level. The Raittesnake,

Mammoth, Hunker

>lill

and other properties of the

ihc universal opinion, could hardly fail of success in
the treatment of custom ores.
Ihe reporifd richness of mines in Ihait region is corroborated by every

miner who has been tb^re. Most of the miners will.
however, come out for the winter season, and we
learn the store and bar in the camp of Seafoam have
already been closed.

two milffs txrtow Ik-wey's Mat. Their power is a
turbine wheel.
The mine is on (Jiiartz hill nearly
10 miles from their mill.
During the tirst years o
their ownership the mine did not prove very profit-

er,

able.

Only

fair

wages were made and nothing more.

But for the last two seasons it has been ^improving
very rapidly, running up fiom less than ao ounces lo
an average of nearly 60 ounces per ton. During
this lime they have followed the ledge down some
300 feet. The Partridge Bros, are the only ones who
have made a success of the Jones pulverizer of Portland, Or.
Tliey seem to experience no difficulty in
regularly crushing about five tons when they have
water to run all day.
Iliey amalgamate by the barrel process and save up to a high percent^e that

241
in a manner that ii truly encouiaginij, and new
discoveries are being made ahnost d.aily.
New propertics that have only until recently been put to
the
test are coming to the front in a manner that indicates that the wealth of that part of Baker county is
just becoming known.

The Gray Eagle.— I. C. Young, one of the
The TisiiMi.s'CLK, owned by Mr. Harland, is one
owners of the Gray ICagle mine at Cracker creek,
of the richest locations in the dibtrici.
It is develcame into town Monday evening and brought with
MoiiAVK. — ifZ/ff^-r, OcL 6: There are 6o tons of oped by several cuts on the ledge and one tunnel 22
him a large quantity of the finest galena and sulore from the C. O. U. on the ore platform at thr feet in length, in which the ore is in place and conphuret ore ever seen in this city. The samples are
sampling works ready for working. The Lone Suir, tinuous, showing several feet of very high-grade ore,
taken direct from the breast of the tunnel, the ledge
at Mineral r*ark, is producinK bettter ore than ever and about ten inches that will assay in the neighborbeing alHJut four feet in width.
The ore streak is six inches wide, Init very hood of 1000 ounces. There is a vast antount of ore
before.
Closed hv Attachment.— The Portland Reducrich.
It is rumored that a ten-stamp mill wilt soon
in that country that is deceiving in character, nmch
be erected on Stockton liiti, and that Prescott par- of which may prove to l>c very valuable. The forma- way. .Alien Hay is steadily running his little mill at tion Works have been closed by attachment for severIt is thought that the company will
Supt. Campticll tion is granite and lime with an occasional porphyry the Flat and is crushing ore from the old Quartz al days past.
ties arc interested in ihc matter.
The ores are chiefly "dry," carrying less hill mine. This property is also improving in bize soon be reorganized, and if this occurs a much larger
of the Flores brought in Tuesday a bar of bullion dyke.
The recent strikes in the Klores than 20 per cent lead, traces of gold and large quan- and value as they attain depth, and from present ap- plant will be purchased. H the Portland Reduction
valued at $1500pearances would amply repay the erection of a large Works conclude lo stand still it is said that a wealthy
are developing finely, and the ledge is widening and tities of silvrr.
syndicate sLinds ready to erect reduction works of
E. K. Thompson this week
increasing in richness.
Pl.\cer Diggings.— Kee Levah, a well-known mill. (Juite a large amount of prospecting is now
going on between tjuaru hill and the Vipond dis- suflicient cap;icity lo reduce all the ores that may be
sold the V'.inderhiti mine at Cerbat to a Philadel- China tauodryman of this place,
returned from
sent to that city.
Since the first of the Smoky a
trict.
About
ao
phia syndicate for $10,000.
men
are
engaged
on
different
locafew days since with 15 ounces of gold dust,
tions there.
year two miners have taken about $7000 out of this the rcauU of four Chinamen's work
Preparing tor Winter.— Numerous mine-ownfor 30 days on
mine, and it is considered one of the best proper- a new prospect in that district.
PmLLri'siujRG District.— Butte Miners Sept. ers of Baker county have visited Baker City the past
The ground is exties at Cerbat.
H. K. Fairgrieve of Phillipsburg. M. T., re- week to purchase the necessary supplies to carry on
tensive and easily worked, the bedrock being but 29:
Prescott. Journal-Mhier, Oct. 6: seven feet from the surface, but the ground thus far ports the burg to be exceedingly active. Both the work at their properties all winter. From present
AROt/N'i)
Granite and Bi-metallic mills are pushing their build- indications they are a determined set of fellows, and
Col. Bigelow has six tons of ore on the dump ready has not produced over $2 a day to the man.
by the coming
another spring enough developfor shipment, and expects to complete a carload this
Vkkka District.— Wardner iWioi, Sept. 29: ing operations. Superintendent Risque of the Bi- ment work will of
have been done on many locations
smelter
being
pushed
on
the
for
the
Work
is
week.
The owners of the Emma and Last Chance mines Metallic Co, has his company's mill on Douglascreek
Copper Hasin Copper Co. Work will be commenc- have every reason lo feel proud of the development almost under cover. Much of the machinery is on to place them on a basis for future extensive operamost excellent lions.
ed again soon on the Perry mine, a property wtiich of their property. The Last Chance is proving a the ground. Their mine is in
has yielded several thousand dollars in gold ore. veritable bonanza, and when the same amount of condition, with enough ore on the dump to keep the
UTAH.
new
50 stamps in constant operation for months.
The United Verde Copper Co., a few days since, work has been done on the Emma, similar results
started up another 30-lon smelter, having two in op- may be expected.
S.\N Francisco.— Superintendent Eugene Smith
The Spokane Company's conAlta.—
Salt
Lake
Tribune,
Oct. 6: A prominent
Nearly two carlo.ids of ore arrived at centrator at the foot of the mountain is now in thor- reports this mine in most favorable condition. The
eration now.
mining man who visited Alta a few days ago says
the sampling works yesterday from Congress mine, ough working order and is kept running uninter- east 400 is looking exceedingly well.
This company
and the above institution is crosvded at present. ruptedly.
has purchased a millsite just west of town and ex- he was surprised at the favorable outlook there. He
found 150 men at work about the various mines, The
Charles A. Girdler and Dr. Vickers have been expects to break ground for reduction works early in
Ei.K Creek. O. A. Brown, the original disNew Emma, Flagstaff, Windsor group, Buckland
perimenting to-day with the treatment of sulphuret
the coming season.
coverer of the Elk creek gold mines, sold on
Tunnel. Toledo, Emily, Superior. Ruflfalo Tunnel,
ore from the Congress mine, by means of electricity.
The Pearl Mine is looking phenomenally fine, City Rocks, Prince of Wales, Revolution,
Thursday all his interest in that property to Messrs.
Rough and
Walter Wright continues to run the Del Pasco mill
and it looks as if this property in the near future Ready, and some others are active
and some are
lie J. F. Wardner and B. Goldsmith.
with good success as water can be obtained,
would be a very valuable one and a producer of high- showing well. The Prince of Wales
Lalanue District. Nothing new can be said grade
was spoken of
has an abundance of ore, but water is scarce.
ore.
as doing well in the hands of leasers.
He says the
Freighters are engaged in moving a smelter to the about the Poorraan mine at Burke beyond the fact
The Sydney, under the management of Supt. camp certainly has a good future.
Hillside mine, and the owners of that property ex- that increased development but adds additional
Gable,
is
progressing
in
good
shape.
The Sale of the Brooklyn.—-The Tribune
pect to commence smelling their ores soon at the proof of the vast resources of the property, and the
The Granite looks as well as of old and is still has already noticed the sale of the Brooklyn group of
mine.
The Crowned King continue to run their new concentrator is working to a cliarm. Supt.
pack train getting ore to the mill, so as to be ready Clark says: Out of 100 to 120 tons of second-class the whale of producers.
mines to the I^ad Mining Co.. but its importance
for a continued run when the water becomes plenti- ore, it produces 25 to 30 tons concentrates, which
The Hope Co. is as usuaPpounding away with was not fully shown up. The Brooklyn is one of the
A deed has assay 65 per cent lead and 40 ounces silver.
ful, which is at present very scarce.
all their stamps.
The superintendent is sanguine best developed mines in Utah, and has paid in divibeen filed for record from John Lawler and Jules
Diamond Hitch.— Supt. B. B. Jones is more of the Silver Chief turning out a rich producer. dends over 5200,000, the entire production of metal
Biumann, for the Lawrence and Manzanita mining than pleased with the result of his labor on the The company are the pioneers of silver mining in being over $1,500,000. It is estimated that the ore
claims. Agua Kria district, the price named being Diamond Hitch mine.
During tlie week the prop- Montana and who erected the first silver-mill in the on the dump and blocked out in the mine will pro$10,000.
Geo. W. Sines returned yesterday from a erty was visited by Prof. Price of San Francisco, Territory 20 years since.
duce over a quarter of a million more. The Brookdistrict.
He
mining
lyn lies on the opposite side of
trip through the Hassayampa
to the Lead
who expressed himself in unqualified praise of the
DuNKLEHERG DISTRICT. Reports from Dunkle- group, and over 200 feet higher. a ridge
says the new shaft in the Senator is down to a depth good showing made in the mine, and says he has
This will enable
berg are very encouraging for the future of the
of loo feet, and is in good ore at the bottom. every confidence in its becoming a great ore-prothe company to connect the two groups by a tunnel
carbonate camp. The properties of Drs. Mitchell
about 1800 feet long. Thus connected, the tramMessrs. Harlan and Barrington, of the Howard ducer.
and Mussigbrod are regular producers and shippers
will be run into the Brooklyn so as to give easy
mine, brought in another bar of gold bullion to-day,
Eagle District.— The ditch being built by Syd of good grade ore. Dr. Mitchell is most sanguine way
and cheap transit for ore to mill and railway. Surweighing 402 ounces, a total value of $6834. This
Mills to convey water from East Eagle creek to in regard to what he hopes to be a second Leadville.
veys for this tunnel are now being made.
bar was the result of a run of five tons of ore from
Fancy gulch is nearing completion, four miles of the The Hatta Co. at Dunkleberg is in active operation
The property is not yet opened up lo work being now finished.
the mine.
Cinnabar.— Utah Union, Oct. 6: The Southern
and developments being pushed.
any great extent, but has yielded some $20,000 or
Utah cinnabar deposits are showing up well and atCa^UR d'Alene DiSTRrcT. The owners of the
insight.
hundred
tonsof
ore
has
several
000,
and
$30
the attention of mining men.
tracting
MEXICO.
sampling works, Mother lode made a rich strike last week in their
J. M. W. Moore, of the Prescoit
Copper.— On Sunday morning a complete copper
reports the largest receipts of ore yesterdiy, at those middle tunnel by exposing a body of ore from 3 to
in Frisco over the Utah Central railRepublican,
arrived
Organ.
Rio
Grande
Sept.
29:
smelter
The
works, of any single day since they were started, 4 feel in width, bearing plenty of free gold.
amounting to over 40,000 pounds, or more than two tunnel is in 160 feet and development work continues Stubenrauch and Cowan will soon make a shipment way and is being freighted across the San Francisco
mountains
to Copper Gulch, four miles
Gray
Eagle.
Hayden,
Davis
and
Robinof
range
carloads.
Of this, 23,000 pounds were from the day and night. Scarcity of water compels the neces- from the
son, who have a lease on the Modoc, have opened a from Frisco. It will there be erected and, it is hoped,
Congress, the remainder being from Lynx creek and sity of working the araslra only occasionally.
The will prove a profitable investment to the French syndicave which is said to be lined with mineral.
Hassayampa districts. Captain A. 1". Brann has
Modoc has an immense body of heavy galena ore, cate now operating the Comet mine. This property
just returned from a trip through the Bradshaw
MONTANA.
which runs well in silver. McCall is working a lease is reported as making a splendid showing of ore in
W,
country, and reports the greatest activity there.
on the Little Buck. He is following a streak of ore the development work now going on, and the outB. Long, superintendent of the Ora Bella, has about
German Gulch. Inter- Mountain, Oct. i: Dr. in the lime which bids fair to open out into a body look for Frisco is much brighter than it has been for
75 men employed in the mines and building roads.
G. W. Beal came in from his placer mine in Ger- of high-grade ore, such as has made several leasers a long time.
man gulch to-day and speaks in glowing terms of a good stake on the same property. Geo, Browne,
COLORADO.
WASHINGTON.
the favorable outlook for the new camp at the Junc- who is a competent miner, has lately visited the
tion of German and Blacktail gulches.
He reports camps of Hermosa, Tierra Blanca and Kingston.
LF.ADvrLLE News. Denver Tribtme-Repziblicati some valuable lead discoveries being made there and He returns satisfied that Organ has the best prosWannacut Lake District.— Spokane Falls
Oct. 6: The Castle View mine on Carbonate hill a great deal of work in progress.
The Anaconda pects for a permanent, paying camp that there is in Herald, Sept. 30: W. ti. Townsend returned last
was leased a few weeks ago by the Castle View Min- Co. purchased a half interest in Thomas Newcomb's the Territory. Prof. J. C. Carrera has again taken week from Wannacut lake, where he has been doing
ing Co. to Captain Lben Smith. To open and drain properties last week, from the good showing made a lease on the Bgnnett mine. Clark & Brown have the assessment work on the Triune, Jessie, Occirun a crosscut on the Ben Nevis, which is in 85 feet. dent. San Francisco and Silent Friend lodes. They
the property a long shaft is being driven from the in the Newcomb lode, which is down 40 feet.
Henriette and Maid workings through the Big Chief
The Lowlands,— /«/6'r-A/f««/(Zi'«, Oct. i: At The ledge at this point is 50 feet wide, of a concen- sunk a 2o-foot incline shaft on the Jessie and have a
When drained, the Castle the Butte City Sampling Works there was received trating ore, with rich streaks of smelting ore in sev- three-fool vein of ore carrying chloride of lead, free
to the Castle View.
View will be worked through its own shaft. This is on Wednesday a quantity of ore from the Amazon eral places. The Bsa Nevis is one of the most gold and some silver. On the Triune the shaft will
one of the most important enterprises in progress in mine, in the Lowlands, which was assayed, and the promising properties now developed in the Organs. be sunk 100 feet this winter and a crosscut run from
Leadville at the present time, as it will make two result was
PiNOs Altos. Southwest Sentinel, Oct. 6: Work the bottom so as to determine the width of the vein.
$490 in silver and 20 ounces in gold. This
more producing mines. The Big Chief, which has is about the richest quartz that has ever been brought in an energetic and practical manner is soon to be Chas. H. Schepuster was the first to discover gold in
He first went in there
ore but has been much troubled by water, will com- to Butte, and the owners say that they have plenty resumed on the Gold and Silver Ribbon claims lo- the Wannacut Lake district.
mence shipping, and likewise the Castle View. The of it in the Amazon mine.
cated immediately west of and adjoining the Mina in August, 1887, but could not remain long on acof
supplies.
He returned to Conof
the
lack
count
latter mine has been idle for some months on acveins in the
The Rubv Mine.— It was reported on the streets Grande, one of the clearest, cut fissurenorthernmost
conully for the winter and went back in February of
count of trouble in the company. The body of
Pinos Altos range. The Osceola, the
yesterday that another pocket of wonderful richness
in
past
summer
considerable
weeks
ago
During
the
which
was
discovered
some
this
year.
pyrite ore
of the famous Atlantic and Deep Down
has been discovered in the Ruby mine, in the same extension
prospecting has been done and locations made.
the Moyer, by a drift in the ore chute east of the
Since the Anaconda Co. left the mine the properties, makes a fine showing at 50 feet in depth. Next year the assessment work will have to be done
district.
channel
of
good
shaft, is proving 10 be a very fair
owners have been at work and opened up this new The crevice maintains its usual width, ranging from on all the claims, when it is expected that many will
ore in the midst of the great body of low-grade sulThe Thunderbolt, at
6 to 15 inches of milling ore.
find.
It is said that the gold runs like wire through
phide ore. The Colonel Sellers mine is doing as
50 teet in depth, is proving to be just what the sur- show up well that are now unknown. Three companies
the rock and by breaking a piece of ore the yellow
district.
One
well as usual.«and in September will make its regular
face indications promised, namely, the making of a have been organized to work in this
metal hangs together in threads. The proprietors of
monthly output of about $50,000. The Glass-Pengood mine. The Maggie B., on the Atlantic trail, with a capital stock of $500,000 has secured the
the Ruby express themselves as pleased that the
Melvina
lodes.
Another
Hope
and
Magebee,
New
dery has started work again with its new plant of
prospects
of
the
of
one
of
the
old
Anaconda Co. did not take up the bond of $200,000 is a new opening
machinery. The shaft is being sunk at the rate of
camp. The present owners, Messrs. Bagsby, Ashton with $250,000 will develop the Powderly claim. Hall
on the mine.
from 3 to 4 feet per day. Mr. H. B. Slater has re& Harkins, are pushing work with commendable & Dunham have organized a company with offices
Castle Mountain Mines.— Butte Inter-Mount' zeal,
at La Camas and Portland, called the Wannacut
turned from an extended business and pleasure trip
Lake & -Etna Co., with $60,000 capital slock. They
through the East. While in Washington he secured ain, Oct. i: The great strike of the season has just
Georgetown, Thos. B. Pheby has purchased have 12 claims. A three-stamp prospecting mill is
the patents for his new process of treating blendous been made by Ben Johnson and John Davis at the
mine
for
$10,000
of Geo. O. Smith the Commercial
now on its way to the districl. It will be necessary
Experiments with the process are now head of Thompson's gulch, about 15 miles west of
silver ores.
Mimbres Mining
This consists of a six-foot and the Scottish for $15,000. The
White Sulphur Springs.
to place the large mills on the Similkimeen river,
If these experiments are
being made in Denver.
Co.'s property at Georgetown, which includes the
yields
or
three
cents
of
gold
ore
that
two
per
vein
than
four
miles from the mines, so as to secure an
more
be,
it
is
successful, as they are likely to
Naiad Queen, Glamorgan and several other silver- abundant water supply.
probable that a plant of zoo tons per day capacity pound in both the lead matter and the regular ore
producing mines and a valuable stamp-mill, was sold
Mr.
is
of
the
opinion
wall
to
wall.
Johnson
from
Silver
Co.
will be erected in Leadville by the Iron
Gold Discovery. Spokane Falls Herald, Sept.
at public auction on Saturday under a decree forefor the purpose of treating the low-grade sulphide the ground will also pay for working for placer gold.
representative learned on last Friclosing a mortgage to Geo. Bliss, Thos. F. Mason 30: A Herald
ore of the Moyer mine before the winter sets in. This lead is believed to be the source from which the
day night that what bids fair to be an important
Mr.
York,
for
Higue
of
New
$51,352,20.
and
D.
J.
Some ore was struck unexpectedly in the Virginius rich deposits of Thompson gulch came. There has Thos.
made on Old Baldy mountain,
discovery
was
gold
B. Pheby, who has had charge of this properon Wednesday. A raise is being made through the been a big strike made recently in the Grasshopper
Without making
several miles northeast of the city.
ty for four years, will continue to manage it.
lead, situated about six miles east of town. The rich
flint to open a new slope in the body of iron ore
a special visit to the scene of the alleged discovery,
Cook's Peak. Thirty men are employed on the it is impossible at this time lo tell the extent and valoverlying.
In the flint the raise cut a body of lead body of ore was found about two weeks since, but
carbonate
two feet thick. The ore was of ex- the matter has been kept dark. The find consists Graphic mine at Cook's Peak by Messrs, Hadley &
appears that Mr. Causey, who is
Watervate Co. arc rapidly developing under the able
management of Mr. ( ofTman into bonanzas.
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cellent grade, assaying 55 per cent lead

40 ounces

and about

silver.

IDAHO.

—

Sheep Mountain. Ketchum Keystone, Oct. i:
Numerous parties have of late arrived in Ketchum
from the Sheep Mountain and Seafoam districts for

of a four-foot vein of solid ore that runs in the
hundreds. About six inches of this is very rich and
Several undeveloped
assays 1200 ounces in silver.
properties in the vicinity of the Alice and Judge
have
recently
been
sold
to capitalists.
Such
mines
prospects rate at about $500 each.

—

the ore increases
goes without saying that this noted
property bids fair to rival some of the famous carbon-

Co.

As development progresses

in value,

and

it

ate mining estates of Leadville.

OREGON.

T?iE Alice Mine. The ore from the Alice mine
Bedrock Democrat, Oct. 6:
It costs $15 per
Rich Strikes.
is worth $rio in silver and lead.
ton
to haul it to Toston, $35 to treat besides, or 10 Word comes from Cable Cove of recent discoveries
the purpose of marketing ores, shipping in fall supWickeizer and Wm. Reilly,
Don
net
income
of
per
ton
for
in
quartz
made
by
$40
per cent, leaving a
plies, etc., and nothing but the very best of reports
The mine is now developed to a depth of the richness of which is simply wonderful. A wellmining.
reach us in regard to the outlook in that country.
gold
quartz has been uncovered
has
been
set
to
work
vein
of
defined
100 feet, and a force of men
It is a fact beyond doubt that a number of mines
which shows gold in large^ quantities to the naked
It is estimated that it will require three
sloping.
there have large quantities of rich ore on the dump
recently from Nevada.
discoverers
are
The
eye.
to take out the ore in sight.
which is held simply in anticipation of belter freight months
The Outlook.—The outlook of the mines of
Dewey's Flat. Inter-Mountain, Oct. 2: The
and reduction facilities. The mine-owners there
unite in the statement that there is sufficient ore of most profitable mine now in operation in this vicini- Cracker creek and of the country adjacent becomes
extendesirable character in sight to warrant the establish- ty is the Lone Pine, owned and operated by the brighter day by day. The mines upon which
ment of smelters of moderate capacity, which, it is Partridge Bros. Their plant is on the Big Hole riv- sive development work is being done are showing up

—

—

ue of the

find.

It

interested in a milk ranch near the fair grounds, was
out hunting some time since; while on the southeast
side of the mountain named, he and his companion
found strong indications of gold-bearing lodes.
They returned to the city and provided themselves
with the necessary tools, went back to the scene of
the find and put in a blast in a favorable-looking
spot. This shot threw out quite a quantity of quartz
The discovery was kept secret
showing free gold.
for the time being and friends of llie discoverers notiThe result is at present there are 20 claims lofied.
No decated in the vicinity of the first discovery.
velopment work of any consequence has yet been
of
with
any
degree
impossible
state
to
done, so it is
accuracy what the claims will amount to. Mr. Causnear
bottom
gold
in
the
creek
ey slates that there is
these leads and that he is of the opinion that placers
exist there that will pay well for working.

Mining and Scientific Press.
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in the interior. In proximity to the
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CALIFORNIA.
Aznador.
Sutter Creek. — Amador Ledger^

Oct. 6:

Drift-

ing in the Wildraan mine has been delayed on account of a portion of the shaft needing repairs,
which they have been doing the last week. At the
Lincoln a drift is to be run from the foot of the hill
ne^r the old shaft formerly worked by R. C. Downs.
There is a raise of about loo feet, and if they can
strike the ledge at that depth it will give work perhaps for years. H. C. Callahan is up from San
Francisco looking after matters pertaining to the
SutterJCreek mine. There is a proposition on foot
to connect their mill pipe with the Mahoney pipe,
which will furnish them with water the year round.
They have a very good ledge in sight. The Leggett and Manditch claim, about six miles above here,
was sold last week principally to S. D. R. Stewart.
The price to be paid is $10,000. There is to be a
ten-stamp mill put upon the claim right away.

Amador Gold Mine. — Ledger,

Oct. 6:

Prepara-

tions for the building of the 60-stamp mill at this
mine are making satisfactory headway. F. Massoni has secured the contract for building the retaining wall, and is now busy at work on the same.

This wall when completed

will

be 107

feet

long,

3

and 12 feet high. When this wall is fin
ished (he work of putting the mill together will be
inaugurated.
They commenced on the batteryfeet thick

It is expected to have the milt in
blocks last week.
running order about Christmas. At present there
are 30 men employed at the mill and 25 at the mine,

besides four teams.

Miscellaneous.

—The Gillick mine

is still

work-

ing with promising prospects. Another effort is being made to bond the Doyle mine in Hunt's gulch
in the interest of English capitalists.

Drytown.— Cor. Amador

Dispatch, Oct. 6:

The

This syndicate has bought up a group of mines at
Lundy and incorporated as the Homer District ConThere is ample
solidated Gold Mining Company.
capital behind the company 10 do all the legitimate
mining the managers may see proper. Dr. O'Connor will at once thoroughly investigate his purchase.
and if his prospect proves favorable will immediately
proceed to open up and develop the entire group of
mines, and work them for all they are worth as a
This company is
legitimate mining proposition.
not prospecting for stock jobs.

A

fair

percentage

[Oct. 13, 1888

from the upraise which connects the tunnel with the
upper lead. This upraise begins at a point 1800
feet from the mouth of the tunnel and is 65 feet in
length.
The drift will connect the Naugatuck
ground with the Live Oak. This drift will be 50
feet in length

and

in gravel

is

no trouble

ten feet in thickness.

This gravel prospects very well, and is expected to
pay well when the ground has been put in proper
shape for working. The gold is fine. Supt. Dodge
is extending the second upraise in the Baker Divide
tunnel, and intends to drilt from it in a direction parallel with the course of the tunnel.
Mr. Dodge employs ten men.
J. C. Scott has men at work on his
mine on Volcano canyon. He is preparing to open

on the money which they propose to invest is all
Evthey ask for, all they hope for, all they expect.
ery old practical miner knows that the hills at Lunbelief
dy are full of mineral, and we incline to the
up
that inside of a year the

Homer

District

Con.

will

be

We

taking it out in very respectable quantities.
suspect that Dr. O'Connor will find that he arrives
Lundy at a bad season of the year to do much
real work; but he can so arrange and shape his plans
during the fall as to be ready to make things hum
when spring opens.
in

Nevada.
Seneca MiNE,~//erald. Oct. 6: This mine is
located on the mountain-side just south of the Middle Yuba river and directly north of Badger Hill, being about two miles down the river in a direct line
from the now famous Delhi. When the ledge was
first discovered some of the loose croppings were
crushed and yielded $2.50 per ton. A tunnel was
then run in the hillside to strike the ledge at a depth
of 100 feetand a crushing was taken out which
yielded $10" per ton in free gold.
The company
then descended the mountain-side and run in a
prospect tunnel 150 feet lower down or at a depth
sufficient to give 250 feet of backs to stope out if
found to pay. The lower tunnel reached the ledge a
few days ago and is being run on the line of the ledge
to determine its extent.
The ledge thus far in the
lower tunnel is over three feet thick, and the rock
shows some free gold. The quartz being taken out
in running the drift ahead is being hauled to J,
Hustler's one-stamp prospect-mill to be crushed to
ascertain its richness.
The situation of the mine is
most favorable for cheap working. An abundance
of water with good fall for pressure is easily obtainable and the extraction of ore can all be done through
tunnels, so there is no hoisting required.

Overplus mine at Quartz Mountain has resumed
work again. Mr. Goodman, the owner, is putting
up a five-foot Huntington mill, and wilt move the
Columbia Hill. North San Juan Times, Oct.
Frue concentrators from the Quartz Mountain mill
The ore will pay $6 to $8 per ton 5: Geo. Baker and J. A. Jones have been working
to the Overplus.
At a
free gold, and about three-fourths per cent in sul- on the Golconda for the last couple of weeks.
phurets which are worth $500 to $600 per ton. The depth of 20 feet they have struck a 5-foot ledge,
Cosmopolitan is down 500 feet; they will soon sink a which prospects exceedingly well. They are well
sump; then driltiog will be in order about the first pleased with their prospect. J. A. Craig is prosof November. The Gover Co. broke ground on its pecting for gravel near the Eureka Lake Company's
new reservoir on Monday; they will push it with all sawmill. He has an incline down about 30 feet
possible speed so as to get the pipe laid before the and expects to strike the gravel within the next 5 or
Mr. Craig deserves to strike it rich, as he
rain.
In all probability the mine and mill will be 6 feet.
run by water from Quartz Mountain by January ist. has done a great deal of prospecting in the last couple of years.
The Seneca Co. has a 2-foot ledge,
The mill is kept running steady of late.
which is said to be rich in free gold; Cherokee has
Calaveras.
consequenily received quite a boom. The El Dorado
Active. Calaveras Chronicle, Oct. 6: The min- Co. is still driving their tunnel ahead, but as they
ing industry is quite active. The Blazing Star has have very hard rock it is slow work.
started again and will soon commence to take out
Still Another Mine.
Tidings.
Oct.
6;
ore.
The newty-erected lo-stamp mill at the Cook
mine commenced crushing rock on the first of the Heavy owners in the Powning mine, which adjoins
month, but owing to the scarcity of water five the Coe, say that if the work is resumed on the laststamps only were started. Mr. Schee is the present named property by a good company, they will put
machinery on their claim and also resume work. As
owner.
matters stand at present, the water in the Coe
Water Scarce.— Angels Edw, Oct. 6: The would have to be handled by the Frowning Co.
scarcity of water in our section rather retards milling
Placer.
progress to some extent.
Sale OF THE Hathaway Mine. Placer NcrGolden Eagle.— The Golden Eagle mine, sit- ald^
Oct. 6: James Butts has sold the Hathaway
uated near Albany FJat, and owned by Messrs.
mine, near Ophir, to Valentine Bros, of San FranGerkins and Swartz, is showing up splendidly. Two
cisco for $12,000.
This is a valuable" quartz mine.
shafts have been sunk, one to the depth of 40 feet,
The vein is about 4 feet thick, and the pay chute is
the other 25 feet. A large vein 12 feet in width
1000 feet long at the depth of 180 feet.
The rock
shows up well.
pays from $10 to S12 per ton, free milling. The sulBl Dorado.
phurets average about three per cent. /This ledge is
Drifting. Georgetown Gazette, Oct. 4: J. J. supposed to be the monster lode of the Ophir
minBusick of the McCalt mine at Gray Eagle Bar, was ing district.
Valentine Brothers will at once put
in town to-day.
There are 15 men engaged in drilt- up hoisting works, and will sink the shaft to the
ing.
depth of 500 feet. They will also complete a 10IjOS Angeles.
stamp mill. The new managers expect to produce
Coal and Iron.— Newhall Times, Oct. 6: We gold bars within 90 days. The mill will be run by
met Colonel Brophy Saturday, who gave us a few water-power. Geo. Horn, the manager of the Valnotes on what has been discovered on his ranch entine mines in this State, will take charge of the
about two miles southwest from Newhatl. About mine.
14 years ago outcroppings of coal were found, but
Forest Hill Divide. Placer Herald, Oct. 6:
the lead was not opened up until recentlv. There
Very little work is doing at Yankee Jims in the
were three well-defined veins of coal of 5, 7 and
4 mines.
Welker & Kennedy are running drifts in
feet thick, and the coal that has been taken out is of
their Georgia Hill mine preparatory to the systema very superior quality. It mines easily, and is of a
atic working of
the mine.
Charles Trafton is runsuperiorquality, burning to a yellow ash, without
ning his tunnel ahead into the same hill, and enany clinkers. The colonel has also discovered five
larging it.
Hill has yielded an immense
Georgia
leads of magnetic iron runn ing from 15 to 30 feet
amount of gold, having paid from the grass down
thick, and which goes 50 per cent iron.
There are
bedrock. There is no doubt of the existence
two different parties of capitalists who have made to the
of a back channel, which will yield a rich harvest
overtures to purchase the mine, and it is very probwhenever it shall be struck by the lucky prospector.
able that it will be sold within a a short time.
At the Gray Eagle mine, Mr. Durning is busy erectA Good Region.— Ed. Lyon came down from ing new hoisting works. The shaft is down to bedRavena Wednesday and brought quite a number of rock and is over
350 feet in depth, and the old hoistspecimens of quartz to be assayed. He says there ing works are not strong enough to do the work.
is quite a mineral region about ten miles southeast
The Dardanelles is paying richer than ever. The
of South Side station.
He has two claims of gold- gold is coarse and heavy and plentiful, and is exactbearing rock, one with a well-defined ledge of 6 to
The
9 ly like that in the rich Mayflower channel.
feet, and which goes $20 to $30 per ton; the rock is
gravel is also of the same character as that of the
free-milling gold, with good traces of silver.
It is
Mayflower. The mill is running night and day,
so easily worked that $3-ore would pay well. There and works to perfection.
All the works are now unis plenty of wood and water on the claims, and the
der roof. The work is going along satisfactorily
cost for working could be figured down to the mini- under the skillful management of Supt. W, H. Grinmum point. He has a tunnel in 20 feet and a shaft nel. The mine is dry and well ventilated, and is a
16 feet, and the ore improves as he gets into it. His very comfortable place for the men to work in. Gen.
other claim has a ledge with an average of two feet Hamilton employs
about 60 men. and is enjoying a
and which goes from $27 to $30 per ton. Claims of revenue of several hundred dollars a day over and
Jones, Green, Botsford and Miller are also in the above running expenses.
Supt. Chappellet is pushdistrict, all being worked and all getting out
good ing the work at the Mayflower. The tunnel, on Sept.
ore.
30th, was in 5503 feet.
At this point they have
Mono.
begun an upraise and will doubtless be in the
The Bodie.— Mono Relief, Oct. i: Have put in channel before this item appears in print, as they
a new pump tank on the 600-foot level and have re- expect to run 20 feet only.
As soon as gravel is
paired the 200 and 400 tanks, and the 300 bob and struck and drifts are run and other preparatory work
bob pit. Are making as good headway as can be is done, a large force of men will be put on, and we
expected in repairing breaks on top.
can expect to hear of wonderful developments. This
The Standard Con.— Number of men employed mine is the richest on the divide, having yielded
in and about the mine, 20.
$193,000 in eight months, and when, owing to the
The Bulwkr Con.— For the past week north difficulty of handling the water, the bedrock was
not cleaned or creviced; but now the tunnel will
drift, 200-foot level, was advanced 16
feet.
North drain the entire mine. At present there are 32 men
drift, 360-foot level, was driven 8 feet.
at work in th'e hoisting works and tunnel.
TwentyVitality in Lundv.— Mono Co. RdieL Oct i- seven men are working at the new mill at the mouth
On Wednesday Dr. A. B. O'Connor and G w' of the tunnel. This mill is a mammoth one, and
Butterfield arrived in Bodie direct from London
will contain 20 stamps.
It will be worked by steam
England. They left on Wednesday afternoon for
and water-power. Mr. Chappellet expects to have
Lundy. Dr. O'Connor represents an English syn- the mill finished by the
At the
loth of November.
dicate (m which he himself is a large shareholder)
Live Oak some five men are at work running a drift

—

—

—

—

—

—

|

his claim there.
The Breece & Wheeler claim
gives employment to 26 men.
The breast is 60 feet
in width, but the yield this month is not so large as
it was the preceding month.

continues

Wm.

sides.

Shasta.
At Old Diggings. — Redding Free Press: Superintendent Morton of the Josephine and Providence
mines at Old Diggings, recently purchased by Walker Bros, of Salt Lake, came up from Greenwood

week with a number of experienced miners and
has started the development of these excellent properties in a business-like manner.
A 20-stamp mill
arrived this week for the Union Consolidated mine.
The proprietors, Murray Bros., liave also purchased

down pending the repairs of the hoisting works at
the Yellow Jacket shaft, through which they are all
worked.
Best & Belcher.— On

the 300, or El Dorado
west croscut No. I from the main northwest,
has been extended 22 feet; total length, 258
'I'he forniaiion is porphyry.

Sierra Nevada.— East
main south

its opersuccess.
John
Inch, clerk and
head accountant, and
Johns assayer.
There are over 200 men on the pay roll, most of
them from Cornwall. It is the policy of the management to employ only men of sobriety. The
greater part of the ore is taken out through the lower tunnel.
The 40-stamp mill is one of the best
equipped in the country. The rorporat on has its
own assay office, over which Wra. F. Johns pre-

B.
F.

Bell Bros.

Alpha and Exchequer.— East
382

Alta

is

Chollar.

is out 157 feet.
out Irom the old shaft 165

—The

filled

total

with

crosscut on the

Exchequer

level of

drift in

feet;

The

east

feet.

west from the 350 station
has been extended 40 feet; total, 120 feet. The face
of the drift is in clay and porphyry.
drift

Justice.— The work at the new mill is progressing well. Are steadily hoisting ore from the differ
ent reserves in the mine.

—

Savage. A good deal of work has been done on
the several levels in the way of repairing and easing
up timbers.

—

Seg. Belcher. Work confined to south upraise,
where good progress is being made in a favorable
formation.

—

Alta. Are engaged in making repairs to the
main shaft and to the hoisting-works building.

Lady Washington.— Are making good headway
above the 725

in the raise

level.

Yellow Jacket.— A good deal
various kinds

is

Keystone.

of repair

work

of

in progress.

— Good

headway

is

being

made

in

sinking the main incline.

Bristol District.

Copper Furnace.— Pioche

Record, Oct. 6:

The

Roe

Sierra.

Oxford. — Mountain

crosscut No. 3 from (he

has been extended 50

drifi

length, 556 feet. It continues in porphyry
seams of clay.

this

a rock-breaker from

in.

Imperial Group.— The Con. Imperial. Challenge Con. and Confidence mines are still closed

feet,

A

and

the water that comes

tion.

level,

Bulletin, Sept. 30;
very rich strike was made in
the Drury mine.
Mr. Drury has been driving the
middle tunnel ahead. On one side of the main lode
is a vein of quartz and dirt which is the richest we
have ever seen. ®ut of two pans of dirt and quartz
S30 was obtained by washing merely. As much
more is in quartz therefrom.

The Plumas Eureka Mine

all

but will materially improve the ventila-

the mine,

drift,

Plumas.
A Rich Strike in the Drury.— Greenville

ations with the usual regularity
Hosking is superintendent, T.

handle

to

The company will soon begin crushing ore at their
own mill on the ground.
Hale & Norcross.— The drift west from the
new 800 station is out 96 feet. The connections
made will not only be of great advantage in working

Messenger,

Oct.

6:

The

Bros.' copper furnace at Bristol has been running for about lo days.
Fourteen tons of bullion
were shipped to Milford last Tuesday. About 16

Oxford Mining Co. (Old Good Hop:*) have struck tons more will be produced, when a stop will be
porphyry in their tunnel. It is considered that they made. The present price of copper makes the busiare not far from the ledge, as its northern wall, in ness profitable, and we hope the boys will gather in
the tunnel above, was porphyry.
A force of men is a few thousands of the fortune which Bristol District
at work at the Marguerite mine getting the mine in .certainly owes them.
condition to work alter its being shut down for several years.
The water ditch belonging to the Dutch
company has been leased, and a refusal of its purchase fov $5000 has been secured. The Buffalo

Quartz Mining Co. of Hog canyon have, within the
past week, completed arrangements for building a
new mill on their claim and now have about 20 men
at work grading a millsite and doing other preparatory work.

The Buffalo.— Sierra

Trihine,

Oct.

6;

Cottonwood

District,

—

Nickel. Cottonwood has had hoisting works
erected, and the nickel and cobalt increases in richness as depth

is

attained,

ALASKA.
Advancing.— /^r^e

Press, Sept. 29: Although
great' boom this season,
the country has nevertheless advanced very rapidly;
a number of large mining sales were made, which
are the foundations for the near erection of a number of large stamp-mills, and a large amount of de-

The Alaska has experienced no

owners of the Buffalo mine have concluded arrangements to erect a mill at their mine. Ernest Busch,
who has been at San Francisco for the past few
weeks, telegraphed up that he had purchased the
ten-stamp plant at the Columbo mine, and another
telegram was received by those who have in charge

velopment on mining property has been done. The
Treadwell mine has been a steady producer, the
placer mines in the Basin have yielded well in gold
dust, and late reports from the Yukon would indicate that the section will pan out this season in excess of last, not owing to any new discoveries being
made, but to the increased number of men that have
been mining there. When all reports come in this
fall from both the Yukon and Copper river regions
of tha and from Cook's inlet, we confidently expect to hear

the latter property to turn the mill over to the BuffaVan Slyke's sawmill at Butcher Ranch has
lo Co.
already started in to get out the necessary lumber
for the mill, boarding-house and blacksmith shop.
It is proposed to push the work along with all possible speed so as to have the mill in running order beThe mine is in splendid condition.
fore snow flies.

—

A Rich Strike. In the lower tunnel
Glidden mine, Gold Valley, this week there was encountered a vein which measures from two to three
feet in width, which shows up very rich in free gold.
This tunnel is in the hill about 80 feet, and 200 feet
The Glidden mine
in depth from the surface.
promises to become a bonanza to its owners, who
are Mat Willoughby, William Jones, O. B. Dolley,
and F. L. Glidden. Ed Lawrence and Jack Branden visited the San Luis mine day before yesterday.
The tunnel is in 397 feet. The rock is getting softer
and the indications are

that the ledge is in close
proximity.
Thos. Murphy is prospecting a quartz
ledge above the Chipp mine. The outlook for a
mine there is considered quite favorable.

NEVADA.
Washoe

District.

of a number of rich discoveries as the result of the
past season's prospecting.

Coal.— Although

a number of men have devoted
to prospecting for coal in this near
nothing has yet been struck. Prospectors
should bear in mind that around here the formation
is not coal bearing.
There is a sandstone belt to
the north and one to the south, in which good coal
veins might be found.
this

summer

vicinity,

Rich Ore.— Andy Anderson now has a ton of
S500 ore packed down from the mine to his camp
on Sheep creek, and siwashes are now packing it
down to the beach; it will be shipped below on the
Ancon. Andy, working alone, takes out about iz$
pounds ore daily, making two trips daily packing it
down to camp. Specimens of ore from this vein will
run 2000 ounces silver and from $50 to $200 in
gold per ton.

—

Union Con. and Mexican. Virginia Enterprise, Oct. 6: The joint Union and Mexican north

ARIZONA.

drift, started from the Ophir shaft on the r46s level,
has been extended 60 feet; total length, 410 feet.

Walker

District.— Prcscott Courier, Oct. i:
Con. Cal. & Virginia.— The south drift on the J. N. Rodenburg has come in from Walker district.
1435 level is in vein material, giving low assays. The From him we get the following items: He has built
stopes east of the winze on this level continue to look a house and is going 10 put men at work in his Berand yield well. On the 1500 level the stopes lin mine. N. L. Griffin and Fred Sable are sacking
southeast drift yield
well.
on the
On the ore from the Fortune mine. Frank Kuhne will
1600 level ore iS' still being yielded by the stopes
south of the Ophir line and 36 feet above the track
floor.
The stopes on the south drift and winze are
showing much good ore. The usual amount of ore
has been shipped to the mills and the assays average
about as last week.

—

Gould & Curry. On the 200 level east crosscut
from the top upraise from the 300 level (or El Dorado level) has been extended 20 feet; total length,
77 feet. The formation is low-grade ore. The west
crosscut started from the top of the same upraise
has been advanced 32 feet. The formation is quartz
giving low assays.
Occidental. ^Have completed repairs on the
Extracted 140
chute in the north incline winze.
tons of ore; shipped to the Atlanta mill 137^^ tons.
Average assay value, by wagon samples, $25. Bullion shipped to San Francisco office, total yield from
the Atlanta mill for September account, assay
value, Ss6S7.77-

Crown

—

is

Baltimore.
level.

— Are

The machinery

The Amuletis
is

claim.
The district will poll about 60 votes, Harlan & Harrington, owners of the Howard mine, were
at the Bank of Arizona S^iturday last with over 402
ounces of gold product of five tons of rock. The
"bar " is worth nearly S7000. Water is increasing
and they will soon run the mill ten hours each day.
G. K. W. McNary has just located two very rich
ledges in Copper basin. Ore is rich in silver. Walter
Murphy of Jerome says two cars a day of silvercopper bullion are being shipped East. Van Name's
mill is crushing rich rock,
N. L. Griffin, a pioneer
miner of Walker district, has brought in a shipment
of ore.
A. J. Park says miners are prosperous in

Hassayampa

district,
John Dawson and John Tayhave finished assessment work on the Gray Eagle,
Bradshaw district. E. L. Gobin, miner and millman, says times are improving in Peck district.
on the 700
The Watervale.— Tombstone Epitaph, Oct. i:

Point. The main south drift
It is passing
again being pushed ahead.
into ground of a promising appearance. The Sutro
tunnel drift is making good progress and will be
connected in a short time.
level

two carloads of ore from the Belle mine.
yielding lots of rich ore,
John King
getting ore that will work $800 to the ton.
Mike
Chandler is making from S4 to $5 a day in his placer

shortly ship

still
is

operating on

working

well,

and

the 338
there is

lor

From Superintendent Coffman,

of the

Watervale

Mining Co., it is learned that the double compartment shaft, now being sunk in the Bunker Hill, is
down 335 feet. Three shifts are running and work
never ceases. The large double engine, now in construction in Chicago, will be finished and shipped

Mining and Scientific Press.

Oct. 13, 1888.]

about the middle of October. Shipping receipts ilie universal opinion, could liardly fail of succeis in
have been received by Mr. (-ofTnian lor ao tons of the treatment of custom ores.
1 he reported richmaterial now on the way, including boilers, ore-cars ness of mines in tluit region is corroborated by every
and other machinery. The capacity of the new miner who has been thjre. Most of the miners will.
hoist is aot exactly known, but it is sutVicient for a however, come out for the winter season, and we
depth far below the water level. The Rattlesnake, learn the store and bar in the camp of Seafoam have
Mammoth, Bunker Hill and other properties of the already been closed.
Watervale Co. are rapidly developing under the able
The TisHMiNGLK, owned by Mr. HarLind. is one
management of Mr. t offman into bonanzas.
of the richest locations

241

two milrs below I)ewey's Flat. Their power i^ a
turbine wheel.
The mine is on Quartz hill nearly
10 miles from their mill.
During the first years o
their ownership the mine did not prove very profit-

er,

able.

Only

fair

wages were made and nothing more.

But

for the last two seasons it has been 'improving
very rapidly, running up from less than 20 ounces to

an average of nearly 60 ounces per

ton.

During

this time they

in a iiLinner that is truly encouraging, i^nd new
discoveries arc being made alinosi daily.
New properties that have only until recently been put
to the

testarecomlng to the front in a manner that indicates that the wealth of that part of lUker county is
just

becoming known.

The Gray Eagle.— I. C. Young, one of the
owners of the Gray Eagle mine at Cracker creek,
came into town Monday evening and brought with
him a large quantity of the finest galena and sulphuret ore ever seen in this city.
The samples are
taken direct from the breast of the tunnel, the ledge

have followed the ledge down some
The Partridge Bros, are the only ones who
made a success of the Jones pulveri£-r of Portland, Or.
They seem to experience no difhculty in
regularly crushing about five tons when they have
being about (our feet in width.
water to run all day. They amalgamate by the barClosed uy Attachment.— The Portland Reducrel process and save up to a high percentage that
rich.
It is rumcHvd that a ten-stamp mill will soon
in that country that is deceiving in character, much
tion Works have been closed by atUichment for severon
Stockton
Hitt.
and
that
Frescott
parway.
Allen
creeled
of
which
Hay
be
may prove to be very valuable. The formais steadily running his litUemlll at
It is thought that the company wilt
Supt. Campbell tion is granite and lime with an occasional porphyry the Flat and Is crushing ore from the old Quartz al days past
ties are interested in the matter.
'I he
This properly is also miproving in i.i7.e soon be reorganized, and if this occurs a much larger
ct the Klores brought in Tuesday a tiar of bullion dyke.
ores are chiedy "dry," carrying less hill mine.
In the district.

—

Mr)HAVK. J/iVrt-r, OcL 6: There are 6o tons of
ore from the C. O. U. on the ore platform at thr
The Lone Suir.
sampling works ready for working.
at Mineral [*ark. is producing bettter ore than ever
The ore streak is six Inches wide, but very
before.

valued at $1500.
I'he recent strikes in the Klores
are developing finely, and the ledge is widening and
E. F. Thompson this week
increasing in richness.
sold the Vanderbitt mine at Cerb.it to a Philadelphia syndicate for $10,000. Since the first of the
year two miners have taken about $7000 out of this
mine, and it is considered one of the best properties at

Cerbat.

—

Around Prescott. yourruil-A/inrr, Oct. 6:
Col. Blgelow has s\x tons of ore on the dump ready
for shipment, and expects to complete a carload Ibis
Work Is being pushed un the smelter for the
week.
Copper Itasin Copper Co. Work will be commenced again soon on the Perry mine, a property which
has yielded several thousand dollars in gold ore.
The United Verde Copper Co., a few days since,
started up another 3o-ton smelter, having two in opNearly two carloads of ore arrived at
eration now.
the sampling works yesterday from C'ongrcss mine,
and the above institution is crowded at present.
Charles A. Girdler and Dr. Vickers have been experimenting to-day with the treatment of sulphuret
ore from the Congress mine, by means of electricity.
Walter Wright continues to run the Del Pasco mill
lie
with good success as water can be obtained.
has an abundance of ore, but water is scarce.
Freighters are engaged in moving a smelter to the
Hillside mine, and the owners of that properly expect to commence smelting their ores soon at the
mine. The Crowned King continue to run their
pack train getting ore to the mill, so as to be ready
for a continued run when the water becomes plentideed has
ful, which is at present very scarce.
been filed (or record from John Lawler and Jules
Biumann, for the Lawrence and Manzanita mining
claims, Agua Kria district, the price named being
Geo. W. Sines returned yesterday from a
$10,000.
He
trip through the Hassayampa mining district.
says the new shaft in the Senator is down to a depth
of loo feet, and is in good ore at the bottom.
Messrs. Harlan and Barrington, of the Howard
mine, brought in another bar of gold bullion to-day,
weighing 40? ounces, a total value of $6834. This
bar was the result of a run of five tons of ore from
the mine.
The property is not yet opened up 10
any great extent, but has yielded some $20,000 or
has several hundred tons of ore in sight.
and
S30.000,
sampling works,
J. M. W. Moore, of the Prescott
reports the largest receipts of ore yesterday, at those
works, of any single day since they were started,
amounting to over 40,000 pounds, or more than two
carloads.
Of this, 23,000 pounds were from the
Congress, the remainder being from Lynx creek and
Hassayampa districts. Captain A. T. Brann has
just returned from a trip through the Bradshaw
W.
country, and reports the greatest activity there.
B. Long, superintendent of the Ora Bella, has about
building
roads.
mines
and
men
employed
in
the
75

A

COLORADO.

—

Leadville News. Denver Tribune- Republican
Oct. 6: The Castle View mine on Carbonate hill

.

was leased a few weeks ago by the Castle View Mining Co. to Captain Eben Smith. To open and drain
the properly a long shaft is being driven from the
Henriette and Maid workings through the Big Chief
When drained, the Castle
to the Castle View.
View will be worked through its own shaft. This is
one of the most important enterprises in progress in
Leadville at the present time, as it will make two
more producing mines. The Big Chief, which has
ore but has been much troubled by water, will commence shipping, and likewise the Castle View. The
latter mine has been idle for some months on account of trouble in the company. The body of
pyrite ore which was discovered some weeks ago in
the Moyer, by a drift in the ore chute east of the
shaft, is proving to be a very fair channel of good
ore in the midst of the great body of low-grade sulphide ore. The Colonel Sellers mine is doing as
well as usual,-and in September will make its regular
monthly output of about $50,000. The Glass-Pendery has started work again with its new plant of
machinery. The shaft is being sunk at the rate of
from 3 to 4 feet per day. Mr. H. B. Slater has returned from an extended business and pleasure trip
through the East. While in Washington he secured
the patents for his new process of treating blendous
silver ores.
Experiments with the process are now
being made in Denver.
If these experiments are
successful, as they are likely to be, it is more than
probable that a plant of 200 tons per day capacity
will be erected in Leadville by the Iron Silver Co.
for the purpose of treating the low-grade sulphide
ore of the Moyer mine before the winter sets in.
Some ore was struck unexpectedly in the Virginius
on Wednesday. A raise is being made through the
flint to open a new stope in the body of iron ore
overlying.
In the flint the raise cut a body of lead
carbonate ore two feet thick. The ore was of excellent grade, assaying 55 per cent lead and about
40 ounces

silver.

IDAHO.

—

Sheep Mountain. Ketchum Keystone, Oct. i:
Numerous parties have of late arrived in Ketchum
from the Sheep Mountain and Seafoam districts for
the purpose of marketing ores, shipping in fall supplies, etc., and nothing but the very best of reports
reach us in regard to the outlook in that country.
It is a fact beyond doubt that a number of mines
there have large quantities of rich ore on the dump
which is held simply in anticipation of belter freight
and reduction facilities. The mine-owners there
unite in the statement that there is sufficient ore of
desirable character in sight to warrant the establishment of smelters of moderate capacity, which, it is

It

is

devel-

oped by several cuts on the ledge and one tunnel 33
feet in length, in which the ore is in place and continuous, showing several feet of very high-grade ore,
and about ten inches that will assay in the neighborhood of 1000 ounces. There is a vast amount of ore

300

than 20 per cent lead, traces of gold and large quan-

and value

tities ot silver.

PlvVCKK DicitjiNGs.— Kee Levah, a well-known
China laundryman of this place, returned from

Smoky

a few days since with 15 ounces of gold dust,

four Chinamen's work for 30 days on
a new prospect in that disuict. The ground is extensive and easily worked, the bedrock being but
seven feet from the surface, but the ground thus far
has not produced over $2 a day to the man.
result of

the

Vkkka DisTKiCT.— Wardner Xc-ws, Sept. 29:
The owners of the Emma and Last Chance mines
have every reason

proud of ihe development

to feel

feet.

have

as they attain depth, and from present appearances would amply repay the erection of a large
mill.
Quite a large amount of prospecting is now
going on between iju.irtz hill and the Vipond dis-

About 30 men are engaged on

trict

different loca-

sufficient capacity to reduce
sent to that city.

District.— Butte

Pini.i.ii'snLfRG

Miner, Sept.

II. K. Fairgrieve of Pbillipsburg.
29:
M. T., reports the burg to be exceedingly active,
liolh the
tiranite and Bi-metallic mills are pushing their building operations.
Superintendent Risque of the BiMetallic Co. has his company's mill on 1 Jouglas creek
almost under cover.
Much of the machinery is on
the ground.
Their mine is in
most excellent

—

—

said

proof of the vast resources of the property, and the
new concentrator is working to a charm, Supt.
Clark says: Out of 100 to 120 tons of second-class
ore. it produces 25 to 30 tons concentrates, which
assay 65 per cent lead and 40 ounces silver.

Diamond Hitch.— Supt.
than

pleased with the

B. B. Jones is more
result of his labor on the

Diamond Hitch mine.

During the week the propvisited by Prof. Price of San Francisco,
expressed himself in unqualified praise of the
good showing made in the mine, and says he has
every confidence in its becoming a great ore-pro-

erty

was

who

ducer.

Eagi.e District.— The ditch being built by Syd
Milts to convey water from East Eagle creek to
Fancy gulch is nearing completion, four miles of the

work being now

finished,

grade ore.

The Sydney,
Gable,

is

under the management of Supt.
progressing in good shape.

The Granite

middle tunnel by exposing a body of ore from 3 to
The
4 feet in width, bearing plenty of free gold.
tunnel is in 160 feet and development work continues
day and night. Scarcity of water compels the necessity of working the arastra only occasionally.

MONTANA.
German Guinea.— I/iler-Mouutain,
W. Beal came in from his
man gulch to-day and speaks

G.

Oct. i: Dr.
mine in Gerglowing terms of

placer
in

the favorable outlook for the new camp at the Junction of German and Blackiail gulches.
He reports
some valuable lead discoveries being made there and
a great deal of work in progress. The Anaconda
Co. purchased a half interest in Thomas Newcomb's
properties last week, from the good showing made
in the Newcomb lode, which is down 40 feet.

The Lowlands.— IfUer'A/ounfaiu,
the Butte City

Oct. i: At
Sampling Works there was received

on Wednesday a quantity of ore from the Amazon
mine, in the Lowlands, which was assayed, and the
result was $490 in silver and 20 ounces in gold. This
is about the richest quartz that has ever been brought
to Butte, and the owners say that they have plenty
of

it

in the

Amazon

mine,

The Rubv Mine.— It

was reported on the streets
yesterday that another pocket of wonderful richness
has been discovered in the Ruby mine, in the same
district.
Since the Anaconda Co, left the mine the
owners have been

at

work and opened up

this

new

It is said that the gold runs like wire through
the rock and by breaking a piece of ore the yellow
metal hangs together in threads. The proprietors of
the Ruby express themselves as pleased that the
Anaconda Co. did not take up the bond of $200,000
on the mine.

find.

Castle Mountain Mines. — Butte hiter-MotaiC
The great strike of the season has just

ain, Oct, i:

been made by Ben Johnson and John Davis at the
head of Thompson's gulch, about 15 miles west of
I'his consists of a six-foot
White Sulphur Springs.
vein of gold ore that yields two or three cents per
pound in both the lead matter and the regular ore
from wall to wall. Mr. Johnson is of the opinion
the ground will also pay for working for placer gold.
This lead is believed to be the source from which the
There has
rich deposits of Thompson gulch came.
been a big strike made recently in the Grasshopper
lead, situated about six miles east of town. The rich
body of ore was found about two weeks since, but
The find consists
the matter has been kept dark.
of solid ore that runs in the
hundreds. About six inches of this is very rich and
Several undeveloped
ounces
in
silver.
izoo
assays

of a four-foot vein

properties in the vicinity of the Alice and
mines have recently been sold to capitalists.
prospects rate at about $500 each.

The Alice Mine. — The ore

Judge
Such

and

is

still

The Hope Co. is as usuarpounding away with
stamps.
The superintendent is sanguine
of the Silver Chief turning out a rich producer.
The company are the pioneers of silver mining in
Montana and who erected the first silver-mill in the
Territory 20 years since.
all their

Dunklehekg District.— Reports from Dunkleberg are very encouraging for the future of the
carbonate camp. The properties of Drs. Mitchell
and Mussigbrod are regular producers and shippers
Dr. Mitchell is most sanguine
of good grade ore.
in regard to what he hopes to be a second Leadville.
The Hatta Co. at Dunkleberg is in active operation
and developments being pushed.

NEW

MEXICO.

trating ore, with rich streaks of smelling ore in several places.
The Bsa Nevis is one of the most

promising properties now developed

—

in

the Organs.

Pings Altos, Southwest Sentinel, Oct. 6; Work
an energetic and practical manner is soon to be
resumed on the Gold and Silver Ribbon claims located immediately west of and adjoining the Mina
Grande, one of the clearest, cut fissure veins in the
in

Pinos Altos range. The Osceola, the northernmost
extension of the famous Atlantic and Deep Down
properties, makes a fine showing at 50 feet in depth.
The crevice maintains its usual width, ranging from
6 to 15 inches of milling ore. The Thunderbolt, at
50 teet in depth, is proving to be just what the surface indications promised, namely, the making of a
good mine. The Maggie B. on the Atlantic trail,
is a new opening of one of the old prospects of the
camp. The present owners, Messrs. Bagsby, Ashton
& Harkins, are pushing work with commendable
,

zeal,

Georgetown.— Thos. B. Pheby has purchased
of Geo. O. Smith the Commercial mine for $10,000
and the Scottish for $15,000. The Mimbres Mining
Co, 's property at Georgetown, which includes the
Naiad Queen, Glamorgan and several other silverproducing mines and a valuable stamp-mill, was sold
at public auction on Saturday under a decree foreclosing a mortgage to Geo. Bliss, Thos. F. Mason
and J. D. Higue of New York, for $51,352.20. Mr.
Thos. B. Pheby, who has had charge of this property for four years, will continue to manage it.

—

Cook's Peak. Thirty men are employed on the
Graphic mine at Cook's Peak by Messrs. Hadley &
Co. As development progresses the ore increases
in value, and it goes without saying that ihis noted
property bids fair to rival some of the famous carbonate mining estates of Leadville.

OREGON.

to lake out the ore in sight.

Rich Strikes.

— Bedrock

Democrat, Oct. 6:
from Cable Cove of recent discoveries
Don
Wickeizer
and Wm. Reilly,
quartz
made
by
in
A wellihe richness of which is simply wonderful.
gold
quartz
has
been uncovered
vein
of
defined
which shows gold in large> quantities to the naked
eye.
The discoverers are recently from Nevada,

Word comes

Dewey's Flat. — Inter-Mountain, Oct. 2: The
The Outlook, The outlook of the mines of
profitable mine now in operation in this vicini- Cracker creek and of the country adjacent becomes
Pine,
owned
operated
and
by the brighter day by day. The mines upon which extenty is the Lone

—

most

Partridge Bros,

Their plant

is

on the Big Hole

riv-

sive

all

reduction works of

the ores that

may be

ment work will have bsen done on many locations
to place them on a basis for future extensive operations.

development work

is

UTAH.
Alta.— Salt Lake

Tribune, Oct. 6: A prominent
mining man who visited Alia a few days ago says
he was surprised at the favorable outlook there. He
found 150 men at work about the various mines. The
New Emma, Flagstaff, Windsor group, Buckland
Tunnel, Toledo, Emily. Superior, liuff.do Tunnel,
City Rocks, Prince of Wales, Revolution, Rough and
Ready, and some others are active and some are
showing well. The Prince of Wales was spoken of
as doing well in the hands of leasers.
He says the
camp certainly has a good future.

The Sale of the Brooklyn,— The Tribune
has already noticed the sale of the Brooklyn group of
mines to the Lead Mining Co.. but its importance
was not fully shown up. The Brooklyn is one of the
best developed mines in Utah, and has paid in dividends over S2oo,ooo, the entire production of metal
being over $1,500,000.
It is estimated that the ore
on the dump and blocked out in the mine will produce over a quarter of a million more. The Brooklyn lies on the opposite side of a ridge to the Lead
group, and over 200 feet higher. This will enable
the company to connect the two groups by a tunnel
about 1800 feet long. Thus connected, the tramway will be run into the Brooklyn so as to give easy
and cheap transit for ore to mill and railway. Surveys for this tunnel are now being made.
Cinnabar.— Utah Union, Oct. 6: The Southern
Utah cinnabar deposits are showing up well and attracting the attention of mining men.

—

—

Organ. Rio Grande Republican, Sept. 29:
Stubenrauch and Cowan will soon make a shipment
from the Gray Eagle. Hayden, Davis and Robinson, who have a lease on the Modoc, have opened a
cave which is said to be lined with mineral.
The
Modoc has an immense body of heavy galena ore,
which runs well in silver. McCall is working a lease
on the Little Buck. He is following a streak of ore
in the lime which bids fair to open out into a body
of high-grade ore, such as has made several leasers
a good slake on the same property. Geo. Browne,
who is a competent miner, has lately visited the
camps of Hermosa, Tierra Blanca and Kingston.
He returns satisfied that Organ has the best prospects for a permanent, paying camp that there is in
Prof. J. C. Carrera has again taken
ihe Territory.
a lease on the Bennett mine. Clark & Brown have
run a crosscut on the Ben Nevis, which is in 85 feet.
The ledge at this point is 50 feet wide, of a concen-

from the Alice mine

It costs $15 per
is worth $110 in silver and lead.
ton to haul it to Toston, $35 to treat besides, or 10
leaving
a
net
income
of
per cent,
$40 per ton for
mining. The mine is now developed to a depth of
force
of
men
has
been
set to work
100 feel, and a
It is estimated that it will require three
sloping.

months

looks as well as of old

the whale of producers.

Ca:un u'Alene District.— The owners of the
Mother lode made a rich strike last week in their

the Portland Reduction
Is said that a wealthy

ers of Biker county have visited Baker City the past
week to purchase the necessary supplies to carry on
work at their properties all winter. From present
indications they are a determined set of fellows, and
by the coming of another spring enough develop-

veritable bonanza,

about the Poonnan mine at Burke bevond the fact
that increased development but adds additional

II

Works conclude to stand still it
sunds ready to erect

Preparing for Winter.— Numerous mine-own-

tions there.

The Last Chance is proving a
and when the same amount of condition, with enough ore on the dump to keep the
work has been done on the Emma, similar results new 50 stamps in constant operation for months.
San Francisco.— Superintendent Eugene Smith
may be expected. The Spokane Company's concentrator at the foot of the mountain is now in thor- reports this mine in most favorable condition.
The
ough working order and is kept running uninter- east 400 is looking exceedingly well. This company
has purchased a millsite just west of town and exruptedly.
Elk Creek. O. A. Brown, the original dis- pects to break ground for reduction works early in
the coming season.
coverer of the Elk creek gold mines, sold on
The Pearl Mine is looking phenomenally fine,
Thursday all his interest in that property to Messrs.
and it looks as if this property in the near future
J. F. Wardner and B. Goldsmith.
would be a very valuable one and a producer of highLalande District. Nothing new can be
of their property.

plant will be purchased.

syndicate

being done are showing up

Copper. On Sunday morning a complete copper
smelter arrived in Frisco over the Utah Central railway and is being freighted across the San Francisco
range of mountains to Copper Gulch, four miles
from Frisco. It will there be erected and, it is hoped,
will prove a profitable investment to the French syndicate now operating the Comet mine. This property
is reported as making a splendid showing of ore in
the development work now going on, and the outlook for Frisco is much brighter than it has been for
a long time.

WASHINGTON.
Wannacut Lake
Herald, Sept. 30: W.

—

District. Spokane Falls
H. Townsend returned last
week from Wannacut lake, where he has been doing
the assessment work on the Triune, Jessie, Occi-

San Francisco and Silent Friend lodes. They
sunk a 20-foot incline shaft on the Jessie and have a
dent,

three-foot vein

of ore carrying chloride of lead, free
On the Triune Ihe shaft will
silver.

gold and some
be sunk 100 feet

this winter and a crosscut run from
the bottom so as to determine the width of the vein.
Chas. H. Schepuster was the first to discover gold in
He first went in there
the Wannacut Lake district.
in August, 1887. but could not remain long on account of the lack of supplies. He returned to Con*
conully for the winter and went back in February of
During the past summer considerable
this year.
prospecting has been done and locations made.
the
assessment work will have to be done
Next year
on all the claims, when it is expected that many will
show up well that are now unknown. Three companies
have been organized to work in this district. One
with a capital stock of $500,000 has secured the

Magebee,

New Hope and

Melvina lodes.

Another

with $250,000 will develop the Powderly claim. Hall
& Dunham have organized a company with offices
at La Camas and Portland, called the Wannacut
Lake & j^tna Co., with $60,000 capital stock. They
have 12 claims. A three-stamp prospecting mill is
now on its way to the district. It will be necessary
to place the large mills on the Similkimeen river,
four miles from the mines, so as to secure an
abundant water supply.

—

Gold Discovery, Spokane Falls Herald, Sept.
A Herald representative learned on last Friday night that what bids fair to be an important
gold discovery was made on Old Baldy mountain,
Without making
several miles northeast of the city.
30:

a special visit to the scene of the alleged discovery,
it is impossible at this time to tell the extent and value of the find. It appears that Mr. Causey, who is
interested in a milk ranch near the fair grounds, was
out hunting some time since; while on the southeast
side of the mountain named, he and his companion
found strong indications of gold-bearing lodes.
They returned to the city and provided themselves
with the necessary tools, went back to the scene of
the find and put in a blast in a favorable-looking
spot. This shot threw out quite a quantity of quartz
The discovery was kept secret
showing free gold.
for the time being and friends of the discoverers notified.
The result is at present there are 20 claims loNo decated in the vicinity of the first discovery.
velopment work of any consequence has yet been
of
any
degree
state
with
done, so it is impossible to
accuracy what the claims will amount to. Mr. Causbotlom
near
the
creek
ey states that there is gold in
these leads and that be is of the opinion that placers
exist there that will pay well for working.
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Simple "Way to Detect the Quality
of iTon.

Much may be done in determinicg the character of iron by etching tests, which may be
readily made in the following manner: Take
a piece of polished iron or steel and immerse it
Let it remain there until
in an acid solution.
the eating effect has proceeded to the desirable
extent, which varies according to the grade and
quality of the metal. When sufficiently etched,
withdraw and cleanse the sample from the acid
and thorongbly dry it. If, now, we take the
etched sample and apply a thin film of printer's
ink to its surface, a print can be taken from it
upon paper in the same manner as from an engraved plate. The picture so made reproduccB
accurately the differences shown in the etched
surface, and from it can be drawn various conclusions in regard to the character or value of
the metal from which the sample was taken for
the uses for which it was intended.
To make an etching acid, mix one ounce of
sulphate of copper, one-fourth of one ounce of
alum, and one-half teaspoonful of salt reduced
to powder, with one gill of vinegar and 20 drops
of nitric acid.
This liquid may be used either
for eating deeply into the metal or for imparting a bsautiful frosted appearance to the surface, according to the time it is allowed to act.
Those who have never seen the class of prints
in question have no idea of the beauty or delicacy of tint that they show, or how clearly various characteristics in regard to the structure,
quality and workmanship of the metals tested are exhibited. The prints thus taken are inscribed with the necessary information as to
the metal tested, its previous or intended service, etc., and all these filed for fnture reference, taking but little room. Their record is
so complete that as a rule there is no necessity
for keeping the samples from which they are
made.
It is stated by those who have become experienced in making such tests that such etchings throw more light upon the structure of
metals where failure has occurred, as in the
case of broken axles, than the method often
used of making photographs of the fracture of
the point of failure, or of a broken sample. The
lights and shades on an uneven surface of
metal, as shown at a fracture, may often prevent the gaining of a clear conception, from a
photograpb, of the character of the metal, or of
the part its physical characteristics played in
bringing about the failure in question.

When

iron rails were in use, this system of

etching was especially valuable, though it really came into play but a short time before the
manufacture of iron rails in this country had
virtually come to an end, owing to the cheapness at which steel rails could be turned out.
The head and web of the rail generally being
of different metals, it was important to know
whether the head was composed of a finegrained homogeneous metal, and whether the
weld between the two qualities of iron used was
a perfect one. The latter point was shown in a
remarkab'y clear manner by the etching process,
and the discovery of imperfect workmanship
from this cause has probably saved large sums
of money in the past.
Tfie etching of rails
was especially valuable in the case of * re-rolled "
'

when

amount of new metal was to
be used in making the head. The impression
from an etched section showed without chance
of dispute whether the specifications were being lived up to or not.
In the case of steel rails a number of points
are shown by an etching that are not always
rails,

a certain

patent to an examination of the sample with
the eye alone. The relative closeness of fiber
of two rails can be readily compared, and fissures, faults, or cinder-spots, which are not apparent at first sight, often show themselves
clearly when the etching is printed.
In steel
axles the difference in closeness of grain between
the center and the circumference is clearly
shown, the metal at the edge giving ample evidence of the compacting influences of the

hammer.
In iron axles or other forgings the degree of
completeness of the working of the material is
clearly^ shown, and it can generally be determined whether, in case of purchased material,
the forgings have been made of new iron or of
scrap.
Etchings made parallel with the fiber
of the metal also give a good deal of its toughness, and of the care with which it has been
worked. The mysterious heating of several
axle journals is sometimes cleared up by an
etching of a section of the journal showing an
unevenly wearing metal, having some spots
more prominent than others.
The more experience we have with etching
testa, the wider we find the range of their usefulness to extend.
One advantage of this system of tests is that no expensive plant or extended chemical knowledge is required in making them. They are within tbe reach of any
one who can get a lathe for cutting off the
specimens, and a few cents' worth of acid to
make the bath. Cotton, )Vool and Iron,

own gas from coal. It is reported that
tbe Vesuvius Iron Works at Sharpsburg, Pa.,
will probably be the first iron firm to quit using
natural gas,
new furnace is being built at
Electric Refining of Sugar,
the mill to manufacture gas from slack and nut
coal.
This gas is to be tried in tbe puddling
Which, If Successful, Will Revolutionize
furnaces also. It is estimated that about 5000
ihe Business.
cubic feet of gas is required to make a ton of
Sugar merchant? and brokers all over the
iron, and at the present rate charged for natural gas it comes high enough to warrant the country are in a flurry at the announcement re*
construction of plants to manufacture fuel. cently made to the effect that the much-mooted
Numerous iron manufacturers are closely inves- process of refining raw sugar by aid of elec*
tigating the chances of getting a fuel cheaper tricity had been brought to a consummation,
and that by the middle of October a reflnery
than natural gas at present prices.
using this process exclusively would be in operation.
It is said that a party of English and
Selecting Iron for Boilers, When the
heat rays, from any source of heat, strike a American capitalists, representing at least
is now prepared to erect electric
body, one of three things may happen: either $15,000,000,
refineries in all the principal cities on both conthey penetrate into the mass and are absorbed,
tinents if the process should be proved to be
or they pass through it, or they are stopped at
successful by a trial which is to be made on the
the surface without penetrating, and are either
10th of October. This trial will have as its
reflected back in the direction whence they
proof 1000 tons of raw sugars refined at the
came, or by making the angle of coincidence
Brooklyn factory within 34 hours from the inequal to the angle of reflection, pass off in an
itial deposit of sugar in the melter.
If the
oblique direction. Polished surfaces and those
scheme
is all right it will cause a revolution in
with a clean color are usually the ones that resugar
refining that will mark an important era
flect heat with the least amount of absorption.
Of these, mercury stands in the front rank, and in the history of that article of commerce.
The system is, however, says the Philadelbrass comes next.
Tin, steel and lead are the
phia Record, the same that has been in process
reflectors that have only three-quarters the efficiency of brass.
White reflects; dark and of completion for the last 10 or 15 years, and it
is the same that has so repeatedly failed in acdull colors absorb heat, as do also wood and
earthy substances. Kut they may be made complishing its purpose that the faith of those
who at one time believed in its ultimate success
into reflectors by covering them with a glaze-like
crockery.
These properties, whether radiating, was so frequently shocked as to create a prejuagainst it and eventually secure the condice
conducting, absorbing or reflecting, have important practical applications; they show, for demnation and arouse the incredulity of its
erstwhile advocates. Of late years an almost
instance, that, in the manufacture of boilers, a
metal with high conductive properties should bs universal opinion declaring the system to be impracticable has been in existence, and nothing
preferred to one possessing it to a lesser degree;
short of a thorough exposition of the system
that the thickness of the sheet should not be exand
its principles will restore the faith of men
cessive; that the polish of che exterior surface
should be very slight; that if it is desired to in the sugar trade. This, it is claimed, has
prevent the heat from radiating from the sur- been given, but it was satisfactory only to a deIn a refinery in Brooklyn, a tew days
face of the boiler or steam cylinder, they should gree.
be covered with some poor conductor like wood, ago, a quantity of raw sugar was refined in the
presence
of a party of gentlemen interested in
charcoal, earthy matter, felt, etc., and then by
some high reflector like polished iron, copper or the process. Thirteen barrels of the raw material were refined at the recent test.
brass.
It is by the application of these same
The cane was put into a receiver, from which
principles that in summer we wear light-colored
it passed through two secret rooms containing
clothing to reflect the heat of the sun, and in
the
machinery before being run into barrels in
winter, thick, dark-colored clothing to retain
a refined state.
What the machinery is no one,
the heat of the body.
apparently, except the inventor, seems to
know. The raw cane goes into the receiver,
Superior Material. It is asserted on high and, once it leaves that simple piece of mechauthority that the iron used in the construction anism, it is not seen again until it finds its way
of our war ships is superior to that entering into out through a chute at the
further end of the
the construction of any other navy in the two 'mysterious machinery-rooms.
During the
world. Uncle Sam has been a little tardy in time the machinery was in operation
(25 minthe matter of providing a navy, but no rash ex- utes) the refined article was turned out at the
periments are being tried, and a good deal has rate of one barrel for every two minutes. The
been learned by tbe failure of others. Od the process of refining is claimed to be perfectly
whole, it is probable that nothing has been lost dry, and it certainly most be, for when it
came
by the delay, if the work is now pushed ahead through it was drier than the raw cane, and
their
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as fast as is practicable.
Patriotic citizens will
rejoice when the American navy is once more
respectable.

New Locomotive Drivers.— A locomotive
has for some time past been on trial on the
Lowell system of the Boston & Maine railroad,
in which tbe periphery of the driving wheels,
instead of being round are composed of a series
of plain facets connected with each other by
very obtuse angles. These flat surfaces are from
one to two inches in length, and are intended to
give increased traction. All tests of this engine thus far have been satisfactorily met.
So
says the Boston Journal of Commerce,

A New Kotart Engine

has recently been
patented by J. E. Beauchemin, Sorel, Quebec,
Canada. It has a series of cylinders' secured
radially on a hub which forms a valve seat,
with ports and an exhaust chamber, the ports
leading into the cylinders, in which pistons
having central openings operate on the rim of a
wheel held eccentrically to the hub. The engine can be operated by water, air or steam.

—

An Improved Hammer, An improved hammer has a groove in the side of the head into
which the head of any sort of a nail may be
slipped and by a single blow fastened in its
position.
The hammer is easily withdrawn
without unsettling the nail, which is driven
home in the usual way. The advantage is apparent, especially in driving nails in a place
seven or eight feet above where one stands.

[Oct. 13, 1888
ductivity sufficiently to cause any submarine
cable made with it to become a commercial
failure, and the message-carrying power of copper cables is said to have doubled since the
early days of telegraphy, on account of the increased purity of the copper. Pure gold has a
breaking strain of from 16 to 17 tons to the
square inch; but when alloyed with but twotenths of one per cent of lead it will break with
a slight blow under a trifling strain.

Ocean Waves in a Gale.— An English sea
captain has made what are probably the most
careful observations which have ever been recorded. He writes to the Liverpool Mercury
that during a voyage around Cape Horn he
measured the bight of the waves in a gale. To
do this he went up in the main rigging to get, if
possible, the top of the wave coming up astern
in a line of sight from the mast to the horizon
at the back.
The reason he selected the mainmast was this, that, as a rule, it is nearly amidships, and when the sea is running, the sea
ahead and from aft lifts the two ends, forming
a hollow amidships (the actual foot of the wave
below the mean draught, equal to the slight elevation, and the observer necessarily is above
the true hight). It was a difficult operation,
but he obtained some good observations, marking the hight of the waves on the mast.
On
measnring the distance from these to the mean
draught he found them to be as follows: 64, 61,
58 and 65 feet respectively, varying in length
from 750 to 800

feet.

—

New

Type of Photographic Portraits.
The method of obtaining the exact reproduction of a photograph, by which a genuine portrait

under the form

of a marble bust is the result, is
thus given by La Nature: The model is placed
behind a hollow column or thin pedestal of
painted wood. If it be desired to represent a
Roman emperor, a helmet of white cardboard
is placed upon the model's head, his hair and

face are whitened with rice powder, and those
portions of the body that it is desired to render
visible are surrounded with white flannel. The
background should be formed of black velvet.
It in nowise interferes with the operation if
the arms be raised. After the negative is developed, the flgure that it is desired to preserve is cut around with a penknife, and the
arms and all the portions that are not wanted
are scratched out.
The glass thus becomes
transparent where the scratching has been
done, and in the positive the bust stands out
from a black background.

—

The Los Angeles Base Line. Prof. Davidson of the United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey has received telegraphic instruction to
proceed with measurement of the base-line on
the plains of Los Angeles, and his party is preparing to take the field at once. This baseline was selected by Assistant Lawson and the
the crystals were absolutely perfect.
The adjacent region carefully surveyed by Assistant
promoters of the scheme say it will turn Dickins. It is 10^ miles in length, and is the
out sugar in ten different grades, the only foundation of all the geodetic measures in the
alterations in the machinery necessary being southern part of California, and is also a check
the changing of the plates in the granulators. base for the triangalation- work which has come
southward from the Yolo base-line. The two
Crystals of Butter and Fats. Among the measurements of the Yolo base-line made by
most remarkable exhibits made before the Prof. Dividson differed only three-eighths of an
American Society of Microscopists at its tenth inch in 10;,- miles, and he hopes to beat even
annual meeting in Columbus, Ohio, Aug. 2l8t, this record with the same apparatus. The
members of the party are Messrs. Lawson,
or, indeed, that have ever been made anywhere,
were the lantern slides of the crystals of butter, Morse, Nelson, Westdahl and Edmonds, and
the
whole number of persons at work will be
and the fats used in its sophistication, adulteration and counterfeiting.
These were from the about 24, with six or eight animals.
photomicrographs of Dr. Thomas Taylor, miDeath of an Eminent Scientist. Dr.
croBcopist of the department, and were colored
Clausius, memorable as the demonstrator, if not
in the most exquisite manner to represent the
appearance of the crystals under polarized light. the originator, of the mechanical theory of
Dr. Taylor was the pioneer in the work, and it heat, died August 24th, in his 67tb year. His
has been but a few years since the idea of using school days were spent in Berlin, and he particularly distinguished himself by proficiency
the microscope and polariscopic appearances of
the crystals of the difl'erent fats as tests of their in mathematics and natural philosophy. The
bent
of his mind was strongly in that direcpurity, first presented by him at the Cleveland
meeting of the society, was fairly hooted at by tion, and he thus dropped into the study of
a large portion of the scientific men of the coun- certain questions in physics which finally led
try.
To the society is due the credit of first ex- him to the elucidation of the great question of
amining into Dr. Taylor's claim, and of report- the mechanical theory of heat, which has placed
his name high upon the roll of eminent discoving favorably thereon. To-day the very men

—

—

who three years ago derided and lampooned Dr.
Taylor are using his very methods, quietly and
conveniently ignoring alike the origin of the
same and their own unreasoning opposition
thereto. St. Louis Medical and SurgicalJour.

—

erers in his particular line of

investigation.

If

he was not the originator of the theory, he
must at least be credited, by his work, "A
Treatise on the Nature of Heat Compared with
Light and Sound," with having transferred
one of the most important natural laws from
the domain of mere hypotheses to that of well-

of Mercury. The author
ascertained fact.
the purification by passing air through
Old Iron in China. In China old iron is in the mercury for 48 hours. The impurities,
Electricity in Iron Mining. An applicalarge demand for manufacture into mining tools, zinc, lead, tin, etc., collect at the top of the tion of electricity to iron mining is now prohoes, rakes, spades, plowshares and pickaxes. tube in the form of a black powder.
The re- posed. It consists in the crushing of magnetic
The importations are chiefly of English-made moval of traces of silver and gold is not neces- iron ore by crusher and rolls, and effecting a sepairon.
In 1SS7 the quantity imported into Ohio- sary for mercury intended for filling barometers ration of the ore from the gangue by means of
kiang was 4,285,000 pounds, as compared with and similar instruments. These impurities do dynamos. An experimental plant is to be
not affect the density of the mercury nor alter erected at one of the Marquette mines, and the
3,784,000 pounds the year before.
the appearance of the meniscus. The author machinery best adapted tor work on a large
To Harden Oopper.— Melt together and considers that if pure air has any oxidizing ac- scale tested. With the large watte-rock piles
stir
until thoroughly incorporated,
copper tion upon pure mercury it is so slight as to be of magnetite on that range, a due regard to
and from one to six per cent of manganese scarcely appreciable. Platinum in thin foil is economies and fair prices for ore, it is thought
oxide. The other ingredients for bronze and not attacked by mercury in the cold, but on that
there should be developed a paying
other alloys may then be added. The copper prolonged boiling the platinum is attacked, the business of handsome proportions.
greater part remaining in suspension as a black
becomes homogeneous, harder and tougher.
powder. J. M. Crafta.
Chlorides of Aluminum. In a note recently read before the Paris Academic des SciAn Engine recently erected at Chihuahua,
Allots.
Mexico, is said to be the largest ever constructed
Accidental
The
astonishing ences, M. Faure has described methods by which
Gas for Iron Manufacture. The owners in sections.
It has 400 horse power, and changes which are produced by small propor- the chlorides of such substances as aluminum
of natural-gas wells in Pennsylvania appear to
weighs 100,000 pounds. It is a compound con- tions of foreign matter in metals are not and silicon can be obtained in the dry way at a
be repeating the folly of the man who had a
necessarily of small practical importance, as much lower temperature than has previously
densing tandem Corliss.
goose that laid him golden eggs. Much comvery slight impurities in metals for certain pur- been the case. This he has accomplished by
plaint has recently been made about the exGood Substitute for Bron/.e. Thirty parts poses might lead to serious consequences. acting on the source of these elements at a red
travagant prices asked for the gas, and now we of good brass (35 parts of zinc, 65 parts
of cop- Robert Austin gives two striking illustrations heat with a gas consisting of a mixture .in suitlearn that quite a number of establishments are per), 16 parts of copper, four
parts of pbospor* of this possibility. A small fraction of bis- able proportions of hydrochloric acid and
either going back to coal or will manufacture tin, No. O.
muth in copper will reduce' its electrical con- naphthaline.
Purification

effects

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Useful Informatio^i.

Engijmeizf^ing I]otes.

be carried out a number of experiments with a
view to testing the comparative merits of castor
and of olive oil for lubricating purposes on
board ship. From the results thus obtained
they have given orders that henceforth all exposed parts of machinery are to be lubricated
exclusively with castor oil, while the mineral
oils are to be used for oylioder and similar luoil

An

TiiK Intercfitiok ofTklkorams Ovkrcomk.
its duadvantages,
however trifling, so the telephone has its drawbacks, remarks iron, London- The telephone

Ingenious Canal Lock.

As every great invention ha«
French engiaeers have recently aofaieved i
remarkable triumph in the line of canal IocIcb,
by which the principle of the common hy-

j

draalio elevator ts in part applied to raising
One of theae looks, or, more corcanal boats.
rectly speaking, "elevators," has been for some
time in aaccesaful operation on the line of
NeoffoBso, in the northera part of France,
The system, briefly stated, conaista in raising
and lowering canal boats by balancioK their respective weights, the process assisted by hyThe tratlic on this canal,
draulic pressure.
from the Atlantic to the highlands of Kortheastern Fiance, through the department of
Pas de-Cilaifl, has reached 800,000 tons per
year, and to raise each boat up the OS feet incline at Fontinettes reiiuired under the old system five or six hoars.
The engineers learned that Mr. Edward
Clark had constructed in Koglaud a hoisting apparatus for 80ton boats on the caoal oonneetThey adopted
ing the Trent and the Mersey.
his plan, but enlarged and strengthened the
so as to raise a boat of ^00 tons,
** chambers"
and on the Stb of July the new lock was opened
to tratlic.

The plan consists, briefly, of two "chambers," reaching the whole distance from the
level of the canal above to that of the caoal below.
In each chamber is a movable basin resting on the head of an enormous piaton, which
goes down into a cylinder below the level of
the lower canal. The piston is worked by hydraulic pressure.
The upright tubes, if wc may
call them suob, can be connected or disconnect*
ed below by opening or closing an immense
paddle-door.
boat can be

is so acute of hearing that before it every secrecy of telegraphing disappears.
If, formerly,
to ascertain the secrets of the
it w&s desired
telegraph wire, the latter had to be cut, and an
apparatus inserted. Now, with the help of the
telephone, all telegrams may be read unobserved*
ly, even from a great distance.
It is only neceaaary to carry a telegraph wire of moderate
length parallel to the original line, and insert it
in a telephone, from which the Morse signs may
be read ofT by the ear. This would be very
awkward in the case of war telegrama. Even
guarding the line would be of no use, for the
enemy might, at a distance perhaps of half a
mile from the telegraph line, where he could not
be seen, secretly set np his intercepting apparatus, consisting of a hundred yards of parallel
wire and a telephone. How is this dithculty to
be overcome? The (juestion is solved in a sur-

prisingly simple manner by Herr Hoinrich
Discher, who, in the Elektrotechniker, proposes
cross telegraphing.
If telegrama are sent from
opposite directions on the same wire at the
same time, the listener at the telephone only
hears a potpourri of confused sounds. In practice, the matter may be solved in this way. One
station aenda actual telegrams, the other a disAs long as the oppatch previously agreed on.
erator at the former station sees this dispatch
coming in, he may be sure that no eavesdropper

the telegrams he is sending.
The
Austrian war othoe is said to have paid great
attention to the matter lately.
reads

—

fathers attached to so simple an act aa that of
combing the hair. Yet we learn from old church
history that the hair of the prieat or bishop was
thus combed several times during divine service
by one of the inferior clergy. The comb is
mentioned as one of the eaaentials for nse during
a high mass when sung by a bishop, and both
in Eoglish and foreign cathedrals they were
reckoned among the costly possessions of the
church. Some were made of ivory, some were
carved, othera gemmed with precious stones.
Among the comba apecially known to history
are those of Sb, Neot, St. Dunstan, and Mala-

present stationed at Fort Grant, Ar., has addressed to the citizens of Kl Paso a project to
construct a dam across the Rio Grande, four
miles above the city, at a place where the
bluSi come within 400 feet of each other and
consist of solid rock, and where the bed of the
river is also rocky. He proposes to build a dam
60 feet high of atone and Portland cement, and
thus create a lake 14 miles long. This would
hold water enough to permanently irrigate Rio
Grande valley on the Mexican as well ae the
American side of the river, Ac irrigating canal
could thus be carried past the city of El Paso
70 feet above its level. The water could be
utilized for hydrants and fire-plugs, as the pressure would be ample. The lake thus formed
would be from 6 to 8 miles wide and cover 50,000 acres of laad which ia not settled and is
mostly owned by private parties. This would
have to be purchased or condemned by legal
process.
The plan ia very favorably received
hy the citizens of El Paso, and will probably be
acted upon. It would also aupply water-power
to run all the factories in El Paso.

—

BoiLDiNfi Ui'— Not Pulling Down. In the
construction of engineering works in this country the one problem to be solved is always how
to build up, and there is never a thought of
how to pull down. Consequently it is quite a
novelty to read in the description of a new railway bridge in Sweden, that "there are holea in
the granite pillars for placing dynamite in case
it should be necesaary, during a war, to blow
apthe bridge."

A New Principle

of

pRoruLSioN.

—The

Italians have made use of a new principle for
the propulsiou of some of their fast gunboats
and torpedo-catchers under construction. They
have improved on the twin screw of modern
steamships by the addition of a third screw
moved by a aeparate shaft and set of engiues.
The three acrewa are placed in the angles of a
triangular pyramid;

A New

Style of Electric Railway

in

The Yellow Fever.
The State Board

of Health has appointed Dr,
S. 8. Herrick aa Sanitary Inspector, to visit the
southern borders of the State, with a view of investigating the introduction of infectious dis-

—

—

Line o^ Shafting. Wm. Coutie Sc
Troy, N. Y., recently placed an engine

A LoNo
Son

of

near the center of a line of shafting 2.300 feet
length.
The next longest line of shaftis aaid to be running at Power Hall, Cincinnati, which is only 900 feet long.

ing

To Remove TnE*'GLA7,E" from Clothino,
Soil or ahininesa on coat-collar or sleeve may be
removed by spongiug them off once or twice a

be cauaed by no other means, and this poison
ia remarkable for the tenacity wit'h which it
,affixe8 itself to objects, which, if portable, may
convey it long distances, and for its tenacity of
life, which renders it difficult to destroy. Diphtheria, also a contagious disease, and largely
fatal, may also arise from other causes than
contagion, notably from fermenting filth, and
requires, not only isolation, but cleanliness for
its extinction.
Typhoid fever and Asiatic
cholera, while not directly communicable from

week with the following preparation: One person to person, are spread by the dejecta of
ounce of ammonia, one ounce of alcohol, one their victims, which contaminate the waterounce

of ether,

one quart of water.

One Hundred and Twenty two

passenger
trains leave the Grand Central depot, at New

York, daily.

(200D HEy\LTH.
Annual Sanitary Review.

supply, and thus an efficient disinfection of
theae dejecta is a very desirable thing to accompliah. Smallpox my be exterminated by
vaccination, and thia, I am happy to concede,
is a fact on which the public requires leas information than most others, albeit there are
skeptics here. It is evident if the public knew
how diseases arise and are disseminated, it
would be prepared to more heartily and e£fectually second the endeavor of sanitarians to limit
and subdue them. In proportion to its knowledge of sanitation would its zeal increase, O,
A, Collamore, M, D,

Dr. Barger, the Health OfBcer, has filed with
the Board of Supervisors his annual report,
Chinese Have no Nerves.
from which ia taken the following atatistica:
The North
by means of palladium paper has been rendered
There were 6036 deaths in the city during the China Herald says the quality of " nervelesaetill more delicate by Herr Schaulllers, who
past year, against 5359 the preceding year. The ness" distinguishes the Chinaman from the
uses, to every three parts of chloride of palladeath rate has been slightly in exceas over last European, The Chinaman can write all day,
dinm, one part of chloride of gold. The in- year. The rate per thousand last year waa work all day, stand in one position all day,
crease of senaitivenesa may be partly due to
weave, beat gold, carve Ivory, do infinitely
17.86; this year, 18.27.
catalytic action, that is, to the mere presence of
The death rate among the Chineae in the city tedious jobs for ever and ever, and show no
the gold, perhaps to the action of traces of has been 17.63 per 1000; among all othera, 18.36. more signs of weariness and irritation than if
acetylene apon the gold solution. The solution The smaller death rate among the Chinese may he were a machine, Thia quality appears early
uaed for making the paper contains three eighths be accounted for from the fact that they have in life. There are no reatless, naughty boys in.
per cent of chloride of palladium and one-eighth but very few children, among whom the pro- China. They are all appallingly good, and will
per cent of chloride of gold. One pint coats portion of deaths ia always much larger than plod away in school without recesses or recreabout 9i,, and will steep filter paper enough for among adults.
The Chinaman can do
ation of any kind.
8000 to 11,000 tests. The main sources of error
The principal diseases and the number of without exercise. Sport or play seems to him
are tobacco smoke, stoves, and smoky chimneys, their reapective victims were: Consumption, so much waste labor.
He can sleep anywhere
which let carbonic oxide into the room, the 905; cancer, 190; heart diaeaae, 3S7; amallpox,
amid rattling machinery, deafening uproar,
vapor of fusel oil, onion smell, mercury vapor, 69; diphtheria, 151; typhoid fever, 152; scar- squalling children and quarreling adults. He
and sulphureted hydrogen.
latina, 28; pneumonia, 577; Bright'a disease, oan sleep on the ground, on the fioor, on a bed,
on a chair, in any position. It woald be easy
132; bronchitis, 173; violent deaths, 296.
The excess of deaths from consumption over to raise in China an army of a million men
to Dress Kid-Skins. An enterprising German leather manufacturer baa those of the year preceding was 133, from pneu- nay, of ten millions tested by a competitive
discovered a way to tan American kid-skina so monia, 266; from heart disease, 95; and from examination as to their capacity to go to sleep
The record for the preceding across three wheelbarrows, head downward like
that they bfecome in every way superior to the bronchitis, 118.
French article in durability and finish. "The year shows no deaths from erne Upox. The to- a spider.
diaeaaes
for the year is SSS,
of
zymotic
tal
tanning,"
process of
says the New York World,
Effects of Seasickness and the Remedy.
"is performed entirely by American workmen, against a total of 810 for the year preceding.
The number of births registered is 1780, Dr, Dastre, a French phyaiologiat, who has
and the akina sell for from 50 to 70 per cent lesa
experimenting with animals to determine
been
year.
for
the
preceding
The
disagainst
1346
than the French. Not only are the shoe manufacturers all over the country using the new proportion of these figures, as compared with the nature of seasickaeaa, reports that after
had
been aubjected to various kinds of
they
product, but already thousands of dollars' the deaths, is due to the negleot of physicians
motion, corresponding to the rolling and pitchworth have been exported to Germany, France to register births as required by law.
The dread disease of cancer stands fourth on ing of vessels, he found their inteatines strangeand Austria. The dressing of kid-skins was almoat monopolized by France until this manu- the list in the number of its victims. This fact ly misplaced. He concludea that a similar discalls
loudly for an investigation into the alleged turbance produces seasickness on board ships.
facturer hit upon an idea better than theirs."
"cure for cancer " by a practitioner in thia city, Cocaine is said to be an excellent remedy.
which treatment is ignored by the medical fac- Another French physician, who agrees with Dr,
An Unbreakable Sdbstitdte for Glass.
aa to the cause of aeaaiokness, claims to
An unbreakable substitute for glass is made by ulty, notwithatinding the abundant evidence of Dastre
have discovered two infallible remedies, one a
Mons. L, C. A. Marguerie of Paris, by immers- its verity, which ia open every day to the facmixture
of atropine and strychnine, and the
ing wire gauze in a heated state in a thin paste ulty and the public at 224 Poat street, where
other caffeine.
formed of soluble glass, gelatine and glycerine, numerous patients can daily be seen under treatThe
or glucose, in proportions varying according to ment and the curative process witnessed.
SiONS OF Death. It will probably surprise
the use for which the material is designed. matter will undoubtedly be brought before the
session,
and
the
rea- moat people to learn that both ceasation of rescoming
When nearly dry, the sheets are dipped in a con- Legislature at its
piration and of movement of the heart are recentrated solution of chrome alum or bichromate son why our State Board of Health refuses to
Any desired coloring-matter may be inveatigate will be inquired into. So far as our jected as sigoB of death by a French lecturer, in
of potash.
the precise moment when life ceases.
considering
think
goea,
we
do
not
observation
incorporated with the gelatine, and copal or personal
Heart beats have been known to continue for an
other protective varniah may be applied to the there ia 1 in 100 of the people, outside of the
*' vitreo-metallic " panes.
faculty, who, if the question waa put to them, hour after the body was beheaded, while, on the
would not demand an investigation in the in- other hand, they may temporarily cease in

— Dr.

Bunte's

—

for detecting gas leakage

—

—

A New Wat

—

—

—

—

Kicker and Croaker,

—

The kicker ia a deanincubua. The kicker
incitea to improvement; the croaker to indignation and resentment.
The kicker only is heard
street level.
They hang from seta of wheels when he is given SI accommodationa at S3 rates;
taking their power from the tracks, which are the croaker would be just as noisy if he was
charged with electricity. A speed of from 8 to" getting $3 accommodations and paying nothing.
The kicker is a lively, jovial, progressive
10 miles an hour ia claimed for the cars.
fellow; the croaker ia a dismal nuisance, who
The new quartz mines in Bailey Gulch, Jef- lags superflnous on the stage.
A
ferson county, Montana, are looking well.
Lubricating Virtues of Various Oils.
great deal of prospecting has been done there
The Italian Admiralty have, recently oaused to
this season.
is

process of construction in a suburb of St. Paul,
Minn. The railroad is an elevated structure,
and the cars are hnng below it cloae to the

reported these matters to the Board of Health,
which promptly insisted upon a proper cleansing and disinfection of the rags before being
used. The garbage and sewerage cjuestion in
this city Is also engaging the attention of our
health oooservators.

A

That of St, Thomas, the martyr of Canterbury, is still to be seen in the Church of St.
Sepulchre, at Thetford, and that of St. CuthGornhill Magazine.
bert at Durham cathedral.

Detection of Gas Leakage.

—

gated.
Another source of dacger is from in
licted rags, which may find their way to some
of the factories in and about the city engaged in
making rag carpets, mattreaaes, etc., from such
refuse.
The Health Officer has very properly

eases in California.
The now inspector has established his headquarters at Yuma, and already entered upon the
discharge of his duties.
His firat inquiries will
be devoted to an investigation as to the likelihood of the introduction of yellow fever in this
State.
He will also turn his attention to the
spread of amallpox, aa black amallpox is knowa
exist in Mexico now.
to
South BRN correspondent of the Cultivator
Dr, Herrick is said to have had a wide expefinds that a pure article of hog's lard well
rubbed in is a most excellent remedy for warts rience as a sanitary officer, having been connected with the Board of Health of New Orleans
on horses, and will invariably effect a cure at
during two yellow-fever epidemics. He was
the first application. In a varied experience
also for a time in charge of the San Francisoo
with horses, cattle and mules, he has never
known a wart to withstand a second applica- pesthouae.
tion.
They generally commence sloughing off
Contaoious DisEAflES. Scorlct fever, a oonafter the first application, and, to all appeartagiouB disease producing a large annual morances, without the slightest pain. The remedy
tality, is caused by a specific poison which emis simple and may be worth trying.
anates from the person of the patient, and oan

chias.

DAMMtsn THE Rio Grande — A Gigantic proposed new method
ScHKMK. Late dates from EI Pdso state that
Major Anson Mills of the Tenth Cavalry, at

—

A Deei' Hot-Water Srpi'LY. A remarkable
instance of the increase of temperature in the
earth toward the center has been presented at
Pesth, where the deepest artesian well in the
world ia that now being bored for the purpose
of supplying the public baths and other establishments with hot water. A depth of S140
feet has already been reached, and it furnishes
170,000 gallons daily at a temperature of 158"
E.
The municipality have recently voted a
large subvention in order that one boring may
be continued to a greater depth, not only to obtain a larger volume of water, but at a temperature of 171) F.

in

Thus the basin containing the
The Mystery of the Comd. It would be
made to slide up or down in the curioua to know what mystic meaning our fore-

chamber, to the walls of which it is fitted.
Suppose a boat to have moved into one chamber from the level of the canal below, and another into the other chamber from the level of
the canal above; the superior weight of the
higher boat and the water floating it in the
basin rapidly sinks it till both boats are in the
middle, when an equilibrium would naturally
occur.
To remedy tbia the water is withdrawn
from the basin of the aacending boat, when a
very moderate addition of hydraulic pressure
causes it to rise to the level of the upper canal, as
the other boat sinks to that of the canal below.
The chambers or tubes are, of course, very
strongly made, beine lined with copper and
Boats are now raised and
ribbed with steel.
lowered in three minutes instead of six hours,
as formerly in the aeries of locks.

brication .
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veloper; the croaker

ia

—

and humanity.
Smallpox.

terest of both Bcience

fainting.

—

Dr.
Salicylic Acid for Rheumatism.
Health has been very active Donald C, Hood has collected many facts relatevery possible immu- ing to the use of salicylic acid for rheumatism.
The number of cases Of 728 patients treated with salicylates, 523
nity from this scourge.
of smallpox reported in this city during the were relieved of their pains within seven days,
year was 568, of which only 69 resulted fatally. whereas of 612 patients
treated by other
The coat to the city baa been $45,000. Meaaures methods only 140 were relieved within the aame
are still in progress which aim to prevent any time.
further outbreak. Danger is to be expected
Weakness of the Eyes. It ia not generally
from the caat-oS" clothing of patients, which was
All such known, but should be, that weakness of the eyes
laid aaide before seeking the hospital.
apparel should be destroyed or carefully fumi- ia often due merely to dyspepsia,

The Board

and

of

efficient in securing

—
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any active steps are taken in the matter of the valuable property; but the simple fact of own- Erroneous Chronology of the Marshall
Government Commission to investigate the ing a valuable property is no guarantee of the
Gold Find.
debris question. It is to be hoped that this financial success of the same.
The method of
About one year ago there wds brought to
time the subject will be thoroughly examined treatment of the ore is a very serious question
with a Mexican property; the questions of fuel, light and published in this city a diary, or porby competent and unbiased engineers.
Considerable attention is being paid in this transportation, water, facilities for repairing tions of a diary, kept by Henry W. Bigler, one
W. E. EWER.
T. DEWEY.
State to prospecting for oil, coal and gas. All machinery, etc., require much more consider- of the men employed on the Sutter aawmill at
& CO., Publishers.
of these substances have been more or less neg- ation in that country than they do in this. the time of the Marshall gold discovery.
Id
There are other min- Methods of reduction that would be advisable thia diary occurs an entry which purporta to
lected in favor of gold.
<;e, 220 Market St.^ N. E. cor. Front St. S. F.
gW" Take the Elevator, No. 12 Front St."^
eral products besides these which ought to be in this country might bankrupt a company have been made on the day that that discovery
developed in Oalifornia, but capital is needed, there. Six months given to the study of the took place, but which conflicts with the hereto-

DEWEY

,

W.

EWER

B.

Senior Editor

Terms of Subscription.
New

§3.

fore accepted date of that event, which, accord-

as

ing to Marshall, Sutter and others in a position

it

Advertisiner Bates.
1 week. 1

best manner in which to handle the product of
is not so abundant for such purposes
the mine would seem to be time lost, but in the
ought to be.
long run it would be found to be money gained.
In the meantime developments can go on in the
Mexican Mining Investments.

and that
subacriptions will be
declined without caah in advance. All arrearages must
be paid for at the rate of S3.50 per annum.

Annual Subscription,

mine; good reserves mean economical working.

month. 3 mos. 12 mos.

to

be correctly informed on that point, occurred

on the 19bh day of January, 184S. According
to the entry in Bigler's diary, it occurred on

of management on the property is the 24th day of that month.
Aa there seems a disposition on the part of
advance in mining matters in Mexico. While one of vital importance. The greater part of
Large advertisements at favorable rates. Special or in some cases foreign investors have been well the failures, where the mine has had any value aome writera to adopt this latter as the true
advertisements,
notices
appearing
notices,
legal
reading
repaid, in many the amounts risked have been at all, will be found to have had their cause date of the gold dtacovery, it may not be amies
in extraordinary type or in particular parts of the paper,
at special rates. Four insertions are rated in a month.
lost; this, too, in cases where the speculation here, and generally the cause will be found to to examine a little and aee what, if anything,
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was most promising and the mines apparently be
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The question

Inquiry into the causes of some failures brings
us into the possession of facts which are worthy
of consideration

The

and economically administer the
property thousands of miles

by parties who are favorably posterous.

down

A

idea that a

the United States

away

affairs
is

general line of action

for the superintendent,

of a

simply pre-

may

be

he being free

there

may

be to justify such change in the chro-

nology of that notable occurrence.

According to Marshall and Weimer's version
they two were, on the morn-

of the discovery,

ing of January 19, 184S, walking
race to see

down the mill-

what execution the water

the

on Thursday evening.

disposed toward investing capital in Mexican

laid

SCIENTIFIC PRESS PATENT AGENCY.
DEWEY & CO., Patent Solicitors.

mining ventures.
Mexico is at our very door, yet it is a country whose manners, customs and language are

way he may deem most preceding night for the pnrpose of deepening
advisable. This makes him personally respon* the channel had effected.
Marshall being a
sible for the results, whereas if he were acting little ahead, waa the firat to eapy a piece of yel-

Our

A. T.

latest

forms go

DBWBY.

to press

W,

B.

BWBR.

Q. H.

STRONG.

to carry

it

from our oWn. The engineer under the orders of a man from whom it would
who, never having had any practical experi- take 10, 20 or more days to get an answer
ence in the management of mining properties in when instructions were required, sooner or
that country, goes there to report on a prop- later there must come a conflict of authority
erty, is handicapped to that extent that his re- which can only result in damage to the property and financial loss to the company.
port may be utterly valueless.
totally different
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more
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Chemical Gold M. Co.— Meriden, Ot.
tSF See Advertising Columns.

New

City, Idaho.

Passing Events.
Political

aflfaira

are just

now

attracting at-

tention more than anything else, but in a few

weeka
tle

this will all be over

down

and people

will set-

to business again.

about over for the season in
though in this State,
except in the more mountainous portions, it
Prospecting

most parts

is

of the coast,

can be carried on for some time yet.
the winter the prospector's occupation

Daring

Any

one unable to apeak the language

able

suffi-

ciently well to personally direct bis operations

questions will endeavor to give the answer he

thinks wanted, irrespective of what the truth

may

main

is

being unlawfully taken up as agricult-

ural land,

it is

gratifying to aee that our efforts

This prevarication

thereby putting an end to all log-hauling and
lumber-making, notwithstanding the latter waa
so much needed at the Fort.

is really done from
in that behalf are being seconded in infiuential
Adhering to this resolution, both Marshall
and not maliciously. If the quarters. Senator Stewart of Nevada has inand Weimer assure ua that they kept the gold
engineer does not speak the language, he is at
troduced in the U. S. Senate a bill designed to
find a profound secret for several days after it
the mercy of his interpreter for all collateral
guard against this reprehensible practice, so far
happened, having succeeded meantime in getdata.
Outside of what the engineer sees with
The details of this bill have not,
as may be.
ting a supply of logs cut and hauled to the mill;
his own eyes, the matter on which the value of
we believe, been fully perfected, Senator Stewthia accompliahed, they let the secret out
that
his report depends comes to him through his inart being desirous to further consult with his
is to say, having kept it to themselves until the
terpreter; hence the value of the report is conmining constituency in regard to its provisions
24th of the month, they then gave it publicity,
tingent on the veracity of the interpreter.
before having it reported on in committee.
To be safe, no one should employ for the exand the fact coming to the ears of Bigler, he, as
The matter is one of inherent difficulty, and
amination of a Mexican property an engineer
was his wont when anything noteworthy hapit is not easy to Bay just what additional legiswho has not had practical experience with the
pened, jotted it down in his diary, the entry
lation ia required to cure the evil complained
running thus: "January 24th Thia day some
class of people he will have to deal with or who
of; that is, how a law shall be framed that will
caunot speak Spanish.
kind of metal that looks like gold waa found in
duly protect the rights and interests of all parthe tail-race." Now clearly Bigler could not
The country is notorious for rich veins, and
the miner, the public and the
ties concerned
this often misleads engineers, for, with very few
have made that entry on the day the gold waa
agricultural claimant.
exceptions, the average value of the vein defound; to suppose that he did would be to preIn this strait it is well that the trustees of the
creases with depth while the width remains unsume that Marshall and Weimer ruahed off at
State Mining Bureau have appointed a comchanged.
We do not wish to be understood as mittee, consisting of two of their number to once, and not only acquainted our chronicler
saying that the ore of all the veins decreases
with the fact, but took along a quantity of the
inquire into and consider what further remedial
with depth; still, where veins have been profityellow metal for his inspection, which would be
measures should by Congress be adopted, there
ably worked at a depth an examination will gento gainsay reason and discredit all that these
being already a law on this subject. Bat the
erally show that a bonanza, or, as the Mexicans
men have told us about the circumstances attrouble ia, this law, never very efficient, has, by
will say, a *' claro rico," has been struck.
In the variona decisions of the Laud Commiasioner tending the gold discovery.
short, Mexican mines are pockety.
That Bigler did not at the time attach much
This being
and the Department of the Interior, been renthe case, the past history of the mine is no
importance to the reputed gold find is evident
dered so nearly nugatory that it calls for strincriterion on which to base the future prosperity
from the fact that there appears no further engent amendment; the decisions alluded to havof the concern.
What is in sight should be the ing almost always been notoriously favorable to try in hia diary until January .30th, when the
only factor taken into account when estimating
following remark occurs: " Our metal has been
the agricultural; homestead, railroad or other
the value of a property. Then as to traditried and proved to be gold.
It is thought to be
contesting
the
mineral
character
the
claimant
of
tions; hardly a report comes to us relative to a
rich."
For nearly a week after the discovery,
land.
Mexican property that does not predicate imadopting his own chronology, he continues
This committee of the Mining Bareau will
mense wealth from the mine on its tradition;
working on and about the mill, paying so little
confer with Senator Stewart on hia arrival in
they are worth just the paper they are written
attention to it that only after the expiration of
the city, tendering such suggestions touching
on, no more.
six entire daya does he find out that the metal
the amendment of the present law, or the framShould some tradition be eventually proved
is actually gold.
ing of an entirely new one, as they may deem
true, it must be considered a wonderful piece of
The discrepancy between these dates ia easily
expedient. As these representatives of the
good fortune.
explained.
Marshall gives us, aa he had every
Mining Bureau are conversant with the matter
The facility with which traditions grow is
reaaon to do, the veritable day on which the disin hand, and the committee compriaes some
exemplified in the case of a Sonora mine, which
covery took place; Bigler the day on which he
good legal talent, it may be expected that anywas the property of a San Francisco company.
first heard of it, under the impression, probably^
thing they may have to offer in this connecWork was suspended on account of the unsafe
that it was really the day on which the even^;
tion will be duly appreciated by our national
condition of the shaft and «he property shortly
happened, or he might have worded the entry
law-givers as well aa by the public at large.
after abandoned.
At tne time work was susin the manner he did through inadvertence.
The management of the Horn Silver mine, Nor is it on the testimony of Marshall alone
pended, about 20 tons of ore, assaying some $30
to the ton in gold, was broken in one of the Utah, has not been very satisfactory to all the that this version of the ever-memorable incident
drifts.
Some five years later, the old superin- stockholders, but at the recent annual meet- rests. It is confirmed by the statement of Peter
tendent being in the neighborhood of the mine, ing the "Francklyn" management was de- L, Weimer, Mrs. Weimer, his wife, and all the
concluded to take a look at it. He found, as feated, and the mine pasaes into the hands of hands at the mill other than Bigler, and even
was anticipated, that the shaft had caved to the Bache McE. Whitlock and Allan C. Washing- by that of General Sutter himself, who could
surface.
A Mexican living near by gravely in- ton of New York, Jas. T. Little and Joe Jen- by no possibility have been mistaken on this
formed him that the cave in the mine had nings of Salt Lake City and Frank Farnsworth point. To suppose that all these people, who
buried 300 tons of ore worth $100 per ton; so of Beaver City, Utah, and other minority had the beat of opportunity to know whereof

be.

a desire to please,

—

—

—

,

stockholders.
gone, much for traditions.
they speak, and the best of reasons for speaking
and those who have been searching over the
There are to be had thoroughly reliable engiThe advancement of all mining sections de- correctly, should have been mistaken, or that
mountains now gather to the towns and camps. neers whose reports can be depended upon, so a pends considerably upon capital being invested they conspired to testify falsely, ia oat. of the
It will probably be some months yet before company may come into possession of a really to open np the hidden wealth.
question.
is
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dustries, or improving old, will gain a strong
Ubute Landings.
and commanding position in the markets of the
There are many new fieldi of applied science world. American ingenuity and enterprise
As has been before mentioned in the Pke.-^s, a
Opening ap for the inveBtigation of oivil engi- have already placed this country ahead of all large portion of our coasting trade is dependent
Deen, and one of the most promising is that of
eleotrioity.
It has been truthfully remarked
that it is only a question of time, and short at

Use and Progress of Electrical Engines.

'

when a majority

that,

stationary engineera,

of

Every engineer,

whatever

of

master of

not already done

the

AH

so.

shoald

class,

situation,

if

The report

man oan

we

boundless.

Kapecially

utilizing its

Drumlummon mines (Montaua

Co. Limited) has

summarized, the

mills,

be

to

months June

this the case in the
energy in distributing

is

tons

of

the half year ending June 30. 1S88, 270
tons ; value of bullion obtained direct from
the mills, $402,850.93; value of concentrates ob-

tained direct from the mills, $149,391.81— $642,-

all

Average cost

242.74.

$9.81; average coat of mining and

milling per
ton of ore for half year ending June 30, 1888,
$7.53; decreaaed coat per tou, $2.28.

the sys-

There

arrange-

is

now

being worked than formerly.

three mills

many

now

many

being done in this direction in San

As

already

is

ers, a long belt

known

to our

read-

the shape of an electrical

in

wire has been brought into this

our press, elevator,

office,

and by
by

etc., is run, instead of

Scores of small

the direct action of steam.

over the city are also obtaining their

We

same way.

most
working of
the underground pumps and hoisting machinery
at Aspen, Colo.; the underground haulage at
Lykens, Pa.; the long transmission at the Big
in the

have.^also

satisfactory reports of the successful

Feather river, in this State; the

in-

numerable surface roads worked either through
fixed
conductors or by
storage batteries, and the

during

now

erations that are

prosperity offers to forego

^---—

^ one-fourth of his salary for
'

be-

than

In every direction

Still

he

that developments

mine show considerand be
has confidence in renewed
in the

*/"(VV'^'

able improvement,

this.

we

the coming year.

thinks

!

electric wires

in other cities

But

showing how low a grade of ore can be worked
to a profit, no deduction is made for the expenditure on prospeoting, and average cost of
mining per ton (including prospeoting) is $3.27;
average coat of milling in 60 stamp mill, $1.14;
total average cost of mining, milling, and prospecting, $4.41; from which it will be seen that
they can not only derive a small profit from the
treatment of ore that will mill $4,50 per ton^
but can devote a sum equal to $1 per ton from
expenaes to the future development of the mine.
LBACHING-TANK FOR RUSSELL PROCESS.
There have been many annoying disappointments of late arising from unsatisfactory deothers in the applications of electricity, yet even on the chute landings, as they are called, where velopments, disturbances and *' faulting" of the
the moat sanguine of the dreamers probably un- the lumber, etc., is sent down a chute to the lode in the lower levels. The resident managing
derestimates the benefits which will accrue to deok of the vessels. This system has been director, R. T. Baylese, in view of diminished
in

by power

conducted

year,

half

past

to $56,089, or $1.11 per ton of ore ex-

small op-

infinite variety of

cost of pros>

all

the

the purposes of the mills, $2.16 per ton.

'

drawn from

but this includea

which,

tracted, leaving the actual coat of extraction for

localities,

prises generally.

The statement shows the average

in the mills;

amounted

and is already adding largely^to the
convenience and profits of our industrial enter'

There are

one 50, and one

coat of mining to be $3,27 per ton of ore treated

promises to greatly lessen

the cost of manufacturing and milling in

—one of 10 stamps,

60 stamps.

parts of the country, here-

and

It

a falling off in the value of the ore

is

supplied to the mills, but more low-grade ore

pecting,

factories.

mining and milling per

of

ton of ore for half year ending June 30, 1887,

being utilized in this manner for mines, mills

ing

ISS7, 35,587; in-

30,

56S9 tons. Number of dry
oonoentrates obtained in the mills

It is

tofore neglected on account of location, are

of the

months June

six

that the larger the capacity of a

water-powers in

Bend

num-

large

such

are the possibilities in this direction that

power

in the

for

ment, will do the work of dozens of engineers
and quite as well or better. In fact, so great

all

and crushed
18S8, 41,276;

as

stations,

central

when compared to the convenience of
tem. One electrician, with snch an

shops

IIO,

creased tonnage,

—

it

Briefiy

ber of dry tons of ore raised

steam engine within reasonable proportions
the cheaper can power be produced. The lose
employing electricity to distribute that
in
power over short distances is very small, and
whatever that loss may be, it is but a trifle

is

Co.'s Mines.

the half year of work on the

for

ber of dry tons of ore raised and crushed in the

appear

look,

waterfalls or powerful steam

Much

all, in-

engines.

power from

Francisco.

are

just been submitted.

mills, six

direction of

known

They

primitive wooden structures,

main features are: Estimated quantity of high
and low grade ore in reserve, li33,'2S7 tons; num-

usefulness for eleobricity, in

of

fort,

The Montana

less es-

Electrical Development-

well

cluding the

*

atadious character.

direction

standing as well as some of

much of the timber thereabouts having long since been out away,

keep up with the requirements of the times or
hope to meet with preferment in his calling unless he manifests an observing, inquiring and

fields

an old Kussian aettlement, and

oaost as formerly,

has

In this age of sciontitic, me-

ohanioal and industrial progress no

whatever

is

is still

the other Russian buildings.

they do not keep op with the necessi-

ties of the times.

The

Fort Koas
the old fort

enfrineers will soon find

that their services will soon be held in

teem

make

he

if

in use on the coast.
The shears and wire ropes
support the chute proper above the waves. In
stormy weather these oannot be used.

and are fast falling into decay. Fort Ross is
no longer as important a landing-place on the

even, will have to be also practical electriaiana.
himself
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prosperity.

find

the field widening, the de-

mand multiplying

Asphalt

for'^elec-

motors; and as yet

tric

Falls.

we

Spokane

at

—There

is

consid-

but the faint' beginnings of the uses of this

erable excitement over the

new agent of

of asphalt a mile

see

discovery of large deposits

civilization.

Undoubtedly, says a

kane

co-

Territory,

temporary, the storage battery

improved, and

we

winds

Leaching

the waves

heaven and

this

and even materialize the dream of that
grand old man and eminent
of the sea,

;

:

i

engineer, Ericsson, in utilizing

the

now

wasted en-

ergy of the sun's heat.

may
filled

We

yet see onr streets
with electrically pro-

horse

and

his

will in

I

I

Those who have followed

^—

A LUMBER CHaTB AT FORT

and

remember that this tank
was described in some detail in

that one of the series

BOSS,

SONOMA COUNTY.

pages 190-191.
of

OAL.

effected

The mines

in

will,

any wonderful agent in developing new

in-

ua and to mankind generally from the develop-

ment

adopted because

we have few

details

already given, as well as

harbors on the

coast where there are facilities for maintaining

of electrical engineering.

The

construction have been

places

and labor accounts.
qecome safer by being better lighted, and miners will produce more by their labor with the
aid of this willing and tireless *' helper."
That nation which first takes full advantage

of

now

pnblishRd September 22d,

pay dividends out of the saving
their fuel

leachiog-tanka

used in the Rusaell Process.

j

]

many

— On

running in the Press will

]

mills

Tank.

given engrav-

the series of articles

often

Our mines

is

ings of the

barbarous driver will dieappear.

page

i

and the
too

ex-

j

<

pelled carriages,

is

pected.

shall be-

fore long harness the

of

of oil in the vicinity

be greatly

yet

will

from Spo-

Washington
The diacovery

Falls,

The chutes are swung over the waby shears and wire ropes and serve the pur-

the method of using the tank.
plan,

and

Fig. 12 shows

Fig. 13 a section.

wharves.

— It

C. A. PiLLSEURT & Co,, the famous Minneapolis millers, who four years ago inaugurated
French cruiser Alger is to have triple expan- pose very well.
On this page is a view of a chute at Fort the profit-sharing syatem, have recently dission engines worked at 240 pounds per square
among their employee.
Ross, Sonoma county, which is a type of many tributed $40,000
inch, furnished by Belleville boilers.

High Pressure.

is

stated

that the

ter
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Union. Oat of 7,757.916,784 feet of
pine lumber cut in the Northwest during the
year 1887, Michigan produced 4.087,797,304
feet, or more than one-half the entire product,
exceeding its product of 18S6 by 103,000,000
Out of 4,116,466,750 shingles cut in the
feet.
Northwest, Michigan mills cut 2,770,164,750,
The figures,
or nearly two-thirds of the whole.
large as they are, hardly convey an adequate
idea of the piles of lumber which they repreLeaving aside the posts and scantling,
sent.
the Michigan product of pine lumber alone
would lay a plank walk six feet wide and two
inches thick around the globe at the equator,
and erect an eight-foot board fence each side of
it.
The shiogles, counting 1000 to the square
of 100 feet, would roof over ten square miles of
territory.
In producing this number nearly
1000 mills, large and small, are operated. The
capital invested approached §40,000,000, and
the value of the product at wholesale prices
Aside from those enreaches S6i5,000,000.
gaged in shipping the product, the industry
During
gives employment to over 35,000 men.
the year 58 sawmilU and other wood-working
establishments in the Stite were burned, and
about the same nnrabar built or rebuilt. Deiroit Tribune.
of the

OuRliUi^'^^f^Xj^"^^^^^"'"^Novel Method of Piling Lumber.

A

There aeems to be no limit to the applications
mechanism, and this ia well illustrated by
the novel Inraber-piler, the invention of Mr.
of

Carlos E. Dnnshee of Chicago,

111.

The inven-

tion coDsisLs, essentially, of a portable framework that is well braced. Inside the framework are track-rails, suspended by means of
ropework, Tbeae ropes pass over grooved pulleys at the tops of the potitg, and are thence car-

These
ried down to spools and attached.
spools are so placed near the base of four of the
main posts of the framework that all the ropes
for elevating the tracks are connected with
them. The spools are all connected by means
of horizontal shafts and beveled cog gearing, so
impelled by means
the gearing. Upon the
of
tracks run a car having four-flanged wheels.
This car has at each end a series of pendent
books, which are attached at their upper ends
to cross shafts, which permit a vibratory movement of the hooks. The car is composed of a
light frame, and attached to the rear crosspiece, and hanging down, are pieces of metal
that act as gauges for one end of the lumber,
Shgrt trestles stand upon a wooden floor, to
which four of the main posts of the framework are secured at the base. The operation
as to

move

in unison
to

when

power applied

of piling lumber by this method is very simple.
The treaties are first placed at such a distance
apart that the ends of the lumber will project

The lumber is now laid upon
trestles, one course or more at a time,
and at any width desired up to the capacity of
the apparatus. The tracks, together with the
car, while the lumber is being arranged upon
the trestles, are suspended above and out of the
several inches.

the

When

way

all is ready the
of the operatives.
tracks are permitted to descend, carrying with
them the car, the hooks for catching the lumber
having been turned back by means of a rope in
the meantime, pass below the ends of the

*

*

commerce.

"The

long-leafed pine is the most valuable
of the South, and must come into genuse for building material; while the oak
and walnut make the finest furniture and ornamental work of any in the world.

timber

The Railway and Lumber Business. ^Determined efiorts are being made by the railways
of the United States to push farther and farther
into the forest regions of the great Northwest.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad
Co, contemplates extending its line up the Wisconsin river, through the Gogebic mining region,
to Lake Superior, together with a branch irom
the main line to the valley division at some
point south of Wansau. This enterprise will
greatly facilitate lumbering in a very important
district.
In Michigan, it is the settled policy
of the Flint & Fere Marquette and Michigan Central Companies to lay down branches wherever
much pine is to be reached. The former company hauled last year no less than 134 000,000
Private logging railways are also
feet of logs.
increasing in number and extent tbronghoutthe
country.
successful effort to establish rail
shipments is in progress in the Saginaw valley.
In 1880 that district sent out 27.000,000 feet of
lumber by rail and 770,000,000 feet by water.
Last year the rail movement amounted to 176,000,000 feet, and that by water to only 591.000,000 feet. The principal gain in the former di*
rection has occurred since 1884,

A

eral

The Export of Lumber, boards, deals and
planks to Mexico, Central American States and
the several countries of South America, from
this country, continues to increase in value.
Daring the month of January last, the inpect developments in the future never before crease in value of exports to Mexico was about
$8300, To the several countries of South
dreamed of."
America the increase in .January last over JanA Great Lumber State. Although the uary, 1886, was 389,686. There was a slight
drain upon Michigan forests for 30 years past decrease in exports of these goods in January
has been great, the State still maintains its pre' last to the West India islands, as compared
eminence among the lumber-prodncing States with January, 1886.
" Northern lumbermen, with their skill and
genius, accompanied by capital, are finding
their way there, and we may confidently ex-

—

— How

!

now

suffering.
The Banner said: "IE every
mill in reach of Ocala were shut down, and the
teams turned to grass, the owner would be better off.
are selling lumber to-day worth
$20 per thousand at the mill for $15 per thousand feet and paying freights; every man feels
tnsele, and
that he is in a 'catch-as-catch-can
is doing the best he can.
It is true that times
are hard all round, and very little demand for
lumber; but if that little were sold at what it is
worth we would do far better."

We

'

TtfE River Plata Lumber Trade with
country has gained in importance during
the last two years, in consequence of extensive
railroad building in the Argentine Republic and
The shipthe rapid increase of immigration.
ments from the United States in 1S87 comprised
76,000.000 feet of white pine, 53,500,000 feet of
spruce, 82.500,000 feet of pitch pine, and
The United
8.360,000 feet of hard-woods.
States needs and should have direct steam communication, regular mails and good banking
facilities, and a great trade could be built up
with the River Plata and other South American countries.
this

—

—
—

:

foreign population.
"The pineries of the Northwestern States
are being rapidly exhausted, and those of the
Southern States as yet hardly touched, must,
of necessity, soon become the main source of
supply, and will be more largely drawn upon
for the wants and necessities of home trade and

and Florida.

an American subnibin villa, an*
nounced to be " handsome, and artistic in design," 2^ stories high, and covering a space of
42x50 fett. It is constructed entirely of mateLogging in Humboldt County. The Humfoundations, boldt Times of a late date says: We learn from
rials manufactured from straw
timbers, flooring, sheathing, roofing, everything At Bicon, general foreman of the Ryan Slough
the material and Logging Works for McKay & Co., that last
in fact, including the chimneys
being fireproof ^as well as waterproof. The in- week was a busy one for the trainmen, from the
side tinish is to be in imitation rosewood, ma- fact that it was the largest week's work done in
hogany, walnut, maple, ash, ebony, and other the logging camp since it has been in operation,
fine woods, the straw lumber taking perfectly about 550,000 feet being deposited in tide-water.
the surface and color of any desired wood. This
straw house is to demonstrate bow far the inSouthern Hard-Woods. Largo quantities
ventive Yankee has succeeded, not in showing
of Southern hard-woods are crowding their way
us how to make brick without straw, but how
into Northern markets.
Yellow pine is being
If, after this
to produce timber from straw.
shipped more largely every year, and cypress
brilliant exhibition of inventive genius we do
" and sap are coming into more general use.
**
lioker
not bow down and worship him as the
represent

—

timber and lumber mills. Of her 137 counties,
73 of them had large pine forests. She then
had 665 sawmills, valued at §4,875,452.
" The total capital employed in the Southern
-States at that time in lumbering was estimated
at over 821,000.000, and the total product at
over §36,000,000, which must be increased at
the present time to over ^50,000,000.
"The ten cotton States alone cover an area
of 690,000 square miles, with a population of
over 13.000,000.
" Railroads are being built and projected for
the development and utilization of these vast
forests, for English capital is finding its way
there in purchasing hundreds of thousands of
acres of this timber, including the lands which
are being settled to a considerable extent by

in California

great the contrast between the lumber business
In this State hunin California and Florida
dreds of vessels are constantly engaged in the
trade; indeed all the shipping suitable for such
business that can be had on the coast, and new
ones are all the time on the stocks and being
built as rapidly as possible, and yet transportation facilities are short, A lumberman tells, in
the Osceola Banner (a Florida paper) the following story of the utter demoralization of the
lumber business in that State. This, of course,
was months before the sad visitation to that
State of the dread epidemic from which she is

|

—

Straw LriMBER. The reputation of American
straw lumber has evidently gone abroad in the
world. Among the items in an English exchange is a reference to an article that is by no
means rare in this country, a substitute for lumber made of straw paper pulp: A house has
been constructed in Philadelphia which is to be
made entirely of lumber manufactured from
straw by the pulp process. This house is to

boards, and are then permitted to assume a norposition below the boards. If power is now
applied to the gearing, the car will be lifted,
and when at the proper bight, the car is moved
along the track by means of ropes that hang
down within easy reach, until it stands over the
lumber-pile.
If the rope that operates the
hooks is now pulled, the boards will be dropped
upon the top of the pile. The car, being re- of creation, we may consider ourselves lost to
lieved of its load of boards, is now run back to all sense of what is proper under the circumthe position over the trestles, when the opera- stances.
tion described can be repeated, it being only
necessary to lift the car each time as much
The Lumber Exhibit at the Mechanics'
higher than before as to allow for the increase Fair. The exhibition of lumber, from roughin highfc of the lumber-pile by the preceding barked trees to polished woods, at the late Melast load of boards.
By this means lumber can chanics' Fair was considered finer than at any
be piled to any desired bight, and with the ex- previous exhibition ever held. The exhibits
penditure of but very little time or labor in were sent in from all parts of the State. They
qumparison with the ordinary methods. This included the largest single stick of lamber in
invention will soon save its cost, and all those the world, which is 151 feet long, 20 inches
engaged in the production, sale or consumption square in transverse section, and contains 5033^
of lumber should investigate its unusual merits. cubic feet.
In the Humboldt county exhibition there were two pine butts, one 6^ feet in
diameter and the other 5^ feet. In the same
Timber Resources of tbe South.
exhibition there was a reawood plank SO inches
It is one of five similar
Bsaver
J. E. Emerson of
Falls, Pa., writes wide and 11 feet long.
to the Journal of Progress on the timber re- planks cut from the same log,- In the Sonoma
county exhibit there was a butt of the great
sources of the Southern States, as follows
"When in North Carolina nearly one year "Mission" tree, under which 150 camp-meetFrom
ago, I made inquiry as to the supposed amount ings have been held near Guerneville,
of timber still standing in the Southern States Mendocino county a plank 66 inches wide, 3
inches
thick
and
12
feet
long
was
on
exhibition.
alone, and on getting hold of the United Skates
census of ISSO, I found that there was at Local dealers sent in upward of a hundred difthat time supposed to be 112,176,000 feet of terent varieties of wood, rough, stained, var*
' long leaf
No other State in the
pine alone, besides the vast quanti- nished and polished.
ties of
hard timber,' of excellent qualities, Union, and probably no other country in the
world, can make an exhibit of such a variety of
comprising over 200 different kinds of wood.
"Georgia appeared to be the leading State for useful woods as California.

mal
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some plan

of improving it every time he sits
to use it.
It is better than the swage in
the hands of most sawyers of the present day,
but it takes a long time to get around the circumference of a saw, and its use requires an'
expert.
Its advantage is fonnd in spreading
the corners of the teeth to such an extent as to
enable them to cut a kerf sufficiently wide to
allow full clearances for the saw plate in its
passage through the log, without the necessity
of any spring set in the tooth, while at the same
time it compacts the metal and reinforces the
full width of the cutting edge with an arch or
shoulder, which gives strength to the point.
In the hands of an expert or fully competent
man, the upset is probably the most valuable
portable tool about the mill, if we except the
monkey-wrench. One of the chief disadvantages,
however, is found in its portability, it being
necessarily too light to receive the blows of the
hammer, which will compact the metal of the
tooth properly without a rebound, which militates greatly against the uniform character of
the work, and makes requisite a larger number
of blows when one would accomplish the work
to better advantage.
Many inventors have
racked their brains to overcome this trouble,
but all have arrived at the same conclusion,
that the tool which will do the work effectually
must be too heavy to be portable. Wood and

down

—

Iron.

Great Sawmill Feat.
The Santa Cruz Courier Item of a few weeks
what may be considered a very
extraordinary feat of lumber-sawing. According to the record, the Aptos sawmill turned out
since recorded

lumber from the logs in six hours.
mill is situated on Valencia creek,
near the sea-coast, and is owned by F. A. Hihn.
14.3,000 feet of

The Aptos

It
ly

must be a thoroughly equipped and

manned sawmill.

efficient-

The workmen had come

to the conclusion that the

powers

of

the mill

and themselves had only been half drawn upon,
and it was decided to put both to the test.
That test commenced at 6 o'clock on the morning of the 14th of August.
The giant logs were
lifted from the pond and swung upon the carriage.
The smallest did not measure less than
a thousand feet of lumber, and many tallied as
high as 1600, 1700 and 1800 feet. They were
cut into boards, slabs and railroad ties, edged
and taken care of as fast as possible. The
scene was an exciting one. First, three of the
logs were gronnd into slabs, boards, railroad
ties, etc., in

ten minutes.

Then one that
went under

lied considerably over 1000 feet

tal-

the

JSaW 0ilbb X^OTES.

saw and came out mincemeat in a trifle leas
than two minutes.
So it went, "without
haste, without rest," till a halt was called, and

Care of Saw-Teeth.

the unprecedented record of 143,000 feet
sawed and stored from 125 logs in six hours
was declared amid rousing cheers. This feat
was performed by 26 men, including foreman,
engineer and fireman, Aptos milts challenges
the State to beat this record. Does any mill

Saw-teeth should never be filed on the top
side; they may receive a slight draw of the file
to take off a feather edge, but good filers will
never take off any metal from this part of the
tooth. The roots of the teeth must, of course,
be kept full, and this will naturally wear off a
trifie each time from the top; but a good sawyer
will preserve the line of the tooth to as great
depth as he may venture to cut with a file before sending the plats to a gumming machine
It is befor spacing and recutting the teeth.
coming more common every day to do less filing
in sawmills than was formerly thought necessary.
It is becoming

more and more apparent that
the steel is more valuable as a cutting medium
fine
dust
on the fioor of the filingthan as a
room, and the adjuncts for keeping saws in
order have of late years multiplied with rapidity
Formerly all saws were given a spring set,
and a notion prevailed that they must be set
wide enough not only to clear the plate from
the body of the log, but as well as to allow for
the sawdust to pass from the top of the log
through by the side of the plate. At that time
but little thought was given to compacting the
metal at the cutting point, in order to give it
strength and greater solidity, and as the comparatively spongy cutting edge wore off rapidly,
of course so much more filing had to be done.
When at last the fact dawned upon the mind
that if the point could be malje of greater density
its wearing qualities would be vastly improved,
it was no uncommon thing to see a sawyer sit
down with a heavy and rough piece of iron,
and hammer the point, spreading it while drawing it out. This was not eminently successful
with many sawyers, not all of whom were expert enough to do a good job with the facilities
which were within their reach. The amount of
filing which was usually necessary after the
hammering process was complete, was anything
but in the interest of economy of saws or files.
Then came the swage, a bar of steel about
eight inches in length and one and a half inches
in diameter at the large end, tapering to one
inch or less at the small end, and having six or
eight sides. This was of the best tempered
steel, and it took a good workman to make it,
and an equally good one to use it, while in a
majority of cases it was the most expensive adjanct to the mill. Then the upset was invented.
This is a tooth with jaws V-shaped, having a
side collar which prevents the expansion of the
tooth by the spreading pressure of the crown of
the upper jaw, preventing the tooth from splitting while the metal of the point is compacted
by driving inward, reversing the hammer and
swage process of drawing outward.
This tool has come to be pretty generally
adopted, although it is difficult to find a man
who does not declare his dislike to it, and if of
an inventive turn of mind be is usually studying

dare to accept it ?
In closing its article the Courier-Item says:
The railroad took down to Aptos several thousand feet of the morning's product, which was
duly shipped for Pajaro, en route to Coyote,
whence it was ordered, and the next morning,
in less than 24 hours from the time the Inmber
was in the shape of clumsy logs floating in Valencia creek, it was on the ground, nearly a
hundred miles away, where it was to be used.

is

The Largest Sawmill Plant in the South
now being erected at Brewton, Ala. The en-

gine and

much

machinery is in posiof the mill will be 200,000
feet of lumber per day.
It will give employment to over 250 men. This large mill is the
property of the Peters Lumber Company of
Manietse, Mich,, and is situated on the line of
the Lonisville railroad. It went into operation
tion.

of the mill

The capacity

August

let.

Sawmills in Michigan.

—

There are nearly
1000 sawmills, small and great, in the State of
Michigan, the largest lumber-producing State
in the Union.
The capital invested in these
mills is fully $40,000,000, giving employment to
over 35,000 men. Fifty-eight sawmills and
other wood-working establishments were destroyed by fire in that State during the year
1887, and about the same number built or rebuilt.
•

,

Sawmills Increasing in the South.

— It

has been estimated that between 200 and 300'
sawmills will be erected during the last six
months of the present year in the Southern
States.
Pine land is being bought up both
North and South, until it is difficult now tofind a large tract within an easy distance of the
market.

—

California Petroleum. About 400 barrels
of crude petroleum are being turned out daily
by the 22 wells of the Pacific Coast Oil Co, in
the Pico district, near Newhall. The oil company has a monopoly of that section of the country, and it is said to have paid out from $50,000'
to SlOO.OOO to prevent any other wells than its
own from being developed. The wells of the
company are now sunk to a depth of from 1600
to 1800 feet.
The oil is of the best quality obtained on the coast, and the demand for it is
very great. Two more wells will be sunk soon.
All of the product is shipped to this city. Many
of the new manufacturers burn oil instead of
coal, and as it has been proved to be perfectly
safe under stationary boilers, where no great
intensity of heat is required, its use in this line
will no doubt be greatly extended,

Mining and Scientific Press.
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Inferiority of
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American Wool to

Europeiin Explained.
The rpaaoo why AmericiiD woo) will not make
as Hoe ^oods as that prodacd io Kraoce and
'lermany ri>u<>ives this vxplanatioD io the Philadelphia

/ti'fuirer

:

The

sheep-raisinf; disare in oold seotions;

tricts tn this country
smonf; the rocks and hith of Vermont, Maesaohosotts and in portions where the changes in
temperature are budd^n and the climate is severe.
The very tfUmonts which give them
health and make their meat delicious, detract
t))e
quality of the goods span or woven
from
from the woo). In order to provide a saitable
warm covering and protection from the inclement weather, nature provide! them with a thick
coat and their wool grows luxuriaotly. The
growth is aided by an oleaginous Haid secreted
in the skin, and when the wool is abeared small
gloljules of a glutinous and a sticky nature are
found adhering to the surface of the hairs.
These are treated with strong alkalies to remove the excrescencoB ; but the wool seems
rough to the touch, aUogether different from
that manufactured in the southern cities of

Germany.
Inspection of our cleansed wool with the microscope reveals cops or crater nhaped protuberances (till adhering t^ the hair. The alkali has
destroyed the gluten, but not the hard bottom
crust of the globules. Chemicals strong enough
to remove these affect injuriously the crispy
surface of the hairs. The epidermis is broken
and destroyed io places, thus weakening the
fiber and impairing the strength and flexibility
These manifest themselves in the
of the wool.
dyeing.
With all the care possible after the
wool is woven into oloth there is a lack of that
aoltnesB to the tsuch existing in tUe tine foreign
product. The dyes will wear off tirat at the
cup like exorescences and show a mottled appearance, and if the cups have been all removed
will wear pale where the texture has been impaired by the removal. Thus American wooleu
doth will not retain uniformity of color nor
possess homogeneity of texture equal to the fioe
merinos of (lermany. In ordtr to test the matter beyond peradventure, not long ago one of
our leading woolen manufacturers sent some ot
the best American wool to the moat noted German manufactory, where it was subjected in
the dyeing-house to exactly the same treatment
aa the German wool.
The manifest difference
in the outcome settled the question finally.

A New

MatBiial for

I have grown to almost
admire it, and to cuneider the least dresa the best dress.
I do not
think I would now be at all shocked by the decollete costume of a belle in a fathionablo ballroom io Kurope or America. I have grown
quite used to that sort of thing, and quote
Thomson eon nmori':
Oh, f»lr iinilrewi. bpKt tir.-RH' It chi-cka no vein,
Hill aver> Hc>wlti|r llmli to pl#iuur« druwns

AihJ hi){ht«ati uv»r witli

The New Woolen-Mill

Kulted in devising a cotton-cloth substitute for
jate bagging for bales, specimens of which have
been submitted to the members of the Cotton
Kxchange, 9nd favorably received.
The material being made of the very commonest cotton, can be sold at a price lower than ordinary jute bagging. The manufacture of this
material opens up a new and enlarged scope of
usefulness for our cotton mills North and Sjuth,
besides creating another factor in the consumption of the staple,
8(.ilt
another cotton bagging material has
been proposed.
bale of cotton waa received
in Washington a few weeks ago covered with
pine-straw bagging. It passed all the tests satisfactorily, including that of comprese.
It is
expected to answer all the purposes of jute bagging and can be manufactured at mach lower

A

prices.

In this connection it might be welt to inquire
why cotton might not be practically and economically applied to wheat bags, in place of
If that can be done another opportunity
JQte.
for trubt combinations and bag corners will be
swept out of the way, to the great benefit of
the farmers on this coast.
In regard to the outrageous proceedings of
the nnprincipled *' trust " combination, Andrew
(iratz, a St, Louia member of the Cotton Bagging Trubt, recently testified before the Committee on Manutacturee that the trust made a
contract with L. Waterbury, Npw York, who
guaranteed 6^ cents per yard. Waterbury haa
advanced the price to 12^ cents per yard, and
would have advanced it further but for his Bympathy with cotton-growers an advance of 100
per cent. It is to be hoped that the new material will be all that is expected of it.
In stfch
a caoe any "trust" combination would be im-

—

poaBible,

Carter Harrison, in a late letter from the cotton-fields of India, writes aa follows:
ootton-pickers were seen the
^ Thoueands of

—

women, with their bright scarlet skirts and
scarfs, making the green fields took as if flecked
with huge red flowera. The dresa of the women
is a cloth wra-pped about the waist and falling
nearly to the ankles, and then a scarf thrown
over the left shoulder and caught below the
waist under the right arm, leaving the right
shoulder, arm and part of the back free and uncovered.
When at work the skirt ia caught up
between the legs and fastened at the waist.
making a aort of loose, flowing hippen. The
laboring men and boys are nearly nude, with a
I have beshort breech-oloth around the hips.
come BO accustomed tonearly naked people that

Woodland.

arranging for an economical and convenient
working of the mill. He claims to be able to
run it with a force amaller by ten men than
mills of its capacity usually require.
There will be no Chinamen employed about
" During the many years that I did
the mill.
buainess'in San Franoiaco," said Mr. Walker,
" I paid out bushels of money to employes, but
never a cent to Chinamen. Of course we flhall
have to have some experienced operators, but
the largest number of the mill bands will come
families in

Woodland.

We

shall

employ

My

75 or SO bands when well under way.
weavers shall be smart and nimble fingered
girls, who will be paid * by the piece/ ac
cording to the number of yards they weave."
Mr. Walker is intensely practical in his ideas,
and has not passed through a busy life without
learning that the safest way ia the best way.')
" We are going to run this enterpriae to win,"
he aaid. ** We ain't going to have any hightoned, big-salaried officials around ua^ but we
do propose to have the best skilled clothmakera, and to put upon the market goods that
will stand first in the market."
Mr. Walker said that the mill would start up
as a "fouraet mill," but its capacity would, he
hoped, be doubled in due time, and the number
of looms increased from 10 to 24.
The machinery thua far purchased cott about
$12,000. It is all of the newest and moat ap-

proved styles and patterns, and Mr. Walker
can safely claim that for its size he haa one of
the best and most complete factories of ita kind
on the continent.

Why

Calico Was so Called.— The derivaword ia very intereating, as of such

tion of this

an ancient date is its origin, Mrs. Leonowens
says in ber "Travels in India" that in the year
I40S, just teu months and two days after leaving the port at LiaboQ, Vasco de Gama landed
on the coast of Malabar, at Calicut, or, more
properly, Kale Kboda, " City of the Black Goddess." Cdlicut was at that period not only a
very ancient seaport but an extensive territory,
which, stretching along the weatern coast of
Southern India, reached from Bombay and the
adjacent islands to Cape Comorin.
It waa at
an early period so famous for its weaving and
dyeing of cotton cloth that its name became
identified with the manufactured fabric, whence
It is now generally admitted
the name calico.
that this ingenious art originated in India in remote ages, and from that country found its way
It was not until the middle of the
to Egypt.
seventeenth century' that oalico printing was
knowledge of the
introduced into Earope.
art waa acquired by some of the servanta of the
Dutch Ease India Company, and carried to Holland, whence it waa introduced in London in
the year 1676. It ia surprising for grown-up
children, aa well as our young folks, to learn
that "Pliny,a8 early aa the first century, mentiona
in his natural history that there existed in Egypt
a wonderful method of dyeing white oloth."
Calico cannot be despised when it boasta of auch
The shoddy make-up of the present
antiquity.
day may look down with contempt upon the
calico dress; but what kind of lineage haa it?
the calico can proudly ask.

A

Cotton-Picking in India.

at

The new woolen mill ac Woodland was recently visited by a reporter of the Yolo Mail.
It was nearly ready to start at the time; the
last installments of machinery had just been re
ceived from the Kiat. The engineer. Homer
Ounton, had st^am up the week before and
tested the driving-power of the mill.
The engine worked like a charm, and he reports himself ready for business.
The shafting is up and
in perfect line throughout the mill.
On the lower floor the looms, ten in number,
were in position waiting for their harneea, as
were also the finishing and dressing machines.
A wool dyeing apparatus of large capacity, to
be used in winter time, ia ateo complete. The
main building and all its wings are of brick, except two aides of the boiler-room, which are of
corrugated iron. The entire building is roofed
with this material. The main building is 120x
58 feet, and its walls are 28 feet high.
In 'order to pacify the insurance agent, the
picker-room is built six feet from and independent of the main building. The floors of all
the wings are laid in cement.
Mr. Walker, the general manager, is full of
conhdence and enthuaiasm over the proapecta
of the mill.
Everything has been done under
hia personal anperviaion, and he knows all will
be right.
He has been particularly careful in

Cotton Bagging. from

Lite advices from the Emt say chat the emergency forced upon Southern cotton-planters by
the exactions of the bagging " trust " has re-

K'r«.-c.

Frequently, aa we passed near a lot of oo'.tonpicker*. the younger ones would salute the
passing cars.
I noticed that my two boys invariably took the salutations of the girls as being made expressly for themselves.
An oldish
man rtlearns mnoh forgotten human nature by
traveling with two young boys.

247

but now not more than .'*U bates arc
io that neighborhuotl.
The disadvantages of having to look outside for wool, and
then be compelled to make a market elsewhere
also, thus losing nu small sum in commiiuiona
to San Francisco middlemen, are apparent.
Under these circumstances, the owners of the
mill concluded that it would be more profitable
to move the establishment to sj^me more favorable locality.
It was first proposed to go to
Oroville or R-d lilutT, but upon further canvassing the Biiuation Sicramento was found to
be a more favorable locition.
While very little
wool is grown in that neighborhood, Sacramento is the chief market for wool in the interior, and shipment! from Northern California
have to fif> there first. Bssidea, it was argued
that oity would prove a fine market for the sale
of much of the product of the mill.
Thus Sacramento seems to overcome all the objections
urged against Sinta Rosa, while oombtuing all
of its advantages.
Mr. Devlin is informed that
the Santa Rosa people have determined to locate
if the citizens will subacribe to one-half or one
third of the capital stock.
The Oik Park Association has offered a block of land as a site.
These mills, if secured to Sacramento, will employ 75 to 100 people, all white. The Sinta
Rosa mills have alwaya paid 1 per cent per
month upon the capital stock, and it is thought
will do much better in Sacramento.
The sum
that would bd needed to purchase say onethird of the capital stock would be from S15,000 to $25,000.

town,

grown
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Wool FOR Long Haols. — The

compression of wool fur the purpose ot leasening
the cost of freight has a number of ways of solution.
The uaual compreased bale with iron
hoops is a familiar object, but the compression
of several sacks of wool together--the wool still
remaining in the original package ia an innovation that has been in vogue only a short time,
Montana wools are thus, to a considerable extent, forwarded to the Kistern markets at quite
a saving in the cost of freight. At Fort Benton,
Montana, a hydraulic compresa is stationed for
the purpose of binding three bags together with
iron ties so they ahall not occupy more space
than one and a half bags in their ordinary condition.
The saving in freight on compressed
wool is 45 cents per 100 pounds. No injury is
done to the wool and its general good looks do
not suffer t) any appreciable extent upon its
exposure in the \oiti of thecommiaaion houee or
dealer.
Very greasy wools thus treated might
lose their former open appearance and aightlinf>fla when exhibited in the market.
Cotton a7id
Wool,

—

jSxE/eM llBoiUEF^ X^OTES.
A New

Boiler Feeder.

In the minds of many engineers there ia much
objection to the use of either pump or injector
as a boiler feeder, because the water ia loroed
into the boiler againtt a considerable pressure.
A Ciociaoati engineer, John B. Winder, has
sought to remedy thia by a feeder from which
the water simply runs into the boiler after it
has been heated and purified, besides keeping
the water at a predetermined hight. The
boiler ia tipped at the hight it is desired the
water shall remain, the feed pipe entering the
boiler at this point.
The feeder is connected
with this pipe, and consists of a oylindrical reoeptacle adapted to contain about two gallons.
A rod runs vertically through the center of the
cylinder, and also through a Boat, which is free
to move up and down on the rod, its movement
being limited by two collars on the rod, one
above and the other below the float. Upon the
top of the cylinder is a double-armed lever, the
two lever arma being connected by rods and
crank arms, so that when the valve admitting
water from the chamber to the boiler is open
the valve admitting water to the chamber ia
closed, or vice verea.
The rod running through
the chamber bo^ra dgiinat an S-sbaped arm
upon the top of the cylinder, which arm is rigidly connected to a weighted lever.
If the
water in the boiler is lower than the feed-pipe,
steam will pass through aaid pipe and out under
a cap into the water, forming a hot spray,
which will aeek a level in tlie boiler. The
pressure thus being equal, the hot water will
flow into the boiler automatically at the very
iuetant that it goes below its proper level.
When the water in the receptacle feeder has
lowered so that the fijat rests upon the collar,
the rod is drawn downward, and in so doing
moves the S shaped weighted lever until it overbalances and falls upon the lever connected to
the valve that admits water into the cylinder,
thus opening this valve when the water ia low in
the cylinder, and, as they are connected, closing the connection with the boiler.
When the
cylinder is filled the fi lat rises, and, striking
the collar, moves the rod upward, thus raising
the weighted lever until it again overbalances,
and so closes the supply pipe to the cylinder, at
the same time opening the valve leading to the
boiler.
The supply pipe need never be shat off.

—

For Use

in the Engine-Roora.

The average weight of
Our Wool and Wool-Manufacturino In— Tne imporcs of wooUn goods into pounds per cubic foot.

JJ0STRIE3.

the Uaited States in 1870 were only 12 percent
of the tothl consumption. In other words, the
domestic production of wooleo goods was SS
per cent of the total consumption. In 1859

the domestic production was only 40 per cent of
the domestic consumption. This illustrates,
very forcibly, what protection baa done for tbia
industry. The production of wool baa likewise
made astonishing strides under protection. In
1859, the clip waa 60,000,000 pounds, or 19
pounds per capita of populition; in 1879, its
clip was 232,000,000 pounds, or 4.8 per capita.
W^oolen goods are somewhat lower in England
and other countries of Europe than here, but
the American people buy and uae more woolen
goods every year than all the people in Europe
put together. The reason ia that they are better
able to buy them. Matthew Arnold aaid that our
prices are alniobt as low as they are in England.

Wool Growing North and

Sodth.

— It

is

learned from the report of the Department of
Agriculture for 1886 that during the previoua
year only 9.241,000 sheep were to be found in
the 13 Southern States, one-half of which were
in the single State of Texas; while 35,518.000
were credited to the Northern and Western
States. Ouly about one-fifth of the whole number of aheep in the United States are found in
the South. These atatiatica show why the freewool proposition pinchea so much harder North
than South The three Pacific Coaat Statea, with
Waahin^tm Territory, contained more aheep
than the 13 Southern Statea 9,892,052 against
New Mexico haa nearly aa many
9,241,449.
aheep as Texas by nearly 2.000,000. These are
the official figures.
.

—

Bleachino Wool with Bisulphite of Soda.
The method of bleaching wool with bisulphite
of aoda, says Justinua Mullerua, is unquestionably preferable to that of the burning of sul-

Coke

anthracite coal

(loose) weighs 23 to

.32

ia

9.35

poundaper cubic

font.

Bituminous coal wfigha, per heaped bushel,
pounds; one ton occupies 4S cubic

loose, 75
feet.

Oae gallon, U. S. standard, contains 231
cubic inches; weight of water in same, S.33I
poundt; one cubic foot contains 7 4805 gallons
(f water.
The velocity of steam, of atmocpherio preapure, fl>wing into a vacuum is 1660 f^et per
aecond; into air, 650 feet per second.
To fiud the pressure per square inch at the
base of a column of water, multiply the hight
of a

column

To

in feet by .434.
find the lap required

on a slide valve to
multiply
.250; the

steam at three fourths ttroke,
the stroke of the valve in inches by

cut

ofi"

product is the lap in terma of the stroke. To
cut off" at two-thirda stroke, multiply by .289.

—

A Good Fireman Necessary. Firing is only
done properly when the fuel ia consumed in the
beat poasible way
that ia, when no more ia
burned than is necessary to produce the amount
of steam required, and to keep the pressure
uniform. To attain this end, complete combustion must be obtained in the furnace, and
this ia going on when the fuel is burning with
a bright flame evenly all over the grate.
Blue
fiamea, dark spots and smoke are evidences of
incomplete combuetion, due to lack of air.
The best engineer in Christendom cannot produce the best results with his plant when he
has to depend on an unskilled fireman, or upon

—

himself, acting aleo aa fireman.
It is a common
notion that anybody oan shovel coal into a
furnace, and that thia constitutes all that a
fireman needa to do. A great many cherish
thia idea without realizing how aerious it is.
No man ought to be placed in charge of a coal-

who cannot tell approximately how much
can be deduced from it, and its definite evaporative value.
To apeak plain, the coal-pile
pile

phur. Firat, no separate apparatua is required; mean3 juat so many dollars worth of work.
and second, the fiber is bleached through, which The duty of expending this money, this raw
The wool, as or* material, should be intrusted to a well-experiis not the case with sulphur.
dinarily, ia scoured with soap, well rinsed and enced and well-paid fireman.
placed in bisulphite of aoda of 20° Be., where it
ia left to lie for from 12 to 15 houra, after which
BicTCLES Driven ey Steam is the latest novit is passed in an unwashed condition through
oil is used for fuel, and it is claimed for
elty
Bulphurio acid of 4° Be.
them that there ia no noise of escaping Fteam,
odor
from burning oil. A apeed of 10 milea
or
" Refobmrrs" say with one breath that the an hour is easily attained on level ground, and
removal of the duties on wool would give the enough fuel and water ia carried for a run of
people cheaper clothing and blankets, and in 25 miles. The engine, boiler, and whole apthe next breath say that the price of wool is paratua for a bicycle developing ^ horpe power
tower now (under protection) than it ever waa weighs 6S pounds, and ii all cairied in front
under free trade or low duties. Oh, Reform, and in sight of the rider.
how many strange things are aaid in thy name

—

1

Change of BASE.^When the projectors of
the Santa Kosa woolen-mill first oppoed that
Soft Wool is rapidly taking the place of
establishment, says the Sacramento Bee, 3500
to 4000 balea of wool found a market in that 6t;irched linen for many purposea.

It is pFropoaed to build a 20 inch gauge railroad over the country between Preacott and
Copper Basin, Arizona.
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should get well shaken up until she will patronize home manufactures to the exclusion of
any other place. Only so can she hope to per-

manently thrive.

The Starr Mills at Crockett.

A

repreHenccktive of cue CuaCra Costa Gazette,
recently visited the immenee fiouring-mill
of Starr & Co., at Crockett, writes as follows:
Although no flouring machinery has been put
up, a visit to the interior of the structure is
not to be sneered at. In the euKine-room a 200horse power engine with a 25-foot fly-wheel
famishes motive-power for the wheat elevator,

who

running steadily and elevating 10,000
sacks of grain per day. Power is transmitted
to the elevator by long cables, which run at
the rate of a mile a minute, and the elevator
itself is constructed much like an old-fashioned
pump, having buckets at intervals on an endless chain, which each lift ten pounds of wheat
every revolution. At the bottom of the elevator is a large pit into which the wheat is dumped,
and at the top, in the dome of the building,
the wheat is delivered, after first being cleaned,
into chutes, and conducted to various bins,
where it is ready to be resacked for shipment.
The process is simple and very interesting, and
a roost effective manner of getting the cereal
into the upper story.
There are upward of 50 men employed about
the mill at present in handling wheat and
working about the engine-room, but when the
mills once get into active operation in the manufacture of flour their force will be swelled to
an army, and many new residences will grace
Crockett and Valona.
hillsides about
the
Many thousand sacks of wheat are awaiting
shipment and vessels are continually being
loaded for Liverpool. A branch railroad track
runs into the warehouses and the deepest water
vessel can lay alongside of the wharf to receive

which

is

cargoes.

The

site of the mill

is

well chosen,

and when the large machinery is placed and the
mill opens up, an industry' will be started that
will be a material aid to the entire county.

of

Madras

is

—

The governputting forth a special effort

Barley-Growing in India
ment

to encourage the growing of barley on the hills.
They have issued instructions for a memorandum to be prepared detailing the description of
barley required for malting purposes, and stating the method in which it can be best grown
and prepared for the market. They have also
intimated to their civil officers that no opportunity should be lost of impressing upon the
ryots the great advantage which will result
to them in the way of obtaining a ready and
remunerative market for grain, if carefully
grown and prepared. That the experiment will
ultimately prove a success if energetically
pushed there can be no reason to doubt. Last
year the exports of Punjaub barley from the
port of Bombay amounted in value to eight
lakha of rupees, and of this three-fourths came
to the United Kingdom. This trade has sprung
up only in the last year or two, but it now
shows every chatace of proving an important
and thriving industry. Albany Journal.

The Mill-Building and Mill Furnishing
Business in the Western States is by no means
as depressed as was predicted earlier in the season. New mills, says a Western cotemporary,
are being bnilt in almost every section of the
country, and old machinery is being replaced
by new, etc. There is not a flour-mill in operation in the whole country but what is daily
calling on manufacturers and dealers in the
class of goods they use for something, and the
aggregate is simply enormous. It is true that
some of the large establishments have the lion's
share of these orders, for they have expended a
great deal of labor and money in making themselves well known to the millers, both through
their advertisements of various kinds and their
traveling men, but the smaller dealer is also
reaping his share of orders, and nearly all, as
we have heard, are fairly well satisfied with the
year's work so far, while some have undoubtedly sold more machinery than in any previous
year.

Morocco as a Wheat-Producing Country.

A

English and American Flour.

— The

En-

glish millers can only compete successf ully with
American flour by having a good supply of
cheap Russian wheat for giving strength to
Eaglish wheat for flavor will have
their flour.
rather a rough time of it presently, but will be
able to hold its ovrn if a good supply of Aus-

Some
tralian can be bought at a cheap rate.
large London millers have already been obliged
which
wheat,
to abandon English for American
is the nearest approach to "the flavored wheat"
of any grown out of England,

Coast Industrial Notes.

—

The Sutter Cannery. In the labeling department at the Sutter cannery one of the employes has labeled as high as 8000 in one day.
Superintendent Pratt challenges the State to
produce any one

who can

better this record.

A Toll Road. —The contract for grading the
road from Glen Alpine Springs to the Mendocino county line has been let to J. P. Long,
who was the lowest bidder. He has already
toll

commenced work and

will

push

it

Lime in San Bernardino County.

—

^In

Gambling in Grain.

—Several

Australian

millers are stated to have lately joined in a
petition to the Government asking that means
may be taken to put down the gambling in
grain, of which the Vienna Corn Exchange is
The petition sets forth
said to be the theater.
that this gambling is not only injurious to public morality, but that it inflicts direct injury
on the milling trade by subjecting their staple
raw material to sudden and artificial fluctna
tions in value.

—

The
The Wheat Deficit in France.
United States Consul at Marseilles, France,
states that the French wheat crop this year is
estimated at 250.000.000 bushels, and that the
requirements of France from other countries the
coming year will amount to over 70,000,000.
The oonsuraption of wheat in France in late
years has averaged about 330,000,000 bushels,
annually, for all purposes.
is about 17,000,000 acres.

The

San Diego, Los Angeles, San Bernardino, Pasadena, Santa Ana and Escondido.

Santa Clara's Industries.— Santa Clara
is looming up as an industrial aeotion.
The woolen-mills at San Jose are well known
county

throughout the Pacific Coast, and their blankets
and cassimeres find a ready sale in the Eastern
markets. A brewery in that town is one of the
largest in the world, doing an extensive export
trade with the islands of the Pacific, the Eastern States and elsewhere. There are nine fruit
canneries in the county, five being located in
San Jose. Santa Clar^ county now exports
more canned goods to Eastern markets than any
other county except that of San Francisco.

area planted

Spreckles'

75 men and boya, who are paid from $1 to $3.50
a day, according to the class of work in which
they are employed. There are now made here
upward of 250,000 boxes of macaroni and paste
annually, in which about 10,000 barrels of fiour
are consumed. The same kind of wheat raised
in Italy for macaroni manufacture is also raised,
of equally good character, in this State, and
made into fionr for the same purpose. The macaroni turned out here is pronounced by connoissenra to be aa good aa any made elsewhere.
The horse- power of the engines used in macaroni manufacture here aggregates only about
150, much of the work being done by hand.
The value of this year's product is eatimated at
from $150,000 to $200,000-

the

valley, about 50 miles north of San Bernardino, there are eight large lime-kilns perpetually burning, each having a capacity of 500
barrels of lime per day.
The Oro Grande lime
has supplanted Eistern lime, and is now sold in

Two Sugar Refineries.—The

—

A New Source of Building Stone. 'A company with a capital of $100,000, says the San
Diego Unionf has been organized for the purpose of quarrying the atone on Coronado
islands, which are about 20 miles from that
city.
The brown sandstone found on these
islands ia of exceptionally fine quality. Being
composed of silioa, alumina, lime, magnesia
and iron, it ia said to be particularly well
adapted for ornamental and statuary work,
while the presence of magneaia renders it almoat impervious to the action of the weather.

On the smaller island alone there is fully 58,000,000 tons of this stone, so that the supply
may be said to be almost inexhaustible. This
stone is said to be equal to the best on the
coast, and can be worked on a good commercial
basis, and shipped with advantage to every
part of the State, Samples taken out and tested show that, notwithstanding the durability
of its nature, it can be worked with ease at a
cost which will not exceed that of any stone nf
its kind in America.

Watsonville Tran&cripi of the 15th ult. says:
Flour-Milling in the South. The South- Mr. Spreckels, who arrived in town on SaturJuDSON Iron Works. The Jndaon Iron and
in
ern States are fairly waking up to a new life
day evening, saya that his Philadelphia sugar
almost every class of industry. It is said that 72 refinery will be in active operation by May or Nail Works at Emeryville, or Berkeley, is a
very
large institution, and gives employment to
flouring-mills were built in the Southern States June next.
He is as confident as ever regardduring the first six months of this year. This ing the great futnre of the beet-sugar industry a great number of men, boys, and girls. The
increase in industrial occupations will soon give in thia country, and says that in a few days the men and boys work in and about the shops,
our Southern brethren so much of other things Watsonville works will commence operations. some being skilled mechanics and others asaistThe girls are employed in
to think about, that the politicians will be un- Owing to the fact that the beets were not ants and laborers.
able to keep up a '* Solid South," as that term planted until late in the season, only 350 tons lighter duties assorting and boxing the nails.
is now understood.
per day can be obtained, the works having a ca- On an average the establishment employs 475
people, whose pay ranges from $1 50 to $4 a
pacity of 700 tons.
day, and the expense for salaries alone will agFlour-Milling in Baltimore. The K. Y.
gregate about $18,000 a month. The buildings
Commercial Bulletin and the Baltimore Journal
large
Creosote Works on Salmon Bay.^
of the various departments cover an area of 13
of Commerce have got into a dispute over the plant is being pat up on Salmon bay, jost north
tJnfortunately, of Seattle, for creosoting piles for wharf build- acres, the rolling-mill being the largest. A
flour production of Baltimore.
specialty is made of boiler iron, bridgework,
it seems that Biltimore has a greater milling
ing.
The work's, it is said, will coat $125,000,
capacity than there is any present demand for, and will be ready for operation in about three castings, machinery, tacka, and nails, and shipments
of from 40 to 50 tons are made daily.
as several mills are reported idle.
Idle mills months. The company's capital is fixed at
About 100 tona of material ia worked up.
are, however, by no means confined to Bilti- $1,000,000.
The collapse in the Eastern & The whole of the machinery used in the works
more. They are to be found, at times, in all Lake Shore trestle work along Elliott bay last
ia made by them.
Work haa been rather slow
sections of the country.
spring when the engine was submerged, showed
in the past few weeks, and nothing out of the
how quickly the dreaded toredo destroy piling, usual order has been done. The trade they
The Exports of Flour from the United and so far the only preventive that has given
States during the 12 months ended June 30th general satisfaction is creosoting, which is supply ia mostly through San Francisco, Sacramento, San Jose and Stockton.
were the largest on record, viz.
11,747,028 strongly indoraed by engineering authorities.*
barrels, exceeding the total of the previous The capacity of the works will be 100 piles
year, which was 11,329,049 barrels. In 1SS5- every 24 hours.
New Reservoir. The Placer Republican
86, S 070,504 barrels were exported, and in
aays: Towle Bros, are building a new reservoir
1884-85, 10,373,724 barrels.
About 2.500,000
in
Lake Valley, 17 milea above Towles Station,
The
Bay
City
Bay City Mills, Oakland.
barrels are shipped to the West Indies, China,
the purpoae of storing water to run their
mills, owned by Samma & Westphal, located on for
the Brazils, etc., the balance finding its way to
pulp-mill.
The reservoir will be nearly two
Firat and Clay streets, Oakland, is the largest
Europe.
milea
long and ia on Sections 35 and 36 of T. 17
The mill and
of any of the kind in the city.
N. R. 12 B. It will be fed by one of the tribuThe Wheat Crop of Minnesota and Da- warehouse cover almost an entire block. The taries of the north fork of the American river,
kota this year will, it is said, aggregate the im- buildings and machinery are valued at $70,000, and will store about 150,000 inches, while about
mense quantity of 100.000,000 bushels. Allowing and at present the amount of grain on hand is 300,000 inches flow through the valley in a year.
an average of 400 bushels to the car, this will worth $35,000. The mill haa a capacity of 225 About 130 men have been working there all
represent no less than 250,000 carloads, or 8333 barrels of fionr a day, and to do that amount of snmmer, building an embankment 50 feet high
trains of 30 cars each
This shows that the work, 35 men are employed, whose wages range and 500 feet long. From the reservoir the
railways of that region will have a prodigious from $2 to $6 per day. The payroll is about water will come through the
old
Cedar
amount of traffic to handle within the next few $500 per week. The mill is kept running night creek ditch to the pulp-mill, where 1200 inches
and day to fill the demand, except for the past
months.
needed,
but
it will be necessary to
a
day
are
few days, when it was shut down to repair the
Great Wheat Market. The receipts of machinery.
It will begin operations shortly use this stored water only from the ist of July
until the fall rains.
The capacity of the pulpwheat in Minneapolis for the crop year ending and will run to its fullest capacity.
mill is 50,000 pounds of green pulp a day, and
August 31, 1888, were 47,109,490 bushels,
against 39,278,380 bushels last year.
This is
Railroad Improvements. The Placer Re- hereafter it is proposed to run it the year round.
the largest quantity of wheat ever received in publican says that a summing up of the losa of Thia new atorage enterprise is also stirring up
any primary market in the world. It exceeds snowsheda by fire thia season shows a total of the Colfax people to the fact that it is their opthe whole wheat crop in Minnesota in 1S86.
4300 feet between Bine Canyon and Trnckee. portunity for getting a supply of water. Its
Nearly all of it ia being replaced, but there are uae at the pulp-mill does not diminish Its
State Millers' Association. The regular one or two cuts where the railroad company volume, and here is an unlimited supply of
annual meeting of the Pennsylvania Millers' thinks it can keep the track clear with rotary water which may be had by bringing it from
State Association will be held at Lewisburg on plows.
Some of the new steel rails for this di- Gold Run down.
Tuesday, October Oth, and from the present vision are now arriving and are being stored at
outlook there will be a large attendance.
Pacific Iron & Nail Works. At the PaEmigrant Gap. Enongh raila to lay 40 miles of
track have been ordered for the mountains cific Iron & Nail Co.'s Works, First and MarAustralian and New Zealand Mills are above Auburn. They weigh 76 pounds to the ket streets, Oakland, from 175 to 250 men and
being rapidly remodeled to the roller process.
yard 16 ponnd» heavier than the rails now in boya are employed, and the monthly payroll is
It is said that fully one-third of the mills in
Laborers are paid from 75 cents
use.
It will be necessary to have a steam curv- about $20,000.
operation in those distant lands are roller-mills
ing machine to lay them, and when that arrives to $2.50, and skilled mechanics from $3 to $6
of modern construction.
they will be put down aa fast as new traok ia per day. The company imports the steel platea
used in making steel nails direct from Bslginm,
needed.
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through as

rapidly as possible.

Mojdve

comprthensive report is given by Consul
White on the resources of Morocco as a wheatproducing State. Mr, White speaks of the
country as ** a land with a future, a land now
lying fallow, but which, in past centuries, exported large quantities of grain to R'>me, and
which will, at no very distant date, we must
hope, supply an abundance of corn to the overpopulated countries of Europe." Comfort will
A Large Water Storage. Towle Bros, are
be obtained if Mr. White will bear in mind
that there is no hurry, as the over-populated building a new reservoir in Lake Valley, 17
countries of Earope have been supplied for miles above Towles Station, for the purpose of
years with a superabundance of corn, and it storing water to run their pulp-mill. The reswill be well to hold Mjrocco in reserve as one ervoir will be nearly two miles long. It will be
of the many " future granaries of the world," fed by one of the tributaries of the North Fork
of the American river, and will store about
till the population of the United States has become large enough to consume all the wheat 150,000 inches, while about 300,000 inches flow
country.
through the valley in a year. About 130 men
grown in that
have been working there all summer building
Support Your Own Industries. A San an embankment 50 feet high and 500 feet long.
Diego paper recently uttered the following very Prom the reservoir the watar will come through
San Diego has one manu- the old Cedar' creek ditch to the pulp-mill,
juatitiable plaint:
lacturing establishment of which she should be where 1200 inches a day are needed, but it will
proud the Coronado fiouring-mills. But she be necessary to use this stored water only from
at least the mills are only making 2000 the 1st of July until the fall rains. The ca18 not
barrels a week when their capacity is 5000 bar- pacity of the pulp-mill is 50,000 pounds of
The reason is that San Diegans green pulp a day, and hereafter it is proposed
rels weekly.
This new storage enare so unpatriotic as to sell more than 3000 bar- to run it the year round.
rels every week that are made elsewhere and terprise is also stirring up the Colfax people to
iinported, and the San Diego flonr is confessed- the fact that it is their opportunity for getting
ly as good as that made anywhere. San Diego a aapply of water.

—

[Oct. 13, 1888

Device for Transporting Wood.

—We take

the following item from the Sierra Tribune, pubin Sierra City, thia State: On the

lished

mountain aonth of the river a party of Italians
have rigged np a device to transport wood from
the top of the hill to this side of the river. It
is simply a wire rope fastened stationary at
both ends and suspended in the air. The wood
is fastened together in bundles by means of
small branches of hard wood and a hook is
formed in the same manner. The wood is attached to the wire with the hook and then in
the wink of an eye the thing is landed at the
bottom. This means of transportation is in
general use in Italy and therefore it ought to

work

here,

Vermicelli. — The

of

Macaroki- AND
macaroni and vermicelli

number

faotories in thia city

haa increaaed until there are now seven establishmenta o{ the kind here. They employ about

England and Scotland, and get sorap iron from
Most of the coal nsed is
all parts of the world.
from Australia, and 10.000 tons had just arrived.
There is now afloat and on hand about
ten months' supply of coal and material. All
the locomotives, cars and schooners nsed in
transporting the materials and products are
owned by the company. The Pacific Coast
trade is supplied by them through agencies in
Salt Lake City, Los Angeles, Portland and San
Francisco. The company is continually making
improvements and will shortly begin the erection of a $60,000 wire plant on the site formerly occupied by the old glaasworka, and it will
be in operation in about 60 days. The manufacture of wire will become a prominent feature

This new department will
of these works.
necessitate the employment of about 60 additional men. For the number of days worked, the
amount of work produced, and the money paid
out, the company could be classed aa the heaviest manafactarera in Oakland.
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Mr. McNicotlfl patent consists

Sometbing About Elevators.
NL'MHRR

II.

very rarely snob a building

in

it

Is

means

A

of a

NicoU'e patent eluvator cage in position ready
to leave the landing.

wheel

!

hinged pin or latch.

mounted upon the cage so
rim will bear against one of the two
guide timbers between which the cage
so that the travel of the cage and the
of the wheel-rim moving against the
is

that

'

its

upright

i

moves,

!

the two

hoisting

On

the top can be seen
the

cables,

balance-weight

now

the year.

may

be obtained from

the proprietor of the patents, at the works of

Messrs. A.J. McNicoll

&

Co.,

US Main

St.,

smooth running, a wheel

vibration and insure
is

also

placed at the

opposite end of the timber so that

to great hiKht in office-buildings, bottle, etc.,

it

i

besides

a

Belmont has just been completed and put

power plant of the Pacific Coast Sugar Co. at Alvarado.
Ooehundred-horse power boilers have
also recently

tower ones,

been furnished to the California

ous mines in Mexico and Central America,

will press

,

complete secluaion and

in

successful operation, as has also the tiOO-horse

large

and tho upper Hoors against the opposite upright guide timber.
Tub new air compressor being erected at the
many purposes made even more de- The faces of both these wheels are covered Anaconda mine. M. T, is said to be the largest

than

sirable

beginning of

The SOO-horse power plant of the
Spring Valley Water Co, pumping station at

are completely obviated,

•re thus for

department of

force since the

full

which this
on this
their works

boiler,

successfally

number of direct- Wire Works, the boot and shoe factory of Buckacting vertical pipe rams, with many important ingham &. Hecht and Frank's tannery at Redand modern improvements,
wood; also a number of smaller boilers for vari-

elevator,

To prevent unpleasant

use of a power elevator the objections

coast, has kept this

Any

friction

cage.

of late.

has introduced so

running with

further information

The Hazleton

work
tirm

ropes and patent double-acting safety catch.

San Francisco.
Messrs. McNicoll k Co, also mannfaoture a
upright
timber will cause the wheel to rotate with a patent hydraulic store elevator, a worm-geared
speed corresponding to the movement of the belt elevator and a hand-power and sidewalk

erected without one.

By the

compress-

spring and a«curiog the meeting or

jointed ends of the dogs in their set poeition by

There are very few baildiogs which an elevator oT one kind or another woald not iacrease
the rental value of; even a block aod a fall U
preferable t9 the old style of carryiDf; heavy
({OodB up and down steep flights of stairs.
That an elevator is indispen sable to any bnild*
ing which le to be ased for merchandise, oHices,
hotels or factories, etc., is proved by the fact
that

in

j

ing the

249

Amador

as

way

In the

machinery, these works

mill

of

have under construction a 60-stamp mill for the
mine, in

Amador county; power

to be

A

supplied by four Pelton water-wheels.

ijuiet

No.

are particularly acceptable to

4 Gates crusher of capacity of 200 tons per day

lawyers, architects aod others

i^

whose business does not require display. Hence in buildings which are provided with
qnick, eaey'riding, safe and

be a large and growing demand for this crusher.

passenger

reliable

Though only introduced on this coast some
months ago, numbers are already operating
tory rcBoIts.

rooms

for

a mill

passenger

or

freight

tralH

etc.

business,

some
which

in their wheels,

localities, as

ment.

Our

shows

illustration

A.

McNicoU's

J.

located at

orders coming from South

other distant

of electric transmission,

now com-

BO general use, greatly enlarges
it

possible

the

to use

water-power over a large extent of country,
where either from lack of head or ether insurmountable diflicnlties it could not heretofore

sooner or later, of disappoint-

Messrs.

many

scope of Operations, making

an ultimate cause,

costly and

now

well as from all parts of this coast.

The system
ing into

prove

assuredly

Co.,

Africa, England, Australia and

imitations

worthless

Wheela

120 First street, reports a very active bueiness

economy and safeThere are in this
as in most others,

will

claimed that the capacity of

increased by their use, from

The Pelton Water-Wheel

should ba the quality, price,

ty,

is

Pelton

3,

next to the question of class
durability,

It

largely

is

the stamps of their heaviest work.

an elevator, whether for

ing

in

the fact of their tioe cruBhing, thus relieviug

In purchas*

invariably exists.

six

various parts of the country with very satisfac-

elevators,

demand

an active

There seems to

also a part of its equipment.

be availed

&,

many

The

of.

great economy, as well

as

other advantages of water-power in

Co.'s patent hydraulic elevator.

the

In this patent any number of
ropes may be uied, and the

mining operations, are beginning to be better
understood, and it will everywhere be more

on

strain

equal;

all will

one

if

and

it

drum

Agricultural Title

without

can be repaired at

The

ure.

the

breaks

others will hold

largely availed of hereafter.

be perfectly

NUMHER

spiral grooves in the

made

are

in

so

pairs,

each pulley will be close

when the yoke

tofar-

is

thest from the drum, and will
coil

purposes.

outward from each other

is the class that merely takes up the IGOhomestead because they practically get
the land for nothing. Perhaps not over 10 acres
at most in each homestead is fit for cultivation.
The rest is mountainous and only valuable as
mining ground, but the owners never attempt,
themBelve8,ito mine (unless it be for wages), and
the land once passed out of the public domain

This

so as to lie nearly parallel.

The

elevator pulley

drum

cured tu this
consists of

two

acre

is

se-

shaft,

and

liiiliil

different sized

wheels provided with a device
the

shifting

for

hoists

the cage, so that for

light loads the

coiled

which

rope

upon the

rope

may

large

highest point with a
of the piston

be

is

shunned by the prospector. Thus much valuis absolutely wasted, though unques-

pulley

able land

to its

tionably

and thus hoist the cage

III.

There is another class of agricultural settlers
on mineral lands, who do more harm to the
mining interests, and so to the general prosperity of the country, than those who fraudulently
acquire title in order to mine or sell for mining

that the pairs of ropes from
gether

to Mineral Lands.

it,

leis-

it is

of great interest

country that

movement

lands

to

the entire

containing the

precious

metals be reserved for mining purposes, and

through only a

all

small part of the length of the

legitimate encouragement be given to mineral

cylinder and a consequent de-

development.

Many

creased supply of water.

When

a

be raised,
to coil

ley

the rope

is

allowed

upon the smaller

A.
full

length

of the cylinder.

the cylinder has a patent relief valve, and the
pipe of the valve itself has an extension which
draws up any water which leaks into the tank
in the manner of an injector.
The doors on this elevator cage are worked
automatically, which prevents the danger of
their being opened at improper times, while
they are always opened when the cage arrives
at the landing.

Heretofore

it

is

unlike that of other

has been the practice to

connect the hoisting rope with the meeting ends
of the levers, so that

cage would draw

the pull of hoisting the

them up and keep their pointed

outer ends inside of the upright timbers;

but

this rendered the operations of the doga uncer*
tain, as the

rope would often break on the op-

which
would not be able to overcome
the rope, and even when the rope

posite side of the suspending pulley, in

case the spring

the weight of

broke close to the cage the weight of the rope
wonld be sufficient to prevent the working of
the doga.

in-

is

the world.

The

The wheel on the right-hand corner
luetratiou]

iu

constructed with

[aee

il-

one or more

slots; in each slot a weighted arm is
suspended. The jointed ends of the doga are
connected with two guide rods which pass
through eyes on the side of the crossbeam.

It occupies a space

25x60

feet.

fly-wheel alone weighs 30 tona, and each of

the back cylinders weighs 16,250 pounds.

It

is

placed on a solid foundation of granite 12 feet

radial

Now, when the cage moves

at its ordinary or

proper speed, the wheel will rotate at a corresponding rate of speed, and the hinged arms

drop to the center as they are carried
around the upper half of the wheel, and
drop toward the circumference as they pass
the lower half. They thus misa the projection
on the lever, but should the rope break, or
should the cage attempt to move downward at
an unusual rate of speed, the increaaed rotation
of the wheel will cauae the arms to fly out and
strike the projection and force it to one aide,
thus unhooking the latch so that the hinged
The
bolt will swing down and free the dogs.

Foundry Notes.
The RIsdon Iron Worka have

oppressive in dis-

criminating against the miners, though

COMPANY'S PATENT HYDRAULIC ELEVATOR.

with india-rubber to increase friction and

will

safety attachment

makers.

McNICOLL

sure rotation.

The pipe by which the water escapes from

The

J.

pul-

and the piston then traverses the

instances could be cited where the rul-

ings of local land officea are

heavy load has to

cast

three of

why the

mining laws should be interpreted in the interest of a class who ostensibly have nothing to do
with mining, it is difficult to aee. It is undoubtedly the intention of the law to protect
mining ground for mining purposes, and at least
such safeguards should be applied as will
promptly stop the frauds now practiced and
not throw the burden of protecting the public
domain upon individual miners, who in so doing
suffer great expense in the

manner which

the 15 cast-iron columns for the tower of the

mnat

New

has been explained in previous articles.
In investigating the workings of the present

City Hall.

These columns are 35

feet

long and weigh 30,000 pounds.

In the erecting-flhopa are the compound Cor- mining laws in California, two things are clearengines for the Los Angeles Cable Railroad ly seen
The laws, as at present interpreted in
Ist.
Co., more powerful and more economical in
liss

working than any

:

of the driving engines of our

city roada.

The new engines and

Corliss

for the steam-

ship Australia will soon be under way.

the local land

than to acquire

The same character

boilers are for 160 pounda working pressure
and the enginea triple expanaion. The Risdon
Iron Worka have guaranteed an increaae of 2^
knots per hour in the Australia's speed on a
spring will then force the dogs down so as to coal consumption of 12 tons leas than now bedig their outer sharpened points into the guide ing consumed.
The Pacific Iron Works have been turning
timbers and thus stop the cage.
Our illustration shows the interior of Mc- out an unusual amount of mining and milling

offices,

make

it

far

less

difficult

and expensive to acquire title to 160 acres of
mineral ground by homestead or pre-emption
title to

of

only 20.65 acres of the
of a mining

ground by means

patent.
2d.
The laws should be such as to make the
acquisition of mining titles more simple and exThia
peditious and less expensive than now.
could be done, and at the same time the Government receive double or more per acre than
Whatever can be done in thia diat present.
rection cannot fail to stimulate mining, add to
the output of the precious metals, and eo be of
benefit to this State and to the entire oonntry,
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The Hazelton
Is
.

BniLDRR8 OF

MINING MACHINERY.
127

GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS:
San Francisco, Cal., U.
New York Office, 145 Broadway.

First St.,

Boiler

acknowledged by the most eminent Engineers in the
country to he the greatest improvement that has
ever heen made in a Steam Generator.

S. A.

UNEQUALED FOR SAFETY, ECONOMY AND DURABILITY.
IS
IT
PLANTS FOR GOLD ANrv SILVEK IVTILl S.
machincrv of LATEST DF-IGN and
MOST IMPROVED construction. We offer our
cuatomers tlie BEST RESULTS OF 38 TEAKS'
EXPKBIBNCE in this SPECIAL LINE ol
worlt, and arc PREPARED to furnisli the .MOST
Boiler.
APPROVED character of MINING AND REDUCTION MACHINERY, adapted to all frrades of
ores and SUPERIOR to that of any other make, at
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
the LOWEST f OSSIBLE PRICES.
We are also prepared to CONSTKCCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING ORDER,
In
any locality, MILLS, CONCENTR.ITION
WORKS, WATER JACKET SMELTtMG
FURNACES, HOISTING WORKS, PUMPING MACHINERY, ETC., ETC., ol any DE127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Sole Manufacturers for the Pacific Coast,
SIRED CAPACITY.

A Saving

embracint;

20 per cent Guaranteed

in Fuel of at Least

over any other form of

,

WORKS,

PACIFIC IRON

WM.

H.

TAYLOR,

B.

President.

MOORE,

S.

Superintendent.

MEAD,

L. R.

Secretary.

RISDON IRON & LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
Howard

Location of Works, S. E. Cor. Beale and

Sts.,

San Francisco.
Has the Following Advantages:

Manufacturers and Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast for

HEINE SAFETY

WATER TUBE

AND FACILITY OP INSPECTION
60,000 Horse Power now in

BOILER

Boilers can

Hucter Bros.

&

and REPAIRS.
nse.

be seen workinjc

in San Francisco at Palace Hotel, Spring Valley
Co., California juto Mills, and other places.

Guaranteed More

Efficient

Water Worlts

than any other Boiler made.

:^xjijijX>:eiijs c>:f*
REFRIOEBATINO MACHINERY for Steamships, Breweries, and Cellars.
QUARTZ MyijI-S—Gold and Stiver, Copper and Lead Smelting WorkB, Roaatiog Purnaces all kinds.
AIR COMPRESSORS— Rope Power Transmission.
WILSON'S PATENT OAS-PRODUCER.
HYDRAULIC PUMPING and HoistinE? Machinery.
STEAM
BOILERS of all descriptions.
WROUGHT-IRON WATER PIPE a Specialty. Notk.—Have juat completed order for 36 miles of 44-lncb
SUGAR MACHINERY—Sugar Mills, Vacuum Pans, Clariflers, Double Efifects, etc.
pipe of J-inch iron for Spriiif^ A'alley Water Works Company, San Francisco.
kinds.
of
MACHINERY
SAW-MILI.
STEAMSHIPS—Steam Yachts, Marine Engines and Boilers, Screw Propellers, Centrifugal
Pumps, Steamship
„
STEAM ENGINES—Corlias, Slide-Valve, Poppet Valve Automatic, Single, and Compound,
Pumps, Steam Capstans, Cargo Winches, etc.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS for Pacific Coast ol tho Celebrated "Heine" Patent Safety Boiler (Water Tube); ^^Builders of 120-8tftmp Gold Mill for the Alaska Mill and Mining Company; 60-stamp Mill for Quartz Mountain
50,000 horae power now in use.
Mining Company.
MACBETH PATENT STEEL-RIM PULLEYS—Fifty per cent liefhter and 25 per cent cheaper tban «i3t^f

all

.

.

Send for Circular and Price

iron pulleys; will not break in transportation.

,

,

Lists.

MANUFACTURER OF

Centrifugal

Quartz

Roller

Mills,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS.
Mining IVIachlnery of Every Description,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
rientrlfueal

BoUer

FREMONT STREET.

No. 45

Onartr. Mill.

-

SAN FRANCISCO.

-

SOLE AGENT FOR

STEARNS M'F'6
29

&

31 Spear

H. D.

CO.,
IRnSHER PLATES,

St.,

—AND—
Chrome
Kock

Cast Steel for
Drills, Etc.

220 Fremont

MORRIS,

H. M.

San Francisco,

St.,

nRB CRUSHBK

CAL.

MANUFACTnRERS' aM PURCHASING ACEHT.

RAYNOR,

25 Bond St

No.
l»iEW

YORK.

ESTABLISHED
1859.

Special attention given to purchase of

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.

Laboratory
AND

ADAMANTINE SHOES AND

AWATIANTIHTK.

OF—

Munson'« " Easrle" and "Dynamo"
Goodell

&

44 Third

Belting:,

AVatera' Woortworkinsr
Sawg and Saw Tools,

Ma-

BUSINESS

cliiiiery,

Emery Wheels.

Tool Grinders, Ewart'a

Link Belting,

AND GENERAL MILL SUPPLIES.
F.

Gold

H.

COLLEGE,

FOB

Colleere inetructa in Shorthand, Type Writing-, Bookkeeping', Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the English branches, and everything pertaining to buaioess,
Tor six full months.
have sixteen teachers, and give
individual inetruction to all our pupils. Our school has
its graduates in every part of the State,

No.

2.

Tills paper la printed wltb Infe Manufactured by Charles Bneu Johnson & Co., 500
South 10th St., Philadelphia. Branch Offices— 47 Rose St., New York, and 40 La Salle
St., ablcago. Asent for the Paolflo Coast—
Joseph H. Dorety, BSB Oommerolal St, S. F

This Fire-proof Brlclt Building Is centrally located, In
the healthiest part of the city, only a half bloc){ from
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat
and Railroad Otfices.

HALEY.

HEALD.

San Francisco Cordage Factory.
Established 185a
Constantly on hand a

full

assortment of Manila Rope
Rope, Whale

Slea Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay
Line, etc, eto.
Extra sizes and lengths made to order

eu and

on short notice

TUBBS A

OO.

613 Front St., San Francisco.

B.

BAINBRIDGE,

360.

Pasadena, Cal.

GOLD PROSPECT WANTED.

FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE.

We

POOLBY.

desire to purchase a moderately well developed

Gold Prospect, in California, having a ledge of 3 feet and

President.

Secretary.

J.

Box

And upward.
ROOMS WITH OR WITHOUT BOARD.
J.

E. P.

Developmeni,

many additional cl«im8. Shaft down (in
ore) 120 feet. One carload already shipped, S1750.
Capital wanted to further develop, rapidlj". To those
meaning buBinesa, good terms will be offered. Mines S
miles from railroad. Address,
Together with

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day

i^rSBND FOE Circular,
C. S.

ROOM

Now Under

Cal,

Laundry Free for the use of Familiea
POST ST., S. P.
HOT AND cold' BATHS FBBB.
SKVENTV-FIVE DOLI^ARS THIS

Propositions from principals only entertained.

SAFE DEPOSIT BUILDING,

San Francisco,

Wholesale and Retail.
Native Platinum and Scrap purchased.

24

We

HAUSMAN,

Mining Properties Bought,
Sold and Developed.

Street,

Hanu&cturing Purposes.

GOLD & SILVER MINE

WINCHESTER HOUSE.

MANUFACTURBR8 OF

HIGH-GRADE SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENGINES, STEEL BOILERS, Etc.

— IMPORTERS

DIES.- Guaranteed to prove better and cheaper than any others.
Orders solicited, subject to above conditions.
H. D. MORRIS.

v\ri3sr.A.Tia"S'
ANTI-INCRUSTATION POWDER
Or Boiler Compound
For Removing or Preventing Scale, Corrosion and Pitting
Send for references.
in Steam Boilers.
Also Prkrleks Rububb M'f'g Co. Plumbago Sheet, and
Piston and Valve Kod Packing, to be had only of
J. C,

WINANS, 220 Fremont

St,

S. P., Cal.

upward
at

a

and upward per ton,

of free milling ore of glO

fair price.

H. MAYER & CO..
411 Oallfornla St San FracciBCO.
I.

,

We

STORAGE
"
DEWEY
&

have some extra room

suitable
for
storage purposes, which we will let on

very reasonable
terms.
CO., 220 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.
'
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STURTEVANT MILL
erizver

Is ID operation in

ing ameltiag

and

\XI

Bnntlngton

CHfll
U 111 U MFRS
If I U || U

^etalllirgy and Ore3.

nii.nx-» ui.

,

.

[fURnlL MILL.

rival,

SELBY

tWSKSD FOR CATALOODK-Ta

ead

wor^s
J

iUHD rOK C'ATALTHinn ANU TbhtIUOKI ALU.

for

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

mills.

MACHIjOY

Centrifugal

I

.

without

ia

&

PRASER
IHriWUII

Thia Mill aa a Crusher and Pul-

251

416 Montgomery

TROMMELS.

JIGS and

ENGINES AND BOILERS
__
SYSTEMATIC MILLING. SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION of ORES GOLD AND
And

PUMPING

HOISTING

St.,

CO..

San Francisco.

SILVER REFINERY
Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid

for

Gold, Silver and

Lead Ores and Snlphnrets.

ENGINES

ENGINES,

AND

.

.

.MANnfAfTTOKItRN Of

BLUESTONE
LEAD PIPE,
SHEET LEAD,

HALLIDIE'S

MACHINERY

SHOT,

Standard

WIRE ROPE

CORNISB

TRAMWAYS.

„

OBNERAL OFFICE AND WORKS:

DENVER OFFICE

Fulton and Union Streets, Oblcaso,

:

No. 248 Elsbteenth Street, Denver, Colorado.

111.

OFFICE:

MEXICO OFFICE:

Room

43,

No.

a

Wall street.

^

Mining Turbine Water Wheel.
These Wheclg are deaif^ned for all purposea where limited quantitieg of water and
heads are utilized, and are giiaraotceil to give more power with ess water than
any other wlieel made. Being placed on horizontal shaft, the power is transmitted
direct to shafting; by belts, dispensing with gearing.
Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in
hi(,'h

i

capacity to auit any particular case.

Further information can be obtained of thia form of construction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penatocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free of coat,
by applying to the manufacturers.

or

bles, Scoriflers, etc., including, also, a full stock of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these auppliee sinc€
the first discovery of mines on the Pacific Coast, we fee
confident from our experience we can well duit the de
mand for these goods, both as to quality and price, Oui
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will be sent oc

application.

j»-Our Gold and Silver Tables, showing the value pei
ounce Troy at different degrees of fineness, and valuable
tablea for computation of assaj's in grains and grammeg.
will be sent free upon application. Agents forthe Patent
Plumbago Crucible Co., London, England. Also for E.
G. Drnniston's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
plates of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly
reliable, and full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Ordera
taken at hia lowest pricea.

JAMBS LBFFEL &
Springfield, Ohio,

IMP0RTBR8 AND DHALRRS IH

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

Mining Companies, Milling Companies, Prospectors, eta,
to our full stock of Balancea, Furnaces, Mufflea, Cruci-

JAMES LBFFBL'S

JOHN TAYLOR &

CO.,

110 Liberty

St.,

New

York.

PARKE

EVANS &

(Succesanrs to

THOMSON &

CO.,
S.

F.

First

at Mechanics' Pair, 1884.
3vi: :e3 :e3
£:

s

c«3

Sole Liienaed Manufacturers of the

Steam Pumps. Steam Engines
all kintiB of

Premium Awarded

oxjorr*

MACHINE WOEKS,
and

C. A.

Medart Patent Wronglit

MACHINEUY.

Rim

Pulley

For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washington
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Lighteat, Strongest, Gheap'^'^t and
Best Balanced Pulley in the World.
Alao Manufacturers of
pat. oot, 25, 1881.

SHAFTING,
t^ Send

Nos. 129

Sc

Ores Sampled.
Assaying in all its Branches.
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters,

Working Tests

_

,

gan Francisco.

_

O.

^

J.

ARE YOU GOING TO PUT UP MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?
,..,

OTho

BUYERS' GUIDE xs

issued

March and

THE DODGE PATENT INDEPENDENCE

Sept.,

It is on encyclopedia of useful information for all who purchase the luxuries or the

each year.

necessities

of

life.

WOOD SEPARABLE OR
They are

"We

can olothe you and furnish you with
all the
necessary and unnecessary
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, work, go to church,

Warranted.
List

New Almaden

COMFORTABLY, and you can make a fair

B.

II

Utiso

on

Room

22,

320 Sansome

THOMAS

Riig

tools, puntps,
enKinee. Alrea-

and

oil.

Bonk

3The American

St.,

.

WellWorks.
AUUORA, ILLS.,
S.

A.

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS

CO.,

a Specialty.'^

Street,

San Francisco,
IN

Cal.

24 HOURS.

-

FULDA BROS., Proprietors,
30 to 40 Spear St.,
San Francisco
ALL KINDS OF CASKS, TANKS, Etc.
Water Tanks

K0STEL &

Q.
GO.,
Mining Engineers and Metallurgists.

frpR, niQilirigchiirgeB
-t'^S ciH.oacIi.

U.

iarSgip, Mining, and

Assaying and Analysis of Orea, Minerals and Waters.
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Practical Instruction given
Treating Ores by m
proved procetees.

i

pro-Hpt'Ctorft
'

RANDOL,

CO.

COOPERAGE

my

Proceas.

on trial, .^L';' Itct has bvi-n eunk in 8
hours. Insiructioiia forb.-RinTicr«. Aq
EiiKruvingBol well
I' e*K)

-:

WINE

SAN FRANCISCO

Corner ot Leldesdorff Street,

Wcll-HinkiiiR und

".lid

J.

111-114 Michigan Avenue, Chicago. 111.

CALIFORNIA

WORKS.

St- (Basement,,

LIGHTNING WELL-SINKING
MACHINE prospecting
MAKERS.
tuola aent

Quicksilver.

Encyclopilm

will be sent upon
cents to pay postage,

WATER TANKS) WINE TANKS!

318 Pine

Time, trouble and money aaved by uaing these pulleys.

BUYEHS'

MONTGOMERY WARD &

METALLURGICAL

lr\

free.

GUIDE, which
receipt of 10

PULLEYS,

.

KUBTBL.

JOHN SIMONnS, Pacific Coast Agent, 609-513 Mission St., S. F.

or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these things

estimate of the value of the

Huhn & Luckhardt,
and MetallunrlstB

Orea Sampled and Aeaayed, and Teats made by

tlie LighteHt, Strongest, Best Balancetl and Most
Couveuient Pulleys Made in the World.

Adapted to any power required.

and Catalogues mailed

SPLIT

LUCKHARDT & GQ^

A.

(Formerly

Ulnlncr EnRlneera

Cal.

(jii*nc any change in machinery?
Are you going
Lu make
Are you freighting
t;uiiiK to
„ by team or packing on
.--t,
on don't
^nn't fail
h
mules? IDo you want Pulleys on Shafting already up? ^f BO,
to look into the
merits oft

etc.

Made.

Special attention paid to Examinations of
Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES
"^
-

(practical)

Plans and Specifications furnished for the
most suitable Process for Working Ores.

for Ciroular and Priob List.

181 Fremont Street,

mi

Near First and Market Streeta, S. P.
LuoKOARDT, Manager.
K&tablisbrd 1800

Ores worked by any ProoesB.

PERFECT PULLEYS

E\'ANS),

110 & 112 Keale Street,

Si

General Agenta,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, Col.
LAOY, General Agents, San Francisco. Cal.

GO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 23 STEVENSON STREET,

FBASER & CHALMERS,

H.

Cartridges,

ALSO CEIEMICALS. AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CUEMICAL APPAKA'iUS.
63 & G5 Flr>4t St., cor. Mission, San Francisco.
We would call the attention of Assayers, ChemiHts,

No. II Oalle de Juarez, Chihuahua, Mezico.
OITY. UTAH.

UTAH OFFICE—SALT LAKE

C.

Shot-Gun

Under Chambcrliu Patent

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..

PUMPS.
NEW YORK

Etc., Etc.

MANUKAOTURKKM OK

AtiHO

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

PHE K. H. H. Horse Liniment pnte
new life into the Antiquated Horee
JForthe
last 14 years the H. H. H. Horee
Liniment naa been tiie leading remedy
among Farmers and Stockmen for the
'

cnre of Bprains. Bmiees, Stiff Jointa,
e.pavina, Wmdgans. Sore Shoulders, etc
and for Family Use is without an eqnat
Mr Uhooraatiem, Nenralgia, Aches, Paino
»f'niees, ( '.nts and Sprains of all charaetera,
Ihe H. H. H. Liniment has many imita
bona, and we caution the Public to eee
that the Trade Mark *' H. H. H." is on
Bvery Bottle before Durchaeing. For sale
everywhere for 60 cents and $1.0C pax
Bottle.,

Send

Engraving Samples.

2-ceQ

stiiiap for 16piiflo

line

il-

lustrated Bafl]ple3 o'^'Photo- Facsimile, Phofco-Ziuc EtohlDK
and Wood EngravinKS {Proof Sheet No. 3) to

QRAYINQ

Co,

m Market

Dkwey En

St., S.

F.

]
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quoted at8J<@85Bc; concentrated, 7M@8c, being
the inside figure for car lots.
Tin is dull, though a shade higher. Tin plates
are steady and more active.

Local Market.
San Francisco, Oct

SILVER~The

market

in

By
ii, 1888.

London and

in

New

York has ruled easy throughout the week. The demand abroad was good in last month, but it is now
In our market
said to be only fair for the season.
trading has been hght; buyers bid down, but holders, so far as we cin learn, do not entertain any bids
lielow 94c.
At !he latter figures some transactions
are reported for export. Since the shutting down of
the mills in Virginia Ciiy, Nevada, that were running on ore from the Savige, Hale & Norcro~s and
Confidence mines, the receipt of silver fell off, but
with an increase at an early day in the supply of
water in the CarF,on river the mills will be again in
lull operation, when silver from that section will beIt is claimed by those
gin to come in more freely.
in position to know that the work going on in several of the leading mines on the Bjnanzi lode is of
such a nature that it will undoubtedly develop the
positive existence of a lode to the west of that now
being worked. This lode, called the Red lode, is
chiefly if not entirely gold-bearing, which with further work calculated to take out ore will have an
importarit bearingon the mining and silver industry;
for gold instead of silver will largely predominate
and new mines con'e lo the front as large
In British Columbia, Montana, Idaho.
producers.
Arizona and Colorado there has been no material
the silver output, but from Mexico more
increase
bullion has bien received in this countrv.
The following table shows the amount of silver
bullion in the principal European banks Sept. 20th,
and at the correspondmg dale last ytar:

m

Ranks

18S7.

1SS8.

of

France

£49,234 ,560

Germany

15,546,000
15,330,010
7,703,000

-Austria-Hungary
Netherlands
Nut. Eelfjium
Nat. Italy

I,:i71 000
l.U5,000

.

Totals
Totald, previoud

week

£90.199,560
90,649,296

£47.839,794
15,606,000
14.438,000
8,168,000
1,250,000
1,101,000

£88,469,794
8S.644-,448

The above shows an increase of nearly $9,000,000
during the 12 months, with the Bank ol France being the chief gainer.

QUICKSILVER— The

The

following

is

Mall.

Metal Exchange Market Report "

—

—

COPPER Is still uitrrly stagnant, but one sale
being reported during the week, and the only fluctuations being due to neglect of those supporting
the market to raise their bids to the usual level.
LE.'\D

— Trading

has fallen off to total of a

trifle

though this meial still commands
more attention than anything on the list. Prices
advanced 5 to to points on spot and 15 to 20 on
over 450 tons,

futures, but fell

off again

from

z%

to 10 points to-

ward the end; recovering again to-day and closing
strong and fairly active at a net advance of 10 to 20
points for the week.

ypELTER — Opened

points higher and fully
maintained the advance in sp;te of the usual ap ithy
in regard to this article; gaining yest-rday a fraction
more and closing to-day quiet and steady.
five

Prices generally ruling for metals not regularly
dealt in on Call at the N. Y. Exchange, covering extremes of buyers' and sellers' views. All prompt delivery.

@

Australian

Tin,
Binca Tin,

;

$1665© — .—

Copper.

@

;

@

Tin,
Baltimore

Billiton
;

Orford Copper, $[6.oo@
Copper,
Foreign Lead,
$5.oo@5.25; Foreign Spelter, $S.4o@5.5o; Antimony, $9.7S@i3.5o.
The Philadelphia market is reported as follows by
the New York Metal Exchangt Report:
PIG IRON The market is firm, but not specially
active, although a good many
orders would be
placed at about the old figures, but buyers do not
like paying the advances which are now generally
demanded.
Meanwhile the entire output goes
direct into consumers' hands so that for the present
furnaces have liitle iron to offer,
;

16.25; P- S. C.

@

;

—

market shows another
MANUFACTURED IRON—A great deal of
weak tone at the close. In
busness has been recently taken, and the bar-milh
month the price here ruled at 437.25 up to the
are particularly crowded with orders.
Plates and
when in sympathy with an upward move
loth,
shapes have not sympathized to any great extent as
abroad it was advanced until by the 14th it reached
slight decline, with a
last

$45, at

which price

it

continued through the month.

1,529 flasks, in last month was
export
movement.
the leading feature of the
China's free purchases were probably due to this
market being $2 a flisk below the London parity.
The receipts of Caliiornia quicksilver at this port
list month aggregated 2330 flasks, and for the first
nine months of the year 19.236, against 17,949 flasks
From January i, 1888, to
for the like time in 1887.
Oct, I. the exports in flasks were as follows: To
New York, 2320; Mexico, 4523; China, 3536; New
Zealand, 276; Central America, 323; Japan, 10;
Total, 11,021
British Columbia, 8; Australia, 25.
flasks against 9199 flasks for the like time in 1887.

The heavy shipments,

1

IRON — Imports

since Jan. i, 18S8, aggregate as
follows:
1095 tons American pig and 14,000 tons
Besides the above there were received
English pi£.
7500 tons of old railroad iron, 1050 tons of nail
The market continslabs and 9474 tons of scrap.

ues strong under a good consumptive demand. The
imports go into consumption about as fast as received.
Scrap iron is reported very strong at $26.
LEAD—The New York market, the past week,
was subjected to lively fluctuaiions, with prices
In our market holders
gravitating to lower figures.
are firm in their advanced views, but buyers are reported to be offiih; only buying for immediate use.
The decline at the East is said to be owing to the
October sales having been filled. A white-lead trust
has been formed at the East which miy have an
influence on the lead market,
TIN Pig in first hands is about exhausted. Tin
For both pig and
plate on spot is dull and easy.
pUte to arrive trading continues free, with sales of
extent
of
the latter to the
50,000 boxes, ranging
The latest reported sale to
from $4.95@5. iSarrive was 1000 boxes of coke, at $5.15 to an Alaska

—

cannery.

—

BORAX' The market continues strong, with free
shipments reported to be going forward to the East.
ANTIMONY The market continues to rule very
strong in sympathy with the higher markets reported

—

The demand is only fair, as the adat the East.
vanced prices restrict, somwhat, the inquiry.

COPPER — The

market

is

reported to be quiet at

unchanged quotations.

COAL — The

market continues very strong, owing

to importers not wishing to submit to any concessions.
From a very general inquiry we are convinced thit consumers are better slocked than at any

time for several years past. This they did as a precaution against either a probable* corner or a scarcity, owing to lessened importations from Australia.
With this the case, the demand this winter will at
no lime be of an urg' nt character, while the buying
A large consumer was
will be less than last winter.
offered
and refused a cargo of Australian for
prompt shipment at a slight concession.

Location. No. Aw'T. Levied. Delinq'nt, Sale,
Seoretaby.
California.. 1.
10., Sept 20. .Oct
25,
.Nov 15. .J
Reynolds
Nevada.. 38.
50. .Sept 28. .Nov
5.,, .Nov 2ii..L Oabom
Nevada. .34.
25. .Oct 5. .Nov 12
Dec 3..B Eurris

but the entire market is regarded as being in a
mo-t healthy condition, and prices are firm all the
yet,

M Co
M
M Co
M & M Co
Crown Point G& S M Co
Cholla M Co
Empire G M Co
Excheiiuer M Co
Gould Curry S M Co
Baltimore 8
Belcher
Co

..Nevada..
.

Arizona
Nevada.. 50.

Crispin

a.

M

Nevada

.

.

26

California..

1.

Nevad*.
Nevada,

.26,
.60.
Calfornia,, 9.
California., 2.
Nevada. .47.
Arizonia.. 3.
Co.. .Nevada.. 7.

Gray Eagle
Co
Gt Western Q
Co
Justice M Co
Locomotive
Co
Lady Washington Con
Live Oak X> ilt M Co
California.. 10.
Nevada.. 5.
Lord of LomG&S M Co
MonoGM Co
CaUforDia..26,
Montrose M Co
Colorado., 1.
Potoai M Co
Nevada:, 31,,
Superior
Co
New Mexico.. 3..
Savage
Nevada,. 71
Co
Neva la., 1..
Tuscarora Con
Oo
Teirakoff G M:&
California.. 1..
Co
Utah Con M Co
Nevada., 5.

M

M

M

M
M

Hyd

M Co.,. Calif oinia.,

"

1.

Name op Company.
ConM Co

4. .Nov
29. .Oct

35..0et
06.

.Aug

Location.
Seoretaby.
Arizo a..D C Bates
Nevada.. H P Bush

Conteution

M Co
Excliei|uer M C
Eureka Con
Maytlcver

E

Nevada.. C

G M Co

Name
Con

\NTTMONY— French
Borax— Refined

WHOLES AliE.
Thursdat.

Oct.

Star

13

Powdered
Gonceutrated

Copper—
Bolt

Elliot

Co

iron ore,

,'[;

7*

2fi

Standard

@

27
00

@

—
26

(g28 50
027 00
@3l 00
21 §23 00
@24 50
(329 00

—
—
—

—

2;@
@10

^ ton

8 00

5J

6C

3

CO

F

8 (S

Shot, discount 10/^ on 500 b»ga

Buck.^bag

Drop,

S bag-

1
1

ChiUed, do

2
lb

Black Diamond tool
Pick and Hammer

ConM

W Pew

Machinery
Toe Calk

TiNPLATE— Ooke
Hharcoal, 14x20
do roofing, 14x20

Pigtin.liMb

Inventors.

Reported by

Dewey &

Co., Pioneer Patent

From

the

official

report of U.

S.

Dbwbt &

Patente Id

Market

Oo.'s Patent Office Library, 220

Flasks, old

85

FOR
390,33
lin,

WEEK ENDING

OCT,

[.—Stock Catcher

l888.

2,

— F. M. Anable, Rock-

Cal.

-Button— F.

Crooks,

B.

Nozzle

Spray

Los Angeles,

—Greene,

Crofton

&

Presser Foot for Sewing Machine

390,305.— Orchard

Cultivator— John

Mor

gan, Santa Clara, Cal.

Shell— E.

Paulson,

As-

Qgn.

390,319

—Bracing FOR Wharves — Thos. Thom-

son, S. F.
390,427.
Gilroy, Cal.

—

.,

,

.

Payable

50

Sept 11

Aug
Aug

25

27

July 11

50
50
50
l.CO
05

Montgomery St

6

July 9

25

Aug
July

8

U

-j-.-July 10

June

12

Stock Exchange.

S. F.

Name

Webk

of

Company,

Sept .2(1.

I.BO
1
S5

Andes

!)S

Sept. 27.

Lawn

Sprinkler— J.

Woolsey,

S.

Oct

6.

2

.50

2.35

1

H5 i.iai

2

(II

i,:ffl

1

1

(l(

,«,i

1

IK

90

1

2 K. 2 60
71

1

1I.1-

11.

2 95

45

1

.90

I

60
116

1(

bi

& Belcher..,.
Bullion

Best

nan

3 V5 3

1.25

1

Bodie Con
Benton
Bodie Tunnel

1,411

1

?ii

1

1

26
26
40

1

51

1,111

35

1

Confidence
Con. Imperial
Caledonia
Con. Pacific
Grown Point

W

4 ai

4

•/

29( 2

711

3

IM
411

46

Sh

41

4:111

4

.80

31

1

1,2.5

.5(1

4 K5

51

30

1

1

25

,:t5

4(1

,61

1

15

31

1

.55

.55
93

88

.55

2 75 2 60
12
12
.45
,4i
35 .;«

2

4 15 4.1b

5

3 75
95 .76
71

.50

30
40

2.5

1,20

25

1

.00
KIJ '9i'
6i 5 (K)

4

4(1

1

H

1

8.5

11

61

4 IK 3

65
,45

1,31

9,00

Si

Champion
ChoUar

15

m 3.35

3

.30

.65

Con. Va.&Cal
Challenge

m

,«'

.46

41

,4(1

4.70

'Ai

4.011

9(

2.66

20

5i

3

,75
41

.30

0(

4.-I0

IK)

17

'1

75

85

9}

75
411

4

9(1

75

.30

..30

.,30

3 35
1.25

3.50
1.60

66
40
2 %. 2 40
5 III 4 .6(1

3.10
5 25

Dudley

EastB.&B
EureKaCon

.1

m
.80

Gould& Curry
Hale & Norcross..

5 76

3

1 It 1 05

1.10
65

1.

5S

4

«(i

2
4

95

.35
l.Ol

9,1

3 00

«(
la

5(,

a

65

.50

2 6(1
4 25

2,75 2.60
4 ,.!(, 4.40

\M

.35
1 10

.45

Holmes

NoTB.—Coptea of U. S. and Fotetgn Patents furnished
by Dbwbt & Co. in the shortest time possible (by mall
or telegnrapbic order). Amerioan and Forel^ patents
obtained, aod ureDeral patent buBinesa for Paclflo Coast
ioventors transacted with perfect seourlty, at reasonable
rates ftod In the sborteet possible time.
,

Independence

.15

Iowa
Kentuck
Lady Wash
Martin Wbite

s

Agency,

the

following

l.S

'""

.90

3.35

Korthem

are

worthy of special mention:
Lawn Sprinkler. John S. Woolaey, GilNo. 390,427. Bated Oct. 2, 1888
roy. Cal.

.15

,21,

i.i5
3.65 3,25

—

novel bracing is adapted especially for wharves
where the depth of the water is such as would
stability of the structure, or where
the water may be unusually rough. The essential feature of the device is a brace rod having a nut and washer on its upper end for
securing it to the top of the wharf, and a pe-

.46

.51

'.75

35

.40

1.00 i!o6
3 .30 2.75

3.15
.60

.45

.5(

".Wl

".m

90

3.45 3.30

4.00 3.45

4 00
2.I1O

2.41

Belle....

North BeUe Isle....

2 2.5 2.05
2.75 2.60

2,15
2.7b

3 85

4.10

&

1.40

2.6b

2.85 2.65

1.61 1 75
2.75 2.6b

4

IK)

4

1.-.

3 90

4.(k;

3 85

1

35

1.45

i.:«i

1.41

1

5

."111

«i

5,25

1

5(1

1

2 55

2

1.6i

1.8-1

.50

.65

fi 5,50
l.OC 1 5(1
2.61 2 31)
1 65 1.65
.50

•i.m 2.7U
3 11 2 95
3.15 3.15

« 911 2 45
3 45 3.05
3 .511 3.U0

.50

4

21

North G. & C
Occidental

Ophir

—

'*

:«i

.30
.90

2,50 3.00

1

Patent

.41

.:«:

Julia

Mt. Diablo

Notices of Recent Patents.

affect the

Oct.

2,20 2 05

Areenta

Grand Prize

@ —

shape when thev resume work than before for
many years. Not only has all been put iu good
shape underground, but the surface works and
By Telegraph
machinery have been thoroughly overhauled.
Nrw York, Oct. 10, 1888. The following are the Much new ground has been explored and opened
closing prices ihe past week:
up ready for mining during the past three
Topper.
Silver.
Lead.
Tin.
months, and there will be no lack of ore when
Thursday
Sl7 45
§5 00
§22 20 the mills can be started
94i
up.
17 50
5 10
22 30
ilriday
9li
With plenty of water there will be more
17 50
5 00
Saturday
94j
23 00
17 50
5 05
23 25 stamps than can be put in operation than before
Mmifay
93|
9S|
17 45
5 30
23 15 in some years.
Tuesday
If water is abundant in the
93 15-16 17 35
4 00
23 25
WedDCBdiy
Sierras the Virginia &Gold Hill Water Oo. can
The m^^rket closed as follows: Lake Ingot copper send through their three big pipes enough to
seems to be entirely in the hands of the combine
supply the Pelton wheels at both the Nevada
and the rein has been pulled rather tighter upon consumers.
The quotations are i7^c for the best and and Oalifornia mills. This would give 140
stamps in Virginia City. Certainly a more ecoi6c for casting brands.
nomical use of water can be made in no place in
Piglead, weak, lower and easy.
the world than when every mine conneoted with
Quicksilver fs quotable at $6o@63 and quiet.
Borax is active at an advance. California refined the Satro tunnel is in posBessioa of from 2000 to

.,Oct 22
..Oct 15
..Oct 15
Oct 15

Amount.
"

Central

390,249.— Explosive

in better

Eastern Metal Markets.

Annual..

F.

Baltimore
BeUelale

St., 3. P.

Foreign

@
@
42 50 (*
—
1 05 @

8t

Erophy

16
10

—

Date

Meeting
Annual..,.

4..50

20

5 00 ffl 5 13
6 7.5 *& 7 2S
5 5(i
5 62.',
24"
23

Montgomery St

Annual
Annual

Solicitors for Pacific States.

—

5

406

F.

i$f S.

J

—

St
St

Pine St
309 Montgomery St
308

M

Alpha

Barker's
This sprinkler is of the general
Mill" type. There is a vertical stand-pipe havOn top is a cylining a coupling for the hose.
PRICES "TO ARRIVB."
drical head having a tapering vertical hole exPer Ton.
tending axially through it and fitting a correPer Ton
Australian ...SIl 50 @I2 00 Cardiff
11 fO@ll 50
spondingly tapering shaft at the top of the
Liverpool St'm 12 00 @12 50 Lehi-fh Lump. 15 00(ol5 50
Chambers are formed at each end
atand-pipe.
West Hartley. 12 50 @13 OO Cumberland bkl2 50(«'13 00
of the cylindrical head to receive packing, and
Scotch Splint. 12 00 @12 50 Egg, hard
13 50(^14 00
a peculiarly shaped angular or conical chamber
around the center of the interior chamber corMining Share Market.
responda with tranaverse holea made in the
sleeve upon which it turns, so that water is adIt remains to be seen whether stocks can be mitted from these holes into the bent perforkept up when the C-irson river mille run all ated arms which project outwardly from the
their stamps and when all the mines are able to rotary head, and are provided with holes or
resume operations on the lower levels. The openings so as to rotate by reactionary force of
Virginia Enterprise thinks the time is near at the escaping water and distribute it over the
hand when there will be- supporting props to ground.
place under stocks when they are lift d.
The
Bracing for Wburves Thomas Thomson,
shafts, drifts, and all the openings, and all the
No. 390,319. Dated Oct. 2, 1888. This
S. F.
apparatus of the leading mines will be

Quicksilver— By the flask.
Flasks, new

W

St
St

Ending Eni>inu Endimo

16 la

4^3

.

Pine St

fable of Lowest and Highest Sales in

List of 0. 8. Patents tor Paoifio Coast

Among the patents recently obtained throngh
Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press U. S. and

a@
4@

.

3)0 Pine St

—

9 j@
10 (ffi

5..JJ Scoville
3
J Guruett
Nov 21). .A H Fish
Oct 29. .J
Quay

Gr*Bs Valley

w-

-

I3FremontSt
Montgomery St
3au

C Stump
27..EBHolme8

Montgomery St

230

53

—

309

309 Montgomery
309 Montgomery
309 Montgomery
309 Montgomery

Elliot

1.00

Lightuer

@
65 M
85 @
05 @
7

CE

27..
15,. I

306 Pine St
318 Pine St
401 California St
309 Moi tgiraery St

H Clough

fi^

Pipe

W SesHions

28..G

15..PE Luty

Oijfiojs

D A Jennings

California..
Nevada. .J

California

& Soda Co.. California.. A
California.. J
Co

2500 feet of fall, which allows of a head of water
being uspd over and over hy means of Pelton
whef^h placed along down the shafts at intervals of from 400 to 500 feet.

toria,

@I9

— @
—

Bar
Sheet

Stk EL— English,
Cantou tool

14
1%

16 90

American Soft, No, 1, too
Oregon Pig, tou
CUy Lane White
Shotts, No. 1
Bar Iron (base price) $^ lb

Lead— Pig

'(5

Osborn

2..RNVanErunt

Mon gomery

309

W

390,606.
Leak. S, F.

7|@

L

]9..JMoMzio

.

Pacific Borax, Salt

— Crapo

7J(a

15,
16,

Office in S.
Montgomery 36

328

Greene. Cou-tland, Cal.
1888.

A Halser
R E Kelly
.AH Fish

19

Pine 3t
3'9 Montgomery St

W

& Va M Co

M

M Co
Mt Diablo M & M Co
North Star M Co
Hale& Norcross S M Co
Idaho M Co
Eureka Con

390,474.

6«@
26

Sheathing
Ingot
Fire B' ix Sheets
[RON— Gleagarnook ton
EglintoQ, tou

Chrome

W

.

HEogart

30.. O
12..

3i)6

Location.
Secretary.
Nevada. .A
Havens
Nevada. A S Groth
Nevada.. H RP Button
Nevada. .R
Heath

of Company.

California

Coutideice S

390,209.

FraiLGisoo Metal Market.

.

,

309

CaliforDia,.J Morizio

Cal,

San

8..,

9..,

Elliot

A K Durbrow

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.

OLD RAILS— Buyers at

demand.

..Nov

E

.C

.A FLow
31..CEElliot
30..

.

6..

W

5..G E Krutmejer
26..JNewlandB

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

way through.
about $24, but there are
none for sale to meet consumers' requirements.
SCRAP IRON— Sales of cargo lots No. i at $21
ex ship.
Oiher descriptions firm and in good

Nov

15.. Aug 15.. Sept 15.. ..Oct
50. .Oct 4. .Nov
7... .Nov
05. .Oct L.Nov
14..,..Dec
02. .Sept 8. .Oct
8... .Nov

6.,

12..J Crockttt
G Sessions

30..

"

50..O^t

M
M

Virginia Creek

"

"

St
St
St
St
3a7 Fine St
3(,9 Montgomery St
628 Mont?omt-ry St
329 Pine St
309 Montgomery St
77 Nevada Block
3r9 Montgomery St
309 Montgomerj St
3:i7 Pine St
328 Montgomery St
419 Caiifoinia St
309 Montgomery Bt
309 Montgomery St
328 Montgomery St
503 Oalifon?ia
309 Montgomery
3U9 Montgomery
*02 Mobtgomery

13..ARGrim

25..Sei.t 22. .Oct 25. ...Nov
50 Septl8..0ot if3....1S0T
50.. Sept 24.. Oct 29..., Nov
10. .Sept l.,Oet 15. ...Nov
" .Nov
50. .Oct 2.
5.,
'
.Nov
8 .Nov 13. ...Dec
50. .Oct
25..hept 19. .Oct 22. ...Nov
"
21. .Sept 6,.0cf. "10.....Oct
30. .Oct 2. .Nov
.Nov
05. .Sept 4. .Oct
10.. ..Oct
15. .Sept 18. .Oct 22,,
Nov
25. .Sept 25. .Oct 31.. ..Nov
15. .Aug 21 bept 24,,. .Oct
25, .Aug 21. .Sept 26. ...Oct
05, .Aug 20, -Sept 27., ..Oct
10. .Sept ti..O-t 12. ...Nov
50. .Sept 20. .Oct 23.., .Nov
"'
" .Nov
li..(»ct 3.
Dec

3.

Nevada. 36
California.. 9.

Bodie Con

Fiaoe of Btjsimes

M

.

.

AndesSMCo

TIN Total sales are only 30 tons, although the
metal evidently is a subject of interest to most of the
trnders, judging from the general attention given the
calls.
Fluctuations in price have followed less closely those cabled from abroad; London ruling on the
whole lower, while we have made a net advance of a
quarter cent on futures.
Spot showed a corresponding gain, but has been relatively more irregular and
lost 20 points from the highest.

JOURNALS,

S. F.

ASSBSSM3NTS.
CoupAirr.
American

:

DIRECTORY.

COHPOiBD BVBBT THURSDAY FROM ADVBRTIBBMKN18 IN MINING AND SCIBNTIFia PRBSB AND OTHBK

Eagle M Co
New York Alti&MCo

the "

the latest from

SHAREHOLDERS'

MINING

is

n^ARKET ^EPO^TS,

[Oct. 13, 1888

55
71

1

411

2 30

1.60

:f5

1.65

n

1

5.0U

OH

l.lib

\.m

2 61 2,26
1.70 1..5b
.80 .45

2.65
80

1

8(

1

.55

P. Sheridao
Silver Star
2.85

3

3 15
3.115

3 35 2,86
3 3(1 3.00

Silver Hill
Silver King

1.60

.65
2.1c

yellow Jacket

3.20
1.15
3.90

a.

B.&M

(15

2.70

.50

.60

.50

3,40
3.55

.6'

.10

3 50 3.10
1.3U 1.10
4 35 3.75

3.25 3.05
1.25 1.15
4.26 4.05

3.60 3.20
1.25 1 20
5.00 4.50

3

55

i,;«i

5 00

Sales at San Franoisoo Stock Exoliange.
Thursday,

Oct. 11.

25 Alta
200 Audes
1000 Alpha
100 Belctier

410
500
200
250
250
340
50
20
50
150
1400
280
7
10

B.

400 Justice
1.55 100 Mono
75 Mexican
1.00
60
Eiablo
2.75
5.00 100 Na?ajo
100 Nev. Queen
4.8
30c 700 OvennaiL
1 25 100 Ophir
1.50
lOO Occidental Con
'
200 Potosi
300 Peerless
4.75 500 Peer
18 200 SaTage
5.75 100 S. B.
90c 100 Sierra Nevada
75c 740 Utah
1.45 235 Union
3.00 100 Weldou
6.00 150 YeUowJacket

Mt

& Belcher

Baltimore
Bodie
Bullion
Chollar

.''

Con Va&Cal
Crown Point
Confidence
Challenge
Crocker
Con. Imperial
Excheguer
Gould & Curry

HaleiNor

SM

1.05
85c
3.90
2.50
2.10
3.85
1.65
6.75
1.40
2.60
1.70
50c
2.60
3.35
3.65
1.30
3.60
65c
5.00

BuUion Shipments.

clamp loosely jointed to its lower end and
adapted to be fastened to the pile at the ground
We quote ahipments Bince onr last, and shall
Protecting pUtes are put between the
line.
be Dleased to receive further reports:
clamp and pile to avoid injury to the latter. In
Howard (Arizona) Got. 2. S7000; Hanauer, 3,
applying the brace rod it is connected to the
Crescent, 3, $5350; Silver E-ief (tor
pile before driving it, and the rod being hinged $3650;
Hanauer,
to the clamp may be turned to the most con- Sept.), 819 080; Germania, 4, §1892;
Crescent, 4, $6400; Hanauer, 6, $180;
$1800;
Then
when
4,
driving.
during
venient position
the wharf is complete the rod is turned to the Germania, 6, $1847. The Salt Lake banks rerequired inclination and added to or cut off to port the receiots for the week ending Oct. 3d,
bring its upper end to the proper fastening inoluaive, of $87,220.70 in ore and $82,137.24 in
culiar

point.

bnllioa, a total of $169,358.94.
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delinquent sale notice.
Gray Eagle Mining Company.

— Location

of ThhIucau, Sxn Kramiiico, California Location of vkurkd, I'lftctjr cuunty, Calitoriiiik.
NOTICK.— There am <i«luii|u<.-iiC u(t>n the folli<wiD);
iti-Mcrl^Krtl BtAck, on Bccoatitof AKcotnicDtCN'o.
) levied
i>ii th« 4th day of S«pt«ml>«r, IN^il, tbu iievcr»l
ftoiounU
Mt opposite tJi« names of tlio ro«f>«ctlve Sluroholders,
ot principal

piftcc

—

F.&B.
^!^

M (oUom:
Names.

No.

No.

CertlllaUe.

Shares.

Howen

n.

73

ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

Indoor and'Outdoor Illumination of every kind.

$25 00
2 00
*0

32»
Wtn. McToy
'dCi
Th«o. Wetz«l, Trustee
with
law,
-•-'orHuice
and
an order c t the Uu-«ril
And in
of l>lrect<irs, nuidu on the fourth (Uy of Stiptctubur, Ins-^,
•o muiy shares of «ach parrul of sut^h stock as iiiuy he
neoe«aary. will be sold at uuhlic auction ai the ollU-e of
the Cumpany. room 'J, Nu. ^7 PInu street. 8an Frsneiioo.Cal., on Tuesday, the thirtieth (Si)) day of Octup. u. of uJd
day, to
ber, 1KS8, St the hnur of 1 o'clock
|«y said de)liT(|uent amemmunt thereon, together with
oorta of advcrtlolD^' snd expenseH o* Hale.
O. H. BOliAHT, Secretary.
OrriCB— Room 0, No. 327 Ptuu St Sau FrsnciHCO, Csl.

and

BUSL*iK»8 HA.NAORK OK

Calaveras Co..

MINE. Amador

AKC

Offices

Correspondent as A^ent for Knicltvm In London, LiverNew Vork, Boston and Baltiuioru.
in

CaUfoniia, purchasIogOrcs

maDStremont and sales
mines and purchase and shipment of copper produce
Specfal attention given to

of

"WHEELER PROCESS"^
We

are now prepared to receive Ore at our Testing;
and Mininif Mill, Mcriden, Conn., in sample lut- tif 500
poundH, to bo worked by the Wheeler Pruceaa, whore we
hsve succeeded in Having 00 per cent of the metal contained in the ore.
Wo work sample lots free of charge and report reaults.

NEW GBEMICAL
CO.,

A,

NEW?

Smelting and Reduction Works,
Quartz Mills, Hoisting Works, Underground Timbers, Water and
Leaching Tanks, Etc.

ST£X£F£LI)T,

&

i^HKND

ftiuuple-s

A. T.

Saw and

ors.

FOR CIKCOLAR.lEIl

BBOADWA^

San Francisco

California St.,

mI

to

IVIill

Drills

and Air Compress-

Machinery, IVIachine Tools, Governors,

and Lubricators.

If

cheap

for cash,

some good,

BELTING.OILSand GENERAL SUPPLIES.
We

Dewky En-

DEWEY.

W.

B.

DEJ'WS'Z"

feet long, delivered at nearest railroad etition.
Give
full particulars as to price, size, weight, make and condition. Address,

WOBKS

:

and Stevenson

First

G. H.

CO.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Sts.,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

STKONG.

CO.'S

^

IRRIGATION AND RECLAMATION.

STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS of all kinds,
MACHINE TOOLS, and full line of
Fateil %iiEy.
MACHINE SHOP APPLIANCES carried

Sdeili£t Fress

.

ESTABLISHED
Inventors on the Pacific Coaat will find
experienced, first-class Agency.

it

£L£VATOKS

1863.

We have able and trustworthy Associates and Agents in

olcf

Wash-

In connection with our edi-

Library, and record of original cases in our office, we have
which can be offered home inventors by other agencies. The
information accumulated through long and careful practice before the Office, and the frequent

and Patent

Law

other advantages far beyond those

examination of Patents already granted, for the purpose of determining the patentability of
inventions brought before us, enables us oftep to give advice which will save inventors the
expense of applying for Patents upon inventions which are not new. Circulars of advice sent
& CO., Patent Agents, 220 Market St. S. F.
Address
ree on receipt of postage.

DEWEY

First

Preminm,

Gold

Medal,

for

freight

and passenger

use, both

worm

In stock.

gear and patent double capacity

hydraulic.

greatly to their advantage to. consult this

ington and the capital cities of the principal nations of the world.
torial, scientific

Mills,

-MAKERS OF-

45, Sliver City. Idaho.

EWEE.

(Se

Stamp

SAN FRANCISCO TOOL

Klevated Tramless than 3000

way, complete excejit woodworks, and nut

Box

Plants,

serviceable Second hand

Also a Secondhand Halliday or Huston

P. O.

Works and Pumping

are prepared to give estimates for Hoisting

Smelters aud Concentrators.

Amalgamating Pans and Settlers;

3)

Planing

Injectors, Oil Cups,

WANTED,

Phi ito-Ffu;-i mile, Photo-Zinc KtcbiDgs

o!

QIANT BOCK BBBAKEB.
Westinghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Rock

PARAFFINE PAINT CO.

700.

and WiHjd KntTtivioKB (Proof Sheut No,
OKAVINO Ou. 230 MarkMt St.. 8. F.

CONCENTRATORS.

PUMPS.

and Siding,
CHEAP, LIGHT and DURABLE.

PULVERIZERS,

r'f^

B. ideal Roofing

President.

Engraving Samples.
iiutratcd

STEAM

ALSO aUNDPACTtlEBRB OK

P.

BREAKERS,

GOL.D MINING

OFFICE, 18

Room

ROCK

BOILERS,

WATER, ACID & ALKALI PROOF.

Box 939, Merlden, Conn.

YORK

AND MANUFACTUREIIS OF-

ENGINES,

310
THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMP'Y.
C.

SAN FRANOISOO, OAL.

21 and 23 Frement Street,

Paints!

Working Refractory Gold and Silver Ores.

THE

whom

and Showrooms, 323 PINE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

PARKE & LACY,

Co.

pool*

Twenty yeant ex]>orlencc,
and dealing in Mine^.

Reduction Works,

Oau, Oil and CanJlea siipuraudoi by the

Gommission,
St.. S. F.

UNION COPPER MINE,

NEWTON COPPER

or liRhting and

EDISON INCANDESCENT LIGHT,

-IMI'ORTEKS

420 Montaromery

Mills,

Systunia

Electrical

8atiefactor>' Incaodcacent system.
Lights rt'iulrc no attentioii and are under couipluto conOver &UU.O«> light* in use in the V:nited States SELF-KElilJLATING
LIGHTS turn uight
into day and affurd a mians of working the whole ii hours; Invaluatjlc to contractorH and others to
tliue 1b an object. KBttntatuH and designti on application.

D. RANLETT,

Mining,

kinds of

all

trol.

•>»«•

Ores,

Arc Electric Lights.

The only coniplrte snd

,

HORACE

&

Incandescent

Electric Motors, I»ynamo8, TramcarM, Kle^fclora. Signals and
CaS^umiasiun of power, eitliur direct or v\ith otoraKe Batt^riett,

For Mines, Hoisting Works,

Amount

600
40
6

253

WATER SSTERS

of

the Worthington pattern.

ELECTRIC APPARATUS for the generation and distribution of electricity
and POWER. Keith System.
FLOITR MILL ROLLS ground and corrugated. Gear Cutting a Specialty.
O*

it

all

LIGHT

Send for Catalogue.'^

Prices on application.

"De man woi knows

for

is

alluz a-n)akin

MISSES DEVLIN.

change, a-buyin' ob experience.'" The man who
does «(?/ ihink that he " knows it all " about Pumps
can find out a great deal about them in Grims/iazu's

Pump Catechism. By mail, postpaid,
& Co.. 220 Market St.. S. F., Cal.

(i.

Stenographers and Typewriter Copyists,
Room 7, No. 240 Montgomery St.,
Dewey
San Francisco
S. E. corner Pine,

First

1886,

Premium,

Gold

Medal,

1887,

WORKS;,
114 & 1I6BEALE ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

STE-A.!^

MANUFACTrRERS OF

Compound Pumping Engines

for

Water Works

Service,

At

UDVCF

Last

Meclianics'

Fair

Exposition.

FOR EVERY POSSIBLE DCTY.

Mining Pumps, Irrigating Pumps, Independent Air Pumps, and Condensers

ary Engines or Steam Pumps, Power Pumping Machinery, Improved

t

tlie

Compound Air Compressors,

etc,, etc.

for Station-
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

MINING MEN,
and

CO.,

FopB

CONTRACTORS,

Steel

others interested in

SHAFT-SINKING,

h\k.

apd fAacliipe

irop

UANlTFACTOKSRa OP.,

MACHINE WORKS,

CALIFORNIA

ENGINEERS,
TUNNELING,

[Oct. 13, 1888

UP TO

ETC.

strengrtn, toughness and durability to Oast or WroiiBht
Iron in any position or for any service.

True to pattern and superior In

Tables of Progress
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEAOS, RAILROAD and MAWITH MAPS, ILLUSTBATIONS
CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.
AND FCLL DESCRIPTION OF THE

Engineers'

NEW YORK

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL,

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL

H.

BIRCH &

CO.,

ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,
No. 119 Beale St.,

-

San Francisco

-

BUILDBR OF

WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS.

WM

SOFT and DUCTILE,
SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

Steam Engines, Flour Mill,
Mining, Saw MiU and
Dredging Macblnes
Brodie Rock Crushers,
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
Side Walk and Hand-Power

ELEVATORS.
Manufacturers of B. E. Henrickson's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches for Elevators. All lands of mactuDftry
i^'Ordkrs Solicitrb.
made and repaired.

UNION IRON WORKS,
SAOKAMBNTO, CAL.

&

ROOT, NEILSON

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORGINGS.

OO..

MANUFACTURHRB -OP

Section

16x16

Length 36

feet;

miles.

ALSO Steel Rods, from J to 3 inch diameter and Flats from 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and other shape
Steel Wagon, Buggj", and Truck Tires. Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
STEEL RAILS from 12 to 45 poimds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled
Beams, Angle, Channel, and T iron, Bridge and" Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forgings of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialtj'.

XaiBD EDITION NOTV READY.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STEEL.
For Catalogues, Estimates,

Etc.

ROCK

INGERSOLL

address:

DRILL

RBPRK8ESTBD BT

St.,

21 Fremont

and

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
St.. bet.

[ESTABLISHED IN

-MASOPACTURBRB

Best and Cheapest in America.

01"—

High Pressure or Compound,

MINING

MACHINERY.-Hoisting Engines and
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Encincs
and Pumps, Water Backets, Pump Columns, Air Compressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.-Batteries

Iron

Works.

AMALGAMATORS,

firftr.

at. bBtween Ho^rard

for Drj- or

Wet

^

Ifoiaom. P.

THOMPSON BROTHERS.

EUREKA FOUNDRY,
129 and 131 Beale St., between Mission and

Howard,

PERFORATED SHEET METaL

:M.ii.binery,

m

JOHN W. QUICK.

Mill

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR

TUSTIN'S PULVFRIZER.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
San

Saw

Engines and Boilers, Dredging
Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Mill Machinerj',

Zinc and other metals punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot^Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (fine;.
Orders promptly attended to.

St.,

etc.

MISCELLANBODS MACHINERY.-Flour

For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Miu
ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,

& 223 First

Ore Fpeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets,

C. K.

ORTOS.

'.

n.

WILLIAMS.

MANUF'RS OP GENERAL MACHINERY.
Works, No. 315 Mission St., San Francisco.
Special attention t^iveo to Woodworking^ Machinery,

Steam and Gas Eupines.

Correspondence

solicitp-'l.

Mining Engineers

DRY.

N.

J^'raDcisco, Cal.

S.F.

HAHnFACTDRKaS OP OASTINGS OP RVmRT DBSORIPTtOK.

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Setthrs, Furnaces, Retorts, Cuneentrators,

F

fHORNTOH THOMPSON

raOUAS THOMPSON

Stern or Side-wheel Engines,

No imitation, no deception, no planished or rotten
Iron used. Only genuine Russia iron in Quartz Screens.
Planished iron screens at nearly half my former rates.
T ha\e a large supply of Battery Screens on hand
suitable for the Huntington and all Stamp Mills, whiuh I
will sell at '20 per reot discount.

& Miners

Golden State Pressure Blowers.

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILBRS.Propeller ElDgines, either

Sacramento, Cal.

STEVENSON'S PATENT

Mold-Board

1855.1

REDUCTION!

BATTERY~~SOREENS.

N & O Sts.,

^annfactnre Iron Castings and MacUnery
of all Kinds at Qreatly Reduced Bates.

Proprietors.

St.,

Boilers,

Flouring Mills, Saw Mills and Quartz Mills Machinery
constructed, fitted up and repaired.

Golden State

IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES.

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.
GREAT

San Francisco.

FULTON

PARKE & LACY.
8 CaJifomia

St.,

Engines,
AND ALL KINDS OF

P^ont

^T Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address
PACIFIC KOUJN0 MILL CO., 202 Market

CO.,

Steam

S.

KEITH,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,

Proprietor.

ENGINES^BOILERS

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL

Inventor and Manufacturer

OF ALL KtNDS,
Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.

Water

Pipe,

Pump

Tanks

for

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

or Air Coltunns, Fish

ANn

Salmon Canneries

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Meani

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at ^sry moaerace rates.

AOKKTS FOR TOB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

Ste^zxx

Etc.

Contractor for the Construction of Electric Railways

OF KVKRT DKSCRIPTIOS.

I>&sk,xx&

of

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

of

I*xuaa.-p. fe

^rSend

SPECIALTIES

Electricity.

for Circulars giving particulars.

40 NevadaBlocli:,San Francisco. Cal.
Factory, 1 1 *= 23 Stevenson St.

Office,

Corliss Engines and Taatin Ore PaWerliers.
DBANE STBAM_PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.

ISRAEL W. KNOX,

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY

Gives the highest efficiency of any Wheel in the world'
and is everywhere recognized as the atandard for high

Manufactiue Tliree Kinds of Powder, wliich are ad^nowledged by

presaure service,

UPWARDS OF

fiOO

c3ri.A.:Nr^r

20 per cent bett-er results guaranteed than
can be produced from anj- other Wheel in the country.
It is not only most economical of water, but the most
mple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, Hoisting,
Pumping, or any other purpose where water power can
used.

Power from these Wheels can be transmitted by

elec-

tricity several miles with -omall loss, and rrade available
for running Mills. Pumping and Hoisting Works,
cars, etc.
Address

Tnm

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
ST.. SAN PBANGISCO, C&J

87 WTRRT

IN

I»0

33DE3X1.

GELATINE-DYNAMITE,

the Market.

or

Office.

Stronger than Dynamite and even

Safer in Handling.

iinri

BANDMANN,
NIELSEN & CO..
fJBNRRAL AGENTS. QAN FRANCISCO

Clayton

ON APPLICATION.

Compressor Works,
ST.,
YORK.

Air

43 DEY

NEW

Drawing

aM

kmm.

San Francisco.

VAN DER NAILLEN,

President

Assaying of Ores, $25; Bullion and Chlorination Assay.
S25; Blowpipe Assay, $10 Eull course of assaying, S50.
S>*nd for circular.

Civil

SPAULDING'S
Inserted Tooth

specialty.
Round, slot
or burred slot holes. Gen-

uine Russia

Iron,

INVENTORS,
L.

TAKE

CHISEL
.

of

this paper, Saa

ROSS E BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

Saws.

NOTICE

petersonTmodel maker,

58 Klarket St., N.

BIT

CallS. F.

EI. cor. Front (up stairs], San Francisco
Experimental maohlnery and all kinda of metal, tin,
copper and brosa.
.

oflBce

Francisco.

AKD

Homo-

geneons Steel, Cast Steel or
American planished Iron,
Zinc, Copper or Brnss Screens for all purposes.
foroia Perforatin*: Screen Co., 145 & 147 Beale St

and Mining Bngineer,

MINING EXPERT ASD GEOLOGIST.
Address " Business Box A,"

QUARTZ SCREENS
A

ROCK DRILLS,
And General Mining machinery.

FREE

Arclitectnre,

and

W. A. GOODYEAR.
Manufacturers of

CLAYTON AIE COMPEESSOES,

MAILED

Cal.

723 Market Street,
A.

OAL.

W. SPAULDINQ

No. 6,

IW

SnrveTlQi,

The History Building,

PTTSE for Sal.

N.

Furnished.

San Francisco,

St..

Civil, Mechanical
Mining Engineering,

rOK BAJXROADS AND LAND CLEARING.

AIR.

This Catalogue gives a full description ol
the Patented Improvements embraced iu these unrivalled Air Compressors, together with tables, data,
etc., of value to users of compressed air.

237 First

Practical,

Is from three to fonr times stronger than ordinary Blasting Powder, and is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more crround, pulverizes better and
savea time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs *s friieiv.

GAPS

& Supplies.

of Nltro-Olycerlne, and

NOW READY,

CATALOGUE

AND PURCUAfllKG AGEKT FOR

Mines, Mining Machinery

Mines Examined, Reports and Pstimates
Contracts made, etc.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.

THE USE OF

COMPRESSED

in

Of Different Strengths as Required.
NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE," which conUins 94 per cent

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION.

TO ALL INTERESTED

the Great Chemists of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

IN USE.

From 12 to

1

W

all

Mining and Mechanical Engineer

SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of all kinds
logue.

madeto

order.

Send for Descriptive Cata

17 and 19 Fremoiit

St.,

San Francisco.

No. 307 Sassoms St., Sa.\ Fra.ncisco.

B-ACR FiLBS of the MmiNQ and ScnoJTiFic Prkbs) unbound) can be had for
per volume of six months. Per
ypar (two volumes) §5. Inserted n Dewej"'a patent blnd>
ei, 60 cents additional per volume.

^
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,000 CH-A^XiXiEZsTG-IE
HUNDRED ^ND SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

FIVE

PRICE
OVER

1400

(SS75.00)

AKB NOW

uoiuliiftl.
A
Sad Kraucittco.

tear are tuuroly

&)tr«et,

O.

^^.

S(.

IN USE.

oiActalao caui

Con cvot rations are cU-ao rrom tho (Irtit wfirkin^'. The wear aud
ba Hoeo In wurkiug order ami ru&dy U> ui&ku Uitttji at ZHO Freiuuut

TiiK Montana CoMrxNY (Limitud), LoniX)n, October S, 1S85.
Drar SiUH:~navlng tested three of your Frue Vuiinere In a oonipetltivo trial with othir uituilar mactiinea
we have Hatistieil ouraolvua of the superiority ot your Vatiiium, ati ia uvidooced by the fact of our haviiij;
ordered twuuty mora of your uiochiuua for immediate delivery. Yours truly,
(Triuiuuli),

THE MONTANA COMPANY
N. B.—Slnco the above was written tho 20 VaDnenihaviair been'
and more stampt) have been purchoaod.

guvu uuch

Btarttid

I'rotectud by patents May 4. 1809; December 22, 1874;
ary 20, 18S3; September IS, I8S3. Patentu applied (or.

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR

ADAMS & CARTER,

OR VANNING MACHINE.

Room

7. No.

109

September

'2

1!>79;

(Limitwi).

natitifuctioii

ADAM8

tional Frues

April 27, 18S0;

Marcb

that 44 addi-

CARTER.

tL

22, 1881;

Febiu-

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

California Street,

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED,

$1,000

PR PF

f'VE

HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS

I

Ijipg^iajsr*'--

__^;^._

.

The present improved form of the celebrated "Tkidmpu " Ore Concentrator possesses many advantages over any
other style of Vanners, Vanning Machines, or Concentrators, yet introduced to the notice of mining men. These advantages consist in the superior features which enter into their construction, and facilitute their operation.
They are constructed in the best manner; their frames being of iron, insures their solidity, durability, and perfect
steadiness of motion when operated. They are built as compactly as their requisite strength will permit, weigh less, re,
quire less freight space in boxes, by which their cost of transportation is reduced, and pccupy less mill room when set upAn important improvement has recently been introduced into their construction, which consists of a Kifklk Tahlkplaced in front of and which takes the discharge from the feed and amalgam bowl. The improvement ia in the recipro,
cal motion which is imparted to this table by the longitudinal motion of the shaking frame to which the table is attached. We have at hand many testimonials, from well-known Superintendents of mines in different mining districts
of the United States, bearing evidence of the efficiency and superiority of chia form of Concentrator, and we shall be
pleased to send Circulars covering such letters of testimony, and, as well, directions for setting up and operating these
machines, and are ready to quote special prices for any considerable order.

-

THE

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,

"TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR.

COMPRESSED AIR

39 to SX

TSTos

:E*y

em oxxt

iSt.,

07c%,l.

WATER POWER MACHINERY.

and

RIX & FIRTH, 225 and 227
NATIONAL AIR COMPRESSORS.

First

St

San Francisco.

SINGLE OB DUPLEX, STEAM OR BELT POWER.
63 Scld on the Pacific Coast.

WATER

KNIGHT'S

WHEEL,

-FOR-

MILLS,

PUMPING AND

Over 300 in

use.

anteed.

HOISTING.

All estimates guar-

Send for Circular.

MINERS' HORSE WHIM.
AU wrought ir..n. no gears, nobreakage.

NATIONAL ROCK DRILL.

will easilv handle rock or water to a dupth
of 350 fi;et, givinir entire satiafaetion to tliu prospuclor.

One

hora''.

Price, complete,

$200.

150 sold

uij tliis

200

Coast.

on this Coast.

Has

any other

l>rill.

NOTICE. — All

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

.Sold

less repairs tliau

our platea are (juaraotoed

toha\e

the full woiji^ht of silver agreed upon, and are tested before leaviui,' our works, thereby avoiding; the complaints

about light weight, made so often before we started
in this branuh of industry.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.
521 & 523 Market

JE^ojr 1&JSSS7'JLJSrC3r

IN

St.,

San Francisco,

— DBALKR IN—
MADE OP BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER
QDARTZ, GRAVEL, OR PLACER MINES.
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.
Assayers' and Mining Material.
— MANUPACTUKKR OF
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.
BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

SAN

INTO.

AND PLATING WORKS,
I^msn? JSTHaEZEZT.

NOVELTY

FRANCISCO

108

Agent

GOLD MINERS!
ATTENTION,
WE ARE SELLING
Silver-Plated Amalgamating Plates
For Saving Gold

in

QUARTZ, GRAVEL and PLACER MINING,

At reduced rates. Get our prices. Three thousand orders filled. Fifteen medals awarded.
andfar superior to others in weij,'ht of aiWe- and durability. Old mininfj plates replated.
purchased of JOHN TA\X.OK & CO., cor. First and Mission Sts.

Our platea have proved the

best,

These plates cau also be

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
653 & 655 Aliasion St., Sau Francisco, Cal.
E. «. DENNISTON, Proprietor.
NOTICE. -Oiir Hilved Plated Plates have always proved as represented. We have been manufacturinfr thcni for 20 years,
our platea with thoae of other manufacturers,
Refined
Silver.
Conipariup
and use only the best Lake Superior Copper und
after repeated tests, we can safely guarantee much better plates for the same m >ney. Our plates ai'e ueeu by all the prorament mining'

men on

the Pacific Coast,

BEND FOR CIRCULAR.

for

HOSKINS'

HYDRO-CAKBON ASSAY FTJRNACIS
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THE-

WET

FRISBE E
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MILL.

DOUBLE "ECONOMIC" STAMP MILL.

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9000 pounds
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
quartz to 40 mesh is in successful opera;

tion

and we
as

gua,TSivP^$ia^£~-^'^^.^^

represenT:ea.^J'Qafi**'y>I^(

We have here the Stamp Mill in a cheap and eimple form. The high drop of the old stamp
more than compensated for by the great weight (1200 lbs. each) of our stamps, and the rapidity (300 strokes each per minute) with which they rcn.
There are 4 shoes in each stamp, so
that there are 4800 strokes of the shoes on the dies per minute. Less power is required than in
any other mill to do the same amount of work.
The Mortar has screens at both ends, giving ample discharge. There are no cams or tappets to wear or be adjusted.
The stamps adjust themselves as the shoes wear.
18

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

IT

AN AUTOMATIC ORB FEEDER
with each Mill.

Groes

We

also

have a suitable

And

renewals will not cost over one-half as much aa for ttimps. Will run empty, or with small
amount of ore without icjary. The at^F'ntion of parties having Cement Gravel is called to thie
Mill, as it will run 100 tons per day to No. S mesh; 30 to 35 H. P.
OUR DRY MILLS are the most economical ever built, and are extensively used with
record of several years. No grinding in oans. Mill finishes to any fineness desired.

Several Mills are now in the mines doing excellent work. The
mill for small mines, but we believe it is destined to sdpeksede the

"Bconomio" is not only a
old stamp in mills of the

LARGEST capacity.

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY,
GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,

-

HOOKER & LAWRENCE.

-

461 Howard

Fremont and Mission

St.,

145 Broadway, New

GREGORY

H. P.
Cor.

-

Gen'l Ag'ts.

&

San Francisco. 34 and 36

r'a.x'lac

CO.
Gal.

Wo are now so situated
with our new works as to
offer to the'inioerB of the
Pacific Coast SMALL AIRCOMPRESalNG PLANTS

IN

power drills
none in use.
in

ALL CLA SES OF

Bv our

MACHINERY
SOLE AGENTS FOE

if

at

FAY &

CO.'S

ENTED SYSTEMS (by

PAT-

RAND

AND

SON'S MACHINISTS

BLAKE'S
PUMPS.

POWER

HOISTING

mine

in

Mexico, and to the

is

called to the latest designed sectional Compressor just built for the
Enpfine Compressor built for the Anaconda mine in Montana.

LIDGERWOOD

BOILERS.

New

W YORK BELTING AND PACK-

RUBBER GOODS.
LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS.

SILVER

WITH HYPOSULPHITE

ORES

(With

!-sr

ENGINES and BOILERS
ilWAYS IN STOCK

c

LUBRICATING

OILS.

SOLUTIONS

special reference to tiie Ruasell process),

-A..

SSTUTUI'UIjIDT

Tlie ODly complete Treatise on the Clieinistry anitlie Practice of tlie Liiination Process,
PubliBhed and sold by the Autbor, IS Broadway, New Yorb.
Price $5.00, Kegistered Postage Prepaid.
Remittance should only be made by Bank Draft, or by P. O. Money Order, payable to the order of
C. A. STCTEFELDT.

"V17" -A- 3xr "T :es

AND

York.

THE LIXIVIATION OF

W JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACKING PAINT, ETC.

YACHT ENGINES.

SUPPLIES

in Use.

1JS& CO.'S

H

P.,

4500

Liberty St

TORS.

DIbhTON'S CIRCULAR SAWS.

TO 100 H.

Sizes.

96

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS'.
K0RTIN6 INJECTORS AND EJEC-

—"^

and

PARIE, LACY & CO,, Agents,
San Francisco Cal

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

AND

M'P'G CO,

HOISTING ENGINES.

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

ERS.

MILL

Batopilaa

MANDFACTDRBR OF

AND HORI-

styles

2

COMPRESSOR

Compound

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

EXHAUSTS.
SHIMER MATCHER HEADS.
ERAINARD MILLING MACHINES.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
SOHLENKER'S BOLT CUTTERS.
HOLLOWAY FIRE EXTINGUISH-

FROM

EST

has patterns for all eizesl up to '40-inch Tdiameter of cylinder.
In respect to capacity IN|SPEED OF DRILLING, perhaps it is in order to say that in EVERY AUTHORITATIVE
CONTEST for speed yet initiated, the RAND DRILLS have, without exception, BEEN VICTORIOUS. This fact,
coupled with another important one, that the drills use much LESS AIK and cause LESS REPAIRS, has won lor
them nearlv all of the Eastern mining trade, which has kept their works always busy.
Since the reasons which formerly restrained us from the California market no longer exist, we are now
.

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

WEBBER CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
PERIN BAND SAW BLADES.
BLOWERS

23 Park Puce NEwvoRK*ivi

PLANTS IN THIS COUNTRY, and

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

DRILLS.

IMPROVED STEAM

STURTEVANT

BROS'

PAYNE'S VERTICAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

TOOLS.

BIOKFORD'S

ORILLCo

de-

siemed small drill plants,
the Rand Drill Company, as
is well known, has built, and
is now building:, the LARQ-

which

the duty or performance of
drills is not reduced with
use) it is no longer necessary

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

CHINISTS' TOOLS.
Si

EST AND LIGHTEST

ENGINES.

MACHINERY.
PRANK & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
NEW HAVEN MANUFS CO.'S MA-

BEMENT

and compressor.
Besides having THE NEW-

drills

I

MlNINC,TuNNELING,

in the field for the business.

WILLIAMSON

WOODWORKING

to buy a Compressor of
double capacity than the
drills are expected to require, in order to keep up
the supply of air necessary
on account of the wear of

GENERAL MACHrNERV FOB

they have

NEW AND

a^ SPECIAL ATTENTION
J. A.

"X^orli.

mi
AIR COMPRESSORS &

Buch prices that almoet any
smal] mine can afior^ to put

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

SAS FRANCISCO, CAl

THE23RAND I»la,o©,
DRILL COMPANY
JSTg^j^

San Francisco,

Sts.,

FREMONT STREET,

Manufacturers of Mining and Sawmill Machinery, Engines, Boilers, Etc.

York.

J3 .

To Buy or Lease Graphite Mine or Location. Address:
PASADENA MINING & DEVELOPING CO.,
Pasadena, Cal.

CIVIL
& CONTRACTOR

rNGINEER,

L HY.

131 Montgomery

JACKSON,

St.» S.-F.

Aa

lllusiraied

DEWEY

BY

CO.

Sc

SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY. OCTOBER

Publlsbers.

ever they have taken bold of mining property

Alien Mine-Owners.

in this

of slien owDership of minee

The eubjeot

ia

to

be iovefltigated and reported on to Congress. It
will be remembered that when the AUen Land

law was passed

it

was so worded that

it

the

Territories of

and

owners

United States.

prospectors

in

the

and surrounding region.

This the Senate Com-

mittee will Hnd to be the case

in the course of

their investigations.

Territories

strongly objected to this, as they were debarred

16.

Livermore Coal.

Snlphnric Acid.
The mannfaoture

of aulphnric aoid

Tub Nevada Qdeen. — From
port of the
it is

Nevada Qaeen mine

the annual

re-

is

now

a

In this country alone the

gigantic industry.

production has increased from (iO,000 tons

in

The present

in-

1867 to 450,000 tons in 1887.

The mine- Nov.,

Number

country they have benefited the camp

pre-

veoted foreigo iodiTiduals or companies from
acquiring, in any way, mining property in the

VOLUME LVI

1888.

20.

oreaaein manufacture of this acid in the United

The existence of coal near Livermore, Ala*
meda county, has been known for many years,
and some little mining was done there a long
time ago.

It is not,

however, until within the

past year or so that active operations of any

almost wholly from pyrites ores, magnitude have been carried on. The coal ia
is
which we have in almost unlimited quantities. **aoft," like all that has ever been found la this
which amount has been The largest consumption for such acid is for the State, but answers very well for most purposes.
of

Tuscarora,

States

seen that 913 tons of ore have been

shipped to the mills,

milled, yielding a product in bullion of

$162,-

treatment

of

other native products

—petroleum,

W. H. Adams

The company

ia

now about

to

erect hoisting-

N. Y. works on the Pen Darien incline on the Summit
been liberal buyers, and who realty advanced which still remains in the mill, no cleanup hav- read before the American Institute of Mining mine. The incline is down 100 feet in an eight'
At the Richards
the mining interests to a large degree. Petitions ing been made. The greater part of the ore Engineers a paper on *' Twenty Vears' Progress foot seam of bituminous coal.
incline coal has
were sent to Conimproved 10 per
gress, and6nally
from selling to a

clasa of people

who had always

735

0!)

besides aboat $'20,000, estimated value

rock phosphates,

etc.

of

a bill paused the

cent in quality

amending the Act so aa
to om it the

feet.

purchased

it

work will be
commenced on
the Eureka and

pending.

adjoining mines

went to the
Houae, where
still

is

this year.

the

To remove

It

apparent misapobject of the

bill,

a resolution

was

the company

ship 200 tons a

day regularly a

Senate instruct-

railroad will be

Commiton Mines and

ing the

built from Livermore to the

Mining to ascerof

mines, the

number

aliens

mines

o

Territories,

length

10

of

tal

already

the

perfected

time

aa

growth and prosperity of the Territories.
It was decided to appoint Senators Mitchell
of Oregon and Stewart of Nevada a special committee to investigate the question. It seems
rather strange that California, the oldest mining State, was not represented on this committee, especially as one of it) Senators has a thorough knowledge of mining matters and is one
of the richest and largest mine-owners in the

The
N. Knowles, Israel Lawton, !•
300 tons from the 200-foot level, was taken from which he sketches the gradual growth of the W. Taber, F. Dunham, D. Guttman, Geo. W.
Comegya and B. Noyes.
There are about 6000 tons business and the changes in the apparatus.
the 350-foot level.
In this paper he gives a sketch of the largest
on the dumps at the mine, most of which was
Qdicksilver Flasks, The well-known *'A"
extracted from the 350-foot level stopes. The and most successful plant in the United States,
brand of quicksilver is shipped direct from the
average assay, as taken from car samples, gave shown in the cat on this page. Foreign-made
New Almaden mine, Santa Clara county. The
The concentrating stills and pans of varying dimensions are well
returns of S'26..39 per ton.
trademark '* A " on top of the flasks is secured
plant is about tinished, andean be started about known here, and the cut shows a plant of the
by U. S. patent, and registered. Flasks conNovember Ist, or as soon as the Water Co. can moat advanced type of shallow-basin platinum
tain 76^ pounds of quicksilver. Foreign quickfurnish water. The erection of the new mill is stills and their accessories. The plant as shown
silver is sold in flasks containing only 75 Spanish
The increased fa- has a capacity of 500 carboys say 80,000 pounds
progressing very favorably.
pounds, equal to 76.07 pounds avoirdupois or
daily, and the fuel and labor costs are very low.
cilities, available in the coming year for treat43-100 of a pound less than is contained in
$1,000,000.

milled during the past year, excepting about

Under the present laws, foreigners cannot
patent mining ground, and as foreign compa-_
nies will not buy unless the ground is patented,
it.

The forcitizen is sure to make the sale.
eign companies pay good prices, develop their

some

reduction works, employ

many men, and always pay

their bills.

Wher-

in

the

Concentration of

Sulphuric Acid," in

directors are J.

—

United States. We see there is some little
wrangling because two Rspublicans were ap
in the economical
pointed and no Democrat. But thia is in no ing the ores, will greatly assist
reserves now in sight.
sense a political matter, and the political com- reduction of the large ore
plexion of the investigating committee can have
The Crescent Mining Co., Utah, received
no effect one way or another. The fact is, the
from ore sales last year $187,989. The work of
they
what
better
know
Territories
people of the
the concentrator has been very satisfactory durwant and what is good for their interests than
ing the past year, having worked 20,000 tons of
privilege
of
the
Congress does. If they want
second-class ore at a fair profit to the company.
bidder,
to the highest
selling their mines
The statement of work for the year ending
whether home-born or alien, they ought to havg

put up

Liver-

capital stock of

PLATINUM STILL PLANT FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF SULPHURIC ACID.

div-.

idends paid, and
the effect that such ownership has upon the

properties,

the

been

known

more Valley R.
R. Co., with a

of capi*

invested,

An

miles.

organization has

the

they have been
so engaged, the

amount

of

road being

the

w ni n g
in

eati-

mated length

and

foreign corporations

is

in a position to

introduced in the

tain the

stated

is

that as soon aa

prehension of the

tee

some

2340 acres, and

The bill

ries.

all of

T. Coleman's

coal lands,

mines

Territo-

the

in

W.

50

last

This comhas also

pany

mines, thaa permitting aliens to

purchase

the

in

Senate

—

—

Outside of the deterioration of plant, or waste
of platinum, this construction with gas firing
guarantees the best results yet
mercial acids of

66''

known

for

com-

flasks of

uae.

B'eanme.

'*

of

the

brand.

The brand

American

George Roberts, inventor

A"

Foreign-made flasks are
fit for second

undersized, badly made, and not

flaska,

referred to above

is put into
which, when empty, can be

steam sold readily at ruling market rates. The ad35 vantage is largely in favor of the purchase of

track-layer, has received a contract to lay

miles on the Northern Pacific Short 'Line from

American quicksilver

at equal price.

Cheney west toward Ellensbnrg, W, T,, this
The Granite Mountain Mining Co. of MonRoberta is now preparing a machine to go
Sapt. 30, 1888, shows that the main shaft was fall.
tana paid a dividend of §200,000 on the 10th,
sunk 123 feet; inclines, raises, crosscuts and to the scene of operations.
making $1,400,000 this year, and 55,200,000 in
drifts, 2514 feet; and there are 7550 cubic yards
Knight & Co.'s foundry at Sutter Creek, all. With the exception of the Calumet and
of stopiug taken out, and for excavations for
Amador county, is now quite busy. They have Hecia copper mines. Lake Superior, this ia the
stations, 6736 cubic feet.
now in course of completion four water-wheels, largest amount paid by any American mine this
A Miner's Union has been organized at Gran- and are also building a 10-stamp mill to go to year. The last-named mine has paid so far this
ite,

Montana, with 200 members.

Placer county.

year $1,500,000 in dividends.
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SOF^F^ESPOJMDENCE,
We

admit, unindorsed, opinions of correspondents,— Eds.

Mining in Sonora, Mexico.

—

Edztobs Press: As yoa intimate a desire to
get intelligence from this quarter of mining operations in progress,

I

inclose the following,

which may interest.
The first item, perhaps,

of

which mention

should be made is that the mine-owners and
superintendenta of mines of this State are to
have a convention in this city, on Oct. 21st, to
discuss the situation, form an association, and
take such concerted action as may seem to be
required for mutual advancement and for bettering the condition of the industry in the
Incalculable benefit will result if wise
State.
and prudent counsels prevail. This seems to
be assured because of the prominent persons
whose names appear in the call which is headed
by the acting Governor, the second name being the representative in the Federal Congress
for the State. The other names are well known
in this section.
There is a great field for such an association
to work in, and there is no doubt in the minds
of those who know that much aid can be ren-

dered to the Government through

its

eflforts,

I inclose the call.
The Federal Government has granted seven
or eight mining concessions to various parties
iu the State, all on the same general terms.
By the contracts, which run ten years, with a
forfeit placed in the hands of the authorities
to insure compliance, the parties receiving such
concessions are obliged to explore or prospect
their claims, which are generally about 12 by
18 miles in extent, and inside of five years to
invest $225,000 in working the same.
They are obliged to keep some 30 or more
men constantly at work, to erect proper reduction works and reduce at least threequarters of their ores in Mexico.
At the end of ten years the conceded territory, i. e.f the mineral it contains, reverts back
to the Government with the exception of the
mines worked by the parties holding the concession.
The titles of these last-named mines
will be given in precisely the same way as the
Mining Code now provides for, and after the
ten»years' limit has expired they are held under
the same regulations in every particular as
other mines.
The contracts already published call for the
investment of over §2,000,000 inside five years,
and this is sure to produce activity here and
make money circulate. There will be very little opportunity to avoid compliance with the
terms of these contracts, as they are under the
supervision of the prefects and officers appointed especially to look after them.
Remarks have been made in various illinformed quarters in the United States derogatory to the principle under which these concessions are given and their terms, but for my
part I consider that the result is sure to be
beneficent and give a permanent impulse to
mining matters in the country.
I will give you a more general letter next

week.

Harrison.

ffermosilloj Sonora, Sept. 30th.

properties whose names are household words.
How is it, then, we manage to have such good
mines at home and that we send such poor ones
abroat^ ? The reason, in my opinion, is that
the methods pursued by London promoters absolutely exclude the possibility of their getting

—

Editors Press:

—In

a recent issue of your

considerable interest an

from Major McLaughlin on the present
London market. It seems *' capitalists " over there have been victimized so
often through American mining ventures, they
fight shy of properties of that class.
This
statement is in one respect misleading. The
big people to whom mines are taken in London
hardly ever put their own money into such enterprises.
When they accept of a mine they
put it on the market and endeavor to pay for it
article

state of the

out of the sale of shares. If the public sub-,
scribe, well and good; the mine is sold; but'
surely money derived in this way from the
masses cannot be said to come out of the pockets of "capitalists" properly so called.

Without
tions,

we

splitting hairs, however, on definiwill admit the complaint urged is not

without some foundation. The majority of
mines from this and other countries, that have
been floated in London, have not as a rule
proven profitable. Are we to infer from this
there is nothing in the business? As far as
this coast is concerned, some of the largest
fortunes in the world are here, and mining is
the corner-stone of most of them.
All over the State are magnificent producing

presentation of the

—

glish investors.

This, I think,
difficulty.

If

is

the key-note of the whole

mines to fioat, they will have to pay for the
privilege of getting them, or at least be more
ready to take some action when such are
brought to their notice. If they will not adopt
either course, they should not complain, but be
satisfied

with the thousand and one prospects

and abortions which they are incessantly foisting on the pablio over there as valuable gold

Vender.

mines.

The Lixiviation of Silver Ores With
Hyposulphite Solutions.
The above is the title of a new work from the
pen of Mr. C. A. Stetefeldt. Onr readers are
aware of the impetus which has been given to
by the discovery of the Russell
Our columns have from time to time

lixiviation

process.

in the two cases, density of hyposulphite, for
instance. It would evidently be of great con
in determining the applicability of the
Russell process to new ores if the method which
gave the best result on the small scale had some
definite relation to the results obtained on the
larger scale.
hope that this matter may
receive some further attention at the hands of
Mr. Stetefeldt and Mr. Russell. But, after all,
this is a small matter, and inevitable in opening up a new method where there are so many
more important subjects to receive attention.
Part II takes up the lixiviation process in its
practical application, and describes in detail the
lixiviation plant.
Many of these details are
new, and others are the results of considerable
experience; they are all well worked out. The
solutions, the handling of the ores in the vats,
of the wash'water, the lixiviation proper, the
precipitation of the silver and of the base metals,
as well as their subsequent treatment, all re'
ceive close and critical attention, and many
original suggestions are made well worthy of a
Data for mill construction, esticareful trial.
mates of cost of plant and of running expenses,
are given as far as experience warrants, and
make a good showing for the Russell process.
The work concludes with a comparison of the
Russell process with ordinary lixiviation, and

London operators want good venience

given an outline of the successive improvements

which have been made in this process, and its
become quite voluminous.
papers have been previously published on
the process by Mr. Stetefeldt and one by Mr.
Diggett in the "Transactions of the American
literature has already

Two

Institute of Mining Engineers." The facts already accumulated have been so many, and in
some cases so unexpected, that there has been
great need for some discriminating critic to
work over the whole mass of results and to present to the profession a well digested hand book
on lixiviation in the light of the new method.
This work has been admirably done by the
experienced hand of Mr. Stetefeldt. and the result is a neat volume which is at once the most
thorough, systematic and reliable treatise on

:

paper, I read with

logical

There is, however, one slight matter which
seems open to criticism; that is, the manner in
which Mr. Russell arranges his laboratory tests
with extra solution. He has finally adopted
good mines. They will never pay anything eight separate methods for raw ores and eight
down toward that object, and they are so fright- for roasted ores. Mr. Stetefeldt has, after some
fully slow and unsatisfactory in other respects, investigation, reduced this nnmber to five in
It each case, not feeling at liberty without further
no one here, at least, will do it for them.
may be set down as a truism that no good mine investigation to make a more radical rednction in
can be procured for sale without money. their number. It is true, as he remarks, that
Here is a large and valuable ledge, develop- this laboratory work looks more formidable than
ments extensive, ore enough in sight for years; it is in reality, as in geoeral it has only to be
a mill even may be in operation and dividends gone through with in any given case once, when
in order.
Does any one suppose the owner of the ore is first investigated. After that, only
such a property is going to give it up to irre- two or three of the methods are used to check
sponsible people to be hawked about London
the daily work. But the objection we make to
to be hummed and hawed over for six months or Mr. Russell's laboratory tests Is that they seem
longer and finally returned to him perhaps un- to us entirely empirical, and not as they ought
sold all without a consideration ? Rest assured to be selected to imitate as far as possible, on a
he is not going to do anything of the sort. He is small scale, the easential conditions which exist
generally willing, on the basis of a certainty on the large scale. Of course it is not possible
down, to give a bond to a responsible party. to imitate them all, nor would it be necessary.
The latter, however, knowing how much red In proof of this we cite the fact mentioned by
tape there is in London, how slow they are to Mr. Stetefeldt (p. 96): "In addition to this,
enter on a negotiation, how long they are in Mr, Russell found that in many cases identical
making up their minds, etc., calculates the methods applied in the laboratory and in the
whole time of his bond will expire before the mill did not give equal results, but that there is,
first steps toward a sale are taken.
He knows in every case, some one laboratory test, the rehe will then have to pay the owner another sults of which closely correspond to those of the
large sum down for an extension or forfeit what most advantageous method used in the mill.''
he put up in the first place, and, considering This lack of correspondence between the labora
the management as being altogether too one- tory and mill tests is easy to understand when
sided, he declines to entertain the matter at we consider that there is often very little correall, and so a really great mine is lost to Euspondence between the conditions maintained

Following is the circular referred to
the lixiviation of silver ores that has ever
Hekmosillo. Sonoka, Sept. 17, 1888.
been published. Of course a great deal of
Dear Sir .-—Yon are hereby cordiallj' invited to space is given to the special methods of the
attend the convention of mine-owners and superin- Russell process, but
the whole ground of the
tendents to be held in the city of Hcrmosillo on Oct, lixiviation
of silver ores by hyposulphite solu21st proximo, when a mining association will be
tions is gone over very carefully, and the pracformed and matters of great importance to all entitioner will find an abundance of information
gaged in raining discussed.
Acting Governor, Ramon Corral, Prieta mine; on many obscare points that are seldom discussed
in print.
Congressional Representative, Rafael Izabal, Noche
The arrangement of Mr. Stetefeldt'a work is
Buena; Antonio Calderon, Las Guijas; Rlcardo
Johnson, Grande (Moctezuma); C. Rueda. Alma- suoh that reference can readily be made at
grosa; E. A. Price, Creston; Jno. R. Magruda, Yeso; once to any desired point, and at the same
James D. Fresh, La Gloria; E. H. Hatbaway, Las time provision is made for additions of new
Delicias (St. Helena}; L. W. Talum, San Ricardo; subject-matter
in subsequent editions without
C. F, Bergen, Ahogada; Schuize & Pletz, Chipioaltering the old reference numbers.
The innena; Francisco E. Rodriguez, California;
J. E. genious system of paragraphing by which this is
Jackson, Los Tajos; M. E. Clinton, Sta. Teresa;
effected was, we believe, first suggested by Dr.
W, Mansfield, Mina Grande.

Selling Mines ia London,

to a complete and
whole subject.

[Oct, 20, 1888

R. W. Raymond.
Part I of Mr. Stetefeldt'a book

is devoted to
the chemistry of the lixiviation process. The
chemicals used are investigated, their cost,
commercial rating, tests for purity and the
relative economy of different grades carefully
considered. Next the reactions of sodium hyposulphite solutions and the solubility of various metallic compounds in them are taken up.
Then the reactions of the " extra solutions " are
considered, and the decomposing effects of heat
are studied.
The chemistry of wash-water, a
subject usually neglected, is carefully considered.
The relative advantages of sodium and
calcium sulphide as precipitating agents are
thoroughly discussed, and it is clearly shown
that in spite of greater cost, sodium sulphide is
in general to be preferred.
Finally the first
part is concluded with a detailed account of the
nature of the laboratory work.
This Part I contains a mine of valuable information on certain chemical relations of
great importance which have hitherto been little understood, and from the lack of which
many expensive failures have resulted in treat-

ing difficult ores.
Much of this work is due to
the indefatigable labors of Mr. Russell, whose
voluminous researches have been condensed
into their essential results by the author, but a
great part of it is the work of Mr. Stetefeldt
himself, who has gone over much of Mr. Russell's work where the results seemed doubtful,

and he has added much new matter necessary

We

with amalgamation both

of

raw and roasted

These results are already in part familiar
ores.
to the readers of the Press, though Mr. Stetefeldt presents some of the latest results from
the experience at the Ontario mill, which are
entirely new.
The reactions of cuprous hyposulphite, which
plays the most important part in the Russell
process in effecting a high extraction of silver,

stead of headwork, and much money will be
saved thereby.
In conclusion, to those who wish the latest
information on the subject of the lixiviation of
silver ores in a compact and well-digested
shape, shorn of needless verbiage and obsolete

and abandoned methods, we can recommend
this

work

Electric

as the standard authority.

and

Cable

Transmissidn

Power on the Comstock
The following

of

Lode.

interesting description of the

cable system of transmission of power,

now

in

use on the Comstock, as well as the electric
system about being introduced, from the well-

known

Virginia City correspondent,

Dan De

with much interest:
The Comstock mines are now in a very pros-

Quille, will be read

perous condition.
It is true that we have no such great and almost
fabulously rich bonanzas as was that found in
the Calif ornia and Consolidated Virginia mines
some years ago, but more different mines are
now yielding paying ore than ever before at
one time. Also, constantly, improvements in
mining and milling machinery are being made.
can now profitably work ores that we could
not touch a few years ago. Wood and mining
timbers are cheaper now than ever before, and
transportation by railroad to the mills on the
Carson river has been lowered.
Also we have now laid from this city to the
Sierra Nevada mountains no fewer than three
lines of large iron water pipe.
These pipe
lines afford water for driving mills at the mines
by water-power. The Sutro tunnel now affords
us opportunity for the economical use of all the
water that can be brought to the city. It gives
us 1600 feet of fall everywhere in the city
yes, over 2000 feet of fall, as from the point
here where the water is carried along the side of
Mount Davidson down to the taps of the shafts
of the leading mining companies there is from
500 to over 600 feet of fall. At every mining
shaft in town we have at least 2000 feet of fall
for water-power.

We

Cable TransmlasioD.
The Pelton water wheel makes it

possible for

us to utilize every foot of this fall, and to use
the same water over and over. The following
examples will explain hotv this feat is aocomlished: At the battery-mill of the Consolidated
California and Virginia Mining Co. water is
brought down off the side of Mount Davidson
through a heavy iron pipe. It reaches the mill
under a vertical pressure of 616 feet. The pipe
carries 160 miners* inches of water, and this is
turned upon a Pelton wheel 10 feet and 10 inches in diameter. This one small wheel drives SO
stamps and 12 pulp-grinding pans, running
some 200-hor8e power. The pulp from the
batteries is not amalgamated in this mill.
It
fiowa (from the grinding pans) through a fourinch iron pipe to the California amalgamatingmill 1500 feet further down the side of the

mountain.

The

California battery-mill stands about 100
(east of) the main shaft of the mine,
as the C. & C. shaft California and
Consolidated Virginia.- After the water has
recall the well-known part played by cuprous exerted its force upon the surface wheel in the
chloride in nearly all processes of raw amalga- battery-mill it is caught up and carried through
mation. When in addition to this we remember a short drift to the C. &. C. shaft, which conthe remarkable solubility of silver salts in hypo- nects with the Sutro tunnel at a depth of a
sulphite solutions we can readily understand little over 1500 feet. The water is carried
how some of the remarkable results obtained down the shaft in a large iron pipe. At a depth
with raw ores by the Russell process should of 500 feet it is turned upon another Pelton
have come about. The simple and inexpensive wheel of the same size as that in the batteryHaving spent its force on this wheel, the
plant required for this process, the small mill.
amount of power and of manual labor required, water is caught up (it falls from the wheel dead
improved
the
lixiviation
process
in
its
and
gentle)
and turned upon a Pelton at the
render
form a very formidable rival to amalgamation. 1000-foot level and upon a third at the 1500The good results which have sometimes been foot level. By means of steel wire cables the
obtained with tailings from amalgamation sug- power developed by all these wheels down in
gest also many good openings for the process. the shaft is brought to the surface.
At the
The Comatock tailings, for instance, on which surface the cables land the combined power of
so many processes have been tried in vain, the three wheels on a huge horizontal steel
would make a good opportunity for the Russell shaft 150 feet long. At the farther end of this
process.
"We understand that experiments in shaft (outside of the hoisting works) are large
Also that grooved pulleys, over which run round steel
this direction are already projeoted.
several new mills of large size for the Russell wire cables which transmit the whole power of
process are shortly to be finished, so that ex* the three subterranean Peltons to the big panperience with the process is likely to accumu- mill, 160O feet to the east down the side of
the mountain.
There are driven all the
late.
There is one thing, however, about this pans and settlers of the amalgamating-mill, five
method, in common with other lixiviation dynamos (which furnish electricity for use in
methods, which should be better understood. amalgamating by the Rie process) and much
That is, while it requires but little skilled other machinery, with still power to spare.
The cables, by means of which the power is
labor to carry on the operations, it does require
a skilled metallurgist at the head of the work transmitted, pass over supporting pulleys that
to give it his constant personal attention.
The are placed on the tops of five wooden towers.
investigations of Mr. Stetefeldt show how deli- On one of these towers (called the Angel tower)
cate are many of the chemical and physical con- the direction of the cables is changed from east
ditions on which the success of the process to almost due north.
In all, from the bottom
turns, and it is easy to see why so many lixivi- of the shaft t3 the mill, the power is transmitted
ation processes fail when they are put in the 3100 feet.
Electric Tranamiesion.
hands of what Mr, Stetefeldt delights to call
feet

below

known

—

"the muscular amalgamator," the man whose
This is an example of the transmission of the
muscular developnient exceeds his mental train- power of Pelton wheels by cable. At the
ing and skill. Such a man has his place in re- new Nevada water-mill close below the main
shaft of the ChoUar mine, we are soon to see
ducing ores, but it is not at the head of a lixiviating-mill, least of all with a new method the power developed by Pelton wheels, transmitted by electricity to the surface and then a
where there is still much to learn.
Mr. Stetefeldt's work will do much to con- distance of about 100 yards to the mill named.
vince those who study it thoroughly that it This mill contains 60 stamps, with a full comwill pay corporations to put their milling-work plement of pans, settlers and other apparatus.
in the hands of competent men whose tbeo- A Pelton wheel ten feet and ten inches in diretical training has been sufficiently thorough ameter drives 40 of the stamps, with their pans
to make their practical experience of some use and settlers, under pressure of a vertical colWhen this is done, the " muscular umn of water 460 feet in hight being the fall
to them.
amalgamator" will be assigned to his true attained down the side of the mountain. Here,
place, where be will be of use at handwork in- too, the water ia caught up us it drops lifeless

—

<
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A drift carriea it (in a pipe)
There it is diHchdrged
to the ChotUr shaft.
These pipes descend
JDto two heavy iroD pipes.
to the bottom of the vertical shaft, thence
down an incline to the Sutro tunnel level.
There they will run »ix Peltoo wheels under a
from the wheel.

The apparatus to
vertical presure of ItiSO feet.
be used hero is now being set up. The Peltoo
wheels will be of phosphor-bronz<>' 40 inches in
diameter, and each will develop 12a-horse power, with a stream of water ftowio}; through a
or
oo/.7.\e lues than half an inch in diameter,
Each wheel will drive
750'borfle power in all.
each
dynamo
wheel and
will
a large dynamo, and
be disconnected from the others. The onrrent
generated by the dynamos will be carried up
the incline and shaft on copper wires (a
et for each dynamo) to the electric motors in
the mill, which motors will drive '20 stamps
and much other machinery. The Uruah Klectrio Liffht Company say they will place SO per
cent of the power developed by the Pelton
wheels upon the mill machinery. This whole
pltnt is now bein^ set up in an immense cham*
her (big as a ball-room) that baa been prepared
to receive it at the Sutro tunnel level.
This work will be of great interest to
mining men and engineers the world over.
Never before in the history of mechanics has an
attempt been made to run water wheels under
the enormous vertical pressure of 1630 feet.
A stream of water under such pressure is like a
steel rod shot out of a cannon.
From these improvements in mining and
milling methods made and in progress, it wilt
be seen that we of the Comstock lode are still
Preparations are being made for briog*
alive.
ing Id a still larger supply of water from the
Although work has been
Sierras another year.
discontinued in the deep levels, they have not

been abandoned, irlaving been allowed to fill
with water, to prevent air slacking, drifts, timbers and alt else will remain as at present for au
as long as water-seatindefinite period of time

—

Doubtless, when work ia renewed below,
hoisting and pumping wilt be done by
water-power, Petton wheels being set up on
the Sutro tunnel IpvpI.

ed.

much

The Late Geo.
The following

J.

SpecLt.

resolutions were adopted

at

the last meeting of the Technical Society of the
Pacific Coast, and by the desire of the members
are published in the Mininu and Scientific

Press:

—

Alemberfi of the Technical S octet i/: Incompliance with a resolution passed by you at our last
meeting, the undersigned have the honor to
submit the following:
Our lamented fellow-member and ex-vicepresident, Geo. J. Specht, was born in Kutin
Holstein, Germany, on the 19ch of April, 1851.
Graduated at the same place at the Gymnasium
or Latin school.

served with the German army during the
Franco-German war, and at the end of the war
he began his ptadiesin civil engineering, graduating at the Polytechnic school at Grazin 1874.
Hia practice as eneineer in Europe was on the
Austrian N. W. R. R afterward on the Crown
Prince Rudolf R. R. in 1875, and at the Gothard
R. R. in Switzerland, until February, 1877,
when he oame to Oalifornia. He arrived in San
Francisco in the summer of the same year, and
introduced the system of copying maps and
drawings by the Ferro-prusiate, or blue process,
and other improved methods in engineering
practice used in Europe but little known here
at the time.
His first work as engineer in America was as
assistant in making a topographical survey of the
Cooper ranch in the Salinas valley, and in that
place he opened an office as surveyor and civil
Soon after he moved to San Franengineer.
together with
office
cisco and opened an
Allardt,
Von Leicht and other civil
Messrs.
He was appointed engineer of the
engineers.
Sutro tunnel in 1879 to 1881, when he returned
to San Francisco, and at different times was employed as engineer of the Sutter County Land
Company, and assistant engineer of the Spring
Valley Water Works.
At the time when be was aMicted with the
malady that caused his death, he was assistant
in charge of the San Diego drainage system
under Colonel Waring.
Our society is specially indebted to our lamented colleague as the principal promoter and
founder of our institution. He was of an enthusiastic temperament, and bad the magnetic
power of transmitting it to others, and owing
mainly to his energy and perseverance it was
poseible to gather together the scattered elements that in a new and busy country are so

He

;

difficult to join in a social pursuit.

m

Coast recognises
ih'* deaih o( our ex-\icePresidcni George J. Specht the terni'naiioo o( a life
and grctt uspfulneas. That his death

cific

o( e.xcellencc

an irreparable loss lo this society. That hiit gcnrrous character and intelliecnt service entitle him to
is

uur gMHtiKlir. 'I'hat we sympathize uith his family
in their bcrcaffmrni and participate in their grief.
keiolved,
Ihat a copy of thcs^ resolutiuns be
iran-iiMtt-d to Ihr

fumily of

spread upon the rtcord of

the drcra'-ed,

and be

this soviety.

K.

I.

MOLKKA.
CommiKee.

The Russell Process.
Application aud Economic

Comparison of the Four RoaalIf ff

Amalgamailon: and with Combined Amal-

Furnaces.

gamation and Concentration.
Comparison of lit verhtraiory and Bruckner.
The comparative merits of the two furIn discussing the merits of different prooessnaces, as illustrated at Ycdras, were as follows: es, the rank which any of them shall hold
1.
As to the M'chanifal Leaching of the Ore. should be baaed solely on its value as compared
In
the case of the reverberatory furnaces, with the others, not merely on its economio
whether the salt was added with the ore, or success on any particular material, which is
afterward, no hard balls were formed, and the dependent on many conditions entirely outside
leaching charges remained soft, and were rapid- of the process itself,
ly leached.
In the case of the Bruckner fur-Comparison with the Ordinary Leachnace, the addition of salt with the ore was disasing Process.
a.

—

trous, not only converting the ore almost entirety into hard brick-like balls, but produc-

ing a hardening of the charge as soon as liquid
was turned upon it, bo that the mass could
not be removed except by picks, thus rendering the leaching extremely slow.
^Is to Extraction, the addition of salt
2.
with the ore in the reverberatory furnaces
produced about the same result as when added
in the furnace.
But with the Bruckner, when
salt waa added with the ore, the mill extraction was 17
per cent less than on ore roasted
in the reverberatory.
As to Extraction aijain, the decrease
3.
in extraction from reverberatory ore, after
leaving the furnaces, was only 0.8 per cent no
matter when the salt had been added; but the
extraction from the Bruckner ore, when salt
had been added in the furnace, decreased
from 8 to 17 per cent after leaving the furnace.
4.
The Time of Leaching Bruckner ore was
2..S times as long as the leaching of ore roasted
in the reverberatory.
The Mill extraction from Bruckner ore
5.
averaged 21.5 per cent of the value of the ore
less
than the extraction from ore roasted
in the reverberatory.
G.
The groas product per month of the
Yedraa teaching works, from ore roasted in reverberatories, was at the rate of three times
that from ore roasted in the Bruckrers.
Comparison of the Hoivell and
b.
verberatory
The only direct comparison
available between these two furnaces was at
Cusi, the results of which have already been given.
The Howell used 3 to 5 per cent more
salt, but, using a 12 to 20-me8h screen, yielded
5 per cent higher extraction than the reverberatory with a 30-meBh screen, and in less than
one-thirtieth of the time required by the reverberatory. At Cusi was also illustrated, indirectly, the disastrous mechanical efifect of the
masting in a Bruckner furnace on the leaching
of the ore; indirectly, because the one ore,
roasted in the Bruckner furnace, hardened
during the leaching, while, on the other hand,
the ore from all the other three producing
mines in the camp, roasted in Howell and reverberatories, gave no such trouble, and at the
same time yielded a higher percentage of the

Re

—

c.
Comparison of th". Stetefeldt vnth the
Other Three Furnacea. In a and 6, Bruckner
and Howell furnaces have been compared with
reverberatoriea. The only opportunity of making the same comparison for the Stetefeldt will
be at Sombrerete, Zacatecas, Mexico, where
reverberatories have thus far been in use, and
where a Stetefeldt is now being erected. The
results of the very short roasting in the mulHe
on Yedraa ore are, however, a fairly reliable
indication that very high resulta could be obtained in the Stetefeldt with that ore. It
should be recollected, also, that it is a peculiarity of the Stetefeldt, as compared with the reverberatory or Bruckner, that its efifect upon
the ore is not limited to the time the ore remains in the furnace, but the extraction from
ore roasted in it continues to rise for 12 to 14
hours after the ore has been taken from the
furnace, and at no additional expense.
In
short, the advantages in favor of the Stetefeldt
furnace, as compared with the Howell, reverberatory and Bruckner, in regard to the pre-

—

—
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not only the greater extracby the extra solution, but

tion

silver
of
also the injurious effect of caustic alkali enter-

ing the ordinary solution from the precipitant,
and show separately the beneficial effects of
the use of the acid and of bluestone, which
constitute the most important chemicals peculiar to the Russell process.
In these teats,
which were made on a scale of 2 to 3 tone each,
the first wash-water being acid, the caustic
alkali could not have entered the solution
from any other source than the preoinitant.
The first set of experiments in Table XXXII
shows an aaoay-office extraction by ordinary
solution, of 89.0 per oent, hut a mill extraction
by ordinary solution of 81.8 per cent. Samples
of the mill tailings were then leached in the
assay ofiSce with ordinary solution, which
brought the extraction up to only 82 8 per cent
instead of 89 per cent, as it would have been
if some of the silver, which had originally been
soluble in ordinary solution, bad not been
rendered insoluble during the leaching in the
mill.
This insoluble percentage was 6.2 per
cent of the value of the ore.

TABLE XXXIl.
COMI'ARISON OF TUB nrrsBBLI, l-aOCKSS WITH THE OLD OR ORDINARY LKArUING I'ROCHSS AT TUK ONTARIO MILL,
IN 1883-4 (AOID-ROASTBI) ORB.)
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TABLK XXXMI.
(.OMfAKIBON OF TIIR RUBflKLL rROORHB WITH TIIK OLD OR ORLtl.NAKY LKACIIINO rKOCRtiS AT8ILVIR OITV, N. M. (KAW
TAlli1N((» ALRKADY TWK:K AMAl.ltAMATED
A»l) ONCK UUS'CKNTfUTKD).

At the Ontario Mill, Park City^ Utaft.
results
of
these experiments. Table

I.

Th<^

silver.

chairman pro tem, vice-president paration of ore for the Russell process, are ae
and member of the Executive Committee, his follows:
most valuable, and we all rebeen
services have
1.
In Capacity. The Stetefeldt has a capamember with pleasure bis directness of purpose, city of 70 to 100 tons per day, while that of a
absolute integrity and unselfishness with which Howell rarely reaches 40 tons, a Bruckner 20
he discharged the duties confided to him. Be- tons, and a reverberatory 10 tons per day.
sides his practical work as engineer, he always
2.
In a Better Condition of the BoaBied Ore
endeavored to inform himself of the progress for JRapid and Thorough Leaching. An illusbranches
both
engineering
several
made in the
trated at Yedras and other places, the effect of
on this continent and in Europe, and contributed a long-continued rolling motion, as in the
several valuable papers to our society and Bruckner, not only often results in the formascientific journals of America and Europe, mak- tion of balls, but in a hardening of the leaching such advance in the engineering science ing charge, like cement, as aoon as water or
known.
solution is turned upon it, which was not the
It is then with the keen pain aod regret of the case with the reverberatory or the Howell,
loss of such an honorable man, able engineer, and never has been with a Stetefeldt furnace.
and invaluable member of our society that w
In Fuel —The amount required for roast3.
submit the accompanying resolutions:
ing in a Stetefeldt ia about one-tenth of a
of
wood per ton of ore, while for the
Pa001
d
of
Ihe
Society
Resolved, That the Technical

As our

—

—

Results.
{ConlinMtd from our Uut.)

H. -Qeceral

Howell it is one-fourth to one-third, and for ordinary in the assay office only 0.1 per cent,
the reverberatory one-aixth to one-fourth of a showing that caustic alkali no longer bad any
cord.
effect.
By comparing these figures with the
4.
In Potrtr. The amount required to run preceding, it will be seen that the use of an
a Stetefeldt is only that required to shake the amount of acid costing only three to four oentn
screen at the top of the shaft, which is prob- per ton of ore has raised the mill extraction 13
ably not more than one-thirtieth of that required to ir> ounces per ton. But the mill results, alto run a Bruckner, or one-fifteenth of that re- though fqiial to the ordinary in the assay office,
quired for a Howell furnace, per ton of ore were 75 per oent less than by the extra in the
oapaoity.
assay office. The extra solution was then used
5.
In Extraction. Table III shows that in the mill in addition to the acid, with the
the average extraction from ore roasted in the resulta shown in the last line of the table.
Stetefeldt is 4.2 per cent above that roaated in Comparing this with the second line of figures,
the Howell, 4.8 per cent above the reverbera- we see that the Ruesell process (both acid and
tory, and 6.9 per cent above that roasted in the extra solution) made a difference in the mill of
Bruckner.
2(;.2 per cent, which, on SfJ 5 oz. ore, is 22.6 oz.
6.
In Time of Rua^ititnj (q/ Exposure to the per ton. As the extra solution acts as a neuFire).
Table \X\I shows the time required tralizer of cauatic impurities, less acid is reto obtain approximately the given results.
quired when the extra solution is used. On
VII. Comparison of tbe Russell Process most ores the use of the acid for this purpose
with the Ordinary Leachlnsr Procesa; with can thus be entirely avoided.

—

G. K. Ai.LAKur,
P.
GUT/,1X>W,

Its Practical
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New Mexico {Baio TailTable XXXIII gives the average results
on the raw Bremen tailings at Silver City for first
month's run. The average difference between
the results of the ordinary process in the mill
and the extra solution in the mill, was in favor
of the extra aolution by 2.3.7 per cent of the
value of the material treated. The second
month, the average difference was 20.9 per
cent, and the third month 25.9 per oent.
Afterward, the tailings became too fine for
any further leaching, the average rate per hour
for the second month being only one-aeventh of
an inch, and for the third month one tenth of
an inch per hour.
At Lake Valley, New Mexico, Table
c.
XXXIV gives the average mill results by the
ordinary leaching process and by the Russell
proceao (two methods). The table illustrates
not only the difference between the results of
the ordinary and the Russell procesa in the
mill, but also the difference in results canted
by using a strong, warm extra solution with
circulation, after the ordinary, as if the ore
were an acid ore, as compared with the reaults
of using a cold, weak extra solution, before the
ordinary and without circulation. As shown
in the table, the results of the mill tests were
30 por cent of the value of the ore in favor of
the Russell proceas, as compared with the ordinary process; although the difference between
the ordinary and extra in the aasay office
was only 10.5 per cent. The mill workings by
ordinary solution were below the ae&ay-offioe
resulta by ordinary solution on account of the
injurious effect of the caustic lime in the roasted ore. No separate cleanup was made for th
The cleanup
mill-teats by ordinary solution.
from the Russell process averaged 0.5 to
1.5 per cent short of that called for by the
"apparent" extraction. Although the mill
was built for a capacity of 80 tons per day, and
the capacity of the leaching part of the plant
was shown to be SO to 100 tons, the crushing
part of the plant failed to oruah more than 20
tons, thus limiting to that figure the amount
which could be treated. The average value of
the ore treated for the first two months wan
about 17 ounces per ton, and for the last 5
months about 12 ounces. Although the expenses
per ton for 20 tons per day were large comh.

ings).

At

Silver City,

—

—

5 2 ^
« c -t; n ^

TABLE

XA'XIV.

COMPARISON 01' TllK RU8BBLL I'RGCBSS WITH TOE ORDINARY
LEACHIKO PROCESS AND WITH AMALGAMATION, AT
LAKE VALIiBY, NKW MBXICO (aLKALINB
HOAbTBD ORr).
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During the next four

tests, in

Table

XXXII,

the caustic alkali in the stock solution had increased to such an extent as to cause the mill
extraction to fall to 66 2 per cent, or 18.1
per cent below the extraction by ordinary soluBy leaching samples
tion in the assay office.
of these tailings in the assay office, this waa
raised to 69 7 per cent, which still left 14 6
per cent discrepancy, the amount of silver
rendered insoluble during the leaching in the
mill.
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0.

70.6

81.5

53

74.4

83

pared to what they would have been for 80 tons
per day, yet this mill continued to run on 12onnce ore until the supply of ore was exhausted,

Up

to this time no part of the Russell prochad been used.
The whole stock solution was now rendered
neutral by the addition of sulphuric acid, the

b

0^

tti

tm

(

To

be Continued.

ess

have purchased Dave
and ranch, near the railroad
amount of acid used to neutralize all caustic crossing, on the Klamath river, to erect a sawalkali which had ao far accumulated, being 0.1 mill for cutting 150,000 feet of lumber per day.
per cent by weight of the stock solution. Al- They also secured some 50,000 acres of timberways afterward, the stock solution was kept land in Oregon, just over the California line,
neutral by the addition of acid to the extent of with some in Siskiyou county, close to the Orefrom three-fourths to one pound per ton of ore gon boundary.
For the next ten tests after the neutreated.
An American economiat saya that every S5 of
tralizing of the caustic alkali, and the use of
out of the earth since 1850
one pound of acid per ton, the extraction in the precious metals dug
mill by the ordinary solution varied from the has cost $6.

Wisconsin

Horn's

capitalists

ferry

'
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mine during the year, largely from the K. K.
find.
They do not hope to find any large ore
There is such a tendency in these days to sus- deposits without exploring below the present
connection
with
pect
a
in
trust
or
monopoly
water line, and to do this requires a large exFor many years past the more progressive
are penditure. The president of the company sugminds in both hemispheres have had it in con- almost any industry that unjust copcluaions

No Quicksilver Monopoly.
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years past.

every kind, have

California,

begun

to

move

in the matter, the first objective

point being in this country the procurement of

Congressional

early

on the

legislation

sub-

ject.

Aa must be clear to all, the new plan posmany and such obvious advantages
over the awkward and incongruous, not to say
barbarous methods now in use, as to commend it
sesses 80

to all enlightened minds,

ing to the

and

importance

greatly to be

it is

The projected change

of
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cieties
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The proper way

been introduced.
introduced

quite a

A great many

new ground have been made. One
mine has been bonded and a mill is to be
put up.
The U. S. Circuit Court has declared the recently passed Scott bill constitutional, and in
consequence a number of Chinese have been
refused a landing and have been returned to

locations of

China..
is

considerable interest manifested

Commiasion

of

as

Con-

gress which is to inquire into the debris ques-

tion in this State.

James
ionaires,"

C. Flood, one of

the

*'

bonanza

who has been prominently

mill-

identified

with the mining interests on this coast, is in a
very critical condition at Carlsbad, and his life
despaired

of.

The coast collieries are
worked at present, owing

all

being vigorously

to the

heavy demand

thought that prices will go still
higher because of the expected scarcity of the
Australian supply, due to labor troubles in the
for ooal.

It

is

in

the

in

the matter of

California.

We

as,

for

navy-

board,

architect's

convenience and with the best chance of suc-

Having gained a foothold here, and the
somewhat familiarized with it,

cess.

is

colonies.

The Prescott, A. T., ore-sampling works
seem to be doing a good business, Indicating
lively times in the surrounding mining camps.

s

g

E

It?
^
"

^

with some inconvenience at

first,

soon be overcome, and in the

nothing compared

with

would confer on

the

but this would

end weigh as

the benefits

in the- early days of

its

accepting

nations

use
it.

the Republic the

we can

substitution,
little

well believe,

trouble and annoyance, and yet

what we have gained by

it

It is estimated that as many as 250,000,000
people have already adopted this plan, besides

others
to

who make

some extent,

use of

it

in the scientific, and,

also in the popular literature of

the day, our own- and the English people fur-

nishing an example in point.

That the system should have already met
with such wide adoption

is

not at

matter for surprise that

all

strange;

should,

in an
age so utilitarian and marked by such rapid in*
terchange of thought and mercantile activity,
it is

it

:

:

:

:

§2

have made such slow progress. The saving
that would accrue through its general use would

H

S
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at the

officers

have been elected to serve for
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William Fries, president;

the ensuing year
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Government is to do is to try and let the
mines be worked again in such a manner that
the results will not do any damage to the farmthe

D

«"?a'

s

(jC

-J

CD

CO

ers.

If

remain

this

cannot be

matters

done,

they are and

as

the mines

will

remain

closed

A Commission of Government

uja^esAl ^najQ

TIUplAWfJ

engineers aucfa

swayed by any

aa this will be is not to ba
tional infinences or

local prejudices.

It

fac-

will

>iuna Jnqdins

deal with the subject on broader grounds than

UJaieua ^vsiQ

it

has generally been treated, and bring in

its

conclusions without fear or favor.

^ a, ag g s o S B 2 g S

CO

What

both to farmers and miners, of course.

^

S

the system could, on the favorable report of

Government officials, be made compulsory
by law, 8ui£cient time being given, of course,
for the change to be brought about gradually.
Like all great reforms, the establishment of
this so-called metric system would be attended

recommends a conference with
the officers of that company to unite in pumping the water from the new Locan shaft.
Until some such arrangement is made, he
recommends abandoning the idea of pumping
and sinking.
The secretary's statement shows total receipts of $620,923.78, and disbursements $588,229.56, leaving a cash balance on hand of $32,694.22. The disbursements include nine monthly dividends, amounting to $112,500.
The fol-

one agent acts for

£f

public become

these

No

own agent

more mines, and there

or

office,

where, it being confined to a narrow
compass and in the hands of trained experts, it
could be practiced with the least possible in-

no quicksilver monop-

Bichmond Consol-

idated Co., and

P. N. Lilienthal, vice-president;1'^H. P. Bush,
no agreement secretary; Henry Donnelly, superintendent; W,
or understanding with other sellers.
S. Woods, D. Friedenrioh and F. Benjamin, diThe great monopoly does not exist except in rectors.
the brains of some demagogues. There are not
The Debris Investigation.
half as many producing mines as there were ten
years ago, while precious-metal mining has
As is now well known, Congressman Biggs'
largely increased, and there is abundant debill providing for a board of Government engimand for the product. The so-called quicksilneers to examine into the debris question in
ver monopoly consists of nine or more mines,
this State has been signed by the President and
each producing the largest quantity possible
become a law. The Government Commission
and selling through separate agents without
is to see
whether plans cannot be devised
agreement as to price or quantity produced.
whereby mountain hydraulic mining may be
and
the
present
conditions
These are the facts,
continued without injury to the agricultural inhave existed for many years.
terests of the valleys.
As a matter of general information, we apIt is greatly to be desired that there should
pend the figures showing the production of the
not be a lot of local wrangling and misrepresendifferent mines in this State during the first
tation when this Commission gets to work.
nine months of this year. The New Almaden,
No doubt the representatives of both sides of
as will be seen, produces more than all the
the question will submit their views on the subothers together.
ject, but this should be done in a manner to imProduction of Quicksilver In CaUfornla in part information rather than to bring forward
1888.
individual wrongs. Damage has been done

two

instance,

coast survey,

service,

is

gests the co-operation of the

There are only nine or ten mines in
and each produces all that is possi- lowing

to inaugur-

have it first
departments of

there

current market rates.

to

various

is,

ble and sells it through its

etc.,

see

the Voloano road, a few miles above Sut-

will constitute the

in

General Government;

the

cents, the

Passing Events.

who

would be

reform

this

caused no

There

so-

pounds, shillings and pence of our ancestors
were made to give place to eagles, dollars and

IS* See Advertising Columna.

Amador

Various

it.

and two years later the Committee on
Coinage, Weights and Measures recommended
the use of the metric system in the Government
service, though no bill to that effect has yet

When
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ter Creek, in

topic

already

1884,

light-house

strong local mining excitement.

new

It has

brought the subject before Congress

yards,

is

this

will not be a

the National Legislature.

custom

county, there

will

subject,

achieve

to

exists.

in the

On

of the

muchneeded reform, organizing to that end where no
association having the mattBr* already in hand
endeavor

earnestly
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thus

industry of

this as a subject.

The truth
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showing a time with

life

been under consideration by that body, and
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pursuits of

for the success of the

industrial guilds of almost

to
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common

lively concern

desired that the people of this country, awaken-
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quicksilver

have here the only quicksilver mines in the
}^'or
and such United States, and, California being the only
American producer of this necessary substance,
other bodies as had organized for scientific or
monoptechnical purposes, evinced much interest in the cry has gone about that there is a
Ignorant newspapers and equally ignorant
this subject.
Latterly, however, the question oly.
has become widely popularized, men engaged in Congressmen indulge in tirades from time to

moa. 12 moB.
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a time at first only learned societies,
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And

oftsn drawn.

the more advanced nations of the world.
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W.

templation to bring about the adoption of a
uniform system of weights and measures among

What

is

most

to the point,

will study the subject

S S S S g

it

S
S 5 §
O S
bO CO

yer, for instance, in his

however, is that
from an engiueericg

Judge Sawwas of opinion that debris dams would not stand, and
UapBtUlV M0^ would endanger the lives and property of those
~4 c:
B
S
O CD § g s
below them. But he had no practical knowl•SHWHl 'I«10X pnuJO edge of dams whatever, and many engineers
thought the dams would serve the purpose.
The men who will compose the Commission
Lead Mining in Nevada.
will have experience and knowledge of thia and
The annual reports of the Eureka Consoli- other engineering problems, and mere ex-parte
dated Mining Co. of Eureka, Nev., show that statements one way or another will not conrather than a legal point of view.

!_,

to

g

M

1-'

C5

sis

decision,

1*-

during the past year there has been reduced

in

the crmpany*8 furnaces 4085 tons company's
ore, 1439 tons tribute ore, 5205 tons custom ore,

9750 tons speisa ore, and 8173 tons matte ore.

vince

them against

debris from

the

their judgment.

mines

is

If

the

going to spoil the

farms and the navigable rivers, and no remedy
oan be found, then the mines will remain closed.

Eleven hundred and fifty-seven feet of drifts
Of the two factions which carried on the
have been made. In January last a body of debris contest, one is represented by an organore was found between the second and third ization which is still active and in funds. The
levels of the K. K., from which and the Cham, opposing organization, having no funds, dispion and Marcelina ground nearly all the ore banded. Of course, if the existing association
extracted in the past year has been taken. attempt officially to bring itself before the Comabout the same amount of ore in sight mission, the other will reorganize and press its
the year. It has claims as well.
been estimated that 40,000 tons of speiss have
It seems probable, however, that the Combeen made at the furnace; assay value, ®20 per mission will have all the testimony it needs in

There

now

is

as at the beginning of

which 20,000 tons have been resmelted at the vast mass gathered during the trial of the
famous North Bloomfield case.
That was
the use of figures could be performed with ao
collected at great expense and trouble for the
much greater expedition, ease and certainty.
working, which, with the ore that can be ex- Federal courts,and must be accessible to a Govtracted from the mine and custom ore that may ernment Commission. As far as evidence ia
Academy of fciENCES. At the last meeting be bought, will keep the furnaces running concerned, on any branch of the subject, there
of the California Academy of Sciences Dr. profitably for two years.
is plenty and to spare.
Thorough personal inJulius Koebig read a paper on " Modern ChemThe vestigation of the region affected, its topograThis [showing is quite satisfactory.
istry in Agriculture."
In connection with the yield from the company's mines and speiss has phy, conditions, etc., will, of course, be made.
paper, photographs of plants and cereals grown enabled them to disburse among the stockhold- There can be no reasonable opposition to such
upon fertilized and unfertilized soils were ex- ers nine dividends, aggregating ^112,500, during a course, as only the most biased partisans oan
hibited.
Mr. Hittell gave a brief explanation the past year. In addition, they have suc- object to a thorough investigation. Opposition
of a peculiar feature of the Sutro marine aqua- ceeded in adjusting and compromising several to it implies a weakness of the opposers' cause.
rium near the Cliff house, sea-water being expensive lawsuits against the company. They
caught in a large artificial basin at extreme high were in hopes of continuing the monthly diviThis has been a most unfavorable season for
tide, and transmitted to the aquarium through dends, but, having run into a low grade of placer mining on the Yukon river, Alaska, owa tunnel, thus furnishing a stream of water with speiss, the next yield proved insufficient.
Over ing to the great amount of rain and consequent
a fall of several feet.
6000 tons of ore have been taken out of the high water in the creeks and rivers.
be enormous, in that

all

calculations involving

—

ton, of

a fair profit, leaving 20,000 tons still in the dump
and 10,000 tons matte, which will pay for re-
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the weight of the ram increases as

Something About Elevators.

it is less

and however, sometimes

261

differently

fixed to meet coueistiug only of a ram, the well tube and a
some cases the rams pair of valves. There are no parts that will
weight is therefore required to lower the cage are concealed from view by being inclosed in wear out, and
NUMBKK III.
with the exception of the packing
Of course it u a qoestion of poblio impor- when empty and to adjust the varying weights the main oolumns, and in other cases, when gland or stutKng-box, which could he repacked
of
the
chain
as
the
cage
riees
and
falls,
and also very heavy loads are expected to be used, aux- by the boy who has oharge of the elevator, if
t«DOe that the risk attaohiDg to the varioaa
kiodfl of mecbaoicaMiftiog power should be re- to balance the weight of the ram. The counter- iliary pistons are provided.
It will thus be necessary, there is an entire absence of fricweight is usually attaobed to the chains con- seen that these elevators can be readily modified tion at most, the
duced to a mioimum.
friction might be put down
Whether for freight or for puaeu^erB, that nected with the cage and passing over fixed to meet all possible requirements.
at say a fifth, while the guaranteed efficiency of
ooe should be adopted which is safest. Almost
a direct ram, if properly erected, should be
every inoDth some new aafety clutoh is patent*
eight-tenths.
ed and placed oq various wire-rope elevators to
Water enters the cylinder and is discharged
less

immersed

in water.

A

counterbalancing

peculiar requirements; in

—

the assured safety of the passeogera
that

to say, until

is

—assured,

through the two vertical pipes shown in the
lower story iu our engraving, and the motion is

actually required, and

it ts

it is foand from some cause or other (most
proDOunued when least convioced) that the

theo

controlled by a simple and ingenious valve ar-

rangement.

These valves, we understand, re*
quired formerly an elaborate kind of gearing

ao imposture, and ao wonder.
apparatus can be relied upon to supply a

safety clutoh

No

is

sudden want unless

which

cooataotly in use, and

it is

now

is

operated

replaced by three simple levers

by the rope

as

shown.

This rope

OS these clutches are never tried from the time

passes through the cage, over the pulleys at the

tbey are put

in, it is

when wanted

in

top and returns at the side of the well. The
cage is balanced by counterweights sliding
within the main guide-post or iu separate ways

a matter of course that

an emergency they are too stiff

work efBciently.
There is very little difference, after all, in the
multiform wire-rope elevators, whatever the
motive-power may be. There is always the
question of gearing, and this being given, any
force may be used to drive them.
The steam
engine is at all times a dangerous article for
elevators, there are so many superadded risks
to

These weights are suspended on chains passing over the large pulleys at the top, but are
not attached to the cage iu the usual manner,

The engine itself is
may blow

they are connected to wire ropes passing
round the cage into the main ram and from
there to the bottom, where they are attached
to the bottom cap as shown in our illustration.
This cap is made large enough to come into

may break at the crosshead,
may give way, aod there is

contact with the packing box at the top of the
cylinder, so that the cage can never overrun to

connection therewith.

in

liable to

for the purpose.

for

give way, a cylinder cover

out, the piston rod

the gearing

itself

is

considerable danger

of overwinding, while the

expense of lowering

also the fact that there

the top as some elevators have done.
It

The gas engine
risks

of

is

as a motive-power has all the

is

the steam engine and more besides;

W,

claimed by the agents here, Messrs.

&

T. Garratt

great as that of raising.

is as

Co., that Milliken'a

Ram

Elevator

the safest, most economical and most efficient

in the universe,

and

careful study of

after a

gearing being unauitable, owing to the peculiar

the machinery, and seeing the working parta

intermittent nature of the engine, straps have

doing their duty at the various large stores

to be used, and these are of all transmitters the

and buildings

most dangerous. Thus, in an elevator worked
by a gas engine, in addition to the ordinary

prepared

risks, there is

the

riek

of brake gear, the possibility of

possibility

overwind-

ram

We

falling.

No

are not

the score

the

that

precludes the

catch or

when the

safety-

piston rod or

acta as a prop underneath the cage.

supposing the cage could

ism due to the shock of the explosions.
naturally look to hydraulic-power for a solu-

and

of

seen

absolutely

springs are required

ing and the extra strain on the whole mechan-

On

will be readily

it

direct-ram system

driving straps and gearing in the working crab,

and

safety

of

attending the use of

we

San Francisco,

in

dispute the fact.

to

Even

would descend

fall, it

only as quickly as the ram could diaplaoe the

be at once

water below, which might be compared to a

seen that one element of dangerceaaea, and that

door being closed by a patent "Norton " door
check. The door simply cannot bang to, and in

tion to these dilBculties,

no brake-power

is,

is

it

will

required, as the escape of

water through the valves

regulated

is

son, the

the

motions required.
'*

Which

force," asks

practically

for the

ram cannot bang back

same

rea-

to its place;

it

must descend gradually.
As regards economy, the quantity of water required to raise a certain load is always the
same; to this must be added friction of working parts and resistance of gearing, etc.
Now

suffices for all the

tained, as one single valve

way and

the same

simply

and easily to allow of the gradual descent of the
elevator, and in addition to this the stuffing-box
acts as an automatic brake by the friction
caused by the passage of the ram. Then the
perfection of control by a hydraulic ram is ob-

economy

of this

the fact that friction

Mr. Ellington, a Lon-

ram
ia

elevator consiats in

reduced to an abaolnte

don expert, "will give the greater efficiency
power acting by fluid pressure on a ram passing

minimum, there being only one packing-box,

through a single stuffing-box or leather, or the

gearing

and resistance of gearing

To

same power acting through ordinary gearing and

alone

may

the water pressure

is

available

without pumping, the question of relative economy, as between hydraulic and ordinary gearing, does not require argument; that hydraulic
gear

is

the most economical

is

An

•direct acting

an

efficiency, it is well

ram

efficiency of

known

test the real efficiency of

is,

multiply the area of the ram by

of careful manufacture gives

the stroke, both in inches, and divide by 231.

No

Roughly speaking, a six-inch ram equals 1^ gallons per foot, and a seven-inch ram equals two

between 70 and SO per cent.

steam engine gives anything approaching so
high an efficiency as this, and even what efficiency it would give would be greatly reduced
if the steam engine had to be kept constantly
moving, which would be a greater loss than that

gallons per foot.

from the invariability of hydraulicpower, while it may be remembered that though
the power of hydraulic elevators is invariable,

coast are

These elevators have been erected in San
Francisco up to 83 feet in bight and from 1 to

60 tons in capacity.

The

and manufacturers for this
T. Garratt & Co., Fremont and Natoma streets, San Francisco, who
have acquired all righta, title and interest in

arising

when

lifting

light

conaiderable'gain in speed.

loads
*'

there

is

Until, therefore,

MILLIKBN'S IMPROVED DIRBOT-AOTING HYDRAULIO

system of ordi- sheaves at the top of the elevator frame. The
nary gearing to do the same work, hydraulic- amount of weight to be provided must be suffipower will remain the most economical as well cient to balance the cage and the whole weight
A cage of the ram when at the top of the stroke, minus
as the safest agent for direct lifts."
raised and lowered on the top of a ram (fhe the weight of the chain, which then assists the
cylinder being sunk in the ground) is the sim- counterweight.
The accompanying sketch
plest form of hoist.
Provision in this case has shows Milliken'a Improved Direct- Acting Hyonly to be made for a varying weight due to draulic Ram Elevator, and indicates the method
the altered condition of the load. As the ram of construction and the manner in which they
entails

risBB the

more

sole agents

Messrs.

W.

the patents.

a
it

can be shown," says Mr. Ellington, '* that the
use of hydraulic pressure with a direct-acting

ram

an elevator, the

easy rule for ascertaining the quantity of

water used

that a

geared elevating machinery driven direct by a

yet

because no

the perfection of machinery.

sufficiently ob-

"vioaa."

As regards

nil,

muat be measured.
Opinions and assertions respecting consumption
of water are of no value.
The amount of work
done by an elevator in comparison to the power
used varies as much as 35 and even 40 per cent;
that ia to say, 100 pounds of water pressure will
raise from 50 to 85 pounds of load, according to

equal that due to the friction of the

When

ia

used.

pressure, volume and load

£aaUy winding the lifting chain upon a drum ?
The loss of useful effect from the latter cause
ram.

is

friction than a

head and pressare dirainiahes, while are usually arranged in buildings.

They

are,

The drawing

is

RAM ELEVATOR.

not made to
much apace

scale, as it

would

The

fire

at the Smithfield mine,

Nanaimo,

is

gradually being subdued.
engines are pouring water down the

still

burning, bat

The

fire

ia

and playing on the fire. The mine will
then occupy too
probably be closed for several weeks and bevertical
in
shown
parts
are
but all the required
tween 200 and 300 men are out of work. If the
The main ram is a simple tube of fire ia not soon put out it is thought that the
section.
the
wrought iron, which sustains the cage at
mine will have to be flooded, which would
top and passes down into the well as the cage cause a much greater delay.
descends, the well guide-posts being made of
The Montana Mining Co. has paid ao far in
wood or iron, as required.
in

slope

our columns,

either

The simplicity
mend itself to all

of the

machinery must com- dividends $2,149,000, of which $534,600 has
been disbursed this year.

engineers, the working parts
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was evident that it would have run much
longer than that without attention, and that its
it

without oiling would be practically the
life of the wheel, or from two to
three years. The bearing is constructed on an
entirely new principle, by which the axis of the
M. Serpollet of the French Society of Civil rolls are always kept in line with the axes of
Engineers has invented a steam boiler which, the shaft. The company claim that recent teats
he claims, cannot explode. A boiler or tube of demonstrate a saving of from 30 to 70 per cent
The journal-boxes are
this construction was recently submitted to an over ordinary journals.
examination by theSociety of French Engineers, dust proof, and one lubrication answers for a
who report that they found the piston, pump, year's service.
cylinder, valves, etc., in perfect shape and good
condition after several mouths' constant use.
Sword-Blades are Made and Tempered so
The boiler consists simply of a solid drawn steel that they will chip a piece out of a atone with
tube which has, with the exception of its two out showing a nick upon their edge. This inends, been rolled out flat, so as to leave in it a formation is given by a correspondent who has
The been through the great sword manufactory at
3 millimeters wide.
channel only 0.1 to
tube is then coiled spirally, and its inner end is Solingen, Germany. He writes to a Pittsburg
steam
pipe,
bent up vertically to receive the
paper a long description of the methods used
while the feed pipe is screwed into the outer there. The steel, be says, is cut from bars into
end of the spiral. This spiral-tube boiler is strips about 2^ inches wide, and of the required
placed into a furnace which may be of the slow length, by a heavy cutting machine. These are
combustion type, and there is no need for either
adjoining forgerooro, where

[Oct. 20, 1888
Major King has had an armature made of 11inch plates, built up to a thickness of five or
six inches, so as to get a more suitable mass for
the giant to work on, and a five-ton Buckham
dynamometer fails to register a force sufficient
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life

A

Steam Boiler That Cannot Explode.

atop-valve, blow-off cocks, gauge-glass, or safetyThe feed-water, upon entering the narvalve.
row channel within the tube, is instantly converted into steam, and issues perfectly dry.
The inventor claims that, owing to the great
velocity with which water and steam must pass
through this novel boiler, there is no possibility

The calcareous salts
of scale accumulating.
held in solution in the water, which at first
sight would appear to be highly detrimental to
the proper working of the boiler, are, however,
reduced to an impalpable powder and really act
as a lubricant.
Suppose that a boiler of one-horse power is
made of a tube 6 ffc. 6 in. long, 4J in., high, and
seven-eighths ioches thick, having a total weight
of 70 pounds, and giving a heating surface of
aay 5^ square feet. As to capacity of tube it
may be estimated to be equal to anywhere in
the region of a cubic inch, and it will evaporate
45 pounds of water per hour, with a consumpThe supply of
tion of nine pounds of coal.
steam to the engine is regulated by regulating
the amount of feed-water sent into the boiler,
and for this purpose the inventor arranges the
regulator of the engine either to act upon the
waste-cock of the feed-pump, or upon a sliding
block, by which the stroke of the feed-pump is
altered. There being practically no water in
the boiler, the regulation is said to be as precise and quick as with the usual types of engines.
To stop the engine it is only
necessary to close the cock on the suction pipe of the pump, or open the waste cock
fully.
few days after M, Serpollet had
brought this boiler before the Societe des logenieurs Civils, he showed the application of it
to a steam-driven tricycle in the streets of
Paris.
The boiler was carried behind the axle
of the main driving-wheels, and the engine was
fixed under the rider's seat, which also contains
a supply of water and fuel. A speed of 6^
miles an hour was attained over roads having
The weight of the tri1.5 per cent grades.
cycle in service, but without the rider, is
cwt.
3i

A

same as the

carried into the
each piece is heated white, hammered by steam
80 that about 20 blows fall upon every part of
its surface, and then thrown into a barrel of
water. Afterward these pieces are again heated
in a great coke fire, and each goes through a set
of rolls, which reduce it to something like the
The rough mardesired shape of the weapon.
gins are trimmed off the piece of steel in another
machine, and there is left a piece of dirty, darkblue metal shaped like a sword, and ready for
grinding.
This is done on great stones, re-

volved and watered by machinery, the workmen
having to bs the most expert that can be obtained, as the whole fate of the sword is in their
hands. It is afterward burnished on small
wheels managed by boys from 12 to 16 years
old, and when it has been prepared to receive
the fittings of the handle is ready for the testing, which has to be done with great care. Any
fault in the work is charged to the workman responsible for it, and he has to make it good. It
is said that any blade which will not chip a
piece out of a stone without showing a nick on
itself is rejected.

English and American Machine Tools. —
Aq American machine tool manufacturer has
from a trip to Europe, where he
says he did a great deal of pure loafing, but not
apparently without an eye to business. He
finds a great difference in machine tool processes
in England, as compared with this country. He
looked through a number of e&tablisbments, and
nowhere sawa quick-return arrangement on any
planer or slotter, and hardly anywhere did he
observe cut gears in use on madbine tools.
Other differences were noticeable, proving to his
mind that an equal number of workmen operating American-made tools logically ought to do
more work in a day than the same number of
men operating Eoglish-made tools. He says an
EogUsfa concern had just got in about ^10,000
worth of machine tools, built by an American

just returned

manufacturer, and took considerable pleasure in
showing them off to a prominent Eaglish builder,
with the pleasant suggestion that there were some
Modesty forbids his
tools worth copying
mentioning the name of the American builders.
Am. Machinist.

Relative Advantage of Cast and Wrought
Iron Radiators. Tests have been made by
Mr. Wm. Anderson, M. Inst. C. E., England,
with cast and wrought iron surfaces in pipes of
New Apparatus for Transmitting Force.
different diameters and different thicknesses apparently, as the pipes were ordinary four-inch A French engineering orofesaor, M. Riymond
cast iron and two-inch wrought iron pipes. Snyers of the Louvain University, has invented
Thus, temperature in pipes, 190°, in room, 60°; an apparatus for transmitting force between
difference, 130° F.; results, 232,7 units of heat bodies moving at greatly varying velocities
per square foot per hour for cast-iron pipe and without accompanying disadvantage of a violent
356 units per square foot per hour for wrought- collision. The method consists in furnishing
!

—

—

—

iron pipe. Another: temperature in pipes, 160°;
in room, 60°; difference, 100° F,, 147.1 units
per square foot per hour for cast-iron pips and
225.2 units per square foot per hour for wroughtiron pipe. The cast-iron pipe, of probably
twice the thickness, gave out 53 per cent less
units of heat, from which it can be seen that the
thickness of the metal in radiators is of great
importance, and that if the cast-iron pipe had
been the same as the wrought iron, which
thickness is attained in numerous cast-irOn
radiators, a much different result might have
been the consequence. These figures also show
that the emissive powers of surfaces do not increase in the same proportion directly as the
difference of temperature, as it may be observed
that the power of emission varies from 9 to 10
per cent at the given temperatures. Mr. Anderson states, *' the rate of emission for differences of temperature of 200"^ and 100° differed
by as much as 22 per cent. At 200° there was
22 per cent more heat given out per square foot
per difference of degrees per hour than at 100^."
Practically, the difference between wrought and
cast iron of the satne thickness is not of much
.

importance.

the contact surface with steel brushes, which,
of their "bristles," are enabled to grip one another. In this way the
swiftest motion may be imparted gradually to a
perfectly stationary body and a maximum of
shock can be arranged for, which can never be
exceeded, be the impelling force and velocity
what they may. The inventor has in view
chiefly the requirements of quickly moving lifts,
railway trains and other bodies moving at high
speed and with great momentum; and if it be
possible to produce in this way an effective
brake, or to obtain an automatic working of rail
way signals, much will be done to minimize
some of the most serious perils which at present
threaten life and limb to industrial occupations.

by the entanglement

More About Compressed Paper for Axle
Bearings.

— Farther

experiments have

been

made

in the use of compressed paper for bearings in place of brass, etc.
The parchment is
strongly compressed before being used, and it
is
dried to prevent subsequent shrinkage.
Wooden rings are placed on the ontside of the
bearings, fitting the collars of the journal.
An

emulsion of water and oil and all the mineral
oils are used as lubricants.
The parchment
Anti-Friction Journal. There was re- soon becomes impregnated with oil, and is able
cently a very interesting exhibition made in to go a long time without a renewal of lubricaBoston of the results of the long running of one tion. It is between the body of the journal and
of Tripp's anti-friction journal roller bearings. the thin edge of the parchment segments that
One year ago, according to the Commercial Bid- friction takes place. The claim is made that the
letin,
a car of the Consolidated road was compressed paper bearings make a tough material
equipped with this bearing, and has been in that is superior to metal. Such bearings are
constant use ever since, covering about 100 also in use in a German sawmill, with satismiles a day. During this time the bearings factory operation.
have not been touched or oiled, and there was
consequently great curiosity among those inter
The New six-inch Gun, throwing a 100
ested in the journal, and the railway people, in pound projectile and penetrating 13 inches of
the taking of one of the bearings from under the plating at 1000 yards, is a gun of sufficient
car.
It was found in perfect condition, and power to deal with almost anything built or
showed but the slightest possible wear in a few building. It may fail to penetrate the strong
parts and none at all in most. The Tripp Com- patch, but it will knock any other part of the
pany had warranted the bearing for a year, but ship, and most of the men, to pieces,

An

—

How

Hot Waves are Formed.

remove it.
Seemingly impossible experiments have been
it,
A handful of small nails thrown
with force away from the magnet fly back and
attach themselves to it. Another experiment
was made with cannon*balls.
The most amusing experiment was made with
a sledge-hammer. When one tried to wield it
in a direction opposite to the magnet, he felt
as though he were trying to hit a blow with a
long feather in a gale of wind. There is nothing in the world that could take the conceit out

to

present heated spell has drawn aLtcnlion
to the periodical fluctuations of heat energy,

The

which produce what is called "hot waves,"
These waves have sometimes been assigned to
some occult influence of the moon, but a care*
ful and rigid examination of that theory by
meteorologists has resulted in proving

it fal-

lacious.

Other causes for hot spells, therefore, must
be investigated. Of these, the influence of prevailing winds for any region in summer is the
most important. A glance at themapj showing
the physical conformation of the United States,
will exhibit the long valley of the Mississippi
river extending from the Gulf of Mexico to the
Great Lakes.
In the Gulf, under the fierce rays of radiant
energy from the sun, the evaporation is, comThe hot winds
paratively speaking, enormous.
from the South bring northward immense quantities of aqueous vapor, held in solution, so to
speak, by the atmosphere. On the other hand,
the winds from an area of high pressure, which
generally move southward, are cold and dry
The high areas are developed in the British
into the
Possessions, and invariably move
United States from Manitoba and that section
contiguous to it.
Ofving to causes easily ascertained on astronomical principles, the great southerly drift from
the Gulf prevails in the central portion of the
United States in summer.
If any observer notes the wind direction and
the humidity of the air for a few days in July
and August, and finds a steady current from
the Sonth, with slowly increasing humidity, he
can safely predict *'a hot spell" as rapidly approaching. To the ordinary observer, it is marvelous that such oscillations occur while the
sources of all heat appear to remain uniform.
The sun, the nource of heat, does not blow
hot and cold. It remains above the horizon,
radiating its energy outward to all space for

nearly the same time each day, yet one day is
cool at a temperature of 74", and in a day or
two more we are sweltering in the torrid-zone

temperature of 100°.

One of the greatest factors in producing this
wide diversity in temperature is the relative
humidity or abiolute amount of moisture in the
This vapor is a gas and invisible until
air.
condensed into clouds, rain, etc.
The heat received from the sun suffers absorption in its passage through a moist atmosphere, and of that portion of it which comes to
the earth some is radiated back by the earth to
the sky. This is stopped and absorbed by the
aqueous vapor, and very soon the air is superheated.
Thus the temperature of the air is
raised excessively by the presence of the invisible vapor, and these conditions produce what
as
hot
are denominated, very incorrectly,

waves.

The conditions for the continuance of the
heated term depend on the southerly winds
vapor-laden and themselves hot and. also the
absence of the cooling influence of the great
northerly drift from Manitoba,
When the daily weather reports show an
area of high barometric pressure, advancing
southward toward the Great Lakes, the influence of the cold, dry winds, which accompany
its progress, change all this and make a *' cool
wave."
The agricultural section of the community
should notice when the peculiar sensation of
sultriness and oppression becomes felt, and the
This is
air is superheated as well as saturated.
the time of danger, as the atmosphere is liable
to assume what is called " unstable equilibrium," and destructive storms ensue owing to
the abnormal etate of the air. Cincinnati En-

—

quirer.

The Huge Electro Magnet.
This huge electro magnet which we have already noticed as having been formed by winding two cannon placed side by aide at the U. S.
Naval Station at Willet's Point, is still a thing
which attracts much scientific interest. This
magnet has been formed by connecting two 15inch Rodman guns at the trunnions and winding them with about four miles of old insulated
torpedo cable. With this apparatus and the
use of a 30-horse power dynamo, an electro
magnet of enormous power will be obtained.
The wire with which it is wound will soon be
increased from four to six miles in length. This
apparatus furnishes cheap and ready means for
making many really valuable and interesting
experiments.
The tests have not yet gone so far as to give
quantitative results. In fact, only a preliminary trial of the magnet (not yet fully wound)
has been made, and its whole strength cannot
be measured until it has been more firmly
anchored.
Bat it shows a tremendous attraction for all things ferruginous.
One of the peculiar phenomena observed

is,

that a 15-inch shell, weighing 320 pounds,
placed in the muzzle of one of the guns is violently forced out when the current passes
through the wire, yet it does not leave the gun,
but swings around to the lower aide of the
muzzle, where it remains hanging, like a carpet-tack on an ordinary magnet, even with a
second shell of equal weight depending from it.
Twenty men cannot pull an iron rail from the
muzzle of the guns while th^ current is passing.

made with

man

much

as this simple experitest was made with a
spike was put
of carpenter's spikes,
lengthwise on the end of the magnet, then an*
of a strong

so

Another amazing

ment.

A

number

other spike

was attached to the first, and so on
of them stood straight out from the

until a line
magnet at least four feet in length. Aside
from their interest to science, the experiments
were so novel and startling that they were entertaining even to those who were not interest-

ed in the wonderful developments of electricity.
An interesting and most satisfactory experiment was made with an American n on- magnetic
watch. While an ordinary watch was instantly stopped when brought near it, the nou magnetic watch was not affected when placed withThis test was a very
in the magnetic field.
satisfactory one, considering the importance
that railroad employes should be provided with
watches that cannot be influenced by the magnetism which is always largely generated by
the masses of iron about the train and the fric-

The watch was
car-truck, wheels, etc.
held by its chain for ten minutes within the
most intense portion of the magnetic field, yet
it did not vary the hundredth part of a second.
The man who held it said that be himself was
conscious of the influence of the magnet. He
could feel as he held the watch by the chain
that some other power than his was keeping it
tion of

suspended.

We

,

with much interest further results from this monster magnet, by far the
shall await

heaviest and strongest ever constructed.

—

New

The
Frencb Army Rit-les The absolute mean deviation of the new magazine rifle
for the French army is only a little over a foot
at 1000 yards.
U^ing a fixed sight, a man can
be struck up to 470 yards, as the trajectory is
remarkably flat. The authorities do not at
present propose to make use of a smokeless
powder, as the keeping properties of these compounds in warm and damp climates have not as
yet been tested. Lobel rifles are being manufactured for the French army at the rate of
1600 a day. The new powder, which it is proposed to use in future conflicts, is not only
smokeless, but almost noiseless. The reports
produce no noisy confusion in the ranks and the
powder is far more effective than anything here*
tofore used in small arms of any kind.

A New

Magnesium Light.

meeting of

—

At a recent
the Photographic Section of the
Institute there was shown a new

American
light,
magnesium
dered magnesium

which

employed

pow-

and
instead
of
wire,
burned it in a strong alcohol flame instead of
as
is
now
used.
The
adupon "flash cotton,"
vantages are that there is only about one-sixth
as much of the metal needed; that there is proportionately less smoke made to annoy those
who are present, and that the duration of the
flame may be controlled at will, or it may be
repeated as desired. The safety is undoubted
and the convenience very great.

The Electric Light

in Fishing.

— The elec-

now being used in fishing to attract the fish to a particular place to facilitate
The principal trouble has been
their capture.
that the wires leading to the submerged incandescent light are apt to become fouled with
the fishing appliances or with the cable of the
vessel.
To prevent this, Begnand has out a
primary battery which can be tossed overboard
and regained when desired, the lead being upward from this battery to the lamp.
tric light is

Electrical Resistance Alloy.

—An

alloy,

the electrical resistance of which diminishes
with increase of temperature, has recently been
discovered by Mr. Edward Weston. It is composed of copper, manganese and nickel. Another alloy due to the same investigator, the resistance of

which

is

practically

independent of

the temperature, consists of 70 parts of copper
combined with 30 of ferro- manganese.

—

Deviation of Range, The deviation of
range in guns when fired either north or south
in the direction of the meridian has now become important in long-range guns. When a gun
is fired due north or south which has a range of
11 miles, a lateral deviation of 200 feet must be
taken into account for the difference in rotating
speed between the spot where it is fired and the
spot where the missile will strike.

—

A

Ship's Position-Findkr. The Watkins
which the British Government paid $225,000, has been proved to be very

position-finder, for

efficacious in finding

vessels

and

like

objects

that could not be seen from the battery which
at them, and such objects were
struck very frequently by the guns from snob
battery, although invisible therefrom.

was aimed
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Useful Informatio|j.

scour the rust from the insidu, while the same
instrument may be used to cleanse the outside
A Tory small quantity of rust will
prevent the free flow of the ink. New pens,
before oiiog, may ofteo be improved in the
of the pen.

The Old-Clothes Man.
Tbere ie po««ibility ttaat a man may wear
oat ft suit of olotbes several times. As soon
as the wool is shorn from the sheep's back it is
packed in ba^ aod shipped to wool-brokers,
where it is sold to the mills and maoufaotured
into cloth, after beiog carefully graded and
scoured. The product of the mill is sent to the
commission- houBus, where it is sold to the
clothing manufacturers by the piece. Jf the
cloth Is of cheap qaality, it is cut with a knife,
only tirst-ctdss cloth bein^ honored by the
shears, and is then sent to the small manufactarera and tailors to be turned intodothing.
When the work is tlniehed it is examined by
a t>oard of examiners hired by the wholesale
houses for this purpose, and, if passed by
them, is placed in stock ready for sale and
shipment.
The retail trade passes the garment into the
bands of the consumer, who wears it out and
then gives it away to some poor man or sells it
The second-hand
to the second'hand dealer.
man cleans and repairs his purchase and sells it
again for about one-third of the original cost.
After being worn completely threadbare, it be*
comes the property of the tramp or does proWhen tinally reduced
priety for a scirecrow.
to ragu, it falls a prey to the rag-picker, who
realizes on a small margin from the rag-dealer.
As soon as a nutTicient quantity of rage have
been collected, tbey are ehipped to some one of
the many shoddy-mills in the country. There the
rags are assorted and cleaned, and then ground
into a pnip, which is afterward carded and
span into a filling commonly used for inferior

E.STIMATINU THE NuMKKIUS IN A CROWD.

newspapers. If a man read only one paper he
might be contented and believe that he had obtained the exact facts. The moment he looked
at another he is forced to revise his judgment
and strike an average between them. The attendance at a recent meeting in New York was
variously estimated by the different journals of
that city at from four to fourteen thousand.
The average of 13 estimates was 0055, which
careful judges have pronounced as a very close
approximation to the actual attendance.

young man, you are walking
about the streets chaeing a fleeting item in a
brand-new suit of clothes, the best part of
which is an old overcoat or bat discarded by
in all probability,

two or three years

— It

is.curious to note the ditftiring estimites put
upon the size of meetings by the reporters of

hands of the commission merchant as a poor i;rade of woolen
sold to the clothier and
goods, is again
So
goes through the same operation as before.

How THE World

—

Eatino HottSE Meat. Pandora, the famous
steeple-chaser, was shot a few days ago on account of incurable lameness, and some of the
choicest steaks cot from the carcass were served
up at the Philadelphia Club as " filet a la Pandora" to several guests, Dr. Rush S. Huidekoper, her owner, and the cooks being sworn to
secrecy.
The guests pronounced the meat very
toothsome, but were much surprised on learning that they had been eating horse meat. The
joke, however, was enjoyed.

ago.

(SOOD He^xlth.

—

Fed. About half the
inhabitants of the world work to supply the
Male Versus Female Brains.
** Even
the oldest and
other half with food.
expesaid
an
trade,"
man
the
best-informed
Leaving the physical side, let us now comrienced salesman in the grocery business, "can- pare the mental caliber of the two eexes. The
not begin to tell you anything about the won- first argument always brought out by the medFigures ical profession is the a priori one derived from
derful extent of the traffic in food.
don't seem to express the thing so that anybody brain weight.
A woman's brain weighs lees
can realize how enormous the business is. Now than a man's brain; therefore, it is argued, she
everybody knows that corn makes only a small must be inferior to him in mental power. In
part of what anybody eats. By that it is meant the first place, however, it is yet by no means
that nobody eats corn enouch to make it a certain that a large brain is superior to all
Yet there is one smaller brains. Brain power depends, authorprincipal article of diet.
establishment in Maryland acorn factory they ities tell us, first, upon quality; secondly, upon
call it— where there are 100,400 cans of corn activity; thirdly, upon size.
Now consider that
a week put up and sold.
The man who possessed the heaviest brain
this is only one establishment out of hundreds yet weighed was an American blacksmith, who
in this country, and thoasanda in the world, does not seem to have been otherwise remarkwhere food is put up in cans. Then think that able, even for the excellence of his iron work.
corn is only one small item of food, even among However, admitting that if the quality and
the canned goods. And then remember that activity be equal, a large brain is superior to a
canned goods are merely a fraction of the food small one, it is still uncertain whether or not
supply, and you will be ready to acknowledge women possess smaller brains than men in prothat the food industries of the country are too portion to their size.
When we consider how
great to be readily grasped by the imagination. much of the brain is occupied in controlling
More than three-fifths of all the workers of the muscular movements, it is obvious that the
world are engaged wholly in raising or handling larger animal needs a larger brain to exert
food."
the same mental power than the smaller animal.
How much less, if any, the female brain
A Revolution in Gas Bdrnino, says the weighs in proportion to size, has never yet been
New York Tribune^ is proposed by Charles S. calculated. Even the average weight of the
Upton, manager of the Rochester Lamp Com- female brain itself is not exactly known, as
pany, New York City, who has patented, at a every experimenter gives a different result.
cost of §50,000, in all countries in the world, a Parchappe estimates that the proportion of the
"«w gas-burner. The "Niagara" burner, as it female to the male brain is 909 to 1000. Sureis termed, sheds a soft lamp light of 100-candle
ly the difference of stature would allow a differpower, consumes six: feet of gas an hour, is sim- ence of weight greater than this? Other inple in cooBttuction, and will be made to fit any quirers give different figures.
One of the bestgas fixture. The secret of the patent is in sub- known tables is quoted by Prof. Huxley in his
mitting the flame to a process of combustion "Man's Place in Nature," where the result
through perforated brass fittings after it leaves seems adverse to feminine pretensions. AllowOne hundred men are at present em- ance must, however, be made for the following
the jet.
ployed making a stock of the new burners, considerations: In the case of men, a larger
which will be on sale soon at the price of $1.50 number of brains were weighed, among which
is

—

each.

Explosives in Mines to be Done Away
Ic has been proposed to do away with
the use of explosives in mines where their use
is attended with danger, and substitute the
lately invented cartridge, one portion of which
is filled with a mixture of finely divided zinc
and zinc oxide, which collects in the condenser

With.

—

of the zinc retort, while the other part is filled
with dilated sulphuric acid. According to the
requirements in this case, the cartridge is put
in its intended place, and then, by suitable
mechanism, the acid is allowed to flow into the
zinc.
Hydrogen is then evolved, and by its expansive force the rock is broken down without
combustion or violent explosion.

A Mixture of 10 parts of tin putty, 8 of prepared buckahorn, and 25 of spirits of wine,
makes a good compound for taking the rust off
drawing instruments, and will not injure them.
They should be rubbed with soft blotting-paper
after this

compound

is

and their mothers, and are placed over the
purifying- pan, from which there is a constant escape

ammonia.

of

The vapora make the young-

cough until their little heads threateo to
and the big tears gather in their eyes.
same way.
The more thoy cough, however, the better, because they are coughing the disease away. FreTiiK Invkntor of the Volapuk language, quently there are dozens of babies and young
Johaon Martm Schteyer, Father Sohleyer as he children around the pans, all coughing and
was called, died in Tarifl on the 9ch ins^. He making a great bluster and splutter. James
was born at Oberlaoda, Biden, in 1831, and Gilmore, one of the attendants at the pans, has
educated for the Catholic priesthood, which been at the purifying-house 53 years, and be iu
he entered in 1856.
He bad a pission for a great friend of the sick babies and their
studying languages, and acquired a knowledge mothers. He says that the whooping cough
of about 50 languages and dialect).
In \S5U appears to be very bad about the city now,
the idea of a universal, or rather a neutral, lan- judging from the number of his young visitors.
guage possessed his mtud, and during March of The ammonia treatment for this disease is genthat year he constructed its entire grammar. erally recommended by Philadelphia physicians,
He devoted his entire attention to the propaga- and is very successful. Philadelphia Record.
tion of the Volapuk idea, and was the author of
numerous writings on the subject.
What to Eat.

cloth.
It finally reappears in the

yoarself
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applied.

To Keep a Steel Pen in Order. —Steel pens
will rust, no matter how carefully they are
cared for, and they will not write well until
This may
the rust is removed from the point.
be done by simply using a roand slate pencil to

sters

drop

off

More Coal

in

Oregon.

Coal mines throughout the Northwest are attracting much attention of late, and many discoveries and developments are being made, and
the quality of different veins of coal is being
tented.
test of the coal from the Turtle
River mine was made on the Portland & Willamette Valley railway. This mine ie situated
on Turtle river, Washington Territory, which
runs into the Oowlitz about 20 miles from its
mouth. It is one and a half miles from the
Northern Pacific railroad and two miles from
the Cowlitz, at a point to which it is navigable
ten months in the year, and with slight expenditure the river could be made navigable
during the entire year to a point opposite the

A

The company has been working on the
for some time, and has run in two tunone 75 feet long and the other 200 feet
long, both striking the veins of coal.
Mr.
James Williams, an expert who examined the
mine, reported that there were two veins of
The following table, compiled by Prof. G. W. Cannel coal underlying the whole property.
Conklio, is emmently and practically useful, The upper vein is three
feet two inches thick.
presenting as it does at a glance the available It is clean and hard
and has good rook for roof
percentage of nutritive elements contained in and floor. The second vein ie as
good in qualthe leading staples used as human food:
ity as the first.
The veins will eaoh produce
Milk ....
Broiled Mutton ..
W about 3500 tons of coal to the acre, which be
Oatmeal Porridge
estimated could be loaded on the cars for 75
E«K8 ....
.U Rye Bread
mine.

mine
nels,

7'.'

Apples
CodtiHh

Boiled Beans

.

I'eachus

.

•H)

[Boiled

S7
bS
8S
00

Kke

Barley Bread
224 \Vh (Jilt Broad
21

.

PoUtoea

korn Bread

91

24 :B>iled Barley

92
92
93
05

1 Veal
KoaHt I'ork
Roast Poultry
Roast Beef

'>4

drapes

27 lolive Oil

Krio

2(1

'^6

'

Butter
Bolted I'eaa

It will be seen that the most wholesome and
nutritious articles, as oatmeal, flour, peas,
beans, rice, crushed wheat, corn, bread, etc.,
are vastly saperior to beef in supplying efTectiVe
ability to labor, besides being obtainable at
about one*third the price of the latter. After
all that can be said, pro and con, touching a
vegetable diet, certain we are that the average
man who limits himself to a well-selected regi-

cents a ton.
An analysis of the coal was made by W, G.
who found it to cootain : Fixed carbon,
32.25; combustible
gases, 52.21; ash, 7.54;
moisture, S.
The test was made under the supervision of
Superintendent John McGuire. In answer to
questions of a reporter, he said : *' The coal is
far ahead of any produced here which I have
tried.
It compares favorably with the famous
Kewanee coal of Illinois. It is clean to handle, makes little or no smoke, burns clean, with
but little ashes or clinkers. I handled the
throttle for 15 years in a coal country, and
know what coal is, and can say that this is the
best locomotive coal mined in the Northwest
which has come under my notice." Portland

Jenne,

men

of vegetable food will, accidetits aside, go Oregonian.
through life with a clear mind in a healthy
body, will sleep sounder and come nearer the
The Strength of Ropes.
aPotted age of threescore and ten, having a
better digestion and fewer headaches than any
The quality of workmanship, strength, exman who indulges in roast beef with the usual tensibility and elasticity of round and flat ropes

variations.

hemp and aloe, and of iron and steel wire,
have been experimentally investigated by M.
A. Daboul, aud the results of his experiments
published in the Bulletin de la Societe d'Encouragement dea Arts, Paris, In his experiments
M. Duboul used a horizontal hydraulic press
and a weighing apparatus consiatiug of a steelyard and sliding-weigbt, by which tensions of
from 1 to 130,000 pounds could be recorded.
For higher pressures a gauge on the body of
Specimens were fastened
the press was used.
by winding each end on a grooved pulley of

of

—

in Brioht's Disease. When
Thomas Jefferson brought the tomato from
France to America, thinking that if it could be
induced to grow bountifully it might make good
food for bogs, he little dreamed of the benefit
he was conferring upon posterity.
constant
diet of raw tomatoes and skim- milk is said to be
a certain cure for Brigbt'e disease. General
Schenck, who, when Minister to England, became a victim to that complaint, was restored
With
to health by two years of this regimen.
many persons the tomato has much the same effect upon the liver as a small blue*piU, and
whether it is that as a people we are less bilious
than in former years, or that the doctors of the
new school practice less severe remedies than
did those of the past, it is certain that mercury
is prescribed with less frequency than of old.

The Tomato

A

The
special construction.
specimens for teetiog was 13
The results of all the tests
age tensile strengths of ropes
Tarred hemp
White manila

White aloes
Flat, tarred heuip or

length

of

gave for the averthe following:
Lbs. per eq. inch
10,500 to 11,200
7,700 to 8,400
9,800 to 10,600
5,600 to 7,000
7,800 to 8,400

White hemp

Danger in Turning Book Lkaves. — People
A factor of
who indulge in the inelegant habit of wetting some cases, is

usual
feet.

maLila

safety of four or even three, in
considered safe for ropes.
the forefinger before turning the leaf of a book
rope of unannealed wire has an ultimate
A
wilt do well to note the report of the authoritensile strength of
about 55,000 pounds per
ties of Dresden, who have been investigating
square inch of section of metal: when annealed
the question whether circulating libraries are a the ultimate strength is reduced to abont 45,medium for the spread of infectious diseases. 000 pounds, but the elongation is nearly doubled,
They rubbed the dirtiest leaves of the books, being 12 to 15 per cent in annealed wire. The
first with a dry finger and then with a wet,
best wire ropes for mining purposes have a
microscopically examining the product in each much higher tensile strength. Another writer
case. In the first case scarcely any microbes
on the same subject says that the tensile
were found on the finger; in the second case, strength of a wet rope is only one-third that of
plenty. Though all these appeared to be of a
the same rope when dry, and that a rope satnon-infectious character, the committee winds
urated with soap or grease is still weaker.
up with a recommendation to readers not to Chicago Journal
of Commerce.
wet the finger in the mouth for the purpose of
taming over the leaves.

—

RoMiTE V3. Dynamite. Some comparative
experiments have recently been made in Sweden
Scarlet Fever may be Distributed. with dynamite and romlte, the new explosive
The following case shows how scarlet-fever invented by Herr S. Joberg, a Swedish enpoison is distributed. A little girl, eight years gineer. The romite used was of the ordinary
old, living at Fortress Monroe, was attacked
were included the brains of many celebrated with scarlet fever. For a long time no possible kind manufactured in Sweden, and the dynamen, specially collected for this object. The source of contagion could be discovered, but at mite was of M, Nobel's usual make. For the
women's brains were much fewer in number, last the attending physician learned that one of experiments lead cylinders three inches in diwith a cavity
taken from the lowest source, and did not in- the house servants had nursed a case of scarlet ameter and eight inches in length,
in the center one inch in diameter and 42 inches
clude the brain of one woman of distinction. fever in
before.
a
year
distant
city
just
about
a
were used. Cylinders were charged
A comparison of such material is obviously un- After the case terminated she packed some of in depth,
Yet among the female brains, the heavi- her things, including some clothing then worn, with romite and dynamite respectively, the
fair.
230 grains. Having been provided
charge
being
est brain known to science up to that time was in a trunk, and left the place.
A year later she with ordinary fuses, the cylinders were tamped
It weighed several grammes more
discovered.
had the trunk sent to her, opened it and took with dry sand and hermetically sealed with a
than the brain of Cuvier. Since that time, how- out the contents, the little girl being present
lead plug. They were then firmly wedged in a
ever, though great pains have been taken to as- and handlmg the things.
Very soon after the strong iron frame, and the charges fired. It
certain the brain weight of celebrated men, latter
was attacked.
was found that the average of ten romite cylinnot one record exists of the brain weight of
ders in volume after explosion showed 22.2
famous women. The brain of George Eliot was
Effect of Excitement on Longevity. The cubic inches, against 42^ cubic inches of those
The following passage
specially remarkable.
"Mr. Bray, the enthusi- question as to whether or not excitement short- charged with dynamite. This shows that the
occurs in her Life;
explosive force of dynamite was nearly twice
ens
life is being agitated, and it is held that anyastic believer in phrenology, was so much struck
the heart, that of romite. The specific weight of dynamite
with the grand proportions of her head that he thing which quickens the action of
than that of romite, the
took Marian Evans up to London to have a cast any kind of excitement, taxes and reduces the being also greater
knew this former possesses higher concentration, which is
taken. He thinks that after that of Napoleon storage of life. Almost every one
it is only recently that the matter
a great advantage with explosives. The romite
her head showed the largest development from long ago, and
that these experibrow to ear of any person on record." Woman's has been considered in the light of percentage. manufacturers, however, say
ments are far from being conclusive as to the
World.
Canned Good-s Rendered Danoeeous by relative merits of the two explosives, as, in
Curing Whooping Couon. Babies are cured Fire. Three families have been poisoned in order to give the greatest explosive force to rofever
typhus
by
the
cough
and
San Diego through the eating of canned goods mite, it must be inclosed in a solid case, which
of whooping
They had eaten of the soft lead cylinder is not considered to bescores at the gas-purifying eetablishmeut at the saved from a recent fire.
^
«us- two
-..« explosives
experiments with
..»«ia the
Further oAiJoii..ii.imua
eastern end of Chestnut-street bridge. The canned salmon and oysters which had become jluiuuoi.
the
city
anything.
and
does
not
cost
impregnated with oxide of tin and lead by the are to be made in such a manner as may be decure is free
sired by the makers of romite.
The babies are brought tbere by their friends action of the fire.

How

—

—

—

—

—
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the strike is quite important.
was encountered.

LQlNlJMG ZUMMAf^Y,

CALIFORNIA.
Amador.
Oct.

i6:
posi-

Ledi^er,

the ledge, water

Machinery is fast arriving and being placed in
tion fur the purpose of working the Quartz Mountain

Work has been commenced on
Overplus.
ervoir with a large force of men.

the res-

Very Rich. Placer Republican^ Oct. 6: The
output of gold from the Breece & Wheeler mine at
Bith during the past week has been something
phenomenal, even for that rich and steady mine.
The working place is about one mile and a half from
the entrance to the tunnel, and the breast is probThe bulk of the
ably 40 feet wide and six feet high.
gravel is richer than usual, while the bedrock is covered with coarse gold, some of it actually going as
The Breece & Wheeler
high as $1000 to the pan.
is

—

now the Bonanza of California.
Mayflower. — Republican. Oct. 10: The second

just

There is much excitemining matters about six miles above Sut- upraise in the big tunnel of the Mayflower mine near
A few weeks back Forest Hill was completed last week, and an abunter creek, on the Volcano road,
some prospectors named Leggett and Mandich dance of very rich gravel was found. The first upBros, discovered a ledge in that vicinity showing raise was made about four months, ago at 5200 feet
They did some work on it from the mouth of the tunnel. Good prospects were
plentifully in free gold.
and tiie quartz continued as rich as ever. They found, but it proved to be too high on the rim. The
have bonded it to S. D. R. Stewart for $io,ooo, and present upraise is at the 5500-foot point and is 28
the new owner is now preparing to erect a six-stamp feet high from the incline.
Supt. Chappellet broke
The same prospectors have through five days ago and found the gravel exactly
mill on the property.
also discovered another vein a short distance above,
the same as in the old Mayflower works three years
equally rich, and estinnted from samples which have ago, and prospecting about $7 to the pan. A telebeen shown us to yield over $300 per ton. The gram received from him yesterday says it is growing
whole country around has been located; one man richer and richer. At this point, however, the bedhaving recorded ten locations.
rock is still pitching a little to the east, so that the
From Sutter Creek. Cor. Amador Ledger, incline is being pushed on its present level about 50
Repairing the Wildman shaft is completed feet further and then another upraise of 20 feet will
Oct. 13:
and extracting rock is now in order. The mill was be made through the bedrock into the channel.
started a week ago and they expect to run it regular- There is now no doubt that this third upraise will
ly.
The ore is thought to be of a good paying strike the lowest part of the channel, and the calcucharacter.
There has been considerable excitement lations made by Mr. Chappellet and Anthony Clark
about the North Star mine within the past week; all three years ago will have been verified almist to a
hands being on a strike. They claim that it is cus- foot. When they located the big tunnel in the Contomary in most mines to work the men till i2 o'clock solidated Justice, adjoining the old Mayflower
Saturday night, and allow a shift for it, and in case, ground, they estimated that it would have to be
they work all night Saturday they are entitled to a 5550 feet long and that it would bring them 60 feet
shift and a half.
The company, however, is only under the channel. This low level was adopted so
willing to pay for the work they perform.
They that a branch of the tunnel could be run down
have gone to Amador City, and succeeded in stream and all the lower ground be worked. But, to
finding a set of men who have gone to work on the avoid a 60-foot upraise, an incline was made from
the tunnel level so that the present works will be
company's terms.
reached through an upraise of only 20 feet. This
Calaveras.
point
is in the Consolidated Justice and between 1200
Thorn. Calaveras Prospect, Oct, 13: Work on
and 1500 feet from the old Mayflower works. The
the Thorn mine is progressmg finely under the manresults of the last week are not only a triumph of
agement of P. S. Buckminster, Altaville and Argels
have the appearance of an old-time mining camp. engineering skill, but another proof of the extent of
Everybody has plenty of money and men are as thick the main channel down the divide and the richness
of the Coo. Justice ground.
as bees.

Mining Excitement.

ment

in

—

—

Inyo.
Down.— Inyo Index,

Closed

Oct.

10:

Los Angeles.
San Fernando District.— Newhall
Newhall

mill

The,
last

Sentinel,

what

is termed the San Ferextends from a line directly east from the tunnel about ten miles, taking
in the Soledad canyon on the noith.
George Campton is the Recorder.
Prof. Von Keith, ex- Postmaster Green and Mr. Sampson, of Los Angeles,
were visitors at the Cora Belie this week. The pro-

nando mining

fessor

made

is

in

district.

It

several collections of slate,

plumbago and

soapstone, and found well-defined tracings of petroleum.
very fine vein of plumbago has been found
in the San Francisquito Canyon just above the Cora
company is now being formed to work it.
Belle.
The pulverizer niide by J. B. Freeman of Los Angeles is now completed and will be put in operation
in another week.
It is to crush the clay and dirt
before it enters the dry washer, and will revolution-

A

A

mining in this district. At the Cora Belle mine
a shoot has been arranged that pulverizes the dirt
ize

before

strikes

it

the washer,

and

-

and

a force of

men

is

now

at work.
Richfifth interest in the

ard Kitchline has purchased a
mine with Messrs. Smith and McDuffee.

Gazette, Oct. 13:
Business is
exceedingly dull here at present. Owing to the low
stage of water in the river the mill can run but five

stamps. There are only ten men employed in the
mine. The rock taken from the mine is excellent
and no doubt pays well. New attachments are to
be added to the mill soon. A new concentrator and
two new mortars are on the road, and when they arrive will soon be put in place.

Nevada.
The Brunswick.— rrfl«ji:r;>/,

It is

the

hill

—

Wm.

pump, and Blake Smith and Richard Jenkins have
charge of the sinking of the new working shaft. The
strong company which now holds a lease of the
property will develop it.
Louis B'anding has a
most remarkable specimen from this mine, showing
9 metals and 4 minerals.

—'YMoXxivcm^ Indepe7ident, Oct.

13:

A rich

been made in the Piatt mine, adjoining
the Soulsby mine at Soulsbyville, fully up to the
richest rock ever taken out of the famous Soulsby
vein.
This is at a depth of 200 feet. They are now
putting in an engine and boiler, of 50-horse power,
for pumping.
A large double engine for hoisting is
on the road and will soon be in place.
Under the
superintendency of Mr. Trittenbach, this mine will
make a good record among the paying quartz veins
strike has

of the county.

and

Sierra.
Big Enterprise,— Sierra Tribune, Oct. 12:
the
Red
At
Chief quartz mine, six miles below Alleghany, an Eastern company is erecting a 40-stamp
mill, and if everything goes well the stamps will be
dropped about Dec. isi. It is also proposed by the

last

A

company

to increase the

stamps.

About 25 men are employed there at presvein at this mine is an immense one, and

fine

plant next spring to 100

The

believed

is

it

that

it

is

destined to develop into a

paying property.

The Salinas and Mercer Mine.
and Mercer mine

linas

the

work

of

—

At the Sapushing ahead

progressing smoothly, and it is
expected to encounter the vdn in that quarter soon.
When water comes the mill will be started up. By
another season it is proposed by the company to build
a reservoir which will hold enough water to last all
the year.
The directors held a meeting this week
the lower tunnel

is

for the transaction of business.

The Kenton Mine.— The Kenton mine on Kanaka creek, near Alleghany, is now owned by Horace Brown, and he and Jim Clinton are working
there and running four stamps out of the 12-stamp
mill.
They have sunk 25 feet on the winze in tunnel No. I.
The ledge is six feet wide and assays
from $10 to $50 a ton. The ore mills about $10

—

Colombo. The work of hauling the Colombo
mill over to the Buffalo mine was begun last Tuesday. Active work is going on at the mine in preparing to put up the mill.
Siskiyou.
Quartz.

—Yreka

Oct. 10:
Mr. Geo.
fine ledge at Mill creek, near
Scott river, was in town last week and showed us
some exceedingly rich specimens of quartz, having

Clawson,

Joiatial,

who owns a

pounded out some $2500 from a small

of such
inches to four
lot

the pulp assays
week.

will

average about the same as
bodies of ore developed

level and ihe raise above the fifth floor of
the 400 level continue to look well.
The exploring
drifts are passing into material of a favorable appearance.

on the 200

Confidence.

— Repair work

All will be in good shape both
the surface when the extraction

The prospecting
ground.

drifts

have

is about completed.
underground and on

of ore

is

resumed.

opened some good

Best & Belcher.— The winze that is being ^unk
on the north drift from west crosscut No. i, from the
main northwest drift, is down about eight feet and
shows from four to five feet of excellent milling ore.

The 850 station is being rebeing made to chutes.
Union Con. and Mexican. —On the 1465 level

a joint Union

from the east drilt from
the Ophir shaft at a point 150 feet in, has crossed
the line and entered Mexican ground.
drift started

B.\ltimore. — Prospecting

operations are still
vigorously prosecuted on the 338 level in ground of a
considerable amount
very promising character.
of ore is being accumulated.

A

Oi'HiR.

— On

tlie

1465 level the south

drift started

from the end of the old east drilt from the shaft
tion, 300 feet in, is extended 67 feet and is in

sta-

—

—

—

—

it is

sprinkling of coarse and fine free gold, was uncovered at a depth of 30 feet. Specimens of the ore
shown us make the mineral showing above related,
while a washing from a few cupfuls of the fine dirt
revealed numerous particles of the coarse gold.
Taking into consideration the superficial workings

will

expected the force will be doubled, as the mine
then be opened better for a larger force to work
with good advantage,

Sutter.

Work Resumed.— Sutter
The

Sutter City
tinue the work at the

28:

fred

progress-

is

Welch

is

shipping. rich ore Irom

Lodi to San

Francisco for treatment.

Palmetto District
Being Opened —Hawthorne Bulletin, Oct. 10:
The group of mines known as the Palmetto syndisituated at Palmetto, are being systematically

cate,

opened up mider the energetic management of Mr.
R. B. Catherwood, who has lately assumed control
of operations.
These mines are owned by a syndicate of well-known wealthy New York capitalists.

They have recently spent a large amount of money
improvements. A i2-ton mill and all the appliances for lixiviation process, by which the ore will
be treated, are now in full working order, ready to
start up at a moment's notice.
Recent developments
the mines have been such as to create a
ripple of excitement in local mining circles, the
workings of ore giving astonishing returns in gold.
General appearances indicate that as depth is atattiined gold values will predominate, the quartz
being of an exceedingly lively character.
Large
bowlders are found now and then in the working
formation, and from one of them a working of some
28 ounces of rock gave a bullion return of $40 in
gold and $120 in silver, a total value of $32,000 in
gold and $1230 in silver to ihe ton. The property
consists of iB different mines, all more or less developed and all covered by U.S. patent.
in

m

Seligmau
Tunnel.

District.

—

Tuscarora
Times- Revicia, Oct. 12:
tunnel at Seligman has been started to tap the
vein at a depth of 1000 feet.
Eight-hour shifts and
Burleigh drills are employed.

A

Tybo

District.

Ore Shipment. — Prescott

Courier,

Oct,

10:

George Wickler will very soon maHe a large shipment from the White Spar mine. Aleck Thompson
has finished moving a lot of machinery to the mountains.
Riggs & Lawler, of the Hillside, are con.stantly shipping rich ore.
Seven ions of ore from
one of Bigelow & Smith's mines, sampled over $90
to the ton.
John Curtain has located the Ben Harrison mine in Hassayampa district.
It is a very
promising vein. Mr. Britton of the Boaz Co. says
the mine is looking well; mill will start in about ten

At Bisbee.— Z)c;;2t?cr(zA Oct. 11; The hoisting
works, together with all the machinery of the Czar
mine, are being removed several feet back from their
present location.
In the meanwhile the ores from
that property are hoisted through the shafts of the
Queen and Holbrook. This necessitates an additional amount of work, but it will be remedied in
a few days. Monday night the water pipe connected with the large smelter broke very suddenly,
necessitating its being closed down for a few days,
after which it will be in full blast again turning out
its

usual quota of bullion.

The Rattlesnake. — Tombstone

Epitaph, Oct.

8:

shaft

various kinds

Scorpion.
No.

crosscut

is

—
i

in progress.

The usual progress
on the 300 level.

Lady Washington. — The

raise

is

making

in

above the 725

City Enterprise, Sept. level is making good progress.
M. Co. has decided to conUtah. On the 472 level in the north lateral drift,
mine and has engaged the 73 feet north of east crosscut No. i, east crosscut

—

is

in progress.

Silver Basin.— Clifton Clarion, Oct 10:

Frank

Bixier was down from Silver Basin last week, purchasing supplies. Mr. Baxter reports the mines as
still
improving, and that another shipment will
shortly be made.

—

Hale & Norcross. The southwest prospecting
dritt from the 15th floor above the 700 level has been
extended 40 feet. The main west drift, 8qo level,
has been advanced 42 feet.

—

quartz

sinking of the shaft

—

Overman. Are exploring below the tunnel level.
Andes.— Are repairing the main shaft.
Lodi District.
Shipping Ore.— Belmont Courier, Oct. 13: Al-

—

tion of solt porphyry.
paired and repairs are

—

solid

on the 500 and

drifts

—

—

much

in the

continued.

Supt. Coffman states that three wagon-loads of
machinery for the Rattle-^nake mine are lying at
Crown Point. The 700 north drift advanced 30 Durkee's corral, and three more lying at Fairbanks.
feet during the past week and is now 94 feet south of The reason tor the delay is that on account of the
the crosscut.
The face is in porphyry and seams of massiveness of the machinery, new approaches to
clay.
The Sutro tunnel drift is out 71 feet.
the mine will have to be made.
The 400-foot level
Belcher. On the 200 level the north drift from has been reached in the main shaft; a station is being cut out, and drifting to connect with the old
It is in a promising formathe shalt is out 32 feet.

—

which shows sulphurets of good quality, lead and a

is

days.

Gould & Curry.— The

—

.

levels

ARIZONA.

His ledge runs from 18
solt
Oct. 16: It is
reported that the New York Co. prospecting the feet in width, throughout all of which gold can be porphyry.
He is now prospecting
Brunswick mine in Grass Valley district will settle seen with the naked eye.
SAVAGE.-^From the 400 and 500 levels are exwith their creditors and resume the sinking of the with a small mill and will soon make arrangements tracting about 50 tons of ore per day, which is being
shaft.
The plan is to follow the ledge down at least to put up a large mill, as the ledge is firmly believed shipped to the Rock Point mill.
to be a permanent one.
Mr. Chas. Abbott has been
300 feet more.
Extracted 112 tons of ore and
Occidental.
out considerable quartz from his ledge on
The Bank Still Caving.— The 400-foot bank taking
Greenhorn during the past summer, which prospects shipped to the Atlanta mill 135 tons; average assay
at the Manzanita gravel mine just north of town
well.
He
keeps up expenses by poundmg out some value of wagon samples. $22.50.
continues to cave, another large mass of earth having
of the richest specimens, and as soon as the winter
Chollar. The face of the west drift on the 350
chipped ofif Friday evening. There is no danger of
rains commence to furnish water-oower for running level is siill in promising ground, consisting mainly
the debris reaching the mouth of the entrance to the
the custom-mills, will haul it for crushing.
Messrs. of clay and porphyry.
tunnel through which the drift miners are burrowing
Mike Finley, Henry Hutchings and Wm. Clark have
Potosl The face of the south drift on the 650
under the mountain, as it is over 700 feet from (he
discovered a rich ledge on the middle fork
face of the bank.
The stuff now falling serves as a bug creek, near the ledge lately discovered of Hum- level is still in a mixture of vein material that gives
by Jag- low assays.
brace to prevent the mountain's weight from squeezgers.
They have sunk down about 40 feet and feel
ing out the strata near the bedrock.
Alpha and Exchequer. On the 382 levels of
confident of finding a permanent ledge, at least they
Rich Quartz.— At John Bonney's quartz claim intend to make a thorough test to be sure of it. these mines the usual prospecting drifts are being run.
on Piety Hill in this city some of the richest ore ever Geo. Simmons has a force working day and night
Sierra Nevada. No. 3 crosscut on the 520 levfound in that locality is being taken out. The Bon- on a new ledge at middle fork of Humbug which he el is out 580 feet.
The face continues in porphyry.
ney claim adjoins that owned by Tohn Dower and calls the Never Sweat mine. He thinks he has found
Seg. Belcher. The only work being done is in
sons.
a rich ledge and we hope his expeciations may be the upraise.
It is still in favorable ground.
Kelley's Strike.
Tidings, Oct.
13:
The fully realized. The Schroeder & Werner ledges at
Alta. Are still engaged in making repairs to the
quartz strike on Thomas J. Kelley's property on the head of Deadwood continue to pay well, with
main shaft and to the hoisting works building.
Race street is quite an encouraging one. A six- plenty of quartz to keep the mill going day and
Yellow Jacket. A good deal of repair work of
night, some 23 hands being employed, ~Next year
inch formation', in which there is
specimens.

Bullion.—Work
600

Dimick.— Belmont (T^i/^z-At, Oct 13; The Dimick mme, Tybo; continues to yield rich ore.

NB V AD A.

—Shasta Courier,

feet.

ing favorably.

heavily sulphuretted and carries free gold.
Very
little exploration work as yet has been done, and
throughout the entire shaft but one short drift has
been run. The Bonanza mine, situated in the city
of Sonora, is now being energetically developed.
The mine is famous for its pockets of free gold, having produced hundreds of thousands of dollars, and
especially for its fabulously rich tellurides of gold
and silver richer than those in any other mine in
California, Color,ido or any other country as far as
now known. Tellurides from this mine lately treated
by Mr. Louis Blanding gave, per ton, in gold and
silver a total of $66, 160 —gold,
$60,080; silver,
$6080. The steam Duplex pump recently placed in
the mine is working with entire satisfaction.
In the
rear of the present steam pump a large chamber 9x16
feet has been excavated" and timbered to admit the
placing of the hoisting machinery.
The primary
engine on the outside is designed to run both the
pump and the hoisting works.
Van Ausdel is
running Ihe engine, Harry Medlicott the steam

Strike.

80

as rapidly as possible.

Keystone.— The

Tuolumne.

—

feel; total length,

The formation is porphyry, clay and quartz.
Justice.— Work on the new mill is being rushed

Lane. Union-Democrat, Oct. 13: The shaft at
the Lane mine, Dickson's ranch, is now down 114
leet.
The lead averages about 22 inches in width, is

rich district.

ent.

No. 2 has been extended 50

Waeboe DiRCrlct.
California & Virginia.— Virginia

a ton.

MarlDoaa.

Doll.— Mariposa

experienced

three

Oct. 16:
Supt. Everett,
Con.
Enterof the Little Nellie mine on Iron mountain, was in
prise, Oct. 13: The usual amount of good niiiling
town Thursday. Their tunnel has passed through
ore is being extracted from the slopes on the 1400
one ledge and tapped a second one. A lot of the
and 1435 levels. On the 1200 level are stoping
ore has been sent below for milling test.
from the parallel north drift, 60 feet north of the upMill.— The Utah Co., which owns the Florida raise above that drift. Continue to stope ore from
group of mines. Old Diggings, is putting up a ten- the southeast drift run from that upraise, 58 feet
stamp mill. The ore there is rich, but it cannot be above the track floor.
Good ore is still being taken
successfully worked by the usual milling process; so from the slopes on the 1600 and 1650 levels.
The
say men who have had experience with ores of that usual amount of ore has been shipped to the mills

excellent results

have been obtained. Two washers are now in operday and night, and some fine gold is being
Engineer Gavin has given his opinion,
taken out.
after having carefully surveyed the ground, that a
hydraulic system could be put in at comparatively
little expense.
A reservoir with a capacity of 16.000,000 gallons can be made by removing only 800
yards of earth, and counting water-pipe, gates, etc.,
at a cost of $2000.
This will be done as soon as
possible.
The El Dorado mine, four miles above
Clara Belle, has shown good development. A fourfoot vein of silver, gold, and a red oxide has been
ation

struck,

Ore.

of

tifies.

Shasta.

Panamint Co. completed the run at their
week, and closed down for the season.

Oct. 4:

miners, who comthe intention of the
at a depth of 90
feet.
Work is progressing slowly at the present
time owing to the presence of bad air in the shaft.
The miners struck several small veins of coal this
week of excellent quality, but in very small quanservices

menced work last week.
company to tunnel under

—

The followiiig in mostly condensed from joumala published
io the interior, in proxiinity to the mines mentJODed.

Quartz Mountain. —Amador

With

Placer.

[Oct. 20, 1888

of

Greenlee.— Capt.
New Mexico have

at a

J,

Flelcher

and

Jas. Transue
S. Hickey

purchased from A.

good 6gure the splendid gold property

in

the

Greenlee district known as the Silver Tip, The purhave for some time been examining prospects in the above district, and as both are old and
experienced miners and millmen, the sale speaks
well for the future outlook in that region.
c'lasers

Mill.

— That Clifton

will soon have a stamp-mill
assurrd fact, J. H. Hovey and B. F. Harrover returned from their trip to Globe last Saturday,
Mr. Hovey informs us that he purchased
during his absence a 5-stamp mill, and that the same
is now on the road here.
It will be erected on the
Coon mine on Chase creek, upon which a force of
men will be put at work immediately extracting
is

now an

ore.

Gold Gulch.— Messrs. Paxton & Jenkins are
reported to be taking out some fine ore from the
Pittsburgh claim in Gold gulch, on which they have
a lease from Messrs. Baxter & Whiltington.

COLOBADO.
Mill and MiNE.^Silverton Miner,

Oct. 8:

The

Golden Chicken mill, in Turkey creek basin, has
started up again on Gold King ore, also Crown Jewel.
On the Sunnyside extension about a dozen men
are employed, all taking out ore.
The Turkey Creek
Mining Co. have resumed work on their property in
Turkey creek basin and will soon ship 100 tons to
the Golden Chicken mill.
The Adirondack, owned
by J, H. Fessenden, has been leased to J. K. Machmer.
William Sullivan is .working the Bandora, on
the soulh lork of Mineral.
The Tyrol will com-

mence shipping and laying in winter supplies next
week.
Messrs. May and Levis shipped 11 tons of
mineral from the Margie, above Chattanooga, this
week which gave the excellent returns of 16 ozs. silver, oup-tpnth oz. gold and 66 per cent lead.
Work
on the Arctic in Cascade baiin on Boulder mountain,
has been suspended for the winter, and the owners,
Messrs. Massey and Galvin, are greatly pleased with
their season's work.
Another claim on the celebrat-

Oc?r.

Mining and Scientific Press.

20, 1888.]

G

on Kendall is coming; to the front
as a producer. This time it is the Pyramid lode,
owned by Mrs. A. L. Cotton. The mill built for
the Sunnysidc mine has bet-n run for some days with
ed Letter

vein

prrlect success, and the I'hoinpsons are elait-d at
what will result in a proAiable enterprise to them.
The mill has ten stamps, weighing about 725 pounds
with plates, and for concentrating the tailings there

axe two percussion

Central and

HUck

such as are used about
Htwk. ami with which Kisher':;
t'tblt.-s

'Ihc work done by these tibles is
mill is also lilted.
The mine has been sysieniatically worked
excellent.
in preparation of supplying the mill to its l-trgest caThe cost of milling wi 1 not exceed $2
pacity.
per ton, which will leave a very
profiL

— Denver

handsome margin

of

Oct. 11: The
latest excitement at Asp-n is over a discovrry made
hv James Casey, a well-known prospector, in the
Silver Star mine.
Some ten days ago the lessees
were on the point of giving up their lease, and Mr.
Casey was looking over the mine when he found indications of mineral.
He then went to the le5S'>«*s
and tried to g^t an assignment of their lease. In
the course of his negotiations with them he incautiously suggested that they let him huve the lower
end of the claim. On the 9th tnst. the lessees conc'uded to give up their work and turn the cl»im over
Thry gaihtfed up their tools and preto Casey.
to town they
pared to quit, but before going
concluded to look over Ihc lower end of the claim.
While there they stumbled on Casey's outcrop.
Taking their tiols down there, they went to work,
and in a short while they had a showing that would
make a miner's heait glad to look ai. A mass of
chlorides extended on every side wherever the soil
was shoveled off. Some of the mineral was t^ken
10 Aspen and assayed 2coo ounces to the ton.
Mr.
Cas'-y has been watching the bonanzi he missed,
and says they shoveled out $4000 worth during the
afternoon.
It looks like a second Bonnybel, but is
not yet sufficiently developed to justify any estimate

Chlorides.

of

A'n-irto.

its valu'.-.

mine under a

some

are taking mit and

lease,

very fine ore.

The

shipping
Drer Lodge M. and Re-

duction Co. suspended work on their mine known
as the Nonpareil, this action being taken Itrcausc
of lack of laciliiies for treating the ore, of which
there is a large quantity of a smelling nature on the
dump. The company is now contemplating the
erection of a smelter on the ground. On the Travonia development work is l>eing actively prosecuted,
and a tunnel is tKing run to strike an ore body
which it is expected will be encountered in the nfxt
50 feet, the tunnel already having been run a distance of 300 feel.
In a crosscut about 50 feet from
the header of the tunnel, nearly four feel of good
paying ore is reported in sight. .A large (|uaniitv ol
ore is on the dump of the valuable property belonging to .Messrs. Bradley and Sullivan, who int-Mid lo
soon commence the shipment of ore, a wagon-raad
now being constructed for the purpose of hauling
ore to the railroad station.

Old Confedkrate Gulch.— This gulch was
discovered in 1865, and lies east of the Missouri rivFrom three of the
er, about 22 miles from Helena.
ba'S or benches that ]ieal>ove the bed of this gulch,
were
taken
within
about 53,000.000
out
some three
years.
From Montana bar, the Wheeler party, consisting of four men,
took out. in a single season. $600,000, or nearly half-the aggregate product
of the whole ground. A single paniul of dirt taken
from the dtggings contained $1585 of dust. The
Diamond Flume & Hydraulic Co. is now engaged
in working over this same territory, with an equipment said lo be as complete as any in Montana.
Their ditches have a capicity of nearly 5000 inches
of water, and a pressure of over 400 feet, and the
chances are thai this region will yet add* considerably lo the gold product of the Territory.

265

"bottom" erips. The general object of this
improved grip is to simplify the construction
and reduce the ooat of manufacture and repairs.
Particular objects are to avoid lost motion in
Eteported by Dewey di Co., Pioneer Patent
the swinging of the jaws, to reduce the number
Solicitors for PaclQc States.
of joints and thereby have

List of U. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Inventors.

Pron lh« offlctfti report ot U. S. Pfttente
Oa'i PMant Oaoo Library, 2S0 lUrket St.,
FOR
390.834.

week ending

OCT.

— LrhT(NG-|ACK—.N.

390.77a.— Gkain

Separator

to

Dkwkv &

&

P.

9. 1888-

Beauregard. S. F.
L, Gilson,

— W.

Mc^llnnvilIe, Ogn.

— FruitDktkr— Wm.

(irey,

MEXICO.

Development Work. --Silver City Enterprise.
A recent shipment of eight tons of ore
R. Johnson from the Old Man mine, nett-'d

—

fUZZLE ANU Al>VBRTIS!NG
390.784.
J. F. Jones, Elsmore, Cal.

—

—

—

390,929.— Motor— G. F. Wells. S. F.
390,7^2.— Fire-Proof Buildings— E.

ton,

.S.

J.

Wes-

F.

NOTi.— CoploB of U. 8. and Foreign patents furnlshod
& Co., in the ehortest time possible (by mail
or telegrftphic order). American and Foreign paten's
obtained, and general patent buslneee for Paciflo Coa it
tDventora transacted with perfect Beourlty, at reaaonable
rates, and in the shortest DOSBible time.

Oct. 12:

made by

DAKOTA.

Notices of Recent Patents.

This does not look as though the

$319 per ton.

mine was worked

—

—

—

—

bmk

Warm

C

SixTY-ToN Stack

for

Clayton.

—

Challis

Crook returned from
While gone, he ordered
a 60-ton smelter for Clayton, and the machinery is
now on the road. Work on the foundation and
masonry has been commenced and they will be
pushed to completion at an early day. As soon as
the machinery arrives, it is to be placed in position,
and the new smelter is expected to be in active opMessenger,

S

lit

Like

Oct.

10:

A. J.

several days ago.

eration before the beginning of the new year.
Mr.
Crook is also negotiating for the purchase of the
Bellevue smelter, a 40-ton stack erected near that
place some years ago, but which was never used. If
this purchase is made, when all are placed in position, the Clayton smelters will have a capacity of
140 tons per day. and candid, sober-minded miners,
who have examined their properties, say that the
mines of the company on Ram'-iiorn Hill and Kinnickinnic and Slate creeks warrant them in putting
up stacks of that capacity.

MONTANA.
Boulder District. — Mining Review.

Oct. 8:
In the above district, located in the vicinity of the
famous Granite Mountain section, a good deal of
prospecting is now going on with very encouraging
results, and the possibilities for the district are in-

probably not be long now
before some of these properties will be ranking
among the paying mines of the Territory. Messrs.
Connolly & Cole, who are working the Princeton

deed

flattering.

It will

Thirty tons of ore daily are being delivered at the
be
mill, and by the time the mill starts there will
sufficient ore on hand to keep it running constantly
indefinite
time.
Great
things
expecied
of
for an
are
the La Bellevue mine from the fact that it is one ol
the best developed mines in Oregon, having been
worked constantly foi' the past 15 years. The ore
veins are wide and the tunnels and shafts are so
constructed as to afford an economical working.
The La B-fllevue is one of the permanent ore-producing mines of the Pacific Coast, and from the
time the mill starts this month it will show up its
merits in a manner that will prove conclusively that
it is

a dividend-paying mine.

UTAH.
Review.— Salt Lake

Tr/Vv/;?^, Oct. 13:

The

re-

the

holder looks

opened or closed.

window

in
It consists

position, either
of a double in-

clined piece pivoted within a casing on the top
cylinder or roller lies
of the lower sash.
within the face of the doable inclined piece,
and is caused to press against the upper sash
by means of a screw which sets up the piece.

A

The locking effect of the roller does not depend
upon the pressure of the screw, but upon the
binding action of the roller between the sash
and the inclined piece.
Orchard and Vineyard Cultivator
John Morgan, Santa Clara, Cal. No. 390,305.
Dated Oct. 2, 1888. This implement, as
its name implies, is for use in orchards and
vineyards. It has a novel frame made of bar

—

To the sides of the frame are adjustably
connected bars which carry supplementary
teeth.
These may be taken off or put on at
pleasure to vary the width of the machine.
The pole or tongue is adjustably connected to
suit different sizes of horses, and the whitHe'
tree and connections are adjustable to keep the
The
508.45, an approximate total of $37,469.95.
The peculiar shape of the frame
draft low.
Daly output lor the week was 10,810 72 fine ounces
The Horn Silver has made provides for the proper location of the several
of bullion; no ore sales.
that
all the ground will be properly
teeth,
so
no sign locally under the change of directorate. Fine
bar receipts (or the week were to the value of $10,- passed over.
Base bullion received was valued at $41.8(0,72.
Francis
Device for Catching Stock.
'^^^ Hanauer smelter produced during the
812.74.
Anable, Rocklin, Cal. No. 390,331.
week bullion valued at $10,270; the Gerraania, Marian
Ore receipts in this cily for the week Dated Oct. 2, 1888. This invention belongs to
$16,670.21.
were $36,059.51 in value by Wells, Fargo & Co., and that class of devices for catching animals from a
by
McCornick
& Co.
$4500
distance, in which pivoted jaws, adapted to
Beaver County. Salt Lake Tribune, Oct. 10: grip the leg of the animal, are extended npon a
W. S. Martin is up from Beaver county looking long pole and are operated by means of a cord.
He is sending In this implement one of the jaws is provided on
after a carload of ore just shipped.
an average of one carload of ore per week to this its shank or stem with ratchet teeth, and the
city from his Talisman mine, a few miles from Milother jaw has connected with Its end a link
He reports a late strike of two feet of ore in which embraces the shank or stem of the first
ford.
the mine, which runs 119 ounces silver and 30 per
jaw and engages its teeth, the link being opercent lead. The upper workings ol the mine had two
attached to its free end. The adveins 30 feet apart, but these seem to be concentrat- ated by a cord
readily
ing into one, as they are getting close together in vantages of this device are that it can be
when once applied it holds, no
and
that
used,
workings,
lower
and
there
are
good
indications
the
of the Talisman becoming one of the best properties matter whether the animal moves from or toward

ceipts in this city for the week ending October 10th.
inclusive, were to the value of $120,123.18. of which
$79,563.67 was in bullion and $40,559.51 was in ore.
For the previous week the receipts were $87,22r,7o
in ore and $82,137.24 in bullion a total of $169,The Ontario product for the week was of
358.94.
bullion, 12 961.50 fine ounces; from ore sales, $24,-

iron.

—

—

in Star district.

MiLFORD.

at right angles with a port of amall diameter.
In the larger port, which is the outlet port, the
liquid fed to it throogh the smaller port and

confined by the small spray port of the shell,
acquires a kind of spiral or rotary motion and
is ejected in the shape of a broad cone or funnel, instead of in a flat fan shape, as is usual,
and the angular location of the larger port with
respect to the smaller port insures this spiral or
rotary motion.

Hany Herrmann, the new
Sheridan & Ptracock Com-

out.

AmoDg the patents recently obtained through
Galkna Smeltkk.— Dcadwood Pioneer. Oct. 10: superintendent of the
Sheridan McBratney from Galena reports that the panies in the Mogollons. brought in a brick this Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press U. S. and
Queen Co. has already delivered 250 tons of ore to week weighing 125 pounds, besides the silver, it Foreign Patent Agency, the following are
Negotiations have closed and Mr. W. contains considerable gold, which will run the value
the smelter.
worthy of special mention:
E. Terhune, formerly of the Iron Hill, has been of ihe brick up to about $2500.
Three-fourths of
employed to come out and assume charge of the the ore for this brick came from the Sheridan mine,
BicycLE. William F. Stevens, S. F. No.
plant.
Mr. Terhune has already started from New which several experts condemned as worthless. Mr.
390,916. Dated Oct. 9, 1888,
The improve\ork for the Hills and is due to arrive here now at Herrmann is satisfied that the mine will pay, and
any time. The fact thai his services hnve been predicts that Cooney will yet be the biggest camp in ments in this machine consist in the peculiar
secured seems to assure the success of the under- the Territory, On Friday morning another brick frame, a novel arrangement of springs by which
taking, and all things now point to a profitable arrived which weighed 87 pounds.
the frame is auspeoded aad connected with the
career for the gentlemen at the head of the enterClifton. James Smith, who came in from Clif- wheels, a novel driving mechanism and minor
prise.
As has been more than once stated, Gilena
night,
reports
that
affairs
were
pretty lively featarea of coostruction.
ton last
h is a half dozen or more mines that can be operated
Mr. Calhoun, who at one time
there for a time.
Fruit Drier.— William Grey, San Jose, Cal.
to a good profit whenevt-r a home market shall aphad been assistant suoerintendent at the mines, wa-^
pear for tne ores. Among them are the Qucn,
Dated Oiit, 9, 1888. This drier
Mr. Calhoun went 10 No. 390,959.
let out by Lawrence Russell.
Horseshoe, Hayes. Bullion, Merritt and Cora.
DeScotland and succeeded in having himseli appointed belongs to that class of fruit'driers in which the
velopments on each are extensive and large ore
as general superintendent vice Mr. Ru^selL
He baskets or fruit receptacles are suspended from
With the smelter in operation
bodies are disclosed.
came out to Ciifion with one of the directois with a wheel which rotates wichin a heated shell.
and a purchaser of ores at fair valuation, work on
As soon as the men The improvements in this drier consist iu the
the authority to lake charge.
these mines will be on a larger sc ile than ever,
learned of the change, they all quit, including those novel arrangement of 6re-chamber and conlimployment will be given a number of men and
employed on the road. After a day or two Mr, nected flues, and the air pipes passing through
the camp must iherelore prosper. The Castle Chief
Russell was again put in charge, and everything is
mine is looking splendidly, the ore body widening as
the shell.
again moving on smoothly.
The2o-stanip mill is constantly poundit is followed.
Dump-Car. Levi Jason Lewis, S. F. No.
ing away, and it is anticipated that the October
cleanup will be*ie largest yet made.
390,867. Dated Oct. 9, 1888. In this car the
OREGON.
load is discharged by opening the bottom. The
IDAHO.
La BELLEVUE.—Bedrock Democrat^ Oct. 8: J. car is made with a bottom having one or more
B. Cabell, owner of La Bellevue mine, at Granie
Ketchum Shipments.— Ketchum Keystone. Oct. district, reports the machinery for tne Golden Gate sections, and has a drag-rope tongue connected
with it. Springs and holding arms or trips,
10: Shipments of ore and bullion from the Ketchum concentrator, recently purchased by him in Sin
opening the trips
station during the past wetk aggregat-^d 20 carloads,
Francisco, nearly ready lor work and expects to be- and a means for autoraatioally
consisting of North Star, Sheep mountain, and gin reducing ores about the middle of the month. are employed so as to relieve the bottom and
Ramshorn
and
Clayton
bullCuster county ores, and
There are upward o' 2000 tons of fine milling oie let it drop to discharge the load,
ion.
A gentleman named Clark discovered a fine on the dump and hundreds of ions in sight in the
Sasu Holder. William Mathews, Alameda,
silver-lead vein on Thompson creek, a branch of mine.
The mill is about one-half mile from the
Warm Springs creek, a few days ago and got an m'ne with good down-grade road connecting them. Cal. No. 390.878. Dated Oct. 9, 1888. This
as ay of over 3cx> ounces from the croppings.
Sevitral lots of .Sheep mountain ore have been
sold to
the First National
in the past two weeks, and
Ktmp's pack-train is on the way in with another
load.
The cost of packing ore from the Sheep
mountain country to Ketchum has recently been
raist d from $35 to $40, owing,
presumably, to the
lateness of the season and the danger of storms in
Mill Mourning sold the First Nathe moun'ains.
tional bank about three tons ot ore from the Wood
river claim last Tuesday,
from which he received
vfry good returns.
His prospect is situated west of
Boyle mountain, on
Springs creek. Mr. J.
Fox of Custer county was interviewed by a
n ptrsentative of the Keystone yesterday relative to
the newspaper report that he and others intended
to put a <;meliing plant into the Sheep mountain
country this fall.
Mr, Fox says that this is not the
case.
They have contemplat d the project of
smelters for that district, but have done nothing
thus far toward acting on the proposition, and w.U
not do so before spring.

—

San Jose,

Si'RAY Noz/.le.
Lester D. Greene and John
DEVICE — Crofton, Walnut Grove, and Geo. 6. Greene,
Conrtland, Cal., said Lester D. Greene and
390,866.— Boiler-Cleaner — Lane it D.ivies, John Crofton assignors to said Geo. B. Greene.
Caiico. Cal.
No. .'190,474. Dited Oct. 2, 18S8. ThU nozzle
390.867.— Uump-Car—L. J. Lewis. S. F.
is a tip lor forming and ejecting a spray, and is
390,788.— Adding Maciiise— C. B. F. Lincoln. for use in the treatment ot fruit trees, vines
and
S. F.
The object attained by this device is
Wm. Mathews, Ala- shrubs.
390,878.— Sa.SH-Holi>ek
the formation and discharge of the spray in the
meda, Cal.
39088a.— Cable Grip-R. A. McLellan. S. F. most serviceable shape and from the most con390.703.— Hbad and Back for Lounges— venient point; also the thorough and easy
clearing out of the ports when they become obA. G. Phillips. S. F.
structed.
390.9i6.-~BicYCLE— W. F. Stevens, S. F.
It is composed of a bulbous-shaped
390,994 — Ink-Fou.ntain for Printing Presses shell having a spray port in front, and one on
H. Swain, S. F.
one side, and a discharge hole on the other
390,920.— Hose Brii>ge
Tucker & Keegan, side, and a rotary ping, titted to the shell, and
S. F.
having a port of Urge diameter, communicating
390,9SQ.
Cal.

by Dewey

NEW

less liability to looseness and rattling, to avoid the use of an iode*
pendent device for compensating for the wear
of the dies, and to so connect the operating
lever that its power of leverage may be the
same in any position. The improvement coneiats in a novel hinge oonnection for the jaws
and in a novel connection for the lever foot.

the operator.

T. Kelly
up from Milford with
—J.
from his Anvil mine. This property
is

six tons of ore

promises to soon become a regular shipper.
about 13s ounces silver and 30 per cent lead,

It

runs

Cable Grip.— Robert
No. 390,882.
of the class

Dated Oct.

McLellan,

A.
9,

commonly known

as

S.

F.

This grip is

1888.
*'

center" or

New
The

following

Incorporations.
companies have been incor-

porated, and papers filed in the office of the

Superior Court, Department

10.

San Francisco.

LivERMORE Valley R. R.

Co., Oct. 15.
ObJHct, to construct a road from the town of
Livermore to the Livermore coal mines. The
capital stock is §1,000,000.
Directors— J. N.
Knowles, Israel Liwton, I. W. Taber, E. Dunham, D. Guttman, G. W. Comegys and B.

Noyee.
Pacific Packing Co., Oct. 15.
Capital
Directors— Leon Sloas, Chas.
stock, $100,000.
Hirsoh, IjOuis Sloss, Jr.', Ben Arnhold and G.

Niebaum.
Royal Packing

Co,, Oct. 15.

Capital stock,

Directors— Leon Sloes, C. Hirsoh,
Louis Sloss, Jr., Ben Arnhold and G. Niebaum.

§100,000.

American Patent Gas Range and Liquid
Fuel Co., Oct. 16: Object, to manufacture
in gas and gasoline ranges, stoves,
constructed upon the principles of the
patent. Cipttal stock, $500,000, in
100,000 shares. Directors P. A. Huntington,
J. N. E. Wilson, W. E. Mighell, Franklin P.
Bull and W. H. Davis.

and deal
etc.,

Whorf

—

Pacific Edison Phonograph Co., Oct. 17.
Capital stock, 3300,000.
Object, to continue
the commercial and manufacturing business of
H. P. Gregory & Co. in Cilifornia, Oregon,
Australia, etc., as dealers in iron and woodworking machinery, etc. Directors Eliae Mc*
Clure Gregory, Tyler Henshaw, Chas. P. Eells
of Oakland, Henry Shaw Stnith of Sydney,
Australia, and Sidney S. Palmer of Portland, Or.

—

Smyrna Colony

Association, Oct. 17. Capstock, §90,000. Directors— Geo. H. FoeB. Wilshire, Geo. A. Raymond, C. 0;
Carpenter and E. Brown.
ital

ter,

W.

MtiiiDg SJare Market.
For the first time in some months there has
been, during the past week, some activity in
the mining share market. Business has been
very lively and many shares have changed
hands at comparatively good prices. News received from Best and Belcher state that it will
take a few days more to complete the station
at the head of the winze, and when it is finished they will sink on the new development.
The Mexican mill is expected to start up on
Norcross ore at an early date, and at the Nevada mill a long string of new blanket sluices
has been put in preparatory to the resumption
The mill will start up with
of ore reduction.
20 additional stamps. The Virginia Enterprise
valuable development at this time
says:
jubt when the watsr-suppiy in the Carson river
ia rapidly increasing and the mills are beginning
would cause quite a boom in the
to start up

A

—

Comstock

shares.

Good progress is being made in the work of
setting up the electric apparatus by means of
which the power of the Pelton wheels on the
Sutro tunnel level of the Chollar mine will be
transmitted to the Nevada nlill.

Bullion Shipments.

We

quote shipments since our

last,

and shall

be pleased to receive further reports:

Eureka Con.. Oct. 16, $20,000; Sheridan
(N. M.), 12, §2500; Young America (Sierra Co.),
for September, §25.000; Howard (A. T.), 12,
§6834; Cons. California and Virginia, 16. $60,000; Hanauer, 13, §3350; Germania, 13, §3462;
Hananer, 13. §1660; Germania. 11, §4020j
Hanauer. II, §1670; Mt. Diablo, §7313,
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Fremont and Mission

Cor.

THE-

&

GREGORY

H. P.

DOUBLE "ECONOMIC" STAMP MILL.

CO.

San Francisco,

Sts.,

[Oct. 20, 1888

Cal.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN ALL CLA'SES OP

MACHINERY
SOLE AGENT3 FOB
WILLIAMSON

FAY & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
PRANK a CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
NEW HAVEN MANUF'G CO.'S MAJ. A.

AND

BLAKE'S
PUMPS.

BOILERS.

PAYNE'S VERTICAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

AND

HORI-

SON'S MACHINISTS-

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

POWER

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY

TOOLS.

BICKFORD'S

HOISTING

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

BEMENT &

BROS'

ENGINES.

DRILLS.

IMPROVED STEA

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

WEBBER CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

PERIN BAND SAW BLADES.

STURTEVANT

BLOWERS

AND

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTING LNJBCTORS AND EJEC-

EXHAUSTS.

SHIMEB MATCHER HEADS.
BRAINARD MILLING MACHINES.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
ija
SCHLENKER'S BOLT CUTTERS.
HOLLOWAY FIRE EXTINGUISH-

TORS.

DISSTON'S CIRCULAR SAWS.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACK-

Ji

RUBBER GOODS.
LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS.
ING

I

CO.'S

H. W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACKING, PAINT, ETC.

ERS.

We

have here the Stamp Mill in a cheap and simple form. The high drop of the old stamp
more than compensated for by the great weight (1200 lbs. each) of our stamps, and the rapidity (300 strokes each per minute) with which they vvn.
There are 4 shoes in each stamp, so
that there are 4800 strokes of the shoes on the dies per minute. Less power is required than in
any other mill to do the same amount of work.
The Mortar has screens at both ends, giving ample discharge. There are no cams or tappets to wear or be adjusted.
The stamps adjust themselves as the shoes wear.
is

AN AUTOMATIC ORB FEEDER

YACHT ENGINES.

Goes with each Mill.

ENGINES and BOILERS
FBOU

2 TO 100 E.

P.,

ALWAYS IN STOCK

AND

SUPPLIES

LUBRICATING

WE T

FRISBE E

also

have a suitable

Several Mills are now in the mines doing excellent work. The
mill for small mines, but we believe it is destined to supersede the

"Economic" is not only a
old stamp in mills of the

LAKGEST CAPACITY.

34 and 36

MILL

We

OILS.

FBEUONT STBEUT,

SAH FRANCISCO, CAL

Manufacturers of Mining and Sawmill Machinery, Kngines, Boilers, Etc.

ENGINES

MILL. HOISTING

FOR MINES.

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9000 pounds,
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
quartz to 40 mesh is in successful opera-

1, 2, or

4 Drums,

with Reversible Link

Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.
MADE ONLY BY TUB

;

tion

and we guarantee

its

LIDGERWOOD

work

96 Liberty

as represented.

M'F'G
St„

New

COMPANY,
York.

PAOIPIC COAST AGENTS,
PARKE, LACY & CO., San Francisco.

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

ABOVE COT ILLUSTRATES THE IMPROVED FORM OF DOUBLE-JOINTED HTTHE
D R AULIC GIANTS which we manufacture. We guarantee purchasers of this furm of Giants against
'

costs,

all

expenseB or damages which

furnish

from any aHverse suits or actions at law. We are further prepared to
Prices, discounts and Catalogues of our specialties of Ityrequired.
sent on application.

may

arise

Sinjjle-Jolnted GiaotB when

draalic AllDing; Machinery

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, 39

to

51 Fremont

St.,

San Francisco.

HOSKIN'S
IT

IMPROVED

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

And

renewals will not coat over one-half as much as for stamps. Will run empty, or with small
of ore without injary.
The atbention of parties having Cement Gravel is called to this
it will run 100 tons per day to No, 8 mesh; 30 to 35 H. P.
OUR
MILLS are the moat economioal ever built, and are extensively used with
record of several years. No grinding in Dans. Mill finishes to any fineness desired.

ONE-JOINTED

amount

Mill, as

DRY

HYDRAULIC MACHINE.
Mr Joshua Hendy that any sttlb of machine ii an
infringement on an3' style manufai'tured by him, he knous to be abso
hrtelv false
The Supremo Court of the United States on March 19th decided that tlie pretended patent for infringing, which he has for >earfl
been fieeting miners for royalty, is absolutrlt void, with costs of suit
to Hend^ & Fisher. I am the inventor of all styles in use, and am prepared to fill orders to suit customers. Send for list of prices of Hydraulic
Uachinery. B. HOSKIN, Empire Foundry, MarysTille* Gait
Tlie statement of

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY.
GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,

HOOKER & LAWRENCE,

-

-

'•

Gen'l Ag'ts,

461 Howard

St.,

145 Broadway, New

San Francisco.
York.
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STURTEVANT MILL.
ThU

FRASER

Mill as a Crusher and Pol*

eri/ver

withoat

ib

la io operatioD in

&

HoDtlDgton

CHALMERS,

Gentrifngal

QUARTZ

rival.
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Hetalllifgy apJ Oreg.

MILL.

SELBY

tr SEND FOR CATALOOUIL-U

ead

ing BmeltiDg wortcs

and

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

mills.
J

Sntp roK Caiaumum and TwriMoxutA

MACHINERY

JIGS and

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING. SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

for

GOLD

St.,

And Assay
Highest Prices Paid

CO.,

San Francisco.

AND SILVER

ORES.

of

HOISTING

PUMPING

416 Montgomery

TROMMELS.

for

REFINERY

Office.
Oold, Silver and

Lead Ores and Sulphurets.

ENGINES

ENGINES,

AHD

.UANUFAOTURKIU

OP..

BLUESTONE
LEAD PIPE,
SHEET LEAD,

HALLIDIE'S

SHOT,

MACHINERY.
Standard

WIRE ROPE

CORNISH

Shot-Gun

Cartridges,

UniJer Cbamberlin Patent.

JOHN TAYLOR &
POMPS.

TRAMWAYS,
DENVER OFFICE

QBNERAL OFFICE AND WOKK8:
FultoD and Union Streets, Oblcago,

NEW YORK

:

No. 248 ElBtiteenth Street. Denver, Colorado.

111.

No.

48,

2

Wall Street

UTAH OFFIOK-SALT LAKE

No. 11 Oalle de Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico.
CITY. OTAH.

Mining Turbine Water Wheel.
These Whecli »re desigrned for all purposes where limited quantities of water and
hi^h heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Beinp placed on horizontal shaft, the power is traoBToitted
direct to shafting by belta, dispensing with gearing.
Estimateu furnielicd on application for wheels specially built and adapted in
capacity to suit any particular case.
Further infommtion can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free of cost,
by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES LEFFBL &
or

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,
We would call the attentioo of Assayers, ChemlBts,
Mininff Companies, Milling' Companiea, Proapeotors, etc.,
to our full stock of Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, ScoriQers, etc, including, also, a full stock of

JAMES LBFFBL'S

Springfield, Ohio,

CbemicalB.
Having been engaged in furnishing these supplies alnoe
the Arst discovery of mines on the Paciflc Coast, wo fee
confident from our experience we can well dUtt the de
mand for these ^oods, ooth as to quality and price.
Now Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will be sent oc

Cm

application.

i^Our Odd and

Silver Tables, Bhowlng the value psi
at different degrees of fineness, and valuable

ounce Troy
tables for computation of assays in grains and grammes,
will be Bent tree upon application.
Agents for the Patent
Plumbago Crucible Co., London, Englaod. Also for E.
G. Drnnihton'h Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
plates of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly
reliable, and full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Orders
taken at hia lowest prices.

JOHN TAYLOR &

CO.,

110 Liberty

New

St.,

York.

H.

EVANS &
THOMSON &

(Succesoora to

]V[ACHIN£

EA'ANS),

F.

S.

C. A.

First

Premium Awarded

at Mechanics' Pair,

Sole Liiensed Manufacturers of the

Sieam Pumps, Steam Engines

Medart Patent 'Wronglit

Rim Pnlley

For the States of California, Oregon and Nev.ada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washington
Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Best Balanced Pulley in the World. Also Manufacturers of
PAT. OCT. 26, 1881.

SHAFTING.
t^ Stuo)

Nos. 129

&

Ores Sampled.
AsBaylng in all its Branches.
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters,

1884.

WORKS,

HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES

Working Tests

FOR CiRcniiAa AMD Priob Libt. "St

181 Fremont Street.

.

-

-

San Francisco,

.

MlolEui Entrineers

ARE YOU GOING TO PUT UP MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?

OThe

March and

THE D0DO£ PATENT INDEPENDENCE

is an encyclopedia of useful information for all who purchase the luxuries or the
necessities of life. "We
can clothe you and furnish you with
necessary and unnecessary
all the
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles Eind quantities. Just fleure out
what is required to do all these things
COMFORTABLY, and you can make a fair
estimate of the value of the BUYERS'
GUIDE, which will be sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage,

each year. It

MONTGOMERY WARD &

Ij]g:hteat, Strongest, Best Balanced and
ConveDient Pulleys Made In the World.

They are the

IVIost

Time, trouble and money saved by using these pulleys.

San Prancisco,

St. (Basement.,

SAN FRAJTCISCO

Corner of LeldesdorS Street,

New Almaden

KUSTBL &

Quicksilver.

LICHTNINC WELL-SINKINQ
MACHINE MAKERS.
WoU-Binkiii^ mm pro.^pociing luuls sent
Oil U-ml.

5-1

ft'cl

lias

bifn sunk

in

OO TO THi: OLDEST AND THK BEST.

8

Ills ructniia (or brginiii.T«, An
Encycloiuliu i KIKt EiiKravingB cil well
and proBpcrtors IooIb. pumps,
^
ptud and sleam engincH. A (rcaon gas and oil. Book
free, mailing chargea
jjQS CIS. each.

hours.

<

J.

Room

22,

B.

RANDOL,
320 Sansome

9The American

St.,

'!

,

-t

WellWorks.
AURORA, ILLS.,
U. S. A.

lilFE

SCHOLARSHIPS,

$75.
Day and Evbming

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And upward.

ROOMS WrrH OB WTTHOnT BOARD.
FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE.

POOLBY.

Thl8 paper IB printed with Infe Manufao
tured by Oharles Eneu Jobnson & Oc, 600
Soutb lOth St., Philadelphia. Branch OfBoea-47 Hoae St. New York, and 40 La Salle
St., Ohlcago. Asent for the PadOo OoastJoaepb H. Doret7. 63B Oommerdal St., S. F

Sbhsioms.

Ladies admitted into all Departments.
Addresa: T. A. ROBINSON, M. A. Prealdent.

Cal,

Laundry Free for the use of Familiee
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.

my

AsBaying and Analyslfl of Orea, Mlnerala and Waters,
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Treating Ores by m
Practical InstructioD given
proved prooeflses.
Q.
CO.,
Mining Engineers and Metallurgista.

No Vaoationb.

Thia Fire-proof Brick Building la centrally located, in
the healthiest part ol the city, only a halt biocli Irom
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat
and Railroad Offices.

J.

318 Fine

KOSTBL.

free.

JOHN SIMONDS, Pacific Const Agent, 509-61 3 Miflsion St.. S. F.

CO.
111.

any power required.

Eiery I'uUej Warianted. Adapted
la* Price List and Catalogues mailed
to

WINCHESTER HOUSE,
Street,

*

a.

WORKS.

METALLURGICAL

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Tests made by

PULLEYS.

SPLIT

e£3*

TMrd

MetallursrlBtB.

Process.

WOOD SEPARABLE OR

-,

44

and

KUSTBL.

merits of

Sept.,

111-114 Michigan Avenue, Chicago,

ato.

Made.

Oal.

Are you going to make any change in machinery? Are you freighting by team or packing on
muleaV Do you want Fulleya on Shafting already up? If so, don t fail to look into the

BUYEKS' GUIDE is

(practical)

Plans and Specifications furnished for the
moat suitable Process for Working Ores.
Special attention paid to Examinationa of
Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.
O. A. LUCKHARDT & OO^
(Formerly Huhn S Luokhardt,

J.

issued

Near First and Uarket Streets, S. F.
Establishbd 18dO
Ldokhardt, Manager.

OreB worked by any Prooesa.

PERFECT PULLEYS

CO.,

110 & 112 Keale Street.

General Agents,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, CoL
LACY, Oeneral Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET,

FRASER & CHALMERS,

PARKE &

CO..

lUPOaTBRa AND DBALRRS IN

ALSO CHEMICALS. AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APFAUAlUd.
G3 & GS First St., cor. Af IssIon.Saa Franclsoo.

MEXICO OFFICE;

OFFICE:*

Room

C.

Etc., Etc.

AUaO MANUKAOTllHKKa OF

THOMAS

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento

Street,

San Francisco,

Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.
WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

BUSINESS

COLLEGE,

POST ST.. S. F.
SWVENTT-FIVE DOLLARS THIS
24

FOR

College Inatructa in Shorthand, Type Writing, Bookbeeping, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the English branches, and everything pertaining to busineea,
We have sixteen teachers, and give
for six full months.
individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
Ita graduates In every part of the State.

fifSsNO FOR ClRODLAR.
E. P.
C. S.

HALBT]

Secretary.

HEALD,

Preeldeot.
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n^ARKET

San Fkancisco,

Oct. i8, i833.

market abroad fluctuated

slightly

New

the pist week, closing firm at 93KC
Our market has shown a fair degree of activity, but,
as a rule, buyers' views are said to be considerably
below the parity of the London market. Several
sales are reported to have been made for China and
India at 93^ to93'sC. In last month there was imported into this port silver as follows: Foreign coin. $63,904; American coin, $75; foreign bullion, $262,359.
It IS claimed by those in position to know that there
will be a large increase in the silver output of the
mines on this coast, prmcipally from those in Nevada. It is asserted with great confidence that the
output oi bullion of the Comstock mines in Nevada,
alone, will average luUy, if not over, $2,500,000 this
winter, but what the percentage will be in silver it is
Maqy are mclined to the opinion
d fficult to say
that the ore developments on the Red lode (west of
the Bonanza lode) contain a larger percentage of
gold than did the latter lode.
The following table shows the amount of silver
bullion in the principal European banks Sept, 27th,
and at the corresponding date last year;

York.

1SS8.
£49,234 ,560

Germany

15,646,668
15,337,010
7,712,000

France

•

1,2;5000

£47,783,398
14,368,000
14,479,000
8,170,000
.1,245,000

1,115,000

1,118,000

Wat. Itaiy

£90,129,226
90,199,560

Totals
Totals, previous

week

£37,664.393
88,469,790

QUICKSILVER— The market has ruled easy
throughout the week. As usual, with any degree of
weakness in the market, buyers act cautiously, and
are only tempted to take freely by concessions from
The distant mining districts, away from
sellers.
railroad communication, are buying winter supplies,
The export
but other mining centers buy lightly.
demand is fair.
The local market dosed
to $47.50, in

Califo-nia

re-

claim that so far this year the
consumption on this coast, particuUrly in this city.
of
the like time last year.
in
excess
The
is largely
stock here is small, having gone into consumption.
The production of the mines on Puget Sound is contracted to a new rolling-mill that is being erected
The iron market abroad and at the East is
there.
reported to be very strong.

strong at full prices. The
output of the coast, at present, is not up to what is
looked for in the near future. Shot is very strong
It i? cUimed tint the shot
at the Uie advances.
manufacturers here and at the East have entered
into an agreement to maintain prices on a higher
level so as to net a profit— heretofore they barely
met current expenses.

M Co
Belcher M Co
Bodie Con M Co
Beat & Belcher M Co..
Crispin M
M Co
Ciown Point G& aM Co

Nevada.
Arizona

,

N-^vada.

ChoUa ftl Co
Con Imperia,! M Co
Del Monte M Oo
Empire Cr M Co
Excbeqiier M Co

Nevada

,

,

market

is

CHROME IRON ORE—The

output of this
about 5003 tons a year, which is marketed
owing to the high price of coal in this
There is hardly a county in this State where
city.
At present the chief source of supply
it IS not lound.
isinSHn Luis Obispo county and Placer county.
is

TIN— Spot continues

dull

and

easy.

To

heavy, but for prompt shipment there

deriand

'or plate

from salmon and

fruit

arrive

25. .Oct 15.. Nov
25. .Kept 19. .Oct
21. .Sept 6..Gcr.
30. .Oct 2. .Nov
tJ6..aept 4.. Oct
15.. Sept 18.. Oct
"""
'" Nov
"
13..
25.. Oct

Nevad*..
Nevada,,
Cal fornia.

to note.

is

The dem lud

very

of special interest
with prices well main-

little

is fair,

tained.

COAL—

Importers continue to report a strong
market. They claim that a higher range of values
Several
is not at all unlHtely in the near future.
large consumers claim that families, hotels, etc., are
They
better stocked than at this time in 1887.
bought under the impression that there would be a
The consumption will depend largely
coal famine.
upon the character of the winter whether very cold
or moderately cold. The yards in the Southern part
of the State are like the yardSu here, full.

—

BORAK— The

market

is

quiet,

but steady at

York,

Oct. 18,

10.

85.

is

Lead,
S4
4
4
4
4
4

90
90
97i

4,

.

.

following

97=V

dull.

It

is

Closing weak.

is

Mall.

the latest from

the "

M

M

Occidental

Pondere

M

SeORETAHT.
LOOATJON.
Nevada.
.C E Elliott
_
Arizo a. .D C Bates
Nevada..'C K Sturtevant

M

Con
Cc

California.. J Morizio

K Durbrow
J Stadfeldt Jr

M Co...

Nevada.. A

_

21).

OFFICE IN S. F.
Mootgomery
St
„
Montgomery So

309

MEETING
Annual.

St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St

Montfcomery St

Anuunl
Annual

328
309
309

Mon'gomery St
Montgomery St
Montgomery St

Annual,

..Oct 30
..Oct 22
..Oct 30
.Oct 29

Annual
Annual

Oct i6

__

.

NOTICE.— There are delinquent upon the following
described stock, on account of A8sessmeot(No.
) levied
on the 4th day of September, 1888, the several amounts
set opposite the namea of the re8i>ective Shareholdera,

—

as follows:

Names.
Bowers
Wm. Mcroy.,

No.

No.

Certificate.

Shares.
600

D.

73
329
394

....

Theo. Wetzel, Trustee

Amount.
825 00
2 00
40

40
8

And in accordance with law, and an order of the Boird
of Uirectors, made on the fourth diy of September, 188S,
so many shares of each parcel of such stock as may be
oeceasary, will be sold at "public auction at the office of
the Company, room 9, No. 397 Pine street, Sao Francisco, Cal., on Tuesday, the thirtieth (30) day of October, ISSS, at the hour of 1 o'clock p. m. of said day, to
pay said delinquent assessment thereon, together with
costs of advertising and expenses of sale.
0. H. BOGART, Secretary.
Offiob— Room 9, No. 327 Pine St., San Francisco, Cal,

;ewey

&

Go.'s Scientitic freoa

Patent Agency.

DATr

.328

30i)

of principal place ol bu<)iaes9, San PraDcisco, California.
Location of worke, t'lacer county, California.

.

Nov

5

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Name op Company.

Seorbtart.

Looation.

& Va M Co
Nevada.. A W Havens
Nevada. A S Groth
M Co
Nevada..HRP Hutton
M Co
&
M
Nevada.. R W Beath
Mt Diablo M
Co
North Star M Co
California.. D A Jennings
Nevada.. J F Lightuer
Hale& Norcross S M Co
California
Idaho M Co
Pacific Borax, Salt
Soda Co.. California.. A H Clough
California.. J W Pew
Standard Con M Co
Con

California

Coufideuce S

Office in S. P.
Montgomery St

309

Amount.
50

Sl

FATABIiB

.

Oct

....

.

306 Pine St
318 Pine St

25 ....

....July 11

50
50
50
1.00
05

Gr<tsa Valley

Montgomery 8t
SJOPiaeSt

6

July 9
....Aug 27

25

401 California St
309 Moi tgimery St
230

11

Aug

1 .00

.

Eureka Con

during the

values have to a slight degree softened

Aug

....

Oct
. . .

8
11

.July 10

,...Junel2

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales is

a decline in prices of 30 points,
transactions ran up to 1350 tons, and 250 tons more
have been done on the quick recovery made of 20
points from the lowest figures reached.
Closes firm
but quiet.

SPELTER— Opened firm but dull on Monday,
holding barely steady lor several days, and weakening 5 or 10 points toward the close; but did not become

active at any time.
Prices generally ruling for metals not regularly
dealt in on Call at the N. Y. Exchang**, covering extremes of buyers' and sellers' vjfws. All prompt de-

@

Tin,
Binca Tin.

Australian

livery.

@

;

$15.80®

Copper.

——
.

;

$5.oo@5.25; Foreign
mony, $9.75@[3-5o.

;

@

Tin,
Baltimore

Billiton
;

$i6.oo@

Orford Copper,

@

16.25; P- S. C. Copper,

Forci'gn Lead,
$5.40®$. 50; Anti;

Spelter,

WHOLESALE.
Thursday.

A.NTIMONT— French

Najhb ok

Week

Company.

Sept. 27.

Alpha
.33

2.50 2.35
2.00 1.30
1.00 .90

Alta

Andes

T8,

13

Belcher
Best & Belcher
Bullion

Baltimore
BeUelale
Bodie Con

Benton
Bodie Tunnel
Bulwer

1888.
14-

«5

1.66

4l25

'SJ

i.ii
1.25

4!6il

.25
.40

.25
.40

.3!
.5.

1.10
1.15

1.15

..,

7M

J^'

6j@

71
7^

Dudley
East B.

18,

2.55
2.95
"
1
1.55
1.05 1.00

4.55
1.5L 1.45

30
25

.35

1.30 1.20

1.50
2.(0

1.25

60

.CO

.70

9S

9.25

UJ

5.00

5.75

7.50

2.90

.55

3.00 2!85

20

161

17

.75
.40

.60
.30

.71

70

1.00

.40

,40

.70

4.U0
2.55

26 (a
27
26
16 9D (tfl9 00
26
(^28 50
@27 00

Bolt

^ —
—@
—
—
— @3l Qo

Sheathing
Ingot
Fire Eos Sheets
[RON— Glengarnock ton
Egliuton, ton
ton

&23
@24
— 029
23@
00 @10
3i«
Si@

21

—

•.

Shotts, No. 1
lb
Ear Iron (base price)
Chrome iron ore. i* ton

^

8

Lead— Pig
Bar

8 (a

.

Shot, diucount 10% on 500 bags

Drop,

S bag.

7@
@
35 g
05 &

1 65

Buck, ^bag
OhiUed, do

1

2

Stf, EL—English, lb

16 (^
9.;@

00

SO
00
3

CO
5y

—
—
—
_

64

60
12
.45
.35

4.15 1.15

4!00

2U

18

Per Ton.

11 ro@li
50 Lehigh Lump. 15 OOtglS
OO Cumberland bkl2 SOi&lS
50 Egg, hard
13 60@14

.00 Cardiff

50
50
00
OO

.911

..

.30

3.35
1.26

1.36
.40

.50

.611

2.75 2.60
l.EO 4.40

Independence
Iowa

2 90 2.40
5.00 4.50

...

1.70
50
4.75

3.10 3.00
5.25 5.00

Julia
Justice

.35

.40

!36
.90

1 10

Kentuck
Lady Wash
Martin White

2.50 3.00

...

1.10 1.05
3.15 3.50

1.40
3.86

45

.50

3.45

4.00
2.10

,50

.50

3.45
2.40

Mt. Diablo

.

Peraona receiving thia paper marked are requested to examine its contenta, term of subscription, and giro it their own patronage, and
aa far as practicable, aid in circulating the
journal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
the cause it faithfully serves.
Subscription
rate, $3 a year.
Extra copiea mailed for 10
cents, if ordered aoon enough.
If already a
subscriber, please show the paper to others.

anj Bnbacriber who
does not want it, or beymid the time he intenda to pay
for it, let him not fail to write us direct to stop it. A postal
card (costing one cent only) will sutlice. We will not knowingly send the paper to anyone who does not wish it, but
if it is continued, through the failure of the subscriber to
notify us to discontinue it, or some irreeponaible party requested to stop it, we shall positively demand payment for

YOUR PAPEB.

Loos oaubfijllt at the label oh

Astronomical Telescope

Ten-

for sale cheap.

inch glass, very fine.
Equatorial mount.
B,, 257 S, Market, Springfield, Ohio.

DEWEY &
No. 220 Market St.
S. F.

F.

M.

DEWEY.

CO., Patent Aeents
Elevator 12 Front St

Telephone No. 658.

W.

B.

EWBK.

GEO. H. STRONG,

H.H.H.
HORSE UNIMENX.

.90
5 00

North G.

&.

1.50
2.65

2.25 2.05
2.75 2,60

2.1:

2.50
2.25
3.00

10

2.76 2.30
4.10 3.50

3.85

1.55 1,35
5.00
7i
1.80 I.S5
2. BO 2.25
1.70 1.55
50 .45

1.40
6!
1.70
2.65

1.85

2.90 2 45
3.45 3.05

2.95
i
3.40 3.35
3.65 3.60
55 ,55

.85

C

Occidental

1.30

Ophir

5.25
I 40
2.30
1.60

Overman
Potosi
Peerless

Peer
P. Sheridan.

.

i

Silver Star

S.B.

1.75
2.65

1.35
5.50
1.60
2.30
1.65

—
2.90 2.70
3.10 2 95
3.15 3.15

SM

Sierra Nevada.
Silver Hill
Silver King

1.10
6.50
1.65
2.66
1.70
.65 .45

3 50 3.00

.60

Scorpion
Syndicate

CToiouCon
Utah

3.10
1.10

7ellow Jacket..

3,05
1.15
4.05

,75

.56

.60

65

...

.Ill

...

3.60 3.20
1.25 1.20
6.00 4.50

3.65 3.50
1.30 1 .26
5.00 5.00

8S

2.15
3.61)

1.80
.55

PHE H. H. H. Horse Lintment pntj
-^
new Me into t'ae Antiqnated Horse
For the last 14 >^5aIa the H. H. H. Horce
Lanrment has been the leading remedy
smong Farmers and Stockmen for tha

5i

i

4.50
4.55
.70

cure of SprainB, Bmises, Stiff Jointa
Bpavjns, Wmdgalls, Bore Shonlders, etc,"
f or lamily Use is without an enna!
^r Khenmatism, Neuralgia, Aches, Paino
Brmses, Cuts and Strains of aU characters
Ifie H. H. H. Lmiment has many iraita
none, and we caution the Public to uee
that the Trade Mark " H. H. H." is on
ivery Bottle before purchasing. For sale
svcrywhere lor
cents and $1.0C d6i

.75
.15
4.75
1 66
6 75

Thursday,
550
250
900
1100
1550
250
100
1160
650
1400
550
800
70
10

Oct. 18.

150 Justice
100 Lady Wash

|

Alta

1.85

Andes
Alpha

1.25! 200

Belcher
B. & Belcher
Baltimore
Bodie
Bullion
Caledonia

ChoUar
Con VaSCal
Crown Point
Confidence

ChaUeoee

6 c
4.00
11.371
6.87i
21.00
6.75
10.0
1.65
4.50

Locom

870 Mexican
100 Nev. Queen
9U0 Overman.
950 Ophir
100 Occidental Con

3.10
7.25
7,25
40c
1,75
1.76

1190 Potosi

300
1850
370
1130
260
250
800

Peer
Savage
S. B.

Sierra

&M.
Nevada

Scorpion
Silver Hill

Utah

870 Union
300 Weldou
7.121: 940 YellowJacket

1.30
65c
20c
4.8i
3.50
2.25
8.125
1.75
3.85
50c
5.50
4.45
4.50
70c
66c
1.60
4.60
60c
6!

Should this paper be received by

sent.

patentability of new inventions. Our prices
ire as low as any first-class agencies in the
Eastern States, while our advantages for Pacific
Coast inventors are far superior. Advice and
Circulars free.

.

2600 Con. Imperial
1430 Eschequer
1235 Gould Sd Curry
2770 Hale&Nor

Don't Fail to Write.

it is

been obtained through our Agency. We can
give the best and most reliable advice as to the

ind

Sales at San Franoisoo Stock Exchange.

Complimentary Samples.

tbe time

We

.60

Mono
Alexican

t

Home Agency over all others, by reason of lonf
establishment, great experience, thorough system, intimate acquaintance with the subjects o^
mventions in our own community, and ou>
most extensive law and reference library, con
aining official American and foreign reports.
tiles of scientific and mechanical publications,
etc.
All worthy inventions patented througlr
our Agency will have the benefit of an illustra
tion or a description in the Mining and SoienriFio Press,
transact every branch o)
Patent business, and obtain Patents in all coud
cries which grant protection to inventors
Tht
large majority of 'U. S. and Foreign Patents
issued to inventors on the Pacific Coast have

4. T.
.40
.40

'.'46

1.00 1.00
3 30 2.75

presents

68

.35-

Nev. Queen

"TO ARRIVB."

Per Ton.

3.50 ...
1.10 1.05

Bxcheiiuer

Grand Prize
Gould & Curry....
Hale & Noroross.
Holmes

20

5ll

tin, >' lb

QUioKaiLVBR-ily the flask
Flasks, new

4.90 4.70

75

&B

—

10

5 00 4.30

.85
.30

Northern Belle.
Navajo
North Belle Isle..
Niagara

—
M 16
S m
10
4@ 5
4ia —
5 00 @ 5 15
6 75 f» 7 25
5
@ 5 62^
23 @
2t"
45 00 (a47 50
1 05 @
—
85 @

tool

PRICES OF COAL

I

11

EureKaCon

@I2
@12
@13
@12

Oct.

i'.n

1.50

i

Grown Point

7i@

50
00
60
OO

2.85 2.60
1.7i 1.45
1.05 .90

3.36
1.25

Con. Va. &Cal...,
Challenge

Coucentrated

Australian ...311
Liverpool St'm 12
West Hartley. 12
Scotch Splint. 12

Ending

Oct. U.

6.

Brophy

Powdered

Borax— Refined

S heet
Pipe

Week

Argenta

Chollar
Contidence
CoQ. Imperial
Caledouia

Copper—

1,

Oct.

and Fokeign Patent Agbnc,
many and, important advantages as

Otjr U. S.

Week

Con. Pacific
Oct.

Star-

American Soft, No,
Oregon Pig, ton
Clay Lane White

Week

Ending Ending Ending

Crocker
Central

Canton

Stook Exohaiige.

Champion

San Franoisoo Metal Market,

:

more steady, as a result of small stocks. Sales
have run up to a total of 135 tons, and a more
To-day was
spirited tone has pervaded the trading.
quiet and steady.
stagnant,
""only
hopelessly
COPPER— Remains
75,000 pounds changing hands on the floor; but

S. F.

LEAD— On

New York

Metil Exchange Market Report"
TIN— Cable quotations declined until yesterday,
when the foreign market closed firmer; and we have
followed the cue given from London and improved
on it; futures losing 60 points in the first four days;
and recovering 35 yesterday, from which 5 points
were lost again to-day. Spot has ruled proportionately

. .

.

St
St
St
St

3 P.emontSt
Montgomery St
Montgomery St

330 Pine
310 Fine
309 Mi ntgomery
309 Montgomery
309 Montg' luery
309 Montgomt-ry
308 Pine
309 Montgomery
406 Montgomery

.

Name of Company.
Alpha Con
Co
Contention Con
Co
Kossuth
Co
Maylio'^ver G M Co

Tin.

S23 50
22 20
23 00
22 90
23 00
23 25

very firm at an advance.

By
The

328
319

.

8.

Flasks, old

offered at 17 He
for early 1889 dehvery.' The next three months'
options may be quoted at about 17^^^. The syndii6j2@i6^o.
cate supplies consumers at about
Outside sellers offer small lots in casks at i7@,iyl4c.
sale,
but
firm
at 16c.
slow
in
Casting brands are
Pig lead is speculatively quoted for November at

92K@4

6.

1,

Pig

the last figures.

i'in is

327 Pine
330 Pine
419 Ca ifniuia
328 Montgomery

.

3.

Charcoal, 14x20
do rooting, 14x20

1888.— The following are the

m

$4

17-

Pine St

3',i7

Montgomery St

3^8

.

ToeCiilk

924
J7 45
Tuesday
^H
75
17 45
Wednesday
The mirket closes a.s] follows: Quicksilver is
steady at from 6o@63C.
Borax is in fair demand from the manufacturers at

Lake Ingot copper

77 Nevada Block
3t 9 Montgomery St
309 Montgomery St

K Durbrow
H Eogart

ift

Tinplate— Coke

Telegraph.

closing prices the past week:
Topper.
Silver.
93^
S17 45
Thursday
17 45
triday
93J
17 45
935
Saturday
9U
17 40
Monday

fully

8..AFL0W

31..CEKmot

...Nov 30..A
10
Oct 30.. O

9

9.

IVIachinery

Eastern Metal Markets.

New

WPew

12..J

Si2....Nov
10... .Oct

2.1.

Black Diamond tool
Pick and Hammer

quotations.

By

20.... Dec

M
M
California..
22.... Nov 12..AHalsey
M
" " Dec 5..RRGrayton
Grand Prize M Co
Nevada^
.Nov 17.. ..Dec lO..DMKeut
25. .Oct
Horseshoe Ear Con M Co,. .California.,
Justice M Co
Nevada..
.Sept 25. .Oct 31... Nov 19 REKelly
05. .Aug 20. .Sept 27.. ..Oct ]9..JMo.izio
Live Oak D
California.,
M Co
Lord of Lorn G & S M Co
Nevada
10. .Sept 6..0.t 12... .Nov
2..RN Van Brunt
50. .Oct 16. -Nov 16.. ..Dec
Mayflower Gravel M Co ....California..
J Mori/.io
Galiiornia..
50. .Sept 20,, Oct 23... Ni.v 28.. G W Sessions
MoDO G M Co
U..Oct
.Nov 12... Dec 15.. FE Luty
Montrose M Co
Colorado.
30..Ocii 15.. Nov 19... .Dec IL.JWPew
North Co'i mouwealth M Co,,. Nevada..
OphirM Co
Nevada..
50.. Sept 1..0ct
Oct 24..EB Holmes
"
Nov
Nov 27. .C E Elliot
Potosi M Co
Nevada..
50.. Oct
Nevada.. 71..
50. .Oct 4. .Nov
50..t>ct
7. ...Nov 27..EBHolme8
Savage M Oo
I..N0V 14. ...Dec 5..JJ8coviUe
Tuscarora Con M Co
Nevaia., 1..
05. .Oct
05..
Oct 1.
TeirakottG M& M Co
California.. 1..
02. .Sept
02..
Sept 8 .Oct 8. ...Nov 3..WJGurcett
Uftah Con M Co
35..0et
Nov 8. ...Nov
Nevada.
.AH Fish
Virginia Creek Hyd M Co
CaUf ornia
06.. Aug 29.. Oct
,Oct 29..JMQuay
MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
Gould it Curry S
Co
Gray Eagle
Co
Gt Weste-n Q
Co

is

a good
canners for
is

Pficds were advanced to
next year's business.
$5 15 for prompt shipment, but at the close it is
shaded
by larger buyers.
be
this
can
said that

COPPER—There

.

.

Nevada.,
Nevada.
California

St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
3;l9 Pine St
310 Pine St

503 California
309 Montgomery
3U9 Monrgomery
402 Moutgoraery
327 Pine
309 Montgomery
SOU Montgomery
B28 Montaonury
329 Pine
309 Montgomery

W

California.,

fit

at the E^st,

aUo

Gray Eagle Mining Company.— Location

week.

IRON — Importers

State

.38..

Nevada, .34..
Nevada, . 3..
Nevada. .36..

S

Baltiiriore

1..

.

Nevada

SHOKKTAitr.
10.. Sept 20.. Oct
25.... Nov 15.. J M Reynolds
50.. Sept 28.. Nov
5.... Nov 26..LOshorn
25. .Oct 5. .Nov 12. ...Dec
3..BBmria
25..Sei.t 22. .Oct 25. ...Nov 13..ARGrim
50 Septl8..0ct i3....]Sov 12..J Crockttt
50.. Sept 24.. Oct 29. ...Nov 3a..G
SessiouB
21.. ..Dec IL.LOsborn
25. Oct 16. .Nov
10. .Sept 1..0ct 15. ...Nov 5..G B Krutmcjer
50. .Oct 2. .Nov
5.
.Nov 26. .J Newlands
8 .Nov 13. ...Deo
50. .Oct
5..CEEIliot
05.. Oct 16.. Nov 2].... Dec 12.. C L McLOy

very strong to-day at $45

sympathy with a cable from Europe,

porting higher prices.

LEAD— The

JOURNALS.

Plaoe of BuaiuES

Location. No. Am't, Levied. Delinq'nt. Sale.

Company.
American EagleM Co
Alti is M Oo
Andes S M Co

.

1SS7.

of

Austria-Hungary
Netherlands
Ni-t. Belgium

S. F.

ASSESSMENTS.

in

Banks

DELINQUENT SALE NOTICE.

DIRECTORY.

COMPItBD BVBRT THURSDAY FROM ADVBRTISBMKNT8 IN MINING AND SOIBNTIFIO PRBSS AND OTHBR

Local Market.

SILVER— The

SHAREHOLDERS'

MINING

l^EPOf^TS,

[Oct. 20, 1888

m

Bfftt.lG,-

For Sale by

HORACE
Ores,

Mining,

all Drucrslsta.

D. RANLETT,

and

420 Montgomery

Commission,
St., S. F.

BUSINBS8 MANAOBR OF

UNION COPPER MINE, Calaveras
NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador

Co..

Co.

Correepondent as Agent for Smelters in London, LiverNew York, Eoaton and Baltimore.

pool,

For Notice'! of Hecent Patents^ Mining Share
Twenty years experience, in California, purchasing Ores,
and dealing in Mines.
Market, Etc., seepage 265.
Special attention given to management and sales of
mines and purchase and shipment

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMPLY.
C,

A.

STETEFELDT, President.

NEW YORK

OPPIOB, 18

Boom

709.

BBOADWAY

of

copper produce

MISSES DEVLIN.
Stenographers and Typewriter Copyists,
Room 7, No. 240 Montg:oinery St.,
San FranciscoS.JE. corner Fine,

Mining' AND Scientific; Press.

Oct. 20, 1888.]

ENLARGED!

ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

F.<&B.

RAND, McNALLY & CO.'S

269

Incandescent

&

Arc Electric Lights.

Electric Uotore, Dynamoe, Tr«incais, Ela\ator8. Signals and
t4S.!Ujmucuuu of power, either direct or with storage Batteries,

i^t.

For Mines, Hoisting Works,

Business

Indoor aod.Outdoor Uluailnatiou uf every kind.

kU kinds o(

Mills,

Ga^, Oil and

Electrical S^-fltems

or lighting and

Reduction Works,

Ciimllct^

supersudei by the

EDISON INCANDESCENT LIGHT,
The only complete and satisfactory incaodeH^'cnt Hv^tem. I.i,^htH rc'iuire no attentioii and are under complete control.
O^erWO.000 lights in use in the L'nilcd Suti^s »KLK-KE<;i:lATING ABC LIGHTS turn night
Into day and alTord a means of working tt^e whole 24 hourv: invaluable to coutractors aud otliem to whom
tluie Ib au object. Estimates and designs on applicati'iii.

A tlas,

Offices

and Showrooms, 323 PINE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

1889.
3F»or-tl«,xiicl,

t^ It

new

contain

will

lartre bc&Io

P«gca only (no cut-up maps) of
Ttie entire arraiiKemunt will

-IMI'OKTEIW

15x21 Inches,

all

RAND. McNALLY & CO..
148 Monroe St., CHICAGO.

Smelting and Reduction Works,
Quartz Mills, Hoisting Works, Underground Timbers, Water and
Leaching Tanks, Etc.

ALSO .MA.VDKAI.TURKB3 OF

Sliaft

down

(in

P.

One carluad alreadv shipped, §1750.
Capital wanted to further dovelr>i', rapidly. To those
meaning bUBincMS, good ternia will be offered. Mines S
mileBfrom railroad. AdiJress,

ore) 120 feet.

Box

cheap

i^SEND

for cash,

310

California St.,

San Francisco

some good, serviceable Second hand

F.

Also a Second-hand Halliday or Huston Klevated Tramway, complete except woodworks, and not leas than Sor^O
Give
fctit long, delivered at nearest railroad station.
full particulars aa to price, size, weight, make and condition. Address.

Box

45, Silver City. Idaho.

Gold

H.

BELTING.OILSand GENERAL SUPPLIES.

HAUSMAN,

We

Mining Properties Bought,
Sold and Developed.

are prepared to give estimateB for Hoisting

Works and Pumping

Plants,

Stamp

Mills,

Smelters and Concentrators.

Propositions from principals only entertained.

ROOM

SAFE DEPOSIT BUILDING,

No.

2.

u

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
No$. 39 to 51

and Lubricators.

PARAFFINE PAINT CO.

Amalgamating Pans and Settlers;

P. O.

FOR CIRCOLAR.'tti

GIANT ROCK BHEAKEB.
Westinghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Rock Drills and Air Compressors.
Saw and Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,
Injectors, Oil Cups,

Pasadena, Cal.

860.

CONCENTRATORS.

PUMPS.

and Siding,
&
CHEAP, LIGHT and DURABLE.
B. Ideal Roofing

BAINBRIDGB.

WANTED,
If

f PULVERIZERS,

STEAM

Development,

Toyether with many additional claims.

BREAKERS,

BOILERS,

WATER, ACID & ALKALI PROOF.

GOLD & SILVER MINE

J. B.

ROCK

ENGINES,

the important States

bti

Ckn»daand Mexioo.

Now Under

AND MANUFACTL'RKRS OF-

Paints!

uiapa occupying two

new, cmbi^dying the
most improved motliods of reference and Indexing,
clearly tihowing the location, population and commercial
advantages of over 200,000 tuwob in the United States,

"XIST

SAN FRANCISOO, OAL.

21 and 23 Frement Street,

•*»«•

Pl'BLISHED.
Size of Page,

S.

INT.

PARKE & LACY,

WILL BE DOUBLE THE SIZE OF
ANY OTHER ATLAS

New

SytAxxey,

Ox-.

CORD "

RED
s<^XTja.n.E!

FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

iF'ij^a.ix:

I'-A.oisiiDsa-G^,

Manufaclured from strictly first class Flax and pure lubricants. Superior to all othersfor Water aud Steam. Packs
iETlm tations of inferior quality haviiij;
with less friiition and makes a titrhter joint, than any othpr packinij made
been put upon the market, we have been compelled to adopt the above trad.'-m^rk, and all of our packing will now
Pee that you get it and take no other. Sold by
have a RED CORD runni ig throujrh the center its entire lenKth
Price. 50 cents per pound. W. T. Y. SCHENCK, Sule Manufacturer, 333 and 334
ail Hardware dealere.
market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

STEARNS M'F'G
29

&

31 Spear

THE ROLLER ORE FEEDER

CO.,

San Francisco,

St.,

[Patented

Gal.

May

28, 1882.]

MANDPACTURBRS OF

HIGH-GRADE SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENGINES, STEEL BOILERS, Etc.
—IMPORTERS OF
Aliinson'fl «<Eap:le'*

Goodell

&

and "Dynamo" Belting,

Waters* Woodworking Ma-

chinery, Saws and

Emery Wheels. Tool
Link

AND GENERAL

Saw

Tools,

Grinders, Ewart's

Belting,

MILL. SUPPLIES.

"WHEELER PROCESS"
FOR

Working Refractory Gold and Silver Ores.
We are now prepared to receive Ore at our Teating
and Mining Mill, Meriden. Conn., in sample lot^ of 500
poundg, to be worked by the Wheeler Process, where we
have succeeded in saving 90 per cent of the metal con-

"HBNDY" IMPHOVBD "OHALLBNGE" ORB FEEDER.
The best form of Feeder ever devised, and pronounced by reputable mining men to be
We refer to the followsuperior to any form of ** Roller " Feeder manufactured.
ing gentlemen

who have

1

work sample

furnished us with testimonial letters to the

lots free of

charge and report results.

for repairs.

THE NEW CHEMICAL GOLD MINING
Box 939, Meriden, Conn.

Golden Slate and

Miners' Iron Works,

Sole Manufacturers,
San Francisco, Cal.
S37 First Street.

effect,

CHALLENGE," "STANFORD," "TULLOCK," & "ROLLER" FEEDERS,
And

We

CO.,

,

U

as required.
Jn the Bunker Hill Mill it has run continuously for two
years, never having been out of order or costing a dollar

tained in the ore.

far

which can be seen at our office, viz.:
S. VV. Crocker, Snpt. Bunker Hill Gold Min- D. C. WiCKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal.
ing Co., Amador City, Cal.
J. E. Tregloan, Supt. South Spring Hill Gold
Mining Co., Amador City, Cal.
W. G. Roberts, Greenwood, El Dorado Co. Cal
WE ARE MANUFACTURERS OF THE
above

This is the best and cheapest Ore Feeder now in use.
It has fewer parts, requires leas power, is simpler in
adjustment than anyother. Feeds coarse ore or soft clay
alike uniformly, under one or all the stamps in a battery

will furnish descriptive Catalogues

and quote prices upon

application.^

\

ANTI-INCRUSTATION POWDER
Or Boiler Compound
For Removing or Preventing Scale. Corrosion and Pitting
Send for references.
in Steam Boilers.
Also Pkkrlbbb Rubber M'f'g Co. Plumbago Sheet, and
Piston and Valve Rod Paoking, to be had only of
220 Fremont St.. S. F., CaL
J,

G WINANS,

San Francisco Cordage Factory,
EBtabllBhed 1856.
Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope
Slsa Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay
Rope, Wbale
Line, eto., etc.
Extra Blzes and lengths made to order on short notice

TUBES

Ss CO.
611 and 613 Froot St., San Francisco.

Mining and
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

[Oct. 20^ 1888

CO.,

CONTRACTORS,

WM

HliMl'}]

SHAFT-SINKING,

No. 119 Beale

UP TO

ETC.

WEIGHT,

20,000 LBS.

MACHINE WORKS,
H.

BIRCH &

CO.,

ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,

and others interested in

TUNNELING,

liHachifie toork^.

CALIFORNIA

MHKI

and

apd

Irop

.MANUTACTURKRS OF..

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

Sgientific. Press.

San Francisco

St.,
BDILDBR OP

Steam Engines, Plour Mill,
Mining. Saw Mill and
True to pattern and superior in atren^h, toughness and durability to Oast or Wrongbt
Dredging Macbines
Iron In any position or for any service.
Brodle Rock Crushers,
Engineers' Tables of Progress
Steam Power, Hydraulic.
Side Walk and Hand-Power
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MAWITH MAPS, 11,1-nSTRATIONS
ELEVATORS.
CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.
MaDufacl^rers of B. E. Henrickson'B PateDt Automatic

AND FULL DESCRIPTION OF THE

.

Safety Catches for Elovatora.

NEW YORK

SOFT and DUCTILE,

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

made and

All kinds of machinnry

IS'Ordbrs Solicitbd.

repaired.

UNION IRON WORKS,
8AORAMBNTO. OAL.

&

ROOT, NEILSON

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.

CO..

M&NtrFAOTDRBRB OF

Section

16x16

Length 36 mUes,

feet;

ALSO

from i to 3 inch diameter and Flats trom 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and other shape
Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
from 12 to 45 pounds per yard.
ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled
Beams, Angle, Channel, and T iron. Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive AJtles and Frames,
and Iron Forglngs of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.
Steel Rods,

Wagon, Buggy, and Truck

Steel

STEEL RAILS

TBIBD EDITION NOW BEADT.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STEEL,
For Catalogues, Estimates, Etc. addresa;

ROCK

INGERSOLL

DRILL

tS" Orders

21 Fremont

and

[ESTABLISHED IN

OeQ.oe« SX3

Golden State

1855.]

and Quartz Mills Machinery
up and repaired.
Sacramento, Cal.

Sts..

& Miners

Works.

Iron

vtannfsctnre Iron Oastlnete and Machinery
of all Kinds at Greatly Reduced Elatea

STEVENSON'S PATENT

Mold-Board

AMALGAMATORS,

Golden State Pressure Blowers.

—MANUFACTURBRS OF
MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.Propeller Engines, either

Best and Cheapest in America.

High Pressure

or

MINING MACHINERY.—

Hoisting Engines and
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Caru, Pumping Engines
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

MACHINERY-- Batteries

(or

Dry or Wet

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Sett;l< rs, Furnaces, Retorts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

v;V;;:;:;.:-:.;.:.:.;Cv»'5

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets,

PERFORATED SHEET METAL

etc.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.-Flour

For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
ing and MiUinp: Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc and other metals punched £or all uses.
,
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot^Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (JineJ.

Mil]

Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Maubinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

* ffolsom.

8.

P

rBORNTOH THOMPSON

THOMAS THOMPSON

THOMPSON BROTHERS.

EUREKA FOUNDRY,
129 and 181 Beale

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes

MILL.

between Howard

'Irsi St.

Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Ii^gines.

No imitation, no deception, no planished or rotten
Iron used. Only genuine Russia iron in Quartz Screens.
Planished iron screens at nearly half my former rates.
I ha\e a large supply of Battery Screens on hand
suitable for the Huntiugton and all Stamp Mills, which I
will sell at 20 per cent discount.

JOHN W. QUICK.

Mills

N&O

I*xro:

REDUCTION!

Orders promptly attended to.
San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
San Fraocisco, Cal.
Si & ^23 First St.,

Saw

St.. bet.

Proprietors.

St.,

BATTERY~~SGREENS.

^

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flouring Mills,

San Francisco.

IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES,

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.
GREAT

St.,

Boilers,

AND ALL KINDS OF

Front

202 Market

CO..

Engines,

constructed, fitted

Address

for Catalogues,

FULTON

PARKE & LACY.
St,,

Send

PACIFIC ROLLING HILL

CO.,

RBFRBBBNTBD BT

8 California

will

have prompt attention.

Steam

St.,

between Mission and Howazd,

8.V.

HANDPAOTURKEB OF OASTINGB OP BVHRT DBBOniPrlOB.
C. K.

J.

ORTON.

H. WILLIAUa.

MANUF'RS OF GENERAL MACHINERY.
Works, No. 315 Mission St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to Woodworking Machioery

Steam and Gas Engines.

Correspondence

solicited.

Mining Engineers.

DRY.

N. S.

KEITH,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,

Proprietor.

ENGINESsBOILERS

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL

Inventor and Manufacturer of

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

OF ALL KINDS,
Either for use on Steanaboats or for use on Land.

Water

Pipe,

Tanks

Pomp
for

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,
AND

Salmon Canneries

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means

OF BVERT DBSORIPTION.
Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at "-sry moaerate rates.

A0BNT8 FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

T>e>Sk.xi.& Ste>£ixxi.

Etc.

Contractor for the Construction of Elkctkio Railways

or Air Columns, Fish

of

I*xi.mt>.

Electricity.

^ff'Send for Circulars giving particulars.

SPECIALTIES

OfBce, 40

and Tastln Ore Palverfzers.
DBANE STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Peed Water Purifier and Heater.
Corliss Engines

Nevada Block.San Francisco.

Factory,

1 1 *«

Cal.

23 Stevenson St

ISRAEL W. KNOX,

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY

Gives the highest efficiency of anj' Wheel in the world*
and is everywhere recognized as the standard lor high
pressure service.

UPWARDS OF

Manufacture Ttiree Kinds

Powder, whicli are acJtnowledged by

all

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

in

ELECTRICAl TRANSMISSION.
Power from these Wlieels can be transmitted by electricity several miles with pmall lo=is, and nade available
for running Mills, Pumping and Hoiating Works, Tr%m
cars, etc.
Address

NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE aBLATINE,"

GELATINE-DYNAMITE,

the Market.

IN

Streniarths as
which contains

THE USE OF

COMPRESSED

N.

specia'ty.
Round, slot
or burred slot holes. Genuine Russia Iron, Homogeneous Steel, Cast Steel or

DRILLS,

Compressor Works,
ST.,
YORK.

43 DEY

NEW

VAN DER NAILLEN,

President.

Civil

Zinc,

fornia Perforatinff Screen Co.. 145

INVENTORS.
.

&.

TAKE

147 Beale St

.

petersonTmodel maker,

58 Market St. , N. E. cor. Front (up stairs) San Francisco
Experimental machinery uid all kinds of metal, tiv,

copper and brass.

Bng-ineer,

office

of

this paper, Sao

Prancisco.

ROSS E BROWNE.

BIT

t'lKCULAK

CaliS. F.

Mining- and Hydraulic Engineer,
No. 307 Sansomb St., San Frangisoo.

Saws.

NOTICE
,

and Mining

MINING EXPERT AND GEOLOGIST.

AND

CHISEL

American planished Iron
Copper or Br^as Screens for all purposes

ON APPLICATION,

Air

.

Inserted Tooth

A

L.

Clayton

immg.

San Frahcibco.

Buildiuf?,

Address " Business Box A,"

QUARTZ SCREENS

General Mining Machinery.

FREE

and

Assajinp: of Orep, ?25; Bullion and Chlorination Asnay.
Blowpipe Aa«ay, §10 Full course of assaying, 850.
S2r);
S^nd for circular.

SPAULDING'S

CLAYTON AIE OOMPEESSOES,

MAILED

A.

CAL.

Manufacturers of

No. 6,

E^TMs

Drawiog

W. A. GOODYEAR,

AIR.

Oatalogae gives a full doBcription of
the Patented Improvements embraced in these unrivalled Air CompreBsors, together with tables, data,
etc., of value to users of compressed air.

ArcWectnre,

723 Market Street,

W. SPAULDING

NOW READY,

CATALOGUE

SBrveyiDg,

The History

rJWMTilRAI, AGF!NT.<5,

«»!*.

Cal.

Civil, Mechanical and
Mining Engineering,

m

BANDMANN. NIELSEN
& CO..
QAN FRANCISCO

Wn«Tn for

San Francisco,

St..

Practical,

Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blasting Powder, and is.used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims,
it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs is freely.

anrt

237 First

Required

94 per cent of Nltro-OIycerlne, and
Stronger than Dynamite and even Safer in Handling.

rOR RAIIjKOADS ANB LAND CLEARING.

& Supplies.

Mines Examined, Reports and Estimates Furnished.
Contracts made, etc

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
OAP«
127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO. CAT.

ROCK

Mines^ Minings Machinery

Office,

Of Different

used.

And

AND FUR0UA8IN3 AOBNT FOR

the Great Chemists of the World as

BOO IN USE.

From 12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
It is not only most economical of water, but the most
mple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, Hoisting,
Pumping, or any other purpose where water power can

TO ALL INTERESTED

of

Mining and Mechanical Engineer

SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of

all

lo^e.

kinds made to order.

17 and 19 Fremont

St..

San Franclaoe.

the Mining and Scibntipic PRFaa) unfor $3 per volume of six months. Per
Inserted n Dewey's patent bindS5.
er, 50 cents additional per volume.

Back Files

of

bound) can be had

Send for Descriptive Cata

yar (two
'

volumes)

Mining and Scientific, Press.

Oct. 20, 1888.]
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,ooo osz^A^LXjiEnsrGi-E
HUNDRED ^ND SEVENTY-FIVE

FIVE

PRICE
OVER
t«ftr

1400

(9S75.00)

AKB NOW

IN USE.

A

oaii bii

are muroly DonilriiU.

tuachluu

San Frauclttco.

Street,

O-

3F»-

ConceotntloDS Are cleao from tho

eooD Id worklug onlor and ready to

DOLLARS

:]B.

flrat

make

I

The wear Aod

working.

tests at

090 Fremont

Tli8 Montana CoMpArrv (Limltod), Lokdon, October 8, 1886.
DSAa Sia8:—HavlnK tested three ot your Fruu VanDora In a oom|ictltlvo trial with othtr Hlmllar maohlnei
wo have oatUllod ouraolvcs ot the superiority n( your Vanuom, oa Is oviOonccd by the lact of our having

(Triuninh),

Youm

ordorca twenty nioru ol your maohinoe for luimedlato duHvery.

truly,

THK MONTANA COMPANY
N. B.— Since the above »-a» written the 20 Vanners having been started gave such
tional Fruottand more etainps have boon purohaBed,
Protected by patentti May 4, 1869; December 22, 1874; September
ary 30. 1883; Suptembor 18, lt>83. Patents applied for.

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR

ADAMS & CARTER,

OR VANNING MAOHINE.

Room

7. No.

109

(Umitod).

satlBfaction

that 44 addi-

ADAMS & CAUTEK.

2, 1879: April 27, 1880:

March

22, 1881:

Febru-

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

California Street,

NOTICE.— All

our platen are guaranteed to have
aKteod upon, and are tested before leaving our works, thereby avoiding the complaints

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

the

woi^ht

full

of tillver

abovit tight weight,
in this

made

so often before

we

started

branch of InduBtry.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.

F^ojr
GRAVEL, OR

521 & 523 Market

t&J\J\rTJSr€:3r

St.,

San Francisco,

— DBALKR INPLACER MINES.
MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.
Assayers' and Mining Material.

IN QtlARTZ,

GET OUR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SAN

FRANCISCO

NOVELTY

-MANUKACTURRH OK

BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

AND PLATING WORKS,
srrmEiEsrp.

Agent

108 jpinssT

»a"o.

tor

HosKms

HYDRO-CARBOK ASSAY FURNACES

ATTENTION, GOLD MINERS!
WE ABE SELLING
Silver-Plated Amalgamating Plates

l^Mh.

For Saving Gold

QUARTZ, GRAVEL and PLACER MINING,

in

At reduced rattB. Got our pricen. Three thnusand orders filled. Fifteen medals awarded.
and far buperior to others in weight ot silve'' and durab lity
Old mining plates reptated.
purchased of
TAYJLOK & CO., cor. Firtit aud ftltsmou f»ta.

Our plates have proved the best,
Thestj plates can alHu be

JOHN

E.

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
DENNISTON, Proprietor.
653 & 655 AflSHion St.. San Frauclsco,

«.

Cal.
yilved Plfted Plates have always proved as represented.
We have been manufacturing them tor 20 years,
and uso only the best Lake Superior Copper and Refined Silver. Comparing our plates with those of otlier manufucturera,
after repeated tests, we can safely guarantee much better plates for the same mmey. Our plates are ueed by all the prominent mining men on the Pacific Coaet. t»END tOK CIUCULAR.

NOTICE. —Our

F".

.A.-

HTJixr^njxrcSrTcoivr,
UAMUFACTUBKK Of

Centrifugal

Quartz

Roller

Mills,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS.
Mining Machinery of Every Description,

]VX£Lcl3.1rxesi.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

No. 45

Oentrlfaeal Roller Qnartz Mill.

SAN FRANCISCO.

FREMONT STREET.

8OLK AQBNT FOR

DRILL COMPANY,
THE RAND r»la,oe,
"STorlac..
23

We
with

offer to the
rncific Coast

miners of the

SMALL AIRCOMPRESSING PLANTS at
toich prices that almost any
small mine can afford to put
in power drills if they have

none

in use.

By our

NEW AND

PAT-

ENTED SYSTEMS (by whicli
tho duty or performance of
drills

use)

is

it is

not reduced with
no longer necefisary

to

GENERAL MACHINERY fgRg'

MlNINcTuNNELI^G,:
DRILLCo

23 ParkPlace

buy a

Compressor

— AND—

of

small

newvorVw*;*'

ADAMANTINE SHOES AND

aiened
the Rand
is well known, has built, and
is now building, the LARG-

EST

''

AnAM/tNTINK.

COMPRESSOR

THE LIXIVIATION OF
SILVER

AddressPASADENA MINING & DEVELOPING
tion.

Pasadkna, Cal.

CO.,

rNGINEER,

CIVIL
& CONTRACTOR

L HY.

121 Mor»tco*nery

JACKSON,

Wired

WITH

for all

HYPOSULPHITE

:^-V O.

-A..

S T U T»

:EI IE"

SOLUTIONS

prccess),

E3 Ij ID

T

.

ODlf complete Treatise on ttie Chemistry an J the Practice of tlie Liiiyiation Frtcess,
published and sold by the Anrhor, IS JUruadway, New York.
Price $5.00, Kegistered Postage Prepaid.

Remittance should

only

be

made by Bank

Draft,

or

by

P.

O.

Money

Order, payable

to

the

order of

C. A. STFTTPIFELDT.

St., S. F.

WIRE WORKS.
Buildings and Steamships

ORES

(With special reference to the RuBsell

i.

Tlie

To Buy or Lease Graphite Mine or Loca-

DiES Quarto prove better and cheaper than any others.
Orders Bolicited, subject to above conditions.
H. D. MORRIS.

aiitecd

vt

PLANTS IN Tins COUNTRY, and

,

PnRCHASING ACEMT.

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.

plants,
Drill Company, as
drill

has patterns for all sizesrup to''40-inchTdIameter of cylinder,
In respect to capacity INjSPEED OF DRILLING, perhaps it is in order to say that in EVERY AUTHOivlTATIVE
CONTEST for speed yet initiated, the RAND DRILLS have, without exception, BEEN VICTORIOUS. Thla fact.
coupled with another important one, that the drills use much LESS AIK and cause LESS REPAIRS, has won for
them nearly all of the Eastern mining trade, which has kept their works always busy.
Since the reasona which formerly restrainod ua from the California market no lougor exiat, we are now
in the field fnr tho businet^a.
... .
1,1.
r>
-t
juBt built for the Batopiloa
jCS" SPECIAL A'lTENTION is called to the latest deaigned sectional Compressor
mine in Mexico, and to the Compound Eimine Compressor built for the Anaconda mine in Montana.

San Francisco,
ami

Special attention given to purchase of

BeaideahavmcTHE NEWEST AND LIGHTttST de-,ivii^

MORRIS,

St.,

MANUf ACTnRERS'

Chrome Oast Steel for
Rock Drills. £tc.

double capacity than the
drille are expected to re(luire, in order to keep up
the supply ot air necessary
on account of the wear of
drills and comprensor.

ROCK DRILLS^
AIR COMPRESS0RS&'
RAND

H. D.
220 Fremont

LRUSHER PLATES,

NTgsikt-

I»a,rlx.

now bo situated
our new works as to
are

ORK CRUSHBB

CAL.

D. D.

WASS, 141 & 143

First St.

WIRE WINDOWS, GUARDS, OFFICE SCREENS, FENCING,
GATES, ROOF CRESTING and WROUGHT IRON WORK.

Systems of Electric Lighting.

Telephone No. 1508.
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The Hazelton

acknowledged by the most eminent Engineers in
country to be the greatest improvement that has
ever been made in a Steam Generator.

Is
BtllLDERfl

OF

MINING MACHINERY.
GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS;
1

27

First St.,

San Francisco,

Boiler
tlie

Cal., U. S. A.

New York Office. 145 Broadway.
FOR safety, economy and durability.
IT IS iea;~;;;"^n
PLANTS FOR GOLD ANH SII.V ER MILLS.
DKSIGN
LATEST
and
ruachioerv
of
embracin^^
MOST IMPROVED construction. We offer our
oj.*^at
customers the BEST RESULTS OP 38 XEARS'
EXPERIENCE in this SPECIAL LINE ot
worli. and are PREPARED to turnisli the MOST
APPROVED character ot MINING AND REBoiler.
DUCTION MACHINERY, adapted to all erades of
ores and SUPERIOR to that of any other malie, at
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
We are alBfi prepared to CONSTKUCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING ORDER,
any locality, MILLS, CONCENTRATION
in
WORKS, WATER JACKET SMELTING
FURNACES. HOISTING WORKS, PUMPING MACHINERY, ETC., ETC., of any DE127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Sole Manufacturers for the Pacific Coast,
SIRED CAPACITY.

A Saving

Least 20 per cent Guaranteed
over any other form of

in Fuel

WORKS

PACIFIC IRON

WM.

H.

TAYLOR,

B.

President.

S.

MOOBB,

L. R.

Superintendent.

MEAD,

Secretary.

RISDON IRON & LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
Location of Works, S. E. Cor. Beale and

Howard

San Francisco.

Sts.,

Has

Manufacturers and Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast for

the Following Advantages:

HEINE SAFETY

WATER TUBE

AND FACILITY OP INSPECTION
60^000 Horse Power now in

BOILER.
QUARTZ MlliliS—Gold and Silver, Copper and Lead Smelting Works, Roaatlng Puraaoea A all kinds.
AIR COMPRESPORS—Rope Power TranamiBgion.
HYDRAULIC PUMPING and Hoiatintj Machinery.
WROUGHT-IRON AVATER PIPE a Specialty. Notb.—Have just completed order (or 35 mllea of 44-lnch
pipe of i-inch iron for Spring Valley Water Works Company, San Francisco.
SAW-MILL MACHINERY of kinds.
BTBAM ENGINES—Corliss, Slide-Valve, Poppet Valve Automatic, Single, and Compound.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS for Paciflc Coast ot the Celebrated "Heine" Patent Safety BoUer (Water Tube);
50,000 horse power now in use,
MACBETH PATENT STEEL-RIM PULLEYS—Fifty per oebt liGrhter and S6 per cent cheaper than aujtall

iron pulleys; will not break in transportation.

and REPAIRS.
nse.

Boilers can be seen working in San Francisco at Palace Hotel, Spring Valley
& Co., California Jute Mills, and other places.

Water Worlia

Hueter Bros.

Gaaranteed Mor«

REFKIOEBATINO MACHINERY

Efficient

than any other Boiler made*

for SteamshlpB. Breweries, luid Cellars.

WILSON'S PAT3BNT OAS-FBODUCEB.

STEAM BOILEBS of all descriptions.
SUGAR MACHINERY—Sugar Mills, Vacuum Pans, Clarifiers, Double Effects, eta
STEAMSHIPS —Steam Yachts, Marine Engines and

Boilers, Screw Propellers, Centrifugal Pumps, Steamship
Pumps, Steam Capstans, Cargo Winches, etc
l9*Builder8 of 120-stamp Gold MUl (or the Alaska Mill and Mining Company; 00-stamp Mill for Quartz Mountatn
Mining Company.

Send for Circular and Price

Llstt*.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS.
(INCOEPOBATBD SEPTEMBER
Nos. 39 to 51 Fremont Street,

NEW

and Dealers

Steam Pumps

BLOWERS

of

AND

LEATHER

in

EXHAUST

^^^iT'^^

"

FANS.

San Francisco,

Stationary,

I

^^^^^B^^^ISi^^

Oal.

Portable,

COMPOUNDS

Hoisting

Boxes.
SPECIAI, AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
[Manufactured by the Cummer Eneine Co., of Cleveland, Ohio.

and

Hangers.

WOODWORKING

OILS

OP THE BEST MAKES.

MACHINERY,
^COMPRISING

PIPE and PIPE FITTINGS.

BAND SAWS. STICKERS,
PLANERS, SHAPERS,
SHINGLE MILLS,

Goods

Brass

and

Pulleys,

1

RUBBER

and

E5 3L. T7 1 ]Xr C3r.
LUBRICATING

1882.)

SECOND-HAND BOILERS, ENGINES and MACHINERY

Makes,

all

39,

AND

Single and Double

Circular

Etc.

Saw-Mills.

FITTINGS.
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF
"Cummer"

and Saw-Mill Machinery, Hydraulic Gravel Elevators, Hydraulic Giants, " Triumph " Ore
Concentrators, Automatic
Ore Feeders.

Hydraulic

Mining,

Quartz,

BoKgs

&

from Cleveland, Ohio,
Porter JJanufacturing Co-'s Engines and Boilers.
"Baker" Rotary Pressure Blowers.
"Wllbraham" Rotary Piston Pumps
Clarke*' Centrifugal Pumps.
Ens;ines,

The Volker

&

Felthousen M'Ve Co. 'a

Buffalo Duplex

Upright Bngines and Boilers Connected.

Steam Pumps.

P. Blalsdell Ss Co.'s Machinlets'

Toola

elence
DEWEY &

BY

OO.
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Publishers.

An Improved Small

27,
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1888.
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Number

17.

Sulphuric Acid Manufacture.

'Stamp-Mill.

About a year aioce we gave a description and

is

In Mr. Adams* paper, which was mentioned
last week, he traces the gradual progress of the
manufacture of sulphuric acid for the past 20
years, recording the important changes and sub-

(I'JOO

mitting only the marked types of apparatus

Doable Eoonomio Stamp*

the

of

illustration

In this the high drop of the old etimp

milt.

more than oompcusated by the great weight
pounds each) and the rapidity (300
strokes a minote) with which the stamps in

which have come under

There are four shoes on each
stamp, so that there are 4800 strokes of the
shoes on the dies per minute. The mortar has
double discharge and the stamps adjust them-

construction, such changes,

made

B^wen,
city,

an

manufacturers,

and

:^4

The

Fremont

'Mi

perfected

have finally
engraving of

here given.

the

Tatum &

street,

this

mill,

An

any, having been

if

direction of increased

length and

fectly to utilize auxiliary towers.

A

has, however, been inaugurated in

the general

new

era

complete acid plants by the intro-

working

duction, during the period named, of the Gay-

Lussao

of

and the Glover

columns,

absorbing

tower, inasmuch as the chemical knowledge to

properly adjust and harmonize these adjuncts
has brought about savings and improvements in

This allows the

stamp the utmost freedom of movement, without any tendency to bind or cramp in the working parts.

in the

and

improved milt is
improvement constamps by means of

sleeves with universal joint.

not

is

this

prinoipal

oscillating the

sists in

Messrs.

It

coupling together of three or
more chambers to form a system, the more per-

After considerable experience with this appli*
the

notice.

width, and the

selves as the shoes wear.

ance,

his

necessary to cite the differences in chamber

this mill run.

all

departments.

half of our

automatic ore-feeder goes with

Nevertheless, only about one*

American works have adopted the

towers.

each mill, and is seen attached in the engravThis appliance ia designed for the use of
ing.

Figs. 1 and 2 show a type of furnace used
throughout the world in 1867-8, being modified

miners who do not wish to go to the expense of
the large etamp-mill of the ordinary type. It
will also answer the requirements of large

to suit local circumstances or

Numbers

mines.

of

these machines are

have
improvements

use and others

in

added

been ordered.

The type

illustrates

individual ideas.

many forms

in one of

of

furnacee only the means of shielding the re-

now
The

torts

THE PERFECTION

DOUBLE ECONOMIC

STAMP

from the direct blast of heat in coal

firing,

the methods employed to carry off hot acids

MILL.

when

glasses break, the

greatly increase the uae-

position

falness of the mill.

pipe which receives the

of the

vapors

The

DfcBKis Contko-

VERSY.

—In the Supreme

Court

resulting

from

boiling pan acids, etc.
Fig. 3

week the

this

leaden

is

the

of

a modification

others,

also

in

George H. Sternes and
William H. Lee habeas
corpus cases were ar-

use largely at the time

gued and submitted

made a

to

filed on briefs, to be
submitted by the petitioner in 15 days and

be

The

tioner Sternes

uty

who

county,
certain

is

of

Sheriff

a Dep-

retort

bed

intact

on a

from

At

or draught.

the

pipe

shown) extended
through the furnacewalls and carried off
any waste acid from
broken glasses into res-

(not

arrested

on

ervoirs of stone or lead

which were convenient-

mining,

hydraulic

holding

proper,

the glass

a small cast-iron

Yuba

that county, for violating the law with regard
to

part of the fur-

lowest part of this pot

the courts of

of

and

fire

warrants issued to him

by one

iron

into

built

ia

sand

peti-

(Jbinameu,

An

pot

nace

by the people in 10 days
thereafter.

mentioned.

ly

and Lee was a citizen
whom Sternes, as Dep-

placed for that ser-

vice.

The market

for

com-

uty Sheriff,

summoned

mercial acids was lim-

as a part of

the posse

up to the date menand was easily
supplied by the apparatus shown in the cuts.
About that time, howited

comititus to assist him.
They were afterward

tioned,

themselves arrested at
instance of the
the

Chinamen
legal

charge

and

adviser,
of

their

on

izer

kidnaping,

and were committed to
jail by a justice of the
peace of Nevada Township, Nevada county.

and

fertil-

trades had

grown

ever, the oil

a

to proportions Eufficient
to
Fig

3 -Glass Pot with

Sand Protection.

Fig.

4.— Continuous

APPARATUS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF SULPHURIC

ACID.

ProceeB,

absorb

all

the sur-

plus stock of acids, and
in

order

to

command

supply for
their needs they had become manufacturers.
As exemplifying experiments aiming to aca

steady

The furnace and works are tion of works for making bar iron, and eventmost modern style, and are not sur- ually to manufacture steel rails.
complish results which were being produced by
passed by any in the country. The mine is
per day. The comThe asbestos found near Elsinore, San Diego platinum pans, but using only such materials as
Portland. Work was also begun in the com- putting out 15 tons of ore
the process illueerection of additional county, is to be worked up in a factory which our own works contained,
pany's iron-pipe foundry, and the first joint of pany contemplates the
{Continued on page $77.)
in the near future, and the construc- ia to be built at that town.
furnaces
was
city
this
by
for
contracted
tons
2000
the

Okegos Iron.— On the 18th inst. the fire
in the new furnace of the Oregon
Iron & Steel Co. at Oswego, five miles from
was lighted

successfully cast.
of the
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We

by the assignors

Agricultural or Mineral.

C0f^f^ESP0^1DENC&
Conditions in the Tulare Basin.

Register Hetzel and Receiver Linthicum of
Land Office have each for*

the United States

to Washington opinions in a case en" Central Pacific Railroad Company,
applicant, vs. S. D, Valentine, mineral contestant, and any mineral claimants." The case is
one of great importance, and the final decision
of the General Land Office will be watched
with interest. The two gentlemen arrive at
opposite conclusions, as will be seen by the following finding of facts and conclusions of law
as given by each, which we take from the

warded
titled

Artesian Flow.
fWritten for the Press by Stephen Barton.]

in

the

Tulare

of the present mineral con-

Casa Grande District.

testant.

admit, unindoraed, opinions of correspondents. -Eds.

The developments

[Oct. 27, 1888

artesian

basin all tend to a refutation of the theory that
artesian flows have their sonrces in the drain-

age of higher ground, and to cause us to inquire
into the character of the formation before we

undertake to declare aa to whether artesian
water may not be had on the summit of an island hundred of miles at aea. I will therefore
undertake to present to your readers some of

Record' Union:

The Eeceiver's Opinion.
Mr. Linthicum's finding

of facts is as follows:

In 1865 or 1866 the Rising Sun mine was disthe conditions made manifest by past obser- covered and located in Section 33, and patent
vations here.
was obtained for the same in 1S70 without pro"Without being too precise, I will say that test from the Central Pacific Railroad Co.
high-water mark in Tulare lake is about 202 Said Rising Sun mine was operated until 1882,
feet above the sea; that its present level is and gold of the value of $2,000,000 was extracted
about 171, and that consequently the lake has therefrom. In 1S82, said mine having ceased
lowered about 31 feet, and that at its present to be profitable, work thereon was discontinued
level it is somewhere about 22 feet above and has not been resumed.
The Milford mining claim, now known as the
the San Joaquin, at the mouth of Fresno slough.
In 1868, when the lake was somewhere from 2S Big Tree mine, was originally located in 1866,
above
present
level,
was
outletits
it
to 34 feet
subsequently bought by the Rising Sun Co.,
ting an immense stream through the channels and work was done on the location by the
For several miles on the line of Rising Sun Co. up to 1880. The ledge was
just named.
this outlet there are deep pools of water which considered a parallel ledge to that of the Risare from 5 to 20 feet above the present level of ing Sun, The quartz formation and country
the lake. I instance these facts to show that rock are the same in both mines. Siid Milford
there is no subterranean drainage of the lake claim was relocated by Werry and Nichols as
down the valley. Still another fact is that the the Big Oak Tree in 1883, and has been activeAbout
first successful development of an artesian flow Iv and continuously worked since then.
in this valley was within this outlet of Tulare $30,000 had been taken out of the mine prior to
lake
bad
after
the
subsided
10
or
15
lake, and
the destruction of the hoisting works by fire in
But still it August, 1887, and recent extensive improvefeet below the point of discharge.
was possible that the lake might have a drain- ments have been erected thereon.
Lying around and adjoining the Rising Sun
age directly toward the sea, beneath the Coast
Range.
mine are four mining claims, to wit: the Big
The next efforts in the way of developing an Oak Tree, Little Pine Tree, Werry and Golden
artesian flow in this basin was to the south and Eagle, in each of which quartz, in place-beareast of the lake, when many flowing wells were ing gold, has been discovered of sufficient promobtained at an altitude of 260 feet above the ise to justify the development of the same.
sea, Siibaequently Cuthbert Burrell struck a These four locations lie within Lots 1, 2, 3, 4
second and very powerful flow in the outlet of and 5 of the southeast quarter of Section 33
the lake, which was something like 40 feet aforesaid, and embrace a part thereof. The
above the present level of that ever-fluctuating testimony does not show that any of those lots
body of water.
are mineral in character, except within the
Recently successful borings have been made limits of said four mining claims.
near Huron, west of the lake, and near the base
The only land claimed to be non-mineral in
The altitude of these last character by reason of the exhaustion of the
of the Coast Range.
borings is not determined, but they are believed mineral and abandonment, is a portion of the
tobs pretty considerably higher than any flow southeast quarter of Section 33; lying between
obtained east of the lake, and leave the inference the Rteing Sun mine and Bear river. The testithat artesian water may be had at any point on mony shows that there was some surface minthe shores of Tulare lake 40 feet above its level, ing in a ravine running down the Rising Sun
and that the flow is not toward the sea.
mine to Bear river, and also in the bed of said
Evaporation alone must account for the water river, between the years 1857 and 1862, both
lost in this inland sea, and we are left to look of which were abandoned in 1862, and have not
in some other direction than the drainage of been worked since.
higher ground for the source of artesian supply.
His conclusions are as follows :
must look then to the chemistry of the
That the lands embraced in the mining claims
water itself for an explanation of the enigma.
known as the "Big Oak Tree," "Little Pine
If we should find that all artesian water con- Tree," "Wherry " and "Golden Eigle," are all
tained sulphureted hydrogen and hydrogen free, mineral lands.
as well as in all its other combinations, we
That all of lots of said section which are not
might infer that there had been a decomposition embraced in the said mining claims, and the
of water deep down in the earth, and that the pretended ground of tbe Rising Sun mine, are
superincumbent fluids were lifted by the ex- agricultural in character.
pansive force of this disengaged hydrogen gas
That a survey should be ordered to segregate
are almost forced to the conclusion that the mineral land embraced in said mining claims
hydrogen escaping from the earth's interior was from agricultural land, of which the remainder
from tbe decomposition, of water, because its of said lots is comprised.
great levity would prevent it from entering the
The Register's Opinion.
has but
combiearth
gas

We

We

claim now contains a
known mine, and is of more value for mineral
than agricultural purposes; that it was not
proved to have any value for inineral uses until
subsequent to 1883.
That all tbe other mining locations on the
southeast j^uaitsr of said Section 33 consist of
quartz claims surrounding the Rising Sun mine,
none of which have been worked as mines, or
proved to contain mineral in quantities sufficient to pay the expenses of extraction, and
that all of them have been located since the relocation of the Big Oak Tree mine in 1833.
That there are no placer or gravel claims upon
any of the- tracts in question.
That thei land in all of the said tracts is
agricultural land, adapted for fruit trees and

That

said Big

Oak Tree

vines.

His conclusions of law are as follows

:

That the title of the Central Pacific Riilroad
Company, under the Act of Congress, became
vested as to all the lands in the southeast quarter
of Section 33, as of date, July 1, 1862.
That at the time said title vested none of the
lands in the section were within any exceptions
from the grant by reason of any status as mining lands.
Jhat the subsequent discovery of minerals
in paying quantities on that part of Lot 3 of said
southeast quarter occupied by the Big Oak Tree
mine does not affect the right of said railroad
company or its grantees.
That the Central Pdcitic Railroad Company
is entitled to patent for all the tracts, the subject of this hearing.

Electric

The managing

Power

for Mines.
of

the Consolidated

Esmeralda Co. has returned from Aurora, Nev.,
and has made a report to the chairman and di-.
rectors in London,
Among other things in his
report the following recommendation will be
read with interest:
I have carefully considered the question of
motive-power, and have obtained the necessary
inrormationrespf cting the transmission of power
by electricity. As already advised, I secured
the water rights of Walker river, and sufficient
land for the erection of such machinery as may
be required. The plant to secure a transmission
of 200 h. p. mechanical would cost about 10,0002.
This is largely in excess of the power now used.
The saving effected by the substitution of electricity would, in less than two years, repay the
entire outlay. I would here mention that the
use of water as a motive-power to be conveyed
to the mill and mines by electricity is of the
greatest importance, and the adoption of the
same, with adequate milling capacity, will materially affect the future of tbe company, as tens
of thousands of tons of low-grade ore now in
sight will he worked at a profit, and the Consolidated Esmeralda will be one of the largest
bullion -producing "companies.
Pending the
erection of this plant, our present 20-stamp mill
can be used for the reduction of ore of high
grade, such as is now being obtained from the
Durand mine. In conclusion, I am able to congratulate the shareholders on the improved
prospects.
The great problemof the Esmeralda
district has been solved by the proof that the
veins that yielded so many millions on the surface do continue in depth, and while gaining
strength maintain their richness. The enormous yield from the surface caused great excitement the yield in depth will probably be
equally great, in which case Esmeralda will regain, and for many years hold, the high position
lost in the years 1863 and 1864 through ignorance in raining and the gambling spirit affecting
all holders of mining stocks at that time.
communication from the secretary of the
company stateathat "the use of electricity as a
motive-power, and the erection of a larger mill,
are q uestions now being considered by the board,
and it is hoped that arrangements wilt be made
for the erection of this machinery under conditions by which the company will be greatly
benefited. The bullion returns from the Durand
mine since January 1st amounted to $36,540.
The total expenditure during the same period,
This amount includes the cost of
@31,462,
t^reotion of hoisting works, purchase of new
boiler, alterations and additions to the mill,
prospecting other mining claims, and a considerable increase of stores. It must also be borne
in mind that the main shaft has been sunk over
100 feet additional, which (as per the superintendent's report) has been the means of developing a vein 7 feet wide, 'all milling ore.' At
the beginning of the year the vein was 2 to 3
feet wide, with only 8 to 16 inches of milling

—

A

—

—

—

says: Casa

of

the

Grande

Phcenix (A.
is

T.)

destined in the

near future to be a place of much importance,
for there is every evidence that the many paying mines to the north and south will soon be
in active operation, and it is already the ship-

ping point for

all

the trade

of Pinal

and Gila

with Globe, Pinal, Silver King and
Florence as valuable tributaries. Then, too,
the southern country, clear to the Sonora line,
is filled with promising mining camps that find
counties,

their nearest base of supplies at this point.

The Jack Rabbit

is

a most

valuable piece

having furnished shipping ore for
several years, and showing no signs of giving
out.
On the contrary, as is the case with all
the mineral deposits in this group, it increases
in richness as a greater depth is obtained.
The developments on this property are an incline on the ledge; a second incline further
north on the same ledge, 120 feet in depth;
and a 200 foot tunnel from the foot of the south
incline,
The formation is lime and porphyry,
and the pay rock is a heavy spar carrying an
average of ®15 gold and $400 silver to the ton.
There is a streak running through the ledge, on
the footwall, that is almost pure chloride of
of property,

or, in miner's parlance, "horn silver,"
and this runs way up in the thousands; and the
footwall itself, which is of porphyry, is flecked
to the depth of six inches with large fiakes of
horn silver. For shipping purposes, however,
the ore is sorted down to an average of $400
per ton, and during the last 18 months over
$75,000 worth of ore has been shipped and

silver,

Mr. John Moran has

The Boomerang is a ledge of gold-bearing
quartz, running through a formation of porphyritic and talcose slate; there are four or five
claims on the ledge and among them the
Boomerang is at present in the highest state
of development. The ledge, which at the surface
was less than one foot in diameter, is now, at a
depth of 40 feet, three feet in width and pays
by shipment $60 per ton. There is also a
of 30 feet, and several other minor
workings, all in pay ore.
As is natural, none of these properties have

shaft

been offered for sale, as they have given their
owners a satisfactory income from the grassroots down.
Some of the mine-owners in this
district only work their properties when they
need money. For instance, they will go to
work and " knock out" a carload of ore and obtain returns ranging from $3000 to $6000 and
then quit work until the money is spent, when
they go to work again.
Among the other paying mines in the district
are tbe Southern Pacific and the Central
Pacific, two claims on the same ledge that
have been shipping ore at a large profit for
years. They are about one mile south of the
Jack Ribbit and are owned by John Reiss
and Tomlinson, The Orizaba, one mile west
of the same property, is owned by John Kron
and has been worked at intervals since 1881,
shipping in that time some $75,000 worth of
ore.
The Wall Street, a parallel lead with
the Jack Rabbit, has been shipping rich pay
ore to the Vekol mill, 15 miles across the Santa
Rosa valley, with most satisfactory results,

A

little to the southeast of the district, in
another spur of the Slate range, is the Lake
Shore copper mine, an immense deposit of
high-grade copper ore; and there are nearly
40 other paying mines in the district.

—

A

Happy Camp. All prospecting miners
agree that Hawthorne is the "boss camp" for
men of small means. When a man strikes pay
there, he begins taking out money at once, and
without the aid of expensive machinery.
Devil's Gate {Silver City) is another district
that is much the same, and in Jumbo district
the mines are still more like those in the vicinity of Hawthorne.
In all parts of the country,
outside of the Comstock silver belt, are small
veins of gold bearing quartz that are quite rich.
Iq^ the early days, miners who found them,
neither located nor worked such veins. They
of them contemptuously:
"They are
nothing but little feeders." They looked about
to ascertain if they led to any large vein {matter vein), and if no such vein could be seen
said

that was the end of the search in that spot.
Now men are going for these so called "feedand in very many cases they are found to
lead to rich pockets and successions of pockets
strung together like links of sausage. It is
found that the "feeders" are feeders of
pockets lying at no great distance below the
surface.
Virgivia Enterprise.
ers,"

—

Oakland Harbor.— Bids will be opened on
November 13 -h for contracts on the Oikland
harbor improvements, and work

is

expec'ed to

commence by December let. Oa five different
work about 300 men will be employed.
Some of this work will be completed in a few
months and other parts will he unfinished after
pieces of

the appropriation of $350,000 shall have been
exhaiisted.
It is proposed to complete the
age one jetties, widen and deepen the
channel, dig out
that will surely revolutionize fire insurance, as the basin at Brooklyn and build half
the canal
well as immensely decrease the loss by fire.
to San Lsandro hay.

Sun

mined, but the latest idea of the railroad com- mine and about April, 1866, another mining
pany is said to be to use the high bluffs oppnsite claim was located upon Lot 3 of the southeast
each other at Vallejo Junction. The blufi" on quarter of said Section 33, being a part of the
one side of the bay is right at North Vallejo, land in controversy, and was called the Milwhile the other ia close to the edge of the bay ford claim, but it was not operated as a mine,
at Vallejo Junction.
They are considered to nor was it proved to be valuable for mineral
be high enough to give a bridge a sufficient purposes until after its relor^ation in 1883,
hight to allow any vessel to pass nnderneath.
under the name of the Big Oak Tree mine,

correspondent

worked at El Paso.
charge of the mine.
director

and it
few known
as a
Mr. Hetzel's finding of facts is aa follows :
nations.
That the Central Pacific Railroad Company
I believe a cubic foot of granite is conceded
California actually constructed and had in
of
to contain much more oxygen than a cubic foot
of water, notwithstanding tbe water is eight- operation as early as September, 1865, their
ninths oxygen, i. e., a cubic foot of granite con- railroad through the land, and no change in the
tains over 90 pounds of oxygen and a cubic foot route has-been made since that date.
That by official survoy, approved by the SurIt is plain then that in the metaof water 54.
morphism which converts sedimentary rocks to veyor-General of the United States for the District
of California December 26, 1865, the whole
granite, both heat and hydrogen must escape to
make room for this lessening of bulk. May it of Section 33 of said township became identinot be then that the process of granite making fied as an odd-numbered section, within five
miles of said road, as actually located and conis tbe parent of all artesian flows?
The question is one of interest to the miner structed.
The whole of said Section 33 was, after the
as well as the scientist, and deserves a more
carefnl examination than can be given to it by said location and construction of said railroad,
duly
returned by the Surveyor-General as agrithis epistolary correspondence.
cultural land, and no part of it was returned or
denominated as mineral land.
The Australian coal miners have not as yet
That at the time of said return of said land
settled their differences with the mine-owners, by the Surveyor-General and tbe
construction
and now there are rumors of labor troubles of said road there were no mines in operation
among the Eoglish and Scotch colliers. The upon paid lands, nor upon any part of said SecPacific Coast! coal mines are shipping liberally, tion
33, nor was any part of said Section 33
and are strenuously seeking to increase their known to be valuable for mineral land.
output so aa to avail themselves of the present
That the railroad company's rights to the
market, which leaves them remunerative profit. land in question acquired precision on the 26bh
The very heavy arrivals of last month from day of December, 1865, and vested as of date
Australia are being discharged and yarded, and July
1, 1862.
by the end of this month will all be cared for,
That the first discovery of mineral on said
and the outlook then is, jobbers will further section was in March, 1866, when the tract
Important, if Tkue. Edward Atkinson*
advance their quotations, as the quantity of known as Mineral Lot 37 -was located
by one the Boston economist, says a New England
Australian and English now en route is becom- Neff as the Rising Sun quartz claim; that
recently discovered a cheap method
the genius has
ing very light.
same subsequently went to patent from the of dissolving zinc by combining it with hydroproducing
a solution called zinc water.
gen
and
Government, and that it was subsequentlv by
There is again talk among railroad officials its owners deemed exhausted, and has not been This liquid, applied to certain woods notably
white wood makes it absolutely fire-proof at
of building a bridge across Carquinez straits. worked since 1882.
Tlie exact location of the bridge is yet undetera low cost. Atliinson regards this discovery
That after the location of the Rising
.

A

Herald

as

one of the moat important

—

The Good Hope mining property in Pinaoata
life-saving stations to be estabone between the Ocean house and Point mining district, San Diego county, has been
San Pedro, south of the entrance of San Fran- sold to a company, and active operations will be
commenced in properly developing the claims.
cisco bay.

Among new

lished

i

of the

is
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crepancy really existed between the apparent centage extracted, due to the use of the Russell a 10 mesh screen with 12 per cent of salt, were
the extraction calculated from the value process, was 2*2.4 per cent of the value of the also higher than those by amalgamation on ore
ore.
The increase in "actual'* extraction crushed through a 30-mesh screen and roasted
In
(product in silver) due to the use of the extra with 17 5 per cent of salt. The amount of
solution exce'ids the amount called for by dif- water required for amalgamation was 2.3 times
ference in tailings to the extent of 2.2 per cent as great as that used in leaching.
The milling
(CoJttmued from our ta«l.
weight of ore used each time, varying from 18 in dried sulphides and
S per cent in roasted
TABLE
XLI.
carefully
dct':rmined.
solphides.
caused
94
tons,
being
The
difference
by
the
u^e
of
to
At SainhftrtUt /StKoUetu. Mexico
d.
The total amount of ore treated io these spe- the extra solution was '22 to 24 per cent, both TIIK HC88BLL PR0<;sa8 COMPARBU WITH AMALQAHATIOH.
^ivratbe renuUs of the full course
Table
BOLTS ON TIIK LARUS SCALB AT TUB ONTARIO UILL,
The average " aotual
io apparent and actual extraction.
of preliminary mill tests made at S 'mbrerete to cial teste was 279 I tons.
/".
PARK CITV, UTAH, 18S3 AND 1S84.
extraot'on
(or clean op) was 87 9 per cent,
At YedrcUt Sinaloa, Mexico. Table
determioe the applicability of the Kaasell prou'* apparent
above
exgives
which
per
cent
the
"
XXXIX
the
comparison
in
mill
results
of
ia
1
7
furreverberatory
roastud
io
eaa, the ore beiod
Per Tent. Size
Daces aod leaohed io uhirgea varying from H'J.'i traction. No. 2 (of the six special ti^uts) shows the extra solution with the ordinary leaching
ProcuBS Used.
of
of
Salt.
Screen
pouads to 4 o tons. The tirat three leachiug both ;in apparent and an actual extraction of* process for a period of two months at Vedras.
* *
process.
by
the
ordinary
This
was
with
an
experimental
run,
the
Russell
over
per
cent
79
tioe
aod
pure
pyrites
teats were made on very
0.
SO
2
84.0
process being used on charges of only one ton Kusscll froceea..
Oo account of its Boeoess, and not codaloae.
Atiial{,'anmtioil
18.2
.10
89.4
4
TABLE XXXVL
each
UiiB^oil Procua*.
0.
SO
taining any guogue, it became matted daring
85.7
RL'BSELL
tOMl'ARKD
WITH
TlIK
0I-I> ''R OHIMNARV
]t<,2
TUB
PK0CR88
Anialtfamation...
80
89.
the roasting. Ueoue the mill results by the extra
COUrAKISOK
I^KACIIINO PKUCB0H AT TIIK Ct'til MILL.
Kussell
Proceca.
9.
30
TABLE XXXIX.
fie. 2
"
anIutioD fell short of the extra in the assay
Amaltfiitimtion
Of "OHIH.NAHT," "MIXBU" A.\D " BLTKHKLL
16.9
SO
92.5
n
I'f
MILL-RKU'LTS
IKOUKhS
A.M)
l(V
CUMI-AKl-OK
UV RUhBKLL
The fourth set of mill
Uussoll ProcUbfl.
otfice by 5.1* per ctut.
Pm L'RSK HONTilK FOR MNB HO.NTHS
la.s
29
2
9^.0
TUB OSDIMAHV LKACHINO IHUCK^S IN TlfK VKHKAS
to
JONK
18S7).
Aiiial^'amatlon
(BKPT.
1886,
1,
16.9
12,
SO
92.6
tests illustrates the iojurlous effect, on the
H
MILL VOH A I-SKIOI) OK TWO ItO.NTllS.
HuHBclI Prouesa.
8.
16
2
92.0
down
wetting
the
solution,
of
extra
results by
AnialganiutiuD ..
17.9
SO
rtfi.l
n
By What Process Treated. KuaacU Process..
roasted ore while it is red*hot. the mill reeults
12.
W
2
97.1
Ordinary Leach- RuBsell
AmalKBniatioD
17.3
SO
92..
by the extra solution falling -1 per cent below
u
iiiy Pre ce6s.
Process.
RuasoII Proceta..
in
10.
95.7
the results in the Msay otfictt by the extra
Value ill oz per ton
(10
63..^

The Russell Process.

(t. e.f

Pracwical appltcatloa and
Resulta-

BcoDomlo

of the tailings as compared with the value of
the ore) and the actual extraction (i.e., the
product in silver). In all, six of these tests
were made during a puriod of nine months, thn

—

XXW^

—

I

.

.

.

.

•2

fi

Tint Kl'M^KLl. PR0CKN8 WiTII TltKOLD'^fl
JtAHY LRACIIIKU PHOCCliS AT }4)MBHBKRTB, ZACATBCAB, HBXICO (aCIU-ROABT»D OHB).

OOUPARISON or

liWli

It

ll

CO

o

_=

-"^

Value

ot roosied
ouncea
in
silver per ton.

s

b

00

•(«

It-

ore

Av'r'ge total leach1d^ time. Hourt).

s

Description ot cbarcM.

Per cent apparent

"

rxtract'n in mill
(by tailintfs).

z

CO

Value
in

8
Fiuest pjritfs from the jiire
crn8he<l thro' ftu S-8Cioen
chu'ties

.

3'J5

product
ounces per
of

ton.

lbs. 75.bTa.;. 00.SI85.0

Total mill expenses
per ton, leached.

M

s

's

Coamoand flno jlff-protiuctP
mi.vud halt anil hal(,cru!j lied

«>

throutrh an :s-ajrfcoo—
^ 90.8
ii2b \Us. 65.
charKO
Coarse jig-producta. cru'-hed
6
throu/h an B screen
286.5
^~° 1'"* a3
charges
Numiil mixture of jitr-products, ctushed through au
i-O lbs. 44
S-8C.eeii—4 chftryeH
Normal mixture of jiir-product-<, wet duwo while rod
^i tuna. 35.1 .7.5M.tiS0.6
hot— :! charges
Normal mixture of jiir-prod-

s

1

Total mill product
per month.

1

^

ton.

Net mill profit per
month.

1

mixture of San
ucttt, not wvt down wliitt
Antonio and San Birtolo, the extraction by the
tons. 38.5-74.0 89. SS.O
red hot-b cliai ges.
ordinary process averaged much leas than this,
the difference in extraction between the ordiAt the time of making all the above tests, nary and the Russell process being 15 to 34 per
the mill results by the ordinary solution were c<^nt of the valae of the ore, as shown in Table
averaging very muoh below the results by the

M

ore, or on a

:i

XXXVIIl.

ordinary solution in the assay oflBce, so that
Tbis set of special millruns was made to dethe actual difference in the mill results io favor teimine
the fXrtct dififereoce caus'd by the usp
of the RusHell process, as compared with the
ordinary procesB, averaged 2'2 6 per cent of the
TABLE XXXVIIL
value of the ore. The difference in actual
SPECIAL MILL-RCSS BV RUflSKLL PROCKaS ON CHARGES ALcleanup in silver was a little greater, as the
READY TKBATHD BY THK nRUlNARY otL.OLD LKACillN'Ci
cleanup from the ordinary proceBS fell a little
PROCESS, AND ON WIIICEI THK VALOB OP TllR
TAILINGS CdULD N^T BR VUHTltKR
short, while the cleanup from;the EuBsell process
KKIJ(.CED BY THAT PKtCKSS.
was slightly in excess of that called for by the
apparent extraction. Since IWr. Watson has had
Number of charges treated.
Oi
3 :^
n 2
mill
charge of the Sombrerete mill both the
s ^
£
and the aaaay-office results have been very
Numher of tons treated.

much
e.

higher.

At

Cufiihiiiriachic,

Chihuahua, Mexico.

—

Value of ore

in

ounces per

1
O

o'

ton.

XXXVl

gives the comparison of mill
Per cent of salt usrd.
results at Cusi by the Russtll process and the
ordinary leaching process, during a period Per cent extrauted by ordimonths,
referred
"mixed"
The
of 9 months.
nary in assay office.
to in the table, are those in which the extra Percent ex.racted by extra
in a'^s.iy offic.
solution was used on a portion (about oneDaring the other months Mill tiiliiigs a.tt-'.r orfiinarj
half) of the charges.
process and before Russell
either the extra solution alone or the ordinary
p-OfCS'.
process alone was used for the whole month.
alter Kusaell
The comparison between the two processes is in Mill tailii'gs
process.
favor of the Russell process, as follows:
Mill per cent after ordi lary
By the use of the extra solution the time of
process and before Russell
process.
leaching is reduced 34.8 per cent; the apparent
extraction is increaseH 6 5 per cent; the f xpenses Milt per cent after Russell
process.
per ton are reduced SI. "29; the net mill profits
per ton are nnarly doubled; the gross mill prod- Difference betwten ordinary
and Russell process in mill
doubled,
and
the
than
is
more
month
uct per
in ounces per ton.
net mill profits per month are more than Diflference in per cent of
It will be noticed that the ore during
trebled.
value of ore.
the months when the extra solution was used
of silver called for

Table

to 5 ounces higher in value than while
the ordinary process was in use. Making corrections accordingly, i. e., reducing the value
of the ore to 35,1 ounces, the comparison would
be in favor of the Russell process by 50 per
cent greater net profits per ton, 86 2 per cwnt
additional gross product per month, and 149
percent additional net profits per month.
During the nine months referred to a discrepancy nearly always existed between the
apparent and the actual extraction, both while
nsing the ordinary and the Russell process.
Part of this (3.2 per cent) was due to volatilization and loss by dust in roasting the aulphi^lea.
This was remedied by subatitutine steam-drying for roasting. Another portion (2 8 percent)
w?B found to be due to incorrect asaayingof the
Another portion was due to incorsulphides.
redt determination of the weight of ore leached.

was 4

approximately determining
ore treated was by the cubic-

The only means

of

the weight of
foot system, which consists in calculating the.
weight of the charge from the weight of one
cubic foot of ore from each charge and the
number of cubic feet in the charge. Careful
experiments showed that this method gave 6
per cent more ore than was actually present in
the charge. But this approximate method was
At intervals, careful experibetter than none.

ments were made

to

determine whether any

dis-

The diffprenoe in mill results is 18.1 per
cent, or 11.2 ounce per ton in favor of the
RuFsell process. Table
gives the comparison between the extra solution and the ordinary
leaching process as to mill results, expenses
and net profits per ton.
Run No. 1 is the one referred to in Table
XXXIX. As no exact record of additional expenses was kept for this run, the expenses are
taken the same as in Run 2, in which the record
of expenses was carefully kept.
The second run gives the comparison of the
ordinary procesF) for five, months previous to
Novembfr 1, 1SS7. with the Russell process
TABLE

XL.

COMPARISON OF THE RU8SRLL PRCCB^8 WITH TUB ORDINARY
LKACHING PROCESS OF THE YEDRAS MILL. COMPARATIVE MILL'RKSULTB, EXPENSES AND NET PROFITS.

^.

in

3.7

9.0

6.33

17
8.S6
SI 65
S7.2I

weeks between November

1st

and

22d, the process not having been introduced in
the mill until November 1, 1887.
Yedras
being so remote and inaccessible, the price of
chemicals per pound ia very high, the average
price being 10 5 cents per pound as compared
with 4.75 cents in the mining camps of the

United States. The weight of chemicals used
per ton is 13 pounds for the ordinary process
and 6.1 pounds additional for the Russell process.
The average of the run shows the suppriority of the extra solution to the extent of

"
lO

M

o

the mill extraction by the ordinary process at
Yedras for 7 months, June to December inclusive, with that of the Russell process for

November and December:
E3

S3

~oo

MILL EXTRACTION AT TEDRAB.

s
^

o

Month

*

t-^

i s

(1887)

JuHb

Process.
71.1 percent.

July

fi6.

August
September

66.

v^
en

October

00

3

By

Ry Old

CD

s

November
December

oi

XXXIV

73.1
63.1
63.7
67.3

'

"

"
"

"

"
"
"

"

Russell
Process.

Process
not in use

till

November.

*'

"
"

S1.2percent
S2.2 " "

°

s

So

s

r-^

CO

CO

00

B.— Comparl eon "with Amalgamation.
At Lake Valley, New Mexico. Table
gives the null extraction by the Rus

—

a.
(d

t-^

CO

tailing-'.

Ti)tal ounces.
00

o

Silver ob'aintd in furn^ci
dried su'pb-dts, ounces.

\

^

Silver obtained in roasted
sulj-hides, ounces.

Per cent discrepancy based

"

OD dried sulphides.
Per cent discrepancy baaed
on roasted sulpliides.

7

+

I

compared with the ordinary leaching process, both in regard to the
value of tailings and in actnal product in
silver.
The ore was mixed San Autonio and
San Bartdo. In order to get the best possible
results by the ordinary process, the percentage
of salt used in chloridiztng was increased, and
each charge of ore was leached continuously
(some of them for five or six days) by the ordinary process, until for two consecutive days
the tailings remained the same and it was
evident that no further reduction in the value
of the tailings could be accomplished by the
use of the ordinary process. The extra solation was then used on the same charges, and
reduced the value of the tailings to the extent
The increase in the perof 9.S ounces per ton.

of the Raesell proceES as

—

prccesR and ^y amalgamation on roasted
ore at the L^ke Valley mill, the diflffrence in
favor of the Russell process being 12 4 per cent
The leaching charges
of the value of the ore.
are IS to 20 tons, while the amalgamation
charges are 15 to 2 tons. The amouot of
water for amalgamation was about eight times
that used in the leaching. The difierence in
expenses could not be ascertained, as the amalgamation was at the rate of only 3 or 4 tons
Probably the difference in expenses
per day.
sell

<ri

Cfi

Amount

by difference

55-64

i $9.48 gross profit, or $7.83 net pre fit per ton.
The following statement shows comparison of
^

i
<o

;-d

Value of ore, oz. silver per ton
60 93
Ordiniry in mill short ni ordinary in assay
olfiJe. oz. per ton
2.7
Ordinary in mill short of extra in assay
office, nz. per ton
11,3
Extra in mill above ordinary in assay
office,
'
oz per ton
7.44
Extra in mdl short of extra in assay otSce,
oz. pT ton
0.13
tJross difference per ton in favor of the
Rnssell process, uz
10.10
Additional cost per ton of Russell prnceea.Sl.Co
Net difference per ton in favor of Ku^sell
process
$S 45
for the three

would not have been

less

than $5 per ton

in

favor of the Russell process,
h.
At the Ontario in 1883 and /<?<?4.— Table
illustratfs the comparison in mill results
between the Russell process and amalgamation
on Ontario-roasted ore durine Mr. Raseell's experiments at that mill. The amalgamation.
tests were necessarily confined to ore crushed
through a 30 mesh screen and roasted with 16
But the leaching testa
to IS per cent of salt.
were made nn ore crushed as coarse as a 16 mesh
and with all percentages of salt, from 18 down
to 0.
The table shows that the results of
leaching on ore roasted without any salt were
only 4 per cent less than the results by amalgamation on ore roasted with 18 per cent of
salt.
Also, that on ore crushed through a 20mesh screen and roasted with 12.5 per cent of
salt, the extraction by leaching was 4.5 per
cent greater than by amalgamation with finer
crushing and 3 5 per cent more salt. The average results by leaching on ore crushed through

XLI

17.6

.

Ruasell Proceaa..
Amalhfamatioi) ..

SO
16
30

lli.

17,6

sa.ti

Int.

Net mill profltper

-J

On San Antonio

I

No. Of Mill Run.

—

.

Sli

XL

!5
1^

70.(>

64 5

Mill per cent

TABLE XXXV.

--:i

Amalgamation

Percent by onlinary in aespy otlice.. 68.lt
Per c^nt bv extra in a».say tlHue
82.7

solution.

n

1*6.5

2

95.1

u

expenses by amalgamation for the year dnring
which these experiments were made averaged
about $15 per ton. On the other hand, as
shown by the expenses for a siniiUr ore in the
United States, deduced from the Cusi expenses,
the corresponding cost in a mill nsing the Russell process would probably be at least So per
ton

less.
{

To

be Continued.

The Mines

of Sparta.

The Bedroch (Oregon) Democrat

says:

The town of Sparta, situated in the southeaetern portion of Union county, Oregon, and
about 30 miles northeast of Baher City, is the
center of a mineral belt extending for miles in
either direction, and mines, both quartz and
placer, are being worked with most gratifying
results.
The first discovery of this camp was
brought about in the year 1865, when rich deposits of gravel were found in numerous gulches,
which afforded the lucky finders grand returns
with the rocker and pan. Many thousands of
dollars were taken out by this crude method of
working, but it was not until the year 1871 that
they attracted wide-epread attention. At this
time the gigantic enterprise of building the
Eigle creek canal was completed, and an abundance of water was brought into the camp from
the head of Eagle creek and turned into the
heads of the various gulches, affording the
miners the opportunity to equip their claims
with hydraulics, etc., which they were not slow
in taking advantage of, and for years, and up
to the present time, thousands npon thousands
of dollars of the precious metal have been the
annual output. Probably no camp in the Northwest proved richer than Sparta, and from present indications the camp will turn out a creditable production for years to come.
Within the
past few years the attention of mining men has
been drawn toward the rich quartz deposits of
this camp, and it goes without saying that there
are few, if any, richer gold quartz districts in
the Northwest.
The principal group of mines of Sparta are
the Del Monte, and with proper facilities for
hauling the immense quantities of ore this properly is capable of producing, the profits would
be surprisingly large. This property is developed by 800 feet of tunnels and 150 feet of
shafts.
The ledges are well defined, varying in
thickness from six inches to six feet. One
thousand tons of ore are on the dump and upward of 10,000 tons in sight. The average ore
value in gold is $22 73 per ton. The lowest assay ever made was $5 12 and the highest $94.13
The ore is classed as conin gold to the ton.
centrating and is the iron sulphurets.
The Mary Ainsworth group, consisting of the

Mary Ainsworth, Hidden Treasure and
Chief, situated two miles
tracting the attention of

from Sparta,
capital,

Pacific
is

at-

and we are

informed that work of a substantial nature will
be again commenced under the supervision of
Lewis &. Co., the wpll-kuown mining engineers

and contractors

of Sparta.

The Free Thinker
some of the richest

fSparta is showing up
free gold quartz we ever

of

saw.

An enterprise that will prove of great importance to the whole of this section is the organization of the Eagle Creek Mining Co. of Chicago,
which will put into snccessful operation one of
the richest bodies of placer mines on the coast,
Sparta, with its vast extent of mineral resources, is destined to create a furor in the
mining world, and that, too, at no distant day.

A

Small army of laborers, stone-cutters and
carpenters are at work on the buildings of the
Stanford University, and it is likely that a portion of the structures will be ready for occuin less than six months.
The six build-v
ings forming the rear half of the quadrangle -ire
roofed in and the interior work is going on. The
six on the front are making good progress.
The buildings are all one story high, with walls
of yellow sandstone and roots of red tiles.

pancy

The

report from the United States Assay
Boise City shows the gold, silver and
lead productions of Idaho for the year to have
of which gold was $2 522,209,
905,136.
been SS.
silver, ^3.422,657, and lead, $2,960,270.

office at
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than California.

eral resources

The Copper Trust.

paid

much

so

attention

to
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But we have
gold

that

The Mining-Debris Commission.

the

In accordance with the Act of Congress reThe French metal syndicate or trust,
other minerals and metils have been negleoted.
now controls the copper supply of the world, Within the past few years we have begun to cently passed and approved, the Secretary of
has been so successful in advancing prices that realize this, and from this on all the miscel- War has detailed MajorBenyaurd, Major Heuer

which

^A--^r^T^
A. T.

•

oxdyijfe

-

I

1

i

-a

W. B. EWER.

DEWEY.

DEWEY &
?tce,

1

CO., Publishers.

inal contracts

220 Market St,^ JUT. E. cor. Front Si.,S. F.

tr Take the Elevator, No.

Sf^

IS Front

intends perpetuating itself for a longer period
than was at first intended. Most of the orig-

it

over a period of 10 to 12 years.
of the

W.

B.

EWER..

with mining companies were for
contracts are to extend

The new

three years.

Senior Editor

great increase of

have been

for

In consequence

stocks,

negotiations

some time pending between the

Terms of Subscription.

syndidate and the larger producers of copper

Annual Subscription, S3. New eubscriptiona will be
declined witliout cash in advance. All arrearagea must
be paid for at the rate of yS.SO per annum.

25 per cent, the loss to the mining companies

Advertising Rates.

being compensated for by an increase in their

for a reduction of their output to the extent of

and Major Hanbury as a Commission to investigate the mining debris question in this State.
The first two mentioned are now stationed at
San Francisco and Eastern Castings, San Francisco, and the latter is at Portland,
We had a conversation this week with Mr. Oregon. All these gentlemen are officers of the
engineer corps of the United States Army,
A. B. Bowers, formerly of this city, but now of
Major Hanbury was formerly a resident of this
Washington, D. C, who is on a business visit
State, but has been for some years stationed at
to Sin Francisco.
He will leave in a few days
West Point.
for San Diego, where one of the Bowers dredg-

laneous mineral industries

will be better

de-

veloped.

ers will

From

the nature of

commence work on a million-yard congentlemen
The work is to be done

their profession, these

are highly skilled engineers.

Those
graduates of West Point who show the highest
Coronado Beach Co. Glorietta bayefficiency are usually destined for the engiliminary negotiations to this effect have been
bight in the main bay is to be dredged out so
concluded at Paris. List month the Bank of
neer corps. The Engineer Department of the
Large advertisements at favorable rates. Special or
as to form a yacht harbor, and the material is
reading notices, legal advertisements, noticea appearing England advanced their rate of discount from
army is, as a result, composed of officers of
to be deposited ashore.
The little biy is now
in extraordinary type or in particular parts of the paper,
three to four per cent, and the Bank of France
special attainments.
at special rates. Four insertions are rated in a month,
bare at low tide, but when the work is comat onoe followed with an advance to 3^. A
The appointment of this Commission Is a most
London Agent— Alfrbd E. Ann, 63 and 64 New Broad
pleted there will be 7 feet of water. It is on
further advance in the Bank of England rate is
Street, E. C.
important step in the conclusive settlement of
the south side of Coronado beach and close to
month. 3 moa. 12 moB.
$ 5.00
S. 80
S 2.20

1 week. 1

Per Line (agate)
Ealf inch (1 square)
One inch

S -25

1.50
2.00

10.00
14.00

4.00
5.00

Entered at

Our

all literary and business correspondence
for this paper in the name of the firm.
S. F.

latest

Post OflBce as second-class mail matter

forms go

to press

The telegraph informs us

pre-

for (the

24.00
45.00

Address
and Drafts

contract price.

tract in the harbor.

on Thursday evening.

—

This will considerably increase the

expected.

cost of holding the present large stocks of

now

per,

cop-

estimated to amount in public and

private stores and at smelters' works inEogland

the much'discussed mining-debris controversy.

the large hotel.

The iron-work

for the

new dredge was made

in Chicago, as the principal stockholders in the

dredging company are residents of that place.

and France to over 105,000 tons, and in the

Mr. Bowers says, however, he cannot get any
such castings in Chicago as are made in San
Francisco.
They are coarse and rough, and
W. B. BWER.
Q. H. STRONG.
A. T. DBWBT.
which will give a pretty good idea in itself of
many have to be rejected. Those that were
the magnitude of the great French syndicate's
SAN FRANCISCO
accepted would not have been taken from the
operations. For its own proteotion it must now
foundrymen here.
Saturday Morning, Oct. 27, 1888.
restrict production.
But controlling all the
The Chicago men do not use good sand for
world's copper and the producing mines, it can,
their castings.
They take contracts at a lower
TABLE OF CONTENTS.
of course, increase the price still further and
figure than is done here, bat their iron only costs
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Passing Events.
The telegraph announces the appointment

of

the GommisBion of engineers to examine into the
-Id

a very short

time, probably, they will prepare to
this important

commence

work.

A large force of men are

at

work

at the soda

works at Keeler. A large refinery ia finished
and machinery is being put in. The manufacture of soda from Owens lake water has now
passed beyond the experimental stage and is a
permanent industry. The soda can be made in
unlimited quantity.

The

action of the French

referred

another

copper syndicate,

column,

is
very important to the owners of copper properties. If
the price of the metal is forced still higher,

to

in

There

is

a certain

that must be used, and the

have

there will be a chance for profit in working the

amount, however,
people

who

use

it

pay well for the privilege.
As far as the mines of this country are concerned they have been benefited by the operations of the Frenchmen.
They get a better
price for their product and have no trouble in
disposing of it. It is the consumer who is " out
and injured." Many mines which have not
been worked for years are now in operation and
more are being opened. It will be seen that
from all appearances the price of copper is more
likely to advance than to recede.
will

to

California is best

known,

of

experts in en-

will study

Their positions are not dependent on political
favor of any kind, and they have nothing to
lose or gain

We

may

one

way

or another.

therefore confidently expect an in-

telligent report that will deal

— and

from an engineering
point of view.
for the

with the subject

therefore practical

Naturally the principal feature
to study will be the navi-

Commission

gability of the rivers of

If the rivers can

Then

be saved, the land can.

and bow

the State,

they are affected by debris.

will be

it

their

duty to point out the proper means to be taken
to prevent further damage.
If they think the
mines can be worked without detriment to
other interests, they must show
of the debris.

complish

this,

how

to dispose

they can see no way to acthey must conclude that hy-

If

mining must be stopped forever. Bat
if it was not perfect Mr. Pierce would not ac'
the difficulty can be seen, the
if a way out of
cept it, and grumbled somewhat as to his being
details of the plans will be given us.
It is a
so much more particular than others were.
He
matter for congratulation to the people of the
told them, however, that what they were doing
districts affected that this Commission has been
might be all right for usual customers, but it
appointed.
was not for San Francisco people who were
used to getting good machine-shop work, and
Discharger for Concentrator Belts.
would not be put off with anything second
George
W. Starr and R. M. Kinley of Grass
class.
The new dredge referred to cost about
$50,000 and is built under the Bowers patents. Valley have just obtained a patent through the
Mining and Scientific Press Patent Agency
A Belt Railroad Around the City Front. on an improvement on endless belt concentratAt a meeting* of the Board of Harbor Commis- ors, like the Frue and Triumph, The object of
sioners, W. H. H. Hart spoke upon the propo- the improvement is to discharge the aulphurets
building a belt railroad around the

waterfront.

course^ for its

who

up the whole
matter and give the people an unbiased report.
gineering matters,

draulic

sition of

California's Mineral Products.

He

said he represented the

City and Harbor Navigation

Bay

Company, which

before

the

belti reaches the usual

The objection
letting them pass

tank.
of

the

to

into

washing-

usual

the

method

said

tank

was willing to expend $2,500,000 in the enter- is, that owing to the agitation in the tank
mining work done was in the direction of de prise. The only return asked by the company caused by the passage of the bait and its shakveloping deposits of this metal.
It still leads was the privilege of charging a nominal rental ing supplementary movement, and by the use
all other regions of the United States, or the to the railroads making use of the track, all of the hoe employed in drawing the sulphurets
world, in annual gold production, but many companies to be allowed equal facilities.
out, a loss of fine sulphurets is sustained, the

many

product of gold, and for

borax mines are the

—

debris question in this State.

dispensed with as far as possible in

other mineral products are

[NEW THIS laSCTB.]
Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works.
Assistant Supeiintendent Wanted Pacific.

t^ See

the arts.

is

We have now three disinterested

now worked.

largest

in

and there

oped.

The chrome mines

The

the UDited

much ground

States,

is still

years the only

The Lick Trustees
of legally

finer particles floating

are discussing a

method

paying a portion of the surplus money

undevel-

—

forts to save

them.

ors claim to be the

away,

This
case,

in spite of all ef-

what these inventand they also claim

is

on hand to the residuary legatees the Califorthat by the use of their discharger, all the snlnia Pioneers and Academy of Sciences.
When
phurets, both coarse and fine, are precipitated
only ones in the United States, and the quickauthority can be had by order of court, some of
silver product of America is all from this State.
into the receiving-box, where they will not bs
the money will be paid over.
We have copper ore in plenty, but few of the
disturbed, and in which they can be handled
mines are being worked. There is plenty of
A Great Dkal of the Anaconda matte is now without loss or conducted in distributing pipes
building-stone, gypsum, infusorial earth, iron, being stored at the smelting works in Montana, to the dry-room, where a| large reception-tank
cement, kaolin, oeher, lead, silver, sulphur and while Boston-Montana matte, Arizona and other may be built, thus saving the labor of one man.
other mineral products.
The discharger consists of a rubber strip seslab or ingot copper is being stored in New
The coal mines of the State yield about 12,- York.
cured along the top edge of a body piece, the
000 tons a year. The salt production is very
upper end of which is provided with a curved
Rich placers are said to have been, discov- seat on which the rubber strip is secured, so
large.
There is manganese also, but none is bemiles southwest of Nogales,
Some of that it is given a curve or cross section to coning worked at present.
The same may be said ered 25
the nuggets found are large. One worth $200
of the sulphur.
form to the curve in the belt. The strip is so
Among those things to which great attention was brought to San_Francisco this week.
placed as to be adjustable laterally, and the
is now being paid are petroleum, coal and natThe average pay on Forty Mile creek, contact may be accurately adjusted.
ural gas, and developments with these are inInstead of the sulphurets being washed cff
Alaska, this year, has been from $S to $10 per
creasing. Attention is again being paid also to
the belt in a tank of water, they are discharged
day, although some claims paid higher. Wages
tin.
Asphaltum and bituminous rock are also
from the belt by the contact of the rubber
paid to placer miners were $8 per day.
being more utilized than ever before. Lime is
strip therewith, with the assistance of a stream
made in nearly every county of the State, and
The Paris Temps says that the preliminaries of water, so that, instead of passing round
there are numerous beds of clay for pottery and of the new agreement between the copper syn- with the belt into the underlying tank, they
brick manufacture. Refineries for soda works dicate and the mining companies have been fall into a receiving-box and may be handled
of

California are the

mines of California and Nevada.
Tin ore has been found in the Inyo mountains, not far from Independence Station.
The are also being erected.
signed.
readily. The inventors are aware that rotatpercentage of metal is low, but the ledge is
All these varied mineral products will in the
ing scrapers or brushes have been used to scrape
large.
The samples assayed are from the surContracts have been let atTacoma for buildfuture attract more attention than in the past.
off sulphurets from a traveling belt, but claim
face, and
better ore may be found with
Many of them will necessitate the establish- ing new coal-bunkers, which will load nine this particular discharger, curved to conform
depth.
ships at once. The work must be done in one
ment of manufactories, and hitherto capital has
to the direction of the belt, and made of rubLead miners deplore the Chicago failure since
year.
hesitated to embark in such enterprises. A
ber for rubber belts.
lead broke in value as'a consequence.
Some of change is manifest, however,
A Company in London is now manufacturing
as the industrial
the Utah papers fear the price will not ''rally"
Huntington
roller-mill.
the
Some
of
these
James G. Fair has been inspecting somQ
development of the State advances.
ma*
for

some time.

No

State in the Union has more varied min-

chines are

now working

ore in Africa,

mining properties at Colfax.

'm
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through which

Sulphuric Acid Mauuiacture.
(Continued from pnije
trated io

4

Fif;;.

may

be cited,

i:7S

the partially concentrated

variable heats, the shocks of the boiling and the

acid runs to retoit No. 2, and thence to Nos. S

Although this aod
more or less merit
have been brooght to notice, none of them have

and

)

t'an aoid

is

run
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lip

4 of the series, a loosely

attached glass tube
forming the connection from spout to funnel.

oealed

The

oupi (not

bent

tabing

glaaa

legs of

to

prop«r

'

shown) or

is

shape.

outer piston moves horizontally backward and
forward, and the inner piston reciprocates ver-

bet-

tically within the outer one,

DitTerences

between the acid in the upper glass
(62" B. ) and the lower glass (60° B ),and diminu*
tioD in bulk by distillation, are equalized by set*
ting the glasses in steps; but so changeable

when

firing

dinary eiz^d retorta (15 to

are found too uncertain in daily use;

and this

'20

process was only maintained continQOUsly
five-gallon pear-shaped retorts

purposes

if

for

made

when

amount

Hred with gaa.

of power,

THE DAKB DOUBLE REOIPROOATING SQUARE PISTON EKGHNB.

i)

skilled engineer

The completed product

(G5' to 05,5°

B.)

is

cooled in leaden pipes or troughs, set in run-

ning water, and from such coolers
suitable storagetanke.

The

is

retorts

required being to

ular notice.

vided with

set in

water

Thk Norway

&

Steel

Iron Co. of Boston has

oil

the main attention

needed,

is

been commercially successful or deserve partic-

taken to
are

has the greatest

it

and taking steam alternately

on each piston after passing the center.
As will be seen by the acompanying engraving, all the working parts are inclosed.
No

several

shows a continuoas process, originating in Brooklyn, N. Y., which the writer
(Mr. Adams) put into use to replace the
one last spoken of. It was in very general use
from the year 15(>!), and can yet be found in
Fig.

The

pieton-rod, croas-

periphery of the crank, where

extensive service.
for

valve-rod,

the

all of

engine.

lubricated through the steam, the oil getting to
every part thoroughly. The engine has no dead
centers, the steam acting on the piston at the

were employed.

useful

valve,

of the

head slides and connecting rod, are entirely dispensed with.
The 'engine is automatically

are

capacity)

White never applicable

eccentric

with coal that orgallons

yet the process can be

moving and wearing parte

The

and these, together

with the crank and shaft, oompriee

in gravity

the conditions

reciprocating square-piston engine
not a mere novelty, but a reliable motor. It
a double engine with the two pistons in one

oase and acting ae valves for each other.

upward, the

bent

charge of acid.

is

of an>

the siphon are inserted in glass

ter to retain their

The Dake

several ingenious devices of

ooDttoaooaly into the upper glass, and thence

through the Beries by nieana of Bipbons

The Dake Square-Piston Engine.

action of the sediments.

know

and

that the oilers are pro-

to ocoasioQally

condensation.

of

blow

weighs

No

link or

and occupies small space.

little

eccentric

is

the

off

The engine

used for reversing.

It

can be

re-

versed instantly at any point of stroke by simply
reversing the lever attached to the throttle.
offers

many advantages

It

as regards compactness,

and durability, and is
running dynamos, pumps,

positive action, speed

well

adapted for

blowers, hoists, capstans, steam yachts, and

is

saw and shingle
mills, etc., where additional power is needed,
without requiring any radical changes or large
expense. The agents on this coast are the
Stearns Manufacturing Co., 29 and 31 Spear
St., San Francisco.
especially adapted for use in

The
all

Yukon

returned

come

(Alaska) miners haVs

to the conclusion that, taking into con-

sideration the time

consumed

and

in getting in

out of the country, the high price of provisions,
and the hardehips endured, nothing less than

How-

$15-diggings will pay them for the trip.

ever, they are free to say that as soon as a road

has been built over the portage and steamboats

Yukon

put on the river, the

be a great

will

ooantry.

The

University of Southern California talks

but

of a 42-inch telescope,

that

FIG.

5.-CONTINU0U3 SULPHURIC ACID PROCESS OF

1869.

if

more probable

it is

Clark makes one of that

to the Leland Stanford,
glass of that

size

mnch cheaper than
which

scope,

Jr.,

will

go

University.

A

size it

now be made

could

that of the Lick tele-

36 inches.

is

Reports from the Qoijotoas

state that

working steadily
away on old ore which was in the bins,
and is making good progress.
There is
about 150 tons of this ore, which is of a
lower grade than that found in the rethe

Peerless

mill

is

cent development.

The Paso
Slack's

Robles

Canyon

abandoned,

be

says that the

developments

the

warranting the
to

Moon

coal mines are likely to

building of

not

a railroad

and the working force

the mines,

having already been reduced from 30

men

to nine.

The

President having approved the

Act allowing
engers to

vessels not carrying pass-

bum

petroleum as

the

fuel,

Department at once issued
blank permits to Collectors of Customs
Treasury

for this purpose.

The Lake

Superior Copper mines

of the principal ones

months

of

this

— for the

year,

first

— 10

eight

produced

have

27,324 tons of fine copper, as compared

with 25,140 tons during the same period last year.

The

annual report of the Tamarack

Mining Co. of Lake Superior
the mine produced 5195 tons

states that
of fine cop-

per dnring the past year, at a cost of

PIG. 6.— CONTINUOUS

dry sand,
from all organic matters.
Fig. 6 shows a process aimed to accomplish
hrst glass or retort through a funnel which is
examples,
inserted in an opening in the upper part of the like results with the previous
glass.
Opposite and below this opening for the porcelain dishes and connection pipes taking the
weaker acid, a lip or spout is attached to and place of glass, and the porcelain, carefully anmade, by blow-pipe work, a part of the retort, nealed, being depended upon to withstand the

several of the smaller works.

By

this process

the pan acid (60° B. )runB continuoualy into the

decided to go out of business.

free

will be

well

in

New

York.

cast-iron saucers on a bed- of clean

thrown out

down

5f cents per pound laid

PROCESS "WITH PORCELAIN DISHES.
work.

of

known throughout

Fully 500

men

The concern

The Bonanza

quicksilver mine, near Oakproducing 15 fiaaks a month,

is

land, Oregon,

is

the country, because of

A new 40-ton

furnace

is

being put up.

extensive dealing in Swedish iron.

Several prospectors have been

Abodt 50 miners
Mile creek, Alaska.

are wintering on Forty-

Navajos

while

long-lost

Adams

searching
mine,

for

N. M.

killed

by the

the mythical,
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are not in the same plane with the
banales, but at a considerable angle thereto,
and the large side of the handle has a sharpedged tooth to be used to cut the silky threads
Rolling Seamless Tubes or Pipes.
on the ears. The operator holds the busker
with his right hand, with his left taking an ear
Fresh attention has recently be^-n called to of corn by the outer end, when he opens the
the merits of Mannesman's Tabe Rolling Proc- jaws and passes the pointed ends over the stem
esB, by which tubes or pipes for water or gas of the ear until the inner end of the husk is inare made directly from an ingot with a small closed by the jaws, so that the stem of the ear
bore through it longitudinally. Mr. Siemens is projects through the aperture. The jiws are
an enthusiastic champion of Ibe process and has then closed so that the teeth penetrate tne husk,
given what be regards as strong reasons for dis- when, with a slight twis*^, the ear is freed from
pelling the incredulity and prejudice which has the husk by breaking the stem.
grown up in regard to the process. The Eoglish correspondent of the American ManufactUses and Preservative Qoalities of Soap
urer writes as follows in regard to the matter:
Frank O. Goo all, turvtyor ol sbippiug
STONE
Contrary to many of his compeers, Mr.
to
the Trinity house, Kichmond, London, writes
Siemens believes that the process is based on
I have for some time
to Iron as follows:
true principles, and that in the Mannesman
experimented with a material called Chinese
system manufacturers have to their hand " a
substitute
a
for the ordinary metalsoapstone
as
method of rolling as new as it is capable of prolic pigments used in paints, and I have found
ducing effects hitherto not contemplated." Mr.
qualities
highly calcapossess
Siemens claims for it that in combining in itself this soapstone to
remedy against the
many of the various systems of rolling previous- lated to prove an effectual
danger of rust. In China, soapstone is largely
ly invented, the system may be called the uniused for preserving structures built of sana*
versal system of rolling, in which hitherto all
stone and other stones which are liable to crumknown processes represent a part.
ble under atmospheric inff uences, and the coverWbat a Mannesman Process Accomplishes. ing of powdered soapstone in the form of paint
Under the Mannesman system, from a rough on some obelisks in China, which were hewn
ingot of steel,' either Bessemer, Siemens or oi^t of stone liable to suffer under atmospheric
basio, with one or two operations, a perfect influences, has been known to preserve the same
seam, and with a' circular fibar, is produced. intact for hundreds of years. Soapstone may,
Tubes of great length and diameter, and almott therefore, be said to have extraordinary qualities
of any desired thickness of metal, can be pro- in withstanding atmospheric influences which
duced at a comparatively low cost, air-tight, have a great deal to do with the corrosion of
and possessing treble or quadruple the resisting steel and iron, for it is well known that the
power of the best welded tubes of wrought inside of a steamer, which is not exposed to
iron.
the incessant action of salt water, like the botThe New Invention Described.
tom, corrodes very much more quickly than
In describing the new invention, Mr. Siemens the outside. Soapstone has, however, another
remarks that a bar or rod which is passed quality which eminently adapts it as a protectbrongh the Mannesman rolls will, provided its tive paint on ships, and that is the extreme
substance is sufficiently homogeneous and fineness of its grain. Ground soapstone is one
plastic, undergo a violent twisting and stretch- of the finest materials which can be produced,
ing action, the fiber being spun as is the fiber and from the experiments which I have made,
with a rope, on account of which the process I have found nothing to take hold of the fiber
may appropriately be called a tortional process. of iron and steel so easily and firmly as soapThe bar in its passage through the mills is stone. It is, moreover, lightar than metallic
twisted in a spinning machine. As, however, pigments, and if mixed as a paint, would cover
it cannot be fed from the outside, as is the
a larger surface than zinc white, red lead or
thread, and as the diameter cannot be reduced oxide of iron.
on account of the action of the rolls, it is forced
to draw on the interior for a supply of material.
The Weldless Rolled Chain The idea
of roUing or ^quetzing chains out of a solid bar
the Tube Is Manufactured.
bar is placed of iron or steel is not altogether new. Various

II]ECHAj\iieAL
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What

Evolution

is

Not.

Evferybody nowadays talks about evolution.
Like electricity, the cholera germ, woman's
rights, the great mining boom and the Eastern
question, it is ** in the air." It pervades society everywhere with its subtile essence; it
infects small talk with its familiar catchwords
and its slang phrases; it even permeates that
last etronghold of rampant Philistinism, the
third leader in the penny papers.
Everybody
believes he knows all about it, and discusses it
as glibly in his every-day conversation as he
discusses the points of race-horses he has never
seen, the charms of peeresses he has never
spoken to, and the demerits of authors he has
never read. Everybody is aware, in a dim and
nebulous semi conscious fashion, that it was all
invented by the late Mr: Dirwin, and reduced
to a system by Mr. Herbert Spencer, don't you
know, and a lot more of those scient.fic fellows.
It is generally understood in the best informed
circles that evolutionism consists for the most
part in a belief about Niture at large, essentially similir to that applied by Topsy to her
own origin and early history. It is conceived,
Espein short, that most things *' growed."
cially is it known that, in the opinion of the
evolutionists as a body, we are all of us ulti-

mately descended from men with tails, who were
the final offspring and improved edition of the
common gorilla. That, very briefly put, is the
popular conception of the various points in the
great modern evolutionary program.
It is Ecarcely necessary to inform the in'elligent reader, who, of course, differs fundamentally from that inferior class of hnman beings
known to all of us in our own minds as "other
people," that almost every point in the catalogue thus brie fly enumerated is a popular
Mr. Darwin
fallacy of the wildest description,
did not invent evolution any more than George
Stephenson invented the steam engine or Mr.
E:3ison the electric telegraph. We are not descended from men with tails any more than we
are descended from Indian elephants. There is
no evidence that we have anything in particulir more than the remotest fiftieth cousinship
with our poor relation the West African gorilla.
Science is not in search of a '* missing link;"
few links are anywhere missing, and those are
If
for the most part wholly unimportant ones.
we found the imaginary link in question, he
mechanisms to perform such work have been de- would not be a monkey, nor yet in any way a
vised in the recent past, but it is claimed that tailed man.
And so forth generally through
the recent invention of Mr. M. Jacker of the the whole list of popular beliels and current
Bullock Manufacturing Co. of Chicago is the fallacies as to the real meaning of evolutionary
only one thus far which has proven itself to be teaching. Whatever people think evolutionary
practical.
The bar from which the chain is is for the most part a pure parody of the evo-

—

How

The tube

is

made as

follows:
rolls at

A

the part where
the diameter being least, the speed at which
they move to make the revolution is also least
The rolls seizs the bar and draw it into contact
with parts of the cones, which move more and
more rapidly through, owing to the way in
which the rolls are set, the space left between
them for the passage of the bar decreasing slightSlight, however, as is this decrease in the
ly.
space between the rolls, a certain amount of
material has to be shifted. The action of the
rolls prevents this material from being taken
from the outside of the bar, and, consequently,
hence the hoiit is drawn from the interior
low, hence the tube.

between the conoidal

—

The Peculiarity of the Mannesman Process.
Soon after entering the rolls a small central
fracture is formed, which widens out to a hollow space as the increased stretch is made to
take effect on an increased twist acted on from
the surface. The increasing twist of the fiber
of the bar while passing through the rolls, and
the peculiar relation kept up between longitudinal and turning action, is the characteristic of
the machine.

Employment of the Mandril
ing.

in

Tube Roll-

rolled, or rather squeezed,

crosQ'Section assumes the
star,

two opposite points

is so rolled that a
shape of a four-rayed

of

—

opinion.
From'
Popular Science Monthly.

lutionist's

^^JUuoluiion"

in

which are smaller

instrument mounted upon an isolated mountain
such as Stanford, Whitney, San Antonio, San
Jacinto or
Bernardino, 10,000 feet above
the sea, much more marvelous results may be
expected than the SG-inch objective of Mount
Hamilton at 4300 feet elevation has or possibly

^n

can reveal.

An Ancient Manuscript to be Reprodcced.
trustees of the B itish Museum have given

The

directions that the Ani papyrus, a remarkable
recension of the " Book of the Dead," shall be

reproduced in facsimile, with the illustrations
in the colors of the

original, and the work is
being executed by Mr. Griggs. This hieroglyphic papyrus was written for a royal scribe,
Ani, about the commencement of the lOch
dynasty— cim. 1400 B.C. It is complete, the first
and list vignettes being intact. The series of
vignettes is amine of arcbseological information;
their artistic excellence is equally great.
The
papyrus contains a chapter of the **Book of the
Dead," the 175th, not found complete elsewhere. Aho one of the illustrations, a group
of lamenting women in violent action of grief,
is unknown to any hitherto published copy of
the book.
It is expected that the reproduction
will be completed in the course of the autumn.

now

North Carolina's Undergrodnd River,
Rsjjons from Whitcvihe, the county-seat

—
of

Columbus county. North Carolina, state that
the citizens are much wrought up over the supposed discovery of an underground river.
It
is fitited that the roaring and rushing of water
can be plainly heard in the vicinity of the supposed stream, and that upon placing the ear to
the ground *' the phenomenon becomes alarming." A press dispatch says:
*'The sound indicates that the water is not any great distance
down, and that it is not a small stream, but a
majestic river that is coursing nnseen in the
bowels of the earth on its way to the sea.
Vehicles passing the ground where the phenomenon exists, create a hollow echo from below,
and the earth in the vicinity for a great distance around seems to be cavernous, judging
from the sounds that fellow sharp blows."

Effects of Soap in Geysers.
Riymoiid rtaJ a paper before the

— Dr.

R.

W.

late meeting
of the Institute of Mechanical Eugineers, at
Buffalo, on " Soaping Geysers."
It appears

that his attention was called to the subject by
the story of a party of returned tourists, who
told him a story of a Chinese laundryman who
set np a washing establishment at the National
Park geysers directly over a hot spring, intending to utilize the hot water in his business.
Oq one occasion, having thrown a lot of dirty
linen, thoroughly "soaped," into the spring to
soak over night, the celettial was very much surprised when the waters of the spring, having
become stimulated by the soap, suddenly became a spouting geyser, and forced up with a
rush a large quantity of hot water, completely
wrecking his establishment and thoroughly demoralizing its owner.

than the other two points. The bar is forced
through four converging dies. la producing a
The Aorora Borealis.
continuous chain in this way the dies are m^de
continuous by placing them on the circumferStill another German astroncmer propounds
ence of form rollers in equal divisions. The an explanation of the aurora and zodiacal light.
rollers are driven by gear-wheeh,- so arranged According to this theory, the sun'j rays, falling
that the foar parts of a link will meet accu- on the earth, are variously reflected as they fall
rately in place.
Proper clearance is given to vertically or at an angle more or less obtuse,
the dies to allow the links to leave the mat- and, the earth being conceived as a large mirrices free as the roller revolves.
As the ma- ror, many of the obliquely incident rays will be
terial is carried forward between the rollers the reflected to a part of the celet-tial vault on the
dies partially press or ewedge out the links at night side of the earth.
The zodiacal light he
right angles to each other, breaking the fine ascribes to the irregular rt flection of the sunThe Retrocession of Niagara Falls —At
or feather edge that is left on the inside of the hght from water, and similarly the vast fields a late me t ug of tut- instituta of Mmiug
Enlink, thus producing a fiaished chain.
The ma of ice in the polar regions, he considers, may gineers, held at Buffalo, Dr. Julius Pohlman
chinery having been proven to be practical, the be regarded as an imperfect mirror, irregularly presented a sketch of his views on the "Life
inventor is now engaged in forming a company rfcflecting the incident light. The rays which History of Niagara Falls," in which he took
the
to put np extensive works for this class of man- fall most obliquely are the most abundantly re- ground, elaborating his evidence, that the falls
ufacture.
flected, and, as the quantity of reflected light have not cut their way back from Lewiston, but
increases with the angle of incidence, it may be
A Monster Locomotive is now being con seen how the reflected sunlight illuminates in from a poict about Whirlpool Rapids, He also

The mandril is generally naed to finish and
smooth the interior of the top and to enlarge it, structea for the Acctufaon & Topeka railroad,
but Mr. Siemens explains that it is an erroneous which it is estimated will make 80 milps an
idea that this mandril is necessary to form the hour. It was designed, by G. S. Storey of New
hole in the bar. Such an operation is impossi- York and carries two cabs, one over the center
ble.
No machine could stand the strain if it of the boiler for the engineer and the other in
were to attempt to force the mandril longitu- the old style for the fireman. It is the largest
dinally through a solid bar of hot steel. Speci- passenger locomotive ever built.
All the
mens of partially finished tubes were placed be- wheels are of paper, with steel tires, and the
fore the British Association in proof that the driving-wheels are the largest ever made. The
holing within the bar was formed without the Worthington steam pump so works that a great
intervention of the mandril, Mr, Siemens ob- part of the exhausted steam is pumped back and
serving that such
serves to heat the water in the tank. Another
Specimens Quite Disposed of the Allegation economy in fuel is the work of the large comThat the hole was made by the mandril. Tubes bustion chamber, which burns up all the gas.
manufactured upon this process possess great It is expected that the engine will make 80
toughness and resisting power, and their quali- miles an hour with ten passenger oars on an
ordinary road.
ties, Mr. Siemens contends, upset the hitherto
accepted ideas in shaping metals, inasmuch as it
Motors vs. Compressed Air. Mr. George
is proved that, iuBtead of avoiding any great
Cutter, the electrical engineer of Chicago who
twist of the fibers, the imparting to the material
has recently been making a trip through the
of the greatest possible twist with a correspondmining regions, was impressed with the fact
ing stretch by one operation may give to it qualithat if the electric motor were used in the mines
ties which it would be otherwise impossible to
in place of the compressed air system, it would
supply. We are likely to hear more of this
do away with many of the delays now caused
process in actual manufacture in the future.
by the use of the latter. Not only the great
adaptability of the motor to such work, but its
A New Husking Machine, A simple device superior safety and economy, will hasten the
by means of which the husk of corn can be eas- change proposed.
ily and quickly torn from the ear has been
patented by Theodore H. Mehring of Niobrara,
An Electric Crane.— One of the traveling
Neb. The device has jaws which open and cranes at the Erith Iron Works, England,
close like shear blades, each of the ja,ws having which was originally constructed to work by
concave sides, which, when closed, form a cup- hand, has recently been operated by a dynamo
like cavity, the meeting edges being cut away with very satisfactory results.
A single atat the middle to form an aperture when the j iws tendant now works the machine.
Electricare closed.
Each jaw has a row of short in- power has since been applied to several other
wardly projecting teeth around the edge, with cranes, which are giving good satisfaction. Proa pointed prong on the outer end to guide the vision is made for varying the power and speed
ears of corn into the space between the jiws. to suit the requirements of the work in hand.

—

—

and that with their (the darks') experience he would undertake to make and
mount a telescope with a 40-inch objective,
a photographic lens, spectroscopic apparatus
and everything complete for the sum of $60,000.
This was not possible when the Lick instrument was ordered, but has been rendered possible within the last three years.
With such an
or trials,

The jaws

the highest degree the night skies of the region
nearest the pole, and, farther, the great simi
larity of the incipient light of the aurora is ex
plained, thus, the latter being also sunlight reflcted.
As to the idea that the point of origin of the
aurora is indicated by the direction of the magnetic needle, it is claimed, rather, that a line
drawn from the sun at right angles to the hori
zon and prolonged would be the middle line of
the phenomenon.
A recent scientific writer refers to the many
attempts which have beea made to fix the
bight of the aurora borealis, the various calculations presenting a discouragicgly wide range
of estimates.
At times the anrora seems to rest
upon the eaith; at other times it has been estimated at two or even three hundred miles high.
Later and more careful experiments with improved instruments render it quite certain that
which the
.38 miles is probably the bight at
that a pale
most brilliant auroras take plac
possibly
be
produced as
and faint glow may
high even as 82 miles, but that no aurora discharge is possible at a bight of 124 miles.
;

Larger than the Lick Telescope

—It

is

repurted that a Los Angeles geatleutan has
been corresponding with the Clark Brothers of
Cambridgeport, Mass., in regard to constructing a large telescope for the University of
Southern California one that shall be furnished with an objeot-glasB 50 inches in diameter larger than tuat in the Lick instrument.
The gentleman is reported to have received a
letter from the Clirks in which they say that
they are now quite certain that disc of glass
more than 40 inches in diameter can be ob>
tained with a reasonable number of ezperiments

—

—

condemned the opinion so generally held that
the falls moved upward at a slow rate, by
that between 1841 and 1886
45
years the first and last surveys made, the
Horseshoe Falls went back 485 feet, or at the
rate of about nine feet a year.
The doctor's
address was received with much attention and
favor, and he was urged to present his paper in
fuller form to be embodied in the published

—

showing

—

transactions of the association.

Standard Time has been so thoroughly
introduced in this country and the benefits of
uniformity in this respect are so much appreciated now that it seems strange that other
countries delay to adopt a similar system. In
France, Paris time is supposed to be kept on
all the railways, but as a matter of fact, it is
said that each company sets its clocks according to its own standard, while different localities still keep up the absurd idea of " local
time," which in fact still prevails in some conservative places in this country. An effort is:
being made in France to bring about the adoption of uniform standard time, which would not
seem difficult to accomplish in a country so
small compared with our vast continent.

—

Sqbmarine Telephony. The French have
madb experiments in submarine telephony at
Brest.
The instrument used is the invention
of M. Birrare, who has called it the hydrophone, which, roughly speaking, is simply an
ordinary rpicrophone, arranged so as to equalize
the water-pressure in both sides of the diaphragm. The experiments have, to a certain
extent, been successful, as under the most
favorable conditions the sounds produced by
such instruments as bells, whistles and trumpets, were heard at a distance of 5700 yards.

I

Mining and Scientific Press.
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Useful

iNFORfiATio.N,

Mark Volr Own IckCkkau

— Ice-oream

is

% luxury wbich is greatly appreciated during
the warm months. Ad ice*Qream freezer coats
about two doUara and a half, and ODoe that is
boagbt, cream can be made at home at very litThe trouble of preparation is not
tle expeosc.
nearly so great as is often supposed, and the result is so satisfactory that those who are fond
H^ides the
of ice-cream are advised to try it.
freezer a wooden mallet for pounding ice and a
stout cantas bag to pound the ice in are indispensable.
To make the cream, use one pint,
good measure, of rich milk. Let thin boil, then
mix together two tabltapoonfuls flour, one cupHeat these
ful sugar and four or five eggs.
very lightly and stir into the boiling milk.
Cook 'JO minutes and set away to cool. When
ready to freeze, add one quait of cream, if you
have it, or one pint of cream and one pint or
quart of milk. Pat this in the freezer. Pack
the tub full of pounded ice and aalt, using about
2^ pints of salt evenly distributed through the
ice.
Turn the handle of the freezer slowly at
first, and very rapidly for the la&t few minutes.
In about 20 minutes you will have a nice ice*
oream. Take out the beater, put on the cover,
being careful to put a cork in the place where
Put a blanket or
the beater goes through.
piece of old carpet over it, and by putting the
frefz»r in a cool, dark place it will keep several
hours without any more ice. A great many
persons spoil ice-cream by fussing with it. If
right if the above
it is let alone it will keep all
Ex.
directions are carried oat.

—

j

—

Artificial Silk. There seems to be a posan artificial substitute may be
found for the product of the silkworm. A
Paterson, N. J., silk manufacturer recently
*'
said
It is by no means impossible that arti6cial silk may some time replace the product
That, of course, is
of the silkworm's labor.
only a possibility and not a probability, but it
is very probable that artificial methods will replace the tedions and expensive means now employed to utilize the worms. It has for
some time been known that worn-out silken fabrics can be utilized by putting them in a chemical bath which separates foreign subbtancea
from the silk itself, and saves the latter in a
solution.
This solution can be reepun or used
Now, as I learn from
to plate other thread.
France, Dr. Ghardome of that country has succeeded in making a purely artificial silk. He
:

makes

a solution of nitro-cellulose, alcohol,
ether, ferrous chloride and tannic acid, in
nicely calculated proportions, and runs it from
a reservoir through an exceedingly minute hole
into a bath of water, acidulated with one-half
of one per cent of mono-bydrated nitric acid.
The fluid hardens in the water, and is dried in
hot air. It is said that the thread can be
readily dried, but I do not know what other
valuable qualities it has."

An Electric Carriage
in

England.

for

common roads

A

has

repre*
given in the
wagon or car-

pictorial

sentation of the device, which is
Eoglish papers, shows a common

body on springs. In appearance the
vebicle does not differ much from an ordinary
four-wheeled vehicle with the shafts removed.
The motor is placed in the center of the body
of
the vehicle.
Motion is communicated to
one of the hind wheels by means of a small
pinion on the main shaft of the motor working
ioto a pitch chain, which passes over a series of
L-shaped platea attached at intervals to the inner face of the wheel, so as to constitute in
(ffect a driving pulley for the pitched chain to
act upon.
The motor can be reversed so as to
back the vehicle. The power is stored iu 24
small accumulators of special type, occupying
!the apace under the seats, and sai4 to be sufficient to propel the vehicle at a speed of about
ten miles per hour for five hours. The steering
is effected by a shaft projecting through the
foot-board and operated with a hand-wheel.
A brake is also attached, worked with a lever.
nage

,

'

j

\

I

I

I

I

Papier Mache Covering for Pulleys.
I

i

I
'

I

—An

metnod has been patented in Nutttnghamsbire, England, wbich coneista of a papiermaohe covering applied to pulleys in any ordinary driving by means of a chemically prepared cement. So firmly does this covering adhere to the face of the pulley, that after being
in use a few hours it becomes an inseparable
part of the pulley.
An advantage is that this
covering can be fixed on pulleys in use, without
disturbing any part of tbe fittings or causing
any loua of time by the machine being idle. It
only requires 10 hours to set, and no riveting is
needed. What ie claimed for the covering is
that a machine will produce more work, the
belts will last longer, as they are not subjected
to so much strain caused through snatching,
iugetiious

dust, oil

and steam having no

effect

on

been experimentiug for some time to increase sea. They arc fearful of the waves, and it is
the light, but to no purpose. On the table be- highly injurious to their nervous system to
fore him lay the broken neck of an oil flask. force them to it.
Hut the reason they are
This be took up carelessly, and placed it almost brought to me now for treatment is the injury
without thought over the wick. A brilliant done to their ears and hearing from not only the
flame rewarded this act, and the hint was not shook of the roaring noise affecting the aoouatic
lost upon the experimental lit, who proceeded parte, bat the salt water having entered and filled
to put his diacovery into practical operation at the ears, and seriously injured the drums, in
many cases producing iDfl^mmatory symptoms.
Of course, often we can cure them in a short
To Polish Tinware. For seneral use an old time, but ag&io permanent ill is accomplished,
cloth will do, or rub the article over oil, then lo any event the suffurers, eiiher temporarily
sprinkle on whiting, and then polish with a or permanently injured, must endure a great
cloth.
If the article to be polished is round,
deal, not only paiu, but the incessant roar in
and it is desired to have it look like lead, then the ears, which resembles in effect a too great
rub up and down; if it is wanted to Uok like quantity of quinine taken into the system. If
Silver, then rub around the article. Fancy spots parents will bring their children with them
to
can be put on tin by covering the thumb with tbe seaside, they must either watch them very
the polishiog cloth, and then give the thumb a closely while sea-bathing or prepare themselves
circular moiion on the tin.
The result is dtfh- for the dangers to the health that must follow.
cult to describe, but it is very effective. The —St. LoitU
lobe- Democrat,
manufacturers of brass (musical) instrnments
use \'enecian lime for polishiug, but for the reThe Best Way to Obtain Re.st '* In the
quirements of the tinner, whitiog, when properprogressive tendencies ot the American people,"
ly applied, should answer all reasonable pursaid a physician to a reporter, **the subject of
poses.
proper rest yliys a very small part. The idea
Shariknino Tools
has often been said, seems to prevail among them that this matter
that it may be taken
of Ute, that glycurinu is much better than oil is subservient to all else
for sharpening tools; but the fact that it should at any time and in almost any manner, provided
Ooly
be mixed witb a small quantity of oil is net as there is nothing more irapoitint to do.
often heard of.
The proportions of the compo- this morning a lady conaulted me in regard to
health,
complaining
of
a
her
tired
feeling,
besition should be made according to the class of
tools to be sharpened.
One with a relatively ing scarcely able to attend to her dnties, and
Urge surface is best sharpened with a clear all that. 1 diagnosed the case, but could disShe was simply
fluid, three parts of glycerine being mixed with cover no symptom of disease.
one part of spirits. A graver, having a small suffering from want of proper rest. I told her
cutting surface, only requires a amall pressure what troubled her, and no doubt she went
on the stone; in such caaes, mix the glycf^rine away convinced that I did not understand her
oa^e.
A man or woman, particularly the latwith only two or three drops of spirits. £x.
ter, will become tired, and being firmly convinced
that everything will go wrong if ahe
Hebrew Manufacturers.— The Jewish Qawith some other oczette of New York says
In the clothing trade stops work, busies herself
there are 241 manufacturers in this city, of cupation, or, if exhausted, will throw herself in
ohair or upon a lounge with a book or paper
a
whom 231 are Hebrew firms. Over 600,000,000 cigars per annum are manufactured in New and try to restore strength in that way. This is
York by Hebrew firms, employing over SOOO not rest. It only creates a looging for it. The
hands, and whose yearly transactions reach true way is to lie at full length upon a mattress,
or any equally hard surface, using no pillow,
815,000.000.
witb arma extended and eyea closed. Dismiss
the time all care and seek only rest. This
For Rrmovino Old Varnish. A mixture for
will bring to an exhausted body the refreshfor the removal of old varniah bas been patentment and contentment which no amount of
ed in Germany by a Mr. Meyer.
It is obtained
medical advice or skill can produce." N. Y.
by mixing Ave parts of 86 percent silicate of
Mail and Express.
potash, one of 40 per cent soda lye, and one of
sal-ammoniac (hydro-chlorate of ammonia),
An Interesting Question. William Mc
A New Steam Street-Car. In the trial of Namee, in an article which lately appeared iu
a new steam street-car in Sweden, the cost of the St. Louis Olobe- Democrat, says: I have
fnel is said to have been only about two cents noticed that there is a difference in the bearper mile.
The car will seat 24 passengers, the ing of people in general in the different seasons
engine being in one end of the car.
There are men who walk erectly
of the year.
and who hold their heads high in the winter.
Take these aame men in the summer, and there
is a very perceptible droop to their shoulders
and an inclination of tbe head forward. In the
winter this defect in their carriage will have
Yellow Fever— Getting Control Over it. been remedied and they will walk as straight
All scientific medical men agree that no reason- as ever. I have studied the matter with much
ably sure cure for yellow fever has yet been interest, but whether it ia due to a general
discovered.
This fact is what causes the loss of stamina from the system by reason of
scourge to be regarded with such popular ter- the beat, or whether it is a natural in&tinct of
Still, the record of the ravages of the the man to protect himself, his face ana eyes,
ror.
plague in Jacksonville, Florida, this season by leaning forward, I have not determined. It
shows that medical ecienca has done much to may be due to both causes, or may not be
lessen the mortality among patients.
The causes at all. At the least it is an interesting
deaths in nearly 4000 caees are only about nine question.
per cent of the whole number, showing that
Another Alleged Cure for Whooping
with reasonable care and skilled medical treatDr. Mohn, according to the Jievue
ment, the average patient has nine chances in CotTciH
ten of recovering.
In former years, the mortal- Mensuelle dea Maladies de VEnfants, May, IS8S,
he has in a number of casea proclaims
that
ity was proportionately much larger, in some
visitations of the disease the deaths being fully duced instant and permanent care of whooping
25 per cent of the number of those taken down. cough by fumigations with sulphur. His methConsiderable comfort may be derived from od of procedure is as follows: In the morning
these facts, for they go to prove that in a meas- the children are clothed and removed from
ure yellow fever is anccumbing to enlightened their aleeping-room, in which are hang all tbe
scientific treatment. Sotfie idea may be derived clothing, toys, and, in fact, everything witb
from a comparative study of tbe death-roll which the children are brought in contact. In
among the smallpox patients during the prev- thia room about four ounces of sulphur for
alence of that diseaae in this city last winter, every cubic yard of space is ignited, and the
and the deaths in Jacksonville. The smallpox sulphurous acid allowed to remain in the room
patients in San Fraocisco numbered just about for about five hours. The room is then well
one-tenth of the yellow-fever patients in Jack- aired, and the next evening tbe child sleeps in
sonville, Florida, and the death rate was about a room and bed wbich has been completely disnine per cent, showing that the smallpox here infected, and it is said that cure is at once prowas proportionately as fatal as is the yellow duced. As to whether this will be attained in
all cases, we do not presume to state.
fever in Florida.
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been patented
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For the Feet. From Germany comes inTough Fruit Skins. The skin of plums is
wondertuUy strong compared with its thick- formation tor policemen, carriers, collectors and
ness, and resists the action of water and many
If not thoraolventa in a remarkable manner.
oughly masticated before taking into the stomach, thia skin is rarely, if ever, dissolved by the
In some casea pieces of it adhere
gastric juice.
to the coats of the stomach as wet paper clings
to bodies cauaingmore or less disturbance or inconvenience. Raiaina and dried currants are
particularly troubleaome in thia way, and if not
chopped up before cooking, should be thoroughIf a dried curly chewed before swallowing.
rant passes into the stomach whole, it is never
Popular Science Monthly.
digested at all.

who

are on their feet a great deal.
Chafed, sore, or blistered feet may be cured by
the use of a powder which is a necessary part of
a German army equipment. It is known there
as *' Feusstrenpulver," and consists of three
parts salicylic acid, ten parta starch, and S7
parts pulverized soapstone. It keeps the feet
dry, quickly heals sore spota, and prevents
chafing.
A powder of pulverized soapstone is
also good.

others

—

Walking Up Stairs, An Albany physician
once eave a lady patient the prescription:
**
Stop walking up and down stairs." The only
Ears Injured by SEA-BATHiNo.^The pact way the preacription could be taken was to
How Glass Lamp Chimneys Were In
vacate
the three-atory and baaement houae in
vented. Why is it that the glass chimney week my otfice has been filled with seaside vicroomy
makes such a difference to the light given by a tims, many of them being children (said an which ahe lived. Her husband secured a
the
lamp ? Because it increases the supply of aurist yesterday). People who have the *' sum- cottage of two stories, and within a year
almost
reatored.
health
was
completely
invalid's
oxygen to the flame by producing a draught, mering away from borne" on the brain take
and concentrates and reflects the heat of the their little ones with them, and if the sea coast
especially
Most People regard an elevator aa more
flame, in consequence of which the combustion is sought the poor child victims,
of the carbon is more perfect and very little girls, are forced against their will into the wa- liable to cause accident's than a flight of stairs;
breakers
benefits
acfight
the
for
the
in
ters
to
yet dnring the year, 18 Boston people died from
escapes unconaumed. Lamp glasses were
vented by Aime Argand, the inventor of the oruing from the fashionable aea* baths. Little falling downstairs, while bat ten were killed
famous lamp which beara his name. He bad girls have a natural aversion to entering the from elevator accidents.

ping power, and it saves loss of power, as
prevents all belts from slipping.

—

it

Engij^jeef^ing I^otes.
The Rival Isthmus Canals.
Our frequent references

to the Panama canal
afford very good evidence that the scheme is
one of exceedingly doubtful consummation.

However competent and honest M. De Lesaepa

may

be, and we think no one questions him in
either respect, it is a matter most apparent that

the whole working portion of the enterprise has
been an engineering blunder from the start, and
that it has been conducted in a manner totally
regardless of economy. It is perhaps quite
safe to say that one-half of the $150,000,000 expended has been fairly thrown away. It is this
feature of the enterprise that is now keeping
capitalists away from it.
Even those who have
already largely invented and have abundant
means to continue such investments are holding
back, preferring to lose what they have paid in
rather than take the risk of further investment
in such a badly managed scheme.
The Eronomiste Francaisi; the leading financial journal of
France, says the enterprise is on its " last
legs."

The Engineering and Mining Journal of New
York says of the several recent manifestoes of
M. Be Lesseps: "It ia lamentable to read
such bombast uttered by a man who has so
justly and gloriously distinguished himself as
an engineer, and although it may be only a
French method of reassuring frightened shareholders, it seems to us like a deliberate perversion of the truth. Tliere is not the least probability nor even possibility of the Panama canal
being completed by De Lesseps or by any one
else at a cost, including past expenditures, that
could possibly make a remunerative investment.
It is becoming evident to every one, except Be
Lesseps, that e^ery franc expended up to thia
time will be absolutely lost to the investors.
" Meanwhile the work of the Nicaragua canal
goes on in a quiet and more business-like
fashion, and on the 9th inst. the contract negotiated at Washington, between the Special
Envoy of Costa Rica and the President of the
Nicaragua Canal Asaoctation, was ratified by
the Congreea of Costa Rica, and signed by the
President of that republic. This scheme is not
nearly so pretentious as that of Panama, and if
executed in an economical and business-like
manner will possibly pay a moderate return on
the investment, which will be but a small part
of that at Panama, while it would * divide the
business ' with that canal were it eVer completed, and thus halve the receipts, which, taken
altogether, even the exuberant imagination of
De Lesaepa is unable to show, would pay inter-

Panama investment."
The London Financial Times, in comparing
the two enterprises, aays: *' If the (Nicaragua)
canal is completed at anything like the estimated expenditure, there appears no manner of
doubt that it will prove a gigantic financial saccess.
Overloaded with the burden of an enormous capital, the Panama canal is likely to
prove but a poor rival."
The same paper expresses the opinion that
" 32,000,000tona of English shipping would find
its way yearly through the Nicaragua in preference to the Panama canal in addition to the
huge commerce of the United States." It further says:
"But incalculable (as the advantages would be to England, it is probable
that the United Statea would benefit to a still
*
*
* It is very probable
greater extent.
that the British public will have an opportunity
of investing in the canal, as we hear an English syndicate has already agreed to purohaae a
part of the stock."
est on the

The Hudson River Tunnel. — This

tunnel

under the Hudson river, which was atarted
aeveral years ago by several California capitalists, seems to have recently passed largely nnder
EogliBh control, and its new projectors are
working hard to get their bonds on tbe home
market, and are paying for column advertisements in the London papers calling attention to
the desirability of the inveatment.
Just now
the issue on sale is termed a first mortgage, five
cent
gold
security,
per
and amounts to bat
$1,500,000. Payment is to be made in installments up to January lat next, at the rate of
£180 for SIOOO. Interest is guaranteed up to
January 1, 1S93. It ia incidentally mentioned
that 88,500,000 more of the first mortgage bonds
are to be issued upon the tunnel before its completion
The advertisements state that the
charge for passenger traffic through the tunnel
will be five cents per head, and estimating on a
basis of 30 per cent of the passengers and five
per cent of the freight now crossing the North
river aa the business of tbe tunnel, its projectors figure out a net profit of more than three
times the amount required to pay the interest
on the whole $10,000,000 of bonds proposed to
be issued. The permanent terminus of the tunnel, it is stated, wilt be at Broadway, 16 feet
below the surface, on the New York side, and
at Fifteenth street, Jersey City. It is proposed,
however, to begin carrying passengers as soon
as the part of the tunnel under the river ia completed, uaing temporary terminals until the permanent ones are ready.
.

The Eads Tehuantepec Ship Railway
tract has been given to

the Atlantic

&

con-

Pacific

Railway Company, the work to be completed in
five years. The Mexican Government has made
liberal concessions, and this road ia thought
likely to be in operation before the Be Lesseps
or l<Jicaraaga canal can be completed.
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The following is mostly condenBed from journals published
in the interior, in proximity to the mines mentioned.

GALIFOBNIA.
Amador.
Amador Gold Mine. — Ledger,

Oct. 20: At the
All the
mill the retaining wall is finished.
battery blocks are in position and well lamped. The
battery blocks are of fine sugar-pine, selected with

Arhador

commence
J. E. White & Co. are ready to
erecting the framework of the mill, and will start at
They have the work well in hand and
it to-day.
They say
will make good progress from now on.
they will make it one of the best mills in the State.
At the mine considerable work is going on. The
mine is fast getting into shape to supply ore to the
mill.
A new blacksmith shop is going up. It will
be fitted with conveniences for making cars, skips,
and doing other mine work. The aQtomatic shutoff, made by Knight & Co., attached to the compressor pipe, does good work and is an excellent arcare,

for saving water-power.
Two machine
kept steadily at work.
Another drill will
be started Monday. Last pay-day this company
paid out $11, 000 besides payment on mill.

rangement
drills are

Sutter Ceeek.^S. D.

having a
six-stamp mill built two batteries of three stamps
each— to place on" the Leggett & Manditch claim
that he has recently purchased, about five miles east
He intends to get the mill running as soon
of here.

—

,

R.

Stewart

A Rich Placer Claim.— Fresno

Republican,

Oct. 20: About the 8f.h of September William A.
Bell located a placer claim on King's river, about
three, miles below Trimmer's Springs, in the Sycamcjre district, some 40 miles east of this city.
He
has since that time prospected the claim thoroughly,
taking out of the prospect holes $20 worth of very
beautiful coarse gold.
The claim is on the north
side of the river and comprises a small flat of about
30 acres. Water can be brought upon it from the
river, and as thttre is a good deposit of yellow clay
on top of. the bedrock, the whole claim can be
ground-sluiced successfully. One chunk of pure
gold shown weighed about $5, and everything goes
to show that the claim will prove one of the richest
ever worked in Fresno county.
Mr. Bell has sold a
half-interest in the claim to E, S. R. Mainwaring,
and they started yesterday from this city, fully
equipped to commence active operations on their
property.
The flat was located years ago by Chinese, but as there was a bitter antipathy against letting those people get a foothold on Kings river, they
were not permitted to work the claim. Upper Kings
river has been only meagerly prospected up to the
present time, although considerable placer mining
haS been carried on at different points along the
stream for 20 ye^rs past.
beli-ve that this new
16cation will have the effect of stimulating other
prospectors to seek good finds, and if they look for
them persistently there is every reason to believe that
their efforts will be crowned with success.

We

Asbestos.— A. L*. Bartlett of Pine Flat has discovered on the north side of King's river, about 35
miles from the City of Fresno, a ledge of asbestos,
about 18 inches in thickness. The find is pronounced by experts to be of the best quality and
worth about $35 a ton.
Inyo,
Jndependent.

Panamint.
\x\-^o
Oct. 23: At
Panamict 20 men are at work. Nearly all are prospecting claims on their own account.
It is said that
everybody is getting out ore and making fair wages.
run has been finished at the mill, but the result
has- not been reported.
It is believed, however, that
the returns will be very satJstactory.

A

At Lookout Frank Fitzgerald is doing very well.
He-is getting out a good deal of ore, nearly all of
which is rich enough to ship. He is also concentrating tailings and flue dust at the rate of ten tons
per day; this is concentrated 'to four" tons and shipped.
It pays well,

—The

Defiance mine, at Darwin, continues to look very well,
A ledge is now opened
that runs about four feet wide, and inore than half
of this is pure galena ore.
For the first lime in the
history of the mine native silver
ledge.
Ore shipments are now

Cerro Gordo. — More
frorh Cerro

now found in
made regularly.

is

the

being shipped
the other camps in

silver ore is

Gordo than from

all

the county combined.

—

Finds. Some very promising ore finds have
been made during the past ten days in the Inyo
mountams, east Irom Independence. A woodchopper discovered a ledge, the outlook of which is
very favorable. Some days later J. W. P. Laird,
Register of the Land Office, made a trip to the same
accompanied by Sam Gruber, an old prosTijey brought in some very rich looking
pector.
silver ore.
Mr. A. Davidson has found some still
richer specimens in the same region.
In all of these
cases there are good indications of tl-ie ore ^bodies
being of considerable extent. It has always been
held by mining men that the Inyo range in that
locality only needed prospecting to develop a very
rich mineral region,
locality

Cerro

Gq>\\vio.— Register, Oct. 16:

for a revival in

mining at

this

The

outlook

camp, says a corre-

spondent, is better than it has been for nine years,
or since the Union Con. shut down.
Negotiations
are pending whereby an Eastern and London Co.
will

dry-washers up and working to-day. They will mine
on the Smith claim in Placeritas canyon first, and
then will work on a royalty or lease all the land they
can get. The firm put great confidence in their
washer.

Fine Graphite.— Los Angeles Herald, Oct. 20:
There is on the writer's desk in the Herald office a
piece of as fine graphite as there ever was taken from
the ground perhaps so near the surface as this comes
from.
An assayer of this city finds that it contains
825^ per cent of pure graphite, and the rest is "grit,"
probably lime. This mineral comes from the mountains near Newhall in the San Francisco canyon, Los
Angeles county. It lies 18 miles distant from, the
Southern Pacific track. The ledge is owned by
Messrs, Liddell, Hoy and Lane, who have a prospective fortune in their find,

Bonded.— Mariposa News, Oct. 20: Judge
Walker has bonded the Grove & Ellmgham mine, at
Whitlocks, 'acd will commence- to develop it at
commence

in leaching over the old ore-piles and are
extracting about 10 ions of copper per month, which
is 80 per cent fine, and which brings, in
that state,
$225 per ton, or, if smelted and made pure, it sells
for $320 per ton.
Of pure bar copper the yield is
about eight tons per month. There are immense
piles of this old ore which was extracted by the San
Francisco Co., and which will take quite a long time

to

work

over.

The Omaha and Lone

cleaning out the tunnel

mine some of the best properties on an exten-

sive scale,

A New

Strike.— Inyo Index, Oct. 20: W, H.
Lone Pine Mining
was in' town on Monday last. He informs us

Russell, superintendent of the

Co.,
that a two-foot vein ot fine-looking ore has just been
found in the San Carlos mine near Independence
depot. The value of the ore has not been ascertained, but its appearance is quite promising.

Los Angeles.
Cora Belle.— Newhall Times. Oct. 20: Surveyor Gavin is at the Cora Belle working on the new
hydraulic system,
A mammoth reservoir is to be
constructed and water piped on to the mineral
ground, and the claim will be sluiced out. Great returns are expected, for the mine is wonderfully rich.
The El Dorado mine in the San Francisquiio canyon now assays $44 in silver, with good tracing of
copper. A shaft will be sunk into the ledge and

Bear Valley. — Work on

Jack,

— Tidings, Oct.

To-morrow the new eight stamps at the mill of
the Omaha and Lone Jack Consolidated will begin
to drop and to pound out gold from quartz.
A
Pelton wheel replaces the bulky wooden overshot
which formerly drove the original ten stamps, and
other improvements have been made,
Supt. Mainhart reports ihe outlook at the mine to be very favorable.
He expects to keep busy night and day
the mill's li:ll complement of 18 stamps on ore of
good quality. All underground operations are conducied through the Omaha sba't. This property is
also one that yielded largely in bygone days and
was subsequently abandoned as worked out. It is
quite likely that dividends are vet in store.

Mill Completed.— TVa/wcri^A
Bryan
pleled

roller-mill

at

and everything

the
is

Oct.

23: The
com
commence

Erie mine has been
in readiness to

The mill contains three rollers, each of
is shod with a steel
inches wide.
The crushing is done by the
attrition of these rollers in passing over the quartz,
and it is claimed that this mill will reduce to powder
40 tons of quartz each 24 hours, and that it will
crush 18,000 tons before any lepairs are needed.
criiphing.

which weighs 3600 pounds, and

the Pine Tree

still

con-

On

milling ore that will go $8 "to the ton.
the face of the drill at last accounts was
to the ton.

At Whitlock.— Mariposa

The
good

Gaze/fe,

94
01

ore in
for

Oct.

$20
20:

Good news reached us that Judge Walker is prep iring to commence work openmg the Whitlock mine
as soon as conveniences can
employes upon the surface.

be provided for his

The mine is an old
one which was worked from 30 to 40 years ago.
The old shaft tunnels and drifts are all more or less
caved in and filled up, which will, no doubt, cause
considerable deadworfc before the main body of ore
can be reached. The last work done upon the mine
of any importance, as well as we can recollect, was
by the Marshalls about 20 years ago.
Capt. Diltz,
who still lives, knows the character of the Whitlock
mine and the Spencer vein, which is a part of the
same property, better than any man living. The
captain frequently alludes to his early workings and
that in one run of too tons they took out Jio.ooo.
He still holds to the opinion that it is one of the best
mines in the county.
The only trouble and draw
back to this as well as other mines in the same vioin
ity is the need of fuel and want of water.
Still other
mines in the same vicinity are opening up and developing good ore, which the parlies at this time are
grinding on a small steam-mill. Mr. Ellingham and
Johnnie Grove fire the owners of the mill. Another
mining company, the Helm Bros., are cloce by ex
trading rock from a vein of quaitz rock which they
have clung to for several years.

Monterey,

—

Forest Hill.
Placer Argus, Oct. 20: The
gravel mines in the vicinity ol Furest Hill are showing up well and those who are in a position to know
claim that the palmy days of the past will be re-enacted, and that the mining industry will be revived,
There is unquestionably good territory ip that sect'on, and all that is required is capital to develop it
The Valentine Bros, who recently purchased the
H-ithaway mining property will soon erect a mill and
commence work in earne t. This property is well developed, and iinder good management will become a
heavy bullion-producer,

Iowa Hill.— Cor, Placer RepuMican, Oct. 19
At the Pioneer quartz ledge the tramway is completed to the mill-site, and the machinery lor the
mill is on the ground ready to be put in position,
The indications in the Blue Wing driit are good. A
(our-ounce .^^pecimen was found there last week.
The Walls Bros, took out 75 ounces in their mine
at

Monona

Flat during the last six days.

San Diego.
Test of Ore.— National City Register, Oct. 16:
Superintendent Chick ol the reduction works h-is
been very busy during the past week making mil"
tests of ores stnt from Arizona and the country im
mediately surrounding us. A surprising result was
obtained from a piece of rock about a foot square,
taken from a ledge not 30 miles from National. A
tnfie over $100 in gold was t^ken from it.
Three
tests were made from Arizona ore the other day that
to
open
hi?
great
Supt.
Chick
eyes
in
surcaused
The first lot milled $80, th'^* second, $i8o,
prise.
forth
the astounding lump
and the third brought
This ore will be sent here as
of $9500 to the ton.
soon as the works are ready for business. Mr.
Chick shows the bullion, but refuses to state to

Los Burros District.— Cor. Monterey DemoOct. 16: In the Cruikshank tunnel it is re- whom it belongs,
ported that they have struck some small stringers nf
Siskiyou.
rich quartz, but the mam vein is supposed to lie
River Mining. Yreka Journal, Oct. 20: Th(
quite a distance farther ahead yet, but as the ground Centennial Co. has pulled out its machinery from
is softer and driving ahead is easier, they will know
the Klamaih river, having worked out their Idst cul,
now in a week or two whether we have a fall boom as it is too late in the season to remove to a new cut
or not. The King tunnel is in very favorable ground before the winter rains commence.
All the other
for ore.
They have struck blue slate wiih quite a companies in the Honolulu district of the Klamaih
stream of water flowing from the face— a sign that river are still working their claims constantly, day
the vein is not far off.
The Ajix mine is idle just at and night, witi expectation of continuing operations
present.
To-day one of the owners took several enirrgetically until the winter freshets lorce them to
samples of ore Irom the vein in the northeast cross- pull out.
ctit, which,
out of six samples mortared up, five
Tuolumne.
prospected fine, showing quite a lot of gold. The
Along the Eureka Lode. Tuolumne Indecrosscut is about 150 feet Irom the mouth of the tunpendent, Oct. 13: The Eureka Consolidated at Sumnel and 50 feet from the face of the tunnel. The anmersviile is giving a boom to the camp, with every
nual assessment work is being done on several of
The mine
indication ot being a permanent thing.
the most prominent locations the -^tna, Mamis one of the largest gold-bearing lodes in the counmoth, Manzanita and others. Jortes & Flood have
ty.
It is at present the only one being worked of
fr^und good prospects on the Plumed Ivnight.
On the several mines that stand on a celebrated line of
the Manzanita they have sunk an incline down about
gold-producing rock, which was the pride of Tuol15 feet and have a well-defined ledge of over 2 feet umne in the days of a bright and happy pa&t.
Ba01 fine quartz which prospects high.
loware given a few notes or^ihe string of extensions,
someof v\h:ch set the public pulse throbbing with
Nana.
excitement 25 or 30 years ago: Commencing on the
Calistogian, Oct. 17:
Silver.
R. F. Grigsby
?outh end and running north, the first on the list is
ol the Palisade Minmg Co., near Calistoga, received
the Consuelo. the property ol D. B. Warfield of Oaka diploma at the Napa fair for an exhibit ol mineral
dale.
The mine stands 1000 teei up the steep hillores and a silver b^ir. The specimens were rich and
In the early '603
side above the Tuolumne river.
attracted a great deal of attention.
The silver bar, this was classed as the mine of mines, in what was
or brick, was the most striking proof of what is being
shall
McCarthy
the
miners
taking out
known as the
done in the mines near Calistoga. The bar was of the
a si.x-foot ledge that milled S800 per ton. Work was
size of those now shipped from the Palisade mines
'66,
The Bonita,
suspended on the property in
to San Francisco, and its value was nearly $2000 in
was never worked to
the next on the line,
silver and goldi
It occupied a prominent point in
such a great extent as some of the others, but was
the pavilior..
It
represented the beginning of
considered a fine claim in its day. The mine is now
an industry here that before long will be of great
in the possession of Williams & Guion, the steamvalue to the county.
In 1859, Messrs. Soulsby,
ship firm of New York.
Nevada.
Bradbury, Johnson and "Big" Benjamin opened
Developing Well.— Nevada Herald, Oct. 20: up a prospect, atterward famous as the Grizzly.
The Washington mine situated on the Bloomfield Miners of experience claim that the mine was never
grade above Edwards' bridge, which was located half worked and that plenty of first class rock is to
about a year ago by J. R. Tilton and his son George, be found in it now. It is now the properly of Wm.
is said to be developing well.
When the locators Sharwood of Soulsbyville. The next is a mine ownfirst went to work there everybody thought they were
ed by the Richards Bros, of Sonora, and which has
on a wild-goose project and the matter was referred been the properly of the family for the past 25 years.
to in a jocose manner.
They have stuck toil, It might be termed merely a prospect, as comparathough, through many discouragements, and it looks tively little work has been done.
Rock that paid
now as if they might be rewarded for their persever- well has been taken ou*, but the vein was broken up
They have interested outside capital in their and cut by a lime retf. The claim adjoining the
ance.
project, and some rock has been taken out, which is Richards is the Lady Washington, locattd in 1858,
reported as having yielded good returns from mill- and now controlled by Mrs. E. Dorsey of this place.
R. F, Pixley is here representing the capitalists It was called a good one in its day, and a good chute
ing.
and has several men at work. Henry Richards wat
said to have b-en left. The Eureita Con. is a conengaged to-day to go out and act as foreman. From solidation of the Dead Horse and Eureka, discovera blast that was set off yesterday some good-looking ed in
'S7 or '58 by Messrs. Inch, Edwards and the
rock was obtained.
tunnel is to be run into the Blakeleys. The mine has been a famous one, and,
mountain-side at a level considerably lower than from present indications, is 1 kely to outshine its
where work has hitherto been done to determine the former glory. Improvements are cons antly going
extent of the prospect.
on, a large force of men is employed and the 20
Spenceyjlle Copper MmE.—Hera/d, Oct. 16; sianipi 01 [he new mill himmer merrily away on payLast spring Messrs, Chas. Pietzsch and O. Woeh- ing quartz, of which it has enough in sight to kei='p
ler purchased the properly of the Sarj Francisco Coptl.em busy day and night for the next 10 years. The
With
per Mining Co. at Spenceville, paying therefor the mine is owned by Hay ward, Hobart' & Co.
Since the purchase they have been the exception of the property mentioned, all these
sura of $9500.
crat,

—

—

—

—

A

ble plants, including mills, hoisting works, boardinghouses, etc., but the late fire in that drstrict swept

everything away.
Now nothing is left but the developed ledges; Ihese vary from 3 to 25 fet=t in
width, average about five feet, and will mill j6 per
ton for every ounce of rock between the Consuelo
and the Eureka.

NEVADA.
Washoe

DlBt;rict.

Con. Cal. and Virginia.— Enterprise. Oat. 20:
From the slopes on the 1400 and 1435 levrls the
usual quantity and qualiiy of ore has been extracted.

On

the

1500 level are sloping ore Irom the parallel
60 feet north from the upraise wbjve
Continue to ^lope ore from the southeast
drift run from that upraise, 58 feet above tne track
floor of this level.
On the 1600 level are sloping
ore from two points.
On the 1650 level are sloping
ore of good quality from the east drift, run from the
upraise carried up above the south drit from the
east drift- from the Con. Va. shaft, 86 feet above the
track floor of this level.
The winze going down
from the end of the south drift is sunk 36 fett b low
north

drill,

that drift.

this level.
It is still in quartz showing some value.
The usual amount of ore is being shipped to the
mills on the river and in ihis city.
The battery samples will be about the same as last week.

Savage.— Since
400

report the southepst

last

has been advanced 42

level,

drift,

Have

feet.

re-

sumed

Placer.

tinues.
Monday the tunnel had been run
feet on the vein.
The ledge will average 6 feet

mines have been lying idle a number of years.
Nearly all these mines have had in conneclion valua-

22:

tire six

Mariposa.

once; he will also

engaged

of the Whitlocks mine.

Preano-

Darwin,

is

&

is

as possible.

—

expected. This is owned by McDuffee,
Kichline.
The American Eagle, about
four miles above the El Dorado, goes $23 in silver
on the outcroppings. The Shekel mine is a little
farther up and assays $7 to $77 in gold and about %i
in silver.
The ledge is about 40 feet thick, of white
quartz, and is alongside the main road to Elizabeth
lake.
The gold is very fine, minting from $19.50 to
S20 per ton. The Central, Confidence and Conclusion are in the vicinity and are of about the same
grade as the Shekel.
They are all owned by Richard Kichline. Rudd & Heilig expect to get their
belter ore

SUMMAF(Y,

[Oct. 27 1888.

the extraction of ore frum the north and
south drifts on this level. On the 500 level wejt
crosscut No, i has been advanced 51 feet.
The
joint east crosscut on the south bound iry on this
level has been advanced 53 feet.
The
8 feet of
the drift is in good ore. car samples averaging $50 a
ton.
Have started another crosscut at a point 70
feet north of the joint crosscut to intersect the
northward continuation of the ore body f^und on
the line.
On the 950 level No. i east crosscut has
been extended 38 ftet. From the several levels are
extracting about 50 tons a day, which is being
shipped to the Rock Point mill.

Uk

—

PoTOSi, Thesouth drift on the 650 level has been
advanced 26 feet; total length, 486 feel. The face
is in quartz and porphyry.
East drift No. 2, 300
feet south of the north line, 650 level, has been
advanced 13 feet; total length, 27 iVet. The
face is in low-grade quartx.
The west drill from the
750 station of ihe Chollar and Potosi shall has been
advanced 24 feel; total length. 153 feet.

Chollar.— East drift No. 2, 300 feet north of
the south line on the 650 level, has been advanced
27 feet; total length, 51 feel. This drill is passing
through quartz and bunches of ore. West drift No.
3, 300 feet north of the south line, 650-fon level,
has been advanced 14 feet; total length 32 ief.*t. 1 he
face

is in

clay.

Crown Point.— The

main drift on the 700 level
is out 90 feet beyond the west crosscut.
dibt,ince
of 26 feet has been made during the week.
The
face is in a mixture Qf quartz, clay and porphyry.
The connection with the Sutro tunnel is on the
point ol being made.

A

Hale and Norcross.— Since
west

drift

feet.

The

on the 500
joint

ary has been advanced 53
the drift

is

in

last

report

the

has been advanced 52
on the north bound-

level

east crosscut

good

feet.

The

la^l 8 teei of

Car samplts average $50

ore.

a ton.

Belcher.— On the 200 level the north drift from
the shaft is out 46 feet.
It is in a promising formation of soft porphyry.
The 850 station is being repaired and repairs are being made to chults.
1 his
work

is

about completed.

Exchequer.— The
level is

northeast crosscut on the 382
face is in porphyry.
The
level is in north from

The

out 172 feet.

on the same
the Alpha shall 434 feet. This
a heavy clay.
north central

drift

drift is skirting

along

Utah,— On the 472 level, in the north lateral drilf,
73 fett north of east crosscut No. i, east crosscut
No. 2 has been extend^id 52 feet; total length, 132
feet.
The formation is porphyry, clay and quartz.
Alta.

— Repairs

to

machinery and works com-

to main shaft.
One or two drifts are
repaired.
Are ready to resume work
whenever orders to do so are received from below

pleted; also

now being

Alpha.— The
in

is

The

north lateral drift on the 500 level

from the shaft 94

south lateral

drill

The

feet.

on the 500

face
level

is in
is in

qunriz.

23

feet.

way in quartz, but ol low grade.
Keystone. Work on" the new mill is being
rushed as rapidly as possible. A large amount of
ore is on the dump ready for milling, and much
good ore has been opened up in the mine.
Best and Belcher. The sinking of thevirze
below the 300 level in the new west ore body has
been resumed, and it is said that the deposit improves as it is followed downward.
Gould and Curry.— There are good bodies of
ore opened out on the 200 and 4C0 levels, and the
It is all the

—

—

exploring drifts are passing through groiind of a
promising appearance.

Yellow Jacket.— A good

deal

of repair

work

of various kinds is in progress.
The min^i will resume operations in excellent shape, both on the surface and under ground.

Union Con. and Mexican.

—The

main

drifi

on

the 1465 level is being advanced in Mexican ground.
The material remaigs the same.

Occidental.— Extracted 143 tons of ore ard
shipped to the AtUn'a mill 150 lonb; average assay
value of wagon samples, $28.
Seg. Belcher.

— Work

the u-;ual progress.
character.

in

the upraise ts making
is of a favoiable

Tne'formation

Sierra Nevada.— West crosscut No. 2 on the
level is s ill in quartz and porphyry givmg low

520

assays

Lady Washington.— Work in the raise aboVe
is being pushed ahead as u'^ual.
Scorpion. Since last report the west crosscut,
300 level, has been advanced 38 feet.
Bullion, 1 he usual work is in progress on the
500 and 6do levels.
the 725 level

—
—

Baltimore.— Prospecting operations are still
vigorously prosecuted on the 338 level in ground of
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a vtrry proniisiii^; L-ha''.<i;l'-r- A coii_siil<TabIt.- aniount
of ore is being accuinulair<i, which Mill preseotly btr
worked .ii the company's lo-sump m<ll situated at
the mine,

OVEKMAN,— Explorations

below the tunnel

level

from

are continued.

CoNKiDKNCE.— Are ready to resume operations in
good shape.
OiMiik.— The souih drift on thr 1465 level is still
in porph>ry.

Andks. — Are

doing some

still

Silver
Kaii.kuad
Oct.

ao:

I

ami

here

is

rep-iir

work.

Peafic District.

Water.— Inyo
likely to

Independent,

be a big mining excite-

ment over at Silver Peak. The localiiy is Nevnda,
east from Big I*me.
A survey is now being made
for a railroad from ^ilver Peak to the ranch ol John
Ch*covich. a distance of 21 miles.
There is an
abundant supply of water at the Chatovich place,
and it is proposed to build mills there. Another
proposal is to convey the water in pipes to the
mines instead of building a railroad.
It is alleged
that water pipes could U- laid at a less expense than
a railroad could be built, and once the pipes were
laid there would be no cost for operating expenses
as would be the case with a railroad.

Tuscarora

—

District.
TimtiRevien', Oct.

Beli.e Isle.
The
19:
crosscut from the north drift, 250-foot level, extended
13 feet; rock a little softer in the face.

Okand Pri/.k.— During the week water has been
hoisted continually, and is now down a distance ol
64 W feet below the jcofoot level st.iiion.
North

Bkli.e Islk.

on the 400-loot

— Have

started

front stope

near the Queen
!>hows some very high-grade ore.
Dki,

Irvel

line,

which

Month and North Commonwealth. —

The Combination
six

feet.

ihalt hiS been sunk and timbered
During the week some ore was encoun-

tered giving

fractory ores can be treated by this process for $i
per Ion, and it is thought that the Congress ore can
be successfully worked by it.
C. M. t lark from
Bradshaw district reports the greatest activity in the
mine:> there.
He brought in some specimens of ore

good

.issays.

—

Navajo. The stopeson 350-foot level show some
vrry high-grade ore. The slopes 6n the east vein
fr«jm the intermediate level have yielded as usual.

—

FuUNii Treasure. Some ore has been taken
out nnd hoisted to the surface during the week.

Nkvada Queen.— The mill was stopped 24 hours
to clean the boiler, otherwise h.is been running
steadily and doing good work.
Avenge assay from
the battery pulp. $185 per ton.

Three hundrtd and

fifty carloads concentrating ore have been
hoisied;
average assay $22.20 per ton.
Concentrating works
fin'shfd,
all
to
are
ready
start up.
Work on the
new mill is progressing nicely.
.
•

Commonwealth. — loo-foot

level:

West

mine.

Their

latest

cleanup was $6834 from a run of

five tons.

McMurdo

The
OcL

Disikht. — Donald

Tmth,

At least one mining district in the neighborhood of Donald has not had a backset during the
prospecting season now about cloied, and that one
is The McMurdo.
In August, its discoverer. .Archie
McMurdo. bonded two claims to John Hrpburn,
and that gentleman did enough work on them to
satisfy him that he had got hold of good properties.
During the same month, Lowe and Dainard, who
had several locations in the district, succeeded
through George McCabe in getting a Calgary Co. to
t-ike hold and develop the Monitor claim lor a twoihirds interest in it.
A tunnt-l was run in 82 feet to
the ledge and two open cuts made.
This work
proved that the ledge carried four feet of solid ore,
which assays as high as $100 in silver and $8 in gold
to the ton, besides carrying a good percentatie of
Vad, Some fine specimens also show gray copper.
Near ihe Monitor is the Crescent ledgr>. on which
seven locntions have been made. The assessment
work on the Crescent exposed a pay streak from
13:

four to six ft-et in width, and similar in chtracter to
that of the Monitor.
This week all the parties interested came to Donald and bonded the Monitor,
Crescent, and a claim called The Southern Cross 10
Mr. McCribe, the bond to run for a year. That gentleman expects to plnce them in the hands of American capitalists by spring, as he is well known
among moneyed mining men in the Black Hills of
Dakota and the Cceur d'Alenfs of Idaho. The indications are that the McMurda district will make a
good showing next season.

Another Good Find Rei'orted.— A month ago
was made about 40 miles below Revelstoke.
The ledge is over 15 leet in width, and carries gold and silver in galena— assay returns give $38
to $80 in silver, $2 to $3 in gold to the ton. and 40
a

new

constant

in

operation

find

per cent l^ad.
The camp is easily acces^-ible. as the
claim stakes are within a few feet of navigable water
on the northeast arm of L'pper Arrow Lake. The
owners. Messrs. Walker, Hill. Graham, McDonald,
and D^laney, are doing development work.

IDAHO.
Rivrr Tv'wcf, O-i. 17:
D. W. Ileasion of Deer Creek shipped run. II nicy
ta^t.Siturd.iv a new machine whicfi is likely t » ciusc
many a hitherto unprofitible minr 10 be put on a
paying ba^i;. It is a combination hmrl.jig of his
own invention which concentrates all » (nct-nirjtable
ore, and tikes Ciire of all the slutiis or i..i mgs at the

fame

operation, thus saving about 50 per cent of the
laborol concentration.The miners here who have
seen this new jig in oppration say that it beats anything in the market, that it makes cleaner ore than
can be made by any other means, and at nominal
expense.
The inventor has signed a contract to
manufacture 50 of these jigs for $150 each, delivered
at Ophir, Col.
They are to have a capacity of 30 to
50 tons of crude stuff per day.

from the

crosscut is still in ore, although an aggregate width
of over 20 feet of ore has been cut through. The ore
came from 25 to 35 ounces of silver per ton, and
will concentrate five tons into one.
In fact, it is said
to be

much

better,

and

to be almost

good shipping

ore without concentrating.

—

Smaller Mines. Leasers on the Clipper, across
the river, D.ck Wallace and others, have about three
tons of ore they will ship the coming week.
The
jig men— Ben Miller and partners
have worked
over some ore from the Monday mine, Lookout
mountain, and the returns aresiid to show up splen-

—

didly.

Hunter DrsTRicr.— Wardner Neivs, Oct. ao:
of development on the Mornmg lode is
rapidly bringing it into the very front rank of mines.

The work

The lower tunnel in which work is now being
prosecuted discloses a vein of galena seven feet in
width, which is now shown up for a distance of 200
feet.
This body of ore will concentrate at least two
tons into one.
It is estimai-^d that there is in sight
(ully 20,000 tons.
Under the able management of
Martin Curran this property has been changed with
tvo months' labor from a good prospect to an undoubtedly valuable mine.

Hunter Gulch.— The

grnding for the Hunter
nearly completed and the work of construction will be commenced as soon as a sufficient quant;ty of limiber can be turned out by their sawmill,
which has just commenced operations. The grading
for the concentrator is bning rapidly pushed tor January.
flume

is

Evolution District.— Big creek is gaining a
good reputation from its number of fine locations
that are showing up most satisfactorily as development Drogress'S.
Ihe Blake brothers, owners of
the Yankee Boy. located near the Polaris mine,
shipped one cirload of ore on Tuesday to the sampling works of Burbidge

&

Around V^v.-^cxxyt.— Journal- hfhie>\ Oct. 17:
RfCt^ipts of ore at the l-'rescoit Sampling Works
A deed from Frank Kyland to
are on the increase.
Southern Belle mine. Tiger
J, C. kankin, for the
district, has been filed for record.
Price, $12,000.
The new road to Copper Basin has been completed.
One ot the best evidences of the increased activity
in the mines of this section is the fact that a mining
superintendent has been trying for a week to engage five or six miners in Prescoit, and has been unable lo do so.
J.J. Williams of Copper Basin accompanied Governor Tritle out to the Blue Dick
mine a few days ago, and made a thorough e.xamin Uion of the property. They found very much larger
bodies of low-grade ore ihan was anticipated, and it
is
thought that ihey can succeed in working them
Chis. A. Girdler returned lo-day
satisfactorily.
from a visit to the Amulet mine, on Lynx creek,
owned by J. M. W.'Moore. He reports very favornbly on the property.
He says there are over 2000
tons of second-quality ore on the dumps, which will
go over $20 per ton. the first-class ore being shipped
lo Denver.
Mr. Moore contemplates the erection
of machinery to treat his second-class ore at the
mine.
Messrs. Birringion & Harlan were in town
today again with a bar of gold weighing 99 ounces,
Its total value
extracted from their Howard mine.
was about 81700. This mine has produced a fabulous sum for the amount of work done on it.
The
deepest working is only about 60 feet, while over
$20,000 has been taken out, without any stoping
having been done, except a few feet in connecting
the tunnel with the shaft.

Socorro county. New Mexico. The mines of
Leadville are outputling about 1000 tons ot ore
The California mine in Gilpm county has
the deepest shall in Colorado and in the 1800-foot
level the ore body is from 3 to 11 feet wide and of
good-milling grade. The lacl that the best mines
are found where dykes of eruptive rock are most numerous, confirms the theory that the mineral is derived mainly from igneous rocks.
Charlev Sherman
is spending a heap of muscle sinking a shaft on a
dyke of dioriteon Democrat mountain. He is down
40 feet and still a-going. Some of our old mining
propel ties that have been idle for these many years
ure to be opened up.
The reduction in the cost of
supplies in the past few years and the reduced
smelting charges, make it profitable to work mines
now that a lew years ago could not be made lo pay.
daily.

The Aspen Strike.— Dtnver

TrihuneRepublican, Oct. 20:
The Aspen mine, which has been the
of
sensational
scene
so many
discoveries, now comes
to the front with another that seems to eclipse all
that have gone bsfore.
Last night a cave was struck
which is 30 feet long and about 70 feet high. Lying
on the wall is a bed of ore seven feet thick that is
enormously rich. Some of it goes as high as 4000
ounces, and it will all average several hundred
ounces. At the far end of the cave is a crevice running across the formation. This is of an unknown
depth.

Affairs at the h\.u¥.vt\KU.~/nicr-MountaiH,
Supt, Booraem of the Bluebird reports the
19:

OcL

mine

to be looking better than ever.
The ore bodies
continue to improve as well as the assay value, which
is making a most flittering showing.
The bullion
of late has been running as high as 820 ounces
fine, and averages 800, which makes the Bluebird
silver the purest in the Camp.
Mr. Booraem states
that President Van Zandt is highly gratified at the
condition of affairs at the Bluebird.

NEW

MEXICO.

Around KiN(;sTON.— Kingston

S/ia/t, Oct. 16:
let out a few men, until they
can get the mine better drained. The Lady Franklin is preparing to sink deeper, but has trouble with
her pumps.
O. P. Bog^r, alter taking out quite a
lot of rich ore on his Hornet lease, has sold out to
his partners.
The mines on the Bonanza Hill are
troubled wiih water, and are working fewer men
and shipping less ore than usual. The Black Colt
is not working any men; too much water for economical working.
hey are preparing lo put in a
steam pump and hoist. The Hornet is filled with
leasers.
Every place that has a .show of ore has
somebody at work on it. Mr. Geo. W, Grayson
says the mining outlook at Hillsboro is constantly
improving, and his own property is looking well;
the deeper they go, the ricner the ore gets.

The Comstock has

I

OREGON.
Sales Pending.- Bedrock Democra

Oct.

15:

Negotiations are pending for the purchase of several
mining properties in the southwestern portion of
Baker county and the s-iles will probably be con-

summated

ijithin the next few weeks.
From present indications the outlook ol the mines is very encouraging and there is every reason to believe that
the coming of another spring will mark an era of

activity in mining in Bikor county never experienced
before.
The properties are all being fully developed

and

their permanency is no longer a question.
The
universal judgment of mining men is that it is a
great mining district of unlimitpd wealth and will
surely make this fact known to the world.

The Connor Cheek Mines.— Capt,
rick.

superintendent of the

cime

Joseph My-

Connor Creek mine,
amount of

to the city last Sunday with a large
bullion and shipped it to headquarters at

Portland.

UTAH.

MONTANA.
Park

nel

ain.

thing like 25 miles of water ditches in operation, to
which extensive improvements are now being made,
ditches and reservoirs are soon to be
added, which will make of these diggings one of the
most valuable placer mines in the world.

and additional

Co., Coeur d'Alene City,

The Magna Charta to Start \Jp,~/nterNotes. - Georgptown Coun'cr, Oct. 20: A tun- Mouniain, Oct, 17: It was learned from .Supt.
is to be driven to drain and work the Bush lode.
Wm. f£. Hal! this morning that arrangements are
Paradise Valley Co.'s mines were started up last week, Myers Bros, have two feet of ore on the Mineral being made for resuming operations on the Magna
and Mt latest reports a body of fine ore was cut in the Chief. Several new properties on Silver creek are Charta mine, which has been lying idle for the past
shaft.
shipping ore. The Aliunde is making weekly ship- 12 months.
He expects that work will comments of high-grade ore. Nearly lou tons of ore a mence on Monday. At the same time the old 20ARIZONA.
month comes over the new Silver creek road. An st-tmp mill will b gin dropping on ore. Supt. Hall
ancient mine has been discovered on B^ar Mount- is busily engaged in providing timber and workmen
Paradise Mines.— 5//^'t'r State, Oct. 17: The
nfw hoisiing works in the Wild Goose shaft on the

months, when, judging from former cleanups at the
end of the mining season, the product of the season's
work will proliably be astonishing. The gold obtained from these diggings is for the most part very
coarse, and conservative experts have pronounced
the entire 803 acres embraced in the place as profitable mining ground.
The company has now some-

Triumph Co. are to the cftV-ci that two veins of firstclass jigging ore have been struck in the Mayleaf
claim of that company and that the head of the

COLORADO.

District.

ten

for

A New HAND-Jrc— Wood

Twenty Feet of Good Ore. — Reports

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

drift

from main south drilt has been extended 18 feet.
The ore is two feet wide and good grade. No. i
winze from east lateral drift has been sunk eight
feet, following the ore which shows well.
North
diift from joint crosscut on south line has been e.\tended 15 feei. openmg up high grade. A drift has
been sUiited from top of No. 4 chute to open the
ore north of the shaft, preparatory to stoping.
This
drift has been extrirnded west 23 feet and east lo feet.
The ore extracted from the drift is very rich.

Wild Rose

I.iston's mine, which are very rich, and he reports a large txxly of it in sight in the mine. The
Oro Bello Co. has 60 men at work in the mines and
building a road.
The latter will be L-ompteted by
the 2Sth insi. The mines continue to look far beitt-r
than was ever expected, and Mr. Clark says ihcy
have a solid breast of ore in their tunnel, from two
to four feet in width, which will go from (So to $150
per ton. The Howard mine, which was considered
at first OS a mere pocket which would soon Ix; worked out. is more worthy of favorable mention at present than at any time since iis discovery.
Wiih their
little two-stamp mill, and'water scarce also, its owners are piling up a good, healthy bank account,
while there are thous;inds of dollars in si^ht in the

that now building
years to come.
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for repairing the damage to the 60-stamp mill by the
From present indications it looks as
recent fire.
though the o'd reliable Alice mines and mills will be

workine on

their

former grand

The Bellona Mine

Sold.

scale.

— Yesterday

the

sum

of $65,003 was deposited in the First National bank
of this city to be paid to Silas F. King and James A.
Murray tor the purchase of the Bellona mine by the
This sum is to be handed to the
Parrot Company.
gentlemen named on the arrival from Washington

of a mining patent which has lieen applied for. The
Bellona lode joins the Parrot Company's mines immediately on the south.

A Good Property.- Butte/w/cr-A/b//??^^///, Oct.
r3:
Maj. Hornbrook and the Detrick Bros, have
struck a pretty rich thing in the Carrie mine, located
in the rear of Patrick A. Largey's residence on
Broadway, and upon which they have secured a
bond for $50,000 for one year. The workings are
not more than 80 feet deep and a level is being run
at 50 feet in the shaft, in a westerly direction, where
there is a fine body of ore betveen 3 and 4 feet
During four days of last week 23 tons were
wide.
taken out which assayed 162 ounces silver and $9
in gold.
The major thinks he has a property which
A new hoisting engine is being
will make him rich.
placed on the L. Plata mine.
Harvev

District.

— Phillipsburg Mail, Oct.

17:

^^oi^js^.— Record, Oct, 19: The Russell
process at the Marsac mill will be running in full
blast in a week or two.
The Woodside continues to
look like a bonanza, and regular ore shipments are
going forward. The machinery at the mouth of the
Ontario three-mile drain tunnel is in place and nearly ready to be started up.
Samples of ore taken
Irom the West End tunnel show that the recent
strike is a valuable one.
The Wasatch marble
quarries at the head of Snake creek are to be worked
again, this time on a larger scale.
Arrangements
have been perfected whereby the Whitehead group,
lately bonded for $t8,o')o bv J. A. Lenzi, will be
developed through Slagle's Great Eistern tunnel.

Ore and Bullion SHii*MENTS.~During the
wetk Crescent shipped 160,000 pounds of concenFor the week just ended the Mackintosh
sampler received 326,890 pounds of Ontario ore;
trates.

Daly;

114,740 of

142,190 of Woodside lease, and

5690 of Southern Tier ore; total, 589,510 pounds.
The product of Ontario bullion for the week was 42
bars, containing 21.351. 79 fine ounces of silver.
Yesterday 10 bars of Dily bullion, 10.664 fine ounces
of silver, were shipped from the Marsac mill.

WASHINGTON.
Alleged Gold Discoveries.- Spokane

Falls

Herald, Oct. 8: A Herald reporter has been diligent in his search during the past week for additional facts regarding the alleged gold discovery as
published in our last Sunday's issue.
He had the
good fortune to meet two experienced miners who
had visited the locality named and spent some time
there; their report is not at all flattering, in fact there
is no cause for excitement, as they declare positively
that what the former parlies look for gold is not thai
metal, but a species of yellow mica. As the discoverers had never done any mining it is quite probable

John M. Long arrived in town Friday evening from
Harvey district, about 30 miles from here, where he that they made the very common error that any inMr. Long reports experienced prospector is liable to make, and instead
is developing some properties.
one of the most of the genuine article they found a quantity of " PilBald Mountain.— Deadwood Pioneer. Oct. 16: that district as likely to become various
mining lo- grim gold." While investigating this report our reThe
prominent
in the Territory.
Various Camps. Prescott Journal- Miner, Oct. There are few residents of the Hills who will not
show up exceedingly well, though little work porter ascertained the facts of another gold dis11:
John Curtin and Nelson Gable have taken a readily recall the excitement that set in about two cations
Gold is by far the covery near Little Baldy, about six miles from the
of them.
done
on
any
has
been
lease on the Goodwin mine in Turkey creek,
Chas, years ago, with the mines of Bald mountain district
I'hough we
district, and the ore contains ciiy, which we give as ve received it.
Thompson has sold one-fourth of the Mayflower and as its cause. It was stated then, and stated truth- p-^evailing metal of the The country is extremely have seen some of the quartz and the assayer's resilver or copper.
Copper Lion mining claims to H. S. VanBeuren for fully, that developments to that dale bad served to little
and
has all the indications port, we can vouch for nothing more. Some time
mountainous
rugged
and
$200.
F. W. Mitchell came in last evening from demonstrate that the district had a virtually inThe beiuty of the district, since two prospectors named Doak and Deiamore
of a rich mining region.
the Clarence Ruby mine. Work has been tempora- exhaustible quantity of ore, and that whenever a
found quartz near Little Baldy; they had the surface
It
our friend, is indeed rpmarkable.
Chas. H. satisfactory method of treatment was obtained, according to
rily suspended again on this property.
road-building to be rock assayed, and it gave a return of $3.50 per ton
considerable
for
will be necessary
Akers has leased the Trap Rock, formerly the Hap- the annual output would exceed in agRregaie value
Desirous of prosecutvery heavy work can be prosecuted. in gold, with a trace of silver.
any
before
done
py Jack mine, on Lynch creek, to Henry Goldwater thai of even the great belt mines, including the While but 30 miles from here in a direct line, it re- ing development work on the two claims they had
The Boaz Co. at Minnehaha Homestake, Old Abe, DeSmet, D adwood Terra and
and Frank Howard.
twice that amount of travel Jiefore it can staked out, they enlisted Jasper Geesey and two
quires
about
Caledonia. At that time a method for economically
flat is pushing work on its mill, and expects to have
be reached, going by rail as far as Bonita (about mid- other parties of this city, who have agreed to furist of getting the gold from the refractory ore had not
it completed ready to drop stamps before the
between Drummond and Missoula) and thence nish all necessary supplies and capital. Whether or
November. The Crowned King Co. has 150 tons been found. Since then, light has been thrown on way
back about 15 miles in a southerly direction not gold exis's in p?>ying quantity near Little Baldy,
the subject, and the Deadwood Reduction Works on horsi
o[ jtoo ore on their mill-dump, and will start up
the Herald is not advised.
mines.
to
the
their mill again in a few days, having succeeded in Co.'s leaching plant is rapidly approaching compleIron and Coal. The drill has already demonNevada Creek Placer Mmy.s.— Mining ReMr. Clark is very en- tion. Since it was definitely settled that leaching,
obtaining a supply of water.
strated
that ihere is an abundance of the best qualare,
property
there
extensive
In this
thusiastic in his praise of the completeness of the by the Clark process, could be successfully applied, view, Oct. 6:
Crowned King mine under the superintendence of the energies of individuals and corporations have at present, ten men employed working on reservoirs, ity of coal underlying Cle-Elum, and the pick has

DAKOTA.

—

—

N. C. Shekels. E. H. Witherell will put from 8 to been spurred. Operations have been conducted on
10 men at work on a mine in the Black Hills district, a scale more extensive than ever, until to-day, men
from which he recently had a sample lot of ore as- familiar with the district since the first stake was
sayed, giving a good value.
He estimates that he driven and the firsl location made, as long ago as
can furnish a carload of ore per week. Diamond
Joe Reynolds has purchased the right for Yavapai
county of Dr. Bellew's patent process of treating
ores by. means of electricity.
It is claimed that re-

1876, are emphatic that developments accomplished
months exceed the total for the 11
preceding years. Ore enough is now in sight and
available to keep a plant ten times the capacity of
in the last 12

ditches, etc.,

and getting things into shape

(or

a

long season of placer-mining next summt-r. This
force will be kept employed as late this fall as ihe
weather will permit. As soon as practicable next
spring the company will start a large force of men at
work in the diggings, and unless the season should
be an exceptionally dry one it is thought that the
giants can be kept at work between four and five

exposed mountains of the finest quality of iron within two miles of that city.
Transportation facilities
are already there, and it only remains for capital to
establish the great rollmg-mills and iron-works.
Within the coming year there is but ht'le dr uht
such works
Northwest.

be built, and Kittitas county will be
manufacturing center in the Pacific

will

the greatest
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Fremont and Mission
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&
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DOUBLE "ECONOMIC" STAMP MILL.

CO.

San Francisco,

Sts.,
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Cal.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN ALL CLA-SES OF

MACHINERY
SOLE AGENTS FOR
WILLLiMSON

A. PAY a CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
PRANK & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
NEW HAVEN MANUP'G CO.'S MAJ.

AND

SON'S MACHINISTS

BLAKE'S
PUMPS.

POWER

BOILERS.

PAYNE'S VERTICAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

AND HORI-

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

TOOLS.

BICKFORD'S

HOISTING

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

BEMENT &

EROS'

ENGINES.

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

DRILLS.

IMPROVED STEAM

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

TODSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

WEBBER CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

rSRIN BAND SAW BLADES.

STURTEVANT BLOWERS AND
EXHAUSTS.
SHIMER MATCHER HEADS.
BRAINARD MILLING MACHINES.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
SCHLENKER'S BOLT CUTTERS.

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTINO INJECTORS AND EJECTORS.

DISSTON'S CIRCULAR SAWS.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACKRUBBER GOODS.
LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS.
IKQ

.

HOLLOWAY FIRE EXTINGUISH-

CO.'S

W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACK-

ING, PAINT, ETC.

ERS.

We

have here the iScamp Mill in a cheap and simple form. The high drop of the old stamp
more than compensated for by the great weight (1200 tbs. each) of our stamps, and the rapidity (300 strokes each per minute) with which they run.
There are 4 shoes in each stamp, so
that there are 4800 strokes of the shoes on the dies per minute. Leas power is required than in
do
the
same
amount
of
work.
any other mill to
The Mortar has screens at both ends, giving ample discharge. There are no cams or tappets to wear or be adjusted. The stamps adjust themselvea as the shoes wear.

is

AN AUTOMATIC ORB FEEDER

YACHT ENGINES.

Goes with each Mill.

ENGINES and BOILERS
FROM

2

TO 100

H.

AND

SUPPLIES

LUBRICATING

SAN FRANCISCO TOOL
WORKS

and Stevenson

First

:

OILS.

FREUOXT STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

STEARNS M'F'G
29

&

31 Spear

ENLARGED!

CO.,

San Francisco,

St.,

Gal.

CAL.

MAKERS OF

RAND, McNALLY & CO.'S

^

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

Business

IRRIGATION AND RECLAMATION.
STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS of all kinds,
MACHINE TOOLS, and full line of
MACHINE SHOP APPLIANCES carried
EIiEVATORS

for

freight

and passenger

use, both

worm

A tlas,
in slock.

gear and patent double capacity

— IMPORTERS

of the

Worthington pattern.

ELECTRIC APPARATUS for the generation and distribution of electricity
ana POWER. Keith System.
FLOUR MILL ROLLS ground and corrugated. Gear Cutting a Specialty.
ta- Pkices

on application.

for

LIGHT

OF

Munson's "Eafjle" and "Dynamo" Bnlting-,
Goodell & AVaters' Woodworking Machinery, Saws and Saw Tools,
Emery Wheels. Tool Grinders, Ewart's

Link

AND GBNBEAti

Send for Cataloohe.-ss

1889.

HIGH-GRADE SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENGINES, STEEL BOILERS, Etc.

hydraulic.

WATER METERS

WILL BE DOUBLE THE SIZE OF
ANY OTHER ATLAS
P BLISHEO.

Beltingf

MILL. SUPPLIES.

New
SOLB AGE.NT FOR

H. D.
220 Fremont

H.H.H

MORRIS,

Size of Page,

The entire arrangement will be new, embodying the
most improved methods of reference and Indexing,
clearly showing the location, population and commercial
advantages of over 200,000 towns in the United States,
Cana 'a and Mexico,

ACEHT.

"Special attention given to purchase of

RAND, MCXALI.Y &

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.
ADAMANTINE

SHOE^I

AND

THE LIXIVIATION OF
ORES

WITH

(With

HYPOSULPHITE

SOLUTIONS

special reference to the Rassell process).

The Duly complete Treatise oi tlie Chemistry anfltlie Practice of tlie miiiatioii Process,
i'tibliahed and sold by the Auchor, 18 Broadway, N«tv York.
Price $3.00, Registered rostago Prepaid.
RemUtance should only be made by Bank

Draft,
C. A.

or

by

P.

O.

Money

Order, payable

to

148 Monroe

the

order

H. H. H. Horee Liniment pute
life
tiie
Horse'
H. Horce
Liniment has been tiie leading remedy
among Farmera and Stockmen for the
oare of Spraina, BmiBea, Stiff Jointfl,

lion. AddressPASADENA MINING & DFVELOPING

Pasadena, Cal.

CO.,

We

STORAGE

DEWEY &

BUSINESS

F

Colletre instructs in Shorthand, Type Writing, Bookkeeping, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the En-

that tlie Trade Mark " H. H- H." io oij
3very Bottle before pnrchasingr- For sals
svfirywberf* for 60 centa and $1,0C i&s:'

glish branches, and everything pertaining to bueineBs,
(or six lull months.
have sixteen teachers, and give
individual instruction to all our pupils. Our achool baa
its graduates in every part of the State.

We

'Sottle.

For Sale by

DruKelsts.

all

H.

COLLEGE.

POST ST.. S. F.
OR SKVENTY-FIVE DOLIiAKS THIS
24

i^SsND FOR

ot

ClRCULAB.
E. p.

HAUSMAN,

O. S.

HEALD,

President.

HALTTT. Secretary.

Mining Properties Bought,
MISSES DEVLIN.
Sold and Developed.
Stenographers and Typewriter Copyists,
Boom 7, No. 240 M-butgoraery St.,
Propositions from principals only entertained.

Gold
have some extra room

suitable
for
storage purposes, which we will let on

very reasonable
terms.
""
CO., 220 Market
street, San Francisco, Cal.
"

HEALDS

Bpavins, Wiudgalls, Sore Shoulders, etc.
5Jid tor Family Use is without an eqn^
COT Rhenmatism, Nenralgia, Aches, Pama
Brmsp8,(''tit8andSiirainsofallcharacter3
The H. H« H. Liniment has many imits
tions, and we caution the Publio to ess

F.

w.A.Tsrmii>.

CO.,

CHICAGO.

TpHE

new
into
Antiquated
^
For the last 14 years the H. H.

STETEFELDT.

To Buy or Lease Graphite Mine or Loca-

St.,

DfE«.~Guar-

to prove better and cheaper than any others.
Orders solicited, subject to above conditions.
H. D. MORRIS.

atiteeJ

SILVER

15x21 Inches.

fl^It will contain new larere scale maps occupying two
pages only (no cut-up maps) of all the important States.

HORSE UNIMM-

San Francisco,

St.,

MANUf ACTUfiEES' mi PURCHASIHS

Al>AM.tNTIPfK.

"Economic" is not only a
OLD .9TAMP IN MILLS or THE

Manufacturers of Mining and Sawmill Machinery, Engines, Boilers, Etc.

CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO,

Sts.,

have a enitable

Several Mills are now in the mines doing excellent work. The
mill for small mines, but we helieve it is destined to SUPERSEDE THE

34 and 36

MILL

also

LARGEST CAPAOITr.

ALWAYS IN STOCK

P.,

We

SAFE DEPOSIT BUILDING,

.

ROOM

No.

2.

S. £.

corner Pine,

-

-

San Francisco

Mining and Scientific Press.

Oct. 27, 1888.]

""™! "^
Ifl

Gentrifngal
I^etalllifgy ajid Ofeg.

'

QUARTZ MILL.

^SELBY

tr SEUD FOB CATALOODK.-M

ameltlng wor^s

aod

SUD

HnntingtOD

CHALMERS,

ead

in operation io
iixg

&

FRASER

Crasher and PqIThu Mill aa a Crusher
PnlThis
erizver U without rival.
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SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

milla.
J

__

MACHINERY

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING. SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

for

416 Montgomery

iiGs^d trommels.

FOR CATALOOLTI AMD TlSTIHOKIAl&

ENGINES

And Assay

REFINERY

Office.

Higheat Phcea Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Solphorets.

HOISTING

PUMPING

CO..

San Francisco.

AND SILVER

GOLD

ORES.

of

St.,

ENGINES,

AHD

HANUrACTURKIU OP....

BLUESTONE.
LEAD PIPE.
SHEET LEAD,

BALLIDIE'S

SHOT,

MACHINERY,

Etc., Etc.

ALSO HAKm'ACTPRKHS OF

Standard

WIRE ROPE

CORNISH

Shot-Gun

Cartridges,

Under Charabcrlin Patent.

JOHN TAYLOR & C0.7
POMPS.

TRAMWAYS.

aSNEKAL OFFICE AND WORKS

UBNVEB OFFICE

:

FuttoQ And Union Streets, Ohlcago.

NEW YOKK

:

No. 248 ElBbteentb Street. Denver. Colorado.

111.

ALSO CHEMICALS. AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARAIUS.
63 & 65 First St.. cor. Mission, San Francisco.
We would call the attention of Assaycrs, Chemists,

MEXICO OFFICE:

OFFICE:

Boom

43.

No.

2

No. 11 Calle de Juarez, Cblbuahua, Mexico.

Wall Street.

IMPORTKRB AXD DRALKHfi IN

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

UTAH OFFICE—SALT LAKE CITY UTAM.

Mininpf Companies, Milling Companies, Prospectors, etc,
to our full stock of Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, Scoriflers, etc, including, also, a full stock of
-Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these supplies since
the first discovery of mines on the Pacific Coast, we fee
confident from our experience we can well «uit the de
mand for these goods, ooth as to quality and price. Oui
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will be sect oc
application.
These Whecle are designed for all purposes where limited quantities of water and
Our Gold and Silver Tables, showing the value pei
hiirh heads are utilized, and are guaraoteed to give more power with less water than
ounce Troy at different degrees of fineness, and valuable
any other wheel made, Beinif jilaced on horizontal shaft, the power is trauemitted tables for computation of assa^-s in grains and grammes,
direct to shaftinn by belts, dispensing with gearing.
will be sent free upon application. Aeents for the Patent
Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in Plumbago Crucible Co., London, England. Also for E.
capacity to suit any particular case.
The
G. Dbnniston's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the plates of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free of cost, reliable, and full weight of Silver guaranteed. Orders
by applying to the manufacturers.
taken at his lowest prices.

JAMES LBFPBL'S

Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

^y

JAMES LEFFBL &
Springfield, Ohio,

or

JOHN TAYLOR &

CO.,

110 Liberty

St.,

New

York.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 23 STEVENSON STBEBT.

FRASER & CHALMERS,

PARKE
C.

EVANS &

H.

(Successors to

110

THOMSON &

& 112

CO.,

EVANS),

Beale Street,

Steam Pumps, Steam Engines
and

all

kinds ot

MACHINERY.

C. A.

33

I*^rli. I»1«;00,

offer to the
Pacific Coast

miners of the

SMALL AlKCOMPRESSINCJ PLANTS at
such prices that almost any
small mine can afford to put

power drills If they have
none in use.
By our NEW AND PATENTED SYSTEMS (by which
the duty or performance of

to
I

ROCK DRILLS
AIR COMPRESS0RS&

drills

uge)

is

it is

not reduced with
no longer necessary

I

GENERAL MACHINERVFORi!''

in

DRILLCo

buy a

Compressor

of

double capacity than the
drills are expected to require, in order to keep up
the supply of air necessary
on account of the wear of
drills and compressor.
Besides havmcTHE NEW-

EST

MiNINcTuNNELJNG,

RAND

AND LIGHTEST

de-

small drill plants,
the Rand Drill Compiiny, as
is well known, has built, ana
is now building, the LARGsiirned

23 Park Place NEwvoRi(»Ai

EST

COMPRESSOR

PLANTS IN THIS COUNTRY, and

[
BirZERS' GUIDE ia
issued March and Sept.,

OThe

each year. It is an encyclopedia of useful information for all who purchase the luxuries or the

has patterns for all sizes^up to"'40-inch'diameter of cylinder.
In respect to capacity IN.SPEED OF DRILLING, perhaps it is in order to say that in EVERY AUTHORITATIVE
CONTEST for speed yet initiated, the RAND DRILLS have, without exception, BEEN VICTORIOUS. This (act.
'-oupled with another important one, that the drills use much LESS AlK and cause LESS RElPAlRs, has won for
them nearlv all of the Eastern mininff trade, which has kept their works always busy.
Since the reasons which formerly restrained us from the California market no longer exist, we are now
in the field for tne biisine-s.
iS" SPECIAL ATTENTION is called to the latest designed sectional Compressor just built for the Batopilas
mine in Mexico, and to the Compound Engine Compressor built for the Anaconda mine in Montana.

PERFECT PULLEYS

"We
necessities of life
can clothe you ajid furnish you with
.

the necessary and unnecessary
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
w^hat is required to 4o all these things
all

COMFORTABLY, and you can make a
estimate of the value of the

First

Medart Patent 'Wrought

fair

PAT. 001. 26, 1881.

Nos! 129

ANTI-INCRUSTATION POWDER
Or Boiler Compound
Removing or Preventing Scalo. Corrosion anl Pitting
Send for references.
in Steam Boilers.
hso PBBRLRE8 KuBHRR MVo CO. Plumbago Sheet, and
Piston and Valve Kod Packing, to be had only of
J. C WIWANS, 220 Fremont St.. tJ. h:, tJal.
|or
1

San Francisco Cordage Factory.
Eatabllshed 1856assortment of Manila Ropi
Sisa Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay R fpe. Whale
tAao, eta, etc
Bxtta sizes and lentrths made to order on short notice
Constantly on hand a

Rim

Pulley

&

131 Fremont Street.

THOMAS

HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES

FOR CmO0I/AR AND PRIOB LiBT.
-

.

-

"^Il
.

San FranOsco. Cal

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento

Street,

San Francisco,

TUBBS &

GO.

613 Front St., San Francisco.

rNQINEER,

L

HY. JACKSON,
& CONTRACTOR
131 Montgomery St., S. F.

Working

attention paid

to

for

the

Ores.

Examinations of

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.
O. A. L0CKHARDT <Si 0O„
(Formerly Huhn & Luckhardt,
Mtnlncr Entrlneers and MetallurcrlBtfl
J.

U. KOSTBL.

KUBTBlt.

^

WORKS.

METALLURGICAL
318 Pine

3t. (Basement.,

SAN FRANCISCO

Corner ot Leldesdorfl Street,

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Tests made by

my

Process.

Assaying and Analysis of Ores, Minerals and Waters.
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Treating Ores by
Practical Instruction given
proved proce«*ee8.
CO..
G.
Minine Eotrineers and Metallurirists.

m

KUSTEL &

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

REDUCTION!

BATTERY~SOREENS.
Best and Cheapest In America.
No imitation, no deception, no planished or rotten
iron used. Only genuine Russia iron in Quartz Screens.
Planished iron screens at nearly half
former rates.
Screens on hand
I have a large suuply of Battery
suitable for the Huntington and all Stamp Mills, which I
will sell ;it 10 per fcnt diRcniint.

my

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all tinds of Miu
ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc and other metali punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot ^Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. I to 15 (fine;.

Orders promptly attended

Cal.

full

Rn and

CIVIL

SHAFTING,
i^SsWD

Michiean Avenue, Chicago, 111.

-wi HB" jaL3Nr s'

Special

for

eto.

1884.

For the States of California, Orcgron and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washington
Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Also Manufacturers of
Best Balanced Policy in the World.

will be sent upon
cents to pay postage,

00.

most suitable Process

GREAT

BUYEIIS'

MONTGOMERY WARD &
111-114:

at Mechanics' Pair,

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

GUIDE, which
receipt of 10

Premium Awarded

Assaying in all its Branches.
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters,
Working Tests (practical) Made.
Plans and Specifications furnished

TTorli.-

3Sa'oT7^

We are now so situated
with our new workj as to

Near First and Market Streets, S. F.
Ehtabusbrd 1860
Ldoehardt, Manager.

Ores worked by any Prooesa.
Ores Sampled,

THE RAND DRILL COMPANY,

S.

MACHINE WOEKS,

8x

General Agents,
Chicago. 111., and Denver, Col.
LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

CO.

to..

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
21

& 323

First St.,

San Francisco, CaL

JOHN W. QUICK,

Proprietor.

This paper le pnncea wltn Ln&. Manufactured by Charles Bneu Johnson & Co., 50O
South lOth St., Philadelphia. Branch Offices— 47 Rose St., New York, and 40 La Salle
9t, Ohlcaffc Asent for the Faolflo Ooaet—
Joaepb H. Dorety, 630 Oonunerolal St. B. F
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n^APKET

Pig iron, dull, but firm. Large consumers have all the iron they want for the present,
and makers are busy delivering it to them, so that
Mansmall lots comprise the bulk of the business.

Local Market.

ufactured iron, without being specially active, there
a good business doing, and prices are steadily
maintained. One thousand tons of skelp was taken
at 81.95, although sellers are firm, and ask 2c lor
Old rails, negotiations
the general run of orders.
are in progress for a large lot of T's and D. H's
mixed, with about $24 as the probable price. Scrap
is

San Fkancisco,

Oct. 25, 1888.

SILVER— The

market the pa=t week gained in
advance made on Tuesday in
prices abroad and also in
New York. The demand with us is not of an urgent
character, for large export buyers are only tempted
by prices below the New York and English parity.
A sale of silver was made yebterday at 94 55-100 cts.
strength, with quite an

sympathy with higher

tor export, although the bids made were at 94 J^ cts.
It is quite likely that ready sales cannot be made at
over the latter figure. The output of silver bullion

on

and no perceptible increase

this coast is light,

is

looked for until the mining companies in Nevad:i
again commence to crush ore, which will be next
month, in the Comstock district, but in other districts of the Slate no decided increase in the crushing of silver-bearing ore will take place before early
The fact must not be overlooked that though
in 1889.
the Commore ore will be crushed by the mills
stock district this coming winter than for several
years past, siill the percentage in silver will be less.
This opinion is based on the latest and most reliable
reports from Virginia Ciiy, which state that the work
going on in several of the mines make it certain that
what is called the Red Lode is a veritable lode, rich
in mineral ore in which gold predominates, and to
this lode, for some time at any rate, will the mills
The work being done
have to look for ore to crush.
in one of them, West Con. Virginia, already demonstrates ihitthe lode is much more valuible than
Claimed by some, and with further prospecting
work it is claimed that there will be a revival ot
mining on the Red lode, which lies west of the Bonanza lode, equaled only by the *' bonanza days."
The ra jrket closed weaker to-day in sympathy with
a decline of the London market at 44^^ d. Ours is

m

quoted at 94 Ji

The export movement is
The local market is quoted

creasing.

of a steady charat a decline of

LEAD — The

market has been subjected to Eastern influences and consequently prices receded, but
afterward giined in strength with a slight advance
n-ported. The New York market broke on Oct. 19th
under a confirmation of the report that Nathan Curwith & Co. of that city had suspended.
This fi^m
in connection with Corwith & Co. of Chicago worked
th- corner in lead, and their suspension naturally
Under a
caused stampede with the bull element.
strong bear raid Ocicber lead was beaten down to
This was followed by a sale the next day at
4c.
These low prices brought in
$3 97/^ psr 100 tbs.
buyers, causing a stronger market to obtain.
TIN The price for prompt shipment is said to be
strongly maintained for tin plate.
The sales so far,
it is reported, aggregate over 90,000
boxes at from
per
box.
In
pig,
the
market is withto
$4.05
$5.15
out any special features to note. For tin plate on
The position of tin abroad
spot the dem ind is slow.
Lite mail advices from London reis very strong.
port as follows: " The value of Straits tin during
the fir-t quirter of the year ranged between ^t66
and £iyo, and while these unusuilly high piices
stimuirtled production, they checked consumption to
such a degree that the deliveries in the first four
months averaged 1125 tons per month. Willi the
the price t) £y$ ids. at the end of June the
demand rapidly increased until the total stock at
the end of last minth stood at 13 419 tons, thus
showing th it [o 526 tons had gone mto consumption
Bat since the last statistical
since the end of April.
return was published, the position has atjain inipr jved, and th^ stock in London at the end of the
first fortnight in September was further reduced to
2700 tons."
fa'l in

COAL—

The importation of coal both at this port,
free, with a
Contrary to exlarge proportion sold to arrive.
pectations incertiin quarters, prices do not advance,
while, on the contrary, there appears to be an easier
feeling.
Theaction of the Southern Pacific railroad
in selling all their employes their coal at cost price
will have some ef^dci on the market for house coal.
The coalyards in this and adjoining cities are reSin Diego, and San Pedro continues

ported to ht full.
Since wr ting the above a leading importer reports
an advance in Cumberland and Egg to arrive, owing
to higher freights abroad.
for spot

is

The

inactive.

las

Eastern Metal Markets.
Telegraph,.

1888.— The following are the

25,

closing prices the past week;
Silver in

New

43

43 1-16
43 1-16
Mmiliy
431
Tuesday
433
Wednesday... 431

rriday

Saturday

York. Topper.

SI?
93}
93 1S.|6 17
93 16-16 17
17
915
94 11.16 17
94}
17

50
60
46
36
45

45

Lead.
Si
3
3
4
3
3

25
95
97i
(.2

974
95

The market closes as lollows: Qaicksilver
to 65c, lollow.ing ihe London advance to £g.

Tin.
S23 40
23 6C
as 25
23 25
23 It
23 00

moved

Cop

Lake Ingot is nominal at
without interest.
17%; casting brands. i6@i6J^. Liberal buyin^^
ordtTS followed the collaps-^ of the lead corner.
The
closing price is from $3 90@4 for spot.
Borax is
Caliiornia refined is
steady, with morierate sales.
quoted at 8K@8^'sc; concentrated, 8@8>ii^c. Pig
Iin is firm with a fair inquiry.
iron 15 firm.
per

Nevada.

50.. Sept 28.. Nov
5.... Nov
25. .Oct 5. .Nov 12. ...Deo
25. .Sett 22. .Oct 25. ...Nov
50 Septl8..0ct VS.. ..Nov

Caliiornia.

5a..Sept24..0ct 29 ...Nov

Nevada
Nevada.
Nevaila,

M Co

Place op Busine

Seoretarv.

M

Reynolds
2ij..LOsborn

503 California
309 Montgomery
319 Mon'gomery
402 Mo. tgumtry

3..BBurri9

13..ARGrim
12..J Croekitt
G Sessions

W

30..

Best & Belcher

;

3i

St
St
St
Ht
St
St
St
St
St
St
St

327 Pine
Monigoniery

9

;

,

'22..

;

;

..

;

(.iray

.

.

4.
18,

;

;r,

.

.

,

.

.

9.

.

la.

.

A:

.

...

.

..

.

.

-25,

.

.

itt

.

;e

1

K.

.

.

.

4.

7.

8.
4.

8.

.
.

.

,

2ti

1

B".

1,

.

1

'"^

,,

lb

$)

0(1

.,

. . .

.

2.'i

1

bfife

".

tt»

*.

^*^

.-...

@

TiNPLATS— Coke
do roofing, 14x20
Pig tin, 111 tb

5 00
5 15
6 75 (S 7 25
5 5(1
5 r>2i

*

tJuiCKSiLVEK— By the
Flasks, new

flask
1 05

85

Flaskfl.old

PRICES OF COAL

Cf*

"TO ARRIVB."

Per Ton.
11
50 @12 00 Cardiff
00 @12 5o| Lehigh Lump. 15
50 @13 OOjCuinberland hkl7
15
00 @12 50|Egg, hard
I

Australian ...Sll
Liverpool St'm 12
West Hartley. 12
Scotch Splint. 12

@
2^
@ 45
@ -

24i"@

Per Ton.
I0@11 50
00(«15 50
00(al8 00
lOcalS 50
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Mall,
The following is the latest from the " New York
Met il Exchange Market Report "
Tm firm, advancing 25 points on spot, and 20 to
30 on futures, Copper unchanged. Lead weak.
:

power-spring for turning the friction pulley in

faoiflc Coasi

for

Inventors.

Dewey & Co., Plonet^r Patent
Solicitors for Pacific States.

Reported by

Prom the

report of U.

otflcial

Co. '8 Patent Office Library, 220

FOR

WEFK ENDING

Patents in

S.

Market

OCT.

Dkwbt &

St., S.

F.

]6, l88S.

Boiler— p. F. L)undon, S, F.
391,054 — WaiFFLETKbE HouK— W. A. Lidd,
Co fax. W. T.
39 [,165. Jack L. A. Linder, Tacom^, W. T.
391,359.- Stkam

—

391,383

—Grain Header—-S.

Oin.
391,196.- Propeller— D.

J.

Myrick,

Helix,

Rowland, Shasta,

B.

Cil.

391,198.- FfiNCE PosT-S.ixon

W.

T.
39r,34i.

&

J 'iiies.

Colfax,

— Concentrator — Starr & Kinley,
— Surprenant &

Grabs Villey,CKl.

—Sawing Machine

391.344.

Feiguson, Asto u, Ogn.
NoTS.— Copies of U. S. and Forolgn Patents furnished
by DBWBY& Co., in the shortest time possible (by mail
Amerioan and Foreigru patents
or telegraphic order).
obtained, and eeneral patent business for Paciflo Coast
inventors transacted with perfect tieaurity, at reasonable
rates and in the shortest Doaaible time.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among the patents recently obtained through
Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press U. S. and
Foreign

Agency,

Patent

the

following

are

aides composed of telescoped pipe sectLone. The
aides are connected ao that they shall operate
aimultaneonaly under the pressure of water introduced to one of the aides from the fire engine.
The hoae is coupled to that side and

supported by the other side, and when the
water is turned on, the pressure on the telescoped pipe sections, of which the sides are
composed, forces them out and thus raises the
Suitable supports are probridge and hose.
vided to hold it in an elevated position.

Motor,

— George F.

one-half to

Wells, S, F., aaaignor of

Manley C. Lawton, Staten

Island,

No. 390,929. Dited Oct. 9, ISSS. This
Cal.
motor is designed to receive and convert an intermittent or irregular power such as from a
treadle or treadlea

—

—

into a steady, continuous
motion. The main object of the invention is to
provide a simple and delicate motor specially
adapted for use in automatic musical instruments and transmitting the power of the
treadles to the music-roll. The motor consists
in a pulley to be driven, a friction pulley engaging it and carried by a pivoted bracket, a

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

one direction and connectioDB with the treadles
for alternately winding the spring and pulling
the bracket to disengage the pulleys, and relieving the spring and bracket to effect the reengagement of the pulleys and the rotatioa of
the main pulley under the recoil of the powerspring.

Steam Boiler.

—P.

Datsd Oct.

391,359.

Patents

List of D. 8.

—

S Iver in
London.

Califo'nia.

.

—

Thursdiy

M

Bodie Con

Am't. Levied. Deltnq'nt. BalS.
10.. Sept 20.. Oct
25.... Nov ] 5.. J

Location.

OoMPAinr.
American Eagle M Co
Aiti b M Co
Andes B M Co
Baltimore S M, Co
Belcher
Co

i-J

Oregon reported was 1000 tons at $30; since worthy of special mention:
then none has been sent here, it being used in
Hose Bridge. Henry Tucker and Patrick
Oregon. American soft is higher. There is no
Glengarnock or Eglinton in the market. Spot J. Keegan. No. 390,920. Dated Oct. 9, ISSS,
prices for foreign iron are below the parity of the This invention belongs to that class of bridges
supply markets.
or frames which are nsed for carrying hoae over
BORAX The market is quiet with quotations railway tracks in the streets of cities, whereby
nommal.
interference with the travel of the cars is avoid*
ed.
This bcidge is made of vertically movable

York, Oct.

JOOaNALB.

S. F.

8.

sale of

Nkw

UTUBR

AJH)

ASSESSMENTS.

..

—

By

DIRECTORY.

MlNINO AKD SOIHNTIPIO PKBSS

Nevada
25. Ottl6..Nov
lil....Dec 11. L Oaborn
M Co
309 Montgomery
Arizona.,
10.. Sept 1..0ct 15
Cridiin M & M Co
Nov 5..G B Krutmejer
628 Mont'jonnry
iron, firm and in good demand, at fuil prices.
N- vada.
Ciown Point G& 8 M Co
50.. Oct 2.. Nov
5.... Nov 26..J Newlanda
329 Pino
Nevada.
50. .Oct
.Nov 13. ...Dec 5..CEElliot
309 Montgomery
Prices generally ruling for metals not regularly ChoUa M Co
..Nevada.
Con
Imperial
M
05.. Oct IB.. Nov 21.... Dec ia..C L McLOy..
3.9 Pine
Co
exExchange,
covering
Y.
dealt in on Call at the N.
..Nevada.
15.. Oct
19.. Nov 21.... Dec 12..ASGroth
Calediinia S M Co
414 (.aliforuia M
tremes of buyers' and se.lers' views. All prompt de- Del Mcnte M Co
Nevada,
25..0it 15,. Nov 20,... Dec I2..J WPew
31u tine St
BiUiton
Tin,
.Kept
@
Kmpire
Caliiornia.
19.. Oct
..Nov S.. A FLOW
Au-tralian Tin,
M Co
77 Nevada Blocit
liverv.
2 '..Sept 6..0cr. 10.. ..Oct 31..CEKlIiot
Nevudt.
3(9 Montgomery St
Baltimore Exchequer M Co
@
(^
Btnca Tin,
Nevada.
30. .Oct 2. .Nov
Nov 30 A K Durbrow
Gould & Curry S M Co
9
309 Montgomery St
Copper, $i6,oo@— .— Orford Copper, $i6.oo@
Eagle M Co
Cal fornia.
05. .Sept
.Oct 10.. ..Oct 30..
3k7 Pine St
HBogart
@— — Foreign Lead, Gt Weste n Q M Co
Calif om a.
15. .Sept
.Oct 22... .Nov 12.. A Halsey
328 Montgomery St
16.25; P' S. C. Copper,
N evada.
25 Oct 13,, Nov 17
Dec 5..RBGrayton
327 Pine St
$5.4o@S-5'-»; '^"^i- Grand Prize M Co
$5.oo@5.2s; Foreign Spelt
Cal fornia
25. .Oct
.Nov 17., ..Dec l0..DMKeut
HorsesLon Bar Con M Co
330 Fine St
mony, $9-75®^3-5°Justice M Co
Neva
25.. Sept 25.. Oct 31.,
...Nov 19 REKelly
419 Caifninia St
Nevada.
Keyes S M Co
Oct 22. .Nov 24.. .D'-c 15..MP Minor
328 Montgomery St
Nevada.
Lord of Lorn G S M Co
10. .Sept ti..Ot 12.. ..Nov
2..IlNVan Brant
SF.emontSt
.Oaliforata.
Mayflower Gravel M Co
50.. Oct l'i..Nov 16.... Dec 10.. J Morizio
328 Montgomery St
San Francisco Metal Market.
Mono G M Co
Calitomia.
50. .Sept 20. .Oct 23. ...Nov 28..G W SesMons
3l9 Montgomery St
Montrose M Co
Colorado.
li..Oct 3 Nov 12
Dec 15..PE Luty
330 Pine St
WHOLE3AXE.
Nevada.
50.. Oct 23., Nov 27.... Dec 19.. J WPew
N'.rth Belle laleM Co
310 Pine St
TuuBSDAY. Oct.
1883.
30..Oofi I5..N0V 19. ...Dec IL.JWPew
Noith Co inonwealth M Co, .Nevada,
310 Pine St
13
14
Antimony — French Star
Nevada.
50. .Oct
Nov 6.... Nov 27.. CE Elliot
Potosi M Co
309 Montgomery St
EORAX-Refincd
im
Planet Con Drift M Co
California.
01.. Sept 23.. Oct 25. ...Nov 12.. J
Smith
Grass Valley
lM 7| Puget Sound
Powdered
l.tCOct 23. .Nov 29....Dec 21..AHal9ev
Iron Co
Wash Ter.
Montgomery
328
St
CoQceiitrated
63®
7i
Nevada.
50. .Oct
.Nov
...Nov 27..EBHolme8
Savage M Co
309 Mootg nicry St
Copper—
Nevaia.
Tuscarora Con M Co
O5..0?t I..N0V 14. ...Dec 5.. J J Scoville
309 Montgomery Sb
„
26 (a
27
Bolt
California.
.Oct
Teirakott'G M.& MCo
02. .Sept
...Nov 3..W J Gnruett
308 Pine St
2G ^
— U'-,ah Con M Co
Sheathing
Nevada.
35..0et
.Nov 8.. ..Nov 2fl..AHFi3h
3 9 MoutgOratry 8t
16 90 @19 00
Ingot
Virginia Creek Hyd M Co. .California.
06. .Aug 29. .Oct
9.. ..Oct 29..JMQuHy
406 Montgomery bt
— OT
Fire Bus Sheets
—
—
@
MEETINaS TO BE HEJLD.
RON— Glengarnocfe ton
—@ —
Eglinton, ton
Skoretabt.
Name of Company.
Location.
Offioe in S.
Date
Meeting
— @32 50 Alpha
ton
American Soft, No,
Nevada. .C E Elliott
Annnal....
Con MCo
309 Montgomery St
.Oct 30
— @3iJ — Conhdence
Oregon Pig. ton
N- vada,.A S Gcoth
414 Calif oruia St
Annual
Nov 9
M Co.
— @24 50
CUy Lane White
Nevada.. C K Stnrtevant
.323 Monti^omery St
M Co
Annual
Oct 30
— (629 00 Kossuth
Shotta, No.
California., J Morizio
328 Montgomery St
Oct 29
Maytiower G M Co
..Annual
2^@
3
Ear Iron (base price)
Nevada,. A K Durbrow
3l9 Moutgomery St
..Nov 5
Annual
S
@10 (0 Occidental Cou M Co
Chrome iron ore, ton
^ <&
Lead— l^
51
LATEST DIVIDENDS-WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
.'iS
Bar
Location.
Seoretaey.
Office in S. P.
Amount.
Payable
Name of Company.
—
8 (^
Sheet
Nevada. .A W Havens
309 Montgomery St
50
Oct 11
7@ — Con California & Va M Co
Pipe
Nevada. .A S Groth
Aug 6
1.00
Drop, ^ bag.
65 M
— ConhdeuceS M Co
Shot, diaoount 10% on 500 bags
Nevada.. HR P Hntton
306 Pine St
.... July 9
85 @
— Eureka Coo MCo
Buck, ^
Nevada.. RW Heath
313 Pine St
25
....Aug 27
2 05 @
— Mt Diablo M & M Co
ChiUed, do
Califoruia, ,D A Jennings
..July 11
Nortb Star M Co
401 California St
50..
IB fS
20
^TR EL— English,
Nevada., J F Lightner
309 Mot tgomery St
Aug 8
50
Hale& Norcross S M Co
9j@ —
Canton tool
California
Gr*88 Valley
50
Oct U
Idaho M Co
^^
black Diamond tool
^ 10
230 Montgomery St
l.ro
July 10
Pacific Borax. Salt & Soda Co., California. .A H Clough
8 ot
Pick and Hammer
California.. J W Pew
15
310 Pine St
June 12
4@ 5 Standard Con M Co
Machinery
Toe Calk
4i® —
nharcoal, 14x20

$2 on last week's prices.

market

IN

1

market has held to strong
A quicker domestic
prices throughout the week.
demand from the mines is reported, with the more
It is claimed
distant districts drawing quite heivily.
by many that the consumption on this coast is in-
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Spelter dull.

l^EPOF^TS.

Press..

S. F.
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16,
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No.

In a former

patent issued to Mr. Dandon in August, 1SS6,
he showed a boiler composed of two separate and
independent shells, one constituting or containing the furnace and the other containing the flues to return the heat to the front,
and in connection with these two separate
shells, flues and furnaces, return paseages were
employed on the sides. In the present invention he employs a single boiler-shell, with a casing or jacket surrounding it, connected at the
sides by an internal partition, which divides the
jacket into an upper and lower compartment.
The boiler has a furnace at one end and a combustion chamber at the opposite end, with flues
or tubes extending through from the combus*
Chambers or
tion chamber to the smoke-box.
compartments extend along the exterior of the
lower sides of the boiler to the furnace end,
forming an extension of the smoke-box, through
which the products of combustion pass, and there
is a second chamber or compartment with which
the first one communicates, said second compartment extending over the top of the boiler
to the smoke-stack, and separated from the
lower compartment by the horizontal internal
This partition terminates a short dispartition
tance from the back end on both sides, and the
outlet to the stack is formed at the front end
above the smoke-box. The hot gases and products of combustion are passed first through the
main flue to the adjacent combustion chamber,
thence through the internal tubes to the furnace
end, passing thence into the lower compartment.
The products now pass along the lower compartment to the space at rear between the open ends
of the partition, through which space they pass
to the upper compartment and are Anally led
along that to the outlet of the stack.

Oc

New

Grays Harbor Commercial Co., Oct. 20.
Object, to deal in lumber and carry on a general logging and lumber business in Washingington Territory and elsewhere. Directors
Charles S. Holmes, Charles F. Talbot and
William H. Talbot, "William J. Adams, Charles
Hanson, Edward M. Herrick and George
Watson. Capital stock, $150,000.

Sanhedin Mill and Lumber

International Smelting Co. of El Paso
have raised their capital to a half-million dol
They will bnild more reduction works.
lars.
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2301 Alta
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100 Keu ucK
500 Kcyt s

7^ 1000

780 B.

it

Belcher..

Co., Oct. 23.

stock,

Emjl.O
Oct 25.

IS,

Brophy

W.

Directors— W, 0.
$120,000.
Murdoch, D wight W. Grover, Edward Foster,
Frank
D. Scott, Frank
Fitch,
George L
Markey, L. F. Grover, C. M. Miller and W. P.
Chase.
Fidelity Mutual Aid Association, Oct, 20.
Directors— W. F. Gibson, H. D. Wallace, E.
F. Card, J. L. M. Shetterly, L. D. Little, W.
W. Hubbard, J. E. Shuey.
Oapitil

Oct.

Argeuta

Silver

following companies have been incorporated, and papers filed in the office of the
Superior Court, Department 10, San Francisco

Week
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Ending

11.
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1.7u 1.45
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.6.
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2 35
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Alta
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.

Incorporations.

Week

End INO Endini
Company.
Alpha

F. Dandon, S. F.

Stock fixchange.

Bullion
1100 Belle Isle
5iiU

900 Caledonia
445 Con Va&Oal.
203 Croipvn Point..
300 ChaUeuee .-.
1150 Con. Imperial.

450
1500

—

Exchequer
Gould & Curry

250
70c 100
60
.1 8
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..50l 460
350
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.4.15 540
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2i.O0 800
.6 50 370
..9:c 300
.
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.1.76
,4.90 730
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.6.50 200
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...t-i

Lady Wash

1.90
65c
3.60
3Cc
65a
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IMon o"^";;;;:::;;;;i;^
3.30
Ney. Oueen
2.35
Navajo
2.35
Overman.
Ophir
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S.
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Sierra
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Scorpion
Silver Hill
Silver KiuE
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Uuio n

Wei

Ion

Yellow Jacket,

8.12J
2. 90
3.80
70c
5.25
4.35
4.85
80o
90o
1.5U
10c
1.80
4.60
850
ei

W. H. Lawrence, Geoeral Superictendpnt
The Copppr Qacen mine, Arizona, piid a of the Spring Valley Water Co., died at San
Mateo on Sunday,
dividend of $70,000 on the Ist inst.

*

Mining and Scientific Press,

Oct. 27, 1888.]
Miiiog SJare Markel.
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DELINQUENT SALE NOTICE.

ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

The market baa by no meaoa beeo ateady
daring the paat week, though it h&i been at
timea atroog. There baa been QactDatioo from
day to day, though tbe general tendency baa
Klcctric Motor-t, r>jti«m'*«, Tramcarn, Ek\»ton», SifiialH ami «U ktiids of Klcctrical S>KtvDm or liuliting kiitl
been rather upward. The brokers are pleased
ttcnsoilMlon of power, uitlivr direct nr with rtorak'r llfttU'rIcM,
at the unwonted activity, aa it baa given them
more to do than for months past. A« to work
For Mines, Hoisting Works, Mills, Reduction Works,
oo the Comstock, the Enierprite says
ludoor and Outduor niuniiii«tii>ii of ivcry ktrtd. Ciiui, Oil ftmi CaixlluM i>ii|>erKt-ilul hj the
Never before iu the history of tbe Comstook
EDISON INCANDESCENT LIGHT.
have there been seen so many ditTerent mines
that were aimultineously yielding paying ore. The unly roinplvte and utliifkctorj- iiii-ftndi-Hccnt nvttt^im. Li^ht* ri-<iiilre no »tu-iitloi. And ar« undrr <«utpiut<.' cmiOre is being taken out nearly all along the line trol. Over M«0 000 lijrht-fii \i»v In Ihe Uiiitt-d SUtcn SKL f -K Kta'I.A II N<; .ItC I.KiHTS turn nlxtit
into day itiid ik(Ti»rd u iiu-aiiti of working t' o w1k>Ic iA houri*; invaluftldv to ctiiitriicturM hikI <»lli»rH to whoiik
there are only a few breaks
of the Comntjck
time Is nil obji-ct tlHtiiuiitUD and diHi(:iii4 on upidirutinn.
and there are also several outeide mines that are
now produoing considerable (|aantitit:a of good
Offices and Showrooms. 323 PINE ST.. SAN FRANCISCO.
milling ore. The new body of ore found on
between
the
Sivage
and
the
Hale
and
the line
KT, S- AAT.
An eight>foot vein of r*oi-tl«,ncl., Oi",
Kororofls is a &ne one.
S50 ore would of itself cooBtitute a big mine in
Idaho, Montana, Arizona and other miniag reThe new west ore body, on the 300
gions.
level of the Best and Belcher, though not yet 21 and 23 Frement Street,
OAL.
showing up as well as tbe new recent strike
- mrOIU'EIH
AND nA.NL'KACTUIlKHS OFin Savage and NororoaSf bids fair to lead to

Gray Eagle Mining Company.— Location

something of value.
Other new developments will probably soon
be heard from— are now about ripe which,
with the resumption of ore reduction at the
mills on the Carson river, will keep the market

A

&

Incandescent

Arc Electric

Lig-hts.

:

—

Sycinoy,

place nt \i\i-invai, Saii KraocUco, CaliLocailoii of works, I'lacer county, Cttltfornia.
are .UIii..|UCQt vip<.ri the f>Il..wii.n
di'Moriheil HfHik, im aocnuiitot Aw-L't^sment (No. D) k-iitid
vn tht! 4')i day of ^uftuiulicr, IJSSS, thu suver*! »in< unta
cct oi-po^tU] lliu aami-s of the rodf-eclivu Sharuhotdcra,
of (.ifinciiml

fo'nia.

NOTICK.-TlHrc

u full

Wm. Mo
And

in

73

601)

S29

40
«

364

foo'diiu-o willi law, anil nn order'

1

the B*t »d

f

of irrt't'irH. inudc on the fourth div nl Sb. tcmber, \HSH,
a t m«iiy shnicit u( K\ch par ul uf Huch otocN at n.av tic
iivc-'»Mry, will OM dold at uuMIr auction at the otllcu of
llif Company, room fl. No 37' I* no ptn-ct. ;<&> Franlisjo. <'ftl., on lufwJay. Ilii: thirtk-ih (3<i) dnv of (»ctoher, isss, at tlio h -ur of 1 oVlo'.k
p m. of said day, tn
p«y Maid dclitrtjiiunt Bs'enHmrnt tberuun, toi^ethvr witli
codiu of aJverimtn^ and cxitmais r> ttalc.

O.

OiH' R — Hooni

3,d7

BOGAUT,

H.

Pino ^l

.

Secretary.

Sun Francisco,

EUltiou of ttelected purtlonn of the
"Kxplorers*. Miners', and Metallurgiiits' Cuiiipanlon."

By

PHILLIPS, M. E.
Sold by Dkwrv &. Co.,
^an Francisco.

J. S.

Price, igO.OO post-paiii.

quote shipments since our

last,

and

BREAKERS,

BOILERS,

shall

erfl, '220

Oct. 13, S2r. 000; Haoauer, 17.
GermaHia. 17.
Crescent, 17. S4!100
S^inH; Han^oer. 14, §.'1450; Germaiiia. 14 $1721;
Hanaufir, 13, S3700; Howard, 17. S1700; Hiue
bird. 17. §12,000; Con. California and Virginia.
20. S(i2.302;Germania, 20. S1733; CreBceot, IS,
Huoauer, lil. $4100; Germanic, 10,
S3fiO0;
$1871; Mt. Diablo. 24, $7153; Nevada (^)a€en,.
24, $20;000^

L'xiugton,

PULVERIZERS,

STEAM

;

ordered soon enough. If already
subscriber, please show the paper to others.
if

a

Injectors, Oil Cups,

I

BELTING.OILSand GENERAL SUPPLIES.
We

are prepared to give estimates for Hoisting

Works and Pumping

Stamp

Plants,

Mills,

Smelters and Concentrators.

WM.

&

as scientists.

H.

TAYLOR,

We are now prepared to receive Ore at our Teotincr
and Mining Mill, Mcriden. Conn., in sample lot' of 500
pounds, to be worked by the Wheeler Prncess, where we
have succeeded in saving 90 per cent of tbe metal contained in the ore.

We work

THE

simple

charge and report results.

lots free of

NEW CBBMICAL

GOL,D MINING

CO. Box 939. Meriden. Conn.
R. S.

President.

MOORE,

WANTED,

Superintendent.
cheap

for cash,

some good, serviceable Second hand

Amalgamating Pans and Settlers;

aM

BisJi Iri
S. E.

HOWARD

COR.

Klevatod Tram-

Also a Second hand Hailiday or Hunton

luciDlife Wirts,

way, complete e\''ept woodworks, and nnt less than

yo^'O

long, delivered at nearest railroad ntition.
Give
full particulars as to price, size, weighr, make and condition. Address,
re<-t

P. O.

and BEALE STS., SAN FRANCISCO,

Box

45, Silver City. Idabo.

WANTED!

Mining and Milling Machinery,
ENGINES and BOILERS,
Sheet-Iron Water Pipe
For Mining and Irrigation Purposes.

Manu-

Superintendent for a

Assistant

Patent Agency.

wtU

KOR

If

Co.'s Scientific Press

as

"WHEELER PROCESS"

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

Dewey

men

Working Refractory Gold and Silver Ores.

and Lubricators.

Don't Fail to Write.
Should tbiB paper be received by an> 8"bacriber whi
does not want it, or beyond the time he intaids to paj,
for it, lut him not fall to write ub direct to stop it. A poBtal
card (coating one cant onJy) wili auftice. We will not knowingly send tht; paper to anyone wlio doea not wish it, bui
ifltia contfoiieil, through the failure of the subscriber to
notify UB to discontinue It. or some irreaponeible party requested to stop it, we shall poBitively demand payment for
the time It Ib sent. Look oajibfullt at Tna label on
VOITR PAPKR.

Pul) ieh-

—

is

GIANT EOCK BREAKER.

Persons receiving this paper marked are re
quested to examine its contents, term of subscription, and give it their own patronage, and
aa far as practicable, aid in circulatiog thf
journal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its inBuence in
Subscriptior
the cause it faithfully serves.
Extra copies mailed for 10
rate, $3 a year.

work

St.,

useful to uneducated

Westinghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Rock Drills and Air CompressSaw and Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,
ors.

Complimentary Samples.

cents,

CONCENTRATORS.

PUMPS.

Market

divided into (our parts Rnchu, Vuins,
Testini,' and ARsayiDg.
The kvolo^tical chapters are intended to 1,'ive minors a practical idea of tbe various
forniationH, The chapters on mineral veins are derived
from lontr observation, and the Pection on exploration
lian been carefully considered.
All that relates to discrimination and aa^ay of roincals has been kept as free
from formulru as j osaible. The work is written (or
practical men. and all the explanations and defcr^ptiona
are clear and to he point.
It is so prepared that it Is
Tlio

be oleased to receive further reports:
.$1600;

al.

lliir4l

Bullion Shipments.

We

'

EXPLORERS' and ASSAYERS'
COMPANION.

he

i

No

9.

A piacticn) expoaition of tlie various dojinrtmonta of
Qeulouy, Exploration, Mibiii);, KuKlneeriog, Aeoivjini,',
aod Metallurgy.

ROCK

ENGINES,

uv

Arr ount
t25 00
2 UO
40

Shares

Ccrliflf^to.

Wuixd. Trustee

Tlitio.

—

climbing.

No.

N'v

PARKE & LACY,

SAN FRANCISCO.

wt:

Nainvs.
n. Bowtfra

facturing Concern
Employ'ng about 'li>0 men: he must understand bis business, be a good niechani- of good habits, accustomed
'o thinking ahead, ecnnomical in his ruanagement and
octive.
State nge, experience, etc., and salary expected.
Address, P vCIPIC, Care " Mining and Scientific Preas,"
San FranciEco. Cal.
,

A

Great Chance!

ALSO
TO

SAWMILLJACHINERY
Agents for tbe Pacific Coast of

BUY

FARM!

A
AT

Bryan's Roller

YOUR OWN PRICE

Quariz

On Easy Terms.

Am> FoEEiQN Patent AoKiiira
many and important advantages as

Ottr U, S.
presents

Olieaptst and niost perfect Roller Mill made.

Home Agency over al!

others, by reaeou of Ion;
establishment, great experience, thorough sys
tern, intimate acquaintance with the subjects o
inventions in our own community, and OU'
moat extensive law and reference library, con
taining official American and foreign reporte
files of scientific and mechanical publications
etc.
All worthy inventions patented througt
our Agency will have the benefit of an illuatra
tion or a description in the Mining and SniEN
TlFio Press,
transact every branch o
Patent business, and obtain Patents in all coni'
Th
tries which grant protection to inventors
large majority of U. S. and Foreign Patent:
issued to inventors on the Pacific Coast havi
been obtained through our Agency. We cat
give the beat and most rel/nble advice as to the
patentability of new inventions. Our pricei
are as low as any first-claos agencies in tht

We

Eastern States, while our advantages for Pacifit
Coast inventors are far superior. Advice a.nd
Circulars free.

DJIWEY &
No.

2-20

Market
S. F.

A. T.

Mill.

>

DEWEY,

St.

CO.. Patent Agents
Elevator 12 Front St

Telephone No. 658.

W.

B.

EWER.

GEO. H. STRONG

In a hesl'hy locality where Bettlemont

EXCLUSIVE AQBNIS KOR TIIH PACIFIC COiBT OF

rapidly ad-

is

vancing and new railroads are being constructed.

HEINE

PATENT SAFETY BOILER AND

MACBETH STEEL PULLEY.

The proprietor of 4S0 acres of No.

Fall Descriptive Circulars of any of the abovn sent on application.

in

1 level

land, situated

a well wooded and watered district, on

which there

are 510,000 worth of improvements, including

HORACE
Ores,

D.

and

Mining,

GOLD & SILVER MINE

RANLETT,

Together with many additional claims.

420 Montgomery

St.. S. FliUSINKbH MANAOBR OF

UNION COPPER MINE,

NEWTON COPPER

Now Under Development,

Commission,
Calaveras Co.,

MINE, Amador Oc

Correspondflnt as Agent for Pmelters in London, LiverNew York, Boston and Baltimore.

J.

Twenty years experience,
in

in Calitomia,

purchasing Ores

Box

B.

(in

BAINBRIDGB,
Pasadena, Cal.

360.

Miney.

Special attention given

to

management and

sales of

mines and purchase and shipment of copper produce

"De man woi knows

it

all

is

Pump Catechism, By mail, postpaid,
& Co., 220 Market St., S. F;, Cal.

$i.

Dewey

keep'ng 160 acres wet the year round, 6 miles of

fencing, only i miles from railroad switch

from Tulare City,

and

7

miles

offers to sell

Within Sixty Days,
For $25 an acre and $4000 for inaprovemmts, on easy
terms, as ht

is

about leaving the State.

Live stock and farm tools aho for sale at a bargain.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMP'Y.

A

loan of 33000 or

more can

ren.ain

four years at 8 per cent interest.

alluz a-niakin

change, a-buyin' ob experience.'' The man who
does ?w£ ihinic that he " knows it all " about Pumps
can find out a great deal about them in Grifns/iaw's

shop, windmill, several wells, one artesian well capable
of

down

ore) 120 feer.. One carload alreadv shipped, §1750
Capital wanted to further develop, rapi'lly. To those
meaning business, good terms will be offered. Mines 8
miles from railroad. Aduress,

pool,

and dealing

Sliaft

new two-

story plastered house of 8 rooms, good barn, blacksmith

C.

A.

RANCHER,

STETEFELDT, President.

NEW YORK

OFFIOB, 18

Boom

709.

BBOADWAV

on the property

Address

Box
Or

care of tLis paper.

August

1,

1838

27, Tulare City, Cal.
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

CO.,

in

No. 119 Beale St.,

SHAFT-SINKING,

Tables

of

UP TO

ETC.

Progress

Steam Engines, Flour

Length 36

feet;

miles.

ALSO

ROCK

DRILL

j^" Orders

will

Iron

Works.

AMALGAMATORS,

Mold-Board

Golden State Pressure Blowers.
ifirst St.,

between Howard

ji

FolBom,

F

S.

Address

CO..

202 Market

St.,

fBORNTON THOMPSON

reOHAS THOMPSON

San Francisco.

IRON WORKS
HINCKLEY, SPIERS & HAYES,
Proprietors.

St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

[ESTABLISHED IN

8X3

0£B.oe«

WATER WHEEL

THE PELTON

for Catalogrues.

FULTON

21 Fremont

and

& Miners

THOMPSON BROTHERS.

PARKE & LACY.
St.,

Send

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

CO.,

REPRE8ENTBD BY

8 California

have prompt attention.

Solicitbd,

STEVENSON'S PATENT

Steel Rods,

HIGHEST PRICE PAID EOR SCRAP IRON AND STEEL.
For Catalo^ea, Estimates, Etc. address:

I^Ordbrs

repaired.

Wagon, Buggj', and Truck

STEEI. BAIl-S

XaiKD EDITION NOW KEADT.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

INGERSOLL

BLBVATOBS.

cilacnractnre Iron Oastlngs and Machinery
of all Kinds at Greatly Bednced Bates.

-

from J to 3 inch diameter and Flats trom 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Toes, Channels and other shape
Tires. Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
from 12 to 45 poimda per yard.
ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled
Beams, *>ngle, Channel, and T iron, Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forglngs of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.
Steel

and

Dredging Machines

Manufacturers of B. E. Henrickson's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches for Elevators. AU kinds of machinory

Golden State

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.

Mill

Rock Crushers,
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
Side Walk and Hand-Power

SOFT and DUCTILE,

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL,

Saw

Mill,

Brodle

made and

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL
16x16

Mining,

Wrought

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MACHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

NEW YORK

San Francisco

-

-

BUILDBR OP

WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS.

in strength, toughness and durability to Oast or
Iron In any position or for any service.

WITH MAPS, II.I.USTBAT10NS
AND FULI. DESCKIPTION OF THE

Section

hfh

and ^acliipe

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,

True to pattern and superior

Engineers'

\m

OF,

CONTRACTORS,

and others interested

TUNNELING,

.MANUPACTUREKS

[Oct. 27, 1888

HANUFAOTUHKRS OF OASTIHea OF BVHET DBBORIPTIOH,

1S55.]
C. K.

St.,

:E*x'oxia.<:>xit;

EUREKA FOUNDRY,
129 and ISl Beale St., between Mission and Howard, S.F.

ORTON.

MANDF'RS OP GENERAL MACHINERY.

-MANUFACTURERS OF

Works, No. 315 Mission

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.Propeller Engines, either

WILLIAMS.

J- H.

High Pressure or Compound,

Special attention given to

Steam and Gas Engines.

St.,

San Francisco.

Woodworking machinery

Correspondence

solicited.

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

Mining Engineers.

MACHINERY.—

Hoisting Engines and
MINING
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Enetnes
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

N.

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes,

MILL. MACHINERY.-Batteries
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Setth

rs,

(or

Furnaces, Re-

Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Furoaces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc

MISCELLANEOUS

And

is

600 IN USE.

DRY.

of

and trade available
for runniDfj Mills. Pumping and Hoisting Works, Tr^m
cars, Electric Lights, etc
Addrejs

Water

Pump

Pipe,

Tanks

for

NevadaBlock.San Francisco.
*= 28 Stevenson St

ISRAEL W. KNOX,
Mining and Mechanical Engineer

or Air Colnmns, Fish

Salmon Canneries

AND PURCHASING AGENT POR

OP BVKRT DR8CRIPTI0N.

\T

Boiler Repairs

Pmmptly attended

to

Oal.

Factory, 11

OF ALL KINDS,
Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land-

loss,

Electricity.

for Circulars givinj,^ particulars.

OfBoe, 40

ENGINES^BOILERS

elec'

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
No. 130 FTWST S.T.. «AV IJ"!? A xrT«*^o, r

Railways

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means

j^"Send

ELECTRICAL TRANSHISSION.
long distances with small

WORKS ORE WET OR

TUSTIN'S PULVTilRIZER.

From 12 to 20 per cent better results g^uaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
It is not only most economical of water, but the most
simple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, Coraprefisors,
Hoistint^, Pumping, or any other purpose where water
power can be used.

tricity

for the Construction of Electric

Contractor

Tustin's Pulverizer

everywhere recognized as the standard for high-

Power from these Wheels can be transmitted by

Etc.

AND

TBE WOKLD,

pressure service.

UPWAKDS OE

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

MACfllNBRY.-Flour

GIVES THE HIGHEST EFFICIENOY OF
IN

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Machinery, Powder MUl Machinery, Water Wheels.

ANY WHEEL

KEITH,

Inventor and Manufacturer of

torts, Concentrators,

Mil]

S.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,

Dry or Wet

& Supplies.

mines, Mining Machinery

and at v^ry moaerate rates

,

Mines Examined, Reports and Estimates
Contracts made, etc

AOBNTS FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

I^ocLxxe StoA,xxL

I*-u.a3cxt>-

Office,

237 First

SPECIALTIES
Corliss Engrlnes and Tustin Ore Pulverizers.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn

SCXZOOXj

DEANB STEAM PUMP.
Feed Water

Purifier

and Heater.

of

Powder, which are acjinowleiiged by

all

Civil, Mechanical
Mining Engineering,

Snrveylog,

ArcMlectnre,

Drawing

723 Market

the Great Chemists of the World as

aM

in

and

issajlai,'

Street,

The History Building,

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

Gal.

C3:F

Practical,

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three Kinds

Furnished.

San Francisco,

St.,

San Francisco.

A. VAN DEK NAILLEN, President.
Aseayinp of Oren, ?25; Bullion ftnd Chlorination Assay,
Blowpipe Assay, §10 Full course of assaying, S50.
Send for circular.

the Marltet.

$2.5;

Of

WATER TANKS.
WINE

CALIFORNIA

PULDA
30

to

40 Spear

Diflerent Strensfthe ae Required

TANKS
NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE," which contains 94 per cent of Nltro-Glycerlne,
GELATINE-DYNAMITE, Stronger than Dynamite and even Safer in Handling.
COOPERAGE CO.,
-WINE

I

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.

EKOS., Proprietors,

San Franoiaoo.

St.,

ALL KINDS OF CASKS, TANKS,

Etc.

i^SHlp, Mining, and Water Tanlb a Specialty.*^

TO ALL INTERESTED

IN

FOR RAILROADS AND LAND CLEARING.

Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blasting Powder, and is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and ruaa as freely.

BANDMANN, NIELSEN
& CO..
AORMTS. «AN FRANCISCO

THE USE OF

OAPS and FrsK

COMPRESSED

for Sal..

(IP.VRRAT.

N.

I^^^l

No. 6,

Clayton

FREE

Compressor Works,
ST.,
va^K,

III,

qtiecia'ty.
Round, slot
or l>iirred slot holes. Genuine Russia Iron, Homogeneous Steel, Cast Steel or

Inserted

I

N^W

the Mining and Scisntifio Prfbs (unbound) can be had for §3 per volume of six months. Per
year (two vcflumes) S5. Inserted in Dewey's patent binder, 50 cents additional per volume.

ROSS E BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

IPfcj

CHISEL

American planished Iron
Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes.
fornia Perforating Screen Co., 145 & 147 Beale St

,

INVENTORS,
L.

of

TAKE

68 Market St., N.

Saws.

NOTICE

R cor. Front (upstairs), San Francisco
Experimental machinery and all kinds of metal, tin,
copper and brass.
,

BIT

CIKCULAK

CallS. F.

petersonTmodel maker,

Tootli

SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of all kinds
loguc.

WINCHESTER HOUSE,
44 Third

Street,

San Francisco,

Oal,

AND

Air

43 nCY
Back Filhs

A

air.

ON APPLICATION,

this paper, San

SPAULDING'S

QUARTZ SCREENS

i^^ This Catalogue gives a riill dcscrip ion oi
the Patented Improvements embr,-jed in these iin
livalk-d Air Compressors, together with tables, duta,
MAILED

of

No. 307 SA2isoME St., San Francisco.

DRILLS,

value to users of compret^sed

office

Manufacturers of

And General Mining Machinery.

etc., of

Address " Business Box A,"

OAL.

W. SPAULDING

CLAYTON AIE COMPEESSOES,
ROCK

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Civil and Mining Engineer,
MINING EXPERT AND GEOLOGIST.
Francisco.

AIR.

NOW READY,

CATALOGUE

and

made

to order.

Send for Descriptive Cata

17 and 19 Eremont

St..

San Eranclsoo.

This Fire-proof Brick Building is centrally located, in
the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to ail Steamhoat
and Railroad OFhces.

Laundry Free for the use of Families
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.
Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And upward.

ROOMS WrTH OR WITHOUT BOARD.
FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE.
J.

POOLEY.
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The Hazelton

acknowledged by the most eminent Engineers in the
country to be the greatest improvement that has
ever been made in a Steam Generator.

Is
-BUILDRRa or-

MINING MACHINERY.
1

GENERAL OFKICE AND WOllKS;
San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.
New York Onicn, K.5 Ilroaclway.
PLANTS FOROOLU ANI>SIl.VER MILLS,

27

Boiler

First St.,

LATKST UKsION and
MO.ST IMPKOVKIJ conHtructi..n. Wo ofltT our
BKST KKSULTS OF 3» YKARS'
OTBtonier.
EXFKKIKNCK in thie SPKCIAl. LINE of
work, and ar. I'UKl-AKKD to fupniali tin- MOST
APHROVKl) ilnrartop o( MIMNO AND BKDCCTION MACUINKKY, a«likpt«d to all iimlea of
erahnw-Hij;:

of

tiia'-hir)tr\

til.'

IT

UNEQUALED

IS

A Saving

in

FOR

NITPKKIOK

WORKS, PUMPof anj

DE-

WORKS,

PACIFIC IRON

at.)-

ETC., ETC.,

DURABILITY.

SKND FOR CIRCULAR.

LOWKST POSSIHLK
CONSTKfCT
DKLIVER in COMPLKTK lllN.MNG ORDKR,
CO.NCENTKATION
Id
localitv. MILLS.
WORKS, WATKK JACKET SMELTIVQ
ING M.\CaiNKRY,
SIREU CAPACITY.

AND

Fuel of at Least 20 per cent Guaranteed
over any other form of Boiler.

to that of anj- otbur tuake, at
ore« uid
PRICES.
the
and
Wo are alg'» pr«|Mrc.l to

FCRN.tCES, HOISTINO

ECONOMY

SBFETY.

127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,

Sole Manufacturers for the Pacific Coast,

MANUPACTUKER OF

Centrifugal

Quartz

Roller

Mills,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS.

•

Mining Machinery of Every Description,

Stectxxi.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

FREMONT STREET.

No. 45

WE T

FRISBE E

-

SAN PRANOISOO,

-

L. 0.

ORR ORV8HRR

CAL..

MAKSHUTZ

WORKS

IRON
MILL. NATIONAL
W.
Howard
N.

CANTRELL.

T, G.

Corner Main and

Sts.,

San Francisco,

5IANUFACTURERS OF
This Mill, with a weight of less than 9300 pounds,
Stationary and Compound Engines, Flour, Sugar,
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
operaquartz to 40 mesh is in successful
and Quartz Mill Machinery.

Saw

;

tion

and we guarantee

its

work

CASTINGS AND FORCINGS ^"/-c^puL

AMALGAMATING MACHINES.

as represented.

ALL WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED.

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

NATIONAL ROCKER QUARTZ MILL.
KENDALLS PATENT, AUGUST

Tons

XS

O.A.I'.A.CSXT'X",

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL,

24, 1886.

24=

±3tx

Hours.

H.

3

X=».

Sole Manufacturers.
The Patentee and Manufacturers
cordially invite milters to critically

tixaniiueand paBs jud[.'Dient upon
t)ii3 improved systeui
and ainal^matiut^ ores

of
in

DiiUinK

the

fol-

lowinj; particulars:
1.

Thu co8t

less

ie

than ooo-haH of

same capacity
Irei^lit to mine ia leas than
one-half of stamps,
Tlie coBt of erecting is less than
one-fourth of stamps.
Tiie power to drive itis leas than
one-half of stamps.
^tauipH of

2,

a.

4.

The

5.

The wear

6.

There

is

Chan one-quar-

less

ter of stamps.
is

iihoes

and

no wear except on
dies.

7.

In point of amalgamation it is
superior to any other machine

S.

In

in use.
itd

simplicity

<ff

construction.

\Vc challenge competition with

Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or and
other ore crushing machines now
before the public.

_-

IT

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

or with stnall
And renewals will not cost over one-half as much as for ttimps. Will run empty, called
to tnie
is
amount of ore withnut injury. The at'»ntion of parties biviog Cement Gr^^vel
j
Mill as it will run 100 tons per day to No. S mesh; 30 to .35 H. P.
-.i,
witn
used
MILLS are the most economical ever built, and are extensively
fineness desired.
record of several years. No grinding in nans. Mill fioishes to any

^Send

and Price

for Circulars

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL.

List.

LIDGERWOOD
SIANUKACTURER

M'F'G

CO

Oi'

OUR DRY

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY,
GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,
HOOKER & LAWRENCE. Gen'l

New Almaden Quicksilver.

-

Ag'ts.

461 Howard

145 Broadway, New

RANDOL

Styles

and

York.

,,^

.

sua

c

3il.

4500

ia

Use

96

on iriul. 5-';' ieet lias been Bunk in 8
hours, liih ructirna forbigmnL-r*. An
Encyclojidia 1 tMt Enf-ruviiige u! well
Olid prospt-clori.' lools,
a(idsli-uui engiofs.

Sizes.

PARIE, LACY & CO,, Agents
San Francisco Cal.

Wcll-9inkiiiK uiid

^

B.

300
San Francisco.

LICHTNINC WELL-SIWKINC
MAKERS.
MACHINE prospecting
tuols bcdI
.

J.

St.,

HOISTING ENGINES.

pumps,

Liberty St

Aire—

New

Boi.k

ailirtgchargea

York.

,25 ciH.etich.

Room 22,

320 Sansome

St.,

The Amefioan
WeUWorks.
AUROR.v, IZ^iJ.,
U.S.A.

no

rVCTlC7XP'V
CSB Kj\J.
JJJljWjiil Xt

J

X

220

MABKBT

Elevator,

12.

ST. S. F.
Front.

PATENT AGENTS.
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$1,000 CSI-A^XiXjIBlsrG-E

HUNDRED /ND SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

FIVE

PRICE

c

OVER

1400

tear are merely Dominal.

Street,

(S57S.OO)

ABE NOW
A

San francisco.

I

O.

X^.

St.

IN USE.

Concentrations are clean from the first working. The wear and
machine can be seen in working order and ready to make testa at 230 Fremont

Tub Montana Company (Limited), London, October S, 1885.
Having tested three of your Frue Vanners in a competitive trial with othtr similar machines
Dbae Sirs
(Triumph), we have satisfied ourselves of the Buperioritj of your Vanners, as is evidenced by the fact of our having
ordered twenty more of your machines lor immediate delivery. Yours truly,
:

—

THE MONTANA COMPANY

—

N. B. Since the above was written the 20 Vanners having
tional Frues and more stamps have been purchased.
Protected by patents

May

4,

ary 20, 1883; September 18, 1883.

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR
MACHINE.

December

1869;

Patents

22, 1874;
applied for.

ADAMS & CARTER,

OR VANNING

Room

7.

been started gave such

(Limited).

that 44 addi-

satisfaction

ADAMS & CARTER.

September

April 27, 1880;

2, 1879;

March

22, 1881;

Febru-

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

No. 109 California Street,

Oafi

CHALC&JGE ACCEPTED,

$1,000

PR PF

F'VE

HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS

I

The present improved form of the celebrated " Triumph " Ore Concentrator possesses many advantages over any
other style of Vanners, Vanning Machines, or Concentrators, yet introduced to the notice of mining men. These advantages consist in the superior features which enter into their construction, and facilitate their operation.
They are constructed in the best manner; their frames being of iron, insures their solidity, durability, and perfect
steadiness of motion when operated. They are built as compactly as their requisite strength will permit, weigh less, re.
quire less freight space in boxes, by which their cost of transportation is reduced, and occupy less mill room when set upAn important improvement has recently been introduced into' their construction, which consists of a Riffle Table*
placed in front of and which takes the discharge from the feed and amalgam bowl. The improvement is in the recipro,
cal motion which is imparted to this table by the longitudinal motion of the shaking frame to which the table is attached. We have at hand many testimonials, from well-known Superintendents of mines in different mining districts
of the United States, bearing evidence of the efficiency and superiority of this form of Concentrator, and we shall be
pleased to send Circulars covering such letters of testimony, and, as well, directions for setting up and operating these
machines, and are ready to quote special prices for any considerable order.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS.

"TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR.

COMPRESSED AIR

IN'osi.

39

-to

5X

IFxrexxa.ozi't St.,

Ca.1,

WATER POWER MACHINERY.

and

RIX & FIRTH, 225 and 227
NATIONAL AIR COMPRESSORS.

First St.,

San Francisco.

SINGLE OR DUPLEX, STEAM OR BELT POWER.
ffi

Sold on the Paolflc Coast.

KNIGHT'S

WATER

WHEEL,

MINERS' HORSE WHIM.

POK

B

MILLS, PUMPING AND HOISTING.
Over 300 in use. All estimates guaranteed.

S^end for Circular.

All -wrought iron.

No gears, nobreakage.

One

hors*; will easily handle rock or water to a depth
350 feet, giving entire satisfaction to the proepector.
Price, complete, $200. 160 sold on this Coast.
of

NATIONAL ROCK DRILL.
300 Sold on this Coast. Has
legs repairs than any other
Drill.

NOTICE. —All

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

the

full

our plates are guaranteed to have
weight of silver agreed upon, and are tested be-

fore leaving our works, thereby avoiding the complainta

about light weight, made so often before we started
in this branch of industry.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent,
521 & 523 Market

GRAVEL, OR PLACER MINES.
MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.
ASSajerS'

IN QUARTZ,

GET OUE PRICES BEFOEB ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SAN

FRANCISCO
I'O'o.

NOVELTY

108

r^XaFl-Sa?

For Saving Gold

in

QUARTZ, GRAVEL and PLACER

JOHN TATLOK

Agent

IMINING,

Our plates have proved the

best.

These plates can also be

SAN FRANCJSCO GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATING WORKS,

men on

the Pacific Coast,

HEUD FOR CXRCULAB^

Material.

for

hoskins-

HYDRO-CARBON ASSAY FURNACES

E. O. DENNISTON, Proprietor.
G53 & 655 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal,
NOTICE, —Our Silved Plated Plates have always proved as represented. We have been manufacturing them for 20 years,
and use only the best Lake Superior Copper and Refined Silver. Comparing our plates with those of other manufacturers,
after repeated testa, we can safely guarantee much better plates for the same m iney. Our plates are used by all the prominent mining

MJIlillg

g^^^^py g^REENS AND WIRE CLOTH

ATTENTION, GOLD MINERS!
WE ARE SELLING
Silver-Plated Amalgamating Plates
At reduced rates. Get our prices. Three thousand orders filled. Fifteen medals awarded,
and far superior to others in weight of silve- and durah'lity. Old mining plates replated.
purchased of
& CO., cor. First and Mission Sts.

dlld

San Francisco,

m—

-mmdfactbree of-

AND PLATING WORKS.
^^t^-fk TTiTn T^-

St.,

—DEALER

Soum

iUu8traied

T"\3^ElSrT"Z'-F-A.a-E
BY DEWEY &

CO.

E3DITI03Sr.

SAN FRANCISCO. SATURDAY, NOVEMBER
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not connected with the work
though involving a change of baae for
the experimenter, brought the experiment to a

but

Sulpharic Acid Manufacture.

difficultiea

itself,

One

ohangea mentioned by Mr.
from which we have quoted

of the radical

Adams

in his paper

in the last

two numbers

of the Press,

is

close.

ing certainly shown in this oouatrnction.
It

locality, and forced to reduce the costs in
manufacture to meet competition from more
modern works erected at points of conaump*

earliest

action of this form of

still in

service will

readily be understood, the oonstruotion being

modified from time

was

time, so that the

t^p

still

finally inclosed in the furnace, the fire sur-

ronnding

ing the pot full of pan-acid and boiling until

it

completely.

The Liyeemore Coal Mines. — Speaking of
new coal mine, the Livermore Herald

sufficiently condensed.

the

In the drawing of Fig. 7, the pot is represented as built entirely within the walls of the

says

bat the earlier experiments were with
subject to greater cor-

The

:

plant for the Pen Daren incline

and

being hauled by T. E. Knox.

plant con-

It

will soon

working order, when

down

The

is

a large boiler and an engine and hoisting

machinery.
into

the coal.

eight feet wide.

into a chimney*like furnacc'space, so as to con-

The

be in position and

this incline will be

pushed

The Pen Daren vein
quality

is

is

not quite equal

to that of the Hichards vein, but the quantity

beat closely to the metal from bottom

is

now

at the coal mines, arrived last week,

sists of

would indicate.
Another experiment attempted about this
time, as an outcome of the former test, is illustrated in Fig. S. A cast-iron cylinder was built

rosive action than the sketch

is

Both veins will be worked by the
Livermore Coal Mining Oompaoy.
greater.

was closed with slabs of
non-corrosive stone (such as are employed for
the fronts of nitric stUls), and the space inside

The

platinum apparatus of that time, as this

The

experiments were made with this pot, in the
manner of the glass-retort procedure, viz.: fill-

to top.

the

reproduction of the original drawing will prove.

examples of the use of
iron is shown in Fig. 7, a type of pot in general
use for the manufacture of nitric acid during
the last 50 years. It was about 1869-70 that

fine the

of

This design also closely follows the successful

tops, therefore

many

detail

to

9a, (see page 297.)

tion.

naked

unnecessary

is

changes which followed the above plant, the
next decided step being shown in Figs. 9 and

by

fire-place,

closely

Id the hand of

made an unquestionable success, the germ of
what we now know to be sucoessf ul working be-

platinum as
Experiments to con*
concentrating apparatus.
dact the details in this direction have been made
almost wholly by seaboard works, handicapped

of the

show bow

here noted to

perimenting, this apparatus should have been

(qr use in place of glass or

One

is

a praotioal man, allowed the privilege of ex-

employment of iron vessels to transport the
The use of iron vessels in this connecacid.
tion opened np a new avenue for that metal,
viz.:

It

SQcoesB and failure are allied.

the

cylinder

A Faint comet,

was nearly filled with saucers of porcelain, set
one upon the other from the bottom. Pan-acid

with a nucleus and

tail,

was

discoTered by Mr. Barnard at the Liok Obaerv-

Fig. 7.

APPARATUS EMPLOYING IRON POTS
ran into the top saucer and spread itself thinly
over the sloping bottoms of the saucers until it

was taken from the exit-pipe

in a

concentrated condition (66" B.).

sufficiently

The outlet for

IN

MANUFACTQRING SaLPHURIC

chimney-gases, the care of the concentrated
vitriol, and other details, will be understood.

and strongmeans an inner radiation

It IB plain that a cylinder evenly

ly heated at all times

which will very rapidly drive

oflF

all

ACID, 1869-70.
the water

from the thinly flowing liquid. So great an
evaporative surface with so small a construction-cost,

atory October 3Ut, at 4:51 a. m.

Its

position

was right ascension 9 hours and 46 minutes,
south declination 15 degrees and 22 minutes.

promised a most successful result; Motion, northeast.
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admit, unindorBed, opiniooB of correspondenfcs.-EDS

—

.

chinery

I have

made

diligent inquiry regarding the

mine of men who stood in the stopea for years,
and am compelled to say that the article is in a
measure misleading.
There is a drainage tunnel which discharges
A shaft
into Kern river at high-water mark.
has been sunk in the bed of this tunnel 150
feet deep, and some" stoping has been done as
low as 60 feet below the level of the drainage
tunnel; but of the ^3,000,000 which the mine is
supposed to have yielded, probably not onefourth of one per cent came from below the
level of the drainage tunnel.

Litigation is the bane of California gold minand how much it may have had to do in
maintaining in idleness what was once the best
quartz*miU in the State I would rather leave for
ing,

others to declare.
J, P. Jones once invested heavily In the mine,

and by some means was divested

of his title.
holders, or at least successors, atresults
so unsatisbut
found
it,
tempted to run
factory that it was leased out to an association

The present

—men who

had worked the mine
and knew the secret causes of failure. These
men are said to have been making money
of tributers

**hand over fist,*' as the saying is, when the
holders suddenly terminated the lease and the

mine stopped.

The

difference in the
light on the
vein is, perhaps, one of
in the State, The main

throw some

may

plan of working
different results.

The

the most complicated
ledge is about 100 feet
wide, and runs about 20 degrees to the north of
What is known as the west vein comes
east.
indirectly from the north and enters within the
walls of the main ledg?; and from there to the
south end of the principal working is separated
from the main ledge by a thin casing, maintaining its peculiar characteristics throughout. It
is from three to five feet wide, and carries none
Another similar vein
but high-grade ore.
known as the Lady Belle comes in from the
Carving between the angles of
southwest.
these two aide veins is the Beauregard, which
has not yet been traced to a connection with
the system. These three feeders carry highgrade ore. Then there is within the walls of
the main ledge a stratum of good rock ten feet
wide, and another stratum of fair rock 14 feet.
The tributers believed that the remaining 70 or
80 feet of vein matter was of too low a grade
to pay under the present mode of treatment;
and, therefore, unlike the other management,
left it in the mine.
I have lately learned that there are vast
bodies of ore left in these tributary veins, above
the level of the drainage tunnel.
The foundry, machine-shop and SO-stamp
water-mill are still intact, though the hoisting
works were burned soon after the mill was shut

Cyneas.

down.
Kemville, Oct., 1888,

Mining-Law Suggestions.
Editors Press:
ing

in

the

—The

mineral

interest

land

you are

question

tak-

is

to

be appreciated by every miner of every mining State and Territory. It is an outrage,
and not only that, but a serious loss to
the nation, this having the mineral lands
gobbled up by speculators under agricultural
claims. In an article published in the Press of
October 13tb, you say "it might be expedient
that the mineral lands should be open to all
citizens at a uniform price, say $10 per acre."
Now I want to know why the miner should be
taxed $10 per acre. The farmer gets his lands
There is a general feeling
at $1.25 per acre.
that the miner should have the heaviest tax
at the same time he
pat
on
him,
and
possible
is furnishing the blood of trade, commerce, and
prosperity of the nation, and the miner takes
the chances of profit. The prospecting minIs really the producer, as he keeps up the
supply of the precious metals; but the way the
mineral lands are going, there is soon to be a
falling off of gold and silver production, from
the simple fact the Government is lending its
power for fencing the prospecting miner out.
Othello's occupation will soon be gone, and tben
the Government will be crying for gold. One
will say the mineral will not be lost by being
fenced in in 160 acre tracts, and yet it is, from
the fact that the rates put on the lands shut
the prospector out. It may be a mark of advanced civilization to thus kill the production
viewing things in that
of the precious metals
light, I would say Amen; but as long as the
world holds to gold as the standard of all
values, It certainly is the wiser part for the
nation having a mineral domain to foster production, rather than to lend its aid for destroyCosmos.
ing it.
Shaata Co., October, 18S8.
all

er

—

Glacier Bay has her silver deposits,
although as yet undeveloped, and now a little
development work on Sheep creek shows up
gool veins of silver ore. This is one of the
best indications that go to show up a permanent
mineral-producing region. At no time since
the first discoveries of mineral here has the
mining outlook been as propitious as at the
present time. One of the weaknesses of our
old-time prospectors has been romances of rich
placer diggings and ores yellow with gold existing in inaccessible places, and to search for
these they have discarded development work
on promising claims, simply because a fortune
was not visible on the surface, and have overlooked ground near at home because they
thought it too accessible to pan out well. Bat
these accessible places are now being prospected and development work going on on prospects that were heretofore classed as worthless,
and some rich strikes are being made.

As has been repeatedly told, the beds of all
the creeks of the Basin were worked when
labor was $7 and $8 per day, water $1 per inch,
tools, lumber, provisions and everything else

From eight to ten feet
proportionately high.
of top dirt had to be wheeled off at enormous
streaks
that
pay
of from one to three
expense so
This was shoveled into
feet could be got at.
small, short boxes, through which a good deal
of gold passed and was shoveled out in the tailings.
Narrow streaks of rich dirt were wheeled
off with the strippings, because it would not
pay to save it. Nothing but the very richest
As soon as the
of ground would pay to work.
creek beds were hastily run over, the miners of
the bars and hillsides commenced dumping into
them. These tailings all contain gold, and, as
they could be rapidly worked through fiumes,
would pay, not counting the acres of new
ground that would pay handsomely now with
small boxes if it could be got at.
There is ground enough in Grimes, Granite,
Ophir, More and Elk creeks to keep several
companies at work for 20 or 30 years, and
every one of them would yield millions of
money. Of course it requires large capital to
start these enterprises, but that matters not, as
all who know the ground know that the profits
will be beyond those of anything entered into
in Idaho Territory heretofore.
We have peculiar advantages here for flume
mining. The creeks have good fall, water in
sufficient quantities, good roads and timber in
abundance. Portable sawmills could easily be
moved to any desirable point and lumber cut
wherever needed. As soon as the Granite
Creek company gets its flames up to paying
ground, which can easily be done by next year,
the returns will be so handsome that other companies will immediately secure all the ground in
the other creeks, and there will be a revival of
all claBses of business not witnessed since the
bright days of the '608, when Boise Basin was
known far and wide as the great placer-mining
Ground that has yielded
district of the West.
80 many millions must contain millions more;
and, comparatively speaking, it will require
know this
but small capital to get at it.
because 10,000 men, most of whom were not
practical miners, rushing and hastening to
work the best ground, necessarily left a large
amount that would be considered very rich today, and did not save a very good percentage
of that which they did work.
That one company has been formed to work
by the flume process is an occasion for rejoicing among our citizens, as others will follow in
rapid succession until hundreds of men will be
added to our laboring population.

An

Asbestos Bonanza

In the Mohave country has recently been
moat valuable deAlex J.
posit of asbestos in the known world.
Truman, who a day or two ago arrived from the
Mohave country, passing up along the proposed
line of the Carson & Colorado extension from
discovered the largest and

Keeler to Mohave, is enthusiastic in regard to
the mineral resources of what has heretofore
been looked upon as a region worthless, except
for its deposits of borax, soda, salt and like surMr. Truman says the asbesface wealth.
tos recently discovered near Oro Grande is as
fine as has been found in any place in the
world, while the amount of the mineral in sight
in the vein far exceeds that to be seen in any
other known locality. The vein is about 25
feet in width and lies in plain sight for a distance of over 1500 feet. It is traceable for over

3000 feet by means of croppings that occasionally

come

1888

We

hope

our friends will not be unduly
announcement of our topic. This
not a ghost story or hallaoination, but real

startled at the
is

fact.

In the course of human events, aboat the last
August, it became our lot by choice to go
within about four miles of theoft-heard-of monsters.
And it is truly an august presence even
of

that distance. They consist of seven or
more irregularly defined mountain peaks erected
upon the same base, of nearly uniform hight,
at

grouped within a radius of about 15 miles,
frowning and rough beyond verbal description.
Going in by way of Indian creek these points
cannot be seen until we have mounted the last
ridge, which is itself 8000 feet high, and about
four miles on an air line from the rocky aides of
the Seven Devils proper. Here the queering
beholder is confronted with grandeur, the occasion for which Dame Nature refuses as yet
the slightest comment.
The beginning of the copper ruining district
is about five miles south from the Seven t)evils.
Here we have unfathomed deposits of copper
ore, averaging over 75 per cent pure copper and
carrying a small amount of gold. Passing up
the wooded canyon from Indian creek we come
to the Alaska, Copper Crescent, Blue Jacket
and other mines located in the timber. These
openings reveal undefined ledges which now belone to Erisco & Blake of Montana.
Mounting from this above timber line we pass
several prospects, and after a journey of three
miles north along the ridge parallel with Snake
river, we come to the famous Peacock and
South Peacock mines where shafts have been
sunk 30 and ,35 feet into the beds of ore. Just
under the hill is a gold placer owned by Chas,
Walker, which yields from $5 to $8 per day.
Now turning to the east and going over the
ridge a distance of two miles,

to the surface.

3,

Seven Devils.

per.

Bedrock Flume.

The Idaho World says: An Eastern company has secured a large amount of ground in
Grimes and Granite creeks which will be
Kern County Mines.
worked through bedrock flumes. Arrangeyour
from
received
have
Editors Press: I
ments for commencing work this fall are being
ScienMining
and
office a marked copy of the
perfected, as two members of the company who
attentific Press, dated in May, in which my
visited the ground are well pleased with it and
tion is drawn to an article which eeems to have realize that millions lie covered beneath the
people of the Basin have been hambeen written from "Kiogsville," wherever that sands. The
mering away at capitalists for 20 years or more
may be, in which attention is drawn to the to open up the creek beds by bedrock flumes,
Sumner mine, or the "Big Blue," as itiB called; and it is a fact for congratulation that some of
and in the article it is claimed that the work them have been made to realize that of all ininaugurated,. the working of the
remains idle because there is no pumping ma- dustries to be
beds of the creeks will prove most profitable.
for draining the mine.

We

[Nov.

we come

-

to the

Unlike many other asbestos deposits, this Mountain Chief, where a ledge was opened ia
vein is almost unmixed with hornblende and July last. From this point east across the
tremolite.
The fibers are long, silky and of a gulch, a distance of one-half mile, is the Copper
beautiful pearly luster. The fibers are as King, where another entirely different body of
tough as flax, and might easily be spun into a ore is found. Southeast one-half mile ia the
In short, it is the genuine ami- Humboldt, where a ledge was struck in August.
fine thread.
About four miles northeast is French Ledge,
anthus of the Greeks. Asbestos is a Greek
word, which means indestructible, and amiau- Placer Basin and the new discovery made by
unpalutible.
In
this
signifies
Greek)
James
thua (also
Ruth In the early part of the summer.'
word unpalutible we have a hint of the use From the discoveries already made, their relato which the mineral was put. By the Greeks tive locations, and the fact that the country ia
the amianthus was woven into cloth in which not fully prospected we are impressed with the
were enveloped human bodies that were to be conviction that the Seven Devils mining district
cremated. Thus they preserved in the folds of will ere long become one of the moat extensive
the "indistructible" and "unpalutible" cloth mining districts in the world.
the ashes of their dead friends, free from admixture with the cinders and ashes of the fuel
American Newspaper Annual
The
used in the process of cremation. From the
ninth annual edition of N. W. Ayer & Son's
asbestos of Mohave might be woven the same
Newspaper
Annual
has
just reached us from
This is of interest to
indestructible cloth.
We
a welcome arrival.
Turning
many at this time, as cremation of the dead is Philadelphia
over ita well-ordered and neatly printed pages,
be
practiced.
again beginning to
can
easily
we
believe the publishers' averment
Besides this fine silken article which occupies
that, in its preparation, every endeavor baa
the central parts of the vein there are outside
been
made
to render it more valuable than either
what
is
great
bodies
of
,as a sort of wall rock)
of the preceding volumes, as a ready referencecalled rock cork (which is a variety of asbestos
book on all statistics pertaining to the newsthat is as easily out and as light as ordinary
paper press. An important change has been
cork, readily fioating in water), "rock-beatmade in this edition, in the arrangement of the
tera" and " rock wood," which are very simiIn the vein and along its States. Hitherto the States have been grouped
lar to the rock cork.
in geographical sections, and notwithstanding
borders are inexhaustible quantities of ordinary
they still believa this to be the most convenient
asbestos, such as ia used in crating steam pipes
advertisers, the publishers have been inand the like. The amianthus meanders through for
Wardner's New Concentrator. The just the grasses natural in veins from one to four duced by the suggestions of many patrons, and
completed concentrator of the Spokane Concen- feet in width. It can be torn out with the particularly by the fact that the Annual is now
trating Co., which has been erected for the naked hands in " hanks " over a yard in length, largely used as a book of reference by those acconcentration of the ore of the Luma and Last and just as taken out is superior to the best customed to an alphabetical arrangement, to
Chance mine, started up yesterday, and the run prepared article from Tarentaise in Savoy. AU adopt that plan. In its present form it furThe concen- about the lode the country rock is made the nishes not merely a comprehensive and accurso far has been very successful.
ately compiled newspaper directory, but also a
trator is located at the head of Main street, less aabestiform.
gazetteer of condensed information relative to
right
at
the base of
creek,
Wardner, on Milo
That which will probably be of great use to
the Luma and Last Chance mine, with which it our furnace men in their smelters is the fine the topography of the country, and its agricultural, mining, manufacturing and commercial re*
is connected by a substantial tramway, on the
talc which is found in the same neighborhood
same principle as that used in the Bunker Hill in immense quantities and of all varieties. sourcea. It makes a fine royal octavo of 1072
and Sullivan mine, and with a capacity of 2SS Talc is able to stand the strongest fires without pages, costing $5. We have found the editions
The concentrator is injury. Mixed with asbestos there might be of former years very handy and helpful, and extons per day of 24 hours.
pect to enjoy a like experience with that of 1888.
a perfect piece of mechanism, substantially manufactured from the talc excellent meltingbuilt, and designed so that it can with small pots and fire-bricks.
When the Carson & Coloadditional cost be increased as the output of the rado taps the Mohave country we may easily
Stanford University. Efght of the buildmine justifies. It is built on the most approved and cheaply obtain a supply of both talc and ings at the Stanford, Jr., University, are fiaabout
capacity
in
ore
is
present
plan, and its
Virginia Enietyrise.
asbestos.
jshed by the masons and are now being roofed
40 tons per diem. The tramway is some 1800
with tile. The smokestack, 150 feet high, erectfeet in length, the vertical hight to the level of
Very
few
ed at the engine-bouse and machine-shop, is a
United
States.
the
Center of
Tunnel No. 1 being 800 feet. The cars used people know where the center of the United landmark for miles around. The whole series
have capacity for a ton of ore, the ore being de- States, east and west, ia. It is scarcely half of atone arches forming the south corridor and
posited in a series of bins at the summit of the
a degree east of San Francisco. People have also three massive arches composing the chapel
concentrator, from which it passes through the
always thought of San Francisco as on the very entrance are also completed. A portion of the
various processes of concentration, coming out
remote western edge of the United States, and ground ia being cleared up and graded preready for sacking on the loading platform at the yet Alaska, which is a part of the United paratory to being laid out by landscape gardenbase of the building. The clearing for the site States, extends within a trifling fraction of as era this winter. Concrete foundations have
of the concentrator and tramway was com- many degrees west of San Francisco as San been laid on the north line of the quadrangle
menced on July 20th, and the first timber was Francisco is weet of Portland, Me. It extends for six more buildings, and two other buildings
The whole work has
laid on the Ist of August.
necessary to complete the ends of the quadranwithin 40 miles of Asia.
thus been comnleted in 50 days by far the
gle are well under course of construction. The
quickest piece of concentrator building-work so
Stanford mausoleum, now being erected on the
Mexican Coal, The Southern Pacific ComThe
far accomplished in the Cffiur d'Alenee.
Alto estate, begins to assume shape. The
southern
divisions Palo
on
the
experimenting
is
pany
tramway
and
the
concentrator
the
machinery of
exterior ia of a rich-colored blue granite, while
was supplied by the well-known houae of of its system with Mexican coal, which, if sat- the interior will be lined with white marble.
increased conFrazer & Chalmer of Chicago. Mr. A. M. isfactory, will result in a largely
On a massive block of granite forming the archthat article.
It has hitherto been
Esler superintended construction and was ably sumption of
the entrance are inacribed the names of
gratea way to
supported by his assistant, W. Richard O'Neil. considered inferior for engine use. New
Leland Stanford, Jane L. Stanford, Leland
The lumber contract was executed by the adapted to this particular kind of coal will have Stanford, Jr. Redwood Times and Gazette.,
Cameron Bros, of the Milo sawmills. Spokane to be provided.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Falls Review.

— The Alaska

Free Presa
It begins to look as though Alaska would
saya
soon come into prominence as a silver-bearing
region.
It is known that the Copper Biver
country contains rich silver ores, as well as cop-

Silver in Alaska
:

|

*

The Exchequer Mining Company haa elected
the following officers for the ensuing vear:
Chaa. Hirahfeld, Pres,; M. Rehfisch, VicePrea.; W. S. Hobart, Max Jaffe and C. F.
Smyth, Directors, C. E. Elliot was re-elected
Secretary and A. C. Hamilton Superintendent.

The mica mine at Tres Pietras, New Mexico,
said to contain the largest deposit of that
mineral in the world. A factory is to be eatabliahed in Denver, Col., for pulverizing mica.
The substance ia now used in the manufacture
is

of wall-papera.

-

Nov.
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The Russell Process.
BcoDomlc

Practical Application aod
Beeulte.

ItB

80D between the extraction by tbe ordinary
•olution in the assay cfGce, and that by amalgamattOD in the mill, for the last t«o daya in

January
VvT

{Concluded from our

At

c.

the

Manaac

City, C/tah.—Ttble
far made
teats so

OrOlniiry •a^lutioo in at say olHi^:
AiuAl){auiAtlon )n mill

la*t.

Mill {Daly Ore), Park
givea a,l tbe mill

XLII

the

io

seriei

fxperi-

of

meote now beiog cooduoted by Mr. W. A.
Wilson, laperiotendeot of the Marsano mill, to
tetk the mpplicabihty of the RuBsell process to
Id all cases the
the ore treated id that mill.
ore was roasted for amalgamation not for

—

leaohiDg. If the ore had beeD roasted with
reference to the Kassell process, tbe results by
that prccesB would probably have beea 2 to 5

TABLB XLII.
RCMAtLL PftOOKIM wnil AUAtOJIIIATlUN
WILL, TANK ( rTY, DTAIt, IN 1S87, U.V
* DALv" OKK KOAHTBD rOK AMALOAHATIOII.

(KUirAllflON or TIIK
AT TIIR MAKNAA)

»

.J

13

<

>•

E.

5?

9

CA

J

5-5 S

a

t

>15

IS.5

is

Id

s
<•

c
?

if
? 7
o-S

1

'i

I

?

1

i
20
20
20
ao
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

33.1'2
.15.43

!«i

ii-i

49.03
i-liii *o.'i
S o«.r; 3S.87
30.34
40,87
H u _.J .•.32
»

efE=
TShJ

SSJ;

10

nB

1

40.13
3»,«7

J

-r

m

1

93.4
87.2
89.9
es.8

lU
10

10
10
10
10
10
10

91.0

90.7
80.9
S).0
00.7

8« 9

6.S.9

90.

88.1)

90..")

88.0
89.4

90.0
91.0
90 7
90.6
91.6

93.6
92.3
89.8
89.9

SS.9
83.6
87.5
86.6
88.2
86.9
90.8
90.8
90.9
91.8
91.0

88.9

91.1

90.0

89.2

so.

87,1
88.6

10
12

l»et«(( H.

i

?=~
94.4
91.0
91.2

(10,0

90.

(!

i-ont.
9:i

73.1

The best results by the Raaeell process on
Ontario ore were obtained while nsiog a stock
•olutton of about 15 per cent hyposulphite, at
a temperature cf
and with an
to 120" F
extra solution of about the same temperature,
and using &1j)ut C^ pounds of bluestooe per
ton.
The weight ot charge treated was 2 tons.
The depth of the dry charge before leaching
was 24 inohes. and after leaohing IS inches.
For 2 tone of Daly ore, the depth is 22 iocbes,
and after leaching 16 inches. The tempera
tnres of the solutions are tbe name as for Ontario OTf, but the amount cf blnestone used is
only 4^ pounds per ton. Although both Ontario and DAly ore yield an alkaline first washwater, the extra solution can be circulated
(and usually is), as if they yielded an acid first

W

,

wash-water. The amount of gold extracted by
the Russell process from both Ontario and Daly
ores is tbe same as by amalgamation.
The
amount of gold in the ore is, hnwevur,
quite small, amounting to only about 0.1 ounce
per Con for shipping ore and probably about
one-half that amount for milling ore.
e.

Table
sults,

—

At

CusihuiriachiCt Chihuahua, Mrxir.o.
gives the comparison in mill reboth in apparent and actual extraction,

XLIV

Table XLV, the data for which were furnished by Mr. G. J. Rockwell, no tests have yet
been made on the large scale by the extra solution, hence the comparison is between mill results by amalgamation and concentration, on the
one hand, and away-cfiice results by the Russell process on the other.
The previous com*
paiiions have been no roasted ore, but this is on
raw ore. As nod>l)ionlty has been exoerienced
elrewbere in obtaining as good resulte (within 2
to 3 per cent) in the mi.l as in the assay office
on raw ore by the extra solution, there in no
reason to *>xpect any in this caae. Table XLV
"hows in Ron! a dilferenoe in favor of the
Russell process of S.'l 5 per cent of the value cf
the ore as compared with the Boss process,
and of 34.8 per cent of tbe Talue of the ore as
compared with the combined Boss process and
concentration. In Run I[ no leaching tebts by
extra solution were made. In Run III, the
difference is in favor of the leaching as com
pared with the Boss process by 39.0 per cent of
tbe value of the ore, and 3.S.3 per cent as compared with the combined Boss process and concentration.
Run IV shows in favor of the
Russell process 43 per cent when compared
with concentration, or 35 4 per cent compared
with concentration And Boss process combined.
The average difference in assays tlice results by the ordinary and extra solutions is in
favor of the extra solution by .38 per cent of
the value of the ore. Here also, as has been
noted in the caae of roasted ore, the amalgamation results agr^e closely with the results by
the ordinary silution.

Relation of the Mill Results Obtained

by Amalgamation, and those by the HueName

Meeh

of screen used.

I
I

Per 'ent of saits eolnble in waier.

Per tent by oidiuar)
in asofly ffflce.

Per oenc by extra

E.>cperiments are now being made
and coarser screens for the leaohwith
iDg tests, a 'JO-mesh screen and 10 per cent of
salt being the leaet which can be used for ore to
be treated by amalgamation,
18S7-1888.—Tg^h\e
At the Ontario
d.
XLIII gives all the mill teats so far made in
experiments
now being made
the series of
similar to those in the Marsaao mill on Daly
These testa also are being conducted by
ore.
Mr. Wilson to dttermioe the applicability of
the RusbbU process to the Ontario ore. In all
teats, the crashing, the percentage of salt used.

PBPay

chemicals.

in;

office.

Number

less salt

of

XLVl.
RELATION OP MILL R180LTS BY AMAL6AUATI0N AND RUSSELL
i'ROCRflS TO TUB ASSAVCKKICB RESULTS B7 TUS OBDINARY
AND EXTRA SOLUTIONS.

in mill.
Pet cent
Actual exti action iii
mill.
Per cnt.

%t

process.

M « X
1

between tbe Russell process and amalgamation.
The ore for each teat was weighed with the
In this case also, the crushing,
COMPARIS'^K 01' TIFE B08SELL rROCK^S WITH AMALGAMATION utmost care.
Lake Valley
AT THE ONTARIO MILL. PARK CITY, UTAH, IK 1887, OS ON- use of salt, and the roasting were conducted
AMALGAMATION.
R0A8TBD
FOR
ORK.
TAHIO
solely with reference to obtaining the best re- San Antonio and
sults by amalgamation.
The
results
showed,
H
^^
^\
^ 5 a in the caae of amalgamation, a disorepanoy be- San Mieuel
D Q,-'
£& SO?-' eg
tween the apparent and the actaal extraction, Daly
"
'^-

f.'~'
"3
!

e

2

1

s*-

•''-

Sio

1,5-

7

=

S

;-^-:
C! P =

ll'

1

2S.|

a

65.78
40 2S|

26
26
26
20
26
26
26
26
26
26
26

WASI
43.72!
37.06,

39.08
43.60

9

51.40,
43.10;

10
11

3 = 35, 10
*^' 62.90'
Av'yea.

43.76

5;;

pp; = =
91.

S3.
I

.

I

!

i

91.9
93.1
93.8
87.1
80.5
83.9
79.0

91.9
94.1

73.6
71.3
7fi.5

93.8

02.2
89.9
91.4
95.9
94.2

86.3
89.6
81.1
89.6
86.8
76.6
81.8
91.3

2

92.9

82.1

94.

94.

94.4
111.8

91.8
92.1
S6.3
89.5
94.9
90.8
91.3
t9.2

the actual extractiona being 6.7 per cent leas
than the apparent. The results of leaching, on
the other hand, showed a plus discrepancy, the
actaal extraction averaging 2.2 per cent more
than tbe apparent. The comparison in actual
extraction in silver ia in favor of the Ruesell
process by 11.4 per cent of the value of the ore.

TABLE XLV.
COMPARieON OP Tint BUBHELL PRCCESS WITH AMALGAMATION
AND WITH COMBINKU AMALOAUATION AND C0NCSNTKA1I0N
AT THE BIO SANDT MILL, ARIZONA.

91).
fl.").!

Number of run.

94.8

>

» o

3

S-

a a

San Birtolo

.

85.0

Amalgamation

Percent.
92.1

93.S

luill

9'*-0

in mill

S3.1

The following statement shows the compari-

Per

ct.

silver

Per

ct.

extrac-

tion by amalgamation.

Total

null

ex

tra't'n, pr. cX.

Per

ct.

tion

nary

extrac

by

ordiin assay

fffic.

Per ct

extraction by uxhra
in aps'y otfi'e,

The difference in expenses between the RubboU process and amal-

pump.

Good Cement.

Very often a form of cement is reqaired
around shops and mills for filling cracks in stone
and brick work. New factories, especially,

92.9

Reduce this mass, especially if hardened from
coutinaed standing exposed to air, to the consiatency of cream by soaking in acme cheap oil.
91.^
Heating may be resorted to if the hard paints
91.8 cannot otherwise be softened.
When the whole has become soft enoujr^h to
89.2
be stirred into a bomogeneoaa mass, more oil
91.5 may be added, and the whole worked through a
sieve, and then run through an ordinary paint-

84

mill.

by amalgamation average 80.7 per

3.9 per cent below the ordinary
On the other hand, the
in the assay officemill results by the Ruaeell proceas average 89.4
percent, or 0.1 per cent abovn the extra solution in the assay cffice, and 8.7 per cent above
amalgamation in the mill. These results indicate that amalgamation results on roasted ore
are almost as dependent on a good chloridiziog
roast as is the ordinary leaching process.
But
the Russell process, on the contrary, may be
entirely independent of it.
is

A quantity
worked
as

of
into the

common
oil

whitii.g

ia

next to be

and paint, much in the way
is to be made.
The

when ordinary putty

thickness of this putty, aa we may now call it,
should not be aa dense as when used for glazing.
When tbe whiting has been thoroughly mixed
in and the mass well worked over, add a quantity of good Portland cement sufficient to bring
the putty to a conaiatency which will enable it
to be handled readily.
When in this state the putty may be worked
into cracka in brick or stone work much as ordinary putty is uaed when allowed to set and
harden, and it will become nearly as hard as
iron, impervioua to moiatare and any reasonable
degree of heat.
The Miller.

—

need be used.
3.
The roastiog may be accomplished in a
suitable
furnace almost instantly; but the
roasting for the ordinary process requires time.
4.
The results obtainable by the ordinary
process are dependent upon a good chloridizing
roaat, while the Russell proceaa is sometimes
entirely independent of the cbloridlzation, and
always exceeds in extraction tbe amount
actually obloridized.
The extra solution allows a much more
5.
systematio leaching and givea more regular reaalt,

sults.

6.
The reaulta by the extra aolution are not
affected by the presence of cauBtic alkali in the
ore or solution, while even minute quantitiea
affect very powerfully the results by the ordi-

for Cusi than for moat other nary proceHfi.
7.
The Russell process is much more appliabout $2.50 per ton in favor of the
Ifachiog, making a total net difference of over cable to ores containing lime or lead.
It produces sulphides free from lead, and
8.
S8 per ton in favor of the Russell prooeaa.
ia leas

ores, being

tbe lead aa a by-product.

Comparison Between the Buaeell Proc9.
From raw orea it extracts often two to
ess and Combined Amalgramatloa and ten times as much as can be extracted by the orConcentration.
dinary solution.
All tbe foregoing comparisons have been
10.
Hence, ores which would require chlorbaaed on mill results. On the ore referred to idiziog for treatment by the ordinary procesa

C.

6.
The extraction in the mill by tbe Roaselt
process is almost always higher, and the expenses are always lees, than by amalgamation.
Raw ores that can be sucoesafully treat7.
ed by amalgamation yield a bieher percentage
by tbe extra solution (except Silver Reel) and
always at leas expense.
S.
The Russell process permits tbe extraction, from roasted ore, of copper and lead as
valuable by-products,
9.
It is not iDJurious to the laborers' health,
as is apt to be the case with amalgamation.
10.
It extracts compounds of silver which
are not attacked by amalgamation.
11.
It requires no machinery in the leaohing, and no moving parts, except a single

—

extraction by conteutration.

gamation

aocompliebed almost instantly.

Summary, Being a General Comparison of the Ruesell Process with the Or.
dlnarv Leaching Process, and with Amalgamation.
How TO Keep Tools. A machinist says:
With the Ordinary Leaching Process.
A.
1.
The Raasell proceea permits a coaraer Keep your tools handy and in good condition.
Every tool should have its exact place and should
cruahing of the ore.
2.
It requirea a lea*) careful chtoridizing always be kept there when not in use.
Having
roaating.
Hence leas salt;, and aometimea no a cheat or any receptacle, with a lot of tools
jer ton.

or 5.7 ounces per ton.

8S.9 91.1
.2

Averapfe

79,

91.9 80.8

Ontario

mill resulta
cent, which

70.6

71.9

VIII.

Value OZ

ton.

RuBsell process io

—

"

o p 3 a

Si

Ontario ore ia 2.7 times that required for leachOn all other roasted ores,
ing the same ore.
the amount of water required for amalgamation
averages 16 times that used in lescbiog. The
Ontario mill expenaes are about S13 per ton.
Those for leaching would be about $5 to $6
less, or a difference in favor of the Ruaaell
process of $5 to S6 in expenses, fhich, together
with the additional extraction o; 4.11 ounces,
makes a total net difference of S9 to §10 per

Extractedby:
Ordinary in aflsa}' ofliue.
Extra solution in assay olfiuo

0-5 O.C-

5.

water used in amalgamation for

For January, as in December, the experimental plant at the Ontario mill was run by
Mr. Wilson on Ontario ore alone, it not being
considered advisable to run the plant on both
The
Ontario and Daly ore at the same time.
following statement gives the average results
and
procees
Russell
for January, 1S8S, by the
by amalgamation:

o.

Hence a less careful roasting ia reqaired,
and therefore less, and sometimes no, salt.
5.
Tbe roasting for amalgamation requires
time, while that for the extra solution can be

pose.

—

Russell process averages 9 4 ner cent of the
value of the ore above the resolts of amalgamaThe weight of each leaching charge was
tion.
2 tons, and that of each amalgamation charge
about I 5 tons. The Ontario ore baa always
reqaired about three times as much water for
leacbiqg as any other roasted ore, but still the
of

S

Sw

and the roasting are fixed with reference to obtaining the beat possible results by amalgamation, and not at all with reference to the leachNevertheless, the mill extraction by the
ing.

amount

Q<

I

often develop awkward cracks between the window frames and the brick walla, and during the
cold months the air entering here will largely
reduce the coal-pile.
Procure a lot of paint, old paint if possible,
from a dealer; the skins forming on top of the
paints, settlings from the bottom of paint pots,
and, in fact, any refuse which contains oil, zinc,
or other mineral body, may be used for the pur-

XLIII.

I

SB

it.

4.

A

TABLE

Appartnt extiacCioD

By which

of

i

tone

treated.

m

—

—

B.
With Amalgam at ion. 1. The ooat of
plant for the Rnsiiell procees is much lesa than
that for amalgamation.
2.
It permits a much coarser crushing of
tbe ore, the size required for amalgamation
being rarely less than a *2ii mesh and usually a
SO-mesh screen, while leaching, on the other
hand, requires only an S to I<i meth screen.
3.
The results of amalgamation are closely
dependent upon a good chloridiziog roast,
while tbe Ruaaell process is often independent

proceea, the relations of the former to the or- orea
only one-thirtieth, of that required for
dinary and of tbe latter to the extra in the amalgamation.
assay office, have been noted. Table XLVI
14.
In large mills, the quantity of quickgives the resnlts of miltruns on five differ- silver in circulation
reoreaents a capital of
ent kinds of ore by amalgamation and by the
S30.000 to $40,000, which ia more than 150
Russell process, and the corresponding aasay- times the cost
of the stock solution for the
cffioe retults by tbe ordinary and extra.
The Russell process.
extractions from San Antooio and San Miguel
{Concluded.)
are actual cleanupa in tbe mill, the others
being apparent extractiona in the mill. The

Bait.

Oz.
IViilue cf ore,
silver per ton.

will probably be $-1- to $6 (see table) in fa?or of
the Russell process, the ore being a simple alkaline ore and requiring only a small amouot of

loeses incident to chtoridizing.

Process, to the Results Obtained In
12.
The charges treated are from 10 to 30
the Assay OfBce by the Ordinary and
timea the size of those treated by amalgamaExtra Solutions.
tion.
In making tbe comparisons between the milt
13.
The amount of water required for roastresults by amalgamation and by the RusstU ed
ores averages only one sixth, and for raw
sell

of oio tieated.

Per cent of

can often be treated raw by the Russell process, thus allowing tbe erection of a cheaper
plant and saving the additional expense and

in

D.

per cent higher. The weight of ore ased in the
leaching charges was 2 tone; and in those for
amalgamatioD 1.5 tons each. The amount of
water ased in amalgamation is 7 to 8 times the
amount used in leaching. The comparisoD in
expeDses has not been made; but the Marsaao
mill expenses are about $11, and the difference

TABLE

291

—

thrown into it promiscuously, is just as bad as
putting the notes into an organ without regard
to their proper place. If a man wants a wrench,
chisel or hammer, it's somewhere in the box or
chest, or aomewhere else, and the search begins.
Sometimes it is found, perhapa sharp, perhaps
dull, may be broken, and by the time it is fouur*
he has spent time enough to pay for several
That habit of throwtools of the kind wanted.
ing every tool down, anyhow, in any way, or
any place, is one of the most detestable habits a
man can possibly get into. It is only a matter
It may take a moment
of habit to correct this.
more to lay a tool up carefully after using, but
the time is more than equalized when you want
to use it again, and so it ia time saved. Habita,
either good or bad, go a long way in their influence on men's Uvea.
Keeping tools in good
order, and ready to use, is as necessary as keeping them in the proper place.
To take up a
dull saw or dull chisel, and try to do any kind
of work with it, is worse than pulling a boat
with a broom, and it all comes from throwing
down tools carelesely habit. To say you have
no time to sharpen is worse than outright lying,
for if you have time to use a dull tool, you have
time to put it in good order.

—
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The foUowing is moatly condensed from joumala published
n the interior, in proximity to the mines mentioned.

OAUFORNIA.
Amador.

New

London.

— Dispatch^

Oct,

27:

At

drifting north and south from the
About 2000 tons of paying ore is
i2Sa-foot level.
OD the dump pile. The mine is being worked in a
systematic
manner by Humphrey
thorough and

Reese.

Chicago.

—This properly

is

located about half a

New London.

owned by Mr.
John Cupps. Owing to a hitch in the management,
it has been shut down for some time, but last week
was started up with renewed vigor. The water is

now

Nevada.
Up WELL.~Grass

this

mine they are

mile east of the

ledges struck was about eight inches between walls,
and the other two about a foot between walls, while
All
the one in view is expected to measure five feet.
Appearthese ledges are extremely rich in gold.
ances indicate a strike soon in the King mine. The
road to the coast from the mines has been used, but
it is not very good.
What the camp wants is a good
road from Jolon to the mines,

It is

being taken out.

Shovi^ing
Valley Union, Oct.
The new ledge in the Empire, recently struck
by crosscutting into the footwall from the 17th level,
is showing up finely. A drift has been run on it a distance of 50 feet, and the ledge is now 18 inches in
The depth at
size and prospects well in free gold.
which this fine-appearing ledge has been found
25:

gives great encouragement as to future results, as
there is no doubt felt that it extends up to the iiih
The Empire
level, and that it will hold in depth.
has a long life before it.

—

New Mill for the Pitt burg Mine. Grass
Ckain. The rich deposit struck by A. J. Grain
Valley Union, Oct. 28: George G. Allan of Nevada
on his place four miles above Plymouth, holds out
of

—

well.

Doyle.

—

It is said the

scheme

to

boom

this

prop-

erty has fallen through.

—

Reed &

Askev. The new mill being erected at
It is expected to be
this mine is nearly completed.
It will
in running trim by the loth of next month.
be a io-!=;tamper, with two concentrators. The mine
worked by two tunnels; the north tunnel is in 300
and the south tunnel 500 feet. A crushing will
be had as soon as practicable.

is

feet

City has obtained the contract for the building
the new ten-stamp mill of the Pittsburg Mining Co.
This mill will have all the latest improvements, and
when completed will not be surpassed by any mill of
Ground will be
the same capacity in the State.
broken for the mill about the loth of November, and
In
the work will be completed inside of 90 days.
the meanwhile the underground work of the mine
will be advanced by sinking the shaft for the tenth
The
level, and extending the drifts and stopes.
Pittsburg is looking finely.

Rough and Ready. — Cor. Nevada

Calaveras.
Running. — Calaveras Chro?iicIe.

Oct. 27: Since
mine, which was

Herald, Oct.

Work has been resumed on the Pinco ledge,
which lies about three-fourths of a mile west of town.
This ledge was prospected about a year ago by its

25:

resuming operations at the A & B
shut during a portion of the summer months, owing
owners, until their capital was exhausted, when they
to a scarcity of water, the shaft has been pumped
obliged to suspend operations and go to work
out and the mine is now running with a full force of were
to earn the funds necessary to prosecute the work.
workmen.
They let a contract to two miners a few days ago to
\Jtica.— Mountain Echo, Oct. 27: Extensive sink the shaft down to water level on the ledge, and
work is being accomplished on the surface at the work was begun this week. The ledge is about a
Utica mine in this town. The new mill is now un- foot thick and the rock looks well. The ledge about
der way, and other improvements are being made. a mile west of town, near the old Collins place,
The new works will be th'^ largest and most expen- owned by T.
being reJ. Waggoner and others, is
sive of any in southern mines.
opened, afjer lying idle for nearly a quarter of a
Nevills. An immense pile of lumber is lying century, and it is thought, from two samples of rock
in front of the,Nevills Hoisting Works which is to taken out and pounded up in a hand mortar, that
be used for timbering Irom the 400-foot level down, the rock will yield from $30 to $40 a ton.
as soon as they commence sinking, which will be in
Reducing the Force..— /fcra/d, Oct. 30: The
a short time. The Nevills mine is destined to be the Washington mine, located
Ormonde, dischargtd

—

at

leading gold-producer of Calaveras county.
Ell Dorado.
Reopened.— Placerville Olnerver,

Oct.

50:

We

were shown some ore taken from the Bobby Burns
mine, situated eight miles east of this city, the other
day, the sight of which was good for sore eyes. This
mine, which has lain idle for 25 years, was opened
up about four weeks ago, and the prospects relerred
to are most encouraging to the owners, the BUir
brothers, Tom Alderson, Tom Stephens and Mr.
Williamson. They are drifting at a depth of 50 feet,
and have a five-foot ledge.

Los Angeles.
Mining Akound Acton.— Newhall Times, Oct.
The Red Rover mine is about threemiles northwest of Acton, and is owned principally by E. B,

several of its employes last week and they have returned to this city. The crew of men will be smaller
during the winter, but will probably be increased
again in the spring.

Placer.

Last Chance.— Placer Herald^
Chance

was finally abandoned
and laid inactive for a number of years. Finally the
present owners got possession of it and have been
working good paying rock for quite a time. The body
of ore is quite wide, with free gold, and pans out
from $12 to $15 per ton. A shaft 230 feet deep was
sunk on the lead and about 2000 tons of good ore
were put on the dump. Operations ceased on ac
count of the water coming into the mine, and the
work in this line was stopped for awhile.
The ore
has been worked, but the dump is now down to
about half its former size and will be worked out be
fore the wiuter is over.
Another shaft, the same
depth as the above, has been sunk on the vein about
150 feet from the first one, and it is the intention to
run crosscuts and take out the ore above the water
line.
It is expected that considerable new machin
ery will be purchased, and that a large force of men
will be kept at work this winter.
The mine is a
good paying one, and when developed will be a
ing was accomplished, but

it

dandy.

Good Assays.—John

Green's mine, the Old
Padre, has shown assays of $150 per ton, and this
only on what might be called surface rock. He is
sinking shafts and running tunnels, and has a good
dump. A party of capitalists offered $ib,ooo for it,
but Green said it was worth more to him and kept
it.
John Reilley has a five-stamp mill at his New
York mine, and is running on good rock.

The

W.

district.

Plumas.

The Crescent.

27:

Miller of Los Angeles, with W. A. Roberts as'' superintendent.
The mine was worked a great many
years ago by Mexicans, and some extensive tunnel-

Oct. 27:

is looking up in the Last
D. Perkins and W. D. Tuddsbury own the Star mine, which prospects very wellThe ledge is six feet thick. A. H. Morrell is doing
the prospect work.
Loomis & Goolsby are sinking
a shaft on the Leopold mine. Prospecting is being
done on several other mines in the vicinity.

quartz-mining industry

The

Crescent mine

— Greenville Bulletin,
is

Oct. 24:

now employing about 45 men

and doing development work.
Everything about the mine has a lively yet orderly
in

extracting ore

appearance. Sixteen stamps are running constantDuring the last five
ly on ore from the Pet vein.
months the mine has more than paid expenses, and
the amount expended on the property up to that
time, under Supt. Whitney's management, is being
rapidly reduced.

San Diego.
Gold and THE Reduction Works. — National
City Record, Oct. 25: The placing of machinery in
the Reduction Works is going on as rapidly as can
be expected, and the sampling works will soon be in
running order. The working of the ground continues with good results, and the fact has been established that there is gold there.
As soon as it is
found in paying quantities, the fact will be announcMr. H. N. Bryant, who is making an excavaed.
tion at his house, has encountered the same formation,

and

the dirt,

to satisfy his curiosity will

which

is

make a

te^t

of

nearly as hard as rock.

SbaBta.

Squaw Creek. — Democrat,

Oct. 24: Our report^
creek mines last Saturday and
Sunday. He found the camp livelier than usual.
Twelve men are employed on the Clipper and 20 on
Both these mines were lately sold to
the Snyder.
companies who are now preparing to erect a mill on
Lee Fader has taken the contract
each property.
to haul in the machinery, lumber, etc., for the Snyer visited the

They are driving the main tunnel ahead
toward Grass Flat, At*the same time they are making a double track for the cars to pass each other at
Mr. Trizzel, who is the
the bottom of the incline.
general manager and superintendent, has run said
2200 feet of a hard bedrock tunnel in less than 11
months. He is now having his wash flumes made,
and will soon be taking out as rich gravel as was
ever taken out of any mine in Northern Sierra. The

bedrock.

1888

3,

crosscut No. a, 250 feet south of the north line on
the 650 level, is in 421 feet. The whole face is in
quartz giving low assays.

Crown
Sutro

The

— Connection

last

was made
Wednesday morning

drift

is

Point.

tunnel

o'clock.

with the
at two
the old Belcher

up through

air shalt.

Best and Belcher.

—

In west crosscut No. i,
feet from the main northeast
the work of cutting out a winze station is still
progressing.

a distance of 120

adjoining Pioneer has yielded prospects as much as
$200 to a pan of gravel fromi the richest part of the
channel, and took out over $400,000 from a small
area of ground by hydraulic process. The Riffle Co.
has finished all their new buildings, and are driving
their upper tunnel toward the channel before them.
At the Comet, owned by the Treasure brothers,

at

situated between the Excelsior and Riffle claims,
they are running a bedrock tunnel, and expect soon
to reach the same channel which yielded so rich in

Baltimore. Prospecting operations are still
vigorously prosecuted on the 338 level in ground of
a very promising character.
considerable amount
of ore is being accumulated.

and

former years in Cedar Grove. At Cedar Grove is
the Excelsior Drift G. M. Co. working quietly away
in their bedrock tunnel, which we are informed is
now 618 feet under ground. Their last 100 feet of
For awhile four men
tunnel was verv hard rock.
were only able' to make three feet a day with No. i
giant powder.
The Caledonia boys are taking out
good gravel near the Excelsior line, and are working
under great disadvantages. Above the Caledonia
are the Clipper Ship, Home Star and Constitution
Above
claims, all running tunnels for the channel.

drift,

Keystone.

— The shaft

is

down

the 300 level

to

and a southwest driit is being run toward the vein.
The ground that is being passed through prestnts a
promising appearance.

—

A

—

Belcher. On the 200 level the north drift is out
On the 1600 level the drift from the Crown
84 feet.
Point is out 173 feet. Work on the chutes and
other repairs are about completed.

—

Justice. Good headway is being made with the
new mill. It will start up with an accumulation of
over 2000 tons of ore on the dump, and a vast deal
opened up in the mine ready for extraction.

Alpha and Exchequer.— The

north

lateral

Rock drift on the 500 level of Alpha is in from the shaft a
on the distance of 114 feel. The face is wholly in quartz
The south lateral drift on the
channel. At Pine Grove, Messrs. George Cox and giving low assays.
T. Donahue are opening up the old French claim same level is in a distance of 37 feet. The face is in
by a tunnel, having partly been worked through a quartz.
deep shaft.
Alta. Are running the mill on ore that is being
Siskiyou.
extracted from the stopes between the 725 and 825
River Claims. Yreka Journal, Oct. 30: Messrs. levels. The concentrating apparatus connected with
Rabbit and Doherty, the former an expert in the em- the mill is doing good work. The west drift on the
level will reach the vein in a few days.
On the
ploy of Senator Jones of Nevada, have bonded the 925
Swiss Bar mine at Klamath river, with the intention 725 level the work of reopening the north drift to the
Benton hue will be completed in four or five days.
of working it in a diflferent manner from the way
Hale & Nor cross.— From the 600 level the upriver mines are worked here.
They will sink a shaft
to bedrock during this fall and winter to prospect raise 40 feet south of joint east crosscut of the 500
for the pay channel, and next spring put in wing level development mentioned in the la?>t weekly
dams, with apparatus to be worked by steam engine letter, have started a prospecting drift 30 feet below
All this level and have encountered the downward conin place of requiring so many current-wheels.
the river claims at the Klamath are still being tinuation of the same ore. On the 8co level the west
worked with excellent success, and considerable gold drift was advanced 10 feet and the south drift the
same distance.
will yet be taken out before the winter storms com
these claims are the California and Table
claims, which have lately gotten into rich pay

—

—

A rich strike of quartz has been made by a
man named Bulick; the ledge being about three feet
wide, and located in the gulch west of the old trail
The quartz
leading from Yreka to Humbug creek.
prospects from $10 to $16 a ton in the croppings
and may pay belter when further developed. The
miners in the dry diggings are making preparations
for work as soon as winter storms commence, by
getting out a great quantity of pay gravel to run
through the sluices. The hydraulic miners are also
fixing up ditches and pipes to commence operations
as soon as the ditches can obtain sufficient water,
mence.

Tuolumne.

—

Union- Democrat, Oct. 27: The little
extension of the Dunlap mine, is now look
ing well, there being several men constantly at work
developing it. Otto Kanig and Frank McKenna
leased the McKenna mine on the Stanislaus river to
The ore chute is five feet
a company of Aust'ians.
wide and looks well— prospects throughout the en
A new ditch ij^ miles long is
tire leuKth of lead,
now being dug. Frank McKenna has been devel
oping the Uunlap mine in the same vicinity: it is a
promismg property. The JefFersonville Back Tun
nel Mining Co. near Jeffersonville is doing well. Mr.
A. M. Stetson, the superintendent, informs us that
the work of sinking the shaft 115 feel was accomplished without machinery, but that last week a fine
15-horse power engine was placed on the property
He informs us that by about the middle of December
the work will be down 450 feet, at which point the
channel is expected to be reached. The present
grade of the tunnel, or rather shaft, is about 34 to
The claim immediately adjoining the
the 100 feel.
JefFersonville claim on the south is the Humbug
Tunnel.
This mine in former times yielded as near
as can be estimated about $5,000,000, and the Jeffersonville Co. has good reasons for believing that
The east or
its property is equally as valuable.
back channel which they seek is the old blue chanall
along the
nel which has been fabulously rich
range of Table mountain, wherein it has been
reached. The company is brim full of enterprise
and means to work on a large scale.

Gem.
Gem, the

Squaw

NEVADA.
Wasboe

Dtntrict.

Seg. Belcher.— Virginia Enterprise, Oct. 26;
The west drift from the top of the upraise is passing
into vein porphyry showing feeders of quartz.
Andes. Are still doing some repair work.

—

and is now at work on the job. Last Saturday
Jack Conant brought out another $5000 brick from
Overman. Explorations below the tunnel level
Mariposa.
There is considerable new properthe Uncle Sam.
continued.
Around Coulterville. Mariposa News^ Oct. ty on virgin ground and quite an amount of work is are
Bullion.—The usual work is in progress on the
Taking it altogether, Squaw creek is
26: The prospectors south and east of here are being done.
500 and 600 levels.
striking pockets all the time varying from 20 to 100 just now a very Hvely camp.
ounces. W. B. Stolder & Co. have struck a good
Lady Washington. Work in the raise above
The Butters Ore Milling Works. These
pocket on the old Dave Lewis on Scotts gulch and works at Kennett will be ready for business in the 725 level is being pushed ahead as usual.
have taken out considerable money. The Red about a month.
The lixiviation and chlorination
Sierra Nevada.— The main south drift on the
Cloud is doing well. The supply of water is only plant will be first started up, and early next spring a 520 level continues in low-grade vein material,
sufficient to run one mill in the daytime.
The ore crushing plant will be added, then the works will be
Ophir. The south drift on the 1465 level is still
crushed is paying well, averaging $60 a ton. This complete. The Calumet mill started up with its
porphyry. It is out a distance of 121 feet,
ore is coming from a drift that is being run for the grand water-power on the i6th inst., and is running in vein
Union Con. and Mexican. The joint Union
purpose of getting under the pay chute, where they night and day.
It was made known on the streets
expect to do better. Our mining interests are on last Monday evening that Jack Conant had sold his drift on the 1465 level is in Mexican ground 102 feet.
the improve, as recent facts show.
The old Virginia mines on Squaw creek for $150,000.
The sale had
Yellow Jacket. The mme will resume operamine has been bonded by Col. Crook of Big Oak been pending for some months.
tions in excellent shape, both on the surface and
Flat, who is reported as representing a New York
under ground.
Sierra.
syndicate.
He is going to thoroughly develop the
Confidence.— Repair work is stll continued.
From Over North.- -Cor. Sierra Tribune,
property.
Material is now being ordered for subAlso some prospecting is in progress in very promisstantial hoisting works.
The Bondurant Hathaway Oct. 26: Watkin Prosser is expected back from San ing sections.
mine still stands at the head. They are preparing Francisco with Mr. Homsley and capitalists who inOccidental. Extracted 140 tons of ore; shipto put on good substantial hoisting works which will tend to purchase the whole Port Wine ridge, having
enable them to go down to an indefinite depth. bonded already numerous claims at Scales and Fair ped to the Atlantic mill, 200 tons; average assay of
The ore is very good. This company is negotiating Play, one being of a Chinese company for $25,000. wagon samples, $29.
for the purchase of the Rud mine on the north fork The Bella Union Co., near the Lucky Hill mine, is
Scorpion. During the past week the west crossof the Merced, which is supposed to be a continua- progressing finely with their bedrock tunnel.
The cut on the 300 level has been advanced 21 feet, makfeet.
They
intion of the Bondurant vein.
Lucky Hill tunnel is already in 350
ing its total length 132 feel.
tend to put up a Burleigh drill alter the mine has
Chollar.— The north drift on the 450 level is
Monterey.
been incorporated. The Union Consolidated Co.
a distance of 679 feet. The face is in quartz asout
Los Burros.— Monterey Democrat, Oct. 20: Mr. in Happy Hollow is now over 2200 feet in with their
ton.
Hackworth of Jolon was in Salmas Thursday. From lower tunnel, which is several hundred feet below saying from $6 to $10 a
Utah.— On the 472 level east crosscut No. 2 has
him we learn that Mr. Cruikshank has struck three their old upper tunnel that was 600 feel long, at
ledges in the tunnel he has been putting in the side- the back end of which the company prospected first been extended 54 feet; total length, 186 feet. The
hill since March last.
The tunnel is now in about by running an incline down over looo feet, and in formation is porphyry, clay and quartz.
300 feet and the work is being pushed for other which they found immensely rich dirt. Lately this
POTOSL— The south drift on the 650 level is out
ledges in sight above on the surface. One of the incline was tapped by the -lower tunnel five feet in 521 feet
The face is in quartz and porphyry. East
der,

LNov.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Savage.— On

No.

the 500 leve],'west crosscut

i

has been advanced 15 feet and temporarily discontinued.
The joint east crosscut on the south boundary of the mine is out 62 feet. The last 17 feel of
this drift is in good ore.
The car samples average
$50 a ton. On the 950 level, No. i east crosscut has
been extended i8 feet. From the several levels are
extracting about 50 tons of ore a day, which is beings
shipped to the Rock Point mill.
,-

—

Con. Cal. & Virginia. The 1400 level stopes
are looking well and are yielding the usual quantity
of good ore.
The same may be said of the stopes
on the 1435 level. On the 1500 level are sloping ore
from the parallel north drift, 60 feet north Irom the
upraise above, that drift.
Continue to slope ore
from the southeast drift run from that upraise 58
feet above the track floor of this level. The stopes on
the 1600 level continue to look well.
On and above
the 1650 level much good ore is in sight. The quantity of ore shipped to the mills will be about thesame
as usual, notwithstanding the accident to the hoisting engine at the C. and C. shaft.
The average of
the pulp assays will be about as high as last week.

Oottonwood
Nickel and Cobalt.
F. Turriitin, who visited

1

•

-

!,

Ijij

'*'

District.

—Silver State, Oct.

26: G.

.

the Cottonwood mines in
Churchill county Inst week, says the Boihwell Bros.,
who are working the niekel and cobalt mines at that
place, are taking out fine ore.
They have good
hoisting works on the mine and several men at work.
These are the only nickel and cobalt mines worked
in the United Slates with the exception of oneof limited production in Pennsylvania.

Hawttiorne
for the erection

-.i

n

District.

Smelter. — Esmeralda News,
rangements

•

in

Oct.

J
20:

The

much-talked-of smelter appear
head.
A. E. Dick, oneof the principals ol the eplerprisp, was in town this week, and from him it is
learned that a meeting of the stockholders and others interested will be held at Carson City for the
purpose of settling dtfinitely the location of the
works, and that it was probable that Hawthorne
would be selected as the site. It is also understood
that the machinery has already been ordered, and
as soon as the locition is decided upon, will be
shipped. Ore carrying ten per cent or more copper
will be purchased by the company, and for the ten
per cent class, which is very low grade, $8 per ton
will be paid.
There are numerous base metal mines

Moss and Santa Fe districts which are now lying
idle, some of which already have as much as 300
ions of copper and lead ore on the dump ready to
in

delivered to a reduction works of that kind.
Should the furnace be erected, the owners of those
mines would then be assured that their ore could be
worked near home at small cost. This point is cer
tainly the most desirable and best for its location,
for the reason that wood, coal and coke can be laid
down here at less cost than further south, while a
belter bullion rate for transportation can also be ob-

.
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Jaclsrabbit District.

Onondaga Mine. — The

proprietors of the Onondaga mine have decided to place a steam hoisting

plant on the property. Better hoisting facilities than
those now used are needed, and the appearance of
the property justifies the expense.
hoisting engine
has been purchased from the P. C. Mfg. Co. here,
and the work of removine; and placing it will begin
at once.
This property has been one of the standbys of that district for some time and may yet devel-

A

op

into

a bonanza.

Jefferson District.

Rich Ore.

— Belmont

Courier,

Oct.

20:

The

Harrison brother"; are taking out rich ore from their
mine. Charles Kanrohat will soon start up his mill
at Jefferson; the ore extracted from his mine is of a

good grade.

Mount Rose

District.

Lottfe and LiBBiE MiNEs.— 5/7:'f/- State,
The Louie and Libbie mines, eight or

27:

Oct.
nine

miles from Paradise, are being worked by W. T.
O'Harra. At a depth of 30 feet the ledge is about 30
inches wide, and the ore averages $40 per ton in sil-

'

I

^
j .

J
I

I
!

I

,
,

Nov.

Mr. O'Harra

vcT.
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3,

is

a practical as&ayer, and ihe

average t^vcn is below the actual results of 300 as1 he mines adjoin and are owned by W. T.
says.
O'Harra and W. C. Green, who are pretty coofidfMit
ibat they have a valuable properly.

Morey

vogue here. The Woodville is owned by James
Pascoe. SiniuD billing, Hyman Sultan and Wni.
Heoder, and is situated 6 mites north of Globe and
K miles from the old Emeline.

in

DIatrlct.

Looking Weli* — Belmont

Courier, Oct.
John A. Moore, one of the Ifssees of the Morcy
mines, inlormsus that the mines in thai district are
looking hr^i-class, and that the lessees are extnicting

Paying Mines.— Idaho springs Gazette. Ocl 34:
The siwidy output from all ol the large mines in our
immediate neighborhood and the demand for Iheir

rich ore.

well

Spanleh Belt

Courier^ Oct. 20: The
continues to look well and is producWork on the new mill at Spanish

Good ORK.--Belmoni
Barcelona
jnK

good

betl

IS

mme

ore.

b^n^ pushed

rapidly.

Tuscarora

District.

Oct.
36: The
\^vx..— Timts-ReviciOt
crosscut from the north drift. 350-foot level, extendfeel.
length,
total
204
ed 10 feet:
Grand Prize. Water has been lowered to within 31 feet of the 4co-foot level station during the
past week.

Belle

—

Dkl Monte and North Commonwealth.—
The combination

shaft has

been sunk and timbered

8 feet. The rock continues hard, with a slight increise in the flow of water.

Found Tkeasuke.— Some ore has been taken
out and shipped to reduction works. The North
Commonwealth people are surveying workings, and
but tittle work is being done on this account.
Navajo.— The slopes are looking well and have
yielded their usual quantity of high-grade ore.

—

North Belle
the

first

Isle.
During the week 30 feet of
slope on the 400-foot level, near the C^ueen

have been smiled.

line,

—

*^>ueen.
The slopes above the 950-fooi
Battery
level have yielded thi usu.il amount of ore.
pulp assayed $172.23 per ton. Aven^ge assay Irom
490 carloads concentrating ore $22.69 per ton.
Snipped 10 bars bullion, assay value $2o,u83. 19.

Nevada

ai advancing prices as an investment, speaks
for the mining district around Id^ho Springs.
Silver Age Co.'s stock keeps advancing,
Ine
Flutus continues to produce largely. The Fieeland is
again coming lo the from as the heaviest producer
The Little Maitie is a steady shipin the county.
The Kohinoor & Donper of very high-grade ore.
with
their fine mill and good mines,
aldson Co.,
having started up again under new management,
must soon take a front rank with the uiher large

slock

The

District.

Commonwealth.— ISO-foot

level:
No, 3 north
(rom No. i east crosscut his been advanced 19
No. 2 winze from east lateral drift ha'^ been
sunk 7 feel with but little change. Joint crosscut
has been advanced 12 feet; will reach the east lateral
225-foot level: South drift has
in about four days.
bren advanced 22 feet through ihe same formation
as found above on the 150-foot level.
drill
(eet.

The Oneida is placing itself alongside
producers.
of our best producers and bids fair to outstrip them
unless the others increase their working force, which
the Freeland, Plutus, Liitle Matiie, ChampionDonaldson and others can do, whenever they wish
to enrich iheir stockholders with extra dividends.
The Foxhall properties, at present worked by lessees, help lo swell the monthly output, and a large
number of smaller mines make up the large ore
shipments from

this

comparatively

new mining

dis-

trict.

Galena Smelter. — Deadwood

Pioneer^Qcx.iy.
appears probable that the Galena smelter will be
blown in for iis initial run, to-morrow or next day.
Delay to date has been caused solely by non-arrival
of coke, which left Chicago on the nth and should
have reached here long since, This not having
been received, however, the managempni cast about
Ihem and finally succeeded in securing one carload
of fuel from Rapid City.
This was delivered at the
plant yesterday, and before il is exhausted that due
from Chicago will have been received. The bins
It

of ore, and the Queen mine is daily outputsix or seven tons.
The mine can keep
this up indefinitely.
The Silver Bullion, Cora Bullion, Ontario and other mines in the district will
contribute a measure, and the prospects are that
when once started fires will not again be allowed to
die oul, and that ihe plant will be kept constantly
full

ling

some

running.

—

Uncle Sam. Deadwood Pioneer, OcL 26: Two
Paying Rock. Belmoni Courier, OcL 20: W. small pumps are now at work draining the Uncle
Sam
mine so that the Cornish pump lately received
D. Dimmick has discovered a good body of ore in

Tybo

District.

—

his

mine from which he

will extract

large quantities

of paying rock.

ARIZONA.
Rich Strike.— Tombstone Epitaph, OcL 25:
SupL Coffman of the Watervale Mining Co. reports the striking of a big body of ore in the
new double -compartment shaft in the Bunker
The body was encountered two days
Hill mine.
ago at a point 402 feet from the surface and 42 leet
below the fourth

level.

showed 58 ounces

Assays from the croppings

in sliver

and 57K per cent

lead.

The whole shaft is now in ore which improves in
richness as depth is attained. Four ions of ore have
already been taken from the shaft.

can be placed

in position

under the ground.

Min-

ing will begin as soon as the water is under control.
The mill is in perfect repair, or will be before it is
started up, and once in operation will be kept
constantly pounding away. The Uncle Sam mine
will be added 10 the list of bullion-producers before
three months pass by.

Monarch.— Developments
prosecuted at the Monarch.

are being vigorously
Night and day shifts

the pump and hoisting works
kept in constant operation. The mine is looking
favorable, a good quality of ore having but recently

are employed

and

been encountered.

—

undersLiod that the lode

the ore easily extracted

and

carries

is

of good

a large per-

PooRMAN. — The company owning
now cleaning oul the old Belle Peck

this property
tunnel, with
view
southerly
direction to
the
of extending it in a
cm ihe Pool man lode at a depth of about 500 feet.

Phillip*; \- Sullivan.— This lode is showing
very rich ore. but as drifts have not yet been run to
any great distance on the lode, the full extent of the
ore body is nowunknowo. The ore being extracted
is

rich.

Sevknty-nime.—This
Knott,

which
is

!ode,

owned by W,

B.

showing a large ledge of good milling ore
being hauled to the mill for reduction as it

is
is

extracted.

—

Empire State. This mine is being worked with
a force of about 10 men and is looking well. The
and the ore easily extracted.
Owyhee, This old mine is showing splendidly.
The shaft and drifts are now in good ore. The mine
will be developed as rapidly as possible and before
lode

is

large

—

a great while

will

be extracting large quantities

for

the mill.

MONTANA.
Mining Near Basin.— /«/*/-- A/c/zw/ti///, Oct. 20:
It is well known that since the Anaconda Co. abandoned the Ruby they placed the same force of miners
to work
Bisin.

DAKOTA.

are

size,

centage of gold,
is

OOLOaADO.

We

dump.
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on some recently acquired properties near
These are the Josephine, Kilrain, Last

The latter lodes are
within half a mile of Basin, and a two-compartment
shaft has been pul down on the joining line of the
two properties with the purpose of developing both
A double-compartof them from the same point.
ment shall is also being put down on a joining point
of the Josephine and Kilrain lodes and has reached
a depth of 70 feet, at which point crosscuts and
A fine hoisting engine and
drills are being opened.
boiler have been placed on these latter properties.
There is considerable agitation in the district concerning a recent strike made in the Saturday
Night claim, which was located this summer. The
outcroppings at the surface, it is said, run from $200
to $300 per ton in gold and 50 per cent silver-lgad.
The properly is owned and being operated by the
three Wall brothers of Boulder and Messrs Gibbons
& Fisher. The place has been tramped over by
prospectors for years, a trail being on it to the ManThe Mantle mine, a short distance from
tle mine.
the Saturday Night, and which is said to be an extension of the rich discovery, is being actively developed and reported to be looking well. Mining in
to be unall parts of the Cataract district is said
usually active.
Chance and Carrie mines.

—

A

bar of silElkhorn. Boulder y4^^, Oct 27:
ver bullion, from the C. & D. mine, Elkhorn, was
lost on the way down th° other day, but was found
by some honest person whose name was not ascerB.
tained, brought to Boulder and left with W.
Gaffney, subject to the order of the owners.
stable, blacksmith shop and other structures have
been erected or added to at the St. Paul mine, and
the work of deepening the shall is progressing satisThe formation in the shaft has changed,
factorily.
and would indicate the nearness of water. Should
this come in in greater quantities than can be
handled by the whim, the work of sinking will be
suspended and crosscutting for the ledge begun.

A

necessary machinery to successfully treat the ore.
Capt. Whitney has spent four months in examining
the mines of Baker and Union counties, and is so'
well pleased with the general outlook that he has
made several purchases.

Tng Xehalem Coal District.— 0/-<r^^«/(i^/,
OcL

26:
It is hardly a year since the first entry
of land was made in the Nehalem coal district and
during that time samples have been brought here
and tested with satisfactory results. Extensive developments have lately been made, and from specimens placed on exhibition at the fair it would seem
as if the coal was of a higher grade than former samples would lead one to expecL
Mr. S. J. Rafferiy
of Ifillsboro, in the past two weeks has drifted into
his claim about so feet, and he states that ai the
opening the coal vein showed a thickness of but two
feet and that the vein pitched downward and inwardly at an angle of 35 degrees, and at a depth
of 20 feet the vein had developed lo a thickness of 5
feel.
There is hardly any doubt but what there are
thousands upon thousands of ions of cail in ihat region.
Mr. Walker has also drifted into a surface
vein 10 feet in thickness.
There are other surface
veins of from 4 to 12 feet in thickness.
The following
analysis of this coal was made some time since: Fixed
carbon, 44.49 per cent; volatile combustible gases,
43-34; *atcr, 7.81; ash, 4.36; total, loo. Totalaroount
01 combustible matter, 87.83 per cenL
Ihere is no
doubt whatever as to the quantity, as there are from
40 to 50 claims aggregating between 6000 and 7000
acres of coal lands, which will readily give one an
idea of the immense quantities of co^ that can be
mined and placed on the market wlien a four-foot
vein is worked at a good profiL
The mountains in
which this coal is found have an immense growth of
fine timber on them, which can also be placed on
the market at a small cost when once means of transportation or outlet is made.
great many labor
under the impression that these coal lands are lo-

A

,

cated

in

Washington county, while with but one or

two exceptions, the whole tract lies in township 4
north, range 4 west, in Columbia county, Oregon,
about 25 miles from this city. There is no reason
why Portland should not derive a great benefit from
these mines when opened up, and be able to export
coal as well as Tacoma and Seattle.

NE3W MBXIOO.

.

Development Work.— Silver City Enterprise.
Oct. 27: The Deep Down mill last week crushed
eight tons of ore for the Mountain King. The returns were entirely satisfactory.
Geo. H. Utter has
purchased one-half interest in the Grand Tower
group of mines at Gold Hill, from J. P. CottrelL
i'he Grand Tower is considered one of the best
prospects in the camp. The heavy rain of last and
the present week has materially livened up mining
affairs at Pinos Altos,
The Key, the Bell &
Stephens and the Smith mills are running on full
time.
The Wagner mill is also running. Dr. H.
H. Baker and Mr. McCreary of Kansas City have
bought the Casson and Fraction mines of W. R.
Corbett, who had them under bond. The mines
are located at Pinos Altos.
Captain Webb is now
in c harge of the work on the Thunderbolt at Pinos
Altos, and is running two shifts of miners. Average
assays taken from the vein recently show that the
ore is above the average in value for the camp. The

Float. The Galena smelter will probably be
shaft will be sunk to a depth of 100 feet, after which
blown in to-day lor a long continued run. Local
drifting will be commenced.
The Enterprise is
engineers are more than usually busy at present
under obligations to Julius Wagner, Wells, Fargo
The
making
surveys
of
miningr
claims
in
Bald
mountain.
Journal-Miner^
OcL
24:
Camps.
Various
Great Falls Sm^uter.— inter- A^oun fain, Oct. & Co.'s agent, for the amount of bullion shipped
Wonder mill in Turkey creek district will be started Ruby basin. Carbonate and Galena. A number of 27: Messrs. Whitmore & Hathaway arrived in
Silver City since January ist, to the first of the
up soon again if there is a sufficient water supply. applications for patent will probably be filed nexl this city on Saturday with 14 tons of ore from the from
present week, which is as follows: Silver bullion
Robert Cartmel was in town to-day trying to engage month.
High Ridge mine, located about 8 miles from Twin from Silver City, $71,876.57; silver bullion from
Big
Bug
mine.
He
ore
from
his
freighters to haul
They Georgetown,
Bridges, in the Tidal Wave mining district.
$104,837.39; gold bullion from Pinos
IDAHO.
has several tons out ready for shipment. Jules Baushipped their ore via the Montana Central lo Great Altos,
$146,243.17; a total of $322.957. 14. This bullmann is in from his Lawrence mine, Agua Fria disThe inducements offered by the railroad and ion is generally billed at from three-quarters to oneFalls.
Yreka District. Wardner A^^zyj, OcL 27: Con- Falls smelter were greater than the sampling works
He has nearly a carload of high-grade ore out
trict.
half its real value, consequently the real value of the
ready for shipmenL Ore receipts at the sampling sidering the amount of work done on Ihe Elk creek here would give, and in consequence they shipped
bullion shipped is in the neighborhood of $500,000.
works of the Arizona Ore Co. yesterday were 32,812 gold mines and the recent date of their first develop- it. Ten dollars freight and treatment is pretty low,
The shipment of ore and concentrates ha- been
Con.
M.
M.
G.
&
pounds. During the week from Monday morning ment, the property of the Alma
and if returns are perfectly satisfactory, more ore much larger this year than ever before. The output
honor
of
beating
the
record
may
fairly
claim
the
following
lots
Co.
evening,
five
days,
the
Friday
until
up
Assays of their
will be sent to the Falls smelter.
From Kuehne & Co., Belle in the list of gold-producers. The cleanup of last ore run from 1 to i>^ ounces gold, 20 to 25 ounces of Grant county this year will equal that of last
of ore were received:
year.
mine, 42,600 pounds; John S. Jones, Groom creek, week astonished not only its owners but every mining silver, and from 50 to 60 per cent lead.
This will
2000 pounds; Riggs & Lawler, Hillside mine, 9300 man in the country. On leaving for Spokane on run the aggregate from $75 to $90 per ton, and will
five
bars
of
Mr.
Wardner
took
with
him
superintendent
of
the
ConMonday,
UTAH.
Murphy,
M.
pounds; F.
They say
net a handsome profit above expenses.
gress mine at Martinez, 35.900; Jules Baumann, gold weighing 966 ounces with a cash value of $16,- they have a ledge 7 feet in width, with from i to 4
of
a
the
result
of
a
run
of
11
days
district,
This
was
Fria
pounds.
607.
Agua
6400
Lawrence mine,
feet pay ore, and in places it comes in huge boulBraver County.— Cor. Salt Lake Tribune, Oct.
This makes a toial for the five days of 96,200 2o-siamp mill and is a grand showing indicating the ders and as much as 10 tons of ore has been taken
28:
The drop in lead has caused a depression here.
pounds, or a Utile over 48 tons, the value of which future possibilities of the mines. Elk creek will soon out of one of these.
French Copper Co. means business, but no
The
was $5100. an average of a liitle over $106 per ton. be known throughout the world as one of the richest
boom;
they will try and see if low-grade copper ores
discovered.
There
is
now
districts
yet
gold-mining
Since the first dayof May, 1888, the Ore Co. has
OREGON.
can
be worked at a profit in this part of
no doubt that the mines referred, to will warrant the
paid out for ore to miners, $115,000.
Utah.
No change in the Horn Silver yet. The
loo-stamp
mill,
and
an
early
day,
of
a
erection, at
Silver King. Mohave Mitier, Oct. 27: N. C.
Bedrock Democrat, Roe Bros, of Bristol have just made a heavy shipof the property are the very men that
The Tom Payne Mine.
Amer brought in this week from the Silver King the owners slow in its erection.
copper bullion, 96 fine, to T. R. Jones &
ment
of
miles
about
nine
Payne
mine
is
will not be
Oct. 22: The Tom
mine at Stockton Hill, ten tons of silver ore which
Co. of Salt Lake,
Beaver District. Pony gulch is the scene of northwest of Baker City and within one mile of the
worked 274 ouncesper ton, Mr. Aroer has.recently
minin
the
same
Lead.— Salt Lake Tribune, Ocr. 28: Local minfamous Nelson mine. It lies
made a good strike and the vein is steadily improv- several busy operations; among the most prominent now
north of the Cracker creek ing interests are learning with dismay of the threatJohn Popham was in from being the continued development of the Fay Tem- eral belt and to the
ing as work advances.
been
ened free importation of ores from newly-developed
Mr. Geo, L. Hayes has for eight years
mines.
Mineral Park this week with a shipment of ore from pleton mine and the erection of the Huntington mill
The machinery of the new plant working this property in a primitive manner. A properties in British Columbia. The Bingham minthe Lone Star which worked upward of 350 ounces on that ground.
Messrs. Young & Harris secured a con- ers are in low spirits over the drop in lead, due
Messrs, Thomson, Davis & Popham are is all in place and will be running by the first day of month ago
per ton.
tract on the property and since that time have had a largely, if not entirely, to the free importation of
working the Lone Star on a lease, and while this November. The mine is opened by three tunnels,
Col. Kaigbn has learned that
set of men working under the supervision of Thomas Mexican lead ores.
showing
of
good
which
there
is
a
splendid
all
of
expectations,
in
their
come
up
to
does
not
shipment
of duty, via Laredo,
No. i is in 160 feet with a crosscut of 40 feet, Bentley. The developments have been of such a the monthly importations free
ore.
they are satisfied with the result.
via El Paso, 7000 tons;
to nature that the gentlemen have now decided to ac- amount to 8000 tons; and
will be driven to a distance of 200 feet
which
Notes, Prescott Courier, Oct. 26: P. A. Craigue
levied where the silver in the
run
by
both
duty
mill,
to
being
no
lo-starop
there
A
property.
cept
the
connect with the main tunnel which is known as
came in yesterday from his Dosoris mine and said
steam and water power, has been secured by the ore is worth more than the lead. And the outlook
Mc- No. 3. This last named working is in 200 feet, with present owners, and will be in running order on the is more gloomy because of the Treasury ruling,
that lessees of the mine are doing well.
J. W.
No. 2 has
a crosscut running toward tunnel No. i.
He
has
the
Senator.
Gowan is pushing matters at
A boarding-house is also in that even if this be wrong, yet, as certain business
feet and work on its extension is mine within 20 days.
driven
100
been
a large force of men employed. Expects to have his
There will be on the pay- interests have been built up on such a construction
Twenty-six men are at present course of construction.
rapidly progressing.
F. M. Murphy of the
mill running in a short time.
20 men next week.
of the law, the rulling cannot be changed.
pay-roll, and, under the foremanship of Jack roll of this company over
on
the
Congress keeps right along shipping rich sulphurets.
Russell Process. Park Record, Oct. 27: OwKeeley, the work of development is most satisfacThe Sparta Mines.— Bedrock Democrat,Oct. 27:
John Lawler has just returned from the Hillside
of
Sparta
is
dump
town
ore
on
the
of
the
ing to the non-arrival of seasoned Oregon lumber
tons
of
are
the
confines
At
least
2000
within
Almost
Heavy tory.
mine, which is getting bigger and bigger.
iron-piping, the Russell process at the Marsac
and
will be largely increased
Dell, a mine that gives great promthe
force
of
miners
and
the
Oro
located
roads retard the shipping of ore. Mr. Long, superwhen the mill commences running. This being the ise as a bullion-producer, as it is soon to pass into mill will be delayed in starting up for several weeks
intendent of the Oro Bella, and N. C. Sheckles,
in Cceur the hands of a wealthy Kansas syndicate, and before yet.
The Ontario 3-mile drain tunnel is in about
first introduction of the Huntington mill
superintendent of the Crowned King and other
d'Alene, its operation is looked forward to with much snow flies stamps will be dropping on Oro Dell ore. 150 feet. The boilers and compressor are in place,
mines in Bradshaw Bisin, are going ahead with the
Its success in California is established, and The mill will be ten stamps with sufficient power to but there is a delay in starting up the machinery on
interest.
work of mining and erecting mills. J. B. Kerr, in those interested in its use here are confident of obdouble the capacity, run a saw and the necessary account of the failure of the necessary iron pipes to
Weaver district, has his stamp-mill completed. Mr.
taining equally satisfactory results.
machinery for a first-class plant. One great advan- arrive. Dividend No. 149 on Ontario stock, agLayton of Hassayampa district reports unusual
and gregatirg $75,000, or 50 cents a share, will be payOro Fino. Owyhee Avalanche^ Oct. 23: About tage to the camp will be the custom department
Mr. Williams,
activity in the mines of thatdistrict.
sampling works, and all ore assaying over $4 in free able on the 31st insL This makes the total of Onpremature
we
might
be
that
superintendent, and Mr. ProuL foreman, of Copper a month ago we stated
Oro
the
will
bought
by
tario dividends to date, $9,575,000.
be
gold and $6 in sulphurets
Basin mines, act as if thev would soon stirt the fur- in stating that a rich body of ore bad been struck in
Dell company, as the company will put in four Frue
Ore and Bullion Shipments.— During the
naces.
Small lots of gold keep coming into the the Oro Fino, but from appearances at that time we
the
comlearn
that
We afe vanners for concentrating. We
week the Crescent shipped 137.975 pounds of firstbelieved that such a body had been found.
Bank of Arizona.
of
Ainsworth
group
Mary
for
the
negotiating
pany
ore and 193,000 pounds of concentrates. For
been
fully
class
have
pleased to say that our predictions
Silver Ore.— S/Vz-fri^i://, OcL 27: Simon Bill- verified, and there is now in the face of the third level mines, 11%. miles north of Sparta, will arrive from the week just ended the Mackintosh sampler resubstantial ceived 413.410 pounds of Ontario ore, 190,570 of Daly,
ing has received returns Irom a shipment of 120
of
a
work
days
and
in
a
few
the
East
feet
therefrom,
running south from the shaft and 600
pounds of silver ore from the Woodville mine, which a lode fully four feet wide that will mill $100 per ton. character will commence at once.
and the Woodside leasers are completing a shipwas sold to the Tucson sampling works. The ore We are informed that for 300 feet above where this
Whitney.— Capt. Tom O. Whitney of Marietta. ment of 212,000 pounds. The Ontario shipped
thevalue
of
and
the
ton,
to
the
assayed 6600 ounces
found
the lode has never been sloped, but is Ohio, owner of the celebrated Whitney group of during the week 41 bars of bullion, containing 21,ore
was
shipment was $331.45. The Woodville has provirgin ground.
mines, south of Sparta, leaves for the East to-day to 609.95 fine ounces of silver. This morning 10 bars
duced considerable rich ore, and largely of ore godevelop- of Daly bullion, 10,124 fine ounces of silver, were
Illinois Central.— Rich ore is now being ex- complete arrangements for the permanent
ing 40 to 50 ounces, which at present cannot be
of the shipped from the Marsac mill.
from this lode, a large pile of which is on the ment of his property and the construction
utilized, owing to the expensive methods of reduction tracted

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

—

—
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Some Things That

Science is Sure Of

The basis of modern science is obgervationand
experiment, supplemented by verification as
often as needed. la regard to the germ theory
of certain diseases, among which tyyhoid fever
stands prominent, there are no longer two
opinions among scient'fio men. The exhaustive
experiments of Tyndall, Pasteur, and others,
have placed the truth beyond the possibility of
They have sown the germs, fed,
doubt.
nourished, propagated, and transplanted them,
and then starved, killed and extirpated them in
so many different ways and under such varied
conditions that they now know as much about
them aa the ordinary man knows about his barnyard fowls or his dogs and cats.
When Dr. Draper made the statement awhile
ago in the investigation of the steamer Prussian's fever cases, that there could be no case of
typhoid fever without a previous case to supply
the germs, be uttered no more than the legiti*
mate dictum of science would warrant. In regard to Judge Pitman's sarcastic inquiry as to
where the first germs came from, though the
question is a natural and an interesting one, yet
it is entirely outside the realms of Isgitimite
scientific investigation, inasmuch as we can
neither observe nor experiment upon the first
germ.
Dr. Draper simply asserted the fact, which ie
indisputable, that in all human experience, so
far as we know, the germ, or something corresponding to it, precedes all organic life. There
is no well-founded evidence to the contrary.
When the biologist and the physiologist talk
about the germs of smallpox, and typhoid, and
cholera, and the conditions under which they will
live and flourish or decay and die, they claim
no more than the farmer claims for having a
knowledge of the conditions under which his
corn or wheat or potatoes will grow or die. And
if the doctors tell you that a typhoid germ will
never produce smal'pox, or a cholera germ diph
tberia, they assert no more than the farmer
when he says that a grain of wheat never results in producing a potato or a cabbage.
If the foregoing statements be true, it will appear that none of these germ diseases arise in

consequence of an accumulation of filth and dirt,
nor can we escape them solely by cleanliness
and hygienic conditions. The mosquito, the
leech, and the swamp fever prefer, if anything,
the healthy to the unhealthy, and typhoid, and
cholera, and smallpox have shown no dread of
cleaulineBS and no special preference for filth
and dirt. The precautions in regard to emigration suggested by our present scient fie knowledge are to prevent any one who has recently
suffered or been in contact with these diseases
from being allowed a passage, and if any outbreak should take place on board, to have a
hospital-room where the patients can be secluded
and kept from contact with others. Ex.

—

In a recent lecture
Ancient Microscopes " before the British
Royal Microscopical Society, Mr. Frank Crisp
exhibited a hundred or two collected from all
parts of the world. He said that they served
to illustrate the ignorance and incompetence of
the ancients, which was no more than might
have been expected, considering the dark ages
They made
in which our forefathers lived.
their microscopes of paper, parchment, ivory,
materials.
Ooe of
tortoise-shell and other such
the microscopes before them once belonged to
Cardinal Limbertini, afterward Pope, who
lived in the fourteenth century; he also exhibited another microscope made for one of the
Popes by an Englishman; it was decorated, be
remarked, with barbaric splendor. He likewise exhibited two which bad been the property of George III. He exhibited ancient European microscopes, aUo some of Chinese and
Japanese make; one of the latter had no lenses
nor any place left for lenses. With moBt of the
ancient instruments, he said, no work bad been
done of sufficient value to come down to the
present time; indeed, with some of them no
work could be done. One more recent microscope exhibited by him resembled a bent poker
in shape.
lb was constructed to go down a patient's throat, and then, by means of a little
glow lamp at the end, to light up portions of
the interior of the human body, so that they
could be seen by the aid of the system of lenses

Ancient Microscopes.

SeiENTlFie PPvOGRESS.

on

**

in the instrument.

—

Ice on Maks. At a recent meeting of the
Academy of Sciences, Paris, M. Janssen, president, in the chair, observations. were made on
the canals of the planet Mars by M. Fizeau, The
various circumstances connected with these appearances, as lately described by M. Perrotin
and Schaiparelli, suggest a strong analogy with
certain phenomena of glaciation parallel ridges,
crevasses, rectilinear fissures, often of great
length and at varions angles observed in the
regions of Urge glaciers in Switzerland, and especially in Greenland. This leads to the hypothesis of a vast development of glaciation on
the surface of Mars, where, the seasons being
relatively longer and the temperature much
lower, the conditions must also be more favorable than on the earth for these manifestations.
The reading of the paper was followed by some

—
—

remarks by M.

J. jEtnssen,

assent to M. F.'zeau's
beautiful " theory.

*'

who gave

a

guarded

very ingenious and very

— Some idea of the tre-

Force of Sea- Waves.
mendous force possessed
waves may be formed by
column, 23 feet long and

or exerted by seathe fact that an iron
weighting some 6000
lighthouse being built

—
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A New Belting Leather, The Helvetia
Leather Company, an incorporation recently organizsd by several prominent business men
at Lancaster, Pa., manufacture from animal
skins a sort of leather, exclusively for machin-

—

is

Bjveting Stovepipe. A recent invention
a machine for riveting stovepipe.
In the old

way each

of the six or nine rivets in a piece of

—

—

We

We

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

We

—

—

—

best bight will be found between the above
extremes. An eminently safe rule to follow in
all cases is:
Burn your fuel as close to the,
heating surface aa yon conveniently can.

—

—

—

li

pipe was drawn and driven separately. By the
ery parposes, by a special process. As is well
use of this riveting machine all the rivets are
known, in the ordinary process of tanning with
drawn by one drop of the hammer, and all of
bark, the tannin of the bark combines with the
them are set by one drop of the hammer. Que
fiber of the skin, the result being a hardening
man with this machine can turn out from 600
or stiffening of the latter, which makes it espeto 1000 joints of pipe per day.
The pipe is
cially adapted to resist abrasion or wear, as, for
formed on a cylinder connected with the rivetexample, the leather used for shoe soles, or the
ing machine, and this makes it uniform in size
same leather softened by oils used for the upand leaves the lap smooth and free from
pers of shoes. The Helvet'a process is more a
buckles.
There is, we believe, no machine of
caring than a tanning operation. In it but 60
this description in the market, and it is said
to 72 hours are required for the heaviest hides,
the invention will mark a new era in the maninstead of the six months of the bark process;
ufacture of stovepipe.
It is easily operated,
and a cured hide of about one-third its original
there is no complicated machinery about it, and
weight and four-fifths its original 8iz3, but in
it does the work perfectly.
Chicago Jour, of
which every fiber of the hide has been perfectCom.
Its tensile
ly cured and softened, is produced.
strength is claimed to be abont four times that
Iron Plates vs Steel Plates
"Daring
of the best oak-tanned leather, and when torn the last few weeks," says
an Eogiish exchange,
it shows a fiber very similar to that of a hemp
*'
a strong feeling has set in among shipbuilnere
It is not adapted for belts when
or fiix string.
in favor of iron plates in preference to steel for
they are run under water, or are splashed with shipbuilding purposes, and makers of iron
water, as with constant wetting the leather plates particularly in the Noith are reported
stretches rapidly, but always remaining soft, to be very busy.
Indeed, we heard of a firm
and, being light and strong, pliable and firm, having a very large order to place this week,
this leather is perhaps unequalad for beltiog, who had to apply to most of the makers in
the
lacing combining apron straps, and the like.
North before they oonld place the order, and
then only for very long delivery. In fact, the
Preservation of Railway Iron from Rust. makers are so busy that it is difficult to arrange
M. W. Spring of the Belgian Academy of Sci- for earlier delivery than from four to six
understand that the tendency in
ence and of the Paris Chemical Society, is of months.
opinion that this phenomenon is solely due to a favor of iron plates is owing to the excessive
chemical cause, namely, the formation of a rust now said to accumulate on both sides of
have no doubt that steelblack oxide resulting from the combination of the steel plates.
the yellow oxide with the metallic iron under plate makers will speedily devise means to obthe pressure of passing trains. He has dem- viate the defect."
onstrated in his laboratory that on pressing
into metallic iron slightly moistened ferric
Locomotive Building in the South. The
oxide an adhering coating of a black magnetic Manufacturers' Record calls attention to the
oxide ie obtained. The pressure applied, 1000 fact that although there are upward of 38,000
to 1200 atmospheres, scarcely exceeds that miles of railway in the South, or nearly onebrought to bear by each 50-ton locomotive fourth of the entire mileage of the coantry,
wheel. And finally, on scraping off with a brass there is not as yet a single plant in the whole
wire brush the black scales formed on the section from Maryland to Texas devoted exclurails where the wheels bear, they proved to sively to locomotive building, with the single
consist of magnetic oxide, with a very small exception of a small establishment in Maryproportion of metallic iron. Hence it will be land, where narrow-gauge locomotives are
understood why unused rails are covered with built. Oar neighbor calls attention to this fact
rust while an occasional train is sufficient to as affording a splendid field for enterprise. At
keep them clean and bright, magnetic oxide be- the rate at which the industries in the South
ing one of the best protecting agents for iron are being developed, it will not be long before
Mr, Spring's explanation appears this want is met. The South during the past
surfaces.
very reasonable, so far as it goes, but it does few years has set the rest of the country an exnot exclude the other causes mentioned, espe- ample of enterprise and push that has deserved,
cially the infiuence of oils and grease permeat- and has evoked, unstinted admiration.
Chicago Jour, of
ing all railway machinery.

pounds part of a new
was, in the course of operations, landed at
Bishop Rock, England, and, a storm coming up,
was left lashed by a half-inch chain at each end
Three days afterward it Com.
to strong eyebolts.
was found, on examination, that the great colOne of the Original Locomotives. The
umn had been tossed up by the waves a dis- late A. L. Holley once made an after dinner
tance of some 20 feet to the top of the rock,
speech in relation to his early experience with
where it was swaying about like a piece of timHeat Generation by Mechanical Means. ber. Two days afterward, when the workmen Corliss' original locomotive. He reviewed his
experience substantially as follows: The idea
were able to land, it was found that a blackWe have been asked by a correspondent to smith's anvil weighing 150 pounds, which had began to obtain hold that science should be pursued not in books, but in things; and I comstate if the heat generated by mechanical meth- been left in a hole
3J feet deep and 2^ feet in
ods cannot be usefully applied and with econ- diameter, had also been washed by the waves menced the pursuit of science in and on and under one of the awfnlest things this world ever
omy. We answer No. The reason for this completely out of the hole.
saw. It was Corliss' original locomotive, eureply we will endeavor to set forth in what
phoniously called "the Old Jigger." This locofollows: Whenever motion is arrested, whether
An Allot for Cold Soldering. La Metalby friction, compression, or percussion, or other lurgie describes a new alloy which is useful motive was possessed of a certain inborn cus
which could hardly be the attribute of
sedness,
mechanical means, heat is generated, the quanwLen metals are required to he soldered togeth- a mere machine her spiritual nature was a
tity of heat produced being exactly the equivFinely divided cop- sort of Mephistophelian cross with a Colorado
er at a low temperature.
alent of the mechanical energy that has been
per is obtained by adding zinc to a solution of mule, and as to her physical constitution and
consumed or more plainly, of the motion that
sulphate of copper. From 20 to 30 parts of membership, a cotton-factory ** mule " was simhas disappeared. This phenomenon is one of
this copper, according to the hardness required,
The Old Jigger had an inple in comparison.
the most obvious and convincing illustrations
are mixed in a cast iron or porcelain mortar numerable number of valves; and as a valve moof that great discovery of the present century
with concentrated sulphuric acid, to which is
tion, well, nobody ever counted the number of
the correlation and conservation of the phyadded 70 parts of mercury. The amalgam thus pieces. They were as the sands of the seasical forces.
It is simply the conversion of one
formed is thoroughly washed with water, in or- shore. Most of them used to jir off the first
form of motion mass motion into another
der to remove the sulphuric apid, and after be- few trips of the week, after which all the men
form— molecular motion.
ing left untouched for some time it becomes
The notion, however, of employing mechan- suffioiently hard to scratch lead. In using the in the shop could comparatively keep, track of
the rest of them.
ical means for the generation of heat for useful
alloy for soldering, it is warmed until it asapplication, is handicapped at the outset by
sumes the consistency of wax, in which atite it
Economy of the Improved Siemens Fur
considerations of economy, which are all-imcan be applied to the joint.
naces. Mr. Frederick Siemens, writing to the
portant in looking at the snbjaot from the
editor of London Iron, states that in the new
practical side.
With this element in the probCareo Dynamite.— Ooe of the latest addi- Siemens furnaces, introduced since 1883, which
lem, the notion must be set down as impractihigh
explosives
is called
are heated by radiation, the consumption of
cable (save in some exceptional cases), by rea- tions to the list of
son, partly, of the difficulty that will be en- carbo-dyuamite. It is composed of 90 parts of fuel is found to be reduced to less than eight
countered in gathering up the heat and apply- nitro-glycerine absorbed by ten parts of a vari- cwt. of small coal to the ton of steel ingots proing it without loss; but chiefiy, because the ety of carbon. London Iron gives an account duced. This saving in fuel is combined with
generation of heat by chemical action (combus- of some experiments with it, which seem ti the further advantage that the steel made is
tion) offers in almost every case a vastly more show that it possesses several important ad- much more free from blow-holes than that
serviceable method of obtiining heat for domes- vantages over ordinary dynamite, among others made in furnaces heated by contact of fiame,
considerably greater power, and the generation fihe finished metal being therefore stronger. In
tic and industrial uses.
There are many curious and unexpected ways of much less noxious vapor when exploded in the older form of open-hearth furnaces, 150
It is claimed also to be en- charges were regularly made without a stopin which the generation of heat by mechanical confined places.
page, and in the furnaces heated by radiation a
means may be illustrated.
may recall the tirely unaffected by water.
much greater number of charges are made. At
famous experiment of Count Rumford, of causLuminous Bacteria. Prof. Pfluger and Dr. several works over 300 charges have been made
ing water to boil by the friction of a solid plunger
fitting closely into an iron cylinder surrounded Tllanus have succeeded in cultivating, by Dr. without repairs; at one works 440 charges were
with water. The power of a windmill or water- Koch's method, the bacteria which produce the made, and at another works a furnace had
fall can readily be
made to generate heat luminosity of sea fish. They have also been worked for 12 months, making two charges per
enough to cause water to be turned into steam, able to place them on a glass slide, which, in 24 hours, without stoppage for repairs.
by the interposition of suitable friotioual sur- the dark, appeared thickly strewn with lumiProf. Van Haren Noman has sucfaces 80 exposed as to convey the heat as fast nous points.
Economy of Deep vs Shallow Furnaces,
as it is generated, by the arrest of motion, into ceeded in photographing them.
A cotemporary in a recent ieaae discusses the
a body of water, etc. But, save in rare instances,
.question of whether a deep or shallow furnace
and these to only a very limited degree and inMA.NOANESE Steel, notwithstanding its high gives the better result economically. This is
directly (as when the heat generated by the proportion of metallic iron the most magnetic an important question, siys the Locomotive,
sudden compression of air is utilized to cause metal known possesses the peculiar property and one which has given rise to much discusthe ignition of explosive compounds), the idea of being almost entirely non-magnetic.
sion, and the distances fixed upon by different
of utilizing these methods is scarcely worthy of
engineers show a great discrepancy, varying all
serious consideration in view of the measureElectrical Wonders are always on the in- the way from 15 to 36 inches for the bight beA difference of
lees fl^oods of heat that we are able to summon crease, and every wide-awake man wants to tween grate and crown sheet.
to do our bidding by using the simpls act of keep pace with the progress of their develop- hight with different kinds of fuel is undoubtedcombustion. Iron,
ly necessary to obtain the best result?, but the
ment.

—
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Steel Plates as Cheap as Iron Ones.

—The

firm of Carnegie, Phillips & Co. has sent out a
circular to the trade stating that the firm will
make the same prices for soft steel plates as
are now quoted for iron plates for bridges,
ship, tank and structural work generally.
The
fact that steel can be sold as cheaply as iron is
occasioning surprise.
A member of the firm
said recently:
"The steel is 15 to 30 per
cent stronger than iron, and the result is that
it has superseded iron; until now all important
structures are built of steel.
While steel for
such purposes is being sold about as low as
iron, prices have stiffened a litUe recently.
It
can scarcely be called an advance, but a hardening up of the market, as the demand is now

good."

Age of Locomotives

in

Germany.

—Herr

Leonhardt, a German engmeer who has been
investigating the subject, says that the number of locomotives in use on German railroads
at the end of the railroad year 1885-6 was 12.The average age of the locomotives in use
450.
during the year of service 1884-5, was 12.60
years; and in 1885-6, 12.49 years. This is deduced from a table of the number of engines
added and in active use for each year, from
1845 to 1885. From this table it appears that
59 engines built prior to the year 1850 were
running during the year 1885-6, and that the
distinction of being the oldest running engine
in Germany falls to one on the Holsteiniscbe
Marschbahn, which dates back to 1845.

—

Old Rails and New. A ton of old iron rails
and ^4 will buy a ton of new steel rails. This
is inducing the railroad companies to take up
their old iron tracks and replace them with
steel.
For this reason old iron rails are becoming more plentiful in the market than they
were a few weeks ago, when they were scarce.
The new

iron rail does not cut

any more, but the old iron

much

rail

is

of a figure

a very im-

por^ant factor in iron-making, and after it has
extinct, as in the course of a comparatively brief period it will, it will be sadly
missed, unless something as good or better
should in the meantime take its place.

become

An Electric Drill weighing 100 pounds,
and that makes a hole three feet deep in hard
anthracite in 30 seconds, and one 6 feet deep
in 1^ minutes, is the latest thing in
It is designed by
drilling machines.
Schlesinger of Philadelphia.

A

—

electric

W. M.

Center Cycle. An English invention is
the "center cycle," having four wheels a foot
in diameter, and a large wheel in the oent3r.
With it the rider ie enabled to go up-hill as
easily as to go forward on level ground.

Nov.
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SOOD
Is

Mining and Scientific Press.

1888.]

around the hesrt for protection. The wound
was sewed with silk, and beyond a alight inflammation has not given any trouble. The
swelliog in the neok, of course, can never be rednoed, but there is notbtng to indicate that it
will ever prove detrimental to the boy's health.
N. y. Cor. Qlobt-DtnioenU,

ricj^LTH.

Malaria a Delusion?

—

ElwiD Walters writes to the

St. Loais i?«>
called, is a de-

MaUrim, so
public at follows:
The word malaria oneaDs bad air. The
lasica.
diaeases that are attributed to this cause are
fre'ioeotly commoD id diatricts where there is
DO stagnant water or anythiDg else to taint the

Don't

It will be remembered that dur*
atmosphere.
iDg the aatumn of 18SL there was an unusaal
Domber of people who were attacked by these
diseaaea in Southwestern and Wost-ceotral Mis*
sonrt aDd also Kastern Kansas, when there had
been no rains of any consequeDoe for months,

and that,

too, in diatriots far

removed from

Di.s(;risK

thk Tastk ok MKninsK.—

Disguising the taste of medicine in taking it
detracts from its value.
If you wish to get the
best results from a medicine, do not rob it of

The

any medicine administered throngh swallowing is of a magnetic or dynamic character. This is occasioned
by the influence the medicine exerts upon the
network of sen*itivo nerves that lincb the throat
and back part of the tongue. These delicate
nerves stand as sentinels or outposts to warn
the various nerve centers throughout the body
of the presence in the palate of any foreign substance. Instantly certain nerve centers become
agitated, and that portion of the system under
their immediate control feels the effect of the

de*

its taste.

The
oomposiaf! water or any other substance.
oaase or causes of theiie diseases weru Hurely not
in the air.coDsequeQtly should not be uttributed
It is more probable thatduriDg the
to malaria.
dry, hot weather of summer the heat that
is radiated and the electricity that is generated
by the BUQ have an enervating ioflucDce on the
system that from the nerve centers this influence reaches the muscular system, priDcipally
tbroDgh the pneumogastric nerve, aod the
stomach being the most delicate and intricate
of almost aoy of the involuntary muscles, is
the principal sufferer from such enervatiug idIndigestion follows as a symptom, and
fluence.
an increase of bile brings what is called bitiousnesa and malaria.
I hope my medical friends, and I claim many
as such, will pardon the presumption on my
part of the diBcuaaion of a Huhject that comes
more within their province than that of mine.
But this conclusion has been forced from observations that reach over a period of many years
I have observed
as a surveyor in the West.
that there were more cases of sickuess of this
kind dariog, or immediately after, the season in
which there were the greatest number of electric
showers or electric disturbances as shown by
the surveyor's instruments. I conclude, then,
that heat and electricity are the prime causes of
*' malaria," and that they weaken the stomach,
and, in a large majority of cases, produce the
diseases usually attributed to this cause.
I give the thought to the profession with the
hope that it will offend none.

first effect of

medicine befort

—

cially

is

this

it vacfu-' the atoinctch.
JOspethe case with bitter medicines.

But when we disguise the taste with sugar or
other palatable ingredients we deceive the
nerves and the medicine pasfes the throat
without imparting a dynamic effect. As proof
of the correctness of this theory, it can be
shown that certain catharties will move the
bowels by simply placing them on the tongue for
a moment and then spitting them out.

—

Brief Chapter on Relishes.

LoiisTER IS Dangerous Out of Sea.son. An
experienced fisherman at the seaside told an Albany gentleman not long since that be did not
believe a lobster was fit eating for any one in
summer. He said the only time to eat lobster
was in fall and winter, and that he had known
many instances where persons had been made

295

or nine years annually imported on

an average

about 7000 tons of this commodity, and has for
some years annually exported nearly 40, 000 tons
a year.
The import duties levied on the impor1

tation of cheviots into Germany eight years
ago have largely stopped the trade between
Great Britain and Germany in this shoddy,
which was formerly nsed for making waterproof
garments, Gto.~~ Draper $ Jiecord.

Menuinc Old Windows.

—

One of the worst
all-around" repair band has to contf>nd with is the mending old windows.
Putty
comes off hard sometiipes, and often the sash
will be split and badly damaged in the attempt
to chisel off the old putty.
Once in awhile
very old sashes are found the putty on which
has a largo proportion of white lead mixed
with the whiting. Such putty can hardly be
removed with a chisel without taking wood
with it from the sash. When time can be
taken— say over night it will help to cover
the sash thickly with a paste made from three
parts of lime, one part of potash, and a sufficient
quantity of water. If this is done, and the
sash laid one side for 10 or 12 hours, the putty
can be removed without breaking the glass
job not easily done by any other means. A
slufh of this same mixture can be plastered on
some of Jthe grease-drowned jobs which every
repair-man must tackle. A liberal coating left
on over night and an application of water from
a hose under GO pounds pressure will have a
most magical effect.
jobs the

**

—

—

—

To Imitate Old Bronzk, The repeated applications to copper or brass of alternate washes
of dilute acetic acid and exposure to the fumes
of ammonia will give a very antique-looking
green-bronze; but a quick
similar appearance

is

mode

of

producing a

often desirable.

To

this

end the articles may be immersed in a solution
The state- of one part percbloride of iron in two parts of
sick by eating lobster in summer.
ment recalls the fact that was brought to the water. The tone assumes darkness with length
immersion. Or the articles may be boiled
attention of another Albany gentleman, that of
Colonel Perkins, the famous Norwich, Conn., in a strong solution of nitrate of copper. Or,
laatly, they may be immersed in a solution of
centenarian, who died recently at a hotel near
New London, was a victim of lobster. The Al- two ounces nitrate of iron and two ounces hy-

water.
banian was a guest at the same hotel. The poaulphite of soda in half a pint of
Washing, drying and burnishing complete the
centenarian on hia arrival at the hotel ate a very
process.
hearty supper in the evening and partook freely
of meats and vegetables, and also ate a quanProcess for Producing SnRFAOE Discolor
Within a short time he was
tity of lobster.
taken sick with what appeared to be cholera ATiONs. A German company haa patented a
process
for producing surface colorationa upon
morbus and never rallied. Albany Journal.

—

made of copper, zinc or braas. Upon
the first-named metal it is possible to develop
all the color of the rainbow, and upon zinc the
coating is formed of such thickness as to permit
of chasing the surface.
The most important
application of thia invention aeems to be in the
imitation of antique bronze, the results in this
direction being very satisfactory, both in the
matter of durability and resemblance.
articles

The relishes are of two classes. First, those
which depend mainly on one or more piquant
subitaaces, such as pepper, mustard, ginger,
horeeradish, vinegar, cinnamon and the various
spices.
These are combined with some one or
more generally with several of the following

Useful

—

—

vegetables as a base tomatoes, usually green;
onions, cabbage, cucumbers, pears, peaches,
currants, berries, grapes.
Sucondly, those which depend mainly on
sugar, combined with the juices of various
frutta, or with the pulp, as in the case of marmalade.
Xdw the question arises, are these and similar
relishes conducive to health ?
A normal, vigorous appetite needs no such

Inforjviatiojm,

The Metal in Solomon's Temple.

:

aid.

It is sufficient of itself.

mals need nothing of the kind.

The lower aniThe cow's green

dry hay, and the dog's bone
meat on it, are doubtless eaten
that our pampered stomachs know

grass, the horse's

with a little
with a relish
little of.

Some

all

are in

people
a

feeble

have not high
condition, with

no appetite, and yet their recovery depeads mainly on the food they take. In such
cases eome simple relish is not merely greatly
desirable, it

is

necessary.

Many persons, >^ this driving age, come to
sensible aptheir meals with little appetite.
petite quickens and iucreases the gastric secre*
tions.
In such cases, therefore, some piquant
Probably even the
relish is really helpful.
strongest is not injurious, if used with moderation; but relishes are greatly pernicious if used
to encourage overeating or to cause one to eat

A

when the stomach
previous repletion.

A Boy

is

already exhausted from
Youth's Companion.

with Two Hearts,

—The patient was

again aufeithetized.
An incieion was made in
the neck over the tamor. The cartilaginous cyst
was corrugated slightly and resisted the knife
strongly.
The surgeon had to proceed with the
greatest caution and be on the lookout for the
An opening
slightest puncture of the artery.
was finally made through the cartilage, and it
was extended for about three inches. The hemmorrhage was only ordinary. Within this hard
sac there was a small body covered with a membrane.

Dr.

Wyeth had

never seen anything

like it before.
To facilitate further cutting, as
well as to find out what the body was, a strong
The surlight was reflected into the cavity.
geon glanced within and turned away in dismay. And well he might, for there in full view

a miniature heart beating with great
energy. The venous and arterial syatema were
perfectly developed, though on a small scale,
and, as far as could be judged, extended through
the entire body, independent entirely of the
heart in the chest.
Dr, Wyeth did not cut any
further, though he would certainly have liked to
see what effect the removal of the auxiliary
heart would have had on the patient. A photograph was taken of the heart with a detective
camera before closing the wound. In examining
the cartilage it was diecovered that the irregular formation of its surface was due to the existence of small ribs, which nature had thrown

was

we

take to be an historical postulate.
remains to be aaked
How was so
much metal cast ? With what molds did the
Hebrews manage to do it? Where did they
perform their operations? As to molds, it
seems evident from the Scripture accounts that
olay mixed with aand was the molding material.
In our own time thia is esteemed the aafeat
mold. But what a vaat series of furnaces must
have been required for auch operations, and
how harmonious must have been the action, the
outpouring from the molds, to produce the
Was there a national
giant unity of design
foundry on the plains of Jordan before the Jewa
were carried captive to Babylon, and did
"
Jeremiah allude to it as having been '* repaired
at the time of the reatoration of the temple ?
Feasibly this may have been so. But we must
building,

Bat

it still

:

!

Unfortunately,
health.
little or

That there was more metal in the Temple of
Solomon than was ever collected in any other

U nderoroundTf,legraph

Wires.

— InLon-

linea of wire entering
the Central Telegraph Station is above ground.
In New York the wires will aoon be all sunk.
The fire department has contracted for cables
for the underground service; the Brush Electric
Light Company are drawing their first cables
into the Broadway conduits, and the East
River Electric Light Company now use an un-

don not one of the 1700

derground cable.

To Make a Gold Solder, the following proportions for 100 parts are recommended by an exchange Silver, 54 74;gold, II 94; copper, 28.17;
Melt the first three metala together
zinc, 5 81.
in a covered crucible; when the cover is slightly
cooled, add the zinc a little in excess of the
proportion given, and stir up the alloy continThis solder runs very easily, and ia
ually.
:

remember that the Phceuiciana were the main
foundera and workera for the mighty King much esteemed by manufacturera.
Solomon,

who remunerated them; that as
owed much to Ec;yptian arta, so

tabernacle

the
the

temple owed much to Ph(.iAiician merchandise.
It may be doubted whether the bronze wonders
of the temple were not a good deal more foreign
than homemade. Jerusalem became the focus
of the world's industries, because its J^tng was
'* But Solthe master of the world's intellect.
omon built him an house " is only a graphic way
of saying that he used his intellect and his influence for the combining in one storehouse all
Ad
the glories of his profoundly artistic age.
majorem dei gloriam was the motive of the asssemblage, but art and commerce brought the
'•
sinews," if not the homage, Ironmonger^
London.

—

The Railway and Teleqbaph im Japan.
The Japanese have railways connecting Yokohama with Tokio, and another from Kobe to
Ozaka and Kioto, both routes of the first importance to travelers; and these lines will be
extended to all parts of the country, but the
work of construction is not pushed with vigor.
In telegraphs, too, Japan is making good progress.
She has two lines connecting with Europe, one paaaing by Hong Kong and India, the
other by China and Siberia. There is now a
qaestion of eatablishiog another line, passing
by the Hawaiian lalanda and America.

—

Strength of Camel Hair Belting. According to experiments recently made at the
Royal Polytechnic School at Munich, the
strength of camel hair belting reaches 6315
pounda per square inch, while that of ordinary
belting ranges between 2230 pounda and 5260
pounds per square inch. The camel-hair belt
is aaid to work smoothly and well, and it is
unaffected by acids.
in Australia is much worse
than the rabbit pest. The climate is ao aoft

The Mouse Pest

that they have thriven enormously, and there
is said to be " hardly a residence or store that is
not pestered by the plague, while from every
side come tales of crops devoured ao rapidly
that many fields have had to be abandoned,
what was left not being worth reaping."

The English Sparrow at Home, — The

En-

glish farmers have turned against the aparrows as a peat to agriculture, and are offering
rewards for their destruction. It ia asserted
that these vicious birds cause a loaa to agricultural England of $40,000,000 to $50,000,000 per
year,

—

ExTEN-siVE Salt Deposit. It is aaid that
enough aalt underlies the vicinity of Ithaca, N,
Y., to supply the world for a century, and that
a syndicate has been formed to build there the
Shoddy in Germany. Germana are aaid to largest aalt works in the State of New York,
take the lead in working up old woolen raga.
When properly prepared for re-spinniDg, this
Woman in Siam. Of the 15 students sent
material has been christened "artificial wool" by the Government of Siam to receive profeainstead of " shoddy. " A very large buaineas aional training in England, four are young
has recently grown up in that country with women.
this material, which ia manufactured from old
An American company has leased Aboukir
hosiery, flannel, woolen goods, tailor'a mungo,
old clothes and rags. From reports published bay from the Egyptian Government to grow

—

—

it

appears that

Germany has

for the

past eight

oysters.

The Walker-Carter Process.
In a letter to the Bozeman (M. T.) Courier a
correspondent thus refers to the Walker-Carter process

which

is

being worked in th«

Red

Blufi'lJistrict:

These facts point out the great want for
or economical system to extract at a
profit the values contained in these large bodies
of ore.
The first sure step in the right direction, as illustrated by the Booz and Appala-

some cheap

—

chian ores, is oxidization some cheap way of
changing these sulphides to oxides. While
great reaults will flow from perfect oxidization,
still much loss is experienced as shown by mill
and arastra tailings the saving "hardly ever"
giving over 60 per cent of the assay value and
generally about ten per cent below that figure.
This loss is occasioned by the fine gold floating
off and generally known as " flour" or *' float"
gold and by gold that is "coated," so that it
will not amalgamate when brought in direct
contact with mercury. This loss and its cause
is generally pretty well known among millmen,
and many plans have been devised to save these
values, but ao far without any appreciable saocess if I except the Walker-Carter dry or vapor
amalgamator in operation at this point. I
have before me the most positive proof that
this machine will save the gold in the class of
I will state a case in point
ores mentioned.
here: During the month of August the Walker-Carter mill at this place, among
other
dump ores, treated 24 tons of ore from the Red
Bluff mine, which assayed $4 SO gold per ton,
making a total value of $115 20 in the 24 tons,
six tons from the dump of the Idaho which assayed $11 gold per ton, making $66, and three
tona from the Emperor dump aasaying $10 gold
per ton, making $30. The total value of the three
lots of dump ore from the three mines mentioned is $211,20; the cleanup produced a bar
of bullion worth $180, or over S5 per cent of the
assay value. It is safe to atate that neither
the atampmill nor arastra could have extracted anything near thia percentage, hence it is
plain that this amalgamator saves values lost
by the old system, both on oxidized surface
Ores treatores and ores oxidized artificially.
ed by this Walker Carter process in Idaho and
the results obtained prove the amalgamator will
recover a very high percentage of the gold, no
matter how fine it may be or how coated. I have
already referred to its successful treatment of
Golcouda ore, obtaining very satiafactory results without the same being roaated.
This
mill is in daily operation and any one can make
all the investigation desired, and I am satisfied
all facilities will be afforded to make the same
The
as searching and conclusive as possible.
main point is that this process is making
class
ore
thrown
from
a
of
away
as
money
It is daily demonstrating that an
worthless.
ore in this section carrying $10 gold per ton,
will pay whether they have to be roasted or
not; of course the profit will be greater if roasting can be avoided. The expense of operating
the Walker-Carter mill for 24 hours at this
This inpoint, as near aa I can figure, ia $75.
cludea oils, lights, loss of mercury and handling.
Treating 20 tons of $10 gold ore and recovering
SO per cent would give a daily net profit of $85,
By
or in round numbers $2500 per month.
roasting I believe over 90 per cent can be maintained, but on this class of ore the net income
would not be increased, as the cost of roasting would be equal to the extra percentage
saved. I figure, of course, on the minimum
basis of value in the ores treated. As most of
the mines in this section will produce a much
higher grade ore, the monthly net output from
a 20-ton Walker-Garter mill will he nearer $5000
than $2500. When you consider that there
are at least 20 gold claima in this diatrict that
can in all probability now produce on an average five tons of ore per day each, that will
sample and assay $20 gold per ton, making a
gross daily output of $2000, and that $1800 of
this value can be saved at an actual coat of
$375, not including mining, it means the inauguration of a new era in mining and milling sub-

—

and lasting in its characteristics and
beneficent in its results to the whole commumaking property, now apparently worthnity
less, valuable and giving an impetus and push
to all branches of industry.
stantial

—

—

Nature makes use
some I'ather unique methods in revealing to

Struck by Lightning.
of

man

the hidden wealth that Ilea concealed in
the bosom of Mother Earth, West Salem, in
the Unknown district, has for some time been
stock
known to be rich in gold-quartz veins.
company haa been organized and a 150-foot tunAbout three montha ago L. R.
nel run in.
Bacon, superintendent of the works, was visiting a neighboring mining camp. On returning
home in the evening, he was overtaken by a
thunder-storm, and the electric fluid struck the
rocks near where he stood, scattering fragments
Next morning he went out
all around him.
and examined the rock and found it gold-bearpulverized
and panned a piece
ing quartz. He
of the rock and it proved to be rich in the shintunnel haa been run 35 feetj and
ing metal,
the lode appropriately named the "Thunderbolt."
W. T. Coad and J. U. Gridley were appointed a committee to examine the work on
the above-named lode and report to the comYesterday they returned, and report
pany.
the rook in the Thunderbolt to be the richest
yet discovered in that locality. Republican,

A

A

The

Trinity-river

completed,

dam and

tunnel have been
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North Belle Isle, Nevada basin of Oalifornia, for instance, one of the
Queen and Commonwealth are now bailding largest valleys of the world. It shows here

Twin-Screw Steamers.

mill will start up.

jointly a fiue

ICIENTIFICjE/RESS
A. T.

W.

DEWEY.

DEWEY &

B.

EWBR.

B.

CO., Publishers.

EWER

A

mill to cost about $160,000.

$40,000 concentrating works will treat 100 tons
a day. The new water worka coat $130,000.

Senior Editor

cept those of the Comstock.

Lead miners complain greatly of the Treasury
ruling under which so
in

from Mexico as

much

silver ore

lead ore

is

coming

without duty.

Terms of Subscription.

The engineers* commission on debris matter
Annual Subscription, 33. New Erubaeriptiona will bo
yet commenced work but will shortly
declined without cash in advance. All arrearages must has not
be paid for at the rate of §3.50 per annum.
do so.
•

Advertisinff Rates.
1 week. 1 month. 3 mos. 12 moB.
$. 80
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Mining-Stock Reforms.

An

item in one of the daily papers

effect that the Stock-List

Francisco Board

the

West

is

enormous elongated bowl, the sides
mountain ranges. Coursing through
the center of this valley are the Sacramento and
San Joaquin rivers, which receive a large part of
the drainage system of the State. Their wind*
inga may be traced from the sources to the sea.
The great backbone of the coast, the mighty
Sierra, stands prominently in view, dividing
the coast region from that of the great interior.
The configuration of the ranges and mountains can be traced in such a manner that the
routes of the principal railroads can be seen as
they take advantage of the natural passes.
The coast line is an interesting study in itself.
A portion of the ocean-bed is shown, bo
that the abrupt rising of the land is plain. In
places are deep submarine valleys, and again
the shoaler submerged land is apparent. The
bays, harbors, inlets, river months and islands
like

an

The new formed

being built.

also

is

The mincB of this district are now attracting
more attention than any other in Nevada, ex-

O^e, 220 Market St„ JST. E. cor. Front St., S. F,
gr Talce the Elevator, JVo. IS Front St."^^
W.

new

40-ton furnace

Committee

ia

to the

of the

Sin

investigating the claims of

Chollar Mining Co. before allowing

it

of

are also figured.
on the list.
Street, R C.
Numbers are placed on the chart, and a
There ia no doubt at all if closer investiga
Address all literary and business correspondence tiona had been uniformly made before listing corresponding index givea the names of the
firm.
and Drafts for this paper in the name ot the
principal mountain peaks, lakes, rivers and
mines on the stock board the mining-stock
cities.
The course of any large river may be
Entered at S. F. -Post Office as second-class mail matter
business would never have reached the de.
traced winding through the mountains to the
Our latest forme go to press on Thursday evening. pressed condition which has existed for the past
few years. It seems to have been more of a sea.
SCIENTIFIC PRESS PATENT AGENCY. question of paying a specific fee for the priviIn short, this chart will give any one a very
DEWEY & CO., Patent Solicitorb.
excellent idea of the surface features of Calilege than anything else. As a result, ** wild-cit
Q. H. STRONG.
W. B. BWER.
A. T. DEWEY.
fornia, Nevada, Oregon, Washington, and part
stocks " without number have been brought be*
of Montana, Idaho and Utah.
Nothing of the
SAN FRANCISCO
fore the public. There have been hundreds of
Saturday Morning, Nov. 3, 1888. mines that never paid a cent and were never kind has ever been published before relating to

London Aqknt— Alfred

E.

New Broad

Ann, 63 and 64

to be placed

expected
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this coast.

to.

result has been

that people lost confi-

dence in the stocks and the boards.
that the

name

The

fact

It

is

fiuely executed

on heavy paper, 19x24 inches in

honest tricks with mining c impanies.

They

Luminous

Bacteria,

294.

Out

of Season,

New

Belting

or British lalee.

It

is

generally supposed that

have purposely mismanaged them; turned most
of the money into their own pockets and

295.
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;

The public could have been protected by the

in a large proportion of the casualties.

board better than they could protect them-

are conditions which a little

selves.

running might have avoided.

But the board fell into an easygoing Bort
of way and paid little attention to these
matters.

No

thoroughly active

steps

were

taken to reform the business, and the result has
been the stock market has fallen in favor and

Most
loss

of

of these
life.

With the

In

loss of

more care or slower

5600

persons

the Atlantic, in

perished.

1873, no less

•

valry must be kept up, let it be known which
model was made by Isaac company prefers speed to safety, and let travIt appears that the Great Falls smelter people Winston and Prof. George Davidson of the U. elers choose between the two.
There is but
are taking Butts ore away from even the Butte S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. The model it- little danger in fast steaming in clear weather
smelters.
If the Batte sampling men do not self is five feet
three inches by five feet and an open sea; but in foggy weather and dark
bid higher for ore, the Great Falls people will six inches in size.
An orographic model nights, with the ocean covered with steamers
Ten per cent on the of this kind has never before been made and sailiog vessels as it is now, and nearly all
get more of it in future.
assay value or 10 to 20 per cent for unit value of the Pacific Coast, and the chart shows running in one narrow sea path, slow speed and
on lead ores is quite an object to the miner who a facsimile of it. It gives a much better idea the most cartful lookout are the great factors of
takes ont and ships a quantity of ore, and one of the topography and orography of the region safety, and should be carefully adhered to by
he is sure not to overlook. The competition than can be gained by Mercator's projection all passenger-carrying steamers.
maps. The idea of a bird's-eye view is conwill be good for Montana miners.
Kackarock, From the tenth report of Her
Jast now so much attention is being paid to veyed, while at the same time the correct proetc.

The

mountains, valleys, lakes, rivers,

original

—

politics

that current

mining news

is

rather

portions are preserved.

for swift

failure

was the
experiment of twin aorewB. Many argued that
they would not show any decided advantage
over the single screw. Her first trip and return showed that the vibrations caused by the
working of her two powerful engines were too

and led

severe,

at one time to the necessity of

down and

slowing

a final stoppage of the en-

which remained at rest in the open sea
for over two hours.
There is no question but that twin screws
have proven a success iu a certain olass of
steamers merchant steamers and ordinary menof-war.
We have the record of an English
paddle-wheel steamer which was recently
changed into the twin-screw type, the result be-

gines,

—

ing to increase the carrying-power of the vessel

by 190

tons, large

additional

cattle-oarrying

space being gained by utilizing the room occupied by the paddle-wheels, while the net register

was decreased 247

The speed was also

tons.

considerably increased and the fuel consumption
greatly decreased.
It

many

believed by

is

engiQeers of repute

that eventually the twin screw and triple engine will be found as successful on fast passenit has proven to be on slower
seldom that any great departure

ger steamers as
It

vessels.

is

practice meets with success at

the outset.

which has been

of efficiency

screw has been attained by alow and gradual

One improvement

growth.

after another has

been added, until a high degree of excellence
has been

attained.

watched

have

Very few

who

those

of

the development of

any new

principle applied to engineering will conolade

twin screw principle, as applied to
proven a failure by reason of

that the

fast steamers, has

the thus far failure of the City of

New York

to

reach the anticipations of what was expected of
her by those

who

are in too

much

of a

hurry to

await future developments.

The wonderful record recently made by

the

Etruria was not realized until she had been run-

ning several years and her machinery had been

worked and
The machinery

carefully
parts.

York

is

perfectly

yet in the hands of

probable that

made

fitted to

City of

of the

its

New

and will
more than
have to be

its builders,

be for several trips to come, and
modifications

it is

will

before final and satisfactory succesB has

been attained.

In this number of the Press we conclude the
on the " Rassell Process," which was

article

than 562 persons disappeared; with the City of commenced

A

illustrates the

decided

a

special interest invoked

attended with

SAW

Passing Events.

The

The Russell Process.

wrecks were
all,

These

Glasgow 480 went down. When the Austria
the prices of seats on the board greatly re- was burned, 470 were lost. These were the
The fault lies with the board itself. most disastrous losses, although with several
Maine Lumber Camps; A Big Lumber Scheme in Ore^ duced.
gon; The Great Leary Lumber Ri.ft, 299.
Had
they utterly refused to have anything to others from '200 to 300 and over were lost.
MILL NOTES.- SawmillRefuse; Band SaWi
In 1S73 no less ^ than six large steamships
for Lumber; Evolution of the Saw, 299.
do with wild cat stocks and dishonest manipuFLOUK MILL NOTES.—Corn and Wheat; Wheat lations, the public would have more confidence were lost, wrecked, run down or disappearerl.
Growing in India, 300.
MINING SUMMARY— From the various counties and do more business. As it is, the good mines By the Atlantic and Ville du Havre alone, 7SS
of California, Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Monlives were lost that year.
This is a fearful rechave to suffer for the bad.
tana. New Mexico, Orecon, Utah, Wyoming, 292-93MINING STOCK MARKET. —Sales at the San
ord of disaster to human lives, and it does seem
FranciBCo Stock Board, Notices of Meetines. Assessas though greater care and provision might be
Pacific Coast Relief Chart.
ments, Dividends, and Bullic-a Shipments, 304.
had to avoid such catastrophes. Probably it
Business Announoements.
A photoplate of a relief map of all that region is to fast running, when danger ia liable to be
embraced between the southern boundary of encountered, that the greateat loss is due. Time
[NEW THIS ISSUB.]
Stamp Mills— Tatum & Bowen.
California, northern boundary of Washington may be important, but safety and life are
Split Pulleys— John Simonds.
and eastern boundary of Utah has just been is- more so.
Co^iying Apparatus— F. F. Daus & Co., N. Y.
Frue Concentrators Wanted— C.
sued by the publishers of this paper. It was
Just now there is great rivalry in speed bet^ See Advertising Columns.
made from a relief model in plaster, which tween the diff-erent Atlantic lines. If such ri
298.

STEAM BOILER NOTES.—Portable Engines;
High Speed Engines, 298.
OUR LiUiVlBeR IWTERESTS .— Hunters in

proved

thus far
steaming.

reached by side-wheel steamers and the single

mott vessels are lost by the violence of the elements in the open sea; but out of the 100 above
Leatbei; Preservation ot Railway Iron from Rui-t;
One of the Original Locomotives; Economy of the Im- swindled the stockholders outrageously.
The enumerated only three or four succumbed to
proved Siemens Furnaces; Eonomy of Deep vb. ShalA large proportion of the others
low Furnaces; Riveting Stovepipe; Iron Plates vs. fact that any one of these men had anythiug such a cause.
Steel Plates; Locomotive Building in the South; Steel
to do with a company should justify the board were lost by casualties which it would seem
Plates as Cheap as Iron Ones; Aee of Locomotives in
Dark
Germany; Old Rails and New, 294.
in refusing to list it, or in removing it from the could have been avoided by proper care.
GOOD aEALTH.— Is Malaria a Delusion; Brief
Sach men are generally well known to nights, dense fogs and miscalculation of disChapter on Relishes; A Boy with Two Hearts; Don't list.
Disguise the Taste of Medicine; Lobstei is Dangerous
the broker?, and their practices understood. tances run seem to have been the primary cause
mite;

MECHANICAL PROGRESS.- A

The steamer City of Naw York, from which
much was expected in the way of speed, has

The standard

for framing.

of the mine was regularly called,

Steamer Losses on the Atlantic.
and the stock quoted in the board, was no
guarantee whatever that the mining operation
It ia a startling fact that within the space of
was a bona- fide one. It might well have been,
298.
ILJjOSTRATIONS.-CBst Iron Cylinder, 1S70; Ap- however, had the board exercised more discrim- 47 years, commencing with the loss of the
fiaratus Employine: Iron Pota in Sulphuric Acid Maouacture, 289. Improved Iron Still Used in Sulphuric ination with its list.
The board could well steamer Presidentin 1S41, nearly 100 fine ocean
Acid Manufacture, 297. Plummet for Recording
have afforded to have at least some sort of ex- steamers have been lott in making passages
Earthquakes, 298.
Of this number, eight
CORRliJSFONDBNCB.— Kern County Mines; Min- amination made of the property.
across the Atlantic.
ing Law Suggestions, 290
Another matter, too, should have received were never heard from after sailing; ten were
MISCET.LANEOUa.— A Bedrock Flume; An AsThe Rufscll
bestos Bonanza; Seven bevils, 290.
attention. That is, the personnel of the officers run down in collisions; five were burned, and
ProceBs; A Good Cement, 291. The Walker- Carter
and managers. There are many prcmoters who three foundered iu mid ocean. About 70 have
SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS.-Some Things that
wrecked upon the coasts of the Atlantic
Suence is Sure Of; Heat Generation by Mechanical are well known to have played all sorts of dis- been
Means; Ancient Microscopes; Ice on Mars; For.e of
Sea Waves; An Alloy for Cold Soldering; Carbo Dyna-

so

and printed from established

size, suitable

1888

3,

The continuous chains Majesty's Inspectors of Explosives (England),
mountains are shown it appears that rackarock powder consists of

in the

number

of

July 20bh and has

been continued from week to week.

The paper

forms a valuable contribution to modern metallurgical knowledge, describing as it does in detail

experiments and results obtained nnder

varying and diffjrent conditions.

Many

of the

tables give important comparative results only

arrived at by exhaustive practical experiment.

What
metals

is

is

of great interest to miners of precious

the comparative statements with

re-

amalgamation and lixtviation. The
old lixiviation process, as conducted by Patera,
Kiss, Kustel and Hoffman, had defects which
lation to

made
sell

it

inapplicable to certain ores.

The Kas-

process has overcome the defects of the or-

dinary process, and, since
Silver Reef, Utah, in

grown

in favor.

As

its

1SS4,

introduction at

has gradually

it

to its advantages aa com-

pared with amalgamation, these have been deIn fact, to quote Mr. C.
tailed in the Press.
A. Stetefeldt,
cellent

who

has recently published an ex-

work on "Lixiviation":

tion of to-day

is

*'The

lixivia-

essentially the Russell prooesa

in one or in all its features."

We

have devoted a great deal

of space to this

process, in order that our readers
all

the details.

might obtain

Great interest has been mani-

by the mining community in leaching,
and we have from time to time given more or
less concerning it in the Press; but the opportunity has never before offered to present its
fested

features so fully.

and isolated ranges of
At the meeting of the Technical Society of
expected to improve until the excitement of the with the adjoining valleys and water-courses. chlorate of potash, with dead oils (heavy minEven a slight study of this chart brings out eral oils), nitro-benzol or other liquid hydro, the Pacific Coast this week, Mirsden Manson,
Presidential election is over.
The long- hoped-for water is expected into Tub* many interesting features which an ordinary carbons, with or without the addition of sul- engineer of the Harbor Commission, read a paper
on " Swamps and Marsh Lands of California."
oarora district next Monday, when the Navajo map oould not show. Take the great interior phur.
Boarce.

Business generally

is

dull

and

is

not
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aad eTentually secure the coademaatioa|ADd
arouse the iooreduUty of its erstwhile ad-

Refining Sugar by Electricity.
.Are

We to

Have a BeTolutlon
Bualnees

In the

Sugar

7

vocates.

Pacific Ooaet Beflaers Incredulous.
Our San Francisco oapitalivta who have an
new immense amount of niooey invested in the pres*

Virions hints have been thrown out during
10 or 15 years in regard to a

the past
-and cheap process for refining sugar by the

Q

•ose of electricity.

lite recently,

I

holderf.

If

297

the Koglish investors have taken

On

from Hivre.

that account he reported ad-

Under the circumstances we don't
think there is anything in the new method."
ready to bite at anything.
Gus Spreckels simply expressad a Uck of in*
"S:me time ago we received a small quan-

the bait prepared eo alluringly they must be

sugar that purported to have been re*

tity of

fined

by

electricity.

If it

had been produced

the subject

versely.

terest in the electric method.
He had seen
samples that purported to have been produced
by the Brooklyn concern. They were all of
merchantable sugar which would command

has taken on a more practical shape by some
alleged experiments in Brooklyn, N. Y.« where
Isrga quantities appear to hive been succees-

ready sale anywhere. Mr. Spreckels said he
had not been offered the right for the Faoifio

fuUy put through the prooass.) JThe experiments were made at the residence of the In-

seme more

Coast, and was not anxious to acquire

was carefully examined to

see that there

was 00

large quantity

of rt fined

sugar on the

whole thing certainly has

Nothing was overlooked, except a
Urge pib oorered with canvas, which the
searchers were assured was a portion of the

three ditFjrent asaortfld] grades

Tae appBaraoca

cryatits.

sizes of

of

is

produced

—

either liquid or

If

claimed that theprocaas

is

still

this

is

a genuine procasa,

it is

The sugar

or other material

we take

If

solution

a

cryataDizable and place

thit

rendered

is

ia,

it

in a

of

magnetic

space where electricity

in a

to crys-

anything
field

may ba

car-

by means of a coil of wire, or in
a locality in cloae proximity to a powerful
dynamo cryatallization will be rapidly set up
and very large crystals, and of very perfect
ried

around

it

—

the

form, will result.

Cryatala

may

thua be very

rapidly formed from a liquid solution.

we take

If

into crystals of pure] sugar.

artlfioial electricity

more amorphous and more ditHoult

tallize.

is

miUer forma

a streak of lightning or

tion.

or

^the

dry— that

wonderful

thia

principle in nature?

any manner produced, is paaaed through a
mass of dry or merely moist sugar, tha €£fdot
is tbe very opposite of anything like crystalliza-

not dissolved in water,*as la done by all
other methods, and that there is no waste in
molasses or syrup; that all the.^aaccharine
sugar

His

new

in

One.
ie

—

gaseoue.

inventor discovered a

Tbe Procaaa a Dry, a Cheap and a Secret
It

a dri/ proce's.

cryatallizabte are cryatallized out of a solution,

ordinaryjway.

in the

it is

can puresugir be crystallized out of a dry
masB of crude sugar? In the laboratory, in the
factory, in nature
everywhere
all things

sugar was quite differeat and suparior.'in fact,
to that which

very suspicious ap-

How

Forty btrrtls
machinery used in the process.
of crude sugar were then taken into the house
and put into an upper room, while it was, in
the presence of witnesses, gradually Jemptied
into a "hopper," from which it piased through
an intervening room below, in which was the
alleged machinery, an J thence to a third- room,
wh^re it cims out in a condition of absolute
in

a

They claim that

pearance.

premises.

purity

until

Is It Another Keely Motor Affair?
The methods of the operators are about the
same. Nothing of the process is shown. The

ventor, or, rather, his repreaeotative^lfor the
The house, it
ioTeotor himself recently died.
in said,

it

was thrown on the subject.

light

certainlyja moat

But

if

the same subatances in a dry pulverized

form, a magnetic action will be set up, and the

moved from

wonierful one, and exceedingly inexpensive.
Toe raw, dark sugar of comtnerce4iB elevated
to the top of a building, shoveled into hoppers,

pulverized material

and, inside a half hour's time, the same sugar,
in dazzling whits crystals, is pouring from a

material or force of the magnetic action set up;

or granulated

is

crystallized

experts and capitalista, who, upon the re
have reaolved to put up a five-story

building in

with machinery

Brooklyn,

of

a

The cost
capacity to refine 4000 barrels daily.
of refininc; by this process ia reduced about

—

or,

crystals without

IMPROVED IRON STILL USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SULPHURIC

ACID.

Indeed,

it ia

way

in

much alarmed over

back, as the samples showed what

the

They say

prospect.

they expect a change when the millennium appears, but are not diaposad to investigate the
subject any further ju^t now.

To a

reporter of

the regular

known

aa

a

*

it

false grain,'

is

technically

ia

patented;

which unfits

it for

**

Are yon investigating the process

?"

a profound

ita detaila are

alleged

of

riparian owners below the

not known, and have

a

is

waste.

nal

mills.

Courts have

A late

number

of

the Indicstrial Jour-

describes thia machinery and

procees as

follows

At the aawmill is erected a tramway, and
along thia runa on wheels a box-shaped receptacle or curb in which the material ia preaaed.

genuice

the Examiner of thia city, Snpt,

Barr

of

American Sugar R?fiaery recently

said:

"Thia

alleged electrical proceas

on both couti-

off

ia

several years old.

and on in the Sugar Oane, published

gland, during the past four years.

said has been in proceas

knows nothing

o!

of

in

En-

The trade

the businesa, aa no informa-

tion can be obtained.

it

the

process have appeared

Articles dejcribing the

to erect electric re-

developmen for the last 10 or 15 years, bat
has 60 repeatedly failed in accomplishing its
purpose that the faith of those who at one time

pollut-

to burn it in heaps
upon the ground.
But a ttill better idea has recently been put
in practice of saving instead of destroying such

Brooklyn, consist of English and American
capitalists, representing at least $15,000,000,

it is

disposi-

neither safe nor practical

in

This system

the

waste products.
Large furnaces of open or basket ironwork
have been built, into which the wa&te material
haa been dumped, and thua consumed, aa it ia

price of that universal article of household consumption. It ia aaid that the parties alluded
refinery
to, who are about to put up an extensive

fiaeries in all the principal cities

Growing

of the

aad practical process, aa claimed, and can be
worked as cheaply and aa well aa reported, it
will create a complete revolution in the augar
business of the world and greatly reduce the

and that they are prepared

—A

granted injunctions, ataying such a disposition

Su^ar marchants, brokars and refiners all
over the world appear to be in a great flurry at
the recent reports published in regard to this
thia

Sawdust

ing streams and otherwise serioualy injuring

Bscltement.

ents.

San Francisco augar-refinera are wise
for further developments before
abandoning their present processes.

in waiting

son of the floating sawdust nuisance

It has not been

Reported Success Creates a Great

If

We would
Keely Motor

down the stream; but complaints loud and
imperative have come to the mills by rea-

machinery, which the experts

discovery.

into aolutlon,

sawdust and waste lumber at the mill
a source of great annoyance, coat and labor.
Where water ia plenty it has been run oS.

crude augar from the room above.

alleged

it

Lumbermen have always found

saw, waa a pile of refined augar, with which to
deceive them by running it down into the room
below, while its place waa taken by the

Ttie

putting

tion of

said that a

while a rtfioery of the

aecret,

first

to ask one to believe.

Industry.

who are putting up
They know nothing but rethe money for it.
They do not even know but what the
aulta.
of

much

asked Disposing

never been seen by those

pile

too

consumption."

aam3 capacity, to work by any of the existing
procesaes, would coat $1,000,000. Thus far, the
process

The

would have been sent scheme.

ent modes of sugar refining, do not seem tc be

with a capacity of 1000 barrels a day,
can be erected and put in working order by this
5100,000;

—

by placing the solubut ao far as ia known

Booner risk our money in the

refinery,

process for

ia

say,

the existing process.

;

converaion of a mass of crude augar into pure

from six to two cents a
pound— besides saving a large amount of sugar
which ia waated or greatly reduced in value by
two-thirda

electricity

not on an economically practical scale.

or

of

by

tion in a magnetic field

converted into cryatallized

sulta,

its

but nothing in the way of crystallization will
take place. Sugar in solution can be refined and

sugar without being dissolved,

the use of bone-black for purifying, aa by
It is reported
the old procasa of evaporation.
that this experiment waa made under the eyes

be

forms, varying according to the nature of the

spout on the lower floor in asaortedj sizes,
abjolutely pure, with a continuoua stream runAll the
ning as long as the feeding continuea.
e:c:rharine matter

will

natural condition and arranged in geometrical

The scheme has always

Keely motor affair,
observed and the
believed in its ultimate succesa waa 80 frequent- owing to the great aecrecy
it
fact that Information is withheld from atockly ahaken aa to create a prejudice against
I

1

I

been regarded aa a sort

of

the reporter.
" No; we are willing to abide by the report

French expert who waa sent out from
France to examine the plant at Brooklyn, N.
Y. The right to manufacture sugar in France
has been offered to Say 'a refinery for SliOOO.OOO,
Before closing, the deal, Mr. Say demanded an

of a

His expert was denied admiaaion
and when he left New York to
return to Paris he knew no more about the application of electricity than when he first sailed

explanation.

to the building,

The entire outfit weighs about 2?r tona, and requirea a apace about 20 by 30 fee'.
When the
work of pressing begins the sawdust or other
material is dropped into the receptacle, and by
means of power either from a water-wheel or
engine a pressure of 125 tona ia aecured. It is
plainly evident that no covering of cloth, unless
can withstand such pressure,
lb be of metal,
and just here comes in one of the notable inventions connected with the machine.
By a peculiar arrangement, wbtjh has been
patented, a metallic case is ao placi^d inside the
curb and inaide the burlap, which finally forms
the covering to the bale, aa to enable the removal of the matter presaed after it has been
confined by wire or rope. The curb ia so devised aa to open at all four corners, allowing the
bale to drop to the floor or ground, leaving the
curious lining inaide.
Tnen by a motion of the
levers the curb is closed, new binding material
inserted, and the whole apparatus toady to go
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through the operation ag^in. Two curbs can
be ueed advantageously to one press, and two
nien can operate a curb.
Sawdust when baled in this way becomes so
compact as to be well-nigh impregnable, weighThese bales measure
ing 325 pounds per bale.
about 24x28x36 inches, and are readily taken
by transportation companies at the lowest rate
If the sawdust be moist when baled
of freight.
it will speedily become dry, the bile all the
while remaining firm. And another peculiar
feature is that the sawdust, even aftar being
subjected to this great pressure, falls apart like
meal on being opened, the particles not adher
ing t")gether.
The machine is intended for the compressing
of sawdust, shingle hair, refuse wood and bark,
and in fact everything in the shape of wasti
coming from sawmills, box factories and all
kinds of wood-working establishments. Ham
lock bark can now be- ground where peeled,
pressed into bales, and thus distributed to tan
neries at a large saving in the cost of transpor
tation.

Refuse from mills, such as bark, sticks, etc.,
can be baled in the same manner as sawdust,
save that no covering is used, it only being nee
essary to put slat< on the top and bottom of the
bale.
It is not difiBo'ult to see that the machine
may have a marked effect on the kindling-wood
industry. Millmen who have heretofore found
the removal and destruction of such refuse at'
tended with considerable expense can confidently expect hereafter, without any additional out
lay, to get the same baled and ready for market,

C[o'TTOJM AJM© (JLJioOh>,
Decreased

Imports of Cotton

Goods.

The decrease in the imports into this country
of the finer classes of cotton goods illustrates
the rapid improvements which this country is
making in such manufactures aa lawn?, sateens,
During the ten months ending April 30,
etc.
18S7, nearly 3,000,000 yards of foreign un^
colored cottons were impoit^d. In previous
years the total was much larger. For the ten
months ending April 30, 1888, the import. tiou
amounted to only 917,000 yards. This falling
cff is due to constant improvements in the
character and wider variety of the fabrjc3 produced by American manufacturers. The New
York Commercial Bidhiin of a late date says
that the finest toreigu productions can now be
duplicated on the njachinery on this side of the
Atlantic, and, with the aid of the duty on the
E iropean article, at a lower price than the
latter can be imported.
Hence, while it is the
fac': that the sale of *' white goods " in this
c uQtry this season has been of enprmous
volume, importers have been unable to sell
more than one-third of the moderate quantity
they brought over and marketed a year ago.
While different in some particulars, the data
of importations of colored cottons are equally
as interesting. The moat striking point shown
is the fact that while more sateens, etc., have
been not only made but marketed by American
manufacturers this year than ever before, the
importations of similar foreign goods have increased considerably. Thus, during the ten
months ending April 30, about 24,162 000 yards
of foreign colored cottons were landed on the
American shores a total that isnfarly 1^ million in excess for that of last year.
The domestic production discloses finer work this
Eeason than ever before, and in some instances
the best goods make a nowise discreditable
showing in comparison with the famous Mulhouse productions. It may be stated without
hesitation that the drafts upon the foreign
market have not been due to inferiority of
American goods. The fact is, that the American machinery employed on that class of fabrics, although larger than ever before, has not
been sufficient to turn out enough goods to
m^et the demand.

—

Lubricants for Wool.
There appears to be some differences of opinion in regard to the value of different lubricants
for wool.
Two of the principal essentials for a
lubricant for wool are care and economy of
scouring and freedom from a tendency to heat

and thereby cau'e spontmeous combustion. A
cotemporary says:
Tbe claim that lard and
olive oils are superior to mineral oils is open to
disputd. The higher price of the former renders the temptation to adulterate them greater,
but supposing there was no difference in price,
mineral oils have
certain advantages over
animal and vegetable oils which should not be
overlooked,
Firet, aa

to body.

[Nov

brought closely into contact with the oxygen of pounds. In 1880, in Great Britain, it was 4
All animal and vegetable oils are ox- pounds.
the air.
The quantity of foreign woolens uspd by our
idizable by such exposure, some slowly, some
more rapidly, and some so rapidly as to cause people per capita drcreased from $1 35 in 1859
heating.
In this respect lard oil is not abso- to 35 cents in 1879, wbi'e the consumption per
lutely safe, yet the danger is slight in the case capita of American woolens increased in the
of the purest and best winter-strained oil O.ive same time from $2 in 1859 to $5 34 in 1879.
Mineral oil is
oil is demonstrably dangerous.
absolutily unaffected by the oxygen of the air
Our Export of Cotton Goods. The qnanin this way. It does not gum and does net heat; tity of colored and un colored cotton goods, of
so that, in the third essential mentioned, it also dnmeatic
manufacture, exported from tbe
As to the fourth essential, United States in 1887 was nearly 204 700,000
"fills the bill."
which is of the least importance, and can be al yards, over two thirds cf which consisted of
lowed for in process of manipulation, which has uncolored goods. This was the largest fxporto be done where moisture is used, for that tation of cotton goods for any one year ever
evaporates more rapidly than any oil, lard shipped from our ports. In 1866 the exportaand olive oil answer the purpose so far as tions amounted to 3 448,000 yards, and in 1880
" staying there " is concerned; but when we re- to 106,580,000 yards.
flect that the longer they are allowed to remain
on the fiber, the more firmly they become atGoing South
Many of New Eoglind's
tached to it and the harder it is to scour them skillful cotton operatives seem to be taking sitcff, while the slight evaporation from a firstuations in Southern cotton factories, and we
class mineral oil of 400'' test only makes it occasionally receive letters from them expreseasier to scour out and make it a more perfect sive of much satisfaction with their new polubricant, we mu't conclude that the advantige sitions and tbe beauty of the country.
mineral oil.
As to scouring.
still lies with
All animal and vegetable oils require an excess
Without such
of alkali in the ecouring fluid.
Alkali is
excess they cannot be scoured at all.

—

—

Bhop

Sufficient alkali will
injurious to the fiber.
Tne less used
dissolve wool fiber altogether,
the better. Mineral oils scour by their affinity
They scour more
for the grease of the soap.
easily in a cold neutral soap than in a hot strong
soap. Which would appear to be the best oil
animal, vegetable or mineral?
to use
In conclusion, mineral oil is steadily superseding lard oil and olive oil. It would succeed
more rapidly if it were not that oil dealers, who
do not understand the essentials of a good wool
oil, foist some light, thin-bodied oil, or mixture
of nasty grease and light oil, on the inexperi-

—

enced miDufacturer, and so do both themselves
and the manufacturer serious injury. The remedy
for this danger is to go tlowly, study and experiment cautiously, and having found out how
to tell a good mineral oil from a bad one, or
rather a proper from an improper one, buy
from responsible parties only.

The American Wool Industry.

Wm,

Lawrence of Ohio, one of the best
Hon.
authorities on the wool industry, has a paper in
the American People to show the amount of
wool annnaily required for consumption in the
United State?: that under a tariff reasonably
protective, American wool growers and manufacturers can produce all the wool and woolen
and worsted goods our people need; and that
free wool will practically destroy the wool industry of this country and give foreigners a
monopoly of wool production.
The number of wool-growers in the United
States is estimated at about 700,000; fully 500,000 persons are employed by them, and hence,
if to this there be added their wives, children
and ( ther dependents, at leaf t 4.000,000 persona,
or about one-fiftieth of the population of the
United States, are more or less interested in ihe

growing

of

wool.

Besides, there

is

a great

—

who
of farmers— estimated at 150,000
keep a emill number of sheep, but who could
not be fairly classed as growers of wool.
The number of sheep is estimated at 50.000,000, and the crop of wool at 350,000,000 pounds,
number

worth $77,000,000.
There are sold annually from 13,000.000 to
15,000,000 sheep for mutton, worth about S3
per head, making the total value of wool and

muttm

aold each season about $122,000,000. It
a vast industry, in which every State, and almost every county, is interested.
The rapid increase of American wool-growing
is

and wool-manufacturing under protection
shown in the appended table:
ISfO.

Wool clip, lbs
Wool m.n'fs

60,000.000
865,596,000

1869.
162,000,000
8172,495,000

is

1S73.

232,000,000
8^67,252,000

**To check the magnificent growth of this
great industry," says the American People, "so
beneficent in all iti results to the entire country, would be criminal. To destroy it would be
worse than treason."
France grows but 25 per cent of the wod she
uses.

This country furnishes one-sixth of all the
wool grown throughout the world.
The United States is the second wool-producing country in the world.
Eighty per cent of the wool used in the United
States is produced here.
Wool-raising is the only great farm industry in the benefits of which every section
shares.

The annual value of the wool crop is from
The claim that mineral $75,000,000 to $90,000,000, varying with the

X^otes.

Count the Cost.

A

1888;

We

make only one

piece of that kind.
take;
the sketch or print to the oircuUr saw scrapbox and pick out a couple of convenient strips,
say 1" to l.f' wide x 3 16" fco^" thick, and as,
long aa the blue print, tack them together with
small brads, the upper edge of the print beingcaught in between them; two gimlet holes and
a piece of heavy twine complete the job, and

we have a light, handy and inexpensive
mounted drawing, 50 of which can be hung on^
a

common

wantid.
to those
of

hook, if so desired, and selected as
suggest the plan as a shop kink,
feel disposed to make use

We

who may

it.

Graphite as a Lubricant

—

The use o^
graphite, sometimes styled plumbago or black,
lead, ia becoming greatly extended as a lubricant, for the lessening of frict'on and heating:
of journals, ,For this purposo it is growing rapidly in favor.
For lubricating purposes none
but the very best plumbago will answer. It:,
must bs pure and free from grit. Tnis purity
is attained, not by bolting it, butby floating the
plumbago in either air or water. The water
method is simplest, and during this process it
is treated with a bath of dilute sulphuric acid,
which tikes up the particles of spar gmd iron,.
leaving the sulphates of lime, magnesia and-.
iron easily washed out,
For metal bearings the
plumbago should be used with oil, but for wood
bearings, after a few applications of oil and
plumbago, the oil may be disnensed with and
the dry powder only used. On hot axles or
journals, it should be applied freely dry, then,
oil up as usual.
Although plumbago was used
for this purpose more than 200 years ago, the,
true method rf preparing it was not known un-til within a few years, so that it comes beforethe public almost as a new material.

Everything, no matter how small, has some
Everything used about any shop, mill
value.
or place of business costs something, and no
matter how small it is, or how little it cost, it
should in some way be accounted for. E^-erything purchased should be thoroughly weighed
and its value noted. The price paid for a
thing is not an exponent of its value. Its value
consists in the return it brings. A book, paper,
machine or appliance ia of no kind of value to
its owner unless it gives him something in return, or renders an equivalent for time or money
expended, and we should '* court the cost." A
thing we cannot use, and consequently is of no
Portable Engines.
value to us, is dear at any pric ?.
Before buying any machine we should see ft,
The builders of portable engines have one
or its duplicate, working under all the condi
very serious disadvartige with which to con-,
tions the machine is calculated to work under,
tend,
and a disadvantage which they cannctand in no case buy a secrni-quality tool or one
overcome. Their engines go largely into the
that will do a small amount, or an inferior quality
The cost should ba counted, and if hands of men whorhave bad but little or no exof work.
perience in running and caring for a steam
more is paid for it thin it will return to us in
engine.
There is no encouragement for a.
work performed, it is a dear purchase.
builder to put a fine finish un such engines, beThe cost should be counted in buying beltthey would never have the "dope'"
cause
ing.
A poor belt is costly at any price, for it wiped off them by the
buyer, to say nothing
never runs well or pulls well, and costs more in
about their being
kept clean afterward.
time to lace and relace and patch than two or
Neither ia there any uee in making a nice fit of
three good belts would in the end. Licing
the crank and cross-head brasses because the
should be careful'y selected.
first Sunday j ib of the amateur engineer will
The first cost of anything is a small item,
be to key them up and spoil the fit by flicking
and not a single thing should be bought bethem up before he can start Monday morning...
cause it can be bought '* for a mere song."
nine cases out of ten one-half of the trouble
What will it cost ti use or run it, comparative In
is caused by ignorance and the other half by
ly ?
If it is a machine, count the cost of oil
the pretensions of the engineer (?) in charge..
belting, time spent in repairs, and amount and
Tbe builders re ilize this, and because one
quality of work done in a given time, and com
seeks to get around the trouble by making his
pare it with another machine doing the same
engine with a large cylinder and slow piston..
kind of work.
speed, and another tries to obviate another
In buying filea there should be a close disobj.^ction by making his engine light and run-crimination, for files are curious things to buy.
ning it fast, they ought not to be "blowed up"'
There are thousands of them so poor that a
for the apparent discrepancy.
The discrepjank-dealer would not run the risk of stealing
ancies which are vastly more harmful and,
them, for the coEt of carrying them to his piles
dangerous are the discrepancy which lie beof old iron would bs more than they were
tween good w orkmanship and the c rdinary work-,
worth. The only way to get good files is to
manahip on portable engines, and the diacrepcount the cost of using, and get hold of some
ancy between ordinary intelligence and com-firm who always furnish a fifsSclaes file, and
mon senee and the ignorance and stupidity of
Djn't ever buy, or borrow, an
stick to them.
the average engineer.
acid-recut file.
Whfther it ia better for an engine to be>
Cjunt the cost in hiring labor, and be careful
large and heavy and develop therequisite,
A man may be a good man for made
in selecting it.
power
at slower pieton speed and moderate
somebody, but not for you. A man to be of
pressure, or whether the same power should
value in any particular business must be adaptbe gained by faster speeds and higher pressures-.
ed to it and be able to do it with ease and disin order that the engine may be lighter, is an.
patch. S mply because he is a man is no sign
open
question, though one thing is certain, viz ,
that he will be of value to you as an employe.
that there are many engines running to-day at,
Count the cost of everything in the sense of
pif ton speeds which would have been deemed
what value it will be to you in using. Wood
impossible a few years since. In the case of
Worker,
portable engines for farm purposes it may be<
Shop Notes A reversible pulley, either for set down as an axiom that the boiler pressure
screw-cutting or for any other purpose, muet should be kept aa low aa possible, and this ia
invariably have a loose pulley on either side, heft done by having both boiler and engine of
and the driving pulley on the shaft above must good size. There ia nothing t') be gained byhave surface as broad as all three, in order that making a portable engine too light or too

^TE/cM liBoibEl^ X^OTES.

—

—

Since
the belt may have it* full face-power.
the introduction of absolute fixed gauges of exact sizes into the machine shops in place of the
universal calipers there has been a steady improvement in tbe quality of work, particularly
Accompanying this improveof machine tools.
ment there has unquestionably been another
that of the workman. Both are evidences of
progress in the right direction. The use of
straight edges, suiface plates, Folid, hardened
steel gauge?, rings for external and plugs for internal diameter measuring, end measure pieces
and thread gauges, demand the practice of exactness on the part of the workman and tend to
insure exactness in the result of his work. If a
shaft is so far "out of true" that a straight
line from center to center of the length falls at
any point outside of the diameter, it muEt be
taken to the forge before being trued up on the

have no body is not valid, for the finest market value.
cylinder and valve oil, the finest machinery and
The United States is the only civilized counspindle oils, the finest hot-neck and crank-pin try in which, in recent years, there has been a
greases, even the thick, heavy-bodied grease, large increase in the proi^uction of wool.
used to daub the sides of ferry-slips, and, in
The wool clip of the United States increased
short, most lubricants for machinery, heavy from 60,000,000 pounds in 1860 to more than
and light, fast-running or slow, are made from 300,000,000 pounds in 1884.
the " product of the oil wells."
mineral oil,
Wool growing is the sixth in importance of
by a simple process of reduction, as one would the agricultural industries in the United States, lathe.
b lil down molasses candy to make it thicker, and is surpassed only by corn, wheat, cotton
can be made of almost any thickness of body. and oats.
A corShop Mounting for Blue Prints
In this respect mineral oil can be made to fully
The consumption of wool in the United respondent of the American Machinist suggeata
"fill the bill "as to the first two essentials. States increased from 1870 to 1880 about 70 the following cheap plan for mounting blue
First, sufficient fluidity to secure thorough dis- per cent.
The population increased in the prints for shop use as one which has
tribution; and, second, body enough to prevent same time but 30 per cent.
proved sitisfactory in the absence of anyrunning when the stock remaius in bulk.
The average weight of a fleece of wool in thing more elaborate or expensive : AVe send
Second, as to gumminess. When any oil is this country in 1860 was less than three pounds. either bine prints or cheap pencil drawings
distributed over the surface of the wool, it is In 1870 it was .3^ pounds; in 1880 it was 6 to the shop, tbe latter when we expect to
oils

3,

—

small, and there is a direct loss in economy and
a material increase in the risk of operating

them.

— Wood and Iron,

High Speed Engines. — A cotemporary,

in,

alluding to the very high piston speed which
is occasionally employed at the present time,
" Tnisi rate of ppeed has been carried
says:
about as far as the present state of mechanical
perfection will allow.
With a theoretically
perfect machine, there is no difficulty in getting
almost any piston speed desired, but in practice the bearings will heat and bedplates spring*
until the theoretically-admirable machine is
anything but satisfactory to its purchaEcrs,.
who want a steady, reliable power from
10 to 23 hours each working day of the
year.
The Porter-Allen high-apeed engine has
been much talked about by engineera and mechanics of advanced ideas, and it is probably
the best-built machine of the kind in the
mirket, but it is by no means an assured success, for the reasons mentioned
and if our
esteemed contributor oarea to take a short
journey, we can show him a pair of theni
which strikingly illustrate the difficulties in the
way of getting unlimited power from a amalE
machine by the doubling pressure and number
of revolutions' plan.''
;

*
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Our Jju>iberX^tej^ests.

jSaw

HrsTKK-s IN ;1aink Lc.miikk Cami's —A corSawmill Refuse.
rupoadent of an Kiat«rn juurokl who is (amilur with the Maine lomber camps writes as tol" Id the far-back camps, where bififlftme
The safe disposal of sawmill refuse is literally
lows:
a burning question, and one which in many
is abundaot, may bi found ooe or more banters

who are harbored, with free board, for the sake
The hunters
of havint; fresh me:t provided.
are paid $4 per hundred pouoda for the dresHcd
delivered
at
the
several
meat
camps. The
hanters set lioea of traps for fur and cover a
great exteot of territory, reaobing far beyond
the operatiooa of the lumbermen, where game,
especially moose, sei-k uninterrupted grounds.
But in moit camps some of the men have rifl-a
and 00 Sandiya go hunttni;, and a great deal of
game

is

{

j

'

the saw dust and refuse has ,becD burned
under the boilers in steam-milli*, and all that
can be cut up into Uths thus disposed of, there
No.

/

gotten by them, bat mostly deer and

I.

No,

work, and

piece, BO as to icatter the refnae over the

is

bot-

2.

\

y

In crusting-time
caribou, especiulty the latter.
these men kill many moose also.
I will relate
some facti I learned on my last trip this summer. One hunter shot 12 moose, not to speak
of deer and oaribou; and another man in the
same camp shot 3, and of these 15 moose the
meat of only 'A was saved. Aorther hunter
shot S, another 7, and two others 4 each. Hire
are 3S moose shot by 6 men in and about the
works of two operators only. Now there are a
score or more c.f operators In the country as
well stocked with big game as those mentioned.
trips every summer cover territory not vieited by sportsmen, and embraces 100 miles or
more of main Btreams and email tributaries. I
visited eight C3mpa, and at alt of them were
seen moose legs, heads and picoea of skins.
More thin this, I saw and tiUked with some
of these very hunters and men who worked in
Every season till this I
the Inmbcr camps.
have seen live moose every day while in that
several
together; but on this
section, some days
last trip I saw three all told, and not one track
Thia tells the
to where I uaed to see drz-ns.
whole story, and if nrxt winter should be as
favorable for cruBtiog as the last patt, the
moose will recf-ive their quietus, or nearly eo.
From present indicatioDS greater operations are
planned than those of Ust aeason." Forest and

Fie.

in

was believed

prcduction.

the cutset that
the princi(.le could never be applied on a large
scale.
This, however, has been proved to be
a false opinion.
A band-saw in use in a
Tacoma mill saws heavy lumber for turntables
and other parpoees, and it matters not whether
it be soft pine or the hardest seauaufd fir, thepaw runs through the wood like a sharp knif»
through cheese. Nevertheless many of the old
sawmill men now using circular saws that
wastd thousands cf feet of log lumber annually
are very slow to adopt the new device. It ia
eaid that there is no more conservative class of
men to be foun 1 than the proprietors of the:
large sawmills in the Puget sound region^
They have the idea that nothing that is not
DOW in uee by them can be succetssful, and are^
t")
a great
extent, opposed to newfangled
notions.
None of these men will put in a bandsaw unless it is at the expense of the manufacturers, being unwilling to make any experLit

at

Evolution of the Saw.

J.-REOORDS OF EARTH MOVEMENTS.

E/ery inttruraent which the mechanic usea-.
has a history. S)m6 of them were broughtinto being by inventive geniuR, and required,
days and nights of wearying thought to com-,
plete the conception and to overcome imperfections.
The simpler tools have been in use
for centuries under one form or another
at
first only rude suggestions of what they after ward
came to be. Perhaps no tool has a more interesting history than a saw. According to a re*
cent writer, aaws have be n discovered iu Germany and Denmark which belonged to the
brorzQ age. The m-til of which they were
waa cast into a thin shaft and serrated by breaking the edge.
Equally interest^
ing discoveries have been made in this country..
It has been found that saws made of obsidian^
which is a kind of glass produced by volcanoef^
were used during the stone age in Mexico, and
aaws and knives of the same material have
been found in the alluvial deposits of NewJersey, thought to have been sent thither from
Mexico by the action of the water. Th&

—

Stream.

A Bro Lhmbrr Scheme ix Orruox.— A
Michigan syodioate appears to be baying up a
Tne
large quantity of timber land in Oregon.

I

Fig.

S.-PLUMMET FOR RBCOBDINQ EARTHQUAKSS.

SOUTH AND NORTH LINE OF CALIFORNIA STREET

,V

Pho: licians are among the earliest nations
which are thought to have need the saw.
The Bcholar is not surprised to find a verypretty story accounting for the discovery of
the saw in Grecian mythology. Here the inventor is said to have found the jawbone of a
snake which he limited by_ jogging an iroa
One day the uncle of the inventor murplate.
dered him in a tit of jealousy, eo the story^
goes, and if the 1 bsrty may be taken of filling
out this little romance, by plunging one of the
poor young man's own saws through his heart.
The Lacustrine and ether early inhabitants
of Europe are credited with having saws made
of fiint, and the native of the West Indiaislands had saws made cf notched shells.
The
Japanese saw is a curioaity. It la shaped something like a batcher's cleaver. The shank is^
drawn into the handle, which is flat, where it
ia aecured by being wrapped with split cane.
The teeth are described as being very narrow
and pointed toward the faaudle. Some of the
aaws used by the ancient Egyptians are exceedingly rude and imperfect, consisting of long»
thin blades, ragged at the edges, and driven
into rough

pieces of

wood.

It is

from such

crude and inefficient implements as these that
the modern saw has been developed. The law
of evolution has been operative here, as the
philosopher might say, as it has been elsewhere.

Jutti JJ, I'HiT

Records of Earthquakes.

The Great Leaky Lumber Kaft, whxh
adrift off Nantuoket shoals in December
or portions thereof, are still drifting about
the Atlantic to the great annoyance and danger
Sjme (f the loga'have recently
of shipping.
been seen near the Straits of Gibraltar. The
residents of the Azores and Madeira ialaodi report their shores lined with trunka of huge
trees, which are, beyond doubt, part of the
Leary raft. Captain Lawrence of the bark
Platena, from Huelva, Spain, reports passing
on Septerobar 4th, in latitude 35", longitude
18\ great fields of logs adrift. This is the
greatest distance to eastward where they have
been seen, being directly on the coast of the
Madeira ialanda. The ravages of the teredo
worm and the water-soaked condition of the
The
logs render them of no market value.
weight of barnacles, which has been forming on
them for months, has caused the monster logs
to disappear pirtially bsneath the water, and
they are more of a danger than before. The
extent of water covered by these logs may be

nffjrded

tDEDte.

My

Asioriin of Oct. o'.h aaye: Conaiderable activity is displayed in filing on timber land, large
quantities being filed on in IGO acre tracts at
A
S2.50 an acre on both sides of the river.
Michigan syndicate, worth, it is said, §12,000,000, are buying up an entire townahip. Township 7 north, Ringe 7 west, back of Knappa,
getting all they can from purchasers who have
secured a patent from the Government timber
Und. Juat whether they iot^nd to buill a
SloO.OOO Bawmill, or gobble all there is in sight
and hold it for the next 20 years, is not at present getc.tible, as a syndicate doean't get out a
brass band, nor come to a newepiper cffice the
first thing, but the Astorian has it straight that
a combination of Michigan capitalists, who know
a good thing when they see it, are getting hold
of all the timber land they can get a clear title
Same of the timber land is
to back of Knappa.
a wonder, many IGO acre tracts having 10.000,000 feet on each of them. The syndicate is
getting bonds for deeda for the space of 60 days
from many of the owners of IGOacre tracts.
Ten dollars an acre is reported to be the ruling
price, though §25 in some caees is said to be the
It is thought that if the Michiasking figure.
gan men realize the neceasity of immediate operthey
will at once b>gm the building of a
ations
railroad westward from Knappa.

Bmd-

tiaws were first used on a small ecale for scroll-

feet diameter,

tom of the burner. This burner cost several
thousands of dollars, and has been in use for
several years with great success.
The sparkarrester frame is made of wrought-iron piping,
with the ends left open, so that air circulates
through it and keeps it cool. This is covered

really a serious one and involves the
expenditure of large sums of money. After

places

much econcmy

plates, and lined with brick.
Thia is
leet high, and then tapers in till it is

about (JO
about U
and thus ia continued another 50
feet, and is crowned
with a spark-arrebter.
The refuse is carried up about 50 feet, and is
there discharged by a suitably-shaped mouth-

X^otes.

0]^IL>Id

209

went

Systematic efforts are now being made to record the earthquakes which occur in this State.

CD

last,

SciJt

1/ttlt,

s

a. HI.

Seismographs for recording the shocks are

now

in use in California at the following places

Two

at the Lick Observatory,

them very

:

Mt. Hamilton (one of
Chabot Obser-

elaborate); one at the

vatory, Oakland;

Sept.

I'-ith, btl.

1

two at the State Univeraity,
one at Mr. Blinn'a Observatory,
Highland Park, East Oakland; one at Sntro
Highta, and one at Mr. Jarboe's residence,.

Berkeley;

uiuJSp.m,

Sep(. 7th

Pine atreet, San Francisco.

The instrumentB
and the diagrams made are
forwarded to Prof. Holden at the Lick Obserare self-recording,

Sept. i:th

biit.

i

and 3 p.m.

vatory.

Sept. Sth

We reproduce
recent eaith

Sept. loth.

MOVEMENTS BBCORDED BY PLUMMET.

gathered from the report of Oaptain H^ ffstadt of
Fig. 3.— "EARTH
the German bark Bremen, who states that he
was five days among the logs, many cf them still remains a large amount of material which
In
striking the ship, tearing the copper and dam- in one way or another must be got rid of.
aging the rudder. Samuel Dibney, United earlier times the common way was by open
States Consul at Fayal, Azores, reports that on fires maintained at a preeunnably safe distance
Jane I2th a spruce log, 40 feet long, drifted from the mill, and to which the refuse had to be
ashore. It was roughly sharpened at both ends conveyed, often at considerable expense.
and was identified as part of the raft.
In more recent times furnaces have been
specially designed, into which, by the action
dieA Mortgaqe of $1,620,000 was filed in the cf machinery, the refuse is constantly
For
mill.
Inyo County Recorder's Ofi&oe, last week, by charged as fast as produced in the
very large,
the Cason & Colorado Railroad Company. a large mill the furnace must be
the
Ontario
The prevailing opinion is that the money will and is very costly. In one case in
and has a
be used to extend the road to Los Angeles, and burner is over 30 feet in diameter
lower part has
that it will be ready for travel by July 4, 18S9. total bight of 120 feet. The
suitable openings for admission of air, and for
It ia
necessary.
when
repairs
for
The Taboe logging-camps have closed for the entrance
really an iron casing, made of wrought-iron

on this page diagrams of

movements

as recorded

some

by these

instruments.
No. I ahowa the movement recorded September 17th at 3:49 a. m. at the
Chabot Observatory. The point of beginning

waa at the north, as indicated by the smalt
with heavy wire netting, the meshes being
arrow, and the ending at the south, as indiabout one-fourth inch square.
This kind of a burner ie only well adapted cated by the other email arrow. No. 2 waa
for large mills, as it must be of conaiderable made October 55h at 4h. 41m. SOa. a. m.
In
bight to insure safety, and the bight neceaaiThe two things neces- thia also the commencement was at the north
tates a large diameter.
sary in a successful burner are: first, the pre- end, and the completion of the shock at- the
vention of the escape of burning pieces or point indicated by the lower arrow.
Thia
sparks of sufficient aizs to cause a fire; and, shows quite a movement, but the shock was
secondly, some means by which the heat gennoticed by very few people.
be dissipated without injury to the
erated may
furnace itself, ao that it might laet for a reasonOeo. C. Bobh,
able time.

Band Saws for Lumber

—The

recent introduction of the baud-aaw in the lumber-mills of
this State and in the northern forests has

No, 3

Is

a record of an

earthquake which oc*

curred last week, October 24th, at 2h.

50m^

from the Chabot Observatory inatrument.
The point of beginning:
was aa indicated by the upper arrow an£
A. M.,

and the diagram

is

Mining and Scientific Press.
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the quantity and variety made in California.
These imports, however, are mainly confined to
the finer and more costly descriptions.

Coast Industrial Notes.

ending at the point indicated by the
The large arrow at the side
lower arrow.
north, so that
points
diagram
tof
the
its

The output of

the Oregon Iron and Steel Co. 'a

—

[Sov.

3,

1688

wise on the slate, they will make their openincr
with the cleavage.
This quarry will
be about one and a half milea from the railroad
depot at Placerville. The hill on tho east side
of the canyon being very ateep, it will not take
long to get an immense face opened np at thia
point, where shops will be erected in such oloae
proximity to the quarry that the expense of
handling will be nominal, besidea being near a
stream which will furnish ample water-power
for all purposes.
parallel

A Hotel at Point Lobos. Adolph Sutro is
movemants may be furnaces is now about 60 tona per day.
about completing plana for the erection of a
Thia last earthquake was nooiuderstood.
produces
a
great
deal
Nevada County now
large hotel atPjintL.bo% which promiaes to
ajiced by a number of people, and the time of fruit, and a cannery is much needed,
be a very popular resort, aa the weather there
is
always pleasant. The Sutro Higbts are
^aa given to Mr. Bankhaltar, of the Ohabot
factories,
emSan Francisco has three trunk
close at hand, and thia, with the attraction of
Mrs. Fox
Observatory, by several observers.
ploying 150 men. The annual product is valued the new hotel, Mr. Sutro believes, will bring a
placed it at 2:50 A. m.; Mr. Wm. Ireland at at §800,000.
great deal of travel that way. The ground is
2:50:30, and Mr. Watson at 2:50.
already cleared for the building.
Prosperity of Utah.— Caleb B. West, GovLumber
and
Manusame
Clarke
the
Lswis
&
showa
The
No. 4 of the diagram
ernor of Ucih, in his annual report to the
an
Astoria
has
made
Company
of
facturing
The
L-.ssen
Dam.
Reservoir
and
Large
Ssoretary of the Interior, estimates the popula•«aithquake as recorded on Mr. Blinn's instru4he

the

direction of all

—

ment at Highland P<irk, East Oakland, about
The
two miles from the ChabDt Observatory.
time as given to him by Mr. Ireland ^aa 2:50:30
M. Thia shock was evidently local, and the
records of the two instrumenta show a very

^

cdifferent

sment,

In Mr.

movement.

the

movement

is

Blinn's

shown

to

inatru-

have com-

nnenced at the south, and ended at the point
andioated by the upper arrow.
We have already described and illustrated
tthe seismograph in the Press. The instruments
lare made in this city by the California ElectriNo skill
tcal Worka and are quite inexpensive.
them. A plate of smoked
:'is employed to use
,:glaBB is pUced under the pointer which makes
Tthe record of the movement on that, and " blue'print

paper"

used to obtain copies.

is

^'ck Observatory

will send a

instrument so that

all will

man

The

to adjaat the

shocks will show similar results.
These movements which we have referred to
were all small, and very few people could notice them. The diagrams are all about four

^imes

larger than the actual

movement

of

Mr.

No.
some time made observations on earthquakes, using a very simple means
The method is shown in Fig.
for the purpose.
2
It is simply a suspended plummet beneath
which is a smooth surface covered with fine
sand. The point of the plummet moves the
sand from beneath it when there is a movement
of the earth, leaving marks which indicate the
direction and extent of the shock.
iFig. 3 shows some of the records made by
J.

M. Kelley

of

122 California street,

of this appliance,

now

last

year, before the

were in place. With4n a few months several movements were re«eismo^rapha

voorded.

in use

The recording iastrument

in the

is

second story of the building, which is on
*'made ground," on Oilifornia below Front.
,

The passage of heavily loaded wagons does not
make any record on the appliance, notwithstanding the character of the ground in that vicinity.
vOf course this cannot give such accurate results
"aa the seismograph,

but the results are shown

as a matter of interest in this connection.

—

Alaska Fish, The U. S. Fish Commission
steamer Alaska has returned from an expedition
to Alaska. The waters of Alaska were found
to be teeming with fish of all kinds cod, haliiDut, tomcod, black cod and pollock being par-

—

0-ie peculiarity was noLticularly plentiful.
tticed, however, regarding the Alaskan banks,

Uhat

is, that the water is comparatively shoal
:and the banks themselves long and narrow and
-seldom out of sight of land. Here the banks
.run parallel with the Aleutian group of islands
and are about 100 fathoms below the surface.
Oa the outer edge of the banks there is a very
ateep slope, the depth of water increasing suddenly to 600 fathoms or more. The cod here are
-the same as on the Newfoundland banks, but
smaller in size, and the supply ia practically inexhaustible.
Up into the Behring sea the same
state of affairs exists, and thia latter place is the
favorite fishing-grcund of the San Francisco fleet,
because the weather is better and there is less
fog.
For thia reason the fishing vessels prefer
to go a hundred or so miles more.
Aloag with
the codfish were found black cod and halibut,
and also some red rockfish. The halibut of the
far northern waters is small, and will be of no
use for years to come, or until the larger fish
farther to the south are exhausted.

State Mineralogist's Repokt.

—The annual

report of the State Mineralogist has been completed and that official has ta^en the manuscript
to Sacramento ready for the printer.
The report this year will deal mainly with the gold
mines of the State. Information has been obtained from £ll the counties by special assistants employed for the purpose by the State
'Mining Barean.

& Ryan on Twentywas burned on

Assessor reports

—

in this City. Our Coun14 glove factories in the

employing 200 persons and turning out a

product valued at $250,000 per annum.

—

San Francisco Tanneries. The annual
product of the San Francisco tanneries is now
There are 20 of them in the city.
$1,100,000.
To tan 200,000 hides they use 4000 corda of
bark and employ 250 men.

The Bureau

of Construction and repairs

has completed the specifications for the necessary tools, etc., to equip Mare Isbnd NavyYard, in accordance with the appropriation of
$100,000 made for that purpose in the Navy

Appropriation

bill.

Natural Wool Cleansing Water.

— The

Virginia Chronicle says : It has been discovered that the water of Mono lake makes an excellent wool -cleanser, and during the past week
one of the largest wool-buyers of Sin Francisco
has been up looking after the same.

The Coal Miners' Strike

>t

Newcastle, N.

continues, and consequently there
is no immediate chance of a fall in the price of
The steamship companies at Adecoal here.
laide are burning wood instead of coal for an
experiment, and thus far with satisfactory reS.

iQ this city, has for

means

Glove Factories
ty

the

earth.

Faithful

San Francisco,

Sunday.

city,

W.,

still

—

—

could easily secure 10,000,000 eggs a season, if
the parent salmon had half a chance to get up
the rivers. As it is, the salmon are so unmercifully netted and trapped on their way up to the
stations that it seems almost a miracle that
any of them get there alive.

—

,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

November 1, ISSS, boilermakers will not
perform any labor on boiler heads that have
been flanged in the Ei.at, or on partly constructed boilers that may have been sent here from
any foreign country or the Eastern States.
They want all work for the coast done on the

after

the year

make Tacoma an important shipping point for
a large quantity of Oregon wheat. The advantage of loading there, as against Pjrtland,
-has made the change, and it promisee to be
jpermanent and of growing importancs.

—

The California & Mexico Steamship ComThe Schooner Acme, now lying at La Rue's
pany has been absorbed by the Oregon Improve- wharf, is an example of what perseverarce can
ment Company, thus giving the Guaymas trade do. This little vessel was built by Captain
The price Jorgenaen, her captain aud owner. Sae wa^
to the Pacific Steamship Company.
paid has not been made public, but it is under- built at Sui Slaw, quite a distance from the sea,
stood to be something like $200,000 for the and there is a photograph of her as she lay in
steamers Mexico and Newbern.
the stocks, the brushwood growing all around
her.
Captain Jorgensen was helped by the
Harness Making in San Francisco. The ranchers and others in his work, and has turned
directory reports 57 firms in the harness trade out a very substantial vessel. She is to be fitin this city.
The County Assessor reports 34 ted with engines as a steam schooner. Her difirms engaged more or less strictly in the manu- mensions are: Length, 82 feet; beam, 22 feet;
facture of harness and saddlery, employing 375 depth of hold, 7 feet.
men and turning out a product of $1,200,000
annually. Main & Winchester, harness makers,
Fifteen Cottages have been bnilt at Emeremploy 225 men.
ald bay, Lake Tahoe, by D:. P. T. Kirby.
A
Urge hotel will be built next season. Njxc
The Stanford University. AbDut250 men year he will have his place fitted up in great
are at present at work on ihe L^land Stanford style. An elevator will take visitors to the
Jr. University, and the buildings are fast assum- top of a clifiT 212 feet in hight that stands back
ing shape. The builiinga will be roofed with of his place.
The elevator will be run by a
About Pelton water-wheel four inches in diamttar
tiles, which are manufactured in Oaio.
255,000 pieces have already been received, and under pressure of a vertical column of water
several carloads are en route.
Work will short- SOO feet in hight, and the same Pelton wheel
ly be commenced on the school buildings.
will drive a dynamo by means of which all
the cottages, the hotel, the cli£r, and the bay
The Big Hotel at San Jose— the Ven- will be lighted up of nights.
dome has been completed and is now ready for
its furniture.
The building is a stately edifice
Mills on the CAUSiN River. The Virginia
with a frontage of 300 feet and a broad wing ex- Enterprise says:
Although the mountain
tending from the back some 200 feet. It is streams have received no great increase of volfour stories high, built in the substantial style ume from either rains or snows yet through
of modern architecture, with broad porches the decrease of evaporation
the fl^w of wat^r
similar to the famous Dal Monte at Monterey. in the Carson river is gradually increasing.
The mills are beginning gradually to drop the
Shutting Down Furnaces. The Eureka stamps so long hung up. The mills along the
Con, and Richmond Companies at £ ureka, Carson river at present in operation are the
Nev., have both concludtd to close down their Mexican, partially, the Morgan, on steam, the
furnaces on account of the threatened Govern- Vivian by water, and the Eireka working 20
ment timber suits. They are at present pur- ttimpa out of 125. The Brunswick and Santichasing no ore except what has been contrasted ago are expected to start up Nov. l;t.
for. This is not the way in which the National
Government should treat our industries.
Taylor's Paper-Mill Burned. A dispatch
from Taylorville, Marin Co., dated Oct. 2Sth,
Among the cargo of the steamer Al Ki which says
At 2 o'clock yesterday a fire broke out
sailed on Saturday for Vancouver, were in in the finishing-room of S. P. Taylor & Co.'s
transit for Bjston 30 950 pounds beans and paper-mill, completelv gutting it, destroying in
72, S16 pounds wool, value $14,100; for Cunthe neighborhood of $6000 worth of paper and
cord 21,13i pounds wool, value $S450; for damaging the building ab^ut $4000 or S5000.
Great Falls 60 boxes raisins, value $100; and The fire pumps, which are always ready, and
for New York 587 cases canned fruit, value Schenck's patent reels and hose, saved over
$2350.
$150,000 worth of property, with the help of
the men, and especially of the neighbors. How
The International Brotherhood of Boiler- the fire originated is not known, but it was
makers and Iron Shipbuilders have issued a probably from an exploding lamp. The loss is
notice to all manufacturers of etaam boilers tha
fully covered by insurance.

ooaet.

The Commerce of Puget Sound, for

1883, will show a much larger total than in any
.previous year.
Oirtain
railroad facilities,
which have lately become available, promise to

"The Northern California tion of the Territory at 210,000, an increase of
Advocate says
Development Association haa commenced work 66,000 since 1880. The manufacturing induson what will be, when finished, the largest rea- tries of the Territory are said to be in a satiservoir in Lassen county. The proposed dam is factory condition, and, taken as a whole, the
2700 feet in length, and will, it is calculated, Territory has been progressive and proaperoua.
back water over 900 acres, five feet deep in the Owing to an unusually light rainfall during the
shallowest part. The water from the reservoir season, dry farming has not been a anccess, bat
will be used to reclaim a tract of deaert land of irrigated land haa produced abundantly.
The
about 20 sections, or nearly 20,000 acres, which aggregate of mineral products of the Territory
will, we are informed, ba cut up into small for 1887 is given as $7,637,000, of which $5,farms and sold to settbrs."
975,000 was silver. L^bor, the report saya, has
baen in demand during tlie year. Nearly all
Coin from Sydney. The steamer Alameda, trades are well paid and fully employed.
from Sydney, brought 62 boxes gold coin,
amounting to £294.911 12 41, equal in AmeriThe City Front Traffic. A. N. Towne of
can money to $1,274,555. This is the largest the Southern P-cific Co. in a letter to the
amount of specie imported this year. It is be- Harbor Commissioners says: I did not underlieved that this money haa been sent here to stand from you, during our conference, that yon
buy grain bills on England, in preference to di- had fully matured plans for laying rail tracks
This north of Market street; but with the great
rect shipments of specie to that country.
has been the case with other similar consign- natural increase of freight traffic in this city it
ments. The sovereigns go to the Mint on Fiith will not be a great while before a double-track
street, and when they leave that institution freight road around the city front will be necesthey will go forth as American eagles.
sary.
In view of this and the safe management
of the enormous passenger business centering at
Salmon-Station
in
River
The McCloud
the foot of Market street, which during the year
California, which has always held the world's 1887, by our ferryboats alone, amounted to, in
record in taking salmon egg?, succeeded this round numbers, 9,717,000 persons, a plan for a
year in taking only a million and a half eggs. depressed road along thia section of the waterBut either the McCloud River Station or the front would seem to be necessary.
Clackamas Station, being both wonderfully
adapted by nature for taking salmon eggs,
Growth of Arizona. 0. M. Zalick, Gov:

The Tannery of
sixth street,

be set to the same

order that similar

"degree of sensitivenesa in

assignment.

—

California Leather Export. In 20 years
the leather-export trade of California has increased from less than $100,000 to about $700,OOO.
Japan has always been the best foreign
market for our tanners, but shipments are made
to Australia, Asiatic Russia, China, France,
British Columbia, Hawaiian islands and Mexico.

We

still

import more or

less

leather, despite

The El Dorado Slate Co. has recently incorporated and elected the following tffioere:
President, H. C. Partridge; Vice-President, P.
J.
Connor; Treasurer, Bank of California;
Secretary, W. Aug. Knapp; Directors, C. A.
Warren, Chas. T. Bahen, W. Aug. Koapp, H.
The lands of
C. Partridge, P, J. O'Connor.
the Co, consist of ISO acres, situated on either
aide of Big canyon, which is the longitudinal
gorge running north and south and parallel
with the cleavage of the slate, which will give
great advantages, in poi.t of economy, in
The Co. intend opening a quarry
quarrying.
on the eaEjt side of the canyon, near the mouth
of the Big Tunnel, and instead of running end-

ernor of Arizjna, in his annual report ta the
Secretary of the Interior, states there hss bsen,
during the year, a steady progress in the growth
and development of the Territory. The popuIndian depredalation haa largely increased.
tions are a thing of the past; life and property
are now safe and law and order are supreme.
During the year 295,841 acres of public land
were entered by settlers, 200 miles of canal
for irrigation were made and 100 miles additional will be built during the present year.
The importance cf Congress authorizing a hy«
drographic survey of the Territory to demonstrate the feasibility of artesian wells and waterstorage reservoirs is dwelt upon at length. The
yield of gol and silver last year was $5,771,555.
I

The Oakland Gaslight

and Heat Co.

at present erecting a structure of some importance on First street, between JtflFerson and
Grove streets. The building, which is to be of
brick, has a solid concrete foundation two feet
in thickness, and carried down on the hardis

The lower walla
11 feet below the grade.
will be constructed of piers 4x8 feet and 26 inch
arches will span the spaces between them.
The building occupies an area of 86x127 feet
and will be two stories in hight; the lower
story 16 feet and the upper story 14 feet in the
clear, and be surmounted by a four-foot fireTwenty-four dynamos will be placed on
wall.
the second fioor, and they will be driven by
two engines of 500-borae power and one engine
The amokestack of thia
of 300 horse power.
building will be 16 feet in circumference at the
base, and it will rear 90 feet aloft.
pan

—

Salmon in Alaska. The U. S, Fish Commission steamer Albatross reports salmon to exist in almost inexhaustible quantities in Alaska,
at one place th5 weight of the haul breaking
the seine. The fish, as a rule, are smaller than
those of the Columbia river, but one species,
known as the king salmon, attain a weight of
from SO to 140 pounds. The ealmon-canning
industry in Ala ka, it ia predicted, will grow to
gigantic proportions in a few years, and will
completely do away with the business on tho
Columbia. Not only are the fish more numerous, but they are more easily taken. Of late
canners on the Columbia have paid as high as
$1.50 apiece for fish, while in Alaska five centa
each is about the ruling price paid for them at
the canneries, and more are offered than can be
worked up. So plentiful, indeed, were they,
that the sailors on the Albatross used them for
bait while CDdfishing.

—

An Overflow Dam. Work has been commenced on an oveifi jw dam in " Paradise cut,"
which mikes out from the San Joaquin river
about 15 miles south of Stockton. The ^o:k is
done under the supervision of Engineer Tucker,
the Government engineer, Mgor Huer, having
charge of the work. The dam will be 225 feet
long and 40 feet wide, and the top will be eight
feet above mean low-water mark. The materials
Paradise cut
will he timber with earth filling.
carries an immense body of water, and for
many years haa been of serious irjury to
the navigation of the upper San Joaquin,
aud has interfered with the navigation of the
river from the cut northward by diverting
the current of water and allowing the stream
This is an important piece of work
to fill up.
for Stockton and the county, and has been rec*
ommended for many years by local aud Govern-

ment engineers.
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Native Lead.
[Written for th«

Many
men of
have

Tuu

by Umjiry O. Bankk

]

years ago the writer reoeived a apeoi'
metatlio lead said to be native, and to

been foaod

in the

Jersey mine, Battle

Moontain, Nevada.
Kaowint; native lead to be an anoertain mineral,

reference

which ted
unworthy

to

was

made

to

the aatborittes;

the specimen being set aside as

of a

place in

(^jite recently a

hie

mineral collection.

specimen was sent by Prof.

be native was the work of man, because he
found litharge and other indications of art, and
what waa believed to be native lead was really
artificial.

—

Madeira. This locality was discovered by
Rathke, a Dinish savant. Be presented speci-

Hauy, who came to the ooncloBion that
they were natural. The metal waa found in a

mens

to

considerable quantity.
Mobs says
the formation is considered by some to be slag.
Mexico. This locality is given by PiBani. It
is more than liktly this metal is the result of
ancient reduction works, for reasons given elsesoft lava in

—

where.

The Monmouthshire

locality

has

been de-

" Metallic lead as it ooours in nature is
IS'22.
almost in every iDstance accompanied by such
substances as betray its being once in a state of
fusion."
He refers to Madeira, Anglaise river,
Carthagenian Spain, and Alston, Cumberland,
England.
Beudant,F. 8., "Traite Etemontarie de Mineralogie," 18.'t0, says:
"Lead in a metallic
state IS known," etc.
He then i ives the usual
localities, Vesuvius, Madeira, Alstjo, Bohemia,
but does not express an opinion.
Thomson, Thomas, "Outlines of Mineral*
ogYi Geology and Mineral Analysis," 1836.
" It has been doubted by mineralogists whether
lead occurs native in the mineral kingdom."
He refers to the Monmonthshire locality and
expresses doubt, and to the Madeira lavas
quoting Phillips and Goally to the Alston
vein traversing limestone, without expressing a
decided opinion.
Omelin, L,, " Hand-book of Chemistry,"
1843, follows his statement that it is fonud In
nature with an interrogation point.
Dufrenoy, A., "Traite de Mineralogie,"
1S47, refers to native lead and thinks its existence is doubtful, except the Alston Moor discovery, which he believes is genuine.
Nicol, James, "Manual of Mineralogy,"
1849, mentions Madeira, Cirtbageoia, Anglaise
river, Alston
Moor, Bristol and Keomare.
Expresses no opinion.
Phillips, William.
"Elementary Introduction to Mineralogy." 1852. "Said to be found
in lava in Madeira. In carboniferous limestone
in Bristol, Kenmare, Ireland, and containing
silver, in auriferous sands of Salzach."
Pisani, F.
"Traite Elementarie de Mineralogie." 1875.
"This rare mineral is found in
small quantities in Mexico and Sweden."
Raimondi, A. "Minerauxdu Piroa." 1878
Mentions its occurrence with grains of galena
at Sinta Birbara
Mountain, Buancavelica.
Siys the specimen he examined was composed
three
of
distinct minerals
malleable grains of
metallic lead, a yellowish white scoriaceous
mineral, and galena. Being found at the summit of the mountain, in a very small mass, he
thinks it improbable, if not impossible, that
they are the ruins of ancient metallurgical

Tb. lljortdahl of Christiana* Norway, which scribed elsewhere.
Salzach Kiver, Austria.
Only mentioned as
was labeled native lead, Paj berg, Sweden.
Coming from so high an authority, attention being found in auriferous sands.
Sweden.
Locality given by Pisani. The
was again called to the subject, which, on far*
tber study and investigation was found to be so piece sent by Prof. Hjortdablias is from that
The specimen has been described
interesting to the writer that it was thought country.
worthy of placing before the intelligent readers elsewhere.
Vesuvius. That native lead has been found
of the MiNINtJ AND SciENTIPIC PUES.S.
The Battle Mountain specimen was looked in the lavas of Vesuvius ie only mentioned.
Many works, both ancient and modern, have
for and found wbere it had lain for so many
Every
years, in disgrace and dust, cleaned* a new been consulted in preparing this paper.
label written, and both specimens subjected to author expresses doubts as to the existence of
native
lead,
and
some
not
do
mention
it.
The
microscopical, physical, and chemical examin*
ation.
The Nevada specimen weighed 83.03 following writers refer to this mineral, as
grammes,, was thin, but of irregnlar thickness; quoted
Pettus, John, "Fleta Minor," 1683, does not
one side was smooth, and showed evidences of
having been attached to some comparatively mention it.
Neuman, Casper, 1755, '* Chemical Works
even surface; the other side was rough, uneven,
and not only showed several minerals, the re of.*' "Lead is sometimes found in the earth
suit of decomposition of the metal, but was native or in its metallic form, although rarely
coated with a dark incrustation. It did not pure."
Henckel, J. F., " Flora Siturnizans," 1772,
differ materially from piecae of lead taken from
old buildings and baths in Ancient Rome and mentions it as having been found in a mine.
Pompeii. The aupertioial minerals seemed to He was a noted and able chemist and mineralobe silica with oerusite, minium and litharge, gist, and was made Chancellor of Mines by
but the point of a knife applied with gentle Augustas II, King of Poland.
Cronstedt, A. F., "System of Mineralogy,"
pressure at any part, gave a shining streak of
" I know of no native lead, and all that
metallic lead. A portion being cut from the mass 1758
has
been said on that subject is liable to reand passed between rollers, produced a ribbon of
mdlleable lead, which, when melted on char- markable restrictions."
Pryce, Wm., *• Mineralogia Cornubiensis,"
An as
coal, gave the characteristic coating.
" It is seldom found malleable or purely
say proved the absence of silver, which is con- 1778.
metallic, for what have been taken for specisidered a remarkable fact.
The Swedish specimen weighed 6.3S grammes; mens of native lead have produced very often
was irregular; showed no smooth surface. three parts in four of fine silver, from which operations.
Davies, D. C. "Metalliferous Minerals and
With the same magnifying power, the inequali- many have supposed that there is no such thing
I have, however, seen two Mining."
1881.
Mentions the stereotyped
ties of surface seemed more minute, but when as native lead.
more highly magnified it was found to be similar specimens of it, in the possession of Mr. Ban* localities, and "in metallic-iron in Chile."
nallack
county."
in
this
only
Not
have
the
most noted writers on
addition
of
to the Nevada mineral, with the
Kirwan, Richard, " Elements of Miner- mineralogy doubted the existence of native lead,
certain black, brilliant oryBtals of a foreign
mineral, the exact nature of which could not alogy*" 1734, mentions the Monmouthshire but mining experience in Cilifornia has shown
Otherwise, it gave locality and refers to Pnil. Trans. 1772; also to that metallic lead of undoubted artificial origin
be determined optically.
the same reactions, but was found to contain Vivarias and Languedoc, France, as other is often found under circumstances leading to
localities.
the opinion that it was native.
25 per cent of silver.
Babbington, William, ** New System of MinThe pioneer miners of California found
Aa far as known, native lead or what was
"Lead is so seldom met
supposed to be such was first obtained in eralogy," 1779, says
Small Discs and Globules of Lead
the year with in its native state that by many minerMf>Dmoathfihire, in Eogland, in
although the mineral was mentioned alogists its existence has bsen called in ques- In their cleanups. It was at first supposed to
1 77-,
The specimen tion. But that it does now and then actually be native, but was soon discovered to be shot
by authors before that date.
was dug up by Dr. Morris, while laying drains. occur is proved by the specimen No. 11 from and pistol bullets, sent by the miners themHe, too, refers to the Monmouth- selves after quail and jack-rabbits. The discs
It was found at no considerable depth, in small Brittany."
were the same missiles flattened against rocks
granules, which flittened udder the pestle. The shire discovery.
Hany, Abbe Rene, "Traitede Mineralogie," intercepting their flight. The specific gravity
discovery was fir^t announced in the PhilosophNo ISOI, refers to the specimen of metallic lead of lead is such that it soon sinks in the earth,
ical Transactions, vol. 63; 1772; folio 20.
mention is made of a mine; but the fiad was in in the collection of Richter as being lighter and finds its way to the sluices, where it con
From that time to the present, and less malleable than pare lead, discredits taminates the mercary and causes the miners
an open field.
When the rich placers bea question if the substance was its genuineness and thinks it is a slag from an untold annoyance.
it has been
really native lead, and if lead does or can ancient furnace, bnt concludes that the Madeira came impoverished, claims consolidated, and
If the lead is nataral.
worked by the hydraulic process, enormous
exist naturally in a metallic state.
Werner, A. G., "Treatise on the External quantities of earth washed down through the
question can be answered in the affirmative, it
Character of Minerals," 1805. Native lead is staices and the concentrations treated to a gen
must be one of the rarest of minerals.
not
mentioned.
the
localicomprise
all
eral cleanup, lead many pounds in weight was
seem
to
following
The
Kidd, J., "Outlines of Mineralogy," 1809, always found with the gold, from which it was
ties where native lead has been found:
Allen alludes to the occurrence of native lead in the necessary to separate it, with considerable and
Alston Moor, Cumberland, England.
(Tho9. Allen, an Eoglish mineralogist,) dis- following words: "The existence of native vexatious loss of time.
It is reasonable to suppose that the accounts
covered metallic lead in a small vein, one inch lead has not yet been satisfactorily ascertained,
thick, in limestone, but doubted its genuine- and its ores are so easily reduced and have been which frequently appear in print to the effect
worked
that
great
caucommonly
in
all
ages
masses,
so
native lead has been discovered in auriferglobular
that
small
It was found in
neps.
imbedded in galena, and a suspicious, sliggy tion would be requisite in examining local cir- ons sands are mistakes, arising from the same
substance, and associated with minium, crystals cumstances, in order to determine whether a cause. May it not be that the globules of lead
of sphalerite aud quartz and mealy anglesite. specimen supposed to be native was really en or found in Monmouthshire and Madeira men'
Nicol describes the matrix as a fused mass, re- only a portion of the ore that had been smelted tioned elsewhere were shot or bullets?
He refers to the Maat some former period."
It is a well known fact that the inhabitants
sembling slag.
" Bat the of Mexico and Arizona had made considerable
Anglaise River. This locality is placed in Ohio deira lavas with this qualification:
by one writer, and in North America by an- peculiarity of the situation may seem to explain progress in metallurgy. We find lead furnaces
The their presence."
in ruins, and piles of litharge and slag, where
other. Both are frequently referred to.
Kirwan, Richard, "Elements of Mineralogy, all other signs are obliterated. For this reason
deposit containing the supposititious lead is deThe existence of lead in we do not consider litharge a natural mineral
scribed as traversing hexahedral lead glance in Third EJition," 1810.
this state is very generally denied, and from on this coast, although frequently found. In
narrow veins.
the easy calcination of this metal by air and such slags the presence of metallic lead
Bohemia. Only mentioned.
moisture, it must be allowed to be somewhat is most likely; this may account for the
limecarboniferous
In
Eogland.—
Bristol,
What
stone. This locality is given by Nicol and doubtful, yet to deny it absolutely is in this, as Mexican locality referred to by Pisani.
in many other cases, rather rash, particularly is true
of the ancient races of America
Phillips.
Monmouthshire
specimen
found
in
has
and
it
is
prob
as
the
Europe,
recently
is
true
those
of
of
has
England
Chili.— *'Mr. Gleig of
found in a mass of meteoric iron received from all the appearance of being in a perfect metallic able that metallic lead artificially produced
deserving
attention,
is
frequently mistaken for native metal
Terapaca, Chili, small globules of meteoric lead state, and no solid proof,
in a metallic state, with iron, magnesia and or even a well-grounded suspicion of its having that most, if not all, instances given by authors
are doubtful, and that the existence of native
phosphorus combined. This is, we believe, the been produced by art, has been adduced.
Delametherie, J. C, "Lecons de Mineral- lead has not been proven.
first instance ill which metallic lead or any of
refers to recent discoveries in
its compounds have been found in meteoric ogie," 1812,
masses." Annual of Scientific Discovery, 1857, volcanic materials, which he assumes are reGompUmentary Samples.
duced by subterranean fires, and to MonmouthFol. 33S.
This locality is fre- shire, and adds, " but these facts are not estabGarthagenia, Spain.
Persons receiving this paper marked are re
quently referred to. Divies says the mineral lished."
Jameson, Robt., "System of Mineralogy," quested to examine its contents, term of sub'
Nicol affirms that it was
is found in clay slate.
not
mentioned.
Native
is
lead
1816,
soription, and give it their own patronage, and
in deserted mines and is doubtfnl.
Cleveland, Parker, "Elementary Treatise on as far as practicable, aid in circulating the
Kenmare, Ireland.— This locality is given by
Nicol without remark. Dina describes it as be- Mineralogy and Geology," 1816. "Several in- journal, and making its value more widely
native lead have known to others, and extending its influence in
ing in thin sheets in red oxide of lead near a stances of the occurrence of
been published, though in but few of them does the cause it faithfully serves.
Subscription
basaltic dyke.
Linguedoo, France. Described by Gensanne, the fact appear to be well established." Spe- rate, $3 a year. Extra copies mailed for 10
Madeira
locality.
the
cially
refers
to
Fol.
208.
If already a
cents, if ordered soon enough.
"ttistorv of Languedoc," Vol. 3,
Thomson, Thomas, "A System of Chemistry," subscriber, please show the paper to others.
Gives Vivarias as the locality, and describes
Native lead is not
oonsiderable deposits of earthy lead in which Book 3, Minerals, 1818,
native lead is found in globules from the size of mentioned.
" Introdnction to MinWeed & Kingwell of this city have melted
Blakewell,
Robert.
Bauy,
but
larger;
and
musket-ball
a pea to a
"Lead has never been found up the three old bells which have been in the
••Traite de Mineralogie," 1801, Vol. 3, Fol. eralogy," 1819.
Mission church at Santa Cruz for many
old
the
particles
of
metalunless
we
except
native,
Villefort,
452, says the director of the mines of
years, and will make from the metal one 1500son of the same mineralogist, visited the local- lic lead which, according to Brongniart, are said
The original bells were made in
pound
bell.
be imbedded in lava in the island of Madeira.
ity, which he studied with great interest, and to
Mohs, Frederick, "Treatise on Mineralogy," 1809.
that in his opinion the lead thought to
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List of U. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Inventors.

Reported by Dewep

&

Co.,

Pioneer Patent

Solicltora for Pacific Coaet.
Prom the

rlllL-lal

lepnitofi;

Co.'b Pstont Otti o Library, 220

FOR

WKEK ENDING

Patents In

S.

Market

St., S.

OCl". 33,

Dkwiv &
F.

1888.

391.734.— Gate— A. H. Broad, 8-rkeIry, Ca}.
391.511.— CABr.K Gkip— Clt"meni& Wiiiriss, S F.
391.693

— KfcVHOLE Guard—J.

391.523- -Watkr-Wheel—W.

Nrvada

Dandmand.
Englebright,

F.

Ciiv, Cat.

391,527.— SiAMP

M.

I'.

Xev.

Virgintii,

Guide— 1.

A.

Gowao,

Butie,

r.

391

709.— Bottle Stopper— B.

San

Heg^Ie,

Jose, Cal,

Hydrant— W.

39' 475 —Irrigating
Los Angeles, Cal.

39'.554

w.

—Hand Truck— J.

Lacyjr.,

G. Parker, Tacoma,

r.

391,560.— Hand
Reno, Nev.
391,498.
Cal.

Truck—Sjnders &

—Road ScKAPER—J.

39f.Soo.— Needle

Wood, Yucca,

A. T.

NoTn.— Copies
by Dowey & Ck>.

of U. 3.

RaflFerly,

H. Wiles.

Afttm,

AND Twine Cu tter— F.

E.

and Foreign patents fnrnlabed

in the ehortest time poselble (by mall
or telegraphic order). American and Foreign paten*'.a
obtained, and general patent business tor Pacific Coajt
Inventors transacted with perleot security, at reasonable
rates, and In the shortest possible time.
,

Notices of Recent Patents.

AmoDg the patents recently obtaine(f throagh
Dewey & Co. 'a Scientific Press U. 8. and
Foreign

worthy

Patent

Agency,

the

following

are

of special mention:

Stamp Guide.— John A. Gowao, Batte
M. T. No. 391.527. Dited Oot. 23,

City,
1888.

stamp etema of quartz
by which it is held and
adjuBtsd with reference to the stamp stem and

This

ie a guide for the
batteries, with a clamp

The guides are made of hardwood
halves.
They are usually secured together and to a guide rail by bolts with nuts,
and the conetant jar and ehaking of the stem
makes it difficult to keep them tight. Moreover, the bolts and nuts rauat be removed to
take out the stamps for repairs. This new Invention is designed to provide an easy, quick
and reliable means for securing the two halves
together, adjasting them for wear and attaching them to che guide rail so that they may be
easily removed when desired.
The two halves

guide
in

rail.

two

made tapering from the center toward both
top and bottom, and at each end ia fitted a
clamp which inclosea the front and two aides.
The clamps are beveled to correspond to the
bevel of the guide. The clamps are connected
in front by a hand-screw, so arranged that by a
single turn the clamps will be drawn toward
each other upon the inclined bushing, and will
then draw the bushiog together and hold it
firmly in its place in the chair. To remove the
clamp stem the screw is turned out of the
clamp nuts and the bushing may be taken oat.
The device is quite simple and convenient.
are

Water-Wheel.— Wm.

F. Eaglebrigbt,

Ne-

vada City. No. 391,523. Dited Oct. 23, 1888.
This is an impovement on the class of ** hurdy
gurdy" wheels. It consists in the novel construction of the buckets and their attaohment
upon the rim of the wheel so as to project alternately upon opposite sides of the rim, the
stream of water being delivered into the inner
side of one backet and discharged from the
outer side of the bucket by reactionary force
and into the inner side of the next backet so as
to be discharged from the opposite side of the
wheel as it escapes from this bucket. By this
means the inventor is enabled to throw the
whole volume of discharge from the nozzle in a
solid stream into each bucket alternately, and
as it is not split or broken by dividing the
bucket, the whole power is brought upon the
bottom of the bucket, and the whole reactionary force of the escaping water also acts
upon it. By reason of the alternate arrangement of the backets the water is discharged
upon one side of the wheel and then upon the
other, so that neither of the buckets interferes
with the free discharge of water from the one

behind

it.

New

Incorporations.

The following companies have be^n incorporated, and papers filed in th» office of the
Superior Court, D partment 10, Sin Francisco
it.
California Health Food Co,
26.
Capital stock, SIO 000. D.rectors— F. Marty,
L. Martv, F.J. Mirty, C. an^M Moses.
BuENA Vista M. Co., Ojt. 29. Capital stock
Directors— W. P. Myers, W. K.
$1,000,000.
Dietrich, George A. BUI, S iloo P^ittee and H.
Coxe,
L.
Alaska Co operative Packing Co. Capital
stock S5000. Directorp Geo ge Chapet, Josei b
Frszer, Jiihn Harris, W. J. C*ndley and F. J.
:

—

Off.

Don't Fail to Write.
an) snbscrlber who
does not want it, or be}/o7id t?ie lime he mtetuia to pay
for it, let blm not fail to write us direct to stop it. A postal
card (coating one cent only) will suffice. We will not tnowinglv send the paper to anyone who does Dot wish it, but
if it is continued, through the failure of the subscriber to
notify US to discontinue It, or some irresponBible party requested to stop it, we shall poBltively demand payment for
the time It Is Bent. Look oabb7VLLT at the ijlbxlom
Toxra fapeb.

Should

this

paper be received by
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MILL.

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9000 pounds,
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
quartz to 40 mesh is in successful opera;

MACHINERY

tion

and we

guarantee

its

work

as represented.

SOLE AGENT3 FOR
WILLIAMSON

A. FAY & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
FRANK & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
NEW HAVEN UANUF'G CO.'S MAJ.

BROS'

HOISTING

ENGINES.

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

AND

BOILERS.

PAYNE'S VERTICAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

BEMENT & SON'S MACHINISTS

AND

HORI-

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

TOOLS.

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

POWER DRILLS.
BLAKE'S IMPiROVED STEAM

BICKFORD'S

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

PUMPS.

webber centrifugal pumps.

JUD30N ENGINE GOVERNORS.

perin band saw blades.

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

sturtevant

blowers

and

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTING INJECTORS AND EJEC-

exhausts.

shimer'matchee heads,
brainard milling machines,
turbine water wheels.
bradley cushioned hammers
massey's steam hammers,
sohlenkeb's bolt cutters.

HOLLOWAY

TORS.
DISSTOlSrS

CIRCULAR SAWS.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACKRUBBER GOODS.
LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS.
ING

CO.'S

H. W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACKING, PAINT, ETC.

FIRE EXTINGUISH-

ERS.

YACHT ENGINES.
HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

IT

ENGINES and BOILERS
FROM

2 TO 100 H.

P.,

renewals will not coat over one-half as much as for stimps. Will run empty, or with small
amount of ore without injary. The atbention of parties having Cement Gravel is called to this
Mill, as it will run 100 tons per day to No. 8 mesh; 30 to 35 H. P.
OUR DRY MILLS are the moat economical ever built, and are extensively used with
record of several years. No grinding in Dans, Mill finishee to any fineness desired.

And

flilWAYS IN STOCK

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY,
MILL

AND

SUPPLIES

GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,

LUBRICATING

OILS.

-

HOOKER & LAWRENCE.

461 Howard

-

St.,

San Francisco.

145 Broadway, New York.

Gen'l Ag'ts.

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

a

RED
sk^xtjSludes

i»-A.ois.i3src3-,

I'Xj-a.s::

Manufactured from strictly flrst-claes Flax and pure lubricants. Superior to all others for Water and Steam. Packs
with less friction and makes a tighter joint than any other packing made, jj^lm tationa of inferior nuality having
been put upon the market, we have been compelled to adopt the above trade-mark, and all of our packing will now
have a RED CORD running through the center its entire lengtli. See that you get it and take no other. Sold by
Sole Manufacturer, 222 and 224
T. Y,
all Hardware dealers.
Price, 50 cents per pound.

SCHENCK,

W.

Market

Street,

San Francisco, Cal.

The EXPLORERS' and ASSAYERS'

ENLARGED!
We guarantee purcliaeers of

this

form

of Giants against all

may arise from any aflverae suits or actions at law. We are further prepared to
furnish Siug^le-Jolnted Giants when required. Prices, discounts and Catalogues of our specialties of Iiydraulic Miniag; Machinery sent on application.
coats,

COMPANION.

IMPROVED FORM OP DOUBI.E-JOINTED HY-

THE
DRAULIC GIANTS which we manufacture.
ABOVE COT ILLUSTRATES THE

A

expenses or damages which

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, 39

to

51 Fremont

St.,

RAND, fflcNALLY & CO.'S

San Francisco.

HOSKIN'S

A practical exposition of the various departments of
Qeolosy, Exploration, Mining, Engineering, Assaying,
and Metallurgy.

B usiness

ONE-JOINTED

HYDRAULIC MACHINE.

Sold by

Price, Sfl.OO post-paid.
ers, 220

Market

St.,

By

Dbwev &

Co., Pub'ish-

San Francisco.

PHILLIPS, M. E.
The work is divided into four parts— Rocks, Veins,
Testing and Assaying. The geological chapters are in-

A tlas,

IMPROVED

Tliird Edition of selected portions of the
" JSxplorers', Miners', and Metallurgists' Companion."

1889.

J. S.

tended tn give miners a practical idea of the various
formations. The chapters on mineral veins are derived
from long observation, and the eeotion on exploration
hag been carefully considered. All that relates to dlscriminatioo and assay of minerals has been kept as free

from formula) as possible. The work is written for
practical men, and all the explanations and deecripttons

clear and to the point.
so prepared that
WILL BE DOUBLE THE SIZE OF are
use'ul to uneducated men as well as scientists.
ANY OTHER ATLAS
H. M. RAYNOR,
PUBLISHED.
No. 25 Bond St.
NEW YORK.
It is

Tlie statement of Mr Joshua Hendy that ant style of machine h an
infringement on any style manufactured by him, he knows to be abso
lutelv false. The Supreme Court of the United States on March 19th decided that the pretended patent for infringing, which he has for lears
been fleecing miners for royalty, is absolittkly void, with costs of suit
to Hendy & Fisher. I am the inventor of all styles in use, and am pre
pared to fill orders to suit customers. Send for I'stof prices of Hydraulic
Machinery. R.J90SEIN. Riupire Foundry, Marysville, Cal.

New
SOLTi

AGENT FOR

H. D.
LEUSHER PLATES,

— AND—
Chrome
Rock

Cast Steel for
Drills, Etc.

220 Fremont

Size of Page,

M PURCHASING

ESTABLISHED

S^ It will contaio new large scale maps occupying two

San Francisco,

St.,

Is

1859.

MORRIS,

pages only (no cut-up maps) of

MAOTFACTURERS'

15x21 Inches.

it

ACEHT.

Special attention given to purchase of

all

the important States

Laboratory

The entire arrangement will be new, embodying the
most improved methods of reference and indexing,
clearly showing the location, population and commercial
advantages of over 200,000 towns in the United States,
Cana-ja and Mexico.

BAND, McNALLT &

MINE and MjLL SUPPLIES.

148 Monroe

St.,

A.ND

.

Mann&cturing Purposes.
Wholesale and Retail.
Native Platinum and Scrap purchased.

CO.,

MISSES DEVLIN.

CHICAGO.

Stenographers and Typewriter Copyists,

ADAMANTINE SHOES AND

AnjLViA NTIKK.

DIES.— Guaranteed to prove better and cheaper than any others.
Orders solicited, subject to above conditions,
H. D. MORRIS.

DEWEY & CO. {^^gifvtfo^TalToft.^} PATENT

AGENTS.

F.

Gold

H.

HAUSMAN,

Mining Properties Bought,
Sold and Developed.

Propositions from principals only entertained.

SAFE DEPOSIT BUILDING,

ROOM

No.

2.

S. 'E.

Boom 7, No. !i40 Montgomery St.,
corner Fine,
San Francisco
We

STORAGE
DEWEY
&

have some extra room

suitable
for
storage purposes, which we will let on

reasonable
terms.
CO., 220 ""
Market street, San Francisco, Cal
'

very

Nov.
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u
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without
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Is in operation in

&

FRASER

"'h^-

a Crusher and Pul-

Mill

«'"8"

""""»«'•»

CHALMERS,
'
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rival.

SELBY

traSHD FOK CATALOGUK-Vi

ead

Lng amelting wor<s

and
tJSHD rOK

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

mills.
J

JIGS and

OlTALOOtm UID TsanHONIAIA

MACHINERY

for

and Oreg.

t^etalllifgy

QUARTZ MILL

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING. SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

PUMPING

ORES.

And Assay
Higheat Prices Paid

ENGINES,

*KD

Gold, Silver and

for

.MAHDPAOTUMBIU OP..

BLUESTONE
LEAD PIPE.
SHEET LEAD,

HALLIDIE'S

SHOT,

MACHINERY,

AUm

Standard

WIRE ROPE

CORNISH

REFINERY

Office.

Lead Ores and Snlphurets.

^^^-ENGINES

Shot-Gun

Cartridges,

Under Chamberlio PatenL

TRAMWAYS.
UENVBB OFFICE

QBNERAL OFFICE AND WOKKS:
Fulton and Union Streets, Obloaito,

NEW YOBK

:

No. 248 Blghteentb Street. Denver, Colorado.

111.

Boom

2

No.

48.

UTAH OFFICE—SALT LAKE

Mining Companies, Milling Companies, Prospectors, eta,
to our full stock of Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Cruel-

JAMBS LBFFEL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.
These Wheels ftre designed for all purposes where limited quantities of water and
hi^h headu are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with loBS water than
any other wheel made. Beititr placed on horizontal shaft, the power la transmitted
direct to ehaftini; by helta, dispensinfr with ^oaring.
Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in
capacity to suit any particular case.
Further informatioii can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Glube Cases, free of cost,
by applying to the manufactiirers.

JAMES LEFPBL &
Springfield, Ohio,

or

C.

EVANS &

H.

(SucceSBOre to

110

THOMSON 4

Jt

CO.,

EVANS),

lis Keale Street,

S.

St

New

York.

Wo

are

now

so

SMALL AIKCOMPRES^ING PLANTS at
almost any
smalt mine can afford to put
in power drills if they have
such prices

tliat

MiinnMi

none in use.
By our NEW

AND PAT-

ENTED SV&TEMa(by

AIR

COMPRESS0RS&

on account of the wear
drills and compressor.

GENERAL MACHINERY roRg

Besides

EST

MiNINC.TuNNELING,"'"

which

the duty or performanco of
drills is not reduced with
Wie) it is no longer necessary

RAND

DRILLCo

23 ParkPlace NEwvoR&i

of

havtngTHE NEW'

OTho

March and

Sept.,

EST COM PRESSO

It ia an encyclopedia of useful information for all who purchase the luxiu-ies or the
necessities of life.
can clothe you and furnish you with
necessary and unnecessary
all the
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, flsh, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these things
COMFORTABLY, and you can make a fair
estimate of the value of the BTJYEHS'
GUIDE, which will be sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage,

for

PERFECT PULLEYS

We

MONTGOMERY WARD &
111-114:

First

FAT. DOT. 26, 1881.

CO.

and

F., Oal.

San Francisco Cordage Factory.
Fstabllshed 1866.
Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope
R)pe, Whale
Slsa Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay
Line, etc., eto.
Extia eizes and leneths

made

to order on short notice
St GO.
611 and 613 Front St., San Francisco.

& CONTRACTOR
121

TUBBS

FNGINEER,

CIVIL

L HY.

Montgomery

JACKSON,

St., S. F.

SHAFTING,
i^ SsrH)

For Removing or Preventing Scale. Corrosion ani Pitting

at. 8.

A.

L.UOKHARDT A OO,

(Formerly

&

131 Fremont

THOMAS

Also Manufacturers of

HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES

...

FOR Circular and Pricb List.

Street,

"ffiJi

.

San Francisco.

Oal.

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento

Street,

San Francisco,

Huhn &

and

Luckhardt,

MetallurflrlBtfl

.

a. KDttTSL.

•

WORKS.

METALLURGICAL
318 Pine

St. (Basement.,

SAN FRANCISCO

Corner ot Leldesdorff Street,

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Tests made by

my

Process.
Assaj'iug and Analysis of Ores, Minerals and Waters,
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Treating Orei by
Practical Instruction given

proved prooewes.

G.

KUSTBL &

m

CO..

Mining Engineers and Hetallurglets.

REDUCTION'

BATTER Y~~SCREENS.

Medart Patent 'Wrought Rixu Pnlley
Best Balanced Pulley in the World.

of

1884.

For the States of California, Oref:on and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washlng^ton
Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Montana, Wvominfj, Utah and Arizona.

ANTI-INCRUSTATION POWDER
Or Boiler Compound

C WINANS. aao Fremont

C.

MlnlniE Ensrlneers

GREAT

Nob. 129

J.

at Mechanics' Fair,

Sole Li'^ensed Manufacturers of the

Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Sen-J for reftjrences.
in tiCeam Boilerw.
Also PKKRLBKfl UiTBBKR M'p'g Co. Plumbttgo Sheet,
Piston and Valve Kod Packing, to be had only ot

Premium Awarded

to Examinations

Special attention paid

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

R

^r

each year.

Ores worked by any Prooeas.

signed small drill
the Rand Drill Company, as
iawcll known, has built, and
is now building, the LABG-

has pattenie for all sizoBl'up -to '40-inch diameter of cylinder.
INjSPEED OF DRILLING, perhaps it is in order to say that in EVERY AUTHORITATIVE
speed yet initiated, the RAND DRILLS have, without exception, BEEN VICTORIOUS. This fact,
oupled with another important one, that the drills use much LESS AIrt and cause LESS REPAIKS, has won for
them nearlv all of the Eastern mining trade, wliich has kept their works always busy.
Smce the reasons which formerly restrained us from the California market no longer exist, we are now
in the Held for the business.
SPECIAL AlTENTI ON is called to the latest designed sectional Compressor just built for the BatopUas
mine in Mexico, and to the Compound Engine Compressor built for the Anaconda mine in Montana.

BUYEKS' GUIDE ia

Near First and Market Streets, S. F.
Ldoehardt, Manager.
Bstablibbid IS09

deplants,

In respect to capacity

issued

GO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 23 STEVENSON STREET,

AND LIGHTEST

PLANTS IN THIS COUNTRY, and

CONTENT

0. Dknniston's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
plates of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly
rcliatile, and full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Onlers
taken at his lowest prices.

Ores Sampled,
Assaying in all its Branches.
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, eto,
to buy a Compressor oi
Working Tests (practical) Made.
double capacity than the
drills are expected to rC'
Plans and Specifications furnished for the
quire, in order to keep up
most suitable Process for Working Ores.
the supply of air necessary

situated

our new work) as to
miners of the

offer to the
Pacific Coast

4^ Our Gold and Silver Tables, showing the value psi
ounce Troy at different degrees of fineness, and valuaole
tables for computation of assay's in grains and grammea.
will bo sent free upon application.
Agents for the Patent
Plumbago Crucible Co., London, England. Also for E.

0. A.

THE RAND DRILL COMPANY,
witli

Steam Pumps. Steam Engines

application.

JOHN TAYLOR &

St.,

General Agents,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, CoL
LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

F.

UACHINE WOKES,

blest Sooriflers, etc, including, also, a full stock of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these supplies slnac
the first discovery of mines on the PaciQc Coast, we fee
cooSdont from our experience we can well ^utt the de
mand for these goods, both as to quality and price. Oui
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will be seat oc

CO..

110 liberty

FBASER & CHALMERS,

PARSE

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,
CHEMICAL AI'PAHAIUS.
63 & 65 First St., cor. Mission, San Franolsco,
We would coll the attention of Assayers, Chemlsti,

No. 11 Oalle de Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico.
CITY. UTAH.

Wall Street.

CO.,

IMPOHTRRA AND DSALRR8 IN

ALSO CHEMICALS. AND PHYSICAL. SCUOOL AND

ME21CO OFFICE:

OFFICE:

Etc., Etc.

UAXt/FACTORKHi OK

JOHN TAYLOR &
PD

CO..

San Franciico.

St.,

AND SILVER

GOLD
of

HOISTING

.

416 Montgomery

TROMMELS.

Best and Cheapest in America.
No imitation, no deception, no planished or rotten
Iron used. Only genuine Russia iron in Quartz Screens.
Planished Hon srreens at nearly half my former rates.'
ha\e a large suoply of Battery Screens on hand
I
suitable for the Huntington and all Stamp Mills, which I
will sell at 20 per ''ctit discount.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
ingand Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc and other metal? punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot ^Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 16 (finej.

Orders promptly attended

Cal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsigument, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
21

&

1323 First St.,

San FrauclscO,

JOHN W. QUICK,

Cal.

Proprietor.

ThlH paper la printed wltb Ink Manufactured by Oharlee Eneu Johnson & Co., 600
South 10th St, Philadelphia. Branch Offl«
ces— 47 Rose St., New York, and 40 La Salle
St.. Ohloaffo. Asent for the Paclflo OoBBt^
Joiepb H. Dorety, 690 Gommerolat 8t, 6. ?
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market the past week was
dull, with prices gradually settling up to Tuesday,
when a steadier feeling set in. There are three
buyers in the market, which causes some bidding up.
Sales were made at 94c; then prices fell off 10 93KC,
which was followed by a lurther receding in prices.
One sale for forward delivery was made as low
as 9344-rooc.
At the close the market is quoted at
from 93J^@93^c. The output of silver bullion on
this coast is about the same as at this time in 1887.
In the Tuscarora district, Nevada, water has been
brought into the town which will be utilized for waOne mill, the Navajo, will
ter-power for the mills.

up next week. The percentage in silver is 90.
The mill
ore will go about $2^0 to the ton.
crush 12 tons a day. Another and a larger mill
In
will be ready for crushing about January 1, 1889
the Comstock district crushing of ore from the Confidence and Challenge mines has been resumed,
which will be followed at an early day by the Yellow
Jacket and several others. The only trouble at
present appears to be the lack of water with which
to run the mills.
start

The
will

London,

is

a

is

both

call

fair

The market,

export.

for

sympathy with

in

weaker.

LEAD—The local market appears to be unsettled
and

buyers offish, owing to the uncertainty regarding the Eistern*and European markets.
It looks as if it will take all of 30 days yet before
feverish, with

there

any

is

stability.

COPPER—The

movements continue

The

light.

feeling appears to be bearish, doubtless owing to a
report that new contracts between the syndicate and
mining companies hav-e not been entered into, with
no probabilities of any new engagements until the
companies have further experience with the three

years'

engagement.

TIN—

For futures the market for pig is very
Tne advance is due
strong, higher than for spot.
to higher prices abroad and also to higher freights.
Tin plate on spot is slow, but for futures the movement is quite active.

IRON — The
demand

is

local

market

is

without change.

The market

slow.

Location. No. Am't. Levied. Dklinq'nt. Saie.

OoMPAiiT.
American Eagle
i,

local

QUICKSILVER— There

M Co

AltaSMCo

Nevada,. 38.
Nevada.. 34.
Nevada. 3,
Nevada. .36.

M Co

Andes S

Baltimore S M Co
BelcherM Co
Oalitornia.. 9.,
Bodie Con M Co
Nevada,. 41.
Bests BelcherM Co
Nevada.. 18.
EeDton Con M Co
Arizona
Crispin M& M Co
Nt-vada..50.
CrowD Point G& 8 M Co
Nevada. .26.
Cholla M Co
Nevada.. 25.
Con Imperial M Co
Nevada. .43.,
Caledonia B M Co
Nevada.. 1..
Del Munte M Co
California.. 1.
Empire fS M Co
Nevada.. 4.
Found Treasure M Co
Gould & Curry S M Co
Nevada.. 60.
California.. 2.,
Gt Westero Q M Co
Nevada.. 19.,
Grand Prize M Co
Horseshob Bar Con M Co... California.. I.
JuBtice M Co
Nevada, .47..
Nevada.. 3.,
Keyes S M Co
Nevada.. 5.,
Lord of LomG & S M Co
Maydower Gravel M Co ....California.. 43..
CaUfornia..26.,
Mono
Co
Montrose M Co
Colorado.. 1.,
Nevada. .13.,
North Beile Isle M Co
North Co monwealth M Co.. .Nevada.
Nevada.
Potosi M Co
Planet Con Drift M Co
California
Puget Sound Iron Co
Wash Ter.
.

M

Savage
Co
Tuscarora Con

M

M Co

—

Australian advices are
confirmatory of a continuance of the strike, but there
is
a growing impression in some quarters that a
compromise will be reached soon.
this coast is increasing.

Neva

By Telegraph.
York, Nov.

i, 1888.

—The following are the

closing prices the past week:

New

London,

Thursday

43:^

ifriday

431
43*

Saturday

Monday

94i
94
94
94
93^
93J

...:. .43^

43
Tuesday
Wednead»y...43

Lead.
$3 80
3 75
3 75
3 60

S17 35
17 36
17 35
17 36
17 35
17 35

3 65
3 70

Tin.
S23 20
23 15
23 10
23 25
22 90

23 00

The market

closed as follows:
Borax sells in limquantities at the last figures.
Quicksilver is
will
not
fetch
over 63c in the
jobbing at 65c, but
Pig lead consumers have taken a dewholesale way.
cided stand against the artficial values that characSpot is now quoted at
terized the recent spurt.
$3-5o@3 65, and no better prices are current for fuConsiderable lead is
tures Irom now to February.
ited

Copper
locked up by attachment.
Petroleum
inal at $17.35 forspdt.

dull

is

and nom-

— Refined, in bar-

rels, is selling at

7Kc;

in plain

cases at 9J^c.

By Mall
The

following

is

I..N0T

02.. Sept 8.. Oct
35.. Oat 4.. Nov

the latest from the "

California., J

M

M

F Knox

N«vada..A S Groth
Nevada.. C

M
M

2.

3^9 Pine
31u Pine

MP

Nevada Block

77

309 Montgomery
309 Montgomery
328 Montgomery
327 Pine
330 Pine
419 Caiifmnia
328 Montgomery

St
St
St
St
St
St
St
3 P. emout St
328 Montgomery St
309 Montgomery St
33U Pine Sc
310 Pine St
310 Pine St
309 Montgomery St
Grass Valley
3 Montgomery St
328 Montgomery St
309 Montgomery St
309 Montgomery St
308 Pine St
3.9 Montgomery St

KEKelly

.R

Minor

N Van Brunt

.J Morizio
SesHioua
28.. G
10.

Montgomery

414 California

A Halsey
5..RRGrayton
10.. D MKeot

W

PE
WPew
WPew
CE

,'

.,Nov 26..AHPi8h

414 California
329 Pine
328 Montgomery
3i9 Montgomery
328 Montgomery

L McCoy

Calif ornia..C Halsey

M

Nevada.. A K Durbrow
Nevada.. P S Moody

S. F.

Meeting

St...:

Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

St
St
St
St
St

Datf
Nov 5
Nov 9
Nov 15
Nov 7
1m
,

ov 5

Nov

3

LATEST DIVIDENDS-WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Namb op Company.

Location.
Seobetaby.
& Va
Nevada.. A
Havens
Co
Confidences M Co
Nevada.. A S Groth
Nevada..HRP Hutton
Eureka Con MCo
Nevada.. R
Heath
Mt Diablo M & M Co
North Star M Co
California, .D A Jennings,
Nevada.. J F Lightner
Hale& Norcross S M Co
Idaho M Co
California
Pacific Borax, Salt & Soda Co. .California.. A H Clough
Standard Con M Co
Califomia..J
Pew

Con

W

M

CaliEoroia

309

WHOLES AXE,
THUHaDAY. Nov.

Antimony— FrenchStar

[RON— Glengarnock

ton

7l@

7|
7|

® 27
& —
^19

00

Week

Company.

Mta
Andes

.90

_

1 85

Ohampion

2 05

Cbollar
Confidence
Con. Imperial....
Caledonia

16

ft

—
m 16
8@ 10
4@ 5
41a —
5 00 @ 5 15
6 75 (S 7 25
5 50 @ 5 62i
243@ 25
@ 45

tool

9J@

10

Maohioery
Toe Calk

TiNpLATE— Coke
nharcoaM4s20
do roofing, 14x20
Pig

tin,

tii

tt)

g UIOKSILVER— By
Flasks, new
Flaakfl,

the

flask.

@

1 05

85®

old

-

-

PRICES OF COAL ''TO ARRIVB."

Per Ton

Per Ton.
I

Australian ...STl
Liverpool St'm 12
West Hartley.' 12
Scotch Splint. 12

50
00
60
00

@12
@12
@13
@12

00 Cardiff
11
50 Lehigh Lump. 15
00 Cumberland bkl7
50\Egg, hard
16

ro@ll 60
00@15 50
00@18 00
C0@15 50

1.55
l.UO
5J

4.95

6.50

6f

78

73

Mining Share Market.

35

.50

1.25

25

i'.hii

—

—

2.90
1.40

1.50

15
8.50

2.55
16i
.60
.30

Con. FacMc
Crown Point

9. 00

.10

livery.

@

Australian
;

Tin,

@

Banca Tin,

——

;

@

Tin,
Baltimore

Billiton
;

Orford Copper, $i6.oo@
f i6.oo@
Foreign Lead,
16.25; P. S, C. Copper,
$5.oo@5.25; Foreign Spelter, $5.4o@s.5o; Antimony, $9.75@*3-50Trade the past week showed a little more life,
notwithstanding it is the closing week of an exciting
The foundries and iron shops
political campaign.
report a fair amount of work on hand, but not, as a

Copper,

.

;

@

;

and

45
2.00 .76
3.00 1.50
.70
10}

".m

9.:i5

.70
lOJ

5.76

7.5U 6.60

7.25 6.50

8.00

2!85

4^00

18
.70
.40

1.00

rates of interest are without change.

.85
.55

l.IO

.85
.65

1.20

is'

7!66
1.3

|25
.90
.40

8!50
1.05
.45

.70
'68

35
40
3.00
5.0U

3.50
1.70 1.65
40
50
4 75 4.40
6S 6 75

2.75

1.05
3.50

1.40 1.35
3.85 3,E0

.45

.50

3.50
1.60

Exchequer

Grand Prize
Gould & Curry...
Hale & NorcroBB.
Holmes

1882.]

2.30
3.00

US

.70

.50

.65

2 40

4.50

..

2.001.60

Ab

....

5 7f 4.55
7.76 6J

Independence

Iowa

.60

Julia
Justice
Kentucli

Lady Wash
Martin White

.60

4.011 3. to

.95
.65

2.50
3.90

.60

.70

i'so i'.m

i'85

.85

.65

l!65

4.80

4.00
2.10

Northern Belle. .

Navajo
North Belle

.76
.65 .45
2.: 1.80

.50
J. 00

5i

..

2.60

30
3.05 2.50

2!76
2,60

.

2.30

2.25 2.05
3.00 2.55

3.50

3.85

2 10
Isle...

Niagara
Nev. Queen

North G. &
Occidental

1.40 1,40
Si 6.50
1 70 1.65
2.65 2.65
1.70
1
'

Ophir

Oyerman
Potosi
Peerless

Peer
P. Sheridan

2.1

1.85 1.70
7.50
2.i6

3.00 2.15
2 00 73

3.80

3 40
1.70

3

51

.70

J. 80 1.75

This is the beat and cheapest Ore Feeder now in use.
It has fewer parte, requires leas power, is simpler in
adjustment than any other. Feeds coarse ore or soft clay
alike uniformly, under one or all the stamps in a battery

:20

as required.

In the Bunker Hill Mill it has run continuously for tvi'O
years, never having been out of order or costing a dollar
(or repairs.

55

.55

Silver Star

S.B.&M
Sierra Nevada.

2 45

61

3.05
3.00

4 50

5i

...

.70

Scorpion
Syndicate

Union Con
Utah
Vellow Jacket...

30

I

4 56 1.40
.70

SUverHill
Silver King

6.50 4.65
""
4 90 "
6i 4.25
1 00 .80
1.60 1 50
70
.15

....

3.20
1.20
4.50

6.0r 4.20

5(1

2.00 1.55
7.60 tij

6 7516.25

.90

1.60

Golden State and Miners' Iron Works,
Sole Manufacturers,

£37 First Street,

San Francisco.

Cal.

.80
.10

..

4.35
I

5.00

5.75
4.55
4.85

4.70
1.80
7.00

WANTED!
Assistant

Superintendent for a

Manu-

facturing Concern
Employ
about
Sales at San Franoisoo Stoo^ £xoliange. ness, be ne
a good

Thursday, Nov.
Alta

Andes
Alpha
Belcher
B. & Belcher
Baltimore

300 Julia

1.
'

lOOSKentucK

1.25
7
71

70c
2.10

Bullion

1

Caledonia
Chollar

Con Va&Oal
CrowD Point
Confidence

ChaUenge
Con. Imperial
Central

Exchequer
Gould& Curry

Hale&Nor
Iowa
Justice

100

3.41 200

Bodie

be oleastd to receive further reports:
Uncle Sam (Shasta Co.), Oat. 24. $500; Alma
Cin. (Idaho), 27, $16,607; Mount Diablo. 31,
$7057; North Star (half of Ootober). $17,500;
Buebird, 27, $22,128; Alice, 27, $12 672; Lexington, 27, $24,064; Bluebird, 29, $22,734;
Cons. Cilifornia and Virginia, 26, $77,888;
K'lyFt'me (M. T.). 22, $12,000; Moultnn, 22,

$1636.

May 28,

2U

4!76

EureKaCon

Belle lale

Slver Biw, 22, $18,384; Nevada
The local money $13,488;
rule, up to last year at this time.
Queen, 27. $20,833; Germania, 23. $1598; Hanmarket is reported easy. Remittances from the inThe call for funds is not large. auer. 24. $1950; Germania. 25. $2029; Hanauor.
terior coniioue free.
Those seeking the greatest amount of accommoda- 25, $2050; Hanauer. 26, $1950; Germania, 26,
27, $1900; G-rmania, 27,
tions are stock brokers, owing to their carrying $2176; Hinauer,
more stocks on a margin for their patrons. The $1814; Hanauer, 28, $1900: Germania, 28,

GEO. H. STBONG.

THE ROLLER ORE FEEDER
[Patented

1.65
2.C0 2 7o

.85
.35

shall

last,

EWER.

EastB.&B

Bullion Shipments.
quote shipments since our

B.

Dudley

—

We

W.

.75

..

Crocker
Central

—

Prices generally ruling for metals not regularly
dealt in on Call at the N. Y. Exchange, covering extremes of buyers' and sellers' vipws. All prompt de-

DEWEY.

a

—

—

T.

9
2.20

.40

114

Telephone No. 658.

S. F.

1.

CO.. Patent Aeents.
Elevator 12 Front St

3,

l.V! 1.70

.30
.40

,70

Mexican
Ut.IHablo

stock market haa been rather irregular
for the past week, and prices have not been to
well sustained as during the previous week.
Nothing, however, has oecnrred to depress the
market, nolesa it was the temporary hanging
up of the Caltfornia mill-etimps, pendiog the
amount to only 50.000 lbs. Lead The easier feel- placing of new eteel wire ropes over the C. and C.
ing noticeable early in the week gradually developed
shaft pulleys. The Virginia Enterprise says:
to that point, when on Thursday the market became
It appears to be the opinion of some at the bay
very panicky, declining on all options some 14 to
that
the management of leading mines on the
^ of a cent. The position of the market became
'*
whoop up'* their ore
very plain when the failure of the leader of the Oomstock are trying to
" bull'* movement became known, causing an addi- developments.
The case is quite the contrary.
Spot, October and November op- Superintendents and other mine officials contional decline.
To-day the market stantly report less favorably than they would
tions, were sold as low as 3^c.
Total sales for the be justified in doiog.
closed quiet, with firmer prices.
They all wear "holdweek amount to 1716 tons. Spelter has ruled un- back: " scraps, and act as a brake upon the imchanged, and commanding little or no attention. agination.
Pig iron The feeling is very firm, and although the
Judging from universal dioposition of mining
demand is mostly for small lots, orders are not readThere ap- o£&cial8 in this respect, it would aeem that they
ily placed unless at full quoted rates.
are
not yet ready to see a boom in stocks,
something
of
a
scarcity,
notwithstanding
pears to be
Old rails Sellers though quite willing to see a good lively marthe large increase in production.
ket
Buyers at
a market with money in it for both bulla
at $23 75 in store, or 324 for shipments.
about soc less, but no sales of recent date. Scrap and bears.
iron
Firm and unchanged.

No. 220 Market St.

4u

Mono

The

Nov.

Oct. 25.

3 2S 3.05
l.ao 1.85
1.25 l.ao
10

4.85 4.55
I.5U 1.45

Ohallenge

Buck.^bag
Canton

4.70

Bodie Con
Benton
Bodie Tunnel....
Bulwer
Con. Va.&Oal...

,

Week

4.

Belle Isle

,..,

Drop,-^ bag. 1

DEWEY &

Week

18.

2.55

Baltimore

Black Diamond tool
Pick and Hammer

Oct.

2.60
1.45

ChiUed, do

Stkel—English,

Week

Oct. U.

AJpba

BuIUoD

, .

Shot, diBcountlO%on500bags

11

...June 12

Ending Endtno Ending Ending

Beat

',

^

Lead—Jt*ig

Oct

....July 10

Stook Exchange.

Name of

Belaher
Broptay
& Belcher...

ton

Shotta, No, 1
Bar Iron (base price) ^ lb
Chrome iron ore. ton

6

July 9
....Aug 37

50
50
1.00
05

ATgenta

,

Eglinton, ton
1,

.Aug

....

....July 11
Aug 8

50

3J0 Pine St

14
;S

26
26
16 90

Home Agency over al! others, by reason of Ion;
establishmeut. great experience, thorough sya
tern, intimate acquaintance with the subjects a
inventions in our own community, and oui
most extensive law and reference library, con
^aining official American and foreign reports
files of scientific and mechanical publications,
etc.
All worthy inventions patented througl
our Agency will have the benefit of an illustra
tion or a description in the Mining and Soien
riFio Press.
transact every branch o)
Patent business, and obtain Patents in all coud
tries which grant protection to inventors
Tht
large majority of "U. S. and Foreign Patents
issued to inventors on the Pacific Coast have
been obtained through our Agency. We can
give the best and most relinble advice as to the
patentability of new inventions. Our prices
ire as low as any first-class agencies in the
Eastern States, while our advantages for Pacific
Coast inventors are far superior. Advice and
Circulars free.

1888.
((5

63®

Concentrated
Bolt
Sheathing
Ingot
Fire Box Sheets

Oct 11

fable of Lowest and Higbest Sales In

7i@

Copper—

Patablb

50 ....
1,00
25 ,...
25

Montgomery St

S. F.
1.

13

BOEAX-Refinod
Powdered

AND POEEIGN PATENT AgE»0.
many and important advantages as

OtJB U. S.
presents

We

Amount.

Gruss Valley
230

W

San Franoisoo Metal Market.

Office in S. F.
Montgomery 8b

306 Pine St
318 Pine St
401 California St
309 Moi.tgomery St

W

:

—

309

W Pew

8..AFLow

OrnoE in
426Town3end

Seorbtaky.

Location.

Confidence
Co..
Challenge
Co
Great Western Q
Co
Occidental Con
Co
Silver Lick C.n
Co

New York

Metil Exchange Market Report"
Tin Total sales are only 155 tons, although the
market has been very firm, prices advancing 60
points on spot and 25 on futures since last Saturday.
The London market has been firm and advancing
Copper has
with sales for the week of loio tons.
attracted very little attenti in, and prices have remained unchanged from last Siturday. Total sales

628 Mont2ora*ry
329 Pine

21..JStadtfeld

15..

Pine

3au Pine

12... Dec 15..
Luty
27..., Dec 19.,J
19.. .Deo 11.. J
.Nov 27..
EUiot
25.. .Nov 12., J K, Smith
29.. ..Dec 21. .A Halsey..
_
...Dec 17,. J Morizio
7.. .Nov 27..EBHolmes
14, ,.Dec
5.. J J Scoville
8.. .Nov
3.,"W JGurLett
8.

Moutgomery

Montgomery
Montgomery

St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
bt
St

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
Name op CoMPAuy.
Big Canyon G M Co

Pipe

York. Copper.

.Nov

3.

Sheet.

Silver in

Silver in

.Oct

05,

la.,

Nevada.

American Soft, No,
Oregon Pig, ton
CUy Lane White

Eastern Metal Markets.

li..Oct

50.. Oct 23.. Nov
30.. Oct 15.. Nov
1. Nov
50. .Oct
01. .Sept 23. .Oct
.Nov
1. 10,. Oct
18.
.Nov
10. .Oct
50. .Oct 4. .Nov

402
309
309

3^7

30..AKDurbrow

19

Momgomery

3lJ9

12..

,

California..

MCo

Ucah Con

The

COAL The market is reported to be very strong,
notwithstanding the yards' are full and the output

New

Co.'s Scientific Press

Patent Agency;

503 CaliforiJia St
309 Montgomery St

AS

12. .J

.

Co. .Califoruia.
Nevada.,

G M& MCo.

Teirakoff

for parcels to arrive

also for prompt shipment is reported to be very
strong in sympathy with a firm market abroad and
higher freights.

25.. Oct 15.. Nov 20.... Dec
25.. Kept 19.. Oct ;;2....Nov
16.. Oct 25. .Nov 30... Dec
9,.. .Nov
30. .Oct 2. .Nov
15.. Sept 18.. Oct 22... .Nov
25. .Oct 13. .Nov 17 .
Dec
25. .Oct
9. .Nov
17.. ..Dec
25..Sept25..0ct 31... .Nov
25. .Oct 22. .Nov 24.. ..Dbc
10.. Sept ti..O_t 12... .Nov
50. .Oct 16. .Nov 16.. ..Dec
50. .Sept 20. .Oct 23...,.Nov

t

&;

Place of Eubines

50 8eptl8.,Oct i3....lNov 12..J Urockttt
50..Sept24,.Oct 29,, ..Nov 30,.GW Sessions
25, Oct 16.. Nov 21.. ..Dec U.-LOsborn
1.00. .Oct 29. .Dec
3.... Dec 24. .V B Allen
10. .Sept l..Uct 15. ...Nov 5..G B Krutmejer
50. .Oct 2. .Nov
5. ...Nov 26..J Newlands
50. .Get
8. .Nov 13. ...Dec
5..CEElliot
05.. Oct 16.. Nov 21. ...Dec liJ..CLMcLoy
15. .Oct 19., Nov 21.... Dec 12..
Groth

GM

Russell Reduction

Szobetabt.

M

10. .Sept 20. .Oct
25, ...Nov 15.. J
Reynolds
50.. Sept 28.. Nov
5.... Nov 26..L03bom
25, .Oct 5. .Nov 12
Deo 3..B Burria
25..Hept 22. .Oct 25. ...Nov I3..ARGrim

California.. 1.

and

on

Dewey &

JOUENALS.

3. F.

1888

3,

ASSESSMENTS.

San Francisgo, Nov.

home and

DIRECTORY.

COMPILRD BVBRT THURSDAY FROM ADVBRTIBRMBNT8 IN MCSING AKD SOIHNTIPIO PRBBS AND OTHBR

Local Market.

SILVER— The

SHAREHOLDERS'

MINING

l^EPOF^TS.

[Nov.

50c

400
100
250
600
200
250
200
320
250
400
650

3.55
10.75
7.5U
20.75
7.25 IIOO
110
] .05
40c 100
1.60 300
4.45 410
6.25 300
70c 200
2.15 400

Lady Wash

Locom
Mexican

Mono
Nev. Queen

Navajo

Overman

Savage
S. B.
tiierra

&M
Nevada

Scorpion
Silver

HUl

Utan
Union
"Weldon
Yellow Jacket

Asphalt in Washington Territory.

250 men; he must understand his busimechanl<-, of good habits, accustomed
to thinking ahead, economical in his management and
active.
State nge, experience, etc., and salary expected.

Address, P ^CIPlC, Care " Mining and Scientific Press,"
San Francisco, Cal.

WANTED!

.

Ophir
Occidental Con
Potosi
Peer
Peerless

60c
3.50
65c
20c
4.80
1 60
3.00
2.65
2 25
7.50
2.20
3.30
60c

1.65
4.75
4.00
4.25
70c
80c
1.50
4.25
60c
6i

—There

coDsiderable excitement over the aiacovery of
large deposits of aaphalt a mile from Spokane
The discovery of
Falls, Washington Territory.
oil in the vicinity is expected.

3 Frue Concentrators.
Persons having these machines to dispose of
dress C,

Bux

2361,

San Francisco,

"De man wot knows

it

will

ad-

Cal.

all

is

alluz

a-makin

change, a-buyin' ob experience.'' The man who
does not think that he " knows it all " about Pumps
can find out a great deal about them in GrimsAaw's

Pump Catechism. By mail, postpaid,
& Co., 220 Market St.. S. F., Cal.

$i.

Dewey

is

Astronomical Telescope for sale cheap. Teninch glass, very fine.
Equatorial mount. F. M.
B., 257 S. Market, Springfield, Ohio.

I

Nov.

Mining'' AND Scientific, Press.

1888.]
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ELECTRIC D EVELOPME NT COMPANY.

PERFECTED

Incandescent

&

Arc Electric Lights.

Electric Motoni, Dyoamoa, Tramcartt, Elovfttore, SikTnftla and
w^zismiHioii of powtir, eitber dir«ut ur with btom<e Batteries,

DOUBLE

For Mines, Hoisting Works,
luiloor

uid'Outdoor IllumiDfttiou

of uvury kind.

ftll

klods of

Electric&l

Systoma

or liifhtlnK

kad

Reduction Works,

Mills,

Oa«, Uil hmi Candloti siiporBudol by the

EDISON INCANDESCENT LIGHT,
The only complete und

B»tlaf»ctorv Incandeaeetit ayetem. Lights reijulro no atteiitioti and aro under compIot« cooUver SOO.iMO \lghta \d ubv in the t'nit«d SUti-a
LIGHTS turn oiKht
hito day and aHurd a muans of workhiK the whole ii hours; Invaluable to coutraotors and others to wbotu
tluie Is an object. Kiitlmat«8 and deaigns on application.

SKLF-KECULATING ARC

trol.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Otnces and Showrooms, 323 PINE ST.,

PARKE & LACY,
SAN FRANOISOO, OAL.

21 and 23 Frement Street,

-IMPORTERS AND MANUKACTURERS OF

111

BEST and

ROCK

ENGINES,

CHEAPEST

BREAKERS,

BOILERS,
In the

AFTER SEVERAL TEARS OF EXPERIENCE

we have

World.

finally perfected thia

Mil).

Mines

Several

Using

Them Have

Ordered

P PDLVERIZERS,

STEAM

Oar principal improvement consists in osoillating the stamps by means of sleeves with universal
joints, sUowine the stamps the utmost freedom of movement, without tendency to bind or
cramp in the working parts.

CONCENTRATORS.

PUMPS.

Others.

GIANT SOCK BREAKER.

WE HAVE ALSO

A NE^W ROCK BREAKER

Westinghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Rock Drills and Air Compressors. Saw and Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,
Injectors, Oil Cups, and Lubricators.

CIRCULARS WILL SOON BE READY.

BELTJNG.OILS and GENERAL SUPPLIES.

& BOWEN,TATUM
SAN
FREMONT

34 and 36

We

FRANOISOO, GAL.,

ST.,

Manufacturers and Dealers

Machinery

In

Works and Pumping

Plants,

Stamp

Mills,

Kinds.

of all

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,

TO PUT UP MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?

ARE YOU GOING

are prepared to gire estimates for Hoisting

Smelters and Concentrators.

TO MAKE ANY CHANGE

Nos.

39

to

51

FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL.

MACHINERY?

IN

ARE YOU FREIGHTING BY TEAM OR PACKING ON MULES?
DO YOU WANT PULLEYS ON SHAFTING ALREADY UP?
don't

If BO,

look into the merits of

fail to

THE DODGE PATENT INDEPENDENCE

f
nl

r-

•

•

-1

I"- -"-l

•i

M

WOOD SEPARABLE
PULLEYS.

Or SPLIT

They are the Lightest, Strongest, Best Balanced and Most
Convenient Pulleys Made in the World.
Entirely New and Original.
Adapted to any power required.
using these pulleys.

JtST Price List

JOHN SIMONDS,
509

to

513 Mission

Time, trouble and money saved by
and Catalogues mailed free.

Pacific

St„

-

Coast Agent,

SAN FKANCISCO

-

THE "ECLIPSE"
Copying Apparatus.
copies in black. No
special pen, no special paper, no stencil
required. The " Eclipse " reproduces the
natural handwriting eg exceedinf^Iy faithful that in moat cases "Eclipse" circulars have been taken for ordinary written letters. Specimens and circulars on

One thousand

appIicatioD.

FELIX

DAUS & CO.,
New York.

F.

698 Broadway,

HORACE
Ores,

UNION IRON WORKS,
OAL.

D. RANLETT,

SACRAMENTO,

Mining, and Comiission,
420 Montgomery

St., S. P.
BDBlNESa MANAGER OF

New

York, Boston and Baltimore.

Twenty years experience,
and dealing

in Mines.

in Calilornia,

purchasing Ores

OO.,

Engines,

Boilers,

AWD ALL RINDS OF

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flouring Mills,

Saw

Mills

and Quartz Mills Machinery
up and repaired.

"

OHALLBNGE " ORE FEEDER.

constructed, fitted

are requMted to be sure and notify ua

UUlUlUUlUlkJ jj^ijij „ji^g i( „ot Btnpped p.omptly
the favor to
(through oreraisbt or other njiahal)), do us
write again
I

Steam

«

and sales of
Special attention given to management
mines and purcliase and shipment of copper produce

n »n^_n n t nnn

&

MANOPACTURERa OF

UNION COPPER MINE, Calaveras Co.,
Co.
NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador
Correspondent m Agent for Smelters in London, Liverpool,

ROOT, NBILSON

"HENDT" IMPROVED

The beat form of Feeder ever devised, and pronounced by reputable mining men to be far
We refer to the followsuperior to any form of "EoUer" Feeder manufactured.
ing gentlemen who have furnished ua with testimonial letters to the
'
above effect, which can be seen at our office, viz.:
Taylor
Mine,
Greenwood, Cal.
N. W. Crocker, Supt. Bunker Hill Gold Min- D. 0. WicKHAM,
J. K. Treoloan, Supt. South Spring Hill Gold
ing Co., Amador City, Cal.
Mining Co., Amador City, Cal.
W. G. Roberts, Greenwood, Bl Dorado Co., Cal.
WE ARE MANUFACTORBRS OF THE

Front St,

hot.

N & O sts.,

Sacramento, OaL

^
t%
^t ^^ Send 2-cent
s^^^rs
Engraving Samples,
Photo-Zinc

lustratljd Bamyiles

and

Wood

EtchmB

ofPhoto-Facimile,

EngravijieB (Proof Sheet No.
220 Mailiet St., S. F.

GBAVINO Co,

3) to

DeweV

En-

'CHALLENGE," "STANFORD," "TULLOCK," & "ROLLER" FEEDERS,
And

will furnibh descriptive Catalogues

DEWEY & CO.

•

MARKET

ST. S. F.
Elevator, 12 Front,

220
{

and quote prices upon application.!'

j

PATENT AGENTS.

Mining and Scientific Press.
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

SHAFT-SINKING,

ETC.

Irop

W3.

apd jHlachipe

No. 119 Bea,le

WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS.

1888

3,

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
ENGINEBRS AND MACHINISTS,

and

IS

in

UP TO

CO.,

.MANDFACTURKES OF.

CONTRACTORS,

and others interested

TUNNELING,

,

[Nov.

San Francisco

•
St.,
BDILDHR OP

Stpam Engines, Flour

Mill,

Mining, Saw Mill and
True to pattern and superior In strength, toughness and durability to Oast or Wrought
Dredelns Machines
Iron in any position or for any service.
Brodle BocS: Crushers,
Tables of Progress
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
Side Walk and Hand-Power
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MAWJTH MAPS, ILLUSTRATIONS
ELEVATORS.
CHINERY
CASTINGS of Every Description.
of
B. E. Henrickson's Patent Automatic
OP
THE
Manufacturers
AND FCLI. DESCRIPTION

Engineers'

All kinds of machinery

Safety Catches for Elevators.

NEW YORK

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL
Section

16zl6

feet;

Length 36

SOFT and DUCTILE,

miles,

ALSO

from i to 3 inch diameter and Flats from 1 to 8 Inch. Angles, Toes, Channels and other shape
Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled
from 12 to 45 pounds per yard.
B'jams, Angle, Channel, and T iron. Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws. Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forgings of all kinds, Iron and Steel. Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.
"

ROCK

DRILL

tSB"

21 Fremont

and

St,,

will

have prompt attention.

Send

for Catalogues.

PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

Golden State Pressure Blowers.
9'lrsi St.,

between Howard

CO.,

202 Market

St.,

San Francisco.

A Folsom,

S.

F

rHORNTON THOMPSON

rHOMAB THOMPSON

THOMPSON BROTHERS.

IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES,
Proprietors.

St.,

(ESTABLISHED IN

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

AMALGAMATORS,

Mold-Board

Address

FULTON

PARKE & LACY.
8 California

Orders

CO.,

RBPKBBBNTSD BT

Miners Iron Works.

STEVENSON'3 PATENT

Steel Rods,

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STEEL.

INGERSOLL

&

Golden State

Wagon, Buggy, and Truck

STEEL RAILS

For Catalo^es, EBtimafces, Etc. address:

1S"0rdbr8 SoLiciraD.

repaired.

Manuftu^nre Iron Oastings and Machinery
of all Kinds at Qreatly Bednced Bates.

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.
Steel

TaiKD BDITION NOW KEADT.
SENT FKEE ON APPLICATION.

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

made and

0£B.oe«

THE PELTON WATER WHEEL

EUREKA FOUNDRY,
129 and 131 Beale St., between Mission and Howard, S.F.

HANUFAOTUBBBB OF OABUNGB OF HVHRT DBSOAIFTION.

1855.]

8X3

S£LX1. ]E*X'«%'X10±filOO-.
-MANDFACTURERfl OF—

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERSPropeller Engines, either

High Pressure or Compound,

C. K.

J. H.

ORTON.

WILLIAMS.

'V^llllA.xxxs cfi! Ortoxx,
MANDP'RS OF GENERAL MAOHINBRY.
Works, No. 315 Mission St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to Woodworking Machinery
Correspondence

Steam and Gas Engines.

solicited.

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

MINING MACHINERY.—

Hoisting Eagines and
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

Mining Engineers.

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.-Batteries

N.
for

Dry or Wet

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlors, Furnaces, Retorts, Concentrators,

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, IVIOTORS,

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.— Flour
Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

Maubinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

GIVES THE HIOHEST ETFICIENCY OF
ANY WHEEL IN THE WORLD.
And

is

everywhere recogDized as the standard

for

presaure service.

CPW^ARDS OF 600 IN USE.

WORKS ORE WET OR

TUSTIN*S PULVERIZER.

Prom 12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
It ia not only mo8t economical oT water, but the most
simple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, Oompreegore,
Hoisting. Pumping, or any other purpose where water
power can be used.

ENGINESsBOILERS

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSIOIT.

OF ALL KINDS,
Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Landelec-

Water

tricity long distances with small loss, and rrade available
for running Mills. Pumping and Hoisting Works, Tr%m
cara, Electric Lights, etc.
Address

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
No. lao FIRST ST.. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

STEARNS M'F'6
29

&

31 Spear

Pipe,

Pump

Tanks

for

CO.,

DRY.

Etc.

Contractor for the Construction of Elhctrio Kailwats

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means

Factory, 11

& 28

Stevenson St

ISRAEL W. KNOX,
Mining and Mechanical Engineer

Salmon Canneries

AMD PtJROUASIMO AQBNT FOR

OF BVKRY DK8CRIPTI0N.
Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to

Electricity.

of

iarSend for Circulars giving particulars.
Office, 40 Nevada BIoc]£, San Francisco. Gal.

or Air ColTunns, Fish

AGENTS FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

Mines Examined, Reports and Estimates
Contracts made, etc

X'xi.xia.-^.

Office,

287 First

!5C!XZC30Xj

of

Powder, which are acknowledged, by

all

or

i»ox'\7-i>e:h

ArcMtectnre,

DrawlDg

aM

The History Building.
in

the Market.

A.

i>-sriir.A.DVtiT:E3,

Assaying,

SAN Francisco.

VAN DEE NAILLEN.

President.

Assayinffof Ores, 326; Bullion and Chlorination Assay.
§25; Blowpipe Assay, SIO Full course of assaying, S50.

Send

Of Different Strengths aa Required.

and

723 Market Street,

the Great Chemieta of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

c3-i-<a.KrT

Civil, Mechanical
Mining Engineering,

SurveTlDg,

Cal.

ox*

Practical,

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manulaotnre Three Kinds

Furnished.

San Francisco,

St.,

SPECIALTIES

and Tustin Ore Pnlverlzera.
DEANB STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Peed Water Purifier and Heater.
CorllBB Eng:lnes

Cal.

& Supplies.

mines, Hining Machinery

and at v^ry moaerate rates

I>o£i.xxe Steftzxi.

San Francisco,

St.,

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,
AND

Tustin's Pulverizer

high-

Power from these Wheels can be transmitted by

Inventor and Manufacturer of

Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc

Mill

KEITH,

S.

ELEOTRIOAL ENGINEER,

for circular.

NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE,"

GELATINE-DYNAMITE,
MANUFiCTURBRS OK

which contains 94 per cent of Nltro-Glycerine, and
Strongrer than Dynamite and even Safer in Handling.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.

HIGH-GRADE SAW MILL MACHINERY,
FOR RAILROADS AND LAND CLEARING. Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary BlastENGIKES, STEEL BOILERS, Etc.
breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
ing Powder, and is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as

— IMPORTERS

OP

saves time and money.

GAPS

wnrt

It is as

dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and

nms

Address " Business Box A,"

as freely.

BANDMANN,
NIELSEN & CO.,
OENWRAL AGENTS. "AN FRANCISCO

FOR

to receive Ore at our Teiitin?
and Mining Mill, Meriden. Conn., in sample lot> of 500
pounds, to be worked by the Wheeler Pntcess, where we
have succeeded in saving 90 per cent of the metal contained in the ore.
We work sample lots free of charge and report results.

NEW CHEMICAL GOLD

MINING
Box 939, Meriden. Conn.

specialty.
Round, slot
or burred slot holes. Genuine Russia Iron, Homogeneous Steel, Cast Steel or
American planished Iron.

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes,
fornia Perforatins Screen Co.. 145 & 147 Beale St

INVENTORS.
To Buy or Lease Graphite Mine or LocaAddress:
PASADENA MINING & DEVELOPING
tion-

FA3ADBNA, CaL.

L.

BROWNE,

Hydraulic Engineer,
St.,

San Francisco.

TAKE

CHISEL

BIT

CIRCULAR
.

Saws.

NOTICE

petersonTmodel maker,
,

Tootli

WINCHESTER HOUSE.
44 Third

Street,

San Francisco,

Cal,

AND

Market St,N. E. cor. Front (up stairs) San Francisco
Experimental maoblnery and all kiode of metal, tin,
copper and bi^a.

.58

CO.,

Inserted

A

now prepared

CO.,

paper, San

SPAULDINQ'

QUARTZ SCREENS

THE

this

Manufacturers of

Working Refractory Gold and Silver Ores.
are

E:

N. W. SPAULDINQ
Mining and
No. 307 Sanbomb
Sja.-\7V ooM:i».A.Kr-K-

"WHEELER PROCESS"

of

CAL.

ROSS

Belting,

office

Francisco.

FTTSK for S»l«

AND GENERAL MILL SUPPLIES.

We

and Mining Engineer,

MINING EXPERT AND GEOLOGIST.

it

Mimson'H "EapleV and "Dynanoo'* B««Itiiig:,
Ooodell & Waters* Woodworking: JUachinery, Saws and Saw Tools,
Emery Wheels. Tool Grinders, Ewart'a

Link

W, A. GOODYEAR.
Civil

8AW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of

all

logue.

kinds made to order.

Send for Descriptive Cata

17 and 10 Fremont

St..

San Francisco.

This Fire-proof Brick Building Is centrally located. In
the healthiest part of the city, onl}' a half block from
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat
and Railroad Offices.

Laundry Free for the use of Pamiliea
HOT AND COLD BATHS PBBE.
Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day
And upward.

ROOHS WITH OR WITHODT BOARD.
FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE.
J.

POOLBY.

Nov.

3,
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SO";

S1,000 OH^A^XiXjEn^TG-IEl
FIVE

PRICE
OVER

1400

HUNDRED /ND SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

($575.00)

ARE NOW

I

F". C5. DB.

IN OSE.

CoDoontmtloiu are ok-ao from ttio ar«t nroikinc- Thu wear aod
A machlue can b« acco io working order and ready to make tests at XSO PremoDt

tear are aieroly Domlnal.

San FraDclsco.
TiiR Montana Company (Limited), London, October a, 18S&.
Dbar Stan :--Hav1ng tested three of your Fruc Vannera In a oomjHjtltlve trial with other nlnillar uiachlD«»
(Triumph), we bavo aatUfiod ourwelvoe of the superiority ol your Vaiiuem, a« is cviJunced by the fact of our having
ordorea twenty more of your nuLChinos for immecllato delivery. Youra truly,
Street,

THE MONTANA COMPANY

CLiniite<l),

N. B.—Since the above v,-a8 written tbo 20 Vanneiv having beeo started gave «uoh satlafaction that 44 addiand more gtaQipe have been purchaeud.
ADAMS A CARTER.

tional Frues

Protected by patents May 4, 1869; Dcceulber 22, 1874; September
ary 30, 1888; September 18, ISSS. PatenU applied for.

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR
OR VANNING MAOHINE.

ADAMS & CARTER,
Room

7. No.

109

2, 1879;

April 27. 1880; March 22, 1881; Febiu-

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

California Street,

NOTICE.— Alt

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

the

our plat^a arc guaranteed toha\o
agreed upon, and are tested be-

full wei^fbt of silver

fore leaving our works, thereby avoiding the complaints
about li^ht wel(,'ht, made so often before we started
^
in thii branch of industry.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.

'F'O^r S.A."\7"IlVrC3r

OrOI-iID !

^^^ * ^^^

GET onR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SAN FRANCISCO

NOVELTY

^*" Francisco,

'^^''*®* ^'•'

-dbalkr in—

OR PLACER MINES.
MADE OP BEST SOFT LAKE SOPBRIOR COPPER
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.
ASSajeiS'

IN QOABTZ. GRAVEL,

inCl

MlDillg

Material.

—WANUTACTURBa OP

BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

AND PLATING WORKS.

Agent

for

HOSKINS'

HYDRO-CARBON ASSAY FURNACES

ATTENTION, GOLD MINERS!
WE ARE SELLING
Silver-Plated Amalgamating Plates

El'Uk

For Saving Gold

in

QUARTZ. GRAVEL and PLACER MINING,

At reduced rates. Get our prices. Three thousand orders filled. Fifteen medals awarded.
and far superior to others in weitfbt of silve' and durability. Old mining plates replated.
purchased of
TATL.OR & CO., cor. First and Mission Ms.

JOHN

Our plates have proved the best,
These plates can also be

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
B. e. DENNISTON, Proprietor.
65S & 655 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.
NOTICE. —Our Hilved Plated Plates have always proved as represented. Wo have been nianufacturinf; them for 20 years,
and use only the beet Lake Superior Copper and. Retined Silver. Comparii]^ our plates with those of other manufaeturers,
after repeated tests, we can safely guarantee much better plates for the same w )ney. Our plates are u&ed by all the prominent mining men on the Pacific Coast. SEND tOK CIRCULAit.

WM.

H.

TAYLOR,

R. S.

Preaident.

MOORE,

Supsrintendent.

HOISTING ENGINES
FOR MINES.
or

1, 2,

S. E.

COR

HOWARD

4 Drums, with Reversible Link

Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.

and BEALE STS., SAN FRANCISCO,

MADE ONLY

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

LIDGERWOOD
96 Liberty

Mining and Milling Machinery,
ENGINES and BOILERS,
Iriie:ation Purposes.

ALSO

TIIK

St„

COMPANY,

New

York.

PACIFIC COAST AGBNTS,
PARKE, LACY & CO., San Francisco.

H.H.H.

Sheet- Iron Water Pipe
For Mining and

liy

M'F'G

horse unimenMa»,
On

SAWMILLJACHINERY
Agents for the

BUSINESS

Pacific Coast of

FOR

Bryan's Roller

THEnewH.

H. H. Horse Liniment put«
into the Antiqaated Horse
H. H. H. Horea
L inim ent has been the leading remedy
among Farmers and Stookmen for the
life

For the

Quartz

Mill,

Cheapest and most perfect Roller Mill made.
RXCLLISIVE AQBNTB KOR TIIR PALlFIC COAST OF

PATENT SAFETY BOILER AND

HEINE

MACBETH STEEL PULLEY.

Full Descriptive Circulars of any of the above sent on application.

COLLEGE,

POST ST., S. F.
SWVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS THIS
24

Collece Inetructa in Shorthand, Typo WritiDK, Bookkeeping, Telegraphy, Pcnmanghip, Drawiog, all the Engliab branches, and everything pertaining to buflineea,
We have sixteen teachers, and give
for six full montha.
individual instruction to all our pupile. Our school has
Its graduates in every part of the State.

'

last 14 years the

cure of Hpraijis. Bmiees, Stiff Joints,
Spavina, Wiudgalls, Sore Shonlders, eto.
ind for Family Uwe is withoiit an eqnal
i:or RhenmatiBm, Nearalgia, Aches, Paina,
BrmRos, ( 'ntaanri Sprains of all characters
The H. H. H. Liniment has many imita
tionB, and we cantion the Pnblio to see
that the Trade RIark " H. H. H." is on
9very Bottle before purchasing. For sals
gvorywherc for BO cento and $1.0C t»5

iarSBND FOR CmOUfcAR.
£. P.
C. 3.

HEALD,

President.

HALETT. Secretary.

GO TO THE OLDEST AND THE BEST.

Bottle-

New Almaden

Quicksilver.

LICHTNINC WELL-SINKINQ
MAKERS.,
MACHINE prospecting
tools Bcnt
on
^

lect has been sunk in 8
Insinictiiina forbcfuiniierB. An

trial.

B.

RANDOL,

5:'J

hours.
Encyclopdia

&nd
'

J.

22,

320 Sansome

EngravingBof well
pumps,
Atrcaon gas and oil. Book

tjt HIK)

free,

St.,

all Druagrlsts.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMPY.

pronpcclurii tools,
-7ind andfllentti engines.

^25

Room

For Sale by

WeU-flinkinn and

moiling chargtii

ctB.each.

3The American
i

I
=

WellWorks.
AUKORA, ILLS.,
U.

S.

A.

LIFE SCHOLARSHIPS,
No Vacations.
Ltidies

C.

A.

STETEFELDT, President.

NEW YORK

OFFICE, 18

Boom

700.

BBOADWAy

$76.

Day and eVbninq Sbssions.
admitted Into all Departments.
T. A. ROBINSON, M. A,, Preaident.

Back Files of the Mining akd Soibstifio Prfss (unbound) can be bad (or $3 per volume of six months. Per
year (two volumeg) $5. Inserted in Dewey's patent binder, 60 cents additional per volume.
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JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
(INCOBPOBATED SBPTBMBEE
Nos. 39 to 51 Fremont Street,

18B2.)

39.

San Francisco,

3VCj9L3SrTT3B".A.CTX7HJESH.S

NEW

and Dealers in

Steam Pumps

of

SECOND-HAND BOILERS, ENGINES and MACHINERY

Makes,

all

Stationary,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS,

AND

LBATHBE

EXHAUST
and

Hoisting

I Shafting,
Pulleys,

FANS.

Boxes,

RUBBER

IL.T^II<rC3rLUBRICATING

and

Portable,

ENGINES and BOILERS.

MINING PUMPS.
BLOWERS

Oal.

OI"

COMPOUNDS

SFBCIAI. AUTOMATIC ENGINES.
(Manufactured by the Cummer Enelne Co., of Cleveland, Ohio.

and

Hangers,

WOODWORKING

OILS

MACHINERY,

OF THE BEST MAKES.

-COMPRISING-

PIPE and PIPE FITTINGS.

BAND SAWS. STICKERS,
PLANERS, SHAPERS,
SHINGLE MILLS,

Etc.

Goods

Brass
AND

Single and Double_CircuIar

FITTINGS.

Saw-Mills.

AGENTS FOB THE SALE OF
"Cummer"

Mining, Quartz, and Saw-Mill
chinery. Hydraulic Gravel Elevators, Hydraulic Giants, "Triumph" Ore
Concentrators, Automatic
Ore Feeders.

Hydraulic

,

Upright Engines and Boilers Conneotetl.

Enslnes, from Cleveland, Ohio,
Porter Manufacturing Co.'s Engines and Boilers.
*' Baker" Botary Pressure Blowers.
"Wilbraham" Rotary Piston Pumps
BoEgs & Clarke" Centrifugal Pumps.
The Volker & Felthousen MTb Co.'s
Buffalo Duplex Steam Pumps.
P. Blalsdell ds Co.'s Machinists' Tools.

The Hazelton
Is
1850.
-BmLDBRS OF-

MINING MACHINERY.
127

GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS:
San Francisco, Cat., U.
New York Office, 145 Broadway*

First St.,

acknowledged by the most eminent Engineers in the
country to be the greatest improvement that has
ever been made in a Steam Generator.

S. A.

PI,ANTSFORGOI.D ANI> SILVER MIi:.l.S.
LATEST DFsIGN and
MOST IMPROVED construction. We otter our
ouatomere the BEST RESULTS OF 38 TEAKS'
EXPERIENCE in this SPECIAL LINE of
embracing machinerj' of

IT

IS

A Saving

UNEQUALED

FOR

SAFETY,

ECONOMY

AND

DURABILITY.

Least 20 per cent Guaranteed
over any other form of Boiler.

in Fuel of at

PREPARED to (umieh the MOST
APPROVED character o( MINING AND BE-

work, and are

.DUCTION MACHINERY, adapted to all
ores and SUPERIOR to that of any other
the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Boiler

(trades ot
make, at

SEND FOR CIRCULAE.
We are alat^ prepared to CONSTRUCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING ORDER,
any locality, MILLS, CONCENTR.1TION
In
WORKS, WATER JACKET .SMELTING
FURNACES, HOISTING WORKS, PUMPING MACHINERY, ETC., ETC., of any DESIRED CAPACITY.
127 FIRST ST.,
Sole Manufacturers for the Pacific Coast,

PACIFIC IRON WORKS,

DF*.

.A^-

SAN FRANCISCO, CM.

nxjn%n7i3>a-c3rTCD]Nr,
MANUFACTURER OF

Centrifugal

Quartz

Roller

Mills,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS.
Mining Machinery of Every Description,

AXACl3.l33.es.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
Centrlfasral

KoHer QnnrtK

WIRE

Mill.

No. 45

FREMONT STREET.

WORKS

Buildings and Steamships

Wired

for all

SAN FRANOISOO.

D. D.

GAL.

ORE CRUSKER

WASS, 141 & 143

First St.

WIRE WINDOWS, GUARDS, OFFICE SCREENS, FENCING,
GATES, ROOF CRESTING and WROUGHT IRON WORK.

Systems of Electric Lighting.

Telephone Ko. 1508.

i
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DEWEY &

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

Publlahera.

Sawyer. The chief point of issue was whether
or not miners may follow mineral vein outside

Mineral and Agricultural Lands.
la another coloma we publish a letter from
the Register of the Sacramento Lind Otiice
commenting on some of the statementa made recently in the Press on the above subject. The

expense of contests to which we referred did not mean expensee of fees, but expenses incident to travelioK to and remaioing at

matter

of

the land

Mr.

office.

miners

apply

should

be

•i*iO^«^

S®wmBi of MUagg P®palm &§!eEe§ ^mi Mememl M€w^m

usi ruled
BY

»

Hetzel's suggestion

for patents

followed, as

is

a good

we have

that

of their

own

boundaries into land supposed to

be agricultural.

Judge Sawyer deoides

in the

negative.
If

people are to con*^inue {^oing into the min-

eral'land regions and taking up suoh land as ag'
licultural,

they are

not only restricting the

area for prospecting, but are

working mines with such

hedging

10,

VOLUME

1888.

Iron Still for Sulphuric Acid.

has been the exceedingly short

life

In Mr. Adams* paper, from which

we have

few numbers of the
Press, he considers the advisability of combin-

been quoting in the
ing the

work

of the

last

two metals, namely, the

addition of one or two iron

stills of late

type to

the existing platinum plants.

in actual

tion,

difficulties as are ap-

large

he says he

and

is

In this connecaware that no sucoessee, on a

practical

eoale,

are

yet

publicly

one and

nrged.

New

as the ideas are, the drawings herewith
have due weight among practical men as
details of setting, removal in case of breakage,
etc., will

be understood easily, the elaboration

of the details being

who have had an

more

for the

study of those

experience with glass alone.

shows a modified and perfected form of
two of which type are connected direct to pans; and taking such pan acid at 63° B.
are turning out 12,000 pounds of 98 per cent oil
Fig. 1
iron

still,

each day.

2

Fig.

entirely

is

different

a perfected form of iron

still,

which

dozens of instances of auoh action. ^\ hen the
Register and Receiver have subetintial reason
to believe such fraud to exist, final proof is not

of 98 per cent oil of vitriol daily.

Btantial

is

we make. The mineral lands are being
taken up as agricultural to the detriment of the
mining industry. Unless there is a conflict
no one to oppose

the agricultural

1,-IMPROVBD IRON

forever.

If

work on the claims

before Jan.

In the series of articles recently published in
the Press, the methods

1,

The

result

and

The weath-

relocation.

may

er about that time

such

large

is,

not commenced on or

is

1889, they are liable to forfeiture

adopted have been desorib*
ed.

and connected

terests.

claimant, and the land goes out of the mineral

domain

New York

turning out nearly 30,000 pounds

Miners and prospectors who have not already
done so, should at once commence the assessment work on their claims to comply with the
U. S. mining laws. Only a few weeks more remain in which to do the work. It is foolish to
put off this necesearj' duty until the last minute and perhaps jeopardize important in-

inter-

point

is

is

shows

Annual Assessment Work.

ested he will not go to the trouble to go to Sac*
ramento to furnish proof. This is just the

there

running at

is

to platinum,

and

a modification of

men taking up lands as agricultural and after*
ward dleposing of them as mineral. We know of

this sub

of the metal

will

of vitriol

In the last paragraph of his letter our correspondent acknowledges that frauds ocour in

But how are they to have
reason ? Unless some miner

19.

in service.

frequently

accepted.

LVI

Number

be

mountainoas

the

in

mineral land

regions as to entail a great

have been taken up as ag-

deal of extra trouble and

amounts

of

expense.

mining

and

ricultural,

ward

sold.

wrong.
the

If

claim

feature of our raining laws
is

what

mines, in

or another.

case in point

H. Brummond,

who

Gold Mining Co.
from

the
of

has

the

defendant

to prevent this.

They

man

pre-

holding

a dozen or so claims unless

he does some work on them
Fig.

2.-IMFROVBD IRON STILL FOR THE CONCENTRATION OP SULPHURIC ACID.

water and debris parent from facts stated in the two preceding
tillage.

He

forever

restrained

prays

credited to the iron-still plants, yet

which

it is

never-

cost less than

paragraphs.

theless true that iron stills

manifest that our mineral domain is being gradually narrowed by means not contemplated when the laws were framed.

$100 each are placed alongside platinum* basin
pans
are doing the final concentration of
areas of greater density than 65° B. without

It

A

is

The amount

all.
is

Dispatch from Panama states that about
other than mining -purposes, yet a "250
gold and silver mines have been registered
It
quartz mine is enjoined from working.
lately in the department of Antigua.
would be interesting to know how this mining
LoTiis Chaizb, a well-known pioneer foundryground was acquired as agricultural.
San Jose on Monday. He was
In another column is givenadecision onacase man, died at
the San Jose Brass Foundry.
just tried before U. S. Circuit Court Judge proprietor of
for

complied with. The

men

vent, also, one

from repeating said acts or asserting any right
It seems that the land, according to
to do 80.
a local paper, would not bring Government
price

lib-

holding ground
from year to year without
working it is a bad one,
and the laws are intended
idea of

and

be

at all

enough and should bo

strictly

owns valuable fruit lands
on three sides of these
mines, and that in working them the defendant
has built ditcbes and roads

that

is

The mining laws are
eral

Ilex

thrown great quantities of
upon it, unfitting it for

on

else

promising.

London

land,

apt

are

some one
the ground if it

to find

and Anglo-Saxon mines in
Calaveras county. The complainant alleges that he

his

relocation.

themselves, they

operating the Tiger

through-

to

chances in relocating

the

A

asked the U. S. Circuit
Court for perpetual injuncrestraining

not

Is

owners let location
rights lapse and then take

that of J.

is

as to

When

mineral ground. Then they
can and do wrong the miner

way

work

If the

subject

is

really

is

known

done each year, the claim

People take up agricultof
alongside
ural land

tion

so well

ation.

interested.

in one

now

require no further explan-

directly

is

the annual expenditure

of

it

goes through, and no one
does unless he

bad plan

work until the
moment. The working

last

This is all
no one opposes

agricultural

It is a

to delay such

claims on the land after-

there

is

no

excuse

plainly
for

of

specified,

neglecting

it.

work
and

Men

any enterprise or forethought will do
it off until the laet moment.

vrith

it

now and not put

;

An

explosion in the Kettle Creek mine, Penn.,

appreciable attack from arsenates, nitrates, etc.;

on Sunday, killed 17 miners, mainly Hungarians

any required pace without
material deterioration; are bandied as easily as

and Italians. The direct cause of the explosion
was the inexperienced use of dynamite.

are being driven at

platinum in every way; are working at less cost
in proportion, and have been thus working for
several years.

The

greatest

objection so far

brought against the use of iron for this purpose

The

hoisting works of the

at. Silver

last

Stormy King mine

Reef, Utah, were burned one night

week.
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S0I^F(ESP0^!DENCE
We

admit, unindoraed, opinions of correspondenta. -Eds.

Mineral Lands

in California.

SugBestions From the Register of the

Land

Office.

United States Land OfiBce,
\
Sacramento, Cal., Oct. 20, 1888. /
Editors Press: I notice in one of the country papers what purports to be a copy of No. 2
of a series of articles published in your journal,
bearing upon the difficulties which attend the
obtaining of title to mineral lands. I very seldom see the Press, and I have not seen the
number containing this article, but the copy is
in logical sequence and therefore presumably a

—

correct one.

may

proof and thereby cause a delay of two or three
years more in the issuance of his patent.
In this whole matter of self-protection t'y the
miner, permit me to suggest to you, as I have
frequently suggested to individuals, that the
miner's interests will be best protected by
taking advantage of the generous provisions of
the Act of May 10, 1872, and filing in the local
office, as soon as he has performed his $500 in
Such applicalabor, an application for patent.
tion is entered upon our tract-book, and, in
itself, constitutes a reservation, prohibiting an
agricultural claim, and maintaining the miner
in his possession as long as he performs the
annual labor required by law. My observation
teaches me that too many of our miners neglect
this important matter.
You also allude to the fraud practiced by agricultural claimants in obtaining title to mineral lands and thereafter disposing of them as
mineral. I regret to say that I have reason to
believe that such frauds have been practiced.
It is, however, among the duties of the local
Land Office to prevent such fraud if possible,
and whenever the Register and Receiver have
substantial reason to believe such fraud to exIf such
ist, final proof will not be accepted.
fraud even after final receipt be shown to exist,
local
already
issued,
the
and patent has not
office will recommend the Commissioner to
order a bearing with a view to the cancellation
I have made several such recomof the entry.
mendations, and have never known a case
where the Commissioner has failed to comply
therewith.
If the miner has slept upon his
rights, and if patent baa issued, the Land
Office has lost jurisdictioo, and the remedy
then rests with the United States Circuit
Courts in an action brought by the relator with
the approval of the United States Attorney
Very reppectfully yours,
General.

be of service to the bona-lide miner if
It
I call attention to one or two of the points
touched upon in your article; and first, as to
the burden of proof in contests between agricultural and mineral claimants: The rule is,
that the return of the United States SurveyorGeneral establishes prima facie the character of
the land and the onus rests upon the party attacking that return. I have noticed that as a
whole the returns of the Surveyor-General may
be considered as favorable to the miner, that is,
that where doubt exists he has returned the
land as mineral. It is true that a homefttead
claimant can 61e upon a quarter section returned
as mineral and thereby establish a reservation
of the land which miners mast succesBfuUy attack before they can file application for patent.
I have always thought that it would be in furtherance of justice to hold the private agricultural applicant to the same rule as obtains in the
case of the State under its School Land Grant,
Selden Hetzel. Register.
and to the G. P. R. R. Go. under the Act of
July 1, 1862. This rule requires alike theState
First Discovery of the Comstock.
and the R. R. Co. to institute proceedings in
the local office, to give full notice and disprove
the mineral return of the Surveyor General beThe following letter to the Illustrated Pacific
The
fore their application will be considered.
rule, however, has not been extended to private States will be of interest to the readers of the
agricultural applicants. The remedy for the Press:
wrong, if it be a wrong, rests, in my opintoo,
Being a subscriber to your journal, I would
with Oongress, and after consideration your respectfully ask space in the same to correct an
journal in the interest of mining may consider error that appears in your issue of September
it advisable to agitate the matter.
1st, relating to the discovery of the Comstock
Apart, however, from the question of the lodfi at Virginia City, Nev.
onus based upon the Surveyor-General's reNotwithstanding the account eiven by your
turns, it is a well-established rule that the local correspondent is based on the Surveyor GenLand Office in addition to its duties as a court eral's report, it is not true that James Finney
deciding between adverse claimants, must act was the original discoverer and locator of the first
as the conservator of the interests of the United claim on the lode.
The first actual discovery
States, and in that capacity seek to prevent of available quartz was made by Finney and
fraudulent agricultural entries upon lands prop- myself, I furnishing the means to do the prosWithin the pecting. The location was made on the 6l:h
erly to be considered as mineral.
last two years, during my incumbency, cases day of January, 1858.
James Finney afterward
have arisen where the local office has taken this claimed to have located the quartz claim, mencourse.
tioned in the Surveyor-General's report nearly
Inyour reason No, 3 you have fallen into an er- a year before, but, as was afterward proven, of
ror in stating that only a *'dividend-paying claim" no commercial value.
You state that you underis of mineral value.
The claim in which I was intereeted was
stand that such has been the ruling of the Sac- known as the Discovery cUim. Havicg to
ramento office. I am not aware of any such leave about thi» time for PJacerville to obtain
ruling, either of this office or of the General supplies, and there being no means of placing
L^nd Office. The case to which you probably the claim on record before my departure, ad
refer is that of the C. P. R. R. Co. vs Valen
vantage was taken of my absence and the propwherein the .Register and Receiver erty recorded in Finney's name. Finding on
tine,
failed to agree, and their dissenting opinions my return the heartless fraud that had been
were published in the Examiner some weeks perpetrated upon me, I several times sought
since.
In that case the opinion of the Register redress from the courts, but having little or no
in favor of the agricultural applicant, as far means at command, I found myself helpless
as this point is concerned, was based upon before the moneyed combination that had been
his finding of fact that prospecting work had formed against
me.
been extensively prosecuted, had proved unsucSome years ago State Senator Wellington
Without Stewart introduced a bill in the State Legiscessful, and had been abandoned.
prejudgiUf^ a case that may hereafter arise, it lature to compensate me for my losses sustained
may be proper to state that I know of no rule in the discovery, but the same combination
or precedent which should prevent a local office that conspired to rob me in the first place
had
from holding land to be mineral in character the influence with members to defeat the measwhen the evidence shows that prospecting is ure.
Alva Gould.
being properly conducted in good faith and
iieno. Nev.
with a fair showing of ultimately successfully
developing valuable mineral property. It
What is Quicksand? Qaioksand differs
stands to reason that unless the probability of
future dividends be established the land must from ordinary sand in being largely made up of
be classed as agricultural. The miners certain- very small particles of mica largely mixed with
The mica is so smooth that the fragly will not continue to conduct operations in water.
the view of a certain annual loss, and such land, ments slip upon each other with the greatest

[Translated for the Press from the Tndependance Beige

by M. N. M.]

The following on the subject of vaccination
against Asiatic cholera was communicated by
M. Pasteur to the Academy of Sciences of
Paris.

possessing

a

positive

agricultural

value,

should not, upon an ill-founded hope, be with-

drawn from settlement.
In the matter of the expense of contests^ I deyour attention to the fact that, uncivil courts, there are no fees in this
The expense incident to contests is sim
office.
ply the payment of the stenographer for taking
testimony and reducing the same to writing.
This is fixed by rule at 22i cents per folio, and
each party pays for the direct testimony of his
own witness and the cross-examination of the
witaess of his opponent.

sire to call

like the

You allude incidentally to the "annoyance
and loss of time from the precautions exercised
by the local land offices and afterward at Washington." There is hardly a week in which I
am not advised by the General Land Office of
certain defects in preliminary or final proof [in
mineral applications which the applicant is
called upon to remedy.
These are all old cases,
and I have felt that I was acting in the interest
of the miner as well as performing my official
duty in scrutinizing the evidence submitted
with the same care that obtains in Washington.
It is certainly better for the applicant that he
should be subj ected to present annoyance
rather than that about three years hence be
should be notified of the necessity of supplying
various clerical or inadvertent omissions in his

la the note epitomizing bis experiments

and conclusions, M. Gamaleia of Odessa, says
"This work is a simple and faithful application
of an experimental method created in the laboratory of M. Pasteur, and which has already
given such good results in chicken cholera,
I need only
rougetf anthrax and hydrophobia.
mention the fact that the death of Thullier, five
:

years ago, prevented the application of this
method to Asiatic cholera. That event forced
M. Pasteur to leave this disease to the inveetiNow, as I have
gations of his future scholars.
said, I have only applied to cholera the two
great principles of progressive virulence and
chemical vaccine matter. It is known that the
ordinary cultivations of choleric vibriones have
such an extremely small virulence that M.
Koch, who discovered them, believed, after a
number of failures, that Asiatic cholera could
not be communicated to animals by inoculation. The scholars of M. Pasteur, in the French
expedition to Egypt, succeeded but in a single
case in conveying the cholera, and to but one
chicken.
**It is easy enough, however, to indue the
choleric vibrion with a virulence extreme; to do
so, it is only necessary to put it into a pigeon
after a passage through the cobaye (pigeon of
passage); it then kills the pigeon by imparting
a dry cholera, with exfoliation of the epithelium
What is yet more important,
of the intestine.
the microbe appears also in the blood of the
pigeons which have succumbed. After some
passages this microbe acquires such a virulence
that,the blood of the pigeons of passage, in a
dose of one or two drops, kills all the fresh
pigeons in from 8 to 12 hours. This virus
kills likewise the cobayes with doses still
smaller.
It is impoitant to note that all the
animals of these two species without exception
succumb to the virulent infection. With this
absolutely mortal virus we have been able to establish the existence of immuniie cholerique.
Thus, we have inoculated a pigeon twice with
an ordinary cholera culture (non-virulent); the
first time in the pectoral muscles; the second in
This pigeon became rethe abdominal cavity.
fractory to reiterated infection by the most
virus
(the
blood
of the pigeon of pasvirulent
The fact of immunity has in this way
sage).
been determined. Now, if we cultivate this
virus of passage in a nutritive bouillon and
afterward heat this culture to 120" for 20
minutes, in order to surely kill all the microbes
that it cotttiins, we then ascertain that the
beating has left a very active substance subsistThis culture, in
ing in the sterilized culture.
fact, contains a toxic substance, which determines some characteristic phenomena among the
animals experimented with.
Inoculated with a dose of four cubic oenti
meters to a cobaye, the sterilized bouillon produces a progressive lessening of the temperature
and death in 20 or 24 hours. At the autopsy
we find a pronounced hiperhemie of the stomach
and intestines, and, as in reason, a complete absence of cholera microbes. The pigeons succumb also with the same morbid phenomena.
They are, however, more resistant to this poison,
as a dose of 12 cubic centimeters injected at one
time is necessary to cause death. If, on the
contrary, we introduce that same quantity of 12
cubic centimeters, but at different times, say in
three, four, or five days, by injecting, for example, eight cubic centimeters the first day and
four cubic centimeters the third day, we do not

—

—

which I will give you information of the immunity, of the mode of infection, etc."
The note and letter having been read, M.
Pasteur said: *'I have the honor to state, Mr.
President of the Academy, that I desire to send
the note of M. Gamaleia to the committee of
the Breant prize upon cholera.
*
As to that which concerns me, it is unnecessary to say that I cheerfully accept the proposition that the experiments of M. Gainaleia be
made in my laboratory, according to his expressed desire. M. Gamaleia has already labored several times among us, particularly in
1886, when he was sent to Paris by the municipality of Odessa, at the request of the learned
Society of Russian Physicians of that city, in or*
der to study the practice of preventive inoculation of hydrophobia, a method which he to-day
informs us has been extended and applied so re-

in

Cholera Vaccination.

*

markably to vaccination which prevents Asiatic.cholera.
But, as he says with all the modesty of a great inventor, he has united to the
methods of
laboratory the inspiration of the

my

pages published by me upon chemical vaccination for hydrophobia, in the first number of the
Annates of M. Duclaux, and the beautiful and
decieive experiments of M. Roux upon chemical
vaccine matter for aepticemie. in the number of
December last of said Annates. Since the labors that I recall, discoveries increase and accumulate in that which concerns chemical vaccine matter.
should not doubt that we
will soon possess many others; the knowledge
of that of hydrophobia, for example, will soon
be known and utilized. Here is one of the last
experiments I have made with the assistance of
M. Eugene Viala, one of our young helpers in
the laboratory, who has acquired extraordinary
skill in the art of trephining.
" On the 16th of November, 1887. IScentimeters of the marrow of a rabbit of 171° passage,
which died rabid, was diluted in 30 cubic centimeters of sterile bouillon, after we bad kept
the cylinder of marrow for 48 hours at a temperature of 35°. Two dogs trephined and inoculated with this diluted marrow have not taken
hydrophobia, which constitutes the greatest
probability, if not certainty, that the marrow,
by the heating, in contact with oure and dry
Nevertheless,
air, had lost all its virulence.
the two dogs treated had been rendered rt^fractory to hydrophobia, since, being inoculated by
trephining on the 23d of May, 1888, with the
biUbaire marrow of a dog that died of furious
hydrophobia, these two dogs have resisted,
and are still in good health. The heated marrow rendered non-virulent was then vaccinable,
"
by chemical vaccine matter.
L. Pasteur

We

Sutro's

New Water-Power.

The following paper was read

at

a recent

meeting of the California Academy of Sciences

by Theodore H. Hittell
Recent visitors to the Cliff Hoase, in casting
their eyes down to Adolph Satro's unfinished
marine aquarium, may have observed a very
large stream of water running out of it.
This
stream has a fall of several feet and is powerful
enough to run a mill. But though thus observed, it may not have occurred to the observers to inquire where that water comes from or
to ask themsdves why the level of the salt
water in the aquarium is several feet higher
than the high-water mark in the adjoining
ocean.
The answers to these questions are,
however, exceedingly interesting and exhibit a
new and most ingenious adaptation or application of water-power well worthy the attention not only of scientists, but of practical

men.

The explanation of where the aquarium water

why its level is higher than
that of high tide in the ocean, is very simple.
Those who have carefully observed the aquarium have noticed that it is on the lee side, so
kill them.
Upon these pigeons, moreover, we verify a to speak, of a jutting rock, and that through
phenomenon of the greatest importance; they this rock, and leading out to its exposed face,
have become refraciairea au cholera. The most is a short tunnel, through which the water
virulent virus (the blood of a pigeon of passage) fiows into the aquarium. At the outer end of
inoculated in a quantity of even one- half of a this tunnel, and on the face of the rock most
cubic centimeter cannot kill them. The vacci- exposed to the rollers of the ocean, is an excanation of the cohayes succeeds even more easily; vated hollow place or basin, the bottom of
by putting in them the poison and vaccinal which is several feet above high-water mark.
bouillon in doses of two cubic centimeters we As the rollers come in they dash violently
facility, so that any heavy body which displaces vaccinate them in two or three seances, say in against the face of the rock, rise in mingled
them will sink and continue to sink until a all, four or six cubic centimeters. Therefore, we water and foam to a very considerable hight,
solid bottom is reached.
When particles of are in possession of a method of vaccination and splash over into the basin. The water thus
sand are ragged and angular, any weight press- which is preventive of cholera.
caught in the basin does not fall back into the
ing on them will crowd them together until
This method is founded upon the employment ocean, but runs through the tunnel into the
they are compacted into a solid mass. A sand of sterile vaccine-matter, and possesses all the aquarium and maintaics its high level. Between
composed of mica or soapstone, when sufficient- advantages of chemical vaccination; la surete that level ^and the level of the ocean, io- the
ly mixed with water, seems incapable of such et lasecurite, since chemical vaccine-matter can cave, where there is no rock to dash against
consolidation. It is often a very difficult mat- be measured in a manner perfectly strict, and and no splashing, there is a fall, as indicated
ter to build a road or any artificial construntion introduced in doses small enough to be entirely by the running stream above mentioned, of
on quicksand. * To remedy this trouble, a West- inoflfensive, while the sum of these gives the de- several feet, enough to furnish very valuable
ern railroad is putting steel ribs and plates into sired quantity necessary for complete immunity. water-power.
the excavation for a distance of 140 feet, the In this way, then, in our experiments, immunity
It is obvious in a glance that the principle of
former 15 inches wide and the latter 24 inches, is conferred sans danger et sane exception. We gaining a head of water thus applied may be
in order to secure a permanent foundation for hope, consequently, that this method will be made of great importance not only io Point
the roadbed.
applied to the vaccination of human beings to Lobos, but at many other points along the
coast.
Though the maiu body of water to be
preserve them from Asiatic cholera.
A High Bridge. The Keystone bridge to
In a private letter, added to the preceding caught is only during high tide, there is hardly
any
limit
to the amount that may be thus sewrote
the
following
to
M.
Gamaleia
erected
at
St.
Paul,
Minn.,
it
is
note,
M,
be
said, will
be one of the highest in the world. It will ex- Pasteur: ** I authorize you to make known cured, provided the basin is large enough and
tend from the end of the bridge spanning the that I am ready to repeat all my experiments not too elevated. The stream running from
Mississippi river at St. Paul, across a fiat to the in your laboratory at Paris, in presence of a Mr. Sutro's aquarium is large enough, as has
top of a high blufi". There will be about 20 commission of the Academy of Sciences. I also been stated, to run a mill; and it is evident
spans, four of which will be 250 feet each in offer to find out upon myself the inoffensive that it can be relied on with certainty as long
length, the remainder from 170 to 90 feet. and sufficient dose for the vaccination of human as the ocean maintains its level and its rollers
The ends of the spans will be supported on beings, and, moreover, to make a trip into the come in as they have been oomiog in for un*
With the stream thus secured,
trestle bents, some of them being 150 feet in countries ravaged by the cholera, in order to counted ages.
hight.
The bridge is to be of iron and steel, prove the efficacy of the method. If you should and capable of increase by simply enlarging the
and the work will be especially heavy, as judge other details necessary, I will report basin, it is plain that great practical ends may
some of the pieces weigh many tons.
them to you in a complementary note to this, be easily and cheaply subserved.

—
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A New View

conolosions are very erroneons.
The towering
Alpa do not lead to a misconception of snnny
Italy, nor should Shasta reflfct a chill, even in
thought, upon the genial regions which owe
th*tir wioterlees clime in part to the protection
afforded by hiB massive form and by the rangea
which inarch their ridges on either side to support his pedestal. A recent writer has com*
minted apon the majesty and benefioenoe of
Mr. Shasta as follows:
Of all American mountains it has the most
[sovereign look. It leans on no other bight; it
aeaociatca with no other mouDtaio; it builds its
own pedestal in the valley and never drops its
icy crown.
It is a glory in itsvlf.
It seizes the
clouds with icy arms and compresses them
until their contents are dropped upon the
thirsty tields below; from it9 base the Sacramento starts on its way to the ocean; despite its
frowns, it is a merciful agent to mankind, and
in the minds of those who see it in all ita power
and tplendor, a picture is painted which will

of Mt. Shasta.
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A Dry Washer.

I

from the placers of Idaho sinoe their first diecovpry.
When once these machines have been introduced into the many districts in California
where dry auriferous gravel beds are known to
exist, it is confidently predicted that a mining
excitement almost equaling the good old '• days
of '49" will take place.
Que noteworthy feature of "Freeman's Success" is the ease and
facility with which it may be transported from
place to place, it being very light and easily
taken apart bo as to be packed on *' burros"
or other animals, or carried by men. The 50ton machine weighs only 120 pounds, and can
he divided into halves to facilitate packing.
Two men can operate this size to good advantage, although it requires five or six men to
supply it with dirt to operate it to its full
capacity.
Three sizes are manufactured a 50-ton, 100ton, and a small prospecting machine weighing
only 27 pounds, aod capable of working about

I

We give
from

ft

herewith » new view of Mt. Shasta
recent photoffrapb by Taber, which pro-

i

Beota the moontaiD

aod

Bomewhat

dtfifereot

asptct from

gravioKo.

The view gives

its

eovironmeDt

in a

I

previous en-

also a hint of the re-

I

cent advance in ioduBtrial development, for in
the middle ground

is

town

the rapidly growing

I

of Sissons, occupying ground very near the site
of the hospitable hostelry, which has beeo
known for years as the outpost whence the

tourist

turned his back on civih'zation

I

and

snnght the solitude of the trail to the sumoiit.
Now the scream of the locomotive and the
hammer of the home-builder wake echoes where
but recently the voices of the forests were only
acoompaoied by the sharp crack of the hunter's
rifle.
There has been wonderful growth during
the last few years through all the country

pami

j

.

I

I

j

I

The dry-washing gold machine

in use in the

Osceola (Nevada) placer mine is said to be panning out in a way that is astonishing the miners.
The machine separates and collects the

j

i

I

;

free gold irrespective of fineness or shape
gravel, sand, loam and other debris.

from

1

:

This

is

the machine manufactured

by James

B. Freeman, the inventor and patentee.
called " Freeman's Success Dry-Process

Separator," and from
its

work

all

perfectly,

by

fine gold

from

and saving

Gold
accounts appears to do
colleotine, separating
gravel, loam and other

known as placer ground, by
Very little power is required

debris,

a dry procto operate
the largest-sir.ed machine made, a boy 14 or IG
years of age nasily furnishing the power for a
machine of 50 tons' capacity per ten hours.
Other than baud-power may be uaedif required.
ess.

j

It in
1

—
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VIEW OF MOUNT SHASTA WITH THE TOWN OF SISSONS
whence Mt. Shasta's lofty ores'", can be rlescried.
Both in Northern California and in Southern
Oregon progress is the order of the day. Homes

last as long as the gift to
nificent is left.

admire anything mag-

The

action

IN

THE MIDDIiS GEIOUKD.

obtained in this separator

is

pro-

duced wholly by the expansion of air and not
The engraving shows in the clearing at Sis- by velocity, and there is no blast to drive the
resources
aona
natural
which
the
way
the
march
progress
is
changing
gold from the rlfflas. The finest particles of
of
are being multiplied,
have long waited the touch of enterprise are the face of the country. Kdpid deforesting of gold, irrespective of shape, are saved, and
being developed, and the future is fuiI of the area may be expected, as we understand when once the debris has passed through the
'
that about ten sawmills are now running to machine it is not possible to find a particle of
promise.
gold in the tailings. The drier the material to
Mt. Shasta has been appropriately termed their full capacity in the Shasta region.
Our picture is one of a series of photo-fac- be *' washed " the bettar, although the separator
the keystone of the arch formed by the great
incurving mountiin chains of Cilifornia, the similes prepared by the Dawey Engraving Co. works well in quite damp ground. These facts
Coast Range and Sierra Nevada, Though the for a handsome pohlication by J. C. Steele of are learned from persons who have thoroughly
''Freeman's Success." Without
great floor of the Sacramento valleyterminates the Denver & Rio Grande Railway, illustrating tested the
about on the southern boundary of Sbasta California scenery. This is another enterprise any exception they declare that perfection has
in
which
California
half-circular
will
tend
to
make
better
last
attained
region,
known.
af;
been
in gold dry-washing.
foothill
a
county, in
Every old Cilifornian, like the writer of this
shape, there is beyond this the upper valley
Ke^ly Motok. W, B. Le Van, the expert item, knows that there are many thonsande of
and ita many arras with their inclosing hills
and mountains, forming a country rich and appointed by the court to examine the Keely acres of rich plicer ground in the Golden S,tate
picturesque, which extends northward many motor to determine whether or not it is a fraud, upon which it is impossible to get water, but
miles before the higher mountains close in and has reported to the court that the generator which by the use of this invention may be
place the crown of eternal snow aloft on shown him by Keely was a stationary struc- made to give up the golden treasure. The same
The
Shasta's brow, 14,440 feet above the level of the ture, dependent upon the manipulation of an is true of Idaho. Montana and Nevada.
operator, and could by no possibility be made golden sands of Snake river, which are found in
sea.
of
late
that
self-operating.
the
banks
and
bars
for
hundreds
of
miles
along
remarked
frequently
lb has been
that great stream, may be worked to good ad*
the great snow-covered mountain, through the
Coal Find Near Aptoria. There is con* vantage, ad the finest of flour gold remains in
dissemination of engravings of it reproduced
sideiable
excitement
at
really
Astoria
over
has
the
rethe machine after the sand has passed through.
artists,
the
masterpieces
of
from the
given distant people the impression that North- ported finding of coal near that city in paying Its introduction upon Snake river alone will reabnut
quantities,
and
persons
50
have filed sult in adding more millions to the world's supern California was an arctic region and Centra)
ply of noble metal than have ever been taken
California must therefore be eemi-arctic. Such claims aggregating 8000 acres.

—

—

The cost of the 50-ton mz\
$125; 100 ton, $200; prospecting, $25.
Machines of greater capacity are furnished to
order.
Mr. Freeman has also invented a pulverizer, which will pulverize the smallest particles of clay or cement, and thoroughly clean
from the stone all particles attached thereto,
thereby liberating the gold and preparing the
debris for thorough separation.
The inventor spent many years in efforts to
produce a light machine of great capacity that
would save gold, and having succeeded, his
fortune is assured. His invention affords the
hundreds of men who have spent fortunes in
the vain attempt to save the fine Snake-river
gold, an opportunity not only to '*get even,"
but rich. The future operations of this wonderful gold-saver will be watshed with great interest by the miners and all dwellers in the
Utah Union.
Pacific Statas and Territories.
two tons per day.
chine

is

—

—

A Tall Smokestack. What is probably the
tallest smoke obimney in the world is now being completed at East Newark, N, J. The
base diametar is 2S feet. It is solid brick to
an altitude of 810 feet. At its top it is nine
feet in diameter.
A cast-iron rim 20 feet in
diameter, and a bell, surmount the whole, and
make the total hight of the structure 335 feeti
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A

Mine Ventilator.
<(.Jla

Tf^^

TTT-rr

,

[CIENTrFIcBS slj

on the anbject of the
ventilation of gold quartz minea at Sandhurst
has many points of interest. The mine-owners
W. E. EWfiB.
A. T. DEWEY.
there, not expecting that the'claims would pay
& CO., Publishers.
at any great depth, did not provide for carrying
The works have, howair down their shafts.
Market
St., N. E. cor. Front Si.yS. F,
nee, 220
ever, been pnt down, until now there are numergr Take the Elevator, No. IS Front S«."ffiai
ous ahafts from 1500 to 2000 feet deep, and the
Senior Editor
W. B. EWER
reault is there has been difficulty in ventilating.
The report goes into the subject very fully and
Terms of Subscription.
Annual Subacription, $3. Now Bubacriptions will bo gives the testimony and experience of all the

DEWEY

Leaching

Prospecting Dredge.

Department of the Marsac
Mill.

A recent report of the Mines Ventilation Board
of the colony of Victoria

[Nov. 10, 1888

A device

for prospecting the

and streams

bottoms of rivers

gold has just been patented

for

through the Mining and Scientific Press
Patent Agency by John Hatch of this city.

This addition to the.Marsac mill. Park City,
Utah, is fast approaching completion. All the

work on the interior
ahead at a rapid rate. Several of
buckets, having the upper inner angles hinged the tanks are ready for use at the present

The

device

to lags

two

has

hollow

scoop-shaped

which project from a horizontal

abaft.

buildings are finished, and

going

is

time.

We are told that one receives at once a favorThe lower edgea of these backets oppose each
other, so that when closed by force they will able impression of the leaching process after
gather up any material which may lie between passing through the panroom of the Maraac
them, and when opened the lower edges are and continuing on to the leaching department
separated auffijiently t9 allow the material to for the use of the Russell process, and contrastieclined without cash in advance. All arrearages must
mine suDcrintendenta. The information de< be deposited where desired,
ing the two methods of treatment.
To operate
be paid lor at the rate of S3.50 per annum.
Advertising Rates.
rived will be of interest to California miners.
A shank or shaft ia secured to the horizontal the panroom, containing 16 d-foot pans and
1 week. 1 month. 3 moB. 12 moe.
After a careful review of the evidence and the shaft so as to extend upwardly from its center, working from 65 to 70 tonsjper day, there is
§. 80
@ 2.20
S B.OO
S .25
Per Line (agate)
4.00
10.00
24.00 notes taken during personal observation in a
l.BO
Half inch (X square)
to which it ia aeoured by a set screw or other required a powerful engine making 63 revela2.00
5.00
45.00
14.00
One inch
number of mines, and having inspected all the convenient device. A nut is fitted to travel tions per minute solely for the purpose of drivLarge advertisements at favorable rates. Special or
reading notices, legal advertisementB, notices appearing mechanical appliances in use for ventilating that on threads of the screw,
and thia nut is ing the " line shaft," from which la taken the
in extraordinary type or in particular parte of the paper,
were bronght under notice, the opinions and the secured by set screws in the hollow tubular power to run the pans, settlers, agitators,
at special ratea. Four insertions are rated in a month.
recommendations may ,be summarized as fol- shank. A groove or channel is turned in this cleanup pan and quicksilver elevator. This
London Aqbnt— Alfrbd E. Ann, 63 and 64 New Broad
io wa:
Street, E. C.
shank, just above the nut, and around this groove work requires 58 pulleys, 27 sets of gearing, 28
That the best system of natural ventilation is is loosely fitted a aleeve having lugs upon op jack-shafts, 30 belts, 80 joarnala, etc. Then
buBineas
correspondence
all
literary
and
Address
that of carrying down winzes simultaneously posite aidea, and in these lugs the upper ends there are the foundations and framework to
and Drafts for this paper in the name of the firm.
even with auch a system of the conneoting rods are hinged. The lower carry this machinery and support the pans,
Entered at S. F. Post OfBce as second-class mail matter with the ahafts, bat
there may be portions of the workings (such as ends of these rods are hinged to the upper outer settlers and agitators, each of which is a maOur latest forms go to press on Thursday evening. long crosscuts, etc.) where natural ventilation
chine of itaelf, needing constant attention and
sides of the buckets.
SCIENTIFIC PRESS PATENT AGENCY.
DEWEY & CO., Patent Solicitors.
A. T.

W.

DBWEY.

B.

EWBB.

Q. H.

8TR0NQ.
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should be arrested.

Within the hollow shank may be fixed a long

where the sinking of winzes
has been neglected, and a large expenditure of
time and money would now be necessary to
make a proper upcast and downcast, some me-

That

in cases
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the connecting rods
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GOOD HEALTH— Cold

Water Before Breakfast;

allow of pipes being put
ventilation.

That

new

all

down

for

,

shafts should in future be close

That the bark should be taken
before being sent

down

ofif

That proper sanitary regulations should be

That where practicable

a water spray should

be provided for laying the dust in mines

National

affaira the

of increase in

1° for

temperature

is,

every 64 feet, but the rate

Now

the excitement

that

all

about over we can once more
nettle down to every-day business.
ia

The reduction worka

at National City. San
have commenced operations,
etartiog with some ore from San Bernardino
county. About 100 men are employed. It is

Diego

county,

intended to put up smelting furnaces ahortly.
The sale of the Vulture mine for the large
sum of $900,000 ia a good thing for Arizona.
That Territory badly needs capital to develop
ita mines, but has had very little of late years.

Mention

ia

made

cision relative to

in another

This

ia

a very im-

portant matter to minera, in view of the way the
mineral land in thia State ia being taken up by
agricultural claimants.

We

give in thia

ahowing the path
the aun.

erence by

number
of the

of the

coming

Press a map

total eclipae of

Thia will be found convenient for
our readera.

all

ref-

It

is

estimated at the Postoffice Department

as
ia

many circumBtancea

Last

about $4,000,000.

year

ended

be

the deficiency

Owing

$500,000.

postage,

will

especially

to the

for

news-

auch a rate that the coat of the eervice has
The force of employee,
grown immensely.

a rule,

especially in the large offices,

the

quantity of

vast

poured

is

matter

taxed to handle
that

is

daily

in.

In some instances the newspapers are not

not con-

sent to the offices at

connect-

stamped

all,

sent directly to the railroad depots.

14 to 16 times in a

not done,

Were

this

would be imposaible

to handle the

dispatch and accnracy.

It

matter with

believed by the

Respired air loses nearly

cent of

oxygen and gains a corresponding poet ffice officials that the statistics for the
carbonic acid gas. Air containing year just closed will show a large increase in

its

six parts in 10,000 of this gas

is

un-

manent injury
tion, while

to persons of delicate organiza-

air

containing 10 parts in 100

is

is

At present England

is

the greatest letter-

writing nation in the world.
of increase in this claaa of

The annual

mail matter

is

ratio

much

teat for detecting the presence greater in this country than in England, and if
unwholesome quantities is the the present rate continues, in a few years the
following: Take a lOounce bottle of air and United States will stand at the bead as writing
place therein one half ounce of clear lime-water. more letters per capita than any other people.
Cork and shake up.
If no precipitation of The bulk of mail matter, or the number of pieces
carbonate of lime take place, the air is good, handled by the United States postal service, is
now greater than any in other country, but this
At the Broken Hill mines, N. S. W., boys ia mainly due to the extensive circulation of
are paid four shillings a day for sorting rock on newspapers.
top; miners receive 10 shillings, and engineers
Bismuth ore of good quality has recently
and carpenters 11 shillings per day. There is
been discovered in Sinaloa, Mexico. It ia reno Saturday afternoon or Sunday work. Most
ported that the " bonanza people " have sent an
of the miners live in tents and board themexpert to examine the mine. The ore looks
selves, as board and lodging in the few hotels
of

this gas in

very well, but is not, apparently, as rich as
S35 a month. Water is brought
in
Serata,
Bolivia.
The dethat found
in carta from a distance of 30
mand for bismuth ia limited, and it would not
miles, and costs about $1.50 per 100 gallons.
take many tons to satisfy the market.
into the

to

town

The machinery for
at

the 50-ton sampling worka

National City, San Diego county,

is

on the

ground.

— Thia

Comatock mine during
which
has been milled, yielding bnlUon of the assay
value of $52,624. 75, of which amount $14,605.55
was in gold and $38,019.20 was in silver, the
average yield being $13.73 per ton. The expenses for the year were $91,544, and two asaeesmenta were levied, one of $20,000 and the
other of $25 000.
The new officers are as follows: Geo. R. Wells, President; Joseph Marks,
Vice-President; H. Zidig, Geo. Frier and E. B.

A

Paragraph

is

is

Secretary,

going the rounds of the

A Private

letter

from Port Townaend reads:

"R. Dunsmuir & Sons

He has discovered a comet,
but not by meana of the big teleecope,
very
email glass is used for comet seeking, and Mr.
discovered a comet.

A

Barnard does not use the 36 inch lens for his
special work.

the number of letters mailed.

A simple

fatal.

Occidental.

the past year produced 3831^ tons of ore

stated that

quantity.

five per

caatings will be used.

some of the large press to the efifeot that E. E. Barnard of the
would be overwhelmed and that it Lick Observatory has, with the big telescope,

it is

poatLffioes

the

Holmes, Directors. A. K. Durbrow
by some one and D. B. Lyman, Superintendent.

the uniformity.

adult breathes from

very significant.

but are weighed and

at the office of publication

ed with d.fferent mines calculated to disturb

column of a derunning mining tunnels into coats 330

adjoining agricultural land.

Service.

authorized to do the work, and the baga are

amount of
more than

Republican party baa been

reucceasful in electing ita ticket.

of the Postal

in

wholesome; 20 parts in 10,000 will cause peroccupied

Growth

is

castings in

papers, the bulk of mail matter has increased at

minute, inhaling from 30 to 40 cubic inches of
each inspiration, and expelling a like

of the public has been pretty well
thia week with election affairs.
In

quired,

a

air at

The time

The total weight of
Marsac panroom ia 371,770
pounds, while to do twice the work in the
leaching department only 28,520 pounds of

screw.

cheap rates of

That every mine manager should have
thermometer fixed in some convenient place

An

Passing Events.

120 tons per day, or

in the opposite direction the

when was something over

necessary.

Business Annonnoements.

tS'See Advertising Columns.

nearly 100 per cent more than the present pan-

plied.

stant, there being

(new this ISSOB.]

leaching department of the Maraac will

will

it

service of the fiscal year just

MINING STOCK MARKET.—

—Rand Drill Company, New York.
Surveyor and Draughtsman— G. Friederich, Oakland.
Ore Crusher— Wm. Gutenberger, Sacramento.

handling

be capable of treating

that the deficiency in the revenues of the postal

rate

Drills

with

traveling

The

conveniently

for

that

enforced in every mine and disinfectants sup-

MINING SUMMARY— From

the various counties
of California, Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana. New Mexico. Oreeron, Utah, Wyoming, 316-17
Sales at the San
Francisco Stock Board, Notices of Meetings, AssessmentB, Dividends, and Bullici Shipments, 320.

so

appliances

draw the outer edgas of the bucket up- room, at about the same daily expense; conward and toward each other, thus separat sequently ore of much lower grade can be
ing the lower and cutting edges so that mined and milled. In thia department doable
they stand widely apart. In this position the work that the pans can do will be done in
the device ia lowered upon the bottom which it four large wooden ore-tanks, six precipitationtanks, three aolution-tanks and three iron sodiumis desired to prospect; and by turning the pole

timber

all

Ordinary atmospheric air consists of about
793measures of nitrogen and 21 of oxygen with
1-2500 part of a measure of carbonic acid.
The

315.

threads,

for use in minea.

phobia; Death from Seeds; Aborting Felons; How I
Prevent My Hair from Falling Out, 315.
NOTES. -The Largest Flume io
the "pVorld; A Novel Process for Dredging Water Channels,

sary

heavy castings.

timbered.

the principal workings.

ENGINEERING

the bed of the

turning the

wearing parta. Besides

ita

there are eeveral pipe lines and the neces-

buckets are closed sulphide tanks. Besides these there is a pipeand may be drawn up with the gravel or other line, a three-compartment trough alongside the
material, which may then be examined.
A ore*tanks and a filter press and drier.
mechanical slightly different construction ia made when the
A comparison between the panroom and
power needed ia not so great as that of the leaching department, as regards castings re-

Treatment

for Kheumatism; Making the Blind See;
Fresh Air for the Baby; Natural Recovery from Hydro-

screw

the

this,

paid to having the shafts of a sufficient size to

Glass;

The Many Uses of Castor Oil; How Oil Tanks Should
be Empteo; Glass Cloth; Another Exploaion from
Dust; To Take Impressions from Seals or Coins; The

up

travel

frequent renewal of

By

handle round, the nut will be turned and caused

should be immediately adopted where required
to supply the miners with pure and cool air.

Still

CORRBSPONDBNCB.-Mineral

down upon

stream at any suitable depth.
to

That Koot*s blower has been found to be a
good machine for forcing air down mines.
A
That where circumstances are favorable, holThe Solar Edipse of Januarv ist, 313.
Mill, 312.
ILLiUciTRATIONS.-Fig. 1— Improved Iroo Still; ing throuffh from one mine to another secures
Fig. 2— Improved Iron Still for Ihe Concentration of
good ventilation to the depth at which the conSulphuric Acid, 309. View of Mt. Shasta with the
Town of Sisaons in the Middle Ground, 311- Map nection is made.
Showing Path of Eclipse in California and Nevada,
That for the future more attention should be
and

to drop the buckets

chanical appliance, such as a blower or fan,

for Sulphuric Acid, 309. Passing Events;
Pro'pecting Dredge; Annual AsMine Ventilator;
sessment Work; Leachifig Department of the Marsic

Iron

stout pole or handle, which enables the operator

Lead Pencil and Ink.

—A

notice posted on

a claim at the head of Mill Creek canyon by
Chae. Nye in 1879, written with a common lead
pencil,

remaina as clear and legible as ever,

still

while another near by, written with ink, and
evidently posted some years later, cannot be deciphered.

Homer Minvng

Index.

Over

1000 feet of iron pipe has been shipped
to the Livermore coal mines.
The pipe is to be

used in conveying water to the mines from one
many springs that are found in that

of the

locality.

Building improvements

in

Sin Francisco

ag-

gregate in value

$5,593,577 for the

months

For each of the past three
about the same.

10

of this year.

years the record

A

first

HEAVT

is

list of

assessments will become de-

linquent this month.

Nevada mines ask

for

$585,800, and California minea, $33,500, oat of
the total of $619 300.

are contemplating open-

A Quarry of brownstone of fine quality has
mine contiguoua to the East WelThere is some talk also that the been found at Raymond, Freano county, near
lington mines.
ing another

Thet
at Salt

are talking of building a

Lake

City, Utah.

"

salt palace

"

Alexandria mines will soon be put in operation.'*

the railroad.

It

ia

to be developed with vigor.
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The Solar Eclipse of January

central point of the moon's

1st.

the Western

The

eoHpae which will ocoar oq
Jaooary 1. 1889, will be an eventof great a«trooomical importance. To citizens of GaliforDia
total solar

Nevada

line

bhadow

will

cross ern and soutbero lines the amount of obscurity
32 rods decreases gradually with the distance both
The south edge north and south.
I

I

I

,

j

moon's shadow will pass about half-way
between Reno and the highest point of Peavine
monntiin. Thus K«no will be just ontaide the

of the

I

It is greatly to

be hoped

number of eclipse expeditions will be
formed in the East and come to California, and
some obeervers are expected from Europe.
Photographers will accompany all these parties.
that a

.

at a point

north of the l^^th mile post.

313

that there will be

elf ar weather, though January is an unfortuMembers of the Pacific Coast Amateur Photohave special interest, since
nate time of the year for astronomical work graphic AsBOciatioD are making preparations
for
the path of totality— or complete obscurity
shadow. The center of the path will be about here, since it falls in the middle of the wet sea- the event
and will occupy different points along
croasea these States over an area favorable for six miles north of Winnemucca, and 29^ miles son. The Royal Astronomical
Society has pub- the line of totality.
observation. There will not be another total north of TuBoarora.
The south edge of the lished a letter of Prof. K. S. Holden of the Liok
solar eclipse anywhere in this part of the world path will pass north of Wadsworth and south Observatory, giving the probable
meteorolcgi*
Bio Land Grab AxTisMprED.— A dispatch
daring the remaindf^r of this century.
of Pyramid, Lovclooka and Humboldt Bouse. oal conditions.
Hq gives the records of cloudi- from Santa Fe states that one Hodges has noti*
We have shown on the excellent coast map The north edge of the path will pass north of ness at various Oalifornia stations for the last fied Surveyor-General Julian that he and his
of the PaolBc Kiilroad Gazetteer the path of Budalo Meadows, Willow Point, Paradise Val- 15 days of December and the
first 15 days of brothers and sifiters are the rightful owners of

and Nevada

it

will

'

j

I

MAP SHOWING PATH OF TOTAL

ECLIPSE IN CALIFORNIA

AND NEVADA JANUARY

1,

1889.

ley, Spring City, Willow Creek, Cornnoopia and January, but prefers not to express any definite a tract of land 30 miles square, containing 600,we have drawn White Kock, and will pasa ten miles south of opinion on a subject so uncertain as California 000 acres, in Colfax county, N. M. The title
weather in January. He simply presents the to thia vast territory ia claimed under a grant
on the map the eclipae will be total. The cen- Fort McDermit.
alleged to have been made by the Crown of
This eclipae from beginning to end will be very data.
tral line shows the path of greatest totality.
Time signals from the Lick Obaervatory are Spain in 1685 to the preaent claimanta' natural
Above the northern line, and below the south- long. For ioatance, at Point Arena, the beginern line, the eclipae will not be total. The ning of the eclipae will be 1 hour and 10 minutes received daily (at Pacific standard noon) at anceators, who bore the peculiar name of CorOn pus Christi. The land claimed is located in the
beat placea for obaervation in this State are before the beginning of totality, and the end nearly every railway station in California.

the eclipse.

In

all

that area embraced between

i

the upper and lower lines which

,

hour and 16 minutes after the ending
whole lasting over 2^ houra. It
All places on or near the center begins at that place at Oh. 15m. 11 seca. meao
Milford, etc.
For standard Pacific time, 14m. 58 aeoB.
of the path will be in ^darkness for about two time.
should be added to that.
minutes of the time.
In San Francisco the eclipae will not be toAt the central line, near Oroville, the totality
Point Arena, Ukiah, Bartlett Springs, Willows,
Long Valley,

Chioo, Quincy, Loyalton, Oneida,

at Point

Arena

it

will be

Raton, Springer and

the days immediately preceding and following

vicinity of the

of totality, the

the eclipae they will be automatically tranamit-

Folsom, and probably includes the

ted from the standard clock, and special pains

named towns.

but very nearly so. About eleven-twelftha of
120 seoonda. It will last from 108 to 120 the sun will be obscured. Here it will begin
seoonda longer nearer the coast than in the at 23 minutes 7 seconds paet 12 o'clock, and end
The
at 9 minutes 6 seconds past two o'clock.
interior.
In Nevada the shadow of the moon will cross time of greatest obscurity is at 48 minutes 43
the western line at the town of Verdi, and ita seconds paet 1 o'clock.
Citizens of this State and Nevada can see
breadth is so great that from Verdi north along
will be 114 seoonda;

towns

will be 1

tal,

will be taken to

make them

useful to observing

A

of

last

two

portion of the Maxwell grant

and large numbers of claims of

settlers

are

jeopardized.

parties in the field.

The observing party from the Lick Observatory intend going to Bartlett Springs, with
their instruments,

which

Bison Taken Alive.— It

is

stated in a dia*

will include a spectro-

patch from Cheyenne that acme cowboys, while

Mr. Burckhalter (Chabot Observatory)
and party will go somewhere between Cloverdale and Ukiah.
Mr. Blinn (Biinn Observatory) will go to Winnemucca peaks, Nev.
Prof. Davidson (Davidson Observatory) will
the boundary for a distance of about 100 miles from our map the cities and towna within the probably go to some point in Nevada, in the
the north- hope of getting good weather. It is expected
there will be total darknesa of the eclipse. The limits of the totality path. Outside

gathering beevea last month on the Sweetwater

—

scope.

Fremont county, Wyoming, ran upon
They followed them
tea miles and captured six calves by lariating.
river, in

a herd of 23 buffaloes.

Two

of the calvea were

choked to death, but

the remaining four are in a pasture on Sweet-

water river, about 16 miles north of Rawlins.
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Warne of Easton, Pa., based on figures obtained
SeiENTiFie Pf^ogress,
from actual practice in the Taylor Iron Works
at High Bridge, N. J. The iron used was
three-qaarters charcoal pig, at $26 50 per ton,
Human in Connecfcon with Machine
A New Machine for Making Horse- and one-quarter old wheels, at $19 per ton, Anatomy.
Machinists otcen find it necessary
«qaal to $24.62 per ton for the stock, four
shoe Nails.
to so arrange the construction of their machinwheels being made from one ton. The cost was
ery as to properly fit certain parts to be conIn a locked room in a shop in PiWlQuket, R. S7.86 for each wheel. These wheels are sold at veniently handled and worked by operators.
^S, thus leaving a profit of only 14 cents per
I., stands a machine, the invention of a Rhode
To this end human models are often kept in
Island gentleman whose reputation as a oivil wheel. At that rate of profit there must cer- drafting-rooms made to various scales pertaininducement
to economize in
tainly
be
a
strong
this
not
confined
to
engineer
is
mechanical
and
ing to the drawings on which they are used.
country alone. The invention ia kept almost as every step in the process of manufacture. Yet Theee are usually constructed, says a cotemcompletely apart from the crowd as the Keely this is a class of manufacture, above all others, porary, of pasteboard, cut out with a profile
motor, but there is the very pronounced differ- on which a sufficient profit should be allowed to representing a vertical "fore-and-aft" section
ence between them that this motor will " mote." secure the very best of materials and the very of an average-sized man. The different pieces
every point of production.
It is a machine for making horfeahoe nails, and best possible care at
of pasteboard are jointed together with an ordirepresents seven years of experiment and study A parsimony on the part of railroads which nary eyelet at tne neck, shou'ders, elbows,
by John A. Coleman, and the expenditure of should reduce the profit on the wheels of their hips, knees, and sometimes middle of back.
tena of thousands of dollars. It is fully pro- cars to 14 cents each should receive a most pro- They need not be very accurate, and take but a
tected by patents, and, says the Providence nounced rebuke from the traveling public and few minutes to make. Such a model can be
from legislative and administrative bodies
Journal, in the opinion of competent judges
laid upon a drawing of the proper scale and the
everywhere.
men engaged in jast this line of manufacture
ascertained

n^ECHAjMiGAL Progress.

—

—

relative positions

destined to

is

work a reTolution

in that indus-

try.

The object sought to be accomplished
make a nail which shall be tougher than

to
those
is

in general use, which will not split and which
will not crack the hoof; in short, a better nail
Mr. Colein every way than any now in use.
man makes his nails by cold drawing from blanks

considerably shorter than the finished article.
The machine, which takes advantage of simple
natural laws, is strictly automatic, the only at*
tention required being that a supply of blanks
shall be provided, and these may be delivered
to it in a tangle just as they are dumped out of
a keg, and that the machine shall be kept oiled.
essential parts are few in number and positive in action; in fact, the whole machine ia

The

wonderfully simple when the work it does is
oonsidered.
The fioished nails have as fine a
polish as if rattled, and a long, even taper to a
point as keen as a needle's. A new nail just
from the machine dropped from the bight of
the waist will stick upright in the fioor at one's
feet.

It is said that these nails have been thoroughand satisfactorily tested in competition with
standard makes of horseshoe nails. Although

ly

the machine

is larger than its commercial issue
will be, as it represents the evolution due to
years of thought and development, it presents
an interesting study in the manifest employment
of the most direct means to effect a desired result, and is mechanically very satisfying.
The
machine will occupy but little floor space, and

combines grace with ample strength.
attracting much attention from men in the
horse nail and allied industries, and just before
the writer was ushered in the managers of a
is

company

of iron-workers employing 5000 hands
took their departure, after spending nearly half
a day in inspecting the machine with a view to

negotiations.

They Admit That American Machinery Beats Them.
It is a remarkable fact, says the Iron and
Steel Trades Journal, London, that in the man
fifacture of different kinds of machinery, the
Americans can beat us in price. Wages in the
United States are about 50 per cent higher than
in this country; materials are from 25 to 50
per cent dearer; yet the finished machines c^n
It is true that
be put on the market cheaper.

the Americans cannot send out machines to
neutral markets any cheaper than is done by
our manufacturers; but it is surprising that
they can, at least, meet us in price. The chief
explanation, as we pointed out in a leader in
the last isaue of the Journal^ is in the fact that
in the United States the inventive faculty ia
impelled and sharpened by necessity, and has
been applied to the designing of labor-saving
tools.
The stagnation and lack of trained
brain-power among our manufacturing engi
neers are largely traceable, we think, to the
fact that the engineer and engineering have
pooh-poohed the idea that the Americans are
ahead of us in any respect. While those journals which profess to be themouth-pieoesof the
engineers have scouted the idea that the en
gineers of this country are second to the American engineers in any respect, the engineers
who have visited the United States have almost unanimously returned with the impression
that in setting out manufacturing establishments
of the best cUes in America, the object kept
steadily in view is the need of cheap production.
Oar iron and steel makers supply onr engineers with the best and cheapest material the
world produces, and there is no room for doub*;
that our iron and steel producing establishments are in every respect in front of the works
in the United States.
Oar engineers forfeit
many of the advantages which the iron and
steel ma&ters confer on them in the shape of cheap
and good matsrials by their comparative failure to utilize labor-saving tools.
So long as our iron and steel masters supplied
the engineers with materials much cheaper than
could be done in other countries, there was not
so much necessity for the engineers scheming
out devices to cheapen the cost of production;
but with the prices of raw materials in other
countries gradually approaching the quotations
ruling on our markets, the engineers must more
and more bestir themselves in the direction of
discovering laboF'Saving machines for use in

—

Ions daily capacity was recently tested at Seneca
Falls, N. Y., and brought out very favorable

A

quantity of water in one shell.
local paper
The experiments
in describing the te°t says
with the Hegeman & Oliphant system of filtra
Here
tion here have attracted wide interest.
is a boiler-iron vessel which could be placed in
any ordinary room 12 feet in length. Into this
:

vessel is let, through a six-inch pipe, any water
available, however tainted.
The last test was
made before Mueller, the engineer of Spreckels'
sugar refinery at Philadelphia. The filter is at
Gleason Mills, and on Thursday it took in staU
and putrid water at the rate of 700 gallons a
minute and delivered it as clear as crystal.
Mr. Mueller declares that no greater or more
trying test was ever made, becaase finally the
inlet was stnffad with fireclay, which all chemists consider the most difficult of filtration.
£.
B Davis, the superintendent of the Gleason
Knitting-Mills,
and Frank C. Bpebe, the
superintendent of
the
Gleason & Bailey
Oompany, with Irving Lewis, his assi^itant, declare that the test was perfect, that the
filter was run without the use of any chemicals,
and that the simplicity of the system was eminently praotical.

Cutting Steel

Hot or Cold.

—

A

cor-

respondent of the American Machinist gives his
experience in cutting steel as follows: About
cutting hot and cold steel, I would state my experience, which goes to prove that you must
run the saw slowly for cold steel, and not at a
high speed. For hot steel the saws are usually
about ,S' 6" to 4' 6" diameter, and run at high
speed (800 to 1000 revolutions per minute).
The teeth are simply punched out, and when
worn, re-punched. For cold steel, both band
and circular saws are used, and the speed is according to what is being cut, and varies from
100 to 300 feet per minute. These circular
cold-steel saws are now much used for cutting
off the " head
of steel castings, and answer
better and are quicker than the older method of
cutting off in the lathe or slotting machine.
''

—

A Three-Thousand-Ton Shear. Carnegie,
Phipps & Co. of Munhall, near Pittsburg, Pa
have recently set up what is undoubtedly the
largest shear in the world.
It is rated at 3000
tons, and forms a part of their famous slabbing
mill.
The shear is worked by the descent of
the upper blade, which is effected by the introduction into the cylinder of water under a pressure of 4000 pounds to the inch. The cylinder
is a heavy steel casting weighing about 2S tons.
It is 13 inches thick on the bott'^m and 17 on
,

It is 37 inches deep.
Its total out
is 8 feet and 11 inches.
The shear
has a capacity for cutting a piece of steel 48
inches wide by 24 thick.
A careful study of
these dimensions will afford some idea of the

the sides.

side width

magnitude and power

of this

immense

A New Wrinkle in Wheel

tool.

—

In England, especially in cities where street railroads are common, a tire is made for the wheels
of road vehicles which, instead of being of uniform width, is made wider at intervals of a few
inches, the object being to avoid the breakage
of wheels and axles when coming against the
side of street car rails.
The shoulders between
the wide and narrow parts are sufficiently abrupt to make the wheel mount the rail as soon
as one of the shoulders comes in contact with
it, and the sliding and sidewise pulling, which
is the cause of so many wreckages of carriages
and wagons in cities, is avoided.
Tires.

—

Effectiveness of Machinery. An English
paper says
As an instaoce of what can be
done by using labor-saving machinery, we may
:

state the gradual introduction of new appliances
in a foundry and engine shop has resulted in 50
men producing as many castings as was formerly

turned out by 200 men.

A New

Street Car Motor run with gas
automatically from crude petroleum
was recently exhibited in Chicago. The in-

made

ventor claims that it is capable of a speed of
15 miles per hour at a cost of less than $1 per day.

—

their workshops.

Ramie Machines. France follows India in
offering large premiums for the invention of a
and machine for decorticating ramie fiber, which in
itemized statement of the cost of making oar- gloss and laster approaches the finest silk and
wheels has been prepared and published by E. promises to become invaluable.
Profit on Car-Wheels.

—A

careful

knee-levers, etc., to the anatomy of
the operator, whom the model vicariously repModels of horses
resents for the time being.
treadles,

comments from the mechanical engineers and
The plant is and other animals used with machinery can
others who witnessed the trial.
obviously be made in the same way. Obher
the largest manufactured for filtering this

ts design

It

of treadles, tables,

Mechanical Filter for Putrid Water hand-levers and various projecting points, thus
avoiding interferences and adapting handles,
ON A Large Scale. A filter of 1 500,000 gal

A

sections than the one mentioned can, if desired,
be shown. For instance, a man can be shown
in back or front view when used upon similar
views of machines to be operated.

the surface of the water. When the gas was
turned on the pressure carried a column of water with it and blew it into spray.
After the
gas was ignited by sending a rocket into the
column, the effect is said to have been very
beautiful. The flame was also colored by an
arrangement on the river-bank for forcing
chemicals into the gas main, which caused red
and green fire.

—

A Curious Phenomenon. A curious thing
happened in BovpUng Green, New York City,
during the progress of a thunder-storm which
visited that city on the 17th ultimo.
According to a New York paper, several persons who
were standing under the shelter of the Field
building when the first heavy thunder-clap was
heard, were surprised ti hear another report
almost simultaneously. Instantly a flame shot
four feet into the air from the opposite corner
in Bowling Green, the heavy iron cover to the
electrical subway manhole was hurled into the
and the street pavement was torn up and
piled in a heap over an area 20 feet square.
similar eruption took place around the manhole
in front of the Field building.
The entire day
was required to plaster up the rentainthe manholes and replace the pavement.
Strange tj
say, the electric wires were undisturbed, and
air,

A

the gas main that lay near the manholes was
uniojured.
Whether the manhole was struck
by lightning, or whether there was only an explosion of gas, was made a question for violent
debate among those who witnessed the acci-

—

Chakges in the Markings of Mars The dents.
observations of M. Pcrrotm at N.ce, and M.
Fireproof Wood.— Elward Atkinson, the
Terby at Louvain, and, in Eogland, of Mr.
Denning at Bristol, have C3nfirmed the presence Boston economist, says a New England genius
on the planet of moet of the " canals," or nar- has recently discovered a cheap method of disrow dark lines, which were discovered by M. solving zinc by combining it with hydrogen and
producing a solution called zinc-water, and that
Sohiaparelli in 1S77, and at subsequent oppoM. Perrotin has also been able to de< this liquid applied to certain woods makes them
sitions.
absolutely fireproof.
Without attempting to
tect, in several cases, the gemination or doubdiscuss the chemical problems involved in this
ling of the canals, and M. Terby has observed
professed
discovery,
it may be said that if the
the same phenomenon in one or two cases, but
discovery be genuine it is one of the most imwith much ereater difficulty than in the oppoBut some curious changes portant of the age. It will decrease the loss by
sition of 1SS1-S2.
fire to an incredible extent and will completely
An entire disof appearance have been noted.
revolutionize fire insurance.
It seems hardly
trict {Schiaparelli's Lybia) has been merged in
credible that wood can be rendered fireproof, at
the adjoining **sea," z. e., its color has changed
least
by
any
method
which
will
be within the
from the reddish hue of the Martial " oooti
limits of men of moderate means; but, in view
nents" to the somber tint of the "seas." The
To of the discoveries of modern science, it is undistrict in question ig larger than France.
safe to say what can or cannot be done.
There
the north of this district a new canal has bechemical compounds which render
come visible; and again another new canal has are already
cloth and similar fabrics fireproof, and it is at
appeared to traverse the white north polar cap,
least possible that the inventive genius of a New
or, according to M. Terby, to divide the true
Eogland Yankee may have accomplished the
polar cap from a white spot of similar appearsuccess with which Mr. Atkinson credits him.
ance a little to the sonth of it. With the exception of these changes, the principal markA Great Find of Early Paintings Seekings, both light and dark, are those which
ing in Lower Egypt, during the present years,
former oppositions have rendered familiar.
for remains of the wonderful Labyrinth of 3000
chambers described by Herodotus, Flinders
Hostility to New Things, A universal law Petrie seems to have found what he sought,
of social progress, with which we are all famil- with the pyramidal tomb of its builder, and also
thought, came upon a great cemetery, whose existence
iar, is that established systems in
morals, manners, government, or any depart- had hitherto been unknown. This cemetery
human
activity,
struggle
to
perpetuate
ment of
covers about 100 acres, and dates from the
themselves by a fight against all innovations. Greeco-Riman period, one or two centuries after
Whatever is new and progressive, or represents Christ. From it Mr. Petrie has taken hundreds
the requirements of an enlarging fic'ld of life, of mummies, with a vaet collection of objects
has got to gain its foothold in the face of the buried with them. These articles include funpowerful opposition of the old and pre-estab- erary vases, amulets, toys, a tinned copper
lished.
Taose more perfected and exact con- mirror, a burning lens, a set of leather-workers'
ceptions of nature, which we call scientific needles, a flint knife, and
by far the most inideas, have prevailed only after centuries of teresting and important
a splendid series of
moral strife with the inherited superstitions and portraits, painted upon the cases of elaborately
imperfect generalizitions of our semi-civilized bandaged mummies, and representing the living
The progressive and liberal gov- persons whose remains were placed in these cofforefathers.
ernmenta of our most advanced nations today Hns 17 centuries ago. These pictures will add
have been established in spite of the bitter op- an important chapter to the history of art.
poaition of their predecessors, and are them
selves fighting tooth and nail the higher forms
Curious Formation of Crystals. If a lump
In literature and art,
that will succeed them.
of pure graaulated chloride of ammonium be
old schools strive to deny existence to the new;
carefully introduced into a solution of nitrate
and, even in the little affairs of our daily lives,
of lead, best in a wide-mouthed bottle, there
we are all permitting the things that are, and
" have sufficed to our fathers before us," to will soon appear pillars of crystals, resembling
in some respects the amorpho-crystalline apkeep out the betterthings that might be. H.
pearance of commercial starch, or, more accu0. S. Noble.
rately, angular snowbanks.
The result is very
beautiful, but, besides, affords an excellent opThe Increasing Rainfall. The great in- portunity to notice the mode of formation. The
crease of rainfall throughout the United States minute crystals of chloride of lead will be seen
during the last 15 or 20 years has been attrib
to rise from all sides, at the base of the forming
uted by many to some electrical disturbance in pillars, and, ascending above their summits,
the atmosphere, brought about by the many will describe an inward curve, and fall on top.
and constantly increasing lines of rails which The process being continued, the pillars will
are continually being laid down in every direc- rise rapidly.
This is interesting as bearing on
tion.
But now comes a corresp'^ndent of the the causes of crystalline form. If commercial
Northwestern Railroader, who advances a dif- fibrous chlorides of ammonium be used instead
ferent theory for the increasing prevalence of of that described, the result ia extremely reHe says that there are markable from an artistic point of view, but
floods and rainstorms.
over 30,000 locomotives in, use in North Amer- does not show the currents so distinctly.
ica, and estimates that from them alone over
53,000,000,000 cubic yards of vapor are sent
Fluoride of Nitrogen, The supposed cominto the atmosphere every week, to be returned
pound was formed by passing an electric curin the form of rain, or over 7,000,000,000 cubic
rent
from seven ferric chloride batteries through
yards a day "quite enough," he says. *' to
produce a good rainfall" every 24 hours. Esti- a concentrated solution of ammonium fluoride.
mating the number of other non-condensing en After the lapse of a short time, several drops,
consistence, were observed attached to
gines in use as eight times the number of loco- of oily
negative plate. On becoming connected
motives, the total vapor thus projected into the the
with the positive, a thin gold wire, these drops
air every week in this country amounts to over
exploded with violence. The compound is high470,000,000,000 cubic yards. "Ia this not,"
ly unstable, being at once decomposed in con"
sufficient for the floods of terror ? Is
he asks,
tact with glass, silica, or organic matter, thus
there any reason to wonder why our storms are
"
rendering the analysis of the same one of conso damaging ?
siderable risk.
Its explosive violence is even
Pyrotechnic Display.— One of greater than that of the chloride of nitrogen.

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

A Novel

the most novel pyrotechnical displays on record
was that which formed a feature of the centennial celebration at Pittsbnrg, when the Allegheny river was illuminated by natural gas.
A large pipe connecting with a natural gas
main was laid under the river, with a jet below

A New

Island.

— An

island

has

suddenly

ab^ve the surface of the water in
The city itself was
the harbor of Vera Cruz,
recently visited by a cyclone, an earthquake
risen 3^ feet

and

a waterspout.

Nov.

Mining and Scientific Press.
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Substitute lor Glass.

from 50 to tiO of the original atraods are
required to form one thread of the weft. The
process is slow, for no more than a yard of
uloth can be produced in 1*2 hours. The work,
tbftQ

however,

A

transluoent material intended for use aa a
substitute for glaas for many purpoaea has been
iotfoduced in London. This material exhibits
the quality of pliancy in the groiteBt degree; in
(act, it may be bent backward and forward like
leather, and be sabjocted to very considerable
It is almost as
tensile strain with impunity.
trans^ocett aa glws, and is of a pleasing ambtr
very
shade
from
light Kolden to
color, varying in
The basis of the material is a web
pale brown.
of fine iron wire, with worp and weft threads
about 112 inch apart. This is inclosed, like u
fly in amber, in a sheet of tranMJuoent varnish, of
which the base is linseed oil. There is no resin
or gum in the varnish, and once it has become
dry it will stand heat and damp without suff^r^
ing any change, neither hardening nor becoming
sticky. The manufacture is cirried out by dipping the sheets <>dgewise into deep tanks of var
nish and then allowing the coating which they
thus receive to dry in a warm atmosphere. It
requires more than a dozen dipe to bring the
sheet to the required thicknees, and when this
has been accomplished it is stored for several

'

|

'

i

extremely beautiful and compara-

is

tively cheap.
A French paper, commenting on
" When we figure to oar>
the discovery, aaya
selves an apartment decorated with cloth of
glass and resplendent with light, we must be
convinced that it will equal in brilliancy all
that the imagination oao oonceive and realize;
in a word, the wonders of the enchanted palaces mentioned in the Arabian tiles."

I

[

]

j

weeks

to thoroughly set.
it will be readily understood that a material
produced in this manner will not be as cheap as

glass in its first cost.

If it is to

obtain a place

—

To Take Imi-ressions from Seals or Coins.
To take an exact model of auy coin, medal, em-

if a great amount of light be required, the
entire roofiog may be made of this material.
The sun's heat gets through with difficulty, so
that no awnings are needed. The Weetminater
Aquarium has been lately remofed by it, and,
it 18 said, greatly to the comfort of the audi
ence.

and

_^^

The Many Uses of Castor Oil.— Under

the
above head, a curient paragr^iph gives the following particulars of the product of the caetor
The oil is specially adapted for lubribean
cating all Borta of machinery, clocks, watohes,
etc., and it is an excellent lamp oil, giving a
white light far superior to that of mineral oils,
petroleum, rapeaeed, linseed and all other oils,
whether vegetable, animal or mineral; it also
gives very little soot, and, all things considered, has been pronounced the cheapest oil
known. All the great perfumers of London
and Paris use castor oil for the manufacture of
golden oil, so well known for its property of
keeping the head cool, and the akin and ita
pores, as well aa the roota of the hair, soft and
open. The oil ia used for textile fabrics, to fit
them for dyeing or printing, for which pnrpoae
the India dyers and printers invariably employ
it; and it ia one of the beet oils for dressing
tanned hides and akina of all kinds, on account
of itg imparting to them such a degree of
:

and beauty.
strength, durability, tenacity
From the oil cake, in addition to its other uaea,
a gaa ia obtained which givea a superior light,
some of the stations on the Eist India railway
being illuminated in this way. The oil diaaolvea completely in alcohol, and thia, incorporated with a solution of copal, makes a varnish which, it ia said, is very useful in poliahfirst-class furniture, carriages,

ing all kinds of
picture frames, clothe, canvaa, etc.

Oil-Tanks Shodld be Emptied of Oil

Explosions frequently occur from gaa generated
from the careless emptying of oil-tanka. Such
a one recently occurred on the steamer Ville de
Calais, empl^ved in the oil trade between Philadelphia and Calais, which excited much interest
in ahipping circles, particularly among agenta
sailing veaaela,

—

An explosion recently occurred in the great manufactory of the American Pencil Company, in
.Torsey City, caused by the spontaneous combuation of rod cedar wood duet, which,
passing through the dust arrester, flew from the
sawiog-room to the boiler-room. There was
j abarp explosion as the flue burtt, and the
fljimes flashed 'AOO feet into the sawduet heap in
the boiler room.
About 400 girls and men who
were at work in the building escaped, with a
single exception.
Too little attention ia paid
Co the danger from exploatona from dust.
It is
only a few years since any thought was given to
the matter
In fact explosions from dust were
unheard of '20 years ago. 8uch explosioas were
attributed to other or unknown causes.

market, it must be either from its greater
advantages or from some saving which it tfi'ects
It
in the items of erection and maintenance.
is claimed for the woven roofing that it is economical in every way. It absolutely abolishes
breakages; a man may fall upon it or drop a
ladder upon it without damage. The large size
of the shett^, 10x4 feet, renders the joints very
few, and these can be made absolutely tight by
the use of varnish between the overlapping
No glazier Is required to apply the maedges.
terial; it cau be cut by a pair of strong acisaore,
and be nailed in place by any ordinary workman. The frames to carry it may be extremely
light, and their construction of the simpleet.
Curved surfaces can be glazed as easily as flat,

and captaina identified with

—

—

Another Explosion from Uust

in the

How

—

Until I was short o' breath
the first time
about '20 minutes, the second about 15, and the
next a little less. After the bath I was wrapped in blankets and sweat for three hours. I
had the rheumatism in my hips and feet. Five
baths cored me. I nctat it out"
'

who

argue that further exploaions will put a decided
check upon the building of ateamere to compete
with them. Respecting the cause of the explosion, one of the parties interested says:
"The tinks must have been full of gas, left
after the 15,000 barrels of petroleum which ahe
carried had been pumped out; and then there
muat have been careleaanesa in examining the
tanks.
The firat thing done after emptying the
tanks ia to fill them with water. The petroleum
atill remaining rises ou top, and, when the tanks
overflow, runs out. It ia then that the tanks
are examined, and in doing thia the same safety
lamps are used that are used in mines. Even
after the tanks are empty, if a careless aailor,
after lighting I.iia pipe, threw the match down
the hatch, just auch an explosion as rent the
Ville de Calais asunder might ensue."

EnGIjNEEF^ING I]otes.
The Largest Flume

ago, inspired the people of Sin Diego to take
measures to aecure a supply of water for irrigation and for domestic use adequate to meet all
possible wants for both purposes. To do this a
company was organized to take out water from
the Sin Diego river at a point in the mountains
some 40 miles in the interior. The character of
the country over which thia water has to be

—

—

ly free

Newspapers

is Japan.

— It

will,

extremely

for

diflicult

such work.

Natural Recovery from Hydrophobia. —

mostly redwood from Mendocino county. Redwood etrictly clear and free from knots waa
used exclusively in the box of the flume. This
Hume is aaid to be the largest ever built in any
country. The work of laying the pipes from
the reservoir ia now in progresa and ia comparatively free from any special engineering difficultiea.

Some idea of the difficultiea that have bad to
be overcome in the construction of the flume
may be gained from the consideration of the
fact that much of the lumber had to be drawn
700 and 800 feet up the sides of steep and rocky
mountains. The lumber was loaded on cars
that ran on a portable track. The cars were
attached to a heavy wire cable. The motivepower was furnished by a portable engine.
In regard to the mechanical work done in the
constrnction of the flame, all who have examined it declare that it ia first-claas in every particular.
Engineers have carefully fixed the
grade every mile, in order, aa near aa poasible,
to insure perfection in that important particular.
The flume has a uniform grade of 4 7-10
feet to the mile.

A

Novel Process for Dredging Water

A

14-year-old boy was recently attacked with
He had been twice
genuine hydrophobia.
He began frothing at
bitten by a rabid dog.
the mouth, barking, etc., when phyaiciana were

Channels.

The New York Evening Sun deacribea a novel
procesa employed to cut out Sandy Hook bar.
him down in bed. When
ateamship State of Alabama haa been
The
waa water was shown him he became frenzied, and
chartered and equipped with nearly $100,000
the doctors eaid there waa no doubt of the case
worth of machinery of enormous capacity and
They watched the progbeing hydrophobia.
new deaign. Ooe of the gentlemen intereated
ress of the terrible disease until the patient be" We
in the contract thus explained the plans:
uame unconscious the next morning. After a chartered this ahip to experiment with the

no doubt,
baa

surprise most readers to learn that Japan
nearly 100 daily newapapera. The first
atarted only 18 yeara ago.

SOOD

ia

—

—

from lime, saltpetre and ammonia. The
then reweighed, and those that show
the greatest increaae in weight are those moat
capable of reaiating deterioration.

brought

nerve, secrete a certain amount of fluid, and No less than eight tunnels have had to ba excawhenever there ia an excens of this secretion vated, the largest of which is 2100 feet in
the pressure within the cavity of the skull is length. Thirty-six miles of heavy fluming has
increased, and often finda ita way down to the also been built, requiring the use of 9,000,000
feet of lumber.
Some idea of the amount of
level of the eye, oausing, in many instances,
total blindness.
For years oculists have been this lumber may be had from the fact that it
constitutes no leas than 40 large shiploads. Not
trying to find a method by which this could be
relieved.
One oculist tried to feel hia way to less than \i\5 trestles were required to convey
the nerve without the aid of sight by means of this flume over depressions the longest of
an inatrument carrying a concealed knife which which ia 1700 feet and S5 feet high.
The water from the flume is emptied into a
was projected by a spring. Thia method failed.
Another deviaed a method of operating by large reservoir about ten miles from the oity,
from
whence it is proposed to carry the watsr
which the sheath was exposed to view. Four
oases were operated on in this manner.
Ooe in pipes to San Diego.
The work has now been completed to the rescase filled; in the other three cases the patient's
ervoir.
The contractors for the supply of lumeyesight was restored, and they were relieved
ber
were Messrs. Moore & Smith, lumber
from all pain arising from pressure on the brain.
This is a very important discovery, as a great dealers of thia city. The contractora for building the flume were Messra. Carle, Croly &
many persons sufl'er from this ailnnent."
Abernathy of Sacramento. The lumber waa

bossed stamped paper, or, in fact, any device
raised or imprinted, cut a piece of cardboard,
with which form a ring j aet the dimensions of
the impression tt be taken, then pour within
Fresh Air for the Baby
If your work ia
the said ring melted fusible metal.
The carding will prevent the mitiil from runniog away, snch that you can't give baby a long daily air
and in a few minutea it will cool, and the im- bath, do the next best thing. After he has his
preeaion taken will be the same aa the original, morning bath, put on his wool band (knitted
but reversed. Fusible metal is a compound of bands baing the best, for they hug the bowels
eight parts of bismuth, five of lead, and three snugiy, and a linen shirt oan be worn over
of tin, which llquetiea at the same temperature them during July and August, putting on a little fiinnel sacque toward nigbt to proteot the
as boiling water.
arms), then the napkins, little aocka, and a alip.
The Lerel Rifle and Powder. It ia said Dispense with the skirts if it is very warm. Put
that 850,000 Lebel rifles have been issued to the baby on a blanket on the floor, in a room where
French army.
Not only the powder need, the purest air obtainable is in abundance, and
which gives them their great superiority, but the sun ia streaming in, purifying every nook
the construction of the rifles themselvea, is a and cranny.
Let the mite roll and kick to his
jealously guarded secret.
The eoldiera who heart's content while you are busy with your
their
have uaed the powder in
firing practice work.
Remember this is only a aubatitute for
do not even know ita color. The powder ia dis- Bomething better, when mother's dutiea keep
All that ia her at home the greater part of the day. When
tributed to them in cartridges.
distributed is either used at once or returned to you can take the child out, put on the skirts,
the officers in charge when the practice is over. etc., and do so. If you have a little yard spot,
take along a heavy blanket or fur mat, spread
Testing Roofing Slates. In teating roof- over a place the aun has warmed, and let baby
firat
carefully
roll around there; it will be better than keepbe
ing alates, the aamplea should
weighed, and then put into boiling water for a ing him fastened in hia perambulator, or even in
Oood Housekeeping.
quarter of an hour. The water ahould be fair- your arms.
blatea are

World

BelDB CoDstructed In San Diego
County.
The boom in Southern California, two yeara

—

Makinu the Blind See ** A new operation
has been dtsuovered by which the sheath of the
optic nerve may be opened," said an oculist recently to a reporter (or the New York Mail
and Exprees. " By this means the pressure
upon the nerve can be released, and, in some
cases, total blindness cured as well as relieving
the brain. The membranes which invest the
brain, and are continued down to the eye in
the f jrm of a sheath which surrounds the optic

in the

Now

Rock Maplb.
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HEy\LTH,

called

in

who

tied

few hours he began to revive, and in the evening was apparenlly quite well. Local physicians declare thia the first caae on repord of a
Cold Water Before Breakfast.
recovery from hydrophobia. There is no stitetaken any medicine.
A learned phyaician recently imparted knowl- ment aa to his having
" worka in mysterious ways
edge to a New York man who mixea drinka. Nature frequently
Thia waa probably a
its wonders to perform."
The atory ia told as follows:
inA thin, tall man got up early the other morn- case in point. The books record aeveral
even of unmistaking at the Fifth- A venue hotel, and, coming atancea of the disappearance
aame way.
downstairs, ordered two glasses of water at the able cases of cancer in the
The trained barliquid refreshment counter.
from Seeds Two people in my
Death
out
two
large
glasses
tender smiled, but handed
died within five or six
The man smacked his neignborhood have
full of pure cold water.
years from eating grapea, the aeeda of thi
lips and said it was a healthy drink before
grapes getting into the appendix, which is the
breakfaat, and one that he recommended.
term commonly given to a small intestine which
" You look thin, sir."
It ia but a few
leads from the large intestine.
"Yea, I do; but if I had not drunk cold
inches long, and comea to an end like a pocket.
water before my breakfast I might have been
economy has
digeative
the
in
What itsjuae is
I am a phyaician, or
in ray grave long ago.
not been made out, but when a grape aeed, or
rather was one before I retired, and have made
oyster shell, or any unyielding aubatance
Water, drank freely before bit of
a study of liquida.
slipa into it in its passage through the body,
meala, has a very bemficial result, for it waahes
result, I believe, is uniformly fatal, and
the
away the mucus secreted during the intervals
death ensues in four or five days, after intense
The membrane thus cleanaed is in
of repose.
6ufi"dring, cramps, inflammation and awelling of
much better condition to receive food and conthe bowels. No remedy avails anything the
In the mornvert it into aoluble compounds.
pain finally ceaaea and then the end ia nigh. I
ing the~ accumulation of mucus ia specially
have known of three young men of brilliant
marked when the gastric walls are covered with
have been slain by the grape seed,
Now, food entering promise who
a thick, tenacious layer.
a poat-mortem in each c^ise revealing the cause
the stomach at thia time will become covered
Rural New Yorker.
of death.
with thia tenacioua coating, which for a time
protecta it from the action of gastric fevmenta
Aborting Felons.— The Therapeutic Gaand retards digeation. Your man with a tubu- zette recommenda the following treatment for
puckered
muwith
ita
stomach,
lar contracted
felons, which haa proved aucceasful in a vast
coua lining and viacid contenta, a normal condi- number of cases when applied before suppuration in the morning before breakfaat, ia not tion had begun.
The entire finger is covered
suitable to receive food. A glaaa of water with ointment of nitrate of mercury, to the
washes out the atomach, gives tone and pre- thickness of about one-eighth of an inch, and
pares the alimentary canal for the morning then wrapped in sticking-plaater. This dreaameal." N, Y, Mail and Express.
ing ia left on for 24 houra, after which no further treatment ia needed.
Treatment tor Rheumatism.

—

—

—

Riker dredging ayatem. It ia a ayat.m strikingly original and eff'ective. Over the sides of
the ship fore and aft we have conatructed outriggera of massive oak timbera, capable of suataioing tona and tons of strain. From these
auapended out dredgers. Now, these
are
dredgera are not at all like the ones you have
seen operated by steam engine, raised and lowered between polea, and bringing up a cartload
That is
of mud every three or four minutea.
Instead of loading one
all done away with.
pocket in a scow in two houra, we load this
very ahip on which you stand in less than 20
minutes aa full aa ahe will hold, and in another
10 minutea can empty her again, without ever
etopping our engines or alackening our beadrun over the ground to be dredged
way.
with a full headway, and till the ahip with the
bottom of the ocean as we paaa.
the
from
sand
"Over the aidea of the ahip are great iron
tubes, three or four feet in diameter, known as
The forward ends can be
telescope tubes.
raised or lowered within a scope of 30 feet. On
the other end is a revolving cutter. The rear
ends of the tubes connect, through a series of
huge valves, with the inside of the hold of the
In operation the tubea work very simply
ship.
and very efi'ectively. The cutter stirs up the
sand to a depth of four or five feet, and the
force of the vessel through the water makea a
auction which causes the sand to rush through
the tubea and valves, into the hold of the ship.
The valvea, opening inward, prevent ita running out again. We can throw in a atream of
sand and water two feet in diameter, and keep
it up till the compartments are filled aa full aa
the vesael will carry. Then we pump off the
water from the aand-pita by means of a vacuum

We

pump."
The vesael can be emptied

of the liquid

mud

and aaod in about 10 minutes by means of powThe veaael is expected
erful vacuum pumpa.
Falling
from
Hair
to accomplish in two or three hours what it
How I Prevent My
comit
dredges a day to do.
Whenever
a
hundred
took
Press
formerly
Editors
How a man who waa suf- Oot.
Editors Press
Dubas Bonnet of Lille,
Glass Cloth.
Two teats have been made, and the aecond
" I mences to comb out, I put alcohol on the acalp
with rheumatism cured himself
France, haa invented a proceaa of spinning and fering
Continue
of the inventors,
aatisfaction
fingera.
the
full
of
worked to
ia the mineral and gently rub with tips
weaving glass into cloth. The warp is com- sweat it out. Some think it
the treatment once in two or three days until except for some leakage in one of the valves.
ian'C; it ia the aweating," he said.
poaed of ailk, forming the body and groond- water, but it
ceaaes to come out. This stimulates the
it
"How did you treat yourself?"
work, on which the pattern in glaaa appeara, as
Another New Comet waa discovered by
will usually
"I tonk a bath in water aa hot as I could growth. Four or five applications on
The requisite flexibility
affected by the weft.
ocoaaion- Prof. Barnard at the Lick Obaervatory, at 4:51
cure for the time. A little rubbed
bear it."
of glass thread for manufacturing purposes is
A, M., October Slat,
*'
ally ia beneficial— Rock Maplb.
How long did you remain in the water 3"
to be ascribed to its extreme fineness, aa not leas

—

:

—

:

:

—
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The

following

l3

was driven 19 feet. The north
was advanced 18 feet.
The Standard Con. East upraise, 3oa-foot
level advanced 14 feet; west upraise, same level, advanced 17 feet; Bulwer level, south drift, advanced
10 feet; south drift, 400 level, advanced 18 feet.

says and tests the quartz will average about $60 to
the ton in gold and silver.

Nevada.

Iron Mountain mill in a few days. Everything about
the mine has been placed in first-class order; good

drift.

CALIFORNIA.
Aznad.or.

Mill.— Amador Ledger, Nov. 3: Frank Littlehaving a len-stamp mill erected on his quartz
claim near Big Bar bridge, which is called the River
mine. He informs us that he has a strong ledge, 12
feet wide, and that it is all milting ore, and from ap^
pearances wilt pay well. The mill when completed
will be one of the best of its size to be found in the
county. At the North Star mine, drilling in a
southerly direction is being prosecuted, and the inThe manngers are satisfied with
dications are fair.
No quartz of a paying character
the developments.
has been met with, but they have still strong hopes
of findmg a good-paying mine.

G. Hall of Cherokee, who
sion of the Delhi mine, has great faith in the value
His ledge is on the Sierra county
of his location.
side of the Middle Yuba river, and a tunnel can be
run which will give from 600 to 700 feet of backs to
stope from. Free water can be obtained for power
The pay chute of the
to work the mine cheaply.
Delhi is said to pilch toward the north, and this encourages Mr. Hall in the belief that his location will
develop into a good mine.

A

Bonanza Lying Idle.— In the cut near the
old Pennsylvania mine, northwest of town, there is
a quartz ledge, which in days gone by for a time
paid the owners. There used to be a water- wheel on
the property which did the hoisting and pumping,
but the wheel got out of repair after continued use,
and as other expenses fell fast upon the owners, the
mine was allowed to fill up with water and has not

—

start

Herald, Oct. 31:
owns the north exten-

J.

Lincoln Mill. The Lincoln mill has bsen
undergoing some repairs preparatory to starting up.
mill immediately
to run it steadily.

ttie

and hopes

level,

North Extension. — Nevada

field is

Mr. Stewart expects t3

level,

—

mostly coudenBed from joumala published
mines mentioned.

in the interior, in proximity to the

after the first rains,

200-fnot
200-foot

drift,

IQiNIJMG SUMMAF^Y,

[Nov. 10, 1888

W, Conant

— J.

Sold.
group of

his

mines

8150,000,

and

received part of the pay down.

Iron Mountain.
work and

to

is

an

reported to have sold a
English company for

— Work

will

be resumed on the

results are anticipated.

Tribune, Nov. 3: Last
Saturday evening the good news was brought to
town that the ledge had been encountered in
On Tuesthe lower tunnel at the San Luis mine.
day last Ed Lawrence visited the mine, and from

—

from Washington

Calaveras.

—

there

one

—

hlling-in

purposes in ihe stopes of the Nevil's mine in this
Everytown, is being prosecuted with much vigor.
thing in and wbout the mine is in first-class order.
Sinking will be commenced in a short time.

Fresno.

The
will

property, situated just outside the northern boundMr. Wilsey,
ary of the municipal incorporation.
bookkeeper at the North Star, was the gentleman
who held the prior lease, and yesterday— the last
day for the lease to run he returned from Denver,
Col., with the news that he had enlisted a wealthy
and reputable mining man of that ciiy in the enterprise.
Last night the necessary papers were made
out, stipulating that development work shall be instituted without delay and that the bond shall endure
for one year.
20-stamp mill with all the latest
imorovements is to be erected within the same period,
at the expiration of which the Denver manipulator
is to receive, without further cost. 55,000 of the 100.000 shares comprising the Coe Co.'s capital stock;
and shall he so desire, he may at that time purchase
the remaining 45.000 shares at the rate of 81.50 a
share.
In the event of non-compliance with any of
these terms, all improvements made are to revert to
It is understood that Mr. Wilsey
the company.
will be manager of the Coe under the new regime.
On Saturday the principal in the enterprise will

Lillie was closed down
resume operations again

—

.

Mariposa.
At Sherlocks.— Gaae//i:, Nov.

3:

Capt. Diltz

on Thursday morning for sawmills above, to
procure sluice lumber for his mine. He contemleft

A

plates constructing as soon as possible 500 feet of
sluices to his mining operations at his mine on Sherlocks.
This mine has always been valuable lor its
In years past, whenplacer as well as its quartz.

ever there has been a rainy season, such as is needed
for placer mining. Captain Diltz, with his string of
sluices, about 400 feet in length, has washed out a
big gap in the mountain from which no small amount
Frequently some rare
of gold has been extracted.
specimens of from Si to $50 and $75 are picked up
His principal operations of
or found in the sluices.
placer mining have been, heretofore, on the south
end, or *' south side,'' as it is called, of his claim.
The quartz vein and claim, which is patented, is
about evenly divided by a sharp ridge, which passes
through it at right angles; hence, in speaking of it,
the " north side " and the " south side'' is the disTherefore, on the north side
tinction referred to.
and connected with the pitented quartz claim, the
Captain has a placer-mining claim, which overshadows Sherlock's gulch, known to be so fabulously rich in the d^ys of '49, when the man Sherlock
Captain Diltz has
first discovered the rich gulch.
waited patiently several winter seasons for water
enough to justify him in setting the sluices and
breaking in upon this placer ground, to which he
Feeling th-tt a rainy season,
attLiches great value.
sufficient for mining purposes, is due to California
at least once in a decade, the Captain is determined
to gamble on the chances that this is the wet winter
so eagerly looked forward to and wanted badly at

arrive

There

here.

mill is handy.
and intelligent

force of

men

is at

level,

South

Arcadian Mill Started.— On Saturday

last,

We

level are stoping ore from the parallel north
60 feet north from the raise above that drift.
Continue to stope ore from the southeast drift run
from that upraise, 58 feet above the track floor of
this level.
The usual amount of ore is being extracted from the 1600 level and from the drift, 36
feet above said level south from the Ophir line. Ore
of good quality is being extracted from several
points on the 1650 level and the prospecting drifts
are passing into ground of a promising character.
The old stopes at the south end of the mine on this

including six c-irpenters, are on the pay-roll at presThere are about 1000 tons of ore on the dump.
The developments in the mine never looked more
No. i tunnel is run
favorable than they do now.
on the vein 350 feet. No. 2 tunnel is in a distance
of 200 feet, and the vein in that quarter is looking
splendidly.
The tunnel on the south side of the
When this tunnel
creek hds been run 60 feet.
reaches into the hill 500 feet it will have a depth of
800 feet Irom surface. There is every reason lo believe that a fine body of ore will be opened up on
that side.
The vein throughout the mine yields
immense prospects, and this, together with the lact
will
avr-rage
that it
15 or 16 feet in width, warrants
the assertion that it is a very valuable property.

150
3
south of the north incline winze. The south drift
has been extended 20 feet; total, 170. At a point
196 feet north of the winze leading to the lower
levels have started a drift to connect with the south
drift, and have advanced the same 26 feet.
Have
extracted 30 tons of ore and shipped to the Atlanta
mill 37}^ tons of ore; assay value per wagon samples, 829 per ton.
Bullion shipped to San Francisco
during October of the as^^ay value of $9475.06.

—

Gould and Curry. On the 200 level work in
east crosscut from the top of the upraise from the
300 .level {El Dorado level) has been suspended for
the present.
The west crosscut from the top of the
same upraise has been extended 18 feet; total length,
98 feet. Formation, porphyry. On the 625 level
the north has been cleaned out and repaired a distance of 160 feet.

Best and Belcher.— On

ent.

—

The Perry Con, The Perry Consolidated M.
Co. has advertised for bids to run 100 feet of tunnel
at their claim.

Marguerite.

— Superintendent Morris

ahead operations

at the Marguerite with

is

pushing

vim.

The

skips for raising water had been placed in posi
and yesterday the work of draining the mine was
begun. There are two of these skips and they have
It is calcua carrymg capacity of 500 gallons each.
tion

lated that with these skips in addition to the pumps
mine will be drained in eight days. The
the
20-stamp mill is being put in shape, and as there is
some ore on hand it will be started up at once.
tine set of silver plates for the mill had just been reSuperintendent Morris
ceived from San Francisco.
proposes to make use of his put^nied process in the
mill.
As soon as the mine is pumped out a force of
men will be placed under ground in making developments and taking out ore. Thirty-four men are at
the mine at present, but all of these have not yet

A

to work.

Mountain Mine, — The work

of opening the
No. 3 tunis progressing steadily.
feet
from
the pay chute.
within
less
than
180
nel is
No. 4 tunnel is in about 60 feet. The upper workings of the mine show splendidly, and there has been
for a long time sufficient ore in sight to warrant the
This work, however, will not
erection of a big mill.
Oliver Sunderbe inaugurated until ne.\t season.
haus bince the purchase of this mine has expended
an immense amount of money in developments.

Mountain mine

Decatur

northwest

and Norcross Con. — The

above-

i,

drift,

the 300 level in west
at a distance of 120 feet from main
the winze has been sunk a distance of

13 feet; total depth, 22 feet. Formation, quartz and
porphyry, showing some value. From the top of
this winze a south drift has been started and advanced a distance of 29 feet; formation, porphyry.

Crown Point,— West crosscut No. 2 on the 700
passed through a heavy body of clay and
reached a solid vein of quartz that assays from $15
to $25 a ton. about three-fourths of which is gold.
The indications are that the find wilt prove large and
of permanent value.
A drain is being cut in the
Sutro tunnel drift.
level has

Alpha and Exchequer.— The
Exchequer on the 382

drift in the

phyry, as

new

gone

No.

crosscut

north

level is

lateral

still in

Hale and Norcross.— The west drift on

the 500
has been discontinued and the men set to work
in other parts of the mine.
Work is still
in
progress in the north and prospecting drifts.
Three square sets of timbers are now in place across
the width of the vein cut on the Savage line.
level

on repairs

Yellow Jacket.— The

extraction of ore has not
is in better shipe

The mine

yet been resumed.

both underground and on the surface than ever before in

work

and good work will^be
in the ore breasts.

history,

its

is

resumed

Chollar.

done when

—On

the 450 level the north drift is in
quartz that assays as high as $10 a ton. On the 750
level the west drift continues in material of a favorable character.
The east crosscut on the same level
is still in vein porphyry.

—

Confidence.

The work of extracting ore was
last Tuesday wiih a full force of miners.
ore is being shipped to the Brunswick jmill for
reduction.
The mine resumes operations in thorough repair throughout.
resumed

The

—

]USTICE. The new mill is nearing completion. It
up under favorable circumstances, as there
a large amount of ore on the dump ready for re-

will start
is

named property is located in Lady's canyon and is duction, with some good bodies opened up
owned by Messrs. Abbe and Flint They have run mine.
Mr.
tunnel at an expense of $6500.
Abbe alone has expended $4000 in the enterprise.
Work has been suspended for a couple of months
past, but it will be resumed again in a short time.

600

feet of

—

Pike City. Cor. N-^vada Co. Herald, Nov. 2:
and Capt. T.
J. M. Hoicomb, Thomas Callinan

Mr.

who

are engaged in opening
the North Alaska mine, went up to ih^t location today.
The mill is expected in a few days from the
Nevada Foundry. Work on the new 40-stanip mill
at the Red Chief mine is being pushed rapidly ahead.
Mr. Wilson has a mill completed on his mine, which
is situated on an extension of the same ledge, and
he will begin crushing as soon as water is obtained.
William and Richard Phillips have a mine on an old

W. Moore,

the parties

por-

also the northeast crosscut on the same
level.
On the 500 level of the Alpha the north lateral drift is in quartz that carries some metal.
The
lace of the south drift on the same level is also
wholly in quartz.
is

Segregated Belcher.— Work

in

the

south

Are now running an

been discontinued.

raise has

in the

east drift, jointly with the Belcher, for the purpose
of obtaining a much-needed air connection.

PoTOSi.

— The

south drift on the 650 level con-

tinues in quartz and porphyry.
On the 550 level
east crosscut No. 2 is still in quartz, carrying some
metal.
The whole face is in quartz.

Alta.t— The

batteries

and concentrators are run-

ning on ore from the 725 and 825 levels. The mine
not only holding its own, but is also showing some
improvement.
is

Sierra Nevada.— West
520

level

crosscut

has reached the west wall.

No. 2 on the

West

crosscut

No. 3 on the same level is still passing through porphyry and quartz.
Andes. The repairs to the shaft have been completed and are now cleaning up drifts preparatory to
a resumption of underground operations.
Union Con. and Mexican. The joint Union
drift from the east drilt from the Ophir shaft, 1465
level, is out 146 feet in Mexican ground.
Scorpion. During the past week the west crossTrinity.
cut on the 300 level has been advanced 20 leet,
Trinity Journal, making its total length 152 feet.
Trinity River Tunnel.
Nov. 3: John B4raber will add more planks to the
Ophir.— Are cutting a drain and repairing the drift
dam and put in fljodgatesat theheid of ihe tun- running south from the east drift from the shaft
nel, when it wilt be dosed down for the winter.
station on the 1465 level.
Utah. 472 level— East crosscut No. 2 has been
NB VADA,
extended 50 feet; total, 236 feet. The formation is
c'ay
and porphyry.
Wasboe DtRt;rlct.

which they have worked for
Last week their
several years with varying success.
tunnel tapped a deposit of very good gravel which
has the appearance of being very extensive. In 1864.
when this claim was first opened, and for a number
of years thereafter, this was a dividend-paying mine.
The Phillips Bros, took the property at a time when
its prospects were very poor, and it has taken capital
and muscle logo ahead.
river-gravel

depo.-it

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Quartz.
were
shown some very fine specimens of gold quartz from
the Gold King mine Wednesday.
The mine is evi-

Lady Washington. Work in the raise above
Belcher. Virginia Enterprise, Nov. 3; Good
headway is being made with all repair work. The the 725 level is being pushed ahead as usual.
BALTiMORE.--The usual prospecting work is belevel
favorably.
is progressing
north drift on the 200
some ore is being opened up.
Are running a joint drift to the Segregated Belcher ing done and —
Overman.
Prospecting work is still continued
A drain is being cut in the
for an air connect.on.

dently a bonanza to

Suiro tunnel

San Dleso.

—

drilt,

week north

large

the Arcadian mill started on ore from the Round
Valley Consolidated.
learn that a body of very
good ore is being extracted, and that the indications
are that the mine will have a prosperous future.
There is water in the Round Valley reservoir to run
the mill about a month.

Copper

j

the past

A

showing.

Julian Sentinel, Nov.

first

The Bulwer Con.— For

3:

—

— Mono Relief, Oct.

feet.

at the

Nov.

Hathaway mine near

Plumae.

MendociDO.

was advanced 14

Herald,

The Drury Mine. Greenville Bulldin, Oct. 31:
During the la^t two months the force of men at
work night and day have been pushing tunnel No.
2 ahead. At the face of this tunnel, the backs, up
to No. I, are 200 feet high.
The ledge is now between 3 and 4 feet thick and increasing in size. The
ore is of very fine quality and is estimated at from
The property now has a fine
$8 to $15 per ton.

incline level was drivt^n 19 'eet.
The pump
was staiti'd and the water is beii'g lowered about 12
There are 95 feet of water in the
feet per day.
shaft.

on

work

of dividend-payers.

Ophir, putting up a fine new stamp-mill, while the
work of developing and opening up the mine goes
steadily on.
The company, under the management
of Supt. G. W, Horn, means business.

During the
30:
past week the west crosscut Irom upraise from 300Upraise from same
foot level was advanced lo teet.
was extended 5 feet. The winze from the south drift,
4no-foot

list

New Mill.— Placer

Mono.

Bodie.

a

With a 20-stamp mill, economical
management, the Coe should in due

season be placed on the

Silver. Meudacxno Dispatch Democrat^ Nov. 1:
Mr. H. M. Daniels of Anderson valley was in town
yesterday and brought with him a bit of intelligence
which will be hailed with Inierestand satistaction by
He has discovered
the people of the whole county.
a lead of silver ore on his ranch, near Christine, that
bids fair to prove a veritable bonanzi. A shaft has been
sunk to a di^pth of 75 feet, and six men are now hard
A sample of surface
at work developing the mine.
ore sent to San Francisco last week assays $9.82 to
the ton, and Mr. Daniels is certain that the ore now
in sight will run far richer.

The

now

is

water-power

hoisting and pumping plant on the Coe, and all that
development
is necessary to aflTord resumption of
work is to oil the machinery, turn on the water and
pump out the mine. Water-power for operating a

this time.

—

Tidings. Nov.
generally will

intelligence that at last and
after many vicissitudes the Coe Mining Co. has effected an arrangement which will result in the development on an extensive scale of the company's

is being run on the ledge, and the indications are very favorable for the development of a
The usual amount of
large body of high-grade ore.
ore is being extracted from the upper levels, and
everything in connection with the mill and mine is

smoothly.

Outside Capital.— Grass Valley
Our community and mining men

i:

A level

shortly.

incline

hail with delight the

HiLDRETH Happenings.— Cor. Fresno Republican, Nov. i: The Abbey shaft is down 700 feet.

about a week ago, but

the

costly.

rain sets in.

runnmg

— Herald,

The incline will give better air for the mine,
besides affording egress therefrom in the event that
any accident should occur at the main shaft where
the hoisting works are located, and the safety of the
men is thus better provided for. The additional advantage of the shaft is that it can be used lor raising
the gravel when it becomes advantageous to do so.
The depth of the new incline is about 550 feet.

mill is being built as rapidly as circumt3wn.
The work is kept up day and
stances will permit.
night with the hope of completing the mill before the

for

entirely

Nov. 2: The
Derbec mine has
comes to the
McKillican shaft, which
surface near the old
was attempted to be put down some 16 years
or more ago.
Heretofore there has been but one
entrance to the mine since the tunnel was filled up,
and that through a perpendicular shaft about 6b3
feet deep.
Some time ago a perpendicular upraise
was attempted, but it was found too diflicult and

The

ground

0''

discovered while

new

ledge, which he believes lo be
the richest ever developed in the county.

an

Incline Completed.
new incline shaft at
The
been completed.

Angels. Mountain Echo, Nov. i: Work is
progressmg quite actively at the Utica mine in this

— Blasting surface

He

pecting duiing the past week.

RIURPHYS. Cor. Mountain Echo, Nov. i: Mining is still being pursued with energy and perseverance and with prospects of success. The Norfolk
Mining Co. is actively engaged in developing its
property and extracting quartz of a fair quality.
Ore is now being hauled to the Ore Plata mill for
reduction. The quartz is not free-milhng, but will
be crushed and the pulp carried over the concentrators and the concentrates sent to the reduction
works for final treatment.

Nevills.

where he had been pros-

district

Con. Cal. and Virginia.— The usual quantity of
ore has been extracted on the 1400 and 1435 levels
and the ore breasts continue to look well. On the

him we learn the following particulars: The vein
was reached at a distance of.470 feet in the tunnel.
It is about three feet in width and prospects very
lavorably.
The distance between this tunnel and
No. I is 240 feet, and to the surface it is over 400 level are also looking and yielding well. The usual
feet.
It is the intention to run ahead the tunnel a quantity of ore has been sent to the mills and the asshort distance further and then put through a raise says will average about the same as last week.
and connect with the winze in No. i adit. After
Occidental.- In the upper tunnel they are rethis connection is made, the work of developing the pairing and retimbering
the track.
In the lower
vein in both tunnels will be pushed ahead with vigor. tunnel are repairing No.
2 and
chutes,
feet

—

ist.

Dayton.

drift,

—Sierra

Sutter Ckeek.— Cor. Amador Dispatch. Nov.
It is the calculation to erect a mill next season.
The hanging wall in the North Star is dipping since been worked. The mine was owned by Wm. This company, consisting entirely of home people,
The progress made at this Eddy and C. C. Leavitt, the former now deceased. has already expended in labor at the mine $15,000.
east, a good indication.
mine is unprecedented in the history of mining in In conversation with Mr. Eddy regarding this mine,
Salinas and Mercer.— At the Salinas and
The Witdraan mine is looking consid- some time previous to his death, he informed us that Mercer mine six men are taking out ore.
the county.
erably brighter.
at the bottom of the shaft there still remained a lead The mill wilt be started with J. Moss in charge as
Drytown. — Cor. Amador Dispatch^ Nov. 2: Bar- 12 to 16 inches thick. Not many crushings were soon as water comes. The winter supplies are all
ney &. Voorhies' sulphurets works wilt close down the had, but the rock taken cut was always high grade. in, and in tact all preparations are made for a good
last of the week, there being no more sulphurets on
We believe the ground was patented. If the mine season's work. The ore going into the chutes and
hand. The Cosmopolitan has finished sinlcingand was opened up it would be a good thing for the mill is hard to beat.
500-foot
from
the
station
crosscut
east
will start a
town.
It is a pity that such quartz leads as the one
The Buffalo. The mill machinery has all been
The North California is now mentioned should lie idle. In this vicinity there are delivered at the BufFnlo mine, ^nd the Pelton wheel
the first of next week.
workmg two shifts crossculting west; will reach the many prospects similarly situated, but for want of and pipe has been hauled in this week. The mill
shoot of ore in about 100 feet. The Grover is run- capital they remain unworked.
building is Iramed and in a few days will be under
ning steady. Everything looks well in the mine.
Transcript, cover.
A Prospector's Good Luck.
The two-story boarding-house and the
All of the new pipe is now on the ground; are laying
Nov, i: J. R. Nickerson came down yesterday blacksmith shop are completed. Twenty hands,
very fast; will be completed about Jan.

averages $50 a ton.
Are now extracting 60 tons a
day, which is being shipped to the Rock Point mill,

1500

Sierra.

Active Work.

2:

it

level (on the Norcross line) are extracting ore and
putting in square sets.
The ore, thus far, is three
sets of timbers (about 18 feet) in width.
The ore

—

its

2:

We

owners.

Shasta.

Nov. 3: Theodore
Popejoy was in town this week.
His mines, embracing the Original Williams & Kellinger. contain
6-foot
of
milling
from
working asa
ledge
ore, and
City.

Courier.

drift.

Savage.— On

the 500 level the southeast drift is
out 302 ieet. The northeast drift, 230 feet from the
north hne, is passing into very favorable ground,
Aie sloping out ore of a good quality on this level
On the 500
(400) from the drifts north and south.

below the

l^vel of the

Bullion.
500 and 600

— The

main tunnel.

usual work

is

in progress

on the

levels.

Eureka

District.

Ore Shipments. —5<!nrt'n£/. Nov. 3: During the
week the following shipments of ore have been de-

Nov.

Mining AND Scientific Press.
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wide was encountered. He says the ore is good, ferft by the new lessees. They are driving (or the
of it going as high as $300 per ton. while none ore chimney, which is still more than 100 feet ahead
worth Irss than from $30 to 940 per ton. of them.
The whole force of the Oro B;1U company has been
Poor-Wilt mine. 153^ tons; Eureka Star, 9% tons; taken from the mme and is at work building a wagDAKOTA.
on road into the property from Minneh.iha flat.
It
and the NyeMioing Co., K ton.
Float. Deadwood /'/y/r«r. Nov. 1: The ^xBullion Shipment. Messrs. Wells, Fargo & will take about a month and a half yet to complete
when the machinery for their oiiU will be at iom Mining ComF>any, with live good cl.iiins on B ild
Co. shipped yesl:;rday 11 birs of Eureka Con. bull- this,
once shipped in.
mountain, will be organized as sj on as seal and
ion valued at $27,000, and during the week the RichWe understand the cap tal has all
Stockton Hill.— Mohave Miner, Nov. 3: charier arrive.
mond Cu. shipped 45 tons of rich lead bullion.
Tommy
Tnmbath and a capitalist have commenced been subscribed for except, perhaps, io,<»oo shares.
Jactcrabbtt Dlatrlcc
work on the Charlotte mine, a proprrty belonging to .Mbe Holmes was in from Carbonate yiserdty and
OnOMDAGA.— Pioche A'<rftJ/-i/, Oct. 31: The boiler the Gray brothers. Tommy McMahon has hired a reports steady operations at the Albe, with encouragand engine on the Indeiicndt-nce mine was loaded crew and gone to work on his mine, the Voung Hy- ing results. Ocaisional shipments are made to Omaon Culvcrwell's wagon Wednt-sday and hauled to son, The ore produced from this mine compares ha, and the mine continues pa>ing for its own develThe Bullion- company has put a force to
the Onondaga mine at Jackrabbit the next day.
favorably with any in the district for nchness. The opment
Cupel still continues to produce a large quantity of work taking out ore for ihe Galena smelter. SeverJefferson District.
high-grade ore, and Foreman Dily is putting on al ions have already been shipped. Good ore has
Running.— Belmont Courier, Nov. 3: Charles men as f.tst as the ground is being opened. The recently been struck on the Eclipse, and its superinK^nrohat's mill is running nicely, and his mine is
crosscut from the 2o6-<oot level has been connected tendent, Dick Richards, is confident it will shortly
looking splendidly.
with the winze from the 120-foot level, which gives a prove as valuable a piece of property as the Ruby
Plocbe District.
good circulation of air and makes the working of the Bell, adjoining. Another carload of coke for the
smeller is supposed to have reached WhileYuba Mine.— Pioche Record, Oct. 31: The ore body a much easier matter than heretofore. G tienaSunday
uood
night.
The plant will probably blow
Yuba is now employing 30 men and continues regu- There ate a eood many rumors fl^jating around
The work on the about ihe C. O. D. going to sink another too leet. in to-day tor a continuous run. The September
lar shipments of high-grade ore.
cleanup
at lh>^ Jenny Jewell mill amounted to S7800
have
but
as
yet
they
not
commenced.
That
they
mine is miinly exploratory, however, the main bulk
H. J. (mint returns), and that for October promises to be
of the ore being leit in the mine for better facilities will do so shortly, there is not a doubt.
even laiger.
which the railroad will bring. The deepest explora- Brother, the superintendent of the Rattan mine, left
He exprcts 10 be
RuBv.
Deadwood Pioneer, Nov, i: A trip
tion is on the i30o-foot level, where the crosscut to Friday morning for St. Louis.
the ledge from th*^ shaft is within ten feet of the vein absent about two weeks, and wilt, during his ab- among the Ruby mines at present causes even an
connection
with
sence,
in
owners
of
the
mine
in
St.
old-timer
who
has been away lor a few months to
development
is
expected
where
an
important
and
Louis, coniraci for the necessary machinery needed open his eyes with pleasure and surprise at the new
soon to be made.
for hoisting works and for treating the ore.
The ore bodies ihai have been opened up very recently.
Reveille District.
mine is looking tirst-class.
The camp is filling up with men doing assessment
Brlle and Lihekty.— Cor. Belmont Courier,
work and more fully developing the numerous ore
Nov. 3; The mines of Reveille still hold their own.
bodies.
BRITISH COLUMBIA.
At the Eclipse, Dick Richards is driving a
Messrs, Boiiomfield and Ronan are gelling plcniy
tunnel, running east (rom the south fork of Whiteof ore from the Belle mine, and Messrs. Jordan &
About $2000 in 60 Days.— Donald Truths Nov. tail. The tunnel is in about 40 leel. Ore was found
Marshall have a good thing in the Liberty. The i; Work was entirely suspended on Porcupine 20 feet from the start, and at present is dipping conprospects are looking well, but the owners do not creek owing to the thermometer registering zero, and siderably into Ihe hill.
The Eclipse cabin is filled
wish too much of a rush here for a month or so,
with men at work in the vicinity.
all claims have been laid over 10 June i, 1889,
when
work
will be resumed and prosecuted with
Ellington
Troy.
superintendent of the
Hy.
Tuscarora District.
vigor.
The boys had several difficuUies to contend
Belle Isle. T^tmes-Revictu, Nov. 2: East cross- against; but lack of practical experience was the above mine, has a force of men at work sinking a
shaft
strike
to
the continuation of the Harmony ore
cut Irom north drift, 250-faot level, has been ex- greatest.
The four men in the Discovery company vein. Supt. Ellington has been engaged recently
tended 10 lecL The indications aie favorable for have made $6 a day to the man for every day they
with Geo. Hopkins in surveying and ascertaining
ore.
were on the ground, and averaged over $15 a day the pich of the Tornado and Harmony ore vein, and
Found Treasure, Some necessary repairs have lor the days actually engaged in sluicing. Their finds from such observation that he will have to sink
been made in ihe old shaft to preserve it for escape ground was shallow, four feet to bedrock, but they 52 feet to strike the regular ore body. Ore has been
and ventilation purposes. The usual quintity of worked intelligently under the direction of an old- found in two shafts and a tunnel on the Troy that
ore has been taken out and sacked for shipment.
time placer miner. Their largest nugget weighed $11.- runs well.
North CoM.MONWEALTH and Del Monte Com-. 30, the next $10.10, and several that went over $5.
MiK.\DO.— The old shaft is being retlmbered and
BiNATioN Shaft. Total depth of shalt 90 ftet The dust is coarse, and was saved by the ordinary put in shape to commence sinking.
Sink- riffle, without the aid of blankets, plates, or quickProgress has been slow on account of water.
Glenwood. Has run a surface open cut from
This company will make p'eparaiions during will now be suspended until the machinery is in silver.
ing the winter to work their ground on a larger scale creek level to nearly the top of hill and struck a
place.
Next down the creek is the Spragge 2-foot vein of good ore.
next season.
North Belle Isle. The face shows a little Go's, ground. Although shallow diggings, lime was
improvement. Some work has been done along the
IDAHO.
until the season was nearly closed.
Good progress frittered away
first Slope above the 400-foot level.
They cleaned up about f 100, but their ground is
is being made with the work at the Union niilL
Venus.— Ketchum Keystone, Nov. i: V. Domknown to be good. The Horseshoe Co. is next.
Nevada Queen.- -The stopes above the 350- They sluiced from the surface for awhile at the start; ski shipped three tons of Venus ore Monday, which
fooi level have increased in width, but the ore is not but became dissatisfied at the small returns and assayed 233 ounces in silver and 45 per cent lead. This
so high grade, the average assay from the battery moved their boxes up the creek above the Discovery is a liitle lower grade than the previous shipment,
pulp for the week being 5164.03 per ton. There have claim. They worked there for a lime, then moved but may be considered the very highest grade lead
been 350 carloads of concentrating ore hoisted; aver- back to the lower claims again. Finally, they com- ore mined in the Wood River country. There is
age assdy from car sample, $22.85 P^f ^^n*
menced a bedrock shaft, and bad It down about 20 plenty of ore now in sight for several months'

From the Hamburg mine.
livered at ihe furnaces:
363 tons; JacksoD mioe. 215 tons; Dunderberji; mine,
40 tons; bitvrr Ltck mine. 2% tons; Helena Morii*
mer mine, 3>i ions; Diamond mine, 16 tons; Whip-

feet

some
of

it is

—

—

—

—

—

,

—

—

—

—

—

Navajo, The stopes along the 350-foot level are
looking well and are being put in shape for an increased output. The front slope along ihe 23o-l*'vel
Farther north,
Is now being opened and stulled.
stopes are being started on the east vein, 300-foot
At all points the output of ore is of a high
level.
Will commence milling about the ylh inst.
grade.

—

Commonwealth. 150-foot-level: No. 2 winze
from east lateral drilt has been sunk 9 feet; it has
No. 3 north
been much harder th^n heretofore.
drift from No. i east crosscut has been extended
through
quartz
and clay,
seams of
16 feet, passing
showing a little mineral; 225-foot level: Main south
dritt Irom station has been advanced 18 feet, passing through some very hard rock, showing some
sulphurets.

ARIZONA.
Different Districts.

—Arizona Journal-Miner,

Girdier relurned yesterday Irom
Groom creek. The Sucker mine, Turkey creek disJohn S. Jones
trict, is being worked by four men.
has been running the Standard mill pretty constantIn the old Gray Eagle mine Doc. Bowen
ly ol late.
15 at work taking out gold ore worth $400 per ton.
Waller J. Wright is running the Del Pasco mill on
ore from J. R. Li-ton's Old Reliable mine.
J. R.
Boyer and Geo. W. Sessions have sold (he Norman
mine, Cherry creek, to J. H. B. Smith, for $650.
Kred Sattes is working on the Washington mine,
Crook canyon, the ore assaying from $20 to $40 per
Harlan &; Barrington have plenty of
ton in gold.
water again, and are running their mill on Howard
They talk of putting in
ore up to its full capacity.
Lew Ellitt, a partner of Geo. W.
a larger plant.
Sines in the Mollie Stark claim, continues to take out
He has six tons sacked
good ore $140 gold rock.
now for shipment to the sampling works. J. N.
Rodenburg, from the Bradshaw country, gives a
glowing account of the mines in that section. He
iays that miners were never so encouraged by the
outlook (or prosperity as at present. A. L. Kerr is
in town superintending the shipment of machinery
On the arrival of a few articles
to Weaver district.
which he shipped to-day, he will h^ve his new 10siamp mill ready to start. J. B. White, who has
been superintending the erection of the Boaz mill at
Minnehaha flat, came in from thit camp to-day.
He says the mill is ready to run, but they have not
yet succeeded in getting their water supply in. Chas.
Degend has just returned from the Santa Maria
country, Eureka district, where he has been working
He says the
a claim belonging to D. C. Thome.
Mr. Rodenproperty is a very promising prospect.
burg says that Jacob Henkle has a bonanza, and no
mine.
He is takTransit
Rapid
doubt about it, in the
ing out $600 ore lor shipment to the Fresco' t samout now
eight
tons
to
pling works, and has from six
ready for shipment.
He has recently let a contract
The re
claim.
to two men to sink 150 feet on the
cent rains have furnished an abundant water supply
Shekels
is
Mr,
for the Crowned King mine, and
Mr. Rodenrunning it on full time day and night.
mills
in
the
burg says it is one of the best equipped
Territory.
Thus far they have been able to save by
amalgamation up to 95 per cent of the value of the
ore, which is good woik.
Col. H. A. Bigelow,from
the Senator mine, reports that a crosscut from the
new shaft to the old workings of the mine has been
run at a depth of 130 feet, in which a body of ore 14

Nov,

i:

Chas.

—

They clean
feet when they stopped for the season.
ed up less than $100- Next CAme the Penetrating
Co. They turned the creek, built a cabin, sunk a
The Donald Placer Co.
shaft 12 feet, and hunted.
built a good cabin, a good diich and dam, good
sluice-boxes, commenced a good shaft, and stopped
work for the season with good intentions. Their
Next
first and last cleanup yielded exactly $i.g6.
came the Michgan Co. They were the first tobi-gin
They also sunk a
sluicing, and the first to quit.
shaft, but. for some reason, abandoned it before getThey made a small cleanup.
ting down to bedrock.
Next came a company that did not do anything but
put UD stakes to mark their 300 feet. Next, and l&st,
the French Co., who have a shaft down over 37
There is no question but gold is in the creek
feet.
in paying quantities; but there is also no question
that to obtain it the owners of the deep ground will
have to do more intelligent and more persistent work

next season than they did

sloping.

Philadflphia and Idaho Co.

Country.

— Donald

Truth, Nov. i: On the last trip up to Revelstoke the steamboat Dispatch had aboard several

well-known mine-owners from Toad Mountain. One
of the Hall boys and John McDonald were among
They report having received returns
the number.
from a trial shipment of 22 J^ tons of ore sent to
Anaconda, Montana, for reduction. The shipment
netted them an even $7000, after paying transportation and smelting charges that aggregated $80 a ton.
The ore carried $308 in silver and $2,50 in gold to
The
the ton, besides going 28 per cent in copper.
pay-streak from which this ore was taken is about
two feet in width, although the ledge is 30 feet wide
Arrangements are being perfected to
in places.
keep men at work on the claims all winter. About
100 men are in that camp at present.

OOLORADO.
Notes.— Georgetown

Courier, Nov, 3: Mineral
Chief is being opened at lour places, and two more
Three are in big ore. Oneida is
are to be started.
erecting an additional hoibting plant and will commence sinking on No. i adit. The Mary Foster
Ore mills
shaft is to be sunk to a depth of 400 feet.
about $300 per ton. A plant of hoisting machinery
is being put up on the Lamartine, head of Trail
The breast of the 750-fool level on the Colcreek.
orado Central shows an eight-inch vein of solid
Five men are at work extending the sluices on
ore.
the Rombauer placer. The cleanup lor the season
The Golden
is said to have been very satisfactory.
Smelting Co. is making its last cleanup and will
treatment
Unfair
close the works belore many days.
by the railroads is the cause. A lot of five tons of
the
Miners*
ore from the Jo Reynolds, milled at
%^oo
nearly
relurned
Works in one class,
The ore is chock full of gray copper.
per ton.

It is

rumored

their pU^cer diggings for the year.
last cleanup was made after a run of ao hours'
duration, with a small stream of water, and netted
them $94.90— souieihing over $4 per hour, which
indicates th it they have some remarkably rich diggings, and if they only had plenty ol water could
lake out " bushels ol gold.''

Their

NEW

MKXIUO.

Carlisle.— Wutern Liberal, Nov. i The Carlisle Co. keeps \2 men employed on development
work. One of ihe territorial papers recently an:

nounced

.that the

failure.

smelling plant at Carlisle was a
At the lime tht announcunent was made
was netting $7000 per month.

the smeller

Development Work.— Sliver City Enterprise,
2:
The ore vein in the Golden Giant at Pmos
Altos has widened to 34 inches of good solid ore.
A pipe line from a spring at the he.td of Mill creek,
three miles from the Key mill, will be laid by the
K.ry Co. and an abundance of wjter obtained for
W. C. Tonkin came in from the
milling purposes,
Ruby mine at Gold Mill this week. The mine is now
showing about 14 inches of very rich ore. The sale
of the Atlantic to the Deep Down Mining Co. will
undoubtedly be consummated this week. J, R.Johnson, the energetic lessee of the Old .\Un mine, while
in town yesterday informed a represemative of the
Enterprise that he has opened up a pocket of rich
It is at a depth of about 130 feel,
ore in the mine.
and gives every indication of being a bonanza,
such as ushered the mine into notoriety here a few
Work is steadily progre-sing on the
years ago.
Santa Rita mines in the way of preparing them for
Dr. Mahone some
real business in the near luthre.
lime since gave Ed Moulton a contract to furnish
25.000 leet of lumber (or limbering pu-poses, and
the order has been lately enlarged upon a'ld the work
of timbering and Ireeing the mine of water is now
going on under the watchful eye of Dr. Mahone,
The amount of
assisted by Mr. Melcalf of Boston.
ore the Santa Rita and Hanover mines are capable
of turning out would make things hum in this section if they were worked to iheir lull cspaciiy,
M.
W. Bremen, general manager of the Bremen Co.,
has adopted the lease system and has already made
several contracts with miners.
His lease provides
that in case the men lail to make $3 per day,
A large number ol men could
they pay no royally.
One
find room in the mine on fairly good ground.
leaser recently shipped several tons of ore which run
145 ounces per ton. The men working on day's pay
Day and nighi shilis are
are Uking out good ore.
working in one part of the mine. New ground is
altogether
opened
up
and
the prospects are
being
the most favorable.
Nov.

OBBGON.
Pl»cer Claims Purchased. — Bedrock DemoThe placer claims of Oscar Benson at
crat, Nov. i:
Granite creek were recently sold to Mr. L. H. BowMr. Bowman arrived here
man of Walla Walla.
Sunday on his way to Granite to examine his
property and see what was needed to equip them for
exiensive operations the coming spring. The claims
consist of 40 acres of fine gravel banks covered
with a ditch of unlimited supply of water, capable of
furnishing all the water necessary for the working
of these mines and other claims adjacent.

last

The Red Cloud.— The owner of the R»d Cloud
Snake River. — The Mountain Home BuUedn mine in Granite district, Mr. Ike Klopp, has per-

says that Snake river is reported to be lower than
ever before known at this season of the year. This
gives the miners a great advantage in being ab^e to
work the bars at a greater dnpth than usual, and
will cause much activity in placer mining on the
Snake until a rise takes place.

—

Badger. The new hoisting works for this mine
have been shipped in and are now being put in
The B.dger, according to every report, is in
place.
fine condition, exhibiting large ore bodies and an almost txhaustless extent of " virgin'' ground.

MONTANA.

this.

The Toad Mountain

—

that the Philadelphia & Iddho Co. will resume
operations in their immense smelters at this point
early next spring.

oper.itions in

The Carbonate Mine, — Montana Mining

Re-

view, Nov. i: The Carbonate mine, loc-tied four
miles from Marysville, is looking much better than
ever before. The tunnel is now in about 325feet,and
a raise was made to tap the shaft for air. The vein
has widened and is now about seven feet wide.
This is a very fine property and will prove a bonanza
to its owners, Messrs. John and Andrew Neenan, of
Marysville.

The Lee Mountain Mine.— Work was resumed
on the Lee Mountain mine at Rimini to-day (Wednesday) with a force of 20 men, and will probably
be kept up all winter. It is also expected to start up
the concentrator at Rimini within a short time, but
before doing so the works will be overhauled and
repaired.

The Great Falls Smelter has started up and
miners can have their ores worked at home. The
company is now buying ores in any quantity.
Their office is in the Gold block, Helena.
Oro Fino and the Champion. —Montana Minlooking favoring Review, '^o^. \:
able in the Oro Fino district for a great mining

Everything

is

at that point, and one which bids fair to rival
Deer Lodge county's other famous mining section
As development work is
the Phillipsburg country.
prosecuted, it seems to demonstrate that in the near
future the now nearly obscure Oro Fino region will
reign a queen'among the great mineral kingdoms of
Montana. Probably no other property has done so
much to prove the worth of this district as the
Champion lode, in which another new strike is reported as having just been made, a 3-foot streak of
ore appearing in the vein that samples over S500 to
The shaft has been sunk to a depth of 250
the ton.

camp

whereby exiensive development
progress on the property all the coming
for many years
winter.
piston a limited scale and gives every indication of
properly.
being a valuable
fected arrangements

work

will

The mine has been worked

Sparta Mines.
Guy Lewis, M.

— Bedrock

Democrat,

Nov,

i:

E. of Sparta, owner of the Del
Monte group of mines and other properties, is on a
He gives a good account
business trip to this city.
of mining operations in his district and predicts a
grand future for the camp. The mines will be
operated more extensively than ever in the spring,
he says, as several Eastern companies are taking
hold and will work them on a grand sc^le. The
Del Monte group is showing up fine, with thousands
of tons of rich gold ore on the dump awaiting reduction by mill.

Jay

The Pandora.— C.
Walla Walla
ington

to

last

inspect

C.

McCoy

arrived

from

Sunday on his way to Huntthe Pandora mining prop-

which he is one of the principal owners.
property is situated about one mile from Huntington and about the same distance from the railroad track of the Oregon Short Line. The working
management of the properly is in the hands of Judge
Lehmen. Development work on the Pandora properly has been pushed vigorously all of the past summer, until at the present time we understand the ore
chutes and veins show up splendidly, and besides
having hundreds of tons of rich free-gold ore on the
dump, a much larger body of ore is to be seen in the

erty, in

The

tunnels.

WASHINGTON.
Cle-Elum's Big Bore.— E'lensburgh Capital,
Oct. 27: The hole at Cle-elum has attained a depth
of nearly 700 feet, and ha'? revealed quite a numi er
of the hidden treasures of Mother Earth. Besides the
seven-foot vein of superior coal, it has uncovered a
large bed of superior potter's and fire clay which can

manufacture of fire-brick and potfor the former will he very great
the furnaces and smelters cont-^mplated in
Kittitas valley are buill and in aciive operation.
from a lo-days' trip to the
Billy Price returned
He stated to a reporter that the camps
mines.
were in the best spirits. Several capitalists were
there.
The superintendent of the Arlington is making preparations to work all winter and has a large
The War Eagle and others are all
force of men.
busy.
The Flannagan Bros, have a shaft down 300
feet and have found two feet of the choicest gold yet
discovered.
It is reported that ihey have sold onefourth interest to San Francisco parlies for $20,000.

be

utilized in the

tery.

The demand

when

and a crosscut is now being run. The ore rewas struck 6 feet in on the crosscut. The
Champion has a ledge of ore 30 feet wide, from
Coley & Johnson, who have been milling their which a sample cannot be taken anywhere that will
from
the Trinidad through an arastra, run less than $10 per ton, and from that figure up.
ore
Their
very
good luck.
having
have
been
The New Smelter.— The Helena and Livinghst run of nine days netted them $212. Brown &
Placer Mining Near the Methow. At the
ston Smelting Co. is pushing work as rapidly as
Pursell are making money on the Edinburg sloping
on their plant in East Helena. Three mouth of the Methow parlies are engaged in placer
possible
over the second level. John Rutherford is driving
on a big scale. The water of the Methow is
mining
highland
feet
in
being
one
140
completed,
are
stacks
Weiser & Co. are driving the second
jhe first level.
The sampling wo ks are flumed down the Columbia some distance and with
the others 100 feet each.
level.
C. W. Evans has discovered another lode
birs
of ihe Columbia are being washed, the
midit
the
the
started
up
by
be
will
and
completed
about
near the Evening Star, on McClellan mountain.
In fact, all
help employed being mostly Chinese.
dle of next month.
Surface material assayed a few days ago, returned
can be seen Chinese washing
along
the
Columbia
Dave
A Good Cleanup.— H. S. Horton and
over 300 02s. silver per ton and 13 ozs. gold. The
out shallow places.
of Dry gulch, have closed down
tunnel level on the Little Jack has been extended 60 Orear, at the head

—

feet,

ferred to

—

f
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MILL.

PERFECTED

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9300 pounds
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
quartz to 40 mesh is in successful opera-

DOUBLE

;

tion

and we guarantee

its

work
ic

as represented.

BEST and
CHEAPEST
^^

"

^

'

In the

AFTER SEVERAL YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

we have

World.

finally perfected this

Mill.

Our principal improvement consists in oscillating the stamps by means of sleeves with universal
j jints, allowing the stamps the utmost freedom
of movement, without tendency to bind or
cramp in the working parts.

Several

Mines Using Them

Have

Ordered

Others.

WE HAVE ALSO
HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

IT

And

renewals will not cost over one-half as much as for stimps. Will run empty, or with small
The attention of parties having Cement Gravel is called to this
of ore without injury.
run 100 tons per day to No. 8 mesh; 30 to 35 H. P.
MILLS are the most economical ever built, and are extensively used with
record of several years. No grinding in nans. Mill finishes to any fineness desired.

amount

A

NEW ROCK BREAKER.
CIRCULARS WILL SOON BE READY.

Mill, as it will

OUR DRY

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY,
GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,
HOOKER & LAWRENCE. Gen'l

L. C.

-

Ag'is.

461 Howard

34 and 36
San Francisco.

St.,

145 Broadway. New

MAKSHUTZ

T. G.

Corner Maiir and

Sts.,

York.
CANTRELL.

San Francisco,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Compound

Stationary and

and Quartz
AMALGAMATING MACHINES.

FRANCISCO, OAL.,

ST.,

Manufacturers and Dealers

IRON
WORKS
NATIONAL
W.
Howard
N.

TATUM
& BOWEN,
FREMONT
SAN
of all

Kinds.

TO PUT UP MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?

ARE YOU GOING

TO MAKE ANY CHANGE

IN

MACHINERY?

ARE YOU FREIGHTING BY TEAM OR PACKING ON MULES?
DO YOU WANT PULLEYS ON SHAFTING ALREADY UP?
don't

If 80,

Saw

Engines, Flour, Sugar.

Machinery

in

fail to

look into tho merits ol

THE DODGE PATENT INDEPENDENCE

Machinery.
CASTINGS AND FORCINGS ^LXrZn
Mill

WOOD SEPARABLE

ALL WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED.

They are

Lightesf, Rtrongrest, BeRt Balanced and Most
Convenient Pulleips Uade In the World.

NATIONAL ROCKER aUARTZ MILL.
KENDALL'S PATENT, AUGUST
O.A.I».<SL.dT-5r, X2 ToxLtm In. 2-3=

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL,

3

tlie

Entirely JNew and Orig'inal.
Adapted to any power required.

24, 1886.

Hoxirs.

PULLEYS.

Or SPLIT

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

using- these pulleya.

H.

I*.

JOHN SIMONDS,

Sole Manufacturers.
509

The Patentee and Manufacturers
cordially invite miners to critically

examine and pass judgment upon
this improved system
and amalgamating ores

ot

milling

the

in

to

Time, trouble and

money saved by

g^ Price Liat and Catalogues mailed free,

513 Mission

LIDGERWOOD

St.,

Pacific
-

Coast Agent,

SAN FRANCISCO.

-

M'F'G CO.

MAHUFACTDRKR OP

fol-

lowing particulars:
1.

The

2.

The

cost is less than one-half
etampB of same capacity.

of

3.

freight to mine is less than
one-half of stamps.
The cost of erecting is less than

4.

The power

5.

HOISTING ENGINES.
300

Styles

one-fourth of stamps.
to drive it is less than
one-half of stamps.
The wear is less than one-quarter of stamps.

6. Tiiere

is

no wear except on

7.

shoes and dies.
In point of amalgamation it is
superior to any Qther machine

8.

In itssimplicityot construction.

other ore crushing mEu:hine3

now

before the public

^Send

for Circulars

New Almaden

and Price

List.

Quicksilver.

MARSHUT2 & CANTRELL.
LIGHTNING WELL-SINKING
_ MACHINE MAKERS.
Well-Biiiki!iS

on

.

*

J.

Room

22,

B.

and proapecioru
"

St.,

ti.ola

Bpnt

tept Ima been iunk in 8
hours. IiisiructKina iorbeginnurs. An
Encyclopiim cf eUO Engravings of -wtill

Vwind andetcam

RANDOL,
320 Sansome

and pmspcelins

5L'J

trial.

"'"c

tools,

pumps,

engines. Aircaoil,

Book

free, mailing
,55 CIS. each.

charEui

on gae and

The American
WellWorks.
AURORA, ILLS.,
U.

S.

A.

Sizes,

4500

in Use.

96
)

We challenge competition with
Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or and

and

PARKE, LACY & CO,, Agents
San Francisco Cal.

Liberty St.
New

York.

THE "ECLIPSE"
Copying Apparatus,
copies in black. No
special pen, no special p'vper, no stencil
required. The " Eclipse " reproducee the
natural handwriting eo exceedingly faithful that in most cases "EcliMee" circulars have been taken for ordinary written letters
Specimens and circulars on
application.

One thougaod

,

FELIX

F.

DAUS &

698 Broadway,

CO.,

Kew

York.

Nov.
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as

erizver

without

ia

&

FRASER

l™S!"'o!!!
a Crasher and
T^^
PulThu Mill

HnntlQgtOQ

CHALMERS,
'

319

Gentiifngal

SELBY

rival.

(VSEND TOR CATALOOUK-sa

ead

Is in operation in

ing smelting woriU

and

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

mills.
J

JIGS and

SUfD rOR CATALOOUX AAD TlSTtHO!<nAL&

MACHINERY

for

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING, SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

416 Montgomery-St., San

TROMMELS.

And Assay

REFINERY

Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Solphurets.
MAsarAorvKsaa or

ENGINES

ENGINES,

BLUESTONE
LEAD PIPE.
SHEET LEAD,

AND

SHOT,

BALLIDIE'S

MACBINERY,

Etc., Etc.

ALHO MANUKAOTURKtU* OF

Standard

Shot-Gun

Cartridges,

Under ChamherUo Patent

WIRE ROPE

GORNISB

JOHN TAYLOR &
tMPOHTHKS AND DRALKR8

POMPS.
QENBRAL OFFICE

WORKS

DJSNVBB OFFICE

:

ALSO CHEMICALS. AND PHYSICAL. SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPAKAlUd.

MEXICO OFFICE:
43,

No.

'A

Wall

No.

street.

11 Calls

de Juarez, Oblhuahua, Mexico.

63&65

UTAH OFFICE—SALT LAKE CITY UTAH.

tS'OuT Gold and Silver Tables, ehowing the value pei
ounce Troy at different de;^reeB of fineness, and valuable
tables tor computation of assays in grains and grammea.
will be sent free upon application.
Acents for the Patent
Plumbatro Crucible Co., London, England. Also for "E.

or

G. Dkn.mston'b Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
plates of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly
reliable, and full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Ordera
taken at bia lowest prices.

JOHN TAYLOR &

CO.,

110 Liberty

St.,

New

York,

PARKE

110

&

General Agents,
Chicago, 111., and Denver. Col.
LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

St

C. A.

Near First and Market Streeta. S. F.
Establiubbd 1869,
LucRHARDT, Manager.

Ores worked by any ProoeBa,

CO.,

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMP'Y.

Ores Sampled,
Assaying in all its Branches.
Analyses of Orea, Minerals, Waters, eto.
Working Tests (practical) Made.
Plana and Specifications furnished for the
most suitable Process for Working Ores.

EVANS),

122 Ifeale Street,

S.

F.

C. A.

MACHINE WORKS,

^BAW

STETEFELDT,

YORK

Sleam Pumps. Steam Engines

President.

OFFICE, 18 BEOADTJ7AV

Ronm 700

to Examinations of

Special attention paid

F.

Gold

H.

HAUSMAN,

Mines; Plana and Reports furnished,

WINE

CALIFORNIA

FULDA
BU YEfiS' GUIDE ia

issued March and Sept.,
each year. It i3 an encyclopedia of useful infor.

30

to

40 Spear

COOPERAGE

CO.,

San Francisco.

St.,

^rSaip, Mining, and Watrr Takkb

all who purchase the luxuries or the

Etc.

a Specialty. "^t

"De

man wot knows

it

all

is

alluz a-niakin

Corner

Pump Catechism. By mail, postpaid,
& Co., 220 Market St.. S. F., Cal.

Process.

First

MONTGOMERY WARD &

Medart Patent 'Wrought
26,1881.

Send for references.
in ateara Boilers.
Also Pekrlekh Kchbrk M'f'g Co. Plumbago Sheet, and
Piston and Valve Kod Packing, to ba had only of
J.
wt.. S. F.. Oal.
230

C WINANS.

Fremont

San Francisco Cordage Factory.
Established 1856.
CoDBtantly on hand a

full

assortment of Maolla Ropb

Rope, Whale
Staa Rope, Tarred Manila itope, Hay
Line, etc, etc
Extra sizes and lenf^ths made to order on short notice

TUBES &

GO.

flu and 813 Front St., San Francisco,

CIVIL

TNGINEER,

L HY.
Uontgomery

& CONTRACTOR
121

JACKSON,

St., S.

F.

SHAFTING,
t^ SRI4D

Ko". 129

For Removing or Preventinp Scale, Corrn&ion and Pitting

at Mechanics' Fair, 1884.
:e3 ,
3VE e: :e:

s

cX3

Rim

&

131 Frptnont-

GREAT

THOMAS

Bent and

Cal.

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE

J

I

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento

Street,

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS

WORKING TESTS OF ORES

San Francisco,

CO.

REDUCTION!
America.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
ing and Milline Mat-hinory. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc and other metals punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot,^Cut
burred and Slot Punched ucreena.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (finej.

Orders promptly attended

Cal.

to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
Zl

24 HOURS.
BY ALL PROCESSES.

IN

& ZaS

First St.,

San Francisco,

JOHN W. QUICK,

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.
I

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

Cliesipetit io

No imitation, no deception, n) planished or rotten
Only genuine Russia iron In Quartz Screens.
Iron used.
Planished iron »• reens at nearly half my former rates.
I ha\e a large aunply of Battery Screens on hand
suitable for the Huntington and all Stamp Mills, which I
will sell at 20 per ''ent discount.

APPURTENANCES
HANGERS AND
*^
San FranclBco

my

BATTERY~~SOREENS.

Pulley

FOR CiROUIJAR AND PRIOB LiST.

Rtrpftt,

SAN FBANCI8C0

ot Leldesdorff Street,

a KUSTEL &

For the States of California, Oreffon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washington
Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Also ManuJacturera of
Best Balanced Pulley in the World.

111.

ANTI-INCRUSTATION POWDER
Or Boiler Compound

oxjOm?

St. (Basement.,

Minlncr Gnc:iiieer8 and Metallurdsts.

Sole Liiensed Manufacturers of the

CO.

111-114 Michigan Avenue, Chicago,

Premium Awarded

818 Pine

Assayiug and Analysis of Ores, Minerals and Waters.
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Treating Orea by m
Practical Instruction given
proved prooo^sea.

PERFECT PULLEY'S

or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these things
COMFORTABLY, and you can make a fair
estimate of the value of the BUYERS'
GUIDE, which will be sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage,

WORKS.

METALLURGICAL

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Testa made by

Dewey

mation for

necessities of life. "We
can clothe you and furnish you with
necessary and unnecessary
all the
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, "work, go to church,

Luckhardt,

RUBTBL.

•

2.

change, a-buyin' ob experience.'" The man who
does noi think that he " knows it all " about Pumps
can find out a great deal about them in Grimskaw's
$i.

Huhn &

Mtnlmr Entrlneers and MetallurcrletH
J.

No.

LUCKHARDT & OO^

(Formerly

1

BKOS., Proprietors,

ALL KINDS OP CASKS, TANKS,

ROOM

SAFE DEPOSIT BUILDING,

A.

O.

Mining Properties Bought,
Sold and Developed.

Propositions from principals only entertained.

WATER TANKS) WINE TANKS

OThe

OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET,

FRASER & CHALMERS,

THOMSON &

cor. niiBsloo.Sao Pranclsoo.

application.

These Wheels are designed for all purposes whore limited quantities of water and
heads are utilized, aad are guaranteed to give more power with leas water than
any other wheel made. Beini; placed on horizontal shaft, the power is troneraitted
direct to shaftiu^ by belts, dispensinfir with jjearing.
Eatimate9 furnished on application for wheela specially built and adapted in
capacity to suit any particular case.
Further information can be obtained of this form of couetniction, as well oa the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free of cost,
by applying to the manufacturers.
hi^ch

Springfield, Ohio,

(Succeshors to

St.,

CbemicalB.
Baving been engaged in furnishing these supplies slnoc
the Brst discovery of mines on the Pacific Coast, we fee
confident from our experience we can well ^uit the de
mand for these eoods, ooth as to quality and price. Oxu
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will be sent oc

Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

JAMES LEFFEL &

EVANS &

First

We would coll the attention of Asaayers, Chemists,
Mining; Companies, Milling Companies, Prospectors, etc.,
to our full stock of Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, ScoriQere, etc., including, also, a full stock of

JAMBS LEFFBL'S

^

MINE

AND MILL SUPPLIES,

:

No. 248 Elshteentb Street. Denver, Colorado.

III.

OFFICE:

Room

H.

CO..

IN

TRAMWAYS. ASSAYERS' MATERIALS,

A^^D

Fulton and Union Streeta, Obloaeo,

NEW YORK

0.

CO..

Francisco.

AND SILVER

GOLD

ORES.

of

HOISTING

PUMPING

apd Ore3.

(Aetalllirgy

QUARTZ MILL.

j

I

Cal.

Proprietor.

This paper Is printed with In& Manufactured by Charles Eneu Johnson & Co., 600
South 10th St., Philadelphia. Brancb Offices— 47 Rose St., New York, and 40 La Salle
St, Ohloaffo. Aeent for the Faclflo Ooast—
JoBODb H. Dorety. 630 Oommerolal St, S. F
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SHAREHOLDERS'

DIRECTORY.

of 5 and 15 points on futures, having brought prices
nearly to a level for the whole list.
COHFUiBD BVBBT THUBSDAV FBOU ADVBBTIBBHBN1« IN MiKINQ AND SOIBHTIPIO PBBHB AND OTHBB S. F. JOOBNAIiB.
Sales of 50,000 pounds were reported
early in the week, but apart from this the metal hasSeobetakt. Pxaoe of BnsoiEa
Am'i. Levied. Delinq'nt. Sale.
Location.
OOMPAjiT.
Local Market.
been almost ignored; and nominal prices have re10.. Sept 20,. Oct
Califo'Dia
25..,. Nov ]5,. J M Keynolda
503 California St
American EogleM Co
mained practically unchanged since last Saturday.
,NoT 2tJ.,LOsborn
309 Montgomery St
Nevada.
50., Sept 28,, Nov
Alt lib M Co
San Francisco, Nov. 8, i888
Nevada.
3U9 Monrgomery St
25,, Oct 6. .Nov 12... .Deo
3..B Burris
So long the center of speculative atten- Andes S M Co
3.
.Dec
8...
.Deo
28..CEEUiott
300
Montgomery St
Nevada,
87i..Nov
Alpha
Con M Co
but a
Business the past we.ek was very dall, but not tion, is still the article most freely dealt in,
25, .Nov
3.,
... Dec
..
8,, ..Deo 28. .E E Elliott
309 Montgomery St
Alpha Con M & M Co
Nevada.
most all the dealing has been for the liquidat on of Baltimore S
Nov 13..ARGrim
*02 Montgomery St
Nevada.
25..Beiit 22, .Oct 25
Co
more so than was to hive been fexpacted at the close
Nevada
50 Septl8,.0ct 23.. ..Nov 12.. J Crockett
327 Pine St
contracts; 2065 tons having been sold lor this ac- Belcher
Co
3C9 Montgomery St
Calirornia..
50. .Sept 24.. Oct 29. ...Nov 30..G
SessiooB
of on° of the most exciting elections witnessed for count, an<i only 228 tons in the regular way.
The Bodje Con Co
25. Oit J6..N0V 21. ...Dec IL.LOsborn
309 Montgomery St
Nevada
B-lcher MCo
Now that it is of the " bygones," natural effect has been to weaken prices, which s'ood Best&
several years.
29.
24.
.V
B
Allen
3* Pine St
Nevaiia.
1.
to.
.Oct
.Dec
3....
Deo
Benton
M Co
fairly well, however, under the first pressure; giv5. ...Nov 26..J Newlands
329 Pine St
CiowQ Point G& a
N.-vada.
50. .Oct 2. .Nov
Co
trade is bsginning to drift into its U5aal channels. up
Nevada..
50,, Oct
8 ,Nov 13...,Deo
5.,CEElliot
309 Montgomery St
ing way less than 10 points until toward the end of ChoUa M Co
3-9 Pine St
Nevada.
05.. Oct 16.. Nov 21.... Dec 12..CL Mc oy
The money market continues to work easy, althous[h the week, when they sagged off about 20 points Con Imperial M Co
"
"
'
" .Nov
" ..Dec 12..AS Groth
21..
Nevada.
15,
.Oct
19.
414 t alifornla bt
Caled nla S
Co
in somi quarters triere is quite a demind for funds,
more, although moderately steady in tone.
Pew
31UPine St
Nevada.
25.. Oct 16.. Nov 20.. -Dec 12. .J
Drl M.nte M Co
Mootg,
mtry St
06.
.Oct
25.
.Nov
30..
Dec
21..JStadtfeld
309
Nevada
Treasure M Co
The
particularly from di:aler5 in mining stocks.
Has been lost sight of completely in Found
Nevada.
30. .Oct 2. .Nov
9 .. .Nov 30. .A K Durbrow
309 Montgomery St
GoUid& Curry S M Co
15. .Sept 18. .Oct 22., .Nov 12,. A Halsey
328 Montgomery St
Califom a.
disbursements in this State for wheat, barley, fruits, the excitement except to the extent of sympathiz- Gt Weste-Q Q M Co
327 Pine St
25.. Oct 13.. Nov 17
Dec 5..ERGrayton
Nevada..
ing with a decline of about 20 paints in nominal Grand Prizn M Co
hops, wool, etc., since July ist of this year, are esti9., Nov
330 Pine St
Horseahon Bar Con
Co...Cal fomia.
25.. Oct
17,. ..Dec '0..D MKeut
values.
Nevaiia..
25, .Sept 25., Oct 31,, ..Nov 19 R E Ktlly
419 California St
Justice M Co
ited t3 aggregate Oi/er $39,000,020, which will be
25.
22.
.Nov
24.,.,D'.c
15..M
irtinor
328
Montgomery
St
Nevada.
.Oct
P
There is absolutely no change in KeyesS M Co
PIG
l'i..Nov 16. ...Dec lO..JMorizio
California.
50. .Oct
328 Montgomery St
Co
increased by the close of this year to fully $40,000,- this department, consumers' requirements calling for Mayiiower Gravel
50. .Sept 20. .Oct 23
N..V 28.. G
Sea-ions
Calilornia.
309 Montgomery St
Mono G .VI Co
This large sum 15 eradually finding its way everything that the furnaces can turn out. Tnere is Moutrose M Co
000,
l*,,0(;t 3 Nov 12 .. Dec 15 .FE Luty
33U Pine St
Colorado.
50. .Oct 23, .Nov 27. ...Dec 19.. J W Pew
310 Pine St
Co
Nevada.
consumers, but it has not N.irth BeJle Isle
back into the money centers in this State, with, as some inquiry from large
30..OCI 15. .Nov 19. ...Dec IL.JWPew
310 I'ine St
Co.. .Nevada.
been found possible to close business, as buyers are Noith Co monwealth
Nevada.
50.
1
Nov
6....N0V
27,.CE
El.iot
Montgomery
St
.Oct
309
Potosi M Co
Unless there is
usuil, ih' bulk coming in this city.
not willing to pty full quoted rates, nor are sellers Planet Oon Drift M Co
California.
Grass Valley
01.. Sept 23.. Oct 25.... Nov 13., J K Smith
^
a large speculative movement in mining stocks, willing to accept the bids which are being made. Puget Sound Iron Co
Wash Ter.
..Oct 23. .Nov 29... ,Dec 21..AHalsev
328 Montgomery St
''
10. .Oct 18. .Nov 26
Dec 17., J Moiizio
Co. .Califoruia.
328 Montgomery St
Reduction &
money will soon be qaiti easy, easier than for over The consequence is a " hand-to-mouth irade, un- Ku^sell
Nevada.
60. .Oct 4. .Nov
7... ,Nov 27,,EBHolme8
309 Montg mery St
Savage
Co
til such times
as either buyer or seller will yield Tuscarora Oon M Co
Nevaia..
05. .Oct I..N0T 14.. ,Dec
5,,J J ScovUIe
309 Montgomtry St
two years.
their point.
Nevada.
35..0et 4, .Nov 8. ...Nov 26. ,A H Fish
Utah Con M Co
3c9 Montgomery St
SILVER— In the locil market silver has maniPrices generally ruling for metals not regularly
HELD.
fested a strong tone, with an advance obtainable at dealt in on Call at the N. Y. Exchange, covermg exSeobetary,
Office in 8. P,
Meeting
Date
Name op Oompamy.
Location.
the clise in sympathy with higher quotations com- tremes of buyers' and sellers' views.
All prompt de303 California St
Annual
Nov 12
Bodie Tunnel Co
California,, C C Harvey
ing through from London. A sale was being ne- livery. Australian Tin,
Billiton Tin,
414 California St
Annual
Nov 9
N
vada. ,A S Groth
Confidence
Co
gotiated yesterday, but at this writing we are not adBaltimore Chal.engeMCo
329 Pine Sc
Nov 15
B inca Tin,
Annual
,. ..Nevada., C L McCoy
News rrom the various Copper. $16 oo@ .
,,,,,310 Pine St
Annual
Nov 20
vised if it was closed or not.
J W Pew
Orford Copper, $i6.oo@ Harrington M Co
EC Landis
219 Sa some St
bpecial
Nov 15
raining districts is cIo5ely scanned, particularly from 16.25; P. S. C. Copper,
Foreign Lead, Mountain Tunnel M Co
331 Montgomery St
Anmal
Nov 17
Norta
Gould
Curry
Co
Nevada,, C H Mason
&
the Comstocks, owing to the large preparation made $5.oo@5.2s; Foreign Spelter, $5.4o@5.5o; Antito crush more ore this winter than ever belore. Very mony, $9.7S@i3.5o.
Office in 3. F,
important work, crosscutting, is to be inaugurated
Secbetary,
Amount.
Pavablk
Location,
Name op Compant,
Havens
309 Montgomery St
50
Oct 11
Co
Nevada. .A
Con CaUtornia & Va
EOjn in the fol. owing mines: Seg. Belcher, Crown
Nevada.. A S Groth
1.00
Aug 6
Confidei ce S M Co
San Franoisoo Metal Market.
Point, B^ilcher, Alpha, Exchequer and Con. Impe306 Pine St
25
Nevada..H R P Hutton
July 9
Eureka Con M Co
In all ihe-ie, parliculirly in Alpha and Exrial.
Nevada., K
Heath
318 Pine St
25
Aug 37
Mt Diablo M S M Co
401 California St
July 11
California., D A Jennings
50
North Star iVl Co
chequer, it is confidently asserted that good bodies
309 Mo tg mery St
50
Aug 8
Nevada., J F Lightner
Qo
Hale& Norcross S
of piying ore will be uncovered, of which the per- Antimony— French Star
Gr.ssValiry
California
50
Oct 11
Idaho
Co
centage in silver will be quite small. If the work in BoKAX— Refined
Clongh
230 Montgomery St
&
California.
.A
H
1,00
July 10
Borax,
Salt
Soda
Co,,
Pacific
Powdered
Pew
310 Pine St
05
June
12
Co
CaUfornia,,J
Standard
Con
M
the other mines uncover ore br-aring nearly all
Concentrated
gold, then the silver output of the mines will not be Copper—
Bolt
greatly increased over that of the last season, or
Sheathing
Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in
Incorporations.
wh-^n water was available to run the mills.
The
.16 90
Ingot
Nevada mill, 60 stamps, is about ready to start up
Fire Box Sheets
S. F. Stock Exeliaiige.
The ore it will run on h^s EON — Glengarnook ton
The following oompaniea have been incorwith electric motor.
Eglinton, ton
London cables came
qnite a percentage of silver.
porated, and papers filed in the otBce of the
American Soft, No, 1, ton
Week
Week
Week
through to-day quoting silver at 43J^d., while New
Oregon Pig, ton
Superior Court, Bepartment 10, San Franoieco :
Ending Rnotvo Rnping Ending
OUy Lane White
Yjrk telegrams reoorted 94c. In our mirket, sales
Nov, 1.
Oct. 18.
Oct. 25.
Nov. 8.
California G. M. Co., Nov. 1. Location,
Shotta, No.l
were made for shipment by the last steamship for
Ear I'-on (base price) ^ tb
__
Columbia district, Tuolumne Co. Capital stock,
China at 935^ to 94c. At the close the market is
8 00 @10
Chrome iron ore. ?) ton
2.55
3.05 3 8 3 15 3,85 3 25 3,50
Direotora— H. C. Partridge, C. A. Alpha
o ™
The shipments of Lead—±*ig
qui'et but firm at 937-3 to 94c.
OJ $10 000,000.
Alta
1.55
1.85 2.90 2.20 3.10 2,90 3.60
fia
P. Ke>es and E. F. Andes
Warren, James Tobin,
l.uo
1 2O
1.40 1.30 1.5i 1.20 1,80
silver by sea from this port last month aggregate
—
Sheet
8 @
Argenta
15
10
.15
For the first ten months of
$416,000 in silver bars.
Pipe....
7@ — Russell.
Belcher
8.50 7.25 9.UI.
8.00
6J
the year they aggregated $8,348,400 ag linst $6,713,Drop, ^ bag. 1 65 @
Shot, discount 10% on 500 bbga
Hanlet-Dawson Co., Nov. 1. Object, to Brophy
Ill
—
85
1
Buck,
^bafe
Best
&
Belcher...
@
4 55
9 25
715 for the like time in 1887.
7i
7i
- deal in hardwood lumber. CApital stock, $100,- Bullion
2 05 @
OhiUed. do
1.4o
1 70
2.20 1.70 3.i0 1,10 1,95
QUICiiSILVER.— The market is without any ^tb: EL— English. lb
16 (ft
000. Directors James Clyue, Edmund DaW- Baltimore
20
.35
.85 .70
.10
.75 .70
,75
Canton tool
9i@ —
.50
particular change to report.
The dem ind is good.
.55
.50
son, James ilanley, W, 0, Hanley and Geo. H. Belle Isle
10 M
16
Black Diamond tool
Bodie Con
1.5). 1.05 2.10 1.75
2.30 2'66 2 10
May hew.
The unsettled mirket at the East and
Pick and Hammer
10
Benton
2.(0 2 7j 3,00 2.50 3.00 1.26 1 75
Machinery
5
Bodie
Tunnel
also abroad causes our market to rule w-ak and unSupreme Lodge, Order of Golden Shore,
Toe Calk
4ja Bulwer
50 ".70 '!7ii i'60 .70 '.9
satisfactory to the selling interest.
Buyers only TiNPLATE—
Nov. 1. This is a social and benevolent incorpo- Con.
Coke
5 00 (3 5 15
Va. &Oal...
9.25
Hi lOi ir lOi lis lOi US
operate in a hand-to-mouth way.
niiarcoal, 14x20
6 75 w 7 25
Mathews, W. W. Challenge
ration.
Directors H.
5.76 7.51 6,60 7.:
>.50 8,00 7J
7.75
5 5(i (3 5 62i
do roofing, 14x20
Among the better informed, there is a
Watson, John D. Hirtley, W. A. Newell, H. Obamplon
25"
Pig tin, ^ tb
242@
OhoUar
4.00 i'.oc i.io i!65 4!25 3!50 4!o6
growmg impression that the situation is far y cjiuKsii,VEK— By the flaab
45
N. Kerman. R. W. King, A. Kothenstern, N. Confidence
22
20
22
22!
21J 21
1 05 W
Flasks, new
Imperial.,.,
trom satisfactory, n itwiihstanding rumors of new
1.00 .85 1 10 .85 1.20 l.tO I.lu
— C. Baree, J. B. McMuiray, A. McCasp and Con.
Flaaka. old
85 @
Caledonia
50
.60
.?0 .65
On Ociober 20th, the
syndicate deals in Europe.
Lonis Meyer,
Oon. Pacific
PRICES
OF
COAL
TO
ARRIVE."
Calumet & Hec'a st^mp-mill got out 83 tons of minDodge Printing Co., Nov, 1. Capital stock, Crown Point
7.60 6.25 8.50 7.25 i'.ih
Per Ton.
Per Ton
This is the
eral for the 24 hours ending that day.
90 1.05 .95 1,00
1.3
Directors— Z U. Dodge, J. S. Dodge, Crocker
$25,000.
rO@ll 50
Central
.45 ,40
40
.46
Eighty-three tons of min- Australian ...fill 50 @12 00 Cardiff
.50
largest output on record.
LiverpoolSfm 12 00 @12 50 Lehigh Lump. 15 00cftl5 50
H. Mosebaoh, R. B. McPhern, J. H. Pierce, Dudley
eral figure at fully 123,000 lbs, oi fine copper.
EastB.&B
West Hartley. 12 50 @13 00 Cumberland bkl7 0O@18 00
C. KrauBs and W. F. Gibson.
EureEaOon
3.50
The P2uropean market for pig is still under Scotch Splint. 12 00 @12 60 Egg:, hard
15 f0@15 50
BniLDiNO Association of Turn Vebein Exchequer
2.00 1,60 I.8S 1,60 1,70
sp'culative infljences. Oar market is very strong,
60
.45
.4
Vorwaerts. Nov. 1. Capital stock, $50,000. Grand Prize
although buyers do not appear disposed to anticiGould & Curry.
4.4c 5 71 1.55
5i 4.40 4.95
Mining Share Market.
Directors— F. Wienhol, F. C Kanlfuss, T. F. Hale & Norcross..
6.75 6.00
pate wants to any extent. For tin plate the spot
Si
6 75 7.76 6S
Holmes
SalObermeyer,
Thoengea,
D.
M.
Meyer,
L.
market is dull but firm, owing to prices being relaIndependence
The exoitemeDt of the election has diatraoted field and Gustav Liebnld.
tively below the cost of importation.
For parcels to
.95
Iowa
.50
.95
75
arrive or for prompt shipment, there is still a good attention from mining stocka during the past
45
.65
Mineral King M. & M. Co., Nov. 5 Loca- Julia
.50
.65
l.OS 1.40 1.35 2.80 1.80 2.50 2.15 2.65
trade doing at lull prices.
week, and the market is without special inter- tion, Arizona. Capital stock, $1,000,000. Di- Justice
Kentuck
3.50 3.85 3. to 4.01 3.60 3." ... 3.50
IRON The market is strong for all kinds. The est. The stockholders and officers of the Con- rectors Albert Struckman, W. F. Perry, P. Lady Wash
60
.65
.70
50
.60
65
.85
Martin White
high freight rates from England make it difficult to Qdence mine are engaged in a little row over a A. Wagner, J. W. Tripp and L. Grothwell.
1.85 l^SO i!60
Mono
".k 1.05 i'9(
meet buyers' views for forward delivery. The con- refusal to show the books. It is said that the
Mexican
5 00 4.80
6i 4.70 6.25
6i
sumption is only fair for the season of the year.
Mt. Diablo
2.50
a£fairs of the mine have been conducted of late
Bullion Shipments.
Northern Belle.
COAL The imports into this port in Oc'obar rather in the interest of stockjobbing than of
2.30 2.70 2.60 2.70
2.10 2
Navajo
were as follows in tons: Australia, 18,032; Great stockholders. The dissatisfied stockholders are
2.60 2
2.20 2.30
North BeUe Isle... 2.30 3.00
Britain,
British
quote shipments since our last, and shall Niagara
5100;
Colum- to meet and discuss the matter.
900; Eastern,
3.20 3.30
Nev. Queen
bia, 30.738; Seattle, 26,052; Tacoma, 22,755; other
The fallowing mining companies have cash be oleaaed to receive further reports:
.45
North G, &
mines, 7803; total, 111,322 tons. The market is
2.15 2.9: 2.20 3.65
1.40
Eureka Con., Nov. 3, $27,000; Butte and Occidental
on hand according to the monthly statements
8.50 7i
3.00
6.50
Ophir
very strong, particularly lor Australian and English;
7J
placed on file: Alpha. $3169.89: Alta. §26,
Boston M. Co., 2. $21,072; Con, California Overman
2 20 2.50 2.25 2.50
1.65
the former, owing to the strike, and the latter ow-
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ing to the high rates of freight from England to this
port. Ihe output of coast coal is steadily increasing.

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph

New

York, Nov.

8,

1888.— The following are the

closing prices the past week:
Silver in

Loudon.

Thursday
ifriday

Saturday
M »nday

Silver in

New

York, f^opper.
93ij
S17 30

43
43
43
43

93^
9 ^J
93^

Tuesday
43 116
WedaeBday...43i

The market

Tin.
§22 70

17 25
17 30

Lead.
S3 S2i
S 72i
3 72i
3 674

17 50

3 72i

22 70

23 Of)
22 90
22 70

....

94

closed as follows;

Manufacturers pay

advance in borax retdily. California requoted at from 8^@8^; concentrated, 8@
Quicksilver is dull at 65 for the extreme price,
8Ji.
though the supply is not large. Lake ingot copper
is

is

quiet

at $17.45.

November and spot

Calumet and Hecla reports
which
lead

is

:

$17.50.

output at 391 tons,
the largest record fur a single month.
Pig
i;s

selling at S3. 77^^, with a T'lther
feeling.
Refined p^troleuni in barrels
7J^c, in plain cases at g-J^c.
is

more
is

settled
quoted at

By Mall
The

following

is

the latest from

Metal Exchange Market Report"

:

the "

65-.

Belle Isle. $771 52; Best and Belcher, $951 72;
B >die. $38 222 15; Bullion. $45,146 64; Butwer,
$13,137 35; Caledonia. $570.94; Oon. Cilifornia

-

th-r late

fined

Andfs, $2003.79; Belcher, $26,014.81; and Virginia, 3, $102,000; Savage, 3, $7000;
Candelaiia (Mexico) for Sptember, $116 000;
Hanauer, Out. 31, $3900; Crescent, 31, $4600;
Hananer, Nov. 1, $2200; Germania, 2, $1767;
and Virginia. $114,46145, and unsold bullion Hanauer, 2. $2100; Crescent, 3, $4700; Hanvalued at $77,884.32. with further shipments to auer, 3, $2400; Mt. Diablo, 1, $7057; Mt.
arrive; Contidence, $31,768 88; Con. Imperial, Diablo, 7, $6997; Con. Cal. and Virginia, 7,
$1633.89; CroGker, $6627.25; Diana. $4815.85; 184,300.
Dudley, $383 16; Excbequer, $19 339 05; Found
Treasure, $360.19; Hale and Norcross. $14,- The California Traction Company.
831 30; Holmes, $820.11; Independence. $3414.91; Julia, $503 08; Lneomotive, $3668.12; Lady
Has. by a recently patented invention, solved the
Washington, $25,218.67; Mexican, $17,594 IS; problem of the application of steam to ordinary
Mono, $24 227 75; Oceiriental. $1055.90; Oohir, wagon-roads. Road engines have heretofore been
$35,475.33; Overman, $193 46; Pondere, $290.- unwieldy and impraclicable on account of the im52; Scorpion, $3547.70; Sierra Nevada. $2636
mense weight, size and power required, and the difUnder this patent only one-half
40; Syndicate, $9404.43; Standard, $16 620 34; ficutly of steering.
Summit, $9308; Tioga. $1480 87; Union, $7146.- the power, weight and size heretofore used is necesthe
work.
It makes the application of
sary
to
do
59; Utah, $965 89; Weldon, $-2940.90.
The following companies have an indebted steam to wagon-roads not only practicable, but
cheaper and more expeditious than horses. The
Benton, $25,0C0; Challenge, $3604 43;
nesB
Company is now prepared to furnish road locomoChollar, $39 871 61; Cnmmnnwea'.th, $28,144tives or traction engines for the following purposes
58; Oro«n Point, $25,352 02; Del Monte, $15,For hauling heavy loads over ordinary roads.
172.41; Grand Prize, $42 787 06; Gould and
Steam motive power for suburban street-cars, with
Curry, $8032 44; Navajo, $15,487 50; Nevada or without rail.<J.
Queen, $27,409.52; North Belle I&le. $51,160.81;
Swift motor with car for passenger traffic to be
North Commonwealth, $22 006 78; Peer, $4858.- operated with or without track on ocean beach or
48; P.erlfiss, $4325.34; Potoai, $42 637 51; Sav- country roads.
A combined steam harvester, after this principle,
age, $79,775.18; Seg. Beloher, $20,910.79; Tuswill be put on the market next season.
carora Con., $411 20.
The principles of construction embodied are peculiar to these machines and involve an ease and
There is a society of women in Roseburg, economy of operation and simplicity and power hereOregon, whose business it is to attend to the tofore unattainable in road engines.
driving down of all nails that stick up from the
Esiimates of plants furnished where conditions of

913

New York

TIM— Alone has exhibited a lair degree of life under the circumstances, with considerable irregularity
in price, the foreign market having been spismodi'
cilly quite active.
There has not been sufficient interest, however, to culminate in actual business, 10
tons being the "grand'' total of sales for the week. sidewalks.
Values have tended toward the establishment of uniFour corporatious were organized last
formity between the several options; an easing off of
a q,uarter cent on spot, and simultaneous appreciation to build cable railroads in Seattle,

;

service are stated.

Front

week

St..

Address Cal. Traction Co., 109

San Francisco.

D. Ingram, President: T.
ager; A. E, Shattuck, Sec'y.
S.

D,

Hoskins,

Man-

Potosi
Peerleaa

Peer
P, Sheridan

2.55
1.70
45.

.80

.75
.50
.,,

4.6t 3 40
2.50 1.70
.90
60
,10

4.05 3.25
2.00 1.50

4.20

.70
.10

..

Silver Star

n

.,,

6,50 4.65
4 90 31
4;25
I 00 .80
I 50
1.

.75

.70

.70

.15

...

5i
4 SO t 30
4..55 1.40
.70 ,70

8. B, JlM
,
Sierra Nevada,
Silver HiU
Silver King

Scorpion
Syndicate

union Oon
Utah
fellow Jacket.,

.15

5.75
"
4.85
.911

.10

...

4.50

4.75 4.35

5.01 4.20

4.70
"~

I 65 1 511
6 75 6.26

2.00 1.55
7.50

I

1.65

7.00

7.00

Sales at San Franoisoo Stock Exchange.
Thursday, Nov.
660
900
500
200
130
400
20
700
550
180
100
731
310
300
50
670
30O
85
100
50

Alta

Andes
Alpha
Belcher

B.4Eelcher
Baltimore
Bodie

EulUon
Caledonia
Chollar

Con VaaOal
Crown Point
Challenge
Con. Imperial
Central

Excbequer

GonldiCurry
HaleSNor
Iowa
Julia

The

8.

670
3.60 1360
1.50 100
50
3.50
7i 150
8 100
75c 100
2 21 210
2.0
530
55c 150
3.70 350
11.00 100
8.51 160
9.01 275
1.05 250
4=^0 150
1.75 300
5J 250
6.25 150
70o 480
30c 150

Justice

Lady Wash
KentucK
Mexican

Mono
Navajo
Overman,
Ophir
Occidental Con
Potosi
Peer
Peerless

Savage

4M.

S. B.

Sierra

Nevada

Scorpion
Silver

HiU

Utah
Union

Weldon
YellowJaoket

2.35
80o
3.85
4.95
1.60
2.60
2.35
8.00
2.50
3.90
70c
1.85
5|

4.15
4.60
75c
86o
1.80
4.40
60c
7

on the Coquille has about
closed. The run has been small, the paok, as
claimed by the canneries, having been only
about 8000.
fishing season

Considerable Eastern coin is being invested
The ralin Clatsop county. Or., timber land,
iog rate is $10 an acre,

Nov.

Mining and Scientific' Press.

10, 1888.]

List of D. 3. Patents for Paoiflo Coast

Dewey &

Beported by

ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

ENLARGED!

Inventors.
Pioneer Patent

Go.,

Incandescent

Sollcitore for Pacific States.
Wrotn the offlcUl report ot V. 8. PateoU la Diwbt
Oo.'s Pft&eok Offloe Llbrvy, tiO MaHcsI 8L, S. f.

A

FOR WEFK E\0|\G OCT. 3-*. 1888
—Pin-Raii, Attachment kok isHii-s —
s, F.
Brown,
Philip
392.114 —ELitcTRrcAL Distribution Geo. R
^92. r99

Fracy. S.

RAND, McNALLY & CO/S

Dredge— Jchn

393.049.--

Sanu

AND St(X)L— W.

Pruning Shears

-- C.

Indoor and^Oatdoor Iltumiiiatlon of every kind.

A tlas,

Hatch,

Leisntr,

Los

Clara, Cat.

392.057.

— Traveling

5.725

Joy Co., S. F.

of U. H. ftnd Kor«l|rD Pateota famished
Co. , Id tlie shortoat time poeelble (by mall
or telefrrapblc order). AmericaD fwd Foreign patvatt
Obtained, aod iceoeral pfttoot bualQesa for Padflo Coast
ioTeotora tranaftcted with perfect fteourlty, at roftsonable
rataa aod Id the ahorteet poaalble time.

Nora.—Oupiuo

by DaVBT

A

kinda o(

or Hshtlng and

Electrical Systwrnn

Reduction Works,

Mills,

Gas, Oil and Candles 8ui>er8edol by the

Bfttlsfactory incaodoscont Bystcm.
Lights require no attentioii and are under complete conOver 600.000 llghta in use in the United States SELK-ICEGVLATING
LIGHTS turn night
Into day and afford a means of working t>>e whole 24 hours; invaluable to contraotord and othvm to
time Is au object. EBtimates and designs on application.

ARC

trol.

Offices

WILL BE DOUBLE THE SIZE OF
ANY OTHER ATLAS

Sydxioy,

^J,

PARKE & LACY,
SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.

21 and 23 Prement Street,

PUBLISHED.

whom

and Showrooms, 323 PINE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

I*c>rtl«.n<:l,

Thrasher- Murray &

W.

-Lah-i.- E.

all

The only complete and

1889.

Meyerholz.

AViiliaras. R'is«*ville. Cal.

Arc Electric Lights.

EDISON INCANDESCENT LIGHT,

S. K.

Cane
391,901
Angriest ChI-

&

Electric Motorn, Dynamoe, Traincars. Eknators, SlKTiftla and
t.nBmlteiuii of power, either direct or with eloranc Battcrlcn,

For Mines, Hoisting Works.

Business

F.

393.12a— Pkospecting

321

-IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF-

New

15x2i Inches.

Size of Page,

Notices of Recent Patents.

Among

the patents recently obtaiDed through

Dewey & Co. 'a Scientific

U. S. and

Pbe.s5

t3r It will contain new lar^e scale maps occupying two
pagvs only (no cut-up maps) of all the important States
The entire arrangement will be new, tmbodylng the

Patent Agency, the following are
most improved methods ot reference and Indexiag,
worthy of Bpecial mention:
clearly showing the location, population and commercial
Pin-Rail Attacumrnt for Ships. Philip advantagea of over 200,000 towns in the United States,
Brown, S. F. No. 392 090. Dated Oct. 30, Canav^'aand Mexico.
This ia an adjtietable belayingpin atISSS.
RAND, McNALLY & CO..
tachment for the pin-rails of veeaels. It con14S Aloaroe St.. CHICAGO.

ROCK

ENGINES,

Poreifn^

—

a casting having a channel made in one
side to fit upon the pin-rail, and vertical projectiona extending above and below the casting for
the purpose of " belaying " or fastening a rope,
and, in combination with this, of set screws by
which the device is locked npon the rail at any
desired point withoot reference to any holes or

BREAKERS,

BOILERS,

sists of

PULVERIZERS,

STEAM
PELTON

THE

WATER WHEEL
PUMPS.

Mi^/*"
GIANT ROCK BBEAKBR.

perforations within.

Tbavelino Thrasher.

—Wm.

H. Marray

Wesilnghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Rocl< Drills and Air Compressors.
Saw and Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,
Injectors, Oil Cups, and Lubricators.

and G'O. Williams, Roaeville, Plaoer county.
No, 392 057. Dited Oct. 30, 1888. This improved thrashing machine is designed to travel
about the field and receive the grain and straw
directly from the header which travels independently by its side, said machine being
adapted to thrash, clean and sack the grain at
a single operation. In conatrncting their apparatus the inventors have employed what ia
known as the "Standard thrashing machine/'
having vibrating sections behind the thrashing GIVES
WTGHEST EFFICIENCY OF
cylinder, by the vibrations of which the straw
IN
WORLD.
and grain are carried backward and gradually And is everywhere recognized as the standard for highseparated from each other, bo that the straw pressure service.
OF 600 IN USE.
may escape at the rear of the machine and the
grain be directed to the cleaning chute. The
From 12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed than
produced
from
any
other Wheel in the country.
can
be
improvements
in
detail.
several
covers
patent
It la not only most economical of water, but the most
The main features are ** in a thrashing and sepa- simple
and reliable power for Quartz Mills, CompreR»orn,
rating machine, the construction of the machine Hoietinp, Pumping, or any other purpose where water
casing, the cylinder and ooncave, the straw- power can be used.
carrier, and the endless belt, the upper portion
TEANSMISSION.
of which serves to feed the grain to the cylinder
Power from these Wlieels can be transmitted by elecand the lower portion forms the top of the
nmall
loss, and irade available
with
tricity long distances
space over the straw-carrier and assists the for runnlDg Mills. Pumping and aoiating Works, Tr^m
travel of the straw over it."
Address
cars, Electric Lights, etc

THE
ANY WHEEL

THE

UPWARDS

ELECTRICAL

AppABATrs FOR Electrical Distribution.
George B. Fraley,

S.

F.

No. 392,114.

BELTING.OILS and GENERAL SUPPLIES.
We

This invention relates to certain
and apparatus
connected therewith, by the use of which the
M'F'6 CO.,
convert
continuous,
dia
inventor is enabled to
San Francisco, Cal.
31 Spear St.,
rect, high-tension electric current into an alter- 29
nating current at any point or points on the
line, for the purpose of using the same for inoandescent lights without diminishing or interfering with the high-tension current, or its use
in the ordinary arc lights, or for other purThe dynamo may be of any of the well*
poses.
known forms of construction for producing a
continuous high-tenaion electric current, with
wires for any length of current, and at any
points within this circuit where it may be desired, the ordinary high tension arc light may
be introduced and used. At any other points
where it may be desired to use an alternating curMASUl''ACTrfiERB Ot
rent for incandescent lighting, it is done by the
introduction of a commutator and current re- HIGH-GRADE SAW MILL MACHINERY.
verser, and a converter through which the curENOIHES, STEEL BOILEBS, Etc.
rent is transmitted so as to produce the neces— IMPORTBRS OP
sary secondary current for the use of the incanMnnBon'a "Eaffle" and "Dynamo'* Belting:,
descent lights. The operation of the machine
Goodell & Waters* Woodworkinir Mareverses the current through the converter, and
chinery, Saws and Saw Tools,
as the commutator rotates, the alternate reversEmery Wheels. Tool Grinde'-s, Ewart's
al of the current takes place backward aod forLink Belting,
ward through the converter, and any number
GBNEBAli MILL, SUPPLIES.
of changes or reversals per minute may be obtained by changing the speed of rotation of the

STEARNS

TO ALL INTERESTED

THE USE Op

COMPRESSED

AIR.

NOW READY,

CATALOGUE

Of the Machine-Mined Mineral In the XT. S.,
three-quarters of the Iron Ore and
two-thirds of the Copper Ore were mined

%;yfisr

THE STANDARD
American Rock

Drilling

with Rand

No.

Should this paper be received by any 8"bHoribep who
does not want it, or beyond tlie time he intends to pav
postal
for it, let him not fail to write ua direct to stop it.
card (coating one cent only) will Buffice. We will not fcoowInRly send the paper to aayooe who does not- wish it, but
If It ia continued, through the failure of the auhacriber to
notify ufl to discontinue it, or some iixaaponsible party reto stop it, we aball positively demand payment for
anested
16 time It Ih sent. LOOK oabkfullt at the labblon

A

etc.,

GUTENBERGER'S ROLLER ORE CRUSHER.
Crush 8 to 10 Tons per Day.

PORTABLE
It is

MAILED

Clayton

Power applied direct. Works- Ore
More or less weight on Crashers

43 DEY

NEW

Low

at

Cost.

as desired-

Beats otber machioes in reducing and
Vcry little (tiction
amalgamatine: ore. ond cohta Ipsp. All who have used this mill
rcoommeiid iG highly. Splendid for low grade ore on account of
low cost of workinp.

i^'Aoy Jnfrlngenient on this Patent will be
prosecuted to the luu extent of the law.

WM. GUTENBERGER, Sacramento

Foundry, corner N and Front Sts., Sacramento.

KIND OF LEVELS. LAND AND
ALL
execution
Surveys,
Mine Surveys, Plotting
G.

Surveyor
836

HORACE

finest

of

D. RANLETT,

Maps and Copies made by

FRIEDERICH,
and

BROADWAY,

MiDiDg,

Ores,

St., S. F.
BUSINESS MANAOBR OP

OAKI-AND, CAL- UNION

COAL MINES OF THE WESTERN COAST.
A

and Commission,

420 Montgomery

Draughtsman,

Back FiLBB ot the Mining and Scibnttfio Prfms (unbound) can be had for S3 per volume of six months. Per
year (two volumes) $5. Inserted in Dewey's patent binder, 60 cents additional per volume.

Air

air.

4 TONS.

a Full Fledged Quartz Mill without Gearings,
Cogs or Pul eys.

Compressor Works,
ST.,
YORK.

FREE

DURABLE.

and

WEIGHT,

ON APPLICATION,

of vahie to users of comprepsed

*%*

CO.,

few copies of this work, the only one ever published
treating of Pacific Coast Coal Mining, have been obtained, and are for sale at this office for J2.50 per copy.
It was written by \V. A. Goodyear. Mining and Civil
Engineer, formerly of the CaliforQia btate Geological
Survey.

livalled Air Compressors, together with tables, data,

^%

etc.

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

6,

pg" This Catalogue gives a fuil dcscrip ion ol
the Patented Improvements embr^oed in these uu

Don't Fail to Write.

^-Vfj

Machinery

RAND DRILL

of Oriyinal

ROCK DRILLS,
And General Mining Machinery.

Drills.

%/?/,'%

For Mines, Tunnels, (Juarrlos, Sewers, Grading,

CLAYTON AIR COMPRESSOKS,

the circuit.

VOUR FAPKB.

IN

Mills,

in 1887,

AND

By the peculiar construction and
operation of this device, incandescent lighting
from a series circuit, and the
effected
be
may
continuous high-tension current or currents
may be converted into an alternating current or
currents, this conversion taking place either at
the station or anywhere along the line of the
series oircnit or circuits, and the incandescent
lights can thus be operated at any distance
away from the station and at any point within

Stamp

Plants,

AND AIR COMPRESSORS.

&

commutator.

Works and Pumping

RAND ROCK DRILLS
%

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
Dated No. J 20 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

in electric lighting

are prepared to give estimates for Hoiating

Smelters and ConcentratorB.

—

Oct. 30, 1888.

improvements

CONCENTRATORS.

COPPER MINE,

NEWTON COPPER

Calaveras Co..

MINE. Amador

Correspondent as Agent for Smelters
pool, New York, Boston and Baltimore.

Twenty years experience,
and dealing

in California,

purchasing Ores

management and

mines and purchase and shipment

We

STORAGE
_

Co-

London, Liver-

in Mines.

Special attention given to

DEWEY &

in

of copper

sales of

produce

have some extra room

suitable
for storage purposes, which we will let on

very reasonable
terms.
_ _ _ _
CO.. 220 Market street, San Francisco, CaL
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

Tables

Engineers'

in

of

Caste

Steel

t

SHAFT-SINKING,

apd ^achipe

Irop

UP TO

ETC.

-^

WM

BIRCH &

H.

CO.,

ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,
No. 119 Beale

St.,

San Prancisco

-

-

BTJILDBR OF

WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS.

M.

MACHINE WORKS,

CALIFORNIA

CONTRACTORS,

and others interested

TUNNELING,

CO.,

MANUFACTUaERa OF.

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

LNov. 10, 1888

Steam Engines, Flour

Mill,

Mining, Saw Mill and
True to pattern and superior In strenffth, toughness and durability to Oast or Wrouarlit
Dredering Machines
Brodle Bock CrusherB,
Iron in any position or for any service.
Progress
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
Side Walk and Hand-Power
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA-

WITH MAPS, ILLUSTRATIONS
AND FULL DESCKIPTION OF THE

CHINERY CASTINGS

ELEVATORS.

Every Description.

of

Manufacturers of B. E. Henrlckson's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches for Elevators. All kinds of machinery

mad* and

SOFT and DUCTILE,

NEW YORK

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL,

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

i®*0RDBR8 Sowcitbd.

repaired.

UNION IRON WORKS,
SACRAMENTO. CAL.

& OC,

ROOT, NBILSON

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORGINGS.

MANUFACTURBRB OF

16x16

Section

Length 36

feet;

miles.

Steel Rods, from i to 3 inch diameter and Flats trom 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Taes, Channels and other shape
Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled
from 12 to 45 pounds per yard.
Beams. Angle, Channel, and T iron. Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forgings of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

ALSO

Steel

THIRD EDITION NOTV READY.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

ROCK

DRILL

Engines,

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
Flouting Mills,

St.,

Saw

and Quartz Mills Machinery
up and repaired.
Sacramento, Oal.
& O Sts.,
Mills

constructed, fitted

Front St.

t^ Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address
PACIFIC EOLLINO MILL CO., 202 Market

CO.,

Boilers,

iSS ALL KINDS OF

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STEEL.

For Catalo^es, Estimates] Etc. address:

INGERSOLL

Steam

STEEL RAILS

San Francisco.

hot.

N

Golden State

&

Miners Iron Works.

RBFBBSBHTBI) BT

8 California

and

21 Fremont
FRANCISCO, OAL.

St.,

SAN

IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES.

FULTON

PARKE & LACY.

[ESTABLISHED IN

ai3

Propeller Engines, either

Working Refractory Gold and Silver Ores.

Engines and
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Colunma,' Air Compressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

Box 939, Meriden. Conn.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINBRY.-Flour

H.H.H

Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging
Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.
Mill

WORKS ORE WET OR

8.

F

EUREKA FOUNDRY,
MANUFAOTOBSRS OP OASTINQB OF BVBEY DBSOEIPliOB.
0. K.

J-

ORTON.

XT^lXllAOtsa.js

efts

S. WILLIAMS.

OxTtoii,

Works, No. 315 Mission St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to Woodworking Machinery

Steam and Gas Engines.

Correspondence

solicited.

Mining Engineers.

Tustin's Pulverizer
TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

Polaom,

rHOKNTOM THOMPSON

129 and 131 Beale St., between Mission and Howard, S.F.

Man
•i,

Sm

MANDF'KS OP GENERAL MAOHINEEY.

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc

HORSE l!NIIVl£M'

between Howard

Jlrai St..

mOMAS THOMPSON

MILL MACHINERY.

-Batteries for Dry or Wet
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settl- rs. Furnaces, Retorts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

MINING

AMALOAMATORS,

Golden State Pressure Blowers.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

MINING MACHINEEY.— Hoisting

to receive Ore at our TeBtinsr
and Mining Mill, Meriden. Conn., in sample lot' of 500
pounds, to be worked by the Wheeler Process, where we
have succeeded in saving 90 per cent of tbe metal contained in the ore.
We work sample lots free of charge and report rtsults.

CO.,

High Pressure or Compound,

Mold-Board

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

now prepared

NEW CHEMICAL GOLD

Saxx X*3rAXxo±soo.
—MANIfFACTnRBRfl OF
MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-

FOR

THE

1855.]

3B"r©xixoaa.t St,,

"WHEELER PROCESS"
are

STEVENSON'S PATENT

Proprietors.

St.,

0±B.oe«

We

Macufaoture Iron Costings and Machinery
of all Kinds at Greatly Reduced Rates.

DRY.

N.

S.

KEITH,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,

ENeiNES^BOILERS
OP ALL KINDS,
Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.

pHE

H. H, H. Horse Lmiment pnta
new lite into the Antiquated Horse

J-

'

For the

last 14 years the

liiniment has been

tiie

H

H, H- Horse
leading remedy

among Farmers and Stockmen

Water

for the

Salmon Canneries

AND

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means
of

StGiSLXXl. ]F*-ULXKLt>.
SPECIALTIES

Corliss Engines and Tastin Ore Pulverizers.
DBANE STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed "Water Purifier and Heater.

ISRAEL W. KNOX,

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three Kinds of Powder, which are acknowledged by

Gal,

all

And upward.

ROOMS WITH OR WITHOUT BOARD.
FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE.

in

the

and

FOR RAILROADS AND LAND CLEARING.

Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blasting Powder, and is used by all the Railroads and Oravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
eaves time and money. It is as dry Eis the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

,T>.i

& Supplies.

Mines Examined, Reports and Fatimates Furnished'
Contracts made, etc.
San Francisco. Cal.
OfBce. 237 First St.,

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
0»p«

Mining Machmery

IVlarl<et.

Of Different Strengths as Required

BANDMANN,
NIELSEN & CO..
OBNW.RAL AQBNTS. =AN FRANCISCO

POOLBY.

AHD FtJRCnASIKG AGENT FOR

Iliues,

Laundry Free for the use of PamilieB NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE," which contains 94 per cent of Nltro-Olycerlne.
OELATINE-DYN AMITE, Stronger than Dynamite and even Safer in Handling.
HOT AND GOLD BATHS FREE.
Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day

Mining and Mechanical Engineer

tbe Great Chemists of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

This Fire-proof Brick Buildiog Is centrally located, in
the healthiest part of tbe city, only a half block from
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and olose to all Steamboal
and Bailroad Offices.

J.

Electricity.

i^"Send for Circulars g:iving particulars.
Office, 40NevadaBlock,Saa Francisco, Cal.
Factory, 11 &: 23 Stevenson St-

DruRglsts.

San Francisco,

Etc.

Contractor for the Construction of E^bctrio Railways

AOBNTS FOR THB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

I>e£iXXO

WINCHESTER HOUSE,
Street.

for

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

or Air Colmmis, Fish

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at "-jry moaerace rates

Bottle,,

44 Third

Pump

OF EVERY DR8CRIPTI0N.

^d

all

Pipe,

Tanks

cnre of Sprains, BrniGee, Stiff Jointo.
Spavins, WindgallB, Sore Shoulders, etc,
for Family Use is without an eqnaj
«ir Rheumatism, Nenralgia, Aches, Pains
BniiseB, Cute and Sprains of all characters
rhe H. H. H. Liniment has many imits,
tions, and we caution the Public to eee
that the Trade Mark " H. H- H." is os,
9very Bottle before purchasing. For esJ^
everywhere for 50 cent? and ?LOC i>3.

For Sale b?

Inventor and Manufacturer of

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

Practical,

Civil,

Meclianical

Mining Engineering,
SirveyiDg, Arcliitectire, Drawiig aM

San Francibco.

VAN DEK NAILLEN,

A.

CAL.

issayUg.

723 Market Street,
The History Building,

irtT«K f„T «»1«

and

President.

Assaying of Ores, S25; Bullion and Chlorination Assay,
Blowpipe Assay, SIO Full course of assaying, S50.
Send for circular.

S25;

HEALDS
BUSINESS

N.

W. SPAULDING

W. A. GOODYEAR.
Manufacturers of

COLLEGE,

SPAULDING'

POST ST.. 8. F
SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS THIS
24

FOR

Shorthand, Type Writiner, Bookteepiog. Telegraphy, PenmEinship, Drawing;, all the English branches, and everything pertaining to buBiness,
For six full months.
We have sixteen teachers, and give
individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
its graduates in every part of the State.

iarSBNK FOE CiROULAa.
E. P.
C. S.

HALEY.

HEALD,

f

QUARTZ SCREENS

A

Ckilleee instructs in

specia ty.

or burred slot

uine Russia

Round, slot
holes. GenIron,

Tootli

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes.
fornia Perforating Screen Co., 145 & 147 Beale St

CHISEL
,

President.

MISSES DEVLIN.
Stenographers and Typewriter Copyists,
Boom 7, No. 340 AIoiitg:oiuery St.,
San Francisco
S. E. corner Pine,

L.

petersonTmodel maker,
,

Box A,"

office

ot this paper, San

SAW

MILLS AND MACHINERY

,

Of all kinds
logue.

made

to order.

17 and 19

Send for Descriptive Cata

Fremont

St.,

San Francisco.

B.

BROWNE,

Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,
No. 307 Sasbomb St., San Francibco.

Saws.

NOTICE

Market St. N. E. cor. Front (up stairs) San Franoiaco
Experimental nmQhlpery and all kinds ot metal, tin,
(wpper and brass.
68

ROSS

BIT

CIRCULAR

CaliS. F.

Secretary.

TAKE

Business

Prancisco.

Homo-

geneous Steel, Caat Steel or
American planished Iron
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The Hazelton

acknowledged by the most eminent Engineers in the
country to be the greatest improvement that has
ever been made in a Steam Generator.

Is
BriLOlKS OF

MINING MACHINERY.
1

27

OKSKRAL OFFICK AND WORKS:
San Francisco, Cal., U.
Now York Office, 145 Broadway.

First St.,

S. A.

IT

PI,ANTSFOROOI,I> ANHSILVEB MILLS.

LATKST UFsION ami
MOST IMfKOVeO coriHtnlclion. Wo olli-r our
ouitnmen. tlin BEST KKMII.TS OF 38 VKAK.S'
K.XPKKIENCK In lhl« SPECIAL LINE ot
work, anil art PRKPAKEU to (umiiih the MOST
APPROVED chararter ot MININO ANI> REmachincrv

flmhracin^

Boiler

UNEQUALED

IS

A Saving

of

FOR

ECONOMY

SAFETY.

AND

DURABILITY.

Least 20 per cent Guaranteed
over any other form of Boiler.

in Fuel of at

DUCTION' I\f ACni.NEKY. a*iaptu(l tuall tfrailea ot
to tliat of any otiicr mako, at
ores aoil
[POSSIBLE PRICES.
the
and
Wo arc als> pretuircd to

SIFPEKIOR

SKND FOR CIRCULAR.
CI»NSTHUCT
DKLIVKK In CO-WPLETE RUNNING ORDER,
anv locality, iMILLS, CONCENTRATION
In
WORKS. WATER .lACKET SMELTING
FURNACES. HOISTINO WORKS, PUMPING M.VCUINERY, ETC., ETC., of any DESIRED CAfACITS.
Sole Manufacturers for the Pacific Coast,
127 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO,

LOWEST

WORKS,

PACIFIC IRON

CAL

HXJisin^inxrcsrTonNr,
MANUFACTURER OF

Centrifugal

&-^

Quartz

Roller

Mills,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS,
Mining Machinery

Ste^xxx

Every Description,

of

"Fitn
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

No. 46

rnntrlfiicral Roller Uaartf! Mill.

FREMONT STREET.

-

SAN PRANCISOO.

-

WM.

GREGORY

H. P.
Cor.

Fremont and Mission

&

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

IN

TAYLOR,

President.

R. S.

MOORE,

Suprintendent.

CO.

San Francisco,

Sts.,

H.

ORE CRUSHER

CAL.

Cal.

Bisioi
S. E.

ALL CLA SE3 OF

Iri

COR

ii

HOWARD

lociotiyfi Worts,

and BEALE STS., SAN FRANCISCO,

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

MACHINERY
SOLE AGENTS POK
J.

WILLIAMSON

A. FAY & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.

BROS'

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

NF.W HAVEN MANUF-Q CO.'S MACHINISTS' TOOLS.

PAYNE'S VERTICAL .iND HORIZONTAL ENGINES.

BEMENT & SON'S MACHINISTS

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

CO.'S

ANu

MACHINERY.

TOOLS.

BICKFORD'S
BLAKE'S
PUMPS.

POWER

Sheet-Iron Water Pipe

HOISTING

ENGINES.

WOODWORKINQ

FRANK k

Mining and Milling Machinery,
ENGINES and BOILERS,
f-

For Mining and Iriigition Purposes.

lillili
ALSO

BOILERS.

SAWMILLJACHINERY
Agents for the

Pacific Coast of

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

DRILLS.

IMPROVED STF.AM

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

Bryan's Roller

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

WEBBER CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
PERIN BAND SAW BLADES.
STURTEVANT BLOWERS AND

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

Qiiariz

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTING INJECTORS AND EJEC-

EXHAUSTS.
SHIMEK MATCHER HEAD^.
BRAINARD Mn.LmO MACHINES.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
SCHLENKEB'S BOLT CUTTERS.
HOLLOWAY FIRE EXTINGUISH-

EXCLUSIVB AOKNTS FOR Tint PACIFIC COAST OF

DISSTON-S CIRCULAR SAWS.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACK-

ING CO.'S RUBBER GOODS.
LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS.
U. W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS
ING, PAINT, ETTC.

Mill,

Cheapest and most perfect Roller Mill made.

TORS.

HEINE PATENT SAFETY

BOILER

AND

MACBETH STEEL PULLEY.

Fall Descriptive Circalars of any of the above sent on application.

PACK-

ERS.
SOLE AGBNT FUR

YACHT ENGINES.
LRDSHER PLATES,

—AND—
Chrome
Bock

ENGINES and BOILERS
FROM

2 TO 100 H.

P.,

Cast Steel for
Drills. Etc.

H. D.
220 Fremont

MORRIS,
San Francisco,

St.,

MANUf ACTnfiERS'

and

PnRCHASING AGENT,

Special attention given to purchase of

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.

ALWAYS IN STOCK

ADAMANTINE SHOES AND

MILL

SUPPLIES

AND

Superintendent for a
facturing Concern

Employ on about 250 men; he must understand

WANTED!

Cal.

No. 220

Manu-

his busiDe88. be a good mechaoir, of good habitu, accustomed
to thinking ahead, economical In his manaEement and
active.
State age, experience, etc.. and salary expected.
AddresB, PACIPIC, Caie " Mining and Scieutilic Preas,

Sao Francisco,

Al>A.'n.ANTIlVR.

OILS.

Dewey Engraving Company,

WANTED!
Assistant

LUBRICATING

DXE^.-Guar-

auteed to prove better and cheaper than any others.
Orders solicited, subject to above conditions.
H. r>. MORRIS.

3 Frue Concentrators.
Persons havios: these machines to dispose of
dress C, Box 2361, San Francisco, Cal.

will ad-

MARKET

STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL.

Engravings made from photographs, drawings and original designs, for newspaper, hook, card and job printing'.
Engraved prints enlarged or reduced, cheaply and quickly. Also copies of manuscript, legal documents, wills,
contracts, signatures, portraits, buildings, machinery and printed documents reproduced with accuracy. Photographs, stereoscopic views, etc., duplicated, enlarged or reduced. Slides for magic lanterns made from photographs,
itbographs, and steel or wood engravings, etc. Satisfaction guaranteed. Agents wanted in all cities and in all
towns. Address, for further informij,tion, Dbwet Enqravinq Co., 220 Market St., San Francisco.
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hundred ^ND
HUNDRED
^nd SEVENTY-FIVE
seventy-five DOLLARS
dollars

five

.

($575.00)

OVER

1400

ARB NOW

DomlnaL A
San Francisco.

tear are merely

Street,

!

£*.

ID.

IN USB.

ConcentrationB are cleao from the Brst workiog. The wear and
machine can be seen in working order and ready to make tests at 820 Fremont

Thb Montana Company

(Limited), London, October 8, 1885.

—

Dear Sirb : Having tested three of your Pnie Vanners in a competitive trial with other aimilar machioei
(Triumph), we have satisfied ourselves of the superiority of your Vanners, as is evidenced by the fact of our having
ordered twenty more of your machines for immediate delivery. Yours truly,

THE MONTANA COMPANY
N.

B.

—Since the above was written the 20 Vanners having been

tional Frues

(Scats tjbraj-y

jl

(Limited).

started gave such satisfaction that 44 addi-

ADAMS & CARTER.

and more stamps have been purchased.

Protected by patents May 4, 1869; December 22, 1874; September 2, 1879; April 27, 1880; March 22, 1881; February 20, 1883; September 18, 18S3. Patents applied for.

'y^^

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR
MACHINE.

ADAMS & CARTER,

OR VANNING

Room

7. No.

109

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

California Street,

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED,

$1,000

PR PF

'''VE

I

HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS

The present improved fonn of the celebrated *' Tkiumph " Ore Concentrator possesses many advantages over any
other style of Vanners, Vanning Machines, or Concentrators, yet introduced to the notice of mining mea. These advantages consist in the snperior features which enter into their construction, and facilitate their operation.
They are constructed in the best manner; their framee being of iron, insures their solidity, durability, and perfect
steadiness of motion when operated. They are built as compactly as their requisite strength will permit, weigh less, re.
quire leas freight space in boxes, by which their cost of transportation is reduced, and occupy less mill room when set upAn important improvement has recently been introduced into their construction, which consists of a Riffle Tableplaced in front of and which takes the discharge from the feed and amalgam bowl. The improvement is in the recipro,
cal motion which is imparted to this table by the longitudinal motion of the shaking frame to which the table is attached. We have at hand many testimonials, from well-known Superintendents of mines in different mining districts
of the United States, bearing evidence of the efficiency and superiority of this form of Concentrator, and we shall be
pleased to send Circulars covering such letters of testimony, and, as well, directions for setting up and operating these
machines, and are ready to quote special prices for any considerable order.

'TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR.

^ITcssi.

COMPRESSED AIR

39

-to

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS.
51 IFx-exxxoxx-t St.,
Sa.ax Z*3rA.3iolSoo. Oal.

WATER POWER MACHINERY.

and

RIX & FIRTH, 225 and 227
NATIONAL AIR COMPRESSORS.

First St.,

San Francisco.

SINGLE OE DUPLEX, STEAM OR BELT POWER.
63 Sold on the

Pacific

Coast

KNIGHT'S

WATER

WHEEL,

FOR

MILLS, PUMPING AND HOISTING.
Over 300 in use. All estimates gruaranteed.

Send for Circular.

MINERS' HORSE WHIM.
All wrought iron.

No gears, no breakage.

One

hore*! will easily handle rock or water to a depth
of 350 feet, giving entire satiefaction to the prospector.
Price, complete, $200. 150 sold on this Coast.

NATIONAL ROCK DRILL.
300 Sold on this Coast. Has
less repairs than any other
Drill.

NOTICE.— All

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

the

full

our plates are ETua't^Qteed to have
weight of silver apjeed upon, and are tested be

fore leaviog our works, thereby avoiding the complaints

about light weight, made so often before we started
In thiH branch of industry.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.
521 & 523 Market

t&jsj\riisrc3r

St.,

San Francisco,

—D BALER INGRAVEL, OR PLACER MINES.
MADE OP BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.
Assayers' and Mining Material.

IN QDARTZ,

GET OUR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
PXJRNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SAN

—MANUFACnjRBa

FRANCISCO NOVELTY AND PLATING WORKS.
BTo. 108 r'lItST ST7H.3E3DE3T.

Agent for eosonsHYDEO-CARBON ASSAY FURNACES

ATTENTION, GOLD MINERS!
WE ARE SELLING
Silver-Plated Amalgamating Plates
For Saving Gold
At reduced

in

QUARTZ, GRAVEL and PLACER MINING,

rates.
Get our prices. Three thousand orders filled. Fifteen medals awarded.
andfarsuperior to others in weight of silve-- and durability. Old mining plates replated.
parchased of
TATI.OK & CO., cor. First and Mission Sts.

JOHN

E. «.

Our

plates have proved the best,

These plates caa also be

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
DENNISTON, Proprietor.
653 & 666 Mission. St., San Francisco.

Cal.
Silved Plated Plates have always proved as represented. We have been manufaoturingr them for 20 years,
and use only the best Lake Superior Copper aud Refined Silver. Comparing: our plates with those of other manufacturers,
after repeated testa, we can safely guarantee much better plates for the same m tney. 0\ir plates are used by all the prominent mining men on the Pacific Coast. BEND fOR CIRCULAR,

NOTICE,— Our

OF—

BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

i

SmmM

An iUustrated
DEWBY &

BT

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

PubUahers.

moves from the top

The Victor Concentrator.

the time instead of

all

ing from the bottom.

As the table is given
The Viotor Couceutrator, which is illustrated
paj^e, was inveated by S. W. Shaw of eating motion, such as
thU city, and has beea so modified and improved aa the result of practical work in the
past two years, that, having passed the experimental stage, it ia now offered to the mining

OD thia

Its operation is unlike

public.

chine of

separators

the original of gold

VOLUME

1888.

17,

Number

mov* changed. Thia device ia adapted to save amalgam, quicksilver, floured quicksilver, etc. The

vibrating or recipro*

its
is

given to a batea and

like

ia less than 1000 pounds.
The
michines are made to handle the pulp from a

— the

ess of

like

Seeing in the Mining and
river near Oroville.
Scientific Press some account of work being

done in the Australian Colonies, he went over
there to personally examine the machinery. On
his return here recently, he called on the editor

This rests on vibrating
and an eccentric and gearing give motion

To the edge

it.

of the table ia a

other parts of the world where

working successfully about eight months of
Mr. C. W. Humble of Chicago has
been looking up thia subject of river mining
with dredgers for the past year and a half, and
came to California to experiment on the Feather

batea

downward-

ly projecting lip or flange to prevent the

we have never made any suc-

the year.

concave disk-shape precisely

of

Rivers.

all

that of

an enlarged batea.

rods,
to

is

as yet

in

20.

cess of dredging for gold in the rivers of California, there are

suitable

table

Although

for Gold

LVI.

they are making money at the business. On
the Olutha, a large river on the south island of
New Zealand, there are seven mining dredgers,

and complete.

The

Dredging

ahipping weight

mechanism aothat the procseparation and conoentratioa is automatic

worked by

Qm&n

mmi

any other ma-

motion being

its class, its

SAm®

®t MImMga P®pwlm

of the

water

Press, so aa to give the benefit of his ex-

perience to

dripping off underneath on to the gearing.

readers.

ita

this supply ia subject

Mr. Rumble informa na that all the dredging
machines which are working successfully on the
Clutha river have chain buckets, and most of
these are worked by the action of the current of

to regnlation in proportion to the snlphurets in

the river on a wheel or wheels placed on the side

the ore.

of the scow.

A

hole or opening

the table, where

made

in

the center of

placed a small removable

is

Water comes from a stop-cock above

screen.

down

ia

into the cup,

The pulp

and

batteries into the pan or

holes being

receiver

Thia receiver

the atirrera.

ahown above

punched from above,

so there

are

burrs on the lower side in order that every

stream

table.

This

below the

sur-

the material already on the table.

It

falls

separately

on

the

carries all the falling light stuff

face of

ateadily.

to

large

the center, and the lighter substances

encircling pan,

the outer edge into the

and from there are

of these

which has been at work

shows the operations must have been successOne of these dredges, of the same pattern
ful.
except that it is operated by steam, is working
at Alexandra, about 200 miles above the mouth
It has greater capacity than
of the Clutha.

causes the heavier portion of the material to

— tailings— go off over

One

constantly for eight years was being rebuilt
when our informant was there. This itself

bdcomes iuTolved with the coarser eand and
keeps on down to the bottom.
The batea-like motion imparted to the table

come

river runs with a current of

depth of about 20 feet.
The machinery only requires the attention of
one man on a shift, and they raise and wash about
All of
15 to 20 tons of solid material an hour.
these dredgers have been running for years

the

perforated,

is

The

about 12 miles an hour. These water-propelled
dredgers are run night and day, and work to a

passes from the

to be concentrated

THE VICTOR ORB CONCENTRATOR.

dis-

At the Gold Bank mine, those run by water-power.
The dredged material falls into a sort of reForbestown, Butte county, there are four
grizzly to take out the stones and rock,
are carried over the periphery of the table into of these concentrators at work very successful- volving
phurets can move freely to the bottom.
and eand ia washed in blanThe concentrated sulphureta pass continuous- the inclined annular trough, while the heavier ly. The superintendent ia very well pleased and the earth

charged.

Scrapers or rakes revolve slowly and

aid in keeping the pulp loose so that the sul-

gold-pan, the pulp falls upon

it

near the center.

The worthless portions such aaaand and gangue

five-stamp battery.
at

Section.

MACHINB FOR DREDGING RIVER BOTTOMS FOR GOLD.
under the central shield or cup, fall
through the screen over the central hole and
are caught in a suitable receptacle. This screen
is changed according to the percentage of materials, more perforations being needed where the
The stream of water
sulphureta are abundant.
ly in

which comes

in

will.

from above

is

and

valuable

greater

apeoific

ore

or

sulphureta

gravity

and

the

by

their

peculiar

effect of

17

and

19

Fremont

N.

street,

W.

Spauld-

manufact-

motion imparted to the table, will sink ures these concentrators. The machine gained
through the agitated and lighter particles of a silver medal for its inventor at the recent
pulp, and work their way "centerward to the Mechanica' Fair in this city.
small screen, and paas through it into a proper
Keelt, the *' motor-man," has been found
also regulated at receptacle.
The upper receiving-pan, reels, etc., may be guilty of contempt of court in not obeying an

spreading the pulp so widely is raised up to leave the whole top of the table
readily
to almost destroy any current, and the pulp clear, so that the central screen may be

The

with the results accomplished.
ing,

order to open a sealed package said to contain
a description of the

Keely motor.

ket sluices, arranged on the scow, or

they call

it

in

New

Zealand.

*'

punt," aa

The buckets

bring up rocks as large as a man's

fist.

If

they strike large rocka or obstructions, they
stop, becauae the motive-power is not enough to

break them. The buckets of the ordinary
dredges are about 12 inches deep and 12 inches
wide, rounded at the corners. The scows draw
about 12 to 15 inches of water. The general

{Continued on page 329.)
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by R. G. Legg.

We admit, unindorsed, opinions of

The Mines

correspondents.

—

fios.

of Utah.

[Writccn for the Press.]

Utah
BOurcea.

is

exceediDgly rich in undeveloped reAt the time of the early settlement of

the country by the Mormons, nothing was known
of the mineral depoaits that are now being

worked to such great advantage. The " latterday saints " were then, aa now, purely a pas
Brigham Young considered it
toral people.
dangerous to

Mormon

institutions to permit his

people to become infatuated with the less cer*
tain pursuit of mining after the fact was established that the country abounded in rich
minerals. His policy was to keep it dark, *' for,"
said he, *'when the extent and richness of the
mines become well known, the gentiles will
flock here and posBesa the country." His idea
was to develop the agricultural resources,
claiming, with much propriety, that the mines
would keep. Viewed from a Mormon standpoint,

Brigham was correct

in

all

particulars,

The Jordan M. & M. Co.'s
They have recently renewed

mine looks well.
operations. The marketable ore assays 50 per
cent lead, 20 ounces silver and $8 gold. The
company are reconstructing their concentrator;
S2, 500,000 worth of mineral has been taken
from this mine up to present date.
Park City is noted for poaaessing one of the
best mines, not only of Utah, but of the Pacific
Coast the Ontario mine having paid its own
era in dividends since the year 1876 $9,500,000.
The Ontario Company employs 350 men in both
the mill and mine. R, C. Chambers is the gen
eral superintendent.
To Neal GiUis, foreman
I was indebted for favors during my visit to the
mine. One feature in connection with the
mine especially interested me, that is, the
pumping machinery. Four pumps are in position, but only one is worked at the same time.
The larger nump throws 360 gallons at a stroke,
and makes 7§ strokes per minute, or over 160,000 gallons an hour. The company have expended over a million dollars for machinery to
operate the mine. The pumping apparatus is a
necessity at present, and will be so until the
drain tunnel is completed. The Ontario drain
tunnel was recently started. Its length will he
about three miles and it is calculated to drain
the Ontario and Dily mines. Its exact coat
cannot be ascertained, but it will doubtless cost
several hundred thousand dollars. Thirty men
will be employed to construct it
all that can
be worked to advantage, and it is estimated
that it will require three years to complete it.
The Ontario mill runa two rock-crushers and
40 stamps for ore and 10 for salt. From 12 to

—

—

A

the

Prominent Mining DistrlctB

lines

name

but State or Territorial linea formed no barrier
to the indomitable prospector who eventually
found his way hither, demonstrating beyond
peradventure the fact of the existence of immensely rich auriferous deposits which thereafter allured capitalists to commence the devel
opment of the same. Though extensive mining
operationa are of comparatively recent origin,
they are already, it is aeaerted, a source of much 20 per cent of the latter ia u^ed for roasting. It
greater income to the country than the pursuit has 24 amalgam pena, 12 aettlera and 6 retorts
of agriculture. And there are the best of reaaona
for believing that the mining industry will maintain its supremacy over that of every other for
recent visit to some of
an indefinite period.

of the Daly mine, has an excellent
From rock taken on the
in the camp.
200-foot level, an assay placed the value at $260
per ton, and the vein proper is three feet solid
ore.
The mine embraces three lengths and
enough space in breadth to make up the 20 pat-

end

assay of the ore is 60 per cent lead and from 12
to 14 ouncea silver. The work is superintended

S0f^F^ESP0|>JDENCE.

[Nov. 17, 1888
thionate of polysulphide, completely invalidates,

Mv

theory

2Ag2

S2

is:

O3 +Na2 S2

+x = 2Ae2 S-fNa3S4

xS; and then, Na2 S4 Oe +Na2 S2 +x=2
Na2S2 03 +24-XS.
Though the second equation, as a fact per se,
The own- was known to some chemists before, the first is

ented claims comprising the group.
ers ao far have done little except development
work, but expect to push ahead with a good
force soon.
They use a whim horse, and so far
have brought their ore to Park City sampling
mills.
It is claimed that the mine promises as
well as the best ever did in Park City at present stage of development. It can hardly be denied that there is something in luck, especially
when it comes to mining. Such reflections are
forced upon ua when the hiatory of the Wood
side mine of Park City is reviewed. The owner,
E. P. Ferry, has for some years been in the
habit of leasing the mine out, and for a time it
was on the liat of the condemned, A large sum
had been expended in its development, but
without commensurate success. Finally, during the latter part of September last, two min
ers, Drake and Williams, happened to be pass
ing over the claim, and sat down to rest. They
began carelessly examining some croppings. To
their astonishment, the float proved very rich,
as they were qualified to determine, whereupon they proceeded at once to secure a
lease and commenced the work of development.
The ore pays handsomely from the surface, thus
enabling the proprietors to employ all the men
that can be worked to advantage, and pay them
from the immediate proceeds of the mine. The
ore aasavs 50 per cent lead, 50 ounces silver and
about $2.50 gold. These worthy miners certainly have s bonanza.
F. B. L,

Oe

-I

mine, as

also the complete theory.

It must,
be supposed that Mr. Stetefeldt,
while lacking candor to acknowledge it, derived the idea of the first equation from my
article.
But at that time the author did not believe in the reaction expressed by the second
equation, and did not even take the trouble to
test it, as he could easily have done; hence he
occupies the false position of having examined
and criticised the half of a chemical proposition.
Is this scientific ?
He believes in that reaction
now, however, having dug it up in Graham's
Chemistry; but hia previous willful ignorance
has resulted in the falsification of a large part
of his theory of leaching, as set forth in this
book.
It is not, however, that Mr. Stetefeldt has
yet come over to my view as to the theory of precipitation; that he must do so I have little
doubt, but as he will not be able to dig that
out of any book, nor probably willing to accept
instruction from so obscure a person as myself,
we must give him time for '* rediscovery by
scientific research," as he has himself told us he
rediscovered a fact which had been known to
every Mexican azoguero over a hundred years
before, and was also known to most *' muscular
amalgamators," the scientific research in that
instance consisting in some experiments in something like a frying-pan or other domestic utenis

therefore,

sil.

But he has admitted,

in a recent

supplement

The Lixiviation of Silver Ores with to hia book, that the tetrathionate formed in
making extra aolution ia regenerated in the preThe ore floor is 80x90 feet and 14 feet high
Hyposulphite Solutions.
The engine ia a 250-hors6 power.
cipitating-tanks, and therefore that his asser*
tion, on page 136, that any such assumption is
The Daly mioe is running steadily with an
" absolutely false," must be retracted, and that
Editors Press :— C. A. Ststefeldt, M. E,
average output of 100 tons daily. The shaft
is now 843 feet.
The drain tunnel, connecting has written and published a book with the his naive wonder at the small loss of sodium

with the Ontario on the 600 foot level, is three'
Of Utah by the writer furnished him satis- quarters of a mile long. The machine-shops
factory proof that the country provides a better are most complete, doing all the work necesfield for the prospector and for the investment sary, except casting and constructing the heavy
A six-foot Pelton wheel is used,
of capital than any other mining section of the machinery.
great West, This conclusion was arrived at and water-power is obtained from the Ontario
only after careful inveatigation. One thing that mine. The mill is a 30 stamp, and employs on
has retarded development has been the lack of an average 60 men in its operation, crushing; SO
There is not the least doubt but that tons per day. The milling ore assays from $40
capital.
to ^50; the shipping, 20 per oent lead and 100
if the same prospects could be shown in California and elsewhere that are to be seen in Utah ounces silver. The wages paid by the comA
there would be an abundance of capital imme- pany for 12 hours range from $2 50 to $4.
diately forthcoming to open up and operate the new building haa jaat been constructed for
mines. It ia hard to account for the apathy leaching.
The Massachuaetts mine, originally known aa
manifested by capitalists with reference to the
splendid opportunities offered in Utah; for, the Empire, is now doing development work
while it is true that some gigantic swindles and has just reached the 600-foot level, and
have been perpetrated upon them by heartless has commenced to drift, but is shipping no
mining sharps, there are a number of the best ore as yet.
The Anchor Mining Company owns more
paying mining propertiea on the Pacific Slope;
and I personally Investigated mines in various ground than the Ontario. A tunnel is in course
stages of development, as well as some late dis- of construction, which, when completed, will
coveries {moat of which are lying idle for want be over li miles in length. It is expected to
of capital to work them), that are known to have it finished by March next. I was informed
prospect aa well, if not better, than the famous by John McSorJey, who has the important
Ontario mine at Park City. So much by work in charge, that as high as 117 feet was
way of an introduction. I will now endeavor made in a single week. At the altitude of the
to lay before your readers a few observations od mine, about SOOO feet, snow sometimes falls to
the several mines of Brigham and Park City, considerable depth, and the consequent snowslides are often a serious hindrance to mining
the most thriving camps of the Territory.
For a small mine there is perhaps no better operations here. The men had a narrow escape
paying property in the Territory than the Nast from a slide last winter. The boarding bouae
mine, owned by Messrs. Watson, Sbanchfield was without a moment's warning entirely overand Chandler, and superintended by C. W. whelmed, several of the boys barely getting away
Watson. Through the courtesy of Chas. May- with thpir lives. The tunnel has now reached
berry, foreman, accompanied by A. J. Stanch- about 5000 feet.
The enfield, I was shown through the mine.
The most lofty mine in the Park City district
tire force required to operate it is but 12 men, is the Crescent, five miles from town.
Its altimonth.
The aa- tude is 9500 feet and it is reached by a tramway
and the output ia 90 tons per
say value of the ore is 50 Der cent lead, 25 which cost the company $45,000, built four
ounces silver and from $5 to @8 gold per ton. years ago. The ascent from the town is about
Owing to a slight advance in lead recently, the 500 feet per mile. All the ore is shipped down
owners realized 100 per cent on operating ex the tramway to the concentrator located at the
penaes for the month of September,
depot, thence, when through with operation, to
The Winnemuck M. & M. Co.'s mine is now Omaha. The average assay of the ore ia 30
working on the 300 foot level. The ore assays ouncea in ailver.
well.
A two-foot ledge has been struck, which The Disappointment, owned by Messrs.
assays 41 6 10 per cent lead and 501 65 100 Duffy, Richardson & Hirchman, is located
ounces silver. The company employs 30 men to just west of the Crescent. Two shaft3 90 feet
operate it.
each have already been sunk, and a tunnel 500
The Bingham Mining Company started up feet has been made. Ore is now being taken
again the latter part of September with new out which aaaays 60 per cent in ailver and lead,
machinery. The mill has five new Huntington and $7 in gold. The proprietors recently took
pans and Hazelton boiler, and the capacity is out 14 tona from one lead in a week and real180 tons daily. The mill works 100 tons per ized from the same the snug sum of $700. The
day at present, with only four men. The man- Gem, an adjoining claim, together with the
ager, E. D. Egan, is willing to wager that the Disappointment, have been bonded for $18,000.
company has the largest body of low-grade ore
The Creole mine, adjoining town on the west,
on the Pacific Slope. The width of the ledge is was patented by the proprietors, Mesara. Conover 200 feet and the depth has not been ascf r don & Moore, in '82. Tunnel to cut ledge is
The mine is but a few hundred feet 190 feet. Cat the ledge at 158 feet. Drifted
tained.
west of the Nast and assays $7 per ton gold. on the ledge 140 feet and made three upraises,
Mr. Egan is alao superintendent of theYoaemite finding ore all the way. Seven hundred and
No. 2, which ia now being operated on but half fifty feet east from Discovery the ore ia contintime because of the lack of water. I am in- uous. There is a five-foot body of ore at the
debted to J. T. Harrington, foreman, for cour- incline shaft. All prospecting or deadwork is
tesies during my visit.
This ia a very ex- now completed, thousands of tons of secondtensive and profitable mine, lead being traced claaa ore being in sight.
The proprietors some
for more than 4000 feet, and the average assay time ago shipped 200 tons of ore, which yielded
value of the ore ia reckoned at 50 per cent lead, 20 ounces silver, 30 per cent lead and $4 50 in
10 ounces silver, and $1 per ton gold.
The gold. The location of this mine is one of the
company gives employment to 40 men around most convenient in the camp, and it is well prothe mine.
vided with timber growing on the premisea. It
The Brooklyn lead mine, formerly owned by ia the prediction that, had the owners of this
a New York company, has, I believe, recently mine the available capital to push the work forchanged hands for a good figure. At the time ward, it would hold rank with some of the
of my visit 100 men were employed in and about better mines of the camp.
It certainly is
the mine. There was over 30.000 tons of 30 worthy the investigation of capitalists seeking
per cent ore on the damp awaiting the erection profitable investment.
of a concentrator. The daily output is 50 tons,
The West Ontario, known as the Farrish and
20 tons of which is first class. The average McLaughlin group, located 400 feet west of the

above
of the

The

title,

which professes

to be an exposition

theory and practice of silver leaching.

Rasexperiments and a compilation from Dug

practical part consists of a digest of

aell's

gett's practical

The

esa.

pamphlet on the Russell proc

theoretical portion

is

partly compiled

from various chemical books and partly
It ia

inal.

orig-

with the latter portion that I pro-

As the author has
Daggett in the matter of some
unimportant chemical errors in that gentle'
man's excellent paper, which does not claim to
be scientific, he cannot complain if his own
pose to deal in this article.

spared

not

statements are made the subject of criticism.
He claims that the chemistry of leaching silver
ores now rests on a sound basis {sic).
If he
will say a basis of sound, I will agree.
In one of the author's earlier papers on the
Russell process, he advanced a theory of the
precipitation of silver by a polysulphide from a
hypo solution, which I could by no means ac'
cept as true. This theory called for the formation of sodium snlphate, whereas no sodium
sulphate is produced in the reaction, as I have
proved. I investigated the subject by experiment, and came to the conclusion that the reaction produces sodium polythionate, almost

and that, reacting secondarily on sodium polysulphide, reproduces
was
the hypo. This
fully set forth in two
articles which appeared in the £Jng. arnd Mining
Journal of Nov. 19t;h and 26th, 1885.
Nevertheless, perhaps rather the more, Mr
Stetefeldt reaffirms his absurd theory in his new
book, not noticing my articles, unless the fol
lowing discourteous, not to say insolent, passage
from page 79 is to be considered as referring
thereto
*'An obscure critic haa taken me to
task for advancing thia theory in my first paper
Kuasell
on the
process, because, he saya, not a
trace of sulphuretted hydrogen is evolved in the
reaction.
Evidently his classical education is
at fault in not comprehending the meaning of
in statu naacendi.'"
It is true I did not make the above state
ment; my argument was based on much wider
grounds and deeper withal, but I am the only
one who publicly challenged his views. I did
not take him to ta«k.
I simply showed that
bis theory was wrong and offered a better one,
which explains all of the facts observed in
certainly tetrathionate,

:

*

practice, of

some

of

evidently ignorant.
the

which Mr. Stetefeldt was
It also accounta for all of
in the laboratory in

phenomena developed

thia connection, including Russell's high co
efficients of precipitation and his low ones, the
free pulphur in the precipitate, even though
pure Na2 S2 be uped aa precipitant, and the

very aigoificant fact that if a solution of silver
in hypo Is treated with successive portions of a
polysulphide solution, the precipitate being collected and determined for each, it is found that
the coefficient of precipitation diminishes progressively, due to the relatively increasing
effect of the tetrathionate in consuming the sulphide as the proportion of metal becomes less in
the liquid; and that other significant fact,
noticed in practical work long before, but not
then understood, that after all silver or other
metal is down the liquid can atill decompose a
coDsi<ierable quantity
of
the polysulphide,

which

On

is due to residual tetrathionate.
page 78 the author has discussed (without

my

j

'

credit) the first half of
theory, that which
explains a high coefficient of- precipitation and
the production of tetrathionate, and rejects it
on grounds which a consideration of the secondary reaction, the decompoaition of the tetra-

thiosulphate at the Yedras mill, where they
use ten pounds of bluestone to the ton of ore
for making extra solution, and therefore ought
to lose, at least, as much thiosulphate, according to the book, was foolishneaa.
Verily, pride
goeth before a fall
Mr. Stetefeldt might have
learned all that and more from my articles, but
he would not. This timely retraction forestalls
an article which I had prepared on the point;
unfortunately, it did not come in time to forestall a set of experiments which I made to
prove that I was right.
To return to the author's theory of precipitation, his equation calls for not only sodium sulphate, which is not formed, but alao for the
production of sulphur dioxide. Now, almost
any chemist knows that sulphur dioxide, in
presence of aqueous polysulphide, forms thiosulphate; but this expounder, finding or alleging an approximate agreement between Russell's experimental coefficient of precipitation
and his own equation, neglecting the sulphur dioxide, first cites the alleged fact in support of
hie theory (up to the point at which the effect
of SO2 claims conaideration), and then, findiug
that the effect of the SO2 would reduce his coefficient
so
much as to destroy that
agreement, again cites the fact to prove
that SO2 does not react as it must do if
present.
I auggest, though assured that no
suggestion of mine will be accepted by this selfsufficient author, even though it were the purest truth that ever gemmed the crown of science, that he adopt the view, quite usual among
chemi(its, that SO2
in presence of water, forma
H2 SO3
This will give him a chance to dispose of the inconvenient SO2 with formation of
Ho S. thus:
H2 SO3 +Nh2 S2 =Na2 P2 O3 +
B2 S, the latter, in stattt nascendi, precipitating silver. This, if not true, is as true as bis
theory, and good enough to finish it out with.
Russell haa found that the presence of cauaOres contain*
tic aoda in the hypo is iojurious.
ing calcite are liable to contain caustic lime
after the roasting, and this reacts on the hypo,
forming caustic soda. On pages 163-4 the author says, referring to this matter: "But if
the extra solution is applied at once, the cuprous
hyposulphite neutralizes and counteracts the
Now
deleterious effects of the caustic lime."
caustic lime could only precipitate cuprous oxide from extra solution, hut cuprous oxide ia
soluble in the hypo, and if precipitated for the
moment by the lime in temporary excess, must
be redissolved almost instantly. Can it be dissolved without rendering the hypo caustic? I
say not, and the author's theory of this applicaThat the
tion of extra solution seems unsound.
practice may also be unsound is suggested by
the fact that, ''before the extra solution follows
the first wash-water, it has been found beneficial to impregnate the (alkaline) ore with a
small quantity of a strong copper sulphate solution." In this case, the caustic lime precipitates
cupric hydroxide which ia not soluble in hypo,
hence the desired result is attained.
On page 79 is the following statement: "The
sulphuretted hydrogen evolved in precipitating
sulphides on the large scale, ia principally due
to the presence of acid salta in the lixiviation
solution." Thia must, in candor or in charity,
be understood to mean, after the metals are
all precipitated, and in case an excess of polysulphide ia used, elae it would be simply stupid.
But what acid salts can be preaent after the
washing of the ore, and after addition of the
precipitants ? Daggett says something about
H2 S being evolved when an excess of polysulphide ia used, but that mnat be due to spontaneous decomposition of the excesa, not to acid
salts. I am not afraid to Indorse the statement
I

,

.
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California.
probably the Zuni villages, and were greatly
attributed to "Obacnre Critic, "that "DOta trace
disappointed on finding no gold or anything elae
of Bs S 18 evolved in the reaction," for, even
OrlslQ of the Name.
of value.
though acid lulphiteB, or free S0:> may be preaOn the 9th day of May, 1.^40, an expedition
ent in the eolation of sulpharic acid, has been
fWritt«D (or the Paau by Hnar G. Qahu.)
by sea, under command of Fernando Alercon,
adHed to the hypo, yet theee will not caute
It is now generally admitted that the name sailed from Kitividad in two ships, the St.
evolution of H^ S becauBe, as the author himself inaistB, thut aub'tance would precipitate California was derived from a popular romance Peter and the Sinta Catherine, to support Coro*
nado and to furnish supplies for bis army. The
silver in ttalu ncutcendi^ if produced duriug the
published in Madrid in the year 1521. It was
commander had orders to sail along the coast
operation, bat it would not even be produced
"
Las
Sergas
del
muy
esforzado
entitled
Cabaland to be within signal distance of the land.
by acid solphitet.
On page %), article on decomposition of an lero Ksplandian Uijo del Kxcelente Rey Amadis Lower California was then supposed to be an
acid extra solution, the author says, "After de Guala; " in English, ** The Exploits of Very island and the Gulf of (California a strait, and it
was taken for granted that ships could sail
sufficiently loof; exposure to the atmosphere,
Valiant Knight Kaplandian, Son of the Excellent without
dilhculty for any distance np the
the
free acid becomes neutralt/.cd by Cu
(H 0)2," meaning free Bulpburic acid, as shown King AmadiB of Gaul." Chapter l.")7, contiin- coast.
Alercon'a ships put into Compostela and Culiby the cont'xt. Grantiug that a very small ing that portion describing the golden island of
quantity of free sulphuric acid may exist in a California, was published in the original Span- acan to learn that Coronado had continued his
march beyond. Sailing northward, he found
hypo without decompoaing that, whence comes
ish with English translation, in the Sixth An- the shores to approach, and finally
Join, revealthe oupric hydroxide, if, as the author has
previously said, "The oxygen absorbed by the nual Report of the State Mineralogist of Cali- ing the fact, then first known, that Lower California was a peninsula and not an island.
This
cuprous salt is all transferred to the sodium hy- fornia, folio S.
Assuming that the supposed golden land was discovery waa forgotten for many years, and
posulphite," "so long as free acid is present"?
named
from
the
mythical
island
of
the
romance
California
mapped aa an island, and called lelas
The
I understand the meaning to be this:
cuprous salt oxidizes and forms capric sulphate of Las Sergas, there may still be a more ancient Carolinaa, until its connection with the main
land was rediscovered by Father Kuhn, 160 yeara
with the free sulphuric acid cupric sulphate re- though indirect origin of the word California.
It may be asked, " Did the word originate later.
acts on sodium thiosolphate, producing sodium
At the foot of the gulf Alercon discovered the
tetrathionate and sulphate, and reproducing cu- with the author, or did he take it from the
?
prous thiosulphute, and bo the deterioration in works of some still older writer " The latter Colorado river, which he named " Rio Bueua
hypo progresBcs without loss of cuprous thio- surmise seemB the most likely, and it has been Goja,"and on the 26th day of August, 1540,
eulphate; but when all of the sulphuric acid has suggested that the name came indirectly from commenced an exploration in two amall boats,
thus been combined to form sodium sulphate, Julius C^baar's wife Calphurnia. In looking up which he waa compelled to haul up with ropes,
Not being
the same reactions go on as in a neutral solu* this subject, it is intereeting to note that sim- owing to the force of the current.
The meaning may be correct, but the ex- ilar names were very common in Roman and able to communicate with Coronado, he returned
tion.
pression Is worse than "obscure." But can free Grecian history, not only as individuals, but aa to his ships. On the I4th day of September he
sulphuric acid exist in preeence of sodium thio- familiea, extending through long periods of renewed the attempt, and reached a point 85
sulphate and of the same salt of copper? I time, and it would appear likely that the author leagues from the mouth, some miles above the
think it is very doubtful, for it would seem of the Spaniah romance may have had some of present site of Yuma in Arizona; returning to
the mouth of the Gila river, be erected a cross,
that the sulphuric acid should at once form them in mind while writing it.
Callipbon was a renowned painter of Samos, at the foot of which he buried letters for Corosodium sulphate. The argument againet this is
Pliny.
referred
to
by
nado.
May
it
not
sulphur.
the non-appearance of free
Calliphron fills a place in history as a wellCaptain Melchior Diaz led an exploring party
be that thiosulphuric acid, though it has never
Hoping to
of well-mounted men from Sonora.
been isolated, may exist in small quantity in known dancing master.
Calphurnius,
was
a
Greek
scholar
J,,
of
the
meet
the vessels on the coast, he traveled norththe solution without immediate decomposition ?
westwardly 450 miles, and also discovered the
This point I cannot decide, and it may be that fifteenth century.
The family Calphurnia were noted office- Colorado river, which he named "Rio del
it is not so; and the reaction may take a shorter
course than tha^t I have indicated, leading to holdera in Rome, and it is related that before Tizon,'*from its muddy or dirty appearance.
the
death of Emperor Augustus, 11 of them had From the Indians, who were generally hostile,
is
only
concern
result,
however;
my
the same
with the muddled method of the text at present. been made Consul, while others, in conaidera- he learned that the Spanish boats had been up
On page 44, diecusBing the use of cuprous tion of their war victorlea, had been honored the river, and, going to the locality given by
them, found the cross and letters, which inchloride for making the extra solution without with trinmpha.
Luciua Catphurniua, a Tribune of H9 B. C, formed him that Alercon, finding that he could
destruction of eodium thioaulpbate, ignorance
golden
crown
weighing not sail farther north in the gulf, had returned
of the reaction by which that salt is reproduced gave his valorous son a
Dmz crossed the Colorado river
to New Spain.
again appears, and the following peculiar state- 20 oounds.
Calphurnius Titus was a native of Sicily, but on rafts and continued hia explorations into the
ment occurs: "The extra expense of preparing
cuprous chloride would not comppnaate for the tittle ia known of bin life except that he was a Colorado desert. As far as the writer can learn,
saving in sodium hyposulphite," What is prob- poet who imitated Virgil. The exact date of this was the first party of Europeans that ever
ably meant is, that the extra expense would not hia life is not known, but is believed to have entsred our California. The Spaniards did not
be compensated by the aaving. This would not been in the reign of Gordeon III, about 2S8 penetrate far. Diaz was accidentally killed by
be worth notice but that the author, by impli- He wrote 11 cel<^brated ecloguea, which were falling on his apear, whereupon his command
cation in re the obscure critic, prides himself first printed in 1471, 50 years before Las Sdrgas returned to Sonora.
In view of these facts it would be appropriate
on his clasBical pducation, and ought therefore appeared,
Calphurnia, spelled alao Calpurnia, waa the to name some prominent mountain, lake or
The author has sugto write good Eaglish.
renowned
Piao
of
a
family
of
after that bold Spanish explorer and first
daughter
of
L.
county
fact
account
the
of
gested, on page 45, that, on
that each pound of blneetone used in making Rome, and a branch of the Calpburniana de- California prosppr-t'^r,
extra solution deatroya a pound of sodium thio- scended from Calphus, son of Numa PompiliuB,
sulphate, it might be a good plan, where freight second king of Rome. She was C^e tar's fourth
Idaho Jottings,
During the night before the assaseinawife.
ia high, to ship 100 pounds of the ready-made
Leuz salt in place of 279 pounds of chemicals tion she dreamed the roof had fallen, and that
Editors Press:— Silver City in Owyhee
her arms. She used
for making it at the mill (I believe there is he had been stabbed in
county, Idaho, is quite elated over some rich
an error in the figures, but have not time to her best effort to prevent his leaving the house.
law Calphurnia Lex was atrikea lately made in the Poorman, Geo Fino
celebrated
look into that) a very good scheme, which he
abandons in a recent supplement on account of enacted A. U. C. 604. Ita object was to and Owyhee, on War Eigle mountain. The
gave or received
his error aa to the effect of tetrathionate, for- punish aeverely those who
Ore Fino Limited ia an English company, and ia
getting, apparently, that the regeneration of bribes.
known in his- working a large force. Their mill is being
names,
so
well
these
Either of
rhioaulphate is at the expense of polyeulphide.
have
The remark with which the paragraph concludes, tory, may have sugg'-sted that given by the enlarged to a SO-stamp capacity. They
body of ore, the pay
that besides a great saving in freight the stock author of Las Sergas to the Golden Island and lately run into a large
wide.
An
Engliah
feet
three
being
about
streak
Bolution would not be overloaded with foreign its Queen.
Tnere ia a circumatance connected with the company has lately bought the Poorman group
salts, remains good, notwithstanding the late
dincovery.
The tetrathionate remains a foreien early history of California, not generally of mines, and is cleaning out the Belle Peck
interesting to vour readers. tunnel. One million dollars was taken out of the
salt until it haa accumulated in the hypo suffi- known, that may be
proper in one month, and it ia esticiently to take part in the decompoaition of the As far aa we can learn, Captain Melchior Diaz Poorman
the mine haa given up six million
aulphide, that ia a very conaiderable part, be- was the first European to set foot on the terri- mated that
enter dollars all told, since its discovery. The Illicause of the stronger affinity of the metala, as tory now known as California, and to
adjoining the Poorman, ia being
where
Central,
known
aa
Diego
county,
nois
now
San
what
is
explained in my article of 1SS5. Then there is
terminated hia worked and ia producing rich ore. The Owythe sodium sulphate, also a foreign salt, which he met with an accident which
of Boston is
as though Mr. life. The eventa leading to thia tragedy were hee, owned by the Shawmut Co.
;

—

A

ia

never decomposed.

It

seems

Stetefeldt in hia haste to retract an error has
perhaps gone too far in condemning hia own anggestion.
I could say more, but I have said enough for
thia OGcaeion.
I think the Rusaell process ia a
brilliant discovery, and hope Mr. Stetefeldt
may ahine in its light to hia heart'a content.
Barring the errors in theory, his book is a
in
abounding also
though
one,
useful
numerical errors which are discreditable to
But two
either the author or the publiaher.
fatal blunders ao pervade and ondetermine the
ostensibly acientific part that it will never be
presentable in a acientific point of view, notwithatanding the patchwork of supplements,
Perhaps it would be
until carefully rewritten.
a good idea for the author to sit down quietly
and prepare a new edition for presentation to
the purchasers of this, with caution aa to despising the intimationa of obacure critica.
I will conclude with the remark that a book
of thia character is not embellished by aneering remarks about the opiniouB or practice of
workers, several of whom are scored by name
in the book, nor by insulting, anonymous alluCritisions, of which I note more than one.
cism which is worth any notice, however obscure ita source, snrely mprita candid and truth
ful, even

if

cauetic, diacuaaion.
C. H.

Aaron.

The land to which Indiana are contesting
Richard's Gird's title in Southern Cilifornia- inot, as reported, a part of the Chiuo ranch, the
title to which is not queationed.
business men of Taooma, Wash., have
organized a relief aociety to provide support for
the indigent during the winter.

The

—

showing up handsomely; some extremely rich
ore wa« run into last week, the pay vein being
about 2^ feet in width, with plenty in eight.
This
recent strike was made on the seventh
in person.
In 1539 Vapquez Coronado, Governor of New level, about 400 feet from the surface. In each
Gallica, departed for Culiacan in company with of the above-mentioned ttrikea it has been in
aa follows

:

Cortez discovered Lower California in 1533,
and two yeara later (1535) examined the coast

FraneiBcan Friars. He sent his com
paniona with a negro, Stephen, on a journey of
discovery, with orders, if poaaible, to visit the
aeven cities of Cibola. The command of thia
amall expedition waa given to Marcos de Niza.
They penetrated the desert and reached the
cities of which they were in search, but the
negro, with great arrogance, not only demanded
the putative gold, but the women alao, upon
which the inhabitants killed him, sent back
part of his companions, but retained several of
the young men as captives. The Monks, who
had remained at some distance from the town,
on learning ihe reeult, returned immediately to
Culiacan and reported the unfortunate terminaThey alao
tion of the expedition to Coronado.
described the country aa being rich in gold
and well worthy of conquest. Coronado returned to Mexico and caused an excitement,
which ultimately led to his famous march.
In April, 1540, agreatexpeditiondeparted from
Culiacan, led by Coronado. At Chiametta he
met Captains Melchior Diaz and Saldibar, who,
with a small party of mounted men, had explored the desert country as far aa ChiciltiThe accale (Oasa Grande, on the Gila river).
count they gave to Coronado waa so discouraging that he was about to abandon the expedition
and return to Mexico. The army, however,
gaining confidence, continued on, and finally
reached the Colorado river, which they named
" Vermf ji," from the deep red color of its
waters. Soon after they arrived at Cibola,
three

comparatively virgin ground, very little explorwork having been done for aome time,
and it was gratifying indeed that the work of
prospecting in new ground should prove ao sucation

cessful.

Florida mountain, the Black Jack mine
working a large force of men. In the past
this mine has produced about half a million.

On

is

Phillips

&

Sullivan are taking out very rich ore.

About 200 tons from the Saventy-Nine mine ia
being crushed and is " way up." The Wihon
is running through their
All this ore has
mill a lot of about 700 tons.
been taken from development work. They have
immense reserves, and this mine will prove one
The future outof the richest in the country.
put will prove astounding.
The Warren mining district, situated 150
miles northeast of Weiser (on the Oregon Short
Line) is an old placer-mim'ng district, and was
once very rich. About 20 yeara ago a great
many locations were made, but, owing to the
then costly modes of reducing ore, they were
abandoned, but they have since been relocated
and some new discoveries made. S^rae are all
The ledges
gold, and the rest gold and silver.
are small, but high grade, varying from eight

mine

of

Waggontown

inches to

two

feet.

There are two mills in the

district.

The Seven Devila country has undoubtedly
the largest copper deposits in the United States.
To give an iHuatration, some of the ledges are
said to be 150 feet wide; 200 tone have just

327
been shipped to Chicago from the Blue Jacket
mine.
This mine is exceptionally rich. Next
spring great activity will doubtless prevail in
this district and one adjoining, which is said to
be rich in gold ore.
The Mineral district is showing up well.
Considerable prospecting and a'seaement work
are being d'^ne th«>rp.
J. L. DoYLE.

From the Yukon.
From now oa we may expect the continuous
arrival of parties from the Yukon until winter
closes up the trail.
From what we can learn of
the past season's mining in that section, active

washing haa been almost exclusively confined
on Forty Mile creek, and about the
same results as were obtained last season. In
to the bars

the main the bars paid from S5 to $25 per day
per man, using the most primitive methods for
washing the rocker. As is the case in every
mining camp, some of the miners have made
money, and others nothing. Washing commenced there last spring earlier than usual, the
miners cutting through the ice to get to the
gravel, which was thawed out and washed, and
by thia means some of the claims paid well. The
ice in Forty Mile broke up from the I2tb to the
middle of May, after which mining on the
stream became general. Ou account of heavy
rains during the first of the season, which
caused high water in the stream, washing was
confined to the upper bars, which are not as
rich as those lower down on the river; but during the latter part of the aeaaon, aa fast as the
waters went down, the miners commenced washing on the low bars, and considerable dust was
taken out.
An excitement was raised about 400 miles
btlow the mouth of Forty Mile, on Beaver
creek, which caused a stampede to that locality
early last spring, but late reports from there
are not very encouraging; however, but little is
yet known as to what the miners have accompliehed there. The probabilities are the miners
who went down there will return byway of the
mouth of the Yukon.
At no time during last winter and spring
were provisiona scarce, and prices of 6uch anything but exorbitant, the staple articles being
rated as foUowa: Flour, §15 to §17.50; bacon,
40c; sugar, 30c; beans, 20c; butter, 75c; oatmeal, 30c. So far as known only three deaths
occurred there last winter Welch, in January,
Mastic, of scurvy, in February, and Anthony
Holmes, in February. The miners enjoyed
good health, with the exception of slight attacks
of scurvy.
The winter waa the mildest known
for years, and in January, the coldest month,
the thermometer only indicated 55° below.
About 160 men wintered on Forty Mile; others
wintered below and aome above. About 125

—
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men
in

are

now mining on Stewart

river,

where,

the pa^t, some very rich bare have been

worked.

The

that stream

is

mining on
Alaska Free

result of thia season's

not yet known.

Presa.
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Electt.ic Light Carbons.
"Where are all
the carhona made that are burned daily in the
electric lights in use throughout the United
States ? " aaked a Mail and Express reporter of
the president of one of the leading light companies in this country the other day. "Twothirds of them," he replied, " are manufactured
There are, according to
in Cleveland, Ohio.
the latest statiBtics, about 150 tons in daily
consumption, and out of that number a shade
over 100 tons are turned out in the 20 carbon
furnaces in Cleveland, The capacity of an
ordinary furnace is about 45,000 carbons, but
some of the manufacturers are now running
over-time, so great has the demand grown.
Six years ago all the carbons burned throughout the country were made in a single room in
Boston, where only ten men were employed.
Carbons are made chiefiy from the reaiduum of
oil after it haa been refined, and the deposit
usually found around the natural-gaa well is
alao coming into general uae, aa it does not
sputter when made into carbons. The material
is firat ground into a powder, when a little pitch
is added, and the whole mixed into a stiff batThese are
ter, when it is run into molds.
then packed into boxes and the latter placed
where
they are subjected to inin a furnace,
tense heat. Carbons are now sold at $27 a
thousand, with the prospect of an early increase
N. Y. Mail and Express.
in price."

—

Ramie. Two years ago the Newhall Land
and Farming Co, aecured about a carload of
ramie plants and set them out on 2^ acres just
above Newhall. The planta flouriahed, and on
Wednesday last a half-carload of cuttings were
shipped to San Franciaco to be worked up.
Ramie grows from rooted cuttings, and is very
hardy.
apart.

They are set out about IS inches
The first year's stalk shoots up about

three feet, and continues to increaae in quantity year by year until it gains a growth of 8
and 9 feet. When the plant has got ita growth
the Btalka are cut off and allowed to dry until
the leavea wither off, and they are then ready
The portion left standing rots to
to be treated.
the ground and a new stool shoots out in the
The
cost
of planting is quite small; it
spring.
requires comparatively little attention and
The work of harvesting is inlives for years.
considerable in fact its production coats less
than moat anything else and we are credibly
informed that the yield returns from $200 to

—

S600 an acre.

—
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Chrome Iron

Scientific, Press.
14th. A committee was appointed to wait
upon Adolph Sutro, to request that labor on the

Ore.
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to press
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in this State:

SAN LDia OBISPO COONTT.
Royaltj' to owner of land
Cost of mining (hand labor)

§2 00
3 00
2 50
3 S5
05
5 00
1 00

Haulint to lailroad station
Rail and steamer to San Francisco
Toll

Ships freight to New York
Insurance aud charges

STRONG.

.S17 40
2 60

Margin for proBt
Average ores 47 per cent.
PLACER COONTV.
Royalty to R,. R. Co
Mining done by hand labor
Hauling to R. R (long distance, toll roads)
R. R. freight to San fc''rancisco
Hauling to ship; coll

.

?

25
3 00
S 00
3 00

70

Ships freight to N. Y
Inburance and charges

5 00

1 00

S20 95

Total
Best ores, 52 pet cent.

1888.

Mining done by hand labor
Hauling to schooners
Schooner freight to S. F
Hauling to ship; toll

S 3 00
3 00
4 50
75
5 00
1 00

Ship freight to N. Y
Insurance and charges
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rain of the season

These show the principal places
the cost of chrojue-iron ore.
that even from

there

is

dustry

commenced

the most

being

thereby

supply and

of

It will be

seen

favorable deposits

hardly a margin of profit

the in-

left,

The

cramped.

profit

would be wiped out if foreign chrome ores
stood on the free list; but the chrome industry
would be one of some magnitude if duties were
placed at, say $10 per ton, and correspondingly
on the products. Then the poorer classes of
Being distributed on
ores could be worked.
private, railroad and Government land, there
would be free competition in working the dc'
posits.
The advantages derived from miners
wages, teamsters' work, freight by rail and
water, would all be sacrificed were chromeiron ore on the free

list

as

Atlantic Sta.tes, duty paid.

With

a production

in California of 5000 tons a year, one interest,

scarcity of water for

is

due to the striking

natural gas.

Lack

of

to the matter,

fall-

in the mines

were

to

it

would be remedied.

Ventilat-

them

not apt to make complaints.
About a thousand of the miners met this week
in the vicinity of the mines to take action on the
Resolutions strongly
subject of the explosion.

condemning the State Mine Inspector were
adopted and bis removal demanded.

lutions

The Vancouver

condemning the subletting

of Califor-

Oregon.
since will

ments.
Our correspondent,

in a late

circuit

of

the

manufacturing establishments of Portland, Oregon, was surprised at their
riety.

It is said that the

men

in a

number and

va-

manufacturing indus-

general

100 men, mainly in steamboat or marine work.
a sub-contract

At present they are completing
from the Union Iron Works of

S.

F.,

The new furnaces erected not long
make a better showing for this year.

But California turned out no iron at all last
year. There is plenty of iron ore here, but circumstances have so far proved unfavorable to
its utilization.

The Debris Investigation.
Two

in put-

ting machinery into a steamer. The Portland
Iron Works employ 35 to 50 men. Here, en-

of the

members

of the recently appoint-

ed Debris Commission are absent in Oregon on
professional

work connected with harbor im-

provement,

but

will

shortly

when,

return,

doubtless, the commission will be organized and

What

work commenced.
it is

plan will be pursued

too soon to state, as no meeting has yet

been held to decide on any course.
affected will, of

by the members

The region

course, be carefully
of the commission.

examined
It

is

prob-

able, too, that parties interested will be asked

to give required information.

maas

a vast

may

There is already
which is ac-

of testimony collected

cessible to the commission.

readers

Portland Manufacturing Establish-

The farmers, too, will rejoice at the and Asia Minor have more than compensated
gine and sawmill work and regrinding and readvent of the rain.
for this, so that the total amount consumed in- corrugating flour-mill rolls are specialties. The
There seems to be a general tendency all over creased. There has been also a corresponding
City Foundry (J. Honeyman & Co.) employ
the coast to pat up conoentrating works, and increase in the importation of manufactured
20 to 25 men. A large basinees ie done in castmany new ones are being erected and planned. products.
ing iron fronts for buildings, manufacturing
Years ago this step was urgently advocated by
sawmill machinery, etc.; B. F. Honeyman
Foundry Notes,
the Press as one which would much more rapSmith Bros. & Watson emsuperintendent.
idly advance the mining industry.
The Union Iron Works have completed the ploy 90 to 100 men. They manufacture bridge
There is some discussion at present over the
changes on the steamship Walla Walla, which work, and are at present engaged in casting the
subject of contractors here sending East and
has been transformed from a collier into a pas- iron front for a new hotel in Portland. Weed
abroad for machinery and castings instead of
senger steamer. She started on her first trip to & Heintz employ 10 to 1? men, but will soon
having them made at home. The competition
Victoria this week. The Walla Walla has now increase to 20. Plumbers' supplies and hardmainly felt here is that of Chicago foundrymen,
fittings equal to any on the coast.
She has an ware are specialties. The Oregon Brass Works
as they have cheap coal and iron and oomparaelectric 'light plant and is supplied with every {D. M. Moore proprietor) are kept busy most of
tively low wages in their favor.
appliance that can add to the comfort and con- the time on job-work, but manufacture all kinds
The Governor of the State is building a railvenience of the passengers. The work on her of brass goods, and cast bells weighing as heavy
in
Sun
Diego
county
road
as an acceaaory to the
at the iron works has taken about five months' as 1000 pounds. Trenkman & Wolf employ
development of iron ore deposits in that region,
time, and the cost was upward of $150,000.
20 men, and at present are engaged in houseand fully expects to establish a profitable enter*
The Iron-Molders' Union has adopted reso- wort, boiler and bridge work.
prise.

We

loss of

money, but to the miners loss of life. If the
owners are careless of these things the miners
should not be. The trouble aeems to be that so
many men can be found to work in places that
are known to be dangerous that those who will
not are apt to be out of a job. Still the law
ought to take the matter in hand. A large
number of the men killed in this disaster were
Italians and French, who work cheap and are

lishments, the

months.

The

a pocket of

of

ing shafts and appliances are expensive to owners, and they omit them as long as possible, tak-

50

now be no 45 per cent. Our domestio production has
mining purposes for many been decreasing, but importations from Turkey

is

proper ventilation was

emphatically insist on proper measures being
taken, and call the attention of the authorities

Congressional delegation of California,

ing on Thursday, and there will

be overcome.

lack of proper fuel.

difficulties to

tempt on any large scale to make iron in this
State was that at Clipper Gap,. Placer county,
probably the real cause. There is by no means but litigation, a disastrous fire, and other causes
proper attention given to this matter in this put an end to work there.
There were only about 900 tons of pig iron
country, where, even if there are laws on the
IE the made on this coast last year, and that was in
subject, they are not rigidly enforced.

explosion

matter will be called to the attention of the

Turkish ores make the commercial

many

convinced that the have no good hard coal in this State, what has
explosion was due to the ignition of coal dust been found being not only scarce but comparafollowing an overcharged blast. Some of the tively inferior. Charcoal to be used profitably
The only atold miners are inclined to the theory that the must be made near the iron ore.

worth $100,000 a year to our home industries, tries of that city employ nearly 3500 men, and
would be wiped out were this comparatively the total value of their annual product is
insignificant article put on the free list.
The $8,000,000. As to iron or metal working estab-

standard of 50 per cent, while California ores,
with rare exception, do not average more than

there are

is

The im-

proposed.

port duty is now S3 per ton, and for the past
year the value has been $20 per ton in the

markets.

Passing Events.
The first

S20 00

Average ores, 75 per cent.

at

greatest of these

ing chanoes which sometimes cause
Total

the air

of

Union Iron Works employ 45 to
line of machine work.
The general supply of the world comes from Here they are two or three months behind
the
Mediterranean sea, Turkey and Asia their orders, and contemplate enlarging the
Minor, where it is produced by slave labor, works to double the present capacity.
and by foreign ships finds easy access to our
The WiUamette Iron Works employ 90 to

[new this issue.]
Assessment Notice William Penn M. S M. Co.
Assessment Notice Lotd of Lorn Q. & S. M. Co.
Notice— The Buffalo Con. M. Ca
Notice—The California Con. G. M. Co.

—
—

way

shaft.

men themselves who work

DEL MORTE COTJMTT.

17,

soon after the explosion by

Superintendent Craig

SAN FBANCISCO
Saturday Morning, Nov.

a

of

."

S. F.

is

$3 per ton. The following tables show
the actual cost of production and transportation

duty

Total

Address
Entered at

or

prod-

its

New Broad

Street, E. C.

and

Baltimore, Philadelphia

to

Boston, where good coal

a commercial standard of 50 per cent per ton of

Terms of Subscription.

Per Line (agate)
Half inch (1 square)

manufactured

California Iron.

Governor Waterman has several hundred men
work grading on his railroad, which is to run
from San Diego back into the mountains. Concerning it he says: " I want to push that road
out about 200 miles, right into the iron mountains, where iron can be got,- and I -hope to see
to coal*mining regions occurred at Pittsburg, big rolling-mills at San Diego, where this iron
Kansas, on Tuesday of last week. The ex- will be turned into rails and other articles genplosion occurred at a time when there were 150 erally neceasary. There is a big mountain out
men in the mine, most of whom were at work there of magnificent iron, called Iron mountain.
Up to I want to see this iron utilisied for shipbuilding
at a point 112 feet below the surface.
Sunday at 6 o'clock 39 bodies had been recovered and other purposes, too, here as well as in the
and also 20 wounded. Of the latter, not to South. I have some big schemes in my head
exceed five will die, probably not that many. about this railroad and these mountains of iron,
It is thought they have all been discovered. and I think I will eventually get them on a
There were 150 men in the mine at the paying basis."
It is greatly to be hoped that the expectations
time of the explosion, those over and above the
number of killed and wounded having escaped of the worthy Governor will be realized, but

produced in the United engine for the Howard-street cable line be perMaryland beds formed in this city.
being exhausted), and here it is found in a great
many coanties. The traffic has for years
The Colliery Disaster.
amounted in this State to from 3000 to 5000 tons
Another one of those terrible disasters peculiar
a year. The ores have^ to be carried to be

No

States except in California (the

A. T.

[Nov. 17, 1888

In order that our

be reminded of exactly what this

commission is authorized to do, we here reprint
the Biggs bill, which created it:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Kepresentatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, that the Secretary of
War is hci'ebv authorized and directed to
detail three officers from the Engineer Corps
of the United States army as a commission for
the purpose of making a thorough examination
and investigation of the mining-debris question
in the State of California, for the purpose of ascertaining whether some plan can be devised
whereby the present conflict between the mining and farming sections may be adjusted and
the mining induatry rehabilitated; and for a
complete examination of the injured navigableriver channels, their tributaries and lands adjacent thereto, with a view to the improvement
and rectification of said rivers. And that the
of $10,000, or so much thereof as may be
neceasary, is hereby appropriated, out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the purpose of carrying into effect the
provisions of this Act, aaid sum to be expended at the diacretion of the Secretary of War,
the aaid commiaaion to report as early as practicable to the Secretary of War the result of
their investigation, and the Secretary of War
shall make report thereof to Congress.

sum

On Monday

of

this

week, at Butte, M.

T.,

the brake-reel of the St. Lawrence mine burst

with

One

and large and small pieces
wreck were hurled in every direction.

terrific force,

of the

piece

of

iron weighing nearly half a ton

office and caused a
stampede In that building. Fortunately, no
one was hurt. The cables and cages fell to the
bottom of the shaft. It will be ten days before
the mine starts up again.

struck a woodpile near the

C. Perkins, formerly superintendent of
North Bloomfield gravel mines, Nevada
county, more recently of Oallao mine, Venezuela, looked in upon his New York friends the
other day on his way to Mexico on mining

H.

the

business.
There are many smaller machine shops and

The students of the Mining College at the
rumored that Mayor Stewart of Ottawa has Union No. 104 will refuse to work for any firm
University of California are about to undertake
sold the Banff ooal mine to an English syndi- subletting California work to foreign or Eastern tivity in the manufacturing interest which the mapping of the geological formation of the
cate for £1,000,000.
manufacturers on contracts taken after Nov. speaks well for the futare prospects of the city. country back of Berkeley.
(B, C.)

World

aays:

It

is

nia contracts to Eastern and Scotch companies.

foundries and scores of sawmills, box factories,
planing mills, etc., all of which evince an ac-

Nov,
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moat ridiouloua patterns having been sent out List of U. S. Patents for Pacific Coast
These are to work the aeaInventors.
beaohes on the west coast of New Zealand,
(Continutd jrutn jm>jt j'.'-)
character of the oouotry and Ibo rivers is about which in former days were very rich and are Reported by Dewey & Co.. Pioneer Patent
SoUcltors for Paclflc Ooast.
the same aa here, except that the current is now known to be rich under water in the
bayous and estuaries. They have had no success
much swifter there.
From tho ottldal report ol U. S. Tatents lo Dbwkv &.
The scows or punts are moved with five in beach work with machinery aofar. At Hoki- Co.'b Patent Olllco Library. 220 Market St., S. F;
wire cables ao as to be held stationary. The tita and Kumara.on the west coast of the south
FOR WEEK ENDING NOV. 6, 1888.
cables are handled by means of a windlass. islands, experiments are now being made with
CENmiKUGAL Pulverizer
392.488.
Jos.
The current wheela are made of boards roughly steam dredgeis sent from Eugland. They have Behm, West Point, Cal.
3y2,4ia.— Weeding Hoe— W. Dages, Murphys,
fastened.
The wheels are from *J0 to 25 feet in been working them by hand for years with Cal.
diameter, and make about two revolutions per shovel and sluice-box. The " beach-combers,"
392.562.— Ore-Feeder— F. A. Huntington. S. F.
392.565.— Map or Chart Support- W, H.
There
minute. Although we have bofore given an who do the work, live like Ohtnamen.

Dredging for Gold

Manufacture of Sulphuric Acid.
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in Rivers.

from Kngland.

Iq cODtinuiog Mr.

AdaniB*

bUtory

of

the

progress in the cODcentr&tioD of sulphuric acid,

and

Figs. 10, lQ<i

10/',

oatcome

illastrate the

ezperimentiog from 1870 to ISSO.

nriQch

of

Made

from the origioal without ohaoge, they will
cow comoieDciDg the

clearly prove, to those but

—

use of iron, the perfect knowledge of tho sub-

which the desiguor posaeseed. Kxceptcoo*
Btructively, there is little room for improvementiuthisapparatuR.and the Bucoeasfully working plants of to day will be found to closely
ject

follow in

I

,

|

Larew, Mariposa, Cal.
392.462.— Heating AND

principle,

not in form, this

if

design

a

of

—

Cooking Range— R.

SavaRe, S. F.

392,474.— Washing-Machine—J. H.

still

Therien,

S. K.

worked
the

light

known

392.530.— Dr ait EguALiiKR- 1. N. Woodle,
Albany, Ogn.
Nora,—Copies of U. 8. and Foreign patents furnished
by Dewey & Co., In tho shortest time posalble (by mall

well-

of

facts,

dilHcnlt

In

1370.

in

is

it

under-

to

or toleuraphic order). American and Foreign patoo*;H
obtained, and general |jatent buslneBS for Paclflo Coart
Inventors transacted with perfect soourlty, at reasonable
rates, and in the shortest uossible time.

why this virperfected

stand
tually

was

principle

not

Notices of Recent Patents.

adopted by the trade

Among the patents recently obtained through
Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Pre.s« U. S- and

generally, or at least

added to the glass
and platinum apparatus

in

works,
where

Foreign

large

all

worthy

especially

not uncom-

It ts

to

an

find

in-

nnm

pbti-

pane,

etills,

within

a plant for

in

etc.,

an output

— sev-

daily

our Ameri-

of

eral

works

can
equal

to

being

mand. Such an outwith attendant

lay,

wear and tear, interest, and chances of
deBtrnction from vabe borne by

running

of

cost

such

of the

a

plaot,

though con-

ceded

to

at not

putting

less

than 20 per cent

it

per year on the in-

vestment) has never

been

by

published

those

com-

alone
give

petent to

Savage, S. F.

Severai causes, un-

to

bring these foreigninto use

stills

in

this country, yet

in

Europe

is

lit

an

open question, considering all

things,

whether the cost

of

concentration
is

much

them

less in

than in glasses.

Fig. 10.— IRON

In-

losses, etc., are

minor details of coats,
systematically pursued

by

and
Old World,
acknowledged by them
as

been,

by

owners

the

very

nitrogen

of

primary
this

connecclon,

little

understood

rapid

very

yet,

of

a

factor,

America. This ia
destruction of platinum by

worke

compounds

in

—a

common

often credited to base elements

brimstone or pyrites ores.

trouble, too
in

low-grade

Chemists are fully

reproduce

of the

it

as a matter

—

cent; the second year

paid 30 per cent; the

aware how difficult it is to rid sulphuric acid
it is paying from 10
from any small percentage of nitrous acid, and third, 20 per cent; and now
cent.
that after many costly experiments the cautious to 12 per
Mr. Rumble says he saw a small experimentuse of ammonium sulphate is now wholly relied
is worked
upon for this purpose. Considering the few al dredge called the Wallman, which
with a pipe seven
works making use of any process for neutraV on the suction principle
inches in diameter, and doing pretty good
izing nitrogen compounds, there can be no queswork. They are talking of building one with a
tion but that glass retorts are preferable to
it may succeed there.
platinum alone for general service certainly so 12-inch pipe, and
it

—

where pyrites containing arsenic is used, and
where the demand is for 66" B. acid alone.

i

1870.

steam dredger, we herewith is more gold in the black sand than there is
Where the steam dredgers are
of interest in view in California.
The form which has at work is on sloughs at a little island^ there
of the facts here given.
been found most practical ia that given in the being no sarf.
drawing, except that water-wheela are used
The ManManufacttjrers' Association.
for power in moat of them.
ufacturers' Association has elected the followThis same steam dredge illustrated has been
ing ofBcers: William Harney, president; C. T.
working some time. Mr. Rumble talked with
Woodbury, vice-president; Geo. 0. Hickox,
Mr. Kincaid, the owner, who said that on the
secretary; and A. S. Hallidie, W. T. Garratt,
ground it worked the first year it paid 40 per

more engraving

chemists

the

in

the

has

SULPHURIC ACID STILL OP

Into

vestigations

consists

of

No. 392,462,

— Richard

Dated Nov.

6,

This stove or range is so constructed as
employed for the ordinary purposes of
cooking, and also to supply heated air, which
may be conveyed to any desired point from the
range. It consists of a base or cold -air chamber
under the stove or range, into which pure air is
received from beneath or outside the house, a
fire-box grate, and ash-pan of the usnal or any
suitable construction, a top arranged in the
usual manner for cooking, and an oven, and, in
combination with these, of a series of flues and
passages, through which air is admitted and
conducted around the heating fines or spaces to
a suitable discharge from which it is conveyed
away. Several rooms may he heated by the
surplus heat taken from the kitchen-stove or
range, and the atmosphere of the kitchen will,
at the same time, be much reduced and made
more comfortable to the occupants.

necessary to discuss,

made

also

1888,
to be

a term of years.

combined

It

Heating and Cooking Range.

fig-

ures extending over

have

frame and connected together so as to be

clamps and holders for charts and papers. The
boards may he used simply as blackboards to be
written or marked npon, or they may serve the
purpose of supporting paper or prepared cloth
upon whioh it may be desired to draw permanent diagrams or figures, and they also serve to
support charts or maps for other instruction.
The whole device oan be folded closely together
at any time for transportation or to set it aside
out of the way. It Is light, portable and strong.

great (some author*
ities

it.

moved simultaneously.

very

be

F.

—

but few companies;

and the actual

S.

Adjctstable Map or Chart Support. Wm.
H. Larew, Mariposa. No. 392,565. Dated
Nov. 6, 1888. This is an apparatus for nse in
schools and for similar purposes, and it consists
of a frame and adjustable sliding boards guided
so as to travel up and down upon the standards

rious causes, can, of

course,

H. Therien,

rotation of the beaters acts to crush the ore by
striking the particles, and also by their attrition with each other and by being forced
against the projecting angles of stationary dies
within the casing, the discharge taking place
through discharge openings.

de-

this

—Jos,

—

40 tons commercial
vitriol

are

Centrifugal Pulverizer. Joseph Behm,
West Point, Calaveras county. No. 392,488.
Dated Nov. 6, 1888. The disk of this rotary pulverizer is set in rapid rotation by means of power applied through a pulley on the shaft, and ore
is fed into the apparatus at intervals. The rapid

30 to

of

following

cylindrical drum rotating within the exterior
casing, said drum being formed of peculiarly
shaped bars or slats; devices for turning and
spreading the contents of the cylinder are fixed

vestment of S'20,000
to $30,000 in

the

No. 392,474. Dated Nov, 6, 1888. This washing
machine consists of an inclosing outer cylinder
formed of staves, which are beveled inclined or
so fitted as to form ledges in the interior, and a

used.

mon

Agency,

Washing Machine.

was

pyrites

Patent

of special mention;

Mr. Rumble says that various attempts are
being made with suction dredgers, some of the

Gold-Medal Awards,

— At a meeting of the

trustees of the Mechanics' Institute this week,

Irving

M.

Scott, as

the representative of the

Union Iron Works, was presented with the
handsome medal awarded by the Mechanics*
Institute to the Union Iron Works for the best
display at the late fair of

nred

articles.

GaUfornia-manufaot-

Chas, 0. Farciot was presented

with the ''Inventor's" medal for bis Mariners'

U. Scott, N. W. Spanlding, C. T. Automatic Registering Compass, an ingenious
Woodbary, A. W, Starbird and William Har- contrivance for registering the course made by

Irving

ney, trustees.

vessels at

sea.

Both medals are

of gold

and

bear handsome inscriptions on one side, and the

Work

in- personified figure of California on the reverse.
Livermore coal mine, and now men The value of each is ^100.
are engaged in sinking on the vein. Additional
The Candelaria Con, Mexico Mining Co, of
hoisting machinery has been put in operation
San Dimas, Durango, Mexico, has declared a
and a large gang of men is at work.
dividend of 50 cents per share, aggregating
The West Ghollar mine has been '* listed " on 3160,000, payable immediately at the office in

has been begun on the Pen Darren

cline, at the

the San Francisco Stock and Exchange Board.

this city.
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EQechajmigal Progress.
The Iron Supply

of the

World.

One-third of the pig iron produced in the
world ia consumed in railway conBtruction. In
188S the railways of the world conaumed about
7,660,000 tona of pig iron. Few people not engaged in some branch of the iron trade are
aware what an immense revolution was eflfected
when iron rails began to be generally supplanted
by steel. At first the question was, *'What
shall be done with the old iron rails ? " Now,
with many there is a fear that there may soon
occur a dearth in that kind of iron. Scrap iron
is already in greater demand in thia country
than can be met by the ordinary supply. The
whole civilized world is now scoured for scrap

formed, by the direct action of heat, in a small
ordinary foundry furnace into excellent steel
containing two per cent of aluminum. Under
aFlacher's blowpipe and Brin'a compressed oxygen, a strip of iron is not only covered, but so
amalgamates in the aluminum as to become
practically a hard and elastic steel.

—

Chemical vs. Mechanical Tests. In the
Ironmonger, London, Mr. H. J. Skelton attempts, on behalf of steel works, to dissuade
engineers from adopting a standard of chemical
analysis, denying that the present state of the
scientific branch of metallurgy (chemistry) warrants laying down a standard for soft-steel manufacture, such as ia proposed by the ex-pre»ident
of the Iron and Steel Inatitute, Mr. Daniel
Adamson. Of the four metalloids carbon,
permitted
silicon, phosphorus and manganese
to be present, it is imposaible to exactly fix and
iron.
control the proportions. He praises the recent
In California scrap iron is very scarce. Men
paper of Mr. K. A. Hadfield on manganese, and
are scouring all the South American coast for
*' Who
knew the peculiar effects
Our rolling- then says
old iron to ship to San Francisco.
and properties in varying proportions thereof
mills are obliged to look over to Europe for a
prior to its publication ? Look at the effect of
supply sufficient to keep their machinery in moaluminum on caat iron and the mitis castings.
The matter of commencing again the
tion.
What is to be done to arrest oxidation in steel,
production of pig iron in thia State ia now under
which has of late so alarmed shipowners and
consideration.
made the makers of iron plates busy for months?
So great is the demand for old rails all
Of what use is chemical analysis and mechanthrough the country that there haa been quite
in cruciical test in the higher forms of steel
an advance of late in the price. This advance
ble cast tool-steel ? The principal ground for
haa again brought up as a subject for discussion
antagonism
to fixed chemical tests is the utterly
the question, "_*How large is the reserve of that

—

—

:

—

rare material still in the tracks ? " The opinion is frequently expressed that before long the
supply will be exhausted, and that then certain
industriea dependent upon old iron rails will be
Yet, on a
forced to turn to something else.
careful study of the subject it is found that the
day when the last iron rail will be taken up ia
further away than the majority of those interested seem to think, unlesa the data collected
by the authora of Poor's Manual are baaed on
inaccurate returns. According to that pubUca*
tioD, in seven yeara laat passed, the mileage of
iron rails haa been reduced by 21,579 miles, so
that at the same rate of exhaustion the supply
would last nearly 20 years longer. Of course
there are many considerations influencing the
rate at which our bar-mills and the works running on track material draw on the reserves.
The questions of the relative cost of new steel
rails, of accesaibility of the old material, of the
future demand for finished product, of the relative coat of old iron and new steel, angles, bars,
all these ooasiderations affect the
spikes, etc.
problem. But the scare of an early end of the
supply of old rails may as well be diamieaed.
They will last ten years longer at least.

—

—

The Manufacture

of Portland Cement.
ia a commodity which haa been in
demand
enormous
almost everywhere. But al-

This cement

though so universally used, you will not find
one man in ten who can tell you what it is composed of, BO a little light on the matter may be
acceptable. Portland cement is an artificial
product, chemically proportioned by the proper
selection of the material entering into ita comchalk
position.
These, whether
or
clay,
as
in
England,
marl
or
clay,
as
in
Germany, or hydraulic limestones, as in this
country, are in every case reduced to the finest
powder by either wet or dry grinding, and this
powder moistened merely in the dry process, or
in the form of paste in the wet process, becomes
practically, either by drying in large tanks or
by being molded into bricks, eggs or other
forma, a new stone, into which all the elements
are brought in close contact and are in perfect
chemical proportions. The artificial-made new
stone burnt, as it ia, at high heat in close kilns,
haa all elements chemically active,andthe clinker
represents practically, when properly proportioned chemically, a composition of bi-basic silicate of lime and alumiuate of lime.
This
ground clinker is the Portland cement of commerce, a fixed uniform product, sold under a
warrant; of ita strength and firmness, and depends upon the controllable elements of skilled
manufacture for ita character and uniformity.

and reactionary state of mind it reFar too much of arbitrary limitation

unscientific
veals.

already exists in ateel manufacture."

A New

Telegraph Wire.

— Mr.

T>,

H

Craig of New York, who has devoted 19 years
to the development of machine telegraphy, and
who, among many other things, claims to be
able to telegraph 2000 words per minute from
each end of a wire, a total of 4000 words in 60
seconds, has recently devised a new telegraph
wire, made of pure copper with a slight mixture
of silica, which is said to increase the tensile
strength to twice that of steel of equal size, the
exact tensile strength being reported at 133,000
pounds to the square inch. An ordinary No. 4
gauge wire weighs over 900 pounds per mile,
and has but one ohm of electrical resistance per
mile. With such a wire extending from New
York to San Francisco, the electrical resistance
would be about 3000 ohms, while a majority of
the telegraph wires between New York and

Washington show an electrical resistance
more than 4000 ohms. The signification

of
of

the facts is that the new siliconized copper wire
will bring San Piancisco nearer to New York,
electrically, than New York is to Washington.

—

Improved Railway Stations. The great
improvement which has taken place in the
methods

of railway construction and equipment
within a few years is exemplified, says the
Railway Age, among other ways, by the increased taste and expense shown in connection
with station buildiogs. The ordinary railway
station in the United States until recently had
been a hideous structure of pine boards, generally daubed red, if painted at all, and consisting, except at the larger points, of one or at
most two rooms for the accommodation of passengers, with a little den for the ticket seller.

The

interior waa cheerless and repulsive, and
the exterior was as devoid of architectural
taste and beauty as a monstrous dry goods box.
But this era of unnecessary ugliness aeems to be
passing, and now railway companies are devoting much attention to the construction or enlargement of their stations great and small, not
only to making them comfortable and convenient
for passengers and employes, but also to making
them architecturally attractive without.

—

Accidental Alloys.
The great changes
which are produced by small proportions of

fur-

foreign matter in metals are not necessarily of
small practical importance, as very slight impurities in metals for certain purposes might
lead to serious consequences. Robert Austin
gives two striking illustrations of this possibility.
small fraction of bismuth in copper

nished America with all the nails she used it
required ten pounds of butter to purchaae ten
pounds of nails. To day, in the same locality
in America, one pound of butter will purchaae
ten pounda of naila, and of a much better quality than those received in the old days from
Eaglaud. If America had not adopted her protection policy, she would atill be producing
cheap butter to exchange for dear nails. Obher
counsels prevailed, and, under an almost pro-

cause any submarine cable made with it
to become a commercial failure, and the message-carrying power of copper cables ia said to
have doubled since the early days of telegraphy,
on acccunt of the increased purity of the copper.
Pure gold haa a breaking strain of from
16 to 17 tona to the square inch; but when
alloyed with but two-tenths of one per cent of
lead it will break with a alight blow under a

Commercial Bulletin.

Butter and Nails.— "When England

hibitive

tariff,

nail

works were eatablished.

To-day America produces all the nails she naea,
and ia able to sell them at a price far below
that charged before the tariff waa imposed. In
the meantime butter and all other agricultural
produce have risen in value, on account of the
increased demand for home consumption in lo
cal manufacturing centers, and the condition of
the farmer is vastly more prosperous." The
above was penned by a writer in the Morning
Post of London, a British Tory Free Trade organ, which diffars from some American Free
Trade organs in that it sometimes admits to its
columns truths that tell against its pet hobbies.

A

will reduce its electrical conductivity sufficiently to

trifling strain.

To Temper Steel on One Edge.
lead

is

—

Red-hot
an excellent thing in which to heat a

long plate of ateel that requires softening or
tempering on one edge. The steel need only be
heated at the part required, and there ia little
danger of the metal warping or springing. By
givmg sufficient time, thick portions may be
heated equally with thin parte. The ends of
wire springs that are to be bent or riveted may
be softened for that purpose by this process,
after the springs have been hardened or tempered.

A Portable Turntable has been invented
Steel,
A new metal to be by J. W. Warhurst for the turning of cable cars
a uminnm steel" has been pro- when stopped by fires, broken grips or other
duced at the laboratory of Messrs. Brin, Col- causes. The table is constructed on wheels,
lege street, Belvidere road, Lambeth, Eng.
A built in sections, and can be haulecl to any spot
charge of about 40 pounds of broken cast iron, by horsea or by the cable itself. The table is
smeared with clay and a special flux, was trans- built of iron and weighs 12,000 pounds.
Aluminum
known as "

—
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ing set of experiments was when the mold
around the rod was filled with a layer of slaked
lime about one-fourth inch thick, surmounted
by two inches of silver sand, followed by a layer
Heat from Electricity.
of lime of the same thickness, and finally by a
layer of coke dust. The pressures uaed ranged
Little has yet been auue in huatmg by elecfrom 5 to 30 tons, and the current from 200 to
tricity.
The common belief is that it would be 300 amperes, the carbon being in different extoo costly.
can get 60 per cent of the total periments from one-fourth
inch to five-sixteenths
energy as useful beat from a furnace and but 10 inch in diameter.
per cent from an electric current derived from
Under these conditions there was obtained
a dynamo run by steam.
Stoves do most of the on the surface of the carbon
rod a powder of a
heating in towns, and they give but one-fourth gray color, harder than
emery, and capable of
of the total energy in useful heat.
Three* ecratching the diamond.
Thia powder is, therefourths of the heat passes up the chimney.
fore, very probably the diamond itself.
Air rushes through crevicea of doors and
windows in draughts which are injarions to
Air in Water.
correspondent asks the
health.
Mamtfacturer and Builder why it ia that in
Suppose the case of a house heated by eleccompressing water the air is not forced out
tricity in a town.
Let the curreut come from
which is found not to be the case. The answer
the central station and heat coils of flat-iron
to the query furnishes some facts that may be
wire. These coils may each coat leea than a
intereating to our readera.
reproduce it as
dollar, and they may be in any part of the
follows: "Water, aawell as many other liquido,
house. For cooking and baking the coils may
has the property of absorbing many gaseous subbe placed just under or around the vessel holdBtances without thereby increasing in volume.
ing the article cooked.
Leas heat than usual
Far from reducing the capacity of the liquid to
would be required, for no aoot would be on the
bottom of the contaioing vessels.
The fire absorb a certain gas, the application of pressure
increases it, the law being substantially that the
risk would be much lesa than at present, as the
amount of gas absorbed Increases directly as the
wire never need be hot enough to cause fires.
The heat supply can be turned on or off in- pressure increases, and vice versa. Thus, if
water at ordinary atmospheric pressure will abstantly; thus there will be no loss of fuel when
sorb one-fourth of ita volume of air, at two atthe need of beat has ceased.
This applies with
mospheres it will absorb another one-fourth, at
great force to summer use.
three atmospheres another one-fourth, and soon.
In heating, cooking or baking, the temperThe capacity of water to hold large volumes of
ature can be easily kept unitorm. Without
gaseous substances under pressure is well shown
rising in the morning, the touch of a button at
in the familiar example of carbonated waters.
the bedside will turn heat on several coils in
diff'erent parts of the house.
The nuisance of These are bot'.led under considerable preaaure,
the gas itself furnishing the pressure, in order
kindling, smoke, a^hes and soot will be abolish
that they shall become charged with a great
ed, and no stove-pipes and chimneys will be
quantity of the gaa, which, being liberated as the
needed.
pressure is removed by drawing the cork, gives
I have eaid that we may get 10 per cent of
rise to an agreeable effervescence.
In absorbthe heat energy expended at the central station,
ing or discharging the gas, however, there is no
and that in using a atove we may get 25 per
change in the volume of the liquid. The process
cent. When we count the coat of stove-pipe,
of gas absorption may, in fact, be compared
chimneys, ahovela, ash-eiftera, kindling, trouble
with the act of dissolving a salt in water. The
and great fire risk, I believe electricity will be
salt finds ita way in some manner among the
found the cheaper.
of the liquid without inoreaaing its
When the dynamo at the central station can molecules
bulk; so also does the gas. There are exceptions
be driven by water, great economy may be obthe rule, however, as where an actual chemiWater-power can be supplied ten to
tained.
cal union takes place between the liquid and the
hours a day at $20 and ateam at $50 to the angaa; but this ia not the case with air and water,
nual horae-power. In this case ateam costs
which is simply a case of the solution of the attwo and a half times as much as water. From
my previous atatementa it will be seen that mospheric gasea in the liquid.''
electric heating would coat two and a half times
Condensed Literature. *' The tendency of
as much as heating by stoves, and in using
water-power to generate electricity the heat the times," remarks the Norwich Courier, *'i8
have condensed
will cost the same as when produced in stoves, toward condensation.
even neglecting the cost of stove-pipes, chim- beef, a small portion of which, dissolved in hot
water,
gives
one
a
draught
containing
aa much
etc.
neys,
also
Platinum wire has been used for electric nourishment as a whole beefsteak.
have
condensed
milk,
and
condensed
food of
heating, but surely the fact that iron is as good
other
kinds,
which
contain
a
maximum
amount
must have been ignored. The conductivity of
soft iron is nearly as low as that of soft of the esaential quality within a minimum
platinum. The ratio of the temperature of amount of space. How far this tendency tomelting ice is as 20 73 to 18.03, and the cost ward condensation will eventually carry men in
nearly as 1 to 5000. I propose to use flat wire, the matter of food, it is diflGcult to predict.
for better results will be had when the heating Perhaps the time will come when the art of exsurface is large.
The coils mav he suspended tracting and condensing the active principles of
comeatiblea will be so advanced that one may
from the ceiling. Electrical World.
be able to obtain in a small pellet as much refreshment and nourishment as be now obtaioa
E ectrical Production of Diamonds. in a whole meal. Then, all the time now con-

SeiENTiFie Procsress,

We

—A

We

—

We

We

sumed by the good housewives

The Hon. C. A. Parsons describes, in an interesting communication to the Royal Society,
which ia published in abstract in Engineering^ a.
number of experiments which he has recently

made on carbon

at high temperatures and under great pressures, and in contact with other
substances. The primary object of the experiments waa to obtain a dense form of carbon for
use in arc and incandescent lamps, for, aa it is
well known, could the life of the carbons of
either lamp be prolonged, a considerable economy would be effected in electric lighting.
Looking at the experiments from this point of
view, it may ba stated that the teat trials were
not entirely successful, though a very dense
form of carbon was in one case obtained, but
nevertheleas some results are of very great interest, as, though the author expresses himself
very cautiously, it would appear that he
has succeeded in producing diamond dust arti
ficially.
The arrangement of the experiment

was as follows:
massive cylindrical steel mold of about
three ioches internal diameter and six inches
high waa placed under a hydraulic preaa, the
bottom of the mold being cloaed by a spigot and
asbestos rubber packing similar to the gas
check in gnna; the top was closed by a plunger
similarly packed
this packing was perfectly
tight at all pressures.
In the apigot was a
Vertically bored hole, into which the bottom
end of the carbon rod to be treated fitted;
the top end of the carbon rod waa connected electrically to the mold by a copper
cap, which also helped to support the carbon
rod in a central position. The block and spigot
were insulated electrically from the mold by asbestos and the leading wires from the dynamo
being connected to the block and mold respect
ively, the current passed along the carbon rod
The free space in
in the interior of the mold.
the mold waa filled in turn with difl"erent hydro-carbons and with other materials. Among
the liquids acted on were benzine, paraffioe,
treacle, chloride, and bisulphide of carbon, and
the solids included eilica, alumina, carbonate,
and oxide of magnesia and alumina. The pressure employed ranged from 5 to 30 tons per
square inch. Ia the experiment with eilica
the density of the oarbon was inoreaaed 30 per

—

;

cent,

A

A Remarkable
Courant remarks:

A

and in no other case.

in preparing

breakfast, dinner and supper, and by the business members of the family in going to and
from and eating their meals, will be saved.
There will be no roasting over the kitchen
stove, no trouble washing dishes, no worry over
a varied bill of fare, no agitation over broken
china, etc.
person wilt carry a few food
pills in his pocket, and when he grows hungry
will take one and swallow his whole meal at
once, perhaps." To the above we might add
that the great need of condensation required,
just at this time, is newspaper condensation.
Oar papers, daily and weekly, ahould be reduced fully one-half in number and fully threequartera or more in matter.
The labor and
time required to aelect the really valuable matter in the average newspaper has become a
most grievous tax upon the average reader and
one that ahould be promptly abated.

fice at

room
floor

—

Telephone. The Hartford
The Adjutant General's of-

the capitol has been connected with the

of the Qaartermaster-General on the third
by means of a Hall short- distance tele-

phone line. The wire employed is composed of
steel, wound around a cord covered with a preparation of paraffioe, which prevents induction, No battery ia required, aud
the voice of a person standing in the room at a
distance of 20 feet from the instrument can be
distinctly heard at the other end of the line.
By means of this remarkable invention the Adjutant-General and his associates can carry on a
conversation with those connected with the
other departmenta without leaving their deeka.
The new telephone has been used with great
The limit is five miles,
success in other cities.
but the inventor hopes to exceed this in the
near future. It is to be hoped that this new
telephone will be instrumental in breaking up
the present outrageous telephone monopoly, at
least for short distances.
six strands of

—

The Human Step. Among the continental
armies the German soldiers have the longest
legs, judging by the length of step.
It is 80
centimeters. The atep of the French, Austrian, Bdgian, Swiss and Swedish is 75 centimeters, and of the Russian, 71< Thirty oenti*
The most interest- meters make a foot.

'
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any other part of the house. Ho promptly ex- oxalic acid. While wet, force the pulp into any
tinguished the blaxe, but kept a strict watch. crevice or hole made by mice or rat?.
Result
occurred, much to
a disgusted retreat, with sore snouts and feet,
bisalaroi.
Passing by, I was called in to see on the part of the would-be intruders.
Twenty-Four Grammatical Readings the charred post, and was asked for some explaoatioD of the origin of the fire.
A Cheap Ice-Chest. Take two dry-goods
On examinof the Same Line.
ing, I found a circular blister in a window glass, boxes, one of which is enough smaller than the
To iltaitrate the Dumeroaa grammatical near the wooden support, convex enough to other to leave a space of about three inches all
obaogeB which cao be made io a siofjie lioe or form a lens a burniog glass. My neighbor around when it is pUced inside. Fill the space
waa informed that on the next day promptly at between the two with sawdust packed closely,
MDtenoe, the foUowing may be presented:
10:H0 A. .M. bis house would in all probability and oover with a heavy lid made to fit neatly
The weary plowman plods his homeward wav.
endangered again. True, the fire started, inside the larger box. Insert a small pipe in
be
The plowman, weary, plods his homrwar<i way.
but sptctators were on hand to stay it. This the bottom ot the ohest to oarry off the water
His homeward way the weary plowman plods.
incident, in my ebtimation, does away in many from the melting ice, and you have a very cheap
His homeward way ihe plowman, weary, plods.
cases with thu ultra theory of spontaneoDs com- and tolerably efifective icebox for family or
The weary plowman homeward plods his way.
The plowman, weary, homeward plods hi< way.
bustion.
In factories and warehouses, where grocer's use.
His way the weary plowman hciiic^ward plois.
combuBtible goods are stored within focal disGood Cement. Stir to a thick bitter with
His way. ihe plowman, weary, homeward plods.
tance of such defective glass, suoh tiros will
The plowman, homeward, plods his weary way.
often occur, as any one familiar with the prin- sllicaCe of soda, 12 parts Portland cement, six
His way the plowman, homeward, weary plods.
parts
slaked lime, six parts fine lead, one part
ciples of the convex lens will admit."
His homeward, weary way. ihe plowman plods.
infusorial earth.
Very excellent for marble
Weary, ihe plowman homeward pluds his way.
and alabaster. The cemented object need not
Cleaning Clotuks Properly. " My expeWeary, the plowman plods hia hume^ard way.
be heated. After 24 hours the fracture is firm,
rieuutt has always been never to use either hot
Homeward his way the weary plowman plods.
and the place oau with difficulty be found.
soap or hot water, but to use both lukewarm.
Homeward his way the plowman weary plods.
Homeward his weary way the plowman plods.
By using either soap or water too hot, especialInk for Hand Sta.mps —To make an ink for
The plowman, h' meward, weary plods his way.
ly on goods that are very greasy, I find it has a
hand stamps that will not injure the rubber,
His weary wav ihe plowman homeward plods.
tendency to set the grease, and when once set mix and di«(flolve 2 to 4 drams aniline
color,
His weary way the homeward plowman plods.
it ia very difficult to loosen again.
This is also 15 ounces alcohol and 15 ounoes glycerine. The
Homeward the plowman plods his weary way.
the cause {one great cause, at least) for cloudy solution ia
poured on the cushion and rubbed in
Homeward the weary plowman plods h>s w^y.
goods.
As for the strength of soap, a man must with a bruBh.
I he plowman, ueary. his way homeward i lods.
use his own judgment; it all depends on what
The plowman plods his homeward weary way.
the
goods
are.
If the goods are very thin, less
The plowman plods his weary homeward way.
Artificial Pumice-Stone is now being made
strength and less soap are required; if heavy, in Germany by molding and baking white feldThkGkeat Leahy Lo<i Rait whioh was out why, of course, more strength is necessary. spar and fire-clay.
adnit ID mid'Oceao has proved of much beottit Sume men who claim to be finishers think that
the less soap used and the more alkali, the bet*
Electricity can now be produced by steam
to those wbo are eDf;;aged io the ntudy of ooeao
Ever since the ter the result. My practice is to use soap at a cost of six cents per hour for Ih horsecarreots and thas to scteooe.
enough to create a body, and just enough alka- power.
logs whioh oompoaed it have been drifting
about in the ocean ourreots, they have been li to overpower the grease in the goods; by so
doing we not only cleanse the fabric but also
navigators
and
their
posiclosely watched by
preserve the color,"
HEy\LTH.
tion carefally noted and reported by passing
vessels, and now, after the lapse of several
New
A
Use
for
Sugar.
The
French
Minmonths, the otHoe at Waabington has compiled
Nervous Phenomena.
these observatioDB and issued a carefully pre* istry of Agriculture has recently had a number
pared pilot chart. This chart, which repre- of testa made which all go to show that meat
can
preserved
The
power
of the imagination over the nervous
be
by
sugar
in
a
much
more
sents the course which the logs took after the
satisfactory manner thin by salt. The aalt is system and the seat of intelligence and conae
raft was broken up and the points in mid-ocean
somewhat cheaper, but its effect ia to destroy quently upon muacular action baa often been
in which they were found, shows at a glance
these columns.
We have
the general directions of the currents and gives to quite a degree the nutritive qualities of the commented upon in
meat with which it ia brought into contact; also remarked on more than one occasion upon
could
the
mariner
that
lesson
to
an object
excit^ition
scarcely have been given in any other way. Of while if meat ia packed in powdered sugar a the contagioua influence of mental
manifest in
course Mr. Leary'a contribution to science was coating ia formed over the outside, the juices and nervoua derangement. This is
degree
in times of great religious exof
the
meat
a
marked
are
retained,
and
not
the
least
valuan involuntary one, but it has been no lees
When aagarpreaerved meat ia citement, when the nervoua ayatem in an
able on that account, and has advanced the harm results.
study of ocean currents in a way that no one to be used, all that ia necessary is the soaking ecatasy of excitation inducea muacular contorit
in
water,
which speedily removes what- tion or leads the subject into exclamations of
of
deemed possible before the disaster occurred.
One of the peculiar features of the affair is that ever traces there may be of the preaerving aub- delight and joy or into manifeatatioos of the
what happened was just what the scientints bad stance. It is thought that the result of this deepest woe, and the excitement of one person
rapidly communicated to and similarly affects
long desired to do, but it was rather too ex- investigation may lead in time to important ia
many others.
pensive an experiment to be made voluntarily. changes in the meat -preserving industry.
A remarkable case ia now reported from
Thousands of floating logs on the Atlantic Merchants' Journal.
Wilkesbarre, Pa. In a ailk-mill in the place a
meant too much danger to shipping tu permit
large number of young women are employed.
To Have Calla.s Bloom Successively.
of the Government's placing them there. HowNormally they are healthy and atrong, in fact a
ever, no serious disaster has occurred from The fallowing directions from the Ladies' Home
body of youth of exceptional phyaioal excellence.
collision with any of these logs, and the wreck Comjmnion may be relied upon to produce the
"Acalla flower Recently one of the young women was taken
of the great raft has therefore been both in- result if carefully followed:
with an epileptic fit. As she had never before
structive and harmless, except to the gentle- with its stem should be prompt y removed as
soon as it begins to fade. Cut the stem low, been thus visited, and there was nothing in her
man who owned it.
being careful not to injure the young bud, physical condition to indicate predisposition in
that direction, the surprise in the workroom
A New Hu.sking Macuinr. A simple de- which you will find starting up close to the old was very great and the alarm concerning the
stem. By this means three flowers will aomevice by means ot which the husk of corn can be
timea
be
aucceasively
produced
upon
a single girl's welfare excessive. She waa prostrated
easily and quickly torn from the ear has been
stem. The first, of course, is the largest and upon the floor, and varied her contortions with
patented by Theodore H. Mehrin^ of Niobrara,
Her workflower of the three, though the others are occasional piercing cries of agony.
Nebraska. The device has jaws which open finest
often well developed.
When blooming, water mates were gathered about her, solicitous to
and close like abear blades, each of the jaws
freely with warm water, adding a few dropa of render her aid, but naturally were much exhaving concave sides, which, when closed, form
Preaently, and without any warning inspirita of ammonia once or twice a week to en- cited.
a cop-like cavity, the meeting edges being cut
dications of the affection, one of the girls uttered
courage
a atrong growth."
away at the middle to form an aperture when
a wild cry that ended in a painful shriek, and
Each jaw has a row of
the jaws are closed.
CiderMaking. By the application of arti- the young woman fell over in a fit, closely reshort inwardly proj'^cting teeth around the
sembling that of the epileptic at her side. Natedge, with a pointed prong on the outer end to ficial power In the manufacture of cider it is be- urally this event greatly increased the alarm
guide the ears of corn into the space between lieved that the quantity of the aame ia to a and in a few momenta another girl went into
great extent impaired. According to the presthe jiws. The jaws are not in the same plane
hysteria of theextremeat character, and then in
with the handles, bnt at a considerable angle ent rapid method the apple is ground, ra<«ped rapid succession another and another waa seized
thereto, and the large side of the handle has a or mashed, as the case may be, goes immediate- and convulsed in the moat violent form, until
sharp-edged tooth to be used to cut the silky ly to the press and the clear juice expressed. no less than 16 had either fallen to the floor or
threads on the ears. The operator holds the By the old and alow method of grinding by ani- reeled about in a frenzy of hysterical madness.
busker with his right hand, with the left taking mal power, by the old sweep motion, the When the physicians reached the scene they exan ear of corn by the outer end, when he opens ground apples fell into a large tub or vat and perienced great difficulty in restoring the young
the jaws and paaaea the pointed enda over the there remained for 12 to 2-1 hours or until in- women secondarily affected, while the one who
stem of the ear until the inner end of the husk cipient fermentation had set in, and then had the truly epileptic fit yielded readily to the
pressed when the cider is more highly colored
is inclosed by the jaws, so that the stem of the
Several daya elaosed berestoratives applied.
The jaws and of much more body, as it ia termed, and fore any of the young women were suifioiently
ear projects through the aperture.
are then closed so that the teeth penetrate the for domestic purposes much better.
nerve settled to resume their places in the mill.
husk, when, with a alight, twiat, the ear is
There can be no mistake concerning these
Another Mammoth Grapevine. This new
freed from the husk by breaking the stem.
cases; they were examples of contigious hyscandidate for public observation is to be seen
teria of the most valuable character to medical
at Bayly's San Gabriel
hotel, Loa Angleles
Mr. Edison's Baby and His Phonograph.
science, for probably no instances have been
Accordmg to the New York Herald^ Thoa. county. The vine is 4 feet 2 inches io circum- recorded that were of greater significance, as
ference, and aome of its branchea are 15 inches
A. Edison, the inventor, has been interesting
they were very sudden and very rapid in their
in circumference and 100 feet long.
Fifty-five
his inventive faculties with his new baby and
Unlike moat former caaes, there
aucceesion.
years ago, Gen. VaiUjo, a young man of 40
a phonograph at his home. When the baby
was preceding them no long period of mental
stood
under
its shady branches, and toyeara,
crowed with glee, the crow waa regiatered on
strain, no extended brooding or abnormal disday, could it but feel the gratitude expressed
the phonograph; when it got mad and yelled,
turbance of the intellectual powera, no contemby the tired tourist as he partakes of his meal
its piercing screama were irrevocably recorded
porary period of long- con tinned and culminating
under
ita lovely arbors, it would surely wish
on the aame machine. That phonograph is now
excitement and gradually increaaing mental tento live another century.
peculiar
to
known
noise
every
a receptacle of
Exchange.
sion.
bibyhood. It is Mr. Edison's intention to
Handle Kerosene, beuzine and gasoline by
take a record of the strength of the baby's
Why
Men Should Not Shave.— Shaving is
"I will pre- daylight only. Where gasoline ia atored, see to a dangerous habit. You can trace nearly every
lungs every three months.
serve
the record," said he, "until the it that there ia ventilation from beneath, as the case of toothache and facial neuralgia in a man
Then the vapor from it, which ia highly explosive, ia to the habit of shaving. If all men protected
child
becomes a young lady.
phonograph can be operated for her benefit, and heavier than air, and will not aacend, but must their throats by chin-whiskers and the nerves
she can see for herself just what kind of a baby be allowed vent below. If these precautions are of the face by a liberal growth, you wouldn't
observed closely, the danger of fires from these
ehe was, and won't have to take her mother's
bear of half the present ailments. Shaving
inflammable fluids will be reduced to a miniand the nurse's words for it."
opens the poree of the face and invites neuralgia
mum.
to step in and twitch the nerves.
The Burning-glass Again,— In diacuBBing
Soot on the Carpet. If soot happens to be
Electricity for Writer's Cramp. In one
the unsuspected causes of many firea, a corre- dropped on a darpet, throw down an equal
spondent of the New York Tribuneaaya: "Afew quantity of aalt, and aweep all off together. of the broad windows of the recording department of the office of Jamea Bond, clerk of the
days ago an acquaintance of mine had occasion The soot will hardly leave a trace.
Superior Court, ia a amall electric battery,
to repair a chimney, and in doing ao put in an
A Stopper for Rats. A correspondent says: aaye the Bxltimore Sun. It ia uaed by the reoak post as a support between the bricks and
the garret window. The next day he discovered Soak one or more newspapers, knead them into corders for the relief of the cramp of the
this post on fire, although there was no fire in a pulp, dip the pulp in a suitable solution of muscles of the hand, which follows long con-
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The next day the same thing
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tinued and steady use of the pen. The relief is
instantaneous, and clerks wbo were formerly
compelled at times to stop work for several days
on account of swelling and contraction of the
muscles of the hand now take a few gentle
shocks of the electric current on the slightest
approach of stiffness. They return to work at
once, entirely relieved, and oontinne without
inconvenience.
Nearly every one of the score
of clerks receives benefit from the electric current, and the battery ia regaided as an indispensable fixture of the office.

—

The Tomato in Brigut's Disease. When
Thomaa Jtrfferson brought the tomato from
France to America, thinking that if it oould be
induced to grow bountifully it might make good
feed for hogs, he little dreamed of the benefit
he waa conferring upon posterity.
constant
diet of raw tomatoes and sUimmilk is said to
be a certain cure for Bright's disease.
Gen.

A

Sohenok, who, when Mmiater to England, became a victim to that complaint, was restored
to health by two years of this regimen.
With
many persons the tomato has much the aame
effect upon the liver as a entail blue pill, and
whether it ia as a people we are less bilious
than in former years, or that the doctors of the
new school practice less severe remedies than
did those of the past, it is certain that mercury
is prescribed with less frequency than of old.

—

Grapes as Food. It is now conceded by
Boientists and well-informed men in all professions, that as food for human beinga, there
nothing in the vegetable world superior to
grapes, end they not only give strength, endurance and vivacity to those who regard themselves as well, but restore the sick and debilitated to health, when eaten freely during the
vintage seasons of the year, in the vineyards,
or fresh from the city markets.
It is also a
well-established fact in grape regions that the
large number of girls who work among grapes
is

continuously throughout the season of picking

and shipping, which
cember, or
pounds, and

from September to Deflesh from 5 to 20
many who come from the oitiea in
later,

is

gain in

debilitated health return to their
and atrong.

Beautiful

Heroism.

— Acta

of

homes well
heroism in

are so frequent and appear to be so
natural a part of it that they are not chronicled
as often as they should he.
One such deed,
however, recently found ita way into the
British Medical Jotirnal, where it is mentioned
as an illatdtratiou of the self-sacrifice of medical
men in behalf of suffering humanity. It ia the
case of a surgeon in the British army named
Landon. Mortally wounded himself, and with
the grasp of death rapidly closing down on him,
he heard a wounded soldier crying out from the
sharp pain of his hurt. Forgetful of self, be
crept with difficulty to where the man lay and
gave him a hypodermic injection of morphia to
lessen suffering, and, having given it, lay down
and died by the side of the soldier.

medical

life

Remarkable Endurance by a Child. —
little tot

of four years

and

six

months strayed

EogUnd

recently, and roamed about
fields for 117 hours, eating nothing but the
heads of growing wheat and being totally without water. When found, the child v. as in a
semi conacioua state, but ahortly came round
The case
all right and no ill effeota followed.
ia mentioned by a physician in the British Medical Journal who says that, taking all things
the child's age, no proper
into consideration
food or drink for 117 hours, the exposure to the
wet and cold weather prevailing at the time,
the misery and the lonelinesa it must have endured for so long a period it seems somewhat
remarkable that life waa preserved.
off in

—

—

—

The Electric Light on Health, We have
noted in several of our exchangea that the
electric light haabeen thought to affect unfavorably the health of thoae exposed to it. Now
oomea the statement from an English paper,
which says that it ia shown that the introduction of the electric light in the Central savings
bank in London has reduced the average amount
of absence from illness about two days a year
This saves the
for each peraon on the staff.
bank about £640 sterling a year. The electricity costs more than gas, but the saving in clerkhire more than makes up for this, leaving £266
per year '* to the good."

—

Hot Water for Ivy Poisoning. A correspondent in the Scientific American writes as
follows: Let me add my testimony as to the
efficacv of hot water in curing the poison by
The best way of applying it ia to keep a
ivy.
spirit-lamp under the tin containing the water,
and apply the water as hot as the skin will
The sensation of relief from the intolerbear.
able itching is so immediate and ao complete
that it ia almoat worth while to be poiaoned by
ivy to experience

it.

Effect of Cocaine and Morphine.

— Frank

Jobnaon, a paper-hanger, 28 years of age, was
recently sent to the Napa Asylum for the InThe excessive use of cocaine and morsane.
phine has brought on mania. He did not dare
to go to bed for several nights, owing to the
fiendish visitors that passed before his eyea.
It ia said that Johnson waa in the habit of
smoking 50 cigarettes daily.

Colored Lights are being tried in treating
Red light is said to cure melthe insane.
ancholia; bine, to quiet insomnia.

Mining and Scientific Press.
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If there is indeed a good supply of natural
is quite as valuable to Fresno as it would be
discovered in Chinatown.
In the East, natural
gas is carried hundreds of miles In pipe lines, and to
convey it the short distance of 45 miles will be an
easy matter. Once natural gas is found in sufficient
quantity to be useful in this county, Fresno will
become a manufacturing center second to none in
Manufactories
the State outside of San Francisco.
are what Fresno needs, and the only thing that prevents their estabhshment here is the scarcity of fuel.
This one drawback will be done away with by the
discovery of natural gas, and it is needless to say
that no time will be lost in utilizing the discovery.
Some of oiir capitalists should give this matter their
immediate attention, and if there is any natural gas
in Fresno county make arrangements to bring it to
this city at once.

a lively camp next spring. There are ported that a ledge of good tin has been found in
more than 20 claims that have been prospected and the mountains back of Edgewood, said to be 20 feet
show up well.
Nuggets have been lound weighing wide.
anticipate

value.
gas, it

gUMMAF^Y,
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The foUowing is mostly coudensed from joumala published
in tho interior, in proximity to the

mines mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.
Amador.

—

Amador Dispatch, Nov, lo:
Frue concentrators have been added to the

Concentrators.
jTour

A new water-wheel
Askey mill at Irishhas been
town; it was set in motion last Tuesday. They have
The
the prospect of a two to eight-foot ledge.
Lavezzi five-stamp mill between Irishtown and New
York Ranch has been completed, and will be started
up as soon as sufficient water can be had.
McKenzie

mill at Irishtown.
set up at the Reed &

GoLD-DusT.
last

issue

Butte.
Mercury^ Nov.

— Oroville

the

Mercury stated

Thompson & Kellogg

that

In

9:

the

its

firm of

Spanish Ranch had bought
this year $27,000 worth of gold-dust from the small
mines in that vicinity. A note from one of the firm
corrects the figures and makes an interesting item as
follows: He says: " In 1886 we purchased $50,000;
in 1887, $27,000; and 1888 to Nov. i, $30,000, with
a good prospect of more next year if a good supply
of waier can be secured." This is a remarkable output of gold when it is remembered that it is taken
with picks and shovels from the gulches and mines in
ot

that vicinity.

A Misfortune. —Wm. J. Hammond of Pittsburg,

Penn., has commenced a suit in Chicago against
Francis E. Hinkley for $65,000. It seems thatHinkley agreed to pay the mining expenses of the Aurora
mine in this county for one year for a fourth interest.
Mrs. Church, acting as the agent of Hinkley, has
charge of the work, and this suit is to recover the
expense of working the mine. As many parties in
this county have money due them from this mine,
they will look -vith interest on the result of the suit.
understand that there are 28 laborers' liens filed
against the mine, and that some of the Oroville merchants have bills against it to the amount of $1000.
Such mining ventures as this are decidedly injurious
to Butte county mines.
Companies are formed in
the East, and some theoretical chap from the East
who never saw a mine is sent out to superintend it.
The consequence is, fortunes are sunk and Butte
county mines fall into disrepute. On the contrary,
experienced miners take hold here and make fort-

We

unes.

—

Mill. C. C. Belding came down from Forbestown yesterday and reported lively times up there,
and the Shakespeare mine is panning out finely.
W. W. Stowe will soon have four Huntington mills
in operation, and C.
J. Nickerson is putting up a
stamp-mill.
The mines are prospecting remarkably
rich, and it shows the confidence of Mr. Stone in the
mineral wealth of the

locality.

It is

only necessary

to state that he has recently purchased another mine
which he intends to develop. The Gorton hotel is
full all the time and old Forbestown is returning to
its former glory as a mining camp.
May she pan

out milUons.

—

EI Dorado.

The Linden Mine.— Cor.
Nov,

Placerville Observer,

had been here a year and had never
As we entered the tunnel we
walked erect under a smooth arch of rock for
some distance. We proceeded in a straight line
for 800 feet, then curved to- the left and advanced 800 feet and curved again to the left and
continued until we were 2500 feet from the mouth of
I

9:

entered

a mine.

the tunnel.
gating 1000

We

feet.

passed

five

branch tunnels aggre-

These we explored on our

re-

Toward

the farther part of the mine a tunnel
has been opened up into an old incline that extends
to the surface, and through this fresh air is constantly supplied, doing away with the old arrangement of
air-boxes and providing a means of escape should a
serious break or cave occur.
At the end of the main
tunnel they were following a bed of gravel from
which the gold panned was taken. At the end of a
branch nearly parallel with the main tunnel they
were digging through porphyry and slate rock. The
side branches have followed gravel-beds and will be
continued in the future. Fourteen men were at
work during the day shift, and as the work is extend
ed a larger force will be required.
turn.

—

cent discovery east of Independence depot, in the
interest of the owners.
It is a most promising find,
well situated and in favorable formation.
An assay
of the ore gives 74 per cent lead and 166.20 ounces
silver to the ton.
Another Cerro Gordo in that vicinity would be a big thing for our county, and it is
among the possibilities.

debris slid down nearly to the mouth of the drifting
tunnel through which the channel is now being
worked. The tunnel opening is some 700 feet from
the original foot of the bank, which is 400 feet high.
By the cave a portion of the tunnel was broken
down and about 40 men are temporarily thrown out
of employment.

Los Angeles.
At THE Cora Belle. Newhall Times, Nov. 10:
Rudd & Heilig have started up their new washer at

Good Rock..— Herald, Nov, 5: The men working at the El Dorado mine report finding good rock
in the drift being run on the ledge from the main
tunnel.
This ledge was thought to be a parallel one
to the main ledge for which they have been running.
It has widened out in the drift, which is now in 16
feet, to 18 inches.
The news is very encouraging
and gives the owners some consolation for all the
disappointments and delays they have experienced.
But the company are stayers and will yet develop a
valuable mine.

—

the Cora Belle, and the prospects are that the new
machine will revolutionize mining in this district.
Belle claim is covered with a clayey deposit from (our to eight feet deep, and is so tenacious
that it is pulverized with considerable trouble, but
when powdered proves very rich. Rudd & Heilig's
machine fits the situation exactly and is a grand success.
One man fires the clay bank, while another
takes it with a team of mules and a scraper to the
" dump platform;" it works into the machine automatically, and the capacity of the washer is about 75
tons per day. At present the men are working only
12 hours a day, but next week there will be day and
night shifts, thus running it all the time, and more
than doubling the present ran. It is claimed that
this machine saves about $1.50 per ton over the
former process, and costs $15 per day to run it.
Work on the new reservoir is progressing very nicely, and by New Year's hydraulicking can commence.
The production of the Cora Belle has revived much

The Cora

interest in

mining

in this district.

dence of millions awaiting a little well-directed industry and the judicious expenditure of a comparatively
small amount of capital. If these mines are notas rich
as anything that has ever been found on the Pacific
Coast, there is nothing in indications. The writer accompanied Supervisor Pinkerton into the mines,
driving from Pleyto, via Jolon, to the station on the
Nacimiento river at the foot o( the mountains. This
is the end of the wagon-road and 12 miles from the
mines.
Next morning we bestrode our horses and
The trail is better than the avstarted up the trail.
erage of mountain trails, and was constructed by the
county at an expense of $300, but the mountains
are rough. A short distance down a canyon, toward
the ocean, we found the mining camp, the town of
Manchester, 8 or 10 houses built of logs and split
lumber.
Three saloons are conspicuous and well
There is a store and hotel, and about
patronized.
100 people at the camp, including three or four families.
The mining district comprises eight square
miles, upon which have been located not less than
500 claims. Of these, the first mine, discovered on
the 24th of March, 1887, by Wm. Cruikshank, is the
only one that any great quantity of ore has been taken from, although there are other mines which not
only prospect well but have a large quantity of rich
ore in sight.
The discovery of these mines was the
result of long and persistent prospecting.
Placer
gold and float quartz have been found alt through
this country for years, and Mr. Cruikshank's faith in
a ledge has been rewarded by one of the richest disThe ledge was discoveries ever made in the State.
covered in the head of the canyon, and from the surface is very rich, showing free gold and assaying
from $150 to $8000 per ton. The quartz vein is about
three feet thick, with clearly defined footwalls, run-

Three-stamp Mill.— Georgetown (^irsi-^/c, Nov. ning east and west, and dipping north 45 degrees.
Charles Kane and M. S. Creagh, owners of the Mr. Cruikshank has a three -stamp mill, and has
9:

taken out a snug sum. Not long since he started a
tunnel which would tap the vein at a depth of 125
This tunnel, at a distance of 380 feet, reached
feet.

Last Chance quartz mine near Volcanoville, are
preparing to start up their 3-stamp mill. They have
a 5 or 6-foot ledge, and a short run last spring went

and found

just as rich as at the surface.
But this is not all.
In the tunnel several stringers,
from 6 to 18 inches in thickness, were cut, and they
areas rich as the main vein. This tunnel has demonstrated two things:
The permanency and richness
of the prospect, and that the mountains in this vicinity are full of small gold-bearing quartz veins.
In
the Cruikshank mine there is enough in sight to
make its owner a millionviire, with the prospect of
ore of a similar quality to the ocean level, 3500 feet.
Good prospects have been found over eight square
miles of territory, and the ledge has been struck at- a
number of places, demonstrating that the precious
mineral is pretty well distributed over the district.

the vein

$7 per ton.

Fresno.

Petroleum AND Natural Gas.— Fresno Republicany Nov. g: Great excitement prevails in the
southwestern part of the county on account of the
recent rich discoveries of petroleum there.
The fact
that oil existed in that locality has been known for
several years, but the more recent developments
seem to indicate that it is present in great quantities.
The people of that section are wild with excitement,
and hundreds of claims have been located. A

it

Republican reporter visited the recorder's ofl^ce and
found that 96 claims had been filed up to noon yesterday.
Each person claims 20 acres, and all the A tunnel in the Brewery mine has struck the ledge
land thus far filed upon is located in sections 17, 18, and struck it rich. The strike was made the day
19 and 20, in township 19 south, range 15 east. before our arrival.
In the King mine a tunnel is beOil-bearing land is located as mineral land. The ing pushed with good prospects. The Bradley comoit-field is situated south by southwest of Fresno City,
pany has some fine prospects.
The Grand Pacific
and about 45 miles distant, in an air line. It is adjoins the Cruikshank, and is undoubtedly very
about 24 miles directly west of Tulare City. What rich. But aside from the Cruikshank mine not very
is of greater interest to Fresno than the discovery of much work has been done.
People have waited to
petroleum, is the fact that natural gas in large quan- see what would be found on the lower level, and as
tities has been discovered as well.
Valuable as the this strike has only recently been made, there has
petroleum wells will prove if oil exists in sufficient not since been time enough to make any further dequantities, the natural gas will be of ten times greater velopments.
But the miners are feeling jubilant and
-

'

NB VADA.
Washoe

—

Union. Angels Record, Nov, 9: Work on the
Union mine is being vigorously pushed. We are in- Nov. IT. Of all the resources of the county, forimmediate possibilities, nothing impressed me so favorformed there are good prospects in the bottom of the
main shaft, but owing to the depth attained the ably as Los Burros mines. The mines give every evipresent hoisting works are not powerful enough to
sink any deeper and that work at that point has
been temporarily suspended. The company, however, has a full force of men employed in sinking
new shafts to more fully represent the lead. In a
shaft that is now being worked on the north end of
the mine, very fair prospects are obtained, -and it is
believed that the machinery formerly used at the
main shaft will be moved there, and more powerful
machinery erected in place of the old works.

from 10 cents to $14. The children find gold in the
gulches.
There is no rebellious ore, and much of
the gold has been found in decomposed quartz.
My surprise in finding a camp with such prospects

District.
in this locahty was not so great as it was to find so
Segregated Belcher.—Virginia Enterprise,
few people, comparatively speaking. Why it is that Nov. 10: The iroo station is now
repaired and are
such prospects as are at Los Burros have not attract- ready to start the joint east drift as
soon as they can
ed thousands of people is more than I can under- get the rope down in the incline.
stand.
But one thing is certain, it will not be long
Best and Belcher.—300 level— In west crossbefore the resources of this camp will be so develcut No. I, at a distance of 120 feet from main northoped and advertised as to make it conspicuous
west drift, the winze has been sunk 23 feet. Total
among the best mines of the coast.
depth, 45 feet.
Formation, quartz and porphyry,
showing some value. From the bottom of the winze
Nevada.
Deep Mining.— 7'/tf^;;^j, Nov. 8: The Mount- a south drift has been started and advanced 12 feet.
aineer mine of Nevada district is to be given depth. Formation, quartz and porphyry, showing some
Vii^cON^^-^.— Expositor, Nov. 7: Mr. Chambers
value.
South drift from top of winze has been exIt has been a profitable property, but like the other
has been prospecting for some time past in the mines
Total length, 40 feet. Formation,
of its district has lailed to pay after attaining tended Ti feet.
ranges adjacent to the San Joaquin river, and rea certain depth. Now sinking is to be resumed and porphyry. 625 level, main north drift, has been
ports a fine discovery.
Picked specimens of the
continued until it is reasonably demonstrated whether cleaned out and repaired a distance of 525 feet.
rock assayed several thousand dollars per ton. It is or not good ore exists
below the strata. What has
Hale and Norcross.— On the 500 level the
thought that the ore will run upward of $60 per ton
been achieved in the Grass Valley district through west drift has been advanced 15 feet^ total distance,
on an average. Harry Sherwood is interested in this deep sinking may be achieved in our
sister district. 545 feet. The north drift has been extended 30 feet;
property, and both the owners are hopeful of large
Deep mining for quartz has in the last eight years total distance, 160 feet. The north and south prosresults.
Mr. Chambers is of the opinion that the
resulted in the unearthing of millions of gold in the: pecting drifts from the 15th floor have been admining regions of Fresno county will soon take high
small area known as the Grass Valley Mining Dis- vanced respectively
20 and 18 feet. On the
rank among the mineral -producing sections of the
trict.
800 level the north drift has been advanced
coast.
Cave
at
the
Manzanita.
lyanscripi, Nov. 8: 22 feet and the south drift 40 feet.
Have men
Inyo.
There was a bad cave Tuesday evening of the hy- on repairs in the shaft stations and on the sevRich Ore. Inyo Index, Nov. 7: Chas. Walters draulic bank at the Manzanita gravel claim in the eral levels of the mine,
and are preparing to resume
and Sam Gruber have commenced to develop the re- northern part of this city. An immense amount of shortly the extraction
of ore.

Monterey.
Los Burros Mines.— Cor. Monterey Democrat,

Gala versa.

[Nov. 17, 1888

Whv IT was

Closed Dows.~Hera/d, Nov.

Savage.— On the 400 level the southeast and
northeast drifts have been advanced respectively 20
feet.
From the north and south drifts on this level
are stoping ore.
On the 500 level are stoping ore of
good quality from the east crosscut. Car samples
average $45 per ton.
No. 2 east crosscut on this
level has been advanced 24 feet.
On the 950 level
the east crosscut has been advanced 20 feet, and has
broken into the old stopes. From the several levels
are extracting about 60 tons of ore per day. Shipped
in bullion this week $7775.53.

Gould and Curky.— 200 level— West crosscut
from the top of the upraise from El Dorado (300)
level has been extended 16 feet; total length, 114
feet.
Formation, quartz and porphyry, giving high
assays.
450 level At a point 60 feet from top of upraise, from the 500 level, a west crosscut has been
advanced 30 feet. Formation, clay and porphyry.

—

7-

The rock in the Washington mine is said to be look
ing belter than ever, and the ledge at the bottom is
of increased size, but in November and December,
where the mill is located, a good deal of ice forms
around the large overshot wheel, and the gold being
fine, does not amalgamate as well as in the warmer
weather.
So as there is development work to be
done, it was thought advisable to do it and stop
crushing for a time.

The Brunswick M]NK.~ Transcript, Nov, 10:
Mr. Murray of New York, representing the Brunswick
G. M. Co., was in this city yesterday settling up the
judgments lately obtained against the company by

Belcher.
feet,

—

The 200 north
having been advanced 24

The

160 south
Repairs to the

satisfactorily.

now in 126
during the week.

drift is

feet

meet it was advanced 15 feet.
pump compartment are progressing
Will get the rope in the inchne in a
drift to

few days, when the iioo joint east
vanced.

drift

can be ad-

Chollar.— The

west drift from the shaft on the
850 level is in 66 feet; the face is in quartz and clay.
The west drift from the shaft, 750 level. Is in 217
feet.
The face is in porphyry. The north drift,
450 level, is in 712 feet; the face is in quartz of no
value.

—

Baltimore. Have considerable good ore on the
These amounted to
about $2300, including costs.
Mr. Murray thinks dump, extracted from the northwest and southwest
drifts on the 300 level.
Everything is working well,
his company will resume operations at an early day.
and hopes are entertained of striking a good body
COE Mine. Grass Valley Ufiion, Nov. 11: An of ore.
agreement has been made by the owners of the Coe
Alpha.— The 500 level north lateral drift is in the
mine with the agent of Eastern parties to bond the
north of the shaft 155 feet; the face is in quartz and
property, with the privilege of its ultimate purchase.
The south drift, same level, is in 60 feet; the
All the terms have been agreed upon, and it is ex- clay.
pected that in a few weeks operations at the mine face is in quartz that yields assays from $18 to $30 a
ton.
resumed.
will be
Shasta.
Crown Point, The south crosscut (No. 2 west,
Iron Mountain.— Shasta Courier, Nov. 10: 700 level) has not been advanced, the week h.aving
The Lost Confidence mill and reduction works will been occupied in retimbering and cutting a drain.
start up next Monday, all needed repairs having Started the dri/t on the 800 level Wednesday.
been made, a large supply of fuel procured, and any
Alta. The work of development of the ore body
quantity of good milling ore out ready for reduction. struck on the 900 level is progressing fast. The
825
The second shipment of ore from the Little Nellie level is yielding its usual quantity of ore, which is
mine. Iron Mountain district, was made last week, being concentrated at the mill.

Edwin

Tilley

and H.

Silvester.

—

—

—

the ore assaying splendidly.
Mr. Everett, the superPOTOSI, The south drift, 65 level, is in 558 feet;
intendent, is very sanguine over the prospects and
the face is in quartz and porphyry.
The east crossworkings of the mine, and the impression is gencut No. 2. 650 level, is in 65 feet; the face is in quartz,
eral that Deputy Sheriff Buckby of Sacramento
some of which yields good assays.
made a good investment when he purchased the
Exchequer,— The north lateral drift, 372 level,
mine a few months ago from Oliver Boyd, I'he
work of running a tunnel to tap the ledge on the is in 492 leet. The face is in porphyry. The east
Dow & Haskell mine is steadily progressing, and we crosscut, 200 feet north of the south line, is in 17 feet;
expect to soon hear of the ledge being lapped at a face in clay and porphyry.
depth from the surface that will make the taking out
Scorpion.— No change to report in the progress
of an immense quantity of good milling ore an easy of work in this mine. Are still crosscutting west on
and comparatively inexpensive task.
are informed 300 level.
that the developments in the Little Nellie mine and
JusTrcE. Work on the new mill progressing
the bullion yield from the quartz has led the owner satisfactorily.
Ore reserves continue to look well.
to determine to put up a mill as soon as possible,
Andes.— Running the north lateral drift on the
and thereby save the expense of shipping ore.
level, and sinking winze on the 240 level.
Water-PoweR. Redding Free Press, Nov, 9: 350
Yellow Jacket,— Shipping white rock goldThe advantage of water-power over that of steam is
bearing
ore to the Brunswick as formerly.
now proved conclusively in the Calumet mine,

—

We

—

—

about

above here, its capacity being increased
nearly double, and the steadiness of the motor causing a great saving in wear and tear of the machinery.
The bridge suspended across the Sacramento river,
upon which the immense pipe is laid which conveys
the water from Spring creek to the mill, is not only
noticeable for strength and beauty, but for its advantage to the neighborhood, it being constructed
in such a manner as to be used as a foot bridge with
six miles

perfect safety,

—
Overman. — Prospecting

Bullion. There is nothing new
work on the 500 and"6oo levels.

to report in the

below the tunnel

level

continues.

Keystone.— Drifting

southwesteriy on

the 300

level.

Eureka

District-

Bullion and LEAD.---Eureka Sentinel. Nov.
During the week the Richmond Company has
10:

Siskiyou.

shipped 60 tons of silver-lead bullion, and the Eureka
Con. Company has shipped 15 tons of lead.

Journal, Nov. 7: Mr. Charles
Abbott of Greenhorn Creek will soon commence
hauling quartz to Warren's mill on Yreka Flats for
crushing.
He has nearly 20 tons of rich-looking
quartz, some of which shows a greatquantity of gold

OreShipments.— During the last week ore shipments were made from the following-nampd mines
of the district to the furnaces:
From the Hamburg
mine, 94K tons; Jackson, 134 tons; Dunderberg,
S8J^ tons; Paymaster, 3 Ji tons; Climax, 414" tons;
and the Ethel, i ton.

Quartz.— Yreka

He has pounded out enough all
to the naked eye.
in a mortar to pay expenses, and if the rock
averages anything near the prospects realized, he will
make quite a stake. Heckathorn & Co., who also
have a rich ledge on Greenhorn, are now building
an arastra, which they expect to use in crushing
quartz on hand as soon as the winter storms commence to supply sufficient water. Rich mines of
gold and silver are reported as having been discovered in the mountains west of Edgewood, and it is
probable that good-paying mines exist in the dividing range of mountains between Shasta and Scott
valleys, all the way from Yreka to Mount Shasta.
Jo Cavanaugh of Edgewood showed us a fine specimen of galena found in the hills west of Edgewood,
which is rich. Several specimens of this ore have
been found, and it is believed good ledges exist, for
which he has men out prospecting, it is also resummer

Ploche

—

District.

Eureka Sentinel, Nov. 10; The Yuba
employs 30 men and continues regular
shipments of high-grade ore. The work on the mine
is mainly exploratory, the main bulk of the ore being
left in the mine for better facilities which the railroad

Yuba.

mi'ne

will bring.

Tuscarora

Grand
water

is

Prize.

District.
Nov. 9: The
a distance of 13 feet of

— Times-Review,

now down

to within

the floor of the 400-foot level station.

—

Commonwealth, lOo-foot level: Upraise from
west drift has been carried up 10 feet in vein matter
showing some
drift

ore.

has been sunk

No.
8 feet

winze from east lateral
through hard rock with

1

I!

Nov.

Mining and Scientific Press.

17. 1888.]

seams of ore mixed llirough. North drift from joint to concentratmg works next summer,
.ipital. wilh
crosscut has been advanced 15 feel.
Inierniediate the practical expenence of those engaged in ibis endrift Irom lop of Vo. 4 chute has brcn e.\tended 13
terprise to back it. would be well invested in such a
feet 150-foot Iffvel:
No. 2 winze from east lateral scheme.
drift has been sunk 6 feci.
Work at this point has
GoLt>. Clear Creek county deposited $9006.39
iK-en suspended until crosscut can be run from 225.
in gold at the Denver mint during the month of Ocfool Icvfl.
Upraise from No. 3 north drift has been
tober.
Zorgiie. a mineral composed of selenium,
extended up 20 feet, alt in vein ni.irter. 225-fooi levlead and copper, is found in the Pearl lode, San
el:
Main south drift has been advanced 14 feel.
luan county. The Whiting mine at Central recentNrvaha (Juf.kn.— No. I north drift, 450-rooi ly had a gold biick cast at the Denver mint, value<l
levd. h IS bevn advanced 10 feet in vein matter show- at $39,219.91 in gold and
$362.54 in silver.
A milling some sulphurets. The slopes above the 3so-foot run ol ore Irom the Cashier lode near Argentine pass.
level havr yicMcd the usuil amount, but sloping has
returned 145 ounces silver per ton and 13 per cent
been susptnd-d, as [he mill has to be turned over to lead. The Cashier is owned by
P. Williams. The
J.
the Navajo company on Monday, lath. and is being Soofoot adit on the Queen, Argentine pass, is being
cleaned up.
IVospect work will be n>sumed at va- driven ahead for the purpose of connecting wiih the
rious points throughout the mine.
Will ship bullion shaft for ventilation and opening ground conLiining
from cleanup on Sfonday.
their best ore.
Navajo.— South drift from east crosscut on west
Native Silver.— Considerable native silver was
vein, 35o-foot level, has been extended 12 (eel.
struck in the Washington lode. Silver Creek, last
South drift from No. 4 crosscut, same level, ad- Saturday. The vein shows a large streak of quarlz
vanced 12 feel. The usual progress has been made liberally mineralized, which is believed to be payin all the other workings.
The force in the slopes ing ore. The lode is being worked by Bond. Johnhas been increased during the w«k. and iheextract- son & Maxwell.
Following is the statement of ore
ing of ore for milling has been commenced. The sampled and sold at the public ore market during
Slopes are looking well at all points.
Commence the three months ending Oct. 31: 1.966,800 pounds,
milling Monday.
containing 282 ounces gold, 117.810 ounces silver,
Nocrn Hkllk Isle.— Kast crosscut. 300-foot level 126,398 pounds lead, 4066 pounds copper. Total
has made fair progress. South intermediate drift assay value, $122,181.
from No, I winze, 300-loot level, advanced four feet.
DAKOTA.
The face shows about two feet of concentrating ore.
(-ros<cui west. 4oo-foot level, extended ten feel; total
Galena Smelter.— Deadwood Pionrer, Nov.
length 18 feet
Some work has been done In the
Slopes alx)ve the 400-foot level.
The work on the 6: The long-Iooked-for coke has at length arrived
and fires were last night started in furnaces of the
Union mill is progressing rapidly.
North Commonwealth a.vd Del Monte galena smelter. Ore will be put through this mornCombination SHArr. Stnking has b^n suspend- ing, and by night the first bullion will have been
ed pending the erection o( the hoisting works. Ex- produced. The bins are full of ore received from
cavation (or the foundation of the engine is complet- the Queen, Horseshoe, Bullion, Ontario, Hayes and
Work on the building will be pushed rapidly. other properties. An experienced miner in the city
ed.
1

—

—

—

Belle Isle. East crosscut from north drift. 250foot level, h.is been extended 14 feet; total length,
230 feet

FouMi Treasure.— The timbers in east drift.
150-foot level, are being eased and many of ihe old
timbers are being replaced by new.

ARIZONA.

yesterday expressed the belief that the smelter will
have a successful career. It is in the hands of practical men, thoroughly acquainted with the resources
of the camp, who had carefully weighed the
question before deciding to start the plant up. The
mines are capable of turnishing twice the quantity
of ore required to keep the plant running, and doubtless it will not be long after this is demonstrated a
success before another and larger smelter is put up.

333

average of a ton of coke a day.

The ovens are mares, the pick of a band of 300. Messrs. Hamilton
built to uke cliargcs of live tons' each, and the coal
Bowman are now in Waila Walla dosing up the
is allowed to burn 72 hours.
Coke can be made in bargain. This makes Mr. Bowman an equal
owner
less time— considerable having been made by burn- in
the mine with W.
J. Wolfe and puts the property
ing the coal 48 hours— but it has been found that in shape for
permanent operations in future. Althe coke made in 72 hours, where a lighter draft is ready these
i>reparations have been made and sevused, is of superior quality.
About 100 men are eral teams loaded wilh freight and
now on the pay-roll of the company. A lest of the mine are now on the way. Work supplies for the
will be pushed all
Horr mines call has been made ai th-> Cokedale ovens winter, and in the spring
it
will be determined
and has made coke of excellent (|u "lily. It is ru whether or not to put up mill
a
of sufficient
cS:

mored that the entire output of the Horr mines will
betaken by the Helena and Livingston Smelting

Co., part of it being made into coke ai CoI.edale.
The seam of coal at the Chestnut mine, which is now
being worked by Frank ICsler. is 11 feet in thickness
and the coal comes out in large pieces. That used
by persons in the city is said to be superior to any
heretofore received from that mine and gives very
general satisfaction.

Granite Mountain.— Phillipsburg Mail. Nov.
The ouipul for the week ending Nov. 7, w.as 36
bars of bullion, containing 56.550 ounces silver and
22.26 ounces gold. The small output this week was
occasioned|by Ihe shut-down of mill .\ for two days
during the wefk.
9:

Ruck (REEK

DisTRurr. —This is a mining disabout 16 mili-s from Phillipsburg, which, outside
a few cases, is practically unprospected. The exceptions are certainly few, but the result seems to
have been (Uttering to the few who have h^d the
hardihood and confidence to ex|)'ore and prospfct
that rugged and rich mineral country.
The district
lies between Rock and Willow creeks, and is about
as ruggi-d and uninviting a cotmtry as a person
would be likely to see anywhere. The ledges are
quite rich and very extensive and are just beginning
to attract

some

attention.

DuKA Thorne.— While

little is

being said about

work is going on with all possible
rapidity.
Sinking on ihe Little Turf is making good
progress and is improving as they go down. They
now have seven men at work and will put on more
as the mine is opened up.
Sydney Consolidated.— The Sydney follows
suit with the many other mines that have been reported lately as making valuable discoveries.
Last
week a new iron vein was struck in this mine which
will greatly add to its value.
this property,

NEW

be added to the

—

bullion with

—

it

to

a great depth.

Geo.

the Delti

P..

Ridenour

mine,

is

shipping

Hassayampa

dis-

Holliday & Co. will shortly ship a big lot of
ore from the Dosoris,
John McDerniid says
placer miners of Lynx creek are tiking advantage
of the water and are washing considerable gold out
of the gravel.
trict.

rich

NrcKEL Mine.— Phoenix //fn//</, Nov. 3: Billy
who has been out in Tonto B.isin for several

Everett,

months, returned this morning the happy possessor
and valuable nickel mine, which he discovered on the very summit of the Sierra Ancha.
He has already received returns from Prof. Dewey
of the Smithsonian Institute, to whom he sent
some samples, informing him that the ores contain
nickel, cobalt and bismuth.
To-day he shipped by
request 20 pounds of ore to the same professor, who
of a large

will return

The

ledge

him a
is

.has claimed

perfect analysis of the

six leet in width.

contents.

Frank Kline of Tonto

an extension.

COLORADO.

—

Winter Work. Elk Mountain Pilot, Nov. 11:
It is too bad thai the Eastern people interested in
our country do not commence eariv enough in the
fall to make prep irations for winter work.
They
are too apt to put it off too late.
Mine work can be
carried on to a better advantage in winter.
The
Runnoe boys have struck some fine ore on Galena
mountain. The Anthracite mine is again running
on full time, we believe. The Copper Queen mine,
in Silver <Jueen basin, will be worked all winter by
Jake Goodwin. The development will be in driving
the tunnel ahead under the ore chute.
The tunnel
is now abDut 200 feet long and will have lobe driven
from 75 to 100 feet before the vein is cut. The ore
on the surface is gray copper, different from anything ever before found in the country, and will run
from 25 to 35 per cent copper and about 200 ounces
in silver.
Supplies are being put in at the Shakespeare mine for about four men to work all winter.
Jerry Madden has completed a new house on his
claim, and is getting ready to work all winter. He has
a good showing on

his claim,

situated

in

Bonanza

Messrs. McGullough and Cameron are
over in Dark canyon working the assessment on the
St. Elmo lode.
Mr. Geer expects them out any day,
and as they are not supplied with snow shoes he had
to send J. C. McQuarrie over with snow shoes in
order that they can come out.
gulch.

— Georgetown

Courier, Nov. 9; Anew company for the mining, buying and reduction of zinc
ores has been organized in Denver.

Zinc.

—

!

Concentrators.
Hartzell & Co. have been
overhauling and remodeling their concentrating
works preparatory to winter work. They have so
arranged their works that nearly everything is done
automatically, hence cheaply.
The ore passesthrough two crushers and the coarser material from
the second crusher goes under the stamps, all of
which is carried by buckets to the concentrating
tables.
About 10 tons of ore are concentrated each
day, and the results are highly satisfactory.
hope to see the entire Clear Creek mill converted in-

We

properly should be in the hands of

men

able to put

up a loo-stamp mill. Men who know the several
properties owned by Mr. Dewey best, and who have
walked through the 7000 or 8000

when put in operation will be genadopted in mills having rebellious ores to treat.
Mr. Miller is in the East at present engaged in perfecting arrangements for the manufacture of his conconcentrator that

erally

feet of tunnels in
centrator and the organization of a company to inagree that there are enough tons of
troduce and build them.
keep such a mill running for
years.
Mark you. Silver City has not seen her best
day.
The two mountains which obscure the rising
and setting sun from the town are storehouses
Cornucopia. Cor. Union Republican, Nov, 7:
holding a surplus, which, if it were the "condition
With the excitement about and around, over mining
to confront" by the Government, would make the
starling up in all Eastern Oregon, each with
camps
reduction proposed by the Mills and Senate bills
loses sight of
its peculiar advantages, one almost
look insignificant.
Cornucopia. Not that it has passed its useJulness
Rotten Granite.— The little " Granite Quarry," or that it is less important or lacks that grand equivnear the Morning Star miije, recently discovered by alent, the most desired mineral.
ButiHee.\citement
Geo. Stoddard, is an anomaly to miners. It is ase- and visionary has given way for the sober, thoughtries of very rich stringers in rotten granite.
These ful and substantial. That we have ore here in large
stringers are from half an inch to two inches wide,
and lasting quantities is shown more and more by
and there is upward of 100 of these in a distance of each foot ol depth attained, and that it improves
about 30 feet. By assorting close he takes out about with depth has been proved at least to some
400
500 pounds of ore per day, worth about $125 per feet. 1 hat the ore is of paying quality, the great
ton.
He works it alone, but it looks like it will last, question on which the continuance of all operations
in (act is daily growing belter.
It promises to be a
Eagle
is based, has been shown by the work at the
big mine, and all of George's friends, which means mill, the properly of the Oregon G. M, Co., of Louiseverybody who knows him, hope it will prove all ville, Ky., under the supervision of Mr. A. E. Smith.
that it promises.
dull and
1 left Cornucopia some time ago as quiet,

the group,

good ore

all

in sight to

OREGON.

—

Silver Citv.— Idaho Avalanche^ Nov.

8:

An- unpromising as you could well imagme, and after a
somewhat informal journey, I visited mmy of the
now " bouncing mining campi of Eistern Oregon,

big output from the mines on War
Eagle and Florida mountains this coming winter,
our freight haulers are laying in larger supplies of
hay and grain than have been brought to town for
many years; our merchants are purchasing bigger
stocks of goods; the mine boarding bosses are piling
up unusual amounts of supplies, and the woodpiles
at every mill are bigger than they have been since
they were built. These facLs are mentioned to show
that our own people have faith in the continuation
of the prosperity which now makes Silver City
ticipating

a

happy.

—

Oro

FtNO. The Oro Fino rich strike continues
as they drift into the chute of ore.
There is
every reason to believe that it will prove to be
feet
long,
with
deal
more
than
million
a
good
a
400
profit in it.
The Poorman people have contracted
with the arastra mill for the crushing of enough ore
to keep the mill running night and day until the
robins come again, and are sure they have enough
ore in sight to keep up a steady gait for a year at
rich

least.

—

Miners. Several new miners arrived in the camp
this week and found work at once.
It is not a
gracious thing to state in a paper with so wide a
circulation as the Avalanche that more miners are
needed, because we are a long distance from other
mining camps and may cause more to come than
can find work. Nevertheless quite a number more
than now here could find work at once.

MONTANA.
Coke AND Coal Indu.stry.— Bozman

'"

of which are in their first excitement, their substantial qualities only visionary, many very promishere I find a
ing, others dull; but on my ret'irn
all

change has come to Cornucopia, I can now hear
the roar of the 20 stamps at the Eagle mill, which
seem to say again and again, " One thousand dollars a day;" the screech and grit of the ore-wagon
coming down the grade with its loads of lour tons
of fine ore for the mill and back for more, a general
livtliness about everything and every one that helps

Not only is this stir conhis confidence amazingly.
fined to the O. G. M. Co. but I could mention many
very
properties that are exceeding expectation.

A

careful and thorough examination of the mines of
the basin is being made on behalf of some capitalists'
of the Northern Pacific railroad.

Nov. 6: The business of manufacturing coke at
Cokedale is developing into quite an industry. Work
has commenced on 13 new ovens, which, when completed, will make a total of 40,
These turn out an

Elkhorn mine

an extension of the well-known B^isley Bros, mine, situated
about 15 miles west of this city. It is owned by
J.
H. Robbins & Son of Portland, who have had a
force ol men developing the property for the
past
year until now it gives every promise of being a valuable and permanent mine.
We learn from one ol
the owners that it is their intention to ship one or
is

more airloads of the ore the coming week to Denver
for reduction, and if saii-ifaciory results are obtained,
of which they are certain, they will continue
ship-

ping until the snows of winter put in an objection.
In the spring a mill will be placed on the properly
and the owners feel confident ihey will obtain hand-

some

results.

—

UTAH.
Car Fork, Bingham.— .Salt Lake
n:

Car Fork. Bmghani,

is

Tribujie,

coming

to

Nov.

the front

through work l>eing done by the Stewart No. 2 Co.,
togther with operations of the Last Chance Co. The
Stewart No. 2 put in some Huntingion mills last
spring to crush their gold rock, and the machinery is
working satibfactorily. There is an unlimited
amount ol free gold ore, in such a large mass as to
be mined as easily as quarrying lime rock. There
are some sulphurets present in this ore, but it
is so free as to be economically worked,
and is so
far above the mill as to be dropped into it at a very
small cost of mining and delivery to the crushers.
About 2000 feet up the gulch from the Stewart property is the mouth of the British Tunnel, which has
been driven 2700 feet lo tap ihe Last Chance lode at
a depth of tooo feet, where it intercepts the main
shafL
This is a fine working tunnel which cost the
company something over $40,000. Besides giving
exit for ore and waste from the mine, this tunnel
drains the property, besides a large space of country
around, sending out a stream of fine, pure water.
The Last Chance was opened in 1871, and has been
worked more or less ever since. It has produced
about $1,000,000 from a short space of ground,
above the 500-foot level. The mine has six levels
down to and including the 500-fooi level, and has
been worked through the main shaft and the two
crosscut tunnels, one at 250 and the other intersecting the 500-foot level.
These crosscut tunnels are,
respectively, 250 and 900 feet long.
This lode is a
typical one for Bingham, being in syenite, regular in
its course and dip. its general trend being northeast
and southwest, with a dip of 40 degrees from vertical, toward
the southeast.
The lode has been
opened continuously on the Hooper. Last Chance,
Northerly Last Chance and Steamboat, a distance
of nearly one mile.
The ore runs from 30 to 100
ounces silver, 18 to 40 per cent lead and $5 to $20 in
gold, the average being about $50 per ton in market
value.
It varies in width from lo to 50 feeL
The
Last Chance Co. lately contracted with the Utah &
Montana Machinery Co. for a complete crushing
and concentrating mill with a capacity of 50 to 60
tons per day, and this mill will be ready to turn on
steam by the last of this week. The mill is located
at the mouth of the tunnel, where, as has already
been stated, there is an abundance of water. This
property belongs to an English company wilh
George Cullen as local director and manager. A
mining force has just been put in the mine on the
tunnel or looo-fooi level lo extract ore to supply the

The company was reorganized i|iis season,
the name of the company was changed from
Last Chance to the New Chance Mining Co., Limited, but this does not change the name of the mine
which has so long been a landmark in Bingham.
When this change was made the capital stock was
increased and money raised to put up the mill and
make developments, thus placing the company and
property in excellent condition.
mill.

when

Park Notes.— A'^wr^, Nov, 10: Most of ihe
mining companies paid off this week. Ontario stock
is held at
$31.50 to $32 per share; Daly, $16.25;
Anchor, S5.50; Southern Tier, 75 cents; Crescent,
35 cents; Apex, 30 cents. The stock market is quiet
and inactive now. The two cases of P. F. Brennan
et al. vs. Nallay Moray et al. were decided in the
Third Disirict Court, Thursday. The action involved title to mining ground in and near the Putnam group, and findings and decree were for the
plaini)ff:5.
At the sale of the late Jas. H. Bowen's
mining claims, John H. Rogers was the highest bidIhe locations were almost without number and
der.
nearly all were " jumpable." The sum paid was $25
for a fraction of a claim, and all of the balance of
the locations went as nothing.
Assessment and development work is being done on the Berry & Doretta claim, owned mainly by Jas. Berry and P. F.
Brennan. The property is on the ridge between the
Anchor and Sampson. The tunnel is in 30 feet southward. It will be continued in the hope that the present favorable indications

may

lead

up

Ore and Bullion Shipments.

to the vein.

— During

the

week the Crescent shipped 193,000 pounds of concentrates.
For the week just ended the Mackintosh
sampler received 196.350 pounds ol Ontario ore,
117,520 of Woodside lease, and 86,510 of D^ly ore;

Eastern Oregon Coal Mines. Bedrock Dem- total, 400,380. List Tuesday, 12 bars of Daly bullNov. 7: Work is going on apace at the Dry ion, 10,461 fine ounces of silver, were shipped from
Hollow coal mines on John Day river, near Fossil, the Marsac mill.
under the supervision of the superintendent. C, S.
Messrs. Peterson & Panning are engaged
Miller.
WASHINGTON.
on the work. They have excavated quite a considerable distance under ground, and are following up
Silver. Spokane Valley Herald, Nov. 7: A
the different ledges with the most sanguine expecta- short time since a discovery of what gave promise of
The coal being an important and valuable silver ledge was actions of striking coal in large quantities.
taken out is of very excellent quality, representing cidentally discovered in a railroad cut near the fair
what is known as the Kendal coal, found in the grounds by a party who was looking around the cut.
North of England, and is suitable for almost any He kept the matter quiet and sent to Montana for a
It burns well in stoves, and throws out a
purpose.
mining friend who arrived a few days ago and prosstrong body of heat.
pected the discovery. The ledge is said to be five
feet
wide and 20 feet deep, assaying 37 ounces of silInterest.
An
important
transfer
of
Sold Hrs
Local parties are interested in the
an interest in the Worley mine, near Robinsonville, ver to the ton.
development
of the claim who have had considerable
Mr.
L.
H.
Bowman
took place last week, by which
of Walla Walla secures the interest of Andrew mining experience, and who have souie idea of what
Hamilton and pays therefor a consideration of they are doing, and it would not be at all surprising
about $3000; part cash, the balance in three-year-old if this ledge proved to be a rich find,
ocrat,

—

—

Courier^

o( the ore.

trict

iS:

good ore from

working

The Elkiiorn.— The

of

Silver Plumas.— The Silver Plumas name must
MEXICO.
list of companies producing gold
monthly regularity. Operating only a
Tailings. Silver City Enterprise, Nov. 9: C. P.
20-stamp mill, the September cleanup amounted to Crawford is engaged in concentrating the tailings
yesterday.
Most of the miners of the district are $7800. That lor October is even belter than this. at the Mimbres mill alter they have been run through
David Hunter came down yesterday, bringing the concentrators a couple of limes. He is doing
Supt.
taking out good ore. Jones' mill will stirt on anothwith him two bricks valued at $8000 and represent- very well; saving several ounces ot silver to the ton.
er run in a few days.
D.in O'Hoyle, owner of the
operations (or only 20 days of last month.
ing
The The returns of the last shipment of Black Hawk ore
Montgomery group of mines, continues to grt good
McGregor.
pay out of his ore in an arastra.
Frank Kuhne is amount is flattering, all things considered, and in- were received last week by Mc(^>uarrie
dicates
that
ore
the
treated
It ran very well and was treated
at the El Paso
must
be
rather
higher
shipping about 100 tons of ore a month from the
in grade than the average on the belt.
smelter.
The Black Hawk, worked by such levelBelle mine. Walker district.
It pays well in gold,
Float. Bullion from the belt mines, aggregating head-'d, practical miners as the present leasers, is
Mr. Thompson, superintendent of ihe United Verde
mines and sthelters, has been examining properties in value about $150,000 and representing cleanup for bound to make a good showing. P. Stewart, mansouth of Prescott.
His mines and smelters are O. the last two weeks of October, was brought down ager at Telegraph, was in town last week on his way
K. Geo. Zika has ore en route to the Ore Co. 's yesterday and deposited in Wells, Fargo's express East, where he expects to remain about two weeks.
He stated the mines were looking belter than at any
works from his mine in Lower Turkey creek. Geo. office for shipment East to-day.
time since work was commenced upon these claims.
Wickler has a shipment ready at his White Spar
Splendid-grade ore has again been struck in the
mine.
Frank Alters would be happy if he could get
IDAHO.
Tescumsche tunnel at 290 feet, and sloping will be
a pack (rain to bring in rich ore from the Caloctin
mine. He has *' dead loads " of it. Messrs. Dunkle
Florida Mountain.— Idaho .-7z/<7/a«/-/;(:. Nov. 7: resorted to to get enough out to keep the mill run& Fisher have erected new hoisting works on their W. H. Dewey is working quite a number of men on ning. Telegraph is yet liable to forge to the front.
mine in Turkey creek district, and will now prospect the Back Jack mine, on Florida mountam. This John A. Miller is reported to have invented an oreDiFE-ERENT DtSTRiCTS. — Prescott Courier, Nov.
7:
John Huichifis, Hughey Hughes. Geo. Burton
and other miners of Groom creek were in Prescott

capacity

for successful
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WATER WHEEL THE ROLLER ORE FEEDER

PELTON

THE

[Patented

May

28, 1882.1

LNov. 17, 1888

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
Nos.

39

to

51

FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL.

GIVES THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY OF

ANT WHEEL

And

is

IN

THE WORLD,

everywhere recognized a3 the Btandard for high-

pressure service.

UPWARDS OF

600 IN USE.

From 12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
It is not only most economical of water, but the most
simple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, nompressore.
Hoisting, Pumping, or any other purpose where water
power can be used.

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION.
Power from these Wheels can be transmitted by eleclong distances with small loss, and made available
for running Mills. Pumping and Hoisting Works, Tr^m
tricity

cars, Electric Light-s, etc

Address

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
No. 120 FIRST ST., SAN FKANCISCO,

CAt,.

WINCHESTER HOUSE,
44 Third

San Francisco,

Street.

Tuis 18 the best and cheapest Ore Feeder now in use.
It has fewer parts, requires less power, is simpler in
adjustment than any other. Feeds coarse ore or soft clay
alike uniformly, under one or all the stamps in a battery
as required.
In the Bunker Hill Mill it has run continuously (or two
years, never having been out of order or costing a dollar
for repairs.

Cal.

This Fire-proof Brick Building 1b centrally located, in
the healthiest part of tbe city, only a half block from
the Grand and Palaoe Hotels, and oloae to all Steamboat
and Kailroad Offices.

Qolden State and Miners' Iron Works,
Sole Manufacturers,
S27 First Street.
San Francisco, Cal.

TO ALL INTERESTED

Laundry Free for the use of Pamiliee
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.

CATALOGUE
ROCK

LIQHTNINC WELL-SINKINQ
MAKERS.
MACHINE prospecting
tools sent

And General

Well-BinkiTiC and

punipa,

tools,

d andstenni engines. Alrca^tiBC on i^as and oil. Bonk
free, mailnig charges

American
^The
WellWorks.
:

AUliOR.V,

MAILED

Iti.S.,

Clayton

U. S. A.

We

STORAGE
_

DEWEY &

Buitable
for
storage purposes, which we will let on

ON APPLICATION,

Compressor

Air

43 DEY ST.,

have some extra room

very reasonable
terms.
_
_
CO.. 220 Market street. San Francisco. Cal.

FREE

NEW

OHALLENGE " ORB FEEDER"

who have

far

furnished us with testimonial letters to the

which can be seen at our office, viz.:
D. 0. WiCKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal.
ST. W. Crocker, Supt. Bunker Hill Gold Mining Co., Amador City, Cal.
J. E. Treoloan, Supt. South Spring Hill Gold
Mining Co., Amador City, Cal.
W. G. Egberts, Greenwood, El Dorado Co., Cal.
above

This Catalogue gives a full cicscrip iou o(
the Patentefl Improvenn'nts embr^jetl in these in
livalled Air Compressors, together with tallies, data,
etc., of value to users of compressed air.

(

proHpcclorB

ing gentlemen

aiachinery.

"

The best form of Feeder ever devised, and pronounced by reputable mining men to be
We refer to the followsuperior to any form of *' Roller " Feeder manufactured.

DRILLS,
3Iining

^^

on trial. 5'itf leet has been sunk in 8
hours, insiructione for bpginncra. Aa
Eucyclopdia f s(H) EnKruvinEB of well

"

"HBNDY" IMPROVED

No. 6,

CLAYTON AIR COMPEESSORS,

POOLBY.

^

AIR,

NOW READY,

And upward.
ROOMS WITH OR WITHOUT BOARD.
FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE.

I

THE USE OF

COMPRESSED

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day

J.

IN

effect,

WE ARE MANUFACTDRERS

OF THE

"CHALLENGE," "STANFORD," "TULLOCK," & "ROLLER" FEEDERS,

Works,

And

will furnish descriptive Catalogues

and quote prices apon appHoation,**

YORK.

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

Astronomical Telescope for sale cheap. Teninch glass, very fine.
Equatorial mount.
F. M.
B., 257 S. Market, Springfield, Ohio.

TO PUT UP MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?

ARE YOU GOING

TO MAKE ANY CHANGE

MACHINERY?

IN

ARE YOU FREIGHTING BY TEAM OR PACKING ON MULES?
DO YOU WANT PULLEYS ON SHAFTING ALREADY UP?
If SO,

don't

fail

to look into tbe merits of

THE DODGE PATENT INDEPENDENCE

WOOD SEPARABLE

ABOVE COT ILLUSTRATES THE IMPROVED FORM OIi: DOUBLE-JOINTKD HYTHE
D RAULiTC GIANTS which we manufacture. We guarantee purchasers of this form of Giants against

all

may arise from any adverse suits or action« at law. We are further prepared to
bingle-Jolnted Giants when required. Prices, discounts and Catalogues of our specialties of bytirauiJc Alining Machinery sent on application.

costs,

PULLEYS.

Or SPLIT

Tliey are the Lig:litest, Strongest, Best Balanced and
Convenient Fulleys Uade in ihe World.
^Entirely ^New and Original.
Adapted to any power required.
using these pulleys,

g^ Price

List

JOHN SIMONDS,
509

to

513 Mission

St.,

expenses or daniagf a which

turnish

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, 39

to

51 Fremont

St.,

HOSKIN'S

Time, trouble and money s&ved by
and Catalogues mailed free.

Pacific
-

IMPROVED

Coast Agent,

-

San Francisco.

Most

SAN FKANCISCO

ONE-JOINTED

—

HYDRAULIC MACHINE.

CORD
,

^

sqxt.^.xi.:e3

^

"

\.

r-Hji^a-^E

i».A.cis.X]sr<3-,

Manufactured from strictly firstclass Flax and pure lubricants. Superior to all otbersfor Water and Steam. Packs
with less friction and makes a tiijhter joint than any otb^r paokine made. SSTl'm tationg of inferior quality having
been put upon the market, we have been compelled to adopt the above trade-mark, and all of our packing will now
have a RED CORD running through the center its entire length
Pee that you get it and take no other. Sold by
all Hardware dealers.
Price, 50 cents per pound.
T. Y,
K, Sole Manufacturer, 332 and 234

Alarket Street, San Francisco, Cal.

W.

SCHENC

of Mr Joshua Hendy that any style of machine is an
infringement on any style menufai tnred by him, he knows to be abso
lutelv false. The Supreme Court of the United States on March l9th decided that the pretended patent for infringing, which he has for ^ears
been fleecing miners for royalty, is absolutely void, with costs of suit
to Bendy & Fisher.
I am the inventor of all styles in use, and am preSared to fill orders to suit customera Send for I'Stof prices of Hydraulic

The statement

iachinery.

R. HiiSKlN.

Copying Apparatus.
copies in black. No
special pen, no special paper, no stencil
required. The " Eclipse " reproduces the
natural handwriting eo exceedingly faithful that in moat cases "Eclluse" circulars have been taken for ordinary written letters. Specimens and circulars on
application.

FELIX

F.

DAUS &

698 Broadway,

CO.,

New

York.

Cal.

HOISTING ENGINES
FOR MINES.

THE "ECLIPSE"
One thousand

Empire Foundry, Marysvllle.

1, 2,

or

4 Drums, with Reversible

Linl<

Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.
MADE ONLT BY TUB

LIDGERWOOD
96 Literty

M'F'G
St.,

New

COMPANY,
York.

PACIPIO COAST AGBNT.S,
PARKE, LACY & CO., San Francisco.

Nov.

Mining and Scientific Press.

1888.]

17,

l!"5!™!
Thu

FRASER

^h^-

Mill aa & Cruaher and ?ul-

erizver

without

is

&

HnntlDgton

CHALMERS.

Centrifngal

QUARTZ

MILL.

and

SELBY

trSKSD FOR CATALOOUR-**

ead

ing smelting worica

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

nulla.
J

imn

JIGS and

roK Cataumi'i and TnrrtMONtAtA.

MACHINERY

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING, SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

for

apJ Ofe3.

f^etalllifgy

'

rival.

Ib id operation in

335

St.,

ORES.

And Assay
Highest Prices Paid

CO..

San Francisco.

AND SILVER

GOLD
of

HOISTING

PUMPING

416 lIontg;omery

TROMMELS.

for

REFINERY

Office.

Oold, Silver

and

Lead Ores and Solphorets.
.HAftUPAOTOHKIUI OP..

ENGINES

ENGINES,

AND

BLUESTONE
LEAD PIPE,
SHEET LEAD,
SHOT,

HALLIDIE'S

MACeiNERT,

AI'SO

Standard

Shot-Gun

Cartridges,

Under Cbamberlin Patent

WIRE ROPE

CORNISH

Etc., Etc.

UANUPAOTURKIUI OK

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..
IMPORTKKH AND DBALBR8 IM

POMPS.
SBNBRAL OFFICE AND WOKK8

uaNVBB OFFICE:

FultoQ and Union Streets, Oblcagto,

NEW YORK

No. 248 Elgbteentb Street.

111.

TRAMWAYS. ASSAYERS' MATERIALS,
MINE
AND
MILL
SUPPLIES,
Denver, Colorado.
ALSO CHEMICALS. AND PHVSiCAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.
63 & 65 First St., cor. Mission, Sao Francisco.
We would call the attention of Assayers, Chemists,

MEXICO OFFICE:

OFFICE:

Boom

48,

No.

a

Wall Street.

No. 11 Calle de Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico.

UTAH OFFICE—SALT LAKE CITY UTAH.

Mining Companies, Milling Companies, Prospectors, eto.,
to our full stock of Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Cruci-

JAMBS LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

bles, ScoriQers, etc, including, also, a full stock of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these supplies slnot
the first discovery of mines on the Pacific Coast, we fee
confident from our experience we can well ^ult the de
mand for these goods, both as to quality and price. Oui
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will be sent oc

application.

Theae Wheels »re degigned for all purposes where Umited quantities of water and
heads are utilized, and are ^aranteed to give more pOM'er with less water than
any other wheel made. Beini; placed on horizontal shaft, the power is transraitted
direct to shafting by belts, dispensing with gearing.
Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in
capacity to suit any particular case.
Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines (or Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Qlobe Cases, free of cost,
by applying to the manufacturers.
lit^h

JAMES LEFFEL &
Springfield, Ohio,

G. Dbnkiston's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
plates of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly
reliable, and full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Orders
taken at his lowest prices.

JOHN TAYLOR &

CO.,

110 Liberty

or

X^Our Gold and Silver Tables, showing the value pei
ounce Troy at different degrees of fineness, and valuable
tables for computation of assays in grains and grammes,
will be sent free upon application.
Agents for the Patent
Plumba&ro Crucible Co., London, England. Also for E.

St.,

New

York.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 28 STEVENSON WTREBT,

FRASER & CHALMERS,

PARKE

C H.

EVANS &

(Succefcors to

THOMSON &

CO.,

EVANS),

110 & 112 Iteale Street,

S.

F.

MACHINE WORKS,
Steam Pumps. Steam Engines

St

General Agents,
Chicago. 111., and Denver, CoL
LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

RAND ROCK DRILLS
% ^yyf
AND AIR COMPRESSORS.

Of the Machine-Mined Mineral

in the U. S.,

three-quarters of the Iron Ore and
two-thirds of the Copper Ore were mined
with Rand Drills.
in 1887,

sr

%^A'%

THE STANDARD
American Rock

Drilling

Machinery

OTho

BUYERS' GUIDE \a
March and

issued

RAND

Sept.,

each year. It

is an encyclopedia of useful infor-

mation

for

all

who

DRILL

of

"We

'^^CO/ii,

MONTGOMERY WARD &

CO.

111-114 Michigan Avenue, Chicago. lU.

NEW YORK.

Sffedart

For Removing or Preventing Scale, Corrotion and Pitting
Send for references.
in Steam Boilers.
Also Pkbrlbes Rukbkr M'p'g Co. Plumbago Sheet, and
Piston and Valve Kod Packing, to be had only of
J.

G WINANS, 220 Fremont

St.. 8. F..

Cal

San Francisco Cordage Factory,
Established 1863.
Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope
Rope, Tarred Manila Aope, Hay Rope, Whale

Slsa

Une,

etc.

,

etc.

Bxtta sizes and lengths

made

to order on short Dotioe

TUBES &

OO.

611 and 613 Front St.. San FranclHco.

CIVIL
& CONTRACTOR

TNGINEER,

L

HY. JACKSON,

ISl Montgomery

St., S. F.

at Mechanics' Pair,

Patent Wrought

26,1881,

SHAFTING,

Vb

181

(practical)

ato.

Made.

Plana and Specificationa furnished for tb«
most suitable Process for. Working Orea.
Special attention paid to Examinationa of
Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.
O. A. liUOKHARDT & CO.,
(Formerly Huhn & Luokhardt,
uinlnflT Encrlneers and MetallurslBtB

Corner

WORKS.

nt Leldesdorff Street,

St. (Basement.,

SAN FRANCISCO
made by my

Rim

Preniont

THOMAS

LiST.

Pulley

-ffiJl

San FranrtRoo Oal

atrofit.

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento

Street,

San Francisco,

Assaylug and Analysis of Ores, Minerals and Waters.
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Treating Ores by m
Practical Instruction given
proved proo*«wes
Q.
OO.
Silnlner Eneineers and Metallurgists.

KUSTBL &

1884.

HANGERS AND APPURTtNANOES

larSBND FOR ClROni.AR AND PRIOB

Noq. 120

ANTI-INCRUSTATION POWDER
Or Boiler Compound

Premium Awarded

For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washington
Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Also Manufacturers of
Best Balanced Pulley in the World.
PAT. DDT,

Working Teats

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Tests

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

will

OreB Sampled.
ABsaying in all its Branches.
Analyses of Ores^ Minerals, Waters,

Process,

First

be sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage,

GUIDE, which

18fl9,

Ores worked by any ProoesB,

318 Pine

PERFECT PULLEYS

can clothe you and furnish you with
all the
necessary and unnecessary
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these things
COMFORTABLY, and you can make a fair
estimate of the value of the BUYEBS'

and Market Streets, S. F.
Ehtabmsbbd

Manager.

METALLURGICAL

CO.,

23 PARK PLACE,

xfor-

life.

First

A LooRHARDT,

%

chase the luxuries or the
necessities

Near
C.

%>Vfl

For Mines, Tunnels, Quarries, Sewers, Grading, etc.

OO.

GREAT

REDUCTION

BATTERY~~SCREENS.
Best and Cheapest in America.
imitation, no deception, no planished or rotten
iron used. Only genuine Russia iron In Quartz Screens.
Planished Iron si.'reens at nearly half my former rates.
[
ha»e a largo suopty of Battery Screens on hand
suitable for the Huntington and all Stamp Mills, which I
will sell at 20 per ''eiit discount.

No

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving"
and Shnt Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc and other nietala punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot^Cut.
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 16 (finej.

Orders promptly attended

Cal.

to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,

San Francisco, CaL
fil & ZZ3 First St.,
24 HOURS.
JOHN TV. QUICK, Proprietor.
Thla paper le printed wltti Inte ManufacWORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
tured by Oharles Eneu Johnson & Oo-, 600
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES. South 10th St, Philadelphia. Branch Offloes—47 Rose St. New York, and 40 La Salle
Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed St, Ohlcaffo. Agent for the Faclflo Ooaat—
Joseph H. Dorety. 639 Gommerolal Bt, S. ff^
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS

IN

Mining and Scientific Press.
Quicksilver is quoted at from
the recent advance.
63 to 65 cents. Lake Ingot copper is nominal at
Casting brands $i6@i6J:^. The trade ob175^tains its supplies of pigleadat$3^@3^. Petroleum
refined, in barrels, is selling at %7%\ in plain cases

Local Market.

at $93^1.

[Nov. 17, 1888

SHAREHOLDERS'

MINING

COMPILBD BVBRT THURSDAY PROM ADVBRTISBMBNTS

IN

DIRECTORY.

MlNINQ AKD SOIKHTIFIO PRRBS AHD OTHKR

S. F.

JODRNALS.

ASSESSMENTS.
Location. No. Am'x. Levied, Dei,inq'nt. Sale.
Seoretaet.
Nevada.. 38..
50.. Sept 28. .Nov
5.... Nov 26..LOsborn
Nevada. .34..
25. .Oct 5. .Nov 12. ...Dec
3..BBurri3
Nevada. .21.. 87J..Nov 3. .Dec 8. ...Dec 28. .C E Elliott
"
'
"
Nevada,
25. .Nov
3. .Dee
S....Dec 28..EEEIliott

Company,
AltftSMCo

Place of Busines
309

Montgomery St

AudesSMCo
bU9 Montgomery St
Mall.
AlphaConMCo
309 Montgomery St
"
"
from the " New York Alpha Con
M & M Co
309 Montgomery St
Trade the past week was generally good in all
California..
9..
Bodie Con M Co
60.. Sept 24,. Oct 29.*... Nov 30.. G
31-9 Montgomery St
Sessions
Metal Exchange Market Report"
Best & Belcher M Co
Wevada,.41,.
25.. Oct I6..M0V 21.,.. Dec ll..LOsbom
309 Montgomery St
lines. The market on metals is steady, with a firmer
'^
"' .V B Allen
Nevada.. 18,. l.U0..Oct 29..Dec "
Dec
TIN— Opened on Monday fully steady, but sag- Benton Con M Co
24.
330 Pine St
tone in lead. Money continues easy, with a gradual
Ciowu
Nfvada..50,.
50,. Oct 2,. Nov
5.., .Nov 26. J NewlandB
Point
G&
SM
Co
329 Pino St
when
the
afternoon,
off
each
day
until
yesterday
ged
50. .Oct
Nevada, .26,
8. .Nov 13.. ..Dec
5..CBEmot
309 Montgomery St
There is a growing im- recovery in London stimulated a slight advance Cholla M Co
increase in the deposits.
Nevada.. 25,.
05,, Oct 16. .Nov 21.. ..Dec 12,.CLMot.Oy
Con Imperial M Co
3i,9 Pine St
15. .Oct 19. .Nov 21,.
Spot had lost 35, and futures 20 to 30 points Caledonia S M Co
Nevada. .43,.
Dec 12 A S Groth
414 CaHfoiuia St
pression that larger sums than ever before will be here.
Nevada.. 1..
25.. Oct 15.. Nov 20... .Dec 12.,J WPew
310 Pine St
from the highest, but tbe subsequent improvement Del Mrmte M Co
disbursed in next month for taxes. This is made
Found
Nevada,, 4..
U6..0ct 25,. Nov 30., Dec 21..J Stadtfeld
Treasure M Co
309 Montgomery St
reduces the net loss to 20 and 10 and 15 points re- Gould &, Curry S M Co
Nevada..
60..
30, .Oct 2.,Uov
9
30..AKDurbrow
.. ,Nov
309
Montgomery St
county
and
in
quite certain from the fact that each
spectively.
Considerable attention has bsen paid to Grand Prize M Co
Nevada.. 19..
25., Oct 13. .Nov 17.,
Dec 5..RRGrayson
327 Pine St
Nevada,. 10..
05. .Nov 13.. Dec 18.. .Jan
8 O H Bogart
327 Piue St
corporated town reports a very large increase in tax- the calls, but there has been only one sale reported. Gray Eagle M Co
Horseshoe Bar Con M Co. ..California.. 1..
25, .Oct
9. .Nov
17. ...Dec 10..DMKeat
330 pine St
in
January,
1889,
able property. The disbursements
COPPER— Begins also to t^ke on more life, with- Justice M Co
Nevada.. 47..
25.. Sept 25.. Oct 31. ...Nov 19 .RE Kelly
419 CaliEomia St
Nevada.. 3..
25. .Oct 22. .Nov 2J,...Dpc 15. .M P Minor
328 Montgomery St
of an active market. Keyes S M Co
for interest, dividends, etc., it is claimed will be all out as yet assuming the dignity
of LorQ M Co
Nevada.. 4..
10.. Nov 13.. Dec 2S.,..Jan 22. .LG Harvey
313 California St
No business whatever has been accomplished on the Lord
Mayflower Gravel M Co ,.. .California. .45..
50.. Oct 16..W0V 16.... Dec 10..JMorizio
328 Montgomery St
of from 25 to 33 M per cent more than was paid out
floor, making the first absolutely blank week this
Mono G M Co
CnUtornia..26..
50. .Sept 20. .Oct 23. ...Nov 28. .G
Sesaioos
309 Montgomery St
requirements
meet
these
To
Colorado.. 1,.
U..Oct 3. .Nov 12. ...Dec 15..FELuty
330 Pine St
in
January, 1888.
year; yet the tentative disposition to trade has been Montrose M Co
"
""
Nevada. .13..
50, .Oct ""
£3. .Nov
27..
-Dec 19. .J WPew
310 Pine St
considerable money will have to be drawn out of so much improved that the market may be consid- North Belle Isle M Co
North Co'i.monwealth M Co.. .Nevada.. 1..
30.. Oct 15.. Nov 19... .Dec 11. .J
Few
310 Pine St
general circulation, which may have a temporary ered as really brisker. The tendency tias been to- Potosi M Co
Nevada. .31
50. .Oct
I. .Nov
,Nov 27.. CE Elliot
309 Montgomery St
efFcict in certain quarters on the money market. The
Wash Ter..l2.. 1. CO. .Oct 23., Nov
-Dec 21., A Halsey
328 Montgomery St
ward a lower level, asking prices being reduced Puget Sound Iron Co
Russell
.California.
10.
18.
.Nov
Reduction & M Co.
.Oct
-Dec 17.. J Morizio
328 Montgomery St
sending to Europe by one of our leading iron works while bids were not advanced to meet them until firm
Savage M Co
Nevada, .71..
50. .Oct 4. .Nov
7.., Nov 27 E B Holmes
309 Montgomery St
to have certain work done, owing to its relative cheap- cables were received; but the movement has been Sierra Nevada
Nevada.. 93..
25. .Nov
9. .Dec 13.. ,Jan
2,.EL Parker
M Co
309 Montgomery St
ness, together with tbe determination of the owners of very slight.
Tuscarora Con M Co
Nevada., 1.,
14.. .Dec
05. .Oct l,.Nov
5, .J J Scoville
309 Montgomery St
Utah Con M Co
Nevada.,
35..0et 4.. Nov
8,. .Nov 26..AHFi8h
309 Montgomery St
the steamer Australian to have two new boilers for the
LEAD—
Declined 10 to 15 points at the opening, WmPenn M & M Co
Nov
8.,
Dec
17
Nevada.,
10..
.Dec
31.
Scoville
Montgomery St
.J
J
30y
vessel made at Victoria, owing to its being done at a
and continued dull and heavy until Thursday, when
MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
less cost for the ironwork, is awakening attention to
a spurt upward was made on free buying, followed
Secretary.
Name op Company.
Looatton.
Office in S. f.
Meeting
Date
the fact that unless we get iron cheaper or else
by a moderate reaction with a quieter market. California Slate Co
California,. J O Hanscora
10 California St
Annual
Nov 26
labor cheaper, a large amount of work that should
Sales for the week are 482 tons in all, nearly all on Keyes M Co
Minor
MP
32E Montgomery St
Annual
Nov 22
be done here will be sent to foreign countries.
Kentuck M Co
Pew
Nevada. .J
310 Pine St
Annual
Nov 28
the advance, and none made " under the rule.'*
Nevada. .C H Mason
331 Montgomery St
Nov 17
North Gould & Curry M Co
Annual
SILVER On Saturday the price of silver fell to
SPELTER— Has been very dull and hardly any Puget
Oregon.. A Halsey
328 Montgomery St
Annual
Nov 20
Sound Iron Co
93^^ to 93%c; at the latter price a sale was made on nominal prices even made.
LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Tuesday, a further dechne of Kc was established;
variation.
PIG
IRON
Reports
begin
to
show
Looatiok.
Secretary.
Office
in
consignments
changed
Company.
S.
F.
Amount.
Payable
Name op
at the decline some few
Nevada.. A
Havens
309 Montgomery St
Oct 11
50
Coo California & Va M Co
hands. The oflferings are light, and to have urgent Some talk prices steady, while others say that buyers Confidences
Nevada.. A S Groth
Aug 6
M Co
1.00
^.
wants met, an advance would have to be paid. The are hesitating, owing to an increase in the offerings. Caledonia M C
Nevada.. A S Cheminant
328 Montgomery St
OS
Nov 26
Mexico.. C T Givens
221 Market St
Nov 12
50
buyers in the market the past week were the Hong Furnaces are so well sold up, however, that they are Candelaria Con M Co
Nevada..HRP
Hutton
306
Piue
St
25
July
not
begin
to
Eureka
Con
M
Co
9
likely
to
change
their
ideas
until
stocks
Kong and Shanghai bank and the Anglo-Californian
Nevada.. R
Heath
318 Pine St
25
Aug 27
Mt Diablo M& M Co
bank. Since our last, advices have been received accumulate, of which there are no signs at present. North Star M Co
California.. D A Jenuinga
401 California St
Nov 11
50
Nevada.. J F Ligbtuor
309 Moutgomery St
.Aug 8
50
that the Peerless mine in the Quijotoa district has
STEEL RAILS— Sellers in this market are not Hale& Norcross S M Co
California
.Grass Valley
50
Oct 11
been added to the silver-bullion producing mines. disposed to meet the low prices talked about at other Idaho M Co
The output will, it is claimed, aggregate about $20,- points. They find prices so near to cost, and cost
in
the
Tuscarora
Navajo
mine
so steadily hardening, that they are in no mood to
000 a month. The
San FRANCtsco, Nov.

By
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district

this
first

is

being worked.

What

the output from

mine will be it is difficult to say until after the
two cleanups. With water supply before the

of the month in that district, concentrators
will be at work and the silver output increased.
From the Comstock district the silver-bullion output
will be increased by the milling of the ore from the
Confidence mine, to which will be added at an early
day, probably before the end of the week, the milling of ore from the Yellow jacket. Hale and Norcross, Savage, Potosi, ChoUar and two or three
close

quote less than $29 until they can see a little further
ahead.
Prices generally ruling for metals not regularly
dealt in on Call at the N. Y. Exchange, covermg extremes of buyers' and sellers' views. All prompt delivery.
Australian Tin,
Biliiton Tin,
Bmca Tin,
Baltimore
Copper, S
Orford Copper, $i6.oo@
PS. C. Copper,
Foreign Lead,
16.25;
$4-75@S.oo! Foreign Spelter, $S.40@s.5o; Antimony, $io.oo@i3.50.

@

@

;

@

;

QUICKSILVER— The

price has receded to $43
per'fiask, at which figure a good trade, both home
and export, is reported.

LEAD— The market,

season of

as usual at this

Canners and large consumers are

the year, is dull.

not disposed to anticipate wants, and therefore are
not contracting for future delivery.
The market is steady but firm. All
present information is confirmatory that work is being done in several mines on this coast to make them
producers. The Calumet and Hecla mine's output
in last month was 3901 tons of mineral— the largest
monthly output on record.

COPPER—

—

TIN For spot, to arrive and also prompt shipment, the market is dull. Large consumers appear
to have contracted for the more urgent necessities
and are disposed to await developments. The mirket has an easier tone.

BORAX— The New

York Commercial

Bnllcfin,
''
Nov. 2d, says: The borax market under the ''pool
on
the
Pacific.
another
"rise''
had
influence has
The managers of this "combine" have advanced
their ideas to 6}ic for concentrated, yj^c for refined
and jYiC for powdered, all f. o. b. San Francisco.
In offermg at these prices to the public, shipments
of the two former are not guaranteed before the 15th
'

instant, and the latter not previous to December i6th,
and sight drafts are then drawn on the buyers that
have to be met upon receipt of documents. It is
just one year this month that the combination was
formed, and those interested have certainly good
cause to feel satisfied with the results obtained, as

the value during that period has shown a steady adIn this market holders are quoting 8c for
vance.
concentrated, in quantities for carload lots, S^sc for
The estimated
refined and S^^c for powdered.
stock, which is closely controlled, is said to not exceed 60 tons concentrated and 40 tons refined. The
demand, which is quite active at present, is largely

;

iNTiMONT— French
Borax— Refined

WHOLESALE.
TuuRSDAY. Nov.

The consumption

of coal

steadily

is

in-

creasing.

Star

15. 1888.

13

14

tm

7i(3'

1 j;

Powdered

ihA

1'^

Couceutrated

6s(£§

7i

Copper—
Bolt
SheatluDg
iDgot
Fire Box Sheets

26

26
16 90 (dig 00
0i
26

—

—@ —
—@ —
— @32 50
— @3U —
— @24 50
— (529 00

[EON — Glengarnock ton
Eglinton, tou

American Soft, No, 1, ton
Oregon Pig, tou
Clay Laoe White
Shottj), No. 1
Bar Iron (base price) 5;1 tb

Chrome

iron ore.

If'

@ 27
@ —

3

2^{S)

ton

S 00

Lead—J:*ig

@10

5 ;»

Bar

5i§

S heet
Pipe
Shot, discount 10^ on 500 haga

Buck.^bag
Chilled,

Drop,

V bag.

do

Stk EL—English,

tt.

Canton tool
Black Diamond tool
Pick and Hammer
Machinery
Toe Calk
TINPLATE— Coke
do roofing, 14x20
PiStiu,liMb

Q uiuKaiLVER— By the flask
1

New

York, Nov, 15, 1888.
closing prices the past week:
London.

Australian ...SU
Liverpool St'm 12
West Hartley. 12
Scotch Si^lint. 12

50
00
50
00

JjTiday

4.^J

Saturday

43 1-T6
43

Monday

43
Tuesday
Wednesday... 43

The market

York. Topper.
94
Sl7 4S
94 1-16
17 S5
93 15 10 17 45
93
17 60
93}
93^

17 50
17 45

closed as follows;

Lead.
$3 70
75
3 "5
3 70
3 70
3 70
'A

Borax

is

Tin.
60
22 40
22 50

S'ia

'22

4r>

22 35
22 30

steady at

Challenge

Champion
ChoUar
Conhdence

8.

Nov.

3.50 3.40
3.50 3.55
1.80 1.00

15.

43

-

—

10!
6.50

8.00

l.OC

3.05

4.25

@12 OOJCardiff
11 ro@ll 50
@12 50'Lehii,'h Lump. 15 00ial5 50
@13 OOJCumberland bkl7 00@1S 00
@12 SOJEgg, hard
15 L0@15 50

1.85
70

2.00
.75
.45

21
.85

20

2.10 2.10
1,75 1.60

'.'.'.

lOJ
7J

2.40
1.75

'.n

ICi

hS

7.75

.00

1.2( 1.00

1.10

1.0.i

50

.60

55

.60

6.25
.90

8.50 7.25
1.05 ,95
.45 ,40

8.25
1.00

l.liO

8.50
1.10

I

.50

2.65
3.50 3.85

4.00

.40

.65

17J

1.86 1.50

1.70

.40
.40

4.95

.60

4.55
6J

.45

6.00

Holmes
Independence.

.

,

Iowa

.95
.65

.75
.45

2.80 1.80
4.011 3.60
.85

Mono

2.30

2.05
2.55

1

Niagara
Nev. Queen

.70
.60

i

2.15
.

.70

.60
1.60

1.05
4.80

2
3

5

1.85 1.50
4.70

,70

.80

1.60

5.25 4.95

1.70
5.50
2.50

.70
1

2!66
2.30

2.70
2.00

3.20

...

3.00

2.90

2.15

2.95 '.'.a
8.50 7J
2.50 2.25
4.05 3.26
2.00 1.50

3!66
8.00
2.50
4.20
1

2170
8.76
2.50
4.70
2.05

.70

.76
.10

,45

1.70
7.50
2.20

Occidental

Ophir

Overman
Potosi
Peerless

7iJ

3. SO

2 20
3 40

1.75

1.70

.70
.10

Peer
P. Sheridan

.55

Silver Star

New

Savage

Incorporations.

The following companies have been incorporated, and papers filed in the ofEoe of the
Superior Court, Department 10, San Francisco
San Francisco Automatic Gaslight

Co.,

Butte Development Co., Nov. 12. Object,
to develop, purchase and sell mines.
Capital
stock, 8500,000.
Directora— F. H. Hausman,
Walter Speyer, Ed. Benjamin, E. R. Chapman
and Otto Tum-Suden.
Wickham Manufacturing Co., Nov. 1,3.

J.

Reed.

Should this paper be received by any Bi'bacriber who
does not want it, or beyond the time he intends to pay
for it, let him not fail to ^v^ite ub direct to atop iC. A postal
card (coating one cent only) will snffice. We will not Kuowin^ly send the paper to anyone who does not wiBh it, but
if it 13 continued, through the failure of the subscriber to
notify us to discontinue it, or some irresponsible party requested, to stop it, we shall positively demand payment for
the time it Is sent. Look oajkefullt at the laselon

YOUR FAPE&.

30

4.65
3.90

4.40

4.25

5i

&M

S. B.
Sierra Nevada.

SUverHill

4
. . .

5.75 4.65
4.5r 3.90
4.85

.70

.15

Union Con
Utaii

Yellow Jacket

.10

...

5.0" 4.20
2.00 1.55
7.50 6J

4.70 4.20
1.40
7.00
"

4.60
1.95

7.00

Belcher
Belcher
Baltimore
Bodie
Bullion
10 Confidence
650 Caledonia
50O Chollar

B.s

710 Con Va&Oal
375 Crown Point
310 Challeoge
3550 Con. Imperial

Mi

50 Ceutral
670 Exchequer
270 Gould & Curry
4Sn HiUeSNor
100 Iowa

Julia
Justice

Lady Wash
Kentuck
Mexican

Mono
Navajo
Overman.
OphuOccidental Con.
Potosi
Peerless

Savage
B.
Sierra
S.

iM
Nevada

Scorpion
SUverHill

Utah
Union
Weldon
YeUowJncket

30c
2.35
80o
3.60

5.00
1,60
2.60
2.35

7.50
2.50
4.10
1.85
5.00
4.15
4.30
75c
85c
1.75
4.15
65o
6.00

Mining Share Market.
The market for mining shares is somewhat
and irregular, yet a feeling seems to pre-

dull

vail that there will

Some

be soon a *'good market."
commenced again

of the river mills have

crushing Comstock ore, and matters are lively
in that region.
The Virginia Enterprise says:
For the early resumption of work on a large
scale in our mines, much depends upon the elements, though the last storm has already contributed much to that end. Tbe Carson river
is flowing a fair volume of water, and Marlett
lake, which supplies the water-power in town,
is on the rise.
With the starting up of the
Nevada mill by electric power, between 200
and 300 miners will And employment, but there
are plenty of idle men in town to fill every
place likely to be made.
The principal topic of conversation among
speculators is the ore body struck on the 900
level of Alti.
This is a good place in which to
There is nothing but virgin ground
find ore.
around there, and the possibilities for a very
correspondingly great. The
rich strike are
Benton folks are confident, when they get their
own hoist plant up, of tapping a continuation
of the ore body found in the Alta.

Has. by a recently patented invention, solved the
problem of the application of steam to ordinary
wagon-roads.
Road engines have heretofore been
unwieldy and impracticable on account of the im-

1.50

Scorpion
Syndicate

Andes
Alpha

The California Traction Company.

5.25 5.25
4.15 4.00
4.45

.90

.70

Silver King

50
3.60 670
1..50 1350
3.30
20
7.50 300
8 00 150
76c 100
2.20 100
2.0'! 265
17.00 530
5.6c 340
4,15 100
10.12,i,
345
275
6
O.t-l
185
l.I^ 150
4iic 300
1.75 390
6 25 475
6.25 100
70c 230

15.

Alta

115
9.75

.85
.55

3.70

22

660
900
650
720
815
400
20
700

"M

"M

6.00
23
1.25

North G. &
Per Ton

.50
loi

1.10
70
.00
.25
.91
llj

3.60
2.00

Mexican
Mt. Diablo
Northern Belle...
Navajo
North BeUe Isle..

62.',

10!
6.50

Goulds Curry...
Hale & Norcross.

—
25

.70

BureKa Con
Exchequer
Grand Prize

5 15
7 25

5

8S

...

75

EastB.&B

^

O
@
@
05 @

1.75

.70

.55

7S
7S

Dudley

Kentuck
Lady Wash

5

3.70
4.00
1.70

.40

1.65
2 75

Con. Imperial..,.
Caledonia
Oon. Facilic
Crown Point
Crocker
Central

16
10

"TO ARniVB."

Per Ton.]

Bodie Con
Benton
Bodie Tunnel
Buhver
Con. Va. SOal...,

Julia
Justice

Don't Fail to Write.

New

43i

Week
Nov.

3.85
3.10
1.50

.70
.50

—
—
—
—
20
—

—The following are the

Silver in

Silver in

Thursday

""

1i
1.70

41®

85®
PRICES OP COAL

W.

By Telegraph.

1.

10

Martin White....

24;@

Flasks, new
Flasks, old

—

8@
7 @
1 C5 @
1 85 @
2 05 @
16 @
9j@
10 m
8 m
4 @
5 00
6 75
5 50

Charcoal, 14x20

CO
5i

Object, to raanufaoture furniture.
Capital
stock, $12,000. Directors—D, C. Wickham,
M. A. Graham, W. G. Hughes, J. F. Eitonand

Eastern Metal Markets.

3.15
2.20

3.05
1.S6

Alba

Belle Isle

Fraser.

this coast.

Nov.

Arggnta

Baltimore

rains.

hold to strong
prices, but with no further advance likely to be made.
The yards are cleaning up better. Two cargoes of
English coal arrived the past week. Heavy shipments will soon begin to be made from Australia to

Alpha

Andes

Bullion

It is generally claimed
holders are slow in doing.
that the present dullness will be followed by an
year,
owing
to many contemnext
active season
plated buildings going up soon after the winter

COAL—The market continues to

Oct. 25.

Brophy
Best&Belcber

San Franoisoo Metal Marlcet.

Nov. 9. Object, to manufacture gas apparatus
under patents issued to Louis Marks. Capital
stock, %\ 000.000. Directors— C. W. Grimm,
J. Van Angelbeck, G. Schleesinger, Geo. Buckhardt and Louis Marks.
Purity Wine Co., Nov. 12, Cipital stock,
§150,000. Directors— R. J. Harrison, D. M.
Caahin, T. H. Kearney. E. W. Fraaer and E J.

from manufacturers.
IRON— The market is reported dull for both spot
and to arrive. Large consumers are only tempted
to buy freely by concessions in asking prices which

Week

Ending Ending Ending Ending

Belcher

is now wanting is water-power,
be had with an early rainfall. The
active prospecting work going on in several of the
mines points to more being added before long to the

this will

ore-producing' list.
London cables received to-day report silver steady
The New York market is quoted at 93^0.
at 43d.
In tnis market 93^^ was bid to-day and refused.

Week

TnuRSDAY, Nov.

;

other mines. All that

and

Stook Exchange.

S. F.

;

@

@

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in Sales at San Franoisoo Stook Exchange.

7g

Bullion Shipments.

We

quote ahipments aince our last, and shall
be oleaaed to receive further reports:
Alice, Nov. 6, $23,S4S; Oon. California and
Virginia, 11, $199,647; Germania, 5, §1593;
Crescent, 6, $4950; Qaeen of the Hills, 6, $900;
Germania, 6, $1440; Hanauer, 7, $4200; Germania, 7, $1512; Hanauer, S, $4400; Qaeen of
the Hills, S, $900; Germania, S. §1734; Hanauer,
9, $1900; Germania, 10, $1641; Hanauer, 10,
$2100; Nevada Qaeen, 12, $30,000; Savage, 12,
$7775; Hanauer, 11, $1900; Germania, 11,
$1649.

Complimentary Samples.
Persons receiving this paper marked are requested to examine its contents, terms of subscription, and give it their own patronage, and,
far as practicable, aid in circulating the
journal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
the cause it faithfully serves. Subscription
Extra copies mailed for 10
rate, §3.00 a year.
as

cents, if ordered soon enough. If already a
subscriber, please show the paper to others.

mense weight, size and power required, and the dif*
Under this patent only one-half
the power, weight and size heretofore used is necesIt makes the application of
sary to do the work.
steam to wagon-roads not only practicable, but
cheaper and more expeditious than horses. The
Company is now prepared to furnish road locomotives or traction engines for the following purposes :
For hauling heavy loads over ordinary roads.
Steam motive power for suburban street-cars, with
or without rails.
Swift motor with car for passenger trpflic to be
operated with or without track ,on ocean beach or
country roads.
A combined steam harvester, after this principle,
will be put on the market next season.
The principles of construction embodied are peculiar to these machines and involve an ease and
economy of operation and simplicity and power heretofore unattainable in road engines.
Estimates of plants lurnished where conditions of
Address Cal. Traction Co., 109
service are stated.
Front St,. San Francisco.
S. D. Ingram, President; T, D. Hoskins, Manager: A. E, Shattuck. Sec'y.
ficully of steering.

A

1,1,

KIND OP tEVEtS.

I.ANI)

Mine Surveys, Plotting of Surveys,
Maps and Copies marie by

AND

finest execution

of Oriyiual

G.

Surveyor
836

FRIEDERICH,
and

BROADWAT,

Draughtsman,

OAKLAND,

CAI,'

Nov.

Mining^ AND Scientific; Press.

17, 1888.]

^33e33liiept

ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

ENLARGED!

flotice?.

Incandescent

William Penn Mill and Mining Company.
Lorutiun of i^riucipal plftce of buelDt:««. San Fmicittco,
CatitoniU. Location of works, Devil's tiato UiniDK
District,

RAND, McNALLY & CO.'S

Lyuu county, Nwada.

NOTICE U huroby

k'iwu. thmC at ft iiieetink' of the Board
of Diiectorn. lioliJ un tliv ^th (lay of Novenjl>«r, IS.M, an
AwMHaiuunt (No. 3) uf 10 cuntM |-cr sharo wa« levied ui>on

OrnCK— Hoom 69, No.
PrkficiiMo, Calllornta.

^iOM

MoutKomery

Location

iiriiiCijul

ii(

tit busint-M, San
of %s'orkH, Uuld IIUI

plm-o

location
Fruiciiicu, Ca'ifurnla.
Ulnlntr Dlotrlct. Nevada.

NOTICK iH hereby Kivon, that at a laoottng of the
Board of Directors, held on the 13th day of November,
IHSS, an AiMowniont (No. 4) of Ten (10) ContH per share
wan luviud iit'on thu capital et^ck of thu (;or|>oration,
myable Innnedlately

in

United States

Secretary at tho otilce of the

^'Otd

For Mines, Hoisting Works,
Indoor and^Outtloor llluniinatlou u( tviry kind.

cuin, to the
Cali-

Offices

and Showrooms, 323 PINE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

Sydnoy,

I*oi.-tli*n.ci, ^x-.

-lai'OHTEllS

tflr It will contain

new

lariro scalo

pages only (no cut-up maps) of

all

maps occupying

twt>

thu important States.

The entire arrunguniunt will be new, embodying the
must improved methods of relercuco and indexing,
clearly fhowlng the location, population and commercial
advantages of over 200,000 towns iu the United States,
C&nat'a and Mexico.
RAND. McNALI-V & CO.,

148 Monroe

.St.,

ROCK

ENGINES,

BREAKERS,

BOILERS,

CHICAGO.

STEARNS M'F'G

PULVERIZERS,

29

&

31

CO.,

San Francpcn.

SpeEir St.,

'^i.l.

CONCENTRATORS.

PUMPS.
GIANT ROCK BREAKER.

Westinghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Rock Drills and Air Compressors.
Saw and Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,
Injectors, Oil Cups, and Lubricators.

PHILLIl'S, M. E.

divided into four parls— Uoeks, Veins,
The teoluKlcal chapters are inTesting' and AssayioK.
tended tft yivo minors a practical idea of the various
formations. The chapters on mineral veins a?e derived
from long observation, and the nection on exploration
has been carefully considered. All that relates to discriniioation and as^av of minerals has buen kept as free
from fonnuliij as ( f>«siblu. The work is written for
practical men. and all tho explanationa and deBcriptiona
It is so prepared that it Is
are clear and to the point.
uselul to uneducated men as well as sciontists.
is

BELTING.OILSand GENERAL SUPPLIES.
HIGH-GRADE SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENGINES, STEEL BOILEKS, Etc.

D. RANIETT,

— IMPORTERS

COAL MINES OF THE WESTERN COAST.

SAFE DEPOSIT BUILDING,

published
been obper copy
and Civi.
Kngineer, formerly of the California state Geological
Survey.

A few copies of this work, the oidy one ever
treating of Pacitic Coast Coal Mining, have
tained, and are for sale at this olHce for ?li.50
It was written bv W. A. Goodyear. Mining

H.

and Stevenson

Mills,

PERFECTED

Grinders, Ewart's

DOUBLE

HAUSMAN,

Mining Properties Bought,
Sold and Developed.

Propositions from principals only entertained.

ROOM

No.

2.

MISSES DEVLIN.
Stenographers and Typewriter Copyists,
Room 7, No. 240 Montgomery St.,
San Francisco
S. E. corner Pine,

SAN FRANCISCO TOOL
First

Stamp

B«lt^ng,

Tools,

MILL. SUPPLIES.

Gold

:

Saw

Co.

Correspondent as Ayont for Smelters in London, Liverpool, New York, Boston and Baltimore.
Twenty years exi>wrience, in California, purchflfling Ores
and dealing in Mines.
Special attention given to management and sales of
mines and purchase and shipment of copper produce

F.

Plants,

Belting,

AND GENERAL

Co.,

Works and Fumpiog

op

"Dynamo"

Wheels.- Tool

Link

UNION COPPER MINE, Calaveras
NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador

are prepared to give eBtimates for Hoieting

Smelters and CoDcentrators.

Waters' Woodworking Ma-

chinery, Saws and

Emery

St., S. F.
BUBINKSS MANAOKR OV

&

Goodell

and Coimission,

420 MontBomery

We

MANUFACTURKRa OV

Olunson'n " Kajjle" and

WORKS

AND MANUFACTURERS OF-

Page, 15x21 Indies.

various departments of
A
Oeoloiiy, Kxploratiou, Mioiny, Euninceriny, Assaying,
and MetallurgySotd by Dbwkv & Co., Pub lahi'rice, $0.00 post-paid.
cru, aao Market St., San Francisco.

Mining,

-^JV

SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.

21 and 23 Frement Street,

practical exposition of tho

Ores,

S.

3W.

PARKE & LACY,

CoiniiauIoD."

HORACE

AKC

M

(liiy

STEAM

and Metal-

" Kxplopcrs*. MInePB*,

J. S.

tlio

conipleto and natlsfactory IrK-aadL-scoiit Hvntcni. Llylit-* nnnin; do uttisntion and aru uiidi-r coniplot« conOver 000.000 linhta in u»o In thu United SUtcs SKLF-ltEtiULATlNO
I.IOHT.S turn night
and alfurd a mcuiw of worklnn tl>o wholu
hours; hivaluahlo to cutitractorH HUtl uth«rtt to whoiu
tluie is an ubject. Eiitiniatva and desigus on application.

Into

COMPANION.

By

Reduction Works,

Caodlue suporBudui by

trol.

PUBLISHED.

NewSizeof

or lightlog and

The only

WILL BE DOUBLE THE SIZE OF
ANY OTHER ATLAS

Tliird Edition of Beleeted portions of tlie

The work

Mills,

aii<l

Electrical Systuius

kinds o(

EDISON INCANDESCENT LIGHT,

1889.

The EXPLORERS^and ASSAYERS'

lurfiltits'

0&8, Oil

all

Company, No. S13

A Hy stock upon
fornia street, San Frunoliico, California.
which tliia A^uettuient ehall remain unpaid on thu 'i8th
day of Uccumber, ISS^^, will bo dellu'iucnt, and advurliscd (or nale at public auction; and u-ilcas puyiocnt in
made before will bo soM on Tuesday. tli« 2UJ day of
January, IHsu, to pay the ilelimjucnt Asscasnient, to^'other with covtM of Bdvcrtittiitif uud expenses of sale.
By order of the Boord of DircctofM.
L. U. HARVEY, SecrcWry.
Omen 313 California St., Sau Francisco, Cal.

A

Arc Electric Lights.

San

atreet,

Lord of Lorn Gold and Silver Mining Company.

&

Motors, Dynamos. TrantcaiH, lilluvators, Sl^'nalH and
lt=JU»uiliHiioii o( power, either direct or Mitb atorago Battcriud,
Elc-ctrio

B usiness
A tlas.

thu cai'ilal Mtockuf thu corpuratiun, payable iniiiioOlatoly
In I'uitutI St&tea i,'olU coin, to Ihu Sucrutary, at tlio utiico
of thu Coiiii-any, room liO, Ncvadft Ulock, Nu. 300 MoDtROinurv Htrcft, San KranciBco, Cftlifornia. Any ittock
nixi" whk-li thiM AxHCumcnt nhall remain unjiaid un tho
adiritli Jay of December. ItvHs, will bu delinquent, and
vurtUed fur sale at public auction; and unltXH payiuunt
{* madu bvfore, will bt^ ttold on Monday, thu :tl»t day of
L>ccuinbur. lb.<SS, to pay the delin>|ueiit awt-SDUiuut, toUtithvr with codts of ailvcrtliiiit: and cxponsuD of sale.
By order of the Board of Diructorm.
J J. SCitVILLK, Secretary.
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CO.,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Sts.,

CAL.

MAKEKS OF-

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

^

BEST and

IRRIGATION AND RECLAMATION.

CHEAPEST
STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS of all kinds,
MACHINE TOOLS, and full line of
MACHINE SHOP APPLIANCES carried
ELEVATORS

for

freight

and passenger

use, both

worm

In the

in stock.

gear and patent double capacity

hydraulic.

WATER METERS

of the Worthington pattern.
for the generation and distribution of electricity for

ELECTRIC APPARATUS
and POWER. Keith System.
FLOUR MILL ROLLS ground and corrugated. Gear

«

Prices on application.
SOLE AQBNT FOR

IRUSHER PLATES,

—AND—
Chrome
Rock

Cast Steel for
Drills, Etc.

Our principal improvement

allowing the stamps the utmost freedom of

cramp

in the

H. D.

MORRIS,

St.,

MANnFACTHRERS'

San Francisco,

Mines Using Tiiem

M PURCHASING ACENT.

Special attention given to purchase of

ADAMANTINE SHOES AND

WE

A

World.

finally perfected this

Mill.

by means of sleeves with universal
movement, without tendency to bind or

working parts.

Several

Cutting a Specialty.
Send for OATALoauE.-ffiS

220 Fremont

we have

consists in oscillatiDg the stamps

joints,

LIGHT

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.
ASAMJkNTINi:.

AFTER SEVERAL YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Have

Ordered

Others.

Ha.VB ALSO

ROCK BREAKER.
& BOWEN,
TATUM
SAN
FREMONT

NB^W^

CIRCULARS WILL SOON BE READY.

34 and 36

FBANOISOO. CAL.,

ST..

Manufacturers and Dealers

in

Machinery

of all Kinds.

DIES.— Guar-

anteed to prove better and cheaper than any others.
Orders solicited, subject to above conditions.
H. D. MORRIS.

DEWEY &

GO..{^H°,ell?of,YF?IS

I?}

PATENT AGENTS.
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

MINING MEN,
CONTRACTORS,

and others interested

»i^

Cast Steel Castliis

in

SHAFT-SINKING,

UP TO

ETC.

Steel

Firilis

Tables

Progress

of

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL
Section

16x16

Length 36

feet;

SOFT and DUCTILE,
SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

,

tSB"

Orders

of all kinds, Iron

will

and

Steel Bridge

and Roof Work a Specialty.

for Catalogues.

Address

CO.,

202 Market

San Francisco.

Steam

&

Engines,

OO.,

Boilers,

AND ALL RINDS OF

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.
hot.

[ESTABLISHED IN

SX3

1855.]

STEVENSON'S PATENT

High Pressure

or

Compound,

MINING MACHINERY.— Hoisting Engines and
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cara, Pumping Engines
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

MILL MACHINERY.— Batteries
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans,
torts, Concentrators,

SettI' rs,

for

Dry or Wet

Ore Fpeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

MISCELLANEOUS
Saw

THOUAB THOMPSON

F

8.

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

EUREKA FOUNDRY,
AMnPAOTDRBRS OP OABTINSB OP RVRRT

MACfllNERY.-Flour

Mill

WORKS ORE WET OR

DBBORIPTlON.

ORTON.

0. R.

J- U-

WILLIAMS

Works, No. 315 Mission St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to Woodworking Machinery

Steam and Gas Engines.

Correspondence

Mining

Tustin's Pulverizer
TUSTIN'S PULVFRIZBR.

wolnom.

rHOENTON TBOHPBON

MANOF'RS OF GENERAL MACHINERY.

Engines and Boilers, Dredging
Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

Mill Machinery,

^

Furnaces, Re-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc

H.H.H

ner.weer HowBPrt

.St..

129 and 181 Beale St., between Mission and Howard, S.F.

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes,

Box 939. Merlden. Conn.

AMALGAMATORS,

Golden State Pressure Blowers.
nrHT.

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

GOL.D MINING

Miners Iron Works.

J9A.a:i DE*xr«t>xxolisoo<

Propeller Engines, either

to receive Ore at o'lr TeRtine
and Mining Mill, Meriden. Conn., in sample lot< of 500
pounds, to be worked by the Wheeler Prncess, where we
have succeeded in saving 90 per cent of the metal contained in the ore.
We work sample lots free of charge and report results

Sacramento. Cal.

Uacufactore Iron Oaatlnge and Macblnery
of all Kinds at Sreatly Reduced Bateb

—MANUFACTURERS OP—

now prepared

&

Mold-Board

X*x-exxio3cxt Si:.*

Working Refractory Gold and Silver Ores.

N & O Sta.,

Golden State

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILBRS.-

NEW CHEMICAL

UNION IRON WORKS,

Proprietors.

St.,

FOR

CO..

St.,

IRON WORKS
HINCKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES.

"WHEELER PROCESS"

THE

ELEVATORS.
blanufactiirers of B. E. Henrickson's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches for Elevators. All kinds of machin«ry
iiS^OROBRS Soligitbd.
Doade and repaired.

H'ront St.,

Send

FULTON
^fB.oe,

are

Steam Power, HydrauUc.
Side Walk and Hand-Power

HIOHSST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STBEL,

SAN PBANCISCO, OAL.

We

and
Dredslns Macblnea

Mill

have prompt attention.

PACIFIC ROLLINO MILL

PARKE & LACY,
21 Fremont

Mill,

Flouring Mills, Saw Mills and Quartz Mills Machinery
constructed, fitted up and repaired.

CO.,

RBPRBBBNTKD BY

and

Saw

Mining,

BAORAMBNTO, CAL.

Steel Rods, from^ to S inch diameter and Flats trom 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Teea, ChanDels and other shape
Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths

For Catalogues, EstimateB, Etc. address:

St.,

CO.,

San Francisco

-

-

ROOT, NEILSON

ALSO

and Iron Porgings

8 California

St.,

MANUFACTURSRB OP

miles.

DRILL

No. 119 Beale

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.
Steel

ROCK

BIRCH &

Brodle Rocls. Cruahera,

STEKL RAILS from 12 to 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Mercliaut Iron, Rolled
XaiRD EDITION NOW READY.
Beams, Angle, Channel, and T iron, Bridge and Machine Bolta, Lap; Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION. Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,

INGERSOLL

MACHINE WORKS,
H.

ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,

Oast or Wrought

GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES. CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MACHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.

NEW YORK

WM

Steam Engines, Flour

in strength, toughneee and durability to
Iron in any position or for any service.

WITH MAPS, ILLCSTKATIONS
AND FUI.I, DESCRIPTION OF THE

hM.

and ^achipe

Irop

BUILDBR OP

WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS.

True to pattern and superior

Engineers'

CO.,

UANUFACTtmERB OP..

CALIFORNIA

ENGINEERS,
TUNNELING,

•
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DRY.

N.

solicited.

En(;inee.rs

KEITH,

S.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,

ENGINESsBOILERS
THE H.^ H, H- Horse Liniment put.
new life into the AnHguated Horse
Fprthe last
years the H. H. H. Horse
laniment has been tte leading remedy
among Farmers and Stockmen for the

U

•J-

'

onre ot Sprains, Bmises, Btifl Joints
Bpavms, Windgalls, Sore Shonlders. etcV^atpl Family Dse is without an equal
g)r Khemnabem, Neuralgia, Aches, Paino
Braises, Cnts and Sprains of all characters
Ihe H. H. H. Liniment has many imitr.
tons, and we caution the Public to see
that the Trade Mark " H. H. H." is oo
every Bottle before purchasing. For sale
everywhere for BO cents and tl.OC o«j

OF ALL KINDS,
Either for use on Stearaboats or for use on Land.

Water

Pipe,

Tanks

Pump
for

or Air Columns, Fish

moaerace

AND

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means

rates.

AQKNTS FOR THK PACIFIC COAST FOR THE

StecixxL

lD&sk,i:L&

SPECIALTIES

of

|S"Send for Circulars giving particulars.
Office, 40 Nevada Blocb:, San Francisco, Cal.

:

Corliss Enirlnes and Tustin Ore Pnlverizers.
DEANB STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.

Factory, 11

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three Kinds of Powder, which are acknowledced by

all

in

the

We

FOR RAILROADS AND LAND CLEARING.

E. P.
C. S.

HALEY,

HEALD,

0*Pa

Is

BANDMANN,
NIELSEN
& CO..
awNKRAL.
=AN FRANCISCO

President.

Secretary.

Civil, Mechanical and
Mining Engineering,

Practical,

from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blasting Powder, and is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

^arSBHD FOR ClROULAR.

«nrt BTisu: for «»i»

N.

!^^^

SnrveylDg,

OAL.

W. SPAULDINQ

A.

Inserted

specia'ty.
Round, slot
or burred slot holes. Genuine Russia Iron, Homogeneous Steel, Cast Steel or
American planished iron.

$76.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMP'Y.

Zinc, Copper or Bnss Screens for all purposes,
fornia Perforatine Screen Co., 145 & 147 Beale St

INVENTORS,
C. A.

STETEFELST, President.

NEW YOEK

OFFICE, 18

Boom

709.

BBOADWA7

L.
.

TAKE

.

CaliS. P.

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Civil

and Mining Engineer,

MINING EXPERT AND GEOLOGIST.
office

of

this paper, San

Francisco.

petersonTmodel maker,

Saws.
SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of all kinds
logue.

made

to order.

Send for Descriptive Cata

17 and 19 Fremont

St.,

ROSS E BROWNE,

BIT

CIKCCLAB

NOTICE
,

President.

AND

CHISEL

58 Market St. , N. E. cor. Front (up staks) San Franoisco
E^xperlmental machinery and all kinds of metal, tir,

copper and brass.

Tooth

Assayig.

San Frakcibco.

VAN DER NAILLEN,

Address " Business Box A,"

QUARTZ SCREENS
A

ui

Assaying of Ores. 325; Bullion and Chlorination Assay.
§25; Blowpipe Assay, SIO Full course of assaying, 850.
Send for circular.

SPAULDING'S

LIFE SCHOLARSHIPS,

DrawlDg

723 Market Street,

Manufacturers of

Vacations,
Day and Evbnino Srbsions.
Ladies admitted into all Departments.
Address: T. A. ROBINSON. M. A.. President.

ArcMtectnre,

The History Building,

AORNT.''.

GO TO THE OLDEST AND THE BEST.

No

& Supplies.

and

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.

keeping, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the En-

Machinery

Mioes ExamiDed, Reports and Fstimates Furnished'
Contracts made, etc
Office. 237 First St..
San Francisco. Cal.

Of Different Strengths as Required

Type Writing, Book-

glish branches, and everything pertaining to business,
for six full months.
have sixteen teachers, and give
Individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
its graduates in every part of the State.

St.

AND PPR0UA8ING AGBNT FOR

Ilines, Minings

IVIarl<ei.

POST ST., S. P.
NOBEL'S BXPIiOSIVE GELATINE," which contains 94 per cent of Nitro-Glycerine.
SBVENTT-FIVE DOLLARS THIS
GELATINE-DYNAMITE, Stranger than Dynamite and even Safer in Handling.
instructs in Shorthand,

23 Stevenson

Mining and Mechanical Engineer

the Great Chemists of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

24

FOR
College

*

ISRAEL W. KNOX,

COLLEGE,

BUSINESS

Electricity.

I*-u.in.-p.

all DruRfflsts.

HEALDS

Etc.

Contractor for the Construction of Electric Railways

Salmon Canneries

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at v.,ry

o(

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

OF BVERT DR8CRIPTI0N.

Bottle.

For Sale by

Inventor and Manufacturer

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

San FrauolBco.

Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,
No. 307 Sa^'Somb St., San Francisco.

Back Filbs

of the Mining and SontNTiTic Prfhs (unfor §3 per volume of six months. Per
$5.
Inserted in Dewey's patent bindcents additional per volume.

bound) can be had
yflar

(two volumes)

er, 50

1

Il

Nov.
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si,ooo OH:^^XiLE3srG-E]
FIVE

PRICE
OVER
war

are moroly nominal,

Street,

(S57S.OO) f: o.

ARK NOW

1400

I

HUNDRED ^ND SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS
:^.

IN CSK.

A machine can

ConoeutrilMons «r« clenD from the flret workine. The wear and
neon In working order and ready to make teste at gao Fremont

l)«

San Franclaco.

Tub Moktaka Company (Limited), Lokdok, October S, 1886.
D«AE SIRS :-Havlng tested three ol your Fnie Vanners In a oompetitlve trial with other elmlUr maohlDct
wo have batuaed ourBelvoe of the superiority ol your Vanners, aa is evidenced by the laot o( our havimr
ordered twenty more ol your maohines lor immediate delivery. Yours truly,
(Trliimph),

THE MONTANA COMPANY

the above was written the 20 Vaonere having been started gave such satislaction that
addiand more tjtamps have been purchased.
ADAMS b CARTER.

«

'''''""""
ary

2Tl^f4«SrX''l""'8i.'Tjte°nra"^ied-Vr!'*'

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR
OR VANNING MACHINE.

(Limited).

B.—Slnoe

N.

tional r rues

ADAMS & CARTER,
Room

7. No.

1

09

''

""^ *"" "'

'^"^

""="

''•

'^'^ ^"'""•

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,

California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

THE GATES,
THE GREATEST ROCK CRUSHER ON EARTH!
BL'lLDERa OK

Will do twice the

MINING machinery.
OE.VERAL OFFICE

127

First St.,

work with the same cost and wear

of

any other crusher made.

AND WORKS:

San Francisco,

Cal., U. S. A.

New York Office, 145 Broadway.
PtANTS FOB GOLD ANn SILVER MILLS.
embracing machinery- of LATEST DF.-^IGN and
MOST IMPROVED construction. We offer our
oustomere the BEST BEMILTS OF 38 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE in this SPECIAL LINE of
work, and arc PREPARED to furnish the MOST
APPROVED character ol MINING AND REDDCTION MACHINERY, adapted to all grades of
ores and SUPERIOR to that of anv other make, at
the LOWEST HOSSiBLE PRICES.
We are als-* prepared to CONSTkUCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING ORDER,
In
anv locality, MILLS. CONCENTRATION
WORKS, WATER JACKET SMELTING
FURNACES. HOISTING WORKS, PUMPING MACHINERY, ETC., ETC., of any DESIRED CAPACITY.

add from 40 to 50 per cent to the capacity of any mill by fine work. The adoption of this
Crusher will return 1
per cent per month on its cost
over and above that of any other in use.
It will also

SEND FOR CIRCULAR,

WORKS
SAN

PACIFIC IRON
No.

127

FIRST STREET,

FRANCISCO, CAL.

NOTICE. — AH

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

our plates are guaranteed

to ha^e

the

full weight of silver agreed upon, and are tested before leaving our works, thereDy avoiding the complaints

about light weight, made bo often before we etarted
branch of industry.

in this

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.

r'or

521 & 523 Market

t&.ArST'IJSrCSr

St.,

San Francisco,

-DEALER IN
GEAVEL, OB PLACBE MINES.
MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR OOPPBH
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.
Assayers' and MiDing Material.

IN QDABTZ,

GET OUR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SAN

A^ent for nosKms
AND PLATING WORKS,
HYDRO-CARBON ASSAY FURNACES
IF'IH.ST? SSrDXl.IESSia?.

NOVELTY

FRANCISCO

X08

Ha-o.

-MANUPACTURBB OP—

BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

ATTENTION, GOLD MINERS!
WE ABB SELLING
Silver-Plated Amalgamating Plates
For Saving Gold

QUARTZ, GRAVEL and PLACER MINING,

in

At reduced rates. Get our prices. Three thousand orders filled. Fifteen medals awarded.
and f»r superior to others in weight of eilve" and durability. Old mining plates replated.
purchased of
TA\JLOR & CO., cor. First and MUslon Sts.

JOHN

Our plates have proved the

best,

These plates caa also be

SAN FRANCISCO GOLD, SILVER and NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
663 & 665 Mlesion St., San Francisco,
DENNISTON, Proprietor.

Cal.
NOTICR. —Our Silved Plated Plates have always proved aa repreeented. We have been manufacturing them for 20 years,
and use only the best Lake Superior Copper and Refined Silver. Comparing our plates with those of other manufacturers,
after repeated tests, we can safely guarantee much better plates for the same m iney. Our plates are used by all the prominent mining men on the Pacific Coast. bEND KOtt CIRCULAR.

E.

€1.

-A.-

HTJi^THxrcarTCDnxr,
MANUFACTURER OF

Centrifugal

Quartz

Roller

MUls,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS,
Mining Macliinery of Every Description,

]V[ei.c]alJ3.e)s.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
Oentrfftieal Roller On»rtT, 1WI11.

No. 45

FREMONT STREET.

SAN FRANCISCO.

WIRE WORKS.".?

CAL.

ORK CRUSTfWR

WASS, 141 & 143

First St.

WIRE WINDOWS, GUARDS, OFFICE SCREENS, FENCING,
GATES, ROOF CRESTING and WROUGHT IRON WORK.

Buildings and Steamships

Wired

for all

Systems of Electric Lighting.

Telephone No. 1508.
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TAYLOR,
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MOORE,

E. S.

President.

Superintendent.

Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works,
S. E. Corner

HOWARD

and BEALE STREETS. SfiN FRANCISCO.
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

Mining and Milling Machinery,
ENGINES and BOILERS,
JSlieot-Iroxi "^^Tcttor I*ip>e
Por Mining and Irriaation Purposes.

'"''^0

Machinery.

Sawmill

EXCLUSIVE AQBNTB FOR TU8 PACIFIC COAST OF

HEINE PATENT SAFETY BOILER and MACBETH STEEL PULLEY.
AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST OP

BRYAN'S ROLLER QUARTZ MILL,
The moat perfect Boiler
It is cheaper.
It is more durable.
It crushes a larger

1.

2.
3.

less
4.

Mill made, for the following reasons

amount of ore with

5.

Its

6.

It

power.
and
It amalgamates a larger percentage of

is

" clean-up

is

" is

portable,

quicker and

requires

fuller.

no frame-work,

ready for the foundation as

it

leaves

the shop.

the gold.

Fall Descriptive Circulars of any of the above sent on application.
Officb of the Candklaria Coksolidathd iMKXicAN Mining Co.,
San Dimas, Durakuo, Mexico, October 25, ISSiS.

—

)

f

Our Company hag been operating three o( the 4-foot
Biitdon Iron Works, San Francisco Grwti,rmrn
Brvan Roller Quartz Mills, one of which has been runninir steadily or three years, one for two and one for one
year. Our (guartz is very hard; we crush throup^h a No. CO-mesh screen. Our mills run 55 revolutions per minute,
in
and each crush throueh eo-mesh screen 12 tons
twentp-four hours; through 50-meoh, 15 tons; and throiiffh 40mesh, IS tons. This proportion has been continuous. One set of Dies will crush from 1500 to 1600 tons. One set
:

WE T

FRISBE E

Tyres will crush IflOO tons. One ring; plate will crush from 2200 to 2300. The mills require very little attention.
At our mill an ordinary "peon" earnin? one dollar per day has complete chartje. In retjard to sliming, ic comparison with stamps by reason of the discharge surface and the continuous aeitation by the scrapem, a much less
amount of slimes iw created. A three years' experience teaches mc that, in every respect, the mills are a complete
success and of material benefit to the mininf,' world. Thcv can be set up and running iu iS hours, and can be dismounted \o the same time and removed to wherever desired. Ours were packed on our mule trail over as difficult
a road as any in Mexico. As a jold amalgamator, it is unequaled by any mill now in existence.
D. M. bURNS, Superintendent.
Yours truly,
ol

MILL.

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9000 pounds,
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
quartz to 40 mesh is in successful operation and we guarantee its work
as represented.

GREGORY

H. P.

Fremont and Mission

Cor.

&

CO.

San Francisco,

Sts.,

Cal.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN ALL CLASSES OF

;

MACHINERY
SOLE AGENTS FOB
WILLIAMSON

A. FAY & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
FRANK & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
(JEW HAVEN MANUPG CO.'S MAJ.

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

AND

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

BLAKE'S
PUMPS.

AND HORI-

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

TOOLS.

POWER

BOILERS.

PAYNE'S VERTICAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

BEMENT & SON'S MACHINISTS
BICKFORD'S

HOISTING

BROS'

ENGINES,

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

DRILLS.

IMPROVED STEAM

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

WEBBER CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

P2RIN BAND SAW BLADES.

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

STURTEVANT BLOWERS AND
EXHAUSTS.
SHIMER MATCHER HEADS.
BRAINARD MHiLING MACHINES.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
SOHLENKER'S BOLT CUTTERS.
HOLLO WAY FIRE EXTINGUISH-

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTINO INJECTORS AND EJECTORS.
DISSTON'S CIRCULAR SAWS.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACKING CO.'S RUBBER GOODS.
LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS.

H. W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACKING, PAINT, ETC.

ERS.

YACHT ENGINES.

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,
And

renewals will not cost over one-half as much as for etampa. Will run empty, or with small
of ore without injury.
The attention of parties having Cement Gravel is called to this
it will run 100 tons per day to No. 8 mesh; 30 to 35 H. P.
OUR DRY MILLS are the most economical ever built, and are extensively used with
record of fieveral years. Ko grinding in nans. Mill finishes to any fineness desired.

amount

Mill, as

ENGINES and BOILERS
FKOM

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY,
GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,
HOOKER & LAWRENCE. Gen'l

-

Ag'ts.

Should consult

& CO.
California Inventors DEWEY
Am EBIOAN

461 Howard S)., San Francisco.
145 Broadway, New York.

New Almaden

Quicl(silver.

AND FOBETGN pATENT

SOLIOITOJIS, for obtainiug Patents
and Caveats. Established in 1860. Their lougesperience aa
joumaUsts and large practice aa Patent attorneys enables
tTiem to offer Pacific Coast Inventors far better service 'ban
they can obtain elsewhere. Bend for free circulars of information. Office of the Mining and Soientifio Press and
Faoifio Kubal Press, No. 220 Market Bt.. Ban Francisco
Blevatot. laErontSt

J.

Room

22,

B.

RANDOL,
320 Sansome

MILL

THK

TO 100 H.

SUPPLIES

P.,

AND

ALWAYS IN STOCK

LUBRICATING

OILS.

BUFFAI.O CONSOI^IDATKD OOI^D TlIK CAI^IFORNIA CONSOIilDATRD
Gold Miuinf!: Company, Sierra City, Cal.,
Schubert,

Miniug Compaoy, Sierra City, Cal., Ernest Buacb, Superintendent. Stock divided into 600,000 sha-es at SI per
share. The property comiiriaes 5 loca'ions. Ore finely decomposed, carries coarse gold. Size of ledge: Tunnel No.
No. 2, 9i ft.; No. 3, 10 ft. Pine hla^k decomposed
1, 32 ft
Tock interspersed with white qviartz, NowlO-stampuiItl run
hya Pelton Wheel, blacksmith shop and boarding house.
Stockholders: Ernest Busch, Hugh Murray, Frank Cook,
J. G, Lee, Henry Cariienter. For further informatiou apply to Ernest Buich, Sup't, or Hugh Murray, Sec'y.
;

St.,

2

A.

President; Alvin Fischer, Secretary; A. Leller, Superintendent. Dividtd into 300,000 shares at .§1 encb.
Property
comprises two locations. Ore assays ^7 per ton, average.
Coarse gold, solid rock; vein from 16 inches to 2 feet wide
Tunnel No, 1 in 120 feet, and prospects wed. No. 2 just begun.
Stockhdlde's:
Alviu Fischer, A. Schubert, Gus
Fischer, F. L. Fiacb*>r, Anton Fischer, Fred Fischpr. For
information concerning stock, etc., apply to F, L, Fischer,
Sierra City.

i

B7 DBWBY A

CO.
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It will throw oat of employment 1000 miners, becement on the bottom of the stills.
be seen that nothing can be simpler or more sides all the river men engaged in the transThe operators say the
effective for this service than the pot shown portation of coal.
on page 329 of last week's Press, modified to shut-down will be for two months at least.
the present perfected stills as shown in Figs. They claim they cannot sell to advantage now,
as the market is overstocked and coal is low.
2 and 3 'on this page.
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fine bodies of 70 to 80 ounces silver and lead
have been discovered and a promising dishas just been organized. Down on Pend
We admit, unindorsed, opinions of correspondents. — fins. d'Orielle river at the falls several lead mines
carrying bat a trace of silver have been sold to
the Great Falls (Montana) smelting folks, and
Washington Territory Mines,
steamers are to be put on by Portlanders in the
As the miniag season is sprinc; to transport the ore to Sand Point, on
Editors Press
the Northern Pacific road.
about at a close, a brief summary of events
South of here they have made some lead dismay prove of general interest. At Chemellafa, coveries near Moscow that look anything but
put
in
flattering.
Eagle
mine
here,
the
north
of
52 miles
Upon the whole, Coeur d'Alene and Kootenai
steam hoisting works. They have a four-foot
have had a prosperous year, while Salmon River
vein of ore that yields per cubic yard one ton of and Colville do not come up to expectations.
galena ore, 60 per oent lead and 70 ounces sil- Colville, however, has a future when the propA depth of 170 feet is attained, with 300 erty gets into the hands of the proper parties.
ver.
tons of ore on dump. The Enterprise has a few The Seattle, Lake Shore &; Eastern railroad now
stringers of copper ore rich in copper and sil- run trains ten miles west, and will have 60 miles
ver. At Brown's Lake, four miles west, assess- of road running west toward the Great Bend this
ment work done on the Fisher shows 20 inches month. The Oregon Railway & Navigation Co.
of 60 per cent copper ore at a depth of 50 feet. are pushing their road from Rockford, 25 miles
No other mines in this camp have been worked distant, to this point with all possible baste.
worthy of mention. A new strike of highObserver.
Spokane Falls, W, T.
grade ore nine miles north promises well.
Fifty tons of 200-onnce silver ore are already on
the damp.
Incandescence.
Electric Lighting by
At ColvUle,
succnmbed
Moore
&
Vivian
run
by
[Written
for
the
Prbbs
by Georqb B. Fralby.]
The smelter
to the inevitable and quit the business after a
The light of an incandescen tlamp has been
The only money made out of the
year's trial.
concern was by the organizer of the concern, shown to be suitable in every respect for do-

some

Cof^F^ESPOI^DENCE.

ores

trict

:

—

[Nov. 24, 1888

vances made in electric lighting within a very
few years are of a nature calculated to raise our
anticipations to a point beyond the warrant of
actual facts.
When we recall to mind that
from the discovery by Oersted in 1S20 that an
electric current
would deflect a magnetic
needle, and from the later discovery by Faraday
of the phenomena of magnetic induction we
have realized the electric telegraph and the
light of to-day, we may consistently
congratulate ourselves on the age in which we
But we should not be sanguine that because of all this the millennium is close at hand.
The application of electricity to public and private illumination is a realization of the near future no longer to be questioned. It is not
probable, however, that electricity will ever entirely supersede gas.
Indeed, it does not appear that illuminating gas has materially affected the consumption of illuminating oils. There
is room and will doubtless continue to be for
all methods of artificial lighting.
It is not likely for many years to come that we shall witness
extensive
use of elecanything other than the
tricity, nor shall public buildings and private
residences, streets and squares be better illuminated than at present, the new form of
light keeping pace, however, with the progress
of older and well-tried institutions.

electric
live.

Fleas.

.

got a salary of S800 per month out of the
stockholders. The Old I)ominion, which has
produced in the last three years about ^200,000,
has been worked by the Kearneys, who have
been trying hard to liquidate a $30,000 mortgage held by the Traders' National Bank of
Spokane, but now have to turn the mine over
to the bank and step down and out. The bank
assumes the management, and will undoubtedly
make it pay.
The Daisy, on the Columbia river, shows ten
At the 200feet of self -fluxing lead carbonates.
foot on the crosscut they have ore of an average
value of 35 ounces silver and 30 per cent lead.
The Bonanza has 40 inches of galena at a depth
of SO feet, with 50 per cent lead and 12 ounces
The owners can't agree, and work has
silver.
been suspended. The Dead Medicine, up Clugstone, shows 20 inches of SO-ounce ore, 40 per
The Young America had the
cent lead.
bottom dug out, and is a thing of the
The Gray & Palmerston mine, above
past.
the Dalles, is in about the same coDdition.
CJp Kettle river no discoveries have been made
worthy of notice. At Rock Creek a litfcle development work ruined prospective fortunes
and matters are in statu quo.

who

At Wannecott

Lafce

mestic use.

Its characteristics are the charac-

daylight.

teristics of

In steadiness

it is

No

parable only to the light of the sun.
artificial light,

com-

plague of

The Mines Near Ruby City
ounces silver. Thirty thousand dollars was paid
by Portland capitalists, and Prof. Clayton
reported some hundreds of thousands in sight.
A tunnel boss from the Oregon Paciflc road was
pnt in charge of the property, who ran a tunnel
450 feet deep, to gain a depth of 100 feet, at an
expense of ^15,000, while a shaft representing
the same development could have been sunk for
$1200. At 200 feet their ore body 4| feet wide
averages $15 per ton silver and ia worthless. The
First Thought, on the same hill, shows a good
streak of pay ore and may survive the working
test.
The War Eagle and Idaho are losing
propositions.
The Fourth of July has bad no

not exceptiog that of the best

Argand burner, is as steady. The cause of this
that the combustion of the carbon is prevented, and when the carbon is raised to the
temperature of limpid iDcandescence there is no
difi'erence between the light evolved and that
which, proceeding from the sun, is diffused and
softened by the stratum of air it traverses.
The heat radiance is much less than that of
is

of equal power; the noxious vapors
proceeding from the combustion of illuminating
gas disappear; no chemical action takes place,
but, hermetically sealed in its crystil chamber,
protected from danger of fire and explosion, a
fragment of carbon glitters and glows, rises to
the light of a taper, brightens and broadens
and finally illuminates with the efi'algence of
day. This is what the incandescent light should
be and what it is under proper conditions.

gaslight

Cost Compared with Gas.
There being no question as to the adaptability of this new illuminant to all the purposes of
interior illumination, the other and most im-

portant question that arises

is

one

economy.

of

steam engines the consumption of coal per hour
per horse-power is two pounds, costing at $5
per ton one-half cent. One pound of coal yields
five cubic feet of gas, and therefore the cost of
one cubic foot of gas is one-twentieth of one
cent.
To produce the light of 600 candles by
the incandescent machine involves the consumption of one pound of coal, costing one-quarter
cent.
To produce equivalent light from gas at
a rate of consumption of five cubic feet per 15
candle light, we must burn 150 cubic feet, and
the cost of production at one-twentieth of a
cent per cubic foot or 50 cents a thousand ia 7^
cents.
Thus the cost of electric ia as to fuel
consumption but one-thirtieth the oost of gaslight; bat there is an advantage in the respect
of coke recovered in the retort in case of gas,
which may be said to increase the cost of electric light.

One cubio

foot of coal gas equals 690 heat
units or 532,680 foot-pounds, and five cubic feet

development work worthy of

notice.

Bad Judgment.
The building of a concentrator and two steamboats by Tacoma people with no development
work and no ore in sight (and what little there
was being too low grade to pay mining expenses) ia without a parallel since Ike Bateman
organized his steamboat company to navigate
Reese river, Nevada. The Eiley gold-mill put
up at Colville to run on barren rock was bought
by Jo9. F. Wardner, and moved to Elk Creek,
near Wardner, and is now hammering out $32,000 per month in clean bullion.
In the Cceur d'Alenes all is bustle and excitement. New concentrators, hoisting works, goldmills and large ore bodies are the order of the
day, with more ore piled up at the stations than
the railroads can handle. Tfvo railroads are
building in there side by side.

foot-pounds.
The five cubio
gas burned in the boiler of a steam
engine recovering ten per cent of the energy
conserved in the gas, will yield in mechanical
feet

of

r

266,340

,

,

.

,

,

,

,

,

horse-power, which would develop
j-ggQcoo
the electric lamp a light of 130 candles.
Burned in a gas-burner, it develops but 15 candle-light, therefore it is cheaper to convert
coal into gas and gas into steam-power, and the
steam-power into electricity, and the electricity
into light, than it is to produce light by the
force
in

direct

fieas this

consumption

—We

of gas.

The cost of lighting has almost invariably
been unfairly stated by the gas interest.
On
the other hand, by the electric-light interest,
the statements of the former have been based
upon the working of small steam engines, and
the cost of running them is always excessive,
and the cost of attention always excessive, because confined to a limited development of
power. With large steam engines, however,
that is, engines of 100-horse power, it is leas
than one cent per hour. Instead of taking the
cost of gas as the
basis of calculation, the
electric-light interest has considered the cost as
it would the retail price of any production.

powder.

A

to those

its

biting as

by

I have tried buhach, or

It did
its

having a

my

hilarity thereafter.

prohibitory in

to be

capable of ruining

is

much by

night's rest, not so

sect

seem

year in San Francisco.

single (or married) flea

Have had a good deal of work done on them.
The Arlington mine on the surface averaged 18 equals 2,663.400
for it

:

other

Are several flattering prospects; among them, the Is this light, which is better than gaslight, as
Triune and Jessie have fair chances of becom- cheap as or cheaper than gaslight ? In the best
ing paying properties. Considerable scratching
has been done all over this district, with indications rather against it.
South 40 miles on Salmon river, or rather
A concentrator
creek, the outlook is tough.
having a capacity of 50 tons per day was erected
on the Homestake and Tough Nut properties.
When the concentrator was ready to run, Ave or
About 100
six tons of ore were on the dump.
tons of barren rock, or most of it, was run
through to make a showing, but the Tacoma investors, after building two steamboats to carry
one ton of ore out of the country at an expense
of ^40,000, have let the property be attached by
the help. Considerable work has been done in
the camp, and while the ledges go deep and are
regular, they only carry pay in small patches
here and there.

Editoks Press
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subject, it
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useful to consider that

the ad-

Woods
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Antumn.

Greene, assistant

L.

professor

of

botany in the

University of California, contributes the following charming sketch to the

Oar den and Forest of New York

City:

Although California lies wholly within latitudes which, in other lands, give marked changes
of the seasons, yet here neither spring nor
autumn is very definitely characterized; autumn
less 80 thin spring, if that may be called a vernal season, which begins in November or December, comes to a halt in January, thence gradually advancing to its perfection in April, a half
year after it begins.
Between July and November the face of
nature undergoes but little change, and only the
eye of the artiet or naturalist will perceive the
transition to autumn.
The dahlias, the China
asters and the late chryeanthemums are in the
gardens, blooming at the right season, too, aud
these give a little of the autumnal aspect to
village and home, especially where late autumn
fruits are ripening on the trees, and Eastern
elms and maples, planted along the streets, are
shedding the yellow or brown leaf. But out

among

the hills

it

is

scarcely so.

The native

even to the oaks, are chiefly evergreen;
and even such oaks as are really deciduous, retain their foliage in full color until the dark
rainy days of December, baring their gray
trunks and branches not until the ground beneath and around them is bright green with
fresh growing grass like that of spring.
There are, nevertheless, some autumnal wild
flowers in California; and even a few trees
whose altered foliage imparts, in September, an
autumnal aapect to the tree-clad slopes of all
mountainous and hilly districts. Wherever, in
the near or distant landscape, a patch of deep
yellow comes out in contrast with the dark butt
vivid green of oaks and bays, one knows it
must be a clump of the native maple (Acer
viacrophyllum), a tree distinguished from all
others of its genus by the uncommon size of its
trees,

long enough and I have solved the problem of
sleeping in peace, so far as fieas are concerned.
Every night, before retiring, I scrape with a
knife a small quantity of camphor less than a
gramme and sprinkle the lower sheet with it. leaves, which, in California, are half a foot
1 undress at some distance from my bed, then broad on thrifty trees, in Oregon even larger.
turn my nightdress inside out and shake it be- It nowhere makes up a forest, or even a small
fore putting it on; thus I take no fleas to bed grove, by itself; only two or three in a place,
with me, and I have no further trouble. Not or, at most, an interrupted succession of them,
only do I escape molestation at night, but it ranging up and down the course of a ravine or
seems that my skin becomes ao impregnated brook, are what one sees of this species in its
with the camphor that I am no longer annoyed, native wilds. The foliage ripens and turns to
as formerly, by the little wretches getting into yellow long in advance of the earliest frosts, so
my socks and underclothing in the daytime as that before the equinox it is in its richest and
they formerly did.
decidedly autumnal garb.
Let the fiat go forth the fleas must go
In the higher Sierra only, and chiefly toward
Job IpREss.
the northern boundaries of the State, occurs a
smaller maple {Acer glabrum), the leaves of
which acquire an almost crimson hue as the
The Folsom Dam.
autumn days advance; but this species is never
met
with in the more settled, western regions
Water Turned Into the Main Channel.
of California, with which we are concerned.
There were great times at Folsom prison on The only red leaves here are those of the wild
The temporary dam which had grape ( Vitis Californica) and of the everywhere
the 15th inst.
been built to divert the waters of the American too prevalent poison oak {Rhxia diversiloba).
This last is altogether distinct from its East
river during the partial construction of the
American analogue, having foliage of firmer
solid dam of granite, was blown up in the pres- texture and more rounded outline.
In its
ence of a large assemblage, and the waters came autumnal dress it is truly beautiful, but this is
taken
on,
at
least
in
some
parts
of
the
country,
rushing down upon and through the culverts in
as early aa August, before we begin to think of
the formidable wall of stone masonry.
the fall of the year. The same is true of another
mighty cheer went up from the scores of small deciduous tree, the native horse chestnut
convicts who had been employed in the work [JEaculus Californica), whose fading leaves of
yellow and red-brown are sufficiently autumnof construction, and Horatio P. Livermore,
like, in whatever more elevated districts they
manager of the Folsom Water-Power Company, do not fall before the end of summer.

—

—

—

!

A

Engineer Humbert and Warden Aull were
everwhelmed with congratulations. The corner-stone for the new dam was laid Sept. ISth,
and since that time, with convict labor, 90,000
cubic feet of solid masonry has been put down.
The foundation of the structure is 26 feet below
the bed of the river, and is placed upon solid
rock. It is 60 feet at the base and 52 feet at the
When completed it will be over 40 feet
top.
in bight, giving a fall which will afford illimitable power.
Warden Aull told a Chronicle correspondent
that if he had a suiiicient number of men he
would guarantee that both the dam and the
canal would be completed within one year. It
is believed that when this is done there will be
ample power to run all the manufacturing establishments which may be placed on the canal,
and that, with the assistance of electricity,
power will be furnished to run every wheel in
Sacramento, leaving the water to irrigate thousands of acres of land.

—

Lost Diggings, The utter failure of the
and best expedition to discover the lost
Adams' diggings, the tales of the richness of
which are legion, has served the good end of
last

forever disposing of the '* hoodoo " that has led
so many adventurous prospectors to the slaughter.
It is now generally conceded that Adams
waa crazy, or a great dreamer, for it is utterly
absurd to believe that a glittering box canyon
of gold quartz nine miles in length, having a
stream of living water equal in volume to the
Socorro hot spring, can yet be hid away by the
Indian and remain unrevealed to the white
man. The Socorro mountain and its buried
church treasure may now come to the front.

Furthermore, the gas interest has invariably
urged the cost of the conducting wires as an
insurmountable obstacle to the general use of
the electric, and bases its conclusions upon the
size of the wires employed in uses of the voltaic arc lamps, where the utmost utilization of
the current has been attempted.
In no case will the cost of electric mains Pueblo Chieftain.
Kootenai River or Lake District
equal the cost of gas mains; in most cases it
Is coming to the front with three or four pros- will fall below 50 per cent of the cost of gas
The sum of S2il,601 was spent at Mare islpective good properties. Twenty-one tons of mains. In no case will the cost of branch and -during the past year, and this year ^503, 127
ore shipped to Butte netted the Halle $7200. electric conductor equal the cost of branch gas is asked for.
Of this, $40,000 is wanted for a
The ledges are large, but pay streaks 20 to 30 conductor.
roUina-mill, §80,000 for the granite drydock
Advances in Electric Lighting.
inches.
and §211,000 for extension of the quay- wall.
South of Fend d'Oreille lake, on the headIn turning from the contemplation of this They intend putting up three 12-ton swingwatera of Oadar d'AIene river, or the North fork,

California

Edward

cranes along the water-front.

With

asters

and golden

rods, Pacific

North

America is not well furnished. In the western
parts of California we have but two or three
species of each; and the moat common of the
golden rods (Solidago Californica) ia almost
gone before the autumnal daysbegin. One of the
asters (A. radulinus), a white-flowered, low
species, with a simple flat-topped corymb crowning the leafy stalk, is met with along the borders of roads and thickets, but scarcely elsewhere. This also comes near being a summer
flower; but it is in pretty condition in the early
part of September.
The blue flowered species
{A. Ckilensis] is taller and more showy, quite
like some of the Eastern asters, and it flowers
quite late, growing chiefly in low, half marshy
grounds, not far back from the sea.
The characteristic autumnal wild flowers of
California are the various species of Madia and
Hemizonia, known in every-day life by the not
very promising appellation of tar weeds. With
an abundant resinous hairiness, such as moat of
the kinds are invested with, they, are not pleasant plants to handle or to walk among; but
they grow in masses, on open hillsides, by
streamlets in the woods, in stubble-fields by
acres, their white or yellow fiowers giving color
to miles of territory but only in the early part
of the day; for their broad and handsome rays,
at least those of most species, wither like the
corollas of morning-glory, or four-o'clocks, as
soon as the aun is in mid-sky. The tallest
species {Madia elegans) is a strikingly showy,
Coreopeis-like plant, altogether neat and grace-

however offensive its tar-like stickiness is
to the touch. The rays, one inch long and deeply three-lobed, are of a lively yellow, with a
velvety red base. The heads are borne loosely
and somewhat pendently at the ends of slender,
ful,

almost leafless branchlets, the main stem standing six feet high or more. No lover of things
beautiful can fail to admire the uncommon
grace and coloring of this Madia, as it lightens
up the roadsides and banks of streams through
miles of mountain forest.
Afar from the fields and waysides, in deep
mountain shades, where, after the drouth of

i
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more tbau

a year, the «treauilet0 are atill
Pretty MediciLal PJaiit.
fiowiof!, one may tiDd la October fine masses of
flowers and ferns; uot strictly autumoal plaots,
present herewith a medicinal plant of atyet such as, at least, have the faculty of puttractive appearance though of decidedly unattiof;
forth just dow a second and a truly
autumoal dii9[jlay of color. Such are two or tractive effect upon the system to which it is
three >peciea of Mimulus.
shall lind oo administered.
The plant ia known as " Indian
scarlet to mktch that of the Lobflia of Kastern
phyaic '* (Qiiletiia tri/olitUa) and ia one of the
brcok^ides, but the Mimulut eardhtatUi* noarce*
series
of native medicinal plants as drawn
ly inferior to that; and the banks of J^imulufi
inodortu, often two feet high, and seeming tike and described by Dr. Geo. Vaaey, botanibt
an overgrown, large-flowered andsceutless luuek of the Department of Agriculture.
It is a
perennial herbaceous plant, of the natural
mimulus, are a charming eit^ht.
Another plant, ouo of the Saxifrage tribe order Hotitcrie, growing throughout moat of
{Boijkinia occidmtalU)^ with most elegant foliage the Statea east of the Miasiasippi river in
and loose panicles of white or pinkish flowers, shady, moist locations. It is most abundaut
itngera in bloom from June until October. Here, east of the Alleghany mountains.
The root
too, the brilliant pendants of Kuonymns and consists of •' many long, slender, brown branches,
proceeding
from
a thick, tnber-like head."
the lartce red globes of cornel berries (Cornu»
yattaiUi), and the falling acorns of the Califor- Usually several stems rise from the same root;
nia evergreen chestnut oak, all blend their sweet
inflaeooes, and make us feel that, even in California, there are autamnal daya.
half

A

We

We

Rewards
The

lor

has been used as a substitute for ipecac. It
was employed by the Indians, and from them
the people of the colonies learned its properties.
There ia another species, the Gillenia tttpulacta,
which has esaentially the aame properties. It
is gathered for commercial purposes to some extent in North Carolina.

Working a Gravel
We

visited the rich gravel

MctliEt on the

mine

Mr. J. R.
week and
seeing the gigautio scheme

Tuolumne

had the pleasure of

Mine.

in full blast.
Mr. Mttlitt with characteristic
genina and energy has turned the river and now
coodunts the entire stream along the north bank
in a flume 12 feet wide and 4 feet high.
This
water flows ander and drives three large audec-

Comstock Bullion

Gold Discoveries.

OoDsoUdated CaUfornla and

bullion
valued at $176,064 93; average yield per ton,
$19.25; actoal cost of extraction, reduction and
transportation, S15G.975; net yield above cost
of production and subject to ballion tax, §19,0S9; bullion tax, $572.62.

Hale and Norcross
Produced

6305 tons of ore, yielding bullion
valued at $171,941.80; average yield per ton,
$27; cost of extraction, transportation and reduction, §141,065.72; net yield above cost of
production and pubjeot to bullion tax, $30,876;
bullion tax, $926.

It will be interesting for us to note the conditions under which rewards will be given for the

discovery of new gold-flelds in Victoria. It will
be seen that, aside from the value of yield, the
question of number of men given employment is
taken into oouaideratlon. The conditions are as

Yellow Jacket
Produced 1370 tons

of
ore, yielding bullion
at §5705,36; average yield per ton,
$7.25; total cost of extraction, reduction and
transportation. $41,605; cost of production
above yield, $31,930. No tax.

valued

follows:
will be deemed the discovshall first find gold, mark out a claim
in writing to the warden or
police magistrate of the district.
lo such notiflcition the discoverer shall state, as nearly as

person

who

Challenge

and notify the same

Produced 1248 tons

The

number

Coast

of tons of ore extracted

Work

Survey News.
in

Southern California—

The Alaskan Boundary.
Prof. Davidson and Captain Lawaon of the
Coast and Geodetic Survey have gone to Los
Angelea county, near Anaheim, to make surveys for the location of a base line. The work
will not be completed for several months.
An
appropriation of $100,000 having been made
by Congress for the purpose of running the
boundary line between Alaska and British
Columbia, J. H. Turner of the Coast Survey
has been ordered here from the East to join the
party that will be sent out next spring. Captain E. F. Dickens and party of the Coast Survey have just returned from the southern coast
of Oregon, where they have been engaged since
last May in prosecuting the work of the Coast
Survey. During the season they made a topographical reconnoissance of the coast from Port
Orford to Cape Sebastian, including the Kogue
Kiver reef, locating the position of several dangerous sunken rocks. They also made a topographical survey of the coast between Umpqua
The party now expect to
river and Coos bay.
remain in the office here all winter, making up
report
of
the
past
season's work.
their

INDIAN PHYSIC-Gillenia

trifoliata.

—

Value of Enterprise. When times are
good and employment not scarce, no one thinks
to those who have, by their
energy and courage, built up the enterprises
which form the basis of prosperity. But when
times are dull and no labor is to be had, then
there is an expressed appreciation of such men.
of giving credit

they are erect, slender, smooth, from two to
three feet high, branched above, and very leafy.
Thp leaves are in threes (trifoliate), each partoi*
leaflet having a short stem or petiole, is mostly
oblong or lance oblong in outline, or sometimes
obovate, from two to three inches long, sharp
pointed, and the margins have many sharp, close
close to the
each a pair
of small linear-lanceolate stipules, like diminutive leaves, decreasing in size from below upof

ward.
The flowers grow from the upper
branches on slender peduncles one to two inches
long, and form a loose, open, corymbose panicle.
The calyx is tubular bell-&haped, a quarter to a third of an loch long, with five small,
erect teeth.
The five petals are inserted on the
inside of the calyx near the top.
They are

B. Bowers has comUnited States Circuit Court linear-lanceolate, three- fourths to two-thirds of
for an alleged an inch long, spreading, and of a white or pale
Schmidt,
von
against Allexey W.
infringement of dredger patents. It is averred rose color. The stamens vary from 10 to 20 in
on behalf of the complainant that on May 26, number, are small and inclosed in the calyx.
ISS5, he was awarded a number of patents for There are five styles and ovaries, which are
improvements in the mechanism of dredgers. finally succeeded by five email pods, cohering at
Since that time the defendant has, it is alleged, their base, separate above, each valve containwrongly made and used the new devices. An ing about two seeds.
The dried root is the part used medicinally,
accounting, damages and an inj unctiop are
and ie of an emetic and purgative nature. It
sought.
suit in the

bullion

facilities.

Important

Alaska's Resoueces, Prof. Davidson of the
United States Coast Survey has in Bulletin No.
4 of the United States Coast and Geodetic Sur- teeth. Most of the leaves are set
vey dwelt upon the resources of Alaska and stem (sessile), and have at the base

Dredger Patents, — A.

total

crushing

C

menced

yielding

during the above quarter, according to the
above statement, was 28,316,
producing
bullion valued at $1,064,158.
The total products of the Savage and ChoUar are not included
in the above list, which will swell the total to
The product of the last quarter of
$1,175,900.
the current year is about $940,000 below that
of the preceding quarter, due to a lack of ore-

ing.

He considers that the exitheir development.
gencies of the increasing trade demand that a
thorough and exhaustive survey of the Alaskan
coast should be at once proceeded with in order
to supply mariners with data for their guidance.
Tables exhibiting the statistics of the salmon,
whale, codfish and fur trades are appended.

of ore,

valued at $24,170.81; average yield per ton,
$19.75; total cost of extraction, reduction and
transportation, $51,435 54; coat of prodactioD
above yield, $27,265. No tax.
Recapitulation.

practicable, the exact locality and distance from
the nearest gold working or nearest town.
No reward will exceed X'lOOO. In fixing the
amount to be paid for any discovery, regard
will be had to the number of men employed on
the new gold*tield, its distance from the near*
est gold workings, the character of the deposits
in which the gold occurs and the depth of sink-

—

Vlrfflola

Producpd .'J0,12(i tons of ore, yielding a total of
S682 2IS. 26 in bullion; average yield per ton,

OoDfldence
Produced 9207 ton« of ore, yielding

of any ** tinds,"
Oovernment pays them a stipulated sum.

If two or more persons simultaneouBly discover gold in the same locality, or in places immediately adjacent, and they each severally
comply with the conditions mentioned, the sum
proper to be awarded will be divided among the
several persona who have discovered the goldfleld in such manner as shall be just.
Rewards shall be given in accordance with
the following scale, namely;
A. For the discovery of a gold-field, distant
more than one mile, and not exceeding two
mites from the nearest gold workings, and on
which there shall be employed, three months
.•ifter the report of the discovery having
been
madf". not less than 200 men, a sum not exceeding £200.
For the discovery of a gold-field, distant
B.
more than two miles, and not exceeding three
miles from the nearest gold workings, and on
which there shall be employed, three months
after the report of the discovery having been
madp. not less than 200 men, a sum not exceed
inp £300.
For the discovery of a gold-field, distant
more than three miles, and not exceeding five
miles from the nearest gold workings, and on
which there shall be employed, three months
after the report of the discovery having been
made, not less than 200 men, a sum not exceeding £400.
For the discovery of a gold-field, distant
I>,
more than five miles from the nearest gold
workings, and on which there shall be employed,
three months after the report of the discovery
having been made, not less than 200 men, a
sum not exceeding £500.
B. For the discovery of a gold field, distant
more than five miles from the nearest gold
workings, and on which there shall be employed, six months after the report of the discovery, not leas than 500 men, a sam not exceeding £1000.

Yield.

Following is a statement of the ore and bullion product of the Comstock lode mines for
the quarter endiog Sept. :i0, 188S, obtained
from the oUicial reports of the superintendents
now OQ file in the assessor's otiice:

$22.75; actual cost of extraction, transportation and reduction, ?4l)4,;i;i5; net yield above
cost of production and subject to bullion tax,
$1 17.883; total bullion tax on the net prooeeds.
S343G.49.

colonies of Australia have a system of re-

That

—

of

since, in addition to the value

erer

virgin ground, and he therefore believes that
there are millions in the aooovered earth. This
ia the richest gravel mine of which we haTe
personal knowledge in the world, and it entirely overthrows that theory which so often
obtains, and which contends that the placers
and river claims have seen their best days.
There are fortunes yet in the placers and riverbeds of Tuolumne.
Union Democrat.

river last

warding the discoverers of new gold fields,
which baa worked well. Prospectors are evidently appreciated and eacoaraged there, and not
by any means looked upon as;tramp8 or idlers.
Their vocacioo is one publicly acknowledged to
be beneficial to the community. Kocouragement lb given them to explore remote regions,
the

343

shot wheels which operate three pumps (two of
them being 70 feet long) and also the gravel
elevator.
These pumps deserve special mention from the fact of their unique and model
form of construction, as well as on account of
the novel genius in their design. There are in
each two wheels having long cogs, and running
over and fitting into these cogs are the iron
links which operate the wheels.
Connected
with the links is a novel shaped bucket which
enters the water-chamber of the pump and carries the water.
The water conduit is in the
form of an iron pipe about six inobes in diameter.
These large pumps bring the water from
the first level, a third pump supplying these
two from the second level. The gearing which
runs the wheels is a flexible one, entirely different from any that we have seen heretofore, and
is new, novel and ingenious.
About 40 men
are employed in the mine, and the enterprise is
run day and night. Mr. Thomas Evans is the
ef&cient assistant, and everything progresses
with dispatch. The present works are down
about 30 feet below the bed of the river, and
the bedrock has not yet been reached. The
last 12 feet of ground has been wonderfully
rich.
Mr. Motfitt owns a large section of the
river-bed both up and down the river that is

The man who

risks his

money

in

developing

mining property, which in turn gives labor and
supports communities, ia never thought of till
he quits operations. An appreciation of saoh
efforts on the part of those who are benefited by
stimulates to further effort. Nevada disneeds men of hope, of pluok and capital,
now. Without them it will not prosper.
Let what few we have be duly appreciated, po
that others may be induced to take hold.
have the gold in the ground. When it ia diligently sought, it will be brought to the eurEvery prospect
faoe in paying quantities.
started in the county means the expenditure of
money by the operator, with the chances of
Every auch prospecting enterlosing it all.
All gain by
prise gives labor and helps trade.
it except the unlucky wight whose hopes induced him to risk his coin with the hope of
developing the country and of gaining money
All the encouragement possible
for himself.
should be extended such operators. Their work
benefits every one and their success is equally
I^evada City Herald.
beneficial to all.
it,

trict

right

We
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and

miners have

evenings to

long

Something About Elevators.

Cost of Milling Silver Ores.

Scientific Press,

The Granite Mountain Mining Co.

that proapectora have gone into winter

quarters

[Nov. 24, 1888

themselves, they have more opportunity for
self-improvement than during the busy som
mer. There ia more time for reading and find-

tana crushed during the last

fiscal

of

Mon-

[number

year 25,993

dry tona of ore, which yielded $3,043,872, the
mine being enabled to pay in dividends for thd
year §2,200,000.

On

4.J

the opposite page are engravings of an ele-

vator safety brake and of the Ellitborpe Air-

Brake Co.'s passenger elevator. The car of the
passenger elevator ia driven by the operation of
In view of theae extensive operations the care- a hydraulic engine, which, by its alow, noiseing out what other people are doing in other
& CO. Publishers.
mining sections, what new regions are being ful record of work kept ia interesting and in- less and limited movement, raises it at any
Ogice, 220 Market St., N. E. cor.Froni St. S. F, developed, what new syatema and proceaaea are structive.
The two mills have been steadily at speed up to 250 feet per minute. The action
Elevator,
No.
V2
Front
St.'^k
Take
the
iSW
being tried, and what improvements are going work. Mill B having commenced in February, is 6inii>ly the inverse action of the common
Senior Editor on in mining, mechanics and metallurgy. There 1SS7.
B. EWER
A new 90-8tamp mill will soon be added. tackle-block, which multiplies the power by the
The record of mill work is as follows;
ia no better way to find theae things oat than
number of sheaves to raise a larger load through
Terms of Subscription.
Mill A, crushed u wet tons
S,703
less space.
Annual Subscriptioa, $3. New subacriptions will bo by reading the Mixing and Scientific Press. Mill B, crushed
In this the power is divided by
a wet ton=
16.912
All
arrearagea
must
advance.
«-itIioiit
cash
in
declined
It ia the aim of the pabliahera and editora to
the number of sheaves to raise less load through
be paid for at the rate of S3.50 per annum.
25,615.593
collect everything of intereat on theae and
a larger apace.
The number of aheavea will
Amount of salt used
3,250,700
Advertising Rates.
kindred aabjects and present them in suitable
vary from 4 up to 12. The action of the water,
1 week. 1 month. 3 mos. 12 mos.
2S, 976,293
5-25
$.60 $1.20
S 4.00 form to the readers of the Press.
Per Line (agate)
which may be used from the street mains if the
2.50
6 50
22.00
Half inch (1 square)..... 1.00
25,993,050
Of late, several features have been improved Number of dry tons
5.00
13.00
42.00
1.50
pressure be suflicient, is controlled by a hyOneinch
Special
or
favorable
rates.
advertisements
at
in
paper.
have
acope
of
the
We
enlarged
the
Large
Assay of ore, Mill A
..
145.939 draulic valve and operated by the car attendant.
reading notices, legal advertisemeuts, notices appearing
Assays of tailings A
9.352
our market reports materially, giving more Per cent saved
in extraordinary type or in particular parts of the paper,
94.41S To raise the car, the water ia let in to one end of
in
a
month.
insertions
are
rated
Four
rates.
special
Assay
of ore. Mill B
at
122.827 the cylinder;
space and embracing a short review concerning
this acts upon the piston, which is
Assay of tailiuijs B
9.872
London Agbkt— Alfrbd E. Aks, 63 and 64 New Broad each article. These reports are specially ar- Per cent saved
92.928 forced forward with its connection and crossStreet, E. C.
Number
of Dore bars
l,9l(i
ranged for mining readers, and, tor that purhead carrying one set of dividing sheaves.
Number of ounces pure silve'
3,I6S,S07.04
Address all literary and business correspondence pose, are the beat published on this coaet. Our Number of ounces pui-e yold
1.776 209 Upon a fixed shaft at the other end of the cyland Drafts for this paper in the name of the firm.
mill in service
A
341Jr dajs
illustrations are much more numerous than for- B mill in service
inder is another set of sheaves.
3433 "
Entered at S. F. Poet Office as second-class mail matter merly, and this feature we intend to atill fur- A mill crushed f' stamp, ^^ day of 24 hr'<
1.012 tons
W.
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Bmill crushed
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to press
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Our

ther improve.

correapondents has

of

list

oaa Bources.

liat of

aubacribera

we may

be enabled

add new featurea and improve the paper
occasion demands.

aa

Stills for Acid; Under a High
Head, 341. Passing Events; The Mining and Scientific Press; Heavy Copper Production; Cost of Mining

Silver;

Still;

Fig.

Strong and Pure Acid;
Iron Pan and Still, 341- Indian

2.— Improved

Still for

Fig, 3,— Scution of
Plivsic— Giller>ia triJoliata, 343. The Ellithrope AirBrake Co.'s Passenger Elevator; Air-Brake Used on
Ellithrope's Passenger Elevator. 345.
Washington
Territory
Mines; Electric Lightning by Incandescence; Fleas,

CORRESPONDBiNCB. —
S42.

MISGETjIjANEOUS.—TlioFolsom

Dam;

California
for Gold Discover-

in Autumn, 342. Rewards
a Pretty Mediciual Plant; Working a Gravel Mine;
Comstock Bullion Yield; Coast Survey News. 343progress.— American Mochanical Science in England; Iron in Structural Work;
Popular Belief thit Cold Makes Steel Brittle; Wheel
Tires on Prussian Railways; Trouble With Piston Packing and the Uemedv; What Metaline is, 346.
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346.

GOOD HEALTH.—Monthly Health Report; Growin- Tall by Exercise; The Oil Glands. 347.
USiflPUL' INFORMATION— Fishing on Dry
Lands; India Ink; Ancient Cities; Sugar as a Fire
Kindlcr; Corn-Cobs Pressed into Building Blocks;
Across Greouhind, 347.

ENGINEERING NOTES.— Wind-Power

for Elec-

Propulsion of Ships by Air Propellers;
A CanoJ Aoros? Italy; A ]S^esv Device for Utiliiiing a
Current of Water, 347.
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MINING SUMMARY—
MINING STOCK

Heavy Copper Production.

MARKET—

Business Annonnoements,
[NBW TDIS laSDB.]
Mining Machinery— Vulcan Iron Works.

tS'See Advertising Golumna.

Passing Events.
The earthquake ahook experienced around

1.102

ia

"

S12 29S
11,335
11.684

of the

work

to a

the analysis of coat of

Supeiiutendence

§0.3529
1053
1690
12GS
1473
1693
3374

Millwrights

Engineers

1465
1717

Batterymen

Although it is said that the recent contracts
of the French syndicate with various copper
mines will restrict production to some extant,

Battery helpers
Cooling floor

.1371
31 07

Panmen

up to

RetiTtmau

Watchman

1676
4939
0940
0743
0740
09S4
0673

Mill-repairer
labor

2225

this time the

creasing,

copper product has been

especially

at

in.

Lake Superior, where

the largest mines of this metal in the United
Statea are

located.

The output

last

amounted to no less than 5Sti7 tons mineral
from ten mines, against 4901 tons in October,
1SS7.

The

for the

total

past

ten months

ia

45,01S tona, against 30,615 tons the corresponding period last year.

The output

of the

mines

given as follows hv the Boston Tranecript

is

Octobor-

,

,-jRn.

tu Oct. 31iSSd.
1SS7.
1

ISSS.

1SS7.

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

Calumet & Hecla. .3.914
i>Ti5
Tamarack

3,('57

341
*2U

510
2:6

1S5
181
325

1S5
1S8

26.203
6,236
3,327
2,405
2.029
1,824
1,194

25.S45
4.449
2,550
2,077
1,694
1.932
715

926
278
642

953

i^'uiucy

Atlantic
Osceola
Franklin

Huron
Central

Kearsarge
Cojiper Falls

102
100
SO

501

lOS
122

Pan-helpers

Dustman
Laboratcri" assistant

storekeeper

month Sundry

The wire

cables are attached to the cylinder
then paaa under and over these two
acts of wheels (as seen in the out), then up to
rigidly,

the top of the hatchway,

and down to the

over carrier wheels

car.

4{i,20S

ing, save the Allouez,

waa 5S07 tons

of mineral

September, and
There has been a
since
There
were
1S71.
six on the
the heaviest
steady gain in the amount of copper produced
aame day, the first being the heaviest.
by the Lake Superior mines from month to
Several parties are making preparations for
month this year, under the atimulns of the conobserving the total solar eclipse which occurs
tracts with La Sooieteiies Mateaux.
The total
on New Year's Day. All of these parties will
product of the seven mines producing in Januuse both teleacopea and cameraa, and it is
ary was 3510 tons of mineral. In October the
hoped to obtain some good observations of the
in October, against 5009 tons in

4901 tons in October, 1SS7.

ter in the cylinder.

The action

of the valve be-

ing reversed, the car descends aa faat or as alow

the water

as

discharged from the cylinder.

is

The car ia self-s top ping at the bottom and top
by its own movement, operating the shafting
cable, but aa a further preventive of accidents,
additional stops are placed on cylinder, which

allow the piston to travel only the

distance
neoeasary for the total travel of the car.

A

water register

head, which

is

attached to the crosa-

accurately measures the

number

of cubic feet or gallons, according to the travel
of the piston.

Total

S3. 5390

FrrrLiKs.

Am't.

Castings

$0,7637
0154
0944
0421
0005

\Vrout;ht fron

Lubricants
lUnm nants
Charcoal
Quicksilver
Shovels
Belting

7112
0009
0269
1328

Chemicals
Salt

2.S7S5

_

Fue!

26277

Team account

1121
2079
Itl9

BUcksmithaccou'it

Sundry supplies

7060
3.5890

S7.

Labor
Total

SU.335

by this that by far the largest
The most striking point in the October fig items are cost of salt aud fuel. Recorda of this
ures ia the immense increase in the Calumet and kind are very uaeful for reference and compariHecla'a output, S16 tona more mineral having son, but they are very seldom kept in such derViri>-gp of m'Ho.
been produced in October than in September. tail by thoBP ''n
The Calumet and Hecla's total output for the
Discount on Silver.
year to date ia larger than the aame period in
1SS7 for the first time this year.
To show how the discount on silver affects
The aggregate product of the 10 mines, rep- mining operations, the record of a single minTotal 10mines..5.SG7

resenting all those at present actively produc-

the San Francisco bay region on Sunday was

d\v tf 24lir3

Salt rolls

Something About

ILIjUSTRATIONS.— Fig. 1.— Improved Modern Iron

^'

Firemen
Crushermen
Dr^crmen
Hoastormcn

EHITORIALS.— Iron

on

stamp.

Those who are familiar with the Press treating one ton of ore in Mill B, where a careful
When the engine is extended to its full
would greatly oblige us by calling the attention record waa kept. The analysis is aa follows:
length, the car ia at the top, the valve is closed,
of others to its merits in order that by extendi..\BOR.
Am't. and the oar is sustained at the top by the waing our

Silver Ores; Discount
Elevators, 344-

"f'

co3tof millini;. per ton

millman, however,

to

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

A

B ccst of milling, per ton
increaaed, and each week there are interesting
Average cost both mills combined
and instructive contributed articlea from vari
The moat interesting feature

It will be seen

company for a single year may be taken.
The Granite Mountain Co. of Montana received
ing

from the

salea of their ailver,

during the paBt

year, 94.48 cents per ounce.

fiacal

The

differ-

ence between the average price for which they
sold their product and the

Government

sells

it

to

price at

Having thus briefly described the motivepower for raising and lowering the passenger
cab,

we now

refer our readers to the cut

the

illustrates

improved

air-brake

which
and air-

cushion, and before giving some wonderful ac-

counta of
look into

positive action in danger, let us
mechanical construction.
in the cut shows the cast-iron box
its

its

No. 1
through which the levers
of the

(2) pass;

upon the top

levers are the jaws (3) that grip the

guide ways

(4); the fulcrum-pins are shown by
dots through the lever-box; this box is firmly
bolted to the top or bottom of the cage, aa may

be most convenient.

The screw shaft, A A, has upon one end a
right-hand thread, upon the other side, a lefthand thread; the nuta 0-0 contact the levers
upon either side; 5 ia a spool upon said shaft,
•round which the cable 6 is coiled; 7 is a short
cable connecting at the eye with cable 6; oable
upon its end a center puUing-hook, (?,
/ has
which alipa under the end of the spring, F.

Now

follow the cable 6 over to the air-tube or
where it attaches to the plunger, B;

box, C,

this air-tube

extends from top to bottom of the
it may be contiguous to the
haft or remote from it, and should be from six
to seven inches inside.
The cord 6 passes over
elevator shaft;

which the
sheaves at the top. The operation when the
elevator is running is thia:
Whenever the ele-

the people has been

34.S cents per ounce, and on the 3,162,972
ounces produced and shipped by this one company, their compulsory contribution to native

vator goes up,
vice

versa; the

tube loosely,

the plunger

plunger

B

B deacenda,

aod

made to tit the
leaving a freedom upon each side
ia

Lake output was 5867 tons, an increase of (37 and foreign monometallists has been $1,100,of ^ of an inch; while the elevator is descendper cent. The total Ootober output of 5S67 000 for the fiscal year.
The president of the ing,
The miners who own gravel claims are
the air in the top of the tube must pass by
tons of mineral figures at fully 9,000,000 company calls attention to thia very forcibly in
anxious to learn the proposed manner of prothe plunger aa it rises, producing a pressure
pounds of fine copper, representing a net profit hia annual report. The free coinage of silver
cedure of the recently appointed debria com.
upon the plunger of, say \ pound to the square
to the mining companiea over all expenses of would give silver-producers 36 per cent more
mission.
It has not aa yet met, all of the
inch; but if from any cause the elevator sliould
producing, treating and marketing of fully than they now receive, and which now goes to
membera not having come to the city. As soon
descend faster than is intended, a correspond§700,000, while the total product for the first swell the Treasury surplus. The Treasury of
as any plans are adopted we shall inform our
ing pressure of the air upon the plunger comten months of the current year of 45,01S tons the United States pays for silver at the market
readers what they are.
municates the additional strain to the cord 7
of mineral figures at somewhat over sixty-seven value of bullion, say at the rate of 95 cents for
The rainy weather has continued moat of the
and the hook {?, and will instantly detach the
million
and a half
ponnds.
a pure ounce, at which rate 371^ grains of pure
week and doubtless the ditches and
oorona.

streams are

running

full

in all directions.

The advent

of

Thanksgiving.

—Before the

Press comes to
the rain is welcomed in Oalifornia by both min* ita readers again Thanksgiving Biy will have
era and farmers.
passed by, and due observance will doubtless
Important work will aoon be carried on in be made all over the country. Our mining
this bay, notably the extension of the sea- friends particularly have reason to give thanks
wall on the oity front and the opening of the for a prosperous year, knowing aa they do
tidal canal at Oakland harbor.
These works that the industry with which they are connectare of interest from an engineering point of ed is doing well by them and improving in
view and will give employment to a number of every way. In this State the abundant rains,
oontraotortj and workmen.
so far, insure future prosperity and busy times.

hook from the spring F, instantly throwing the
standard dollar costs the Treasury
whole force upon the spool <S, rotating the abaft
about 73^ cents, from which it will be seen that
A, thua spreading the levers 2 by means of the
the Treasury makes, say 26^ cents on every
brass nuts d-O; engaging the jawa S S with the
dollar coined, or a profit of over 36 per cent
guides 4 4; producing a friction of great force
out of the people.
through the combined power of the screw and
Freeman's Dry-Pkocess Separator.
In lever. The force will bring the cage to a stand
answer to several inquiries we may say we have within five or six feet without concussion.
silver in a

—

written to find the exact address of Mr. J. B.

Freeman, and on receipt will publish
PRKSS.

it

in the

Patent Air Cushion.
In addition to the air-brake, elevators of this
mannfactare are provided with an applianoe
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the

called

casbioo. which

ftir

the cAfte or cur

prOTtded with aattable

ia

placed ander

is

the bottom of the abaft.

ftt

conatruct«d in a novel manner aod

List of U. 8. Pateots for Paolflo Coast

It

ralvea aod

relief

Inventors.

ia

claimed

ia
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R»port«d by Dewey

The cage can be railed to ft hight
or more and loaded with tooa of pig

of 130 feet

Prom

the

water

A

or jtrred.

or a

epilled

ij,866

broken or a

•topa, ao that not an vgg will be

drop of

a s V.lley. Cii\.

•v2

hurt

paaaeo(;er

cooatencted by this

for the

firm

comer

baildiog on Sixth street,

J3.7<)r.-- Button
i
'rllmoll. r. S. K.

now being
new Barker

of

^3.894.

A

Jessie.

,

pablic test of same will be made.

Very soccessfol testa with this appli^i:
have been made in other oitiea. In one inittaiic
an elevator with six ocoupaots was allowed to
drop 109 feet. In this case the weight of ele-

from

vator, cot loose

drop

cables,

all

etc-

was allowed

way

I'oroigu
Patent Agency, tho following are
worthy of special mention:
iJKHiciN i-oK A Ha 1)(;k.— Arthur M. Ehbets, 8.
I'.
No. 18,7:{0. Ditcd Nov. 13, 1888. The

probibly devoted more

Kllithorpe baa

Col.

in the

thought to secure ab!>olatc safety
elevators than any other

No other

loading feature of this design is theoenter>piooo
in the form of a grizzly boar, onoirolcd by a rim|iio(^o iu the form of a laurel wreath.
In ood<
mutiou with this is a stir at tho top of the rim[)ii-ci) and a scroll plate
below the oenter-pioco
A\u\ orOBHing the wreath.
On this plate is tho
word *' Pioneer. " This is intended for a badge
for the members of tho Society of California
Pioneers.

use of

inventor in this lino.

inventor has tikcn the bold position

that he could drop a car

and

weighing

load,

its

four, five or six thousand pounds, from

an

ele-

vation of from 50 to 150 feet, through the open

with

air,

Uw

the force that the

all

could carry

it,

and land

it

of gravity

safely at the bottom,

\kiiiim>k.

by simply resisting the weight and its terrible
momentum, by interposing nothing but the

1

San Franotfco with

in

considerable ioterebt.

These elevators and
by Wm. H. Birch

safety appliances

built

who have

also

build

hydraulic

including
geared,

Co.,

1I!J

are

Heale street,

secured the patent rights for this

They

coast.

fc

screw,

Bt«^el

all

kinds of elevators,

rams,

sidewalk,

steam,

Alaska Minks

wormand

pur-geared

hand-power elevators,

S.

—The Governor

of

Alaska

his report sayu that the stamp-mil's on

Other

— Tho

Con<;kntkatipj(i SirLi'iiifUKTS
C/trouic/''

and have an
gold permonth.

THE ELLITHORPE AIR-BRAKE OO.a PASSENQER ELEVATOR.

mines

Rold

-Jacob G. Konyon, Port Konyon,
No. :UI2,8(ifi. Hated Nov.

iimboldt county.

in

DiuglaFS

island are the largest in the world,

estimated output of $150,000 in

1

lit, I8SS.
This invention consists in tho novel
ruiiHtruotion und arrangomunt of indopondont
wheel
spindles, thoir bearings, supports
axles or
and other details. Tho friction is reduced in*
dirootty by tho unti friction bearings, but also
by transferring the friction from tho wheel oonterfi, where it usually is in vohioles, to the journals of tho Hptndlea.
SteadinoBS and ease of
draft are obtained by no niniintiii^ tho wheuleas
to more eflTectually prevent their dctlaotion from
a Htruif;;ht lino.
In the ordinary oonHtruotion,
each wheel being rotary on its spindle, thoro is
a constant tendency to deHeotion, either by
reason of small obstruotinno or natural looBoness,
an<l this tendency produces a cramping and consequent friotiou which aireots tho draft; but in
tluH patented onnstruotion thu inventor claims
that each whoci is bettor controlled by its axlo
nr Hpindio, which, serving us a lover, iDauflioiont
to resist the deflecting tendenoy and to keep the
wheel perfectly straight.

common atmosphere. This he has successfully
done in many prominent cities. This 'success
has won for him confidence, and we shall look
forward to the promised exhibition of the now
elevator now beiiig placed at the Uoion Club
and the Btrker building

reasonable

Among the patents recently obtained through
& Co.'s SciENTiKio PitKsr' U. R. and

weight and hight,

of

Ebbeu.

D.'woy

periments have been tried a number of times

under varying cooditioos
and always with socaeis.

Baikib— A. M.

Notices of Recent Patents.

These ex-

iojared.

Thomas,

Montcsano,

to

but neither the occupants, car nor

12^3 feet,

baildiog were in any

K( K

Wan man,

ivoiitors tranHActotl with ptirfoct Roaurity, at
it<Mi ftiiil In the Hlinrteiit iK>Mlhle time.

walked out aafely after the rapid

At the New Orleans Expoeitioo the

trip.

H.

NaTs.-Oopi«sof C. 8. and ForalgD Palrnti rambhtd
liHwsYftCo., In tliu iihortest Mnw posslblfl (by mall
•olBKtaiilili; oriiit).
Ainsrloao aiu Foref
ulti^d, aqd uuimrftl patent builDSM for PaetOoOoast

vator and people was 2S00 poands, but the oc*
all

C A. IVrkes. Port— Pickanl & Melson.
Kastkning •MArniNK — A.

— Ha.sk-Burnkr .Stove— K. a

,3.768.- PlI'K— G.

16.730.— Dksicn

>

copanta

Kcnyon.Tort Kenyon.

Fii.K— A.

I'Al'KR

750-

;j,(/>8.- Cah-Coupling
iki'iif Ciiy. Ogn.

coBhton of thit description will be

placed noder the paaaenger elevator

— Veiiuxe-J. G.

gradually

cage

the

cnahion,

A

,

the bottom, when,

to

fall

th« oindal raport of U. 8. PktODla tn Dbwit
Omoa Library, tV> Market 8L, 8. F.

FOK WKFK KN'OINi: NOV. I3. 1888,
;';3,66i.-Okk-Ckiishkk— J. M. Brynn, S. F.
,j,86o.— Pi.ATK Amaluamatok— A. Gnuthkr,

the aafftyt oan be removed and the rop«a cat,

atrikinic

Plooeer Patent

Oo.*s Pat«al

iron, egga,

Kluaware, plake*glau atandiog on edge or fiatwayi, glawei filled with water, paawngera. etc.;
allowing the cage to

Ai Co.,

Soltoltors for PhoIHc States.

to be abaolately aafe.

4...

sluicoa

says

:

Many now

Virginia

strings of blanket

have recently been construotod in SixMile canyon for oon-

are being developed

oentrating

on the same island
and the report notes

ots contained in tail-

fonr

oreok from the Cali-

the

of

sale

ings flowing into tho

$1,500,-

fornia

PromiaiDg silver discoveries have

mills.

claims for
000.

made.

been

also

sulphur-

other

and

Cod. Cal.and

Virginia

o re

worked up

to abovo

90 per cent of the

The Governor thinks
enough coal

pulp

assay

the Territory to

and

thu

supply the whole of

from

there
in

is

United

the

sluicomon expect to

mako

Lake

d'Oreille,

posite

Hope

tho

many

Falls.

the mines

Cul.

At

to leave

AIR-BRAKE ON ELLITHORPE'S PASSENGER BLDVATOR.

the Northern Pacific
at

Hope;

here

a

small boat transports
ing-place

by land.

and

Con.

Virginia

men and

auppliea across

tho

tho meeting of

Academy

of

Monday
evening, F. Gutzkow read a paper on "Mognesium Oxyohloride, or Sorels White Cement—
SoioncQs on

"

A

.SFioAL at

a dopth of 35 fathoms has been

It

is

estimated that the bullion yield of tho

The land- found S.^ miles southwest of tho Farralones Comstock lode next month will not fall short
for Making It in Caliislands.
It is not marked on tho chart and is of $!J00,000, provided there is water suilioient Favorable Conditions
is at the Squaw Bay Lime Kilns;
mills and fornia." W. K. Hontley road a paper on "Great
point it is 30 miles to Weber's camp supposed to have been formed by the earth- to operate all of the Carson Kivor
the Nevada mill electric motor proves a auooess. Glaoior of tho Solkirks,"
qaake of Sanday last.

the lake, a dietanco of 20 miles.

from this

greater

ore.

reaching
is

is

than that on

that

Spokane
The easiest

of

of

on

that mill

tary mining district

method

as

percentage

Halo and
NorcroHB and Choilar ore worked in
loss

important one, and

surround

than

wages,

fltatioD,

adds another tributhe

more

minor's

op-

promises to he a very

to

Ne-

the

begins
vada mill
6
dropping its
stumps tho blanket

the strike of silver

Pend

are

mill

very thin,

but uhoo

TuE Spokane Falls
Htrald says that
on

value,
tailings

tho

therefore

States

for centuriea.

chloride

is
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IQECHAjMieAL Progress=
American

Mechanical Science in
England.

But the Connecticut copper mines
were shut down, and all the copper and zinc,
or far the largest part of it, comes from the exhaustlesB copper deposits of Lake Superior and
the zino mines of Illinois and adjacent States.
Pennsylvania finds use for much coal in the incalized.

British Association for the

of Science was held in England
last month, at which several papers were read,
in which the position held by the United States
in the matter of applied science in comparison
with other countries must be peculiarly gratify-

Advancement

ing to every American. Much interest was
awakened by the exhibition of the phonograph
and grapbaphone, but the most intense interest
was manifested when the lately discovered sys-

tem

of

Welding by

Electricity
Was exemplified before the audience. The
speaker on the occasion was Prof, Ayreton, who
had for his subject "The Progress of Electrical
Science." In the course of his lecture, a modest young American, Wm. Fish, stepped forward, at a nod from the professor, put two
pieces of bar iron, an inch square, into one of
the Boston electric welding machines, turned
on the electricity, and in a few seconds the
pieces so held together, end to end, became
white by the intense heat and were made one
directly in view of the astonished audience.
The act called forth a tremendous ronnd of apThe young man next put two pieces of
plause.
gas tube, one inch in diameter, into the ma
chine, and, as the enthusiastic youngsters say,
" in less than no time '' it was seen that gas
'* Steel
is
couplings could be dispensed with.
much harder than iron," said Prof. Ayreton.
*'
Possibly, the current may not be strong
enough to weld steel, for the engine which
drives the dynamo is away off on the other side
of the railroad shop, but our American friend
will see what be can do with two pieces of
steel three-fourths of an inch square."
The audience stood on tiptoe. *' Down,
down!" shouted those in the rear, but those on
the front seats were deaf to all sounds, and intensely alive to what was going on in front.
half-minute, and then Prof. Ayreton held
up the welded steel, white with heat, and the
building again shook with applanse.
"Aluminium is a metal requiring an intense
heat to weld it. Indeed, it cannot be welded
except by electricity or the oxy-hydrogen process," said the professor, *'and possibly the next
experiment may fail; " but the Boston electric
welding- machine was equal to the occasion, and
the people went wild when they saw it glowing
with whitest heat, the two pieces perfectly

A

joined,
**
Never have I seen," said Sir William
Thompson, the versatile electrician, "an exhibi-

tion ot applied science surpassing this in interest.
I can see that its outcome is to be a revolution
in our industries. It does what never had been
done before, and what it was impossible to do
by any appliance hitherto in use."
Another paper which awakened great interest
was a description of Cowles' American process
of electric smelting, obtaining aluminium by
using a dynamo, as at Lockport, Ohio. An
English gentleman has established works at
Milton-on*Trent, using the same process. As
aluminium is coming largely into use as an alloy
with other metals, the practical members of
the association those who have interests in
iron manufactures pricked up their ears when
it was stated that an American manufacturer of

—

—

stoves was using 60 tons of metal a day, in
which there was a mixture of aluminium. The
gentleman who read the paper said he was not
at liberty to say how cheaply aluminium would
be obtained by the Cowles process, but it was
very cheap.
Still another paper was read showing the
wonderful progress which had been made in
this country in the way of electric lighting.
It appeared to be very freely acknowledged that
the United States was far ahead of England in
the practical application of electricity to the

worth

and

it

of rolled

is

Popnlar Belief that Cold Makes Steel
Brittle.
Styffe,
Fairhairn, Kirkaldy, Webster, the
United States Government Commission, the
Railroad Commissioners of Massachusetts, and
others, all hold that the effect of low temperature upon iron is very slight, and that it does
not tend to produce a brittle condition. Sanberg is the only one who claims that low temperatures have any pronounced effect in producing brittleness; that is, he is the only one
among recognized authorities; but if you have
aver been oat in the woods on a cold, frosty
morning, you may have noticed that the
axman warms his ax before beginning work;
ask him why he does so, he will reply, " To take

the frost out."
Watch the trackman on a cold morning; he is
very careful not to strike his cold chisel too
hard, and neither does he cut so deeply into
the rail, before dropping it to break it, as he
does in warm weather; ask him why, he will
say, ** The chisel and rail are full of frost and
will break more easily than in warm weather."
The same thing will be noticed with the men
who are unloading steel rails, or wheels and
axles.
They are more careful to let them down
easily in cold than they are in warm weather.
You may say, *' But that is only a popular
fallacy." It may be so, but those men have
had some experience which has led them to
this opinion, and I am afraid there is more
truth than fallacy in their claim *' that frost in
the iron makes it brittle."
RaTnsay on Eject of

Cold on MetaU.

Wheel Tikes on

Prussian Railways.

—Ac-

cording to the official statistics of the Prussian
railway authorities, there have been during the
past year 2552 breakages of wheel tires on the
33 line systems in Prussia of about 37,400 km.
in length.
In consequence, there were 20 cases
of the train leaving the rails and 191 cases of
delay. The following were the various causes
of the springing taking place:
Badness of the
material, low temperature, and rapid changes of
temperature.
Concerning the great danger
which the springing of wheel tires occasions, the
railway authorities are, of course, endeavoring to
find some means of obviating all defects by employing the best material and making the tires
of great thickness.
Formerly the tires were 25
mm, in thickness; now they are given a thickness of 60 mm. and many are constructed of
pure weld iron. The breakages have, as a fact,
considerably decreased since 1SS6, in which
year 4740 were reported.

Trouble with Piston-Packing and the
Remedy. A correspondent of the American

—

speaking of the
of a cylinder, says:

wearing of the
"I am runengine cylinder 16s36; 100
revolutions per minute. The three first years
it ran, the piston-head wore out the bottom of
cylinder so much more than the top or sides that
it had to be bored out twice, and three different
packing-rings tried, with the same results. At
last,
we extended and ran the piston-rod
through the loose head, so it now has an equal
bearing each end of cylinder.
The result is a
great saving of oil, engine ran 13 months, day
and night, without visible wearing of cylinder,
and without renewing packing."
JIdackinisty

in

bottom part

ning a

Cammer

—

—

—

Gwynn,

to a series of substances, containing in
properly laid in sound mortar or cement, will
resist all effects of heat for a considerable time. themselves sufficient lubricating properties to
For stairs, stone is a very dangerous material, preclude the necessity of using oil or other
unless it is imbedded on some substance which lubricants, and to him is due the credit of rencan carry it when it becomes hot. But of all dering possible and first introducing this new
building material there is none which requires system of journal bearing. The patentee is R.
It
more extra care and delicate treatment than W. Rhodes, 37 Bleeker street. New York.
iron.
Imagine a straight iron rod, supported at is considered especially valuable for loose pulits ends, and capable at the ordinary temper- leys and all places difficult of access, or liable
ature of the atmosphere of carrying a heavy to be overlooked.

A Novel

Locomotive

is

on

exhibition at

lose its etraightness, first sagging in the middle,

Palmyra, Wis. Except the noise of its wheels
then dropping altogether, next fusing and run- moving upon iron rails, it is noiseless and
ning away. Yet this is a material which many smokeless. The steam, after use in the engines,
persons call fireproQf, and put to carrying is condensed in a new manner, and the water
loaded floors which they designate by the same at the boiling point is reused. All the wheels
improper epithet. Wherever iron is used it of this locomotive are drive wheels, being so
should be protected by terra-cotta, good brick- arranged as to give them easy control of the car
work, sound plastering, or if nothing better can on curves and uneven tracks.
be found for the purpose, solid woodwork round
it.
Woodwork, if solid, will resist for a length
Improvement in the Blooming Mill. In
of time every possible effort of actual flame.
the Soho mill of the Moorhead-McCleane ComBuilders' Trade Journal,
pany, the blooming-mill will be thrown aside by
an improvement which dispenses with one procBrass-Rolling in Philadelphia. Phila- ess in converting the blooms into sheets,
A
delphia is to have a brass-rolling mill.
Con- skelp-mill and a merchant-mill will be added to
necticut has always been the seat of all the large the establishments
brass-rolling mills of the country. The first copper mines were worked in Connecticut, and
One pound of mercury converted into fulmisince copper and zinc are the component parts nate is suflScient to charge 50,000 percussion
of brass, the brass industry was naturally lo- caps.

—

—

a curious fact, discovered

is

brass

What Metaline Is. Metaline is the "tradeIron in Structural Work. In walls, brick
any kind, but more particularly fire-brick, if mark" name given by the inventor, Dr. Stuart

weight in the middle. Let a strong fire be
lighted under it; in a few moments the rod will

Deteriorated Oxygen.
It

indastriea.

of

SeiENTtne Pf(.o@ress.

by Dr. B. W.
estimated that §20,000,000
Richardson, that pure oxygen becomes devitalis consumed in Philadelized
by
repeated
inhalations.
Animals
conphia yearly. Waterbury is the great brassrolling center of Connecticut, and there are also fined in a current of freshly-made pure oxygen
establishments in Ansonia, named after Anson were differently affected, but never became
Phelps, the founder of the famous New York sleepy; but when the oxygen once inhaled was
freed from all known impurities and again supmetal house.
plied, the animals invariably became drowsy,
dustry,

A meeting of the

[Nov. 24, 1888

asleep,

fell

and under successive inhalations of
It was evident that,
had undergone some

the purified gas, expired.
in breathing, the oxygen

change unknown to the chemist. What the
change is can only be conjectured, though Dr.
Richardson has found that if the exhausted
oxygen be electrically charged it is revitalized
and will again support life. Boston Journal of

Commerce,
[The deteriorated oxygen, which as above,
would not sustain life, was no doubt deprived
of its ozone by being repeatedly passed through
the lungs of the animals employed in the experiments.

subsequent subjection

Its

tion of electricity

thus revitalize
is

would restore
It is well

it.

the ac-

to

its

ozone and

known

that ozone

always abundantly developed in the atmos-

phere

immediately

after

a

thunder-storm.

After such atmospheric disturbance
recognized by

its

peculiar smell

orating influence

Ozone

tem.

is

it

exerts

it is

readily

and the

on the

invig-

human

sys-

an allotropic state of oxygen.

Common oxygen

is

passive, but

when

it

exists

in its allotropic condition as ozone it is active,

invigorating, life-giving.

dition

In

ordinary con-

its

even pure oxygen contains but a very

small proportion of ozone, and from the above

experiments
halations,

but,

it loses

even that by repeated

and becomes unfitted

in-

to sustain life;

when subsequently subjected

to the action

electricity, ozone is abundantly developed
and the oxygen again becomes fitted to sustain
life.
These facts undoubtedly afford an explanation of the '* curious fact "alluded to by
our Boston cotemporary, which was probably
not recognized by the *' chemist" who made

of

t*ie

experiment.

Eds. Press.]

The Pressure Required to Solidify
Powdered Metals
In his Cantor lectures, delivered last March,
Prof. Chandler Roberts Austen dealt with the
formation of solid metals by compressing
strongly the powders of the constituent metals.
Since 1878 the labors of Prof. Walthere Spring
of the University of Liege have been mainly
devoted to the study of the effect of compresThe particles of a
sion on various bodies.
metallic powder left to itself at the ordinary atmoppheric pressure will not unite, but by augmenting the points of contact in a powder, the
result may be very different. Prof. Austen's
experiments were made with the aid of a compression apparatus, in which the metallic powder is placed under a short cylinder of steel,
in a cavity in a steel block divided vertically,
The pressure is apheld together by a collar.
Under a pressure of
plied to a cylindrical rod.
2000 atmospheres on the piston, or 13 tons on
the square inch, lead, in the form of filings, becomes compressed into a solid block, in which it
is impossible to detect the slightest vestige of
the original grains; while, under a pressure of
5000 atmospheres, lead no longer resists the
preseure, but flows as if it were liquid through
all the cracks of the apparatus, and the piston
of the compressor descends to the base of the
cylindrical hole, driving the lead before it.
The more interesting results were obtained
by Spring with crystalline metals. Bismuth, as
is well known, is crystalline and brittle, yet

powder and bismuth unite under a pressure
6000 atmospheres into a block very similar
to that obtained by fusion, having a crystalline
fracture.
Tin, when compressed in powder,
unites, and if it is made to flow through a hole
in the base of the compression apparatus, the
wire so formed sometimes, though not always,
emits the peculiar "cry" of tin when bent.
The following figures show the amount of pressure required to unite the powders of the reLead unites at 13 tons per
spective metals.
square inch, tin at 19, zinc at .38, antimony at
38, aluminium at .38, bismuth at 38 and copper
at 33 tons.
Lead flows at 33 tons per square
inch, tin at 47 tons.
fine
of

loosened and I lay perfectly limp a moment or
so.
I got up, but was scarely able to walk, the
pains being greatest in the hips. However, I
got a voltmeter and found 140 volts on the circuit, and the alternations or intermittences were
150 per second, while I found my resistance,
under the same conditions, to be 4500 ohms.
The wire that slipped out of my hand left a
burn on my forefinger in the shape of an elliptical hole about 5.32 inches deep, and scarred
the fiesh about the hole at a radius of onequarter inch. During the contact I felt difficulty in breathing, but five minutes afterward
my skin was all aglow, as if a bath brush and
Turkish towel had been used vigorously, while
the respiration became full and a trifle quickened. Two days afterward I was all rigHt. except a little soreness all over. Electrical World.

Early Art in Various Localities.

No words

can adequately describe the decorative richness and the mechanical perfection of
such illuminations as those which so thickly
crowd the Book of Kells in the Trinity Cnllego
Library at Dublin, or the Gospels of St. Chad,
now in the Chapter Library at Lichfield. The
ingenious intricacy of the various interlaced patterns are not only ieathetically beautiful, but
give one also a sort of intellectual pleasure akin
to that derived from a clever mathematical
problem, when one traces the unerring accuracy
with which the various strands of the design
cross and wind and knot with one another
without a false line or an impossible plait occurring anywhere.
One thing is clear about these marvelous patterns, and that is that they were produced by
men who were themselves familiar with the
working of gold jewelry; motives of ornament
clearly derived from gold wire twisted into
oomplicated patterns, are very frequent in the
manuscripts, and these very patterns are to be
seen in some of the no less wonderful jewelry of
early Oeltic times.
In the art of prehistoric Greece, exactly the
same interchange of motives is to be seen designs which grew naturally out of the technique
of one art were copied in another and quite different class of work.
Thus, for example, we
see the wire spirals of the jeweler reproduced in
the stone reliefs of Mycenje and Orchomenos,
and at Tiryns on the walls of the ancient palace
were paintings in which every detail, down to
the semblance of a fringe along the border,
was copied from loom patterns or woven
stuffs.
The fact is, that man of all ages and of
all countries, while passing through a similar
stage of artistic development, is led not only to
use the same methods of execution, but even
to produce the most closely similar deeigns.
Certain combinations of spirals repeated in
geometrical patterns of almost exactly the same
type, occur on the gold bosses of pre-Homeric
Mycence, on many pages of seventh and eighth
century Irish manuscripts, and among the ornaments of the prehistoric races of Northern America
a curious proof of the general sameness of
the human brain, and of the strong tendency
which the peculiarities of necessities of certain
handicrafts have to suggest certain forms of
decoration to the mind of the worker. One
peculiarity of the early Celtic illuminations is
the absence of gold, either as a ground or as
forming part of the pattern.
The extreme
richness of their effect is produced by the use
of colors only, and among them it is interesting
to flnd a gorgeous purple scarlet, which appears
to be a form of the old murex dye, for which
the ancient Ph<;enicians were so celebrated.
The murex used by the Celtic ecribes can hardly
have been imported from Syria, and it is probable that they possessed the secret of extracting
the dye from some shellfish which no doubt is
still to be found on the coasts of Britain or
Ireland, though its special value as a source of
pigment has been forgotten. Ex.

—

—

—

Unknown Sensations. Sound 'is the sensation produced on us when the vibrations of the
air strike on the drum of our ear, writes Sir
John Lubbock in the Popular Science MoiHhly
for November.
When they are few, the sound
is deep; as they increase in number, it becomes
shriller and shriller; but when they reach 40,000 in a eecond they cease to be audible. Light
is the effect produced on us when waves of light
strike on the eye. When four hundred millions

of millions of vibrations of ether strike the retina in a second, they produce red, and as the
number increases the color passes into orange,
then yellow, green, blue and violet. But between 40,000 vibrations in a second and four
hundred millions of millions we have no organ
of sense capable of receiving the impression.
Yet between these limits any number of sensations may exist.
have five senses, and
sometimes fancy that no others are possible.

We

But it is obvious that we cannot measure the
infinite by our own narrow limitations.
MoreExperience of an Electric over, looking at the question from the other
Shock. Thinking some of the readers of the side, we find in animals complex organs of
Electrical World might be interested in a per- sense, richly supplied with nerves, but the
sonal experience of a shock by an intermittent function of which we are as yet powerless to

Personal

—

current, I will give an account of one that occurred to me. On touching two terminals to
close a circuit on some experimental apparatus,
I thought, of course, I had grasped the insulation, but the bare end of a flexible wire manright-hand fingers while I
aged to touch
held the binding screw in the other hand. I

my

was instantly thrown down and held perfectly
rigid, unable to speak, it seemed to me, for two
or three minutes, but probably 20 or 30 seconds
would be nearer the actual truth. I felt unconsciousness coming on, when suddenly I became

explain.
There may be fifty other senses as
different from ours as sound is from sight; and
even within the boundaries of our own senses
there may be endless sounds which we cannot
hear, and colors as different as red from green,
These and a
of which we have no conception.
thousand other questions remain for solution.
which
familiar
world
surrounds
us may be
The
a totally different place to other animals.
To
them it may be full of music which we cannot
hear, of color which we cannot see, of sensations which we cannot conceive.

Mining and Scientific Press
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OOD

K. A. Proctor, to the lifting of heavy weights,
the use of large dumb-bells, involving compara-

HtyALTH.

Monthly Health Report.
Reports have been received by the State
Board of Bealth from 79 localities which retara
a mortality for the moDth of October of 902, io
an estimated popalation of 720,850, giving the
remarkably small anaual death rate of 14 H8.
This is probably a lower porocDtage of deaths
than will be found in any State within the
Union for the month of Ootobor. The deaths
for the month from infections diseases, includ*
ing typhoid fever, did not reach one-tenth of
the total mortality.which shows how remarkably
free the State is from any epidemic disease with
a fatal tendency.
Consumption, as usual, holds the highest
place in our mortality record, 14;J deaths being
attributed to it, an increase over the previous
month.
Pneumonia also shows an increase, having
caused 47 deaths in October, This may be attributed to the meteorological changes during the
month, causing an increased number of persons
to be attacked by the disease rather than to any
malignity in

its

type.

Smallpox caused two deaths, both in San
Francisco.

Typhoid fever had

a fatality of 36,

which

is

a

decrease from last report.

Cancer was

fatal in IS instances.

PrevatUogr DlaeasesReports received from 84 localities are singularly united in the

assertion of the reporters
that there was no sickness worth speaking of in
their several fields of practice, and this asser-

seems founded apon fact when compared
with the reports of mortality from acute disease.
Cholera infantum was observed in many localities in sporadic form, and is mentioned in re
ports from Wheatland, Elsinore, Lodi, Bakerstion

Colfax, Gonzales, Nevada City, Anaheim,
Los Angeles, Oakland, Pomona, Salinas, Sacramento, Santa Ana, Santa Eosa and San Franfield,

The season

cisco.

so prevalent, but

late for this disease to be
may be owing to the increased
is

temperature
over normal
that
prevailed
throughout the month.
Diarrhea and dysentery seem also to have
been quite marked in several localities. In
Sicramento, Nicolaus, Cedarville, Brownsville,
Wheatland, Merced, Lakeport, Lockeford, Tulare, Redding, Igo, Lemoore, Lincoln, Williams,
Red BInflf, Fresno, Downey, San Bernardino,
Benicia, Newcastle, Bodie, San Francisco, and
other places, they have been quite noticeable
from their frequency, but not from their fatality, as the type has been mild and yielded readily to

appropriate remedies.
was quite prevalent in Sacra-

Scarlet fever

mento, San Francisco, and several other localities.
The type is particularly mild. This
form of the disease implies gross carelessneBS
upon the part of parents and guardians in per*
mitting their children to attend school, and in
allowing the visits of other children to their
houees while the disease is still there. Every
case of scarlet fever or scarlatina should be
promptly isolated, and no intercourse permitted

between the sick and the well

until perfect convalescence was established, and the place of
sickness thoroughly fumigated and disinfected.
Scarlet-fever germs are among all germs most
persistent in their tenacity of life; they will
live for

months, perhaps years, in infected gar-

ments, and come forth at some favorable opportunity to reap a harvest of sickness, perhaps
death, or, in many instances, to impress a lifelong impairment of bodily strength and vigor.
The mildness of the attack is often the precursor
of serious disease, aod too much care cannot be
taken of those affected by scarlet faver in any
form, and no words can sufficiently condemn
any person who permits the intermingling of
the sick, suffering from scarlet fever, with the
well, -where it is within the bounds of posaibility
to prevent it.
Smallpox appeared once in the month in Sacramento. As we know not how soon the disease
may take on an epidemic character and extensive
range, the necessity of immediate vaccination
cannot be too earnestly urged. An epidemic
wave of this character is slowly but surely passing over these United States, and we cannot escape it except by thorough vaccination and revaccination, when it will pass harmlessly by.
Diphtheria when attacking children in the
form of croup is more generally fatal. The necessity of taking all possible sanitary measures
to prevent the spread of this formidable disease
is apparent, or ought to be, to everybody, and
yet we see houses crowded with mournmg
friends where the spores of disease are floating all around them, and if they escape it is not
owing to their own prudence, hut to the favorUntil such
able condition of their system.
foolish proceediugs are forbidden by law, and
under a penalty, we may expect diphtheria to
be carried from place to place and to take its
victims wherever it can find a suitable medium

tively slow movements, aod all exercises which
tend to iocreaae the supporting power of the
spine and leg-bones, even though they be exeroiaes primarily directed to increase the mnscu*
lar power of the arms.
Pulling exercises,
though they tend to increase the development
of the arms in length aa well as in girth, round
the forearm chi^tiy, do not on the whole favor

the development of length of limb. Siilors,
who from boyhood upward are much employed
in pulling and hauling, are on the average short
men, though often the development of strength
and weight resulting from their active open-air
lives is remarkable.
see oftener among
them than in other classes brawny chests,
shoulders, and upper arms in company with
lower limbs which by comparison appear almost
stunted.
On the other hand, men engaged in
hunting or in occupations requiring much walking, running, leaping and the like, acquire welldeveloped lower limbs, and are on the average
taller than other classes.

We

Ancient Citihs.— Nineveh was

The

8 wide, and 40

Oil Glands.

We clip the following very instructive article
from ji late number of the YoxKk'a Companion:
Nearly two and a half millions of sweat glands
pour out upon the surface of the body a watery
fluid, which aids in keeping the skin soft, and,
by its evaporation, in regulating the bodily
temperature. Besides these sweat glands, the
skin contains the so-called sebaceous glands,
that exude an opaque and oily matter.
The
ducts convey it eithjr directly to the surface or
into the upper portion of the hair follicles the
cavities from which the hair proceeds.
The oil ia designed to help keep the skin
supple, and especially to promote the softness
of the hair.
These glands are absent from the
under part of the feet and hands, and are most
abundant in the scalp, face, canal of the ear,
and about the nose and mouth. Those in the

—

ear secrete the ear-wax.
An excess in the secretion renders the face shiny; a deficiency renders the skin and hair dry and harsh.
The glands are sometimes obstructed when
the oil becomes thick, or when there is a neglect
of cleanliness. ~ This gives rise to papuloi, or
pimples, which, on being pressed out through
the narrow mouth of the oil duct, resemble
worms or grubs. They are frequently called
worms, naturally enough, since the hardened
dirt on the outer end looks like a head; but
they are only thickened oil, though occasionally
a minute living worm chooses one of them for
his abode.
Occasionally the more fluid elements of the
oil are absorbed, leaving only the solid, and
these harden into cutaneous calculi.
Or the
obstructed secretions yellow, half liquid and
half solid, like putty or mortar
may form small
tumors on the eyebrows, face, neck and head.
They should be cut out when small, or destroyed with caustic. Still, their only harm is
in the deformity they cause.
The various forma of acne, or pimple, are due
to inflammations of these glands.
They occur
mainly at the period of puberty and in the years
immediately following, and are regarded as due
to the constitutional changes then in process.
There is at that period a languid and torpid condition of the skin, a tendency to the accumulation of sebaoeous matter, and a congestion of the
coats of the follicles.
The treatment consists in removing any exciting cause that may exist, improving the nutritive power of the skin and the general system, and stimulating the parts affected. There
should also be close attention to diet and habits

—

—

of life.
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small lamps rest upon the stand, and by means
of arms fastened to the sides of the dish, small
oooical dishes are held just over the lamps.
The dish is tilled with water almost up to the
tope of the lamps' wicke and the lamps are
lighted.
The smoke condenses on the conical
dishes hung over the lamps and is collected in
the form of a dense black powder. This powder
is placed in a vase and a warmed mixture
of
nine parts of fiah glue and one of animal glue
strained into it through a piece of silk held
over the mouth of the vase. The contents of
the vase, then being thoroughly stirred, are
rolled into balls, wrapped in cloth and immersed
in hot water.
Kneading, another immersion,
and beating with a hammer, follow; the paste
is scented,
and in the form of long sticks is
placed in various shaped molds. Wrapped in
paper, the sticks are placed in a dish filled
with rice-straw aBhes, and in a day or two are
thoroughly dried. Rubbing with cloths and
brushes serves to clean and polish them, and
they are then ready for the market.

miles round,

15 miles long,

with a wall

100

feet high, and thick enough for three chariots
abreast.
Bibylon was 50 miles within the
walls, which were S7 feet thick and .350 high,

with 100 brazen gates. The Temple of Diana
at Ephesus was 4'20 feet to the support of the
roof.
It was 100 years in building.
The largest of the pyramids is 461 feet high, and 653 on
the sides; its base covers 11 acres. The stones
are about 30 feet in length, and the layers are
3S0.
It employed .S30,000 men in building.

The labyrinth
and

in
halls.

Egypt contains 300 chambers

Thebes, in Egypt, presents
27 miles round.
Athene was 25 miles
round, and contained 350,000 citizens and
400,000 slaves. The Temple of Delphos was
80 rich in donations that it was plundered
of $500,000, and Nero carried away 200 statues.
The walls of Rome were 13 miles round. Our
World and ILh Wonders.
2.')0

ruins

^

Sugar as a Fire Kindler.— The
who pours kerosene oil on the fire

girl

servant
to

make

burn up quick seems to be disappearing; but
in her place another has made her appearance,
with a very dififerent material, to accomplish
it

the same object. It was in Boston, and not
long ago, that the mietress of a house, not much
given to going into the kitchen, entered one
day unexpectedly just in time to catch her
kitchen maid in the act of emptying a spoonful
of granulated white sugar into the fire.

Sugar

exceedingly inflammable, and its application
made the fire flash up in excellent shape. The
head of the house had noticed that he was
called upon to pay for a great many barrels of
sugar, and his wife had wondered at the family's enormous consumption of that article, but
she did not wonder any more, especially as the
girl confessed that she had regularly been using
the sugar for a long time.
is

A "Test for Sewer Gas" has been going
the rounds of the papers which deserves notice
on account of its misleading character. It consists in exposing to the suspected atmosphere
pieces of paper moistened with a solution of
sugar of lead, which are supposed to indicate
the presence of the dreaded gas by turning
black. This test is entirely unreliable, and
only indicates the presence of sulphureted hydrogen, a very disagreeable gas, but not especially dangerous in small quantities.
There is
no definite test for sewer gas known, and it is
much

better to avoid all possibilities of its
presence than to depend upon any chemical
tests for indications of its existence.
Popular
Science News.

Wuid-Power

for Electric Lighting.

Prof. Blyth recently read before the

Glasgow

Philosophical Society a paper on the above subwherein he describes an experiment which
he made last summer the lighting of a cottage
in which he spent his vacation by a dynamo
driven by a windmill, and charging a storage
battery.
The windmill used was an old-fosbioned style, with four arms at right angles to
each other, each of them 13 feet long. There
was no especial regulating device. The dynamo
was belted directly to the fly-wheel of the mill,
and charged 12 cells of storage battery, which
supplied the incandeecent lamps in the cottage.
ject

—

Prof. Blyth had never used more than ten lamps
at once, but he could have used more.
With a
good breeze, enough electricity could be stored
iu half a day to supply light for four evenings
of three or four hours each.

The lamps used were of eightcandle power.
When charging, the current passed through a
out-out that would disconnect them from the
dynamo when it ran below a certain speed; so
the windmill could be allowed to run all the
time, charging the battery when the wind happened to be strong enough. The current had
also been used to run a light turning lathe, and
Prof. Blyth had begun to make a light carriage
to be run by the stored electricity.
The paper opens up a field for ingenuity, comfort and amusement in our homes. By such simple
means we could light our houses economically;
our light would be better, cooler and healthier
than gas or coal-oil lamps; while the current
could be utilized for running fans, sewing-machines, etc.
Indeed, to the average American,
with a little spare time and some small ingenuuity, the amusement and instruction of such a
plant would more than pay for its expense.

Propulsion of Ships by Air Propellers,
At the last meeting of the British Association
Advancement of Science, a paper was
read by Mr. H. C. Vogt, suggesting the propulsion of ships by means of revolving sails acting
in the air. The advantages to be gained over the
ordinary form of screw propulsion were summed
for the

up

as follows:
saving in engine-power by eliminating
(1)
the disturbing action of the screw; (2) the form
of the ship could be determined with
reference to least resistance and seaworthiness
only, and the division in water-tight compartments could be complete; (3) the change in trim
will be lees disadvantageous when the power is
applied above the deck than below the center
of gravity; (4) the vibrations caused by the
screw propeller, which are destructive to the
ship and most unpleasant to those on board,
will be avoided; (5) the proposed air propeller
will utilize the natural wind-power.
The air propeller, as explained by Mr. Vogt,
is, in its outer shape, somewhat similar to the
ordinary water screw, with sails or blades
made of thin sheet steel, having the greatest
width near the circumference. The pitch of
the blades is capable of being varied in order
to utilize the power of the wind, becT,use nearly
SO per cent of the winds, the whole compass
round, augment the thrust of the propellers.

A

—

A Canal Across Italy, It is proposed to
commence a canal upon the northwestern shore
of Italy, Just above Civita
and to cut through to Fano

Vecchia, at Castre,
on the eastern or
Adriatic shore,
glance at the map of Italy
will show that in this line two lakes are met,
Novel Method of Locating a Leak in a those of Bolsena and Trasimeno, and it is prowater main was employed recently at Rochester, posed to drain these two lakes, thus secaring
N. Y,, with entire success. The break in the the area for cultivation. The length of the
main was known to be between the banks of the canal will be about 169 miles, the width of it
river,
solution of bi-permanganate of potash 110 yards, and its depth is to be about 39 feet,
was introduced at a hydrant on the side of the BO that ships of any tonnage, and even men-ofriver nearest the reservoir, and observers were war, will be able to pass through it. The cost
stationed on the river along the line of the of the canal is reckoned at $100,000,000. It is
main.
deep reddish-purple discoloration of estimated that the work could be completed in
the river-water at one point soon made the ex- five years from its commencement.
The Italact location of the leak apparent.
ian journals are highly interested in the project
and are taking up the matter warmly, and when
CoRN-CoBS Pressed Into Bpilding Blocks. the fact of the long sea passage around the
Building blocks made of corn-cobs form the ob' south coast of Italy and up the stormy Adriatic
ject of an Italian patent which has been re- to Trieste and Venice is remembered, certainly
cently issued.
The cobs are pressed by the canal would be of immense service to the
machinery into forma similar to bricks, and whole of_Southern Europe.
held together by wire. They are made watertight by soaking with tar.
These molds are
New Device for Utilizing a Current of
very hard and strong. Their weight is less
Water. A Russian engineer, M. Tayn, has
than one third of that of a hollow brick, and
invented a new means of utilizing a current of
they never get damp.
water.
The apparatus consists of an endless
The Butter Color used by nearly all farm- cable, carrying a series of canvas cones which
shut like an umbrella. The endless
open
and
ers and creameries in increasing the yellow tint
cable passes over a double drum on board a ponof their product is annatto boiled in cottontoon, and at the other end over a pulley susseed oil, and although the amount of oil in the
a buoy. The current opening the
mixture is exceedingly small, it comes within pended from
on the rope moves the cable at a certain
cones
the letter of the statute defining oleomargarine,
according to a decision of the Commissioner of speed, and this drives a shaft or drum. On the
upper part of the rope the cones are naturally
Internal Revenue.
closed by the current to which they present
Across Greenland. The venturesome ex- their points. This plan, it is suggested, would
plorer who recently started from the east coast serve to raise a certain quantity of water for the

A

A

Useful
Fishing on

Inforjmatioj\j,

Dry Land.— A

late

number

of

the New Orleans Picayune Bd.yB:
Standing on
the brim of the bayou at New Iberia, I have
often watched the floating islands of turf slowly sailing past me.
Sometimes one will be so
large that I should like to capture it, anchor it
set up npon it as a Robinson
It will be beautiful with its feather
grasses arising like an Indian princess' plumes
its silver-green rushes burnished in the sun, its
white lily-cups or fligs of iris floating like a
royal standard.
Sometimes these floating
islands go down the bayou in fleets, thus, after
a storm, but whenever seen they are bonny voyagers, and are fit to make one go back to the
old sweet belief of fairy folk.
In truth, they
are fragments wind-torn from the ** trembling
prairie."
In winter-time the hunters go out
to this prairie, and with a spade dig a hole in
it.
They dig a foot or two, and then oome to

somewhere, and
Crusoe.

water; a fishing Hue is dropped in this novel
well, .and they may catch fish all day long.

—

—

A

A

A

India Ink How Made. India-ink is, in
Chinese ink, as ;t originated in China, and is
manufactured there. When first made it was
The board ia now engaged upon the work of composed of lac, a resinous substance deposited
ascertaining how far the prevailing diseases by a small insect. Later, a peculiar black
among cattle are dangerous to human life, and stone was found which could be dissolved in
to what extent they prevail or are likely to af- water, and still later lac and flrwood were of Greenland to cross that arctic continent has
burned, and the resulting smoke was gathered arrived safely at its eastern shore, Scientists
fect the food supply of the State.
on some hard substance and rolled into balls. will await with eager interest his report upon
Growing Tall by Exercise.— Exercise is The same principle is now employed, but the this interesting journey the first ever made
generally taken without any direct reference to smoke is a little more scientifically handled. In across the land of ice and snow.
the increase of hight. Thus it often happens the middle of a big porcelain dish, about two
One elephant discovered among the tertiary
that the gymnastic feats chiefly indulged in feet in diameter and three or four inches deep,
tend rather to check than to increase the rate they place a stand of about six inches in diam- rocks could not have been less than 16 feet in
eter,
and
the
same
hight
as
the
dish.
says
Mr.
Several
hight.
This applies particularly,
of growth.
for its development.

Enqijmeef^ing I^otes.

fact,

—

—

—

purpose of irrigation.

Carbolic Acid in Diphtheria.

—M.

Roulin

has successfully treated 22 cases of diphtheria
with carbolic acid as an antiseptic. Nasal
douches, consisting of three teaspoonfuls of the
crude acid in a quart of water, were employed
every hour by means of the ordinary irrigator.

Tonics were given internally.
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About a month ago

EQlNlJMG SUMMAf^Y,
The following is most^ condensed from joiimalB published
[n

the interior, in proxiinity to the mines mentioned.

Wm.

Pinkerton

[Kov. 24, 1888

Eagle Bird at Maybert. The intention of Mr. Duterte and the other owners is to put up hoisting
works and a mill in the spring.

purchased a

twelfth interest in the Cniikshank mine, paying
therefor S5000.
This week Rev. Mr. Holmes of
Pacific Grove offered him $10,000 for the interest, but
we doubt if it could be bought for $50,000. Mr.
Holmes has purchased one-half of Sheriff Graves'
interest in Los Burros, and expects to make a trip
to the mines first of next week.

The Nevada City Mine. —The

Eastern Co.

employed on the several

levels running prospecting
easing limbers and making repairs in the vershaft
Have hoisted during the week 625 tons
of ore. and have shipped to the Rock Point mill
570/^ tons of ore. Average battery assays, $21.79
per ton. Have shipped during the week bullion
amounting to $9293-41. and have $9096 in bullion on
hand.
drilts,

tical

which recenUy leased the Nevada City quartz mine
has fonvarded to B. N. Shoecraft funds with which
CALIFORNIA.
to resume work on the mine in case satisfactory
terms can be made with the creditors.
Amador.
Crown Point,— West crosscut No. 2 on the 700
Nevada.
Placer.
North Star. Ledger, Nov. 17: We are pleased
The Manzanita Mine. Transcript^ Nov. 17:
Gray Eagle.— Placer Herald. Nov. 17: The level is in 84 feet, of which 50 feet is in vein matter.
to announce an important iraprovement in the prosPassed
through 18 feet of quartz, assaying as per
recent
heavy
cave
of the hydraulic bank at Gray Eagle Co. has put in a Cornish pump in the
pects of this mine, situated between Sutter Creek and By the
Amador City. It has been in process of development the Manzanita drift claim, which broke down the shaft The new boiler is on the grounds, and the report of October 30th— $16 to $24 per ton— and 33
feet
of
porphyry
and quartz mixed, yi'-lding low asCreek
men for the past 18 drifting tunnel for a long distance and buried five new hoisting works are going up. The old machinSutter
by
says.
The face is still in porphyry and qu^rtz, with
months. After sinking a shaft 600 feel, drifting was tons of steel track rails, about 75 men working in ery is being replaced by new.
considerable
water
coming from
Have started a
commenced. The north drift was run a consider- one capacity and another were thrown out of emMountain Gate. The owners of the Mountain south drift from the 800 station, it.
which is out 15 feet.
Before the mishap the owners were " on Gate mine at Damascus,
able distance without revealing anything of import- ployment.
according to the latest re- Good progress is being made
in
cutting
out the drain
ance, and work was stopped in this direction. A velvet," as one of them expressed it yesterday. They port, are running through a reef of rock and expect
in the Sutro drift.
Have shipped to the Santiago
drift was then started south following the hanging- were realizing big profits, and expected to soon to strike the channel on the other side.
mill for reduction 262 tons of ore saved in running
On Sunday last, after reaching a distance of double the number of miners so as to have about 80
wall.
the 700 drifts.
The bullion returns have not yet
Shaeta.
85 feet from the shaft, a small vein of quartz was in all on the three shifts. By this increase of force
From Lower Springs. Cor. Courier, Nov, 17 been received.
encountered. It required no assay to convince the they thought they would get the old portion of the
entirely
claim
worked
out
by
spring.
As
it
is.
they
Best
There is but little done in the way of developments
and Belcher. 300 level: In west crosspractical miner that the ore was of a good-paying
of the mines, although considerable gossip is going cut No. r at a distance of 120 feet from main northIt was of a dark-ribbed nature, plenti- cannot again get into the channel there at an outcharacter.
No iree gold was lay which the probable returns would justify. All the rounds, but not applied in the right direction. west drift, winze station has been completed and a
fully charged with sulpburets.
the common prediction
now that there new winze was sunk to a depth of 5 feet, passing
visible in the first few parcels of ore extracted, but labor will be suspended this winter, and when the It is
South drift from botexcellent results were obtained by pounding the rock stormy season is over the work of driving an entirely will soon be considerable activity in opening up through ore of fair quality.
The vein was very new tunnel into the easterly part of the claim, where mines and milling ores from the croppings, A good tom of old winze has been extended a distance of
in a mortar and panning it out
Formation, quartz and
small at first only an inch or two thick but it there is a large tract of virgin ground, will begin, custom -mill in Lower Springs district, with crushers 8 feet; total length, 20 feet.
widened out as it was followed, and by Monday The tunnel will have to be started from an incline and concentrators adapted for working low and high porphyry, showing some value. 625 level— Main
morning it was at least 12 inches thick, and fine shaft, necessitating the use of hoisting and pumping ores, would be a profitable business for some specu- north drift cleaned out and repaired a distance of 25
lators, and a Godsend to our poor miners, and a feet; total length, 550 feet.
West crosscut No. 3 on
fiowery gold was visible in many pieces to the naked machinery.
double Godsend to Old Shasta town. Shasta is the this level has been cleaned out and repiired a diseye.
An assay was made by E. C. Voorheis, which
The El Dorado.— The Nevada City Co.
tance
of
feet.
strike
nearest
town
the
most
The
is
to
of our best mines, and the
70
yielded at the rate of $238 per ton.
gaged in prospecting the El Dorado claim of Delhi
considered of \ital importance. It is taken as the district has substantial reason to regard the future of healthiest town in Shasta county; and it would be
Belcher. The 200 north drift from the shaft
edge of a chimney of pay ore, and at (he depth of 600 the properly with confidence. The ledge struck in reasonably well for every man in this district to take advanced 15 feet during the week, making the total
feet the discovery of a fair-sized chimney would the tunnel about 230 feet from the mouth, and which hold and join hands for the determination of show
146 feet No change to report of the ground run
amount to the practical demonstration of the exist- was but four inches thick at that point, is being ing up some of our fine prospects. We ought to be through. The 160 south drift from Crown Point to
ence of a permanent mine. It has greatly elated traced. At last accounts it had widened out to 18 ashamed to ask capital to come up here and look at meet it advanced 12 feet. Repairs to the pump
the hopes of the people of Sutter Creek.
The ore inches and was of good quality.
the insignificant little holes in the ground with but compartment are finished to the 700 level, and we
is much the same in appearance as that of its close
place upon the entire ledge that can show mill- are now engaged in putting in the incline rope and
The Champion. The ledge being worked on the one
neighbor, the South Spring Hill, and indeed, the
ing ore. Show up your mines as well as possible, hope to continue the joint east drift from the iico
400-foot level of the Champion shows the largest
manner of its discovery was also very similar.
like the Mountain View mine, Eureka, Daniels, stflt'on in a day or two.
Good progress is being
and best body of ore ever seen in the mine. In
Miscellaneous. The ten-stamp mill which S.
White Oak, Mrs. Wiser's Spanish Ledge, and made in cutting out the drain in the Sutro drilt
some places it reaches a width of 17 feet. The ore
D. R. Stuart has erected on his recently-purchased
Illinois Mining Co., who are shipping some very
is of superior grade.
The owners have every reason
Confidence. The raise from the 1200 level is
quartz claim, about six miles east of Suiter Creek,
fine ore now to Selby Co. for reduction.
All of the
to feel satisfied with the property which they have
now up 21 feet, having been advanced 5 feet during
is completed.
The ore-chute to the mill has been expended so much money
above mines have produced splendid ore, and have
and energy in developing.
the week.
The face still continues in ore of fair
found defective. The grade is not sufficient to enmore in sight There are plenty of ledges here in
quality. Are shipping daily to the Brunswick mill (or
The
Cole
and
White
Mine.
Herald,
Nov.
able the rock to roll down with ease, and it is probthis district that would produce shipping ore if propreduction
179 tons of ore, the average battery samable that it will have to be taken out and a tramway 16: The above mine is located on Gaston ridge, erly sorted, and if there were deep shafts sunk upon
ple of which shows a value of $27.68 per ton.
put in its place. There is about 50 tons of rock on Washington township, nearly west of the mouih of our productive ledges, there would certainly be deHale and Norcross.— On the 800 level the
the dump ready for crushing.
The Amador gold Canyon creek. It is in a slate formation and the posits of very rich ore.
mine paid off on the 12th instant, that being its reg ledge is about eight feet in width. Four feet of the
Deadwood.— Redding Free Press. Nov. 17: north drift has been advanced 28 feet; total, 70 feei.
ular pay-day for more than two years.
The com- ledge next to the hanging-wall has rock which it is George Klein was in town Thursday, looking as The south drift has been advanced 35 feet; total,
pany commenced with a monthly expense of about estimated will pay ai least $40 per ton. The owners, jolly and prosperous as ever. He struck several 125 feet. Have men on repairs in the shaft stations
S1500. and have been increasing until now its month- from whom the mine took its name, sunk a shaft veins of gold-bearing quariz in his new discovery, and on the several levels, and are now prepared to
resume the extraction of ore.
ly pay-roll, including contracts on the mill, runs over about 45 feet detp, the rich rock continuing down
which he has named the North Pole mine, and the
The foreman has about 40 men on the to that depth. Some time since. Fred Bradley, rock now commg out averages $46 to the ton. The
$15,000.
Chollar. The west drift from the shaft, 850
mine, running drifts, crosscutting, sinking and rais- superintendent of the Spanish mine, took hold of McDonald Bros, have purchased the Red Diamond level, is in 86 feet. The west drift from the shaft,
the property and has been engaged in sinking ever
ing, as well as opening stopes, putting in chutes,
mine
of B. Lamb, and are sinking on a vein three 750 level, is in 204 feet; the face is in clay and
so that he can supply the 60-stampmilI, which J. B. since. It is said the rock is improving with depth, feet thick, which shows considerable free gold, and quartz. The raise in the north drift on the 650 level
White, the contractor, says will be finished and and it is confidently believed there is a good mine is very heavi charged with sulphurets.
Joe Falin is up 22 feet, showing quariz giving low assays. 'Ihe
y
there.
ready to run some time during the month of February
north drift on the 450 level is in 732 feet
is crushing some very rich rock taken out of the VerNew Eureka.— Ti'tfmfj, Nov. 17: The hoisting mont mine, which will not work less than $70 per Justice. The southeast winze is down 38 feet beDrytown. Amador Ledger, Nov. 17: The Covgear
ol
tue
New
Eureka
work
plant
does
not
well,
er mill is shut down on account of scarcity of water;
He has had some heavy rustling in tne old low the 490 level. The bottom of this winze is in
ton.
some of the miners are also idle.
They have com- and improvements, necessitating castings, are to be mine, but it will reward him in the near future.
ore assaying from S20 to $30 per ton.
The west
M. C. Taylor will do the work and expects
menced drifting at the Cosmopolitan, aud some of made.
Tin. Some excitement has been caused around drift on the 490 level is in 130 feet from south drift.
the hands are laid off in consequence.
Marcus Jor- to have it completed in less than a fortnighL In the Sissons by a discovery of tin about six miles from The face is in hard porphyry.
gerson is making some improvements on his claim meantime operations at the mine will be suspended
place, north of Black Butte.
Alpha. The 500 level north lateral drift is north
aside from running the pump.
Prospectors on D;er that
on the creek about a mile above town.
of the shaft 167 feet; the face is in clay and quartz.
Sierra.
Sutter Creek. The town is all excitement over creek have struck a two and one-half foot ledge at a
Tribune, Nov. 16: Last Wed- The south lateral drift on the same level is in south of
depth of 55 feet, which yields some pretty ore.
Mine.
Buffalo
the rich strike in the North Star.
The farther the
Much lead is shown, and sulphurets, but the latter ne-day J. J. Lee. one of the original locators and a the shaft 72 feet; the face is in quartz that assays
drift is extended the richer grows the rock.
Specifrom $12 to $20 a ton.
mens were taken out to-day which were literally are of a character which carry very little gold. The principal owner, accompanied by Bert Schlesinger,
CH.A.LLENGE. Prospecting in various part'; of the
vein is in slate formation.
Four tons of the ore, re- went up to the Buffalo mine. The boarding -hou?e
studded with coarse gold. Since last writing the
mill process, yielded an average of $8,60 is completed.
track leading from the tunnel to mine, and 25 tons of ore daily are being extracted
duced
by
The
Wildman mine has improved wonderfully at the 600to the ton.
The
shed
over and sent to the Brunswick mill for reduction, the
the
mill will be 600 feet in length.
foot level.
There is said to be a lo-foot ledge of
The Brunswick Agai.v Attached. Tran- it will be built in V-shape and the roof covered with average battery sample of which shows a value of
good average pay rock. The opinion is gaining
$27.68 per ton.
ground that they will have one of the best paying script, Nov. 18: Eastern parties have levied an at- sheet iron. This work is well under headway and
Exchequer.—On the 382 level the north lateral
mines in the county in a year or so.
The mill was tachment on the Brunswick quartz claim at Grass will be completed in a few days. The framework o(
machinery
and
the
is
all
on
the
ground.
the
mill
is
up
drift
is in north of the Alpha shaft 495 feet; the face
stopped last night for want of water. Other mills Valley for a little over $14,700. and Shrnff Lord has
is in clay and porphyry.
The east crosscut on the
The debt is for Twenty-five men are employed.
will soon have to suspend for the same reason unless put in Capt. Fitzgerald as keeper.
same
level is in 231 feet; the face is in porphyry.
money advanced the company to pay for purchase
the water supply increases,
Siskiyou.
and development work and to raise the attachments
Gould
and
Curry.— 200 level: West crosscut
River Claims. Yreka 'fournal, Nov, 17: River
Butte.
recently put upon the property by Messrs. Tilley,
from top of upraise from El Dorado {300) level has
A Promising Camp.— Nevada City Herald, Nov. Fletcher and Silvester. It is believed that this pro- miners in the Honolulu and Oak Bar districts still been
extended 22 feet; total length, 136 feet. Forout
gravel from the channel,
continue
take
pay
to
17: A letter from J. H. Higgins, recently of Grass ceeding will swamp the Brunswick Co., which was
and may possibly be able to work a month longer, mation, clay and porphyry.
Valley, but who is now employed at the Golden never very vigorous financially.
Seg. Belcher. Are now engaged in putting
if we do not have heavy storms or severe frost beQueen quartz mine at Forbestown, says that camp
Mills.
Nevada City Herald, Nov. 20: A fore. The heavy rainstorms raise the river to en- the rope in the incline and hope to continue the
is very hvely and promises to become quite a town.
walk down Deer creek canyon yesterday would have danger the dams, and if continuing for some time, joint Belcher-Seg. Belcher east drift from the 1 100
The Golden Queen is putting up a 10-stamp mill. made any resident of this city feel glad.
The air will cause the miners to pull out their apparatus to station in a few days.
The Stow mine is showing well. Forbestown was a
was full of music made by quartz-mills. Twenty prevent danger of being washed away. Heavy frost
YELLOV7 Jacket. The^oisting works are workdecayed gravel-mining camp till a short time ago,
stamps were running at the Providence, ten at the alfo stops work, on account of loosening the banks,
when Hon. W. W. Stow started operations on an Champion, ten at the Merrifield
ing finely, and are shipping ore steadily to the
and ten at the to render them unsafe for working under. Considundeveloped ledge. Since then prospecting has
Brunswick mill,
Mountaineer, each and all the mills being in hearing erable mining will be carried on at the dry diggings
been Hvely and indications are good for very rich
Alta.— Still stripping the vein on the 900 level
distance of each other.
in the high mountain gulches this winter, if suffimines being opened.
by north and south drifts. The mill is running
The Champion. The Champion mine is a com- cient rain or snow is afforded to furnish water for steadily.
Calaveras.
paratively new venture. Although the ledge was sluicing,
Andes. Running the north lateral drift on the
Mill Moved. Calaveras CJironUU^ Nov. 17: located and work commenced in 1S76, it was only a
Tuolumne.
level, and sinking the winze on the 240 level.
The mill at the Comet mine, near San Andreas, is year ago that the present works were started. The
River Mine. Tuolumne Independent^ Nov. T7: 350
being taken down and will be put up on the Quartz company had previously run a tunnel
Con. Imperial. Repairs to the main north lat3000 feet in
R. Moffitt's river mine closed aown on Saturday
Glen claim near Rich gulch. The mill is a ao-stamp length, erected hoisiiog-works on the north end of J.
last.
They had struck into a part of the mine that eral drift are still being carried on.
one, but it is the intention of the company operating the claim and made extensive developments.
But had been worked in former days, and the lateness of
PoTosi. The south drift, 650 level, is in 585 feet;
the Quartz Glen to add 20 stamps more.
it was found that the ledge formed
a junction with the season would not justify moving the machinery the face is in clay and porphyry.
Rich Rock. We were shown some exceedingly the Wyoming, and, alter protracted litigation, that to new^ ground. Hence it was deemed best to susBullion. There is no change to report in the
rich rock one day this week, which was taken from part of the ground was left idle after an expenditure pend operations until next summer.
It is a very exdrifts on the 500 and 640 levels.
the mine owned by Vandel & Zumwalt, on Esper- of $75.coo.
Not at all disheartened, the company pensive claim to work.
Scorpion. There is no change to import in the
anza creek about six miles from this place. The went back to the creek and commenced operations
Union-Democrat, Nov. 17
Bonanza.
The work on the 300 level.
specimens showed us assayed at the rate of $100 there. Tbey started in on August 15, 1887. Since
Bonan2a, mine, under the control of the present
Belmont DiSurlct.
per ion.
that date they have sunk a ten-foot-wide shaft to a
lessees, promises to yield all that can be expected
El Dorado.
depth of 400 feet, erected hois ting- works and a 15- under the best management. The lessees have exBelmont Courier, Nov. 17; The
Running.
Gra\'El. Placerville Observer, Nov. 17; The stamp mill, which only has ten stamps in place, how- pended probably
Monitor-Belmont
mill is
running satisfactorily.
S2500 in purchase of the best machinowners of the Chili Ravine mine L. Landecker, ever, at present, and done considerable drifting in ery and in the most thorough timbering of the works. Lessee J. E, Severance shipped on Thursday last
Frank Goyan and Jack Gluas are in high feather the different levels. The machinerj' is all run by They have spared no expense'to make the work per- 2373 ounces of silver bullion (in two bars), nearly
over the discovery of a very rich body of gravel in water-power and the works are all in first-class manent as they have progressed.
Before reaching 900 fine. This was the result of three days' run with
that mine.
The tunnel is in over noo feet and shape. There are at present only 28 men employed. the ground from which they hoped for remuneration, the aid of only three pans. The mill is still producthey expect soon to reach an immerse channel
The Providence is keeping 20 stamps run- they have picked up 136 ounces of gold— enough to ing good bullion, and Mr. Severance will make regwhich is known to exist and to be very rich. This ning by day on rock from the 1250-ioot level. reimburse them for their outlay. The Bonanza is in ular bullion shipments from this on,
bench is looking nne, and, as Jack Gluas says, " is Twenty of the stamps are yet idle, but they will be the bands of men who will develop the mine for perEure&:a District.
prettiest body dirt hever stuck pick hinto."
We pounding away after a little. There are 40 stamps, manent results, regardless of the expense of making The Diamond.
Eureka Sentinel, Nov. 17: The
saw a panful washed which yielded nearly $1. The 16 Frue concentrators, a large chlorination-works, the works substantial as they proceed.
name
owned by Dan Foley, Dennis
mine
of
this
formation of this bench, with every indication that and all the appliances necessary to work ores closely.
O'Leary and Morris Brothers is improving right
it will hold in depth
if not improve
gives great en- -A full force of men will be at work there when everyNEVADA.
We
paid
the
property
a visit on Wednesdav
along.
couragement as to future results. The Chili ha^ a thing is ready.
last.
There is perhaps double as much ore in sight
long hfe before it.
Wasboe DtRtrict.
Important
Developments
Predicted.—
Ti./there
was
a
few
months
back.
now
as
Two princiInyo.
Virginia Enterprise, Nov. 17: pal crosscuts have been extended into the ore body
B.\ltimore.
in^St Nov. 16: A six-inch plunger pump is being
Strike. Inyo ludependeni, Nov. 17: George placed in position in the new Eureka shaft This Crosscutting at several points in the ore found on
respectively.
feet
The
and
ore
is of good
30
Turner is reported to have made a big strike of sil- work completed, sinking will be vigorously prose- the 300 level, and upraising from the 300 level to 25
The size of the bonanza has
quality at all points.
ver and lead ore in a mine over near Deep Spring cuted until the ledge struck in
a crosscut is cut by the 200, and saving the ore for reduction.
been
determined
in
any
direction.
not yet
At this
He will soon make a shipment of the ore.
lake.
the shaft, when stoping will be commenced.
SupL
Savage. On the 400 level the southeast drift moment it seems to be the be-t hope of Eureka disMarble. Mr. Israel Luce arrived at the marble Weldon predicts important developments in a few has been advanced 15 feet and continues in porphyry trict It makes a better showing than did any of
quarry last Wednesday from San Francisco. He months.
and clay. From the north and south drifts on this the great Ruby Hill mines, with an equal amount of
was accompanied by several expert marble workers.
The Sunlight Mine. Transcript. Nov. 16: level we are stoping ore from the east crosscut near work and exploration. The geological conditions
Mr. Luce will now go on quarrying marble for L. Duterte, the San Francisco mining capitalist, who our south boundary. From the 600 to the 750 levels are also right for a big mine. There is a reasonable
market
On the 950 chance for the Diamond to be as great a mine as has
arrived here Tuesday evening, went yesterday to are extracting ore from the old stopes.
Monterey.
Washington township to put some men at work on level the east crosscut is being advanced through the ever been discovered in Eastern Nevada, but it
Los Burros. Monterey Democrat, Nov. 17: the Sunlight quartz claim, which is situated near the old stopes, exposing ore of low grade. Have men will take some time to ascertain its full value. The
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WEATHER FOR THE WEEK.

PACIFIC COAST

property is still in the haods of tbe ori^nal owners,
who are prosrcuting developmL>nts in a safe and conmanner with a small force. Only such ore
as is bein^ taken out of the necessary drills is shippfd to defray expenses. There has been no sloping
All ol tbe ore is of good quality, though
thus far.
there are some atreak-s that are richer than others.
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Cor[>>s,
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A

]

servative

Sacramento. S.Pranolsoo.
DATE.
Not.

Ore Shm'MENTs. — During

the past week ore ship,
following-named
the
mrnis
From
mines of the district to (he furnaces:
Uundcrberg.
i6o tons;
the Hamburg mine. 231 tons;
Jackson, 46; Lord Bryon, 22; Alexandria, 2; Diamond. 16; Geddes ik Bertntnd. 9; Williamsburg, 5;

were

made

I i!

14-20.

from

40

I'lnio. 9;

White Pine 6 tons, and Benson 75 pounds.
Irom the Rio Members mine, 36 tons; Kihel, 3 tons;

FritUy
Sfttunlfty.

I.KAiJ.

—The

Ca

Eureka Con. M.

ship))e<l yesterday eight bars of silver bullion valued
at $19,400, and during the week they shipped 80
tons market lead. The Richmond Co. shipped during the week. 40 tons of silver-lead bullion.
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T

Tiiruperature, wind
iodloittoa too Rinikit to meiiBuru.
OluiervatlonB taki-n al 5 P. M. lustp-ad of 12 M.

Vicinitv. Butte InttrMonntain, Nov. 15: Some time ago it was stated
that the Butte & Boston M. Co. had purchased the
Owsley ranch for the purpose of erecting a smelter
It has since transpired that this comp my did
there.
not buy the ground.
It is slated the purchaser was
Judge A. j. Divis of the First National bank. The
Buite & Bo ton Co. has ovrr 600 acres of ground
out ne ir the Silver Buw mill, upon which, it is almost definitely staled, they will put up a large smelter
and teduclion works in the spring. At pres*ent this
company is putting down two bhafls; one on the La
Plst-i and a three-compartment on the Gray Rock.
The Narrow Giuge is siiil being developed by E. H.
Irvine and others.
Owing to the heavy fall of snow,
work has been slopped on the Alice mill, which was
damaged by the receni fire. George Tong is again
His new hoisting
ot galena and pyrite. Newt Thomas broke into three- taking out ore on the Goldsmith
been
finger widths of ruby and gray copptr ore in his machinery works admirably. Nothing new has
developed lately on the Gambetta, but Gen. Leggat
ItaiC on the Seven- Ihiriy a lew da>s ago.
savs it is holding its own and is being steadily developed.

DAKOTA.

Outside Notes. — A short lime ago mention was
made in these columns of a rich discovery in the
Rich Tin Strike.— Custer C/fn7rt/r/f, Nov, 17: Saturday Night lode in the Cataract district near
"Julia M." is the euphonic name given to a new Basin. This properly is being worked by four men,
tin discovery recently nude at Tenderfoot, five miles who are driving a tunnel and taking out an excelnorthwest of this place, by M. J. K.ing, which is lent grade ol guld and gray copper ore. John Wall
has been cleaned up said to be the most important strike yet made in one of the owners, was in the city yesterday.
He

mill

Ninebullion shipped; assay value, $30,739 43.
tons o( concentrating ore have been hoi'^ted.
taken from the slopes where the limbering is being
done. Work on the new mill is progressit^g lavorably.

Found Treasure.

— The

timbers in southeast
drift, i50-fool level, have been renewed nearly half
way to crosscut from the old shaft. Some ure has
been shipped 10 the reduction works.

—

Intermediate drift from
.North Belle
No. I winze, 300 level, extended five feet in ore.
West crosscut No. 2, 400-fool level, extended 12
Lsle.

feel.

250Belle Isle.— East crosscut from north
fooi level, extended seven feel; rock in the face
drift,

harder.

that disirict, which is justly famous for the high
Ihe Julia M. shows a
order of its tin locations.
ledge of four feet of high-grade ore upon the surface
for a distance of more than 900 feet, and a sha't
sunk 15 feel upon the vein shows at that depth a
five-foot vein ot ore corresponding in character with

W. W. Challis of
the ore found upon the surface.
that district, who has secured a half-interest in the
location, and many others who have examined the
properly, pronounce it the richest and most important discovery made upon the tin bell this year.
Smelter. — Deadwood

Pioneer, Nov. 12: The
bins of the Galena smeher are lull of ore received
from the Queen. Horseshoe, BulUon, Ontario,
Hayes and oiher properties. An experienced miner
expresses the belief that the smelter will have a suc-

ARIZONA.

the 300 level is in about 875 feet, with considerable
Ihe drift on the 400
fair grade ore in the breast.
level, running in the same direciion, is in 917 feet,
with about a foot of good ore in the face. The south
drift on the 500 is in 1167 fet^tand appears somewhat
broken up. apparently a slip or break in the ledge,
and a crosscut has been started west to discover the

L

I
t

the 700 the south drift ij in 550 feel and
The engine for the air comvery well.
pressor to run the Rand drill is in place, and the
pipes will all be in within the next wetk.
fault.

On

looUing

Lucky Cuss.— The

the Girard have
soon be in operation.
feet and will not be sunk much further for the presThe station now being cut out at the 200 will
ent.
be finished within the next week. Most of the ore
now being extracted is taken from the winze between
the 300 and 400 levels, and is of good grade. At the
Mame and Jonathan about 20 men are employed.
In the former mine most of the work is being done
above the 700, principally on the 300, with fair reAt the Jonathan the larger portion of the ore
suits.
comes from between the 50-foot level and the surface.
The Sulphuret yields about two leads, with

at

will

and
army

of

men

is

It is in the

of practical men,
the resources of the

hands

employed who are not permitted

to

The building is growing
idle cither day or night.
rapidly and will undoubtedly be completed before
be

ist.
Ore from the Golden Reward is due
begin coming in early next week, and the first
run will probably be made on it

January
to

IDAHO.
Yreka DiSTRiCT.—Wardner News,

.

f
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brought in with him 75 sacks of ore from this mine
and sold it to the Coloradj Smelting Co., for which
Mr. Wall says mining
he was paid $100 per ton.

The ore
operations are very active in the district.
in that vicinity is mostly gold-bearing and averages
throughout about $20 per ton. It is claimed that
the rock is so simple for reduction that it will pav

inj;

is

moch

not very

activity

ehare market jaat now, as

it

in

the min-

does not seem

that any of the large operators are in the field.

Tbe market seems
**

chippera."

to

Still, if

be in tbe hands of the
there

is

no etook boom

there is plenty of work in milling and mining
on the Comatock. The Enierpriae says that in
Gold Hitl, in the Yellow Jacket, Confidence,
Challenge, Imperial, Crown Poiut, Belcher and
Seg. Belcher there will be more work done than
in many years past, and they are better prepared to do it. The Justice, Alta, Overman
and Benton will also do considerable work. As
soon as the water question is solved, the Con.
Cal. Va., Ophir, Savage, Hale and Norcross,
Chollar and Potosi will be made heavy producers of ore for redaction. There is more ore
in sight and stripped for extraction than was
ever before known to exist on the lode at any
time in its history. This fact is notorious.
At the Yellow Jacket a full complement of
men was put to work on the 15tih, and shipments of ore to the Santiago mill resumed.
Upon the closing down of the California
mill (for lack of water), water will be turned
on the Pelton wheel at the bottom of the Chollar shaft and the new electric transmission of
power will be tested. It is not believed that a
regular run will be made, as doubtless the
water is jast as short for one as it is for the
others ot the above-named companies.

well at this figure.

Operations AT the Volunteer. —/«/f/--./l/t'w/Nov. 10: The 300 foot station of the Volunteer
was reached this week and a station cut. Crosscut-

Bullion Shipments.

ain,

ting

now

is

in progress.

It is

expected that the vein

be tapped in about two weeks. At the 200-foot
level the ore encountered was found in blocks running northeast and southwest in several places, and
after investigating this il was discovered to form a
1 he ore was a greenish
solid shape underneath.
will

We quote shipments since

onr

last,

and shall

be oleased to receive farther reports:

It is expected that the connection will be
Lixiviation.
a day or two. when a good circulation of
By this connection being made
be assured.
Editors
Press:
In my article on "Lixthe vein will be exposed for over 300 feet in length
and the distance down the vein from the surface to iviation," published on the 17th inBt.,the printers
About 150 tons have made a few mistakes. I am sure that any
the footwall will be abt.ut 100 feet.
of the leasers' ore were shipped to market this
candid reader understanding the subject could
week.
Camp Crosscuts. Daly dividend No. 21 of easily overcome these slight obstacles and reach
Novem- my meaning; but some readers are not candid,
$37,500. 25 cents a share, for the month of
Large as we have had occasion to observe, and yon
ber has been declared, payable on the 30th.
lagging will do me a kindness by inserting tbe foUowinf;
and
timbers
quantities of good-sized mining
First line in eecoud column : for
are being hauled to the mines before the heavy corrections :
storms set in. The large lank for use by the Russell " of polysolphide " read " by polysulphide.''
processat the Marsac mill will be finished in about Fourth and fifth lines in third column : for "in
ten days, and if the necessary iron piping, which has the solution of sulphuric acid has been added
been delayed, arrives befort then, the process will be to the hypo " read " in the solution, if sulphuric
running in lull blast in a few weeks. The non-aracid has been added to the hypo." Penultirival of iron piping from the East still delays the
mate paragraph : for " so pervade and undeterstarting up ol the machinery at the mouth of the
mine' read " so pervade and undermine."
Ontario three-mile drain tunnel.
Nov. IS, ISSS.
C. H. Aaron.
Contractor Geo.

through.

made

in

—

air will

17:

Lucky Bill Develop.ments.—

men at work on the
The tunnel is in about 775
winter.
feet, which gives a depth of 150 to 200 feet under
The footw.ill is of quanzite. and so
Flagstaff hill.
Burton

Lucky

will

keep a force of

Bill all

Recently a
far as known the hanging is porphyry.
crosscut was started to the northeast at a point
about 90 feet back from the tunnel's face. Great
hopes are expressed that the Lucky Bill will soon
develop into one of the big ore-producers of the

camp.

The Crescent's Doings.— The usual force of
men is employed at thp Crescent mine. The large
pump required to relifve the big incline shaft of wa-

85

is put
ter is en route from the East, and as soon as it
The concentrator
place sinking will be resumed.
isdoingeffective work and will continue to as long as
About 4^:00 tons of
very cold weather keeps away.
concentrating ore are on the dump.

Complimentary Samples.
Persons receiving this paper marked are requested to examine its contents, terms ( f subscription, and give it their own patronage, and,
as far as practicable, aid in circulating the
journal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
the cause it faithfully serves. Subscription
Extra copies mailed for 10
rate, $3.00 a year.
If already a
cents, if ordered soon enough.
subscriber, please show the paper to others.

in

Our Agents,
Our Friends can do much

[

i

There

—

Nov.

During the week the teamsters in the employ of the
Bunker Hill & Sullivan Co. have been kept busy
hauling to the mines the massive new machinery that
has recently arrived from the Risdon Iron Works,
San Francisco. Twenty-two tons have already
reached Wardner and an additional amount is now
en route. The plant consists of a Duplex air-comSuperintendback actions of good ore each week. No work is pressor and Pelton water-wheel, which
The ent Clement says he expects to have in running
^-being done in the west side of the Tribute.
connection with
Sea Surge is at present looking very well, and the order by the last of this month. In
drill will be used,
prospects are that proper development will open up the air- com pressor the National
Cosur d'Alene. An
a large, good-paying property. The Hirschiel con- being its first introduction in
will
be the erection of
mill
Mr. Cook important addition to the
tinues to improve as depth is reached.
a Bulkley injector condenser, one of the best invenis shipping none but high-grade ore, of which he has
of fuel and
saving
large
quite a quantity on hand and more in the face of tions of the age, insuring a
engine.
the drill. Capt. C. S. Batierman, superintendent of increase in the power of the
the San Ricardo mines, reports everything in good
Gold.— Idaho \Vorld,^o\. 16: Ben Solomo is
shape; the concentraling-mill running regular and at work on a gold-bearing ledge he discovered many
Major Read reports the years ago. The location is two miles above the head
the mine looking well.
mines in the Noon district as looking bftter than of Plowman's ditch, on the Banner road. The vein
Mr. Louis Gerlock, foreman for Col. Mor- is two feet wide and the pay in pockets. The pockets
ever.
Mr. Solomo thinks he also has
gan's steam arastras, arrived last Monday Irom contain good ore.
Magdalena. He says that the six arastras are in good placers near the ledge. D. Ferguson says the
perfect
are
a
good working order, and that they
crosscut from the 500 level of the Banner mine
success.
tapped the vein (he other day. The ore is rich
any disWaterville. The main shaft on the Bunker where cut, but the drift had not been run
statance on the vein when Dune left.
point
a
Hill is down to the 5th level, at which
No further
tion is being opened and limbered.
Pioneer. A splendid strike was made the other
The strike was made in a
sinking will be done until the new machinery is in day in the Pioneer mine.
Development work throughout the mine is crosscut run from a raise from the lower level, which,
place.
now
the depth of 250 feet.
being pushed as rapidly as the light machinery
il we remember correctly, is at
m u^e will permit. The new pipe line from the The straU are larger and richer than they were in
I
Huachuca pipe, near the Emerald, will all be laid the upper level. The Pioneer is a large ledge, over
Sufficient ore is being ex- 30 feet between walls, and is really a porphyry
during the present week.
f
tracted and shipped to pay current and construction- ledge, with innumerable small strata of quartz runexpenses.
ning through it. The quartz cannot be separated
from wall to wall,
Silver King.- Cor. Florence Enterprue, Nov. from the porphyry, so the ore,
been taken out and milled at a handsome profit.
has
Several new men have been put on at the mine
17:
the last level the company prospected
recently, which would indicate an improvement for After sinking
down
a long time for the ledge. The shall was put
Still their number is more than counterthe better.
some distance away from the vein.
balanced by the number of those leaving.

'

i

works formerly
this mine, and
The shaft is down 430

fine hoisting
been moved to

at 12:^ M. (Pucilio Stiuidurd time

Eureka Con,, Nov. 17. $19 400; Savage. 17,
S9293; Con. Calitornia and Virginia, 17, $58.000; Mt. Diablo. 17, $10,434; Confidence, 17,
Tajo (Mexico), 17, $75,000; Los
thoroughly acquainted with
color, as of copper, and it is believed that when the $33,732;
camp, and who had carefully weighed the question ledge is found at the 3'0 it will sbowupincom- Probres (Mexico). 17, $10,000; Germania, 13,
before deciding to start the p'ant up. The mines are pict form.
The superintendent is very hopeful that $1771; Hanauer, 14. $2800; Crescent. 14, $4950;
capable of furnishing twice the quantity of ore re- ihis month's development will prove the worth of Germania, 14. $1749; Hanauer, 15, $3400; Gerquired lo keep the plant running, and doubtless it the property.
mania, 15, $3470; Hanauer, lb, $3340; Gerwill not be long after this is demonstrated a success
mania, 16, $1S9S; Hanauer. 17. $3450: Gerbefore another and larger smelter is started up.
UTAH.
mania. 17. $2029; Hanauer, IS. $3800; Crescent,
Reduction Wokks.— Deadwood Pioneer, Nov.
IS, $7150; Moulton. 14, $14,400; Butte and
Park ^OTZ-.— Record, Nov. 17: The leasers of Boston, 14, $23,00S; Con. California and VirThe reduction works are just now about the
14:
Prof. Clark is giving his the Woodside have the u^ual large force of men at
busiest place in the city.
ginia, 21, $G4 856.
undivided attention to the progress of the building work. The two inclines are being driven to a comcut
p'acing of machinery as it arrives. A small mon point and but few feet remain to be

cessful career.

ToMitsTONE District.— £'//Vi2//^, Nov. 17: The
Emerald continues lo look well and yields abuut 30
tons of good grade ore per day. The south drift on

and woutber

Mining Share Market.

—

Around Butte and

The slopes
point shows considerable native silver.
The mill siaried
in other places are looking well.
on Sunday and is running well; the batteiy has averaged $308.28.

Nevada Queen.— The

Cy.

MONTANA.

—Georgetown

Courier, Nov, 17:
An Italian lessee on the Srvcn-Thirly has an 18-inch
vein of 275-oiftice ore. The .Atlantis ol Argentine
district 15 a new shipper of ore mills; $300 a ton,
Howard I'v Line are reported lo have struck it big
Several
in the Beaver lode near the Jo Reynolds.
small lots were milled from the Pelican last week
Sixty-four
that returned from $140 to $600 per ton.
cars of ore were shipped from Georgetown durirg
the month of October, containing 915 tons ol ore.
Ten Ions of $20o-ore from the Mary l-'oster was
rock class and looked
1 1 was the
milled last week.
decidedly rocky.
The shipments from Ouray aver-,
age about 10 Ciirs of ore per week. The value is in
The quality of
the neighborhood ol $125 per ton.
the ore in the lower workmgs of the Hood is improvvein
eighi-mch
an
the
drift
is
In
the
breast
of
ing.

Seven-Thirty.

vein, 25o-(oot level, the Iront slope is being opened
and .'tiiiled preparatory to sloping; the vein at the

ty

Cy.

—

OOLORADO.

drift

and

Cy.

-I-

.

Exri-ASATioN,— ()|.

from joint crosscut has been advanced 13 feet
through clny showing small seams of ore. No. i
winze from east Uieral has h^en sunk seven feet.
Intermediate drift from top of No. 4 chute has been
150-foot
exti^nded 7 feet, showing some good ore.
level:
No. t north drift from No. i west crosscut
scams
of
some
hns been extended 29 feet, exposing
Upraise from No. 3 north drift has been
quartr.
coming
in
extended upward 16 feel, a lit'le water
from top of raise. 22S-foot level: No. i east crosscut flt the line has been advanced 9 feet No. 1 west
crosscut at same point has been advanced 10 feet.
300-foot level: Good progress is being maHe in cutting out the station^ which will be finished durine
the coming week.
Navajo.— The crosscut from west v*»in, 350-foot
South drift from No. 4
h-vel, extended 12 leet.
Crosscut
crosscut, same level, extended 13 fct.
from west vein. i50-foot level, extended five feet.
The slopes above the 350-root level are looking well.
and are yielding very high-gtade ore. On the same

Cy

Sunday

District.

~

Gkand Prize. Times- A'evinv. Nov. 16: The
water has been lowered a distance of three feet during the past week.

NK

40

Tfaurwlky...

.ind the Marguerretca. 19 tons.

Hl'lijon ANii

boa AQKelBH. dan DleRi-

Fresno.

Don't Fail to Write.
who
Should thia paper be received by anj- B"bBoriber
to pal,
does nob want it, or hemnd tlu time he intends
A poataJ
for it, let him not fail to write ub direct to atop it
Icnownot
will
We
wiU
suffice.
oniy)
cent
one
card (coating
not wish it, but
IhkIt send the paper to anyone who does
faUure of the aubscnber to
if It is continued, through the
UB to discontinue it, or aome irreaponaible party renotify

aueated to atop it, we ahall positively demand payment (or
the time itiaeent. Look oakbpully at the label on

TOim FAf BB.

in aid of onr p»per and the
cause of practical l^nowledgo and acleoce, by assiatlti^
Agents In their labors ol canvassing, by lending their Influence and encouragini; favora. Wo intend to aend none
but worthy men.
Q. W. Inqalls Arizona Territory.
A. F. JswBTT—Tulare Co.
Yuba and Sutter Co.'a.
C. E. WujIjIAMS

—
—

Logan— Plunia!-, Sierra and Nevada Co. 'a.
H. G. Parsons— Oregon and Washington Territory.
E. M. Dewbt — Tulare and Kern Co.'s.
Geo. Wilson Sacramento Co.
W. B. Frost— Stanislaus, Merced and Fresno Co.'b.
F. B.

—
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CO.

PERFECTED

San Francisco, Cal

Sts.,

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS

IN

DOUBLE

ALL CLA SES OF

MACHINERY

ic

SOLE AGENTS FOR
WILLIAMSON

FAY & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
PRANK & CO.'S WOODWORKINQ
MACHINERY.
NEW HAVEN MANUF'O CO.'S MA-

J. A.

AND

BLAKE'S
PUMPS.

SON'S MACHINISTS

POWER

BOILERS.

PAYNE'S VERTICAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

AND HORI-

111.

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

TOOLS.

BICKFORD'S

UOISTING

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

BEMENT &

BROS'

ENGINES.

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY,

DRILLS.

IMPROVED STEAM

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

BEST and

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

WEBBER CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
PERIN BAND SAW BLADES.
STURTEVANT BLOWERS AND

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

CHEAPEST

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTING INJECTORS AND EJEC-

EXHAUSTS.
SHIMEB MATCHER HEADS.
BRAINARD MILLING MACHINES.
_=
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
SCHLENKEB'S BOLT CUTTERS.
^
HOLLO WAY FIRE EXTINGUISH- f.^'

In the

World.

TORS.

DISSTON-S CIRCULAR SAWS.

AFTER SEVERAL YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACK- Our

principal

improvement

consists in oscillating the

ING CO.'S RUBBER GOODS.
joints, allowing the stamps
LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS. cramp in the working parts.

the utmost freedom of

we have

finally perfected this

Mill.

stamps by means of sleeves with universal
movement, without tendency to bind or

'

ERS.

t

.

W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACK-

ING, PAINT, ETC.

Several

.

Mines Using Them

YACHT ENGINES.

2

TO 100 H.

P.,

A

AND

SUPPLIES

CIRCULARS WILL SOON BE READY.

TATUM
& BOWEN,
FREMONT
SAN

ALWAYS IN STOCK

LUBRICATING

WET

FRISBEE

Others.

NEW ROCK BREAKER.

34 and 36
KIILL

Ordered

WE HAVE ALSO

ENGINES and BOILERS
FROM

Have

OILS.

FBANOISOO, OAL.,

ST..

Manufacturers and Dealers

in

Machinery

Kinds.

of all

MARSHUTZ

L. C.

CANTRELL.

T. G.

MILL. NATIONAL IRON WORKS
Howard
W. Comer
Main and

N.

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9000 pounds,
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
Stationary and
quartz to 40 mesh is in successful opera-

Sts.,

San Francisco,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Compound

Engines, Flour, Sugar,

Saw

;

tion

and we guarantee

its

and Quartz

work

as represented.

AMALGAMATING MACHINES.

Mill

Machinery.

CASTINGS AND FORCINGS ^LXt'ln

ALL WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED.

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

NATIONAL ROCKER aUARTZ MILL.
KENDALL'S PATENT, AUQnST

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL,

24, 1886.

Sole Manufacturers.
The Patentee and Manuracturers
cordially invite miners to critically

examine and pass judgment upon
this improved system o( milling
and amalgamating ores in the following particulars:
1.

The

2.

The

4.

The power

5.

The wear

is leas than ono-hal/ of
of same capacity.
freight to mine ia less than
one-half of stampa.
3. The cost of erecting is less than

cost

stampa

one-fourth of stamps.
to drive itis less than
one-half of stamps.
is

less

than one-quar-

ter of stamps.

no wear except on

6.

There

7.

In point of amalgamation it is
superior to any other machine
in use.
In its simplicity of construction.

is

shoes and dies.

8.

IT

We challenge competition with
Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or anti
other ore crushing machines now

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

before the public.

And

renewals will not cost over one-half as much as for stamps. Will run empty, or with small
amount of ore without injury. The attention of parties having Cement Gravel is called to this
Mill, as it will run 100 tons per day to No. S mesh; 30 to 35 H. P.
OUR
MILLS are the most economical ever built, and are extensively used with
record of several years. No grinding in Dans. Mill finishes to any fineness desired.

DRY

S^Send

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY,
-

HOOKER & LAWRENCE,

-

-

Gen'l Ag'ts,

461 Howard

St.,

San Francisco.

145 Broadway, New York.

and Price

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL.

List.

Should consult

CO.
California Inventors DEWET&
America
AJJD

GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,

for Circulars

New Almaden

Quicksilver.

Foreign Patent Solicitors,

for obtaining Patentg
Their loug experience aa

and Caveats. EatabUahed in, 1860,
jourualiata and large practice as Patent attorneys enables
bhem to offer Pacilic Coaat Inventors far batter service 'han
they can obtain elsewhere. Bend for free circulars of information. Office of the Mining and Scientific Press and
rAClFlo EURAL Press, No. 220 Market St., San Franolaoo
Blevator, 13 Front St

J.

Room

22,
Sf*.t3.

B.

RANDOL,
320 Sansome

X*z-axxoJ.soo.

St.,1
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STURTEVANT MILL.

FRISER

ThiB Mill as & Crusher and Pulerizver

U

without

and

HnDtlDgtOD

CHALMERS.

ead

MJCHllIlI

MACHINERY

SELBY

for

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,
J

JIGS and

AKV Tlt8TIU0KUIJL

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING. SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

416 Montgomery

TROMMELS.

St.,

ORES.

And Assay
Highest Prices Paid

CO..

San Francisco.

AND SILVER

GOLD
of

HOISTING

PUMPING

apJ Ofe3.

t^etalllifgy

QUARTZ^MILL.
trSEND POK CATALOOUK.-«a

Mill

wor^a

mills.

^KTID KOK CATALOOI'S

Gentrirngal

rival.

Ib in operation in

ing ameltiDg

&
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for

REFINERY

Office.
Gold, Silver and

Lead Ores and Snlphorets.
MAHUVAOTUKXRJB OP

ENGINES

ENGINES,

BLUESTONE
LEAD PIPE.
SHEET LEAD,

%^HALLIDIE'S

SHOT,

MACBINERY

AI.R0

Standard

WIRE ROPE

CORNISH

Etc., Etc.

MAKUKAPTDRKRa OK

Shot-Gun

Cartridges,

Under Chamberlin Patent

~

JOHTtAYLOR &
POMPS.

TRAMWAYS. ASSAYERS' MATERIALS,

OBNERAL OFFICE AND WORKS:

DENVER QPFIOB

Fulton and Union Streets. ObloaKO,

NEW YORK

CO..

IMPORTRRB AND DBALRR8 IN

:

ALSO CHEMICALS. AND PHYSICAL. SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.
63 & G5 Firat St., cor. Misslon^San Francisco.
We would call the attention of Assayers, Chemista,

MEXICO OFFICE:

OFFICE:

Boom

a Wall Street.

No.

43,

UTAH OFFICE—SALT LAKE

MINE

AND MILL SUPPLIES,

No. 248 Elgbteentb Street. Denver, Colorado.

111.

No. II Calle de Juarez, Ohibuahua, Mexico.
OITY. UTAH.

Mining Companies, Milling Companies, Prospectors, etc,
to our full stocli of Balances, FurnaccB, Muffles, Cruci-

JAMES LEFFEL'S

bles,

ScoriQers,

etc, including,

also,

a

stock of

full

Chemicala.

Having been engaged

Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

In furnishing these supplies sinoc
the first discovery of mines oo the Pacific Coast, we fee
confident from our experience we can well ^utt the de
mand (or these goods, both as to quality and price. Our
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will be sent oc

application.

These Wheels are Jesipned for all purposes where UniitCLl (luantitics o( water and
heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Being placed on horizontal shaft, the power is traoeniitted
ilircct to shafting by belts, dispensing with gearing.
Estimates furnished on applicatiua for wheels specially built and adapted in
capacity to suit any particular case.
Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turliinee for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free of cost,
by appljing to the manufacturers.
liiLrh

JAMES LEFFEL &
Sprin^eld, Ohio,

or

EVANS &

H.

(SucceSBOre to

THOMSON 4

CO.,

EVANS).

110 & 112 Beal« Street,

S.

F.

MACHINE WORKS,
Steam Pumps, Steam Engines

St

G. Dknniston's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
plates of this well-known manutacturur are thoroughly
reliable, and full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Orders
taken at bis lowest prices.

JOHN TAYLOR

CO.,

110 Liberty

St.,

New

York.

FRASBR & CHALMERS,

PARKE

i^" Our Gold and Silver Tables, showing the value pei
ounce Troy at different degrees of fineness, and valuable
tables for computation of assays in grains and gramme?,
will be sent free upon application.
Agents forthe Patent
Plumbago Crucible Co., London, England. Also (or E.

General Agents,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, CoL
LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

AND AIR COMPRESSORS.

OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works,
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET,
C. A.

RAND ROCK DRILLS
% */%.

Sc

Near First and Market Streets, 3. F.
LucKHARDT, Manager.
Establisbbd 1S00,

Ores worked by any ProoeBB.
Ores Sampled,
Asaaying in all its Branohea.
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters,

Working

eto.

Teats {practical) Made,

Plans and Specifications furnished for the
Of the Maohine-Mined Mineral in the U. S.,
most suitable Proceas for Working Ores.
and
three-quarters of the Iron Ore
Special attention paid to Examinations of
two-thirds of the Copper Ore were mined
in 1SS7,

sr

with Rand

Mineaj Plana and Reporta fumiahed.

Drills.

% %te

O.

-*%/>
THE STANDARD
American Rock

Drilling

Machinery

For Mines, Tunnels, Quarries, Sewers, Grading,

OTho

BUYERS' GUIDE is

issued

March and

RAND DRILL

Sept.,

is an encyclopedia of useful information for all who purchase the luxuries or the
necessities of life. "We
can clothe you and furnish you with
necessary and unnecessary
all the
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these things

each year. It

ill-114:

PAT. DOT. 26, 1881.

For Removing or Preventing Scale. Corrosion an'l Pitting
Send for references.
in Steam Boilera.
Also Pkkrlrkh ItUHBKK. M'k'g Co. Plumbago Sheet, and
PiHtun and Valve Hod Packing, to ba had only of
J. C W1JNANS.220 Fremont St.. S. F.. Oal.

San Francisco Cordage Factory.
Established 1856.
Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Ropt
Rope, Whale
Slsa Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay
Line, etc., eta
Extra sizes and lengths made to order on short notice

TUBES

fll3

CIVIL
& CONTRACTOR

Front

St.,

St

OO.

^

San Franclnco.

rNGINEER,

L HY.

121 Uontgomery

JACKSON,

St., S.

F.

Premium Awarded

•^

*^%Z

Sc

318 Pine

Corner of Leldesdorff Street,

at Mechanics' Fair,

of
Oregon and Nevada, and the
Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Also Manufacturers o(
Best Balanced Pulley in the World.

the States of California,

SHAFTING,

St. (Basement,,

SAN FRANCISCO

THOMAS

HANGERS AND APPURTtNANtJES

...

Sftn Frano'ann

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
Street,

San Francisco,

Cal,

KUSTEL &

G.
Mining Engineers and

GREAT

m

CO..

Metallurtfists.

REDUCTION!

BATTERY~~SCREENS.
Bent and Cheapest in America.
No

no deception, no planished or rotten
Only genuine Russia iron In Quartz Screens.
Planished iron screens at nearly half my former rates.
Screens on hand
I lia\e a large aunply of Batterj'
suitable for the Huntington and all Stamp Mills, which I
will sell at 20 per ''ent discount.
imitation,

Cal

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

524 Sacramento

procf«>ae8.

m;

Iron used.

for Circular and Prior List. "SI

ISl Premont street,

proved

1884.

of the

Rim Pnlley
Medart Patent WroughtTerritories
Idaho, Washington
i^ Sknd

ANTI-INCRUSTATION POWDER
Or Boiler Compound

and

etc,

KOHTBL.

WORKS.

METALLURGICAL

Process.
Assayixjg and Analysis of Ores, Minerals and Waters.
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Treating Orei by
Practical Instruction given

For

Nor. 129

fill

a.

ilJIlG

Sole Li'rensed Manufacturers

Michigan

CO.,

As

Luckbardt,

MetallurcEiBtB

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

BTTYEES'

WARD & CO.
MONTGOMERY
Avenue, Chicago, Dl.

and

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Tests made by

First

will be sent upon
cents to pay postage,

Huhn &

Ulnlnfc QnflTlueers

PERFECT PULLEYS

GUIDE, which
receipt of 10

LUCKHARDT

CO.,

COMFORTABLY, and you can make a fair
estimate of the value of the

A.

(Formerly

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Milla, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc and other metals punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot^Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (fine^.

Orders promptly attended to.
San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,

San Francleco» Cal.
Zl & 333 First St.,
24 HOURS.
JOHN ^V. QUICK. Proprietor.
ThlB paper is printed ivltb Inft ManufacWORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
tured by Oharles Eneu Johnson & Co-, 600
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES. South 10th St., Philadelphia. Branch Offices— 47 Rose St., New York, and 40 La Salle
Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed St, Obloaso. Affent for the Faolflo Ooast—
Joupb B. Dorety, 630 Oommerolal St.i S. F
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS
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DIRECTORY.
AND OTHBR
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/l^^e^smept

ASSESSMENTS.
Seoretabt.
No. Am't. Levied. Dbwnq'nt. Sale.
50.. Sept 28.. Nov 5.... Nov 26..LOalDom
Nevada,
Deo 3..BEurriB
Nevada,,.34..
25.. Oct 5.. Nov 12
87*. .Not 3. .Dec 8. ...Deo 28..CEEUiott
Nevada. .21.
Nevada.. 2..
i5..Nov 3. .Dec 8.. ..Dec 28..EEElliott

Local Market.

AltaSM Co

Andes S M Co
Alpha Con M Co
Alpha Con M & M Co
great
interfered
to
a
Sesaiona
Calitoruia.. 9..
50.. Sept 24.. Oct 29.... Nov 30..G
week
the
past
Bodie Con M Co
weather
Stormy
Mevada..4i..
25. Oct 16. .Nov iil....Dec U.-LOsborn
Eest& Belcher M Co
notwithstanding'
but
trading,
outdoor
with
extent
Nevada.. 18.. lluO-.Oct 29. .Dec 3. ...Dec 24..VBAnen
Benton Con M Co
5.. ..Nov 2B..J Newlanda
Nevada. .50.
50. .Oct 2..Nuv
The local Crown Point G & S M Co
general business kept remarkably good.
50. .Oct
8. .Nov 13. ...Dec
5..CEElliot
Nevada. .26.
Choila M Co
05.. Oct 16.. Nov 21. ...Dec ia..CLMoLOy
Nevada.. 25..
money market is fairly easy, although merchants are Con Imrerial M Co
19.. Nov 21.... Dec 12.. AS Groth
Nevada.. 43..
15.. Oct
Caledonia
M
Co
S
said to be remitting to the East in larger sums than Del Monte M Co
Nov
20....
12..
1..
25..
Oft
15..
Dec
J
Pew
Nevada.,
Nevada.. 4..
06. .Oct 25. .Nov 30... Dec 21.. J Stadtfeld
This is reflECied in the strong and Pound Treasure M Co
for some time.
'
"
.Nov
Nov 30. -A K Durbrow
30. .Oct 2.
9
Nevada. .60..
Gould & Curry S M Co
Dec 5..RRGray<:on
Nevada.. 19..
25.. Oct 13.. Nov 17
high prices ruling for exchange on New York. It is Grand Prize M Co
8..0 H Bogart
05.. Nov 13.. Dec 18.. ..Jan
Nevada.. 10..
Gray Eagle M Co
claimed that the remittances will aggregate fully 25 Horseahot; Bar Con M Co...Cal>fomia.. 1..
25. .Oct
9. .Nov
17.. ..Dec lU..DMKeut
Nevada.. 3..
25. .Oct 22. .Nov 24.. .Df-c 15. M P Minor
M Co
per cent more than last year. This opinion is based KeyesS
Nevada.. 4..
10. .Nov 13. .Dec 28... .Jan 22.. L G Harvey
Lord of Lorn M Co
.Dec 21... .Jan 16..JMorizio
on the heavy importation of goods, larger than ever Live Oak Drifc Gravel Co.. California.. 10.. 05. .Nov 19.
50. .Oct lt>..Nov 16. ..Dec 10. .J Morizio
California.. 43..
Mayflower Gravel M Co
Wholesale jobbers in this city re- Mono G M Co
SeshionB
50. .Sept 20. .Oct 23.. ,.Nov 28.. G
before known.
Calilornia..26.,
1..
Colorado..
14. .Oct 3 Nov 12.. Dec 15..FELuty
MontroseMCo
port colleciions in the interior being much closer North Belle Isle M Co
Nevada. 13.
50.. Oct 23. .Nov 27.. ..Dec 19..J WPew
.Dec 11.. J WPew
30.. Oct 15.. Nov 19
than for several years past. This is due to less North Coo monwealth M Co... Nevada.. 1..
1. Nov
Nov 27. .C E Ehiot
6
Nevada. .31..
50. .Oct
PotosiM Co
farmers and dealers, and also Paget Sound Iron Co
speculation by
Wash Ter..l2.. 1. CO. .Oct 23. .Nov !9....Dec 21..AHal3ev
!6... Dec 17.. J Morizio
10.. Oct 18. .Nov
&
M
.Califoruia.
RuBsell
Reduction
Co.
farm products to
their
having sold
farmers
.Nov
7.
'....Nov
27.. E B Holmea
.Oct
4.
Nevada..
71..
50.
M
Savage
Co
.Jan
2..E L Parker
25. .Nov 9. .Dec 13.
Nevada.. 93..
The banks that loan money Sierra Nevada M Co..
better advantage.
14.
.Dec 5..JJ Scoville
Nevaila. 1..
05. .Oct I..N0V
Tuscarora Con M Co
were URah Con M Co
8.
.Nov 26..
Fish
Nevada.. 5..
35.. Get 4. .Nov
.on mining stocks report that large sums
17
.Dec 31. .J J Scoville
Nevada.. 3..
10.. Nov 8. .Dec
WmPeQnM& M Co
placed, but latterly the securities appear to be

San Francisco, Nov.

22, 1888.

W

309
ao9
309
a09
3u9
309

Montgomery St
MoniKomery St
Montgomery Ht
Montgomery St
Montgomery Kt
Montgomery St

309

Montgomery

309
309

'

St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
.310 Pine St
309 Montgomery St
328 Montgomery St
328 Montgomery St
309 Montg mery St
309 Montgomery St
309 Montgomery St
309 Montgomery St
309 Montgomery St

.

W

.

.

AH

.

drifting

who

from the public into stronger hands, those
largely.
Tlie
to borrow

are not compelled

cause of the public selling

no doubt due to the
have no faith in the re-

is

fact that the large majority

ported ore developments in several of the mines.
They appear to labor under the impression that the
favorable reports are made to foist stock on the
outside. During an active stock campaign or deal, all
of $10,000,000 is invested, with at limes this sum

reaching a

much

higher figure.

SILVER— The market the past week showed
considerable strength, with sales at 93K@93?^c up
On Monday, under advices ot an adto Siturday.
vance in the London market, prices with us were
worked up from 94^ to 94 Ji c. Buyers reported silver
bullion scarce and difficult to get, except by bidding
There is no doubt in certain quarters there
well up.
is a growing belief that a much higher range of values
This opinion is founded on confimed
will obtaiu.
reports that a movement is on foot to form a syndicate having for its object the controlling of the output of the mines, and also the markets of the world.
Since our last issue, heavy snowfalls are reported in
Nevada, which is said to give ample water-power to
There can be
start up the mills on Carson river.
no doubt but the general public are distrustful of the
large ore developments already made and prospective in several of the Comstock mines, believing that
the stories are put out chiefly to influence the stock
Be that as it may, the reports will soon be
market.
either verified or disproved; if verified, there ought
to be a large increase in silver bullion, unless the ore
increases in gold as the work progresses toward the
West or Red lode. There is no denying but the
Comstock mines are attracting a larger degree of
Water was
attention than for several years past.
brought into the Tuscnrora district the past week,
which admits of the concentrators stai ting up. It is
claimed there will be quite an increase in the silver
bullion output of the mines in the latter district.
The

mines in British Columbia promise to
increase their output at an early day in 1889.
silver

London cables received to-day report silver steady
New York telegrams report that market
at 43Kd.
firm at 94J^c.
In our market 94J^c is bid without
drawing out sellers. Advices from Virginia City report that the water supply is large and all the mills
on the river will soon be reducing ore. The bullion
output in next month is expected to exceed $900,000,
but what percentage will be silver it is hard to say.

QUICKSILVER— With
home

call

is

reported.
proportion.

rains an

the

The

improved

movement
and Nevada

export

Arizona

of
fair
are taking more than at this time in 1887.
is

LEAD —

The tone of the market is firmer, owing
a more general opinion that no lower range of
Holders are not pressing the
values will obtain.
market at present prices. The demand is slow, and
expected to continue so for some time to come, or
until the canners start up the forepart of i88g.
to

COPPER — From
is

all

available

no doubt but consumers have

information

bxome

there

accustomed

to the higher level for prices, and are therefore more
York Engineering
disposed to take hold. The
cable from Paris,
and Mitnng 'Journal says:
copper
Nov.
4th,
says
that
the
syndicate has
dated
been reorganized with a capital of $6,ooo,noo, so as
to be thoroughly within the French law, the former

New

A

syndicate having been made precarious by the law
against monopoly. The new company is now regularly organized, and has just concluded an agreement with the Rio Tinto Company to purchase all
instead
its product of copper for 15 years to come,
of three years, as now. Other companies will shortly
make a similar contract.

Montgomery St
Montgomery St

327 Pine
327 Pine
330 Pine
328 Montgomery
313 CaUfomia
328 Montgomery
328 Montgomery
3b9 Montgomery
330 Pine
310 Pine

.

.

330 Pine St
329 Pine St
St
3i9 Pine St
LaKfornia ht
310 Pine St

4U

W
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MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

Name op Oompans.

M Co
California Slate Co
Kentuck M Co
Mexican M Co
TuscaVora Con M Co.

Nevada.. A

Baltimore

Office in S. F.
Montgomery St

Secretary.

Looatton,

California,. J
Nevada. .J

R Grim.,

402

O Hanscom

10 (Jaiifornia St
310 Pine St
309 Montgomery 8l
309 Montgomery St

W Few

Nevada.. C E E)li>tt
Nevada.. J J Scoville

Meetino

Daie

Annual
Annual
Annual
Aouual

Dec

N
Nov

4

v 26
23
4

Dec
Deo

-pecial

4

LATEST DIVIDENDS—"WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
NAJflTE

Con

M

M

& Va

M

Co

Co

Caledonia
C
Candelaria Con

M Co
M Co
M M Co
M Co

Mt

Diablo

will

.

.

H R^PHutton

California.,

have to be made so as

to bring in

new

business,

this is hardly likely with the market abroad firm
The deterfreights at the present high rates.
mination of the Pacific Steamship Co. to have a new
iron steamer made abroad is not considered in a favor-

who have

able light by those
pany.

dealings with the com-

COAL— Confirmatory reports

contimie- to be received that new mmes on this coast are being opened
up, which, coupled with the increased facilities for
enlarging the output of the older mines, cause many
to believe that it is only a question of time when the
wants of this coast will be met by this coast. Australian cable advices report more vessels on berth
for this city.
In our market the demand is reported
active for all kinds at full prices.

Nov

.

12

Aug 27
Nov 11
Aug 8

50
50

Oct

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales

closing prices the past week:
Silver in

London.

Njuib of

York. Copper.
933
Sl7 45
17 35
93|
17 50
93J

Thursday

43
Friday
43
Saturday
43
Monday
43^
Tuesday
43i
Wednesday... 431

94 J

94J
93J

Lead.
S3 70
3 70
3 67i

17 50
17 3i
17 60

3 874
3 62i
3 62J

Tin.
S22 35
22 40
22 35
22 35
22 35
22 40

The market closed as follows: In Lake Ingot
copper a November sale of 25,000 lbs was reported
at ly'/ic.
The market seems to be in a shut-down
sort of condition.
Early future pig lead sold at
$3.65@3 70. The trade cannot run smoothly until
the locked-up stock is released from outside interPetroleum Refined was quoted as follows:
ests.
Bbls, $7.30; plain cases, $9.30.
Borax was steady,
and sales were made at higher rates. Califoi-nia refined sold at 8%@9J^c, concentrated at 8@8)^c.

—

Quicksilver was easier at

By

6o@62.
Mall.

Week

Week

Nov.

Nov.

Alpha

3.15
2.20
1.30

Alta

Areenta

1.

3.85 3.25
3.10 2.90
1.5U 1.20
.10

7.25

&

Beat

BuUion
Baltimore

.70
.50

Belle lale

1.75
2.50

8.

Week

Nov.

3.50 3.40
3.5U 3.55
1.80 1.00
16

9.00 7.75
.45
8! '7J'

Belcher

@

;

@

;

TIN — Has shown

@

;

;

the most irregulariiy in prices,
but has been dull; sales of only 40 tons in all being
reported.
decline of 20 points in spot on Monday brought futures to a premium, and this relation
has been since maintained; the whole market hard-

A

Con. Va. &Cal
Challenge

8.00

'n

'si'

&

3.10

l.'.O

1.35

.85
.55

.70

.75

2.30 2.00
3.00 1.25

15.

reported

in last

week's issue

Lord

of

Lorn Gold and Silver Mining Com-

Location of

pany.

Mining

principal place o( busineas, Saa
of works, Gold Hill

Ca ifornia. LocatijD
District, Nevada.

Francisco,

NOTICE is hereby given, that at a meeting of the
Board of Directors, held on the 13th day of November,
JS88, an Assessment (No. i) ot Ten (10) Cents per share
was levied u«on the capital stock of the Corporation,
payable immediately In united States gold coin, to the
Secretary at the olfice of the Company, No. 313 CaliAny stock upon
fornia street, San Francisco, California.
which this Assessment shall remain unpaid on the 28th
day of December, 1888, will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public, auction; aod unless payment is
made before will be sold on Tuesday, the 22d day of
January, 1889, to pay the delinquent Assessment, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale.
By order of the Bjard ot Directors.
L. G. HARVEY, Secretary.
Officb— 3l3 California St., San Francisco, Cal.

THE

PELTON

WATERiJ^WHEEL

Week

Nov.

3.70 3.15
4.0u 3.10
1.70 1 50
.10 ....
63
83
.50

103 7.00
2.00 1.50

22.

3.90
3 8)
1 60
10
7.50
98

1.75

.65

.70

2.no

1.76 1.60

2.40 1.75
1.75

".65

".70

".sb

lOi

I'S

Hi

95

675

.70

50 .40
2.10 2.10

.75
.45

'.'.'.'.

lis

6.50

8.00

10}
74

7.75 8.00

9.76

i'.ib

4!26 3:50
22
20
1.20 1.00

4!6o i'ji)
22i
l.lo 1.05

eloo
23
1.25 1. 00
46
.60

20

Con. Pacific
Grown Point

.85
.55

6;25
.90
.40

.65

.50

8!50 7!25
1.05 .95
.45 .40

m

.60

.55
'78'

s;25
1.00 1.00
.45

.45

GIVES THE HTOTIFST EFFICIENCY OF

ANY WHEEL

And

'!9Ci

.70
lOJ

106

also 6!25
1.10

1.25
.65

i'M

UPWARDS OF

.60

i'M

i!85 l!50
.50

.40

4.40
6^75 6.00

[ndependence

"95

Iowa

"Ah

Justice

1.80
3.bO
.60

2.50 2.15
3.90 ....

ileo

iiss i!60
5J 4.70
2.60

.45

Lady Wash

'!65

.05

.70

.65

i'.70 l'.65

.46

.40

4.95 5.00
58 6.26

".m

"65

60 .50
2.65 2.30
3.50 3.85
.70

.70

3!5C
1.85 1 50
.45

1.75
.65
58

.60

53

6.50

'.'75

.65 '!50

".55

2.65 2.05
4.00 3.50

2.40
3 85

.65

.75

i'.h i!36
5.50 4.75
2.50 ....

i.'so

2;60 2!36
2.30 ....

2!35
2.30

.80

600 IN USE.

Power from these Wlieels can be transmitted by

6 00 4 50
61

XBE WORLD.

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION.

EoatB.&E
Grand Prize
Gould & Curry
Sale & Norcross...
Hohnea

IN

everywhere recognized aa the standard for high-

From 12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
It is not only most economical of water, but the most
simple and reliable power for Quartz Milla, <'ompreBSorp,
Hoisting, Pumping, or any other purpose where water
power can be used.

Dudley

EureRaCou

is

pressure service.

73

tricity

long distances with pmall

loss,

elec-

and irade available
Works, Tfim

for running Mills. Pumping and Hoisting
cars, Electric Lights, etc
Address

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
No. 120 FIKST ST.. SAN FKANCISCO, CAt.

Martin White
4.80

i!6tl i!60

5.25 4.95

5.25
2.60

Northern BeUe
Niagara
Nev. Queen

2:36
2.60

2:76 2.60 i'.m
2.60 2.20 2.30

3!2d

i'.iit

2: is

2.95
8.50
2.50
4.05
2.00

North G. &
Occidental

Ophir

73

Overman

2 20

3 40

1.70
.60

P. Sheridan
Silver Star

Savage

i'.Si

Sierra Nevada.

3.90
4.25

Silver

King

Scorpion

I

.80
50
.70

Syndicate

Onion Con

TeUow Jacket

3M

2!96 :":

2.%

2!70 i'M
8.75 7.00
2.50 2.00
4.70 3.60
2.05 1 65
.70 .60

i'M

.45

Potosi
Peerless

S.B.&M

'.'.'.'.

2'.56

1.55
6J

.70
.10

2'46

2.25
3.25
1.50

3!65
8.00
2.50
4.20
1.80

.55

.70

.70

2^20
73

1.80

.75

5!25 5:25
4.15 4.00
4.65 4.45
.90

.80

1.60
ji>

".75 "ji)

4.70 4120
1.80 1.40
7.00 6J

i'.m i'.ib
1.65 1.76
7.00 6.50

.80
.10

8.00
2.25
4.20
1.80
.65

.10

5!75 4!65
4.55 3.90
4.85 4.20
.90

H
2.35
3.90

E

4!46
3.65
4.91 3 75

5!25
3.95
4.30

.70

.80

1.40 ....

1.40

.85

.65

.76

4.80 i'.m
1.95 1.55
78 5.50

i'.is

.80
.15

1.70
6.26

ening on Wednesday, and then growing steadily
easier, until at the close, prices show a net decline
for the week of 50 points on spot, and i5@2o on
Sales at San Franoi!ioo Stooi ijxoliaiige.
continued. The high freights from England to this
futures, having recovered slightly from yesterday.
city, and the firmness of the market there, combmed
70c
150 Lady Was h
Thursday, N jv. 22
COPPER—
Has
been
extremely
dull;
the record
3.50
with canners' first wants next season having been
20 KentucK.
.3.60
of sales being again a total blank.
The movement
1 55 700 Mexican.
4,80
met, are the main features in promoting the present
60 N. BeUe I
of prices has been nominal, therefore, consisting of
.3.55
300 Alpha
dullness.
3.00
..10c 100 Nev. Que en...
an advance of a quarter cent in the first half, and 600 Argenta
1.25
400 Belcher
...7i 500 N Ocf'fieT tal..
The market is reported very firm. The a reaction of five to ten points later on.
2.10
50 Ovenman.
1(^35 B. & Belcher..
New
York
Commercial
Bulletin
following Irom the
!!70c 200 Ophi]
Has been unsettled although dull, with 400 Baltimore
2.95
throws some light on the present situation: As we sales of about 250 tons. The first prices were five
.1.65 800 OccitientalCon
200 Bullion
5nn
Pnf,<i si
4.15
65c
Caledonia
9U0
have noticed in frequent instances in the past, the to ten points higher, and after a loss of
ten points on
5 00
4 50 450 Sava
tendency of the borax market, under *' pool " mani- Monday, they have again improved five
3.90
110 Con Va&Oal.
points; so
...9J 300 S. B SM.....
To-morrow (Thurs- that the net change is very slight,
pulation, is strongly upward.
4.00
380 Hierra Nevada
350 Crown Point..
but shows a frac1.40
20 SUve r King...
210 ChaUeose
day) the dealers will again advance their ideas to a tional advance.
.1.20 200 Utan
Imperial.
2150
Con.
basis that will admit of a profit upon the recent
SPELTER— Has received no attention whatever, 100 Exchequer
3.85
.1.60 230 Unio
quotations of the combination, or say to 8c for con- all the prices reported being
65c
100
Welc
on.,
.4
8
830 Gould & Curry
purely nominal.
1.00
.6.76 300 WCc msto ck.'.'.'
centrated in car lots, 8%c for refined and 9c for
Hales Nor....
PIG IRON There is no change of any impor- 1440
6.25
2.25 150 Yello wJai Set..
250 Justice
powdered, with an eighth to a quarter cent per lb tance, the reported "blowing in'' of
furnaces havadded for less quantities. The stock of concentrated ing a tendency to check the inclination
toward highIt is believed that Alaskan coal could be deto-day is estimated to not exceed 500 bags, and the er figures. The supply
is quite small, hence steadilivered on shipboard at $2 per ton and freightabove price is only to cover this quantity in store, as ness in prices.
ed to San Diego at %i.
sellers will not book orders for delivery the remainder
STEEL RAILS There is a better feeling, as inof this year, nor contract at same money for delivery quiries are
on the market for at least 100,000 tons
1>
CAIiTFORNri COBTSO X.II>
after the turn is made, as they feel confident that a
from good buyers. Sellers are not inclined to meet
Gold Minine Company. Sierra City, Cal., A. Schubert,
further appreciation will occur at about that time. the low prices made
earlier in the month; however,
President; Alvin Fischer. Secretary; A. Lefler, SuperintenMoody
is
due
about
the
loth
The Chas. E.
of the neither are buyers ready
to pay an advance, so that dent. Dividtd into 300,000 shares at SI each. Property
coming month with 150,000 lbs refined, but of this there is a stand-off for the present.
comprises two locations. Ore assays S7 per ton, average.
gold, solid rock; vein from 15 inches to 2 feet wide
quantity 117,000 lbs have already been sold.
OLD RAILS—The offerings are a little larger, Coarse
Tunnel No. 1 in 120 feet, and prospects well. No. 2 just heIRON The market is very dull. Iron workers and the feeling slightly easier. Buyers are not bid- o\m. Stock li"lde-s: Alvin Fischer, A. Scbuhert, Gus
Fiachpr. For
are offish and not disposed to anticipate their wants. ding over $23 Spot Philadelphia for T's, and are not Fischer, F. L. Fischtr, Anton Fischtr, Fied
informatioD concerning stock, etc.. apply to F. L, Fischer,
From present appearances it looks as if concessions anxious for large lots at that figure.
Sierra City.

TIN — Thedullness

Secretary.

li

Champion

North Beiielaie....

The following is the latest from the " New York
Metal Exchange Market Report " :
Prices generally ruling for metals not regularly
dealt in on Call at the N. Y. Exchange, covering extremes of buyers' and sellers' vipws. All prompt delivery.
Australian Tin,
Bllliton Tin,
Binca Tin. $24.25@24.5o; Baltimore
$24.50®
Copper. 8
Orlord Copper, $i6.qo@
16.25; P- S. C. Copper,
Foreign Lead,
$4.75@5.oo; Foreign Speltsr, $6.oo@6.25; Antimony, $ro.oo@i3.5o.

SCOVILLE,

J.

No, 309 Montgomery street, San

59.

Ending Ending Ending Ending
Company.

Con. Imperial

Silver in

New

J

Office— Room

Francidco, California.

11

Bodie Tunnel

By Telegraph.
New York, Nov. 22, 1888.— The following are the

Location of (jrlncipal place of buaineas, San Francisco,
California.
Location of works, Devil's Gate Mining
District, Lyon county, Nevada.
NOTICE in hereby s^ven, that at a meeting of the Board
of Directors, held on the 8th day of November, 1888, an
Asaessmeut (No. 3) ot 10 cents per share was levied unon
the capital stoikof the corporation, payable immediately
in United States ffuld coin, to ihe Secretary, at ihe office
of the Company, room 59, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Fran'isco, California, Any stock
upo- which this AxBessment shall remain unpaid on the
13th day of Leeember. 1888, will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction; and unless payment
is made before, will bfi sold on Munday, the 3l3t day of
December, lti8ii, to pay the delinquent asseBsment, together With costs of advertising and expenses of sale.
By order of the Board of Directors.

Stook £xGliaiige.

S. f.

Bodie Con

Eastern Metal Markets.

William Penn Mill and Mining Company.

July 9

.

25
50

Gr-as Valley

and
and

..Aug 6
.Nov 26

.

2ft

318 Pine St
401 California St
309 M01 tgomery St

California

Oct 11

,

1.00..
08..
50

PineSt

)

.

Nevada.. RWHeath
D A Jennings
Nevada., J F Lightner

&;

North Star M Co
Halefc Norcross S
Idaho
Co

M

W

.

Nevada

Eureka Con

PATABLP

AMOUNT.

OfFIOK IN S. P.
SeCBETAKTHavens
309 Montgomery St,
Nevada.. A
Nevada, .__ JGroth
Nevadi .AS Cheminant...... 328 Montgomery St.,
221 Market St
Mexico C T Givens

LOCATION.

OF OOMPAITT.

California

Confidences

flotice?.

Pi.aoe op Busines

LooATiojff.

COMPA2TT.

is

WATER TANKS WINE TANKS
i

WINE COOPERAGE
FCLDA BROS Proprietors^

CALIFORNIA

—

ALL KINDS OF CASKS, TANKS, Etc.
^ff"SBlP, Mining, and Watbr Tanks a Specialty.

TO ALL INTERESTED

IN

THE USE OF

COMPRESSED

AIR.

NOW READY,

CATALOGUE

No. 6,

CLAYTON AIR COMPRESSOES,
ROCK

DRILLS,

And General Mining

3Iacliinery.

^a?~ This Catalogue gives a fail descrip ion ol
the Patented Improvements embr;,jed in these uu
livalled Air Compressors, together with tables, data,
etc., of value to users of comprepsed air.

MAILED

Clayton

—

THE

CO.,

San Francisco.

30 to 40 Spear St,

BORAX—

LEAD—

I

FREE

43 DEY

ATK

ON APPLICATION,

Compressor Works,
ST.,
YORK.

Air

NEW

KIND OF I,EVEI,S, LAND AND
Atl.
Mine Surveys, Plotting of Surveys, finest execution
of Original

Maps and Copies made by

G.

—

Surveyor
836

FRIEDERICH,
and Draughtsman,

BROADWAY,

-

OAKLAND,

CAL.
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HORACE

D. RANLETT,

STEARNS M'F'G

420 Mootffomery
BLrstKKlUl

in

ELECTRIC DE VELOPME NT COMPANY.

CO.,

San Francisco.

St.,

Cal.

in

i.^-nfimiuluti o(

luJoor aiid;OutJoor Illumination ol every

lilnd.

klnja ol

Electrical

SvntsuM

"6

or liiihtlDt

.ud

Mills,

Reduction Works,

Oas, Oil an.l Candles »u|.eniedol hj the

The only conipleto and satUlaetory incandescent «y»tem.

Light.

rei|.iiro

M

Offices

UAMtTACTlHKftfi OK

<J01.D

MlnliJK Cuini*'iy, Smira City, Cul . ErueBt Biiacli. tiuStock dfvl.lod into tXW.OOO hhii-<;H at $1 jwr
riuUiiiloiit.
irv
Tlie property coiiiiirJKcs 5 lociitiuim. Ori- Unvly do<iii|i(>n<.t], currlL-d coumo Kold.
81/.« <i( ledut-v
Tuiiuul N'o,
No. 2,
\. S2tt
a.: N... 3. 10 ft.
Fino i>!ii.-lv
ri«:l( liitt'r?fiM;nwNi witti wliitu •juiirt/.
N»fw 10 Htaiii|i nilll run

no attention and are under complete conA
turn nieht

SELF-KKOULATING

(Ivor f,uO_0OO llchUi ID u»e In the United State.
into day and allord a means ol worl<inK tl-e whole
hours; Invaluahle to
tiiue 1. an object. Eetimates and designs on application.
trol.

KC LUiHTS

contracturn and uthara to

whom

and Showrooms, 323 PINE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

HIGH-GRADE SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENGINES, STEEL BGILEKS, Etc.

;

— IM['OMTBkH OK—

dwomoonod

"KaKle" and "Dynamo" Btiltiiig,
& Waters' WoodwurkliiK Alacliinery. Sawn and Saw TuuIh,
Emery Wheels. Tool Grinders, Ewart's

PARKE & LACY,

AIiiii8on*H

by » I't-iloii W)iL'c-i. l.liichHniitJi nhop uiid boirdiiiv- lumse.
Block IirildL-m: lirui-ai Kiutcii, Hiitjli Murray. Frjinlt (juolc.
.1
G. I.^;t-. Hvnry CunHrnU-T. For furttier iufurmutiou aiiI'ly to >lnieKt Bu ch, Hup't, or Huk')i Murray, Sec'y.

H.

>ll

Bftttcrict),

EDISON INCANDESCENT LIGHT,

CalKornla, parchMloK Ores

n

Sljnials »ii(J

For Mines, Hoisting Worl<s,

Co.

Loodou, Li\ur-

BrFFAI^f CONNOLinATKD

Arc Electric Lights.

Dynnnos, Tr»mcal». FJcutore.
power, cither direct or with i,tor«j:c

Co..

Mines,

F.

Electric Motoni.

_

Special ftlUiiitiuD ^ivflD to mauatcument and nalea of
mines and purchanu and oliipiueut of copper produce

TUK

&

Incandescent

St.. 8. F-

Corruni'uiidcnt oa Aeoitt for HiiiulU:ra in
pool, Nuw York, Bofltoii and Baltiiuore.

Twenty yoarw expvrlcuco,

31 Spear

MAKAQBH Of

UNION COPPER MINE. Calaveraa
NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador

and dealing

&

29

and ComniissioD,

HiniDg,

Ores,

363

Goodell

Link

HAUSMAN,

21 and 23 Prement Street,

AND GENERAL

SAN PRANCISOO, OAL.

-IMl'OKTEM AND MANUFACTURERS OP-

Belting.

MILL. SUPPLIES.

Mining Properties Bouglit,
MISSES DEVLIN.
Sold and Developed.
Stenographers and Typewriter Copyists,
PropoBitions from principalu only entertained.
Room 7, No. !240 Alontgouiery St.,

Gold

SAFK DKPOSIT BUILDING,
E

1;:

EYRE,

ROOM
JOS. n.

Preeldoot.

No.

S. K.

2.

GRAHAM.

corner Fine,

Vico-Prcs.

&.

San Francisco

Manager.

G. M.

PINCKARD,

ENGINES,

Seo'y.

VULCAN IRON WORKS,
Successors to

SAVAGE, SON &

135 to 145 Fremont Street,

BREAKERS,

BOILERS,

STEAM

CO.,

San Francisco,

-

.

ROCK

Cal.

PULVERIZERS,

PUMPS. ^

MINING MACHINERY,
Stamp

Batteries, Pans,

"Dodge" Rock

Etc.

Settlers,

Pulverizers,

GIANT ROCK BREAKER.
Breakers,

Concentrators.

SAWMILL MACHINERY,
and Ice Machinery,

Refrigerating

CONCENTRATORS.

Westinghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Bock Drills and Air Compressors.
Saw and Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,
Injectors, Oil Cups, and Lubricators.

BELTING.OILS and GENERAL SUPPLIES.
We are prepared to give estimates for Hoisting
Smelters aud Concentrators.

STEAM ENGINES,

Works and Pumping

Plants,

Stamp

Mills,

THE "ECLIPSE"
Copying Apparatus.

CORLISS, MYER'S OUT-OPP. PLAIN SIDE-VALVE.

One thousand

copiea in black. No
no special piper, nn stencil
required. The " Eclip'^e " repro'iuces the
natural handwriting to exceertinj^ly faithful that in most casea "Hcli bh" circuspecial pen,

Shafting, Pulleys, tlanger and Boxes, Etc.
Special machinery of
leys.

Boxes,

etc.

all Ifinds.

REPAIR

WORK

We

have a large

list

of

Standard Patterns, Gears, Ful*

lars

have been tfti-en for ordinary writSpectmeus and circulars on

ten 'et'ers

SOLICITED.

applica'ioQ.

FELIX
fillH

GUTENBERGER'S ROLLER ORE CRUSHER.
Crusli

8 to 10 Tons per Day.

PORTABLE

and

DURABLE.

WEIGHT, 4 TONS.
It Is

a

Full

Fledged Quartz

Mill

without Gearings,

Cogs or Pulleys.

Power applied direct. Works Ore at Low Cost.
More or less weight on Crashers as desired.
Very little friction Beats other machines in reducing and
amalgamating: ore, and costa lees. All who have used this mill
recommeDd it highly. Splendid (or low-grade ore on account of
low cost of working. The flrat ore crusher used in Durango, Mexico, was built at my shop in Sacramento, ftnd under my patent.

prosecuted to the

full

Applications, ttattn[j Candidate's age, accompanied by
cop.es of testimonials, must be tent, on or before the
12th of December, 1880, to The Agent-Goneral lor New

this

114 &

Wales,

5,

Weutmioster Chambers, London,

The Ag-ent-Geoeral

Foundry, corner N and Front Sts., Sacramento.

Gold Medal, 1886

WALES.

scale sufficiently large for determininfr, in bulk, the beat
mefchoHg of treating- Ores produced in the Colonv.
A SUPKRINTENDRNT is REQUIRED to erect, contrrl aud direct these Works. He muat poBsesg the highest qualifii atiouH and widest experience, and it will be
his duty to introduce the best methods of treating Ores,
with a view to extract therefrom the merals and other
Bubatances posaeesing an ecunomic value.
He would
also have tn impart full in truction in the various
methods of treatment, and to afford every facility to
Smtrlters and Miners for acquiring a practical knowledge
of the processes employed.

lafc

First PreiiniD,

DAUS & CO.,
N«w Tork

GOVERNMENT OF NEW SOUTH WALES
THE
intend to establish METALLURGICAL WORKS on a

Patent will be South
extent of the lavr.

i^'Any InfrlDgenient od

WM. GUTENBERGER, Sacramento

NEW SOUTH

F.

Bro!nIwQy,

November,

S.

California Inventors
AND FoKEiON PATENT SOLloiTORH,

IHH

foF obtaining

Patent

aud Caveats. Eatabliahed in 1860. Their long experience as
joumalifita and large practice as Patent attomeya enablea
them to offer Pacific Coast Inventors far better aurvice than
thef cau obtain elsewhere. Send for free circulars of fnfor
matlon. Office of the Mining and Soiektifio Press and
PAorp-ToBi'RAL Fresh No. 220 Market St., San FraoolBOo
Elevator, 12 Front Ht.

W.

SAUL SAMUEL,
New South Wales.

for

18S8.

Also First Premiam, Gold Medal, 1887,

ilGBEALEST

Mechanics' Fair Exposition.

MAKUPACIVKKRS OF

FOR EVERY rOSSIBLE DPTT.

for Water Works Service, Mining Pumps, Irrigating Pumps, Independent Air Pumps, and Condensers for Stationary Engines for Steam Pumps, Power Pumping Machinery, Improved Compound Air Compressors, etc, etc.

Compound Pumpingr Engines
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

CONTRACTORS,

Tables

Engineers'

of

UP TO

ETC.

SHAFT-SINKING,

Length 36

ALSO

DRILL

ELEVATORS.

Every Description.

of

SOFT and DUCTILE,

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STEEL.
iy Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address
PACIFIC ROLLING fiDXL CO., 202 Market St., San

Works.

Golden State Pressure Blowers.
rirsi St.,

Francisco.

AMALGAMATORS,

Mold-Board

between Howard

Folsom.

St

S.

F

THORNTON THOMPSON

raOMAS THOMPSON

THOMPSON BROTHERS.

FULTON

IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES.

PARKE & LACY.
21 Fremont

and

Iron

STEVENSON'S PATENT

Steel Rods,

Wagon, Buggy, and Truck

RBFRB8BNTBD BT

St.,

& Miners

ilanaracture Iron Oaetingrs and Machinery
of all Kinds at Oreatly Reduced Bates.

T

CO.,

Manufacturers of B. E. Henrickson's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches for Elevators. All kinds of machinnry
iSTORDBRS Solioitbd.
made and repaired.

Golden State

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

.

from J to 3 inch diameter and Flats from 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and other shape
Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
from 12 to 45 pounda per yard.
ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled
Beams, Angle, Channel, and
iron. Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screwa, Nute, Waahets, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forginga of all kinda, Iron aqd Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

For Catalogues, Eatimates, Etc, addresa:

8 California,

San Francisco

-

-

BDILDBR OP

STEEL RAILS

THIRD EDITION NOW READY.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

ROCK

FBiii

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.

nules,

Steel

INGERSOLL

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
FNGINF£RS AND AIACHINISTS.
No. 1X9 Beale St.,

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL
feet;

liAachipe Itfork^.

WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS.

CHINERY CASTINGS

NEW YORK
16x16

apd

irop

Steam Engines, Flour Mill,
Mining. Saw Mill and
True to pattern and superior In stren^li, toughness and durability to Oast or Wrought
Dredging Macblnes
Iron in any position or for any service.
Brodle Rock Crushers,
Progress
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
Side Walk and Hand-Power
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA-

WITH MArS, ILLUSTRATIONS
AND FULI. DESCRIPTION Of THE

Section

-^ steel

Iffs

and others interested in

TUNNELING,

CO.,

KANUFACTURBRa OF

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

[Nov. 24, 1888

Proprietors.

St.,

SAN PBANCISCO. OAL.

m

(ESTABLISHED

OeSoe, SX3

and Howard,

KWRT

HANUFAOinRERS Ot OABTINaS OP

S.F.

DBBOEIPtION.

1855.]

:Px-ez]a.o33.t St.,

XVmiA.3aa.s

WILLIAMS

Oxrtoxx,
MANUF'RS OF GENERAL MACHINERY.

— MANUFACTUREKfl OF—

FOR

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.Propeller Engines, either

J- H.

ORTON.

C. K,

"WHEELER PROCESS"
Working Refractory Gold and Silver Ores.

EUREKA FOUNDRY,
129 and 131 Beale St., between Mission

High Presaure or Compound,

cfis

Works, No. 315 Mission St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to Woodworking Machinery

Steam and Gas Engines.

Correspondence

Holicited.

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

We are dow prepared to receive Ore at our Tontintr
and Mining Mill, Meriden. Conn., in sample lot' of 500
pounds, to be worked by the Wheeler Prncesg, where we
have succeeded in saviu^ 90 per cent of the metal con-

Hoisting Engines and
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

tained in tbe ore.

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

We work

Bample

lota (ree of

charge and report results

NEW CBEMICAL

THE

MINING MACHINERY.—

N.

MACHINERY.

GOL.D MINING

Box 939, Meriden. Codd.

CO..

Mining Engineers.

Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Furnaces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets, etc

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

Inventor and Manufacturer of

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.— Flour

24

POST
in

•r>

Water

Pump

Pipe,

Office,

for

ISRAEL W. KNOX,
AND PURCIiASlNO AOENT POR

and at v^ry moaerate

Mines, Minings Machinery

rates.

Manufacture Three Kinds

i

9very Bottle before purchasing.

^

I*-u.in.-p. ^fe-t

DBANE STEAM PUMP.
Feed Water

by

Purifier

and Heater.

the Great Chemists of the World as

in

the

BANDMANN,
NIELSEN & CO..
OENRRAIj AGENTS. OAN FRANCISCO

»T,rt TTTsii;

N.

Address " Business Box A,"

of this paper, San

office

CAL.

W. SPAULDING

ROSS E BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

SPAULDING'S

QUARTZ SCREENS

And upward.
BOGUS WITH OB WITHOUT BOARD.

uine Russia

specia'ty.
Round,
Or burred slot holes.

Iron,

Inserted

slot

Wcll-rtiiikiiiKU'ifl prospi'cling
on trial. 5:'.' lfi;t has bei-n iiunk in

Gen-

Zinc, Copper or Br.iss Screens for all purposes.
fornia PerforatiPff Screen Co.. 145 & 147 Beale St

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMP'Y.

LlCHTNrNC WELL-SINKINO
MACHINE MAKERS.
ti>olaBcnt

Tooth

hours. lusiruetiuiia for

Homo-

CHISEL
,

BIT

=i2

STETEFELDT, President.

L.
_

TAKE

petersonTmodel maker,

copper and brara.

Saws.

NOTICE

58 Market St. , N. E. cor. Front (up stairs) San Francisco
Experimental maohlnery and all kinds ot metal, tin,

moiling chargci

5 ciB.coch.

?The Amerioan
:

INVENTORS.

8

An

t'

free,

CIRCULAa

CaliS. F.

bi'pinntrfl.

WMI EngnivinKB of wtll
Eucyclopilm
and prOBpcctorB^ tools, pumps,
Vwiud uiidElCQin cn|;ini.'B. Atrcan Raa and oil. Book
•

^

geneous Steel, Cast Steel or
American planished Iron

FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE.

OFFICE, 18 BEOADWA'S

and Mining' Engineer,

MINING EXPERT and GEOLOGIST,

No. 307 Saksomb St., Sak Francisco.

A

.

W. A. GOODYEAR.
Civil

Manufacturers of

Terms, Board and Room. $1.00 per Day

709.

VAN DEE NAILLEN, President.

Francisco.

for Sal«.

Cal,

Laundry Free for the use of PamilieB
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.

Boom

Assayiag,

San Francisco.

and

AND LAND

This Fire-prool Brick Building Is centrally located, in
the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat
and Railroad Offices.

MEW YOBK

A.

CLEARING. Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blastand is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely,
mg Powder,

a4PH

A.

DrawUg and
723 Market Street,

ArcUtectnre,

Assaying of Ores, S25; Bullion and Chlorination Assay.
Blowpipe Assay, $10 Full course of assaying, §50.
Send for circular.

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.
FOR RAIIiROADS

WINCHESTER HOUSE.

POOLBY

mnjim,

The History Building,

IVIarl<et.

Of Different Strengths as Required.
NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE QELATINE," which contains 94 per cent of Nitro-GIycerine,
GEI.ATINE-DTNAMITE, Stronger than Dynamite and even Safer in Handling.

all Druffslsts.

Street,

all

Civil, Mechanical and
Mining Engineering,

Practical,

S25;

nm

San Francisco,

Powder, which are acknowledged by

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

For sale

BottJ.e.

of

& Supplies.

Miues Examined, Reports and Estimates Furnished'
Contracts made, etc
Office, 237 First St.,
San Francisco, Oal.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY

H. H. H. Horse Liniment pnt«
J- new li£e mto the Antiquated Horse
For the last 14 years the H. H. H. Horas
Liniment has Deen the leading remedy
among Farmers and Stockmen tor the
cnre of Spraine, Bmises, Stiff Jointo.
SpavinH, Windgalls, Sore Shonlders, etc.
*nd f or Family Use is without an equal
ror Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Aches, Paine
Bruises, Cuts and Sprains of all characters
Ihe H. H. H. Linunent has many imita
Taons, and -we caution the Public to see
that the Trade Mark " H. H. H." is on

Cal.

Mining and Mechanical Engineer

SPECIALTIES
Corliss Engrlnes and TustiD Ore Pulverizers.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn

J.

40 Nevada Block, San Francisco,
& 23 Stevenson St.

Salmon Canneries

T>&a.ix& Stea.33aL

eyerywhere for 50 cents and Sl.OC

Electricity.

Factory, 11

or Air Colnmns, Fish

A0KNT8 FOR THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE

nrSE

C.

of

for Circulars giving particulars.

OF ALL KINBS,
Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to

•On

Salfi

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means

OF EVERY DBaCRIFTION.

Man

44 Third

DRY.

ENGINES^BOILERS

%1

For

Contractor for the Construction of Electkio Railways

lySend

Tanks

iinimm-

Etc.

Eook-

keeptng, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the English branches, and everything pertaining to buHiness,
for six full months.
We have sixteen teachers, and give
individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
Its graduates in every part of the State.
J^SbND for ClROULAR.
E. P. HEALD, President.
C. S. HALEY. Secretary.

H.H.H

WORKS ORE WET OR

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

THIS

Writinpf,

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,
AND

Tustin's Pulverizer

ST., S. P.

SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS
FOR
Shorthand, Type
Colleee instructs

horse

Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging
Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.
Mill

COLLEGE.

BUSINESS

KEITH,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,

torts, Concentrators,

HEAID^

S.

MILL.
-Batteries for Dry or Wet
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Furnaces, Re-

SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY

,

Of

all

logue.

kinds made to order.

Send

17 and 19 Fremont

for Descriptive Cata

St..

San Francisco.

i

WellWorks.
AUKORA, IIXS.,
U.

We

STORAGE
DEWEY
&

S.

A.

have some extra room

suitable
for
utoroge purposes, which we will let on

very reasonable
terms.
CO., 220 Market street, San Francisco,
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WM.

H.

TAYLOR,
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President.

R. S.

MOORE,

Superintendent.

Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works,
HOWARD

S. E. Corner

and BEALE STREETS. SUN FRANCISCO,
OK ALL KINDS OF

MANL'KACrUltEltS

Mining and Milling Machinery,
ENGINES and BOILERS,
For Mining and Irrigation Purposea.

Sawmill

Also

AUKMS

BXCLl'SIVK

Machinery.

^uil Tll<(

fALlflC lUABT UK

HEINE PATENT SAFETY BOILER and MACBETH STEEL PULLEY.
AQENTd FOR THE PACIFIC COAST OF

BRYAN'S ROLLER QUARTZ MILL,
The most perfect Boiler Mill made,
1.

2.
3.

It is cheaper.
It is more durable.
It crubhes a larger

amount

of ore

with

for the

foUowlog reasons:

5,

Its

"cleao-up"

6.

It

portable,

is

is

quicker and

requires

falier.

no frame-work,

power.
and is ready for the foandation as
It amalgamates a larger percentage of
the shop.
the gold.

leBB

it

leaves

4.

Fall Deucrlptive Circularti uf auy of the abovu neut un application.
OfFICH Of TUi: C'ANDBLARU CONSOLIDATRD Mlt.VtCAN MlN[NU Co.,
San Di-Mas, Dukahuo, AIkmco, October :^6, 18HS.

—

)
j'

Francisco Qkntlrmsn
Our Company has been oporatioK thrt-e of the 4-foot
BrvAu Rollur (Quartz Mills one of which hab been runiiint: steadily 'or three years, one for two and one for vnu
year. Our •|uart<! is very Iiard; we crutth thruuKb a No, CO-mesh acreon. Our mills run 55 revolutions per minute,
aiid each crush throuuh 60-mosh screen 12 tons in twentv-four hours; thfouyh rjO-meoh, 15 toiiFi; and through JOiii<:tjhf IS tons.
This proportioD bos boeu coDtiouous. One set of Dies will crush from 1500 to 1000 tons. One set
tiifdtin

Iron Wurkt^, San

:

Tyres will crush 1600 tons. One rin^' plate will crush from 2200 to 2300. The mills rciiuire very little attentioo.
At our mill an ordinary " peon" earnint.' one dollar net day lias complete cha'-ic. In roiiurd to ellmlDg, ic comparison with stamps by reason of the discharge uurfaeo and the continuous o^rication by the scraper^, a much less
amount of slimes i« created. A three years' cxi>erience teaches me that, in evry respect, the mills aro a complete
Huccess and of material beiiellt to the uiinint; wurld.
Thuv can he set up and ruuuin^ it» JS hours, and can be diaiiu unted in the same time and removed to wherever desired.
Ours wore packed on our mule trail over as ditficult
a road as auy iu Mexico. As a ^'old amalgamator, it is unequaled by any mill now in existence.
Yours truly,
J>. M. bURNS, SupetintoDdent.

of

THE GATES,
THE GREATEST ROCK CRUSHER ON EARTH!
BUILDERS OF

127

GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS:
San Francisco, Cal., U.
New York Office, 145 Broadway.

First St.,

S. A.

PLANTS FOB GOI.D ANn SII.VEB MILLS,
raachiiierv a! LATEST BF.sIGN anJ
MOST IMPROVED conetruction. We offer our
oustomeni tlio BEST RESULTS OF 38 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE in this SPECIAL LINE ol
wortt. and are PREPARED to furnish tlie MOST
APPROVED character ol MINING AND BEDUCTI.>N MACHINERY, adapted to all prados of
ores and SUPERIOR to that o( any other maiie, at
the LOWEST f OSSIBLE PRICES.
We are also prepared to CONSTKUCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING ORDER,
In
any locality, MILLS, CONCENTRATION
WORKS, WATER JACKET SMELTING
FURNACES, HOISTING WORKS, PUMPNG MACHINERY, ETC., ETC., ol auy OEIRED CAPACITY.
embracim;

work with the same cost and wear

Will do twice the

MINING MACHINERY.

any other crusher made.

of

add from 40 to 50 per cent to the capacity of any mill by fine work. The adoption of this
It will also

Crusher will return 1 per cent per month on
over and above that of any other in use.

its

cost

WORKS
SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL.

SEND FOR CmCULAE.

IRON

PACIFIC
No.

FIRST STREET,

127

jh..

J?*,

HTJnxn^iJxroTPCDnxr,
MANUFACTUREE OF

Quartz

Roller

Centrifugal

Mills,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS.
Mining Macliinery of Every Description,

SEND FOR CKCULAK.
Cnntrifaeral Roller

No. 4S

Onartx Mill.
BOLB AGBNT FOR

LEUSHER PLATES,

H. D.
220 Fremont

—AND—

Chrome Cast
Rock

FTJ.RMONT STBP.ET.

Steel for

Drills, Etc.

-

SAN TfRANOISOO.

u|

,

ij,

"lilK'

30O

V-^

Styles

f:

ADAMANTINE SHOES AND

DiE<5.-Quar

aoteed to prove better and cheaper than any others.
Orders solicited, subject to above conditions.
MORttlS.
H.

GO.,rB°.ell?o?'i1.1r??n^t It''}

U

PATENT AGENTS.

and

Sizes.

4500

PARKE, LACY & CO,, Ai
San Francisco Cal
\^
--

EWEY &

CO

HOISTING ENGINES

PURCHASING AGENT,

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.
ADADIilNTlNi:.

M'F'G

MANUFACTURER OK

San Francisco,
and

Special attention given to purchase of

>

ORK

CAL.

LIDQERWOOD

MORRIS,

St.,

MANDf ACTnitlRS'

.

»
'

96
Liberty St.
New

Yorl<.

CRfTSTTWR
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,000 OSZ-^^XjXjZBnSTGI-E
FIVE

HUNDRED PHD SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

PRICE
OVKR

($s75.oo)

ARB NOW

1400

A
Sao Francisco.

tear are merely nomiDal.

Street,

I

:f^.

o. ^.

IN USK.

Concentratfons are clean from tbe first working. The wear and
machine can be seen in working order and ready to make tests at 2!S0 Fremont

Tbb Montana Company

(Limited), London, October 8, 1886.

—

Dear Sirs : Having tested three of your F^ue Tanners in a competitive trial with otbtr similar machines
(Triumph), we have satisfied ourselves of the superiority of your Vanners, as is evidenced by the fact of our having
ordered twenty more of your machines for immediate delivery. Yours truly,

THE MONTANA COMPANY
N.

B.

—Since the above was written the 20 Vanners having been

tional Frues

Protected by patents May 4, 1869; December 22, 1874; September
ary 20, 1883; September 18, 1883. Patents applied for.

THE FRUE ORE

ADAMS & CARTER,

J^'n^^i^»-^»i'«9,tOR
Cw-31020

OR VANNING MACHINE.

Room

7.

No. 109

(Limited).

started gave such satisfaction that 44 addi-

ADAMS

and more stamps have been purchased.

April 27, 1880;

2, 1879;

Sl

March

CAHTER.

22, 1881; Febru-

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

California Street,

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED,

$1,000

PR PF
i^

i

I
I

V

v-/ L.-

HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS
(ssso.oo).

FIVE
J

g

The present improved form of the celebrated ** Tkiumph " Ore Concentrator posaesBeB many advantages over any
other style of Vanners, Vanning Machines, or Concentrators, yet introduced to the notice of mining men. These advantages consist in the superior features which enter into their construction, and facilitate their operation.
They are constructed in the best manner; their frames being of iron, insures their solidity, durability, and perfect
steadiness of motion when operated. They are built as compactly as their requisite strength will permit, weigb less, re.
quire less freight space in boxes, by which their coat of transportation is reduced, and occupy less mill room when set upAn important improvement has recently been introduced into their construction, which consists of a Riffle Tableplaced in front of and which takes the discharge from the feed and amalgam bowl. The improvement is in the recipro,
cal motion which is imparted to this table by the longitudinal motion of the shaking frame to which the table is attached. We have at hand many testimonials, from well-known Superintendents of mines in different mining districts
of the United States, bearing evidence of the efiSciency and superiority of this form of Concentrator, and we shall be
pleased to send Circulars covering such letters of testimony, and, as well, directions for setting ap and operating these
machines, and are ready to quote special prices for any considerable order.

"TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR.

COMPRESSED AIR

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS.
INTois.

and

3 9 to SX

3g*re'm oaii: St.,

SfibXi Z*m.zi.ol.isoo. C7c<,l.

,

WATER POWER MACHINERY.

RIX & FIRTH, 225 and 227
NATIONAL AIR COMPRESSORS.

First St.,

San Francisco.

SINGLE OE DUPLEX, STEAM OR BELT POWER.
68 Sold on the

Pacific Coast.

KN.HT.S WATER

^

WHEEL,

^^^^^^, ^^^^^ ^^,^_
MILLS, PUMPING AND HOISTING.
Over 300 in use. All estimates guaranteed.

Seed for Circular.

All wrought iron.

No gears, no breakage.

One

hors*^ will easily handle rock or water to a depth
of 350 feet, giving entire satisfaction to the prospector.
Price, complete, $200.
150 sold od this Coast.

NATIONAL ROCK DRILL.
200 Sold on

this Coast.

less repairs
Drill.

Has

than any other

NOTICE!. — All

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

the

full

our plates are g:uarauteed to have
weight of silver agreed upon, and are tested be-

fore leaving our works, thereby avoiding the complaints

about light weight, made bo often before we started
in thifl branch of industry.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.

iF'or
f3JhJ\riIsrC3r
GRAVEL, OR PLACER MINES.

521 & 523 Market

St.,

San Francisco,

-DBALBR Df—
MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.
Assayers' and Mining Material.
GET OUR PRICE S BE FOBE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
—HANUPACTURBR OF
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.
BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

IN QUARTZ,

SAN

FRANCISCO

NOVELTY

AND PLATING WORKS,

Agent

for

HOSKINS'

HYDKO-CARBON ASSAY FURlfACES

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD
IN QUARTZ,

GRAVEL AND PLACER MINING.
PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.

Only Refined Silver and Best Copper used.

filled.
Fifteen Medals Awarded,
Old Plates Boaght, or Gold Separated.
CO., Corner First and Mission Sts.

Over 3000 Orders

Replated.

These Plates cm also be purchased of JOHN TAII.OK &
San Francisco Gold, Silver and Nickel Plating Works, 653

Our Plates have proved the best

in

weight of Silver and durability.

& 655

Mission

Send ioe Circular.

St.,

Old Mining Plates can be

San Francisco, Cal

,

E. G. Denniston, Prop'r.

BY DBWEBY

CO.

At

SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY. DECEMBER

Publlsbera.

E
A

Mining

Co.

Eyre has

filed

ectric-Power in Mining.

Wekkly
suits in

Reports.

— Manuel

the Superior

On

Court

run on
of the Challenge Conwaa made on Saturday, with electric power solidated and the Consolidated Imperial Mining
generated by dynamoe, operated by Pelton Cos. Eyre avers that he is a stockholder in
water-wheels, on the Sutro-tnnnel level of the
ChoUar incline, 1700 feet below the surand transmitted by a copper wire
face,
satisIt was
surface.
to motors on the
ttfBt

every

in

The

respect.

plant

at

the

November

buried the

new

this

of

experiment

is

roasting works and machinery

70 feet deep, and

it is

feared that the whole

river

is

new

the engineering plants with

feat-

to the

working stage
interest

Southern States, one

in the

the incline railway, built

is

from the base to the summit of Lookout mountnear Chattanooga, Tennessee. As compared with other inclines employed to overcome
mountain bights, this work is a new departure,
and the details by which many of the problems
that vex the mining engineer also are cleverly

ie

considered of

loss of

Among

ain,

solved will prove interesting.
described by

Truckee river can be

brought to Virginia City with a
per cent of its original power.

Incline Railway.

ures and deBervingdetails which are being brought

of great

vast importance to the future of the Comstock,
as the water-power of the

An

22.

back of the Lost Confidence

the largest of the kind in the world. \A'e shall
shortly give a detailed description of the plant

The success

LVI.

Number

a slide oo-

17fch

mine, on Iron mountain, Shasta oounty, which

mill

factory

the night of

curred

Nevada GO'Stamp against the Directors

the

of

trial

VOLUME

1888.

1,

W. H. Adams

The railway

is

before the American

Mining Engineers, the details havby Major W. R, King, U. S.
Engineer, who projected the road and saw it

Institute of

only 40

ing been given

The Truckee

completed under his own supervision.
By reference to Fig. 1 (page 361), showing the

distant but 16 miles in an air line, and

by taking advantage of its fall, a thousand
stamps can be operated on the Comstock at a
cost which will make it profitable to handle

railway in plan and

profile,

with cuts,

be seen that the line

tles, etc., it will

commencing

fills,

is

tres-

straight

at the base, curves to

millions of tons of low-grade ore.

for 1250 feet,

employed successfully at
the Veteran tunnel, Aspen, Col., in hoistiug
and other works. At that place the dynamo is
run, too, by a Pelton water-wheel, giving a
good deal more power even than is required.
The supply of water to the wheel is automat-

the left for 250 feet, thence runs in a tangent
about 800 feet (which distance covers the

Electricity

also

ie

ically regulated.

The generating plant

miles from the motors.

A motor

placed 1000 feet in from the

The speed and power

nel.

curves to the right for 1400 feet, and finishes

of

600 feet to

for

the base of bare rock which marks the crest of
the mountain, 1500 feet above the river level.

Ij

The length

of the track

elevation attained

the tun-

is

4360

is

1170

feet,

feet, or,

and the

say one foot

The problems

of rise to 3| of length.

the motor are

required

to be solved, the difficulties encountered in the

by a single switch.

controlled

of straight line

with a stretch

and hoist are

month
of

is

switches or passing-points for the cars), thence

nature of the surface, and the methods of overcoming all obstacles will be partially appre-

This plant has been in use for some months

and has given perfect satisfaction as regards
economy and promptness of operation; besides
the hoist it pulls in the loaded or empty oars,

Twenty

sent out and returned in eight minutes.
cars are handled rapidly and continu-

and photographs.
approach
to the methods here employed, but a close study
of the special features which mark this new departure for surface working will be of particular
benefit to those engaged in mine engineering.
Midway on the plan (Fig. 1 enlarged in Fig.
2) the outer rails are shown as diverging, and

ouely

necessary.

the central rail opens out or doubles for a dis-

ciated by reference to plans

and controls the speed of all the trains running
on the tramway and in the tunnel. Formerly
one man was required to each car, making the
round trip in 20 minutes; but now the entire
train

is

if

It will also

tance of

shortly be utilized for hoisting

it.

will soon

at any point

Another Sprague motor and plant

is

little

room, and does

work

well, with 8o little loss of power, that its
is now world-wide, and it is in use in

countries where mining

On Tuesday

is

The view on

fame
most

this page ie on the upper portion of

are also seen.

As

this

illustration

is

a L-^vy-

type from a photographic negative taken on a
bright day, the shadows of the two cables are

carried on.

afternoon the fly-wheel of the

very distinct.
for extra cables.

both companies, and that the directors have
neglected to comply with the legislative Act
requiring directors of mining companies to
post in a conspicuous place in the company's

direction, but no one was injured.
to

be valuable clay and ochre beds in Thistle
canyon. Samples he was showing yesterday
would make excellent Rochelle ochre, and good,

office

report of receipts and

dis-

bursements, and also the report of the superintendent. He sues to recover $1000 damages

cheap Venetian red.
cost
It is rumored that redaction works to
51,500,000 are to be erected on the Comstock.

a weekly

is

The company had dag

destroyed.

about 30 feet into the hill for the purpose of
opening out a good site for its mill, having
perfect faith in the security

Damages estimated

A

of

the

location.

at $7000.

DISPATCH from Albany, Oregon, eays that

the plaintiff in eight or ten simihr suits against
other mining companies.

river» in

for the neglect.

Eyre

is

Linn county.

mount-

ain railroad.

Philadelphia capitalists are about to open and
develop the coal deposits on the Santiam

from each company

I

plant

They should not be mistaken
In the Pkess of next week we

shall give further details of this peculiar

VIEW ON UPPER PORTION OF THE INCLINE RAILWAY.

the flywheel were hurled in every

M. R. Evans has developed what promises

hold the center of the sep-

the incline, showing a car crossing one of the tresThe oblique wheels carrying the cable
tles.

so

ripping a section off the hoisting works roof.
of

to

track.

Bullion mine hoisting engine on the Comstock
burst while the cage was being brought to the
surface. The cage went crashing in the sheaves,

Fragments

as-

corves as evenly and truly as on the straight

considered

its

is

arated tracks at all times, the grooved guidewheels, carefully spaced, holding the cars to the

one of the most important inventions California
has contributed to the world of mechanics. It
tikes up so

on the track, and solidity

moving cables

The utilization of electricity for power in this
way has opened a very large field of usefulness
which

This very unusual plan of

sured by the extra width of the roadbed. Suffitient space and play are given for the rapidly

be supplied in the Regent mine.

for the Pelton water-wheel,

forming two independent

feet,

a three-rail road, from end to end, was adopted
for many reasons. No movable parts are used

200 feet below. A duplicate of this plant will
shortly be erected in another portion of the
Veteran tunnel, where a station is cut out to
receive

200

tracks or switches.

running from the Veteran tunto the workings of the Franklin mine,

in the incline

nel

cities are the nearest

Cable lines in

The

reported sale of the

Cuyamaca & East-

ern railroad, San Diego county, to the Union
Pacific is confirmed at San Diego by a very

high

official of

the Santa Fe,

who claims to know

consummated; also by a
Chicago, Burlington & Qaincy official now in

that the transaction

is

California.

The

export

of salt

from Syracuse

is

now one

train daily, the present tonnage being at the

rate of 2500 tons per month.
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the ingredients are from 65 to 75 per cent of
chalk to 25 or 35 per cent of clay.

GOF^f^ESPOJ^DENCE,
We ailuiit, unindorsed, opinions of

correspondents.— Eds.

Concrete.

History of

its

Manufacture.

[Written for the Press.]

By

is meant in architectare
which by their interpoaition

the term cements

certain substances

cause the surfaces of solid bodies to adhere together or units, the action being either mechanical or chemical, or both.

Four thousand years

ago the Egyptians not only used
could

common mor*

the construction of their buildings, but

tar in

make

a mixture

which would

set

and

[Dec. 1, 1888

claims will perhaps convey a better idea of the
general outlook than even a detailed repetition
of news concerning a few of the larger ones only.

now

are

raising in. the

500-foot

with fine prospects, A straight track
leads from the shaft to the mill, a distance of
Portland Cement,
1000 feet, with sufl&cient grade to allow the
At Jackson
Which is the main ingredient in the manufactloaded car to draw the empty car up. This
ure of the concrete of the present day, is an ar- The Zsile had recently been sinking 250 feet. company runs a 20-8tamp mill. The ore at
Of course present pays §5 to §8 per ton, including sultificial production, and is so called from its re- The outlook in the drifts is fair.
semblance to Portland stone. It was first man- nothing definite can be learned from the exten- phates.
ufactured by Joseph Aspdtnof Leeds, England. sion of the shaft until the vein is tapped.
Mr. Call, the superintendent, tells us that
The Amador has also been sinking. At this the bonds are all cleared, that the company
His patents, granted in 1S24, have been much
improved upon. Mr. Aspdin'a method was to claim there are three shafts. Work is progress- owns 160 acres of the surrounding land with
pulverize the limestone and burn it in a kiln, ing finely, with a favorable outlook.
both an agricultural and a mining claim, and
Reed & Askey are erecting a ten-stamp mill have 3000 feet of claim under control.
then to add an equal weight of clay and thoroughly knead the mixture with water to a in place of the five stamp mill formerly used.
Drytown.
plastic mass, which was dried, broken in pieces This mill will be run by a large wheel placed in
At the Cosmopolitan mine the shaft is now
and again burnt to expel all the carbonic acid. the center of the channel.
Much interest is manifested in the Trip down 550 feet. The outlook is good. They
Of late years, however, it has been found that
mine, on the Mokelumne, near Big Bar bridge. have 400 feet of crosscuts and drifts. This is
it is better to have the lime in a state of carpractically a new mine, owned by a Boston
bonate, when it is mixed with the proper clay, The quartz ledge is about 12 feet wide, and
and accordingly chalk has been used instead of looks as though it would pay well for these company which has recently erected new works.

In the Pyramid of Cheops a mixture of Nile
mud and gypsum is supposed to hav^e been
used. In addition to this, the analysis made by
Dr. Malcomson of Madras gives a proportion of
IS^ per cent soluble s-alts, principally the sulphate of lime; a small quantity of the sulphate
These last
of soda, and a trace of the muriate.
no doubt were derived from the impure water
which is still found in the neighborhood of the
pyramids. At Nineveh the pictures in bas relief and foundations were chiefly composed of
The Bibylonians not having this
alabaster.
material, made bricks and covered them with

its

cheapness and the

times.

The company
which

will

A

A

drift

None

of the ore has yet been crushed.
is building a ten-stamp mill,
be run by water taken from the
The German Method.
tunnel
river not more than 1000 feet above.
Consists in first drying the materials and sep- is being run in, raising from the end, to connect
They are with the shaft, which is now down about 80
arately reducing them to powder.
then mixed with water in the proper proportion feet. The tunnel will be about 300 feet long.
and made into bricks, which are then dried,
Extensive improvements have recently been
small amount of alkali made at the Kennedy^ and the outlook is good.
calcined and ground.
is also added, either soda or potash, depending
The Live-Oak,
upon the amount already contained in the clay.
By thus bringing the amount to about 5 per cent A small mine, owned by Thomas & Parker, is
of the whole, a soluble silicate is formed. which one of those few quartz mines which has furOccasionally nished its own capital. The owners began
will act upon the lime in setting.
also a small quantity of ground quartz or sand about three years ago and have made the mine
is added.
The following is an analysis of four pay its own way from the first. Their mill and
plaster.
The Bible tells us that it was upon varieties of Portland cement as given by pump are run with a four foot wheel, which rethe plaster of the wall in Belshazzar's palace
Micbre'.is
1 and 4 are English P. cements, 2 quires but 10 inches of water with a pressure
that the mystic writing appeared. The Greeks,
of 200 feet.
They are now down about 175
is made at Stettin, 3 at Wildau
whose civilization anticipated that of the
feet.
The shaft inclines to the southeast about
3
4
Romans, used various mortars and cements as Lime
59.06
62. SI
60.33
55.06 30 degrees from perpendicular, with but little
seen at present in the remains of their ancient Silicic acid
23,22
25.93
22.92 variation.
24 .07
With a three-inch Jack Head Gar5.27
7.04
S.OO
6.92
It remained for the R.omans, how- Alumina
temples.
Oxide of iron
2.46
5.46 ratt pump worked only about six hours in the
3.41
2.00
ever, to advance the arts of architecture and
This pump is conMagnesia
0.23
0.82
1.14
0.77 2-i, the water is kept out.
engineering, bringing them to a perfection Potash
1.13 nected with the water-wheel by means of a
0.73
0.94
j, „Soda
hitherto unknown.
0.S7
0.30
1.70
l^-'^'
The mill is
wire
rope, running over pnlieye.
of lime
2. 35
1.30
1.52
1.75
For tlie Construction of Piers and Harbors Sulphate
They are
Claj-saod
1.47
2.54
1.04
2.27 about 150 feet from the shaft below.
present drifting. The lead has been from
In the Mediterranean, they used a concrete
Trass or Terass is a substance very like Pozzu- at
five
wide.
the
bottom
drift
it is
four
to
feet
In
composed of broken stones and mortar. Among olana. It is a blue-black trap rock found in
IS to 20 inches wide, while at the bottom of
their ttoutest monuments may be mentioned the valley of the Rhine ; it is of
volcanic
It was origin also, and can be treated with lime in a the snmp, 12 feet below, it is about four feet
the mole or breakwater at Pozzuoli.
composed of 24 arches sustained upon oiers similar manner to the Italian product. It is wide. This ore averages about $10 to the ton,
These much used by the Dutch engineers for hy- including sulphurets. A second shaft has been
built of brick and faced with stone.
were held together by a material to which they draulic works in Holland. Wagner gives the sunk, 40 feet from the first, where a new lead
has been tapped, which pays in the neighborgave the name of Pozzuolana, which they used following table of comparative analysis
hood of 875 per ton. They will tap the second
lime.
In the ancient
in conjunction with
Trass.
Tiafs.
120 feet, and work from the
work of Yitruvius we find the following:
Soluble
Insoluble from the first at
first.
The second shaft is now down SO feet
PozzaoIaDa. in H Ce
in H Ce
is found
in
the neighborhood of Constitueuts.
*' There
Silica
44.5
11.50
37.44
only.
Ba'ee, and the municipal land lying at the foot
Lime
S.S
3.16
2.25
Mr. Thomas has spent most of his life in the
of Vesuvius, a kind of powder which produces .Masnesia
2.15
4.7
0.27
mining business, and he says this is the most
0.29
admirable effects when mixed with lime and Pufash
,
O.OS
^
J
^'°
Soda
2.44
1.12
regularly
formed lead he has ever seen.
small stones.
It has not only the advantage of
AUimiDa
17.70
15.0
1.25
giving great solidity to common buildings, but Oxide of iro"
Pine Grove.
12.0
11.17
0.75
possesses the further property of forming masses Water
9.2
7.65
McKenzie Bros., at Pine Grove, have been
The
of masonry which harden under water."
running a" Huntington rotary mill with so
Totals
99,7
56.06
43. 10
piers were built more than 1800 years ago.
I give the analysis of these clays in order good success that the second mill like the first
Thirteen of them still remain, and had the first
breaks been repaired, the structure would have that the attention of miners and prospectors will soon be in operation. They are working
veins of low-grade ore.
remained complete until the present day. The may be drawn to them. There is an amount of large
At Volcano, as well as at Pine Grove, the
arched construction was iogeniously contrived similar material in California. Its discovery
winter
water will be utilized to a good adto prevent the accumulation of sand hehind the and the establishment of manufactories on this
vantage.
coast is but a question of time.
mole.

limestone on account of
facility of procuring it.

harden under water.

They

feet.

At Plymouth
The

New London

has been making some exten-

sive repairs.
At the Plymouth Consolidated
they are hoisting out the water. The people of
this vicinity are anxiously awaiting the time
when work will be resumed in their mine,

D.

and Unusual

Interesting

Association

of California Minerals,
[Written for the Prbss by

attention of

Edman
ling

Hbnry G. Hasks.]

Plumas oonnty, the
the writer was called by Mr. J. A.

During a recent

visit to

to a heavy, dark-colored mineral, spark-

with

light, reflected

from

brilliant faces of

:

12

:

:

t

'

minute black

crystals.

Were

it

not for the mi-

croscope the beauty of these forms could not
chemical and microscopical exbe known,
amination of this rare specimen showed the
crystals to be magnetite, imbedded in a matrix
of hematite.
The following are the reactions obtained, and
the properties of the mineral: Color, imperfect
red; specific gravity, 4-4; hardness, 5; streak,
blood red; luster, almost metallic when held in
certain lights.
Easily decomposed by boiling
hydrochloric acid, leaving a residue of silica.
Attracts the magnet strongly, but does not
possess polarity.
A mechanical analysis gave
the following result:

A

MaE"netite

Hematite
Silica and a

40
36.9
23.0
.

iittle

water

Total

100.0

While separating the magnetic portion, much
was experienced, when the pulverized
mineral was dry, because the magnetic particles
lifted mechanically those which were not; but
perfect success was the result of a second attempt, made in the presence of a considerable
difficulty

quantity of water. By frequent repetitions the
magnetite was wholly separated.
A microscopical examination showed the
crystals to be perfect octahedrons varying in
size from 0.004 to 0.025 inches.
The faces were
reflective and brilliant. The magnetic portion

was found to consist wholly of these crystals,
many unbroken, although the pulverized mineral had been passed through a 40 mesh sieve.
At Sutter Creek
General Pasley is looked upon as the founder
To this day, in the south of Europe, lime
These very interesting minerals occur in a
when slacked is put in boxes and kept for a long of artificial-cement manufacture in England. The Wildman Company have recently been stratum or vein of slate lying parallel with and
time, the idea being that greater strength is Daring the year 1S26 he experimented with sinking 100 feet. The shaft is now down 600
distant about 300 feet from the Diadem gold
gained by it for the purpose of imparting in- mud taken from the River Medway, burning it feet. They have drifted south and are now mine. The slate is the west country, is
60 feet
with limestone or chalk. This mud having crosscntting east and west. They have recreased hydraulic energy to po?zuolana3.
wide and also parallel with the strike of the
InTichat's treatise on calcareous mortars and argillaceous properties and containing sodium cently discovered ore that they think will pay mineral
vein.
cements 1S37) I find the following description in salts, was well adapted for the purpose. Other well.
The slate also contains magnetite in minnte
Mr. Knight, the inventor of Knight's water- octahedrons. The mineral stratum
his preface of concrete, as known and used pre- materials are now used, such as marls mixed
containing
with clay and usually the deposits at the deltas wheel, the hydraulic pump, etc., is working a
vious to his time of writing: ** The art of
the hematite is irregular, varying in width
of rivers.
The demand
full crew of men on full time.
Composing Calcareous Cement
from
four inches to two feet. When it widens,
At Teil, in the Department of Ardeche, in for his wheels is increasing. Three of his
Was confined, till within the last few years, to France, a hydraulic lime has been found which pumps are now in use and giving good sat- quartz and specular iron occur with the hematite and magnetite.
the knowledge of a small number of facts, and possesses properties that eminently qualify it isfaction.
to the observance of certain rules long since ad- for use in marine construction, as it sets and
Mr. S. D. E. Stewart, eight miles out on
"Blind Leaders."
mitted into use without examination on the au- hardens well under salt water.
Sutter creek, is putting in a six-stamp mill.
thority of Vitruvius and the architects who folRivot gives the following analysis:
At Amador City most of the principal mines
[The following incisive letter was accilentally mislaid,
lowed him. But the rules were always found
running
about
as
usual.
in
the
locality
are
THE rrNBURXKD STONE.
which must account for the delay in publieation. Eds.
to be at fault, and the facts for want of correla- Lime
46.3
Press.]
Compressing Air.
0.7
tivenesa were of but little aid. * * * It was Oxide of iron
Silica, quartz, »aDd and clay
15.0
Editors Press: It would seem, from letters
In riding from Sutter Creeek to Amador
not the less necessary to work by guess in most Carbonic acid and water
37.6
extracts in the Minixg and Scientific
and
City, an observing person will notice near
instances, or
trust to obscure analysis
(

—

for the

to

success of the most important work."
The hydraulic cements chiefly employed in
Europe are the Roman, Portland, Medina, Mulgrave and those made on the Continent from
Pozzuolana, Trass, Santorin and Teil lime. The

modern Roman cement was made by Mr.
Parker of London, who patented bis process in
1796.
All Roman cement contains a marked
quantity of iron, as may be seen from the following analysis:
first

Lime
Magnesia
Bilicicacid

Alumina
Oxide

2
5.^.50

1.73

6.4rt

of iron

English

1

53.33
S.OO
25.83

..4. SO

Roman cement

is

3
.

47. S3
24. vo

4
53.53
2.2?)

2>>.0l>

B.80

23.66

y.03
S.eS

1.5:)

7.24

20. SO

7.97

now made from

a

clay shale found above the chalk formation on
the Isles of Sheppy and Wight, It i?, therefore,
a natural cement. Mr. Parker made it from
nodules termed '* septaria," found in K-mmeridge and London clay. These were calcined
almost to the point of vitrificrttion, and then
crushed to a fine powder wi'.houfc admixture of
any other material.

Total

99.6

«

THB BLRNBD STONS.

Lime

7S.S9
trace
IS. 20
i.SO
1.71

Oxide of iron
Silica

Alumina
Qviartzsand
Tofa^

100

At Port Said, the terminus of the Suez canal,
the concrete was made of the Teil cement mixed
with beach sand. This was formed into blocks,
which were exposed for several weeks to the
action of the air, before being laid in their
places,
W. G. HoDSOif.
(

To

he Continued.)

Amador County

Mines.

[Prom Oar Traveling Correspondent.!

In Amador county the mining interest
seems to be increasing. While the larger mines
are working about as usual with few exceptions,
smaller companies are in most cases increasing
their capacities and finding some paying ore.
The English and German methods differ
News concerning some of the larger mines is
somewhat. I may call them the wet and the easy of access, especially those which happen to
dry. In England, the method consists in mix- be conveniently located, while
others of vastly
ing the materials together with water, and then more importance are seldom, if ever, mengrinding them to a pulp, which, after evapora- tioned.
tion to a proper consistence, is made into bricks
This will continue to be true so long as the
which are dried and then calcined to near the present relations between managers and weak
point of vitrification, after which they are stockholders exist.
ground to a fine powder. The proportions of
Intelligence concerning some of the smaller

Walkmaster & Brinn's plauiDg-mill and ice fac- Press, that metaphysical discussions are not
out of place in that valuable journal; although,
tory a small building in which machinery is
as those I have observed are conducted mainly
running. While this machinery, being in sight
on the ipse dixit system of argument the only
of no mine, appears to be connected with nothone, by the way, which admits of the concluing beyond the building, a stranger will be
arrived at they do not, perhaps, deserve
sions
somewhat surprised on investigating to learn
serious notice.
However, if you deem the folthat a Knight water-wheel is here used to comlowing remarks from a workingman who prepress air. This is only a six-foot wheel and
tends
to no special qualiflcations for the task,
develops a hundred-horse power. This comworthy of the honor, I shall be thankful for
pressed air is piped to the South Spring Hill
used
in
the
mine their insertion in your columns.
mine,
where it is
It is, doubtless, a little hard on professors of
The mine is
to propel four rock drills.
physical science, that conclusions deduced after
not less than half a mile away from the com
long and laborious Investigation should be obpressor.
This water is again used for running
jscted to, simply because they happen to cona stamp-mill and hoisting works.
flict with the religious belief which is the chief
At the Gravel
safeguard of millions of the unfortunate and
steam-power
to the helpless of humanity, against despair and
They are about to change from
water. They are putting in a 15-inch, extra its terrible consequences, not to speak of its
heavy, steel pipe. This pipe leads from a large restraining effect as regards crime; but when
reservoir 1^ miles away, with a fall of 428 feet we remember how little is really proved as a
to the mile.
This reservoir is 30 feet deep in foundation for their stupendous superstructure
the deepest place, and will, no doubt, keep in of speculation, and how widely these same prostore a large quantity of water, which will be fessors differ among themselves, while diametsupplied by the Blue Lake Water Co.
rically opposed to others of at least equal emiThe shaft at this mine is down 1000 feet. It nence, we may, I think, reasonably be excused
has a double track on a uniform grade, inclining from assuming the awful responsibility of disabout 60°. The hoisting is now done with seminating or even believing in such doctrines.
steam. There is a drift at 200 feet, north 126 Besides, when we see an exponent, like Mr.
feet.
The ledge here is 35 feet wide. They are Huxley, of certain theories deliberately denow stoping it. At this point there is commu- scend to the use of the most egregious fallacies,
There are also to insult all that his fellow-men, including the
nication with the south shaft.
communications at 300 feet, 600 feet and 700 most brilliant intellects of the human race, hold
at
feet.
There is a drift north
500 feet, 175 most sacred, we must naturally conclude that

—

—
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scieatiat, but simply fto uopriDcipled
though, certaioty, amone educated
meo, a very harmless ooe indeed. Take for !•
stance that remarkable extract from his works
appealing ia a la^ qunt.ber of the Pkkss, where
heclaiiiia, in effect, that uo scientist would expect belief for a theory based on anything so ridic-

he

is

not

Washington Territory

ft

man mines

Coal.

of

King county,

is

359

oompotei of the

The Tacoma Globe
in its infancy,

says:

P^r coot.

Although only now

Water

the mineral prospects of Wash-

FIximI

j

,

teution of

namerous

capitaliets,

carbon

4.17
41.20

,.

Qui
Aah

iogton Territory have begun to attract the at-

au.'i;j
i::,f>4

and men who Sulphur.

ulously incredible as certain of the miracles c insider that the moat important mineral derecorded in the New Testament. Now it
posits had been discovered and had settled down
should be snpeiiluoaa to point out that these
latter form merely a question of historical fact, with a goodly "pile," have emerged from their
testified to by eye-witnesses, many of whom retirement to investigate the boundless resure
forfeited their lives to prove their truth
sources of this hitherto unheard-of corner of the
ly verification enough for the ordinary common
Republic. The liveliness of the real estate marsense of mankind, aa the event has proved,
however " immoral " the belief may seem to ket will, without doabt, occupy the attention
whatever does duty for a conscience with Mr. of a majority of invebtors for a considerable time
Huxley; and any scientific theory admitting of
to come yet; as the country fills up the atten*
proof eijually cogent may be regarded as settled
tion of moneyed men will turn to other sources,
for all time.
I'erhaps, if men like Mr. lluxtey were to ap
and every indication goes to show that with the
introduction of smelters and enlarged facilities
ply themselves, for a time, to elementary stud
ies in logic, and in the exiut sciences, they for the output of coal, this Territory will rank
would realize what is meant by proof of a among the fimt mining districts of the world.
theory. They might also learn at a more ad* The reaeou Washington Territory differs so ma*
vanced stage if their mental caliber enabled terially from other States and Territories is that
them to reach it somethiug wherewith to tone mineral deposits are universal throughout its
down the *' big head " with which they aeem entire length and breadth. Sj far as the reattlicted.
They might real<>^e the narrow limits ports of the numerous prospectors which daily
of human knowledge, which fails to penetrate arrive in the city are concerned, indications of
to the essence even of what seems the creation every kind of mineral, from the most precious
of the mind itself, to say nothing of external metals to those more common, are found everythings; and which, in its widest and most suc- where.
The value of coal as a fuel, its impurities excessful expansion is a knowledge of the relative
only and not of the absolute, even in those cluded, depends upon its density, the amount of
same so-called exact sciences, those soieacos moisture present, and the amount of oxygen
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Gas-Firing or Making Acid.

I

—

Id conoloding the series of articles on oon-

.

centration of sulphuric acid, condensed from

Mr. Adams' paper, we give a cut which he says
shows the best practice which ia admitted to be
by direct firing over the tops of the pans. The

I

I

I

adoption of gas-hring gives uniform heats with-

;

—

Storage Batteries on Street Cars.

following parts:

sophiat;

out necessary waste, and reduces the wear and
tear to a

miuimum.

Objections are raised to this type of plant, on

The Sacramento Jitcord Union says:
saw the

—

^

the motive-power for

propelling

street

oars.

Ever since a few enterprising and energetic
bueinesB men entered upon the construction of
a street railway on which electric cars were to
to be nsed, the cry has been heard on all sides
that it never would boasucceas, and everything
possible has b^en done by aome people to belittle the effi>rta of the managers and throw cold
water on the enterprise. Yesterday the oflicere and promoters of the echeme had their day
of victory and received a perfect ovation from
the populace as they passed through J atreeton
their elegant car.
It was the occasion of the
trial trip of the first car, and it proved a encceas in every particniar.

Third street and turned into

~l -m-r^\
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GAS FIRING

SECOND PAN

J,

a

great shout went up from the hundreds of people who were collected
along the sidewalks on both sides
of the latter thoroughfare.
Stopping at the corner of Fourth, the
favored individuals who had invitations were taken on board,
and the oar moved on up J street.
The electrician, Mr. Wright, atood
on the front platform with his
hand on the little lever by which
the car ia started and stopped and
its speed regulated.
By his side
stood L. L. Lewis, while Edwin
K. Alsip occupied the rear platform.
These gentlemen were repeatedly cheered as the car passed
along, and the crowds of citizens
were wildly enthusiastic over the
evident auccesa of the enterprise.
Handkerchiefs waved from all the
balconies and the street had a
gala-day appearance. The people
were happy, and those who predicted failurewere dumb.
Those on the car were delighted.
Stops and starts were made without the least jerk or jar, and the
car ran with less noise than the
ordinary horsc'car. At the street
crossings the electrician sounded
the gong by simply pressing an
electric

The

FIRST PAN OF THE SERIES

it

ancceeafnl introduction of electricity as

the ground that a certain definite percentage of
The car is propelled by two electric motors of
monohydrated sold is necessarily lost in the four-horse power each, capable of working up
current of intensely heated and rapidly moving to eight-horse power each for a short time. The
flame products and air thrown over the sur- motors are actuated by electricity stored in SO
This surely need not occur where, by calla of the Klectric Accnmulator Company's
face.
gas-firing, the products of complete combustion make (type "23^"), which are carried under
are quietly and evenly held in proximity to the seats of the car.
These cells are run under
the upper surface of the pans until saturation the seats from the end of the car upon trays,
takes place. By this method of firing it will be and make the connection of the machinery of
seen that the outlets for the vapors can be con- the car automatically.
trolled absolutely, up to any deliaite point of
The invited gueBts were assembled at the
saturation.
corner of Fourth and J streets, and had but a
Such regulation is not as difScuU aa it looks few moments to wait for the car, whioh started
from the end of the line near the
Southern Pacific passenger depot.
As it came around the corner of
)

.v-^r

GAS FIRING

Yes-

terday was a great day for Sacramento, as

button with his foot.
car proceeded on its way,

going down Eleventh to L and up
L to Fifteenth, to M, to the corner of Twenty-eighth street. The
late rains had pat the streets in
a terrible condition, and as no car
had ever been run over the track,

SYSTEM OF DIRECT FIRING OVER TOPS OF PANS.

some difficulty was anticipated,
but none was experienced.
The return trip was made without the slightFor instance, the oxygen helps, and at first glance, and it offers an absolute degree
present.
The
car is not turned round in order
hitch.
pan-surfaces,
eat
the
line
of
by the aid of hydrogen produces water and of heat at all points in
waste coal. Water being an incombustible ma- and at all times alike, without excess of air cur- to run back. The lever is simply removed
A failure by reason of absence of prac- from one platform to the other, the headlight
terial, it absorbs the heat produced by the igni- rents.
tion of the coal. If there is much ash it is liable tical skill in application should not condemn a changed to the other end, and the action reversed. Moat of the trip was made at a low
that a slag will be formed, and the amount of process of so great promise.
The employment of superheated steam, favor- rate of speed, owing to the condition of the
heat used in sustaining the slag is also lost.
track,
but coming down J street the car ran
Continental
Anthracite coal is the best fuel to produce a ably operated in many of the
high heat, with semi -anthracite or steam coal factories, is practically an unknown process in at the rate of 15 miles an hour, making a block

which constitute the fulcrum whereon rests the
How many infidels
lever of modern progress.
can be counted on the roll of distingaiahed

among
mathematicians ? How many even
eminent metaphysicians, whose atudiee, while
thpy relate directly to the subject at issue,
afford them the widest latitude for speculation ?
Intellects successfully trained in those sciences
generally search only after truth and know at
Faithfully yours,
least the nature of proof.

ranking next. The latter produces a considerable flame and very little smoke, which makes
it a superior article for the production of gas.
The best kind of coke is made from bituminous
Thickness of the Lick Len.s. Prof. Burnbecause of the large percentage of volatile
ham furnishes the following information con- coal,
hydrocarbons therein contained, which disperse
cerning the lenses of the Lick telescope: Thefolwhen exposed to heat. The more oxygen
easily
l>wing are the radii of curves of the two lenses
the less carbon and combustible gases, and the
composing the .36-inch object-glaps: R. (I). 250.52
more carbon contained in the coal the harder it
inches; R. (II). 259.5*2 inches; U. (HI), 239.59
The distance is to ignite. All the above-named coals are
inches; R. (IV), 40,000 inches.
found from the Cascades west to the Pacific. In
between the two lenses, (surfaces II and III) is
order to show their superior quality, the follow6i inches; surfaces III and IV, as you will see, ing analysis made by Mr. Bethune is given of
are concave, the latter being practically a plane
some semi-anthracite samples from the Conner
surface.
The thickness of the crown (concave)
claim, situated on Skagit river, which promises
lens in the center is about 1,7 inches, and of the
to be a very important mine:
other about three-fourths inch.
Per cent.
3 73
Mnf Bture
71 12
S20-PIECE.— In the U. S. assay office, N. Fixed carbon
20.67
combUKti^^lf matter
for
Volatile
department
assay
the
used
in
gold
the
Y.,
4-36
A^h
testing is absolutely pure, being 1000 fine, Sulphur
12
and is usually run into long, thin strips that
"People
100.00
Total
look like so much tape or ribbon.
often ask me," said a gentleman in this departIn this county, and but 12 miles from Tacoma,
ment, '* how much gold there is in a $20 gold is a bituminous coal-field which promiaes to be
piece,
gold
in
a
.?20
exactly
S20
is
There
piece.
An analysis of some samples
rich property.
the alloy used being in excess of this valuation."

—

this
is

country.

Under proper

conditions, there

ing from Alaska to the Nevada Transcript, says
that whatever may be claimed for the mineral
wealth of Alaska, it certainly does not afford as
good a field for the prospector as does Oalifornia to-day.
So far as can now be ascertained,
large capital will be required to place the mines
there on a paying basis; and the country is so
densely wooded, so covered with undergrowth,
BO steep and rocky, that searching for mines on
the mountains is almost impracticable. MoBt
of the prospecting is done in the canyona and
where the streams have exposed the ledges.

,

A

.

shows the following

results:

Per cent.

Practical Firm.— Wells, Fargo & Co.';are Water
Volatilogas
making arrangements for establishing a dining- Fixed carbon
room for their employes on the top story of their Ash
object
the
with
street,
Mission
Sulphur
new building on
service
of keeping young men and boys in their
Total
from the saloons, to which they are attracted by

A

3.62
58.90
34.50

-...

)

the free laach.

A sample

2.flS

02
100 00
.

of lignite or

wood

coal from the Gil-

in

20 secDnds.

At 7:30 o'clock in the evening the car waa
much to be said in its favor, and another demay give us examples worthy of mention. brought out again and made four trips up and
down J street aa far as Eleventh, carrying the
wives and families of the directors of the road.
California and Ala-^ka. — Fred Searls, writthe car at night was much

cade

—

Slate Creek. A correspondent writes us
from Prescott, Arizona, that the mines on Slate
creek are looking very well, but the miners are
in great need of copper reduction works similar
There is
to those of the Argo, at Denver.
plenty of good copper ore in the district, but at
present they have to pay about $34 per ton for
shipping and treatment, so it takes good ore to
pay expenses.

Miners in the Bonanza mine, Tuolumne county, recently took out over S5000 in one day

The appearance of
more striking and attractive than in the daytime. It was brilliantly lighted with electricity,

electric headlight seemed more powerThe people on
ful than that of a locomotive.
the streets were delighted and gave expression
to their joy in frequent cheers. The rate of
speed at night was greater than during the trial

and the

trip,

and everything worked perfectly.

The Utah sulphur smelter is rebuilt at the
mines, but the refining and subliming works
will be built at Salt Lake when the present legal complications are terminated.
Geronimo Papixa, a miner employed at the
Yuba mine, Pioche, Nevada, was killed on
Wednesday last by falling from the bucket in
the shaft.

Sacramento has a street railroad on which
moved by electricity in storage
batteriea.
A successful trial was made this
the cars are

from a pocket.

U. S. Surveyor-General Hammond has appointed Charles H. Morgan a United States
Deputy Mineral Surveyor for California.

The Eureka Con. mine has sent 60 tons of
lead to the Selby smelting works.

Oregon people are talking of establishing a
State Mining Bureau.

Mining and Scientific Press.
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is

nothing that will ao suddenly and

quickly bring a country into notice and settle

No matter what

1888

1,

Something About Elevators.

Mineral Surveyors.

Gold Discoveries.
There

[Dec

NUMBER

The requirements in other countries are very
what they are here in the matter

Now

dffferent from

5.

that elevators have become a positive

necessity in all the well-regulated and properly
Here the U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyors are equipped hotels, business blocks, factories,
they will long lie neglected and useless and appointed by the Snrveyors-Oeneral of the dif- stores and other buildings of like importance,
& CO., Publishers.
only be developed by slow degrees. Bat gold ferent States without any official examination where the questions of rapid transit and convenience are of serious consideration and imO^e, 220 Market S(., N. E. cor. Front St.,S. F, mines bring a population suddenly and quickly, unless they choose to make it. The only judge
and not only the mines but all the other re- of their qualifications is the man who appoints portance, it becomes the bounden duty of all
gS" Take the Elevator, No. IS Front St.-^
sources are developed at a bound.
We do not them. Under the conditions existing in this persons owning and occupying such buildings to
Senior Editor
W. B. EWER
need to go out of the boundaries of this State to country, little knowledge of mining matters is provide and apply to their elevators the simTerms of Subscription.
furnish a notable example. Not many weeks expected of them, and they pick that up as plest and most effective safety attachment they
Annual Subscription, $3. New subacriptions will bo after gold was discovered in California, the eyes they go along, the main requirement being that can find, in order to protect all persons who are
declined without cash in advance. All arrearages must
obliged to use their elevators against all possiof the world and the steps of thousands were they understand how to work with a transi
be paid for at the rate of §3.50 per annum.
Advertising Rates.
turned in this direction, and it was not many and to work up their field notea. There is no bility of injury in case of accidents.
I week. 1 month. 3 mos. 12 mosSuch safety attachments, in order to be posimonths after that a population had gathered board of examiners to find out whether a man
8- BO
3 4.00
Per Line (agate)
S .25
S 1.20
2.60
1.00
6 60
22.00 which founded a State,
Ralf inch (1 square)
It took some years, ia fully qualified in all the branches of his pro- tive and reliable, should be constructed with as
1.50
6.00
18.00
42.00
One inch
however, before the agricultural resources were fession, and those who employ them must trust few working parts as possible and entirely free
Large advertisementa at favorable rates. Special or
reading noticea, legal advertiaementa, noticea appearing recognized, and it is only to-day that they are more to personal knowledge or reputation of from springs, triggers, latches, pawls and unrein extraordinary type or in particular parta of the paper,
being fully realized and developed. It was not the individual than to any general merit im- liable parta requiring almost constant care and
at special ratea. Four Inaertiona are rated in a month,
until the decadence of the gold supply became plied by the title of U. S. Deputy Mineral Sur- attention to prevent their becoming stiff and
London Aqbnt— Alfrbd E. Asn, 6S and 64 New Broad
apparent that men turned their thoughts to veyor, Some men who have held the appoint- gammed up or otherwise deranged and conseStreet, E. C.
ment for a long time have acquired experience quently useless when most needed.
Address all literary and buainesa correspondence tilling the soil, and then they paid attention
They should furthermore be entirely autoand Drafts for this paper in the name of the firm.
mainly to grain. Of late years, however, the which ia valuable to those who employ them,
Others matic in their action and arranged so as to
Entered at S. F. Poat Office as second-class mail matter capacity of soil and climate with regard to va- and are kept busy in consequence.
have very little to do.
operate instantaneously and effectively whenrious products has been tested and proved.
Our latest forms go to press on Thursday evening.
To show how careful they are in some other ever the descent of the cage or platform is perThe agricultural lands are slowly settled np,
SCIENTIFIC PRESS PATENT AGENCY. but let gold be found and large areas are ap- countries in conferring official authority on ceptibly increased beyond the usual speed
DEWEY & CO., Patbnt Solicitors.
propriated in a day. It is true that the miner- mining surveyors, we quote the " preliminary either by reason of the breaking of the main
it

A. T.

W, B. EWER.

DEWEY,

up

its

as the discovery of gold.

agricultural resources or fertility

of qualifications of official mineral surveyors.

of soil,

DEWEY

A. T.

W.

DRWBY.

B.

BWBR.

a. H.

STRONS.

"
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al

lands are as quickly abandoned

when worked

out, while the agricultural lands are increased
i,

1888.

in value

The gold

with time.

is

exhausted and

not reproduced, while the agricultural products
are harvested yearly.
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this

it

is

which is likely to happen to the most perfect
machinery.
Every elevator-builder has a safety device of
land surveyor from the board of examiners ap
pointed in connection with the Department of some kind that he applies to the cages which he
builds, and as a matter of course unhesitatingly
Lands and Survey in Victoria.
He must also have served for not less than recommends it as the best and only reliable one
six months under some competent mining sur< in use.
In order to prove these assertions 'a
veyor or engineer, or mining manager, in the pretense is made at testing as soon as the eleconduct of mining surveys or actual mining op- vator is finished and the ** safety " is in order.
These tests almost always consist in forming a
erations.
A candidate whose application shall have large loop of slack cable tied with a piece of
been approved as having complied with the rope, and when the cage is raised to the next
above conditions will be examined, and will be fioor the binding rope ia cut so as to allow the

the various claims for the discovery of gold in
Victoria (published in March, 1854,) occurs the

Nearly all the aafety attachments now in use
upon elevators are based and built upon this

plotting sections.
(3)
(4)

shafts,

following paragraph:

Mensuration
Practical

of

Earthwork.

Mining.

— Construction

chambers, and tunnels in rock and

of

On theCometock,

has converted a remote dependency into a coun-

general principles of the strength of timber in
framings; construction in rough carpentry.

is

it

has attracted a pop-

number with unprec-

(5)

Hydraulic

Eugioeering.

— Measurement

it

claimed to

class

which

the requirements of a firstattachment, herein enumerated, and by
all

fill

several actual tests has

proven

itself

to

be a

'*

has enhanced the value of

the most distant parta of the world."

Silicon.

they

rock

formations

modes

of occurrence of gold

as

eccentrics provided with sharp teeth on the outer
and other valuable surface, mounted on[a steel shaft, journaled into

occur in Victoria,

minerals.

a solidangle brace or bracket, securely bolted to

be seen by this that the mineral surveyors in the Colonies have different work expected of them from what is the case here. It

the frame of the cage, and operated by means of

It will

We recently received several

samples of

sili-

con from a claim located not long since by Ohas.

will,

There is not much margin for profit
left, and it seems too bad that this coal cannot
be laid down here more cheaply, when we need
cheap coal so much.
The rich strike on the Korth Star mine, Amador county, is the topic in local mining circles
at present.
An account of it is given in our
mining summary in another column.
more.

Thanksgiving day was generally celebrated
and the prevailing fine

here as a holiday,

an opportunity to enjoy

they so desired.

again entitled to credit

and estimation of sources of water supply,dimen- " safety in fact as well as in name. We refer
property to an enormous extent; it has made sions, and discharge of pipes and channels; to the automatic safety clutch, patented by B.
this the richest country in the world; and in construction of reservoir embankments, weirs, E. Henriksen, the architect, of 218 Post street.
Aa will be seen by|the sketch on the opposite
less than three years it has done for this col- and aqueducts.
Lithological atructure of the principal page, this safety dutch consists of two cams or
(6)
ony the work of an age, and made its impulses

Springs, and the freight and handling add $6.75

if

is

in discovering a safety device for elevators

T. Washeim, near White Plains, Churchill is mainly surface surveying that our deputies
no county, ISev., and close to the railroad. There have to perform, and a knowledge of surveying
doubt, be extended.
is an abundance of this material, which can be
and of the general mining laws is all that is exThe sale of the San Bernardino tin property quarried at small expense, and all contained in pected. It must be remembered that here the
to Buglish capitalists will doubtless be followed a 20-acre claim. The material ia in a regularly mines belong to the people who have located or
by systematic development of the mines. Lit- stratified ledge, running northeast and south* purchased them, while abroad they belong to
igation has for years prevented active work, west.
There are several distinct strata, each the Crown. This in itself would naturally make
but now: that conflicting Interests are settled, carrying material of a certain quality of fine- a difference in the duties of the official surand the property is in the hands of capitalists, ness. The outer stratum westward is exceed- veyors.
prove the value of the ingly fine; the next is coarser, and the next
it will not take long to
Paying Well.— The Broken Hill Propriecoarser still. There are other strata of greater
deposits.
tary Company of Australia is turning out an avThe Southern Pacific Co. has commenced to degrees of coarseness.
haul here every week 60 or 70 carloads of coal
The best is a chalky 'looking piece fine enough erage of $100,000 per week in coin. The comfrom Wyoming. It costs $3 a ton at Rock to be useful in the manufacture of electro-silicon pany ia paying a regular monthly dividend of

all

and theory.

California ingenuity

timbering, drainage and ventilation of mines;

milling will admit of the crushing of classes of

weather gave
the open air,

principle

drift;

discovery of the Victoria gold-fields

power
on the Oom-

The system

of

—

the Legislative Council appointed to consider

edented rapidity;

specially important, for cheaper

ores hitherto valueless.

ram-

ropes,

gold

stock means a good deal for that section as well

however,

drum

Every candidate must have previously ob

tained a certificate as contract or authorized

people went there by thousands.

felt in

as for other mining; regions.

or

was found, however, the and workings; survey of mineral veins and lodes, sult in an accident caused by a broken cable,
but as not one elevator accident out of 50 is
leads and drifts.
Leveling. Practice of surface and under- cauaed by the breaking of a main cable, the re(2)
It has been found in other colonies also, and
with about the same result. In a report to ground leveling; leveling by vertical angles, liability of testa of this kind ia aelfevident.

When

colony.

successfal application of electrical

on a large scale

counterweight

—

try of world-wide fame;

Passing Events.

for quartz-miHing

atem, winding drums, or any other accident

:

required to pass in each of the six following cage to drop suddenly. The new ** safety "
nearly always stops the cage. The purchaser behave been settled in a hundred years, laboring subjects
Mining Surveying. Connection and le^ lieves that the "safety "is reliable and the
(1)
as they did generally under the stigma attached
Emigrants were even duction of bearings to datum of surface survey; builder receives hia money and is happy.
to penal settlements.
These tests illustrate what would be the reassisted by the mother country to go to the survey of vertical and inclined shafts, drives,

ulation extraordinary in

—

The

Without

existing.

ciblea,

veyors in the Colony of Victoria

incentive of gold, those vast areas would not

"The

Business Annoanoemeiits.

now

conditions " of the examination for mining sur-

it

in

— silver polish.

same ma- $15 per share; the present selling price of the
This is the
terial has about 70 per cent silicate and would shares of this company is $1400.
be useful for sapolio. Borne of the rest would company that Mr. Patton left the Comstock to
answer for soap manufacture or foundry sand take charge of.
for fine work. The finest is identically the same
as was recently shipped to New York from NeAt Melbourne. We sent about 500 copies
vada, for the Electro'Silicon Company. The of the Mining anb Scientifio Press to the
actual expense of laying this down in San Fran- great exhibition at Melbourne, and the resident
cisco would not exceed §11 per ton for mining, manager of Parke & Lacy placed them with the
loading and freight charges by carloads. More mining machinery exhibit of that firm.
He
or less of this substance is found in different lo- writes that the mining men there appreciate
calities, but some of the samplfls sent us are the paper, and regrets that more copies were
quite fine in character.
not furnished, as they were in demand.
Another piece

of the

—

an uprijght lever, surmounted by a rubber roller
which is made to run over a series of bosses or
projections applied to the guide-posts.

the rubber rollers pass over the projections without throwing out the levers.

Just as soon, however, as the speed of the
is perceptibly increased, either

descending cage

—

by reason

of the breaking of the cable
counterweight ropes, drums or any other part of the
hoisting machinery, the impact of the rollers

against the projections causes them to rebound,
thereby throwing out the levers and bringing
the cams or eccentrics in contact with the

guide-posts and
falling

strength of

instantaneously stopping the

The

cage.

safety clutch
its

principal

consist in

features

of this

the simplicity and

construction, as

well as in its

and instantaneous action.
When
applied to a cage it is in full view of the operator, but does not require any attention.
As
there are no springs, triggers, pawls, governors
or other unreliable mechanism
to
become
broken, stiff, gummed up or otherwise deranged,
reliability

it is

ever ready for instant service.

Another very important feature possessed by

.

<

Two sets

these clutches are attached to every cage.
When the cage descends at the regular speed
of

this safety clutch is the possibility of applying
it

tetany kind offcage, old or new, without

in-

<

Dec.
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1,

terferiog with the safety already applied thereto,

aod

The Debris Commission.

maoner makiog assoraooe doubly
This clutch being entirely aatomatic in
action and operated by the apeed of the
ID this

cage,

ita action ia poaitive;
the greater the
ipeed the qaicker the action; the heavier the
load upon the cage the tighter the grip of the

It alao aeta itself aatomatically,

caofiQ.

members
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Commission haa been di- List of U. S.
Patents for Pacific Coast
vided BO that one wilt go over the documents
Inventors.
Major T. H. Haobury having arrived from already received, and each of the others is to
his station in Oregon, the Debris Commission take half of
what is to oome. All of the mem- Reported by Dewey & Co., Pioneer Patent
held ita first meeting on Monday in the office of bers of the Oommisston are otticers
SoUcltors for Paciflc Coast.
of the U. S.
Mayor Heuer, with Major W. H. H. Benyaurd Engineer corps, familiar with the work of imFrom thy otlicial report o( U. S. Patonts in

Bare.
ii8

three

Jr^RESS

of the

Dkwrv

Co. '8 Patent Oltlcu Library, 220

FOR

be adjueted and regulated to any rate of speed,
and will operate as readily on an empty aa on a

worthy

IHSO.

17,
1'20

— EleTator

Sutter street;

in

and

attention:

393.234-— Two-Wheeled
loway, Giiroy. Cal.

^ 393.309-— Station

August

S.

the Johnson building,

S.

elevator-man and load of costly

furniture on platform; main pinion on

— HasB

1881.

damage

main
Jnne 25.

any kind.

of

Bros., wbolesdle

west corner Front and California; drum broke
in basement; porter and lofid of freight on platform; no damage.

August

15, IS81.

manager

the

street;

scending from top

floor;

nnbjdy injured.

May

New
in

City Hall, S. F.

;

two

and
the

drum
1882.

7,

Dewey

de-

Foreign

Elevator in

Giiroy.

—

This

skeleton of a miner

S.

named James RobinAll the

had been eaten from the bones by mountain lions.
It is supposed he took an overdose
of opium, and while in an unconecious condition the wild animals entered bis cabin and

special mention:

No. 393,234.

flesh

Fireplace.

piped to Chicago and used

what shuts down the
Dr.

W.

T.

is

nearly

now

all of

fireplaces of

as fuel.

yielding
is

This

is

coal mines.

Johnson

of

The headquarters are in the
Flood building, corner of fourth and Market
streets.
They have decided to hear every arguas chairman.

which

provement
their tiek

of rivers

mnoh

rience in this

and harbors, and bring

to

technical knowledge and expedirection.

It

is,

however,

re*

ment pro and con on the hydraulicking dispute. gretted by many miners that some engineer
the State Mining They will hear miners and farmers, and will familiar with hydraulic mining was not chosen

Bureau bae analyzed the pottery clay found

in

—

393,178.

HENRIKSEN'S SAFETY DEVICE FOR BLBVATOBS.

Ohio petroleum-field

TiiE

20, 1888.

Richard Savage, S. F. No,
Dated Nov. 20, 1888. In this invention much of the heat which goes to waste in

\

killed him.

40,000 barrels per day,

Dated Nov.

ia

rear in a peculiar manner, and a spring is
interposed at this connection in such a way that
the jogging movement of the horse is not imparted to the vehicle.

son was found this week in bis cabin in Lincoln

Gatoh, Deer Lodge county, Montana.

Scientipio Press U. S. and
Agency, the following are

one of those vehicles known as carte,
and the object of the improvement is to prevent
the up-and-down motion due to the jogging
of
the horse. The rear section of the shaft and
the spring are clipped solidly to the axle. The
forward section of the shaft is hinged to the

driving-wheel of engine broke; 20 to 25 per-

The

Co.'s

Patent

Two-Wheeled Vehicle.— Wm. HoUoway,

main hoisting- wheel broke; no
September 14, 1885. Elevator
Mechanics' Pavilion on Larkin street; main

sons on the platform; nobody hurt.

Irving,

the patents recently obtained through

&,

worthy of

ladies

the cage;

person injured.
in

Among

ropes broke;

two men and two

I.

Notices of Recent Patents.

Market

ladies

—

F.

— Sloan &

525

Martyn, Harris-

obtained, and general patent busiuoBs tor Padflo
Coa jt
inventors transacted with perloct seonrlty, at
reaBOnable
rates, and In the shortest possible time.

grocers, north>

Co., wholesale carpet store, No.

P.

Indicator—J.

393.178-- Fireplace— R. Savage, S. F.
393.»97.— I-'KUNING Shears -WooIIey & Behmer,
Sania Rosa, Cal.
NoTi.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furntehed
by Dewey A Co., In the ahorteet time pogflihle (by mall
or telegraphic order). American and Foreign
patents

vator in California Furniture Factory, No. 224

shaft broke; no

"6.— Baling Press— W.

Ogn.
393.237.— Station

main drum; six passengers in the cage; nobody hurt. September '28, 1880.— Freight elestreet;

Hol-

Lyon.

I-.

393.

of

Bush

Vehicle— Wra.

Indicator— B. W.

'jurg,

caused by the breaking

fall

NOV. 20, 1888.

393.102.— Re.iisier for Watrr-Meters— F.
T. Gilberl, Walla Walla, W. T.

of actual tests shows
Henrikaen safety clutch has proven
be all that the inventor claimB« and ia

of consideration

Si

F.

Clasp-H. Elleau, S. F.
_393.223.— Cartridge Extractor— F. li. Klliot.
Miles. W. T.

The following record
itself to

WEEK ENDING

St., S.

393,223.— Spring

heavily-loaded cage.

that the

Market

and can

gather

all

the tcBtimony obtainable as to

bow

to act as one of the Commission.

Still

the gen-

ordinary

construction

is

econo-

mized by means of an air chamber at the rear
through and around which the products of combustion are carried by suitable flues and the air
thus heated is delivered into the room through
ornamental apertures in the sides of the grateframe. The back of the fireplace is formed
with pins or_ luga cast upon it ao aa to project
rearwardly into the heating space to increase
its efficiency.
An opening is made in the back
of the grate leading to the ash-pit, and suitable
flues and dampers to cause a
POINT nooK
draft into the chimney, which
prevents the dust from being
blown into the room.
The
grate

and basket are made

in sections, ao that they may
be easily taken down for in-

Flues
may lead
the hot-air
space to
other rooms, with registers by
which the admisaion of heat
to these rooms ia controlled.
spection.

from

Great economy of fuel results
from this construction.

Station
jamin W.

—

Indicator. BenLyon, assignor to

Pacific Indicator

No. 393.309.
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This

S.

F.

Dated Nov.

20,

Co.,

an improvement
on a similar device patented
by the same inventor June 26,
1888.
In that patent he
showed an indicating roller,
a series of winding drums with
an endless chain or band, a
rack pinion and ratchet movement on cylinder, springs and
lever, by which the indicator
is moved forward at each station.
In the present invention
he uses a tripping lever and a
1888.

is

lug or obstruction upon
the road-bed, in combination
with a rotary diak, a screw
driven from the car-wheel or
axle and provided with convolute grooves, together with
a lever which engages and operates the indicating mechanism, and a means whereby this
fixed

PLAN AND PROFILE.
lever is caused to engage with
a screw so as to be operated
tlemen selected, having nothing to do with any thereby until the station is indicated, after
which
it is disengaged from the screw and reeither
side
of
the
diebusiness
connected
with
and
the
bay.
rivers
exoelleut quality.
turned to the first position to be again operated.
The OommLssion will send oat circulars to aU pute, will be apt to deal with the question in a
PruningShears,
Wm. 0. WooUey and
The volume of water discharged on thePelton of the leading representatives of the mining manner that will cause their decision to be acDaniel Behmer, Santa Rosa.
No. 393,197.
wheels on the Satro tunnel level ia equal to about
Dated Nov. 20, 1888. This invention consists
element and the anti-debris dwellers In the val- cepted aa beyond criticism.
200 miner's inches. The electric motors of the
of a semi-circular independent cutting blade,
leys, and also to the steamboat men and others.
with the central point pivoted to an extension
test run made S50 revolutions a minute.
W, J. CoYLE of the firm of Knight & Co. has of one of the handles, and the rear end having
Written replies will be requested on all sides,
and, if thought best, some oral testimony will sold his quarter interest in the foundry and ma- an anti-frictional roller with the other handle,
The strike of coal miners in Belgium is
and in combination with this of a rest for the
be taken. As a report will be made to Con- chine shop at Sutter Creek, Amador county.
Gendarmes and guards are patrolspreading.
limb or part to be cut, bearing such a relation
gress at its next session, if possible, in time
ling the troubled districts.
to the blade and its two fulcrums that when the
for it to take action, the time in which to reJ. W. Williamson of Philadelphia is about jaws are
closed a knee-lever action is produced,
to foand a school for the industrial education of and the powei- increased toward the fiuiah of
A $70,000 cleanup has iust been made at the ceive replies will be limited to 60 days.
the
out.
The preparatory work to be done by the boys with an endowment of $12,000,000.
Cherokee mine, in Batte county.
Figs.

1

the moantains near Colton,>nd pronounces

and 2.-LOOKOUT

it of

MOUNTAIN RAILWAY

IN

the debris has nffected the navigation of the

—
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rQECHAjMieAL Progress.
Slow Progress of E

ectric

Lighting in

England.
The Boston Jonrnal of Commerce refers as
follows to some diecuBsions at a late meeting of
one of the English technical societiee:
Prof. Farley of London, who has recently
made two visits to the Uaited States to inspect
the various systems of electric lighting, presented the results of his obaervations. What
astonished him when he reached the United
States was the appearance of the electric light
everywhere; what mortified him when he returned to England was to see it nowhere dark*
ness and gloom in the streets of English cities
and towns; light in every city and village in
the United States, where, according to recent
statistics, there were 300,000 arc lights in use,
and nearly 3,000,000 incandescent lamps. He
thought that the slow progress in electric lighting in England was due to the Act of Parliament
passed in 1882, which did not put electric lighting
on the same footing as gas illumination. He attributed the progress in the United States to the
go-aheadativeness of the Americans and to the
great advancement which had been made in the
United States recently in technical science. In
that the Americans had gone ahead of the Brit
ish.
It was not, he thought, from any want of
capacity on the part of English inventors that
England was so far behind the United States in
He claimed that Eogland had
electric lighting.
produced the best dynamos and the best lamps,
vet, with inferior machines, the people of the
United States had left England far behind. The
Americans were determined to go ahead, to use
what came to hand till something better turned
up, while John Bull waited to get the best before doing anything. In the United States, men
of capital took hold of things and aided in their

—

Wkougut Ikon Direut from the Oke

—

In a German invention the furnace is provided
with hollow walls, through which the blapt is
led before entering the tuyeres, for the purpose
of regulating the temperature both of the furAt the same time the
nace and the blast.
hearth is also made immovable. The walls of
the hearth are furnished with tuyeres, each of
which forms a portion of a hollow sphere, and
rests in a spherical bearing in the walls of the
hearth, to admit of directing the tuyeres in any
required direction. The iron ore is mixed with
suitable fluxes and a small quantity of coals, as
usual in the production of pig iron, and reduced somewhat above the tuyeres, while the
furnace is caused to work cold. The iron thus
obtained sinks past the tuyeres without taking
up any large amount of carbon, and upon arriv
ing at the hearth it forms a wrougbt-iron bloom,
which may be immediately worked. Ex, In
connection with the above, we would say. on
authority of the Piltibnrg Post, that John
Norton and John Tate, employee at McKeesport. Pa., have, after much outlay both of
money and labor, discovered and thoroughly
tested, on a small scale, a process whereby the
finest quality of wrought iron is produced direct from the ore, and with very little additional expense, entirely obviating the slow and expensive puddling process now in use. The
process has been duly patented, and promises

Numerous

to attract national notice.

offers for

the patent have been received by the men.

Making Steel

Tujjes

fkom Solid Rods,

—

At a recent meeting

o^ the Physical Society,
Berlin, the president. Prof. Da Bois Rsymond,

gave an account of a communication which had
been made by Siemens at the last meeting of the
Akademie der Wissenechaft. A steel tube 10
cm. long, with perfectly smooth external and
internal surfaces and extremely uniform bore,
and whose walls are apparently or perfectly
equal thickness at all points, was prepared by
the following method, patented by MannerTwo rollers, slightly
mann in Bemacheid
conical toward their lower ends, are made to
rotate in the same direction near each other; a
red-hot cylinder of steel is then brought between these cylinders and is at once seized by
But
the rotating cones and is driven upward.
the mass of steel does not emerge at the top as
a solid, but in the form of the hollow steel tube
which Siemens laid before the meeting. Prof.
Neesen gave the following explanation of this

development, while in England they waited for
the inventor to make his invention perfect.
There was a non-sequUur in the professor's
argument. If England has produced the best
dynamo and the best lamp, is it not remarkable
that the Yankee does not appropriate them, if
he is so eager to get the best ? If England has
produced the best means for lighting her cities,
is it not still more to be wondered ut that she
sits still and does nothing ?
Prof. Prece, the president of the section, said striking result: Owing to the properties of the
that the inaction of England was not due, in his glowing steel, the rotating rollers seize upon
opinion, to the Act of Parliament, for between only the outer layer of the steel cylinder and
50 and 60 provisional orders had been taken, and force this upward, while at the same time the
under that Act, but it was because the system central parts of the cylinder remain behind.
of electric lighting was not sufficiently advanced The result is thus exactly the same as ia obto warrant, in the minds of capitalists, the ex- served in the process of making glass tubes out
penditure of money. He, too, like Prof. Failey, of glass rods.
had just returned from America, and he had
Cores in Heavy Castings. When cores run
been greatly impressed by the wonderful activthrough heavy bodies of iron, the hot liquid
ity of the people of that country; but he thought
raises the fusible element of the sand to such
it wise on the part of England to wait until
a high temperature that the grains fuse toelectric lighting was better understood, and,
gether, so that when the casting cleaner tries
when the best system was developed, to adopt it.
the core out he finds it almost as hard as
They would know more a year or two hence to get
the iron. A good thing to prevent this fusing
than they do now.
of the sand is to mix some sea-coal or blacking
Another paper was read upon the American
in it, and to give the surface of the core a good
system of electric lights as used on the Suez
body of blick lead, or plumbago blacking.
canal, by which vessels could navigate the canal
This outside coat of blacking will prevent the
by night, greatly increasing its efficiency.
liquid iron from eating into the surface of the
It was plain, writes the foreign correspondcore sand, and the sea coal or blacking mixed
ent of a cotemporary, from the general admisin the sand burns away and passes off in the
sion of all the speakers, that the Unitad States
form of gas, leaving a porous body between the
is far ahead of the mother country in electrical
grains of sand, which assists in preventing its
apparatus. It is apparent, also, that none of
fusing.
In putting rods in such cores as are
the speakers have comprehended all the factors
subjected to high temperature, it is a good plan
entering into the question. They must go beto coat them with two or three thick coats of
yond the Act of Parliament for the establishflour paste, and dry them in an oven as it is
ment of electric lighting companies; nor will
put on; for by doing this the dried paste burns
the reason given by Prof. Prece suffice that
off from the rod and leaves it free to come out
the Americans are ahead in technical educaof the casting.
Molders' Journal.
tion.
I apprehend that the patent laws of the
two countries have had something to do with
Riveting Stovepipe. A recent invention is
it.
In the United States the laws are so demo- a machine for riveting stovepipe. In the old
cratic, the patent fees so low, that everybody ia
way, each of the six or nine rivets in a piece of
contriving something new. Invention has be- pipe was
drawn and driven separately. By the
come second nature. Some of our greatest men use of this riveting machine, says the Chicago
those who have made their mark on the age
Journal of Commerce, ail the rivets are drawn
have thought upon the great question of ap- by one drop of the hammer, and all of them are
Thomas Jffferson set by one drop of the hammer.
plied mechanical science.
One man
took out a patent for a plow; Abraham Lincoln with this machine can turn out from
600 to
patented an invention for the improvement of 1000 joints of pipe per day. The pipe
is formed
canal-boats a method for getting them over
on a cylinder connected with the riveting mashallow places in rivers. The universality of chine, and this makes
it uniform in size and
invention in the United States has come from
leaves the lap smooth and free from buckles.
the needs of a new country the demand for There is, we believe, no machine
of this descrip
prime motors, the fingers of steel and hands of tion in the market, and it is said the invention
The will mark a new era in the manufacture
iron, to do the work of human muscles.
of
great inventions of the last half-century have
stovepipe.
It is easily operated, there is no
come largely from the United States. At the complicated machinery about
it, and it does the
close of the last century and the beginning of
work perfectly.
the present, nnder the stimulus of tlje inventions of Watt and Arkwright, impelled by the
Honor Your Work.
workman who hondemands of the textile industries, England ors his work ia pretty sure to have his work
made a rapid advancement in the construction honor him. The man who is constantly strivHer advance was ing to excel, whose aim is to perform every task
of labor-saving machinery.
in machines for manipulation of metals and in a superior manner and to make his services
textiles. In the third decade the United States of the greatest value possible to his employer, is
stepped to the front with the telegraph, and bound to succeed. This' is the class of men all
later its application to the fire alarm, and in employers are glad to secure.
But the class of
these later years she has astonished the world hands whose only object on entering a shop is
by the telephone, phonograph, graphophone, to while away time, no matter how, till the
the electric railway and the electric light, first whistle blows, are always discontented' and the
exhibited in Salem, Mass., by Prof, Falmer. most annoying of fault finders.
The United States has not set the rivers on fire,
but she is compelling her mountain streams, inIron prom Alabama. The steamer City of
stead of idling their time away, to give light Birmingham recently arrived at Philadelphia
and comfort to the people, illuminating street with 2000 tons of pig iron, a direct shipment
and dwelling, by turning water-wheels, which from Birmingham, Ala. This steamer, together
set dynamos to whirling, creating light, not out with another, now building, is designed esof falling water, but by it.
pecially for this trade.
:
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SeiENTiFie Progress,
The Petrified Forest of Arizona.
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sometimes only one row of markings is seen.
Medullar rays were indistinct.
Other portions resembled our red cedar {JuniperuB Virginianus) when grown in the extreme
.

South.

growth

The
in a

cell

structure of some indicates a

mild and uniform climate, the an-

One of the wonders of Arizona is the silici- nular rings being marked only by one, two, three
fiad forest in Apache county in that Territory. or more slightly smaller hexagonal or rounded
This immense forest of petrified trees is regarded cells, not tabular, as is usually the case. The
All
as among the most notable curiosities of the cell walla are nearly uniform in thickness.
world. Petrified wood is quite common in al- the specimens examined showed that the wood
most all parts of the globe, but nowhere in such originally was undergoing decay before being
immense quantity as in the locality named. filled with the various media which afterward
This wood is now being worked up into various solidified. Oq some of the specimens traces of
forms, and sawed and polished by special ma- fungi {Mycelium) causing decay were discovered.
The beauty of the wood is due to the destructive
chinery, for use in decorative art.

The Origin of these
One

influence of fungi.

Petrifactions.

the best theories of the origin of these
petrifactions was recently given in the Pojmlar
of

Liquid Carbonic Acid.
liquid carbonic acid

—The manufacture of

now an important

is

in-

The dustry in Bsilin, where, according to Indvsiriea,
trees were first overthrown and covered with a company established for this purpose
is makThe heated siliciGed ing daily over half a ton of this commodity.
volcanic ashes and tufa.
waters, either gushing from natural hot springs, The acid is sent out in steel bottles, each conor forced up by the violent volcanic action taining from 17 to IS pounds, and the price
which felled the trees, percolated through the charged is a little under Is. per pound. The

Science Monthly, substantially as follows:

ashes, cooled on reaching the level of the trees,

and thus produced conditions favorable for
rapid silicification or petrification.
The moisture in the ashes and tufa may have
effected a partial alteration,, as also any waters
that may have filtered through them, either hot
or cold. Under these circumstances decom'
position would be assisted and much silica set
The waters would become charged with
free.
this, the silica being held partly in solution,
similar to that in liquid glass, the silicate of
soda of commerce. The silicious water then
slowly penetrated the wood buried in the tufa,
and was slowly deposited in the cells of the
wood. In this manner the fibers of the wood
were replaced by the silica.
The process was evidently a slow one, and
the trees, from all appearances, were partly
decayed and water-logged when the silicificaThe Jasper and agate gention took place.
erally replaced the cell walls and fibers, and the
transparent quartz filled the cells and inter
where the structure was
sticep, especially
broken down by decay. The cell centers and
cavities produced the conditions favorable not
only for the deposition of the silica as quartz,
but also for the formation of the drusy, crystalline cavities of quartz and amethyst that enhance the beauty of the material so much. It
is evident, from the rich variety of colors, that
the waters held oxides of iron, and perhaps
manganese, as well as silica, the red color being caused by hematite, the yellows and browns
by limonite, and the black by oxides of manganese.
Mr, Kunz thinks that it is possible also that
the ash was deposited partly in water, and thus
heated it. There is every indication that the
Orer the endeposit is of considerable depth.
tire area the trees lie scattered in all conceivable positions, and in fragments of all sizes,
sometimes resembling a pile of cartwheels. A
tree 150 feet in length ia often found broken up
into as many sections of almost uniform length,
presenting the appearance of having been sawed
asunder for shiogle blocks by some prehistoric

acid contained in a bottle when expanded into
gas occupies over 10,000 cubic feet. It is principally used in the manufacture of mineral
waters and for beer engines. An important use
of carbonic acid was suggested as early as 1S79.
by Dr. Raydt of Hanover for the raising of

wrecks, who demonstrated the possibility of
this application by an experiment at Kiel. The
apparatus consisted of a steel bottle containing
the liquid acid, and a collapsed canvas bag
placed over the neck of the bottle.
When the
whole is submerged, and attached to the object
to be raised, a cock is opened, and the liquid in
the bottle is allowed to expand into the bag, inflating the latter, and thus causing it to riae.
Another aoplication was introduced by Herr
Krupp of Easen for compressing liquid steel, and
a large plant for the production of liquid carbonic aoid has already been at work for some
time at the Easen factory.

—

Electrical Gla.ss-Breaker. Several glass
factories at Pittsburg are now using electricity
for a novel purpose.
Heretofore, when it was
desired to cut one of the large cylinders of window glass, a simple but primitive method was
used. This consisted of the pulling out from
the furnace of a thin shred of glass heated
white.
This was quickly wrapped round the
bottle-shaped end of the cylinder, and it burned
through or fractured the glass.
pair of tongs
had to be used in the process. By the new
method, the glass cylinder is encircled with a
fine wire, the extremities of which are put in
couuection with a small electric battery. It ia
necessarv that the wire adhere closely to the
glass.
When a current of electricity is passed
through the wire, the latter becomes red hot
and heats the glaes beneath it. Then a single
drop of water deposited on the heated place will
cause a clean breakage of the glass clear round
the path of the wire. Contrary to what takes
place with the usual process in the treatment of
this fragile material, it is found that the thicker
the glaea may be, the better the cut.

A

forester.

Again is found a giant tree broken into countless fragments, ranging in size from a small
pebble to a fair-sized boulder. Perfect shaped
cubes, ready to be polished and used as paper
These multiplied
weights, are also found.
fractures are the result of alternate heat and
cold acting on the water collected in the fissures of the tree.
The highest point in the park is some 200
feet above the surrounding level, and it is here
that the buried trees can be seen to the best advantage. Some of them are 150 feet long and
10 inches in diameter, and lie exposed in all
conceivable positions. One section of a tree,
which has been broken up, measures 8 feet in
diameter, 10 feet in length, and weighs several
tons.
The tree was originally about 200 feet
long. Some pieces of the trunks of these trees,
which were taken to New York, ranged from S
inches to 13 feet in diameter, and from 25 to
1000 pounds in weight. The perfect preservaThe riugs are
tion of the trunk is remarkable.
so distinctly visible as to convince even the
most incredulous of their organic origin.
silicified wood ia found in many
throughout the world, nowhere is it

Although
localities

Here
so beautifully colored as at this place.
are found various shades of yellow, brown and
green. Sometimes the oolors appear in distinct
spots, forming a mottled appearance; then,
again, all blend so imperceptibly as to make a

much more

pleasing and harmonious effect than
the decided banding of the agate, where the
lines of demarcation between the colors are so
The colors
distinct as to become obtrusive.
above mentioned are often relieved by white,
black and gray, and by transparent spaces of
brilliant quartz crystals, or, as sometimes oc
Broken sections of the holcurs, of amethyst.
low trunks are often lined with amethyst, quartz
and calcite, which add to the variety of color.
Dr. P. H. Dudley of New York microscopically examined some sections of this wood, and
finds that part of it at least belongs to the genus
Araucara. He says that the Araucariacxcdaa,
the Norfolk island pine of the South Pacific
ocean, grows to a hight of from 150 to 200 feet.
In longitudinal section the lenticular markings
of the wood cells near each end are in double
rows and contiguous, the markings of one row
alternating with those of another, giving the appearance of the beautiful hexagonal markings of
In central portions of the cells
this genus.

—

Sense of Smell in Dogs. Careful experiments on the sense of smell in dogs have been
made by Geo. J. Komanes, who has communicated the results to the Linnasm Society of
London. He finds that not only the feet but
the whole body of a man exhales a peculiar or
individual odor, which a dog can recognize as
that of his master amid a crowd of other persons; that the individual quality of this odor
can be recognized at great distances to windward, or in calm weather at great distances in
any direction; and that even powerful perfumes
may not overcome this odor. Yet a single
sheet of brown paper, when stepped upon instead of the ground, and afterward removed,
was sufficient t3 prevent Mr. Romanes' dog
from following his trail.

The Earth's Cloud-Belts, — The
of

M. Teisserenc de Bort show

a

researcheff

marked tend-

ency of the earth's cloudiness throughout the
year to arrange itself in zones parallel to the
equator, A belt of maximum cloudiness may
be traced near the equator, two bands of light
cloudiness extending from 15 to 35 degrees of
latitude north and south, and two zones of
greater cloudiness between 45 and 60 degrees,
beyond which the sky seems to become clearer
toward the poles. These zones have a noticeable tendency to follow the sun in its change of
declination, moving northward in spring and
southward in fall. The zones of clear sky correspond with regions of high pressure. The
distribution of cloudiness is a direct conso'
quence of the course of the wind.

A New

Alloy.

—A

covered by Herr Reith

new

alloy has

been dis-

Bockenheim, which ia
the attack of most acid

of

said to practically resist

and alkaline

solutions.
Its composition is as
follows: Copper, 15 parts; tin, 2.34 parts;:
lead, 1.S2 parts; antimony, 1 part.
This alloy
is, therefore, a bronze with the addition of lead
and antimony. The inventor claims that it can
be very advantageously used in the laboratory
to replace vessels or fittings of ebonite, vulcanite, or porcelain.

Engllsh Appreciation.

— Sir

Wm.

Thomp-

son considers Edison's discovery of the phonograph '* one of the greatest in the practical ap*plication of science ever made."
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Bees

Coleoptera

InFORjMATIOJM.

Why

Bees and

Wasps

l

Sting.
Nearly every boy and girl, whether liviog id
the coQDtry or city, has at some time been
ataog by either a bee or a wa«p. At the time
the Btiug the paio has so occupied the
atteotioD that you did not stop to coDsidor
u liethc-r the BtiuK was iodicted by a bee or a
waep, nor did you at the time admire the
niechaaiam by which the Btiog was iofltcted.
All are aware that the sting is actually paiotul. and that it is inflicted by the rear or tail
nd of the iDPCot. Some one has humorously
illed this the *' business-end " of the insect.
All should know that a drop of water of ammonia (often called " spirits of hartshorn ") applied tn the pUce will osoalty at once relieve
the pain cau«ed by these stings, as well as those
of the mosquito.
If ammonia is not at hand,
a little baking soda, mixed into a thick paste
with water, may be applied. In the absence of
l>oth of these, apply a plaster of mud.
If no
application can be made, the pain will bood
pa^B away, and we may then well ooDsider how
the wound was inllicted.
Tneir weapons often serve to protect them
from their enemies, but with bees, especially
the honey, or hive bees, at the approach of
winter, the dronee or males are no longer of any
use, and are killed off by the stings of the workers to save the stores of honey they would otherwise coneiumo.
With many of the wasps their
stings are food preservers.
The large wasps
which make their holes in the ground, and some
bees, like the carpenter bees, which cut circular
boles in boards or other wood, depoait an egg
in one of these holes, place food for the grub
that will hatch from this egg to feed upon, and
when this grub has made its growth, it goes
into the chrysalis state, and in time comes out
a perfect bee, or wasp, as it may be. But yon
will ask, '* What has this to do with the sting ?"
great deal. If the caterpillar or other insect, intended as food for the young bee or
wasp, were dead when stored away, it would
decay and be useless. The effect of the poison
of the sting is to keep in a semi-torpid ex-

the families I'armestidx and
latter family (i. ., those species

of

The

Pciuid;!,'.

>

fphich have been observed to bore in horn) are
too small for the size of the holes mentioned,
bat this siza agrees very well with the holes
made by species of the genus Derm' ale-^, and
among the various species of this genus, D.
vul/tinui is most likely to have done the mischief.
An accurate determination of the species
in question is not possible, however, without

the spccimi iii themselves.
Frequent
handling of objects raa^e of horn, on exposing
to Bunligbt, will effdctually protect them.

seeing

of

I

•

I

A

dormant, and thus preserve the food in a proper condition to be eaten
by the grub of the bee or wasp. In this respect we can see that the sting plays a very
aseful part, bat when the sting is employed
upon ourselves we fail to see what good end is
accomplished. Even when a bee-keeper is doing
his best for the comfort and welfare of his bees,
they often turn upon and sting him, most needlessly and painfully.
American AyricuUurift.
istence, alive, bnt still

—

them

—

A Nkw SciiKMK. A man recently presented
a check at the bicg^ge room in I'iabury,
Conn., and received
exchange anojttly painted box about the stza of an ordinary trunk. A
dozen expressmen at once desired his patronage.
He smiled kindly, took out two long and
two short sticks. The long sticks he fitted into
staples at the upper and lower opposite corners
of the box. The short sticks then became crosspieces connecting the long ones, and the wheel
found a place between the lower ends of the
long pieces. Thus, quicker than it takes to tell
it,
the man had traneformtd his box into a
wheelbarrow, and trundled it away. He returned in a few hours, repacked the wheel and
sticks, and quit town on a west-bound train.
He was said to be an agent for a religious publication house and resorted to the wheelbarrow
device to eave cartage money.

m

Home-Made
vessel

Ice.

and pour

—Take a cylindrical earthen
ounces of commercial

8',

sul-

phuric acid and
ounces of water into it and
then add one ounce of powdered sulphate of
soda.
In the center of this mixture, place a
smaller vessel containing the water to be frozen;
then cover the vessel, and, if possible, revolve
the whole with a gentle motion.
In a few minutes the water in the small vessel will be converted into ice. The same mixture can be used
a second or third time for making a block of
ice.
The operation should, if possible, he performed in a cool place in a cellar, for example.
1

','

—

—

To Clean Oil Paintini;3, The following
recipe will be found valuable for the purpose:
Mix well together two ounces of wood naphtha,
one ounce spirits of salts, and a quarter of a
pint of linseed oil. Before being used, the bottle containing them should be shaken.
The application is simply with a soft pad of linen, to
which should be given a circular motion.
When nearly dry, give a second dressing, when
the picture will come out in all its details.
Restoring

—

Molded

Pictitre
Frames.
the molding be destroyed,
it may be restored by a composition made by
boiling together some Venice turpentine, resin
and Unseed oil, then adding glue dissolved in
water, and, finally, whiting, till the mass is
brought to the consistency of putty. The composition is then shaped to supply the defective
part, and is to be colored or gilded to match
the rest of frame.

Should any portion

of

RoMriNO Swallows, There are sprightly
birds that sometimes seem to have a really good
and jolly time. Au incident of this kind is referred tn as follows in a late number of the
Buffalo Express: They say man is the only animal that can laugh, but he is far from being
the only one that can cat capers and have a
Dying Out. Two races of men are dying
good time. There is a colony of swallows that out the Laplanderf". who number 30,000, and
find a roomy home inside a broken cornice on the riaoris of New Zsaland, reduced from 100,the Noye building, at Washington-street bridge, 000 to 45,000 since the days of Captain Cook,
that was lately observed engaged in what and likely to be extiuct by the year 2000.
must have been sport. One of them, when first
noticed, had a piece of paper about a foot
Fquare in his month. He fiew with it over the
bridge, and when in the air, dropped it.
He at
once flew under it and caught it, but let it go
again aad flew aside, when several others tried
Sweating It Out.
Some succeeded and some
in turn to catch it.
failed, and they kept at it till the paper had
Editors Press: I have read in the Press of
flattered down nucomfortably close to the
Nov. lOch how a man cared himself of rheU'
ground. Then they all flew up together and
matism he " sweat it out." Of course I have
roosted on a telegraph wire to talk it over, their
known for a long time that all forms of rhea
notes being very hilarious and quite different
matism, including neuralgia, gout, etc., could
from a swallow's ordinary twitter. An obbe cured by the sweating process; but the man
server, who goes to ball games sometimes, wonfailed to say anything about the people who
dered if they were not canvassing the skill each
could not endure five such baths as he took.
displayed during his inning.
strong, vigorous man might come out all right,
but what about the weak ones who faint in a
baker will toas a barrel hot-water bath ? If the]/ should get *' short of
Bakers' Profits.
Then he tosses 104 breath " in such an exhaustive bath, they might
of flour into a trough.
pounds of water on top of it, A quantity of remain so.
yeast is added, and then the jolly baker has .'^00
To the weak ones who have rheumatism I
pounds of dough to operate on. The 30O pounds would suggest the hot-air or Turkish bath, which
cost him @5. In short order the dough is have the same effect ( " sweat it out ") and leave
tamed into "twists," high loaves, pan loaves the system vigorous and healthy.
and other styles of the same quality. The
I use what is called a blanket bath or pack,
oven's heat reduces the 300 pounds of dough to and for ''chills and fever," ague, malarial fever,
'260 pounds of bread.
The baker sells his bread etc., they are a sure cure. I will give the fortat the rate of four cents a pound, or at an ad- une I expect to get from the next Hivana lotvance of over .SO per cent over what it coat him. tery drawing for every case my blanket bath will
There are many bakers in this city who make not care I mean a positive, permanent cure.
1000 loaves of bread per day, and sell it for There is no use in being troubled with any form
from SSO to' §150, or at a net profit of $40. of rheumatism, or dreading any kind of fever
Little money is lost in the business, and most or chills, in fact, almost any acute disease, if
bikers do a cash trade. It is very seldom that we understood and practiced "sweating it out."
bakers fail. The business is steady, reliable, The important part of the process to learn is the
and attended by very few risks, unless incom- koio.
Mrs. E. J. Sqcjires,
petent workmen. Herald of Trade.
Redwood City, Cal., Nov. 21, 1SS8,

—

—

GtOOD HEy\LTH.

—

—
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correspondent of
Horn-Boring Insects.
I have two powdera cotemporary writes
horns that have been hanging in a cupboard for
some time. On looking them over recently, I
find that there are several holes eaten or bored
through them. The holes are about one-eighth
inch in diameter, and look like the work of the
:

apple-tree borer, but no insect was visible.
Can you explain what made the holes ? (Answer
Prof. Howard of the Department of Agriculture, Washington, says that objects made of
horn are not infrequently subject to the attacks
of insects

of

various orders, and

notably of

Diphtheria Carried

by

Turkeys.

—The

taken from the British Medical
Journal ; A fowl with diphtheria was brought
to the house of a veterinary surgeon on April
24th and died on the 29bh. The feeding and
narsingof the bird devolved on a lad, aged 14
years, who was assisted by his brother, aged 5
On the evening of May 11th the writer
years.
was called to see the little boy of five, who had
been poorly for a day or two. He had enlarged
cervical glands on the left side, which had come
on rapidly. He was a delicate little fellow,
with fair hair and aofecnio aspect. The temfollowing case

is
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perature was lOii F.; pulse between 120 and
VMi. The fuucus were more or less covered with
diphtheritic membrane, the left tonsil more
especially.
Under the administratiou of the
biniodide of mercury and iron, the throat
symptoms cleared up and the child made a good
recovery.
Oa the day after thiB case was first
seen, the boy who fed the fowl waa very feverish, and had simiUr patohoB over his fauces,
but not to the same extent as his brother. His
throat was painted with biroglyceride.
A
sbter, aged 9 years, had also asimilir explosion
on the fauces.
Btrk and aoid and biroglyceride
was the treatment. On the IS;h the mother,
who had nursed them, was attacked, and was
similarly treated.
They were all kept well up
with beef-tea and stimulants.

The Beoinninos of Insanitv are raoro often
overlooked or neglected than properly treated.
This is the greatest cause that exists for the
constant increase in the number of lunatics in
every civilized nation. The fact that the patient seldom or never recognizes the danger to
his mental health which is approaching, is one
powerful reason, for this neglect. Whenever
there is persistent sleeplossness, a change in
the sentiments toward those who should be
nearest and dearest, and the development of
ideas of an extraordinary or fanciful kiud in a
mind previouely reasonable and well balanced,
is time that
kind of mental

Curious Minera's of Utah.
Included in the mincrAl resources of Utah,
apart from its precious metale, are deposits of

alom, some r<:contly discovered veins which are
IS inches

thick and

several

hundred

feet in

length, of dazzling whitmess and great purity,
Bedd of nitre are also found sutlijiently pure to
readily fuse when thrown on hot coals.
Ozokerite or natural mineral wax, a rarity
elbowhere, is here found in large quantities. It
is air, acid and water proof, and can be used for
imparting these qualities to other substances.
As an iasalator it is said to bo perfect, and
would doubtless be found a superior insulating
material for electrical applianc>:s. It could also
be adapted as the base of a cheap, yet desirable,
paving material, aud for indurating piles and
posts to prevent decay.
somewhat similar discovery is gileooite,
found, on analysis, to contain about SO per cent
of carbon or asphalt in pure form.
Of the latter a vein has been discovered three
feet wide and over a mile in length
a supply
that, if worked, would be found almost inexhaustible.
As is now well known, the great Salt lake is
an immense, limitless magazine of sale, that can
be readily obtained in any desired quantity by
the simple process of evaporation.
From this lake vast quantities of sulphate of
soda are also secured, blown on shore at certain

A

—

sources of worry or any
should be removed as
changes of scene should be temperatures by the winds, where hundreds of
had; and that every function of the b^dy tons are often piled up in a single night, that
should be carefully examined into by a compe- can bo utilized in the cheap production of sal soda
tent physician. This should be done at the and cirbooate of soda.
very outset, otherwise suicide, homicide, or an
offense againsk public morals may tell the
Management. A few days ago a ptominent
it

all

fatrain

far as possible; that

friends and family altogether too plainly that
the calliog of a doctor has been deferred too
long.
There are many surgical affections which
exemplify the warning this article is intended
to convey.
Of these, cancers and sarcomas
afford the best examples.
When small, and
before they have infiltrated the surrounding
tissues or sent colonies into distant organs, if
removed by the surgeon's knife, they may or
may not return. The chances vary a good deal,
according to the variety of malignant growth

—

mining man of long experience in mines and
mining business said to a repreBentative of the
San Miguel (Col.) Journal: '* Mostnew mining
companies make good assay showings of their
ore, of ores of adjoining or neighboring mines.
They are not worth the labor making them. I
would rather have a good, reliable assay of the
men who are at the bead of the enterprise.

When

That

is all there is in a mine.
a company
starts in to develop a mine it never knows how
much it is going to cost until they get through.

which is under observation and its locality. Three of us may go to it. The other two
Bat removal, and that at as early a date as pos- may be ready to put up the full share of the
the best chance for mouey to strike the bonanza. I may get tired.
life and freedom from saffering.
They do not want to develop my property for
my benefit, and they become tired and quit.
Flesh Worms or Black Heads. These are The mine lies idle for some time, and finally
no worms and have no heads. To understand they sell out for little or nothing to get rid of
what they are, remember that there are it. The purchasera must have my third, and I
sebaceous glands for the supply of oil for the get all I put in it^r maybe more. Then ansurface of the skin, and that there are tabes other company starts out, and it winds up the
leading from them to the skin. It is quite pos- same way. Finally a successor strikes it rich,
sible for the openings to become closed by dust and the stock becomes very valuable, but it is
and dirt (the bUckness), the constant supply of only after successive companies have been orthe oil enlarging these, making them look like ganized and gone to pieces. The presumption
worms. Those who eat an unusual amount of la that all of these mines will be good, if the
greasy food are more liable than others to have persons at the head of them will only stick tothem, or those having a sallow complexion, a gether, but there is the rub, and that is why an
dingy appearance, indicating a deranged state assay of the men is of more moment than of ore.
Do not squeeza them, but apply a I could have bought Granite Mountain at one
of the liver.
warm, wet cloth, ao softening them that they time at IS cents, but at that time it was by no
will discharge, at least, by a gentle pressure. I means certain that the company would hold tosible after discovery, offers

—

recommend regular bathing weekly, using warm gether
water with ammonia or castile soap, with the strike
frequent use of the flesh brush. A very plain
style of living, using no pork, will be favorable
to cure.
Brattleboro Household.

When it did
until it struck the vein.
it a dollar was cheap, because it was
demonstrated that they had something to make
them

stick together."

—

Leasing. A great part of the activity in
For Pains in the Ear. According to the mining matters duriug the past two years in
Canada Medical Record^ Pavesi recommends a and around Leadville, is directly traceable to
liniment composed of camphorated chloral, Ih the tribute system.
lo a number of cases, surparts, oil of sweec
parts, pure glycerine,
face ground had either been badly worked or
almonds, 10 parts. This is to be well mixed, altogether neglected by company owners, and
and preserved in a well-stoppered bottle. A certain miners, cognizint of the f icts, began to
pledget of very soft cotton is to be soaked in the lease.
Of course, the expense of surface work*
liniment, and then introduced as far as possible ings was comparatively small and the profits,
into the affected ear, two applications being even at high rates of royalty, were good.
This
made daily. Frictions may be made each day produced a sort of leasing crsze, and parties
with the preparation behind the ear. It is said with a little money and less experience in minthat the pain is almost immediately relieved, ing began to lease indiscriminately, and agreed
and even in many cases the inflammation is to pay any royalty, supposing that the sure
subdued.
road to profits in mining was through the leasing system. The result of this was a large numA Speedy Cure of Whoopino Codqh.
ber of unprofitable leases, while the companies
Mohn, a Norwegian physician, is reported to got their property developed more cheaply than
have been able to cure whooping-cough by chey could have done it themselves.
Then
means of inhalations of sulphurous anhydride, there was another class of properties that conIn the first instance this was done accidentally tained large bodies of ore which it waa not
while disinfecting some rooms; subsequently it profitable years ago to mine or treat.
With imwas done by burning six drachms of sulphur proved facilities and reduced coat of smelting,
per cubic meter of space, the bedding, etc., however, these ores became marketable. Lesbeing well exposed to its iuflaence. After the sees, knowiog this fact, in many cas^s reaped
room had been closed for four hours, ventilation good profits, but that branch of leasing also
was restored and the children put to sleep in was soon overdone and rendered unprofitable
the bads impregnated with the sulphurous va
by excessive royaltiea. The facts are that the
In the morning the cough had ceased.
pors.
companies owning mines have begun to expect
about all there is in a mine, and about as much
Pnettmonia and Microbes —It is generally more as they can get out of the average lessee.
supposed that pneumonia is due to the accident- This accounts for some of the largest properal penetration of specific microbes into the ties in camp being worked wholly under lease.
system, but the observations of M. Jaccoud, a

—

H

—

— Reuieio.

_^

French student of the subject, show that the
The bullion yield of the Con. California and
disease really results from the developmeot,
under favorable conditions, of microbic germs Virginia mine (or October was $339,814:, assay
permanently present in the system. A chief value of bullion representing a total gold value
condition of such development is a sudden of S2S2,000. This yield comes within less than
chill, which explains the frequent coincidence $50U0 of covering the October expenses and
of lung affections with abrupt changes of November dividend.
temperature.

Many

will

be glad to

know

coffee digested in codliver oil
the fishy taste of the latter.

that ground
quite overcomes

A Discussion of the Malthusian theory elicited
the statement that clergymen, as a rule, have
the largest families.

The copper production of Batte, M. T., this
year will crowd 120,000.000 pounds. And yet
there is not a copper mine in the district that is
developed below the 1000-foot station.
A. MoNTiRiciiARD, a miner employed at the

Kennedy mine, Amador county, was drowned
last week by falling into the samp.

Mining and Scientific Press.
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mines are advancing in value since Rudd's
machine came into the district.
the

SUMMAI^Y,

nilNIJ^JG

[Dec.

tively dry.
The drills are run by compressed air,
William Ralston is superintendent and J. T. McCall
foreman of the mine. These young men deserve a

Mono.
deal of credit for the efficient and systematic manDiggings. Homer Mining Index, ner in which they have managed the enterprise.
The Old Mono Diggings have yielded They can give some of the veteran miners points in
There are fortunes developing a mine. The tunnel has been run so far
millions and are not worked out.
CALIFORNIA.
in them yet, and some day they will boom again
at a comparatively low cost, not exceeding $12.42 a
"on merit." Nearly every prospector and mine- foot, including materials.
Amador.
has
visited
Old
Mono,
and
owner
in
Homer
district
Dis/iaick,
Nov,
This
Amador
24:
Grain Mwe.—
The Pioneer Quartz Mine. Herald, Nov.
prospect, at Grain's ranch four miles above Ply- some were residents there in the palmy days that 24: This mine is situated near Damascus and is the
mouth, looks well They are putting up an arastra followed the discovery of gold. It is an interesting property of ex-Senator Fair. The ledge is a big
The Wildman mill at section and so near Lundy as to be no more than an one, varying from a few feet to 40 feet in thickness.
for prospecting purposes.
Every now and
Sutter creek is shortly to be enlarged by the addition appetizing walk for healthy men.
The tunnel is over 600 feet in length, and drifts
The rock on the lower level is the then some of our prospectors, several of whom keep
of ten stamps.
The

following

is

mostly coudensed from journals published
mines mentioned.

—

Old Mono

Id the interior, in proximity to the

Nov. 20:

—

South Spring Hill. — This mine

continues on
They have just put in
in the even tenor of its way.
a new hoisting engine of greater power than the
old one. Something very much needed.

— The

report

that

this

property was

about worked out is entirely false. The mine does
not pay its old-time dividends of $40,000 per month,
yet it continues to turn out handsome profits for its
owner. An abundance of good rock is in sight, and
the Keystone will continue for years,

— The east crosscut at this mine
The ground continues to be very

GOSMOPOLITAN,
is

40

in

feet.

hard.

—

North California. At this property they are
The company has secured the
crosscutting west.
old Potosi mill and are giving it a thorough repairing.
They expect to start crushing about the loth
of December.

—

GovER. The Gover mill has started again. Thev
have plenty of water now. The new pipe will be
connected with the hoisting works next week.
24: At this
mine they are taking advantage of the idleness of
the mill on account of scarcity of water, by changing the engine at the hoisting works. The engine
heretofore in use is too small.

in

the North Star. — Tlie

devel
favorable

North Star continue of a
character.
A parcel of 60 pounds of rock was taken
out the other day and pounded in a mortar, and
yielded $47 in free gold.
The seam is still small,
and in itself constitutes but a small step in the mak-

opments

in the

ing of a mine. The great importance to be attached
to it is in the promise which it holds out of further
and more important developments. The drift has
been run on the vein for 20 feet, and the ore body
shows a tendency to widen out. The place where
the quartz is found is fully 600 feet from the south
boundary of the claim, so that there is ample room
for an extensive ore chamber to exist within the
limits of the mine.

Miscellaneous.— The Plymouth Consolidated
is engaged in hoisting water out of the shaft. The process is tediously slow, only one shift being employed.
At the Talisman, which lies between the South
Spring Hill and North Star, alest crushing of ore
taken from the 900-foot level is being made at the
South Spring Hill mill. They have a 4-foot ledge,
and those who are well qualified to judge say there
is no question about the rock being of a, paying
character.
The section along the main belt between
Amador and Sutter creek seems to be bigger with
promise of mineral wealth than any other secT. H.
tion of equal extent in Amador county.
Goodman has a few men at work on the Quartz
Mountain Overplus making preparations in regard
to the water supply for a resumption of work.

Calaveras.
Tunnel. Mountahi Echo, Nov. 24: The tunnel
of the London mine, owned by Reed & Jones, situated in Albany Flat district, is being pushed ahead

—

.quite actively.
:a short time.

The boys expect to tap the ledge in
This mine is in the slate and gouge
the famous Gwin mine.

formation and similar to

The ore is also of the same character.
Utica Mi-LL.'—MonntaiTt Echo, Nov.

24:

The

recent rain has interrupted the carpenters employed
in the erection of the Utica mill. The weather being clear at present, work is going on as actively as
ever.
The workmen are anxious to get the mill undercover before another storm sets in.

have been run from it for a considerable distance
along the lode. The rock is good milling-ore and
NB VADA.
very rich prospects have been taken from it.
The
Washoe District.
company has built a very good wagon-road from the
top of the ridge to the mine. The greatest underCrown Point.- Virginia Enterprise, Nov. 22:
taking is the building of a tramway from the mouth The
prospecting drifts are in promising material.
of the tunnel to the mill which is in process of erec- From these drifts
over 240 tons of ore have been
tion in Humbug canyon.
This tramway is 2430 taken and shipped to the Mexican
mill.
Some refeet in length, and is a trestle on which are laid the
pairs are being made to the hoisting works.
rails.
The grade for a distance of 450 feet is about
Belcher.
considerable
A
amount of prospectfive feet to the rod.
The cars will be run by an endis being done at several points from the
less cable.
A ditch has already been dug along the ing work
200 level downward.
hillside to Damascus canyon, where dams have been
Seg. Belcher.— Good headway is making in the
built for the storing of water.
The mill will have 20
stamps and will be ready to crush ore by the time joint Belcher east drift on the iioo level. Some
stringers
of quartz are showing in the face,
water comes. This enterprise has given employment
to quite a large force of men this fall, and will give
Baltimore.— Continue
high-grade ore
Golden Prince.— Work will be resumed on the quartz mining a new impetus in the Damascus min- from the upraise above the to extract
338 level.
Golden Prince mine as soon as Amiot's mules finish ing district.
Justice.—
Ore
assaying
from
to $30 per ton
$20
packing May Lundy ore. Supplies for five months
San Dieeo.
is showing in the winze bottom, 38 feet below the
will be laid in, and the miners will barricade the
level.
The
new
mill
started
490
up
last
Sunday and
portal of the tunnel and bid good-by to the rest of
Perris has a Mining Boom.— Perris Leader,
Nov. 22: One year ago there was not a mine being is working well and smoothly.
the world until spring thaws them out.

and

Nevada.
Washington.— Cor. Nevada

worked
City Herald. Nov.

The new mill at the Erie mine is in successful
24:
operation.
It is an experiment, but it is believed by
those competent to judge that it wil#prove a success.
J. R. Richie went to Grass Valley last week, where he
will put in several concentrators in
that vicinity.
Mr, Richie has a concentrator of his own construction, which is said to possess excellent features not
before used.
The cleaning of the bedrock at the

Omega

hydraulic mine

will close the

the
in

company

work
is,

is

about completed, which

Handicapped as
show commendable enterprise

for the season.

they

—

Nov.

good rock on the dump or at the stamp-mill.
Mooer mill will run hereafter as a custom mill,
placing the means for successfully reducing ore and
putting it into marketable dust in the hands of

every miner in the district.
A large force of men
was put at work around the mill and mine last
Saturday and kept busy pumping water out of the
numerous shafts and making general repairs on

machineiy and shaft timber.

E.

D.

Meadow

The Allen. A 50-ton sample of ore was taken
out of the Allen mine last week and shipped to the
National City sampling works. The result has not
yet been made known, but should it prove satisfactory to the syndicate of St. Louis capitaUsts who
own the mine we may confidently expect to see a
large force of men put at work and the mine pushed

.

,

done there

this winter at milling ores.

The Mountaineer.— Ore

enough

being taken
out of the Mountaineer to keep the mill steadily running and the shaft is well under way for new levels.
It is proposed to push it down to a depth sufficient
to determine what is below.

The Merrifield.— The

mill

at

is

the RIerrifield

being run on tribute rock from ground north
of the works.
They have about 160 tons on the
dump, which shows well on the plates and would
seem to justify more extensive work than is being
done.

majority of the properties are really valuable, inasmuch as gold in paying quantities can be taken from
With increased facilities and reduction
the ore.
works near at hand the operating expenses will be
reduced and the profit accruing to operators correspondingly increased.

distance of 143

—

—

feet.

Yellow Jacket.— The
.ing finely,

and

Brunswick

mill.

hoisting works are workshipping ore steadily to the

are

—

Ci-iOLLAR.
The raise from the north drift on the
level continues in low-grade qujrtz.
The west
on the 750 and 850 levels are still in clay and

650

quartz.

Potosi. —The 650

level

south

drift is

showing clay

and porphyry.

Alpha.— The
of the shaft 167

The south

500

level north lateral drift

the

leei;

lateral drift

face

is

in clay

on the same

of the shaft 72 feet; the face
from $12 to $20 per ton.

is

and

is

north

quartz.

level is in

south

in quartz that assays

Alta.— Extracting,

crushing and concentrating
30 tons of ore daily, battery samples ass,iying $63
per ton.
Stripping 900 level ore by north and soutn
lateral drifts.

Savage.— On the 400 level the southeast drift
was extended 15 feet; total, 49 feet. The northeast
was extended 18 feet, total, 89 feet. Ore is
being stoped from the north and southwest dri ts on
this level.
Ore is also being extracted from No. i
east drift and from the sill floor on the 500 level,
from the 12th floor north from the 600-level chute
and from the old stopes on the 450 level. The usual
repair work is being done.
During the week 624
tons were shipped to the Rock Point mill, the average battery assays of which were $18.60 a ton.
Bullion on hand, $3204.24.
drift

Gould AND CURRY, —On

the 450 level the west
the top of upraise from the
has been extended 30 feet; total length, 80
Formation, quartz giving tow assays.

crosscut. 60 feet from

500

level,

feet.

Best and Belcher.— On

the 300 level the winze
No. i, 120 feet from the main norihwest drift, has been sunk a total depth of 19 feet,
passing through ore of fair quality.
On the 625 level
the work of repjiring the main north drift is still in
in west crosscut

progress.

The Reduction Works.— National City ^fC(?;-(/,

is

—

•'

levels

drifts

Towne, who has just returned from
Lake, says they are now successfully working the ores of that camp, and by a very cheap and
simple process. It is a mechanical, not a chemical
process.
The veins of the camp contain a vast deal
to its full capacity.
Old Menifee Wilson and partof iron and the gold is all rusty.
It is therefore useners took $16,000 worth of yellow dust out of this
less to attempt to amalgamate it on copper plates.
It is caught in sluices similar to blanket sluices exproperty before they sold it to the Allen Co,
cept that the bottoms of the sluices are covered with
The Plomo Mine is the property formerly owned
ordinary canvas.
Blankets catch too much iron. by Mr. Steele.
He still retains an interest in the
Little besides gold remains on the canvas, and that property, being one of the company formed sevis
held so closely that it is almost impossible to eral months ago to further deveIo|3 the property.
wash it off, That which is caught besides gold is in A shaft had been sunk to the ore and a tunnel comthe shape of particles of iron containing gold.
The menced from a lower elevation to run horizontally
stuff saved in the sluices is so rich that it is worth into the hill until it intersects the shaft.
This work
about $.i5ooo a ton. This is roasted and is then has been going on steadily for weeks and but 100
ground in a pan. The grinding process so bright- feet of tunnel remains to be driven. The company
ens the gold that it readily amalgamates. The slum has set up a hoisting apparatus. The product of
that results from this grinding is blood-red.
It
this mine will be handled at the Mooer mill.
makes a superior fire-proof paint and can be sold
The Coronado Claim.— A half interest in the
for about 3^0 a pound.
Several of the old-time
Coronado claim was sold last week at a satisfactory
claims now pay a good profit by the simple process
price.
The property is in the old Pinacate district,
of working described above.
Mr. Towne, who has
near Armentrout's place, where so much excitement
long been down in New and in Old Mexico, says he
has been lately created by rich discoveries. The
thinks the chances better in Meadow Lake than in
opening and development of these properties has
any place he has seen. He expects to see the old
caused a rise in the valuation of other claims and a
camp very lively next summer. Nothing will be
corresponding rise in the hopes of the owners. A
22:

—

Bullion. Explorations on the 500 and 640
have developed favorable indications for ore.

Sierra Nevada.— No, 4 west crosscut on the
520 level is still in quartz and porphyry.
Union Con. and Mexican.— The joint Union
The
drift on the 1465 level is now in Mexican ground a
thus

—

pushing the work forward.

Old Meadow Lake. —WxrgmXs. Enterprise,

in the entire Pinacate or Gavlan districts,
100 miles north of San Diego city, on the line ol
the California Southern Railway.
To-day, upward
of a dozen properties have been developed, and
many of them being now prepared to place tons of

Nov, 24: The first cleanup of the National City
Reduction Works occurred this week. The figures,
of course, are known only to the managers of the
£jI Dorado.
works and owners of the bullion, but the run is said
Active. Georgetown Gazette, Nov. 22; Judgto have been a profitable one to all concerned.
The
Placer.
ing from the stir now being made among prosbullion belonged to Ashenfetter & Co, of San
pectors and miners generally, an unusual amount
Heavier Machinery. Placer Argns, Nov. 24: Jacinto, who have the distinguished honor of receivof mining will be done this season.
The Gray Eagle mine is being fitted up with heavier ing the first ever turned out of reduction works inLone Jack.— We understand that the Lone machinery. "They have bought a 75 horse-power Southern California. The success of the plant has
Jack mine, this side of Garden valley, was started engine and two large Cornish pumps, a jack head been luUy demonstrated, and it will be of incalcuUp last Mondity under a new company. Nine men and a plunger. There are three large boilers in lable benefit not only to National City, but in dehave been put on, lumber is being hauled for a position and the other machinery is being put up as veloping the mines of the county. A plan is now on
boarding-house, and we hear that five more stamps rapidly as possible. A large building, 50x70, is to foot to incorporate and secure enough paid-up capibe erected and work in the shaft will be resumed in tal to build a smelter and refiner without delay.
will be added,
Inyo.
about a month.
Shasta.
Belleville.— Inyo Independent, Nov. 10: Mr.
The Hogsback Mine.— Placer Herald, Nov.
C. A. Cross, superintendent of the Belleville mills, 24: This mine is about 2 K miles above the Indian
Started Up.— Redding Free Press, Nov. 24:
was at Independence this week. The mills have Springs house, and extends in nearly an easterly Frank Wheeler of French Gulch has started up his
now been idle a long time and Belleville deserted in direction across the divide. It has been prospected five stamps since the rain, and in a few days will
Consequence. There is plenty of ore in the mines for years by a company that had sufficient faith in it have 15 to 20 men employed in his mine and mill.
that would pay a fair profit with silver at or near its to start a tunnel, which was subsequently abandoned The former is being developed systematically.
former value, but it will not pay to work at the low on account of its being too high. In 1S86 the mine
Mill Moved.— Andrew Fife, who was in town
value of recent times. Very good reports come was bonded to the French company which owned
ast Tuesday, informed us that he has moved his
from the Dark Horse mine. About 12 men are at the Golden River, Red Point, and other claims in
quartz-mill from Old Diggings over to Flat creek to
work there.
the Iowa Hill and Damascusjmining districts.
This crush the rock taken out of the Haskell & Mott
Tin. The ledge of tin ore recently discovered by company on May ist of that year began grading at mine during the last two months.
Big results are
a
point
feet
below
the
of
500
top
the
main
ridge and anticipated.
A. J. D^vis near Independence station appears to
improve rapidly with depth. Mr. Davis has men at 40 feet below the mouth of the old tunnel. On the
Sierra.
work sinking a shaft. The ledge is now wider than i8th of May the tunnel was started. For 244 feet
Forest City. Mountain Messenger, Nov. 24:
the bottom of the shaft and the ore looks well. Geo. the tunnel was run by hand, but the remaining disOn the 3d The contract for sinking the shaft in the South Fork
Storey has taken out about 80 tons of ore at the Po- tance has been run by Burleigh drills.
of October last the tunnel had been driven into the main tunnel has been let to Wyllie & Bradbury,
leta.
It will be sent to the Maxim mill to be worked.
mountain 900 feet, and at the present writing is price $5.75 per foot, considered remarkably low.
Los Angeles.
The rock is quartzite of varying The object is to reach the bedrock in the channel.
1300 feet in length.
The Cora Belle.— Cor. Newhall Times, Nov. hardness, but never so soft and shelly as to require No one can tell how deep the contractors will have
24; A fresh crew of men arrived to-day, and com- timbering.
At the goo-foot point the rock was ex- to sink, as the bottom may be reached in 10 to 30
mence work tomorrow. The Rudd machine is tremely hard, necessitating the use of several drills feet below. Everybody is standing on tip-toe,
working to perfection, and its equal was never seen; to put in a hole for blasting. Although the rock awaiting developments, as very much depends upon
the CQmpany expects to pay a good dividend in Jan- was hard at the entrance, as high as 48.7 feet were the result of the present move.
There was plenty of rain last week and the made by hand drilling in one week. The Burleigh
uary.
Rich Rock.--— Cor. Mountain Messenger^ Nov.
creek got pretty high, but did not delay matters over drills have made 73.5 in one week. The grain of 24; Last week, in company with B. F. Giddings
half a day, repairing ditches, sluices, etc.
The the rock, which at the mouth crosses the tunnel at the and CapL D. D. Wheeler of San Francisco, and F.
water washed away a box of fine tools, and one of distance of 900 feet, swings around 90 degrees, or, R. Wehe, we visited the Gold Bluff quartz ledge,
the men struck it right when he said: " Oh, a few 'n other words, is parallel with the direction of the where we met Mr. Van Slyke, the proprietor df the
hours' work will turn out gold enough to pay for tunnel.
This is a curious fact, and the change of mine.
Samples of rock just brought out of the
that, even if they are high!'"
I confidently think direction is supposed to have been caused bv the mine were very beautiful.
The quartz was of milky
that there will be a hundred of these machines in the breaking down of the outer portion of the rock by whiteness, with bands of sulphurets of iron, galena
mountains within the next three nionihs, each em- some convulsion of nature. The tunnel is 7x8 feet and gold, the latter seeming, to the eye, to predomiploying at least a dozen men. and paying good divi- and extends in a straight line on a grade of nate.
The while quartz bordering on the sulphurdends. Prospectors are coming in in full force, for three-eighths of an inch tp 12 feet, and. is conipara- ets was, studded with gold on either side. The sam-

—

into the thousands of dollars

Trinity.
New Ditch. —Trinity Journal, Nov. 24: The
Trinity Gold Mining Co. has about two weeks more
work on the new ditch. The completion of this ditch
will give them earlier water in the winter and increase their water-supply through the season, and
will be of material benefit in working
the claim.
Hon. W. T. Coleman of San Francisco was in town
this week and went to East Fork raining district to
look after his mining interest there.
He expresses
himself as favorably impressed with the outluok of
his mine.

their locations there, start in
the old camp by resuming operaplacer claims, hoping to " make
a strike,'' such as enlivened things at Monoville and
Dogtown in '62-3. A few Chinamen still work there
and some seasons make fair wages. There are several quartz veins from which considerable gold has
been extracted by arastra process, but prospectors of
limited means cannot continue operations to any
great depth because of the heavy flow of water. The
Virginia creek hydraulic mine, of which D. E. Jones
is superintendent, is worked every season and employs quite a number of men, producing considerable quantities of gold.
No doubt there are other
localities in that section which would do as well if
capital were employed in the same manner.

afresh to revive
tions on quartz

South Spring Hill.— Ledger, Nov.

The Strike

way up

1888

up annual work on

best in the mine.

Keystone.

ple would run
to the ton.

1,

Con. California and Virginia.— The usual

and quality of ore is being extracted
from the breasts on the 1400, 1500, 1600 and 1650
quantity

The prospecting drifts on the later level are
passing into promising material at one or two points.
fair quality is being found in the old stop-s
at the south end of the mine on the 1950 level.
The usual amount of ore is being shipped to the
levels.

Ore of a

Eureka and Morgan

The

mills.

California

mills

have been shut down for the purpose of making
a cleanup.

Scorpion.— Still
north lateral

crosscutting from the 300 level

drift.

Andes.— Explorations resumed on
240

the 350

and

shipping 40 tons of

ore

levels.

Overman.— Continue
daily to the Vivisn mill.

Ophir.— On
from the end

the 1465 level .the south drift started
of the old east drift from the shaft sta-

tion, 300 feet in. is extended
in a porphyry formation.

203 feet and continues

Hale and Norcross.— On

the 500 level, west
has been extended 30 feet and is in a distance
The north drift was advanced 22 feet.
This drift has been connected with the Savage
crosscut on the Norcross northern boundary, which
gives a good circulation of air.
The west drift to
connect with the north upraise has been advanced
25 feet and the north drilt from the 6th floor has
been advanced 10 feet in good ore. During ihe
week there was hoisted 128 tons of pay ore from the
drift

of 605 feet.

700

level,

.

Confidence.

—

The face of the raise from the
in ore of fair grade.
joint Chalto be made from the 1300 level.
The
daily shipment of ore to the Brunswick mill amounts
to 144 tons, the average of which is $23 a ton.
1200

level is

lenge raise

A

still

is

Con. Imperial.- Repairs
the
will

100 level will soon
be resumed in No.

to the norih drift on
be completed, when work

1

1

crosscut.

Challenge Con. — An

upraise

joint

with

the

Confidence is about to be made to prospect for the
continuance of the vein below the 1200 level. The
raise will start from the 1300 level.
The daily average of ore shipped to the Brunswick mill is 35 tons.
It assays (battery samples) $23.39 ^ ton.

North Occidental.— This mine will be worked
through the Occidental under the superintendency
Lymani As- a vein of paying ore has been

of Mt-.

Dec.

1,

Mining and Scientific Press.

1888.]

Howard in shape lo continue working it on the mines all winter. W. P. Emery has also lo- be looking for a lower range of values.
Spot
who has recently returned from cated the Carbonate Hill lode, from which he took cents lower.
of ore which he this week shipped to
COPPI'.R— The demand continues of an

followed nearly to the line in the Occidentil, the
North OccidenUiI starts off under favorable auspices.

getting the

Utah. — The new station at the 6oo
completed. From this station a drift

Weaver district, says that \. L. Kerr started up his a carload
new stamp-mill a few days ago on good gold rock, Butte. It

about
be run

level is

will

OcciDE.STAL.—The north

drift

on the loo

level

has developed a five-foot streak of ore that assays
$50 a lOD. A considerable amount of ore has been
during the week and saved for crushing.

e.>ctracted

Biietol District.

Ohio.— Pioche finorJ. .\ov. 17: The Roe Bros,
are preparing to extract copper ore from the Ohio
mine, A new wagon^road on the mountain-side is
necessary, the making of which requirrs the removal
of a large part of the old dump.
It is now half
in the

and

dump

it is

to

expected enough ore
for the whole work.

will

be found

pay

Basset has been engaged for some
time in constructing a small natural draft furnace
lor the reduction of copper ore.
He hopes to have
it in
running order by December isL A furnace
built there by him several years since on the same
principle answers admirably for working lead ores,
but some clianges were necessary to protect the
metil from drafts of cold air; this he thinks is now

Fi'RNACE.

\L.

satisfactorily. If the expt^rimrnt proves entirely successful, and it is dcmonstrai<.-d that the ores can be worked successfully, the
capacity of the milt wilt be increased.
James Shir-

ley returned yesterday from a trip throu^ Turkey
creek and the Hassayampa district.
He says minCIS in those sections are hard at work taking out ore
for shipment
Fred Saiies has opened up a splendid body of ore in the .Mligator mine in Crook canyon. He has the shafts, drifts and tunnHs all
cleaned out. and Mr. Shirley says the property is
looking exceedingly well.

Watervii.le.— No sinking is being done at
present in the main shaft.
The station at the 500 is
nearly completed.
The usual development work
throughout the mine is being done, and the usual
ore shipments made.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Six Feet of Almost Solid Galena. —Donald
Last July a discovery that promwas made on Toby creek. The ledge is a
well-defined one with slate and granite walls.
It is
24 feet from wall to wall, carrying mineral the entire
width.
The pay streak is lully six feet wide of
Truth, Nov. 24:

ises well

accomplished.

Jackrabblt Dlatrloc

Hoisting Plant.— Pioche Record, Nov, 17:
The work of pulling a steam hoisting plant on the
Onondaga mine is progressing nicely. The excava- almost solid mineral. The ore is a cube galena,
carrying silver and a little gold. An assay made at
tion for the gillows frame and engine are made and
the gallows irame about completed.
It is expected
the plant will be in running order in two weeks.

Pioche

District.

At Work.— Pioche Kaord, Nov.

There are
17:
over 30 men working for wages in the Pioche
mines and paid regularly. -Small as this may seem,
it ii an important matter for us.
It makes a solid
b isis for what tittle business is done.

now

Safford District.

AStrike.— Eureka

Nov. 20:

We

see
an item in some of the Sute papers lo the effect that
a very important strike has been made in the Onondaga mine, this county. The ore is said to go from
$200 lo $300 to the ton. Several carloads have been
shipped to Silt Lake. There is said to be plenty of
high-grade ore in sight in the mine. The Onondaga
AV«//«<'/,

property is owned by a San Francisco company.
George Obriter, a thoroughly competent mining
man, is in charge as superintendent. He is working

a small force which may now be considerably increased.
are glad to hear of this development
There are
in the northern pari of Eureki county.
many other promising mines in SafTord disirict.
are
two
pretty
good mineral secCoriez and Safford

We

tions in

Eureka county

territory.

Ottawa gave a return of $66 in silver to ths ton, and
one made by McVicker of Salt Lake, Utah, gave $72
in silver and $t in gold to the ton. besides going 78 per cent in lead.
The district is about 20
miles up the creek, and a trail can be cut in at no
great expense, as the country is not a rough one.
There is close by an abundance of timber for mining
purposes. William Rosamond, Wilham Kirkpatrick
and Geo, Stark, all of Golden, are the locators and
owners of the claims. Toby creek empties into the
Columbia from the west at a point about 100 miles
up the river from Donald.
Thf, McMurdo District.— About a month ago
Geo. McCabe secured a bond 00 several claims in
the McMurdo district, intending to place them on
the other side, but he did not go further than Vancouver for the needed capital.
He passed through
Donald Thursday on his way to Golden, intending
to try and get supplies into the disirict so as to put
men to work this winter. He will undoubtedly succeed, as he is evidently a hustler from way back.
Lowe & Dainard sent a sample from their Crescent
claim lo McVicker of Salt Lake for assay. The return was $226,03 '" silver and $8.44 in gold to the
ton, besides 39 per cent lead and 11 per cent copper.
Pretty good rock.
McMurdo is likely to rival
Toad Mountain in both extent and richness.

ARIZONA.

DAKOTA.

Casa GftANDE. — Florence Enterprise, Nov. 10:
From Mr. C. Loss, Supt. of the Golden West Mining Co., the following mining items from the Casa
Grande mining district are obtained: Mr. Loss has
been instructed by his company to receive proposals
for 75. 000 feet of lumber and timber for the erection
of a mill at the Golden West mine, in the Bitterwell
mountains, south of the Vekol. A lo-stamp mill is
The
to be erected and the plant has been ordered.
mine has been crosscut for 36 feel through ore, and
Last month 150
the wall has not yet been reached.
feet of work was done, and the average of the ore
A sample of 60 tons
sampled $22 per ton in gold.
g^,ve $35, 30 tons went $57 in gold and between 60
and 70 ounces in silver. The outlook for this grand
mine is very promising. Mr. Chris. Johnson is the
The Elia Co., owning the properties reforeman.
cently held by the Monarch Co., 15 about to erect a
6o-siamp mill. The outlook for this property is at
present very encouraging. The Great Eastern, owned by Howell Hinds and L. D. Chillson, on the Vekol lode, has developed an eight-foot vein in place,
of very rich ore, and the value of the propc-ty has
The Vekoi mill is
thereby been greatly increased.
to start up at once on ore from Argosy claim, belonging to the Messrs. Walker, and a good long run is
The ore from the Argosy is
expected to be made.
The Jack
of e.vcellent grade and promises well.
Rabbit mine, owned by W. C. Smith, has a carload
A shipment of three
of ore out that will net $5000.
carloads of this character will be made shortly. The
Central Silver, in the east drift from the shaft, has
The west
made a crosscut showing 15 feet of ore.
drift, at lOO feel from the shaft, shows nine feet of
200
level.
This is on the
The
ore by crosscutting.
shaft is down 235 feet and sinking is still in progress.
The outlook for The district in which the above properties are located was never brighter than at the
present time, and they are likely to give excellent returns as bullion-producers when the mills are set in
motion.

Prescott. —Journal-Miner,

Nov.

22:

T.

|.

Float.

— Deadwood Pioneer^ Nov. 22:

President
Franklin, of the Retriever Company, yesterday contracted for the transportation from the mine to the
reduction works of 500 tons of ore, with privilege of
more. A large amount of Golden Reward ore is already delivered at the reduction works, and is arriving at the rate of 10 tons per day.
The waterworks
system of the reduction works is quite an institution
of itself, and complete in every detail.
Two carloads
of coke having been received, the Silver Queen
smelter was started up again yesterday morning. A
large quantity of ore is on hand, and the chances are
that 50 to 60 bars a day will be turned out continuously henceforth. Good ore has been struck on the
Lew Wallace ground, and the stock is likely to be in
brisk demand before the close of the week,

in

Nov.

21:

ain,

left

seminator. Nov. 04:
Messrs. Standtsh and Dyson
of Brownsville returned from the Blue River mines
last week.
The < rcesus claim has just got the returns from a ton of ore shipped to San Francisco.
It milled them betwi^n $79 and $80,
mostly gold,
and the fate of the camp that has been so long hanging in the balance is at last decided, and there i.s
much rejoicing; for now a road will be built and a
mill go in the spring, and the work of active development will begin m real earnest. President John
G. Wright of the Capiul G. and S. M. Co. has re-

ceived a letter from Supt. Anglin of the Capital
mine, on the Santiam, to the effect that the mine is
turning out a quality of ore that exceeds his highest
expectations, and the quality of the ore grows better
the deei>er the shaft is sunk.
The shaft is now
down to a depth of 30 feet from the level of the
tunnel, which is run from the base of the mountain.
A few days ago a body of spar was reached that
matted into almost pure copper when placed in a
blacksmith's forge. The ore now turned out is said
to be the richest ever found in the Sintiam district.
The members of the company are highly elated at
the excellent prospects.

Mining Review.— Salt Lake Tribune^ Nov. 23:
The output tor the week has not been large; the attention of mining men is largely devoted to laying

well-known property located

in

and there

a general disposition to refrain from pushing production until the
new administration comes in, the hope being that
the Mexican lead ore imports will then be better
regulated, and that something will be done for silis

The

receipts in this city for the week were to
the value of $99,064.64, of which $58,390. 80 was bu 1ion and $40,673.84 was in ore.
Fur the previous
week the receipts were $81,850.64, of which $52.-

ver.

in

prices

to them.
All present information is confirmatory of a large increase next
year in the output of ihis coast.

TIN— Pig is tame, owing to consumers and dealfuture developments.
They are
strengthened in this by the action of the European
and Eastern markets. Plates are slow; spot continues weak.
For that on the way the market Is reported to be dull, as heavy consumers have bought
to arrive their expected early wants in 1889, and
therefore prefer to wait the future before buying
more.
ers holding off for

IRON- The m-trkei is without essential change.
The demand is slow, with consumers not disposed
to buy much until the turn of the year.
COAL— The market under heavy receipts and a
light demand is weaker for both spot, nearly due and
prompt shipment.

For Australian it is reported that
further concessions have been made, although quotations are not much lower.
It is .said th.it for April
and May, sales have been made as low as $9 and even
Djniestic coils are coming in more
$8.50 per Ion.
freely, with prices tending lo lower figures.

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegraph.
New York, Nov. 29, 1888.— The following are the

UTAH.

in supplies for the winter,

Dealers and consumeis ahke only buy
a hand-to-mouth way unless tempted by lower
from outside sellers. The "syndicate" still
holds a strong line on the market, compelling the
most of consumers and dealers here and elsewhere

character.

to confine their purchases

Blue River Uistricts.— Albany Herald-Du-

767.16 was in ore and $29,083.48 was in bullion.
The Ontario product for the week was in bullion,
20,363 22 fine ounces; no ore sales.
The Daly otjtput tor the week was of bullion 16,099. >7 fi"e ounces,
and I8161.46 from ore sales. The Horn Silver is
quiet.
No accounts are heard of ore extraction or
shipment.
Fine bar receipts in this city for the
week were valued at $16,099.17; base bullion, $13.440; gold bar, $797. The Hanauer smelter produced during the week bullion valued at $18,435; ^^e
Germania, $9619,63. Ore receipts in this city for
the week were to the value of $19,622 62 by Wells,
Fargo & Co.; $18,450 by McCornick & Co., including $11,250 Crescent and $1400 Queen of the Hills;
and $2601.22 by T. R. Jones & Co.

closing prices the past week;
Silver in

Silver in

New

Londnn.

Thursday

York. Copper.
3l7 f.0
94J
83 15-10 17 55
93?
17 50

43;
Friday
43
Saturday
43
Monday
43
Tuesday
43
Wednesday... 42 15-16

M6

033
932
93g

Lead.
$3
3
3
3
3
3

17 60
17 fiO
17 60

Tin.

$22
22
22
22
22
22

70
C6
70
67ft

67ft

70

46
60
60
45
26
20

The market

closed as follows: The recent advance
in borax repels some buyers.
There is no waveri ng
California refined is quoted at %%(fii()%c\
in rates.
concentrated. 8^,8^c.
Lake copper was released
as wanted by consumers at i/^c; best, i6@i6j^c.
There was a large offering ol pig lead at 2^(^3^c.
Refined petroleum Barrels, $7.25; plain cases,
$9.25.

—

By

The

following

is

Mall.

New York

the "

the latest from

Metal Exchange Market Report"
Prices generally ruling for metals not regularly
dealt in on Call at the N. Y. Exchange, covering extremes of buyers' and sellers' vipws. All prompt delivery.
Australian Tin,
Billiton Tin,
:

@

$24.50®

;

Copper.

$

;

Binca Tin, $24.25(^24.50; Baltimore
Oriord Copper, $i6.oo@

@

;

(St
16.25; P- S. C. Copper,
$4-75@5'00; Foreign Speltsr,
mony, $io.oo@i3.5o.

Foreign Lead,
$6.oo@6.2s; Anti;

—

TIN The fluctuation in prices abroad has been
responded to from here with rather a sharper movement; aud sales on our floor have also run up to a
total of 130 tons.
Demand has been chiefly for
futures; which have, however, followed the general
tendency of spot values.

JIQapket J^epof^ts.
Local Market.

San Francisco, Nov. 29, 1888.
COPPER— Although an improvement over last
Trade the past week was quiet in all lines, due to week to the extent that one sale has been reported,
the early approach of the holiday season and also to the market could not in reality have ben much
more dull. Under these circumstances it is hard to
the general custom of winding up as far as possible
say that prices have had any decided tendency, but
all business at the close of December so as to comif anything they have been somewhat easier.
mence the New Year with a thorough knowledge of
LEAD Transactions are considerably heavier,
how the business stands. Merchants report col- reaching a total of about 650 tons, but the Increased

the Daniel Q\i\v.v.— Inter-Mount- lections good,
The lessees of the Daniel Quilp, a banks report,
Deadwood

gulch,

better than at this time in 1887.

The

as a rule, deposits increasing, with a

has not been very evenly distributed.
Prices
have become firmer, however, especially for futures.
activity

SPELTER— When

noticed at

all,

has been

dull

and adjoining the Narrow Gauge on the west, have, falling off in remittances to the Eist for the pur- and weak, the net loss being about to or 15 points.
it is reported, made an important strike of ore on
pose of meeting maturing obligations. They also
PIG IRON— Furnaces manage to keep clear of
the 150-foot level.
At this point a level has been run report ^ lessened call for funds for grain, local se- accumulations, and although the demand appears
in westward 300 feet and a crosscut driven about 20
to be a little less urgent, prices are firmly maint lined.
curities and mining stock speculative purpose, with
feel to the north ledge, where a body of ore of good
Sellers say they have plenty of inquiries, and that
thickness was exposed, running between 50 and 60 brokers dealing in the latter generally having a prospects are entirely satistactorv.
ounces

who

is

ald of

dence

now

in silver.

The

lessees are

William

P, Forbis,

a part owner in the property, and Mr. Fitzger-

Gans &

in its value to

nearly
gressing.

They have enough confiput up a new hoisting works,

stronger account.

Although

completed.

Development

is

still

pro-

—

Cobalt, Tin and Nickel. John Ducie of this
who has been raining in this Territory for the
past ten years, while on a prospecting tour in Jefferson county recently, discovered a deposit of ore
about 20 feet in length which struck him as something entirely different from the ore generally found
in Montana, He broke off several pieces and brought
them into Butte and had them sampled at the WillThe investigation by an expert
iams smelter.
chemist and assayer proved the rock to bear cobalt,
tin and nickel, and to be especially valuable for the
cobalt.
Since snow has fallen, further investigation
Mr, Ducie has not yet
is impossible at this season.
made a location and does not tell in which particular section of Jefferson county his discovery is located,
and says there are no other mines in the vicinity,
but he says the general formation of the country is
He intends to visit the place
of slate and porphyry.
early in the spring for the purpose of further exploration.
Mr, A. Eilers, of the Great Falls smelter,
was in the city yesterday and stated that the company had just closed a contract with the Tiger Co.,
in the Cceur d'Alenes, for the purchase of all their
product. About 15 cars of lead ores, he stated, are
daily being received at the smelter, and preparations
are being made for starting up ail the furnaces.
city,

—

reporting

this,

ihey

boom movement due to
by parlies who buy to sell

look for an early revival of a

Klein's,

to-day for Turkey creek, where he will
put a force of men at work on the Scotch Lassie
mine. The ore receipts at the sampling works, on
Saturday, amounted to over 30,000 pounds, as follows: Congress, 24000 pounds; Belle, 3500; Blue
Dick, 3000. S. E. Fuller is working the old Marcus mine and getting good ore, which he will have
worked at Kerr's mill, and ship the concentrates
through the sampling works. A deed from James
W. Aker to H. Goldwater and F. H. Taylor, for
one-half of the Trap Rock mine. Walker district,
consideration $2000, has been filed for record.
John McDermid continues to work a gold property
on Lynx creek. He has been overhauling a big water-wheel to run an arastra, to work the ore with.
Charles H. and James Akers left to-day with a
wagon-load of supplies for Lynx creek, to commence
operations on their Trap Rock mine.
J. R. Slack
has purchased a half interest in the old Bullwhacker
Near Town. Ne^a North-west, Nov. 16: What
mine from John Curtin, and expects to commence
work soon taking out ore. This mine has already promises to develop as a prosperous mining district,
made a big yield of good gold ore, F. M. Murphy, and is quite accessible, being only about eight miles
who returned yesterday from the Congress mine, east of town and some 3J4 miles east of William
says the main shaft is now down to a depth of 500 Zosel's place, has been opened up to some extent
A level is being run at this fall. The first discovery was made August 3d
feet in good ore all the way.
the above depth, while the work of sinking con- of this year, and the locations so far made are on
Doc Bowen has returned from doing the Rocker and Deep gulches. Joseph Patterson and
tinues.
assessment work on the Gray Eagle in the Brad- Jack Devlin have worked some on the Hidden
shaw mountains. He says he struck very rich gold Hand, and have out 10 or 12 tons of ore that is estiore, running up in the hundreds of dollars per ton. mated at 50 per cent lead and carrying 100 ounces
WillMessrs. Harlan & Barrington, owners of the famous of silver and have as high as four feet of lode.
Howard mine, were in town to-day, with a bar of iam and Gus Zosel have also made two or three
gold valued at $1199 taken from the Chloride and promising locations. They are now building cabins
Hoosier Boy claims, adjoining the Howard, and are and a road from Zosel's ranch and expect to work

Dunkle

ORBOON.

offLSh

—

MONTANA.
Strike

carries lead, gold and silver, and h- expects a fair working result from it.
The impression
IS that there arc some good veins there and that the
camp will turn out well as it is developed.

ro

is

Day.

Dr.

and everything was working

west to the veio.

finished,

also.
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stocks being concentrated

good profit, an improvement in several of the
mines on the Comstock, and the payment of a dividend in next month by Confidence and Con. Vir-

at a

ginia to be followed at an early day, unless

some un-

MANUFACTURED IRON—

A great deal of
business is doing, but prices are irregular, and not
as firm as was anticipated they would be.
STEEL RAILS—A bid of $27 at mill is said to
have been refused recently by three different mills
on the line of the Pennsylvania Flailway. The order
was for 15,000 tons at each mill. This information
direct from an undoubted authority,
therefore be depended upon as correct.

comes

foreseen event takes place, of dividends by the Hale
and Norcross and Navajo, with a strong probability
that Savage, Chollar, Potosi and two or three others
With an active stock campaign,
will tall into line.

be in demand at good rates of interest.
SILVER Complaints are still heard of a scarcity
in the supply and buyers at limes compelled to pay
a point or two above the European parity for spot
parcels.
Sales were made the past week at 94 to
94J^c, but at the close 93^0 was bid and 935^c
asked.
It is g"ner.illy believed that next month
there will be a most decided increase in the bullion
output of the Qu'jotoa, Tuscarora and Comstock

money

will

—

the latter, owing to more
stamps dropping than for over ten years past. The
ore, too, it is claimed, will generally average higher.
This opinion is based on official and semi-oflicial reports from the mines of important work now going
on in Con. Virginia and other North-End mines,
and Norcross, Alpha, Exchequer,
also in Hale
Challenge, Confid-'nce and Yellow Jacket, with important work soon to be started in Seg. Belcher,
Belcher, Crown Point and Con. Imperial. The Alta
groups of mines are also beginning to attract attenOf necessity, time will tell the story. The
tion.
work in West Con. Virginia is being watched with a
great deal of interest, owing to the expectation that
it will demonstrate the fact of a west lode and also
districts,

its

particularly in

value.

QUICKSILVER—The

demand on

this coast is

not up to expectation, although it is claimed that
there will from several localities be a gradual increased consumption from now on; but, of course,
this depends very materially on the result of the
work now going on in several of the most important mines in each mining district. The export de-

mand

is fair.

LEAD—The

market

is

slow.

Buyers appear to

and may

San Francisoo Metal Market.
wholesale.
Thursday, Nov.

A.NTIMONY — French Star

Borax— Refined
Powdered
Couceutrated

Copper —
Bolt

.

Sheathing
Ingut
Firo Bnx Sheets

-

Egliatoii, ton

—

—

,

ore, %' ton

8

@32
^3i
@24

50

-

fO
fi29 00

2i@
OU @10
b

3

10
6i

.u.

fl»

Bar
Sheet
Pipe
Shot, discount 10% on 500 hags

Buck,

-

26

tOD

American Soft, No. 1, ton
Oregon Pig, ton
Clay Lane White
Shbtta, No. 1
Bar Iron (base price) ^ Ih

Chrome iron
Leaj>— Pig

^

C**

26
16 90 (gl9 00

[RON— Gletigarnock

^ bag

Drop,

$ bag.

^ m
3A
1

3
1

Chilled, do

Stkkl— English, %
Canton

tool

Black Diamond tool
Pick and Hammer

10

Ohftronal, 14x20
do roofing, 14x20

Figticli^

16

^ 10
@ 5
4J® ^

6 00
5 15
6 75 '^ 7 25
5 5I>
5 62£
2S
243

@
@

,

Ih

QUloKaiLVER— By
Flaaka, new

m

8
4

Machinery
Toe Calk
TiNPLATE— Ooke

@

the flask

43

1

FlAska. old

PRICES OF CflAL "TO ARRIVE."

Per Ton.
10
Australian ...§10 Of>
00 Cardiff
Liverpool St'm 9 00 @10 00 Lehigh Lump. 15
West Hartley. 11 50 @12 SOlCumberiand bklS
15
Scotch Splint, 11 00 @12 OOlEgg, hard
I

@U

Per Ton

50@ll
00@16 00
I

00(6)16 50

C0@15 50
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JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
39

Nos.

51

to

PERFECTED

FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

DOUBLE
IC

HI.
3 EST and

CHEAPEST
In the

AFTER SEVERAL YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

we have

World.

anally perfected this Mill.

Oar principal improvement conaiats in oscillating the stamps by means of sleeves with universal
allowing the stamps the utmost freedom of movement, without tendency to bind or
cramp in the working parts.

joints,

Several

Mines Using Them

"HENDY" IMPBOVBD "OHALLBNGE" ORB FEEDER.

WB

The best form of Feeder ever devised, and pronounced by reputable mining men to be
Buperior to any form of ** Holler" Feeder manufactured.
We refer to the following gentlemen

who have

tar

furnished us with testimonial letters to the

effect,

WE ARE

MANTTFACTDRERS OF THE

"CHALLENGE," "STANFORD," "TULLOCK," & "ROLLER" FEEDERS,
And

will furnish descriptive Catalogues

[Patented

May

STEARNS H'F'G
&

29

28, 1882.]

31 Spear

SOON BE READY.

TATUM
& BOWEN,
FREMONT
SAN

34 and 36

FRANCISCO, CAL.,

ST.,

Manufacturers and Dealers

in

Machinery of

CO.,

San Francisco,

St.,

Others.

HSlVB also

CIRCULARS, WILL

and quote prices upon application, "^

THE ROLLER ORE FEEDER

Ordered

NEW ROCK BREAKER.

A

which can be seen at our office, viz.:
S. W. Ckockek, Supt. Bunker Hill Gold Min- D. 0. WiCKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal.
ing Co., Amador City, Cal.
J. E. Teeoloan, Supt. South Spring Hill Gold
W, G. Roberts, Greenwood, El Dorado Co., Cal.
Mining Co., Amador City, Cal.
above

Have

Cal.

GREGORY

H. P.
Cor.

Fremont and Mission

Kinds.

all

&

CO.

San Francisco,

Sts.,

Cal.

IMFOBTERS AND DEALERS IN ALL CLA'iSES OF

MANUFACTURERS OF

HIGH-GRADE SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENGINES, STEEL BOILERS, Etc.

— rMPORTSRS
Aftinson'g

chinery, Saws and

Emery Wheels.

Tool

Link

AND GENERAL

THE

PELTGN

SOLE AGENTS FOR

OF

"Eagle" and "Dynamo" Belting,
& Waters' "Woodworking ma-

Goodell

MACHINERY

Saw

Tools,

Grinders, Ewart's

Belting,

MILL. SUPPLIES.

WATER WHEEL

BLAKE'S
PUMPS.

as required.
In the Bunker Hill Mill it has run continuously for two
years, never having been out of order or costing a dollar

?ERIN

F.

Gold

San Francisco,

®al-

HAUSMAN,

H,

And

Propositions from principals only entertained.

SAFE DEPOSIT BUILDING,

ROOM

No.

Mine Surveys, Plotting of Surveys,
Maps and Copies made bv

finest execution

of Original

G.

Surveyor
836

FRIEDERICH,
and

BROADWAY,

Draughtsman,
-

We

STORAGE
_
DEWEY

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

is

everywhere reeog:nized as the standard for high-

UPWARDS OF

TORS.

DISSTON'S CIRCULAR SAWS.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACKING CO.'S RUBBER GOODS.
LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS.
H. W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS
ING, PAINT, EIC,

suitable
for
storage purposes, which we will let on

ENGINES and BOILERS

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION.

FROM

Power from these Wheels can be transmitted by eleclong distances with small loss, and made available
Works, Tr^m

2 TO 100 H.

P.,

ALWAYS IN STOCK

for running Mills. Pumping and Hoisting
cars, Electric Lights, etc.
Address

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
No. laO FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAI,.

PACK-

YACHT ENGINES.

600 IN USE.

From 12 to 20 per cent hetter results guaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
It ia not only most economical of water, but the most
simple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, Compressors,
Hoisting, Pumping, or any other purpose where water
power can be used.

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTING mjECTOBS AND EJEC-

tricity

have some extra room

vory reasonable
terms.
CO., 220 Market street, San Francisco, Cal,
_

&

OAKXAND, CAI»

JDDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

FIRE EXTINGUISH-

pressure service.
2.

ALIi KIND OF LEVELH, LAND AND

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

BAND SAW BLADES.

HOLLOWAY
Mining Properties Bought,
ERS.
GIVES THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY OF
ANY WHEEL IN THE WORLD,
Sold and Developed.

AND HORI-

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

IMPROVED STEAM

5TURTEVANT BLOWERS AND
EXHAUSTS.
SHIMER MATCHER HEADS.
BRAINARD MILLING MACHINES.
I'URBINB WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
SOHLENKER'S BOLT CUTTERS.

Golden State and Miners' Iron Works,
Sole ManufacturerB,

BOILERS.

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

DRILLS.

fVBBBER CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.

for repairs.

Street.

AND

PAYNE'S VER'nCAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

TOOLS.

Tuis is the best and cheapest Ore Feeder now in use.
It hag fewer parts, requires less power, is simpler in
adjustment than any other. Feeds coarse ore or soft clay
alike uniformly, under one or all the stamps in a battery

HOISTING

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

BEMENT & SON'S MACHINISTS

POWER

BROS'

ENGINES.

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

BICKFORD'S

597 First

WILLUMSON

& CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
PRANK & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
SEW HAVEN UANUFQ CO.'S MA-

/.A. PAT

MILL

SUPPLIES

AND

LUBRICATING

OILS.

Dec.
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1,

"'^
Thu
\!"5!T!

FRASER

Mill a8 a Crusher and Pul*

erizver

without

la

Ib in operation in

log BmeltiDg

and

&

HoDtiDgtOQ

CHALMERS,
i

567

Gentrifnga!

QUARTZ

SELBY

riviil.

«-SEND FOR

ead

CATAU)Oi;S.-sa

wor^B

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

milta.
J

MACHINERY

JIGS and

TnmUONIAIA.

'JKND FOR CATAUKilTB AJID

Hetalllirgy apd Ofe3.

MILL.

for

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING, SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

PUMPING

TROMMELS.

St.,

ORES.

CO..

San Francisco.

AND SILVER

GOLD
of

And Assay

REFINERY

Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Solphurets.

HOISTING

.

416 Montgomery

....HANUKAOrUKRIU* OP....

ENGINES

ENGINES,

AND

BLUESTONE,
LEAD PIPE,
SHEET LEAD,
SHOT, Elc,

^HALLIDIE'S

MACHINERY,
Standard

CORNISH

Shot-Gun

Cartridges,

Under Chamborltn Patent

WIRE ROPE

JOHN TAYLOR &

CO.,

IMPORTKHa AND DRALRRS IN

POMPS.
DENVER

GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS:
Fultoc and Union Streets, OhlcaBo,

NEW YORK

Elc.

AMDO UANITKACTURKIU OF

OFl-IOl!;

:

No. 248 Elehteentb Street,

111.

TRAMWAYS. ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,
Denver, Oolorado.

ALSO CHEMICAIS. AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CUKMICAL APPAKAlUd.
63 & GG First St., cor. Mission, San Francisco.

MEXICO OFFICE:

OFFICE:

Room

48,

No. a Wall Street.

UTAH OFFICE-SALT LAKE

No. II Calle de Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico.
OITY. UTAH.

We would call the attention of Assaycrs, Chemists,
Mining Companies, Milling Companies, Prospectors, etc.,
to our full stock of Balances, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, Scorifiers, etc, including, also, a full stock of

JAMES LBFFBL'S
Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

Chemicals.
Having been one-aged in furnishing these supplies since
the first discovery of mines on the Pacific Coast, we fee
confident from our experience we can well duit the do
mand for these goods, both as to quality and price. Oui
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will be eootoi:
application.

These Wheels are designed for all purposes whPre limited quantities of water and
heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Beinif placed on horizontal sbalt, the power is t-niuaniitted
direct to shaftint by belts, dispensing with gearing.
Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and ad.ipted in
hi[fh

capacity to suit any particular case.
Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden PenHtocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free of cobt,
by applying to the manufacturote.

JAMES LEFFEL &
Springfield, Ohio,

or

0.

H.

EVANS &

(SuccoBsors to

THOMSON

Ss

CO.,

EVANS),

110 & 112 Keale Street,

F.

S.

HACHINE WORKS,
Steam Pumps, Steam Engines
ond

nil

kinds ot

MACHINERY.

St

110 Liberty

St.,

New

York,

General ABenta,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, Col.
LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

Of the Maohine-Mmod Mineral in

BUYERS' GUIDE ia

issued March, and Sept.,
each year. It is an encyclopedia of useful information for all who purchase the luxiuries or the
necessities of life. "We
can clothe you and furnish you with
necessary and unnecessary
all the
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these things
COMFORTABLY, and you can make a fair
estimate of the value of the BUYEKS'
GUIDE, which will be sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage,

MONTGOMERY WARD &

CO.

111-114 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.

% %ifl

Drilling

Machinery

RAND DRILL

Or Boiler Compound
For Removing or Preventing Scale, Corrosion and Pitting
Send for references.
I
in Steam Boilers.
PbkriiKBS Rubkbr M'p'q Co. Plumbago Sheet, and
I Also
Packing,
Piston
and
Valve
Kod
to be had only of
I
I J. C WINANS, 220 Fremont St., S. P., Cal.
I

'San Francisco Cordage Factory,
EetabllBhed 1866.
Constantly OD band a full asBortment of Manila Rope
Rope, Whale
Slaa Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay
Lloe, eto., etc
Bxtia sizeB and lengths made to order on short notice
&i CO.
eil and 613 Front St., San Francisco.

TUBES

CIVIL
& CONTRACTOR

rNGINEER,

L HY.

1%1 Montgomery

JACKSON,

St., S.

V,

First

"^CO/io

and Market Streets, S. F.
Establisbbd 1869

Manager.

Ores worked by any Prooesa.
Ores Sampled,
Assaying in all its Branches.
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters,

Working

eto.

Teats (practical) Made,

Plans and Specifications furnished for the
most suitable Process for Working Ores.
Special attention paid to Examinations of
Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.
O. A. LUCKHARDT St CO.,
(Formerly Huhn & Luckhardt,
MlnlDK Encrlneere and MetallurslBts

•

%ff

etc.

WORKS.

METALLURGICAL
318 Pine

Corner ot Leldesdorft Street,

CO.,

St. (Basement,,

SAN FRANCISCO

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Tests made by

my

Process.

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK

Assaying and Analysis of Ores, Minerals and Waters.
Mines ExAmined and Reported on.
Treating Ores by
Practical Instruction given
proved processes.
CO.,
a. KUSTEIi
Mining En^'inoera and Metallurgists.

m

PERFECT PULLEYS
First

Premium Awarded

oXjiOT

at Mechanics' Fair, 1884.
:e3 ,
lic :ej :e3

s

cfc

Sole Li'ienaed Manufacturers of the

Medart Patent 'Wrought

Rim

Pulley

.25,1881.

&

SHAFTING,

131 Fremont Street,

THOMAS

HANGERS AND APPURTENANCES
ClROtTIiAH

AND PRIOR

-

-

.

LiST. *S3l
-

Sao FranctRCO.

&

GREAT

REDUCTION!

BATTERY~~SCREENS.
Best and Cheapest In America.

For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, Washingtou
Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Also Manufacturers of
Best Balanced Pulley in the World,

i^'SRND FOR

"Wiiia'.A.Krs'
ANTIINCRUSTATION POWDER

S.,

%*A

For Mines, Tunnels, Quarries, Sewers, Grading,

OThe

V.

in 1887, thiee-quarteM of the Iron Ore and
two-thirds of the Copper Ore were mined
with Rand Drills.

THE STANDARD
American Rock

tlie

OO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET.
Near

AND AIR COMPRESSORS.

-o

JOHN TAYLOR &

C. A. Ldokhari>t,

RAND ROCK DRILLS
% */%,
sr

The
G. Dknniston'b Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
plates of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly
reliable, and full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Orders
taken at bis lowest prices.

CO.,

FRASEB & CHALMERS,

PARKE

i^^Our Gold and Silver Tables, showing the value pei
ounce Troy at different degrees of fineness, and valuable
tables for computation of assays in grains and grammes,
will be sent free upon application.
Agents for the Patent
Plumbago Crucible Co., London, England. Also for E.

No imitation, no deception, no planished or rotten
Iron used. Only genuine Russia iron in Quartz Screens.
Planished iron atreeos at nearly half my former rates.
I ha\e a large supply of Battery Screens on hand
suitable for the Huntington and all Stamp Mills, which I
will sell at 20 per i^ent discount.

Cal.

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Mia
ingand Mlllinp; Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc and other metais punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot~Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (SneJ.

Orders promptly attended

524 Sacramento

Street,

San Francisco,

Cal.

to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
Sau Francisco, CaL
SI & 22.3 First St.,
COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.
JOHN W. QUICK. Proprietor.
ThlB paper Is printed wltb Ink ManufacWORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
tured by Charles Eneu Johnson & Co., 500
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES. South 10th St., Philadelphia. Branch Offices—47 Rose St., New York, and 40 La Salle
Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed St., Ohlcaso. Asent for the Faolflo OoaBt—
Joaepb H. Dorety, 630 Commeroial St* &. F
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.
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SHAREHOLDERS'

MININ&

DIRECTORY.

m MlNINQ AKD SOIBNTIFIO
ASSESSMENTS.

PRBSS AND OTHBE

COUFlIiED BVBHT TBUaSDAV PBOH ADyBftTISBMBNTS

Seoretart.
Location. No. Am't. Levied. Delinq'nt. Sale.
25. .Oct 5. .Nov 12.. .Dec
3. .B Eurris
Nevada.. 34..
AndesSMCo
Nevada.. 21.. 87J..NOV 3. .Dec 8.. .Dec 2S..CEEUiott
Co
Alpha Con
25. .Nov
3. .Deo
8.. .Dec 28. .E E EUiott
Nevada.. 2..
Alpha Con M & M Co.
Nevada. .41..
25. Oct 16. .Nov 21.. ..Dec ll..LOsborn
Co
Eest& Kelcher
Nevada.. 18.. 1.00. .Oct 29. .Dee 3.. ..Dec 24..VBAUen
Benton Con
Co
5..CEElliot
Nevada.. 26..
50. .Oct
8 .Nov 13.. .Dec
Oholla
Co
05. .Oct 16. .Nov 21.. ..Dec 12..CLMcl.oy
Nevada. .25..
Con Imperial M Co
Nevada. .43..
IS. .Oct 19. .Nov 21. ..Dec 12.. AS Groth
Caledonia S M Co
Jaa 21..HDeas
50..J>Jov 24.. Dec 28
Commonwealth Con
Co.... Nevada.. 7..
Pew
Nevada.. 1..
25. .Oct 15. .Nov 20.. .Dec 12. .J
Del Monte JM Co
C6..0ct 25. .Nov 30. ..Dec 21. JStadtfeld
Nevada.. 4..
Found Treasure M Co
Dec 5..BRGrayton
Nevada. .19..
25.. Oct 13.. Nov 17
Grand Prize M Co
8..0 HEogart
Nevada.. 10..
05. .Nov 13. .Dec 18.. .Jan
Gray Eagle M Co
25. .Oct
9. .Nov
17. ..Dec 10..DMKent
Horseshoe Bar Con
Co. ..California.. 1..
....Nevada.. 3..
25. .Oct 22. .Nov 21. ...Dk 15..MPMinor
Keyes S M Co
10. .Nov 13. .Dec 28
Tan 22. .L G Harvey
Nevada.. 4..
Lord of Lirn
Co
05. .Nov 19. .Dec 21.. ..Jan 16..JMorizio
Live Oak Drift Gravel Co.. California.. 10..
Dec 10. .J Morizio
50.. Oct 16.. Nov 16.
Mayflower Gravel M Co ....Califomia..43..
Colorado.. 1..
li..Oct
3 Dec 24
Jan 28..rELuty
Montrose M Co
Nevada. 13,
60.. Oct 23.. Nov 27.. .Deo 19..J WPew
North Belle Isle
Co
Dec IL.JWPew
North Coamonwealth
Co. ..Nevada.. 1..
30.. Oct 15.. Nov 19..
Wash Ter..l2.. 1. 10.. Oct 23. .Nov 29.. .Dec 21..AHalsep
Paget Sound Iron Co
10. .Oct 18. .Nov 26.. .Dec 17. .J Morizio
Russell Reduction & M Co.. California. 3..
9.. Dec 13.. .Jan
2..E L Parker
Co
Nevada.. 93..
25. .Nov
Sierra Nevada
Neva'a.. 1..
5..J J Scoville
Tascarora Con
Co
05. .Oct I..N0V 14.. .Dec
17
WmPenoM&MCo
Nevada.. 3..
10. .Nov 8. .Dec
Dec 31.. J J Scoville
COMPAirr,

M

309 Montgomery
303 Montgomery
309 Montgomery
309 Montgomery
330 Pine
309 Montgomery
3i9 Pine
414 California
309 Montgomery
310 Pine
309 Montgomery
327 Pine

St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
St
327 Pine St
330 Pine St
328 Montgomery St
313 California St
328 Montg-.mery St
328 Montgomery St
330 Pine St
310 Pine St
310 Pine St
328 Montgomery St
328 MoDtgomery St
309 Montgomery St
309 Montgomery St
309 Montgomery St

M

M

.

W

.

M

M

M

.

M

.

M
M

Complimentary Samples.

.

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
Name or Company.

M
Mexican M Co
Omilali M Co

Baltimore
Co
Head Center & Tranquility

M

Looatton.
Seoretajry.
Nevada.. A R Grim

E

Nevtda..C
Alaska..

M Co

Toscarora Con

Ofpioe in S. F.
Montgomery St

402

WPew

Co.Arizi.Da..J

310 Pine St

EIHott

309
224
309

D M Kent

Nevada.. J J Scoville

Montgomery St
MontgomeiT St
Montgomery St

Meeiinq

Daie

Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

.Special

4
4
4
4
4

LATEST DIVIDENDS-WITHIN THBEB MONTHS.
Name or Company.
Con

& Va

California

M

M

Co

ConfideiiCeS
Co
Caledonia
O
Candelaria Con
Co

M

M
M Co
M M Co
North Star M Co
Hale Norcross S M Co
Idaho M Co

Location.
Seuretaby.
Nevada. .A
Havens
Nevada.. A S Groth
Nevada.. A S Cheminaut

W

Mexico. .G

Mt Diablo

Nevada.. E

Si

California..

W Heath

306 Pine St
318 Pine St

D A Jennings

50
1.00
08
50
25
25
50
50
50

401 Cahfomia St
309 M01 tgnmery St

F Lightner

Nevada.. J

it

T Givens

Montgomery St
221 Market St

328

R P Hutton

Nevada..H

Eureka Con

309

Amount.

Office in S. F.
Montgomery St

.Grass Valley

California

Payablr
Oct

..

11

Aug 6
Nov 26
Nov 12
July 9

Aug 27
Nov II
Aug 8
Oct II

Persons receiving this paper marked are re*
quested to examine its contents, terms of subscription, and give it their own patronage, and,
as far as practicable, aid in circulating the
journal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
the cause it faithfnlly serves. Subscription
rate, $3.00 a year.
Extra copies mailed for 10
cents, if ordered soon enough.
If already a
subscriber, please show the paper to others.

fimw^^

fiotice^.

J

Opfick— Room

59,

SCOVILLE,
Montgomery

J.

No. 309

Secretary.

San

street,

Francisco, California.

Lord

of

Lorn Gold and Silver Mining Com-

Location of principal place of business, San
Francisco, California. Location of works, Gold Hill

S. ¥.

Week

Week

Week

Ending Endino Ending Ending
Nov.

Alpha

8.

3.25
2.90
1.20

Alta

Andes

Nov.
3.40
3.SS
1.00

Argenta
Belcher

Nov.

15.

22.

6.75

1.85
70

7.00
1.50
65

40
2.10
1.60

2.40 1.75
1.75 2.45

7i

BeUelsle
Bodie Con
Benton
Bodie Tnnnel....
Bulwer.
Con. Va. &Cal...

.70
1.00

Champion
ChoUar

4.00 3.70
22s 17i
l.Iu l.Oij

ConiideDCe..'

Con. Imperial..
Caledonia
Con, Pacific
Grown Point
Crocker

..

n'
1.75 l.oO

2.00
2.90

.60
9S

m

1' t

Challenge

29.

3.00
1.50
10

7S

Brophy
Best & Belcher...
Bullion
Baltimore

Nov.

3.90 3.00

3.70 3.15
4.00 3.10
1.70 1.50
10

9.75 6 75

The new development on the 900

12J

9S

73

4.50

4.05
16i
1.25 1.05
55
.65

6.00
-1.25 1.00
45
.60

Every time Btocks start np a little a reactionary decliDO follows so quickly that investors
off.
Still affairs on the Comstock are in a very good condition. The mills
are running and plenty of ore is ooming up.
There is now plenty of water in the Carson
river.
There should be no more trouble about
milling facilities.
The finding of a large body of quartz and
about five feet of ore out west on the 500 level
of the Hale and Norcross is a promising feature.
The large amount of quartz accompanying the ore is indicative of strength and permaseem to be 8cared

nency.

.61

lOj

17

1.20

level of the
stripping the
vein ore has been found that assays well up in
the hundreds. The cros::Cutting of this vein
will fully test its value.

mine promises

Alta

In

.65

Bullion Shipments.

7.00
.95

.25
...

well.

Central

Dudley

EastB.iEB
EtireKaCoD
Exchequer

Grand

Prize

Gould & Gurry.
Hale & Norcross.
.

1.65
40
5.00
6.25

1.50
40
4.40
6.00

.

3.5C
1.85
'

.00

50

1

1.75 1.45

,60

.

6 00
ti

.61)

50

4

58

1.60
.80

.60

4.40

4.95
6.75

6.50

5S

Holmes
Independence

Iowa

65

Julia
Justice

50

.55

...

.50

2.65 2.05
4.00 3.50

2.40
3.85

.90
...

2.25
2.50

65

.70

,66

.55

.70

1.50
4.70

4.95

1.70 1.30
5.50 4.75

2. is

Kentuck
Lady Wash
Martin White

Mono
Mexican
Mt. Diablo
Northern Belle. ..
Navajo
North Belle Isle...

2.70
2.30

North G. &
Ophli

2.20

Overman

2.25
3.25
1.50

Potosi
Peerless

2.60 2.30
2.,

1.40

2!35 J. 45
2.31 2.10

2.50
3. 55

...

2.90

2.9t

'46

2!76 2.30
8 75 7.00
2.50 2.00
4.70
2.05 1 65

2!95 2.70
8.00 71
2.25 2.IX)
4.20 3.00
1.80 1.70

H

73

,

.50
...

1.50
5 21
2.50

We quote shipments sioce oar last, and shall
be nleased to receive farther reports;
Navajo, Nov. 27, $16,000; Cons. California
and Virginia, 27, §100,652 (total to date for
November, $165 508); Confidence, 28, $10,864
{total to date for November, $66,054); Hanauer,
20, $3675; Germania, 20, $1986; Qaeen of the
Hills. 21. $1400; Germania, 21, $1752; Germania, 22, $1970; Hanauer, 22, $4170; Crescent,
22, $4100; Hanauer, 24, $4400.

5ii

Don't Fail to Write,
Should this paper be received by

anj B^bacriber who
or beyond the time he intends to pay
to write us direct to stop it.
postal
card (costing one cent only) will suffice. We will not knowingly send the paper to anyone who does not wish it, but
if it 13 continued, through the failure of the subscriber to
notify ua to diBcoutinue it, or some irresponaible party requested to atop it, we aball positively demand payment for
the time it ia sent. Look oaextdxlt at xhb label oh
YOTTR PAPER.
does not want

for

Niagara
Nev. Queen
Occidental

-

.75

65
SO
2.30
3.85

,35
,90
,80

Peer
P. Sheridan

.70

r

...

.10

""

2%
8i

2.15
4.15
1.75

Sierra Nevada.

SUverHlU
Silver

5.25
4.0U
4.45

4.65
3.90
4.20
75

,

.80

Kmg

...

Scorpion
Syndicate

4.40

4.20
t.40

6.50

Jacket...

(LADNDRY FARM.)
1.40

.75

4.80
1.95 -,-78 5.50

A

PARK PLACE.

5.25 4.B5
3.95 .55
3.80
4.
70
1.40

.80
.15

.70

Gnion Con
Utab

TeUow

58 4.40
4.35
65
4.9J 3 75
.85
70
1.40

it,

him not fail

let

.65

Silver Star

S.B.&M

it,

.65

VM

4.25 3.75
1.70 1.60
6.25 6.50

1.70
6.00

Wednesday
600
650
670
430
100
100
100
150
70
103
275
430
650
600
750
50

Nov.

Alta

Alpha
Belcher

B.&Belcher
Baltimore

BeUelsle
Caledonia
Challenge
Ohollar

Commonwealth
Con Va&Cal
Crown Point
Con. Imperial

Exchequer

Grand Prize
Gould & Curry

100 Hale&Nor
3.00 3'0 Julia
3.0U 250 Justice
6.75 300 Mexican

28.

50
75
55c 200
55c ^50
5.=>c
360
5.87i 250
4.05 lUO
45
3.90
11.50 160
6.00 250
1.05 400
1 .40 400
85 •too
4.65 615

Navajo

New York
N.BeUels
Ophir

Overman.
Potosi

Savage
S. B. &

M

King
Utan
Union
Comatock
YeUowJacket
Sliver

W

6.37i
45c
1.90
5.00
2.50
70
3.50
7.87i
2.00
3.75
4 70
3.50
1.00
1.65
4.15
85
5.37i

To

parties desirous of establishing Homes, a rare
is offered to secure land at a price lower
in comparison than anywhere else in California.
It is located only a short distance from Oakland,
between Fruitvale and Seminary Park, and immediately adjoins the grounds of JMills Seminary.
The land is just rolling enough to render it beautiful for building sites.
Situated at the base of the
foothilis, it has a most desirable climate,
and its
proximity to the best Female Seminary in the State

makes

it

having

girls to

at

Our FlUBtms can do much in aid of onr paper and the
cause of practical knowledge and science, by assisting
Agents in their labors of canvassing, by lending their InQuence and encouraging favors. We intend to send none
but worthy men.
G. W. Ingalls Arizona Territory.
A. F. JBWBTT Tulare Co.
E. WiLLiAMB—Yuba and Sutter Co.'s.
Plumas, Sierra and Nevada To.'s.
P. B. LoQAM
H. Q. Parsons — Oregon and Washington Territory
E. M. Dewbt— Tulare and Kern Co.'s.
Gbo. Wilson Sacramento Co.
W. B. Frost Stanislaus, Merced and Fresno Co. 'e

C

—
—
—
—
—

The

ontpnt of the coal minee near Albnqaerqne, N. Mex,, ia 450 tons a day.

4V For

Marlcet Beport See Page 366.

suitable as residence property for families
educate whom they wish to have hve

home.

WILL BE DOUBLE THE SIZE OF
ANY OTHER ATLAS
PUBLISHED.

New
^g" It

For investment,

it is

di-

this

land within its limits. This is proved by the fact
that in i860 Oakland had but 1000 people; in 1870,
10,000; in 1880, 30,000; now, 65,000 and growing
more rapidly than ever.
People in the interior who desire to educate their
children at the State University, in Berkeley, or at
schools in Oakland or San Francisco, can establish
here a rural home and be constantly with them.
This land was part of the Laundry Farm, that old
and well-known Summer Resort, and is just far
enough from the Picnic and Camping Grounds to
be desirable and add value.

PARK PLACE is connected

with Oakland and
San Francisco by the Alameda County Railway, having eight trains each way daily.
For particulars, inquire of the owner,

JOSEPH

H.

DORBTY,
San Francisco, CaL

new

large scale
all

maps occupying two

the important States.

The entire arrangement will be new, embodying the
most improved methods of reference and indexing,
showing the location, population and commercial
advantages of over 200,000 towns in the United States,
Canada and Mexico.

KAND, McNALtY &
148 Monroe

1838, an Assessment (No. 4) of Ten (10) Cents per share
was levied ui on the capital stock of the Corporation,

St.,

CO.,

CHICAGO.

GO TO THE OI.DEST AND THE BEST.

payablfl Immediately in United States gold coin, to the
Secretary at the office of the Company, No. 313 California street, San Francisco, California.
Any stock upon
which this Assessment shall remain unpaid on the 28th
day of December, 18S8, will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction; and unless payment ig
made before will be sold on Tuesday, the 22d day of
January, 1889, to pay the delinquent Assessment, together witb costs of advertising and expenses of sale.
By order ot the Board of Directors.
L.

OpPicB— 313 California

St.,

HARVEY,

G.

Secretary.

San Francisco, Cal.

3LIFE

SCHOLARSHIPS,

$75.

No Vacations,

NEW SOUTH
THE

Day and Evening Sbbsiosh.
Ladies admitted into all Departments.
Address: T. A. ROBINSON, M. A. President.

WALES.

GOVERNMENr OP NEW" SOUTH WALES
METALLURGICAL WORKS

intend to establish
on a
scale suthcienily lar^e for determining, in bulk, the best
methods of trratioR Ores produced in the Colon*.
is REQUIRED to erect, control and direct these Works. He must possess the highest qualifitationa and widest experience, and it will be
his duty to introduce the best methods of treating Ores,
with a view to extract therefrom the metals and other
substances pnssessing an economic value.
He would
also have to impart full In truction in the various
methods of treatment, and to afford every facility to
Smelters and Miners for acquiring a practical knowledge
of the processes employed.

FOR SALE.

A SUPERINTENDENT

Applications, stating Candidate's age, accompanied by
copies of testimonials, must be tent, on or before the
12th of December, 1883, to The Agent-General for New

South Wales,

5,

Westminster Chambers, London,
Agent-General

1st

S.

The Empire Foundry and Machine Shop in the citv of
Marvsville, now and for many years doing a remunerative business, is offered for sale at less than half its
value.
Everything as it stands— stock, machines, patterns, real estate, etc., etc., nill be sold on easy terms.
A first-rate opportunity for establishing an agricultural
implement manufactory as an adjanct.
This is the only
foundry and machine shop in the neighborhood.
For further particulars address

SAUL SAMUEL,
for New South Wales.

HORACE

November, 1SS8.

TUK

BUFFAIiO CONSO£.II>AT£» OOI^D

Mining Company, Sierra City. CaL. Ernest Buscli, Superintendent. Stock divided into 600.000 shares at SI per
share. The property comprises 5 locations. Ore finely decomposed, carries coarse yold. Size of ledge: Tunnel No.
1. 32 ft
No. 2, 9i ft.; No. 3, 10 ft. Fine black decomposed
rock interspersed with white quartz. New 10-stamp mill run
by a Pelton Wheel, blacksmith shop and boarding house.
Stockholders: Eniesc Busch, Hugh Murray, Frank Cook,
J. G. Lee, Henry Carpenter. For further information apply to Kmest Bu ch, Sup't, or Hugh Murray, .Sec'y.

TXffi:

CALTFORNEA COSTSO I.I » AT K D

420 Montgomery

BDBINBSS MANAQBB OF

Correspondent as Agent for Smelters
pool, New Yorit, Boston and Baltimore.

Twenty years experience, in
and dealing

California Inventors
Foreign Patent Solicitors,

mation.

Office of the

PAOino RiTRAL Press No,

220

Market

St.,

San

Franolflco

Co.

California, purchasing

management and

Ores

sales of

OP

PRACTICA.L ASSAYING,

H!IH

Elevator, 12 Front St.

Co..

London, Liver-

mines and purchase and shipment of copper produce

6

&

|606 MoDtflomery

7,

Sherman

B'g.

J

St.,

San Franclsco.

Also, Evening Classes, 7 to 10 o'clock.
JOHN T. EVANS, M. A., Principal.

for obtaiuing Patent

Miking and Soibntib'IO Peesb and

in

in Mines.

Special attention given to

Rooms

AJTD

Commission,
St., S. F.

UNION COPPER MINE, Calaveras
NEWTON COPPER MINE. Amador

First Floor

and Caveats. Established in 1860. Their long experience as
journalists and large practice as Patent attorneys enables
them to offer PaciHc Coast Inventors far better survice than
they can obtain elsewhere. Send for free circulars ol lufor

D. RANLETT,

Mining, and

Ores,

;

Gold Mining Company. Sierra City, Cal., A. Schubert,
President; Alvin Fischer. Secretarj; A, Lefler, Superintendent. Divided mto 300,000 shares at SI each.
Property
comprises two locations. Ore assays f}7 per ton, average.
Coaree gold, solid rock; vein from 15 inches to 2 feet wide
Tunnel No. 1 in 120 feet, and prospects well. No. 2 just begun.
Stockholders;
Alvin Fischer, A. Schubert, Gus
Fischer, F. L. Fischer, Anton Fischer, Fred Fischer. For
information concerning stock, etc.. apply to F. L. Fischer,
Sierra City.

HOSKIN. MarysviUe.

R.

W.

MISSES DEVLIN,
Stenographers and Typewriter Copyists,
Room 7, No, 240 Montgomery St.,
S. !E. corner Fine,
San Francisco

SAN FRANCISCO TOOL
WORKS

:

First

and Stevenson

CO.,
SAN FRANCISCO,

Sts.,

CAL.

MAKERS OF

an opportunity which rarely

Oakland is rapidly extending in this
and must, in the near future, include

629 Ooxnmercial St,

will contain

pages only (no cut-up maps) of

value.

occurs, as

15x21 Inches.

Size of Page,

Nevada.

The land can now be purchased at a low price, in
Lots or Blocks, with the certainty of a quick rise in

rection,

Onr Agents,

District,

is hereby given, that at a meeting of the
of Directors, held on the l3th day of November,

Between Frnitvale and Mills Seminary
Near Oakland.
opportunity

Sales at San Franoisoo Stock Exchange.

1889.

NOTICE
Board

Stock Exchange.
Week

Mining

Mining Share Market.

B usiness
A tlas,

clearly

pany.

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

RAND, McNALLY & CO.'S

William Penn Mill and Mining Company.
LoratioD of priDcipal place of busineas, San Francisco,
California.
Location of works, Devil's Gate MioiDg
District, Lyon county, Nevada.
NOTICE is hereby given, that at a meeting of the Board
of Directors, held on the 8th day of November, 1888, an
Assessment (No. 3) of 10 cents per share was levied upon
the capital stock of the corporation, payable immediately
In United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the office
of the Company, room 59, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, California. Any stock
upon which this Assessment shall remain unpaid on the
13th day of December, 1888, will be delinquent, and advertised for sate at public auction; and unless payment
is made before, will be sold on Monday, the Slat day of
December, 1S8S, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale.
By order of the Board of Directors.

1888

1,

ENLARGED!

JOURNALS.

Place op Busines

M

M

S. F.

[Deo.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

^

IRRIGATION AND RECLAMATION.
STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS of all kinds,
MACHINE TOOLS, and full line of
MACHINE SHOP APPLIANCES carried
ELEVATOBS

{(»°

freight

and passenger

use, both

worm

in stock.

gear and patent doable capacity

hydraulic.

WATER METERS

of the

Worthington pattern.

ELECTRIC APPARATUS for the generation and distribntion of electricity
and POWER. Keith System.
ELOITR MILL ROLLS ground and corrugated. Geab Cutting a Specialty.
«• Pbicbs on

application.

for

LIGHT

Send for Catalogue. »»

Dec.

1,

Mining and Scientific Press.

1888.]

THE VICTOR CONCENTRATOR,

369

ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

Incandescent

&

Arc Electric Lights.

Elurtriu Motoro, nynainoa, TremcarH, Klevators, Sljriialeand all kiodti ot
power, eithur direct or with aloratro BiUcrk-it,

bUcctrical SiBtcins

or Hnhting aiid

t.EJiHQiiMii.n of

For Mines, Hoisting Works,
ladoor and^Outdoor UlumtoatiOD of every kind.

Oaa, Oil

Mills,

fttid

Reduction Works,

Candlus eii|>ontudel b>

tlio

EDISON INCANDESCENT LIGHT,
The oDly

coiiiplcto and wtlBfactory incandescent system.
Lljfhts ruiiuiru uo attviitloi> and aru under couiplutv cunOvor f>U0.0O0 liKhta ill uiw In the United SUtcH SKLK-REGULAT] NO
LIGHTS turn Dl|;tit
and affuril a mt-anB of workUin tt'O whnlu 24 houra; invaluablt- to contraotorH and otlierit to
time Ib ftu oljjeot. EstiniatoB and dcalguH on application.

ARC

trol.

whom

Into day

Offices

and Showrooms, 323 PINE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

Sy<an.oy, 3M. S.

*oi-tl«.aaca. Ox-.

'W

.

PARKE & LACY,
SAN FRANOISOO, OAL,

21 and 23 Frement Street,
-lUI'0KTEi:9

AND MANUFACTURERS OF-

ROCK

ENGINES,

BREAKERS,

BOILERS,

PULVERIZERS,

STEAM

CONCENTRATORS.

PUMPS.
OIANT ROCK BREAKER.
Havlnic passed the oxperiinontal stage,

is

now

offered to the consideration of the mining public, in full

cnnfidcnce

that it will meet catisfaoturily all reasonable req'iirementa. In operation it is unlike any other machine of its class.
Tho onrave disc havini; a roUry reciprocal motion, causinL,' the wugtc sand-i to llo* over iti peri|ihery continuoufly,
while tho 8ulphuret9 are also driwn continunuslv throueh it's center, the whole procesH being automatic and com
The Bater in the hands of an e.vpert Is known to be the n arent to perfection for concentration. This is the
picto.
Tlie advantages gained arc:
l-rinciple upon which this machine works.
1.

J.
3'
1.

5.

BELTING.OILSand GENERAL SUPPLIES.

Greater capacity with more perfect work.
Simplicity of consttuotion and management.
When used as an amalgamator it has no equal.
The first coat is lesathan other machines of much less capacity.
Tne shipping weight Is less than 100) pounds.

Mine
works.

Westinghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Rock Drills and Air Compressors.
Saw and Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,
Injectors, Oil Cups, and Lubricators.

We

owners and mlllmen are invited to carefully examine the Victor before deciding

upon

are prepared to give eatimates for Hoisting

Works and Fumping

Plants,

Stamp

Mills,

Smelters aud Concentrators.
their concentratinK

Address

S.

W. SHAW,

or N.

W. SPAULDING,

17 and 19 Fremont Street.

TO PUT

ARE YOU GOING

SAN FRANCISCO.

MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?

UP

CHANGE

TO MAKE ANY

IN

WET

FRISBEE

MACHINERY

MILL.

with a weight of less than 9000 pounds,
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
quartz to 40 mesh is in successful operation and we guarantee its work

Tills Mill,

ARE YOU FREIGHTING BY TEAM OR PACKING ON MULES?
DO YOU WANT PULLEYS ON SHAFIING ALREADY UP?
If so,

don't

;

to look into the merits of

fail

THE DODGE PATENT INDEPENDENCE

as represented.

WOOD SEPARABLE
PULLEYS.

Or SPLIT

Tliey are the I,igliteBt, Strongfest, Best Balanced and Most
ConTeiii«>nt Pulleys Alade in the World.

Sotirelj

New and

Orig:lnal.

Adapted to any power required. Time, trouble and money saved by
using these pulleys- i^T Price List aud Catalogues mailed free.

JOHN SIMONDS,
509

to

513 Mission

St.,

Pacific

Coast Agent,

SAN FRANCISCO.

-

-

HOISTING ENGINES
FOR MINES.
1, 2,

or

4 Drums,

with Reversible Link

Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.
MADE ONLY BY THE

LIDGERWOOD

^s^^

St„

New

York.

PACIPIO COAST AGENTS,
PARKE, LACY & CO., San Francisco.
IT

SOLE AQBNT FOR

H. D.
220 Fremont

LRUSHER PLATES,

—AND—
Chrome Cast Steel for
Rock Drills, £tc.
illlSR^flllf

COMPANY,

M'F'G

96 Liberty

MORRIS,
San Francisco,

St.,

MANnPACTURERS'

and

PURCHASINS ACENT.

Special attention given to purchase of

\l

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

And renewals will not cost over one-half as much as for stimps. Will run empty, or with small
amount of ore without injury. The attention of parties havinfi[ Cement Gravel is called to this
Mill, as it will run 100 tons per day to No. 8 mesh; 30 to 35 H. P.
MILLS are the most economical ever built, and are extensively used. with
record of several years. No grinding in cans. Mill finishes to any fineness desired.

OUR DRY

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY,
GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager.
HOOKER & LAWRENCE. Gen'l

-

Ag'ts.

461 Howard St., San Francisco.
145 Broadway, New York.

ADAMANTINE SHOES AND Df E8.~QuarA1>AJa.A NTINE.

auteed tio prove better and cheaper than any others.
Orders solicited, subject to above coDditions.
H. D. MORRIS.

DEWEY & CO. r^g,^vifo?,Y2lTo^t.^} PATENT

AGENTS.

Mining and SciENTiFicr Press.
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

CO.,

No. 119 Beale

SHAFT-SINKING,

1888

1,

hh

fitachine

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,

CONTRACTORS,

and others interested in

TUNNELING,

apd

lroii

UANDFACTUOBKS OF..

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

[Dec.

UP TO

ETC.

St.,

San Francisco

-

-

BDILDBR OF

WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS.

Stpam Engines, Flour

Mill,

Mining, Saw Mill and
True to pattern and superior In streneth, tougbness and durability to Oast or WronBht
Dredging Macbines
Iron in any position or for any service.
Brodle Rock Crushers,
Engineers' Tables of Progress
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
Side Walk and Hand-Power
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA
WITH MAPS, II.I.OSTRATIONS
ELEVATORS.
CHINERY CASTINGS of Every Description.
Manufacturers of B. E. Henrickson'e Patent Automatic

AND

PULI.

DESCRIPTION OF THE

Safety Catches for Elevators.

made and

NEW YORK

HOMOGEMEOUS STEEL

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL
Section

16x16

Length 36

feet;

Steel Bods,

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STEEt.
tS" Orders

DRILL

will

have prompt attention.

Send for Catalogues.

FACmC ROIimG

CO.,

HILL

Steam

Engines,

Flouring Mills,

202 Market

St.,

Boilers,

AND ALL KINDS OF

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.

Address

CO..

CO.,

MAN0FACTITRER8 OF

Wagon, Buggy, and Truck

For Catalogues, Estimates, Etc. address:

&

ROOT. NEILSON

from ^ to 3 inch diameter and Flats from 1 to 8 Inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and other shape
Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
STX:£;L. rails from 12 to 45 pounds per yard.
ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled
Beams, Angle, Channel, and T iron, Bridge and Machine BoUa, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forginga of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

THIRD EDITION NOW READY.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

UNION IRON WORKS.
SAORAMBNTO. CAL.

miles.

ALSO

ROCK

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.
Steel

INGERSOLL

SOFT and DUCTILE,
.

All kinds of macliinftry
Solicited.

i^OHDBRS

repaired.

Saw

Mills

and Quartz Mills Machinery
up and repaired.

constructed, fitted

San Francisco,
Front

St., hot.

N & O Sts.,

Sacramento, Oal.

RBPRBSBNTBD BT

FULTON

IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES.

PARKE & LACY.
8 California

21 Fremont

and

St,,

Proprietors.

St,

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

[ESTABLISHED IN

& Miners

Golden State

Iron

Works.

Manufacture Iron Castings and Machinery
of all Kinds at Oreatly Reduced Bates.

1855.]

STEVENSON'S PATENT

WINCHESTER HOUSE.
44 Third

San Francisco,

Street,

— MANUFACTURERa
Cal,

Propeller Engines* either

This Fire-proof Brick Buildiog Is centrally located, ]
the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat
and Kailroad Offices.

Golden State Pressure Blowers.

High Pressure or Compound,

between Howard

?irst St..

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines
and Pumpa, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Compressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL.

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day

MACHINERY.— Batteries

for

Dry or Wet

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settlers, Furnaces, Re-

And upward.
BOOMS wrTH OR WITHOnT BOARD.

torts, Concentrators,

FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE.

POOLEY.

H.H.H
HORSE UNIMM'

Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

mOMAS THOMPSON

EUREKA FOUNDRY,
129 and 181 Beale

C. K.

Tanks

For the

Pump

J. H.

for

WORKS ORE WET OR

DRY.

Works, No. 315 Mieaion St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to Woodworking Machinery

N.

Inventor and Manufacturer of

Salmon Canneries
and

at vgry

moaerale

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

Contractor for the Construction of Elbctrio Railwatb

AQKNTS KOa TDK PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

AND

33eei,ii.e StetSLua. I*"u.aQa.Tp.

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means

SPECIALTIES

of

Powder, which are acknowledg^ed by

all

DOIi-I-ABS

THIS

Civil, Mechanical and
Mining Engineering,

the Marl<et.

Smeyiiig, ArcMtectnre,

Of Different Strengths as Required.

EXPLOSIVE GELATINE," which contains 94 per cent of Nltro-Qlycerlne,
GEIjATINE-DYNAMITE, Stronger than Dynamite and even Safer in Handling,

NOBEI,'S

FOR RAItROADS AND LAND

GAPS

anrt

BANDMANN,
NIELSEN &
CO..
rtRNWRAL AQBNTS.
PBANCISCO

BTTSK for S»1«

C. S.

HALEY.

HEALD,

N.

Secretary.

issaying,

San Francisco.

A. VAN DER NAILLEN, President
Assaying of Ores, 925; Bullion and Chlorination Assay,
825; Blowpipe Assay, SIO Full course of assaying, $50.
Send for circular.

W. A. GOODYEAR,

«SAN

President.

aM

The History Building,

OAL.

Civil

tS'SESH POH CiROULAH.
E. P.

Drawing

723 Market Street,

and

CI-EARING. Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blasting Powder, and is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs is freely.

We

SC3ZZOOXJ OX*
Practical,

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.

Collecte inetructs in Shorthand, Type Writing, Bookkeeping;, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the English branches, and everything pertaining to buainees,
for six full months.
have sixteen teachers, and give
individual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
Its graduates In every part of the State.

i^Send for Circulars giving particulars.
OfQce, 40 Nevada Block, San Francisco, Cal.
Factory, 11 & 28 Stevenson St.

the Great Chemists of the World as

in

Electricity.

of

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY

S. F.

Etc.

rates.

COLLEGE.

24 POST ST.,
SEVENTY-FIVE

KEITH,

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

FOR

S.

OF KVBRV DK80R1PTION.

Manulactnre Three Kinds

BUSINESS

solicited.

ELEOTRIOAL ENGINEER,

and Tastin Ore Palverlzers.
DBANB STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of ttie Llewellyn Peed Water Purifier and Heater.

HEALDS

Correspondence

Mining Engineers.

Corliss Engines

all Druffslsts.

WILLIAMS

Steam and Gas Engines.

or Air Golnnms, Fish

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to

Ihe H. H. H. Lmimenthas mauyimitE.
cons, and we caution the Public to g6£
that the Trade Mark " H. H. H." is oi,
every Bottle before purchasing. For eaJs
everywhere for BO cents and Sl.OC b9s

For Sale by

Pipe,

between Mission and Howard, S.F.

ORTON.

Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.

Water

St.,

Tustin's Pulverizer

OF ALL KINDS,

H. H. H. Horse Limment put«

IHORNTOM THOUPSON

THOMPSON BROTHERS,

MANDF'RS OP GENERAL MACHINERY.

ENGINESiBOILERS

Bottie^

F

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

Md

S.

UANDFAOTDKBRS OP OASTINQS OP BVHET DBSORIPtION.

etH3.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.— Flour

» new life mto the Antignated Homb i
last 14 years the H. H. H. Horse
liiniment has been the leading remedy
among Farmers and Stockmen for the
gnre of Sprains, Bmises, Stiff Jointo
Hpavins, WmdgaJls, Sore Shoulders, etctor Family Use is without an eouaS
tor liheumatism. Neuralgia, Aches, Paiao
Brmses, Cuts and Sprains of aJicharacters

Folsom,

Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets,

Mill

'THE

ji

MINING MACHINERY.— Hoisting Engines and

Laundry Free for the use of Familiee
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.

J.

AMALQAMATOBS,

Mold-Board

OF—

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-

W. SPAULDING

and Mining Engineer,

MINING EXPERT and GEOLOGIST.
Address

Business

Box A,"

office

of this paper, San

Francisco.

UCHTNINC WELL-SINKINO
MACHDNE MAKERS.

Manufacturers of

Well-Hinkin^; uiid prospecting tnuls sent

.

on triul. 3-'.i Icet hut) buun uunk in 8
houra. Inh(rui:tiuna for heginntrB. An
Eocycloptlm f SWI EfiKraviiigB of well

SPAULDING'

1

tools, pumps.
iiidslcain engines. AtroaBook
c on Raa and oil.

ROSS E BROWNE,

and prospectors
''

—

"

,

QUARTZ SCREEIVS

Inserted

A

acecialty.
Round, slot
Or burred slot holes. Genuine Russia Iron, Homogeneous Steel, C^t Steel or

mailing charjjcs

_ CIS. each.

sTho American

WellWorks.
.a AURORA, ILLS.,
~"
U. S. A.
4

No. 307 Sansomb St., San Francisco.

AND

CHISEL

American planished Jron
Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes.
fornia Perforatinc Screen Co., 146 & 147 Beale St

,

INVENTORS,
A,

STETEFELDX, President.

NEW YORK

OFFICE, 18 BROADWA'y

Boom

709.

L.
.

TAKE

58 Market St, N. E. cor. Front (upstairs), San Francisco
Experimental maohlnery and all kinds of metal, tin,

<M)pper

and

brass.

Saws.

NOTICE

petersonTmodel maker,

BIT

CIECnLAB

CaliS. F.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMP'Y.
C.

Tooth

Mining- and Hydraulic Engineer,

SAW MILLS AND MACHINKRT
Of

all

logue,

kinds made. to order.

Send for Descriptive Cata

17 and 19 Fremont

St., Sati

Franclaco.

ISRAEL W. KNOX,
Mining and Mechanical Engineer
AND PUROUABINQ AQKNT FOR

Mines, Minings Machinery

& Supplies.

Mines Examined, Reports and Estimates Furnished*
Contracts made, etc.
Office, 287 First St.,
San Pranclaco, Oal

Dec.

Mining and Scientific Press.
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,000 CHI^^XjXjEISrG-IE]
FIVE

PRICE
OVER
te»r

ttr«

Streut,

merely

(S575.00)

ARE NOW

1400

oouiliiiU.

A

Shd FrauuUcu.

I

HUNDRED ^ND SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

O-

"F^,

:b-

IN OSE.

Coiiuuntratlons are clean from the Qrst working. The wear aad
umchluc cau be seen to wurkiug order and ready to make twits at 820 Froiuuut

Tim Montana Company (Limited), London, October S, 18S5.
Dkar Sirs :— Having tested three of your Fruc Vaniiefu In a ooinpc-titivo trial with othtr similar uiachinei
we have BatLiHed our8«lveit of the superiority of your Vaiinom, an is evidenced by the fact of our havinK
urderud twenty more of your miLchlnes (or immediate delivery, Youro truly,

(Trliuupli),

THE MONTANA COMPANY

(Limited).

N. B.— Since tho above was written the 20 Vanneni having been Btart«d gave such satisfaction that 44 addiand more Btamps have been purchased.
ADAMS & CAKTIiU.
Protected by paUnta May 4. 1800; December 22. 1874; September 2, 1879; April 27, 1880; March '^i, 1881; February 20. 18S3; September ly. Ibi^ Patents applied for.
tional Fruos

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR
OR VANNING

ADAMS & CARTER,

MAOHINE.

E

E.

EYllE, PreslJciit.

J03. U.

GKAIIAM,

Vi.rc

Prm. i Manniier.

Room

7.

Successors to

SAVAGE. SON &

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

California Street,

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

CO.,

San Francisco, Cal

-

.

109

PINfKARD Soiy

o. M.

VULCAN IRON WORKS,
135 to 145 Fremont Street,

No.

MINING MACHINERY,
Stamp

Batteries, Pans,

Settlers,

Pulverizers,

"Dodge" Rock

Etc.

Breakers,

Concentrators.

i;unraiitoc purfhaturH of thin furm of Oiaiits atjaiiist all
tostB, cxiKiusea or daniaiTf b wliich may arise from any a''v«rso suits or actiunn at law.
aru furtlier pn-'partiil to
furnish .Siii^fle- Juliited Giaiit» when reijuirtd. Priceu, disuouiitt> auU Catalogues uf our specialties ol Jsydraulic Alining;
sent on application.

SAWMILL MACHINERY,

We

Machinery

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, 39

and Ice Machinery,

Refrigerating"

I'ORM OV UfUflSMJ-JOIJSTKD HY-

ABOVE OUT ILLUSTRATES THE IMl'KOVKU
THE
I>RAirL,IC GIANTS whiuh wo niaDiifacture. Wv

to

51 Fremont

St.,

STEAM ENGINES,

HOSKIN'S

CORLISS, MYEB'S CUT-OFF, PLAIN SIDE-VALVE.

M*'

IMPROVED

>)l"1'l'''!"l'

Shafting, Pulleys, Hanger and Boxes, Etc.
Special machinery of
leys, Boxes, etc.

kinde.

We

WORK

SOLICITED.

all

REPAIR

have a large

ESTABLISHED

Practical

ONE-JOINTED

Standard Patterns, Gears, Pul-

HYDRAULIC MACHINE.
The statement of Mr Joshua Hemly that any stvle of machine ie an
infrint^emciit on any style monufai tured by him, lie knows to Im absu
lutolv folse. The Supreme Court of the United Statis on March l'.)th de-

1866.

Chemical Works.

Pacific
HENRY

of

list

that the pretended patent for iiifrinj^ing', which he has for icars
been f!eet'iii(f niinera for royalty, IK ahsolutrlv void, with costs of suit
to Hijndy & Fisher.
I am the inventor of all styles in use, and am prepared to fill orders to suit customera Send for list of prices of Hydraulic
Machinery. K. H08K1N. KnipirA Fonitdry, IMaryKville. Cal.

cirled

HANKS,

G.

San Francisco.

and Industrial Chemist, Assayer

CORD "

and Geologist,
718 MONTGOMERY

ST.,

-

SAN FRANC SCO.

i^ Will

report on the condition and valuo of any minintf property on
the Pacific Coast. Itare (^emicals made to order.
Inatructions i^iven in
Aeaaying and Practical Chemistry.

THE

"ECLIPSE,"

Copying Apparatus.
One thousand copies In black. No
pen, no special p^per, no stencil
required. The " Eclipae " reproducee the
natural h.-iiidwritiogeoexceedin','ly faithful that in most cases "EcHmbb" circulars have beon taken for ordinary written letters. Specimens and circulars on

Manufactured from strictly flrstclaFS Flax and pure lubricants. Superior to all othersfor Water and Steam. Packs
with less friction and makes a tighter joint than any oth^r pat-kine made. ffST Imitations of inferior i|uality having;
been put upon the market, wo have been compelled to adopt the above trade-mark, and all of our pacKing will now
have a RED OOIID runniof;; through the center its entire longtli
Pee that you get it and take no other. Sold by
all Hardware dealers.
Price, 50 cents per pound.
T. Y.
Sule Manufacturer, 223 and 224

Market

Street,

Saa Francisco, CaL

SGHENCK,

W.

*

tipccial

applicatioD.

FELIX

DAUS & CO.,
698 Broadway,
New York
F.

California

InventorsffiS New Almaden

AND FoKEiuN Patent

Quicksilver.

Solu'itoiih, for obtuiniug Pateuta

and Caveats. EstabliBbed in 18(>0. Their long experience aa
journalists and large iiractice as Patent attorneys enables
tbem to otter Pacific Coast Inveutors far better service 'ban
they can obtain elsewbure. Bond for free circulars of information. Office of the Mining and Sgientifk; Press aud
Paoifio Rural Prehs. No. 220 Market St.. San Francisco

RANDOL,
320 Sansome

B.

J.

Room

22,

St.,

Elevator. 15 Front St

NOTICE.—All
the

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

full

our plates are guaranteed to have
weight of silver agreed upon, and are tested he-

fore leaving our works, thereby avoiding the complaints

about light weight, made ao often before we started
In this branch of industry.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE, Agent,
521 & 523 Market

St.,

San Francisco,

—DBALRR IN
MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER
OB PLACER MINES.
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.
Assayers' and Mining Material.

IN QDARTZ, GRAVEL,

GET OUR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SAN

FRANCISCO

NOVELTY

AND PLATING WORKS,

-MANUPACTURBR OF-

BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH
Agent

for

HOSKINS'

HYDRO-CARBON ASSAY FURNACES

WIRE WORKS.
Buildings and Steamships

Wired

for all

D. D.

WASS, 141 & 143

First St

WIRE WINDOWS, GUARDS, OFFICE SCREENS, FENCING,
GATES, ROOF CRESTING and WROUGHT IRON WORK.

Systems of Electric Lighting.

Telephone No. 1508.

Mining AND Scientific Press,
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WM.

H.

TAYLOR,

[Dec.

MOORE,

R. S.

President.

1888

1,

Superintendent.

Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works,
S. E. Corner

HOWARD

and BEALE STREETS. SAN FRANCISCO.
MANXIFACTURERS OP ALL KINDS OF

Mining and Milling Machinery,
ENGINES and BOILERS,
For LdlnlDS and Irrleatlon Purposes.

Also Sawmill

Machinery.

ESCLUSrVB AQBNTS FOE THK PACtnC COAST OP

HEINE PATENT SAFETY BOILER and MACBETH STEEL PULLEY.
A8ENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST OF

BRYAN'S ROLLER QUARTZ MILL
Tlie
1.

2.
3.

lees
4.

moat perfect Roller

It is cheaper.
It is more durable.
It crashes a larger

amount

Mill

of ore

made, for the following reasons

with

5.

Its

6.

It

" clean-up

is

portable,

"

is

quicker and

fuller.

requires no frame-work,

power.
and is ready for the foundation as
It amalgamates a larger percentage of
the shop.

it

leaves

the gold.

Fall JDescriptlve Circulars of any of the above sent on application.
Officb of the Cakdelarh Cokboudated Mbxican Mining Co ,
San DlMAS, DuRANuo, Mkxico, October 25, lt8S.

)
t

—

Gkvtlrmrn : Our Company has been
Ili;do7i Iron Works, San Francisco
Brvan R-oller l^uartz Mills, one of which has been runnint: steadily or three >ears,

operating three o( the 4-foot
one for two and one for one
year. Our quartz ie very hard; we crush through a No. 60-mesh screen. Our mills run 55 revolutions per minute,
and each crush through eo-mesh screen 12 tons in twenty-four hours; through 50-meph, 16 tons; and through 40mesh, IS tons. This proportion has been continuous. One set of Dies will cruah from 1500 to 1600 tons. One set

f^^s^n
IIP
i1
i i

W

ll

,

'

One ring plate will crush from 2200 to 2300. The mills require very little attention
of Tyres will crush 1500 tons.
At our mill an. ordinary "peon" earning one dollar per day has complete charge. In regard to sliming, in com
parison with stamps by reason of the discharge surface and the continuous agication by the scrapera, a much lea
amount of sHmes i« created. A three years' experience teaches me that, in every respect, the mills are a complet
succens and of material benefit to the mining world. Thev can be set up and ruuning in 48 hours, and can be (lis
mounted in the same time and removed to wherever desired. Ours were packed on our mule trail over as difficul
a road as any in Mexico. As a gold amalgamator, it is unequaled by any mill now in existence.
Yours truly,
D. M. BURNS, Superintendent

THE GATES,
THE GREATEST ROCK CRUSHER ON EARTH!
WHAT

BmLDRRS OF

MINING MACHINERY.

'

IS

SAID OF IT BY ONE

WHO HAS USED

IT

THREE YEARS.

Offick of Ernest L. Ransome, MANOFACTaRER of Artificial Stone and Concrete,
No. 508 California Street, San Francisco, November 9, 1888. (
In answer to your request for my experience with the Cites Crusher would say, that I have used one
Pacific Iron Rt^or^ta— Gentlemen
for the past three years crushing trap rock, basalt; aud granite for making concrete, the most of it being very hard and calculated to test severely
the strength and durability of any machine.
I have crushed in that time probably not leas than 10,000 tons of this material, without any repair being necessary, and without any
change of shoes and dies, and, aa far as I can judge, they appear to be good for as much more service.
In
I have had more or less experience with nearly every crusher in the market, and regard the GAtes as iafioitely superior to them all.
For crushing all kinds of ore, ballast or macadam fine or coarse
fact its efficiency, durability and capacity for work is simply wonderful.
to
the
evidence
as
merits
this
further
of
remarkable
nothing can compare with it. You are at liberty to refer any parties to me who may waut
ERNEST L. RANSOME.
machine. Very truly yours,
)

1
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GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS:
San Francisco, Cal.. U
New York Office, 145 Broadway.

First St.,

S. A.

PtANTS FOB GOLD ANI> SItVEB MILtS,
ot LATEST DK^IGN and
MOST IMPROVED construction. We offer our
oustomerB the BEST REnULTS OF 38 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE in this SPECIlL LINE ot
viork, and arc PREPARE!) to furnish the MOST
APPROVED character of MINING AND REDUCTION MACHINERY, adapted to all pradea of
ores and SUPERIOR to that of any other malie, at
the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
We are als-^ prepared to CONST KUCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING ORDISR,
in
any locality, MILLS,' CONCENTRATION
WORKS, WATER JACKET SMELTIVQ
FURNACES. HOISTING WORKS, PUMPING MACHINERY, ETC., ETC., of any DESIRED CAPACITY.
embracing maohinerv

:

—

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

PACIFIC IRON WORKS,
No. 127

-A.-

:f'-

SAN FRANCISCO,

FIRST STREET,

CAL.

ia:xjrg-T?i3Nrca-TO]xr,
MANUFACTURER OF

Roller

Centrifugal

Quartz

Mills,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS.
Mining Machinery of Every Description,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
Centrifugal Roller QnartE Mill.

No. 45

SAN PRANCISOO, CAL.

FREMONT STREET.

ORE CRUSHER

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD
IN QUARTZ,

GRAVEL AND PLACER MINING.
PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.

Over 3000 Orders filled. Fifteen Medals Awarded,
Old Plates Boaght, or Qold Separated.
TAYLOR & CO., Corner Elrst and Mission Sts.

Only Eefined Silver and Best Copper used.

Old Mining Plates can be

Keplated.

These Plates can also be purchased of

JOHN

San Francisco Gold, Silver and Nickel Plating Works, 653
Our Plates have proved the best

in

veight of Silver and durability.

& 655

Mission

Sbhd foe Circular.

St.,

San Francisco,

Cal., E. G. Denniston, Prop'r.

•.•.•,','"'•*•'•'•'•'•'•'•'•'•'.'•'•'•'•'•'•'•'•'
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parities contained in

Jeweirs Patent Water Purifiers.

aioned.

The Bubject

of water pariticatioD
importanoe to every mao,

vital

ohild, that it claims the

ia

of

such

the entire publio.

of

The

*'

the water will be ooca-

vacuum tank

"

ia

connected to

the saction pipe, or into the suction head of the

womaa aad pump.

earnest attention not

only of the sanitarian, but

All are interested inand anxiouiily awaiting the

not withiD the scope of this article to

is

oan be attached to one
ly

In operation, every stroke of the
a fixed quantity of the

pamp

caaaes

coagulant to pass into

the auction pipe, and thence through the pump,

8,

filter;

VOLUME

1888.

23.

and when proper- established where analyses of waters will be
made, without charge, to determine the treat-

the chemical used for the coagulant in the puri-

water delivered from the

ment

requisite for its pnrifioation.

insure an accurate analysis,

filtera.

it is

In order to

important that

The chemicals aaed in this pure-water system not lees than two gallons of the water shall be
form new combinations with the impurities forwarded, and that such sample shall be sent
contained in the water and are precipitated and in glass and carefully corked and sealed. A copy
of the analysis will be promptly furnished and
the necessary treatment recommended, and,

re-

if

proper, a guarantee be given.

which have been

late the history of the efforts

LVI.

Number

regulated there wilt not be found a trace of

fied

Bucoesafoi solution of this problem.
It

EIDIXIOnST.

SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY. DECEMBER

PubUahers.

Q&aejfal

li

«»a

The claims which are

made by

scientists to produce pure water; it is,
however, deemed proper to present certain facta
demonstrating what has been acoompliBhcd,

set forth for the

pure-water system are:

ell'*

perfection in purifying

First,

*'

Jew-

absolute

and softening waters;

and proving that a " Pure-Water System" haa
been devised, and that by its use the problem
has been solved in a practical manner, upon a
scale of any magnitude, and at a miDimum cost
of construction and maintenance.
The construction of the filter, which is illustrated on this page, is such that the valve-

second, simplicity of syatem; third, quickness

syetem is connected to the side of the filter,
wbtoh places the valves conveniently within
easy reach of the attending engineer. These
filters are so constructed that they can be con-

cipitating chemical.

filter
fifth,

left side, as

may

bed

is

positive assurance that

fourth,

perfectly clean after each washing;

durability

— no

springs

valves to be soon worn out;

or complicated
sixth,

strength

conatruction of all parts; seventh, steady

in

and regular feeding

Many

of

the coagulating or pre-

testimonials are at

hand demonstrative

the peculiar merita of this pure-water sye-

of

Among them is one from the Calumet
and Hecla Mining Co., which has been using

tem.

nected to deliver the purified water on either
the right or

cleaning;

in

be required.

There are simply three connections to be
made: One to introduce impure water, one to
discharge the purified water, and the third to

In thia syetem the

discharge the wash-water.

main arms are made of extra strong pipe, while
all of the lateral arms and their branches are
heavy brass tubing with brass fittings leading
to the patented brass sand cone valves, by the
use of which the attendant is enabled to reverse
the carrenta of water in
cleanaing the sand of

all

the

filter,

ceedingly short period of time;
struction

is

thoroughly

impurities in an ex-

and the con-

such that during this operation

no possibility that the filtering mateThese cone valves are
automatic and positive in action, and it ia a methere
rial

is

can be washed out.

chanical impossibility for
operative, as they open

them to become inand close only by the

water used in cleansing the filter. The outlet
apparatus is fitted with an aluminum bronze

which cannot corrode, and the tensile
strength of which is greater than that of steel.
While the filter is being washed a separate cur-

screen,

rent

is

forced in a reverse direction through this

apparatus, thus insuring

Fitc.

where,

it

1.— THE
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becomes intimately intermixed with retained

in the filter-bed

and passed

ofl*

when

washed.

the water, thereby producing a perfect aggrega-

the

tion or coagulation of the impurities contained

Organic and other matter can sometimea be
removed by the intimate intermingling of air

in the water.

placed which

Inside of the tank a ball cock

ia

controls the flow of water and

filter is

with the water in

its

passage to the

filter,

the

perfect cleansing.

its

In purifying water, whether for potable, domestic or mechanical uses, it has been found to
be absolutely necessary to use a coagulating sub
stance to collect the impurities in order that
they may be arrested and removed by the filter.

To accomplish this necessary feature a sightfeed pressure and vacuum chemical apparatus
have been devised, which are shown in Figs. 2
and 3, herewith illustrated, the former, No. 2,
being used when the filter is connected to a
supply-pipe under pressure, such as a city main
or reservoir, and the latter. No, 3, when the

water

supplied by a pump.

ia

Both

of these devices are

automatic and posi-

tive in action, allowing only a fixed quantity of

Fig. 3.-VA0UDM CHEMICAL TANK.
chemical t9 pass into the water while the filter
is in operation, and when the filter is shut off
necessary quantity oxygen of the air tending to destroy the germs
the flow of chemical ceases, thus preventing its automatioally supplies the
which is drawn out by the and organic impurities, which then pass to the
waste. Opening the valves of the filter will to replace that
Water that
or waste of the filter and are retained in the sand.
cause either apparatus to work automatically. pump, and prevents any overflow
and the haa been thoroughly aerated, especially under
The " pressure tank " is attached by cutting out chemical. This tank is open at its top,
chemical being used can be noted pressure, and then filtered, is as free from dana short section of the vertical supply pipe and quantity of
gerous matter and as near perfectly potable as
when required.
repleniahed
and
the
of
pressure
The
inserting the apparatus.
By either of these methods, the desired (Quanti- can be obtained.
water passing through the tank will cause the
In connection with the manufacture of these
correctchemical to be forced into the supply pipe, ty of coaeulant can be fed with absolute
purifiers, a fully equipped laboratory has been
where the desired chemical change in the im- ness, and, when necessary, two or more tanks

Fig.

2.-PBE3SURB CHEMICAL TANK.

of the Jewell filters for filtering the mine
water for use in boilers. They have very much
improved a very filthy water, and enabled the

two

company to use it for feed, a thing for which it
was before entirely unfit.
The Joshua Hendy Machine Works of Nob,
39 to 51 Fremont street are the agents for the
sale of these

purifiers,

and those who are in

favor of using pure water, whether for domestic
or mechanical purposes, should send to them
for

catalogues illustrative and descriptive of

thia system.

Mine Fire. — A

fire

Calumet No. 3 shaft

haa broken out in the

of the

Calumet and Heola

copper mines, Lake Superior. It was only a
few montha since that a tire in these mines was
extinguished which had been burning many
It is expected that the new fire will
have some effect on the copper market, these
mines being among the largest producers in the

months.

United States.

Dividends were paid in this city by mining
companies in November to the amount of §264j250.

Mining and Scientific Press.
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C0f^F(ESP0|NlDENCE.

pended over $60,000
trict,

in their

venture in this

dis-

with slight returns.

in every direction, and recited the history, or
perhaps the traditions, connected therewith,

The Shenandoah quartz mine, located in the with which he seemed perfectly familiar. Space
We admit, uniDtlorsed, opinions of correepondents. — fios. neighborhood of Rich Bar, east branch of forbids a recapitulation of the interesting notes
Feather river, promises to become one of the taken on that occasion.
The Oxford mine prospects well. This ia an
The Mines of Plumas, Sierra and Ne- best mines in the district. The proprietor, F.
B. Whiting, bas unlimited confidence in its old mine situated one mile north of Downieville,
vada Counties.
future. From a pocket vein he informs me that and superintended by H. H. Pardy. The comhe took a quantity of ore this season that pany under a new incorporation have comOn a recent tour of the yielded $200 to the pound.
Editors Press
menced a tunnel 300 feet below the old tunnel,
within
embraced
districts
important mining
The Plumas Eureka mine and mill, Johnville, and are in hopes of striking the ledge within 50
Plumas, Sierra and Nevada counties, I jotted superintended by John Hoskins, seems to yield feet. The ore in the upper works averaged
down some notes that I thought would perhaps as good returns as ever. The company employ from $12 to $20 per ton.
be worthy of a space in your journal. Taken 215 men and average 4600 tons of ore crushing
The Homest&ke, five miles south, S. Spencer
all in all, there is not probably a more interest- monthly.
superintendent, is ready to begin operations.
ing region on the Pacific Slope. Here may be
Along the Jamison creek below Johnville the The quartz is of a high grade. The mill has
seen, nestled amid lofty mountains, the most Italians operate 29 arastras in working over the eight stamps, and ten men are employed about
beautiful valleys of greater or less size, the fer- tailings from the Eureka mill. They pay a roy- the works.
tility of which can scarcely be excelled any- alty of $1 per day for each arastra, and are said
Good prospects are reported from the Hog
where; but it is of the mining enterprises that to be doing well. Some of these operators are Canyon district; 25 pounds average rock taken
speak.
to
I wish particularly
known to have left for Italy recently with from from the Superior yielded $3.65. So says Geo.
$10,000 to $30,000 as the result of their labors McGee, the proprietor.
The Greenville District,
There are also some paying placer mines still
here.
Oace the liveliest in Plumas county, is now,
The Four Hills mine, closed down four years around Downieville, The best gravel mine that
owing to legal difficulties and mismanagement
came under my observation was the Wide
ago, has not resumed operations yet.
of some of the important mines, quite dull.
The Gold Lake mine, 10 miles south of John- Awake, nine miles north. In fact it was freely
There is, however, an exceedingly bright outof
which
acknowledged as the boss mine of the kind in
Gold
Lake
M.
Co.,
ville,
owned
by
the
look, and a revival of its former prosperity is
Mathews the country. It is located in a comparatively
but the question of a very few years at farthest. M. Willoughby is president and W. B,
excellent
new
prove
district.
The company employs 18 men
undoubtedly
All agree that the mineral is here, and only is secretary, will
encouraging and the work is superintended by John Wilsneeds more capital and well-directed energy to property. The prospects are so
Active operations were only started two
bring it to the surface. The faith of old times that the company are planning to erect a mill dor£F.
years ago, though the company has been incorA num- next spring.
is shown on every hand by the works.
Sierra
City.
Around
porated
The capital
for the past four years.
ber who have made considerable money here
The mining enterprises around Sierra City, stock is divided into 24,000 shares, originally
are usinp it freely in developiug claims that
so profitable
promise rich returns. One of the biggest en- Sierra county, are generally in a prosperous estimated at $1, but at present,
condition, and the business-men of the town has the investment proved, the shares are
terprises here is the
profess to be much encouraged by reason of the worth $4 each. The ore yields $4 75 per carBound Valley Reservoir
bright outlook for the next year. There are a load. The heaviest shareholders are residents
And water-works, owned by Messrs. McGill & number of new mines just about ready to start of Downieville.
The reservoir is at an elevation of up, among which is the Buffalo Consolidated,
Bidwell,
Nevada City.
SOO feet above Indian valley. Its construction eight miles south of the town. Mr. E. Bnsch,
Few places of note show stronger evidences
was commenced in 1S6S, and up to this date
:

—

represents a cost of over $100,000. Its purpose
is to supply the mines of the district with the
necessary water. Those dependent upon the
reservoir are the Johnny Bull, Drnry, Pacific,
Forest King, the Cherokee group. Round Valley Consolidated, New York, Plumas Con.,
O'Tool & Summit, McLellan claims, Green

the superintendent, states that be has over 1000
tons of ore on the dump. The mill machinery
has been delivered, and a commodious boardinghouse and blacksmith shop erected for use of
the mine. The ledge throughout the mine averages over 15 feet. The ore is finely decomposed and carries coarse gold. Three tunnels

have been started.

No.

1 is in

350 feet; No.

The company have 2 is in 200 feet, and No. 3, south side of creek,
others.
eight miles of ditch for the distribation of the 60 feet.
The latter will be extended 500 feet,
water, on the line of which is an inverted upon which Mr. Buscb thinks that the main
siphon composed of 5000 feet of 22-inch pipe body of rich ore will be tapped. The stock of
crossing a canyon under a pressure of 400 feet. this company is divided into 600,000 shares at
The company make their basis of rates for $1. Doubtless this property will prove a bowater furnished on 50 per cent of cost of steam* nanza to the stockholders.
power, including the water used for battery
The California Consolidated Gold Mining Go.
This estimate is made with the as- has a mine adjacent to the town, the ore of
purposes.
sumption that both plants are on the ground. which assays an average of $7 per ton. A.
Thus, while furnishing the company with a Schubert is president of the company and Al
handsome revenue, the mines are Bupplied at vin Fischer is the secretary. The ore yields
an exceedingly low cost. As high as $1400 per coarse gold. Lack of available capital bas remonth has been realized by the company from tarded the operations of the company. Tunnel
the water. Otving to light winters for the past No. 1 is in 120 feet, and the second tunnel just
two years, the supply of water, which depends commenced. The vein is from 15 inches to 2
upon snow and rain, has been short and the feet wide. Considering the quality of the ore
company has been unable to supply the de- and the convenience of the location, it is diffimand. They have hopes to secure a good sup- cult to conclude otherwise than that this propply this season. The dam proper is 300 feet erty will also eventually rank;,with the rich inlong and 2S feet in hight, constructed with a vestments in mining enterprises.
rock wall in center and loose dirt on sides. It
The Morris Concentrating Apparatus.
is tho most natural site for a reservoir imaginable, and its location is quite pictnreeque.
It
The Margarita mine is now under the efficovers 800 acres and will bold an average depth cient management of Frederick Morris, the inof 15 feet of water, and has a watershed of 40 ventor and patentee of the Morris concentratsquare miles. An item of no small moment is ing apparatus. It is the intention to have
the fact that it is surrounded by miles and everything ready to begin active mining operamiles of the best timber in the State, from tions at an early day.
New machinery has
which must ere long spring a lumbering indus- been introduced and placed in order, I was
Then will this great much interested in Mr, Morris' concentrating
try of great magnitude.
water storage be of utility in furnishing the apparatus. He has received many high testipower to run the mills that will he called into monials from the leading mining-men throughoperation by lumbermen, after which it may be out the coast.
By this process gold can be con
conducted to the fertile lands of Indian valley centrated from the sulphurets with one operafor irrigation.
tion by finely crushing the ore.
Mr. Morris
Promising Mines.
took a contract from the Excelsior M. Co.,
Mountain and

One

of the most promising mines of this disabout which little has been said, is the
Drury, owned by a gentleman of that name.
Tannel No, 2 is now in over 450 feet; they are
still driving ahead, and taking oat quartz (free
milling) which assays an average of $20 per ton.
From an extra vein lately discovered Mr. Drury
extracted 50 pounds of ore, which, after retorting, yielded nine ounces of pure gold.
The Crescent mine J, W. Whitney, superintendent is still paying well. Two and a half
millions is said to have been taken from this
mine since its discovery in 1860. Capt. J. MoDonald of your city is the fortunate owner.
The Green Mountain suspended operations
about one year ago on account of financial embarrassments and lack of water. It is an extensive mine and has a 60-Btamp mill. Mr. C.
G. Rogers, the superintendent for the last 13
years, informs me that it is expected to resume
operations next spring.
What mines exist in
the neighborhood of Qaincy, the county seat of
Plumas, seem to be entirely at rest, and, in consequence, a decidedly rural quietude reigns over
the town. The Meadow Valley district is also
taking a Rip Van Winkle snooze. However, I
was informed by Mr. Kellogg of the firm of
Kellogg & Thompson that prospects are brightening.
The Butterfly (gravel mine) has a tunnel of 300 feet and is pushing ahead steadily. A
number of placer mines between Quincy and
Spanish Ranch pay big when water can be had
for mining purposes.
The Consignee mine at the mouth u* Jamison
creek has a tunnel in 500 feet and co ^ract let
for 1500 more.
At this distance, 2000 feet, it is
expected to strike the channel. It is owned by
a Pittsburg, Pa., compai", and their operations
may be regarded solely in the light of prospecting,
They have already in the past 10 years extrict,

—

—

Meadow Lake district, some time since,
to extract 73 per cent of gold from base sulphureted ore, and succeeded iu working it up
to 97 per cent without roasting, simply by
ordinary milling. This process is adopted by
Young America below their mill. It has
been adopted in three mills of Amador county,
fact has become known of its extraordinary success, Mr. Morris has received
applications from numerous quarters, even so
far away as Butte, M, T.
the

and since the

The Young America.
The fame of the Young America is now too
well established to require special mention. I
was informed by Mr. A. C. Buscb, the superintendent, that there was actually enough ore in
sight to keep the mill employed day and night
for the next 15 years. The company runs three
eight-hour shifts, furnishing employment to
over 150 men. The wages paid are $2 per day
and board. The mill is a 40-Btamp. Tunnel
No. 4 has been lately started with the intention
of doing away with the tramway.
It is expected to strike the vein at a depth of 2300 feet
from summit. Ingersoll drills are employed in
the prosecution of the work.
The Sierra Butte mine, Thos. Preston superintendent, employs the usual large force of men
with about the same results as the preceding
season.

The DownlevlUe Mining

District,

Once so famous for its placers, seems likely to
loom up in the not far distant future as a rich
quartz region. Through the courtesy of Dr.
Biber I was furnished a saddle-horse and accompanied him up the old Sacramento stageroad to the top of Mt. Vernon Hill, altitude
6400 feet above the sea. From this eminence
the doctor pointed out all the noted landmarks

of the lively times that have been, but long
since departed, than Nevada City, Nevada
do not have to look far for the
county.
cause.
It has in the past been practically a
placer and hydraulic camp, and since the former has played out and the latter prohibited by
law, its great dependence is gone. It must
now eke out an existence in the best way possi-

We

ble.

which

Nevada City titill has the county seat,
is some help, but not sufficient to keep

up. There are a few quartz mines near by, but
they do not seem to be doing much. It is to be
hoped that some rich discovery will yet reward
the persevering efforts of the prospector in this
The
locality, and revive business once more.
old Mexican veteran, Capt. J, D. Flemming,
one of the sturdy pioneers of '50, iu partnership with Jos. Floyd, has lately commenced
the opening of the Hard Tunnel mine at a new
An attempt co open this ledge was
point.
made in '51, but owing to the hardness of the
rock the experiment was abandoned, but from
this circumstance the mine took its name,
Hard Tunnel. Hoisting works, once located
on this vein, near the present depot site, were
it

Many old
accidentally burned down in '59.
friends would be glad to hear of the captain's
good fortune.
Grass Valley

[Dlc. 8, 1888
ning expenses. The Rook Bar mine embraces
the Ford and Mellen claims, well known in
earlier days as exceedingly rich; $300,000 having been taken from about 300 square feet.
Altogether Mr. Sylvester reckons that at least
one and a half millions have been extracted
from this mine. Six years ago the present
company took out $20,000 in less than five days
from a space of 20x30 feet. The average assay
of rook taken out at present yields $35—45 per
cent sulphurets.
The Maryland property, adjoining the Idaho,
which latter has paid such large dividends for
many years, is highly spoken of by expert
miners. For hundreds of feet the Idaho company has worked the ledge up to the Maryland
line, and the fact that the Idaho produces $600,000 a year is sufficient to indicate the character
of the ore.
There is in sight in the Maryland
mine, viewing it from the Idaho workings,

enough ore to keep a 40stamp mill rnnning day
and night for 20 years. Mr, S. P. Dorsey, the
owner of this property, is satisfied that it is a
good thing to have, and would not exchange it
for less than a million dollars*
Not the least worthy of notice are the iron
mines in the west end of this couuty. Mr. M.
C, Taylor, the owner of 4500 feet of a 60 foot
ledge, estimates that there is enough ore in the
vein to run a 25-ton furnace for 30 years. It
is a red and brown hematite and averages 60
per cent iron. These mines will doubtless in
future prove a source of great wealth to Nevada county.
F. B, L.

Bodie Tunnel.

A

Editors Pkess:— few weeks ago I had the
opportunity of making an experimental run
with ore from the Bodie Tunnel mine, the results of which were so satisfactory that I publish them for the benefit of the stockholders of
the company.
If reports are true as to the quantity of ore in
the mine, there is no reason why the company
could not begin to pay small dividends which
could be increased by enlarging the crushing
capacity of the mill. The property has been
idle for a long time and probably the stockholders have long ago given up the hope of ever
seeing any return for their investment. Instead of being a legitimate mining enterprise it
has become an assessment property subject to
the fluctuations of the stock-board.
Prominent
millmen have made several attempts to work
the ore, but their efforts resulted in signal failure, whereas, had they been less conservative
they would have been successful. The experimental run was made at the miner*s mill which
had been leased by the Standard Co. for the
purpose of making experiments with the
"Brewster Centrifugal Amalgamator." I made
very exhaustive tests with this machine and
found that it possesses none of the merits
claimed for it. It is nol a concentrator; it does
lose quicksilver; and the pulp does not pass
through the quicksilver. It possesses no advantage over copper plates, but the disadvantage of costing more and requiring power to run
it.
As I had unusual facilities for testing this
machine, I will publish the results at an early

several mines that rank as old and reliable
standbys; as for instance the Idaho, Empire date.
Bodie-Tunnel ore contains some coarse gold
and North Star. The former, superintended by
which would be saved in the battery; but this
E. Coleman, still pays its usual large dividends.
was
not allowed for in the following results.
The Empire, G. W. Starr, superintendent, is
The average of many assays indicates that the
forging ahead as of yore, giving employment to
marked was of poorer grade than the aver150 men, and furnishing satisfactory evidence ore
age in the mine.
that the ledge will hold out for a number of
The
ore was crushed through a No. 40 steelthat
employe
seldom
an
of
a
years yet. It is
wire cloth, the pulp run over amalgamated copmining company (or in fact of any other comper
plates
and the tailings amalgamated by
pany) can assert truthfully that he has served
charges in pans, with the addition of one pound
in the same capacity continuously one company for 24 years. Such a man, however, is of blueetone and 2^ pounds of salt to the charge.
Matthew Provines, the amalgamator at this Amount of ore worked, 29 tons; less S.7 per
cent moisture, 26 48 tons; value of ore per ton,
mine. He has served under eight different administrations, among whom were the well- $8.22.

Has

known
vines'

Capt. Lee and Jim Wilcox, Mr. Prowages at this mine have amounted to

Bullion Results.

Value of bar obtained from copper

plates,

$148 31; extraction=:$5,60 per ton, or 68.1 per
$35,000 during the quarter of a century.
The North Star mine, Emile B. Abadie, su- cent; value of bar obtained from pan amalgamaperintendent, employs 200 men at present. The tion of tailings from copper plates, $47.88; exaverage assay of the ore now being taken out is traction— $1 81 per ton, or 22 per cent; total
extraction = $7.41 per ton, or 90.1 per cent.
estimated at from $15 to $25 per ton.
The copper plates were too short and I think
The Pittsburg mine, situated three miles
north of Grass Valley, was formerly bn^wn that by repeating the experiment with longer
was
first
ones
the plate extraction coald be increased to
mine,
and
worked
Wigham
the
as
The treasure taken from it first and 75 per cent. I have no doubt that the extracin '52,
last would foot up into several hundred thou- tion could be further increased from five to
The mine was purchased by ten per cent by passing the tailings from the
sand dollars.
the present owners (an English company), last plates over suitable concentrators such as the
June, and is now being supplied with new ma- Frue or Triumph, thus doing away with expenUnder sive pan amalgamation.
chinery of the most improved order.
Co^t of working 30 tons of ore per day at
the superintendence of M. L. Elliot, a new 10
stamp mill is being erected, and when complet- the Bodie Tunnel mill, using copper plates and
would be approximately as
ed, it is believed, will rank with the first on concentrators,
One thousand-pound stamps, Frne follows: Labor 2 engineers at $5, $10; 2 batthe coast.
concentrators, sectional Blake crushers, and tery feeders at $4, $8; 2 concentrators at $4,
200 square feet of new plates will be employed $8, $26; fuel, 4| cords at $10, $45; castings,
Only 20 men lubricants, etc., at 50 cts. per ton, $15; con*
in the construction of the mill.
Cost of millare at present employed, but the force will be tingent expenses, $4; total, $90.
They are doing development ing per ton, $3,
increased soon.
that
is
preserved
increasing
The
ore
asBy
the
crushing
capacity of the
work at present.
The shaft has mill, the cost of milling would be reduced.
says from $15 to $30 per ton.
The theory has been advanced that ore from
been sunk to a depth of 1020 feet.
The Rock Bar mine on New York hill, two the Bodie district could not be concentrated,
miles south of town, just between the Massa- but several months* experience has convinced
If such companies as the
chusetts mine and the North Star, has hoisting me to the contrary.
works on the south shaft, which is now down Standard and Bodie Tunnel would discard their
expensive
pans
and
introduce
copper plates and
feet.
500
The Chavanne shaft (same ledge) is down concentrators, the cost of milling would be
about the same depth. The chief owner and much reduced, the extraction increased, and
superintendent, Mr. H. Sylvester, employs 15 new life infused into what is now a dead minGeo, J. Rockwell,
men, and regards his present operations as ing camp.
Late Mill Supt. Standard M. Co.
merely development work and is very well satfully
pays
all
runFrancisco,
taken
out
San
Nov,
26. ISSS,
isfied that the ore
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of Silver Ores with
Hyposulphite Solutious.

The Lixiviation

NU.MntK
KuiToius pHfcss:

2.

— CootiQuing my examiaatioD

Mr. Stetefeldt'a book, I oote that oo page
compariDg the ecoDomy of sodium and oaloiam polyialphide, the author, after ahowicg
that, as ia wetl known, thiosulphate ia formed
**A aolu
in making the polyBulphideu, aaya:
tioD of caloiom hypoeulphite, oo the contrary,
decomposes rapidly into evp^um and sulphur if
heated above t>0 C. or UO^ F." This be suppoaea to involve a loss of sulphur which doea
DOt occur in making the sodium compound, owing to the greater stability of sodium thiosul
phato, which remains intact to reinforce the
atocK hypo, as metatlurgiats have supposed to
be the case also with calcium, lie goes on to
of

75,

** From this it follows that, in preparing
aay:
the calcium aolution, most of the calcium bypoaulphite formed ia again decomposed, and that

calcium sulphate is obtained." Here
In the first pUoo, when cal*
cium tbioaulphate in u'/ucoui aolution is deconipoaed by heat, not sulphate is formed, but ealphit«. In the second place, the decomposition
doea not occur in presence of a strong solution
Freshly made aolution of calof polysolphide.
cium polyaulphide contains a large proportion
of hypo, and the quantity doea not diminish,
bat increases by continued boiling.
I took two equal volumes of calcium polyaulphide aolution; the one was immediately decomposed by a aolution of zino sulphate, tiltered, and the precipitate well washed, with
the aid of the filter pump; a portion of the filtrate corresponding to 1 c. c. of the original
liquid contained a ([uantity of thiosulphate rep
resented by *28. The other was boiled for an
hour, then treated in the same way as the first.
It contained a quantity of thiosulphate represented by 30 for each c. c. of the original
Other experiments confirmed these reliqaid.
Thua another portion of the "sound
sults.
basis" crumbles away, and one of the objeotiona recently raised against the Kiss process
falU to the ground, while practical metallurgists, who well know that they rarely have occanon for reinforcement of their hypo, are vindicated in the belief in which they have worked.
It ia true, nevertheless, that calcium involves
the use, not necessarily the loxx, of a larger quantity of sulphur than where sodium is employed.
In either case there ia always freeeulphnr in the
precipitate, and there are three waya in which
that sulphur may be recovered: Firstly, where
good lime can be got by boiling the precipitate
with milk of lime; secondly, by boiling it with
in its plftce
ia

a doable error:

caastic'soda solution; in these cases polyaulphide ia recovered; thirdly, by warming it in
aolution of sodium sulphite, which dissolves the
aalphur and forma hypo. The figures given on
page 86, showing a consumption of 21.6 pounds
of lime and 9.3 pounds of sulphur per ton of ore,
as against 4.4 and 2 9 pounds of soda and aulphar per ton of aimiiar ore, are the veriest
claptrap, more worthy of a quack medicine advertisement than of a aerioas treatise. If true,
they only show the extremely bad quality of
the lime, the poor quality of the work, or both
together. I am disposed in favor of sodium
sulphide, where it is not too expensive; but
aach arguments as these are worse than begging the qaestion.
Speaking of neutralizing caustic in the {sodium) hypo by means of sodium bicarbonate, on
page 27, the author says: " Besides, it ia not
practicable to perceive * * whether the caustic
is neutralized or not, since the reagent itself
has an alkaline reaction. Hence the bicarbonate has to be added at random." In the next
paragraph be goes on to say: *' If the lixiviation solution contains calcium, derived either
from caustic lime or calcium sulphate in the
ore, or from using calcium sulphide as precipitant, it becomes possible to ascertain the end
From a sufficiently diluted
of the reaction.
solution, sodium bicarbonate does not precioitate calcium, the bicarbonate of the latter eleIf, however,
ment being soluble in water.
oanstio soda ia present, which converts the
neutral
salt, calsodium bicarbonate into the
cium carbonate will be precipitated so long as

caustic soda remains to be neutralized."
Now, if thia is true (and it is), why must the
bicarbonate be added at random ? What ia
easier than, by the aid of a solution of calcium
of the atock hypo,
showing the exact proportion of bicarbonate required ? or, in a similar manner, a qualitative
teat may be made at any time daring the prog-

chloride, to

make an aasay

ress of the

neutralizing,

showing whether or

completed.
But on page 33 we are informed, no doubt
correctly, that *' caustic lime dissolves in sodinm hyposulphite solution, a double salt of sodium and calcium hyposulphite and free caustic
Hence, then, if the
soda being formed."
caustic soda in the hypo is produced by lime,
from whatever source, the soda and lime are
present in equivalent proportions, and all that
ia necessary is to add the bicarbonate as long
If, however, the
as it causes a precipitate.
caustic comes from sodium polyaulphide being
used as precipitant, the tebt with calcium chloride may be resorted to.
Thia brings me to a consideration of the probability of the hypo becoming caustic from the
I have taken souse of calcium polyaulphide.
lution of the calcium salt and added zinc sulphate solution ; in every trial, all alkalinity
that could be detected by litmus paper disapnot

±.

it is

|

peared an 800D as the polyaulphide waa decomposed.
The same reault was obtained when the
sulphide aolution had been rtboiled with freshly
alaked lime, and the same when, inatcad of zino
8olphat«, BOdio-cuprous thiosulphate, neutralized with potaasium hydrate, was used.
All of
these experiments, however, 'seemed open to
cavil, if not to positive ol jdction.
I therefore
made a strong aolution of aitver in sodium hypo,
and, dividing it into two parta, precipitated the
silver from the one by ordinary calcium polyaulphide, and from the other by that which had
been reboiled with slaked lime, in neither caae
did thn liquid fhow alkalinity to litmus or tnrnieric paper.
1 couolude that it is very doubtful, to aay the least, if the hypo ever becomoa
caustic from the uae of calcium aulphide. Thia
ia a point iu favor of the
Kias process, and it
helps to account for the fact that workers of
that procuHS have seldom been troubled with
caustic in their aotutions, which seems to be such
a bugbear to the Hussell process folk.
In working the Kiss proceas, however, aa generally condocted at leaat, there ia always a poaaihility of the hypo becoming cauatic if the ore
is calcareous, for even though calcium
hydrate
may be insoluble in calcium hypo, yet there ia
usually aome aodium salt preaeot, from the fact
that the work ia alwaya commenced with aodium
hypo, and it must take a long time to work all
of that out, to say nothing of an occaaional reinforcement of the hypo by an addition of sodium
thiosulphate, and the possibility of the roasting
salt not being entirely removed by the washing.
Id my next I may have aomething to siy about
ditferent methods of neutralizing a caustic hypo
and some other matters.
I think I have ahown that he who would
study the theory and practice of leaching silver
ores will do well to take the book in question
cum ijruno aalk. As to the practice, from the
Rusaell point of view at leaat, Mr. Daggett has
generoualy given it to the world free of charge,
and thia being the caae, that gentleman ia excusable if he has allowed his book to assume
somewhat of an exparte character.
I cannot, however, quite understand why the
promoters of Russell's modifications insist so
atrongly on applying them to the Patera procesa only.
I think thia produces a prejudice in
the minds of aome, and I have no doubt many
people have an impresaion that RuflselPs improvements cannot be applied to the Kiss procesa; this ia wrong, except in the matter of precipitating lead by sodium carbonate, which is
not alwaya necesaary or desirable. Or ia it that
the cases are so few in which, with good roast*
ing, and the use of calcium polysulphide, thus
avoiding causticity, unleas in case of a calcareous ore, the Ruaaell process offers auffijient advantages to offset the increased trouble and expense ?
C. H. Aaron.

The

A

New

Source for Chlorine Gas.

Hint for California Salt Manufacturers.

At the meeting of the California Academy of
Sciences of Nov, lOih, Mr. T. Gutzkow spoke on
the proper manner of making Sorel'a cement or
magnesium oxychloride produced by mixing
calcined

magnesia with a aolution of magneHe pointed out that this ce-

sium chloride.

ment

is

the only substitute for plaster of paris

yet discovered which equals

it

in whiteness

and

delicacy of imprints and surpasses it greatly in
hardness, compactness and resistance against
At the present time, however, thia
water.

magoesium oxychloride

ia

alao

in

another

re-

apect of great intereat, to wit, as a source of
chlorine gas.
Mr. Gutzkow referred to that
point in his lecture as follows:
Interest in chemical industry is, for obvious
reasons, so small on this coast, that many members will learn for the first time that for about
10 yeara a fierce war has been raging in that important source of English prosperity, the alkali
trade; that ia, the soda manufacture. At that
time there appeared on Kagliah soil as a foreign
importation a neglected child of Eigland, the
ammonia-soda process, iuvented in 1S36 by John
Thorn of Manchester, and boldly challenged the
old Leblanc soda process for competition. The
competitor, at first contemptuously received, became aoon a dangerous rival, with very strong
While the ammonia
chances for final victory.
process starts from a aaturated solation of salt,
and uses only limestone as second material, the
ammonia being used over and over again, the
Leblanc process requires the dry salt, and in addition to limestone, sulphuric acid, obtaining as
a by-product muriatic acid, which costs 36 per
cent of the whole process.
Aa a stronghold of the old process unassailable by the new one, it was formerly CDuaidered
that the ammonia-soda process did not furnish
material for making chlorine for bleaching
powder. This substance is the moat important
by-product of the Leblanc process and is manufactured in England every year to the value of
S5,000,000, of ^hich the larger half is exported.
England has nearly a monopoly on that compound since Weldon, in inventing the wellknown process of reviving manganeae, made
England independent of that mineral, previousFor some years Engly imported from abroad.
lish aoda manufacturers have derived no profit
sale
of
their
soda
and
look for the infrom the
come to bleaching powder, a "trust " in that
material having been formed.
Now, there occurred a memorable event in
the history of chemistry at the end of last year,
namely, at the December meeting of the London
section of the English Society for Chemical In-
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dustry, the president of the society, Prof, Dewar
of Cambridge, read a paper which gave the results of working at a large acale at Silindres,
io Sonthero France, on the establishment of Mr,
I'erhiney, a new process for obtaining chlorine.
This process conaiats in passing, at a red heat, a
oarrent of air through the very sub&tanco I have
been speaking about, that is, through magnesium oxychloride. The reaulta were highly
favorable, with all proapecta that they will be
improved. They could not be doubted, for
I'rof. iJi^war, wiio ia a chemiat of the higheat
standing in England, had peraoually and closely
watched the proceaa at Salindres.
r. Perhiney
himself ia a man of national reputation in
France, and his apparatus have commanded the
admiration of all ohemiata.

M

sand feet deep. On these shores enormous
masses of vegetation accumulated, forming
finally beds of peat; and as the shores gradually
sank under the water the vast vegetable depoaita gradually became the coal measures for
which thia inter-mountain country ia now
famous. The aunken marahea became in time
covered with 2000 or 3000 feet of aandstone and
shale, the shale-beds being impregnated with
vegetable matter now found as asphaltum
above the coal-beds. Then came the Tertiary
upheaval, raising the Cretaceous formation
-1000 feet above the aea.
Thia left a depresaion
the

in

original sea one-fifth ita original size,

which was occupied by a probably freah TerThis lake was very deep. Ita area
was about 15,000 aquare miles, and extended as
The magnesium oxychloride is prepared by far north as the west end of the Uiotahs, as far
dissolving magnebia in muriatic acid, mixing south aa Arizona, east beyond Grand Junction,
thia solution with magnesia, drying the cement and weat ten miles this aide of Price,
So the
at 300" 0. to free it from water, and dumping desert now traversed by the Rio Grande Westit into an oven.
This oven consists of nine ern is a Urge part of the bed of this ancient
clumbers, each nine feet high, three feet long, Tertiary lake, but the soil ia poor beoauae the
and three incht^s wide, and ia heated by gaaeous lake-bed waa almoat entirely of clay. But culfuel.
When the required temperature haa been tivation can in time break this clay up and
reached, the whole gas generator plaot, which make it quite passable, while the planting of
reats on wheels, ia moved away slightly eo that trees will keep the temperature down, thus prethe oven may be cloaed by hinged doors; an ex- venting the air from becoming saturated with
hauater ia aet in motion and a current of air moisture and being precipitated in waterspouts
drawn through the oxychloride, which, having by contact with the Cretaceous bluffa. The
abaoibed the heat from the brick walls of the Tertiary lake heavily waahed the shorea of the
furnace, has become red hot. The gases cooled Cretaceous rocks in that rainy, tempestuous
are first muriatic acid and then chlorine.
The period, tearing, wearing, boring them into all
former is condensed in a much-admired chamber aorta of shapes, so that they now stand in some
by glass tubes, through which water passes and places over 2000 feet high in walla, battlements,
the chlorine conducted to the lime-abaorbera. canyons, gorges, gulches and gullies. PassenThe reaidue in the oven is magnesia, which is gers along the Rio Grande road see wonderful
again uaed with the condensed muriatic acid and evidencea of this. The action of the water in
with a certain amount of fresh acid for making this age exposed the great coal deposits now
the oxychloride. Thus the muriatic acid yields cropping out everywhere in Eastern Utah. The
SO per cent of its cbloriao, while by the old Tertiary lake was gradually elevated and
Weldon process it has not been possible to util- drained, forming the canyon of the Colorado
ize more than 33 per cent of it,
and leaving Dry Castle valley. Green river
Thia would of itself be a great advantage, but valley, and the valley of the Gunnison. Since
there is still another circumstance to be con- then, the rivers and streams there have
sidered, much more in favor of the new process. worn away these beds so that nothing remains
This is, that no muriatic acid is required. It is there of the old Tertiary seabed except isointended to employ ^and there ia no doubt that lated meaas.
The great coal-beds formed a little below the
this is feasible
the concentrated solution of
magoeaium chloride which Mr. Perhiney ob- middle of the Cretaceous period were left extains aa a heretofore valueleaa by product from posed in the faces of the great cliffs for hunhia large aea-salt works, situated at the mouth dreds of miles along the ahores of the Tertiary
of the Rhone, the largest works of that kind in aea, and in about every canyon and promontory the veins were sticking out. There are
existence.
I have given a description of these celebrated only two well-marked coal-beda in Utah, and
works in one of the late numbers of the Trana- these extend the length of the Territory, beactiona of the Technical Society of this city.
I ing exposed in places nearly all the way.
In
have stated in that paper that the conditions for Southern Utah, near the iron mines, they run
salt-making are much more favorable in Cali- 37 per cent in fixed carbon that is, carbon
fornia than in France; that even now the yield that won't volatilize at a red heat.
The coal
of salt per acre is much larger here than there, alao crops out extensively west of Price, at
and could be made fully twice as much if our Pleasant Valley, San Pete, and other places.
salt-makers would adopt the much cheaper The San Pete coal runs as high as 52 per cent
French method. There ia now running into in fixed carbon. The Fairview (P. V.) coal
the bay every year about 20,000 tons of dry runs from 47 to 49 per cent. At Castle Gate
magnesium chloride in 3,000,000 cubic feet of the six-foot vein of the Ogden Coal Co. runs
bittern, nearly enough to make all the bleach- 52 per cent, with three per cent ash, and the
ing powder exported from England,
Nor is 14-foot vein of the P. V. Co., six miles south of
there any limit to the quantity we may pro- there, is about the same. The P. V. mines'
duce. Neither the concentrated solution of management say they will make a fair coke to
salt for aoda-making by the ammonia process do for ordinary purposes.
Crested Butte coal
nor the solution of magnesium chloride for has 67 per cent of fixed carbon, but Prof. Jones
Perhiney
proceas
will
ia
confident
chlorine-making by the
that anthracite will yet be f^und
cost much more than the interest on the capital in Eaatern Utah and at the surface, and this
invested in making the levees.
will have 85 per cent of fixed carbon.
The
It waa prophesied a number of years ago by higher this percentage, the greater the coal's
an eminent Eagliah chemist that if certain value for smelting. The Sunnyside coal ia of
chemical reactions could be made to work prac- the same vein aa the Ogden and P. V. comtically, the center of the so-called grand chem- paniea at Caatle Gate; it assays 52 per cent
ical industry would move from the neighbor- fixed carbon, and is as valuable as any other
hood of cheap coal to the neighborhood of cheap coal of the same nature, but the miners there
solutions of salt. The aucceas of the ammonia find it inconvenient to be ten miles from the
process and of this new chlorine process makes railroad track.
will soon be
There is evidence of the preoioua metals in
it probable that the prediction
verified, and California may expect at aome the old Tertiary sea-bed, and this bed will yet
future day perhaps not in the very near future reveal the remains of exceedingly interesting
to be able to compete successfully in anindue- mammals of that age. North of the Uintahs
try for which she heretofore seemed to possesa there was an inland sea almoat aa large as the
very slim charcfia.
Tertiary sea and cbntemporary with it, occupying the region between Evanaton and east of
Green River, going aa far north nearly as Fossil
Geology of Utah Coal-Fields.
station on the Oregon Short Line, and washing
Concerning the Pleasant Valley coal country, the Uintah ahores on the south. In the bed of
that aea, Professors Marsh, Cope and Sydey
Utah, a repreaentative of the Salt Lake Trih'
have found the moat intereating fosaila ever
une haa interviewed Marcus E. Jones about his discovered in North America; remaina of gigan-

—

tiary lake.

—

—

—

—

explorations.

While there he naticed traces

an ancient

Cretaceous lake existing ages prior to Like Bonneville

tigers, elephants, sloth, bears, cattle, monkeys, camels, and horses of one, two and three
This northern sea covered about 10,000
square miles of country.
tic

of

toes.

and having a probable connection with

the Gulf of California, although no traces of
such connection have yet been found. Thia entire region in those primeval timea being about
sea level, the Cretaceous aea was no doubt salt
like ocean water, and it was not until long after
that the upheavals came which finally sent our
section of the country up to its present elevaThis Cretaceous lake or inland sea extion.
tended from Coalville around through Southeastern Wyoming to Twin Creeks; thence due
east into Colorado, and south along the western
base of the Rocky mountains into New Mpxico
and Arizona along the Une of the A. & P. R. R.
Thence the line followed the north base of the
Mogollon mountains into Western Arizona near
the San Francisco mountains; and thence due
north into Utah, striking the Wasatch mountThe shore line conains, above Silver R'^ef.
tinued over into San Pete valley, and to Thistle, running thence due east, and following the
Uintah mountains 200 miles, ran back to Coalville.
The area of this Cretaceous sea must
have been 75,000 square miles. Its shores from
10 to 15 miles out were very shallow, and composed almost entirely of marshes several thou-

—

Ice.
A very novel and
was made at the late exThe exhibition waa an
incandescent electric light frozen in ice. The
process of freezing was performed in the presence of visitors, and while the process was
going on various colored aniline dyes were
thrown upon the ice and the most beautiful
effects in color and formations produced, and
then there was the glass bulb that we are all so
familiar with, with its filmy trace of wire, upon
which the electric current flashed and glowed
at the will of the operator.
Of course some
heat is generated by the light, and to think of
freezing it in a aoUd chunk of ice and not cracking the glass, and the electric light working
successfully, seems more like a miracle than a

Electric Lights in

interesting exhibition
position in Cincinnati.

human accomplishment.
tention.

..

It attracted great at-

'

AnacJaD^ real estate, and mines in the vicin
ity of Anaconda,' M.'"T., are in great demand
now. The city hia now ^6000 inhabitants.

More than 1000 men are now employed on
the Oregon Pacific road above Tehama.

I
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most important development made found good pay gravel on the ground and left the Texas and Georgia mines, Old Diggings, Nelly,
Phcenix, Whisky town, Snyder,
quartz to work it, so the ledge has until now remain- Iron Mountain,
Squaw Creek, and the Nason & Merrill, Sacramento
ed idle.
effort is being made to start^this
Placer.
river.
It is to be hoped that the ore can be worked
claim, which is located two miles south of Jacksoii.
The Red Point Mine. Placer Herald, Dec. i: successfully in the county in the near future.
The croppings indicate an immense quartz ledge.
Co. and is about
Kennet Items. —The Butters Ore Milling Works
A shaft has been sunk 50 feet, and to this depth the This mine belongs to the French
two
miles above Damascus. This company owns a will start up about December ist. Ore is now comIt
indications.
the
surface
ledge shows as strong as
the
divide and has ing in. The Central mine shipped the first car ot
W. T. Rob- large area of mining ground on
is owned by W. F. Detert and others.
The discovery of crushed ore to the works. Hart & Fleming of the
claims besides.
inson has secured a bond of the property for two bonded several
this gravel deposit is due as much to surveying as to Texas mine are now niaking preparations to ship to
years.
careful and elab- these works.
company
made
prospecting.
The
Assays are coming in rapidly and the
Ell Dorado.
before breaking ground. The result laboratory is now kept quite busy. The works have
Bobby Burns. Placerville Observer, Nov. 27: orate surveys
the belief about 250 cords of wood in the yard. Fader is makbut
confirmed
prospecting
has
of
their
The Bobby Burns mine, seven miles eatt of the
entertained by many miners that a rich and deep ing rapid progress in the freighting of the Warner
town, has a shaft down 50 feet and a level run south
channel extends down the divide as far as Sprfng and the Carson & Snyder mills. Nearly all of the
about 30 feet. The ledge is from three to five feet
Garden, where it makes a sharp bend to the left and machinery for both mills is now on Squaw cre<r^k.
ore
in width, showing free gold in every pound of
extends into El Ojrado county. This channel miy The representative of the Sierra Buttes Co., who is
taken out. This mine was partially opened 26 years
but there are good reasons for
The owners, Blair brothers, Tom Stephens not be continuous, At any rate no developments examining the Uncle Sam mines, passed through
ago.
believing that it is.
Kennet Sunday. He seemed pleased with the outand Tom Alderson, thought so favorably of the

is by far the
in this mine.

This

II]lNlJMG

gUMMAf^Y,

Alpi Mine.

The following ia mostly coudenaed from joumala published
LQ

the interior, in proximity to the mines mentioned.

CALIFOBNIA.
Amador.
Plymouth Consolidated.

—

/.^rf^t'r,

Dec.

i:

are still hoisting water from the Pacific shaft,
The water has
eraployine only one shift per day.
been lowered to the 1400-foot level; but there yet remains over 300 feet of water to take out; and considering the vast chambers which have been sloped out
below the water-level, unless something is done to
facilitate the present method of drainage, it will be a
long time yet before the bot'om of the shaft is reachThe two tanks which are used in hoisting
ed.
water hold 500 gallons each. As tar as the water
has been lowered the shaft has been found compar-

They

—An

—

—

so far made have demonstrated to the contrary. look. The prospect for an active winter in minmg
mine, even m those early days, that they procured a
on the second d-iy of August, is good. Outside capital is coming in, and Shasia
ago they com- The tunnel was begun
damaged than patent for it. About two months
1886, and is 3349 feet in length. With the exception county will be an active center of successful mining
and
with two men have sunk 50 feet
menced
work,
This week, however, in one of the
of the first hundred feet the tunnel was run by Bur
was expected.
before two years have passed away.
and run a level 30 feet, showing that the ground is
The hight is -six feet. The mouth of
compartments the tank seemed to meet with some
leigh drills.
The Old Josephine Mine. Mrs. J. Lutz of
easily worked.
the tunnel is 70 feet higher than the Mountain Gate Star gulch, who was in town on Tuesday, in'orms
obstacle, and occasionally came up only partially
Mono.
The reason for this is thought to be that the
tunnel at Damascus. The tunnel is very dry and us that the Walker brothers are making things lively
filled.
Mining
Index,
Work.
Homer
Smelters
at
comfortable. The channel has been worked on both
timbers have pinched or come together, contracting
Nov. 27: The Star M. and Reduction Co. is com- sides of the tunnel, but has paid better on the east- there, and are employing a large force of men in their
the shaft so that the opening is not sufficien-t to enoperations. Their ten-stamp mill is being pushed rapNothing has been done posed of capitalists from Montana, who have erected ern or up-stream side than on the western. On the
able the tank to descend.
idly to completion, and will be ready for starting up
suitable buildings and machinery with sufficient
eastern side the average yield was $3.70 to the car- about the middle of next month.
toward exploring the mine at the point where the
They have comdaily.
The
comof
ore
capacity
to
reduce
tons
150
This difference in
1 he othei' shafts remain closed, and
load, and on the western $2.35.
fire started.
menced a new tunnel into the hill near their headpany's mine is located at North Fork, south ol
this prevents the circulation of air, so that in its
the yield was caused by the channel widening as it quarters, and are sanguine in their expectations of
basin
immediately
Homer district, in an immense
present condition the air in the levels is too foul to
followed down the divide, the width at the point rich developments in the near future,
pinnacle of Mount Raymond, at an elevaadmit of any investigation. As to the damage under the
worked being 650 feet. On the western side a block
SiatElyou.
about 8500 feet above sea level. The sides
Owing
caused by the caving of the slopes, owing to their tion of
of ground 410x650 feet has been opened up.
great
faciliprecipitously,
affording
basin
rise
of
the
Gravel Miners Ycek^ yournai, Nov. 28: The
being under water so long, nothing, of course, can
to the scarcity of water the men have been kept at
lode by quarrying to a considwork blocking out the ground, so that when water river miners on the Klamath are still at work with
be known at present. But, considering the fact that ties for attacking the
The ore is ar- comes a large force of men could be set at work run- good success; the storms so far not interfering with
erable depth below the croppings.
the men were driven from the mine before the least
gentiferous galena, averaging 20 per cent lead and
precautions could be taken against possible damage
ning out gravel. Some 40 men have been employed operations, nor the weather cold enough to render
silver.
On
the
middle
of
the principal
ounces
of
22
A heavy storm
from flooding, it is more than probable that extensive
at the mine in various capacities during the summer the delving in the cuts dangerous.
outcrop
ore is being extracted by means of an open
will
involve
an
immense
which
have
occurred,
caves
and fall. The gold is of a reddish cast, and is of fine next' month to flood the river may force them to
feet
a
bank
of
ore
20
which
shows
cut
feeet
wide,
40
The compressor pull out, or freezing weather will cause a suspension,
amount of labor before the mine can be got into
quality, averaging 932 in fineness.
several
working shape again. Why the drainage of the high, and in places streaks of pure galena
works, store, boarding-house and office are located owing to the frozen banks being dangerous, by cavor 12
mine progresses so slowly, and why the work is not feet thick. The ore is apparently richer for 10
800 feet below the crest of the ridge on Red Point, ing, or boulders dropping, as the sun thaws in the
but is generally diffused
prosecuted night and day without intermission, is a feet proximate to the walls,
which looks as though it had slid out of the hillside daytime. The hydraulic miners in the various disvein, which is fully 100 feet in
mystery. There is, no doubt, some cause for it. throughout the whole
and stopped just as it was about to fall over into the tricts are making preparations for more extensive
to
work
in real
company
has
gone
width.
The
Two causes have been hinted at— one, to await the
canyon. The mine is under the able management of operations during the approaching winter, byla>ing
being composed of practical men, with Supt.
action of the annual meeting of stockholders; anoth- earnest, and
C, F. Hoffman, who unites a practical knowl- more pipe of larger caliber, besides enlarging and improsecuting
the
work
in
actively
means
for
adequate
er, to affect the price of stock on the New York maredge of mining with the theoretical and scientific. proving the diiches to secure greater power for the
ket
Whether either of these is the true explana- hand, will undoubtedly make a success of the vent- The company has shown its great faith in the divide giants. In the high gulch, or dry diggings, the
ure, and thus attract still more the attention of capital
tion of the situation we are unable to say.
by purchasing and operating mines that had hardly miners are also fully prepared with piles of pay
to the varied mineral resources of these hills.
gravel for washing, and ihe dams and sluices are in
It has brought the means to open
been prospected.
North Star. The North Star continues to look
The Dreadnaught.— Thomas J. Agnew came up a large section of ground that would not have good order for doing a rushing business when the
well. They are drifting alongside the vein, and have
storms coma and while the water lasts after each
Dreadnaught
mine
last week, where he been opened for years, and has turned th*^ attention
from
over
his
not broken into it this week.
been doing assessment work. This mine is of mining men to the higher mining districts, and storm.
New London. Amador Ledger, Nov. 29: Mr. has
Trinity.
half
north
of
Placer
ridge
about
a
mile
and
a
old
river-beds
located on the
has shown them that the
John Ballard, one of the owners in the New London from the east end of Lundy lake, in the second or offer greater inducements to investment than do the
Big Slide.— yournu/, Dec. 1: One night la^t
He and his more westerly belt of limestone which crosses this silver mines of the State of Nevada.
mine, was in Jackson Wednesday.
week the timbers holding the waste dump at the
partner, Mr. Martin, have expended over $100,000
canyon at a right angle. There is an immense body
On the Divide.— Placer Argus, Dec. i; The Brown Bear mine gave way and let that immense
in developing the New London, without crushing a
of galena ore in it that will yield, by smelting process, channel at the Dardanelles has widened out and is quantity of debris down the gulch, covering up Frank
pound of rock or taking out a dollar. They have a two- not less than $20 and as high as $36 per ton, standThe prospects have & McDonald's lower tunnel so as to prevent work
yielding extra good pay.
compartment shaft 1250 feet deep, and 2000 feet of
ing at a fair average of $30. A shaft 80 feet in depth brightened up during the week, so that a large force in it for several weeks. Mr. Roberts had been
They are now taking out fine
levels in their mine.
is all the way in ore, and numerous open cuts on the
The Swindle Hill claim is working in the tunnel up to midnight, but for some
will be employed soon.
milling ore from a 12-foot ledge in their north level,
reason did not return that night after going to lunch,
surlace showgood smelting material in all directions.
being worked with good prospects. Riley, Hoffman
the deepest one in the mme. This rock is taken
the
tape-line,
there
is
consequently there was no one in the tunnel when
of
160
feet
by
For a distance
&. Jewel have tunneled at the Last Hope on one of
from a point 100 feet from the shaft and about 1000
an unbroken mass of galena. In other places along the bends in Brushy canyon. The location at the the slide occurred at about 2 o'clock A. M. It was
from the north boundary of the mine. All through
and
bunches
very foriunate for Mr. Roberts, for if he had been
the location the mineral lies in kidneys
bend is fine, and the prospects are that they will
in the mine, although
it is the best rock yet found
buried in the tunnel it would have taken, at least
of varying dimensions.
have one of the best claims on the divide. Good
they have high-grade ore in a number of other places
Abandoned Locations. Homer Mining Index, pay has been taken out already. Some men are at calculation, from 24 to 48 hours to have liberated
in the mine. The company expects to put up a large
We are inNov. 27: Now that there is a good prospect of the work on the tailings from the Missouri claim in him from his underground quarters.
mill in the spring.
will not attempt to remove
canyon. They are well pleased with the re- formed that the company
camp becoming a little more active next spring, old
Sutter Creek G. M.— We gain the following residents are scratching together their recollections Devils
slide,
will run a tunnel in the solid
of
the
but
any
The 20-stamp mill at the Mayflower is about
turns.
from the superintendent; The lo-stamp mill reto tap the one now covered.
concerning locations that were abandoned in the ear- finished, and is expected to start this week. The ground
sumed operations on Nov. 22. For the week end- lier days of the distiict, when greedy prospectors
A large
New River.— F, J. Ladd, one ot the owners of
gravel in the mine is prospecting rich.
ing Nov. 28th, have milled 90 tons of ore. At preswere satisfied with scarcely less than mortar rock. force of men will be put on soon. F. Chappellet is the Mountain Boomer quariz mine. New River, was
ent they are not breaking any ore in the mine, as
start a tunnel on the Eureka, aoout four in town this week and says that the camp is holding
Many of those old claims showed up well and will
several hundred tons have been stored away.
The doubtless be looked after again. The records, pre- going to
The Gray Eagle men its own. There are some first-class mines there, but
miles from the Red Point.
Cosmopolitan is in 55 feet in its crosscut east, and
He
served only in the files of the Index, show that scores are hard at work putting up their heavy machinery. it will take time and money to develop them.
the ground continues hard. They don't expect to
rediscovered
and
claimed.
of ledges remain to be
L. Remler says that there has never been a better has every confidence in the future of the district.
cut the ledge before they are in 80 feet. The North
All the
Many
of them, which at that time were considered outlook for the Divide than at present.
Tulare.
California put on four men Monday. They have
too low-grade to conform to the expectations of a mines have excellent prospects and are all on the
eight men now, and are drifting north and crosscutSilver.— Porterville Enterprise, Nov. 24: J. S.
The miners all remillionaire, were, in fact, really good point of putting on large forces.
ting east.
They will have their mill ready in an- Mill creek
that
a company located a claim on
informs
us
White
prospects, and will not be permitted to lie fallow ceive their pay regularly, and all kinds of business are
other week. The Gover is running their mill steadily
a shaft was sunk 100 feet in depth,
longer.
on a solid basis. The Divide is booming without a Deer creek and
now and have plenty of water. I'heir reservoir has much
drifts b ing run in several directions showing silver
Cleanup. The Pierce mill cleaned up last Mon- doubt.
been finished by the contractor, Mr. A. B. Summers,
ore in abundance, assaying away into the thousands.
Shasta.
and turned over to the company. The Pacific Con. day, after a good run on May Lundy ore, which will
claim is owned by Mr. Morrison, John Roth
The result was
From Whiskytown.— Cor Shasta Courier, Dec. The
probably
be the last of the season.
Mining Co. have put on another shift and are runand W. B. Wallace. A gentleman from Nevada,
a large wad of gold, which would be a good winter's i: Gto. H. Knox, the veteran prospector, who has who has had large experience in silver mining, was
ning night and day.
on Grizzly
Kennedy. This mine is now among the per- stake lor several men and their friends. The ore av- heen working the old North Star mine
there several days recently and pronounces it a
the mine shows up
manent institutions of the county, being down about eraged $130 per ton, which in some camps would be Gulch, is being rewarded, as
locition. He went below with the intention
filthy
lucre valuable
from
which
the
"
ore
good
with
splendidly
1100 feet. The 40-starap mill is now running its full considered fair to middling."
of
trying to get capitalists to lake hold of it, and if
protrudes in abundance. John Bauder and son are
capacity on rock from the 1050-foot and 700-levels,
Nevada.
he succeeds, hoisting works and a mill will be erectopening up a fine prospect on Whisky creek, which
the last cleanup being the best since the erection of
Water and wood are plentiful, and a good
ed.
safe in predicting the coming
be
Nov.
doubt
Nevada
Transcript,
would
no
Banner.—
we
North
The
the new mill. Thejnorth shaft is now down about 750
the mine, and it is but a
M. Daugherty, of the wagon-road leads direct to
29: The pumping and hoisting machinery of the bonanza of this section.
feet, and will be sunk to the depth of the south
J.
miles
from the railroad.
few
Mad Mule, reports the mine
shaft — 1 100 feet as rapidly as possible. The motive- North Banner mine near this city, says the Union, Green & Co. mine on
Jones
power for both mill and hoisting works is water from was started up on Saturday and was found to work looking well. A.J. Woodward and Joseph
NEVADA.
neighborhood with a fine prospect
the Amador canal. At the norih shaft they are put- well. The machinery is set up in a station on the are surprising the
ting in a boiler so as to run by steam should the tunnel level, 1500 feet from its mouth, and water- and rich specimens.
Washoe DlHtrict.
power is conveyed to it by means of a pipe-line,
water supply freeze up during coming winter.
Gold.— Shasta C(j;^r/t'r, Dec, i: An old miner
Crown Point. Virginia Enterprise, Dec. 1:
Reed & AsKEY. A rich strike was made in the which is laid through an upraise which was made of 27 years' experience in this neighborhood pre- Have stopped No. 2 west crosscut on the 700 level
incline
of
the
vein,
and
face of the tunnel running north, last week.
The through to the surface on the
dicts that the boss mines of Shasta county, for
to allow the water to drain from the face, and have
ledge is four feet wide and will mill $10 per ton in takes water from a large tank, which is supplied by pocket, seam and quartz, will be found in less than
started a south drift in the quartz, which is out 26
free gold.
The owners have just erected a new 10- a branch ditch of the South Yuba canal. The water five years between Spring creek and Salt creek. feet. The face is in quartz yielding fair assays.
from this pipe-line drives the Pelton wheels which Spring, Rock, Middle and Salt creeks have been
starop mill, which is to be run by water-power.
during the week 171 tons of ore to the
hoisting, and the waste water immensely rich in beds and bars of free gold, coarse Shipped
McKenzie. At this property, near Irishtown, do the pumping and
then passes out through the tunnel and serves to and fine, and often mixed with quartz.
Many of the Mexican mill lor reduction.
they have just put in three Frue concentrators at the
Hale & Norcross.— On the 500 level the west
run concentrators at the new mill which is situated flats and plateaus between have paid wonderfully
mill and expect to start crushing at once.
below the mouth of the tunnel. The tunnel has well, and quartz ledges crop out by the hundred, drift was advanced 35 feet, making its total length
Kennedy. Amador Ledger, Nov. 24:
some necessary repairs to the
This been enlarged and straightened, and a track with T
many more are hidden just beneath the surface 640 feet. Have done
mine is moving along prosperously, giving every in- rails laid down, over which the cars with ore and and
and in different parts of the mine, and
overwash and slides. That old miner is only one main shaft
by
dication of a valuable and permanent mine.
The waste will be run. The shaft is now 30 feet below of many who holds to his opinion. The history of have constructed a new waste chute from the 700 to
mill is kept running steadily at its full capacity of 40 the level of the tunCel, where the vein shows about
which required almost all our men
Bunker Hill mine shows that gold by the muleload the 400 level,
stamps.
It is supplied with ore extracted from the
Have commenced to stope ore
three feet in width and carrying ore of high grade. is liable to be found in the district mentioned, and during the week.
lowest level just opened at 1050 feet, hoisted through Now that the machinery is. in working order the
level
and during the week hoisted 160
from
the
500
the Jarvis, and Engrnm & Wright strike, the Hoey,
the main or south shaft, and also with rock from the sinking of the shaft will be resumed, and will be
of pay-ore from the 500 and 700 levels. On
tons
of
what
testimonials
are
pockets
other
Lowery, and
700-foot level from the north shaft.
From both sunk about 90 feet, when a new level will be opened.
the ai^th inst. shipped to the Mexican mill 97 tons of
may be found in the territory alluded to.
points, the rock taken out is looking remarkably There also yet remains a large quantity of ore in the
ore and to-day 142 tons, and will continue to ship
Coleman.—Wm. T. Coleman came down from regularly and keep the mill fully supphed.
well.
The cleanup last month was one of the best stopes about the tunnel, much of which is no doubt
French Gulch Monday and went on to b. F. He
ever made since the mine resumed operations.
of high grade, judging from the results heretofore
Alta.— Have stopped the mill for two weeks for
a month inspecting his Niagara mines
Plymouth Con. MiningCo.— The work of open obtained from it. The new mill, which has been has spent
purpose of changing its present working form to
and mills in French Gulch and Trinity, and is well the
ing the mine progresses steadily. The superin
undergoing construction at the same time the mine
amalgamation and concentration. It has been
satisfied and pleased with the mines and the way
Two
tendent, E. L. Montgomery, writes to the New York improvements were in progress, will be ready for
that much of the ore will amalgamate.
found
superintendents
efficient
are managed by his
"We are gradually lowering the crushing in a week or more, and will be a complete they agents,
office as follows:
concentrators will be set to run from two batteries,
chief among whom is John Sutherland
and
water; it is now a foot below No. 3 tunnel (which is structure in its reducing and amalgamating facilities.
concentrator will take the crushing of the
and
each
of the Niagara.
1237 feet down). So far everything appears to be in The mill will have ten stamps and all of the best imbattery in that way. and the pulp will flow from the
Mill Started.— The rains laving fjrnished tail of the concentrators to the tank.=, and will be put
good order and the work goes on without mishap. provements for mill work. There are now 500 tons
Wheeler
Frank
on
the
five
stamps
water,
sufficient
We hope in the near future to have the old mine open ot ore ready for milling, and the supply will be addpans in the regular way. It is expected
and wiih through the
mill at French Gulch have been started,
again.
The circulation of air through the south ed to as fast as possible.
to get 3 very high percentage of the ore in this way,
full
with
worked
be
will
mine
and
mill
the
rain
shaft is not very strong yet, but as we get the water
probably as high as 96 per cent,
American-Hill Quartz. Tra?iscript, Nov. 29: more
force.
down it will increase."
Brodie and Wheeler have commenced to work a
Gould & Curry. 450 level West crosscut
Nov. 27:
New London. At this mine near Plymouth, at quartz ledge situated on American Hill, west of Ore Shipping.— Redding Free Press.
60 feet from the top of the upraise from 500
from started
shipped
was
ore
ton
of
not
a
ago
years
the depth of 1200 feet, in the south drift, a large body town.
Some years since, Grover, Hirshman & Co. Two
level, has been extended 24 feet; total length, 104
it has
of fine quartz was struck last Thursday.
The took out three crushings from the same ledge, which this countv for smelting purposes, but since
feet; formation quartz, giving low assays.
profit in
size of the ledge is variously given from 8 to 12 feet yielded, respectively, j6i, $56 and $36 per ton.
Be- been discovered that there is considerable
Best & Belcher. 300 level In west crosscut
thick.
As to the quality of the rock we have receiv- lieving that where such rock was once found there the operation, mining men have turned their attenare No. I, 120 feet from the main northwest drift incline
mines
foUowmg
the
and
advantages,
ed no definite information except that parcels sent to must be more of the same kind, Messrs. Brodie and tion to its
has been sunk 20 feet; total length, 39 feet;
-San Francisco for assay yielded overj
started to
The original owners now shipping ore to^ San Francisco: Mammoth, winze,
atively uninjured
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$200 per too.

Wheeler have

work.

—

—

Dec.

Mining and Scientific Press.

1888.]

8,

passing through porphyry and ore, Che Uller of fair
At a point 25 feet wt*sl of the incline
assay value.
winze, a north drilt hiis been advanced 25 feet; formation porphyry, clay and quartz, 'showing some
value.

—

Savagr. Men are employed easing timbers on
the diffcreni levels and in the main sh^fi.
During
the week 732 ions of rock were hoisted 437 VI tons
shipped to the Rock I'oint mill, and 497 tons crushed.
Average battery assays of the same wcic $19.87 per
Ion.
Have bullioD on hand of the assay value of
$9011.75BkI-CHEK. The 200 level north drift was advanced 30 fe«t duriofi; the week, making its total length
Have turned the joint Seg. Belcher 1100
192 feet.
dnlt 10 the southwest and advanced 30 feel, making
.the total distance from the station 50 leet.
The face

—

Barcelona mine

in

the

mg

and the ore extracted liom this
of an excellent grade. The Hircelona is one
the best mining properties in this State.
The

Spanish Belt

is

progress-

saiisfdOtorily,

mine
of

at

is

Monitor-Belmoot mill has been repaired and is running again on ore from the Barcelona mine.
I,esJ. E. Severance received a lot of quicksilver on
Sunday, and he expects that the mill will turn out
see

tine bullion in large quantities.

Tybo District.
GuoD Ore.— Belmont Courier.
Dimick mine
good ore.

is

still

1:

The

ARIZONA.

—

95

is

level

north lateral

drift is

north

Yellow jACKtiX.— Running

prospective

drills

throughout the mine, 1 he men at work extracting
gold ore were laid ofTon the 28th pending the result
01 the lest run of ore just working.

IMPKRIAL.— The

main north drift
on thf I too level arc almost completed, and have
commenced to clean out east crosscut No. i prerepairs to the

paratory to run across the vein.

Chollak.

—

The raise from the north drift on the
continues in low-grade quartz,
The west
drifts on the 750 and 850 levels are still in clay and

650

level

qiiarlr.

—

Kf:vsT(>n'e.
The 300 level drift is still in hard
rock, but It is approaching the vein, judging from its
character, and it is liable to strike il at any moment.

Skg. Bklchkr.— Have turned the east drilt from
the 100 station to the southward and advanced it 30
feet.
The face is in good working ground.

Andes.— Have

repaired stations No. i and No.
and are now repairing station No. 2. Are doing
usual work on the 350 and 240 levels,
Challenge. Shipped from this mine during the
t
week 305 tons of ore, the average battery samples of
which show a value of $22.96 per ton,
3,

Itie

—

—

BLfLLiON. Will have hoisting works in good running order again by next Tuesday, when the mining
work will be resumed.

—

ScoKPiON. On the 300 level the west crosscut has
been advanced 15 feet during the week; the total
length

is

300

feet.

—

JtrsTiCE.
Are
southeast winze.

sloping milling ore from the
west drift is now out 162 feet.

still

The

Baltimore. — Continue

to extract high-grade ore

from the upraise above the 338 level,
Porosr. The 650 level south drift

—

is

showing clay

and porphyry.

Ely DlBtrict.
Shut Down. -White Pine Naus. Dec, i: The
Ely O. M. and M. Co shut down both mine and
mill this week,

and

not

is

il

The

operations before spring.

was made under

resume

likely they will

of

difficulties

las>t

run at the mill
waier-

instifticiertt

event of the week

in

mining

circles in

i:

The

Kureka was

the condiiional sale of the Di.imond mine lo Messrs.
Richard Mcintosh and Charles Read of Salt Lake,
both practical mining and smelting men, for the
sum of $60,000. A contract was let for the running
of the tunnel to
in H. Foley, one of the owners of
the Diamond, at $ri per lateral foot.
It is to be
400 leet long and will enter ihe Diamond ledge
about 80 lect below the present workings, The purchasers furnish cars, tr^ck, and a complete blacksmithing ouifii. They will also incur other expens'S
amounting in the aggre^aic to about $10 000. The
purchasers show their faith in the properly by paying for the construction of the tunnel and other necessary work.

D

Ore Shipment.s.— 6V;7/f«tr/,
number of tor.s oi
mines of the d strict to

ing

Dec. i: The followore were shipped from the
the furnaces:
Dunderberg

mine, 1455^ tons; Macon City, 7 tons; Jackson, 269
tons; Diamond, 20 tons; West End, 25 J^ tons; Climax, 13^ tons; Silver Lick, 7 tons; Whip-poor-will,
2ji tons; Eureka Tunnel, 39M tons; Staling, i^
tons; Williamsburg, ij< ions; Mineral Hill, 5 tons;
White Pine, loj^ tons; Hoosac, 46 tons; Democrat,
2 tons; Eihel, i'4 tons; Reveille, ^% tons; Belmont,

SK

tons;

and Seventy-Six,

Morey

r

ton.

Courier, Dec. i: Work in
pushed with energy, and the ore

the Morey mines is
extracted is of a paying quality.

Pass District.

Xf.vv Crusher.— 5/Vzvr Sla/e, Dec. i: E. E.
Siearitt arrived yesterday from
Pjss, where he
engaged in mining. The
Pass Co., of which

New
New

is

he

is

a member, has ten

men

at

work.

They have

ore enough on the dump to run a ten-stamp mill a
month and an unlimited quantity of it in sight.
They are putting up a Huniington crusher of 12
tons a day capacity and expect to have it running in
three weeks.
The lead on which they are at work
averages about three and one-half feet wide and carries gold-bearing quartz exclusively.
The mine was
worked to a considerable extent, but as nothing less
than $20 per ton in free gold would pay in those
days, the mill was taken to White Pine 20 years ago.
The company has a U. S. patent for the mine.

Worked.— Cor.

—The winze between

levels continues to yield the usual
Work on the 400 north drilt is being

400

the 300

and

amount of

ore.

pushed ahead

as rapidly as possible, as its connection with the
winze from the 300 will open up a fine lot of sloping
ground. Nothing new at the Mamie. The usual
number of men are at work on the 700 and 300 levels
extmcting ore of a good grade. At the Brother
Jonathan the work is still confined between the surface and the 50-foot level with fair results.
The
.Sulphuret looks well and ships about the usual
amount of good-grade ore. At the Hershal considerable work is being done, the result being a fine
yield of high-grade ore.
This has every prospect of
becoming a big profitable mine. A great deal of
assessment is now bfing done in this district and in
several cases with promises of good ore bodies.
It
is expected that the long-drawn out suit between the
Head Center and Tranquillity will be decided by the
.Supreme Court of California next February. This
suit is for a distribution of stock, after which there
appears to be a prospect for a resumption of operalions on these properties, which now belong to the
Contention Co.

bsnk and the
in the

final pipers
course of a few days,

will

White Pine Navs.'Dec.

i:
Capt. D. B. Akey & Co. are attending to their
properties in good shape, which consist of the Cumberland, Royal Fluh. Osceola, Union Jack, Flonda
and others.* Work is also being done on the Gold

Hill group.
These with other good mines will soon
bring Osceola on top as a gold-producing district.
It is here both in quantity and quality, with faciiiiies
that cannot be excelled by any mining district on

the coast.

Spanish Belt District.
Barcelona.— Beltnont Courier. Dec.

i:

Work

Rocky mountains. The Montana Central engines
are using it in preference toany other kind of coal,
and the Manitoba Company wilt use it as far east
as Red river.
There is another 18-foot vein at Belknap, on the Gros Ventres reservation, but it is not
as good as the Sand Coulee product.
Following
the opening of the mines will be the building of an
extensive coking plant, the coking qualities of the
coal being unsurpassed.
.As lo the supply, it is
practically inexhaustible.
The veins are from 40 to
width.
50 miles
What Montana needs and must

m

have

Retriever —Deadwood Pioneer. Nov. 27:
corporation owns a group of five quite well developed Bald Mountain claims. On each, good ore in
considerable quantity has been disclosed by operations of past years.
Samples and assays of the different ore bodies, and of the ore now on the
dump,
establish its average value as between
$30 and $35
per ton. At present there are not less than
4000
tons of ore of ihis value on the dump.
The number
of tons has been more frequently est'maied at 7000
than at 4000. The company owns $5000 worth of
reduction works siock, and recently let a contract
for hauling 500 tons of ore from ihe mine
lo the
works, to Ed Goulelte of Central. Title to the
claims is good, and will be perfect within the next
few days, as the company is about receiving United
States pntent for them.

Juneau.— George S Hopkins

cheap

is

fuel.

Twin Mountain District.— Cor. Anaconda
A'n/iru). Nov. 24:
Many of your readers are interested
in the new Carbonate Camp in Twin Mount
The

has completed sur-

veys of claims belonging to the Juneau Co., Bild
Mountain, Specimens of ore from the property
were exhibited yesterday, which it is stated will run
$30 to $40 lo the ton.
Waller Wood, lessee of the
Adelphi, was over at Galena Friday, and made satisfactory arrangeme^t^ with Mr. Terhune to have
the Adelphi ore treated at the Galena smelter. Mr.
Wood informs us that he gets much belter rates
than at Omaha or Kansas City, and of course regrets having not saved the ore lor Galena.

—

Smelter. The Galena smelter is running very
smoothly, and the results so far are satistactory
ahke to miners and smellers. Now let the miners
put forth an extra efTort to keep a supply of ore on
hand for a continuous run. It puts money in circulation, gives employment to a large number of
miners and laborers, and is a good advertisement
for the camp and country.

UTAH.

ain district,

and

1 will

send you a few pointers from

this districL
Some two years
Ch.is. S. Warren grubstaked

ago I^e Mantle and
George I5ow. and after
around awhile he found rich carbonates
and made a location between the head of American
looking

gulch and Gilsey creek, both tributaries of the Big
Hole river. The same prospect was relocated
some time in May, 1888. by Thomas Newcomb and
J. K. Toole, and on June I3lh a party named Ed
wards, who had many years before found rich float
in that vicinity, with Joe Fletcher, discovered a rich
cartxinate vein, about a mile from French and German trail, and on the summit of main range one
mile from Newcomb's location.
Mr, Fish, on the L,
P. Morion lode, has four feet of good ore.
Mr,
Fats of the Grasshopper claim has a very fine vein
of lead carbonates.
The ore runs from 20 lo 500
ounces silver and from 20 lo 70 per cent lead. John
Dunn, Strong & Co. have good carbonate in their
New Orleans claim. Morgan Evans and L. Miller
have a good prospect in the Gwinn Fraction lode.

Manager Newcomb is working a force of men on
Richmond with very flattering results. MclnMcDonald & Co. are opening two very fine

the

tyre,

claims south of the American Gulch Mining Go's,
property.
Waller Beaux, on the Borneo, has a claim
which will doubtless come up to any in the districL
Catlin, Casey and Gregson, on the Old Fish lode, are
down about 20 leet wiih their shaft which gives them
good ore. MacCallum, Newcomb and others are
working on the Montana, which has a very fine
body 01 ore, assaying about 70 ounces silver. They
shipped 20 ions the latter part ol August, which
brought the camp into note and prospectors Hocked
lo the district.
The formation is lime, and il is on
the same belt with the Nellie Vipond and Trapper
mines, and bids fair to be a great mining camp.
Edwards, Fletcher & Co. on the Carbonate & Swan

have what is conceded to be a good showing.
Tribune, Nov. 30:
The They are working six men and taking out 80-ounce
week has been a good one for the handling of the ore. Dr. Beals is working lour men on the tunnel
minerals.
Ore has come in freely and the bullion of his gold mine at the head of German gulch. He
product has been large. The most iraporiant event has had numerous assays which give $112 in gold.
BRITISH OOIjDMBIA.
of the week has been the strike in the Bullion-Beck There are many other promising c'aims in this
Ore in Cars.— Donald Trutk, Nov. 27: To- at Tintic. The receipts in this city for the week district, among which we mention the claims of
Perry Beals, McDonalds and others
which are
day (Saturday) the British Columbia Smelting Co. ending the 28th, inclusive, were to the value of S237,
about four miles from these others just
at Field had two carloads of ore standing on the 480.35, of which $155 277.20 was bullion and $82,- located
For the previous week the receipts mentioned, which show that the camp is of consid203.15 was ore.
sidetrack, and 20 more on the dump.
If snow does
not interlere with the tramway, regular shipments were to the value of $99,064.64, of which $58,390.80 erable extent. The route to this camp is by way of
can be made Irom this time on, and the newspapers was bullion and $40,673 84 was ore. The Ontario German gulch to Beal?, distant from Anacooda about
of British Columbia can herald the fact that at least product for the week was trom three lots of ore sold, iS miles, thence by trail on snowshoes 3 miles lo
one quartz mine in the Province has been developed $36,403.85; bullion, 24,895.95 fine ounces; an ap- Carbonate Camp. As the wealher is too inclement
proximate total of $61,299 80. The Ontario has de- to prospect at this season of the year, the miners in
into an ore-shipper.
the camp, who now number 20, will have considerCold Weather Came Too Early. R. L. T. clared Dividend No. 150, payable Nov. 30th, of 50c able
per share, amounting to $75,000. This will be
ore on the dump when spring comes. What
G^lbraith reports that the Chinese companies on
so far this year, and $10,350,000 in divi- this district needs most is small reduction works,
$825,000
Wild Horse creek were unable to finish their cleandends in all. The Daly output for the week was which we are informed will be built early in the
ups on account of the cold weather; but what they
11,482,07 fine ounces of silver and 11.225-1000 fine spring.
did clean up gave very satisfactory returns.
He also ounces
of gold.
Nothing is heard locally of the
reports that placer mining

Review.— Salt Lake

—

promising.

The Kootenay Placers.— Donald

Horn Silver. Fine bar receipts in this city for the
week amounted in value to $66,897.99; base bullion,
Ihe product of
$36,069.70; copper matte, $8890.
the Hanauer smeller for the week was bullion of the
value of $25,350; of the Germania, $18,069.51.

Truth, Nov.
Perry Creek G. M. Co. has its tunnel in
feet,
it
following
pretty
much
the
same
course
535
as the old tunnel, being above it and in 15 feet
IDAHO.
farther.
The work is in the old river channel, and
going through what has evidently been a canyon,
Seafoam District.
Ketchum Keystone, Nov.
-So long as tney are in this canyon, gold is not expected to be found in paying quantities, as the bed- 27: George B. Baldwin arrived in town last Thursrock is so smooth that gold would not remain on it. day from Sealoam district, via Custer. Mr. BaldThe gravel taken out prospects from 10 to 15 cents win is one of the discoverers and pioneers of the
He is interested in several
to the pan; but the returns are small, for the reason above-named district.
that more boulders than dirt are taken out in driving valuable locations, from some of which he and his
partners
have
been
making
shipments of ore for the
the tunnel.
From present indications the channel
last two or three years.
The principal mines owned
will soon take a turn; if so. the bedrock will form a
by
him
and
his
company
are
the White Goat, Birdie
natural riffle, and immensely rich ground is sure to
Several tons of ore were shipped
be struck. Part of the force are at work building an R. and Summit,
Ketchum
to
during
the
season
from the White
office and a storeroom.
Work will be prosecuted
Goat mine, which yielded 269 ounces in silver and
all winter.
per
cent
lead.
Mr.
Baldwin
speaks
very highly
The Other Creeks.— Mr. Leonard, a practical 24
miner who has stuck to Weaver creek (or years, is ot the future of Sealoam district and surrounaing
country.
reported to have done well this season, making a
Elk Creek.— Warduer News, Nov. 27: Nothcleanup of over $5000 in coarse gold. He has two
men at work and will increase the force next sum- ing but good reports are heard from Elk creek. In
mer.
Weaver creek is a short distance from Cran- the main shaft of the Nellie lode a sohd body of fine
brook. The mining engineer who has charge of the ore, three feet wide, was struck a few days ago at a
work on Findlay creek is absent in California, The depth of 200 feet, while other developments of equal
outlook is reported as good, and several small clean- importance are continually made in the various
cleanup was had on the 15th instant,
ups have been made. A wingdam is being built in workings.
Bull river from which great results are expected. amounting lo over $8000.
The ground lately worked has not turned out well,
Deadwood Gulch.
Recent developments in
and operations will be resumed on the same side the Apex mine confirm the statements sooft«n made
of the stream that lias heretofore given good returns. regarding this properly that it is destined to prove a
Moyea creek is reported as no good. The only man valuable mine. The main shaft is down 250 feet,
holding his ground is the well-known Pat Quirk. and a drift has been run on the ledge 135 feet showThe Chinamen, even, had to get up and dust.
In this working, at a distance
ing ore all the way.
Wild Horse Creek. The four Chinese com- of 100 feet, a large body of ore was recently encounpanies on Wild Horse are cleaning up for the sea- tered which increases in quantity and quality as
son.
So far, one of the companies had cleaned up work is now progressing.
one flume out of four, getting over $1000. Mr. GrifHunter Gulch. The building of the Hunter
fith, the only white man operating on the creek, is
concentrator at the mouth of Hunter gulch is prohydraulicking, and has not cleaned up for three gressing rapidly.
A number of skilled mechanics
years.
He will not make a cleanup this year. He are engaged in its construction, and when finished it
thinks he has between $15,000 and $20,000 in his will be one of the finest mills on the South Fork,
Humes, and has picked up several good nuggets this greater portion of the machinery is now being
summer, one ol them being worth $50, one $15 and shipped to Mullan,
17:
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one $11.

COLORADO.

MONTANA.
Montana Coal, — H^Xervs. Independent^ Nov. 27:
President Hill of the Manitoba says: A large force

SiLVERTON. Miner, Nov. 27: Joe Long and
Frank Jones have a contract on the Ajax, one of the of men is now employed in these mines night and
lately purchased by Colonel Horatio day, which are being systematically opened and
Page for a Boston syndicate. Capt. Horatio Page developed. In a short time the output will be 1000
is thinking seriously of putting a force on the VicThe
or 1200 tons daily, and this will be regular.
toria this winter.
There is plenty of ore in sight, shipment of coal from the mines will be in excess of
and we hope to see the mine one of our steady pro- that amount should there be a demand for iL This
ducers. The No Name lode at Needleton situated coal is of an excellent quality. On this point I speak
opposite the water-tank has been relocated by E. S. advisedly. We had the coal veins and their quality
Furgeson, who is now busy doing the assessment examined by Prof. Newbury of the New York School
work. The property near the Sunnyside mentioned of Mines, The gentleman is an expert, and he
last week is named the Clipper.
It is being worked prpnounced the coal the best he had seen in the
properties

MEXICO.

Sentinel. Nov. 27: A
sample of ore received in this city from the Mogollons gave on assay a yield of five ounces in gold and
80 ounces of silver per ton.
The owner, Mr Cofifee,
has a veritable bonanza in sight. A bar of bullion
from Capt, Cooney, weighing 25 pounds, was received this week.
It represents a run of 6 days
with 5 stamps, and fully one-third of its weight is

MOGOl-LONS.— Sou f/iwest

gold.

The

Sentinel has reliable information that

it

now but a mere question of time until the Peacock
mill will start up, arrangements having been perfected with that end in view.
The storm of Saturday and Sunday will be productive of great good,
is

and

will furnish
milling, grazing

an abundance of water

for

mining,

and domestic purposes.

—

PiNOS Altos, The mining outlook for the winter
favorable to all those who are directly interested.
of the prospects, by spring, if the present rate
of development continues, may, with reason, be
classified among the producing mines of the county.
The Maggie B. mine, on the southwest slope of
Atlantic mountain, is rapidly coming to the front as
one of the most promising gold prospects in the
Messrs. Ashton, Bagsby & Co., the proTerritory.
prietors, made a lucky investment in the purchase
Ihe developments consist of a
of this property.
main shaft 40 feet in depth, showing a vein of fine
milling ore, Irom 3 to 10 inches in width.
A little
south of the center of the claim a shallow pit on the
vein has exposed a crevice of pay ore worth from
$100 to $200 per ton. The St. Louis, in the immediate vicinity, the property of Frank Bell, Esq.,
The vein is large
is being worked under a lease.
and well defined, and on development is destined
to become a very prominent mine in point of production and value of the ores extracted. The Carmines produced in the seven
lisle Mining Co.'s
months ending July 31st last, $299,700, of which
is

Many

$166,000 was gold and $33,700 silver. This company has paid over $300,000 in dividends to date.

The

principal office of

the

company

England, where most of the stock

A

Osceola District.
Being

Cu-s.

in the

A

District.

Paving.— Belmont

New

layed by difficulty met with in securing cars for its
transportation.
At the mine the snowing is exceptionally good.
The sixth level has been rapidly
opened from the new shaft, the main ore body is
already exposed at iwo points 140 leet apart, and
sloping is now well under way. Other portions ol
the mine, we are told, look exceedingly well.

in the district tributary
to Fort Steele has, in late years, never looked more

po*er.

Eurelca Dletrlcc
The DtAMOND. — Kureka Si-/f////e/, Dec.

en route from Wilcox; also a large consignment
at the latter place, its arrival havmg been de-

due

LUCKV

now

DAKOTA.

good working ground.
Our Big Copper Mine.— Arizona Silvfr !ieU,
CoNiiDKNCR, The raise from the 1200 level to Nov. 37: Information from the Old Dominion
connect with the iioo is up 50 leet, having ad- Copper Co.'s works is of a most encouraging nature.
vanced 19 feel during the week. Mave shipped The output of copper has been continuous, and the
during the week 10 the Brunswick mill for reduction result ol this year's operations cannot but prove
io3 tons of ore; the avtjragc battery samples show a highly satisfactory to the company. The bins at the
smeller are full ol coke and a considerable quantity
value of J22
per ton.

Ali'HA.— The 500

it IS

probably be signed

producing large quaoijties of

is in

of the &hnlt 1S2 leet; the face is in cliy and quanz.
The south lateral drift on the same level is iu south
of the Shalt 85 feet; the face is ia quartz that assays
from $12 to $20 per ton.

by an English Co., and is under the superintendence
Captain Sieel. The ore is a heavy galena
mnning aboul 60 per cent. Wm. Feigel has just
completed the improvements to the Whale sumpmill, owned by Smith i Downing.
1 he mill has
mineral enough on hand to keep it busy all winter.
We understand that the Maitie, situated up Cement
creek, and owned by the Malchus Bros, and others,
is likely to change hands shortly.
The money to
of

buy
Dec.

377

is

is

London,

owned.

OREGON.
The Summit Mine. — Bedrock Democrat, Nov,
The Democrat was favored with a call yester27:
day from J. P. McCord, one of Baker county's
hardy miners and owner of the Summit mine, situated on Chicken creek, about five miles from WeathMr. McCord favored us
erby on the O. R. & N.
with a brief account of his operations, which shows
that portion of Baker county to be quite rich in minwealth. The Summit is of recent discovery,
since its location and up to a short time since
Mr. McCord has been busy developing the property
and also putting up an arastra to be run by waterpower. The arastra was completed a few weeks
ago and a run of 14 tons of ore through it gave a
Mr. McCord
yield of 33 ounces of gold, or $533.
has a team engaged hauling ore from the mine to
eral

and

the arastra.

Mining and Scientific Press.
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ginning to be appreciated at

IQEGHAi^ieAL Progress.

give from the same source some account
is being done to turn this vast deposit
to useful account
Agate cutting has been carried on as an industry for over 300 years in the Oberstein disBut little attention has been
trict in Germany.
paid heretofore to the cutting of large masses,
agates
are found over a foot in dibecause few
ameter, and the banding is not such as to offer

of

the' uses of

Why

In our laat issne we gave a theory of the
origin of the petrified forest of Arizona, as sugFollowgested by a popular scientific writer.
ing

true worth;

SeiENTiFie Pf^ogress.
manganese as an alloy
with iron in the manufacture of steel have been
Id India it is emscientifically developed.
Does Lime Make Water Boil?
ployed in the manufacture of what Baboo
Pramatha calls " a kind of steel iron, known as
A cotemporary answers the above question
khert " an industry affected by nearly every
The furnace in somewhat at length as follows: The inquiry revillage of the Lora Hill Kange.
lates to an interesting fact, which everybody
vogue is of a most primitive type, 4 feet 6
knowp, but the explanation of which is based
inches in hight, a foot and a half in breadth,
The bellows in a measure upon theories. Scientific men
built of mud mixed with straw.
theorized upon the question. What is heat ? unfor it are about a foot and a _half high when
The til the realm of theory was well-nigh exhausted
stretched. They are made of goatskins.
one which seemed satmaking up costs a rupee. A pair will last one before they settled upon
The entire isfactory. The accepted theory now is that
full season (November to May).
It is known that
heat
is motion or vibration.
coat of furnace, bellows and all is but a trifie.

now when

Wood.

utilising Petrified

its

we

what

much inducement.
wood

—

of silicified

—

at

is a force.
It is explained to be the molecules of one substance or body acting upon the
molecules of another.
piece of iron may be hammered into a red
glow, but it is the evolution of its latent heat,
and the iron is made more solid by the hammering. Any substance, whether gaseous (sns
ceptible of being solidified), liquid or other
forms of matter, in the process of solidification
throws off heat. Carbonic acid gas may, by
tremendous pressure, have the heat squeezed
out of it until it becomes a solid lump of ice, of
Buoh a low temperature that it will act on the
hand that takes it up like a piece of hot iron.
In proportion as the process of solidification is
rapid, is the rapidity with which the heat is
it

Soldering Cast Iron.

A

correspondent of the American Mackiniat
writes to that journal on the above subject as
follows:
In a foundry doing agricultural
work there are a great many changes to
be made to patterns, and often it is desirable
to solder brass to cast iron where drilling and
riveting to the pattern would make anything
but a neat job. By a great many men who
work on iron patterns it is considered quite a
secret to solder on cast iron, but it is not so.
The process is very much the same as soldering
on a tinned surface. If the part of iron to be
soldered is cast iron that is hard or thin, it
should be polished on an emery wheel and made
clean and bright. Then dip it in potash water,
after which dip it for an instant in clear water
and wash it quickly with undiluted muriatic
in what is known as the "Drake Beds," being acid of the ordinary strength; go over it with
ten feet in diameter, composed of various'sized powdered rosin and solder made from half tin
sections of the material, set by the use bf the and half lead. This must be done quiokly, be'
spirit level in order to secure an even face. fore the suifaoe has time to dry.
Another plan is this: File the sui face clean
Tfaey are then cemented together with calcine,
or, if the pieces are small, with hydraulic and wash as before; wipe it over with a fli
verarms
of
a
powerful
made of sheet zinc dissolved in muriatic acid
cement. Then to two
tical shaft are attached large slabs of Sioux until it is surcharged or is a saturated solution,
and has been diluted with its own quantity of
Falls quartzite, in hardness but slightly re
water; then sprinkle powdered sal-ammoniac on
moved from the wood itself.
These large, flat stones, which extend the full it, and heat it on a charcoal fire until the sallength of the arms, are revolved about the bed, ammoniac smokes. Dip it in melted tin and
fed by a stream of water and crushed quartzite then remove and rap off the surplus tin.
Patterns that are to be canceled are better
reduced to the size of a pea. The silicified
wood, being harder than the quartzite, soon made from a cheap brass, which can be made of
wears grooves in these large stones, and they 12 pounds of copper and S pounds of zinc. This
are frequently reversed and sometimes discard- will make a good yellow brass that will file easy
ed for fresh ones. For about 40 hours this in- and finish smooth. There are few men that
The feeding fully understand carding patterns; patterns oan
itial stage of the work proceeds.
of the crushed quartzite calls forth fire, despite be carded by drilling small holes in the side of
a copious flow of water upon the bed.
the pattern and putting small wires from one
After about 40 hours of such work, the to the other, and filling in between with melted
quartzite stones are substituted for large sec- lead and then putting a strip of brass the entire
tions of the silicified trees, which have been pre- length of the patterns for flowing the metal; all
viously worn upon the bed, and these are re- small work should be carded, as this is a cheap
volved for a week, and sometimes two weeks, way of molding small work.
fed with sand or quartzite until, by abrasion
Where a few small patterns are wanted, and
rather than cutting, a face is disclosed on the wanted quickly, they can be made from one
bed, which, for the first time, indicates the true pound of zinc and one of tin; this is a good
colorings and quality of the material.
metal to finish.
From these beds, each of which requires
Piston-Rod Friction. In a paper on ** The
about 30 horse power when doing their best
work, the material is taken up and re-bedded Distribution of Internal Friction of Engines,"
upon a car 30 feet long and S feet wide. In read a few weeks ago before the American Soproportion to the exactness of face of the dif- ciety of Mechanical Eagineers, Prof. Thurston,
ferent pieces is the success of the undertaking. among other sources of loss of power from fricThe car moves by cogs, and at the same time tion, referred naturally to the friction of the
male and female concentric rings, the outer of piston and its rod. He characterized it as a
which is six feet in diameter, revolving at 40 decidedly variable fraction, varying not only
revolutions, and here is continued the quartzite with the class of engine, but also in the same
sand feed, in order to wear down any inequality engine when differently handled. It is not surprising that this should be so, especially when
of resetting upon the car.
This usually requires two days, and then the we consider the large variety of packings and
bed is cleansed, and diminutive globules, made packing rings with which the market is supof chilled iron, are rolled under the rings. plied, and the uncertain measure of tightness
These are followed by No. 36 emery. The and protection against leakage afforded in the
emery rapidly wears to slush, and this feed is person of the average attendant. It has been
remarked, facetiously, perhaps, but not wholly
graduated down to No. 70 in fineness.
After a week of work the bed is then washed without foundation, that the first thing which
thoroughly, the rings removed, and large wheels a new engineer will do with an engine is to set
substituted for the rings, which are made from out the packing rings, and that similarly the
blocks of basswood, clamped together, present- one unfailing' remedy for any slight trouble
ing a rough surface by being set across the grain with an engine is the same setting out of these
The speed, both in the movement rings. That the friction of a piston should be
of the wood.
of the car and of the wheel, is now increased, enormously increased by such tinkering with
and oxide of tin begins the burnishing, which is an engine is but natural, and instances are not
finally brought to a mirror finish by tripoli, fed unknown where machinery had become almost
to felt-covered wheels, which are revolved at inoperative from this cause, the friction from
300 per minute. This process is a tedious one, unduly screwed-down stuflSog-boxes, moreover,
A smaller car is sometimes employed. The saw- adding to the diflBculty. Under the circuming is done by a process which the company has stances, the unpacked pistons and rods, which
not yet given to the public. In working up the are now gradually coming into use, are to be
welcomed as important advances in engine
material much is necessarily wasted.
Some idea of the hardness of this material construction.
may be formed when it is stated that 200 pieces
The Rapidly Increasing Use of Iron is
of marble can be sawed up while one piece of
agatized wood is being cut.
alluded to by the Boston Journal of Commerce
This petrified wood can be applied to all the as follows, under the head of **Au Unsolved
Iron, of all others, is the metal in
purposes for which marble is used, over which Mystery"
most general use, and, unlike wood and other
it is much superior in both beauty and durability.
This material is found in large quantities materials which *' perish in the using," iron,
in Lake county and other localities in this State, when it has served its purpose in one position,
but perhaps nowhere in such large masses goes to the foundry or forge as scrap iron and
and in such abundance a9 in Arizona.
returns for some other use, as good as new,
The polished surface shows a beautiful blend- with very litcle loss. Old castings are recast in
ing of yellow and black, and in some respects some new form, and are no way inferior to
resembles the redwood of the big Oalifornian castings made of new pig iron. Old rails are
re-rolled and come out new.
It is only in the
trees.
form of nails and some other small matters that
Primitive Manganese Steel Manufacture iron is loE.t. Now when we observe the millIN India. Part 3 of Vol. XXI of the Geologi- ions of tons of pig iron, fresh from the ore, that
cal Survey Records of India contains an ex- is addeds to the stock on hand every year, the
haustive and interesting paper by Biboo Pra- mystery is that the demand still remains unmatha on the manganese iron and manganese supplied. The constantly increasing use of
ores of Jabalpur, in which we are reminded iron in all its forms would account for the inthat the pyrolusite of Gosalpur was first brought creased outpnt from the furnace every year, if,
to the notice of Government by Mr. W. G. like other materials, it perished with the first
Olpherts in 1S75. It has since been desultorily use; hut as it returns to the common stock as
examined and experimented on by Mr. Medli- new material, why is the demand still maincott and Mr. Mallett, but seems only now be- tained ?

Although the amount

some estithis locality (Arizona) is so large
mates running as high as a million tons the
art
decorative
material suitable for purposes of
is comparatively small in quantity.
The Brake Company, originally organized to
work the quartzite of Sioux Falls, Dakota, have
recently experimented with the methods of preparing the agatized wood for market. This
silicified wood is brought in tree sections by the
These
carload to the works at Sioux Falls.
sections run from six inches to five feet in diameter, generally with the bark perfectly preserved, and weighing from 50 to 2500 pounds
each. The faces of these are irregular, and reTo
quire to be worn down to a smooth surface.
accomplish this they are set in circular form

—

.

—
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A

thrown off and its presence made apparent.
Every substance contains a greater or less
amount of caloric or the principle of heat.
Rapid chemical changes, produced by a strong
affinity of two substances, evolve heat, but
why, no one can explain, unless by the energetic action of the molecules of one upon those
of the other, and this brings us to the subject
of the query.

When

lime is subjected to a calcining heat
the carbonic acid it contained is driven off, and
there is left what is called oxide of calcium, or
in
common parlance
caustic lime called
This quicklime has a very
quicklime."
great affinity for water, and if exposed to the
air will gradually absorb the moisture from the
atmosphere. The water combines chemically
with the quicklime and becomes a solid. The
mass dissolves slowly. The process in this case
is so slow that the evolution of heat is not noThe combination forma hydrate of
ticeable.
lime, its constituents being calcium, oxygen and
water. If the lump of quicklime is suddenly
immersed in water, the former acts with great
energy upon the fluid, absorbing a vast quantity, which immediately undergoes a chemical
transformation and becomes solid. The theory
is that the energy of this chemical action upon
the water produces the heat which causes water

—

to boil.

The Barometer and Colliery Explosions.
The record of a highly interesting series of
experiments on the relations between barometric fluctuations and the appearance of firedamp in collieries has been given by the Aus-

A

number of serious
accidents had ta^en place at the Ostrau and
trian engineer, Quaglio.

Karwin mines belonging to Archduke Albrecht
This caused him to give orders
of Austria.
to his officers to conduct any experiments
which might lead to methods enabling colmanagers to anticipate the dangers
liery
In June, 1S85, a series
of such disasters.
beof experiments was begun, which are
consisting
of keeping an accontinued,
ing still
curate record of the fluctuations shown by the
barometer and daily analyses of the air in the
mine of the Gabriela colliery at Rarwin. The
result of the comparison of these data was that
the quantity of fire-damp increases, generally
speaking, as the barometer falls, but that its
development is not dependent upon a very low
barometer.
Not content with this information, a novel
experiment was tried. Oa the 20th of June
work at the mine was stopped and the inlet
shaft sealed, while the suction fan continued to
work, this being kept up for 27 hours. The
barometer in the mine sank 2^ mm. inside of
five minutes, and the gas contents at the fan
rose 83 per cent, and in the vicinity of the Carl
seam, 40 per cent. During later experiments
the barometer fell four mm., the fan ceased to
work, and in one case the percentage of gas in
the vicinity of the Carl seam rose 135 per cent.
S3 well convinced are mine-owners in that
vicinity that explosions are more likely to occur during an unusual fall of the barometer
than at other times, that orders have been given to a number of superintendents to suspend
work and order every one out of the mine during any very unusual fall of the barometer.
Experiments still in progress show that the
quantity and intensity of explosive gases greatly increase as the degree of atmospheric pressure
diminishes.

—

.

—
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the blast would be moved in the opposite direction by the rush of air.
This movement of
air to restore equilibrium is very violent, and
doors are burst open from the inside, owing to
the excess of pressure on that side. For this
reason it is well, when possible, to leave all
superstructure doors open, that there may be a
free circulation of air, otherwise locks and
hinges will be torn off and doors will open themselves.
Engineer^ N. Y.

A Physical iMPOSSreiLiTr.— Prof.
in

Popular Science Monthly, gives

Le Conte,

his views. on
follows:

We

the fiying-machioe question as
must admit that a bird is an incomparable model
of a flying machine.
Ko machine that we may
hope to devise, for the same weight of machine,
fuel and directing brain, is half so effective.
And yet, this machine, thus perfected through
infinite ages by a ruthless process of nd&rn'\\ ee>
lection, reaches its limit of weight at -s^i^^50
'

pounds

*'

weight

machine, ftidsiund
Here is another prodigious
advantage of the natural over the artificial machine.
T'he flying animal is its own engineer;

I said,
directing brain."
I

of

the flying machine must carry its engineer. The
directing engineer in the foriher, the brain, is
perhaps an ounce, and in the latter it is 150
pounds. The limit of the flying animal is 50
pounds. The smallest possible "^'^ight of a flying machine, with its necessary fuel and engineer, even without freight or passengers, could
not be less than 300 or 400 pounds. Now, to
complete the argument, put these three indisputable facts together: 1. There is no low
limit of weight, certainly not much beyond 50
pounds, beyond which it is impossible for au
animal to fly. Nature has reached this limit,
and with her utmost effort has failed to pass it.

The animal machine is far more effective
than any we may hope to make; therefore, the
limit of the weight of a successful flying ma2.

chine cannot be more than 50 pounds. 3. The
weight of any machine constructed for flying,
including fuel and engineer, cannot be less than
300 or 400 pounds. la it not demonstrated that
a true flying machine, self-raising, self-sastaining, self-propelling, is physically impossible ?

—

Philosophy of " The Lurch Backward."

question has often been asked why passengers on cars " lurch backward" at the sudden
stopping of a train. Instead of forward as they
always do on a steamboat which stops suddenly,
as when a ferry steamer comes into its dock
and strikes the piles with considerable force.
The Manufacturers' Gazetteer explains the conundrum as follows: Passenger-car brakes are
attached to the truck-frames, and the frames to
wheels, axles and cars, through the medium of
An application of the brakes
stiff springs.
tends to raise the rear end of a truck and deAt the moment of acpress the forward end.
tual stop the springs relieve themselves of the
pressure put upon them, the truck regains its
level position, and the car-wheel is revolved
from one to six inches backward in a very short
space of time. The backward movement of the
wheel carries the car_ with it a corresponding
distance, and the passengers, braced in a forward direction to resist the stopping action of
the brakes, are "set back " by the ** recoil," if
it may be called by that name.

The

Photogkaphing the Earth's Surface.

—

A

wonderful device has just been invented by a
Mr. Steffens, a Chicago photographer. Steffens'
patent is for a device for sending a camera np
above the earth about 2000 feet by means of
then steadying and focusing
little balloons,
them, and making an exposure of a large section
of the earth's surface by means of an electric
wire. According to the plans, 48 exposures
can be made at each ascension, the sensitized
paper revolving upon a cylinder. It is estimated that at an elevation of 2000 feet, a region of 75 miles in diameter conld be photographed with very satisfactory olearness.

The Eel is a very singular fish, and one that
has hitherto eluded the most thorough efforts
of scientists to discover its spawning places,
Fred Mather, the well-known fish cnltnrist, has
been making some very interesting experiments
with the microscope which prove that there are
9,000,000 eggs in an eel. How and when these
eggs are hatched has always been, and still is, a
mystery. All that is known definitely is that
the old eels rnn down to salt water in October,
and that in the spring swarms of young ones,
the size of a darning 'needle and about two inches long, ascend the rivers.
Prof. Hughes has shown that a stranded
iron wire cable has less self-induction than one
of the same mass of metal formed into a solid
wire. The explanation of this is that the circular field of magnetic force around the axis,
which exists inside the wire as well as outside,
is not as strong in the interior of the stranded
iron cable as it is in the interior of the solid
iron rod. The stranding reduces the magnetic
permeability along lines which are circles described around the axis, and hence reduces the
self •conduction.

Bangers in Gitn Discharges. There are
bwo distinct periods in the discharge of a great
gun during which damage may result to surrounding objects. When the projectile leaves
A Scientific School was established at Tinthe gun, it is followed by f^ volume of gas at a
high tension and moving like the shot at a great men, Siberia, many years ago. It occupies the
largest
and finest building in the town. It has
and
enormously,
expanding
This
gas,
velocity.
moving at a high velocity at the same time, a mechanical department, thoroughly equipped
engine, lathes and a great variety
steam
causes a violent blast, driving the air before it, with a
and thus producing in its rear a partial vacuum. of machine and hand tools. When one rememThis blast, therefore,

is

the

first

element of de-

struction, and carries away everything movable
The air rushing in from all sides to
in its path.
fill this vacuum produced by the blast causes a
reaction an object moved in one direction by

—

Tinmen is 1700 miles east
Petersburg, in the midst of a country in
according to popular belief little else is
found besides snow, ice and exiles, the
statement is somewhat remarkable.
bers that

of St.

which
to be

above
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Night-Air Superstition.

took her pluck with her. She treated a neighbor's prayers as she treated any medicine.
" You can come if you like," she said, "or you
can go. Your prayers can't stop me, and they
can't change me no more than the doctor's
powders." She was a woman of extraordinary
intelligence and detcrminttioo,
Vr. Maurice
in St. ItouiJi Republic.

—

AU

oar life, aioce we Arrived at a fighting
age, have we fought, io our home, in oar otliae,
everywhere, for fresh air and thorough vcotilation throughout the whole '2t hours; aod especially have we conteoded for plenty of fresh
Wc have been
air during our hours of sleep.
met with all eort« of arguments against our
views, but as they came^ nearly always, from
asthmatic or consumptive sonrces, we simply
inflated our lungs with more good sparkling
ozone and smiled as we passed on. At about
the halfoentury mark we are not, and never
have been, alllicted with the slightest lung or
tial trouble, and one or more windows are
our sleeping rooms the whole
. open in
.« the year around.
Onr thoughts ha%'o been set at work in this
direction by tinding in one of our exchanges
some remarks upon night-air superstition, which
we propose to quote, in the hope that they
may be of benefit to some one of the altogether
too many who eeem to fear the fresh air of
heaven:
t..

.:

*'

A

aensibi/* doctor,

and

ing,

who

despises drug-eat-

realises that health is only possible

ing that the auperstition that open night air is
to be avoided has destroyed more victims than
war and pestilence. , This widely prevalent
prejudice is worse than ignorance, just as poison
is more fatal than hunger:
" That pulmonary coneumptiou is not caused
by cold outdoor air, but by foul indoor air, is a
incontestable
proofs.
truth established by
StUistics prove that north and south, east and
west, in uplands and lowlands, the prevalence
of respiratory disorders bear an exact proportion to the prevalence of indoor occupations.
Experience, moreover, has demonstrated that
for the radical cure of lung dieeases, outdoor
life in cold climate is more favorable than any
Horses and
mode of life in tropicil climate.
oows confined in Btu£fy stables are as liable to
'

deadly pulmonary alTections as their owners,
while exposure to intense winter cold affects
the respiratory apparatus less than any other
part of the organism.'

By way

reference ia made
to the mane-baboon, which endures the night
frosts of the Abyssinian highlands, at the elevation of SOOO feet above the coast plains of the
Indian ocean, yet succumbs promptly to the
influences of the foul though much warmer
air of an ill-ventilated menagerie; and the following ia added from an experience which baa
been repeatedly verified in cases personally
known to ns:
*' *
cannot
I prefer the night-air onre.
cannot write
work under a load of furs.
with frost numbed hands. But with an adequate number of blankets, a bed exposed to
the freah air can be made perfectly comfortable.
Use a nightcap or a shawl till habit haa tanght
a way of keeping the blankets tacked up to the
the plan
eara, leaving only the face uncovered
of illustratioD,

We

—

keeping the head cool and the feet warm
being, by the way, the most eflfective specific
To the lungs pure, cold
for chronic insomnia.
air is more grateful than impure, warm air.
By the aimple plan of opening a bedroom window, catarrh can be nipped in the bud by a removal of the cause that ia, by a direct elimination of the contagioua germa.'"
There would be vaatly fewer puny, pale, and
gasping beings loitering around in thia world,
and there would be a great many less deaths
from pulmonary cauaea, if hamanity would conquer its too wide-apread aversion to freah air.
Our Society Journal.

—

Vital Grit.
I have
I have seen grit save many a life.
had a patient who coolly said to me, " I will not
die." I was compelled to assure her that she
would. There was no hope for her. *'Dactor,"
she answered, "you are a fool. I shall not
die." Writ it waa that carried her through.
few years later she waa Bick again, and, as
I thought, unto death, but there came the
same all-conquering reply, " You are talking
And she did.
nonsense; I ahall get well."
This was repeated a third time, till I actually
began to believe she would get well anyway at
It never occurred to me to think of
all times.

A

endure diaease.
There ia no question that moral and mental
go with physical to sustain vitality, A
stout will wards off the blowa of diaease. In
this case the patient went straight ahead toShe had a vast
die without a flinch or whine.
faith in the "All Right," and allowed no one to
She
bedside.
dabble in
theology at her
marched into the next life aa she often had into
the next year, and she had not a tremor. She
grit

—

is

and who

but it is a comparatively recent discovery that
very small quantity of alum, so small that it
not injurious to drink the water that contains it, will rid the water of nearly all its
bacteria. A Pennsylvania physician found that
the water that was drawn by the people of a
village where typhoid fever was epidemic was
swarming with bacteria. Fifteen drops of it,
when spread upon a suitable surface, were capable of forming 8100 colonies of theae mioroBcopio vegetable germs. He added alum, in the
proportion of half a grain to a gallon, and
found that not only were the earthy and vegetable matter precipitated, hut that the colonies
of bacteria were reduced from 8100 to 80, and
these were of large size.

A Nkw and Novkl Remedy

for Poisoning.

A

curious and novel method of saving life in
has been originated
by Dr. Carlo Sanquirico of Sienna. By largely
increasing the volume of the blood, which can
be done by iujecting into the arteries saline solutions to the amount of about eight per cent
of the weight of the animal, the poisons are
actually rinsed out and eliminated from the
aystem.
In this way the lives of dogs and
guinea-pigs were saved after being dosed with
deadly amounts of strychnine, chloral, alcohol,
aconitine, paraldehyde, caffeine and urethan.
With certain other poiaonp, as morphine, curarine and nicotine, the method failed.
It ia not
certain cases of poisoning

at all impossible that this discovery

may

intro-

duce an improved treatment, not only for caeea
of poiaoning, but for certain diseases.

—

Remedy for Biliousness. One of the beat
and simplest remedtea for torpid liver or biliousneaa is a glass of hot water with the juice
of half a lemon squeezed in it, bat no sugar,
night and morning. A peraon to whom thia
was recommended tried it, and found himself
better almost immediately.
His daily headaches, which medicine had failed to cure, left
him; his appetite improved, and he gained several pounds within a few weeks,
Thia is so
simple a remedy that any person thus afllicted
will do well to give it a trial, aa it cannot possibly do any barm.

Useful

Inforjviatioj^.

Elastic Traces.
Foreign papers have recently directed attenwhich have been made in

tion to experiments

lightening the work of animals in drawing
heavy loads by the use of elastic traces. It appears that some time ago M. Celler, Chief Engineer of Roada and Bridgea in France, expreased a doubt whether the tracea of leather or
rope, or the iron ohaina, by which horses pull
their load, could not advantageoualy be replaced by more elastic appliancee, which would
diminish the effort needed at starting to overcome the inertia of a heavy cart or omnibus.
Every one haa noticed that a dray-horee is
often obliged to use all his weight and atrength
to start a vehicle which moves along easily
enough when once act in motion, and it is quite
conceivable that springs in the harness might
make the work easier by distributing the movement of starting over a longer period of time.
Acting on M. Geller'a auggeation, the directors
of the Eastern railway of France began six yeara
ago to harneBB all the horaes employed in shift*
ing freight cars at their Paris station with
traces made of chains having a strong spiral
spring ioaerted in them.
large number of
horaea is employed in thia service at the station, and the effect of the change haa been very

A

satisfactory,

A conaiderable

gain has been made in the
durability of the harness and the regularity of
through
the diminution of the numthe work,
ber of chains broken in the service, while the
horses have done their work better and with
her aa liable to die.
The blow of the collar on the
Finally her mortal sickness came, and I ex- less fatigue.
ia far less violent, and less
pected to help her up aa usual. But now she shoulders at starting
injurious to the animal, than under the old sysreplied, "Doctor, yon can come or go as yon
tem, and the horaes, finding that a strong, conpleaae; I am going to die; this is my last illtinued pressure will effect as much as the jerk
ness."
which was formerly neceaaary, seem to gain
•'
"
you
out
in
we
will
have
Oh, no," I aaid,
courage, and pull ateadily and directly, inatead
a few days."
waating their atrength in ineffectual plungea.
of
"Nonaense," ahe answered; "you are talking
Daring the six years of trial the directors of the
of what you know nothing about. I ahall never
company have become so convinced of the
be well again."
of the new mode of harneaaing that
In two days she was dead. Her grit gave superiority
it has been adopted in all portiona of the vaat
She
had
last.
out; her pluck waa good to the
of lines under their control.
pluck enough to face death; she had no longer network
grit to

Flopr from Cornstalks.

a

We

of

that the rest itself may either be placed firmly
in the ground or used, if necessary, as a bayonet.
The contrivance Is ingenious and the
weapon is not altogether to be despised. Attached to it ia a belt, on which are strung six
hollow wooden plugs for powder charges and A
small horn for priming powder. The workmanship of the whole is very rough, and there is
aoaroely any attempt at ornamentitton.

Cornstalks are
recent vegetable production from
which flour is derived. The other day, beeohwood was credited with a similar yield. The
inventor, whose name is given aa ** Dennis,"

by

conformity to Nature's simple but exacting
laws, is quoted in an Knglish paper as maintain-

*'

QPALITIKS OP ALrsi.— Alnm is said to have
power to purify water, and even to expel the
bacteria it sometimes contains. That muddy
water can be so cleared haa long been known;

379

An Ancient Matchlock. — A

carious Thi-

betan musket or matchlock haa found its way
from Sikkim, where it waa picked up after a
battle, to Calcutta.
It ia deecribed in the Indian papera aa of primitive design, although
comparatively new. It is a amooth-bore muzzle-loader, mounted on a long narrow stock.
The barrel ia fitted with a double prolonged
rest, the points of which are sharply abod so

the moat

is an acquamtance of the editor of
the Indianapolis MilUtone^ oiaxxnt that "there
a bulk «qual to one fourth that of the stock
(stallf) stripped of its fodder, which is equal in
quality to the best winter-wheat clear flour."
The process of eliminating the new product
requlrea the cutting off of about ten inches of
the lower end of the atalk, which is bitter.
The leaves are stripped off next, and the atalk
out into pieces half an inch long. These are
thrown into machines which beat them to a
pulp, and this is subjected to the ordinary
methods of separation. From the solid portions which remain
the oater covering of the
stalk and the hair-Hke fiber of the interior
the
floor ia evolved and aubseqaently separated
by bolting. The inventor believes that he
stands " In the position of one who will reduce
the value of the wheat crop in thia country
fully one-half."
is

—

How

TO

venient to

between
eaaily be

—

Measure a Mile —It

is

often con-

know, approximately, the distance
not far apart. This can
in the following manner :
Wrap

localities

done

a atout atring around the rim of a carriage or
wagon wheel, drive slowly over the distance,
and count the number of revolutions which the
wheel makes.
mile is 63,330 inohes.
measure the circumference of your wheel, and
by a little aimple calculation you may learn the
distance you have traveled.
Again, we will
suppose that a wheel is IGO inches in circumference, and in going to the postoffice it made
900 revolutiona; now, 160 multiplied by 90O
revolutions will show the distance to be 144
000 inches; divide thia by 63,360 and the
quotient (diatance) will be 2 milea and 17,280
inches, and thia divided by 12 inches in a foot
will give 1440 feet, and thia divided by 16^
feet in a rod will show 87 rods, or 7 more than
a quarter of a mile, or a total of 2.^ miles and 7
rods.

A

Now

EwGll^EEf^ING I^OTES.
The Gaual of Josepb.

How many of the engineering works of the
nineteenth century will there be in existence in
the year 6000? Very few, we fear, and still
fewer those that will continue in that far-off
age to serve a useful purpose.
Yet there is at
least one great undertaking, conceived and executed by an engineer, which during the space
of 4000 years has never ceased its office, and on
which the life of a fertile province absolutely
depends to-day. We refer to the Bahr Jousauf
the canal of Joseph
built, according to tradition, by the son of Jacob, and which conatitutes not the least of the many blessings be conferred on Kgypt during the years of his prosperous rule. This canal took ita rise from the
Nile at Asiut, and ran nearly parallel with it
for nearly 250 miles, creeping along under the
western cUffa of the Nile valley with many a
bend and winding, until at length it gained an
eminence, as compared with the river-bed,
which enabled it to turn westward through a
narrow pass and enter a district which waa
otherwise shut off from the fertilizing flooda on
which all vegetation in Egypt dependa.
The northern end stood 17 feet above low
Nile, while at the southern end it was at an
equal elevation with the river. Through this
cut ran a perennial stream Which watered a
province named the Fayoum, endowing it with
fertility and supporting a large population.
In
the time of the annual fiood a great part of the
canal waa under water, and then the river's
current would rush in a more direct coarse into
the pa^, carrying with it the rich silt which
takes the place of manure, and keep the soil in
a state of constant productiveness.
All thia, with the exception of the tradition
that Joaeph built the canal, can be verified to*
day, and ia not mere supposition or rumor.
Until eight years ago it was firmly believed
that the design had alwaya been limited to an
irrigation scheme, larger no doubt than that
DOW in operation, aa shown by the traces of
abandoned canalaandby the slow aggregation of

—

—

waste water which
had accumulated in
the Birket el Querun, but still essentially the

aame

in character.

Many accounta have been written by Greek
and Roman historians, auch as llerodotua,

Mutianas and Pliny, and repeated in
monkiah legenda or portrayed in the maps of
the Middle Ages, which agreed with the folkTheae tales explained that
lore of the district.
Artificial Cultivation of SroNGEs,— An the canal dug by the ancient Israelite aerved to

industry in artificial cultivation of sponges is
in process of creation.
M. Oicar Schmidt,
professor at the University Gratz in Styria, haa
invented a method by which pieces of living
apongea are broken off and planted in a favorable spot.
From very small cuttings of this
kind Prof. Schmidt has obtained large sponges
in the course of three years at a very small expense,
One of hia experiments gave the reault
that the cultivation of 4000 sponges bad not
cost more than 225 francs, including the interest for three years on the capital expended.
The Auatro-Hungarian Government baa been so
much atruok with the importance of these experiments that it has officially authorized the
protection of this new industry on the coaat of
Dalmatia.

Strabo,

oarry the aurplus waters of the Nile into an ex*
tensive lake lying aouth of the Fayoum, and ao
large that it not only modified the climate,
tempering the arid winds of thedeaert and converting them into balmy aira which uouriahed
the vinea and the olives into a fullness and a
fragrance unknown in any part of the country,
but also added to the good aupply of the land
auoh immenae quantities of fish that the royal
prerogative of the right of piscary at the great
weir waa valued at $250,000 annually. This
lake waa aaid to be 450 miles round, and to be
navigated by a fleet of vessels, while the whole
circumference waa the scene of industry and
prosperity. Engineering.

—

The Sidewheel Fbrrt-Boats Must Go.
Steamboat men say that the aidewheel ferryboat
will soon be a thing of the past, and boats
lubricating
fining of
oils from salmon refuse,
which was commenced months ago on a small with propellera at each end will aupersede them.
The
new
idea ia indoraed by many abipbailders,
island near the mouth of the river, has been attended with much success. According to the practical architects and marine engineers. The
law, the oanneriea are prohibited from throwing important advantage of the propeller is that it
away the salmon refuse as long aa a refinery is takes less room on the boat, gives greater speed
In on less consumption of fuel and can be easier
in working order and can use the refuse.
The shaft will
this way the refiners have an opportunity of ae- handled, besides costing less.
curing material at a very amall coat, and the run through the boat from end to end, with an
average-sized
propeller
at
bow
and
stern.
The
only real expenae ia in extracting and refining
the oil.
So far this season 2000 gallons have first boat of this pattern was designed by J.
been refined, and 3000 gallons more will be Shields Wilaon and built at Newburg, N. Y.
made before the season closes. Had the salmon It ia 200 feet long, has triple-expansion enrun been good this year, these figures would gines with cylindera 1S|, 27, and 42 iuchea in
have been doubled or trebled. Two grades of diameter, and improved steel boilers. The
on the stern of the boat pushes the vesoil are refined and both are admitted to be fine screw
sel ahead, while the one at the bow pulls.
lubricators.
Westminster. B. 0., Columbian.

A New

Use FOR Salmon Refuse. — The

re-

—

—

Vegetable Wool and Silk. The Buenoa
Ayres Herald claima to have examined the fiber
made from the reeds and ruabea of the lowlands
of the Parana, and that the textilea manufactured therefrom are undistioguiehable from thoae
made from wool and silk. Bhnketa, heavy
"
goods for men's wear, feltings and *' black-ailk
dreaa goods are all manufactured from thia
fiber, and are aaid to be unrivaled for texture,
P.iper pulp is also
finiah, color and darability.
made from these reeds and rushes, the manner
of ntilizing them being the invention of Mr.

Newman.
Oil Sfot3 on

Wall

When

a atop

ia

required, the reversal of the pro-

checks the boat very quickly. This
regarded with much interest by those
interested in maritime affairs.
pellers

boat

is

—

Von Schmidt'3 Dredgers in Boston.
company has been formed by New York and

Boston capitalists for the pnrpoae of dredging
Oharlea river and reclaiming the adjacent Cambridge marshes. The dredgers to be used are
thoae invented by Mr, Von Schmidt of thia
Theae machines take up the mud from
city.
the bed of the river and depoait the material
on the ahore by hydraulic preaaure through iron
pipes laid overland or across pontoons, and thus
Paper caused by per- may be made to reclaim land a mile away.

aona leaning their heada against walla may be
removed by making a paste of fuller's earth and
cold water and laying some gently on the surface to be cleaned, leaving it until dry, when
it may be brushed off and the spot will have
diaappeared. It works beat on plain paper,
but it does not succeed so well on thoroughly

—

Hion Railway Speed. The high railway
speeds recently attained on several English
roads show that where sufficient inducement
offers, modern railway appliancee are capable
of approaching very closely to the apparent
limit of one mile a minute.

colored.

A Building in Chicago which weighs 20,000
Brains in Tanning.— The Indiana tan bufand aa an evidence that tons and is 6 atories high ia being lifted up 6 feet
they use more braina in tanning than many of 5 inches. Several thouaand acrew jacks are
The
their white brethren they tan only when a uaed and it takes 300 men to work them.
** prophet " assures them that the business will
average lift is 1 foot per day. The coat will be
falo-akina with brains,

be remunerative.

?40,000,
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For some months the attention of the lead
miners of the United States has been turned to
the Mexican border, where lead ores are being
brought into this country without paying any
duty. The question is a very important one to
Western mining and smelting men. The traffic
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car of high

All of the ore

valne in silver, comes in free,

how mnch

lead,

copper or any other

contains.

Oue

of

of this city

is

limited, but as the pipe does

move sidewise on

this joint, they

not

have found

that they can obtain the desired enlargement
for increase of capacity

backwardly the

by reaming oa cutting

opening in the
Now, as the pipe does not move sidesides of the exit

pacity of the nozzle without interfering at all

ver, thus reducing the value

and

terially,

of

correspondingly

silver ore.

lead ore ma^

with the perfect construction of the joint

increasing the

They have erected two

smelting works at Laredo, Texas, and one at

Piston-Rod Friction, 378-

Nogales, and the ores containing higher grades

SOIENTIFIG PROGRBSb.-Why

itself,

The object
this city is to

Boil; The Bj.iometer
sions; Dangers in Gun Discharsps;
bility; Pnilosophy of " The Lurch

A

of the invention of Joel B.

Low

of

provide a simple and effective

of lead

Physical Impossi-

Elevator Clutches— B. E. Hea'iksen.
Books— H. C. Baird & Co., Philadelphia.
Assessment Notice Gover Mining Co.
Dui ker Portable House Co.— New York.

lead ores bearing silver ore

—

resolution

mittee, of

tS" See Advertising Columns.

Passing Events.
teats of

the water-power and electrical

plant to ran the big mill ap on the Comstock
have been very satiefaotory. There will be

changes in some minor details probably, but the
general plan is successful. We shall soon have
a detailed description of this plant.

There

is

mach complaint among

relative to the

smnggling

country from Mexico.

lead miners

of lead ores into

this

probable that Congress will very shortly take active steps to
It

is

prevent this going on any further.

Stiil very
powerful railroad and smelting influences would
rather have things remain as they are. There
ia

money

in this

smuggling for some people on

both sides of the border.
Preparations are being actively
eral ecientiflc parties to properly

coming eclipse

made by

sev-

observe the

Mo&t of the parties
some will go to
Nevada, thinking they are more sure of clear
of the sun.

will observe in California, bat

weather at this season.
In a few weeks a report on the alien ownership of mines in the Territories will be

Congress.

The matter

gated thoroughly.

is

now being

made

to

investi-

Temescal, Alameda county,

free.

This

was referred to the Judiciary Comwhich Senator Edmunds of Vermont

Edmunds did

is for

seven feet in

threads

a lead-bath

apparatus for working ores. In the employment of molten lead or other metal to recover
precious metals from these ores or from sand

deep

with

length,

cut on the outside.

square

Each

of these

screws has a key-seat or spline cut the entire

by which it is feathered to the bevel
which drives it. This gear connects

length,

sleeve gear

with a beveled driving gear on the crank shaft
engine which gives it a high rotative

of the

speed. On the sleeve of this gear are three
spur feed gears which engage -and drive three

others on a small counter shaft; at the lower

end of the latter

is

in turn engages

with and drives another gear,

which

is

of

keyed a spar gear, and

this

keyed to the cast-steel feed nut of the
These feed gears have a difference

one or more teeth, giving a differential feed

with three combinations.

The counter-shaft

is

hollow and

a sliding rod having a clutch
to

is fltted with
which can be set

engage with either of the three feed gears

carried on the upper end of the shaft.

lower end of this clutch rod
sliding handle with detent, so

The

secured to a

is

arranged that

the operator can shift the clutch from one feed

gear to another while the machine

is

running,

thus changing from a coarse to a flne feed, or
vice versa, and adapting the cut of the bit to

The thrust of the bit
by a hardened

the hardness of the rock.

apon the feed nut

is

received

which is held
yoke resting upon two hydaulic pistons.
These pistons are connected
with a pressure gauge on the swivel head, which
steel conical roller-thrust bearing,

in place

by

a steel

indicates the pressure

rock.

of

At the lower end

the bit against the
of

the feed screw

is

secured a chuck, through both of which pass
the drill rods.

The

the bit and core

lifter is

end of the

drill rods,

these rods

is

pump by

core barrel

which

carries

secured to the lower

and on the upper end

of

a water joint connected to the feed

With

rubber hose.

stant stream of water

is

pnmp a condown through

this

forced

the hollow drill rods, keeping the bit cool and

washing the cuttings up

to the surface

on the

outside of the rods. The hollow bit is a steel
with which they may be mixed, considerable
opinion as chairman of that committee, but adthimble having two rows of diamonds (bort or
difficulty baa been experienced, firat, from the
dressed a letter to the Secretary of the Treascarbon) so embedded therein that their edges
large aurface of lead which must be exposed to
ury asking his opinion. In response the Secreproject from its face, and from the outer and
the atmosphere and the consequent loss by oxtary of the Treasury wrote to Senator Edmunds
The diamonds in the face cut
inner periphery.
idation; secondly, in the difficulty of distributinforming him that the ruling of the department
the path of the drill in its forward progress,
ing the sand so that all parts will be exposed to
is, that lead ore containing silver ore of greater
while the outer and inner projections enlarge
the action of the metal; and, thirdly, in the
value than the lead ore shall be considered
the cavity and allow the free passage of the
difficulty of separating the sand from the lead
This letter
silver ore and be admitted free.
water as above described. As the feed screw is
and discharging it without carrying off a conSenator Edmunds indorsed as his opinion
rotated and fed forward, it turns the drill rods
siderable quantity of the lead with it. This
also.
and bit and thrusts the bit into the rock, cutShields is designed to
is

The

come

to

machine.

Bock-Crusher.

rock-crusher which is easily operated and adand silver are shipped to Kansas City,
justed, and which can he readily cleaned in all
smelting. As much as
Backward;" Photo- Denver and Omaha for
its parts, making it specially adapted for ttie use
graphine the Earth's Surface, 3784000 tons of lead have been brought over or
of aasayers and for any small work where samGK>OD HBAij'rH.— Night- Air Superstition; Vital
Grit; Qualities of Alum; A New and Novel Remedy for smuggled in in one month. The Mexican Gov*
ples are desired. The patent covers, in a rockPoisoning; Remedy for Biliousness, 379.
ernment
is very much opposed to this kind of
USEFUL INFORMATION.—Elastic Traces; An
breaker, a stationary jaw pivoted at its top in
Ancient Matchlock; Flour from Cornstalks; How to smnggling, preferring to have the ores smelted
the frame so it may be turned up when reMeasure a Mile; Aitiflcial Cultivation of Sponges; A
to
sell
the
lead.
and
are
anxious,
New Usfi for salmon Refuse; Vegetable Wool and in Mexico,
There is a released to an elevated position.
Silk; Brains in Tanning, 379.
BNGINBBRING NOTES, -The Canal of Joseph; They are willing to aid the United States Gov- movable bolt or pin behind the stationary jaws
The Sidewiieel Ferry-Boars Must Go; Von Schmidt's ernment to suppress this traffic. The Utah,
for holding it in its working position and
Dredgers in Boston; High Railway Speed, 379.
COTiON AND WOOL,.— Cotton Manufacturing Montana and Idaho lead miners are those who adapted to be placed in the frame in front of it
attheSuuth; The Increasing Demand for Cotton and are suffering the moat."
to hold it when in an elevated position.
The
Iroo; Cotton-Mill in Japan, 383.
We called Mr. Michels* attention to a state- moving jiw is also pivoted at its top to the
BOOT AND SHOWM&KER.—Changes in Shoe
Manufacture and Styles; Miscellaneous, 383.
Republican,
by
Denver
Weekly
ment
made
the
TUB WATCHMAKER.— American vs. Imported
frame and is adapted to be turned up to an eleClocks; Non-Magnetic Watches; Miscellaneous, 384. that the ruling of the Treasury Department
SHOP NOTES.—Trained Mechanics; Fmish What upon the admission of silver-bearing lead ores vated position and rested against the other jaw.
You Begin; Ingenious Way of Cooling a Journal; Waste
It being possible to thus throw the jaws up out
of Lubricating Oil; Miscellaneous, 384
MINING SUMMARY- From tne various counties free of duty had been brought to the attention of working position, the whole machine is easily
of California. Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Monof the Judiciary Committee of the Senate, of
cleaned, so that when a new sample ia to be
tana. New Mexico. Oresron, Utah, Wyoming, 380-81.
MINING STOCK MARKBT.—Sales at the San which Senator Edmunds is chairman, and that crushed there is not apt to be any of the
Francisco Stock Board, Notices of Meetings, Assess- this committee reported that the ruling is in acments, Dividends, and Bullion Shipments, 388.
crushed previous sample remaining, as is the
cordance with the statutes. Mr. Michels says:
caae where the interior is difficnlt of access.
"
Denver
Republican
is
in
error
about
it.
The
Bnsiness Annonnoeiiieiits.
Lead-Bath Apparatus for Ores.
Senator Stewart of Nevada some time' ago inThe patent of Andrew M. Shields of North
[NBW THIS ISSUE.]
troduced a resolution in the Senate, asking why
Electric Motors— Joseph L. Jayne.
Does Lime
and Colliery Explo-

Make Water

Drills.

Therefore the diameter of the opening

on the ball

ball.

Petriin

Manuia^ture

Steel

terest to our readers.

by Joshua Hendy

" The ores from Mexico very often contain
wise, these additional openings or recesses do
from 40 to 60 per cent of lead ore, and from 8
not expose the packing-ring and the pipe may
to 15 per cent of silver ore, on which freight,
move up and down as before. By this im
as well as 10 per cent loss, are charged against
provement they have accomplished the neceS'
charges
are
way
all
lead
ores.
In
this
the
sary result and materially increased the ca
made against the lead ore, none against the sil-

value of

PROGRBSS.-Utilizing

Wood; Primitive Manganese

Diamond-Pointed Rock

Three improvements in mining appliance s
The Bullock Manufacturing Go. has purwere patented through the Mining and Scien' chased the rights to manufacture
all the styles
TiFic Press Patent Agency during the past of rock drills
made under original Leschot patweek, brief descriptions of which will be of in- ents, and also a large number
of patents granted

posed.

lead ore to one

under the direction and instruction

of the Secretary of the Treasury.
i,

Mining Patents.

1888

8,

these, patented to M. C. Bullock, which
control the latest imand O. M. Lov- provements in diamond-pointed rock
drills.
eridge of Weaverville {assignor to Mr. Hendy), The advantages of
is carried on ander a ruling of the Secretary of
diamond drills are thoroughly
the Treasury to the effect that the duty, if any, ia intended to increase the capacity of the ordi- recognized and understood. The general princinary
is paid on the predominating metal in the ore,
ple of boring is the same in all the drills made
Hydraulic Nozzle.
The silver ore comes in free of duty; so as long
by this company, though there are slight
In the ordinary nozzle used in hydranlic minas the ore cootains more in valne in silver
changes in design to meet special requirements.
ing, the elbow is provided on its forward end
than lead, then the lead in it pays no duty. In
In boring artesian or oil-wells, or in prospectwith a ball having an exit opening. To the ball
this way large quantities of lead ore are coming
ing at great depth, they use a pair of reciprois pivoted by
trunnions a flange or ring to
in free, to the detriment of American lead-pro
cating engines with cross-heads and slide valves,
which the flaring rear end of the nozzle-pipe is
ducers.
and a single reversing device. For underbolted, said flaring end thus fitting over the forWe had a conversation this week with Mr. ward end of the ball and having an up and ground prospecting or boring short holes, peculIvan C. Michels, Statistician of the Committee
iar trunk engines are used.
down movement about the tronions as a center.
on Mines and Mining, TJ. S. Senate, who is on
An engraving of one of these drills, called the
A packing-ring bolted between the nozzle-pipe
this coast engaged in investigations concerning
Dauntless, is given on next page. It is a drill
and flange makes a tight joint. The object bealien ownership of mines.
He spoke of this
of this pattern which has been doing such good
ing to increase the capacity of the apparatus,
subject of smuggling of lead ores, it being
work prospecting in the coal measures at Saythese inventors found that with the construcone to which he has given considerable attenbrook, 111. The diamond -pointed bit, or bortion of the joint as described it would not antion.
ing-tool, is mounted on a swivel head, which
swer to simply increase the diameter of the
He says the smuggled lead ores come in by exit opening in the ball, which has heretofore can be eaaily turned to bore in any desired diway of Nogales, Arizona Territory, Laredo,
rection, and is secured in position by simply
been round, for in that case, as the pipe moves
tightening one nut. The feed screws are made
Texas and Eagle Pass, Texas. The lead ore is
up and down, the packing-ring would be exol best lap-welded hydraulic tubing, from four
convoyed by one car of silver ore, say as one to

nine

Q. H.

New

Ores,

[Dec.

chairman.

Senator

not give an

invention of Mr,

"lb

is

statutes.

decidedly not in accordance with the
On the contrary, the United States

statutes expressly provide that on ores not other-

wise provided for in the metal schedule of the
tariff,

a duty of 20 per cent ad valorem shall be

come these

over-

difficulties.

The invention

consists

pan, the bottom of which stands on an incline, while the top is in a nearly horizontal
of a

plane, and,

in combination

with

ting an annular channel.

stone encircled

by

That portion

this channel is

of the

undisturbed,

and the core barrel passing down over it prepan a serves it intfict. When the rods are withdrawn
melted lead the solid cylinder thus formed is broaght up
this

for reducing the surface of
with them. When a core is not required, anexposed to the atmosphere, the means for feedThe feed screw
other boring head can be used.
Trial of the suit of Washington Smith, one ing the molten metal and agitating it, together
is made to run up 60 times faster than it is fed
of the stockholders of the Kentnck Mining with a means for discharging the refuse from
down. The agents for these machines on this
Company, against Superintendent C. C. Stev- the top of the lead bath without carrying away
coast are Parke & Lacy.
enson and Wales L. Palmer, a stockholder of the the lead itself. Mr. Shields informa us that one
corporation, was begun Tuesday before Judge of these machines has been working snccessfnlly
During the past year Spokane Falls, W. T.,
on the beach sands at Monterey bay, and that
Wallace.
has enjoyed a first-class boom. More than
they are specially adapted for saving the fine
The quicksilver mine near Oakland, Oregon,
S2 000,000 has been spent in buildings, and
gold in beach sand.
$224,000 has been paid out for street improveis yielding 15 flasks per month.
This is the
only oinnabar deposit on the coast now worked
The Tucson Smelting Works have passed in- ments. The city is equipped with three sys-

means

levied."

outside of California.

to the

hands

of the

Pueblo Kednction Works Co,

tems of street

oars.

D£C.
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done much to farther the practical development
on this orast,
The first and most important deaideratum in
the manufacture of concrete is the securing of a
RsD80m6*e atone baa for maoy years borne a
proper mixing of the aggregates and Portland
familiar feonnd to the care of tbe writer.
Dar- cement. Drawings accompany the present de
ing a lifetime Mr. Frederick Rineome, the BcriptioD of his process. In two of them we
father of Mr. E-ncat L. Kinabme of this city» have the *' mixers," which he has found most

Concrete.

of concrete constructions

i

Ransome'tj Process.

whose procesa
article,

I

propose to deal with

in

to see the thorough manner in which the mixing was accomplished.

boy can turn out 1700 cubic feet in one workI

:

<

ing day. Tne machine can be had for hire, so
that the onat of parohiaing is converted into a
charge of $2 per day to the hirer.
In Fig. 2 is seen an improved mixer which is

this

baa given nnremittinf; and toilsome at*
coojunotion with Mr. Ernest Hio-

his eon,

M

r.

Henry Bessemer and other

in-

ventors, to the production of an artificial building-

atone which has almost rivaled Nature herself.

In London, Calcutta, Hongkong, and

I

may

say

Cobnial settlements,
tbe patents of Mr. Rinsome have been practically tested, and for structural and decorative
in the majority of British

*'

he had fcllowed with th? more

Well Construction.

in-

terest the labors of Mr. Frederick Rinaome,
who, after years of experiment, hsd solved satisfactorily and completely a great industrial
problem— with the more interest bjoause he
himself had carried on, in 1S57-S, a seriea of
experiments very eimilir in character and in
chemical reaulte, in hi) endeavors to find out
the mtthod by which certain soft earthy rocks,
consisting in great part of silica and carbonate
of lime, have become hard and crystalline."

The woodwork of the mold is ao arranged
that any carpenter can put it together in two
daya. even though it be for a reservoir 50 feet
in diameter.
It will laat an indefinite time, and the small
amount of iron used in ita conatruction coats

—

of alkali

and

silica, called

Mr. Rinsome making

it

is

another.

The latest patent applied for by Mr. Rinsome was that of imbedding twistid iron bars
It ia now an established fact, and,
strange to aay, a newly discovered one by Mr.
Rinaoma, that an iron bar when twiated without heating ia increased in atreugth upward of
30 per cent.
In this last patent there is a great
improvement upon Mr. Hyatt'ainvention, where
the bars or bladea were perforated at every few
inchea, and anchored by short roda or wires
threaded through the holes, which latter would
tend to weaken them a further disadvantage
being the diffijulty of making it perfectly firein concrete.

—

j

proof.

Mr. G. W. Percy, in a piper read before the
Technical Sjciety of the Pacific Coast, said that
while Mr. Jickson'a late experiments in the
strength of iron and concrete were being conducted, '*Mr. E. C. Rmsome, also a member of
THE "DAUNTLESS"
DRILL.
this society, and a very auoceeaful maker of
concrete, was experimenting with a diflerent
useful, and on which he has obtained patents.
80 conatructed that its motion is a continuously
method for tlie purpose of obtaioing the same
Without a proper machine, the work cannot be revolving one ('.he cubical box necessitates a
result.
thoroughly and cheaply accomplished.
cnnstaot opening and abutting of the door in
"For several years he had used old wire
The cubical iron box in Fjg 1 of the acoom- its aide for the puipoae of filling and emptying
cablis as a band in concrete walls, the irregu*
panytng engravings is partly filled with the ce- it). The power ia derived from a small steam
larity of the wire ropea, caused by the twist of
ment and aggregates, tbe cement being of the engine. At the side presented toward ua can
the strands, preventing the possibility of slipfinett quality and ground to a very fine powder
be seen the acoop by means of which the inping when imbedded in concrete. This probao that it shall come in complete contact with gredients are carried into the revolving wheel.
ably suggested to his mind the idea of twisting
eqoare bars of iron or ateel and imbedding
them in tbe bottom of concrete girders or flat

DIAMOND

" water gUss," was

the next step in the evolution of

artificial stone,

available by

the dis-

of chloride of calcium aa a fixing agent.
Toe next step was to use such materials for
cement as would themselves become insoluble,
and require no after-treatment with chemicals.
This was effected by adding to the ingredients
bydrauhc lime and active Bilica, the silica being
in time transferred through the agency of the
alkali to the unsaturated base of the hydraulic
lime, while soda itself unites with the silicata
of lime to form an insoluble double silicate of
lime and soda.
FlK. 1. -CUBICAL BOS MIXER,
We have here a double advantage First,
the richness of the material in combined silica
as an admirable addition to its resittance to atmospheric and abrading influences; and second,
tbe acceleration of the hardening process to a
few hours by, the use of water glass.
Aa regards strength, this stone was proved to
resist a crushing force of 9000 pounds to the
square inch. D.sks were also made of the material, which were used aa millstones and
grindstones. Combined with emery, the artificial stone when made into a disk for sawsharpening would, when only one-fourth inch
thick, cut a saw-blade an eighth of an inch
thick at the rate of six inches per minute.
**
Rinaome'e hydraulic cement," composed of
furnace slag (which consists of silica, alumina
and lime), was an outcome of the discovery
made by Mr. Charlea Wood of the Tees Iron
Works, who in the year 1873 obtained a patent
for granulating the previous refractory elig by
running it into water. The analysis of slag
sand is: Silica, 38 25; alumina, 22 19; lime,
31,56; magneBia,'4 14; calcic sulphide, 2.95; and
protoxide of iron, .91. An especial advantage
derived from the use of slag eand in the manu[Fig. 2.-CONTINUOUS MIXER FOR
Fig. S-MOLD FOR CONCRETE IN
facture of cements ia the avoidance of the uaual
CEMENT.
WELLS.
severe burning. It ia admirably adapted for
concrete.
fireproof
of
construction
use in the
The concluding portion of this articld will every portion of sand and broken rock; 640 to Within thia wheel are a aeries of hinged iron
consist of a description of the means taken and the square inch is the size of the mesh which platea which are connected with the machinery
the procesa adopted by Mr. Ernest L. Ranaome grades Eogliah Portland cements. The Garmana ao that a flapping and acooping motion is conThe are grinding a poorer cement even finer, and aa a stantly kept up. By a simple device the moof this city in his concrete constructions.
discovery of the aafe and effectual combination oonaequence some branda from that country are tion of these plates can be reversed so that
making good headway in the market.
their motion backward and forward within the
such
great
promised
of iron and concrete has
Water ia admitted to the cubical iron box revolving wheel contributsa to a thorough and
and beneficial results to the building world—
the safety from fire, from rust, and its chfeap- through the axle; for thia hollow axle Mr. Ran- even mixing of the materiala. These, when
ness and lightness that prejadice againat, and aome secured the patent. Six of thaae machines mixed, come out in a ready fi:)w at the other
ignorance of, ita merits can have the sympathy are being rnn by steam-power for the purpose aide, ready for wheeling away for immediate
of mixing the concrete aa naed in the dam for use.
of no intelligent man,
The machine is made of di£fdrent sizea, from
Mr. Ernest Ranaome has taken out many pat- the new Spring Valley reservoir. Mr. H.
ents during late years through the Mining and Sohnssler says that they have given the utmost an output of 1000 to 15,000 cubic feet per day
Scientific Press Patent department, and has aatiafaction, and the writer was lately enabled with from three to six men.

covery

:

—

than $20. The mold, of which a drawing
given, can also be changed from one size to

lesa

The speaker had shown by

researchei in the
labjratory, and also by observations of hmevicinity
of
eruptive rocks,
etone strata in the
that a reaction between the silica and carbonate
of lime takes place in the presence of carbonate
of soda, by which the alkali b.ought abjut,
little by little, the solution of the silica and its
nnion with the Hme to form a hard Gilicate of
This ie Nature's method, Tne action of
lime.
alkali in dissolving the silica and then giving it
up to the lime, was an example of many of the
80-caIled actions by presence, which are really
cages of chemical affiaity, acting under peculiar
conditions. It was reserved Tor Mr. Rinaome,
by using bjth the lime and the silica in their
free, soluble and active forms, and by bringing
in the alkali already comb.ned with a portion of
silica, to make this carious action very rapid,
and to ehow that the product forme a cementing material which is available for binding particles of sand into hard, stoneliko masses.
Here we come to the spcret of the hardening
of cements the small amount of alkali used
by Mr. Rinsome in the process itself, united
with the successive viorSions of ailicati of lime
formed, thus becoming locked in an insoluble
compound, as we see every day in granite
It is a generally accepted view at the
rocks.
present time that ihe hardening of hydraulic
and Portland cements is in a great measure due
ti the trantferring power of a small portion of
alkali which such cements are found to contain.
The application of Fachh' invention made
nearly 70 years ago, of the adhesive compound

sidewalks must amount to many tons.
There are two patents for this also. In the
first the arch forms the paveme«t, the joint being over the iron beams, the surface marked
with artificial fiags. In the aecond, there is a
joint specially adapted to allow for settlemant;
on either aide of the upper portion of the beam
there ia left a small apace, and adjoining the
etrder a receaa is formed in the pavement.
This latter can be filled in when the pavement
baa settled, and as it ia uniform with the marking of the pavement, it is imperceptible.

In contriving a simple mold for the walling
up of a well with concrete, Mr. Ransom j has
met a loog-felt want. The cleanliness and lastmg power of a well so constructed are advantages which, were the cost greater instead of
leaa than bricka, can be appreciatedby tha most
inexperienced.

liurposes they are unexcelled.
In 1S73, Di-. Sterry Hunt, professor of geology in Boston, aaid before the lostitut j of Tech-

nology that

Mr. Ransomo has given much attention to
the construction of a cheap and secure pavea cellar or otherwise, especially important in a city like 'San Franoiaoo,
where in many placea of ita business portions
large cellars are much in request, and where the
amount of goods recklessly piled up on the

With simple horsepower, three men and a ment, arched over

tention, in

«ome,
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slabs.
*' It

was evident that this method would be a
great improvement over that invented by Mr,
Hyatt. The twiat in the bar would cause it to
be held securely at every point along its length,
instead of at intervals of several inches; no
metal would be lost by punching holes, and no
extra iron required for anchors.
The labor of
twitting cold rods would be but a triQe, and
tbe entire sectional area of tbe iron could be
placed just where it would hd most efi"ective.

"Mr. Rinsorae promptly patented bis improvement, and since 18S5 it has been naed
quite extensively in this city."

For withstanding dampness, concrete is admirably adapted for withstanding heat and fire,
even better. The comparative expansion on
the application of heat to iron and concrete is:
;

For

iron, .0014; for concrete, ,00137, at 180°.

Iron and concrete can be used together without any ill resultj from the deflection of the
former or the rigidity of the latter. The most
intense heat has no eCTect in destroying that
homogeneity,
I may add, for the information of thoae who
desire more practical information on the subject,
that Mr. Ranaome'a fireproof oonatruoting oan
be seen in the following places:

Masonic hall. Grown Mills and Insane asylum, Stockton; Brown & Wise's large wine cellar, St. Helena; also, the following buildings in
San Francisco:
Sub-Treasury, Union Iron
Worka, Riadon Iron Works, Fulton Iron
Works, Starr & Co.'s large Flour Mils at Port
Co&ta, Arctic Oil Works, Bank of California,
building corner Stockton and Washington
streets, SSarr King building, Langley & Michaels' building, Sheldon building. Wells, Fargo &
Co.'s

new building, Commercial hotel, Electric
Worka and California Wire Worka.

Light

Wm.

G, Hodson.

—

Mechanics' Institute Lectures
At a
meeting this week of the trustees of the Mechanics' Institute, a communication from President Horace Davis of the Uaiveraity of California was read.
In it Mr. Davis suggested that
a course of 16 lectures should be given by four
.

profeaaora of the University

— Prof.

B. Moses,

American History; Prof.
Wright, four lectures on American Literature;
Prof. Joseph La Conte, four lecturea on Geology; and Prof, John Le Conte, four lectures on
Light. After some discuaaion, the matter was
referred to the Lecture Committee.
four

lecturea

on
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labor organization in the country, promptly

Labor Organizations.

A Much-Needed New

[Dec.

Coast Industrial Notes.

came forward and offered all the money that
Departure Orlsinated. was necessary to carry on the affairs of the

—

Califobhia Oil. A Pennsylvania oil expert
Kuights of Labor, to the extent of $100,000. says: There is more nil under the soil of California than in all of Pennsylvania.
and important of any with which this country This offer was promptly accepted, and as the
has to deal. It has been discussed by able and organization is now placed upon a sound finanDredging Oakland Harbor, Active work
well-meaning men from all points, and by those cial basis, it is to be hoped that it may soon be will soon be once more commenced in dredging
Oakland harbor. The sum of $350,000 is the
occupying various positions in life; and yet the also permanently e&tablished as a thoroughly
amount of the present appropriation.
whole qaeation still remains as much in doubt useful and beneficial Order. To accomplish
and
this
end,
some
modifications
in
the
rules
ever.
many-sided
subject,
with
as
It ia truly a
Bricklayers Scarce, It being impossible
practice of the Order have been adopted.
to find bricklayers out of employment on the
good reasons to urge all around.

The labor problem

ia

one of the most

difficalt

—

8,

18ti8

the State than had been supposed to exist here.
The same is true of the country at large. The
latest estimates are that the next census will
reach very nearly 70,000,000.
This would give
an increase of nearly 20,000,000 in ten years.

Erecting the Planing-Mill at Berkeley.

Preparations are being made in West Berkeley
for the erection of some large planing mills,
Nichans & Co. will be the owners. A lot directly upon the water-front has been graded
and a bulkhead is now being built to prevent
the sea from washing away the earth. The mill
will be 100x125 feet and two stories high.
Pacific Coast, the contractor for the new public
floor made of concrete, eight inches thick, will
building at Carbon imported his force from the
be laid, and the latest improvements in machinEut.
ery will be made to the mill they now are running. It is also their intention to build
Alameda Salt Works. The U. P. Salt for the accommodation of their business.a wharf
Works at Mount Eden, Alameda county, are
loading from two to three schooners a day with
The Canners —There are indications that
salt, of which they have now about 20,000 tons
the canners are about to suffer a raid from »
on the grounds.
patentee of the soldering process which is universally used for closing cans.
It is said that
Ice Men all along the Truckee river are now the royalties in prospect
amount to $50,000,000,
prepared for their winter harvest. Several of and one may expect
a repetition of the scenes
the companies have enlarged their storage ca- which attended the enforcement
of the Goodpacities.
The new ice-house at Essex is about year rubber patents. This fear comes
from a
completed, as is also the additional one at Ouba. verdict rendered on the
22d of last month iq
Boston by a jury in the United States Circuit
New Flume in El Dorado.
survey- Court, said to involve the
collection of millions
ing party is now at work a little northeast of of dollars in
royalties annually from the canPlacerville, and it is reported that they are lay- ners of
fruit, salmon and other commodities in
ing out a line for a
flume to convey the waters the United States for the
use of soldering iron.
of Silver creek to Eolsom, for the purpose of The
ease was made a test.
The verdict was at
floating wood, etc.
the rate of $187.50 per 1000 cans on which the
soldering iron was used by the defendant. This
Box Factory at Verdi.— 0. Lonkey has decision, is is said, will open the way to suits
commenced the construction of a box factory at against a majority of the fruit canners of the
Verdi. It will be one of the largest on the country.
Truckee river, and give employment to a large
number of hands, adding much life to this alReduction Works in San Biego. Accordready wide-awake and prosperous camp.
ing to the National Oity Record^ all the
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We believe

and elevation

in the progreesion

of the laboring

He

man.

is

entitled to every

The E. of

L.

as

The organization

It
of

Was and

Is to Be.

the Knights of Labor,

reasonable consideration and advantage compat-

from whose past misdirected influence so much
ible with the existence of the conditions of of evil has been experienced, and from whose
laborer and employer. These are conditions future action so much of good may be expected,
which can never be wiped out. Under them it was formed some eight years ago for the purevery thinking mind that pose of obviating strikes by the adoption of
as laborers
as some means
of arbitration as a plan for settling
are the ones who can least a£ford disputes abont wages, hours of labor, etc.
So

must be evident
those

who

to

class

workingmen

—

—

themselves

to place themselves in needless antagonism with

beneficial an object naturally commended itself
Hence it is to be regretted that such to the approval not only of the workingmen
an open and bitter hostility should exist be- throughout the countryi but of employers as
tween the two classes as has been growing up well. The Order grew rapidly and soon atwithin the last three or four years.
tained a membership of fully 800,000,
The
great mistake of the organization grew out of
Tlie Mistakes of the Fast.
There is no objection to labor organizations. the fact that no power was lodged in the cenThey are perfectly right and proper when prop- tral body to control local assemblies, more parcapital.

erly conducted,

and should be suBtiined; but

it

has ever been found a difficult matter to organize large

masses of

human

pose in a short time, even

beings for any pur-

when

by the
very best of men. Hence it is not to be wondered at that the attempt to organize and put
in active operation from a half to three-quarters
of a million of men, scattered through almost every State and large town in the
Union, should meet with grave difficulties. The
rank and file, as a general thing, were inexperienced and uneducated in matters of comprehensive organization, and it was perfectly natural that among the leaders should be found
many who were reckless and ambitions, and
who, in entering upon an aggressive warfare,
should, by their incompetence and lack of judgment, lead the organizations into mistakes and
disaster.

officered

Such, unfortunately, for both the

la-

and employer,

Consequent-

ticularly in the matter of strikes.
ly strikes, in
of being

many

averted.

were ordered instead
Arbitration was about as

cases,

often declined as courted,

at least until the

mischief of an unnecessary strike and

all

its

vention of

The interMaster Workman Powderly pleading

more

loyal adherence to the organic prin-

concomitant evils were set on foot.
for a

There

is

ital,

and between the local and central organ-

As

a result of these dif-

became badly demoralized
and with a depleted treasury, the membership
fell off in about IS months from 800,000 to less
than half that number.
The trouble first took
tangible shape at the General Assembly held a
year ago in Richmond, Va., and finally culminated at Indianapolis, where Mr. Powderly,
who, as much as any man in the country, holds
the welfare of the wage-worker at heart, has
made a complete triumph over his own and the
workingmen's most dangerous and persistent
enemies. It is to be hoped that since the organization has now been thoroughly purged of
the disaffected and reckless element in its leadership, it will soon regain the most of its lost
membership and hereafter exert a healthful and
ferences, the Order

—

ism to soon get their eyes open, and on the second

the defendants on each of the

sober thought, to strike out for the right.

on which the case had been presented to them.

This

has been the result of the mistakes of the last

two years, and now these
being sent to the rear

all

reckless

along the line, while

their places are being filled with

judgment,

who

body

men

think more and talk

The Labor Convention
Which

leaders are

of better
less.

at Indianapolis

recently adjourned, as the representative

of the

Knights of Labor, has

fully

vindi-

cated the honor and intelligence of the

Amer-

ican working people

in

sustaining

A

—A

V

V

—

ma-

—

Steel Superseding Iron. Eight hundred
tons of American steel rails, which recently ar-

Order was disregarded and often rived from New York for the Southern Pacific
Company, are being forwarded to the Koseburg
oontemptuously spurned by some of the more
division of the Oregon and California Railroad,
reckless managers of the local organizations. and enough more are coming on three ships to
The natural consequence was a long and bitter replace all the iron rails on the road, and give a
series of conflicts between both labor and cap- continuous steel rail from Portland to San Fran-

has been the result.
no occasion to enter into details in this
matter. The facts are known and read by all.
The uncalled-for and unnecessary strikes of the
past two years; the terrible sufferings which
they have imposed upon thousands of families;
the stopping of the wheels of commerce suddenly and without notice; the great damage
to the public at large, which has fallen with far
greater force upon labor than upon capital; the
forcing of men with families to stop work
against their will and interests, are things
which cannot be tolerated in a free Govern- highly beneficial influence over the general lament, where each is so dependent upon the bor organizations of the country.
other in the performance of needful labor and
Zellereach's Suit. After a trial lasting
social duties.
The great body of the workingmen of this coun- over two months, the jury in the case of Mark
try may be misled for a time by reckless leaders, ZsUerbach against M. Allenberg and E. L.
but they have sufficient intelligence and patriot- Goldstein has returned a unanimous verdict for

borer

—

ciples of the

izations of the Order.

The case involved the

title to

14:

special

issues

cisco.

New Foundry

in

Nevada

— Wm. H.

Mar-

Robert Mai tin and Dave Muir, Jr., have
commenced the construction of a fouhdry and
machine shop at this city. The site selected is
tin,

the Stiles lot on Spring street, in the rear of
the Methodist church. The engine, tools, etc.,
have been ordered and will soon arrive. The
company will make a specialty of furnishing
mining machinery, so saya the Nevada Transcript.

—

made to pay a profit. It is believed that this ed so little attention here that there are doubtless
arrangement will be accomplished in the near many persons in this city who have never before
future.
heard of the existence of such an establishment
in San Francisco.
Bat although quietly conFlourishing. Rocklin, Placer county, is a ducted, the works are really of great importlively town, according to the Sacramento Bee. ance, and they add another proof of San FranThe two hotels there are crowded every cisco's advance in the industrial world. The
night and another hotel is in process of erec- establishment was founded in 1S71, when everytion.
At Rocklin, they are getting out the thing in the line of bolts was obtained from

—

granite for the new courthouse at Stockton,
aud the contract caused the employment of one
huudred additional quarrymen.
All the towns
in Placer county, along the line of the Central
Pacific Railroad, seem to be flourishing.

mining property
which has

—

dollars,

General

chinery has been received for the cscablishment
of Reduction Works at National City, and th»
works have been started. The building contains four floors, and the ore, which is deposited
on the upper fioor, passes, during the different
stages of the process of reduction, successively
downward to the lower floors, until the refuse
reaches the vast dumping-grounds in the rear
of the establishment.
An invoice of ore has
been received from San Bernardino county, and
contracts have been made with a number of
other parties for supplies of ore, which will follow in intervals so as to keep the Rednotioa
Works busy continuously for many months to
come. The handling of the ore, the operation
of the machinery and other work connectecl
with this establishment, give employment to
over one hundred men right along, and when
the large refinery, with its big smelters, scales
and furnaces, which will immediately be built,
in connection with these works, is ccmpleted,
the number of employes will at least
be
doubled, and National Oity will have one of the
completest plants of its kind in existence.

Removal of Duncan's Mills. These mills
have recently passed into the hands of a syndicate, and it is now in contemplation to remove
them to Petaluma, that being the most favorable
Bolt Making in San FRANCieco.— Nearly
point on the Hue of water navigation with San fifty people
are employed in a local bolt
Francisco. There everything could be utilized. factory on Mission street. Bolt-making, says a
Sawdust, slabs and all refuse stuff could be contemporary, as a distinct industry has attract-

Shipping Houses from the East. Several
houses, all ready made, and only needing to be
been in litigation for many years. Allenberg put together, have recently been received at
was formerly the confidential agent and man- Los Angeles from the East. This is a someOur lumber-men
what suggestive matter.
ager for Zellerbach, and it was charged in the
must be prepared to compete with the lumbercomplaint that he sold the products of the men of the Northwest, or their occupation will
mines and gave the money to Goldstein, who in be seriously interfered with. Juetnow, lumlow, so low, in all probability, as
tarn loaned the money to Zellerbach on his ber is very
to preclude any such further importations.
It
mining property. When the loans became due, should be noticed that labor is also an impor
Zellerbach's property was attached and was taut factor in this new business venture.
valued at several million

A

abroad. Success has attended the efforts of the
manufacturers, although at the start it was
dearly won, as outside competition was strong.
The products of the works have for some years
past been supplying the local trade, aod have
also been shipped as far East as Utah and adjoining Territories.
They have also been sent
to the islands of the Pacific in great quantities,
as well as to South America.
Great superiority
is claimed for the bolts made in this city, and
they are said to be of such good quality that
they never break under ordinary usage. Carriage bolts are the specialty of the establishment, and these are made in large quantities.

Furniture Factory at Randall, Los Angeles Co. A reporter of the Los Angeles
Times recently made a tour through the above
establishment, and
found that important
Borate of Lime. It has long been known changes and improvements had recently been
that a deposit of borate of lime existed in Curry made in the factory.
The reporter remarks
county, Oregon, but it has only quite recently been that it is very evident that the factory officials
known that it was of vast extent. The deposit and the operatives thoroughly understand their
business, for every man is kept busily at work,
is a dry one, in a bluff directly upon the ocean
shore, and in a locality very convenient for ship- and there is no time lost.
Wood is taken from
ment. The deposit", it ia said, has been traced the dry kiln and taken to the sawyers; then it
mile,
and
is
feet
wide
and
feet
is
run
through
for half a
300
30
the planers and surfaced, then
deep. If the accounts of this discovery are to taken to the band and jig saws to be cut out on
be relied upon, this is the most valuable depos- the patterns, thence to the shapers and sand
papering machines; if the wood is for tables the
it of this kind on the Pacific Coast, or anywhere
eke, in fact. The convenience for shipment is legs are turned on the lathe; the wood is then
an important factor in connection with this dis- sent to the carver, thence to the men who set it
up put the pieces together thence to the upcovery.
holsterers and then to the finishers. And the
There seems to be an unusual activity mani- beauty about it is that this work is going on

bought in by Allenberg and Goldstein. He
Master Workman Powderly in his honest and
charged that his former agent Allenberg conearnest endeavors to secure a just and honorspired with Goldstein to defraud him, but the
able administration of the affairs of the organjury found that there wa& no foundation for
ization of which he has long been the head.
the charge of fraud.
Notwithstanding the most determined efforts on the part of the reckless minority
Mining Companies Sued. P. J. Kenna, as
opposed to him, he has most signally tri- a stockholder in several companies, has brought
umphed over his opponents and has been suit to recover ^1000 iu each case against the
fully
established in his position as head directors of the Mount Diablo Mill and
Mining
of
the Order for another term, with the Company, of the ChoUar Mining Company, and
added
privilege
of
henceforth
choosing also of the Potosi Mining Company, for failure
his own cabinet advisers.
His chief opponent to publicly post the monthly financial transand late lieutenant, Thomas Barry of Michigan, actions, as required by law.
has been ignominiously expelled from the Order
fested just at this time in all the various indusby a decided vote of 123 to 24. On its being
The State Mining Bureau Museum has been tries. The old works are being enlarged, and
new industries being established all through the
ascertained that, owing to the troubles and the recipient of a present of a large collection
State. There ia the promise of a larger influx of
consequent falling off of membership of the of shells from J. Z. Davis. The shells are from visitors from the East this coming season than
K. of L., that body was in some pecuniary the seacoasts of various countries, and there are has ever before been known, and a much larger
straits, the representatives of the Glass Work- several thousands of them.
Among other addi- portion are coming to stay. The present outlook
for California is most especially encouraging.
ers' Assembly of Pennsylvania, the wealthiest, tions to the museum is a box of Tolteo mumThe recent election registration and the vote
most conservative and most influential local mies from New Mexico.
cast has developed a much larger population in

—

—

—

—

—

making a steady stream of wood
from the lumber-yard to the shipping-room.
collector is a great institution. In
the basement is a double fan that creates a severe suction on one side and a blast on* the
other; large pipes are run from each machine
collaeting the shavings and sawdust and conveying it to a reservoir over the boiler; the dost
is thrown out of the collector, and nothing but
the clean wood is saved; this drops into an aucontinually,

The ehaving

Dec.
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tomfttio feeder into the6re*boz, thaa doing away
with a firemao, for the refuse at the factory ta
enooffh to feed the boiler. The eatabllBbmeat
haa a firat-class designer, aod he is getting oot
aome beautifal pieces of faroitore. Kvery man
ID the baildiog thoroughly uoderstaDda his
baBioeBi, and there Is some beaatifal furoitare
being turned out.

Extensive

Bhick-Makino

Works —The

a recent dat^ saya that
Mesara. K?milUrtliS:Co., proprietors of theexteaeive brickyards near I'leasaotoo, are now inilciof;
arraogements for the erection of a mammoth patent kiln in whioh themanofactare of brick may
be carried on throaf^hout the year, instead of
only during the summer months, ai at present.
The building will consist of a aenea of twenty
furnaces, inclosing a circular court, from the
oenter of which will rise a high chimney. The
diameter of the whole will be one hundred feet.

Livermore H^-rald

of

The outar wall will be nine feet thick and about
twenty high; the Inner of nearly equal bight
Eioh chamber will have a
bnt not ao thiok.
twelve feet and a depth of
of
frontage
twenty. The chimney will be 130 feet in bight.
Rich chamber will have a 6ue communicating
with this chimney. The brick will be burned
iu the chambers, and once started the work
never stops some burning, others being filled
and others emptied all the time. Coal will be
used for fuel inetead of wood. Two extensive
storage ahods, eaoh of a capacity of 2,000,000

—

The cabrick, will flank this mammoth kiln.
pacity of the kiln will be about 8,000,000 a
year. Thia will be in addition to the present
work of the yard, which will go on ae uaual.
The present output is about 11,000,000. The
new works will go into operation by the first of
May next.

—

Beet Sugar a Rcccess. Glaus Spreckele ia
msetiog with the fullest success in his WateonHe is satisfied and envtlte sugar enterprise.
khusiastio.
From the first he has been confident of the BuocesB of the beet-sugar industry
in California, when properly managed, with the
beat modern mechanical appliances, and the
product that ia being turned out daily only
The firat
serves to bear out his predictiona,
ahipments of crude sugar came from Wataon
ville to the Portrero refinery about ten days
ago, and trains have since been bringing carThe beets produced about Watloads daily.
One
aonville are proving very satisfactory.
farmer whose beets contained about 22 per cent
saccharine matter will net S3 a ton for his crop.
When the seed was distributed the farmers
were guaranteed S4 a ton, but few anticipated
they would realize double that figure. That
the project is as much a succees as could be is
unquestioned. The understanding now is that
when the busy times are through at the factory,
Mr. Spreckele will think matters over and arrange for the location at one or two favorable
points in the State of other planta for the carrying on of the industry in which he has auch confidence.
It has ever been the boast of this milhe was trained
lionaire sugar refiner that
to labor, and no one who has seen him at bis
factory during the first work of baet crushing
can wonder that such earnest activity has
brought him succeas. Dressed in old clothes,
surrounded by the necessary dirt of the factory, he has set all hia workmen an example of
industry. The pulp which ia leftafter the saccharine juice is expressed is used as cattle food.
About seven carloads of pulp are being shipped
daily from the beet factory to Henry Miller,
Farmers who have fed pulp to their
Gilroy.
Cattle like it,
stock are well pleased with it.
and it is fattening feed. Beet sugar is the great
coming industry

of California.

A New Industry—TekraCotta Lumber.—
The International Terra Ootta Lumber Com
pany has its headquarters for the Pacific Coast
Its representative here, Mr,
at Los Angeles.
T. P. Lawrence, was recently in San Diego,

C(oTTOj^ AfiD (fiioOb.
Cotton

Manufacturing at the South.

There appears to be a constantly increasing
activity in the cctUiu-minufaotnring interest of

the South. Georgia and the Carolinas appear
All through those Statea
to take the lead.
the capacity of existing milla is being increaaed
and many new milla are being built or pUnned,
There is also a gradual widening of the character of the manufaoturea being produced
more fine gooda are conttantly being made.

One of our exohaogea makes an enumeration
number of mills that are being enlarged, and of new onea in progreaa of conThe time when this enumeration
atruction.
of a large

waa taken was during Auguat and September
the two dnileat montha of the year. Among
the new milla being built are the following:
In Georgia, the Richmond Co., near Augusta,
is'building a second mill with over 3000 spin*
dies; a mill is being built at Newman; the Paragon Co. at Columbia is building a mill to
make tine ginshamt a mill is under contract
to be built at L^ Orange; a 3000 spindle mill is
just being started at D.illas, and a new mill in
;

contemplation at^Iacon.
In South Carolina a $100,000 mill Is being
built at Chester; one at Cowpena, and another
at Seneca.
In North Carolina a $100,000 mill ia being
built at Pineville, and another of the same capacity at Kotherfordton; mills will also be built
in this State at Format City, at Morgantown, at
Fingerville (with 5000 spindles), at Iron Station,
at Laurel Uill, and at Gibsonville.
A SIOO.OOO mill is going up at Lynchburg,
Va., and one of same capacity at Eufaula, Ala.
Three new knitting factories are also reported
one at Union Mills, Va., to employ 100 hands,
and one each at Charlotte and Tarboro, N. C.

—

These are all in addition to numerous enlargements of existing milla, and many others are
Boppoaed to be under construction or early establishment at other places. This information
furnishes abundant evidence of the rapidly increasing industrial growth of the Southern
States.
There was never a time when such industries were more rapidly inoreasiog at the
Noith.

American Wool.

What Localltlee Produced
and In What Amounts-

Qualities— In

Everything relating to wool production in
the United States has special interest just now.
Qaestions

concerning

the amount produced,

quality, classes and uses having been referred
to Mr. J. R,. Dodge, statistician of the Dapart-

ment of Agriculture, he answers:
The first of the three classes ia clothing wool.
Thia is the fleece of fuU-blood and grade
merino, of fine, short fiber, remarkable for its
Tdese wools are prepared for
felting quality.
manufacture by carding rather than combing.
The highest type of this race, the registered
thoroughbred, is found in Vermont, where
breeding flocks are more numerous than elsewhere, and in considerable numbers in Western New York, Ohio and Michigan, and scattered throughout the Western States.
The merino type of wools prevails almost exclusively in the three States named, in Texas,
and throughout the Rocky mountains and
Few sheep of other blood
Pacific Ooabt areas.
are found west of the Missouri river.
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia
furnish wool of the merino type mainly. The
seaboard States of New England also furnish
some grade wools of this type.
The second class, the combing wool of the
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The imports of combing wool into the United
Statea are chiefly English long wool, whioh enters into competition with the delaine or combing mt;rino wool produced in this country.
As to relative quantity of clothing, combing,
and carpet woola, reapectively, produced in the
United

Mr. Jaa. Lynch

New

The tube-covered thread from thia machine pasaea to another in which the tube ia
roughened or corrugated circumferentially by
Icwa, MiMovirl, Minnesota, and States eai«t of
amall rotating diska with fine teeth. The corthe Mississippi, except lower Soutliero
160.000.OC0 rugation helpa to give the fastener a firm hold,
Cilifi>riiia.. .,
40,305,000
and also to make it more easily flexible than it
Oregon aud otlicr Wcetoro States aud Terriwould be if the metal tube wtre plain. The
tories
pe,ooo.oo«>
Colorado and New Hvxioo
31,000,00(1
edges of the atrip are not soldered or brszed ao
Tvjtaa
26.000,00:)
as to make it into an actual tube.
Boot aolee
Oeorifia, Lake aud Southera
IC.OOO.OOO
are stfixed in a few seoonds by another machine
which pierces the leather cut off a length of the
Tptol
3-22,305,000
With the improved combing machinery now metal -covered thread, automatically adjusting
in use, nearly all of the first mentioned 160,- it according to the thickness of the leather be*
000,000 pounds could be passed through the ing fastened. The covered wax thread is then
combs, and so also could a small portion of the driven vertically into the eole of the boot.* It
40,:f05,000 pounds of California, and perhaps thus presents an end-wearing surface; the brass
five-eighths of -the 56.000,000 pounds of Oregon covering, as the leather wears, barra over, form*
and other States and Territories. A good deal ing a head on the outside of the eole, and precf the 24,000,000 pounds of wool from Colorado vents its working into the foot, an objection
and New Mexico can be combed, but very little whioh attaches to other metallic fastenings.
S'.atea,

of

York.

into

use is made of it for that purpose. There is a
small portion of the 20,000 000 pounds of Texas
and the 16,000,000 pounds of Southern that
could be comb3d, but hardly any of it is used.
All the wool can be used for clothing purposes, barring a trifling quantity cf hairy and
kempy, which comes chiefly from Colorado,
New Mexico and Texas.
It may be said that the coarse wool from any
section may be used for carpets.
No one has
embarked in the business of growing carpet
wool by itself, nor is there any likelihood of its
ever being done.
A considerable portion of the wool product
of this country which, according to the tariff
now in force, is classed as clothing wool, has,
by comparatively recent improvements in machinery, been rendered susceptible to the combing process, and thus has been utilized in the
manufacture of worsted goods, embracing certain higher grades of wearing apparel, women's
and children's dress goods, as well as fabrics for
men's clothing. Such wools, though in the
trade regarded as combing wools, under the
terms of the revenue-law tariff, would b3 classed
as clothing wools.

Covering for Cotton Bales.

— The

manu-

facturers of jute bagging for cotton will, from
present appearances, go into aome other business
in the near future.
They doubled the price of
jute bagging, thinking, not wisely, that there
was nothing else that would serve the purpose.
But it has been demonstrated that jute is only
one of a dozen materials of which bagging for
the purpoEe named can be made.
If the outcome is that the jute men are left in the cold,
the verdict will be, served them right. It is
an unwise proceeding to kill the goose that lays
the golden egg. Pine straw bagging made from
the needles or leaves of the pine tree fiods favor
among merchants and shippers at Charleston,
and it is predicted that before another season
100 factories will be engaged in its manufacture
in North and South Carolina.
Wire gauze has
also been recommended as a covering equal to
jute bagging, having withstood the severest
testa when exposed to fire, and the subject is
being favorably conaidered at the New York

Cotton Exchange.

The Increasing Demand for Cotton and

—

Iron. Not very many years ago people wondered what on earth the world was going to
do with the constantly increasing yield of our
Sauthern cotton crop, which then had reached
an annual output of 2,000,000 bales. But the
world found use for it all, and now finds use for
our 7,000,000 bales. Tne people of the South
tariff classification, includes the medium and went to manufacturing the staple after awhile,
long wools of the English breeds, the Cotawold, and thought they would soon close every NorthLsicester, Lincoln, several families of Downs, ern mill. They have not done it thus far, nor
and other breeds of long and coarse wools, also are they likely to do it. The manufacturing
popularly known aa the mutton breeds. These interests of the North will continue to increase,
are few ia number compared with the merino and so will those of the South, and the world
type.
Nearly all the sheep of the Sauth, ex- will find use for the constantly increasing
clusive of Texas, are of this class, mostly de- product. Just so the world will find use for all
scendants of less improved English sheep of a of our iron, as it did for our continually inhuodred years ago, with occasional infusions of creased cotton crop. In the meantime the blast
better blood from England, Canada, or the furnaces of the North will continue for a long
Northern States. In Kentucky probably 99 time to furnish her share of the product,
per cent is the combing-wool class. A con- and the same business will continue to increase
siderable portion, too, is highly improved, giv- at the South.
ing to this State the reputation of having a
larger proportion of high-quality mutton sheep
Cotton Mills in Japan. The number of
than any other State.
cotton-mills in Japan two years ago waa only
Oonaiderable
In the vicinity of the Atlantic cities, from about 8 or 10; now there are 21.
Maine to Virginia, sheep husbandry is princi* interest has sprung up in that country in this
pally lamb production, the males being downs industry since its introduction.
or other English breeds, and the ewes grades
This
of both merino and the English types.
combination produces a mixed wool of a useful
numconsiderable
are
there
Then
character.
bers of the English breeds, though fewer than
Manipulation.
merino, scattered through the Western States, Improvement in Leatlier
from Ohio to Kansas, and a still smaller proporA new system of connecting several thicktion on the Pacific Coast and in the Territories.
double or
third class, the carpet wools, they nesses of leather, either in making

—

^OOT
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\

to them.

recognized authority on wool atatlstioa, writes
under date of Sept. 26. 18S7, aa follows:

the advisability of establishing
branch works there. Terra cotti lumber is a
new building material, for whioh patents have
been taken out covering the world. The name
It is
indicates the character of the material.
made of fireclay and sawdust, in proportions
of two-thirds of the former to one-third of the
latter, and is burned in lengths of several feet,
in form resembling sawed timber or dimension
stuflF, or in brick or block form, as may be deThe wooden ingredient burns out, leavsired.
ing a porous brick less than one-third the ordinary weight. The advantages claimed for this
Among them, indelumber are numerous.
structibility, non-conduction of heat, cold and
sound, dryneas, lightness, ease of tooling, permeability to nails. Its porous surface also
makes a prime anchorage for plaster and cement.
Ita fireproof quality makes it desirable as a
It doea
means of reducing cost of insurance.
not expand or contract with heat or cold.
be heated white hot and cold water thrown
upon it in that condition will not break it. It is
said to be cheaper for houBe-buiUing than lumAs to the
ber at S16 per thousand. In the immense buildin affixrepresented in the United States only by triple thicknesses of leather belting or
ing in Chicago, where the National Republican are
Mexican sheep, which are the foundation of ing the soles of boots to the upper, is being inthe
this
Convention was held, §180,000 worth of
are bamachines
where
England,
into
There a large proportion of the range flocks, but so im- troduced
material is being used for ceilings, etc.
soles of
proved by repeated crosses as to furnish wool of ing exhibited as used for attaching the
are factories in Europe, Canada, Australia, and
The new system partakes more of the
boots.
type, much of it of high grade.
about thirty-six in the United Statea. There is the merino
than any other known
It is also stated that the carpet-wool product character of riveting
There is an immeflse
also one at Los Angeles.
the new rivets being made of metalmethod,
the
esolusively
almost
States
ia
United
deposit of clay at Elsinore, directly upon the of the
Each fastener is thus a
fleece of sheep of Mexican origin, which are covered wax thread.
line of the Elsinore and San Diego Riilroad
Mexico, Arizona, tubular rivet filled with firmly inclosed wax
now being constructed, which ia used in thia raised chiefly in Texas, New
chief
objacts of this tubuof
the
One
thread.
mountain
of
the
Territories
other
manufacture. There will soon, no doubt, be a and certain
thread is a
region of the country situated between the Mis- lar rivet or piece of metal-covered
factory for the manufacture of the new material
flexibility than has
greater
with
firm fastening,
sissippi valley and the Pacific Slope.
started at San Diego.
looking

hitherto been obtained with machine work. It
would be impossible to explain the construction
of the machioes used without drawings, but we
may say that the covering process is performed
on a machine in which a strip of brass is pulled
through dies which incloae the wax thread fed

/cND
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Changes

in

Shoe Manufacture and
Styles.

Skilled labor in shoe manufacture has been
greatly reduced by the introduction of machinery into the business, and the production
of cheap shoes has been increased in proportion.
This inexpensive mode of turning out
footwear has at length been subjected to such
keen competition, and the product consequently
so reduced in real value, that it is said by a,
Philadelphian experienced in the art that the
best opening for a shoe manufacturer to-day ia
on hand work. People are willing to pay for
what may be called exclusive style. A welt
shoe, bottomed and finished by hand, will probably cost 15 cents per pair more; but if skilled
mechanics are employed, the shoes will easily
sell at 50 cents extra and not meet with the

eame competition

either.

The machines conetructed to make shoes are
a marvel of ingenuity, and many pages would
be required to fully describe them.
Suffice it
to say that shoes are lasted, sewed, nailed,
trimmed, heeled, burnished and finished by
machines constructed for that purpose.
writer, in alluding to the changes in style,
saye:
A change is impending in styles of

A

shoes which,

if

accomplished, wiU deprive the

street gamins to a great extent of a favorite occupation. Russet shoes are becoming fashioD-

The demand has been much greater than
the supply this year, and manufacturers are
preparing to introduce them and push their sales
for next apring and summer.
Samples will be
out and on the road in November. Patent
leather shoes are being more used for buainess
wear. They are commended on the score of
economy. They don't require to be *'shined
up" every day, a matter which caih for both
money and time.
Pretty woolen shoes for women, misees and
children are being introduced for house wear,
and a stouter make is put np for men. They
are made with thin leather soles, which are
covered with lambs' wool, and are warm and
comfortable.
For those for the women the
colors and designs are lovely, and at from 65
cents to $1 per pair they sell well.
A stylish shoe is a woman's Oxford, made
with patent kid vamps, ooze quarter and calf
tip, made on an opera last, with trimmings to
match the colors of the quarter. The combination of colors in this shoe is, in many instances^
able.

extremely tasteful.
"The manufacture of boots for cowboys,"
says R, G. Haskell of Baston, •* used to be quite
extensively carried on. A few years ago we
couldn't put too much money into them. They
wanted them of the very best quality stara,.
and perhaps the sun and moon, inlaid in brightcolored leather about the top, sometimes with
fancy lacing up the front, and sometimes with
fancy patterns on the sole by driving nail?. It
was not uncommon to get several dollars for a
pair.
The demand is changing; plainer and
more unpretentious goods answer the purpose;
many of these fellows wear common boots now.

—

One

distinctive characteristic of cowboy boots
has been the high heels. From two to three
inches was the common bight. These heels are
of much service when riding in keeping the feet
in the stirrups, but when it comes to walking
the cowboy has to take his shoes off, for pedeatrianism is almost impossible with such high
heels,"

Among changes that are taking place in the
is that of manufacturers who have
been making shoes for jobbers only, now seeking the favor of the retail trade.
This process
is reported to be constantly going on among
the manufacturers of Lynn, for instance. It
would seem, reasoniog on this line, that the
jobbing business is likely to find itself out in
the cold after awhile. That such will not be
the case, however, is made evident, if in no
other way, by noticing just how such proceasea
have gone on in other lines of trade, and the
jobber is quite as important a factor as ever.
shoe trade

The First to Manufacture Shoes, it ia said,
were Saints Crispin and Crispanus, two pious
Italian monks aod philanthropists who lived in
the third century, aod since their day all followers of the shoe-making craft have been called
Knights of St. Cri9pin. Before their day, history telh us, only sandals were worn.

Mining and Scientific Press,
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American

vs.

Imported Clocks.

There are a good many impoited clocks in
this country; those imported in late years are
here for no other reason in the world than bscause it is the fashion to buy things made
abroad. The imported clock ia not ae good a
timekeeper as the Americm clock. On the
contrary, it is well known that the foreignclock will not compare with the American
clock so far as telling the hour of the day is
concerned. Bat there are a good many people
in the world who do not buy clocks to keep
It is, in a very cheap way, fashionable to
time.
possess a Frencb or a German clock, and that is
Fashion covers a multitude
all there is of it.
These imported clock? are
of deficiencies.
mounted in fancy cases, and there is quite a
large class of Americans to whom the name of
Paris or Berlin has a sort of undeSaed fascina-

made

tion.
It is safe to say that the American who buys
an imported clock does it from some other
motive than an utilitarian one.
The fancy cases in which French and German
clocks have been enveloped has undoubtedly
had something to do in the past with their importation.
Bat to-day American clocks put in

cases bizarre enough to suit the taste of the
most fastidious can be found. The style of
the case or t'le quality of the works does not
cover the reason why foreign-made clocks are
bought in this country. As tJ cost, the AmerThe simple
ican clock ia much the cheaper.
reason ti day why French clocks are popular is
because they are French.
American clocks are exported in large quantities, and sold just where French and German
clocks are made. The exported clocks are sold
because they keep time and are cheap as to
cost.

A great many things of foreign mike are
used in this country for the same reason that
French and German clocks ars used. "It is
Eaglish, you know," or "It ia French, or German, don't you see?" has a good deal to do
with

—

Watches are
No5f Magnetic Watches
now m:ide, so protected from magnetic influence
as to be absolutely free from it, even when held
in the immediate vicinity of the meet powerful
E^/er since the great railroads of the

ccuatry have compelled their employes to provide themselves with timepieces that would not
be a£Pjcted by the magnetism generated by the
car-trucks, there has b2en much speculation as
to whether such a watch could be made, and a
sharp rivalry has been going on betvreen the
American and S^iss manufacturers. The test
was highly satisfactory, and once more proved
t'lat whenever a new invention was imperatively
demanded American geniua could fully hold its
own against the whole world. Major King's magnet was so pov?erful that an ordinary watch was
stopped stock still as soon as it came within three
feet of it. Before the test was made there was
qaite a diversity of opinion among the experts
present as to how far it would prove successful.

Those who believed that a watch might be
constructed that would resist magnetic influence
under ordinary circumstances, were also of the
opinion that when it was subj acted to the most
poirerful magnet in the world, the steel pinions
would j \r BO on the working parts that the
watch must necessarily stop. For ten minntes
the watch was held in front of the magnet,
without any effect being desirable In its movements.

Begin. Thonaands start
well,
but never finish one thing at a time.
They have a dozm things on hand and no one
completed. Time is wasted on unfinished work.

Dewey &

Patent

Co., Pioneer

Solicitors for Pacific States.

From

the

report of U.

official

Dbwht &

Pateota in

S.

Market St,

POR

ever, successful.
He often furnishes ideas
for others who go persistently to work and fin" That was my
ish what bis ideas BUggested.
idea
my plans," we frequently hear some one
say, but the man who carried it out was the
one who benefited himself and others, Dj not

S. F.

if

—

b^gin what you cannot finish. What you undertake to do, do. and reap the reward of your,
own ideas and skill. This is good advice both in
and out of the shop.

Organ

— A.

393,559.— Hydraultc

Hendy &
393,706

Apparatus—

Mining

Indicator— J.

'Irving,

I.

C.

LaAton,

Staten IsUnd, Cal.

393,512.— Scaffold Bracket —J. A. Long, SpcW. T.
393,440 —Rock Crusher— J. B. Low, S. F.

—

393 443.-r-MAKiNG Iron
Los Angelts, Cal.

Weed Cutter —F.

Castings— G. G. Mul-

lins,

393,487.— Edge

Shave— A.

Schillaioller,

Oak-

MaTch Blocks

— S;-

of Ldericating Oil
A great deal verij & Case, S. F.
wasted through not employing a suitB\th Apparatus
A. M.
393,454. -Lead
The needs of high speed Shields, North Teme=cal, Cal.
able filtering device.
machinery and higher speeds is always the
Nancy
E,
Veaich,
393,593 —Bonnet Holder—
order of the day call for the passing of more G'aUs Crftek, Ogn.
Mechanical Musical Instrument
oil by and over the journals, and while the in393,456.
tention is to make some kind of a second use —Geo. F. Wells, S. F.
"NoTB. —Goplee of U. S. and Foreign Patente furnished
of this oil where there is any purpose for which
by DBWKY& Co., in the shortest time possible (by mail
it may be used, practically it goes mostly to
American and Foreign patents
or telegraphic order),
waste.
Oil-filters are cheap and simple, and obtained, and eeneral patent husinese for Pacifio Coast
their use ought to be more common.
In hun- iiventora transacted with perfect seoiirity, at reasonable
dreds of cases their use would effect a very rates and in the shorteBt possible time.
material saving, and frequently they would be
the means of bringing abjut the use of a better
Notices of Recent Patents
quality of oil, which now seems to be too val-

—

of oil ia

—

—

American Machinist.

uable t) be wasted.

Among

offered to secure land at a price lower
else in California.

home.

The land can now be purchased at a low price, in
Lots or Blocks, with the certainty of a quick rise in
value.

Itane Falls,

Self-Cleaning
393 479
E. Lux, Walla Walla, W. T.

is

located only a short distance from Oakland,
between Fruitvale and Senriinary Park, and immediately adjoins the grounds of Mills Seminary.
The land is just rolling enough to render it beautiful for building sites.
Situated at the base of the
foothills, it has a most desirable climate,
and its
proximity to the best Female Seminary in the State
makes it suitable as residence property for families
having girls to educate whom they wish to have live
at

393 439.— Dredger Dipper— M.

393 453.— Subdividing

—

San

Loveridge, S. F.

—Station

de irous of establishing Homes, a rare

parties

comparison than anywhere
It is

Sacramento,

Birkeland,

land. Cal.

Waste

To

opportanity

F.

S.

WEEK ENDING NOV. 27, l883.
Measure— C. L Bard,

393.603.— Tape
Buenaventura, Cal.
393,636.
Cal.

finish

(LAUNDRY FARM.)
Between Fruitvale and Mills Seminary
Near Oakland.

in

what you begin. One thing finThe comished is worth a hundred half done.
pletion of an undertaking yields more pleasure
and more profit than dozens of plans. The man
who is always plinning or scheming is rarely,

Always

the patents recently obtained through

For investment,

an opportunity which rarely

it is

Oakland is rapidly extending in this
and must, in the near future, include

occurs, as
rection,

di-

this

land within its limits. This is proved by the fact
that in i860 Oakland had but 1000 people; in 1870,
lo.oGo; in 1880, 30,000; now, 65 000 and growing
more rapidly than ever.
People in the inierior who desire to educate their
children at the State Univeriiiy, in B:rkeley, or at
schools in Oakland or San Francisco, can establish
here a rural home and be constantly with them.
This land was part of the Liundry Farm, that old
and well-known Summer Resort, and is just far

enough from

the Picnic

and Camping Grounds

to

be desirable and add value.
PARK PLACE is connected wiih Oakland and
San Francisco by the Alameda County Railway, having eight trains each way daily.
For particulars, inquire of the owner,

JOSEPH
529 Cummejclal

Dewey &

A New Belt Fastening of English origin Dewey & Co.'s Scientific Press U, S. and
Each end of the strap Foreign Patent Agency, the following are
is described as follows
is divided into series of fingers about one-quarworthy of special mention:
ter or three-eighths of an inch in width, one end
Station Indicator. Jaeon I. Irving, S. F.
having an odd and the other an even number.
Dited Nov. 20, 18SS. The in.
Eich division is pierced with a small hole and No. 393,239
twisted 90°, and the two series having been ventioQ relates to one of that class of station
placed together, a pin is put through the whole
indicators for use in the card of street or other
and secured by riveting its end over a washer.

H.

DORBTY,
San Francisco,

St.,

Cal.

Co.'s Scientific Press

Patent Agency.

:

From the average of four experimental tests
made in a large steel works establishment in
Shefii3ld, the fastening gave a breaking strain
It ia
of 644 pounds in a belt 1^ inches wide.
said to give much satisfaction, particularly for

driving fans and other machinery with small

dial is a skeleton of gold.

of course, transparent.

Ingenious

Way

of Cooling a Journal

—

Wood and Iron
way of cooling a

says that quite an ingenious
journal that cannot be stopped
is to hang a short endless belt on the shaft;
next to the box and let the lower part of it run
in cold water.
The turning of the shaft carries the belt slowly around, bringing fresh cold
water continually in contact with the heated
shaft, and without spilling or spattering a drop
of the water.

The following mining companiea have
officers for

the ensuing year

Mexican M. Co

H

,

Djc.

of the Swita

elected

:

Directors, Gnas.
B. Hull (vice-president),
O'Connor and Goo. Frier.
reappointed secretary, D.
4.

A

Fish (president)
A. W. Havens, Con
Chas. E E'liot was
6. Lyman superintendent,

Co., Djc. 4
Directors,
(president), E M. Hill
(ffice-presiient).
Rose,
L. S.
Chaa. Hirschfeld
Grim, Trustees. Alfred R. Grim
and A.
was re-elected secretary and E. Sirother superintendent.
The secretary's report shows an ex-

and French, who have so long held the supremacy as clockmakers, are not now regarded as pense account of $70,827.83 for operating the
superior to those of American machine make. mine during the year, and a cash balance on
The American machine-made watch is as fin- hand of S7310.25.
ished and accurate as its foreign competitor,
and is, of course, vastly cheaper.
Personal.— Mr. David T. Day of the U, S.
Geological Survey is on a visit to this coast.
Mr, Day is the Cnief of the D. vision of Mining
Statiatics and Technology, and hia annual report
is
entitled the "Mineral Resources of the
United States." This volume is the moat imto the mining community that the Surportant
Trained Mechanics. It is a notable fact,
and one, too, not generally known, says the vey publishes. It treats of all the mineral subIndustrial World, that some of the "best all- stances of the United States except gold and
around " mechanics, i. e., those who can turn silver, which are in the care of the Mint DiMr. D^y is collecting material for his
their hands to all kinds of general machine rector.
work, are men who learned their business forthcoming report, and familiarizing himself
He will
in small shops, where all sorts and all classes of with the mineral regions of this coast.
work are done. An ingenious thinking man make but a short stay in California, business
placed in such a shop has the best possible requiring hia attention in Washington early in
chance to develop all the talent there is in January.
him.
Toe hundred and one odd jobs required
The Truckee Repuhlican aaya: The rain has
to be done will cause him to devise ways and
spoiled all the ice that has formed on the ponds.
means, and "to think," and in these ways he
Should the season be propitious there will be
will grow to be a man fertile in resources, dextons of ice cut along the Truckee this
terous in touch, and ready for nearly any kind 100,000
winter.
of work which may come along.
Now mark

Bhop

X^otes.

—

the diff :rence.

A man

trained in a large shop,

with its score or more of departments, learns or
works through, as a rule, one, two or three differ-

normally open, and an electric magnet in said circuit for operating the trip, a cir*
a novel mechanism for automat*
and
cult cliser
ically condensing the spring which actuates the
tric circuit

main shaft.
Spring Clasp.— Henry Eleau, S. F. No.
Bated Nov. 20, 1888, This is one of
393,222.
that class of catches or clispa in which a spring
tongue enters an opposing month-piece and engages shoulders therein, said tongue being provided with a button or knob, pressure on which

Meetings and Elections.

R

The Hand Made TimePieces

railroads for the purposs of giving ioformatioD
as to names of streets or stations which the
car is approaching, and also for advertising
suitable display matter in connection therewith.
It consists in a rotary shaft by which the motion is imparted or transmitted to a suitable indicating mechanism, this eh if being actuated
by a spring or stop for limiting the motion of
the shaft, a novel trip for relieving the shaft
and rendering its motion periodical; an elecfc

quick-running pulleys.

Diamonds mark
Baltimore S. M.
the hours and rubies the minutes. The watch John H. Dickinson
is,

Reported by

—

What You

A Transparent Watch has recently been
and the Nevada
manufactured by the Waltham Watch Co. Bmk treasurer. The secretary's financial sheet
The case and plat is are of Braz lian pebble, or shows receipts for the year of ^76,975.90, and a
rock crystal.
Holes are drilled in the crystal cash balance on band Dicamber 1, 18SS, of
platas for the various screws and fititings; the $13,167 93.
The superintendent's report is a
pivots are set in rubies and sapphires, and brief statement of the work performed during
the plates are held apart by sapphire pillars. the year.
The

Inventors.

Go.'S Patent OflBce Library, 220

Finish

PARK PLACE.

List of U. 6. Patents for Paoitio Coast

—

it.

dynamo.

ent departments, of course bBComing an expert
>'n the s jvera' branchea; but should occasion arise
for him to do some particular work of which he
has but a slight koowUdge, he is out oF his
latitude and makes poor progress, simply becanse he baa not done all kinds of work, while
£he man trained in the small shop can adapt
his hand to almost anything which tarns up.

[D.c. 8, 1888

The Mjhawk canal in Yuma county, Arizona,
irrigating 50,000 acres of citrua and vine lands,
waa sold recently for $200,000.

relieves it

from

its

engagement.

These clasps,

though applicable to many devices, are tD be
found principally in articles of jewelry, and
usually in bracelets. The invention consists, in
connection with the spring tongue, of a knob or
button having a threaded stem or shank seated in
a fixed nut on the free end of the tongue, and constituting a set screw for locking the clasp at the
same timJ that it serves, when not set op, as an
ordinary pressure knob to relieve the tongue.
The object ia to provide a clasp of this character
which may be securely locked, thereby avoiding
accidental disengagement by unintentional pressure on the knob.

Machine for Subdividing Match Blocks. —

Frank Soverio and Joseph D. Case, S. F. No.
Dated Nov. 27, 1888. This improve393,453.
ment in match-making machinery consists in a
table or frame

having a curved top

through

OuK

AND Foreign Patent Agency
many and important advantages as a

U. S.

presents

Home Agency

over all others, by reason of long
establishment, great experience, thorough system, intimate acquaintance with the aubj^'cts of
inventions in our own community, and our
most e::tensive law and reference library, containing official American and foreign reports,

and mechanical publications,
worthy inventions patented through
our Agency will have the bene6t of an illustra-

files of scientific

etc.

All

tion or a description in the Mining and Scientific Press,
transact every branch of
Patent business, and obtain Patents in all oonntries which grant protection to inventors.
The
large majority of U, S. and Foreign Patents
issued to inventors on the Pacific Ooast have

We

been obtained through our Agency,

We

can

give the best and most reliable advice as to the
patentability of new inventions. Our -prices
are as low as any first-class agencies in the

Eastern States, while our advantages for Pacific
Coast inventors are far superior. Advice and
Circulars free,

DEWEY

& CO., Patent Agents,
220 Market St., Elevator, 12 Front St., S. F.
Telephone No. 658.
A. T. DEWEY.
W. E. EWER.
GEO. H. STRONG,

which operate a gang of circular aaws, and over
which the match block passes. The table or
rails an i an adjustable clamp,
match block ia guided by the rails and
for drawing it and the conplate
handle
has a
fined block over the top of the table and
against the saws. The ordinary sulphur match
is°made from blocks of wood, which, after being subj 3cted to the splitting operation in one
form cr another, are put through the proper

frame has side
for the

treatment, whereby their split surfaces are
spread to separate each splint down to the
fibers or web which still holds them together
at the base, so that the blocks assume a curved
shape, their outer and inner Eurfaces being concentric, and their ends and sides in radial
They are then dipped in proper chemplanes.
These blocks contain
icals and left to set.
thousindaof matches, and are too large to be
put on the market in that shape, so it is usual
to handle each block, counting the number of
matches generally, in Equare sets, and then by
hand with a separating knifa dividing these
eets and forming thus small blocks, in which
ahape they are packed for aale. This invention
haa for itsobJ3ct the subdividing of these large
blocks into the smaller ones, doing this^ by
machinery accurately and avoiding all handling,
which ia very obj 'ctionable and injurious.

The EXPLORERS' and ASSAYERS'

COMPANION.
A

Third Edition of selected portions of the
" JExplorers*, Miners*, and Metallur£:ists' CompanioD."

A practical exposition of the various departments of
Geology, Exploration, Mioing, EDgineeriog, Ass&yitig,
and Metallurgy.

SoM by Dewbt &

Price, $6.00 post-paid.
ere,

220 Market

St.,

By

Co., E*ub;i8h-

Sao Francisco.
J. S.

PHILLIPS, M.

E.

—

The work is divided into four parts Rocks, Veins,
Testing and Assaying. The geological chapters are intended to gi\'e miners a practical idea of the various
formations. The chapters on mineral veins are derived
from long observation, and the section on exploration
has been carefully considered. All that relates to discrimination and assay of minerals has baen kept as free
from formula: as possible. The work is written for
practical men. and all the explarations and descriptions
are clear and to the point. It is so prepared that it Js
useful to uneducated

men

as well aa acientistg.

We

STORAGE

DEWEY &

have some extra room

suitable
for
storage purposes, which we will let on

very reasonable
terms.
_ _ _
CO., 220 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.

•

Dbc.
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THE DUCKER PORTABLE HOUSES
CombiD0
Outuioria

the

all

nnil

ad-
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WET

FRISBEE

MILL.

vanrsK'^'*! of « p*Tiiift
t
builJiDS
with tlid<tuftlitiP« of

ncn

NImpllclty. Milt.

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9000 pounds,
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
quartz to 40 mesh is in successful opera-

blllt>. l.lshCUVMB, Kiik«^ urp
'rruiin[>orti»llon,
Oulcknr>«uf l*ut*
1|>K I'p&niJ Tuk-

-Tiiii«rnr-i-i"i~i"»ra
_in^ iaL'_it.aii-iBi«i>>!

^

~

tBl>"\Vn.\Vnl|.
llt-Ktlnc,
Fiteliltv fur

tlliiii,

^-

"

*"

e'XTe'f7/oR.

...hI

;

_

C'ltfikOKlne. K'lual-

tion

MiricesblA forrontrnclor«* l-'-f-«. f'TMbet- p aud CiiClIc Bunch*?*. JU Initio l-iim|»« and l..r MiirTCyor* and Frosprclot-*, llnKpli»|B,Nru>l«|t- andHummiT K«M>ri«, ami in all l-'fnlitits whi-n- rnatfn»l and skilt^'d lain, rare f.ar.-.'. mid wln-rt- if l-^..ru»linl.-•^ d.ciralil.. t.nliani;.. lo.AiKiti
'nietw KinliiiiiL- can
he ••np^Tially <-'<ti»lruott-d tor Hunting and FUblitc 4'uinp«. Itllllitrd Kunni>, riintc»sruphv>r«* Htudloa and l.uwn Puvllloiia. 'I'lu-jk nrr) \< i\\\ m B^'oliori.i nii>l Ar« |iiil nii \vittii>ui tliu i i".i >.A HtrrrwN. iiuils c.r any
t.tt..rnsl ai,.j)liaiic»-»wliar..v»r. Tw., ,n.ncaii piu iif ilio btuMirii; ..» ..rvlmarv irround i,. _
^ .,..,.. «.i,n..,v
fckiU.d tabor. Prifrt. 92*>0 to «7.>0,
1 horuutchiy rflliihU* iiitd Inaiit^niliil biialncaa tuva oulv.
ii\y roiiinianlcittc with thi> Com pun v rclmlve t» net Ins im lia r^fprracntttilw.

It

and we guarantee

work

its

as represented.

J

Address DUCKER PORTABLE

HOUSE COMPANY,

32 Nassau St./ Now York.

MARSHCT/.

L. C.

CANTUELL.

T. G.

IRON WORKS
NATIONAL
W.
Corner Main and Howard

N.

San Francisco,

Sts.,

-MASUFACrrUREllS OK-

Compound

Stationary and

and Quartz

Engines. Flour, Sugar,

Saw

Machinery.
CASTINGS AND FORGINGS ^IJ^^Z,
Mill

AMALGAMATING MACHINES.

ALL WORK TESTED AND OUARANTEKD.

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

NATIONAL ROCKER QUARTZ MILL.
KENDALL'S PATENT, AUGUST

24, 1886.

.3

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL,

Sole Manufacturers.
The Patentee and Manufacturers
cordially invite miners to critically

examine and poas Judgment upon
thit) improved system of milling;
and omalt^niating ores in the fol1.

The

2.

The

cost ie less thon one-half of
stampR of same capacity
frciifht to mine is less than
one-half of stamps.
The cost of erecting is less than

3.

IT

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

reoewale will not cost over one-balf as much as for stampa. Will run empty, or with small
amouDt of ore without iDJary. The attention of parties having Cement Gravel is called to this
Mill, an it will run 100 tons per day to No. 8 mesh; 30 to 35 B. P.
MILLS are the moat economical ever built, and are extensively used with
record ot several years. No grinding in nans. Mill finishea to any fineness desired,

Aod

lowing particulars:

one-fourth of stamps.
4. The power to drive it is less than
one-half of stamps.
6. The wear ie leas than one-quarter of stamps.
6. There is no wear except on
shoes and dies.
7. In point of amalgamation it is
superior to any other machine

OUR DRY

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY,
GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager.

-

HOOKER & LAWRENCE.

461 Howard

-

-

Gen'l Ag'ts.

St.,

San Francisco.

145 Broadway, New York.

in use.
In itssimplicity of construction.

5.

We

challenge competition with
Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or and

PERFECTED

other ore crushing machines now
before the public

^TSend
B.

for Circulars

and Price

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL.

List.

HENRIKSEN'S
PATENT

E

Automatic

Safety

DOUBLE

ENLARGED!

Clutcli

RAND, McNALLY & CO.'S

B usiness
A tlas,
1889.
WILL BE DOUBLE THE SIZE OF
ANY OTHER ATLAS
PUBLISHED.

New

Size of Page,

BEST and
CHEAPEST

15x21 Inches.

In the

S^ It will contain new large scale maps occupying two
pages only (no cut-up maps) of

all

the important States

The entire arrangement will be new, embodying the
most improved methods of reference and indexing,
clearly phowing the location, population and commercial
advantages of over 200,000 towns in the United States,
Canada and Mexico.

RAND, McNAttT &
148 MoDroe

CjDslrnctei noon Sclerilc Prliiclples.

Operates and Sets Automatically
Ever Ready for Service.

BUT NEVER
KtQUlKlNU ANy ATTENTION.

AI.WAY'S IN FULI. SIGHT,

Has been practically tested In six actual
.^levator accidents and saved 51 persons
from injuries and death.
SILVER MEDALS awarded by the Mechanics' Ti^rtitute in 1880, 1882 and 1833. SKMl-CENTENNIAL GOLD
MEDAL awarded by the American institute of New
York, Dec. 3, 1887. Apply to

HBNRIKSBN, Architect,
218 Post

I

St.,

principal

improvement

stamps the utmost freedom
working parts.

joints, allowing the

cramp

CO.,

in the

Several

CHICAGO.

we have

finally perfected this

Mill

by means of sleeves with nniversal
movement, without tendency to bind or

consists in oscillating the stamps
of

Mines Using Them

Have

Ordered

Olhers.

and

Entirely free from all sprines. pcwla, triggers, povemors and other unreliable parts likely to etiffen, corrode
or gum up.

B. B.

St.,

AFTER SEVERAL TEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Oar

World.

San Francisco.

WE HAVE

OP

PRACTICA.L ASSAYING,
Rooms & 7,
Floor Sherman
fi

First

606 Mortoomerv St.,
dan FraDcisco,
f

>

B'g.

Also, Evening Classes, 7 to 10 o'clock.
JOHN T. EVANS, M. A., Principal

COAL MINES OF THE WESTERN COAST.
A few copies of this work, the only one ever published
treating of Pacific Coast Coal Mining, have been obtained, and are for sale at this ottice for iXfSi pur copy.
It was written by W. A. Goodyear, Mining and Civil
Engineer, formerly of the California btate Geologlcsal
Survey.

A

ALSO

rock breaker.
TATUM
& BOWEN,
SAN
FREMONT

nb^sa;^

CIRCULARS WILL SOON BE READY.

34 and 36

FRANOISOO, OAL.,

ST.,

Manufacturers and Dealers

In

Machinery

of all Kinds.
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WATER POWER MACHINERY.

and

RIX & FIRTH, 225 and 227
NATIONAL AIR COMPRESSORS.

San Francisco.

First St.,

SINGLE OE DUPLEX, STEAM OB BELT POWER.
62 Sold on the

Paclflo Coast.

WATER

KNIGHT'S

WHEEL,

MINERS' HORSE WHIM.

FOR

MILLS, PUMPING AND HOISTING.
Over 300 in use. All estimates g:uar-

1^

All wrouglit iron.

200 Sold on this Coast. Has
less repairs tbau any other

hors'! will easily handle rock or water to a depth
of 350 feet, giving entire satisfaction to the prospecLor.

Send for Circnlar.

anteed.

Price, complete,

$200.

I^NAL nOCK DRILL.

™'^'

Nogrears, nobreahage.

Ooe

160 sold on this CoasC.

Drill.

NOTICE.— All
the

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

full

our plates are guaranteed toha^e
weight of silver agreed upon, and are tested be-

fore leaving our worka, thereby avoiding the complaints

about light weight, made so often hefore we started
in this branch of industry.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.
521 & 523 Market

f

GET OUR PRICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES

NOVELTY

FRANCISCO

San Francisco,

Milling

111(1

Material.

—MANUFACTDRER OF—
BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

B'URNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SAN

St.,

-dbubr in-

GRAVEL, OR PLACER MiCNES.
MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER
FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.
ASSajBrS'

IN QDABTZ,

AND PLATING WORKS,

Agent

for

HOSKINS'

HTDRO-CABBON ASSAY FTJKNACXS
E' E.

GREGORY

H. P.

&

EYRE,

JOS. H.

PresldeDt.

GRAHAM,

Fremont and Mission

San Francisco,

Sts.,

&

Manager.

O. M.

PINCKARD,

Set'y.

VULCAN IRON WORKS,

CO.

Successors to
Cor.

Vice-Prea.

Cal.

SAVAGE, SON &

135 to 145 Fremont Street,

.

CO.,

San Francisco, Cal

-

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN ALL CLASSES OF

MACHINERY
A.

WILLIAMSON

FAT & CO.'a WOODWORKING

WOODWORKING

CO.'S

AND

SON'S MACHINISTS-

BLAKE'S
PUMPS.

POWER

DRILLS.

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.
TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

AND

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTING INJECTORS AND EJEC-

EXHAUSTS.
SHIMEK MATCHER HEADS.
BRAINARD MILLINB MACHINES.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
MASSET'S STEAM HAMMERS.
SOHLENKER'S BOLT CUTTERS.
HOLLOWAY FIRE EXTINGUISH-

"Dodge"

Ml

Brealiers,

Concentrators.

and Ice Machinery,

Refrigerating

STEAM ENGINES,
CORLISS, MYER'S CUT-OFF, PLAIN SIDE-VALVE.
Shafting, Pulleys, Hanger and Boxes, Etc.

TORS.

Special machinery of
leys, Boxes, etc.

all

REPAIR

kinds.

We

WORK

SOLICITED.

have a large

list

of Standard Patterns, Gears, Pul

GUTENBEaGER'S ROLLER ORE CRUSHER.

DISSTON"S CIRCULAR SAWS.

Crush 8 to 10 Tons per Day.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACKRUBBER GOODS.
LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS.
ING

CO.'S

H. W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS
ING, PAINT, ETC.

ERS.

PORTABLE
It is

P.,

4 TONS.

a Full Fledged Quartz

Mill

without Gearingt

Cogs or Pulleys.

Low

direct. Works Ore at
Cost.
Store or less weight on Crashers as desiredBeats other machines in reduc'ng and
Very little friction
amalgamating ore, and co&ts less. All who have used this mill
reconimend ic highly. Splendid for low-gra-^e ore on account of
low cost of working. The first ore crusher used in Durantro, Mexico, was built at my shop in Sacramento, nnd under my patent.
Infringement on this Patent wlil be

Power applied

EIMCINES and BOILERS
2 TO 100 H.

and DURABLE.

WEIGHT,

PACK-

YACHT ENGINES.

FROM

Etc.

PICKERtNG ENGINE GOVERNORS

WEBBER CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
PERIN BAND SAW BLADES.
BLOWERS

Settlers,

Pulverizers,

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

IMPROVED STEAM

STURTEVANT

AND HORI-

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

TOOLS.

BICKFORD'S

HOISTING

BOILERS.

PAYNE'S VER'nCAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

CHINISTS' TOOLS.
Si

Batteries, Pans,

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

MACHINERY.
NEW HAVEN MANHF-G CO.'S MA-

BEMENT

BROS'

ENGINES.

MACHINERY.

PRANK &

Stamp

SAWMILL MACHINERY,

SOLE AGENTS FOB
J.

MINING MACHINERY,

ALWAYS IN STOCK

^Aay

prosecuted to the

WM. GUTENBERGER, Sacramento

full

extent of the law.

Foundry, corner N and Front Sts., Sacramento.

THE "ECLIPSE"
MILL

SUPPLIES

AND

LUBRICATING

OILS.

Copying Apparatus.
copies in hiack. No
special pen, no special p'lper, no stencil
required. The " Eclipse " reproduces the

One thousand

\7\7-i]5a-.A.Ba-s'

ANTI-INCRUSTATION POWDER
Or Boiler Compound
For Removing or Preventing Scale. Corrosion and Pitting
in Steam Boilers. Send for references.
Also Pbbrlbbs Rubber M'p'g Co. Plumbago Sheet, and
Piston and Valve Rod Packing, to be had only of
J. O. WINANS, 220 Fremont St* S. F., Oal.

New Almaden
J.

Room

22,

B.

Quicksilver.

RANDOL,
320 Sansome

natural handwriting f o exceedingly faithful that in most cases "Ecliuse" circulars have heen taken for ordinary written letters, Specimens and circulars on
application.

St.,

FELIX

F.

DAUS &

698 Broadwsr,

CO.,

New York

Dec.

8,
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STURTEVANT MILL.

FRASER

Thia Mill as & Cnuher and Palerizver

withoot

ia

Is in operation in

&

BnQtiQgton

CHALMERS.
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GeDtrirngal

rival.

and

SELBY

trSKSD FOB CATALOOUK.-«a

ead

ing smelting wor^s

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

milts.
J

SiHD rOH CaTAUMJVB

AltU

MACHINERY

TBrnHOinALA.

for

and Oreg.

(^etalllifgy

QUARTZ MILL.

ENGINES AND BOILERS
SYSTEMATIC MILLING. SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

PUMPING

And Assay
Highest Prices Paid

AND

.UANUfAOTUHBKii OF..

HALLIDIE'S

SHOT,

WIRE ROPE

CORNISH

OBiNERAL OFFICE AND

WOKK8

OFFICE

Fulton and Union Streets. Ohlcaffo,

:

MEXICO OFFICE:

OFFICE:

Boom

TRAMWAYS,

No. 248 Eighteenth Street. Denver, Colorado.

111.

4S,

No.

a

Wall Street.

UTAH OFFICE-SALT LAKE

These Wheels are designed for all purposes where limited quantities of water and
hi^'h heads are utilized, and are guaranteed to give more power with less water than
any other wheel made. Being placed on horizontal shaft, the power ia trausmitted
direct to shafting by belts, dispensing with gearing.
Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in
capacity to suit anj- particular case.

Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well aa the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free of cost,
by applying to the manufacturers.

&

FRASER & CHALMERS,

PARKE
BUYERS' GTTIDE is

issued March and Sept.,
each year. It is an encyclopedia of useful information for all who purchase the luxuries or the
necessities of life. "We
can clothe you and furnish you with
xinnecessary
all the necessary and
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
hunt,
work,
go
to church,
eat, flah,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
figure out
quantities.
Just
styles and
what is required to do all these things
make
and
you
can
a fair
COMFORTABLY,
estimate of the value of the BUYERS'
GUIDE, which will be sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage,

MONTGOMERY WARD &

CO.

111-114 IVEichigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.

WATER WHEEL

PELTON

8s

St.,

York.

General Agents,
Cal.

RAND ROCK DRILLS
%
AND AIR COMPRESSORS.

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 28 STEVENSON STREET,
0. A.

Near First and Market Streets, S. F.
LnoKHARQT, Manager.
E&tablisbbd 1S69

Ores worked by any FrooeBB,
Ores Sampled.

Assaying in all its Branches.
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters,

Working

eto.

Testa (practical) Made.

Plans and Specifications furnished for the
in the U. S.,
most suitable Process for Working Ores.
the Iron Ore and
Special attention paid to Examinations of
two-thirds of the Copper Ore were mined
Mines; Plana and Reports furnished
with Band Drilln.
O. A. LUCKHARDT & OO^
(Formerly Huhn & Luckhardt,
MlnjQfiT EnKlneers and MetallurKlstB

"'e//^,

sr

%/?A'%

THE STANDARD
American Rock

Drilling

RAND DRILL

a,

%/Vfi

Machinery

t-'/fe

For Mines, Tunnels, Quarries, Sewers, Grading,

%0A

etc,

'0.

CO.,

LRUSHER PLATES,

220 Fremont

MORRIS,

St.,

Drills, Etc.

ADAMANTINE.

St. (Basement.,

SAN FRAKCISCO
made by my

Assaying and Analysts of Orea, Minerals and Waters.
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Practical Instruction given
Treating Orea by m
proved prooewea.
G.
CO..
Mining Engineers and Metallurgists.

KUSTEL &

San Francisco,

lANnFACTDRERS' aM PURCHASmG ACEHT.

Cast Steel for

Special attention given to purchase of

ADAMANTINE SHOES AND

THE WORLD,

818 Pine

Corner ot Leldesdorff Street,

Process.

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.
GIVES THE HIGHEST KFFICIENCY OF

k

KDHTBL.

WORKS.

METALLURGICAL

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Testa

—AND—
Chrome
„ Bock

IN

GO.

Of the Macbine-Mmed Mineral

H. D.

ANY WHEEL

St

in 18S7, three-quarters of

auLB AQKNT VuR

is

i^'Our Gold and Silver Tablea, showing the value pei
ounce Troy at different degrees of fineness, and valuable
tablea for computation of assays in grains and grammea.
will be sent free upon application.
Agents for the Patent
Plumbatro Crucible Co., London, England. Also for E.
G. Dbnniston's Silver Plated Amalgam Platea.
The
platea of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly
reliable, and full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Ordera
taken at bia lowest prices.

111.,

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

And

application.

JOHN TAYLOR

New

and Denver, Col.
LACY, General Agents. San Francisco.
Chlcagro,

Scoriflers, etc., including, also, a full stock of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in (urniehlng these supplies since
the firat discovery of mines on the Pacific Coast, we fee
confident from our experience we can well duit the de
mand for these goods, DOth as to quality and prica Qui
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will be sent oc

CO..

110 Liberty

IN

bles,

Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

JAME3S LEFFEL

1MP0HTBR« AND DRALKKli

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

Mining Companies, Milling Companiee, Proapectors, etc.,
to our full stock of Balances, Fumacee, Muffles, Cruci-

JAMES LBFFBL'S

or

Cartridges,

ALSO CHEMICALS. AND PHYSICAL, SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPAKATUd.
63 & GC First St.. cor. Mission, San Francisco.
We would call the attention of Asaayera, ChemietB,

No. 11 Calle de Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico.
CITY. UTAH.

Springffield, Ohio^

Shot-Gun

Under Chamborlin Patent

JOHN TAYLOR & CO..

„_.__
DBNVBB

POMPS.

THE

Etc., Etc.

ALSO UAMUVAOTCRKKJI OK

Standard

OThe

and

Solphvirets.

BLUESTONE,
LEAD PIPE,
SHEET LEAD,

MACHINERY

NEW YOEK

REFINERY

Office.

for Gold, Silver

Lead Ores and

ENGINES.

CO..

San Francisco.

St.,

AND SILVER

GOLD

ORES,

of

HOISTING

ENGINES

416 Montgomery

TROMMELS.

JIGS and

DIE"^.— Guaranteed to prove better and cheaper than any othera.
Ordera solicited, subject to above conditions.
H. D. MORRIS.

GREAT

REDUCTION!

BATTERY~~SCREENS.
Best and Cheapest in America.
"S^o imitation,
no deception, no planished or rotten
Iron used. Only genuine Kuasia iron In Quartz Screens.
Planished iron screens at nearly half my former rates.
I haie a large supply of Battery
Screens on hand
suitable for the Huntiu^i;on and all Stamp Mills, which I
will sell at 20 per cent discount.

everywhere recognized aa the standard for high-

pressure servicd.

UPWARDS OF

600 IN USE.

From 12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
It Is not only most economical of water, but the moat
sinijile and reliable power for Quartz Mills, Pompressorp,
HoiBtiog, Pumping, or any otber purpose where water
power can be used.

ELECTRICAL TKANSUISSION.
Power from these Wheels can bo transmitted by electri> ity long distances with Rmall loss, and n<ade available
for running Mills. Pumping and Hoisting Works, Tr^m
cars, Electric Ligh'a, etc

rNGINEER,

& CONTRACTOR
lj91

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento

Street,

San Francisco,

Address

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
No. I20 FIRST ST., SAN FKANCISCO, CAT..

CIVIL

THOMAS

L

HY. JACKSON,
Sloutgomery St., S. F.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS !N 24 HOURS.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Mia
ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass
Zinc and other metal« punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated SIot,1Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (flnej.

Orders promptly attended

Cal.

to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,

m & 333 First

St.,

Sau Francisco, Cal

JOHN W. QUICK,

Proprietor.

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
This paper is prlntea wltn l-ntc Manufactured by Oharles Eneu Johnson & Oc, 600
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES. South 10th St. Philadelphia.
Branch Offi47 Rose St., New York, and 40 La Salle
Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed ces—
St. Ohloasco. Asent for the Paolflo Ooaet—
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.
Joiepb H. Dorety.eao Oommerclal Sti 6. F

^

Mining and Scientific Press.

388

EQaPKET

dealt in on Call at the N. Y. Exchange, covering extremes of buyers' and sellers' views. All prompt de-

]^EP0F(TS.

$24.50®

San Francisco, Dec
month of

this is the closing

Although

general trade

is

6, iS88.

the year,

Iron workers expect 1889 to

good.

be a prosperous year, provided raw material

and lumber) do not

coal

Miny new

much.

cost too

(iron,

buildings and other improvements will be let out
under contract, if the iron and wood parts are not

Merchants report continued free
E.'cchanges on New York are not so

excessively high.
collections.

strong, which goes to

show

that remittances to the

East are falling off in volume. Bankers look for an
active money market in this month, based on the

heavy sums

to be

piid out for taxes, interest,

divi-

dends, etc. The drafts on the banks to meet these requirements will largely reduce the surplus funds now
on hand, but while doing this no friction is looked
for,

owing

and

all

ators

to the lateness of the season, conservative

heretofore well-informed mining stock oper-

do not look

movement

for

much

if

any

upward

an

of

in stocks before the turn of next year,

comes even

If this shall

then.

prove true,

if it

then the

money requirements from stock brokers will be light,
for many outside operators will sell their stocks for
a lower range of values before an important
upward move. In grain options and for other speculative purposes the call for funds is light.
fear of

SILVER— The

market the past week was firm

at
sales

Some
the decline quoted in our last issue.
were made at 93^0. but afterward 93^0 was
The supply is still said to be light, causobtained.
ing buyers to pay full prices. While the news from
the mining districts is of the most important character, yet the many delays in the work going on in
them, due chiefly if not entirely to stock manipulation, cause many to form the opinion that the silver
bullion output will not be materially increased before
the turn ot the year, unless the association lately organized in this city to have the many abuses which
have crept into the management of the mines listed
on the two exchanges compels the managers to pursue a more honest and equitable course toward the
BYom the Comstock mines
outside stockholders.
there is confirmation of the new development on the
It is said
to be
1650-foot level in Con. Virginia.
more important than before claimed. They have
gone into it over 50 feet in a northwest course. The
ore is said to be quite rich, but for stock purposes
its importance is not admitted, which is substantially
shown by the company passing the November dividend.
In Alpha, Belcher, Crown Point, Con. Imperial, Challenge, Yellow Jacket and Confidence,
work of an importint character is going on, but
then the work is being done with the view of " killing
the middle mines. H-ile & Norcross,
advices of the above tenor are also at
hand. In the Tuscarora district the mines promise
In
to increase their output of silver in this month.
the Quijotoa district important prospecting work is
going on, with the outlook favorable for an increased development, The mill is not run to full capacity, so that the silver-bullion output will not average much over $15,000 a month— enough to meet all
expenses in the mme that is being chiefly explored.
In the Calico district in this State the mines are being well prospected, with the outlook favorable for a
large output of silver bullion.
London cables came through to-day reporting
silver 42 9-i6d.
This declme was indicated yesterday by the low prices. Indian Consol bills were
allotted.
New York came through at 92% c.
In our market buyers bid gs^c to-day. There was
quite a panicky feeling in stocks to-d=iy.
At the
declining prices insiders are reported to be buying.

time."
Chollar,

From
etc.,

QUICKSILVER— An

improved home demand

fro n the mining districts is reported, as the recent
rains have allowed the starting up of quite a large
number of mills. For export there is a fair movement. The latest quoted sale is S42.50.

COPPER — The

market has a

firmer,

more

confi-

dent tone, due to gradual absorption by the
syndicate of the output of the more promising mines
and also to the fire in the Calumet and Hecla mines.
The trade call is slow.

TIN~The

market for both pig and

tin plate

IRON — The

Ortord Copper, $i6.oo@
Foreign Lead,
16.25; P- S. C. Copper,
$4-75@S'OOi Foreign Spelter, $6.oo@6.25; Antimony, $io.oo@i3.50.
TIN Trading has reached a total of no tons, or
within 20 tons of last week's figures; but the aspect
of the market has been less spirited.
COPPER—With another perfectly blank record of
sales, has yet been more irregular, tending on the
whole to increased firmness. The relative po?ition
of the several options has been twice reversed, the
earlier deliveries having been most preferred; but at
the close these weakened.

@

;

—

LEAD — Less interest has

been taken in the metal,
and recorded sales have fallen off to 116 tons.
SPELTER—Became heavy early in the week,
losing an eighth ot a cent; but has partially recovered toward the end, at the same time receiving

more

attention.

PIG

IRON— Prices

are remarkably steady considering the apathy of buyers. Large buyers are not
in the market to any extent as yet, and are evidently waiting for sellers to make their first move. Meantime only small lots are taken at quoted rates.

MANUFACTURED IRON—The

mills are all
supplied with orders for the balance of the
year, but offerings at low prices by Western conceins unsettle the market.
There is a dsposition
to make moderate concessions to desirable parties,
but no quotable changes can be made as yet, as a
large proportion of the demand is for small lots.
fairly well

York, Dec.
Silver in

Silver in

_York,

—

Friday
Saturday

Monday

17
17
17
17
17

93
93{

Tuesday
WedDe8day...42|

Lead.

''opper.

-

@-

93"

42|
42|
42J
42|

93j
93:

The market

closed as follows:
last week's figures.
Quicksilver

3 70
3 70
3 75
3 70
3 72J

45

45
36
40
40

Tin.

~

22
22
22
22
21

15

30
20
00
86

Thursday.

Dec.

Concentrated
Bolt
Sheathing
Ingot
Fire Box Sheets
Iron— G-lengarnock ton
Eglinton, ton

Chrome

7|(te

7|
7g

&l@

7^

26
26
16 90

-.

~

ton

.....;

@ 27
@ —
@19
(at

00
2G

~
~
—@
—
{S
~ @32 50
— @30
00
"" ""
50
— ia24
ra29 00
n@ 3
00 mo 00
5 @
5i
5i@ -

No.l

Bar Iron

14

7i@

Copper—

Shotts,

6, 1888.

134@

Star

1,

(base price) ^ lb,
iron ore, ^1 ton..

i

Lead—ilg
Bar

,

Sheet
Pipe

7

on

Shot, discount 10%

Drop,

500 bags

Buck.^bag

W

bag. 1 55
1 75
1 95

Chilled, do

Steel-EngUsh,

16

lb

Canton tool

9j

black Diamond tool
Pick and Hammer
Machinery
Toe Calk

10

8

16
10

4

5

4^

TiNpLATE—Coke

) 5
5 00
15
6 75 fS 7 25
5 50
5 62i

^

Charcoal, 14x20

@

do roofing, 14x20
Pigt)n,%!lb

243^

y uiuKSiLVKR- By the flasfc
FlaskB,

new

mftflkf..

old

@4

1 05
Rfi

CoKE-English, ton

20 00

25
50

@ —
{»

@

PEICKS OF COAL "TO ARRIVE."
Auatfalian
.SIO
Liverpool St'm 11
West Hartley. 11
Scotch Splint. 11
.

.

Per Ton.
Per Ton
FO @11 00 Ci^rdiff
10 50@ii to
00 @11 60 Lehigh Lump. 20 00@
50 @12 fiO Cumberland bklS 00@1S 50
00 @12 00 Egg, hard
16 50(5)17 00

New

M
M

M

Incorporations.

M
M

M

M

M

M

50.. Oct

U..Oct
50.. Oct
30. .Oct
1. 10.. Oct
10.. Oct
25. .Nov

25
10.

Dec
.Nov

16.. Nov 16. ..Dec 10. .J Morizio
3. Dec 24.
Jan 28.. E Luty
23.. Nov 27.
.Dec 19. .J
Pew
15. .Nov 19.. .Dec
23.. Nov
.Dec 21..
Halsev
18.. Nov
...Dec 17.. J Moiizio

is

CHROME IRON ORE-Kruse &
handle supplies on

this

coast, report

Euler,

who

steady ship-

to the East.

Directors,
I. Irving,

Mayer,
James Hamilton
A.

(i.

A

Name oe Company.

Logattok.
Sbcsbtabt.
Nevada.. B Eurris

MCo

Andes

California.. E K Luty
Amador G M Co
Nevada. .A K Durbrow
Gould & Curry MCo
Pew
Head Center & Tranquility M Co. Arizona.. J
Locomotive M Co
Arizona., A H Fish
Mt Diablo M it MCo
Nevada..
Heath
California.. J Morizio
Mayflower Gravel M Co
Nevada. .E B Holmes
OuhirM Co
Ontario M Co
Utah.. I C Kiump

spot an advance of $1 per ton has
been established on Australian. For domestic, prices
are unchanged.
Under the stimulus of high prices
the output of coast coals is not only largely increased,
but constantly enlarging in volume. Arrivals of
coal at this port in November were 140,600 tons,
against 121,600 in November, 1887.
For the first
II months of 1888 they were 1,272,800 tons, against
966,800 for the same time in 1887 and 875,950 in
1886.
This year's arrivals are the largest ever

KW

Peck

M Co
EurekaConMCo
Mt Diablo M & M Co
North Star M Co
Hale&
Idaho

Norcross S

MCo

known,

COKE —The

market is bare of English, even $20
per ton filling to draw out supplies.
Two vessels
are leaving England for this port having coke on; it
held at $15 to arrive.

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Mall.
The following is the latest from the "
Metal Exchange Market Report "

Directors, Isidor

Wm. H. Wright, Wm.
John T. Cutting, Wm. L. Locke
and John Kleinhaus, The corporation has no
capital stock and the members of the association are
A. Luak & Co., J. M. Diwson PackS. Stevens,

:

Co., J. K. Armsby Co., Johnson-Locke
Manufacturing Co., Golden Gate Packing Co.,
Gilroy Fruit-Packing Co., San Jose Packing
Co., Magnolia Fruit Cannery, M. J. Fontana &

ing

Co., Scotchler

&

Gibba, Chas.

W.

Pike, Sutter

Canning and Packing Co., and Carquinez Packiog Co., John T. Cutting & Co.

New

York

:

Prices generally ruling for metals

Deo. 5

not regularly

The
Lais

is

309

Office in S.
Montgomery St

309

Montgomery St

309

Montgom.

Montgomery .?t
Montgomery St

Meeting

T.

Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

."^t

310 Pine St
ry St

Pine St

323 Montgomery
3u9 Montgom ry
309 Montgomery
224 California

M Co

Location.
Sel'retary.
Nevada. .A
Havens
Nevada.. AS Groth
Nevada,. A S Chemioant

W
T

Mexico.. C

H R P Hutton
Nevada..RW Heath

St
St
St
St

F

Salts Soda Co..CaUfornia..A

328

Lightner

H Clough

Office in S.
Montgomery St

Date
Dec

IS

ec 10

3

Dec

17
11
17

Dec
Dec

...

'Dec 17
^',"!,Deo 18

^Dec 19

Deo
Deo

15
21

230

25
25
50

estimated that the gross yield of the

drawing to a
and $225,000,

which, together with the surplus previously on
hand, will give a sum that will fall short be-tween $7000 and $10,000 of the amount rf quired
to pay the monthly expenses and a dividend.
The company will carry over about $100,000 in
coin into the next month.
The foUowiug companies have cash on hand
according tfi the monthly financial statements
placed on file;
Alpha, $1848 64; Alta, $4.3,108 23; Andes,
Best and
$19,887.54; B-lcher, $14,933 41;
Belcher, $16 606 49; Bortie, $34,396.48; Bullion,
$41,234 49; Bulwer, $7694.99; Benton,$331S 42;
Caledonia, $13 746 49, and the balance of an as
sessment to collect amounting to $1535 10;
Chollar, $2918 89; Con. Cal. and Virginia, $56,507.09, and $165 508 72 in unsold bullion.
Confidence, $75,655.80; Con. Imperial, $21,Crown Point,
618 47; Crocker, $4843 66;
$8423 88; D.l Monte, $142.66; Exchequer, $16,
436 25; Found Treasure, $769 79; Gould and
Curry, $11,837 08; Hale and Noroiow. $393 30;
Independence, $3080 16; Julia, $1059 28; Lidv
Washington. $24 828 18; Locomotive, -$3297 62;
Mexican. $13,167 9,3; Mono, $21 642.14; Navajo,
$2,003 47; Ponriere. $99 27; Ophir, $30,488 46;
Overman. $13 028.69; Scorpion, $2247; Stindard, $4191 45; Syndicate, $9273 43; Utah, $17,526 54; Union, $2445 88; Welden, $2623,40
The following companies have an indebtedness:
BsUe Isle, $156 23; Chsllenge, $4832 24;
Commonwealth, $49 154 IS; Grand Prize, $31,540.29; Holmes, $1382 80; Nevada Q leen, $38,928.80; North Belle Isle, .$16,083.02; North
Commonwealth, $1749 88; Peer, $5550.45;
Peerless, $4769 48, but has an offset of bullion
valued at $7791,63; Potosi, $1273 40; Ooci.
dental, $2972.88; Stvage, $35,373 74; Seg.
B loher, $26,681.19; Sierra Nevada, $5535 20

July 9

Oct

11

Dec

10

50
1.00

m

Stook Exchange.
WE£E

and

Week

Whee

Week

Ending Ending Ending Ending
Nov.

Andes

Nov.

15.

3.15
3.10
1.60

3.40
3.55
1.00

Argenta
Belcher

68

22.

Nov.

Dec.

29.

3.90 3.00
3 85 J. 00
1
1.50
10 .10
7.50 6.75

3.55 2.70
3.5u 3.00
1.15 1.40

'9!

'81

6.

3.f0
3 20
l.tO

.16

7.25

Brophy
Beat & Belcher...
Bullion
Baltimore

7!o6
1.50

.70

Belle Isle

BodieOon
Benton
Bodie Tunnel....
Bulwer
Con. Va. 4 Cal...
Challenge

2.10
1 60

1.75
2.45

Dudley

75

l.ii 1.50
.7

.60

S.OO
1.60
.65
.55

1.85
2,10

1.8a

2.75

.70

11}
58

6.75

,'.m

4!50 4!o6

4^20

168
05

17

,16

.17

1.20
.66

95
50

1.10

.65

5,60

e!25

98

1 8

8. CO

Ohollar
Confidence
Con. Imperial..,,
Caledonia

6 76

73

s'oo

i'.iti

16

18

1.00

1.25

.45

.65

12t

n

68

I,

51'

.26

78
l.uO

Crocker
Central

.60
.50

1.75
'
00

Champion

Con, Pacific
Grown Point

71

1.76 ..lO

.65

12

.55

.90

.45

&B

East B,

Eureka Con
Exchequer

3.5f

1.85

Grand Prize
Gould & Gurry,,,
Hale &

1,10

50

1

.45

6 00

Norcross.

.60
1

t5

50
58

1,76 1,45
,65
60
4,40
5ii
6,6i 6.25

25
,8u

80

1.45
1.05

4,95
6.75

lO

4.70

Holmes

*

6!

Independence

Iowa

65

Julia
Justice

Kentuck
Lady Wash
Martin White

.50
2.30
3.85

.50

,56

2.06
3.50

3 85

..

.70

.65

,75

53

i.si)

i!50
5 2c
2,60

Mono
Mexican
Mt. Diablo
Northern Belle.
Navajo
North Belle Isle...
Niagara

4,75

2.40 1.90

2.2 1.80
2.50 2.70
.70

1.95
3.00

5j

.60

2.50
3.t5 3.10

2.65
3.50

. .

2.30

2!35 2.45
2.3' 2.10

2.70 2 31
8 76 7.00

2.95 2'76

n
2.35
3.90

2..'0 2.00
4.7' 3.60

2.25

2.1

2.30

Nev. Queen
North G.Ji C

2.80

Occidental

2 40

Ophix

Overman
Potosi

2.06

Peerless

Pe<r
P. Sheridan

1

65

;

:

2.1jO

4.2l 3.00

1.80 1.70

2

4.00
2'9(

8j
2.15 1.80
4. 6 3.70
1.75 .60

6.

.7:-

.55

2.

3.76
1.75
,75

.10

Silver Star
5.25
4.00
4.46

SiM

S. B.

Sierra Nevada.
Silver Hill
Silver King

.40
.65

75
.70
...

Scorpion
Syndicate

Bullion Shipments.

11

Aug 27
Nov 11
Aug 8

50

Cable ol Lowest ana Highest Sales

The Comstock lode ia lookiog very well at
present, and many persons think a lacky strike
Name of
anywhere along the line would send stocks up
Company.
at a booming rate. More interest is being paid
to work on the lode than for some time past.
Alpha
At the Consolidated Cilifornia and Virginia Alta

last,

Oct

Aug 6
Nov 26
Nov 12

50

Montgomery St

S. F.

We quote shipments since our

Payablk

50
1.00
08

Grass Va!l.-y

,

Misiag Share Market.

office it is

Amount.

F-

Montgomery St
221 Market St

306 Pino St
318 Pine St
401 California St
309 Moi tgcmery St

D A Jennings

Nevada.. J

309

Givens

Nevada..

California..

California

P.aciflc Bora-x,

.65

Qnion Con
Utah

4.40
1.75

.55

Tellow Jacket...

6.50

.50

^SO

6 2' 4.65
3.95 3.55
4 30

6.0O

4.70
3.40
4.00

3 90

.81

.75

1.4

1.25

.75

i.ii 3.75
1.70 1.60
6 26 5.60

4.95 3.85
1.70 1 .55
6. GO 51

1.70
6 50

shall

D

^

Association,
Object, to promote the canned goods

interest of the Pacific Coast.
Jacobs, Philip D. Code,

309

LATEST DIVIDENDS— WITHIN THREE MONTHS,

Onr Agents,

,

3t.9

.

3. 8

CT Bridge

MCo

Canned Goods

California

—

33J Pine

W

Blazing Star M. Co D='c. 5. Location,
CalUornia. Capital stock, ^250,000. Directors,
0. J. Moore, E. P. Dinforth, Mary E. Moore,
W. A. Keefer and S. B. Paige.

Dec. 3.
Capital stock, ^25,000. Directors, J. Mignolia,
H. W. Plumme, A. D. Bell, J. E. Slinkey and
E. Eeymans.
,

COAL — For

.Dec 13
Jan 2..ELParker
.Jan 7
Jan 28. E B Holmes
.Dec 17 ...Dec 31.,J JScoville

9.
3.

8.

be oleased to receive further reports;
Peerless, Nov. 29. $7791; Mt. Diablo, 29,
$7154; Germania, 28, $4790; Hanauer, 28,
$2800; Queen of the Hills, 28. $1100; Hanauer,
29, $7500; Qaeen of the Hills, 29, $8500; Hanauer, 30, $2075; Germania, 30, $3019; Con. Cal
ifornia and Virginia. Dec. 1, $24,964; Confidence,
0. 4, $16,672; total for November,
2,729; Savage, Deo. 6, $8377; Mt. Diablo,
$6, 8536.
.___

Butchers' Gazette Publishing Co

W

IL.JWPew

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.

:

dull

E

,

Pine St

St
bt
St
Bt
31'9 Montgomery St
328 Montgomery St
13 fc'remont bt
327 Pine St
330 Pine St
328 Montgomery St
328 Montgomery St
313 California St
328 Montgomery St
328 Montgomery St
330 Pine St
310 Pine St
310 fine St
328 Montgomery St
,.328 Montgomery St
'..309 Montgomery St

M

Mayflower Gravel
Co ... .California.. 43..
Montrose
Co
Colorado.. 1..
North Belle Isle
Co
Nevada.. 13..
North CoiLmoowealth
Co.. .Nevada.. 1..
Paget Sound Iron Co
"Wash Ter..l2..
Ru sell Reduction &
Co. .Califoruia.
bierra Nevada
Co
Nevada.. 93.
SegBelcber& Mides Con MCo
Nev.. 2,
WmPennMS: MCo
Nevada.. 3..

porated,

and inactive for both stock, $500,000.
Iron workers do not appear dis- Joseph Pracy,
J.
their wants to any great extent
and A. T. Nation.

market

33li

-

-

Montgoraerv St

Montgomery St

3S9 Pine
414 l alifornia
309 MontKomery
31U Pine

M

M

Montgomery St

309
309
309

.

for the fiscal month now
close will be between $220,000

WHOLBSAIfE.

Place of Busines

.

M

mine

San Francisco Metal Market.

American Soft, No,
Oregon Pig, ton
Clay Lane White

M

Borax is steady at
something firmer.

— Barrels— $7.20; plain cases, $9.20.

JODENALS.

3. F.

M
M

is

There were light sales at 59@62c. Last week's copper prices are not immediately affected by the Calumet and Hecla fire. No speculative impulse was
aroused and few spot orders appeared. Calumet
and Hecla stock declined about 50 points on the
news and closed at $2.70. Offerings of pig lead are
light. General business was dull. Refined petroleum

it^TiMONy- French
EORAX-Refincd
Powdered

Location. No. Am*!. Levied. Dblinq'nt. Sale.
Seoretahy.
AlphaConMCo
Nevada. .21.. 87i..NoT 3. .Dec 8.. .Dec 2S..CEElliott
Alpha Con M &
25. .Nov
Co
Nevada. .2..
3. .Dec
8.. ,.Dec 28..EEElliott
Best & Belcher
Nevada. .41..
25. Oct 16. .Nov 21.. ..Dec ll..LOBborn
Co
BeotoQConMCo
Nevada.. IS.. 1.00.. Oct 29. .Dec 3.. ..Dec 24..VBAllen
Con Imperial M Co
Nevada. .25..
05.. Oct 16. .Nov 21., ..Dec 12..CLMCI oy
Caledonia S
Co
Nevada. .43..
15. .Oct 19. .Nov 21.
.Dec 12. .A S Groth
Commonwealth Con
50.. Nov 24. .Dec 28
Co
Nevada.
Jau 21..HDeas
Monte
Del
M Co
Nevada., i..
25.. Oct 15.. Nov 20.
.Dec 12..JWPew
Found Treasure M Co
Nevada.. 4..
06.. Oct 25.. Nov 30. .Dec 21..J Stadtfeld
Gt Western Quicksilver
Co
Cal.. 3..
10..Hov28..Jan 7.. .Jan 28..AHal3 y
GoverMCo
California.. 1..
15..Nov28..Jan 5.. .Jan 29. .L G Harvey
Gray Eagle
Nevada.. 10..
Co
05.. Nov 13.. Dec 18.
.Jan
8..0HBogart
Horseshoe Bar con
Co.. .California.. 1..
25. .Oct
-9.--.Nov 17
Dec IU..D MKeut
Kossuth
Nevada. .10..
Co
10.. Nov 21.. Dec 24.... Jan 19..EPFlmt
Keyes S
Nevada.. 3..
Co
25. .Oct 22. .Nov 24....Dpc 15..M P Minor
Lord of Lirn
Co
Nevada.. 4..
10. .Nov 13. .Dec
Jan 22. .L G Harvey
LivB Oak Drift Giavel Co.. OalifnrQia..lO..
05.. Nov 19.. Dec 21.. .Jan 16..JMorizio

CaledoniaMC
Candelaria Con

New

Loadon.

Thursday

DIRECTORY.

CbMPAmr.

6,

closing prices the past week:

SHAREHOLDERS'
ASSESSMENTS.

Name of Company.
Telegraph.
Con California & Va M fo
1888.— The following are the ConfideeceS M Co

By

New

The following companies have been incorand papers tiled in the office of the
The consump- Superior Court, Bepartment 10, San Francisco
before.
Irving Patent Fuel Co
Dao. 3. Cipifcal

posed to anticipate
unless offered inducements, but importers say that
the supply markets are very strong, which combined
with higher freights precludes a lower range.

is

;

MINING

OOHFILBD BVBBT THTTBSDAV F&OM ADVBRTIBBMBNTS HT MiKlNa AKD SOIBNTIFia FaBSS AND OTHBR

,

spot and to arrive.

ments

Billiton

-;

has

a weaker tone in sympathy with the slight decline
abroad.
Buyers of round parcels to arrive are trying to obtain further concessions.
tion in 1889 will be larger than ever

@

$

—

LEAD The market is featureless. Values appear to be slowly giving way. No important movement is looked for until after the turn of the year.

Tin,
Banca Tin, $24.25@24.so; Baltimore

;

Copper,

Local Market.

@

AustraUan Tin,

livery.

[Dec. 8, 1888

OCR FaiBiniS can do much in aid of oar paper and the
cause of practical knowledge and science, ay assistinp
Agents in their lahors ol canvassing, hy lending their inQuence and encouragln&f favors. We intend to send none
but worthy men.
G. W. IHGALLS— Arizona Territory.
A. P. jHWBn Tulare Co.
C. E. WiLLtAMB—Tuba and Sutter Co. "8.

—
F. B. LoQAN — Southern California.
H. G. Parsons — Northern Califoruia.
Geo. Wilson — Sacramento Co.
W. B. Frost —Stanislaus, Merced and Fresno Co.'e
M. Ward —Santa Cruz Co.
W. W. Theobalds— San Diego Co.
John L. Dotlr —Sonoma Co.
J.

The Plomo group of mines, Tyndal district,
impurity of the water supply at San Pima Co., Arizona, has been sold to New York
complained of,
Rednotion works are to be ereoted,
parties,

Sales at San franoisoo stoek £xohange.
Thursday,

Dec.

350 Alta
1060 Alpha
100 Andes
400 Belcher

200 B.

S

Belcher

300 Baltimore.

lOOBellelsie
50 Benton
ISO Bodie
200 Bumon
9lr0

Caledonia

100

ChaUense

20O Chollar
50 Commonwealth
270 Con VaaCal
1100 Con. Imperial
200 Crocker
50 Exchequer

6.

200 Gould & Curry
3.00 550 Hale&Noi
3.00 160 Justice
1.40 450 Mexican
6.75 400 New York
20 Nev. Queen
74
50c| 400 Ophir
45t,;
20 Overman
2.951 2l0 Occidental Con
1.701 300 Potosi
1.55,1100 Peer
6.=iC; 100 Peerless
6§ 150 Savage
3.8d 100 S. B.
3.30 100 Silver Hill
118 400 Utah
95c 100 Union
1.10 250 WComstock
1.351 50 Yellow Jacket

iM

4 51
6!
1.90
5 25
60c

3.00
8g
1.75

2.25
3 30
70c
1.70
4.25
3.15
70c
1.60
3.90
75o
5.25

GompUineiitary Samples.
Persons receiving this paper marked are requested to examine its oontents, terms f subBcription, and give it their own patronage, and,
(

as far as practicable, aid in circulating thti
journal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
the cause it faithfnlly serves. Subscription
Extra copies mailed for 10
rate. $3.00 a year.
cents, if ordered soon enough.
If already a
subsoriber, please show the paper to otheni.
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ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.
Penn

Wfilliam

and Mining Company.

Mill

^n

LfOratiua of i-nacipfti |>litoe of ttiiainiwa,
Knncuco,
Ca'Kornlft.
Loottl«n of wi>riu, Devil's Uat« Mining
Divtrict, Lyoo cnuiily, Nevkdft,
NOTICE i" horcl.v tcivtn. that at ft mccHne of the Itokrd
of OiiectorM. hold on thn >«th day of Nov«mbcr, ISS», an
AMCMtucut (No- ;t) of 10 o«nU jKjr Bharo
lovuJ uiwn
th« GMptUI stiKkof the i.orf>urBtiMU, psMkhl'- imiiiedUtvly
lo United Stttoa ^"]d coin, to thu Si-<.TvUrv, at thu oHlc-e
Comply, room (>0. Nevod* Bluck, No. 8a» UontOl
vomery street. Han Fr»u< iaco, California. Any »t«>ck

wm

Incandescent
f"*""

*'ine».

remain unpaid un the
be delinqueQI, and OtlvertUiea fur Mle at pablle aiiolinri; and uuIuma payiiiunt
t« mode betor*. wlU bn
oo Monday, thu :{|st d»y of
I>ec«o)ber. IbStf, to pay the dellnquunt ajsMwemuut, totiether witfa costn uf odvertialog and exiwoiws of solu.
By order o( the Board of Ptnxrtonp.
J J. acoviLLE, Socretarv.
Boom 69. No. SOO MoutKomury etreet, San
IStt)

dav of

tfalM

AmtOMtiivnt

mIiaII

L«(^xiuil>er. ItfiM. will

mM

Omci—

FrancUoo, Calif orolo.

Lord
tuny.

Location of

(iriueipal

^jlat-o

of

&

Arc Electric Lights

JTTIST he;.a.30-v.

METALLIC ALLOYS

'ti5ii^"jro'.;itr^£i\-,l;:ri.'si.r.n:'::".rpfi'Sn'"^^

and Showrooms. 323 PINE ST., SAN FRANCISCO.

Offices

E*ortl«»xxcl.,

Or.

Syclxxoy,

w.

IiJ.

PARKE & LACY,
21 and 23 Frement Street.

wurld.

SAN FRANOISOO, OAL.

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURKRS OF

ENGINES,

OTA descriptive circular glvine the full conteota of
the above sent free to any one who will apply.
Wk also I'UBMfji:
A Proctioai Manual of Minora'B, Minea and MiniDg;
rf-niiiriflini: »iigg.'Hti"nsa8 to the localitits and
aseocia.
tioriB rif all the Uweful MineralH; full dcHcri|)tion8 of
the
iiiost. LfTet:tivH nietliodn uf both Hie
([ualltatlve and quantitative anolyaes o( ca..h ot these minerals,
and nEnta
upon the vanoua operations ' f minine. indu ling Architecture and Construction.
Bv Prof H. s, Ophnrn, LL.
D.
Illustraiea by 171 engravings. Svo, 367 paces.
I'-'ce

ROCK

BOILERS,

A Prftcthol Guide for the M»nnfBcturw of all kindu r,t
AUoia. AuialKBiii^. and >-»ildcrii u ed by Metal Workers;
i hvinioal and Pi
vsk-al Propertie-. aud
thfir A pplic.it ion hi tho Arts and the Iiidii'tiiea; with an
Apfoiidix on iho ColoriiiB of AUnve. Tranhlated and
mi lod. cliK-dy fn.ni tlio German of" A. Krupp and Anilrtas Wlluborger, with exU-nitive additiuus, bv
William
T. Branut, one of the •ditors of "The To hno'chetnlual
Itffoipt Book," etc. lllustrateu by \6 engravinifB. 12mo,
4'iS liftKea.
Price
$a.'*0
CTBy mail, free of poutanH, to any address in tlie
tOKuther with their

^iTflO

ISTA descriptive circular giving the full contents of
the above book sent free to any one who will send his
address.
A Treatise on Metalliferous Minerals and Mining. By
D. C. Ihivies.
With IIS illuHtr^tions. l-Jnio, 432 pagex

BREAKERS,

Company— Location

Mining

ings.
Price
A Treatifte un
Bv U. C. Davies.

of

priooipal place of busiouas, San Francineo, California
Locattou of works, near Drytown, Amador County,

STEAM

Notice Ls hereby filven, that at a meetiug of the
Board of Directors held on the 2jth day of November,
lS8d, an Awteusment (No. 1) of Fifteen (16) Cents per
abate waa levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable imnioiliatoly in United Stated Rold cnlo, to
the Secretary at the olHco of t)ie Company. Nos. 13 and
10 Fremont street, San Francisco, California.
Any stock
upon which this Ansefuiiiieut shall remain unpaid on the
6lh day of January, l!>8U, will be delinquent and advertised for aale at public auction; and unless pavment is
made before will be sold on Tuesday, the 29th day of
January. IHSO, to pay the delin<iuent asscflBmeut, together with co3t« of advertising and expenaea of sale.
By order of the Board of DirectorsL. 0. HARVEY, SecreUry.
Ofpick— 13 and 15 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

CONCENTRATORS.
GIANT ROOK BREAKER.

Westinghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Rock Drills and
Air Compressors.
Saw and Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,

and Lubricators.

Injectors, Oil Cups,

are prepared to give eatimatea for Hoisting

Works and Pumping

Plants,

Stamp

420 Montgomery

300

Styles

and

Commission,

Sizes,

4500

U. 8. A.

96
New

Co..

WATER TANKS

York.

FULDA

Correspondent ob Agent for Smelters in London, Li\erNew York, Boeton and Baltimore.
Twenty yearn experience, in California, purchasing Ores
and dealing in Mines.
Special attention given to management aod sales of
minea and purchase and shipment of copper produce

PERFECT PULLEYS
First

RAYNOR,

Premium Awarded

oxjOO?

at Mechanics' Fair, 1884.
ikx :e: e3
3Ei

30 to 40 Spear

TO ALL INTERESTED

PAT. COT. 26, 1861.

SHAFTING, HANGERS
SS" Sknd for Circplars and Priob

Laboratory

Nos. 129 and 131

MISSES DEVLIN,
Stenographers and Typewriter Copyists,
Koom 7, No, 240 Alontgromery St.,
S. E. corner Pine,
Sau Frauclsco.

-

CATALOGUE No. 6,
AND APPURTENANCES. CLAYTON AIE COMPEESSOES,
"SI
List.
-

ROCK DRILLS,

HAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

Dewey Engraving Company,
No. 220

MARKET

SAN FRANCISCO,

STREET,

AIR.

NOW READY,

And General

Kano&ictm'ing^ Purposes.
Wholesale and Retail.
Native Platinum and Scrap purchased.

FREMONT STKEBT.

THE USE OF

IN

COMPRESSED

MEDAXT PATENT WR0U8HT KIM PULLEY

NEW YORK

San Francisco.

St..

c«3

For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the TerritorisB of Idaho, Washington
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Best Balanced Pulley in the World.
Also Manufacturers of

ESTABLISHED
1869

BROS., Proprietors.

ALL KINDS OF CASKS, TANKS, Etc.
i^SHip, MiNiNQ, and Water Tankb a Specialty.*^!

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

25 Bond St

WINE TANKS!
COOPERAGE CO.,

J

WINE

CALIFORNIA

Co.

pool,

No.

,

in Use.

Liberty St

BUSINESS MANAQBR OF

H. M.

Pa

M'F'Q CO.

PARKE, LACY & CO,, Agents
San Francisco Cal.

St., S. F.

UNION COPPER MINE, Calaveras
NEWTON COPPER MINE. Amador

Philadelphia,

,

and Importbbs,

HOISTING ENGINES.

Marysvllle.

D. RANLETT,

Mining, and

St.,

BoriKSBLLERs

MANDPACTURBB OP

For further particulars address

Ores,

Publibiiebs,

810 Walnut

LIDQERWOOD

foundry and machine ahop in the neighborhood.

HORACE

m

BENRT CAREV BAIRD & CO
Industrial

in tVie citv of

MarvaviilB. now and for many years doiut^ a remunerative business, la offered for sale at less than half its
value.
Everything aa it btands— stock, machines, patteroB, real estate, etc., etc., ^«ill be Bold on eauy terms.
A first-rate opportunity for establishing an agricultural
implement mauuiactory as an adjunct.
This is the only

HOSKIN.

g6.00
E*rthy and other Minerals atd Mii-h g

pector and Traveler in sea- ch of Mnial-bearing or other
uulile Minerals.
Illustrated.
12mo. Price. .$1.50
Mineralotry SimpHQed. Easy Methods of Identifying
Minerals, im-luding Ores, by moans of the Blow-p'pe, by
P'aroe Reactions, by the Spf^ctrnscope and by Humid
Chemical Analysis, b sed on Von Kobell'a Tables for the
Determination of Minerals, etc
By Hfori Eni, ". D.
Illu-trated.
12mo, Price
$3 00
Underiir und Treasures: How and Where to hiod
them. A Key for the Ko rty Butermination of Miofrals
within the United States. Bv J^mes Orton. Price$l.fiO
£i?The above o- any of our Books sent by mail, free
of postage, at the publicatlLin prices to anv address lu
the world.
a^Our New and Revised fatilogue of Practical and
Scientifi'i Books, S4 pages, Svo. and our other Catalonuea,
tha whole cuverintr every branch of Scienct app ied to
the Ar s. sent free nnd free of postage to any one
any
part of the world who will furnish his address.

Mills,

Smeltera aud Concentratora.

R.

8vo, 277 engrav-

.

PUMPS.

We

The Empire Foundry and Machine Shop

Michell.

va

BELTJNG.OILS and GENERAL SUPPLIES.
FOR SALE.

By Stephen

Witb76 e-gravinga. 12mo Price $5.00
The Proapector'a Hand B ok A Guide for the Prog,

PULVERIZERS,

California^

$5.00

I''i;=.e---

Miuo Dtainage.

Gover

etc.

Hoisting Works. Mills, Reduction Works,
Gm. Oil and Ciuidle, 8u,K,nK-d.l b, tb.

EDISON INCANDESCENT LIGHT,

husmusa, San

Franclnou, Ca Ifurnla. Location of worha, tJylJ Jiill
MlutMif liUtrict. Nevada.
NOTICE i» horeby jfiven, that at a meeting of tlie
Board of Direct. >rH, held on the 13th day of Novembor,
IK**, an AMwwiiiunt (No. 4) of Ten (10) Cent* por aharu
w*B levied unon the capital itock of the Corporation,
IjayaU* tmuiedlatvly lo United Stated ^old coin, to the
SocretajT at tbe offloo of the Company, No. 313 California iftroet, Sao Praoolwo, California.
Any stock upon
whiL-b thU AwoMmcDtfball remain unpaid on the 2tHh
day of Uvcwaibcr, ISSa, will be delin>|uent, and advertised tor mIo at public aoetlon; and u>i1e«tt payment In
nude before will be told uo Tuesday, the 22d day of
January, 1S8U, to pay the delinquent A»HCffimeut, together with co»ttt of advertUing oud expensea Of Bale.
By order of the Board of Directors.
L. O. HARVEY, Secretary.
Orfici— 313 CkUfOTDia St., Sao Francisco, Cat.

Alloys, Solders

f^.7MS;i^;L"r^??:>.irt";!^rsiL"'"sK/:^:^J."^^^^

Lorn Gold and Silver Mining Corn-

of

and Important Book on Metallic

Indoor wd.OuldoOf Illumination of ever; kind.

Uw

upn- which

New

A

Mining; Machinery.

t^~

CAL.

Engravings made from photographs, drawings and original designs, for newspaper, hook, card and job printing.
EneiTLved prints enlarged or reduced, cheaplj' and quickly. Also copies of manuscript, legal documents, wills,
contracts, signatures, portraits, buildings, machinery and printed documents reproduced with accuracy. Photographs, stereoscopic views, etc, duplicated, enlarged or reduced. Slides for mat^ic lanterns made from photographs,
itiiographe, and steel or wood engravings, etc.
Satiefaction guaranteed. Agents wanted in all cities and in all
towns. Address, for further information, Dbwkt Enokavino Co., 220 Market St, San Francisco.

This Catalogue gives a full dCBcrip" ion ot
the Patented ImprovementB embraced in tticse im
livalled Air Compressors, together witti tables, data,
etc., of value to users of compressed air.

MAILED

Clayton

FREE

ON APPLICATION,

Compressor Works,
ST.,
YORK.

Air

43 DEY

NEW

MINE RS. ATTEN TION!
Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company, of
Plants will, in

York.

LOW-GRADE ORES CAN BE PROFITABLY WORKED BY ELECTRIS TRANSMISSION OF POWER FROM DISTANT WATERFALLS.
caseB, pay for themselves in from 1 to 5 years by the saving: produced by Electric Transmission compared with other systems.

many

Suspension and Surface Tramways, Hoists, Pumps,
US'

New

Fob fdbther Information, Cikciilars, Estimates,

JOS. L.

etc.,

Drills,

Stamp-mills

etc.,

operated by Electric Motors.

apply to

JAYNE, Agent, Room

8,

No. 328 Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco,

Cal.
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

CONTRACTORS,

and others interested

IB

'i^

Steel

20,000 LBS.

WEIGHT.

in

SHAFT-SINKING,

TUNNELING,

CO.,

UP TO

ETC.

Feniii

apd ^acliiiie

Iron

UrOFACTUKBRS OF

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

[Dec.

Tables

Progress

of

WITH MAPS, M.I.USTRAT10NS
AND FULL DESCRIPTION OF THE

No. 119 Beale

St.,

16x16

Length 36

feet;

Stpam Engines, Flour

ALSO

SOFT and DUCTILE,
SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

,

T

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND STKKL.
Orders

will

have prompt attention.

CO.,

Send for Catalogues.

FAGIfIG ROLLING MILL

202 Market

St.,

Proprietors.

St.,

[ESTABLISHED IN

Boilers,

AND ALL KINDS OP

constructed, fitted

San Francisco.

IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES.

SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.

Engines,

Flouring Mills, Saw Mills and Quartz Mills Machinery

FULTON

21 Fremont

and

St.,

Steam

B'ront St..

PARKE & LACY,

OO..

H&NUFACTURBKB OF

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.

Address

CO.,

&

ROOT. NEILSON

from ^ to 3 inch diameter and Flats trom 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and other shape
Tir6s, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
ST££L RAILS from 12 to 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Slerchant Iron, Rolled
Beams, Angle, Channel, and
iron, Bridge and Machine Boliia, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forgings of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.
Steel Rods,

RBPRBBBNTBD B7

8 California

UNION IRON WORKS,

Wagon, Buggy, and Truck

'

DRILL

and

SAOBAMBNTO, CAL.

For Catalogues, Estimates, Etc. addresa;

ROCK

Mill

Manufacturers of B. E. Henrickson's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches for Elevators. All kinds of machinery
made and repaired.
J^Okdhrs Solioitbd.

miles.

THIRD EDITION NO\7 READV.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

,

Mill,

Saw

ELEVATORS.

Every Description.

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE F0RGIN6S.
Steel

INGERSOLL

of

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL
Section

San Francisco

-

-

BUILDER OF

True to pattern and superior In strength, toughness and durability to Oast or Wrought
Dredsincr Machines
Iron in any position or for any service.
Brodle Rock Crushers,
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
Side Walk and Hand-Power
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA-

CHINERY CASTINGS

NEW YORK

hh

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,
Mlnlns.

Engineers'

1888

8,

bet.

up and

N & o sts.,

Golden State

&

repaired.

Sacramento, Cal.

Miners Iron Works.

tlannfactnre Iron Oastlnss and Machinery
of all Kinds at Greatly Reduced Bates.

1855.]

STBDENSON'S PATENT

—MA^fUFACTURBRB

H.H.H.

SAold-Board

OF

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILEBS.-

HORSE UNIMMt

Propeller Engines, either

High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side- wheel Engines.

AMALQAMATOBS,

Golden State Pressure Blowers.
^rst

between Howard

St..

Si

Folsom,

S.

F

MINING MACHINERY.— Hoisting Engines and
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Compressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.- Batteries

(or

Dry or Wet

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settltrs, Furnaces, Retorts, Concentrators, Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Furnaces for Reducing Ore3, Water Jackets, etc

•pHE

H. H. H. Horse Liniment pnta
-«
new lite into tUe Antiqn.ated Horse
For the last 14 >-eara the M. H. H. Horee
Liniment has Deen tiie leading remedy
among Farmers and Stockmen for the
onre o£ Sprains, Bmises, Stiff Jointo

Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging
Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.
Mill

Spavins, Windgalls, Sore Shoulders, etc.
«id for Family Dse is without an eqnai
tor lihonmatism, Nenralgia, Aches, Pjuna
Bruises, Cuts andSprainsofall characters
Ihe H. H. H. Liniment has many imitations, and we caution the Public to see
that the Trade Mark " H. H. H." ia oc
svery Bottle before purchasing. For sals
orerywhere for 60 cent* and $1.00 ©su

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR

TusTiN's ptTLVBEizEB.

DruRel^ts.

San Erancisco,

Water

Pipe,

Tanks

Cal,

Pnmp
for

Works, No. 315 Mission St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to Woodworking Machinery

N.

i^jry

POOLET.

AND

lE'ixiacLT£>.

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means

SPECIALTIES

of

i^Send

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
all

24 POST

Bookthe En-

.(eeping, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all
glish branches, and everything pertaining to busiaees,
for eix full monthe.
have sixteen teachers, and give
ndividual instruction to all our pupils. Our Bchool has
ts graduates In every part of the State.

We

C. S.

«iid

HEALD,

BANDMANN,
NIELSEN & CO.,
OBNBRAL AGENTS. "AN FRANCISCO
N.

Secretary.

W. SPAULDING

c

and

{'

prospectorft

tools,

SPAULDING'S

An
wt-ll

punipa,

QUARTZ SCREENS

andsleom engines. Atrca.Bonk
tisc on gas and oil.

d
'

free,

A

mailing charges

,'25 CIS.

WellWorks.
AURORA, ILLS.,
U-

F.

Gold

H.

S.

specialty.

Round,

Inserted

slot

A.

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purposes.
fornia Perforating Screen Co., 145 & 147 Beale St

CHISEL
Cali-

INVENTORS,
L.

,

ROOM

No.

Civil

and Mining Engineer,

MDJINQ EXPERT AND GEOLOGIST.
Address " Business Box A,"

office

of

this paper,

San

Francisco.

2.

BIT

Saws.

NOTICE

PETERSOnTmODEL MAKER,
,

ROSS E BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

ISRAEL W. KNOX,

S. F.

Market St,N. E. cor. Front (up stairs) San Franoisco
Experimental maohlnery and all klnda of metal, tin,
copper and bEoaa.
.68

Propositions from principals only entertained.

TAKE

Tootli

CIRCULAR

HAUSMAN,

Mining Properties Bouglit,
Sold and Developed.

SAFE DEPOSIT BUILDING,

circular.

No. 307 Sansomb St., San Francisco.

or burred slot holes. Genuine Russia Iron, HomogenpouB Steel, Cast Steel or
American planished Iron,

each.

The American

-i

Send for

Manufacturers of

WcU-BinkinR and proBpecling tools sent
on trial. 5L':I lect ha» bueu sunk in 8

L

San Francisco.
President
Assaying of Ores, 926; Bullion and Chlorination Assay.
$25; Blowpipe Assay, §10 Full course of assaying, 850.

VAN DEE NAILLEN,

W. A. GOODYEAR.
OAL.

s.A.T7\r oo3vn»-A.iia"5r

LIGHTNING WELL-SINKING
MACH|N.£ MAKERS.

723 Market Street,
History Building,
A.

TTTSK for Sale

President.

hours. Insiruciidua for bpginiicrH.
EncycloinJiu
sw Eiii^ruviiigs of

Civil, Mechanical and
Mining Engineering,
Surveying, ArcMteclnre, Drawing aM AssayUig.

which contains 94 per cent of Nltro-Olycerine, and
Stronger than Dynamite and even Safer in Handling.
The

Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blasting Powder, and is used hy all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
eaves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs %a freely.

CAPS

40 NevadaBlock,San Francisco, Cal.
1 1 & 23 Stevenson St

Factory,.

Practical,

IVIarl<ei.

Of Different Strengtha as Required.

CIROUIiAR.

HALEY.

the

rOR RAILROADS AND LAND CLEARING.

THIS

Writing-,

E. P.

in

x>'X']sr.A.]vur]?:E:,

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.

ST.. S. P.

in

or

NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE,"

COLLEGE.

SFVENTY-FIVE DOLIiARS
FOR
College iDstructe
Shorthand, Type

J^SbMD for

oi-A.a>B"T i^oAT^Ti^Ezn.

Office,

Electricity.

for Circulars giving particulars.

the Great Chemists ol the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

OELATINE-DTNAMITE,

Etc.

Contractor for the Construction of EIiBCTric Railways

Manulaoture Three Kinds of Powder, which are acltnowledged by

HEALDS

KEITH,

rates.

And upward.

EOOMS WITH OR WITHOUT BOARD.
FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE.

S.

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

moaerate

Corliss Ung^ines and Tustln Ore Pulverizers.
DBANE STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Eeater.

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day

solicited.

Inventor and Manufacturer of

AQKNTB FOR THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

Ste£ixxx

Correspondence

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

Salmon Canneries
and at

WILLIAMS

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.

or Air Columns, Fish

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to

Laundry Free for the use of Families II>e£ii3.e
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.

BUSINESS

J. H.

Steam and Gas Engines.

OF BVRRT DBSORIPTION.

This Fire.proof Brick Building Is centrally located, In
the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboat
and Railroad Offices.

J.

ORTON.

AA/ Ull£LXfta.S Cfi! OXTtOXXy
MANDF'RS OF GENERAL MACHINERY.

Mining Engineers.

Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land.
Street,

HANVFAOTDRBRa OP OABTINaS OP HVHRT DBSORIPTIOH.
0. K.

DRY.

OF ALL KINDS,

WINCHESTER HOUSE.
44 Third

EUREKA FOUNDRY.
129 and 131 Beale St., between BliBSion and Howard, S.F.

ENGINESsBOILERS

oottJe.

all

THOMPSON BROTHERS.

MISCELLANEOUS MAOHINERY.-Flour

'

For Sate by

rHORNTON THOMPSON

reOMAB THOMPSON

SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of all kinds made, to order.
logue.

Send for Descriptive Cata

17 and 19 Fremont

St..

San Francisco.

Mining and Mechanical Engineer
AHD PURCDAfllNQ AQBKT POR

Mines, Mining^ Machinery

& Supplies.

Mines Examined, Reports and Fstimates Furnished
Contracts made, etc
San FrauclBCO,Cal'
Office. 287 First Sc,

Dec.

8,
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WM.

H.

TAYLOR,
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President.

R. S.

MOORE,

Superintendent.

Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works,
HOWARD

S. E. Corner

and BEALE STREETS, SAN FRANCiSCO,
SIANDPACTURKKS OF ALL KINDS UK

Mining and Milling Machinery,
ENGINES and BOILERS,
For AdlDlnK and Irriaatlon Purpoeee.

Sawmill

Also

Machinery.

BxaLUSlVB AQKNTS fOa TIIS PACIFIC COAST OF

HEINE PATENT SAFETY BOILER and MACBETH STEEL PULLEY.
AGENTS

Foil

THE PACIFIC COAST OF

BRYAN'S ROLLER QUARTZ MILL,
The most perfect Roller

Mill

made,

cheaper.
is more durable.
It craaheB a larger amouDt of ore with

It
It

1.

2.
3.

is

power.

leps

foUowio^ reasoDs:

"cleanup"

Its

6.

It is portable,

and

amalgamates a larger percentage

It

4.

for the

5.

is

is

quicker and

fuller.

requires no frame-work,

ready for the foundation as

it

leaves

of

the shop.

the gold.

Fall Descriptive Circulars of any of the above sent on arppllcatlon.
Officb op tub Canrblaria Consolidated Mkmcan Mining Co.,
San DiMAM, DuRANuo, Mkxico, October 25, 188S.

TyreB will crush 1600 tone. One ring plato will crush from 2200 to 2300. The mills require very little attention.
At our mill an ordinary " peon" earniiii; one dollar per day has complete chartic. In regard to elimiog, in comparison with stamps by reason of the discharge surface aud the contmuoua aicitatfon by the scraper', a Miinu leea
amount of slimes in created. & tliree years' experience teaclies me that, in every respect, the mills are a ci mplcte
success and of material bencllt to the mining world. Thuv can be set up and running \u 4S hours, and can bn rlismounted in the same time and removed to wherever desired. Ours were packed on our mule trail over as diOiuult
a road as any in Mexico. As a ;^old amalgamator, it is uncqualcd by any mill now in existence.
Yours truly,
D. M. HUKNS, Superintendent
of

)
(

Our Company has been ojioratiuK three of the 4-foot
lU.tlon Iron Wurka, San Franci^ai—QKHTLKUKS
Brvaii Roller (^uart;; Uilis. one of wbiuh ha6 been runninir steadily tor three yearR, one for two and one for one
yer^r.
Our (luartz ia very hard; we crush throu),'h a No. fiO-mesh screen. Our mills run 55 rcvoIutionB per minute,
aud each cruBh throueh 60-mu8h screen l!i tons in twenty-four hours; through 50-mePh, 15 tons; and through 40mcsh, 18 toiiB. This proportiun has been continuous. One set of Diea will crush from l.'jOO to 1600 tons. One set
:

THE GATES,
THE GREATEST ROCK CRUSHER ON EARTH!
WHAT

-BUILDKRB OK-

MINING MACHINERY.
GENERAL OFFICE AND WOKKS:
127 First St., San Francisco, Cal., U.
New York Office, 145 Broadway.

S. A.

PLANTS FOR GOI.D ANnSTI-VER MILLS,
machinen- of LATEST OF-^IGN and
MOST IMPROVED conatruction. We offer our
customers the BEST REMJLTS OF 38 YEARS'
EXPEKIENCi5 in this SPECIAL LINE ot
work, and arc PREPARED to furnish ttie MOST
APPROVED character of MINING AND REDUCTION MACHINERY, adapted to all (Trades of
ores and SUPERIOR to that of any other make, at
the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
We are alan prepared to OONSTKUCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING ORDER,
In
any locality, MILLS, CONCENTRATION
WORKS, WATER JACKET SMELTIivG
FURNACES. HOISTING WORKS, PUMPING MACHINERY, ETC., ETC., of any DESIRED CAPACITY.
embraciin,'

IS

SAID OF

IT

BY ONE WHO HAS USED

Office of Ernest L.

IT

THREE YEARS.

Ransome, Manufacturer of Artificial Stone and Concrete.
No. 50S California Street, San Francisco, November 9, 1S88.

)

\

my

experience with the Gites Crusher would say, that I have used one
Pacific Iron fTor^s— Gentlemen : In answer to your request for
for the past three years crushiug trap rock, basaU aud granite for making concrete, the most of it being very hard and calculated to test severely
the strength and durability of any machine.
I have crushed in that time probably not leas than 10,000 tons of this material, without any repair being necessary, and without any
change of shoes and dies, and, as far as I can judge, they appear to be good for as much more service.
In
I have had more or less experience with nearly every crusher in the market, and regard the Gates as infinitely superior to them all.
For crushing all kinds of ore, ballast or macadam fine or coarse
fact its I ffioiency, durability and capacity for woik is simply wonderful.
nothing can compare with it. You are at liberty to rtfer any parties to me who may want further evidence as to the merits of this remarkable

—

machine.

ERNEST

Very truly yours,

L.

RANSOME.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

WORKS,

PACIFIC IRON
ST REET,

.

-

-

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

-

MANUFACTURER OF

Roller

Centrifugal

Quartz

Mills,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS.
Mining Machinery

of

Every Description,

jSte»«kxxi.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
Centrffaeal Roller Qaaptz Mill.

SAN PRANCISOO.

No 45 FREMONT STREET.

GAL.

ORE CRUSHER

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD
IN QUARTZ,

GRAVEL AND PLACER MINING.
PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.

Fifteen Medals Awarded. Old Mining Plates can be
filled.
Old Plates BougM, or Gold Separated.
Corner First and Mission Sts.
These Plates cin also bo purohaaej of JOHN TAILOR & CO.,
Mission St., San Franoi.co, Cat E. G. Denniston, Prop'r.
San Francisco Gold, Silver and Nickel Plating Works, 653 & 655

Only Eefined Silver and Best Copper used.

Over 3000 Orders

Replated.

,

Our Plates have [jroved the beat

in

veight ol Silver and durability.

Send koe Circi}lak.

Mining and Scientific Press.
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$1,000

[Dec.

8,

OBC^A^XjXjEDSTGJ-IB

!

HUNDRED

FIVE

PRICE

SEVENTY-FIVE

/>ND

($57S.OO)

O.

lE^.

1888

DOLLARS

35.

1400 ABB NOW IN USK. CODceotrattoDS are clean from the first workiDg. The wear and
A machine can be seen in working order and ready to make tests at 220 Fremont
San IfrancisGO.

OVKR

tear are merely Domlnal.

Street,

Tus Montana Company

(Limited), London, October h, 1886.

—

Dbar Sirs: Having tested three of yout Prue Yanners hi a competitive trial with other similar maohines
(Triumph), we have satisfied ourselves of the superiority of your VannerH, as is evidenced by the fact of our having
ordered twenty more of your maohines tor immediate delivery. Yours truly,

THE MONTANA COMPANY

—

(Limited).

N. B. Since the above was written the 20 Vanners having been started gave such satisfaction that 44 additional Frues and more stamps have been purchased.
& CARTER.

ADAMS

Protected by patents May 4, 1869; December 22, 1874; September
ary 20, 1883; September 18, 1883. Patents applied for.

THE FRUE ORE

cai

OR VANNING-'

OR

sSetS^^fSI
iSaA\5£a./

ADAMS & CARTER,

'*^

•*

Room

7. No.

109

2, 1879;

April 27, 18S0; March 22, 1881; Febru-

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

California Street,

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED

$1,000

PR PF

f'VE

I

HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS

The present improved form of the celebrated *' Triitmfh " Ore Concentrator poaseases many advantages over any
other style of Vanners, Vanning Machines, or Concentrators, yet introduced to the notice of mining men. These advantages consist in the superior features which enter into their construction, and facilitate their operation.
They are constructed in the best manner; their frames being of iron, insures their solidity, durability, and perfect
steadiness of motion when operated. They are built as compactly as their requisite strength will permit, weigh less, re.
quire less freight space in boxes, by which their cost of transportation is reduced, and occupy less mill room when set upAn important improvement has recently been introduced into their construction, which consists of a Riffle Tabl£placed in front of and which takes the discharge from the feed and amalgam bowl. The improvement is in the recipro,
cal motion which is imparted to this table by the longitudinal motion of the shaking frame to which the table is attached. We have at hand many testimonials, from well-known Superintendents of mines in different mining districts
of the United States, bearing evidence of the efficiency and superiority of this form of Concentrator, and we shall be
pleased to send Circulars covering such letters of testimony, and, as well, directions for setting up and operating these
machines, and are ready to quote special prices for any considerable order.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,

"TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
aNCOEPORATBD SBPTBMBBB

29,

1882.)

Nps. 39 to 51 Fremont Street,
ivc.A.paxTiE'.A.CTTJDFt.En.s

NEW

of

Makes,

all

,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.

BLOWERS

AND

LEATHER

E3 Il>

EXHAUST
and

^^T''^^

M^

Stationary,

^

l-^^^

Boxes,

LUBRimiNG COMPOUNDS

Hangers.

SPECIAL AUTOMATIC ENGIKES.
[Manufactured by the

and

Hoisting

Pulleys.

i

C3r.

and

^'^^"^^^ ^"^ ^°"-^'^^-

fll^W^^^^^Sl^BBh

FANS.

Portable,

If

RUBBER

T 1 1^

Oal.

SECOND-HAND BDILERS, ENGINES and MACHINERY

and Dealers in

Steam Pumps

San Francisco,
o:E*

Cummer Engine

Co., of Cleveland. Ohio.

WOODWORKING^
MACHINERY,

OILS

OF THE BEST MAKES.

-COMPRISING-

PIPE and PIPE FITTINGS.

BAND SAWS, STICKERS,
PLANERS, SHAPERS,
SHINGLE MILLS,

Etc.

Goods

Brass
AND

Single and Double_Circular

FITTINGS.

Saw-Mills.

AGENTS FOE THE SALE OP
"Cummer"

Mining, Quartz, and Saw-Mill Machinery, Hydraulic Gravel Elevators, Hydraulic Giants, " Triumph " Ore

Hydraulic

C.

A.

ST£T£FELDT, President.

NEW YORK

OFFICE, 18

Boom

709.

BBOADWAV

Uprig:h(; Eiigiues

Pelthousen M'f g Co.'s

Minmg Company,

Sierra City, Cal.. Ernest Busch, SuKtock divided into 600,000 sha-'eB at SI per
The property corapriEes 5 locaMons. Ore finely de-

composed, carries coarFe gold. Size of ledge: TqudbI No.
No. 2, 9i ft.; No. 3, 10 ft. Fine tlark decompoaed
1. 32 fb
rock interspersed with wliite iiuartz. New 10-stamp uiill run
by a Pelton Wheel, blacksmith ahop and boarding house
Stockholders: Ernest Busch, Hugh Murray, Frank Cook,
J. G. Lee, Henry Carpenter. For further inforinatiou apply to Ernest BuEch, Sup't, or Hugh Murray, Sec'y.
;

San Francisco Cordage Factory.
Established 1866.
Constantly on hand a

full

Steam Pumps.

P. Blaisdell

and Boilers Connected.

penntendent.
share.

&

Buffalo Duplex

nPlIE BtrFFAI.0 COIVSOXIOATED «OI.I>
^

&

The Volker

Concentrators, Automatic
Ore Feeders.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMFY.

Hoggs

Enaines, from Cleveland, Ohio,
Porter Manufacturing Co.'s Engines and Boilers.
"Baker" Botary Pressure Blowers.
" Wilbraham" Botary Piston Pumps
Clarke" Centrifugal Pumps.

assortment of Manila Rope

Rope, Whale
Slaa Rope, Tarred Manila ftope, Hay
Line, etc., etc.
Extia aizes and lengtha made to order on short notioe

TUBBS

OO

Ai
611 and 613 Front St., San Francisco.

THK

&

Co.'s Machinists' Tools.

rAIiIFORXEA C ON SOK.ID ATT: O

Gold Mining Company. Sierra City, Cal, A. Schubert,
President; Alvin Fischer. Secretary; A. Lefler, SuperintenPi'operty
dent. Dividrd into 300,000 shares at_Sl each.
comprises two locations. Ore assays S7 per ton, average.
Coarse gold, solid rock; vein from 15 inches to 2 feet wide
Tunnel No. 1 in 120 feet, and prospects well. No. 2 just beAlvin Fischer, A. Schubert, Gug
Stockho]de-s:
gun
Fischer, F. L. Fischer, Anton Fisehpr, Fred Fischer. For
information concerning stock, etc., apply to F. L. Fischer,
Sierra City.
,

BY DEWEY

Ae

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO, SATURDAY, DECEMBER

PubllsherB.

A

jump

Teredo-Proof Pile Covering.

They attack a

tike a grasshopper.

wood which

pile

and will
Tho accompauyiDg engraving represents how destroy it in a few months by steadily jumping
wharf- piles are protected from the ravages of on to it. It has never been discovered whether
the teredo, limnoria and other marine inaects by they live off the wood or merely stay there for
or piece of

the Anderson

&,

after they

ing,

The

wharf.

a place of habitation.

Ktiaa teredo'proof pile oover-

driven and plaoed on

are

piles are

them

a

feet of the

always attacked between

high and low water, or

down

to the

mod.

to penetrate.
pile,

is

stationary

No wood is too hard for
They only attack a few

bat finally cut

it

off

trans-

The

pacific Coast

Steel

and Shipbuilding.
-

The

is

that

pile Is first stripped of Its

it is

The jacket

around the

in place

pile

perfectly water-tight.

is

then riveted firmly

bo

that underneath

The jacket has

As

Coverings

nailed

is

through the

ing the pile will not loosen the jacket;

is

among
Works

The

will

indnatry

The

us.

been
in-

is

only in

infancy

Its

Union Iron

the

enterprlae of

building such an eatabliahmeut aa

in

shipbuilding Industry

the

that

Our timber resources

here.

ordinary

for building

will

are

vessels,

flouriah

unsurpassed

and now that

the big shipyard on the Potrero is in running
order, we have proven that iron and steel vessels

about

can be also profitably constructed.

Thomas Pkeston,

cover the cost of preparing them. The compauy is of the opinion that an eight inch steelj

It baa

Government

and so sncceasfully accomplishing
any work intrusted to them, haa proven not only
to ourselves, but to the people of the country,

neither

claimed that 800 piles

difierence

the

they have

Driv-

prepared in this manner will make as equally
strong a wharf as 1000 ordinary ones by being

put further apart.

commended by

This

ingly.

in-

motion of shipa alongside the wharves
stormy weather, as the epriog of the pile will
be between the jacket and the mad.
The metallic jackets and flanges add strength
it

to put into the cruiser Charleston

As Mr. Soott says, our Pacific Coast weather
and good ateel caatings help shipbuilding amaz-

j:tr

in

the piles, and

made

cept rival builders.

will the

to

be ar-

before

and also officially by the Secretary of
the Navy, and has given aatisfaction to all ex-

or ce-

pile.

Anguat as
and the

speotore,

stance no nails or spikes are used to secure the
covering, only one single bolt through the top
of the jacket passing

made

of exceptionally fine character.

highly

pre-

mented on are shaken loose by the heavy
caused by the blows in driving. In this

in

steel- maker,

not

before stated in the Press, the eteel

Worka

Iron

it

pared by ordinary methods has been in driving
them without injuring or loosening the covering, or preparation.

molder,

also Incorrect.

here at the Pacific Kolling Milla for the Union

flanges

driving piles

in

their

rived.

with holes to receive rivets every three inohes.

The greatest trouble

24.

Works were based upon

Charleston's castings were

bark and prop*
After

to a straight line.

covered with hot coal tar mixed with

aaphaltam.

is

foreman

tightly fitted.

smoothed down

erly

the Union Iron

make a auccesa of the casting, is
The man referred to only came

driven with a steel, iron or galvanized iron
jacket whioh

LVI.

Number

making the steel castings. That they did make
Some of the Eastern ehipbuildera seem to be them is in evidence by the fact that the Charlesrather jealous of the snccesa made by the Pa- ton was launched July 19, ISSS, the Baltimore
The Pacific Slope does not
cific Kolling-Milla of this city in the matter of October ti, ISSS.
manufacture of steel castings for the new cruis- like to follow in anybody's wake. The stateAn interview with Mr. Cramp, the ment that the rolting-mills had to send Kast
ers.
builder of the Baltimore, represents him as to Chester for a foreman who had been trained
in the Standard Co.'s works before they oould

prepared and covered before they are

piles are

VOLUME

1888.

15,

superintendent

of

the

Sierra Buttes gold mine. Sierra City, died in

on

city

this

icketed pile will be as strong for service as the

Monday

last

a

after

brief

Mr. Preaton was a native of Manchester, England, and was 43 years of age.
He entered the aervioe of the Sierra Buttes
illness.

bare 12-inch pile.
to ward ofl* the attacks
and teredo have been made. The
destruction caused by this worm and insect in

Numerous inventions

of limnoria

Company

the difl"erent harbors of this country is estimated
at about S3,C00,000 every year, and piles in

pany employs several hundred men, and the
works are the most complete in Sierra oounty.
The mine is the deepest worked gold mine in

places only last from two to five years.
The metal-jacketed piles can be prepared and
shipped to any part of the world without injury to the covering which protects them.
This company claims that the reason so

others have failed

to

preserve piles

the world, a tunnel now approaching 9000 feet
in length tapping the vein at a depth of 3000
it waa worked at the cropMr. Preston has managed the mine not
only to the satisfaction of the company, but of
the employes. The writer of thia paragraph
passed several weeks with him at the mine not
very long since and can cordially teetify to the
reputation Mr. Preston had achieved as a hosHe waa well
pitable and genial gentleman.
known and liked throughout the region where
he lived, and waa recognized aa an upright, honest and capable man.

feet,

is

teredo does not live on the substance of the
wood, but merely bores a hole for a habitation

Even
it according to its growth.
with arsenic in the wood, the teredo bores as
long as he has salt water from which to draw
nourishment. Creosote, they claim, is also in€ffdctive for the aame reasons, though very

and enlarges

When

copper

made with

or other metal

is

IRON-JACKETED PILES FOR WHARVES.

it.

nailed to

the jar of the pile-driving hammer loosens
the fastenings and holes are left for the teredo
to enter when any of the naila drop out. In
pilea,

veraely." The inventors of this covering are
confident that they have solved the problem of

They have formed a company
wharves and piers under this patBy ent. The directors are: Senator A. J. Meany
thia waj* they get accesa to the wood.
John Gamriveting the jacket around the pile there is no of Merced; Hon. James A. Orr, Hon.
and Ben
chance for any hole to be made in the wood, betta, James M. McCarty, M. McCarty
piles in F. Kohlberg of Stockton, and L. H. Anderson of
*' The limnoria or grebble atticka the
is A. J. Meany,
shallower water than the teredo, and more so San Fraociaco. The president
treasurer J. M.
around a rocky bottom. The theory of these secretary L. H. Anderson, and
McCarty. The general manager is Henry Aninventors as to the habits of the insect is thia
preserving piles.
for building

:

They

are

much

like

a

ahrimp

in

from where

pings.

that the majority have tried to poison the wood
by injecting different liquids into it; but the

costly experiments have bsen

numThe com-

since, for a

ber of years past, as anperintendent.

many

many

in a subordinate capacity about 1S72,

and has continued with them

form,

derson of this city.

A

pile

65 feet long, pre-

rather disparaging the steel

Charleston,

made here

and claiming that

'*

for the

only one of

Chester,

Pa.—had

the courage and energy to

undertake the work

of making the steel cast

inga for the cruisers."

Mr. Scott

of

Mr. Louis Blandiko

placed on the front end of the car and la ao arranged that if the rope ahould break a clasp
falla
ties.

the Union Iron Works, which
and are building the San

givea

Franciaoo, very properly contradicts thia statement. He says as it applies to the Pacific
RoUing-Milla it is untrue. They contracted

her

to make the steel caatinga for all cruiaers the
Union Iron Works might obtain before any

The

bids of

and catches an iron plate fastened to the
By such an arrangement it would be im-

poaalble for a oar to ruah

built the Charleston

exhibition
but only about one*sixteenth of an inch in pared in the manner described, is on
length.
They have many legs, and the two in this city at the corner of Lombard and Batbids were opened at Waahington.
hind ones are quite long, so that they spring or tery streets, near the seawall.

has shown the editor

the Sonera Banner a contrivance to be attached to mining cars used on inclines. It is
of

the great manufacturers of steel in the United
States— the Standard Steel-Casting Co. of

down when

a rope

way,

The new

steamer Yaquina Bay, in making

from San Franoiaco, went ashore
Yaquina bay. It waa at first thought she
would be a total loss, but it ia now hoped she
first trip

at

may

be saved.
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A

No. 1 " showing
ductive ledges that give an "
The London Exhibit.
for a big mining property. Also Miller's,
better known as the Myers ranch, not less valNo enterprise of greater importance has come
We admit, unindorsed, opinions of correspondents. fios. uable than the former for mining purposes. before the people of California since the State
Debrasky of
Shasta, Georges of Shasta,
patented was organized than the proposed exhibition of
and B. S wasey, all owners of
Alien Ownersliip of Tin Mines.
land, have valuable gold-bearing quartz ledges her products in the City of London.
What will it do? In connection with the deEditors Psess :— Having read your article on the land. Otherwise the mere land and
timber is worth nothing until after five yearj velopment of the resources of the State, the
in the issue of Oct. 20th on the subject of
of toilsome life.
Some ledges are productive chief object to be sought for is an outlet for
^*
Alien Mine-Owners," I find that a committee from the grass-roots, and the ore can be brought her products
at the highest prices which the
Here these world is prepared to give. These prices we
of GoDgress has been appointed to investigate to the mill with but little expense.
and report dt the next session of that body. ledges lie undisturbed, and will, perhaps, for have hardly been in a position to obtain hithNow, while I agree that it is all very well to many years to come. The Government has set erto. The reason is apparent, because the
allow aliens to hold mining property of certain aside our mineral land district from the agri- product is new, the State is new, and the laws
kinds in the States and Territories, but not cultural land districts, and why do not the of distribution are only to be mastered by many
miners of this district join hands and prove up years of trial and experience. Oar early efforts
all kinds, it is well known that foreigners buy
J. C. Frick.
met with encouragement until the time came
gold and silver mines for the purpose of making our mineral resources?
Lower Springs, Nov. 25, ISSS.
when the production increased in so great a ratio
and realizing a profit on their investment; and as
as to make the problem of disposal and distributhose metals are always of a stipulated value,
tion one far too difficult for the experience of
the sooner they can realize an income from them
The Gold-ftuartz Region of Idaho.
our producers to master. This same difficulty
the better it is for the stockholders. Bat it is
not the case with all kinds of mining. I allude
Editors Pjbess:— The old placer region in will only increase with time, as more available
land is put into fruits and vines, and the enmore particularly to the article of tin. Now
Idaho, viz., about Leesburg, Salmon City, Gibdeavor to overcome this difficulty by inducing
it is well known that EagUsh capitalists have
monopolized and almost controlled the tin min- bonsville, and on west to Warren's and Flor* further immigration will only tend to compliing of the world, with perhaps the exception of ence, is a most excellent quartz field. Daring cate the chances for success, and make more
the Datch Bist India Company, who operate the past year quite a number of rich discoveries certain the tendency to glutted markets and
ruinous prices.
on the Island of Borneo In the Eiat Indies.
What must be done to right matters and
The tin mines of Cornwall have been worked have been made. It is free-gold quartz, from a
granite,
slate
and
porphyry
formation.
The bring ua a profitable return for investment and
almost from time immemorial, according to
years
and
labor
ie to find new avenues for disposing of
say
from
1500
to
2000
statistics
veins are all sizas up to immense fissures. This
the stock in those mines has been handed great gold-field is about four times as large as and distributing those goods which we have
and are Ukely to have. This can best be done
down from one generation to another to enrich
the Black Hills of Dakota. Qaartz mining in by bringing
to the centralized markets of the
a few at the expense of the whole world.
Now we have within 100 miles of this place, Idaho is stilt in its infancy. The day is com- world our products and obtaining for them the
in the county of San Barnardino, at Temescal ing when this great mineral belt will be the highest ruling prices.
An exhibition in London would afford the
mountain, an immense deposit of tin ore, enough most important as a gold-silver producer of any
to supply the United States hnndreds of years other portion of the Northwestern Territories. most speedy method of bringing about the deto come.
This mine has been locked up with Most of this Silmon-river region is yet unpros- sirable state of affiirs, consistent with the prosa lawsuit for over 25 years, and, if reports are pected. It is a rough, broken country, consist- perity and growth of our State.
It may be asked whether it is desirable for
true, it has only been decided a short time ago, ing of numerous mountain ranges running in
and it is also reported that two Euglishmen all directions a regular panorama of rugged- us to try to compete with the pauper labor of
have been kept there to watch it all this time, ness. The geological character of the country Europe for it is implied that we would aim to
and they are paid regularly from some source, is profoundly varied. In fact, about all rocks do so were we to exhibit our products in Lonbut no one seems to know where it comes from. are represented in this section, especially the don. Were the State depending on manufactAccording to reports published in your paper, older series volcanic, metamorphic, crystal- ured goods, the product of hand labor and mathere are also large deposits of tin ore at Mt. line and sedimentary. A great many of the nipulation, it would scarcely be possible for us
Harney, in Wyoming Territory, of both metalliferous veins are contacts, still there are to succeed, but when we take into considervein and stream tin in inexhaustible quan* numerous fissures in the broad zones of granite ation that the articles we offer for sale are
titles.
There are also tin mines in Mexico, and porphyry. The country is well watered mainly the productions of new and fertile lands
but there is no account of any shipments and timbered. Various kinds of game abound and are produced by the aid of labor-saving
All the tin seems to in this mountain region, such as elk, moose, machinery, and when we further consider that
from that country.
come from England ; and whenever a tin deer, bear, mountain sheep and goat. All the our land-ownership in California is a simple
mine is discovered in any part of the world, larger creeks, rivers and lakes contain trout affair, that every box of raisius or can of fruit
an agent from England appears on the ground and salmon. It is a delightful country during has charged upon it only a State and county
to investigate its extent and value, and if it is the summer season for the prospector, and now tax and incidental expenses of interest on inof importance enough to create a competition to since the Indian troubles are all over, there is vestment, as against the old feudal systems of
their monopoly, what is the most Ukely thing no reason why this most desirable mining coun- European land-ownership, where the tiller of
for them to do ?
Of course, buy it, and lock it try should not ba explored and the mines de- the soil is a sub-renter, above him a larger
up.
We hear of no tin being produced in veloped. Several railroads are heading this rentsr, negotiator or agent above him the lord
Wyoming Territory, although we had reports of way, and it will only be a few years when the who owns the laud, above him an immense navy
a company being organizad in New York over great mineral resources of this region will be (Spain, for instance, has a navy second only to
two years ago to operate them. Have Euglisb- known to the mining world. It will be made that of Great Britain, without India to supmen been over and bought them off ?
known by the stream of precious and useful port it, a great standing army, an aristocracy
Bat why should they buy them off? For the metals that will flow from these rugged mount- and a king), when it is taken into consideration
very best reason in the world. It is well ains of Idaho. The mines are here in goodly that all of this body take their pay out of the
known that the mines of Camwall are now be- numbers, and their development will give for- box of raisins or can of fruit, we do not heeitate
ing worked to a great depth, and miles under tunes to the fortunate owners. In a fnture to aver that we can compete with the similar prothe sea; and in order for the stockholders to article the writer will endeavor to give a more ductions of Spain and Italy, and do so to our adget dividends from them, they have got to keep specific account and description of some of the vantage, just so long as our system of land ownup the price of tin to 22 and 25 cents per gold-quartz mines that are now being worked in ership exists as against that in vogue among the
pound. It is said they work ore that only this Salmon-river region.
people of Earope. So true is the above propoyields five per cent, and even as low as three
sition that we need only point out the fact that
CuAS. F. Blackuukn.
per cent. What could they do in attempting
we have been able to supply bread and meat to
Salmon City, Idaho.
to compete with American tin, where you can
the people of Earope, and were it not for the
go and dig it out of the surface, that will yield
protective tariff of Austria, Spain, Italy and
15 and 20 per cent, as it does here at Temescal ?
Careless Prospectors.
Germany, it would be impossible for the people
Now, if Cornwall miners can make it pay to
in these countries to till their soil in competiwork five-percent ore at 25 cents a pound, 15
have had occaqion heretofore to refer to tion with ours at all.
and 20 per cent ore ought to be made pay, even the practice of writing out location notices so
The question before us is of the utmost imto sell it at 15 cents a pound.
Tin is a metal
vaguely that no one can tell the exact where- portance; it deserves the active co-operation of
that as yet has been found in few places in the
every one interested in the products of the
civilized world, and 1 do think that if Con- abouts of the property intended to be claimed.
State, and demands prompt and effective action.
gress passes a law allowing foreigners or aliens
condemn the practice decidedly, but it
Below are the names of the representatives of
to hold mining
grounds in this country, prevails to a considerable extent
through the various counties who are to meet in conventhere certainly should be an exception made in
tion at Sin Francisco in the Chamber of Com
ignorance and carelessness.
Many notices are merce
regard to tin miners. Tin is a metal that enon Tuesday, D^c, ISth, at 10 o'clock a. m.
ters largely into scientific and domestic use, posted which contain no reference to immedi- It is imperatively necessary that each and every
and to allow it to remain a monopoly io the ate surroundings and no definite description delegate should be present, and each county
hands of alien mine-owners, to be locked up by which the particular
ledge sought to be should see that its own man is on band, or repor worked at their option, I think certiinly
resented by an efficient substitute.
would be one of the greatest mistakes that claimed may be distinguished. S^me of them
The plan of the proposed exhibition has been
Congress could possibly make. At this very may be moved a mile and made to apply to warmly indorsed by the people of Southern and
time a child cannot take a drink of water at the other than those ledges upon which they were Central California, and some of the leading
spring out of a tin cup without being indebted originally posted. This is wrong, and not only northern counties of the State.
There should
wrong, but positively unlawful. The law conto England for that cup.
not be a single county unrepresented in the
I venture to say that if aliens are allowed to templates that the posted notice shall describe coming convention, for the work to be coneid
buy and hold those mines, there will not be a the property in such a definite manner that no er^d ie of moment to each and every one of
pig of tin produced in the United States for the mistake can be made as to the exact location of them.
next two generations to come. Can the United the ground intended to be claimed, otherwise it
Let each county make a grand effort to be
It is just as easy to
States afford to do that when we are paying is imperfect and illegal.
represented properly in the London Exhibition
accurately describe a ledge as it is to write a
millions every year for foreign tin?
and
thereby insure a complete success for the
shambling notice that '* the undersigned
N. A. Begole.
entire State.
claims a ledge somewhere in Homer district,
San Diego, Nov. BS, 1SS8.
When once we have obtained a firm foothold
and by so doing the locator protects himself
[The alien law in regard to mines ie not to ap- from intrusion
in the markets of the world, and our products
and litigation. Half the disply to States, but to Territories. Whatever is putes about mines originate in neglect to build bring remunerative prices, it will no longer be
necessary for us to go out seeking settlers and
finally done in thematter by Congress will have proper monuments and in the posting of iminvestors.
Capital and energy wiU flock to
no reference to the subject in California or any perfect notices. Locators will do themselves California because it will be profitable for them
and the district a service by complying with
other State of the Union, but will to the Terri- the letter
to do so, and our State will enter upon a career
of the law.
progress and greatness unequaled by any
tories.
Eds. Press. 1
A claim must be fairly defined in some man- of
other in the Union.
ner, and the law says distinctly that it shall be
Ijst all attend the convention, then, and let
so described that any well-intentioned person
Mineral and Agricultural Land.
may readily find it after an examination of the each county see that it is surely and properly
represented at the Chamber of Commerce in
And the Index would give another
Editors Press
It is generally conceded records.
Francisco, on Tuesday, December ISth, at
A vein must first be found before a loca- San
here among the mining class that the owners of hint
10 o'clock.
tion may be made.
It is not sufficient that
Below will be found the names of the repreagricultural patents, or the possessors of such, has discovered a
ledge and B locates an extenalmost invariably have rich gold-bearing ledges sion on the supposition that it continues its sentatives chosen by the State Bmrd of Trade:
Alameda— J. S. Emery, E. W. Playter, V. D.
upon the land. There is not a piece of pat- course into adjoining ground. B must also find
ented land in this district but what has rich it, or C may come in and discover it, in which Moody and M. J. Kellar.
Judge N. D. Arnot.
Alpine—
ore.
In other words, productive mines. No case B is left out in the cold and has no rights
Amador A. Caminetti.
person or persons can deny this.
in the premises which C is bound to respect.
Butte— John Bidwell. D. N. Friesleben, E. T.
Wiser's patented land has numerous pro- Homer Mining; Index.
Reynolds and E. W. Fogg.

SOF^F^ESPO|MDENCE.

Calaveras— C. V. Gottschalk.

Colusa— Dr. R. A. Grey and J. B. De G;irnelt.
Contra Cosla— E. B. Smith and Dr. Sirenlzel.
Del Norte— W. H. Woodbury.
El Dorado — Henry Mahler and Thos. Frasier.
Fresno- Thos. E. Hughes, A. B. Butler, T. C.
While and Louis Einstein.

—

Humboldt— John Vance.
Inyo— Patrick Reddy.

J.

—

Kern — R. E. Houghton and C. W. Brower.
Lake- -D. C. Ramsey and P. B. Graham.
Lassen — C. C. Hutchinson and E. B, Spencer.
Los Angeles— Eugene Germain, E. W.Jones, Dr.
P. Widney, M. L. Wicks and ]. B. Lnnkershin.
Marin— F. C. de Long and Wm. T, Coleman.
Mariposa Major Ben, C. Tmman.
Mendocino J. Mervyn Donahue.
Merced— H. H. McCiOiktyand Geo. H. Bjnficld.

—
—

Modoc— J.
Mono — W.

Thompson.

B.

Jesse D. Carr and W. Nance.
M. Esiee and Leonard Coates.

Napa — M.
Nevada-C. W. Kitts.
Placer- A. P Hall and

—

P.

W.

Butler.

Plumas C. Lee.
Sacramento Dr. G. L. Simmons. Eugt-ne
Gregory, David Lubin, Chas. K. McClatchy and

—

E. Carringlon.
San Benito Dr. Thos. Flint.
San Bernardino L. M. Holt,

—

—

J.

S.

G. Burt and A.

J.

S. White.

San Diego— Frank A. Kimball, T. S. Van Dyke
and Chas. B. Turrill,
San Francisco M. H. De Young, Col. J. P.
Irish, G. K. Fitch, W. R. Hearst, Capt. W. L.
Merry, Wm. H. Mills, Frank Dalion and A. T.
Dewey.
San [oaquin- L. [J. Shippce, S, D. Woods and

—

J.

A. Morris.'Jey.

San Luis Obispo
Haley.

— J.

M. Fillmore and W. D.

—

San Mateo Timothy Hopkins an d Ale.\ander
Gordon.
Santa Barbara— Ell wood Cooper.
Santa Clara T. Beach, N, Cadwallader and W.
C. Andrews.
Santa Cruz John A. Shivort,
Shasta— C. W. Pope', T. W. Shanahan and Fr^-d
H. Deakin.

—
—

—

—

Sierra Daniel Cole.
Siskiyou
Hon. John Daggett.
Solano— G. N. Piatt and G. P. Plai,ted.

—

—

Sonoma — H. W. Byington and John Adams.
Stanislaus— J. B.

Suiter— R, C.
'iVhama N.

Coldwell and

li

B. Biard.

Kells.

— P. Cliipman and Bruce B. Lee.
Trinity — W.
Tinnin.
Tulare — W. R. McQuiddy and Capt. Thompson.
Tuolunme — D. Nioholls,
Ventura — H. M. Newhali.
\.

J.

Yolo-Chas. W. Reed and R.
Ynba— J. B. Montague.

B.

Blowers.

Gravel Mining;.
The iQduatry as

—

It

is

Now

Prosecuted.

very certain that the auriferous gravel

belt of California is far from being exhausted,
remarks the Call editorially. The surface has
been scratched; but that surface is merely the

comparatively modern covering which dates
from the later quaternary, in some places overlaying the beds of the old rivers. Here and
there a few of these old beds have been discovered and exploited for a few hundred feet.
But by far the greater portion of them are
buried under so deep a deposit of volcanic matter and detritus that they have never been
Portions of Mariposa, Tuolumne,
reached.
Calaveras, Amador, El Dorado, Placer, Nevada,
Sierra and Plumas are underlaid with gold, and
sooner or later it will pay to delve for it and
it out.
The gold-bearing belt may, indeed,
run from the extreme southern limits of the
State into Oregon. There are more chances
How much
that it does than that it does not.
gold it does contain the most fertile imagination cannot presume to conjecture; but judging
from what has been found in grubbing here and
there in the old river channels and bars the
quantity must be large.
The student of science will amuse himself by
constructing theories to account for the presence of gold in the gravel. To the man of business it is enough to know that gold is there,
and that with labor directed by skill it can be
got out, There must have been a time when

get

We

We

:

Reavis.

J.

—

Monterey

—

—

!

the surface

of

California

was intersected

in

every direction with rivers and streams which
flowed from a golden source; when the mighty
power of water eroded this source and carried
the gravel down, the gold came with it, and the
fable of Pactolus was repeated in almost every
portion of the State. Then came the period of
volcanic oveifl.ow, and the age of natural detri*
tal deposits, during which these great treasure
vaults were hidden under vast layers of lava
and dirt. It is the business of our time to reverse
the process, to tear away the upper cloak of lava
and debris, and to get at the river-beds where
the precious metal was deposited by the water,
and lies in its gravel envelope. In a word, the
gold of the future in this State bids fair to be
found rather in the " high gravels," which must
be reached by sinking and tunneling, than in
quartz veins. This will not be as easy work as
the washing of the fifties, when a lucky miner
on a rich bar cleared his thousand dollars a
But with skillful direction and good luck,
day.
Nev'ada
the industry may pay very well.

—

—

Transcript.

:

A

Improvembntin TRAOTioy-WHEELs.

—In an

invention relating to wheels for traction engines,
made by Boulton, Ashton-upon-Tyne, England,
wooden blocks are inserted in the face of the
wheel, these blocks resting upon a cushioning
material. This, it is said, effectually avoids the
jar and shock incident to the running of such

—

I

engines.

_

i_
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Tlie Metropolis of the North.

popnlation of the city wilt be increased to 60,Uulted States Miuts.
The ooostroction of two iroa
bridges across the river has done much to
Dr. Kimball, Director of the Mint, bos substrengthen the feeling toward consolidation, and
mitted to the Secretary of the Treasury his reit would seem that corporations which are so
closely idectitied in business interests should port of the operations of the Mint service for
be one in fact.
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1^8. The value
Ai a center of transportation Portland of deposits of gold was $80,81)4. 45ti, including
etjuaU, if it does not excel, San Francisco. She
1)59 of redeposita.
The deposits and
hia competing transcontinental conneotion over $8,608
thre** lines of railroad
the Northern Pacific, purchases of silver were .'I'J. 1141,507 standard
the Union Pacific (via its Short Line and the oances of value, at a coining rate of $4I,8'2*J,>
O. K. & N. Co.) and the Central Pacific in S4(). 1 his included redeposits of tho value of
conjunction with the Southern Pacific. Three $41>l,8:il. Of the gold deposiU, ?:t*2.40t;.:i0(j
other local liues converge here, which exttnd was olaskified as of domestic pruductinn, against
southward and tap the rich agricultural region 53'2,U73,0*27 in the preceding year. These figof the Willamette valley. The railroads which ures tend to a reduction of half a million of
now center at Portland were not built by the dollars in the production of gold in the United
people of that city, nor with their capital; but States.
Foreign gold bullion deposited atri;rethey were built for the same reason that the cated $21,741,042, anil fnrpipn gold coin $14,trade and commerce of the country centered 59fi.SH.'i. a total of S;t6.;W7.»-27, against S:i'2,hero before their construction, and the cause 4U7 840 in the year precoiing.
for both is in the general lay of the country.
The value of United States lieht gold coin
The city is located at the oonfiuence of the Col- deposited for recoinage was $402,5 1'2; old mateumbia and Willamette rivers, at the point of rial was deposited in the form of jewelry, bars,
discharge of a natural funnel, of which Ihe olatp. eto., containing gold of the value of
mountain ranges act as the sides, bringing the $2,988,750; nf the silver bullion denosited and
waters, and with the waters the trade and com- purchased, $37,393,648 (3'2.315.15fi.79 standard
ounces) was classified as of domestio production, $1,008,384

000 and over.

No

doubt tnaoy readers' of the Pkkss who
much of progreaa aod development lo
oar Buter State, Oref^on, will be ple&aed with a
glimpse of the oity of Portland from a receot
hear so

photograph.

To

give also aa idea of the pictur-

eeqoo Burrouodiogs of the city we ioclude a
sketch takea when Portland was a mach smaller
city, but which has the merit nf showing the
valley and the msjuttic Mt. Hood towering
above the Usier bights which lie eastward of
the city.
The city of Portland u situated on sloping
ground, with the river on one side, and on the
other a range of hills, which, within easy walking distance, rise to an elevation of several hundred feet above the river, and which afT^trd the
most picturesque building sites in the world.
From the stretts of even the thickly settled
portions of the city, the Cascade mouutuine,
with the snow-capped peaks of tlood, Adams,
St. Helens and Hmier, are in plain view
the
first named at almost any stage of weather, the
three
upon
u
moderately
clear
day.
As
latter
the hills to the west of the city are asoended,

—

—

foreign silver bullion, and
$87,33U as foreign silver cnin.
The total coinage was 109,030,547 oi'^cee, of the value of $03.AS

I

719.-242,

o'

which $28,364,170

was

gold. $32,718,672 in silver
dollars, $1,417,422 in Bubaidiary
silver coin and
$l,21S,U70 in
minor coins. The minor coinage
of the Mint of Philadelphia was
the largest in the hbtory of the
Mint service, being occasioned
by the demand for fiveoent
nickels
and one cent breeze
pieces.
Gold bars were exchanged for

395
The aggregate coinage of the world, including reooinaee. during the calendar year 18S7.
was $1'24,992.305 of gold and $100,935,877
of silver.
The value of gold bare furnished
for industrial u»n during the calendar year
1SS7 was $11 072,606;) silver bais, $5,241,998; total, $10,914,004. The stock of gold
and silver coins in the United States on Jnly
I. 1888. is estimated to have henn:
Gnld coin,
$595,349,837; tilver dollars. $299,708,190; subsidiary silver coin, $70,400,370.
At the same
date there was gold bullion awaiting coinage in
the mints to the value of $110,469,018, silver
britliou $3,950,388, and melted trade dollars
$0, .545, 554, making a total metallic stock o
$1,092,439,963. Of this there was in the Treasury of the United Statfs $594,533,172, in
national banks $105 435,492, and in other banks
and in general oiroulation $,392 401,299.

The Engineers' Code.
The following

signals, taken from the standard code, are used by the majority of the locomotive engineers employed on American rail-

roads:
The Hign

—

lucittid

a

Q

mcatis a short, <|uick sound, while the dash
sound.

loii^r

Apply brakea, atop
RuluaBU biakea, start

Hack
Hijrhway crotsinjr signal

Approaching station,
Call U>T bwitc+nian

Tattle on track

Train has partid

O
OO
OOO

OOorQO

— blast instin" 5 "ucoDtls.
OOOO
—O

Itailroad croselof;, samo as approa-iiinir *>tution.
For (uel
Bridt;e or tunnel warning

~

Uro alarm
Will take side-track

O
—0000

Red signifies danger; green eignifiea caution,
go Elowly; green and white signifies stop at dag
stations for orders for passengers or freight.
One cap or torpedo on rail means stop immediately; two caps or torpedoes means reduce
speed immediately and look out for danger signal.

—

weight United States gold
A Miner's Bakomi!.ter. ** We will have
coin as authorized by the Act enow or rain before to-morrow, and the storm
of Mav 26. 1882, of tho value will be a heavy one," remarked a veteran miner
" My barometer is infallible.
of S15.846,986,::again6t $7,604.- yesterday.
I
059 in the preceding year. Sil am working in a long tunnel, and when the
full

BABLY VIEW OF PORTLAND, THE WILLAMETTE AND MT. HOOD

A GENERAL VIEW OF THE
the view broadens, until from the extreme top
of some of the higher points there ia a panoramic view unequaled in few localities in the
Bat not alone has the resident of
fiountry.
Portland these advantflges of a beautiful outlook ovfir the face of Nature. To the glaciers
of Mt. Hood is but a little more than a day's
travel; the gorge of the Columbia may also be
vi-iited within the compass of a day; the upper
Willamette, within the limits of a few hours'
trip, offers beauties equaling the Rhine; while
36 hours gives the lower Columbia, besido which
the Hudson sinks into insignificance. "Within a
few hours' walk are beauties rivaling the White
mountains, and the grandeur of the Alps lies
within the limits of a day's picnicking. Upon
the higher ground of the city many elegant
city park, overlookhomes have been made.
ing the river and valley, has also been laid out,
and ia being rapidly improved.
Portland baa a present population of 50,000.
Al movement ia now on foot, by petitionB_ to
the next session of the L-^gielature. to bring
about the annexation of Eiat Portland, and
posaibly Albina, both on the opposite side of
the Willamette river. If this is effected, the

A

IN

BACKGROUND.

CITY OF PORTLAND, OREGON.
merce, of a p^reat extent of country together at
her doors. Between the Coast and Cascade
ranges of mountaioa ia a stretch nf fertile lands,
in extent double the size of Masaachupotts,
which in compelled to seek its outlet at Portland.
The country to the north and eap* of
the Columbia is also largely tributary to Portland, and the city finds a great buainesa at present in supplying this vast territory with goods
and receiving in return its grains, stock and

ver bare were manufactured to Ithe Fvalue of
$59,313,015, and 1397 medals were manufactThe average cost per fine ounce of all
tired.
ailver published for the standard dollar was
095.47.
The seignorage on the coinage of ailver dollars during the year was SS 407,922, and on
The spienorage on
subsidiary coinage $71,191.
the coinage of silver from July 1. 187S. to June
The earnminerals.
30, 18S8. amounted to S47,53'6,6S0.
At the taking of the ceoeus of ISSO, Portland ings of the mints and aspay offices from all
the exand
amounted
788,592,
to §9,
was the third wealthiest city in the world in sources
Among all her penditures and operative losses to Sli534,209.
proportion to population.
wealthy men, not one can be singled ont who The total imports of gold coin and bullion durdid not make his money in that city who did ing the year were S43,934,317, and total exnot come comparatively poor to grow rich by ports $18,376,234, or an excess of imports of
The same causes that $25,558,083. There was a net loss of @S,238,his wpU-directed labors.
made Portland grow in wealth in the past are 788 by the export of sHver. The production of
at work to-day causing the increase of her gold and silver in the United States for the caltrade and weaUh. Rhe can now point to a job- endar year 1887 is «f"timatpd to have been §33,bing trade of §60,000,000 per year, which is a 000,000 of gold and $53,357,000 of silver. The
fair index of the extent of h«r relationa with production of gold throughout the world has
the regions ppnetrated by rail and reac^°d by remained nearly conat^ant, while the production
focal
point of the North- of silver has increased in the last four years
river from this
about g25,000,OCO.
west.

—

weather ia fair candles burn brightly in'thejface,
but when a storm ia approaching they burn
more dimly, and when they are extinguished I
can count on a atorm in less than 24 houra to a
dead certainty. Thia morning, before I had
passed through one-half the tunnel's length, my
candle was extinguished as suddenly as if it bad
been snuffed out, which conveyed a double
warning that a heavy atorm waa approaching
and that I must take a holiday until it is over,

—

as the extinguishing of the candle indicated that
the light atmosphere outside would not admit
of the foul air paesing out of the tunnel, and
where a candle will not burn in underground
workings every miner knows a man cannot
The miner's simple barometer ia certainlive."

more reliable than modern weather prophets
and costly raechanioal devices for indicating the
approach of a storm, as it began snowing in less
than 12 hours after the above conversation.
ly

Virginia Chronicle.

The

rigorou9~application of the chain-gang
nearly cleared Napa of

remedy has pretty
tramps.
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Alien Mine-Owners.
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Coin Certificates for Gold and Silver.

Rolling Seamless Tubes.

A bill introduced by Senator Stewart of Neownerahlp^Q mine^tis
A system of rollin'g seamless tubes from solid
being investigated by the Government of the vada.in October last Is a matter of interest to bars or ingots by what is known as the ManneaThe subject

A. T.

W.

DEWET.

DEWEY &

B,

EWER.

CO., Publishers.

of alien

United States in view of probable phangea in the
Alien land law. We have several times referred to this subject, oontendtug that no harm is

miners of gold and silver.

done

posit

companies to pur-

in permitting foreign

chase miniog property in the Territories of the
Office,

220 Market St., N. E. cor. Front St. ,S.F, United
Take

tSS"

the Elevator, No. iS

Front St."^

benefit

States.
is

On

the result.

the contrary,

a definite

The companies buy

the

issue of coin certificates.

It provides for the

Anybody having

five

may

de-

ounces pf gold or SO ounces of silver

B.

EWER

Sbnior Editor

I week. 1 month. 3 moB. 12 mos.
». 50
@ 4.00
$ .25
S 1.20
Per Line (agate)
2.50
6 60
22.00
1.00
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42.00
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Large advertisements at favorable rates. Special or
reading notices, legal advertisements, notices appearing
la extraordinary type or in particular parts o! the paper,
at special rates. Four insertions are rated in a month.

tablishing

price

the

of

silver as

$1.29

per

mines

regions

where the mines are located. Many of the
ventures have been unprofitable, it is true,
perhaps more of them than have shown a balance the other way, but this is perhaps due
more to the fact that fancy prices have been
London Aqbnt— Alfhbd E. Ann, 63 and 64 New Broad paid to middlemen than to any other reason.
Street, E. C.
Last week, during the visit to this city of Mr.
Address all literary and business correspondence Ivan C. Michela, statistioian of the Committee
and Drafts for this paper in the name of the firm.
on Mines and Mining, U. S. Senate, we qaes*
Entered at S. F. Post Office as secoDd-class mail matter tioned him concerning what he had thns far
Our latest forms go to press on Thursday evening. noticed in looking np this quection, which was
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Passing Events.
The order

to close

mineB,

M,

tmue

operationa,

down the Anaoonda copper

day by one to con*
grew out of differences between the mining and railroad oompany, and
had nothing to do with the copper market. The
mines are again being worked, greatly to the
T., followed next

joy of the people of Anaconda.

While the abundant rains which have
in this State will stop the

fallen

operationa of river-

bed miners, the water will set a good many milla
going which have been entirely or partially
stopped during the

The

fall

months.

by the
week for

exhibition of California products

State Board of Trade, which leaves this

the East in two cars specially prepared for

it,

an excellent advertisement for this
State, The cars will be taken to different
parts of the United States. The exhibit is permanently arranged for inspection.
Great attention is now being paid to electrical
power for running quartz-mills and hoisting ore.
The large plant on the Comatock will soon be
ready foi* use, and in other places excellent
practical results have been obtained.
will prove

.

The

tunnel of the Hidden Treasure gravel

olaim at

Auburn

is

gravelia very rich.

now

in

SOOO

feet,

A

"On

398.
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of the bill is as follows

Bill to provide for the issuance of coin certificates to circulate as money.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, that any person may
deposit at any mint or assay office of the United
States either gold or silver bullion, or both, in
quantities of not less than five ounces of gold or
eighty ounces of silver, and demand and receive
coin certificates therefor, at the rate of one dollar
in certificates for twenty-five and eight-tenths
grains troy weight of standard gold, nine tenths
fine; and at the rate of one dollar in certificates
the principal reason of his presence on this
for four hundred and twelve and one-half grains
coast.
He said
troy weight of standard silver, nine-tenths fine.
The coin certificates issued under the promy trip to Utah, Idaho, Montana and
Wyoming Territories, I have found so far the visions of this section shall be of such denominations as the Secretary of the Treasury shall
foreign capital invested, with very, very few prescribe, provided that they shall not be of less
exceptions, has been very unprofitable. The denomination than one dollar or more than one
minea have been sold in England, France and thousand dollars, and that one half of the amount
be in denominations less than
Germany at very high figures, thus handicap- issued shall
and shall be redeemable in
fifty dollars,
ping the mines from the start as to declaring gold or silver coin at the option of the
And the Secretary of the
dividends. Another cause of complaint is that United States.
parties have been sent from Europe who really Treasury shall cause to be coined from time to
time such portions of the bullion deposited
have no knowledge of mining at all. They
under the provieions of this section as may be
erect expensive works, getting expensive ma- necessary to enable him to furnish ooin for the
chinery, economize in no way, charge them- redemption of such certificates.
The coin certificates issued under the proselves with very high salaries, indulge in exvisions of this section shall be a legal tender at
pensive living, and very seldom attend to busitheir nominal value for all dues, public and
ness.
There are more of these mines owned by private, except where otherwise expressly stipualiens in Montana and Utah than any other lated in contracts heretofore made, and when
such certificates shall be received for public
places,
dues they shall be reissued. And a sufficient
•'I am on my way to' Arizona and New sum to darry out the foregoing provisions of this
Mexico, but so far I have not been able to get section is hereby appropriated out of any money
a full list of all the mines owned by aliens, but in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
And the provision in Section one of the Act of
expect to have a complete one by the first of

January."

Morongo Mining
The

district of

Morongo

is

District.
in

San Bernardino

county, about 70 miles from the town of San
Bernardino and 100 miles from Colton.
By

wagon road, it is 60 miles from the S. P. R. R.,
an equal distance from the A. P. K. R,, and
44 miles by trail from Whitewater Station, S.
P. R, R. The miners make one day's drive
from Whitewater Station. Only a few mines
are thus far opened in the district, but some
promising prospects have been made of late.
There are no mills as yet, but arrangements are
now being made for machinery.
Mr. Joseph Johndrew of this district was in
the city this week, and from him we learn some

prooeaa

attracting great attention in

is

England and Germany.
described

it

Mr. Frederick Siemens

in detail before the British Associa-

them at, any mint or assay office of the tion, and the Iro7i Age gives his paper with enUnited States and receive full coinage value for gravings, which we reproduce, (see next page.)
the gold and silver deposited, thus virtually esThe process consists generally in a method of

from the discoverers and develop the ounce instead of the present price of about 94
properties, putting np expensive plants and cents.
Th^B gold and silver is to be melted and
Terma of Subscription.
spending money in regions where money ie formed into bars, and the coinage of gold and
will
subscriptions
be
Subscription,
New
Annual
$3.
declined witliout cash in advance. All arrearages must needed. Many examples could be cited to show silver shall be done whenever there is a demand
be paid for at tlie rate of §3.50 per annum.
where the expenditure of capital has benefited for coin. Should this bill be passed, it would
AdvertlslnET Rates.
highly not only our citizens, but the
abolish the Act of Feb. 28, 1878. The full text
W.

mann

metal into seamless tubes, and

rolling

will

it

contribute greatly to increase the use of steel.

Tubes occupy an important place in the wants
of mankind.
Besides their use as tubes, properly so-called, they possess, also, the most advantageous form for columns, rods, axles, bear-

A

ings, struts, etc,

given quantity of material
can be formed into no shape so strong as the
tabular.

Hitherto steel tubes could only be made with
difficulty

and

high cost by a complicated

at

process with imperfectly welded seams and a Ion'

Now from a rough ingot of cheap
with one, or at the most two, operations,
a perfect tube without seam and with a circular fiber is produced.
It may be seen from this
bare statement how great is the importance of
gitudinal fiber.
steel

invention. By the process in question
tubes of great length and diameter, and of althis

most any desired thickness of metal, can be produced at a comparatively low coat.

At

the present time,

two horizontal

rolls, as

to roll a bar

shown

of iron,

in Figs. 1

and

revolving in opposite directions, are used.
the section of the finished bar
be of any given form,

2,

If

required to

is

grooves are cut around

the rolls of the sectional form which the bar
is

required

to assume.

between the revolving

Passed longitudinally
the bar is forced

rolls,

and reappears molded to the
The rolls do not make the bar

into the grooves

desired form.

revolve, they act simply on its surface, draw-

ing the material forward, and forcing

it

into

the prepared grooves, at the same time elongate
it

and

reduce

its sectional

Tubes are

longitudinal.

way.
bent

The prepared
till

The

area.

produced in the finished product
also

is,

fiber

of course,

made

in

this

sheet of wrought iron

is

the sides overlap and the longitudinal

seam thus made

is

welded

while

passing

February twenty-eighth, eighteen hundred and through the rolls on a mandrel placed inside.
"An Act to authorize The ordinary patent welded wrought-iron
seventy-eight, entitled,
the coinage of the standard dollar and to restore tubes made in this way have also a longitudinal
its legal-tender character," which requires the
fiber.
Secretary of the Treasury to purchase at the
Another way (Figs. 3 and 4) of rolling is
market price thereof not less than two million
dollars' worth of silver bullion per month, nor known and is used for straightening and polishmore than four million dollars' worth per month ing bars to which a rotating motion is imparted
of such bullion, is hereby repealed.

—Lieutenant

F.

here on duty

in-

Plain and Twisted Iron.
P. Gilmore, U. S. N.,

who

is

specting the material used in the construction
of

war

vessels, addressed the Technical Society

by two or three

rolls

These

rolls

rection.

revolving in the same diare

for the

most

part

placed parallel to one another, and the bar to
be operated on

is

introduced in the direction of

their longitudinal axis

—that

is,

at

the ends in-

on Friday last, on the relative strength of Etead of at a right angle to the rolls. In such
plain and twisted iron and steel bars. As the rolls the bar is not drawn forward but simply
question had been raised whether iron rods used rotates, and if sufficient pressure is given the
in the construction of cement sidewalks were bar is elongated, but no decided fiber is proweakened by first twisting them, in order to duced.
Between the two kinds of rolling described
make the cement hold, Lieut. Gilmore volunfacts concerning the mines.
The most promi- teered to conduct some experiments at the above, which may for convenience be called
nent one is the Morongo King. Water is ob- Rolling Mills and the Union Iron Works, and longitudinal and circular respectively, another
A large num- system of polishing and straightening bars and
tained for the mine at Antelope springs near by, submit the result to the society.
and a mile distant is a good millsite between ber of tests had been made by him in the most tubes occupies a kind of middle position. So
accurate manner, and the result proved that also does the Mannesmann tube-rolling process.
the water and the mine.
The ledge runs northeast and southwest, and twisted bars of iron or steel will bear a greater The systems differ, however; the first acts on
the surface only of the bar or finished tube,
is about 15 feet wide on the surface.
At the tensile strain than before being twisted. As
bottom of the shaft 200 feet deep the ledge many as 13 turns were made in a three-quarter whereas the latter actually makes the tube,
inch steel rod eight inches long before it broke, and, in making it, displaces the material of the
is about the same width, the ore improving with
acted on, and imparts to it a fiber
depth. The ore is all free-milling, and there are while rods of iron the same dimension broke bar or ingot
running in a spiral around it.
200 or 300 tons on the dump ready to be at 34 and four turns. Mr. Gilmore stated that
In both systems two or three rolls may be
worked. The owner has been working some iron and steel will bear a greater strain a few
used together, turning in the same direction,
of the ore in arastras to *'keep going" during weeks after it has been manufactured than it
consequently, imparting a rotating movethe past eight years. It has averaged about will immediately after leaving the mills. He and,
ment in the opposite direction to a bar
$20 a ton in gold. In some places there are paid a handsome compliment to the Pacific
between them. The two or more rolls
rich spots that assay up to $500 and $600 per Rolling Mills and Union Iron Works, and said laid
5 and 6), however, do not lie normally,
ton. There is plenty of wood and water in the he was not a little surprised on his arrival here (Figs.
nor even parallel, but at angles to the axes of
district.
to find such extensive and perfect plants for
Quite a number of miners are now in the dis- turning out heavy work, and particularly with each other, and the axes of these rolls cross one
and that of the bar, forming somewhere
trict prospecting and working for themselves. the great variety of work handled by these another
in space acute angles in opposite directions with
The climate is fine and work can be carried on concerns.
each other, and with the bar lying between
without difficulty all' Wintet—^n fact' It is pleasSenator PwEAgan has introduced a bill for them. When thus set the rolls act on the bar
anter to work there hi winter than in summer,
that
all
the free coinage of silver, It provides
to draw it forward as well as to make it revolve
though it does hot get vOfy hot in these motintholders of silver bullion of the value of $50 or
or, in other words, they impart to it a spiral
aiue.
The district is not hew/' but'is only now
more shall be entitled to have it coined into movement. Though constructively both sys:•-attracting outside attention, ''
standard silver dollars of 412^ grains Troy to
tems of mills may appear much the same, they
the dollar upon the same terms and conditions differ widely in their mode of working and in
A VoLCANO= has broken out in 'the^ State of
as gold is now coined for private holders.
their results. This arises from the position
Tabasca, Mexico. The' pblitteal ohief of the
Quartz showing good assays in gold has been which the article acted upon and which we
municipality of Huimanjillo reports- td Gover-

—

—

—

.

and the nor Sarlat that the mountain
IB

m

eruption.

'<

lUw^Xv

of

Mono Telado found in Jumbo

&-^^:0,^'S3i^^»A*.i.;

son, Nev.

dibtriot,

west

of

Mount David-

will continue to call a bar,

and the very

is

diffe):ent action

made

to take up,

and form

of the
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MaDDesmaDo machiae

Id the

rolU.

» certain

maintained

belweea the forward
movement of the bar and it« rotating movement,
and if the proportion between longitudinal and
rotary motion ta properly adjusted to the epeolal
roUttoa

is

rotates increases and it la drawn forward by
each succeeding pair aa they catch hold of it

with ever-increaaing speed.
will

matarial acted on, the displacement in the aub-

ing possible, the material of which

atance of the bar

potted

is

regulatedao that a syatem-

caoDOt retain

ittt

original

Plate Amalgamator.

t will.

on
In the ordinary amalgamating device which

be

understood that a bar paasing
through such a aeries of disks, do slipping be*
It

A

397

it

is

com-

area or vol-

from the mortise, rollers are put in
the sills, which wheels travel on fixed tracks on
amalgamating plates are usually placed the floor. The wheels or rollers are in verticalat a considerable inclination and a good deal of ly sliding bearings, and can bn
moved up or
water is used so aa to effectually carry away the down by hand-screws. When the maohine is in
receives the ore

palp from the

battery,

twist

(;iven to the

ta

irrfgular

breakage

silver

fiber,

of

to or further

the

by which not ume. The diameter of the bar being regulated sand. This object conld not otherwiae be'aomaterial ia by the diska, while simultaneously a violent complished in the uee of the ordinary plates,
avoided, bat an energetic working action is se- stretching action is carried on, the material re> because they are stationary, and if they were
cared, cauaiag the great atrengtb and tough- qoired can only be drawn from the inside of set at a slight inclination and but little water
oesa the tubes produced by this prooesa are the bar, and thas a hollow space is formed. were ased the sand coald not separate easily.
proved to possess.
Instead of this peculiar arrangement of diska,
Apolinaire Gautbler of Grass Valley haa just
The old straightening and polishing maohinOt a conical or rather oonoidal pair of rolls, patented through the Minino and Scikntikralthough outwardly similar to the Maonesmann which amount to the same thing aa the disks, PuKss Patent Agency a plate amalgamator in
atin

only

Normally, the machine acta positively
on the floor; but to move it closer

ita sills

the

place, the wheels or rollers are

the

withdrawn into

so the sills rest on the floor, but

sills,

the machine

is

to

be moved,

when

the wheels are

projected so as to raise the whole

machine up

on the tracks, thus providing for

easy motion.

By

its

the construction described, and shown in

the engraving, the inventor

enabled readily

is

to regulate the inclination of the

impart to

to

at the

it

maohine, and

a necessary shaking motion, and

same time he can adjust the machine per-

fectly with respect to the battery.

as^

List of U. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Inventors.

Reported by Dewey
From

the

olTlcial

Oo.>

report of U. S.

Co. '8 I'stoiit Odice Library,

Pioneer Patent

4.

-'.
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Market
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WEEK ENDING DEC. 4, 1888.
Lock— W. M. Brown, Jr.,

FOR
Pig.
hvj.

&

Solicitors for Paclflo Ooast.

393.883.— Safe
mento, Cal.

Sacra-

393,822.~MACniNE FOR STUI'FING HORSE COL-

LARS— S.
Fig.

H. Ewing, S. F.
394,067.— Bicycle— Sands Forman, Gold

3.

Hill,

Nev.

394.068.— Wheel— Sands Foiman. Gold Hill,
Nev.
394,112.— Gold Separator— J. S. George, Newport, Or.

394,074.— Station Indicator

— John

Knight,

S. F.

393,766,— Hook for
ler

&

Lachiiian, S. F.

393.839'— Roller
Kroh, Ripon, Cal
393-994-— Spark
Sacramento, Cal.
394*077.

Sewing Machines— Koh-

and Grain Drill — O.C.
Arrester— E. M.

Lucketl,

Station Indicator— B. W. Lyon,

S. F.

393,847.— Header

and Thrasher— J.

Atlanta, Cal.

Fig,

Tig.

5.

Minges,

—

S. J. Smith,
393.931-— Washing Machine
Truckee, Cal.
394,029,— Carbolic Smoke-ball Holder—A.

6.

ROLLING SEAMLESS TDBBS BY THE MANNBSMANN PROCESS.

Spinner, S, F.
393.945-— Tamping
Folsom, Cal.

J.

Tools— Waldron & Boiler,
owing to the form and oonsidered as joined together, may
952.- Rope Clamp—J. W. & A. B. Wood,
393
maohine
The top frame of the
position of the rolls and bars, admits of no twist- It follows that a bar or rod of suitable dimea- shaking motion.
Tacoma, W. T.
NoTi.—Copies of U. S. and Foreign patenta (urolBhcd
ing and dieplacemect of material, and, coose- sions which is passed through the Mannesmann which is shown in the engraving on this page,
This top by Dewey & Co., in the shortest time possible (by mall
qaeDtly,thi8 machine confines itself to surface rolls will, provided its substance is sufficiently carries the amalgamating plates.
or telegraphic order). American and Foreign pateni'.a
spring obtained, aad general patent businesa for PaclQo Coa Jt
action, as, indeed, it professes to do by its title. homogeneous and plastio, undergo a violent frame is supported from sills by means of
Inventors transacted with perfect security, at reaeonablo
The following remarks may assist in clearing twisting and stretching action, the fiber being standards. The inclination of the frame and rates, and in the shortest posaible time.
be provided.

tube-rolling machine,

which the plate surface

is

given a vibratory or

The upis the fiber in a rope, on account of its plate surface is a very slight one.
Notices of Recent Patents.
which the process may be called a tortional per end of the plate surface is just under the
which, while acting on the outer surface of a process. The bar in its passage through the apron of the battery mortar and receives the
Among the patents recently obtained through
The vibratory or shaking
solid bar, produces a regular hollow apace in- rolls is twisted as thread is twisted in a spinning ore pulp from it.
Dewey & Co. 'a Scientific Press U. S. and
To obtain a machine. Aa, however, it cannot be fed from motion is imparted to the frame and plate sur- Foreign Patent Agency, the following are
side the same
in short, a tube.
drive*shaft
single forward spiral action of the bar, the the outside as is the thread, and as the diameter faces by an eccentric upon a rotary
worthy of special mention:
Manley G, Lawton,
Dbedger Dipper.
Staten Island, San Joaquin Co. No. 393,439.
Dated Nov. 27, 1883, The invention relates to
that clasa of dredger dippers in which opposing
jawB of the olam-shell pattern are pivoted to a
carrying frame and are operated by a sliding
orosshead connection and pulleys and chains.
The ordinary clam-shell dipper has its jaws
pivoted on a common shaft in the center of the
frame, and they can therefore open only their
own width. The advantage of the improved
up

this

singular

and

difference,

the peculiar action of the

explain

Mannesmann

spun as

roll,

—

—

dipper is that, opening to such a width, it has
a greater cut and freer dump. In this one the
jaws of the dipper are pivoted in parallel planes
by rods at the extremities of the dipper-frame,
closing to the center and opening out their full
width beyond the sides of the frame.

Mechanical Musical Instrument.

—George

F. Wells, S. F., assignee of one-half to

QAUTHIEB'S VIBRATING AMALGAMATING PLATES FOR
length of the rolls
place

when the

is

immaterial;

rolls are

it

will

take

reduced to the form of

cannot be reduced on account of the action of
the rolls, it is forced to draw on the interior

Supposing the diska to be infinitely for a supply of material. It will ba seen that
we have in the Mannesmann process a system
is the same thing, that their out*
er edges are reduced to a mathematical line of rolling as new as it is capable of producing
and no sliding motion takes place, the bar effects hitherto not contemplated. The hollow
must still move forward spirally, its spiral in the interior of the bar is produced without
velocity being equal to the velocity of the outer the intervention of a mandrel. Though the
If, instead of bar is converted into a tube by the action of
circumference of the disks.

thin disks.
thin, or

what

.

generally used to
one pair, several pair of thin diska of regularly the rolls, a mandrel is
and enlarge the
increasing diameters are made to revolve on finish and smooth the interior
the same axes, the outer circumference of each tube.
disk will revolve with greater rapidity than the
The output of the Green coal mine at
preceding one. The same bar is, however, CherilloB, N. Hex., on Monday last filled 106
of
pairs
several
drawn forward through the
cars.
disks, and thus, as each part of the bar enters
A BILL haa been introduced in Congress to
successively a more advanced pair of disks, the
veloqity with which that portion of the bar

repeal the Interstate

Oommerce law.

Manley

C. Lawton. No. 393,450. Dated Nov. 27,
1S88.
This invention relates to that class of
musical instruments in which a strip of suitable
perforated paper is caused to travel over the
apertures in the range, said instruments being
of the general organ type, known as automatic.
The invention relates especially to a power
apparatus
or motor for effecting the travel of
QUARTZ-MILLS,
the perforated paper. The main object is to
extending transversely, this eccentric playing provide a motor for this class of instruments of
between jaws bolted up under the top frame. such a nature and so operated that, without
This eccentric is driven at a high speed, so that interference with the main functions of the
pedals namely, that of operating the bellows,
the plate surface is moved back and forth with
it shall transmit its power to effect the travel
a longitudinal shake on its spring standard.
of the music-paper, permit variation of its rate
The inventor claims that more quicksilver of speed, and allow for its proper control, so as
tune to the music accordcan be used on these plates without subjecting to give a variation of
Means are
ing to the will of the performer.
it to loss or waste, while at the same time the
also provided for rapidly rewinding the mnsic^
sand is disposed of without having to use much roll. The invention consists essentially in the
water. To, effect these results this, amalgamat- combination, with power-transmitting mechanism by which the travel of the paper
ing surface is set at a very slight inclination,
suitable conof
effected, of a motor
is
and more quicksilver is used. The inclination struction, whose operation is effected by
tendency
little
quicksilver
has
being slightr the
springs, the power of which is developed and
to flow off, and by reason of the shaking mo- controlled directly or indirectly by the pedals.
In connection with this is a suitable speed regution there is no necessity for using much water,
lator by which the speed of the motor may be
the sand being separated without it, and the varied independently of the stroke of the pedals
quicksilver remaining. The inclination of the and of the consequent power transmitted to the
plate-frame and plates is subject to regulation bellows of the instrument.

—
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n^ECHAi^ieAL Progress.
"Mitis" Metal -What Is It?
The name **mitiB metal " has recently been
given to a peculiar modification of wroneht Jron
or steel, by Which 8uch refractory metals are
made more eaay to melt than in their ordinary
conditions. These castings are produced by
adding small quantities of aluminum, or aluminum alloy, to molten wrought iron or soft
The addition has the eflfect of lowering
steel.
the melting point of the iron, so that the contained gases are allowed readily to escape, and
the metal is rendered so fluid as to run freely
into the smallest mold. Mitis castings are easily welded and worked, and are good substitutes for complicated smiths' forgings in iron or
The strength and toughness of the cast
ateel.
metal b3ing fully equal to that of the best
wrought iron admits of extreme lightness in the
castings; and by increasing the percentage of
carbon, tools and parts of machinery may be
produced of any desired degree of hardness.
These characteristics open a wide field of apThis field
plication for the new metal or alloy.
will be still farther enlarged by improvements
which tend to cheapen the cost of aluminum,
which enters somewhat lirgely into its composition.

A

casting of '* mitis " metal is entirely devoid
of the brittle nature of ordinary cast iron, being
very much like fine wrought iron, and may be

drawn oat under the hammer, welded, punched,
or otherwise worked.

Mitis" castings can be
produced of any degree of hardness, and when,
as already intimated, through the wonderful
strides which are being made in the science of
electricity, the electric farnace is brought to
aacb perfection that aluminum can be produced
at a price which is not prohibitive, it would
seem that castings of "mitis" metal will take
the place of forgings very generally.
The name given to this metal seems to b?
very appropriate the term "mitis" is from
the Latin and means soft or mellow. It is applied more to the proceas by which its peculiar
**

—

characteristics of softness, flexibility and ductility are secured, than to the metal itself.

Discovery and Method of the Process.

iron with a corresponding absence of the britThe castings are
tleness of ordinary castings.
really not castings in the common acceptance of
the term, though made from liquid metal, but
are wrought iron molded into shape.
This patent process is now the property of
Zvlr. Nordenfelt, of gun and ammunition notoriety.
Not only is the improved process of
melting being applied to the production of
wrought iron and steel castings, bat for other

purposes, and wherever adopted it has proved
highly beneficial. By the successful adoption
of the process, a new era has been opened out
Wrought iron is
in the iron and steel world.
now used in commerce by being rolled and hammered as near as possible into the form of the
article required, and by the subsequent treatment of the engineer and machinist, planed,
turned, bored, slotted, and otherwise shaped
and manipuHted; thus the article desired is
eventually produced at considerable cost. The

work is turned out perfect
the mold ia any shape desirable.
mitis

is

now in

sia,

directly from
The process

uae in Sweden, St. Petersburg, RusEigland, and in the ITaited

Sheffield,

States.

—

Curiosities of Alloys
The way in which
an alloy of gold and copper or other metal is
afl'ected by a small quantity of impurity presents one of the moat serious difBcalties with
which our case-makers and jawelars have to
deal in working gold, and referring to this, in
a lecture at Birmingham, Professor Austen of
"It may ba well to
the Royal Mint said:
demonstrate the fact.. Here are 200 sovere gns.
I will melt them, and will add, in the form of
a tiny shot, a minute portion of lead amounting to only the 2G00uh part of the mass; first,
however, pouring a littla of the gold into a
small ingot, which we can bend and flatten,
thus proving to you that it is perfectly soft,
The rest of the mass
ductile, and workable.
we will pour into a bar; and now that it is sufficiently cold to handle, you see that I am able
to break it with my fingers, or, at least, with
a slight tap of a hammer. The color of the
gold has become orange*brown; and the tenacity
of the metal has been reduced from IS tons per
square inch to only five." In the same lecture
** Here is a bar of
tin,
Professor Austen said:
two feet long and one inch thick, which it
would be most difficult to break, though it
would readily bend double. If only I rub a
little quicksilver on its surface, a remarkable
the flaid metal will
effect will be produced
penetrate the solid one, and in a few seconds
the bar will, as yon see, break readily, the fractured surface being white, like silver."

The discoverer of the process was Mr. Peter
Ostberg of Stockholm, Sweden. In the process
of the manufacture of ** mitis "iron the wroughtiron scrap is melted in plumbago crucibles in a
special reverberatory furnace tired with petroleum. The crucible is covered, and a hole in
the cover corresponds with, and is directly
under, a hole in the top of the furnace. AddiHarp Stkel. Some experiments have been
tions to the charge of the crncible are made
made by M. Osmond before the French Acadthrough these holes by means of a pipe, thus emy of Snenc^s, showing that if a bar of bard
avoiding the necessity of opening and cooling iron be allowed to cool from a white heat
to
the fnrnace. Wrought iron fuses at a tempera- dull redness, there is a spontaneous disengage'
tare of say 4000° Fah., and it would be neces- ment of heat, and its magnetic properties sudsary to heat it far beyond the point of fusion be- denly change. In order to ascertain whether
fore it would be flaid enough to cast into molds
the result might be due to the heat set free by
and to make it possible to handle it before it the modification of the iron, or if it required
would coosolidate. Now, it is in this super- the presence of carbon, M. Oimond operated
heating that the iron absorbs ga^es, and conse- with iron containing from 0.16 to 1.25 per cent
quently it is impossible to make solid castings of carbon, and found the first phenomenon
in this way.
above mentioned to be due to the molecular
In order to obviate this difiBsulby, Mr. Oat- transformation of the iron, and the second
corberg has made use of the well known fact that responding to a change in the relations of the
certain alloys of metal possess a fusing temperaIt takes place in 675° 0.,
iron with its carbon.
tare macb lower than that of the mstals comwhen the thermometer suddenly stops and rises
posing them; and among these aluminum alloys
to 681" C, afterward resuming its regular fall
are especially notable. In making mitis castThis was observed with
as the metal cools.
ings, a very small quantity, abjut five-lOOths
steel containing 0.57 per cent of carbon; with
of one per cent of aluminum, in the form of a
only 0.16 per cent of carbon a much slighter efseven or eight per cent alaminnm alloy of cast
fect of the kind was noticed aboat 749° C.
iron, is added to the charge (about 60 pounds)
With 1.25 per cent of carbdn, the two effects
of wrought iron in the crucible the moment this
appear to confound themselves. When the
has bsen meltsd. The fusion point is at once
proportion of carbon is increased, the temperaonce lowered some 500" and the charge, now an
ture of transformation of the iron seems to be
alloy of iron and aluminum, becomes extremely
lowered and that of recalescence raised, so that
fluid and can be cast in the finest molds, while
both come to coincide in hard steel.
the great difference between its temperature
and its fusing point gives all the time necessary
MusHET Steel, says a correspondent of the
for manipulating it without danger of its solidifying. The extreme fluidity of the charge al- American Machinist J. Torrey owes its pelows the ready escape of gases, which other- culiarities to the presence of the metal tungwise would make a porous casting, and the re- sten, which is usually obtained from its princisalt appears to be a remarkably fine, solid and pal ore, wolframit3, and resembles iron in properties physically, though not chemically.
The
tough casting of wrought iron.
These mitis castings are said to be from 30 to steel in question is said to be made by mixing
50 per cent stronger than the iron from which wolframite with its own weight, or about that
proportion, of pitch, and adding thia mixture
they are made.
A singular and rather depreciatory circum- to an ordinary crncible charge of steel, the
stance connected with these castings is the fact whole being subsequently melted at a high
It is claimed that the product is
that although the aluminum greatly increases temperature.
the strength of the iron in a casting, it loses a of great value as a tool steel, from the fact that
it
does
not
need
hardening and wears very
large portion of that increase of strength after
hammering, and returns to the strength and slowly indeed. The experience of machiaists
I have had a
fibrous appearance of fracture of the original with it has been rather different.
iron.
This, however, is of but Uttli conse- small experience with it myself, and have, in
some cases, found it all that was claimed for it.
quence, as the castings need no hammering.
The alloys of aluminum and iron and steel In other cases, results were not so good. Parhave long been known, and reference is made to haps the working of it was the trouble. At all
the addition of such an alloy to ateel by Faraday events, it is a very difficult steel to work, and
only a few years after the discovery of alumi- usually coat? a blicksmith some time and panum; but this application to wrought-iron cast- tience. A uniform product, which would be
ings is both new and interesting.
No other like some samples I have handled, woald bs inprocess melts wrought iron and thus produces a valuable.
wrought'iron casting. An important change in
Weight op Different Kinds of Iron,
the manner of making the molds is necesaary,
different grades of sand being required from The average weight of a cubic inch of wrought
iron
is .28 3 of a pound; a cubic foot of steel
the other styles of castings, while it is necesaverages to weigh 490 pounds; a cubic foot of
sary to dry the molds before they are used.
Another noteworthy feature of this iron is cast iron averages about 450 pounds. The volthat no annealing is necessary, the castings be- ume of one pound of cast iron is 3.84 inches.
ing ready for the market from the sand.
The
oastiogs made are desigued to take the place of
Car Wheels last about 23 months on the
blacksmith forgings, and an examinatiou of Second-avenae line, N. Y. They are all boaght
their qualities showa the ductility of malleable of Frank H. Andrews of New York.

—

—

—

—
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Chemical Action Between Solids.
Ooe of the most interesting papers read before
the Washington Philosophical Society last
spring was that by Mr. William Hallock on the
formation of alloys at lower temperatures
than the melting points of either of their constituents,
Mr. Spring, a distinguished chemist
of Belgium, has been pursuing researches in the
same field as Mr. Qallock, and has criticised
some of the latter's work. At the last meeting of the Philosophical Society, Mr. Hallock
turned the tables on Mr. Spring by examining
some experiments, a description of which had
been published, to prove that chemical action
takes place between solids.
Mr. Ballock placed potassium and sodium in
contact, arranging a thermometer to register
the temperature. As they united, the temperature fell 2°. 4 C. below that of the room. A
block of ice and one of rock-salt, the temperature of each being reduced 10° or 12" C. below
the melting point of the ice, when brought
into contact began immediately the formation
of the solution of salt,
Oae of Mr. Spring's experiments to show
chemical action between solids consisted in placiag copper filings and sulphur in contact. The
sulphur attacked the copper. Mr. Hillock
doubted that this was a case of chemical action
between solids, and prepared the following deA piece
scribed experiment to satisfy himself
of bright copper and a small mass of sulphur
were placed near, but not in contact with each
After a time the face of the copper was
other.
blackened by the sulphur. Thinking it barely
possible that particles of copper might fly
across the space between them, Mr. Hallock
The
then varied the experiment as follows
copper and sulphur were placed in a glass tabe,
with a wad of absorbent cotton an inch thick
between them. The experiment was varied in
several ways, in one case the tube being filled
with dry air, in another the air exhausted, and
in a third the tube being filled with oxygen,
etc.
Ia every case the copper was affected by
the sulphur, although in some more than in
Mr. Hallock's conclusion was that the
others.
chemical action did not take place between
the copper and sulphur a$ a solid, but that the
In the
active agent was the vapor of sulphur.
same manner reaction took plac3 hitween copper and mercuric chloride, the vapor of the
latter passing through abiorbent cotton.
Mr. Hillock does not deny that chemical
action may take place between solids indeed,
he is inclined to think that it does but he
holds that Mr, Spring's experiment? do not
prove it.
:

:

—

—

there was a complete fracture in each coi
along a radial line from the center. The same
person had previously found one with three
such radial lines of fracture. Of course this
subject is not new, but it gains by recorded experience.
Glass vessels, particularly lamp
chimneys and globes, frequently fly into pieces
from no apparent caase, and in positions in

which they have been remaining for weeks and
months. The writer was once sitting at his
desk writing, on a summer's day, when the bottom of a lamp chimney, which had been lying
in a pigeon-hole for weeks, suddenly snapped
and flew off, landing upon the floor several
feet from the desk.

Improved Telescopes.

— When

glass for the Lick telescope

the object-

was ordered

its

man-

ufacture was considered an exceedingly difficult
task on account of it? large eiz; 36 inches.
The great Russian telescope at Pulka was thn
largest then in existence and measured only 30
inches. The addition of 6 inches to 30 was a
very large increase in size, and the fioal success
of the casting was reached at very great expense
and only after a large number of failures. Now,
however, it is said that Mr. Clark has contracted for a 40-inch lens for the observatory to be
erected near Los Angeles, and he further claims
that, in consequence of the improvements and
late experience in glass casting, he will now be
able ti secure and prepare for mounting a lens
60 inches in diameter
one which will bring
the moon within a few thousand feet of the
It is simply a question of time and
earth.
money mainly money, as a telescope with
a six-foot lens, properly mounted, would
cost Sl.OOO.OOO. If Mr. Clark's position is true,
astronomy, a science which has been practically
at a stand for years, will take giant strides.
There will be practically no limit to the discoveries it can make, and there should come from
some practical benefits. E ich year we
it
will know more of the heavens, and of all
sciences astronomy will be chanced from the
slowest to the most progressive. 01 the world's
refraction telescopes nine have apertures exceeding 20 inches, viz.
Lick Observatory,
California, 36 inches; Pulka, Russia, 30; Yale
College, 2S; Littrow, Vienna, 27; Uoiveraity of
Virginia, 26; Washington Naval Observatory, 26;
Gateshead, England, 25; Princeton, N. J., 23;
and Backingham, London, England, 21. Six
of these instruments are the work of an American firm.

—

—
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Pile-Driving.

— Scientific investigation shows

when a pile is struck on the top what is
known as a wave of compression passes through
it, and this wave requires time for its passage.
Such a wave is set up in all columns when
that

suddenly brought on one end, as, for
example, if the muzzle of a fowling piece contiiniug a column of air is plugged up with a
A Remarkable Spring. A company has cork, or with snow or mud, the barrel may be
recently purchased the Saltzer spring at Sara- burst when the weapon is fired, simply because,
toga, near L')ndon, Kagland, with a view to while the pressure at the muzzle is yet too
utilize its waters for the purpose of liberating small to move the cork, the pressnre at the
and storing, in liquid form, the carbonic acid breech end is great enough to burst the barrel;
In carrying out or, in other words, the force of compression will
gas with which it abounds.
Che arrangements, made under the supervision not reach the muzzle until the breech has been
of Mr. Ojcar Brunler, a German expert, a re- burst.
In the same way the detonation of a
This lamp of dynamite on a rail will break it, the
markable discovery has been made.
Ssltzar spring was discovered by D:. Haskius action being so sudden that the wave of trans
about three years ago, and a drill was put down mission of pressure has not time to pass through
At this depth an the air surrounding dynamite, and the air really
to the depth of 50O feet.
abundant supply of water was found flowing plays almost the same part as a block of steel
from a crevice in the rock bottom. Recently, round the explosive.
to assure himself of the depth of the spring,
Mr. Brunler souaded it with a lioe and plumThe Earth's Cloud Belts. We Isarn from
met; bat, instead of resting at 500 feet, the the researches of M. Teiaserenc de Bort that
weight sank the whole length of the line, 900 there is a marked tendency of the earth's cloudObher soundings have since been taken, iness throughout the year to arrange itself in
feet.
the weight used being a piece of one-inch gas- belts parallel to the equator. A belt of maxipipe filled with lead, and weighing 34 pounds, mum cloudiness may be traced near the
until a depth of 3300 feet had been reached, eqaator, two bands of light cloudiness extendand yet without touching bottom or any ob- ing from 15 to 35 degrees of Utitude north and
No further soundings will be mide south, and two zones of greater cloudiness bestacle.
until inatraments .specially designed for the tween 45 and 60 degree?, beyond which the sky
purpose can be procured, Mr. Brunler admits seems to become clearer toward the poles.
it as possible that the line 'and weight may
These zones have a noticeable tendency to folhave been carried away by some powerful cur- low the sun in its change of declination, moving
rent, but he holds to his belief in the existence northward in spring and southward in autumn.
of a subterranean sea of greater or less extent, The zmea of clear sky correspond with regions
and of there being undoubtedly some connec- of high pressure. The distribution of clondilu
tion between it and the water of the ocean.
ness, according to M. de Bort, is a direct conseother words, Saratoga is over a vast water-filled quence of the course of the wind.
cavern, the roof of which is about 500 feet
Mr. Brunler also thinks it probable
thick.
Danger in Dpst. Whoever thinks of dust
that at a given depth and temperature carbonic
as anything more than an inconvenience?
Of
acid gas may ba found in a liquid form. His
what is dust made up? Think of this a moment,
discovery appears to dispose of the various
and its very complex and dangerous character
theories and scientific speculations regarding the
Here are a few of the
will become apparent.
origin of the Saratoga springs.
components of dust: Fine earth, fragments of
wood, cotton, wool, feathers and almost everyHow Mainsprings of Watches, Lamp thing under the sun. Dried excrement, spittle,
Writing on the break- filth from the gutter and every possible kind of
Chimneys, etc., Break
ing of watch mainspiings, Mr. W. B. Croft offensive matter. Dr. Mackenzie, of London,
My neighbors, has observed that there is much more sickness
of Winchester College says
Messrs. Jacob & R>as, watchmakers, often tall in dusty weather than at other times. Sore
breaking
of main- throats, catarrhs, colds, sore eyes and numerme their experience in the
Unreflacting people fancy they have ous other maladies
springs.
abound during dusty
broken the spring by over-winding, or, in other weather. House dust is simply street dust
a
piece
of
ateel
by brought indoors by the wind, or adhering to
words, have drawn asunder
the force of finger and thumb. The springs, of nnclean boots and shoes.
break through a subtle molecular
course,
A Significant Fact. It is a significant
change produced in the steel by atmospheric
causes; they usually fly asunder a, few hours achievement of science when a physician can be
after being wound, at three or four o'clock in taken into consultation at a distance of 6000
the morning. Many watches and clocks come miles. This was done recently by means of
to the workshops for new springs after a frost, the telegraph and cable between Victoria, B.
but not until a thaw has set in; still more come C, and London. The annihilation of time and
A watchmaker speaks of apace has rarely been more strikingly shown,
after thunder-storms.
a clock spring which had not been placed in and if the patient should recover the incident
any clock, but which on being taken out of would deserve an honorable place in medical
the case was found to be broken into 17 pieces; annals.
stress ia
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Useful
Effect of

Inforjviatioj^j.

Time on Slaked Lime.

Led by the staternent that the keepiog of the
lime io a slaked condition for a couple of years
is a great advantage to it, I took, sayi M. Faraday, specimens from the stores which havubeeo
so long laid up at the Houses of Parliament for
the purpose of examining them in this respeut. It
appears to mo that this lime (which is in a state
of paste) is in a very soft and smooth condition
in comparison with what would probably be the
condition of the lime recently slaked, a condition which seems to be due to its thorough disintegration as a mass, and its separation, particle from particle.
Oa analyiciog it I found that
it contained a little carbonic acid, but not much,
for in 100 parts of the dry substance there were
but n| psirts of carbonic acid; these 100 parts,
therefore, would contain 88 parts of quick or
uncarbonated lime and 12 parts of carbonated
lime, which, considering the process of burn*
ing, carrying, slaking, etc., that it had to go
through, and the necessary time of exposure to
air before it was laid up in store, is a very
smalt proportion.
I do not believe that the
lime which is more than four inches in from the
exterior has received any portion of car*
bonio acid during the two years of its inhumation. In respect to the effect of keeping
lime for a time, I am led to think, without,
however, having formed any strong opinion on
the subject, that the benefit is due to the 6oe
texture that it gradually acquires, and as there
is no doubt that if two surfaces were prepared,
the one with fine sand and lime in particles comparatively coarse and the other with the same
kind of Bsnd and lime in particles comparatively far more perfectly divided, these two would
act very differently both as to the access of carbonic acid from the atmosphere and the trans*
itioD of lime dissolved in the moisture of the
mass from the interior toward the surface, so
there is reason to expect there would be a difference in the degree of action upon the colors
at that surface, and also in the time at which
that action would come to a close.

seats in one corner, while the young men, who
also marched thither, oooupied aeaU in the oppositti corner.

TuKK Gkowtii.— George M,
Litchfield, Conn., who oarv«d

under the direction of a commissioner, who
ehiU receive an annual salary of $5000. The
bill also provides for the appointment by the
President of a health commission, to be comWoodruff" of posed of 20 members, who shall be divided into

his initials 35
years ago on the limh of an apple tree, found
the Boovenir the other day juet as a piece of the
tree was going into the tire.
Mr. Woodruff has
often looked for the initials "C. M. W.," but
they had disappeared from the surface. A
short time ago the tree was cnt down, and the
letters, as found, must have been about four
inches from the surface.

—

Camel's Hair Kkltinu.
Rooent experiments at the Royal Polytecbnioal School at

Munich show that belting made of oam^l'shair has a strength of 6315 pounds per square
inch, while thst of ordinary belting will not
stand a strain of ^I'.iO to fiSfiO. The camerahair belt is said not to be affected by acids, and
works exceedingly smooth and well.

—

DRRDOisri THR TuAMKs. The tediOQi work
removing bowlders and the remnants of an
ancient forest from the bed of the Thames river still goes on.
At
It began seven years ago.
last accounts ItOO trees and 1300 bowldtrs had
baen taken out. The latter varied in weight
from one to foor tons.

of

Vboetarle Growth on a Teleoraph Wire.

A

telegraph wire is the last thiog one would expect to support vegetatioD, yet a traveler in
Bra/.il writes to a Uermao horticultural journal
describing a crop of mistletoe which he found
clothing the wires not far from Rio Janeiro,

Etciuno Mixture.

—A

mixture

that will
etch deeply or give a beautiful frosted appearance to metal ia prepared in the following manner: Sulphate of copper, one ounce; alum, onefourth ounce; powdered salt, half a teaspoonful; vinegar, one gill; nitric acid, 20 drops.

six sections, as follows
Five for the yellowfever section, and three each for the cholera,
typhoid fever, scarlet fever, smallpox and diphtheria sections.
Kich member shall receive an
annual salary of $1200, and it shall be their
:

duty to investigate the cause, origin and best

mode of prevention of the dieeases mentioned.
Five members of the coniiriissiou shall bo organized into a quarantine commissiuo, whose duty
it shall be to examine into and report on the
efficiency of quarantines at the various seaports
of the United States,
Upon the repoit of the
commission to the Health Oommissioner, if the
quarantine service at any point is ineffectual,
the commissioner is commanded to direct the
Oolleotor of Customs at the port to refuse entry
to any vessel, goods or persons comiog from any
infected place unless the vessel shall have undergone quarantine at some national quarantine
station.
The Health Commissioner ia directed
whenever called on by a Governor of a State to
make rules and regulations and tike measures
for the suppression of any infectious disease.
It is made the duty of the consular office to
make weekly reports to the Health Commissioner in regard to the sanitary conditiun of
foreign porta. It is made unlawful for any
person to obstruct commerce between the States
or with any foreign country except in accordance with the rules prescribed by the
Health Commissioner,

Nursing our Aches and Pain.s.— S^me who
are always sick seldom think that they have it
in their own power to do for themselves that
which no other one can do for them, but are
always presenting their cases to all who meet
them, with comments and suggestions, until
their auditors are weary.
Daily and almost
bonrly these feelings are talked over without
the least alleviation, until both sick and well
become discouraged as to any favorable re-

Sunflowers are used in Wyoming Territory
The stalks, when dry, are as hard as
maple-wood, and make a hot fire, and the seed- Bult, If such would only become acquainted
heads with the seed in are said to burn better with the principles of mental hygiene, and act
than the best hard coal. An acre of sunfiowera accordingly, how much suffering to self and
Human nature ia genfriends might be saved.
will furnish fuel for one stove for a year.
erally prone to extremes, and by these condiSiLVEitiNo Iron. A manufacturer in Vienna
Bai'.el
of
Lanodaoes.
has
be
A
The
Bible
to
tiona diseases of various kinds and grades are
employs the following process of stlrering iron:
He first covers the iron with mercury, and sil- printed in *29 different languages to supply the induced, and with impatience to regain health
The largely and still retain old habits, physicians and
vers by the galvanic process, Cy heating to people living in Pennsylvania.
•tOO^ C, the mercury evaporates and the silver varied industries of Pennsylvania attract to friends are expected to contribute to the delayer is fixed. Ironware is first heated with di- that State a mnch more cosmopolitan popnla- mands of the patients while they themselves
No greater misact as an independent party.
luted hydrochloric acid, and then dipped in a tion than any other State in the Union,
take conld be made. There must be co-operasolution of nitrate of mercury, being at the
Ai'.ODT
30,000
cords
of
birchwood
has
been
attendants
to insure
both
patient
and
tion
of
same time in communication with the zinc pole
Patienta who constantly worry about
of an electric battery, a piece of gas carbon or manufactured into spools at Foxcroft, Me,, the auceeas.
past
few
years.
themaelvea and stndy every ache and pain,
platinum being used as an anode for the other
very seldom make rapid recovery.
pole.
The metal is soon covered with a layer
of quicksilver, is then taken out and well
Why Women Swim Well, Their precious
washed and silvered in a silver solution. To
bones are lighter and their flesh is more buoysave silver, the wire can be first covered with a
The records of the humane aocietiea on
ant.
layer of tin; one part of oream of tartar is disboth aides of the Atlantic show that of late
The True Cause of Baldness.
solved in eight parts of boiling water, and one
years
a
fair proportion of their medals f^ll to
or more tin anodes are joined with the carbon
the lot of girls. There were several notable inHow It May be Avoided.
pole of a l^ansen element.
The zinc pole communicates with a well-cleaned piece of copper,
The habit of wearing warm coverings on the stances of rescue from drowning last summer by
and the battery is made to act till enough tin bead is not of recent date; the armies of girls under 20 yeara of age. Many women are
has deposited on the copper, when this is taken Europe, for instance, no inconsiderable number accomplished ewimmera, Thia ia bat natural.
out and the ironware put in its place. The of men, with heads close cropped, have worn As their bones are generally lighter than those
wire thus covered with tin chemically pure and for a long period warmer and heavier head-gear of men, and their flesh more buoyant, they have
silvered is much cheaper than any other silvered than the modern dwellers in cities, withont the less difficulty to overcome in acquiring the art.
metals.
same tendency to baldneas. Nor are the heavy Some of them could float at their first attempt
the requisite faith in the
fur coverings of northern races incompatible if they could acquire
An IxoENiotJS Railway ArPUAXCE. It will with luxuriant hair. It is also difficult to un- power of the water to hold them up. Swimsoon be just as safe to travel on a railroad train derstand what injury can result from close cut- ming is very much an act of faith, for it is genas to remain quietly and comfortably at home. ting, per 86.
The growth is in the hair-follicle, erally the case that when a person believes
It ia a shrewd and inventive native of Australia and in it alone; there ia no vital connection sufficiently in the buoyancy of the water to
who proposes to bring this longed-for blessing between the hair outside the scalp and within; trust it to his precious body, lo he ia a awimabout, He has designed a truck which is to it ia uaually cut closest at the back of the head mer. There were young girls at Newport laat
be run at any desired distance before every and neck where baldness never occurs.
Would aammer who could float on the surface of the
train.
The motive-power ia to be furnished by not close cutting rather stimulate the growth by ocean with no more difficulty than they exa dynamo placed upon the engine.
If the truck exposure of the scalp ?
Such at least is the perienced in lying upon a aofa. They could
should come into collision with anything on the popular belief. So, too, with indoor life ; have floated for houre if necesaary. Some of
traok, certain glass tubes in which the electric women, who ought to show it most, whether in the most famous awimmlng feats have been accurrent is conducted are broken, and at the the home or in the factory, are never bald as complished by very young women. Philadelfor fuel.

—

—

—

(SOOD HEy\LTH.

—

!

same moment the brakes on the train are auto- men are; on the contrary, it is most common phia Record._
matically applied and the cars brought to a with men in good circumstances, men who spend
Effect of Climate and Change of Locaquick standstill. Those who have seen the a larger proportion of their daytime in the open tion ON LoNGEViTy. The Philadelphia Medical
working model say the invention is a great suc- air than the indoor worker.
News prints an important address delivered becess; but even if it be a failure it furnishes abI balieve the common form of baldness ia due fore the American Climatological Aasociation
solute evidence that the inventive geniuses of entirely to the kind of hat that is worn, princi- at its late meeting, by Dr. Loomis of New York
the world are now at work upon the problem of pally to the high hat and the hard felt hat, but City, dealing with the novel question of the
how to make high-speed travel absolutely se- also to any other head-covering that constricts climate and environments beat suited to people
cure.
N. Y. Oraphic,
the blood-vessels which nourish the hair bulbs, who have passed the prime of life. The author
To have a clearer understanding of this, we shows that old age thrives best in moderately
TuE Game of Mardles in England. Mar- muat remember that the acalp is supplied with warm climates, and that a change of residence
bles, which once boasted as many games as blood by arteries at the back, aides, and front once or twice a year is a necessity, while the
there are days in the year, are now fallen upon of, and lying close to the skull, which diminish locality aelected muat invite an outdoor life,
evil times.
Knuckling down is clean forgotten in size by frequent branching as they converge with surroundings which stimulate to mental
toward the top of the head. They are in a and physical activity. He emphasizes the imif the art continues, it is called by another
name; the alley taw is confounded with his most favorable position to be compressed, lying portance for persons of advanced age of an
brother of the rank and file; there are no long- on unyielding bone and covered by thin tiaaue, abundance and variety of simple, nutritious and
er sold the finer varieties in atone and glass, or Consider what tffect must be produced by a weU-cooked food, the avoidance of the exhaustin colored and streaky marble, nor do boys, like close-fitting, heavy, and rigid hat; its pressure ive business habits and excitements of earlier
sportsmen, yearn for a full bag; nor do they most leesen to a certain extent the £ow of ar- life, and the utility of warm alkaline hatha.
study any longer the intricacies, the possibil- terial blood, and obitruct to a greater extent
Interesting Statistics.— According to_ the
the return of the venous; the result being a
ities and the subtleties by which their bag may
be filled. The game is now only played by aluggish circulation in the capillaries around following statistics, France must be peculiarly
The number
little boys
their bag is small; their game ia the hair follicles and bulbs, a consequent im- blessed with a healthy climate.
This of persons in each 1000 between the ages of 50
simple, and whenever they can raise a penny, pairment of nutrition and final atrophy.
pressure is not trivial or imaginary, as any one and 60 are: France, 5373; Holland, 49S-i;
the marbles bscome a vehicle for gambling.
will admit who has noticed the red band of con- Sweden, 4954; Great Britain. 4722; United
Saturday Review.
gestion on the forehead when a hard hat is re- States, 4398, The highest average agea of the
The Military Drill for Ladies. The mil- moved after moderate exercise. W. C. Oouin- living are: France, 31.06; Holland, 27.76;
Sweden, 27.66; Great Britain, 26.05; United
itary drill has been introduced in the Middle lock.
Out of every 100 deaths those
States, 23.04.
Ueorgia Military and Agricultural College for
persons over 60 are: France, 36; Switzerland,
Public Health National Leoislation.
the physical development of the female stuPrussia, 19;
dents. The young ladies have been formed An important bill was introduced into the Sen- 34; Eagland, 30; Belgium, 26;
lowest birth rate,
into a company and are taught military move- ate at Washington on the 4th instant by Sen- Austria, 17, France has the
Germents. They recently marched to the Meth- ator Gibson for the establishment in the In- which ia 23.8 to 1000, Great Britain 31,
odist chnrch to attend the services, ocot^pying terioi; Department of a bureau of health, to be many 38,

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Teehuu'al Traiuiug in Public Schools.

On Thursday, Nov.
fore the Polytechnic

23J, a paper was read be*
Section of the American

Institute " On the Value of Technical Training
and the Teaching of Drawing and Handwork in
Public SchooU," by Edward Combes, C. E. C,

M, <>., OHioer of the Legion of Honor and president of the Board of Technical Education of
New South Wales.
The following is an abstract of the paper
The snVtject has occupied the attention of great
statesmen and eminent educationaliats. Nearly
every <<overnmcnt in the civilized world has
inetitut(?d iotiuiries concerning it.
All of these
resulted in recommending the organization of a
system of technical education. The old system
of apprenticeship having broken down, it becomes the duty of the State to devise other
means of teaching the various handicrafts.
Drawing the foundation of all technical
teaching, and should be taught in every pri'
mary school. Ita importance in an indastrial
education. The ^tudy of drawing directly valuable as an educating and humani//mg influence,
training the mind to be observant, judicious
and active. Drawing connects the culture of
good taste with culture in morals, especially
developiog
industry,
order,
decency and
purity.
Description of Horr Jeasen's method of teaching drawing, the distinguishing figure being
individual personal instruction, aa opposed to
the ordinary system of teaching in class.
Great success of his method and general adop*
tion.

The queation as to the best method of teaching in technical schools.
Importance daily becoming more significant. Public opinion more
and more prevalent that radical modifications
must be made in primary schools.
The impossibility of making all our young
men parsons and clerks, consequently something
should be taught adapted to the manufacturing
requirements of the country.
Manual training or handwork should be compuhorily taught in every primary school.
Children mubt be taught to use their hands as
well as their heads.
of teaching handwork
Normal school
auccesa.
system, instituted and en-

The Swedish system
called the slojd.

Ita

for teachers of the

dowed by Herr Abramson.
Opportunities and
tion of technical

facilities for

the acquisi-

knowledge greater

in

l*'rance

than in any other part of the civilized world.
Cost of technical education
Political aspect.
repaid to the State by the extra quantity and
quality of the work.

Mt. Raymond Mining District.

— At

this

Fresno county the Star Mining and
Reduction Company are pushing work on their
concentrating plant aa faat as men and means
oan do it. They have purchased one of A, S.
Hallidie'a elevated wire ropeways to carry their
ore from the mine to the mill, a distance of 1^
miles, which is now almost erected. They will
have their whole reduction plant in operation
about December 15th, when they will commence the shipment of concentrates at the rate
The concentrates will net
of 25 tons per day.
SlOO per ton in gold, silver and lead. There
operating in the same
companies
no
other
are
district as yet, aa the orea are base and require
expensive plants for profitable treatment.
district in

Saccharine seema now to be extenaively
as a substitute for sugar in syrups and
Thia laat
aervee, and even in champagne.
Even
fact fully recognized in commerce.

used
pre*
is

a

as a

medicine, saccharine ia not harmless. M. Worms
aays that diabetic patients who use it for a fortM. Dujardin Beaunight lose their appetites.
metz thinks, however, that aa a therapeutic
agent saccharine is useful in the case of the few

The
diabetica who cannot do withont sugar.
Oazeite des Sciences Medicaks thinks there can
be no doubt aa to the propriety of preventing
its general use.

Too Much Water.— The famous Pershbacker
mine, Magalia, shut down the other day on account of a ruah of water into the tunnel. An
improved engine was at work keeping the
water out, when the flume that supplied the
engine with water fell some distance above the
mine. This caused the engine to stop, and the
engineer hastened to fix up the flume. But
when he returned the pumps in the tunnel
were covered, and we are told that new pumps
and many thousand dollars extra expenae will
be required to put the mine in the condition
reached when the flume fell. Oroville Mercury.

Melrose, an outgrowth of Alameda on the
rapidly coming into prominence as a
manufacturing center. Within ita boundaries
eaat, ia

& Co. 'a smelting works,
night and day and turning out on
an average 300 tons of white lead a month; the
new fuse worke, which are also running full
blast, and aUo the -factory of biaulphide, a
are Whittier, Fuller

now running

poiaon for the extermination of squirrels. Machinery for the manufacture of mineral^ paint is
now being placed in position, and this industry
will be in operation before the end of the year,

A full-grown buck and two does have been
feeding for aome weeks with the cattle of Albert
Ross at Long Valley, Laasen county. Mr.
Roaa doea not diaturb them, and he hopes the
graceful animals will stay and get tamed,

Mining and Scientific Press.
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The

following

ia

now going through

the usual legal formula through
the Shasta land ofiice.
This is in itself a good showfor
The
ing
the mining interests of this county.
Gladstone M. Co. of French gulch is putting in
one of the Paul 12-stamp batteries. They will use
water for power, and seeing the completeness of the
Knight wheel at the Calumet mill, have ordered a
duplicate of it for their mine.
The Gladstone is one
of the big mines of Shasta county and is owned by

Mr. Louis Blanding has just tested a piece of iron
ore from a mine in Mariposa county, owned by Mr.
R. B. Randall, and finds 575^ per cent of lead and

LQlNIJMG gUMMAF^Y,
mostly condensed from joumalfl published
mlnea mentioned.

$257.20 in

silver.

Nana.

io the interior, in proximity to the

Quicksilver

CALIFORNIA.

SH'iPMEN'is.—C(7/?ji'(7f/(z/;,

Dec

5:

During the month of Novemberthe following amount
of quicksilver from the mines mentioned was shipAlameda.
ped from Cahstoga: Napa Consolidated, 475 flasks;
Livermore Herald, Dec. 7:
Coal Notes,
Sulphur Bank, 256; Bradford's, 218; Great Western,
Work has been begun in the Pen Daren incline. 28; total for month, 977 flasks.
Thirteen shifts of miners are sinking, and will sink
Nevada.
vein
the
At the Richards
to a depth of 500 feet.
Sold.— Grass Valley Union, Dec. 7: It is rucompany will sink a double-compartment shaft at
controlling
interest in the old Gold
that
a
once, and will work both the Eureka and Richards mored
A vein of fine ore has
vein through this shalt, prospecting so far done as- Hill mine has been sold.
Banner mine above
North
The pres- been opened up in the
suring an immense deposit of good coal.
It is three feet
It is the level of the lower drain tunnel.
ent incline will then be used for an air-shaft.
the intention of the company to open its mines as in size. The vein in the winze 30 feet below the
equal
size.
There
showing
of
tunnel
means
of
the
is
have
ample
floor
they
and
should
be
opened,
they
to do so, and they are spending their money so as to is now a force of 25 men employed at the mine. The
start
up,
the
only
occato
about
ready
within
four
or
new
mill
is
of
coal
a
day,
tons
be able to ship 250
six months from date, by which time the Livermore sion for delay being to have all the machinery in
regular
crushcommence
working
order
to
mine
their
road
to
the
smooth
Valley Railroad Co. will have
completed. The mine is in charge of Jenkin Rich- ing. All the machinery of the mine and mill works
The work on the new
ards, one of the most experienced coal miners on will be run by water-power.
the coast, he having particular knowledge of this mill of the Pittsburg mine is being pushed as fast as
If the
winter
weather.
of
possible to get ahead
field, having nearly done all the prospecting in this
storms keep off the works will be inclosed in the
locality.
the
machinery
Amador.
next two weeks, when the placing of
Pacific. Dispatch, T)%q.Z: At i a. m. Thurs- can proceed without interruption. A force of workplant of
day week, one of the large water-tanks used in hoist- men is now engaged in putting the surface
start the underground
ing water at this mine caught in a piece of broken the Coe mine in condition to
work. About two weeks' lime will be required to
tract and damaged the tank to such an extent that

—

Thos, Cummings, Charles Osborne and John Mor-

cannot longer be used. A wooden bucket has
been provided in its stead, and they are now hoisting
It is exnight and day with the tank and bucket.
pected that the mine will be dry about the middle of
February.
Casco No. 2.— The assessment work is being
done on this mine, located between the old Hardenberg and the Truckee Lumber Co.'s claim in Hunt's
gulch. A tunnel is being run into the hill south, on
the ledge, and the indications are flattering for a
good mine.

Cupps' Mine.— Operations on this property, located about half a mile east oi the New London,
have ceased.
No cause is given for the shut-down.
The superintendent, Mr. John Cupps, is in S. F.,
and writes that the suspension of work is only tem-

—

and

Ei

and

out of debt locally,
one will put it on
about $11,000 a month
the best paying iristitution in Butte county.

few more cleanups

a solid

The

basis.

it is

like this

payroll

is

For restown.— Oroville AV^/.t^tT, Dec. 7: Three
quartz ledgtis are' being worked and employment
given to about 100 men in getting out ore and running the mills. The chloronization works are now
completed and are quite successful in their reduction
of the ore.
They are among the largest works of
this character on the coast,
fhere are a number of
late developments in quartz that promise very rich.
Calaveras.

Resuming.— il/o«n/(ZzV/

Echo,

Dec. 5:

All the

mines throughout the county that have been closed

down during

the summer for lack of water are reoperations,

suming
Lindsay, Work is progressing
Lindsay mine near this town.

—

—

White

the

steadily in

Fresno.

Cross. Fresno Expositor, Dec. 7: The
White Cross mine near Dunlap, owned by the

Works

yielding some very rich gold-bearing
quartz.
None of the ore has been assayed lately, as
it is free-bearitig rock and the gold can be seen
all
through it with the naked eye; and when anything
better than that is wanted they "horn-spoon'' a
sample or two. A tunnel 170 feet in length is being
run on the ledge, and the rock is being piled up on
the dump for future working.

boys,

is

Humboldt.
Mining.— Humboldt

Beach
Times. Dec. 7:
The gold concentrator, which we mentioned some
time ago on the south beach, was taken to Coos
Bay, and lately returned to this county. It is now
at work on the gold-bearing sand on the property of
C. E. Beach near the mouth of Little River.

MariposEL

Winner.— (7«sd7/L', Dec. 8: The shaft on the
Winner, near the cemetery, is 85 feet deep. Very
good prospects have beeh obtained, and a contract
has been let to run a drift along the lode, 100 feet in
each direction. Twelve men are at work on the
Pine Tree mine. At the depth of 600 feet, where
they are now operating, they^have uncovered about
200 feet of a vein which averages good assays and
has the appearance of permanence. The vein is
about six feet in width. They are storing the rock

the gold,

as

there are

no
is

Trinity.

:

Lead and

Silver.-

—Sonoma

Banner, Pec.

7:

Mr.
Crowl brought in some specimens of coal from
Poison Camp. A vein 10 feet thick is exposed in a
Poison Camp is in this county, about 12
washout.
Coal has also been found
miles from Hetlenshaw.
on Bluff creek, about seven miles from Poison Camp,
These discoveries will undoubtedly incite a niore
thorough prospecting of that neighborhood.
Jouryial,

Dec,

8:

Cox Bar.— C. J. Johnson of Cox Bar says that
the miners in his vicinity are ready for their winter's
He says that the prospects of the Vance T
work.
mine, of which he is owner, are very encouraging.
While in town he made arrangements for more pipe
and material to work the miiie on a larger scale another season.

NEVADA.
DlRbrlct.

Hale and Norcross. — V'\\g\mz.EnterpTise^
7:

Dec.

During the past week 934 tons of ore have been
and 767 tons have been sent to the

hoisted

mill.
The average battery assays have
On the 500 level are stoping
been 830.25 per ton.
ore of good quaUty from the body recently discov
On the 600 level have
ered in the main west drift.
started a drift west to find the downward extension
The stopes on this level
of the 500 level ore body.
continue to show considerable fair-grade ore. On
account of the scarcity of water in the Carson river,
the Mexican mill has been unable to work the full
shipments of ore. The bullion on hand amounts to

Mexican

—

is still

— The

in

work on the 1100

repair

in progress.

—

PoTOSi. The 650
clay and porphyry,

south

level

Alta, — Good progress

is

drift is still

making

in the

showing
changes

to the mill.

— Hoisting works again running,

Bullion.

Tuscarora

Dlstrlcc.
Dec. 7: The crosscut
being run east on the 300-foot level has been ad-vanced 12 feet.

Diana.

—

'Pirn cs- Review,

—

Nevada Queen. No. 2 east crosscut from west
gangway, 200-foot level, has been advanced 14 (eft
Line crosscut on 225-fobt level of Commonwealth
has been extended east 6 feet, and west 8 feet; the

On the loo-root level Commonwealth, the joint crosscut is showing six inches
of very high-grade ore.
No. i winze, from 3sd-foot
level station, has been cut out and timbered, and
siarted sinking.
Bottom is in ore, 14 inches of
which is good grade. North drift, 450-foot level,
has been extended 10 feet, encountering more waier
and much softer rock. Work at the concentrator is
being pushed; expect to have all running in a day
or two.
rock continues hard.

Navajo.

— 150-foot

The

upraise on the west
been extended upward
12 feet, and has materially improved, looking well in
the top.
Crosscut from same vein has been extended 8 feet. 350-foot level
Crosscut from west
vein has been extended 18 feet.
South drift from
No. 4 crosscut has been advanced 13 feet. The
stopes are yielding a full supply of high-grade ore
for the mill.
Mill is running nicely and doing good
work shipped Monday, December 3d, $16,978.16.
level:

vein, oppos'te the shaft, has

—

Commonwealth. — loo-foot

No. i winze
and connection made with east lateral on 150-foot level.
North
drift from joint west crosscut has been extended 10
feet, and intersected with east crosscut.
Intermediate drift from top of No. 4 chute has been extended
10 feet in vein matter, showing some good ore.
from east

Grand

level:

lateral

has been sunk ii

Prize.

— The 400-foot level station

clear of water,

feel,

and the work of laying

is

track,

now
etc.,

be begun immediately. The 300-fool level winze
station is being fixed, and sinking will be resumed
to-morrow.
is

Combfnation Shaft.— Work on the new hoist
The building is inclosed,
progressing favorably.

and machinery being put

in place as fast as possible.

Found Treasure. — The

surface cuts have been
timbers in east drift, 2Co-foot level,
completed.
have been eased, and the drift put in good order.

The

—

,

Have shipped 8 bars of bullion valued at $22,962 47,
being the closing shipment on November account.
The total bullion production during that month was
valued, by assay, at 8105.689.51.

—The

river mills.

their furnaces are ready.
There are about 20 applications for patents on quartz mines in this connty

Con. Imi'erial.
level

is

—

lieved that but a few

soil.

—

—

soliciting

committee who raised the money. It is behundred feet farther than the
depth of 700 feet already attained will uncover the
cheap fuel supply that experts say underlies the

—

Challenge Con. During the past week 220
tons of ore have been extracted and sent to the
Brunswick mill. The average assay of this ore is
$32.95 a ton.

amounting to $9460,67, and have bullion at
amounting to 810,479.23.
North Belle Isle. West crosscut, 400-foot
Confidence. The top of the raise from the 1200
During the level, has been advanced 14 feet. Rock continues
still shows ore of good milling grade.
the same as last reported.
about
past week 500 tons of ore assaying $32.75 a ton have
Belle Isle. East crosscut from north drift has
been shipped to the Brunswick mill, Carson river.
bullion
the mill

stopes on the 1400
level are yielding the usual amount of good ore.
ore
is
being
extracted from
On the 1600 level some
above the track floor. On the 1650, ore of good
quality is being mined at half a dozen different
points and a good deal of prospecting is being done.
The usual amount of ore is being shipped to the

San Diego.

the 200 level the north
drift started 100 feet from the top of the upraise has
been extended 30 feet; total length, 76 feel; formation, hard porphyry.

will

Savage. On the 400 level Ihe southeast drift
has been advanced 25 feet in porphyry and clay,
The northeast drift was advanced 24 feet. 1 be face
During the
is in quartz which gives low assays.
week have hoisted 597 tons of ore and have shipped
to the Rock Point mill 490 tons, the average battery
Have shipped
assays of which are 818.01 per ton.

made

—

showing some value.

Gould and Curry,— On

:

Washoe

ever.

.

,

Long Ridge. — Trinity

quantity of gravel taken out, since the water
trouble began, to feed it.
The gravel is as rich as

The Oil Well San Diego Siin^ Dec. 3: Boring for oil in Sweetwater valley was resumed this
morning, a week later than had been intended by the

quartz,

Ophir.— The south drift on the 1465 level
porphyry, showing numerous seams of clay.

are opening a placer claim at the mouth of
creek, in preparation for the rainy season, and expect to do well as soon as plenty of water
is furnished during the winter storms. On the South
Fork of Scott river the miners on the various tributaries are expecting to put in some good work at
mining until the snow gets too deep or the storms
too heavy to confine their operations to cabin life.
The river mineis on the Klamath still continue to
take out pay gravel, but expect to be obliged to suspend most any time now, when a heavy storm or
heavy frost occurs.

ficient

the Herald a social call this week.
Mr. Scott owns
in several claims in the vicinity of Forest Hill, and
has been cleaning out and retimbering the tunnel
on his Volcano Canyon claim. This tunnel is 625
feet in length. Mr. Scott has started an upraise about
600 feet back from the mouth of the tunnel, but has
stopped work for a time on account of bad air.

metal.

Best and Belcher.— The north drift, 20 feet
west of the wmze, has been extended 13 feet; total
length, 30 feet; formation, porphyry, clay and

The Breceda

Deadwood

Dardanelles.— Placer Herald, Dec. 7: Work
in the Dardanelles has been delayed by water. Some
underground reservoir has been tapped and has discharged a 20-inch stream for the last ten days.
Some of the men have been laid off temporarily until
the water is got under control, as there is not room
for them all to work.
The mill has not been run
steadily for the reason that there has not been a suf-

Shasta.
Notes.— Shasta Co. Democmt, Dec. 5: Tom
Cunimings, the old resident, we are told, is on the
head of the McCloud river prospecting for silver.
for milling.
Five stamps on the Frank Wheeler mill at French
Ho^NiTOS .^Mariposa News, Dec. i J B. gulch started up last week, and with more rain the^
Brown struck a rich pocket this week at the Duncan mill and mine will be worked with full force. The
Calumet M. Co.'s mill is now running night and
mine. It is reported that he took out over $1000.
day. They are piling up sulphurets by the ton,
ReT) tLblJD. — Red Cloud mine expects to resume
which they expect to work on the ground as soon as
work again shortly.
,

—Yreka "fournal, Dec. 8:

$12,000.

Hill

—

Belcher. Good headway is making in the
north drift on the 200 level.
It is in a favorable
mixture of day and quartz. The joint (Seg. Belcher)
drift on the 1 100 level is in quaitz carrying some

—

Bros,

square feet of
usually used on

Scott of Forest

—

Alpha. Tbfe 500 level north lateral drift is north
of the shaft 192 feet; the face is in clay and quartz.
The south lateral drilt on the same level is in south
of the shalt 95 feet; the face is still in quartz that assays from $12 to $zo per ton.

—

Siskiyou.

Placers.

a 20-stamp mill,

Forest Hill.— J. C.

'

Alta Co. has commenced a raise to connect with the 490 level no'th drilt and are up 32
feet.
Are still stoping milling ore from the southeast winze.
The cannon-ball crushtrs in the mill
will be replaced by 10 stamp!

3,

discovered ledge.

ado Canyon slope.
At Oi'HIR.— Placer Ar^?is, Dec. 7: Work is proFour men
gressing at the Hathway mine at Ophir.
are at work cleaning out the tunnel, and six men are
busy on the mill. They have erected a mill 36x64
and the hoisting works 20x40. The quartz will be
raised by two friction drums on an eccentric shaft,
the power to be furnished by a four-foot six-inch
Knight wheel. The mill is a ten-stamp Knight and
The rockwill be run by a six-foot Pelton wheel.
crusher will be run by a 24-inch Pelton.
Iron pipes
will be laid from the reservoir and will give a fall of
230 feet in a straight line. Everytliing will be ready
There is considerable good
to start about Jan. ist.
rock in sight, and extra precaution will be taken to
all

—

—

Herald, Dec.

7:

copper plates, almost as much as

progress is being made in cutthe Sutro tunnel drift.

The

drift.

—

Placer.

save

Good

and grading

There remain now about 250 feet to finish. Repairs to boilers and to the incline engine-room and
boiler-room are about completed.
Justice. Are still engaged in repairing the nortb

—

—

three

lent quality.
ting the drain

Andes. Have repaired stations No. i and No.
and are now repairing station No. 2. Are doing
the usual work on the 350 and 240 levels.
Pocket. Knox, Crocker & Gerry have struck
Scorpion. On the 300 level the west crosrcut
what has the appearance of a pocket bonanza near
Rock creek, two miles or so north of town a six- has been advanced 15 feet during the week; the toinch ledge of chrome and quariz conglomerate be- tal length is 315 ftet.
tween porphyry walls smooth as polished marble.
Union Con. and Mexican.—The joint northeast drift has penetrated Mexican ground 198 feet.
Sierra.
Sierra
Nevada. The two crosscuts on the 520
The Rainbow. Tribune, Dec. 7: At the Rain
bow mine. Chips Flat, work is to be resumed in the level are in a mixture of qua,rtz and porphyry.
Seg. Belcher.— I'he joint Belcher drilt on the
tunnel as soon as enough water comes to run the
machinery. The tunnel is in 2000 feet on a newly itoo level is in quartz carrying some metal.

—

of a

believes a

$4000.

Adams

—

result

Whiskytown

be developed on Whisky

—

This mine still continues to yield handsome dividends to its fortunate owners. The tunnel is now
about 8000 feet in length, and on a uniform grade
Sometimes the grade carries
of 70 feet to the mile.
porary.
the tunnel several feet into the bedrock and someCosmopolitan, At this mine, near Drytown, times along its surface. The work is still done on
Gangways are run off every 200
they are in with their crosscut about 70 feet to the the eastern side.
east, and have cut through several nice stringers of feet, and these are connected at the back end by
soon.
main
ledge
expect
to
strike
the
blocks
thus formed have an area of
quartz.
They
crosscuts.
The
North California,— A three-foot ledge of good 20,000 square feet. These gangways and crosscuts
The bedrock
milling ore has been struck in the west crosscut of give a good circulation to the mine.
at the upper end of the tunnel is principally black
this mine, about 80 feet below the surface,
slate which glistens like coal in the candle-light.
Dec.
8:
The
PlyPlymouth. Amador Ledger,
Now and then this black slate is displaced by white.
mouth Consolidated is running two shifts in taking Occasionally a petrified tree trunk is found in the
out water, and work of drainage is making satisfacwhite quariz gravel. In addition to the improvements
tory headway. In another month at the outside, the
that were made in the tunnel last year the company
works ought to be free of water.
put in nearly 1400 feet of sluices. These sluices are
;Nurth Star. They are running alongside the paved with wooden blocks, boulders and broken car
rich seam and have advanced the drift over 50 feet, wheels.
The latter make splendid riflles. At the
They are end of the first set of sluices is an under-current,
the seam continuing the whole distance.
not taking it out, although occasionally breaking 36 feet in length by 12 in widt}i.
This under-current
It is probainto it, proving that it still holds out.
is so niade that it can be raised or lowered according
ble that the shaft will be put down another 100 feet, to the head of water.
This is a new feature and
and from that depth a drift will be run to tap this works very satisfactorily. Some 150 men are employseam, as the general impression is that at the pres- ed in the mine. The work goes on night and day,
ent depth they have simply encountered the apex of and every carload of gravel is prospected before it is
an ore-chimney, and that it will be found to widen rolled out of the tunnel. The getting out of lagging
out at a greater depth.
and timbers employs quite a number of men. E,
Wooldridge has charge of this work under contract.
Butte.
GtOi.D Brick.—-Oroville Mercury, Dec, 7: Super- The mine is worked systematically, and is under the
intendent Gregory of the Cherokee mine was down efficient management of Harold T. Power. Quite a
to-day and shipped a $62,000 gold brick, having town has grown up around the mine, on the El Dor-

made a cleanup of $68,000, the
months' run. The mine is nearly

of

Sold. Courier, Dec. 8: John Winters, who has
been one of the main men in charge of the batteries
at Lost Confidence mine, Iron Mountain, for some
lime, has sold a mine on the Mountain, between the
Lost Confidence and the daisy Little Nellie mine,
to Isadore Krauss for a consideration said to be

Dec. 9:

The Hidden Treasure.- Placer

will

creek before many winters pass by.
He is an old
resident of Whiskytown and knows the country surrounding that old placer camp thoroughly. The
hidden sources that feed the rich placer grounds in
that region can be found by close and diligent prospecting, and some good prospecting will be done
there this winter.
John Border S: Son are developing a fine prospect on Whisky creek, about a mile
east of Whiskytown, that promises to be a good
mine.
The vein is about three feet wide, well defined, and the ore they are now taking out is high
grade.
In close proximity George Knox has struck
a rich chute of ore in the old Emigrant mine. The
chute is between 50 and 100 teet long, and is cut at
a depth of about 100 feet. George thinks the ore
he has taken out lately will average $50 to the ton,
He is fixing up an arastra, which he will start up as
soon as sufficient water-power can be obtained.

Grass Valley Union,
in the Frue.
Mr, lames Brownell, representing the firm
& Carter of San Francisco, has been
busily engaged putting in four Frue concentrators
at the North Star mill, these concentrators to do the
work from the additional ten stamps being placed in
The North Star is well stocked with the
the mill.
Triumph concentrators, but they are going to give
the Frue a thorough test.

Putting

mining camp

rich

place everything in order.

of

Woodward

O. P.

rell.

—

it

[Deg. 15, 1888

Con. Cal. Virginia.

Yellow Jacket. — Running

prospecting

drifts

throughout the mine. Tlie men at work extracting
gold ore were laid off on the 28th of November
pending the result of a test run of the ore by a conSupt,
centration process at the Santiago mill.
Sharon went to the Bay night before last, and the
would
be
known
to
him
yesterday.
test
of
the
result

ChoLLAR.

—The raise from

the north drift on the
650 level continues in low-grade quartz. The west
levels
are still in clay and
and
the
850
drifts on
750
The Nevada mill is running 30 stamps (by
quartz.
mine;
from
the
water-power) on ore

Crown Point.— The
on the 700

level

is

from No. i crosscut
passing through ore of an excelraise

been extended ']%

feet;

the rock continues very hard.

Eurelca District.

The Diamond Tunnel.— i>;;^/«^/,

Dpc. 7:

The

contractor in the new Diamond tunnel has completed the grading for the blacksmith shop, and two
days ago was about entering the mountain with the
He has received about
face of the tunnel proper.
all of his winter supplies, and in a few more days
He has a crew of six of the
will be under cover.
best miners to be found in the district and will push
the work day and night until it is completed.
blast in the face of the tunnel on Thursday disclosed
a two-inch stringer of fair-looking galena ore. This
is not important except as an indicafion'thal the
limestone belt at that point is strongly mineralized all
The tunnel
the way down to the shale contact.
starts in on the upper edge of the shale, a little of it
showing on the lower side of the cut of the tunntl.
It is the opirrion of judges that the new tunnel is
quite apt to cut important feeders to the main ore
body within a distance of 150 feet. The small
stringer met within the face on Thursday last adds
strength to this opinion.

A

Flowery
Tributers.— Virginia

District.

In
Enterprise, Dec. 7:
Flowery district tributers are obtaining small lots of

"

Dec

Mining and Scientific Press.

1888.]

15,

good ore from ihe Nurih Bonanza, I-ady Bryan and
half a dozen other mines.
The Bossetl mill is runDiDg on sulphurets from blanket sluices. W. Kowe.
ihc present owner of thi* mill, has filled up the
dwelling adjacent and will make it his home for (he
future.
A good milling head of water is now roaring and dashing and splashing down through the
rocky channel of the canyon.

Philadelphia District.

—

PURriiASKi).
llelmonl Courier, D.-c. 8: J. K.
Severance is the owner of all the mining property,
including the hoistmg works, machinery, etc., situated in I'hiladelphia Mining District, formerly owned
by the Belmont Mining Company. Mr. Severance
alsoownsa half int'^rest in the Monitor Belmont
mill, the last payment having been made last week.
I..essee J. E. Severance shipped this week 11,418
ounct^-s of silver bullion (in ten bars) 900 fine.
The
Monitor B'-lmont mill is running constantly on ore
from the Barcelona mme. This mine continues to
yield rich ore in

good

(juintiiies.

vigorous kick against working seven days a week.
The Hall tunnel is going ahead about five feet a day.
During the month o( November 58 cars of ore, containing 690 tons, were shipped from Georgetown.
Denver received 40and Argo 18. Between four and
five tons of ore from the Commonwealth were milled
last Saturday that returned 68 ois. silver per ton and
6t per cent lead. The purchaser of the (-)rient leased
and bonded the mine a couple of months ago and
look out enough ore lo piiy for it.
There\ tender*
loot luck for you.
Works are to be built in Denver
to utilize the asphaltum found on the dividing line
between Colorado and L'tah, where it is said to be
found in almost unlimited <iuantity. The sliaft on
the Blatter lode has been sunk 50 feel, and the bottom shows an immense vein of quartz. In 20 shifts,
the time that the Florence tunnel was worked in
November, the heading, 8x9 feet, was driven a distance of 82 feet, or over four feet a shift through
granite and gneiss. This is splendid tunnel work
and shows what our skilled miners, backed by ample
power, can do. The tunnel is in 350 feet.

AR120NA.

IDAHO.

We

Clifton.— C/ar/<>«. Dec.

have often been
7:
asked of late our opinion as to the mining future of
Clifton.
To this we can only give our humble
opinion that as a copper camp it is bound to be a
howling success for years to come. As a producer
of the precious metals, tinte and development can

This much, however, we can with
truth say:
Iliat while there may be as good, there
are certiiinly no belter indications in the Territory
only answer.

and permanency of ledges than are
neighborhood; and we do not know of
any section which can show so many. It must bt;
remembered that it is only within the past year that
attention has been called to this district as a producer of gold and silver, and it has made a most excellent showing in that time.
No real depth has
been attained so far to test the permanency of
ledges, but of those on which work has been done
none have yet *' petered out." The future of Clifton
is certainly very bright from the present standpoint.
of the wealth

found

in this

Waterville.— Tombstone /:'///£7///, Dec. 7: But
very little has been done 00 this property since last
week. Aside from the fact that the machinery was
delayed in transit, the rains have left the roads
almost impassable, so that the completion of the
works are set back about 30 days.
Ground Hog. H. T. Fisher, superintendent of
the Ground Hog and Vizina mines, returned from
the liast this week, where he purchased a diamond
drill, and will
start prospecting the Vizina.
Mr.
Fisher ako completed arrangements for the erection
of a ten-stamp mill, and work will be commenced in
a few days. The mill will be erected near Tomb-

—

stone.

LucKV

Cuss.

—Work on the 400

being
pushed ahead as fast as possible to connect with the
300 winze. The south drift on the 300 is in over 500
feet.
The winze between this level and 400 yields
north

is

fine ore.

Emkrald. —^The
work on the south
placed on the 400

kaiid

drift

in a

drills

are at present at
will be

on the 300, but one
few days.

—

HURSCHEL. The drift is in 81 feet all in good
The winze is down 18 feet. Stoping has been
commenced and shipments will be made regularly.
ore.

SHEEf Mountain. — Idaho

Statesman, Dec.

2:

Geo. B. Baldwin says that he left four men at work
his mines at Sheep mountain, who will continue
all winter on three claims in which he is interested,
namely: White Goat, Jumbo and Birdie R. George
says that he shipped five tons of ore from the White
Goat the past season that went 269 ounces silver and
He thinks he will be able
25 per c-nt lead per ton.
to ship over 100 tons of similar ore from the same
mine next season. Mr. Baldwin is interested in nine
mining claims in this district.
He is of the opinion
that the Sheep niountiin country in a few years will
be the best mining section in Idaho.
The natural
outlet is the Wood kiver valley, and an effort should
be made by the commissioners o( Alturas county to
assist in building a road to that prosperous camp.

—

Oko

Finu.
mill has closed

j4j'ii/<}//i/ie,Dec.6:

down

lor

a few days,

and putting in new
probably start up again soon.

of repairing

NEW

The new OroFino
for the

batteries.

purpose
It

will

MBXIOO.

Buli.ard's Pzak.— Sou/Mvesi Sentinel, Dec. 4:
.\noiher important strike is reported on the Alhainbra mine, owned by Miller Sc Dodd. The ore is
almost pure native silver, and there is a considerable
quantity of it.
D. Roberts and Wm.
A, Farish were here several days for the purpose of
examining the Santa Rita copper mines. It is reported these gentlemen are endeavoring to induce
the French copper syndicate to purchase these

Santa Rita.- Mr. George

mines.

PiNOS Altos.— The Pacific M. Co. has not yet
determined upon a location for their reduction works.
They will build a 40-slamp mill and such other
works as may be necessary to reduce the ores of
their mines at Pinos Altos.
The Aziec Co. has
leased the Bremen mill and will convert it into a
gold-mill.
Preparations have been made to be in
running order by Jan. isL The consummation of the
sale of the Atlantic
is

an assured

mine

to

the

Deep Down M. Co.

fact.

—

Gold Hill. The success of the past year which
has attended the efforts of the miners of this district
is bearing its fruit in the inquiries now being made
the mineral resources of this particular
Ore Shipment.— Donald Trui/i, Dec. 5: This concerning
region.
The developments have been prosecuted
week 90 tons of ore were shipped from the Monarch
under many disadvantages, yet the result of the
mine at Field to the smelter at Vancouver. The ore
year's labor has been very encouraging, and the incarries about $25 to the ton in silver and a large perdications for the future, in substance, may be summed
centage of lead. The value of the lead and silver
The investment of capital, the building of
up, viz.:
combined will approximate $5000. From this on the
market for the various ores of the
Monarch will make regular ore shipments. The mills, and a home
district. During the year the abandonment of claims
company is building a shed over the upper tramway
has been exceptionally rare, and those who have
so as to prevent a stoppage of work on account of "
pinned their faith " to this famous camp of the
snow. Some 30 men are employed altogether, and
southern portion of the county have been rewarded
work is carried on in the mine by a night and a day
hundred-fold.
a
shift.

He has
claims on Jubilee mountain, has succeeded.
raised $8000, which is to be expended on development work during 1889. As soon as the necessary
papers are signed, work will be commenced
and prosecuted vigorously on the Atlanta claim.
Jones & Wells on their side of the mountain have
built a good wagon-road from their claims to the
steamboat landing, a distance of six miles, and will
at once put eight men to work taking out ore from
The ore will be
their great Spilimichene mine.
taken from the croppings. which are over 125 feet in
width, and hauled to the landing for shipment when
This mine will unnavigation opens in the spring.
doubtedly prove one of the big ones of British
Columbia. It is an immense ledge of low-grade
galena, that carries $12 in silver and from a trace to
$3 in gold to the ton.

COLORADO.

—

Coal. Elk Mountain Pilot, Dec. 6: The coal
trade from Crested Butte is gradually on the increase. All of the new coal cars the Rio Grande has
had built within the last year have been 20-ton cars
instead of the regular lo-ton narrow-gauge cars, so
while the number of cars may not have materially
increased the tonnage has practically doubled. The
C. C. & I. Co. have orders for all of their coke output, but for some reason the mine does not run on
regular full time for coal shipments. The anthracite
mine and breal<er is now running regular and expects to do so all winter notwithstanding rumors to
Supt. Haas informs us that they have
the contraryexperienced some difficulty in getting good men to
there
or stay when they could get a job
go to work
elsewhere^ owing to the report being circulated that
the mine is going to shut down soon for the winter,
which is absolutely false, and so far as known now
They
the mine will run all winter without stopping.
have orders on hand for over 6000 tons of coal and
can
produce
orders coming in about as fast as they
the coal.

—

Georgetown Courier, Dec. 7: The LiV
Giant is said to be turning out well. Sinking is
under way on the lode cut by the Florence tunnel.
Two cars of Stevens ore were milled at the
Fillius & Co. have
Miners' Works last Saturday.
shut down the Stevens concentrating works for the
winter.
The miners on the Freeland are making a

Notes,

tie

still

1-ake 4: Western lo such an extent thai the company
it necessary to run a Sunday train, an experience new
the history of the line.
It is said by
those who have an abiding faith in the future of the
camp that the pre&eni tonnage will be doubled by
this time next year.

has found

m

I.EAii.— The week pist has witne<;scd considerable
the lead market.
Taking the total sales,
said that upward of 5000 tons have changed
hands, and it is believed thut this larRr- quantity has
gone to bona-fide consumers. Thelu.mg observed
during the past few weeks has been quit- aitonis-hing. and clearly proves that consumers have been
working without any stocks, and simply buying what
activity
it

m

is

Ihty ab olutely needed lor immediate use.
The
white lead manufacturers have been especially conspicuous as buyers, and the smelting companies having come into the market with lar^e offers, a large
busmess h.as resulted. These heavy purchases tatting place at the approach of the du lest season of the
year, clearly proves that the trade has confidence in
present quotations, and to all appearances it does not
seem likely that prices wilt decline much further, as
any slight drop would doubtless bring out more large
buying orders.
In Europe, consumption also continues on a satisfactory scale.

on

BRITISH COL.DMBIA.

JubileeMountain District.— Charles F. Law,
who has been absent in Ontario for some time trying to raise money to develop the Law & Mclntyre

401

UTAH.
Review.— Salt Lake

Tribune, Dec. 7: Eleven
months of 18S8 have closed, with the bullion product,
as per current reports, excluding all ores and not
embracing some operations which make but annual
reports, as follows:

April

327,141 43
235,687 79
283 263 !)S
224,019 00

May

3Sfi.735 14

Juno

42
28
45
48
299,fJ2l 50
303,580 80

January
February

S

March

333,890
319.683
169,978
312,511

July

August
September
October

November

n^ARKET

83.245,031 80

It is evident that the product of the year will be
The reconsiderably short of the output of 1887.
ceipts in this city for the week ending Dec. 5th, inclusive, were to the aggregate value of $156,181.51,
of which $83,990.86 was ore and $72,190.65 was
Por the previous week the receipts of bullbullion.
ion were $155,277.20, and of ore, $82,203.15, a total
The Ontario product for the week
of $237,480.35.
was $13,428.38 of ore sold, and 37 bars of bullion,
ounces,
an approximate total of $35,fin*^
21,807.55
The Ontario's November product was of
236,13.
ore sales, $79,67492;
ounces;
58
fine
bullion go.540.
a total, approximately, of $170,215.50. The Uily
output for the week was $11,031.29 from ore sales;
no bullion. November output of the Daly, $19,192.75 in ore, and of bullion 70,515.76 fine ounces, an
approximate total of $89,768.51. The Horn Silver is
It is reported that a new managestill dormant.
ment will lake hold on January ist, no doubt under
the auspices of the new directorate chosen at the
October rheeling. No report of the operations of
the mine, if indeed there are any operations there, is
Fine bar receipts in this city for the
obtainable.
week were to the value of $39,220.42; base bullion,
$8884.34. The Hanauer smelter bullion product for
the week was $18,350; the Germania's, $5745- 89Ore receipts in this city for the week were to the value of $31,518.67 by Wells, Fargo S: Co.. besides
$350 in sulphides; $44,750 by McComick & Co., including $8050 Crescent; and $7372.10 by T. R.

Jones

&

Co.

,

TitiTic— Mining Times, Dec. 7: Ore shipments
from Tintic are crowding the capacity of the Salt

abroad, and the home production Iteing under contract.
It
is claimed
that the consumption in 1889
will show a decided increase over 1888.

TIN—

The market for both pig and plate is in
buyers' favor at irregular prices. The demand is
slow, with large consumers out of the market, except at a lower range of values.

COPPER— The

market is heavy, with very little
Prices are reported to be tending
The high prices ruling are promoling active work in several copper mining districts on this coast.

trading reported.
in buyers' favor.

COAL—

House coal is weak under free offerings
of coast. Steam coal continues firm under moderate supplies.
English coal for shipment and to arrive is strong, but Australian for shipment is in
buyers' favor. For May-June delivery, Australian is
said to be purchasable below $9 a Ion.

Eastern Metal Markets.

By Telegrraph.
New York, Dec. 13, 1888.— The following are the
dosing prices the past week:
Silver In

London.

Local Market.

Thursday

A'l\

Krlilay

42^
42^
423

Saturday

San Fkancisco,

Dec. i^, 1888.
As usual at this season of the year general trade is
inactive.
Judging from tlie tenor of advices the
year just drawing to a close has been fairly prosperous, while the outlook for the coming year is favorable to an improvement over that of i883.
This is
particularly the case with foundrymen and ironworkers in general.
It is asserted with confidence
that more mining machinery and other iron work will
be required than for several years past. The favorable weather for crops and a heavy deposit of snow,
which will supply mining districts with water, are important factors in promoting the confidential feeling
which pervades the commercial community. In the
local market money is reported to be quite easy,
more so than in December, 1887, with a conviction
in financial circles that alter the turn of the year the
ease will be still more marked.
The binks report a
light call for funds, with deposits showing a gradual
increase.
The demand for funds to remit to the
liast is liglit, while for home purposes the inquiry is
For speculative purposes the call for aclimited.
commod.itions is growing less as the year draws to
a close. There was some inquiry for wheat purposes, but it appears to have about died out, while
Irom dealers and brokers in mining stocks there is
The general
very little call for accommodations.
tenor of advices from those in position to know is
confirmatory that a large proportion of outside holders of mining slocks have been sellers, and as strong
moneyed parties bought, no funds are wanted to
carry their purchases, which aids very materially in
It now looks as if
giving an easy money market.
those who have bought are preparing for a bull movement in the near future to peddle out their holdings
at a higher range of values preparatory to another
From the Comstock mines all
line of assessments.
information received is favorable for an upward
move. The development in Be^t and Belcher is of
a most promising character, but it will take time lo
get it in working order so as to take out ore. Con.
Virginia is looking exceedingly well on all the levels,
while the work going on in the Ophir, Mexican and
adjoining mines promises good results within the
coming year. In Hale and Norcross and Savage,
ore of good value is being taken out and crushed.
The Chollar and Potosi mines are getting into better position for taking out more ore when the
Nevada mill starts up, which will be soon. The
work in Crown Point and Belcher is being
watched with great interest so as to demonstrate the richness and extent of the development made in them several months ago, and which
by the outside public is forgotten. It is reported
that the ore in Confidence and Challenge is grading
In Alpha, Con. Imperial and Bullion, exhigher.
ploration work of a favorable character is going on.
From the Tuscarora, Bodie and (juijotoa districts
the tenor of advices is of a favorable character. In
the latter district it is stated that more extension
work is likely to be inaugurated in the Indian Chief
group of mines, which experts report to be rich in
gold.
MONEY CIRCULATION OF TUB UNITRD 8TAT88.

Dec

1,

1SS7.

S396.450,21S
Gold coin
Standard dol's. . e4.6:i7,7U
yubad'y Bilvei... 51.751,132
Gold ccrtiflcate3. 00,780,753

Jan. 1, 188S.
$399,361,143

.

Silver certilicates 1(H,140,274
330,362,7f)6
notes
Nat'lVk notes... 206.751,131
\:

Total

i^EPOF^TS.

to arrive, but business is at a standstill, and wilUikely be imtil after the turn of the year.
The strength
market is due to the strong and high markets

of the

S.

ToUla

64,377,818
51,968.357
96,734.057
176,805,423
331.266.501
203 479,444

latest sale

reported

in this city

was 92%c.

al-

though only 92KC wa? bid. The output of the
mines on this coast is not as large as it was claimed
doubtless
it would be at the close of the year;
much of this is due to many of the mines being
worked for stock manipulation purposes.
that

London cables quote
York telegrams quote

silver
silver

to-day at
at 93c.

42Kd. New
Our market

closed at 93c.

QUICKSILVER— The demand holds up well,
both home and shipping. A confidential feeling is

22
22
22
21

00
00
00
SO

By

Mali.

The following is the latest from the " New York
Metal Exchange Market Report"
Prices generally ruling lor metals not regularly
dealt in on Call at the N. Y. Exchange, covering extremes of buyers' and sellers' views. All prompt delivery.
Australian Tin,
Billiton Tin,
Binca Tin, $24.2s@24.5o; Baltimore
$24.50®
Copper. $i5.oo@i5.so; Oriord Copper, $i6.oo@
(a\
16.25; r*- S- *-" Copper,
Foreign I^-ead.
$4-75@S'Oo; Foreign Spelttfr, $6.oo@6.25; Anti:

@

;

;

;

mony,

$10.00(01,13.50.

TIN— London

quotations have been more than

in determining the course of
prices here, except that our futures have been relatively firmer than spot; while in the foreign market
the reverse has been the case.
Only 30 tons have
changed hands all week, although prices have not

usually influential

been absolutely stagnant.

COPPER—

Shows no real improvement in condition of trade, although 50,000 lbs. have been sold in
the Exchange, which is the best week's record for
November, this having been the dullest month of
the year; in strong contrast with November, 1887,
when trading ran up to nearly 20,000,000 lbs.

LEAD — Gets

more and more stagnantweekly,

ex-

a record absolutely blank of sales.
nominally steady until toward
the end, when a decline of 5 to 10 points was made,
hibiting this time

SPELTER — Was

closing weak at the lowest
out been quiet.

PIG IRON

—The market

point,

and has through-

very firm on desirable
brands. Cornwall irons are held at an advance of
about a dollar per ton, as the furnaces are sold so
far ahead that prices are firm for new business at
$16, $16.50 and $17 at furnace for the three grades.
is

San Francisoo MetaJ Marktt.
Antimony— French
RoiiAX— Retined
Powdered

.

Star

13 ^(d)

,

m

Couceutrated

Copper—

26

Bolt
Sheathing.
Ingot
Fire Box Sheets
[RON— Glen garnock ton
EglintoD, ton

American Soft, No.
Oregon Pig, ton
Clay Lane White
Shottfl,

1,

2(>

16 90

ton

Chrome

1
(bftse price)

iron ore,

1i<

>

7

Drop,

^ bag

Chilled, do
Strkl— English, lb

V

bag-

1

55

1

75

1

95
16

00

—

—
—

&
@
@

—
—

(tf

20
16

10
5

C**

4^

flhipnjent

4 85
6 75
5 5(i

/*

1 05

nH

90
15
35
62
25

i«43 50

l!»3K

new

4

@5
7
@5

"

231@

(iDiyKHiLVSK— Wythe

—

4i®

lb

^

—

"= *»

COKK- English, ton

.

20 00

@

PRICKS OF COAL "TO ARRIVK."
Per Ton
Per Ton.!
in 5n@n lO
fO («ll 00 Cardiff
5(i Letii^^Ii Lump. 20 00(di
00
on@l&
SO
50
Cumberland
bklS
50 crt)12
00 @12 OOlEffi,', bard
16 fi0@17 00

Australian
.SIO
Liverpool St'm 11
West Hartley. 11
Scotch Splint. 11
.

^

S

ToeCulk
TrNTLATE—Ooke, prompt
Coke on Fpot
Ohftrenftl, Hx20
do rooting, Hx20
Flasks,

S

10

Machinery

»"a.«VB

3

C<*10

^

tool

Black DiarnonrI tool
Pick and Hummer

tin,

(S32 50
@30 00
(. 24
50
-Vfaa 00

rj@

Bar

Canton

—

ur

2j@
8 00
5

Sheet

Pig

—

—
f lb

Oft

26

-

ton

Pipe
Shot, dlBcount lOZ on 500 bnga

Buck,

@

~
—
-

i

No.

Bar Iron

O

@I9

—la

— @

....

Lead—Pig

week

The

.42^

Tin.

S 2 85
21 80

.

market has ruled firm the past

at the lower quotations given in our last isThe available supply of silver bullion is small.
sue.
Some say that the holdings are not pressed on the
market, owing to a general belief that a higher
range of values will obtain after the turn of the year.

42il

Lfad.
§3 70
3 4ft
3 50
3(50
3 60
3 75

Refined
Petroleum— Barrels, $1.25; plain cases.
It is reported that a syndicate has engaged
$9 25.
20,000,000 pounds Lake copper to large consumers
for January, February and March at 16^2 and outside at 17K.
I'ig lead is quiet; workers are well
supplied; nominally at 3K.

1, 18&S.
S;iSl ,391,086

00,C25,385
62,914,197
129,264 22s
237,415,789
311,478,660
233,001,711

York. Toppor.
$17 3a
92J
923
17 40
02 7-18
17 aft
92 7-10
17 3ft
17 40
92i
92 IMC 17 40

Borax is in moderate demand, but steady. Sales
were made at 8K@9Mc; retined, 8@8Hc Quicksilver was quoted at 6o@62c, but not in a large way.

Dec

$1,363,873,016 81,384,032,333 §1,406,150,456

SILVER— The

Moudav
Tuesday
WudueBday..

Silver in

New

mi

Successful Patent Solicitors.
e.tpressed that the consumption on this coast the
coming year will be all of 25 per cent more than it
As Dewey & Co have been in the patent soMcitini^bueflarge
declose.
The
was in the year drawing to a
asm on this Coast now (or ao many ^ ears, the firm's name
posits of snow in the mountain ranges insure a lib- is a well known one.
Another reason for its popularity
water supply for working the mines, while
are being developed that will call
The piice continues
for considerable quicksilver.
nominally unchanged.
eral

many new ones

LEAD—

The market, as usual, in December is
but the tone appears to be firm in sympathy
with the East. Advices from New York report the
sales to consumers of 7020 tons in the central markets the latter part of last month.
The market is very firm for both spot and
dull,

IRON—

that a preat proportion of the Pacific Coast patents
issued by the Government have ht>en procured through
their a^rency. They are. therefore, well and thoroughly
posted on the needs of the progresaJve nidustrial classea
They are tlie oest posted firm on what
of thia Coast.
has been done in all branches of industry, and are able
to judge of what is new and patentable. In this they
bavo agreat advantai,'e, which is of practical dollar and
cent value to their clients. That this is understood and
appreciated, is evidenced by the. number of patenta
Issued through their Scibntific Prbsb Patent Agency (S,
F,) from week to week and year to year.
{9

.

,
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Sec'y.

VULCAN IRON WORKS
Successors to

SAVAGE, SON &

PERFECTED

CO.,

San Francisco,

135 to 145 Fremont Street,

DOUBLE

Cal.

MINING MACHINERY,
Batteries, Pans,

Stamp

ic

"Dodge" Rock

Etc.

Settlers,

Breakers,

Concentrators.

Pnlverizers,

SAWMILL MACHINERY,
and Ice Machinery,

Refrigerating'

STEAM ENGINES,
CORLISS, MYER'S OUT-OFP, PLAIN SIDE-VALVE.
Shafting, Pulleys,
Special machinery of

We

all liinda.

REPAIE

leys. Boxes, etc.

WORK

Hanger and Boxes,

have a large

BEST and

Etc,

of Standard Patterns, Gears, Pal

list

SOLICITED.

CHEAPEST

-

In the

Cor.

&

GREGORY

H. P.

Fremont and Mission

AFTER SEVERAL YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

CO.

Oar principal improvement

San Francisco,

Sts.,

Cal,

allowing the stamps the utmost freedom of

cramp

in the

World.

finally perfected this

Mill

stamps hy means of sleeves with universal
movement, without tendency to bind or

consists in oscillating the

joints,

we have

working parts.

Several

Mines Using Them

Have

Ordered

Others.

IMPORTERS AOT) DEALERS IN ALL CLASSES OF

MACHINERY

WE HAVE

A

WILLUMSON

FAY & CO.'S WOODWORKING

TATUM
& BOWEN,
FREMONT
SAN

AND

BLAKE'S
POMPS.

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

DRILLS.

IMPROVED STEAM

in

Machinery

of all

Kinds.

AND HORI-

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

TOOLS.

FBANOISCO, OAL.,

ST.,

Manufacturers and Dealers

BOILERS.

PAYNE'S VER'nCAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

SON'S MACHINISTS-

POWER

34 and 36

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

BICKFORD'S

HOISTING

ENGINES.

MACHINERY.
FRANK & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
NEW HAVEN MANUPG CO.'S MA-

BEMENT &

BROS'

NEW ROCK BREAKER.
CIRCULARS WILL SOON BE READY.

SOLE AGENTS FOB
J. A.

ALSO

WET MILL

FRISBEE

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

WEBBER CENTRIFUGAL PDMPS.

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.

PSRm BAND SAW

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

BLADES.

BLOWERS AND
EXHAUSTS.
SHIMER MATCHER HEADS.
BRAINARD MILLING MACHINES.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
SOHLENKER'S BOLT CUTTERS.
HOLLOWAY FIRE EXTINGUISHSTDRTEVANT

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTINQ INJECTORS AND EJEC-

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9000 pounds,
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
quartz to 40 mesh is in successful opera;

TORS.

tion

and we guarantee

DISSTOITS CIRCULAR SAWS.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACK-

^gjg

a,

its

work

as represented.

ING CO.'S RUBBER GOODS.
LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS.
H. W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACKING, PAINT, ETC.

ERS.

YACHT ENGINES.

ENGINES and BOILERS
raOM

MILL

2

TO 100 H.

SUPPLIES

a.LWAYS IN STOCK

P.,

AND

LUBRICATING

OILS.

PERFECT PULLEYS
First

Premium Awarded

at Mechanics' Fair,

1884.

Sole Licensed Manuiaefcurers of the

MEDART PATENT WROtT&HT EIM PULLEY
For the States o( California, OregOD and Nevada, and the TerritorieB of Idaho, Washington
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Lighteat, Strongest, Cheapest and
Beat Balanced Pulley in the World. Also Manufacturers of
PAT. OCT. 25, 1881.

Noa. 129 and 131

AND APPURTENANCES.

SHAFTING, HANGERS
5^ Send for Circdlars
FREMONT STREET.

and Price
-

List."^!!

IT

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

SAN PBAN0I3CO, CAL. And renewals

-

Will ran empty, or with ami»ll
will not cost over one-half as ranch as for stamps.
without iujury. The attention of parties having Cement Gravel is called to this
run 100 tons per day to No. 8 mesh; 30 to 35 H. P.
MILLS are the moat economical ever built, and are extensively used with
OtJE.
record of several years. No grinding in cans. Mill finishes to any fineness desired.

amount

of ore
Mill, as it will

ANTI-INCRUSTATION POWDER
Or Boiler Compound
For Removing or Preventing Scale, Corrosion an'J Pitting
in Steam Boilers.
Send for references,
Also Peerlrbs Rubber M'f'g Co. Plumbago Sheet, and
Piston and Valve Rod Packing, to be had onlyof
J. O.
220 Fremont 3t., S. F., Cal.

WINANS,

New Almaden
J.

Room

22,

B.

Quicksilver.

RANDOL,

DRY

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY,

320 Sansome St., GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,
HOOKER & LAWRENCE,

-

-

Gen'l Ag'ts,

461 Howard

St.,

San Francisco.

145 Broadway, New York.
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FRASER

"1'^
Thu
u
'I"^,!™!
a Crusher and Pul-

Mill

eriz7or

withoat

is

&

HuDtingtOQ

CHALMERS,
i

GeDtrifnga!

rival.

and milU,
J

MACHINERY

\

PUMPING

ORES.

And Assay

REFINERY

Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and

Lead Ores and Solphurets.

ENGINES,

MANtrrAOrDRMWI OP

BLUESTONE,
LEAD PIPE,
SHEET LEAD,

BALLIDIE'S

SHOT,

MACHINERY
Standard

CORNISH

Shot-Gun

Cartridges,

Uodor ChUDborliD PatenL

JOHN TAYLOR &
POMPS.

TRAMWAYS.

^

OBNERAL OFFICE AND WORKS:

UBNVBR OFFICE

Fulton and Union Streets, OblcaKO,

:

No. 248 BIghteentli Street, Denver, Colorado.

111.

MEXICO OFFICE:

OFFICE:

Room

No.

48,

2

Wall Street.

No.

11 Calle

Mining Turbine Water Wheel.
These Wheels are defli^iied for all purposes whore limited quantities of water anti
h)i:h headH are utilized, aiiil are guaranteed to give more power with less water than
aiiv other wht-el made.
Beinij jtlaced on horizontal shaft, the power Is transmitted
direct to shaftintj by helts, diapenshig with gearing.
Eatimate-s furniahed on applieation for wheels flpccially built and adapted in
capacity to suit any particular case.
Further information can be obtained of this form of construction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penatocka and in Iron Globe CMea, free of cost,
by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES LBFFEL &
or

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,
Wo would call the attention of ABsayera, ChemiBte,
Mining CompanicH, Milling Companies, Prospectors, etc.,
to our full stock of Balances, Furnacea, Muffles, Cruci-

JAMES LBFFBL'S

Spring^eld, Ohio,

bles, Soorifiera, etc., inciuding, alao, a full stock of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these suppIlcB stnoi
the first discovery of mines on tlio Pacific Coast, we fee
confident from our experience we can well «uit the de
mand for these goods, noth as to quality and prfce. Oui
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will be sent or

application.

^TOur Gold and Silver Tables, showing the value pci
ounce Troy at different degrees of fincnesa, and valuabU
tables for computation of assays in grains and grammes,
will be sent free upon application. Agents for the Patent
Plumbago Crucible Co., London, England. Also for E.
O. Dknniston's Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
plates of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly
reliable, and full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Ordere
taken at bia lowest prices.

JOHN TAYLOR

CO.,

110 Liberty

St.,

New

York.

RAND ROCK DRILLS
%

BUYERS' GUIDE is

issued

March and

each year.

It is

Sept.,

nn ency-

clopedia of useful information for all who purchase the luxuries or the
of

life.

Of the Machine-Mined Mineral

f'e/fe.

sr

BUYERS'

will be sent upon
cents to pay postage,

GUIDE, which

& CO.
MONTGOMERY WARD
Chicago,

111-114 Michigan Avenue,

THE

PELTON

Ores worked by any ProoesB,
Ores Sampled,

Assaying in all its Branches.
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Watere,

Working

American Rock

Plana and Specifications furnished for the
most suitable Process for Working Ores.
Special attention paid to Examinatioas of
Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

llCilH

111.

Drilling

A.

LUOKHARDT & OO^

^teLINE

Machinery

RAND DRILL

etc.

3.

"^CORo

CO.,

Sl

Luckhardt,

KU8TRL.

•k

U.

METALLURGICAL
318 Pine

KaSTBL.

WORKS.

St. (Basement.,

SAN FRANCISCO

Conier of Leldesdorfl Street,

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Tests made by

SOLE AOENT FOR

H. D.
220 Fremont

—AND—

MORRIS,

St.,

Asaayiug and Analysis of Ores, Minerals and Waterf.
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Practical Instruction given
Treating Ores by m
proved processes.

KUSTBL &

G.
CO..
Mining Engineers and Metallurgists.

San Francisco,

GREAT

MANDFACTURERS' aM PURCHASraG ACEUT,

Chrome Cast Steel for
^ Bock Drills, Etc.

my

Process.

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

LRUSHER PLATES,

Huhn

Mlnlmt EoRlneers and MetallurffletB

For Mines, Tunnels, Quarries, Sewers, Grading,

WATER WHEEL

eto.

Tests (practical) Made,

O.

THE STANDARD

GO.

Near Firet and Market Streets, S. F.
LOOKHARDT, Manager.
ESTABLisnitD 1869

(Formerly

COMFORTABLY, and you can makeafair
receipt of 10

in the U. S.,
three-quarters of the Iron Ore and
two-thirds of the Copper Ore were mined
with Rand Drills.

in 1SS7,

appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these things
estimate of the value of the

C. A.

AND AIR COMPRESSORS.

"We
can clothe you and furnish you with
unnecessary
necessary
and
all the
necessities

General Agents,
Chicago, 111., and Denver, CoL
LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cat

St

Nevada Metallurgical Works.
NO. 23 STEVENSON STREET.

FRA3ER & CHALMERS,

PARKE &

CO.,

HBPORTRna AND DRAI.KR8 IH

ALSO CUKMICALS. AND PHYSICAL. SCIIUOL AND
CIIKMICAL APPAKATUa.
63 & G5 FIrHt St., cor. MUsIun.San Francisco.

de Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico.

DTAH OFFICE— SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH.

OThe

Etc., Etc.

ALSO MAMlfACTUKKHil OK

WIRE ROPE

NEW YORK

CO..

San Francisco.

St.,

AND SILVER

GOLD
of

HOISTING

ENGINES

416 Montgomery

TROMMELS.

JIGS and

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING. SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

for

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

TnnHoinAu.

AXtj

SELBY

tr SKHD FOR CATAUK1UK.-M

ing amelting worica

SuiD roR CATiLoon

Hetallyfgy apJ Oreg.

QUARTZ MILL

ead

Is in oporatioD in
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Special attention given to purchase of

REDUCTION!

BATTERY~SOREENS.
Best and Cheapest in America.

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.
ADAMANTINE SHOES AND
GIVES THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY OF
And

ANY WHEEL

is

IN

THE

AnAilflANTJNK.

\VOKL.I>,

DfES.-Ouar-

antecd to prove better and cheaper than any others.
Orders solicited, subject to above conditions.
H. D- MORRIS.

No imitation, no deception, no planished or rotten
Only genuine Russia iron In Quartz Screena.
Iron used.
Planished iron screens at nearly half my former rates.
I have a large supply of Battery Screens on hand
suitable for the Huntington and all Stamp Mills, which I
will sell at 20 per cent discount.

everywhere recognized as the standard for high-

pressure service.

UPWARDS OF

600 IN USE.

From 12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
It la not only most economical of water, but the most
simple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, rompresgors,
Hoisting, Pumping, or any other purpose where water
power can be used.

ELECTEICAL TRANSMISSION,
Power from these Wheels can be transmitted by

CIVIL

CAI,.

rNGINEER,

1

St., S.

F.

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento

Street,

San Francisco,

Gal.

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS !N 24 HOURS.

& CONTRACTOR L. HY. JACKSON,
1%1 UontgoDiery

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

elec-

tricity long distances with small loss, and n^ade available
for running Mills, Pumping and Hoisting Works, Tr%m
cars, Electric Lights, etc.
Address

The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
No. 120 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO,

THOMAS

WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES.

Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp* Batteries and all kinds of Min
ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass
Zinc and other metaN punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot^Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screena.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. I to 16 (finej.

Orders promptly attended to.
San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,

21

&

1i23 First St.,

San Francisco, Cal

JOHN W. QUICK.

Proprietor.

Thla paper Is printed wltti Infe Manufactiired by Charles Eneu Johnson & Oo.. 500
South lOth St., Philadelphia. Branch OfflCBS— 47 Rose St» New York, and 40 La Salle
St., Ohloago. Asent for the Paolflo Ooast^
Joseph H. Dorety, 639 Gommeroial St., &. V
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SHAREHOLDERS'

MINING

Mining Share Market,
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Notwithstanding the improved condition of mining affairs on ihe Comstock, the stock market con-

IN

[Dec. 15, 1888

DIRECTORY.

MINING AND SOIHNTIFIO PRBHS AND OTHBR

Looation. No. Am't. Levied. Delinq'nt. Sale.
Shobetaiiy,
Place of Busikes
Fluctuations are small and prices Alpha Con M Co
tinues inactive.
S7^..Nov 3. .Dec 8.
....Nevada.. 21.
Deo 28..CEBlliott
309, Montgomery Rt
" Nothing more Alpha Con M &
Nevada.. 2.,
25.. Nov
3.. Dec
8.
Co
.Dec 28.. E E Elliott
309 Montgomerv St
low. The Virginia j5'///^r/wt' says
Nevada.. IS., 1. CO. .Oct 29. .Dec 3. .Dec 24..VBAllen
Co
3J0 Pine St
irnportdnt is likely to be heard in the San Francisco Benton Con
50..rtov 24.. Dec 28
Commonwealth
Con
Co.... Nevada.. 7.,
Jaa
21.. H Deas
309 Monteomery St
Board during the remainder of the year than the Concordia M Co
Nevada.. 2..
50. .Nov 12. .Dec 24.
Jan 12. .G C Higgius
121 Montgomery .-'t
The fluctuations Pound Treasure M Co
chippers.
'chin music 'of the
Nevada.. 4,,
06. .Oct 25. .Nov 30,
.Dec 21.. J Stadtfeid
309 Montgomery St
10.. Nov" ..Jan 7.. ..Jan
Cal.. 3.
Co
28..AHaIsey
328 Montgomery St
Gt Western Quicksilver
Wiri'Tidt be of sufficient magnitude in either direction
California,. 1..
15.. Nov
Jan 5
Jan 29,. LG Harvey
Cover M Co
IS Fremont St
to permit dealers at this distance to derive any ad- Gray Eagle
Nevada,
05. .Nov 13. .Dec 18.... Jan
Co
8..0HBogaf6
327 Pine St
vantage from them. It is pretty certain that this Kossuth
Nevada...10..
10.. Nov 21.. Dec 24.... Jan 19.. E P Flint
Co
328 Montgomery St
Nevada,
25.
.Oct
22.
.Nov
after
the
24....D''C
15..M
Minor.
will
continue
until
Keyes
S
Co
P
328
Montgomery
St
condition of the market
'"
Novl3..Dec 28. ...Jan 22..LGHarvey
Nevada,
Co
313 CaUf ornia St
After the holidays greater activity and Lord of Liru
holidays.
Nov 19. .Dec 21
Jan 16..JMorizio
Live Oak Drift Gravel Co . California
328 Montgomery St
better prices will probably be seen, providing de- Montrose
Colorado.
U..Oct 3 Dec
Jan 28..FE Luty
Co
330 Pine St
Nevada.
50.. Oct 23. .Nov 27.
.Dec 19..JWPew
Co
310 Piue St
velopments of promise are made. At present the North Belle Isle
Alaska.
20. .Dec 4. .Jan
5... Jan 24..DMKeut
330 Pine St
developments made, though some of them are of OmilakM Co
l.C0..Oct
23.
Wash
Ter.
.Nov
29..
.Deo
Halsev
Puget Sound Iron Co
21.. A
328 Montgomery St
undoubted v.ilue, count for nothing, too many deal- Russell Reduction &
10. .Oct 18. .Nov 26.. .Dec 17..JMDrizio
Co. .California.
328 Montgomery St
Nevada,.,93.
25. .Nov
9. .Dec 13.. .Jan
Co
2.,E L Parker
309 Montgomery St
ers being intent only upon squaring their affairs for Sierra Nevada
25 Dec 3. .Jan 7.. Jan 28..EEHoIme3
309 MontgomerySt
Seg Belcher &, Mides Con MCo....Nev.
the new year.
Nevada.
10.. Nov 8. .Dec
17
.Dec 31.. J JScoville
30U Montgomery St
"The mines along the whole lode are showing WmPenn & Co
TO
HELD.
well.
The development west on the 500 level of the
Hale and Norcross shows about five feet of good ore,
Seoretabt.
Location.
Offiob in S. F.
Mbetino
Da^je
Name of Oompany.
milling.
There
being
extracted
for
is
at
Burns
which is
Nevada. .B
309 Montgomery St.
Andes
Co
Annual
Dec IS
Nevada. .A K Durbrow
309 Montgomery St
Annual
Co
Dec 17
this point a channel of vein material (principally Gould & Curry
Arizona.. A H Fish
309 MontgomerySt
Locomotive
Co
Annual
Dec 17
quartz) over 300 feet in width. Thus far little ex- Mt Diablo
Heath
&
Nevada.. R
3i3PineSt
Co
Annual
Dec 17
ploration work has been done in this channel, as the Mayflower Gravel
Calif ornia.. J Morizlo
328 Montgomery St
Co
AJiuual
Dec 18
HolmPs
Nevada.
.E
B
309
Moutgorapry
Ophir
Co
St
Annual
Dec 19
miners have been engaged in stripping north and
Utah..! C Stump
309 Montgomery St
Co
Annual
Dec 15
Now, Ontario
south preparatory to the extraction of ore.
CT Bridge
224 California St
Peck
Co
Annual
Dec 21
however, it will be prospected by means of an up-

Company.
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last,

pleased to receive further reports

M
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shall

:

Cherokee. D^c. 7, $62,001; Confidence, 7, $29962; Navaj >, 5, $16,978; Eureka Coo., 8, $16,400;
Cons. California and Virginia, 829,900 total for
November, $220,373; Savage, 7, S9466; Mt. Diablo,
13, $8287; Germania, 4, 5^571; Hanauer, 4, $1800;
Crescent, 7, $5150; Hanauer, 7, $1800; Queen of
the Hills, 8, $3130; Hanauer, S, $2000.

—

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

Stock Exchange.

S. F.

Name op

Week

Week

Week

Week

Ending Ending Ending Ending
GoMPAirr.

Not.

Alpha...

AUa

....,.!

Aadea..:

Not.

22.

Belcher

7.50 6.75

7.25 'ef

7.00 6,25

7J

&

&

8:66 'si
1.60 1,40

i'M

.03

Belle iBle

Oou. Va.

1.75
2,45

"M

&Oal

73'

"M

f

'95'

6S

iji

17

1.20

.43

.65

.55

.65

0:25

7!6u

5j'

«-'

.95

.90

.95

Oon. Pacific

Ea3t B.

1,50

35

45
1,70
2,90

irj

ii}

4!20

.16
.95
.60

.1'

16t

IBJ

1.10

.35

1.06

.65

6!25 '52'
90
.85

i'M
1

10

.60

&B
i'.m
50

1.75 1.46
.60

1,60 1:25
,80 .80

4 50
<3ould& Curry
58 4.40
Hale & Norcio3S... 6S 6.60 6.25

4,95 4.50
6,76 6S

1

Grand Prize

.65

.60

i!i5
1.05 .70
4.70 3.90
6S

6S

2,26 i'.m
2.50 2.70

i!95
3.00

1 75

.55

.60

.50

Holmes

85
4.40
6.00

Independence.

Iowa
Julia

Lady Wash

;56

''55

2.05
3.50

2.40
3.86

"M
i'M

.75 ".si

.65

.70

1

90

2 70
.55

Martin White......

i'M
4.75

Mt. Diablo

5.2f 4.60

i'M

51

i'so

North

a&

Overman

P. Sheridan
Silver Star

Savage

8.B.&M
Sierra Nevada
Silver Hill

Syndicate

EJnionCon
Utali

reUow Jacket

Sales at San

2'.95

7.00
2.00
3.60
1 65

S.OO
2.25 2.00
4,20 3.00
1.80 1.70

'70

n

13.

2.71

;,

Alpha......;..:

1.3(1

Andes

1.30
lUc

Argeota
Belcher
B. & Belcher
Bullion

6G
Si
1.4.T

Bulwer

i... 55c

Baltimore

,

.•15c

5nc
5£

Oaleilonia

Challenge
Ohollar

2!55 2!i6
3.50 2.70

2!26
2.86

4!66 2!50

3:56 2.80

3.00

2',90

2,80 2'i6
8S
2.11O 1.65
3.76 3 05
1.75 I 56
.76 .65

2.70

Si

3

150 Holmes
100 Justice
550 Mexican
300 Mono
450
York
100 N. Belleis
210 Ophu-

New

F Lightner

H Olough

Oct

306 Piue St
318 Piue St
401 California St

2.'i

230

Callustro M.

Object, buying
Co., Dec. 10.
and selling lands containing minerals suitable for
polishing purposes, the material to be known by the
name of " Callustro. " Capital stock, $100,000.
Directors Emma P. Eells, Clara F. Hamilton, Susan L. Mills, Phoebe G. Watkins, Rebecca G. Knox,

—

A

Belle Holmes and Sarah H. Tompkins.
peculiar feature of the company is that all the directors

are ladies.

MontgomerySt

transact all business incidental thereto in the Slates
of California and Oregon and in the Territories of
Washington and Alaska. Capital stock, $100,000.
Directors Geo. W. Hume $98,000, and the remainder by Leon A. Maison, M. Brigenau, Jay Deming

—

Dows.
Co., Dec. ir.

Capital stock, S120,-

Directors— Hiram Tubbs, H. A. Tubbs, Wm.
W. Henshaw and E. M, Grimes.
R. R. & Coal Co.. Dec. 11. Object,
to construct, build and operate a steam railroad
from a point in or near Section 27, Township 3
south. Range 3 east, Mount Diablo base and meridian, in the county of Alameda, in an easterly direction by a convenient course to the San Joaquin river,
at a point in or near Section 2, Township 2 south,
Range 4 east; Mount Diablo base and meridian, in
the county of San Joaquin, with all the necessary
G. Henshaw, F.

Eureka

Exchequer

New

1

2.80
Ta

Overman

1.60

150 Occidental
150 Potosi
300 Peer

Cod

200 Peeriesa

4-1

175

t

100'

Savage
Scorpion

4 90

&M

200 Utan
201 Union
300
Comstock
4 35, 100 Weldon
5i'| 100 YfillowJacket

l.Hj
...1-20
SOc

2.00
2.90
50c
1.35

W

55c
3.S>
3.10
9nc
1.5ii

3.75
70o
55c
4.9J

Don't Fail to Write.
paper be received by

an>

s'lbacriber

who

want it, or beyond tfu time he intends to pay
for it, let him not tail to write us direct to stop it. A postsl
card {costing oue cent only) will suffice. We will not kuowinelv send the paper to anyone who does not Misb it, but
does not

continued, through th^ failure of the .subscriber to
notify UB to dlacontiune it, or of some irresponsible party requeated to atop it, we shall positively demand payment for

Jf it is

the time It is sent.
VOUH FAPKft.

Aug G
Nov 26
Nov 12
July 9
....Aug 27

Nov 11
Aug 8

1.00

.Oct
_

U„

Dec

10

(LADNDRY FARM.)

Between Fruitvale and Mills Seminary
Near Oakland,
To

parties de.=irous of establishing Homes, a rare
is offered to secure land at a price lower
in comparison than anywhere else in California.

opportunity

It is located only a short distance from Oakland,
between Fruitvale and Seminary Park, and immediately adjoins the grounds of Mills Seminary.
The land is just rolling enough to render it beau-

building sites.
Situated at the base of the
foothills, it has a most desirable climate,
and its
proximity to the best Female Seminary in the State
makes it suitable as residence property for families
having girls to educate whom they wish to have hve
at home.
The land can now be purchased at a low price, in
Lots or Blocks, with the certainty of a quick rise in
value.

For investment, it is an opportunity which rarely
occurs, as Oakland is rapidly extending in this direction, and must, in the near future, include this
land within its limits. This is proved by the fact
that in i860 Oakland had but rooo people; in 1870,
10,000; in 1880, 30,000; now, 65,000 and growing
more rapidly than ever.
People in the interior who desire to educate their
children at the State University, in Berkeley, or at
schools in Oakland or San Francisco, can establish
here a rural home and be constantly with them.

This land was part of the Laundry Farm, that old
and well-known Summer Resort, and is just far
enough from the Picnic and Camping Grounds to
be desirable and add value.
turnouts, switches and side tracks; and to acquire
PARK PLACE is connected with Oakland and
and deal in coal and other mineral lands and real
San
Francisco by the Alameda County Railway, havestate in said State.
The estimated length of the
ing
eight trains each way daily.
For particulars, inrailroad is 20 miles.
Capital stock, $2,000,000,
divided into 20,000 shares.

Directors

—Julius Koe-

R. D. McElroy, Bartholomew Noyes, F. R.
Noyes, A, R. Green, D. Gutman and Nathan Bibo.

Gover

Mining

JOSEPH
529 CommeTCial

H.

St.,

St.,

Secretary.

San Francisco, Cal.

Company— Location

of

principal place of business, San Francisco, California.

Location of works, near Drytown,

Amador County,

California.

NOTICE is hereby given, that at a meeting of the
Board of Directors held on the 23th day of November,
18S8, an Assessment (No. 1) of Fifteen (15) Cents per
share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporapayable immediately in United States gold coin, to
the Secretary at the otBce of the Company, Nos. 13 and
16 Fremont street, San Francisco, California. Any stock
upon which this Assessment shall remain unpaid on the
5th day of January, 1889, will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public auction; and unless payment is
made before will be sold on Tuesday, the 29th day of
January. 1SS9, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising and expanses of sale.
By order of the Board of Directors.
L. G. HARVEY, Secretary.
Officb— 13 and 15 Fremont Street, San Francisco, Cal.

DELINQUENT SALE NOTICE.
William Penn Mill and Mining Company.
Location of principal place of business, San Francesco,
Location of works. Devil's Gate Mining
California.
District, Lyon county, Nevada.
NOTICE. There is delinquent upon the following: described stock, on account of Assessment (No. S) levied
on the Sth day of November, 18SS, the several amouats
set opposite the names of the respective Shareholders,
as follows:

—

No.

Names.

Certififjite.

Laugridoza,
Laugridoza,
Laugridoza,
Lauyridc za,
Laugridoza,

George
George
George
George
George

36
37
3S
54
65
46

LeOden,J.A

W

Seawell,
Seawell, Bullitt
Seawell, J.

4,8

30
49
33

M

Scoville, J.

And

J

No.

Amount.

Shares.
1 000
1000
1000
1000
lOCO
20
2000
600
2500
10,000

§100
100
100
100
100
2

200
50
250
lOOO

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

accordance with law, and an order of the Board
of Directors, made on the Sth day of November, 1S8S,
so many share-t of each parcel of surh stock as maybe
necessa y will be sold at public auction, at the office of
the Company, Room 59, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomr ry street, San Francisco, Cal., on Monday, the
3l8t day of December, 1S8S, at the hour of 2 o clock p.
M., of said day, to pay said Delinquent Assessment
tliereon, tofjethor with costs of advertisine and expenses
J. J. SCOVILLE, Secretary.
of the sale.
Okficb— Room 59, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery
Street,

A

in

San Francisco,

New

Cal.

and Important Book on Metallic
Alloys, Solders, etc.

JXTS«i7

h.:e:.a-jz>-k^.

-THE-

quire of the owner,

big,

DORBTY.
San Francisco.

Cal.

—The Sprague

electric motors used tor hoistiog ore at the
Aapen (Colo.) minea are giving great aatisfaction, and since they first started another has

f^Oc

I

Grand Prize
Gould & Curry
Hale a Nor

11

tiful for

Home Packing Co., Dec. 11. Object, owning,
buying and selling real estate and vessels to pack
and preserve fish; to do a general merchandising,
manufacturing and transportation business, and to

Complimentary Samples.

1.70

90c 150 Sierra Nevada
90e 100 S. B.
5l nOO Silver Hill

DelMouto

.

25,.
50.
50..
50..

„309 Mov.tgnmery St
.Grass Valley

HARVEY,

L. G.

Offigb— 313 California

PARK PLACE.

Incorporations.

M.

Payable

50.
1.00.
08..
50..

METALLIC ALLOYS
A Practical Guide for the Manufacture of all kinds of
AUovs, Amalgams, and Solders u ed by Metal Workers;
together with their Chemical and Physical Properties and
their Application in the Arts and the Industries; with an
Appendix on the Coloring of Alloys. Translated and
eaited, chietly from the German of A. Krupp and An*
dreas Wildberger, with extensive additions, by William
T. Brannt, one of the editors of "The Techno-Chemical
Receipt Book," etc. Illustrated by 16 engravings. 12mo,

2'.35

4 S5
1 10
..55c

Oon Va&Oal

this

.....California

& Soda Co.. California.. A

Ore Hoisting by Electricity.

2!56 '2'.'m
3.65 3.10

CoQ. Imperial
Crocker
Hrown Point

Should

Nevada.. J

following companies have been incorporated,
and papers filed in the office of the Superior Court,
Department 10, San Francisco:

J.

District, Nevada.
NOTICE is hereby given, that at a meeting o( the
of Directors, held on the 13th day of November,
18SS, an Assessment (No. 4) of Ten (10) (Jenta per share
was levied u on the capital 6tock of the Corporation,
payable immediately in united States gold coin, to the
Secretary at the office of the Company, No. 313 California street, San Frducisco, California.
Any stock upon
which this Assessment shall remain unpaid on the 28th
day of December, 1SS8, will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction; and unless payment is
made before \vill be sold 00 Tuesday, the 22d day of
January, 1889, to pay the deUnquent Assessment, toprether with costs of advertising and expenses of sale.
By order of the Board of Directors.

tion,

Amount.

Montgomery St
221 Market Sb

The

and H.

Mining

been put at work. The following is an extrac t
from a letter in reference to the motors at
Aapen,
recently received by J. H. Jayne, the
2.15 I'io
1.75
3 40
4.15 3.70
San Francisco agent, from J. H. Devereux, man1 70
1.75 1.60
70 ager of the Roaring Fork Electric Light Power
.65
.60 .65
.60
42S pages. Price
$3.50
" Oar first electric hoist was started by
Go,:
j^By mail, free of postage, to any address in the
world.
the
Aspen
Mining
and
Smelting
Co.
on
July
4140 5:25 'Oh sioo i'M 4!70 3!85 4!25
^^A descriptive circular giving the full contents of
3.65 3.95 3.53 3.90 3,26 3.40 3.00 3 35 26 bh, and has been run six days a week ever
the above sent free to any one who will apply.
4.20 3.811 4.00 3.50 4.00
3 75 4.30 3.80
since without any breakage of any kind. The
also publisu:
65
.85
.80 .70
.76 .60
.75
.70
MFG. CO., AWePractical
MINING
1.40
1.40 .90 1.26
Manual of Minerals, Mines and Mining;
second was started October 22i, at the Regent
'!65
.75 ".m
.66 .60
.65
Comprising suggestions as to the localities and associamine, two miles away from the dynamo. This
J. D. HOFF & CO,
tions of all the Useful Minerals; full descriptions of the
i'A 4;25 3.15 4!25 i'M i'M 3.60 3.90 hoist has been run continuously ever since. Office and Worts at Pacific Beach, San most effective methods of both the qualitative and quan*
1.55 1.70 1.60 1.70 1.55 1.70 1.40 1.60 These hoists are ordinary paper friction
Die^o County, Ci*l.
hoists,
titative analyses of each of these minerals, and bints
5.50 6.25 5.50 6.00 5i
5.50 4.90
5S
ASBESTOS Boiler and Steam Piping Tovering saves upon the various operations of mining, including Archie
and 80 far have done the work to the s^itisfacApbebtoa Indestructible Fire Proof tecture and Construction. By Prof. H. S. Osboro, LL.
25
per
fuel.
cent
tion of all parties, and I think have been runand
Colors,
Red
Illustrated by 171 engravings. Svo, 367 pages.
D.
Roof Paint will not fade or come off.
ninglong enough so that we may now claim a Brown. Asbestos Indestructible Fire Proof Cement for Piice
e4.50
Franoisoo Stock Exchange. complete snccesB."
backa of burnt out Stoves, Ranges, and plastering over
tS"^ descriptive circular giving the full contents of
preserve
is
used
to
the
above
book sent free to any one who will send his
fire brick where intense heat or oil
2

2'36

Thursday, Dec.
Alta

M Co

Pacific Borax, Salt

328

Opfioh in S. P.
Montgomery St

&

ASBESTOS

aUverKing

501
250
50
210
ISO
Ul'l

2!35 y.ii
2.30 2.10
2:9c 2!so

C

Occidental

Idaho

M

5'.25

2.50

Northern Bella....
Niagara
Nev. Queen

M M
M

i!4o

i'.ii)

2.50

Navajo
North EeUelale....

GT Givens
Nevada..HRP Button
Nevada.. R W Heath
California. .D A Jennings,

309

Mexico..

000

i'.iio

siso

Co

M

CandelariaCon
Co
Eureka Con M Co
Mt Diablo &
Co
North Star
Co
Hale& Norcross S
Co

Kendall M.

6.75

Central

Dudley

1,60

1.85 1,66
2.10 2,80

'ii'

If
i'.m

IS
165
1.25 1.05

.66
.55

.55

Cm

.'66

s'oo

Orown Point

'73'

1.50

2.75 1.75

Champion
16

.70
,60

1,85

3,10

.15

2.90 2.00

6 75

1.00

.15

.10

l.oO
.70 .60
.40 .60
2.00 1.75

95

Con. Imperial

3.55 2.70
3.50 3.00
1.65 1.40

3.C0 2,75
3.20
1.60 1.35

13,

63

7:66
1.50

Bodie Con
Eeuton;
Bodie Tunnel

Dec.

3.90 3.00
3 S5 3.00
1.60 1.50

Brophy

&

6.

3,15
3,10
1.60

.10

BtJBt

Dec.

29.

W

& Va M Co

M

Confidence S
Caledonia
C

Bullion Shipments.

Location.
Secbetary.
Nevada. .A
Havens
Nevada. .A 3 Groth
Nevada.. AS Cheminant

of Company.

California

Lorn Gold and Silver Mining Com-

Board

BE

LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.

Name

of

Location of principal place of business, San
Francisco, Oa.ifornia. Location of works, Gold Hill

py,oy.

W

M

crosscuts.''

Oon

Lord

.

MEETINGS

raise

p\u%

/l^^e^smept

S. P, JOlTRNAIiS.

ASSESSMENTS.

Loos oaasfullt at ths iabul on

Persons receiving this paper marked are re*
quested to examine its contents, terms of sub*
scription, and give it their own patronage, and,
as far as practicable, aid in circulating the
journal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
the cause it faithfully serves. Subscription
rate, $3 00 a year.
Extra copies mailed for 10
cents, if ordered soon enough.
If already s
subscriber, please show the paper to others.

Our Agents.
OnR Fribnds can do much

in aid of onr paper and the
cause of practical knowledge and science, by asEdsting
Agents In their labors of oanvasslDg, by tending their Inand
fluence
encouraginG^ favors. We intend to send none
but worthy men.
A. P. Jbwbtt—Tulare Co.

—
—

Logan Southern CaliforriB.
H. G. Parsons— Northern California,
Geo. Wilson Sacramento Co.
W. B. Frost— Kresno Co,
J. M. Ward— Santa Cruz Co.
W. W. Thkobalds— Sao Diego Co.
JoBN L. DoyLB— Utah, Wyoming and Colorado.
P. B.

them.

Rate

of freight

quoted to

all

parts of the U. S.

CAI^IFORNIA CONSOtl » ATK »
THE
A.
Gold Miuing Company.

Schubert,
Sierra City, Cal..
President; AJvin Fischer. Secretary; A. Letler, SuperintenProperty
dent. Divided into 300,000 shares at §1 eacb.
comprises two locations. Ore assays ¥7 per ton, average.
Coarse gold, solid rock; vein from 15 inches to 2 feet wide
Timoel No. 1 in 120 feet, and prospects well. No. 2 just beAivin Fischer, A. Schubert. Gus
Stockholders:
gun.
Fischer, F. L. Fischer, Anton Fischer, Fred Fischer. For
information concerning stock, etc., apply to F. L. Fischer,
Sierra City.

BTrFPAI.0
THE
Mining Company,

CONSOr.II>ATEI>

«JOI-l>

Sierra City. Cal., Ernest Eusch, SuperinteDclent. Stock divided into 6O0.OOO shares at SI per
share. The property comprises 5 locations. Ore finely decomposed, carries coarse gold. Size of ledge: Tunnel No.
Fine black decomposed
1, 32 ft ; No. 2, 9J ft.; No. 3, 10 ft.

rock interspersed with white quartz. New 10-stamp mill ran
by a Pelton Wheel, blacksmith shop and boarding house.
Stockholders: Ernesc Eusch, Hugh Murray, Frank Cook,
J G. Lee, Henry Cari^enter. For further information apply to Ernest Eu ch, Sup't, or Hugh Murray, Secy.

WANTED!
Mechanical Draughtsman.
Marine or General "Worfc

Situation

by

Address, H., care ol P. 0. Box 2361,
SaD Francisco, Cal

address.
A Treatise on Metalliferous Minerals and Mining. By
D. C. Davies. With 14S illustrations. 12mo, 432 pages.
Price
$5.00
Mine Drainage. By Stephen Michell. Svo, 277 engrav$G.OO
ings.
Price
A Treatise on Eirthy and other Minerals and Mining.
By D. C. Davies. With 76 engravings. 12mo Price $5.00
Guide for the ProsThe Prospector's Hand Buok.
pector and Traveler in search of Metal-bearing or other
va uahie Minerals. Illustrated. 12mo. Price. ,$1.50
Mineralogy Simplified. Easy Methods of Identifying
Minerals, including Ores, by means of the Blowp'pe, by
Flame Reactions, by the Spectroscope and by Humid
Chemical Analysis, bised on Von Kobell's Tables for the
Determination of Minerals, etc. By Henri Erni, M. D.
Illubtrated.
12mo. Price
$3.00
Undergr und Treasures: How and Where to Find
them.
Key for the Ho dy Determination of Minerals
within the United States. By James Orton. Price $1.50
abo\e or any of our Books sent by mail, free
of postage, at the publication prices to any address in
the world.
aSTOur New and Revised Catalogue of Practical and
Scientific Books, S4 pases, Svo, and our other Catalogues,
the whole covering every branch of Scienct. appied to
the Arcs, sent free and free of postage to any one in any
part of tlie world who will furnish his address.

A

.

A

^The

HENRY CAREY RAIRD &
Inddstrtal

810 Walnut

CO.,

Booksbllers akd Importers,
St., Fliiladelpliia, Pa.,U. S. A.

Publisiibrs,
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men

Now

only.

BREAKERS,

BOILERS.

York.

P PULVERIZERS,

STEAM

CORD "

CONCENTRATORS.

PUMPS.
OIANT ROCK BREAEJBR.

MantitacttiroU from Htrlctly flmt-cluH Flax and pure lubricants. Superior to all others for Water and Steam.
Packs
with loftD friction and makes a tighter joint than any oth(>r paokine niadu. SST Imitations of inferior (|uality havini:
been put upon the uiarkut, wo havo been eompolleJ to aduiit the above trade-mark, and all of our packtug will now
have a KKD COKD running through the center Its entire leni^th. See that you ^'et it and take no other. Sold )>y
all Hardware dealera.
Price, 50 cents per (Hjund.
Sole Manufacturer. 222 and 2^4
W. T. Y.

Mark«t

SCHKNCK,

Street,

Westinghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Rock Drills and Air Compressors.
Saw and Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,
Injectors, Oil Cups, and Lubricators.
.

Snn Francisco, Cal.

THE "ECLIPSE" BELTING.OILS and GENERAL SUPPLIES.
We

Copying Apparatus.

are prepared to give estimatsB for Hoisting

Worke and Pumping

Plants,

Stamp

Mills,

Smelters aud CoDcentratore.
One thousand copies in black. No
special pen, no special paper, no stencil
rci|uired. The " Eclipse " reproduces the
natural handwriting eoexccedin-^'ly faithful that in most cases "Eclipse" circulars have been taken for ordinary written letters. Specimens and circulars on
application.

FELIX

F.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,
Nos. 39 to 51

DAUS & CO.,
Xew York

FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

698 ISroadway,

ENURGED!

THE ROLLER ORE FEEDER
[Patented

May

28, 1882.]

RAND, McNALLY & CO.'S

Business

A tlas.
1889.
WILL BE DOUBLE THE SIZE OF
ANY OTHER ATLAS
PUBLISHED.

New
SS"

Size of Page,

It Will

contain

new

15x21 Inches.

largo scale

pages only (no cut-up maps) of

all

maps occupying two

tho important States

embodying the
The
most improved methods of reference and indexing,
clearly showing the location, population and commercial
advantages of over 200,000 towne in the United States,
Canaiia and Mexico.
BAND, McNALLiY & CO.,
entire arrangement will be new,

148 Monroe

St.,

CHICAGO.

GO TO THE OLDEST AND THE BESTr

Turn is the best and cheapest Ore Feeder now in use,
It has fewer parte, requires less power, is simpler in
adjuBtnient than any other. Feeds coarse ore or soft clay
alike uniformly, under one or all the stamps in a battery
as required.
In the Bunker Hill Mill it has run continuously for two
years, never having been out of order or costing a dollar
for repairs.

Golden State and Miners^ Iron Works,
Sole Manufacturers,
San Francisco, Cal.
S27 First Street.

"HENDT" IMPROVED
The

best,

superior to any form of
ing gentlemen

TO ALL INTERESTED

IN

!J.

COMPRESSED

AIR.

NOW READY,
LIFE SCHOI.AKSHIPS,
No

CATALOGUE

$75.

Day and Evbninq Sehsioks.
Vacations.
Ladies admitted into all Departments.
Address: T. A. ROBINSON, M. A.. President.

TV.

STETEFELDT, President,
YOBK OFFICE, 18 BBOADWA'S
Room TOP.

NEW
''

'*'.

A.

San Francisco Cordage Factory.

,,
_t
.t"
Extra alzes and lenc^ths made to order on short notice

TUBBS

OO

St
811 and 613 Front St., San Franr^iflco.

Back Filbb of the MmiNO and Scikntific Prfss (unbound) can bo bad for S3 per volume of six months. Per
year (two volumes) S6. Inserted in Dewey s patent bmder, 60 cents additional per voltime.

to be far

refer to the follow-

furnished us with testimonial letters to the

effect,

OF THE

And

will furnish descriptive Catalogues

and quote prices upon application.

ROCK DRILLS,
HORACE D. RANLETT,

FOR SALE.

S^" This

Catalogue gives a full dcBcripHon ol
Improvements erabrLced in these uu
livallcd Air Compressors, logethtT wilh tiiblcs, data,
etc., of value to users of compret-ycd air.

MAILED

Clayton

FREE

43 DEY

Ores,

Mining,

NEW

GOLD MINE WANTED.

and Commission,

420 Montgomery

ON APPLICATION,

Compressor Works,
ST.,
YOiREC.

Air

EstabllBhed 1856.
Line, etc.,

We

'CHALLENGE," "STANFORD," "TULLOCK," & "ROLLER" FEEDERS,

CLAYTON AIR COMPEESSOES,

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope
Rope, Whale
gisa Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay

eta

Roller " Feeder manufactured.

WE ABE MAHUFACTDEEKS

No. 6,

the Patented

C.

CHALLENGE" ORB FEEDER.

which can be seen at our office, viz.:
D. 0. WiCKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal.
"<V. Ckooker, Supt. Bunker Hill Gold MinJ. E. Tbegloan, Supt. South Spring Hill Gold
ing Co., Amador City, Cal.
Mining Co., Amador City, Gal.
G. RoBEETS, Greenwood, El Dorado Co., Cal.

And General Mming Machinery.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMP'Y.

*'

who have

above

THE USE OF

"

form of Feeder ever devised, and prononnced by reputable mining men

St.» 8. F.

BUSINESS MANAOBR OF

UNION COPPER MINE,

NEWTON COPPER

Calaveras Co.,

MINK, Amador

Co.

CorreBpondent as Agent for Smelters in London, Liverpool, New -york, Boston and Baltimore.
Twenty years experience, in California, purchasing Ores
and dealing in Mines.
Special attention given to management and sales of
naines and purchase and shipment of copper produce

The Empire Foundry and Machine Shop in the citv o
Marvsvillo, now and for many years doing a remunerative busiueai, is offered for sale at less than half its
value.
Everything as it etande— stock, machines, patterns, real estate, etc., etc., will be sold on cany terms.
A Hrabrate opportunity fur cstalilislnng an agricultural
This is the only
implement manufactory as an adjunct.
foundry and machine shop in the neighborhood.
For further particulars address

R.

HOSKIN,

Marysvllle.

:

We desire to purchase a modemtely well developed
Gold Proapcct, having a ledge of 3 feet and upward of
free millinpr ore of SLO and upward per ton, at a fair
price.

Address, giving lull description,
I. H. MAYEB & CO..
411 California St., San Francisco.

OP

MISSES DEVLIN,
Stenographers and Typewriter Copyists,
No. -240 Montgomery St.,
San Francisco.
E. corner Fine,

Boom

S.

7,

ASSAYING,
PRACTICAL
Montcromery
&
St.,
Rooms
^606
7,
Francisco,
First Fioor'Sberman B'g. )
o'clock.
eiasaes,
7
to
IT)
Evening
Alaoj
JOHN T. EVANS, M. A., PrincipaU
6

San
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

CO.,

Irop aiid jiAacliipe IVorlt^.

.ttANUFACTlJRKRS OF..

CONTRACTORS,

and others interested

[Deo. 15, 1888

Cast

in

-^ Steel

CastiiB

SlBfil

Foriiis

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,
No. 119 Beale St.,

TUNNELING,

SHAFT-SINKING,

Tables

Engineers'

Progress

of

UP TO

ETC.

WITH MAPS, ILtCSTBATIONS
AND rU!.!. DESCBIPTION OF THE

WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS.

CHINERY CASTINGS

of

Length 36

SOFT and DUCTILE,
SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

inch diameter and Flats from 1 to S inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and other shape
Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengtha
ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled
from 12 to 46 pounds per yard.
iron. Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Waahera, Ship and Boat
Beams, Angle, Channel, and
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forglngs of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.
Steel Rods,

from

J to 3

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON ANI> STEEL.
t^ Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Cataloguea. Address
PACIFIC KOLLmO MILL CO., 202 Market St, San

For Catalogues, EBtimates, Etc. addreaa:

DRILL

T

CO.,

8 California

constructed, fitted

Francisco.

IRON WORKS
HINCKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES,
Proprietors.

St.,

[ESTABLISHED IN

0£B.oo,

SX3

IFro:

Boilers,

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.

FULTON

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

Engines,
AND ALL RINDS OF

Front

21 Fremont

and

St,,

Steam

PlolwinR Mills, Saw Mills and Quartz Mills Machinery

REPRBSBNTSD BY

PARKE & LACY.

CO..

MANDFACTimBaB OP

Wagon, Buggy, and Truck

STEEL RAILS
THIRD EDITION NOW KEADY.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

&

ROOT. NEILSON

miles.

ALSO

ROCK

UNION IRON WORKS,

LOCOMOTIVE AND MARINE FORCINGS.
Steel

INGERSOLL

Manufacturers of B. E. Heorickson's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches for Elevators. All kinds of machinery
made and repaired.
ISTOrdiiks Solicitbd.

SAOBAMBNTO. CAL.

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL
feet;

ELEVATORS.

Every Description.

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL.
16x16

San Francisco

-

Mill,

Mining, Saw Mill and
True to pattern and superior in strength, toughness and durability to Oast or Wrought
Dredging Macblnea
Iron In any position or for any service.
Brodle Bock Crushers,
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
TAPPETS,
PISTON-HEADS,
DIES,
CAMS,
RAILROAD
and
MAGEARINGS, SHOES,
Side Walk and Hand-Power

NEW YORK
Section

-

BDILDBR OF

Steam Engines, Flour

up and

N&OS

St., hot.

Golden State

&

repaired.

Sacramento, Gal,

Miners Iron Works.

aiannfactnre Iron Oaatings and Machinery
of all Kinds at Greatly Bedaced Bates.

1865.J

STEVENSON'S PATENT

JSc^xx X*xr^xi.o±e>oo.

.oxxt JSt.v

—MANUFACTURERS OF—

Propeller Engines, either

AMALGAMATORS,

Mold-Board

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.High Pressure

or

Golden State Pressure Blowers.

Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

first St.,

between Howard

St

Foleom,

S.

F

MINING MACHINERY.— Hoisting Enginee and
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Cars, Pumping Engines
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Compressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.

MILL MACHINERY.-Batteriea

for

Dry or Wet

Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Settltrs, Furnaces, Retorts, Concentrators,

T^HE

H. H. H. Horse Lmiment pat*
• new lite into eke Antiqnated
Horse
For the last li years the H, H. H. Hok6
LinmiQnt has been tlae leading reme.^
wnong Farmers and Stockmen for tonre of Sprains, Bmisos, StiS Jointo
Bpavms, Wmdgalls, Sore Shoulders, et«.
•ind f or Family Use is without an equal
TOr Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Aches, Paina
Bruises, Tuts and Sprains of all characters
The H. H. H. Liniment has many imita
laons, and we caution the Public to eeti
that tliB Trade Mark
H. H H." is ci
9very Bottle before purchasing- For eai^

Ore Feeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Orea, Water Jackets,

THOMPSON BROTHERS.

EUREKA FOUNDRY,
128 and 131 Beale St., between Mission and

Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging
Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels.
Mill

Tustin's Pulverizer
WORKS ORE WET OR

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

C. K.

San Francisco,

Water
Cal,

Pipe,

Pump

N.

POOLBY.

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

Contractor for the Construction of Electric Railways

I»-ULiaa.^.

SPECIALTIES

ANO

^

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means
of

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
of

Powder, which are acknowledged by

all

Shorthand, Tj^pe Writing:, BookUoepin^, Telegraphy, Feumaosbip, Drawing, all the Englian branches, and everything pertaining to business,
for six full mootha.
We have sixteen teachers, and give
ndividual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
ts graduates in every part of the State.
iarSBND FOR CiaOULAR.
C. S.

HALEY.

Of Different Strengths as Required.

HEALD,

a4P.<i

BANDMANN,
NIELSEN & CO..
GENERAL AGENTS, "AN FRANCISCO

51'.)

tiiid

Icct

N.

President.

^

coavn»-A.Kr-sr

;iiiii

SPAULDING'S

lools. pinnpM,
midslfoni cngiui-a. Airou-

-j^tiso oil \!^itii
frnc,
,"35

and

oil.

QUARTZ SCREENS

Bouk

specialty.

mailing uhui'^ca

WellWorks.

AUllORA, ILLS.,
S.

Round,

Inserted

slot

A.

CHISEL

Zinc, Copper or Brass Screens for all purfjoses.
fornia Perforating Screen Co.. 146 & 147 Beale St

F.

Gold
'
'

H.

Mining Properties Bought,
Sold and Developed.
No.

L.

2.

TAKE

ui

Assaying.

San Framcibco.

VAN DER NAILLEN,

President.

Assaying of Oreei, ltF25; Bullion and Chlorination Assay,
Blowpipe Assay, $10 Full course of assaying, $50.

S2ri;

Send

for circular.

Civil

and Mining- Engineer,

MINING EXPERT AND GEOLOGIST.
Address

*'

Busiuess Box A,"

office

of this paper,

San

Francisco.

petersonTmodel maker,

ROSS E BROWNE,
Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

BIT

Saws.

NOTICE

Market St.N.R cor. Front (upstairs), San Franoiaco
Experimental maohlnery and all kinds of metal, tin,
<!opper and brass.

.68

Propositions from principala only entertained.

ROOM

INVENTORS.

Tooth

OIRCDLAB

HAUSMAN,

SAFE DEPOSIT BUILDING.

Drawing

723 Market Street,

No. 307 Sanbomb St., Saj{ Frangiboo.

or burred slot holes. Genuine Russia Iron, Homogeneous Steel, Cast Steel or ^
American planished Iron,

cis.cuch.

The American
U,

and

Manufacturers of

prospecting tools aont
Ims liocn amik in 8

ancl iiroHpL'clorii
'

CAL.

W. SPAULDINQ

fS-ATSP^r

liours. Ins rucliiTia tor bi'RiiniLT". An
Eocycluiiiliu 1' «IH) Eiif-ruviiigB ul wyil

.

OIF'

Mechanical

W. A. GOODYEAR,

and UTISK for Hale

LIGHTNING WELL-SflNKING
_ MACHINE MAKITRS.
oil trial.

23 Stevenson St

The History Building,
A.

from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blasting Powder, and is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.
Is

Secretary.

WcJl-sinkinK

Civil.

Arcliitectnre,

Snrveyliig,

and

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.

SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS THIS

At

SC?HOOXj
Practical,

the Market.

NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE," which contains 94 per c©iit of Nltro-Qlycerine,
GEIiATINE-OYNAMITE, Stronger than Dyuaiuite and even Safer in Handling.

FOB RAILROADS AND LAND CLEARING.

Colletce inatructa in

Factory, 11

Mining Engineering,

COLLEGE.
ST., S. F.

E. P.

in

Electricity.

i^"SBnd for Circulars giving particulars.
Office, 40NevadaBlock:,Saa FraDclsco, Cal,

the Great Chemists of the World as

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

HEALDS

Etc.

rates.

Corliss Engines and Tustln Ore Pulverizers.
DEANE STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers or the Llewellyn Feed Water Purifier and Heater.

Manufacture Three Kinds

KEITH,

Inventor and Manufacturer of

AQKNT8 FOa TUB PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

Ste£izxx

S.

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

And upward.

R0OH3 WITH OR WITHOUT BOARD.
FREE COACH TO THE HOUSK

FOR

solicited.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,

or Air Coliaimis, Fish

for Salmon Canneries
OK EVERY DKSCRIPTION.
Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to aod at v-jry moaerate

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day

24 POST

Correspondence

Mining En(Jineers.

Tanks

Laundry Free for the use of Pamiliee X>&Sk,n.&
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.

BUSINESS

WILL1AU8

GENERAL MACHINERY.

Steam and Gas Engines.

Either for UBe on Steamboats or for use ou Land.

This Fire-proof Brick Buildiog la centrally located, i
the healthiest part of the city, ooly a half block from
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboal
and Railroad Offices.

J.

II.

DRY.

ENGINE85BOILER8

Drunelats.

WINCHESTER HOUSE.
Street,

.1.

Works, No. 31B Mission St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to Woodworking Machinery

OF ALL KINDS,

44 Third

S.F.

©j;,

0Ott>l6..

all

ORTON.

MANOF'ftS OF

'

For Sale by

Howard,

MANUFAOTURBBS OP OABTINGS OF BVBRT DBSORIFTiOH.

etc.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY.— Flour

>

avorywhere for 60 cents and Jl.ot

fHORNTON TaoMPaON

rUOUAS TUOMPBON

SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY
Of

all

logue.

kinds made. to order.

Send for Descriptive Cata

17 and 19 Fremont

St.,

San Franclaco.

ISRAEL W. KNOX,
Mining and Mechanical Engineer
AND PDRCUASINQ AQBNT POR

Mines, Mining Machinery

& Supplies.

Mines Examined, Reports and Kstimates Furnished.
Contracts made, etc
Office, 237 First St.,
San Francisco, Cal.

«
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S1,000 OHZ^A^LLEnSTG^IB
HUNDRED ^ND SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

FIVE

PRICE
OVEK

1400

tear aru uioruly oomlnol.

btreet,

8au

(S575.00)

AKB NOW
A

O.

r».

33.

IN USK.

ConcoDtratloDs arc ckan from the Bret workinp. Ttic wear aod
m&chluu cau bo Boeo in workintf order oiiil ready to make t«tjto at 820 Freiuuut

ITrauclttOO*

Tub Uohtaka Company (Umit«d). Londom, October

8, 1SS5.

DiAR SiRnr-^IIavlnf; tested three of your Pnic Vannura in a oumputltWe trial witli other Himilar maohlnua
(Triuuiuh), we haw satlslled ourbelveii ot the Buporiurity uf your Vaiuiunt, ati \a evlUuDceU by the (act u( our liaviui;
ordereu twenty moru ot your maohlueii for luimeiiLato delivery, Youra truly,

THE MONTANA COMPAKY
N. R.— Since the above was writtea the 20 Vanuere liaviuK buuD started gave aucb
and moro tftamps have been purchased.

tional Fruu8

Protected by pateiita May 4. 1869; Dooouibcr 2-1, 1874; September
ary 20, 1883; Septemlier 18. 18»S. PatontH upplicd for.

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR

ADAMS & CARTER,

OR VANNING MAOHINE.

Room

7. No.

109

(Limiteil).

Batlsfactiuii

ADAMS &

2» 1879; April 37, 1880;

March

that 44 addi-

CAJlTKIL

22, 1881;

Febru-

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

California Street,

NOTICE.— Alt

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

the

full

weight

our plates are iruarautecd toha\e
upon, nod arc tested be-

of ullvor at^recd

fore leaving; our wurke, thereby avoldiiif; the complaints

about li^ht weight, made bo often before wu started
In t)ila branch uf industry.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.

r"ox-OR PLACER
t&jhj\rijsrc^ c3;-oij1d:
MINES.
MADE OP BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER

521 & 523 Market

IN QUARTZ, GRAVEL,

FULL WEIGHT OF SILVER AND BEST QUALITY OF WORK GUARANTEED.

San Francisco,

IN

and Mining Material.
— UANUKACTUKKR OF—
BATTERY SCREENS AND WIKE CLOTH

Assayers'

GET OUR PBICES BEFORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE. SAMPLES
FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

SAN

St.,

-i>BAl,KR

FRANCISCO NOVELTY AND PLATING WORKS.
x^o. 108 r'HtsT? arr^t.:E3'JEi'r.

Agent

tox

hoskins

hydeo-carbon assay furnaces

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD
GRAVEL AND PLACER MINING.

IN QUARTZ,

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
Over 3000 Orders filled. Fifteen Medals Awarded. Old Mining Plates can be
Old Plates Bonght, or Oold Separated.
Those Plates can alsu be purchased of JOHN TATLOIt & CO., Corner First and Mission Sts.
San Francisco Gold, Silver and Nickel Plating Works, 653 & 655 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal , E. G. Denniston, PropV.

Only Refined Silver and Best Copper used.

Replated.

Our Dates

proved the best

ill

>-eif,'ht

of Silver

and

duraljility.

MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?

TO PUT UP

ARE YOU GOING

lia\'e

TO MAKE ANY

CHANGE

IN

SKKe for Circllar.

IMPROVED FORM OF HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

MACHINERY?

ARE YOU FREIGHTING BY TEAM OR PACKING ON MULES?
DO YOU WANT PULLEYS ON SHAFTING ALREADY UP?
If SO,

don't

fail to

look into the merits of

THE DODGE PATENT INDEPENDENCE

WOOD SEPARABLE
PULLEYS.

Or SPLIT
Tliey are tlie

Bept Balanced and Most

I.iglite.st, .Strong:est,

CouveDicnt Pulleys Made in llie 'World.
£utirely Mew and Oris;inal.

Adapted
uaini,'

to

Time, trouble and money saved by
iS" Price List and Catalogues mailed free.

any power required.

these pulleys.

JOHN SIMONDS,
509

to

513 Mission

St„

Pacific
-

ABOVE COT ILLUSTRATES THE IMTKOVKD FOBM OF DOUBLE-JOINTKD HYTHE
form
Oiants against
DBAUL.IC GIANTS wliiuh we manufacture. We guarantee purcliaeers
costs,

expeuses or daniaijes which

furnish

may

all
of
of thia
are further i)repared to
arise from any adverse suits or actions at law.
Prices, discounts and Catalogues of our specialties of
retjuired.

We

draulic Mining Machinery

sent on application.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, 39

to

51 Fremont SL, San Francisco.

Coast Agent,

SAN FRANCISCO.

-

HOSKIN'S

HOISTING ENGINES

IMPROVED

ONE-JOINTED

FOR MINES.
1, 2,

or

4 Drums,

HYDRAULIC MACHINE.

Reversible Link

witli

of Mr Joshua Hendy that ajjt style of machine is an
infringement on anv style manufai-tured by him, he knows to be abso
lutelv false. The Supreme Court uf the United States on March l!)th decided that the pretended patent for infringing, which he has for lears
been fleecing miners for royalty, is absolutbly void, with costs ''f suit
Fisher. I am the inventor of all styles in use, and am prc'
to Hendy
pared to litl tiiders to suit customers. Send for I'stof priceaof Hydrauhe
Machinery. It. HOSKIN. Kmpire Foundry, Marysville, Cal.

The statement

Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.
MADE ONLV

LIDGERWOOD
96 Liberty

liT

TUB

M'F'G
St.,

New

COMPANY,

.Si;

York.

PACIPIC COAST AGFNT.=!.
PARKE, LACY & CO., San Francisco.

DEWEY & CO. r^g,rafo?.T9lnToft.^ PATENT

WIRE WORKS."
Buildings and Steamships

hy-

Single- Jointed Giants when

Wired

for all

}

D. ^W^ASS,

141

&

143

AGENTS.

First St.

WIRE WINDOWS, GUARDS, OFFICE SCREENS, FENCING,
GATES, ROOF CRESTING and WROUGHT IRON WORK.

Systems of Electric Lighting.

Telephone No. 1508.

.
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WM.

H.

TAYLOR,

[Dec. 15, 1888
R- S.

President.

MOORE,

Au

Superintendent.

Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works,
S. E. Corner

HOWARD

and BEALE STREETS. S8N FRANCISCO,
MANOrACTUKERS OF ALL KINDS OF

Mining and Milling Machinery,
ENGINES and BOILERS,

•

For Mining and Irrigation Purposes.

Also Sawmill

^^;>,4:'

Machinery.

BXCLDSIVH AGENTS FOR THK PAC[F1C COAST OF

HEINE PATENT SAFETY BOILER and MACBETH STEEL PULLEY.
AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST OF

BRYAN'S ROLLER QUARTZ MILL
The most perfect Boiler
It is cheaper.
It ia more durable.
It crushes a larger

1.

2.
3.

lees
4.

the

amount

Mill

of ore

with

power.
It amalgamates a larger percentage

)

made, for the following reasons:
5.

Its

6,

It

and

is

" cleanup

is

" is

quicker and

portable, requires

fuller.

no frame-work,

ready for the foundation as

it

leaves

of

the shop.

g'lld.

Fall Descriptive Circulars of any of the above sent on application.
Office of the Cakdblaria Coksolidated Mb.\ican Mining Co
San DiMAS, DoRAKuo, Mkxico, October 25, lfc8S.
,

One ring plate will crush from 2200 to 230O. The mills require very little attention.
earnin^r one dollar per day has complete chatge.
In regard to eUmlog, ic comparison with stamps by reason of the discharge surface and the continuous a^ication by the scraperia, a mdch lees
amount of slimes in created, tV three years' experience teaches me that, in every respect, the mills are a ctrnplete
success and of material benefit to the mining world. Thev can be set up and ruuning in 4S hours, ami can be diemounted in the same time and removed to wherever desired. Ours were packed on our mule trail over as difficult
a road as any in Mexico. As a gold amalgamator, it is unequaled by any mill now in existence.
Yours truly,
D. M. hURNS, Superintendent
of Tyres will crush 1500 tons.
At our mill an ordinary " peon

>
\

Jiiadon Iron Works, San Francisco~QE>iTL}i!-\KiH : Our Company haa been operating' three of the 4-foot
Bryan "Roller Quartz Milla, one of which has been runniner steadily or three years, one for two and one for one
year. Our quartz is very hard; we crush throujfh a No. GO-meah screen. Our mills run 55 revohitiona per minute,
aod each crush throuah eo-Haesh screen 12 tons in twenty-four hours; through 50-meph, 15 toua; and through 40meah, IS tons. This proportion has been continuous. One set of Dies will crush from 1500 to 1600 tons. One set

'

THE GATES,
THE GREATEST ROCK CRUSHER ON EARTH!
WHAT

BmLDBRS OF

MINING MACHINERY.

IS

SAID OF

BY ONE WHO HAS USED

IT

IT

THREE YEARS.

)
Office of Ernest L. Ransoms. MANUPAcrgREa of Artificial Stone and Concrete,
No. 50S California Street, San Francisco, November 9, 188S. \
experience
with
the
Cites
Crasher
would
say,
that
I
have
used
request
for
In answer to your
my
one
Pacific Iron fToris— Gentlemen
for the past three years crushing trap rock, basalt and granite for making concrete, the most of it being very hard and calculated to test severely
durability of any machine.
and
strength
the
PLANTS FOR GOI.D ANT> SILVER MILLS,
I have crushed in that time probably not less than 10,000 tons of this material, without any repair being necessary, and without any
embracing machinery of LATEST DBsiGN and
MOST IMPROVED construction. We offer our change of shoes and dies, and, as far as I can judge, they appear to be good for as much more service.
customers the BBST REnCLTS OF 38 YEARS'
have had more or less experience with nearly every crusher in the mirket, and re2;ir1 the Gites as infioitely superior to them all. In
EXPERIENCE in this SPECIAL LINE ol fact itsI (ffijiency,
For crushing all kinds of ore, ballast or macadam fine or coarse
durability^ and Rapacity for work is simply wonderful.
worlt. and arc PREPARED to furnish the MOST
APPROVED character of MINING AND RE- nothine can compare with it. You are at liberty to refer any parties to me who may want farther evidence as to the merits of this remarkable
DUCTION MACHINERY, adapted to all (Trades of machine. Very truly yours,
ERNEST L. RAN SOME.

1

27

GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS:
San Francisco, Cal., U. S. A.
New York OfiSce. 145 Broadway.

First St.,

:

—

ores and

SUPERIOR

to

that of any other maiie, at

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
are alsn prepared to CONSTKUCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING ORDER,
In
any locality, MILLS, CONCENTRATION
WORKS, W^ATER JACKET SMELTING
FURNACES, HOISTING WORKS, PUMPING MACHINERY, ETC., ETC., of any DE-

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

the

We

SIRED CAPACITY.

WORKS,

PACIFIC IRON

SAN FRANCISCO,

NO. 127 FIRST STREET,

CAL.

MANUFACTURER OF

Centrifugal

Quartz

Roller

Mills,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS,
Mining Machinery of Every Description,

Sten.zxx

Enslixos

a-ncL JSla.ln.slo AXAclalxxes.
SEN1>

GentrifaKal Roller Quartz Mill.

No. 45

FOR CIRCULAR

SAN FRANCISCO,

FREMONT STREET,

ORB CRUSHER

CAL.

MINE RS, ATTEN TION!
Sprague Electric Railway and Motor Company, of
Plants wiU, in

New

York.

LOW-GRADE ORES CAN BE PROFITABLY WORKED BY ELECTRK TRANSMISSION OF POWER FROM DISTANT WATERFALLS.
many cases, pay for themselves in from 1 to 5 years by the saving produced by Electric Transmission compared with other systems.
Suspension and Surface Tramways, Hoists, Pumps,

Drills,

Stamp-mills, etc., operated by Electric Motors.

US' FOK FDKTUER lUFOKMATION, ClBCnLAES, ESTIMATES, ETC., APPLY TO

JOS. L.

JAYNE,

Agent,

Room

8,

No. 328 Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco,

Cal.

^

An
BY

MmlMted

DEWEY &

BdmB® mi

of MImlmgs

'^i

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO. SATURDAY. DECEMBER

Publlehera-

Money

Cheaper Goal.

in Circulation.

month 1887, on January
money circulation of the country
like

1839,

1,

ouf^ht to

the

—

more past there has been much complaint on alt
aides, prices being advanced beyond all reason.
The result has been that ooal from Wyoming
and Colorado has been brought into the market
by rail. This the coast colliery people are deIt was thought coal
sirens of preventing.
would be high again this winter, but it has
dropped instead of advancing. Perhaps the
mildness of the season has something to do with
At all events, prices are weakening, greatly
it.

A

'^"'•'

-VOLUME LVI
Number 26.

Mine Hoists.

show

In last week's Mininu and Scientific Press a gain of about $40,000,000 during the year.
was poblished a tabulated statement issued by
the Treasury Department, showing the amount
An Electkio-Powkr Failure. We noted
of money in the hands of the people of the some time since the fact that the Big Bend TunUnited States on Ddcember 1, ISS7, January 1, nel Co., Butte county, had put in a large
ISSS, and December 1, 1SS8, which affjrds an eleotric-power plant, with which to do pumping
opportunity for a comparison with the currency and other work in the river-bed when laid bare
conditions prevailing a year ago. The first of by the water being turned through the tunnel.
this month the entire circulation of the coun- The electric-power was to have been utilized
try was S3S 277,340 greater than on pjcember during the past season, but after many attempts
Within the 12 months the gold cer- to make it work satisfactorily, without success,
1, 1887.
The whole
tificates increased from 590,780,753 to $129,- the scheme has been given up.
264,22S, and the silver certificates from $1G8,- plant, dynamos, motors, wire, etc., has been

Oar manufacturers ae well as domostio users
have always had to pay higher for coal in this
city than should ba the oaae, and for a year or

I.

1888.

22.

Hoists for mining purposes
into

two

classes, viz., single

may be

Of these there are again two types
second motion

engines.

divided

and double

—

hoists.

first

and

In the former, two

engines with oranka at right angles to each
other are coupled direct to the

drum

shaft; in

the latter the engine carries a pinion, meshing

with a spur-wheel keyed to the drum shaft.

The rope drums
in

diameter

and

to

in length,

shafts but one

in either case are proportioned

rope

employed,

to depth of shaft.

In single

the

size of

drum,

of course, is necessary,

but double-shaft hoisting engines are provided

DOUBLE-SHAFT FIBST-MOTION HOISTING PLANT WITH TWO FUSEE DRUMS.
to the delight of consumers.

With Wellington

Seattle,
S4 per ton lower, Coos Biy down to $7,
Cedar River and Diamond a dollar lower, at SIO
to dealers, Rocky Mountain grades $3 per ton

and sales of Australian steam grades at
a loss of SI, 50 to SI. 75 per ton to importers,
new
there is hope of getting cheap coal.

off,

A

coal called the Cherry Valley has

come into the

The mines produce about 500 tons
per day, and can produce 1000 tons readily
when required. The other coast colleries are
pushing production. There is considerable coal
on the way from Australia, but arrivals of late
have been light. High prices have stimulated
market.

production and

it ia

deal lower before

it

thought coal will go a good
again advances in price.

149,274 to $231,415,789. The United States
notes within the like time shrunk from $330,362,796 to $311,478,660, and the National

complish

the

Mr. Sutro says it will cost $60,000 demand came in from the Central and Southdone
to $70,000 more to have the iron work
ern States for crop purposes, when an expansion
to get it
at home, but the company has decided
set in and gained in volume until on December
done here nevertheless.
1, 1888, it aggregated over $22,000,000 more
Taking this as a
There are 500 men at Globe, Arizona, work than on December 1, 1887basis, and if the increase in this month is proing in the copper mines, which are now very
portionately larger than was the increase in the

Whether the

failure

was due

and arranged
One
Mining Bureau.
received

is

to

expected.

the system

for the

are now being
museum of the

of the

choicest lately

AnouT 2000 new specimens
classified

Francisco.

profitable.

bad

they

results

with two rope drums, each having a separate
The cut on this page shows the general
rope.

arrangement of

a

double-shaft,

first*motion

two fusee drums. We
adopted or to faulty construction we are not take the cut from a paper by F. 0. Roberts on
*'
Wire Rope Haulage," read before the Amer$396,450,216 to $381,391,086; standard silver informed, but the fact remains that the plan
ican Institute of Mining Engineers.
dollars from $64,627,714 to $60,625,385, while has been abandoned.
subsidiary silver coin increased from $51,751,The Riverside Preaa says that another rich
W. C. Wilcox, the inventor of the Wilcox
132 to $52,914,197.
Saturday. silver mine has been discovered within the
The conversion of large denominations of deep-well pump, died at Napa last
An assay
remembered by mechanics limits of San Bornardino county.
money into smaller ones has been so rapid that Mr. Wilcox will be
here as having established, with Mr, Baker, demonstrates that ore which was hardly
the circulation in coin and notes of $20 and
working assays $454.95 to the
the Wilcox Pump Works, in the same building deemed worth
smaller forms have probably been expanded by
ton, and the lucky San Bernardino gentlemen
He
the Dow steam pump is now made.
where
which
the
aggreby
amount
nearly twice the
made a very vigorous attempt to displace the who own it have sent men and teams to open
gate has been increased. On December 1, 1887,
Hooker steam pump with his own invention, up and work it.
the aggregate money in circulation was $1,368,but did not accomplish his purpose. Mr. V\^il873.016; on January 1, 1888, it was $1,384,032,No more lumber rafts will come from Canada.
cox was quite an inventor and obtained a num833, and on Dacember 1, ISSS, $1,406,150,456.
The explanation is that a Canadian law has
devices.
patents
his
her
of
on
During the month of December, 1887, the cirbeen passed at the instance of owners of sailing
banknotes from $266,751,131 to $233,061,711.
Of coin in oiroulation, gold has fallen from

San Francisco Mechanics have sent a deleMayor urging him not to veto
the franchise of the Omnibus R. R. Co., re- culation increased a little over $15,000,000, but
cently granted by the supervisors, as the com- on and after January, 188S, the circulation
pany would have all its iron work done in San steadily declined for several months, or until a

gation to the

taken out and will be shipped from the mine
for sale.
The electricians were unable to ac-

hoisting plant fitted with

vessels, placing the

duty on lumber exported ia
margin for profit on

rafts equivalent to a small

the raft system.

a large nugget from a pocket in the

For the
The Rock Springs Miner says
month of November the shipments of ooal to
The United States Supreme Court decides the Anaconda smelter in Montana amounted,
:

Bonanza mine near Sonora.

that a life-insurance policy

is

not a part of the

with freight, to the enormous sum of $103,000.
is only one account with the coal depart-

estate of an insolvent debtor, and cannot be

This

claimed by his creditors.

ment.
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Drawing Water from the Atmosphere.

COF^f^ESPOJMDENCE.
Wc admit, unindorsed, opinions

LMviation

of uorrespoudenta.

—Cos.

—

of Silver Ores.

NUM13ER

3.

—

Editors Press: In a recent article I suggested that SO2 , in presence of aqueous polysulphide^ might produce H2 S; on trial I find
that it does so. Hence, Mr. Stetefeldt's hypothesis 2 Naa Sg +3 SO2 =2 Na2 S2 O3 ^3 S
is incorrect; it seems more likely that Na^ S2 +

H2SO3 =Na2S2 03 +H2 S, which would, as
already suggested, round out Mr. Stetefeldt's
theory of precipitation very neatly. Unfortunately that theory is untenable for two reasons:
Firstly, because sodium sulphate is not formed,
as I have just proved once more, and secondly,
because no thiosulphate is ultimately lost, as I
have also just proved with both weak and ttrong
solutions of polysulphide. I have made some
experiments with a view to testing the correctness of my theory of precipitation; the results
tend to verify that theory, but are not quite
oonclnsive.
In fact, I suspect the reaction is
complex, and varying according to conditions.
In view of the fact which I have observed, I
must retraot my remark that hydrogen sulphide
" would not even be produced by acid sulphites," though of course it would not be given
off in presence of a metal solution.
The fact that SO2 causes evolution of H2 S
from a solution of polysulphide aflforda an indication of sufficiency in neutralizing a caustic
polysulphide by means of SO2 .
The two facts that SO2 and <J02 decompose a
polysulphide in solution, forming H2 S, seem to
favor the view that, in preseiaoe of water, the
hydrogen acids are formed thus: SO2 + H2 =
H2 SO3 and CO2 -I-H2 0=H2 CO3 , aa has been
supposed by some chemists.
As bearing on the question of the reaction in
the precipitation of silver in the leaching process, I will sliate that I have made a set of experiments which prove conclusively that, in
the precipitation of silver from a hypo solution,
neither sulphurous acid nor sulphites are produced, which again shows the incorrectness of
Mr.

Sfcetefeldt's theory.

A strictly neutral

solution of silver in sodium
hypo was treated with a limited quantity of
strong solution of sodium polysulphide, free
from caustic soda and filtered. The filtrate remained neutral, and a portion of it warmed in a
test tube did not give off acid vapors, aa shown
by a piece of moistened litmus paper within the
tube.
The experiment was repeated with

weak sodium polysulphide and with calcium
polysulphide with the same result. Portions of
the liquids tested for sulphites by sodium nitroprusBside gave negative results.
It is now the fashion to precipitate any lead
which may be present in the lixivium separately from the silver and copper. In the Russell process this is done by means of sodium
carbonate. In the presence of calcium salts,
sodium carbonate will precipitate calcium carbonate along with the lead, hence it is totally
inapplicable to the Kiss process and is disadvantageous in the Patera process when the ore
contains gypsum which dissolves in the hypo.
Sodium bicarbonate does not precipitate calcium from the leaching solution in the absence
of lead, but when lead is present with a calcium
salt the precipitate is much contaminated by
calcium carbonate. Sodium {or potassium) sulphite precipitates lead completely from its
solution in hypo; the lead sulphite settles fairly
well, and is a valuable product, having been
used as a pigment. The sulphites, like the bicarbonates, do not precipitate calcium {unless
added in great excess) in the absence of lead;
yet, in the presence of calcium salts, the lead
sulphite carries down calcium sulphite, bo that
it is not applicable to the Kiss process nor to
the Patera in presence of calcium. Lead may
be precipitated from its solution in calcium
hypo containing also silver and copper by
means

of solution of either chromate or bichromate of an alkali or of calcium. The precipitate is obtained free from calcium, silver
and copper, and consists of lead chromate
which is a valuable pigment; this method of

precipitating lead is equally applicable to the
Kiss and the Patera process, the only, or at
least the chief, defect being that the precipitite does not settle rapidly in the cold liquid;
it might do better if heated.
In the Kiss process the separation of lead
may be effected by means of milk of lime, the
lead being thrown down as hydroxide. With
very pure and newly slaked lime the method

may answer

fairly,

but otherwise

it

cannot but

yield a very impure product; it must be executed with care not to use an exoess of lime, or
the hypo will become caustic, as calcium hypo
readily dissolves a portion of calcium hydrate.
An excess of sodium carbonate does no other
barm than to check the extraction of lead in the

following leaching operation— at least this is
according to Mr. Sbetefeidt, though I have
found it injurious to the extraction of silver in
one instance. An excess of sodium sulphite
will be converted, wholly or in part, into hypo
in the precipitating vats by disaolviug some of
the free sulphur which always accompanies the
precipitated sulphides.
A chromate or bichromate used in excess would perhaps con-

taminate

the

precipitate of

sulphide.
Howevw, the chromates seem to be the best
for use when the lixivium contains calcium

1^

8al*0-

JJecemher 10, 1SS8.

silver

C.

H. Aaron.

—

Editors Pre&s: The earth is an oblate
sphere its surface at the poles being 13^ miles
nearer the center than at the equator.
An
ideal section of the earth springing from the
equator, passing over and including one of its
other foot upon the
poles, and resting its
equator opposite to the first, would present a
perfect arch.
Now, if the buttresses be removed, the arch will fall; also, if great weights
be piled upon its top, it will be crushed in.
The latter process has been going on in regard
to the earth's poles ever since ice and snow
have been formed upon the earth.
Evaporation takes place chiefiy in tropic and
temperate zones, and a large portion of that
evaporation is carried by atmospheric and
electric currents to the poles, where it is deposited as snow or ice.
By this process vast
accumulations of ice have been piled up at the
north and south poles, until an unequal preaasure and weight has been aggregated there to
an extent which haa caused serious disturbances
not only in the earth's crust, but also in the
inclination of her poles. This excessive accnmulation of ice at the poles has unbalanced the
planet on her axis, given to it a gyrating motion, and caused a retrocession of the equinoxes
by which the year is being gradually lengthened.
It has occurred to me that at least a partial
remedy for all this diaturbance may be found
within the reach of man that a laree portion
of the moisture which is constantly finding its
way to the polar regions might be intercepted
by artificial means, and made to become a benefit and blessing to the inhabitants of the
earth instead of a harmful process.
The means to be adopted I would describe as

—

follows:

What causes condensation of moisture on the
window-pane which all may have seen ? The
surface of the glass is covered with microscopic
points, and, being cooled, the layer of air next
it falls, allowing the vapor vesicles to fijw near
the points on the glass; but at equal temperatures and pressure the specific gravity of vapor
and air is aa five to seven; then the vapor can
ooly come five-sevenths the distance, except an*
other force is exerted. This force is tke altractwe
poiver of tke point the attraction of gravitation.
Now, when a vesicle flows upon a point,
that point becomes blanted, loses its power of
attraction for the time; also the latent heat of
the vesicle being rendered sensible and radiant,
pushes the vesicles away. These retarding
forces prevent all the water in the atmosphere
from being poured out ao aoon as the dew-point
is reached.
In the zone of maximum moibture,
overhead, the dew-point is always present and
the vesicles and droplets from friction are highly electrified.
Now, if we place a condenser at
a proper bight in the atmoaphere in the nature
of a captive metallic balloon electrically insulated, we will have not only the unimpeded
attractive power of the point, but impact from
the current, and if the cable be an electric' conductor, we will have the vesicles and droplets
attracted with great velocitv, which, at a small
outlay, should give a large fiow of water where
required.
The appliance having within about
200 feet radius the rain*attrac'ing power of
many acres of forests or mnu'ntaina, such an apparatus might coat about $3000.
What causes a waterspout ? Increased solar
heat forms numerous clouds, which, reflecting
solar heat and light toward a focus, gives increased tension and electric excitement to the
vesicles around, causing the clouds in the vicin
ity to be attracted toward the focus, where, be
ing abnormally heated and electrified, the vesi
cles repelling each other endeavor to escape,
Those going upward become condensed, give ofiP
their latent heat, which, entering the surrounding veaiclea, pushes them away in every direc-

—

are some methods explained and there are
others whereby rain in abuudancfe can be had
as required so as to open up all the deserts and in
time the polar regions for settlement and wipe
out epidemics; for when water is withdrawn
from atmoaphere by art, ice, to a corresponding
extent, ia removed from the poles and with it
the cold.
I ask thia opportunity of explaining to the
public so that companies be at once formed to
operate for the common conservation.

—

Michael Cahill.
San

Francisco, Dec. 15, 1S8S.

The Australian System of Voting.

The only
his

proof possible of an elector's vote is
statement. No other

own uncorroborated

possible.
Thia is fatal to bribery. Bribers
are not likely to invest money on the faith of a
bribed man's naked aasertion.
is

The Australian system banishes corruption
funds. Under our system ballota cannot be
printed nor distributed without money, and are

not liable to be faithfully handled unless the
la beginning to trusty
workers are rewarded. The election comno experiment. For sev- mittee having thia in hand have
a plausible reason
eral years it has been in successful operation in for demanding
money from its beneficiaries and
England, Scotland, Ireland and Canada. It official patronage from the
successful party.
It
has been adopted in Massachusetts, and will go ia the necessity for funds
that justifies assessinto operation in 1SS9. It passed both Houses ments and gives a
color of voluntary contribuof the New York Legislature at the last aesaion, tion to what are
in fact sales of nomination and
but was vetoed by Gov. Hill. The object of office. In short, it garnishes
on the outside as
the system is to prevent bribery and intimida- party fealty what
is really a corruption fund.
tion, overthrow aa far as possible the danger- Thia develops
into political jobbery, and offices
ous power of bosses and political machines, and are bought and sold as
the Picetorian guard sold
place all candidates upon an equality before the Roman purple.
Poor men can obtain no
the law.
political advancements without being burdened
Upon approaching the polla, the voter re- with obligations they are unable to redeem
unceives
at
a convenient place, from two less they resort to fraud and
perfidy.
Under
officials selected from the
opposite political the Australian system
this
political
monparties, a single ballot, on the! back of which is ster
would be destroyed. When the State
indorsed a stamp or signature sufficient to assumes the function
of providing ballots there
identify the ballot as official.
On the face of would no longer be the necessity for workers at
this ballot ia plainly printed the names of all the polls.
The excuse for raising and uaing corthe candidates,
designating
the respective ruption frauds would disappear.
There would
cffice for which each one aspires.
This ballot be no need of aasessments. Political
machines
is in the following form:
would become a thing of the past. Trafficking
in
office would be replaced by political diacnaFor Mayor. Vote for One.
sion and the power of the machine by the voice
John Doe.
DciiLocralJ'c,
It

is

of the party.

licpt'hlicai^.

Ifcliard Kue.

J'l-uluOuiuii,

David Smith,

Independent.

Samuel Jones.

For Coroners Vote for Two.
Democratic,

Kras-tus M.vers-

St^nmel Bixby.

many

tla'vev Syhesteiv

Republican,

A moment's thought will show that this is
no chimerical conclusion, that these and other
abuses would be effectually removed by thia
method. The ballots containing the names of
the candidates are printed at the public expense,
only one official ballot is delivered to the voter,
and that by sworn officers ; the voter is utterly
secluded when he prepares his ballot, and from
the time he receives it till it is dropped in the
box he has no communication except with the
election officers.
The whole thing is veiled in
absolute Becrecy, and secrecy ia the remedy for

Alaiisoii .lauuba.

Marti" RawHOii.

Wyman

Sini|JS(in,

Valentino

KL'iii9''n.

Prohibition,
Victnr Sampson.

[ndcpendent.

On

receiving the ballot, the voter passes into
a booth where he is absolutely secured from
observation, and prepares his ballot by placing
in the blank columns a cross opposite the name
of each candidate he wishes to vote for.
He
miy write in the blank places the names of
each candidate he desires to vote for, if he
prefers.
If there are several candidates for
the same office, as the coroners, for instance, in
the above example, or Presidential electors, and
he wishes to vote a straight patty ticket, he must
place the cross under the party name, or draw
it through the blank column allotted to the
Thia means that he has
party's candidates.
voted for each candidate named in the aforesaid space.
Aftsr he has thus prepared his ballot, he folds
it in auch a way aa to wholly conceal the face
and expose the indorsement on the back. The
ballot is then passed to the inspectors, who recognize it as proper from the indorsement. It is
then dropped into a box and the voter gives
way for others. But from the time he has received the ballot till it ia voted, he ia allowed
to

have no communication with any one but

the election officers, and with them only for
No person is allowed to be
official purposes.
present in the polling-places or about it but the
election officials.
tion.
They cannot escape laterally because of
Upon proof that the voter is illiterate or
tension and electric currents. They are there- physically unable to read and fold his ballot,
fore pushed downward, and crowded together, he may call into the booth officers appointed
intercept the solar rays, ao as to form a dense, and sworn for the purpose, who may aid him
black, intensely electrified cloud, cone-shaped, in preparing his ballot.
When a ballot is acci
to bore its way downward.
dentally destroyed or defaced, it may be ex
Now the specific heat of the earth's crust be- changed for a clean one. To secure absolute
cornea sensible from pressure as we descend; secrecy, every ballot must be voted or returned.
and the inclosed water is converted into steam, This explains the need of the official indorsecausing evaporation night and day from pressure. ment. Were it not for the indorsement, a piece
When a black electrically positive cloud from of blank paper outwardly resembling the ballot
above comes within the attracting distance of might be voted,
voter
and the
would
the negative vapor in the water, a rushing then be able surreptitiously to carry away an
to the point occurs, an upward cone is formed official ballot which could then be prepared by
and connection through the comparatively dry a bribed voter. Such a fraud was Jong known
air
non-conduoting near the surface being in the Colonies as the "Tasmanian dodge,"
completed, the waterspout is formed, alwaya and was Buccessfully perpetrated in Australia
fresh though from the ocean, being formed till the Government cured the evil by requiring
from vapor. We need only then cause negative every ballot to be indorsed and returned if not
excitement on the earth'a surface to force the used.
water from above downward. There is always
Under this system it is absolutely essential
abundance of water in the atmosphere as ves- that the ballots be printed at public expense
icles and droplets.
See San Francisco Eoening and distributed by officials appointed for that
Posi, Nov. 20. 1886, "After the Earthquake purpose. This makes it necessary that the canE.iiu from a Cloudless Sky." In this instance didates of the respective parties be certified to
the steam generated within the earth caused the proper authorities at least 15 days before
such negative excitement aa to act on the posi- the election, and local elections at least ten
tive vapor through crust and dry air at surface days.
The scheme proposed by the Yatesforcing the rainfall on Mr. Hoyle'a farm near Saxton bill of New York, which Governor Hill
Dawson.
vetoed, is perhaps as convenient as could be
Again: San Francisco Bulletin^ Nov. 18, made. Under it, State nominations were to
ISSS, "Riin and llailroads." In this case the be certified within 15 days before the election,
rails become magnetized from jolting and cause and local nominations 10 days before election.
the electric current overhead to deflect from its Nominations of a political party which at the
north and south direction at right angles, caus- next preceding election polled three per cent of
ing a stasis or jamb of ice apicula, forcing them the whole vote were to be certified by party
to fall from gravity and set up the action of officers; independent nominations, if for a State
raiu.
Also the trucks running struck the key- officer, were to be certified by a thousand
note of thunder with proper amplitude of vi- voters, and if for a local office by a hundred.
bration,
producing
Having outlined the Australian system of
rain
likewise.
These

—

t

voting, we may summarize some of the reasons
that are assigned for its adoption. Penal laws
have been made to prevent bribery and intimidation. It is a well-known fact that they have
been largely ineffectual. The only remedy is the
most absolute secrecy, and under the Australian
system thia is aeoured. The moat timid among
hirelings and dependents is therefore secure.

The Australian mode of voting

attract attention.

—

—
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evils.

The Sight-Seer's Headache.
Of the lighter penalties which pleasure ennone probably is more widely known and
or more persistently endured than the
sight-seer's headache, remarks a writer in a cotemporary. It ia nature's tax levied on the
comfort of that great body of busy idlers to
which we all at some time or other belong. It
is epidemic among the frequeutera of museums,
picture-galleries and exhibitions.
The very
general prevalence of thia variety of headache,
and ita independence in many instances of any
vitiation of the atmosphere, teach us to look
tails,

felt

for its explanation in other causes.
The effort
mind implied in long-continued observations,
even though this does not involve the strain of

of

study, haa probably an appreciable, though a
secondary, influence.
Fatigue certainly has an important share in
its production; but it is with most persons
rather fatigue of muscle than of brain. The
maintenance of the upright posture during
several hours of languid locomotion, the varied
and frequent movements of the head, commonly
in an upward direction, and the similar and
equal restleasneas of eyes whose focus of vision
shifts at every turn as a new object presents itself, form a combined aeries of forces more
powerful in this respect than the sunlight and
frequent changes of mental interest and attention by which they are accompanied.
The
muscular strain implied in these movements ia
necessarily very considerable.
It affects more
or less every member of the body, but the
distant localization of the reaulting ache has
probably much to do with the unusual activity
of the cervical extensor and rotator muscles,
and of the muscles which move the eyeball.
Whatever the minor influences at work, therefore, there can be little doubt that mere fatigue
is primarily accountable for this most general
form of headache, and that rest and nourish-

ment are most reliable antidotes.
The utility of stimulants for thia purpose ia
necessarily temporary and deceptive. One improvement on existing arrangements ought to
be of real assistance to the suffering sight-seer,
if
more generally introduced by responsible
authorities.
The comparative scarcity of seats
in many places of amusement haa often been
noticed.
It would be much to the public advantage if this want were supplied. For the
attendants at exhibition stalls a chair for occasional use ia an absolute necessity.

At Portland the highbinders have been ordered from town. The Chinese merchants cooperate with the authorities in thus getting rid
of a lawless and murderous crowd.

The Fresno Eepuhlkan saya coal from local
mines at 67 a ton settles the cheap-fuel question
in that city.

The truateea of the Lick estate have expended
altogether about $2,000,000 and have still
^917,000.

^
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Educated Indians.
Our engraving

affords

material (nr inter-

studies in physiognomy.
It
represents a recent graduatmi; class at an Oregon
institution for
the improvement of the
Indian, known as the Indian Training
School, which is located in Marion county,
four miles north of Salem.
The school was formerly located in Washington county, at Forest Grove, a lovely
little villat;e, situated 25 miles from
Portestinj;

was organized by Capt. M. C.
land.
It
Wilkinson, a philanthropic gentleman belonging to the army, who was detailed
from that body for this purpose. The school
opened in 1880 with 14 boys and four girls

housework and needlework, and by the supervision of superintendents do the sewing,
cooking, w.ishing, ironing and mending for
the children of the school.

all

When

first

woods and
dislike

for

brought from their native
they show a decided

wilds,
all

rules,

regulations

and

usages of the school. They stand around
and maintain a stolid quiet, refuse to
talk or answer questions, aie sullen and
stubborn, show indifference to all things.
l!y observation and force of example they
are led little by little to " fall in line." They
take most readily to the military drill and
fall

in line at call of bugle.

Persons are admitted to the school from
7 to 30 years of age, and ate kept in school

si.N years or more if necessary.
from the I'uyallup reservation.
The old school buildings were destroyed
fire in 1885, and thus nearly 200 children,
With reference to Reprpsentstive Butler's
big, little and old, were homeless. Just where bill
for an (ppropriation of $1,(H)0.(K)0 fnr a 60
to go or what to do, none knew.
inch telescope to be mouuted tn the National
It was finally decided to lor.iie the srhnr.l
iib8ervatory,'Alvin Clark, the renoKDed maker

by

Animal

407

—

Cliloropliyl.

A

oorrespondent of the Journal 0/ the Franklin InttUuU contributes to that publication the
followiog notes on the ooourreoce of animal
cbloropbvl: Out of 12 species of sponge examined by Prof. MacMunn, ten contained chloro.
phyl; adding to these sevpi, sponges studied by
Krukenberg, we have 17 spoof^es proven to
contain cblorophyl by means of spectroscopic
examination and chemical reagents. With regard to this cblorophyl. Prof. MacMunn says:
" I have no hesitation in saying that no difference worth mentioning was observed between
it and vegetable cblorophyl."
Chemical reactions proved it to be of purely animal origin;
marine al^iu are often to be found growing into
the sponge subatance, but great care was taken
in these experiments to select portions in
which, even when examined microscopically,
with powers up to 1250 diameters, no vegetable
growth appeared. Prof. MacMunn does not
think it necessary that the co-exifitenoe of
starch with cblorophyl should be demonstrated
in order to prove the presence of animal chloro*

Tub Weak ok Rails. The comparative
wearing qnalities of iron and steel rails formed
a very fruitful topic of discussion at one time
in railroad circles, bat the question suddenly
lost its vitality when the price of steel rails fell
fjelow the cost of production of iron rails. It
is, therefore,
a matter of much less interest
than would have been the oaee, say ten years
since, to note the experience in this respect of
the Wabash railway, which has just been made
public. The company removed from its tracks
some iron rails which had been first laid down
in 1856, and about the same time tbey took up
some Knglish steel rails which were first used
in 1873.
The iron rails, after a life of 32 years,
were sold to be remanufactured, and the steel
rails, which had been in use for 15 years, were
relaid on a branch road, where they are expected to last for 12 to 15 years more. The

"expectation of life" in either case would
therefore seem to bo nearly the same, with the
difference in favor of the iron rails, probably
due to the fact that the latter began their
career in an era of less trallio, slower trains,
lighter locomotives and smaller freight oars.

Pluitiifu.

ij

QBAD^ATI^a class of

1886,

Chemawa, and equip the undertaking of lenses, says he does not believe that better
more elaborately and in keeping with ihe results can be obtained by constractiDgso large
name and position of a Government like a glass — that; is, provided it is located 00
ours.
The bchool grew and flourished abun- the AtUntic Slope. The 26 inch glass at the
at

Mr.
its first president, Rev.
Minthorn, and Prof. Coffin, principal teacher.
The school has now been in successful
dantly under

operation at

its

ent.

Harvard Observatory

is, he says, large enough,
but in the wooderfully clear air of California
and the Pacific Coast region, he says the
largest-sized glasses can be used with effect.

present location for three

Prof. John Lee as superintendThere are now iSo Indians in attend-

years, with

The

ballion statement of the Consolidated

California and Virginia mine for last month is
ance from the various tribes, representing in as follows
Total ore worked, 9347 tons.
all 29 different tribes, from all along our Total bullion
produced
^old. $105,422 74;
coast, from Alaska to California, and from silver, $U4,951j total, $220,37374.
Assay
Montana to Oregon. There are 72 girls vield on bullion per ton gold, $11.27; silver,
total,
value
of
^12.29;
$23.57.
Average
assay
and 108 boys. The school is limited to 200.
and much difficulty is encountered in keep- the ore per ton, $28.42.
The
ing up this standard of attendance.
The Santa Paula Chronicle says
An abun*
pupils are taught in four grades, boys
<^ant fiow of oil has been etruok by the Sespe
and girls together, in the public schools.
Oil Company, in well No. 18, in which boring
The studies of the fourth or highest grade has been in progress for some weehs. One
are arithmetic, grammar, physical geogra- hundred barrels were pumped in the first 15
phy, Child's Book of Nature and History of minutes after it was opened.
They are constantly
the United Slates.
going and coming. They are a prey to
Mr. Wenban, the owner of the Cortez mine,
home-sickness. The restraints of the school, Nevada, states that the mine has not been sold
most
burdenin London as reported.
It was incorporated in
its surroundings and all, are
some and overwhelmingly oppressive to the London, so that in case of his death it would
:

—
—

:

Indian, and in desperation he seeks
and freedom by "running away."

relief

be in better shape than
vidual.

if

he held

it

Eng. to.

INDIAN TRAINING SCHOOL, CHBMAWA, OREGON.

as an indi-

phyl.
Even in plants it is not always possible
directly to observe starch as the product of astiimiUtion in the cblorophyl grains; in such cases
the starch produced in the cblorophyl may be
at once transformed into fat.
If cblorophyl is present in sponges, the question arises, of what use is it to them? It cannot be of use for mere surface coloration, as its
tint is, in most cases, disguised by yellow, red
or other color, and it must, therefore, be of use,
either for purposes of assimilation, as in plants,
or for respiration. Since cblorophyl is usually
much more apparent in the external parts of the
sponge, it is likely that it has somethiug to do
with the absorption of light rays. Prof. Mac-

Nevertheless the facts cited go far to sustain
the position of the erstwhile advocates of the
continued use of iron rails, that well-made iron
rails would sustain the wear and tear of regular
railroad traffic as well as steel rails. It is worthy
of note, in thi^t oonnection, that the Wabash
steel rails cost $103 per ton, in gold, in 1873,
and that the old iron rails were recently sold
for more than three-fourths the price of new
steel rails, ton for ton.

Immense sales of oleomargarine are reported
in Cincinnati and Chicago on account of a rise
Ofaiof 5 cents a pound in creamery butter.
cagois trying to control the butter market,

Munn '* cannot help thinking that the very
peculiar absorption spectrum of cblorophyl inPark county, M. T., jury recently made
dicates a property whiob is peculiar to it, and the mistake of returning a verdict that " this
which enables it to sift out rays of a certain jury do hereby agree to disagree," and Judge
wave-length to be utilized in the syntheses of Liddell fined each member $5.
the carbohydrates," The latest researches suggest that cblorophyl may be a respiratory pigIt is reported that the Rothschilds have purment, and all recent botanical knowledge tends chased the Santa Rosalia copper mine, in Boleo
to explain its function as that of a carbonic-acid district, near Mulege, on gulf eide of the Lower
carrier. It may primarily remove the waste California peninsula.
CO2 } and afterward, by the influence of light
rays, build up from CO2 and from water, some
Coal has recently been, fonnd in the Gabilan
substances, such as atarch, glycogen, sugar or mountains, southeast of Salinas, and also in
fat, which are of direct service to the aniraal or the hills near San Luis Obispo.
If this is its function, cblorophyl may
plant.
The output of the Oregon Iron and Steel
be of great use in the constructive metamorCompany at Portland is 48 tons of pig iron and
phosis of animals.
25 tons of iron pipe each day.

A

The boys are instructed in trades and
A NOMBER of wild geese were found dead at
farm labor, many of them showing no little the base of the electric-light tower in Chico last
Prof. Forest Shepherd, who had made a
taught
Suits have boen commenced by the Governare
tools.
They
skill in the use of
Saturday morning. It is supposed they dash- thorough study of mineralogy and mining, and
shoemaking, cabinet work, blacksmithing ed against the lantern during the night, which was well known as a specialist, died at Nor- ment against Nevada parties for $13,000,000
for cutting timber.
wich, Coun., lately, aged 88.
The girls are taught was unusually foggy.
and wagon-making.

m
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Three men took oat
There is some feeling
among ironworkers and other mechanics in this
city ahout individaala and street-railroad companies sending Eist for ironwork instead of
having it done here.
One company, whose
franchise is pending, has finally agreed to do
the work at home, and pressure will be brought
to bear on others to the same end.
discovered in Arizona.
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Prof. Davidson's Observatory, San
Francisco
23 8
At theStudents' Observatory, Berkeley. 23 31
At the Lick Observatory field station". .0 22 19

3 8 56
3 9 8
3 7 17

h.

Atthe Lick Observatory
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The point

its

orbit to cover the

without

its

being strikingly perceptible to the

Baring this time the disk of the eye. What is first noticed in an eoHpae is the
sun is gradually hidden until it becomes a thin change which takes place in the color of the
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sources a

number

of brief suggestions

of a total solar

the

of the light

lat

to the

observers.

eclipse.

The

color

becomes more and more lurid up
the sun has nearly diaap
the spectator is upon the top of a high

On

December and on the

will be of use to intending

29th, 30bh and Slst of

which impression

moment when

and 2d of January, the time signals

peared. If

way

mountain, be can then begin to see the moon's
shadow rushing toward him at the rate of about

of the Lick
Observatory will be sent to nearly every rail-

station in California automatically

from a

als;

standard mean-time clock.

Observers should

compare their watches with the beats of the
sounder at noon in the nearest railway station,
These signals will be similar
Preparinjr Silicon; How it was Settled; And Interesting when possible.
Fact; A New Lamp for Ships; An. Electro-Magnetic to the regular noontime signals
of the ObservPiano, 410.
DTSEFUL INFORMATION— A Lake of Volcanic atory which furnishes the official time to the
Glass; A Trade in Dog Skins; Horses on Snowehoes;
These signals commence
Cleaning Zinc; Vulcanized Fiber for Cogs; Stout Car Southern Pacific Co.
Horses; The Way to get Rid of Tattoo Marks; Oui with a warning "rattle" between 11:56 and

a mile a second.

him, there

of a total eclipse are so vari-

and

impressive, and so novel

fascinating, that those

tion will do well

engaged in observa-

to confine their attention to

that special portion which they can best observe, leaving the other portions to other

mem-

bers of the party.

During the observation of
an eclipse, it is necessary that quiet and stillness should be maintained. People who are
only looking on with the naked eye should be
careful not to dietnrb observers

instruments for

precise

who

are using

observations.

Those

who

intend reporting to the Lick Observatory
should state the nature and character of instru-

ments used with details of size, power, etc.
Notes at the time should be brief and condensed, but written out at length afterward
and without conference with others.

Choice of Observing Station.

A position should

about 91"

sun's disk.

ILLUSTRATIONS. —

the last contact

half of the eclipse

be selected which is free
from the annoyances of sand, dust, and dazzling
be
reflections from water, and the noise and din of
the sun's limb meas- a thoroughfare; which affords a clear view of

of first contact will

The beginning of a total solar eclipse is from the north point
of
marked simply by the small black notch made ured toward the
west.
on the luminous disk of the sun by the advancing
What to Expect.
edge or limb of the moon. This always occurs
It may be observed that the actual amount
on the western half of the sun aa the moon
moves from west to east in its orbit. An hour of the sun's light may be diminished by twoor more must elapse before the moon has ad- thirds or three -fourths of its ordinary amount
vanced sufficiently far in

The phenomena

ous, so startling, so

At

line of totality.

till

of the first

are repeated in inverse order.

:

1 14

of totality

phenomena

the

2 02
2 03
37
1 59
2 03
1 50
2 02
1 32
1 13
1 55

4th Con-

tact,

this offers

From the end

s

1 43
2 03
02

last contracts.

lat Con.

It is so

the astronomers and photographers will go from

on the

49
49
49
49
49
50
49
50
50
50
£0
50
51
51
5i

1

m,

(Pacific standard time.)

that in this city the sun will be

rarely that an opportunity such

8.

1 47 14
1 47
5
1 47 1
148 32
1 48 33
1 4S 51
1 48 52
149 40

145

Cloverdale

m.

h.

45 31
2
1 44 59
146 44
1 48 31
1 4i> 48
1 48 15
147 41
1 47 46
1 47 43
1 47 56
1 47 52
1 47 59
1 48 10
i 43 02
1 48
3
1 48 19
1 48 3i
1 49 13
1 49 17
1 48 59
1 50 26
1 50 43
149 53
1 50 21
1 50 24
i

Sesma

shown in the map published in the Press on
November lOth.
San Francisco is 55 miles

this city to points
latest

Mendocino,.
Punta Arenas
Ukiah

path of the total phase through California Oroville
Grags Valley
and Nevada is northeast of compass.
The Nevada City

that no doubt a great

Our

m

Place.

of the

only about eleven -twelfths obscured.
and

Total Ecbpse.
Ends.

sun which occars Tehama

18S9, is a very im-

and in a moment more the sun's rays
are again visible, seemingly as bright as ever.
server,

Different Points.

Beirin?.
h.
s.

Orland
Maxwell
Corning

southeast of the southern limit of the path of
London Aqeht— Alfrbd E. Ahh, 63 and 64 New Broad

Address

Time and Duration at

Normin

Suggestions to Observers.

Terms of Subscription.

phase there is a sudden increase of the brightness of the sky, due to the increased illumination of the earth's atmosphere near the ob-

to select a suitable station:

Willows

Senior Editor

Per Line (agate)
Half inch (1 square)

They will serve a
useful purpose in enabling intending observers
ited in the following table.

Calistoga

S(.*ffi|i

[Dec. 22, 1888

Just as the shadow reaches

a sudden increase of darkness;

is

the brighter stars begin to

the portion of the heavens tp which the attention will be directed, and an unobstructed

meridian, if precise observations for time [are
contemplated; and elevated above the ordinary
range of fogs, where fogs are to be apprehend-

The

ed.

and

place should be noted and described,

bearing and distance from some public
building or prominent landmark should be determined. It should be resorted to one or more
its

days in advance in order to have everything in
readiness and suitably arranged.

Observations of the Contacts.
These observations consist in observing the
instants of beginning and end both of the eclipse
and total phase, together with the positions of
the points of contact, and serve to give a precise

determination of the moon's place.

desirable that the beginning

and end

It
of

is

the

eclipse should be carefully observed at all fixed

observatories within its limits.

show on the dark and end

of the total phase

The beginning
can only be observed

The value of such
lurid sky, the thin crescent of the sun breaks within the belt of totality.
up into small points or dots of light, which observations depends on the precision with
suddenly disappear, and the moon itself, an en- which the instant of contact is appreciated and
exactness with
tirely black bill, appears to bang isolated in its time recorded and the
which the correction of the chronometer and
the heavens.
Bice ProGuction; The Bell-Cord Doomed, 411.
GOOD HEALTH.—Health of the State; Anti-Hydro- 11:57, Pacific standard time; there is then a An instant afterward the sun's corona is seen the latitude and longitude of the place are dephobia; Prevention of Scarlet Fever; Electricity for
pause of one minute (during which the wires surrounding the black disk of the moon with termined
Yellow Fever; Oil of Bay \s. Files; Water and Obesity,
One Probable Cause of Left Handedness; Tobacco are cleared for the transmission of the '* noon a soft efTalgence quite diffarent from any other
Near the Limits oi the Shadow.
Smoke and Disease Germs, 411.
The intelligent inhabitants of towns near the
BNGINBERINQ NOTES. -De Lesseps Still on the signal"), and the first beat of the clock, which light known to us. Near the moon's limb it is
Ray,eed Edge; The Sweden-Denmark Tunnel; Supple- will be heard at the distant telegraph
stations, intensely bright, and to the naked eye, uniform edge of the belt of totality may furnish obserment of Bridge Piers, 411MINING SUMMARY- From the various counties is Uh. 55m. 00 sec. of Pacific standard time. in structure; 5' or 10' from the limb this inner vations by which the limits can be accurately
of California, Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, MonThereafter the clock wiU beat every even sec
corona has a boundary more or lees defined, determined by simply noting how many seconds
tana. New Mexico. Oregon, Utah, Wyoming, 412-13.
MINING STOCK MARKET.—Sales at the San ond leaving out the 58th second. The first and from this extend streamers and wings of the sun is wholly obscured. The following diFrancisco Stock Board, Notices of Meetings,
beat after this short pause is 11:59:00, and the fainter and more nebulous light.
These are of rections for doing this are mostly taken from a
ments, Dividends, and Bullion Shipments, 416.
clock will continue to beat the even seconds various shapes, sizes and brilliancy.
No two circular issued by the U. S. Naval Observatory
until 11:59:50, when there will be a pause of 10 solar eclipses yet observed have been alike in asking for observations of the eclipse of August
Business Annonncements.
seconds, and the last beat heard will be 12.00:00 this respect.
These appearances,
though 7, 1869
[NEW THIS IBSDB.]
Instruments.
710071 of Pacific standard time (equal to S:00 of changeable, do not appear
to change in the
Assessment Notice— Lord of Lorn G. & S, M. Co.
The only indispensable instrument is a good
Greenwich mean time).
time the moon's shadow requires to pass from

—

:

Dividend Notice— S F. Savings Union.
California Iron Yard H. J. Rogers & Co.
Stockholders' Meeting— Superior M. & M. Co.

—

not practicable to visit one of the railtelegraph stations at noon for these signals,

If it is

way

tS" See Advertising Columns,

the beats of the Lick Observatory clock may be
heard by telephone at any time of the day by

first contact with the earth to its last.
Superposed upon these wings may be seen
(sometimes with the naked eye) the red fiames,

the

watch, provided with a seconds-hand, and havIt may be well to provide a
lighted lantern for use in case of necessity. The
minute-hand of the watch should be carefully
ing a white face.

which were first discovered
These need not be more set so as to be on the exact minute when the
This being done it is
closely described here, as they can now be stud- seconds-hand is at 6O3.
The Ridgeway mine, New River district, Standard clock, call the central office, and ask ied at any time by the aid of a spectroscope. no matter how far wrong the watch may be,
has been sold to an English company and the San Jose operator to put on the Lick Ob- These are the appearances to the naked eye.
A good auxiliary will be a common spyglass
Major Toms, one of the owners, has re- servatory clock signal. When this is done, the In the telescope the corona appears a very lashed to a round post so as to be steady enough
tnrned from London. We gave an account beats of the Lick Observatory clock will be complicated structure. It was formerly doubt- to give an easy view of the sun. To lessen the
of this mine some time since, when we saw heard every two seconds.
At the end of every ful whether the corona was an atmosphere be- brilliancy of the sun, cover the object-glass
Major Toms, who was then on his way to Lon- minute the 58th second is omitted. At the end longing to the sun or the moon. At the eclipse with a pasteboard, tin, or wooden cap having
don.
The advent of capital into New River of every 5th minute (0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, of 1860 it was proved by measurements that the a round hole three-fourths of an inch in diwould not only benefit that camp, but other 40, 45, 50, 55, 60), the 52i, 54th, 56th and 5Sth red prominences belonged to the sun and not to ameter cut in its center.
portions of Trmity county.
The spyglass will be worse than useless unseconds are omitted.
the moon, since the moon gradually covered
There ia quite an excitement at Needles, Cal.j
To set your watch right: Get the beats of them by its motion, they remaining attached less one is accustomed to its use, and has it
or protuberances,

Passing Events.

following out the directions given below:
To hear the beats of the Lick Observatory

during a total eclipse.

about reports of a gold-find 20 miles sonth of

the Lick Observatory clock in your telephone,
and hold your watch where you can see the

to the

that place, and numbers of
the new field.

Amador county

is

strikes in old mines.

men

are leaving for

having luck of late in good
Recently the North Star,

at Sutter Creek, struck exceptionally rich ore,

and now the Wildman,

at the same place, has
a depth of 600 feet the superintendent reports a 12-foot ledge of glO rock.

struck

it.

At

The Phoenix Herald of the
Wratton strike in Centennial

lOfch

says

district

is

:

The

said to

be the biggest thing in the mining business ever

sun.

The corona has

also since been

fastened so as to be steady.

An opera-glass held in the hand may also
shown to be a solar appendage.
The total phase of a solar eclipse lasts for a serve a good purpose. A smoked glass should
few minutes (never more than six or seven, and also be prepared, but one part of the glass
than two seconds comes; the first dot after about two minutes only at thb eclipse of Jan- should be smoked very lightly so that it can be
such a pause begins some minute. If the pause uary 1, 1S89), and during this time, as the eye be- used should the day be cloudy,
ia ten seconds long, the minute is one of the
Arraneements.
comes more and more accustomed to the faint
numbered minutes of your watch-dial.
light, the outer corona is seen to stretch further
Each observation should be made by a patty
Prof. Schaeberle of the Lick Observatory has and further away from the sun's limb. At the of three persons.
Only one instrument of each
computed for Prof. Holden the approximate eclipse of 1878, July 29th, it was seen to ex- kind watch, glass, etc. is needed by a party.
Pacific-Standard time of the beginning and end- tend more than 6° (about 9,000,000 miles) from A station should be selected where they will be
second hand; listen to the beats, which are
heard every two seconds, until a pause of more

—

—

ing of the total phase, and hisresalts are exhib-

the sun 'a limb.

Just before the end of the tota

free

from

all

interruption, either in the open

ffl

1
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an open window, facing south or southBe Bure that the tun can be aeeo from

air or at

weet.

your station at

1

:30

m.,

i'.

by a

trial

one or two

days before the eclipie.

One, at least, of the
party mnat have a pencil and notebook at hand
to record the time.

is

of the opposite kind,

avoided.

It ia that the

and should be equally
light of

rose colored protuberances

dark body

of the

The Round Valley

Reservoii*.

Brewster's Amalgamator.

the brilli&nt

which surround the

moon during

413

the total eclipse

may

hz mistaken for sunlight, and thus the
critical moment be suffered to pass. The return

The Observation.

One

of the

largest

enterprises

Plumas

in

is

the

visible

part

of

the sun

begin to count the seconds aloud

will

u

;

re-

the

bolder of the smoked glass, with or without
the spy'glass,

watch

will

of true sunlight,

last

ray

being careful to look through

the brightest part of
bear without

the

for

the glass the eye will

inconvenience
there be one,

;

and

the

third

of over SlOO,-

Liok Observatory.

000.

Drawings of the Corona

logical observations

should include the ordinary
record of the barometer, dry and wet bulb ther-

look for the mometer, wind, clouds, etc.
Near and during
disappearance of sunlight with the naked eye, the total phase the changes of the thermometer
and stand ready with pencil and paper to and hygrometer, formation of clouds or fog, or
record the time. When the last ray of the sun dew or other atmospheric variations, should be
observer,

if

Its

purpose

is

to supply the

mines

Greenville district with the necessary

Spectroscopic observations are of special importance during the total phase. The meteoro

will

December 8th appeared

Pkes.^ of

a

the

of sunlight will also be preceded by a reddish
glow on the border of the dark moon, which the dam
and reservoir is given on this page.
dooed to the narrowest orescent, the holder must not be mistaken for the sun. All the re- The oonatruction was commenced in
18G8, and
of the watch, keeping his eye on the face, corded times, etc., shonld be forwarded to the up to this date repreaeots a cost

When

In the

Round Valley reser- oommunication from Geo. J. Rockwell, giving
voir and water-works owned by Messrs. McGill an account of testa
of ores at Bodie, in which it
& Bidwell. The reservoir is at an elevation of was stated that the Brewster amalgamator
800 feet above Indian valley. An engraving of possessed " none of the merits claimed
for it."
county, this State,

of

water.

Those dependent upon the reservoir are the

Johnny

Bull, Drury,

Pacific, Forest

King, the

Cherokee gronp, Round Valley Consolidated,
New York, Plumas Con., O'Tool and Summit,
McLellau Claims, Green Mountaio, and others.
The company have eight milea of ditch for the
distribution of the water, on the line of which
is

has disappeared, the observer with the glass

an inverted siphon oompoaed of

5000 feet of
inch pipe crossing a canyon under a pressure

We are informed by the superintendent of the
Standard Consolidated M. Co. that there were
worked by Mr. Rockwell, as
results were as given

four tons of ore

directed by him, and the

the communication; but he says nothing of
which far exceeded the
receipts.
As to the Brewster amalgamator,
in

the cost of the run,

there was but a small quantity of ore worked
by that, the experiments being mainly confined
to tailings.

gamator

ia

of

There is no doubt that the amalno advantage ia working Stand-

ard ores, but this should not give the idea that
the machine ia of no benefit anywhere,
The

specially noted.
Drawings of the corona should '2'2
amalgamator is doing good and satiafactory
"time," and the exact second at also be made by those able to do so.
of 400 feet.
The company make their basis of work at the Homestake mines in the Black
which the call was given must be immediately
A really important observation can be made rates for water furnished on 50 per cent of cost Hills, and seems well adapted to the ores
written down.
The minute must be also care- in the following way
Place a circle of wood of steam-power, including the water used for there. While Mr. Rockwell's statement is
corfully noted and immediately recorded.
It is or iron, 1*2 inches in diameter, near the top of a battery purposes.
This estimate ia made with rect as to the fact of the machine being of no
best to record the seconds first, ;ind then the telegraph or other pole, and place the eye at the assumption that both plants
are on the benefit ia working the ores at Bodie, it has
will

call

:

THE ROUND VALLEY RESERVOIR AND DAM.
The observers

minutes.

will

then await the about 57 feet from the disk, so that at the time

return of snnligbt, the count of seconds being

The .first

kept up.

flash of true sunlight will

of totality the center of

the disk will cover the

The

position for the eye can

center of the sun.

Thus, while furnishing the company
with a handsome revenue, the mines are sup-

ground.

plied at an exceedingly low cost.

As high

as

seem to burst out suddenly, and the minute be approximately determined on the days im- $1400 per month has been realized by the comand second of its appearance must be imme- mediately preceding the eclipse, and a stake pany from the water.
Otving to light winters for the past two years,
diately recorded with the same care as the can be firmly driven, over the very top of which
The difference of the the observer is to look at the totally eclipsed the supply of water, which depends upon snow
time of disappearance.
sun. The sun and the inner (and brighter) and rain, has been short, and the company has
two times gives the duration of totality.
Valuable observations of the duration of to- corona will be hidden, and the eye can then been unable to supply the demand. They have
The
tality can be made at any points at or near the follow the outer and fainter portions with hopes to secure a good supply this season.
limits of the line of totality, in particular at or ease and estimate their directions (angles with dam proper is .300 feet long and 23 feet in hight,
near the points named below. Observers should the vertical post) and their lengths (in diame- constructed with a rock-wall in center and
remember that the fact that the eclipse was not ters of the disk), The eye should be kept in loose dirt on sides. It ia the moat natural site
total at their stations is just as important as darkness up to the beginning of the total phase. for a reservoir imaginable, and its location is
the other fact that the duration of totality was It is to be hoped that photographers making quite picturesque. It covers SOO acres and will
If these observa- pictures of the eclipse will send the original hold an average depth of 15 feet of water, and
one, two or three seconds.
tions are carefully made, and promptly communicated to the Lick Observatory, they will

negatives to the Lick Observatory,

has a watershed of 40 square milea.

An

smoked

this be too dark, several

glass, if

sec-

and thus the
Such
detected and corrected by the
a
third observer looking on with the naked eye,
onds before

it is

really all covered,

may call
mistake may be

observer

if

the

"time"

too soon.

the following circumstances be attended to:

The beginning of total eclipse is marked by a
very rapid increase of the darkoess, caused by
the advent of the moon's shadow. If, then, the
darkness increases more rapidly after time is
Boon,

subject conveys,

therefore,

a

wrong impression.

Academy of
of the

—At

the last meeting

Hittell

read a paper on

Sciences.

Academy, T. H.

the subsidence of the peninsula of San Francisco.

of

Some

sea-lions

fossil

redwood

not yet

logs

fossilized

and the bones
were recently

found, he said, 112 feet below the surface by
some laborers who were digging a well for
Adolph Sutro on his San Miguel ranch* near
the Almshouse. The committee appointed for
the purpose of presenting a regular ticket for
ofl&cers for

lows: Prea.,

the ensuing year,

reported as

H. W. Harkneas;

1st

fol-

Vice-Pres.,

H. H. Behr; 2d Vice-Pres., George Hewston;
Gutzkow; Rec. Sec'y, J. K.
Scupham; Treas., J. E. Thayer; Librarian,
Cor. Sec'y, Fred

Carlos Troyer;

Director

of

Mnaeum,

J.

G.

Cooper; Trustees, Charles F. Crocker, D, E.
Hayes, S.W. Holladay, E.J. Molera; Irving

M. Scott, George C, Perkins and John Taylor.
AlpheuB Ball and Walter E. Bryant were appointed
inspectors of
election and
Chas.
leave here early in the morning of New Year's
Bay, and the passengers will arrive at the point
Governor Waterman has said that he will Stephens and C. B. Gibbs, judges of election.
of observation in time to get a full view of all not give his sanction to the bill appropriating The election will take place on January 7th.
there is to be seen concerning the eclipse, and money to the London Exposition unless the
Work has commenced on the Cuyamaca
they will return here in the evening of the same aid is extended to the Paris Exposition,
railroad, San Diego Co.
One trainload of rails
same day. It is probable that a round-trip rate which is to be held in 1SS9.
has arrived, and three steamers are on the way
of S5 will be made to other railroad points on
with ties.
will be here
Tuesday, and the
there will be a full trainload.

The

train will

the line of totality of the eclipse.

A RICH silver strike has been made
did before, time was called too
and must be repeated. The other danger Badger mine, near Port Arthur, Minn,

called than it

this part of the

item

no small moment is the fact that it is surBscursionB.
rounded by miles and miles of the beet timber
serve a useful purpose.
A big special excursion to run from this city to in the State, from which must ere long spring a
Special Precautions.
a point near Willows on the central line of tolumbering industry of great magnitude. Then
In appreciating the beginning of totality, tality of the New Year eclipse has been arwill this great water storage bs of utility in
there ia danger of error from two sources. The ranged by the Southern Pacific Company.
Alfurnishing the power to run the mills that will
first is, that the sun's crescent may become so ready many persona have expressed a desire to
be called into operation by lumbermen, after
narrow as to become invisible through the make the trip on this occasion, and no doubt
which it may be conducted to the fertile lands
of

proved successful on ores elsewhere, and is now
being generally introduced at various camps.
The wording of Mr, Rockwell's paragraph on

in

of Indian valley for irrigation.

Christmas
on
The Legislature is to be asked to contribute
Press wishes all its patrons a very merry and
the happy one. We might do this much more at $250,000 to maintain a California exhibit in
London for two years.
length, but scarcely with more heartiness.
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quite stable in the air, and so brittle that it
can be readily pulverized. Its principal use in
the arts is for the manufacture of type-metal.
Mercury (or quicksilver) is the only metal
Facts About Metals.
(except the exceedingly rare metal, gallium)
that is fluid at ordinary temperatures. It boils
It amalgamates freely with gold,
Silver will absorb a considerable Dumber of at 660° Fah.
times its own volume of oxygen when highly silver, copper, zinc and tin, but only sparingly
chief uses are for coating mirair.
with
iron.
Its
heated in that gas, or even in common
This oxygen is not combined with the silver, rors, in the manufacture of barometers and
but is given off at the moment of the solidifi- thermometers, and in amalgamating with goli
cation of the metal, a circumstance which pro- in the production of that metal, Boston Jourduces the peculiar frosted or arborescent ap- nal of Commerce.
pearance common to masses of the pure metal.
The presence of a small percentage of copper Recent Advances in the Metallurgy
prevents the absorption of oxygen. According
of Iron
to Lampadius and Bepretz, silver gives off
vapor at very high temperatures. The presmetallurgists,
evidently, have yet much
The
greatly
inence of a small quantity of arsenic
creases the ease with which it is volatil- to learn in understanding the influence of other
elements in modifying the properties of iron
ized.
In respect of its extreme sensitiveSilver alloys readily with nearly all the and steel.
ness to the presence of the smallest appreciable
limited
arts
is
to
in
the
their
use
metals, but
a few employed in the decorative arts and in quantities of foreign substances, iron seems to
coinage. Next to copper, it is the most readily stand alone, and the possibilities which this
deposited on other metals by galvanic action, fact opens to investigators are almost limithence it is used in great quantities for electro- less.
The pecaliar (ffecta of carbon, silicon, sulplating. Like gold, it was known to the
ancients, who used it for coinage and for phur and phosphorus on the physical properties
of iron have long been known, and play au imornament.
Bismuth melts at about 518" "F. It is but portant role in its utilization. It has only lateslightly oxidized by contact with air; if strong- ly come to light, however, that aluminium, in
ly heated, it burns with a bluish flame; at a so small a quantity as the one tenth of one per
high temperature it volatilizes freely. Its prin- cent (that is, one part in 1000), renders wrought
cipal use in the arts is for the production of iron and steel distinctly more fusible.
More recently, the observation has been made
the so-called "fusible alloys," above spoken of.
These are compounds of lead, tin and bismuth, that additions of this element to ca^t iron, in
Several of these melt quantities from one- fourth of one per cent up to
in varying proportions.
one per cent, produced most favorable effects,
below the boiling point of water.
Copper melts at about 2100"' F. It is very rendering inferior irons soft, and fitting them
ductile, malleable and tenacious; at very high for foundry uses.
Now manganese is coming to the front as a
temperatures it is slightly volatile; it is unaffected by dry air, but in the damp becomes useful addition to irons and steels, and from
coated with an adherent green crust. When various sources we learn that it promises to
exposed at a red heat to the air, it is rapidly yield results quite as valuable as those obtained
oxidized, and becomes encrusted by a black with aluminium. In a paper recently presented
scale.
At a high temperature copper burns to the Iron and Steel Institute by R. A. Hitwith a green flime. Its uses in the arts and field of Sheffield, Fagland, he claims to have
manufactares are too welt known to need repe- obtained in experiments in making steel with a
It? principal alloys are brass, high percentage of manganese, "results which
tition here.
are entirely novel, and appear to show the way
bronze and German silver.
Nickel is somewhat less fusible than pure to an absolutely new sort of metal for various
iron; this would put its melbing point at about purposes."
His experiments were made with the idea
3000° F. Like iron, it is capable of becoming
magnetic, but loses this property at tempera- that steel with high manganese might give a
660"
hard
material, but without the brittleness of
combining
readily
F.
Though
tures above
with oxygen, it is only slightly oxidized when spiegeleisen, seeing that the carbon would be
reduced. The results obtained show
highly heated.
Its most important alloy is much
Of some novel features, whioh it will be of interthat with copper, called German silver.
very general use for est to briefly snmmarizs.
late it has come into
"After many trials a material was produced
electro-plating miscellaneous objects of every
combining great strength with hardness, but
description.
Cadmium melts at about 500" F. It is com- the puzzling and apparently paradoxical result
monly associated with ores of zinc, and, being was discovered that, although steel, if it may
a very volatile metal, distills off when zinc ores be so termed, with 4 to 6 per cent of manganese, and lass than ^ per cent of carbon, was
are roasted.
Manganese has a high melting point, but so brittle that it could be powdered nnder a
fuses when exposed to the heat of a good wind hand-hammer, yet by adding twice this amount
furnace. It has a strong attraction for oxygen, of manganese, just the contrary effect was proand will even take it from water at a low tem- duced, and a material was obtained containing
perature.
variety of bronze containing many apparently new properties, as compared
with any iron or steel hitherto manufactured.
mangaliese is highly esteemed.
Iron, intrinsically the most important of the Briefly, the material may be described as folmetals, fuses at temperatures dependent on its lows: That concaining from 2^ to 6 per cent is
purity.
When containing carbon, or in the extremely brittle in its oast state, then a recondition of cast iron, it melts at 2786° Fah., turn in strength gradually takes place, and,
but when pure, or in the condition of wrought with about 9 to 10 per cent, a cast bar, 2^
iron, a temperature of 3280° Fdh. is necessary inches square,can be bent considerably out of the
to melt it. Iron softens before melting, and straight without breaking.
This continues up
possesses in a marked degree the property of to about 14 or 15 per cent, when a decrease ocwelding. It has powerful afGoities for oxygen, curs in actual toughness, though not in transtaking it from the air when moist, a circum- verse strength, and after about 20 per cent is
stance which explains the fact that it is seldom passed, then a rapid decrease again takes place.
found in a pure or metallic state, except in It should be stated that these remarks apply
meteorites. Dry air at ordinary temperatures specially to the material in its cast state.
" Manganese steel is not so liable to honeydoes not affect it, but when heated to redness
combs as ordinary steel and the addition of siliit abH>rbs oxygen and becomes coated with a
scale of black oxide. When in a finely divided con is unnecessary.
It is very fluid and can be
state, the metal burns while falling through the run into thin sections, but cools more rapidly
air; and even in the condition of ordinary fil- than ordinary steel, and it? contraction is deings it burns with brilliant scintillations when cidedly greater.
The latter fact explains the
thrown into a fire or the flame of an ordinary reason of its piping and settling so much, both
in the ingots and in castings; with proper
gaslight.
Tin melts at a temperature of 455° Fah. It heads or runners, however, this difficulty can
is not acted on to any extent by air or waten
be obviated. It is manufactured by any of the
When exposed to a temperature somewhat ordinary steel making processes, the basis, i. e.,
above its melting point, it absorbs oxygen the material before the manganese is added begreedily, and is converted into a whitish oxide, ing preferably decarbonized iron (practically
known technically as putty powder. Tin alloys pure iron, Fe), or mild steel. The ferromanwith nearly every known metal.
large pro- ganese is added in a molten state or very highportion of the tin of commerce is consumed in ly heated.
The steel is then ready for casting
the production of tin plates for roofing, and into ingots or other forms. " Manufacturer
the production of tin utensils, cans, etc. Other and Builder.
uses are for the production of solders, and it
forms one of the constituents of bronze and
Cement. At the last meeting of the
Britannia metal.
Academy of Sciences in this city, an interesting
Zinc melts at about 770° Fah. It undergoes paper was read by F. Gutzkow on magnesium
a series of remarkable changes under the influ- oxychloride, or white cement.
number of
ence of heat. At ordinary temperatures it is specimens were presented for the inspection of
comparatively brittle; between 250° and SOO"' the members. One of the principal advantages
Fah, it is quite malleable, and in this state may of the new cement is that it can be manufactbe readily rolled or beaten into sheets which ured in California, It is composed of one-half
have the valuable property of retaining their magnesium oxide, which is obtained from the
malleability when cold.
The brittleness of the magneeite deposits in the Coast Range, and onemetal at ordinary temperatures is doubtless to half magnesium chloride, obtained from the
be attributed to its crystalline structure, which various sea-salt manufactories throughout the
is probably effaced during the operation of rollState.
It may be used for sidewalks, interior
ing at higher temperatures.
At 400° Fah. zinc decorating, and in appearance resembles purebecomes so extremely brittle that it may be white marble. It has a natural polish, and
readily powdered. Zinc is very volatile at a above all is mach cheaper than any of the other
bright red heat, and in the presence of air substances now in use, W, R. Bently read a
burns with a bluish-green flame. Brass is the paper descriptive of the great glaciers of the
most important alloy. It amalgamates readily Selkirks, in which the speaker, assisted by a
with iron, and articles thus coated are known colored sketch of the principal glacier, gave an
as "{galvanized "
a misleading term.
interesting and vivid description of the beautiAntimony melts at about 900° Fah, It is ful scenery of the Columbia river.

The Paradoxes
The water which drowns

ol'

Science.

The Great Eruption at Krakatoa. — A re-

ua, a fluent stream,

can be walked upon as ice.
port made to the Dutch Indian Government on
The bullet, which, when fired from a musket, the character of the memorable volcanic outcarries death, will be harmless if ground to dust break in the Sunda straits, estimates that the
before being fired.
amount of ejected matter from Krakatoa must
The crystallized part of the oil of roses, so have been at least ten cubic miles, or to make
grateful in its fragrance
a solid at ordinary a range of hills about 1000 feet higher than the
temperatures, though readily volatile is a surrounding plain.
The velocity of ejection
compound substance, containing exactly the was considerably greater than that of the heavisame elements, and in exactly the same propor- est rifled ordnantte, and the ejected material
tions, as the gas with which we light our must have reached a hight of 30 miles, or six
streets.
times the hight of the highest mountain in the
The tea which we daily drink, with benefit world. The noise of the explosion was heard
and pleasure, produces palpitations, nervous over one-fourteenth of the earth's surface, and
trembling, and even paralysis, if taken in ex- a great atmospheric wave, starting from Kracess; yet the peculiar organic agent called katoa as its center, spread itself around the
theine, to which tea owes its qualities, may be world, describing the whole oircumference in
taken by itself (as theine, not as tea) without some 36 hours.

—

—

any appreciable effect.
An Electric Actinometer,— Messrs, Gony
The water which will allay our burning thirst
augments it when congealed into snow, so that and Rigollet have devised a small battery of
peculiar construction that may, according to
it is stated by explorers of the Arctic regions
that the natives ** prefer enduring the utmost the British Journal of Photography, be used as
extremity of thirst rather than attempt to re- an actinometer. It is made by beating a clean
move it by eating snow," Yet if the snow be plate of copper over a Bnnsen burner till a
melted it becomes drinkable water. Nevertbe* layer of cuprous oxide forms; this plate, with
if melted before entering the
assuages thirst like other water, when
melted in the mouth it has the opposite effect.
To render this paradox more striking, we
have only to remember that ice, which melts
more slowly in the mouth, is veryleffieient in allaying thirst.

less,

although

mouth

it

—

A Curious Little Discovery. A corre"I
spondent of the Electrical Revieiv says:
have made a curious little discovery, whioh
may interest your readers. It first occurred
on a railway train. I happened to hold against
the inside surface of the window-glass a daily
paper which bad been cut by a saw tooth cut
ter, leaving a ragged edge on which some of
When I removed the
the bits were loose.
newspaper, some of the bits remained clinging
It was curious, and I began to
to the glass.
All would
investigate with larger pieces.
I
to the glass when laid against it.
took different kinds of paper then, but the
Since then I have
results were the same.
repeated the experiment a great number of
times on different railways, and always found
the glass apparently electrified. It cannot be
capillary attraction, as the most porous kind of
paper, if light, will stick just the same. I have
had pieces of newspaper two inches square hold
And a strange thing, too, the phenomfirmly.
enon appears as certainly in rainy weather,
when
the window-panes are streaming outeven

stick

It seems to require a clean window for
side.
Oae evening I tested seven
good results.
windows in one car, and had them all spotted
with bits of paper, and my fellow-travelers eyed

me with suspicion as a result. Now, why does
the paper stick ? Is it the friction of the air
outside ? Hardly, because, after a five-minute
stop, fresh paper will stick just as effectually.
Is it due to the heat of the finger in applying
the paper ? No, because a lead pencil or a cork
Is it capillary atwill do instead of the finger.
I will be glad to have
traction ? I think not.
some of your readers investigate and report.
Perhaps a pocket electroscope would help."

A

Photographing the Sun or Moon.

— Mr- J.

one of unaltered copper, forms the battery. A
galvanometer is introduced into the circuit and
the battery then exposed. The effect is instantaneous, and disappears when the light is
cut off. Diffused daylight produces an alteration of several hundredths of a volt, direct sunlight an alteration of at least a tenth of a volt.
It is stated that with a Thompson galvanometer
it is possible to recognize the effect of a candle
flame at a distance of several yards.

A New Method of Preparing

Silicon.

— H.

W. Warren

suspends small bars of ferro-siHcon
immersed in dilute sulphuric acid from the posi-

and resting upon a platinum plate that forms the negative pole. After
solution of the iron, the residue consists of
graphite, silica and amorphous silicon; this residue is heated to redness in carbon dioxide, and
then to bright redness in a closed iron tube
with zinc. The silicon is dissolved by the
zinc, and is obtained in crystals when the zinc
is treated with hydrochloric acid.
If aluminum
be used instead of zinc, and the temperature
raised to whiteness, graphitoidal silicon is obtained.
tive pole of a battery,

—

How It Was Settled. The question as to
whether the upper part of the wheel of ^a vehimotion travels faster than the lower part
has been settled by instantaneous photography, in
experiments made by S. W. Gardner. Mr.
Gardner takes the photograph of an omnibus en
route, and in this photograph, while the lower
ends of the spokes immediately adjacent to the
ground are not perceptibly unsharpened by the
motion, the tops of the upper spokes show an
angular motion corresponding to abont 10 degrees.
The photograph most successfully expresses the fact that the wheel it represents is
in rapid motion,
Exchange,

cle in

An

Interesting

Fact.

—A

boat

may

be

pierced in several places below the water line,
and yet continue to float indefinitely, so
long as a swift motion through the water is kept
up. This was recently proven by an interesting experiment tried by the English builders,
Thornycroft & Co., with a new boat. For the
purpose of making the experiment a threequarter*inch hole was bored into the side, about
one foot under water. When the boat was at
rest the water flowed in very rapidly, but when
moving at a speed of about ten miles an hour a
skin of water was drawn over the hole, which

C. O'Loan of Liverpool writes to the Scientific
While experimenting
American as follows
with a ray of sunlight in a darkened room, I
had my attention directed to pinhole pictures,
and am of the opinion that startling results
oan be obtained in photographs of the sun or
moon in this way. In a room darkened by resisted any inflow.
blocking up windows with thick paper, make a
New Lamp for Ships.
Perthshire inemail hole in the paper with a darning ventive genius has produced a new
lamp. It
needle, so as to admit a ray of direct sunlight.
is a cross between a candle and a para£Bne
Hold a piece of paper in the path of the ray, lamp, but it has all the advantages and none of
12 in. from the hole, you will have an image of the defects of either. There is no fear of
the sun ^ in. in diameter, at 4 ft. an image of explosion or of flooding the place
witli oil (in
The siz3 of opening used as case of breakage), and there is no waste.
in., and so on.
The
lens does not alter the size of image at any
way the wax is kept liquid round the wick is
given distance, but only its sharpness. Say so ingenious that it has been patented, and a
the opening is 1 1-16 in,, and gives a sharp company has bought
it.
It is having a great
picture at 4 ft., by enlarging the opening to
sale among ship-owners, to whom its qualities
one-eighth, the size of the image at 4 ft. would
are especially valuable.
be still the same, but unsharp, so that the
screen or plate must be removed to twice the
An Electro-Magnetic Piano. Dr. EiseIn a room mann of Berlin has invented a piano which, by
distance to obtain equal sharpness.
100 ft. long, a 12-in. picture of the sun could be the aid of electro-magnetism, can sustain, inhad, and of the moon one very much larger,
crease and diminish sound. This has been atseries of pipes 100 yards long for camera would tempted by other experts, notably Boehm, the
sun.
fact,
photograph
of
the
In
ft.
3
give a
inventor of the metal flute. Another novelty
there is no limit to size of image but the length will be that, by moving the electro-magnets,
Perhaps some one who has more the timbre of the tone is changed; for example,
of camera.
time and space at his disposal than I have from that of a violoncello to piccolo.
may take the snbject up.
:
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jected to the action of an electric current.
But a simple immersion is enough. The bath
for this must be brought to ebullition, and objects of copper or brass, or coated therewith,
may be immersed in it.

2eiENTiFie PpvOGress.

n^ECHAJMIGAL PrOCSRESS.

A New
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Argentine.

—

*'

Argentine," says Iron,

is

a

to tin precipitated by galvanic action from its solution. This material is usually
obtained by immersing plates of zinc in a solution of tin containing about 90 grains of the
metal to the quart. In this way tin scrap can

name given

I

'

be utilized. To apply the argentine, according
to H. P. Marino's process, a bath is prepared
from argentine and acid tartrate of potash, rendered insoluble by boric acid, Pyro phosphate
of soda, chloride of ammonium, or caustic
soda may be substituted for the acid tartrate.
The bath being prepared, the objects to be
coated are plunged therein, first having been
suitably pickled and scoured, and then sub-

—

To Fix Pencil Drawings, First pass the
drawing through clear water, go carefully over
with skimmed milk, using a oamel's-hair pencil,
dip in a weak solution of alum, and let it dry
flat.
Allow a thin solution of isinglass to run
over the drawing on perfectly level surface.

—

Onyx. The Mexican marble, which we know
Mexican onyx, is not onyx at all. Onyx is
an agate consisting of parallel layers of chalcedony. Marble is a carbonate of lime.
as

The Shells

of all

crustacea get red

when

from salt water more than those
from fresh. The result is the same, whether
the animal is in the shell or not.
boiled; those

Mining and Scientific Press.
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too m.irk», which caoaea but little pain
and more or leas surface impurities into
drinkingleaves no deformity.
He simply punctures the "'»'«' Th= 8""ne cause
added to the cold fogs
tskin over the mark with fine needles, and
in- of the season have
added much to the fretroduces a little tannin, and then touches the
quency of pneumonia. The avoiding of exposparts with a strong solution of nitrate of silver:
ure, sanitary care and vigilance are
the only
thia forms a tannate of silver scab that falls
cIT meana known for preventing
milea
these diseases.
soon and the mark goes away with it.

InF0R]n/1ATI0]I.

I

I

A

Lake

ol'

Volcanic Glass.

At a point in New Mexico, about 100
north of Kl I'oao, there ig a lake ol moltrn,
black volcanic glaas, which •eems to have been

Engijmeef^ing I]otes.
De Lesseps

Stili

on the Ragged Edge.

The telegraph a few days ago reported that
AsTi IlvimoriioiiiA.— A .Mexican paper says an American
OiiR Kick PRoncmox.— Before the war we
syndicate had been formed to take
exported over 20 per cent of our rice crop; to- that in the village of Tlacayapin of Morelos, the work of the Panama canal cff the hands of
day we have to import rice from China. In district of Vautepeo, grows a shrub known by 1><3 LoBsops and complete it at once with Amerithe name of .Margarita, the mastication of the can
ISS.T the crop in this country was
capital.
l.W.OOO.OOO
pounds. The Carolinas, Georgia and Louisiana leaves of which has been discovered to bo a
Directly upon the heels of that rumor, and,
radical and instantaneous oure for the hydro- no doubt,
raise nearly all our rice along the
actuated by it, came a report that
lowlands
about the rivers. The yearly consumption per phobia. A young woman, named Margarita, the Eronoh Government would step in and
do
was attacked by rabies, made use by chance the work.
capita in this country is four pounds.
Kn- and for the first
time of said leaves, and to her
gland's people eat lOj' pounda each per year.
That rumor had scarcely been cabled when
we owe this discovery. Afterward there was word came over
the wires that a scene of great
cured in the same manner her sister, a native excitement
TiiK Bell Cord Doo.med.— On all Pennsylhad just been enacted at the ofiice
of the same town; a daughter of the chief of the
Ruins of an Ancient City.
of the company in Paris.
vania lino trains, unless it is on some of the
He Leaseps
A few milea to the north of this lake, or lava small liranches, the bell-cord is gone, and in- hacienda Tenextepanzo; an individual of appeared at the office and, mounting suddenly
a table,
Tetxcala, .State of Morelos, etc.
oveiflow, and lying in a country equally deso- stead of it the air-brake
It would be exultingly said.
" My friends, the subscription
pipes ate used to blow
convenient to make the analysis of this plant is safe.
late and arid, are found the rums of what a whistle in the
Our adversaries are confounded. You
locomotive cab. The slightest
that
presents such valuable services to human
was evidently once a great city, now known as touch of a delicate wire leading
have saved yourselves by your own exertions.
to a valve in ,>„ ,„h „.v,;„k u. i
V ~
the ruins of (Iran Gnivera. These ruins were the brake system blows
the whUtle. The Van- ll*^vf ll^^u.'l.'l" ''"'i'' '^°"*° „'°. """By ?!"=«." The canal is made." Here Da Lesseps was so
in Mexico before and since 1S70.— i)tono de
well known to the early .Spanish eiplorere, but dalift, aa well, has
much
overcome that ho burst into tears. Amid
adopted it od most of its Cfntro
Ami'nea.
in later times have been visited by white men traiDB.
cheering and weeping all present shook hands
[Note.— S. If. Oerrish, who translated the with the famous engineer
less often even than the mysterious rains of
and congratulated
I'alen(|ue, in Central America.
Saccharide and Inskots.— Dr. Worms of the above from the Spanish, suggests the query him on his triumph. He had been informed
Oaly a few
people at Socorro and White Oaks have been at Paris Acadomy ol Medicine has ascertained that whether the shrub referred to is not the flower- that 410,000 bonds had been taken
by the people
(iran (iuivera, because it is at present 40 miles bees, ants and wasps show a mirked dislike to ing plant of the same which ia so common in of Paris and about as many more
outside the
from water. The ruins consist of gigantic stone tho new saccharine. To the haman palate the gardenq of California. If eo, it would ac- city— making a total of SOO.OOO.
buildings built in the most substantial manner, there is no dififereoce in the taste between it and quire an almost priceless value. Quieii aahe?—
Then again, the very next day, Dec. I3th,
and of grand proportions. Cue of them was sugar. It has been shown, however, that its Eds. Rkcohd Union.]
came the news that the bright hopes of the day
four acres in extent. All iudicationa around use disturbs digestion.
before had vanished, and all was again in the
Prevention of Scarlet Fever.— Sulphur dark. Another exciting meeting had been
the ruins point to the existence hero at one
held
time of a dense population. No legend of any
"VVarmino Cars.
The Railroad Qazetie. is recommended a'* a preventive of scarlet fever. at the company's office, at which, on a call for
kind exists as to how thia great city was de- mentions 24 railroad companies that have dt fi- I think it might be useful, but the standard Dd Lesseps, his son appeared and
announced
stroyed, or when it was abandoned.. One of nitely adopted some system of heating their cars specific for that purpose is belladonna in some that only 180,000 bonds in all had been
subthe engineers attached to the surveying expedi- by steam from the locomotive, and these com- form, allopathic or homeopathic. The latter scribed for, and that the company would,
theretion advances the theory that Gran fJuivera panies have 2500 cars thus equipped.
This is form is easier to manage with children, as it fore, begin returning the deposits the next day.
was in existence and abundantly supplied an encouragios; sign that the days of the car can be given in sugar pills. Belladonna fulfills Referring to his father's remark of the previous
three purposes.
witli water at the time the terrible volcanic stove are numbered.
It is a preventive.
In a case day, he said: "My father is younger in spirit
where the attack of fever is inevitable and can- than I am. His remarks were made
eruption took place which led to its destrucon the
not
be
prevented,
tion.
it
is
then
a preparative and strength of a hopeful report that I made him.
A New Carpenter Role has been invented
by a Boston mechanio. It is of novel construc- palliative, mitigating the severity and danger The result is bankruptcy or the winding up of
A Tkadf. i.v DoiisKi.ss.— It is well known tion, and aside from its uses as a rule makes a of the attack when it comes. It is also a spe- the company." He urged them to petition the
cific remedy for the disease.
that in many districts of Manchuria and China very handy bevel or square,
Aa soon as it is Government to come to the assistance of the
in which legs may
suspected that a child has been exposed to company.
there is a great trade in dog and goat skins, be adjustably clamped in any desired
position.
scarlet fever, four or six belladonna sugar pills,
which are employed in the manufacture of
Such is the condition of this great enterprise
robes and mats; but it is commonly supposed
A PASTE that will harden quickly, stand a such ,'aB are used for homeopathic medicines, as we write. What a day may bring foith in
that the skins are remnants of dirty and filthy great amount of heat
should
be
given
morning
and
evening
until
this
curiously developing work no man can tell.
the
and is steam-tight, when
time is passed when the disease should have
animals which abound in those quarters. The hardened is made of asbestos
In regard to the last resort proposed a pepowder stirred
idea, however, is a mistake, for the baaineas of into a thick
If one prefers allopathic treatment, tition to the French Government to come to the
paste with the liquid silicate of appeared.
let him not fail to obtain directions from a assistance of the enterprise
rearing dogs for this pnrpose is as well estab- soda.
a cotemporary relished and is as ayatematio an industry as sheep
physician as to the dose to be given. The marks as follows:
farming.
There are conntleaa dog farms scatThe managers of a Pittsburg atreet-car line remedy should not be used carelessly and unWhen De Lesseps organized his French comtered over the unknown regiona of Manchuria posted the following placard in their care: advisedly, but it ia the specific for scarlet pany he was informed of the points of what we
and Mongolia, where from 20 to 100 dogs are *' Whoever expectorates in this car cannot ex- fever, whether the object sought is prevention, Americans call the Monroe doctrine. In other
mitigation, cure or avoidance of unfortunate words, he was told that so long as his company
reared every year, and where the inhabitant is pect to rate aa a gentleman."
after-eflfeota, such as aflfections of the ear or remained strictly a private company,
esteemed according to the number of dogskins
asking no
Rope Traces are coming very generally into eye. J. P. Robinson.
in his posaeaaion.
It ia probable that the most
special favors of the French Government and
They are cheap and easily
beautiful dogs are to be found in these coun- uae for street care.
incurring no obligation which would warrant
Electricity for Yellow Fever. A Ken- that Government in assuming
tries, for the exceedingly low temperature or made, and last something over a year.
a protectorate
tucky physician suggests the following cure for over the canal, there would be
winter, where the thermometer falls to 30° F.
no obstacle
yellow fever, claiming that the poison in the air offered to his enterprise
below zero, producee a magnificent coat and
from this quarter.
is so delicate and subtle that it can be dissipatakin.
The prices obtained are, however, very
Bat he was also informed that the United States
ed by strong light: *' If this is a fact," says the would not permit a European power
unprofitable, a full-sized robe SO inchea square
to exerdoctor in a communication to Surgeon-General cise ordinary Government
containing the akins of eight animala, being
powers over the
Samilton, '* I am of the opinion that if a row canal.
quoted at 14s. 6i. The value of the trade
Health of the State.
of large army tents were spread along the cenfrom Newcbwang laat year ia atated at £40,000°
The affairs of the canal have reached the
We have received the monthly circnlar of ter of some street in Jacksonville for the inhab- crisis that was at that time looked forward to.
itants
to take refuge in, after having been thor- The canal has absorbed three times the amount
HoRSEfl ON Snowsiioes. Snowshoes have the State Board of Health for November. Rebeen worn for years by horses on the Ofovill turns have been received from 68 localities oughly disinfected, with a sufiicient number of of money it was estimated to cost, and is not
& Qaiocy mail route during the winter having an estimated population of 654,000. electric lights arranged near the ground on yet half finished. It has been pretty certain
monchs. It would be impossible for them to The mortality in those localitiea during the either side of them (the wires, of course, being for a year that M. De Lesseps could not get the
travel over the deep snows without their aid. month was 997~an annual death rate of IS per well grounded), that the lights could be made so required sum for its completion from private
A horse that is accustomed to wearing them thousand, which is above the average for the intense as to repress the poison and stay the de sources. He was reduced to the alternative of
handing the work over to the Government, or
will travel five and six miles an hour, where it past six months, but atiil a very low rate of stroyer."
would be impossible to go that dietance in a mortality.
Consumption caused 142 deaths.
Oil of Bay vs. Flies. It is stated that ex of borrowing money on the credit of the Govweek without them. The shoes are made of Pneumonia, which in October produced deaths pressed oil of bay (huile de laurier) is exten- ernment to an extent which would warrant the
thin steel plate, about 9.^11 inches, fastened in but 47 cases, in November caused the de- sively used in S>vitzerland by batchers to keep Government in assuming control of the canal.
on the hoofs with clamps. The horses are shod cease of 108, or over double the number of the their shops free from fites, and that after a The difficulty in the way of either course is
with long heel calks which go through the previous month.
Congestion of the lungs coat of oil has been applied to the walls none that both are in conflict with the assurance M.
Bnowshoes, and prevent their slipping going up caused ten deaths. Cholera infantum fell from of these troublesome pests venture to put in De Lesseps made to our Government when he
and down bill.
30 deaths in October to 12 in November, all of an appearance.
This remedy has also been organized his company. L^rge as the expendiwhich were sporadic cases. Diphtheria showed tried and found effectual in the south of France tures of the De Leaaeps Company are, they are
an
increase,
43
deaths
being ascribed to it. in preserving gilt frames, chandeliers, etc., insignificant in comparison with the interests
CliEANiNG Zfnc. The following is recommended by an English writer for cleaning zinc: Twenty-two of these occurred in Sin Francisco, from becoming soiled. It is even remarked involved in the maintenance of the Monroe
Clean off all old paint, and apply the following six in Los Angeles, and three in Napa, the re- that files aoon avoid the rooms where this ap- doctrine. M. De Lesseps has learned that the
mixture: In GO parts of water dissolve one mainder being scattered throughout the State. plication haa
been
employed.
American Monroe doctrine was in force and that his operations must be kept within its requirementa.
part chloride of copper, one part nitrate of Deaths from other diseases were as follows: Druggist.
The individual of average wisdom is reluctant
copper, one part sal-ammoniac, and one part Croup ten, whooping-cough seven, scarlet fever
Water
and
Obesity.
A
physician
of
Erlanto buy into a lawsuit, so we may assume that a
hydrochloric acid. Brush the zinc over with two, smallpox one, typhoid malarial fever nine,
experimented with himself Government will exercise a like precaution in
this, which gives it a deep blacli; leave it to erysipelas three, heart disease six:y-one, al- gen. Dr. Lorenzen,
dry until n^xt day, and it is then ready for coholism ten. The deaths from cancer reached for the purpose of seeing the effects of imbibition buying into a war. The American people have
For four the most kindly feeling for the French, but
of water upon the bodily weight.
painting. The best paint to use is Backet's the very large aggregate of twenty fuur.
The reports from the different localitiea show years he indulged in the not ascetic task of they cannot waive the Monroe doctrine on senprepared varnish paint, which cannot be surthat there was an increase in diphtheria and drinking two gallons of beer daily, and dis- timental considerations.
passed for tenacity and durability.
typhoid fever and a tendency to the spread of covered the remarkable fact that he had increased
The Sweden-Denmark Tunnel. The fate
Vulcanized Fiber for Coos. Vulcanized smallpox. The meteoroljgical changes during his weight 78 pounds. On stopping the ingesNovember have increased all acute diseases of tion of water (beer) he reduced his weight 14 of the railway tunnel between Denmark and
fiber for mechanical purposes has for some
seven
Lorenzen'a
experipounda
in
days.
Dr.
Sweden
has practically been decided, the joint
time attracted attention. As a material for the respiratory organ", influenza being epidemic
cogs, where the moisture from ordinary gearing in many places, and pneumonij. and bronchitis menta are being performed daily by a large Swedish-Danish Commission appointed to reclass of our esteemed Teutonic citizens.
Medi- port upon the project having recommended its
is inconvenient, it has, according to all accounts,
being quite prevalent
rejection, at all events in its present form. The
given very satisfactory results. In one case
Referring to deaths from croup and its " twin- cal Record.
proposal for a tunnel was made by a syndicate
gutta-percha coes are known to have been used sister," diphtheria, the circular says: "The
One Probable Cause of Left Handedness. of French financiers, and provided for a railway
for 20 years.
When the wheels became worn, increase in the reports of these diseases must A French physician, Di*. Felz, mentions a curitunnel
from a point in the island of Amager,
the material was utilized for casting fresh ones. be attributed to sanitary carelessness in the
ous apparent cause of left-handedness. A child
The fact that cogs made of thia material are management of the cases occurring.
When in a certain family was left-handed, and the near Copenhagen, to a point near Malmo, on
almost noiseless, adds materially to their value. once diphtheria has arisen, the law of contagion second appeared to be so at the age of one the Swedish coast, the applicants for the concession maintaining that such a connecting link
carries it to the rich and the poor without disyear. It was then learned that the mother alStout Car Horses. Fifteen miles a day is crimination; to the cleanly and the uncleanly, ways carried her children on her left arm. She between the railway systems of Denmark and
Sweden could not fail to develop the traffic bethe average distance traveled by each horse of but not to all alike. Filth fosters the disease,
was advised to ohange, and, held on her other
the Dry Dock railway, Philadelphia, and the but cleanliness ofiFers no inducement for its arm, the infant, having its right hand free to tween the two countries.
propagation.
Beware
average working life of the horaea is about five
of any person who has a
grasp objects, soon became right-handed.
years.
The horses weigh from 1000 to 1200 sore throat; do not kiaa or absorb the breath of
Settlement of Bridge Piers, A curious
Do not viait the dwelling where
pounds. The heavier horses are driven on the any such.
Tobacco Smoke and Disease Germs. Dr, case of the settlement of the piers of a bridge
diphtheria
or croup is present, and above all, Vincenzo Tassinari of Pisa has been making ex- is reported from Knin in Austria, where the
one-horae cara, and it is found that the horses
working singly, as a rule, last longer thanthos^ do not let your children go where it is. Diph- periments to ascertain whether tobacco smoke abutments of the Oraznica bridge have sunk a
in double teams.
They are not as likely to be theria is a preventable disease, and proper san- exerts any influence on the development of dis- depth of 20 feet in the river-bed since 1886. As
fretted and annoyed by being mismated as the itary and preventive measures are invariably ease germs.
He is stated to have found that the settlement progressed, the masonry of the
followed by a limitation of the disorder to the certain bacilli are retarded three or four days bridge was built up correspondingly so as to
team horaes are.
place of its occurrence."
when exposed to the smoke of the cigar, while maintain the same road level. The settlement
The Way to Get Rid of Tattoo Marks.
The increase of cases of typhoid fever is at- the germs of cholera and typhus are entirely de- has now entirely ceased and no further trouble
M, Variot givea a method of getting rid of tat- tributed to the first rains which always wash stroyed by it.
is apprehended.
agitated at the inoment of cooling Into ragged
waves of fantaatic shapes. These lava waves
or ridges arc from 10 to IJ feet high with combing crests.
Thb lava flow is about 10 milea
long from northeast to southwest, and from I
to 10 miles wide.
For miles on all sides the
country is the mobt desoUte that can be imimagined.
It baa been literally burnt op.
It
consists of fine white ashes to any depth which,
so far, has been dug down.
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McClellan groups of mines, composed of the
Hawkeye, Laura May and the Burney. The first
two named are bullion-producers; about 1500 tons
The following i3 mortly coudensed from journals published from the first and 300 from the second have been
'1 he five-stamp mill through which the
ore
milled.
in the interior, in proximity to the mines mentioned.
was put had no facilities for saving the sulphurets,
CALIFORNIA.
and nothing but the free gold was saved, and although this left a handsome profit it was deemed
Amador.
too wasteful, as the sulphurets were increasing as
Amador Gold Mine. Ledger, Dec. 8: This depth was attained. It was then determined to fully
south
of
miles
Jackson
develop the several mines, so as to ascertain the cacompany's mine is about 1%.
on the Mother Lode of gold quartz, on which many pacity and kind of machinery required in a new mill
The mill for saving the gold. A shaft was then sunk on the
of the best mines in the State are located.
Burney, a location made north of the Texas Flat
is about half a mile down Hunt's gulch below the
mine. The county surveyor is now at work locating mine, and on the same lode following this vein, and
the route for a tramway to connect mill with mine. in ore all the way to a depth of 160 feet, at which
Shaft No. I is 280 feet deep, shaft No. 2, 91 feet point considerable water was encountered, which
deep, shaft No. 3, 328 feet deep, south driit con- prevented their crosscutting to the hanging-wall for
necting shaft No. I and 3 is 380 feet; west crosscut the purpose of ascertaining the width of the ore body.
from shaft i, 458 feet; east crosscut, 91 feet; north Good assays in gold were obtained throughout, some
drift from east crosscut is in 99 feet; south drift on of them going over $700 per ton, but being almost exwest ledge crosscut is in 51 feel; south drift at shaft clusively sulphuret ore. This was so encouraging that
No. 3, 37 feet, west crosscut from shaft 3, 152 feet; the owners, in connection with Charles Melville, on
north drift on west ledge from west crosscut 3 feet; the same vein or lode, 1500 feet further north {the
upraise from west crosscut up 73 feet, intending to ground between being owned by P. B. Donahoo),
connect with bottom of shaft No. 2. A large ore have within the last 12 months run a tunnel on this
bin is cut out at shaft 3 on the 250-foot station, and along the foot-wall of the ledge over 500 feet, at
preparations generally throughout the mine are be- which point they ran a cut across the ore body and
ing made to take out ore to keep 60 stamps pound- found it 70 feet in width. Samples have been taken
ing away. A fine air-compressor of the NatioTial from all portions of the cut, and gold is found in all
pattern runs four drills in different parts of the of it.
The very lowest assay obtained went $2.50
mine. The machinery is all run by water-power per ton and the highest $200. The ore is similar
from the Amador canal, under a pressure of 165 m appearance to the Burney. They have since exfeel. The mill will also be run by water-power from
tended the tunnel 40 feet further along tiie edge of
the same canal, but under 390 feet head or pressure. the ore body, the quartz or ore improving, and no
Mill will be supplied with the Gates ore crusher No. symptoms of dimmution in quantity.
This mine is
B. White & Co., the called the County View, and when properly equipped
5, or with two No. 3's.
J.
mill builders, say the mill will work 4 to 4J< tons of with milling facilities will be the most important in
ore per stamp each day. The mill will have 24 Frue this portion of the Stale.
Belonging to this series of
concentrators, which are considered best for this mines is the Texas Flat, owned by Haggin & Hearst,
kind of ore. The mill is well under way, the build' aggregating some 5000 feet, upon which has been
ing and batteries all up, and nearly al! the heavy sunk a shaft 500 feet in depth, and a looo-foot
machinery on the ground ready to go in. The tunnel has been run, developing a vein of quartz
building is 108 feet long, 90 odd feet wide, and the varying in width from three feet to thirteen, with
bight including ore crusher is 88 feet, and is of the sulphureted ores of the same character as the Burney
most substantial character. The superintendent and County View. Preparations to build a mill for
says he can deliver the ore from the mine to the mi"' this properly have been begun and a portion of the
The company is now getting up lumber brought to the site. Another promising
for 5 cents a ton.
large hoisting and pumping machinery to put on prospect adjacent to the Lang group is owned by
J.
shaft No. 3, when the present works on shaft 3 will S. Lingo; vein from two to six feet in width; paying
be taken to shaft 2. The Pelton water-wheels are by milling process $20 per ton in free gold; carries a
the kind used by the company.
high per cent of sulphurets which assay into the
North Star. Ledger, Dec. 15: This properly thousands. On the north of this is situated the Nob
Hill, discovered by Charles Ward some 18 months
is reported as looking more encouraging than ever.
The rich seam was broken into a few days ago, and since, and now owned by White •& Co. The ore
They have been working
the rock extracted proved fully as rich as any here- from this is very rich.
tofore taken out.
A most promising feature i; steadily. The Lady Ellen is an old localion, and has
that black gouge is met with.
This has until lately been mined along its surface at intervals for the past
20 years. The ore has been worked by both mills
been entirely wanting, and the fact that it now be
gins to make its appearance is accepted as addition- and arastras, and has made an average of $12 per
(on in free gold.
None of the sulphurets have been
al evidence that the ore-body will eventually open
saved.
The vein is from three to four feet in width,
out to a large and permanent ledge.
It has been
decided upon to sink another 100 feet and see how with deepest workings only 40 feet. And last, but
not least, is the Flying Dutchman, owned by Samuel
the ore-body appears at that depth.
Grainger. Preparations are being made at Giles and John Krohn, on the blulT overhanging the
Fresno river, at an elevation of about 600 feec above
this mine near Pine Grove to slope out 100 tons or
more for crushing. The shaft is now 80 feet deep it. A shaft has bsen sunk 100 feel and a level run
100 feet, developing a five-foot
and a level has been run on the ledge 50 feet, prov- from the bottom of it
vein of heavily sulphureted ore, samples of which
ing the ore to be apparently of as good quality as
that which was milled last summer.
The vein is gave from $2.50 to $70 per ton in free gold, the sulfrom a few inches in width to two feet, and is not phurets assaying over $150 per ton. The Last
frozen to the walls.
The gold is distributed very Chance, owned by McKenzie & Rule, about four
miles southeast of John Krohn's hotel, is equipped
evenly through the ledge, and occasionally pieces of
quartz are found showing the free metal. The first with a good ten-stamp mill, and lately they have
But it needs
crushing yielded at the rate of $27 per ton, and some added to it two Frue concentrators.
was put through an arastra. All the quartz so treat- two more to do the work required. It has been a
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CaHstoga Consolidated property, where Dr.
Smith is superintending the work of prospecting,
the drift in rock toward the vein now being in 70
feet or more.
This is the property upon which a
shaft was sunk a few months ago, work being suspended on account of a strong flow of water being
encountered by cutting into the side of the vein.
The drift in which work is progressing will cut the
vein many feet below the bottom of the shaft in question, and also drain the ground for such prospecting
as may thereafter be deemed necessary. The company has strong hopes that the Calistoga Consolidated
San Franciswill make mine No. 2 in this district.
co parties are interested in it.
We have many times
the

called the attention of men in this vicinity to the
fact that some of their spare time might be profitably
devoted to prospecting.

Nevada.

The Washington.— 7>a?;5cr/>/, Dec. 12: Superintendent Tregidgo of the Washington mine, at
Ormonde, is in town. Underground operations at
the mine are being steadily pushed and the ledge
it has widened
looks better than it ever did before,
to 16 feet in the face and is of excellent quality.
The main tunnel is to be pushed along the ledge
into the heart of the mountain and crosscuts will be
made so as to fully develop all the valuable ore deposits.
In the spring the mill will be started again.
The cold weather in that locality prevents successful
crushing during the wmter months with the facilities
now at hand, but by next winter a series of furnaces
will be constructed in and around the mill so as to
maintain a uniform temperature of the water used in
the batteries and on the overshot wheel which furnishes the power for the machinery.

A

Paying Mine.

—

capacity of three tons a day, is now running; an orefeeder and rock-breaker, which will be put on, will
increase the capacity to five tons a day.
concentrator will also be put on to save the sulphurets.
This mine will prove a valuable property; a number
of experts who have visited it the past summer speak
highly of it.
It only needs increased crushing capacity to become one of the finest properties in the
district.
Capt. Trueworthy will start an arastra this
week, crushing ore from mines on Barney gulch.
He has 600 tons of ore from the various ledges in
which he is interested, ready to be crushed. In the
Belle mine a tunnel has been run and the lead
stripped 150 feet; there are 200 tons of good ore on
The prospects are good for a b'g-paying
the dump.
mine. W. T. Garratt of San Francisco is interested
in this property.
Four men are now working on
the Fountain Head, driving tunnels and stripping the
larger lead, which is now exposed 250 feet; the
second ledge of the mine is one foot and the third
eight inches in width; all carry free gold and sulphurets.
On the Thanksgiving, which adjoins the
Fountain Head, over 500 feet of tunnels have been
run and men will be put on to still further develop it; the ore will pay well to mill.
Several hundred dollars have been laid out on the Grizzly in the
way of development work and the mine is showing
up well. The Simmons Bros, are at work on the
Web Foot, running tunnels and t-iking out ore;
they tiilk of putting up an arastra to crush their ore;
Every
ihey have 50 or 60 tons of ore on the dump.
arastra and two mills are now runiiirg in the district
and considerable bullion will be produced there this
winter.
lo-stamp mill is on the way, which is to
be set to work on jioo-rock. There are 75 or 80

A

A

men

camp now, and another season will double
number. The prospects of the camp are wonin

The Neversweat mine at Wil- the
township is paying largely. Nine derfully good, and another season will see it take
tons of ore sent below for reduction paid nearly $300 giant steps forward.
a ton gross, giving the owners over $250 a ton besides cost of shipment and milling.
Forty-five tons
NB VADA.
of ore recently taken from this mine paid an average
The Neversweat is owned by a comof $100 a ton.
Washoe Dtnt^rlct.
pany of practical miners who do their own work
Yellow Jacket.— .£'rti'^;^rwc, Dec. 15; Work
and have shown great pluck and perseverance
has been resumed and ore is again being shipped to
staying by and developing it despite many difficulties the Santiago mill.
and discouragements. The owners of this valuable
Bullion. All work again going on as usual.
property are Elisha Hampton, John Goyne, J. J.
Con. Imperial. The repair work on the iioo
Lyons and George True,
low valley in

this

—

—

Hartery Mine.- -Grass

Valley Union, Dec.

13:

mine, owned by Edward McLaughlin,
San Jose, and Wra. Loulzenheiser, has been
bonded to A. W. Stoddard. The negotiations have
been in progress for some time and have just been
completed. The bond is for the term of three years,

The Hartery
of

at the end of which time Mr. Stoddard has the option
of its purchase at $40,000, in the meanwhile paying
a royalty of ten per cent fnim the product of the ore
extracted.
He will commence opertitions upon the
mine without delay. The Hartery is well located in
the group of mines in the southern part of the district
that have been large producers, such as the Allison

Ranch,

New York

Hill,

North Star and Omaha,

all

level is still in progress.

Challenge Con.— During

the past week 200
tons of ore have been extracted and sent to the
Brunswick mill. The average assay value of this
ore was $32.95 a ton.

—
Baltimore. — The usual amount of prospecting
work
in progress.
Chollar. — The raise from the 650 north
Confidence. The usuO amount of ore is being
taken out and shipped to the Brunswick mill.
is

drift is

On

the 750 and 850 levin quartz showing value.
Half
els the west drifts are still in clay and quartz.
the Nevada mill is being run on Chollar ore, the

machinery being run by the surface Pelton water-

of which are near by, and the two last named now
With proper development
in successful operation.
there is no doubt that the Hartery will prove a good

wheel.

mine.

in the raise

Grass Valley. — Grass

Valley

is

the boss quartz

district of the State, and is becoming better
Good wages are paid, none but white
the time.
are employed, and strikes are never thought of
or threatened.

mining
all

men

Placer.

Morning Star. — Grass

Valley Union, Dec.

Crown Point.— Ore

good

quality

is

showing

will all

—

terial

13:

of

from crosscut No. \ on the 700 level.
be in place in the drain drift to
tunnel
by the end of the present month.
the Sutro
Belcher. The north drift on the 200 level is
On the
still being advanced in quartz and clay.
rioo level the joint Seg. Belcher drift is in vein ma-

The boxes

carrying

Seg.

some

metal.

Belcher.— On

the

iioo level the joint

The Morning Star gravel mine, near Iowa Hill, is Belcher drift is in vein material carrying some metal.
showing up well, although the mill has not been able
Justice. Work is being continued on the north
ed came from the shaft when it had reached 40 feet steady bullion -producer for the last five years. The to run much for months, owing to the limited supply
mill is now steadily running on ore that will average
Are putting in two batteries of five stamps
drift.
in depth, and the total product was $522.
At the
The last run made just before Thanksof water.
Tripp and Littlefield mine above Big Bar Bridge the over J30 per ton, and they have enough of that kind giving day, of 35 hours, gave a yield of$i70g^''.each in the room of the cannon-ball crushers.
going
uncovered
to
keep
them
several
months
yet.
Alpha. The north lateral drift on the 500 level
carpenters have the building about finished.
The
paying all current bills and giving a dividend of 50
raortar blocks are in and the machinery on the
Mariposa.
The drift along the gravel is still in clay and quariz. The south lateral drilt
cents a share besides.
ground ready to be put together. The mill will be
Whitlocks and Sherlocks. Mariposa Ga- channel, which was started from an upraise of 25 is in ore that assays from $15 to J20 a ton.
very complete, excepting concentrators, as the manPotosi. The south drift on the 650 level is being
On Sunday last we visited the Whit- feet above the tunnel level, has prospected finely,
zette, Dec. 15:
agement has decided not to put in any at present. lock and Sherlocks country, and saw a few of the and paid well the entire distance. Of late the bed- advanced in clay and porphyry.
1 he power will be furnished by the river water fall- mines of that vicinity. The little two-stamp
mill of rock has been pitching, and the water has become
The southeast drift on the 400 level is
Savage.
ing over a turbine wheel. Ginocchio Bros, have Ellingham & Groves was pounding away
vigorously so troublesome that it has been determined to drive now out 142 feet, and the north drift 165 feet. Both
started up their mill at the Valparaiso.
There was crushing beautiful looking rock from the mine of the the main tunnel ahead for the purpose of bottoming
promising vein material. The main
are
in
drifts
a large pile of concentrated sands from ore crushed Helm Brothers. Judging from the samples
we saw the channel. With this purpose in view a contract west drift on the 400 level is making good progress.
last spring and when the mill is not running these
from this mine, it is certainly a rich one. This little mill has b?en let at the price of $9 per foot. As the Are ^ loping ore from the east crosscut on this level,
sands are treated on two Frue machines for the sul- is of great benefit to the different
mines of that re- width of the gravel channel has never been ascer- also from the south drift. On the 600 level are exphurets they contain. So far there are about 15 gion, and has, we understand, ground
out over $20,- tained, a T drilt is to be run directly across it, and
from Nos. 2 and 3, east crosscuts, also
tons saved.
They have a quantity of picked metal, 000 in the few months it has been planted there. the gravel that will be drained by this work will be tracting ore
from the old slopes on the 750 level. During the
much richer than that ordinarily milled. After the That entire section abounds in rich veins and
good mined out until such time as the main tunnel reaches week have hoisted 491 t^ns of ore and have shipped
heavy gold is extracted the tailings will be run into placer claims, and more mills
would be kept busy the low point of the channel that cannot now be to the Rock Point mill 231 tons. Average battery
a tank and allowed to settle. It is then ready to could plenty of water always be
had.
We visited worked on account of the water. The claim is evi- assays, $20 per ton.
sack up for the furnace.
We are informed that Capt. Diltz' mine and saw the preparations
he was dently rich, as the gravel generally pays $12 to the
Hale and Norcross.— On the 500 Wei the
within the last few weeks 56 pounds of quartz was
making for winter, making and repairing flumes, carload, and even $20 to the pan has been taken out.
main west drift is out 40 feet and is in material that
taken out of the Keystone, from which $5000 in and putting things in order. Lack
of water alone There is a large extent of ground to be worked.
J.
Are still stoping ore from the
gives fair assays.
gold was obtained. The McKenzie Bros, are setting prevents him from uncovering the
wonderful strata H. Neff of Colfax is the superintendent of the Mornbody recently discovered on this level, and have exup two Frue concentrators at their mine at Irish- which form the entire mountain on which his mine ing Star.
tended a drilt north 50 feet, following the ore. The
town, and will start the milt as soon as they can
is situated.
New Mill.— Placer Republican, Dec. 12: The face of the dri't continues in good ore. On the 600
get water. There is a streak of sulphuret ore in the
Mariposa Estate. James Cross, superintend- new 2D-stamp mill of the May Flower mine is com- level the west drift has been extended 40 feet, makmine, said to assay well. A Frenchman named Selpleted
and was started up yesterday. This new mill ing its total distance tt5 feet. The slopes on this
of
the
Mariposa
ent
estate,
was
in
Mariposa
on
lier has allowed a bond on the Dane mine and mill
He speaks encouragingly of the is called one of the best in the Slate. There is a level are looking well and yielding the usual quannear Pine Grove to lapse, where some prospecting Thursday last.
with each set of five stamps, and a Eureka tity of fair-grade ore.
seif-feeder
prospects
at
the
Pine
Tree
mine.
They
have a vein
On the 800 level, from the
was done during the summer. The property benow in the face of the north drift, seven feet in thick- rubber in front of the apron of each fivestamps. At face of the north drift, have started No. 9 east crosslongs to L. Cassinelli & Bro. of Volcano.
Col. W.
machinery is run by a 75-horse power cut, which is advanced 35 feet. The face is in
present
the
T. Robinson is plodding along with his scheme to ness, which shows free gold and yields satisfactory
Mr. Cross has no hesitation in saying engine. The boiler is 16 feet long and 54 inches in quartz and porphyry. Have bullion on hand and
incorporate and work the Alpi gold mine on the prospects.
same plan as the North Star. His subscription list that it is the purpose of the owners to fence the en- diameter. The mill is also equipped with a five-fool previously shipped this month amounting to $22,400.
Pelton wheel so that the stamps may be run either
grant.
tire
shows 48,000 shares spoken for, out of a total of
Gould and Curry. On the 2co level the north
Granite Springs.— Report has it that Messrs. by steam or water. A 22-inch pipe brings water to drift started 100 feet from the top of the upraise
100,000.
wheel from the new Union ditch. The pressure
the
Calaveras.
Barfield, McSwain & Varain are taking out very
from
the 300 level has been extended 28 feet; total
The machinery is placed in such a way
is 440 feet.
rich rock from their recent

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

The Golden Eagle.— G)//;?/k

Record, Dec. 13:
Eagle, situated two miles from Angels,
in the famous Albany Flat district, bids fair to become a mine of no mean importance. The proprietors, Swartz & Gergens, are jubilant over the fine

The Golden

developments that have rewarded their labors. The
shaft is only 50 feet in depth, showing a magnificent
ledge 12 feet in width. The rock is very rich in salphurets and carries free gold.
Mining experts claim
that the character of the rock at the present indicates
a promising mine.

Williams Ranch.— The mines

and in proximity to Williams Ranch are receiving the attention
of prospectors.
That is a pocket region. Some
rich and beautiful specimens have been taken out
from time to time in that locality. A company
working on the May Flower, two miles west of
Murphys, are so pleased with the developments that
they have gone to San Francisco to make arrangemenis to place an engine on their claim for pumping
and

in

hoisting.

Fresno.
Coarse-Gold Gulch.— Cor. Fresno
Dec.

6:

On

Expositor,

the North Side are situated the

Lang

purchase here. The
Mignonette mine and mill are running a full crew of
hands, under the superintendence of Mr. Larkin of
Snelling.
This mill has been idle for some time for
want of water to run it.

—

POCK.ET.
It is rumored that Mr. Samuel Carr of
Hornitos struck a rich pocket in his mine a few
days ago.

NaDa.
Mining Near Calistoga.

—Work

in

the

Pali-

sade mine and reduction works continues right along,
and shipments of bullion are regularly made. Everything is running smoothly at the works, and ore is
being taken from the mine as fast as needed for the
For this purpose stoping is being done,
stamps.
though in this sort of work only a beginning has
been made. The mine has two ore veins, and years
will be required to exhaust the supply; in fact, years
will be necessary to reduce the ore now in sight.

that water alone may be used when there is the
necessary quantity, or steam can be used alone if
there is no water; or water and steam combined may
be used if found advantageous at any time. Everything at the mine is looking very well.

—

Live Oak. The Live Oak mine near Forest Hill
prospecting, and for the last two weeks it has
looked encouraging. A drift of 200 feet has been
run in the bedrock, and an upraise of 37 feet at the
end of the drift shows indications of a new channel
which they are now trying to cross by a crosscut.
So far the bedrock has pitched eight feet in each 12
is still

feet of drift.

The

signs are

good -blue cement and

blue gravel.

TriBlty.

—

East Fork Items. Journal^ Dec. 8: Capt.
Trueworthy of East Fork was in town this week and
gives us the following items in reg^jrd to that camp;
We are somewhat surprised that more attention is He is working eight men on the North Star mine,
not paid to prospecting in this vicinity, particularly taking out ore and running tunnels. The ledge in
by mining men from abroad who are throwing away the North Star proper is four feet wide and carries
thousands of dollars in districts far less promising free gold and sulphurets. With this property are
than this one is. Outside of the Palisade mine there three more ledges, varying from 18 inches to 4 feet
A five-stamp water-power mill, with a
is little labor being done, the main exception being
in width.

On the
lengih, 100 feet; formation, hard porphyry.
level the west crosscut started 60 feet from the
level,
upraise
from
the
has
been
500
lop of the
extended 16 feet; total length, 136 feet; formation,
porphyry with streaks of quartz. On the 625 level
the work of repairing the main south drift is still in

450

progress.

—

Best & Belcher. On the 300 level the incline
winze has been sunk seven feet; total depth. 70 feel.
Formation porphyry and quartz, showing some
value.
In this winze at a point 50 feel below the
300 level a small station has been cut out and an
east drift advanced 15 feet, passing through eight
A north drift started 25
feet of ore of fine quality.
feet west of the winze has been extended 20 feet;
porphyry, clay and
Formation
total length 50 feet.
showing some value.
Con. Cal. & Virginia. The usual quantity and

quartz,

—

being extrac'ed from the slopes on the
the 1435 level the north drift from
the bottom of the winze continues in ore, and the
On the
slopes east of the winze are yielding well.
1500 level still sloping ore from the stopes opened
out southeasterly from the upraise 58 feet above the
Some ore is still obtained
track floor of this level.
quality of ore

1400

level.

is

On

Mining and Scientific Press.
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on the looo

level from the drift running souih from
the Ophir.
On the 1650 level arc stoping out ore of
quality in a number of places, and are doing a
considerable amount of prospecting. On the 1950
level are exiractmg ore of fair qualiiy from the old
stopes in the south end of the mine.
During the
past wcnk the u-ual amount of ore has been shipped
to mills on the river, and the average of the battery samples will be about the same.

good

Utah.— The
in

m;tin west drift

on the Coo

level

is

a favorable formation.

OcciDENTAi..— The winxc down from the upper
tunnel level is. in a mixture of quartz and poi^ihyry
assaying well.
The east crosscut from the north
drift on the 100 level is in material that carries metal.
The winze down I'rom the lower tunnel is yielding
ore that p.(ys $20 a ton.
NoKTil OcciDKNTAi-.— The north
400

level of the

'I'he face is

Occidental

drift from the
m.iking gtxxl headway,

is

showing streaks of good

the 1465 level

n joint Union driit started from the e;tsl diitt from
the Ophtr shaft is in Mexican ground a distance of

346

(ert.

Oi'HiK.— The south

drift

on the 1465

many clay seams.
West Con. Va. & Cal.— Sinking

mm.

Ore

Snii'ME.NTs.-This week the Monarch mine

Fieid shipped tiv<! cars of ore to the smelter at
Vancouver, making 10 cars in the last two weeks.
shipmenti will approximate 200 tons. The ore
carries atxiui $26 a ton in silver and a large percentage of lead.

at

'I'he

Twentv-Dollar Nuggets.— Advices, believed
be reliable, come from Rogers Pass that rich
placer ground has been worked on the quiet ovtr
near the headwaters of the Beaver for the last two
years.
is known that nuggets ranging from $5
to $20 in value have been taken out.
It is clairm-d
that the giound is on a creek whose source is an immense hot spring, and that sluicing c.in be carried
on the year round.
to

ore.

rsioN Cos. AND Mexican. — On

ple of the ore taken from the full width of the face
of the ledge gave $500 to the ton.
Mr. Wright will
run a 300-I001 tunnel this winter.
He is also building a steamer to ply between his claims and Bonnrr's Kerry.
Mr. Davenport has made a 30-tOD
shipment from his Little Donald claim, and is now
working 10 men. W. Wheeler has 10 or 12 men at
work on his great carlionate ledge.
The Hendryx
Co. is working 30
and there are a number of
other cLiims, in both the new and old camps, working from two to four men each. About 150 men will
wmter in the district.

level

is

in

vein porphyry with

U

of the main

Wild Rose

District.

Spring Citv Minks.— AV/ft-r Sfnf^. Dec. 13:
W. B. Todhunter, who has just returned from a trip
to Spring Citv. says he was informed while there that
the Paradise Valley and Cliff mines at thai place are
looking unusually well. They have, he was told, a
fine body of ore in the Wild Goose, and he saw
wagon-loads of it which seemed to be rich. They
have also good ore in the 70 foot and 1 10 foot levels
of the Cliff mine, and the general impression ol the
miners

is

that there are large bodies of

it.

AR2ZONA.
MOHAV E.~Mitter,

Dec. 8;

Supl. Geo.

Sheridan.— ////^r-;lA)«wAii>/,

ers has shut down the Night Ilawk mine until the
first o( ihe year.
More locations will be made on
J.inuary isl in Mohave county than in any single
yeir in its history.
For the three months ending
December i, 1888. the .'Arizona Sampling Works at
this place paid out for ore, $85,500.
C. E. Sherman
reports the <^)ueen fiee at Mineral Park as looking
better ihan ever. A whim will be put up this montn
and (he labor of hoisting lessened. The mill at
Cerbat is being put in order by John B^rry, and we
understand that it has been leased to responsible
parties and will be started up at the beginning of the
year.
There have, during the past week, been several mining experts in town, and several sales of
mining propeity are reported well under way. The
Flores G. M. Co. is now taking out a good deal of
ore.
The ore streak is reported as being four feet
wide and working 100 ounces per ton. The mill is
running and shipments of bullion are being made.
J. F. Luthy leaves this week with several miners to
commence work on his gold claims at Salt Springs,
near the Colorado river, about 65 miles north of this
place. Walter Scott, who is working a mining claim
ahout 15 miles south of Franconia station, is now
workmg four men and is taking out some fir^t-class
ore.
'Ihese claims are located in a district but little

Mr. Scott
prospected heretofore for lack of water.
the only one who has done any development work
to any extent in this district.
The recent strike in
the Prince George mine at Stockton hill has been
worked well up to the dividing line. This property
was divided some time ago. Dj,na & Howell purchased one-lialf from the owners, Thos. Christie and
Caldwell Wright, they retaining theother half. The
latter gentlemen were offered this week a goodly
sum for their interest, but relused it and will work
the nime themselves.

is

IDAHO.
Bedrock Flume.— Idaho World, Dec. 15:
Four men are now at work for the Grimes Creek
Bedrock Flume Co., putting up buildings for the
Winter
winter and erecting a blacksmith shop.
supplies have been laid in, and as soon as the buildings are up a force often men will commence theconjtruclion ol the flume, which commences in the canyon about a mile below the Big Bend. One hundred
or 150 feet of flume 16 feel wide by seven deep
will be put in bclore spring to catch the escaping
quicksilvered gold that is continually piss'ng down
with the sand.
It is supposed that the flume will
carry all ol the water of Grimes creek during the
spring freshet, but precautions are taken against its
The company owns eight
raising should it not.
claims of 20 acres each, which is abundance of
ground for years to come. Superintendent Goldtr^p
says he intends pushing the flume as rapidly as pos

is showing commendable energy
in pu'ting
for operating, and Copper
gulch givrs promise of soon becoming a very active
mining and ore-reducing district.

— Work

S Ivor tn

•

of the

M.n.ljy

Si*ge Line, uj Irr-uht into
64,000 pounds of freight,
the greater portion of which is machinery for the
new mill which the company proposes erecting in
the spring.
They have also let a contract to the
s:ime gentlemen to haul 60.000 pounds of ore to this
city for shipment to Denver for reduction.
From
present appearances the E. & E. Co. intend making

Tutfuiiay

a contract to

Messrs.

C^nyon and

Bilker City

Cracker creek from

McEv.in

Gnftii.

&,

this city

every preparation for extensive of)erations in the
spring.
Ihis, with the active operations on the
Columbia and North Pole mines, will make Cracker
creek boom the coming season.

progress for
the extensive development of this property by the
Boston & Montana Co. A new boiler is now being
placed in position which will be followed by the
erection of a larger hoisting plant.
George Tong is
having a new boiler made at Mahoney's loundry for
his Goldsmith mine.
The development of the Destroying .A,ngel lode now being made by W. K.
Davis & Co. is of the most flattering character. In
the prospect shaft which is down only a few feet,
rock was taken from it on Saturday which showed
assay returns of $55 in silver and $5.60 in gold.

Sheridan Mill.— Silver

City Enterprise, Dec.
Thirty thousand pounds of machinery arrived
here last week for the Sheridan mill in the Mogollons.
The mill is being remodeled somewhat, and
belter equipped to handle the ores of th;it camp.
A
wire tram will soon connect the mine and the mill,
rhe mill will probably be running by the first of the
new year. A shipment ol seven or eight tons of ore
was made from the Alhambra this week. Nine sacks
of ore were shipped by express and were valued at
E.
$3600, whiuh was not considered a high value.
G. Shields came up from Las Cruces on Saturday,
visited the Peerless miiie.
He will
to work on the property,
with Sam Hughes of the Organs in charge.
Frank
Baxter, A. J. Whitiington and Mr. Adams have given a four-months' bond on seven claims in the Silver
basin, near Morenci, A. T., to Chicago parties, the
consideration being $15,000. The new company has
day and night shifts working in two differ rent snafts.
General Boyle arrived from St. Louis this week and
closed Ihe deal for the Wagner mine, which now belongs to the Deep Down company.
A contract has
been let to Capt. Trerise and Capt. Webb, two wellknown miners, for the mining and delivery of 5000
Farrish, the gentletons of ore at the mill.
man who first placed and opened up the great Carlisle mine of this county, visited Silver City last
week, arriving in the evening, and leaving the next
morning (or the Santa Rita copper mines with Geo.
D Roberts. They returned the same evening and
left on the next morning's train.
The object of this
visit is not definitely known, but it certainly augurs
well for the speedy resumption of operations at the

and on Monday

soon put a force of men

Wm.

is dull,

the holiday?.

until after

tained,

Dec. 20, 1888.

with no improvement looked

f
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There is a lig<it d'-mar.d for quicksilver at 6o@62C.
Late ofTerings of Lake ingot co,-per we-e rej-^cird at
'I here was a sm:ill January f^ale
at $17.85.
Consumers' wants are not U'gent. and they can obtain a suiiable quahty at Ji6 50. The m irki t abroad
is spiritless.
Pig lead isw^ak with an abundant supply.
Thfre were 15 carloads on "C'h^nge, which
sold at $3.7<J(a'3.75 'or iJecember and January. Outside 700 tons WL-re plaet-d $3.75 down to $3.65, deliverable within the nextOodnys.
R fined petroleum
is Stronger,
Barrel^:, $7.20@7.3o; plain cases, $9,30.

Australian

So

far

as can be

$24.50®

for

ascer-

the year drawing to a close has been fairly

prosperous

in all

the "

New York
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Tin.
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Tin,

Billiton
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$a4.25@24.5o; Baltimore
Oriord Copper. $i6.oo@
Foreign Lead,
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fin,
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$15.00(0*15,50;
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branches, although a few individual

complaints are heard.

As a

rule,

merchants

and

San Francisoo

Marktt.

JUetal

others engaged in business are reported to be easier,
financially, at the close of the

The banks

years past.

money market,
none looked

with no decided call for funds and

fur until the turn

slock speculation sets in soon.
tions point

to

an early

of the year, unless a
All

present indica-

movement so

bull

as to re-

peat the old trick of unloading on the public at

higher prices.

The mines whose

stocks are listed

on the two exchanges are having work of a promising character done,
that

which

is

WUOLKHALK.

year than for several

report an easy tone to the

likely to give results

can excite a large speculative movement,

cal-

culated to draw in outside buyers.

and va'uable ore deposit

is

likely to

be

This belief is ciusing the various west
side companies to prepare for active work in their
mines. Outside of this the 1465-foot drift in Ophir
running into Mexican toward Union is quite important, and it is claimed that with crosscuts run,
vaiuab'e deposits of ore are likely to be run into.
The 1650-foot and 1750-foot levels in Con. Virginia
are proving to he very rich in mineral ore.
In Hale
into.

and Norcro!-s thfy are in good milling ore
feel; wide on the 500-foot level, with the vein

ov<-r 12

fore reported.

—

SILVER The market held firm at unchanged
prices up to Tuesd^iy. when lower prices ruled in
sympathy with a decline abroad. F^or shipment by
steamer to China, whxh sailed on last Tuesday, 93c
was paid. Ihe steamer look out in bullion, $309,000 to Hong Kong and $95,000 to Hiogo. The receipts of silver bullion are not large, but commencing
with next month a large increase is looked for,
chiefly from the Comstock mines, owing to more
mills starting up.
London cables quole silver to-day at 42j^@42 5i6ri and New York telegrams quole that market at
g2li@g2%c. In our market 92^^c is bid with no
As the leading mines appear to be worked
sellers.
in the interest of stock manipulators it is quite likely
that there will not be any increase in the supply o'
silver bullion until the insiders buy more slock at a
lower range of value than has been reached since

Thursday.
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tool

increas-

ing in width as it goes toward Savage, having already widened out over 6 feet. In Savage on the
400-fool level they are drifting to the west so as to
intersect the ledge found on the 500-foot level o(
Hale and Norcross. In Best and Belcher work is
being pushed forward so as to demonstrate the extent of the late "find."
The drill in Con. Impetoward Alpha. In
rial is being pushed forward
Crown Point on ihe 700-foot level wrst in the upraise toward the 600-fool level, b.etter ore is found,
One of the most imwith the vein growing wider.
portant works in the Gold Hill mines is that of havdrain-boxes
nearly
completed,
which will ading the
mit of Crown Point and Btlcher being opened to
level,
and if it proves
the west on the Sutro tunnel
to be as rich in mineral as experts claim it will, then
pumping will likely be commenced so as to go
deeper.
In the Quijoloa, Tuscarora and Bodie districts, news is ot about the same tenor as hereto-

Santa Ritas.
Carlisle. The net output for the Carlisle for
October was $10,000. About 30 tons of concentrates
per day are being made, besides the free gold caught
on the plates. About eight tons of concentrates per
sible, and hopes to soon have it on a good paying
working as
basis.
As soon as the flume begins to show good day are being smelted, the smelter now
de-^ired.
While the smeller
cleanups other companies will be formed to work satisfactorily as could be
till
questionais working entirely satisfactory, it is
Ophir, Granite, Elk and More creeks, and placer
whether it pays the company better to ship in its
mining will again be a great industry in Boise ble
fluxes and coke or to ship out all its concentrates.
Basin.
The company has found it advantageous to sever all
business connections with ihe Clifton railroad, and last August.
BRITISH COLUMBIA.
proposes to transport its twenty odd tons of concenQUICKSILVER— The demand is quite free
trates to Lordsburg daily overland, and has already from the coast mines.
It is said to be larger in this
—
Nelson,
Dec,
12:
New Camp. Donald Truth,
entered into a contract with freighters to do the month than in December, 1887.
Prices are unthe new camp in the Toad Mountain country, is
work
for one year.
that concessions on
is
claimed
although
it
changed,
natu
about 185 miles from Revelsiroke, which is its
our quotations were made by one seller.
There is little doubt but that the
ral supply point.
UTAH.
district will turn out to be one of the richest ever
LEAD—The market is barely steady for pig.
Hall Bros, are
discovered on the Pacific Coast.
Eastern advices continue to report free transactions
TinticSalt Lake Tribune,
Discoveries
at
working 16 men, and have expended about $6000 in
by consumers, but the heavy stock held by the aserecting boarding and ore houses and in laying in a Dec. 13: The past week witnessed some excitemrni signees of Cordwith of Chicago is a weak spot in the
stock of provisions for the winter. Their ore runs in Tintic over discoveries along Bouldt^r creek, not market.
from $200 to $2400 a ton in silver. J. E. Dolen and far from Eureka. These discoveries were of such
IRON— The local market is dull and inactive.
Landry Morrow are working a day and night shift character as to cause a stampede and the staking of Importers are storing rather than to make conceson their claims. LeBeau & Co. have four men at claims all over the country. The small openings so sions. For prompt shipment and to arrive, sellers'
work running a tunnel on their claim on Cotton- far made show good bodies of lead-silver ores, and views are siiU above buyers', owing to the high
wood Smith creek. King & Snider have bonded there is promise that some of the claims will be de- prices abroad, and also high freights, although there
four claims, on the same creek, to an English com- veloped at once.
are signs of the latter weakening,
pany, who evidently mean business, as they have
The Comet Operations,— The Comet Smelting
COPPER— The market is tending to easier prices.
written to the secretary-treasurer of the Columbia Works Co. is making good progress in erecting a The East reports an inactive and dull market.
River Transportation Co. for tenders for transport- 40-ton water-jacket smelter in Copper gulch, Beaver
BORAX—I'he market is steady, with the demand
ing 12 tons of machinery from the C. P. R. at Rgv- county.
A large force of men is employed and the light.
The machinery is
elstroke to the claims, which are situated about five buildings will soon be inclosed.
COAL— The mildness of the winter and the maT. M. Ward, at the Kool- also getting in place so that early in January the
miles south of Nelson.
liberal supenay ferry crossing, has several good claims, and is works wilt be in full blast, Ftrit-class ore will be jority ot householders having laid in
coal, but steam
building a large hotel this winter.
smelted, while the low-grade is to be tested by a new plies in October, are against house
but weak
nearly
due,
and
spot
firm
for
very
coal
is
Old Camp.— At the Hot Springs camp, 30 miles leaching process, for which a building is going up in
regular for prompt shipment. The output of Ihe coast
north of Nelson, G. B. Wright has 20 men at work which there will be several tanks, placed in
increasing.
steadily
is
collieries
on his No. 1 mine. An assay from an average sam- steps, so as to drain from one to another. The com-

—
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livery.

San Francisco,
Business

run
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that a large

MEXICO.
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Prices generally ruling lor metals not regularly
dealt in on Call at the N. Y. Exchange, covermg extremes of buyers' and sellers' vir-ws. All prompt de-

unfailing supply of (uel.
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3 70
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By Mail
The following is the latest from
Meul Exchange .Market Report "

The news from
this place work has not been
resumed in full force yet. Part of the Upper Works the mines is confirmatory that the work in West
furnaces have been fired up, but it is expected that Con. Virginia is demonstrating that the Red Lode
the whole plant will be running next week, or as is a true fissure vein.
With crosscutting that is to
soon as the railroad company can guarantee an
be commenced soon, it is claimed by mining men

At Anaconda. — At

M8
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Ni * York. Copper.

Loiiiloii

Looks Like Bijsiness.— B-drork Democrat Dec. ThuraiUy
hr Oregon Gold Min-ng Co.. (i)j<r.ittng the trld.y
13:
Eureka \ Excelsior mines at Cracii>*r rr k, has let SatiirOav

Local Market.

is in

By Telegraph.
NkwYork. D^.ao. 1888.— The following are the
closing pric-s ihe pasi

OaEGON.

Dec. 12: Mr. Dave

said yesterday that he was just in receipt
of news from Sheridan, stating that a valuable
strike had been made by the Bedford Co. in iheir
property on Rami-horn creek, about 12 miles from
Sheridan,
The Btdford has been under active development for the past six months, and the persistent labor of the company has at last been rewarded
by the discovery of a large and rich diposit of lead
and silver ore. The find is reported to be such that
it will at
once place this among the list of paying
properties of old Madison county.

Eastern Metal Markets.

their plant in rciidincss

McCranor

Harris and Llovd.

M. Bow-

pany

MONTANA.
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Successful Patent Solicitors.
Ab Dewey & Co have been

in the patent soliciting bualQcss on this Coast now for no many y earn, the linn's name
is a well known one.
Another reason for its popularity
la that a great proportion of the Pacific Coast patenti
issued bj' the Government have been nrocured through
their agency. They are, therefore well and thcroughly
posted on the needs of the progressive industrial classes
They are the best posted firm on what
of this Coast.
has been done in all branches of industry, and are able
to judge of what is new and patentable.
In this they
have a great advantage, which is of practical dollar and
cent value to their clients. That this is understood and
appreciated, is evidenced by the number of patents
Issued through their Scibntific Prkss Potent Agency (3.
v.) from week to week and vear to vcar.

PARK PLACE.
FARM
(LADNDRY

)

Between Fruitvale and Mills Seminary,
Near Oakland.
To

parties

opportunity
in

de irous of establishing Homes, a rare
is

offered to secure land

comparison than anywhere

;it

a price lower

else in California.

located only a short distance from Oakland,
between Fruilvate and Seminnry Park, and immediadjoins
the grounds of Mills Seminary.
ately
The land is just rolling enough to render it beautiful for building sites.
Situated at the base of the
foothills, it has a most desirable climate,
and its
proximity to the best Female Seminary in the State
makes it suitable as residence propeity for families
having girls to educate whom they wish to have live
It is

at

home.

The land can now be purchasrd at a low price, in
Lots or Blocks, with the ceitainty ol a quick rise in
value.

For investment, it is an opprtunity which rarely
Oakland is rapidly extending in this di-

occurs, as

and must, in the near luture, include this
This is proved by the fact
land within its limits.
that in i860 Oakland had but moo peup'e; in 1870,
to.oco; in 1880, 30,000; now, 65.000 and growing
more rapidly than ever.
People in the interior who de.^ire to educate their
children at the State Univer-iiy, in B rkeley. or at
schools in Oakland or San Francisco, can establish
here a rural home and he constat tly with them.
This land «as pa't of the Lmndry Farm, that old
and wfli-known Summer Re=or t, and is just far
enough from the Picnic and Camping Grounds to
be desirable and add value,
wiih Oakland and
is conne(t-=d
San Francisco by the Alameda County Railway, havFor particulars, ining eight trains each way daily.
rection,
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AND

MA-

BLAKE'S
PUMPS.

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINES.

POWER

EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

DRILLS.

IMPROVED STEAM

WEBBER CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

JUDSON ENGINE GOVERNORS.
TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

BLOWERS

AND

EXHAUSTS.
SHIMER MATCHER HEADS.
BRAINAKD MILLING MACHINES
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
SOHLENKEB'S BOLT CUTTERS.
HOLLOWAY FIRE EXTINGUISH-

ALSO

FREMONT

SAN FRANCISCO,

ST.,

Manufacturers and Dealers

in

Machinery

of all

CAL.,

Kinds.

WET

FRISBEE

MILL.

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

PERIN BAND SAW BLADES.

STURTEVANT

34 and 36

AND HORI-

SON'S MACHINISTS-

TOOLS.

BICKFORD'S

Others.

BOILERS.

AYNE'S VERTICAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

BEMENT &

HOISTING

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

WOODWORKING

MACHINERY.
NEW HAVEN MANUF'G

BROS'

ENGINES.

MACHINERY.

FRANK a

Ordered

CIRCULARS WILL SOON BE READY.

SOLE AGENTS FOR
Sd

Have

NEW ROCK BREAKER.
TATUIVI & BOWEN

MACHINERY A
A. FAT

Mill

ALL CLASSES OF

IN

WE HAVE

J.

finally perfected this

by means of sleeves with universal
movement, without tendency to bind or

Francisco, Cal

Several
mPOBTERS AND DEALERS

we have

consists in oscillating the stamps

joints, allowing the

cramp

Cor.

improvement

principal

World.

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTING INJECTORS AND EJECTORS.

DISSTON'S CIRCULAR SAWS.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACK-

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9000 pounds,
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
quartz to 40 mesh is in successful operation and we guarantee its work
as represented.
;

ING CO.'S RUBBER GOODS.
LANE AND BODLEY SAW MILLS.
H. W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACKING. PAINT, ETC.

;

YACHT ENGINES.

ENGINES and BOILERS
FROM

MILL

TO 100

2

SUPPLIES

H.

P.,

AND

ALWAYS IN STOCK

LUBRICATING

OILS.

PERFECT PULLEYS
First

Premium A-warded

at Mechanics' Fair,

1884.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers of the

MED ART PATENT WROUaHT RIM PULLEY
For the States of California, Oregon and Nevada, and the Territories of Idaho, WaahlDgtou
Uontana, Wyoming, Utah and Arizona.
Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Best Balanced Pulley in tho World.
Also Manufacturers of

SHAFTING, HANGERS

PAT. OCT. 25, 1S81.

AND APPURTENANCES.

jC^Send for Circdlars and Price List.TSJ

N03. 129 and 131

FREMONT STREET,

-

•

IT

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

SAN PBANOISCO, CAL. And renewals

-

Will ran empty, or with small
will not cost over one-half as much as for stimps.
Tho af^ention of parties having Cement Gravel is called to this
of ore without injury.
Mill, aa it will run 100 tons per day to No. 8 mesh; 30 to 35 H. P.
are the most economical ever built, and are extensively used with
grinding in Dans, Mill finishes to any fineness desired.
record of several years.

amount

ANTI-INCRUSTATION POWDER
Or Boiler Compound
For Removing or Preventing Scale, Corrosion and Pitting
Send for references.
in Steam Boilere.
Also Phkrlkks Rubbbr M'f'q Co. Plumbapfo Sheet, and
Piston and Valve Rod Packing, to be had only of
J.

a WINANS, 220

Fremont St.S.

F.,

OaL

New Almaden
J.

Room 22,

B

Quicksilver.

SM.3X X'XTA.XlollSOO.

No

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY,

RANDOL,
320 Sansome

OUR DRY MILLS

St.,

...

GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,
HOOKER & LAWRENCE,

Gen'l Ag'ts,

461 Howard

St.,

San Francisco.

145 Broadway, New York.
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FRASER

l!"™!"!'!,^TniB Mill as a Crueher
This
CruBher and Pul
1 uleri/ver

without

is

&
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CHALMERS,
'

HIIART/ Mil

SELBY

rival.

trSKND FOR

ead

Is in operation in

CATAIyOOUK.-Ci

ing smelting wor^s

and

^etalllirgy apd Ore^.

I

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

milts,
J

3>IID rOR

JIGS and

CaTALOODI AMD TtfnKONIAIA

MACHINERY

for

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING. SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

PUMPING

And Assay

REFINERY

Offlce.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Sulphoreta.
HAKurACTUUKRa Of

ENGINES

ENGINES,

AND

BLUESTONE,
LEAD PIPE,
SHEET LEAD,

;^BALLIDIE'S

SHOT,

MACHINERY

Etc., Etc.

ALSO HANtlPAOTITKKHii OP

Standard

GORNISB

Shot-Gun

Cartridges,

Under Chamberlin Patent

WIRE ROPE

JOHN TAYLOR &
POMPS.

TRAMWAYS.

OENBRAL OFFICE AND WORKS:

DENVER OFFICE:

Fulton and Union Streets, Ohlcano,

NEW YORK

No. 348 ElKbteenth Street, Denver, Colorado.

111.

48,

No.

a Wall Street.

No. 11 Calle de Juarez, Ohlbusbua, Mexico.
OITY. UTAH.

UTAH OFFICK—SALT LAKE

We would

These Wheels are defliprned for all purpnsea where limited quantities of water and
heads are utilized, aud are gimranteed to jfive more power with less water than
other wheel made. Beinj; placed on horizontal shaft, the power ia transmitted

hitlh

hy belts, dispenelng with (joaring.
Ketimatea furniehcd on opplication for wheels apecially built and adapted in
capacity to suit any particular case.
Further inforrnation can he obtained of this form of construction, aa well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbinca for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free of cost,
by applying to the manufacturers.
direct to 8hafthii;

JAMES LEFFEL &
or

BUYERS' GUIDE ia

issued

March and

Sept.,

an encyclopedia of useful information for all who purchase the luxuries or the
necessities of life. "We
can olothe you and furnish you with
necessary and unnecessary
all the
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just flgrure out
what is required to do all these things
COMFORTABLY, and you can make a fair
estimate of the value of the BUYERS*
GUIDE, which will be sent upon
receipt of 10 cents to pay postage,
each year.

It is

MONTGOMERY WARD &

CO.

111-114 Michigan Avenue, Chicago. 111.

THE

New

York.

General Agenta.
Chicago, 111., and Denver, CoL
LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

Of the Machine-Mined Mineral in the U.

S.,

three-quarters of the Iron Ore and
two-thirds of the Copper Ore were mined
with Rand Drills.
in 1S87,

For

M:ine.s,

Drilling

CO.,

220 Fremont

— AND—
riirome Cast Steel for

MORRIS,

MANnFACTnRERS'

Drills, Etc.

IN

TBE

recoi^'nized as the

SHOE«?

AND

D£E<B.-Guar-

autccd to prove better antl cheaper than any others.
Orders solicited, subject to above conditions

AI»A]>IANTIXE.

W<>KLI>,

*

Examin^ttions of

LUCKHARDT &
Huhn &

CO.,

Luckhardt,

and MetallurcrlBtn

318 Pine

EUHTHL.

WORKS.

METALLURGICAL

St. (Basement.,

SAN FRANCISCO

Corner ol Leldesdorff Street,

my

Assaying and Analysis of Ores, Minerals and Waterf.
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Treating Ores by vo
Practical Instruction given
proved prooeosea.

KUSTEL &

CO.,
G.
Utnlng Engineers and Metallurgists.

M PnRCHASING ACENT,

Special attention given to purchase of

ADAMANTINE
everywhere

to

San Francisco,

St.,

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.
ANY WHEEL

Special attention paid

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

Process.

H. D.

is

Ores Sampled,
Assaying in all its Branches.
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, eto.
Working Tests (practical) Made.
Plans and Specifications furnished for tb
most suitable Process for Working Ores.

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Tests made by

KOft

IRUSHER PLATES,

And

Ores worked by any ProoesB.

U.

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.
HULK AGENT

Near First and Uarket Streets, 3. F.
Establihhrd 1889,
Ldckdardt, Manager.

Mlnlnsc Enorlneers

"^co/,.

CO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works,
NO. 23 STEVENSON STREET.

(Formerly

%*fii'/ls

Machinery

RAND DRILL

GIVES THE eiOHEST EFFICIENCY OF

The
G. Dknnihton'm Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
plates of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly
reliable, and full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Orders
taken at hia lowest prices.

O. A.

Tunnels, Qtiarrles, Sewers, Grading:, etc.

Rock

j^"Our Gold and Silver Tables, showing the value per
ounce Troy at different degrees of llnoness, and valuable
tables for computation of assays in grains and grammes,
will be sent free upon application.
Agents for the Patent
Plumbago Crucible Co., London, England. Also for E.

%^A'%

THE STANDARD
American Rock

application.

C. A.

AND AIR COMPRESSORS.

%iyf.sr

SooriQors, etc., including, also, a full stock of
Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these supplies sinoe
the first discovery of mines on the Pactflc Coast, we fee
conlidont from our expericnco we can well ^uit the de
mand for these goods, ooth as to quality and price. Our
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will bo sent oc

JOHN TAYLOR &

St..

RAND ROCK DRILLS
%

WATER WHEEL

PELTON

ft

the attention of Asaayers, ChcmlBte,

CO..

110 Liberty

FRASER & CHALMERS.

PARKE

call

bles,

Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

Springfield, Ohio,

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,

Mining Companies, Milting Companies, Prospectors, etc.,
to our full stock of Balances, Furnaces, Muftlcs, Cruci-

JAMBS LBFFBL'S
.iiiy

CO.,

IMP0RTRH8 AND DRALXKH IN

ALSO CHEMICALS. AND PnvSICAL. SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPAUATU3.
63 & G5 First St., cor. Mission, San Francisco.

MEXICO OFFICE:

OFFICE:

Room

OTho

CO..

San Francisco.

St.,

AND SILVER

GOLD

ORES.

of

HOISTING

\.

416 Montgfomery

TROMMELS,

If.

GREAT

REDUCTION

BATTERY^SOREENS.
Best and Cheapest in America.
Wo imitation, no deception, no planished or rotten
Only genuine Russia iron in Quartz Screens.
Iron used.
Planislicd iron sireens at nearly half my fojnier rates.
Screens on hand
I ha\e a l.irge sunply of Battery
auitalilo for the Huntington and all Stamp Mills, which I
will well at 20 per 'ent fiJBCount.

D MORUIS.

standard for high-

pressure service.

UPWARDS OF

GOO IN USE.

From 12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed than
can he produced from any otiier Wheel io the country.
It Is not only most economical of water, hut the most
simple and reliable power tor Quartz Mills, rompres^ors,
Hoisting, Pumping, or any other purpose where water
power can be used.

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSIOK,
Power from these Wheels can be transmitted by eleclong distances with small loas, and n-ade availalde
for running Mills, Pumping and Hoisting Works, Trim

THOMAS

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,

tricity

cars, Electric Lights, etc

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

524 Sacramento

Street,

San Francisco,

Orders promptly attended

Cal.

Addreas

COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS !N 24 HOURS.
The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
No. 120 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO. CAT..
WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.

CIVIL
& CONTRACTOR

rNGINEER,

L HY.

lai Slontgamery

JACKSON,

St., S.

F.

Ores

PERFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
ing and Milling IHafhinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass
Zinc and other metals punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot^Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Wining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 (finej.
to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
21

& 223

First

St.,

San Francisco, Cal

JOHN W. QUICK.

Proprietor-

ThlB paper Is printed with Xnfc Manufactured by Charles Eneu Johnson & Co., 600
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES. South 10th St, Philadelphia. Branch Offices— 47 Rose St., New York, and 40 La Salle
Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed 8t, Gbloaso. Asent for the Faciflo Coast—
Joaepb B. Doretyo 639 Commerolal St., 6. F
of in the
Market to the Highest Bidder.

Open
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COMPILSD BVBRT THURSDAY FROM ADVBRTI8BMBNTS

Inventors.

Reported by

Dewey &

Solicitors for Pacific States,

Prom the

report of U.

official

FOR

WEEK ENDING

Market

DEC.

Dbwbt &

St., S. F.

Furnace —J. W.

II, 1888.

Atkin-

Cassidy, Petaluma,

Cal.

394,342.— Erasing Shield for Type Writers

—Lee

D. Craig, S. F.

Attachment— John

394,351.— Corn-Planter
Fulton, Biggs, Or.

— Photcgraphic

394,353,

Camera — W.

.

Kussell Reduction
Sierra

S. F.
Schoiz, S, F.

— Steam

394,314.

-

Steering

Gear

— F.

Geo.

Montgomery St
13 Fremont St

W. B. Frost— Fresno o.
W. W. TUROBALDS— San Diego Co.
John L. Doylr— Utah, Wyoming and Colorado,

05. .Dec
25. .Nov

.Jan 21...,reb 12..J Morizio
.Dec 13,. ..Jan 2..ELParker
25 Dec 3. .Jan
7... .Jan 28. .E B Holmes
10..Nuv 8. .Dec 17. ..Dec 31. .J J Scoville

.93,.
...Nev.. 2..
Nevada,. 3,.

MCo.

15.
9.

MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
Secretary.

Location.

NAiiB OP Company.
M Co
M Co
Peer M Co

A Waterman
A Waterman

Arizona,.
Arizona..
Arizona.. A

Combination

Peerless

Watermau

W E Sell

Office in 8.
Montgomery St
Montgomery St
Montgomery St
Montgomery St

309

Meeting

Date

Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

Dec
Dec

F.

224 California St

Arizonia,,A Waterman

Co..

309

309
309

Coo

Seceetaby,
Location,
Havens
Nevada,, A
Nevada. A S Groth
Nevada,, AS Cheminant

op Compant,

California

W

& Va M Co

M

Confidence S
Co
Caledonia
C
Caodelaria Con
Co

M

Mexico,. C

T

Office in S. F.
Montgomery St

328

Montgomery St

Dec
Dec
Dec

Amount,

27
27
27
28
27

H E P Hutton
Heath
.D A Jennings
Nevada,, J F Lightner

Nevada,.

Nevada ,, R

W

California

230

Montgomery

Oct 11

,

,

.

Oct

U

Dec

10

1.00

,

,

July 9

Aug 27
Nov 11
Aug 8

50
50

.

St

Aug 6
Nov 26
Nov 12

25
25
50

.

401 California St
309 Moi tgimery St

Graas Valley

H Clough

Payable

50
1.00
08
50

221 Market St
306 Pine St,,
318 Pine St

Givens

California.

& Soda Co.. California., A

Pacific Borax, Salt

309

.

M
Eureka Con M Co
Mt Diablo M i M Co
North Star M Co
Hale& Norcross S M Co
Idaho M Co

H.

Logan— Southern Califorria.
G Parsons- Northern Califoruia.
Wilson— Sacramento

limm^i
Goyer

New

Among

the patents recently obtained through

Dewey &

Co.'s

Scientific Press U. S. and

Tbe

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

Incorporations.

S.

following companies have been incorporated,

f

and papers filed in the office of the Superior Court,
Department 10, San Francisco:

This patent covers a cable railgrip and mechanism whereby the grip may
be closed and opened, and when open may be
raised above the line of a second cable which
The invencrosses the first one transversely.
tion is an improvement upon a mechanism for
which letters patent were granted to the same
inventor July 2, 1888. The present invention
relates to certain details in the coustruction of
the gripping mechanism.

way

— Wm.

Stevenson, Douglass

Calaveras county,

assignor of one-half

Bench Plane.
Flat,

No. 394,411.
to John Monteverda, Stockton.
Dated DiC. 11, 1S8S. The invention relates to
the class of planes in which blades of different
character are combined in the same stock; and
it consists in the novel stock, the double-ended
blades, and their manner of arrangement and
means for adjusting them in the stock. The
object is to provide a plane of simple construction and which, by reason of its different
blades,

is

adapted for several uses,

Well-Boring Device.

— George

Atkinson,

No. 394.322. Dated Dec. 11, 1888.
The excavation is formed of two semi-cylindri
cally shaped iron scoops having the lower ends
tapered and pointed. They are adapted to be
opened and closed from above, so as to dig into
material in the bottom of the hole, retain said
material, and be withdrawn to the surface
when the earth is removed.
Oakland.

Spark -Arrester

—

Dated Dec.

4, 1888.

This improved means for arresting sparks in
locomotives consists in the application of a
hinged adjustable defiecting-plate and a supplemental netting, in conjunction with a horizontal
netting within the extension front or smoke-box
of the boiler.
The horizontal netting acts first,
and the exhaust pipe extending up through it
and being surrounded by the cylindrical netting,
the latter acts supplementary to the horizontal
one, thus providing two checks for the cinders.

Mechanism for Operating Station
cators.

Indi-

—John Knight, S. F., assignor to Pacific
Company. No. 394,074. Dated Dec.
The invention relates to the indicators

Indicator
4, ISSS,

Co., Dec. 14,
Object, raising nuts, Jruits and vines and the manufacture of wines and brandies.
Capital stock, $320,000.
Directors—A. T. Hatch, B. F. Armstrong,
Elbert Armstrong, Albert Montpellier, and Frank

McM alien.
Bella Vista Vineyard
Directors

stock, $20,000,

—

Phelps, E. D, Goodrich, F,

Capital

Co., Dec. 14.
E, J. de Pue,

W. H,

M. Pray and

F.

Mc-

MuUen.
Object, to deal
Co., Dec, 14,
in tobacco.
Directors
Capital stock, $100,000.
Francis Buckley, Jr., S. W. Levy, Solomon Lewis,
Sigmund Hirchbaura and W. S, Baxter.

Fresno
stock,

War ehouse

$100,000.

Charles Kohler, F,
P.

Dec. 15.
Capital
Co.
Directors — George H, Eggers,
Eisen, G, H. Walter and A,
,

1'.

Adams.
California Prohibition Co., Dec.

18,

to publish the
stock, $25,000.

Object,
Capital

California Prohibitionist.
Directors — Henry French, J.
Capp, C. A. Tupper, F. T.Holland, A. Calhoun,
A. Rembardt, W. E. Ward. J. D. Shalter. all
San Jose; T. B. Stewart and A, G. Scheahan of
F., and H. B. Land of Oakland.

Payne Bolt Works,

B.

G,
of
S.

Object, a general
iron-manufacturing business.
Capital stock, $300.000.
Directors
Wm. Payne. G. L. Payne, Noah
Payne, C, H, Williams and W. Newhara.

Dec,

18.

—

used in street cars to designate streets or stations
and at the same time present to view advertising matter.
The invention consists generally
in a novel mechanism for operating the indicator,
the object being to provide a simple mechanism
for transmitting to the indicating apparatus the
power derived by contact with a fixed obstruction in the roadway, and yet so modify the
power in strength and time of transmission as
to render its application noiseless and without
suddenness or j ar. An air cylinder or air
cushion is utilized.

Camp Creek M.
Daniel E. Hayes.
S. Folger

and H.

J,

Co.,

Dec.

H. L. Tuck.

i3.

Wm,

Directors—
H, Sears. A.

P. Christie.

pinion.

20.
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3.10
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71
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Baltimore

.60
.60
1.75

EeUelBle
Bodie Cod
Benton
Bodie Tunnel
Bulwer
Con. Va. &Cal
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1.60
55

1.40

1.76

1.55
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16i
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1.50

.£0

.55
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6.00 i.50

10}
6.50

3.90 3.30

.55

...

4.05

.45
.45

I

1.70 1.45
2.90

Vi

Con. Imperial
Caledonia
Con. Pacific
Crown Point
Crocker
Central

Dudley

I

5i

Champion
ChoUar

9.00
1.50

9.00
1.50 1.40

45
35

Ohalleoge

4.20 3.60
.17 15s
1.10 .85

1.U5

85

3.65
165
l.Ou

.45

.60

50

.65

.65

16J

..

63'

O'.M 6.75

.90

1.10

f'.fO

3.00

Exchequer.

1.6U

Grand Prize
Gould & Curry
Hale & Norcross..
Holmes

4.05
6.75

1.45 1.20
1.05 .70
4.70 3.90

.8u

53

1.35
.85
4.40 4.20
6.00 5S

4 5C
6.00

California.

NuTlCE is hereby given, that at a meeting of the
Board of Directors held oo the 29th day of Novemher,
an Assessment (No. 1) of Fifteen (15) Cents per
share was levied upon the capital stock of the corpoiation, payable immediately in United States gold coin, to
the Secretary at the office of the Company, Nos. 13 and
15 Fremont street, San Fraacisco, California. Any stock
upon wLich this Assessment shall remain unpaid on the
5th day of Januar}-, 1S89, will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public auction; and unless payment ia
made before will be sold on Tuesday, the 29th day of
January, 1889, to pay the delinquent assessment, togrether with costs of advertising and expenses ot sale.
By order of the Board of Directors.
1S38,

Ofpicb

.50

2.25
2.50

Kentuck
Lady Wash
Martin White

—

The

2.50 2.50
3. £5 3.10

Occidental

Ophir

2-70

2.70

7S

7S

2.00
3.00

Overman
Fotosi
Peerless

2.10
2.70

!.10

Should this paper be received by

any ertbacriber who
tinte he intends
to pay

doe3 not want it, or beytrnd the
it, let bim not fail to write us direct to atop it.
A postal
card (coating one cent only) will auflBce. We will not knowingly send tbe paper to any one who does not wish it, but
If it ia continued, through the failure of the subscriber to
notify ua to discontinue it. or oE some irreaponaible party reQuested to stop it, we shall positively demand payment foi
tne time It Is Bent. Lode ciRBFULLT AT the t. a -rkt, on
VOmt PAf EB.
for

1.70

55

.75

4.70 3.85
3.40 3.00
4.00 3.50

4.65
3.55

Sierra Nevada. ....
Silver Hill
Silver King

and Mining Company.

Mill

of the stockholders of the
S'lpetior Mill and Mining Company will be held at the
office of the company, Hooni 11, 303 California Street,
S n Franciso, California, nu Wednesday, February 20,
1889, at 1 o'clock F. M , for the purpose of taking Into
consideration the increasing of the capital stock of said
company from ten million (10,000,000) dollars, divided into one hundred thousnnd (100,000) shares of the par value of one hundred (100) dollars per share, to fifteen million (15,000,000) dollars, divided into one hundred and
fifty thousand (150.000) shares of th - par value of one
hundred (100) dolUrs each. Transfer books will close
on Monday, february 18, 1S39, at 3 o'clock p. M. By order of the Board of Directors.

1.10
4.95

2.20 2.10
2.86

2.40
3.25

SAN FRANCISCO532SAVINGS
California

3.00 2.95

3.40

.80

2.10
8.10
1.90
3.15
1.45

For the half vear ending with Slst of December. lcS8,
a dividend has been oeclared at the rate of five (5) per
cent per annum on term deptsits, acd four and onesixth (4 1-6) per cent par annum on ordinary deposits,
free from taxes, payable on and after Wednesday, Janu-

1.

J.

11,

M BUFFI ^QTON

Secretary.

No. 303 California Street, San Fran-

DIVIDEKD NOTICE.

;

7S

1.75 1 00
3.40 2.75
1.70 1 40
'

.75

4.16
3.26
4.00
.96

1.00
.65

.65

3.65

4.25 3.85
1.70 1.65
6.00

Con

tjtali

Yellow Jacket

3.8

1.40
4.90

Alta

Alpha
Andes
Belcher
B. & Belcher

BulUon

20.

100
2.!
300
2.96 100
130 50
7.00 570
Si

Baltimore
Caledonia

1.40
45c
56c

CbaUense

6.00

50 Chollar

50 Con Va & Cal
650 Con. Imperial
100 Crocker
250 Crown Point
100 Grand Prize

300 Gould & Curry
80 Hale&Nor
50 Justice

3.55
10.5i

90c
85c
7.50

75c
4 30
5-i

1.75

6
100
150
250
100
150
150
160
100
150
110
350

100
375

Mt. Diablo

New York
N. Belle Is
Nava.10

Nev. Queen
Ophir

Overman.
Occidental
Fotosi

2,

corner Webb.

1&S9.

LOVELL WHITE,

THK

Cashier.

rALTFORNIA C ONSO IjID ATE I>

Gold Minini; Company, Sierra City, Cal., A. Schubert,
President; AJvin Fischer. Secretarj; A. Lefler, Superintendent. Divid' d into 300,000 shares at SI each.
Property
comprises two locations. Ore aasays .'^7 per ton, average.
Coarce gold, solid rock; vein from 15 inches to 2 feet 'vide
Tunnel No. 1 in 120 feet, and prospects well. No. 2 ju3t beAlvin J'ischer, A. Schubert, Giis
Stockhiilde s:
Run.
Fischer, F. L. Fischer, Anton Fischer, Fied Fischer. For
information concerning stock, etc., apply to F. L. Fischer,
Sierra City.

Sales at San Franoisoo Stook Exchange.
Dec.

ary

.60

4.25
3 35 3.00
4.00 3.75
"
85

UNION.

St.,

.70

1.25

Scorpion
Syndicate

Con

Peerless

Savage
Sierra Nevada
S. B.
Silver Hill

iM

Utah
Union

WComstock
Weldon
YeUowJacket

2.60
50c
2.80
1.70
2.80
7!
1.73
2.00
2.95
1.35

BlTFFAIiO COItfSOIiII>ATEI> Ciom
TlIK
Miniug Compa-iy, Sierra City, Cal., Ernest Busch, Superintendent. Ktock divided iuto bOJ.OOO sha'es at SI per
share. The property compribes 5 loca-ions. Ore finely decomposed, carries coarse gold. Size of ledge: Tunnel No.
No. 2, 9i ft.; No. 3, 10 ft. Fine black decomposed
1, 32 ft
rock interspersed with white quartz. New 10-stamp mill run
by a Pelton Wheel, blacksmith shop and boarding house.
Stockholders: Ernesi. Busch, Hugh Murray, FrauK Cook,
J. G. Lee, Henry Carpenter. For further information apply to Jimeat Bu ch, Kup't, or Hugh Murray, Secy.
;

4.00
3.80
3.15
80c
1.40
3.60
70o
50c

yr^Yfic

5g

4.65

soOGITOrs

Complimentary Samples.
Persons receiving this paper marked are re^
quested to examine its contents, terms of sub
scription, and give it their own patronage, and,
as far as practicable, aid in circulating the
journal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
the cause it faithfully serves. Subscription
Extra copies mailed for 10
rate, $3.00 a year.

cents, if ordered soon enough. If already
subscriber, please show the paper to others.

The

OFFICE OF

The Superior

1.3n
5.25

6S

1.55
3.75 3.05
1.75 1.55

Pcf-r

Mexican

STOCKHOLDERS' MEETING.

2.90

North G. & C

370

tised for eala at public auction; and u-iless payment ia
made before will he sold on Monday, the 11th day of
February, ISiSO, to jay Ihe delinquent ssessment, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale,
By order of the Board of Directors.
L. G. HARVEY, Secretary.
Offick— 313 California St., San Francisco, Cal.

Office— Room

Niagara
Nev. Queen

Thursday,

pany. Location of principal place of business, City
and County oE San Francisco, State of California. Location of works. Gold Hill Mining District, Slate of
Nevada.
NOTICE is hereby given, that at a meeting of the
Board of Directors, held on the 19th day of December,
ISSS, an Aesessment (No. 4) of Ten (10) Cents .per share
was levied U[ on the capital stock of the Corporation,
payable immediately in united States gold coin, to the
Secretary at the office of the Company, No. 313 California street, San Francisco, California.
Any stock upon
which this Assessment shall remain unpaid on the 2l8t
day of January, lSi-9, will bo delinquent, and adver-

cisco, California.

1.10
5.25 4.70
2.50

Mexican
Mt. Diablo
Northern Belle. ..
Navajo
North Belle Isle..

100
50
20
330
210
200
100
100
200

Cal.

Lorn Gold and Silver Mining Com-

of

.85

not break and scatter.

The Nevada mill is running to half its capacity on
Chollar ore. the machinery being driven by the surface Pelton water-wheel.
The apparatus for the
transmission of power electrically from the six
Pelton wheels on the Sutro tunnel level has not yet
worked satisfactorily. The dynamos are now being
overhauled.
The Alta mill will soon resume operations enlarged to 20 stamps.
They have in the mine
opened up and ready for extraction a large amount
of ore.
The Justice mill will soon have the stamps dropping on ore from their mine.

Secretary.

San Francisco,

.45

.70

Mono

ITnion

HARVEY,

L. G.
Street,

—13 and 15 Fremont

40
1.9' 1 50
2.7c 2.75

Iowa
Julia
Justice

of

Amador County,

...

Independence

Savage

Mining stocks continue dull and inactive and are
not expected to recover much before the middle of
next month. The decrease of water in the Carson
river to a point below the full milling stage has
helped depress the market
This influence, however, is about at an end, if the present storm shall

Company— Location

A SPECIAL MEETING

&B

EuTBKaCon

S.B.SM

Mining Sliare Market.

—

proper meshing of the teeth when they come
together again.
The inventor provides a positively operating device which is not open
to the objectionable features of the rack and

Dec.

P. Sheridan
Silver Star

" Hazelton " Boiler Patent Contest.
action at law of the '* Hazelton "Boiler Co.
vs. the Hazelton Tripod Boiler Co., pending in
Operating Station Indicators. Benjamin the United Sbatea Supreme Court at WashingW. Lyon, S. F,, assignor to Pacific Indicator ton, D. C, involving certain infringements of
Company. No. 394,077. Dated Dec. 4. 1888. patents of the former by tbe latter named company, was decided on the ISth instant in favor
This covers an improvement on another patent of M. W. Hazelton, assignor of the patents to
issued to the same inventor last June. The the *• Hazelton " Tripod Boiler
Co., which is
obj set of the present invention is to pro- represented in the Pacific States and
Terrivide a means for moving the rotary disk by tories
by the Joshua Hendy Machine Works of
which the indicating mechanism on the oar is this city as managers.
actuated, and to overcome the difficulty which
arises when rack and pinion are used for this
Don't Fail to Write,
purpose. When the rack is drawn back so far
as to become disengaged from the teeth of the
pinion, it is not possible to always secure the

2.70
3.00
1.40

13.

Erophy

ConHdence

William Lewis

Dec.

6.

.10

Belcher

&Nut

Pacific Phonograph Co., Dec. 18. Object, to
make and sell the Edison phonograph. Capital
stock, $2,500,000.
Directors— Frank McLaughlin,
J. \. Sabin. Andrew While, Louis Glass and M.
E3gar M. Lucketb, Sac" Greenwood.

No. 393,994.

ramento.

Hatch-Armstrong Fruit

Dec.

29.

00
3.00
1.60

Argenta

ling.

Week

Week

Nov.

—

Dae. 11, 1888.

Stock Exchange.

.

Ending Ending Ending Ending

Foreign Patent Agency, the following are
American Champagne Co., Dee: 13. Object,
worthy of special mention
Capital stock,
to manufacture effervescent liquors.
Gustave Niebaum, Louis Alpha
Directors
$250,000.
Crossing
DeRailway
Grip
and
Cable
Sloss, Jr., Thomas Wilkinson, George W, Sessions,
Alta
vice.— J. J. Graff, S. F. No. 394,356. Dited W. P. Willard, David Wood and Benjamin L, Bur- Andes

Mining

^otice^.

principal place of business, Sin Francisco, California.

Lord
Notices of Recent Patents.

Co.

.

Location of works, near Drytown,

LATEST DIVIDENDS-WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
Name

iaventors transacted with perfect security, at reasonable
rates and in tbe shortest possible time.

F. B.

10 Califoroia St

St
St
St
St
St
St
331 Montgomery St
330 Pine St
328 Montgomery St
309 Montgomery St
309 Montgomery St
309 Montgomery St

,

Nevada.

B.

—

394,236.— Window Screen Willard & Wilson,
Pasadena, Cal.
Note. —Copies 0/ U. S. and Foreign Patents fumlahed
by DBWBY& Co., in the shortest time possible (by mail
or telegraphic order). American and Foreign patents
obtained, and general patent business for Pacific Coast

MontEomery St
Montgomery ^t

327 Pine
33 J Pi ue
328 Montgomery
313 California
328 Montgomery
330 Pine

.

Co.. California.. 4,.

SegBelcberfc Mides Con

Cable Grip— Charles
MCo
Bench Plane— W. Stevenson, Doug- Trio
Weldon M

Turner, Portland, Or.

M

WmPennM&'MCo

394,356.— Cable Grip— I. J. Graff. S. F.
394,269.— Roller Bearing— R. W. Hent,

las Fiat, Cal.

&

M Co

Nevada

309
121
328

.

.

in aid of our paper and the
cause or practical knowledge and science, by aeslBtlng
Agents In their labors of canvassing, by lending: their Influence and encouraging favors. We Intend to eend none
but worthy men.
A. F. Jewstt—Tulare Co.

Mootgomery St
Montgomery St

,

M

Our Friends can do much

309
309

330 Fine St

M

"

C.

Gibbs, S. F.

394,512.
394,411.

Our Agents.
JOURNALS.

S. F.

Plac3e op Busines

Secretary.
Looation. No. Am't. Levied. Delinq'nt. Sale.
Nevada. .21.. 87L.Nov 3. .Dec S....Dec 28..CEEUiott
25.. Nov
3. .Dec
S....Dec 28.. E E EUiott
Nevada.. 2..
Nevada. .18.. 1.00. .Oct 29. .Dec 3.. ..Dec 24..VBAlleD
BentonConMCo
"
~
"
~
50.. Nov 24.. Dec 28 .. Jan 2I..H Deas
Nevada,
Co
Commonwealth Con
50.. Nov 12.. Dec 24
Jan 12.. G Higgins
Nevada.
Concordia M Co
30.. Dec 13.. Jan 19....Peb 18.. J O Hansome
California. 3..
California Slate Co
10..Nov2S..Jan 7.. ..Jan 2S..AHa]sey
Cal.
Co
Gt Western Quicksilver
15..
Nov
28..
Jan
California,.
1..
5....
Jan
29..LG Harvey
Gover M Co
05. .Nov 13. .Dec 18.... Jan
Nevada.. 10.,
8..0HBogart
Gray Eagle M Co
10. .Dec
7..JaQ 14. ...Feb 4..DMKent
Horseshoe Bar Con
Co. .California. 2..
Nevada. .10,.
10. .Nov 21.. Dec 24.... Jan
19..EP Flint
Kossuth MCo
Nevada.. 4.,
10.. Nov 13.. Dec 28..., Jan 22..LG Harvey
Lord of Lorn M Co
Califnrnia..lO..
05.. Nov 19.. Dec 21.... Jan 16.. J Morizio
Live Oak Drifc Gravel Co
14.. Oct
3. Dec
24... Jan 28.. FE Duty
Colorado.. 1..
Montrose M Co
20. .Dec 18. .Jan 18. ...Feb 4..CHMason
Nevada.. 10..
North Goulds Curry M Co
Alaska.. 6..
20. .Dec 4. ..Tan
5....JaD 24..DMKent
Omilak M Co

Company.
Alpha Con M Co
Alpha Con M & M Co

M

Device— Geo.

394,322.— Well- Boring
son, Oakland, Cal.
394.152.

Patents In

S.

DIRECTORY.

MINING AND SOIKNTIFIO PRBSS AND OTHBR

IN

ASSESSMENTS.
Pioneer Patent

Co.,

Co.'s Patent Office Library, 220

SHAREHOLDERS'

MINING

List of U. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

[Dec. 22, 1888

R-ino Gazette says

:

A

a

^^,220marke:t.st.s.f.,
v_f levator 12 front. st.s.f. 4=^

—

WANTED!
Situation

by

Draughtsman.

Word

carload of chips

from the Inyo (Cal.) maib'e quarry have been
received at the Rsno Rodnction Works, to be
used as flux.

IVIeclianical

'vjarlne or General
Address, H.. care of P. O. Box 2361,
San Francisco, Cal

Postmasters

are requested to be sure and notify u
when this paper is not taken from
their office. I:" not stopped promptly

(tbrouEh oversight or other mishap),
write again.

do us tbe favor to

Mining and Scientific Press.

Dec. 22, 1888.]

THE DUCKER PORTABLE HOUSES

FOR SALE.

Combine
The Empire Foandry and Uachlne

8ho)> in

Oouilorta

o

Diti citv

now anU for many vfara dolii^ a rcmunurkt> ofleicd (or hJc at Icmm than talf lt«
Kverythloff •» It «Uii<)a »t"ck, luachiiivH, patt«mB, real estate. «tc., utc, will bu Hold on ckhv tvriii^.
b'jntiiM'>,

value.

A

Kor

b

Tuk-

'

iKiiKK* Runeht-i, Alining I'limitN mid Ur
I'lSmnoH-r ICe>^orl>,aii.l in all lo.-.-iliiie, wh.-r«'
"

vcyur« and

iiuiand skilkdlncTixr.-

128 aad 130 FoImoiu
Telophone No

i.'

,,k,,.,
^

.i

8t.»S. F.

Hi\%

-

niiiti--

FUIihtK««inpH'nini.Vrd'"K\mra>l'rh^
.....-.-...--

'tbthldiiiL'

Address DUCKER portable house

Of cvory ilvDCrlption

Yaki':

^^^ ^w>.
an.l
^^^^^

"

CAST andWROUGHT TrON SCRAP I'ortl^.M.ca.
SeCUNU-HANn isoilkks
AND OLD MACHINKIcr
isu

k. .in >.

c-pociAlly CiHisiruL'i. il (r.r II ii iliiU'«mI
4lto«and I'Uwii l*uvlll«iii«. T . _.
.\tvrnal JippUain kh Htjiiii vi-r. 'I'w
In-

Sm-Ccdsora V> (-'HAS. (_'ALLAll.\.N,

Oi'riCK

METALLIC ALLOYS

J<'lc-iiii«liiic. Kiiuttl-

scrvicoablo forCnnlriit-torw' l'*f*>. f><rNho4-|i
Pro*|M;f.-(oiit, lliiKiiliiiU.MrtiBld

Iv

Ttie Higlest Price paid for all klDds of Metals.

Nlit.

t

k M,

cliti: I |*ai)j
liiK l>«iwn,Vfittl«
ll.tloil, llfKlltlK*
nntl Futility Tor

BOSKIN. MaryevlUe.

CALIFORNIA IRON YARD.
HENRY J. ROGERS & CO.

ad-

y. I.lithtEi.kf <*r
Tniitkpurliiiloti,
(|nl« Lnv««<i(l'utI I I

nV

furtliur ijarticulara addroes

R.

Alloys, Solders, etc.

tho

all

and

^Iraiillclty,

opportunity for tmlahli^hint; an a;;ri<-ultural
Thin Dt thu oul)
lmpleui«nC nianuiactory as an adjunct
foundry and luacbine sliop In the neighhurhoud.
rate

flriit

A New and Important Book on Metallic

VAnlst;t.-« of a pvr111 a ti >Mi t
hui]>Iiuil
»ith tlio.|uiiliii,.n uf

Uan'Bvlile,
tive

421

i,„i,ip»iili.MH ilM'u-;u(>f Hor.-w-,. niiitsoratiy
<>r\linary t
iirid 111 2 hoiirf." linif

COMPANY,

Or.

32 R^ssoJ

St.,'

Sydiioy,

Now York.

INT.

S.

\J%r

PARKE & LACY,
SAN PRANOISOO, OAL.

21 and 23 Frement Street,

67.

-IMI'ORTEKS

AND MANUFACTURERS OF-

A Prftctkat Guidu fur tha Mknufocturt; ot alt kinds nf
Ailoi». AniftUnniH. and "idderi* u oJ by Metal Workora;
tOKfthor with their t htniical and !*( ysk-al Pntportion and
their Ajipllcitioii in tho Arts and the Indu'tiiuti; with an
Apteniiix on ihn Colotinsr of Alloy*. Trantilated and
yu ted. chUlly from tho German of A. Krupp and Anlireas Wllubvrijcr, »itb uxtenttive addltiuHs, Dy William
T. Brannt, one of tho editors of "Tho Te,.hnoChendc*il
Iteceipt Uook." etc Illuutrated by 16 engravinje. Timo,
|«uvs, I'rice
$4, O
£irUy mail, free of posta^u, to any address lu tho
woild.
tSBTA descriptive circular givlne the full conleots ot
the above sent free to any one who will apply,
\Vr also PltHIilKii;
A Practical Manual of Minora's, Mines and Mining;
Comprising Bngt.'''"ti'tn8 as to tho localltitH and associations of all the Us<;ful Minerals; full descriptiouB of the
moflt clToctive methodH of both tho qualitative and <)uantitativu anolyses of each of those minerals, and nints
upon the various operations ff mlninif. inclu line Architecture and ConBtructlt)n.
Uv Prof H. S. Odhnrn, LL.
D.
Illustrated by 171 engravings. 8vo, 307 pages.

i'lS

tt.SO

l''ico

rJTA dtscriptive circular giving the full contents of
the abovo book sent tree to any ooe who will send his
address.
A Trdtise on Mctallifcroua Minerals and Mining. By
I>. C. Davits.
With HS illu8tr*tion8. lamo, 432 pages,

ROCK

ENGINES,

$5.00

I'rice

BREAKERS,

BOILERS,

PULVERIZERS,

STEAM
WATER TANKS WINE TANKS

I

J

COOPERAGE

WINE

CALIFORNIA

CO.,

BUOS., Proprietors,
San Francleco
30 to 40 Spear St.,
ALL KINDS OF CASKS, TANlvS, Etc.
I^Snir. Mining, and Watrr Tanks

TO ALL INTERESTED

IN

a Specialty. TSli

THE USE OF

COMPRESSED

GIANT BOCK BREAKER.
Westinghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Rock Drills and Air Compressors.
Saw and Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,
Injectors, Oil Cups, and Lubricators.

BELTING.OJLSand GENERAL SUPPLIES.

No. 6,

We

CLAYTON AIR COMPRESSOES,

are prepared to give eatimateB for Hoisting

Works and Pumping

Gfiierjil

^^ This
Ihe I'lilcnlcd

Ciitalogiic

3Iiiiiii^

gives a

Improvements

(Icscrip inii

irinbr^-jcd

etc., <if

MAILED

Clayton

FREE

Air

.

-

HENKY
iN-mibTKIAL

CAItEY »AIRD &

PlIBLlSIIBRb,

Walnut St.,

81

Dieifo County. C--1.
Steam Piping

Roilcr and

Works,

'

application.

Pa

,

U. 8. A.

ENLARGED!

F.

RAND, McNALLY &

CO.'S

Business

DAUS & CO.,
New York

A tlas.

698 Broadway,

CO.,

sivop

nyerin^f

CO.,

BOOKSRLLKRS AND iMrORTKBB,

Fliiladelphia,

1889.

and Worts at Pacific Beach, San

ASBESTOS

per cent fuel. A-be tog Indesrructible Fire Pmof
Roof Paint wid not fade or come o£f. Culors, Red and
Brown. Asbcbtos Indestructible Fire Prt> f Cement fur
backs of burnt out Stoves, Ranges, and plasterinir ov«r
fire brick where intense heat nr oil ia used to preserve
them. Rate of freif;ht quoted to all parts of the U. S.
25

GUTENBERGER'S ROLLER ORE CRUSHER
Crush 8 to 10 Tons per Day.
PftTDECgQi:

rf

PORTABLE

I

and

DURABLE.

WEIGHT, 4 TONS.
a Full Fledged Quartz Milt without Gearingt,
Cogs or Pulleys.
Power applied direct. Works Ore at Low Cost.
More or less weight on Crashers as desired-

WILL BE DOUBLE THE SIZE OF
ANY OTHER ATLAS
PUBLISHED.

It is

GOLD MINE WANTED.
We desire to' purchase a moderately well developed
Gold Prospect, having a ledge of 3 feet and upward of
free millinK ore of $W and upward per ton, at a fair
price.

Mills,

copies in black. No
special pen, no special pnper, no Htencil
rc(|uired.
The " Eclipse" reproduces the

FELIX

Ofiflce

Stump

naturol handwriting eocxccedin^'iy faith"~ ful that in most cases "Eelikise" circulars have been taken for ordinary written letters. Specimens and circulars on

YORK-

ASBESTOS MINING & MFG.
J. D. HOFF & CO.

Plants,

One thousand

ON APPLICATION,

NEW

,

Copying Apparatus.

tablet-, dula,

Compressor

43 DEY ST.,

engrav-

o\

IheBc un

in

Coniprnssors, toirelhcr wilh
value to iisor.t of comprf.'^siil iilr.

livallcil ,\ir

1!77

$6.00

THE "ECLIPSE"

^Ijicliinury.
fail

8vo,

Treatihe on Eirthy and oilier Minerals or d Miidi.g
By D. C. Davies. With 76 e'gravings. 12rao Price $5.00
The Prospector's Hand B ok A Gnide for the Progptctor and Traveler in search nf Metal-hearing or other
va nuhle Minemla. Illustrated. 12oio. Price. .f 1.50
Mineralogy Simplilied. Easy Methods of Identifying
Minoruls. including Ores, by means of the Blott"p'pe, by
P'ame Kcaclions, by tho Spictroscope and by Humid
Chemical Analysis, b sed on Von Kobell's Tables foi tho
Determination of Minerals, etc
By Henri Emi, M. D.
Illu-tr.itod.
12mo. Price
$3.00
Underyr und Treasures: How and Whore to Find
them. A Key for the Ko ily Determination of Minerals
within the United Slates. Bv James Orton. Price $1.50
tin he above o' any of our Baoks sent by mail, free
of poBtnge, at the publication prices to an> address in
the world.
ifce"Uur New and Revised Tatilogue of Practical and
Scieiititic Bonl<8, 84 paces, Svo, and our other Catalojjuea,
thu wh"le cvering every branch of Scion ct app ied to
the Ar a, sent free and free of postage to an>' one
any
[tart of the world who will furnish his address.

Smelters aud Concentrators.

ROCK DRILLS,
And

By Stephen MichoH.

Price

A

m

AIR.

NOW READY,

CATALOGUE

CONCENTRATORS.

PUMPS.

FULDA

Mine Diainagc.
ings.

Very little friction
Beats other machines in rcduc'np and
amalt;amatintf ore, and costs leas. All who have used this mill
recommend ID highly. Splendid for low-grade ore on account of
low cost of working. The first ore criiBlier used in Durango, Mexico, was built at my shop in Sacramento, and under my patent.

Address, givinc: full description,
I. H. MAYER & CO..
411 Oallfornla St.. San Francisco.

J®" Any

New

Size of Page,

^^ It will

contain

new

13x21 Inches.

large scale

pages only (no cut-up maps) of

The entire arrangement
most improved methods

all

maps occupying two

the important States.

will

he new, embodying the

of

reference and indexing,

Infringeraent on thie Patent will be clearly showing the location, population and commercial
full extent of the law.
advantages of over 200,000 towns in the United States,

prosecuted to the
OF

PRACTICA.L ASSAYING,
First

Rooms 6 & 7,
Floor Sherman

1606 Montttomero'
B'g.

St.,

San Francisco,

)'

AIbo, EveLing Classes, 7 to 10 o'clock.

JOHN

T.

EVANS, M. A

,

Principal.

FOR ENGRAVINGS t.Z '^^St^o^

WM. GUTENBERGER, Sacramento

Foundry, corner N and Front Sts., Sacramento. CanaJa and

Thla paper Is printed with Infe Manufac
tured by Charles Eneu Johnson & Co., 500
South 10th St., Philadelphia. Branch Offl588-47 Hose St.. New York, and 40 La SalU
St.. Ohloasro.
Aseat for the Paclflo Ooaat-

pany, No. 220 Market street, San Francisco.

KAND, McNACtY &
148 Monroe

COAL MINES OF THE WESTERN COAST.
A few copies of this work, tho only one ever published
treating of Pacific C^ast Coal Min ng, have been obtained, and are for sale at this office for $2.60 pur copy.
It was written by W. A. Goodyear. Mining and Civil
Engineer, formerly of the (Jaliforuia State Geological
Survey.

Mexico,

St.,

CO.,

CHICAGO.

MISSES DEVLIN,
Stenographers and Typewriter Copyists,
Room 7, No. 240 Montgomery St.,
S. E. corner Pine,
San Francisco.

MINERS, ATTENTION!
8PRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR
Plants will, in

CO.,

OF NEW YORK.

LOW-GRADE ORES CAN BE PROFITABLY WORKED BY ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER FROM DISTANT WATERFALLS.
many cases, pay for themselves in from 1 to 5 years by the saving produced by Electric Transmission compared with other systems
Suspension and Surface Tramways, Hoists, Pumps, Drills, Stamp-mills, etc., operated by Electric Motors.

l^ For eukther

Infokmation, CmonLAKS, Estimates,

R. c.

etc.,

apply to

DUNCAN

A^s^nt I

-^^^^^ ^' ^°-

^^^ Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco,

Cal.
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL CO,

NOTICE TO

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

Casl Steel

in

SHAFT-SINKING,

UP TO

ETC.

MACHINE WORKS,

CALIFORNIA

Casflis ^

Forpp

Sleel

WM

H.

BIRCH &

CO.,

ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,
No. 119 Beale

St.,

-

San Pranclsco

-

BUILDBR OP

WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS.

hh

apd ^acliipe

Irop

.UANOPACTUKISRS OF..

CONTRACTORS,

and others interested

TUNNELING,
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Steam Engines, Flour

Mill,

Mining, Saw Mill and
True to pattern and superior in strength, toughness and durability to Oast or Wrought
Dredging Machines
Iron In any position or for any service.
Brodie Rock Orushers,
Engineers' Tables of Progress
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
Side Walk and Hand-Power
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA\FITH MAPS, ItlUSTKATlONS

AND

FCIil.

CHINERY CASTINGS

DESCRIPTION OF THE

NEW YORK
16x16

feet;

Length 36

LOCOIVIOTIVE

ELEVATORS.
R

Every Description.

SOFT and DUCTILE,

HOMOGENEOUS STEEL,

AQUEDUCT TUNNEL
Section

of

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

Mamifacturera of B.
Henrickeon's Patent Automatic
Safety Catches for Elevators. All kinds of machinnry
made and repaired.
i^ORCBRH Soligitbd.

UNION IRON WORKS,
8AOBAMBNTO, CAL.

AND MARmE FORCINGS.

ROOT, NEILSON &

nules.

ALSO

THIRD EDITION NOW BEADT.
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION.

Steel Rods, from i to 3 inch diameter and Flats trom 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Tees, Channele and other shape
Wagon, Buggy, and Truck Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths
STEEL KAILS from 12 to 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Merchant Iron, Rolled
Beams, Angle, Cliannel, and T iron, Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Washers, Ship and Boat
Spikes; Steamboat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,
and Iron Forginga of all kinds, Iron and Steel Bridge and Roof Work a Specialty.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID TOR SCRAP IRON AND

For Catalog:ues, Estimafcea, Etc. addresa:

tS" Orders

ROCK

INGERSOLL

DRILL

will

have prompt attention.

CO.,

Send

for Catalogues.

FACIEIG ROLLING MILL

Steam

Engines,

PlouriDg Mills,

202 Market

St.,

Boilers,

AND ALL KINDS OP

MACHINERY FOR MINING PURPOSES.

STEEX..

Address

CO.,

OO.,

MANUFACTlTRKaS OF

Steel

Saw

Mills

aDd Quartz Mills Machinery
up and repaired.

constructed, fitted

San Francisco.
front

St.. bet.

N & O Sts.,

Sacramento, Cal.

REPRKSKNTKD BY

8 GaUfomia

and

St.,

IRON WORKS
HINCKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES,

FULTON

PARKE & LACY,
21 Fremont

Proprietors.

St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

(ESTABLISHED IN

Golden State

KH.H.

1855.J

STKVENSON'3 PATENT

— MANUKACTDRERB
Propeller Engines, either

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes.
for

Dry or Wet

Cruslnng, Amalgamating Pans, Settl- ra, Furnaces, Retorts, Concentrators, Ore Fpcders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

Me

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets,

MISCBLLANBODS

'

Mill

Md

For Sale by

44 Third

San Francisco,

Street,

Water
Cal.

Pump

Pipe,

Tanks

for

THOMPSON BROTHERS.

EUREKA FOUNDRY,
129 and 181 Bealo St., between Mission and Howard, S.F.

HANOPAOTDBBRJi OF 0ABTIN08 OP BVHRT DSBORIFtIOH.

etc.

Machinery, Saw Mill Engines and Boilers, Dredging

C. K.

ORTON.

J.

U-

WILLIAMS

MANGP'BS OP GENERAL MACHINERY.

Tustin's Pulverizer

Steam and Gaa Engines.

WORKS ORE WET OR

Works, No. 31& Mission St., San Francisco.
Special attention given to Woodworking Machinery
Correspondence

solicited.

DRY.

Mining Engineers.
N.

S.

KEITH,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,

OF ALL KINDS,
Either for use on Steamboats or for use on Land-

WINCHESTER HOUSE,

P

t-.

rHORHTON THOMPBOH

rUOMAB TUOMPSOH

MACfilNERY.-FIour

ENGINESiBOILERS

all DruRgrlsts.

Foltinj.

Machinery, Powder Mill Machinery, Water Wheels,

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

Bott.'.e-

di

Engines and

Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Carn, Pumping Elngines
and Pumps, Water Buckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

PHE

Detween Ho'ward

'trst St.,

MINING MAGHINERY.-HoiBtiDg

H._ H. H. Horse Liniment puta
Jnew
into tiie Antin nat ed Horse
Fertile lust 14 j-eara the H, H. H. Horae
Laniment has been the leading remedy
among Farmers and Stockmen for the
cnre o£ Sprains, Bmises, Stiff Jointo
Bpavms, Wmdgalls, Bore Shoulders, etcfor Family Tine is withoat an eqnaS
cor Rhenmatism, Nenralgia, Aches, Paina
Braises, rntsand Sprains of ail characters
ine H. H, H. Liniment has many imiu,
t3ons. and we cantion the Pcblic to ees
that the Trade Mark " H. H. H." is of
avery Bottle before pnrchasing. For Bal«
eyorywliere for 60 cents and Jl.OC ns"

Golden State Pressure Blowers.

High Pressure or Compound,

Stern or Side-wheel Engines.

MILL MACHINERY-- Batteries

AMALGAMATORS,

Mold-Board

OF—

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-

Han

Miners Iron Works.

Manufacture Iron OaatlnffB and MEbChlnery
of all Kinds at Sreatly Bednced Batea

Offioe^
horse unimmt.

&

Inventor and Manufacturer

of

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS. MOTORS,

or Air Columns, Fish

Salmon Canneries

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

Etc.

OK BVEKY DRSCKIPTION.
This Fire-proof Brick Building Is centrally located, 1
the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and close to all Steamboal
and Railroad Offices.

Laundry Free for the use of PamilieB
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.

Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at v^ry moaerace raoos.

AQBNTS

FOR,

Contractor

for

]3oA.xxe Sto^^xxx

AND

"F^-u

f^ -^

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means

SPECIALTIES

and Tastin Ore Pulverizers.
DBANE STEAM PUMP.
Agents and Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Peed Water Purifier and Heater.
Corliss En§:lnes

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day

of

J.

POOLBY.

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
Manufacture Three Kinds

of

Powder, which are acknowledged by

all

BUSINESS

in

Of Different Strengths as Required.

is

We

i^S&ND FOR

BANDMANN,
NIELSEN &, CO.,
OKNT5RAL AGENTS. "AN FRANCISCO
for .Sa)*

ClKOULAK.
E. p.

C. S.

it

OApa and TTTSK

HALEY.

HEALD,

LIGHTNING WELL-SINKING
_ MACHINE MAKERS.
Well-flinkiiiK

on

SPAULDING'S

8

An

£ucyclu|i<iia

i>l'

HI)

idak'uin
c;aB

free,

95

tools,
eD|;;iDi-B.

and

pumpa,

QUARTZ SCREENS

Atrca-

oil.

I

specia'ty.
Hound, slot
or burred slut holcb. Genuine Russia Iron, Homogeneona Steel, Cast Steel or

F.

Gold

H.

WellWorks.
AUUORA, ILLS.,
U.

S.

Civil

and Mining Engineer,

MINING EXPERT AND GEOLOGIST.
Address " Business Box A," oQice of this paper, San,
Francisco.

ROSS E BROWNE.

Zinc, Copper or Br^ss Screens for all purposes.
fornia Perforatii"? Screen Co.. 145 & 147 Beale St

HAUSMAN,
INVENTORS.
L.

ROOM

No.

2.

Tootli

^»mif,^j
,

CHISEL

BIT

ISRAEL W. KNOX,

CaliS. F.

Saws.

NOTICE

petersonTmodel maker,

Market St.,N. R eor. Front (up stairs), San Francisco
Kxporimental maoblnery uid all kiniis of metal, tin,
copper and brass.

.58

Propositions from principals only entertained.

TAKE

Inserted

Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,
No. 307 SAiNsoMK St., San Francisco.

American planished Iron

A.

Mining Properties Bought,
Sold and Developed.

SAFE DEPOSIT BUILDING,

•*-:/

A

Book

mailing chorgcB

crs.caeh.

The American

:

A88a3inp:of Ores, 825; Bullion and Chlorination Assay,
Full course of assaying, S50.

Blowpipe Assay, SIO
Send for circular.

825;

Eiigruvinge ot vv\l

""(1 prOBpLctors

on

San Framcibco.
President.

of

,

and proepccting tools sent

51.''.i feet liaa
bi?eu eunk in
InsiruL-tiiina for beginners.

trial.

hours.

VAN DER NAILLEN,

W. A. GOODYEAR.
CAL.

N. W. SPAULDING
s.A.A7\r c30]vii».A.Nr-sr
—™^' Manufacturers

President.

Secretary.

St.

Street,

History Building,
A.

FOR RAILROADS AND LAND CLEARING. Is fromthtee to four times stronger than ordinary BlastPOST ST.. S. F.
used hy all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as
Powder, and
breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
SEVENTT-FIVE DOI^tAKS THIS ing
saves time and money. It is as dry aa the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

Collese inatructa in Shorthand, Type Writing, Bookiteeping, Telegraphy, Penmanship, Drawing, all the English branches, and everything pertaining to busineBS,
for BIX full months.
have sixteen teachers, and give
ndividual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
to graduates in every part of the State.

723 Market

which contains 94 per cent of Nltro-Glycerlne, and
Stronger than Dynamite and even Safer in Handling.
The

JUDSON POWDER IMPROVED.

COLLEGE.

28 Stevenson

Civil, Mechanical and
Mining Engineering,
SnrveylDg, ArcMtectnre, Irawing ui Assaylig,

NOBEL'S EXPLOSIVE GELATINE,"

GELATINE-DVNAMITE,

1 1 in

Practical,

the Market.

24

FOR

Factory,

the Great Chemists of the World aa

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

HEALDS

Electricity.

tS'Ssnd for Circulars giving' particulars.
Office, 40 Nevada Blocs, San Francisco, Cal.

And upwari

ROOMS wrrH or wrraour board.
FREE coach to THE HOUSE

Construction of Electkic Railways

tile

THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THB

SA"W MILLS
Of all kinds
logue.

AND MACHINERY

made. to order.

Send for Descriptive Cata

17 and 19 Fremont

St.,

San Francisco.

Mining and Mechanical Engineer
AND PURCHASING AOKNT FOR

Mines* Mining Machinery

& Supplies.

Estimatea Furntehed.
Mines. Examined, Reports and
Contracts made, etc.
San Francisco, Cal.
Office, 237 First St.,
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President.

S MOORE, Superintendent.

R.

Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works,
HOWARD

S. E. Corner

and BEALE STREETS. SUN FRANCISCO.
ALL KINDS

MANUFAtTLltEllS OK

(IP

Mining and Milling Machinery,
ENGINES and BOILERS,
For UioInK aad Irrigation Purposes.

Also

Sawmill

Machinery.

BXCLL'SIVK AUBKTS HJK TllR rAUIKlC COAMT OK

HEINE PATENT SAFETY BOILER and MACBETH STEEL PULLEY.
AGENTS

FOli

THE PACIFIC COAST OF

BRYAN'S ROLLER QUARTZ MILL,
The most perfect Roller
cheaper.
It is more durable.
It crushes a larger
It

].
'2.

3.

Mili

made,

is

amount

of ore

with

power,

leaa

Its

6.

It

and

amalgamates a larger peroeotage

It

4.

for the following reasons:

5.

is

"cleanup"
is

portable,

ready for the fouodatioo as

leaves

tiuut

ua

&ppIlcattoii,

Tyres will crush 1500 tons. One riny; plate will crush from 2200 to 2300. The mills rf<iuiro very little attention.
At our mill an ordinary " peon" oarniu'.; one dollar per day has complete cha';;e. In regard to ellmlnt;, in comparison with stamps by reason of the discliarKe burface and the continuous a;iitatIon by the si-raper", a Mvr.u lets
amount of slimes i<* created. A three years' expcjricnee teaches mc that, in every respect, the mills are a c. inplete
Hucee«s and of material bt-ncHt to the mining world.
llii;\ can he set up and ru .uint,' in 43 hours, aii>i can he ifi«nn.unted in the same time and removed to wherever desired. Ours were packed on our mule trail over i>s ditlicult
a road as any in Mexico. As a ^old amalLrainator, it is unequaled by auy mill now in existence.
Yours trulv,
0. M. HIKNS. Supetiritendent
of

)

i

Inm

Wnrk/i, San 7'Vny(ct*i;o— Okntlkmrn : Our Conipauy has been oporatiui,' thrt-o of the I-foit
Bryuu Roller i,>iturlz Mills. Olio of which hab been rutiiimu stcaiiily or threu learH, one fur two and one for one
yuir. Our iguart/. is very bard; we cruali throui;h a No, (lO-mcsh screen. Our mills run Sfi revoiiitioriH per minute,
anil each crush Dirnuuh 6U-Hicari screen 12 tons in twenty-four htiurs; thnniKb fJU-nie«li. If. toiiK; and tliron!,'h 40^)no net uf Dies will cru-,b from li'iOO to 16UU tons.
One act
mesli, IS tons. This propurtion has been continuous.
Jiifd'ui

it

the shop.

Full Descriptive Clrcalaru of auy uf the above
or TlIK CAM)KLAKI\ CONRf'LlDATEU MkMCAM MiMNU Co.,
S&N DiMAb, DuKANuu, Ukxicu, October 25, ISSS.

fuller.

of

the gold.

OFMCK

quicker and

is

requires no frame-work,

THE GATES,
THE GREATEST ROCK CRUSHER ON EARTH!
WHAT

BU1LURK8 OF

MINING MACHINERY.
127

GENERAL OFFICE ANU WOKKS:
San Francisco, Cal., U.
New York Office, 145 Broadway.

First St.,

S. A.

PLANTS FOB GOI.D ANI> SILVER MILLS,
machinery ol LATEST DK>IGN and
MOST IMPROVED conetrnction. We otfur our
OUBtomure the BEST RE.-.ULTS OF 3S YEARS'
EXPERIENCE in this SPECI.»L LINE ot
worl<, and arc PREPARED to furnisli tlie MOST
REAPPROVED cliaractor o( MINING ANI>
DUCTION MACHINERY, adapted to all pradeB of
ores and SUPERIOR to that of any other niaite, at
the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
We are als" prepared to CONSTKUCT and DEORDER,
LIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING
any locality, MILLS, CONCENTRATION
In
WORKS, WATER JACKET SMELTING
FURN.ACES, HOISTING WORKS, PUMPING MACHINERY, ETC., ETC., ol any DESIRED CAPACITY.
erabmcini.-

IS

SAID OF

IT

BY ONE WHO HAS USED

IT

THREE YEARS.

Offick of Ernest L. Ransome. Manufactdreb of Artificial Stone and Concrete,
)
No. 508 California Street, San Francisco, November 9, 1SS8. \
In answer to your request for my experience with the Gites Crusher would say, that I have used one
Pacific Iron ^ror/»— Gentlemen
for the past three years crushing trap rock, basah and granite for making concrete, the most of it being very hard and calculated to test severely
the strength and durability of any machine.
I have crushed in that time probably not less than 10,000 tons of this material, without any repair being necessary, and without any
change of shoes and dies, and, as far as I can judge, they appear to be good for as much more service.
In
I have had more or leaa experience with nearly every crusher in the market, and regard the Gates as indoitely superior to them all.
For crushing all kinds of ore, ballast or macadam fine or coarse
fact its Itioiency, durability and capacity for woik is simply wonderful.
nothing can compare with it. You are at liberty to rtfar any parties to me who may waut further evidence as to th^ merits of this remarkable
ERNEST L. KANSOME.
machine. Vtry truly yours,
:

—

I

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

IRON WORKS,

PACIFIC
NO.

127

SAN FRANCISCO,

FIRST STREET,

CAL.

MANUFACTUREK OF

Quartz

Roller

Centrifugal

Mills,

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS.
Mining Machinery of Every Description,

SENI>

No. 45

Centrifneal Roller (Jnarti Mill.

HORACE

FOR CIRCULAR.

FREMONT STREET.

-

LIDGERWOOD

D. RANLETT,

-

SAN PRANCISOO,

M'F'Q CO.

ORK CRUSHER

CAL>.

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMP'Y.

UANUFACrURKR OK

Ores,

Mining,

and Commission,

420 Montgomery

C.

HOISTING ENGINES.

St., S. F.

BUBINKSS MAMAGER OF

UNION COPPER MINE.

NEWTON

Calaveras

300

Co.,

Styles

COPPER MINE, Amador Co

Corrc8pondpnt as Apent for Smelters in Londou, LherNew York, BoBton and Baltimore.
Twenty years experience, in California, purchasing Ores

^x;'""^

and

Sizes.

4500

A,

Hoom

in TIse.

PARKE, LACY &CO„AEeLt?,
San Francisco Cal

manaEement and

mines and purchase and ehipment

ol copper

sales of

produce

and Scibntific Vrvus (unvolume ot aix months. Per
Inserted in Dewey's pateut biad-

year (two volumes) S5.
er, 50 cents additional per volume.

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope
Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay Rope, Whale

Slsa

Liberty St

ot the Mining
caji be had for S3 per

Back Files
bound)

Established 1856.

96

in Mines.

Special attention given to

700.

San Francisco Cordage Factory,

pool,

and dealing

STETEFELDT, President.
OFFICE, 18 BHOADV7AV

MEW YORK

New
I

Yorl<.

Mne,

etc., etc.

ICxtra sizes

and lengths made to order on short notice

TUBES

St

CO.

Oil and 013 Frout St., San Francisco.
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HUNDRED fUD SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

FIVE

PRICE

($S7S.OO)

O. ^.

r*.

1400 ARB NOW IN USE. Conceutratlons are clean from the ftrst working. The wear and
A machine can be seen in working order and ready to make testa at S/30 Freiuout
San Francisco,

OVER

tear are merely Domlnal.

Street,

Thb Montana Company (Limited), London, October S, 1885.
Having tested three of your Frue Vanuera in a competitive trial with othtr similar machines
Dkar Sirs
(Triumph), we have satisfied ourselves o( the superiority o( your Vanners, as is evidenced by the fact of our havinjj
ordered twenty more of your machines for immediate delivery. Yours truly,
:

—

THE MONTANA COMPANY

(Limited).

—

N. B. Since the above was written the 20 Vanners having been started gave auch satisfaction that 44 additional Frues and more stamps have been purchased.
ADAMS & CARTER.
Protected by patents May 4, 1869; December 22, 1874; September
ary 20, 1883; September 18, 1883. Patents applied tor.

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR
MACHINE.

ADAMS & CARTER,

OB VANNING

$1,000

Room

7. No.

109

2, 1879; April 27, 1880;

March

22, 1881;

Febru-

Agents Frue Vanning Machine Co.,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

California Street,

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED.
PR Pp

HUNDRED AND FIFTY DOLLARS

FIVE

I

The present improved form of the celebrated '* Triumph " Ore Concentrator possesses many advantages over any
other style of Vanners, Vanning Machines, or ConcentratoM, yet introduced to the notice of mining men. These advantages consist in the superior features which enter into their construction, and facilitate their operation.
They are constructed in the best manner; their frames being of iron, insures their solidity, durability, and perfect
steadiness of motion when operated.
They are built as compactly as their requisite strength will permit, weigh less, re.
quire leas freight space in boxes, by which their coat of transportation is reduced, and occupy leas mill room when set upAn important improvement has recently been introduced into their construction, which consists of a Riffle Tableplaced in front of and which takes the discharge from the feed and amalgam bowl. The improvement ia in the recipro,
cal motion which is imparted to this table by the longitudinal motion of the shaking frame to which the table is attached. We have at hand many testimonials, from well-known Superintendenta of mines in different mining districts
of the United States, bearing evidence of the efficiency and superiority of this form of Concentrator, and we shall be
pleased to send Circulars covering such letters of testimony, and, as well, directions for setting up and operating these
machines, and are ready to quote special prices for any considerable order.

TH3H
"TRIUMPH" ORE CONCENTRATOR.

COMPRESSED AIR

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS.

a& to SX

»3"ois.

SO'Xi Fm,xxolsic30, C«.l.

X'r-e-n-ioxx-t St;.,

WATER POWER MACHINERY.

and

RIX & FIRTH, 225 and 227
NATIONAL AIR COMPRESSORS.

First St.,

San Francisco.

SINGLE OE DUPLEX, STEAM OR BELT POWER.
R'3

Sold on the Pacific Coast.

MINERS' HORSE WHIM.
HOISTING.
Over 300

All estimates guarSerd for Circular.

iu use.

anteed.

All wrought iron.

No g:ears, nobreakage.

One horsR

will easily handle rock or water to ft depth
of 350 feet, giving entire satisfaction to the prospector.

Price, com>>iete,

$200.

150 solO on this Coast.

NATIONAL ROCK DRILL.
iSOO Sold on this Coast.
less repairs than any
Drill.

Baa
other

Justinian caire, Agent,

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

521 & 523 Market

St.,

San Francisco,

-DBALKR IN-

Assayers'
IN QDABTZ. GRAVEL,

OR PLACER MINES.

MADE OP BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR COPPER

Oar plates are guaranteed, and by actual experience are proved, the bett in weight of Silver ard rturahiiiiy.
O'd Mining Plates R' plated, B mght, or Gold Separated.

and Mining

Material.

-MANOFACTORBH OF

BATTERY SCREENS AND WIRE CLOTH

THOUSANDS

OF ORDKRS FILLED.
Agent lor HOSKINS'
SAN FRANCISCO NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
108 and 112 First St., San Francisco, Cal.
HYDRO-CAEBON ASSAY FURNACES.
or SEND FOR CIliCULAR.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD
GRAVEL AND PLACER MINING.

IN QUARTZ,

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.
Only Refined Silver and Best Copper used. Over 3000 Orders filled. Fifteen Medals Awarded.
Replated. Old Plates Bonght, or Gold Separated.
These Plates can also b'e purchased of JOHN T.\¥I.01l & CO., Corner First and Mission Sts.
San Francisco Gold, Silver and Nickel Plating Works, 653 & 655 Mission St., San Francisco,
Our Plates have proved the best

in weight of Silver

and

durability.

Sbnd for ClRCL-tAR.

Old Mining Plates can

be

Cal., E. G. Denniston, Prop'r.
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Spirally

The pipe

Welded Tubing.

in the

forming process

by a pipe mold, which

We

timee of

hftve several

new iodastry

the

sure pipuB of great etreogth

wound

ateel or iiOD

late alluded

makioK serviceable

of

to

is

is

is

prea-

from atripe

see

may

process of manufacturing these spirally welded
tubes is interesting and was recently described

by J. C. Bayles of New York, before the
American Institute of Mining Eogineera. The

Ventilating Manhole for Sewers.
Engravings on this page illustrate the venti-

raw material is ordinary sheet iron. or steel of
commerce. The lightest metal made into tube
the heaviest, steel of
iron, and
is No. 29
between 12 ani 14 gauge.
As
I'J

it is

difficult to obtain sheets

lating

manhole recently patented through the

Mining and Scientific Peess Patent Agency
by Tbos. W. Morgan, City Engineer of OakThe construction is quite
land, Alameda Co.
simple but effective. As the sewer gas or vapor

longer than

necessary to unite the ends by lap-

feet, it is

the edgea as they emerge from the fur-

and about all the skill he needs is that
which will enable him to judge by its color
whether the iron is above, below or at the
welding heat. Unskilled labor prepares the
atock and removes the finished product.

The

be desirable.

2e.

nace,

Bpirally, heatud only along

of Boch length as

Number

-/:->>?^.^

of

the overlappiug edges, welded by hamiiieriDg,
and Buished into tubes of uoifortn diameter,

and

VOLUMB LVI

18887

form in the refractory lining of the furnace. is needed in running the plant. The operator
Oaegab tlime has been found sutScient, but two has hia gas, air and feed under control by oonwork bettor; and besides being more conven- venient means, and varies the relations until
he has them just as he wants them. He can

held in place

a cylindrical shell,

within which the pipe rotates as the stock

29.

from the aewer into the manhole, the
pan prevents its escape (as ordinarily through the perforated cover over the
main opening), and the gas is forced through
The ends of the strips of akelp are
feet long.
the grating and flue, through the charcoal,
united by a machine known as a cross-welder.
which deodorizes the gas and arrests and deThe sheets are so placed as to give about J inch
stroys any germs of disease which may come up
are firmly
lap, and in this position they
MORGAN'S VENTILATING MANHOLE.
from the sewer. The air then passes through
clamped. Heat is then applied by furnaces
the opening in the side of curb to the space beabove and below, which move along the seam. fed in. The anvil is of considerable mass, steel- ient to control, they heat the metal more rapidpan and cover and thence through
As they recede, the hot edges are welded be faced, and extends the entire width of the ly and permit an accelerated feed. As very lit tween the
perforations of the cover to the open air in
tween a hammer moving vertically and an an- skelp. The hammer is light, and at normal tie gas is wasted, the greatest economy attends the
the street or yard. Numil of reciprocal motion.

To make a
if long pipes are desired.
6 inch pipe 30 feet long from 12 inch akelp, it
metal about 49
is necessary to have a ribbon of

arises

welding,

close-fitting

I

I

'

To

place and

bers of these appliances

clamp the

skelp, heat the

are now in use in Oakland
and elsewhere, and giving
good satisfaction.

overlap-

ping edges and weld them,
consumes about one min-

As

ute to each crosa-seam of
pressure of
12 inches.

A

the foot of the operator
upon a treadle engages a

other
still

irregularity

hot metal,

of the

in

coal

by the oxy-

is

sucked into

The purifying action deupon oxidation,
upon the burning up of

pends

welded seam.
weld is defective or the
been
not
sheets have
clamped in line, the weld
cut by a shear held
is
suspended when not in
ends are
use, and the
welded again.
The pipe machine is

the offensive gaees as fast
as

they are

A

formed.

great merit of charcoal as

a

disinfectant

constantly

matter aronnd
"Sieves
placed

and is chiefly made
heavy castings, requiring but little finish. It
occupies about 3x6 feet of

tion,

it

into

offensive

it.

charcoal

of

across

the

air-

in

such

vents of sewers

of

that

is

draws

destruction the

quite simple in construc-

manner that the out-going air

MACHINE FOB MAKING SPIRALLY WELDED

The engrav-

ing shows its form.
The essential features of the pipe machine are
a guide-table for the skelp, adjustable to the
desired angle; feed-rolls, to pass it forward with
an intermittent progress, so that it shall adraised

and be

at rest

the hammer falle; a former, to curve the
metal to the desired radius, also adjustable; a

when

furnace, to heat the metal; a

hammer,

to

weld

and an anvil to support the pipe and receive
the ahOcka of the hammer. No mandrel is used.

it,

disinfectantt

these spaces from the air.

In case the

is

a

Storer's Inorganic

gen which

and

vance when the hammer

&

gases are chemically de-

rotary shears trim off the
burr at the ends of the

floor space.

Eliot

the use of char*

stroyed within the pores

smooth oat any buckling
the

aa

Chemistry says it depends not merely npon.its
mechanical ability to
absorb offensive gases, but
upon
also, and mainly,
the fact that the absorbed

worm-wheel and worm
which rotates a reel upon
which the akelp is wound.
As it is drawn from the
between
reel, it passes
p r e s s u r e-r oils which
or

to

coal

speed strikes 160 blows per minute. The heating is done in a furnace so constructed as to
heat both the edges to be united for the space
of several inches ahead of the point at

which

The upper akelp enand the lower skelp
ters the
curved, having already been through the forming-jaws. The heat is imparted by one or two
bloW'pipea of water-gas and air, discharging
upon the metal through passages of eaitable

the welding

is

effected.

furnace

flat,

TUBING.

the moat rapid production of pipe, irrespective
of the quantity burned, which in any case is

about 30 feet per foot of welded seam.
Tha speed of production depends, aa stated,
upon the thickness of atock to be heated and
the relation of width of skelp to diameter. It
averages a foot per minute to each machine,

and

it is

probable this average can be raised conThe machines are so nearly auto-

siderably.

matic in operation that very

Little skilled

labor

may

be

filtered

through the charcoal, are
found to be most efficient instruments for destroying the noxious
effluvium which commonly escapes from these
openings. In this case, where a current of air is
constantly passing through the charcoal filter,

the latter will preserve its efficiency for an indefinite length of time if it only be kept dry ; for the
action of the coal oonsiets in merely bringing

about oxidation and destruction of the gases of
the aewer, and as one portion of this is consumed
a new portion can be taken into deatraction,'*
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Lbdviation of Silver Ores With Hyposulpliite Solutions.

NUMBER

The presence of caustic (aoda or lime) in the
leaching solution ia generally injurioua to the
Mr. Stetefeldt explains
by the supposition that a certain proportion of caustic will act superficially on partietc.,
cles containing silver and lead, copper,

extraction of silver.
this

would serve the purpose but very slightly soluble. As all three dissolve
Cf other avail- easily in aqueous sodium thiosulphate, the dif*
Im> ference affords a means of at least an approxiable methods we have the following: 1st.
pregnation of the first used portion of hypo with mate separation of the haloids.
Decembtr 15, ISSS.
C. H. Aaron.
sulphurous acid, either by adding sulphuric
decomposes some of the hypo,
acid, which
forming sulphurous acid, or by injection of
Neglected Sources of Power in the
2ii.

tion of iron sulphate

and

is

cheaper than blueatone.

sulphur dioxide, as

already described.

By
4.

a similar process with carbon dioxide in
place of sulphur dioxide. 3d. By a solution of
lead sulphate in hypo. 4th. By a solution of
lead carbonate, made by passing carbon dioxide
into hypo in presence of lead carbonate which
rapidly dissolves.
possible cause of causticity of the hypo
in treating roasted ore is the oresence of metallic silver; the methods 1, 2, 3, and 4, for prevention would probably be serviceable in such
a case. In treating unroasted ores, we may
have metallic silver or metallic copper in small
particles, also cuprous oxide (red oxide of copper) either of which may cause causticity. Pre-

A

hydroxide.
insoluble
a film of
This looks plausible, and may be the true explanation, yet it would seem that, if it were so,
the presence of enough of caustic soda to dissolve that film (in the case of a silver-lead com- ventive measures may be those above described
Dound) should result in the extraction of the sil- under 1, 2, 3, 4, or, in the case of cuprous oxide,
carbonate washing with acidulated water, only that the
ver. Again, it would seem that sodium
should also produce an impeding film, since the acid should be not sulphuric but hydrochloric
insoluble
as (or sulphuric with addition of a chloride, as
as
lead (and cupric) carbonate is
the hydroxide, yet Mr. Stetefeldt declares the common salt), which will convert the cuprous
sodium carbonate to be harmless; as a matter oxide into cuprous chloride. The cuprous
the ex- chloride remaining in the ore will form *' extra
of fact, in one instance it did prevent
traction of silver. However, I am not pre- solution" with the first portion of hypo used,
pared to give any better explanation at present. and this may be kept separate for application
Suffice it that caustic is harmful; let us see hov? at a later stage if desired.
If the hypo has been permitted to become
it may be avoided or corrected.
cal- caustic, it niuet be neutralized.
In the Russell
I have shown in a previous article that
cium polysulphide is not likely to cause caus- process this is effected by adding an acid, such
very
is
as sulphuric or hydrochloric.
It would be
ticity of the hypo; sodium polysulphide
Carbon dioxide
liable to contain caustic soda unless made in better to use sulphur dioxide.
conformity to certain rules— so says is also suitable, though inferior. The sulphate
stricl:
Mr. Stttefeldt. Add to these facta that caus- of lead, copper or iron will answer, or the soluSotic soda decomposes calcium polysulphide, form- tion of lead carbonate, already mentioned.
ing sodium polysulphide and precipitating a dium bicarbonate may be used, but it is rather
salt of lime (calcium hydrate? ) and we at once expensive; the means of knowing when enough
perceive a ready means of neutralizing a caus- has been added have been mentioned in a previous article.
Sodium bisulphate will serve the
tic sodium polysulphide.
To a solution of sodium polysulphide, cauetic purpose, as it would also as a preventive in
divided
was
case of caustic lime in the ore, being dissolved
soda was added, and the liquid
Sodium biinto two partt: To the one part, a, calcium in the water used for the washing.
polysulphide was added as long as it produced sulphate is a cheap product of the acid works,
a precipitate; to the other part, 6, no addition and could probably be used with economy in
was made. A solution of ailverin sodium hypo place of sulphuric acid in any of these neutralizwas divided into two parts, A and B. The sil- ing operations. It may happen that a sodium
ver in A was accurately precipitated by a; that hypo contains both caustic and carbonated soda,
After settling, A was neutral to and, as both have an alkaline reaction, it has
in B by b.
litmus'andto turmeric; Bwas strongly alkaline. been suggested that there would be a difficulty
Here a new phenomenon presented itself. in neutralizing the caustic while leaving the carAlthough B had not received an excess of 6, yet, bonate intact. This, however, is not so diffiTake a measured portion of the liquid
after a short time it contained free sodium sul- cult.
phide. This, though unexpected, is easily ac- and add solution of calcium carbonate as long as
counted for; the caustic soda had reacted on it precipitates; if the liquid still reacts, alkaline
the free sulphur in the precipitate, forming caustic is present, and the quantity of acid or
sodium sulphide. This illustrates the ease with of sodium bisulphate required to neutralize it ia
which the free sulphur in the precipitate may the measure of the quantity required for the enbe recovered in the form of polysulphide by tire or any volume of the stock solution. If
simply digesting the precipitate with caustic sulphur dioxide is used, it is of little importance
soda or milk of lime (see my booh on Leaching to know when the caustic is neutralized, beGold and Silver Ores). Theoretically it would cause, if the carbonate is also neutralized it only
be possible to precipitate with a polysulphide forms sodium sulphite, which is an excellent
containing caustic, and obtain a precipitate solvent for silver chloride, oxide, etc, and is as
free from uncombined sulphur, and a liquid free good as the carbonate to prevent the extraction
from oauatic, but in practice this would not of lead.
Since writing article No. 3 I have found that
be feasible; it is better to add calcium polysulphide to the sodium polysulphide as long as it the lead chromate settles very well if the liquid
settles
out
may
lime
which
is slightly warmed and well stirred.
precipitates; the
I have just made another experiment with a
perhaps be used again for making the calcium
sulphide, of which but little will be required, view to throwing light on the chemistry of the
part of the silver in
and that can be kept any length of time in precipitation of silver.
a hypo solution was precipitated by sodium
carboys or casks.
Caustic in sodium sulphide may be neutral- polysulphide, the remainder accurately by potized by an addition of sodium bicarbonate, the assium xanthate (an extremely delicate reagent).
quantity being controlled by a test as in the Hydrochloric acid was added to the filtrate to
Another method is to decompose the thiosulphate, and after settling
case of caustic hypo.
force sulphur dioxide into the liq uid until hydro- the clear liquid was decanted and some solution
Sulphur
dioxide maybe of mercuric chloride added.
Cn warming for
gen sulphide is evolved.
made by burning sulphur in a simple form of some time a white precipitate gradually formed,
furnace or kiln, the fume being pumped into which assumed a yellowish tinge as it increased.
the liquid; or it may be produced from sul- The liquid, without the mercuric chloride, rephuric acid and a sulphite, or the same acid mained clear when heated. The reaction inand charcoal in an iron retort by the aid of dicates the presence of tetrathionic acid, which
heat, in which cases a pump will not be needed; must be present if my theory be correct.
I have not yet found a reagent which will
it will convert the caustic soda into sulphite
indicate the presence of silver in hypo solution
v?hich finally becomes hypo.
Carbon dioxide forced into the sodium poly- when other metals are also present, and such a
sulphide solution containing caustic will con- reagent is a desideratum; but I have found a
vert the latter into carbonate ; it should be means by which a very small proportion of copdiscontinued as soon as hydrogen sulphide is per may be detected in presence of silver.
If solution of potassium ferricyanide is added
evolved, otherwise it will convert the polysulphide into carbonate. Carbon dioxide may be to a solution of silver alone in hypo, the liquid
produced by the perfect combustion of char- is colored yellow. If but a trace of copper is
coal or other carbonaceous matter or by the present, each drop of the ferricyanide produces
action of an acid on limestone or an alkali car- a reddish-brown precipitate, which redisaolves
bonate ; also by heating zinc dust with calcium and the liquid assumes a reddish color which is
carbonate in a retort (only fit for the laboratory). very distinct. With more copper the color
But the most practical way in which to neutral- deepens. This test may be of use in leaching.
Concerning the use of sodium sulphite, I find
ize caustic sodium polysulphide is by adding
The desired result may that when a precipitate of silver sulphide
oalcium polysulphide.
by
adding
sulphuric
acid,
attained
conmixed with free sulphur ia treated with a
also be
But slightly warm solution of sodium sulphite, not
verting the caustic soda into sulphate.
the chief and most troublesome cause of caus- ouly is the sulphur dissolved, making hypo, but
ticity in the stock hj'po is the presence of the silver sulphide becomes very compact, formcauatic lime in the roasted ore which then ing lumps of malleable silver glance. Sodium
Lime ia not sulphite is useful in the determination of the
yields an alkaline wash-water.
sufficiently soluble in water to admit of the proportion of silver chloride in roasted or raw
removal of any considerable quantity of it by ores. The ore powder is washed and treated
the washing.
with solution of sodium sulphite as long as
It is better to forestall the action of the any metal is dissolved and the filtered liquid is
causticity
produced
correct
the
in
than
to
decomposed
lime
by nitric acid; any silver which was
the hypo. This was done by Henry Kearsage combined with chlorine falls out as chloride,
at Tombstone, by washing the ore with acidu- and that which may have been dissolved from
lated water, the use of which, following a first other compounds (except bromide, which acta
washing with plain water, must be continued like chloride) may be precipitated from the
until it issues with a neutral or slightly acid re- filtered liquid by a soluble chloride.
If the ore
action, when it may be followed by hypo.
In contaios cuprous chloride that will Interfere
the Rassell process the result is attained by probably by yielding its chlorine to the liquid.
means of a solution of bluestone following the Silver chloride and bromide dissolve readily in
wash- water, and followed by the hypo. Solu- solution of sodium sulphite, while the iodide iu

producing
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Mines.
Editors

Press

:

— As

a general rule

our

mines are located upon the mountain ridges
that

divide

the

rivers

and

their

principal

branches from each other, and as a consequence

very few of our mills and hoisting works are
run by water-power because few streams of
sufficient size exist

above the

sites

it is

im-

practicable to try to make water run uphill,
there is no natural law to prevent electricity,
compressed air or wire cables doing so whenever
economically practicable. There are plenty of
streams leading down from the mountain ridges
where the mines are located with sufficient
water and fall often within a few miles of a

—

many hundred

feet below its
level which might be utilized to drive a
turbine
to
furnish
abundant
Pelton wheel or a
power to drive dynamos to generate electricity,
drums or pullies to carry wire cables, or air-

mine, though

—

Mining Company Meetings.

they occupy

Though

within a reasonable distance.

the level of the mill, it may be supplied by hydrostatic pressure, or force pumps, working automatically from a lower station. There are'
many mines in California containing an abundance of good ore that are condemned, or idle,
for lack of water sufficient for steam or battery
purposes that can be brought to them by gravitation, which might be rendered valuable and
productive by conveying power or water, or
both, from aome available source at a lower
level in one of the ways above described.
Such
neglected sources of power are abundant in the
mining regions, and these suggestions have been
written in the hope that they may be more generally utilized in the future than they have been
in the past.
Fkogkess.

compressing machinery to furnish compressed
It is a quesair to be conveyed to the mines.
tion of economy only which must determine in
each case whether expensive steam machinery
shall be erected at the mine or one of the other
methods referred to be resorted to for the purpose of utilizing an available water-power be-

low its level.
For instance, the cost of a plant for a Pelton
wheel and dynamos, including wiring and
motors, is light compared to that of steam engines and appurtenances of equal power, to say
nothing of the cost of fuel and attendance. The
expense of a wire-cable plant would probably

At the annual meeting

Company

of

the Ophir Mining

the following officers were elected

:

President, Chas. H. Fiab; vice-president, A. B.

W.

Hull; A.

Havens, Con. O'Connor,

W.

S.

Lyle, Morriss Hoefleoh and H. Zadig, trustees.

Secretary Holmes presented his report for the

year ending December 14th, which is as followR
R'^ceipts
C)ash on hand December 15, 1S87,
$17,701.94; superintendent's balance account,
assessments,
$160.89;
$50,40.0; ores, $9594,08;
hoisting. $1320 76; compressed air, $3458.21;
Disbursements Insurance,
total, $92,635.88,
$1606.50; assaying, $631,50; surveying, $15;
taxes. $655.21; salaries and wages at mine,
$31,799; incidental, $352; office expenses, Virginia, $911,35; suppliea and miscellaneous ex:

—

—

penses, $22, 162, 36; freight and hauling, $707, 72;
expenses, San Francisco, $6256; team
account, $143 66; legal expenses, $415 96; interest and exchange, $227,24; water rent. $1200;
superintendent's balance account, $335.99
Cash on hand $25,206.39.
total, $67,429.
At a meeting of the directory of the Silver
Hill Mining Company, held in this city, A. C.
office

Hamilton was appointed superintendent and
In instructed to resume operations in the mine.
still less than that of the electric plant.
view of the success of our cable roads in this f 01th with. It ia claimed that ore assaying $35
city, and of the recent successful trial of the a ton was cut in sinking the shaft, and this ia
electric outfit on the Comstock, the economical to be explored to ascertain its extent.
The
considerations involved are such as to recom- Silver Hill has a fine steam hoist and pump
mend a trial, by some of those interested, to de- plant and a building over the shaft. The
termine the availability of these methods in shaft ia thought to be in fair condition down to
suitable localities of reducing the cost of ex- the 600 level.
tracting and reducing the ores of our gold and
The following cffioera were elected at the
silver mines, especially in the higher mountain annual meeting of the Gould and Curry M.
regions.
Co.: President, Geo. K. Wells; Vice-PresiIn regard to the use of compressed air in such dent, Chas. H. Fish
Trustees, George Frier,
cases, the writer believes a much cheaper and Morriss Hnefiioh, Kobert Sherwood, Herman
gensimpler mode of compressing air than that
Zidig and Joseph Marks, A. K. Durbrow was
one that is auto- re-elected Secretary and Patrick Kerwin Suerally used may be adopted
matic and requires but a small quantity of perintendent,
water where there is sufficient fall to afford the
The Secretary's financial statement was as
pressure required. It consists in having the follows Receipts Coat balarce. as per stateLower end of the pipe conveying the water so meat D-^cember 19, 1S87, $25 901 67; assessarranged as to discharge vertically into a tight, ments Nos. 57, 58 59 and 60, $145,554,50;
be

;

—

—

:

strong receiving-tank. One or more small air
pipes must be inserted into the vertical portion
of the pipe above the tank, with the stem reaching downward (inside the pipe) nearly to the
open end, below the top of the tank (inside),
through which the water is discharged under
pressure.
The upper end of the little air pipe,
being outside the main or water pipe, should
have a funnel mouth, so as to favor the passage
of air, which will be sucked in and discharged
with the water into the receiving-tank. This
tank must have one or more discharge watercocks near the bottom so as to regulate the discbarge of water according to the inflow of the
same. It must have also an air-cock or valve
at the top to let the compressed air from the
tank into a strong and capacious reservoir for
storing the same preparatory to leading it
through pipes to the mine for driving the machinery.

mine account, $39,729.34; bullion account,
Disbursetotal,
$269,302 17.
$58,116.66
ments Mine supplies, $60,238.26 ; labor and
salaries, $125,131,38; water, $2421 20; surveying, $300 ; assaying, $3267 01 ; G. and 0., B.
and B. joint shaft, one-half expenses, $2254.15;
team exVirginia office expenses, $543 16
penses, $262 50; hauliner, $2230.03; general
office expenses, *' San Francisco," $2380 85;
stationery and printing, $227 80 ; advertising,
net expense. $305.90 traveling expense, $140;
exchange, $719; interest, $362.25; taxes, $408.34; legal expenses, $492.21 ; insurance. $630;
sluice tunnel, $20,909.27 ; real entate, *' Virginia,''$2150; milling ore, $23,923.55 ; royalty
Sutro Tunnel, $4298.65; freight on bullion,
discount on bullion, $11,931.30
$174.95 ;
Balance cash on hand,
total. $264,072 37.
;

—

;

;

$5229.80.

Total, $269,302,17.

The Superintendent's annual report

says

:

Water-blasts for forcing air into mining drifts
for ventilation are not new, but the compressing of the air automatically for power to drive
machinery is equally practicable with proper
The scientific principles involved
appliances.
are the same. It ia merely a skillful, yet sim-

There has been extracted from the 425, 300, 250
and Drain,Tunnel levels 3417 1300-2000 tons of
ore, which has been milled by the Douglaa mill
at a cost of $17 per ton, and yielded bullion of
a total assay value of $56,134.41, which shows
an average vield of $16.42 per ton. This bullple, method of utilizing the well-known princi- ion carried $17,180.36 in gold and $38,954.05
hydrostatic
of
air,
of
compressibility
of
the
ples
in silver.
There has also been sold to Thomas
pressure and of the auction or inhalation of air Halley 8S1 tons of aecond-claas ore at $2.25 per
by a descending column of water, under the ton.
It has been done on a
conditions described.
The Mount Diablo M. Co. has elected the
small scale, and may be certainly done on a following officers: Prea., W. E. Norwood;
large scale by machinery adapted to that pur- Vice-Prea., J. M. Shotwell and J. N. Knowles;
pose.
Sach a source of power, it will be read- G. W. Grayson and R. W. Heath, Trustees.
ily seen, must be the cheapest of all where or- E,. W. Heath waa re-elected Ssc'y and "W. H.
dinary direct water-power is not available.
Shockley, Supt.
In the transmission of power from the generThe secretary's financial report is aa follows:
ator or producer to the consumer the loss of Receipts 1887— Dae. 15th. canh on hand,
power incident to the method employed and the $2468.81; grosa bullion, $408,754.72; total,
distance traversed necessarily forms an im- $411,223 53.
Mine
labor,
DiabursementB
portant item in considering its availability for $76,441.49; fuel for mine, $3403.88; mine maWithout chinery. $791.75; water for mine, $3000; lumthe purpose to which it ia destined.
going into details or statistical tables, it may be ber, $686.60; mine supplies, $4306.61; freight
said that, for a distance less than three miles, at mine, $2489.06; general expenses of mine,
wire-cable transmission of power suffers a lighter $1783 33; mill labor, $35,152 50; lumber for
percentage of loss than either of the others, and mill, $709.67; water for miU, $600; freight at
beyond that it loses most. Electricity is now mill, $3116.72: mill machinery, $2745 57; fu^l
claimed by its votaries, however, to work up to for mill, $33,585 95; salt for mill, $6858.37;
a higher per cent than any other form of me- mill supplies. $9051.72; general expense at
chanical power. But where water-power is mill. $1290.77; transportation of ores. $15,available in the ways above described, the per- 793 09; taxes, real estate and bullion, $4932.-

—

—

centage of loss in transmission is of less conse- 97; insurance, $1889.15; disbursements. San
quence than when using steam, the first cost of Francisco office, $5430.93; dividends 8, 9, 10,
the power being so much leas comparatively. By 11, $40,000; bullion discount, $107,740.11;
thus utilizing the pressure of small streams, express charges on bullion, $3580 i5; charges
within reasonable distance from the mine, exist- for refining bullion, $8491.72; custom ores,
ing below its level, in one of the ways suggested, $12,'538.36; gross bullion unsold, $15,244.96.
reduction works can always be located at the Dec. 11. 1888, cash on hand, $9563.40; total,
mine and thus save hauling; and if there ia not $411,223.53.
water enough for the batteries available above
The bullion report ehowa the total amount of

DiSC.

29,
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bollioQ Rhipped to be $410,230 SO. \pm balltOD
from 154 toD» of cu^itom ore, $'JO,7t)'i.7-. Bullinn shipped from M^aut DtBblj ore, $.'tS0.477.17.
Tods Mouot Diablo ore craehed, 8:211.
Average battery aiiMay. $ol.7S. PerceotiK*^ of
moiature id ore, 7 '25. Porceotageof salt added,
Moiature io mU. 7. Aiaay of ore as
11.13.
shipped from mine. $53 3». PerueaUge of silver extracted, S-S 8.
Aa uo uleauup has been
made in the mill, the actual peioectigeof silver extracted is more than is shown by the

above

titjures,

and

is

probably from one to two

per ceot hit;her.
At the annual meeting of the stockholders of

J. K. HiwkiPB secretary, and Butler Burris asetstaut secretary.
The superintendent of the

—

A Drs Glkn Gold Mink. Nearly three
The Childreii*s Flayg^round.
years ago Jamea Hendra and Richard Kva
mine has not yet been appointed. The com
That was a glad day for the city ohildren located a quartz-mining claim in the Dun Glen
pany is in good financial condition, having a
when it was decided to expend the bequest of mountains about a mile and a half from the
cash balance on hand amounting to $19,0S4 53.
village.
B9th being experienced miners, they
$50,000 by the late William Sharon, in making went to work
to develop the claim syetematica spacious pUygroand in Golden Gate Park. ally. They first ascertained by development
CusTLV KoLListi Stock. la the past 16 The site selected for the playground, which the course and dip of the lead and then run a
months about $5,000,000 has been spent by the will always be remembered aa " Sharon's tunnel which cut the ledge at a depth of 60

I

!
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I

—

Southern I'^uitic Company to equip its railroad
system with new cars and looomolives. This is

Quarter,"

is in a little valley about
1300 feet feet. In this tunnel the lead is from 4 to 7
wide and SOO feet long, located due west from feet wide and it carries from $15 to $'25 per ton
the largest amount of varied rolling stock ever the terminus of the Haight*street cable line. in gold.
Subsequently they run a second tun>
contracted for by any railroad corporation The valley has been tilled to an average depth net, which cut the lead over
100 feet below the
within so short a time. All the contracts were of about four feet with material taken from a surface. In a drift run
on this level the ledge

THE SHARON HO0SB AND PARTIAL VIEW OF THE CHILDREN'S PLAYGROUND, GOLDEN GATE PARK, SAN FRANCISCO.
the Locomotive M. Co., the following gentlemen were tl-^ctpd olficera for the ensuing year:
President, H. B. Haveoe; vice-president, T. F.
Fiah; and L. C. Fraaer, "David Hunter and A.
H. Fish, directors. A. H. Fish was re-elected
t-ecretary and I. D. Smith, superintendent.
TUpi serretary'e report showed a balance of
$2739.39 cash on hand.
The control of the Andes Mining Co. changed
hands at the annual meeting of the stockhold-

John Landers, who has been connected
with this company since its organization, retired

ers.

from the position

of president

and general man-

ager.

At the meeting the number of shares represented was 91,S85,^bichwereallvn*ed for the following dirpctors: J. W. Brown, W. S. Lyle, M. P.
At a
Hall, Walter Turnbull and M. W. Fox.
Bubaequent meeting, J. W. Brown was appoint
ed president, M. W. Fox vice-preeident, Jaroea

made by C. P. Huntincton, and received bis
personal supervision.
Moat of the new rolling
stock hafl been delivered. A reporter asked
General Superintendent Fillmore to nxp'ain the
character of thf^ oontracts for the rnlling stock.
He said that 180 locomotiveB had been bought

small

mound near

the

valloy.

It

ia

apocious

enough to accommodate pOOO or more romping
children.
Here are music-standa, lawna for
tenoia and baseball, awings, and a picnicground composed of latticed arbors, with many
sunny nooks and warm, sheltered corners. At
for an average sum nf $10 000 apione, some 40 the west end of the playground ia a large dairy
sleeping cars for $14,000 each, 75 pianenger building, where milk, cream and eggs will be
Our
coaches that onat ^5000 each, between 2500 and furnished the little ones at cost price.
3000 box and flat cars, the former coating ^GOO picture gives a very good idea of this beneficent
apiece and the latter $400 each, also a number and delightfal place.
of toii<*iqt, baggage, mail and express cars that
Detecting Acids in Oil. Acids in lubricatcoat $75,000 in the aggregate.
ing oils may be detected by analysis in a laboratory,
or by putting the sample to be tested in
It ia stated that a party of New Orleana capitaliata have bought the Clark and Aoderson a clear glasa bottle with a copper wire running
proup of mines in the Plancbasde Plata district, down through the cork, air-tight; stand frhe
20 miles aoutheast of Nogales, in Sonora. The whole in a sunny place for two or three weeks,
property ia conaidered about the liaest mining and then, on removal, if verdigris or green vuat
appear OD tb@ copper, an acid is in tbe oil.
property in the State of Sonora.

—

haa widened from a foot and a half to four feet,
and the ore asnaya from $20 to $30 in gold and
from $15 to $23 in silver to the ton. They now
have plenty of ore in sight and excellent prospects for one of the largest and richest goldhearing claims ever developed in this part of

Nevada.

Silver State.

Pateicic Hamilton,

a well-known pioneer
and journalist of Arizona, died at PhueHe waa a member of the
nix on the 20bh inat.
tenth session of the Legialature, and was Sergeant-at-Arms of the eleventh eesaion, which

citizen

appointed him Oommisaioner of Immigration,
Governor Tritle subsequently reappointed him
for four years, and to hia indomitable eflforta in
behalf of Arizona much of ita present prosperity
His '* Reeourcea of Arizona" is to this
is due.
date read with much interest throughout the
Eastern States.
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SUMMAf^Y,

II]lNIJ\JG

Stanton, will

commence

operations in a few

days.

The following in mostly coudensed from joumals published
in the interior, in proximity to the

&

mines mentioned.

CALIFORNIA.

Old Ballard Claim. —This

property adjoins
the Mount Hope and will be operated this wmter
by Messrs. Kates, Knowlton & Co., who have made
extensive preparations to fully open up what is considered a very valuable piece of property.

—

COOLEY Claim. This is leased by Judge EdAmaaor.
mondson and St. Clair Nye and has a very encourAlpi.— Ledger, Dec. 22: Last Wednesday, in aging outlook. The work now in progress shows
company with Col. W, T. Robinson, we paid a evidenae of opening up a valuable claim in the very
located half a mile east
are very strongly marked, a huge mass of quartz at least ten feet
wide projecting from the surface for several hundred
feet.
It is an immense wall of quartz, many thousands of tons being exposed by the cropping.
There is also two feet of gouge matter on the west
visit to this

of the

side.

property.

Moore mine.

It is

The croppin^s

There has been no development-work done

the property worth speaking of. A shaft at the
north end of the croppings has been sunk 50 feet on
the ledge, from which 100 tons or so of quartz has
been accumulated on the dump. At the south end
the ledge has been quarried out 15 feet deep, throwing up another large pile of quartz. These two
workings are about 500 feet apart, and the croppings
are distinctly marked all the way between and for
some distance beyond them. There is no question
about the rock being there in quantities sufficient lo
The only point
satisfy the jaws of a 40-stamp mill.
that remains to be solved is: Will the rock pay ?
are told that ore from the Alpi ledge crushed
many years ago yielded $3 per ton in free gold.
From the favorable conditions of working, if it paid
$2 per ton throughout it would with present means
of working leave a handsome margin of profit.

upon

We

—

Amador Gold Mine. Dispatch. Dec. 22:
Everything is progressing in good shape at this
In two weeks the connection will be made
between the west shaft and the 250-foot level. At
the mill the mortars and cam shaft are set, the battery painted, and the water-wheels placed in posimine.

tion.

—

near future.

—

Josephine. Both mine and mill are in full blast,
giving employment to numerous men, and undoubtedly is paying the proprietors handsomely for the
large investments of capital made to develop this valuable property,

McCall Mine.— On

middle fork of American

mil!

finely.

Calaveras.
Rich Gulch.— Cor. Calaveras Chronicle, Dec.
The Atwood is running in full blast, and has a
17:
force of about 50 men.
The grading is about completed

and a 20-stamp

mill

A

will

soon be erected.

ten-stamp mill is being erected at the McGlew
mine, also a boarding-house. They have about 15
men employed at present, but they intend increasing
the number in a short time.
The Ilex mine is closed
down, but will start up again about the first of next

month.

Soap Root Mine.— Calaveras Chro?iicle, Dec.
This mine, situated in the West Point dibtrict,

22:

undergoing development without intermission, preparatory to sloping. The south level is being run
in order to tap the central chute.
When this level
is completed an upraise will be started in the end of
the ore body, which is valued at S200 per ton; thence
the level will be cnntinued to strike the Henry chute
and an upraise effected at that point.
At the same
time a north level will be run, e.\tending 100 feet,
opening the north chute. The main hoisting shaft,
which is 100 feet in depth, is centrally located to
is

the three chutes, it lying between the two on
the north and being favorably located for the convenient working of machinery and the erection of
buildings.
There is a building 80x40 on the mine,
and the combined power of a steam engine and water-wheel is used for pumping and hoisting.
The
mine is making a splendid showing at present.

situated

on Bear creek and isownedby parlies in West Point.
Operations will be resumed on it in the near future.
This mine will prove to be a paying one when onne

El Dorado.
Volcanoville,— Cor. Georgetown Gazette, Dec
^>- Gregory, owned by the
Brown, Ken-

San Diego.

Nevada.
North Star Mine. — Grass

past summer a conthe proper development of what is considered one of the most valuable
claims in this section.
Active operations will commence on the claim shortly, and under the experienced eye of Mr. Nattrass bids fair to reimburse the
owners for their outlay and leave them a handsome
profit at the close of the season.

A

A

the energy which has been displayed by the company, which, since operating the mine, has sunk the
incline from the 12th level to its present depth.
The vein in the shaft is strong and of good milling
quality.
The plant on the North Star is not surpassed by that of any mine in the State in perfection
of its machinery and convenience in manipulating
the ores.
To all appearances the mine has a long
and profitable life before it.

—

f^haata.

Cleanup.— Redding

I

/^V^c/'^fj-j,

Dec

19:

I.

M.

Wiley, who is down from Delta, informs us that the
Murray-Finley Co. cleaned up about $15' o from a
ten-days' run with an arastra.
He also stales that a
new discovery has been made, in which he is inteiested, which promises to be very rich.
This portion
of Shasta county, including the Soda creek mines,
seems to be turning out quite well.

Idaho Mining Co. The annual meeting of the
Sierra.
Idaho Mining Co. was held on Monday evening, at
Promising.— Nevada Tra7iscript, Dec. 20: F. A.
which the reports of the officers of the operations of
who
Gourley,
came
down
two days ago from Sierra
the Co. for the past year were submitted and a
Board of five Directors was elected to serve for the county, says that the two quartz ledges ten miles
from
Gibsonville.
in
which
R. E. Robinson, formerensuing year.
The old board was re-elected consisting of John C. Coleman, Edward Coleman, M. ly ol this ciiy, holds a sixth interest, are panning out
most satisfactorily. The veins are large, and the
P. O'Connor. E. C. Creller. and Geo. W. Hill.
The board organized by the election of Edward bulk of the ore piys about $15 a ton, while there are
Coleman as President and Superintendent; E. C. good-sized strata of sulphuret ore that yields $200 a
Mrs, Robinson, who went up there a few
Creller, Vice-President; John C. Coleman, Treas- ton.
urer; Geo. W, Hill, Secretary,
The reports of the weeks ago, is conducting the company boardmghouse
and making money at it.
officers of the company have not been given out for
publication, but it is understood that the product of
Gold 'Buj^y.— Mountain Messenger, Dec. 22:
the mine has been up to the usual average, and the Work at Gold Bluff has pretty much ceated for the
dividends for the past year have amounted to about winter.
A few men will be kept at work, it is said.
$300,000. The mine continues to look well, and is
Plumas.
yielding ore from the 13th to the i6th levels inSpanish Ranch.— Cor. Plumas National, Dec.
clusive, i
The Edman mine is doing well. Mr. Edman
17:
The Delhi Mine.— Grass Valley Union, Dec. is about to put up a new mill at
his place.
This is
22:
Robert McMurray, who is the principal owner
the model mine of Plnmas.
Mr. Abe Bolyar. of the
in the Delhi quartz mine, near Columbia Hill, was in
Bolyar mine, has run a new tunnel into the channel.
town yesterday and said that recently very rich Although it
cost a good round sum of money, be is
quartz had been struck in the lower tunnel of the
now realizing handsomely upon his investment.
mine, nearly every piece showing liberally in free
Mat Kniewel has struck good pay in his Summit
gold. The width of the pay shoot on this level has
mine. Challen & Sons are running a long tunntl
not yet been determined, but if found to be as wide
into the mountain at Sharp's ravineThey e.Kpect
as on the level above it will add immensely to the
to strike gravel this winter.
Messrs. Wampler and
value of the mine. The new find has doubled the
Hickman, south of Challen's mine, are in 500 feet
product of the mine, which was previously large and
in their bedrock tunnel.
The bedrock is very hard
profitable. Besides the quartz being rich in free gold,
and.il will cost the boys a mint of money.
They
the sulphurets are of high grade, yielding an average
expect to strike gravel any day.
o( $200 per ton.
The sulphurets saved last month
were alone of the value of $10,000. The mine is
NEVADA.
worked cheaply, as it is opened by means of tunnels
.

driven into the face of the hill at different elevations,
Wasboe DlRCrict.
thus securing drainage without pumping, and the
Crown Point. -Virginia Rjiterprise Dec. 22:
milling is done by water-power, which is ample for
No. 3 crosscut, 700 level, is in 26 leeL The face is
during the past year. The drift on the 700-level is all purposes and cheap. As an evidence of the high
in porphyry, clay and streaks of quartz.
The 7^ o
being driven ahead with all possible speed, disclos- grade of the quartz and the profitable working of the
raise is up 45 feet above the track.
The top of the
ing a splendid body of high-grade ore, which from mine, Mr, McMurray said out of a yield of $250,000
raise is in good ore.
The
800
level
east
crosscut
present indications promises to be one of the most taken out within a stated time dividends of $210,000
No. I is in 40 feet. Ten feet from the face we
valuable ore bodies ever discovered in the Abbey, were paid, and that whatever might be the future of
passed
through
wall
a
clay
two
feet
thick, standing
from the fact that it seems to be a continuation of the mine it has been a very profitable property to the
The owners in the Delhi are also inter- vertical and running northeast and southwpsi. Since
the immense ore chute on the tunnel level. The face company.
then the drift has been in quartz giving good assays.
of the main tunnel is also in rich ore. and the first ested in the Enterprise, which is showing up well
Con. Imperial
East crosscut No. i is out a
level is looking fine.
The stopes above the tunnel and has given profitable crushings, and to all appearance is going to be a successful rival to the d'siance ol 57 feet from the main north lateral drift,
level are looking better at some points than they
having
advanced
been
12 feet during the week. The
did two weeks ago, but will soon be exhausted, ow- Delhi. These quartz operations are encouraging to
ing to the near approach to the surface.
The the Columbia Hill region, and will serve to stimulate face continues in vein material of no value.
Frances and James has been closed down indefinite- energetic prospecting and give encouragement that
Challenge Con.— The Joint Confidence raise
other valuable mines will be opened up.
ly, causing considerable depression in business matfrom the 1300 level to connect with the 1200 level is
ters generally.
The Jackson is working a small
About Completed.— Grass Valley Union^ Dec, now up 22 feet, having been advanced eight feet
force of men.
The Lillie has not resumed opera- 23: The additional to stamps at the North Star during the week. The top of this raise shows some
tions as yet, so the camp is mainly dependent on mine are now running, and, save a few tightenings ore of fair quality.
Have shipped during the week
the Abbey, and there is only a small force employed of screws, a little fixing of bearings, they are now to the Brunswick mill for reduction 113 tons of or^,
by this company at prfesent.'
all in running order.
Mr. J. H, Gates has been the average battery sample of which shows a value
superintending the work for J, B. White &, Co., of $25.49 P^r ^o^Inyo.
Belcher. Have now repaired and cleaned out
The Soda Industry.— Inyo /Mrfe/f-';(/£«^, Dec, sub-contractors, of San Francisco, and he has done
Mr. Gates has placed the stamps ig6 feet of the iioo level north drift. The joint
22: At the soda works, at Keeler, 2000 tons of his work well.
crude soda are now ready for purifying. Of this, 20 and all their surroundings just in the right shape, 1 100 south drift advanced 56 feet durmg the week
per cent, or 400 tons, will be bicarbonate of soda, and has proved himself a master of his profession. and is now out 196 feet.
worth $70 per ton. The other constituents are The batteries, Frue concentrators, etc., are all in
Seg. Belcher.— The joint noo south drift is
worth $30 per ton. The whole will therefore be line, and the job is a successful one.
now out 196 feet, having advanced 56 feet during
worth $76,000. The purifying is done by a process
Placer.
the week, oral the rate of 8 teet per day.
There
discovered and patented by Mr. B, F, Gray, superThe Pioneer Mill. Grass Valley Union, are still 120 feet separating the face of the drift from
intendent of the works.
This process is much more Dec, 20: The 20-stamp mill which is being built by the Segregated Belcher and Mides north line.
effective and cheaper than the old way of working.
Wm. S, May of this place on the Pioneer mine,
Confidence. Have shipped during the week to
The force of men employed has recently been reat Humbug canyon, will be completed and in run- the Brunswick mill for reduction 518 ions of ore. the
duced; 21 men are now at work, but many more
ning order in about two weeks. It has been a big average battery sample of which shows a value of
will be employed next spring,
A great deal of job to build this mill, as the place is difficult of ac- {25.49 psr ton.
work had to be done making tanks for purifying the
cess for teams, and a large part of the machinery
Justice. The raise from the north drift is up
soda; this is now nearly finished and purifying will
had to be taken there from Alta by pack trains, and feet. The top of the raise is in five fe^t in width 32
begin in a few days. Thirty tons a day will be puriof
the supplies for the workmen were carried by the
fied.
The source of supply is Owens lake, and is in- same route. The Pioneer is a master lode, being good ore. The west drift wms advanced 18 feet
exhaustible.
The business will certainly grow to 14 feet between walls, and yields a great deal of during the week, and is now out 216 leet. Are still
cutting out the 370 level shaft station.
large proportions and be of immense value,
high-grade free-milling ore. The lode has been
West Comstock,— The West Comstock Mining
Monterey.
penetrated at several points by tunnels, and the ore
Lo^ Burros District.— Cor. Monterey Demo- can be run out by tramway on cars directly to the Co. has struck some rich ore 200 feet from the surface.
From two assays taken from the led£.e, No. 1
crat, Dec, 14:
good deal of development-work has been
The Lost Child claim has run two mill.
tunnels and has also fine ore that turns out welt. done on the mine, and the mill will have a large sup- went $43.40 in silver and $22.30 in gold, and No. 2
went
$75.10 in silver and $35.10 in gold. The mine
They are running a tunnel on the Fir Tree claim, ply of ore to commence on. The owners of the Pioalso on the Little Ridge claim.
Those two claims neer are Jas. G. Fair and A, E Davis of San Fran- is under the charge of Andrew Bean, an old-lime
miner
of the Comstock.
lie alongside of the Brewery claim, that a short time
cisco, who have in this mine what is believed to be
ago struck it so rich, and are now putting up
Savage.— On the 500 level the west drift from the
a great property. The prcicnt mill is said to be
building for the purpose of working the cllim for only a commencement in the way of milling facili- station was extended 32 feet; total length, 312 feet.
all it is worth in the spring.
The Melville claim ties, and probably next season from 40 to 60 Are extracting ore from east crosscut No. i and froni

Hildreth,— Cor, Fresno

The Abbey mine

is

Expositor, Dec. 19:
looking better than at any time

—

A

opened, as present developments plainly show. It is
favorably located to work by water-power, which fact
adds greatly to its value.

t

list four months
Mornmg Star mine, near Iowa Hill, cle.ined up
over $8600 at an expense of about $1700.
The
gravel cruihed was taken out in development work.

—

ting through rock yielding $150 per ton.

v^.J^ Bros, andA fleased to Messrs.
Barklage

lie.

—

Rich Rock.— Edward Zumwalt and Leon Vanowners of the Victor mine on E^peranza creek,
where they have been prospecting for the past year.
have struck some rich ore.
They have constructed
an arastra which has been in operation for awhile,
and the results have shown that they have been putis

The dividend willprob.bly be small, but
a pretty good showing for a new mine, and nil

—

del,

property

masDiy.
it is

men from development work at that.
Morning Star.— Dating the
Wy-

—

work

El Triumpho Mine.— This

Red Point —The output at the Red Point mine
month will be at least 500 ounces, and the company will declare its first dividend in Pans on Chri tthis

—

who have expended during the
siderable amount of money for

—

The new

—

HOGSBACK. Placer Republican, Dec. 14: W.
C. Ralston, superintendent ol the Hogsback mine,
to Georgetown to-day to secure an extension
of the bond on the mine lor 60 days.
The tunnel
has been pushed ahead, and at a distance of
173
feet from the point where it entered c^mi nt, ran into
eravel.
This continued for 43 feet, when to the surprise of all it has broken through into another body
of cement.
Two shafts are being sunk to find the
channel.
went

m

—

working

now

stamps more will be added. The owners intend
working the mine on a large scale.

Escondido Gold Mine.— San Diego Times,
Valley Union, Dec.
The ten new stamps in the North Star mill Dec, 19: For the past six weeks A. K, Cravatu,
19;
president of the company, has devoted most of his
were started up on Monday for regular work, makcouraging for a profitable season's work.
timejo superintending the work. He his eight rren
the total crushing capacity of the mill 40 stamps.
Flora Mine.— On this claim the lessees, Knox" ing
The increase in the number of stamps was rendered at work, all except one having an intirest in the
& Borella, are running a tunnel to strike a crevice necessary by the large amount of ore the mme
company, and who have unbounded faith in the enis prowhich is expected to develop into a paying prospect.
terprise.
They struck some rich pockeis last week,
They are now using the waste water from the Jose- ducing, and which had accumulated to such an ex- and were greatly encouraged. No mnttrr
what
tent that it was found necessary to lay off a number
phine mill for prospecting purposes.
of the men.
The tribute rock had also largely ac- direction they work, or drift, the vein .-^hows up disBonanza Claim.— Located on the south side of cumulated so that 30 stamps could not dispose of tinctly and is well defined. There is no pinching
out, and it shows the best results below or at the
the middle fork ol American river.
Is being worked it together with the company rock.
The full head
by a company of capitalists who have a number of of 40 stamps will enable the mill to reduce 80 tons wat-r-line; lor this reason they are anxious to get
men employed in preparing for extensive work this of ore per diem, and permit of more extensive ex- s- me new machinery, in order to pump the water
out, that they may go down with the main shaft.
winter, with very flattering prospects.
ploitation of the mine, which is paying handsomely,
This week they have shipped a car of ore to the NaCock Robin Point Mine.
This property is and is good for large dividends. The main incline
owned by Thomas Nattrass and Sacramento parties, is now being sunk for the 19th level, which shows tional City Reduction Works to be milled.

Prosperous Camp.— Fresno Expositor, Dec.
A. B. Chambers, an experienced prospector,
19:
assayer and miner, formerly of Tombstone district,
Arizona, came to Fresno this summer, and was induced to visit the mining regions of the Upper San
Joaquin in this county.
few weeks' search disclosed to him a find which promises to eclipse anything yet discovered in the southern Sierras, On
Temperance Flat, about 35 miles northeast from
here, he has a two-foot vein of auriferous ore that
North Star. At this mine they are preparing shows the gold thickly interspersed throughout the
Both foot and hanging-walls are as perto sink a winze on the ledge from the tunnel running quartz.
south, as they are of the opinion that they are on fectly defined as if shaped with trowel and float.
Some
specimens
we have seen are of great richness,
ledge.
top of the
Seven-ninths of the original
stockholders have signed an extension of the bond and Mr. Chambers assures us that the samples
shown
are
but
a
fair
average, A third interest was
on the mine to the company; the other two-ninths
sold yesterday to J. G. Deming of San Francisco,
refuse to extend.
one
of the principal owners in the Fresno Milling
WiLDMAN. At this mine they have developed a
ledge of excellent ore, and intend sinking 100 feet Co., and a mill will be put on the property early in
the spring.
This claim Is about a mile distant from
deeper on same at once, and increase their mill 10
the mill of A. Jackson, erected this season, and
stamps. At the Lincoln, work in the tunnel over
which has been pounding away on the quartz for
the old shaft is progressing rapidly. The mill is kept
The output of mineral from
running steadily now. Reports from the Stewart two weeks past.
mine, up the creek, are very flattering; in fact, re- the mill is most satisfactory, and Mr. Jackson is enthusiastic at the outlook,
ports give it the flavor of a bonanza.
is

Times, Dae, 22: Thereare22

flow,

—

has been started, and everytliing

— Newhali

Gen. Harrison,— Situated on the south side of
hill, owned by R, & Austin Fairbanks, who
ample preparations for extensive work
when water is obtainable. Prospects are very enBuckeye

are raakiag

—

—

Los Angelea.
Oil.

at work on the grade for well No. 7, at the
This promises to be a pretty lich oil section.
No. 6 is now down a little over 400 feet; oil was
struck at 400 feet, with indications for a splendid

—

Drytown Con. This enterprise is being pushed
right along.
It is expected to begin work the first
week in January, Three thousand feet of lo-inch
pipe has been engaged; also a water hoist, same as
that used at the North Star in Sutter creek.
Geo.
Phillips has started his gravel mine at Irish Hill;
six men are employed.
The water used is taken
from the Plymouth ditch, and the debris goes into
Buckeye valley; hence he is not subject IJb injunction
by Sacramento river people.

struck a small vein in slate that prospects. They
also find considerable gold in the gulch, among
which are some good-sized nuggets. The Cruikshank or Last Chance Mining Co. have about 200
tons of ore on the dump, and are running their mill
night and day. They are drifting from their main
tunnel on a 6j^-foot ledge, from which they are taking out very rich ore. They are also pushing the tunnel ahead to strike another vein from which they
have taken out rich ore on the surface of the ground.
It would be well for some of the '* pinch out" men
to come and see the vein in the tunnel.

Over a dozen men are employed on this
claim, and as soon as accommodations are complete
the intentions are to increase the number.
Day and
night shifts are working at present.
river.

Grainger. This prospect is located near Pine
Grove, and is owned by Silas Grainger, formerly of
shaft has been sunk 80 feet on the
Jackson.
ledge which is small, yet quite rich. About 20 tons
of ore, taken from the shaft, was crushed some time
since and yielded at the rate of $25 per ton.
A level
Last Chance Mine and Mill,
Under very
has since been run from the bottom of the shaft,
and a trial will soon be made of rock taken from the unfavorable circumstances, lack of water being the
principal drawback, a small quantity of quartz was
face of the tunnel.
run through the mill, showing very favorable results.
Cosmopolitan. The east crosscut is in ico
With some needed alterations to machinery there is
feet, lo-foot ore, and not yet to hanging-wall.
The
little doubt that a still better showing can be obtainsouth drift is in 12 feet.
ed.
At present, the owners, Kane & Creagh, are
North California. They are taking out ore undecided as to future operations on the property.
from the west crosscut in this mine; have been clean- Judging from the renewed activity this season, to be
The mill will be started seen on every hand, the outlook in mining is more
ing out the Potosi ditch.
up next week. Mr. Goodman has his Huntington than encouraging.
mill in operation again, at the Overplus mine.
Fresno.

A

Dec. 29, 1888

has a tunnel run in about 90 feet, and is now getting
out timber to push the tunnel ahead. There has
been considerable work on the Oakland. On the
Bushnell claim they are running a tunnel and have

Mining and Scientific Press.

Dec. 29, 1888.]
Are also extracting ore
the old slopes on this level.
from east crosscuts Nos. 2 and 3 on the 600 level,
and from the old stopes on the 750 level. During
the week hoUted 336 tons of ore and shipped to the
kock Point mill 461 tons, and have reduced 470
tons.
The average battery assay of the same was
Have bullion at the mill amount$19-50 pv-r ton.
ing to $11,923.17.

Bullion.— The winze below the 640 level has
feet.
The machinery is running well.

been sunk 54

Yellow jArKET.— Are doinn good

prospecting
work in difTercnt parts ol the mine, and are shipping
daily 100 tons of gold ore to the Sintiago mill, which
yields better rciums than formerly.

ScoHiMON.
out 335

—The

west crosscut on the 300

supplies to the Congress mine, making a round trip
every six days. J. M. W. Moore has been appointed general manager of the sampling works o( the .Ari-

on the

zona Ore Co.

menced on the

Reports from the Centennial district
say that Harry Walton has made a wonderfully rich
strike about four miles from Centennial camp.
It is
said to be a large ledge of free gold.
Dan HaU has
nearly a carload of ore ready for shipment from the
Ruby and Buena Vista mines on Slate creek. The
ore contains gold, silver and coppirr. and runs from
Six or eight teams of from six
$80 to $100 per ton.
to twelve animals each, pulled out to-day landed with
mining machinery. Among the number were several

level is

feet.

—

Anoes. The usual progress Is making on the
040 and 350 levels.
ScoRpiuN.— The usual amount of prospecting
work is in progress.
Hale Jv NoRCROss.— On the soolevel the main
west drift was extended 25 (eet, its total length from
This drill continues in the
the shaft being 680 feet
quality of ore mentioned in the last reare
stoping
and sendicR to the mill.
port, which
On the 6co level the west drift was extended 30
On the
feet; total length from the chute. 105 feet.
800 level the northeast crosscut from the lace of the
north drift was extended 39 feet; total length, 55
feet; and the southeast crosscut from the south drift
was extended 20 feet; total lenRth, 70 feel. Are extracting ore from the slopes between the 500 and
700 levels, which continues to yield the usual quantity of good ore. During the week have hoisted 1024
Ions 01 pay-orc from the 500 and 700 levels, and
have shipped to the Mexican mill 898 tons. Average battery assay. $28.18 per ton. Have bullion on
hand and previously shipped for the month amounting ios41.534.72.

same good

Gould & Cukhv. — 200

bound

Alpha. — The north
clay

and

lateral drift

The

quart/.

on the 500

south lateral

is

—

("hollar. The raise from the 650 level north
quartz showing value. On the 750 and
850 levels the west drifts are still in clay and quartz.
Half the Nevada mUl is being run on Choltar ore,
the m ichinery bfing run by the surface Pelton waterdrill is in

wheels.
Electricians are at work trying to transmit
the power generated by six Pelton water-wheels on
1600 level of the Chollar shaft to the Nevada
the;
mill.

—

Alta. Started the mill Thursday, running the
pulp over two concentrators before amalgamation,
and it works well, so far as can be determined at
this early date.

Pioche

District.
BusiNES.s Revival. Record, Dec. 15; Since
the arrival of W. S. Godbe there has been an activity noticeable in the way of preparations for future
mining and reduction operations that cannot be
oth-rwise than gratifying to the long-waiting Pioche

—

piib'ic.

We

Company

learn that

it is

the intention of the P.

proceed at once with the erection of
a roasting und dry concentrating plant, in connection with its present leaching works, the links of
which are to be lined with sheet lead, and the works
otherwise got in readiness for the treatment of ores.
We also understand that arrangements have been
completed whereby the R. & E. mine is to be started up in the near future; the work of retimbering
The large bodies of ore
the shaft will soon begin.
in this mine from what is known as the black ledge
can be treated in the proposed works to advantage;
the g-ilena and zinc blende can be separated from
the gangue and worked separately, as they should
When this is done, it will be but a steppingbe.
stone, as it were, to other and even more important
developments.
Osceola District.
Placers. Eureka Sentinel, Dec. 15: The placer
mines of Osceola are still being successfully worked,
On the mountain, on the slope of which these gravel
diggings are situated, are two or three immense veins,
which show a good milling average in free gold.
Some enormously rich pockets will undoubtedly be
found in these veins when they come to be systematically worked. In the placer diggings, a little below,
they a lew years ago found a mass o( quartz that
containtd over $5000 in pure gold.
C.

to

Silver

Peak

19:
for

Messrs. Brunton & Taylor, managers,
and J. W. Moffat, civil engineer, passed throuRh en
Mr. Brunton will
route to Denver on Saturday.
cross the AHantic and report progress to the owners,
and is confident that work will be resumed with renewed vigor in the early spring.

ARIZONA.
Ore SHiPMENT.— Clifton
kins

\

&

r

,

this

Clarion, Dec. 19:

Jen-

morning from the

Pitts-

burg claim, owned by Grant, Baxter. Whittington
& Adams, 324 sacks of ore consigned to sampling
works in Colorado. It is claimed the rock will run
$100 and upward.
Copper.— In copper properties also an active in-

O'Donnell, P. C. Cumerford and Nelson
Walker each paid a visit to Reymert camp this week,
and from all accounts affairs are prosperous there.
R. T.

is

being taken

in

the district

We

Crested Butte.— Elk Mountain

Pilot, Dec. 20:
are very strongly of the opinion that next sumwill witness a revival in mining never before

We

had a boom in
experienced in this section.
Foolhardy
1880, but that was a tenderfoot boom.
people rushed in here and frantically threw their
it
and
because
money into holes in the ground,
did not yield to them millions, so to speak, they
general
rushed out and cried mining is a fraud in
and more particularly in Gunnison county. It
tikes a long time for any country to recover from
such inflated and overrated tendency, but we are
thankful to know that recovering we are, and right
The outcrop is here, and the veins and
fast, too.
ledges just as strong or stronger than can be found
The Great E istern lode in
in any mining locality.
Irwin is showing up well; it is being worked under a
This claim is east and parlease by Henry Panter.
allel with the Forest Queen mine, and something reMr. Panter has
markable.
It is a very dry mine.
sunk a new shaft about 50 feet, and is getting some
An assay the other day run'
very rich ruby silver.
over 600 ounces, and while Mr. Panter is getting
a Utile of this kind of ore, he is getting considerable
concentrating ore. The leasers on the Gem are
working away with some encouragemenL They are
drifting from the shaft in a northeast direction, and
are hopeful of getting mineral very soon. This
claim is nn the north end of the Forest Queen. The
Forest (Jueen is working a force of 15 and 20 men,
and are driving ahead on the lower tunnel, having
passed the shall some 150 feet.

MONTANA.
Northwest, Dec.

21:

—

are in-

in the

1

crritory.

TiNTic District.- Cor. Salt Lake Tribune, Dec.
Tintic district is doing belter in the line of ship
17:
ping ore than ever before. The first half of the year
was comparatively quiet, but the bulk of ore shipments the past six months have been constantly pil-

now the Salt Lake

formed that the well-known Carrasco group of
mines near Morenci have been sold for $10,000

Western

is

ing up, so that
bringing out about 20 carloads per day. Among
these shipments the past three months was about
2000 tons of pulp or tailings from the old Mammoth

works

COLORADO.

Around Deer Lodge. — New

Work

will

be

commenced

matter of considerable importance as regards the expense of about $10,000.
These carbonates can be
Cook's Peak.— Silver City Enterprise, Dec. 21:
future mineral supply.
mined and reduced more readily than other ores in James Martin has been spending a few days in this
The
miners
all
hopeful
and
conficity.
He hails from Cook's Peak, where he is in
this region.
are
d;nt that the Belt mountain camps will be lively dur- charge of the Graphic works. While there has
been very little said of this camp, it is certainly one
ing the coming spring.
of the most promising in the Souihwest.
There are
about 40 men at work there, the majority of whom
are working on Iheir own property.
The mines of
the camp have been good producers from the surRUBV Bell,— Deadwood Pioneer, Dec. 20: The face, all of the owners having more than made
Ruby Bell Co. has a force at work- extracting ore wages while developing their properties. The ore
from the face of the tunnel. The ore is high grade, runs very high in galena, and the most of it avera good deal of it showing a quantity of free gold. ages about 100 ounces in silver.
Il is a desirable
Surveys of underground workings and developments ore for smelting.
Mr. Martin informs the Enterof the Buxton Co. will be made by Engineer White prise that work on the Graphic has progressed
during the present week. Actual surveys show the steadily and that the mine is now in fine shape and
Golden Reward Co. has a breast of ore in sight 150 looking better than at any time in its history. The
Actual samples prove main shaft has now reached a depth of 165 feet, and
feet long and 8 feet high.
Il is
the average value of the ore to be $30 per ton.
will be continued to 220 before crosscutting again.
stated that there are at present a greater number of Several drifts have been run.
During the past year
mountain
and Cook's Peak has probably shipped more cars of ore
Bald
employed
in
the
mines
of
men
Ruby basin than ever before. There is not one than any other camp in the county outside ol those
vacant cabin in either of the camps, and every mining iron and copper. It might also be said that
boarding-house is crowded to its utmost capacity. the camp, during the past year, has also made a
At Carr's place men are sleeping in slables for want more steady and healthy progress than any other
The Big Chief Co, new camp in the country. There are a large numof more comfortable lodging.
has commenced active operations on their property, ber of mines from which ore has been shipped with
which will be continued all winter. This company more or less regularity than any camp except Pinos
has done a large amount of work already, and in- Altos, Kingston and Hermosa and yel it is comtend to continue until they can produce paying ore, paratively a new district, and the mines have been
of which they have a large body.
opened up by the original locators, without the aid
of outside capital.
It is sure to be one of the best
camps in the Territory within two years.
UTAH.

The owners of the Empire State lode-Conrad
Kohrs, Peter Lansing and C. P. H. Bielenberg
contemplate developing it in the spring. They have
brought down some good ore lately and the lead is
Nothing definite is yet known in recash, and that payment will be made within the next a strong one.
The purchasers are New York parties, lation to St. Louis parties working the Mountain
ten days.
propexcellent
an
got
hold
of
writes the outlook was very encertainly
have
Mr.
Gable
Lion.
who
erty, and one which for some time past has been a couraging. We mentioned some time since the shipIf
ore.
quality
of
excellent
of
an
carload
of
ore by W. P. Emery, from the
producer
ment
of
a
steady
galena and silver camp eight miles east of town.
is further said th^t negotiations are pending for the
the
also
in
mines,
of
group
learned
the returns therefrom, but a
Higby
have
not
We
purchase of the
It is claimed they are now in a few days ago Messrs.
John Devlin and Joseph
vicinity of Morenci.
quantity.
unknown
and
tons
of first-class and two tons
large
shipped
ten
Peterson
condition to produce a
It was
of high-grade ore of a most desirable quality— car- of second-class ore from the same camp.

terest

j

Paxton shipped

valued

on the Rose mine at Bullard's Peak about January
The Rose has generally paid her way and has
produced a great dcil of ore worth from $5 to %\o
per pound. General Manager W. C. Hadley of the

—

—

lack of faith in the future prosperity of this corner of
The contract for the work on theSouth
the county.
King Co.'s claims has been secured by Col. Robt.
Williams and the work will be pushed to completion
as speedily as possible. The excitement in this end
of the county this week is in Pinal and immediate
neighborhood. The parties who held the bond on
the Blackbird mine are in Pinal and it is rumored
for the purpose of making the final arrangements
concerning the transfer ol this property. P^om all
accounts the mine is a valuable piece of property.

winter.

the

is

DAKOTA.

—

District.

and

Hi.

San Francisco.
Silver King Notes. Considerable assessment
work is being done on some of the claims in this
vicinity, which is a strong indication that there is no

—

Closed Down.— Walker Lake Building Dec.
The Silver Peak mines have been closed down

the

—

mer we

.998 fine,

M. Co. of I-ike Valley has five machinists
employed in repairing the old mill at I^ke
\*alley and
putting
place
in
the
new machinery.
James Dodd and Mat Miller returned
New
from
El
P;iso
with
the
returns
of
shipment
a
ol ore
being m.ide almost daily, both on Dry and Running
Wolf. On liry Wolf preparations are being made from the Alhambra. They were well satisfied with
the
returns
and
also
Ihe
trealment
they
received.
for sluicinj; on the placer claims during the spring.
A force of men is working on the Higby and Pierce The Deep Down mill starts up on Monday next.
claims to great advantage. Several new claims have The contractors are ahead sufiicienily to keep the
been located.
At the head ol Running Wolf, mill going steadily. The contractors slate that they
Swingley, Sutton iV Co. are pusJiing work vigorously. can take out the 5000 ions of ore, for which they are
About half a mile IkIow their claims Brings
Co. under contract, above the first level. Sinking and
development is being continued. Judge Sloan of
will develop their properly through the winter.
The Morston Woodhurst shows a larger bjdy of ore Santa Fe, who was in the city last week, is interestthan ever. Still lower down the gulch, Woodhurst, ed in a new electric process for treating ore, the exOwens, Kendall, and Mix have made new locations. pense of which will not exceed $1 per ton. He is
A road has been completed along nearly the confident that $5 ore can be milled and worked by
whole length of the gulch. Heavy shipments of ore his process at a profit Thos. B. Pheby returned
are coming from there to the smelter, and will be from New Vork last week and informs the F.nierprise
here in a few days.
A great many teamsters are that his company has reoi^anizcd and is now known
loading ore at the mines at present.
Prof. Mortson as the Mimbres Consolidated Mining Company,
savs that the predictions made last summer by Mr. Pheby, of course, surrendering his leSse on the
He is interested in the company and will
Messrs. Eilers and Enirichin regard lo the finding property.
The mill
of carbonate deposits at the porphyry contacts in the run the properly as the company's agent.
lieli mountains are now being realized.
This is a is being thoroughly overhauled and repaired at an

in

We

is

&

Silver

Saturday for New Vork City. The shipment weighed
33,000 pounds, and the copper was about 95 fine,
carrying about 36 ounces of silver and $4 in gold to
the ton; the matte was 75 fine, carrying 40 ounces
silver and $7 gold per ton.
Another carload of
matte about 36,000 pounds was also shipped on
Thursday of this week, and the regular shipments
will follow.
The shaft on the Caledonia mine, 4x7.
60 feet deep, is all the way down in good smelting
About 20 men are employed in the mine and
ore.
The company expect to build a
at the furnace.
large furnace of 125 tons capacity, in a short time.
A portion of the material has already been ordered

—

bullion

Falls Tribunt. Dec. 14:
Prof. Mortvin has returned from Wolf creek.
He
reports the mines in full activity.
strikes are

carload of copper and matte sent forward by the
Atlas Mining Co. of Red r<ock, left that station last

still

is

in

The

The parties who purchased O'Conor
interest 10 the Telegraph mines are exCo arrive here shortly.
Ihey will resume

Duncan's

any mine ever opened

Copper Bull ion. —Flore nee Enterprise. Dec.15:
From Mr. E. W. Haskin it is learned that the first

in ore that as^^ays

—

company's camp

List.

at $1700.

pected
operations at the mines.

dustry.
Whether the omen is a good one or not,
the mining outlook for this section never looked so
favtirable as it does at the present time for the year
1889,

level

drift

Bella

evening

shaft

east level at the aso-foot station, and
it will soon be shown up what hes in that
direction.
Ore is also being taken out on the west 250-root
level.
It is really one of the tinesi developments
ever made in Montina; and if a body of ore is
struck at 350 feet like that at 250 feet, it will surpass

ly, and It is the intention to erect a mill for the reduction of the ores in the spring. A superstition exists among many miners that a year ending with
nine is a successful and prosperous one for that in-

level:

from $15 to $20 a ton,
PoTOsr. The south drift on the 650 level
being advanced in clay and porphyry.

Oto

for the

on the Champion

averaging 11 feet per week, which will
100 (eel by Feb. 15th.
Work has now com-

Lily,

il

Belt Mountain.— Great

Bradshaws. Ed Wager has recently struck some
horn silver on bis El Dorado mine at Tip Top. The
El Dorado has been worked for a number of years,
and is now paying belter than at any time before.
W. A. Rowe has a pack train engaged in packing
ore from ihe Original Davis mine on Slate creek to
Prescott, for shipment to Colorado smelters.
Ore
works from $80 to $100 per ton, and he has 20 tons
out re;tdy for shipment. John McDermid has taken
a contract for running a tunnel 100 feet in the Storm
Cloud mine, and Thomas Williams and J. Brown
have taken a contract for sinking a 70-foot shaft on
Fred Little is the foreman ol
the same property.
the mine.
Fred Sattes was in from the Alligator
mine yesterday, for supplies. This mine is opening
up into a veritable bonanza. It has already produced
several thou^^nd dollars in gold, and there is as
much in sight now as has been taken from it. Twelve
men are now employed on the Storm Cloud, and the
work of developing this and other properties adjacent,
owned by the same company, will be pushed rapid-

In the north
drift, at a point 104 feet from west crosscut No. i,
west crosscut No. 2 has been advanced 30 feeL
Formation porphyry with streaks of quartz.
is still in

progrirssing very favorably

carry

429

These

at Tintic.

tailings

»S:

were shipped to

Denver, but now they are being worked by a leachThe iron mines are sending fluxing
ing process.
ore to Montana at the rate of two or three carloads
In looking into the ore shipments from
per day.
this district, it is not pleasing to learn that the great
bulk is going outside of Utah for reduction. The
policy which makes it to the interest of ore-producers to sell outside is not favorable to building up
The fault seems to
the industries in this Territory,
be chiefly chargeable to the railways in oiTering betthan for encourores
ter rates for carrying away our
aging our home smelters. The Bullion, Beck & Calis driving ahead, opening new levels and
developing large bodies of ore ready for stoping,
and at the same time is sending out ore regularly.
This property appears to constantly grow in extent
as the crosscuts and drifts are pushed ahead, while
The Eureka Hill
it holds out fully in going down.
property is shipping more than ever before, and of
course employs a larger force of men. The Centennial-Eureka made a small shipment in May, and began regular work in August. The record made since
The Gemini company
that dale is certainly good.
their Keystone
is putting up fine hoisting works on
property and will have them in full operation by the
large shippers
give
four
will
This
month.
l^st of this
from Eureka, all being located on that great mineral
Mammoth
other.
each
line^vith
direct
lode and in
Hollow is doing well and shipments are regular.
there
being ore
finely,
developing
The Mammoth is

ifornia Co.

in all the levels

and

crosscuts.

The

iron

mines are

shipping more than ever before, part of which goes
to

Montana.

At the Horn Silver.— Around

the

Horn

Silver

Sunat Frisco there is an appearance of a perpetual
A visitor this week found an engineer at the
day.

small shaft, an official was in the assay office, and a
lone man was in the blacksmith shop watching the
dying embers of the forge. The doors of the big
hoisting works were all closed, and the only sign of
the boiler stack
life about it was smoke coming from
and the small noise of escaping steam. The only

OREGON.
J.

The Tom Paine.- Bedrock
W. Young returned Sunday

Den>orrat, Dec. 19:
evening from Port-

where he perfected every arrangement for
operating the Tom Paine mine at Pocahontas on an
extensive scale.
The fact that Mr. Geo. B. Markle,
vice-president of the Oregon National bank, and one
of the wealthiest men in Oregon, has become one of
the principal owners of the property is a sufficient
guarantee that the Tom Paine will take front rank
We are informed
as a dividend-paying property.
that a steam-stamp mill has been purchased at the
foundry of Smith Bros. 5: Watson, in Portland, and
has been shipped and will arrive here at once and
be erected on the mine.
From Sparta. Wm. Ainsworth gives us a few
items of interest from that camp. The Del Monte
group of mines continue lo be developed under the
supervision of Jay Guy Lewis, and are making a fine
showing. This property is now in the hands of
land,

—

It is exEastern capitalists, and a sale is prtiding.
pected that these mines will be operated extensively
in the spring. Arrangements are being made for the
erection of a mill on the Little Pittsburg property,
and Messrs. McCoy, Brophy and others who own
the mine are in Sparta at the present time making
It is said these parlies
the necessary preparations.
have laid out a new townsite at the head of Lone
The
quartz and placer
of
Sparta.
gulch,
south
Pine
mines in the vicinity will afford the means of support
and
build
up
a good camp.
number
of
people
for a
The new town would be nearer lo Baker City by sevpresume
this is the
Sparta,
and
we
eral miles than

main object

in the

new

townsite.

Baker County Mines.

—

Bedrock Democrat,

Dec, 12: The New York company, represented by
Mr. John Williams of this city, and owners of the
North Pole mine at Cracker creek and the Big Aleck
mine in McCord's gulch, five miles west of this city,
is making preparations for extensive work on both

The mill machinery for the Eurethese properties.
ka and Excelsior mines at Cracker creek is now being transported by team from this city to the mines,
to be on the ground ready for its erection early in
At the Columbia mine at Cracker creek
the spring.
there are about 25 men on the payroll and the mine
The Gray Eagle will be
is showing up splendidly.
developed to the extent of several hundred feet in
the spring, as work will continue on it all winter.
The La Bellevue is turning out thousands of pounds
The mines
of concentrates for shipment to Denver.
of Isaac Kloop, in the near vicinity of La Bellevue,

information that could be elicited was that 20 men
were working down the small shaft, and as many
work on them will be conmore in the big one; the former being 400 feet are being developed, and
tinued all winter. We understand that Geo, B.
deep, including an incline, and the latter 1300 feet,
Oregon National Bank
vice-president
of
the
Markle,
the
from
still
deeper
and that winzes had been sunk
Everybody about Frisco either knew of Portland, is one of the purchasers of the Tom
lowest level.
district,
and that this
Pocahontas
in
mine
their
Paine
else
or
nothing about the workings in the mine
Some ventured the expression of property will be put under a rigid process of developlips were sealed.
yet
this winter.
mill
erected
once
and
a
at
ment
come
a
would
a hope that with the New Year there
Pittsburg at Sparta is being developed,
change of management and better days for the The Little
are very favorable for a mill lo be
chances
and
the
mine and camp.
sold to the Butte Sampling Works, the first-class
bonates.
Taken altoerected on the mine at an early day.
ton,
The Sanger
gether, the mines of Sparta look well.
Various Camps.— Prescott Journal- Miner, Dec. netting $71.27, and the second class $16 per
MBXIOO.
It
cost
freight.
paying
railroad
$5
is turning out its thousands of dollars monthly in
Biglow & Smith are doing assessment work on the purchaser
13:
ore and $3.50 per ton to haul
extract
the
ton
to
daily.
minper
found
placer
being
chutes
are
a
new
ore
and
N.
Johnson,
bullion,
gulch.
a claim in Maple
Development Work.— Silver City Enterprise,
the Deer Lodge depot, leaving the owners
er on the Hassayampa. brought in several dollars it to
production of the The Sanger is a great mine and will continue to be
This is pretty Dec. 20: Two bars of bullion, the
above
all costs and expenses.
have
Austin
!.«-,.....
S642.70
i^
come.
ShuU
unun
&
years
to
ycM.ciUfiy.
',
for
' ^
gold uu^i
dust yesterday.
worth Ol'
worm
of. euiu
. n
.
wt u ;,Telegraph, were brought in Friday
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The Steel Sleeper Business.— Avery

n^ECHAjMieAL Progress.
Rope Transmission.

great

activity seems just now to mark the steelsleeper business in England, and the competition
Some of the
for the orders offering is keen.
Staffordshire steel-masters were recently in resleepers for
tons
of
for
15,000
inquiries
ceipt of
narrow gauge for export. But Staffordshire
does not particularly lay herself out for the
sleeper trade, and the inquiries have been

For tranemiBBion of power over long distances
from 100 to 1000 feet or more, ropes are coming more into use than formerly. They have passed on elsewhere, A contract for Bengal
recently been given out at from
been used at widely different places for many and Nagpur has
g23.75 to $24.15. In this country attempts
years, but it is only quite recently that their have been made to a considerable extent to subvalue has been more fully recognized as an stitute metal for wooden ties on railroads, but
economical, convenient and efficient means for it does not yet appear that the right kind of tie
accomplishing the end for which they have thus has been invented. Wood is cheaper here than
in England and possesses the quality of yielding
been brought into use.
The system was first introduced into Eog- in just about the right degree, and a metal tie
advoits
where
manufactories,
should come as near to the same degree of yieldlish shops and
cates have long claimed for it less cost than ing as possible. The way the railroads are using
Moreover, up the stock of available timber should be an
leather belts and better adhesion.
when in exposed locations, water will not dam- incentive to some ingenious inventor to bring
age ropes, and they are not subject to such out a metal tie equal to a wooden one. An iron
sudden giving out as leather belts. Any little tie experiment is to be made by the New York
beginning of weakness may be more readily ob- Central, which has placed a contract for 800
served and provided against. Another impor- ties. They will be laid on the new Harlem
tant advantage is that power can be readily tracks.
added to shafting by putting on additional
What an American Manufacturer is
In case of a rope breaking, only the
ropes.
Lowell
shafting and machinery driven by that rope Doing in China. According to the
belt
Times, Albert Whitney Danforth of that city
alone has to stop; whereas, if a large
manufacturing
enterfactory
in
a
mill
interested
or
is
largely
entire
the
used,
transmitter was
Recently the Lowell machine
prise in China.
has to stop until the break is repaired.
have
been
works
As prime transmitters between the central shop and Providence machine
power and the general system of shafting, they shipping machinery, and Brown Bros. & Co, of
are generally considered to hold a decided ad- Providence mill supplies to the Shanghai Cot-

—

vantage over either gearing or leather belts.
One instance is noted where 700 horse-power
by 20 ropes being run in Vis transmitted
shaped channels on a single drum 12 feet in
diameter conveying power to wheels seven feet
in diameter— two-inch diameter ropes being
used.
English manufacturers have never made such
a general use of belts for tranemitters as has
been done in this country. The life of a rope
about seven
is much shorterthan that of abelt
or eight years, while a good leather belt properly made up and of proper size for the duty required of it, will sometimes last for a lifetime.

—

The difference
by the less

in

wear

is

about compensated

cost of the rope,
English manufacturers have never been partial to belts, and were for many years quite incredulous as to the possibility of conveying
high power by belting, as is done in this counGearing is much more generally used
try.
American belt manufacturers
there than here.
have furnished many factories in England and
on the continent with heavy driving belts.
The results which have been obtained with
ropes have not always been of uniform excellence, mainly, however, because designers have
in some cases failed to recognize properly the
requirements of good woiking. Where ropedriving has been tried and has failed, examination has almost invariably revealed a disregard
of correct principles of construction, and has
shown nothing calculated to detract from the
favor in which the system is held, especially
where a continuous high speed is required. In
mill districts, particularly, engineers have not
been slow to avail themselves of these advantages, and with the cotton rope most satisfactory performances are recorded. The field of
usefulness of rope-gearing is gradually being extended.
Wire-Rope TraD amission.

for

Company, whose buildings will be
ready to commence operations at once on its
Power will be furniBhed by a 500horse power engine, in the construction of
which Mr. Corliss took great interest and gave
The company has
it much per^nal attention.
a monopoly and is under imperial protection.
Its works are on the Wangpoo river, near its
junction with the Woosung, and about three
miles from the *' foreign settlements" of
Shanghai. The Franco Chinese war and some
other events seriously embarrassed the Shanghai Cotton Cloth Company, and it has taken
some time to recover. The company retained
Mr. Danforth to care for its property and interHe is in excellent health and a *' heavy
ests.
weight " physically.
ton-Mill
all

arrival.

—

London
Heating Rolltng-Mill Rolls.
Evgineering illustrates and describes in a recent
issue a device for beating roller-mill rolls by
The gas is burned in jets, which are unigas.
formly distributed the whole length of the rolls
at each side.
When these jets are lighted and
the machine is put into slow rotition, every
part of each roll is gradually and uniformly
heated without the productionof any dangerous
This method of beating rolls is said to
strains.
be in use by Messrs. Bolckow, Vaughan & Co.,
the Dowlais Iron Company and the steel company of Scotland. In one mill the average life
of the rolls previous to the application of the
gas was 79g days, and after the application 342
days. The device is the invention of Franklin
Hilton of Middlesboro'-on-Tees.

A New Building

Cement.

— London

Indus

says that the cement by which many
stone buildings in Paris have been renovated is
likely to prove useful in repairing the foundations for machinery. The powder which forms
the basis of the cement is composed of two parts
With wire-rope transmissions for outdoor use, oxide of zinc, two of crushed hard limestone,
and one of pulverized grit, together with a cerbeen
found
trouble
has
serious
spans,
and long
to arise from excessive vibrations of the rope. tain proportion of ochre as a coloring agent.
Careful management, however, has had the ef- The liquid with which this powder is to be
fect of almost entirely eliminating these dis- mixed consists of a saturated solution of six
turbing influences, and instances are now not parts of zinc in commercial muriatic acid, to
rare where very long spans .are used with per- which is added one part of sal ammoniac; this
solution is diluted with two-thirds of its volfect satisfaction.
In this country there are a number of in- ume of water. A mixture of one pound of the
stances where distances from 300 to 1000 feet or powder to 2^ pints of the liquid forms a cement
more are used, notably at Sibley College, Ithaca, which hardens quickly and is of great strength.
N. y., where the span is fully 1100 feet. In
Spontaneous CoaiBUSTiON. A recent case is
Europe wire ropes are found practicable and
advantageous for much greater distances, rang- reported where a painter engaged in a mill removed
his overalls at 6 f. m. to go home. At
to
several
feet
up
from
50
ing all the way
miles. As an example of long transmission, S:30 the watchman, discovering smoke in the
that famished in Scbaffbausen, Switzerland, at mill, summoned the engineer, and tog( tber
the falls of the Rhine, is quite notable. There they searched the premises carefully, tracing
some 800 horse power is carried diagonally the smoke to a small room in which the overacross the line and extended a distance of two alls were discovered, aqd in one pocket was a
miles, being there distributed among the 50 dif- bunch of greasy waste which had ignited.
ferent mannfacturing establishments, situated This goes to prove that spontaneous combattion
in every imaginable position and embracing all will emue in less than three hours if the conthe varied arrangements of changing direc- ditions are all right.
This use of wire ropes has been increastions.
A Neav Wooden Pullet has been devised on
ingly produced in Europe, the transmission
coming into use at the point where a belt or an entirely new principle. The center is of
cast
iron, and the rim is of wood, and it is made
length
to
be
great
embecomes
of
too
shafting
in two parts. It is claimed that by its use better
ployed profitably.
belt
friction is obtained; and a saving in power
Prof. Osborne Reynolds says that steel ropes
as transmitters of power have a great advantage is realized, as the spokes are so formed as to
over shafts, because the stress on the surface offer little resistance to the motion. By anovtl
will be uniform, the velocity will be uniform, and effective paper busbiog, keys and set screws
and may be at least 10 to 15 times as great as are entirely done away with, and the grip upon
with shafts, say 100 feet per second; the rope is the shafting is perfect.
tries

—

carried on pulleys, which may be at distances
of 500 or 600 feet, so that the co-efficient of
friction will not be more than 0.015 instead

—

SeiENTiFie Pr.o@ress,
TerriblH Electric Storm at Sea,
Eictricity Fometimes gives us terrible displays of its presence, and energy and phenomena
often occur which puzzle the scientist to exreport of such a display at sea ocplain.
curred on the Slst of October last in latitude
41° 42', longitude 54° 42'.
We condense the
description as given by the captain. The occurrence took place on the ship Swedish Edward,
on her passage from Havre to New York:
Just before dawn the entire crew was at
work bracing the mainyard. The ship was
scudding along close reefed before a strong gale
when the phenomena occurred.
It blew great guns and we were compelled to
scud before it under bare poles. The seas were
heavy and knocked my little ship about as
though it had been a joUyboat. The gale had
continued for several days, when, on the morning of the Slst, the sky grew darker as morning
advanced, and the lightning and thunder drew
nearer. About half past three a. m. it was diI had just ordered the
rectly over our ship.
men to brace the mainyard, when their work
was suddenly interrupted by a lond crash of
thunder, followed by an explosion like that of a
thousand cannon. The lightning struck the
main rigging directly over the men, and at the
same moment a ball of fire just like a shell
bobbed about the rigging and then exploded. It
was something sublime, although terrifying.
When the ball of fire exploded, streaks of
It .was
lurid flame darted in every direction.
just like the falling of a multitude of stars. For
miles around the sea was illuminated, and every
cord in our rigging shone like a strand of silver.

A

slower form of ball lightning.
In the case
of the ship as above, the tall topmast, the yards,
ropes etc., were the prime conductors which
led to the change to ball lightning, before the
fluid " reached the deck.
Eds. Press.]

A Never
When Coal

Failing Substitute for Steam
Gives Out
Diecussing this subLif/ht and Heat closes as follows
A moment's reflection as to'why we use coal as
a source of energy will tell us what we can sub-

ject.

—

Modern

:

stitute for it when it is all gone. Roughly speaking, either a lump of hard coal weighing two
and a half pounds, or 453 gallons of water
which can be made to fall ten feet, will produce commercially a horse-power hoar of work.

The obvious reason why we

prefer the lump of
is this, that we fiod
already made for us; it will keep indefioitely
"and will not leak oat through cracke; and
lastly, we can bring it cheaply to tbe spot
where we want the work done, and there burn
it in a suitable boiler and obtain the horsepower hour of work. We hear people say that
coal contains merely the stored energy of the
sun. To be sure, but so also the water which is
raised to a bight above the sea in theformof rain,
contains the stored energy of the sun, and if it
is allowed to simply run down to the sea in
rivers, the energy is made to do no useful work.
It is a consoling fact that at the present time
there is more energy going to waste in the form
of fresh water lifted by the sun's rays and in the
form of salt water lifted in tides by the moon's
influence than is developed by the entire yearly
consumption of coal, and it is a still more con-*
soling fact that this source of energy is no further beyond our grasp than was the energy of
coal a hundred years ago.
It has already been
demonstrated that through the agency of electricity we can at any chosen place use tbe enThe brilliancy was but momentary, however, ergy of the winds and tides and running waters
and we were left in darkness to contemplate in a way that is almost equivalent to burning
coal without digging it from its native bed.
our thrilling position.
In less than five minutes another terrible
flash of lightning, followed by another explosion
The Tramp Across Greenland by Dr.
and another ball of tire, angmented our terror, Nansen and hia accompanying paity of Ecienand sent ns scurrying in every direction for tists, to which allusion has already been made
were all thoroughly frightened. in these columns, did not result in any discovshelter.
The crew could not do any work. But our ery of scientific import. The party had exfears and aetonishment were destined to be still pected to have made a landing high up on the
fuither increased. Just as we were getting on eastern shore, but were unable to do so, and
our feet again, and thanking God that we had the vessel in which they took passage was
escaped with our lives, there was another thrill- forced to land them at a point so near the
ing display.
southern shore that they saw but little of
Suddenly and with a terrible sound a flash of ** Greenland's Icy Mountains "' beyond what
lightning broke right above the main rigging, any navigator might see by a voyage around its
and out of it we could see another ball of fire southern extremity. Still the sufferings of the
playing above the rigging from the starboard party were so intense that in all probability no
It, too, exploded,
side right over to the port.
other party will ever undertake to cross that
but with a noise and scattering of flaming frag- continent at any more northerly point. They
ments which sent the previous ones into com- traveled about .350 miles, but were not at any
parative insignificance. I was dazed, and when time over 100 miles from the ocean, yet they
I recovered sight and sense, not one of my men crossed a mountain range at an elevation of
were on their feet. Some were tumbling about 9000 feet above the sea, with icy peaks at least
on the top of each other, some crying with fear 1000 feet higher in sight. They endured great
and others stretched on their backs as though hardships and braved many mountain perils.
they had been struck dead.
He who explores Greenland to any purpose
Oae by one they got over the shock and must land several hundred miles above the point
The second mate could not speak for where Dr. Nansen disembarked, and make his
fright.
several hours, and the whole work of keeping way through the heart of that Arctic continent.
the vessel before the wind devolved on me and But what aid to either science or commerce
the first officer, who fortunately were not right would he gained by such a foolhardy trip across
The such an ice-covered region is more than the orunder where the balls of fire exploded.
shock to the ship was terrific, and the timbers dinary mind can imagine. There might be
cracked each time we were struck.
some gain to science if a nearer approach could
As soon as the crew were able to get around be made to the North Pole in settling the quesI made a thorough examination of the vessel tion of a supposed open polar sea, for the exIt was not injared in the least
and rigging.
istence of which there are very many indicaand showed no signs whatever of the awful tions, and for a determination in the aid of comThe crew were all right in a day or merce and navigation of the mystery of circumfusilade.
ao, but the second officer, who was among those
polar ocean currents.
stunned, complained for several days of a
severe pain in the stomach, but now he is as
A New Oil Light. A new oil light was
hale and hearty as ever.
public near London recently.
It is
I have been in many storms during my long shown in
stated
that the principal feature of this new
career on the sea, but never before had such an
of
evaporrzing
light
is
the
mode
the
oil
and
prethese
electriexperience. We frequently meet
its escape in the form of spray, or, in
cal displays, but I have never heard of one of venting
obtaining
method
of
complete
comMy vessel was loaded short, the
the intensity of this.
with iron ore, and this may have acted as a bustion. Creosote oil is ordinarily used, and,
magnet to attract the meteors, or whatever you after a small quantity of spirit has been poured
on the surface of the oil contained in the well
may call them,
light is applied and the radiat[Ball lightning, as it is called, is a rare mani- of the lamp, a
ing covers put on. Compressed air is then
phenomena.
Until
reelectrical
festation of
passing by means of a small
cently there were but a few authentic instances turned on, which,
the center of the flame and over the
of its occurrence, and no very satisfactory ex- jet through
oil in the well, forms a high temsurface
of
the
this
been
made
of
very
planation has ever
lightning perature and also produces an induced current,
Bill
curious electrical display.
the gas of the heated oil and at
generally follows a stroke of ordinary forked which raises
draws in the necessary supply of
It seems to come directly out of the same time
coal to the tank of water
it

We

—

lightning.

in the form of a ball or bomb and makes its
way, independent of any conductor, to the earth,
often rebounding several timcR, as an ordinary
ball would before coming to rest. The ball usually
disappears with an explosion, as in the cases
above narrated, although it sometimes disappears quietly as though it were a glow of
When such a phephosphorescent light.
nomenon appears the lightning stroke seems to
cause,
suddenly arrested
some
have been, from
in its course and its final energy exerted in the
slower and more noticeable manner of ball
it

lightning.

Our Steel Rail Industry. No steel rails
Some interesting observations in regard to
were made in this country 20 years ago, and lightning have recently been made by Prof. Colthe imported rails cost §120 per ton. Now we ladon of Geneva,
His observations go to show
of 0.04.
1,764,000 tons, and rails sell at §30 per that when lightning strikes a tree, for instance,
A recent correspondent of the American Ma- produce
ton.
it is first attracted by the numerous tiny top
cliinist, who has had a very large experience in
them conveyed to the limbs
rope-driving, prefers pulleys about 3^ feet in
Steel as Cheap as Iron. A Pittsburg firm branchlets and by
diameter, with end of wood to the rope. After has offered soft steel for structural use at the and from thence to the main body, where by congreater
resistance it makes its
centration
and
gives
grooves,
he
prefershapes
of
using many
same price as iron.
course manifest by bnrgting the bark or
ence to 55° pitch. A small slip of the rope
is
posBible
that such
itself.
It
Coal loses from 10 to 40 per cent of its evap- the tree
causes much greater wear than loss from supsometimes
convert the
posed wedging in a sharp groove. He soaks bis orative power if exposed to the effects of sun- obstructions may
the
lightning
into
swift-moving forked
shine and rain.
ropes in warm tar.

—

Dec. 29, 1888

complete perfect combustion and produce
The well of the lamp is cona powerful light.
nected with a tank or reservoir, insuring a constant supply of oil. The flame forced up from
air to

the lamp emits no smoke, and the light, though
naked, does not dazzle the eyes. The light is
chiefly intended for industrial work on a large
scale, such as in connection with railways,
docks and buildings, where the illumination of
large spaces in the open air or under covfr is
Either common creosote oil, crude
required.
petroleum, or any other heavy hydrocarbons
may be used.

A

Natural Well of Refined Oil

—It

is

stated that on the Summerville farm, three
miles north of B.ady's Bend, Penn., an oil-well
is located which every day pumps about a barThe resirel of first-class refined petroleum.
dents of that vicinity purchase this illnminant
and burn it in their lamps without its having
gone through any process. It answers the purpose equally as well as the finest illuminating
kerosene, does not smoke nor has it an unpleas*
^
ant odor.

Mining and Scientific Press.
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Useful

to be used at each comer of an ordinary cird*board-box for the purpose of aecaring the adjacent sides in a stronger and better
manner than by the employment of paper and
paste.
The sides of the box are also turned inward instead of outward, after the groove or
out is made, and this also tends to strengthen
the joint. It is claimed that a much stronger
and more durable box at a slight reduction in
joint

Infor]^atio]m.

—

LoosK Tires and SroKts. A correapoodeDt
CiermaDtowD, Pa., TeUgraph writes to

of the

that paper as follows:
'*In a recent iatue of
the Tfhijraph there ie aa item in regard to oiliog wheels with hot linseed oil when tire and
spokes are loose, instead of having the tires recost is the result of this process, as compared
let.
I have practiced this method for the last
with those made in the usual way.
nine years, and have found that the wheels
keep in much better condition than when I went
Kailway Rollino Stock kok South Amerto the blackamith and had the tire reset.
I
have a one-horse farm and lumber wagon, and ica. Heavy Argentine contracts arc reported
the tires had become so loose that it was diflicult as having recently been made by Senor Miguel
to keep them on the felloes, but not knowing M. Tedin of Huenos Ayres for locomotives, palthe nie of oil I had them reset. Two years after ace and other cara intended for the GovernA
I saw the statement made in regard to oiling ment railways of the Argentine Uepublio.
them and tried it, and from that time to the contract for .'30 locomotives is mentioned, but is
not
yet
exactly
located
as
far
as
the
lucky
present the tires are as tight as a vise and the
felloes as hard and sound as a nut.
By repeat- builders are concerned.
ing the oiling once in two years they will reA Self Kbulsterino Co.ntrihution-Box
main so until they are entirely worn otT. For
resetting it coat me $2, for the oil it coat me An Kagliahman haa invented a contribution-box
about 15 cents. A better illustration of the ad- that rcgi8t3rB the amount deposited. Nothing
vantage of oiling wheels instead of resetting tire less than five cents goes, and a charming chime
was in the case of my wheelbarrow, the wheel of bells are agitated with emotion when a dolof which had become so dry and shrunken lar drops into the slot.
that the tiro would fall from the felloe; but by
What is a " Mascot "?— The term is a
giving it three good oilings the tire has become
provincialism meaning one's lucky
80 tight and Grm, and baa been so for the French
last five years, that it could not be driven otf wight or charm for good fortune.
The term in
with a hammer. I have recommended this French is " la mascotta," and is of the femin" Le mascot " is the masculine
course to a number of my neighbors, and they ioe gender.
have found by practical experience that oiling form, but the feminine is always used.
the felloes, spokes and bubs of their wheels is
preferable to taking them to the blacksmithTo Harden Plaster of Paris.— To harden
shop to have the tire reset, while the expenao plaster of paris, add five or ten per cent of hyis a mere trifle. Try it and see if it is not so."
draulic cement to the plaster before wetting.
Five per cent of finely ground sulphate of
Bhrstino of the flAiNswoRTif Cast-Stkkl potassium will give even a quieter degree of
Ons. It seems that the steel gun about which hardness.
so much has been published during the past
American Lard. In addition to the enoryear has served only to illuatrate the pluck and
mous quantity of American lard which entera
energy of a 'Pittsburg firm that peraiated in
into home consumption, more than $40,000,000
an experiment which from the start was aaid to
worth is exported every year. Lard ranks
have had small chances of success. This gun,
sixth in value out of $800,000,000 of American
under the direction of Supt. Hainsworth,
exports.
was recently tested at Annapolis. Qaite a

—

—

—

—

number

of naval otTicers and a party of visitors
The Largest Electric Plant in the world
from Pittsbnrg were present, when a prelimi- will soon be put in operation. London is to be
nary charge of 30 ponnds of powder and a pro- illuminated by electricity, and a contract for
jectile weighing 10 pounds were put in the gun. the immense undertaking haa already been
This was fired without the least eflfect upon the made.

piece.
The charge of
ed to 50 ponnds, bat

powder was then increasOstrich Feathers —It is said that the dewhen the smoke of the
second shot had cleared away, pieces of the gun mand for oatrich feathers has recently largely
03".
fallen
This will not be good news for our
were found in various directions, while the
structure that bad been raised around it, and California ostrich farmers.
the building covering all, were almost totally
wrecked. It cannot yet be determined whether
the test was positive proof that cast-ateel guns
must be a failure, and that only steel guns constructed on the bnilt-np proceas can be made a
sncoess, although it ia admitted that no fliw
The Dread of Death.
could be found in the fragments. The gun was
an experiment, and if it can be made succeasfnl
Sir Lyon Playfair has written to Junius
will greatly reduce the heavy cost now en- Henri Brown the following letter in regard to
tailed in the conatruction of steel guns of large the latter's paper in the Forum on the *' Dread
caliber.
No announcement baa yet been made of Baath ":
whether or not the experiment will be reDear Sir: I have read your article on death
peated.
with much interest. This subject has often occupied my mind, and I have been led to the
How TO Make Ground Glass. A corre- same conclusions. Having represented a large
spondent of the Scientific American givea the
medical constituency (the University of Edinfollowing process by which he haa made ground
burgh) for seventeen years aa a member of Parglaaa:
"I firat bought five cents' worth of liament, I naturally came in contact with the
emery and two plates of glaaa the siza required. most eminent medical
men of England. I have
Spoiled negatives will do if they are cleaned,
put the question to most of them, *' Did you,
which can be done with a strong solution of in your extensive practice, ever know a patient
lye.
I pUced one of the glasses on a flit board
who was afraid to die ?" With two exceptions
and sprinkled a amall quantity of emery on they answered *'
No." One of these exceptions
it, which I wet with water.
Placing the other was Sir Benj?.min Brodie, who said he had seen
glaaa on that, I ground them together, renewone case, that of a young girl of bad character
ing the emery and water whenever neceaaary.
who had a sudden accident.
In about one hour I had two of the finest qualI have known three friends who were partial
ity of ground glass, fully as good as those I
ly devoured by wild beaata under apparently
would have to pay 75 centa for {8x10 inches)." hopelesa circumstances of escape. The firat
was Livingatone, the great African traveler,
Pump DisCHARfiES "When the auction pipe who was knocked on his back by a lion, which
of a pump is long or haa bends in it, or if the b^gan to munch his arm.
He assured me that
water haa to pass through valves od its way to he felt no fear or pain, and that his only feeling
the pump, its diameter should be larger than was one of intenae curioaity as to which part of
the water-chamber inlet, and be contracted at his body the lion would take next. The next
its connection to the diameter of that inlet.
was Rustem Paaha, now Turkish Embassador
The diameter of suction pipe, in auch case, for in London, A bear attacked him, and tore off
an inch inlet should be 1| inches; that for a part of his hand and part of his arm and
two-inch inlet 2^ inches, and that for a three- shoulder. He also assured me that he had
inch inlet ahould be .3.^ inches, and so on, in neither a sense of pain nor of fear, but that he
abont like proportion, diminishing the ratio felt excessively angry because the beast grunted
somewhat as the size of the inlet increases.
with ao much satiafjctionin'tnnnchinghim. The
third case is that of Sir E Iward Bradford, an
Safety Value.
Indian oflBcer now occupying a high position in
Fresno is to have a 'poasum farm. Jease the Indian office. He waa seized in a solitary
Irwin, a prominent citizen of that place, has place by a tiger, which held him firmly behind
just returned from Pike county. Mo., with a his shoulders with one paw^ and then delibercarload of these animals.
The ranch ia to be ately devoured the whole of bis arm, beginning
fenced with an old-fashioned rail fence, covered at the end and ending at the shoulder. He
with guard wire, and each recess of the fence is was positive that he had no sensation of fear
to be snpplied with a hollow log.
He is going and thinks that he felt a little pain when the
to plant 20 acrea of persimmons and the aame fangs went through his hand, but is certain
number of acres of black haws, and his sweet- that he felt none during the mauching of hia
potato patch will be the largest in Fresno arm,
I waa led to the same conclasions as yourself
connty.
when I attended the hospital as a medical
The zinc mines of the Peru Zinc Company, stndent, and I thought you might like some
located at Galena, which were the most ex- confirmation of the views described in your intensive in the United States, and which have teresting article in the Forum.
been closed for nearly three years, will be. reopened soon and a large force of men put to
The Use of Water on the Scalp. '*^People

EOOD
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work.

A Useful

Invention

troduced into

this

whence we derive no
ber

.of

novelties.

is

just

country
It

now

being

in-

from Germany,

inconsiderable numa metal
of

consists

quent rubbing with a towel dry up the oil in
the roots, and in time the hair becomes dead
and drops out. In England people never think
of washing the hair.
A good comb and stifl^
brush are all that are needed to keep the head
clean.
The women often epend hours iu oombing out their hair, and that is the most laborious part of a maid's work.
Instead of shampooing, Koglish barbers uie a machine shaped
like a little barrel and covered with stiff
bristles.
This is run by a smalt gas engine, and
will winnow every speok of dirt out of a man's
bead in a few minutes. I have heard there are
some in use in this city, but I have never seen
one." Another important agent in cauaing
baldness

may make a man

if

the loss will oease.

California in London.

The meeting in this city on Tuesday of this
week in the support of an enterprise proposed
by Mr. Lubin of Sacramento for a permanent
exposition of California products in
waa well attended and interesting.
those present were the following:

London,

Among

Ceorjre C. Perkins, A. lam Grniif,
B. Cornwall, Louis SIocm, U. M
Laruo, Prof. K. W.

DoIitiat»-fl-at-largc

P.

UilL'nrJ, T.

Cluoilman,

II.

AUx

rt Callatin.

Alanioda county-J. S. Emurv, C.

M.

PImii,

M. J.

Keller.

ItiUto-E. T. Uoyinlils
t'oIiHi— Dr. A. (ir.iv, J. B. tl" .larnolt.
Contra CosU !•- It Smith, DavUI tush.
VA Uorn.lo-I* (J. Harvey.
FreHiio-A. B. Rnller,
K.jrn— K. K. HouK-hton.
Los Ancolcs— W. II. Workman, H. LlniUoy,
bank, I R L»nkKf8>ifm.
LawsL'ii— (.'.
Huti'hiDson, \V F. Purrv.
Lake — t'arrio .Sf.ovuna Walters.
Mdrlri— K. C. tie Long.
ilouturcy— JcHSO D. Carr. O. W. Nance.
Napa— si. .M. Kfltco, Lcnnanl Coatcs.

Or. Bur-

.

C

Accidents in Mills and Shops.— A large
number of accidents are oonstauCly occurring in
mills, machine-shops, etc., to employes, but
mostly from carelessness on their part. Occasionally, perhaps, it ia the fault of those in
charge in not providing proper m^ana to prevent
these accidents.
In most cases a lawsuit is the
outcome from these accidents. The injured
person naturally seeks to obtain damage for his
Bufferings, and in many cases, as is well known,
with Buccess, for juries, aa a general thing,

naturally aympathize with the injured party, and
a verdict is accordingly recorded againat the corporation.
So often do caaea of this kind occur
that a company has been organized in Boston to
insure employers against damages from this
source. The cost of inanrance is very small, as
statistics show there is no more danger that an
accident may occur to one of the employes upon
which damages would have to be paid than that
the building will take fire and burn down;
therefore, a protection against these should be
as desirable as one againat fire.

Placcr~A. P. Hall, P. W. Bntlcr.
Sacramento -Ur, 0. L. Simmons, K. L. Groto'V, D.
W. K. Strnnif, O. W. Huncock.
San B«ntto-I)r. Thoniris Kint.
Sun Mntoo— Alexander Gordi)n, TJmnthv ITonhlps.
San DieKO— C. B. Turrill, I M. Morrill, 'Frank A. Kim-

Lul.iri,

ball.

San Bernanlino— O. T. Dyer, D.
ler

L. Wllbor, F. A.

Mil-

MttthowQa^o.

San .loaquin— L. U. Shippce,

S,

A Woods,

A.

.1.

M(

r-

rlNcy.

San Franc-ieco— G. K. Fitirh, W. H. Milh, Frat k Dalton, A. T. Dowey, Ceneral Harly, John P. Irish.
Santa Clara— T. B^ach, W.
Andrews, (s t'adwaladcr.

C

,

Sonuiiia— II. W. Byini;ton, .John AdaniH.
Solano— G. P. riaistoa', G N. Piatt.
Stanislaus— J. B. Caldwell, E. B. Heard.
Tehama— N. P. Chipman, J. S. Cone.
Trinity— T. .1. Tinnin.
\'entiira— Goo. A. Newhall.
Yuba anil Sutter— J. B Monta'-ne, .John Halt.
Yolo— K. B. Blowers. Wm. SudtKin. C. W. Iteod.

The meeting was organized by the choice of
A. T. Hatch as temporary chairman, with J.
Meredith Davies and C. B. Turrill temporary
secretaries.

The following committees were then apMusic in Medicine. From the time when pointed by Chairman Hatch: Permanent Ormedical knowledge waa first embodied in rules ganization Mr. Workman,
C. B. Turrill, P. B.
of practice, and probably from a much earlier
Cornwall, H. M. Low, and H. W. Byington;

—

—

period, music has held a recognized place in the
treatment of disease. In no class of diseases,
however, are we likely to derive so much benefit from the use of so pleasant a remedy as in
those affecting the mind itself. In melancholia
and allied stites of depression its value is generally admitted io our own day.
Ancient practitioners were alao cognizant of its usefulness in
this respect.
must all have felt how suitable is its infinite variety and facility of expression to the changing moods of the sane, and
it is therefore the less difficnlt to understand
how atraying minds are pleased and aettled by
charm. Certain it is that its beneficial
its
effect is in this case considerable, and our readers, though possibly unable to acquire a knowledge of the art, should at least possess, and if
needful assert in practice, a sense of its therapeutic value.
London Lancet.

We

Smokers' Vertigo.
ed in the

New York

—

Dr. Dacaiane is reportMedical Record as having

recently investigated a number of caaea of vertigo in smokers.
Out of 63 patients 49 were
between 50 and 66 years of age. More than
half of them suffered, in addition, from digest
ive troubles, with constipation, alternating
with diarrhea, insomnia, palpitations, dyspnea; and diuresis. In the third of the number there waa marked intermittence of the
pulse and granular pharyngitis, while others
Thirtysuffered from aphthaa, amblyopia, etc.
seven were persona who smoked habitually on
an empty stomach, and these suffered from
The ververtigo, principally in the morning.
tigo generally coincided with suppreaaion of
excretion
of urine.
diminished
and
perspiration
The treatment consisted mainly in reeulating or
suppressing the cause, but 3.3 out of 37 patients
ceaaed to suffer on merely refraining from

smoking on an empty stomach.

—

Tough Fruit Skins. The skin of plume ia
wonderfully strong compared with its thickness, and resiata the action of water and many
aolvents in a remarkable manner. If not thoroughly masticated before taking into the
stomach, this skin is rarely, if ever, disaolved
by the gastric juice. In some cases pieces of it
adhere to the coats of the stomach as wet paper
clinga to bodies, cauaing more or leas diaturbance or inconvenience. Riiaina and dried curranta are particularly tronbleaome in this way,
and if not chopped up before cooking, ahould
ba thoroughly chewed before swallowing. If a
dried currant paaaea into the stomach whole, it
ia
never digested at all. Popular Sci-.nce
Monthlji.

A

Disinfectant for the Sickroom.

— Anew

disinfecting compound for purifying the atmosphere of the sickroom has just been presented
Oils of roseto the Berlin Medical Society,
mary, lavender and thyme, in the proportion of
10, 2, and 2^ parts respectively, are mixed with
The
nitric acid in the proportion of 30 to Hbottle ahould be shaken before using, and a
sponge saturated with the compound left to diffuse

by evaporation.

—

Smallpox in Merced. Five caaea of smallpox were reported in Merced December 15:b.
The dwellinga where the oases exist are quaran antined and marked by yellow fligs. S) far

buoyant for a time,
but you will notice that the hair becomea dry
and brittle afterward. The water and aubsefeel

the

indiscrimiuUe use of fancy
you waah your head, use only
good caatile soap, and you will be surprised to
find, if your hair has been falling out, bow soon
is

toilet soaps,

become bald from washing the head," said
**The use of water on the the
Eagliah barber.
ecalp

4J1

disease ia of a mild form, and the utmoat
care ia taken to prevent its spread. VaccinaThe doctors are all busy vaction is general.
cinating at the expense of the county,

Order of Business— W. H. Mills, Mr. Wilbur,
Harvey Lindley, M. M. Eatee and Jesse D.
Carr.

The committees retired, and in their ahspnce
David Lubin and Mr. Taber of Sacramento addressed the meeting in support of the general
proposition of a California exhibit in London.
Mr. Eatee then presented a resolution that a
permanent exhibit of Californian products be
estab'isbed in London. The resolution waa
unanimously adopted.
The Committee on Order of Business presented
the following report, which was adopted:

—

First
Consideration of general suhjnct,
and
answer to the question, Shsll an exhibition of the
products of California be held in London ?
Sfcond The duration of such exhibition.
Third The general plan.
'

—

—

Fourth— Consideration and ascerninnient of cost.
Fidh — Consideration of ways and means.
Sixth— Appointment of committees.
The Committee on Permanent Organization
presented their report aa followa: For Permanent Chairman, W. H. Mills of Sm Franciaco;
Permanent Secretary, J. M. D^viea of Alameda;
Vice-Presidents— A. B. Butler of Fresno, E. W.
Jones of Los Angeles, and David Lubin of Sacramento; Treaaurer, Loois Sloss. Also one
vice-president for each county, and an Executive Commituce of 15 membera to be elected by
the convention. The reporta were adopted.
A. Daw-Kerrell, Surveyor Tinnin and Chas.
B. Turrill of San Diego then addressed the
meeting, after which the usual noon recess was
taken.
At the afternoon seaaion the first speaker was
Prof. Hilgard of the State University, The
professor approved of the proj.ict of the exhibi-

and promised to do all in hia power for ita
N. Cadwalader and J. P. Irish
the proposition.
supported
also
William L. Merry was also in favor of the
proposed exhibition, aaylng that London waa
the center of the mercantile world.
Mr. Eatee then presented the following
Whereas, It is deemed desirable to make an exhibition illustrative of California in London; ard
tion,

furtherance.

:

all portions of this State are equally mterested in the success of such an exhibition; therefore

whereas

be it
Resolved, That the Legislature be requested to
appropriate the sum of $ ,ooo, to be expended under direction of a commission appointed by the Governor maintaining an exhibition for two years in

—

London.

Mayor Workman

of

Los

moved

Angeles

that the blank in Mr. Eatee'a resolution be
filled by the insertion of "§250,000," and after
aome discuaaion the resolution aa thus amended

was unanimously adopted.
The following gentlemen were then elpcted
P. B.
members of the Executive Committee
Cornwall and William H. Mills of San Franciaco; 0. W. Playter of Alameda; J. B. de Jar:

nett of Oolosa; T. E. Hughes of Fresno; Mayor
Workman and J. B, Lankerahim of Los Angeles, A. P. Hall of Placer, H. M, Larue and
David Lubin of Sacramento; A. S. White of
San Bernardino; Charles B. Turrill of San

Diego; L. U. Shippee of Stockton; N. Cadwalader of Santa Clara; H. W. Byingtnn of
Sonoma; N. P. Chipman of Tehama; and K. B.
B'owera of Yolo. To this committee were
afterward added A. T. Hatch of Solano, Captain Merry of San Francisco, Prof. Hilgard of
A'ameda and M. M. Eatee of Napa.
The meeting then adjourned, subject to the
call of the Executive Comraittee,
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to develop

The market

re-

extended so aa to meet the

wants of the induatrial classes, and thia department will be added to as occasion demands.
of correspondenta haa increased of
our constant readers have, no doubt,
noticed.
It ia the intention of the publiahera
and editors to atill further improve the paper

Our Hat

late, as

entific Press

is

published in the United States. It has been
through all the " excitements " and depressions

All

character.

this

of

Phenomena During the

Eclipse.

many

people will go from thia city
to some point on the line of totality of the
great

on Tuesday, who scarcely know what
to see aside from the mere temporary
observing of the sun. In last week's Press
Lowden, an accomplished amateur, will take a
were given the main facts of interest concerning
very large camera with a 3 inch lens and 22the coming eclipse suggestions forob8erver8,by
inch focus, with special apparatus for following
Prof. Uolden, director of the Lick Observatory.
the corona during the time of exposure. The
But there are alao special phenomena to which
camera is arranged carefully on an equatorial
Prof. Holden calls the attention of those who
mounting. Mr. Burckhalter will take with
him a lO^-inch reflecting telescope made by intend observing closely. Those apeciatly iuterested ehould look out for the following menBrashear, Thia Newtonian reflector he has
tioned phenomena:
converted into a photographic camera; special
Near Beginning and End of Eclipae.
apparatus have been constructed to obtain a
Visibility of the limb of the moon be(1)
large field.
The main observations will be
photographic drawings of corona, meteorologi- fore it touches and after it leaves the sun, and
the time and distance at which it is noticed.
cal changes during eclipse, etc.
Apparent agitation of the sun's limb
(2)
In this party are aeveral lady artists who will

them are

skillful in

outdoor work and have been

Mr. W. H.

preparing for this for aome time.

eclipse

there

ia

—

The Mining and Scinow the oldest mining paper draw

in aeveral particulars.

There will be aev- near the point of contact immediately before
and after the eclipse.

the corona in colors.

barometer, thermometer, hy-

eral telescopes,

Whether the contacta are instantaneous
(3)
and well defined, or whether there are apparent
doing its publiahera have gained an experience done under the direction of Mr, Burckhalter. adhesions and distortions, formation of beads,
that is valuable to the reader.
He, with four others, leave here Saturday to or portions of the moon^s limb separated by
It has always been, and will continue to be, establish the latitude and longitude of the sta- dark lines or other irregularities of outline.
and in

bo

grometer, anemometer, etc., ao that exact obaervations can be made.

All the

work

will be

our policy to gather available information con-

tions and make preliminary arrangementa. The
and appliances con- rest of the party will leave the city on Monnected with mining and metallurgy and give day, and will practice for their work on TuesThis feature day morning. It is probable that the point sedetailed deacriptiona thereof.
alone should make the Fkess indispensable to lected will be a hill about a mile and a half
all who are engaged in the mining industry, as it from Cloverdale.
Representatives of the Minkeepa them posted and abreast of the timea.
ing AND Scientific Press are attached to this
Of course the more readers we have the better party and will assist with the instruments in
oan be our infl.uence and our work. We trust making the observations.

cerning

k. T.

fully.

iucident to mining in this country,

and Drafts

Our

largely increased

engravinga and intend

thia feature atill

porta have been
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observations of

tific

A

ail

new

processes

who have been

Progress of Eclipae.

Durlnfif

Projection of the

(4)

moon beyond the

sun;

time and extent to be noted.
Irregularitiea of the moon's limb.

(5)

tortions of the solar cusps,

their

Dis-

and

color

shading.

Bright band bordering the moon's edge;

(6)

color of the glass screen

moon

is

through which the

heat seen.

readers for years will

Prof. George Davidson ia abaent at Los AnFlashes or coruscations of light across
(7)
ILLUSTRATIONS.— Morgan's Ventilating Manhole; call the attention of othera to the advantagea of geles
measuring the base-line, and will he un- the moon.
Machine for Making Spirally-Welded Tubing, 425.
Lookout Mountain Incline Riilway, 433-34.
subscribing for the Press. It is our aim to able to observe the eclipse, as he had expected,
(S)
Any peculiarities of the illumination
EDITORIALS.— Spirally-Welded Tubing; Ventilating
Manhole for Sewers, 425- Passing Events; Close of publish a paper which shall contain from week Hia aon, Thomas Davideon, will, however, be and color of the moon'a disc or any portion of
the Volume; Eclipse Observing Parties; Special Phemany subjects which in charge of a small party of observers at Win- it; spots which may be visible.
nomena During the Eclipse, 432. A Mining Stock to week more or less on
Association; Incline Railways, 433> Photographs of will be of interest and benefit to the progressive nemucca mountain, Kev.
Any peculiarity in the appearance and
(9)
the Eclipse, 436.
F. G. Blinn of East Oikland will take his color of the solar spots, especially near the edge
CORRESPONDENOB.—Lixiviation of Silver Orea industrial classes of this coast. In thia we need
with Hyposulphite Solution; Neglected Sources of the aid of these classes themselves for mutual
five-inch Clark refractor telescope to Winne- of the moon.
Power in the Mines, 426.
MISCELLANEOUS.-Mining Company Meeting, benefit.
mucca mountain.
Near Instants of Total Immersion and

that those

in

London, 431-
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sion;
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MINING SUMMARY- From

Eclipse-Observing Parties.

Waahington Observatory, at Willows,
Ab excursion trains are to be run from thia Colusa county. They have a Clark four-inchcity on Tuesday next to various points on the refractor telescope and will make a special
line of totality of the eclipse of the sun, large study of the corona and observe contacta. Prof.

STOCK MARKET.—

Business Aimoimoements.
[NBW Tins ISSDB.1
Sampling Works for Sale— Gilleapy & Childg.
Dividend Notice— German Savings & LoaB Society.
tSF See Advertising Columns.

Passing Events.
The

total,

although about eleven-twelftha of the sun

Aside from the small parties,

will be obscured.

end

of

Prichett

Prof.

transit of

in

Venus

and individuals, who will go to places within

of this party will

the lines of totality, there are aeveral partiea

corona.

who go

to

make exact

acientific

of the light of the corona.

It

obaervations,

and who are supplied with all the neceasary inatrumenta and appliances.
The party from the Lick Observatory consista of Messrs. Keeler, Barnard, Hill, and a
University atudent. They will have the portable aix-inch Clark telescope from the Lick
Obaervatory and the apectroacope belonging to
the Chabot Obaervatory, Oakland.
They are
to photograph and examine the corona particularly.
Mr. Keeler will uae the spectroscope,
and Mr. Barnard will attend to the photography.
Mr. Hill will assist Mr. Keeler, and
the the student will make photo -metric measures

week of the year brings alao
Volume LVI of the Mining and Scienlast

This party will ob-

por-

which first reappears; a separation into minute parta, or formation of Baiiy'a beads, with dark lines among

optician

who made

at the

his first

A
of

Holden and Mr. Burnham.
The observatory
mining laws, this is the last will be closed to the public on the day of the
to do assessment work on their eclipse.
claims for the year.
Doubtless, on the 1st of
Of the Harvard Observatory party, who will
January, many neglected claims will be re- be stationed at Willows, Colusa county, several
located, and the new ownera will, in most in- of the members have been on the ground for a
stances, do more or less work on them to see month past.
Mr. Bailey haa made the prelimwhat they are worth.
inary arrangementa. It is probable that Prof.
The eclipse of the sun, which occurs next Pickering will be in charge. They have, among
orders.

S.

the

of

shadow, appearing on the ground like that of a
cloud, should be jy^atched by those who are
not occupied with other obaervations
and
any peculiarities described, as for instance,

the great apectroacope for

landacape

these

if

;

are seen, their

distance

and velocity should be noted.

apart, width,

make observations of the
During the Total Phase.
Winnemucca, and afterward make
The general appearance and extent of
(14)
visit to San l^'rancisco.
the corona; when and where it first appears

party

of five of

the class of

Butte Co., not
two-inch telescopes

This party consists of

Two

W.

and a camera

E. Downs, R, Drew,

Palmer and C.

students of the claaa of

California

University

going to

take two

of

'88,

and disappears

whether uniformly surroundand more exone aide, especially where the sun
has juat disappeared, or is about reappear-

Yankee Hill, ing
the moon's
from Oroville. They will
tensive on

California, intend
far

Observations will alao

Lick Observatory by Prof.

Flashes, rays, or bright points as the

here that he will

be

made

(12)

eclipse at

who have

liminary arrangements.

Zealand.

the Lick Observatory, haa telegraphed a friend

0. B, Ellsworth, T.

and aome of them
week past making pre-

when observing the

New

;

glass.

for a

1882,

stated that a corps of observera from

ia

have been there

Under the U.
week for miners

last visible

tion of the aun, or of that

Amherst College Observatory, in charge of Prof.
David P. Todd, will be stationed near Winnemucca mountain, Nevada.
whether its appearance and motion are uniform,
J. A. Brashear of Alleghany, Pa., the famous or if dark stripes appear fiitting across
the

serve at Bartlett Springs,

thus far neglected to send in their

R:ipid change of the

Mr. Eagle aun disappears or reappears.
make pencil sketches of the
The approach and receaaion
(13)

in

This is also the best time for the
renewal of aubscriptions. We hope this gentle
hint will be responded to promptly by those

Tiric Press.

Emersion.
(10)

numbers of persons will be able to witness the, Nipher will have charge of the photographic in- them.
Any increaaed brightness of the moon's
phenomenon and will take advantage of the op- strumenta. They have a large camera, an
(11)
portunity.
In thia city the eclipae will not be equatorial mounting, the same one used by edge, and when and where it is noticed,

the various counties
Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho. Montana, New Mexico, Oreeon, Utah, Wyoming, 428-29.
Sales at the San
MINING
Francisco Stock Board, Notices of Meetings, Assessments, Dividends, and Bullion Shipments, 440.
of California,

Prof. Prichett will be in charge of the party

from

—Meaars. Carason

*89,

W.

Hille-

University

and Bikewell,

ing

;

disc, or brighter

its color in different

;

portions

;

its

shading,

and whether separated into two portions, one
brighter and shaded uniformly, the other
radially striated

;

ita

changes,

Prominences or protuberances along
the edge of the moon, with their position, form,
(15)

will observe near Cloverdale.

Jamea P. Jones of Oakland is organizing a
party to go to Mt. St. Helena, Napa Co., and
will take suitable instruments for exact observations.

and any other peculiarity
also
and any other changes.
and extent should be noted on a

extent, color,

;

their formation, growth,

The

position

diagram previously prepared.

Alexander Badlam with a party of 20 will
visit one of the hiign peaks in Lake county
with apparatus for photographic and other observations.

(16)
cially a

Oolora of

the clouds or fog, and eape-

note of the changea of color.

If there are aeveral observera

with teleacopes,

desirable that one ahould keep the

whole
ia a
very important aatronomical other instruments, a 13-inch photographic teleU. S. Surveyor-General C. W. Iriah of corona in view, while each of the
othera conand during this week final preparations scope, and will photograph the corona and the Nevada will obaerve at Llegar Station, Nevada fiues his attention to some designated
portion.
have been made by many parties who intend spectrum of the corona. There are five mem- & Oregon R. R., in Nevada. This gentleman Those without telescopes, or
supplied with
observing it. Some of the parties are already bers of this eclipse expedition.
observed and photographed a previous eclipae,
glasses or apy-glasaea, should
it is

Tuesday,
event,

opera

on the

The

arranging their inatruments,

field

etc.

rain has fallen very steadily all over the

State for the past week,

abundance

water for

of

The snowfall

ao

there

mining

is

was voted to give Mr. Cbas. Burckhalter, an
how- honorary member, and assistant in charge of
the Chabot Observatory, Oakland, all the assist*
protect ance possible, and for the members of the aaaoanother ciation to accompany him in a body to the point

operations.

in the mountains has not,

heavy thus far.
The formation of an association

ever, been very

mining-atock

now an

Probably the largest party in the field will be
that of the Pacific Coast Amateur Photographic
Asaociation, At a meeting of the association it

owners, alluded

to

to in

an important move, and one calcu- selected near Cloverdale, for the purpose of
lated to be of great benefit if the work ia car- making photographic observations under his dicolumn,

is

ried on as at present intended.

rections.

and has made extensive obaervationa

for

this

alao

corona, as
(17)

A

it

appears to them.

comet may possibly be seen near the

The Idaho gold mine of Graas Valley, Ne- sun, or an aurora be visible.
vada county, this State, has produced altoThe Reno Gazette says:
gether $10,400,000. The yield for the pastil
months

is

about $600,000.

uary, 1888, very

the water ditch

little

The month

of Jan-

was produced, owing to
ice.
The

being blocked by

note

the appearance, extent, and peculiarities of the

Senator

Stawart

telegrapha Charles Friend of Carson that a bond
for

$3000 haa been forwarded to that city, and
ia returned with proper signatures,

as soon as it

width of the pay chute haa doubled in the past the new telescope
shipped,
There are about 40 in this party, 25 of year near the Maryland mine adjoining.

for the

Observatory will be

Mining and Scientific Press.
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A

Mining Stock Association:

I

;

make

daily visitv, or as ofc^ro as dtsired, to the

mines and report on the same

in

Incline

433

Railways.

their official

Probably one of the moat importaDt move* capacity.
By this course the association expects it
meots of the preaeot day is that of represeotaprevent
a development
being
contive miniDg meD, orfjaDiziDf;; to see that the can
Comstock mines Hated od the stock exohaogea cealed, unduly magnified or belittled, as is now
are worked ia the interest of all stockholders, done in the intereat of the stock manipuj

'

'

,

;

One of the problems which mining engineers
have occasionally to solve is that of the best
methcd

of bringing

ores

where ordinary teaming
the successful incline

up or down
is

impossible.

for a limits

1

few.

The

organizition

ia

!

lators.

is held in place by a wooden frame anchored
masonry piers which rest upon and are
bolted to the original rock.
Fig. 4 shows a
section and elevation of the engine-house and

of

plant.

The

;

—

of wires.

to

railways of this country

The association has, at this writing, a is that at Lookout Mountain, near Chattanooga,
We gave some facts concerning
called the Mtaing Stock Association, and for the mtmberahip of 13iJ, with every dayl>ringtng in Tennessee.
present the head ^ tfi^u is in room 10, old Odd new members persons of atinding and char- the length and general plan of this road in the
Pkkss of I)jcemb;r 1st from a description by
If they succeed in
Fellows' baildiag, .'i*25 Montgoniery street. The acter in the community.
aseociatioD ia compoaed of bona-fiJc niioiiig* righting, and thtre can be no doubt but they Mr. Adams, and in this number present some
stock owners, who have become tired of txpe. t can, the wrongs claimed to b) so pereistently engravings ihowing details, which will interest
iog reform in the miuing-dircctor »yatem of cirrted cu in the management of the mines, there mining and civil engineers.
The rails are of stetl, '25 pounds to the yard,
can be no doubt but moneyed men will not fear
working mines on the Comstock.
The first move to abate the evil was made to invest in mining (-hares, for the Comstock and laid on cedar ties nine feet long. No
mines are rich in mineral ore, and if properly spikes are used, the rails being secured by
the past week, in bringing an action in the Si
and not

is

same number
mit

inclines,

One

one inch in diameter, with the
The sheave at the sum-

driving cable

engines, bailt by

Wbeeland

of Chatta-

nooga, have two cylinders, l'2slS inches,

I

I

connected to the main shaft, and a 20-inch steel

and two SO-inoh gear-wheela actuate
two SO-inch double and triple-grooved

pinion
the

driving sheaves.

The

lead

the

of

cable passes around the

I

'

<

Fig.

1.

driving sheaves, as
a pair

of

shown

in Fig.

1,

and around

smaller sheaves, fixed in a sliding

frame to which

is

attached a counterpoise, aerv-

-LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN RAILWAY. VIEW FROM LOWER TERMINAL.

heavy lag-ecrews five inches long, the heads of ing to keep the oable uniformly taat. and allowwhich are reinforced by wroughtiron washers ing for changes of temperature or strains of
any violent nature. The engines are controlled
2x3 inches, which grip the base of the rail.
Mariposa
Cciultcrville,
near
Cfiinameu
Some
The up- absolutely by a system of levers extending into
cable consists of two sections.
The
shipping
ta
out
and
county, have been taking
per one, 4360 feet long, and depended upon for the tower of the engine-house, the engineer
system of mines being controlled by dummy di- China a peculiar quartz th^t is found there.
the real work, is passed over an eight-foot having au uuobatruoted view of the cars at
of
di»-po£e
The quar'z is not vitreous in appeariinee, but
rectors, who would sell or otherwiBe
sheave at the summit, and to its ends are at nearly all points on the line.
the ores in the mines to the mill rings for a looks like loaf-augar. It ia apparently barren
The boilers carry 75 pounds working pressure,
tached the two cars, giving the well-known
mere trifle. It has so far proven a dead Utter, of mineral, and the Chinese will not tell what
applied at the and consume from 1600 to 2000 pounds of bituThey have bhipptd alto- balanced hoiat where power is
for what is every person's husiness is no one's, it ia to be used for.
upper end. In this case, owing to the neces- minous coal per day (the cars making from 18
but now in union the ol j .-ct can be acjom- gether about 10 tons, and are taking out more.
about 90 pounds of coal per
sity for applying the power to the lower end to 24 trips) or

perior Court of this city, to test the validity of
the Mining Act, passed by the L^gi^liture in
April, 1880, to regulate the voting of stock by
proxy. This law was euacted to reform the

plished.

If

the

bw

is

declared conetitutional,

then mine elections can only bs carried by actual
holders or owners of stock, and not as is now

—

done by brokers' proxies.
Another wrong the association propoacs to
right is to insist that the Comnock mioea be
worked to the best posaible advantag'^, and also
that the grading of ores so as to reducs their
to
value, by which more milling can ba secared

done away with. Tlie asao
have their own experts, men
reliability,
of large experience and thorough
mill-owners, be

ciation intends to

worked ought

to

pay large dividends

for a long

time to come^

—

Alum The Silt Lake Herald says: An of the system, the ends are spliced below the
alum mine was discovered last week on the cars to the two ends of a second accticn of
banks of the Sevier river, near M.iryeville. The cable, thus forming a continuous driving«rope.
vein is 50 to 75 feet wide and ib (rom SO to 90 The center of the lower section pasaea over the
The alum can be extracted by grooved driving and tightening pulleys, arper cent pure.
aimpiy placing the crude material in boiling
water.

ranged

A

^__

as

shown

in Fig. 4.

large suiplua of strength

ia

allowed for In

round

trip.

The

throttle,

an ordinary 4 inch

only opened from one to two-

globe valve,

ia

thirds of a

turn for the heaviest loads, while

the full opening requires five

complete turns.

With this am'iU amount of steam the engines
make about 160 revolutions per minute, the
valves being set to cut

oflf

at two-thirds stroke.

by the upper or working cable, the maximum load The expenditure of power is surprisingly slight,
account is taken of the stiffneas of corddiscount on silver bullion from Norcross beiug five tons, while the breaking strain is 50 when
cable resting upon and moved
amounted during the pa^t year to 3123,768 53, tons. This cable is \} inches in diameter and age, weight of
compoaed of six strands of 19 wires each. The rapidly over 150 grooved pulleys, passed at
and the Sutro tunnel royalty to 532,398.86.

The Nevada

Tribune says:

The

losses
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Fie-

3—DETAILS OF BRAKE FOR CAR USED ON INCUNE.

angles through the power-plant, head and

rifiht

friction being

increased by the sharpness of
the angle into which the head of the rail will
be wedged by the weight of the oar and

tail pulleys, eto.

The importance of telegraphic relatloaa between the cars and engine room was duly considered, and a very simple plan was devised by
which either conductor can signal directly to
the engineer from any part of the line whether
the car is moving or standing still.
The arrangement may be readily described

load.

An

automatic attachment causes the break to
the same manner' in case the cable
should pait, even if the conductor should conset

tinue to hold on to the wheel

and independeEt

without drawings, as follows: A small eightcell Leclanche battery and an electric gong are

One

located in the engine-room.

plated, to be actuated

It should be

is connected with a bearing of the main
sheaves and thus with the cable, which forma
the ground circuit. The other pole is connected

of the

more than

To complete

gong to an ordinary

the circuit

all

that

is

when

signal

in motion,

it

is

another

contem-

governor attached

six to eight

is

to take a

a view from the lower terminal, show"

ing in perspective nearly the whole of the line.

to connect this wire with the cable,

make the proper

to

Fig. 1

neces-

and
this can be done at any point of the line by
pressing a spring upon the wire, the other end
of the spring being connected with the cable
where it is attached to the car.
To guard against mistakes or possible failures

still

minutes at a time, and
"set," as is the
case with springs on some forms of hoisting
machinery which are kept under Btrain for
months at a time.

supported by insulators that do not rise above
the wire being about six inches above the

is

a

and
grip

added that the springs which

will not be likely

it,

ties.

by

;

actuate the brakes are not required to be bent

telegraph wire stretched batween the rails and

sary

automatic

to the car-axle.

pole of the

battery

through the magnets

in

By

comparison with the engravings given In
1, 1S88, these give a good

the Press of Dec.

notion of the
difficulties

Fig.

work and

of

the topographical

surmounted,

2.-CAR FOR LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN INCLINE.

is

understood that any signal whatever, when the
is in motion, means
"stop !" but a
"start" requires a certain definite signal which
can, of course, be easily and deliberately made,
as the car must be standing still when such a

engine

signal

is

required.

This last signal

is

SECTION & ELEVATION

sacb that

could hardly be counterfeited by accidental

it

contact of the wires or

by malicious persons.

should be noticed that, even

It

if

the cable

were to be broken at any point, there

will al-

ways be a connection one way or the other
back to the engine-house, and if a car should
jump the track the spring would come in con*
tact with the insulated wire and thus give an
instant signal to stop the engine.
Fig. 2 shows the construction of the care,
which were built as low as possible, and are
provided with a special form of brake shown in
Fig.

8,

This brake acts in an entirely different

manner from the common

style

of car-brake,

the conductor being obliged to hold
trip, or

tion.

by accident

is

If,

it off

whenever the car

the entire

released, the brake

and against the front

is

during
in

mo-

or design, the hand-wheel
is

of

instantly forced under

each wheel, so as to

the wheels entirely off the track, thus converting the car into a sled, of which the brakes
lift

are the runners.

The bottoms

of the brakes now have soles
wrought-iron with short steel pins (24 in
number) projecting slightly from the surface
and sharpened like an engraver's tool.
It is
proposed to try a shoe with a V-shaped groove
of

to take the

head

of the

rail,

the amount of

r^-r

Fig. 4.—

VIEWS OF THE ENGINE HOUSE AND PLANT.

'
'

t

)

]—-^-r'-r

/^J
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NATIONAL
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WORKS
W.
Howard
N.

Corner Main and

4i5

THE DUCKER PORTABLE HOUSES
Crtmbiao

Mlmpllclty, Ntn.
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Compound

Saw

Engines. Flour, Sugar.

TKSTKll

AN[)

Every

UMcrlptluD
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-
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24, 1886.
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Addreas DUCKER PORTABLE
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,

Sur~
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i.larn [.Lit up witUout lljo uso '
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HOUSE COMPANY. 3?Ra"eSusC Now

York.

^>«r

•w«r.

PARKE & LACY,

Sole Manufacturers.
The Patuntoo

y.

OulekncBMcf I*ut
llMU L'patkI
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IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING ENGINES.

MARSHUTZ & CANTRELL,

C

'rr»n«|»orlii(l<>i)

nnd FtifllUv for

„»'.

i;l"AllA.NTKKD.

KENDALL'S PATENT, ADQUST

I I

Ue na,

wnrnmrttr-u-r

ltl|[»01TTt,V«-ll(l.

and Quartz Mill Machinery.
AMALGAMATING MACHINES. CASTINGS AND FORGINGS
ALL WOIIK

tho

ad-

VAtitat;<?s of A yvTnia Q i>n t builJini;
with tti.>uualilii'8 uf

UANL'FACTL KEKS OK

Stationary and

alt

and

oouilurta

San Francisco,

Sts.,

Manufftcturcnt

aii'l

SAN KRANOISOO, OAL.

21 and 23 Frement Street,
IJII'OUTKIU

corJlilly iiivitw miiiore to critlc:illy

AND MANUFACTURELIS OK

and |>a8s Judgmunt upon
thia iuprovud Bystcm of nitllin^
and ainalf^matlDg ores lu tho (olexarciriu

lowiD},' particulars:
1.

The

2.

Tlie

3.

Tho

cost

etampH

Is lce48

ot

(rcii.'ht

than ODc-hal( or

samu capacity.
to mine is loss than

one-half of stamps.
cost of erecting is less than
oDc-fourth of stamps.
'i'he jiower todrivcitis loss than
one-holt of utauips.

4-

The wear

6.

in

loss

ROCK

ENGINES,

BREAKERS,

BOILERS,

than one-quar-

ter of stamps.

There

C.

slices

no wear except on

is

STEAM

and dies.

In point of

7.

amalgamation

it

PULVERIZERS,

is

Huperior to any other machine
in use.
In it^simplicity of construction.

S.

We

CONCENTRATORS.

PUMPS.

challenge competition with

Stamps, Ball Pulverizers or and
other ore crushing machines now
before the public.

e

nd

for Circulars

and Price

MARSHUTZ & GANTRELL.

List.

HOISTI NO

GIANT ROCK BREAKER.
Westinghouse "Standard" and "Junior" Engines, Rook Drills and Air Compressors.
5aw and Planing Mill Machinery, Machine Tools, Governors,
Injectors, Oil Cups, and Lubricators.

ENGINES BELTING.OILS and
FOR MINES.

1, 2,

or

4 Drums,

We

with Reversible Link

New

HENRY
Practical

First

:

and Stevenson

ELEVATORS

for

WATER METERS

and Geologist,
-

freight

and passenger

use, both

of the

worm

jyWill report on the condition and value of any mining: property on
Instructions given in
the Pacific Coast. Rare Chemicals made to order.
Assaying and Practical Chemistry.

IS" Prices

on application.

Schubert,
Sierra City, Oul.,
President? Alvin Fischer, Secretarj; A. Letter, SuperintenProperty
dent. Dividtd into 300,000 ebares at SI each.
compriseBtwo locations. Ore assays HI per ton, average.
Coarse gold, solid rock; vein from 15 inches to 2 feet wide
Tunnel No. 1 in 120 feet, and prospects well. No. 3 just beAlviu Fischer, A. Schubert, Gus
gun.
Stockholders:
Fischer, F. L. Fischer, Anton Fischer, Fred Fischer, For
information concerning stock, etc., apply to F. L. FiBcher,
Sierra City.

"ECLIPSE;'

IMPROVED

One thousand copies in black. No
special pen, no special paper, no stoDcil
required. The "Eclipse "reproduces the
natural handwriting go exceedingly faithful that in moat cases "Eclipse" circulars have been taken for ordinary wrifcten letters. Speclmeos and circulars on
application.

that any style of machine

FELIX

TIIF. BUFFAI.O CONNOr.II>ATE:i>

F.

OAUS & CO.,
New York

698 Broadway,

is

OOLD

Mining Compauy, Sierra City, Cal., Eruest Busch, Superinteniieut. Stock divided into 603.000 shares at SI per
share. The property compriFca 5 locations. Ore finely decomposed, carries coarse gold. Size of lodge: Tuuuel No.
Fine black decomposed
1, 32 ft.; No. 2, 9i ft.; No. 3, 10 ft.
rock interspersed With white riuartz. New 10-stamp mill run
by a Pelton Wheel, blacksmith shop and boardinK Ijoubc.
Stockholders: Ernest Busch, HuBh Murray, Franic Cook,
J.i.G, Lee, Henry Carpenter. For further infurruatiou apply to Ernest Eufch, Hup't, or Hugh Murray, Hec'y.

Manufactured from strictly first-class Flax and pure lubricants. Superior to all others for Water and Steam. Packs
with less friction and makes a tighter joint than any other packing made. ilSr' Imitations of inferior f|uality having
been put upon the market, we have been compelled to adopt the above trade-mark, and all of our packing will now
have a RED CORD running throufrh the center its entire length. See that you get it and take no other. Sold by
all Hardware dealers.
Price, 50 cents per pound.
T. Y. SCHJSNCK^ Sole Manufacturer, 333 and 334

W.

Market

WIRE WORKS."

Street,

San Francisco,

D.

WASS, 141 & 143

Gal.

First St.

WIRE WINDOWS, GUARDS, OFFICE SCREENS, FENCING,
GATES, ROOF CRESTING and WROUGHT IRON WORK.

Buildings and Steamships

..

Copying Apparatus.

an
infringement on any style manufactured by him, he knows to bo abso
lutely false. The Supreme Court of the United States on March 19th decided that the pretended patent tor infringing, which he has for years
been fleecing miners for royalty, IS adsolutely void, with costs of suit
I am the inventor of all styles in use, and am preto Hendy &. Fisher.
pared to fill orders to suit customers. Send for list of prices of Hydraulic
Machinery. K. HOSKIN, Empire Foundry, Marysville, Cal,

CAI.IFORNIA CONSOni>ATKD
THE
A.
Gold Mining Comiiauy,

LIGHT

HOSKIN'S

HYDRAULIC MACHINE.
Hcndy

for

Send, for CATALoauE. e»

ONE-JOINTED
Mr. Joshua

stock.

Worthington pattern.

THE

of

in

gear and patent double oapaoity
....

ELECTRIC APPARATUS for the generation and distribution of electricity
and POWER. Keith System.
FLOITR HILL ROLLS ground and corrugated. Gear CnTTiNO A Specialty.

SAN FRANC SCO. ]-

The statement

CAL.

^

STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS of all kinds,
MACHINE TOOLS, and full line of
MACHINE SHOP APPLIANCES carried
hydraulic.

ST.,

Mille,

IRRIGATION AND RECLAMATION.

and Industrial Chemist, Assayer

718 MONTGOMERY

CO.,
SAN FRANCISCO,

Sts.,

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

1866.

HANKS,

G.

Stamp

-MAKERS OF-

Chemical Works

Pacific

WORKS

York.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS,
PARKE, LACY & CO., San Francisco.

ESTABLISHED

Plants,

SAN FRANCISCO TOOL

.MADE ONLY BY TDK

96 Liberty St„

Worka and Pumping

Smelters aud Coneentratore.

Motion or Pat. Improved Friction.

LIDGERWOOD MT'G COMPANY,

GENERAL SUPPLIES.

are prepared to give estimates for Hoistiog

Wired

for all

Systems of Electric Lighting.

Telephone No. 1508.
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Photographs of the

teresting to

Eclipse.

show the

position

and motion

of the

For these negatives the smallest stop
A great many photographers are preparing should be used and the time made as short as
preferably with an instantaneous
to use their cameras during the eclipse next possible
clouds.

—

Tuesday, and it is probable that more photo- shutter.
When great accuracy
graphB will be taken during this phenomenon

not necessary, the

is

than has ever been the case at a preceding one. simplest way to orient the pictures is to take a
With one party alone which goes to Cloverdale couple of instantaneous views of the eun 15 or
there will be 25 cameras, one of them an ex- 20 minutes before totality, and about one minute

upon the same plate

(the driving clock of

ceptionally large and fine one. All of the parties

apart,

which go to make exact observations will have
one or more cameras. Many of the negatives
will be sent to the Lick Observatory, and engravings will be made from them.
Photographs of the corona of very considerable scientific value can be made with an
and dry
ordinary photographic apparatus
With this view the camera should be
plates.
filled with the largest and longeat focused lens
to be obtained, and then should be carefully
focused with the full aperture upon some disThe image will be well defined
tant object.
over a small space in the center of the ground

the telescope bsing stopped in the meantime, if
the camera is mounted on a telescope stand).

glass only.
ity, six

Two

or three minutes before total-

or eight plates should be in

The ordinary tripod

readiness.

Take two m^re about the same interval after
The mean direction of motion of the
totality.
cusps on these two plates should give the direction of th3 circle of declination during totality,

within 10 or 15 minutes of arc.

numbered with a soft
removing
them from the plate-holder. The intended ex-

The

plates should

ba

pencil on the corner of the film before

letters

on the

slide.

tablet slides are very convenient
pose, as

the figures

may

be

for

this pur*

chalked directly

upon them.
List of U. S. Patents for Pacific Coast

Inventors.
The focus of the lens remaining as it was
Reported by Dewey & Co., Pioneer Patent
when adjusted on the distant object, as soon as
SoUoltors for Pacific Coast.
totality commences and the operat )r has assured
altitude.

himself that the image of the corona
r

center of the ground glass,

is

in the

may be
many plates may

the plats

tors

— Wm.

No. 394,799.
mechanism
actuating station indicators j and it has

Dited Dae.
for
for

its

A.

18,

obJ5ct

Turner, S. F.
1888.

the

From

the

official

report of U. S.

Co.'s Patent Offi:e Library, 220

Dbwey &

Patents in

Market

This

is

conversion

a

of

the

sud-

St., S.

F.

actuating device against the tripping device
or obstruction in the roadway into a prolonged
and uniform pull and avoidance of erroneous
iodicatious through the backing or irregular
motion of the car. It consists of one or more
tripping blocks or obstructions at the point
upon the track where the indication ia desired,
a lever or levers fulcrumed upon the car so as
to be actuated by these obstructions, a screw
fixed upon the revolving car axle, and a device which is caused to engage the screw by the
movement of the tripping-levers and through
which the indicator is actuated.

—

18, 1888.

This apparatus comprises a fixed

bed frame, a shaking frame suspended from
and above the fixed bed frame, and a third
frame suspended from and within the shaking
frame, so that it receives a peculiar movement
due to the movement of the shaking frame
This
and the bumping it receives from it.
third frame carries one or more concentrating
tables, the surfaces of which are corrugated or
fluted, and each has discharge openings in its
The frame also
ridges or elevated portions.
carries a screen-plate, between which and the
concentrating table is a perforated directing
plate to guide the material directly into the
hollows of the table. By the shaking movement of the table, the precious particles are
settled in the hollows while the worthless
material passes through tbe openings in the

By using a finder,
FOR WEEK ENDING DEC. l8, 1888.
be exposed during the totality, as time will be
394,902.— Horse- Brushing Machine— C. Alexsaved in knowing exactly when the image is in anderson, S. F.
394^550. Fruit-Picker F. & G, W. Ansley,
the center of the plate.
Medical Lake. W. T.
ridges.
Valuable experience may be gained by photoO. H.
394 636. Gold-Saving Apparatus
Baling Press. Jacob Price, San Leandro.
graphing light clouds away from the sun, or Bagley, Knappa, Ogn.
This
Dated Dec. 18, 1888.
394,553. —Window-Blind— F. A. Bernard, San No. 394,662.
near the sun, when it is obscured by heavy Bernardino, Cal.
press is of the horizontal type and is mounted
Several exposures
394,641.— Vineyard Hoe— E. Cartwright, Linelonds, or just after sunset.
on wheels so as to be easily transported. It
made in this way will show which one is bast coln, Cal. Station Indicator— A. E, Crucuel, has a central double-header follower and mech394,677.—
saited to give all the details of cloud forms, and S. F.
anism for operating the same, so that each end
394.769.— Roller Bearing -R. W. Hent, S. F. of the follower acts alternately to compreas the
this exposure (and stop) is bast suited for photo394,575.— Cigar-Holder—D. B. James, S. F.
bay in its end of the press-box. Each of these
graphs of the corona. With the full aperture of
394,654.— Concentrator J. A. Jones, Tusca- ends has a feed opening or well with a door
a portrait lens, the maximum time should not rora, Nev.
which may be closed when the well is full and
394,720.— Lamp-Filler M. W. Paxson, Virexceed five seconds. Oae plate should be exready for tbe follower to act on its contents,
ginia, Nev.
and
which is opened automatically by the folposed with the smallest stop and the shortest
394.662.— Bali NO -Press
Jacob Price, San
lower after the hay has been forced beyond the
time with the cap; another with the same time Leandro, Ca'.
feed
opening and before the follower returns.
394,664,— Can Tester W. H. Smyth, Berkeand an intermediate stop. By thus varying ley, Cal.
By the time the horses have been reversed on
the amount of light received by the plate,
Station Indicator— W. A. Turner, the lever the other end of the press is ready to
394,741.
receive another charge and may again be filled.
there is more likelihood of obtaining a success- S. F.
394,799.— Station Indicator— W. A. Turner, This process is repeated until there are, for exful picture, showing the delicate details of the S. F.
ample, three charges in one end, which will
16,098.
Trademark Aleutian Islands Fish- complete the bale, and two in the other end,
oorona.
On account of the motion of the earth while ing & Mining Co., S. F.
and the driver may leave the horses and assist
NOTB. —Copies of U. S. and Foreign patents furnished
the plate is being exposed, the image of the sun by Dewey & Co. in the shortest time possible (by mall in tying the compltted bale. While this is beor telegraphic order). American and Foreign patents ing done the third charge for the other bale is
or rather of the moon which covers the sun
obtained, and general patent business for PaclQo Coa jt being put in by the feeder.
The instant the
will be a little blurred and somewhat oval in Inventors transacted with perteot seourlty, at reasonable
first bale is tied the horses are started and it is
rates, and in the shortest possible time.
shape on the negatives; but it must be rememdischarged, and, the last charge being ptessed
in the opposite end. the other bale will be
bered that the portrait lenses in ordinary use
Notices of Recent Patents.
ready to be tied. While this is being done the
have such short foci that they can give but very
empty end of the press receives its first charge
small pictures of the moon. The actual size in
Among the patents recently obtained through for the. second bale, and so the process is coninches will be nearly as follows, viz.: With a Dewey & Co.'b Scientific Press U. S. and tinued without loss of time. By the peculiar
1-4 lens (focna about 5 inches), 0.04 inches! Foreign Patent Agency, the foUowing are arrangement of the mechanism for actuating
the follower, the latter may be given a long
with a 1-2 lens (focus about 8 inches), 0.07; worthy of special mention:
travel and moved at considerable speed during
with a 4^4 lens (focus about 10 inches), 0.09;
Vineyard or Farm Hoe, E-igar Oartwright, the first portion of its travel when power is not
and with an extra 4^4 lens (focus about 16 Lincoln, Placer Co. No. 394,641. Bated Dec. necessary, and. the whole power of the team is
Inches), 0.14.
The diameter of the extreme 18, ISSS. This hoe ia apecially adapted for ase concentrated at the end upon the last portion
exposed.

—

—

—

.

—
—
—
—

—

,

—

—

outlying portions of the oorona

may be

four or

five times these figures.

The object is to provide a simple hoe, the blade of which may be
readily attached or detached from the handle
for sharpening, or the substitution of another
on farms or vineyards.

About Obtaining Patents.
Patents are Virtually Cort^acts.
The Patent Law

provides that in case \ patei-tj which !s
the evi-^ence of the contact, is not executed in compliance
with the requirements of the law, it may be annulled, and
rendered void- Hence, it is of tbe greatest imxiorta-.3e to
-'VLryinventorthat his patent or contract be skillfull and

may afford him coirii^let*
vrotectiou for his invention during tbe life of his pate_ \

riccurately drafted, in order that i;

den strain resulting from the striking of the

Gold Saving Apparatus. Olin H. Bagley,
The black Kuappa, Oregon. No. 394,636.
Dated Dae.

will scarcely do to support

the camera, as the snn will be at considerable

the front plate is pulled to one end and the
rear plate is pulled to the opposite end, the
two being simultaneously drawn in opposite directions together, with the mechanism for operating the same.
Device for Actuating Station Indica-

posure for each plate should be indicated in
large whibe

[Dec. 29, 1888

of its

movement.

Secure a Good Patent.
An inventor should first ascertain whether or not 'iia improvement has been patented to another. This requires au
among all the patents in the class to
ivljich the invention relates.
If, by this "preliminary examination," the improvement is found to have been preuxhaustive search

i .vented, our client vd'.\ receive, for the small sum o£
for the examination, a verbal or written report showing
wherein his invention has been anticipated,
t'.iereby saving him further expense and perbapa -sB-vib. iime,

viously
fc"5

(lefioitely

*nxiety, etc

To avoid all needless delay, however and eecure patents
ftt the earlit'st moment practicible, inventors will do well t«
forward a mod 1, (Trawiug or sketch, with a plain, full and
comprehensive description of their invention (stating distinctly what the particular points of improvement are), with
$15 as a firstio'tallment of fees.

If the

improvement

ai>-

and patentable, the necessary papers
an application for a patent will be prepared immediately
and forwarded to the inventor for hia signature. When ho
receives the applicaEion and finds it duly prepared, he will
pears to us to be novel
for

carefully eign and return tbe same plainly addressed to us,
with postal money order or express receipt for our own fee.
The case will then be promptly filed by ua in the Patent
OflSce, and vigorously prosecuted to secure the best patent
possible
[This course is the most expeditious and satia*
.

factory, as

no time

is lost in

transmitting correspondencd

to the preliminary steps,] When tbe patent Is
allowpd the inventor will be duly notified, and on seudins
tbe final Government fee of $20 to us, we will order the
issue of the patent, and forward the same as soon as it is
secured from the Patent Office.
Th > payments are thus divided and made easy. We make
relative

no pretense of doing cheap work, in order to entice custom,
uor do we afterward make additional charges to bring the
bill up to a fair compensation.
We do our work honestly
and thoroughly, and we never give up a case so long as tbero
is a chance of obtaining a patent.
The Agency charge, including drawings, rarely exceeds $40, and for this
we can without appealing the case.

we do

all

Models and Drawings.^
Models are now seldom required by the Commissioner of
Patents, and generally only in intricate cases. Perfeetdrawworking machines are more satisfactory to
cumbersome system f storing up an immense bulk c f countless models.
DrawiDgs or sketches, sufficient to illustrate the invention
clearly, with a description that will enable us to make a fuM
set of perfect drawings for the Patent Office, is all that we
require. A model will answer our purpose as well, Iiowever,
I_i cases where the inventor can more easily furnish it,
/The valne and even the validity of a patent often depends
on the character, clearness and sufficiency of its drawing
ings

<

f practical

the Patent Office than the old

t.

There are thouKauda of existing patents la which tlie Im*
provements are but partially or poorly Illustrated in the
drawings
When an attempt is made to dispose of such
paten;s, the vagueness and defects of the drawings oft^a
prejudice capitalists and manufacturers against the invention, whil:: in reality it may be of g-eat value, and would
meet with lead/ sale had it been skillfully, completely and
iitisticoUy jortrayed. In all cases prepared by us. the
ilrawings are made under our personal supervision, by
akillcd draftsmen In our constant employ, and every precaution is taken to have tbe inven ion fully and clearly shown
by different views, so that the improvement will be readily
onderstood by the Examiners in the Patent Office, and comprehended by the pubUo when the patent is granted.

Advantages to Inventors on the Faclflo
Coast
The firm of Dewbt & Co. has edited and published the
ftliNiNQ A.ND SciENTiFio PitESs contiuQOUsly slnce 1360.

a period of 26 years.

Few agents, who

are

still

engaged in

hav had SO long-extended practice in patent
The members of the firm give personal attention to the applications intrusted to their care; and their
familiarity with inventions and with local affairs in ths
Pacific States and Territories, enables them to understand
the wants of invenl,ors oa this coast more readily and
thoroughly, as we believe, than any other agents in America.
the business,

soliciting.

there is saved a great deal of the time which ordinarily
hoped that photographers making pictSilver Ores Thus
Testing and
—when dstant agents are employed-is wasted in prelimi*
manner will send the original nega- blade.
oary writing back and forth.
tives to the Lick Observatory; but if they preAn illustrated work of 114 pages, for miners and prosThis happy-combination of lon^ business experience toCan Testing Machine.— Wm. H. Smyth, pectors,
by Chaa. H. Aaron. Mr. Aaron has managed gether, and wide connections, has placed our firm in a posifer to retain them, it is earnestly requested that Berkeley, assignor to King-Morse Canning
Co., to give many useful hints and suggestions, free from tion unquestionably most fortunate for affording inventors
such
in
a
style
as
to
be
easily
all technicalities, and
they will, at least, send positive copies on S. F. No. 394.664, Dated Dec.
18,
18S8. comprehended. It is written for the miner, with no prompt and reliable advice, and the best facilities for securglass.
Paper prints are useless for scientific This is a machine for determining whether the chemical symbols or metallurgical technicalities to con- ing their full patent rights with safety and dispatch at
those'whoare not chemists or metallurgists. The nntformly reasonable rates.
purposes.
Beams of cans have been properly soldered be- fuse
foUowiag summary of the contents of the work will give
Every patentee of a worthy Invention la guaranteed tha
Each plate shonld be accompanied by a state* fore they have been filled. It consists of an in- an idea of its scope.
clearly-.stated and co:rect deUnder the heading of the first chapter, "Testing Ores gratnltons publicatiou of a
clined rotary table or carrier, into which the
ment of the kind of lens used in its
our influential

It

is

Working

ures in this

production;

cans are placed, one side cf this carrier passing
beneath the surface of hot water in a containdiaphragm employed; the kind of plates used; ing-tank, so that as the cans are carried beneath
how long each plate was exposed, and the the water, escaping bubbles will indicate the
leaky ones. It consists also of a mechanism
means of identifying the top. The latter point
for discharging and drying cans, a mechanism
is of especial importance, and the upper side of
by which the defective cans may be separated
every plate must be carefully marked when it from the good ones and discharged into anis put in the holder, because the character of other chute, and in certain details of construction.
Tbe defective cans are discharged autothe corooa is such that without this precaution
matically and separated from the good ones.
it may be impossible to say certainly which is
the focal distance and aperture of that lens; the

the top of the negative.
It

is

desirable,

though by no means

Street or Station Indicator and CardDisplaying Device. Wm. A. Turner, S. F.
No. 394.741. D^ted D^c. IS, ISSS. The ob-

—

essential,

we find paragraphs on ore formation, test for
In speaksilver, with heat and water, acid or blow pipe.
ing of testing for a process, the extent and richne.ss of
ore is considered, smelting ores, selecting and working
samples, appliances for testing, roasting, etc. Under
for Silver,"

the head of "Working Ores" the author describes Aaron's
process, has something to say of superheated steam, preparation of dichloridc of copper and protochloride of copper, use of copper and iron, quantity of chemicals, carbonate of lime, chloride ores, amalgam, Patchen's process, etc.
He also describes the methods of working
roasted ores, treatment of base metals, stirring, heat of
furnace, want of sulphur, etc. Under the head of
"Leaching -Processes" are the titles Smelting, Mexican
process, Chilean process, Kroehnke'a process, etc. Under
"Pulverizing Machines" are described the arastra and its
construction and operation, stamp batteries, siireens,
Crocker's trip-hammer battery, Paul's pulverizing barrel,
Kendall's battery, Noice's pulverizer, a cheap rock
breaker, etc.
In speaking of amalgamators the author describes a
cheap amalgamator, grinding the ore, directions for making a barrel, preventing mechanical wear, use of quicksilver, copper in bars, Freiberg barrel, cheap barrel
trough, barrel on rollers, Aaron's amalgamator, separ-

that every photographic observer should be
ject of this device is to construct an appliance
provided with an assistant to record for him. which shall utilize all the space in the indicitorThe record should be made in pencil, on pieces box for the successive display of cards or signs
The invention
of white cardboard, cut to a convenient size. bearing names or other matter.
consists easentially of a box or case whoee front, ator, etc.
Each observer should be provided with colored
He describes an improvised retort, roasting furnace,
with the exception of a email space at the upor smoked glass to view the sun during the par- per left-hand corner, is transparent and which furnace tools and furnace building. Among the miscellaneous mention may be found Aaron's leaching apparatus,
is
filled,
tial phase, so that be may not be dazzled, and
or nearly filled, by two sets of adver- with two or three different, arrangements, a small mill,
lose precious time when the totality comes on. tising cards or plates, together with mechanism sampling tailings, and settling tanks, dichloride of copby which one set is forced toward the front and per, etc Mr. Aaron iaa practical miner, of long working
A couple of photographs of the sky, taken the other toward the rear of the box, and, in experience on this coast.
Sold bv Dewey & Co., PublishPrice, post free, §2.00.
just before and again after totality, will be in- combination with this, of pulling grips by which
ers. 220 Market St.

scription of his invention, in one or more of
and reUabJe newspapers, affording just the circulation best

calculated to widely inform tbe class of readers especially
Interested Ja the subject of his inventioo.
'

Caveats.

A Caveat la

a confidential communication made to the

patent Office, and is therefore tiled within its secret archives.
The privilege secured under a caveat ia, Ibat it entitles the
caveatortoreceiveuotice, for a period of one year, of any
application for a patent subsequeutly filed, which is adjuagedtobenovclandislikely to interfere with the invention described in the caveat, and the caveator is then required to cumplete his application for a patent within threa
ijon'-hflfrom the date of said notice. Caveat papers should
be Very carefully prepared. Our fee for the service vai'iea
from £10 to §20. The Government fee is .$10 additional.
To enable us to prepare cave...t papers, we require only a
sketch abd description of tbe iuveutiun.

-^

Rejected Applications.

Inventors

who have

rejected ca?e3 (prepared either by

,fiemstl\eij or for them by other agentsj ami desire to a.scertain thojr prospects of succ. ss by further elVorts, ai-e invited
to avail themselves of our unrivaled facilities for secuiing

We

have been successful in securing Letfavorable rtsulta.
Our terms
ters Patent in many previously abandoned cases.
are always reasonable.
dning
busioesswith
us will be notified of the
Inventors
state of their application in tbe Patent Office wiieuever it is
possible for us to furnish such information.

D'^WBY
Patent
Ci

Solicitors, Office of
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President.

MOORE,

R. S.

Superintendent.

Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works,
S. E.

Corner

HOWARD

and BEALE STREETS. SUN FRANCISCO.
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL KINDS OF

Mining and Milling Machinery,
ENGINES and BOILERS,
For £dlDlng and Irrlsatlon Purposes.

Also Sawmill
BXCbl'HIVR AOKXTS

Machinery.

I'OH TllR

PACIFIC COAaT UV

HEINE PATENT SAFETY BOILER and MACBETH STEEL PULLEY.
A0ENT3 FOR THE PACIFIC COAST OP

BRYAN'S ROLLER QUARTZ MILL
The most perfect Roller
cheaper.
more durable,

2.

It
]t

.3.

It crushee a larger

1.

less
4,

IB
18

made, for the followlns reasonB:

Ulll

amouDt

with

of ore

power.
It amalgamates a larger percentage

5.

Its

" clean-up "

6.

It

portable,

and

is

is

is

quicker and

J

faller,

requires no frame-work,

ready for the foundation as

it

leaves

of

the shop.

the gold.

Fall Descriptive Circulars of any of the above sent on mppllcatlon.
Officb 0¥ the Candrlaria Cokholidated Mexican Mtmno Co.,
San DtMAS, DrRAKuo, Mkxico, October 25, 188S.

)
J

il'-don Iron Works, San FrancMco— Okitlemki!
Our Company hoa been oneratinR three of the 4-fo-)t
Brvan Roller (Jnartz Mills, one of which has been runninir steadily 'or three veara, one for two ond one
lor ono
yey. Our .|narl2 m very har.l: «e crush tlirnuKh a No. 60-meah screen. Our mills run 65 rcyolutions
per minute,
and each crush tlirouih OO-nicsh screen 12 tons in twentv-four hours; through .'.O-mesh, l.'i tonsand throneh JOmesh, IS tons. This proportion has been continuous. One set of Dies will crush from 1500
to 1600
:

tons

One

Tyres will crush ISOO tons. One rinu plate will crush from 2200 to 2300. The milla require very little
attention.
At iiur mi Ian ordinary "peon" earning one dollar per day has complete charijo. In retard
to sliming, in comparisnn with stampa hy reason of the discharge surface and the continuous OKitatlon by the scrape'ra,
a much less
of

set

amount

of sliraea la created.
A three years' experience teacliea me that, in every reapeet, the mills are a complete
suceeas and of material bcncllt to the mininc world. Thov can be set up and
running In 48 lioura, and can be diemounted in the aame timo and remoied to wherever desired. Ours were packed on our mule trail over as difflcult
a road as any in Mexico. As a sold amalgamator, it la unoi|ualod by any mill now in existence.

Yours truly,

D. M.

BURNS,

Superintendsnt.

THE GATES,
THE GREATEST ROCK CRUSHER ON EARTH!

1850.

1888.

WHAT

BOILDERB OF

MINING MACHINERY.
GENERAL OFFICE AND WORKS;
127 First St., San Francisco, Cal., U.
New York Office, 14C Broadway.

IS

SAID OF

IT

BY ONE WHO HAS USED

IT

THREE YEARS.

Office of Ernest L. Ransome. Manufactdker of Artifioial Stone and Concrete,
Ni. 508 California Street, San Francisco, November 9, 1888. j
Pnci/tc Iron ITor^— Gentlemen
In answer to your request for my experience with the Gites Crusher would say, that I have need one
for the past three years crushing trap rock, basal and granite for making concrete, the most of it being very hard and calculated to test severely
the strength and dnrabiltty of any machine,
I have crushed in that time probably not leas than 10,000 tons of this miterial, without any repair being necessary, and without any
change of shoes and dies, and, as far as I can judge, they appear to be good for as much more service,
I have had more or less experience with nearly every crusher in the mirket, and regard the Gates as in6oitely superior to them all.
In
fact its (fficiency, durability and capacity for woik is simply wonderful.
For cruehing all kinds of ore, ballast or macadam fine or coarse
nothing can compare with it. You are at liberty to rifar any parties to me who may want further evidence as to the merits of this remarkable
machine. Very truly yours,
ERNEST L, RANSOME.
)

S. A.

:

.

PLANTS FOR GOID AND .SILVER MILLS.
embracint; machinerj- of LATEST I>K>*IGN and
MOST IMPROVED construction. We offer our
customers the BEST REhULTS OF 38 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE in this SPECIAL LINE: of
worlt, and arc PREPARED to furnish the MOST
APPROVED character of MINING AND REDUCTION MACHINERY, adapted to all grades of
ores and

.SUPERIOR

to

that of any other make, at

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.
are also prepared to CONSTRUCT and DELIVER in COMPLETE RUNNING ORDER,
In
any locality, MILLS, CONCENTRATION

—

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

the

We

WORKS,

Water

WORKS,

PACIFIC IRON

,jacket smelting

FURNACES, HOI.STING WORKS, PUMPING machinery, etc., etc., ol any DESIRED CAPACITY.

NO.

127

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

FIRST STREET,

MINERS, ATTENTION!
8PRAGUE ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND MOTOR
Plants will,
ttw For

CO.,

OF NEW YORK.

LOW-GRADE ORES CAN BE PROFITABLY WORKED BY ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER FROM DISTANT WATERFALLS.
in many cases, pay for themselves in from 1 to 5 years by the saving produced by Electric Transmission compared with other systems
Suspension and Surface Tramways, Hoists, Pumps, Drills, Stamp-mills etc., operated by Electric Motors,
further

iNFORivfATiON, CiRcnLARh. E.stimates, etc,

R°c.

apply to

DUNCAN

Ifs^nt I

-^^^"^ ^' ^°-

^^^ Montgomery

St.,

San Francisco,

Cal.

IMPORTANT TO GOLD MINERS!
SILVER-PLATED AMALGAM PLATES for SAVING GOLD
IN QUARTZ,

GRAVEL AND PLACER MINING.
PRICES GREATLY REDUCED.

Over 3000 Orders filled. Fifteen Medals Awarded.
Replated. Old Plates Eoaght, or Gold Separated.
TA ALOK & CO., Corner First and Mission Sts.

Only Sefined Silver and Best Copper used.
Tliese Plates can alao be

purchased of

JOHN

San Francisco Gold, Silver and Nickel Plating Works, 653
Our Plates have proved the best

in

weight o( Silver and durability.

& 655

Mission

Send for Circular,

St.,

Old Mining Plates can

San Francisco, Cal

,

be

E. G. Oenniston, Prop'r,

Mining AND Scientific Press.

iU
E

EYRE,

E.

JOS H. GRAHAM,

Preeident.

Vice-Prea.

&

G. M.

Manaeer.

PINCKARD,
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Sei;*y.

VULCAN IRON WORKS,
SAVAGE, SON &

Successors to

135

CO.*

DOUBLE

San Francisco, Cal

145 Fremont Street,

to

PERFECTED

MINING MACHINERY,
Stamp

Pans, Settlers,

Batteries,

"Dodge" Rock

Etc.

Breakers,

Concentrators.

PDlverizers,

SAWMILL MACHINERY,
and Ice Machinery,

Refrigerating

STEAM ENGrNES,
CORLISS, MYER'S CUT-OFF, PLAIN SIDE-VALVE.
3 EST and

Shafting, Pulleys, Hanger and Boxes, Etc.
Special machinery of
leys, Boxes, etc.

all

REPAIR

kinds.

We

WORK

SOLICITED.

have a large

Standard Patterns, Gears, Pal

of

list

CHEAPEST
In the

Cor.

&

GREGORY

H. P.

Fremont and Mission

AFTER SEVERAL YEARS OP EXPERIENCE

CO.

Oar principal improvement

San Francisco,

Sts.,

we have

World.

finally perfected this

Mill.

consists in oscillating the stamps

joints,

allowing the stamps the utmost freedom of

cramp

in the

by means of sleeves with universal
movement, without tendency to bind or

working parts.

Cal.

Several

Mines Using Them

Have

Ordered

Others.

IMPORTERS AOT) DEALERS IN ALL CLASSES OF

WE HAVE

MACHINERY

A

WILLIAMSON

TATUM
& BOWEN,
FREMONT
SAN

AND

AYNE'S VER'nCAL
ZONTAL ENGINES.

OTTO SILENT GAS ENGHIES.
EMPIRE LAUNDRY MACHINERY.

IMPROVED STEAM

in

Machinery

of all

Kinds.

AND HORI-

POWER

DRILLS.

FRANCISCO, CAL,,

ST.,

Manufacturers and Dealers

BOILERS.

SON'S MACHINISTS'

TOOLS.

BLAKE'S
PUMPS.

34 and 36

ATLAS ENGINE WORKS ENGINES

CHINISTS' TOOLS.

BIOKFORD'S

HOISTING

ENGINES.

MACHlNEBy.
FRANK & CO.'S WOODWORKING
MACHINERY.
NEW HAVEN MANUPG CO.'S MA-

BEWENT &

BROS'

NEW ROCK BREAKER.
CIRCULARS WILL SOON BE READY.

SOLE AGENTS FOB
J. A. FAY & CO.'S WOODWORKING

ALSO

WET

FRISBEE

MILL.

PICKERING ENGINE GOVERNORS

JUDSON ENGINB BOVBRNORS.

WEBBER CENTRIFUOAL PUMPS.
PERIN BAND SAW BLADES.

TANITE CO.'S EMERY WHEELS
AND MACHINERY.

BLOWERS AND
EXHAUSTS.
SHIMER MATCHER HEADS.
BRAINARD MILLING MACHINES.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS.
BRADLEY CUSHIONED HAMMERS
MASSEY'S STEAM HAMMERS.
SCHLENKER'S BOLT CUTTERS.
HOLLO WAY FIRE EXTINGUISHSTURTEVANT

NATHAN AND DREYFUS OILERS.
KORTING INJECTORS AND EJECTORS.

DISSTON'S CIRCULAR SAWS.

NEW YORK BELTING AND PACKING

CO.'S

This Mill, with a weight of less than 9000 pounds,
has a capacity of three tons per hour of hard
quartz to 40 mesh is in successful operation and we guarantee its work
as represented.
;

RUBBER GOODS.

_ LANE AND BODLEY SAW

MILLS.

Sj
H. W. JOHNS' ASBESTOS PACK'^
ING, PAINT, ETC.

ERS.

YACHT ENGINES.

ENGINES and BOILERS
FKOM

MILL

2

TO 100

SUPPLIES

H.

ALWAYS IN STOCK

P.,

AND

LUBRICATING

OILS.

PERFECT PULLEYS
First

Premium Awarded

OXjOO?

at Mechanics' Fair,

1884.

3VEDBS3SS3,

c«3

Sole Lieenaed Manufacturers of the

MED ART PATENT WROUGHT RIM PULLEY
For the States of California, Oregon and Nevtida, and the Territories of Idaho, WiwhingtOD
Montana, Wyoming, Utah and ArizonS.
Lightest, Strongest, Cheapest and
Beat Balanced Pulley in the World.
Also Manufacturers of
Pit. COT. 26, 1881.

SHAFTING, HANGERS

AND APFURTBNANCBS.

SSTSknd eor Circulars and Prick List.*^

Noa. 129 and 131

FREMONT STBBBT,

-

IT

HAS NO MORE WEARING PARTS THAN CORNISH ROLLS,

SAN FBANOI9CO, CAL. And renewals will not coat over one-half

•

as much as for Btimpa.
Will run empty, or with, small
without injary. The attention of parties having Cement Gravel is called to this
run 100 tons per day to No. 8 mesh; 30 to 35 H. P.
OUR DRY MILLS are the most economical ever built, and are extensively used with
record of several years. No grinding in cans. Mill finishes to any fineness desired,

amonnt

\7VIlS".A.KrS'
ANTI-INCRUSTATION POWDER
Or Boiler Compound
For Removing or Preventing Scale. Corrosion and Pitting
in Steam Boilers. Send for references.
Also Pbbrlbbs Rdbbkr M'f'o Co. Plumbago Sheet, and
Piston and Valve Rod PftoklDg, to he had only of
J. a. WINANS, 220 Fremont St., S. F., Oal.

of ore
Mill, as it will

New Almaden
J.

Room

22,

B.

Quicksilver.

RANDOL,

FRISBEE-LUCOP MILL COMPANY,

320 Sansome St., GIDEON FRISBEE, Manager,

-

HOOKER & LAWRENCE,

-

-

Gen'l Ag'ts,

461 Howard

St.,

145 Broadway, New

San Francisco.
York.
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Mill as a Crusher and
"!'h'Pul-

erizver

without

is

&

HQDtlQgton

CHALMERS,
1

GeDtrifDgal

rival.

ir SEND FOR

and

mills.

SlIND KOK CklAl/iOVt

]

MACHINERY

JIGS and

ENGINES AND BOILERS.
SYSTEMATIC MILLING. SMELTING, and CONCENTRATION

for

SMELTING and LEAD

CORNISH ROLLS,

AHV TitffTIHOKIAUL

PUMPING

SELBY

CATALOOUK.-«i

ing smelting wor^a

apJ Oreg.

(^etallljrgy

QUARTZ^MILL.

ead

Is in operation in

435

TROMMELS.

416 Montgomery

And Assay

REFINERY

Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and
Lead Ores and Snlphurets.

HOISTING

.HANUrAOTDitKIUl 0?.,

ENGINES

ENGINES,

AHD

BLUESTONE,
LEAD PIPE,
SHEET LEAD,

HALLIDIE'S

SHOT,

MACHINERY

Etc., Etc.

AUtO MAMlfACTUHKRI) OK

Standard

CORNISH

Shot-Gun

Cartridges,

Under Chamberlln Patent

WIRE ROPE

JOHN TAYLOR &
POMPS.

TRAMWAYS.

GENERAL OFFICE AND WOKK8:

DENVER OFFICE

FultOD And Union Streets, ChlcaKO,

NEW YORK

:

No. 248 Eighteenth Street. Denver, Colorado.

HI.

MEXICO OFFICE:

OFFICE:

Room

43,

No.

a

Wall Street.

UTAH OFFICE-SALT LAKE

These WheelB are tlesisrned for all purposes whore limited quantities of water and
hit;h beads are utilized, and are ^laranteed to ^ive more power with less water than
any other wheel mailo, Beinc: placed on horizontal shaft, the power is transraittod
direct to shaftini; by liclts, dispensing with ^carinfi:.
Estimates furnished on application for wheels specially built and adapted in
capacity to suit any particular case.
Further information can be obtained of this fonn of construction, as well as the
ordinary Vertical Turbines for Wooden Penstocks and in Iron Globe Cases, free of cost,
by applying to the manufacturers.

JAMES LBPFEL &
or

OTho

BUYEHS' GUIDE is

issued

March and

each year. It

is

Sept.,

an ency-

clopedia of useful information for all who purchase the luxuries or the

"We
can olothe you and furnish you with
necessary and unnecessary
all the
necessities

of

life.

appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what is required to do all these things

COMFORTABLY, and you can makeafair
estimate of the value of the

BITYERS'

will be sent upon
cents to pay postage.

GUIDE, which

MONTGOMERY WARD &

CO.

111-114 Michigan Avenue. Chicago, 111.

IME

PELTON

WAftR WHEEL

St

St..

AND AIR COMPRESSORS.

Of the Machine-Mined Mineral in the U. S.,
three-quarters of the Iron Ore and
two-thirds of the Copper Ore were mined
in 18S7,

m

THE STANDARD
American Rock

Drilling

Machinery

CO.

Nevada Metallurgical Works,
NO. 23 STEVENSON STREET.
Near

First

C. A. Ldokelardt,

and Market Streets, 9. F.
Establisdbd 1800,

Manager.

Ores worked by any ProoesB.
Ores Sampled.
Assaying in all its Branches.
Analyses of Ores, Minerals, Waters, eta.
Working Tests (practical) Made.
Plans and Specifications furnished for tb
most suitable Process for Working Ores.
Special attention paid

to Examinations of

Mines; Plans and Reports furnished.

Drills.

O.

A.

LUCKHARDT & OO^

(Formerly

Huhn &

Luokhardt,

Mlolmc Engineers and MetallurBlstn

%*fii-'/fe
"^com

For Mines, Tunnels, Quarries, Sewers, Grading, etc.

RAND DRILL

17 Our Gold and Silver Tables, showing the value pei
ounce Troy at different degrees of fineness, and valuable
tables for computation of assays in grains and grammes,
will be sent free upon application. Agents for the Patent
Plumbago Crucible Co., London, England. Also for E.
G. Dknnibton'b Silver Plated Amalgam Plates.
The
plates of this well-known manufacturer are thoroughly
relial)lo, and full weight of Silver guaranteed.
Orders
taken at his lowest prices.

York.

General Agents,
Chicago, lU., and Denver, Col.
LACY, General Agents, San Francisco, Cal.

with Rand

application.

JOHN TAYLOR &

Kew

RAND ROCK DRILLS
%
^sr

Chemicals.
Having been engaged in furnishing these supplies slnoe
the first discovery of mines on the Pacific Coast, we fee
confident from our experience wo can well duit the do
mand for these goods, Doth as to quality and price. Qui
New Illustrated Catalogue, with prices, will be sent on

CO.,

110 Liberty

FRASER & CHALMERS,

PARKE

ASSAYERS' MATERIALS, MINE
AND MILL SUPPLIES,
We would call the attention of Assayers, Chemlste,
Mining Companies, Milling Companies, ProBpcctors, eta,
to our full stock of Balanci^a, Furnaces, Muffles, Crucibles, Scorifiers, etc., including, also, a full stock of

Mining Turbine Water Wheel.

Spring^eld, Ohio,

CO.,

IUPORTRR« AND DRALRKS IN

ALSO CHEMICALS. AND PHYSICAL. SCHOOL AND
CHEMICAL APPARATUS.
C3 & GS First St., cor. MIsMion.Sftii Franolsco.

No. 11 Calle de Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico.
CITY. UTAH.

JAMBS LEFFBL'S

receipt of 10

CO..

San Francisco.

AND SILVER

GOLD

ORES.

of

St.,

CO.,

•

WORKS.

METALLURGICAL
318 Pine

Corner of LeldesdorCf Street,

St. (Basement,,

SAN FRANCISCO

Ores Sampled and Assayed, and Testa made by

my

Process.

23 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK
80LK AGKNT FOR

H. D.

MORRIS,

Assaying and Analysis of Ores, Minerals and Watere.
Mines Examined and Reported on.
Treating Orc9 by m
Practical Instruction given
proved proceflses.

a KUSTEL & CO.,

Mining Engineers and Metallurgists.

220 Fremont

St.,

San Francisco,

MANUFACTURERS' aM PIIRCHASDI& AGENT.
Special attention given to pnrchaso of

MINE and MILL SUPPLIES.
ADAMANTINE SHOES AND
GIVES THE HIOHE.ST EFFICIENOT OF
And

ANT WHEEL

is

IN

THE

AnAWA NTINR.

W<)KI>T>.

DIES.—Guar

antccd to prove better and cheaper than any others.
Orders solicited, subject to above conditions.
H. D. MORRIS.

GREAT

REDUCTION!

BATTERY~~SOREENS.
Best and CheRpest in America.
No imitation, no deception, no planished or rotten
Only genuine Russia iron in Quartz Screens.
Iron used.
Planislied iron SL-reens at nearly half my former rates.
T ha\e a large supply of Battery Screens on hand
suitable for the Huntington and all Stamp Mills, which I
will sell at 20 per f-ent rliscnunt.

everywhere recognized aa the standard for high-

pressure service.

UPWARDS OF

600 IN USE.

From

12 to 20 per cent better results guaranteed than
can be produced from any other Wheel in the country.
It Is not only most economical of water, but the most

simple and reliable power for Quartz Mills, rompresaors,
Hoi^tine, Pumping, or any other purpose where water
power can be used.

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION.
Power from these Wlieels can be transmitted by eleclong dietances with pmall loss, and made available
for running Mills. Pumping and Hoisting Works, Tr^m
tricity

THOMAS

PRICE'S ASSAY OFFICE,

CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
BULLION ROOMS and ORE FLOORS,
524 Sacramento

Street, San Francisco, Cal.

PtRFORATED SHEET METAL
For Flour and Rice Mills, Grain Separators, Revolving
and Shot Screens, Stamp Batteries and all kinds of Min
ing and Milling Machinery. Iron, Steel, Copper, Brass
Zinc and other metals punched for all uses.
Inventor and Manufacturer of the celebrated Slot^Cut
burred and Slot Punched Screens.
Mining Screens a specialty, from No. 1 to 15 ((inej.

Orders promptly attended

to.

San Francisco Pioneer Screen Works,
San Francisco, Cal
21 & 223 First St.,
The Pelton Water Wheel Co.,
COIN RETURNS ON ALL BULLION DEPOSITS IN 24 HOURS.
JOHN W. QUICK, ProprietorNo. 120 FIRST ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CAt.
WORKING TESTS OF ORES BY ALL PROCESSES.
This paper is prlncea wltn In& Manufac
Cured by Obarles Eneu Johnson & Co., 600
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO CONCENTRATION OF ORES. South 10th St.. Philadelphia. Branch Offl47 Rose St., New York, and 40 La Salle
Ores Received on Oonsignment, Sampled, Assayed, and Disposed oea—
HY. JACKSON,
& CONTRACTOR
8t. OhioaBO. Asent for the Faolflo Ooaat—
of in the Open Market to the Highest Bidder.
Josepb H. Dorety. 6aQ Gommeroial St., 6. F
1%1 Montgoniery St., S. F.
cars. Electric Lights, etc.

CIVIL

Address

rNGINEER.

L
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WHOLESALE.
Thuksdat. Dec.

Local Market.

A.NTIMONT—French

This inof the year of a holiday character.
activity is expected to obtain until after the turn of
the year. 0*ing to the easy money market and a
more general accumulation of funds after next
close

month from

and dividend disbursements,

interest

is a growing impression that the forepart of
1889 will show more general activity in all branches
of trade and industries than witnessed for some time.
Considerable money was paid out the past two
weeks for taxes, but then this is not felt in any one
quaiter.
The various machine, foundry and iron
works in general, anticipate a more active time in
Cheaper coal is assured by low
the near future.
freights from Australia, which will be quite a factor
Heavy deposin bring ng about the improvement.
its of snow in the mount^iin ranges assure a liberal
well
into
1889, and
supply of water for the mines
with a better system of working many of the mines,
a very prosperous season is looked for. The Mining Stock Association, counting as it does several
very wealfiy members, proposes rectifying the
abuses that have crept into the management of the
Comstock mines. This action on the part of the
Another
association is already being favorably felt.
important factor for the futjre prosperity of the
Comstock is the final settlement of the Sutro tunnel
on Ian. I, 1889. A'tpr that date the tunnel will
pass into the control of parties who propose pushing
the work and developing the property for the best
The tunnel is to
interest of the Comstock mines.
be extended west through and from the Savage
ground.
News from the various mining districts is
of the most flattering character, auguring well for a
prosperous year in i88g. This is particularly the
case from the Comstock, where the mines are being
opened up for the taking out of increased quantities
of ore from the older mines and the development of
others not now listed on the stock exchanges, particularly those located on the West or Red L.ode.
N-^ws from Virginia City reports another important

there

development in Con. Virginia, and also that the
Crown Point developments are proving larger and

Work in the other
richer than before claimed.
mines is being vigorously prosecuted, but kept as
quiet as pos-ible, probably for stock manipulation
purposes.
From the Tu=carora, Quj toi and
BDiie districts there is nothing of particular interest to report further than they are preparing for an
active season.

—

SILVER The market has been steady and firm
throughout the week at 92^ to 925^0. The supply
of bullion continues light, but a decided increase is
looked for in next momh owing to all the mills on
the Carson river now running to full capacity and
the other mills in the district either running to full
c;ipicity, or will be very soon, unless for stock manipulation purposes they are delayed.

QUICKSILVER—The

market

very firm at advance. The demand is reported to be exceedingly
The consumption next year is expected to be
good.
fully 25 per cent greater than that of 1888.

LEAD — Themtrket
Some

firm toup.

is

shows a steady and

increase in the inquiries

is

fairly

reported

but no marked miprovemtnt in
the demand is looked tor until the coming season
opens. Eastern mail advices are not encouraging
to the selling interest, causing an easier tone to

from consumers,

prevail.

COPPER — The

Confirmed
reports are received of more mines being opened up
in Nevada
and Arizona. Mail advices irom the
East report a steady incre^ise in the visible supply of
copper, which creates in certain quarters a bearish
feeling, causing more cutting in the market prices
The
for m-inufactured copper and brass good=:.
svndicate stock of copper at the moderaie price of
market

;^5o per ton reaches the

TIN — Pig
Spot

inactive.

is

sum

tin plate is firm, as is that

in

7S

Concentrated

fjf

Copper—
Bolt
Sheathing

26
26
16 90

Ingot.....
Fire Box Sheets

—

(RON — Gleugarnock ton

Shotts,

1,

—
—
—
—

ton

No.l

Bar Iron

^

27

@ —
@19

00

(w

26

(^32 50

@30

00
24 50
fa29 00
it

25@

(base price) sP lb.
ton.
ore,

Chrome iron
Lead — 1^

@

—
— @
"^

Eglinton, ton

American Soft, No,
Oregon Pig, ton
Clay Lane White

7i

00

3

nearly

Company.

M

Eig Canyon G
Co
UoiDiDonwealth Con

due and

California Slate Co...
Gfc Western Quicksilver

M

M

M

house coals are weaker under heavy
Steam-coals are reported firm by sellers,

but cons^umers rtp^rt the m^irket easier for both
spot and on pasf-age.
For prompt shipment p ices
are lower and irregular owing to a decline Irom
Australia freights to this port.
It now looks as il
1889 will witness very low prices to what they were
in this year, for both steam and house coals.

—

IRON The market continues dull and inactive,
with quotations more or less nominal.

M Co..

(ttlO

5

ti@

Pigtin.^flb

25
(a42 50

23i@

tinuKBTLVER—By the flask
l^'laskB, new

1 05

WaakB. old

COEE-English, ton

,"

@

.—

R5 (»
20 00

@

PRICES OF COAL "TO ARRIVE."

Per Ton.
Australian ...STO fiO @11 00
Liverpool St'm 11 00 @ll 50
West Hartley. 11 50 @12 50
Scotch Splint. 11 00 @12 00

Per Ton
Cardifi

10 50@11

I/O

Lehigh Lump. 20 00@
Cumberland bkl8 00@1S 50
16 50@17 00
Egg, hard

Oak D^if^ Giavel Co.. California.. 10..
Montrose M Co
Colorado.. 1..
North Gould & Curry
Co...,Nemda..lO..
Nevada Qiieen M Co
Nevada. 4,
Omilak M Go
Alaska.. 6..
RusBell Reduction &
Co. .Califoruia. 4,
Nevada.. 93..
bierra Nevada
Co..
ISeg Belcher & Mides Con MCo
Nev.. 2..
Penn M &; M Co
Nevada.. 3..

The dullness of holiday week in ordinary
busineaa circles has scarcely added to the dullness and inactivity of the stock market, for
there is not much room for anything in that direction.
The market has been flat for a long
time, notwithstanding encouraging work up on
the Comstock,
Monday's Virginia Chronicle
aaye
The flow of the Oarson river has been
augmented by the recent snow and rainfall to a
volume sufl^cient to operate all the stamp mills
along its course to their full capacity. It is
probable that there will be a matritial increase
in the dailv ore shipments from the Hile and
Norcross and Confidence. The Con. California
and Virginia has already increased its daily ore
shipments to the Eureka from 163 to above 200
tons.
The fall of snow in the mountains has
not yet been of auflicient importacce, however,
to keep the Cirson bank full for a prolonged
:

period.

Coll Deane, Ribert F. Rogers, R. W, Collins and M. W. Fox have tiled a complaint in
the Superior Court against the Challenge Mining Co. to set aside the election of
K. P.
Harmon, J D. Fry, William Norris, J. H. Dobinson and James Newlands as directors of the
Challenge Consolidated Co. The petitioners
allege that they were elected by proxies given
by a number of stock brokers who were not
bona-tide owners of the stock which they purported to represent at the time of the election.
This is a test case, and a very important one to
owners of mining stock, as it is intended to
remedy an existing evil. Some of these days
we will succeed in getting the mining companies
conducted on a better basis than is at present
the caee, when mining stocks may be dealt in
with better results by email holders.

A

Con

California

ConfideuceS

M

& Va
Co

M

M

Metal Exchange Market Report"

the "

New York

:

Prices generally ruling for metals not regularly
dealt in on Call at the N. Y, Exchange, covering extremes of buyers' and sellers' views. All prompt de-

Australian

$24.50®
Copper,

;

Tin,

@

;

Billiton

Tin,

Banca Tin, $24.2S@24.so; Baltimore
Orlord Copper,
$t6.oo@

@

;

16.25; P- S. C. Copper,

$4.75@5.oo; Foreign
mony, $io.oo@i3.5o.

@

Spelter,

Foreign Lead,
$6,oo@6.2S; Anti;
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Binder,
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Newspapers are

binders.

.10

quickly placed in it and
held neatly, as in a clothbound book. It is durable,
and so simple a child can
use it. Price, size of Mining and Scientific Press,

,

Baltimore
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Fraternal Publishing Go's,
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Scientific American, 85
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.75
55

6S

We

Agents wanted

Our Agents.

Independence

North

.Aug

.".

50
50
50
1.00

Montgomery St

What Every

Oct 11

.

,

2!\

Gruss Valipy

H Clough

& Soda Co.. California.. A

50
1.00
08
50

306 Pine St
318 Pine St
401 Calif ornia St
309 Moi tgnmery St

RW

Nevada..
Heath
.D A Jennings
Nevada., J F Lightner

California.

quote shipments since our last, and shall Peer
P. Sheridan..
be pleased to receive farther reports
Silver Star...
4.50 4.70 3.85
Confidence. Dec. 23, $32,437; Overman (tor
00
S.E.&M
3.25 3.40
December), $8458; Challenge, 23, §8906; Peer- Sierra Nevada.
80 4.00 3.50
.75
60
less, 27. $5885; Mt. Diablo, 27, $7945; Hale Silver Hill
King
90 1.25
aid Njrcross, 25, $15,592; Con. California and Silver
.65
60
Scorpion
Virginia, 25, $46,880— total to date on Dscem- Syndicate
4.20 3.60
_ 85
Con
Union
ber account, $106,977; Pamlico, 22, $36,000;
1.55 1.70 1.40
Utah
Hanauer, IS, $3600; Qaeen of the Hills, 19, 7ellow Jacket,.
5.50 4.90
5k
$2200; Hanauer, 19, $1830~20th,$1900; Woodsde, 20, $10,200; Hanauer, 21, $1675; Crescent,
Sales at San Francisco
32, $6400; Woodside, 24, $5830.

1.60
en

7.00
1.70

1.50
2.55

2.80

1.25

1.30

,40

.45

OnB Fribhds can do much in aid of onr paper ftnd the
cause of practical knowledjife and science, by aBSlstlngf
Agents Id their labors of oaovaratng, by lending; their influence and eocouragint; favors. We Intend to Bend none
but worthy men.
A. F. Jhwbtt Tulare Co.
P. E. Logan
Southern California.
H. G. Parsons— Northern California.
Gbo. Wilson Sacramento Co.
W. B. Frost— Fresno co.
W. W. TuKOBALDS- San Diego Co.
JoHH li. DoYLB— Utah, Wyoming and Colorado.

—
—
—

Th£ San Mateo Times and Gazette say a: All
the employes, with the exception of the stonemasons, were discharged last week from the
Stanford University. McNeil, the expert rigger, who has been overseeing that work since
the building began, shared the same fate. New
plans will be sent out from the East by the head
architect about the latter part of March, when
it is supposed that work will be resumed more
vigorously than ever.

:

. .

3.80
.00

3.75
I

4.15 3.45
3.25 2.80
4.00 3.15
1.00
.55

.50
.10

.

Persons receiving this paper marked are requested to examine its contents, term of subscription, and give it their ovni patronage, and
as far as practicable, aid in circulating the
journal, and making its value more widely
known to others, and extending its influence in
the cause it faithfully serves.
Subscription
rate, $3 a year.
Extra copies mailed for 10
cents, if ordered soon enough.
If abeady a
Bubsoriber, please show the paper to others.

100
150
235
200
200
250
200
100
50

Belcher
B. & Belcher
Baltimore

Bulwer
Bodie Cod
EulUou
Challenge

ChoUar

400 Con. Imperial
500 Crocker
50

3.40
1.40

4.85

5.50 4.90

53

Stock Exchange.

700 Justice

27.

50 Mexican
200 New York
6^
100 N.Eellels
7;
50 Nev. Queen
45c
50c 200 Ophir
1.40
70 Overman.
1.40 400 Occidental Con.....
70 Potosi
5;
3.1U 150 Peer
9.75 100 Savage
75c 100 Sierra Nevada
85c 250 S. B. &M.
61 ZOO Utah
65c 300 WComstock
3.65
50 WeldoD
Sg 350 Yellow Jacket

2.65

Alpha

UO ConVa &Cal

300
450
25

"

3.80" 3.05
1
1.25

3.55

Crown Point
Grand Prize
Gould & Curry

Hale&Nor

,

(El Dorado county) Gazette
After rnnnicg a tannel over 1300 feet at
it has run into cement,
which is an indication that the tunnel is too
high and is probably over the channel. It
will, however, be run straight across to the
other rim and then prospected.

the

,

,

The Georgetown

says;

.95

2.00
4.10
50c
2.80
2.50
6J

I.60
.1.70

2.65
40c
3.5o
3.I5
2.90
1.3f)

Hogs Back mine,

5

is

now

pre-

The mines

in

Kavenswood

district,

Eareka

county, Nev,, are to be developed by a Portland (Maine) company.

CORDAGE

SAN FRANCISCO

CO.

(A Corporation.)

A

Sale.

The works are situated on A. & P. R. R., Calico
Mining District, Daggett, Cal., and contain a firstclass Engine and Boiler with Ore Crusher and other
machinery, Mill Scales, As=;aying Outfit, etc., all
Also upon the premises an office buildnearly new.
ing and a comfortable dwelling house (portable).
The above can be had at a bargain. Apply to
GiLLESPY & Childs, 123 California street, San
Francisco.

H, Aaron

75c
.45c

Should this paper be received by any BtibBoriber who
does not want it, or beyoTid the tinte he intends to pay
postal
it, let him not tail to Write ua direct to stop it.
card (costing one cent only) will suffice. We will not knowingly send the paper to any one who does not wish it, but
if it is continued, through the failure of the subscriher to
Qotify ufl to discontinue it, or of some irresponsible party requeated to stop it| we shall positively demand payment for
H»e time it Is sent. Look oarefullt at the label ojs
TOUR PAJPER.

Sampling Works for

0.

paring to apply for a patent.

Pon't Fail to Write.

for

—

A

LixiviATioir Patent. Having satisfied
himself of the utility of his method of separating lead from the lixivium by means of a soluble chromate in the lixiviation of ores with
hyposulphite solntionSf as described in the

Pkess recently, Mr.

Constantly on hand a full assortment of Manila Rope,
Rope, Tarred Manila Rope, Hay Rope, Whale Line,

Sisal

etc., etc.

£xtra sizes and lengths made to order on short notice.

&

TCTBBS

,

313 California St
328 Montgomery St

H

W

Co

M Co
Eureka Con MCo
Mt Diablo M & M Co
North Star M Co
Halefi; Norcross S M Co
Idaho M Co

1.60
.55

Complimentary Samples.

By Man.

3.

JO

19..
Peb 18..
Hansome
7..
Jan 28..AHal3ey
5.. ,Jan
29..
Harvey
18.. .Jan
8..0HEogart
14.. ,.Peb
4.
Kent
24. . .Jan
19. .E
Flint
28.. ..Jan 22..LGHarvey
21... .Jan 16..JMorizio
24..
Jan 28..P.ELuty
18.. ,.Peb 4..CH Mason
28.. ,.Feb25.
Deas
;

.

Caledonia
C
Candelaria Con

Potosi

Refined, barrels,

the latest from

230 Montgomery
309 Montgomery
121 Montgomery
10 California
328 Montgomery

20.. Dec 18. .Jan
50. .Dec 21. .Jan
20.. Dec 4. .Jan
.Jau
05. .Dec 15. .Jan 21.... Feb 12..JMorizio
25. .Nov
9. .Dec 13.... Jan
2..ELParker
25 Dec
3. .Jan
7.. ..Jan 28. .E
Holmes
10. .Nov 8. .Dec
17 ...Dec 31..J
ScoviJle

.

Overman

Bullion Shipments.

$7,30; plain cases, $9.20.

is

U..Oct

M

S. F.

—

is

.Jan

.

Table of Lowest and Highest Sales in

Those who simply want to look at the eclipse
without instruments can prepare a piece of ordinary smoked glass. This can be made of a
small pane of good window-glass by holding it
By Telegraph.
over the flame of a lamp or candle until a black
Nf-.wYork, Dec. 27, 1888. The following are the
film is deposited.
If possible, it should be
closing prices the past wcck;
smoked so that the tint will be so dense at
Silver in Silver in
one end that the' full light of the sun seen
Loudon New York. Topper. Lead.
Tin.
92^
§17 23
Thursday.... 42 i3-16,
§3 75
S2l 80 through it will not dazzle the- eye, while at the
92;'
3 SO
Friday
42 5-:6
17 25
21 60 other the film should be so thin that objects in
9;i3
3 76
Saturday.... 42 5-16
X7 40
21 75
an ordinary lighted room may be seen distinctMonday
42 5-16
92^
ly through it.
Smoke the glass as evenly as
42 5-16
92g
Tuesday
WedneBday..
17 20
3 20
924
2180 possible from one end to the other. Paste a
Quicksilver is unchanged.
Borax is steidy and narrow strip of thick paper across each end of
the glass, on the smoked side, and lay it on a
in lair demand. California refined would bring 7J^c.
Copper is dull and nominal at i7@i7J4'c; casting, Rheet of nnemoked glass of the same size.
i6@i6jic. Pig lead was dealt in in a small way at Then secure the two sheets together by a strip
$3'72K@3«50- Large' consumers are unwilling to of paper pasted around the edges of both plates.
dull.

13.

10. .Dec
7. .Jan
10. .Nov 21 .Due
10.. Nov 13.. Dec
05. .Nov 19. .Dec

Nevada.. 10..
Nevada,. 4..

Livp

Mining Share Market.

Eastern Metal Markets.

livery.

Nevada.

M

.Dec

10..Nov28,.Jan
15..Nov28..Jan
05. .Nov 13. .Dec

.10..
.California.. 2..

M

Thursday, Dec.

Petroleum

30.

Co

,

COAL — Spot

following

Californi*.. 3..
Cal,. 3..
California., 1..

M

Cover
Co
Gray Eagle
Co
Horseslioe Bar Con
Kossuth
Co
Lord of Li)rn
Co..

Plaoe op Eusines

.

.

00
328 Montgomery St
—
M
@ ..309 Montgomery St
E
309 Mon^omerySt
— Wm
8 @
Sheet
J
309 Montgomery St
Pipe
_
MEETINGS TO BE HELD.
—
Drop, W bag. 1 55 t*
Shot, discount 10% on 500 bags
—
1 75 @
Buck, ^bafe
Nabie of Compahy.
Location.
Seobetart.
Ofpioe in S. F.
Mbbxinq
Date
— AlaskaM&M Co
1 95 @
ChiUed, do
Alaska.. KD Fry
420 Montgomery St
Annual
Jan 9
16 m
20
Steel—EugUsh. lb
Bullion M Co
Nevada.. RR Grayson.
327 Pine St
Annual
10
Jan
—
Canton tool
9J@
Nevada.. W Grant
Chicacro M& M Co
520 Montgomery St
Annual
Jau 7
10 (g
16
Black Diamond tool
Chemehuevis M Co
Arizona.. F P Bull
328 Montgomery St
Annual
Jan 2
10
Pick and Hammer
& @
lovaM
Co
Nevada.. C E HigginB
408 Ualifornia St
Annual
8
Jan
Machinery
4@ 5 Spring Valley G M Co
California., H Piehoir
320 Sansome St
Special
Peb 26
4ia - Silver King MCo
Toe Calk
Arizona.. J Nash
328 Montgom ry St
Annual
Jan 8
TiNPLATE— Coke, prompt shipment
4 85 @ 4 90
California.. C E Morgan
IC Fremont St
Annual
Jan 8
Coke on spot
@ 5 15 Shasta Iron Co
Charcoal, 14x20
6 75 W 7 25
LATEST DIVIDENDS—WITHIN THREE MONTHS.
5 50 @ 5 62
do roo6ng. 14x20
Name of Oosipant.
Location.
Seceetary.
Office in S. P,
Amount.
Patabls
.

Bar

to

1S88.

The

.

Ophir

spring.
For prompt shipment, the
reported to be easier, 'fhe consumption
1889 will be lully 20 per cent more than it was in

pay $3.70.

Looation. No. Am'i. Levied. Delinq'nt. Sale.
Seobbtakt,
California
1
20. .Dec 20. .Jan 22. ...Feb 7..T"WNolin
5O..JN0V 24. .Dec 28... Jau 21..HDea8
Co.... Nevada.. 7..
Nevada.. 2..
50.. Nov 12.. Dec 24.... Jan 12.. G C Higgina

M

ConcordiaMCo

Occidental

is

ncepts.

14i
7|

7J<6S

freely.

arrive in the

markft

13S@
7i@

@

JOUONALB.

S. F.

ASSESSMENTS.

27, 1888.

of $25,000,000.

begins to be taken more

tin

Star

DIRECTORY.

COMPILBD BVBST THURSDAV FROM ADVBRTISBMBNTS IN MiNINa AKD SOIBHTIFIO PEBSS AND OTHBR

Powdered

BORAX— RefiDod

San Fkancisco, Dec. 27, 1888.
General business the past week was as usual at the

SHAREHOLDERS'

MINING

San Francisco Metal Market.

IQarket ^epo^ts,

[Dec. 29, 1888

CO.,

611 and 618 Front St San Francisco, Cal.
,

Practical Treatise on Hydraulic Mining.
By AUG. J. BOWIE, Ja.
Tbia new and important book la on the use an-^ construction of Ditches, Flumes, Dams, Pipes, Flow of Water
on Heavy Grades, methods of mining shallow and deep
placers, history and development of mines, records of
gold washing:, mechanical appliances, such as nozzles,
hurdy-sTirdys, rockers, undercurrents, eta; also describes
methods of blasting; tunnels and sluices; tailine.'s and
dump; duty of miners' inch, etc. A very practical wojrk
Price, §5, post-paid.
for gold miners and users of water.
For sale by Dbwbt & Co., Publishers, 220 Market St., San
Francisco.

-ti

Mining and Scientific Press.

Dec. 29, 1888.1

441
New and

A

/l33e33[ne|it
Gover

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS,

|iotice3.

Company— Location

Mining

39

Nos.

of

Important Book on Metallic

Alloys, Solders, etc.

FREMONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

to 51

priocif.al placo ol butiiiiiras, Skii Fruiiuinco, Caiitorflia

Dcar Urvtowu, Auuvilur Couuty.

Lojottlou of works,
(rah torn ia.

NuTlCE la hereby (clveti, that at a meetiiiK of tlio
Board of DIrectois held uu the 24th day of Novomhor,
188S, an AMMMment (No. 1) of Fifteen (15) Ceots per
flhare was levied upon the capital «took uf the corpora

METALLIC ALLOYS

tloo, payable iniiueJlatuly In United Statev fculd coin, to
the Secrttary at the ottlco of the Company, Non. 13 and
16 Kremont Htreet, Sau Francisco, California.
Any Htock
upon whU-h ihui Aei>ew*ii>ent shull remain unpaid ou the
&th day of January, Is^u, will bo delinquent and adverttdod for 8ale at public auction: and unless payment U
made l>«(or« will be sold on Tueeday. the 29th day uf
January. 18^, to (jay the dvllmtuunt atHcMnment, toEether with cmtts uf udvurtitin^ and u\]>«ntiv3 of sale.
By order of the Board of Directors
L.

UriiCK— 13and

15

Fremont

A Practical Guide for the Manufacture of nil kinds nf
Alio' 8. AniftlKBiiiH. and J-oIdorfl u o<l by Metal Workers;
tOKetlicr with their Chemical and ITysiial PmpertlcH and
their Applieation In the Arts and the Induttiios; with an
Appendix on the Coloriuif of AUdys, Transhitt-'d and
cu led. chiitly fri.m the German of A. Krupp and Andri-on Wllubirgcr, with extensive addltioua, by WllUftni
T. Brannt, one of the editiirs of "The Tethno-Chemlcal
Iteceipt Book." etc. IllustnitciJ by 16 engravings. 12mo,

HAKVKV.

O.

Strti-t,

SicreUry.
San Fr»hcisco, Cal.

l2>^ i^iUKOS.

9^.AO

I'rioo

AcTliy mail, free of po&taKc, to any address in the

Lord
pany.

world.

^A

Lorn Gold and Silver Mining Com-

of

of principal

T/o^'ailon

and County

doacriptivc circular Kiilne the (ull contents of
tho above »«nt free to any one who will apply,

place of huniuesa, City

San Francinco, .Statu of Catifuruia. location of works, Uold Uill MiiiiUK District, State of

Wk

o(

.NOTICE

hereby

aj.scj

I'luu.it'H:

A Praeti'-al Manual of Minerals, Minus and Mining;
Comprising HUt'gfstions as to tha loculitk-s and assoritt-

Nevada.
that at a L^eetlng of the
Board of Directors, held on the inth day of December,
IfiSa, an Assossiiiunt (No. 4) of Ten (10) Cents per sharewas levied uioii tlio capital stuck of the Corporation,
payable lunnediately in United States gold coin, to the
Secretary at tho otlico of the Company, No. 318 Calia tiy stock upon
fornia street, San Fruaciscu, California,

tions of

which this Assessment eball remain unpaid on tho 'Jlst
day of January, iSav, will be dulinifuent, and adver*
tisud for sale at public auction; and uiless payment is
made before will be soil on ilonday, the lUh day of
February. ISii'J, to i ay Ihe dcliiiqutiit Hsessniint. to;;etber with custfl of ad\(TtiHin(f and expenses of sale.
By order of tho Bsard of Director.

iWTA di-scriptive circular giving the full contents of
the above book sent free to any one who will send bie

ib

^'Iven,

the Uselul Minerals; full di-'tcriptioiis of the
most effective methods of both tho qualitativu and quantitative annlyaes of ea'h ol these nilncralH, and bints
upon the various operations ' f mining, inclu Una Architecture and Construction.
By Prof U. 8. Onborn, LL.
D.
lUuMtraicd by 171 engravings. Svo, 367 pages.

add reus.

A

By Stephen Michell. Svo, 277 enk'ravPrice
$C.OO
A Treatiue on Earthy and other Minerals ard Mioiig
By D. C. Davies. With76 c^gravings. 12iiio Price $fl. 00
Tho Prospector's Hand Book
A Guide for the Prospector and Traveler in sea. ch of Mfltal-bearing or other
va uable Minerals. Illustrated. 12mo. Price. . .$1. SO
Mineralogy Simplitied. Easy Metbodri of Identifying
Minerals, inulnding Ores, by means of the Blowpipe, by
Mine Drain^e.

ings.

William Penn Mill and Mining Company.-rLocation o( princiual place of Imaincjw. Sun franc'sco,
Loiution of works, Devil'^ Gate Mining;

California.

Lyon county, Nevada.

NOTICE.— There is aelini|uent upon tho following described stock, on account of Asi^esHmcnt (No, 3) levied
on the 8th day of November, IStiS, the several amounts
set opportito the named of the respective Shareholders,
OS follows:

Name*
Oeor^

Lant'ridnc, GoorKO
J.

W

A

M

8100

looo
1000
lOi

20
2000
500
2500
10,000

40
33

Oi)

lOO 00
100 CO
liiO CO
100 00
'J 00
2tXl 00
fiO 00
2^0 00
lOLO OO

1000

46
48
30

Seawell,
Seawell, Bu'.litt
Seawell, J.
ScoviIle,J. J

Amount.

Shares.
1000

36
37
8S
b*
06

Lini^ridice, Oeoi^c
LaiiifridHe, Georj{0

Leoden,

No.

Cortiflt^te.

Lanyridge, Oeorge
Lani.'rid|,'e,

And in accoTdaocc with law, and an order of the Board
of Directors, made on the ^th day of November, 1S3S,
so many sharei of each parcel of 6U'h stock at) may be
necessa'y will be sold at public auction, at the olHce of
the Company.

Room

Nevada Block, No.

6f1,

30!)

$5.O0

l'"C6

DELINQUENT SALE NOTICE.

No.

Treatise on Metalliferous Minrrals and Mining. By
Davks. With 14S illiiStr..tionB. liimo, 432 pages.

0. C.

Secretary.
Ofkicb — 313 California St., San Francisco, Cal.

Distiict,

M.flO

l*'ice

HAKVEY,

G.

L.

all

"HENDY" IMPROVED "CHALLENGE" ORE FEEDER.
The best form, of Feeder ever devised, and pronounced by reputable mining men to be far
superior to any form of "Roller" Feeder manufactured.
We refer to the followlog gentlemen who have furniehed ua with testimonial letters to the
above efifect, which can be seen at our office, viz.:
D. C.WiCKHAM, Taylor Mine, Greenwood, Cal.
N". W. Crookek, Supt. Bunker Hill Gold Miainpj Co., Amador City, Cal.
J. R. Tregloan, Supt. South Spring Hill Gold
Mining Co., Amador City, Cal.
W. G. Roberts, Greenwood, El Dorado Co., Cal.

WE ARE MANUFACTDKERS

Flame Reactions, by the Spectroscope and by Humid
Chemical Analysis, hised on Von Kobell's Tables lor the
Determination of Minerals, etc. By Henri Erni, M. D.
Hlu^trated. 12mo. Price
$3.00
Undergr.und Treasures: How and Where to Find
them. A Key for the Kedy Determination of Minerals
within the United Slates. By James Orton. Price $1.50
t^The above or any of our Books sent by mail, free
of poatag-j, at the publication prices to any addreas in
the world.
jtarour New and Revised Catalogue of Practical and
Scientific Books, Si pages, Svo, and our other Catalogues,
he whole covering every branch of Scienet app'ied to
the Arts, sent free and free of postage to any one
any
1

part of

tlie

PUBLISUBRS,

INDDSTRIAI.

will furnish descriptive Catalogues

BonKSFLUKRS

81 o AVitlDiit St..PliiIad«lphia,

OF THE

"CHALLENGE," "STANFORD," "TULLOCK," & "ROLLER" FEEDERS,
And

and quote prices upon

m

world who will furnish his address.

HENRY CAREY KAIRD &

CO.,

AND

Pa

ImpORTBRB,

,U.

•*.

A.

ENLARGED!

application.

Mont-

ry street, San Kra'icisco, Cal., on Momlay, the
3 1st day of December, 18S.8, at the hour of -2 o clock r.
u., of said day, to pay said Delinquent Asseet^ment
thereoo, together with co^ts of advertising and expenses
of the sale.
J. J. SCOVILLP:, Secretarj.
'.jouu

Okkior— Room 50, Nevada Block, No.
San Francisco, Cal,

Montgomery

30!)

TO ALL INTERESTED

COMPRESSED

STOCKHOLDERS' MEETING.
OFFICE OF

A SPECIAL MEETING

of

the stockholders of the
will be held at the

Company

Sopotior Mill and Mining

company, Room 11, 303 ralifornia Street,
S n Francises, California, on Wednesday, February 20,
18^9, at 1 o'clock r. M
for the purpose of takioe Into
,

consideration tho increasing of the capital stock of said
company from ten million (10,000,000) dollars, divided into one hundred thousand (100,000) shares of the par value of one hundred (100) dollars per share, to fifteen mill
ion (15,000,000) dollars, divide! into one hundred and
fifty thousind (150,000) shares of tht par value of one
hundred (100) dolUra each. Transfer books will close
on Monday, February 13, ISSO, at 3 o'clock p. M. By order of the Board of Directors.
J. M BUFFI VGTON, Secretary.
OFflcR— Room 11, No. 303 California Street, San Fran'

Geiierul

livtillcd
etc.,

Mining

Air ComprR&sori^,

foundry and machine shop in the neighborhood.

t<if,'ethcr

Clayton

FREE

Air

tjiblcb, d:ila,

Compressor

NEW

Works,

YORK.
New Sizeof

CALIFORNIA IRON YARD.
HENRY J. ROGERS & CO.

SS"

Of every deacription

,

THE Hiilest Price DaWforallkiDfls of Metals.
Ofkicb iND Yard: 138 and 130 Folsom St., S. F.
Telephone No 07.

HORACE

and Comiission,

420 Montgomery

St., S. F.

corner Webb.

LOVELL WHITE,

Cashier.

UNION COPPER MINE, Oalaverae Co.,
NEWTON COPPER MINE, Amador Co
CorreBpondeiit as Agent for Smelters in Londoo, LiverNew York, Boatop and Baltimore.
oxiicrieiicc, in California, purcliaaing

Special attention given to

management and

miuca and purchase and shipment

of

We

2,

$75.

1S89.

FOR ENGRAVINGS t:^ '^US^'lo^

S.ecretia.ry,

pany, No. 220 Market street, Saa Francisco.

er, 50

on Ordinary Deposits.

OEO. TOURNY,

LIFE SCHOLARSHIPS^

Back Files of the Mining and Scientific Prfss (unbound) can be had for §3 per volume of six months. Per
year (two volumes) $5. Inserted in Dewey's patent bind-

&

maps occupying two

the important

St^ites.

McNALLY

St.,

CHICAGO.

XDXIEZG-O
ASBESTOS MINING & MFG.
J, D. HOFF & CO.
1&.A.TSr

Office

CO.,

and "Worfcs at Pacific Beach, San
Dieifo CouDLy, C«l.

Roller and St< am Piping Covering saves
per cent fuel. A-be tos Indesiructible Fire Pr^of
Koof Paint wid not fade or come off. Colors. Ued and
Btown. Asbestos Indestructible Kiie Pro' f Cement for
backs of burnt out Stoves, RaogcB, and plastering over
fiie brick where intense heat or oil is used to preserve
them. Rate of freight quoted to all parts of the U. S.

ASBESTOS

25

^606 MortHOmerv
B'g.

i

St.,

San FraDcisco.

Also, Evecing Classes, 7 to 10 o'clock.
JOHN T. EVANS, M. A., Principal.

Day and Evbninq Ssbsiohh.
Ladies admitted into all Departments.
Addrena: T. A. ROBINSON. M. A.. President.

STORAGE
DEWEY

all

148 Monroe

Rooms C& 7,
Sherman

have some extra room

suitable
for
storage purposes, which we will let uo

large scale

The entire arrangement will be now, (mbodying the
most improved methods of refeionce and indcxii>g,
clearly showing tho location, population and commercial
advantages of ijvor 200.000 towns in the United States,
Caua a and Mexico.
BAND,
& CO.,

First Floor

sales of

woppor produce

very reasonable
terms.
"'" "
Market street, San Praneisco, Cal.
:0
CO..

For the half-jear ending December 31, 188S. a dividentl
has been declared at the rate of five and on^-tenth (5 1-10)
per cent per annum on Term Deposits, and four and one-

new

PBACTICA.L ASSAYING,

Ores

Society,

526 California Street.

contain

OP

pool,

and dealing in Mines.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

Payable on and after Wednesday, January

Miners' Iron Works,

Sole Manufacturers,
San Francisco. Cal.
537 First Street.

OO TO THB OLDEST AND THE BEST.

BUSINESS AIANAGBK OP

Twenty yeara

The German Savings and Loan

as required.
In the Bunker Hill Mill it has run continuously for two
years, never having been out of order or costing a dollar

Golden State and

Mining,

UNION.

St.,

Tui» ia the best and cheapest Ore Feeder now in use.
It has fewer parts, requires less power, is simpler in
adjustment than any other. Feeds coarse ore or soft clay
alike uniformly, under one or all the stamps in a hattery

(or repairs.

D. RANLETT,

It will

Page, 15x21 inches.

pages only (no cut-up maps) of

CHAS. CALLAHAN,

CAST and WROUGHT IRON SCRAP
SECOND-HAND BOII.KRS
AND OLD MACHINElir

Ores,

For the half ?ear ending with 3l3t of December. IhSS,
a dividend has been declared at the rate of live (5) per
cent per annum on term deposits, atjd four and onesixth (4 1-6) per cent per annum on ordinary deposits,
free from taxes, payable on and after Wednesday, January 2, 1&S9.

annum

WILL BE DOUBLE THE SIZE OF
ANY OTHER ATLAS
PUBLISHED.

air,

ON APPLICATION,

43 DEY ST.,

Marysvllle.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

fourth (4^) per cent per

with

1889.

ol
i.n

particulars address

SAN FKANCISCO632SAVINGS
California

A tlas,

IMrORTERS AND DEALBR8 IN

The Empire Foundry and Machine Shop in the citv o
MarvBville, now and for many years doin^ a remunerative business, is offered for sale at leas than half its
Everything' as it btanda— stock, machines, patvalue.
terns, real estate, etc., etc., \sill be sold on easy termi^.
A first-rate opportunity for cstahlishiny an ajiricultural
This is the only
implement nianulactory as an adjunct.

HOSKIN.

Business

Mjicliincry.

uf value to users of compressed

MAILED

CO.'S

28, 1882.]

No. 6,

t^^ This Culalogm: givca a full dcbcrip ion
tho Putcnted Improvemt-iilM einln\,jcd in these

FOR SALE.

E.

AIR.

May

ROCK DRILLS,
And

SucccsBora to

_ For further

[Patented

CLAYTON AIE COMPEESSORS,

and Mining Company.

ottico of tlie

cisco, California.

CATALOGUE

RAND, McNALLY &

THE ROLLER ORE FEEDER

NOW READY,

Street,

Tfie Superior Mill

THE USE OF

IN

No Vacationm.

cents additional per volume.

COAL MINES OF THE WESTERN COAST.
A few copies of this work, the only one ever published
treating of Pacific Coast Coal Mining, have been obtained, and are for sale at this office for 92.60 per copy.
It was written by W. A. Goodyear, Mining and Civil
Engineer, formerly of thp California State Geological
Survey.
^

Mining and Scientific Press.
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PACIFIC ROLLING MILL

NOTICE TO

CONTRACTORS,

and others interested in

Tables

Engineers'

WITH MAPS,

Progress

of

II.I,USTKAT10NS

ANJO rCLI. DESCRIPTION

UP TO

16x16

LOCOIVIOTIVE
ALSO

No. 119 Beale

For Catalo^es, Estimates, Etc. address:

DRILL

CO.,

SOFT and DUCTILE,

Henrickson's Patent Automatic
Manufacturers of B.
Safety Catches for Elevators. All Itinds of machinery
i^ORDBKS Solicitkd,
made and repaired.

Golden State

SUPERIOR TO IRON FOR

Miners Iron Works.

manufacture Iron Castings and Machinery
of all Kinds at Qreatly Reduced Bates.

AND MARINE FORGINGS.

Steel Rods,

from

i to 3

STEVENSON'S PATENT

inch diameter and Flats trom 1 to 8 inch. Angles, Tees, Channels and other shape
Tires, Plow Steel; Machinery and Special Shape Steel to size and lengths

of all kinds, Iron

and

Steel Bridge

Mold-Board

and Roof Work a Specialty.

AMALGAMATORS,

Golden State Pressure Blowers.

HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR SCRAP IRON AND
i^ Orders will have prompt attention. Send for Catalogues. Address
PACIFIC ROLLINO MILL CO., 202 Market

STEEI..
St.,

between Howard

Vlrst St.,

San Francisco.

<i

Folsom,

S.

F

IHORMTON THOMPSON

rnOMAS THOMPSON

FULTON

21 Fremont

and

&

THOMPSON BROTHERS.

PARKE & LACY,
St.,

Mill,

ELEVATORS.
R

Every Description.

EBPRB8GHTED BY

8 California

San Francisco

St.,
BDILDBR OF

Steam Bngines, Flour

Wagon, Buggy, and Truck

and Iron Forgings

ROCK

hh

CALIFORNIA MACHINE WORKS,
WM. H. BIRCH & CO.,
ENGINEERS AND MACHINISTS,

STEEL RAIIjS from 12 to 45 pounds per yard. ALSO, Railroad and Alerchaut Irou, Rolled
EDITION NOW READY.
Angle, Channel, and T iron. Bridge and Machine Bolts, Lag Screws, Nuts, Waahera, Ship and Boat
SENT FREE ON APPLICATION. Beams,
Spikes; Steamhoat Shafts, Cranks, Pistons, Connecting Rods, etc. Car and Locomotive Axles and Frames,

INGERSOLL

apd ^achiiie

miles.
Steel

THIJECD

of

HOMOGENEOOS STEEL.

Length 36

feet;

WEIGHT.

20,000 LBS.

CHINERY CASTINGS

AOUEDUGT TUNNEL
Section

Iron

Mining, Saw Mill and
True to pattern and superior In strengrtn, toughness and durability to Oast or Wrought
Dredging Machines
Iron In any position or for any service.
Brodle RocK Crushers,
Steam Power, Hydraulic,
Side Walk and Hand-Power
GEARINGS, SHOES, DIES, CAMS, TAPPETS, PISTON-HEADS, RAILROAD and MA-

OF THE

NEW YORK

Firpp

Cast Steel CastliB ^^ Steel

ETC.

SHAFT-SINKING,

TUNNELING,

CO.,

MANUFACTDKEKS OF

MINING MEN,
ENGINEERS,

[Dec. 29, 1888

IRON WORKS,
HINCKLEY. SPIERS & HAYES.

EUREKA FOUNDRY.
129 and 131 Beale St., between Mission and Howard, S.F.

Proprietors.

St.,

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

[ESTABLISHED IN

0£B.oe,

SX3

X*x-exia.oaa.t;

St.,

KH.H.

HANDPAOTUBBRa OF OABTINOS OP SVBRT DBSORlPTlON.

18&5.]

SCk-XX J^XTfbXlCSlfiKCSO.

C. K.

High Pressure or Compound,

Propeller Engines, either

WILLIAMH

J. H.

Oxrtozxv
MANDF'RS OF GENERAL MACHINERY.
Works, No. 315 Mission

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS.-

HORSE UNIMEML

ORTON.

'^^TllllA.Xka.is

-MANUFACTUKBKfl OF—

Special attention givcu to

Steam and Gas Engines.

cfi5
St.,

San Francisco.

Woodworking Machinery

Correspondence

solicited.

Stern or Side-wheel Engines,
Or

MACHINERY.—

Hoisting Engines and
MINING
Works, Cages, Ore Buckets, Ore Carts, l*umping Engines
and Pumps, Water Uuckets, Pump Columns, Air Com-

Mining Encjineers.

pressors, Air Receivers, Air Pipes

MILL MACHINERY.- Batteries
Crushing, Amalgamating Pans, Setth
torts, Concentrators,

AND

Electricity.

of

Office,

for Circulars giving particulars.

40 Nevada Bloc]£,SaQ Francisco. Cal.
A 28 Stevenson St.

Factory, 11

OF ALL KINDS,
Either for use on Steamboats or for use on LandPipe,

Pump

Civil, Mechanical and
Mining Engineering,

Practical,

or Air Columns, Fish

Tanks

for Salmon Canneries
OF BVKRV DKaORIPTION.
Boiler Repairs Promptly attended to and at vgry moQerace rawa.
AGENTS FOR TUB PACIFIC COAST FOK TBB

SnrveyiDg,

Fiesldent.

anl

Assaying.

723 Market Street,
A.

SPECIALTIES

Circular.

Drawing

ArcUtecture,

The History Building,

X>e>Sk,xi.& iSteftxTL I*xa.irx-p.

We

HALEY,

D»Y.

ENGINESiBOILERS

instructa Id
iteeping, Telegraphy, Peumanehip, Drawing, all the English branches, and everything pertaining to buBiness,
have sixteen teachers, and give
for six full montha.
ndividual instruction to all our pupils. Our school has
tfl graduates in every part of the State,

C. S.

Etc.

Plants for the Transmission and Distribution of Power by Means
jySend

ST., S. F.

HEALD,

of

LAMPS, STORAGE-BATTERIES,

\

DruRBlats.

B. P.

WORKS ORE WET OR

TUSTIN'S PULVERIZER.

SEVENTY- FIVE DOLI/ABS THIS
FOR
Shorthand, Type Writinp, EookCollece

i^SBHD FOR

Inventor and Manufacturer

KEITH'S ELECTRIC DYNAMOS, MOTORS,

Engines and Boilers, Dredging
Water Wheels.

Tustin's Pulverizer

COLLEGE.

POST

Mill

KEITH,

Contractor for the Construction of Elbctkio Railways

HEALDS
24

etc.

S.

ELBOTRIOAL ENGINEER,

Mac'biuery, Powder Mill Machinery,

Water

BUSINESS

Saw

N.

Dryer Wet

Furnaces, Re-

MISCELLANEODS MACHINERY.-Flour
Mill MiiChiuery,

cure of Sprains, Braises, Stiff Jointo,
Spavins, WindgallB, Sore Shoulders, etc.
4nd for Family Uro ie without an equaJl
cor Rhenmatism, Neuralgia, Aches, PaitiQ
Bruises, Cuts and S^jrains of all charactero.
The H. H. H. Liniment has many imitn
tions, and we caution the Pnblio to Eiee
that the Trade Mark " H. H- H." is on
avery Bottle before purchasing. For sale
gycrywhere for BO cents and $1.0C' i>sir
all

for

Ore Fpeders, Rock Breakers, Fur-

naces for Reducing Ores, Water Jackets,

[^HE H, H. H. Horse Liniment pntfl
new life into the Antiqnated Horse'
Forth© last 14 years the H. H. H. Horoe
L i nim ent has been tbe leading remedy
among Farmers and Stockmen for the

For Sale by

rs,

W. A. GOODYEAR,
Civil

Secretary.

in

the

and Mining Engineer,

MINING EXPERT AND GEOLOGIST.

the Great Chemists of the World aa

The Safest and Strongest High Explosives

President.

$25;

THE GIANT POWDER COMPANY
all

VAN DER NAILLEN,

Assaying of Ores, 325; Bullion and Chlorination Assay.
Blowpipe Assay, §10^ Full course of assaying, $50.
Send for circular.

and Tastin Ore Pulverizers.
DBANB STEAM PUMP.
Agents apd Manufacturers of the Llewellyn Peed Water Purifier and Heater.
Corliss Engines

Manufacture Three Kinds of Powder, which are acknowledged hy

San Francisco.

Address " Business Box A,"

IVIarl<ei.

office

of

this paper, San

Francisco.

WINCHESTER HOUSE.
44 Third

San Francisco,

Street,

Of Different Strengths aa Required.
Cal.

This Fire-prooi Brick Building ie centrally located, in
the healthiest part of the city, only a half block from
the Grand and Palace Hotels, and dose to all Steamboat
and Kailroad Offices.

Laundry Free for the use of Families
HOT AND COLD BATHS FREE.

NOBEL'S EXPIiOSIVE GEX-ATINE,"

JUDSON POWDEB IMPROVED.

BANDMANN,
NIELSEN &
CO.,
OKNRRAL
FRANCISCO

FHSm

for

ROOMS WITH OR WITHOUT BOARD.
FREE COACH TO THE HOUSE

W. SPAULDING
S-A.-W oc:>3VEi».A.3sr-sr

LIGHTNING WELL-SINKING
MACHINE fVIAKERS.
Uiola

^

MjiMt

Well-Hiiikiii^^aiid proHpL'cling
Bont
on trial. 5111 Itut hus l)i;un sunk in 8
hours. Iniiiru{:ti<jna I'ur bcKiniK^rB. Aa
EncyclopiJia "'' si)- EiiKruviiigB of well

,

\

n.ir^

proapcctorb
i

audBleam

D-tisu

uu

i^uy

tools,
cnftines.

und

oil.

r

pumps,
Atrca-

specialty.
Round,
Or burred slot holes.

ciK.cacli.

uine Russia

-J^ AUllORA, ILLS.,
—
U- S. A.

F.

Gold

H.

geneous

WellWorks.

Inserted

slot

Gen-

INVENTORS,
L.

TAKE

C.

CHISEL
.

Saws.

NOTICE

petersonTmooel maker,

ROOM

No. 2

.58 Market St.,N.E. eor. Front (up stairs) San Franoieco
Experimental machinery oud all kinds of metal, tic,
copper and braaa.

BIT

CIRCULAR

CaliS. F.

SAW MILLS AND MACHINERY

,

Propositions from princiijals only entertained.

SAFE DEPOSIT El^LDING,

Tooth

AND

Homo-

Steel, Cast Steel or

Zinc, Copper or Br^ss Screens for all purposes.
fornia Perforating Screen Co.. 145 Sl 147 Beale St

& Supplies.

Minos Examined, Reports and Estimates Furnished,
Contracts made, etc
San Pranctsco, Cal.
Office. 2S7 First St..

SPADLDING'S

American planished Iron.

HAUSMAN,

Mining Properties Bought,
Sold and Developed.

Iron,

AND PURCUASINQ AQBNT FOR

Mines, Uiniiig Machinery

THE RUSSELL PROCESS COMP'Y.

QUARTZ SCREENS
A

Buuk

SThe American
^

Manufacturers of

"

<lJBr
Ir^m

III

free, mailing char^ts

ji25

OAL. Mining and Mechanical Engineer

N.

FOOLEY.

No. 307 Sanbomb St., San Francisco.

ISRAEL W. KNOX,

ASF.NTS, «»AN

.<!al.«

BROWNE,

E.

Mining and Hydraulic Engineer,

rOR RAILROADS AND LAND CLEARING.

»!..<

ROSS

and

even Safer in Handling.

Is from three to four times stronger than ordinary Blasting Powder, and is used by all the Railroads and Gravel Claims, as it breaks more ground, pulverizes better and
saves time and money. It is as dry as the ordinary Blasting Powder and runs as freely.

Terms, Board and Room, $1.00 per Day GAPS
And upward.

J.

94 per cent of Nltro-Olycerlne,

which contains

GELATINIS-DTXAMITI!:, Stronger than Dynamite and

Of

all

logue.

kinds made. to order.

Send for Descriptive Cata
St.* San FranclEico.

17 and 19 Fremont

A.

STETEFEIDT, President.

NEW YOBK

OFFICE, 18

Rnom

BBOADWAV

70P.

MISSES DEVLIN.
Stenographers and Typewriter Copyists,
Boom 7, No. 240 Moutgoiuery St.,
•
San Francisco,
j. £. corner Pine,

••

MiNiNQ AND Scientific Press.
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S1,000 GH:..^XjXjE3SrG-E
FIVE

UDNQRED AND. SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

PRICE

C3S75.00)

o.

:b.

Itf VSK, 'Conceuii^Uonti tiro clean from tho first workioK- Tlie wuar tkod
machlo^^aui^tj^ BcAv4a worklu^' urdur and rvady to niako toato at £930 Freuiout

tukr an- morvly Domluikl.

8treot,

f^.

1400 AKB MOW
A
Shu Frauvliwo.

OVKR

,

«

Tife

Montana Cohfany

(Limltvil), London,.

Octobvr

H, 1886.

Drak 8iRH:~B»vlnK Uwtod thn>« of yoi^r.ynif Vannorii in a ooni)K,'Uttvo trial with othtr similar DiacltiUGt
(Triumuli). ^'u liave aatinlluil our»alvct) otth6 titl priority o( your Vautiunt, at) is oviduoceU by the (act of our liaviug
orduruu twiiity more of your uiachiotHi fur UiikiedlatviluUvury. Yourb truly,
•

»

THK MONTANA COMPANY

•,

N. U.— 8liic« tbu aliovu won writtolithd ^vfaoutira
FrutmauJ mure statii)Ni liavo bcun pur^as*].

^

tioual

liavtuif
^%

beoB startvA gavu such

I'roUcti'd )<y {tatuiiUi May 4, IStJO; DctivmbA 22. ltJ7'{^ S6()tumlf0i S, It^O;
^
ary 20, IStiS; Svftuinbur IH, IbH^ Pi^nttt at>plic)J tor.
.
•
'

THE FRUE ORE CONCENTRATOR
OR VANNING MAOHINE.

First PremioiD,

1

14 &

1

1

6

ADAMS & ^ART^R,
Room

7. No.

109

BEALE

Compound Pumpingr Engines

'SAN

'^^^^i^*

-

for

Water Works

Service,

Kubiu-

FRANCISCO, CAL.

1887,

At the Last Mechanics' Fair Exposition.

STE.A.3VC IPtJlVCIPS

niAMlACTllKURS OF

that 44 addl-

SS, 18)^1;

Also First PremiQiD, Gold Medal,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

ST.,

AprysT.ldSO; Horcb
^
^ «

Agents Frue Vaniling Machine Co.,

California Sfreet,

Gold Medal, 1886,

(Limitod).

(tatlsfactiuii

ADAMS & CAKTKIC

.

I'Oll

KVKltV

I'OSSIIII.H

Mining Pumps, Irrigating Pumps, Independent Air Pumps, and Condensers

ary Engines for Steam Pumps, Power Pumping Machinery, Improved

Compound Air Compressors,

I>UTV.

for Station-

etc, etc.

JUSTINIAN CAIRE. Agent.

NOTICE TO GOLD MINERS!

.521-, &

523 Market SL San

Francisco,

-DBALBH IN—

Assayers'

i^or

jsja.^v'iivrcar cStOIjJdi
GRAVEL, OR PLACER MINES.
MADE OF BEST SOFT LAKE SUPERIOR CD>rt!R
.A.^P H.E;i3XTCJm3 I"MC3E3S.
Our

guaranteed, ard by actual experience are proved, the ijett in weight of .SllO'd Mining Plates Kfplated, B .ught, or Gold Saparated. THGUSAMD3
FILLED.
t

and Mining
— MAMUFAal|IRBR

'

Material.

OF—

RATTFRY
^" SPRFFNS AND WIKE' PLOTH

plate=* are

ver and dntabilily.

OF ORDERS
SAN FRANCISCO

Agent tor HOSEINS'
NOVELTY, GOLD, SILVER AND 'NICKEL PLATING WORKS,
ASSAY FURNACES.
HYDKO-CARBON
1 08 and 112 First St., San Francisco, Cal.
*

-SKNU FOR CIKCULAR.

J^.

DF*.

MANUFACTURER OF

Centrifugal

Quartz

Roller

"'Mills;

CONCENTRATORS AND ORE CRUSHERS,
Mining Machinery of Every Description,

SEND FOR Ci^ULAR.

No. 45

Centrifugal Roller Quartz Mill.

FREMONT STREET.

-

-

TO PUT UP MACHINERY OF ANY KIND?
TO MAKE ANY CHANGE IN MACHINERY?
PACKING ON MULES?
OR
TEAM
BY
AREYOU FREIGHTING
DO YOU WANT PULLEYS ON SHAFTING ALREADY UP?
BO, dou't fail to look into the

'

ORK OBCSHBB

PRANClSOO, CAL.

IMPROVED FORM OF.HYDRAULIC GIANTS.

ARE_ YOU GOING

If

'..

SAJSI

merits of

THE DODGE PATENT INDEPENDENCE

WOOD SEPARABLE
PULLEYS.

Or SPLIT

Balanced and Mont
Tliev are tlie tiglitost. Strongest, lJe»t
Couvoniriit Fu!loy« Made in the World.
liuiirely New and Original.
Time, trouble and money saved by
Price List and Catalogues milled tree.

Adopted to any powar required.
usinfr tlicse pulleys.

/Eg"

JOHN SIMONDS,
509

to

513 Mission St„

Pacific
•

-

Coast Agent,

TBK

ABOVE CHT ILLUSlftATEb THE

IMPROVED FORM OF UOUBLE-JOINTKD HY-

wUicli we manufacture. Wc ^arantee purjfJiasers of this form of Gianta agsinat all
are furtlier prepared to
daiiiaKrs wliich mav arise from any a-iverse suits or actionn at law.
Prices, dlacoimts aud Catalogues Gf our speaalties ol
farnisli Siiipl*^- Jointed Giaots when required.
sent on application.
driaulic Mining:

I^KAIJI^TC!
rosts^xuRnses or

GJANTS

Wo

hy-

Machinery

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, 39

to

51 Fremont

St.,

San Francisco.

.

SAN FRANCISCO.

DEWEY &

0O.,{''&e?i?o'?'i1."F^?n\lt^}

PATENT AGENTS.

Mining and. Scientifiq* Press.
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•

^O ^OU

INDEJX

LVij.

,

—OF THE-

Heat
Heat

te.

Scientific

29< IVIuke

HydTdlirre

Morougo District
"Mou tSha ta

a^'B,

ste'i

PARK. Corporation Wrecking."
41, Cr3;Ci)sta Rica Min s
'l_'ot "D Bagsiuf
..an
...347i*JottoQ,pornM
...33iJ' otton Filter..-.

Industrial

ill

.

.

Alaska, Prospecting iuj

»

n^JindMineraliands.

m

3^

OK7 391.
"Jai ^(Ti
257.

.

.

.

,
'

,32S:i^vadalIiiies
...

•»

"XVNightAir
fijNitrogeu iu Fertilizers.

Iron Metollujg^.
^--^
Iron, Quali yof. '
Irou R'lst
.^.
J4
Iron Ships.,.*. ^*
42
Iron Softening. i«
4i Oakland Harbor
^Irmi Stiirfor Acid, -289,297 Observatory, Denver

.:133
..312
2t)

..

<'
3 4, Ml. ^
Iron Supply.;
^.481. Trou Twisted....*
JDeath, Dr^d of
_,
"°]Dehri8 Coinraiss'ion, 140, 217 Iron Tests
"' „J 260. 276, sua, 361.
Ironworkers' Sight

»

Ameiican Machinery
Angela. Calaveraa to
Angoras

Dams

-SS^iDebris

-

22. 3E

-^IfDebris P.oblem

•

260

56, 92,

^'Diamond Mining

Ivory Trade

161

Arizona (exposition

2Uii

i

1591

'..j^S

Belts.. ...»...v
pj^,Q^g Bonaiwai...

.*

P.nadium
Notes

Kerii^Tllt;

.

.

39.-

Bee

si6ns.37S
.

Eads

(^'

Stinffi

i

Belting. -T:
Beits supping

Jetties.

Records

Ka, thqiiftke

It

Bat'i-g too

299

Much

...l-'9

53
o£-Moon
e-uESun.313.412,413,436
Bessemer
436
Rclipse Pbotographa
•BlastiDg, Priiicipl-a of.
Ki!)ipse Observing Parties, 432
...161
*Blasting, Rules for
208
Economies Gone Mad.
" Blind LearierH
109
Egle.-ton, Thos
Bodie Ores, Working., 374. 413 Egyptian Exploration
158
11,79
Boiler.^
379
Elastic Traces
247
Boiler Feeder
54
El Dorado Miues

^
Pro:'^

*Benicia

E]cli|)se

—

**B lip

'

Haidetou Patent. CW Electric Age
194
,...i*79
Boiler Not-s
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